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PUBLISHERS' NOTE ON THE COMPLETED WORK
With the publication of tlie Atlas which is incorporated in the present edition The Century Diction-

ary and Cyclopedia has been brought to completion. As the Cyclopedia of Names grew out of the Dic-

tionary and supplemented it on its encyclopedic side, so the Atlas has grown out of the Cyclopedia, and
serves as an extension of its geographical material. Each of these works deals with a different part of the

great field of words,— common words and names,— while the three, in their unity, constitute a work of

reference which practically covers the whole of that field. The total number of words and names defined

or otherwise described in the completed work is about 450,000.

The special features of each of these several parts of the book are described in the Prefaces which will

be found in the first, ninth, and tenth volumes. It need only be said that the definitions of the common
words of the language are for the most part stated encyclopedically, with a vast amount of technical,

historical, and practical information in addition to an unrivaled wealth of purely philological material

;

that the same encyclopedic method is applied to proper names— names of persons, places, characters in

fiction, books— in short, of everything to which a name is given; and that in the Atlas geographical

names, and much besides, are exhibited with a completeness and serviceableness seldom equaled. Of
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia as a whole, therefore, it may be said that it is in its own field

the most complete presentation of human knowledge— scientific, historical, and practical— that exists.

Moreover, the method of distributing this encyclopedic material under a large number of headings,

which has been followed throughout, makes each item of this great store of information far more acces-

sible than in works in which a different system is adopted.

The whole represents fifteen years of labor. The first edition of The Century Dictionary was com-
pleted in 1891, and that of TheCentury Cyclopedia of Names in 1894. During the years that have elapsed

since those dates each of these works has been subjected to repeated careful revisions, in order to include

the latest information, and the results of this scrutiny are comprised in this edition.

January, 1899.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., adj adjective.

abbr abbreviation.

abl ablative.

ace accusative.

accom accommodated.accom-

modation.

act. active.

adv adverb.

AF. Anglo-Frencli.

agrL agriculture.

AL. Anglo- Latin.

alg. algebra.

Amer American.

anat. anatomy.

anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.

aor aorist.

appar. apparently.

Ar Arabic.

arch architecture.

archeeol archajology.

arith. arithmetic

art article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.

astroL astrology.

astron astronomy.

attrib attributive.

ang aagm<^ntative.

Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.

biol biology.

Bohem Bohemian.

bot. botany.

Braz. Brazilian.

Bret. Breton.

bryol bryology.

Bulg Bulgarian.

carp carpentry.

Cat. Catalan!

Cath. Catholic

cans. causative.

ceram ceramics.

cf. U tmnftr, compare.

ch. church.

ChaL Chaldee.

chem. chemical, chemistry.

Chin. Chinese.

chron. chronology.

colloq colloquialfColloqulally.

com. commerce, commeT'
cial.

comp. composition, com-
pound.

compar. comparative.

conch. conchology.

conj conjunction.

contr. contracted, contrac-

tion.

Com Cornish.

craniol craniology.

craniom craniometry.

crystal crystallography.

D Dutch.

Dan Danish.

dat. dative.

def. definite, deflnitlon.

deriy derivative, derivation.

dial dialect, dialectal.

diff ditferent,

dim diminutive.

distrib distributive.

dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.

E. East.

E. EnglishCtuwzUi/nMiTt-

iwjmodern Engl ish).

eccl., ecctes. . . . .ecclesiastical.

econ economy.

e. g L aumjii gratia, for

example.

Egypt. Egyptian.

E. Ind East Indian.

elect. electricity.

emhryol embryology.

Eng. English.

engln. engineering.

entom. entomology.

Epis. Episcopal.

equiv equivalent.

esp especially.

Eth Ethiopic.

etbnog. ethnography.

ethnol ethnology.

etyni etymology.

Eur European.

exclam exclamation.

1, fem feminine.

F. French (uguaUy mean-

ing modem French).

Flem Flemish.

fort. fortiflcation.

freq frequentative.

Fries. Friesic.

fut future.

G. Oerman(iw?«i//y?7M!an-

ing New High Ger-

man).

OaeL Gaelic.

galv. galvanism.

gen genitive.

geog. geography.

geol geology.

geom geometry.

Ooth. Gothic (MoesogothicX

Or. Greek.

gram. grammar.

gnn gunnery.

Heb Hebrew.

her. heraldry.

herpet. berpetology.

Hind. Hindustani.

hist history.

horol horology.

faort horticulture.

Hang. Hungarian.

hydninL hydraulics.

hydros hydrostatics.

Icel. Icelandic (tuuoSy

meaning Old Ice-

\&nd[c,otherwi«ecaU-

ed Old Norse).

lohth Ichthyology.

i. e. . . L.idnt, that is.

impers. impersonaL

impf. imperfect

impv imperative.

improp Improperly.

Ind Indian.

Ind. indicative.

Indo-Eor. Indo-European.

indef IndeSnite.

inf. infinitive.

instr. inatmmentaL

Inter] interjection.

lntr.,intranB. ..intransitive.

It. Irish.

irreg. irregular, Irregularly.

It Italian.

Jap. Japanese.

L, latin (tuuaUy «n«an-

<njr classical Latin).

Lett Lettish.

LO Low German.

llchenoL llchenology.

lit literal, literally.

Ut literature.

Lith. Lithuanian.

Uthog lithography.

Uthol lithology.

LL Late Latin.

m., maac masculine.

M Middle
mach machinery.

mammal mammalogy.
manuf manufacturing.

math mathematics.

MD. Middle Dutch.

HX. Middle English (oCAer-

wite called Old Eng-

liab).

mech. mechanics, mechani-

cal.

med. medicine.

mensur. mensuration.

metal metallurgy.

metaph metaphysics.

meteor. meteorology.

Mex Mexican.

MGr Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.

MHG Middle High German.

milit military.

mineraL mineralogy.

ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

MLO. Middle Low German.

mod. modern.

mycol mycology.

myth mythology.

n '....noun.

n., neut neuter.

N. New.

N. '..North.

N. Amer. North America.

nat natural.

naut nauticaL

nav navigation.

NGr. New Greek, modem
Greek.

NHO New High German
(wnially simply O.,

German).

Nil, New Latin, modern
Latin.

nom nominatlTe.

Norm Norman.
north. northern.

Korw. Norwegian.

nomls. numismatics.

O. Old.

obe obsolete.

obstet obstetrics.

OBolg. Old Bulgarian (other-

wise called Church

Slavonic, Old Slavic,

Old SlavonicX

OCat Old Catalan.

CD. Old Dutch.

ODan. Old Danish.

odontog odontography.

odontol odontology.

OF Old French.

OFlem Old Flemish.

OGael Old Gaelic

OHG Old High German.

Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.

OLO. Old Low German.

ONorth Old Northumbrian.

OPruss. Old Prussian.

orig. original, originally.

ornith ornithology.

08 Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.

osteol osteology.

OSw Old Swedish.

OTeut Old Teutonic.

p. a. participial adjective.

paleon paleontology,

part participle.

pass. passive.

pathol pathology.

perf. perfect.

Pers. Persian.

pers person.

persp perspective.

PeruT. Peruvian.

petrog. petrography.

Pg Portuguese.

phar pharmacy.

Phen Phenician.

philol philology.

philos. philosophy.

phonog. phonography.

photog photography.

phren phrenology.

phys physical.

physiol physiology.

pi., plur pluraL

poet poetical.

polit political.

Pol Polish.

poss possessive.

pp past participle.

ppr. present participle.

Pr. Provenpal (timatty

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).

pref prefix.

prep preposition.

pros present

pret preterit.

priv. privative.

prob.

.

probably, probable.

pron pronoun.

pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.

pros. prosody.

Prot Protestant.

prov provincial.

psychol psychology.

q. V L. qiwd (or pi. quce)

vide, which see.

refl. reflexive.

reg. regular, regularly.

repr representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Bom Roman.
Bom. Romanic, Romance

(languagesX

Russ Russian.

S South.

S. Amer. South American.

8C L. scilicet, understand,

supply.

Sc Scotch.

Scand Scandinavian,

Scrip Scripture.

sculp sculpture.

Serv. Servian.

sing singular.

Skt Sanskrit

Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. Spanish.

subj subjunctive.

snperl superlative.

snrg surgery.

surv surveying.

Sw. Swedish.

syn synonymy,

Syr. Syriac.

technol technology.

teleg telegraphy.

teratol teratology.

term termination.

Teut Teutonic.

theat theatrical.

theol theology.

therap therapeutics,

toxicol toxicology.

tr., trans. transitive.

trigon trigonometry.

Turk Turkish.

typog typography.

alt ultimate, ultimately.

v verb.

var. variant

vet veterinary.

V. L intransitive verb.

T. t transitive verb,

W. 'Welsh.

'Wall Walloon.

Wallach Wallachlan.

W. Ind West Indian.

rrngeog zoogeography.

ZOOI zoology.

root zootomy.



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

B as in fat. man, pang,

a as in fate, mane, dale,

a as in far, father, guard.

& as in fall, talk, naught,

a as in ask, fast, ant.

a as in fare, hair, bear.

e as in met, pen, bless.

e as in mete, meet, meat.

6 as in her, fern, heard.

1 as in pin, it, biscuit.

i as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.

6 as in note, poke, floor.

6 as in move, spoon, room.

6 as in nor, song, off.

as in tub, son, blood,

as in mute, acute, few (also new,
tube, duty : see Preface, pp. ix, x).

as in pull, book, could.

German ii, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.

ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates its abbreviation and lighten-

ing, without absolute loss of its distinctive qual-

ity. See Preface, p. xi. Thus

:

a as in prelate, courage, captain.

e as in ablegate, episcopal.

o as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat,

u as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates that, even in the mouths of

the best speakers, its sound is variable to, and
in ordinary utterance actually becomes, the

short ((-sound (of but, pun, etc.). See Preface,

p. xi. Thus:

a as in errant, republican.

e as in prudent, difference.

i as in charity, density.

o as in valor, actor, idiot.

& as in Persia, peninsula.

e as in the book.

u as in nature, feature.

A mark (— ) under the consonants t, d, s, z in-

dicates that they in like manner are variable to

ch, j, sh, ch. Thus

:

t as in nature, adventure.

d as in arduous, education.

§ as in pressure,

z as in seizure.

th as in thin.

TH as in then.

ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mouill6) 1.

' denotes a primary, " a secondary accent. (A

secondary accent is not marked if at its regular

interval of two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read /ro»j; i. e., derived from.

> read whence; i. e., from which is derived.

+ read and; i. e., compounded with, or with sufBx.

= read cognate with; i. e., etymologically parallel with.

•v/ read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed,

or asserted but unverified, form.

t read obsolete.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word in-

dicates that the word go marked is distinct

etymologically from other words, following or

preceding it, spelled in the same manner and
marked with different numbers. Thus

:

bacfci (bak), n. The posterior part, etc.

back^ (bak), o. Lying or being behind, etc.

back'^ (bak), V. To furnish with a back, etc.

back^ (bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backet (bak), n. The earlier form of bat^.

back^ (bak), n. A large flat-bottomed boat,

etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the

credits to the quotations, as " No." for number,

"st." for stanza, "p." for page, "1." for line,

IF for paragraph, " fol." for folio. The method
used in indicating the subdivisions of books
will be understood by reference to the follow-

ing plan

:

Section only J 5.

Chapter only xiv.

Canto only xiv.

Book only iii.

Book and chapter

Part and chapter

Book and line

Book and page ) iii. 10.

Act and scene

Chapter and verse .

.

No. and page
Volume and page II. 34.

Volume and chapter IV. iv.

Part, book, and chapter II. iv. 12.

Part, canto, and stanza II. iv. 12.

Chapter and section or IT vii. ^ or IT 3.

Volume, part, and section or IT . I. i. ^ or K 6.

Book, chapter, and section or IT . . I. i. $ or U 6.

Diffei-ent grammatical phases of the same
word are grouped under one liead, and distin-

guished by the Roman numerals I., II., III.,

etc. This applies to transitive and intransi-

tive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used

also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives,

to adverbs used also as prepositions or con-

junctions, etc.

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or

all of the words in a synonym-list indicates

that the words so distinguished are discrimi-

nated in the text immediately following, or

under the title referred to.

The figures by which the synonym-lists are

sometimes divided indicate the senses or defi-

nitions with which they are connected.

The title-words begin with a small (lower-

case) letter, or with a capital, according to

usage. When usage differs, in this matter,

with the different senses of a word, the abbre

viations [cop-] for "capital" and [I. c] for

" lower-case " are used to indicate this varia-

tion.

The difference observed in regard to the

capitalizing of the second element in zoologi-

cal and botanical terms is in accordance with

the existing usage in the two sciences. Thus,

in zoology, in a scientific name consisting of

two words the second of which is derived from

a proper name, only the first would be capi-

talized. But a name of similar derivation in

botany would have the second element also

capitalized.

The names of zoological and botanical classes,

orders, families, genera, etc., have been uni-

formly italicized, in accordance with the pres-

ent usage of scientific writers.



Oelticize

Oelticize, Kelticize (sel'-, kel'ti-siz), v. t. ;
pret.

and pp. Veltici::e(l, Kelticized, ppr. Celticizing,

Keltici::ing. [<. Celtic, Keltic,+ -ize.'\ To render
Celtic.

The Xorse element in the upper end of the island has
been thoroughly Celticized in speech and social habits.

The American, IX. 101.

Celtis (sel'tis), n. [NL., < L. celtis, an African
species of lotus.] A genus of trees of several
species, natural order Urticacea;, nearly related
to the elm, but bearing a small fleshy edible
drupe instead of a winged samara, c. mutraUji,
the nettle-tree or tree-lotus, is a native of the Mediter-
ranean region. The principal American species is C occi-

dentatit, the hackljerrj'. Several species occur in northern
.\.si:i. See nettle-tree and hackberni.

Celtish, Keltish (sel'-, kel'tish), a. [< CelO-,

Kelt, + -isia.} Celtic. [Rare.]'

Celtism, Keltism (sel'-, kel'tizm), n. [< Celt^,

Kelt, + -ism.'] Same as Celticism.

Oeltist, Keltist (sel'-, kel'tist), n. [< Celfi, Kelt,
+ -ist.] One engaged or versed in the study of
Celtic language, literatm-e, antiquities, etc.

Celtomania, Keltomania (sel-, kel-to-ma'-
ni-ii), «. [= F. cdtumaiiie, < L. Celtce (see Celt^-)

+ mania, madness.] A strong tendency to ex-
aggerate the antiquity and importance of Cel-
tic civilization, language, and literature, and
to derive the words of various languages from
Celtic originals.

Celto-Roman (sel'to-ro'man), a. Relating to
the mixed population of Celts and Romans in
southern and western Europe.

coluret, celer^f, celler'-^t, »• [Early mod. E.
also cellar (also cillerie, cilery, q. v.), < ME. ce-

lure, cylure, geler, sylure, < OF. "celeiire, < L.
ctelatura, ML. also celatura (> ME. celature :

8ee celature) and celura, carving in relief, later
sculptured or painted decoration, < cielurc, AIL.
also ceUire, carve in relief, later of other orna-
mental work, < cwlum, a chisel, graver, < cwdere,
cut: connected with ceil, n. and v., and ceiling,

in which are confused the notions of ornamen-
tal carving or vaulted work (iilt. < L. cwlum, a
chisel) and ornamental hanging or canopy (ult.

< L. aelum, the sky): see ceil and ceiling.] 1.

Carved work in relief; sculptured decoration
for the walls or ceiling of a room; wainscot-
ing.

Sylure of valle [var., of a walle] or of a nother thynge,
celatura, celanien. Prompt. Parv., p. 450.

2, A canopy ; a ceiling.

Vnder a »eUr of sylke with dayntethis dijte.
ArUurt of Arthur, at. 27.

Hur bede was off asznre,
With testnr and celure,
With a brygt Ixirdure
Compa-syd ful clene. SirDegrtrmnt, 1. 1474.

celuredt, a. [< ME. 'celured, sylured; < celure
+ -(•'/-.] Ceiled; canopied.

cembalist (sem'ba-list), n. [< cembalo + -ist.]

A i)erformer upoii a cembalo, usually a harpsi-
iliord or a pianoforte.

cembalo (sem'ba-16), n. [It., orig. a cymbal

:

see cymbal.] 1. A musical instrument of the
harp family ; a dulcimer. Formerly a general name
for many instruments having several wire strings which
were struck with hankmers. The term doubtless is de-
rived from the hell-like tone thus produced.
2. Such an instrument played by means of keys
or digitals; a harpsichord, and, later, a piano-
forte or organ keyboard: short for clavicembalo.
cement (se-ment or sem'ent), n. [Early mod.
E., and later also ciment, < ME. ciment, cyment,
symcnt, < OF. ciment, cement, F. ciment = Pr.
cimcn = Sp. Pg. It. cimento, cement, < L. ca;-

mentum, a rough stone, rubble, chippings of
stone, prop, contr. from 'aedimeiitttm, i ceederc,
cut. The noun i.s prop, pronounced, as be-
ing of ME. origin, sem'ent (formerly, in the
spelling ciment, sim'ent) ; but the pron. se-
ment', after the verb, is now more common.']
1. Any composition which at one temperature
or one degree of moisture is plastic and at an-
other is tenacious. C-ements are lueil for uniting ma-
terials of the same kind or of dtiferent kinds, or for form-
ins,' Hitiooth and imperviou.s surfaces or coatings. The term
properly im^lndes papier-mache, gums, glues, mucilages,
limes, mortars, and a great number of compounds of such
nature as t<» admit rjf their assuming, under certain condi-
tions, sticky, tenu'ious, or 8t.)ne-Iike consistency. Cements
are divided int<j clas-ses, acconling to their use, as gl(Ufx-
cement, etc. The materials forming the cement are mixed
with water, acids, oils, etc., to a paste, and applied to the
surfaces to tie joined together or coated, and then dried ;

or, either wet or dry, are apiilied hot, or are applied and
then heated, when they become hard and tenacious. This
hardening is called the "setting" of the cement. The
cenienU in use in the arts are exceedingly numerous, and
are composed of a great variety of materials.

This haddeu tiles for stoons, and towgh cley for m/ment.
Wydif, Geri. xl. 3.

56

881
This gcyment, bryk, stoon, cley togeder drie,
And knytte into oon til noon humoure be therin.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 166.

Specifically— 2. A kind of mortar which sets
or hardens under water: hence often called
hydraulic cement, it is, however, often used in supe-
rior masonwork not intended to be covered by water.
There are two kinds of cement well known in Europe,
Pi/rtlattd and Roman. Portland cement (named from its

resemljlance in color to Portland stone) is made from se-

lected materials, commonly chalk and river-mud or allu-
vial clay. Roman cement (unknown to the Romans, but
deriving its name from a supposed resemblance to Roman
mortar) was originally made of volcanic ashes, but is now
more often made from materials obtained from the Juras-
sic series of rocks. Much of the cement used in the United
States is that known as Rosendate. See cement-stone.

3. A name sometimes given by placer and hy-
draulic miners to any rather fmnly compacted
mass of detrital auriferous material. Usually,
however, the application of the word is limited to detrital
material of volcanic origin, consisting of fragmentary sub-
stances mixed with ashes and caused to cohere somewliat
tirmly by pressure, or by silicious or cjilcareous matter.

4. inanat., the cortical substance which forms
the outer crust of a tooth from the point where
the enamel terminates to the apex of the root,
resembling bone in anatomical structure and
chemical composition. Also called cementum.
See cut imder tooth.

As age advances, the cement increases in thickness, and
gives rise to those bony growths, or exostoses, so common
in the teeth of the aged. H. Gray, Anat.

5. In MoL, a substance which cements ot glues,
as the secretion by which a barnacle adheres.— 6. Figuratively, bond of union; that which
firmly unites persons or interests.

Truth is the foundation of all knowledge, and the cement
of all societies. Dryden, Character of Polybius.

Friendship ! mysterious cement of the soul

!

Sweet'ner of life ! and solder of society.

Blair, The Grave, 1. 88.

7. A conipotind made of pitch, brick-dust,
plaster of Paris, etc., used by chasers and other
artificers to put under their work that it may
lie solid and firm, for the better receiving of
the impression made by the punches and other
tools. E. Phillips, 1706

—

Amber cement, a solu-
tion of hard copal in pure ether, of the consistency of cas-
tor-oil. /;.//. A';ii.7/i(.—Armenian cement. See.iraieni-
on.— Bituminous cement. Secfci7i(/ni/i(.»».— Cement-
Stlbstance, the sparse intercellular sutjstance uf endo-
theliunt which stains with nitrate of silver.— Chalcedony
cement, a cement compos*'d of one volume of burnt chal-
cediniy, one volume of lime, and two volumes of white
sand. It has a glaze like polished marble.

—

Glycerin
cement, a cement made of glycerin and litharge, used
for metids and for packing joints. It is useful for gal-
vanoplastic purposes, as it reproduces a surface very deli-
cately and accurately.— Hydraulic cement. See 2.—
Iron cement, a cement used for luting the sockets and
spigots or Manges of cast-iron pipes, and for calking the
seains of steam-boiler plates. It consists of sal ammoniac,
sulphur, and finely pulverized castings or borings made
intoapaste.— Portland cement, Roman cement. See
2.— Royal oementt, a composition (•.)iisisting of 1 part of
sal ammoniac, 2 parts of common salt, and 4 parts of pot-
ters" earth or powdered bricks, the whole moistened with
nrine, and usecl in the cementation or purifying of gold.
Ji. Phillips, 1706.— Rubber cement, (n) clean caout-
chouc triturated with a small ((uanlity of sulphur and dis-
.solved in benzine or some other hydrocarlwn. It is used
for covering cloth of which boots, shoes, coat£, belting,
etc., are made. (I>) A cement for securing rubber rings
or plates to metal or wood. It consists of a solution of
shellac in ten times it« own weight of strong ammonia,
left for a considerable time to soften without heat. Also
called caoutchouc cement. E. II. Kniftht.

cement (se-ment'), V. (< ME. 'cementen (in
verbal n. cementynge) = F. cimenter = Sp. Pg.
cimentar = It. cimentare (cf. ML. cwmentare,
build); from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To unite
by cement, as by mortar which hardens, or by
other matter that produces cohesion of bodies.
The 3ates, that Kyng Alisandre leet make of grete Stones

and passynge huge, wel gymented and made stronge for
the maystrie. Mandeville, Travels, p. '268.

2. Figuratively, to unite morally or socially in
close or firm union.

The fear of us
May cement their divisions.

Shak., A. and C, iL 1.

Reverend sirs,

Think on your ancient friendship, cemented
With so much blood.
Fletcher {ami another). Fair Maid of the Inn, v. 3.

No lovers in romance ever cemented a more instantane-
ous friendship. Ooldmnith, Vicar, xiv.

Cemented gravel, gravel caused to cohere by infiltrated
calcareous or siliceous matter, or by the effect of such in-
filtration combined with that of pressure.

II. intrang. To imite or become solid ; unite
and cohere.

They (the parts of a wound] will, If held in close contact
for some time, reunite by inosculation, and cement like
one branch of a tree ingrafted on another.

Sharpe, Surgery.

cemental (se-men'tal), a. [< cement + -al.] Of
or l)oloiiging to cement, as of a tooth: as, ce-

mental tubes. Owen,

cenatical

cementation (sem-en-ta'shgn), n. [< cement +
-ation.] 1. The act of cementing; the act of
uniting by an adhesive substance.— 2. A metal-
lurgical process in which two substances are
heated in contact for the purpose of effecting
some important chemical change in one of them.
Iron may be carburized or decarburized by cementation.
Thus, bar-iron, embedded in charcoal-powder and exposed
to a temperature above redness, is gradually converted into
steel, and in this way steel was fonnerly made in large
quantity. This is carburization by cementation. Again,
if cast-iron be embedded in the powder of red hematite
and kept for some time at a red heal, it is decarbui'ized,
and acquires a considerable degree of malleability. This
is the method in use for producing what is known as mal-
leable cant-iron. Malleable iron is also converted into
steel by keeping it immersed in molten pig-iron. This is

a very ancient process, and is a kind of cementation. Sil-
ver is also separated from gold by cementation with salt
and with potassium nitrate. These last methods of sepa-
ration of the two precious metals are also very ancient,
but are now neai-ly obsolete. See case-hardening.

cementation-box (sem-en-ta'shgn-boks), n.
Tlie box of wrought-iron in which case-harden-
ing is effected. See case-hardening.
cementatory (se -men ' ta-to-ri), a. [< cement
+ -a tor I/.] Cementing; having the quality of
tmiting firmly.

cement-copper (se-ment'kop''6r), n. Copper
precipitated by cementation.
cement-duct (se-ment'dukt), n. The duct of a
eemcnt-gland of a cirriped. Darwin. See sec-
ond cut under Balanus.
cementer (se-men't6r), n. A person or thing
that cements.
Language, the great instrument and cementer of society.

Locke.

cement-gland (se-ment'gland), n. The gland
which secretes tlie cement of a cirriped. Dar-
win. See cement, n., 5.

cementing-furnace (se-men ' ting-f^r'nas), n.
A furnace used in the process of cementation.
cementing-0"7en (se -men ' ting - uv '' n), n. An
oven used for the same purpose as the cement-
ing-furnace.

cementitious (sem-en-tish' us), a. [< L. cee-

mentitius, prop, caimenticius, pertaining to quar-
ried stones, < cwmentum: see cement, «.] Per-
taining to cement; having tlie property of ce-
menting; of the nature of cement.

A small quantity of lime, starch, or other cementitiotui
substance is added. Sci. Amer., July 19, 1884.

cement-mill (se-ment'mil), n. A mill for crush-
ing the stony concretions from which a form of
cement is obtained.
cement-stone (se-ment 'ston), n. Any rock
which is capable of furnishing cement when
properly treated. Most of the rock used in the United
States for cement comes from the Tentaculite division of
the Lower Helderberg series, and the product takes the
name of Itosendale cement from the town of Kosendale in
Ulster county, New York, where it is chiefiy worked. The
rock which furnishes cement is a more or less impure lime-
stone, or mixture of carbonate of lime with sant] and clay.
Pure limestone will not make a mortar which will set under
water; but some magnesiau limestones have hydraulic
properties. The theory of the hy<lraulicity of cement is

not clearly understood, although much has been written
in regard to it. Also cement-rock.

cementum (se-men'tum), ». [NL., prop, ccb-

mentum : see cement.] In anat., same as ce-
ment, 4.

cemeterial (sem-f-te'ri-al), a. [< cemetery +
-i-al,] Of or pertaining to a cemetery: as,
"cemeterial cells," Sir T. Browne, Urn-Burial,
iii. [Bare.]

Though we decline (says Dr. Browne, in his Ume-burial)
the religious Consideration, yet in coemeteriat and narrow-
er burying Places, to avoid Confusion and cross Position,
a certain Posture were to be admitted.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 62.

cemetery (sem'e-ter-i), n.
;
pi. cemeteries (-iz).

[Also formerly ccnteric, ccntry, < ME. *cemetery,
semetory, < OF. cemetierc, F. cimctiire = Pr. ce-
mcnteri = Sp. cimenterio = Pg. cemiterio = It. d-
metcrio, < LL. camieterium, ML. also cemeterium,
< Gr. KotfiT/T^piov, a sleeping-room, a sleeping-
place, in eceles. writers a cemetery, < aoi/iav, put
to sleep, pass, fall asleep, < KciaOai, lie down, re-
lated to L. quics, rest : see quiet.] A place set
apart for interment ; a graveyard ; specifically,
a burial-ground not attached to any chiu-ch;
a necropolis : as. Greenwood cemetery, near New
York.

In the holy gronnde called the semetory,
Harde by the place where kynge Arthur was founde.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. "T. S.), p. 49.

cenanthy (se-nan'thi), n. [< 6r. Kev6<:, empty,
-t- avtlo^, flower.] In hot., the entire suppression
of stamens and pistils within the perianth.
cenatical (se-nat'i-kal), a. [< L. cenaticus (<
ccna, dinner, supper :" see cetiation) + -al.] Re-
lating to dinner or supper. [Rare.]



cenation

conation, coenation (sf-na'shon), n. [< L. ce-

natioi^n-), < cenare, pp. cenatiw, dine, eat, < cena
(also improp. ccena, coma), OL. cw»na= Umbrian
eesna, dinner, supper, the principal meal of the
Romans.] The act of dimng or supping. .Sir

T. Browne. Also cacnation. [Rare.]

cenatory (sen'a-to-ri), «. [< L. cenatorius, <

ceiMre, dine : see cenation.'] Pertaining to din-

ner or supper. [Rare.]

The Romans washed, were anointed, and wore a cenatory
garment. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 6.

cenchri, n. Plural of cenchrm.
Cenchnna (seng-kri'na), n. pi. [NL., < Cen-
ch ris + •ina'^. ] A group of American venomous
serpents, of the family Crotalidce, taking name
fronkthe genus Cenchris.

Genchris (seng'kris), n. [L., < Gr. Kcy;(pig, also

KC} xP'o(j I'cyXf'C} "^'XP'^^ii * serpent with millet-

like protuberances, < Keyxpo^, a kind of millet

(Holcus sorghum).] In herjiet. : (a) A genus of

tropical American venomous serpents, of the
family Crotalidw. (b) [I.e.] The specific name
of some serpent, as a boa. See dboma.
cenchras (seng ' krus), ». ; pi. cenchri (-kri).

[NL., < 6r. Kcyxpo^, a kind of millet, anything
in small grain.] In entom. : (n) One of two
small (often white) points situated superiorly
and laterally on the metathorax. (6) A hyme-
nopterous insect of the family Tenthredinidee.

cendalt, cendalef, cendelf, n. See sendal.

cenegildt, ». [An old law form, intended for

AS. "cyngild, < cyn (ME. kin, rarely ken), kin,

+ gild, payment: see kin and yield.] In old

law, an expiatory mulct exacted from one who
had killed another and paid to the kindred of

the deceased.
ceno-l. [NL. L. ceno-, < Gr. aevd^, empty.] An
element in some compound words of Greek
origin, meaning empty, as in cenotaph.

ceno-2. [NL. ceno-, prop., as LL., coeno-, < Gr.
Koiv6^, common.] An element in some com-
pound words of Greek origin, meaning common,
as in cenobitc, etc. For words not found under
this form, see cceno-.

cenc-3, [NL. ceno-, emno-, < Gr. Katv&q, new,
fresh, recent. The NL. spelling is prop, caino-,

the E. prop, ceno-.] An element in some com-
pound words of Greek origin, chiefly scientific,

meaning new, recent. For words not found
under this form, see cceno-.

Oenobita, Ooenobita (sen-o-bl'ta), m. [NL.,
(prop. Cceno-), < LL. cccnooita, a hermit: see
cenobite.] A genus of hermit-crabs, of the
family Paguridw or giving name to the family
Cenobitidw. C. rugosa is an example.

cenobite, coenobite (sen 'o- bit), n. [=P. ce-

nobite = Sp. Pg. It. cenobita, < LL. coenobita, <

ccenobium, a convent, monastery, < Gr. Kocvdjiiov,

a convent, neut. of Koiv6/iiog, living in common,
< Koivdc, common, -I- (iioc, life.] 1. One of a
religious order living in a convent or in com-
munity; a monk: opposed to anchoret or her-

mit (one who lives in soUtude).

He pushed his quarrels to the death, yet prayed
The saints as fervently on bended knees
As ever shaven cenobite. Bryant, Knight's Epitaph.

2. A social bee. Shuckard.
cenobitic, coenobitic (sen-o-bit'ik), a. [< ceno-

bite, coenobite, + -ic; = F. cenobitique, etc.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a cenobite, or to cenobitism.

The other [instance] is in the cenobitic life of the first

Christians and apostles : they had all things in common,
which was that state of nature in which men lived chari-

tably and without injustice,

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, Pref., p. 15.

The second stage of nionasticism was cenobitic or clois-

ter life, a substitution of the social for the solitary form
of devotion. StilU, Stud. Med. Hist.

,
p, 336.

2. Living in community, as men belonging to

a convent.
cenobitical, coenobitical (sen-o-bit'i-kal), o.

Same as cenobitic.

Religious orders, black and gray, eremitical and ceno-
bitical. Stillingfleet.

Oenobitid», Ooenobitidae (sen-o-bit'i-de), n.

pi. [NL. (prop. Cceno-), < Cenobita, Ccenobita,

+ -zcUb.] a family of hermit-crabs, resembling
the Paguridw, but with long antennulee and of

terrestrial habits. It consists of the genera
Cenobita and Birgus.

cenobitism, coenobitism (sen'6-bi-tizm), n.

[< cenobite, ceenobite, + -ism.] The state of be-
ing a cenobite ; the principles or practices of
cenobites. Milman.
oenobium, n. See ccenobium.

cenobyt (sen'o-bi), n. [< LL. coeuobium : see
cenobite.] A place where persons live in com-
munity. Sir G. Buck.

882

Oenogsea, Cenogsean. See Cmnogcea, C<eno-

gwan.
cenogamous, coenogamous (se-nog'a-mus), a.

[< cenogamy, eccnogamy, + -ous.] Pertaining to

or characterized by cenogamy.
cenogamy, coenogamy (se-nog'a-mi), n. [<

Gr. Koivoi;, common, 4- }d/;of, marriage.] The
state of having husbands or wives in common

;

a community of husbands or wives, such as
exists among certain primitive tribes.

cenogonous (se-nog'o-nus), a. [< Gr. noivdq,

common, -I- y'6voq, generation.] In entom., a
term applied to certain insects which are ovip-

arous at one season of the year and ovovivip-

arous or viviparous at another, as the Aphides.

cenosity (se-nos'i-ti), n. [< LL. c(enosita{t-)s,

< L. ecenosu's, filthy, < cisnum, dirt, filth.] Filthi-

ness. [Rare.]
cenosphsera (sen-o-sfe'rS), n.; pi. cenosphcerm
(-re). [NL.,< Gr. Ktvuq, empty, 4- ry(palpa, sphere.]

A protozoan lattice-sphere ; the spherical skele-

ton developed in certain radiolarians.

cenotaph (sen'6-taf), n. [= F. c6notaphe = Sp.
It. cenotafio ^tg. cenotaphio, < L. cenotaphium,
< Gr. K[voTa<j)iov, an empty tomb, < KevAc, empty,
-I- Td<pog, a tomb.] .An empty tomb erected in

honor of some deceased person; a sepulchral

monument erected to one who is buned else-

where.
A cenotaph his name and title kept.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 3.

Perhaps this building [tomb of Zechariah] should proper-

ly be called a cenotaph, as it is perfectly solid, and no cave
or sepulchral vault has been found beneath it.

J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 366.

cenotapbyt (sen'o-taf-i), n. Same as cenotaph.

Cenozoic, a. See Ccenozoic.

cens (F. pron. sons), n. [F., < L. census : see

cense'-, census.] In French-Canadian law, an an-
nual payment by a tenant to the seignior or

lord, in recognition of his superiority.

cenself (sens), n. [< OF. cens, cense, mod. F. cens

= Sp, Pg. It. censo, rent, rate, tax, < L. census, a

registering and rating of persons and property,

a census, registered property, wealth : see cen-

sus.] 1. A public rate or tax.

The cense or rates of Christendom are raised since ten
times, yea, twenty times told. Ba/ion.

2. A census ; an enumeration.
The number of graflfs which sprung at one time in and

about her walls, in a famous ceiise that was made, amount-
ed to above three millions.

Howell, Dodona's Grove (ed. 1640), p. 73.

3. Condition as to property ; rank.

A man whose state and cen^e . . . you are familiar with.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

cense^ (sens), v.
;
pret. and pp. censed, ppr. cens-

ing. [< ME. censen, sensen, by apheresis for

encensen, incense: see incense^, i\] I. trans.

To perfume with odors from burning gums and
spices ; burn incense before or about.

Cerutinge the wives of the parish faste.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 166.

The Salll sing, and cenee his altars round. Dryden,

II. intrans. To scatter incense.

Where the devil is resident, that he may prevail, up
with all superstition and idolatry,— cenainf/, painting of

images, candles, palms, ashes, holy water, and new ser-

vice of men's inventing ; as tixough man could invent a
better way to honour God with, than God himself hath ap
pointed.

He censeth : the
boy strews flowers.

B. Jonson, Every
[Man out of his
[Humour, ii. 2.

cense^t (sens), n.

[< ME. cense,

cens, by apher-
esis for encense,

incense : see i«-

cense^, }i.] In-

cense.

The smel of thi

clothingus as the
smel of cens.

Wyclif, Cant. iv.

[11 (Oxf.).

cense-moneyt
(sens'mun"i),«.
Money paid as
tax. See cen-

sure, n., 5.

censer^ (sen '-

s6r), n. [< ME.
censer, senser, by
apheresis for en-

censer, < OF. en-

censer, encensier

= Sp. iruxnsario

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

Censer. 13th century. (From VioUct-Ie-
Duc's " Diet, du Mobilter fran<;ais."

)

censor

= It. incensiere, < ML. incensarium (also incen-

soriiim, > F. encensoir),<, incensare, burn incense :

'

see incense^, and of. cense^.] 1. A vessel in
which incense is burned before an altar. Cen-
sers are now usually made of metal in the shape of a cup
with a perforated cover, and contain burning charcoal or
other material capable of producing sulticient heat to bum
the fragrant gums used as incense. The censer is swung
in the hand by chains. In ancient Roman usage incense
was carried to the altar in a square box called an acerra,

from which it was taken and sprinkled on the flame. A
similar practice prevailed among the Greeks. The eccle-

siastical term for a censer is thurible. The only distinct

biblical precepts regarding the use of the censer are found
in Num. iv. 14 and I.ev. xvi. 12. According to Bingham,
neither incense nor censers were used in the Christian

cliurch during the first three centuries. They are now
used in the Greek Church, the Roman Catholic Church,
the Catholic Apostolic Church, and in some Anglican and
other churches.

Ther be also iij grett Senmrys of gold as hye as the
Chalys ys. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

Antonius gave piety in his money, like a lady with a
censer before an altar. Peacham, Compleat Gentleman.

Like two streams of incense free

From one censer, in one slirine.

Tennyson, EleSnore.

2t. A fire-pan in which perfumes were burned
to sweeten the atmosphere, having its lid per-

forated, and sometimes decorated with figures

and designs in open-work.

And other two after hem with sencers soone,
Set with riche stones ; and a viole of sence.

Joseph 0/ Arimathie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 10.

cenBer2t(sen's6r),n. [< cense'^ + -er^.] One who
fonnerly paid eense-money. See censure, n., 5.

censiont (sen'shou), n. [< L. censio(n-), < cen-

sere, value, tax : see census.] A rate, tax, or
assessment. Bp. Ball.

censitaire (F. pron. son-si-tar'), n. [F., a copy-
holder, < ML. *censitarius, < L. census, tax: see

cens, cense^, census.] In French-Canadian law,

a tenant holding under a seignior by virtue of

payment of cens.

censo (Sp. pron. then'so), n. [Sp. : see cense^.]

In Spanish-American law, a ground-rent; an
annuity charged upon specific property; the

right to a periodical payment out of a particu-

lar fund or estate.

censor (sen'sor), n. [L. (> Gr. nfyvaap), a Ro-
man magistrate, a rigid judge of morals, < cen-

sere, pp. census, tax, assess, value, judge, con-

sider, etc.] 1. One of two superior magistrates
of ancient Rome, who in the latter half of the

fifth century B. c. succeeded to certain powers
which had before been exercised by the consuls.
Their functions included— (a) the keeping of a register

(census) of all Roman citizens, with the amount of their

property, for the ends of taxation, and for the classification

of the citizens according to their possessions, from the rank
of senator down ; (6) the disciplinary control of manners
and morals, in which their power was absolute, both in

sumptuary matters and in the degradation of any citizen

from his proper class for reasons atfecting the moral or

material welfare of the state, or in the imposition of fines

at will upon those deemed by them to be offenders ; (c)

the practical administration of the public finances, in-

cluding the control under the senate of both direct and
indirect taxation, the determining of the expenditures of

the state other than fixed charges, the letting of public

contracts, and the supreme direction of public works. The
magistracy of the censors was interrupted at the time of

the civil wars, and under Augustus and succeeding empe-
rors was reestablished at various times, but with greatly

diminislied powers.

2. -An officer empowered to examine manu-
scripts, books, pamphlets, plays, etc., intended
ior publication or public performance, in order

to see that they contain nothing heretical, im-
moral, or subversive of the established order of

government. See censorship. Formerly called

licetiser.

The oldest mandate tor appointing a book censor is, as

far as I know at present, that issued by Berthold, Arch-
bishop of Mentz, in the year 1488.

Bechmann, quoted in Introd. to Hales's ed. of Milton's
[Areopagitics, p. xvii.

3. One who censures, blames, or reproves ; one
addicted to censure or faultfinding; one who
assumes the functions of a critic.

lU-natur'd censors of the present age. Roscommon.

Let me tell my youthful censor that the necessities of

that time required something very different from what
others then suggested. purke.

4. (rt) In old imiversities, the title of certain

masters chosen by the nations to visit the col-

leges and reform the administration, discipline,

and instruction. (6) In the university of Cam-
bridge, a college officer whose duties are similar

to those of dean ; at Christ Church. Oxford,

one of two fellows having similar functions,

called senior and junior censor.— 5. In China,

one of a body of officials stationed at Peking,

under the presidency of a Chinese and a Man-
chu, who are charged with the duty of inspect-



censor

ing the affairs of the empire, and, if need be,
of censuring any of the officials, and even the
emperor himself, for any act which they con-
sider illegal, extravagant, or unjust. They are
called the "eyes and ears'' of the emperor.

—

Council of censors, a ccmncil provided for by the Con-
stitution uf refinsylvania from 1776 to 1790, and by that
of Verniont from 1790 to 1870, to be elected once in seven
years, for tlie purpose of inquiring into the conduct of
State officers and into violations of the Constitution.

censorate (sen'sgr-at), n. [< censor + -ate3.'] A
body of censors ; specifically, in China, the col-
lege of censors stationed at Peking. See cen-
sor, 5.

censorial (sen-so'ri-al), a. [< censor + -ial; =
F. censorial.'] 1. Belonging to a censor, or to
the correction of public morals : as, the censo-
rial office in ancient Rome.
The authority of the .Senate, the dignity of the eques-

trian order, and the manners of the people in general,
were guarded, and in a great measure preserved, by the
integrity and strict exercise of the censorial power.

J. Adamg, Works, IV. 635.

2. Full of censure; censorious; severe: as,
" censorial declamation," T. Warton, Hist. Eng.
Poetry, iv. 6. [Rare.]
censorian (sen-s6'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. cen-
sorius (< censor, censor) + -o)!.] I. a. Pertain-
ing to a censor; censorial.

The censorian power. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 64.

H. n. A censor; a critic.

But thus it is when petty priscians
Will needs step up to lie cengwrians.

Margton, Satires, Iv.

censorious (sen-s6'ri-us), a. [< L. censorius,
pertaining to a censor, < censor : see censor.]
1 . Addicted to censure ; apt to blame or con-
demn ; severe in commenting on others or on
their actions, manners, writings, etc. ; captious

;

carping : as, a censorious critic.

A dogmatical spirit inclines a man to be eensorioiu of
his neighbours. Watts, Improvement of Mind.

2. Implying or expressing censure: as, cen-
sorious remarks.
My imperfections, which haue no helpe but the shrine

of your glorious Name to be sheltered from censorimu
condemnation. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 58.

= Syn. HyiH^rcritical, faultfinding, carping, captious.

censoriously (sen-so'ri-us-li), adv. la a cen-
sorious manner.

It is often said, censorimuly, to be a great advantage
possessed by the clergy, that no one can answer them.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 152.

censoriousness (sen-so'ri-us-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being censorious or faultfinding; disposi-
tion to blame or condemn ; the habit of censur-
ing or severely criticizing.

Censoriotuness and sinister interpretation of things, all
cr'ws and distasteful humours, render the conversation
of men grievous and uneasy. TUtotson.

censorship (sen'sor-ship), «. [< censor + -ship.]
The office or dignity of a censor; the time
during which a censor holds his office Censor-
ship of the press, a regulation which formerly prevailed
in most countries of Europe, an<i is still in force in some,
accoriiingto which manuscripts, printed books, pamphlets,
plays, and newspapers are examined by officials, civil or
ecclesiastical, ai>pointed for the purpose, whi> are empow-
ere<l U> prevent publication or suppress any parts of the
text if they find anything in such Iwoks or writings ob-
noxious Ui the prevailini; political or religious system. A
general censorship of the press was established by the Ro-
man Catholic Church as early as 151.i, and is still enforced so
far as its authority extends. In England there were "licens-
ers " of books, who were for the most part bishops ; a gen-
eral system of censorship, established by a decree of the
Star Chamber in 1637,remaincd in force during the civil war,
and was confirmed by act of Parliament in i«4:t. Against
this act Milton protesUd in his " Areopagitica : a speech
for the lilwrtyof Unlicensed rrinting." The censorship,
or license system, was abolished in England in 1694. In
France a general censorship of the press existed from the
introduction of printing till 1789, when it was nliolished

;

anrl it lias since been several times restored with various
ameliorations and again abolished, finally in 1830, though
a moditlcri censorship of newspapers was afterward estab-
lished and still exists. In Russia there is a very rigid
ccn»>r8hip of the press. In Spain the censorship was
abolishe<l by the Constitution of 18.37. In Oennany, after
great vicissitudes, the censorship has remained abolished
since 1848. There is no authoritative censorship Iti Nor-
way, Sweden, Denmark, the .Netherlands, r,r liolgium, but
penalties are imposed upon those who offend through the
press. In the United States the press is, and always hag
been, absolutely free from any form of political or ecclesi-
astical censorship.

censualt (sen'shij-al), a. [= F. censuel = Sp.
c'limial = Pg. ccnsual = It. censuale, < L. censu-
ali.H, < ren»us, census.] Relating to or contain-
ing a census.
A mtxiidl rrtll orlK>ok.

Sir W. remple, Int. to Hist. Eng., li. 574(Ord MS,).

censurable («en'shor-a-bl). a. [< censure, r.,

+ -abl<.] Deserving censure; blamable; cul-
pable

; reprehensible : as. a censurable person

;

censurable conduct or writings.
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censnrableness (sen'shor-a-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being censurable or blam-
able ; fitness to be censured.

This, and divers others, are alike in their cenmirableness
by the unskilful, be it divinity, physic, poetry, etc.

Whitlock, .Manners of Eng. People, p. 493.

censurably (sen'shor-a-bli), adv. In a censur-
able manner ; in a manner worthy of blame.
censuralt (sen'shor-al), a. [< censure, n., 5, -t-

-al.] Of or pertaining to a cense, valuation,
or assessment : as, a censural book or roll. E.
Phillips, 1706.

censure (sen'shor), n. [= F. censure = Pr. Sp.
Pg. It. censura = D. censuur = G. Dan. Sw.
censur, < L. censura, the office of a censor, a
judgment, opinion, a severe judgment, in ML.
also tax, assessment, < censere, judge, etc. : see
censor, and cf. cense^.] If. Judgment ; opinion.
Take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

Your charitable censures I beseech.
Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, i. 2.

This work and myself I humbly present to your approved pp-aiia (•«PT.'slls^ «
censure, it being the utmost of my wishes to have your ^C"^**» V»^" sua;, n.

honourable self my weighty and perspicuous comment.
Webster, Ded. to Duchess of Malfl.

cent.

offleially ; It is the act of one having authority. To censure
is to express an unfavorable opinion ; it is less personal
than the previous terms. Remonstrate urith and expostu-
late with are more argumentative and imply more of ad-
vice than either reprove or censure ; they also apply only
to acts now taking place or about to take place, while cen-
sure applies only to what is past. To reproach a person is
to lay blame upon him in direct address, and with feeling,
to endeavor to shame him with what he has done. The
words advance in the degree of likelihood that the person
reproved, etc., does not admit the fault for which he is
taken to task. See the distinction of corresponding nouns
under admonition.

n.t intrans. To pass an opinion, especially a
severe opinion

;
judge : followed by of or on.

Amongst the rest that censured of her curious fauours,
there was one Signer Bernardo.

Greene, Never too Late (Dyce ed.), Int., p. xxL
'Tis a passing shame.

That I, unworthy body as I am,
Should censure thus on lovely gentlemen.

Shak., T. G. of v., i. 2.

censurer (sen'shgr-6r), n. One who censures.
A statesman, who is possessed of real merit, should look

upon his political cenmrers with the same neglect that a
good writer regards his critics. Addison.

2t. Judicial sentence ; formal condemnation.
To you, lord governor.

Remains the censure of this hellish villain

;

The time, the place, the torture.
Shak., Othello, v. 2.

3. Eccles., a penalty imposed upon an offender.
It may consist in public reliufce or in temporary or perma-
nent suspension from communion or from office. See dis-
ciplitie.

The time being expired that Mr. John Lyford's censure
was to take place, he was so far from answering their
hopes by amendment, as he had doubled his evil.

.V. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 122.

4. The act of criticizing, especially of finding
fault ; criticism ; expression of blame or disap-
probation ; faultfinding ; condemnation ; ani-
madversion.
What ever the actions of Princes are, they are liable to

the censures of the people.
Staiingjleet, Sermons, I. vlL (1670X

To 'scape my censure, not expect my praise.
Pope, Epil. to Satires, ii. 113. COUSUS-paper (sen'sus-pa'pfer), n.

[L., a registering and
rating of persons and property, a census, a cen-
sor's list, registered property, wealth, < censere,
tax, rate, assess. Cf. cense^.] 1. In Rom. an-
tiq. : (a) A registered statement of the particu-
lars of a citizen's property for the purposes of
taxation. (6) An enumeration and register of
the Roman citizens in their appropriate classes,
with reference to tribe, family, children, slaves,
freedmen, etc. (c) The drawing up of such a
register. See censor, 1.— 2. In modem times,
an official enumeration of the inhabitants of
a state or country, with details of sex and age,
family, occupation, possessions, etc. A census
has been taken by the United States once in ten years, be-
ginning with 1790 ; and many of the States take an inter-
mediate census. The first actual enumeration of the peo-
ples of England and Scotland was made in 1801. Since
then a census, including Ireland, has been taken every ten
years. In some countries a census is taken at intervals of
three, five, or six years.

By the first census, taken in 1790— three years after the
call — the population of the Uniteil States amounted to
3,394,663. Calhoun, Works, I. 170.

In minds unstrengthened by right culture there is

perverse belief that they can only raise themselves by
lowering whatever stands beside them. Therefore, when
all the world turned critical before the schoolmaster was
well abroad, censure, that simply meant expression of
opinion, with a sense even of some admitted value to be
ascertained, came to mean chiefly or only condemnation.

A schedule
or form left with the head of each household on
an occasion of taking the census, to be filled
up with the names, ages, occupations, etc., of
all the members of the household, and to be
fiven up to the enumerators on the statutory
ay.

5t. A custom which formerly prevailed in sev-
eral manors in Cornwall and Devonshire, Eng-
land, b.v which all the inhabitants above the
age of sixteen were summoned to swear fealty
to the lord of the manor, to pay eleven pence
per poll, and a penny a year ever after as cense-
money or common fine. The persons thus
sworn were called censers. E. Phillips, 1706.

—

Absolution from censures. See ii6«o<utton.=Syn. 4.
Admonition, .Voni'fio?!, etc. (see adnwnition), stncture,
reproltation, disapproval, reflection, dispraise, reproval.

censure (sen'shor), V. ; pret. and pp. censured,
ppr. cnisuring. \< censure, n.] I. trans. If. To
estimate; reckon; regard; consider.

Should I say more, you well might censure me
(What yet I never was) a flatterer.

Fletcher (and another). Elder Brother, 1. 2.

But Scallnger eemureth our Sibyls to be counterfeit.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 41.

2t. To judge; adjudge; pass judgment on; sen-
tence.
Censure me in your wisdom, and awake your senses, that

you may the better judge. Shak., J. C, ill. 2.

Quoth Roberto, I tooke you rather for a Gentleman of
great lining for if by outward habite men should be cen-
sured, I tell you, you would tiee taken for a substantiall
man. Greene, Groats-worth of Wit.

Some were censured to the whipping post, some burned
in the hand, but two were condemned to die.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 154.

3. Eccles., to discipline by public rebuke, etc.
.See censure, «., 3.—4. To criticize, especially ad-
versely ; find fatilt with and condemn ; blame

;

express disapprobation of : as, to censure a man,
or his manners or conduct ; to censure a book.
Shee is a maine derider to her capacitie of those that are

not her lYeachers, and censures all Sermons but bad ones.
Bp. Karle, Micro-cosinographie, A Shee Precise Hypocrite.

We laugh at vanity oftener than we censure pride.

Buckminster.

Clarendon censures the continental governments with
great bitterness for not interfering in our internal dis-
sensions. Mncaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

= Syn. 4. Reprove, Rebuke. Reprimand, Censure, Remon-
strate in'th, Kxpostulnte with. Reproach, chide, reprehend,
take to task, rate, Ipcrate. scold, upbraid, lecture. "To re-
prore is to admonish with disapprobation. To rebuke is

to reprove strongly or sharply. To reprimand is to reprove

J Motley,
gg^i; (sent), ». [< ME. cent, < OF. cent, F. cent

. It. cento, < L. centum = AS.
hund-rcd, q. v.] If. A hun-

= Sp. ciento = Pg
hund, hund-rcd, E
dred.

And broght with hem many stout cent
Of greet lordynges. Octavian, 1. 1463.

2. [Cf. centavo, centime.] The hundredth part
of a dollar, a rupee, or a florin ; especially, in
the United States, a coin of copper, or copper

and nickel,
whose value is

the hundredth
part of a dol-
lar, or about
the same as an
English half-

penny, other
dollars are divid-
ed in the same
way, as the Span-

ish dollar, diiro, or piastre, though not in Spain ; also, the
Dutch florin and the East Indian rupee in Ceylon and the
Mauritius. Abbreviateil c. or ct.

3t. An old superficial measure of Belgium,
the hundredth part of the bonnier. Simmons.—
4t. An old game at cards : so called "because
100 was the game " (Nares). Also spelled sant
and saint—Bar cent, in the early federal coinage of the
United States, a cent tne reverse of which was simply

United States Cent, size of the onglnal.

Link Cent, size of the original.

marked with horizontal bars.— Link cent, a cent coined
by the United States in 17»:i, the reverse of which bore a
circular devi<e of a chain of thirteen links.

cent. An abbreviation of Latin centum, a hun-
dred: used in per cent, for per centum (in or by
the hundred): as, interest at 10 ^er ceni. ; fifty

per cent, of the population.



centage

centage (sen'taj), «. [< cent + -age. Cf. per-

centage. '\ Rate by the cent or hundred; per-

centage. [Rare.]

cental (sen'tal), a. and n. [< L. centum, = E.

hundred, + -ni?.] I. a. Pertaining to or con-

sisting of a hundred ; reckoning or proceeding

by the hundred.
n. n. A weight of 100 pounds avoirdupois,

used at Liverpool for com, and proposed to be
generally adopted in the trade and commerce
of Great Britain.

centanr (sen't&r), n. [< L. centaunis, < Gr. kiv-

Toipof; of uncertain origin.] 1. la Gr. myth.,

a monster, half man and half horse, descended
from Ixion and Nephele, the cloud. The myth is

probably of Eastern
origin. The cen-

taurs, supposed to
have inhabited
Thessaly, were rude
and savage beings,
embodying the de-

structive and un-
governable forces
of nature. Chiron,
the wise instructor

of Achilles, and
Pholus, the friend
of Hercules, were
beneficent cen-

taurs. In art the
centaur was origi-

nally represented as
a complete man, to

whose body were
attached, behind,
the barrel and hind
quarters of a horse

;

later this ungainly
combination was
abandoned, and
was universally re-

Centanr.— MoseoCapitolino. Rome. placed by the form
in which the human

body to the waist took the place of the head and neck of

the horse. Examples of the primitive type of centaur

survive on archaic painted vases, in a few small bronzes,

terra-cottas, etc., among the reliefs from the temple of

Assos, and in certain wall-paintings.

Come, come, be every one officious

To make this banquet, which I wish may prove
More stern and bloody than the Centaurs' feast.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 2.

2. [cap.'] The constellation Centaurus.— 3. In

her. See sagittary.

Centaurea (sen-ta're-a), n. [NL.,< L. centauria,

-eum, -ion, < Gr. Kevravpeiov, -mv, -irj, -ea, -if, cen-

taury, < idvTavpoQ, centaur; feigned to have
cured a wound in the foot of the centaur Chi-

ron.] 1. A very extensive genus of herbaceous
plants, natural order Compositm, allied to the

thistles. The species are annual or perennial herbs, with

alternate leaves and single heads, all the florets of which
are tubular. They are found in Europe, western Asia, and
northern Africa, with a single species in the United States,

and two or three in Chili. The annuals, C. Cyanws (corn-

bluebottle), C. moschata (purple or white sultan), and C.

niaveolens (yellow sultan), are sometimes cultivated in gar-

dens, as are also some perennials especially for their foli-

age ; but the species in general are of very little impor-

tance, and many are mere weeds.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.

centaiiress (sen't&-res), n. [< centaur + -ess.}

A female centaur.

His (Zeuxis'sl picture of a centauress suckling her young,
the spectators of which forgot the painter in the subject.

Encyc. Brit, II. 363.

centaurian (sen-ta'ri-an), a. [< centaur + -ian.']

Pertaining to a eentaiir. C. O. Muller, Manual
of Archeeol.

centauriet, »• An obsolete form of centaury.

centaurize (sen'ta-riz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. cen-

taurized, ppr. ccntaurizing. [< centaur + -ize.}

To act like a centaur; make a brute of one's

self. Young. [Rare.]

centauromachia (sen-t&"ro-mak'i-a), n. [L.]

Same as centauromachy.

The seventeen known antique illustrations of this cen-

tauromachia.
J. T. Clarke, Archieol. Investigations at Assos, 1881, p. 108.

centauromachy (sen-ta-rom'a-ki), ». [< L.
Centauromachia, name of a poem, < Gr. nevravpo-

fiaxia, < Khravpoc, centaur, + i^axv, fight, con-

test.] In art and archwol., a contest in which
centaurs take part ; especially, a fight between
centaurs and men; in Gr, myth., a battle be-

tween Hercules and the centaurs, or between
the Lapithai, aided by the Athenians, and the
centaurs.

Centaurus (sen-t&'rus), n. [L. : see centaur.']

An ancient southern constellation, situated be-
tween Argus and Scorpio, pictured to represent

a centaur holding a Bacchic wand. Its brightest

star, a Centauri, is the third brightest in the heavens, being
a quarter of a magnitude brighter than Arctunis ; it is of

a reddish color. Its second star, fi, a white star, is about
as bright as Betelgeuse, and is reckoned the eleventh lu
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the heavens in order of brightness. These two stars are
situated near each other on tlie parallel of 60° south, a
little east of the Southern Cross. Centaurus has, besides,

AM
The Constelltition Ceataurus.

two stars of the second magnitude and seven of the third,

and is a splendid constellation.

centaury (sen'ta-ri), n. [< ME. centaurie, cen-

tury (Chaucer), < L. centauria: see Centaurea.]

The popular name of various plants, chiefly of

the knapweed, Centaurea nigra. Tlie greater cen-

taury of the old herbalswasagentianaceonsplant, Chlora
perfoliata, and tlie lesser centaury was Erythroea Centau-
rium. In the United States the name is given to species of

the genus Sahhatia.

centavo (Sp. pron. then-ta'vo), n. [Sp., < L.
centum, a hundred: see hundred.] A cent, or

hundredth part of a dollar or peso, in Chili,

Paraguay, Venezuela, Manila, etc.

center

of a great man: as, the centenary of Bums; the
centenary of the Constitution of the United
States. [Now the usual riieaning.]— 3. A cen-
tenarian.

Centenaries, he thought, must have been ravens and tor-

toises. Southey, Doctor, cxxxii.

centeniert, n. [< F. centenier = Pr. centenier,

a centurion, < ML. centenarin.i, a centurion, a
minor judge : see centenarius.] One of a divi-

sion containing a hundred.
They are an hundred chosen out of every town and vil-

lage, and thereon were termed centeniem or centurians.
Time's Storehouse.

centennial (sen-ten'i-al), a. and n. [< ML.
centcnnis, a hundred years old, < L. centum, = E.
hundred, + annus, a year: see cent and annual.
Cf . biennial.] I. a. 1 . Consisting of or lasting

a hundred years ; completing a hundred years

:

as, a centennial epoch; the centennial year.

To her alone I rais'd my strain.

On her centennial day.
Mason, Palinodia, Ode x.

2. Existing for a century or more. [Poetical.]

That opened through long lines

Of sacred ilex and centennial pines. Longfellow.

3. Happening every hundred years ; relating to

or marking a centenary: as, a centennial cele-

bration.

II. «. The commemoration or celebration of

an eventwhich occurred a hundred years before

:

as, the centennial of American independence.
[Recent (1876).]

centennially (sen-ten'i-al-i), adr. Once in

every hundred years : as, to celebrate an event

'c.')*'?/p?-rhunte"dS^ [Ca«,r.isthereg
ccntcni, pi., a nunOrea eacn. see centenary. \ a a„iii;„„ ;„ KnfrlnTid : earlv mod. E. usua h

centennially.

lenter^, centi . , .

Spanish gold coin, the doblon de Isabella, first
^l^^ ^P?"'"^,!" ^"±"f hp "Ij-X'^'/V.^X"^

t 1 ^aKA A„ *i, *i^ oo;„ iT«u„.q a+otoo center, am, aXso centre, KVr . centre, r . centre z=
struckm 1854, and worth $5.02 m United States p^_ ^^;^^^ ^ g^ p^ j^'_ ^^,^ ^^^ ^ ^ (.

_ ^^^ g^
S**/^'

, ti. \ vT\ n r> o„ centrum, < L. centrum, < Gr. Ktvrpov, any sharp
centenaar (sen'te-nar), M. [D., = G.Ban. Sw. "-'" y , Rrnir iiee- ran fnnll the sta-
centner, < L. centenarim, of a hundred : see cen- PO™*, a goad f"f! P'lg' P™' ^'"";

^'J^ f,^
te,iary, centmr, and et.cantar and quintal, all

tionary pomt of a pair of compasses, hence the

ult.i/entical.]'TheAmsterdamhund'redweight ^^'^r,:LurZ''^u£'^''il^^^^^
or quintal, equal to 109 pounds avoirdupois

See centner.

centenarian (sen-te-na'ri-an), a. and n. [= P.

centenaire = Sp. Pg. It. centenario, < L. centena-

rius: see centenary and -an.] I, a. Of or per-

taining to a centenary, or to a person one hun-
dred years old.

II. n. A person a hundred years old or older.

These [census] lists are revised at irregular intervals,

and all males alive at the time of the " revision," from
the new-bom babe to the centenarian, are duly inscrilied.

D. M. Wallace, Kussia, p. 123.

centenarlanism (sen-te-na'ri-an-izm), n. [<

centenarian + -ism.] The condition or state of

living to the age of one hundred years or more.

Facts concerning centenarianistm are still more abun-
dant in the nineteenth century [than in the eighteentli].

Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 100.

centenarii, «. Plural of centenarius.

centenarious (sen-te-na'ri-us), a. [<L. cen-

tenarius : see centenary.] Belonging to a hun-
dred years. [Rare.]

centenarius (sen-te-na'ri-us), n.
;

pi. centenarii

(-i). [ML., < L. centenarius, consisting of a
hundred: see centenary.] In the Salic and
other Teutonic legal systems, the president of

the court of the hundred.

The centenarius or thungimus of the Frank law was the

elected head of his hundred, and exercised his jurisdiction

in company with the king's sacebaro.
Stubhs, Const. Hist., § 45.

centenary (sen'te-na^ri), a. and n. [< L. cen-

tenarius, consisting of a hundred, relating to a
hundred, < centeni, a hundred each, distributive

adj., < centum — E. hundred: see cent, and cf.

centenaar, centner, cantor, and quintal, all ult.

< L. centenarius. In popular use centenary, by
confusion with centennial, is usually regarded as

connoting a hundred years.] I. a. Relating to

cumference or of the superficies of a sphere
are equally distant : in a regular figure or body
the center is a point so situated with reference

to the circumscribed circle or sphere.— 2. The
middle point or part of any surface or solid.

The market-place,
The middle centre of this cursed town.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

From the centre all round to the sea,

I am lord of the fowl and the lirutc. Coteper.

The center of the glacier, like that of a river, moves more
rapidly than the sides. TyndcUl, Forms of Water, p. 61.

3t. The fixed point once supposed to exist in

the middle of tlie imiverse. In the ancient astron-

omy this was the earth, or more strictly its middle point,

either of which was therefore often called simply the cen-

ter by the older poets.
I will find

Where truth is hid, though it were hid mdeed
Within the centre. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Is there a justice.

Or thunder, my Octavio, and he
Not sunk unto the centre ?

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 2.

4. In her., the middle point, whether of the

whole field or of the chief or

base. Thus, in the illustration, A
is the center of the shield, or the
fesse-point, B is the middle chief-

point, C is the middle base-point,

and all three are called centers.

5. One of the points of the

two lathe-spindles on which
an object to be turned is

placed, distinguished as the

front or lire center, on the
spindle of the head-stock,

and the dead center, on that

of the tail-stock ; also, one of two similar points

for holding an object to be operated on by some
other machine, as a planiug-machine, and en-

B

A
C

Heraldic Center.

A, center of the shield,
or fesse-point ; B, middle
chief-point; C, middle
base-point.

or consisting of a hundred ; relating to a period abling the object to be turned round on its

of a hundred years ; recurring once in every
hundred years : as, a centenary festival or cele-

bration.

Centenary solemnities which occurred but once in a
hundred years. Fuller.

II. n.; pi. centenaries (-Tiz). 1. The space of

a hundred years.

One inch of decrease in the growth of men for every cen-

tenary. Hakewill, Apology, p. 49.

What I call by this name has grown up in the last cen-

tenary— a word I may use to signify the hundred years
now ending. De Morgan, in Correspondent of Oct. 28, 1865.

2. The commemoration or celebration of the
hundredth anniversary of any event, as the birth

axis.— 6. A point of concentration or diffusion

;

the nucleus a^out which or into which things are

collected or from which they diverge or emerge:

as, a center of attraction; a center of power.

These institutions collected all authority into one cen-

tre, kings, nobles, and people. J- Adams.

The centre of a world's desire.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixiv.

7. The central object; the principal point; the

point of chief interest: as, the center of a dip-

lomatic negotiation.— 8. Milit.: (a) Inanarmy,
the body of troops occupying the middle place

in the line, between the wings. (6) In a fleet,

the (U'vision between the van and rear of the



center

line of battle, or between the weather and lee

divisions in the order of sailing.— 9. In marig-
mansliip: (a) The part of a target next the bull's-

eye. Hence— (6) A shot strikLog the target

within the circle or square next the bull's-eye.

— 10. The title given to the Igaders of the or-

ganization of Fenians. The head center is at the head
of the whole, and lie has under him various subordinates
named district centers, etc.

11. In the French and some other legislative

assemblies, the name given to the group of

deputies who hold moderate views, interme-
diate between the Eight, or conservatives, and
the Left, of which the extreme is the radical
party, in the German Reichstag and the Prussian Land-
taj^ the Center consists of the Ultramontane party. [Usu-
ally with a capital letter.]

12. (a) The mean position of a figure or sys-
tem: as, the center of mass or of inertia. (See
below. ) (6) A point such that, if the whole mass
considered were concentrated there, some im-
portant result would remain unchanged : as, the
cen ter of gravity— Center ofa bastion. See bastion.

—Center of a curve, formerly, the jjoint where two di-

ameters concur ; ]iow, a p(»int such that every radius vector
from it to the curve is acco mpanied by an equal anil opposite
one.— Center of a dial, tiie point from which the hour-
lines radiate.— Center of a door, the pivots on which the
door turns.— Center of a flat pencil, of rays, the point
from which tlie lines of the pencil radiate.— Center of an
Involution, a jiuint, 0, such that, if .\ and B be any pair of
correspondiiiLT i>oiiits of the involution, 0.\ x OB is con-
stant.— Center Of a sheaf, tliei^jint through which all the
linesor planes of tliesheaf pass.— Center Of attraction,
an attractinL: point, whether ft.\ed or movable.— Center
of buoyancy. Same as center of dutplaeeinent.— Center
of cavity, a metacenter (which see). —Center of collln-
eation. same as center of }>ersp.-'-H/y.— Center Of con-
version. See conversion.^ Center Of curvattxre of a
plane curve at any point, or center Of absolute curva-
ture of a twisted curve, the center . if the osculatiuf; circle.

—Center of displacement or of buoyancy, tlie center
of mass of the water displaced by a ship or other floating
body.— Center of effort^ a, point on the sails of a vessel
the impingement upon which of the whole force of tlie wind
produces the same effect as that caused by the wind when
uniformly distributed on the system of sails. Also called
center-velic and velic point.— Center of equilibrium, of
bodies immei-sed in a Huid, a point such that, if the system
were suspended from it, the whole would remain in equi-
librium.- Center of figure, a point whose distance from
every plane eipials the avera^'e distance of the whole figure
from the same plane.— Center of force, an attracting or
repelling point.— Center of friction, of a Ijody resting
on a hase and turning round a vertical axis, a point on the
base at such a distance from the axis c >i rotation that, if the
mass of the lx)dy were concentrated there while it con-
tinued to revolve about the same axis, the retardation
would be the same as in the actual case.— Center of
gravity, a point such that, if the whole mass of the txxly
were concentrated there, the attraction of gravity w.mld
remain unchanged. Originally and still often used for
center of iiuiss and lor center of figure.— Center Of gyra-
tion. See ^;/ra(io«.— Center Of homology. Same as
center of pergjiectiise.—Centei of Inertia, that point in a
body which is so situated that the force iiciuisite for pro-
ducing motion in the body, or bringiii;,' it to rest, is equiv-
alent to a single force applied at this jKiint. It is coinci-
dent with the ct-nier of w«M. — Center of magnitude,
that point in a Ixxiy which is equally dist-iiit from all the
similar external parts of it. In the regular solidsthis part
coincides with the center of gravity.— Center of mass, ' 'f

a material system, a iioint whose distance from every plane
is equal to the average distance of the whole mass from the
same plane. This is commonly, hut inconveniently, called
thticeiitcr of ftramttf (which see, altove).— Center Ofmean
distances, of points on a right line, such a ixjint on the
line tliat the algebraic sum of its distances from the for-
mer points vauLshcs.— Center of motion, a point which
remains at rest while all the other jiarts of a Iwdy move
round it.— Center of oscillation, a jioint in a pendulum
such that, if the whole mass of the pendulum were con-
centrated there, the time of oscillation would remain un-
changeil. It coincides with the center of percussion.—
Center of ossification. See o»«>'(!a/ioii.— Center of
percussion, of a Ixjdy rotating alioiit an axis, a iioint such
that, if i)art of the mass were concentrated there and the
remainder on the axis, the st.itical moment of the weight
and the moment of inertia would be the same as in the
actual case.- Center of perspective, the [wint which is
collinear with every pair of corres|ionding points of two
flgurea in perspective. Also called cent, r ,,/ ,;,li;„enHon.
and center of l>umiil/t;ii/.~ Center of principal curva-
ture, of a surface, the centers of the niaxiim riiiininimn
osculating circles at any point.— Center of projection,
a point from which are projected right lines to every |»,iijt
of a figure, and planes to every line of the figure.— Cen-
ter Of resistance, of a joint, the iioint where the resul-
tant stress tra\ eines the joint.— Center Of similarity or
similitude, of two loci, a jxiint from which the radii vcc-
t/jres to tlie two loci in the same direction are in a constant
ratio

; the vertex of a cone of which two similar and simi-
larly placed figures are sections.- Center of spherical
curvature, the center of the osclilat lug .siihcrc of a twisted
curve— Center of stress or of pressure, in any surface,
the iMiint where the resultant stress traverses the surface.— Center of symmetry, a ixdnt which bisects the dis-
tance between any two corresiwnding points of a figure
having the re<|uislte kind of symmetry.- Center Of the
harmonic mean. See Anr,«r,„ic.— Equation of the
center. .See .'yi/a^-iH. — General center, the old name
for that whi. h is now lallcd tlii' r-rnler nf a curre.— Har-
monic center of the «th order. See hartnonic—
Instantaneous center of rolling, the point of contact.
—Nervous centers. See /k-i-w/im. Phonocamptlc
center, a virtual focus of sound.— Surface of centers,
the hxms of the centers of principal curvature of a given
surface. = Syn. Miiiet, etc. Sec middle, n.
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centerl, central (sen 'ter), r.
;

pret. and pp.
centered or centred, ppr. ccnterimj or centriiuj.

[< center^, centre^, «.] I. trans. 1. To place on
a center ; fix on a central point.

One foot he centred, and the other tum'd
Round through the vast profundity obscure.

Milton, P. L., vii. 228.

2. To collect to a point.

Thy joys are centred all in me alone. Prior.

II. in trans. 1 . To be placed in a center or in
the middle.

As God in heaven
Is centre, yet extends to all ; so thou [earth],

Centring, receiv'st from all those orbs.
Milton, P. L., ix. 109.

2. To meet or be collected in one point ; be
concentrated or united in or about a focus, lit-

erally or figuratively.

Our hopes must centre on ourselves alone. Dryden.

Life's choicest blessings centre all in home. C&wper.

Religion is not an exclusive impulse. It does not grow
from an emotion that is centred wholly upon God and seeks
no other object. Chamiing, Perfect Life, p. 5.

center^, centre^ (sen'ter), ». [Also formerly
centrij ; a modification, in simulation of center"^

(with which the word is now confused), of the
earlier cinter, cintre, < ME. cijnter, < OF. cintre,

F. cintre, " a centry or mould for an arch, the
frame of wood whereon it is built, and whereby
it is upheld in building" (Cotgrave), mod. F. cin-

tre, center, centering, an arch, semicircle (ML.
cintrum, cintorium), = Cat. cindria = Sp. cimbra,
formerly also cimt)ria, = It. centina, a center,
centering, frame for arch-work ; from the verb,
F. cintrcr = Sp. cimbrar = It. ccntinare, arch, <

ML. *cincturare, girdle, inclose as with a girdle,

< cinctura, OF. ceinture, cinture, a girdle: see
ceintiire, cincture. By the confusion with c««-
<<t1 (L. centrum), andfor other reasons, the word
has suffered unusual changes of form. Cf. cen-
tering-.'] An arched frame on which the arch
of a bridge or any vaulted work is supported
during its construction: same as centering^.

Cunter or [read of] masiinry [var. cyynt of masonrye],
cintorium. Prompt. Pare, \i.tii.

center-bar (sen't^r-bar), n. In a drilling- or
boring-machine, an arbor to which the cutting-
tools are made fast; a boring-bar.

center-bit (sen'ter-bit), n. A carpenters' bor-
ing-tool, having a central point or pivot and
two wings, called a seriber, or vertical cutting
edge for severing the fibers in a circular path,
and a router, which cuts horizontally and re-
moves the wood within the circle of the seriber.

See 6t<l, 5

—

piug center-bit, a modified form of the
ordinary center-bit, in which the center-ixiint or -pin is

enlarged into a stout cylindrical plug, which may exactly
fill a hole previously bored, and guide the tool in the pro-
cess of cutting out a cylindrical countersink around this,

as, for examiile, to receive the head of a screw-bolt.

center-block (sen'ter-blok), )(. A wooden block
]iut under the center-plate of a car-truck to
raise it to the required height.

center-board (sen't^r-bord), n. A shifting
keel passing through a slot in a boat's bottom
and swinging on a pin at the forward lower
comer, it is capable of being hoisted or lowered in a
vertical casing or well. When Ktwered lielow the boat's
bottom, it acts as a projecting keel ; aud when triced up

center-rail

center-chuck (sen'ter-chuk), H. A chuck which
can be screwed on the mandrel of a lathe, and
has a hardened steel cone or center fixed in it

;

also, a projecting arm or driver.

center-drill (sen'ter-dril), n. A small drill

used for making a short hole in the ends of a
shaft about to be turned, for the entrance of
the lathe-centers.

center-fire (sen'ter-fir), a. Ha'ving the primer
or fulminate in the center of the base : opposed
to rim-fire : used of car-
tridges. Also central-

fire.

center-gage (sen ' tfer -

gaj ), H. A guide orgage
used in centering work
in a lathe.

center-guide (sen'ter-
gid), ». A channel or
course for guiding the
chain of a differential

pulley.

centering!, centring^ (sen'ter-ing.

Center-gEige.

At .^ is shown the manner of

f
paging the angle to which a
atne-center should be turned ;

at B, the anijle to which a screw-
thread cutting-tool should be
ground ; and at C, the correct-
ness of the angle of a screw-
thread already cut.

[< center^, centre^, + -ing^.']

_. tring), w.

Tlie act of focus-
ing; specifically, the operation of bringing the
centers of a set of lenses into line.

centering^, centring^ (sen'ter-ing, -tring), n,

[< center^f eentre'^, + -ing'^,'\ The framing of
timber by which an arch, as of a bridge or any
vaulted work, is supported during its erection.
The centering of a bridge, like that uf any other arch or
vault, serves to keep the stones or voussoirs in position

'^ u

.4, center-board up ; a, center-ljoard down : S, center-lyjard trunk.

by a tackle at the after end, it is completely housed within
the boat, reducing her draft to that of the keel proper.
In England often called drop-lceel. The center-board is

a chanicteristic feature of the racing-craft of the tTiiited

States.constituting a peculiar type in yachts and cat-boats.

center-chisel (sen'ttr-chiz"el), n. A cold-chisel

with a sliarp point, used for marking the cen-
ter of work in boring metals.

Centering, Waterloo Bridge, London.

till they are keyed in, that is, fi.xed by the placing of the
requisite number of stones in tlie center. The construc-
tion of the centering is a matter demanding the utmost
care of the architect or builder. The removal of the wootl-
eu framework is called striking ttie centering, antl on this
being done what is called the settlement of the arch takes
place, the central voussoirs sinking a little, and those in the
flanks rising. Also center, centre, and formerly cinter, cintre.

If a framework for the centring of the dome were to be
built tip from the ground, they stood aghast at the quan-
tity of timber required for it.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 244.

Common centering, centering without a truss, but with
merely a tic-licam.

centering-tool (sen'ter-ing-tol), n. A tool with
a trumpet-shaped mouth into which the end of

a shaft may be inserted, and the axis of which
is occupied by a diill or punch, which may be
driven forward to drill or punch a hole in the
exact axial center of the shaft.

center-lathe (sen'ter-laTH), ». 1. A lathe in
which tlie work is supported on centers, one,
called the front or live center, on the end of the
mandrel in the head-stock, and the other, call-

ed the bacTc or dead center, on the axis in the
tail-stock, the latter being adjustable.— 2. A
lathe having two posts from which centers pro-
ject and hold the work, it is driven by a band mak-
ing one or more turns about it, and secured at its endg
to a spring-bar above the lathe and a treadle below it.

Also called pole-lathe.

center-mold (sen'ter-mold), n. A templet used
in making circular stucco ornaments, it is piv-
oted at the center of the proposed figure and swept round
over the plastic material, thus forming a figure according
to the pattern used.

centerpiece (sen'ter-pes), n. An ornament
intended to be placed in the middle or center
of something, as of a table, ceiling, or mantel-
shelf, or between other ornaments.
He might have missed a centre-piece or a choice wine-

cooler. Dickens.

center-pin (sen't6r-pin), re. The pivot on which
the needle of a compass oscillates.

center-plate (sen' ter-plat), n. One of a pair
of plates, usually made of cast-iron, which sup-
port a car-body on the center of a truck. Car-
Builder'.s Diet— Body center-plate. See body.—
Center-plate block, .'^ee blocks.

center-punch (sen'tfer-punch), n. A tool con-
sisting of a small piece of steel with a hardened
point atone end,used formaking an indentation,
such as to mark the center of a hole to be drilled

or a circle to be struck, or as a center of revo-
lution in a lathe. Also called dot-punch and
prick-imvch.

center-rail (sen'tfer-ral), n. In railways and
tramways, a rail placed between the ordinary



center-rail

rails in a track, it is used on inclined planes for the
ascent or descent of steep grades, in connection with spe-

cial wheels on the locomotive.

center-saw (sen'ter-sa), w. A macliine for

splitting logs into bolts for ax-handles, spokes,

etc.

center-second (sen'tfer-sek'ond), a. Having
the second hand mounted on tlte central arbor

:

applied to a watch, clock, or other timepiece so

constructed.

center-table (sen't^r-ta'bl), n. A table placed
or intended to be placed in the center of a room

;

specifically, a parlor or drawing-room table.

A book . . . for the student, and . . . more likely to

find its place on the library-shelf than the centre-table,

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 276.

center-tools (sen'ter-tolz), n. pi. The tools

used by bookbinders for the decoration of the
centers of ornamented squares.

center-valve (sen't4r-valv), n. A four-way
gas-cock or distributer, used to distribute the
gas to the purifiers.

center-velic (sen'ter-ve"lik), n. Same as cen-

ter of effort (which see, under center^).

centesimal (sen-tes'i-mal), a. and n, [< L.

centesimus, hundredth (ordinal of centum, a hun-
dred: see cent, and cf. centime), + -al.'] I. a.

1. Hundredth: as, a centesimal part.— 2. By
the hundred: as '^centesimal increase," Sir T.

Browne, Tracts, p. 40 Centesimal division of the

circle, a system of measuring angles used in France. Each
centesimal degree is the hundredth part of the quadrant,
and is divided into one hundred centesimal minutes, and
each of these uito one hundred centesimal seconds.

n. n. In arith., a hundredth; the next step

of progression after decimal in dividing by ten.

The neglect of a few centesimals in the side of the cube
would bring it to an equality with the cube of a foot.

Artnithnot, Ancient Coins.

centesimally (sen-tes'i-mal-i), adv. By hun-
dredths ; in or into a hundi-ed parts.

The great French tables of logarithms of numbers, sines

and tangents, and natural sines, called Tables du Cadas-
tre, iu which the quadrant was divided centesimalhi,

Encyc, Brit,, XIV. 413.

centesimate (sen-tes'i-mat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

centesimated, ppr. centesimating. [< L. centesi-

matus, pp. of centesimare, take out the hundredth
for punishment, < centesimus, hundredth: see
centesimal. Cf. decimate.'] To pick out one in

a hundred of ; infliet the punishment of centesi-

mation upon. De Quincey.

centesimation (sen-tes-i-ma'shon), n. [< L. as

if *centesimatio{n-), < centesimare, take out the
hundredth for punishment : see centesimate. Cf

.

decimation.] The punishnient of one man in a
hundred, as in cases of mutiny or wide-spread
desertion from an army.
Sometimes the criminals were decimated by lot, as ap-

pears in Polybius, Tacitus, Plutarch, Julius Capitolinus,

who also mentions a centesimation.
Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, ii. 122.

centesimo (It. pron. ehen-tes'e-mo; Sp. then-
tes'e-mo), «. [It. and Sp., < L. centesimus, hun-
dredth: see centesimal.] 1. In the monetary
system of Italy, the hundredth part of a lira;

in that of Spain, the hundredth of a peseta : in

both equal to the French centime, the hun-
dredth part of a franc, or about one fifth of a
United States cent.— 2. A money of account
in some South American countries, about equal
to a United States cent. In the Argentine Re-
public and Uruguay it is the hundredth part of

a peso ; in Peru, of a sol.

Centesmt, n. [< L. centesimus, hundredth: see
centesimal. Cf. centime.] The hundredth part
of a thing, as of an integer. E. Phillips, 1706.

Oentetes (sen-te'tez), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811),

< Gr. KevrrjTTjQ, one who pierces, < nevrelv, pierce,

prick: see center'^.] The typical genus of the
famUy Centetid<e, having long, highly special-

ized canines in both jaws, no external tail, and
the pelage spiny, it contains the tenrec, or Mada-
gascan groundhog or hedgehog, C, ecaudatus, which is

from 12 to 16 inches long, and is one of the largest ani-

mals of the order. The genus has often been referred to
the family Erinaceidce,

centetid (sen-tet'id), n. An insectivorous mam-
mal of the family Centetidce.

Centetidae (sen-tet'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cente-

tes + -id(E.] A family of Madagascan mammals,
of the order Insectivora ; the tenrecs or Madagas-
can groundhogs or he{^ehogs. They have a squat
form, rudimentary tail, and spines in the pelage; the
skull is cylindroconic and witliout interorbital constric-

tion, zygomatic arches, or postorbital processes. There
are several genera, all conflned to Madagascar and related
to the West Indian Soleiwdontidce,

Oentetinse (sen-te-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cente-

tes + -inee.] The centetids as a subfamily of

EriTUtceidw. Also Centetina.
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centiare (sen'ti-Sr; F. pron. son-tyar'), n. [F.,

< L. centum, a hundred, -I- area : see are'^, n.] A
square meter ; the hundredth part of the French
are, equal to 1.19 square jfards.

centicipitous (sen-ti-sip'i-tus), a. [< L. centi-

cejis (ceuticipit-), hundi'ed-headed, < centum, a
hundred, -I- caput, a head.] Having a hundred
heads. Smart. [Rare.]

centifidous (sen-tif 'i-dus), a. [< L. eentifidus, <

centum, a hundred, -I- findere (•/ *fid), cleave, =
E. ii'te.] Divided into a hundred parts. [Rare.]

centifoUous (sen-ti-fo'li-us), a. [< L. *ceti,tifo-

lius (in fem. centifolia (so. rosa), a himdred-
leafed rose), < centum, a hundred, -1- folium,

a leaf.] Having a hundred leaves. Johnson.
[Rare.]

centigrade (sen'ti-grad), a. [< F. centigrade =
Sp. ccntiyrado = Pg. It. centigrade, < L. centum,

a hundred, -I- gradus, a degree: see grade,]

1. Consisting of a hundred degrees
;
gi-aduated

into a hundred divisions or equal parts : often
placed after the novm which it qualifies, like

troy, avoirdupois, etc.— 2. Pertaining to the
scale which is divided into a hundred degrees

:

as, a ccn tigrade degree.
Its abbreviation is C. : as, 35° C.

Centigrade thermometer, a thermometer introduced
by Celsius, and univer.sally used by physicists, which di-

vides tlie interval between the freezing- and boiling-points

of water into 100°, the zero of the centigrade thermometer
being placed at the freezing-point. Five degrees centi-

grade are equivalent to 9° Fahrenheit, and the point marked
10° on the centigrade scale corresDonds to the point marked
60° on the Fahrenheit scale. The simplest rules for redu-

cing a temperature noted on one sc ale to the corresponding
number of (iegrees in the other are as follows : To reduce
a temperature on the centigrade scale to Fahrenheit— Sub-
tract 10° from the given temperature, subtract from the
remainder one tenth of itself, double the last remainder,
and add 50° to the product. To reduce a temperature on
the Fahrenheit scale t<> centigrade— Subtract 50° from the
given temperature, divide the remainder by 2, nudtiply the
quotient by 10, divide the product by i>, and add 10° to the
last quotient. See thermometer.

centigram (sen'ti-gram), n. [= Sp. centigramo
= Pg. It. centigrammo, < F. centigramme, < L.

centum, a hundred, -I- F. gramme: see gram^.]
A measure of weight in the metric system, the
hundredth part of a gram, or 0.15432 grain troy.

See granfi. Also spelled centigramme.

centiliter (sen'ti-le-ter), n. [= Sp. centilitro =
Pg. It. centilitro, < F. centilitre, < L. centum, a
hundred, -1- F. litre : see liter.] A liquid mea-
sure in the metric system, the hundredth part

of a liter, a little more than three fifths of a
cubic inch. Also spelled centilitre.

centillion (sen-til'ipn), «. In the French enu-
meration, used in tke United States, the hun-
dredth power of 1000 : iu England the hundredth
power of 1,000,000.

centiloquyt (sen-til'o-kwi), «. [= Sp. centilo-

quio = Pg. centiloquy, < L. centum, a hundred, -I-

loqui, speak. Cf. soliloquy.] A hundred say-

ings: as, the Centiloquy of Ptolemy, a work
containing a hundred astrological aphorisms.
Burton.

centime (F. pron. son-tem'), «• [F., < L. cen-

tesimus, hundredth: see centesimal.] In the
French system
of coinage, the
hundredth part
of a fi'anc, or
about one fifth

of a United
States cent. Its

abbreviation is

C. Coins of a sin-

gle centime have
though little used.

Ccntiped (Sco-
lofendra ^aur-
bonica).

Obverse. Reverse.

Centime of Napoleon HI., BriUsh Museum.
{Sizeof Uie original.)

been struck in copper and bronze,
There are also coins of 2, 3, 5, and 10 centimes.

centimeter (sen'ti-me-ter), n. [= Sp. centime-
tro = Pg. It. centimetro, < F. centimetre, < L.
centum, a hundred, + F. metre, a meter: see
meter^.] In the metric system, a measure of
length, the hundredth part of a meter, equal to
0.3937-1- of an English inch: that is, one inch
equals 2.54 centimeters, as nearly as possible.

Also spelled centimetre, and abbreviated cm.—
Centimeter-gram-second system, a system of physical
units introduced in 1874, iu wliich the centimeter is taken
as the fundamental unit of length, the gram of mass, and
the mean solar second of time. In this system the dyne is

the unit of force, the erg of work, etc. See unit. It is

abbreviated to c. g, s, system,

centinelt, «• A former spelling of sentinel.

centiped, centipede (sen'ti-ped, -ped), «. [<

L. centipeda or centupedii, a worm (also called

millepeda or multipeda), < centum, a hundred, -t-

pes(ped-) = E. foot.] The popular name of an
articulated arthropod animal of the class My-
riapoda and order Chilopoda: so called from
having many legs (indefinitely called a hun-

central

dred), there being a pair to each segment or
somite of the body. Species of the temperate coun-
tries are mostly small and quite harmless,
but in tropical regions some of the centi-

peds attain great size and are very poison-
ous, as those of the genus Scolopendra,
whicli are sometimes nearly a foot long.
See also cuts undt^ basilar and cephalic,

centipedal (sen'tiped-al), a. [<
centiped + -al.] Of or pertaining
to the centipeds.

centnar (sent'nar), n. [Pol., =
G. centner, etc., < L. centenarius

:

see centner.] The Polish centner,
equal to 89.4 pounds avoirdupois.

centner (sent'nfer), n. [= G. Dan.
Sw. centner = D. centenaar = Pol.
centnar, < L. centenarius: see cen-

tenary.] 1. In metal, and assay-
ing, a weight divisible first into a
hundred parts and then into small-
er parts. Metallurgists use a weiglit
divided into a hundred equal parts, each
being equal to one pound, calling the
whole a centner ; the pound is divided into
thirty-two parts or half-ounces, the half-

ounce into two quarters, and each of these into two drams.
But the assayers use ditferent weights ; witli them a centner
is one dram, to which the other parts are proportioned.

2. A common name in many European coun-
tries for a hundredweight. It is now fixed at 60
kilos or 110.23 pounds avoirdupois throughout Germany,
Austria, Sweden (after Jan. 1, lbS9), Denmark, and Swit-
zerland. The centner was generally 100 local pounds ; but
this was not always the case. Thus, the Cassel light cent-
ner was 108 light pounds, or 111.1 pounds avoirduiwis

;

the old Prussian centner was usually 110 pounds, or 113.3
pounds avoirdupois ; the Hamburg centnerwas 112 pounds,
or 119.6 pounds avoirdupois ; and the Bremen centner
was 116 pounds, or 127.2 pounds avoirdup(>is. See cen-
tenaar, cantar, and quintal. The British cental has also

been called centner. See cental.

The Liverpool com measure of 100 lb., called a centner,
he proposes as the unit of measure.

Standard (London), March 30, 1881.

cento (sen'to), 71. [= F. centon = Sp. centon =
Pg. centSes = It. centone, < L. cento(n-), patch-
work, a cento, prob. for *centro(n-), < Gr. kcv-

Tpuv, patchwork, a cento, < aivrpov, a pin, point,

etc.: see center^.] If. A patchwork.

His apparel is a ceinto, or the ruins of ten fashions.
Shirley, Witty Fair One, il. 2.

It is a mere cento of blunders.
Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 190.

Hence— 2. In music and literature, a compo-
sition made up of selections from the works of

various authors or composers; a pasticcio; a
medley.

I have laboriously collected this Cento out of divers
writers. Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 20.

It is quilted, as it were, out of shreds of divers poets,

such as scholars call a cento, Camden, Remains.

A cento primarily signifies a cloak made of patches. In
poetry it denotes a work wholly composed of verses or
passages promiscuously taken from other authors, only
disposed in a new form or order, so as to compose a new
work and a new meaning. Ausonius has laid down the
rules to be observed in composing centos. The pieces
may be taken either from the same poet, or from several,

and the verses may be either taken entire, or divided into
two, one half to be connected with another half taken else-

where, but two verses are never to be taken together.

/. D'lsraeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 392.

centoculated (sen-tok'u-la-ted), a. [< LL. cen-

toculus, having a hundred eyes (< L. centum, a
hundred, -t- oculus, eye), + -ate^ + -ed^.] Hav-
ing a hundred eyes.

centoist (sen'to-ist), n. [< cento + -4st.] One
who compiles centos; a compiler. Edinburgh
llev. [Rare.]

centont, n. [F. : see cento.] A patched coat.

Coles, 1717.

centone (It. pron. chen-to'ne), n. [It., < L. cert-

to{n-), a cento: see cento.] A musical cento.

centonism (sen'to-nizm), H. [< L. cento{n-),

cento, + -ism.] ^he practice of constructing
centos, or making compilations from various
authors. Hallam. [Rare.]

centonizing (sen'to-ni-zing), n. [Verbal n. of

'centonize, < ML. centonizare, < L. cento(n-y. see

cento.] The practice of compiling; specifical-

ly, in music, the practice of adapting songs to

music already known. [Rare.]

centra, n. Plural of centrum.

centrad (sen'trad), adv. [< L. centrum, center,

+ -adS.] In zool. and anat., to or toward the

center; from the periphery or surface to the

center or an interior part.

centradiaphanes (sen' tra-di-af'a-nez), n. [NL.,

< Gr. KevTpov, center, -f' a- priv., + iiaifxivtK,

transparent: see diaphanous.] In partio?., cata-

ract caused by opacity of the central portion

of the crvstalline lens of the eye.

central (sen'tral), o. [= F. Pr. Sp. Pg. central

= It. centrale, K L. centralis, < centrum: see cen-



central

<erl.] 1. Pertaining to or constituting the cen-

ter: as, the central point of a circle ; a central

country of Europe.
Palmyra, central in the desert, . . . fell.

Wordsworth, Excursion, viii.

2. Nuclear in constitution or principle; con-

stituting that from which other related things

proceed, or upon which they depend: as, the

central facts of history ; a central idea.

The ducal palace of Venice contains the three elements

in exactly equal proportions— the Roman, Lombard, and
Arab. It is the central building of the world.

Rimkin, Stones of Venice, I. 17.

The Roman dominion is the central fact in the liistory of

the world. . . . Eome is the lake in which all the streams

of older history lose themselves, and out of which all tiie

streams of later history flow.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 312.

3. Passing through or near the center or mid-
dle ; median: as, a central line; the New York
Central Railroad. —Central artery and vein of ret-
ina, the artery and vein passing in the optic nerve tt-» the
miilille of the optic papilla, where tliey subdivide.— Cen-
tral canaL Seecafto/l.— Central capsule. ^ftttcaptnUe.

— Central eclipse, an animlar or total eclipse. (See an-
mitar.) It is so named because the centers of the sun and
moon appear to c<nncide.— Central ellipsoid. See ellip-

soid.— Central force, in nwch., a force of attraction or

repulsion.— Central ligament, tlie filum ternunale of

the spina! cord.— Central lobe of the brain, the island

of Reil ; that part of tlie superiicies of tlie cerebral hemi-
sphere whicli lies deeply within the beginning of the As-

sure of .Sylvius. It is triangular in shape, and consists of

5 or B straiglit gyri.— Central projection, a representa-
tion in nerspective.

centrale (sen-tra'le), n.
;

pi. centralia (-li-a).

[NL., neut. of L. centralis, central : see cen trdl. ]

A bone situated in the middle of the typical

carpus and tarsus of the higher Vertebrata, be-

tween the proximal and distal rows of carpal
and tarsal bones. It is often wanting. See
cuts under carpus and tar.ius.

centralisation, centralise, etc. See centrali-

zation, etc.

centralism (sen'tral-lzm), n. [< central + -ism.l

Centralizing tendency or tendencies ; the prin-

ciple of centralization, especially in regard to

political and governmental influence and con-
trol.

It is the true mission of Democracy to resist central-

urn and tlie aljsorption of unconstitutional powers by the
President and Congress. J. Buchanan, in Curtis, II. 23.

centralist (sen'tral-ist), n. [< central + -ist; =
Sp. centralista.} One who favors or promotes
political centralization, or the control of all the

functions of government by a central authority.

centrality (sen-tral'i-ti), n. [< central + -ity.]

The quality of being central.

centralization (sen'tral-i-za'shgn), n. [< cen-

tralize + -ation ; = V. centralisatio" — f^r,. ce.n-

tralizacion = Pg. centralizagSo = It

nione.'i 1. The act of centralizing
to one center: as, the centralizat

merce in a city; the centralizatioi

as in stock companies.
The centralijiatian of lalxmr in cities I

birth of the trade-union and the co-op
which are among the Ijest agencies for difl

Rae, Contemporary S
While his [Charlemaffne's] policy of ce

abandoned as impossilde, the civilizing
rule and his example were never forgottfl

StUte, Stud. 1

Specifleally— 2. In politics, the i

of administrative power in the e«

ment at the expense of local self-

The Constitution raises a iKjwerful b&
tide of centralisation which threatens t<J

lies. New Prinei

A\ho spelled centralisation.

centralize (sen'tral-iz), v. t. ; pre
tralize't, ppr. centralizing. [< cct /

F. centraliser = Sp. Pg. centrali

tralizzare.l To draw to a centra
to a center; render central; cuuv^.^i
some partieiilar part as an actual or a conven-
tional center: generally applied to the process
of transferring local administration to the cen-
tral government. Also spelled centralise.

The first taslt of a modern despot is to centralixe to th'-

highest point, to bring every department of thouglit ami
action under a system of police regulation, and. altnve all,

to impose liis shaciding tyranny upon tlie Imman mind.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 476.

centralized (sen'tral-izd), ;). a. [Pp. of central-
ize, ».] Centered in one point or on the au-
thority of one person, party, etc. ; vested in a
central authority. Also spelled centralised.
Spain is n*it, and never has l>een, one of those central-

ited countries in which the capture of the capital implies
the subjugation of the nation. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

Bad as the old poor-law was in many of ita aspects, it

gave a far greater freedom to those who had to work its

proviaions than the present centralized system allows.

A', aiid (J., Otb ser., X. 200.
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centralizer (sen'tral-i-zer), n. One who cen-
tralizes or is in favor of administrative central-
ization. Also spelled centraliser.

If Catlioun liad become President he would in all proba-
bility have been as strong a centralizer as Jefferson.

S. A. Rev., CXXIII. 360.

centrally (sen'tral-i), adv. In a central man-
ner or position ; with regard to the center

;

along a central line : as, to be centrally situated

;

to flow centrally, as a river through a region of

country.
centramess (sen'tral-nes), n. [< central +

centrifugal

Some that have deeper digg'd Love's mine than 1,

Say, where his centric liappiness doth lie.

Donne, Love's Alchemy.

2. Originating at or connected with a central

point : as, a centric nervous disease (that is, one
depending on a brain-lesion, for example, as
contrasted with a peripheral disease affecting
the nerves in their course).

Il.t n. A circle the center of which is the
same as that of the earth.

The sphere
With centric and eccentric scribbled o'er.

Milton, P. L, vui. 83.

Same as centric.

n. \_<. central

centrilit'^''*'

^^^^ orquality of being central;
centrical (sen'tri-kal), a.

foTitraTitTina CsBTi tran'tbiial « TNT. <'flr The popular fervour of the drama had now a cenfricoiUenirantnuS isen-tran tnus), n. \.!^iJ., <, ur.
attraction; a place of social resort, with a facility of ad-

KtvTjmv, a spur (see center'-), + avOoc, a tlower.J mission, was now opened.
A genus of plants, natural order Valeriaiiacece, I. D'luraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 171.

distinguished from the true valerian by having centrically (sen'tri-kal-i), adv. In a centric
a spur to the corolla and a single stamen, xiie position; centrally. [Bare.]
species are perennial smooth herbs, with white or red j,^^ ^j^j, ^^ g^^^j ^^ ^^^ centrically situated, great

lines of communication radiating from it in all directions.
Encyc. Brit., XI. 713.

n. The quality

flowers. C. ruber (spur valerian) is a sweet-scented plant
from soutliern Europe, often cultivated for ornament.

centrarcUd (sen-trar'kid), a. and n. 1. a.
t.

• ^ r /.. •
i i \

Pertaining to or having the characters of the centncalness (sen tri-kal-nes)

Centrarclddm.

II. n. A fish of the family Centrarchida.

Centrarchidse (sen-trar'ki-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Centrarchus -t- -i<te.] A family of acanthopte-
rygian fishes, typified by the genus Centrarchus,

containing the forms known as sunfish, rock-

bass, and black-bass, all of which are inhabi-
tants of the United States. The Cheenobryttus gu-

Warmouth {Cfuenfitfryttvs ^ulcsuj). (From Report of U. S.

Fish Commission.)

to»u9 is abundant in the southern streams, where it is

known as tlie imrmouth. They are all fresh-water fishes,

with compressed oval Ixxiy. continuous lateral line con-
current with tlie back, head of moderate size with nostrils

normally double and scaly cheeks and gill-covers, the
operculum ending in a colored lobe or point, a long dorsal
fin usually with 10 spines and 10 rays, and the anal flu op-

posite the soft part of the dorsal. There are 10 genera and
nearly ;'>0 species.

Oentrarchinae (sen-trar-ki'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Centrarchus + -incp.] A subfamily of centrar-

Tfxiv, ceuufi, . -,- ,

median axial line ; having the center of tbe Douy .

definable by a line : the correlative of monaxo-
nial and stauraxonial. Encyc. Brit.

centre^, «. and i'. See center^.

centre-, n. See center^.

centreityt (sen-tre'i-ti), n. [< L. centrum, cen-

ter, -(- -e-ity."] The state of being a center, as
of attraction or action, or of being situated in

a center; centrality.

In everything compost.
Each part of th' essence its centreity

Keeps to itself ; It shrinks not to a nullity.

Dr. II. More, Fsychathanasia, III. ii. 20.

centric (sen'trik), a. and n. [= Sp. It. centricn,

< NL. centricus, < Gr. Kevrptid^, of or from the
center, < KcvTfinv, center: see center^, and cf.

central.] I. a. 1. Central; basic; fundamen-
tal. [Kare.]

or state of being situated in a central position,

centricipital (sen-tri-sip'i-tal), a. [< L. cen-

trum, center, -(- caput (in comp. -cipit), head,
-I- -flZ.] Situated in the middle part, region,
or segment of the head, between the sincipital

and occipital portions ; of or pertaining to the
eentriciput

;
parietal, as a cranial segment.

His [Carus's] three principal cranial vertebree corre-
spond to the three cerebral masses, and are the occipital.

centricipital, and sincipital.

S. Kneeland, Jr., Amer. Cyc, XIII. 424.

eentriciput (sen-tris'i-put), n. [For centricaput,

< L. centrum, center, + caput, head.] In a«a(.,

the mid-head, between tne sincipui and the
occiput, or fore-head and hind-head ; a part of

the head, or segment of the skull, correspond-
ing to the mesencephalon, and constituting the
second cranial segment counting from behind
forward. See centricipital.

centricity (sen-tris'j-ti), n. [< centric + -ity.]

The state of being centric ; centricalness.

centrifugal (sen-trif'ii-gal), a. and n. [Cf. F.
centrifuge = Sp. centrifugo = Pg. It. cmitrifugo

;

< NL. centrifugus, < L. centrum, the center, -I-

fiigcre, flee: see fugacious, fugue, etc.] I. a. 1.

Flying off orproceeding from a center; radiating
or sent outward from a focus or central point

:

opposed to centripetal : as, centrifugal force or
energy ; centrifugal rays or spokes.— 2. Oper-
ating by radial action; producing effects by
centrifugal force : as, a centrifugal filter, pump,
or machine. (See phrases below.)—3. In psy-
choL, moving from the brain to the periphery.

—

Centrifugal drier, centrifugal drill. See the nouns.
r'tttitrifiieal filter, a Alter having a liollow, perfo-

:v, ill which a saturated substance can
the cylinder is revolved rapidly, the
le sulistauce to be filtered is forced by
Jirough tlie perforations.— Centllfll-
'orce.— CentrifU-
machine-caunon

red disk revolv-

from which balls
centrifugal force.

intrlfugal inflo-
of inflorescence,

ejinite or determi-
central axis is ter-

wer-bud, which is

the lower or outer
succession. The
furnish examples.
nachlne, a name
nachines for rais-

.ting mines, drying
ir, etc. In centrifn-
iies the material is

der of wire gauze,
of which causes the
case of sugar the molasses) to fly off by
a.— Centrifugal pump, a rotary pump
i raise*! by centrifugal action, liy means
•eratiiig directly upon the mass of water.

Section of Gwynne's
Centrifugal Pump.—
The wheel rotates in

the direction of the ar-

row, and delivers the
water upward into the
eduction.pipe, L.

Centrifugal Pump, exterior view.

There are numerous devices for the application of this

principle— Centrifugal radicle, in hot., an embryonic
radicle turned away from the center of the seed.— C6I1-
trifugal sugar, a trade-name for sugar prepared io a
centrifugal machine.



centrifugal

H. n. 1. pi. Sugars made in a centrifugal
maeliine.

CeiUri/ugals [ranged in price] from 4f for "seconds" to

6i cents. The Century, XXXV. 119.

2. A drum in a centrifugal machine.
Next the "masse cuite" falls into the '^ ccntri/utjals,"

which are small drums holding about 120 pounds of sugar.
The Century, XXXV. 114.

centrifugally (sen-trif'u-gal-i), adc. In a cen-
trifugal manner ; from the center outward.
At some perihelion of the planet . . . the tidal swell

would be lifted bodily from connection with the central
mass and move centrifugalbj to such distance that a state
of equilibrium would be reached.

Winchell, World-Life, p. 213.

centrifugence (sen-trif'u-jens), n. [< centrifu-
g(al) + -ence. The strict iorm would be *cen-
trifugicnce.'] A tendency to fly off from the
center; centrifugal force or tendency.
centrlmanent (seu-trim'a-nent), a. [< L. cen-
trum, center, + manen{t-)s, ppr. of manere, re-
main.] Remaining in the center, especially in
the brain.

Centrina (sen-tri'na), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817).]
A genus of sharks, taken as the type of a fam-
ily Centrinidw.

centring^, n. See centering^.

centring", «. See centering^.

Centrinidse (sen-trin'i-de), n.pl. [KL., < Centri-
na + -ida:'] A family of sharks, typified by the
genus Centrina : same as Spinacida:. Lowe, 1843.

centripetal (sen-trip'e-tal), a. [Cf. F. centri-

pete = Sp. centripeto = Pg. It. centripeto; <

NXi. eentripetus, < L. centrum, center, + petere,

seek, move toward.] 1. Tending or moving
toward the center: opposed to centrifugal.—
2. Progressing by changes from the exterior of
an object to its center : as, the centripetal cal-

cification of a bone. Owen Centripetal force.
See /orce.— Centripetal inflorescence, a form of in-

florescence, otherwise called acropetal, in which the lower
or outer flowers are the tlrst to open, as in spikes, racemes,
umbels, the heads of composites, etc.— Centripetal
press, a device for api>lyiii;; pressure in an inward direc-
tion in radial lines.— Centripetal pump, a rotary pump
in which revolving blades collect the water and draw it

to the axis, where it enters the discharge-tube.

—

Centrip-
etal radicle, in bot., an embryonic radicle turned to-

ward the center of the seed.— Centripetal railway, a
railway having a single bearing-rail to support the car,
with side rails and wheels to steady it.

centripetalism (sen-trip'e-tal-izm), m. [< cen-
tripetal + -!«»».] Tendency' toward a center;
centripetal motion or tendency.
The plague of centripetalimn is a curse which has come

to us [New Zealand] across the seas from older countries.
Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 409.

centripetally (sen-trip'e-tal-i), adv. In a cen-
tripetal manner ; with tendency toward a cen-
ter ; by centripetal force.

Cartilaginous process ascending from the cartilaginous
margin of the disc centripetally in the outer surface of the
jelly-like disc. E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XII. 562.

centripetence, centripetency (sen-trip'e-tens,
-teu-si), n. [< L. centrum, center, -f- peten(i-)s,

pp. of petere, seek, -t- -ence, -ency. See centrip-

etal.'] Tendency toward a center ; centripetal
force or tendency.

The centripetetice augments the centrifugence. We bal-

ance one man with his opposite, and the health of the state

depends on the see-saw. Einergon, Uses of Great Men.

centrlscid (sen-tris'id), n. A fish of the family
Cen triscida:

Centriscidse (sen-tris'i-d§), n.pl. [NL.,< Cen-
triscus + -idee.] 1 . A family of hemibranchiate
fishes, typified by the genus Centriscus, having
a short ovate body with bony plates in front and
on the back, the mouth drawn out into a long
tubular snout, a small spinous dorsal fin, and
the ventrals near the middle of the abdomen
with a spine and 7 rays each. These fishes are vari-
ously known as sea-tmipe, snipe-fishes, and woodcock-fishes,
in consequence of the length of the beak. The body is

compressed, and covered with small rough scales ; there
is no lateral line ; l)ony strips ai-e found on the side of the
back, sometimes confluent into a shield, and other bony
strips occur on the margin of the thorax and abdomen.
There are no teeth. The gill-openings are wide, and the
branchiostegals are 4 in number. Of the two dorsal fins,

the first bears 4 to 7 spines, the second of which is very
long and strong, and the soft dorsal is of moderate size,

like the anal ; the pectorals are short ; the caudal is emar-
ginate, and its middle i-ays are not produced. The family
ia also and more properly called Macrorhampkosidoi.
2. A family extended to include not only the
true Centriscidw, but also the Amphisilidoe.

centrisciform (sen-tris'i-form), a. [< NL. cen-
trigciformis, < Centriscus, q. v., + L. forma,
form.] Shaped like a fish of the genus Centris-
cus ; of or pertaining to the Centrisciformes.
Oentrisciformes (sen-tris-i-f6r'mez), n. pi.
[NL., pi. of centrisdformis : see centrisciform.]
In Giinther's system of classification, the thir-
teenth division of Acanthopterygii, character-
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ized by two dorsal fins with short spines, the
soft anal of moderate extent, and the ventrals
tnily abdominal and imperfectly developed.
Centriscus (sen-tris'kus), Ji. [NL., < Gr. kcv-

TfiitjKog, a kind of fish, dim. of Khrpov, a spine,
spur: seecew^eri.] A genus of fishes, typical of
the family Centriseidce. C. scolopax is the trumpet-
fish, bellows-fish, snipe-fish, or sea-snipe of the Atlantic
and .MedlteiTanean, now called Macrorhamphosus scolo-
jxtx.

Centrist (sen'trist), n. [< center'i^ + -ist.] In
the German Reichstag or Imperial Parliament,
one of the members of the so-called Center or
Ultramontane party.

centro-. in modem scientific compound words,
the combining form of Latin centrum or Greek
KcvTfMv, center, also spine.

centro-acinal (sen-tro-as'i-nal), a. In anat.,

iu the center of an acinus : applied specifically
to certain spindle-shaped shells foimd in the
middle of the acini of the pancreas and in
some other glands.

centro-acinar (sen-tro-as'i-nar), a. Same as
centro-acinal.

centrobaric (sen-tro-bar'ik), a. [< Gr. Khrpov,
the center, + ftapoi, weight.] Relating to the
center of gravity, or to the method of finding it.

— Centrobaric body, a body which attracts as if its whole
mass were concentrated in a point, its center of gravity.

If the action of terrestrial or other gravity on a rigid
body is reducible to a single force in a line passing always
through one point fixed relatively to the body, whatever
be its position relatively to the earth or other attracting
mass, that point is called its center of gravity, and the
body is called a centrobaric body.

Thomson and Tail, Nat. Phil., § ,134.

Centrobaric method, a method of measuring the extent
of a surface or the contents of a solid by means of certain
relations subsisting l)etween the center of inertia (or grav-
ity) of a line and surfaces generated by it, and between
the center of inertia of a plane surface and solids gener-
ated by it.

centrobaricalt, a. [Formerly also cenfe-oftar^coi

(K. Phillips, 1706); as centrobaric + -al.] An
obsolete form of centrobaric.

Centrocercus(sen-tro-ser'kus), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1831), < Gr. KcvTpov, point, center, + KcpKog,

tail.] A genus of gallinaceous birds, of the

KL.
I. a.

[NL.,

Centropodinae

In emhryoh, having the food-yolk (deutoplasm)
central in position, surrounded by peripheral
protoplasm.
The food yolk may . . . have a central position. In

such centrolecithal eggs the segmentation is confined to the
pcripliery. Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 112.

Centrolepis (sen-tro-le'pis), «. [NL., < Gr.
KcfTpoit, point, + ?.£7r(f, scale.] 1. In bot., a
genus of monocotyledonous plants belonging
to and the type of the natural order Ceiitrolc-

pidew. They are small tufted plants, mostly annuals,
with linear-flliform radical leaves. Seventeen species are
known, natives of Australia.

2. In iciitli., a genus of fishes. Egerton, 1843.

centrolinead (sen-tro-lin'e-ad), n. [< L. cen-
trum, center, + linea, line, + -ad?.] An instru-
ment for drawing lines converging toward a
point, though the point be inaccessible.

centrolineal (sen-tro-liu'e-al), a. and n.

centrum, center, + linea, Ime, + -al.]

Converging to a center.

H. «. Same as centrolinead.

Centrolophinse (sen"tr6-lo-fi'ne), n. pi. ,_ ,

< Centrolophits + -itice.'l A subfamily of fishes,

of the family Stromateidee, typified by the ge-
nus Centrolophits. They have complex elongated gill-

rakers extending backward from the cpibranchials of the
last branchial arch, 11 abdominal and 14 caudal vertebra;,
protractile premaxillaries, and normally developed ven-
tral fins persistent through life.

centrolophine (sen-trol'o-fin), a. and ». I. o.

Of or pertaining to the Centrolophince.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Centrolophitue.

Centrolophus (sen-trol'o-fus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kevrpov, spine, + /W^of, crest.] The typical ge-
nus of the subfamily Centrolopthince, including
the blackfish of England, Centrolophus pompi-
liis, or C. morio. This fish is chiefly of a black color;
the vent is advanced in position, the ventral fin is small,
and the anal is half as long as the dorsal.

centronelt, «. .An obsolete variant of centinel,

for sentinel.

Centroniaet (sen-tro'ni-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Ktvrpov, a point, spine.] A large group of ani-
mals, the radiates, zoophytes, or coelenterates

:

an inexact synonym of Badiata.

Centronotidse (sen-tro-not'i-de), n. ph [NL.,
< Centronotus + -idw.]' A family of fishes, typi-

fied by the genus Centronotus : same as Murce-
noididiB.

Centronotus (sen-tro-no'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Khrpov, spine, + vurof, back.] A genus of fishes

with the entire dorsal fin composed of spines,
typical of the family Centronotidw.

Centrophanes (sen-trof'a-nez), n. [NL. (Kaup,
1829), < Gr. Khrpov, a goad, sting, spur, + -(pa-

vr/c, evident, < ^aiveiv, appear.] A genus of
oscine passerine birds, of the family i'ringil-

lidie, inhabiting northerly parts of both hemi-
spheres : so called from the long, straight, spur-
like hind claw. The Lapland longspur, C. lapponicus,
common to Europe, Asia, and America, is the type-spe-

Sage-cock, or Cock-of-Uie-plains {Cenirocercus urophasianits).

Tetraonidce or grouse family, the typical and
only species of which is the great sage-cock or
cock-of-the-plains of western America, C. uro-
phasianus. The genus is so named from the stiff, nar-
rowly acuminate tail-feathei-s, which are 20 in number and
equal or exceed the length of the wing. The neck is suscep-
tible of enormous inflation by means of air-sacs beneath
the skin, which when distended is extensively naked, and
forms an irregular bulging mass surmounted by a fringe of
filamentous feathers, several inches long, springing from
a mass of erect white feathers, and covered below with a
solid set of shai-p, white, horny feathei-s like fish-scales.
The tarsus is feathered to the toes, and the gizzard is only
slightly muscular.

centrodorsal (sen-tr6-d6r'sal), a. and n. [< L.
centrum, center, + (?ore!«)»,'back, + -al.] I. a.

Central and dorsal or aboral: applied to the
central ossicle of the stem of crinoids, as mem-
bers of the genus Comatula.
The centre of the skeleton is constituted by a large cen-

tro-dorsal ossicle. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 500.

II. n. In crinoids, a centrodorsal ossicle which
unites the skeleton of the stalk with the body.
centrodorsally (sen-tr6-d6r'sal-i), adv. In a
centrodorsal position or relation.

Centrogonida (sen-tro-gon'i-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Ktvrpov, center, + yovoc,' generation, +
-ida.] An order of degraded suctorial crusta-
ceans, represented by such genera as Sacculina
and J'cltogaster. Also called Suctoria and liki-

eucephala.

centroid (sen'troid), ». [< Gr. Kcvrpov, center,
+ dSoc, form.] In math., the center of mass.
See center'^.

centrolecithal (sen-tro-les'i-thal), a. [< Gr.
Kivrpov, center, + ^kiBoq, yolk of"an egg, + -al.]

Lapland L.ODgspur {Centrophanes tapponieus').

cies. Others are C. omaius, the chestnut-collared lark-
bunting, and C. pictus, the painted lark-bunting, both of
North America.

centropipedon (sen-tro-pip'e-don), n.; pi. cen-

tropipcda (-dii). [NL., prop. *centrepipedon,

< Gr. Khrpov, center, + tTzineSoc, level, plane,
superficial, < tn-i, upon, + ttiSov, ground. Cf.

parallelopipedon.] In morphology, a compli-
cated form, in which the poles of at least the
dorsoventral axis are unlike, and in vrhich the
body is thus defined not with reference to a
line, but to a median plane. Eneyc. Brit., XVI.
844.

centropipedonal (sen' tro-pi-ped'o-nal), a.

[< centropipedon + -al.] Having the morpho-
logical form of a centropipedon.

Centropodinae (sen"tro-po-di'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Ccntropus {-pod-) + -)H(f.] A subfamily of

picarian birds, of the family Cuailidw; the cou-

cals or spurred cuckoos : so called from the
long, straight hind claw. Tliey include many spe-

cies of Africa, Asia, anti the East Indies, some of them
also known as pheasant-cuckoos. Also Cetitropince.



centropomid

centropomid (sen-tro-po'mid), n. A fish of the
family Centrojiomida'.

Centrbpomidae (sen-tro-pom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ciiitnipoiiius + -idtr.'] A family of aeanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Centropo-

mu'n, peculiar to the tropical and subtropical

waters of America. They have an elongate body
with distinct lateral line continued on to the caudal rtn,

small ctenoid scales, separate dorsal fins, of which the

tirst has 7 or 8 spines, the third being the longest, short
anal tin witli y spines, and forked caudal.

centropomoid (sen-tro-po'moid), a. and«. I. a.

Of or relating to the Centropomida:.

II. II. A member of the family Ce)i<ro^o»Mrf(K.

Oentropomus (sen-tro-po'mus), «. [NL. (La-
c6pMe), < (ir. ntvrpov, spine, + -una, lid, cover,

i. e., operculiun.] A genus of fishes, typical of

Rotiato I^Cenl^ofontus iind^timatis).

the family Centropomida. having a long pre-
operoular spine, whence the name, it includes a
number of species of moderate size found in the tropical
American seas, known as snooks and robalos, and es-

teemed fur food.

Centropristis (sen-tro-pris'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
KcvT/mi; a spine, sting, + Trpiaric, a large fish,

supposed to be (as in early NL.) the sawfish.]

A genus of fishes, of tlie family Serranidw, con-
taining the sea-basses, such as C. furvng, C.
atrarius, and C. philadelphicus.

Centropus (seu'tro-pus), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811),
< (jr. KtvTfiov, a spur, -I- Trovq (jrorf-) = E. foot.^
A genus of birds, typical of the subfamily Cen-
tropodinie : in a restricted sense, covering only
the African coucals, like C. senegalensis ; in
other usages, more or less nearly the same as
the subfamily Centropodime.
centrostigma fsen-tro-stig'mS), n.

;
pi. centro-

utii/matK (-nia-ta). [NL., < Gr. kcvt/mv, center,
+ aTi}ua, a point, spot.] In morpholoyij, a form
or body of which all the axes radiate from a
central point ; a protaxonial organism which is

defined by its central point.

centrostigmatic (.sen'tro-stig-mat'ik), a. [As
ceiitrostiijnunt-) -I- -ic] Consisting of a centro-
stigma; definable as to figiu-e by a center: said
of protaxonial figures only.

centrosurface (sen-tro-s^r'fas), n. [< L. cen-
trum, center, -I- 8urf<tce.'\ In gcom., the locus of
centers of ])rincipal curvature of a surface.
centrotriaene (sen'tro-tri-e'ne), n. [< Gr. Kiv-

Tfjoi', Spine, -I- Tfuatvci, a tliree-pronged fish-spear.
a trident : see triane.'] A kind of sponge-spieule
having the form of a cladose rhabdus or triasne,
whose cladome arises from the middle of the
rhabdome. W. J. Sollas.

The shaft m.iy also ijccinne triflil at l>oth ends, amphi-
triaene, and the resulting rays all bifurcate, or the cladome
may arise from the centre of the rhabdome, centrotriane.

Encyc. Brit., X.KII. 417.

centrotylote (sen-trot'i-lot), a. [< Gr. Khnpov,
spine, + rv'/jjTd^, knobbed, < tv7.ovv, make knob-
by, < Ti?.of, a Icnot, knob.] Swollen in the mid-
dle: a term applied by SoUas to a form of
sponge-spieule which is an oxyaster of two rays
produced from a central swelling: as, "a cen-
troti/lolf microxea," Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.
centrum (sen'trum), n.

; pi. centra (-trfi). [L.,
< Gr. KtvTpnv, center: see center^."] 1. A center.
Specifically— 2. [NL.] Inanat.: (a) The body
of a vertebra ; the solid piece to which the arches
and some other parts are or may be attached.
Morplioloiiically, however, the centrum is not exactly wliat
is ordinarily called the liody of a vertebra; for the latter
usually iticludes the bases of the neural arches, from whicli
theccutmni proper is separated for a period by the neuro-
central suture. .See cuts under cervical, dorial, and endn-
ikeleion. (I,) The basis or fundamental portion of
one of the cranial segments, regarded as analo-
gous to vertebrsB. Thus, the basioccipital is the
centrum of the occipital segment of tlie skull.— Centrum ovale, the large white central mass displayed
by removing tlie upper |)ortions of the cerebral hemi-
spheri s at the level „f the corpus callosum. Also called
centrum nrttif majiu and centntm ornate of VieuntifnM.—
Centrum ovale minus, the white central mass of the
cerebral hcmisplitres as displayed by a transverse cut at
any level. Al8<j called centrum omtte o/ Vicq^L Azyr.

centry't, «. An obsolete variant of center^.
centry]-t, ». A contracted form of cemetery.
centry^t, «. A former spelling of sentry.

Ihc cenlri^i bgx. Qay, Trivia, ii. 298.
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centum (sen'tum), n. [L., = E. hundred : sec
cent, hundred.'i A hundred: used in the phrase
per centum, by the hundred.
centumpondium (sen-tum-pon'di-um), n.

;
pi.

centtimpundia (-a). [L., < centum, a hundred,
+ pondtis, weight.] The ancient Roman hun-
dredweight, equal to 72 pounds avoirdupois.

centumvir (sen-tum'v6r), n.
;

pi. centumvirs,
centumviri (-verz, -vi-ri). [L. centumviri, prop,
separately centum viri, < centum (= AS. hund, E.

hund-red, q. v.) -t- viri, pi. of vir = AS. wer, a
man.] In ancient Rome, one of a body of 105
(called in round numbers 100) judges, 3 from
each of the 35 tribes, appointed to decide com-
mon causes amongthe people. The office of the cen-
tumvirs was annual, the presidency of the tribunal Vielong-

ing to the pretor. The court sat in the Julian basilica, in
folU' sections, each presided over by a decemvir or an e.x-

questor. Under the empire their number was increased
to 180, or perhaps more.

centumviral (sen-tum'vi-ral), a. [< L. centum-
riridis, < centumviri : see centumvir.'\ Pertaining
to the eentum%'irs.

centumvirate (sen-tum'vi-rat), n. [< L. cen-
tumviri + -ate3.] 1. The office or dignity of a
centumvir.— 2. Any body of a hundred men.
Finding food and raiment all that tenu for a centum-

virate of the profession. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 19S.

centumviri, n. Latin plural of centumvir.

centuple (sen'tu-pl), a. [< F. centuple = Sp.
centupilo = Pg. It. centuplo, < L. centuplus, hun-
dred-fold, < centum, a hundred, + -plus (= Gr.
-ffWof), a multiplicative suffix, related to plus,

more, and ult. to E. /kW.] A himdred-fold
greater ; multiplied by a hundred.

I wish his strength were centuple.
MaHsinger, Unnatural Combat, i. 1.

centuple (sen'tu-pl), »•. t.
;
pret. and pp. centu-

pled, ppr. centupling. [< centuple, a.] To make
a hundred times more; multiply by a hundred.
centuplicate (sen-tu'pli-kat), V. <. ;

pret. and
pp. centuplicated, ppr. centuplicating. [< L.
centuplicatus, pp. of centuplicare, increase a
himdred-fold, < centuplex {centuplic-), a hun-
dred-fold, < centum, a hundred, + pUcare, fold.]

To mtUtiply a hundred times ; centuple.

I performed the civilities you enjoined me to yotir
friends, who return you the like centuplicated.

Hoxoell, Letters, iv. 2.

centuplyt (sen'tu-pU), f. t. [< L. centuplicare :

see centuplicate.'i To centuple.
Though my wants

Were centuplitd upon myself I could be patient.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, 1. 2.

Centuria (sen-tii'ri-a), n.
;
pi. centurice (-e). [L.

:

see century^.'\ An ancient Roman measure of
land, said to have been originally 100 times the
quantity Romulus distributed to each citizen,
and equal to 200 jugera : but it seems to have
varied from 50 to 400 Jugera. See jugerum.
centurial (sen-tu'ri-al), a. [< L. centurialis, <
centuria, a century: see century^.'] 1. Of or
pertaining to a century or centuries ; existing
for a century or centuries of years.

Quadrangles mossy witli centurial associations.
Louvll, Fireside Travels, p. 70.

2. Consisting of or regulated by centuries;
arranged by or divided into hundreds, or him-
dreds of years : as, a centurial organization of
troops ; a centurial history.
The centurial plan, which prevailed from Flaccus to

Mosheim, is an Improvement (on the purely chronological
or annalistic method of writing history].

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 4.

3. Occurring once in a century or a hundred
years ; centennial : as, a centurial sermon.
[Rare.]— 4. Completing a century.
Every year of which the number is divisible by four

without a remainder is a leap-year, excepting the centu-
rial years, which are only leap-years when divisible by
four after omitting the two ciphers. Enciie. ISril., IV. 667.

Centurial stones, boundary-stones ; stones marking the
limits of an old Koman century or allotment of laud.
See cenfnrti^, 2 (c).

centuriatet (sen-tfi'ri-at), v. t. [< L. eenturi-
atu-s, pp. of ccnturiare, divide into hundreds, <

wn<«r(a, a htindred : aee century^.'] To divide
into centuries or hundreds.
centuriatet (sen-tii'ri-at), a. [< L. centuriatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Divided into or consisting
of centuries or hundreds : as, cetituriate assem-
blies. Holland.

centuriation (sen-tii-ri-a'shon), n. [< L. cen-
turiatio{n-), < centuriare, divide into centuries:
see cetituriate, v. ] The custom of dividing land
into centuries. See century^, 2 (c).

It is obvious that formal centuriation in straight lines
atnl reetangulur divisions, by the Agrimensores, produced
sonietliiiig entirely diiferent from the open field system as
we have found it in Kngland.

Heebolim, Bug. Vil. Community, p. 277.

century

centurlator (sen-tu'ri-a-tor), n. [NL. (> P. cen-

turiateur = Pg. centuriador), < L. centuriare,

divide into hundreds: see centuriate, v.~\ One
of the writers of the Protestant ecclesiastical
history known as the Centuries of Magdeburg.
Also centurist.

The centuriators of Magdeburg were the first that dis-

covered this grand impostui'e. Ayliffe, Parergon.

centuried (sen'tu-rid), a. [< century + -ed2.]

Lasting for a century or centuries ; centurial.

His csnturied silence to those hearers frank
With joy he broke. C. De Kay, Vision of Ninirod, ii.

Centurio (sen-tu'ri-6), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1842): see centurion.'] A
genus of American phyl-
lostomine bats, notable in

its family for the absence
of a distinct nose-leaf, but
having various extraordi-
nary excrescences upon
the face, which produce a
most grotesque physiog-
nomy. 6'.«e«existhetype. centuria senex.

centurion (sen-tu'ri-on),

«. [< ME. centurion = F. centurion = Sp. cen-

turion = Pg. ccnturiao = It. centurione, < L. cen-

turio{n-), < centuria, a company of a hundred:
see century^.'] In Botn. antiq., a military officer

who commanded a century or company of in-

fantry. The centurion was appointed by the
eommander-in-ohief, and corresponded to the
captain in modem military service.

centurist (sen'tu-rist), n. [< century'^ + -ist.']

Same as centuriator.

Centurus (sen-tu'rus), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1837), prop. Centrums, i Gr. nevrpov, a spine, -1-

ovpd, tail.] A genus of banded woodpeckers of

Red-bellied Woodpecker ^Centurus caroliftus).

the warmer parts of America, of which the red-
bellied woodpecker, C. carolinus, is the type:
so called from the acute tail-feathers. They
are also known as eebra-tcoodpecJcers, from the
transversely striped plumage.

Century'^ (sen'tu-ri), )/. ;
pi. centuries {-riz). [<

F. centurie= Sp. Pg. It. centuria, < L. centuria,

an assemblage or division consisting of a hun-
dred units, as a company of a hundred soldiers,

a division of the people, etc. (not in the sense
of 'a himdred years,' for which swculum was
used: see secular), < centum = E. hundred.'] 1.
In a general sense, a hundred ; anything con-
sisting of a hundred in nimiber.

And when
With wild wood-leaves and weeds I ha' strew'd his grave,
And on it said a century of prayers,
Such as 1 can, twice o'er, I'll weep and sigh.

Snak., Cymbeline, ir. 2.

How many of the century of graduates sent forth from
our famous University every year . . . are able to read
with moderate relish and understanding one of tlie Tus-
culan Disputations?

Dr. J. Brown, .Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 44.

Specifically— 2. In Rom. antiq. : (a) Adivision
of the people (originally so called, probably,
with reference to the approximate number of
its members, though there was no fixed limit),

instituted by Servius Ttillius, formed with ref-

erence to taxation and to the election of magis-
trates and enactment of laws. All the citizens
were divided into classes according to their wealth, and
each of the classes was divided into from 10 to 40 senior
and junior centuries, according to age, in all 193 or 194.

Each century had one vote in the comitia centuriata,
the wealthier classes votinir first and generally controlling
the others. (6) A subdivision of the legion, corre-
sponding to a modern military company of in-

fantry, and consisting nominally of a hundred
men. Prior to the rule of Marios the century was half
of a maniple, aTid contained normally 100 men, each cen-
tuiy having in addition 20 light-armed troops. After the
military reform of Marius the old distinctions of arms in
the legion were aboUahed ; the century was still the halt



century

of the maniple, but its iiuriiml iniota of men was increased.
Under tlie empire tile regular force of the century wjis 110
men. See letfion,

Mac. Know you what store of the prsetorian soldiers
Sejanus holds about him for his guard?
Lac. 1 cannot the just number; but I think

Three centuries. B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 3.

(c) An allotment of land of varying size ; espe-
cially, the area of land allotted to soldiers in
a conquered country.— 3. A period of one hun-
dred years, reckoned from any starting-point

:

as, a century of national independence; a cen-

tury of oppression. Specifically, one of a number of
hundred-year periods, reckoned either forward or back-
wanl from some recognized era. Thus the Jirst century of
the Christian era began with the year A. J>. 1 and extended
to the end of the year 100 ; the third century began with
201 and ended with 300 ; and the eighteenth century began
with 1701 and ended with 1800, the year completing the
hundred-year periml in each instance giving name to the
century. When used absolutely, without ex^ilanatory ad-
junct of any kind, the centuries of the Christian era are
always meant. The centuries before Ciirist are reckoned
backward in their order from the Christian era, and those
after Christ are reckoned forward : as, the fourth century
B. 0. (from 301 B. 0. backward to 400).

One crash, the death-hymn of the perfect tree,

Declares the close of its green century.
Enierson, Woodnotes, i.

Centuries of Magdeburg, a title given to an ecclesias-
tical history of the first 1,300 years of the Christian era, in
which the records of each century occupy a volume, com-
piled by a number of Protestants at Magdeburg. It was
pul)lislied at Basel, 1560-74.

century^t, n. An obsolete form of centaury.

century-plant (sen'tu-ri-plant), n. A name
given to the American aloe. Agave Americana,
which was formerly supposed to flower only
after the lapse of a century. See Agave.

centussis (sen-tus'is), n. [L., < centum, a hun-
dred, + as (ass-), an as.] An ancient Roman
unit of weight, consisting of 100 asses. See as^.

ceorlt, "• [The AS. original of E. churl, q. v.]

A freeman of the lower rank among the -Anglo-
Saxons ; a churl.

-ceous. An adjective termination of Latin ori-

gin. See -aceous.

cepa (se'pa), «. [L., also written c<epa, cepe,

ccepe, an onion, > F. dve, > E. eive, q. v.] The
common onion, the Allium Cepa of botanists.

cepaceous (se-pa'shius), a. [< cepa + -aceous.']

AJliaeeous ; kaving the odor of onions.

cepevorons (se-pev'o-ms), a. [Prop. *cepivo-
rous, < h. cepa, cepe, an onion, + vorare, eat,

devour.] Feeding on onions. [Rare.]

Cephaells (sef-a-e'lis), n. [NL., < Gr. Ke^aT^t/,

head, + el?.eii> (-y/ *eA), compress.] An exten-
sive genus of plants, natural order Ituhiacew,
consisting of shrubs or perennial herbs, natives
of tropical regions,
chiefly in America.
Their tfowers grow in close
heads, surrounded by In-

volucrating bracts, which
are sometimes richly col-

ored. The most interest-
ing species is C. Ipeca-
cuanha, which yields tlie

ipecacuanha-root of the
druggists. It is found in
shady woods in Brazil.

The root has a character-
istic ringed structm-e. .See

ipecacimnha.

cephal-. See ce/ihalo-.

Cepbalacanthidae
(sef "a-la-kan'thi-de),

n. pi. [NL., < Cepha-
lacanthus + -«te.] A
family of acaiithop-

terygiau fishes, rep-
resented by the genus Cephalacanthus : a syn-
onym of Dactylopteridw.

Cephalacanthus (sef 'Vla-kan'thus), n. [NL.,
< (jrr. Kc(j>ah'/, head, + CKavBa, thorn, spine.] A
genus of fishes : a synonym of Dactylopterus. C.

volt tans is the flying-fish, flying-robin, orbat-fish.

cephalad (sef'a-lad), adv. [< Gr. Ke^aXf/, head,
+ -arfs.] In anat., toward the head; forward
in the long axis of the body; in the opposite
direction from oaudad. in man it is upward, and in
most animals forward ; but in any case it is used with-
out reference to the posture of the body. Thus, the ca-
rotid arteries nin cephalad from the chest ; the cerebrum
is situated cephalad of the cereliellum ; the fundus of the
bladder is cejihalad with reference to its neck.

cephalsea (sef-a-le'a), n. [L., < Gr. ia:(j>a7Mla,

a persistent headache, prop. rem. of Ke^dTuimg,

of the head, < Kz^dkij, head.] In patkol., head-
ache, especially one of those forms of headache
which do not seem to be part of some more gen-
eral disorder, and which do not exhibit the typi-
cal features of neuralgia or of megrim.
cephalsmatoma (sef-a-le-ma-td'ma), n.

;
pi.

ceplial(Bmatomat<i (-ma-tii). fNL., ^ Gr. Ke6aAfj,

head, + ai(ua(T-), blood, + -oma.'] A swelling

CfpkaHiis Ipecacuanha.
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formed in new-bom children by an effusion of
blood

—

(a) betweenthe aponeurotic structures
of the cranium and the pericranium; (ft) be-
tween the pericranium and the skull; or (c)

between the dura mater and the skull. Also
cephalhematoma and cephalohematoma.

cephalagxa (sef-a-lag'ra), n. [< Gr. KCi^lii,

head, + aypa, a catching; "cf. chiragra, podagra.]
Severe pain in the head; especially, gout in
the head.

cephalalgia (sef-a-lal'ji-a), n. [L., also cepha-
largia, < Gr. neipaXa'XYta,' XaXet also KC<l>a?Mpyia,

headache, < ncipaT^aAyij^, having headache, < ke-

^alij, head, + akyog, pain, ache.] In pathol.,
headache. Also called cephalalgy, encephalal-
gia.

c'ephalalgic (sef-a-Ial'jik), a. and n. [< L.
cephalalgicus, < Gr. Kt^a/M'XyiKOQ, < neijiaTMXyia:

see cephalalgia.] I. a. Relating to cephalalgia
or headache.

II. n. A medicine for headache.
cephalalgy (sef'a-lal-ji), ». [< F. cephalalgie
= Sp. cefalalgia = Pg. cephalalgia = It. c&fa-
lalgia, cefalargia, < L. cephalalgia : see cepha-
lalgia.] Same as cephalalgia.

cephalanthiuni(sef-a-lan'thi-um),«.; pl.cepha-
lanlhia (-a). [NL., <f Gr. KEtpaly, head, + avBoQ,

a flower.]' In hot., the head or capitate inflo-

rescence of a composite plant.

Cephalanthus (sef-a-lan'thus), M. [NL., < Gr.
KefaA^, head, + di^of, a flower.] A genus of
plants, natural order Bubiacece. The species are
shrubs, with small white flowers densely aggregated in
spherical peduncled heads. The best-known species is

C. occiilentalix, the button-bush of North America.

Cephalaspidae, ». pi. See CephalaspidicUe.

Cephalaspidea (sef'a-las-pid'e-ii), ». jjI. [NL.,
< Ccphalaspis (-pid-) + -ea.] Agroup of tecti-
branchiate gastropods, characterized by the de-
velopment of a cephalic disk distinct from the
back. It comprises the Bullidce and related
families.

Cephalaspididse, Cephalaspidse (sefa-las-
pid'i-de, sef-a-las'pi-de), n. }il. [NL., < Gepha-
laspis i-pid-) "+ -idle.] A family of fossil fishes,
of which the genus Cephalaspis is typical.

CephalaspiS (sef-a-las'pis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ke^'Aij, head, -f- aairi^, a shield.] A genus of
fossil fishes,

typical of the
family Cepha-
laspididee. The
very large head
which character-
izes these fishes

bears a close
resemblance in
shape to a sad- Ccphalasfts lyetu.

dlers' knife, and
is covered with a buckler prolonged backward into a point
on either side. They are known as buckler-fiehes or huck-
ler-heads. C. lyelli is a common species.

Cephalata (sef-a-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

01 cephalatus : see ceplialate.] A prime division
of moUusks, including those with a head, gener-
ally provided with tentacles, eyes, and a mouth
armed with jaws, as gastropods, pteropods, and
c'ephalopods : same as Cephalophora, 1, or En-
cephala : the opposite of Acephala. [Not now
in use.]

cephalate (sef'a-lat), a. and n. [< NL. cepha-
latus, < Gr. neijiaATi, head.] I. a. Having a head,
as a mollusk ; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Cephalata.

II. n. A mollusk having a head; specifically,
one of the Cephalata.

cephaletron (sef-a-le'tron), n.
;

pi. cephaletra
(-tra). [NL., < Gr. Ke<^li], head, + irrpov, the
abdomen.] Owen's name (1872) of the head,
cephalon, or anterior division of the body of
some crustaceans, as the king-crab : correlated
with thoracetron and pleon.

cephalhematoma, «.; pi. cepfialhematomata.
Same as cephalaimatoma,

cephalic (se-fal'ik or sef'a-lik), a. and re. [=
F. cephalique = Sp. cefdli'co = Pg. cephalico =

It. cefalicOi < L. cephalicus, <

Gr. K£^a/l«(}f , of or for the head,
< Ketpal^, dial. KCJiaTirj, KejiAij,

head, prob. not connected with
L. caput, head, or AS. hedfod,
E. head, or, it appears, with
AS. (poet.) hafela, hafala, hea-

fola, the head, but perhaps
connected with gahle^ : see

Headof aCentiped Cdput, head, gahU^.] I. O. 1.

[i'c'e^haSleb^em; Pertaining to the head in any
.-(.followed by basilar Way.— 2. Situatcd Or directed

Sc'"""^-
"•"•" toward the head; connected

Cephalobranchia

with or constituting the front or fore part of a
body or organ : ojiposed to caudal : as, the ce-

phalic surface of the liver or diaphragm ; the
cephalic end of a vertebra; the cephalic segment
of a centiped.
Now that the extended study of comparative anatomy

and embryonic development is largely applied to the
elucidation of the human structure; it is very desirable
that descriptive terms should be sought which may with-
out ambiguity indicate position and relation in the organ-
ism at once in man and [other] aniniaU. Such terms af.

cephalic and caudal, dorsal and ventral, are of tiiis class,
and ought, whenever this may be done consistently with
sufficient clearness of description, to take the place of those
which are only applicable to the peculiar attitude of the
human body. Quain, Anat., I. 6.

Cephalic aura, peculiar sensations, referred to the head,
Iireceding epileptic or hysterical attacks.— Cephalic en-
teron, the cephalic portion of the enteron ; so much of
the alimentary canal as is in the liead.— Cephalic flex-
ure, (a) In Arthropoda, the upward inclination of the
longitudinal axis of the cephalic sternites in respect to the
same axis of the thoracic sternites. (6) In human anat..
the bending of the head of the embryo forward or down-
ward upon the trunk.— Cephalic ganglia. See gaTi.
jriton.— Cephalic Index, in eraniom., the ratio of the
greatest transverse to the f^eatest anteroposterior diame-
ter of the skull multiplied by 100. It vaiies from 62 to 98
or 99.

Those people who possess crania with a cephalic index of
80 and above are called brachycephali ; those with a lower
index are dolicliocepliali. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 420.

Cephalic medicines, remedies for disorders of the head.
— Cephalic shield, in trilobites, the large bnckl«r which
surrounds ioid protects the head and extends over more or
les.s of tlio l)ody. See Trilobita, and cut under Liniulus.—
Cephalic souffle, a blowing murmur which may be lieard
on auscultation of the head in some anemic states, as
well as in some Ciises of aneurism of an artery of the head.— Cephalic vein, a large superficial vein on the front of
the arm, running from the elbow to the shoulder: so
named because the ancients used to open it as a remedy
for disorders of the head.— Cephalic version, in obgtet,
the operation of turning the fetus in tlie uterus in such
a manner that the head is made to present at the os uteri

:

distinguished from podalic version.

II. n. A remedy for headache or other dis-
orders in the head.
cephalicalt (se-fal'i-kal), a. Same as cephalic.

When I had passed the superficial parts, and digged a
little more than skin-deepe into the Minerall of CephalicaU
Motion, I came to the Muscles, the instruments of volun-
tary motion.

Quoted in F. Warner's Physical Expression, p. 321.

CephalinaB (sef-a-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cepha-
lus + -i«(B.] A subfamily of plectognathous
fishes, tj'pified by the genus Cephalus : synony-
mous with Molidce.

cephalis (sef'a-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. xf^a/if, a
little head, a capital, dim. of Ketfia/r/, head.] A
lattice-head in the skeleton of certain radio-
larians of the group Monopylea ; a simple sub-
spherical lattice-shell, inclosing the central
capsule and standing in connection with it at
the basal pole of its main axis.

cephalistlc (sef-a-lis'tik), a. [< Gr. Kecpa/.^,

head, -t- -isi-ic] Same as cephalic. [Rare.]
There is a cranium, the cephaliitic head-quarters of sen-

sation. Is. Taylor.

cephalitis (sef-a-li'tis), n. [NTj., < Gr. Ke(pa\fi,

head, -I- -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the
brain or its membranes.

cephalization (sef'a-li-za'shon). n. [< cepha-
lUe + -ation.] In iiol., a term first used by J.

D. Dana to denote a tendency in the develop-
ment of animals to localization of important
parts in the neighborhood of the head, as by the
transfer of locomotive members or limbs to or
near to the head (in decapod crustaceans, for
example ), or the concentration of plastic force
in parts composing the head, or subserving
cephaUe functions. It is accomplished in various
ways: by the transfer of mend)el's from the locomotive
to the cephalic series ; iiy pai'ticipation of anterior loco-
motive organs in cephalic functions ; by increased abbre-
viation, condensation, and perfection of structure ante-
riorly, with the opposite qualifications posteriorly : or
(in man alone) by the uprising of the cephalic end, till at
last the body becomes vertical.

cephalize (sef'a-liz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. cepha-

lizcd, ppr. ceph'alizing. [< cephal-ic + -ize.] To
make or render cephalic ; favor or cause ceph-
alization in or of: as, to cephalize legs of a
crustacean by modifying them into mouth-
parts ; to cephalize the nervous system by de-
veloping a brain.

cephalized (sef'a-lizd), p. a. [Pp. of cephalize,

(!. J Exhibiting cephalization ; having the head
and anterior members of the body well devel-

oped or well distinguished.

cephalo-. [NL.,eto., cephalo-, < Gr. KC(j>a.Arj, head:
see cephalic] An element in compound words
of Greek origin, meaning the head, refei-ring to

the head, skull, or brain. Also cephal-, before
a vowel.

Cephalobranchia, Oephalobranchiata (sef a-

lo-brang'ki-a, -brang-ki-a'ta), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
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«^^, head, + ,ii>ayxia, gills.] An order of cephalohumeralis (sef'a-lo-hu-me-ra'lls), n.
;

^MHeWrfd with cephalic branchiEB, including the pT. cephiiloliKiiierales (-lei). [NLi, adj. as n.

:

sedentary or tubicolous polychastous annelids, see cephaloliumeral.'] In anat., a large muscle
Tliey are worm-like marine animals, for the most part pro- of some animals, as the horse, representing the
tected by a tube; have ilistmct sexes and a segmented clavicular nortions of the InirmiT stprTinclnidr.
bwiy; respire by branehiaj situated on or neai- the head ;

''•'"•'yLJar portions 01 ine uuman SternoeleiUO-

and undeifo metamorphosis, the embiyo being Jree-swim- mastoid and aeltoid combined.
ming
animals
taken
reous or membranous, or composed of grains of sand ag- „ , . -

glutinated together, and are either free or adherent to CepiialOldaB(sef-a-16'i-de), fj.^)?. [NL.,< Cep/ja-
Hxed foreign body, but not organically attached to loiin + -idw.] A' family of heteromerous Vole-

optera with the anterior eoxal cavities open be-
hind, and the head strongly constricted at the
base, prolonged behind, and gradually nar-
rowed.
cephalology (sef-a-lora-ji), n. [< Gr. m<fia'Aii,

head, + -/.o; ia, < Heycw, speak : see -ology.^ -A.

treatise on the head.
Cephalolophus (sef-a-lol'o-fus), n. Same as
Cijihalophus.

cephaloma (sef-a-16'ma), n.; pi. cephalomata
(-ma-ta). [NL. (from its resemblance to brain-
substance), < Gr. KE^Ari, head, + -o»ja.] \n.pa-
thoL, a soft carcinoma,

SOMH
the animals inhabiting them. To this order belong such
families as Amphictenidce, Terebellidte, Sabellidce, and Ser-
pittidte. Also called Capitibranckia, Capitibranchiata,
Capitohraiichia^ Capitobranchiata. See Sedentaria and
Tul,fc:,lir.

cephalobrancliiate (sef'a-lo-brang'ki-at), a.

[< (jr. Kdjia'/.i/, head, -I- tipayxia, gills, + -afe-l.]

Having tufts of external gills on or near the
head ; specifically, of or pertaining to the Cepha-
lobranchia. Also eapitibranchiate, capitobran-
chiatc.

cephalocandal (sef 'a-16-k4'dal), a. [< Gr. kc-
i?a/.ij, head, + L. caiida, the tail, + -o?.] In
anal., same as ccphalocercal.

cephalocele(sef'a-16-sel),M. [< Gr. xc^toA^, head, cephalomeningfitis (sef"a-16-men-in-ji'tis), n
In 7)a«/(oi., the protrusion of [NL.,< Gr. wp"///, head, -f'NL. «+ li'/'/J/, tumor.]

more or less of the cranial contents through an
abnormal opening in the cranial walls ; hernia
of the brain.

cephalocercal (sef'a-16-s6r'kal), a. [< Gr. kc-

(fu'/ij, head, + Kepao^, tail, + -<(/.] In anat., ex-
tending from head to tail : applied to the long
axis of the body. Also cephalocandal.

cephalochord (sef'a-lo-k6rd), n. [< Gr. Kf^a?.^, a craniometer.
"

'
[^ eephalophragma(t-) + -ic.'\' Forming a ^__

head, + xoi'^n, string, cord, chord.] In effJ- cephalometric (set"a-16-met'rik), a. {< cepha- tition or diaphragm in the head, as of some in-
bnjdl, the cephalic or intracranial portion of lometri/ -!--(<•.] Pertaining to cephalometry. sects; of or pertaining to a cephalophragm.
the chorda dorsalis of the embryo: correlated cephalometry (sef-a-lom'e-tri), ». l=F. cepha- Cephalophus (se-fal'o-fus), n. [NL. (Hamilton

liimetric: see cephdlometer.^ Measurement of '^'"'^'1 1^'•>7^ /./^r,+, *,„™

tlie head or skull

;

meningitis, ({. \.']

In pathol., inflammation of the membranes of
the brain : distinguished from spinal meningitis.

cephalometer (sef-a-lom'e-ter), «. [< Gr. Ke-

oa'/i], head, + /iirpov, a measure.] l.An in-
strument formerly used for measuring the fetal
head during parturition.— 2. .An instrument

cephalopodoos

Cephalophora (sef-a-lof 'o-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of aplialopliorus : seecephalophorous.']
1 . A division of mollusks, including those which
have ahead: synonymous with Ce/j/wfata. De
Blainvillc, 1817.— 2. One of the three classes
of MoUusca, the other two being Acephala and
Cephalopoda. It is divided into the subclasses
Scaphiopodu, Gastropoda, and Pteropoda.
cephalophoran (sef-a-lof'o-ran), n. and a. I. n.
A member of the Cephalophora.

II. a. Same as cephalophorotis.

cephalophore (se-fal'o-for), n. [< NL. Cephalo-
pliora.'\ A cephalophoran.
cephalophorous (sef-a-lof 'o-ms), a. [< NL.
cephalophorus, < Gr. Kf(4a/?;, ' head, + -<ji6po^, <
feptiv = E. fcearl.] 1. Having a head, as a
oephalate mollusk.— 2. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Cephalophora.

There are various reasons for supposing that this ances-
try [of the lamellibranch] is to be found in the stock of the
cephalophorous mollusca.

Biol. Lab. qf Johns Hopkins, III. 87.

.Also cephalophoran.
cephaloparagm (se-fal'o-fram), n. [< NL. ce-
phahphragma, < Gr. Kstpalri, head, + 0pdy/ia, divi-
sion: see phragma.'] A Y-shaped internal parti-
tion which divides the head of some insects,
as certain orthopterans, into an anterior and a
posterior diamber.
cephalophragma (sef"a-lo-frag'ma), n.

;
pi.

cephuhphragmata (-ma-tii). [NL.] "Same as
cephalophragm.

for measuring the various angles of the skull; cephalophragmatic (sef"a-l6-frag-mat'ik), a.

par-

with notochord and urochord.

Cephalochorda (sef'a-lo-kor'da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Kci/i'/J/, head, + x^P^'h string, cord, chord.]
A name given by E. R. Lankester to the lance-
lets (Amphioxus) considered as a prime divi-
sion of Vertebrata, contrasted on one hand with
Vrochorda (tunicates or aseidians), on another
with Hemichorda (acorn-worms), and also with
Cru)iiota (all other vertebrates collectively).

cephalocliordal (sefa-lo-kdr'dal), a. [< ceph-
alocliord + -a/.] l.'Of or pertaining to the
cephalochord.— 2. Of or pertaining to the Ce-
phatorhorda.

cephalocone (sef'a-lo-kon), n. Same as cepha-
loroniis.

cephaloconi, n. Plural of cephaloconus.
cephaloconic (sef "a-lo-kon'ik), a. [< cephalo-
(line + -ic] Of or pertaining to a cephaloconus.

CephaloCOntlS (sef'a-lo-ko'nus), «. ;
pi. cepha-

loconi (-ni). [NL., < Gr. /cf^/jy, head, + Kavo(,
a wedge, cone.] In pteropods, a process on
the head in addition to the superior tentacles.
AIho repli(docone.

cephalodia, n. Plnral of cephalodium.
CephalodiiferoU8(8ef-a-16-di-if'e-ru8),a. [<NL.
CfjilinlodiitiH -1- L "

cephalodia.

cephalodine (scf-a-lo'din), a. [< Gr. Kei^aXuijK,
like a head (see cijihalodium),+ -»n«l.] In bot.,
forming a head. I{. Browne.
cephalodium (sef-a-lo'di-um), n. ; pi. cephalo-
dia (-a). [NL., < Gr. Kt^'/Mriq, like a head, <
Kr<j>a?4, head, + fiiiof, form.] In bot., an orbicu-
lar granular concretion which occurs on the
thallus of lichens, and in which gonidia are
localized.

cephalodynia (sef'a-lo-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ktya'/J/, head, + oiii i'//, pain.] In pathol., pain in

craniometry.
Oephalonian (sef-a-16'ni-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to Cephalonia (the ancient
Cephaflenia), the largest of the Ionian islands,
now belonging to the kingdom of Greece.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Cepha-
lonia.

cephalonomanc^ (sef-a-lon'o-man-si), n. [< Gr.
Kecj>a'/-ii, head, + ovof, ain ass, + /mvrcia, divina-
tion.] A kind of divination formerly practised
in detecting guilt. Lighted coals having been placed
on the head ofau aas, prayers were recited, and the names
of suspected persons pronounced at random. The one
whose name happened to be called at the moment that the
ass brayed with pain was presumed to be guilty.

cephalont (sef'a-lont), n. [< Gr. Kl:<j>a^, head, +
uv (ovT-), being,' ppr. of dvai, be : see ens and
6ei.] In zool., the phase or stage of a septate
or dicystidan gre^arine in w^hich the anterior
cyst or protomente bears an epimerite: the
opposite condition is called sporont.
Cephaloon (sef-a-16'on), n. [NL. (Newman,
1838), < Gr. KeipaAij, head, -t- uuv = L. ovum, an
egg.] The typical genus of the family Cepha-

ferre = E. bearK} Bearing cephalo-orbital (sef a-16-6r'bi-tal), a. In
anat., of or pertaining to the head and to the
orbits— Ceplialo-orbltal index, the ratio of the cu-
bic contents of the two orliits taken together to the cubic
contents of the cranial cavity multiplied by 100.

Cephalopeltinat (sefa-lo-pel-ti'nS), «. pi.
[NL., < Cephalopcltis + -V'Ha^.J A groiip of am-

. 1827), contr. from Cephalolophus; so
called from the tuft of hair on the head ; < Gr.
KCipa^, head, + A<i^f, a crest.] An extensive
genus of African antelopes, with short conical

phisbeenians, tvpificd by the genus Cephalopcl- „^^^^ crpiialopodan, cephalopode.

ti.i, named by CJray for species having the head Cephalopoda (sef-a-lop o-da), ». pi.

depressed and covered^ above by a flat and ^7- '"^'*2'1' '^??1' "*" ^"^^ (T"''") = ^-
slender nail-like shield, either simple or trans-
versely divided. It included a few African and
South American species.

the head
; cephalalgia

; myalgia in the muscles Cephalopeltis (sef^a-16-pel'tis), n. [NL., < Gr,
of the head.
cephalogenesis (sef'a-lo-jen'e-sis), n. [NL.,<
Gr. Ke(pa/.i/, head, + yivtaiq, generation.] The for-
mation or development of the head or brain.
cephalogenetic (sef'a-lo-je-net'ik), a. [< cepha-
log< ntaia, alter genetic.'^' Pertaining to or of the
nature of eephalogenesis.
cephalography (sef-a-log'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. kc- cephalopharyiigeus (sef'a-lo-fa-rin'je-us), n.

;

(^i/.'i, head, -I- -}pa<l>ia, < ypa(j>ew, write.] * '- - ^ ' ' ' " ' ' =^ ""^^ '
"'

•
*

'

scriptjon of the liead. Dunglison.
i.] Ade-

cephalohematoma (sef'a-lo-hem-»-t6'ma), n.

;

pi. repliiihhcmatomata (-ma-ta). Same as ce-
phoUrntotom-a.

cephalohumeral (sefa-lo-hu'me-ral), a. and
«. [< NL. cfphdlohumeralis, < Gf. Keipa/J/, head,
+ L. humerus, prop, umerits, the humerus.] I.
a. Connecting the head with the fore limb : as,
the cej)hahhumeral muscle.

KFoa/r/, head, + vi'/.Tr/, a shield.] The typical
genus of Cephalopeltina, including amphisbee-
nians with a sliield-like plate on the head.
cephalopharyngeal (sef "a-lo-fa-rin'je-al), a.
[As cephalopharijngem + -aW] In anat., per-
taining to the head or skull and to the pha-
ryiix : as, a ccphnlopharyngeal muscle.
ephalopharyngens (sef "a-16-fa-rin'ie-us), n. ; , ,

. . - - . .

pi. ceplmloplmrymiii (-ii-Vj" [NL., < Gr. Ke<^7.7j, '"'^''^ ,"''', m"lt>tudmous. See cuts miei IXbranchiala

Sot tix&t:^-^. ATuLtrrca: '^^^^ihvt'''^^'%r
sionally found in man, springing from the base 'S>alopodmt '^

^^""^ " ''^*"'''^

of the skull, and inserted among the fibers of „«.i'i,.i_v,«j„ /„„*/ 1- -j c i/- -js
the inferior constrictor of the plfarynx._

^ ''^^}T^iXo%'''^^
"' "'''' '^'^'^' "'

Duyker. or Impoon {Cephalophus mtreens).

horns set far back, a large muzzle, and a crest-
ed poll. It contains such species as the duyker or im-
poon, C. merijeiui ; the roodebok or redbuck, C. natalen-
a»: and the philantomba, coquetoon, and many others,
which are much hunted for their hides and flesh. Also
written more correctly Cephalolophus, and incorrectly Ce-
phalopus.

cephalopod(sef'a-lo-pod or se-fal'o-pod), a. and
n. I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the Cepha-
lopoda. .Also cephalopodan, cephalopodous.

II. n. A member of the class Cephalopoda.
Also reph(d(ipodan, cephalopode.

" " [NL., <

. . , - - , —foot.^ A
class of the Mollusca, the highest in organiza-
tion in that division of the animal kingdom,
characterized by having the organs of prehen-
sion and locomotion, called tentacles or arms,
attached to the head. They are divided into two
sections, Tetrabratichiata and Vibramhiata. The nauti-
lus and the fossil genera arth^ceras. Ammonites, Gotiia-
tites, etc., Ijelong to the Tetrabranchiata, in which the
animal has an external shell. The dibranchiate group in-
cludes the argonaut, the octopus or eight-armed cuttlefish,
and the ten-armed forms, as the calamaries, the fossil be-
lenmites, etc. The shell is in all these internal, in some
rudimentary, but the female argonautids develop an egg-
caae as a sort of external papery shell. The fossil Cepha-

n. [<
cephalopod and

Cephalophinae (sef "a-16-fi'ne), «. pi. [NL., <
(ipliidophiis + -inec.'i A subfamily of African
antelopes, represented chiefly by the genus Ce-

. phalophus.
n. n. A muscle of some animals connecting cephalophine Cse-fal'o-fln), a. Tufted on the

the skull with the fore limb; the cephalohu
meralia

poll, as an antelope; specifically, pertaining to
or having the characters of the Cephalophiwe.

cephalopodic (sef "a-16-pod'ik), a. [< cephalo-
pod + -iV.] Same "as cephalopod.

cephalopodous (sef-a-lop'o-dus), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Cephalopoda.
The apparent resemblances between the cephalopodous

and the vertebrate eye are merely superficial and disap-
pear on detailed comparison. Huxley, Anat. Invert.

, p. 462.
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Cephaloptera (sef-a-lop'te-rii), ti. [NL. (Risso,
1820), fern, of ceplialoptcrus": see cephalopter-
OMS.] The typical genus of the family Ccpha-
lopteridw: so called from having a pair of pro-
jections like horns upon the head. Also Cex)ha-
lopterut!.

Cephalopterae (sef-a-lop'te-re), «. pi. [NL.,
pi. of CephaUtptera.J Same as Cephalopteridw.
MHUer and Menle, 1841.

cephalopterid (sef-a-lop'te-rid), n. A selachian
ot tlu' family Cephalopterfda:.

Cephaloptefidae (sef"a-lop-ter'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cephaloptera + -idw.'] A family of ob-
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Cephalothricidae, Cephalothrichidas (sef "a-
lo-thris'i-de, -thrik'i-de), n. pi. [NL., prop.
Cephalotrichklw, < Cephalothrix {-trick-) + -Mte.]
A family of rhynohocoelous turbellarians, typi-
fied by the genus Cephalothrix, having an in-
distinct head elongated and pointed, and no
cephalic slits or lateral organs. Also Cephalo-
trich'ula:

Cephalothrix (sef-a-loth'riks), n. [NL. (Cc-
phalotrieh-), < Gr. KKjm'A?/, head, + Bpi^ (rptx-),
hair.] The typical genus of the family Cepha-
lothricidce or CephalothricMdw. C. bioculata is
an example. Also Cephalotrix.

lique-mouthed fishes, of the group Batoklci, or cephalotome (sef'a-16-tom), n.' [=r. cephalo-
rays, typified by the genus Cephaloptera. They
have very Di-oad, laterally pointed, wing-like pectorals, dis-
tinct cephalic fins, subterminal mouth, and tine teeth in
one or both jaws, or none at all. The largest of the r.iys
belong to this laniily, and among them is the devil-fish,
Manta birostris, of the American seas.

cephalopteroid (sef-a-lop'te-roid), a. and ».

[< Cephaloptera {Cephaloptefm, 2) -I- -old.'] I.
a. Resembling or pertaining to the Cephalop-
teridw.

H. n. A cephalopterid.
cephalopterous (sef-a-lop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
cephalupterus, < 6r. "Kspalr/'j head, -I- -izrepdv,

tome, < Gr. KC(pa?MTi/i6c, cutting (off) the head, <
KcipaX//, head, + to/i6c, cutting, < tI/ivuv, rafieiv,

cut.] In obstet., an instrument for cutting into
the fetal head as a preliminary to its forcible
compression in order to facilitate delivery,
cephalotomy (sef-a-lot'o-mi), «. l—Y.cepha-
lotomie = Sp. cefalotomia, < Gr. Ke^aX^, head, -1- Cepheus (se'fiis), n. [L., < Gr. Kti<t>eic, in myth

Cepphus
nus of pleetognathoHs fishes, to which different
limits have been assigned, (i) Originally proposed
by .Shaw (m 1804) for the same species previously called by
Cuvier Mola, and by Bloch and Schneider Orlhogurimig (2)
Later used by Ranzani (in 1837) for tin- typical species of
Jlola, but a monstrous specimen of the species. (3) .Subse-
quently restricted by Swainson (in 1839) to the species typi-
cal of the genus now called Ramania. In the last sense it
became the basis of the subfamily Cephaliiia of the family
Jlalistidai in Swainson's classification of fishes.

Cephea (se'ff-a), «. [NL. (P6ron and Lesson,
1809): see Cepheiis.2 A genus of discophoroua
hydrozoans, of the order Uhizoatomea and ia,m-
ilyCepheidw. See cut under IHscophora.
cepheid (se'fe-id), n. A jelly-fish of the family
(ephcidce.

Cepheidae (se-fe'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cephea +
-JdfE.] The family of hydrozoans represented
by the genus Cephea. .Subsequently the family wag
reduced to the ranlt of a subfamily, which was named from
the associategenus(/>(,<!/r/uza)of Cephea, Polyrhizidce, and
referred to the family Toreumidae. Hai-ckel, 1879, 1880.

Tofi^, a cutting, < repvnv, ra/telv, cut : see anat-
omy, and cf. cephalotome.'] 1. In anat., the dis-
section or opening of the head.— 2. In obstet.,
the act or practice of operating with the ceph-
alotome.

a king of Ethiopia, husband of Cassiope, father
of Andromeda, and father-in-law of Perseus,

wing.] Having the head alate; provided with Cephalotribe (sef 'a-lo-trib), n. [z= F. c^pha-
wing-hke cephalic appendages; specifically,

'-'-' ^ /-<.-.•', . ,„ . . .

pertaining to or having the characters of the
Cephalopteridw.

Cephaloptenis (sef-a-lop'te-rus), n. [NL.
(Isid. Geoffroy, 1809) :' see cephalopterous.) 1.
A remarkable genus of South -American oscine _ -

passerine birds, of the family Cotingida: and Oephalotrichidae (sef "a-lo-trik'l-de), n. pi.

lotribc, < Gr. Ke(j>aXlj, head, 4- rpi^cw, bruise.]
In obstet., an instrument for crushing the head
of the infant in the womb in cases of difficult
delivery, it consists of a strong forceps, with a power-
ful screw, by which the blades are forcibly pressed to-
gether so as to crush anything that is between them.

subfamily Gymnoderinw, including those fruit
crows which are known as umbrella-birds : so
called from their singular crests. There are
three species, C. omatus, C. penduliaer, and C. glabrlcol-
lia. They are related to the bell-birds or arapungas.
2. Same as Cephaloptera.
C&phalorachidian (sef"a-16-ra-kid'i-an), a. [<
Gt. Keijia/J/, head, -t- paxi^'ipaxtS-), spiii'e, -f- -««».]
In anat., pertaining to the head and spine.
cephalostegite (sef-a-los'te-jit), n. [< Gr. kc-
(pa/Ji, head, -1- c-eyoc, a roof, + -ite2.] In Crus-
tacea, that part of the carapace which covers
the head ; an anterior division of the carapace,
in any way distinguished from the posterior di-
vision, or omostegite. See Alius, 2, and Dapjli-
nia.

cephalot, cephalote (sef'a-lot, -lot), n. [< Gr.
Kc<l>a/MT6g, headed, mth a head, < ke^A^, head.]
A yellow, elastic, fatty substance, insoluble in
alcohol, but soluble in ether, obtained from the
brain. It is probably cerebrin in an impure
state. Also cerebrot.

Oephalotaxus (sef "a-lo-tak'sus), n. [NL., <
Gr. Kt:<pa?,r/, head, + "rdi'og (< L. taxus), a yew- „^ „„
tree.] A genus of coniferous trees, resembling cephalotroctal^sef-r-rot'ro-kal), a. [< cepha

The correct form for Cephalothricido!, Cephalo-
thrichida;.

cephalotripsy (sefa-lo-trip-si), n. [< Gr. Kefa7.il,
head, -I- rpiVf, a rubbing, bruising, < tpi^ew,
rub, bruise.] In obstet., the use of, or the act of
operating with, the cephalotribe ; the operation
of crushing the head of the fetus in the womb
to facilitate delivery. Dunglison.
Cephalotrix (sef-a-lot'riks), n. Same as Cepha-
lothrix.

cephalotroch (sef'a-lo-trok), n. [< NL. cepha-
lotrochum, neut. of cephalotrochus : see cepha-
lotrochous.] In sool., the preoral or cephalic
division of a trochosphere (which see), as dis-
tinguished from the postoral branohioti'och

:

thus, the velum of an embryonic moUusk in the
veliger stage is a cephalotroch.
Cephalotrocha (sef-a-lot'ro-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of cephalotrochus :" see cephalotro-
chotis.'] A group of polyehsBtous annelids, the
ciliated free-swimming larvaj of which have a
row of cilia in front of the mouth at some dis-
tance from the anterior end of the body, as the
larva of Poh/noe. Claus.

and nearly related to the yew, but with clus-
tered inflorescence and large plum-like fniit.
There are four species, of China and Japan, two of which
attamaheightof about 10 feet, and the others of 60 and „„iL„i„4._„„v-» / «// i- j. win
60 feet. They are sometimes planted for ornament, and CephalOtrOChlC (sef"a-lo-trok'ik), a.

are easy of cultivation. i^*^y...u _i_ ,-., -i o „„ — 7. -i.j

cephalote, ». See cephalot.

cephalotheca (sef"a-lo-the'ka), n. ;
pi. cephalo-

thecm (-se). [NL.,"< 'Gr. nefaAfj, head, 4 dijKri,

a case: see tlieca.] In entom., the head-case,
or that part of the integument of an insect-
pupa which covers the head.
cephalothecal (sefa-lo-the'kal), a. [< cephalo-

lotroch + -flZ.] Having a "cephalic circlet of
cilia ; of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a
cephalotroch

.. [^ cepha
lotroch + -jc] Same as cephalotrochal : as,
the cephalotrochic tufts of Botifera. Encyc.
Brit, XXL 4.

cephalotrochous (sef-a-lot'ro-kus), a. [< NL.
cephalotrochus, < Gr. KCd>aAr/, Lead, + rpordc, a
wheel, a round cake: see trochee.} Having a JLZ^^f?it!'^tl'T'^''-
cephalic circlet of cilia; specifically, pertaining

cepoUfl *^*^P 9""^^ "•

to or having the characters of the Cephalotrocha.
theca + -<d.] Casing or sheathing the head; Cephalotus (sef-a-16'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. be-
having the character of a cephalotheca. faluT6^, headed, i nefaTJj, head.] A genus of
cephalothoracic(sef"a-16-th6-ras'ik), a. [< ' " " '

cephalothorux (-rac-) + -ic] In anat., pertain-
ing to or situated on the cephalothorax.

—

Cephalothoracic scutum or shield, tlie plate covering
the cephalothora-t. See cut under Eurypterida.

cephalothorax (sef " a - 16 - tho ' raks), n. [= P.
cephalothorax, < NL. cephalothorax, < Gr. Kt^Xfi,
head, + ei>pa^, a breastplate : see thorax.] The

anterior divi-

sion of the body
in arthropods,
as crustaceans,
spiders, scor-
pions, etc., con-
sisting of the
head and thorax
blended toge-
ther. The terra is

also applied to the
Anterior part of Cephalothorax of the entire anterior di-

to^Sin'ai «?,^^'""''"'"'' " '"""'
T'"" «' 'he body

. It',., "' members of the

tf. antcDiue, t, labnim /, metastoma : cr r»,^„„ ,„. „ l „,,'*.'
mouth ; A. procephalic process; ., ouhthiil *h0Se Who hold the
mic stemtte ; *, antennulary stemitc ; /,

View of its morphol-
ajotennajy sternite, or epistoma. ogy thus implied.

fa'AuT6g, headed, <I Ke<j>a?Ji, head.]
plants of a somewhat
anomalous structure, in-
cluded in the natural or-
der Saxifragacem. Only one
species is known, C.foUicularis
(the Australian pitcher-plant),
a curious herb with radical
leaves, of which some are ellip-

tic and entire, but others are
altered into pitchers with a
tiiickened notched rim, closed
with lids like the true pitcher-
plants, Nepenthes. The small
white flowers are borne on a
long spike. The generic name
has reference to the capitate
hairs wliich cover the base of
the calyx.

cephalous (sef'a-lus), a.
[' Gr. mfaXij, head.] 1.
Having a head: opposed
to acephalous.— 2. Per-
taining to or resembling
the Ccphalata : as, the
cephalous Mollusca.

Cephalus (sef'a-lus), n.

1804), < Gr. kcijmX^, head

The Constellation Cepheus.

placed with these three among the stars.] 1.
One of the ancient northern constellations,
preceding Cassiopeia, it is figured to represent
the Ethiopian king Cepheus wearing a tiara and having
his arms somewliat extended. Its brightest stars are of
the third magnitude.

2. A genus of moss-mites, or acarids of the
family Oribatidas. Koch, 1835.

Cepola (sep'o-lii), n. [NL. (in ref. to the resem-
blance of the li'sh to the leaves of the plant), <
ML. cepola, also cepida, a little onion, dim. of L.
cepa : see cepa and cibol.] The typical genus of
tho family CepoUd(V, instituted by Linnaeus in
1766. A species of this genus is C ruhescer^s, found on
the British coast, and known in England by the names red
band-fiiih and red imake-Jish.

_
" ' _".'.. A fish of the family Ce-

potida:

Cepolidae (se-pol'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Cepola
+ -((/<!'.] A famil}' of acanthopterygian fishes,

represented by the genus Cepola, to which vary-
ing limitshave been assigned by ichthyologists.
In Giinther's system of classification the Cepolidce. form a
family of his Acanthopterttffii blenidifitrimn, and are char-
acterized by the elongated band-like body, which is much

'by the absence of a bony stay for the preoper-

n. A fish of the family Cepolidce; a cep-

Australian Pitcher-plant f Ce-
phalotus folticulnris).

[NL. (Shaw, about
see cephalic] A ge-

culum ; and by the thoracic position of the ventral fins,
which are composed of a spine and five soft rays. The
species^ are called ribbon-jCih, band-rish, and sometimes
mutke-figh, in allusion to their elongated and attenuated
form. Some other forms of the family name are Cepolidi.
Cepitlidia, and Cepotini.

cepoloid (sep'o-loid). a. and n. [< Cepola +
-old.] I. a. Resembling or pertaining to the
Cepolidm.

n. n. A
olid.

Cepphi (sep'fi), n. pi. pSfL., pi. of Cepphus,
q. v.] A gi'oup of diving birds: an inexact
spionjTn of Pi/gopodes or JJrinatores.

cepphic (sep'fik), a. [< Gr. Ks-foc, a light sea^
bird, prob. the stormy petrel ; hence, a feather-
brained simpleton, a booby: see Cepphus.]
Very light ; trifling. [Rare.]
Cepphus (sep'fus), H. [NL., < Gr. Ktn6oi, a light
sea-bird, prob. the stormy petrel.] In ornWi. :

(at) A genus of diving birds, the loons: sy-



Cepphus

nonyinouswithro/ymftitsor Urinator. Moehrina,
1752. (6) A genus of AlcUUc founded by P. S.

Pallas in 1769, now commonly called Uria; the
black gilillemots. There are several species, inhabit-

ing the North Atlantic, North Pacific, and Arctic oceans.
The common black guillemot is C. grylle ; the pigeon-
gnilleraot is C columt/a; the sooty guillemot is C. carbo.

(of) A genus of altricial grallatorial birds, the
umbrettes: now called .S'foj)KS. J. Wagler,lS27.
cera(se'ra), H. [L., wax: see cere.] Sameascere.
cera-. See ccrato-.

Cerabranchia (ser-a-brang'ki-a), n.pl. Same
as Ceratobranchia.

ceraceoilS (sf-ra'shius), a. [< JfL. ceraceus, <

L. cent, wax: see cere.'] In bot, waxy: applied
to bodies which liave the texture and color of
new wax, as the pollen-masses of many orchids.

cerago (se-ra'g6), ». [NL., < L. cera, wax.]
Bee-bread, a substance consisting chiefly of

the poUen of flowers, used by bees as food.
cerain(se'ra-in), «. [< L. cera, wax, -t- -i«2. Cf.

cerin.] That portion of beeswax which is spar-
ingly soluble in alcohol and is not saponified
by potash.
ceral (se'ral), a. [< cera + -al.'] In ornith., of
or pertaining to the cere. Coues.

cerambycid (se-ram'bi-sid), n. A beetle of the
family ( 'criimbi/cidw.

Cerambycidae (ser-am-bis'i-de), n. pi. [NX,., <

Cerambi/x (-bye-) + -«?<».] A family of phy-
tophagous Coleoptera, with antennse having a
diffused sensitive surface, the tarsi generally di-

lated and spongy beneath, the submentum not
pedunculate, the autennee usuallylong or great-
ly developed, frequently inserted upon frontal
prominences, the front often vertical, large and
quadrate, and the tibial spurs distinct.

Cerambycinse (se-ram-bi-si'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cerambyx (-bye-) + -ina:.'] The typical sub-
family of Cerambycidcp, in which the prothorax
is not margined, the palpi are not acutely
pointed, and the fore tibia are without grooves
on the inner side.
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red or brown-red hue; the rose-tangles. The
spores are in masses surrounded by a gelatinous
envelop. Also, classed as an order, Ceramiacca;.
ceramioid (se-ram' i-oid), a. [< Ceramium +
-old.] Having the character or appearance of
algic of the suborder Ceramieee.

ceramist (ser'a-mist), n. [< ceram-ic + -ist]
A person devoted to the ceramic art, whether
as a manufacturer, a designer and decorator,
or as a student or connoisseur.

Archeologists, ceramists, musicians. Science, IX. 634.

Ceramium (se-ra'mi-um), n. [NL. (so called
from the incurved tips of the forked filaments,
which resemble the handles of a pitcher), < Gr.
Kepd/itov, a jar or pitcher, dim. of Kepa/joc, pot-
ters' clay, pottery, a jar.] 1. A large genus
of delicate red algae, typical of the suborder
Ceraniiece. The plant consists of branching filaments,
each having a single row of cells ami a cortical band at
the nodes. The tips of the filaments are incurved. In
some species, as the common Ceramium ntbrum, the cor-
tical layer extends throughout.

2. II. c.
;
pi. ceramia (-a).] An ancient liquid

measure, in Egypt under the Ptolemies it was equal
to the artab, or 39.4 liters ; later, to the cube of a Roman
cubit, or 88.6 liters. In Greece the name was used for
the Roman amphora.

ceramograpllic (ser'a-mo-graf'ik), a. [< cera-
moyrapliy + -ic ; = P. ceramograpkiqiie = Sp.
cernnifHirdftco.'] Pertaining to ceramography.
ceramography (ser-a-mog'ra-fi), n. [= ¥. ee-
ramographie, < Gr. Kepaftoc, pottery, +' -ypa^ia,

< ypd(petv, write.] 1. The study of ceramics; a
description of ceramic ware, as of porcelain or
terra-cotta.— 2. Decoration of fictile ware, as
pottery, porcelain, etc.

Painting, or rather colouring, as it would be more prop-
erly described in its earliest phase, in which it was entirely
subservient to architecture and ceramofjraphy, is said to
have been first elevated to an art by Cleanthes of Corinth.

Encyc. Brit., II. 353.

There is no progress and no promise in Cyprian cera-
motfraphy; it would seem to have mechanically repro-
duced the same patterns, century after century.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 227.

ceratiid

cerastes, < Gr. Kepdanic, a homed serpent, prop,
adj., homed, < Kepag, horn: see ceras, cerato-.']

1. Some horned viper.

Cerastes horn'd, hydrus, and elops drear.
Milton, P. L., X. B2S.

2. [cap.] [NL. (Laurenti, 1768).] A genus of
very venomous African and Indian serpents.

Horned Viper
(
Cerastes vipera or hassetquisti).

the horned vipers, of the suborder Solenoglypha
and family Viperidie, having a horn over each
eye, and the tail distinct from the body. C. vi-

pera or hasselquisti is the horned viper of north-
ern Africa, a species known to the ancients.
Cerastium (se-ras'ti-um), n. [NL. (so called
from the horn-shaped capsules of many of the
species), < Gr. Kcpa^, a horn.] A genus of plants,
natural order CaryoplnjUacew, consisting of pu-
bescent herbs with small leaves and white flow-
ers, the petals bifid, and the cylindrical capsules

cerambycine (se-ram'bi-sin), n. Of or per- Ceraphron (ser'a-fron), n. [NL., said to be <

< <

Musk-beetle [Cerambyx tnatchata),
natural size.

(Jr. Af'paf, a horn (antenna), -f- atppuv, senseless,
priv. -t- (pp'/v, mind.] A genus of pupivo-

rous nymenopterous insects, of the family Proc-
totrypidw, of minute size and parasitic habits.
Some of them prey on injurious insects. C. pu^lus lives
on the larvffi of barkboring beetles. It is calculated that
not more than one in ten escapes these enemies. C. carpen-
teri deposits its eggs in female plant-lice. AlMut 60 spe-
cies are described.

Ceraphroninse (ser'a-fro-ni'ne), «. pi. [NL.,
< Vir<iphri»i + -iHrt-.] A subfamily of Procto-
Irypidn; typified by the genus Ceraphron, and
characterized by the two-spurred front tibiae.

Cerapus (ser'a-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. Kepa(, hom,
+ Tvoi%= E. foot.'] A genus of amphipod crusta-
ceanswhich live in a tube, like the caddis-worms
among insects ; the caddis-shrimps. They belong
to the family Corophiid(v. C. tubitlaris is a species which
is fountl among sertularians on the Atlantic coast of the
rnitfd States.

cerargyrite (se-rar'ji-rit), n. [< Gr. xtpaf. hom,
-I- ap-jvpirtK, of silver, < apyvpni, silver.] Na-
tive silver chlorid, a mineral occurring crystal-
lized in cubes, also more commonly massive.
It lo<iks a little like wax, and is so sectile that it may lie

cut with a knife ; hence it is called horn-silrer. The color „„_„

.

is nearly white when fresh, but on exposure to the light Cera
it darkens and becomes brown. It is an important ore of
silver. Also written kerargi/rite.

ceras (ser'as), n.
;

pi. cerata (-a-ta). [NL., <
Gr. Kipa^, a hom, akin to L. cornii = E. horn,
and the source of carat : see horn, carat, cerato-,
etc.] In zool., a hom, or a horn-like part, pro-
cess, or organ ; specifically, one of the dorsal
papilla) or false gills of a pygobranchiate or
notobranehiate moUusk, as a sea-slug.

Tliese diverticula extend usually one into each of the
dorsal papilla; or cerata when these are present.

Branch of Mouse-ear Chickweed (Cerasfium nutans), with flower
... j_...

. larger scale. (From Gray's "Genera of the
IS.'")

and dehiscent capsule
Plants of the United State;

tainiug to the Cerambycinai or Cerambycidm.
Cerambycini (se-ram-bi-si'ni), n. pi. [NL.
Ctramliyx (-bye-)

+ -ini.] ia La-
treille's system of

classification, a
f)rime division of
ongicom beetles,
approximately
equivalent to the
modern family
Ccraml>ycid(E.

Cerambyx (se-

ram ' biks), «.

[NL., < Gr. Kepau-

Bi'i, a kind of
nomed beetle,
perhaps < mpajh^,
a beetle, with
simulation of kc-

pa^, horn.] A ge-
nus of lon^icom
beetles, typical of
the family Ccram-
bycidee, formerly
of great extent,
but now restricted to the typical mnsk-beetleg.
ceramia, «. Plural of ceramium, 2.

Ceramiaceae (se-ra-mi-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Ceramium + -acete.] The'rose-tangles consid-
ered as a natural order: same as Ceramiece.
ceramic, keramic (se-, ke-ram'ik), a. [= F.
ceramiquc = Sp. cerdmico = Pg. It. ceramico, <
NL. ceramieun, < Gr. icepajuKd^, < Kepa/iof, potters'
clay, a piece of pottery, jar, etc.] Of or belong-
ing to pottery or to the fictile arts; pertaining to E. Jt. Lankester, Eacyo'. Brit., XVI. 6.^0.

the manufacture of porcelain, stoneware, earth- cerasin (ser'a-sin), n. [= P. drasine = Sp. ce
enware, and terra-cotta: as, cernmic decoration, rasina, < Nf. cera.mia, < L. cerasus, a cherry-

ceramics, keramies (so-, ke-ram'iks), «. [Pi. tree: see Cerasus, cherry'^.] A kind of gum ceratheca (ser-a-the'ka),
of ecra»iic, freramt'c; see -icJi.] The fictile arts which exudes from cherry-trees and plum-trees, ccratotheca.
collectively;^tlieart or industry of making jars. It is distinguished from gum arable by being ceratia, n. Plural of ceratium, 1.c _, i__ 1 ,,

, ;
,_.v,. .• 11 x._

Ceratiaceae (se-ra-ti-a'se-e), re. pi.

[< Gr. KEpof, hom, -f

often curved, opening regularly by twice as
many teeth as there are styles. The species, known
08 minise.ear cMchweed &m\ field-cliickweed, are numerous
and widely distributed, but are of no economic value. A
few are cultivated for ornament, and several are very com-
mon weeds in all temperate and cool regions.

Cerasus (ser'a-sus), n. [NL., < L. cerasus, < Gr.
Kepaa6(, the elierry-tree : see cherry^.] A for-
mer genus of trees, nattiral order Sosacece, now
considered a section of the genus Prunus. See
cherry^.

cerata, ». Plural of ceras.

tel (se'rat), a. and n. [< L. ceratus, pp. of
eerare, wax, < cera, wax: see cere.] I. a. In
ornith., cered; having a cere.

II. n. [< L. ccratmn, prop. neut. of ceratus,

pp.] A thick ointment composed of wax, lard,
or oil, with other ingredients, applied external-
ly for various medical purposes Simple cerate.
Same as ceradjm.— Turner's cerate, cerate composed
of prepared calamin, yellow wax, anil olive-oil.

cerate''^ (ser'at), «. [< Gr. Kipac (KcpttT-), hom :

see ceras.] Chlorid of silver ; horn-silver. See
ecrargi/rite. Also kerate.

cerated (se'ra-ted), a. [< L. ceratus, pp. of
eerare, cover with wax : see cerate^.] Covered
with wax.

[NL.] Same as

vases, etc., from clay which is molded 'and insoluble iii cold water,
baked

; also, collectively, the things so made, cerasiue (ser'a-sin), a.

•««el.] In mineral., homy; corneous. Often
kerasine.

cerasinous (se-ras'i-nus), a. [< L. cerasinus, <

Gr. *Kipdaivoc, pertaining to the cherry, < Kepaad

Sc-e ceramic.

ceramidium (ser-a-mid'i-um), n.
;
pi. ceramidia

('!() [NL., < Gr. Kepafiidiov, dim. of Kipaixic, a
vase, a tile, < Kepa/wr;, potters' clay, pottery: see
ceramic.] In bot., an ovate or urn-shaped con-
ceptacle found in certain alga?, having an apical
pore and containing a tuft of pear-shaped spores
arising from the base. Harvey.
Ceramieae (ser-a-mi'e-e,) n. pi. [NL., < 6'era- ...,, .

miitiii + -eic] A suborder of seaweeds or alga;, cerastes (se-ras'tez), »." [= t'. eirajste = Sp.
consisting of thread-liko jointed plants of a cerasta, ceraste, cerastes = Pg. It. cerasta, < L.

. [NL., <
Ceratium + -acea:] A division of Myxomycetes,
containing those which have the Plasmodium
fused and exosporous. Van Tieghem.
ceratiaceous (se-ra-ti-a'shius), a. Of or per-
taining to the Ceratiacece.

cherry: see Cerasus, cherry^.] 1. Pertaining Ceratias (se-ra'ti-as), ». [NL. (Kroyer, 1845),
to or containing cerasin.— 2. Cherry-colored; < L. eeratias, < Gr. Keparia^, < Kipag (Kt-par-), a
deep-red. [Rare.] horn.] A genus of pedieulate fishes, typical of
cerasite (ser'a-sit), n. [< L. cerasus, a cherry- the family Ceratiida;.
tree, -I- -ite'^.] A cheiTy-Iike petrifaction. ceratiid (se-ra'ti-id), a. and n. I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Ceratiidce.

II. n. A fish of the family CeratMdce.



Oeratiidae

0eratiidae(8er-a-ti'i-de), n. j)i. [NL.,< Ceratias
+ -ida: ] In Gill's system of classification, a fam-
ily of pediculate fishes, with the branchial aper-
tures in or behind the inferior axillte of the
pectoral fins, the anterior dorsal rays superior,

mouth opening more or less upward, lower jaw
generally projecting beyond or closing in front
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of the upper, and pseudobraehia with three ac-
tinosts. It is one of the most characteristic of the deep-
sea types of fishes, and unusual variation occurs among its

representatives.

ceratin, ceratine^ (ser'a-tin), n. [< 6r. Ktpa^
(Ki-par-), horn, + -»«2, -iite^.'] The proper sub-
stance of horn or horny tissue; the organic
substance of the ceratina, entering largely into
the composition of epithelial orcutieular strue
tures, as horns, hoofs, jiails, etc,

keratitte.

ceratina (se-rat'i-na), n. [NL., < Gr. Kepdrwoc,
of horn, < Ktpac (Ke'par-), horn: see ceras.'] 1.

In anat., the horn-plate or horn-layer of the
skin ; the epidermis or cuticle : in the mo.st

ordinary siliqua of the Cruoiferce, but without
a septum, and having the lobes of the stigma
alternate with the plaeentse, as in Corydalix.—
2. [cap.] A genus of flagel-

late infusorians, related to
Peridinhim, by some refer-
red to a family Peridiniidw.
C. tripos is an example: so
called from the three pro-
cesses besides the flagel-

lum . F.von Paula Schrank,
1793.

cerato-. [NL., etc., also
by eontr. cera-, cerao-, cero- C€raiium irtfcs,

(and irreg. ceras-, ceri-, cc-
'='"">' "'"*'""''''

rio-), in some words also or more commonly
with initial k, kerato-, etc., before a vowel cerat-,

cer-, kerat-, < Gr. aeparo- (rarely also Kepo-),

combining form of Kfpac (Kcpar-), horn, a horn

:

see ceras.] An element in many compound
words of Greek origin, meaning horn, or a part
likened to a horn. See the following words.
Ceratoblast (ser'a-to-blast), n. [< Gr. Kepac;

(Kepar-), horn, + ji^aaroq, a germ.] A spongo-
blast (which see). Also keratshlast.

The spongohlasts of Schultze, which should, we thinic,
be styled keratoblasU.

Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884, p. 83.

Also keratin, Ceratobranchia (ser"a-to-brang'ki-a), ». ^j;.

[NL., < Gr. /ctpaf {nepar-), horn, -I- jipayxia, gills.]

A group of nudibranchiate opisthobranchiate
gastropods, having the branchise cylindrical,
fusiform, or club-shaped, whence the name.
Also Verahranchia.

general sense including all epidermal parts or ceratobrancllial (ser"a-to-brang'ki-al), a. and
structures, as horns, nails, hoofs, claws, etc.

—

2. [cap.'] In zool. : (a) A genus of bees, family
Apidw and subfamily DasygastritKB. C. dupla
is an example. Latreillc, 1804. (6) A genus of
arachnidans. Mcnge, 1867.
ceratinel (ser'a-tin), a. [< Gr. nep&nvog, of horn,
< Kipai; (Kepar-y, horn.] Epidermal ; cutieular

;

consisting of or pertaining to ceratina.

ceratine^ (ser'a-tin), a. [= F. ceratine, < L.
ceratina, < Gr. KcparivT/^, the name of a sophisti-
cal dilemma (the Horns) celebrated among an-
cient rhetoricians, < Kcpdrivoc, of a horn, < nepag
(Kepar-), horn. The dilemma is thus stated

:

in Greek. Et rt ovk dirifia?^^, tovto ex^l^ ' Kipara
Se OVK aTzi^aT^^ • Kepara apa Ix^iC (Diogenes

». [< Gr. Kfpaf (Kepar-), horn, + (ipuyxia, gills,+
-al.] I. a. Noting the principal and median
piece of a branchial arch in iishes.

II. n. It. In Owen's nomenclature of the
parts of a hyoid bone, that bone which, in ver-
tebrates below mammals, is borne upon the end
of the hypobranehial, and, in abirdforinstance,
forms the terminal portion of the greater comu
of the hyoid, the hypobranehial and ceratobran-
chial together forming the so-called thyrohyal,
which curves up behind the skull, in fishes it

contains on its convex margin most of the gill-filaments,
and on the concave one most of the ralters. Now called
epibranchial.

2. In later nomenclature, same as the apohyal
of some authors and the hypohranchial of Owen.

Laertius, 7, 187); inLatm: QModreoB^wrdKtefo, ceratobrancMate (ser"a-t6-brang'ki-at), a.
hahes; cornua non perdidisti ; hahes igitur cor- [< Ceratobranchia + -ate^.X Of or pertainingmm (Gelhus, 18, 2, 8) ; that is: What you have to the Ceratoiranchia.
not lost, you have; you have not lost horns; ceratocele (ser'a-to-sel), ». [_<Gr. K8paf:(Kepar-).
therefore you have horns.] Sophistical; falla-

ciously subtle. [Rare.]
ceratine^, n. See ceratin.

ceratine'*t (ser'altin), a. [Appar. < L. ceratum,
a jpax plaster(seecera<ei), -I- -me2; oran error _ _
fov cerine.] Made of wax. Coies, 1717.. [Rare.] c'eratocricoid (ser''a-td-kri'koid), a.

Cera,tlOld(se-rat'i-oid), a. and». [_< Ceratias + ceratocricoideus.'] "1. a. In anat..
-Old.'] I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the
Ceratiidce.

II. n. One of the Ceratiidw.

ceratite (ser'a-tit), n. A fossil cephalopod of
the genus Ceratites.

Ceratites (ser-a-ti'tez), n. [NL. (Haan, 1825),
<.Gt. Kcpac (Kcp'ar-), horn, + -ites.] 1. A genus
of fossil tetrabranchiate
cephalopods, characteris-
tic of the Triassic forma-
tion, and typical of the fam-
ily CeratitidcB. They have de-
scending lobes ending in a few
small denticulations pointing
upward, and evident septa. C.
nodosus is au example.

2. A genus of flies, of the
taimlj Micsddw. MacLeay,
1829.

Oeratitids (ser-a-tit'i-de),

n. pi. [NL., < deratites, 1,

+ -Jdte.] A family of tetrabranchiate cephalo-
pods, typified by the genus Ceratites. The last

, ., ^ n paWjo^., hernia of the
cornea, or protrusion of the membrane of De-
soemet, with more or less of the inner corneal
layers, through an opening in the outer corneal
layers. Also keratocele.

and n. [<
connected

with the inferior cornu of the thyroid cartilage
and with the cricoid ring.

II. n. An occasional muscle of the human
larynx, connected vrith the posterior crico-ary-
tenoid muscle, passing from the cricoid ring
to the inferior comu of the thyroid cartilage.
Also keratocricoid.

ceratocricoideus (ser"a-t6-kri-koi'de-u8), n.
;

pi. ceratocricoidei (-1). 1|NL., < cerato- + cricoi-

deus.2 The ceratoorieoid muscle. Also kera-
tocricoideus.

Ceratoda (ser-a-to'da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Kepa-
Tcjdt/^: see ceratode.] The horny or fibrous
sponges; the Ceratospongiw or Fibrospongim.
See Ceratoidea. Also written Ecratoda.

Ceratode (ser'a-tod), n, [< Gr. Keparo)6r/(, contr.
of aeparoeiSijq, Kom-like, < /cepaf (Kcpar-), horn, +
fZdof, form.] The horny or fibrous skeletal sub
stance of sponges. Also ceratose, keratode.

We have heard that keratode was found in the invagina-
tions of the ectoderm [of certain sponges].

Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884, p. 82.

chamber"of the shell is shorT, the lobes are finely denticu- Ccratodidse (ser-a-tod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ceratites nodosus.

lated, the denticulations being shallow and subequal,
and the saddles are generally simple and rounded. The
surface of the shell is ribl)ed and tuberculated. The spe-
cies lived during the Permian and Triassic epochs.

ceratitis (ser-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kepa^
(Kepar-), horn, + -itis. Cf. L. ceratitis, < Gr.
Kf/Dorinf, horned poppy.]
cornea. Also keratitis.

ceratitoid (se-rat'i-toid), a. [< Ceratites, 1, +
-oid. ] Resembling or having the characters of
the Ceratitidw or of Ceratites.

ceratiTUn (se-ra'shium), n. [NL., < Gr. Kcpdriov,
dim. of Kepag (Kepar-), horn: see ceras.] 1. PI.
ceratia (-shiS,). In hot., a capsule similar to the

Ccratodus + -idw.'] A family of dipnoans, or
so-called mudfish, characterized by possessing
but one lung, and so considered to represent a
suborder, Monopncumona, of the order Dipnoi.
Also called, more correctly, Cerntodontidai.

Inflammation of the ceratodon (se-rat'q-don), n. [NL., < Gr. Kepac
(Kepar-), horn, + b&v^ (bi^ovr-) = E. tooth.] If.

An old name of the narwhal: so called from
the horn-like tusk.— 2. [cap.] The genus of
narwhals : now called Monodon. Brisson, 1756

;

linger, 1811.

ceratodont (se-rat'o-dont), a. and n. I. a. Hav-
ing the characters of the Ceratodontidw.

Ceratoidea

n. «. A fish of the genus Cerato(Ju« or family
Ceratodontid<e.

ceratodontid (ser"a^to-don'tid), n. A fish of
the family CeratodontidfE.

Ceratodontidse (ser'a-to-don'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Ceratodus (-odont-) -I- -idee.] A family
of dipnoous fishes, represented by the genus
Ceratodus. See Ceratodidw.
ceratodous (se-rat'o-dus), a. l< cerattide +
-ous.] Consisting of ceratode; ceratofibrous,
as the skeleton of a sponge.
Ceratodus (ser'a-to-dus), n. ['NL. (Agassiz,
1838), < Gr. Kepag (Kepar-), horn, + oiioif (odovr-) =
E. tooth.] The typical genus of the family Cera-
todontidce : so called from the horn-like ridges
of the teeth. Ceratodus /orsteri is the barramunda
of Australia, sometimes called the native salmon. It is
from 3 to 6 feet long, and its body is covered with cycloid
scales. The head is wide and bony, the dorsal and anal fins
are confluent with the caudal, and the pectoral and ventral
paddle-like, but pointed at the ends. The dentition is es-
pecially characteristic ; in each jaw is a lateral molar with
transverse ridges diverging outward, and in advance of
the palatal ones are incisor-lilie teeth. The family is re-
mariiable for its antiquity, having survived from the Tri-
assic and Jurassic periods to the present time. In the
early ages it was widely distributed, hut it is now repre-
sented l)y only one or two fresh-water species in Australia.

ceratofibrous (ser"a^to-fi'brus), a. [< Gr. kc-
pa( (Kepar-), horn, '+ 'fibrous.] Consisting of
horny fibers, as the skeleton of most sponges.
ceratogenous (ser-a-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. Kipac
(Kepar-), horn, + y' *iev: see -genous.] Pro-
ducing horn or a homy substance: as, cerato-
genous cells. Also keratogenous.

ceratoglobus (ser"a-t9-gl6'bus), n. [NL., < Gr.
(cepaf (Kepar-), horn, + L. globus, ball.] Same as
buphthalmos.
ceratoglossal (ser"a-to^los'al), a. and n. [As
ceratogloss-us + -all]

'

1. a. "Pertaining to the
greater cornu of the hyoid bone and to the
tongue : specifically said of the ceratoglossus.

II. n. The ceratoglossus.

ceratoglossus (ser"a-to-glos'us), n.; pi. cera-
toglossi (-1). [NL., <! Gr. nepag (Kepar-), horn, +
y'kuaaa, the tongue.] In onaf., that portion of the
hyoglossus which arises from the greater comu
of the hyoid bone in man. It is sometimes de-
scribed as a distinct muscle. Albinus.
ceratobyal (ser"a^to-hi'al), a. and n. [< Gr.
Kepag (Kepar-), hom, '+ E'.' hy(oid) + -at] I. a.

In annt., pertaining to or noting (a) certain
lateral portions of the hyoid skeletal arch; (6)
the smaller and anterior comu of the hyoid
bone in man.

II. 71. In anat. : (a) In mammals, including
man, the lesser comu of the hyoid bone ; that by
which the bone is slung to the skull, situated at
the junction of the greater comu or thyrohyal
with the body of the bone or basihyal. Flower.
See cut tinder skull, (b) In birds, the corre-
sponding part of the hyoid bone, which, how-
ever, does not connect the bone with the skull,
and is borne upon the glossohyal, not the basi-
hyal : it is always small, often wanting, (of) In
ornith., formerly, the bone of the compound
hyoid, now known as the epibranchial; that
bone which is borne upon the apohyal (of for-
mer nomenclature, now the ceratobrancllial),

and forms the terminal portion of the greater
cornu. MacgilUvray. (d) In fishes, the chief
element of the branchiostegal arch, which bears
most of the branchiostegal rays.

Ceratohyla (ser"a-to-hi'la), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kepaq (nepar-), horn, + Hyla.] A genus of ar-
ciferous salient batraehians, of the family Henii-
phractidce, having a well-ossified skull devel-
oping horn-like processes, whence the name. C.
bubalus is an example.

ceratohyoid (ser'a-to-hi'oid), a. and ». [< NL.
ceratohyoideus, < Gr. Kepac (Kcpar-), hom, + NL.
hyoideus: see hyoid.] I. a. Pertaining to or
connected with the horns of the hyoid bono:
as, a ceratohyoid muscle.

II. n. The ceratohyoideus.
ceratobyoideus (ser'a-to-hi-oi'de-us), «.; pi.

ccratohyoidci (-i). [NL.: see ceratohyoid.] A
muscle connecting the hyoidean and branchial
arches of some of the lower vertebrates, as rep-
tiles of the genus Menobranchus.

ceratoid (ser'a-toid), a. [= F. ceratmde, < Gr.
separoecS^C, hoifn-like : see ceiatode.] 1. Horn-
like ; homy.— 2. Fibrous or horny, as a sponge

;

specifically, belonging to the Ceratoidea.
Also keratoid.

Ceratoidea (ser-a-toi'df-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
KeparoeiM/q, horn-like : see ceratode.] The liomy
sponges or Ceratoda; in Hyatt's system, the
third order of the second class, Carneospongice,
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of the Poriferata or sponges; the true homy a leaf.] The only genus of plants of the natural
sponges, whose skeleton consists of eeratode, order Ceratophyllacew.
forming a network in the mesoderm. They are Ceratophytat(ser"a-to-fi'ta), n.j)?. [NL. (orig.

Kcruttiphijta— Cuvl'er, 1817), < Gr. K£paf (/cepar-),the only sponges of practical importance and commercial
value. They are usually found on rocky ground or coral-

reefs at a depth of not more than 75 fathoms. Also Kera-
iimU'a.

ceratomandibular (ser-'a-td-man-dib'u-lar), a.

[< Nil. ccratomandihularis, < Gr. Kcpai'(K'ipaT-),

horn, + LL. mandibula, a mandible.] Pertain-

hom, + ^vt6v, a plant.] In Cuvier's system of
classification, a tribe of corticate CoralUfera,
having an interior fibrous axis resembling horn
in substance and texture. It includes such
genera as Antipathes and Gorgonia.

cercarla

a perithecium with an elongated neck, occur-
ring in certain fungi.— 2. [crip.] A genus of
pyreuomycetous fungi.
ceratotheca (ser"a-to-the'ka), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ktpag (KcpaT-), horrij -f Ot/Kri, case : see theca.] In
entam., an antenna-case, or that part of the in-
tegument of a pupa which covers and shows
the outline of the antenna. Kirby and Speace
called it ceratheca.

ing both to a portion of the hyoid bone and to ceratophytet (ser a-to-fit), n. A member of ceratothecal (ser"a-t6-the'kal), a. [< cerato-
the (cm tophi/ta. Also keratojihyte. theca + -aU'\ Of "or' pertaining to a cerato-

ceratoplastic (ser"a-to-plas'tik), a. [i cerato- theca; casing antennse.
l>lasty + -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature ceratotome (se-rat'6-t6m), n. [< Gr. xtpaf (xf-
of oeratoplasty. Also keratoplastie. par-), horn, + tou6(, cutting, < re/ivew, rafielv,

ceratoplasty (ser'a-to-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. dpac; cut.] In surg., a kind of scalpel used in opera-
(Kcpar-), horn, + T^fMard^, verbal adj. of 7r?Maaew, tions for cataract for making incisions in the
form, mold.] In snrg., the artificial restora- cornea. Also keratotome.
tion of the cornea by replacing it by one taken ceratotomy (ser- a -tot ' 6-mi), n. [< Gr. nepac
from an animal. Also spelled keratoplasty. {ncpar-), horn, + roiiri, a cutting : see anatomy,
Ceratoptera (ser-a-top'te-ra), TO. [NL. (Mill- and cf. ceratome.'\ In surg., an incision in the
ler and Henle, 1837), < Gr. kepaq (napar-), horn, cornea. Also keratotomy

.

+ TTTepov, wing or fin.] A genus of rays with ceratum (se-ra'tum), re. [L. : see cerate\ ».]
cephalic fins^ developed as horn-like appen- The pharmaoopoeial name for simple cerate.

the mandible : as, the ceratomandibular muscle
of reptiles.

ceratome (ser'a-tom), n. [< Gr. Kcpac (Kcpar-),

horn (cornea), + To/idg, cutting, < re/ivew, ra/jclv,

cut.] An instrument for dividing the trans-
parent cornea in the operation for cataract by
extraction of the lens. Also keratome.
Ceratonia (ser-a-to'ni-a), re. [NL., < Gr. Kepa-

Tuvla, also K£pa~

Tea, the carob-
tree (so called
from the horn-
shaped pods),
< Ktpag {Kepar-),

a horn.] A ge-
nus of plants,

natural order
Leguminosa; re-

markable from
the fact that the
flowers lack the
corolla. The only
species is C. SUi-
qua, a native of the
countries skirting
the Mediterranean.
The pods, often call-

ed locust-beans, are
supposed by some
to have been the
food of John the
Baptist in the wil-
derness. They con-
tain a sweet nutri-

tious pulp, are extensively used for feeding animals, and
are sometimes seen in fruiterers' shops.

Ceratonota (ser'a-to-no'ta), re. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of ceratonotiis : see ceratonotoits.'] A divi-
sion of non-palliate or nudibranchiate opistho-

dages toward the front of the head, typical
of a group Ceratopterina.

Ceratopterina (ser-a-top-te-ri'na), re. pi. [2SL.,

< Ceratoptera + -jre'a.] Ci Giiiither's system
of classification, a group of Myliohatidw, char-
acterized by the very small size of the teeth
and the development of cephalic fins, forming
a pair of separated appendages of the head in
front of the snout : synonymous with Cephalop-
teridce.

Ceratorhina (ser'a-to-ri'na), re. [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1828, in the form Ceratorhyncha), < Gr.
Kipac (Kepar-), a horn, + pi'f, l)h, nose.] 1. A ge

consisting of 30 parts of white wax and 70 of
lard ; ceratum acfipis.

ceraunic (se-ra'nik), a. [< Gr. Kepamdcja thun-
derbolt, thunder and lightning,+ -ic. ] Pertain-
ing to or accompanied by thunder and lightning.
ceraunics (se-ra'niks), re. [PI. of ceraunic:
see -ics.'\ That branch of natural philosophy
which investigates the laws and describes the
phenomena of heat and electricity. [Rare.]
ceraunite (se-ra'nit), n. [= F. ceraunite, < Gr.
KtpavviTTjQ (sc. //eof, stone), a kind of precious
stone, lit. a thunder-stone, < Kepaw6(, a thun-
derbolt.] Same as belemnite.

Brancil of Camb-tree [ Cerafottia SHujua ),

with flower and fruit.

the large deciduous horn which surmounts the
base of the bill. The type and only species is the rhi-
noceros auk, C. moTwcerata, of the northern Pacific ocean.
Also Ceratorhyncha, Cerorhynca, Cerorhina, Cerorhyncha,
Cerorhine-a.

2. [Spelled Ceratmrhina.'] A genus of coleop-
terous insects. Westwood, 1843.

Ceratorhynclia (ser'a-t6-ring'ka), re. [NL., <
Gr. KipaQ (Kcpar-), horn, + pfc)';fOf,"snout.] Same

^. J, as Ceratorhina, 1. Bonaparte, 1828.
branchiate gastropods, having the ctenidia Ceratomis (ser-a-tor'nis), n. Same as Ceriomis.
atrophied and replaced by cerata which serve Ceratosa (ser-a-to'sa), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

nusof auks,of thefamily JWfte; socalledfrom ceraunoscope (se-ra'no-skop), re. [Cf. Gr.

thrustmg a needle through the comer of the ceratose (ser'a-tos), a. and n. [< NL. ceratosus,
eye and breaking up the opaque mass. Also < Gr. Kipa^ (iitpar-), hom, + -omis: see -ose.l
krratony.ri,i. I. a. Homy.

as gills, as the sea-slugs of the family JEolidw.
ceratonotal (ser"a-to-n6'tal), a. [As cerato-
not-nus + -III.] Having cerata or false gills on
the back; notobranchiate ; specifically, of or
pertaining to the Ceratonota.
ceratonotous (ser^a-to-no'tus), a. [< NL.
ceratonotm, < Gr. Ktpac (lupaT-), a hom, + vurof,
back.] Same as ceratwiotal.

ceratonyxis (ser'a-to-nik'sis), re. [NL., < Gr.
(cfpaf (Kt(mT-), horn, + viii(, a puncturing.] In
surg., the operation of removing a cataract by

ting a needle through the comer "
"'

eye and breaking up the opaque mass. Also
krratonyri.^.

Ceratophrys (ser-a-tof'ris), n. [NL. (Boie), <
Gr. (cfpaf (ncpar-), horn, + i^pif = E. hrotc.'] A
genus of arciferous salient batrachians, of the
family Cystignathidce, containing toads with a
horn-like process over the eye, whence the
name. The Brazilian C. fryi is an example.
Ceratophthalma (ser'a-tof-thal'ma), «. pi.

fXL. (Latroille), < Gr. sfpof (xfpar-), "horn, +
oipda'/.fidi, eye .] In Latreille's system of classifi-

cation, a section of his phyllopodous branchio-
pods, equivalent to the modem families Bran-
chipodida; and Estheriidw, of the order Phyllo-
poda. Properly Ceratophthalma ta.

Oeratophyllaceae (ser'a-to-fi-la'se-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Ceratuphyllum + -dce(B.] A natural or-
der of plants,
containing a
single genus
with only one
species, Cera-
tophyllum de-

mersum (horn-
wort). It is a
slender a'juatlc
herb, with whorl-
ed, finely dissect-
ed, rigid leaves,
and small, solitary,

nioutccious tlow-

em, without calyx
or corolla. It is

common in pools
or slow streams
over a great part
of the w<,rlfl.

Oeratophyllum
, „ . ^

Gr. Kipoi (lupaT.), a horn, '+
ijiv'/./jni = L. foliu

The homy orof ((rato.'sus : see ceratose?] 1.

fibrous sponges ; the Ceratoda.
Bowerbank.— 2. As restricted by Lendenfeld,
a suborder of sponges, of the order Cornacu-
spongiw, supported by a skeleton of spongin
(exceptionally without any skeleton at all),

the fiber without spicules proper, but with or
without foreign bodies. In this sense it is com-
posed of the families Spongidce, Aplysinidm,
Hireinidfe, Spongeliidw, AplysiUidw, and Hali-
sarcidce. Also Keratosa.

KcpamoanoTzia, the observation of thimder and
lightning in divination, < aepavvd^, thunder and
lightning, + amnelv, view.] An apparatus or
instrument used in the mysteries of the an-
cients to imitate thunder and lightning.
Cerbera (s6r'be-ra), «. [NL., after the fabled
dog Cerberus, in allusion to their poisonous
qualities.] An apocynaceous genus of small
trees, consisting of four maritime species of
Madagascar, tropical Asia, and the Pacific.
Those best known are C. Odnllam and C. Tanghin, the
fruit of which is a violent poison, and was formerly used
in Madagascar in ordeals.

When the living matter is removed from a Ceratose
sponge a network of elastic homy fibres, the skeleton of
the animal, remains behind. Eticyc. Brit., XXII. 428.

n. re. Same as eeratode.
Also keratose.

ceratosilicious (ser'a-to-si-lish'ius), a. [< Gr.
Ktpag (Kcpar-), a horn, + L. siliceus, silicious.]
Containing or composed of mixed homy fibers
and silicious spicules, as a sponge. Also kera-
tosiliciotts.

ceratosilicoid (ser'a-to-sil'i-koid), a. [As cer-
ato.filir-ii)i(.-< + -otd.'] Same as ceratosilicious.

Also kcratosilicoid.

Oeratosilicoidea (ser'a-to-sil-i-koi'de-a), re. pi.
[NL., < Cerato{idea) + Silicoidea.] An order or
other gi-oup of sponges, intermediate between

Also Keratosa. Cerberean (s6r-be're-an), a. [Also Cerberian, <
^ ' ' "^ L. t'er6CTe««, pertaining to Cerberus.] Relat-

ing to or resembling Cerberus.

A cry of hell hounds never ceasing bark'd
With wide Cerberean mouths full loud.

Milton, P. L., ii. 665.

cerberin, cerberine (ser'be-rin), ». [< Cerbe-
ra + -in^, -ine'^.] A vegetable principle found
in Cerbera Odaltam.
Cerberus (sfer'be-ms), n. [L., < Gr. Kcpfiepo^.]

1. In class, myth., the
watch-dog of the infer-
nal regions, the offspring
of the giant Typhaon
and the serpent-woman
Echidna. He is usually rep-
resented with three heads,
with the tail of a serpent, and
with serpents round his neck.

2. [NL.] iahei-pet., a, ge-
nus of East Indian ser-
pents, related to the py-
thons, having the head
entirely covered with
small scales.— 3. A con-
stellation of Hevelius,
formed out of four small
stars of the constellation
Hercules, and now obso-
lete.

Ceriums.—Antique bronze.

the Ceratoidea on the one hand and the Silicoi- cerca (sfer'ka), re.
;

pi. cercce (-se). [NL.] An
dea on the other: the siliciceratous sponges, incorrect form of ctrcw*.
They have skeletons of mi.\ed ceratose fibers and silicious cercal (s6r'kal), a.

Hornwort [CtratepkyUumtUmersum).

(ser'a-to-fil'um), n. [NL., <

spicules. Most sponges are of this character. Also Kera
totnliroidea.

Oeratospongise (ser'a-to-spon'ji-e), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Gr. Ktpa^ (Kepar-), a hom, + airdyyo^, a sponge.]
In Claus's system of classification, the second
order of the class Spongiw; the homy sponges,
for the most part branched or with massive
sponge-stocks, with a framework of horny
fibers in which grains of silex and sand are
embedded. Also Keratospongia.
ceratospongian (ser'a-to-spon'ji-an), a. and n.

I. (I. Of or pertaining to the Ceratospongiw.
II. n. A member of the Ceratospongiw.

ceratostoma (ser-a-tos'to-ma), n.
;

p'l. cerato-
stomata (scr'a-to-sto'ma-ta). " [NL., < Gr. /cipof

(Kepar-), a horn, + ar&jia, a'mouth.] 1. In hot..

[< cerciis + -al.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the tail; caudal; coccygeal.
[Little used. ] Specifically— 2. Of or pertain-
ing to the cerci of an insect.

cercar, n. See sircar.

cercaria (ser-ka'ri-a), n. ; pi. cercari(B(-e). [NL.,
< Gr. KepKog, the tail of a beast: see cei-cus.] In
zoSl., the second larval stage of a trematoid
worm or fluke, named by O. F. MiUler in 1786 as
a genus of infusorians. It is a tadpole-like body,
which becomes encysted and gives rise to the sexual forma.
The cycle of forms is : 1, distoma, parent form ; 2, redia

;

3, cercaria; 4, encysted cercaria; 6, distoma. The larvaa
are chiefly found in the bodies of mollusks, and theadulta
in vertebrated animals, as birds. See redia, Distoma.
The Redia . . . has a mouth and a simple cajcal intes-

tine, but no other organ. In its cavity a process of inter-
nal gemmation takes place, giving rise to bodies resem-



Embnfonic and Larval Forms (Redije and Cercaris;) of Trgmato-
da, all Highly magnified. ^, MonestofHutn mutabite, the ciliated
embryo, a, inclosing the zooid, b, which is represented free at B.
C, redia, or King's yellow worm of DistOfna piicificum, containing
genns ia] of other redis. D, redia, containing cercarix, a, a. h,
cercaria. /^, the distoma resulting from the cercaria.

bliiig the parent in shape, but destitute of reproductive
organs, and furnished witli long tails, by which they are

Eropelled. These creatures, called Cercarue, escape by
ursting through the Kedia, and, after a free-swimming

existence, penetrate the body of some other animal, their
tails dropping off. They then become encysted, and . . .

assume tlie adult form. Huxlei/, Anat. Invert., p. 179.

Cercariadaet (s6r-ka-ri'a-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercaria (see cercaria) + -adw.'] A family of
worms, named from the supposed genus Cer-
caria.

cercarian (ser-ka'ri-an), a. and n. [< cercaria
+ -an.'] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
characters of eercarians.

II. «. A trematoid worm or fluke in its sec-

ond larval stage. See cercaria.

cercarifonn (ser-kar'i-form), «. [< NL. cer-

caria + L. forma, shape.] Like or likened to

a cercaria : as, the cercariform larva of a trema-
toid. Huxley.

Cercelt, n. [\ F. cercelle, also sarcelle, < ML. cir-

cella, a teal, found also in various other forms,
appar. ult. < L. querquedula, a teal : see qiter-

qwdula.'] A teal. Coles, 1717.

cerchet, "• and «• A Middle English form of
saircli.

cerchneis (serk-ne'is), n. [NXi., < Grr. nepxviik,

coutr. Ktfix^iit ^Iso transposed Kejxpvk, etc., the
kestrel.] An old name of some small hawk of
Europe, sometimes generically applied to the
group of which the kestrel, Falco (or Tinnunctir-

lus) alaudarius, is the type.

cerclmtlS (serk'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. ncpxvoc,

roughness, hoarseness, < Kcpxvog, rough,
hoarse.] Inpathol., noisy respiration; hoarse-
ness of voice.

cerci, «. Plural of cercus.

Cercidiphyllum (ser"si-di-fll'um), n. [NL. (so

called because the leaves resemble those of the
Judas-tree), < Gr. KepKiq, Judas-tree (see Cercin),

-I- ipv/./Mv, leaf.] A genus of trees, referred to the
Magnoliacew. Two species are known, both natives of
Japan, of which C. Japonicuiii has been introduced into cul-

tivation. It has cordate leaves and inconspicuous flowers.

Cercis (sSr'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /cep/cif, a kind of
poplar (according to others, the Judas-tree),

80 called from its rustling motion; < atpKig, a
shuttle.] A small genus of trees or shrubs, of
the natural order Leguminosw. They have simple,
broad, generally two-Iobed leaves, and rose-colored flow-

ers, appearing before the leaves. The best-known species
in the old world is C. SilitfuOfftntm, commonly called the
Judai-tree, from the tradition that it was upon a tree of

this sort, standing near Jerusalem, that Judas Iscariot

hanged himself. It is common on the shores of Asia
Minor and in all the East. C. Canadeims, of the United
.States, is known as the red-biul.

cerclet, »• and v. The older English form of circle.

cercl6 (ser'kla), a. [F., circled, pp. of cercler,

circle.] 1. In fe«r., crowned, or suri'ounded by
a crown, wreath, or the like.— 2. Ornamented
with circles, as a jug or bottle : most commonly
applied to vessels decorated with circles drawn
around them by a brush or point held stationary
while the vessel is revolvedon the potters'wheel

.

Cercocarpus (sfer-ko-kar'pus), n. [NL. (so
called with ref . to the long and caudate aohenes),
< Gr. nipKo^, tail, -1- Kap-ni^, fruit.] A rosaceous

fenus of shrubs or small trees of the western
fnited States and northern Mexico. There are

four or five species, with thick evergreen leaves and hard,
heavy, dark-colored wood. C ludi/uUun attains the greatest
size, and Ih known as mountain rnahofiany,

Oercocebidae (ser-k6-seb'i-<le), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercocel/u-i + -ida;.'] A family of monkeys,
named from the genus Cercocebus.
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Cercocebus (str-ko-se'bus), n. [NL., < Gr. Kip-

Koi; a tail, -I- i^'ipo^, an ape : see Cebits.] A ge-
nus of long-tailed Asiatic and African monkeys,
of the family Cyiiojnthecidw, with large cheek-
pouches and ischial callosities: formerly often
included in the genus Cercopithecus, but more
nearly related to the macaques. It includes the
malbrouk or dog-tailed monkey, and the mangabeys and
green monkeys. Species of this genus are frequent in-

mates of menageries, and are remarkable for their supple-
ness and agility.

Cercolabes (sSr-kol'a-bez), n. [NL. (J. F.
Brandt, 1835), < Gr. likpKOQ, a tail, -I- M/ifiavuv

{y/ */la/3), seize.] A genus of hystricomorph
rodents, typical of the subfamily Cercolabinw.
C. prehensitis is the South American prehensile-tailed
porcupine, or coendoo. The name is a synonym of both
Sphinf7vru)i and Synetheres.

Cercolabidse (ser-ko-lab'i-de), ». pi. [NL., <
Cercolabes + -idee.'] TheAmerican or arborieole
porcupines considered as a family of rodents,
including the North American tree-porcupines
of the genus lircthison.aa well as the prehensile-
tailed Cercolabinw. See cut under porcupine.
Also called Synetherina (Gervais, 1852).

Cercolabinae (ser"ko-la-bi'ne), n. pi. psTL., <

Cercolabes + -ince.] A South American subfami-
ly of rodents, the prehensile-tailed porcupines,
of the family Hystricidce, typified by the genus
Cercolabes. Also called Sphinf/urinm.

cercolabine (ser-kol'a-bin), a. and n. I. a. Seiz-
ing or holding with the tail

;
prehensile-tailed

;

of or pertaining to the Cercolabinw.

II. n. A porcupine of the subfamily Cercola-
binw.

Oercoleptes (ser-ko-lep'tez), n. [NL. (Illiger,

1811), < Gr. KepKOc, tail, -I- /.^t?ic, one who takes,
< 'Aafijidfccv, take.] The typical and only genus
of the family Cercoleptidw, containing the kinka-
.iou, C. caudivolvul'us. See cut under kinkajou.

Cercoleptidae (oer-ko-lep'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercoleptes + -idee.'] A family of carnivorous
mammals, of the arctoid series of the order
Ferw, related to the Procyonidw or racoons,
and to the Bassarididce. They have well-developed
auditory bullae with a short bony floor in the auditory
meatus ; short, blunt paroccipital processes ; a very stout
mandible with high coronoid process and extensive sym-
physis ; 3 incisors, 1 canine, 3 premolars, and 2 molars,
above and below on each side, the last upper premolar
and flrst lower molar tuberculous ; the snout short and
declivous; the tail long and somewhat prehensile; and
the alisphenoid canal wanting. The only genus is Cerco-
leptes. .See kinkajou. Also, erroneously, Cercoteptididce.

Cercoleptinae (ser"ko-lep-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercoleptes + -inw.] The Cercoleptida; regarded
as a subfamily of Proc^OHtdo;. .Also Cercoleptina.

cercomonad (ser-kom'o-nad), 11. A member of
the genus Cercomonas ; one of the Cercamona-
didie.

cercomonadid (ser-ko-mon'a-did), n. A mem-
ber of the Cercomonadidw.
Cercomonadidse (s6r"k9-m6-nad'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cercomonas (-nad-) 4- -idw.] A family
of monomastigate flagellate Infuswia, named
by Saville Kent from the genus Cercomonas.
These animalcules are naked, either free-swimming or ad-
herent, with no distinct oral aperture, one terminal vibra-
tile flagellum, and a permanent or temporary caudal flla-

ment. There are several genera, species of which inhabit
both fresh and salt infusions. The many species of liodo
are parasites in the intestines of various animals, B. hmni-
nis being found in the dejections of persons suffering from
cholera and typhoid fever.

Cercomonas (s6r-kom'o-nas), n. [NL. (Dujar-
din, 1841), < Gr. nipm^, tail, + /lovdc, unit: see
monad.] A genus of flagellate infusorians, of
the family Monadidw, having a long caudal fila-

ment : sometimes made the type of a family Ccr-

comonadidee. C. intestinalis is an example.
cercomyd (sfer'ko-mid), ». [Prop, cercomyid,
< Cercomys + -id"^.] Aji animal of the genus
Cercomys. E. Blyth.

Cercomys (ser'ko-mis), n. [NL. (F. Cuvier,

1829), < Gr. KEpnog, tail, -I- pvg = E. mouse.] A
genus of South American rodents, of the fam-
ily Octodontidw and subfamily Echinomyina:
C. cunicularius of Brazil is curiously similar to the com-
mon house-rat, having a long scaly tail and no spines in

the pelage.

Cercopidae (s6r-kop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cer-

copis + -idw.] A family of the order Hemiptera,
founded by Leach in 1818 upon the Fabrician
genus Cercopis, characterized by prominent
front of head, two conspicuous ocelli, six-sided

or trapezoidal prothorax truncate in front,

membranotis apical area and thick or leathery
basal area of wing-covers, stout legs, and one or
two stotit teeth on hind tibiag. it is a very exten-
sive and wide-spread family, including several genera anil

numerous species known as cuckoo-gpits and froft-ho/ipfrs.

Cercopis (ser-ko'pis), V. [NL. (Fabrieius,

1776), < Gr. KepKonji {jicpuLm-), a long-tailed mon-

Mona Monkey {Cercopithecus mmta).

Cerdale

key, one of a fabled race of men-monkeys, <
Kfpmv:, tail, -1- ui/', appearance.] The typical ge-
nus of tlie family Cercopidce.

Cercopithecidae (ser'ko-pi-the'si-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cercopithecus + -idee.] A family of
old-world catarrhine quadrumanous quadru-
peds, taking name from the genus Cercopithe-
cus. Now usually called Cynopithecidce.

cercopithecoid (ser"ko-pi-the'koid), a. and n.

[< Cerco])ithecus + -oid.] I, a. Pertaining to
the family Cercopitheddw ; belonging to that
group of catarrhine Quadrumana which con-
tains the tailed monkeys of the old world.

II. B. One of the Cercopithecidw.

Cercopithecus (s6r"ko-pi-the'kus), n. [NL.
(Erxleben, 1777), < L.' cercopithecus, < Gr. Kcp-

Kojridrjtio^, a long-tailed ape, < nipKo^, a tail, +
TTiOriKog, an
ape.] A ge-
nus of .African

monkeys, with
long tails,

well - develop-
ed thumbs,
cheek - pouch-
es, and ischial

callosities. The
species are very
agile, and are of-

ten prettily varie-

gated. Among
them is the mona
monkey, Cercopi-
thecus mona. See
cut under Catar-
rhina.

cercopoda(ser-
kop'o-da), n.

pi. [NL'.,<Gr.
KcpKog, tail, -t-

TTOif (-o(S-) = E. foot.] The jointed anal ap-
pendages of certain insects and crustaceans,
such as those of the genus Apus.
Cercosaura (ser-ko-sa'ra), n. Same as Cerco-
sanriis.

Cercosauridse (ser-ko-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercosaurus + -idw.] A family of cyclosaurian
lizards, taking name from the genus Cercosau-
rus.

Cercosaurus (ser-ko-sa'rus), n. [NL. (J. E.
Gray, 1838), < Gr. HcpKog, tail, + aavpo^, lizard.]

A genus of lizards, of the family Ecpleopodidw,
or made the type of a family Cercosauridw. There
are several species, all .South American. C. gaudictiaudi
inhabits the Andes of Ecuador. C. rhombifer is about 7

inches long, of a brownish-gi-ay color. Also Cercosaura.

Cercospora(ser-kos'po-ra), n. [NL.,< Gr. Kcpno^,

tail, + aiTopa, seed.] A large genus of hyphomy-
cetous fungi,

/^ ..^^"CX It

growing most-
ly on living
leaves, pro-
ducing dark-
colored erect
hyi)h8B, which
emerge in clus-

ters from the
stomatesof the
leaf, and bear
at their tips

elongated sep-
tate spores (co-

nidia). Some
of the species
are injurious
to cultivated
plants.

cercus (sfer'-

kus), w.;pl. cer-

o(-si). [NL.,
< Gr. Kepmc, the
tall of a beast

(oiipd being the generic word), used also of
birds, etc.] 1. In cntom., one of the feelers

which project from the hinder parts of some
insects; one of the more or less antennifoi-m
appendages of some insects, the anal limbs or

anal forceps (also called anal cerci), usually

jointed, as in the cockroach. The cerci resemble
tlie antenna) of the same insects. In Lepidoptera and Hy.
inenoptera they are inarticulate and greatly aliorted. See
cuts under Amara and Blattidcc.

2. In anat., a bristle or bristle-like structure.
— 3. [rap. (Latreille, 1796.)] A genus of clavi-

com beetles, of the family Nitidtilidw. It is easily

recognized by the combination of the following charac-

ters : claws without distinct tooth at base ; elytra margined
and with distinct epipleura). The species are all of small
sizL' iiiid occur on flowers.

Cerdale ( ser'da-le). «. [NL., < Gr. KcpSa?.?/, a fox-
skin, fem. contr. of KepSaXiog, of the fox, ^vily,

Cercospora Reseda, parasitic on mignonette-
leaves. ( I*"roni " American Florist. " ]

I, infested leaf, natural size ; 2, fertile hy-
phae, which bear easily deciduous conidia at
the nodules ; 3, conidia.



Cerdale

cmming, < Kepfim;, gain.] A genus of fishes, typ-
ical of the family CerdaUdw.

Cerdalidae (ser-ilal'l-de), «. j^l- [NL., < Cer-

dale + -«te.] In some systems of classifica-

tion, a family of acanthopterygian fishes, repre-

sented by the genus Cerdale, embracing eel-like

lycodoid forms with small slit-like gill-aper-

tures and anisocercal tail. Cerdale and Micro-
desmus are western American genera.

Cerdonian (ser-do'ni-an), «. A member of a
Gnostic sect of the second century, deriving
its name from Cerdo, a Syrian teacher, who
held that there were two first causes, one good
and one evil, and that one was not subject
or inferior to the other. The evil principle is re-

vealed by the law and the prophets, and known to men as
the Creator of the world, the good principle being the
unknown Father of Jesus Christ. The system of Cerdo
was very similar to that of Marcion, his pupil. See Mar-
cionite.

Cerdonist (ser'do-nist), n. Same as Cerdonian.

cere (ser), n. [< F. cire = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. eera,

wax, < L. eera, wax, = Gr. uTipd^, wax, = W. cwyr
= Com. coir = Ir. and Gael, ceir, wax. ] 1 . Wax.— 2. In ornith.; (a) Properly, a fleshy cutane-
ous or membranous, sometimes feathered, cov-
ering of the base of the upper mandible of a
bird, as of all birds of prey and parrots: so
called from its waxy appearance, it differs from
the rest of the sheath of the bill in texture, and usually
shows a plain line of demarkation. When such a structure
is present, the nostrils are always pierced in its substance,
or at least open at its e<ige. When feathered, as in sundry
parrots, it appears to be wanting, but its presence is rec-
ognized by the opening of the nostrils among the feathers
which grow upon it. (6) A bare space about the
base of the upper mandible, or a fleshy prom-
inence in that situation, or a distinct part of
the covering of the upper mandible, though of
the same texture as the rest.

A sort of false cere occurs in sorae water-birds, as the
jaegers or skua-gulls. . . . ITie tumid nasal skin of pigeons
is sometimes called a cere ; but the term had better be re-
tricted to the birds first above named.

Coua, Key to Jf. A. Birds, p. 102.

Also eera and ceroma.
cere (ser), v. t. ; pret. and pp. eered,r>pr. eering.
[Early mod. E. also cear, sear; = F. eirer (Sp.
P^. en-eerar = It. in-cerare), < L. cerare, cover
with wax, < eera, wax : see cere, and cf. cere-
nient.'\ To wax, or cover with wax, or with a
cerecloth.

Then was the bodye bowelled [»'. e., disemboweled], em-
bawmed and cered. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 5.

Let the silent years
Be closed and cered over tlieir memory,
As yon mute marble where their corpses lie.

Shelley, Julian and Maddalo,

cereal (se're-al), a. and n. [= F. create = Sp.
Pg. cereal = It. cereate, cereal, < L. Cerealis,
pertaining to Ceres, the goddess of agriculture

:

see Ceres/] I. a. Pertaining or relating to edi-
ble grain

;
producing farinaceous seeds suitable

forfood— Cereal grasses, grasses which produce edi-
ble grain.

n. n. A gramineous plant cultivated for the
use of its farinaceous seeds as food; any one
of the annual grain-plants, as wheat, rye, bar-
ley, oats, rice, millet, or maize.
Cerealia (se-re-a'li-a), «. pi. [h., neut. pi. of
Cerealis, pertaining to Ceres: see cereal.] 1.
In Horn, antiq., festivals in honor of the god-
dess Ceres.— 2. A systematic name of those
(irnminea; or grasses, which produce edible
(Trains ; the cereals.

Oerealian (se-re-a'li-an), a. [< L. Cerealis +
-an.] Of or pertaining to Ceres or to the Cere-
alia: as, ('ere«/(«« worship.

cerealin, cerealine (se're-a-iin), «. [< cereal +
-ill", -iiu'-.] A nitrogenous substance obtained
from bran, closely resembling diastase in its
power of transforming starch into dextrin,
sugar, and lactic acid.

cerealioust (se-re-a'li-us), a. [< L. Cerealis (see
cereal) + -ous.] Cereal.

The Greek word " spermata," generally expressing seeds,
may signify any edulious or cerealimu grains.

Sir T. Browne, Tracts, p. 16.

Cereantliidse, Cereanthus, etc. See Cerian-
lliidii', etc.

cerebelt, »• [< L. cerebellum : see cerebettum.]
Till' ffrebellum. Dcrham.

cerebella, ». Plural of cerebellum.
cerebellar (ser-e-bel'iir), a. [< cerebellum -t-

-II r. ] I'f'rtainiiit; or relating to the cerebellum.
— Cerebellar fossa, ganglion, etc. See the nouns,

cerebellitis (sere-be-U'tis), «. [NL., < cere-
bellum + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the
<?erebellum.
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cerebration897

cerebellospinal (ser-e-bel-6-spi'nal), a. [< L.
cerebellum, a small lirain, 4- spina, spine, -t-

-aU] Pertaining to both the cerebellum and
the spinal cord,

cerebellous (ser-e-bel'us), a. [< cerebellum +
-ous.] Relating to the cerebellum, especially
to its vessels. [Rare.]

cerebellum (ser-e-bel'um), n.
;
pi. cerebella (-a).

[= F. ceri-elle = Pr. cervela, servela (< L. cere-

bella, pi.) = Sp. ccrebelo = Pg. It. cerebello, < L.
(^h.) cerebellum, a small brain, dim. of cerebrum,
the brain: see cerebrum.] 1 . The little brain or
hind-brain of a vertebrate animal; a lobe of
the brain developed on the dorsal side of the
cerebrospinal axis, between the corpora quad-
rigemina in front and the medulla oblongata
behind, and forming part of the roof of the
fourth ventricle. The pons Varolii is the corresponding
ventral portion of the cerebrospinal a.xis, and these two
parts together are sometimes called the cpeiicephalon. In
man the cerebellum is a well-developed mass, having an
average weight uf about 5J ounces, occupying the inferior
occipital fossa, and separated from the posterior portions
of the cerebral hemispheres aljove by the tentorium. A
median portion or vermis and two lateral hemispheres are
distinguished, and these are divided by transverse clefts
into thin, closely packed laminie. The cerebellum has three
pairs of peduncles by which it is connected with the rest „jctent or bridging convoluiion ; o, superior occipital convolution ; p.
of the bram: the supenor peduncles, which join it with middle occipital convolution ;?, inferior occipital convolution : r, third

II. Outer Convex Surface of the Right Cerebral Hemisphere.

Letters indicate convolutions, or gyri ; numbers, fissjres, or sulci.

.^.quadrate lobule, or praecuneus ; i?, cuneus; C, paracentral lobule,
being the extension of the anterior and posterior central convolutions
on to the median surface ; F, frontal lobe, separated from the parietal
lobe by the central fissure, 2. 2, 2 ; O, occipital lobe : P. parietal lobe

;

T S, teinporosphenoidal lobe : Th. Oft., thalamus opticus : X Z.
corpus callosum ; X, genu, or anterior extremity, and Z, splenium,
or posterior extremity, of corpus callosum.

I. Sylvian fissure ; r', anterior branch of Sylvian fissure : 2, central
fissure, or fissure of Rolando ; 3, intraparietal fissure ; 4, lirst temporo-
sphenoidal fissure, or parallel fissure ; 5, parieto-occipital fissure : 6,--.,

, .
^ (!£-- ' - '

'

:ipi

12, calcarine ns:

callosomat^inal fissure : 7, precentral fissure ; 8, superior frontal fis-

sure : 9, inferior frontal fissure : 10. atiterior occipital fissure . infe-
r3, collateralrior temporosphenoidal fissure

fissure.

a, inferior frontal convolution ; b, middle frontal convolution ; c,
superior frontal convolution ; d. anterior central or ascending frontai
convolution : e, posterior central or ascending parietal convolution

;

f, supramarginal convolution ; g, angular convolution ; A, superior or
first temporosphenoidal convolution ; k, middle or second temporo-
sphenoidal convolution : /, inferior or third tempottjsphenoidal con-
volution ; w, first annectent or bridging convolution ; n, second an-

the cerebriun ; tlie middle peduncles, which pass down on
either side to form the pons Varolii; and the inferior pe-
duncles or restiform bodies, which connect it with the me-
dulla oblongata. Thesurfaceof the laminse is ofgray mat-
ter, while the interior is white, so that a section at right
angles to the lamella} presents a foliaceous appearance,
which has received the name of arbor-mUe. There are
other masses of gray matter within, namely, the corpus
dentatum, nucleus emlwliformis, nucleus globosus, and nu-
cleus fastigii. (.See corpt/jf and '«Hcf^M«.) The cerebellum
seems to be principally concerned with the coordination of
voluntary movements. See cuts under brain and corpus.

2. In Insecta, the subesophagcal ganglion, situ-

ated in the lower part of the head, and con-
nected with the supra-esophageal ganglion or
cerebrum by two nerve-chords surrounding the
gullet. [Rare.]— Digastric lobe of the cerebel-
lunL a lobe of the cerebellar hemisphere on either side,
on the lower surface, lying outside of tlie tonsil. Also
called lobim bicenter or biventrat lofte, and lohxts cuneifor-
»nw.— Ganglion of the cerebellum. .Same as ci>ri,u»
dentaluM, («) (which see, under o"7'Im).— Great hori-
zontal fissure of the cerebellum, a contiimous fissure
which separates tlie ccrelK-Umii into upper and lower por-
tions. It liegins in front at tlie niiddlc peduncles, and ex-
tends around the (. liter :yid imsterior border of each hemi-
sphere.— Inoisura cerebelll anterior, tlie anterior me-
dian notch of tile cerelielluiii, into w liicli tiie corpora (jnad-
rigeminaare received.— Inclsura cerebelll posterior,
the median notch on the posterior outline of the cere-
bellum, formed by the projection <if tlic cer'jbellar hemi-
spheres beyond the vermis.— Ven-
tricle of the cerebellum, tlie fourth
ventricle or epic»i.'le, a space between
the mednlia and pons ui front and the
ceretielluni Ifehind.

/, marginal
; V, lobuli

annectent convolution ; s, fourth annectent convolution,
convolution : u. gyrus fomicatus, or callosal convolution
fusiformis, or external occipitotemporal convolution ; w, lobulus lin-

gualis, or median occipitotemporal convolution ; x, uncinate gyrus.

brain.—Cerebral index, the ratio of the transverse to
the anteroposterior diameter of the cranial cavity multi-
plied by 100.— Cerebral letters, in philoL, a name often
used for certain consonants which occur especially in
the Sanskrit alphabet, ami are
formed by bringing the tip of
the tongue backward and pla-
cing its under surface against
the roof of the mouth: an im-
proper translation of the .San-

skrit term iiiurdhanya, liter-

ally, ' head • sounds,* cephalics
(from murdhan, the head, skull).

They are also called Uiifiual or
cacuminal tetters. — Cerebral
localization. See luealizalion.
— Cerebral maculae, blotches
of red following on slight irri-

tation of tlie skill, extending
beyond the area irritated, and
persisting for several minutes.
They have been observed in a
variety of nervous affections.
Also called by the French name
tacheg c^r^braiett. — Cerebral
vesicles, anterior, middle, and
Imsterior, the three primitive
liullow dilatations of the eniliry-

onic Ijriiin; the brain-bladders.
— Primitive cerebral cleft.
Seedc/M.

II. ". A cerebral sound
or letter. See I.

cerebralism (ser'e-bral-
izm), M. [< cereiral +
-ism.] In psychol., the theory or doctrine that
aU mental operations arise from the activity of
the cerebrum or brain.

Vertebrate Embryo(chick-
en, third day of incubation),
showing I, 2, 3, first, second,
and third cerebral vesicles

;

la, vesicle of the third ven-
tricle ; f, numerous prcito-

vertebrae : ff, heart : /i. eye

;

r, ear ; i, visceral arches
and clefts ; /, m, anterior and
posterior folds of amnion, not
yet united over the body.

cerebral (ser'e-bral), a. and ti.

[= F. cerebral = Sp. Pg. cerebral
= It. cerebrale, < NL. cerebralis,

< L. cerebrum, the brain : see
cerebrum.] I. a. 1. Pertaining
to the brain of a vertebrate ani-
mal, whether to the whole brain
or to the brain proper or cere-
brum.—2. Pertaining to the an- JS"5/SS/^'
terior or preoral ganglia of the
nervous system in invertebrate . ,

, -^ , . ^, a, cerebral gan
animals, regarded as the ana^ giia, united by t.

logue or homologue of the ver-
tebrate brain. Tliese ganglia are
commonly connected with the rest of
the nervous system by an esopii.ageal

ring, or commissural fibers eiuircllng cerebraliZO (ser'e-bral-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.the anterior part of the a imentiiry canal. See esophageal „„~T„.";;;™^ ' „™."i, i-

» i-^"- ""« t-r.
• "1 carotid artery ccrcbralizea, ppr. cerebrahzmg. [< cerebral +

-ize.] To pronounce as a cerebral, that is, by
bringing the tip of the tongue upward against
the palate ; treat, consider, or mark as a cere-
bral.

cerebrasthenia (ser"e-bras-the-ni'a), n. [MXi.,

< L. cerebrum, the brain, -I- NL. asthenia, q. v.]

Nervous debility of the brain.

Cerebralijnn professes to be a science of the brain and its
functions, both vital and psychical, . . . the more exact
and conipreliensive knowledge of the brain on which the
cereliralists build. X Porter, Human Intellect, § 41.

JSiydfa?t^,i'''an; cerobralist (ser'e-bral-ist), n. [< cerebral +
-ist.] One who holds the doctrine or theory of
cerebralism.

cerebralization (ser"e-bral-i-za'shon), ». [<

„_.,._. cerebralize + -atioii.] In pfiilol., enunciation by
by a seri^ of bringing the tip of the tongue upward against

Anterior End of

esophageal commis-
sures continued into
the ventral ganglia.

transverse cotnmis- , , ^ i ^i
surcs. tlie palate

rtn{f, under c>fo/''i«.'/''«^— Cerebral carotid artery.
Same as interimt carotid. See carotid, n.— Cerebral
ganglia, in any invertebrate, ganglia of the nervous sys-

tem situated in the head, or a jiart of the body considered
as the liead.— Cerebral hemisphere, one of the two lat-

eral halves forming the prosenreiihalon, or cerebrum in its

most restricted sense. In man the cerebral hemispheres
are highly develoiied, overlapping the cerebellum behind
and the olfactory lobes in front, and the surface is higlily
convoluted with gyri and sulci. Each hemisphere is pri- ____v— ~4.i.».,j- >„ »;; v tt, /-i \ rx
manly divided into frontal, parietal, temporosphenoidal, CerebraStneniC (ser'e-bras-then ik), a. [< cere-

and occipital lobes. The two hemispheres aie connected brostlieii ill + -ic. ] Pertaining to, resulting from,
with each other by the corpus callosum or great white com- or affected with cerebrasthenia: as, cerebras-
missure, and with the cerebellum by the parts below. They /;,™,,v ii,oor,if«r
consist chielly of wliitc iiiiitter invested with gray mat- "" "" "isauity-

.

ter, and contain ganglia of the latter in the interior. See Cerebrate (ser'e-brat), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. cere-

hrak'd, ppr. cerebrating. [< cerebrum + -afc2.]

To liave the brain in action ; exhibit brain-
action. Also cerebrize.

The mind is never wholly idle and never fully under
control ; in response to external or internal suggestions
wc ai-c always cercl/ratinii. -V. .1. Jiev.

cerebration (ser-e-bra'shon), n. [< cerebrate :

see -ofwH.] Exertion or action of the brain,
conscious or unconscious.

This iirinciple of action was expounded by Dr. Carpen-
ter under the designation of " unconscious cTrf/.»rrt^fort " in
the fourtli edition of his ** Human Physiology," published1. Inner or Median Surface of the Right Cerebral Hemisphere.



cerebration

early in 1853—some months before any of the phenomena
developed themselves to the explanation of which we now
deem it applicable, and it has of late been freqnently re-

ferred to under that name. The lectures of Sir \V. Hamilton
not having then been published, none but his own pupils

were aware that the doctrine of •' unconscious cerebration
"

is really the same as that which had long previously been
espouuded liy him as "latent thought." Qxuirterly Rev.

Cerebratulus (ser-e-brat'u-lus), n. [NL.,< eerc-

hr-um + pp. suffix -at- (see cerebrate) + dim.

-ulusJ] A notable genus of nemertean worms.
C. ingens is an enormous species, sometimes from 10 to VI

feet long and over an inch thick, of flattened form and pale

color, found under stones on sandy bottoms. C. rosea is

a similar but smaller, more rounded, and reddish species

found in like places.

cerebric(ser'e-brik), a. \icerel>rum + -ic.'\ Per-
taining to or derived from the brain; cerebral.

The English naturalists defined identity as a cerebri/;

habit. The American, VI. 410.

Cerebrlc acid, a substance extracted by ether from the

brain, after it has been exposed to the action of boiling

alcohol. It is probably cerebrin in an impure state.

cerebriform (se-reb'ri-form), a. [< L. cerebrum,

the brain, + forma, form.] Brain-shaped.
cerebriformly (se-reb'ri-f6rm-li), adv. In such
a way as to resemble the brain: as, a cerebri-

formly plicate surface. [Rare.]

cerebrin, cerebrine^ (ser'e-brin), «. [< cere-

brum + -i«2, -me2.] A name common to several

nitrogenous non-phosphorized substances ob-

tained chemically from the brain and nerves.

They are light, very hygroscopic powders, in-

soluble in cold alcohol or ether, but soluble in

hot alcohol.

cerebrinel (ser'e-brin), a. [< cerebrum + -ine^.}

Pertaining to tlie brain ; cerebral.

cerebrine^, ». See cerebrin.

cerebritis (ser-e-bri'tis), n. [NL., < cerebrum
+ -itis.^ In pailiol., inflammation of the cere-

brum; encephalitis.

cerebrize (ser'f-briz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. cere-

brized, ppr. cerebrizing. [< cerebrum + -ize.']

Same as cerebrate.

The nonual process of cerebrising. Scierwe, X. 269.

cerebro-. In modem scientific compound words,
the combining form of Latin cerebrum, the brain,

or, in its New Latin modified sense, a part of

the brain, as distinguished from cerebellum.

cerebroganglion (ser''''e-br6-gang'gli-on), n.

[NL., < L. cerebrum, {he brain, -f- NL. gan-

glion.'i In Invcrtebrata, the cerebral orpreoral
ganglion, when simple ; when composite, one of

the ganglia of which the cerebrum consists.

cerebroganglionic (ser'e-bro-gaug-gli-on'ik),

a. [< cerebroganglion + -jc] Pertaining to or
of the nature of a cerebroganglion.

cerebroid (ser'e-broid), a. [< cerebrum + -oid.]

Resembling the cerebrum.
cerebromedullary (ser'e-bro-me-dul'a-ri), a.

[< cerebrum + medulla + -ary^ : see medullary.']

Pertaining to both the brain and the spinal

cord ; cerebrospinal— Cerebromedullary tube, in

embryoL. tlie embryonal tube of inverted epiblast from
which the whole cerebrospinal axis is developed.

cerebroparietal (ser"e-br6-pa-ri'e-tal), a. [<

cerebrum + parieles -t-'-o/.] In anai., connect-
ing the cerebrum or cerebral ganglia with the pa-
rietes : as, a cerebroparietal muscle or ligament.

cerebropathy (ser-e-brop'a-thi), n. [< L. cere-

brum, the brain, -t- (Jr. ko.Boq, suffering.] In pa-
thol., a hypochondriacal condition, approaching
insanity, which sometimes supervenes in per-

sons whose brains have been overtaxed. Dun-
glison.

cerebropedal (ser"e-br6-ped'al), a. [< cerebrum
+ pedm. ] In Mollusca, of or pertaining to both
the cerebral and the pedal nervous ganglia.

cerebrophysiology (8er"e-br6-fiz-i-or9-ji), n.

[< cerebrum + physiology.^ The physiology of

the cerebrum.
cerebropleurovisceral (ser'^e-bro-plo'rd-vis'e-

ral), a. [< cerebrum + pleura + viscera + -al.]

Itepresenting the cerebral, pleural, and visceral

ganglia, as a single pair of ganglia in some
mollusks. [Rare.]

The typical pedal ganglia . . . are joined to the cerebro-

pleurovutceral ganglia by connectives.
Encye. Brit., XVI. 693.

cerebrorachidian (ser"e-brd-ra-ldd'i-an), a.

[< cerebrum + rachia (rachid-) 4- -ian.'] Same
as cerebrospinal.

cerebrose, cerebrons (ser'e-bros, -brus), a. [=
Sp. It. cerebroso, < L. cerebrosus, brain-sick,
hot-brained, mad, < cerebrum, the brain: see
cerebrum.'] In j)atfeo?., brain-sick; mad; head-
.strong; passionate. [Rare.]
cerebrosensorial (ser"e-br6-8en-86'ri-al), a.

[< cerebrum + scnsorium + -al.] Pertaining to
the brain and to sensation.
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cerebrosity (ser-e-bros'j-ti), «. [<NL.*cere6ro-
sita(t-)s, < L. cerebrosus, hotheaded: see cere-

brose.] Hotheadedness ; brain-sickness. [Rare.]

cerebrospinal (ser"e-br6-8pi'nal), a. [< L.
cerebrum, the brain," -I- spina, spine, + -al.]

In anat., pertaining to both the brain and the
spinal cord; consisting of the brain and spinal

cord; cerebromedullary: as, the cerebrospinal
system. Also cerebrorachidian Cerebrospinal
axis, the brain and spinal cord t:ikfii lov^ethei-.—Cere-
brospinal canaL See co/ian.— Cerebrospinal fluid, a
fluid between the arachnoid and the pia muter iiiembranL-s

iiivestinjx the brain and spinal cord. — Cerebrospinal
meningitis, inflammation of the meninges of tlie brain

and spinal cord.— Epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis,
a malignant zymotic, non-contagious febrile disease, char-
acterized by inflammation of the cranial and spinal menin-
ges, the appearance in many cases of small red or purplish
spots called petechia), and profound general disturbance
showing itself in many ways. Also called spotted fever.

cerebrot (ser'e-brot), ?^ [_<. cerebrum.] Same as
ccphalot.

cerebrous, a. See cerebrose.

cerebrovisceral (ser"e-br6-vis'e-ral), a. [<
cerebrum + viscera + -al.] Pertaining to the
cerebral and visceral nervous ganglia of mol-
lusks: as, a cerebrovisceral commissure.
cerebrum (ser'e-brum), 11.; \A. ccrebra (-bra).

[L. (NL.), the brain, prob. akin to Gr. Kapa, the
head (see cheer^),to Kpaviov, cranium, and to AS.
harnes: seeharns. Ct. cerebellum.] 1. The en-

tire brain
J
the encephalon.— 2. That portion ^^

of the brain which lies in front of the cerebel-

lum and pons Varolii. This is the ordinary meaning
of the term in human anatomy, the cerebrum in this use
comprising the prosencephalon or cerebral hemispheres
and the olfactory lobes, the thalamencephaion or optic

thalami and other parts about the third ventricle, and the
mesencephalon, consisting of the corpora quadrigemina
above and the crura cerebri below. See cuts under brain,

corpus, and cerebral.

The cerebrum is generally recognized as the chief organ
of mind; and mind, in its ordinary acceptation, means
more especially a comparatively intricate co-ordination
in time— the consciousness of a creature "looking before
and after," and using past experiences to regulate future
conduct. //. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 2'2, note.

3. The two cerebral hemispheres taken to-

gether, with the olfactory lobes; the prosen-
cephalon. See cerebral hemisphere, under cere-

bral.—4. In insects, the supra-esophageal gan-
glion, formed by the union of several ganglia in

the upper part of the headj and often called the
brain.— 5. In invertebrates generally, the prin-

cipal nervous ganglion or ganglia of the head.
— Cerebrum Jovls (literally, Jupiter's brain), a name
given by old chemists to burnt tartar.— Cerebrum par-
vum, the little brain; the cerclK-llMin.— Cistern of the
cerebrum. See cisfcni.— Testudo cerebri (literally, the

tortoise of the brain), a name' of the fornix : so called be-

cause it seems to support or bear up the cerebrum, as a
tortoise was fabled to support the world.

cerecloth (ser'kldth), 11. [< cere + cloth.] A
linen or other cloth saturated or coated with
wax in such a way as to be proof against mois-
ture, used as an under-eover for an altar, as a
'wrapping or bandage in medical treatment,
etc., and especially (in this case also called

cerement) as a wrapper for a corpse.

It [lead] were too gross
To rib her cerecloth in the obscure grave.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 7.

His honourable head
Seal'd up in salves and cerecloths, like a packet,
And so sent over to an hoepital.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, i. 1.

So to bed, and there had a cere-ciof/i laid to my foot, but
in great pain all night long. Peinjs, Diary, III. 191.

Antiseptic cereclotll, cloth or thin calico saturated with
solid paraffin, to which oil, wax, and carbolic acid are
added, u.sed for the treatment of wounds. Dwiglison.

cereclothedt, a. Wrapped in a cerecloth. Sir

T. Browne.
cerectomy (se-rek'to-mi), n. [< Gr. Kcpaq, horn
(cornea), + eKTOfti], a cutting out, < cure/iveiv,

cut out, < £/i, out, + TCfiveiv, cut. Cf. anatomy.]
In surg., the excision of the outer layers of the
cornea. Also Jcerectomy.

cored (serd), a. [< ME. cered; < cere^ + -ed^.]

It. Waxed.
Cered pokets, sal peter, vitriole.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 255.

2. In ornith, having a cere ; cerate.

cerement (ser'ment), n. [< F. cirement (Cot-

grave), a waxing, a dressing or covering with
wax, < cirer, wax: see cere, v., and -ment.] 1.

Cloth dipped in melted wax and used in wrap-
ping dead bodies when they are embalmed;
hence, any gi-ave-eloth ; in the plural, grave-
clothes in general.

Let me not hurst in ignorance ! but tell.

Why thy canoniz'd bones, hearsed in death.
Have burst their cerements ! Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

A cerement from the grave. Mrs. Browning.

2. The under-cover of an altar-slab.

ceremonious

ceremonial (ser-e-mo'ni-al), a. and n. [= P.
ceremonial = Sp. Pg. ceremonial = It. ceremo-
niale, < LL. cwrimonialis, < L. caerimonia, cere-
mony: see ceremony and -al.] I. a. 1. Relating
to ceremonies or external forms or rites: ritual

:

pertaining to or consisting in the observance
of set forms or formalities.

The ceremonial rites of marriage.
Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2.

It is certain that books, in any language, will tend to
encourage a diction too remote from the style of spoken
idiom ; whilst the greater solemnity and the more cere-

monial costume of regular literature nmst often demand
such a non-idiomatic diction, upon mere principles of
good taste. De Quincey, Style, i.

Daily intercourse among the lowest savages, whose
small loose groups, scarcely to be called social, are with-
out political or religious regulation, is under a consider-
able amount of ceremonial regulation.

U. Spencer, Prin. of .Sociol., § 343.

Specifically— 2. Pertaining to the forms and
rites of the Jewish religion : as, the ceremonial
law, as distinguished from the moral law.
There is no elaborate imitation of classical antiquity, no-

scrupulous purity, none of the cerenumial cleanness which
characterizes the diction of our acadenncal Pharisees.

Macaulay.

3t. Observant of forms; precise in manners;
formal: as, "the dull, ccremoninl track," Dry-
den. ^Ceremonious is now used in this sense.]
Very magnifical and ceremonial in his outward com-

.

portment. Sir E. Sandys, State of Keligion.

Syn. 1. Ceremonious, Formal, etc. See ceremonious.

II. n. 1. A system of rites or ceremonies
enjoined by law or established by custom, as in
religious worship, social intercourse, etc. ; rites,

formalities, or requirements of etiquette, to be
observed on any special occasion.

I have known my friend Sir Roger's dinner almost cold
before the company could adjust the ceremonial, and be
prevailed upon to sit down. Addison, Country Manners.

The next year saw me advanced to the trust and power
of adjusting the ceremonial of an assembly.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 109.

The forever-fickle creeds and ceremonials of the paro-
chial corners which we who dwell in them sublimely call

The World. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 172.

Specifically— 2. The order for rites and foi-ms

in the Roman Catholic Church, or the book con-
taining the rules prescribed to be observed on
solemn occasions.

ceremonialism (ser-e-mo'ni-al-izm), n. [< cere-

monial + -ism.] Adherence to or fondness for

ceremony; ritualism.

In India, as elsewhere, we find an elaborate and debas-
ing ceremonialism taking the place of a spiritual religion.

Faiths o.f the World, p. 27.

ceremoniality (ser-e-mo-ni-al'i-ti), n. [< cere-

monial + -ity.] Ceremonial character.

The whole ceremoniality of it is confessedly gone.
Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, i. 287.

ceremonially (ser-e-mo'ni-al-i), adv. In a cere-

monial manner ; as regards prescribed or rec-

ognized rites and ceremonies : as, a person cere-

monially uneXea.n; an act ceremonially un\av^tx]\.

ceremonialness (ser-e-mo'ni-al-nes), ». The
quality of being ceremonial.

ceremonious (ser-e-mo'ni-us), a. [= F. cere-

monicux = Sp. Pg. It. ceremonioso, < LL. cceri-

moniosus, < L. ca^imonia, ceremony: see cere-

mony and -ous.] If. Consisting of or relating

to outward forms and rites ; conformable to

prescribed ceremony. [In this sense ceremo-
nial is now used.]
God was . . . tender of the shell and ceremonious part

of his worship. South.

2. Full of ceremony or formality ; marked by
solemnity of manner or method.

O, the sacrifice

!

How ceremonioxis, solemn, and unearthly
It was i' the offering

!

Shak., W. T., iiL 1.

They [the Puritans] rejected with contempt the ceremo-
nioujt homage which other sects substituted for the pure
worship of the soul. Macaulay, Milton.

3. According to prescribed or customary for-

malities or punctilios ; characterized by more
elaborate forms of politeness than are common-
ly used between intimate acquaintances; for-

mal in manner or method: as, ceremonious

phrases. Addison.
Then let us take a ceremoiiimis leave.

And loving farewell, of our several friends.
Shak., Rich. IL, t 3.

In her own circle, it was regarded jis by no means im-

proper for kinsfolk to visit one another without invita-

tion, or preliminary and ceremonious warning.
Hauthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

Very reverend and godly he [Winthrop] truly was, and
a respect not merely ceremoitious. but personal, a respect

that savors of love, shows itself in the letters addressed

to him. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 246.

4. Observant of conventional forms; fond of

using ceremony ;
punctilious as to outward ob-

servances and ceremonies.



ceremonious

You are too senseless-obstinate, my lord,

Too ceremoniovjt and traditional.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1.

=Syil. Ceremonious, Ceremonial, Formal. Ceremonious,
full of ceremony, fond of ceremony ; ceremonial, consisting
in or having the nature of ceremony, or bearing upon cere-
monies : as, ceremonious manners, persons ; ceremonial
law, rites, uncleanness. Formal dilTers from ceremonious
in that a formal person tries too hard to conform to rule
iu his whole bearing as well as in his bearing toward
others, while a ceremonious person magnifies too much
the conventional rules of social intercourse ; thus both
are opposed to natural, formal to easy, and ceremonious
to hearty or friendly.

The French are open, familiar, and talkative ; the Italians
stilf, ceremonious, and reserved. Addison.
The Roman ceremonial worship was very elaborate and

minute, applying to every part of daily life.

J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, viii. § 3.

Especially [ceremonies] be not to be omitted to strangers
and formal natures. Bacon, Ceremonies and Respects.

ceremoniously (ser-e-mo'ni-us-li), adi\ In a
ceremonious manner; formally; with due
forms : as, to treat a person ceremoniously.

After this great work of reconciling the kingdom was
done most ceremoniously in the parliament.

Stri/fte, Queen Mary, an. 1554.

ceremoniousness (ser-e-mo'ni-us-nes), n. The
quality of being ceremonious ; the practice of
much ceremony; formality: as, ceremonious-
ness of manners.
ceremony (ser'f-mo-ni), n.

;
pi. ceremonies

(-niz). [< ME. cerimonie = D. G. ceremonie =
Dan. Sw. ceremoni, < OF. ceremonie, F. ceremo-
nie = Pr. ceremonia, cerimonia = Sp. Pg. cere-

monia = It. ceremonia, cerimonia, cirimonia, < L.
ccerimonia or cwremonia, later often cerimonia,
saeredness, reverence, a sacred rite; perhaps
akin to Skt. karman, action, work, < y kar, do;
cf. L. creare, create, etc. : see create and Ceres.']

1. A religious observance; a solemn rite.

Bring her up to th' high altar, that she may
The sacred ceremonies there partake.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 216.

There I heard them in the darkness, at the mystical cere-
mony.
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Heavy persecution shall arise

On all who in the worship persevere
Of spirit and truth ; the rest, far gi-eater part,
Will deem iu outward rites and specious /ornw
Religion satisfied. Milton, P" L., xii. 534.

Nay, my lords, ceremony was but devis'd at first

To set a gloss on faint deeds, hollow welcomes,
Recanting goodness, sorry ere 'tis shown

;

But where there is true friendship, there needs none.
Shak., T. of A., i. 2.

Little as we should look for such an origin, we meet
with facts suggesting that fasting as a religious rile is a
sequence of funeral rites.

II. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 140.

With the [Hebrews'] advance from the pre-pastoral state,
there was probably some divergence from their original
observances of burial and sacrifice.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 138.

ceremonyt, v. t. [< ceremony, ».] To confirm
or join by a ceremony. [Rare.]

Or if thy vows be past, and Hymen's bands
Have ceremonied your unequal hands.
Annul, at least avoid, thy lawless act.

Quarles, Emblems, v. 8.

Cereopsinse (se'rf-op-si'ne), «. pi. [NL., <

Coreopsis + -itue.] A subfamily of Anatidce,
represented by the genus Cereopsis. G . S. Gray,
1840.

Ceriphasiidae

them bearing large edible fruit. The best-known of this
group is the giant cactus, C. giganteus, of Arizona. See
cuts under Cactacece.

2. II. c] Any plant of the genus Cereus.— 3.
In zooL, a genus of sea-anemones, of the fam-
ily ActiniidcB.

cerevis (ser'e-'vis), n. [< L. cerevisia, beer.]
The small cap worn by members of students'
societies in German imiversities. It is a low cloth
cylinder, too small to fit the head; the society's mono-
gram is usually embroidered on the crown.

cerevisia, n. See cervisia.

cerfoilt, «. See chervil.

cerge, serge^ (serj), n. [< ME. cerge, serge,
cierge, < OF. cerge, cierge, sierge, cirge, F. derge
= Pr. ceri = Sp. Pg. cirio = It. cerio, ceri, now
eero, < L. cereus, a wax candle, taper, prop,
adj., of wax, < cera, wax : see cereotis and cere.]
In the Bom. Cath. Ch., a large wax candle
burned before the altar.

Oeria^ (se'ri-a), ». [NL., appar. irreg. < Gr.
Kfpof, horn.] 1. A genus of dipterous insects,
of the family Syrphidce, having elongate anten-
nffl with a terminal style.— 2. \l. c] An old
name of some cestoid worm.

ceria^t (se'ri-a), ». [L. ceria or cerea, also celia :

same as cerevisia, beer. Cf. cerevis.] A drink
made of corn ; barley-water. £. Phillips, 1706.

Cereopsis (se-re-op'sis), n. [NL., < L. cereus,
waxen. < cera, wax (> E. cere, q. v.), -f- Gr. AV'f;
appearance.] 1. A genus of Australian geese, cerialt, «• An obsolete form of cernaZ;
of the family AnatiiUe and subfamily Anserinw, ceriama (ser-i-a'ma), n. Same as seriema.
having a small and extensively membranous Cerianthese (ser-i-an'the-e), n. pi. [NL.,<Ceri-
bill, and notably long legs, bare above the suf- anthus + -ew.] A group of Actiniaria, with nu-

merous unpaired septa and a single ventral
esophageal groove. The septa are longest on the ven-
tral side, and gradually diminish toward the dorsal aspect

;

the two septa attached to the bottom of the esophageal
groove (directive septa) are remarkably small, and are dia-
tijiguished in this way from the other ventral septa. Also
Cereanthece.

frago. They are so named from the remarkable size of
their cere. There is but one species, C. novae-hollandice,
sometimes called the pigeon-goose. It has been made the
type of a 8ubfamil.v Cereupsince.

2. A genus of coleopterous insects.— 3. A ge-
nus of eoelenterates.

cereous (se're-us), a. [< L. cereuSj_ot wax, <
cera, wax: see cere,

wax. [Rare.]
What is worth his observation goes into his cereous ta-

bles. Qayton, Notes on Don Quixote, ii. 5.

Loosely robed in flying raiment, sang the terrible prophet- Ceres (se'rez), n. [L., the goddess of agricul-
"""''

ture, esp. of the cultivation of grain; prob.
esses. Tennyson, Boadicea.

2. The formalities observed on some solemn
or important public or state occasion in order
to render it more imposing or impressive : as,

the ceremony of crowning a king, or of laying a
foundation-stone; the ceremony of inaugurat-
ing the President of the United States.

A coarser place,
Where pomp and ceremonies enter'd not.
Where greatness was shut out, and highness well forgot.

Dryden, Fables.

8. A usage of politeness, or such usages col-
lectively; formality; a punctilious adherence
to conventional forms; punctilio.

When love begins to sicken and decay.
It useth an enforced ceremony.
There are no tricks in plain and simple faith.

Shale., J. C, iv. 2.

She made little ceremony in dfscorering her contempt
of a coxcomb. Swift, Death of Stella.

All ceremonies are in themselves very silly things ; but
yet a man of the world should know them. Chesterfield.

I met the janissary Aga going out from him (the Bey],
and a number of soldiers at the door. As I did not know
him, I passed him without ceremony, which is not usual
for any person to do. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 37.

4t. A ceremonial symbol or decoration.
No ceremony that to great ones 'longs.
Not the king's crown, nor the deputed sword.
The marshal's truncheon, nor the judge's rol>e,
Become them with one half so good a grace
As mercy does. Shak., M. for M., ii. 2.

Disrobe the images.
If you do find them deck'd with ceremonies.

Shak., J. C, 1. 1.

6t. A sign or portent; a prodigy.
For he is superstitious grown of late

;

Quite from the main opinion he held once
Of fantasy, of dreams, and ceremonies.

Shak., J. C, ii. 1.

Master of ceremonies, (a) A person who regulates the
forms to ije observed by the company or attendants on
a public occasion ; specifically, an olflcer of the royal
houseludd of England who superintends the reception of
ambassadors. (6) An officer in many European cathe-
drals whose business it is to see that all the ceremonies,
veatnient.s, etc., peculiar t** each scasrin and festival are
observLii in the choir. - Military ceremonies, stated
military exercises, such as guard-mountini.:. insfiections,
parades, reviews, funeral escorts and honors, color escorts,
etc. =Syn. 1. Form, Ceremony. I!ite,fH}»erranee. Form is
the most general of these words ; it is imiiowiilde t^i Join
in worship without the use of some fortns, however sim-
ple ; we speak of legal forms, etc. O-remomi is a broader
word than rile, in that a rile is always solemn and either
an act of religion or suggestive of it. as marrlage-n'(f«,
the nte.^ of initiation, while ceremony goes so far as to
cover forms of politeness. A rite is generally a prescribed
or customary form, while a ceremony may be imjirovised
for an occasion : as. the ceremoni/ of laying a corner-stone
or opening a new bridge. Obsermnri' i.s pritiiarily a com-
pliani.-e with a requirement, as in religi<jn, where the word
was applied to the act of compliance : as, the ottsemance
of the sabbath.

Cereus, cerge.] Waxen; like CeriantMdaB(ser-i-an'thi-de), »(.;)«. [NL.,<Ccri-
antliii.'.- + -ida:] A family of malacodermatous
actinozoans, represented by the genus Cerian-
thlis. It contains hermaphrodite forms of sea-anemones,
the skin of which secretes a glutinous mass filled with
nematoeysts or a kind of membrane. Also Cereanthidce.

Cerianthus (ser-i-an'thus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ktpa^, a horn, mod. tentacle, -f- ai^of, a flower.
The allusion seems to be to the circles of ten-
tacles.] A remarkable genus of hexamerous
Anthozoa, ha-ving two circlets of numerous ten-
tacles, one immediately around the mouth, the
other on the margin of the disk, and one pair of
the diametral folds of the mouth much longer
than the other and produced as far as the pedal
pore usually found on the apex of the elongated
conical foot. The larva at one stage is tetramerous,
with four mesenteries. The genus is typical of the family
Cerianlhidir, and belongs to the same order (Malacoder-
mata) as the sea-anemones. Also Cereantkus.

eerie (se'rik), a. [< cer(ium) + -ic] Containing
cerium as a quadrivalent element: as, eerie
oxid, Ce02.

ceriferons (sf-rif'e-ms), a. [< L. cera, wax, -t-

fcrrc = E. bear'^.] In hot., bearing or pro-
ducing wax.

cerin, cerine (se'rin), n. [< L. cera, wax, -I- -jn2,
-tne2.] 1. The name given to that portion of
beeswax (from 70 to 80 per cent, of the whole)
which is soluble in alcohol. That part of cerin which
is not saponified by potash was formerly called cerain.
Probably cerin is merely impure cerotic acid.

2. A waxy substance extracted from grated
cork by digestion in alcohol.— 3. An ore of ce-
rium, a variety of the mineral allanite.

Cerinthian (sf-rin'thi-an), n. One of a sect of
early heretics', followers of Cerinthus, a Jew
believed to have been bom before the cruci-
fixion, and one of the first heresiarchs in the
church. The Gospel of John is by some supposed to have
been wiitten against his system, which was a mixture of
Judaism and Gnosticism.

Ceriopora (ser-i-op'o-ra), n. [NL., appar. ir-
reg. < Gr. K(pac, horn," -I- Trdpof, a passage.]
The tj'pical genus of the family Cerioporidcc.

Cerioporidae (ser"i-o-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Ceriopora + -idw.] A family of cyclostoma-
tous polyzoans, of the order Gmnnolwmata.
Ceriornis (ser-i-or'nis), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1837), irreg. < Gr. nipa^, horn, -I- ipvi^, a bird.]
A genus of pheasants, of the family Pkasiani-
da, the tragopans or satyrs, of which there are
several species, as C. satyra and C. melano-
ccphala of the Himalayas, C. temmincki and C.
cahoti of China. More correctly Ceratomis.

ceriph, «. See sei'if.

Cenphasia (ser-i-fa'si-a), n. [NL., < CerU
{thium) -I- Gr. (j>anif, aspect.] The typical genus
of the Crrijihasiida:. More correctly Ceriphasis.
Siraiihion, 1840.

Ceriphasiidae (ser''i-f^-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Ceripliasia + -idw.] A family of fresh-water

from the root of creare, create : see create. Cf,

ceremony.] 1. In class, myth., the name given
by the Romans to the Greek goddess Demeter,
whose worship they adopted with some subor-
dinate differences. She was the mother of Proser-
pine and, according to some phases of the myth, of Bac-
chus. She was the goddess of the earth in its capacity of
bringing forth fruits, especially watching over the growth
of grain (whence the adjective cereal). The Romans cele-
brated in her liouor the festival of the Oerealia. Ceres
was always rep-
resented fully

draped. Her at-

tributes were
ears of com and
poppies, and on
her head she
sometimes wore
a corn-measure.
Her sacrifices
consisted of pigs
and cows.

2. An aste-
roid discov-
ered by Piaz-
zi at Paler-
mo, Sicily, in
1801. It is the
first discovered
of the telescopic
planets or aste-
roids which re-

volve between
the orbits of
Mars and Jupi- ceres.
t«r. It is very
much smaller
than the moon, and it presents the appearance of a star of
between tnc seventh and the eighth magnitude.

ceresin, ceresine ( so'ro-sin), «. [lrreg.< L. cera,
wax, -^ -in'^, -ine".] A white waxy substance
consisting of a mixture of paraffins prepared
from the mineral ozocerite, and used as an
adulterant of and substitute for beeswax.
Cereus (se're-us), n. [NL. (so called from the
resemblance of some species to a wax torch),
< L. cereus, a wax candle, orig. an adj., of wax:
see cereous, cerge, cere.] 1. A large genus of
cactaceous plants, of the tropical and warm
regions of America, including 200 species, 30
of which are found in the United States. They
are ov:U or columnar ]>lants, with spiny ribs or angles,
largo tubular funndform flowers, aiul small black exal-
buminous seeds. They vary greatly in form and habit,
the cr>limmar species being either erect or climbing, and
the flowers are often very large, as in the night-blooming
cereus gl-onp. CgramiiJitrruH, C. Macdowddia;, etc., which
is well known in cultivation. The old-man cactus, C. se-

nilis, is so called from the long gray hairs covering the
ton of the stem. The most remarkable species are those
with tall columnar steins, from 25 to 50 feet high, found
chiefly in northwestern Mexico and Arizona, some of
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Ceriphasiidse

^stropods, typified by the genus Ceriphasia.
The species are closely related to the 3felanii<Ue, but the
margin of the mantle is entire, and the females are ovipa-

T011S. The shell varies from an elongate turreted to a sub-

globular form. The operculum is subspiral. About 500
species have been descrilwd, all of which are inhabitants
of North America and the West Indies.

Ceriphasis (se-rif' a-sis), «. Same as Ceri-

jthaski.

cerise (se-rea,'), n, and a. [F., < L. cerasus, a
cherry-tree : see cherry^.'] I. n. Cherry color.

n/a. Cherry-colored.
ceritei (se'rit), «. [< cer(ium) + -ite^.'i A rare

mineral, a hydrated silicate of cerium, of a
pale rose-red or clove-brown color, and having
a dull resinous luster, occurring only in an
abandoned copper-mine at Kiddarhyttan in

Sweden, it is the chief source of cerium, and is the
mineral front which that metal was first obtained. It con-

tains also lanthanum and didymium.

cerite^ (se'rit), )i. [< Ceritiuvi, Cerithium, q. v.]

A gastropod of the genus Cerithium or family
Cerithiid(F.

Ceritlliidse (ser-i-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ceri-

thium + -idw.'] A family of holostomatous
tsenioglossate pectinibranchiate gastropodous
mollusks, or sea-snails, typified by the genus
Cerithium, to which different limits have been
assigned; the club-shells. As now generally under-
stood, it includes molluska with a short muzzle, eyes on
short pedicles connate with the slender tentacles, and
with shells elongate, turreted and having a short, wide
anterior spout to the aperture or a sinuous anterior mar-
gin. The species are very numerous and mostly of small
size. They are generally distributed, but most abundant
in tropical seas. Also written Cerithiadce. See cut un-
der Cerithium,

cerithioid (se-rlth'i-oid), a. and n. [< Cerithium
+ -oi(i.] I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the

genus Cerithium.

n. n. One of the Cerithiidm.

ceritlliopsid (se-rith-i-op'sid), n. A gastropod
of the family Cerithiopsidm.

Cerithiopsidse (se-rith-i-op'si-de), n.j)Z. [NL.,

< Cerithiupsis + -idw.'] A family of gastropods,

typified by the genus Cerithionsis. They have
shells very similar to those of the Cerithiidce, but the ani-

mal has a retractile iiroboscis. The few species are mostly
confined t^t the northern seas.

Cerithiopsis (se-rith-i-op'sis), n. [NL., < Ce-

rithium + Gr. oi/)(f, aspect.] The typical genus
of the family Cerithiopsidm.

Gerithitun (se-rith'i-um), n. [NL., also Ce-

ritium ; a modification of Gr. Kcpdriov, a little

horn, dim. of /itpaf, a horn.]

The typical genus of club-

shells of the family Cerithiidm.

The species are numerous.
C. obtusum, is an example.

Cerium (se'ri-um), «. [NL.,
named by Berzelius in 1803
from the planet Ceres.']

Chemical symbol, Ce; atom-
ic weight, 140; specific grav-
ity, 5.5. A metal discovered
in 1803 by Klaproth, Hi-
singer, and Berzelius inde-
pendently. It is a powder of

lamellar texture, malleable, of a
color between that of iron and that
of lead, and acquiresametallicluster
by pressure. It becomes bright by ciub-sheii ( o .iV/.x/m
polishing, but soon tarnishes in the obtusum).
air. It does not occur native, but
exists in combination in the mineral cerite, in which it

was first found, as also in allanite, gadolinite, and some
others.

Cermatia (s6r-ma'ti-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aipiiaij-),

a slice, a mite, a small coin, < Ksiptiv, shear: see
shear.] The typical genus of the family Cerma-
tiidm, having large faceted eyes: synonymous
with Scutigera. C. or S. eoleoptrata of Europe is an
example. C. /f/rcepn is a common species of the middle
and southern I'nited States.

Cennatiidse (s^r-ma-ti'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cermatia + -idm.] A family of chilopod my-
riapods or centipeds, represented by the genus
Cermatia. The filiform antenna) are at least as long as
the body ; the legs are long, and increase in length from
before backward ; and the free terga are few. They have
faceted eyes instead of ocelli. Al-so called .Scutigeridce.

cemt (sern), v. t. [Abbreviation of concern.]
To concern.

What cerru It you If 1 wear pearl and gold?
Skai., T. of the S., v. 1.

cernef, n. [ME., < OF. and F. cerne, a circle,

ring, compass, < L. circinus, a pair of compasses,
< Gr. KipKivo^, a circle, < KipKoc, a circle : see cir-

cus, circle.] A circle; a ring; a magic circle.

She a-roos softly, and made a cems with hir wymple all

a-boute the bussh and all a-boute Merlin.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 681.

cemaoilS (sfer'nu-us), a. [< L. cernuus, stoop-
ing or bending forward.] Drooping; hanging;
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having the apex curved or bent down : specifi-

cally, in iot., noting less inclination th&n pen-
dulous; in entom., said of the head when it is

bent down so as to form a right angle with the
thorax, as in the crickets.

cero (se'ro), n. [< Sp. sierra, saw, sawfish.]

A scombroid fish, Scomberomorus regalis, with
elongated body and of silvery color relieved by
a broken brownish band along the side, above
and below which are numerous brownish spots,

the anterior portion of the spinous dorsal fin

being black, it is closely related to the well-known
Spanish mackerel, but reaches a much larger size, some-
times weighing 20 pounds.

cerograph (se'ro-graf), n. [See cerography.]
A writing or engraving on wax; a painting in
wax-colors ; an encaustic painting.

cerographic, cerographical (se-ro-graf'ik, -i-

kal), a. [< cerography + -ic, -ical.] Pertain-
ing to cerography.
cerographist (se-rog'ra-fist), n. [< cerography
+ -ist.] One wlio is versed in or who practises
cerography.
cerography (se-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. Ktjpoypa^la,

encaustic painting, i KJ/poypafciVj paint with
wax, < KT/pS;, wax, + ypaipeiv, write.] 1. The
art or act of writing or engraving on wax.— 2.

Wax-painting; encaustic painting.

cerolein (se-ro'lf-in), n. [< L. cera, wax, + -ol

+ -e-in.] A substance obtained from beeswax
by treating the wax with boiling alcohol, it

is very soft, dissolves readily in cold alcohol and ether,

and is acid to litmus. It is probably a mixture of fatty

bodies.

cerolite (se'ro-lit), n. [< Gr. xtipoc, wax,+ /Ufof,

stone.] A hydrous magnesium silicate, occur-
ring in reniform masses with conchoidal frac-

ture. Also Jcerolitc.

ceroma (se-ro'ma), n. [L., < Gr. m'/pu/ia, a wax
tablet, a wax salve, < Kiipdc, wax: see cere.] 1.

In class, antiq., an unguent used by wrestlers.— 2. In ornith., same as cere.

ceromancy (se'ro-man-si), n. [< Gr. Kr/pSc, wax,
-I- fiavTda, divination.] Divination from the
forms assumed by drops of melted wax let fall

into water.
ceromel (se'ro-mel), n. [< L. cera (= Gr. Krip6g),

wax, + mel = Gr. piM, honey.] An ointment
composed of 1 part of yellow wax and from 2

to 4 parts of made honey: used in India and
other tropical countries as an application for
wounds and ulcers.

ceroon, ». See seroon.

ceropheraryt (se-rof'e-ra-ri), n. [A mixed
form, = F. cerofiraire = Sp. Pg. ceroferario, <

ML. cerofarariusg also con-uptly ceroferagius, an
acolytewho earned candles (neut. ceroferarimn,

ceroferale, cerofarium, a stand to hold candles),

< L . cer-a, wax, cereus, a wax candle. + ferre= E

.

bear'^ ; or < Gr, Ki?pof, wax, pi. Kr/poi, wax tapers,

-I- (pipav = L. ferre = E. ftcarl. See cere, cere-

ous.] 1. Eccles., an acolyte; one who carries

candles in religious processions. Fuller.— 2.

A stand to hold candles.

ceroplastic (se-ro-plas'tik), a. and «. [< Gr.
Krjpo-'/.adTiKO^, mocieling in wax (fem. fj K!ipoiT?,a-

ariKij, the art), < Kr!p67r?jxaTo<;, molded in wax, < kt/-

p6g, wax, 4- nlhcauv, mold, verbal adj. jrAaorii?:

see plastic] I. a. Pertaining to the art of

modeling in wax ; modeled in wax.
II. n. The art of modeling or of forming

models in wax. it probably originated in Egypt and
Persia, where wax was used in embalming. The Greeks
derived it from the Egyptians and applied it to portraiture
in the time of Alexander the Great. The Romans deco-
rated the vestibulesi)f their houses with wax bustsof their
ancestors.

cerosin, cerosine (se'ro-sin), n. [< Gr. K-qpin;,

wax (with tmusual retention of nom. case-end-
ing -Of ; ef . l;erosene),+ -in'^, -inc'^.] A wax-like
substance forming a white or grayish-green
coating on some species of sugar-cane. When
purified, it yields fine light pearly scales.

Cerostoma (se-ros'to-mil), «. [NL., < Gr. ftfpac,

a horn, + aropa, mouth.] A genus of moths,
the caterpillars of one species of which, C. xyl-o-

stella, the turnip diamond-back moth, are very
destructive to turnip-crops by eating the leaves.
These caterpillars are about half an inclx long, green in
color, and tapering to both ends. The genus is referred
to the family Tineulte.

cerotate (se'ro-tat), n. [< eerot(ic) + -afei.] A
salt of cerotic acid.

cerotet (se'rot), n. [< Gr. icr/paT^, a salve, cerate,

fem. of KT/poric, covered with wax (= L. cerd"

turn, a cerate), < /o/pof, wax : see cere.] Same
as cerate.

cerotic (sf-rot'ik), a. [< ceroic + -ic] Pertain-
ing to or derived from beeswax Cerotic acid,
^27115402, a fatty acid existing in the free state in beeswax,

certain

and combined with ceryl as an ether in Chinese wax. It

crystallizes from alcohol in delicate needles.

Ceroxylon (se-rok'si-lon), a. [NL.,<Gr. /£;;/)0f,

wax, -I- ^i'/vv, wood.] A genus of tree-palms,
natives of South America. They have pinnate leaves
and small berries with one hard seed. The wax-palm of
South ,^raerica,C. andicola, is one of the tallest ofAmerican

Wax.palm {Ceroxylon antticola'..

palms, reaching a height of over 150 feet, and often grows
on the momitains at the limit of perpetual snow. A se-

cretion consisting of two parts of resin and one part of wax
is produced in great abundance on the stem, and is also
exuded from the leaves, each tree yielding on an average
25 pounds. It is used with tallow in candle-making. The
genus has also been named Iriartea.

cerrial (ser'i-al), a. [< ME. cerial (see flirst ex-
tract), prop. *cerreal, < L. cerreus, of or pertain-

ing to the cerrus, the Turkey oak : see cerris.]

Pertaining to the cerris or bitter oak.

A corone of a grene ok cerial

Upon hir heed was set ful faire and meete.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1432.

Chapletfl green of cerrial oak.
Dryden, Flower and Leaf, I. 230.

cerris (ser'is), n. [NL., improp. form of L.
cerrus, a kind of oak, the Turkey oak.] The
European bitter oak, Quercus Cerris.

cert (s6rt), adv. [< ME. cert, < OF. cert, < L.
certo, certe, adv., < certus, certain : see certain,

and cf. certes.] Certainly. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
So liy ben delited in that art
That wery ue ben hy neuere, cert.

King Alisaunder, L 5802.

For cert, for certain ; certainly. (Scotch.!

certain (ser'tan), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also ceriayn, certen, < ME. certain, -tayn, certcin,

-teyn, -teyi, etc., < OP. certain, ccrlcin, F. certain

= Pr. certan= OSp. It. certano, < ML. *certanus,

extended form of L. certus (> Sp. cierto = Pg.
certo = Pr. cert = OF. ceri : see cert, certes),

fixed, determined, of the same origin as cretus,

pp. of cernere, separate, perceive, decide, = Gr.
Kpiveiv, separate, decide, akin to Icel. shilja, sep-

arate: see sMll. From the same L. source
come also ascertain, concern, decern, decree, dis-

cern; from the Gr., critic, diacritic, etc.] I. a.

1 . Fixed ; determinate ; definite ; specified
;

prescribed ; settled beforehand : a» in the
phrase "at a time certain."

AUe tlie bretheren and sisteren paien a certein somme
of seiner to leghte of Trinite.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 116.

The people shall go out and gather a certain rate every
day. Ex. xvi. 4.

In France a person is compelled to make a certain dis-

tribution of his property among his children. Brougham.

2. Indefinite in the sense of not being specifi-

cally named ; known but not described : applied
to one or more real individual objects or char-

acters, as distinguished from a class of objects

or an order of characters ; coming under par-

ticular observation, but undefined, as to kind,

number, quantity, duration, etc.; some particu-

lar : as, a lady of a certain age.

Therby in the rokkes be certayne Canes where the apos-
telles hyd theym in the tyme of the passyon of our Lorde.

Sir R. GuylJ'orde, Pylgrymage, p. 34.

We retumyd to the Mounte Syon to reffressh us and
ther restyd us for a Certeyn tyme.

Torkingion, Diane of Eng. Travell, p. 34.

Then came a certain poor widow. Mark xii 42.

The priests and monks concluded the interview with cer-

tain religious services. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 145.

About everything he wrote there was a certain natural

grace and decorum. Mncnttlny.
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CCrtaillty (ser'tan-ti), H.', pi. certaintics (-tiz).

[< ME. certeinte, certeynte, < OP. certainete (=
Pr. certaiwtat = OSp. certanedad), < certain,
certain.] 1. The quality or fact of being cer-
tain, fixed, determinate, or sure; tlie posses-
sion, as by a judgment or proposition, of cer-
tain marks which place it in the class of true
propositions ; exemption from failure or lia-

bility to fail; infallibility; inevitability: as,

the certainty of an event, or of the success of a
remedy.
Nature assureth us by never-failing experience, and rea-

son by infallible demonstration, that our times upon the
eai'th have neither certainty nor durability.

Raleigh, Hist. World, I. 54.

this sense with a plural noun.

And now, forsooth, takes on hira to reform
Sotne certain edicts, and some strait decrees.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3.)

3. Some (known but unspecified): followed
by of.

Certain also of your own poets have said. Acts xvii. 2S.

The count of Cifuentes followed, with certain of the
chivalry of Seville. Irving, Granada, p. So.

4. Established as true or sure
;
placed beyond

doubt
;
positively ascertained and known ; un-

questionable ; indisputable.

Tis most certain your husband's coming.
Shak., M. W. of W., Hi. 3.

Virtue, that directs our ways
Through certain dangers to uncertain praise.

J>ryden.

It is certain that, when Murat and Poncet were returned
from Abyssinia, there was a missionary of the minor friars
who arrived in Ethiopia, had an audience of the king, and
wrote a letter in his name to the pope.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 521.

This is the earliest certain mention of the place.
E. A. Freeman, Venice; p. 45.

5. Capable of being depended on ; trustworthy.
Nothing so certain as your anchors.

AVia*., W. T., iv. 3.

What they say, is certaine : but an oath they hate no
lesse then periury. Purchan, Pilgrimage, p. 145.

6. Unfailing; unerring; sure; positive: as, a
certain remedy for rheumatism.
Such little arts are the certain and infallible tokens of

a superticial mind. Steele, Tatler, No. 138.

7. Assured ; free from doubt regarding : used
absolutely, or with of, and formerly sometimes
with on.

And, brethren, I myself am certain of you, that also ye
ben full of love. nyclif. Bom. xv. 14.

Be certain what you do, sir ; lest your justice
Prove violence. . Shak., W. T., 11. 1.

ii. 2.I am certain on't. Shak., A. and C.

A prophet certain qfvay prophecy.
Tennymn, Geraint.

8. Sure : with an infinitive : as, he is certain to
be there to-morrow.

Were it fire,

And that fire certain to consume this body,
If Csesar sent, 1 would go.

Beau, and Ft., Valentinian, iv. 2.

=Syn. 4. Undeniable, unquestionable, undoubted, in-
duhitable, indisputable, incontrovertible, inevitable.— 7.
Sure, Poxitiee, Certain, ConJidetU, etc. (see conjident); un-
hesitating, undoubting.

Il.t >' 1. A definite but unstated quantity.
Of unces a certain [a certain numlter of ounces],

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 223.

2.> Certainty.
Whereof the certaine no man knoweth.

Gower, Conf. Amant. (ed. Pauli), I. x.

In this massacre, about 70 thousand Romans and thir
associats in the places above-mention'd, of a certaine,
lost their lives. Milton, Hist. Kng., ii.

3. In the Rom. Cath. Ck., prayers said daily at
mass for specified persons, as for the members
of a guild unable to keep a priest of its own.

The certainty of punishment is the truest security
against crimes. Ames.
Certitude is a mental state : certainty is a quality of

propositions. J. II. Nemnan, Gram, of Assent, p. 831.

2. A clearlj^ established fact, truth, or state

;

that which is positively ascertained, demon-
strated, or intuitively known, or which cannot
be questioned.

Know for a certainty that the Lord your God will no
more drive out any of these nations. Josh, x.xiii. 13.

I speak from certainties. Shak., Cor., i. 2.

But I haue little certaintie to say of him.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 81.

Certainties are uninteresting and sating. Landor.

3. That which is sure to be or occur ; an assured
event or result ; an unerring forecast.

An event had happened in the north which had changed
the whole fortune of the war [the American revolution),
and made the triumph of the Revolution a certainty.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

4. Full assurance of mind; exemption from
doubt; certitude.

Such sober certainty of waking bliss,

I never heard till now. Milton, Comus, 1. 263.

I therefore share Augustine's repugnance to Probabil-
ity as the sole goal of human truth-search, and believe
with him that the human reason is destined to attain posi-
tive indubitable certainty.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 358.

Certainty is not in sensation, though sensation is so con-
stantly our means of acquiring it. Certainty belongs to
thought and to thought only. Self-conscious, reflective
thought is then our ultimate and al)solute criterion.

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 46.

5t. Same as certain, 3.

The vicarye of the forsayde chirche of seynt Clement
schal haue iiij. s. and iiij. d. for his certeipitee of messes.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 278.

Demonstrative (or derivative) certainty, that which
is i>roducfd ijy dcmunstratiuii : opposed to intuitive cer-
tainty.— Empirical certainty, certainty founded on ex-
perience—Esthetic certainty. See M/Zietic. -Imme-
diate certainty, tiic c. rtunity of what is undemonstra-
ble.— Intuitive certainty, certainty depending upon
intuition.— Moral certainty, a probability sufficiently
strong to justify actiuii upoii it : as, there is a moral cer-
tainty that tlie Sim will rise to-morrow. — Principle Of
certainty, in logic, the formula "^ is A," whatever logi-
cal term .4 may be ; the principle of identity.— Katlonal
certainty, certainty founded on reason.— Subjective
certainty, firm confidence in a belief.

but who paid so much to a church to have a certes (ser'tez), adv. [< ME. certes, certfz, cer
daily remembrance. Also certainty.

A certain consisted of saying, for certain persons, every
day, at or after Mass, those same prayers which by the
use of Sarum each parish priest » jis enjoined to put up to
God, on Sundays, for all souls departed.

Rock, Church of our i'athers, HI. i. 127.

For certain, certaiidy; of acertainty: now only colloquial:
as, I do not know/or certain. (A phrase still current.

|

For certain.
This la of purpose laid by s<jme that hate me.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 2.

In certain*, with certainty; with assurance. Chaucer.
To know in sertayn ho fourged and wrought
Roial lesigueln], the noble castell.

Rum. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 184.

In good certaint, certainly ; beyond all doubt.

In good certain, madam, it makes you look most heavenly.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

certaint (ser'tan), adv. [< ME. certain, -tayn,
etc., adj. as adv.] Certainly; assuredly.

And elles certeyn were thei to blame.
Chancer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. .375.

Tis certain so ;— the Prince woos for himself.
Shak., lluch Ado, ii. 1.

certainly (ser'tan -Ii), adv. [< ME. certainly,
certeinlichc, etc. ; < certain + -ly'^.'\ With cer-
tainty ; without doubt or question ; in truth and
fact; without fail; inevitably; assuredly; un-
doubtedly

; unquestionably ; of a certainty.
He said, I will certainly return unto thee. Gen. xviii. 10.

For certeynly he that hathe a litille there of upfin him,
ft helethe him of the fallynge Evylle.

MamlevUle, Travels, p. 69.
The discontented Whigs were, not perhaps in number,

but certainly in ability, experience, and weight, by far
the most important part of the Opposition.

MacatUay, William Pitt,

ti.?, certys, < OF. certes, F. certe.'i (prop. fern, pi.,

as in phrase d certes, par certc.t)= Pr. OSp. cer-

tas, < L. certas, fern. ace. pi. of certits, certain:
see cert, certain.'] Certainly ; in truth ; verily.

But therof certes nedid noght haue doute,
All redy was made a place ful solain.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 863.

Owe! certes! what I am worthely wroghte with wyr-
«=hlP. i-y» ! York Plays, v'*. certSS' 7s"r-"tif'Tklu

Certes, Madame, ye have great cause of plaint.
ceniincaie (.ser tit i Kat ;,

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 52,

Oerthia (s^r'thi-a), «. [NL,, formerly also cer-
tliias, certhius (Gesner, 1555), < Gr. Kepdiai:, a lit-

tle bird, the common tree-creeper.] 1. An old
Linnean genus of birds, of indefinite charac-
ter, containing many small slender-billed spe-
cies later referred to different families and or-
ders.— 2. As now restricted, the typical genus
of the small family Certhiidw. The tyjie is the
common tree-creeper of Europe, Asia, and
America, ('. fiiiitilinris. See creeper, i (a)

.

Certhidea (scr-thid'e-a), n. [NL. (J. Gould,
1837), < Certhia + -idea.'] A genus of remark-
able fringilline birds, peculiar to the Galapagos
islands, and related to Cactornis, Camarhynchus,
and tieoapiza. The type-si)ecies is C. oUvacea.
Certhiids (ser-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Certhia
+ -idw.] A family of tenuirostral oscine pas-
serine birds, typified by the genus Certhia; the
creepers, properly so called, it is a small group
of about a dozen species and four or five genera, falling
into two sections, commonly called subfamilies, one of
which, Ticho'lrominee, contains the wall-creepers and some
othei-8, and the other, Certtdime, the typical tree-creepers
of the genus Certhia and its hmnediate allies. Also written
Certhiadai.

certification

Certhiinse (ser-thi-i'ne), «. pi. [NL., < Certhia,
2, -I- -inw. ] The typical subfamily of the family
CertJiiida;.

Oerthilauda (ser-thi-la'da), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1827), prop. *Certhlalauda, < Certhia +
Alauda, q. v.] A genus of larks, chiefly Afri-
can, of the family Alaiididce, the type of which
is C. capensis of South Africa. There are sev-
eral other species. •
Certhiola (ser-tM'o-la), n. [NL. (Sundevall,
1835), dim. of Certhia, q. v.] A genus of honey-
creepers, of the family Ccerebida; containing
about 15 species or varieties, chiefly of the West
Indies. The bill is but little shorter than the head, stout
at the base, but curved and rapidly tapering to the acute
tip ; the rictus is without bristles ; the wings are long ; and
the tail is short and rounded. C, Jlaoeola is a leading spe-
cies. C. bahamensis, the Bahanian honey-creeper, occurs
in Florida.

Certhiomorphse (ser'''thi-o-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL.,
< Certhia + Gr. /Jofxjif/, form.] In Sundevall's
system of classification, the fourth cohort of
laminiplantar oscine passerine birds, contain-
ing the tree-creepers, nuthatches, and some
others: synonymous with iScansores of the same
author.

certie, certy (ser'ti), n. [Due to ME. certis, cer-
tes, certainly : see certes and cert.] A word used
only in the phrases by my certie, my certie, a
kind of oath, equivalent to by my faith, by my
conscience, or in good troth. [Scotch.]

My certie ! few ever wrought for siccan a day's wage,

certificate (ser-tif'i-kat), n. [= p. certificat =
Sp. Pg. certifcado = It. certificato, < ML. certifi-
catus, pp. of certificare, certify : see certify.] 1.
In a general sense, a written testimony to the
truth of something ; a paper written in order to
serve as evidence of a matter of fact.

I can bring certificates that I behave myself soberly be-
fore company. Addison.

I wrote a simple certificate, explaining who he was and
whence he Came. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 28.

2. In a more particular sense, a statement
written and signed (usually by some public of-
ficer), but not necessarily nor usually sworn to,
which is by law made evidence of the truth of
the facts stated, for all or for certain purposes.
Such are, for example, a certijicate of dischan/e, issued by
a bankruptcy court to show that a bankrupt has been duly
released from his debts ; a certijicate of naturalization, is-
sued by the proper court to show that the holder has been
duly made a citizen ; a certijicate of registry, issued by a
custom-house collector to show that a vessel has complied
with the navigation laws. A certificate is the usual mode
of evidencing those acts of ministerial and executive offl-

cere which are done for tlie benefit of particular persons
who may desire to possess evidence of them independently
of official record.—Allotment certificate. See allot-
nWHt.- Certificate lands, in Pennsylvania, in the period
succeeding the revolution, lands set apart in the western
portion of the Stjite which nnght be bought with tlic cer-
tificates which the soldiers of that State in the revolution-
ary army had received in lieu of pay,— Certificate of
deposit, a written acknowledgment of a bank that it has
received fn^m the person named a sum of money as a de-
posit.— Certificate of origin, a British custom-house
document retiuired from importers of cocoa, coflee, spir-
its, and sugar imported frcnn any British colony, to certi-
fy the place of jiroduction of the commodity in question.

—

Clearing-house certificate. Seeclearing-house.— Con-
tinuous-service certificate. See continiums.— Gold
and silver certificates, certidcates issued by the United
States government, circulating as mone,v, on the security
of gold deposited with the government for thepurpose,orof
silver coin belonging to itself. The snmllest denomination
of theformer is twenty dollars, and of the latter one dollar.

('.<.; pre t. and pp.
certificate, ppr. certificating. [< certificate, n.]

1. To give a certificate to, as to one who has
passed an examination ; furnish with a certifi-

cate: as, to certificate the captain of a vessel.
[In this sense used chiefly in the past partici-
ple.]

By the 12th of Queen Anne, it was further enacted, that
neither the servants nor apprentices of such certificated
man should gain any settlement in the parish where he
resided under such certificate,

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, I, x.

The teacher, a gentleman, was certificated for one of the
lower giades. Jour, of Education, XIV. 345.

2. To attest, certify, or vouch for by certifi-
cate: as, to certificate a fact.

certification (ser"ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F. cer-
tifirntion = Sp. certificaeion"= Pg. certificagao
= It. certifica:iont', < ML. certificatio(n-), < cer-
tificare, pp. crrtificatus, certify: see certify.]
1. The act of certifying or informing; notifi-
cation of a fact.

Of the whiche ridinge that other knight had certifica-
cion. Gesta Romanorum (ed. HeiTtage), p, 174,

He was served with a new order to appear, , , . with
this certification, th.it if he appeared not they would pro-
ceed, Bp. Burnet, Hist, Eefonnation, ii.
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2. A making sure or certain ; certain informa-
tion; means of knowing.
There can he no certijication how they stand.

Uakluyt's Voyaffes, I. 219.

3. An explicit or formal notice ; specifically, in

law, a certificate attesting the tnith of some
statement or event ; the return to a writ.— 4.

The writing on the face of a check by wliich it

is certified.* See certify.

certifier (sfr'ti-fi-er), n. One who certifies or
assures.

certify (ser'ti-fi), V. ;
pret. and pp. certified,

ppr. ccrtifyiiKj. [< ME. certifleii, < OF. certifier,

certejier, F. certifier = Pr. Sp. Pg. certificar =
It. c^rtificare, < ML. certificare, certify, < L. cer-

tus, certain, + -ficare,(. facere, make : see certain

and -/^.] I. trans. 1. To assure or make cer-

tain (of)
;
give certain information to ; tell posi-

tively: applied to persons, and followed by of
before the thing told about, or by that before
a verb and its nominative : as, 1 certified you
of the fact.

And returne to telle how Merlin departed from the
kjTige Arthur, and how he certified the kynge Ban and
his wit of dyuers drenies that thel hadden mette.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 416.

In a iournay, to certe/y you all,

An hundered knightes of this said contre
Distroed and slain, put to deth mortall.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4068.

We sent and certified the king. Ezra iv. 14.

I go to certify her, Talbot's here. Shak. , 1 Hen. VI. , ii. 3.

You are so good, 'tis a shame to scold at you ; but you
never till now certified me that you were at Casa Ambrosio.

Gray, Letters, 1. 126.

2. To give certain information of; make clear,

definite, orcertain; vouchfor: applied to things.

This is designed to certify tliose things that are con-
firmed of God's favour. Hammond, Fundamentals.

The disease and deformity around us certify the infrac-

tion of natural, intellectual, and moral laws.
Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 226.

8. To testify to or vouch for in writing ; make a
declaration of in writing under hand, or hand
and seal ; make known or establish as a fact.

The judges shall certify their opinion to the chancellor,
and upon such certificate the decree is usually founded.

Blaclcstoiie.

Certified check, a check which has been recognized by
a competent officer of a bank as a valid appropriation of

the amount of money specified therein to the payee, and
bearing the evidence of such recognition.—To certify a
check, to acknowledge in writing upon it that the bank
on which it is drawn has funds of the drawer sufficient

to pay it. This is done by writing across the face uf the
check the name of the officer deputed by the bank for that
purpose, and the word "good," or any customary equiva-
lent ; when done by authority of the bank this has the same
effect as the acceptance of a bill of exchange, binding the
bank to pay tlie amount of the check, whether in funds
of the drawer or not.

H. intrans. To testify; declare the truth;
make a certification or certificate. [Eare.]

And thei seide that thei were with Julius Cezar, Era-
pcrour of Rome, and ledde to hym that sauage man that
thei hadde founded in the foreste, for to certefie of a vision
that was shewed hym slepinge. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 426.

The trial by certificate is allowed in such cases where
the evidence of the person certifying is the only proper
criterion of the point in dispute.

Blackstone, Commentaries, III. xxii. 3.

certiorari (sfer'shi-o-ra'ri), n. [< LL. certiorari,

be informed of, inf. pass, of certiorare, inform,
lit. make more certain, < L. certior, compar.
of certus, certain: see certain.'] In law, a writ
issuing from a superior court to call up the
record of a proceeding in an inferior court or
before any body or officer exercising judicial
power, that it may be tried or reviewed in the
superior court. This writ is usually obtained upon
complaint of a party that he has not received justice, or
that he cannot have an impartial trial in the inferior court
or body. It is now to a great extent superseded by the
appeaL

certiorate! (s6r'shi-o-rat), v. t. [< LL. certiora-
tus, pp. of certiorare, inform : see certiorari.']

To inform ; assure.

As I am this instant certiorated from the court at White-
hall. Scott, Peveril, xli.

certitude (sfer'ti-tud), n. [= F. certitude = Pr.
sertetut = Cat. certitiit = Sp. certitud = It. ccr-

titudine, < ML. certitudo (-din-), < L. certus, cer-
tain: see certain,] Certainty; complete assur-
ance ; freedom from doubt.

The world . . .

Hath really neither joy, nor light, nor love.
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain.

At. Arnold.

Certitude, as I have said, is the perception of a truth
with the perception that it is a truth,

./. Jl. Newvian, Gram, of Assent, p. 187.

cert-money (sfirt'mun'i), n. [< ME. cert (see
cert) + money.] la.old JEng. law, head-money,
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paid yearly by the residents of several manors
to the lords thereof, for the certain keeping of
the leet, and sometimes to the himdred.
certosa (eher-to'sa), n. [It. ; cf. Carthusian.]
A monastery of Carthusian monks, especially in

Italy. The most celebrated is the great establishment
near Pavia in Lonibardy, founded l>y Gian Galeazzo V'is-

conti, first duke of Milan, in 1396, tlie decorations of which
are of extraordinary architectural ricliness.

certOSina-'WOrk (cher-to-se'na-werk), n. [<It.

certosina (< certosa, a convent of Carthusian
monks) -t- work.] An inlay of wood and other
materials, usually light upon dark, as ivory,
satinwood, and the like on walnut or other
dark wood. Compare tarsia.

certy, ». See certie.

cerinet, «• [< L. cieruhis, dark-blue : see cervXe-

ous.] Cerulean. Also spelled cwruU.

Then gan the shepheard gather into one
His strjigling Goates, and drave them to a foord.
Whose ecerule streanie, rombling in Pible stone.
Crept under mosse as greene as any goord.

Spenser, Viigils Gnat.

The bark.
That silently adown the cerule stream
Glides with swift sails. /. Dyer, The Fleece, ii.

cerulean (se-ro'le-an), a. [< L. cceruleus (see
ccruleous) -f- -aw".]" Sky-colored; clear light-

blue ; blue. Also spelled cairulean.

It stands like the cerulean arch we see.

Majestic in its own simplicity.
Cowper, Truth, L 26.

Blue — blue— as if that sky let fall

A flower from its cerulean wall,
Bryant, Fringed Gentian,

Cerulean blue. See Wm«.— Cerulean warbler, Den-
droeca coirulea, a small insectivorous migratory bird of
North America, 4^ inches long, belonging to the family
Sylvicolidce or Mniotiltidce, of an azm'e-blue color varied
with black and white.

ceruleated (sf-ro'le-a-ted), a. [< L. cceruleus

(see cendeous) + -a'te'^ + -ed^.] Painted blue.
Also spelled cceruleated. [Rare.]

cerulein (se-ro'le-in), n. [< L. cceruleus (see
ceruleous) -^ -in'^.'\ 1. Same as azMte?ie.— 2. A
coal-tar color used in dyeing, prepared by treat-

ing gallein with strong sulphuric acid, it is

mostly used in dyeing or printing cotton fabrics, although
applicable to wool and silk. It produces fast olive-green
shades. Sometimes called anthracene green.

ceruleoust (se-ro'le-us), a. i< L. cceruleus,

poet, also cwrulus, dark-blue, dark-green, dark-
colored; perhaps {oT*cwlulus, < cwlum, the sky:
see ceil, celest.] Cerulean. .A-lso spelled cceru-

leous.

This ceruleoics or blue-coloured sea that overspreads the
diaphanous firmament.

Dr. II. More, Conjectura Cabalistica, p, 3 b,

cerulescent (ser-o-les'ent), a. [< cerule + -es-

cent.] Somewhat blue ; approaching in color
to blue. Also spelled c(endescent.

ceruleum (se-r6'le-um), n. [NL., < L. cwrule-
um, iieut. of cceruleus, blue : see certileous.] A
blue pigment, consisting of stannate of pro-
toxid of cobalt, mixed with stannic acid and
sulphate of lime. Ure, Diet. Also spelled ccb-

ruleiim.

ceruliflc (ser-o-lif'ik), a. [< L. cceruleus (see
ceruleous) + -ficus, < facere, make.] Of or pro-
ducing a blue or sky-blue color. Also spelled
ccerulific. [Bare.]

The several species of rays, as the rubiftck, cerulificic,

and others, are . . . separated one from another,
N. Clrew, Cosmologia Sacra, ii, 2.

cerumen (se-ro'men), n. [NL., < L. cera, wax:
see cxre.] Ear-wax ; the wax-like substance
secreted by numerous glands situated in the
external meatus of the ear. it is a mixture mainly
of fats and soaps, with some coloring matter. It acts as
a lubricant, and by its i)eculiar bitterness is supposed to
prevent the entrance of insects.

cerumenous, a. See ceruminous.

ceruminiferOUS (se-ro-mi-nif 'e-rus), a. [< NL.
cerumen (-rnin-) + L. ferre, = "E. hcar^, + -ous.]

Producing cerumen.
CeruminiparOUS (sf-ro-mi-nip'a-rus), a. [< NL.
cerumen (-min-) + parere, bring forth, -I- -Oi(S.]

Same as cermniniferous.

ceruminous (se-ro'mi-nus), a. l< cerumen (-min-)
+ -ous.] Re-

'

lating to or
containing
cerumen. Al-
so written ce-

rumenous.—
Ceruminous
glands. See
f/ttlnd.

Cerura (se-
ro ' ra), n.

[NL.; < 6r.
/ 'i _i_ ^uss-moth {Centra muUtscrt^ia),

HepOQ, horn, + natural size.

Cerricapra

ovpa, tail.] A genus of aretiid moths: so called
from the extensile anal appendages of the larvae.
The species are known as pu.ss-moths ; C. vinida, which
feeds on the willow, poplar, and other trees, is an exam-
ple. See imss-motli,

ceruse (se'ros), «. [< ME. ceruse, < OF. ceruse,
F. ceruse = Pr. ceruza = Sp. Pg. cerusa = It.

cerussa, < L. cerussa, white lead, prob. < cera,

wax: see cere.] White lead; a mixture or com-
pound of hydrate and carbonate of lead, pro-
duced by exposing the metal in thin plates to
the vapor of vinegar, it is much used in painting,
and a cosmetic is prepared from it. Lead is sometimes
found native in the form of ceruse, but in this case it is

generally called cerwnte.

Ther was quyksilver, litarge, ne bremstoon.
Boras, ceruse, ne oille of tartre noon,
Ne oynement that wolde dense and lyte.
That him raighte helpen of his whelkes white.

Cliaucer, Gen. I>rol. to C. T., L 629.

Lend me your scarlet, lady, 'Tis the sun
Hath giv'n some little taint unto the ceruse.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii L
Your ladyship loolcs pale

;

But I, your doctor, have a cerune for you,
Masninger, Duke of Milan, v. 2.

Ceruse of antimony, a white oxid of antimony, which
separates from the water in which diaphoretic antimony
has l>een washed,

ceruse (se'ros), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. cerused, ppr.

ceruging. [< ceruse, n.] To wa^ with ceruse;
apply ceruse to as a cosmetic.

Here's a colour

!

What lady'8 cheek, though ceroid o'er, comes near it?

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, v, 2.

cerusite, cerussite (ser'o-sit), «. [< ceruse (L.
cerussa) + -'ite'^.] A native carbonate of lead,
PbC03 ; a common lead ore, found in England,
Siberia, the Harz, etc., often in conjunction
with galena or sulphid of lead, it occurs crys-
tallized, fine granular, or earthy. Its color is white, yel-
lowish, or grayish, and its luster adamantine. It is often
derived from tlie decomposition of galena. Sometimes
called ceruse.

cervalatt, cervelatt, "• [F. cen-elat, a kind of
sausage, whence ult. E. saveloy, q. v.] 1. A
kind of sausage. Seesarelcry.— 2. An obsolete
musical instrument of the clarinet kind, pro-
ducing tones similar to those of the bassoon.
CervantiSt (ser-van'tist), w. [< Cervantes +
-ist.] A student of the works of Cervantes
(1547-1616), a Spanish novelist, author of "Don
Quixote."

Mr, Gibson's versions of the almost forgotten dramatic
and lyrical worlcs of the author of '* Don Quixote " have
won the applause of all true Cervantints, both in England
and in Spain. Athenceum, No, 3077, p, 499.

cer'Vantite (ser-van'tlt), n. [< Cervantes, a lo-

cality in Spanish Galicia, -I- -ite^.] A native
oxid of antimony of a white to yellow color,
occurring in aeicular crystallizations or mas-
sive.

cervelatt, n. See cervalat.

cerveli6re (ser-ve-liar'), n. [< OF. cerveliere,

cervelliere, < cerveau, cerrelle, the brain : see cere-

bellum. ] A skull-cap of steel, worn by medieval
foot-soldiers. See coif, 3 (c).

cervical (ser'vi-kal), a. and n. [= F. Sp. Pg.
cervical = It. cervicale, < L. "cervicalis (only as
neut. n. cervical, cervicale, a piUow or bolster),

< cervix (ccrvic-),

the neck.] I. a. 1.

Of or pertaining to
the neck : as, the
cervical nerves ; cer-

vical vessels ; cervi-

cal vertebrffi.— 2.
In nied., pertaining
to the cervix or
neck of the uterus

:

as, cervical endome-
tritis.— 3. In or-

nith., of or pertain-
ing to the cervix,
scruff, or back of
the neck, or to the
auchenium, just behind the nape of the neck:
as, a cervical collar.— Cervical fold, m Crmtacea,
a depression on the sides of the body, representing the
union of the maxillary with the maxillipedary segments.
It represents the neck of such an animal, or the demar-
kation between the head and the thorax, and contains the
scaphognathite, an appendage of the second maxilla.

—

Cervical ganglia. See ganglion.— Cervical groove, in
('ruKtarca, .an impression on the carajiace jiarallel with
the cervical fold,— Cervical SClerites, in eulom., small
chitinous pieces in the membrane which connects the
head of an insect with the body, Huxley. See cut under
Injtecta.

II. «. A cervical part or organ; especially,

a cervical vertebra.

Cervicapra (s6r-vi-kap'ra), n. [NL. (De Blain-
ville), < Cervus + Capra.] A genus of African

Third Human Cervical Vertebra.

c, centrum : s, bifid neural spine

:

w/, neural lamina ; rf, diapophj-sis
proper, being the posterior or tuber-
cular transverse process : />. parapo-
physis, beitig the anterior or capitular
transverse process ; rf .

/', so-called
tubercles : j, prezygapophysis ; va,
vertebrarterial foramen.



Cerricapra

antelopes, including such species as the bohor,

C. bohor, and the isabelline antelope, C. isabel-

liiKi : used synonymously with Kobus. See cut

under bohor.

Cervicaprinae (s6r'vi-ka-pri'ne), n. pi. [Nil.,

< Cerricapra + -»««?.] A subfamUy of African

antelopes, including such genera as Cerricapra,

Kobus, Scotragus, etc.

cervicaprine (ser-vi-kap'rin), a. Combiniiig

characters of the deer and the goat; specifi-

cally, pertaining to or having the characters of

the Cerricnprince.

cervices, «. Plural of cervix.

cervicicardiac (sSr'vi-si-kar'di-ak), a. [< L.

ccrrix (cerric-), neck, + Gr. KapMa = E. heart.'\

Pertaining both to the neck and the heart.

—

Cervlcicaralac nerves, several branches from the cer-

vical portion of the pneumogastric nerve to the cardiac

plexus.

cervicide (ser'vi-sid), n. [< L. cervtis, a deer,

+ -cida, a killer, < cwdere, kill.] The kilbng

of deer: as, "a wanton cervicide," B. Taylor.

[Rare.]

cerviciplex (ser'vi-si-pleks), n. [< L. cervix (cer-

ric-), neck, + plexus, q. v.] In anat, the cervi-

cal plexus of nerves. See plexus. [Rare. ]

cervicispinal (ser "vi-si-spi'nal ),a. [< L. ccrrix

(cerric-), neck, -I- spina, spine, + -al. Cf. spi-

nal.^ Of or pertaining to the cervical region of

the spinal column, or to vertebrae of the neck.

cervicitis (ser-vi-si'tis), M. [NL., < L. cerrix

(cerric-) + -itis.'] In pathol., inflammation of

the neck (cervix) of the uterus.

cervicobracllial (ser'vi-ko-bra'ki-al), a. [< L.

cerrix (cerric-), neck, -I- braehium,"dnm, + -a/.]

Pertaining both to the neck and the arm.

Oervicobranchia (ser^vi-ko-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[XL., < L. ccrrix (cerric-), neck, -t- branchia,

gills.] A suborder of hcteroglossate scutibran-

eiiiate gastropods, with lamellar gills in a sin-

gle row on the side of the gill-cavity at the back
of the neck, and the shell conical and symmetri-
cal. It was framed by Gray forthe families Tcc-

turidm, Lepctid/v, and GadiniidfE. [Not in use.]

Cervicobranchiata (sfer'vi-ko-brang-ki-a'tii),

n. pi. [XL., neut. pi. of cervicobranchiatus : see

cerricobranchiate.'\ In De Blainville's system
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tween the bulla and the paroccipital, and not inclosed in a cervlic (se-ril'ik), a. [< ceryl + -ic] Pertain-
fold o( the bulla ; a palatine axis nearly parallel with the • x . eontaining cervl: as, cerillic alcohol.
occipitosphenoid axis ; and diversiform horns, genera y |_„ /-ag'^n ,.p\ ^ ^•' , '- ..- - =-

present in the male sex only, soUd, caducous, usually l.«5Sdie ^sb ^^-ik;,

branched, and known as antlers. The family formerly

included the small deer-like animals of the genus Tragu-

liu, but these are now regai-ded as a separate family. The
Cenkim are divided into the Cemitue, the Cermdiiim, and
the Monchince, or the deer proper, muntjacs, and musk-
deer. The leading genera are Alceg, Rangifer, Dama,
Cervtis (with many subgenera), Capreolua, Cermdus, Mas-
chwi, and Hydropote^, represented by such animals as the

elk or moose, the reindeer, cariboo, wapiti, stag, roebuck,

fallow-deer, muntjac, musk-deer, etc. The Cervidce are

first found fossil in the Miocene.

Oervinae (s6r--i'i'ne), ». pi. [NL., < Cervus +
-iiice. Cf. cervine.'] The typical subfamily of

the family Cervida', having horns in one or both
sexes, and the canine teeth small or wanting.

^ . ». In logi<;, the mnemonic
name of a liiood of the second figure of syllo-

gism, consisting of three universal propositions,

the major premise and conclusion being nega-
tive and the minor premise being affirmative

:

as. No false religion produces good moral re-

sists; all kinds of Christianity produce good
moral results ; therefore, no kind of Christian-

ity is a false religion. Five of the six letters com-
posing the word cesare are significant. C means that the

mood is reducible to celarent ; e, that the major premise

is a universal negative ; «, that this premise is simply con-

verted in the reduction ; a, that the minor premise is a
universal affirmative ; e, that the conclusion is a universal

ocAvf3 u,Aj^ .;ii^ v^«....xv^ v^^vx* .^ „.* „* — ,
negative, ^ee barbara and mood^,'

chlracteretotiT^lhii'gtheT^ieardeerfr^ Cesarean, Cesarian, «.. See Cesarean.

the mtmtjacs (^rvuliiue) and the musk-deer cesarowitch (se-zar o-vioh), «. Same as ceare-

cervine"'Sr'vin), a. [< L. cemnus, < cervus, a ceself, r. A Middle English form of cease.

deer: see Cervus.] 1. Pertaining to deer, or CeseSf, v. A Middle English form of seize.

animals of the family Cervida;.~-2. Of a deep- cesiOUS, a. See e(esious.

tawny or fawn color; dun.- Cervine anoplothere. cespitatet (ses'pi-tat), v. t. [< ML. cespttatiis.

See Du-hobune. pp. of cespitare, prop, ccespttare, stumble, < L.

cervisia, cerevisia (ser-, ser-e-vis'i-a), n. [L., cwspcn (c(Fspit-), turf.] To stumble. Co??*, 1717.

also cerresia, beer: a word of Gallic origin.] cespltitioUS (ses-pi-tish'us), a. [< L. cwspi-

Beer. ticius, < ctcspes (ccespit-), turf.] Made of turf;

cervix (ser'viks), n.
;
pi. cennces (-vi-sez). [L., turfy: as, ccs2«'<(<(0i(S ramparts. Gough. [Rare.]

the neck.] 1. lazodl.a,ndanat.: (a) The neck; cespitose, caespitose (ses'pi-tos), a. [< L. as

the constricted part of the body between the

head and the chest. [Little used.] (6) The
back of the neck; the scruff of the neck, re-

garded either as to its surface or its deep parts.

(c) That part of a rib which is situated between
its head and shoulder; the neck of a rib,between
the capitellum and the tuberculum. (d) In eti-

if ^ceespitosus, for which occurs ccesposus, < cces-

pes(ea;spit-), a tuTi or sod.] 1. In 6o<.,gi'owing

m low tufty patches.—2. In entom., matted;
tangled: applied to a surface when it is thickly

covered with long and irregularly commingled
hairs.

Also cespitous.

torn., the upper part of the occiput or back of cespitosely, csespitosely (ses'pi-tos-li), adv.

the head, over the occipital foramen, and ad- In a cespitose manner.
joining the vertex, (e) Part of an organ lik- Filaments . . . ccespitoselii aggregated into a sort ot

ened to a neck: as, the cervix of the womb or thallus. H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algse, p. 51.

bladder.— 2t. In bot., a rhizome or rootstock.— cespitons (ses'pi-tus), a. Same as cespitose.

Cervix comu, or cervix comu posterioris, the con- a cespilmui or tnrfy plant has many stems from the same
stricted part of the posterior bom of gray substance in the root, usually forming a close thick carpet or matting,
spinal cord.— Cervix glandlB, the constrieti<»n behind Martyn.
the corona glandis of the penis.— Cervix uteri, the neck --nnitnlnao Cses-nit'fi-losl a H NL as if
of the womb ; the narrower and lower part of the uterus, CeSpiTUlOSe ^ses plX U los;, a. L\ '^^^ »"

nearlyaninchinlength.— Cervix vesicae.theneckofthe *ca;spitulosus, <. L. C(espes (CCESpit-), tUrt.J In

of classification, an order of Mollusca forming CerVTllinse (sfer-vu-li ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cervu-

a subclass, Paracephalophora hernmphrodita, lus + -tiue.] A subfamUy of small deer, of the

and including two families, Tfeh/era and Bran- family Cervidce; the muntjacs, having horns

chifera. [Not in use.] and enlarged tusk-like canine teeth in the male.

cervicobrancMate ('sfer'vi-ko-brang'ki-fit), a. See muntjac.
-r. _ • • .. ^v

f < NL. ccrricobranchiatus, < L. cervix (cerric-), cervnlllie (s^r vu-lin), a. Pertaining to the

neck, -I- NL. branchia, gills.] Having cervical Cervulince or muntjacs.

branchiffi or gills; of or pertaining to the Ccr- Cervtllus (s^r'vu-lus), n. [NL. (cf. LL. cervu-

vicobranchia or Cervicobranchiata. Ins, a little chevaux-de-frise), dim. of L. cer-

cenricodynia (ser'vi-ko-din'i-a), n. [NL., <L. vus, a deer (also a chevaux-do-fnse).] The
cerrix (cemic-), neck, '+ Gr. odivri, pain.] In typical and only genus of the subfamily Cerm-

/)rt</)0?., myalgia or cramp of the neck. K/i^; the muntjacs.

cervicofacial (s^r'vi-ko-fa'shial), a. [< L. cerrix OerVTlfl (s6r'vus), n. [L., a stag, a deer, = AS.

(cerric-), neck, + faci'ea, face," + -al.] Of or heoro-t, E. har-t: 8eehart\] The typical genus

pertaining to both the neck and the face : as,

the cervicofaci'il division of the facial nerve.

cervico-occipital (si'r'vi-ko-ok-sip'i-tal), a. [<
L. cervix (cerric-), neck, + occiput (occipit-) +
-al.] Pertaining both to the neck and the back
of the head.
cervico-orbicular (s6r''vi -k6-6r-bik'u-lar), a.

[< NL. cerrieo-(>rbicularis,<\. v.] Connecting the
cervix with an orbicular muscle : specifically

applied to the cervico-orbicularis.

cervico-orbicularis (ser"vi-k6-6r-bik-ii-la'ri8),

H. [NL., < L. ccrrix (cervic-), neck, + orbicu-

laris : see orbicular.] A muscle of the hedge-
hog, connecting the cervical fascia with the
anterior dorsal part of the orbicularis panni-
culi, the sphincterial action of which it assists

in (•ouiiteracting.

cervicom (ser'vi-kdm), a. [< L. cervus, a deer,

+ comu = E. horn.] Branching like the ant-

lers of a deer.
This t)T)e . . . being sometimes globular, sometimes

stellate, sometimes cervicom.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 473.

cervicolate (s6r-vik'u-lat), a. [< L. cerricula,

a little neck, dim. of cervix (cerric-), neck, -t-

-n<«"l.] In f«^o»!., forming a slender neck: ap-
plied to the prothorax when it is unusually
long and cylindrical, as in certain Hymenoptera
and Neuroptera.
cervid (s6r'vid), n. A rominant of the family
Cerridw, as a deer.

Oervidae (86r'vi-<le), n. pi. [NL., < Cervus +
-Mte.] A family of ungulate artiodactyl rumi-
nant mammals ; the deer tribe. It is characterized
by a polycotyledonary placenta and a fourfold stomach ; a
skull with the auditory bulla but little produced down-
ward, and atiplied only to the iimer surface of the partM;-

cipital process ; a styloid process directed downward be-

of the family Cervidce and subfamily Cervince

formerly coextensive with the family, but now
restricted to such species as the stag or red-

deer of Europe (C. elaphus), the wapiti or elk

of America (C. canadensis), and their immedi-
ate congeners.

ceryl (se'ril), ». [< L. cera, wax, + -^l.] In
chem., an organic radical (C27H55) found in

combination in beeswax.
Ceryle (ser'i-le), n. [NL. (Boie, 1828), < Gr.

KT/pi'/Mi, a sea-bird of the halcyon kind.] A
genus ot kingfishers, of the family AUxdinidw

B«Ited Kingfisher {CetyU atcyon).

and subfamily Alcedinince, of which the type is

C. rudis of Africa and Europe. The species are,

however, mostly American, and are such as the common
belted kingfisher ot North America, C. alcyon, together
with a number of smaller kinds, as C. americana.

bot., growing in small tufts.

cessH (ses), v. i. [< ME. cessen, sessen, another
form of cesen (cesen) (whence the usual mod.
form cease), < OP. cesser, < L. cessare, cease:

see cease.] 1. To cease.

O nature, eeste. Shak., All's Well, v. 3.

2. To neglect a legal duty. Cowell.

cess^ (ses), V. t. [A misspelling of sess, v., short

for assess.] To impose a tax upon; assess.

A man of two thousaud a year is not ceased at so many
weapons as he has on. B. Jonson, Epieoene, iv. 2.

The English garrisons cessed and pillaged the farmers of

Meath and Dublin. Froude, Hist. Eng., II. viL

cess^ (ses), n. [A misspelling of sess, n. ; from
the verb: see cess^, v.] 1. A rate or tax; a
public imposition. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Cesse is none other but that which your selfe called im-
p*)8ition, but it is in a kind perhaps unacquaynted unto
you. For there are cesses of snndrye sortes; one is, the

cessing of souldiours upon the conntrey.
Speiaser, State of Ireland.

2. In Scotland, the land-tax ; a permanent tax

fixed at £47,954 per annum, to be levied out of

the land-rent of Scotland forever, subject, how-
ever, to a power of redemption.— 3t. Estima-
tion; measure.
The poor jade is wrung in the withers out of all cess.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

cess^ (ses), n. [Perhaps a contraction of suc-

cess.] Luck: used chiefly in the imprecation
bad cess to you (it, them, etc.). [Irish.]

cessant (ses'ant), a. [< L. cessan(t-)s, ppr. of

ce.'i.sdrc, cease: see cess^, cease.] Besting; dis-

continuing motion or action; inactive; dor-

mant.
cessation (se-sa'shon), n. [< L. cessatio(n-),

(.cessare, pp. cessatus, cease: see cess'^, cease.]

1. A ceasing; a stop; a rest; discontinuance
of motion or action of any kind, whether tem-
porary or final.

The day was yearly observed for a festival, by cessation

from labour, and by resorting to church. Sir J. Hayward.

The rising of a parliament is a kind of cessation from
politicks. Addison, Freeholder.

2t. An armistice. = Syn. 1. Pause, Stay, etc. See
stop, n.

cessavit (se-sa'vit), n. [L., he has ceased;
3d pers. sing, perf . ind. act. of cessare, cease

:

see ccss^, cease. ] In Eng. law, formerly, a writ
given by statute to recover lands when the ten-

ant or occupier had ceased for two years to per-

form the service which constituted the condi-
tion of his tenure, and had not sufiicient goods
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or chattels to be distrained, or when the ten- cesti, n. Plural of cestusX
ant had so inclosed the land that the lord could Cestldae (ses'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cesium +
not come upon it to distrain. This writ was -ida:] A family of ctenophorans, constituting
abolished by 3 and 4 Wm. IV., xxvii. the order Tmniata, of which Cesium is the typi-

cesseif, cesse^t. See eess\ cess^. eal and only genus. See cut under Cestum.
cesser (ses'fer), )*. [< OF. cesser, a ceasing, < Cestoda (ses-to'da), n. pi. [NL., var. of Ces-
cesser, cease: see cease.'i In iaie, a ceasing ; a toidea, q.v.] Same us Cestoidea.
neglect to perfonu services or make payment cestode (ses'tod), a. and n. Same as cestoid.
for two years. See cessavit. cestoid (ses'toid), a. and «. I. a. 1. In general,

cessibilityt (ses-l-biri-tl), «. [< cessible: see " ' "

-bility.'i The quality of giving way or yielding
without resistance. Sir K. Dighy.

cessiblet (ses'i-bl), a. [= F. cessible, transfer-
able, < L. cessiis, pp. of cedcre, yield, cede : see
cede and -ible.~\ Giving way; liable to give
way

; yielding.
If the parts of tile stnicken body be so easily cessible as

without ditficulty a stroke can divide them. Sir K. Dighy.

cessio bonorum (sesh'io bo-no'rum). [L.: ces-

sio, yielding; bonorum, gen. of bona, goods: see
cession and bona.'] The surrender of one's as-
sets; in Scots laic, a yielding or surrender of
property or goods, a legal proceeding by which
a debtor is entitled to be free from imprison-
ment, if innocent of fraud, on surrendering his
whole means and estate to his creditors. Any
property accumulated aft«r this surrender is, however, lia-

ble to attachment so long as the debt is not wholly paid off.

cession (sesh'on), n. [= F. cession = Sp. cesion
= Pg. cessao = It. cessione, < L. cessio{n-), a
yielding, < cessns, pp. of cedere, yield, give way,
cede : see cede.] If. The act of yielding or giv-
ing way ; concession.
For excitsations, cesxiaiis, modesty itself, well governed,

are but arts of ostentation. Bacon, Vain Gloiy.

No wise man ever lost anything by cesgion.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 253.

Sf. A yielding to physical force or impulse.
If there be a mere yielding or cession [in a body struck]

It produceth no sound. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

3. The act of ceding, yielding, or surrendering,
as territory, property, or rights ; a giving up,
resignation, or surrender.
A cession of Flanders to that crown [France] in exchange

for other provinces. Sir W. Temple.
The cession of her claims on the earldom of Angus by

Lady Margaret had won to Darnley's side the powerful
and dangerous Earl of Morton, and had alienated from
Murray the kindred houses of Ruthven and Lindsay.

Frovde, Hist. Eng., II. ix.

4. In dvil laio, a voluntary surrender of a per-

of or pertaining to the Cestoidea ; being or re-
sembling a tapeworm ; tjeniate.—2. More par-
ticularly, applied to the adult in distinctionfrom

the cystic state of a tsenia,

not eystieercoid nor hy-
datid, as a tapeworm.
The tape-worms are rarely

met with in both the cystic and
cestoid conditions in the same
animal.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 186.

Also cestoideous.

II. n. One of the Ces-
toidea. Also called cestoi-

dcan.

Cestoidea (ses-toi'de-a),

n. pi. [NL., < Gr. as" if

*^Ke(7TO€i6yg, < /ceffrdc, a gir-

dle, + eWof, form.] An
order of platyhelminths
or flatworms, having no
intestinal cavity ; the
tapewoi-ms; Twiiiata or
Agastreee. They are inter-
nal parasites, without diges-
live or blood-vascular systems,
hermaphrodite, mostly of an
elongated and flattened form,
like a piece of tape, and with
the anterior end of the body,
or head, provided with hooks,
suckers, spines, or other arma-
ture for adhering. In the typ-
ical fonus the animal is seg-
mented, and in the tapeworm
Tivnia solium there may be
as many as 800 joints ; but the
head alone is the true animal,

the joints or proglottides being merely hermaphroditic re-
productive organs budded from the head. The embryo is
called a proscolex, and at a later stage a scolex; in the
encysted state the animals are known as hydatids. The
chain of reproductive segments is the strobila. There are
several families of cestoids, as the Tteniidce, Dihothriidce,
DiphyUidie, Tetraphyllidce, Tetrarhynchidoe, and Caryo-

Diaffram of Structure of a
Cestoia Wonp with only one
joint, magnified.

A, head and neck ; B, a
segment of the body or at-
tached proglottis ; a, rostel-
luni : ii, rostellar spines, as of
a taenia ; c, c' , c" , spinose
eversible proboscis, as of Te-
trarhynchus ; d. sucker or
bothrium ; e, ganglion

; y, g,
lateral and circular water-
vessels: h, ramifications, and
*. anastomosingtrunkofthese
vessels ; i, contractile vacu-
ole : /, genital vestibule : m,
penis and vas deferens; n,
vagina ; o, common cavity
ana interior seminal vesicle;
i», ovary; ^.uterus; r, vitel-

la

cestus

< i^ifinv = E. bearl.] A group of selacliians,
including the living CestraciontidiB and sundry
fossil sharks, such as those whose remains
chiefly furnish the fossils known as icluhyo-
dorulites. In Owen's system the group was defined as a
suborder of I'lagiostomi having obtuse back teeth and
spines in front of each dorsal fin. [Not in use.]

Cestrian (ses'tri-an), n. [< Cestria, Latinized
form of Chester : see Chester.] An inhabitant
of Chester, England.
The good Cestrians may boast of their walls, withont a

shadow of that mental reservation on grounds of modern
ease which is so often the tax paid by the picturesque.

//. Janies, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 8.

cestront, »• A corrupt form of cistern.

Cestruml (ses'tnim), «. [NL., < Gr. Kwrpov,
betony.] A genus of plants, natural order So-
lanacew, natives of tropical .America. They have
funnel-shaped, yellow, fragrant flowers, and a few species
are common in conservatories.

cestrmn^ (ses'triun), n.; pi. cestra (-tra). [L.,
also cestron, < Gr. Ktarpov, a gi-aving-tool used
in encaustic painting, < mvrdv, prick, puncture

:

see cestus'^.] An implement formerly used in
encaustic painting, it was of metal and of various^
forms. When heated and passed near the surface of the
painting, it fused the wax and set the color.

cestui, cestuy (ses'twi), «. [OF., he, that one,
ult. < L. eecc, lo, ML. *isti-liuic, dat. of "iste-hic,

< L. isle, that (man), + hie, this.] He ; a person.
Used in law expressions such as the following: cestui que
trust, the person who is entitled to the benefit of a trust,
the beneficiary ; cestui que use, the person who is entitled
to a use (see ««<!) ; cestui que vie, the person for whose
life any lands, tenements, or hereditaments may be held.

Cestum (ses'tum), n. [NL.,<L. cestus, agirdle.]
The typical and only genus of tseniate eteno-

ary;
n dm

son's eflfeots to his creditors to avoid impris- J'Y^j f
called toforfa.

onment. See cessio bonorum.— 5. Eccles.,t'^e
cestoidean (ses-toi de-an) n. Same as cestod.

leaving of one benefice in consequence of ac-
cestoideous (ses-toi de-us), a. Same as cestmd.

ceptini another, the incumbent not having a
cestont, «. [< OF. ceston, < L. cestus, a girdle:

dispenlation entitling him to hold both. " ^^^ ^''««''«'-] Same as cestus\ 1.

cessionary (sesh'on-a-rij, a. and n. [= F. ces-
sionnaire = Sp. cesionario = Pg. It. ccssionario,
< ML. cessionarius, < L. cessio(n-) : see cession.]

I. a. Giving up; yielding— Cessionaiy bankrupt,
one who has surrendered his estate to be divided among
his creditors.

II. n.
;

pi. cessionaries (-riz). In Rom. law. cestra, «. Plural of cestrum^.
one to whom property has been assigned or CestraciidSB (ses-tra-si'i-de), n. pt
conveyed; a transferee, assignee, or grantee. Cestradon + -idle.]

" A family of shi
The parties, cedent and cessionary, appeared before the

magistrate ; the cessioriary,^ taking the position of plain-
tiff, declared the thing his in quiritary right.

Eneyc. Brit., XX. 890.

cessment! (ses'ment), n. [< cess^ + -tnent.] An
assessment or tax.

cessor^ (ses'or), n. [< OP. as if *cessour, < L.
cessator, < cessare, pp. cessatus, cease, be inac-
tive : see eess^, cease.] In Eng. laic, formerly,
one who neglected for two years to perfonn
the service by which he held lands, so that he cestraciont (ses-tra'si-ont), a. and n. I. a. Of
incurred the danger of the writ of cessavit, orjiertammg to the Cestraciontidm.

Tlie Paphian queen
(The flood Eurotas passing) laid aside
Her glass, her ceston, and her amorous graces.

Chapman, Csesar and Pompey, ii. 1.

This, this that beauteous ceston is

Of lovers' many-coloured bliss.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

idcB.] A family of sharks: same
as Cestradontidw and Heterodontidw.
Cestracion (ses-tra'si-on), n. [NL. (Cuvier,
1817, from Klein, 1742), < Gr. Kinrpa, a weapon.]
1. A generic name originally employed for
the hammer-headed sharks : synonymous with
Sphyrna. Klein, 1742.— 2. A generic name of
the Port Jackson sharks, gi'ving name to the
famWy Cestradontidw : synonymous with Hete-
rodontus.

See cessavit,

cessor^t (ses'or), n. [A misspelling of 'scssor,
short for assessor: see cess^.] An assessor or
taxer.

cess-pipe (ses'pip), n. A pipe for carrying off

drainage from cesspools, sinks, or drains.
cesspit (ses'pit), n. [< cess (in cesspool) + pit^.]
Same as cesspool. [Rare.]
Of the deposit of such refuse in cesspits and privy-pits.

Premature Death, p. 88.

cesspool (ses'pol), n. [The orig. and correct
spelling is sesspool; E. dial, suspool, < E. dial.
suss, toss, a puddle, hog-wash, anything foul or
muddy, a dirty mess (< Gael, sos, any unseemly
mixture of food, a coarse mess), + E. pool^.]
1. A sunk chamber, cistern, or well in a drain
or privy, to receive the sediment or filth.— 2.
Figuratively, any foul or fetid receptacle.
The cess-pool of agio, now in a time of i)aper-money,

works with a vivacity unexampled, unimagtned.
Carlyle, French Rev., III. v. 1.

II. n. A shark of the family Cestradontidw.
Sir J. Sichardson.
Cestraciontes (ses-tra-si-on'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of Ccstracion{t-).] Same as Cestradontidw.
Agassis, 1833.

Cestraciontidae (ses-tra-si-on'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cestradon(t-) + .^dw.] In Giinther's
system of classification, a family of Sclachoidei,
having an anal fin and two dorsal fins, of
which the first is opposite the space between
the pectoral and ventral fins, and the second
opposite that between the ventral and anal
fins. The nasal and buccal cavities are confluent ; the
teeth are of several kinds, the molars being arranged in
oblique rows which vary in form and character, and form
the basis of the divisiim into genera: there is no nictitat-
ing membrane. It contains the Port Jackson sharks. See
shark. Also called Heterodontidce.

cestrapboran (ses-traf'o-ran), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Cestraphori ; cestraciont.

II. H. A member of the Cesira;)7(on'; a ces-
traciont.

cest (sest), «. [<L.cc»te«, agirdle: see ce.stol.] Cestraphori (ses-lraf'o-ri), n. pi. [NL. (R.A lady's girdle. Collins. [Rare and poetical.] Owen, 1866), < Gr. idaTpa, a weapon, + -<p6pog,

Venus's-girdle
(
Cestutn veniris).

phorans constituting the family Cestidw. They
have a ribbon-like body without oral lobes, and two ten-
tacles near the mouth ; each half of the ctenophoral sys-
tem is represented by four very long canals. CeUum w-
neris, Venus's-girdle, the common
Mediterranean species, is a gelati-

nous ribbon-like organism several
feet long and about two inches
across: it exhibits phosphores-
cence. Also Cestus.

cestusl (ses'tus), n.
;
pi. ces-

ti (-ti). [L. ; also improp.
written cwstus; < Gr. Keard^,

a girdle, prop, adj., stitched,
embroidered (se. (//af, a
strap, girdle), < kivtuv, prick,
stitch.] X.inGr.and Rom.
antiq., a girdle of any kind,
whether worn by men or by
women

;
particularly, the

Greek girdle for confining Cestus.-Figure of aii-

iT^ . J . t. n^ adne, from a Greek red-
tile tunic, and Specincally figured amphora found at

the girdle or zone of Venus, '^""S^^-

which was said to be decorated with every-
thing that could awaken love.

Venus, without any ornament but her own l)eauties, not
so much as her own cestut. Addison, Spectator.

2. [NL.] In ro67. : (a) A ctenophoran; one of
the Cestidm. (6) [cap.] Same as Cestum.
cestus^, caestus (ses'tus), n.

;
pi. cestus, ca-stus.

[L., prop, cwstus, a boxer's glove, < cwdere,
strike.] Among the Greeks and Romans,

a kind of
boxing-glove
or gauntlet,
consisting of
stout leather
thongs or
straps, often
loaded with
lead or iron,

fastened on
the hands
and arms of

Various fonns of Cestus. boxerS (caU-



cestus

ed cestwarii) to render their blows more effec-

tive. At first the cestiis was worn reaching no hif;her

than the wrist, bnt it was afterward e.\ten<leU to the el-

bows, was more heavily weighted, and became, particular-
ly among the Kumans, a terrible weapon.

cesttiy, ». See cestui.

cestvaen (kest'va-en or -van), n. Same as
(i.il-.

cesura, caesura (se-zii'ra), «. ;
pi. cesuras, caesu-

ra: (-raz, -re). [== F. cesnre = Sp. Pg. It. cesu-

ra = D. cacsuur = G. cdsur = Dan. cwsur, < L.
cwsura, lit. a cutting, < ecedere, pp. casus, out.]

In pros. , a division made in a line by the ter-

mination of a word, especially when this coin-

cides with a pause in delivery or recitation,
strictly, cesura is the division made by the termination
of a word within a foot, tlie division occasioned by the
concurrence of the end of a word with the end of a foot
being called dieresis. This distinction of terms Is not, how-
ever, generally observed in treating of modern poetry.
A TfMgcutuie cesura is one which immediately follows a
syllable bearing the ictus or metrical accent; a feminine
cesura is one which succeeds a metrically unaccented syl-

laijle. A cesura is called trithemimeral, penthemimeral,
or hephthemiineral, according as it occurs in the middle
of the second, third, or fourth foot. In the dactylic hex-
ameter the cesura after the first of the two short syllables
of the dactyl is called the trochaic cetnira or cesura after
the trochee (of the second, third, or fourth foot, as the case
may be). In the same lilnd of verse a division at the end
of the fourth foot is called a bueolic cesura, more accu-
rately a bucolic dieresis. In the following examples the
cesura is marlied by a dagger (t), the dieresis by a parallel

(il). Thus, in the lines of English heroic verse (iambic pen-
tapody) given below there is a dieresis after the third foot
of the first line, and a cesura in the fourtll and tliird feet
of the second and third lines respectively.

Before
I

the hills
I
appear'd, !l Or foun

j
tain flow'd,

Thou with
J
Eter

| nil Wis
|
dftm t didst | converse.

Wisdom
I
thy sis | tSr, t and |

with her
1
didst

J play.
union, P. L., vii. 8.

A cesura occurs in the fourth loot of this iambic hexapody
(trimeter)

:

TO death's
| bentim I

mlng 6
|
plQm t as

I
my on I ly cure.

Milton, S. A., 1. 630.

The remaining examples show different cesuras in the
dactylic hexameter. One of the most usual is the penthe-
mimeral : as,

Naught hot trS
|
dition r6

|
mains t 01 the | beautlfOI

|

vilUge Of
I
Grand-Pre. Longfellow, Evangeline, Int.

The trochaic cesura of the third foot is also very frequent

:

as,

This Is the
I
forest pri |

mevil. t ThS | murmOrlng
|
pines

ftnd the
I
hemlocks. Longfellow, Evangeline, Int.

An example of the bucolic cesura (dieresis) combined (as
is frequent) with the penthemimeral is :

We our
1
country

|
fly, t thou, 1 Tityrfls, I stretched In the

I
shadow. Longfellow, tr. of Virgil's Eclogue, i.

The hephtheraimeral is generally preceded by a trithe-
mlmeral as secondary cesura : as.

Bearded with
|
moss, t ftnd In

|

garments
[
green, t Indls-

I
tinct In the

|
twilight. Longfellow, Evangeline, Int.

cesural, csesural (se-zii'ral), a. [< cesura,
ca'xura, + -al.] Pertaining to or constituting
a cesura.

It is but a c<e8ural pause, and anon the curtain lifts.

D. O. ilitcheU, Wet Days.

cesoret, ». [Cf. F. cesure, cutting, section, now
cesiirc, cesura, < L. cwsura : see cesura.'] Same
as cesura.

Vulgar languages that want
Words, and sweetness, and be scant

Of true measure.
Tyrant rhyme hath so abused,
That they long since have refused

Other eesure.

B. Jomon, IJndenroods, xlviii.

cestiric, CSesuric (sf-zii'rik), a. [< cesura, cw-
siirti, + -ic] Of, pertaining to, or produced by
cesura or pause.

The great goal before the poet is to compel the listener
to exi>ect his eaeturic effects. Eneyc. Brit., XIX. 26'-.

Ceta (se'tii), n. pi. [NL., prop. Cetc or Ceka,
< Gr. Kr/rea, contr. idiTTi : see Cete^.'] Same as
fcte».

Cetacea (se-ta'se-S), n. pi. [NL. (Blumen-
bach, 1799), neut. jil. of cetaceus : see cetace-
ous.'] 1. Formerly, the systematic name of ani-
mals of the whale kind in general, including
the sirenians or herbivorous cetaceans and the
cetaceans proper: same as Cetomorpha.— 2.
Same as Ccte^, 1.

cetacean (se-ta'shian), a. and n. [< Cetacea +
-an.] I. a. Pertaining to the whale, or to the
Cetacea.

n. n. An animal of the order Cete ; a whale,
or one of the whale kind Herbivorous ceta-
ceans. .Hee herbivorous.

ce'taceous (se-ta'shius), a. [= Sp. cetdceo =
Pg. It. cet/iceo, < NL. cetaceus, < L. cettis, < Gr.
Kf/ror, a whale: see cete^ and cetus.] Pertain-
ing to the whale; belonging to the Cetacea or
whale kind.

cetaceum (ae-ta'sf-um). n. [NL., neut. of ceta-
ceus: see cetaceous.] An oily, semi-transparent

9Q5

crystalline matter obtained from the cavity of
the cranium of spermaceti and other whales.
cetate (se'tat), H. [<.cet{ic) + -ate^.] A salt of
cetic acid.

cetei (set), w. [< L. ccetus, an assembly, gather-
ing: see coitus.] A company; a number to-

gether: said of badgers. Strutt, Sports and
Pastimes, p. 80.

cete^t (set), «. [< L. cetus, < Gr. /cyrof, a whale:
see cetus, and cf. Cete^.] A whale.
Cete^ (se'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. k^?/, unoontr.
Ki/Tea, pi. of K^o(, any sea-monster or large fish,

particularly a whale: see cetus, and cf. cete^,

Cetacea.] 1. An order of monodelphian Mam-
malia, superorder Educabilia, containing the
true cetaceans, as whales, dolphins, etc. it
is naturally divisible into three suborders : the Zeuglo-
dontes, mostly extinct ; the Dt-nticete, or toothed cetaceans,
as the sperm whales, dolphins, and porpoises; and the
Mysticete, or whalebone whales. The genera and species
are very numerous, and are arranged under 10 families.
The Cete are characterized by having the pelvis <ind hind
limbs more or less completely atrophied ; a flsh-like body,
specialized for aquatic progression, and ending in a hori-
zontal tail or flukes ; short fore limbs like fins or fiippers,

one at least of the digits having more than 3 phalanges

;

the neck usually short ; and a greater or less number of the
cervical vertebra; ankylosed together. The dentition is

monophyodont, and the teeth are conic or compressed
when present. Also Ceta, Cetacea.

2. In some systems of zoological classification,

a suborder of Cetomorpha. Also Ceta.

cetene (se'ten), «. [For cetylene, < cetyl + -ene.]

A colorless, oily, liquid hydrocarbon (CigH32)
obtained from cetylic alcohol. Also called ce-

ti/loie.

Ceteosaurus, «. See Cetiosaurus.

ceterach (set'e-rak), n. [= F. celiac = It. ce-

tracca, < ML. ceterah= MGr. unapdn ; of Eastern
origin.] The scaly fern or miltwaste, Aspleni-
um Ceterach, a native of Europe and western
Asia.

ceteris paribus (set'e-ris par'i-bus). [L.: cete-

ri.s, abl. pi. of ceterum, neut. of ceterus, other;
j>ari6HS, abl.pl. of j>ar, equal: see^wr.] Liter-
ally, otiier things being equal; being evenly
matched in other respects; other conditions
corresponding, etc. : as, ceteris paribus, a large
man is generally stronger than a small one.

cete'walet, »• An obsolete name of zedoary.
Chaucer.

cetic (se'tik), a. [< L. cetus, a whale (see cetus),

+ -ic] Pertaining to the whale Cetlc acid, an
acid produced, according to Heintz. in very small quanti-
ty in the saponification of spermaceti. It crystallizes in
nacre<>U8 scales, grouiwd in stars, melting at 53.5° C.

ceticide (se'ti-sid), n. [< L. cetus, a whale (see
c<tus),+ -cida, a killer, < ecedere, kill.] A whale-
killer. Southcy. [Bare.]

cetin, cetine (se'tin), n. [< L. cetus, a whale
(see cetus), + -in", -inc'^.] The fatty erystaUiz-
ablo matter which forms the essential part of
spermaceti.

cetin-elaic (se'tin-e-la'ik), a. Derived from
cetin-claine— Cetln-elaic acid, a fatty acid obtained
from cetin-claine liy saponitlcatiiu) with an alkali. It re-
seiniiles bnt is distinct from oleic acid. 17. S. Disp., p. 396.

cetin-elaine (se 'tin-e-la'in), n. A fat dissolved
Viy alcohol from spei-raaceti, and obtained by
evaporating tlie alcoholic solution.

cetiosaurian (.se'ti-o-sa'ri-an), n. [< Cetiosau-
rus. Cf. saurian.] ' A member of the genus
Cetiosaurus.

Cetiosaurus^ Ceteosaurus (se'ti-, se'tf-o-sa'-
rus), ». [NL., < Gr. Ki/raoc, of sea-monsters,
monstrous (< kffo(, a sea-monster, a whale: see
cetus). + (Tni'/Mf, a lizard.] A genus of gigantic
fossil dinosaurian reptiles, the species of which
attained a length of from 60 to 70 feet, found
in the Oolite and Wealden formations.
cetochilid (se-to-kil'id), n. A crustacean of the
fiiinilv Ci tochiliilw.

Cetocllilidae (se-to-kil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cetocliilus + -ida;.] A family of copepods, tak-
ing name from the genus Cetochilus.

Cetochilus (se-to-ki'lus), ». [NL., < Gr. k^to(,

a wlialo, + x'^^S, fodder, forage.] A genus of
copepod crustaceans, typical of a family Ceto-
chilidw, or referred to a family Calanidce: so
called because a species, Cetochilus septentrio-
nalis, forms a principal part of the food of
whales.
cetological (se-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< cetology +
-iciil : s(n- loi/iral.] Pertaining to cetology.

cetologist (se-tol'o-jist), n. [< cetology + -ist.]

( )iic versed in cetology.

cetology (se-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /cyrof, a whale, +
-?Myia, < '/i-yiiv, speak : see -ology.] The descrip-
tion or natural history of cetaceous animals.
Cetomorpha (se-to-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
K^TOf, a whale,+ l^opfti, form.] A series of whale-

Rose-beetle [Cetofiia aurata).

Vertical line shows natural size.

C. aurata is the

Cetraria

like mammals, including the Sirenia, or herbiv-
orous cetaceans, as they were formerly called
(the manatee, halicore, dugong, etc.), with the
Cete or Cetacea proper,
as the whales, por-
poises, dolphins, etc.

cetomorphic (se - to -

mdr'flk), a. [As Ceto-
morpha + -ic] Formed
like a whale ; having
cetacean structure or
affinities; of or pertain-
ing to the Cetomorpha.
Cetonia (se-to'ni-a), n.

[NL.] A genus of la-

mellicom beetles, re-

ferred to the Scarabce-
ida;, and made type of a
subfamily Cetoniino!, or
furnishing the name of

a distinct family Cetoniidw.
rose-beetle or rose-chafer.

cetonian (se-to'ni-an), a. and n. [< Cetonia +
-an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Cetoniinm.

II. n. A scarabasoid beetle of the subfamily
Cctoniinw.

Cetoniidae (se-to-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ce-
tonia + -idw.] The subfamily Cetoniinw ele-
vated to the rank of a family. Also written
Cctoniadai.

Cetoniinse (se-to-ni-i'ne), n, pi. [NL., < Ceto-
nia + -inw.] A subfamily of the Scarabmdw,
tjT)ified by the genus Cetonia ; a group of beau-
tiful beetles, the floral beetles, living among
plants and flowers. They have short 10-jointed an-
tenna;, the last three joints being elongated and lamelli-
forra. Nothing can exceed the brilliancy of the colors
with which many of them are adorned. The typical genus
is Cetonia.

Tlie sub-family Cetoniince is often treated as a distinct
family ; it is differentiated chiefly by the position of the
mesothoracic epimera. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 141.

cetorhinid (se-to-rin'id), n. A selachian of the
familv Cctorhinldw.

Cetoriiinidse (se-to-rin'i-de), v. pi. [NL., <
Cetorhinus + -idw.] A family of anarthrous
sharks, represented by the genus Cetorhinus.
The teeth arc excessively small ; the branchia; have long
fringes ; the five branchial apertures are extremely cleft,

almost girdling the neck, and the eyes are very small.
The only certain species is the basking-shark, Cetorhinus
maxim us.

cetorhinoid (se-to-ri'noid), a. and n. [< Ceto-
rhinus + -Old!.] t, a. Of or resembling the Ce-
torhinidm.

II. H. A cetorhinid.

Cetorhinus (se-to-ri'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. k^toc,

a whale, H- pivi/, a shark with a rough skin used
like shagreen for polishing wood, etc., lit. a
file or rasp.] The typical genus of sharks of
the family Cetorhinidw, containing a species of
great size, approaching a whale in dimensions,
whence the name. This is the basking-shark,
C. maximus, which attains a length of 30 feet.

See cut under basking-slutrk.

cetotolite (se-tot'o-lit), n. [< Gr. k?jto(, a whale,
-I- oi'f ("'-), an ear, -I- /l/flof, a stone.] A name
of certain fossil cetaceous ear-bones, occurring
in such profusion in the Upper Tertiary forma-
tion, as the red crag of Suffolk, England, that
superphosphate of potash is prepared from
them on an extensive scale, and used as ma-
nure for land. The ear-bones are the tympanic and pe-
trosal, a characteristic and very durable part of the skull
of cctjiceans, readily detached front the rest.

cetrarate (se-tra'rat), «. [< cetrar{ie) + -ate^.]

A compound formed by the combination of ce-
trarie acid with another substance Ammonium
cetrarate, a compound of cetraric acid witll ammonia.
Cetraria (se-tra'ri-ii), n. [NL. (so called from
the shape of the apothecia), < L. cctra, better
caitra, a short Spanish shield, piob. of Hispanic

origin.] A genus of
lichens, related to

' '^y^ff'j w Lecidea. They have a
'^ ''' -r^^**^

rigid, erect, and branch-
^--*'^> ing brown thallus, with

lateral apothecia. The
best -known species is C.
idaudica, or Iceland
moss, which is abundant
in high northern latitudes
and found in many other
parts of the globe. It has
a sliglitiy l)ittertaste, and
when wet becomes soft
and mucilaginous. Boil-
ing water extracts a large
fjroportion of lichenin or
ichen-starch, which is a
modification of cellulose.

Iceland moss had repute formerly as a remedy in pulmo-
nary complaints, and is still used as a mild mucilaginous
tonic and as a nutritious article of diet

Cetraria.



cetrariaeform

cetrajrisform (se-tra'ri-e-foiTn), a. [< NL. Ce-

traria + h. fornia, shape] Like plants of the

genus Cetra'ria. Also eetrarioid.

cetraric (se-trar'ik), a. [< Cetraria + -ic]

Relating or pertaining to the genus Cetraria;

existing in or derived from plants of the genus
Cetraria, as Iceland moss, C Islantlica Ce-
traric add, a crystallizable acid constituting the bitter

principle of tlie liclicn CetrarUt. Lindmy.

cetrarin, cetrarine (sf-tra'rin), n. [< Cetraria
+ -in-, -iiic".] A vegetable substance extract-
ed by alcohol from several lichens, as Cetraria
Islat'tdica (Iceland moss) and Stictapulmonacea.
It forms a fine white powder, very bitter to the
taste.

eetrarioid (sf-tra'ri-oid), a. [< Cetraria + -oid.']

Same as cetraria;J'orm.

Cettia (set'i-a), n. [NL. (Bonaparte, 1838), <

Cetti, a proper name.] One of the most remark-

Bush-warbler ( Ce/tta cetti).

able and anomalous genera of passerine birds,
having only ten rectrices. Tliere are aliout 10 Euro-
pean and Asiatic species, tlie best-ltnown of wliicli is Cet-
tia cetti, or Cetti's busii-warbler, found in the countries
t)ordering the Mediterranean. Also called Horeites, Ho-
rornis, Neornitt. Herbivox. and Urosphena.

cetUS (se'tus), n. [L., < Gr. Kfro^, any sea-mon-
ster or large fish, especially a whale; as a con-
stellation, the Whale. Hence C€te'\ Cete^, Ce-
toce«, etc.] 1. A whale.— 2. [cap.] A southern
constellation, the Whale, in advance of Orion.
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seeds of Schoenocattlon officinale, a bulbous lilia-

ceous plant of Mexico and Central America, with
long grass-like leaves. The seeds have a bitter acrid
taste, are poisonous to dogs and cats, and have been used
as a remedy in various complaints. They are now chiefly
used as a source of veratrin. Also sabadilla.

cevadillic (sev-a-dil'ik), a. [< cevadilla + -jc]
Same as ceradic.

cevadillin, cevadilline (sev-a-dil'in), n. [< cev-
adilla + -iii'^, -(«c2.] An uncrystallizable alka-
loid (C34H53NO8) obtained from cevadilla.

cevadin, cevadine (sev'a-din), n. [As cerad(ic)
+ -in'2, -(«p2.] A crystallizable alkaloid (C32
H4gN0g) obtained from cevadUla.
Ceva's theorem. See theorem.

cevin, cevine (se'vin), n. [< cev(adin) + -in^,

-ine^.'] A decomposition product (C27H43NO8)
of cevadin.
ceylanite (se-lan'it), n. [F., = E. ceylonite.1

See cci/lonite.

Ceylonese (se-lon-es or -ez'), a. and «. [< Cey-
lon, otherwise written Zeylan, F. Ceylan, etc., -l-

-cse.] I, a. Of or belonging to Ceylon, a large
island lying to the south of Hindustan, now a
colony of Great Britain.

II. 11. sing, and pi. An inhabitant or inhabi-
tants of Ceylon ; speeifleally, a member or mem-
bers of the principal native race of Ceylon. See
Singhalese.

Also Cingalese, Singhalese, and Sinhalese.

ceylonite (se-lon'it), n. [< Ceylon + -ite^.^ A
dark-colored ferruginous variety of spinel from
Ceylon. Also candite, ceylanite, zeylanite.

Ceylon moss, stone, etc. See the nouns.
Ceyx (se'iks), n. [NL., < Gr. k^v^, also mb^^,
Kaiia^, Kt/^, a sea-bird, perhaps the tern or gan-
net. Cf. Cecomorphw.'\ In ornith., a genus of

The Constellation Cetus.— From Ptolemy's description.

It was anciently pictured as some kind of ma-
rine animal, possibly a seal.— 3. [cap.^ [NL.]
A genus of whales. Brisson, 1756.

cetyl, cetyle (se'til), n. [< L. cetus, a whale (see
cetus), + -yl.'\ An alcoholic radical (C1RH33)
supposed to exist in a series of compounds ob-
tained from spermaceti and beeswax.
cetylene (se'ti-len), n. Same as cetene.

cetylic (se-til'ik), a. [< cetyl + -ic.'] Pertain-
ing to or containing cetyl: as, cetylic alcohol.
Ceuthorhynchus (su-tho-ring'kus), n. [NL., ir-

reg. < Gr. miithiv, hide, bury (= E. liidei),+ pvyxoi,
snout.] A genus of rhynchophorous beetles, of
the family Curculionidce or weevils. The larva are
very destructive to the turnip. C. astdmilis is the turnip-
seed weevil ; C. contractiuf, the charlock weevil ; C. pleu-
roxtif/ina, the turnip-Kail weevil. Also Ceutorhynchua.

cevadic (sf-vad'ik), a. [Abbr. form of ceva-
dillic, q. v.] 1. Relating or pertaining to ceva-
dilla.—2. Existing in or derived from ceva-
dUla: as, cevadic acid— Cevadlc acid, a volatile
fatty acid obtained from Schaawmuloa officinale- (Vera-
trum .Sabadilln). It appears in needle-like crystals. Also
calle'l fi'vadttltr acid and methylcrotonic aeid.

cevadilla, cebadilla (sev-, seb-a-dil'a), n. [=
F. cecadille, < Sp. cevadilla, usually cebadilla, =
Pg. cevadilha (NL. sabadilla), cevadilla, dim. of
Sp. cevada, usually ccbada, = Pg. cevada = Cat.
civada = Pr. civada, barlev; < Pg. cevar = Sp.
cehar, feed, < L. cibare, feed, < cibv^, food.] The

Ceyx melanura.

kingfishers, of the family Alcedinidm and «<:Co-

family Daceloninw, characterized byhaving only
three developed toes. The type is C. tridactyla.
There are several species in India and the East
Indies.

cf. [Contr. of L. confer, impv. of conferre, com-
pare, collate: see confer, collate.'] A contrac-
tion of the Latin confer, compare.

C. Q. An abbreviation (a) of commissary-gen-
eral, and (b) of consul-general.

C. g. S. The usual abbreviation of centimeter-
gram-second (which see, under centimeter) : as,

the c. g. s. system of physical units.

ch. [(i) < ME. ch initial, ch, cch, later tcli, medial
(in earlier ME. never final, being in its origin
due to a following e or i), < AS. c (orig. or in-
flexive), followed by vowel e (ce, ea, ed), i, or y,
the c in such case being usually pron. as a pala-
talized A-, as in ceaster, E. Chester, cist, E. chest,

cild, E. child, wicce, E. witch, hwylc (hwylce), E.
which, etc. (2) < ME. ch initial, ch, rarely cch
(or later tch) medial (see above), < OF. ch (pron.
as mod. E. ch, i. e., tsh, but in mod. F. simply
sh: see below), < L. c, under conditions like
those mentioned above. (3) < mod. F. ch, pron.
sh. (4) < L., etc., ch, < Gr. x, an aspirated form
of K, L. c, whence the L. spelling ch. (5) Sc,
var. gh, repr. ME. gh, h, s, AS. h, etc., or Gael,
or other forms of this palatal sound, like G. ch,

aspirated form of orig. c or k, as in G. hrachen
= AS. cearcian, E. crack, etc. (6) In Skt. Hind.,
etc., see def.] A common English digraph, of
various origin and pronunciation, in native
English words it is always pronounced tfih, being a com-
pound sound consisting of a ( produced at the «A-point,
followed by an xk in intimate union, so that the sound is

commonly regarded as one, and is in many languages, as
in Sanskrit, Hindustani, Russian, etc., provided with a
simple character. In Spanish it is denoted by ch as in
English, but the symbol is regarded and named (chc, pro-
nounced chii) as a single character in separate alphabeti-
cal place. CA= *«/i is the surd con-elate of j = rfz/(. (Seej.)
'J'he digraph ch occurs— (1) in words of Anglo-Saxon ori-

ghi, being in such words usually initial, as in child, ckoote.

chack
chest, etc., but sometimes final, as in each, nuch, which, but
then usually in the comliination IcA (see Uh)

; (2) in words
of old French origin, as iu chair, chan'je, chane, chamber,
etc. 1 (.i) in words of modern French origin, in which it has
the modern French sound, sh, as In chaise, champagtie, and
in some of older French origin, with original c/i-sound, as-
similated to modern sh, as in champavjn, chivalr^i, etc.;
(4) in words of (5reek origin, representing the Oreek x, as
in chorus, chyle. , etc. , being in older words of this origin of-
ten a modern substitution for Middle English, Old French,
Miildle Latin, etc. , c or *, as in Ch ristian, chameleon, chamo-
mile,alchemii, chirureicim,etc.;(f<) in Scotch words, as loch,
in which the ch is a guttural spirant or fricative uttered
through the narrowed throat, like the German ch in doch,
ach, etc. ; (6) in words of Sanskrit, Hindustain, etc., ori-
gin, in which ch has the same sound as in English. So in
words of Spanish and Portuguese origin, as chinch, chin-
chilla, and in Russian and other Slavic words, in which
the spelling tch, tsh, or (as in German) Isch is often em-
ployed for the single original Russian or Slavic character.
See assibilation.

ch. -An abbreviation (a) of chapter, and (6) of
church.

C. H. An abbreviation (o) of court-house, very
common in the southern United States, and as
far north as southern Pennsylvania, as a part
of town-names : as, Spottsylvania C. H. ; and
(6) of custom-house.
cha (cha), n. [Chinese ch'a, ts'a, etc., tea: see
too.] The Chinese word for tea cha sze, a tea-
expert; atea-taster-

chabasie (kab'a-si), n. Same as chabazite.
chabazite, chabasite (kab'a-z5t, -sit), n. [< Gr.
xaiiui,u>^, one of twenty species of stones men-
tioned in the poem Ilfpi XSuv (

'

' About stones "),

ascribed to Orpheus (Webster's Diet. ).] A min-
eral of the zeolite group which occurs in rhom-
bohedral crystals of a white or flesh-red color.
It is a hydrous silicate of aluminium, calcium, and sodium.
A reddish variety from Nova Sccjtia is called acadialUe;
a yellowish variety from the neighborhood of Baltimore,
Maryland, has been called haydenite.

Chablis (sha-ble'), n. A dry white French
wine of excellent quality, taking its name from
the town of Chablis, near Auxerre, in the de-
partment of Yonne.
Chabouk, chabuk (cha-buk'), n. [Also written
chawbuck, repr. Hind, chabuk, a whip.] A long
whip ; specifically, the whip used in the East for
inflicting corporal pimishment.

I>rag forward that Fakir, and cut his robe into tatters
on his back with your chabintk.

Scott, Surgeon's Daughter, xiv.

Chaca (ka'ka), H. [NL., from native E. Ind.
name.] 1. The typical genus of the family
Chacidw.— 2. [J. c] A fish of this genus. Also
chaka.

chacet, '• and n. A former spelling of chase.

chachalaca (cha-cha-la'ka), n. [Imitative of
the bird's cry.] The Texan guan, Ortalis retula

maccalli; a gallinaceous bird of the family Cra-
cida and subfamily Fmielopinw, the only rep-
resentative of the family in the United States.
It is 23 inches long and 20 in extent of wings, of a dark-
olive color, brightening to lustrous green on the tail, and
changing to plumbeous on the head ; the lower parts are
of a dingy, nndeflnable color. It is easily domesticated,
and is said to be sometimes used as a game-fowl. It in-

habits the valley of the Rio Grande and thence southward.
The name is variously spelled, the orthography here given
being the usual one.

chacid (ka'sid), n. A fish of the family Cliacidce.

Chacidae (ka'si-de), n. 2>l' [NL., < Chaca +
-ida:. ] A family of nematognathous fishes, typi-

fied by the genus Chaca. The head and front of the
body are much depressed ; the true dorsal fin is short and
anterior ; the adipose is replaced by a rayed dorsal, which
is confluent with the caudal ; the true anal is short, and
there is a second anal corresponding to the second dorsal
and also confluent with the caudal ; each pectoral fin has
a strong spine, and the ventrals are moderately far back.
The family is represented by an Indian fresh-water fish,

Chaca lophioides. By most ichthyologists the species is re-

ferred to the family Siluridie, and variously regarded as
representative of a subfamily (Chacinee), a group (ChaciiM),
or a cohort (Chacini).

Chacina (ka-si'na), n. pi. [NL.. < Chaca +
-ina'^.'i In Giinther's system of classification,

a group of Siluridw homalopfera; having the
gill-membranes confluent with the skin of the
broad isthmus, the dorsal and anal fins divided
into two portions, the anterior portion of the
former with a strong spine, the posterior and
the anal united with the caudal, and the ven-
trals six-rayed. The group is the same as the
family Chdridm.

Chacinae (ka-si'ne), «. ^l. [NL., < Chaca +
-inw.'] The Chacidw considered as a subfamily
of Siluridw : same as Chacidw.

Chacini (ka-si'ui), n.2)l. [NL., < Cliaca + -jni'.]

In Bleeker's system of classification, a cohort
of the family Siluridw: same as Chacidw.
chack^ (ehak), v. t. [Sc; cf. chock^, chuck^, and
check^, V.'] 1 . To bruise, nip, orpinchbyjamming
or squeezing accidentally: as. to chack one's

finger in shutting a door.— 2. To cut by a sud-



chack

den stroke.— 3. To take hold of suddenly.— 4.

In the manege, to jerk or toss (the head), as a
horse, in order to slacken the strain of the bridle.

chack" (chak), «. [Origin obscure.] A slight

rejiast ; luncheon ; a snack: as, '^a chack of din-

ner,'' 'Vn/f. Also check, chatt. [Scotch.]— Fam-
ily chack, ;i fuuiily dinner; a dinner or luncheon en/a-
iitillc, ur without special preparation or formality.

He seasoned this dismission by a kind and hospitable in-

vitation, "to come back and take part o' his family-chaek,
ut aiif pivcei-soty." Scott, Rob Roy, xxiv.

chack'^ chacker, chack-bird (chak, ehak'er,
chak'bord;, /(. [Sc. chack, also check, and eomp.
stane-chackcr, -checker, the wheatear, also the
stoneehat ; var. of chafi.~\ Local British names
of the wheatear, Saxicola cenanthe. Montagu.

chack*^ (chak), n. and f. A Scotch form of check.

chackle (chak'l), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. chackled,

ppr. chackling. [Var. of chatter ; at. chack^,
c/m«l.] To chatter. [Prov. Eng.]

chackstone(cUak'st6n), «. Ajackstone. [Eng.]

chacma (rhak'mii), n. The Hottentot name of

a South African baboon, Cynocephaliisporcarius.
cbaco (ehak'6), n. [S. Amer.] The native name
of an unctuous earth found at La Paz, Bolivia,

which is made into pats and eaten with choco-
late.

chaconne, chacone (sha-kon', -kon'), n. [< F.
churoniie = It. ciaconna, < Sp. chacona, a dance,
iiu air.] 1. An old dance or saraband, proba-
bly of Moorish or Spanish origin.— 2. A mu-
sical composition in the movement of such a
dance, in slow tempo, usually in triple rhythm,
and properly consisting of a series of varia-
tions upon a ground-bass of eight bars' length.
It closely resembles the passacaglia.

chacuru (cha-ko'ro), n. [S. Amer.] The na-
tive name of Bucco chacuru, a South American
barbet or puflf-bird, barred above with brown
and black, having two black stripes on each side
of the head and a very stout red beak.
chad^ (chad), n. If. An obsolete form of shad.
— 2. The name in Cornwall, England, of the
young of the common sea-bream, Pagellus een-

tnnhiiitus.

chad^ (chad), «. [E. dial. var. of chat*, q. v.]

1 . A dry twig : same as chat*.— 2. Dry, bushy
fragments found among food. [Prov. Eng. in

both senses, usually in plural.]

chadam (ohad'am), «. [E. Ind.] An imagi-
nary money of account in some parts of Asia,
representing 25 cowries, or 2i mills. Simmondg.

chadar, n. See ch udder.

chadding (chad'ing), n. [Verbal n. of *ch(uP,
v.. < rhad'^, «.] Gathering twigs. [Prov. Eng.]

cbadlock (chad'lok). If. A dialectal variant of
rliiirlork.

chad-penny (chad'pen'i), ». A contribution
made at \V hitsunday to aid in keeping in repair
Lichfield cathedral, England,which is dedicated
to St. rh.'id. [Local, Eng.]

chaenichthyid (ke-uik'thi-id), n. A fish of the
family (lurniejilhi/idw.

Chsenichthyidx (ke-mk-thi'i-de), ». pi. [NL.,
< t'hivnichtlii/.i + -idw.'i A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, t}T)ified by the genus Chcenicli-

thy.i, and including those Xotothenoidea which
have the snout produced and spatuliform, the
body mostly naked, and two dorsal fins, the first

of which is short and the second long. The
few species known are confined to the antarctic
seas.

Chsenichthys (ke-nik'this), n. [NL., irreg. <

(jr. X""""'' giij'e, + i;fSif, fish.] A genus of
acautho[>t<'rygian fishes, typical of the family
Clui'iiirlithi/ida'.

chsenopsid (ke-nop'sid), «. A fish of the family
tlifi'inf^isiilie. »

Chaenopsidse (ke-nop'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <
( 'hienoii.ii.-i + -idee.'] A family of blennioid fish-

es, represented by the genus Chicnopsis. The
Iwitly in elongated, compressed, and naked ; the head elon-
gated and with the i»o8t/^cu]ar region much develoj)ed ;

the branchiostei^al membrane conspicuous externally and
free from the tbn>at ; the dorsal tin lon^, with the anterior
rays inarticulate and the remainder articulate; and the
ventrals a little in advance of the pectorals and having
two or three i-ays. The only known species is the Chce-
iiKp^lt orHtnltoi, a rare fish of the Caribbean sea.

Chaenopsis (ke-nop'sis), n. [NL. (Gill, 1865),
irreg. < <ir. x"'"!'", yawn, + 6i/«f, look, face.]
The typical genus of the family CheenopsideB.

Ohaerophylluin (ke-ro-fil'um), n. [NL., in L.
rhiKreiihijlum {nsaaWy c<prefoHum, > ult. E. cher-
ril), < Gr. x''i-p''?^''^ov, chervil : see chervil.] A
genus of plants, natural order CmhelH/erte, con-
sisting of about 30 species, natives of the north-
ern hemisphere. The more common European
species are popularly called chervil (which see).
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chseta (ke'ta), n.
;
pi. ch<eta' (-te). [NL., < Gr.

;i;a(Vi?, long, loose, flowing hair, a horse's mane,
etc.] In zoiil., a bristle; a seta: used chiefly
in pnmposition.
Chaetetes (ket'e-tez), h. Same as Chwtites.

Chaetetidse (ke-'tet'i-de), n. pi. Same as Chati-
tiiia'.

Chsetifera (kf-tif'e-rii), «. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of chwtiferus : see' cfi'wtiferoiis, and cf. Chwto-
phora^.] An ordinal or other group of gephy-
reans which have chaitse or seta;. They are char-
acterized by having two strong ventral bristles, the mouth
at the base of the prolx>scis, and the anus terminal. The
group contains the families Echiuridfe and Bmieltiidce, and
is distinguished from Achaeta. Also called Annata.

Chaetiferi (kf-tif'e-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of chw-
tiferu.1 : see chcetiferous.] Same as Chmtifera.

cHaetiferOUS (ke-tif'e-ms), a. [< NL. chwtiferus,
< ch(eta, q. v., + L. ferre = E. ftearl. Cf . chwto-
phorous.] Bearing chffitee or bristles; setifer-
ous or setigerous; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Cha'tifcra.

Ohaetites (ket'i-tez), ». [NL., < Gr. xa'^rv,

mane (NL. chwta, bristle), + }.'i6o^, stone.] The
typical genus of the family Chcetitidw. Also
Clurtele.i.

Chaetitidae (ke-tit'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Cha-
titea + -idw.] A family of fossil tabulate cor-
als occurring in several geological formations,
from the Silurian to the Permian. Also Chw-
Iftida:

Chaetocercus (ke-to-sfer'kus), n. [NL,, < Gr.
X<"Tr/, mane (NL. chceta, bristle), -1- x^p/cof, tail.]

1. A genus of humming-birds. G. R. Gray,
1853.— 2. A genus or subgenus of kangaroo-
rats, of the family Dasyurida and subfamily
Dagyuritue or Phagcologalince. it is detached from
PhaxeolotjaU on account of the crested compressed tail and
the lack of one lower premolar tooth. C. crUticauda is

the type. Kreft, 18S6.

Chaetoderma (ke-to-dfer'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
XUi'rri, mane (NL. chwta, bristle), + dipiia, skin.]
1. A ^cuus of supposed gephyrean worms hav-
ing minute calcined spines in the integument,
whence the name : :iow regarded as a genus of
gastropodous moUusks, and made the type of
an order C/i<Btod!erj»oto. i/Oticn, 1845.— 2. [Used
as a plural.] Same as Chaetodermata. Lankes-
ter, Eneyc. Brit.

Chaetodermata (ke-to-dfer'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of Cliat(iiltrma{l-'j.] An brcler of shell-less
isoplcural gastropods, represented by the genus
ChatfKlirnia.

Chaetodermatidae (ke'to-d6r-mat'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cha:toderma{t-) + -idee.] The family
of gastropods which is represented by the ge-
nus Chietoderma. The body is vermiform and sub-
cylindricat, with a swelling at each end, the anterior oral
and the posterior anal ; the intestine has a hepatic sac ;

there are two anal braiichiro ; and there is a median,
strong, chitinous pharyngeal tooth, corresponding to the
raduta of typical gastropods. The only known species is

the Chtftnitrriiia nittdlduni of the European seas.

chaetodenuatOUS (ke-to-d^r'ma-tus), a. [<
<'hat(idtrma{t-) + -ous.] Having a ch»tiferous
integument ; specifically, pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the I'hwtoilermatu.

Chaetodiptenis (ke-to-dip'te-rus), n. [NIj., <
('h(vto{il)>n) + Gr. (Sirn-epof, two-finned : so named
because it was considered to be like Chwtodon,
but distinguished by having two dorsal fins.]

Chaetophora

ChwtodontidcB : so named from the slender bris-
tle-like character of the teeth, which are closely
crowded together. To it have been referred at times
not only all the Chcetudonlidm, but some other forms little

related to it. By most late writers it is restricted to such
species as C. capititratun and C. tvmtta.

Chaetodonidae (ke-to-don'i-de), n. pi. Same as
Chwtodontidie as used by former writers. Swain-
son, 1839.

chaetodont (ke'to-<lont), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to the Chcetodontoidea or Chcetodontidw.
Sir J. Richardson.
H. n. Same as chmtodontid.

chaetodontid (ke-to-don'tid), «. A fish of the
family ( hirtodoutida:.

Chaetodontidae (ke-to-don'ti-de), «. pi. [NL.,
< Cka!todon{t-) + -idai.] A family of aeanthop-
terygian or spiny-finned fishes, typified by the
genus Chwtodon, of varying limits with differ-

ent writers. By former writers it was used for a group
corresponding to that called by many ichthyologists Squa-

Moonftsh. or PorRy i.CkalodipterHi/aber).

(From Keport of U. S. Fish ConunissiOD, 1884.}

A genus of ehsetodontoid fishes, of the family
Ephijipiidee. C. /abrr is a species of the AtlatJtic coast
of North America, locally known as the nwonjinh and
lf*/r<7if (liut very different from the poi-gy of New York).
C. zintfitiix is a species of the Pacific coast.

Chaetodon (ke'to-don), n. [NL., < Gr. x"'''''!,

mane (NL. chwta, bristle), + orfoif (odovr-) :.= E.
tooth,] The typical genus of fishes of the family

Chatodan lunula.

mipinneg. By late ichthyologists it is restricted to Chm-
todontoidea, with a single entire dorsal fln, branchial aper-
tures confluent helow, and the post-temporal bones un-
divided and articulating by a single process with the
cranium. It includes numerous tropical sea-fishes of
rather small or moderate size, most of which frequent
coral reefs. They are generally remarkable for the con-
trast and beauty of their colors.

Chaetodontina (ke"to-don-ti'na), n.pl. [NL., <
Chwtodon(t-) + -ina'^.] In Guiither's system of
classification, the first group of Squamipinnes,
characterized by the absence of palatine and
vomerine teeth : nearly the same as the family
Chietodontidw of recent authors.

chaetodontoid (ke-to-don'toid), a. and n. I. a.
Resembling or having the characters of the
Chwtodontoidea.
U, n. A member of the CJuetodontoidea.

Chsetodontoidea (ke"to-don-toi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Chwtodonit-) +' -oidea.] A'superfam-
ily of ehffitodont fishes. It contains several fami-
lies, having peculiarly modified vertebra; and basioccipi-
tal bone, vertically extended lamellar upper pharyngeal
bones, and a much compressed body with its integument
encroaching uimui the dorsal and anal fins.

chaetognath (ke'tog-nath), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Chwtognatha ; chestognathous.
H. n. A member of the Chwtognatha.

Ohaetognatha (ke-tog'na-thil), ». pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of ehatognathus : see chwtognathous.]
A group of transparent animals consisting of
the family Sagittidw, the afiinitios of which are
still undetermined. They resendjle the nematoid
worms and oligochn^tous annelids in structure, while their
mode of development is peculiar, presenting some points
of resemblance to that of brachioiK)ds and echinodemis.
The group is now made a separate class of the branch
Vertnen.

chsetognathons (ke-tog'na-thus), a. [< NL.
chwtognathus, < (jr. x<^'''"l, mane (NL. chwta,
bristle), + yvaOo^, jaw.] Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Chwtognatha.
Chaetomium (ke-to'mi-um), «. [NL.,< Gr.
Xairri, mane (NI^. chata, bristle).] A genus of
ascomj^cetous fungi which grow upon paper
(sometimes in books), straw, and similar sub-
stances, frequently producing red or yellow
spots. The fructification consists of superficially borne
perithecia, clothed with hairs or minute bristles and con-
tainhig asci and spores. The asci are very delicate, and
are easily ruptured, so that only the spores are com-
monly seen.

ChaetonotUS (ke-to-no'tus), n. [NL.,< Gr. xairn,
mane (NL. chwta, bristle), -t- vtjrof, the back.]
A genus of minute aquatic worm-like animals
of uncertain position, referred by Ehrenberg
to the rotifers, by Dujardin to the infusori-
ans; and they are placed by some writers with
Jchthyidium in the order of oligochsetous an-
nelids, and by others with lehthyidium and
some related genera in a separate class Gas-
trotricha.

Chaetophora^ (kf-tof'o-rS), n. pi. [NL., neut.
p\. oi ehatophorui : see cliwtophoroits.] Imool.,
a division of annelids including those which



Ckatophora elegans. In
one branch a zoospore is be-
io^ produced in each cell.

(From Le Maout and De-
caisne's " Traits g^n^ral de
Botanique."

)

Chsetophora

move by means of setigeious feet or parapodia,
or by suctorial disks, as the oligoohsstous and po-

lychtetous forms of worms,
and the suctorial forms,
or leeches. The group is

nearly equivalent to the
class Annelida in the usual
acceptation of that term.
Chaetopliora2(ke-tof'6-ra),
H. [NL., fem. sing, of clih-

tophorus : see eliatopho-
rot(s.'] In hot., the prmci-
pal genus of the Ckwtopho-
racecv.

Chaetophoracese (ke-tof-o-

ra,'se-e),n.j>l. lNh.',<Chw-
toph'ora^+ -acew.'] A fam-
ily of filamentous green
fresh-water or rarely ter-

restrial algffi, belonging
to the Chlorosporew, and
characterized by bristle-

like tips on terminal ap-
pendages. Ch(Etophora is

the principal genus, and C.

elegans a common species.

cliaetopliorous (k§-tof'o-rus), a. [< NL. chiBto-

phorus (cf. chwUferous), < Or. x^^'^Vt mane (NL.
chwta, bristle), + -^<5pof, < ^kpEw = E. 6earl.]

Bearing bristles ; setigerous or setiferous ; chee-

tiferous ; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Cha:tophora.

chsetopod (ke'to-pod), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Chaetopoda. Also chwtopoclous.

II. n. An annelid or worm of the order ChcB-

topoda.

Chaetopoda (ke-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Xai''/, maue (NL. chwta, bristle), + ttovq (Trod-)

= E./oot.] 1. In some systems of zoological
classification, a prime division or branch of a
phylum of the animal kingdom called Appcu-
aiculata, consisting of two classes, Olir/ochwta
and Polifchceta: in this sense contrasted with
Bolifera (alone) and Gnathopoda (Arthropoda
indiscriminately). E. M. Lankester. [Little
used.]— 2. Ordinarily, an order or subclass of
the class Annelida, with dorsal branchiae and
non-suctorial mouth. They are niaiine worm-like
annelids not distinctly segmented, and with tubular seti-

gerous feet or parapudia, whence the name. There is a
metamorphosis in most forms, and the 8e.\es are generally
distinct. This order is a large and important group of
about 20 families, which has received many names, and to
which varying limits have been assigned ; it is now usually
divided into Olirtoch/xta and Polychceta,

chaetopodous (ke-top'o-dus), a. [< CJiwtopoda
+ -0US.2 Same as chaitopod.

Cliaetops (ke'tops), n. [NL. (Swainson, 1837), <

Gr. ;t"""'?) mane (NL. chwta, bristle), -I- of, eye,
face.] A notable genus of turdoid passerine
birds of Africa : so called from the bristly rictus
which theypossess. C.frenatus is an example.
Chaetopteridae (ke-top-ter'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Cha't<i/itcni^,l,+ -idee.'] A family of annelids,
usually referred to the order Chcetopoda, some-
times to the Cephalohranchia. The body is elon-
gated and segmented into several dissimilar regions ; the
dorsal appendages of the middle segments are alate and
often lobate, and they usually have 2 or 4 very long ten-
tacular cirri. The animals live in parchment-like tubes.

Chaetopterus (ke-top'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Xf^'T'l, mane (NL. chwta, bristle), + irrepdv,

wing.] 1. The typical genus of the family
Chwtopteridw, C. peryamentaceiis is a West In-
dian species.— 2. A genus of sparoid fishes.

Chaetosoma (ke-to-s6'ma), «. [NL., < Gr. xa'^ri,

mane (NL. chwta, bristle), -I- aijfia, body.] 1.
The typical genus of the family Chwtosomidw,
having a double row of short knobbed rods on
the ventral surface in front of the anus.— 2. A
genus of coleopterous insects.

Chaetosomidae (ke-to-s6'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Chwtosoma, 1, -t- -i'dw.'] A family of marine
worms of tmcertain position, usually referred
to the order Nematoidea, and considered to have
relationship with the Chmtognatha (Sagitta).

Chaetospira (ke-to-spi'ra), n. [NL. (Lach-
maim, 1856), < Gr. x<^i't;7, mane (NL. chwta,
bristle), -(- airetpa, a foil, spire.] A genus of
heterotrichous infusorians, of the gi'oup of the
stentors or trumpet-animalcules, having a slen-
der, spirally twisted, ribbon-like extension of
the anterior region, and a lateral hyaline ex-
pansion along the peristome. It includes sed-
entary loricate infusorians, the zooids of which
are not attached to the sheath, as C. mnellcri.

(Jhaettira (ke-tu'ril), «. [NL. (Stephens, 1825),
< Gr. ;);aiT;?, mane (NL. chwta, bristle), -t- ovpd,
tail.] 1. In ornith., a genus of swifts, of the
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family Cypselidw; the spine-tailed swifts: so
called because the shafts of the tail-feathers
project beyond the webs in a hard, shai-p point

Chimney-swift {Chatura petagica),

or muero. There are many species, the best-known of
which is the common black chimney-swift of the United
States, Cluetura pelagica.

2. A genus of gastrotriehous Nematorhyncha.—
3. A genus of dipterous insects. Macquart,
1851.— 4. A genus of protozoans.
Chaeturinae (ke-tu-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Chwtura,
1, + -imc.'i A subfamily of non-passerine fissi-

rostral birds, of the family Cypselidw or swifts

;

the spine-tailed swifts, differing from the typi-
cal swifts or Cypselinw in having the normal
ratio of the phalanges (2, 3, 4, 5). The genera
are Chwtura, Collocalia, Dendrochelidon, Cypse-
loides, and Nephcecetcs.

Chaeturine (ke-tu'rin), a. Spine-tailed, as a
swift ; of or pertaining to the Chwturinw.
chafe (chaf ), V.

;
pret. and pp. chafed, ppr. chaf-

ing. [< ME. chaufen, warm, heat, < OF. chau-
fer, F. chauffer, warm, =Pr. calfar, < L. calefa-
cere, make warm, < calcre, be warm, + facere,
make. Cf. calefacient, calefy, and see chaff^.]
1. trans. If. To heat; make warm.

That the tiamme upbende
The celles forto chere and chau/e olofte.

Patladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

2. To excite heat in or make warm by friction

;

stimulate to warmth by rubbing, as with the
hands: as, to chafe the limbs.

.\t last, recovering hart, he does begin
To rubb her temples, and to chatt/e her chin.

Speiuer, F. Q., I. vii. 21.

Fain would I go to ch(tfe his paly lips
With twenty tliousand kisses.

SImk., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

But she ... laid his head upon her lap.
And loosed the shatter'd casque, and chewed his hands.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

3. To fret and wear by friction; abrade; espe-
cially, abrade (the skin) by rubbing; make sore
by rubbing

;
gall : as, the coarse garments

chafed his skin.

The ground for anchorage is of the very best kind, sand
without coral, which last chafes the cables all over the Rett
Sea. Bruce, .Source of the Nile, I. 310.

chaff

.She too is strong, and might not chafe in vain
Against them. Bryant, The Ages, st. 34.

chafe (chaf), n. [< chafe., v.] 1. Heat excited
by friction. [Bare.]— 2. An irritated mental
condition arising from continued provocation
or annoyance; heated impatience or anger,
especially under restraint or a sense of injury;
a fretful tendency or state ; vexation.

But she, in chafe, him from her lap did shove.
Sir P. Sidney, in Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 511.

Stalking with less unconscionable strides,
And lower looks, but in a sultry chafe.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1246.

Chaferi (cha'ffer), «, [< ME. 'chafer, < AS.
ceafor, ceafer, a beetle (tr. of L. hruchus: see
Bruchus), = D. kever = OS. kever (gloss.) =
OHG. chevar, chevaro, MHG. kerer, kefere, G.
fco/er, a chafer; root uncertain

;

cf. MHG. kifen, kiffen, gnaw.]
A name commonly given to
several species of lamellicom
beetles, Scarahwidw. The melan-
choly ro.se-chafer, Eujjhoria niclan-
cholica, a familiar example, feeds upon
flowers or ujion the sap exuded from
wounded trees, but in the autumn, and
especially in dry seasons, not infre-

quently attacks and injures ripe fruit
of all descriptions, as gi-apes, figs, and
cotton-bolls. The European cockcha-
fer, Melolontha vuhjaritt, is in habit and position the ana-
logue of the American May-beetle or June-bug.

chafer^ (cha'fer), B. i< chafe + -er^.] 1. One
who or that which chafes.— 2t. A vessel for
heating water, food, etc. ; a chafing-dish.

Water in chafer for laydyes fre.

Babeeg Book (E. E. T.

Chafowre, to make whote a thynge,
toriura.

m
Melancholy Rose-

chafer ^liuplu}ria
tnttnnchoUca), nat-
ural size.

Hence— 3f. -Any dish or pan.

. she sewed round it to pre-
Seott.

Two slips of parchment .

vent its being chajed.

The opposite hill, which hems in this romantic valley,
and, like a heavy yoke, chafes the neck of the Aar.

Longfelloiv, Hyperion, iii. 2.

4. To irritate; annoy; vex; gall; make angry.
These foughten full harde, that sore were chaufed with

wrath oon a-gein a-nother. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 460.

Her intercession chaf'd him so,

When she for thy repeal was suppliant.
That to close prison he commanded her.

Shak., T. G. of v., iii. 1.

Nay— yet it chafes me that I could not bend
One will ; nor tame and tutor with mine eye

That dull cold-blooded Ciesar. Tennyson, Fair Women.

5. To stimulate, as by pungent odors
;

per-
fume. [Rare.]

Lilies . . .

Whose scent so chafed the neighbour air, that you
Would surely swear Arabick spices grew. Siu;kiing.

6t. To animate ; revive ; inspirit ; encourage.
That he wolde . . .

. . . cherisch hem alle with his cher, & chaufen her loye.
Alliterative Poems (E. E. T. S.), ii. 128.

= Syn. 3. To rub, wear.— 4. To gall, vex, irritate, heat,
ruffle, exasperate.

II. intrans. If. To be or become heated.
The day be-gan to chauffe, and the Sonne was risen right

high as a-boute the houre of pryme, and the duste be-gan
to rise right thikke. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 283.

2. To be fretted and worn by rubbing: as, the
cable chafed against a rock.—3. To be irritated
or annoyed; fret; fume.

And take no care
Who chafes, who frets, or where conspirers are.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

Strode about in the chaml)er.
Chafing and choking with rage ; like cords were the veins

on his temples. Longfellow, Miles Standish, iv.

4. To be in violent agitation; rage or boil;
dash, as in anger ; fret.

The troubled Tiber chafing witli her shores.

Shak., J. C. i. 2.

1.), p. 314.

as watur, calefac-
Prompt. Parv.

[Rare.]
A chafer of water to cool the ends of the irons.

Baker, Hen. VIII., an. 1541.

4. A small portable furnace ; a chauffer. E.
H. Knight. Also chaffer.

chaferyt (cha'fer-i), «. [Early mod. E. also
chafcrie, < F. (OF.) chaufferie, a forge, < cAati/-

/«•, OF. c/iaw/fr, heat : see chafe, v.] A sort of
blacksmiths' forge formerly used in manufac-
turing iron in England, for reheating the blooms
intended to be di'awn out into bars.
chafe-wax (chaf'waks), n. [< chafe, heat, -I-

obj. jcajl. Cf. equiv. P. chauffe-cire.'] Former-
ly, in England, an officer in chancery who pre-
pared the wax for the sealing of writs and
other documents about to be issued. Also
written chaff'-wa-x.

chafeweed (chaf'wed), n. A local English name
for (Inaphalium Qermanicum, the cudweed.

chaffl (chaf), It. [= Sc. caif,< ME. chaf, caffc,

< AS. ccaf= D. kaf, > MHG. kaf, G. kaff) chaff,

prob. akin to OHG. cheva, MHG. ''kere, G. knfe,
pod, husk, G. dial. (Swiss) kffen (also kifel,

Bav. kif-crbes), green peas in the pod ; cf . MHG.
kefach, pods collectively.] 1. The glumes or
husks of wheat, oats, or other grain and grasses,
especially when separated from the seed by
threshing and winnowing.
Ley hem [pomegranates] feire in chaf that never oon other
Touche, and ther thai beeth save ynough.

Palladiu.s, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

We shall be winnow'd with so rough a wind
That ev'n our corn shall seem as light as chaff.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

2. Straw cut small for the food of cattle.— 3.
Figuratively, paltry refuse ; worthless matter,
especially that wliich is light and apt to be
driven by the wind.

Here es cury un-clene, carle, l>e ray trowthe,
Caffe of creatours alle, thow curssede wriche I

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1064.

Gods defend us

!

We are chaf before their fury else.

Fletcher, Valentinian, v. 4.

Not meddling with the dirt and chaf of nature.
Fletcher {and another), Elder Brother, ii. 1.

4. In hot., the scales or bracts which subtend
the individual flowers in the heads of many
Compositw.— 5. A name among fishennen for
the finer kinds of seaweed.

chaflf^ (chaf), r. [A dial, form of chafe, pre-
serving the older sound of the a (namely a, ii),

as also in chaff-wax for chafe-irax: see chafe,

V. t., 4.] I. trans. To assail with sarcastic ban-
ter or raillary ; banter ; make game of ; ridicule

;

tease; quiz; worry. [CoUoq.]

M organ saw that his master was chaffing him. Thackeray.

= Syn. See taunt.

II. intrans. To use bantering or ironical lan-

guage by way of ridicule, teasing, or quizzing.
[CoUoq.]



chaff

chaff2 (eh&f), n. [< cJmjiP, v. Cf. chafe, h., 2.]

liauter ; sarcastic or teasing raillery.

Ill banter, in repartee, in cha^, tlie almost constant trait

- some display of relative superiority— the detection of

weakness, a mistake, an absurdity, on the part of an-

,.T!ier. li. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 534.

chaffaret, chaffart, «• and v. Middle English
tonus of elHiffcr^.

chaff-cutter,' chaff-engine (chaf'kut'er, -en"-

jin), II. Aji agricultui'al machine for cutting
> hay, straw, etc., as food for cattle. See
ifn, 2.

chaffer! (chafer), n. [< ME. chaffere, chaffare,

<iiiiffar, chcffare, earlier chap/are, cheapfare,

bargaining, trade, merchandise (= Icel. kaiip-

fiir, a journey), < cheap, ehep, a bargain, trade,

+ fare, a going, journey, doing, affair, business

:

see clteap, «., and fare, «.] If. Merchandise

;

wares; goods; traffic.
'

Xo regratour ne go owt of towne for to engrosy the
chaffare, vpou payne for to be fourty-dayes in the kynges
prysone. Eiigligh Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 353.

But these Marchandes with their shippes great,

And such chafare as they bye and get
By the weyes, must nede take on hand
By the coasts to passe of our England.

Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 188.

2. Bargaining; haggling in buying and selling,

chaffer '(chaf'&r), r. [< ME. chaffaren, cheffaren,

bargain, negotiate, < chaffare, etc., bargaining,
trade: see chaffer^, «.] I.t trans. 1. To buy
or sell ; trade or deal in.

Where is the fayre flocke thou was wont to leade ?

Or bene they chaffred, or at mischiefe dead 1

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

2. To exchange ; bandy.
Approching nigh, he never staid to greete,
Ne chaffar words. Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 3.

II. ill trails. 1 . To treat about a purchase or
contract; bargain ; haggle: as, to cAo^er with a
fishwoman or a hackman.

Nor rode himself to Paul's, the public fair,

To chaffer for preferments with Ids gohl.
Where bishoprics and sinecures are sold.

Dryden, Character of a Good Parson, L 70.

2. To talk much and idly; chatter: as, "the
chnffiring sparrow," Mrs. Browning.

chaffer^ (chaf'tr), n. Same as chafer"^, 4.

chaffer'* (chafer), n. [< chaff^ + -<t1.] One
who employs chaff or light raillery. [Colloq.]

.she was considered the liest chaffer on the road ; not
one of them could stand against her tongue, Mayhew.

chafferer (chaf er-6r), n. One who chaffers ; a
bargainer; a buyer.

chaffering (chaffer-in^), n. [Verbal n. of cfta/-

fcr'^, I-.] 1. Bargaining; trading.— 2. Wordy
talk and haggling.

Long ere heat of noon.
From byre or field the kine were brought ; the sheep
Are penned in cotes ; the chafferiiui is iKjgun.

Wordsworth, Prelude, viii.

If the Florentines had laid ajside their niggardly chaffer-
iii'l a)>out the price, they might have diverted the storm.

J. Adams, Works, IV. lltf.

chafferyt (chaf'fer-i), n. [< chaffer^ + -y.]

Traftii- ; buying and selling.

chaff-flower (cMf ' flou ' fer), «. The Alternan-
thera Achyrantha, a prostrate weed with chaffy
flowers, common in warm regions.

chaff-halter (ch&fhai'tfer), «. A bridle with
double reins used by women.

chaffinch (chafinch), M. [< ME. chaffi/nche, var.

caffyitche : so called from its delighting in chaff,

or rather in grain (so the ML. name furfurio,
also furfuris, < L. furfur, bran); < chaff"^ +

Chaffinch {Frin^ilta cceltbs).

ihich.] 1. A common European bird of the
• nus I'ringilla, F. cwlebs, whose pleasant short
iiid oft-repeated song is heara from early
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spring to the middle of summer. The plumage of
the male is very pretty. Chattinches are useful in de-
stroying aphids and caterpillars, thougli they injui-e va-
rious kinds of garden-plants. In winter they feed mostly
on seeds. Also called chaffy, beech-Jiiich, horse-finch, shell-

apple, shelly, ttciiik; spiiik, pink, etc.

2. A name of the Australian birds of the genus
Chloebia, as C. gouldiw.

chaffless (chafles), a. [< chaff^ + -less.'] With-
out chaff ; free from worthless matter, rubbish,
or refuse. [Bare.]

The gods made you,
Unlike all others, chaffless. Shak., Cymbeline, L 7.

Chaffo (chaf6), V. [E. dial., var. of clmiel, q. v.]

To chew. Grose.

chaffiron (chafron), n. Same as chanifron.

chaffs (chafs), n. pi. [Var. of chafts : see chaft.]

The jaws; jaw-bones; chops. [North. Eng.]
chaff-seed (chaf'sed), «. The Schwalbea Ameri-
cana, a scrophulariaceous plant with yellowish
ilowers, allied to the eyebright, found along the
Atlantic coast of the United States : so called
from its loose thin seed-coats.

chaff-wax (chafwaks), n. Same as chafe-wax.
chaffweed (chaf wed), n. [< chaff'^ + weed^.}
A popular name of Centuneuliis minimus, from
its small chaffy leaves. It is a low annual, allied

to the pimpernel, widely distributed through
Europe and America.

Chaflhrl (chaf i), a. [< chaffl + -s^l.] 1. Like
chaff; full of chaff.

Chaffy grain beneath the thresher's flail. Coleridge.

2. In bot., furnished with chaff, as the recep-
tacle in some compound flowers ; paleaceous.

—

3. Figuratively, light; frivolous; unstable.

A very thief in love, a chaffy lord.

Nor worth the name of villain !

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, ilL 1.

Slight and chaffy opinion. GlanvUle,Van. of Dogmat., xv.

chaffy^ (chaf i), n. [<. chaff^-i- -y^.'] Given to
ehaihng; bantering; ironical. [Rare.]

The tijne is off-hand, chaffy, and must be taken in its

mood. Stediimn, VMct. Poets, p. 24.

chaffy3 (chafi), n. [Dim. of chaffinch.] A
ehamnch. Macgillivray.

Chafing-board (cha'ftng-bord), «. Naut, a
batten fastened upon the rigging of a ship to
grevent chafing.

aflng-check (cha'fing-chek), n. Aauf., a cleat
CdUtaining a sheave, sometimes fastened on the
after side of topgallant yard-arms for reeving
the royal-sheets.

chafing-dish (cha'flng-dish), n. 1. A dish or
vessel to hold coals for heating anything set on
it; a portable grate for coals.— 2. A dish fitted

with such a vessel for hot coals, or with lamps
or the like beneath, and having a cover, used
for cooking food or keeping it hot.

chafing-gear (eha'fing-ger), n. Naut., mats or
other soft substances fastened on the rigging,

spars, etc., to prevent chafing.

Wlierever any of the numberless ropes or the yards are
chafing or wearing upon the rigging, there chafing-gear,

as it is called, must be put on. This cAa/iM9r-i7«ir consists

of worming, parcelling, roundings, battens, and service

ot all kinds— rope-yarns, spun-yarn, marline, and seizing-

stuffs. /(. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 15.

chafing-plate (cha'fing-plat), n. In mech., any
metal guard or plate put between two parts
moWng one upon the other : as, the bolster chaf-
ing-plate of a car-truck.

chafront, »• See chamfron.
chaft (chaft), n. [North. E. and Sc, also cheft,

usually in pi. chafts, chefts, comiptly chaffs, <

ME. chaft, chafte, < Icel. hjaptr, kjiiptr {pt pron.

as ft) = Sw. kdft = Dan. kjceft, the jaw, with for-

mative -t, connected with Dan. Ijceve, the jaw,
with OS. kajlos, pi., = AS. ccafl, pi. ceaflas, ME.
chard, charyl, cliawylle, chaiilc, early mod. E.
chaul, chawl, chowl, chulc, now jowl : see chavel =
chawl = chowl =:jowl, and cf. ehatc'^ =jaw. The
form chaft is in general u-se corrupted to dtap,
chiiji : see cha/fi, chop'J.']' A jaw.

chaganti «• [ML. chaganus, caganus, etc., ult.

< Pers. khdn.] An obsolete form of khan^.

For Chayan is not a proper name, but a Princely title,

which in those parts and the Countries adioyning is still

coTitinufd. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 397.

chagigah (ha-ge'ga), n. [Heb.] The voluntary
sacrifices offered ty the Jews with the paschal
Iamb at the passover. It is supposed by some that

in the tin»e of Clu-ist they were otfered on the morning
full. .wing the sacrtflce of the paschal lamb. .Strauss.

chagrinlf, »• [F- chagrin, a kind of leather,

shagreen : see chagrin^ and shagreen.] See sha-
qriin.

chagrin^ (sha-grin' or sha-gren'), n. [Formerly
sometimes shagreen, a spelling now confined to

the other sense; < F. cltagrin, grief, sorrow.
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formerly (OF. chagrin) vexation, melancholy;
prob. a metaphorical use of chagrin, a kind of
roughened leather {chagrin^, shagreen), some-
times used (it is supposed) for rasping wood,
and hence taken as a type of corroding care.
Cf. It. dial. (Genoese) sagrind, gnaw, sagrindse,
consume one's self with anger ; It. limare, file,

.
gnaw, fret. Similar turns of thought are seen
in similar uses of E. corrode, gnaw, nag^, fret^.]
Mental disquiet and pain from the failure of
aims or plans, want of appreciation, mistakes,
etc. ; mortification ; vexation.

Hear me, and touch Belinda with chagrin.
That single act gives half the world the spleen.

Pope,B,. of the L., iv. 77.

=Syn. Vexation, etc. See mortification.

chagrin^ (sha-grin' or sha-gren'), v. t. [< P.
chagriner; from the noun.] To excite a feel-

ing of chagrin in ; vex ; mortify.

O ! trifling head and fickle heart,
Chagrined at whatsoe'er thou art.

T. Warton, Progress of Discontent

chaglll (cha-gol'), n. [E. Ind.] In the East
Indies, a kind of canteen, usually made of
leather, used for carrying djinking-water.
chai-mui (chi'mu-i or -ma), n. [Chinese.] A
game played at dinner-parties and convivial
gatherings in China. It is played by two persons, who,
while looking each otlier steadily in the face, simultaneous-
ly extend a hand showing some or none of the fingei-s, cry-
ing out at the same time the probable number of fingers
thus stretched out by both. The unsuccessful guesser has
to drink a cup of wine as a forfeit. It is the same as the
Italian game of mora, with some differences of method.

Every person shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
Ten Dollars who shall utter Shouts or Cries or make other
Noises while playing the game known as Chai-Mui, be-
tween the hours of 11 p. m. and 6 a. m.

Hong Kong Ordinance, No. 2, of 1872 (quoted in
[Giles's Glossary of Reference).

chain (ehan), n. [< ME. chaine, chayne, cheine,

cheyne, < OF. chaine, chacne, F. chaine = Pr. Sp.
cadena = Pg. cadca = It. catena = MD. ketene,

D. keten, kctting = MLG. kedene, kede, LG. kede
= OHG. chetinna, chetina (> Sloven, ketina),

MHG. ketene, G. kette = Icel. (mod.) kedhja =
Sw. kedja, ked = Dan. kjwde = W. cadwyn, cad-
wen, a chain, < L. catena, a chain: see cate-

na, catenary, etc., and cf. chignon.] 1. A con-
nected series of links of metal or other mate-
rial, serving the purposes of a band, cord, rope.

Different forms of Chains.

or cable in connecting, confining, restraining,
supporting, drawing, transmitting mechanical
power, etc., or for ornamental purposes. In .

heraldry the chain, as a bearing, may be borne in a single
piece bend-wise, fesse-wise, or the like, or in a cross or
saltier, or in a more elaborate arrangement. It is some-
times represented flat, like a bar or ribbon invected or
indented on the edge, and pierced with holes.

gift there schewethe in the Roche ther, as the Irene
Cheynes were festned, that Andromade a gret Geaunt was
bounden with, and put in Presoun before Noes Flode.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 30.

2. Figuratively, that which binds, confines, re-

strains, fetters, or draws; specifically, in the
plural, fetters ; bonds ; bondage ; slavery : as,

bound by the chains of e\-il habit.

The melting voi<'e through mazes running,
Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmony.
Milton, L'AUegro, 1. 143.

3. In surv., a measuring instrument, generally
consisting of 100 links, each 7.92 inches (see

Guntcr's chain, below), or, as commonly in the
United States, one foot, in length.—4. In iceav-

ing, the warp-threads of a web : so called be-
cause they fonn a long series of links or loops.
— 5. A series of things, material or immate-
rial, linked together; a series, line, or range
of tilings connected or following in succession;

a concatenation or coordinate sequence: as, a
chain of causes, events, or arguments ; a chain
of evidence ; a chain of mountains or of fortifi-

cations.

Nothing is so apt to break even the bravest spirits as a
continual chain of oppressions.

Siei/t, Conduct of the Allies.

6. In chem., a group of atoms of the same kind
assumed to be joined to one another by chemi-
cal force without the intervention of atoms of

a different kind.— 7. pi. Naut., strong bars or

plates of iron bolted at the lower end to the
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ship's side, and at the upper end secured to

the iron straps of the wooden blocks called

deadeyes, by which the shrouds supporting
the masts are extended. Formerly, instead

of bars, chains were used ; hence the name.
Same as chaiii-plates.— jubert chain, a short cimin
attaching a watch to a hutttmliole, where it is secured

by a bar or lioolc : named (IMit) from I'rince All>ert, eon-

sort of tjueen Victoria.— Alderman in chains. See
a2<f«r»ia>i.—Angular chain-belt. .See aniiulai-.—Cbaia-

belt. See be/'.— Chain cable. See cable, 2.— Chain
liarrow. See Aonoici.— Chain-mail. See tiioa.—Chain
of locks, ill catuU tiacifjatwn. a series of loeics contiguous
one to another, tile upper gate of one formiufi tlie lower
gate of the one next above it.— Chain of reasoning, a
series of arguments of wliich each one after tlie tlrst uses as

a premise tlie conclusion of tile one tliat precedes it, or

such that tile conclusion of each is a premise of that which
precedes it.— Endless chain. See e)i<J((««.— Ounter's
nhwlTij the chain formerly in common use for measuring
land. It has a length t>( 66 feet, or 22 yards, or 4 poles of

&i yards each, and is divided into 100 lintcs of 7.92 inches
each. 100,000 stjuare liulis malce 1 acre.—TO back a
fthaJTi See bocibl. =Syn. ^e shackle.

chain (chan), 1'. (. [< ME. chaynen, chei/nen,

etc.; from the noun.] 1. To fasten, bind, re-

strain, or fetter with a chain or chains : as, to

chain floating logs together; to chain a dog; to
chain prisoners.

A chayne for ckayTie a bolce, by the gefte of Mawte
Kent English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 320.

The mariners he chai-ned in liis own gallies for slaves.

Knolles, Hist. Turks.

2. Figuratively— (a) To unite firmly; link.

In this vow [I] do chain my soul to thine.
Shak., SUeu. VI., ii. 3.

(5) To hold by superior force, moral or physi-

cal ; keep in bondage or slavery ; enthrall ; en-

slave.

And which more blest? who chain'd his country, say,

Or he whose virtue sigh'd to lose a day ?

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 147.

I am chained to Time, and cannot thence depart.
Shelley, Adonais, xxvi.

(c) To restrain ; hold in check ; control.

He could stay swift diseases in old days.
Chain madmen by the music of his lyre.

3/. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna, i. 1.

3. To block up or obstruct with a chain, as a
passage or the entrance to a harbor.

chain-ball (chan'bal), n. Same as chain-shot.

chain-bearer (ehan'bar'er), n. A man who car-

ries the chain used in surveying land; a chain-

man.
chain-bit (chan'bit), n. A bridle-bit in which
th(> mouthpiece is a chain.

chain-boat (ehan'bot), ». Same as anchor-hoy.

chain-bolt (chan'bolt), n. 1. Nant., one of the
large bolts by which the chain-plates are fas-

tened to a vessel's sides. Also called chain-

plate bolt.— 2. A door-bolt which is held or

drawn by a chain.

chain-bond (chan'bond), n. In arch., a bond
formed by building an iron chain, a bar, or a
heavy scantling into the masonry. Hoop-iron
is often used, since it is so thin that it does not
disturb the joints.

chain-bridge (chan ' brij), 7^. A suspension-
bridge in which the roadway is suspended by
chains instead of by wire cables. See bridge^.

chain-chest (ehan'chest), «. Naut., a locker
in the channels for the storage of wash-deck
gear. Luce, Seamanship, p. 4.

(£ain-COral (chan'kor'al), n. A kind of fossil

coral, Catenipora cschafoides.

chain-coupling (chan'kup"ling), n. 1. A sup-
plementary coupling between railroad-cars,

etc., used for security in ease the main cou-
pling should accidentally give way or become
unfastened.— 2. A hook or other device at-

tached to the end of a chain for the purpose of

connecting it with another chain or of fasten-

ing it to any object.

chain-fern (chan 'ffern), n. The common name
of ferns of the genus Woodwardia, from the
chain-like rows formed by the fruit-dots on each
side of the midrib and midveins, and parallel to

them.
chain-gang (chan'gang), n. A gang or num-
ber of convicts chained together, as during out-

door labor or while in transit.

I'd t&ke my place with a chain-gang, and eat Norfolk
Island biscuit. Lever.

chain-gear (chan'ger), n. A device for trans-

mitting motion by means of a chain that en-
gages the cogs or sprockets of a wheel.

chain-grate (chan'grat), «. A feeding-tlevice

for furnaces. The futd is i>laced in a hopper, and is

slowly carried forwanl by an endless apron f<»rmed of

cross-bars attaclietl at each end to moving chains. These
bars fonn the grate. The motion is so timed that when
the fuel reaches the rear of the fire-box all combustible

910
matter has been consumed, and the ashes are thrown off

by the downward motion of the grate-apron iis it returns
in its circuit,

chain-guard (ehan'giird), n. In toatch-makiny, a
meclianism, provided with a fusee, toprevent the
watch from being over-wound. E. H. Knight.

chain-hook (chan'hiik), n. 1. Naut., an iron
rod, with a handling-eye at one end and a hook
at the other, for hauling the chain cables about.— 2. A hook which grips a link of a chain ca-

ble and serves as a cable-stopper.— 3. In surg.,

a light chain with hooks attached, used for re-

tracting the parts in dissecting.

chain-knot (ehan'not), n. 1. A series of loops
on a cord, in which each loop successively locks
the one above it, and the last loop is secm-ed
by passing the cord itself through it.— 2. A
knot used m splicing the loop-stitch in certain
sewing-machines.
chainless (chan'les), a. [< chain -(- -less.l Hav-
ing no chains; incapable of being chained or

boimd down.
Eternal spirit of the chainless mind.

Byron, Sonnet on Chillon.

chainlet (chan'let), n. [< cliain + dim. -let."] A
little chain.

The spurs and ringing chainlets sound. Scott.

chain-lightning (chan'lit'ning), n. Lightning
visible in the form of wavy or broken lines.

chain-locker, chain-well (chan'lok'er, -wel),

n. Naut., a receptacle below deck for the chain
cable. The deck-pipe, through wliicli the chain passes,

is made of iron. Steam-vessels have frequently a mova-
ble box on deck for this purpose.

chain-loom (chan '16m), n. A loom in which
patterns upon a chain control the harnesses, as
distinguished from one governed by cams or by
a Jaequard attachment. Ii. H. Knight.

chainman (chau'man), n.; pi. chainmcn (-men).
A man who carries the chain used in survey-
ing land ; a chain-bearer.

chain-molding (ehau'm61"ding), 11. In arch..

Chain-moiding,— From St, William's Chapel, York, England,

a species of molding cut to represent a chain.

It occurs in the Romanesque style.

chain-pier (chan'per), n. A pier running into
the sea, supported by chains like a suspension-
bridge.

chain-pin (chan'pin), n. An iron pin used by
surveyors for marking the length of a chain;
a measuring-pin.
chain-pipe (chan'pip), ». Naut., an iron pipe
or casing in the deck of a ship through which
the chain cable is led.

chain-plate (chan'plat), n. Naut., one of the
iron plates used for securing the shrouds of the
lower rigging to a vessel's sides. Also called

channel-plate. See cliain, 7 Chain-plate bolt.
Same as chain-bolt, 1.

chain-pulley (chan'pul'''i), n. A pulley having
depressions in its periphery, in which lie the
links or alternate links of a chain which passes
over it and gives motion to or receives motion
from it. K. H. Knight.

chain-pump (ehiin'pump)^ n. A form of pump
employing .an endless chain, armed at intervals

with buckets or with flat valves or disks, to
raise water for short distances.
The chain is carried over two sprock-
et-wheels, one of them submergeil,
and turns with them. If buckets are

used, the water is lifted in them by
tunnng the upper wheel, each bucket
discharging its load as it passes over
the wheel. When valves t>r disks lu-e

employed, the chain passes upward
through a tube, which discharges the
water forced into it by the disks.

chain-rule (chsn'rsi), n. A
rule of arithmetic, by which,
when a succession or chain of
equivalents is given, the last of

each being of the same kind
as the first of the next, a rela-

tion of equivalence is estab-
lished between numbers of the
first and last kind mentioned.
Chain-sa'W (chan'sa), n. A surgical saw, con-
sisting of a chain the links of which have a
serrated edge, used in amputations between
small bones on account of its adjustability.

Common form of
Chain-pump.
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chain-shot (chan'shot), n. Two balls or halves
of a ball connected by a chain, chiefly used in

old naval oriinance to
cut down the masts or
spars of vessels or to
destroy the shrouds and

chain-shot, rigging. It is not used
with modem ordnance.

In heraldry it is represented in various fantas-
tic ways. Also called chain-ball.

Thys argument, though it bee leaneld against Poetrie,
yet is it indeed a chaine-shot against all learning.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol, for Poetrie.

chainsmith (chan'smith), n. One who makes
chains.

chain-snake (ehan'snak), n. A large harmless
serpent of the United States, O/ihiholus getu-
lus: so called from the concatenation of its

bold black and white markings.
chain-stitch (chan'stich), n. A stitch used in
various kinds of ornamental needlework, in
ordinary sewing (in contrast with the lock-

stitch) by some sewing-machines, and as the
characteristic method in tambour-work. To form
chain-stitches in sewing, a loop is made on the right side
of the stuff, and the thread, Ijeing passed backward
through the stuff, is brought out again in the middle of

. this loop, and then pulled tight ; another loop is then
formed ; and so on. In tambour-work the fabric itself

is formed by such stitches made with a crochet-hook.

—

Chaln-stltoh embroidery, embroidery done with a
chain-stitch, whether witli a needle or a hook. Some of
tlie most ancient embroidery is of this character, and the
stjtcli lias lieen in use in all periods,

chain-stopper (ehan'stop'fer), n. A device for
holding a chain cable or keeping it from running
out too rapidly.

chain-syllogism (ehan'siVo-jizm), H. A sorites.
It is a c(>iiiplt-\ hyllugism or argumentation having more
than two ]ironijses and capable of being analyzed into a
series of true syllogisms : as, Bucephalus is a horse ; a
horse is a quadruped ; a quadruped is an animal ; an ani-

mal is a sul)stauce ; therefore, Bucephalus is a substance.
Also called aimplex syllofiijini. See sorites.

chain-timber (chan'tim "ber), n. Same as 6o«</-

timbcr.

chain-'Wale (chan'wal), «. [< chain + wale^

;

usually eontr. to channel^, q. v.] Naut., a chan-
nel. See channel^.

chain-'Well, «. See chain-locker.

chain-'wheel (ehan'hwel), w. 1. A wheel hav-
ing sprockets or teeth which catch the links of

a chain, used for
transmitting power.— 2. An inversion
of the chain-pump,
by which it is con-
verted into a recipi-

ent of water-power.
It consists of a bucket-
chain which passes over
a pulley and through a
pipe of such a size that
the buckets very nearly
fill its section. The water
flows into tlie pipe at the
npperend, and, descend-
iiig, carries the buckets
with it, thus setting the
whole chain and there-
fore the pulley in mo-
tion. This wheel is also
known as Lamolifere's
piston-wheel, the application having been first made by
a French mechanician of that name.

chain'Wise (chan'wiz), adv. [< chain + -wise.l

Connected in a sequence, like the links of a
chain.

chain-'WOrk (chan'werk), n. 1. A style of tex-
tile fabric consisting of a succession of loops,

used in hosiery and tambour-work. E. H.
Knigh t. See chain-stitch

.

— 2. In decora tive art :

(a) An ornament of chains meetingone another
and interlinking, so as to form a sort of net.

(ft) Any carved or embossed work resembling
intersecting links or overlapping chains.

Wreaths of chain nvrk, for the chapiters which were
upon the top of the pillars. 1 Ki. vii. 17.

chair (char), n. [< ME. chaire, chai^re, chaere,

chai/rc, chayere, etc., < OF. chaierc, chaere, P.
chaire, < L. cathedra (with reg. F. suppression
of medial consonants th and d), a chair, a throne,

< Gr. KaSkSpa, a chair, seat: see cathedra. Cf.

chaise, a doublet of chair.'] 1. A seat ha\Tng
a back, and sometimes arms, intended for the
accommodation of one person, chairs are usually

movable, and made of wood, cane, or other light material,

but are sometimes fi.xed, and sometimes made of stone o?

metal. The seats are usually and the backs frequently

made of some soft material, often upholstered.

The Jewes setten him in a Chayere and cladde him in a
JIantelle, iiaiidrrillf, Travels, p, 14.

2. A seat of office or authority: as, the chair

of a judge, a professor, the presiding officer of

a meeting or an assembly, etc. Hence— (a) The

Chain-wheels for transmitting power.
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office itself ; especially, the office of a professor ; a pro-

fessorship : as. to hold the chair of logic or divinity ; to

found a chair in a university. [In the medieval universi-

ties the lecturer alone sat in a chair, and the hearers on

the rushes,]
The chairs ot justice

Supplied with worthy men. Shak., Cor., iii. 3.

Nor does it follow, even when a chair is founded in con-

nection with a well-known institution, that it has either a

salary or an occupant. 0. W. Ilolmes, Med. Essays, p. 87.

(f>) The incumbent of a seat of authority ; a professor or

the like ; now, speciflcally, the chairman or presiding offi-

cer of an assemblage : as, to address or support the chair.

Let our universities, my Lord, no longer remaine thus

silent. . . . Let it not be said, your Chaires take no notice

of a more pernicious plot than any that yet has alann'd

us. Evelyn, To the Bishop of Oxford.

3. One of four conventions connected with the

eisteddfod of Wales, in which bardie matters

are discussed and disciples trained in prepara-

tion for the great gorsedd or assembly.

The great day of the Eisteddfod is the chair day— usu-

ally the third or last day —the grand event of the Eistedd-

fod Ix-ing the adjudication on the chair subject and the
chairing and investiture of the fortunate winner.

Encyc. Brit, VIL 792.

4f . A sedan-chair.

Tliink what an equipage thou hast in air,

And view with scorn two pages and a chair.

Pope, R. of the L., i. 46.

6t. A two-wheeled carriage drawn byone horse

;

a chaise ; a gig.

E'en kings might quit their state to share
Contentment and a one-horse chair.

T. Warton, Phaeton.

6. One of the iron blocks forming a kind of

clutch by which, according to a common Eng-
lish system, the rails in a railroad are support-
ed and seetired to the sleepers or ties. A joint-

chair is a chair that secures the connection of

two rails at their ends

—

Bath chair, an invalid's

chair on wheels, intended to be pushed along by an atten-

dant: so called from Bath in England, where invalids are
conveyed to the springs in such chairs.— Cane Chair.
See «;(wi — Chair of St. Peter, the see of Rome, or the
office of the papacy : so called from the tradition that St.

Peter was the first bishop of Rome, and hence the founder
of the papacy.— Chair Of State, a throne; the seat or
dignity of any chief executive : as, WashiM'_'tj>ii was rinani-

mon!<ly called to the cAai'r o/*f(rt<«.— CurtUe chair. See
cwrit^''.— Easy Chair. .See eowy-cAair.— Folding chair,
a chair having the seat, legs, and back hinged and jointed
in various ways, so that it can l)e folded up into a small
space when not in use ; a camp-chair : also, a .sea-chair.

— Oculist's chair. See f>culi>tt.—%t. Peter's Chair, the
name of two It^jman Catholic festivals, held on t'ebruary
22d iin<i .lanuai-y 18th, in celebration of St. Peter s tradi-
tional founding of the episcopacies of .\nti'K-h and of Rome
on those dates respectively.—Windsor chair, (a) A kind
of strong, plain, polished chair, made entirely of wood.

He got up from his large wooden-seated windaor-chair.
Dickeiut.

(h) A sort of low wheeled carriage,

chair (char), V. t. [< chair, h.] 1. To place
or carry in a chair ; especially, carry publicly
in a chair in triumph.
The day the member was chaired several men in Con-

Ingsby's rooms were talking over their triumph.
Disraeli, Coningsby, v. 2.

2. To place in a chair of office; install; enthrone.

He took a big, grizzled, docile-looking fellow patroniz-
ingly by the arm . . . and chaired him on a large cylin-
der head. T. Winthrop, Love and Skates.

chair-bearer (char'bar'fer), n. Same as chair-
man. 'J.

chair-bed (char'bed), ». Same as bed-chair.

chair-bolt (char'bolt), ». A screw-bolt used for
fastening a railroad-chair to the sleeper or tie.

[Seldom used in the United States.]

chair-days (char'daz), n. pi. The evening of
life ; t he time of repose for old age. [Poetical
and rare.]

In thy reverence, and thy chair-dayg, thus
To die in ruffian battle. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

chairman (chSr'man), n.
;
pi. chairmen (-men).

1. The presiding officer of an assembly, asso-
ciation, company, committee, or public meet-
ing.— 2. One who as.sists in carrying a sedan-
chair. Prior. Also called rhiiir-bearer.

chairmanship (ehSr'man-ship), n. The office

of ;i cluiiiiuan or presiding officer, as of a com-
mittee or board ; the performance of the duties
of a chairman.
A great meeting was held In the Town Hall, under Mr.

Carter's ehairwannhip.
R. J. IlinloH, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 94.

chair-organ (char'6r"gan), n. A choir-organ.
Tbc wor>l is hUp[M>sf(l to lie suggested hy chmr-orijan, with
rcfcrci to tile fretinent location of the choir-organ di-
n-itly b.lii(ni the rirKanist's seat.

chair-rail (ehar'ral), n. In carp., a board or
pliito of wood fastened to a wall at the proper
height to iirevcnt the plastering from being in-

jiirod by the backs of chairs.

chair-'web (chSr'web), it. A scroll-saw. E. H.
Kiiiylit.
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chaise (shaz), n. [F. ; a variant of chaire, a
chair : see chair. In the 16th century the Pari-
sians in many words substituted the sound of

z for that of )•, and in this case, as a distinct

meaning was attached to each form, the modi-
fication was adopted as a new word.] 1. Prop-
erly, a two-wheeled carriage for two persons,
drawn by one horse, and generally furnished
with a hood or top that may be let down. In
dialectal speech often shay.— 2. Afour-wheeled
pleasure-carriage drawn by two or more horses.

Within the low-wheel'd chaise.

Her mother trundled to the gate
Behind the dappled grays.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

3. [< F. chaise, a chair, from the representation
on the coin of the king seated on his throne.]

A French gold coin
first issued by Louis
IX. in the thirteenth
century, it was e(|ual

to about three United
States gold dollars. The
specimen illustrated
weighs about 73 grains.
Chaises were also coined
in England in the reign
of Edward III.

chaiselt, »• [ME.,
also chatjsel, cheiael,

chcyscl, < OF. chai-

scl, chainsil, chcinail,

also chamsil (> ME.
chaunsel), assibilat-

ed forms of cainsil,

camsil = Pr. can.nl,

camsil, < ML. cami-
sile, < camisa, a shirt,

camis : see camis and
chemise.'\ A fine

linen used in the
middle ages.

chaitya (chit'ya)^ «.

[Skt. chaiti/a, any
large tree in a vil- Revetse.

lacrAlifibl iti«ponlinr Cbaiseof Philip VI., British Museum.lage neia in peculiar ^^^^ o7 the original.)

sanctity, an altar, a
monument, a Buddhist temple.] Among Bud-
dhists, a place or an object deserving of wor-
ship or reverence. Specifically — (a) A place ren-

dered sacred by association with a Buddha, such as the
spot where he was Ixini, or attained Huddhaship, or en-
tered into Nirvana, etc. (6) A relic belonging to a Buddha,
such as a t<»oth, his girdle, alms-lK>wI, etc. (c) A temple,
pagoda, 4lagoba, shrine, etc., erected in honor of a Buddha
(r an Arbat, <»r to contain relics.

chaja (cha'jii), n. A name of the crested scream-
er, Chaiina chavaria. Also chaha.

chaka (eha'kil), ». Same as chaea, 2.

chaki (eha'ki^, n. Cotton and silk piece-goods
made in Egypt.
chalandret, n. An obsolete form of calandra.

chalastic (ka-las'tik), a. and h. [= F. chalas-

tiqiii; < Gr. x'^^aarmdi;, making supple, laxative, <

* X<'-^'^'^''k, verbal adj. of X''-'^''^i i^^t down, loosen,

relax, slacken.] I. a. Having the property of

removing stiffness in the fibers of the body; re-

laxing; emollient.

n.t "• A relaxing or emollient medicine;
also, a laxative.

chalaza (ka-la'za), n.; pi. chaJazm (-ze). [<

NL. chalaza, < GrV ;i;d/laCo, hail, a hailstone, a
pimple, a tubercle.] 1. In hot., that part of the

ovule or seed where the integuments cohere
with each other and 'with the nucleus. It is

the true base of the seed, but corresponds to

the hilura or scar only in some cases.— 2. In
zoiil., one of the two albuminous twisted cords
which bind the yolk-bag of an egg to the lining

membrane at the two ends of the shell, and
keep it near the middle as it floats in the albu-

men, so that the cicatricula or germinating
point is always uppermost, and consequently
nearest the source of heat during the process
of incubation. Also called puUet-sperm and
treadle.— 3. Same as chalazion.

chalazal (ka-la'zal), a. [< chalaza + -al."] Of
or pertaining to a chalaza; containing the cha-

laza.

chalaze (ka-laz'), «. [= F. chalaze, < NL. cha-

lii.:n : see chalaza."] A chalaza.

chalazia, n. Plural of chalazion.

chalaziferous (kal-a-zif'e-rus), a. [= F. cl\a-

laziferc, < NL. chalaza, q. v., -1- L. ferre = E.

6earl.] Bearing chalazee : applied to the layers

of condensed albumen surrounding the yolk of

an egg, which when twisted into strings form
the chalazffi.

The first deposit uiwn the yelk-ball consists of a layer of

dense and somewhat tenacious albumen, called the ckala-

chalcidian

ziferous membrane. ... As the egg is urged along by
the peristaltic action of the tube [oviduct], it acquires a
rotation about the axis of the tube ; the successive layers of
soft albumen it receives are deposited somewhat spirally

;

and the chalaziferous membrane is drawn out into threads
at opposite poles of the egg.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 222.

chalazion, chalazium (ka-la'zi-on, -um), n.

;

pi. chalazia (-a). [NL., < Gr. x^^^i'"", dim. of
;fd/'.afa, asty: see chalaza.'] In jjatAoi., a trans-
parent swelling on the eyelid, due to inflamma-
tion of a Meibomian gland •with obstruction of
its duct. Also chalaza.

chalcanthite (kal-kan'thit), n. [< L. chalean-
thiim (< Gr. ;i;(i//,aK&ov, a solution of blue vitriol,

sulphate of copper, < ;i;aAKdf, copper, -I- di^oc,

a flower; cf. the origin of copperas) + -ite^.^

Native copper sulphate or blue vitriol. Also
called ci/aiiosite.

Chalcedonian^ (kal-se-do'ni-an), a. [< L. Chal-
cedoitius + -an.] Of or pertaining to Chaloedon,
a city of Bithynia, opposite Constantinople, or to
the council held there and its teachings Chal-
cedonian Council, the fourth ecumenical council, held
at Clialcedon A. D. 451, which condemned Eutychianism,
and gave distinct expression to the doctrine of the insepa-
rable union, without mutation or confusion, of two perfect
and complete natures, divine and human, in the one per-
son of Christ. This council also conferred high privileges
on the see of Constantinople, confirming and extending
those given by the second ecumenical council, and putting
it nearly on an equality with the see of Rome.
chalcedonian^ (kal-se-do'ni-an), a. Same as
chalct'doitic.

chalcedonic (kal-sf-don'ik), a. [< chalcedony
+ -ic] Pertaining to or having the nature or
appearance of chalcedony. Also spelled calce-

donic.

Many pines [fossils] have wood well preserved ; others
are completely silicified and chalcedonic. Science, IV. 73.

chalcedonous (kal-sed'o-nus), a. [< chalcedony
+ -OH.s.] Having the character or appearance
of chalcedony.
chalcedony (kal-sed'o-ni or kal'se-do-ni), n.

[.Altered, with immediate ref. to t£e L., from
ME. calcidoine, cassidoine, cassedony {> E. cas-

sidony^, < OF. ealcedoine, F. calcedoine = Sp.
It. calcedonia = Pg. chalcedonia, < L. chalcedo-
nius (prop. adj. ' of Chalcedon '), chalcedony, <

Gr. ^a^-CT/tSaiv, a precious stone found at Chal-
cedon, Xa?.iir/<iuv, an ancient Greek town in Asia
Minor nearly opposite to Byzantium or Constan-
tinople.] A cryptocrystalline variety of quartz,
resembling in color milk diluted with water,
and more or less clouded or opaque with veins,

circles, or spots. It is used in jewelry. There are
several varieties, as common chalcedony, chrysoprase,
sard, and sardonyx. Also called tvhite agate. Also spelled
ealcedony. See cut under botryoid.

Above was had a knightly armed kyng.
Off cassedony will formed and made.

Kom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), I. 4510.

Chalcedony cement. See cement.

chalcedonyx (kal-sed'o-niks), ». [< chalced-
(onij) + onyx.] A variety of agate in which
white and gray layers alternate. Also calced-
onyx.

chalchihuitl (chal-chi-wetl'), n. [Mex.] A
bluish-green turquoise found in New Mexico,
highly prized as a gem by the aborigines.

chalcid (kal'sid), a. and n. Same as chalcidian^

and rhalcidian^.

Chalcidae (kal'si-de), n.pl. Same as Chalcidi-

dw^.

Chalcidea (kal-sid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Chalcis^

(Chalcid-) + -eo.]
' X small group of existing

iMcertilia.

Chalcides (kal'si-dez), n. [NL., taken as sing.,

prop. pi. of L. chalcis, < Gr. x^^^'St 8' kind of
lizard: see Chalcis^.] The typical genus of

lizards of the family Chalcididce.

Chalcidian^ (kal-sid'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Chal-

cis (Chalcid-), Gr. Xa^xif (Xa^mS-) + -ian.] I, a.

Pertaining or relating to Chalcis, the chief city

of the Greek island sometimes called Egripo
and Negropont, but now bearing its ancient
name Euboea.
The alphabet used by the Romans is identical with that

ot the Chalcidian colonies in southern It^ily and Sicily.

Encyc. Bril., XIII. 125.

II. II. A native or an inhabitant of Chalcis.

chalcidian''^ (kal-sid'i-an), a. and n. [< Chalcis^

(Chalcid-) + -ian.] I. a. Belonging to or hav-
ing the eliaracters of the insects called Chalci-

didoe. See Chalddidte^.

The male insect is unknown, two insects mistaken for it

l)eing, according to Planchon, parasitic hymenoptera of
the chalcidian group, living in the kermes grains.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 49.

n. n. An insect of the family Clmlcididos.

Also chaleid.



chalcidian

ehalcidian^ (kal-sid'i-an), a. and n. [< Ckal-
cides + -i«ii.] I. a. Belonging to or having the
characters of the lizards called Chalcidida;. See
Clialcidida;^.

H. H. A lizard of the family Chalcidida:.

Also chalcid.

Chalcidic (kal-sid'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

the district of Chaleidice, on the coast of an-
cient Macedonia.

chalcidlca, » Plural of chalcidicum.

Chalcidici (kal-sid'i-si), n. pi. [NL., < Chal-
cides, q. v.] In Oppel's system (1811), a family
of squamate saurians, containing the chalcid or
chalcidifonn lizards.

chalcidictun (kal-sid'l-kum), n. ; pi. chalcidica

(-kii). [L., prop. neut. of Chalcidicus, < Gr. Xa?.-

KtdiKd^, belonging to Chalcis, < Xa/l/cif, L. Chal-
ets, a Greek city: see Chalcis^.'] A portico, or
a hall supported by columns, or any addition of

like character connected with an ancient ba-
silica : hence, a similar addition to a Christian
church.

Beyond the aisles there is an additional aisle of annexed
buildings or chalcidica. Eneyc. Brit., III. 414.

Ghalcididaei (kal-sid'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Chal-
cis^ (Chalcid-) -\- -idw.~\ In entom., a large fam-
ily of pupivorous spiculiferous hymenopterous
insects, typified by the genus Chalcis, composed
mainly of minute species most of which are
parasitic on the larvue or eggs of other insects.
.Some of them attack other parasites of the same or related
families. The female chalcid, like the ichneumon-fly, de-
posits her eggs on the larva or egg which she infests, some-
times on the surface, sometimes beneath it, and often
many together. The larvae which emerge feed on the egg
or on the soft parts of the infested larva; the latter is

unable to complete its transformations, and eventually
dies, when the chalcid emerges either as a perfect insect or
as a larva, in the latter case sometimes spinning a rough
cocoon in which to pass the pupa state. The Chalcididce
in their perfect state have usually hard and often brilliant-

ly metallic bodies, from which the typical genus, Chalcis,
takes its name ; the antennse ai'e elbowed ; the ovipositor
issues before the tip of the abdomen; the pronotum does
not reach the tegula; ; and the wings are almost devoid of
veins, ilany species are yet undescribed. Also Chalcidce.

Chalcididae^ (kal-sid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chal-
cides + -irf(B.]. In herpet, a family of lizards,
typified oy the genus Chalcides, to which dif-

ferent limits have been assigned, (a) By some it

is extended to include leptoglossate lizards having a dis-
tinct lateral fold, hidden ears, very short limbs, and elon-
gated body. The species are tropical American, (fe) By
others the species are referred to the family THidce.

chalcidifonn^ (kal-sid'i-form), a. [< NL. Chal-
cis^ (Chalcid-) + 1j.forma, shape.] Having the
appearance of an insect of the family Chal-
cididie.

Chalcidiform^ (kal-sid'i-form), a. [< NL. Chal-
cidcs + 1^. forma, shape.] Having the appear-
ance of a lizard of the family Chalcididce.

chalcidine (kal'si-din), a. [< Chalcides + -mel.]
Belonging to or having the characters of liz-

ards of the family Chalcididce ; like a chalcid
lizard.

Chalcis'^ (kal'sis), m. [NL., < Gr. xc^i^k, cop-
per: see Chalcis^.'] In entom., the
typical genus of the great parasi-

tic family Chalcididce, of the order
Hymenoptera. It was founded by Fa-
bricius in 1787. The insects of this genus
are parasites, and are characterized by their v ^^
swollen hind thighs and sessile abdomen. ^ '

They infest many injurious insects, and rt, i /*
transform within the bodies of their hosts }rm°
without spinning a cocoon. Chalcis albi- (Line shows
frons (Walsh) l>elongs to the closely allied natural size.)

genus Spihtchalcis.

Chalcis^ (kal'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ;t:''/lK/f, a kind
of lizard, also called ;{-a?./(((5iK;7 (aavpa xa^KC(hKf/,

i. e., Chalcidian lizard— Dioscorides), also Ctyk
and a^ip ; named from Xa}.Ki^, Chalcis, a city in
Euboea, or more prob. (as also XalKig, Chalcis)
< xa'^'Moc, copper.] A genus of lizards, originally
identical with Chalcides, but by some modem
herjjetologists limited to such teioid lizards as
are by others referred to th^ genus Cophias.

Chalcitis (kal-si'tis), ». [L., also chalcites, cop-
per ore, a precious stone of a copper color, <
Gr. ;t;aA)i(rif, containing copper (/ii&of ;j;aAK(T(f,

copper ore), rock-alum, etc., < xa^'-'^'k, copper.]
Same as mlcothar.

Chalcochloris (kal-ko-klo'ris), ». [NL. (Mi-
vart, 1S()7),< Gr. ;faAKOf, copper,+ ,t'''",o»f, gi'een-
ish-yellow.] Same as Amblysomus.
chalcocite (kal'ko-sit), «. [< Gr. ;t'a?j«)£-, cop-
per, -I- -c- inserted, + -ite^.] A native copper
sulphid (CU28), a mineral of a lead-gray to black
color and metallic luster, it is commonly massive,
but is also found iTi fine crystals, frecpicntly hexagonal in
form from twinning, it is an important ore of copper.
Also called chfdcosin, copper-tftaiice, and in Cornwall red-
rtUhite, from the locality Redruth, where it occui-s.
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chalcodite (kal'ko-dit), n. [< Gr. ;t'aAK6(i)?f,

contr. of ;ca//co£((!%-, like copper (< xf^^i^^C, cop-
per, + ei(!of, form), + -ite^.] A variety of the
iron silicate stilpnomelane, occurring in scaly
velvety coatings of a brass-like luster.

Cbalcograpll (kal'ko-graf), n. [< Gr. ^az-mif,

copper, -I- ypd^eiv, write, grave ; cf . NGr. xn^-i^o-

ypaipoQ, an engraver (orig. formed to translate
' printer').] An engraving on copper or brass.

chalcographer (kal-kog'ra-fer), n. [< chalcog-
raphy -\- -f»'l.] An engraver on brass or cop-
per. Also chalcogrciphist.

cnalcographic, chalcographical (kal-ko-graf'-

ik, -i-kal), a. [< chalcoijraphy + -ic, -ical.'] Of or
pertaining to chalcography: as, chalcographie
artists.

chalcographist (kal-kog'ra-fist), n. [< chalcog-
raphy + -ist.^ Same as chalcographer.

chalcography (kal-kog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. xo-'^Kk,

copper, -1- -ypa^ia, < ypcupciv, write, grave.] The
art of engraving on copper or steel plates.
Commonly called Ihie-engraving, because it is chiefly by
combinations of lines, simple or crossed, that the engraver
imitates textures, etc.

chalcomenite (kal-ko-me'nit), «. [< Gr. ;ira/'./c<5r,

copper, + fii/vri, = fi. moon, + -ite^.'] A hy-
drous copper selenite, oceuning in monoclinic
crystals of a bright-blue color.

chalcomorphite (kal-ko-mor'fit), n. [< Gr.
Xa'^-nog, copper, + nop^ij, form, + -ite^.'] A hy-
di'ous calcium silicate found in minute hexago-
nal crystals in the lava of Nieder-Mendig in the
Eifel, Rhenish Prussia.

chalcophanite (kal-kof'a-nit), n. [< Gr. ;t;a/lK(if,

copper, + -<l>av>i( (< ijiaivuv, appear) + -ite^.~\ A
hydrous oxid of manganese and zinc, occur-
ring in druses of minute tabular crystals of a
bluish-black color and metallic luster at Stir-

ling Hill in New Jersey. It assumes a bronze
color when heated before the blowpipe, whence
the name.
chalcophyllite (kal-ko-fil'it), n. [< Gr. xf'^Kk,
copper, -i- (jivX/.ov, a leaf, + -ifc^.] A hydrous
copper arseniate, occurring in thin tabular
crystals or foliated masses of a bright-green
color. Also called copper mica.

chalcopyrite (kal-kop'i-rit), «. [< Gr. xa^-K-k,

copper, + pyrites, q. v.] Copper pyrites, or yel-

low copper ore. it is a sulphid of copper and iron, and
occurs in tetragonal crystals or more commonly massive.
It has a bright brass-yellow color and brilliant metallic
luster on the fresh fracture. It is readily distinguislied
from pyrite, or iron pyrites, by its deeper color and inferior
hardne-ss.

chalcosiderite (kal-ko-sid'e-rit), n. [< Gr.
xaAKo^, copper, + aiArjpiTriQ, of iron: see sider-

ite.'\ A hydrous phosphate of iron and copper,
occurring in crystalline aggregates of a siskin-
green color.

chalcostibite (kal-kos'ti-bit), n. [< Gr. x^'^-k^,

copper, + cTijii, antimony (see stibium and an-
timony), + -ite^.'] A sulphid of antimony and
copper, of a lead-gray color. Also called wolfs-
hergite.

chalcotrichite (kal-kot'ri-kit), n. [< Gr. xo^k,
copper, + 6pi^(Tpix-), hair, + -ite^.'] A variety
of cuprite or red oxid of copper, occurring in
capillary crystals.

Chaldseism (kal'de-izm), n. A combined sci-

ence of astronomy and magic attributed to tne
Chaldeans : out of it probably grew astrology,
to which the term is often extended.

C/mW(:e(*.vm and Magism appear . . . mixed up together.
C. O. Mailer, JIaimal of Archaeol. (trans.), § 248.

Chaldaic (kal-da'ik), a. and n. [< L. Chaldaicus,
< Gr. XaA(Sak(}f,< XaMaia, Chaldea, prop. fern, of
XaXSa'mq, Chaldean.] I. a. Same as Chaldean.

II. n. The language or dialect of the Chal-
deans, one of the two dialects or branches of
the Ai-amaic, Syriac being the other.
Also Chcdclcc.

Chaldaism (kal'da-izm), n. [< Gr. XaX6atap6c,
< Xa?i6aii^civ, follow the Chaldeans, < XaMa'wc,
Chaldean.] An idiom or a peculiarity of the
Chaldee dialect.

Chaldean (kal-de'an),a.and «. [< Chaldea + -an:

see Chaldaic.^ I. a. Relating or pertaining to

Chaldea, the rich plain of southern Babylonia

:

the name Chaldea was also often applied to
the whole of that country, from the dominance
of the Chaldean race over it for a long period.
It was in Chaldea that the important Mesopntamian civil-

ization was developed from the primitive .Vccudian. Also
Chalda:an, Chaldaic, and Chaldee.— Chaldean art, the
earliest <Ievelopment of Accadian or Mesopotamian art,

from which the later art of Babylon and .Assyria was di-

rectly derived. Though still imperfectly known, this art

clearly contains the germs of all the later developments
from it, including the substructural mounds, terraced tem-
ples of brick, enamels, use of bright coloi-s, and engraved
gems. Such stone sculptures as have been found, par-

chalice

ticularly those excavated from 1877 to 1881 from the
mound of Tello in southern Chaldea, indicate a much less
conventional conception of the Immau form, and much

Chaldean Art.— Sculptured head from Tello. in the Louvre Museum.

more artistic promise, than was fulfilled in this branch
of art by the Babylonian and Assyrian sculptors.— Chal-
dean cycle. Hee cycle.— Chaldean era. .See era.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Chaldea; spe-
cifically, a member of the Semitic race from
whom Chaldea took its name, who were cele-
brated as warriors, astrologers, magicians, etc.,

and constituted the priestly caste of Babylo-
nia. Hence— 2. In the Bible, sometimes, an
astrologer, soothsayer, or fortune-teller.

Chaldee (kal'de), «. and n. [< L. Chalcloeus, < Gr.
XaMaloq, Chaldean.] I. a. Same as Chaldean.
— Chaldee language. See Chaldaic, n.— Chaldee Par-
aphrases, commentaries, called by the Jews Tavjums,
made for those Jews who spoke the Chaldee language and
did not understand Hebrew.

II. n. 1. Same as Chaldean, 1.— 2. Same as
Chaldaic.

Chalder^ (chal'der), n. [< OF. "chaudiere, caur-

diere, F. chaudiere = Pr. caudiera = Sp. caldera
= Pg. caldeira = It. caldaja, caldara, < L. (LL.
ML.) caldaria, a kettle for hot water: see chal-
droH^, caldron.'i 1. A caldron. [North. Eng.]
—2. The Scotch form of chcddroni. The Scotch
chalder was nearly 12 quarters Winchester
measure, or 16 bolls of corn.

chalder^ (chal'der), n. [Origin obscure.]
Xaut., a rudder-band or gudgeon. [Eng.]
chalder^ (chal'der), n. Same as chaldrick.

chaldernt (chal'dem), n. Same as chaudron.
Chaldeset, r. t. [< Chaldee (pi. Chcddees), q. v.,

with allusion to magic. See Chaldaism.'] To
trick; injure by trickery. Also caldese. [Old
slang.]

chaldrick (ehal'drik), ». [E. dial., also chal-

der; origin obscure.] A name in the Orkney
islands for the oyster-catcher, Hcematopug os-

tralenus. Montagu.
chaldronl (chal'dron), n. [Assibilated form of
caldron, < OF. "chaldron, F. chaudron, a kettle :

see chalder^ and caldron.'] A measure of coals,

etc., equal, by a statute of Charles II., to 36 coal
bushels, or 25+ hundredweight, but customarily
in England to 32_ heaped bushels. The Newcastle
chaldron is o2i or 53 hundredweight. In American ports
the weight is very various, but the ordinary weight in the
United States is 26J hundredweight.

chaldron^t, ». See chaudron.
chalet (sha-la'), n. [F., < Swiss chalet, prop.
a little castle, < ML. castellctnm, > E. castellet,

castlet, q. v.] 1. A hut or cabin in which cat-
tle and herdsmen are housed for the night on
the Swiss mountains.

Chalets are summer huts for the Swiss herdsmen.
Wordsworth.

Hence— 2. A dwelling-house of the Swiss peas-
antry similarly constructed, that is, low, with
very wide eaves, and with the roof weighted
down with large stones to seciire it against
the moimtain winds.-— 3. A country residence
built in the general style of a Swiss motmtain
cottage, but generally of ornamental character.
— Chalet-horn, a horn used by Swiss mountaineers in
callinir together their herds or flocks.

chalice (chal'is), n. [< ME. chalice, also calice,

< OF. *chalicc, calice, mod. F. calice = Pr. co/ite

= Sp. calls = Pg. calis, cali.r = It. calice = AS.
c«Kc= OS. l-elik- = D. k-elk = OHG. chelih, lelih,

MHG. 6. kelch = leel. kalkr = Dan. kalk, < L.
calix (calic-), a cup, = Skt. kalago, a cup, water-
pot; cf. Gr. />i'/(t, a cup: see calix and calyx.]

1. A drinking-cup or -bowl.

This even-handed justice

Commends the ingredients of our poison 'd chalice

To our own lips. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

Tulips, dark purple ami cream-color, burning scarlet and
deep maroou, held their gay chalice;^ up to o.ttch the dew.

S. T. Cooke, .Somelx>dy's Neighbors, p. 39.



Mayence Cathedral.

chalice

2. The cup in ^rhieh the wine is administered

in the celebration of the eucharist or Lord's

supper. It is now generally

niatle of silver, gilt inside ; but
gold chalices are not infrequent,

while less costly materials have
been used at all periods. ITie

rubrics of the Roman Catholic

Church require the chalice to be
of gold or silver. The shape of

the ch.alice varies very greatly

;

but in general the foot is wide-
spreading, and a knop is intro-

duced in the stem, sometimes
half-way up, sometimes nearer
the bowl, the object being t<j

prevent all chance of spilling

the consecrated wine, the knop
affording a firm hold for the

hand.

There is a grete chales of fyne gold of curious werke, set

with many precious stones.
Sir Jt Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. T.

Hized cballce, in the Roman Catholic Church, the Greek
and other Oriental churches (except the .\rmenian), and
in many .Anglican churches : (a) The wine mingled with
a little water for use at the eucharist. (h) The custom or

rite of adding water to the eucharistic wine. See kroHs.

chalice-case (chal'is-kSs), ». A permanent
cover for the chalice, whether made of a textile

fiibrio like a bag, or in the form of a cylindri-

cal box.

chalice-cells (chal'is-selz), ». pi. See goblet-

cells, under cell.

chaliced (ehal'ist), a. [< chalice + -ed^.l Hav-
ing a cup, as a flower.

Chalic'd flowers. Shak., CymbeUne, iL 3 (song).

chalice-pall (chal'is-pfl,!), n. In the Roman
Catliolic and Anglican churches, a piece of

cardboard about pight inches square, covered
with linen, or with silk on top and lawn under-
neath, placed before and after celebration upon
the paten.

chalice-spoon (chal'is-spon), n. 1. A spoon
with a perforated bowl for removing insects or

other impurities from the chalice.— 2. A spoon
for measuring out the water to be mixed with
the eucharistic wine.
chalice-veil (chal'is-val), n. 1. In the Roman
Catholic and Anglican churches, a piece of silk,

varying in color according to the ecclesiastical

seasou, used, over the chaliee-pall, to cover
the paten and chalice at certain times during
the celebration of the mass or holy communion.
— 2. In the Anglican Church, a piece of linen
or lawn used to cover the chalice and paten
after the communion of the people.

Chalicomys (ka-lik'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr.

X'''>i? (^a/'.«-), x^ebble, gravel, + ptvc =E. mouse.']

A genus of fossil rodents related to the beavers

:

synonymous with Steneofiber.

chalicosis (kal-i-ko'sis), n. [NL., < 6r. x^^^S
(xn7.ik-), gravel, -I- -osis.] In pa tAo?., a pulmo-
nary affection produced by the inhalation of
silicious particles, as by stone-cutters. These
particles are taken nji into the tissues of the lungs, and
are apt to produce more or less inflammation, in the form
of l)ronchitis or diffuse pneumonitis.

chalicotheriid (kal'l-ko-the'ri-id), n. A mam-
niiil of tlio family Chalicotheriid(E.

Ohalicotheriidae" (kal"i-ko-the-ri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Chalicotlwrium + -iVte.] A family of
extinct perissodactyl ungulates, typified by the
genus Cludicotherium. They were large quadnipeds,
with the upper molar teeth surmounted by subetpial cres-

cent^jid cresta separated Ity an external ridge, and with
the lower molars surmounted by crescents ; the upper pre-
molars were different from the molars, and had each only
one internal cu-sp; the anterior feet had 4 digits and the
posterior a. The species were quite numerous during the
Eocene jieriod, ancl a few lived during the Miocene.

chalicotherioid (kal'i-ko-the'ri-oid), a. and n.

I. a. liesembling or having the characters of
the Chalicolltcriiatv.

H. «. A chalicotheriid.

Chalicotberioidea (kal"i-ko-the-ri-oi'de-a), n.

]il. [NL., < (Jlialicotherium + -oidca.] A super-
family of ungulate quadrupeds, established for

the reception of the family Chalicothcriidcc and
related forms.

Chalicotherium (kal'i-ko-the'ri-um), n. [NL.
(ICaup), < Gr. ^d>.if (;i;a/./(c-), gravel, rubble, +
(hjiuov, a wild beast, < &iip, a wild beast.] The
typical genus of the extinct family Chnlicothe-
riiilw, remains of which occur in the Miocene
formation of Europe, Asia, end America.
chalifate (kii'li-fat), n. Same as ealifate.

chalil (ha-lel'), w. [Heb.] An ancient He-
brew musical instminent, probably a direct
flute or flageolet, though possibly having a reed
like a clarinet. The word is translated " pipe "

in both the authorized and the revised versions
of the Bible.
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Ohalina (ka-li'na), n. [NL., < Gr. x^^^^^i b,

bridle, bit, strap" thong, = Skt. Jchcdinas, khali-

nas, a bridle-bit.] The typical genus of sponges
of the family Chalinida.

Chalineae (ka-lin'e-e), ». pi. [NL., < Chalina
+ -c(B.] A general name of the sOieioeratous
sponges. Claus.

Chalinidse (ka-lin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Clialina

+ -idw.] A family of Fibrospongice or fibrous
sponges, represented by the genus Chalina.

Chalininae (kal-i-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Chalina
+ -inw.'i A group of sponges, typified by the
genus Chalina, having a considerable quantity
of spongin in the form of distinct homy fibers

containing spicules. It is referred by some to

the family Homoraphidw of Ridley and Dendy.
chalinoid (kal'i-noid), a. [< Chalina + -oid.l

Resembling a sponge of the genus ChaliiM : as,

"a true chalinoid larva," A. Hyatt.

Chalinopsidae (kal-i-nop'si-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Clmlmopsis + -t'rfcB.] A family of Fibrospongice

or fibrous sponges, typified by the genus Chali-

nopsis.

Chalinopsis (kal-i-nop'sis), M. [NL. (Oscar
Schmidt, 1870), < Gr. x"^'"^?, a bridle, a strap,

+ oi/«f, appearance.] The typical genus of

sponges of the family Chalinopsidw.

Chalinorhaphinae (kal"i-no-ra-fi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Chaliiiorhaphis + -inte.] A group of

sponges, represented by the genus Chalinorha-
phis. Lcndenfeld.

Chalinorhaphis (kal-i-nor'a-fis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ;i;a/'.iV(if, a bridle, a strap, -t- pa^ig, a needle,

< pdiTTciv, sew.] The typical genus of Chalino-
rhaphince, having many large spictUes axiaUy
situated. Lendenfeld.

chalk (chak), n. [Early mod. E. also chaulk,

< ME. chalk, < AS. cealc, chalk, lime, = D.
kalk = OHG. chalch, MHG. kale (kalk-), G.
kalch, kalk = Icel. Sw. Dan. kalk = F. chaux =
Pr. cah, cans = Sp. Pg. cal = It. calce = Ir.

Gael, cailc = W. calch, lime, < L. calx (calc-),

limestone, lime, chalk: see calx'^ and caii-2, and
cf. calcareous, causey, etc.] 1. In geol., a soft

white rock, consisting almost entirely of car-

bonate of lime in a pulverulent or only slight-

ly consolidated state, and readily soiling the

fingers when handled, it is seen, when examined
through the microscoi>e, to be made up in large part of
minute fragmentJi of the shells of Foramini/era, moUusks,
and echinoderms, and also of spicules of sponges. It

does not exactly resemble any deep-sea deposit at present
known to be in process of formation. This rock is a very
important and conspicuous formation on the south coast
of England (which on account of the whiteness of its

cliffs is poetically styled Albion) and in the north of

France. Under the city of London it has a thickness of
from 600 to 800 feet. The chalk gives its name to the
so-called Cretaceous formation. It is not known that
there is any rock exactly resembling chalk in any other
region than that of the Paris and London basins. Chalk,
lieing a nearly pure carbonate of lime in a pulverized con-

dition, is an article of great connnercial importance, and
is used in a large number of operations. For such pur-

I)o8es it is crushed and levigated. One of its principal
uses is for whitening walls, or whitewashing. It is not
used with oil. as it has no l)*xly witli that vehicle ; but, on
account of its being very much cheaper than lead paint,

it supersedes that article to a great extent. There are

many names for the various preparations of chalk, as

whititig, SjianUh white, I'arin white, etc. Chalk is not a
desirable material for ordinary mortar, but it is used to

some extent as one of the ingredients of hydraulic cement
See cement. 2.

2. A piece of prepared chalk used for marking
on a dark surface.— 3. A point scored in a
game : so called from its being recorded with
chalk. [Local and prov. Eng.]

One chalk or score is reckoned for every fair pin ; and
the game of skittles consists in obtaining thirty-one chalks

precisely. Strutt, Siwrts and Pastimes, p. 3C6.

4. An account. See to chalk up, below.
" I tell you, we can't and won't trust you. Your drunk-

en dail has run up a long cliaik already. Look there, I

guess you know enough to count twelve;— twelve gallons

he owes now." • S. Judd, Margaret, i. 6.

A long Chalk, a long way : many degrees. To beat one
l>y a luw! diitlk or li»iq chalks is to beat him i)y a long wjiy,

or to excel him in a high degree ; in allusion to the custom
of making marks, as in a score, with chalk, or to the mark-
ing of distances by lines drawn with a challc. [Colloq.]

Sir Alured's steed Wiia by Imt^ chalks the best
Of the party, antl very soon distanced the rest.

JJarham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 294.

Hence— Not by a long chalk, not on any account ; not
by any means : not at all.— Black chalk, (a) Slate suffi-

ciently colored by carbonacecMis particles to answer the
purpose of l)lack-lcad in pencils for coarse work, such as

marking stone. [Kng.] (6> A preparation of ivory-black
and line clay.— Chalk for Cheese, an inferior article for

a gooil one ; one thing for another.

Lo ! how they feignen chalke/or cheese.

Gower, Couf. Amant.j Prol.

Chalk style, in enfjraving. See stipplinp.— French
chalk, Hciily talc ; a variety of indurated talc, in masses
composed of small scales of a pearly-white or grayish col-

challenge

or, much used by tailors for drawing lines on cloth, and
for removing grease-spots.— Red chalk, or ruddle, a nat-
ural clay containing from 15 to 20 per cent, of the pro-
toxid aiul carbonate of iron.— Spardsh chalk, a variety
of steatite or stmpstone obtained from Aragon in Spain.

—

To know chalk from cheese, to have one's wits about
one ; know a poor or spurious article from a good or genu-
ine one.—To walk one's chalks, to go away ; leave un-
ceremoniously. [Slang.]

Cut his stick, and walked his chalks, and is off to Lon-
don. Kingsley.

To walk the chalk, to keep in a straight line ; submit
to strict discipline.

chalk (chak), V. t. [< chalk, n. Cf. calk^.] 1.

To rub or mark with chalk.

Some two or three yards ofT

I'll chalk a line. B. Jonson, Volpoue, ii 3.

2. To manure with chalk.

In Dorsetshire the land is usually chalked once in

twenty years. Encyc. Brit., Y. 372.

3. Figuratively, to make chalky-white ; blanch

;

make pale.
Fear

Stared in her eyes, and chalked her face, and wing'd
Her transit to the throne. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

4. To mark; trace out; describe: from the
use of chalk in marking lines.

It is you that have chalk'd forth the way
Wliich brought us hither ! Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

To chalk out. («) To sketch, as a plan of work or of
operations, roughly, or in general outlines ; mark out.

I knew all this before, sir

;

I chalk'd him out his way.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ilL 3.

This Is Indeed a very pretty career that has been chalked
out for you. Goldsmith, Vicar, xx.

(&) In Scotland, to mark the door of a burgh tenant with
chalk, an old mode of notice to quit, which is still compe-
tent.— To chalk up, to charge ; put down to one's ac-
count ; In allusion to the old custom, prevalent especially
among publicans ami milk-sellers, of writing a score in
chalk on a door or wall.

She has chalked up twenty shillings already, and sweara
she will chalk no more. Chapman, May-Day, i. 2.

chalk-box (chak'boks), n. A box containing
powdered chalk, in which public dancers and
acrobats rub the soles of their feet to prevent
them from slipping.

chalk-cutter (chak'kut'''6r), n. A man who
digs chalk.

chalkiness (cha'ki-nes), n. [< chalky + -ncss.]

The state of being chalky.

chalk-line (chak'lin), n. 1. A light cord
rubbed with chalk and stretched over a surface
to mark a straight line. When stretched, it is pulled
upward and allowed to spring down by lis elasticity, and
thus marks a line of chalk on the surface, to serve as a
guide, as fi>r a needle or a saw.

2. A vidgar name of the small green heron of

the United States, Butorides virescens : so called
in allusion to the white excrement voided when
the bird starts to fly.

chalk-pit (chak'pit), n. A pit in which chalk
is dug.

chalkstone (chak'ston), n. [< ME. chalkston,

< AS. cealc-stdn, calculus (= Dan. kalksten =
Sw. kalksten), < cealc, lime, -1- stdn, stone : see
chalk and stone.'] 1. In ined., a concretion, for

the most part of sodium urate, deposited in the
tissues and joints, especially of the ears, hands,
and feet, of persons affected with gout.— 2. A.

lump of chalk.

Goth, walketh forth, and brynge us a chalkstoon,
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 196.

When he maketh all the stones of the altar as chalk-
stones that are beaten In sunder, the groves and Images
shall not stand up. Is, xxvii. 9,

chalky (cha'ki), a. [< chalk + -yl.] 1. Con-
sisting of or containing chalk: as, "thy chalky
cliffs," Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.-2. Resem-
bling chalk in any way : as, a chalky taste ; a
chalky fracture.

As deposited from the cyanide bath just described, the
surface of the precipitated silver has a mat or dead ap-
pearance, which is well described as chalky.

Wahl, (lalvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 304.

challenge (chal'enj), n. [< ME. chalenge, as-

sibilatod form of calcnge, calange, an accusa-
tion, claim, < OF. chalenge, chalongc, assibi-

lated form of calenge, calonge = It. calogna, an
accusation, claim, dispute, < L. ealumnia, a
false accusation (in MXi. also an action upon
a claim), > E. calumny, q. v. Thus challenge

is a doublet of calumny.] If. Accusation;
charge.

Then muste make thy chalenge agcns God.
Bp. Pecock, Repressor, I. ili. 152.

But she that wrongfull challentje soone assoyled.

And shew'd that slie had not tiiat Lady reft

(As they suppos'd), but her had to her liking left.

Spemer, F. Q., IV. ix. 30.

2t. A claim or demand; pretension.



challenge

Accept the title thou usurp'st,

Of benefit proceeding from our Iciug,

And not of any challenge of desert.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

3. A summons or invitation to a duel ; a call-

ing upon one to engage in single combat, as
for the vindication of the challenger's honor; a
defiance.

Bene, Shall I speak a word in your ear?
Claud. God bless me from a challerige !

Shak., Much Ado, v. 1.

Hence—4. An invitation to a contest or trial of

any kind : as, a challenge to a rubber at whist

;

a challenge to a public debate; "a ehalleyige

to controversy," Goldsmith.— 5. The letter or

message containing the summons to a combat
or contest.

Here's the challenge, read it ; I warrant there's vinegar
and pepper int. Shak., T. N., ill. 4.

6. Milit., the act of a sentry in demanding the
countersign from any one who approaches his

post.— 7. In hunting, the opening cry of hounds
on first finding the seent of their game.— 8.

A calling in question ; an exception taken, as
to the tenability of a proposition, or a person's

right to do something or to hold sometning.

Rather assume thy right in silence and de facto than
voice it with claims and challenges. Bacon, Great Place.

9. In laiD, an objection to a juror; the claim
of a party that a certain juror shall not sit in

the cause. The right of challenge is given in both civil

and criminal trials, for certain reasons which are sup-
posed to disqualify a juror to be an impartial judge.
The challenge may extend cither to the whole panel or
body of jurors, called a challenge to the array, or only to
particular jurors, called a challenge to the polls. Both of
these challenges ai*e subdivided into principal challenges

(or challenges for principal cause) and challenges to the

favor. A principal challenge is a challenge which alleges

a fact of such a nature that, if proved, the juror is dis-

qualified as a matter of law, without inquiring whether he
is actually impartial : as, that one or more of the jury are
returned at the nomination of the other party, or are near-

ly related to the other party. A challenge to the favor con-
sists in the allegation by the party of a cause tliat might
probably bias, and the raising o^ the question whether the
juror is in fact impartial : as, a statement thata juror has
already formed an opinion, or is prejudiced against the
party. A peremptory challenge, allowed by statute in many
jurisdictions, is a challenge of jurors, to a limited num-
ber, to be taken without showing any cause at all.

I do believe . . .

You are mine enemy : and make my challenge.

You shall not be my judge. Shak., Hen. VIIl., ii. 4.

challenge (chal'enj), v.; pret. and pp. chal-

lenged, ppr. challenging. [< ME. chalengen,

accuse, claim, < OF. chaUngier, chalongier,

etc., = It. calognare, < L. calumniari; from the
noun.] I, trans. If. To accuse; call to answer;
censure.

The next day the two Kings with their people came
aboord vs, but brought nothing according to promise ; so
that Ensigne Saluage challenged Namenacus the breach
of three promises.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 62.

Dishonour'd thus and challenged of wrongs.
Shak., Tit. And., i. 2.

2. To lay claim to ; demand as due or as a right:

as, the Supreme Being challenges our reverence
and homage.
"Charite,"quodhe, "ne chaffareth nou3te, ne cAaZen^efA,

ne craueth !

"
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 160.

Mortals can challenge not a ray, by right,

Yet do expect the whole of Cynthia's light.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. ?,.

The Pope challenges all Churches to be under him, the
King and the two Arch-Bishops challenge all the Church
of England to be under them. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 57.

Hast thou yet drawn o'er young Juba?
That still would recommend thee more to Caesar,

And challenge better terms. Addison, Cato, i. 3.

In this night of death I challenge the promise of thy word

!

Whittier, Swan Song of Parson Avery.

3. To call, invite, or summon to single com-
bat or duel.

"Whosoe'er gainsays King Edward's right,

By this I challenge him to single fight.

[Throws doum his gauntlet.]
SAai., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

4. To call to a contest ; call into opposing ac-
tivity ; invite to a trial ; defy : as, to challenge

a man to prove what he asserts (implying defi-

ance).

Thus formed for speed, he challenges the wind.
And leaves the Scythian arrow far behind. Dryden.

All within us that is bad challenges the bad in our bro-
ther ; distrust engenders distrust. Sumner, Orations, I.

6. To take exception to ; object to (a person
or thing) ; call in question : as, to challenge
the accuracy of a statement. Specifically—
6. In law, to object or take exception to, as a
juror or jury panel. See challenge, n., 9.— 7.
MUit,, to demand the countersign from : as, a
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sentry is bound to challenge every person ap-
pearing near his post. See challenge, n., 6.

II, intrans. In hunting, to whimper or cry
when the scent of game is first discovered:
said of a hound.
challengeable (chal'en-ja-bl), a. [< ME. chal-

angcablc; < challenge + -able.'] Capable of be-

ing challenged, or called to an account.
A chartre is chalengeable byfor a chief iustice.

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 296.

How lords are challengeable l)y their vassals.

J. Sadler, Rights of the Kingdom, p. 30.

challengee (ehal-en-je'), n. [< challenge +
-eel.] One who receives a challenge. [Rare.]

The challenger and challengee.

Or, with your Spaniard, your provocador
And provocado, have their several courses.

B. Jonson, The Devil is an Ass, iii. 1.

challenger (chal'en-j6r), n. [< ME. chalengerc;

< challenge + -er^.~\ 1. One who challenges or

defies another to a duel or contest of any kind.

Jtos. Have you challenged Charles the wrestler?
Orl. No, fair princess ; he is the general challenger.

Shak., As you Like It, i. 2.

The impious challenger of Pow'r divine
Was now to learn that Heav'n, though slow to wrath.
Is never with impunity defied. Cowper, The Task, vi.

2. An objector; one who calls in question.— 3.

A claimant ; one who demands something as of
right.

Earnest challengers there are of trial, by some publick
disputation. Hooker.

Challengeria (chal-en-je'ri-a), n. [NL. (Wy-
ville Thomson, 1877), < Challenger, an English
vessel in which a voyage of scientific research
and exploration was made in 1873-76.] The
typical genus of tripyleans of the family Chal-
lengeriidee.

Challengerida (chal-en-jer'i-dii), ». pi. [NL.,
as Challenger-ia -I- -ida.] An order of tripyleans
having a monothalamous shell richly sculp-

tured and filled with a nucleated sareode.
A group of extremely minute forms, *' approaching, but

in many important points differing from, the Radiola-
rians," has been brought to light by the " Challenger " ex-

pedition. They have received the ordinal name of Chal-
lengerida. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 10.

Challengeriidffi (chal'en-je-ri'i-de), re. pi.

[Nil., < Challengeria + -Ida;.} A family of tripy-

leans having single-chambered shells, with po-
rous glass-like walls, and very fine, perfectly
regular, hexagonal pores varying greatly in

form. Genera of this family are Challengeria,

Gazelletta, and I'orcupinia.

challis (shal'i), n. [A French-looking form;
also written chally ; same word as shalli, q. v.]

A name originally given to a choice fabric of

silk and wool first manufaetm-ed at Norwich,
England, about 1832. It was thin, soft, fine, and
without gloss. The name is now applied to a fabric re-

sembling mnslin-de-laine, a light all-wool material, woven
without twill, and either plain or figured. French challis

is sometimes made with a glossy finish resembling that of

alpaca.

chalont, chalount. «• [ME. ; the orig. form of

shalloon, q. v.] A blanket or other form of

bed-covering.
Also, non of the Citee ne shal don werche [work] qwyltes

ne chalouns hy-thoute the walles of the Citee, vp-on peyne
to lese that good. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 360.

Abed
With shetes and with chalons faire y-spred.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 220.

chalumeau (shal-ii-md'), n. [F. chalnmeau, <

OF. chalemel = Pr. calamel, caramel, calmeilh =
Sp. earamillo (also F. dial. *calumet, > E. calu-

met, q. v.), < ML. calamellus; also in fern, form,
OF. chalemelle (> Pg. charamela = It. cennamel-
la), < ML. calamella, also calamaida (also OF.
chalemie, > MHG. schalemie, G. schalmei= Dan.
skalmeje = ME. shalmie, later shalme, shaume,
mod. E. shawm (ML. reflex sealmeia), < L. as
if *ealamia), a pipe, flute, flageolet, < LL. cala-

mellus, a little pipe or reed, dim. of L. calamus,
a pipe, a reed : see calamus, and cf . shawm.] 1

.

An obsolete musical instrument, probably of

the clarinet class. Seeshawtn.— 2. The lowest
portion or register of the scale of the clarinet

and of the basset-horn.

chaly (cha'li), re. An old copper coin of Ceylon,
equal to about one fourth of a United States
cent.

Ohalybeanl (ka-lib'e-an), a. [Cf. L. chalyheius,

of steel; < Chalybes: see def., and cf. chaly-

bean^. ] Pertaining to the Chalybes, an ancient
people of Pontus in Asia Minor famed as work-
ers in iron and steel; similar to the work or

products of the Chalybes : as, " Cbali/bean tem-
per'd steel," Milton, S. A., 1. 133.

chalybean^ (ka-lib'e-an), n. [< NL. chahib(ens,

< Ii. clMlybs: see cHalybeate.'] A bird of Para-

Chamsea

dise of the genus Chalybwus or Manucodia; a
manucode.
chalybeate (ka-lib'e-at), a. and re. [< Nh.'chaly-
beatus,< L. chalybs,(.Gr. xa'Avip (xa^'-vj}-), steel, so
called from the Xd?,vi3eg, Chalybes: see Chaly-
6canl.] I. a. 1. Qualified by the presence of
iron: applied to a medicine containing iron,

and especially to springs and waters impreg-
nated with iron, or holding iron in solution.
Chalybeate springs exi-st in many parts of the world. I'he
iron is generally present in the form of carljonate, and is

held in solution by the carbonic acid contained in the wa-
ter; on exposure to the air the carbonic acid escapes and
the iron is partly preciijitated.

2. Relating to or characteristic of a spring
or medicine containing iron: as, a chalybeate
taste; chalybeate e&eata.— 3. Steel-blue; cha-
lybeous.

II. n. A mineral water or other liquid im-
pregnated with iron.

chalybeous (ka-lib'e-us), a. [< L. chalybeius,

of steel, < chaiybs, <'Gr. x^Mii (;t;a/'.D/3-), steel:

see chalybeate.] Of a steel-blue color; very
dark blue with a metallic luster.

chalybite (kal'i-bit), re. [< L. chaiybs (chalyb-),

steel (see chalybeate), + -itc^.] Native iron
protocarbonate, FeCOs. Also called spathic
or sparry iron ore,'or siderite. See siderite.

chamlf, v. An older form of champ^.
cham^, a. [.Assibilated form of ca)«2.] Awry;
cam. [North. Eng.]
cham^t (kam), re. A former spelling of Jchan^.

I will . . . fetch you a hair off the great Cham's beard.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1.

In Tartary I freed the Cham,
Last June, from his huge swarm of gnats.

Broioning, Pied Piper, \-i.

Chama (ka'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. ;i;a(i'f(i', gape:
see chasm.] 1. A generic name formerly used
for bivalve shells of different kinds, but now
restricted to typical species of the family Cha-
midm. -Also spelled Cama. See cut under Cha-
midee.— 2. [/. c] A shell of the genus Chama
in its widest sense : as, the giant chama, a spe-
cies of the family Tridacnidw.

Chamacea, Chamaceae (ka-ma'sf-a, -e), re. pi.

[NL. (Chamacea, Lamarck, 1809; Chamacece,
Menke, 1828), < Chama + -acta, -acew.] A fam-
ily of eonchiferous mollusks, including and
represented by the genus Chama and others.
It is essentially tlie same as Chamid(X, but various hetero-
geneous genera were likewise refeixed to it by old authors.
Also written Camacea. [Not in use.]

chamacean (ka-ma'se-an), a. and re. [< Cha-
macea + -an.] I. a'. Of or pertaining to the
Chatnacea.

II. re. A gaping cockle ; one of the Chamacea.
Chamadse (kam'a-de), n. pi. See Chamidce.

chamade (sha-mad'), re. [F., < It. chiamata (=
Sp. llamada = Pg. chamada), a calling, < chi-

amare (= Sp. llamar = Pg. chamar, clamar =
OF. clamer, claimer, > E. claim^), < L. clamare,

call out: see claim^.] Milit., the beat of a
drum or sound of a trumpet inviting an enemy
to a parley.
They beat the chamade and sent us carte blanche.

Addison.

At length Signora Mencia, seeing me repulsed and ready
to raise the siege, beat the chamade, and we agreed upon
a capitulation. Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, viii. 10.

Chamsea (ka-me'a), re. [NL. (W. Gambel,
1847), < Gr. x^f^'^ (= L. humi), on the ground:
see chameleon and humus.] A genus of North
American oscine passerine birds, the wren-tits.

Wren-tit iCharnaa /asciata).

combining certain characteristics of wrens and
titmice. It is the type of a family CAnnitpi'rifP. having the

plumage extremely lax and soft ; rounded wings much
shorter than the long, narrow, graduated tail : 10 prima-

ries, the sixth being the longest ; tarsal scutella obsolete

;

feet as in Paridte : and the bill much shorter than the

head, with scaled linear nostrils and bristled gape. There
Is but one species, C. fasciata, ot California, See wren-tH,



chamsecephalic

chamscephalic (kam'e-se-fal'ik or kam-e-
sef'a-lik), a. [< dtamcccephaly + -ic] Charac-

terized by or exhibiting chameecephaly.

chamaecephaly (kam-f-sef a-li), n. [< Gr. x"-

fzai, on the ground, low, + Kcipa/J/, head.] In

ethnol, a formation or development of the skull

the cephalic index of which is 70 or less. See

cepliaiic.

Chamaecyparis (kam-e-sip'a-ris), n. [NL., <

Gr. xafii^'t on the ground, + Kv-aptaaog, cypress.]

A genus of large coniferous timber-trees, rep-

resented in the eastern United States by the

white cedar (C. spliwroidea), on the Pacific coast

by the yellow or Sitka cypress (C. Nutkaeims)

and the Port Orford cedar (C. Lawsoniana), and
by fouror five species in Japan and eastern Asia.
The wood of most of the species is light, hard, and very

durable, with an agreeable resinous odor, and is used

for many purposes. Several of the species are frequently

planted for ornament. The genus is nearly related to

Thuya and Cupresmis (in which the species are often in-

cluded), dilfering from the fonner in its globose cone of

peltate scales, and from the /atter in its flattened two-

ranked foliage and in the thin scales of the cone and the

smaller number of seeds.

chamaeform (kam'e-form), a. [< NL. chavita +
L. forma, shape.] 'Having the form of or re-

lated to a chama; chamacean.
Chamaeidae'' (ka-me'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Cku-

iiKva + -kl(E.] A family established by Baird

in 1864 for the reception of the genus Chamcea.

Also written Chamwada:.
Chamaeidae^ (ka-me'i-de), n. pi. See ChamitUe.

cliamaeleo (ka-me'le-6), n. [NL. : see chamele-

on.'] 1. Same as chameleon.— 2. [cap.] Same
as Cliamaleon, 2.

Also chameleo.

cliamaeleoil (ka-me'lf-on), n. [L., a chame-
leon: see chameleon.'^ "1. See chameleon.— 2.

[cop.] [NL.] The typical genus of the family

Cham<eleontida;, containingthe chameleons. See
chameleon.— 3. A name given by Theophrastus
and other early writersto certain plants,because
their leaves change color frequently. The black
channeleon is believed to have been Cardopatium corymbo-
mm, a thistle-like plant of the Mediterranean region. The
white chainseleon was the Carlinn (tuinmifeva. The roots

of both contain an acrid resin and were used medicinally,

Chamaeleonida (ka-me-le-on'i-<la), n.pl. [NL.,

< Cham(eleon + -ida.'] In Huxley's system of

classification, one of the major divisions of the

LacertUia, distinguished from all the Ciono-

crania by the absence of the columella and of an
interorbital septum, andfrom all known lizards

by the disunion of the pterygoid and quadrate

bones: same as Rhiptoglossa. In several respectt

the Chamceleonuta may be contrasted with all other
Lncertilin. There is but one family. Also Chameleonida.
.See Cfiatiuel^untulte and Chatmeleon, 2.

ChamaeleonldaB (ka-me-le-on'i-de), n.pl. Same
as Clianmleunti/Ue.

chamaeleontid (ka-me-le-on'tid), n. A lizard

of the family Chamieleontida:.

Chamaeleontidae (ka-me-le-on'ti-de), n.pl.

[XL., < Chamideon{t-) + -idee.'] The family

represented by the genus Chanueleon, having,

besides the characters of the major group Cha-
mceleonida, numerous other cranial characters.
The structure of the carpus, tarsus, and digits is very sin-

gidar ; the tail is prehensile ; there is no tym|ianum ; the
skin is soft, tuljerculated, and of changing hues ; the

tongue is remarkable for ita extreme e-xtensibility, and is

sheathed at the base, club-shaped and viscose at the end.

All but 3 of the 48 species are confined to Africa and
Madagascar. They are generally referred to 3 genera,
Chauiceleon, Brookesin, and RhainphoLeon. Also Chamce-
Uoni'lcr, Cfuimeleonidce. Hee chameleon.

Chamaepelia (kam"e-pe-li'a), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1827), < Gr. X"/^"', on the ground, + vtlcia,

the wild pigeon, rock-pigeon, stock-dove, < irt-

/.of, dark, dusky, ash-colored.] A genus of very
small ground-doves of the warmer parts of

America ; the dwarf doves. The type is C. pagse-

riiia, the common dwarf ground-dove of the southern
United States ; there are several others. The genus is

now often called Cotumbigatlina. See cut under ground-
Ofii'f.

Chamaerops (ka-me'rops), «. [L., < Gr. x"/"''-

fju^li (in Hiny), < x^f^'t on the grovmd, + l>6f,

a bush, shrub.] A genus of palms, consisting

of dwarf trees with fan-shaped leaves borne on
prickly petioles and bearing a small berry-like

fruit with one seed. Only two species are known,
natives of the Mediterranean region, C. humitU being the
only native European palm.

Chamaesaura (kam-e-sa'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. x"-
imi, on the ground, + navjM, a lizard.] A ge-

nus of South African lacertilians, of the fam-
ily Zonuridw, containing the snake-lizard, C.

anguina, having only rudimentary limbs and
little distinction between tail and body.

Cliainaesatiridae (kam-e-sa'ri-de), «. pi. [NL.,
< Chamaisaura + -i(Ue.] A family of leptoglos-
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sate lizards, represented by the genus Chamw-
saura. The species have rounded sides, with similar

scales on back and sides, rudimentary limbs, and a ser-

pentiform body. By most modern herpetologists they are
associated with the Zonuridce.

chamar^ (oha-mar'), n. [Repr. Hind, chamdr,
Beug. chamdr, etc., < Skt. charmalcdra, aworker
in skins, < cliarman, a skin, pelt, + kdra, mak-
ing, doing, < \/ kar, make, do.] A worker in

leather ; a shoemaker ; a cobbler. W. H. Bus-
sell. Also chumar.
chamar2(cha-mar'), m. [E. Ind. ; cf . Beng. and
Marathi chdinara, the tail of an ox used as a
fly-flap.] 1. A fan of feathers or similar ma-
terial used in the East Indies as one of the

insignia of royalty, and also in temples.— 2. A
fly-flap.

chamarre (sha-mar'), n. [OF.] A loose outer
garment for men, worn in Europe in the early

part of the sixteenth century, and preceding
the cassock, it is said by some to have been purely
ornamental, not cut in solid cloth, but made of strips or
bands of velvet or silk held together by galoon.

Chamarre, a loose and light gown (and less properly, a
cloak), that may be worn a swash or skarf-wise ; also a
studded garment. Cotgrave.

chamaylet, « • A Middle English form of camel.

chamber (cham'ber), n. [Early mod. E. also

chaumber, Sc. chalmer, etc.; < ME. chamber,
ckambrc, chaumbre, < OF. chambre, cambre, mod.
F. chambre = Pr. cambra — Sp. Pg. camara =
It. camera = D. kamer = OHG. chamara, MHG.
kamere, kamer, G. kammer = Dan. kammer =
Sw. kammare, a chamber, room, < ML. camera,
a chamber, room, < L. camera, camara, a vault,

an arched roof, an arch, < Gr. Ka/idpa, anything
with an arched cover, a covered carriage or

boat, a vaulted chamber, a vault : see camera
and camber^.'] 1. A room of a dwelling-house;
an apartment; specifically, a sleeping-apart-
ment; a bedroom.

And beside tho Welles, he had lete make faire Halles
and faire Chambres, depeynted alle with Gold and Azure.

Mandevitle, Travels, p. 278.

The chamber where the good man meets his fate

Is privileged beyond the common walk
Of virtuous life, quite in the verge of heaven.

Young, Might Thoughte, 11. 633.

High in her chamber up a tower to the east.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. pi. (a) A room or rooms where professional

men, as lawyers, conduct their business ; espe-

cially, any place out of court (usually a room
set apart for this purpose) where a judge may
dispose of questions of procedure of a class not
sufficiently important to be heard and argued
in court, or too urgent to await a term of

court: distinctively called judged chambers.

(6) Furnished rooms hired for residence in

the house of another; lodgings: as, "a bach-
elor life in chambers," Thackeray.— 3. A place
where an assembly meets: as, a legislative

chamber, ecclesiastical chamber, privy chamber,

etc.— 4. The assembly itself ; sometimes, spe-

cifically, one of the branches of a legislative

assembly : as, the New York Chamber of Com-
merce ; a meeting of the legislative chamber.

ITiat no brewer breke it, upon payne of xl. s., forfeit-

able to the chambre of the Toune.
EnglUh Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 425.

In the Imperial chamber this vulgar answer is not ad-

mitted. Ayliffe, Parergon.

5. A compartment or inclosed space; a hollow
or cavity: as, the chambers of the eye (see be-

low) ; the chamber of a furnace.

The chambres in the bathes may be wrought
Att cistcniG is.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

And all the secret of the Spring
Moved in the chambers of the blood.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxiii.

Specifically— (o) In Aydrauifc«i!7in.:(l)Thespaoe between
the gates of a canal-lock. (2) ITie part of a pump in which
the bucket of a plunger works. (6) Milit. : (1) That part
of a barrel, at the breech of a firearm or piece of ord-

nance, which is enlarged to receive the charge or car-

tridge ; also, a receptacle for a cartridge in the cylinder of

a revolver or of a breech-loading gun. (2) An underground
cavity or mine for holding powder and bombs, where they

may be safe and dry. Distinctively called powder-cham-
tjer and bomb-chamber, (c) The indentation in an axle-box,

designed to hold the lubricant, (d) That part of a mold con-

taining the exterior part of a casting and covering the core

in hollow castings, (e) In anat. : (1) A cavity representing

the urogenital sinus of the embryo undifferentiated into a

prostatic and bulbous urethra. (2) See chambers of the eye,

below. (/) In conch. ; (1) The interval between the septa

of the camerated shell of a cephalopod, such as species of

Nautilus or Ammonites, as well as the portion of the shell

in which the animal rests. (2) A cavity separated from
another or the main part of the interior of the shell by a
septum, (g) In coal-mining, same as breast or roo7ft. See
breast. [Pennsylvania.]

cbamberer

6t. A short piece of ordnance without a car-

riage and standing on its breech, formerly used
chiefly for rejoicings and theatrical purposes.

For the close of this their honourable entertainment, a
peal of chambers,

Middleton, Entertainment at Opening of New River.

A gallant peal of chambers gave a period to the enter-

tainment. Howell, Londinopolis, p. 11.

7. Abedroom utensil, usedfor eontainingurine

;

a chamber-pot.—Branchial chamber. See branchial.
— Chamber of Agriculture. See agriculture.—-Cha,m-
ber of assurance, (a) A company organized in France for

the purpose of carrying on the business of insurance, (b) A
court in the Netherlands where cases relating to insurance
are tried.— Chamber of commerce, a voluntary associa-

tion of the merchants and traders of a city or town for the
protection and promotion of their commercial interests.

See board of trade, under (?nd(;.— Chamber Of Deputies.
See deputy.— Chambers of Rhetoric, the literary guilds

that flourished in the Netherlands during the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. They were medieval in taste,

middle-class in tone and ideas, and famous for their wealth
and influence. The Amsterdam guild, known as the "Eg-
lantine," was the most celebrated.—Chambers of the
eye, the space between the cornea and anterior surface

of the iris, called the antenor chamber, and the space be-

tween the posterior surface of the iris and the crystalline

lens, called the posterior chamber, both spaces being filled

with the aqueous humor. See cut under eye.- Chambers
of the Mngt, the ports or havens of England: so called

in old records. E. Phillips, 1706.— Ciliated Chambers.
See citiated.-Cler^ Of the Chamber. See cicj*.- Dry-
ing-chamber, a hot closet for drying printed stuffs. If
has a series of rollers near the top and bottom of the room,
and over these the cloth passes, after which it goes to the

folding-room.—Judges' chambers. See 2 (a), above.—
Star Chamber. See star-chamber.— To sit at cham-
bers, to despatch summary business in chambers ; said

of a jiulge.

chamber (cham'bfer), r. [< chamber, «.] I.

intrans. 1. To reside in or occupy a chamber.
— 2. To fit snugly, as layers of buckshot in the

barrel of a gun or in a cartridge. See extract

under U., 3.

II. trans. 1 . To shut up in or as in a chamber.

The best blood chamber'd in his bosom.
Shak., Rich. II., i. 1.

Thy cold pale figure,

Which we have commission but to chamber up
In melancholy dust. Shirley, Witty Fair One, v. 3.

2. To furnish with a chamber, as the barrel of

a breech-loading firearm. Guns are often cham-
bered in order to enlarge the rear portion of the bore, so

as to increase the powder-capacity behind the projectile.

3. To fit into the barrel of a gun or into a car-

tridge, as buckshot.
One should be careful to chamber the buckshot at the

choke of the gun, and to choose the size that most nearly
chandlers. Forest and Stream, XXII. 225.

chamber-council (cham'b6r-koun"sil), n. Pri-

vate or secret council.

I have trusted thee, Camillo,
With all the nearest things to my heart, as well
My chamber-councils. Shak., W. T., i. 2.

chamber-counsel (cham'ber-koun"sel), n. Same
as chamber-counselor.

chamber-counselor (cham'b6r-koun''Bel-or), ».

A counselor or person learned in the law who
gives opinions in private, and does not advo-
cate causes in court.

chamberdakint, chamberdekint, «• [Said to

be a corruption of ML. camera degens, living in

a chamber: camera, abl. of (L.) camera, cham-
ber ; degens, ppr. of L. degere, pass time, live,

< de, of, + agere, drive : see act, n., camera, and
chamber.'] in the University of Oxford, a stu-

dent not living in a scholars' hall, but rooming
with others ; especially, one of certain riotous

students banished by a statute of Henry V.

A certain sort of scholars called chamberdekins, no oth-

er, as it seems, than Irish beggars, who, in the habit of

poor scholars, would often disturb the peace of the uni-

versity, live under no government of principals, keep up
for the most part in the day, and in the night-time go
abroad to commit spoils and manslaughter, lurk about in

taverns and houses of ill-report, commit burglaries and
such like. Anthony d Wood.

chambered (cham'bSrd), a. [< chamber, »., +
-crf2.] 1, Divided into compartments by walls

or partitions.
And every chambered cell

Where its dim dreaming life was wont to dwell.

0. W. Holmes, The Chambered Nautilus.

Specifically, in bot, applied to compound ovaries in which
the placentas project inward but do not meet in the axis,

as in the poppy.

2. Provided with a chamber for gunpowder:
said of cannon Chambered shells, a name invent-

ed as a vernacular equivalent for the famdy Calyptroeidce.

Adams, 1854.

chamberert (cham'b6r-6r), n. [< ME. chambe-
rere, chambrere, < OF. chamberere, fern, chambe-
rierc, < chambre, chamber.] 1. One who fre-

quents ladies' chambers ; especially, one who
intrigues; a gallant.

Haply, for I am black,

And have not those soft parts of conversation
That chamberers have. Shak., Othello, iii. 3.



chamberer

2. A mistress ; a concubine.
I ne held me never digne in no manere
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To be jour ml, ne yet your chamba-ere.
Che

Abraham hadde another sone Ysniael, that he gat upon
Agar his Chambrere. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 102.

3. One who attends in a chamber; a groom of
a chamber; a chamberlain.
There parflt treuthe and pouere herte is and pacience of

tonge,
Tliere is Charitee, the chief chaumbrere for god hymselue

!

Piers Plowman (B), xiv, 100.

4. A chambermaid ; a lady's-maid.
Ladies (aire, with their gentelwomen chamberers also.

Ai^K^d's Chronicle, fol. 193.

chamber-fellow (cham'bdr-fel'o), n. One who
occupies the same apartment with another.
cbamber-gage (cham'ber-gaj), n. An instru-
ment used to verify the form and dimensions
of the chambers of small arms and of cannon.
chamber-hangings (cham'b6r-hang"ingz), n.
pi. Tapestry or hangings for a chamber.

chambering (cham'b6r-ing), n. 1. Same as
cameratioH, 2.

Tlie chambering of the test does not express a corre-
sponding cell-segmentation of the protoplasm.

Encyc. BrU., XIX. 846.

2t. Lewd, dissolute behavior.
Let us walk honestly, . . . not in rioting and drnnken-

ness, not in chambering and wantonness. Kom. xiii. 13.

chamber-kiln (cham'b^r-kil), n. A brick- or
tile-kiln having chambers or compartments,
sometimes so arranged that they can be heated
successively.

chamberlain (cham'b6r-lan), n. [Formerly
chamherlin, < ME. chamberlayn, -laine, -leyn,
-leiii, etc., once chaumhcrUng, < OF. chambrelein,
chambrelenc, later chamberlain, F. chambellan

The profits of his chamberlainship being moderate
he had eked it out a little with some practice in his origi-

, .,.
"al profession. Scott, Abbot, IL 78.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, I. 766. chambcrlet (eham'b6r-let), n

chamfer
called the traverse, and the two side pieces or
posts are called the ascendants.
cnambray (sham 'bra), «. [Cf. cambric.'^ A
kind of gingham in plain colors with linen fin-
ish, used for women's gowns. E. U. Knii/lit.

chambrel (kam'brel), n. A variant of gambrcl.
The principal chambers are subdivided into cton(-cri«(s

chameck (cha-mek'), n. [Braz.] A Brazilian
" • monkey of the genus Ateles and family Cebidw.

The head is round and small ; the limbs are long and slen-
der

; and the thumb of the fore hands is wanting It is
a very gentle creature, and susceptible of a high degree
nf tramnig. The length of the Iwdy is aljout 20 inches,
and of the tail over 2 feet.

chameleo, «. See ckammlco.

[< chamber +
dim. -/e<.] A small chamber, as one of the di-
visions of the test of a foraminiferous animal-
cule.

as in Orbiculina. Jincyc. Brit., IX. 37e'
Thus, . . . if we compare Orbitolites with Cycloclypeus

we recognize the same plan of growth in each, tlie oharii-
berlels being arranged in concentric rings around the pri-
mordial chamber. ir. n. Carpenter, Micros., § 461

chamberleted, chamberletted (eham'ber-let-
ed), a. [< chamberlet + -cd^.] Divided into o:
supplied with chamberlets or small chambers.
The division of the chamber-segments of the body into

rbitmbertetted sub-segments. Amer. Jour. Sci., CLX. 328.

chamber-lye (cham'b6r-Ii), n. [Also chamber-
he; < chamber + lye.} Urine. Shak.
chambermaid (eham'ber-mad), w. If. A maid
or female servant who dresses a lady and waits
on her in her own room ; a lady's-maid.
Whereas they [the chaplains] petition to be freed from

any obligation to marry the chamber-maid, we can by no
means assent to it; the Abigail, by immemorial custom,
being a dcodand, and belonging to holy Church.

Reply to Ladies and Bachelors Petition, 1694
[(Hail. Misc., IV. 440).

2. .A. woman who has the care of chambers,
making the beds and cleaning the rooms.
Keaders are respectfully requested to notice that Mrs.

Pratchett was not a waitress, but a chambermaid.
Dickens, Somebody's Luggage.

3. A theatrical name for an actress who plays
the more broadly c6mic parts ; a soubrette.
In sprightly parts, in genteel comedy, in all chamber,

maids, in melodramatic characters, especially where pan-
tomimic action was needed, she [Mrs. Charles Kemhlej

_ _^_ ^_ v.»„,„„,,„
was excellent. i)oran. Annals of the Stage, II. 282.

(after ML. cambellanus) = Pr. 'camarienc'=8v ^hamber-maS'ter (cham'ber-mas''ter), n. A
' " , ^. .. f shoemaker who makes up his own material at

home, and disposes of it to the shops. Mayhew.
chamber-music (cham'ber-mu'''zik), n. Music,
either instrumental or vocal, which is specially
suited for performance inasmallroom: opposed
to concert-music, and also to church music and
operatic music. The term is commonly applied to con-
certed music for solo instruments, such as string quartets,"" It was first used early in the seventeenth century to

ed), «. [< chamberlet + -cd-i.-] Divided into or ''Pi®"' '!; -„- .

suDolied with ehamberlpts nr =,„oii «i,o,v,i,o„o Chameleon (ka-me le-on), n. [Themod. spelling
chameleon, sometimes chammlenn, imitates the
L. {like chamomile far camomile); early mod. E,
cameleon, camelion, < ME. camelion, < L. chame-
leon (= Ar. Pers. qalamun), < Gr. xafai/Jav, lit.
' ground-lion,' that is, low or dwarf' lion, < ;t-oua(,

on the ground, + 'Aiuv, lion.] 1. A lizard-like
reptile of the family Chama;leontidw, having a
naked body, a prehensile tail, feet suited for
grasping branches, and the eye covered by a
single circular eyelid with an aperture in the
center. There are about 69 species, of which the best-
known is Chamaleon vulgaris, a native of Africa, extend-
ing into Asia and the south of Europe. Its body is 6 or
7 inches long, and the tail 6 inches. The skin is cold to the

camarlengo = Pg. camerlengo = It. camarlingo,
camerlengo, camerUngo(>F. camerlingue), < ML.
camarlingus, camerlingus, camerlengus (also ca-
mcrlanus, camberlanus, cambellanus, after OF.),
< OHG. chamarlinc, -ling, MHG. Icemerlinc, G.
kdmmerling (= D. kamerling), < OHG. chamara,
G. hammer (= F. chambre, E. chamber, q. v., <
L. camera), chamber, -I- -ling = E. -ling^ : see
chamber and -ling'^.'] 1. A person charged with
the direction and management of a chamber or
chambers. Specifically— (ot) An attendant, sometimes
a male, sometimes a female, at an inn ; a head waiter or
upper chambermaid, or a person discharging duties analo-
gous to those of such attendants.

Think'st thou
That the bleak air, thy boisterous chamberlain.
Will put thy shirt on warm? Shak., T. of A., iv 3

designate all music not adapted to the uses of the church
or the theater. Originally, therefore, it included concert-
music.

chamber-organ (cham'ber-6r "gan), n. A small
portable organ; a cabinet organ, or one de-
signed for use in a small room, public or private.
chamber-piece (cham'ber-pes), n. In her., a
short cannon or mortar, represented either
mounted or dismounted. See chamber, 6.

A vessel for

I had . . . as lieve the cAamAcriain* of the White Horse .
had caUed me up to bed. Peele, Old Wives' Tale, i. 1. Chambcr-pot (cham'bfer-pot),
(6) An officer charged with the direction and management urine, used in bedrooms,
of the private apartments of a monarch or nobleman. The chambcr-practice (cham'ber-prak'tis), n. Thelord great chamberlain of Great Britain is the sixth officer nraotice of a chamber-cniinspWof the crown. His functions, always important, have va-

P™ciice 01 a cnamDer-counselor.
ried in different reigns. The duties which now devolve '

,
" '"" reputation ... of excellent discernment in

upon him are the robing and attending on the king at
chamber practice of the law. Lamb, Old Benchers,

his coronation
; the care of the ancient palace of West- Chamber-StorV (cham'ber-st6"ri), n. The storv""""" the provision of furniture for the houses of or one of the stories of a house appropriated

minster,
_ . _ __ _^^ ^^_^

Parliament, and for Westminster Hall when used on"great
occasions; and attending upon peers at their creation,

for bedrooms. Gwilt.
and upon bishops when they perform their homage. The Ohambertin (F. pron. shon-ber-tan'), n. [cap.omn»un„„i„i.,„„„„.iK., .,.„.„„,=,:„. „. „. , . ov I. C.J [F. : SCO def.] Aredwine made in Bur-

gundy, in the department of Cote-d'Or, and
named from the vineyard of Chambertin, of
about 60 acres, near Dijon, on the celebrated
hillside which gives the name to the depart-
ment. The wine ranks among the first six or seven of
Burgundy, and therefore among the chief red wines of tlie
world.

The chambertin with yellow seal.

Thackeray, Bouillabaisse.

office is now jointly held by the families of Cholmondeley
and Willoughby de Eresby, and the honors are enjoyed in
each alternate reign by each family successively. The
office of lord chamberlain of the homehnld, generally called
simply the lord chamberlain, is quite distinct from that of
the lord great chamberlain, and is changed with the ad-
ministration. This officer has the control of all parts of
the household (except the ladies of the queen's bedcham-
ber) which are not under the direction of the lord steward
the groom of the stole, or the master of the horse. The
king's (queen's) chaplains, physicians, surgeons, etc. as
well as the royal tradesmen, are in his appointment; the
companies of actors at the royal theaters are under his
regulation ; and he is also the licenser of plays. He has
under him a vice-chamberlain.

As likewise, divers others made their Claims : Robert
de Vere, Earl of Oxford, to have the Office of Chamber-
lain, and to pour out Water for the King to wash.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 136.

2. Originally, the keeper of the treasure-cham-
ber; hence, a receiver of rents and revenues;
a treasurer: as, the chamberlain of a corpora-
tion. The name is given in some of the larger cities and
towns lioth of Great Britain and of the United States to the
treasurer or officer who has charge of the moneys of the
municipal corporations.

Erastus the chamberlain of the city laluteth you.
Kom. xvi. 23.

The Chamberlain receives all the rents and dues be-
longing to the corporation, except those received for char-
ities, and makes all payments. He attends on the admis-
sion of ireemen, and examines the evidence. The property
of the corporation is under his care and superintendence.

Municip. Corp. Reports (1836), p. 2464.

chamberlainship (cham'bfer-lan-ship), «. [<
chamberlain -¥ -ship.'] The office or dignity of
a chamberlain.

We will try a bot-
tle of the Chamber-
tin to-day, Vincent

Bulwer, Pelham,
[xxviii.

chamblett, n.

and V. An ob-
solete form of
camlet. Beau,
and Fl.

chambranle
(sham-branl'),
n. [F.^ etym.
uncertain.] In
arch., a struc-
tural feature,
often ornament-
al, inclosing the
sides and top of
a doorway, win-
dow, fireplace,

or similar open-
ing. The top
piece or beam is

Chambranle.
North door of the Erechtheum, Athens.

Chameleon [Chamalfen vtiit^aris),

touch, and contains small grains or eminences which are of
a bluish-gray color in the shade, but in the light of the
sun all parts of the body become of a gi-ayish-brown or
tawny color. The extraordinary faculty which the cha-
meleon possesses of changing its color, in accordance with
that of the objects by which it is sniTounded or with its
temper when disturbed, is due to the presence of clear or
pigment-bearing contractile cells placed at various depths
in the skin, their contractions and dilatations being under
the control of the nervous system. Its power of fasting
and habit of inflating itself gave rise to the fable that it
lives on air. It is in reality insectivorous, its tongue,
which is long and covered with a viscid saliva, being dart-
ed at its prey and securing it when touched.

Snakes that cast your coats for new.
Chameleons that alter hue.

Fletcher, Eaithful Shepherdess, iii. 1.

The thin chamele&n, fed with air, receives
The colour of the tiling to which he cleaves.

Dryden,
As a lover or chameleon
Grows like what it looks upon.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iv. 1.

2. In the southern United States and "West In-
dies, a true lizard of the family Anolididw or
Igiianidw. Also chama-leo.— 3. [cap.] A con-
stellation invented by Bayer, situated beneath
the feet of the Centaur.- chameleon mineral a
name formerly given to a mass produced by fusing oxi,l of
manganese with niter or potash, and consisting essentially
of the manganate of potassa. It is readily converted into
the reddish-purple permanganate, and also into salts hav-
ys manganese as the base and possessing no strong color.
When dissolved in water it assumes a variety of colora,
passing rapidly from green to blue, purple, and red.

Chameleonida, Chameleonidae, etc. See cha-
ma-leonida, etc.

chameleonize (ka-me'le-on-Iz), v. t.
;
prot. and

pp. chamcleoviced. ppr. cli'ameleonizing. [< cha-
meleon + -ize.} To change into various colors.
li/iiley. [Rare.]

chamelott, n. Same as camlet. Spenser.
chamfer (cham'fer), n. [Also chamfret, early
mod. E. chamfre, chanfer, < OF. 'chanifrein,
chamfrain, F. chanfrein (= Sp. chaflan), a cham-
fer; origin uncertain

; perhaps a particular use
of chanfrein, a, chamfron: sec chamfron.] 1.
In carp., a groove or furrow.— 2. A bevel or
slope ; the comer of anj-thing originally right-
angled cut away so as to make an angle with
the sides which form it. Also ehamjTering.
chamfer (cham'fer), r. t i<chamfei;n.} 1. In
carp., to cut a fuiTow in; flute; channel.— 2.
To cut or grind in a sloping manner, as the
edge of anjrthing square, so as to form a bevel.
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chamfered

chamfered (eham'ferd), p. a. [Pp. of chamfer,
I-.] tirooved ; furrowed ; figuratively, -nTinliled.

But eft, when ye count you freed from feare,
Comes the breme Whiter with cham/reti browes.

Speiiner, Shep. Cal., February.

chamfering (cham'fer-ing), n. [Verbal n. of
dm infer, i'.] Same as chamfer, 2.

The roof ... is exceeding beautiful, . . . vaulted with
very sumptuous frettings or cimm/erings.

Coryat, Cnidities, I. 31.

chamfrett, ". aud r. [See chamfer.'] Same as
chamfer.

917

In recent times it has been largely used for
warm underelothing. See wash-leather.
chamoisite (sham'oi-zit), H. [< Chamoison (see
def.) + -!te2.] A hydrous silicate of iron and
aluminium, occurring in greenish-gray to black
compact or oolitic masses, it forms beds in the lime-
stone at Chamoison, near Ardon iu the canton of Valais,
Switzerland, and has been used as an iron ore.

chamolett, «. Same as camlet.

Xatolia affording great store of Chamolets and Groge-
ranis ; made about Angra, . . . before such time as the
goats were destroyed by the late Rebells.

Chamfreting(cham'fret-ing), «. [Verbal n. of ,, ., „
S«.«f»», Travailes. p. 12.

Cham fret, c] The splay of a \vindow, etc. £. chamomile, «. See camomtU.
TF T.-.-.-.J. J

J r .r J rna.mnl (cnfl.mn)_ r. rftr»TnofiH. Kriit/ht,

chamfrbn (cham'fron), n. [< OF. chamfrein,
V. chaiifrein, ehamfron; origin uncertain: see
chamfer, «.] The defensive armor of the front
part of the head of a war-horse, in the fifteenth
century, when bards had attained their greatest develop-
ment, it was fitted with earpieces covering the horse's
ears, and protected the whole head between the eyes and
as far down as the nostrils. It was often fitted with a
rke or boss between the eyes. Also chanfrin charfron,

ffron. cham/rin, chanfron. See cuts under armor
(flg. 2) and bard.

chamid (kam'id), n. A bivalve mollusk of the
family Chamidee.

Chamidae (kam'i-de), n. pi. [Nil., < Chama +
-i(/<t'.] A family of bivalve mollusks, typified
by the genus Chama. They have a thicls, irregular,
inequivalve shell, with strong hinge-teeth, two in one

Right and Left Valves of Cfiama maerofhylla.

valve and one in the other; an external hingeliganient

:

siphonal orihces far apart; and united mantle-margins,
leaving; Imt a small opening for the foot. Tlie species oc-
cur in tropical seas of both hemispheres, attached usually
by one of the umbones to some support. • • -
and Chatnirida;.

chamlsal (eham'i-sal), n. [Mex. Sp., < chami-
so. ] A dense growth of the Califomian chami-
so ; a chaparral.

chamiso (cham'i-s6), ?i. [Mex. Sp. : ef. Sp. clia-
mi:ii, a kind of wild cane or reed ; Pg. chami^,
a small rope made of matweed.] A plant of
the genus Adeaostoma, natural order Rosacea.
The species are evergreen shrubs with clustered, short,
rigid, awl-shaped leaves, and numerous small white flow-
ers borne in dense racemose pal
fragrant. There are two species, natives of California,
which clothe great areas of the dry coast-ranges and foot-
hills with a dense and sometimes almost impenetrable cha-
parral, called locally chamUcd. Ordinarily these hmbs
(.TOW in scattered clumps from 4 to 8 feet high, but aome-
tirii.s much higher.

chamlett, ». .Aji obsolete form of camlet.
chamois (sham'wo or sham'i), «. [Also spelled,
fsp. in second sense, shamoy and shammy; < F.
chamoUi = Pr. camom = Sp. camuza, gamuza =
Pg. cnmii<;a, eamunja = It. camo::a, t., camoscio,
m.,< OHtr. '(iamuz,gam:, ii.HG. gamz, G. gemse,

champl (champ), v. [Sometimes pron. and
written chomp ; a later form of early mod. E.
cham, chew (prob. used in ME., but not found),
of Seand. origin : cf . Sw. dial. Mmsa, chew with
difficulty.] I. trans. 1. To bite repeatedly and
impatiently, as a horse his bit.

But, like a proud steed rein'd, went haughty on,
Champing his iron curb. Milton, P. L., iv. 869.

2. To bite into small pieces; cratmch; chew;
munch : sometimes followed by up.

After dinner came a fellow who eate live charcoal,
glowingly ignited, quenching them in his mouth, and then
champing and swallowing them down.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 2, 1684.

I . . . champed up the remaining part of the pipe.
Steele, Spectator, Ko. 431.

And champing golden grain, the horses stood
Hard by their chariots. Tennyson, Iliad, viii. 6«0.

3. To pound ; crush ; mash : as, to champ pota-
toes. [Scotch.]

n. intrans. To perform the action of biting
repeatedly aud impatiently : generally followed
by on or u^wn.

Champing as though his cud had troubled him.
Sir P. Sidney.

The noble animal, . . . arching his stately neck, cAamwd
on the silver bit8 which restrained him.

Scott, Kenilworth, II. 117.

champl (champ), n. [< champl, r.] 1. The
act of biting repeatedly, as a horse on his bit.

..acne.. ..suany ^^T^r^^: hashed potatoes. [Scotch ]

Also Chamadie Champa, Champa (champ), n. [< F. champ, a
field: see camp^.] A field. Specifically— (a) In
arch., a held or ground on which carving is raised. Ox-
ford Glotsary. (6t) In A«r., the field of a shield or banner.

Kay the stiward hadde brought the grete baner wherof champarty, n.

the champe was white as snowe, and the dragon was a-boue Champe, «
the crone, ffor thus coraaunded Merlin.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 675.

(c)In lace-making: (1) The ground upon which the pat-
tern is embroidered or applied. (2) The filling of brides
or links between the figures of the pattern of lace that
lias no ground or bottom.

champignon
part of the district.—Champagne ros6, champagne hav-
ing a slightly pink or ruddy tint. This color is usually
produced by the addition of a little red wine. — StiU
champagne, properly, non-ettervescent wine made in
Champagne, of which the best-known is sillery sec; im-
properly, slightly eltervescent champagne, as distinguished
from the grand monsseux or frothing variety.— Tisane de
Champa^e. See tisane.

champaign (sham-pan'; formerly cham-pan'),
n. and a. [Early mod. E. also ehampain, cham-
paine, and by con-uption champian, champion,
< ME. champeyne, < OF. cham])aigne, assibilated
form of campaigne = It. canipagna, a flat open
country: see campaign.'} i. n. A flat open
country.

In place eke hoote and drie.
In champeyne eke, and nygh the sees brynke
Betjine upon thi werk in vynes hie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 10.

The Canaanites, which dwell in the champaign over
against Gilgal. Deut. xi. 30.

The mountaincs [of Cephalonia] intermixed with profit-
able vaUies, and the woods with champian.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 4.

Many miles of Woodlands and champion, which he di-
vided into several Hundreds.

S. Clarke, Four Plantations m America (1670), p. 14.

Many a vale
And river-sunder'd champaign clothed with corn.

Tennyson, (Enone.
II. a. Level; open.

The whole Countrey is plaine and champion, and few
hils in it. Hakluyt-s Voyages, 1. 248.
A wide, champaign country filled with herds and fiocks.

Addison.

champak, champac (cham'pak), n. [< NL.
ehampaca; < Skt. champal-a, > Beng. champaka,
Hind. Champa.} A beautiful Indian tree, Mi-
chelia Champaca, natural order Magnoliaccw,
held in high esteem by Brahmans and Bud-
dhists, and planted about their temples. Images
of Buddha are made of its wood, which is olive-colored or
dark-brown and often beautifully mottled, Lakes a fine
polish, and is much prized for furniture. Its flowers are
of a beautiful golden color and very fragrant, their per-
fume being much celebrated in Hindu poetry. They are
worn in the hair by the native women.

The wandering airs they faint
On the dark, the silent stream

—

The champak odours fail.

Like sweet thoughts in a dream.
Shelley, Indian Serenade.

See champerty.
See champl.

champer (cham'per), ji. One who champs.
champertf, «. An obsolete form of champerty.
champertor (cham'per-tor), n. [< OF. champar-
teur, < champart: see champerty.} In law, one
who is guilty of champerty.

fS^nr 'i'hetirre"rrcir',';L',!ir::fVs,'„r/
''Ji*vfn^Vo''k""aiuabiiSlrf™eVr?ductTf '"tefiTy.^"'"""'^^'""*"'^'

"• °'*''* "**'"''

Michelia excelsa, a tall mapoliaeeous tree of champerty (cham'per-ti), n. [AUo champarty,
the eastern Himalaya. The wood is soft but cliampert (obs.), < ME. chamjiartie, champertie.
very durable, and of an olive-brown color.
champac, «. See champak.
champagne (sham-pan'), n. [Formerly also
champnigne, champaign, < F. champagne, so
named from the former province of Champagne,
lit., like It. campagna, a champaign, or flat
open country: see champaign and campaign.}

> D. gems = Dan. qemse, chamois : see ae^bok. ^ ' T^" ?*[';'"''rf
"=«"*

°l
so-caHed sparkling wine

akinkH?•'5J"°^-"^"'''"^''P^^?'''^^«'' ''• "Hatr^'°^ IZtfJt' ^'L^ir^^^jlakin to OHOr. 'gamiiz, gamz, etc.] 1. A species
of goat-like or capriform antelope, Rupicapra

Chamois
( Rupicapra traxrus).

tragus, formerly Antilope rupicapra, inhabiting
high inaccessible mountains in Europe and west-
ern Asia. Its size is about that of a well-grown goat,
and it is so agile that it can clear at a twund crevices 16
'•r Is feet wide. The chamois is one of the most wary
of antelopes, and possesses the power of scenting man at
an almost incredible distanre, so that the hunting of it is
an occupation of extreme difflculty and much danger. Its
skin Is made into a gfift leather.

2. A kind of soft leather made from various
skins dressed with fish-oil: so called because
first prepared from the skin of the chamois.

Champagne in northeastern France, chiefly
iu the region about Beims, fipernav, Avize,
Ay, and Pierry, in the department of Marne.
The vineyards are all situated within a district about
twenty miles long, from Reims on the north to V'ertus
on the south, and are generally classed as " of the Hill

"

(montagne) ami " of the River," namely, along the Marne

;

but great (luantities of new wine are brought from other
regions, and each manufacturer makes a mlxtme or blend
according to his own system, to produce the brand of wine
known by his name. The etfervescence is artificially pro-
duced, and is of the nature of an arrested or incomplete
fermentation. The greater or less sweetness of the wine
Is produced by the aiidition of a lic|ueur consistingof sugar-
candy dissolve.! in old wine ; the different degrees of sweet-
ness are indicated by the terms sec, ' dry,' dour, ' sweet,'
and brut, which last term, denoting originally the new or
unmanipulated wine, is now used for the manufactured
wines having from 1 to 3 per cent, of liqueur. The sweeter
wines are generally the more effervescent.

As is the wit it gives, the gay Champaign.
Thomson, 'The Seasons, Autumn.

2. Effervescent wine, wherever made : as, Swiss
champagne; California champagne Champagne
brandies, the French brandies most in repute of the cog-
nac class. These are, in general, classified as grandes
champagnes and yi/wj* champagnes. The grandes cham-
pagnes are distilled from the wine produced in a level dis-
trict called Champagne, in the department of Charente,
west of Angouleme and south of Cognac. The fines cham-
pagnes are the product of a blending of the brandies pro-
iluced in this ami neighboring rcgicjiis of southwest<.Tn
France with alcohols derived from grain or from beet-
roots, the two kinds of alcohol giving rise to distinct fla-
vors in the brandy. An inferior grade, known as jietite
champagne, is made from grapes grown iu the southern

champerty, also a partnership in power, < OF.
champart, < ML. campipars (also campartum,
campartagium), i. e., campi pars, lit. part of
the field, a certain portion of the crop exacted
by the lord : campi, gen. of L. campus, field

;

L. pars, a part: see camp"^ and part.} 1. In
law, a species of maintenance, being a bar-
gain which a person not otherwise interested
makes with a plaintiff or defendant to receive
a share of the land or other matter in suit in
the event of success, the champertor carry-
ing on or assisting to carry on the party's suit
or defense at his own expense ; the purchase
of a suit or the right of suing. Champerty is
a punishable offense by common law, and in
some jurisdictions by statute.

Foreyn attomes to be admitted and sworn in lyke wise,
truly to execute ther office as the lawe requirith w'out
mayntenaunce, or champeriye, or conseilynge ther cli-
aunto^s to vse eny fals accyons.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 400.

The practice of champerty was common, whereby the
lawyer did his work in consideration of a percentile on
the sum which was at last forcibly collected.

Atlantic Monthly, LVIII. 382.

2t. A partnership in power.
Also written chanqiarty.

champiant, champion^t, «. and a. I, n. 1.
Same as champaign.— 2. One who lives in or
farms the open fields.

During the 15th century . . . the extensive wastes which
covered a large part of England began to be enclosecl, to
the consequent disturbance of a number of squatters
(called at the time champions, from champs) who had set-
tled on them, aiul derived a not very sufficient subsistence
from feeding a few animals on the commons.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 264.

H. a. Same as champaign.
champignon (sham-pin'yon), n. [F. (ef. It.

campigniKili)), a mushroom, < ML. as if *cam-
pinius, for LL. campanius, campaneus, equiv. to



champignon

L. campestris, of the field, < campus, F. champ,
etc., field: see camp". Cf. camperknovos.'] A
mushroom: the French name for mushrooms
in general, but in England applied only to the

Murasmius {ov Agaricus) oreadcs, an edible spe-

cies growing in fairy rings.

He viler friends witli doubtful luuslirooms treats,

Secure for you, liiuiself champi^fiions eats. Dryden.

champion^ (cham'pi-ou), «. and a. [< ME.
champion, -iun, -ioun, < OF. champion, -iun,

campion (> D. kampioen), F. champion = Sp.

campeon = Pg. campeao = It. campione, < ML.
campio(n-), a champion, combatant in a duel,

< eamptis, a battle, duel (of. AS. cempa, ME.
kempe{=OKG.chemphio,ehempho,'MIRG.hempfe,
G. kampfe = Dan. kwmpe = Sw. kdmpe = Icel.

kappi), a warrior, champion, < camp, fight) : see

camp^ and camp^.'] I. n. 1. One who under-
takes to defend any cause ; especially, one who
engages in combat or contention in behalf of

another, or in any representative capacity : as,

the champion of an army or of a party ; a cham-
pion for the truth, or of innocence.

In our common law, champion is taken no less for him
that trieth the combat in his own case, than for him tliat

flghteth in the case of another. Cowell.

The statutes of our state

Allow, in case of accusations,

A champion to defend a lady s truth.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

But choose a champion from the Persian lords

To fight our champion Sohrab, man to man.
M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

2. More generally, a hero ; a brave warrior.
Renown'd

For hardy and undoubted champions.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 7.

3. One who has demonstrated his superiority to

all others in some matter decided by public con-

test or competition, as prize-fighting, pedes-
trianism, rowing, plowing, etc.— Champion of
the Idng, a person whose office it is at the coronation of a
Icing in England to ride armed intoWestminster Hall while

the Icing is at dinner there, and by the proclamation of a her-

ald to maite challenge to this effect, " that if any man .should

deny the king's title to the crown, he was ready to defend
it in single combat." _ This ceremony was last performed
at the coronation of 'George IV., in 1821, but the office,

which has been held by a family named Dymocke since

1377, still exists.— Champions' game. See billiards.

n. a. 1. First among all competitors or con-
testants: as, a c/(a»«p80» oarsman. Hence— 2.

By extension, of the first rank or highest excel-

lence in any respect; unexcelled. [Colloq.]

champion^ (eham'pi-on), V. t. [< champion^,
M.] To maintain or support by contest or ad-

vocacy; act as champion for.

Come, fate, into the list.

And champion me to the utterance

!

Shak., Macbeth, ill. 1.

Championed or unchampioned, thou diest by the stake

or faggot. Scott, Ivanhoe, II. 201.

The safety of the nation will one day, and ere long, de-

mand that universal education shall be made compulsory.
Does any friend of education believe that this reform will

he championed by the Democratic party ?

N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 504.

champion'-'t, »• and a. See champian.
championess (eham'pi-on-es), n. [< champion^
+ -es«.] A female champion. Bryden. [Bare.]

championsllip (cham'pi-on-ship), n. [< cham-
pion^+ -ship.] The state or honor of being a
champion.
Champlain (sham-plan'), a. [< Lake Cham-
plain, bordering on New York, Vermont, and
Canada.] In Amer. geol., a term first employed
byEmmons to designate a part of the Paleozoic
series of the State of New York. Later suggested
by Dana as the name of a division of the superficial (Post-

tertiary) deposits of northeastern North America, con-
nected in origin, according to the prevalent glacial theo-

ries (see glacial), with the melting of the great ice-sheet

supposed by many geologists to have once extended over
that region.

The loose deposits or drifts overlying the lower unstrat-

ifled boulder-clay belong to the period of the melting of

the great ice-sheets, when large bodies of water, discharged
across the land, levelled down the detritus that had
formed below or in the under part of the ice. This re-

modelled drift has been called the Champlain group.
Oeikie, 1885.

cliample'76 (shamp-le-va'), o. and n. [F., pp.
of champlever, < clmmp, surface, -t- lever, lift:

see champ^, camp^, and lever.'] I. a. Having
the ground originally cast with depressions, or

engraved or cut out, or lowered: said of a kind
of enameling upon metal, of which the hollows
are fiUed with the enamel pastes,which are after-

ward fired. Champlev^ enamel can be recognized by the
unbroken surface of the metal divisions or parting-strips,

and generally by their varying widths ; whereas a surface
of cloisonne enamel shows parting-strips of uniform width,
and with solutions of continuity. ChamplevtJ enamel is

In common use in Europe and America for Jewelry, but is

extremely rare In the decorative work of China and Japan.
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H, 11. The art or method of producing such
work in enamel : as, a plaque in champleve.

In champleve the enamelling substance is applied to the
surface of the gold as ornamental details, and is "fired"
in a muffle or funiace under the eye of the enameller.

Jincyc. Brit., XIII. 679.

chant, « An obsolete form of khan.

Ghana (cha'na), « . An East Indian name for the
chick-pea or gram, Cicer arietinum.

chance (chans), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

chaunce,<.ME. chance, ehaunce, cheancc, cheaunce
= MHG. schanze, schan tz, < OF. cheancc, chaance,

F. chance, chance, hazard, risk, luck, = Pr. ca-

zensa = It. cadenza, < ML. cadcntia, that which
falls out, esp. favorably (particularly used in

dice-playing), < L. cadenlt-)s, ppr. of cadere,

fall: see cadent, cadence, cadenza, and case^.]

I. n. If. Fall; falling.

The dale is go, the nightes ehaunce
Hath derked all the brighte Sonne.

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 307.

2t. A throw of dice ; the number tmmed lip by
a die.

Seven is my ehaunce, and thyn is cink and treye.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 191.

Also next thys place ys an Auter wher the Crucyfyers
Devydyd hys Clothes by Chaunce of the Dyce.

Torkinffton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 42.

The very dice obey him.
And in our sports my better cunning faints

Under his chance. Shak,, A. and C, ii. 3.

Hence— 3. Risk; hazard; a balanced possi-

bility of gain or loss, particularly in gaming

;

imcertainty.

There is a divinity in odd numbers, either in nativity,

chance, or death. Shak., M. W. of W., v. 1.

And I another.
So weary with disasters, tugg'd with fortune.

That I would set my life on any chance.
To mend it, or be rid on 't. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

Gambling and usury ai'e also prohibited, and all games
of chance. K. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 114.

4. A contingent or unexpected event : an event
which might or might not befall.

For ill ehaunce me fell unfortunatly
At my flrste gynnyng and commencement.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3976.

Then we shall know that it was not his hand that smote
us ; it was a chance that happened to us. 1 Sam. vi. 9.

Had I but died an hour before this chance,
I had liv'd a blessed time. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

I am very glad that the chances of life have brought us
two hundred miles nearer together.

Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

Many a chance the years beget.
Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

5. Vicissitude; contingent or unexpected
events in a series or collectively.

The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong

;

. . . but time and chance happeneth to them all.

Eccl. ix. 11.

6. Luck; fortune; that which happens to or

befalls one.
Than gan the chaunce to chaunge fro hem that hadde

the better. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 406.

Yit wil I sue this matier faithfully

"Whils I may live, what euer be my chaunce;
And if it happe that in my trouthe I dye.

That deth slial not doo me noo displesaunce.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 68.

Prithee, go hence

;

Or I shall show the cinders of my spirits

Through the ashes of my chance.
Shak., A. andC, V. 2.

Tell them your chance, and bring them back again
Into this wood. Greene, Alphonsus, ii.

7. Opportunity ; a favorable contingency : as,

now is your chance.

And some one day, some wondrous chance appears,
\Vhich happened not in centuries of years.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, 1. 825.

They [Roman shipmen) had learned that men who lived

on the western coast of Spain had no real chance of daily

hearing the sun hiss as his fiery ball sank into the waters of

the giant stream. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 106.

8. Probability; the proportion of events fa-

vorable to a hypothesis out of all those which
may occur: as, the chances are against your
succeeding.
No more chance of a 'Whig administration than of a thaw

in Zenibla. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, ii.

A single occurrence opposed to our general experience
would tell for veiy little in our calculation of the chances.

Macaulay, West. Reviewer's Def. of Mill.

An urn has two white balls and five black ones : there are
seven equally likely drawings, two white ; therefore the
chance or probability of drawing a white ball is two-sev-

enths. De Morgan.

9. Fortuity; especially, the absence of a cause
necessitating an event, or the absence of any
known reason why an event should turn out
one way rather than another, spoken of as if

it were a real agency; the variability of an

chancel

event under given general conditions, viewed •

as a real agency.
So we profess

Oui*selves to be the slaves of chaiux, and flies

Of every wind that blows. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

If chance will have me king, why, chance may crown me.
Shak., MaclKth, i. 3.

Next him, high arbiter.

Chance governs all. Milton, P. L., ii. 910.

It is strictly and philosophically true in nature and rea-
son that there is no such thing as chance or accident.

Clarke, Sermons, I. xcviii.

The Bible takes quite as strong ground as the physicist
on the side of law. The weather is not with it a matter
of chance, or the sport of capricious demons. God ar-
ranged it all far back in the work of creation.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 60.

The amount of a nation's savings is no affair of chance ; it

is governed much more by commercial reasons than is some-
times supposed. Rae, Contemporary .Socialism, p. 334.

Chance is a term by which we express the irregularities

in phenomena, disregarding their uniformities.

G. U. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. § 90.

Absolute chance, the (supposed) spontaneous occurrence
of events undetermined by any general law or by any free

volition. According to Aristotle, events may come about in

three ways : first, by necessity or an external compulsion

;

second, by nature, or the development of an inward ger-

minal tendency; and third, l)y chance, without any deter-
mining cause or principle whatever, by lawless, sporadic
originality.—By Chance, without design ; accidentally.

As I happened by chance upon mount Gilboa, behold,
Saul leaned upon his spear. 2 Sam. i. 6.

But those great actions others do hy chance
Are, like your beauty, your inheritance.

Dryden, Epistles, iv. 21.

'Tis hard if all is false that I advance

;

A fool must now and then be right by chance.
Cowper, Conversation.

Even chance, probability equally balanced for and
against an event.—Main chance, the chance or probabil-
ity of most importance or greatest advantage; hence, the
end or stake to be kept most in view ; the chief personal
advantage.

That habit of forethought for the main chance grew
with his years, and finally placed him in the first line of

millionaires in America. W. Barrows, Oregon, p. 69.

He has made his money by looking after the mnin
chance. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 25.

Theory or doctrine of chances. See probability.— To
take one's chance, to accept the risks incident to an un-
dertaking or venture.

U. a. Resulting from or due to chance ; cas-

ual; unexpected: as, a chance remark; a chance
customer.

They met like chance companions on the way. Dryden.

— SjTl. Casual, Fortuitous, etc. See accidental.

chance (chans), v.
;
pret. and pp. chanced, ppr.

chancing. [< chance, ?i.] I. intrans. To hap-
pen ; fall out ; come or arrive without design
or expectation.

Ay, Casca ; tell us what hath chanc'd to-day.
Shak., J. C, 1. 2.

Our discourse chanced to be upon the subject of death.
Steele, Tatler, No. 114.

Surely I shall chance upon some Thyrsis piping in the
pine-tree shade, or Daphne flying from the arms of Phte-
bus. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 6.

[This verb is sometimes used impersonally.

How chances it they travel ? Shak., Hamlet, iL 2.

Sometimes the it is omitted.

How chance the king comes with so small a number?
Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

J

II. trans. 1. To befall or happen to. [Eare.]

What would have chanced me all these years.

As boy and man, had you not come . . .

From your Olympian home ?

T. B. Aldrich, At Twoscore.

2. To risk ; hazard ; take the chancesof: as, the
thing may be dangerous, but 1 'will chance it.

[Colloq.]

chance (chans), adv. [Perhaps only in the fol-

lowing passage, where itisoften printed 'chance ;

short for percliance or by chance.] By chance;
perchance.

If, chance, by lonely contemplation led,

Some kindred spirit shall enquire thy fate.

Gray, Elegy.

chanceablet (chto'sa-bl), a. [< chance + -able.]

Accidental; casual; fortuitous.

So faiTe were they carried into the admiration thereof,

that they thought in the chaunceable hitting vppon any
such verses great fore-tokens of their following fortunes
were placed. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

chanceablyt (chan'sa-bli), adv. Casually; by
chance. >sir P. Sidney.

chanceful (ehans'fvd), a. [< chance + -ful, 1.]

Full of chances or accidents ; hazardous. [Rare
and poetical.]

All are not lost who join in chanceful war. J. BaHlie.

chancel (chan'sel), n. [< ME. chauncel, chaun-
ccll, < OF. chancel, cancel, < ML. cancellus, a



chancel

chancel, L. cancelli, pi., a grating, latticework:

see cancel.'] 1. Fecks., tfie inclosed space in

a chuTcli surrounding the altar, and railed off

from the choir; the sanctuary, in small churches
having no separate choir tlie altar-rails (and in some
churches the screen or latticework) divide the chancel
immediately from the body of the church. In a wider
sense the words chancel and choir are sometimes used to

include both the sanctuary and the choir proper. In
Oreeli churches the benut answers to the chancel or sanu-

tuai'y, and the iciniostasis (as the choir does not intervene
between sanctuary and nave) corresponds in some measure
to both altar-rails and rood-screen, to the former as sepa-

rating the altar from the rest of the church, and to the
latter as constituting a marked boundary t«3 the nave.

2. All inclosed space railed off in courts of

iudicature.

chancelert, ». An obsolete form of chancellor.

chanceless (chans'les), a. [< chance + -less.]

Without chance or opportunity ; hopeless ; un-
availing: as, a oAance/eA's struggle. [Rare.]

chancellery(ehan'sel-e-ri),H. ;
pi. chancelleries

(-TV/.). 1. Same as chancery, 3.— 2. A secre-

tary's office. See chancellor, 2.

In the chancellary or secretary's office there is a large

library. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 22tS.

chancellor (ehan'sel-or), n. [< ME. chanceler,

ehauncclcr, chaunseler (always with one I), <

OF. chanceler, -Her, F. chancelier= Pr. canceller,

chancellier = Cat. caceller= OSp. canceller, can-
cillcr, Sp. caiicelario= Pg. chancelltr, canccllurio

= It. caneeUierc = D. Icanselier = MLG. kenselcre

= OHG. chancildri, clwmildri, MHG. l;an:cla:rc,

G. handler = Dan. Sw. kansler= Icel. kamellari,
kanselleri = Russ. kantslcrii, < ML. cancellarim,

a chancellor, orig. (LL.) an officer in charge of
records, who stood at the latticed railing inclos-

ing the judgment-seat, and acted as an interme-
diary between the suitors and the judge; < L.
cancelli, a latticed railing: see chancel antl c««-
cef, and cf. c/ianccr^.] 1. Originally, under the
later Roman emperors, a doorkeeper or usher,
who stood at the latticed railing inclosing the
judgment-seat, to keep off the crowd and to in-

troduce such persons as were entitled to pass
inside. Later and naturally he l,ecanie a sort of inter-

mediary between petitioners and the judges, and ar-

ranged atxiut their business. In the Eastern Empire, the
K^jnian-fjerman empire, and the kingdoms established on
the ruins of the Roman empire, this intermediary door-
keeper became a notary or 8cril>e on whom devolved the
duty of preparing and sealing all important documents,
such as charters, letters, and other ofticial writings of the
cruwn; hence he Iwcame keeper of the great seal, and in

consequence of tiie inlluence of his position his office came
to l)e one of the most iniiHjrtant. From the Roman empire
the ecclesiastical court at Rome introduced the otfice, and
the chancery at tile Vatican was repeated throughout the
several bishopiics, where each diocese, and freiincntly each
of the great monastic houses, had its chancellor.

Hence— 2. A secretary; a notary.

One Gilbert Peck, his [the Duke of Buckingham's] cluin-

ceUor. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. i.

3. In Great Britain: (a) The highest judicial

ofScer of the crown, law adviser of the ministry,
and keeper of the great seal : more fully desig-
nated lord high chancellor. He Is a cabinet minister
and privy councilor by virtue of his olfico, and proloc«t<)r

of the House of Lords t)y prescription, and ranks next af-

ter the princes of the blood and the Archbishop of Cantei'-

bury. The writs for the convocation of Parliament are
issued by him. To him belongs the appointment of all

Justices of the peace, and he is the patron of all livings of

the crown under the value of tweiuy marks in the king's
books ; he is keeper of the sovereign's conscience, visitor

of all hospitals and cidleges founded l>y the king, guardian
of all charitable uses, and judge of the Uigli Court of
Clialicerj', now called tlie Chancery l»i visi* »n of the Supreme
Court. There is also a lord high chancellor in Ireland at
the head of the equity system of that country, and Scotland
had a chancelhfr until the treaty of union with England
in 1707. (ft) An officer, officially styled chancellor

of the duchy of Lancaster, who presides in per-
son or by deputy over the courts of law and
equity in the duchjr of Lancaster. He is usu-
ally a cabinet minister, and seldom a lawyer,
(c) The finance ininister of the British govern-
ment, more fully styled chancellor of the ex-
chequer. He Is invariably a member of the House of
Conmions (that division of the legislature having the sole
right of laying taxes and originating money bills) and also
of the cabinet. The chancell<,r of the excheiiuer was for-

merly a judge ex o/ficw in the equity (iepartment of the Court
of ExcheciUer, taking precedence of all the barons ; but
when the equitable juris<liction of this court was trans-
ferred by Vict. v. U> the Court of Chancery his judicial
functions t>ecame obsolete, (rf) In the jury System
of Scotland, the preses or foreman of a jury,

who announces the verdict when it is a verbal
one, and who, when it is in writing, hands
it in and indorses it, in the name of the

i'ury, along with the clerk of the court.— 4. In
"ranee: («) The chief officer of the crown,
charged with the custody of the great seal,

the adraiuistratiou of justice, and the duty of
presiding over the councils of the king. The
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office was abolished in 1790, revived in name
by Napoleon I., and finally abolished in 1848.

(6) The chief officer of the palace of a queen or
prince, (c) A secretary, especially of an em-
bassy or a consulate.— 5. In the new German
empire, the president of the Federal Council,
who is also charged with the supreme direction,

under the emperor, of all imperial affairs.

—

6. The chief officer, next to the honorary head,
of a military or honorable order, who guards
its seal, administers its property, and pre-

serves its records: as, the chancellor of the Or-
der of the Garter.— 7. Eccles. : (a) An officer

learned in canon law, who acts as vicar-gen-
eral to a bishop, holds his courts, and directs

and advises him in all matters of ecclesiastical

law, and is the keeper of his seals. More
fully styled chancellor ofa bishop or of a diocese.

(6) An officer belonging to a cathedral, who
ari'anges the celebration of religious services,

hears lessons, lectures in theology, writes let-

ters of the chapter, applies the seal, keeps the
books, etc.— 8. The titular head of a univer-
sity, from whom all degrees are supposed to

emanate. The chancellor was originally the notary of

the chapter of the cathedral. But nobody could preach
without the authorization of the bishop ; and the pope as
the chief of the bishops undertook to regulate this author-
ization. He mafie the chancellors of certain cathedrals
his deputies for this purpose, and thus they alone could
grant the degree of master of theology, the highest of
the university, which carried with it the right to preach.
The chancellors seldom took an active part in the govern-
ment of the university. In Great Britain the offlce is now
a merely honorary one, and is usually held by a nobleman
or some statesman of eminence. The duties of the chan-
cellor of Oxford or Cambridge are usually discharged by a
vice-chancellor. There is an officer with similar functions
in several of the colleges of the I'nited States.

9. In Delaware, New Jersey, and some others of
the United States, a judge of the Court of Chan-
cery or Equity. In Alabama, Mississippi, and
Tennessee there are district chancellors chosen
by popular vote.— 10. In Scrip., a master of

the decrees, or president of the council. Ezra
iv. 8.

chancellorship (chan'sel-or-8hip)j «. [< chan-
cellor + -ship.\ The office or dignity of a chan-
cellor; the period during which a chancellor
holds office.

chancel-rail (chan'sel-ral), 11. The rail which
separates the chancel or sanctuary of a church
from the choir, or, where there is no choir,

from the navo.

chancel-screen (chan'sel-skren), n. The screen
or railing separating the chancel from the
body of the church. It is often richly carved
and adorned.
chancel-table (chan'sel-ta'bl), )!. A commu-
nion-table within the chancel.

chancelyf (ehftns'li), adv. [< ME. *chauncely,
chaunselich ; < chance + -ly^.] By chance;
accidentally.
And [gtf it] be s<i that enydebatcAauTweficAfalle among

eny of hem, that gml defende, they beynge in debat shul
shawe and come the cause of her ilebat to the wardeins of

the forsaide brotherhede. EnylM Gildg (E. E. T. S), p. 4,

chance-medley (chans'med'li), «. and a. I.

n. 1. Ill /((«'.- (a) Originally, a casual affrayer
riot, accompanied with violence, and without
deliberate or preconceived malice. (6) The
killing of another in self-defense, upon a sud-
den and unpremeditated encounter.

The prisoner pleaded inadvertency; and the jury were
going Ut bring it in chancemedley, had not several wit-

nesses lieen produced against the said Elizabeth Make-
bate, that she was an old offender.

Addifon, Cases of False Delicacy.

Hence— 2t. Misadventure.
May he cut a collier's throat with his razor, by chance-

medletj, and yet be hanged for't.

B. Jongon, Epicosne, iii. 2.

3. A haphazard mixture; a fortuitous com-
bination.
Wherefore they are no twain, but one flesh ; this is true

in the general right of marriage, but not in the chance-
vicdlcy of every particular match.

SlUlon, Tetrachordon (Ord M.S.).

Who there will court thy friendship, with what views,

And, artless as thou art, whom thou wilt choose, . . .

Is all chance-medlei/, and unknown to me.
Coivper, Tirocinium.

H. a. Haphazard.
The Moors' line was broken by the shock, squadron after

squadron was thrown into confusion. Moors and Christians
were intermingled, until the field became one scene of des-

perate cliaiice-medley lighting.

Irciivf, Moorish Chronicles, p. 73.

chancert (ch&n'ser), t). t. [Formed from chati-

cery.] To adjust according to principles of

equity, as would bo done by a court of chan-
cery : as, to chancer a forfeiture. Mass. Prov.

Laws.

chandelier

chancery (ch&n'se-ri), n. [Contr. from earlier
*chancelry, chancelery, < ME. chancelerie, chaun-
cellerie, < OF. chancellerie, F. chancellerie = Pr.
cancellaria = Cat. cancellcria = Sp. cancelleria

{cancelaria, the papal chancery) = Pg. chan-
cellaria = It. cancelleria = D. kanselarij = G.
kanzlei, kanzelei = Dan. kancelli = Sw. kansli =
Russ. kantsellariya, kantselyariya, < ML. can-
cellaria, a chancery court, orig. the record-office
of a chancellor : see chancellor.'] 1. Originally,
the office of a chancellor, notary, or secretary,
where the records were kept and official docu-
ments were prepared, sealed, and despatched.
As soon as the day and place of session were fixed, the

writs of summons were prepared in the royal chancery and
issued under the great seal. Stubbx, Const. Hist., § 739.

That class of clerks of the King's chapel or chancery
who had so large a share in the administration of the king-
dom. E. A. Freeman, Hist. Norm. Conq., V. 89.

2. In England, formerly, the highest court of
justice next to Parliament, presided over by
the lord chancellor, but since 1873 a di'vision of

the High Court of Justice. It once consisted of two
distinct tribunals— one ordinary, or legal; the other ex-
traordinary, or a court of equity.

3. In Scotland, an office in the general register-

house at Edinburgh, in which are recorded
charters, patents of dignities, gifts of office,

remissions, legitimations, and all other writs
appointed to pass the great or the quarter seal.

Also chancellery.— 4. In the United States, a
court of equity. See equity.— 5. In pugilism,

the position of a boxer's head when it is un-
der his adversary's arm, so that it may be held
and pommeled severely, the victim meanwhile
being unable to retaliate effectively : in the
phrase in chancery. So called because of its supposed
resemblance to the position of a suitor among the chancery
lawyers. [Slang.]— In chancery, (a) In litigation, as an
estate, in a court of equity. (6) In an awkward predica-

ment. (Slang.) (c) See 5, above.— Inns Of chancery.
See t'rm.— Master in chancery. See morfcr.—Ward
in chancery. See ward.

chan<;on (F. pron. shon-sdu'), n. See chan-
son.

chancre (shang'k^r), n. [F. : see canker.] A
sore or ulcer arising from the direct application
of syphilitic poison. Chancres are of two kinds : (1)

the true chancre, consisting of an ulcer with a hard in-

durated bjise, occurring at the point of infection ; the ini-

tial lesion of syphilis ; (2) the soft chancre. See chancroid.

chancrelle (shang'krel), n. Same as chancroid.

chancroid (shang'kroid), a. and n. [< chancre
+ -oid.] I, a. Resembling a chancre.

II. n. A virulent ulcer, almost always situ-

ated on the genitals, and communicated in sex-

ual intercourse by contact of its pus, usually
with a breach of surface. It does not infect the
system, though it often gives rise to suppurating inguinal
lymphadenitis. It is the chanrre of German authoi's. Also
called local, xo/t, non-indurating , non-inj'eciing, or simple
chancre, venereal sore, and chancrelle.

chancroidal (shang-kroi'dal), a. [< chancroid
+ -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a
chancroid.

chancrous (shang'krus), a. [< chancre -1- -ous.]

Having the qualities of a chancre; ulcerous.

chancy (chan'si), a. [< chance + -y^.] 1. Un-
certain; changeful. [Rare or coUoq.]

By a roundabout course even a gentleman may make
of himself a chancy personage, raising an uncertainty as

to what he may do next.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxviii.

2. Fortunate; lucky; propitious; foreboding
good : applied to either persons or things, and
generally used with a negative in the sense of

uncanny : thus, persons suspected of possessing
magical arts are regarded as not (or no) chancy.

[Scotch.]— 3. Favorable; safe: as, a chancy
wind : generally used with a negative : as, not
chancy (that is, dangerous). [Scotch.]

chand'ala, chandaul (chan-da'la, -dal'), «
[Hind., etc., chandal, chanddl.] In India, a per-

son of mixed caste, whose touch, breath , or pres-

ence is a pollution ; theoretically, one sprung
from a Sudra father and a Brahman mother;
an outcast. Wilson. The chandalas are the scaven-

gers and executioners of India, and, like lepers, live in

separate villages.

chandelier (shan-de-ler'), n. [< F. chandelier

= Pr. eandelier, candelar = Sp. candelero = Pg.

candeciro, caytdiciro = It. candelliere = D. kan-

delaar, < ML. candelarius, m., candelaria, L, a
candlestick, < L. candela, a candle : see candle.

Cf. chandler, which is the older E. form.] 1.

A branched cluster of lights suspended from
a ceiling by means of a tubular rod (as is usual

when gas is used), or by a chain or other de-

vice. Originally the word signified a candlestick, then
a cluster of candlesticks; finally the distinction became
established between a candelabrum, which is a standard,

and a chandelier, which is a pendant. Compare Ixuter.



chandelier

2. la fort., a movable parapet, serving to sup-
port fascines to cover pioneers.— 3t. A tallow-
chandler. Kersey, 1708.

chandelier-tree (shau-de-ler'tre), n. The Pan-
danus caiidelabrum of tropical Africa : so named
on account of its mode of branching.

cliandla(chand'la), II. [Hind, chdndla, < chdnd,
the moon.] In "India, a small circular orna-
ment worn by women on the forehead, between
the eyes. It may be of metal or fine stone, or
merely a mark made with an unguent or cos-
metic.

chandler (chand'l^r), «. [< ME. chandeler,

chaundeler, a candle-seller, candle-maker, can-
dlestick, < OF. chandelier, a candle-maker, also
a candlestick, F. chandelier = Pr. candelier =
OSp. candelero = It. candelajo, < ML. candela-

rius, a candle-maker, also, as well as in fern.

candelaria, a candlestick, orig. adj., < L. can-
dela, a candle: see candle. The term tallow-

chandler would orig. signify a person who sold
candles made of tallow, as opposed to those
made of wax, but chandler came to mean ' deal-
er' in general: hence ship-chandler, q. v.] 1.

One who makes or sells candles, or, formerly,
torches.

Kow speke I wylle a lytulle whyle
Of tho chandeler, with-outen gyle.
That torches and tortes ami preketes con make,
Perchours, smale condel, I vnder-take

;

Of wax these candela alle that brennen.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 326.

The sack that thou hast drunken me would have bought
me lights as good cheap at the dearest chandler's in
Europe. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iil. 8.

The chandler's basket, on his shoulder borne,
With tallow spots thy coat. Gay, Trivia, ii. 40.

2t. A huckster ; a dealer in provisions.

Pizzacagnolo, a retailer, a regrater or huckster of all

maner of victuals, as our chandlers be or our fruterers.

Floi-io.

3. In composition, a dealer; a merchant: the
particular application being determined by the
other element of the compound : as, tallow-
chandlcr, ship-chandler, coTn-chandler, etc.— 4t.
A candlestick. See chandelier.

chandlerly (chand'ler-li), a. [Earty mod. E.
also chaunlerly ; < chandler + -ly'-.^ Pertaining
to a chandler. [Rare.]

To be taxt by the poul, to be scons't our head money,
our tuppences in their Chaunlerly Shop-book of Easter.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

chandlery (chand'ler-i), »(. ;
pi. chandleries

(-iz). [Early mod. E. chaundlery, contr. chaun-
dry (see chandry); i chandler + -cry. '\ 1. The
commodities sold by a chandler.— 2. A chan-
dler's warehouse.— 3. A store-room for can-
dles.

The Serjeant of the chandlery was ready at the same
chamber door to deliver the tapers.

Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1557.

chandoo (chan-do'), n. [Malay.] Opium pre-
pared for smoking.
cuandryt (chan'dri), n. [Early mod. E. chaun-
dry, chaundrie; contr. oi chandlery. Cf. chan-
cery for *chancelry.'] A place where candles
are kept.

One of the said groomes of the privy chamber to carry
to the chaundrie all the remaine of morters, torches,
quarries, pricketts, wholly and intirely, withoute imbea-
seling or purloyning any parte thereof.

Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), Index.

Torches from the thandry.
B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

chanet, n,. Another form of chan, now khan^.

Thanne entren men agen in to the Lend of the grete
Chane. Handemlle, Travels, p. 211.

chanfreint, n. Same as chamfron.
chanfrin (chan'frin), n. [See chamfron.'] 1.
The fore part of a horse's head.— 2. Same as
chamfron.
chanfron (ehan'fron), n. Same as chamfron.
changl^ (chang), ». [E. dial. ; an imitative word

;

cf. chank^, channer'^, and clang.] The humming
noise of the conversation of a great number of
persons, or the singing of birds.

Then doubly sweet the laverock sang,
Wi' smiling sweets the cowslips sprang,
And all the grove in ^fladsome chany
Their joy confessed.

J. Stagff, Cumberland Ballads.

change (chang), n. [Chinese.] A Chinese mea-
sure of length, equal to 10 chih (called by for-
eigners feet), or about llj English feet. See
chih.

change (chanj), v. ; pret. and pp. changed, ppr.
changing. [Early mod. E. also chaunge, < ME.
changen, chaungen, < OF. changier, changer, F.
changer = Pr. cambiar, camjar = Sp. Pg. cam-
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hiar = It. camhiare, cangiare, < ML. cambiare,
extended form of LL. cambire, change, ex-
change ; whence also cambial^, cambium^, etc.

The form change is in part an abbr. of exchange :

see exchange.] I, trans. 1. To substitute an-
other thing or things for ; shift ; cause to be
replaced by another : as, to change the clothes,
or one suit of clothes for another; to change
one's position.

Be clean, and change your garments. Gen. xxxv. 2.

Persona grown up in the belief of any religion, cannot
change that for another without applying their under-
standuig duly to consider and compare both. Houth.

Sancho Panza am I, unless I was changed in the cradle.
Cervantes, Don Quixote (trans.), II. ii- 13.

Specifically— 2. To give or procure an equiva-
lent for in smaller parts of like kind ; make or
get change for : said of money : as, to change
a bank-note (that is, to give or receive coins
or smaller notes in exchange for it).

He called me aside, and requested I would chanqe him
a twenty-pound bill. Goldsmith.

Here, my honest Kowley, here, get me this changed di-

rectly, and take a hundred pountis of it immediately to
old Stanley. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

3. To give and take reciprocally; barter; ex-
change.

Amintor, we have not enjoy'd our friendship of late,

For we were wont to change our souls in talk.

Beau, aiid FL, Maid's Tragedy, ill. 2.

Those thousands with whom thou would'at not . . .

change thy fortime and condition.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

Here stood a wretch, prepared to change
His soul's redemption for revenge.

Scott, Rokeby, iii. 9.

But if you speak with him that was my son.
Or change a word with her he calls his wife,

My home is none of yours. Tennyson, Dora.

4. To cause to turn or pass from one state to
another; alter or make different; vary in ex-
ternal form or in essence : as, to change the color
or shape of a thing ; to change counttoance.
With charmes & enchantmens sche chaunged my sone
In-to a Wilde werwolf.

Wiltiam 0/ Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4104.

Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his
spots? Jer. xiii. 23.

Changes will befall, and friends may part.

But distance only cannot change the heart.
Cowper, Epistle to J. Hill.

5. To render acid or tainted ; turn from a nat-
ural state of sweetness and purity: as, the
wine is changed; thunder and lightning are
said to change milk. — To change a horse, or to
change hand, in the manage, to turn or bear the horse's
head from one hand to the other, from the left to the riglit

or from the right to the left.— To change COlor. See color.

—To change facet, to blush.—To change hjinds. .See

haiul.—To change one's coat. See coat.—To change
one's mind, to alter one's opinions, plans, or purposes.

—

To change one's tune. See tune.

II. intrans. 1. To be altered; undergo vari-
ation ; be partially or wholly transformed : as,

men sometimes change for the better, often for
the worse.

And thus Descendyd we come to the botome of the Vale
of Josophat and begynnyth the Vale of Siloe, And they
both be but on vale, but the name Chaungeth.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 27.

I am the Lord, I change not. Mai. iii. 6.

The face of brightest heaven had changed
To grateful twilight. Milton, P. L., v. 644.

All things must change
To something new, to something strange.

Longfellow, K^ramos.

2. To pass from one phase to another, as the
moon : as, the moon wiU change on Friday.

—

3. To become acid or tainted, as milk.

change (chanj), n. [< ME. change, chaunge, <

OP. change, canje, F. change = Pr. camje, cainbi

= Sp. Pg. It. cambio, It. also cangio (obs.), <

ML. cambium, change ; from the verb. In some
senses, as 9, 10, 11, short for exchange, q. v.]

1. Any variation or alteration in form, state,

quality, or essence ; a passing from one state or
form to another: as, a change of countenance
or of aspect ; a change of habits or principles.

Your thoughts are woven
With thousand changes in one subtle web,
And worn so by you. Beau, and FL, Philaster, iii. 2.

Whatever lies

In earth, or flits in air, or Alls the skies,

All suffer change, and we, that are of soul
And body mixed, are members of the whole.

Dryden, Pythagorean Pliilos., 1. 672.

2. Specifically— (a) The passing from life to
death; death.

All the days of my appointed time will I wait, till my
change come. Job xiv. 14.

She labour'd to compose herselfe for the blessed change
which she now expected. Evelyn, Diary, 1635.

change

(I)) In vocalics, the mutation of the male voice
at puberty, whereby the soprano or alto of the
boy is replaced by the tenor or bass of the man.
(c) In harmony, a modulation or transition from
one key or tonality to another.— 3. Variation
or variableness in general ; the quality or con-
dition of being unstable ; instability ; transi-
tion ; alteration : as, all things are subject to
change; change is the central fact of existence.

Change threatens them (existing institutions], modifies
them, eventually destroys them ; hence to change they are
uniformly opposed. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 373.

4. A passing from one thing to another in suc-
cession; the supplanting of one thing by an-
other in succession: as, a change of seasons or
of climate ; a change of scene.

Our fathers did, for change, to France repair. Dryden.

Change was life to them.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 163.

Men stupefy themselves by staying all day in their
shops or counting-rooms. Every human being needs a
change, and God has meant that a part of our life shall

be spent out of doors. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 121.

5. The beginning of a new monthly revolu-
tion; the passing from one phase to another: as,

a change of the moon (see below).— 6. Altera-
tion in the order of a series

;
permutation ; spe-

cifically, in bell-ringing, any arrangement or
sequence of the bells of a peal other than the
diatonic. See change-ringing.

Four bells admit twenty-four changes in ringing.
Holder, Elem, of Speech-

7. Variety; novelty.
The mind

Of desultory man, studious of change.
And pleased with novelty.

Cowper, Task, The Sofa, 1. 506.

Perhaps you would like a kidney instead of a devil? It
would be a little change. Disraeli, Henrietta Temple, xx.

8. That which makes a variety or may be sub-
stituted for another: as, "thirty change of gar-
ments," Judges xiv. 12, 13.— 9. Money of the
lower denominations given in exchange for
larger pieces.

Wood buys up our old halfpence, and from thence the
present want of change arises. Swift.

10. The balance of money retirmed after de-
ducting the price of a purchase from the sum
tendered in payment.

—

11 . A place where mer-
chants and others meet to transact business;
a building appropriated for mercantile trans-
actions: in this sense an abbreviation of ex-

change, and often now written 'change.

Tlie bar, the bench, the 'change, the schools, and the
pulpit, are full of quacks, jugglers, and plagiaries.

Sir Ji. L'Estrange.

A country-fellow distinguishes himself as nmch in the
church-yard as a citizen does upon the Change, the whole
parish-politics being generally discussed in that place
either after sermon or before the bell rings.

Addison, Sir Roger at Church.

12t. Exchange: as, "maintained the cAanpe of
words," Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

Give us a prince of blood . . .

In change of him. Shak., T. and C, iiL 3.

13. A public house ; a change-house. [Scotch.]

They call an ale-house a change, and think a man of
good family suffers no diminution of his gentility to keep
it. Burt.

14t. A round in dancing.

In our measure vouchsafe but one chaiwe.
Shot., L. L. L, V. 2.

15t. In hunting, the mistaking of a stag met
by chance for the one pursued. Kersey, 1708.

—

Book of changes^ one of the five classics of the Chinese.
It is called Yih-king by the Chinese, and consists of 64
short essays, based on 64 hexagrams, and emlMHiies, or is

supposed to embody, a system of moral, social, and politi-

cal philosophy. (See Aexflf/raw.) The text is supposed to
have been composed by Wfln Wang. alK)ut 1150 B. c. It
is accompanied by commentaries called the " ten wings,"
said to have been added by Confucius.— Change of life,

the constitutional disturbance attending the tinal cessa-

tion in females of the menstrual discharge and tlie power
of child-bearing. It oceui-s between the fortieth and fif-

tieth years of life. Also called climacteric epoch and nieno.
pause.

In the most healthily constituted individuals the change
of life expresses itself by some loss of vigour.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 102.

Change of the moon, the coming of the moon to quad-
rature or opposition with the sun : also used more gener-
ally to include the coming of a new moon.— Change-ra-
tio, the number by which a certain quantity must Xte mul-
tiplied to change it from a system involving one set of

units to another involving a different set : thus, a velocity

expressed in miles per hour may I>e reduced to feet per

second by multiplying it by the change-ratio J'o'^^g or

??.— Chemical change. See chemical.— Chops and
changes. See cAo/.'-'.— Secular change, a change re-

quiring many years to run its course.—To put the Change
on or upont, to trick ; mislead ; deceive ; humbug.

I have put the change upon her that she may be other-
wise employed. Congreve, Double Dealer, t. 17
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You cannot ptU the change on me so easy as you think,

for I have hved among the quick-stirring spirits of the

age too long to swallow chaff for grain.
Scott, Kenilworth, I. 32.

To ring changes or the changes on, to repeat in every
possihle order or form.

He could have amazed^ the listener, . . . and have as-

tounded him by ringing 'cha^ngeg upon Almngea, Cazimi,

etc. Southey, The Doctor, Ixxxvi.

Who never once would let the matter rest

iYom that night forward, but rang changes still

On this . . . and that.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 39.

To ring the changes, to go through the various permu-
tations in ringing a chime of bells. See 6, aljove. = SyiL
1 and 3. Variety, modification, deviation, transformation,

mutation, transition, vicissitude, innovation, novelty, trans-

mutation, reV(tlution, reverse.

changeability (ehan-ja-'bil'i-ti), n. [< ME.
cliauinjeabiete, < OF. changeatilete, < changeable,

changeable : see -bility.'] Liability to change

;

ehangeableness. Addison.
changeable (chau'ja-bl), a. [<ME. changeable,
chaiiiKjiabIc, < F. changeable, OF. canjahle (=Sp.
cambiable = It. cambiabile), < changer, change

:

see change, 'c, and -able.'] 1 . Liable to change

;

subject to alteration or variation ; fickle ; incon-
stant ; mutable ; variable : as, a, person of a
changeable mind.
A changeable and temporal effect.

Raleigh, Hist, of World, Pref.

As I am a man, I must be changeable. I>rydeii.

2. Having the quality of varying in color or ex-

ternal appearance : as, changeable silk ; the
changeable chameleon.
Now, . . . the tailor make thy doublet of changeable

tatfata, for thy mind is a very opal I Shak., T. N., ii. 4.

Changeable chant. See chant, =Sya. 1. Unstable, un-
certain, wavering, vacillating.

changeableness (chan'ja-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being changeable; fickleness; incon-
stancy; instability; mutability.
The changeaUenesi or immiitability of them.

Hooker, Eccles. Pol., iii. § 10.

changeably (chan'ja-bli), adv. In a change-
able manner; inconstantly.

changeful (ehanj 'ful), a. [< change, ».,+ -ful, 1.]

Full of change; inconstant; mutable; fickle;

uncertain ; subject to alteration or variation.

AscAaTi^tt/uff astbeMoone. Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 50.

Fickle as a change/ul dream. Scott, L. of the L., v. 30.

changefuUy (chanj'ful-i), adv. In a changeful
manner.
changefolness (chanj'fiil-nes), n. [< change-
ful + -n<*4-.] The stato or quality of being
changeful.
The reconciliation of its [the human form's) balance with

its chaiige/utness. Hushin, Elem. of Drawing, p. 17.'».

An ale-house;change-house (chanj'hous), n.

a i)ublic house. [Scotch.]

Ye'11 dow ye doun to yon change-house.
And drink till the day be dawlng.

Duke of AthoCs Nourice (Child's Ballads, VIII. 231).

changeless (chanj'les)j a. [< change + -fe5s.]

Constant; not admitting alteration or varia-

tion; steadfast.

That chill, changeless brow, . . .

Where cold Obetruction's apathy
AppaU the gazing mourner s heart. Byron.

The stream ran down
The green slope to the sea-side brown.
Singing ita changeless song.

Wminm Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 140.

changelessness (chanj'les-nes), ». The state

or condition of being changeless.

The Chinese idea of the Infinite was that of changeless-
ness. Education, III. 500.

changeling (chanj'ling), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. nUn cliiitingcling ; (change + dim. -ling.'] I.
Ii. 1. A child left or taken in the place of an-
other; especially, in popular superstition, a
strange, stupid, ugly child left by the fairies

in place of a beautiful or charming child that
they have stolen away.

Her base Elfln brood there for thee left

:

Such men do Chaungelings call, so chaung'd by Faeries
theft Spenser, i\ Q., I. x. 85.

Thou art a changeling to him, a mere gipsy.
And this the noidc body.
Fletcher (ami another). Two Nol>le Kinsmen, iv. 2.

2t. Figuratively, anything changed for or put
in the place of another, or tne act of so changing.

I . . . folded the writ up in form of the other,
8ul»scrib'd it ; gave 't the impression ; plac'd it safely.
The changeling never known. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

8. One apt to change ; a waverer.
Fickle changelings and poor discontent!).

Which gape, and ruti the ellMiw, at the news
Of hurlyburly innovation. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

I will play the changeling

;

I'll change myself int^) a thousand shapes,
To court our brave spectators.

MiddleUm, Spaniab Oypsy, iL 1.
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U. a. 1 . Exchanged : specifically applied to

a child fancied to have been exchanged for an-
other by the fairies.

I do but beg a little changeling boy.
Shak., SL N. D., ii. 2.

2t. Given to change; inconstant; fickle: as,

"studiously changeling," Boyle, Works, I. 35.

Away, thou changeling motley humourist.
Donne, Satires.

changement (chanj'ment), n. [< change +
-mcnt.2 Change; variation. [Rare.]

Slore enticing from the variety of changetnents they ad-
mit of. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 47.

changer (chan'jer), n. [< ME. changer, chaun-
ger (a money-changer) (after OF. cangeour,
chongeor, chaunjur, F. changeur = Pr. cambiaire,
camjaire, cambiador, camjador = Sp. Pg. cam-
biador = It. cambiatore, < ML. cambiator), <

changen, change.] 1. One who changes or al-

ters the form of anything.

Changer of all things, yet immutable.
Before and after all, the first and last.

<?. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph, ii. 40.

2t. One who is employed in changing and dis-

counting money ; a money-changer.

He drove them all out of the temple, . , . and poured
out the chaiigers money. John ii. 15.

3. One given to change; one who is incon-
stant or fickle.

chanjge-ringing (chanj'ring'ing), n. The art

of ringing a peal of bells in a regularly vary-
ing order, so that all the possible combinations
may be made.
changerwife (chan'j6r-wif), n. An itinerant
female huckster. [North. Eng.]
change-'wheel (chanj'hwel), n. One of a set
of cog-wheels ha-Fing varying numbers of teeth
of the same pitch, used to vary the angular ve-

locity of the axis or arbor of a machine in any
required degree. Every lathe for cutting screws, etc.,

is provided with such a set of wheels, by means of which
screws of different pitch can be cut.

changing (chan'jing), p. a. [Ppr. of change, ».]

Variable ; unsettled ; inconstant ; fickle.

One Julia, that his changing thoughts forget.

Would liettcr fit his chamber. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4.

changing-house (chan'jing-hous), n. The room
or biiilding in which miners dress and un-
dress before going to or aiter returning from
the mine.
changingly (chan'jing -Ii), adv. Alternately.
[Prov. Eng.]
Chanina (ka-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., < Chanos +
-ina.} In GUnthers system of classification,

the seventh group of Clupeulce. The mouth is small,
anterior, transverse, and toothless ; the intermaxillary is

juxtaposed to the upper edge of the maxillary ; the ab-
domen is flat; and the gill-membranes are entirely united.
The group is coextensive with the family Chanoidce.

Chank^ (changk), «. [E. dial.
;
perhaps ult. imi-

tative, like chongh. Cf. chang"^.] The chough,
or red-legged crow, Pyrrhocorax graculus. Mon-
tagu. [Local, British.]

chank^ (changk), n. [Hind, chank, more cor-
rectly caHW», < Skt. fankha, a conch-shell : see
conch.'] The most generally known species of

the family Turbinelltdw, Tur-
binella pyrum. it has a top-like
shell witn a long slender canal, and
under the epidermis is marked by
revolving lines suf^esting bars of
nmsic. It is especially sought for
alfout Ceylon, in the gulf of Manar,
and other places, in water about two
fathoms deep, and is obtained i)y

diving. It is also found fossilized in

extensive beds. The chank is the
sacred shell of the Hindus, and the
god Vishnu is representeil with one
in his hand. It is also the emblem of
the kingdom of Travancore. Sinistral

or left-lianded shells are held in high
estimation and are rare. Much use
is also made of chank-shells for orna-
mental purposes, and they are sewed
into narrow rings or bracelets called
bangles, and worn as ornaments by
the Hindu women. The shells are

also used as horns, and they were formerly employed by
Indian warriors as trumpets.

chank-shell (ehangk'shel), n. Same as chank^.
Channa (kan'S), n. [NL. (Gronovius, 1763),

< Gr. xa'veiv, gape : see chasm.'] A genus of

ophioeephaloid fishes destitute of ventral fins,

whose name has been taken as a component of

the name Channiformes.

channel^ (chan'el), n. [Early mod. E. also

Chanel, < ME. chanel, ehanelle, < OF. chanel, as-

sibilated form of canel (> ME. canel, mod. E.
cannel^ and kennel^), < L. canali.<i, a water-pipe,
canal, > E. canaft : see canal^, cannel'^, and ken-

neP, wliich are thus doublets of dianneV-.'] 1.

Chank ( TurMnella
fyrum).

channel-bone

The bed of a stream of water ; the hollow or
course in which a stream flows.

It is not so easy ... to change the channel, and turn
their streams another way. Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. The deeper part of a river, or of an estuary,
bay, etc., where the current flows, or which is

most convenient for the track of a ship.— 3. As
specifically applied in certain cases : (a) A part
of the sea constituting a passageway between a
continent and an island, or between two isl-

ands; a strait: as, the English channel, be-
tween France and England, leading to the strait

of Dover; St. George's channel, between Great
Britain and Ireland, leading to the Irish sea

;

the Mozambique channel. (6) A wide arm of

the sea extending a considerable distance in-

land: as, Bristol channel in England.— 4. That
by which something passes or is transmitted

;

means of passing, conveying, transmitting,
reaching, or gaining: as, the news was convey-
ed to us by different channels ; channels of in-

fluence.

This reputation [of being a Fakir] opened me, privately,
a channel for purchasing many Arabic manuscripts.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 25.

He has neither friends nor enemies, hut values men only
as channels of power. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

5. The trough used to conduct molten metal
from a furnace to the molds.— 6. A furrow or
groove.

My face was lined
With channels, such as suffering leaves behuid.

Shelley, Kevolt of Islam, iv. 29.

Specifically— (o) The cut or depression in the sole of a
shoe in which the thread is sunk, (b) A groove cut in a

stone in the line
along which it is

to be split, (c) In
arch. , one of a series

of shallow vertical
curved furrows, of
elliptical section, of
which each is sep-
arated from that
adjoining only by a
sharp edge or arris.

The channel is dis-

tinguished from the
Jlute, of whicli the
section is an arc of
a circle, and is a
characteristic fea-

ture of sliafts of the
Doric order.

7t. The wind-
pipe ; the throat.
Marlowe. (Hal-

liwell.)— 8. The hollow between the two nether
jaw-bones of a horse, wliere the tongue is lodg-

ed.— Channel-stone. («) A stone used for forming gut-
ters in paving. (It) Tlie stone used in the game of curling

;

a curling-stone. 1 Scotch.]

channel^ (chan'el), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. channel-

ed or channelled, ppr. channeling or channelling.

[< channel^, «.] To form or cut a channel or

channels in
;
groove.

No more shall trenching war channel her fields.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1.

The hideous red rags liave covered even the four col-

umns of the Imldacchino, columns fluted and channelled
in various ways and supporting pointed arclies.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 130.

channel^ (chan'el), n. [A corruption of chain-
teak, q. V. Cf. gunnel for gunwale] In ship-

building, a plank of considerable thickness
bolted edgewise to a
vessel's side, nearly
abreast of a mast,
and serving to extend
the shrouds of the
lower rigging and
keep them clear of the
gunwale, the eliain-

plates being carried
through notches on
its outer edge. Also
called chain-wale and
channel-board.

channel^ (chan'el), n.

[Also channcr'^, chan-
ners; perhaps a par-
ticular use of channel^, the bed of a river.]

Gravel. [Scotch.]

channel-bass (chan'el-bas), n. A Bciaenoid
fisli, Scia-iiii ocellata, the redfish.

channelbill (chan'el-bil), n. The Australian
giant cuckoo, Scythrops novte-hollandiw. Also
called hornbill cuckoo.

channel-board (chan'el-bord), n. Same as
channel-.

channel-bonet (chan'el-bon), «. [Also canntl-
bone, < diiinnel^ (canncl^, 4) + bonc^.] The
collar-bone or clavicle.

—Arcliaic Doric Capital, Temple
of Assos.

Shiouds extended on the Channel.



channel-bone

Hit (her neck] was white, smothe, streght, and pnre flatte,
Withouteh liole, or cattel-boon^

As by seminge, hatlde slie noon.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, I. 942.

Chianieola [It, < L. davlcula], the chatutbone of the
throte, the neckbone or crawbone. Florio.

channel-cat (chan'el-kat), n. A name com-
mon in the United States to several species of
catfish : so called from being found in the chan-
nels of rivers, (a) The Ictalurus ptinclatns, n slender,
small-iieaded, fork-tailed species, abounding in the larger
western and southern streams, attaining a weight of from
6 to 10 i>ounds, and generally esteemed for the table. (6)
The Amiums albidits, a robust large-headed siiecies, with
an emarginate caudal (In, and of a liglit color, common in
the Susquehanna and Potomac rivers.

channel-duck (dian'el-duk), ». See duck^.
channeled, channelled (chan'eld), a. [< chan-
nel^ + -ed'^.^ 1. Having one or more channels;
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flsh is common in the Pacific ocean, is highly esteemed for
the table, and sometimes attiiins a length of alx>ut 4 feet.

chanount, «• An obsolete form of canon^.
chanson (shan'son; F. pron. shon-son'), n.
[F., < OF. cangun'jchaiwjun, cliatigou = Vr.camo,
cImhso = OSp. chanzon, Sp. aoicioii = Pg. can-
fao = It. canzone, < L. cantio(n-), a song: see
caution suuA caHzone.'\ 1. A song, (a) Oiiginally,
a short poem in a simple, natural style, in stanzas called
couplets, each usually accompanied by a refrain, intended
to be sung. (6) Later, any short lyric poem, and the music
to which it is set.

The first row of the pious chanson will show you more.
Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

These [Christmas carols] were festal chansons for en.
livening the merriments of the Christmas celebrity.

T. Wartun, Hist. Eng. Poetry, iii. 142.

2. A finger-ring with an inscription. See posy-

worn into Channels; grooved longitudinally; chans7n1ietteTshan-so-net'r^ [F., < OF.
changonnete (= Pr. cansoneta, chansoneta = Pg.

fluted.

Torrents, and loud impetuous Cataracts,
Roll down the lofty mountain's channelled sides.

Sir Ii. Blackinore.

2, In 6o<., hollowed out; trough-like; canalic-
ulate: applied to petioles, leaves, etc.— 3. In
entom., canaliculate; having a central longitu-
dinal furrow.

channeler, channeller (ehan'el-er), n. A ma-
chine used in quarrying for cutting grooves or
oliannels in the rock.

channel-goose (chan'el-gos), n. The solan-
goose or white gannet, Sula bassana: so called
from its frequenting the channel between Eng-
land and Ireland. See cut under gannet.

channeling, channelling (chan'el-ing), n. [<
channel^ + -iiig^.} 1. A system of channels
or gutters.

All parts of the premises [a tannery] should be firmly
and evenly paved with appropriate materials, and duly
sloped to good channelling, arid well drained throughout.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 301).

2. In arch., channels or grooves, taken collec-
tively : as, the channeling of the Doric column.
See channel^, 6 (c).

channeling-machine (chan'el-ing-ma-shen"),
n. 1. A machine for cutting grooves or chan-
nels ui quarrying stone.— 2. A machine for cut-
ting channels in the soles of shoes and boots,
into wliich the thread is sunk.
channel-iron (chau'eWfei':;, n. 1. A form of
angle-iron having two flanges, both placed on
the same side of the web.— 2. A hook to sup-
port a gutter,

cangoneta = It. canzonetta), < changon: see
chanson, canzonet, etc.] A little song.
chant (chant), V. [< ME. chanten, chaunten, <
OF. canter, chanter, F. chanter = Pr. cantar,
chantar = Sp. Pg. cantar = It. cantare, < L.
cantare, sing, freq. of canere, sing: see cant^.}
1. trans. 1. To sing; warble; utter with a
melodious voice.

The chearefull birds of sundry kynd
Doe chaunt sweet musick. Spenser, K. Q., I. vii. 3.

2. To celebrate in song : as, to chant the praises
of Jehovah.
Wherein is the so chanted fountain of Arethusa.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 188.

One would chant the history
Of that great race, which is to be.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ciii.

3. To sing, as in the church service, in a style
between air and recitative. See chant, n.

The chanted prayer of men, now low, now loud,
Thrilled through the brazen leaves of the great door.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 07.

To chant a horse, to advertise it by qualities which on
trial are found wanting. [Slang.]

Jack Firebrace and Tom Humbold of Spotsylvania was
here this morning chanting horses with 'em.

Thackeray, The Virginians.

II. intrans. 1. To sing; make melody with
the voice.

That chant to the sound of the viol. Amos vi. 5.

2. To sing psalms, canticles, etc., as in the
church service, after the manner of a chant.

—

3. To go in full cry: said of hounds.

chanticleer

H. n. Instrumental music ofan easy, smooth,
and singing style. Aloore. [Rare.]
Chantepleuret, «. [ME. chantepleure, < OF.
chaiilfphurc, chanteplure, ehanteplore, f., lamen-
tation, mourning, the chanting of the office of
the dead, prop, 'she who. sings and weeps,' the
name of a famous poem of the 13th century
(also called Pleurechante), addressed to those
who sing in this world but will weep in the
next (cf. chantepleure, m., the singer who start-
ed the tune in the songs sung in comedies)

;

hence, with the notion of ' weeper,' tlie latter
application to a gardener's water-pot, and, as in
mod. F., to a funnel, tap, outlet, vent; < chanter
(< L. cantare), sing, -I- jtleurer, plurer, mod. F.
plcnrer (< L. plorare), weep.] 1. Alternate
singing and weeping. See etymology.

I fare as doth the song of chantepleure;
For now I pleyn, and now I pley.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 323.

2. In arch., a narrow vertical hole or slit in a
wall, to let the overflow of a stream or any
other water that may collect pass through.
chanter! (chan'ter), n. [Also chanter, chaun-
tcr, early mod. E. chamiter, < ME. chantour, <
OF. chantur, F. chanteur = Pr. cantaire, chan-
taire, cantador, chantador = Sp. cantador = It.

cantatorc, < L. cantator, a singer, < cantare, pp.
cantatus : see chant, V.'] 1. One who chants ; a
singer, minstrel, or songster.

Yon curious chanters of the wood,
That warble forth dame Nature's lays.

Sir II. Wotton, To the Queen of Bohemia.

2. The chief singer or priest of a chantry; a
cantor.

The rulers of the choir, or, as they are now called, chant-
ers, were arrayed in silken copes and furred amices, and
bore each one a staff of beautiful workmanship in his
hand. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 163.

3. One who chants, sings, or sounds the praise
of anything, especially with the design to de-
ceive: as, a hovae-chanter (a fraudulent horse-
dealer at country fairs). [Slang.]

" Oh, him ! " replied Neddy : "he's nothing exactly. He
was a horse-cAaunter; he's a leg now."

Dickens, Pickwick, II. xiv.

4. A street-vender of ballads or other broad-
sides, who sings or bawls the contents of his
papers. [Slang.]— 5. In bagpipes, the pipe
with finger-holes on which the melody is played.

6. The liedge-sparrow. Accentor modularis.
channel-leafed (chan'el-left), a. In hot, hav- chant (chant), ». [< chant,^ v. Cf. F. chant = chanter^ (chan'ter),_f. *. and/. [E. dial., also
ing leaves folded together, so as to resemble a '" ''

"' ' ^'" " ^'
''

channel. Loudon.
channelled, etc. See channeled, etc.

channelly (ehan'el-i), a. [< channel^ ¥ -yl.]

Gravelly. [Scotch.]
channel-plate (chan'el-plat), n. [< channel^ +
plate.Ji Same as chain-plate.

channel-'wale (chan'el-wal), n. A strake be-
tween the ports of the gun-deck and the upper
deck of a large war-vessel.
channeri (chan'er), v. i. [E. dial. ; cf. chanter^.']

To fret
;
grumble ; complain.

The cock dotli craw, the day doth daw,
The channerin' worm doth chide.
The Wife i,f Usher's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 216).

channer^, channers (chan'er, -erz), n. [Var.
of cliantwl3, q. v.] Gravel. [Scotch.]
channery (chan'er-i), a. [< channer'^ + -yl.]

Gravelly. [Scotch.]
channestt, v. t. [E. dial., appar. a var. of change
or challenge.'] 1. To exchange. Ralliwell.—
2. To challenge. Grose.
chanoid (ka'noid), n. and a. I. n. A fish of the
family Chanoid(E.

n. a. Of or pertaining to fishes of the fam-
ily Chanoidie.

Chanoidse (ka-no'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chanos +
-idw.} A family of malacopterygian fishes, rep-
resented by the genus Chanos. it embraces CT«;)e-
oidea with subfusiform body, small adherent scales,'dis-
tinct lateral line, premaxillaries joined to the upper edge
of the maxillaries, and gill-membranes broadly connected,
but free. Although containing only two Pacific-ocean
species, it is a well-marked group.

chanont, «• -Aji obsolete form of canon^.

Pr. cant, chant = Sp. Pg. It. cayito, < L. cantus,
song: see canto.] A vocal melody; a song;
especially, now, one that is solemn, slow, or
monotonous.

A pleasant grove,
With chant of tuneful birds resounding loud.

Milton, P. R., ii. 290.

Specifically—(a) A melody composed in the Ambrosi.an or
Gregorian style, following one of the ecclesiastical modes,
having often a note for each syllable, and without a strict
rhythmical structure : sometimes called a tone ; when
used in contrapuntal composition, called a canto /ernw.
(b) A Gregorian melody, usually of ancient origin, in-
tended to be used with a prose text in several verses, sev-
eral syilables in each verse being recited or intoned upon
a single note. A Gregorian chant of this kind has five
parts : the intonation, the first donnnant orreciting-note,
the mediation, the second dominant or reciting-note,
and the ending or cadence, (c) A short composition in
seven measures, the first and fouj-th of which contain but
one note, whose time-value may be extended at will so as
to accompany several syllables or words, i-hile the re-
maining measures are sung in strict rhythm : commonly
called an Anglican chant, because most extensively used
in the services of the Anglican Church for the canticles
and the psalms. An Anglican chant consists of two parts,
the first of three and the second of four measures ; each
half begins with a reciting-note and ends with a cadence

;

the first cadence is also called the mediation. A dmible
chant is equal in length to two typical or smgle chants,
that is, contains fourteen measures,
etc. The distribution of the w(
chant is called ^m(i7if; (which
is probably a modernized form of the Gregorfan, without
an intonation, having the mediation and cadence made
strictly rhythmical, and following the modern ideas of
tonality and harmony, (d) Any short composition one or
more of whose notes may be extended at will so as to ac-
company several syllables or words.
Formerly also spelled chaunt.

Ambrosian chant. See Ambrosian^.—cUansea.Vle
chant, a chant that can be sung in either the major or
minor mode.— Free chant, a form of recitative for the
fjsalms and canticles, invented by John Crowdy, an Eng-
Ishman. It consists of two chords only to each hemistich
of the words. See above.

chuntcr, chounter ; cf. channer'^, ch'ooner; partly
imitative, but perhaps with ref. to chant, q. v.]
To mutter. [Prov. Eng.]
chanterelle (shan-ter-el'), n. [< F. chanterelle,
a treble string, the first string, a decoy-bird
(> E. chantrel), also a mushroom, in OF. also a
treble bell, a small bell for a chime (whence,
in ref. to the shape, the later application to a
mushroom) (= Sp. eantarela, treble string, a
mushroom, = It. cantarella, a treble string, a
young frog, a bird-call (Florio). now a caU-bird),
< chanter, sing : see chant, r. See Cantharelhis.]

1. The shortest or highest
string of a musical instru-
ment of the violin or the
lute class; the string on
which the melody or chant is

usually played; especially,
the E-string of the violin.— 2. An edible mushroom,
Cantharellus dharius, resem-
bling Agaricus. It is of a
bright-orange color and has
a fragrant fruity smeU. Also
chantarclle and chantarella.

chanterelle ( Canlha-
reitus cibarius).

I demede hym som chanon for to be.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 573.

Chanos (ka'nos), n. [NL. (Lac6p6de), < Gr. x"-
TOf, the open mouth, < xaivew (•/ 'xav-), gape, chantablet (chan'ta^bl), a. [ME. chauntable, <

yawn: see chasm.] A genus of clupeoid fishes, L. cawtofeiHs, that may be sung: see chant tmd
which represents the family Chanoidce, These -able, and cantable.] Worthy to be sung,
fishes somewhat resemble herrings ; they have the mouth Chauntable weren to me Oil iusteiflynges.
small and toothless, the abdomen flattened below, and the Wyclif, Ps. cxviii. [cxix.] 54
gill-membranes united below the isthmus. Two species p'hnTita'n+ to\\a-n'iar,i V -nrnr, obr^V. tr>r>"i n otkI
are known, one of which has an unusually wide range, be- CianTanT ( enan tant

,
H . pron. shon-ton ), a. and

ing found in the Gulf of California, in the Red Sea, and « LJ* •> Ppr. of chanter, smg: see chant, v.] I.
In several intermediate regions. C. aalvioneua or milk- a. Singing. [Rare,] — Caf6 chantant. Seeea/i.

n measures, four reciting-notes, „*u««4..^«;„i * nr- 1 j, -ri i- i i, « i

the words of a text for use with a Chanteriet; n. A Middle English form of chantry.
which see). The Anglican chant chantershipt (chan'ter-ship), H. [< chanter^ -h

-ship.] The office or dignity of a chanter, or
chief singer of a chantry. Illaclstone.

chan'teryt, »• [< ME. chaun terye ; by apheresis
from cnchantery (prob. after OF. chanterie. sing-
ing: see chantry) : see enchantery.] Enchant-
ment.

How that lady bryght
To a warm [worm] was dyght
Thorugh kraft of chaunterye.

Lybeaus Disconus, 1. 2056.

chantey (chan'ti),n. [Cf. chant, n.] A sailors'

song.

Then give us one of the old chanteiis. . . . Why, the
mere sound of those old songs takes me back forty years.

W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, iii.

chanticleer (chan'ti-kler), n. [Also accom.
chant-it-elcar (B. Jonson), < ME. chanteclere,

chauntcclecr, < OF. Chantecler, the name of the
cock in the epic of Renart (Reynard the Fox), <



chanticleer

chanter, sing, + cler, clear: so called from the
clearness or loudness of his voice in crowing

:

see chant, c, and clear, a.] 1. A cock : a quasi-

proper name used like reynard, bruin, and other
similar appellatives.

This chauiUeclere his wynges gan to bete.
Chaucer, Xun's Priest's Tale, 1. 501.

The feathered .songster, ckaiitieleer.

Hath wound his Inlgle-hom
;

And tells the early villager

The coming of the morn.
Chatterton, Bristowe Tragedie.

2. A local English name of the gemmous drag-
onet, CaUionijmus draco.

chantie, ". See chanty.

Chantilly lace, porcelain. See the nouns.

chant-it-cleart, «• [See chanticleer.'} An adapt-
ed form of chanticleer. [Rare.]

Brave chant-it<lear, liis noble heart was done.
His comb was cut. B. Jotison, Tale of a Tub, iii. 5.

chantlate (ehant'lat), n. [< OF. ehanlette, F.
chanlate, clianlatte, a little gutter, in pi. gutter-

tiles on a roof (cf. ML. canaleta, a funnel),

dim. of Chanel, gutter, channel : see channel^.}

In arch., a piece of wood fastened at the end of

rafters and projecting beyond the wall, to sup-
art several rows of slates or tiles, so placed as
prevent rain-water from trickling down the

aco of the wall. Gwilt.

[chantmentt, »• [ilE. chantement, chauntetnent

;

by apheresis from enchantment, q. v.] Enchant-
ment.

The halp hym naght hys armys,
Hys ciuiuntenunt ne hys charmys.

Lybeauji Dusconus, 1. 1900.

chantont, ». [< OF. 'chanUm, appar. assibilated
form of canton, a comer : see catiton.] A piece
of armor in use at the end of the thirteenth cen-
tury, perhaps the ailette.

chantrelt, ». [^ F. chanterelle, a decoy-bird:
see chanterelle.'] A decoy-partridge. Howell.
(UiillitnU.)

chantress (chan'tres), «. [Early mod. E. also
cltuuntrens, < chanter + -ess, after OF. chante-
resse, fem. of chanteor, a singer.] A female
ginger.

Thee, chauTitrats, oft, the woods among,
1 woo, to hear thy even-song.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 63.

chantry (ch&n'tri), «. ;
pi. chantries (-triz). [<

ME. chanterie, chaunterie, < OF. chanterie, chaun-
terie. luteTchantrerie, a chantry (asindefs.), also

singing (> Sp. chantria, precentorship), < ML.
eantaria, a benefice or chapel for saying mass,
< L. cantarc (> F. chanter, etc.), sing, ML. say
mass: see chant, f.] 1. A church or chapel
which in former times was endowed with lands
or other revenue for the maintenance of one or
more priests to sing or saj' mass daily for the
soul of the donor or for the souls of persons
named by him. chantries were often attached to or
formed a part of parish churches, generally containing the
tomi) of the founder, and many such still exist in England

;

but they were raore frequently connected with abbeys and
monasteries.

And ran to Londone, unto Seynte Poules,
To seeken him a chautiteru- for soules.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 611.

I have built
Two chantrieg, where the sad and solemn priests
Sing still for Richards soul. Shale., Hen. V., Iv. 1.

2. A chapel attached to a church, in which mi-
nor services for prayer, singing, etc., Sunday-
school inootinijs, and the like are held.

chanty, chantie (chan'ti), n. A chamber-pot.
[Scotch.]

chaology (ka-ol'o-ji), n. [NL., < Gr. xoo^,
chaos, + -'/j>yia, < '/.h/tm, speak : see -ology.] A
treatise on chaos. Crahh. [Rare.]

Chaomancyt (ka'o-man-si), ». [< Gr. x^,
ciiaos (applied by Paracelsus to the atmo-
sphere), + iiavTfia, divination.] Divination
b^ moans of the atmosphere or by aerial vi-

sions; clairvoyance; second sight.

chaos (ka'os), n. [= F. Pg. chaos == Sp. It.

eaos = D. G. Dan. Sw. chaos = Russ. khaosi, <

L. chaos, < Gr. ;):dof, empty space, abyss, chaos
(cf. ;fa(T//a, a yawning hoUow, abyss, chasm, E.
chasm), < y 'X" in x'^vnv, gape, yawn, akin to
L. hiscere, gape, hiare, gape, and to E. yawn:
see chasm, hiatus, and yawn.] 1 . A vacant space
or chasm ; empty, immeasurable space.

Between us and you there is fixed a great chaim.
Jiheitm X. T., Luke xvi. 26.

Death keeps suicides shivering in Chaog . . . until the
allotted dying hour they vainly tried to anticipate comes
around. Winthrop, Cecil Dreenie, xiii.

2. The confused or formless elementary state,

not fully existing, in which the tmiverse is sup-
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posed to have been latent before the order, uni-
formities, or laws of nature had been devel-
oped or created : the opposite of cosmos.

All being a rude and vnformed Chaos, Tayn (say they)
framed and setled the Heauen and Earth.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 445.

Where eldest Night
And Chaos, ancestors of Nature, hold
Eternal anarchy. Milton, P. L,, ii. 895.

3. A confused mixture of parts or elements;
confusion; disorder.

Chaos of thought and passion, all confused.
Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 13.

Trieste has ever since remained Austrian in allegiance,
save during the chaos of the days of the elder Buonaparte.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 77.

4. In the language of the alchemists, the at-
mosphere: first so used by Paracelsus. =syn. 3.
.4 narchy, Ctutos. See anarchy.

chaotic (ka-ot'ik), a. [trreg., < cha-os + -ot-ic,

as in erotic, demotic, etc. ; = D. G. chaotisch —
Dan. Sw. kaotisk = F. chaotique = Sp. caotico.']

Resembling or of the nature of chaos ; con-
fused ; without order.

The chaotic tumult of his mind. Disraeli.

Opinions were still in a state of chaotic anarchy, inter-
mingling, separating, advancing, receding.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

The " Drama of Exile "... is a chaotic mass, from
which dazzling lustres break out.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 128.

chaotically (ka-ot'i-kal-i), adv. In a chaotic
state or manner; in utter confusion.

chao-ting (chou'ting'), «. [Chin., < chao,
morning, -I- ting, hall. Cf. chotei.'i In China,
the hall of audience ; the court ; hence, by me-
tonymy, the emperor.
chaoucha (chou cha), n. Same as chavicha.

chap'^ (chap), v.; pret. chapped, pp. chapped
and chapt, ppr. chapping. [< ME. chappen,
cleave, crack, a variant of choppen, cut, chop.
Chap^ and chop^ are now partly differentiated
in use. See c/jopl and cAyjl.] I. trans, 1. To
cause to cleave, split, crack, or break in clefts

:

used of the effect of extreme cold followed by
heat on exposed parts of the body, as the hands
and lips, and sometimes of similar effects pro-
duced in any way on the surface of the earth,
wood, etc. Also chop.

My legys they fold, my fyngers ar chappyd.
Townelcy Mysteries, p. 98.

Like a table, . . . not rough, wrinkled, gaping, or chapt.
B. Jonson.

The voluminous sleeves were pinned up, showing a pair
of wasted arms, chapped with cold and mottled with
bruises. L. M. Atcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 160.

2. To strike, especially vrith a hammer or the
like; beat. [Scotch.]

Q, intrans. 1. To crack; open in slits, clefts,

or fissures : as, the earth chaps ; the hands
chap. Also chop.— 2. To knock, as at a door;
strike, as a clock. [Scotch.]

O whae is this at my bower door.
That chapt sae late, or kens the gin?

Erlinton (Child's Ballads, in. 221).

chap^ (chap), n. [< chap^, v.] 1 . A fissure, cleft,

crack, or chink, as in the surface of the earth
or in the hands or feet: also used figuratively.

Also chop.

There were many clefts and chaps in our counsel.
Fuller.

WhatcA^iptareraadeinlt fthe earth] are filled up again.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

2. A stroke of any kind ; a blow ; a knock ; es-

pecially, a tap or rap, as on a door, to draw at-

tention. Also chaup. [Scotch.]

Chap2, chop* (chop), n. [Always written chop
in the third sense given below; usually, in lit.

sense, in the pi., chaps, chops ; a Southern E.
corruption (appar. in simulation oichap^, chop^}
of Northern E. chafis, the jaws : see chaft.'] 1.

The upper or lower part of the mouth ; the jaw

:

commonly in the plural.

He, mistaking the weapon, lays me over the chaps with
his club-flst. Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 2.

His chaps were all besmeared with crimson blood.
Cowley, Pyramus and Thisbe,

The Crocodiles the countrey people do often take in

pitfals, and grappling their chaps together with an iron,

bring them alive unto Cairo. Sandys, Travailes, p. 79.

2. A jaw of a vise or clamp.— 3. pi. The
mouth or entrance of a channel : as, the chops
of the English channel. .Sometimes applied to the
capes at the ijioutb of a bay or harl)or : as, the East Chop
and West Chn/i of Vineyard Haven, Martha's Vineyard.

chap* (chap), «. [An abbrev. of chap/nan, q.

V. For the second sense, cf. the similar use of

customer, and formerly of merchant; cf. also G.

chape

hinde, a customer, purchaser, chapman, fellow,
chap.] If. A buyer ; a chapman.

If you want to sell, here is your chap. Steele.

2. A fellow; a man or a boy: used familiarly,
like fellow, and usually with a qualifying ad-
jective, old, young, little, poor, etc., and loosely,
much as the word/eHoro is.

Poor old chap, . . . poor old Joey, he was a first-rater.

G. A. Sola, The late Mr. D.

chap* (chap), V. t. and i.
;
pret. and pp. chapped,

ppr. chapping. [< ME. chappen, chapie'i, var. of
chepen, chcpien, E. cheap : see chop^ and cheap, v.,

and cf. chap-book, chapman, chapfare, etc.] To
buy or sell ; trade : a variant of chojfi and clieap

(which see).

chapS (chap), V. t. ; pret. and pp. chapped, ppr.
chapping. [Sc, also chaujien, appar. a particu-
lar use of chapi = chop'^, bargain, or of cliap^,

strike (a bargain).] 1. To choose; choose defi-

nitely; select and claim: as, I chap this.— 2.
To fix definitely ; accept and agree to as bind-
ing; hold to (a proposal, or the terms of a bar-
gain): as, I chaps that; I chap (or chaps) you.
[Scotch in both senses, and in common use
among children during play.]

chap. An abbreviation of chapter.

chapapote (Sp. pron. chii-pii-po'ta), n. [Cuban
Sp., < (?) Sp. chapar, cover, coat, plate, -1- pote,

jar, pot.] A kind of asphalt or bitumen brought
from Cuba. Also called Mexican asphalt.

Bitumen is likewise found in Cuba, and is brought into
commerce under the name of chapapote, or Mexican as-

phalt. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 189.

chaparral (chap-a-ral'), n. [Sp., < ehaparra,
chaparro, an evergreen oak, said to be < Basque
achaparra, < *acha, "atza for ait:a, rock, stone,

-t- abarra, an evergreen oak.] 1. A close
growth, more or less extensive, of low ever-
green oaks.— 2. Any very dense thicket of low
thorny shrubs which exclusively occupy the
ground; sometimes, a thick growth of cacti.

[Western and southwestern U. S.]
Even the low, thorny chaparral was thick with pea-like

blossom. Ii. L. Stevenson, Silverado S(inatters, p. 268.

chaparral-cock (chap-a-ral'kok), ». The
ground-cuckoo, road-mnner, or paisano; a
large terrestrial bird of the family CuculidcE,

ChaparTal<ock H'V'J. , ^ -inus).

the Geococcyx californianns, a common species
of the southwestern United States. See Geo-
coccyx.

chapati, n. See chupatty.

chap-book (chap'buk), n. [< chap for chapman
-\- book.'] One of a class of tracts upon homely
and miscellaneous subjects which at one time
formed the chief popular literature of Great
Britain and the American colonies. They con-
sisted of lives of heroes, martyrs, and wonderful person-
ages, stories of roguery and broad humor, of giants, ghosts,
witches^ and dreams, histories in verse, songs and )>allad8,

theological tracts, etc. They emanated principally from
the provincial press, and were hawked about the country
by chapmen or peddlers.

Such a dream-dictionary as servant-maids still buy in
penny chap-lmoks at the fair.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, L 111.

No chap-book was so poor and rude as not to have one
or two prints, however inai-tistic.

N. A. Itev., CXXXIX. 481.

chap-de-mailt, n. Same as camail. Mcyrick.
chape (chaj)), n. [< ME. chape, sheath of a
sword, etc., < OF. chape, a catch, hook, chape,
cope, assibilated form of cape, > E. cupc^ and
cope'^, q. v.] 1. A metal tip or case serving
to strengthen the end of a scabbard.

A whittle with a silver chape.
Greene, Description of the Shepherd and his Wife.

The whole theorick of war in the knot of his scarf, and
the practice in the chape of his dagger.

Shnk., All's Well, iv. 3.

2. A similar protection for the end of a strap
or belt.— 3. In bronzc-cast'ing, the outer sheU
or case of the mold, sometimes consisting of a



chape

sort of composition which is applied 'upon the
wax, and sometimes of an outer covering or

jacket of plaster in which the pieces of the
earthen mold are held together.— 4. A barrel
containing another barrel which holds gun-
powder. Wilhelm, Mil. Diet.— 5. That part of

an object by which it is attached to something
else, as the sliding loop on a belt to which a
bayouet-scabbard is secured, or the back-piece
by which a buckle is fixed to a strap or a
garment.— 6. The end of a bridle-rein where
it is buckled to the bit.— 7t. Among hunters,
the tip of a fox's tail. £. Fhillips, 1706.

chapet (chap), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. chaped, ppr.

chaping. [< ME. chapen; from the noun.] To
furnish with chapes.

Here knyfes were i-ckaped nat with bras.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 3(i0.

chapeatl (sha-p6'), «. ;
pi. chapeaux (-poz').

[F., < OF. chapel = Pr. capel= Sp. capelo= Pg.
chapeo = It. cappello, < ML. capellus, a head-
dress, hat, dim. of capa, cappa, a hood : see copi,

eape^, eo]>e^. Ct. chapel, cltapUt'^.'] A hat: used
in English to denote a plumed hat forming part
of an official costume or uniform. .Specifically,

in the United States army, a military hat pointed in front
and behind, which may be folded flat and carried under
the anu, worn by officers of the staff corps and depart-
ments.— Cliapeau bras, a hat meant to be carried under
the arm, and commonly so carried m the eighteenth cen-
tury, when first introduced, at the time that large and
warm wigs were in use.—Chapeau de poll, a beaver hat.

It was a chapeau de poll [a fur hat], a mark of some dis-

tinction in those days, and which gave name to Rubens's
famous picture, now in Sir Robert Peel's collection, of a
lady in a beaver hat, or " chapeau de poll," ITiis having
been corrupted into chapeau de pailte [a straw hat] has led
to much ignorant conjecture. Pepys, Diary, I. 230, note.

Chapeau Montaubyn. («) A certain kind of hat worn in

the sixteenth century, (ft) A steel cap or helmet, without
vizor, worn in the fifteenth century. It wjis undoubtedly a
variety of the chapel-de-fer.

chaped (chapd), a. In her., same as chappi.

chapel (chap'el), n. [< ME. chapele, chapellc,

< OF. chapele, capcle, F. chapelle = Pr. capella=
Sp. capilta= Pg. capella = It. capella = D. hapel
= OHG. chapella, MIIG. Jcapelle, kappelle, Q.
kapelle= Dan. Icapel= 8w. Icapell= Icel. hapella,

< ML. capella, a chapel, sanctuary for relics,

canopy, hood (fem. ; cf. capellus, masc, a hood:
see cha,peau), dim. of capa, cappa, a hood, cope
(> E. cap^, cape^, cope^). The particular sense
' chapel ' of ML. capella is said to be an exten-
sion of the sense 'canopy,' referring to the can-
opy or covering of the altar when mass was
said; traditionally, capella was the sanctuary
in which was preserved the cappa or hat of St.

Martin. Hence ult. chaplain J] 1. A subordi-
nate place of worship forming an addition to or

Choir Chapel, X4th century.— Cathedral of Mantes, France.
(From Viollet-le-Duc's " Diet, de 1*Architecture.")

a part of a large church or a cathedral, but sep-
arately dedicated, and devoted to special ser-

vices. A chapel is often a recess with an altar in an aisle
of a church, usually dedicated to the virgin or to some
saint: as, theLadyc/tapf?^; Ht. Cuthbert's cnaj^ei, etc. See
also cut under cathedral.

And ffyrst at the procedyng owt of the seyd Chapell of
ower blyssyd lady, They .Shewyd on to vs that ther the
hye Auter ys of the same Chapell, ys the very self place
wher our Savyor Crist aftyr hys Resurreccion ffyrst ap-

Kryd vnto hys blyssyd mother, And seyd, .Salve Sancta
«n». Tarkimjtan, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 41.

Wliere God hath a temple, the Devil will have a chapel.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., iii. 4.
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2. A separate building subsidiary to a parish
church : as, a parochial chajiel ; a free chapel.
—3. A small independent church-edifice de-

voted to special services.

There ben many Oratories, Chapelleit, and Heremytages,
where Heremytes weren wont to duelle.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 93.

4. A place of worship connected with a royal
palace, a private house, or a corporation, as a
university or college.— 5. In Scotland and
Ireland, any Koman Catholic church or place
of worship.— 6. An Anglican church, usually
small, anywhere on the continent of Europe.

—

7. A place of worship used by non-conformists
in England; a meeting-house. [Eng.]— 8. In
printing: (of) A printing-house; a printers'

workshop: said to be so designated because
grinting was first carried on in England, by
axton, in a chapel attached to Westminster

Abbey.
Every Printing-house is by custom of time out of mind

called a Chapel ; and all the workmen that belong to

it are members of the Chapel ; and the oldest fi-eeman is

father of the Chapel. I suppose the style was originally

conferred upon it by the courtesy of some great church-
man or men, doubtless when chapels were in more venera-
tion. J. Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, p. 350.

(6) The collective body of journeymen printers
in a printing-house, in Great Britain it has been
customary for the chapel to be permanently organized,
under the presidency of the " father of the chapel," for
mutual benefit, the regulation of work, the maintenance
of order, etc. The chapel of a large establishment in the
United States is also sometimes organized, under a chair-

man, for similar purposes.

9. A choir of singers or an orchestra attached
to a nobleman's or ecclesiastic's establishment
or a prince's court.

When the bishope is come thedir, his chapell there to

synge, and the bishope to geve them his blissyng, and
then lie and all his chapell to be serued there with ijrede

and wyne. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 422.

Apsidal chapel. See apsidal.— Chapel of ease, in Eng-
land and Scotland, a subordinate church established for

the ease and accommodation of those parishioners who
live too far away to be able to attend the parish church

;

in Scotland conmionly called a quoad sacra church. See
jHirish.

The "Garden" is the most elaborate part of the mosque.
Little can be said in its praise by day, when it bears the
same relation to a second-rate church in Rome as an Eng-
lish chapel-of-ease to Westminster Abbey.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah and Meccah, p. 201.

Chapel royal, a place of worship specially designated in

connection with the court of a Christian monarch ; a chapel
attached to a royal palace, as at St. James's Palace and at
Windsor in England.— Chapel-text, a type like church-
text in general appearance, but with more floriation in the
capital letters.—Dean of the chapel royal See dean.
— Free chapel, in England, a chapel founded by the king
and not subject to the jurisdiction of the ordinary. The
king may also grant license to a subject to found such a
chapel.— Gentleman of the chapel royal. See gentle-

man.—Mission chapel, a place for missionary services,

either in a foreign country or at home, in the latter case
often established and maintiiined by a particular church
for the supply of a destitute part of a city.—To call a
Chapel, to summon a meeting of the journeymen printers
of a particular printing-house. See above, 8 (6).

chapel (chap'el), V. t. ; pret. and pp. chapdecl or
chapelled, ppr. chapeling or chapelling. [< chap-
el, n.'} 1. To deposit or bury in a chapel ; en-
shrine. [Rare.]

Give us the bones
Of our dead kings, that we may chapet them.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

2, 2^aut., to turn (a ship) completely about in a
light breeze of wind, when close-hauled, so that
she will lie the same way as before.

chapel-cart (chap'el-kiirt), n. An abbrevia-
tion of Whiteehapel cart (which see, under cart).

chapel-clerk (chap'el-klferk), n. In certain col-

leges, an ofBeial who sees that the proper les-

sons from the Bible are read each day in the
chapel, and that they are read by the duly ap-
pointed students. In some colleges he marks
each day upon a list the names of those who
attend.

chapel-de-fer (sha-pel'dWer'), n. [P. : chapel,

now chapeau, a cap; de, of; fcr, < L. ferrum,
iron: see chapeau and ferrum.'] In medieval
times— (a) An iron skull-cap: sometimes popu-
larly called ehaplet. See coif, 3, and secret.

(6) A helmet having nearly the form of an or-

dinary hat, that is, having a brim surrounding
a more or less well-defined crown, it was worn
over a coif of mail, or (in the fifteentli century) was ad-
justed to an elaborate couvre-nuque and gorgerin, or even
a beaver of steel, so that the head was covered as com-
pletely with forged iron as in the vizored basinet or the
armet.

chapeless (chap'les), a. [< chape + -less.']

Without a chape : said of a scabbard worn out
and battered, exposing the point of the sword.

An old rusty sword, , , , with a broken hilt, and chape-
less. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2.

chapfallen

chapelet (chap'el-et), n. [< F. c7ifl;)efe<, a stirrup-

leather, a ehaplet : see chaplef^.] 1. A pair of
stirrup-leathers, with stirrups, joined at the top
in a sort of leather buckle, by which they are
made fast to the pommel of the saddle.— 2. In
hydraul. engin., a dredging or water-raising
machine, consisting of a chain provided with
buckets or with pallets traversing in a trough.—3. A metallic chuck or bonnet for holding
one end of a cannon in the turning-lathe.— 4.
In founding, a device for holding the core of a
mold in position ; a grain ; specifically, a mass
of wrought-iron with projecting arms, used to
center the core-barrel in making gun-castings,
with the muzzle downward, when the Bodman
method of cooling is employed.
Also ehaplet, chapellet.

chapeline (chap'el-in), n. Same as capeline.

chapellage (chap'el-aj), n. [< chapel + -age.]

The precincts or immediate vicinity of a chapel.

chapellany (chap'el-a-ni), n.
;

pi. chapellanies

(-niz). [< F. chapellenie = Sp. capellania = Pg.
capellania, < ML. capellania, chaplaincy, < ca-

pellanus, chaplain: see chaplain.] A chapel
subject to a more important church ; an eccle-

siastical foundation subordinate to some other.

Ayliffe.

chapellet (chap'el-et), n. See chapelet.

chapel-master (chap ' el - mas ' tfer), n. [Lit.

trans, of G. kapellmeister.] Same as kapell-

meister.

chapelry (chap'el-rl), n.
;
pi. chapelries (-riz).

[< chapel + -ry, after OF. capelerie, < ML. ca-

pellaria, < capella, a chapel: see chapel.] The
nominal or legal territorial district assigned to

a chapel dependent on a mother church; the
jurisdiction or bounds of a chapel.

His abode
In a dependent chapelry that lies

Behind yon hill, a poor and rugged wild.
Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

In 1650, the chapelry of Newchurch alone contained
300 families, and was then declared by the Inquisition fit

to become a parish. Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 47.

chaperon (shap'e-ron), n. [F., aug. of chape,
a hood: seecAo^;c.] 1. A hood : a name given
to hoods of various shapes at different times.

My factors' wives
Wear chaperons of velvet.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, L 1.

The Executioner stands by, clad in a close dark gar-
ment, his head ami face cover'd with a Chaperon, out of
which there are but two holes to look thro'.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 42.

Specifically—2. A hood or cap worn by the
Knights of the Garter when in full dress. Cam-
den.—3. A small shield containing crests, ini-

tials, etc., formerly placed on the foreheads of
horses which drew the hearse in pompous fu-

nerals. Also written c/(ay)croHH(?.— 4. Formerly,
one who attended a lady to public places as a
guide or protector ; a duenna ; now, more espe-
cially, a marriedwomanwho, in accordance with
the rules of etiquette, accompanies a young un-
married woman to public places or social en-

tertainments.
Our heroine's entree into life could not take place till

after three or four days had been spent in learning what
was mostly worn, and her chaperon was provided with a
dress of the newest fashion.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 7.

5. In cntom., the elypeus of the head of an in-

sect; the part wliich supports the labrum or
upper lip ; the nasus ; the epistoma.

The denomination of chaperon being equivocal, I have
changed it to epistoma ; it supports the labrum.
Latreille, Cuvier's Animal Kingdom(trans., ed. 1S4&). p. 473.

chaperon (shap'e-ron), r. t. [< chaperon, n.] To
attend (an unmarried girl or woman) in public

:

said of an older woman or a married woman.
Fortunately Lady Bell Finlay, whom I had promised to

chaiteron, sent to excuse herself. Mrs. II. More.

chaperonage (shap'e-ron-aj), n. [< chaperon +
-age.] The protection or countenance of a
chaperon.
Under the unrivalled chaperonoffe of the Countess, they

had played their popular parts without a single blunder.
Disraeli, Young Duke, i. 2.

chaperonne (shap'e-ron), n. [Fem. form of

chaperon, <i. v.] Same as chaperon, 3.

chaperoont, « Same as chaperon, 1.

chapewet, «. Same as chapeau, chapel-de-fer.

chapfallen, chopfallen (chop 'fain), a. [<

chajfi, = clioji'S, + fallen, pp. of fall.] Having
the lower eliap or jaw depressed ; hence, de-

jected; dispirited; silenced; chagrined.

Whate'er they seem, or howsoe'er they carry it.

Till they be chap-fain, and their tongues at peace,
Nail'd in their coffins sure, I'll ne'er believe 'em.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. S.



chapfallen

They be Indeed a couple of chap-fatten curs.
B. JoTison, Poetaster, v. 1.

Where be your gibes now ? . . . Not one now, to mock
your own jeering ? quite chap-fallen > Shak.

, Hamlet, v. 1.

Though strong persuasion hung upon thy lips,

Alas ! how chapfaU'n now

!

Blair, The Grave.

ChapiBt, " Same as chopine.

Chapim, or higli patins richly silver'd or gilt. Bouxll.

Chapineyt, ». Same as chopine.

chapiter'f (chap'i-ter), «. [A corruption of OF.
chapitcl, V. ehnpiteau, < ML. capitellum, a, capi-
tal (see capital^), due to the closely related
OF. form chnpiire for *chapitle, < L. capitulnm,
a chapter, also a capital: see chapter.^ The
upper p|art or capital of a column or pillar.
See capilal^.

He overlaid their chapiters and their fillets with gold.
Ex. xxxvi. 38.

chapiter^, chapitre (ehap'i-ter), n. [The earlier
form of chuliter, q. v.] In law : (a) A summary
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chapless (ehop'les), a. [< chap^ + -less.']

Lacking the lower jaw. [Eare.]
Yellow chapless skulls. Shak., R. and J., iv. 1.

chapleti (chap'let), n. [< ME. chapelet, < OF.
chapclet, F. chapelet, head-dress, a wreath, dim.
of chapel, a head-dress, > F. chapeau : see cha-
peau. Ct. chapelet.'] 1. A wreath, as of natural
flowers, wom on the head, especially as a mark
of festivity or distinction.

An odorous chaplet of sweet summer buds.
Shak., SL N. D., ii. 2.

Whether they nobler chaplets wear. Suckling.

Her loose locks a chaplet pale
Of whitest roses bound. Scott, L. of L. M., v. 17.

2t. In the middle ages, a circlet of gold or other
precious material, more or less ornamented,
worn by both men and women.

Of fyn orfrays hadde she eke
A chapelet. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 563.

3. In her., any garland or wreath, whether of

Argent on a Chief
vert, ;i Cliapoumet
ermine.

tf:^i'rJtl'ttZ'%fJll Z liTf'l leaves aloie, fs^of latu-el or oak, or of flower.
1 he wreath must be descnbed at length in the blazon

before, justices in eyre, justices of assize, or
justices of the peace, (i) Articles delivered
either orally or in writing by the justice to the
inquest. Wharton,

chapitlet, «. An obsolete form of chapter.
Of the commodities of Pruce, and High Dutch men, and

Easterlings. The fifth Chapitle.
Hakluyfs Vopages, I. 192.

chapitral (chap'i-tral), a. [< F. chapitre, chap-
ter, -1- -al.] Of or pertaining to a chapter;
chapteral. Brougham.
chapitre, «. See chapiter'^.

chaplain (chap' Ian), n. [< ME. chapelayn,
chiiiifleiin, earlier capelein (late AS. capellane,
after ML.), < OF. chapelain, F. chapelain = Pr.
capilan =i Sp. capellan = Pg. eapellSo = It. ca-
pellnno = D. kapclaan = G. capellan = Dan. Sw.
kapcllan, < ML. capellunus, i. capella, a chap-
el: see chapel.] 1. An ecclesiastic attached
to a chapel ; especially, one oflieiating in the
private chapel of a king or nobleman, or other

A chaplet of roses should have four roses only at equal
distances from one another, the rest of the wreath being
composed of leaves.

4. Any head-dress ; a hood or cap.
He hadde a grete beerde and a longe that couered all

his breste and was all white, and a chapelet of coton vpon
his hede, and clothed in a robe of blakke, and for age
heilde hym by the sadill bowe.

3ferlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 294.

5. A string of beads used by Roman Catholics
in counting their prayers ; a rosary, but strictly
only a third of the beads of a rosary.
Her chalet of beads and her missal. Longfellow.
The rosary is divided into three parts, each consisting

of five decades, and known as a corona or chaplet.
Cath. Diet.

6. Anything resembling in form a string of
beads.
The coUogonidia pass into chaplets.

E. Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. 74.

7. Same as chapel-de-fer, (a).— 8. In arch., a
person of wealth or distinction. Forty-eight cler- small round molding, carved into beads, pearls,
gynien of th,- Chun h of England hold office as chaplains olives, or some similar design.—9. The tuft orof the sovereign 111 tngland, and are entitled cAoptoin* in crest of fenthers nn n fnwl'aboQrl in tITL,/
onliiuin,. four of them being in attendance eacii month. ? ?.

learners on a fowl s head.— 10. In oys-
There are six chaplains in Scotland, clergymen of the ter-CUlturc, a row of shells or other objects 8US-
< liurch of Scotland, but their only duty is to conduct pended on wire to collect the spat.— 11. Same
l.rayers at the election of Scottish representative peers. as chapelet in any of its senses.
TherbyAlsoysapartcofastoneiiponthewhychSeynt chaplctl (chap'let), t». t. [< chaplet^, n.] To.lohnEvangcllstc8ayd..ften .Masse be fore that blyssyd lady „v,.wr. «,. „.i„™ ^lii. „ "- i ""^

> "-J
B that blyssyd lady

as her Chapleyn aftyr the assencion of ower lortie.
Torkinrjion, Uiarie of Eng. Travell, p. 85.

2. An ecclesiastic who renders service to one
authorized to employ such assistance, as to an
archbishop, or to a family; a confessor.— 3. A
clergyman who occupies an official position,
and performs certain religious functions, in the
army or navy, in a legislative or other public chapman (chap'man), n.

;
pi. chapmen (

body, in a charitable institution, or the like : as [^ "l^- chapman, cheiman, < AS. ceiipman,
the chaplain of the House of Representatives.' "mlauted forms <•<?/)(>-, cype-, cyp-man (=CRepresentatives.— 4. A private secretary to the lady superior
of a convent.

Another nonne with hire hadde she
That was hire chajieleyn.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 164.

Auxiliary chaplain, an assistant to a parish priest-
Cathedral chaplain, formerly, an ecclesiastic appointed
to perfiinu till' riinctioiis of a non-resident canon, a prac-
tice die. kc-d liy tlie <ouncil of Trent.— Episcopal chap-
lain, an ecclesiastic who officiates in the chapel of a bish-
op, and who now generally serves as the private secretary
of the bishop.

chaplaincy (chap'lSn-si), «. [< chaplain + -cy.]
The office, post, station, or incumbency of a
chaplain.

ihc chaplaincy was refosed to me and given to Dr.
Ijimbcrt. Swift, Letters.

He (Maurice] held at the same time the chaplaincy ot
Uncoln s Inn. Encyc. Brit., XV. 838.

chaplainry (ehap'lan-ri), n. [< chaplain + -ry.]
Same as chtiplaincy.

chaplainship (chap'lan-ship), n. [< chaplain
+ -.s7i(>.] 1. The office or post of a chaplain.
The Hcthcscia of some knight's chaplainship where they

bring grace to his gotjd cheer. Milton, Coiasterion.

2. The possession or revenue of a chapel,
chaplet, n. [ME., < OF. chaple, chappie, chaiplr.

crown or adorn with a chaplet.
His forehead chapleted green with wreathy hop.

Bromiinfj, Flight of the Duchess.

chaplet^t (chap'let), n. [Dim. of chapel; cf.
ML. capelleta.'] A small chapel •r slmne.
That Is the ehaplet where that image of your false god

. . . w.is enshrined or dwelt //a>n»i«n</. On Acts vii. 43.

pi. chapmen (-men).
" "

' I, also in

... , .. , OFries.
kapman, kopman = D. koopman =z OHG. chouf-
man, MHG. kmifman, G. kaufmnnn= Icel. kaup-
madhr= Sw. kopman= Dan. kjobmand), a buyer
or seller, a merchant, < cedp, a bargain, trade,
+ man, man: see cheap, n. (and cf. chap*, v.),

and maw. Hence, byabbr., ckap^, q. v.] If. A
merchant; a trader; a dealer.

Ther weore chapmen i-chose the chaffare to preise.
Piers Plowman (AX v. 174.

A companye of chapmen riche.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, L 37.

Fair Dlomed, you do as chapmen do.
Dispraise the thing that you desire to buy.

SArti., T. andC, iv. 1.

2, An itinerant merchant ; a peddler.
When chapman billies leave the street.

Burns, Tam o' Shanter, 1. 1.

Not like n petty chapman, by retaile, but like a great
marchant, by wholesale. Marston, Dutch Courtezan, i. 2.

The rest of the trade of the country was in the hands of
the chapman, or salesman, who journeyed from hall to
hall. J. H. Orecn, Conq. of Eng., p. 322.

chapmanhoodt (chap'man-hud), M. [ME. chap-
manhotlc, < chapman + -hode, -hood.] The con-
dition of a chapman or tradesman; mercantile
business; trade.

chujicl, eapU; a felling of timber, the violent Cnapmanryt (chap man-n), n. [ME. chap-
shock of battle, battle, carnage, < chnpler """fy< ;< chapman + -ry.] Trade; business;
ehappler, rhappeler, cliappeller, chablcr, capeler,

e****"™- Catholicon Anglicum, 1483.

strike violently, cut down, cut to pieces fight He is moderate In his prices, . . . which gets him much
•rith, mod. F. chapcler, chip or rasp bread, F. ''''"I""'""'!!- Document, dated l69i(.lrc/i(Bof., XII. i9i).
i„i .1....... .^ ' • -I. . rirri

'' chapman + tcarc^.]

'icum, 1483.

_^^ , ... _ _ [< cha])* +
pare, cut, chop, of Teut. ongin': see chop^.] money.] A sum abated or given back by a
The \-iolent shock of battle ; battle; carnage seller on receiving payment. [Prov. Eng.]
The two kynges were remounted, and than began the

ChapOte (Sp. pron. cM-po'ta), n. [Mex.] The
chaple full dolerouse and crewell and full mortal Mexican name for the plftck persimmon, Dioa-

Merlin (E. E. T. s.), ill. 389. pyros Texana,

dial, chapter, chdpler, cliajner, chapla, cut to chapman'Waret, ". [ME., < chap
Eieces, < ML. capulare, cut, cut off, cut up, per- Mcrcliandise. Catholicon Anglic
aps an accom. freq. of cappare, copparr, eo- chap-monev Cchap'mun'i), n.

chapter

Chaponma'ted (sha-pSr'na-ted), a. [< chapour-
n{et) + -ate^ + -ed^.] In her., charged with a
ehapoumet : said of the escutcheon or ordinary
upon which the chapournet is charged.
chapournet (sha-por'net), n. [A corruption of
F. *chaperonnet, dim. of chaperon, a hood : see
chaperon.] In her., a bearing consisting of a
part cut off from an ordinary,
as the chief, and bounded by a
curved line, as if in partial re-
semblance of a hood. Thus, the
illustration shows ai-gent on a chief
vert, a chapournet ermine.— Cha-
pournet crested, in her., a chapour-
net having in the middle a secondary
or minor curve also convex. It is ex-
plained as the representation of a hood
worn over a helmet-crest, which causes
it to rise in the middle.— Chapournet
reversed, in her., a chapournet with
the convex curve downward. It is sometimes charged
upon the field directly, and then resembles the hood of a
clonk or cope hanging down the back.

chappet, n. An obsolete form of chape.
chapp6 (sha-pa'), a. [F., < chajipc, chape, a
chape: see chape.] In her., having a chape or
boterol : said of the scabbard of the sword, the
tincture being mentioned: as, a sword scab-
barded red, chappe or. Also chaped.
chappie (ehap'i), n. See chappy^.
chappin (chap'in), n. A Scotch form of chopin.
chappingt (ehap'ing), «. [Verbal n. of chap^.]
Ground full of chinks and crevices, arising from
drought. Hallhi:ell.

Chappyl (ehap'i), a. [< c/iopl -f- -yl.] Full of
chaps ; cleft. Also written choppy. Shak.
Chappy2, chappie (ehap'i), «. A familiar or
affected diminutive of chap^.
chapras (cha-priis'), «. [Hind, chaprds, a plate
worn on a belt as a mark of office ; the badge
of a peon.] Same as chuprassy.
chapt. Another spelling of chapped, past par-
ticiple of chajA.

chapter (chap't^r), «. [Early mod. E. also
chapiter, occasionally chapitle, < ME. chapiter,
chapiture, chapitre, < OF. chapitre (F. chapitre)
for "chapitle, capitle, < L. capitulnm, a chapter
of a book, in ML. also a synod or council, dim.
of caput (capit-), a head : see chapiter'^, capital*,
which are doublets of chapter.] 1. A division
or section, usually numbered, of a book or
treatise : as. Genesis contains fifty chapters.
Abbreviated c, ch., or chaj).

Of the whiche sepulcre Is wryten more largely at the
liegynnynge of this chaptre.

Sir R. Guylforde, "Pylgrymage, p. 27.

2. The eoimcil of a bishop, consisting of the
canons or prebends and otiier ecclesiastics at-
tached to a collegiate or cathedral church, and
presided over by a dean.
The archbishop |of York] too, since Becket's death, has

been under a cloud, so the chapter is at sixes and sevens.
Stubhs, Medieval and Jlodern Hist, p. 149.

3. An assembly of the monks in a monastery,
or of those in a province, or of the entire order.

Summoned to Lindisfarne, she came.
There with .Saint Cuthberfs Abbot old,
And Tyiiemouth's Prioress, to hold
A chapter of Saint Benedict

Scott, Marmion, iL 4.

It was and is the common [iractice of monks to assemble
every morning to hear a chapter of the rule read, and for
other puriioses. Both the meeting itself and the place
of meeting gradually obtained the name of Capitulnm or
chapter from this practice. The assembly of the monks
of one monastery lieing thus designated " the chapter,"
it is easy to understand that assemblies of all the monks
in any province, or of the whole order, came to be called
" provincial " or " general " chapters. A general chapter.
In the case of most of the orders, is held once in three
years. Cath. Diet.

4. The place in which the business of the
chapter of a cathedral or monastery is con-
ducted; a chapter-house.— 5. A name given to
the meetings of certain organized orders and
societies: as, to hold a chapter of the Garter, or
of the College of Arms.— 6. A branch of some
society or brotherhood, usually consisting of the
members resident in one locality: as, the grand
chapter of the royal order of Kilwinning; a
chapter of a college fraternity.— 7. A decretal
epistle. Ayliffe.— 8. A place where delinquents
receive discipline and correction. Ayliffe.—
Chapter of accidents, (a) A series of chances ; cliance
in general.

Let us trust to time and the chapter of accidents.

Smollett
(b) A series of mishaps ; a succession of mischances.

Tlie chapter of knowledge is a very short, but the chap-
ter of accidents is a very long one.

Lord Chesterfield, Letter to S. Dayrolles, Feb. 16, 1763.

To read (one) a chapter, to reprove (one) earnestly • rep-
rimand.—TO the end of the chapter, throughout; t&



chapter

the end ; wholly ; entirely ; to the close, as of life or of a
course of action.

chapter (chap'ter), V. t. [< chapter, n., after F.
chapitrcr (< chapitre), reprimand in presence of
the whole chapter, censure : see chapter, n.] If.

To bring to book; tax with a fault; correct;
censure.
He more than once arraigns him for the inconstancy of

his judgment, and chapters even his own Aratus on the
same head. Dryden, Char, of Polybius.

2. To arrange or divide into chapters, as a lit-

erary composition. [Kare.]
chapteral (ehap't6r-al), a. [< chapter + -nZ.]

Of or pertaining to a chapter of a religious body,
an order, or a society.

There was held at Dijon only one out of the twenty-three
chapters [Order of the Golden ileece] which took place
before the Papal authority dispensed altogether with the
obligation of chapteral elections. jV. and Q. , 6th ser. , X. 81.

chapter-house (ehap'ter-hous), n. [< ME.
chapitre-hous, also chapitel-hong ; < chapter +
house.'] A builtUng attached to a cathedral or
religious house in which the chapter meets for
the transaction of business. Chapterhouses are of
different forms, some being parallelograms, some octag-
onal, and others decagonal. Many have a vestibule, and
crypts are frequently found under them, chapter-houses
serving not uufrequently as burial-places for clerical dig-
nitaries. Many are among the most notable monuments
of medieval arcliitecture. See cut under cathedral.

That mighty Abbey, whose chapter-hoxue plays so great
a part in the growth of the restored freedom of England.

E. A. Freejnan, Norman Conquest, II. 333.

In 1352 the chapterhouse is regarded as the chamber of
the commons. Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), § 749.

chapter-lands (chap'tfer-landz), m. pi. Lands
belonging to the chapter of a cathedral, etc.

Chaptia (ehap'ti-a), n. [NL. (Hodgson, 1837);
from a native name.] A genus of drongo-
shrikes, of the family Dicruridw. The tail is forked
and has only 10 rectrices ; the plumage has a scaly or span-
gled appearance, due to the metallic luster of the tips of
the feathers ; and dense frontal plumules are extended on
the base of the upper mandible. There are several spe-
cies, as C. cenea, C. malayenms, and C. brauniana, rang-
ing throughout India, Burma, the
Malay peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo,
and Formosa. Also called Prepop-
terun (Hodgson, 1844) and Entonw-
leteji (Sundevall, 1872).

chaptrel (chap ' trel), n.

[Dim. of chapiter'^.l The
capital of a pillar or pilas-

ter which supports an arch

:

more commonly called im-
post.

chapwoman (ehap'wum"-
an), «. ;

pi. chapwomen
(-wim"en). [< chap, as in
chapman, + looman.l A
woman who buys and sells

;

Massingcr. [Bare.]
charl, chare^ (char, char), n. [< ME. char,
charr, cher, cherre, pi. charres, cherres, also
chare, cliere, pi. chares, cheres (the form chare
being due rather to the verb form chare), a par-
ticular time, a particular thing to do, also,

rarely, a turn or turning, < AS. cerr, cierr, cirr,

eyrr, m., a particular time, a particular thing
to do, an affair (with short vowel, but orig. long,
cerr), = MD. D. Iceer, m., a turn, circuit, tour,

time, = MLG. kere, LGr. ker, f., a turn, direction,

= OHG. cher, MHG. ker, m., also OHG. chera,

MHG. kere, t., G. kehr, i., a turn, turning, di-

rection; not found in Scand. or Gothic. See
char^, chare^, v. In the sense of ' a particular
thing to do, a job,' the word exists also in the
form chore, formerly also spelled choar, with
a var. choor, also spelled chewcr, early mod. E.
chewre, pointing to a ME. *chore or *chdre. See
chore^, n. Hence in comp. ajar for *achar; cf.

char^.i If. A turn.

Thanne he maketh therto ehar.
Bestiary, 1. 643 (Old Eng. Miscellany, ed. Morris).

2t. A particular time.
The thridde time riht also, and [the] feorthe cherre, &

t« vifte cherre. Ancren Rhvle, p. 36.

3t. A motion ; an act.

Bote as ton [thou] here me aboute, ne migt I do the leste

char.
Debate of Body and Soul, 1. 167 (Latin Poems attrib. to

[Walter Mapes, ed. Wright, p. 334).

While thou lioldes mete in mouthe, be war
To drynke, that is un-honest char.
And also fysike for-bedes hit.

And sais thou may be clioket at that byt.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 302.

4. [In this use regularly, in the IT. S., chore:
see etym.] A particular thing to do; a single
piece of work; a job; in the plural, miscellane-
ous jobs ; work done by the day. See chore^.

For beof ne for bakoun, ne for swich stor of house,
Unnethe [hardly] wolde eny don a char.

PolUiml Sotu/s (ed. Wright), p. 341.

Chaptrel (a).

a female trader.

926
And drowge his swerde prively,
That the childe were not war
Ar he had done that char.

Cursor Mundi. (IlallivKll.)

The maid that milks.
And does the meanest chares.

Shak., A. and C, iv. 13.

Intellectual ability is not so common or so unimportant
a gift that it should be allowed to run to waste upon mere
handicrafts and chares. Huxley, Universities.

charl, chare^ (char, char), v.; pret. and pp.
charred, chared, ppr. charring, charing. [< ME.
charren, cherrcn, also charen, cheren, < AS. ccr-

ren, cierran, eyrran, orig. cerran, turn, return, =
OFries. kera = MD. keren, D. keeren = LG.
kercH = OHG. cheran, cheren, keran, keren, cher-

ran, cherren, MHG. keren, G. kehren, turn, re-

turn : see char^, chare^, n. For the senses cf

.

turn and wend.) I. trans. 1+. To turn; give
another direction to.

Satenas [Satan] our wai will charre ;
Forthi behoues us be waire
That we ga bi na wrange sties.

Metrical Homilies, p. 52.

2t. To lead or drive.

The lorde hym charred to a chambre.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 850.

Take good eyd to our com
And chare away the crowe.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 325.

3. To stop or turn back: in this sense only
chare. [North. Eng.]
Charyn, or geynecopyn [var. a^en stondyn], sisto.

Prompt. Parv., p. 70.

4. To separate (chaff) from the grain : in this

sense only chare. [Prov. Eng.]— 5. [See cftarl,

chare^, n., 4, and cf. chore\ «'.] To do; per-
form; execute.

All's char'd when he is gone.
Fletcher {and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 2.

II. intrans. If. To turn; return.

He eharde a3ein sone eft in to Rome.
Layamon, III. 182.

2t. To go ; wend.
Tharvore anan to hire cherde
Thrusche and throstle.

Owl and Nightingale, 1. 1656.

Leue askede hem hom to faren
With wiues and childre thethen [thence] charen.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1611.

3. [In this sense usually chare.] To work in

the house of another by the day ; do chares or
chores ; do small jobs.

" Mother goes out charing, sir," replied the girl.

Thackeray, The Curate's Walk.

char^ (char), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. charred, ppr.

charring. [Due to char- in charcoal, rather
than to char^, ME. charren, turn, return, which
does not occur in ME. in a sense connected with
that of cftar2. See chark^ a,iid charcoal.] 1. To
burn or reduce to charcoal.

A way of charring sea-coal wherein it is in about three
hours or less . . . brought to charcoal.

Boyle, Works, II. 141.

2. To bum the surface of more or less: as, to

char the inside of a barrel (a process regularly
employed for some purposes) ; the timbers were
hadly charred. =Sya. See scorch.

char^ (char), n. [See char^, v., and charcoal.]
Charcoal.
The sun itself will become cold as a cinder, dead as a

burned-out char. H. W. Warren, Astronomy, p. 21.

A filter is a big iron drum containing ten thousand
pounds of animal l)one-ldack. The "char" must be washed
with hot water eveiy two days and dried in a kiln.

The Century, A' XXV. 113.

char** (char), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. charred, ppr.

charring. [Origin uncertain; perhaps a par-
ticular use of char^ or char^.] In building, to

hew; work, as stone. Oxford Glossary.

char* (char), n. [Formerly also written charr,

chare, < Gael, ceara = Ir. cear, red, blood-col-

ored; cf. Gael, and Ir. cear, blood. The W.
name is torgoch, lit. red-bellied, < tor, belly, -t-

coch, red.] A fish of the family Salmonidw and

Char, or American Brook-trout {Satveiinus/ontinalis).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

genus Salvelimis. All the species were formerly
ranged in the genus Salmo, and several fishes which are
properly chars are called salmon or trout. There is but

characinid

one generally recognized species in Europe, Salvelinu*
alpinus, the common re"d char, fonnerly called Salmo
uttibla, of which the so-called Windermere char and the
Welsh torgoch or redbelly are by most considered to be
varieties. It inhabits clear cold waters of Switzerland,
Germany, Scandinavia, and Great Britain. The American
char nearest the European is known as the liangHet/ lake
(in Maine) trout, Salvelinus oquassa. The Floeberg char
of arctic America is S. arcturus. The common American
brook-trout, .S'. fontinalis, is also a char. Chars are among
the most beautiful and delicious of tlie salmon family.
Tliey are distinguished from the true trouts by having the
vomer boat-shaped and without teeth in its shaft. 'The
colors also are cliuracteristic.

char^t, chare-''t, » [ME., also charre, an assibi-
lated form of car'^, q. v.] A car ; a chariot.

About his char ther wenten white alauns.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1290.

[She] passes o^vte of the palesse with alle hir price may-
denys,

Towarde Chestyre in a charre thay chese hir the wayes.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3917.

Therby also, not ferrc frome Jordan, is the place where
Elyas the propliete was rauysshed into heuyn in a golde
chare. Sir R. Guytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 42.

char^ (char), adv. and a. [Short for "achar
tor ajar : see ajar.] Ajar. HalUwell. [North.
Eng.]
char^ (char), n. [Appar. a particular use of F.
f*ar, a car, wagon.] An old wine-measure. In
Geneva it was about 14.5 United States gallons.

char^ (char), n. [E. Ind.] An island or sand-
bank formed in a stream.
The great Indian rivers, therefore, not only supply new

groimd by depositing chars or islands in their beds, etc.
M\ W. Hunter, I'he Indian Empire, p. 44.

The gradual formation of chars and bars of sand in the
upper part of its [the Brahmaputra's] course has diverted
the main volume of water into the present channel of the
Jamuni. Encyc. Brit., XV. 295.

Charal (ka'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. ;fapa, delight,
< x^^pen; rejoice.] 1. A genus of cellular
cryptogamous plants, natural order Characeai
(which see). They grow in pools and slow streams,
rooting in the ground and growing erect. Some species,
as Chara foetida, when taken out of the water emit a very
disagreeable odor, like that of sulphureted hydrogen.
They occur all over the world, but chiefly in temperate
countries.

2. [«. c] A plant
of this genus.
Chara^ (ka'ra), n.

The name of the
southernmost of
the two hotmds in

the constellation
Canes Venatici.

char-^-bancs(shar-
a-bon'), «. [F.char-
a - bancs : char, a
car; d, with; bancs,
benches: see car\
bank^, and bench.]
A long and light

vehicle furnished
with transverse
seats, and general-

. ly open at the sides
or inclosed with
curtains. Some-
times charabanc. ckara /<ttida.

We were met by a sort of char-ti-banes. or American
wagon, with three seats, one behind the other, all facing
the horses. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xiv.

Characeae (ka-ra'se-e), w. pi. [NL., < Chara +
-acca'.] A small group of submerged chlorophyl-
bearing cryptogamous plants, nearly related to
the algfe and consisting of slender-jointed stems
which bear whorls of leaves at regular intervals.
The leaves bear leaflets and the organs of fructification.
The antheridia are spherical bodies composed externally
of eight triangular shield-shaped segments, inclosing a
great number of filaments. In eacli joint or cell of the
latter is produced one autherozoid coiled spirally. The
carpogonium consists of a central cell which, after fertili-

zation, becomes the fruit and is inclosed by 5 ceils twisted
spirally around it. I'he species are usually grouped in
two families, each containing two genera. In the Cha-
Te(K, represented by Chara, the stem and leaves are some-
times covered with a cortical layer of cells and are some-
times naked. The leaves are in whorls of from 6 to 12, and
the leaflets are always one-celled. In Kitellecv. represented
by yitella, tlie stems are never corticated, and the leaflets

are in whorls of from 5 to 8, and often more than one-
celled. The circulation of the protoplasm is easily ob-
ser\'ed in the cells of many Characece. Several species are
incrusted witli lime and are very brittle.

characeous (ka-ra'shius), a. In hot., belong-
ing to or resembling the Characca;.

Characin (kar'a-sin), H. A fish of the family
Characinida:.

Characinse (kar-a-si'ne), n. pi. Same as Cha-
rarininrp.

characine (kar'a-sin), a. Of or pertaining to
the Characinina' or Cliaracinida:

characinid (ka-ras'i-nid), «. A fish of the fam-
ily Characinida:.



Characinida

Characinidse (kar-a-sin'Me), «. pi. [NL., <

Characinii^ + -idw^] A family of plectospon-

dylous fishes, tj'pified by the genus Characinus.
The body is scaly; the head is naked ; the upper jaw is

formed by the interraaxillaries in the middle and the

masillaries laterally ; the pyloric appendages,»re more or

less numerous ; and the air-bladder is divided transversely

into two portions. An adipose fin is generally developed,

and there are no pseudobranchiae. The species are inhalj-

itants of the fresh watei-s of Africa and tropical America,
and are very numerous.

OharacininSB (kar*a-si-m'ne), n. j)l. [NL., <

Characinus + -i>ia:.'\ A subfamily of eharaci-

noid fishes to which different limits have been
assigned. Also Characinw.

cbaracinoid (kar'a-si-noid), a. and n. [< Chara-
i litis + -OK?.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
liaracters of the Cliaraeinidce.

II. n. A fish of the family Characinidfe.

Characinus (kar-a-si'nus), K. [NL. (Lac6p6de,
1803), < Gr. x"P°^ (X''P'"^-)< a sea-fish, perhaps
the rud; a particular use of X('P'^if_ a pointed
stake, < ;fapacraMi', make sharp or pointed. See
character.'] A genus of fishes, typical of the
family Characiiiidw.

charactt (kar'akt), n. [A restored spelling of

>IE. caract, caracte, carect, a mark, < OF. ca-

racte, curate = Pr. caracta, shortened from L.

character: see character.'] A character; a dis-

tinctive mark.
Even so may Angelo,

In all his dressings, cliaracts, titles, forms,
Be an arch-villain. Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

Cliaracter (kar'ak-ter), n. [< ME. caracier (usu-
ally shortened caract, a mark : see charact) = F.

caractere = Sp. cardcter = Pg. caracter, charac-
ter = It. carattere = D. G. Dan. Sw. karakter,

< L. character, < Gr. x<'P'^'"''IP7 prop, an instru-

ment for marking or graving, commonly a mark
engraved or impressed, a figure, any distinctive

mark, a personal feature, peculiar nature or
character, < xopoooeiv, furrow, scratch, en-
grave.] 1. A mark made by cutting, stamping,
or engraving, as on stone, metal, or other hard
material ; hence, a mark or figure, written or
printed, and used to commvinicate thought, as
in the formation of words; a letter, figure, or
sign.

He [Dante] ia the very man , . . who has read the dusky
characters on the portal within which there is no hope.

Macaulay, Milton.

She looked into an illuminated countenance, whose
characterg were all beaming, though the page itself was
dusk. ClMrlutte llronte, Shirley, xxxvii.

Hence— 2. The peculiar form or style of letters

used by a particular person ; handwriting ; any
system of written, engraved, or printed sym-
bols employed by a particular race or nation
of people to record or communicate thought

:

as, the Greek character; the Kunic character ;

the Hebrew character.

Alas, Malvolio, this is not my writing.
Though, 1 confess, much like the character.

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

Another letter you must frame for me
Instantly, in your lady's chara*'tcr,

To sucli a purpose as I'll tell thee straight.

Ikau. and Ft., Knight of Malta, 1. 3.

I will have his name
Formed in some mystic character.

li. JoitJton, Alchemist, ii. 1.

He . . . made notes of all that I told him, in the quaint
character used by the Mughrebbins, or Arabs of the West,
which has considerable resemblance to the ancient t'ullc.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 23.

3t. A cipher.

For Sir H. Bennet's love U come to the height, and his
confidence, that he hath given my Lord a character, and
will oblige my Lord to correspond with him.

Pepyg, Diary, II. 14S.

4. A distinguishing mark or characteristic

;

any one of the properties or qualities which
serve to distinguish one person or thing from
others; a peculiarity by which a thing may be
recognized, described, and classified, in modern
English character is the most general designation for that
which an abstract noun denotes.

I will not name him.
Nor give you any character to know him.

Beau, and Ft., Little French Ijiwyer, I. 3.

Fear and sorrow are the true c/taracferjf and Inseparable
companions of most melancholy.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 109,

The bandages and draperies of the grave still imparte<i
their chaniel character to the figure. Poe, Tales, I. 4C7.

The importance, for classification, of tTit\ing characters,
mainly depends on their being correlated with several
other character* r,f more or less imiKjrtance.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 3C7.

6. The combination of properties, qualities, or
peculiarities which distinguishes one person or
thing, or one group of persons or things, from
others; specifically, the sum of the inherited
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and acquired ethical traits which give to a per-
son his moral individuality.

A cliaracter, or that which distinguishes one man from
all others, cannot be supposed to consist of one particular
virtue, or vice, or passion only ; but it is a composition of

qualities which are not contrary to one another in the
same person. Dryden, Criticism in Tragedy.

A character is only formed through a man's conscious
presentation to himself of objects as his good, as that in

which his self-satisfaction is to be found.
T. II. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 108.

6. The moral qualities assigned to a person
by repute ; the estimate attached to an indi'vid-

ual by the community in which he lives
;
good

or bad reputation , standing : as, a character

for veracity or mendacity.
The people of Alexandria have a very bad character,

especially the military men, and among them particularly

the janizaries. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 10.

Character is the slow-spreading influence of opinion aris-

ing from the deportment of a man in society. Ergkine.

Specifically— 7. Good qualities, or the reputa-
tion of possessing them

;
good reputation : as,

a man of worth and character.

They are tenacious of reputation with a vengeance;
for they don't choose any body should have a character
but themselves ! Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 1.

There was a certain shyness about his greeting, quite
different from his usual frank volubility, that did not,

however, impress us as any accession of character.
Bret Harte, Argonauts, p. 169.

8. The qualities, course of action, or r61e ap-
propriate to a given person, station in life,

profession, etc.

The missionaries came here at first under the character
of physicians. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 77.

'Twould not be out of character, if you went in your own
carriage. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

9. Strongly marked distinctive qualities of

any kind : as, a man -(vith a great deal of char-

acter.

To put it in a single word, I think that his [Diyden's}
qualities and faculties were in that rare combination
which makes character. This gave flavor to whatever he
wrote—a very rare quality.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 78.

10. An account or statement of the qualities or
peculiarities of a person or thing ; specifically,

an oral or a written statement with regard to

the standing or qualifications of any one, as a
servant or an employee.

It was your character that first commended
Him to my thoughts. .Shirley, Hyde Park, ii 3.

Mr. Selden was a Person whom no Character can flatter,

or transmit in any Expressions equal to his ilerit and Vir-

tue. Clarendon, Autobiog. (ed. 1759), p. 16.

1 1. A person ; a personage : as, the noble char-

acters of ancient history ; a disreputable char-
acter ; specifically, one of the persons repre-

sented in a drama, or in fiction.

In a tragedy, or epick ixjem, the hero . . . must out-
shine the rest of all the characters.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

The friendship of distinguished characters. Roscoe.

1 went down to the Turkish houses, to cultivate the ac-

quaintance of a singular character I met on board the
steamer. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 22.

12. A person of marked peculiarities ; an odd
person : used absolutely : as, he was a charac-
ter.— 13t. A stamp or representation; type.
[Rare.]

And thou, in thy black shape and blacker actions,
Being hell's perfect character, art delighted
To do what I, though infinitely wicked.
Tremble to hear. Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, iy. 1.

Arabic characters, arrow-headed or cuneiform
characters, baptismal character, eplstolographic
characters, <ti-. s.i- tin- udjictlvts.— Cuaracter-actor.
See (K^for.— Character of scales and keys, in mime, the
peculiar quality or iiidividuulity that is thought to inhere
in certain scales antl keys. Thus, keys having sharps in the
signature are thought to be brighter and stronger than
tho.se having flats ; and certain moods are said to be more
appropriately expressed by certain keys than by others.

The existence of such diiferences, except so far as they re-

sult from the inequality of the voice or an accidental or
traditional irregularity of tuning, is denied by many mu-
sicians.— Derivative character, a cliaracter that is de-
ducible from anotlier.- Generic character, a mark dis-

tinguishing genera.— Musical characters, the conven-
tional forma or marks used for signs of clefs, notes, rests,

etc.— Real character, a graphical sign winch signifies

something directly ancl idcographically, and not phoneti-
cally or l)y representing a spolien word or speech; also,

a complete systen) of such signs serving as a written
language.- Specific character, a speciflc difference ; a
niarkdistinguishingspecies. =Syn. 4. Characteristic, At-
triltute, ntc. ^c quality.— 6. Disposition, turn, bent, con-
stitution.

character (kar'ak-t6r, formerly ka-rak'ter),

r. t. [< character, n.] 1. To engrave; inscribe;

write.

.Show me one scar ekaracter'd on thy skin.
.Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

The laws of marriage character'd in gold
Upon the blanched (ablets o( her heart.

Tennyson, IsabeL

characteristic

2t. To ascribe a certain character to ; charac-
terize; describe.

She's far from what I character'd.
Middleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, v. 1.

Thuanus . . . thus charactereth the Con-Waldenses.
Fuller, Holy War, p. 146.

3. To give expression to, as mental qualities
to the countenance. [Bare.]

Such mingled passions character'd his face
Of fierce and terrible benevolence
That I did tremble as I looked on him. Southey.

charactered (kar'ak-tferd), a. [< character +
-erf2.] Having a character. Tennyson.
characterially (kar-ak-te'ri-al-i), adv. Charac-
teristically. Ilallitcell-Philli'pns.

characterisation, characterise. See charac-
teriMlion, characterize.

characterism (kar'ak-ter-izm), n. [= F. ea-

racterismc, < L. characterismus, < Gr. ;|;apaK:T)?-

ptc/iog, a characterizing, < ;i;a/)aKT!?p(f«v, char-
acterize : see characterize.] 1. A distinctive

character; a characteristic.

The characterism of an honest man: He looks not to
what he might do, but what he should.

Bp. Hall, Characters.

Simplicity in discourse, and ingenuity in all pretences
and transactions, became the characten'sms of christian
men. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I., Pref.

2t. A description of the character or pecu-
liarities of a person or thing; a characteriza-
tion.

Some short Characterism of the chief Actors.
B. Jonson, The New Inn, Dramatis Personaj.

characteristic (kar'ak-te-ris'tik), a. and n.

[= F. caracterisiique = Sp" caracteristico = Pg.
caracteristico = It. caratteristico = D. karakte-
ristick = Sw. karakteristik (cf . G. karakteristisch
= Dan. karakteristisk), < Gr. ;fapa/tn?pH7r(K(5f,

< ;i;apa/tr>7pi'fc«v, designate, characterize: see
characterize.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to, constitut-
ing, or indicating the character; exhibiting the
peculiar qualities of a person or thing

;
pecu-

liar; distinctive: as, a characteristic distinc-
tion ; with characteristic generosity, he emptied
his purse.

I saw the mouldering niin of an abbey overrun with ivy,

and the taper spire of a village church rising from the
brow of a neighljoring hill— all were characteristic of Eng-
land. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 23.

2. Belative to a characteristic or character-
istics in sense II., 2 (h) or (c) Characteristic
angle of a curve, in geom., a rectilinear right-angled
triangle, whose hypothenuse makes a part of the curve,
not sensibly different from a right line.— Characteristic
formula, in math., a formula ex])ressing how many of an
V-way spread of figures satisfy any i-iohl condition, the
formula being of the form shown under II., 2(b).— Cnar-
acterlsUc function of a moving system. See /h?ic-
(ion.- Characteristic letter, characteriBtic sound,
in gram., the hi-st letter or sound of the stem, to which the
termination must lie accommotiated, thus determining or
characterizing the inflection of the word. Also called the
characteristic, character, or stem-character.— Character-
istic number, the number of characteristics of a given
spread of figuif.s, for a condition of a given dimensionality.
—Characteristic piece, in music, a composition intend-
ed to depict or .-suggest a definite scene, event, object, or
quality, as Itei-thoven's "Pastoral" Symphony.— Cliarac-
teristlc problem, the problem of determining the char-
acteristic numbers of a given spread of figures.— Char-
acteristic tone, in music: (a) The seventh tone of the
scale: so calletl because it specially emphasizes the su-
premacy of the tonic or key-note; the leading-tone. (6)
In any key, tiiat tone by which it is distinguished from
the most nearly related keys, as the F5 that distinguishes
the key of ft from that of C.

II. n. 1. That which serves to characterize,
or which constitutes or indicates the charac-
ter; anything that distinguishes one person or
thing or place from another; a distinctive fea-
ture.

This vast invention exerts itself in Homer in a manner
superior to that of any poet ; it is the great and peculiar
characteristiek which distinguishes him from all others.

Pope.

It is a characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate
things. Thoreau, Walden, p. 11.

To become crystallized, fixed in opinion and mode of
thought, ia to lose the great characteristic of life, by which
it is distinguished from inanimate nature : the power of

adapting itself to circumstances.
H'. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 105.

2. In math.: (a) [NL. characteristica, used in

this sense by Henry Brigges in 1628.] The in-

dex or integer part of an artificial or Briggsian
logarithm. See logarithm, (b) A number, one
of a set of numbers, //, v, etc., referring to an
»-way spread of figures of a given kind, and
such that the niunber of these figures which
satisfy any »-fold condition is equal to a/i +
bv -I-, etc., where «, b, etc., are whole numbers
depending upon the nature of this condition.
This definition, given by Schubert in 1879, is a



characteristic

generalization of that given by Chasles in 1864.

(c) Any number related in a remarkable way to

a figure : a use of the term not allowed by care-
ful writers. (,d) A number referring to a nigher
singularity of an algebraical curve or surface,
and expressing how many simple singularities

of a given kind it replaces, (e) The rational
integral function (in its lowest terms) whose
vanishing expresses the satisfaction of the con-
dition of which it is the characteristic.— 3. In
philol. See characteristic letter ov sound, above.
—Characteristic of a cubic, in gemn., the invariable
anlKinnonu' ratio of the four tangents which can be drawn
to a plane cubic from any one of its own points.— Char-
acteristic of a dynamo or magneto-electric ma-
chine, a curve whose abscissas measure the electromo-
tive force or difference of potential, aiul whose ordinates
measure the intensity of the current. A shunt dynamo
has two characteristics, the external and internal.

—

Ex-
ternal characteristic of a shunt dsmamo, a curve
whose abscissas represent the differences of potential be-
tween the terminals, and the ordinates the intensity of the
current, in the external circuit.— Internal Characteris-
tic of a shunt dynamo, the characteristic for the shunt
circuit. =Syn. 1. Charactfr^ Attribute, etc. See quality.

characterlstical (kar"ak-te-ris'ti-kal), a. Same
as characteristic. [Bare.]

But the general beauty of them all Is, that they [Sir
Philip Sidney's sonnets] are so perfectly characteristical.

Lamb, Elia, p. 360.

characteristically (kar"ak-te-ris'ti-kal-i), adv.
In a cliaracteristie manner ; in a manner that
expresses the character ; distinctively.

Each of us looks at the world in his own way, and does
not know that perhaps it is characteristically his own,

J. 11. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 361.

characteristicalness(kar"ak-te-ris'ti-kal-nes),
n. [< characteristical + -ness.'] The state or
quality of being characteristic.

characterization (kar'ak-ter-i-za'shon), n. [<
characterize + -ation.'] The act of character-
izing ; representation or description of salient
quauties or characteristics, as by an actor,

painter, writer, or speaker. .Also spelled char-
acterisation.

" Society "in this representative town of the Pacific
Coast is somewhat difficult of characterization,

S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 7.

characterize (kar'ak-t6r-iz), v. t.
;

pret. and
pp. characterized, ppr. cliaracterizing. [= F.
earacteriser = Sp. Pg. caracterizar = It. carat-
terizzare= D. Jcarakteriseren= G. karakterisiren
= Dan. karakterisere= Sw. karakterisera, < ML.
characterizare, < Gr. x^ponTTtpiZciv, designate by
a characteristic mark, s ;ifopa/cTi^p, a mark, char-
acter: see cAarocter.] 1. To impart a special
stamp or character to ; constitute a character-
istic or the characteristics of ; stamp or distin-

guish ; mark ; denote.

A spirit of philosophy and toleration . . . now seems to
characterize the age. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

2. To describe the character or give an ac-
count of the qualities of; describe by distin-

guishing qualities.

One of that species of women whom you have charac-
terized under the name of Jilts. Spectator, No. 401.

Under the name of Tamerlane he intended to charac-
terize King William. Johnson, Life of Rowe.

3t. To engrave, stamp, or imprint. [Rare.]

Sentiments characterized and engraven in the soul.
Sir H. HaZe, Orig. of Mankind.

Also spelled characterise.
=Syn. 2. To mark, designate.

characterized (kar'ak-t6r-izd), p. a. [Pp. of
characterize, t;.] Stamped with a specific char-
acter or constitution; naving characteristic or
typical qualities.

The coast presents a coarse red sandstone, which con-
tinues well characterized as far as Cape Saumarez.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 46.

characterless (kar'ak-t6r-les), a. [< character
+ -Icss.^ 1 . Lacking a definite or positive char-
acter; commonplace; uninteresting; weak.

He [tShakspere] viewed with the prophetic eye of genius
the old play or the old story, and at once discovered all

its capabilities ; ... its characterless personages he was
confident that he could quicken with lu'eath and action.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 188.

2f. Unrecorded, as in history.

Mighty states characterless are grated
To dusty nothing. Shak., 1. and C, iii. 2.

characterlessness (kar'ak-tfer-les-nes), n. [<
chardcterlcKS + -nes,i.~\ The state or quality of
bein^ without a well-marked character, or dis-

tinctive features or marks.
character-monger (kar'ak-tfer-mung'ger), II.

One given to criticizing the actions and char-
acters of other people ; a gossip. [Rare.]

She was his [Johnson's] pet, his dear love, ... his lit-

tle character-monger. JUacaulay, Madame D'Arblay.
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characters (kar'ak-tfer-i), n. [< character + -y.]

1. That which constitutes or indicates charac-
ter; that in anything which indicates its quali-
ties; a character or characteristic.

Here is a shell ; 'tis pearly blank to me.
Nor marked with any sign or character^). Keats.

2. The act or art of characterizing ; character-
ization by means of words or representation.

Faeries use fiowers for their churactery.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5.

A third sort bestowed their time in drawing out the
true lineaments of every virtue and vice, so lively that
who saw the medals might know the face : which art they
significantly termed charactery. Bp. Hail, Characters.

charade (sha-rad'), n. [F. ; a mod. word of
unlmown origin.] An enigma whose solution is

a word of two or more syllables, each of which
is separately signiiicant in sound, and which,
as well as the whole word, must be discovered
from a dialogue or description in which it is

used, or from dramatic representation.

Charades and riddles as at Christmas.
Tennyson, Prol. to Princess.

charadrian (ka-rad'ri-an), a. Same as cha-
radriiie.

Charadriidse (kar-a-dri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Charadrius + -idd.'] A family of prascocial
pressirostral grallatorial birds, of the order Li-
micolw; a group of small limicoline wading
birds, or shore-birds, comprising the plovers
and certain plover-like forms, related within
family limits to the genus Charadrius. it is a
large and important cosmopolitan group of nearly 100 spe-
cies. Its limits are, however, unsettled, several genera
being sometimes made types of distinct families. Also
Charadriadtx.

Charadriiformes (ka-rad"ri-i-f6r'mez), n. pi.

[NL. , < Cliaradrius + L. forma, form.] In Gar-
rod's arrangement, one of four orders of homa-
logonatous birds, including the pigeons, plo-
vers, cranes, gulls, etc. They are distinguished
by the schizorliinal structure of the nasal bones.
Charadriinse (ka-rad-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Charadrius + -ince.'] The typical subfamily of
the family Charadriidw, including the true plo-
vers. Normally they have but 3 toes ; the tarsi reticu-
late, and longer than the toes, which usually have basal
webbing ; the tibiaj naked below ; the wings long and
acute ; and the tail short, generally even, and composed
of 12 feathers. The bill is typically pressirostral, is not
longer than the head, and is shaped somewhat like that
of a pigeon. The group contains several genera and per-
haps 60 species, of all parts of the world.

charadrine, charadriine (ka-rad'rin, -ri-in), a.

Pertaining to the Charadriinai ; resembling a
plover; pluvialine. Also charadrian, charad-
roid, charadrioid.

charadrioid (ka-rad'ri-oid), a. and n. [< Cha-
radrius + -oid."] I. a. Resembling or having
the characters of the Charadriidw. Also cha-
radroid.

II. n. A bird of the family Charadriidw.
charadriomorph (ka-rad'ri-o-m6rf), n. One
of tlie Charadriotnorphw.

Charadriomorphse (ka-rad^ri-o-mor'fe), n. pi.

[NL. (Huxley, 1867), < Charadrius + Gr. fiop(i}r/,

form.] A group of birds including the plovers
and snipes; the limicoline waders or Limicolai;

a superfamily of schizognathous carinate birds,

nearly equivalent to the pressirostral and lon-
girostral grallatorial prsecoeial birds. They have
an elongated and comparatively slender rostrum ; promi-
nent basipterygoid processes ; lamellar concavoconvex
maxillopalatines ; the angle of the mandible recurved ; the
hallux small or absent ; and the crus bare above the suf-
frago. The group includes the Charadriidce, Scolopacidce,
and related families.

charadriomorphic (ka-rad"ri-5-m6r'fik), a.

[< Charadriomorphm + -ic.'] Plover-like; cha-
radrine; pluvialine; specifically, having the
characters of the Charadriomorpha:.
Charadrius (ka-rad'ri-us), n. [NL., a mod.
application of L. charadrius, < Gr. xcpo^P^k, a
yellowish bird dwelling in clefts, supposed to
be the stone-curlew, < x<^P"-^P<'t a- ravine, cleft,

gully.] The typical genus of the family Cha-
radriidw and subfamily Cliaradriiriw. Formerly
it was more extensive tlian the family now is, but it has
been variously restricted, and is now usually confined to
certain spotted three-toed species, like the common golden
plover of Europe, C. pluvialis. See cut under plover.

charadroid (ka-rad'roid), a. Same as cha-
radrine and charadrioid.

charas, ». Same as churrus.

charboclet, charbonclet, «• Middle English
forms of carbuncle.

The tempuU is atyret all with tryet clothes,
Bassons of bright gold, & other brode vessell,

Chaundelers full ehefe, & charbokill stones,
And other Riches full Rife that we may rad haue.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3170.

charcoal-pencil

charbon (shar'bon), n. [F., lit. a coal: see
carbon.J 1. A little black spot or mark re-
maining after the large spot in the cavity of
the comer-tooth of a horso is gone.— 2. In
pathol., anthrax; malignant pustule. See an-
thrax.

His labors upon charbon (splenic fever or malignant
pustule) had been suggested by my studies.

PoKfear (trans.), Pop. ScL Mo., XX. 801.

Charbon de garance, a substance obtained from mad-
der by heating it with strong sulphuric acid, converting it
into a black mass, which on being heated yields a subli-
mate of orange crystals of alizarin.

charbunclet, «. An obsolete form of carbuncle.
charcoal (ehiir'kol), n. [Early mod. E. charcole,
also charke-cole (see below), < ME. charcole,
charkole, probably a contraction of *chark-
cole, < charkcH, mod. E. chark^, creak, crack
(chark^ being ult. a var. of crack'>-), + cole, coal
(like MD. krick-kool, later krik-kool, pi. krick-
kolen, charcoal, < kricken,='E. crick, creak, + kool
= E. coal), the verb being used attributively, in
qualification of the noun, with ref. to the creak-
ing or clinldng of the coals in their friction
against one another (cf. clinker, a cinder, named
for a like reason ; cf . also E. dial, chark, cherk, a
cinder, a piece of charcoal, prob. due to the com-
pound), or to their cracking or crackling in the
fire : see chark^ and coal. Hence, from charcoal
analyzed as chark + coal (early mod. E. charke-
cole, as above), but without recognition of the
orig. sense of chark (chark^ ), the newverb ehark^
and the noun chark^ (which cannot be derived
directly from chark^); or, from charcoal ana-
lyzed as char + coal, the new verb char"^ and
the noun char'^ equiv. to chark^, and now the
usual form : see chark^, char^. In Skeat's view
the char- of charcoal is a particular use of ME.
charren, turn (that is, from wood to coal) ; cf.

"Then Nestor broil'd them on the cole-turn'd
wood" (Chapman, Odyssey, iii. 623); "But
though the whole world turn to coal" (G. Her-
bert, Vertue); but the ME. charren, mod. E.
c/mj'l and its cognates, mean ' turn' only in ref.

to a change of direction (and hence to action),
and do not appear ever to have been used
with ref. to a change of form or substance.
See c/iarl.] 1. Coal made by subjecting wood
to a process of smothered combustion; more
generally, the carbonaceous residue of vegeta-
ble, animal, or combustible mineral substances
which have been subjected to smothered com-
bustion. Wood-charcoal is used as fuel and in the manu-
facture of gunpowder, and, from its power of absorbing
gases, as a disinfectant and also as a filter. The different
kinds of charcoal are employed for many purposes in the
arts. See carbon and coaX.

A cheyer by-fore the chemne ther charcole brenned
Watz graythed for syr Gawan.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 878.

She biuTied no lesse through the cinders of too kinde
affection than the logge dooth with the help of charke-
coales. TM-troth (1593, New Shak. Soc), p. SO.

2. Apencil of charcoal, used by artists.- Anlmja
ChaxcoaL Same as bone-black.— Coal-gas Charcoal.
Same as gas-carbon (which see, under carbon).—FOSsU or
mineral charcoaL See 7nother-o.f-coal, under coal.—
Molded charcoal, an artificial fuel made of charcoal-
refuse aud coal-tar, molded into cylinders, dried, and car-
bonized.

charcoal-black (char'kol-blak'), n. A black
pigment prepared from vine-twigs, almond-
shells, and peach-stones.
charcoal-burner (char'kol-bcr'nfer), «. A man
employed in the manufacture of charcoal.

charcoal-drawing (char'k61-dra"ing), «. 1.

A picture or drai^dng executed with crayons of
charcoal.— 2. The art of producing drawings
with charcoal.

This art of charcoal-drawing, which now occupies a very
high position in the opinion of artists as an independent
means of expression, is a most curious example of what
nuiy be called promotion amongst the graphic arts.

Hamerton, Grajthic Arts, p. 157.

charcoal-furnace (char'kol-fer'nas), n. A fur-
nace used in the preparation of charcoal. The
furnace used for wood luis a lar^'e chamber which is com-
pletely filled with the wood, with air-passages distributed
about it, and with provision for regulating the supply of
air.

charcoal-iron (ehar'kol-i'^m), n. A superior
quality of iron made with the use of charcoal as
a fuel.

charcoal-paper (char'kol-pa'per), v. An im-
calendered paper witli a soft texture and a
tooth, used in charcoal-drawing. It is made
in various tints.

charcoal-pencil (char 'kol -pen 'sil), «. A
crayon consisting of a charred twig of willow,
or of sawdust from willow-, lime-, or poplar-
wood, pressed in a mold, dried in the air, and
charred in a retort.



charcoal-pit

charcoal-pit (char 'k(51- pit), ». A eharcoal-

funiaee In the form of a pit, usually conical in

shape. It is filled with wood, which is fired

and then covered with earth.

charcoal-plates (char'kol-plats). n. pi. The
name given to the best quality of tin-plates,

made from charcoal-iron. An inferior quality

of tin-plates is made with coke as the fuel.

charcoal-tree (char'kol-tre), «. An urtica-

ceous tree of India, Trema orietttalis, allied to

the elm.

Charcot's crystals, disease. See crystal, disease.

chardlf, " An obsolete form of chart or its

doublet c«crfl.

chard^ (ehiird), n. [< F. "charde, carde (cf. char-
doon. < F. chardon), < L. card ii us, a thistle or
artichoke : see card^.'\ A leaf of artichoke,
Cijtiurn Scohjmus, blanched by depriving it of

light. — Beet-Chards, the leaf-stalks and midribs of a
variety of wliite lieet, Beta Cicla, in which these parts are
ureatly developed, dressed for the table.

chardoon, «. See cardoon.
chare^, ». and v. See chari.

chare'-^ (char), h. [Also chore; perhaps a par-
ticular use of chare^, char^, a turn: see c/wrl.]

A narrow lane or passage between houses in a
town. [North. Eng.]

chare'^t, "• See chiir^.

charett, » [Early mod. E., < ME. charet, eha-

.£. rctte, < OF. charette, charetc (= Pr. Sp. Pg.
carreta = It. carretta), < ML. carrcta, a two-
wheeled car, dim. of L. carrtis, chariot: see

[
cn;'l.] A eliariot.

Ohare Thursday. \_Chare, assibilated form of
care (found only in this name and in the adj.
cluiry). Cf. Care Sunday and the G. Kar-freitiuj,

'Care Friday,' Good Friday.] The Thursday
in Passion week ; the day before Good Friday.
[Prov. Eng.]
charewoman, «. See chancoman.
charework, «. See charwork.
Charfron (shiir'frgn), n. Same as chamfron.
charge (chiirj), c.

;
pret. and pp. charged, ppr.

chan/iiiy. [< ME. charf/en, rarely charcheii, <

OF. charf/er, rhar(/ier, F. charger, load (also,

without assibilation, OF. corkier, AF. 'earker
(in comp.), > ME. carken, load, burden, mod.
E. cark), = Pr. Sp. cargar = Pg. carregar = It.

earicare, < ML. carricare, caricare, load (a car),

< L. carrus, a car, wagon : see carl. Hence
also (< ML. carricare) E. cark, cargo, carack =
carick = carrick, caricature, etc., and in comp.
discharge, surcharge : see these words, and cf.

charge, «.] I, trans. 1. To put a load or bur-
den on or in ; fill, cover, or occupy with some-
thing to be retained, supported, carried, etc.

;

burden ; load : as, to charge a furnace, a gun, a
Leydenjar, etc.; to charge an oven; to charge
the mind with a principle or a message.
They ran to the clitf and cried to their company alx)ard

the KleminKs to come t^) their succour ; hut finding the
boat charged witli Flenungs, yielded themselves and the
place. • HalHijh, in .\rljcr'a Eng. Garner, I. 16.

Unluckily, the pUtols were left chariied.
Stifridftn, SchtKjl for Hcandal. v. 2.

The table stood before hini, chargrd with fowl.
it. Ariwld, .Sohrali and Kustum.

A body when electrified is said to Imj charged.
S. P. Thompnon, Elect, and Mag., p. 8.

For cutting the facet«, the laps are charged with Hue
washed emery. Byrne, Artisan s Handliook, p. 75.

2. Figuratively, to fill or burden with some
emotion.
What a sigh hi there ! the heart is sorely charged.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 1.

3t. To subject to a charge or financial burden.
And jif eny hows is more worth than an other, be hit

y-clMrched to hys worthy [worth].
Kngliah (iild» (E. E. T. S.), p. 357.

Fnl. Good Master Brook, I desire more acquaintance of
you.

Ford. Ooo4l i^\T John, I sue for yours : not to charge
you ; for I must let you understand I tliink myseli In bet-
ter plight for a lender than you are.

Shak., M. W. of W., 11. 2.

4. To impute or register as a debt; place on
the debit side of an aecotmt : as, the goods were
(*f(r(/e</tolum.— 5. («) To fix or ask as a price

;

require in exchange : as, to charge §,5 a ton for
coal, (h) To fix or set down at a price named;
sell at a given rate : as, to charge coal at ¥5 a
ton.— 6. To hold liable for payment; enter a
debit against : as, A charged B for the goods.—
7. To accuse : followed by with before the thing
of which one is accused: as, to charge a man
v>ith theft.

In all this Job sinned not nor charged God foolishly.

Job 1. 22.

If he did that wrong you charge him inth.
His angel Ijroke hhi heart. Tenayion, Sea Dreams.
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8. To lay to one's charge ; impute ; ascribe the
responsibility of: with a thing for the object,

and on, upon, to, or against before the person
or thing to which something is imputed: as,

I charge the guilt of this on you; the accident
must be charged to or against his own careless-

ness.

Wliai he charges in defect of Piety, Charity, and Moral-
ity, liath bin also charg'd Ijy Papists up&n the best re-

formed Churches. Milton, Elkonoklastes, xx.

Perverse mankind I whose wills, created free.

Charge all their woes on absolute decree.
Pope, Iliad, i. 161.

9. To intrust ; commission : with with.

X\u\ the captain of the guard charged Joseph vnth them,
and he served them. Gen. xl. 4.

Hee charges you at first meeting with all his secrets, and
on better acquaintance growes more reseru'd.

Bp. Earle, .\licro-cosmographie, A Weake Man.

The dean was charged with the government of a greater
number of youths of high connections and of great hopes
than could then be found in any other college.

Macaulay, Hist Eng., vi.

10. To command; enjoin; instruct; urge ear-
nestljr; exhort; adjure: with a person or thing
as object.

.4n<l lie straitly charged them that they should not make
him known. Mark ill. 12.

Satan, avoid ! I charge thee, tempt me not

!

Shak., C. of E., iv. 3.

The king hath strictly charg'd the contrary.
Shak., Eich. III., iv. 1.

Weep not, but speak, I charge you on obedience ;

Your father charges you.
Fletcher, Doulde Marriage, iii. 3.

11. To give directions to; instruct authorita-
tively: as, to charge a jury.

In Uathaway's case, 1702, Chief-Justice Holt, in charg-
ing the jury, expresses no disbelief in the possibility of
witchcraft, and the indictment implies its existence.

Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 236.

12. To call to account ; challenge.

Charge us there upon inter'gatories,

And we will answer all things faithfully.

Shak., M. of v., V. 1.

13. To bear down upon; make an onset on;
fall on ; attack by rushing violently against.

Himself,
Lord Clifford, and Lord Stafford, all abreast,
Charg'd our main battle's front.

.9Aff*.,3Hen. VL, i. 1.

14. To ptit into the position of attack, as the
spear in the rest.— 15t. To value; think much
of ; make account of.

We lone noght his lede, ne his land nowther ;

Ne chart/e iioglit liis chateryng, thogh he chide euer.
Dentructinn of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1931.

Charge bayonets ! the order given to infantry soldiers
to lower tlie muskets with fixed bayonets into the posi-
tion of attack. = Syn. 7 and 8. Accuse, Charge, Indict, etc.

(8eeacc(M«); Attrdnite, Ascribe, Refer, etc. (see attribute).

II. intrans. If. To import; signify; be im-
portant. «

I passe al that which chargeth nought to say.

Chattcer, Troilns, iii. 1576.

2t. To take to heart ; be concerned or troubled.
Esau char<ntie litil that he hadde seld the right of the

firste gemirid child. Wyclif, Gen. xxv. 34.

3. To place the price of a thing to one's debit

;

ask jiayment ; make a demand : as, I will not
charge for this.— 4. To make an onset; rush
to an attack.

Charge, Chester, charge ! On, Stanley, on !

Were the last words of Marmion.
Scott, Marmion, vl. 32.

I have been at his right hand many a day when he was
charging upon ruin full gallop. Dickens.

5. To lie down in obedience to a command:
said of dogs : commonly used in the imperative.
— Charging order, an onici- utitained under Englisli stat-

utes by a jiid;:incnt creditor to liave his claim made a
charge on tlic stock of the dei)tor in any public company
or fumls.— Charging part (of a I>ill in equity), tlie part
alleging cither evidence <»r matters in anticipation of ttie

defense, or to whicli the complainant wishes the defen-
daiit's answer.

charge (cliiirj), n. [< ME. charge, < OF. charge,

carge, F. charge= Vt. Sp. Pg. cargo = It. carica

(ML. 'carrica, carqa), t., a load (also without
assibilation, OF. (AF.) *carc, kark, > ME. cark,

a load, anxiety, mod. E. cark, anxiety), = Sp.

cargo (>E. cargo), a load, = Pg. cargo, a charge,
office, = It. carico, carco, a load, etc. (see car-

go); from the verb.] 1. A load; a weight; a
burden : used either literally or figuratively.

Of fruit it (the tree] bore so ripe a charge
That alle men it might fede.

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 137.

It is noo worschip, but a charge, lordschip to taaste.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.

Tia a great charge to come under one body's hand.
Shak., -if. W. of W.,i. 4.

2. The quantity of anything which an appa-
ratus, as a gun, an electric battery, etc., is in-

charge

tended to receive and fitted to hold, or what it

actually contains as a load. Specifically— (a) The
amount of ore, flux, and fuel, ill due proportion, to be fed
into a furnace at any one time, (b) In elect., the quantity
of statical electricity distributed over the surface of a
body, as a prime conductor or Leyden jar. The charge
of a body may lie either free to pass otf to another body
(as the earth) with which it is connected, or bound by the
inductive uction of a neighboring charge of an opposite
kind. See induction.

If a hollow closed conducting body be charged, how-
ever highly, with electricity, the whole of the charge is

found upon the outside surface, and none whatever on
the inside. J. E. II. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., I. 15.

Hence— 3t. The case or tube used to contain
the charge of a gun ; a cartridge-case.

Souldiers . . . levied in the Lowe Countries, . . . called
by the generall name of Wallownes, have used to hang
about their neckes upon a baudrick or border, or at their
girdles, certain pipes, which tliey call charges, of copper
and tin, . . . which they thinke in skirmish to Ije the most
ready way. Quoted in Grose's MilitaryA ntiq. ,11. 294, note.

4. In England, a quantity of lead of somewhat
uncertain amount, but supposed to be 36 pigs,
each pig containing 6 stone of 12 pounds each.— 5. A unit of weight used in Brabant up to
1820, being 400 Brabant pounds, equal to 414
pounds avoirdupois.— 6. A corn-measure used
in southern France. The old charge of Marseilles
was 154.8 liters ; the new charge (still used, and also at
Xice) is 159.96 liters, or 4J United States liushels. In other
places the charge varied, being generally less than at Mar-
seilles. Thus, at Tarascon it was only 1.6 busliels, hut at
Toulon it is said to have exceeded 13 linshels. Tlie charge
of oil at Montpellier was 48J United States gallons.

7. A pecuniary burden, enctunbrance, tax, or
Uen ; cost ; expense.

Mouths without hands ; maintained at vast expense,
In peace a charge, in wai- a weak defence.

Dryden, Cyni. and Iph., I. 402.

From his excellent learning, and some relation he had
to Sr R. Browne, I liore his charges into England.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 1, 1662.

He had been at a considerable charge in white gloves,
periwigs, and snuff-boxes.

Addison, Trial of Ladies' Quarrels.

8. That which constitutes debt in commercial
transactions ; the sum payable as the price of
anything bought or any service rendered ; an
entry; the debit side of an account.— 9. A
duty enjoined upon or intrusted to one ; care

;

custody ; oyersight.

I gave my brother llanani . . . charge over Jerusalem.
Neh. vii. 2.

He inquired many things, as well concerning the princes
which had the -charge of the city, whether they were in
hope to defend the same. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

A hard division, when the Iiarniless sheep
Must leave their Iambs to hungry wolves in charge.

Fairfax.

10. Anything committed to another's custody,
care, concern, or management ; hence, specifi-

cally, a parish or congregation committed to
the spiritual care of a pastor : as, he removed
to a new charge.

He hath shook hands with time ; his funeral urn
Sliall be my charge. Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.

Sure you have injur'd Her, and Pliylax too
;

For she's my Charge, and you shall find it so.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 121.

He will enter on a system of regular pastoral visiting

among his charge— will explore liis field to its utmost
limits. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 324.

lit. Heed; attention. Chaucer.
To doe this to any purpose, will require both charge,

patience and experience.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 85.

12t. A matter of importance, or for considera-
tion ; importance ; value.

To him that nieneth wel, it were no charge.
Chaucer, Kniglit's Tale, 1. 1429.

Because . . . the sayd Chest is of charge, we desire you
to haue a speciall regard vnto it.

Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 341.

13. An order; an injunction ; a mandate; a
command.
This Prince [Richard I.) not favouring the Jews, as his

Fatlier had done, liad given a strict Charge, that no Jew
sliould be admitted to be a Spectator of ttic Solemnity.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 62.

14. (a) An address delivered by a bishop to
the clergy of his diocese, or in ordination ser-

vices by a clergyman to the candidate receiv-
ing ordination, or to the congregation or church
receiving him as pastor ; also, any similar ad-
dress delivered for the purpose of giving special
instnictions or advice.

The bishop has recommended this author in his charge
to the clergy. Dryden.

(i) An address delivered by a judge to a jury
at the close of a trial, instructing them as to

the legal points, the weight of evidence, etc.,

affecting their verdict in the case: as, the
judge's charge bore hard upon the prisoner.

—



charge

16. In Scots lau; : (a) The command of the
sovereign's letters to perform some act, as to
enter an heir. (6) The messenger's copy of
service requiring the person to obey the order
of the letters, or generally to implement the
decree of a court: as, a charge on letters of
horning, or a charge against a superior.— 16.
What is alleged or brought forward by way of
accusation; imputation; accusation.

We need not put new matter to his chartje.

Shak.,CoT., iii. 3.

The c?iarge ofconfounding together very different classes
of phenomena. Whewell.

17. Milit., an impetuous attack upon the en-
emy, made with the view of fighting him at
close quarters and routing him by the onset.

The English and Dutch were thrice repulsed with great
slaughter, and returned thrice to the charge.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

O the wild charge they made

!

Tennyson, Charge of the Light Brigade.

18. An order or a signal to make such an at-

tack : as, the trumpeters sounded the charge.

Gives the hot charge and bids tliem do their lilting.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 434.

19f. The position of a weapon held in readi-
ness for attack or encounter.

Their armed staves in charge. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

20. In her., a bearing, or any figure borne or
represented on an escutcheon, whether on the
field or on an ordinary. The ancient charges were
far more simple tlian the modern, and this is so generally
the case that the age of an achievement may almost be
known by its relative simplicity ; thus a shield simply
divided into a few large parts, that is, chai-ged with ordi-
naries and subordinaries only, is generally older than one
charged with mullets, allerions, and the like ; and a shield
having only these is generally older than one having more
pictorial representations.

21. Of dogs: (a) The act of lying down. (6)
The word of command given to a dog to lie

down.— 22. In farriery, a preparation of the
consistence of a thick decoction, or between an
ointment and a plaster, used as a remedy for
sprains and inflammations Charge and dis-
charge, a method of taking accounts in chancery, the com-
plainant deliverir.,? his .account of charges to the master,
and the defendant his discharge, objections, or counter-
claim.— Charge and specifications, a general allega-
tion of guilt of an offense, followed Ijy details of particular
instances of its commission.— Conjoined or coi^junct
charges, in her., charges in arms borne linked together.— Free charge, in electrical experiments with the Ley-
den jar or battery, that part of the induced electricity
which passes tbron^'h tlie air to sui-rounding conductors.
—General Charge, general special charge. See gen-
eral.—Oatwaii charges (nam.), the pilotage or other
charges incurred by a vessel on leaving port. —Syn. 17.
Attack, Assault, etc. .See onset.

charget, a. [ME., appar. < OF. charge, pp. of
charger, load : see charge, «.] Heavy ; weighty.

Lyghte thinge upwarde, and dounwarde charge.
Chaucfr, House of Fame, 1. 746.

Chargeability (chiir-ja-bil'j-ti), n. [< charge-
able : see -bility.'] The quality or condition of
being chargeable ; chargeableness.
chargeable (char'ja-bl), a. [< charge + -able.

Cf. OF. chargeablej'charchahle, etc.] 1. Capa-
ble of being charged, (a) Capable of being or liable
to be set, laid, or imposed : as, a duty chargeable on sugar.
(6) Subject to a charge or tax : as, sugar chargeable with
a duty.

The town is an inseparable part of the State, and charge-
able with many .State duties, and unless properly governed
may cause mischief to the commonwealth at large.

N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. .WQ.

(c) Capable of being laid to one's charge; that may be
imputed to one.

Some fault chargeable upon him. South.

His failure, though partly chargeable on himself, was
less so than on circumstances beyond his control.

Prescott, P'erd. and Isa., ii. l.'i.

(d) Subject to accusation ; liable to be accused.

Your papers would be chargeable with something worse
than indelicacy ; they would be immoral. Spectator.
" He complies with the terms of the conditions accepted
by him, and is not chargeable with bad faith.

Contevtporary Rev., L. 16.

2t. Expensive; costly; causing expense, and
hence burdensome.
Whereof ensued greate trobles, longe and chardgeble

suetes. English Gilds (E. E. T. S,), p. 302.

Small boates be neither verie chargeable in makyng, nor
verie oft in great ieopardie.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 65.

That we might not be chargeable to any of you.
2 Thes. iii. 8.

A bloody and chargeable civil war. Burke.

St. Weighty ; involving care and trouble.
Charles was at that time letted with chargeable business.

Fabyan.

chargeableness (chiir'ja-bl-nes), n. [< charge-
able + -ness.'} 1. Liability to a charge or
charges; capability of being charged.— Zj.
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Expensiveness ; cost; costliness. Whitlock;
Boyle.

chargeablyt (ohar'ja-bli), adv. Expensively;
at great cost. Ascham.
chargeantt, a. [ME., < OF. chargeant, ppr. of
charger, load : see charge, «.] Burdensome.
A gret multitude of peple, ful chargeant, and fnl anoy-

ous. Chaucer, Melibeus.

charged (charjd), p. a. [Pp. of charge, r.] 1.
In her.: (a) Bearing a charge: as, a fesse
charged with three roses, (b) Serving as a
charge : as, three roses charged upon a fesse.

—

2. Overcharged or exaggerated. [Rare.]
charge d'affaires (shar-zha' da -far'); pi.

charges d'affaires (shar-zha' da-far'). [F., lit.

charged with affairs : charg4, pp. of charger,
charge; rie, < L. (ic, of, with; affaire, e,Ss,iv: see
charge, v., and affair.] 1. One who transacts
diplomatic business at a foreign court during
the absence of his superior, the ambassador or
minister.— 2. An envoy to a state to which
a diplomatist of a higher grade is not sent.
Charges d'affaires of this class constitute the third grade
of foreign ministers, and are not accredited to the sov-
ereign, but to the department for foreign affairs. See am-
ha.'i.mdor.

Chargefult (charj'ful), a. [.< charge, n., + -ful,

1.] Expensive; costly.
Here's the note

How much your chain weighs to the utmost carat

;

The fineness of the gold, and chargeful fashion.
Shak., C. of E., iv. 1.

Charge-houset (charj'hous), n. A sehoolhouse.
Do you not educate youth at the charge-house ?

Shak., L. L. L., v. 1.

chargeless (charj'les), a. [< charge + -less.']

1. Free from charge or burden.— 2t. Not ex-
pensive ; free from expense.
A place both more publick, roomy, and chargeless.

Bp. Hall, Hard Measure.

chargeoust (char'jus), a. [ME., < OF. chargeux,
< charge: see charge, n.'] Costly; expensive;
burdensome. Chaucer.
And when I was among you and had need I was charge-

ous to no man. Wyclif, 2 Cor. xi. 9.

charger^ (ehar'jer), n. [< charge + -erl.] 1.

One who or that which charges.— 2. A war-
horse.

Some who on battle charger prance.
Byron, The Giaour.

He rode a noble white charger, whose burnished capari-
sons dazzled the eye with their splendor.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 19.

3. In mining, an implement for charging hori-
zontal bore-holes with powder.— 4. In gun.,
a contrivance for measuring and placing in a
gun a certain quantity or charge of powder or
shot.

charger^ (char'j6r), n. [< ME. chargeour, char-
ioure, chargere, < chargen, load; with F. suflix.

Cf. OF. ehargeoire, cherjouere, a sort of trap, an
instrument used in loading guns, chargeor, a
place for loading vessels ; < charger, load : see
charge, t'.] 1. A large flat dish or platter.

He sowppes alle this sesone with sevene knave childre,
Choppid in a chargour of chalke whytt sylver.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1026.

Give me here John Baptist's head in a charger.
Mat. xiv. 8.

2t. In England, in the middle ages, a servant
or officer of the household whose duty was to
bear the meats to table at banquets.

I was that cheef chargeour,
I bar flesch for folkes feste ;

Ihesu crist vre saueour
He fedeth bothe lest and meste.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 136.

charger-pit (ehar'jer-pit), n. Milit., a shelter-
pit to cover the horse of a mounted officer when
exposed to the enemy's fire. Farrow, Mil.
Encyc.
charge-sheet (charj'shet), n. A paper kept at
a police-station to receive each night the names
of the persons arrested or taken into custody,
with the nature of the accusation and the name
of the accuser in each case ; a blotter. [Eng.]
charg^sMp (shiir-zha'ship), n. [< charge +
-shij>.'\ The office of a charge d'affaires.

charily (char'i-li), adv. In a chary manner;
carefully; warily; sparingly; frugally.

Whose provident arm else but God's did bring to nought
the power-undermining, which was carried so warily and
charily ? Sheldon, Miracles, p. 316.

Charina (ka-ri'na), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1849).]
1. A genus of boa-like serpents, typical of the
family Charinidm.— 2. \l. c] A member of
this genus ; specifically, Charina plumbea, an
American species.

chariness (ehar'i-nes), n. [< chary + -ness.']

1. The quality of being chary; caution; care;

charioteering

frugality; sparingness; parsimony; disposition
to withhold or refrain from bestowing.— 2t.
Nicety ; scrupulousness.

I will consent to act any villainy against him, that may
not sully the chariness of our honesty.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1.

charinid (kar'i-nid), ». A snake of the family
('harinidw.

Charinidae (ka-rin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Charina
+ -idee. ] A family of peropodous serpents with
toothless premaxillaries, and without post-
frontal, superorbital, or coronoid bones. Only
one species, the Charina plumbea of California
and Mexico, is known.
Charinina (kar-i-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., < Charina
+ -JH«2.] A group or subfamily referred to the
BoidcB, represented by the genus Charina: same
as Charinidw.
charinoid (kar'i-noid), a. and n. [< Charina
+ -aid.'] I. a. Resembling or ha'ving the char-
acters of the Charinidw.

II. n. A charinid.

chariot (ehar'i-ot), n. [<ME. chariot, charyot,
charott,< OF. chariot, dim. of char, a car: see
carl, cftarl. Ct.charct.] 1. A two-wheeled car
or vehicle, used in various forms by the ancients
in war, in processions, and for racing, as well as
in social and private life. The Roman chariot was
called a biga, a triga, or a quadriga, according as it was
drawn by two, three, or four horses, all abreast. The tri-

umphal chariot was a quadriga ; it was very richly oma-

Greek Chariot
Pelops and Hippodameia.— From a red-figured vase.

mented, and sometimes made of ivory. Greek and Koman
chariots for war anil racing were usually closed in front
and open behind, and without seats. The war-chariots
of the ancient Persians and Britons were armed with
weapons like scythe-blades or sickles projecting from the
hubs, and are hence called scythe-chariots.

And also suche another Charyot, with suche Hoost«8,
ordeynd and arrayd, gon with the Empresse, upon another
syde. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 242.

Thy grand captain Antony
Shall set thee on triimiphant chariots, and
Put g.arlands on thy head. Shak., A. and C, iii. 1.

2. In modern times : (a) A somewhat indefinite
name for a more or less stately four-wheeled
carriage.

All this while Queen Mary had contented her self to be
Queen by Proclamation ; but now that things were some-
thing settled, she proceeds to her Coronation ; for, on the
last of September, she rode in her Chariot tliro' London
towards Westminster. Baker, Ctaonicles, p. 317.

(6) A pleasure-carriage, of different forms.
The lady charged the boy to remember, as a means of

identifying the expected green chariot, that it would have
a coachman with a gold-laced hat on the box.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, vi.

chariot (char'i-ot), V. [< chariot, n.] I. trans.
To convey in a chariot. [Rare.]

An angel ... all in flames ascended, . . .

As in a fiery column charioting
His godlike presence. ililtan, S. A., 1. 27.

O thou
Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed
The winged seeds. Shelley, To the West Wind, t

H. in trans. To ride in a chariot.

chariotee (ehar"i-o-te'), n. [< chariot + -ee2.]

A small light pleasure-chariot, with two seats
and four wheels.
charioteer (char'-'i-o-ter'), n. [< chariot -I-

-eer; a modification of ME. charieter, -ere, af-
ter OF. charretier, a charioteer.] 1. One who
drives or directs a chariot.

Mounted combatants and charioteers.

Cowper, Iliad, xxiii. 165.

2. [cap.'] The constellation Auriga (which
see).— 3. A serranoid fish, Dules auriga, hav-
ing a filamentous dorsal spine like a coach-
whip. It is a rare Brazilian and Caribbean sea-
fish. Also called coachman.
charioteer (ehar"i-o-ter'), V. i. [< charioteer,

«.] To drive a cliariot, or as if in a chariot;
act the part of a charioteer. [Poetical.]

To charioteer with wings on high,
And to rein in the tempests of the sky.

Sottthey, Ode to Astronomy.

charioteering (char''i-o-ter'ing), n. [Verbal n.
of charioteer, v.] The act or art of driving a
chariot.



charioteering

Good charioteering is exhibited, not by furious lashing

of the horses, but by judicious management of the reins.

Aird.

chariot-mant (char'i-ot-man), n. The driver

of a chariot.

He said to his chariot man, Turn thine hand, that thou
mayest carry me out of the host. 2 Chron. xviii. 33.

chariot-race (char'i-gt-ras), w. A race with
chariots ; an ancient sport in which chariots

were driven in contest for a prize.

charism (kar'izm), n. [< Gr. x"P"'f'<'t a gift> '

Xai>i^c(!dai, favor, gratify, give, < X'^P'S, favor,

grace, < x^'P^'v, rejoice, be glad, akin to L. gra-

tus, pleasant, gratia, grace: see grateful and
grace.] £ccles., a special spiritual gift or pow-
er divinely conferred, as on the earlv Christians.
These gifts were of two classes, tlie gift of fiealing and the
gift of teacliing, the latter again being of two kinds, the
gift of prophecy and the gift of tongues. Such gifts have
been claimed in later ages by certain teachers and sects in

tfie church, as the Montanists and the Irvingites, and in

recent times by some of those wlio practise the so-called
faith-cure.

They [spiritual gifts] are called charig}ns or gifts of

grace, as distinguished from, though not opposed to, nat-

ural endowments. Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 45.

charisma (ka-riz'mS), n. ;
pi. charismata (-ma-

tii). [NL.] Same as charism.

Schleiermacher was accustomed to say of Bleek that he
possessed a special charisma for the science of " Intro-
duction." Encyc. Brit., III. 823.

As yet the church constitution was not determined by
the idea of ofllce alone, that of charimnata (spiritual gifts)

still liaving wider scope alongside of the other.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 675.

charitable (ehar'i-ta-bl), a. [< ME. charitable,

< OF. charitable, F. "charitable = It. caritatevole,

< ML. 'curitatabilis, caritabilis, irreg. < L. cari-

ta(t-)s, charity: see charity.'] Pertaining to or
characterized by charity, (a) Disposed to exhibit

charity ; disposed to supply the wants of others ; benevo-
lent and kind ; beneficent

She was so charitable and so pitous
She wolde wepe if that she sawe a mous
Caught in a trappe, if it were deed or bledde.

Chaucer.

A man may bestow great sums on the poor and indigent
without lieing charitable, and may be charitable when he
is not able to bestow anything.

Addieon, A Friend of Mankind.

(6) Pertaining to almsgiving or relief of the poor ; spring-

ing from charity, or intende<i for charity ; as, a charitable

enterprise; a charitable institution.

How shall we then wish . . . to live our lives over again
in order to fill every moment with cftaritaUe offices

!

A/terbury.

(c) Lenient in Judging of others ; not harsh ; favorable : as,

a charitable judgment of ones conduct.

Tliose temporizing proceedings Ui some may seeme too
charitable, Ui such a dailv daring trecherous people.

Quoted in Capt. John Smiths True Travels, I. 220.

Charitable Trusts Acts, English statutes establishing

a board for tlie control of the administration of charities
and for regulating them : one iti 1853 (16 and 17 Vict., c.

137), another in 18o.'i (Is and 19 Vict., c. 124), and another
in 1860 (23 and 24 Vict., c. KiB).— Charitable uses, in

law, uses sucli as will sustain a gift or bctiucst us a cliurity.

See charily, 8.— Charitable Uses Act, an Knglisli .stat-

ute of 1861 (24 and 2.S Vict., c. 9), amending the law relat-

ing to the conveyance of land for charitalde uses. It

makes such conveyances valid even if the deed is not in-

dented, or if it contains reservations to the donor, or if,

in cases of copy-holds, etc., there is no deed. =8yiL Gen-
erous, indulgent.

charitableness (char'i-ta-bl-nes), n. [< chari-

table + -Hf.f.s.] The quality of being charitable

;

the disposition to be charitable; the exercise
of chanty.
A less mistaken charitalAeiieet.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

He seemed to me, liy his faith and iiy his ehariiablenese,
tt> include in his soul some grains of the golden age.

Boyle, Works, I. 76.

charitably (char'i-ta-bli), adi: 1 . In a charita-
ble manner; Uberally; beneficently.

How can they charitably dispose of anything, when blood
is their argument? Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

2. Indulgently; considerately; kindly; with
leniency in judgment : as, to be charitably dis-

posed toward all men.
Tia best sometimes your censure to restrain,
And charitably let the dull i)e vain.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 597.

charitativet (char'i-ta-tiv), a. [After Sp. Pg.
It. earitativo, < ML. caritatiriis, < L. carita(t-)s,

charity : see charity and -ive.] Arising from or
influenced by charity; charitable.

Charitatice considerations, a respect to which was strict-
ly had in all the doctor's writings.

Bp. Fell, Life of Hammond, § 1.

charitOUSt, a. [ME. charitous, < ML. caritosus,

< L. caritas: see charity.] Charitable.

Tf) him that wronghtf cbarite
He was ayi-inwarci rhnrilouti.

And to pite he was pitous.

(Jower, Conf. Amant., I. 172.
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charity (char'i-ti), n.
;
pi. charities (-tiz). [Early

mod. E. also charitie, < ME. charite, < OF. cha-
rite, chariteit, cariteit, F. ckariti (OF. also in ver-
nacular form cherte, > ME. cherte) = Pr. caritat

= Sp. caridad = Pg. caridade = It. carita, < L.
carita{t-)s, deamess, love, in LL. esp. Chris-
tian love, benevolence, charity, < cams, dear,
prob. orig. "camrits, related to amare (orig.

*camare ?), love : see amor, and see cheer^ (obs. ),

the orig. adj. accompanying charity.] 1. In
New Testament usage, love, in its highest and
broadest manifestation.

Neitiier deeth, neither lyfe, . . . neither noon other
creature mai departe us fro the charite of God that is in

jesu Crist oure lord. Wyclif, Rom. viii. 39.

This I think charity, to love God for himself, and our
neighbour for God. Sir T. Broitme, Keligio Medici, ii. 14.

Our whole practical dutie in religion is contained in
charitie, or the love of God and our neighbour.

Milton, Civil Power.

2. In a general sense, the good affections men
ought to feel toward one another

;
good will.

First Gent. But, 1' faith, dost thou think my lady was
never in love?

Sec. Oent. I rather think she was ever in love ; in per-
fect charity, I mean, with all the world.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 2.

I would the great world grew like thee,

Who grewest not alone in power
And knowledge, Init Ijy year and hour

In reverence and in charity.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxiv.

Specifically— 3. Benevolence; liberality in re-

lieving the wants of others; philanthropy.

And it ys callyd so be cause Duke Philipp of Burgone
byldyd it of hya grett Charitie; to Receye Pylgryins therin.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 24.

She is a poor wench, and I took her in

Upon mere charity. Beau, and Fl. , Coxcomb, v. 3.

But the active, habitual, and detailed charity of private
persons, which is so conspicuous a feature in all Christian
societies, was scarcely known in anticiuity, and there are
not more than two or three moralists who have noticed it.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 84.

4. Any act of kindness or benevolence; a good
deed in behalf of another: as, it woiild be a
charity to refrain from criticizing him.

At one of those pillars an arch is turned, and an earthen
vase is placed under it; which, by some charity, is kept
full of Nile water, for the Itenefit of travellers.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 13.

Specifically— 5. Alms; anything bestowed gra-
tuitously on a person or persons in need.

Tlie ant did well to reprove the grasshopper for her
slothfulness ; but she did ill then to refuse her a charity in

her distress. Sir R. Ij Estrange.

It was not in dress, nor feasting, nor promiscuous char-
ities that his chief expenses lay. Macaulay.

Let us realize that this country, the last found, is the
great charity of God to the human race.

Emerson, Fortune of the Rep., p. 421.

6. Liberality or allowance in judging others

and their actions ; a disposition inclined to fa-

vorable judgments.
The highest exercise of charity is charity towards the

uncharitalile. Buckminsler.

7. A charitable institution ; a foundation for

the relief of a certain class of persons by alms,
education, or care ; especially, a hospital.

A patron of some thirty charities.

Tennystm, Princess, Conclusion.

8. In law, a gift in trust for promoting the wel-
fare of the community or of mankind at large,

or some indefinite part of it, as an endowment
for a public hospital, school, church, or library,

as distinguished from a gift which, being for the

benefit of particular persons, gives them aright
to its enjoyment. Early in the history of English law,

the clianceilors established tlie rule that informalities and
illegalities whicll by the connnon law would invalidate a
private trust should not be allowed todefeat a public chari-

ty, and that therefore chancery should intervene to prevent
the heirs or next of kin from defeating such a gift, should
appoint a trustee if none existed, and, if any of the direc-

tions of the founder were impracticable, should supply
others approximate thereto. The most familiar application

of the rule is in the doctrine that tlie prohibition against

perpetuities does not affect a charity. (See perpetuity.)

I'he question what constitutes a charity within this rule

has lieen the subject of much litigation.—Brothers Of
Cliarity. (a) A religious order founded by St. John of God
at Seville in .Spain aliout l.')40, and extended over Spain
and France, now having aliout 1110 houses, (b) An or-

der founded by Cardinal Rosmini-Serbatl, in Italy, in 1828.

It lias a number of bouses in England. -Charity com-
missioner, i'lee commissioner.— Knights of Christian
Charity. See knir/ht. -Siatera of Charity, nuns wIk.

minister to and instruct the poor and nurse the sick

;

specifically, a congregation with annual vows f<mnded liy

Vincent de P.iul in France about 11133, and since wiiiely

spread ; also, a congregation with perpetual vows founded
at Dublin in Ireland in 1815. by Mrs. Mary Frances Aiken-
head, distinctively called the Irish Sisters of Charity.
= 83m. Liberality, Generosity, etc. (sec benejicence), indul-
gence, forliearance.

charity-boy (char'i-ti-boi),n. A boybrought up
at a charity-school oron a charitable foimdation.

charlatanically

charity-child (char'i-ti -child), n. A child
brought up in a charity-school or on a charita-
ble foundation.
charity-girl (ehar'i-ti-gferl), n. A girl brought
up at a eharity-schibol or on a charitable foun-
dation.

charity-school (char'j-ti-skol), n. A school
maintained by voluntary contributions or be-
quests, for educating, and in many cases for
lodging, feeding, and clothing, poor children.

charivari (shar-i-var'i), n. [Also, in U. S., chi-

ravari, chicaree, < P. charivari, < OF. chalivari,

caribari, calivaly, chalivali = Pr. caravil (ML.
carivarium, charavaritum, charaiaria, charavaU
liiini, chalvariaim, chalvaritum, etc.); cf. G.
Vraicall; orig. form uncertain, the word being,
like others supposed to be imitative, fancifully
varied.] A mock serenade, with kettles, horns,
etc., intended as an annoyance or insult. Sere-
nades of this sort were formerly inflicted in France upon
newly married couples and upon politically unpopular per-
sons, and are still occasionally heard in the United States,
where they are also known as catlithumpian concerts.

We . . . played a charivari with the ruler and desk, the
fender and fire-irons. Charlotte Brmite, Jane Eyre, xvii.

There is a respectable difference . . . between a mob
and a charivari. G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 203.

chark^ (chark), V. i. [< ME. charken, cherken,

chorken, < AS. cearcian, creak, crack (e. g. , as the
teeth when gnashed together) ; a var., by trans-
position, of cracian, crack: an imitative word:
see crack^, and cf. chirk. Cf. chark"^, charcoal.]

1. To creak; crack; emit a creaking sound.
[Now chiefly prov. Eng.]
Y schal charke vndur gou, as a wayn chargid with hei

charkith. Wyclif, Amos ii. 13 (Purv.).

Charkyn, as a carte or barow or othyr thynge lyke, ar-
guo; alii dicunt stridere. Prompt. Parv., p. 70.

Cherkyn, or chorkyn, or fracchyn, as newe cartes or
plowys, strideo. Prompt. Pare, p. 76.

2. To crack open; chap; chop. [Prov. Eng.]
chark" (chiirk), v. t. [< charcoal, early mod. B.
charke^olc, analyzed as chark (taken to mean
' char') + coal ; but orig. < chark, creak, -I- coal :

see charcoal, and cf. cliar^, of similar origin.]

1. To subject to a process of smothered com-
bustion, for the production of charcoal ; char.

See char^, which is the usual word.
oh, if this coale could be so charcked as to make iron

melt out of the stone 1 Fuller, Worthies, Shropshire.

If it flames not out, charks him to a coal.

N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra.

Like wood charked for the smith. Johnson.

2. [Appar. a particular use of the preceding;
cf. burn^, v., I., 7.] To expose (new ale) to the
air in an open vessel until it acquires a de-
gree of acidity and therewith becomes clearer

and sourer, fit for drinking. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
chark^t (chark), n. [See chark^, v., and char-

coal, and cf. char^, «.] Charcoal.

I contrived to bum some wood here, as I had seen done
in England, under turf, till it became chark or dry coaL

Defoe, Robinson Crusoe.

charka (chilr'ka), n. [Russ., lit. a glass (=
Lith. cherka, a glass), dim. of chara = Pol.
czara, a cup.] A Russian liquid measure, a lit-

tle smaller than a gill, it was fonnerly one eighty-
eighth of a wedro, but since 1818 is one one-hundredth of

a wedro, or 0.135 United States quart.

Charker (char'ker), n. [< chark (cf. chirk) +
-fcl.] A cricket. [Scotch.]

charlatan (shar'la-tan), n. [< F. charlatan, <

Sp. elnirlatan = Pg. charlatSo = It. ciarlatano,

a quack, < It. ciarlare = Sp. Pg. charlar, prate,

chatter, jabber, gabble, prob. an alteration

(originating in Sp.) of It. jmrlare = Sp. Pg.
parlar = F. parler, talk: see parte, parley.]

One who pretends to knowledge, skill, impor-
tance, etc., which he does not possess ; a pre-

tender; a quack, mountebank, or empiric.

Saltimbancoes, Quacksalvers, and Charlatans deceive
them [the peoplej in lower degrees.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 1. 3.

The grand old name of gentleman.
Defamed liy every charlatan,

And soil'd witli all ignoble use.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxl.

= S3TL Impostor, cheat, pretender ; Mountebank, etc. (see

Slack).
arlatanic (shiir-la-tan'ik), a. [< charlatan
+ -(>•.] Portaining'to or of the character of a
cliarl.itiui; quackish : as, charlatanic tricks; a
elidrldtdiiii' boaster.

charlatanical (shar-la-tan'i-kal), a. Same as

charlatanic.

A cowardly soldier, and a ckarlatanieal doctor, are the
principal sulijects of comedy. Cowley.

charlatanically (shar-la-tan'i-kal-i), adv. In

a charlatanic manner; like a charlatan.



charlatanism

charlatanism (shiir'la-tan-izm), n. [< F. char-
lataiiiftnie = Sp. Pg. charlatanismo = It. eiar-

latanismo: see charlatan and -ism.'] The con-
duct or practices of a charlatan; quackery;
charlatanry.
Not the least of the benefits likely to follow the better

diffusion of pliysiologieal aiui sanitaiy information will

be tlie protection of the community from the number-
less impostures of charlatnnism.

lluxtey and Youmaiui, Physiol., § 373.

charlatanry (shar'la-tan-ri), n. [< F. eharla-
lanerie = iip. charUiiancria ^Vg. charlataneria
= It. ciarlataneria : see charlatan and -r^.] The
practices of a charlatan; fraudulent or impu-
dent pretension to knowledge or skill; quack-
ery. Formerly written charlatanery.

Henley was a charlatan and a knave; but in all his

charlatanerie and his knavery he iiulul>;ed the reveries of
genius. /. D^Israeli, Calam. of Authors, p. 100.

To expose pretentious charlatanry is sometimes the un-
pleasant duty of the reviewer.

Lmeelt, Study Windows, p. 373.

Charles's law. See law.

Charles's Wain. See wain.

charlett, «• [ME., also charlyt; origin obscure.]
A sort of omelet or custard. According to one
recipe, it was made of milk colored with saffron, mingled
with minced boiled pork and beaten eggs, boiled, stirred

and mixed with ale.

Charleyt (ehar'li), n. A slang name fora watch-
man under the old patrol system in England

:

given, it is said, because Charles I. in 1640 ex-

tended and improved the patrol system of Lon-
don.
The pliysicians Ijeing called in, as some do call in the

Charleys to quell internal riot when all the mischief is

done, they prescribed for him air.

Jon Bee, Ess. on Sanmel Foote, p. clxi.

Bludyer, a brave and athletic man, would often give a
loose to his spirits of an evening, and mill a CAaWe?/ or
two, as the phrase then was.

Thackeray, Sketches in London (Friendship).

charlin (char'lin), n. [Origin unknown.] A
dowel.

charlock (char'lok), 11. [E. dial, carlock, car-

lick, kerlock, kellock, kedlock, kilk; < ME. carlok,

< AS. cerlic (twice), charlock.] Acommon name
ofthe wild mustard, Brassica Sinapistrum, a com-
mon pest in grain-fields. -Also written carlick.

In either hand he bore
What dazzled all, and shone far-off as shines
A field of charlock iii the sudden sun
Between two showers, a cloth of palest gold.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

Jointed or white charlock, Raphamts liaphanistnim.

charlotte (shar'lot), n. [F., a marmalade of

apples covered with pieces of toasted bread

;

a particular use of the proper name Charlotte,

tern, of Chariot, dim. of Charles: see carl.'] A
name given to certain rich and delicate sweet
dishes. — Apple charlotte, a baked pudding n)ade of
bread and apples.— Charlotte russe (French rjiste, Rus-
sian), whipped cream similarly arranged.

Chariy-mufti (ehiir'li-muf' ti), n. [A humor-
ous name ; appar. < Charley, Charlie, dim. of

Charles, a proper name (see carl), + mufti,

civilian dress.] A name of the whitethroat,
Sylvia cinerea. MacgilUvray. [Eng.]
chianni (charm), n. [< ME. charme, < OP. charme,
F. charme, a charm, enchantment, < L. carmen,
a song, poem, charm, OL. casmen, a song, akin
to camena, OL. casmena, a muse, Goth, hazjan
= AS. herian, praise, Skt. fans, praise.] If. A
melody ; a song.

Favourable times did us afford
Fre« libertie to cliaunt our charms at will.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, 1. 244.

2. Anything believed to possess some occult
or supernatural power, such as an amulet, a
spell, or some mystic observance or act.

She works by chamis, by spells, by the figure.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2.

Hast thou a charm to stay the morning star
In his steep course?

Coleridge, Hymn in the Vale of Chamouni.

And still o'er many a neighboring door
She saw the horseshoe's curved charm.

Whittier, Witch's Daughter.

Hence—3. A trinket, such as a locket, seal,

etc., worn especially on a watch-guard.— 4.
An irresistible power to please and attract, or
something which possesses this power; fasci-

nation ; allurement ; attraction.

All the charms of love. Shak., A. and C, il. 1.

If a fair skin, fine eyes, teeth of ivory.with a lovely
bloom, and a delicate shape— if these, with a heaveidy
voice, and a world of grace, are not charms, I know not
what you call beautiful. Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

Charm is the glory which makes
Song of the poet divine ;

Love is the fountain of charm

!

M. Arnold, Heine's Grave.

•Byn. 2. Spell, enchantment, witchery, magic.
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charm^ (charm), V. [< late ME. chnrmen, < P.
charmer, < LL. carminarc, enchant, L. make
verses; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To sub-
due, control, or bind, as if by incantation or
magical influence ; soothe, allay, or appease.

No witchcraft charm thee !

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2 (song).

Music the fiercest grief can charm.
Pope, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 118.

2. To fortify or make invulnerable with charms.
I bear a charmed life, which nuist not yield
To one of woman born. Stmk. , Macbeth, v. 7.

3. To give exquisite pleasure to ; fascinate ; en-
chant.

They, on their mirth and dance
Intent, with jocund music charm his ear.

Milton, P. L., i. 787.

If the first opening page so charms the sight,
Think how the unfolded volume will delight

!

Dryden, Britannia Rediviva, 1. 108.

4. To affect by or as if by magic or supernat-
ural influences : as, to charm a serpent out of
his hole or into a stupor ; to charm away one's
grief; to charm the wind into silence.— 5\. To
play upon

;
produce musical sounds from.

Charming} his oaten pipe unto his peres.
Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 5.

Here we our slender pypes may safely charme.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

= Syil. 1, 2, and 3. Fascinate, etc. (see enctmnt), delight,
transport, bewitch, ravish, enrapture, captivate.

II. intrans. 1. To produce the effect of a
chai-m ; work with magic power ; act as a
charm or spell.

No fairy takes, nor witch hath power to charm.
Sliak., Hamlet, i. 1.

2. To give delight; be highly pleasing: as, a
melody that could charm more than any other.

— St. To give forth musical sounds.

The deaf adder that stoppeth her ear ; which will not
hearken to the voice of charmers, cltarminff never so
wisely. Ps. Iviii. 4, 5.

And all the while harmonious airs were heard.
Of chiming strings or charming pipes.

Milton, P. R., ii. 363.

charm^ (charm), n. [Also chirm and churm
(commonly chirm, q. v.), < ME. chirme, < AS.
cicrm, cirm, cyrm, noise, clamor, < cirman, cyr-

man, cry out, shout, clamor, = MD. kermen,
karmen, cry out, lament. The form charm for
the murmuring or clamoring of birds is still in

dial, use, but in literary use is appar. merged
in c/irtn«l, with ref. to the orig. sense 'a song':
see chnrmX.] 1. The confused low murmuring
of a flock of birds ; chirm.

With chai-m of earliest birds. Milton, V. L., iv. 642.

2t. In hawking, a company: said of gold-

finches.

A charm of goldfinches.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.

charmel (kar'mel), n. [Heb.] A garden, an
orchard, or a park. [The word is found only
in the Douay version of Isa. xxix. 17.]

charmer (char'm^r), n. [< ME. charmer; <

charnA + -erl.] 1. One who charms, or has
power to charm, (a) One who uses or has the power
of enchantment, or some similar power.

There shall not be found among you ... an enchanter,
or a witch, or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar
spirits. Deut. xviii. 10, 11.

(6) One who delights and attracts the affections.

Oh, you heavenly charmers.
What things you make of us

!

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

How happy could I be with either,

Were t'other dear channer away.
Gay, Beggar's Opera, ii. 2.

2t. One who plays upon a musical instrument

;

a musician.
Charmeresst(char'm6r-es), w. [ME. charmeresse;
< charmer + -ess.] -An enchantress. [Rare.]

Phitonisses [Pythonesses], charmeresses,
Olde wyches, sorceresses.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1261.

charmful (charm'ful), a. [< charm^ + -ful, 1.]

Abounding with charms or melodies ; charm-
ing ; melodious. [Rare.]

And with him bid his charmful lyre to bring.
Cowley, Davideis, i.

charming (ohar'ming), p. a. [Ppr. of cliarmX, v.]

Having the effect of a charm; fascinating;
enchanting; hence, pleasing in the highest de-
gree ; delightful.

To forgive our enemies is a charming way of revenge.
Sir T. Broxmie, Christ. Mor., iii. 12.

Harmony divine
So smoothes her charming tones, that God's own ear
Listens delighted. Milton, P. L., v. 626.

charry

He saw her charming, but he saw not half
The charms her downcast modesty conceal'd.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 229.

= S3m. Enchanting, bewitching, captivating, delightful,
lovely.

charmingly (chilr'ming-li), adv. In a charm-
ing manner ; delightfully.

She smiled very charmingly, and discovered as fine a set
of teeth as ever eye beheld. Addison.

charmingness (ehar'ming-nes), n. [< charm-
ing + -ness.] The state or quality of being
charming ; the power to please.

charmless (charm'les), a. [< charm^ + -less.]

Destitute of charms ; unattractive. [Rare.]

Saw my mistress, . . . who is grown a little charmless.
Swi/l, To Stella, Sept. 10, 1710.

charn (cham), n. A dialectal form of churn.
Gro.^c. [North. Eng.]

charn-CUrdle (charn'k6r"dl), 11. A chum-staff.
Grose. [North. Eng.]

,

charnecot, chamicot (char'nf-kd, -ni-kd), n.

[Prob. from Charneco, a village near Lisbon.]
A kind of sweet Portuguese wine.

Here's a cup of Charneco. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 3.

Where no old Chamico is, nor no anchoves.
Fletcher, Wit without Money, iL

charnel (char'nel), n. and a. [< ME. chanwlle,
< OP. charnel, camel, < ML. carnalc, a charnel,
neut. of carnalis, > OP. camel, charnel, adj., of
flesh (see carnal) (OF. and P. also charnier, <

ML. carnarium, a charnel), < L. caro {cam-),
flesh. Cf. AS.ftwschns, lit. 'flesh-house,' a char-
nel.] I. 11. A common repository for dead
bodies ; a place for the indiscriminate or close
deposit of the remains, and especially of the
bones, of the dead; a charnel-house. [Now
little used separately.]

In charnel atte chirche cherles ben yuel to knowe.
Or a knigte fram a knaue ; there knowe this in thin herte.

Piers Plowman (B), vi. 50.

Toward the Est, an 100 Pas, is the Charnelle of the Hos-
pitalle of seynt John, where men weren wont to putte the
Bones of dede men. Mandeville, Travels, p. 94.

I have made my bed
In chamels and on coffins, where black Death
Keeps record of the trophies won from thee.

Shelley, Alastor.

Where the extinguished Spartans still are free.

In their proud charnel of Themiopylse.
Byron, Childe Harold.

II. a. Containing or designed to contain flesh

or dead bodies.
Those thick and gloomy shadows damp,
Oft seen in charnel vaults and sepulchres.

Milton, Comus, L 471.

All stood together on the deck,
For a charnel dungeon fitter.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

charnel-house (char'nel-hous), n. A place,
usually under or near a church, where the
bones of the dead are deposited ; formerly, and
still in parts of Brittany, a kind of portico or
gallery, in or near a churchyard, over which
the bones of the dead were laid after the flesh
was consumed.
chamicot, n. See charneco.

char-oyen (ehar'uv'n), «. A furnace for char-
ring turf.

charpie (shar'pi), n. [F., orig. pp. of OP.
charpir, tear out, pick to pieces, = It. carpire,

seize, < L. carpere, seize: see carp^, and cf.

carpet.] A form of lint made by completely
raveling pieces of old linen or by tearing them
into very narrow strips.

charpoy (chiir'poi), «. [Repr. Hind, chdrpdi,
lit. four-footed, < char (< Skt. chatur = E. four)
+ pdi; cf. Skt. pad, foot (= E. foot) ;

" thus
charpoy =(lj.)quadruj)ed=(GT.)tetrapod=i(E.)
four-fooi-ed.] In India, a pallet-bed ; the com-
mon portable bedstead of the natives, adopted
by Europeans, it consists of a light frame with four
legs, the support for the mattress being provided by bands
of webljing, or tapes, which cross from side to side of the
frame.

In one corner of this court, stretched on a charpoy, lay
a young man of slight figure and small stature.

If. //. Russell, Diary in India, II. 58.

charqui (char'ke), n. [The Chilian name, of
which the E. term jerked (beef) is a corruption.]
Jerked beef; beef cut into strips about an inch
thick and dried by exposure to the sun.

charrt, «• See ch'ari.

charras, ». See churrtis.

charreit, n. See chat^.

charre-t, «. See char5.

charri^re (sha-ri-ar'), n. [F., from a proper
name Charriere.] In anat., a small scalpel
employed for fine dissection.

charry (char'i), a. [< char^ + -»/!.] Pertaining
to charcoal; like charcoal, or partaking of its

qualities.
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chart (chiirt), n. [< F. charte, a charter, partly
< OF. chartre, a charter (see charter), and partly
(as the assibilated form of the older carte) < ML.
carta, L. charta, a paper, map, card, etc. : see
carrfl.] 1. A map; a draft or projection on pa-
per of some part of the earth's surface; specifi-
cally, a hydrographical or marine map showing
the coasts, islands, rocks, banks, channels, or
entrances into harbors, rivers, and bays, the
points of the compass, soundings or depth of
water, etc., to regulate the courses of ships in
their voyages.
The examiner will and on charts drawn more tlian a

century ago, witli bearings and leading-niarlis, many of
the rocks supposed to be recent discoveries.

Smyth, Tlie Jlediterranean.

2. A sheet of any kind on which information
is exhibited in a methodical or tabulated form

:

as, a historical chart; a genealogical chart;
a chart oi the kings of England.—3. A written
deed or charter.
In old charts we find the words Angli and Anglici con-

tradistinguished to Franci.
Bratlii, lutrud. to Old Eng. Hist., Gloss., p. 11.

Conical, globular, gnomonlc, isocyllndrlc, parallelo-
^amniatic, polyconic, sinusoidal, stereographlo,
etc., chart. See projection.— Mercator's chart (named
from Gerardus .Mercator, a Flemish cliartoKrapher. 1.012-
94), achart o]i which the meridians are straight Unes, paral-
lel and equidistant; the parallels of latitude are straight
lines, the distance between which increases from the equa-
tor toward eitherpole, in the ratio of the secant of the lati-
tude to the radius. See projection.— 'Plane chart, a
representation of some part of the surface of the globe
In which the meridians are supposed to tic parallel to one
another, the parallels of latitude at equal distances, and
of course the degrees of latitude and longitude every-
where equal to one anotlier.—Ptolemaic chart See
proieciion.— Selenographlo chart, a njaji of the moon.
—Topographic chart, a chart sliowing tlie toiwgraphy
of a particular place or a small part of the earth s surface.
--8yn. Chart, Map. As the words are commonly used, a
chart is a draft of some navigable water witli its connected
land-surface ; a map la adraft of some portion of land with
Its connected water-surface, either as a separate worJj or as
a dirision of a general geographical atlas,

chart (chart), t). [< chart, n.'] I. trans. Tolaj
down or delineate on a chart or map ; map out

:

as, to chart a coast.

_. What ails us, who arc sound,
That we should mimic this raw fool the world,
Which charts us all in its coarse blacks and whites?

Tennyson, Walking to the .Mail.

933

In charting rainfall records, which depend so largely
tipon the location of gauges and the local topography.

Science, VII. 256.

n. intrans. To make charts.
The rapid rotation of this planet . . . makes it Impera-

tive that the work Iwth of observing and charting should
be very hastily iwrfomied. Set. Amer. Siipp., XXII. 8774.

charta (kar'ta), «. ; pi. charta; (-te). [L. : see
carrfl, chart, mrfel.] Literally, a paper orparch-
ment

;
a- charter. See chart— Magna Charta (or

Magna Carta), (o) The great charter of tlie liberties
(Mwina Charta Libertatum) of England, sigiieil and .sealed
by King John in a conference between him and hisbarcuis
at Runnymeile, June I.-ith, 1215. lu most important ar-
ticles are those which provide that no freeman shall be
taken or impristmed, or pr<x;eeded against, except l)y the
lawful judgment of his peers or in accordance with the
law of the hind, and that no seutage or aid shall be im-
posed in the kingdom (except certain feudal dues from
tenants of the crown), unless by the common council of
the kinplom. The remaining and greater part of the
charter is directed against abuses of the king a power as
feudal superior. The charter granted by Henry III is
only a confirmation of that of his father. King John. Hence
—(li) A general term for any fundamental constitutiun
which guarantees [lersonal rights and civil privileges

cnartaceous (kUr-ta'shius), a. [< L. cluirta-
ceii.% < charta, paper: see c«rrfl.] In hot., pa-
pery; resembling writing-paper. .Also carta-
ceous.

chartae, «. Plural of charta.
Chartelt, n. See cartel.

charter (chiir'tfer), n. [< ME. chartre, chartere,
< OF. chartre, cartre, < L. chartula, a little paper
or writing (in ML., a charter, etc., equiv. to
charta), dim. of charta, a paper, cliarter, etc.

:

see chart and card^. For the ending -ter, ult.
< L. -tula, cf. chapter.'] 1 . A written instniment,
expres.sed in formal terms and formally exe-
cuted, given as evidence of a grant, contract,
etc.

; any instrument, executed with form and
solemnity, bestowing rights and privileges, inmodem use the name is ordinarily applied only to govern-
ment granu of powers or privileges of a iwrmanent or
continnous nature, such as incorp<jration, territorial do-
minion, or jurisiliction. As tetweeii private pers(jns it isauo loosely applied to deeds and instnimeiits under seal
for the conveyance of lands ; a title-deed. Ri,i„d charters
are such as are granted by sovereigns in conveying certainnghU and privileges to their subjects, such as the Great
tTiarter granUd by King John (see Mm,na Charta, under
cmirto) and charters granted Ijy various sovereigns to
Boroughs and n ieipal Uidies. to universities and col-
leges, or to colonies anil foreign iMiascssions ; somewhat
similar to winch are charters granted by the atate or legis-
lature to banks and other companies or assoclatlona, etc.
In icots law a charter ia the evidence of a grant of heri-

table property made under the feudal condition that the
grantee shall annually pay a sum of money or perform cer-
tain services to the grantor, and it must be in the form of
a written deed. The most common charters are feu char-
ters. (See /eti.) In American law a charter is a writ-
ten grant from the sovereign power conferring rights or
privileges upon a municipality or other corporation. Tlic
term is generally applied to the statute, letters patent, or
articles of association sanctioned by statute, creating a
corporation, as a city, college, stock-company, benevolent
society, or social club.

Let the danger light
Upon your charter, and your city's freedom.

Shak., M. of v., iv. 1.

Christianity, in its miracles and doctrines, is the very
charter and pledge which I need of tins elevation of the
Human Soul. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 249.

2. Privilege; immunity; exemption. [Rare.]
I gyf sow chartire of pes, and joure cheefe maydens.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3069.

I must have liberty
Withal, as large a charter as the wind,
To blow on whom I please.

Shak., As you Like it, it 7.

3. Li com, ; (a) The letting or hiring of a ship by
special contract : as, a ship is offered for sale
or charter. (6) The limits or terms of such a
contract, (c) The written instrument embody-
ing the terms of the contract.— 4. In £«</.
politics, a sort of claim of rights, or document
embodying the demands or principles of the
Chartist^s. See r7(rtr(w<._Bank-charter Act. See
AOH*-.— Blank charter, a document given to the agents
of the crown in the reign of Itichani 11., witji power to fill
It up as they plcaseii ; hence, figuratively, liberty to do as
one pleases; complete freedom of action.— Charter
member, a member of a club, or other chartered organi-
zation, whose name is mentioned in its cliarter as one of
Its founders.— Charter of conflnnation. See conlirma-
«on.— Charter of the Forest, an English statute of i"^;
(25 Edw. I. ), wliich restored lands not of the royal demaln
that had lieen taken liy former kings for forests. It also
affected the adiiiiiiistratiim of the forest laws.— Dongan
charter, a charter for the city of New York gianted by
riiomas Itongan, "Lieutenant-Oovemorand Vice-iVdmiral
of New York and its dependencies," under James II. of
England, dated April 27tli, 16S6. It remained in force un-
til 1730. An early charter of the city of Albany, by the
saine authority, is known by the same name.- Great
Charter, see Haima Charta. under cAnrm.-Montgom-
ery Charter, a charter granted to the city of New York
by John -Mcuitgomery, "Captain-General and Govemor-
inchlef of tlie Province of New York and the Province of
New.Terseyand territories depending thereon in America,
and \ ice-Admiral of the. same," under George 11., dated
January 15th. 17.», It succeeded the Dongan charter and
was not essentially changed until 1S31.—Open charter
in Scotn Ian; a charter from the crown, or from a subject
containing a precept of sasine which has not been exe-
cuted.— Original charter, in Scots lav, a charter which
IS granted first to the vassal by the superior.

charter (char'tfer), f. «. [< charter, n.] 1. To
lure or let by charter, as a ship. See charter-
]>arty.— 2. To establish by charter: as, to
chart) r a bank.
Charterable (char't^r-a-bl), a. [< charter, v., +
-able.] Capable of being, or in a condition to
bo, chartered or hired, as a ship.
Charterage (chiir'tfer-aj), «. [< charter + -age.'j
Tlio act or practice of chartering vessels.
Oharter-boy (ehar't6r-boi), ». In England, a
boy educated in the Charterhouse. See Char-
terhouse,

Charter-brother (char't^r-bruTH'^r), «. One
of the inmates and pensioners of the Charter-
house in London,
chartered (char ' tferd), «. a. [Pp. of charter,
c] 1. Hired or let by charter-party, as a ship.— 2. Invested with privileges by or as if by
charter; privileged.

AVhen he speaks.
The air, a charter'd libertine, ia still.

Shak., Hen. V., 1. i.

It can hardly be supposed that the smaller chartered
cities whose pnvUegea were modelled on those of London
would follow these changes. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 422.

3. Granted or secured by charter: as, char-
tered liberties or privileges; chartered power.
Speculations regarding the aufflciency ofchartered riglits.

Patfrei/.

charterer (char'tfer-fer), n. 1. One who char-
ters

; particularly, in com,, one who hires a ship
by charter-party.— 2. A freeholder. fProv
Eng. (Cheshire).]

Charterhouse (char't6r-hous), «. [Corruption
perhaps of F. Chartremc, a Carthusian mon-
astery, formed from the name of a waste and
savage valley said to have been anciently call-
ed Chartrousse, in Dauphin^, in which the first
monastery of the Carthusians, la Grande Char-
treuse, was founded. See Carthusian.'] A chari-
table institution or hospital and celebrated
public school in London, founded in 1611 by Sir
Thomas Sutton, it maintains eighty poor brothers
(chiefly soldiers and merchants), and forty-four scholars,
" the sons of poor gentlemen to whom the charge of educa-
tion is too onerous." The reputation of its educational
department (now at Uodalming in Surrey) attracts a large

chartreuse
mimlier of other pupils. The house was originally a Car.
tliiisiau monastei-y, founded in 1371.

Charterist (char'ter-ist), n, [< charter + 4st.]
Same as Chartist. Gent. Mag.
charter-land (ehar't^r-land), n. Land held by
charter or in socage ; bookland.
charter-master (char'ter-mas"ter), n. In the
midland districts of England, a contractor who
undertakes to raise coal from the mines at a
stated price.

charter-party (char'ter-par"ti), n. [< p. charte
partie, lit. a divided charter, with reference to
the practice of cutting the instrument in two,
and giving one part to each of the contractors

:

charte, a charter
;
jtartie, fern, of jiarti, pp. of

partir, divide : see chart, part, r,, and party.]
In com., a written agreement by which a ship-
owner lets a vessel to another person, usually
for the conveyance of cargo, either retaining
control of the vessel or surrendering it to the
charterer, it usually contains stipulations concerning
the places of loading and delivering, the freight payable,
the iinniljer of lay-days, and the rate of dcmuiTage.
Chartism (ehar'tizm), n. [< chart (F. charte),
charter, -i- -ism.] The political principles and
opinions of the Chartists.
Chartist (char'tist), n. and a. [< chart (P.
charte), charter, -I- -ist.] I. n. One of a body
of political reformers (chiefly working men)
that sprang up in England about the year 1838.
The Chartists advocated as their leading principlea uni-
versal suttrage, the abolition of the property qualification
for a seat in Parliament, annual parliaments, equal repre-
sentation, payment of members of Parliament, and vote
by l)allot, all of which they demanded as constituting the
peoiile s charter. The members of the extreme section of
the party, which favored an appeal to arms or popular
risings if the charter could not tic obtained by legitimate
nieaiis, were called physical-force men. The Chartists dis-
appeared as a party after 1849. Also Charterist.

ITie attempt to apply the law of supply and demand to
human labour, as rigorously as to cotton, coal, and mere
commodities, had brought on in France the French revo-
lution

; in this country Luddite riots. Chartists, and rick-
burning, li. J. Uinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 117.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Chartists; con-
nected with Chartism.
The distress of the labouring class was manifested in

England by bread-riots, liy threatening Cliartist proces-
siona, and by demands for help addressed to Parliament

Hdiiiburrih Hec, CLXIII. 263.
Tlie Chartist movement represented one wing of that

activity (the Reform agitation], and the more popular or
radical <me. It. J. Uinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 58.

chartless (chart'les), a. [< chart + -less.] Not
charted, or not provided with a chart ; hence,
without a guide or guidance : as, a chartless
rover.

chartographer, cartographer (kar-tog'ra-ffer),
«. [< chartotjraphy, airtayraphy, + -er^.]' One
who prepares or compiles maps or charts, either
from existing geographical materials or from
investigation or description.

I write this letter to explain the problem of the Tanga-
nika, which haspuzzled Livingstone and 80 many explorers,
and indeed so many able cartographers. II. M. Stanley.
Far in the distance rose . . . .Saker Bair, a great sye-

nite mountain, which seems to have done something to
otfend cartographers, for although it rises to a height of
3,000 feet above the sea, it is not noticed ill most maps.

J. Baker, Turkey, p. 200.

chartographic, cartographic (kar-to-graf'ik),
a. [< chartoyraphy, cartography, + -ic] Per-
taining to chartography.
In particular, we may notice the careful delineation of

the vast basin of the Amazon, as showing a considerable
advance in chaHographic certainty.

Saturdag Rev., July 23, 18M.
chartographical, cartographical (kar-to-
graf'i-kiil), a. Same as vhiirtonraphic.
chartographically, cartographically (kar-to-
graf'i-k,al-i), adr. In a chartogi-aphio manner;
by chartography.
chartography, cartography (kiir-tog'ra-fi), n.
[< L. charta (or ML. carta), a map, -t- Gr. "-ypaAia,

< -ifx'i'fieiv, write.] The art or practice of drawing
maps or charts.
Undoubtedly Miletus was the birthplace of cartography.

Von Jtanke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 180, note.

Chartomancy (kar'to-man-si), n. [< Gr. x^P'<'K,
a leaf of paper (see' on/-rfl), -I- fiavreia, divina-
tion.] Divination or fortune-telling by means
of cards or WTitten papers.
chartometer (kar-tom'e-tfer), n. [< L. charta
(ML. carta), a map, + inetrum, a measure.] An
instrument for measuring distances on maps
and charts.

chartreuse (shar-tr^^z'), n. [F. : see Charter-
hou.se,] 1. [cap.] A monastery of Carthusian
monks, especially in France. The Grande Char-
treuse, near Grenoble in Dauphine, ia the moat famous
and the earliest of the order.

2. A hi},'lily esteemed tonic cordial, obtained by
the distillation of various aromatic plants, espe-
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cially nettles, growing on the Alps. It derives its

name from the eelelirated monastery of tlie OruTuie Cliar-

trelise, in France, wliere it is matie.— Chartreuse pot-
tery, an enameled pottery made in tlie neiglibnrhoud of
Bordeaux in tlie early part of the eiKliteenth century, for
the use of the Carthusian monastery in that neighborhood.
It resembles the finer pottery of IU>uen, and especially
that of ^'evers.

chart-room (chart'rSm), n. The apartment in

a ship (steamer or sailing vessel) in which the
charts, maps, instruments, etc., are kept.

chartulary (kSr'tu-la-ri), ». ;
pi. chartularies

(-riz). [< ML. chartularius, carlularius, in sec-
ond sense from ML. chartularium, cartularium

:

masc. and neut. respectively of adj. chartu-
larius, cartularitis, < chartula, a charter, record:
see charter.] 1. An officer in the ancient Latin
Chtirch who had the care of charters and other
papers of a public nature.— 2. A record or an
account-book of the temporal possessions of a
monastery.
The chartulary or leger-book of some adjacent monas-

tery. Btacketone.

The chartulary of Winchester Abbey, compiled early in
the 12th century, and containing numerous documents of
the time before the Conquest, is in the British Museum.

Emyc. Brit., VII. 203.

8. The room in which such records are kept.

—

4. The officer who had the records in charge.
Also spelled cartulary.

charwoman, charewoman (char'-, ehar'wum"-
an), «. ;

pi. charwomen, charewomen (-wim"en).

[< char^, chare^, + woman.'] A woman hired to
do chares or odd work, or to work by the day.

There is a chare-wonian in the house, his nurse.
An Irish woman, I tooli in a beggar.

B. Jonnon, New Inn, ii. 1.

oharwork, Charework (chiir'-, char'werk), n.

[< f/ioci, cliarc^, + work.] In England, chares
or odd work ; work, usually menial, done by the
job or by the day.

She, harvest done, to char-work did aspire

;

Meat, drink, and twopence were her daily hire.

Dryden, tr. from Theocritus.

chary (ohar'i), a. [< ME. charig, < AS. ccarig,

full of care or sorrow, sad (= OS. karag =.OHG.
charag, full of care or sorrow, = MLG. karich,

karch, kerch, shrewd, sparing), < cearu, care,
sorrow. Chary is thus the assibilated adj. of
care: see care, and cf. Chare Thursday.] 1.

Careful; disposed to cherish with care; cau-
tious: often with o/.

I Send you my humble Thanks for the curious Sea-chest
of Glasses you pleased to bestow on me, which I shall be
very chary to keep as a Monument of your Love.

Howell. Letters, I. v. 10.

His rising reputation made him more chary of his fame.
Jeffrey.

2. Sparing ; not lavish ; not disposed to give
freely; frugal: absolute or with of: as, chary
of compliments ; chary of favors.

The chariest maid is prodigal enough.
If she unmask her beauty to the moon.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

Prodigal of all brain-labour he,
Charier of sleep, and wine, and exercise.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Nature of sameness is so chary. Loiaell, Nomades.

Oharybdsea (kar-ib-de'a), n. [NL., < L. Cha-
rybdis, q. v.] The typical genus of aealephs
of the family Charyhdceidce, C. marsupialis is

an example.
charybdaeid (kar-ib-de'id), n. An acaleph of
the family Charybdmdm.
Charybdaeidse (kar-ib-de'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Charybdaa + -idee.] A family of four-rayed
aealephs. They have a 4-sided pouch-like form, an un-
divided marginal membrane or velarium, containing pro-
longations of the gastrovascular system, 4 lobe-like verti-

cal appendages of the margin of the disk, 4 covered sense-
organs, and 4 vascular pouches separated by narrow par-
titions. They represent a suborder Marsupialida (or Lo-
Itojthora). Also written Charpbdeidce.

Charybdis (ka-rib'dis), n. [L., < Gr. XdpvpSi^;
etym. uncertain.] See Scylla.

chasable (oha'sa-bl), a. [< ME. chaceable (cf.

OF. 'chacable, cachavle, adapted for hunting);
< chase''- + -able.] Capable of being chased or
hunted ; fit for the chase. Also spelled chase-
able. [Rare.]
Of bestes which ben chaceable. Qower, Conl Amant.

chasbow, n. See cheese-bowl.

chase^ (chas), v.
;
pret. and pp. chased, ppr. cha-

sing. [Also formerly spelled chace, < ME. cha-
cen, chasen, < OF. chacier (F. chasser), chase, as-
sibilated form of cacier, cachier, > ME. cacchen,
E. catch, which is thus a doublet of chase: see
eatch^. Hence in comp. (in OF. ) purchase, q. v.]

I. trans. 1. To pursue for the purpose of cap-
turing or killing, as game ; hunt.

Like to the chaced wild bore
The houndes whan he feleth sore.

Qower, Conl. Amaut., III. 268.
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Mine enemies cha»ed me sore, like a bird. Lam. iii. 52.

Rose
To chase the deer at five. Tennyson, Talking Oak.

They saw the swallow chase high up in air

The circling gnats.
Willmm Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 362.

2. To pursue for any purpose ; follow earnest-
ly, especially with hostile intent ; drive off by
pursuing : as, to chase an enemy.
But another, that had to Name Elphy, chaced him out

of the Contree, and made him .Soudan.
Mandevitle, Travels, p. 37.

Tis a meritorious fair design
To chase injustice with revengeful arms

;

Knights, by their oaths, should right poor ladies' harms.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1693.

The following morn had chased away
The flying stars, and light restored the day. Dryden.

Life is a running shade, with fettered liands.
That chases phantoms over shifting sands.

0. W. Holmes, The Old Player.

3. To pursue; continue.

And schortly forth this tale for to chase.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 838.

U. inirans. 1. To pursue; follow in pursuit.

To chase
At Love in scorn. Chaucer, Troilus, i. 908.

Specifically— 2. Of a hunting-dog, to leave a
point for the purpose of pursuing the game.

—

3. To move briskly or .steadily along ; hasten

:

as, the dog kept chasing ahead of us.

Comynge fro a cuntre that men called lerico

;

To a lustes in Iherusalem he chaced awey faste.

Piers PloWDUin (B), xvii. 51.

chase^ (chas), n. [Also formerly spelled chace,

< ME. chace, chase, chas, < OF. chace, cace, F.
cliasse = Pr. cassa = Sp. caza = Pg. caga = It.

caccia, chase, the chase; from the verb: see
chase'^, v. Cf. catch^, n.] 1. Pursuit for the
purpose of obtaining, capturing, or killing;

specifically, hunting: as, to be fond of the
chase; beasts of the chase.

In the contre of Canterburi niest plente of fysch is.

And mest chase of aboute Salesburi of wylde bestes.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 6.

The chase I sing ; hotmds and their various breeds.
Somerville, The Chase, i. 1.

2. Pursuit, as of one's desires; eager efforts

to attain or obtain: as, tjie chase of pleasure,
profit, fame, etc.

What suttle and unpeaceai)le desigues he then had in

chace, his own Letters discover'd.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xviii.

Mad chase of fame. J>ryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

3. That which is pursued or hunted. Specifically

— (a) Game which is pursued.

Like some poor exiled wretch.
The frightened Chase leaves her late dear abodes.

Somerville, The Chase, ii. 178.

(b) A vessel pursued by another : as, the chase outsailed us.

4. The body of men pursuing game.
The kynge Aguysans wente in to his Cite disconfited,

ffor the chace lefte of hym for to fight with the kynge
vrien and his peple. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 239.

5. An open piece of ground or other place re-

served for animals to be hunted as game, and
belonging to a private proprietor : properly dif-

fering from a forest, in that the latter is not
private property and is invested with privi-

leges, and from a park, in that the latter is in-

closed. [Eng.]

A forest hath laws of her own, to take cognizance of all

trespasses ; she hath also her peculiar officers, as forest-

ers, verderers, agisters, &c. ; whereas a chase or park hath
only keei)ers or woodwards. Howell.

I see the moulder'd Abbey-walls,
That stand within the chace.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

6t. In the game of tennis, the spot where a ball

falls, beyond which an opponent must strike

his ball or lose a point.— 7. In old Eng. law, a
franchise authorizing a subject to whom it was
granted to hunt.— Beasts of the chase, in Eng. law,

properly, tile buck, doe, fox, marten, and roe ; but in a
common sense, all wild beasts of veiiery and hunting.

—

Knights of the Chase. See knight.—To give chase, to

pursue : absolute or followed by to with an object : as, the
stjuadron immediately gave chase to the enemy's fleet.

—

Wild-goose chase, the pursuit of anything in ignorance
of the direction it will take ; hence, a foolish pursuit or

enterprise. According to Dyce, the name mid-goose chase

was applied to a kind of horse-race, in which two horses
were started together, the rider who
gained the lead forcing the other to
follow him wherever he chose to go.
= Syn. 5. 1'ark,Woods, etc. ^ee forest.

cha8e''^(chas), «. [(.OF.chasse,
F. chdsse, a frame, a shrine,

assibilated form of OF. casse

(F. caisse), a box, chest, > E.
case^: see case2, of which c7ia«e2

is a doublet.] 1. In printing,

a square and open framework
of iron, in which forms of type mSai"'% °, c,

Printers' Chase.

t, fr.-ime ; *, />, b,

furniture of wood or
quoins.

chasm

are secured by furniture and quoins for moving
and for working on the press. For large forms of

type, chases are made with crossing and movable center-
bars, to give greater strength.

2. The part of a gim between the trunnions and
tlie swell of the muzzle, or, in modern guns in

which the muzzle has no swell, the whole of
that part of the gun which is in front of the
trunnions.— 3. A groove cut in any object: as,

the chase of a water-wheel; a chase in the face
of a wall of masonry ; the chase or groove for
the arrow in a crossbow.— 4. In ship-building,

that kind of joint by which the overlapping
joints of clincher-built boats are gradually con-
verted at the stem and stem into flush joints, as
in carvel-built boats.— 5. The circular trough
of a cider-mill, in which the apples are placed
to be crushed by a revolving stone called the
rutmer.— 6. A trench made to receive drain-
tiles.

chase^ (chas), v. t.; pret. and pp. chased, ppr.
chasing. [Shortened from enchase, q. v.] 1.

To decorate (metal-work, especially work in
the precious metals) by tooling of any kind on
the exterior, it is usual to support the metal, when
thin, upon a slightly yielding substance; thus in tlie case
of a hohow vessel tlie interior is filled with pitch before
the chasing is l»egun.

2. To cut so as to make into a screw; cut, as
the thread of a screw.
chaseable, a. See chasable.

chase-gun (ehas'gun), n. In war-ships, a gnn
iLscd in chasing an enemy, or in defending a
ship when chased ; a chaser.

chase-mortise (chas'mor^tis), n. A mode of

securing a ceiling-joist to a binding-joist, so that
their lower surfaces shall be flush. The end of the
ceiling-joist has a tenon which is let int^i a moitise in the
binding-joist. Also called pulley-ntortise. E. H. Knight.

chase-port (chas'port), «. The porthole at the

bow or the stem of a vessel, through which the

chase-gun is fired.

chaser^ (cha'sfir), n. [< ME. chasur, a himter
(horse), < OF. chaceour, chaceor (F. chasseur), a
hunter, < chacier, himt : see chase^, r., and -<?»•!.

Ct. chasseur.] 1. One who chases ; a pursuer;
a hunter; a driver.— 2. Naut.: (a) A vessel
which pursues another, {b) A ehase-gun ; a
gun on a vessel moimted especially for service

when in chase or being chased : called a ftow-

c7(a«er when pointed from the bow, and a steiti-

chaser when from the stem.— 3. A short strap
used to keep the ciutain of a carriage in place
when it is rolled up.

chaser^ (cha'ser), n. [< ehase^ -I- -«/•!.] 1.

One who chases or enchases ; an enchaser.

All the tools and appliances of professional chasers.
The American, VII. 120.

2. A hand-tool of steel used for cutting or fin-

ishing the threads of screws ; the
tool used as the cutting instrument
in a chasing-lathe.

chase-ring (chas'ring), n. A band
])laced around a piece of ordnance
near the muzzle.
chasible (chas'i-bl), n. See chasuble.

Chasidean (kas-i-de'an), n. Same
as Assidean.

chasing (cha'sing), n. [Verbal n.

of chase^, v.] The art of engraving
designs on metallic surfaces with a
chisel or a burin. See toreutics Flat chasing,
a method of ornamenting silverware with a punching-
tool which forms the design by dots or lines.

chasing-chisel (cha'sing-ehiz'el), n. One of

the tools used in chasing. See chased.

chasing-hammer (cha'sing-ham"er), n. The
implement, usually a wooden mallet, used by
the chaser to strike upon the butt of the cha-
sing-tool.

chasing-lathe (oha'sing-lalH), ». A lathe

adapted to cut screws.

chasing-stafft, n. A weapon or an instrument
of offense : apparently the same as catchpoW^.

arose.

chasing-tool (cha'sing-tol), n. A tool used in

chasing. Such tools are.either punches, gravers, or

chisel-shaped tools with blunt edges ; they are applied by
being held in contact with the metal and struck lightly

with a hammer or mallet.

Chaslesian (shiirzi-an), a. Pertaining to the
French geometer Michel Chasles (1793-1880).—
Chaslesian shell, an infinitely thin shell of homogene-
ous mutter, coinciding with an equipotential surface and
having a thickness everywhere proportional to the attrac-

tion.

chasm (kazm), n. [< L. ckasma, < Gr. x"''f"'t

a yawning hollow, gulf, chasm, any wide space
or expanse (cf . X'"'Ph i yawning), < / *xa in

Xaainiv, ;[ai'i'£ii', yawn: see chaos.] 1. An open-

chasers for
cutting screws.



chasm

ing made by disruption, as a breach in the

earth or a rock ; a cleft ; a fissure ; a gap ; es-

pecially, a wide and deep cleft.

That deep romantic chasm which slanted down tlie

green hill. Coleriil[/e.

The little elves of chasm and cleft.

TennyMm, Guinevere.

Hence— 2. An interruption; a hiatus; any
marked breach of continuity.

There is a whole chapter wanting here, and a chasm of

ten pages made in the book l)y it.

Stenie, Tristram Shandy, iv. 25.

There are great chasms in his facts.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 66.

The bloody chasm, a rhetorical phrase used for some
time after the civil war of 1S61-65 t^* designate the divi-

sion Ijetween the North and the South produced by the war.

|U. S.l

chasma (kaz'ma), 11. [L. : see chasm.'] If. A
cha.sm. Dr. H. More.— 2. In //nMo/., an attack

of yawning; a succession of yawns.
chasmed (kazmd), a. [< chasm + -ed^.'] Hav-
ing a gap or chasm : as, a chasmed hill. [Rare.]

chasmogamy (kaz-mog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. x"'^/"',

opening, chasm, + ^afio^, marriage.] In bot., the

opening of the perianth at the maturity of the

flower: distinguished from cUstogamy, in which
fertilization is effected while "the flower re-

mains closed.

Chasmorliynchus (kas-mo-ring'kus), n. [Nli.

(Temmiuck, 1820, in the' improjjer form Cas-
marhynehus), < Gr. x^^Mt a yawning, -I- pvyxoi,

snout, beak.] A genus of fruit-crows of South
America, of the famUy CotiiigUlw, including
the bell-birds, averanos, or arapungas, of which
there are several species, as V. rariegatus, C.

nudicollis, C. niveus, and C. tricantnculatus. See
cut under arapunga.

cliasmy(kaz'mi),fl. [<. chasm + -y^.] Abound-
ing with chasms. [Bare.]

The chasmy torrent's foam-lit bed. Wordsworth.

chasselas (shas'e-las), n. [From Chasselas, a
\Tllage near Macon, France, where a fine vari-

ety is grown. ] A white grape, highly esteemed
for the table.

chasse-niar6e (shas'ma-ra'), n. [P., < ehasser,

chase, + maree (> It. vtarea), tide, ult. < L.
mare, sea: see merc^, marine. See chase^, i'.]

A French shallop or coasting-vessel, generally
luggfr-rigged and with two or three masts.

chassepot (shas'po), n. [F., after Chusseimt,

the inventor, born 1833.] The breech-loading
rifle officially introduced into the French army
in 1H66-68.

chasseur (sha-sfer'), n. [F., a huntsman, <

ehasser, hunt, chase : see chased, r., and cAo-

«erl.] 1. A huntsman.— 2. A soldier. .Specifi-

cally— (a) In the eigliteenth century, a soldier chosen
with others to form a company of light troops attached
to a battalion. (&) In modern times, one of a Ixidy of light

troops designed for rapid movements, especially in pur-
suit of an enemy. In the French army there are lK)th

mounted and foot chasseurs.

3. A domestic in the households of persons of
rank in Europe, who wears a huntsman's or a
semi-military livery, and performs the duties
of a footman.

The great chasseur who had annoonced her arrivaL
Irviiiff.

chassis (shas'is), n. [< F. chdssis, < chds.^e, a
frame: seechase^.] A kind of traversing frame
or movable railway, on which the carriages of

guns move backward and forward in action.

chaste (chast), a. [< ME. chaste, chasl,^ OF.
chaste, caste, F. chaste = Pr. cast = Sp. Pg. It.

casta, < L. castits, chaste, pure, for "cadtus, akin
to Gr. Kodapi^, Dor. naBapo^, pure: see cathar-

tic; cf. Skt. euddha, pure, pp., < \f
gndh or

f«nrf/i, purify.] 1. Possessing chastity or sex-
ual purity; continent; virtuous; pure.

Tiiatthey may teach the young women to love their chil-

dren, to be discreet, chaste, Iceepers at home. Tit. ii. 4, 5.

Early, bright, transient, chaste jis morning dew.
She sparkled, was exhaled, and went t<i heaven.

i'ouiyj. Night Thoughts, v. 600.

2f. Celibate; unmarried.
Iblessid Ite Go<l that I have weddid fyve

:

Welcome the sixte whan that ever he schal!
Forsothe 1 nyl not kepe me chast in al.

Chaucer, I'rol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 46.

3. Free from obscenity or impurity: as, chaste
conversation.— 4. In a figurative sense: (a)
As applied to language and literary style, free
from uncouth or equivocal words and phrases,
and from affected or extravagant expressions

;

not affected or grandiloquent.

That great model of chaste, lofty, antl pathetic elocpience,
the Ho<jk of Conmion Prayer. Macaulay, Hist. Kng., x.

(6) In art, free from meretricious ornament or
affectation; severely simple.
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Her thick brown hair . . . seemed to drape her head
with a covering as chaste and formal as the veil of a nun.

//. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 2!t.'i.

Chaste week, the week beginning with Quinquagesinia
Sunday: so nanietl fi-oni the injunction to observe strict

continence at this time. .\lso called Cleansing xveck.

= Syn. 4. Simple, classic, rertncd.

chastet, v- t. [< ME. chasten, chastien, chastyen,

often (without inf. suffix -en) chasty, chasti, <

OF. chastier, custier, F. chAtier = Pr. casliar,

chastiar = Sp. Pg. castigar = It. castigare (also

introduced as an ecclesiastical word into early
Teut., OHG. chestigon, MHG. kcstigen, kastlgcn,

G. kasteie/i = D. kastijdcii), < L. castigare, make
pure, chasten, chastise : see castigate and chas-

tise, and cf. chasten^.] 1. To chasten; disci-

pline
;
punish ; chastise. See chasten^ and chas-

tise, which have taken the place of this verb.

The said William un-lawfulli chasted hym, in brusyng
of his arme and broke his hedd.

English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 322.

I ne herde never in my lyve
Old man chasty gong wyf.

Seven Sages (ed. Wright), 1. 1664.

By the whelp chasted is the leoun.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 483.

2. To reduce to submission ; tame.
They were the fii-ste that chastede hors and ladde hem

with brydels. Trevisa, tr. Higden's Polychronicon, II. 357.

3. To bring or keep under control f restrain, as
the passions.

Luke nowe for charitee, thow chasty thy lyppes.

That the no worde/. eschape, whate so be-tydez

;

Luke that presante be priste, and presse hym bott lytille.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1019.

With loue and awe thi wyfe thou chastys.

And late feyre wordes be thi jerd [yard, rod].

Uuoke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 53.

chas'te-eyed (chast'id), a. Having chaste or
modest eyes.

Tlie oak-crown'd sisters and their chaste-eyed queen.
Collins, Ode on the Passions.

chastelaint, »• [ME., also spelled chartlayn,

etc., chasteleync, < OF. chastelain, carlelein, m.,
chartelaine, f., mod. F. chdtelain, m., chdtelaine,

f. : see chatelaine.] A castellan; a castellan's

wife : with reference to the rank.

Now am I knyght, now chastelene.

Horn. 0/ the Rose, 1. 6330.

chas'telett, »• [ME., < OF. chastelet, dim. of
chastet, a castle : see castle, castellet.] A castle.

The erldonie of enuye and wratthe togideres.

With the chastelet of cheat and chateryng-oute-of-resoun.
Piers Plowman (B), ii. 84.

chastely (chast 'Ii), adv. [ME. chastliche, <

chaste + -liche, -ly^.] In a chaste manner, (a)

With sexual purity; purely. (6) WMtliuut obscenity ; de-

cently, (c) Without barbarisms or uncouth phrases ; taste-

fully : as, a composition chastely written.

The style [Bryant's] always pure, clear, and forcible, and
often chastely elegant. D. J. llill, Bryant, p. 171.

id) Without meretricious ornament; not gaudily: as, a
picture chastely designed.

cnasten^ (cha'sn), v. t. [< chaste, a., + -en^.

Sec chaste, r., and chastise.] 1. To inflict

pain, trouble, or affliction on for the purpose
of reclaiming from evil; correct; chastise;

punish : formerly of corporal punishment, but
now, chiefly with a moral reference, of discipli

ely 1

e.Jchastise in a physical sense
If he commit iniquity, I will chasten him with the rod

of men. 2 Sam. vii. 14.

As many as 1 love, I rebuke and chasten. Rev. IIL 19.

And fear not, Enid, I should fall upon him.
Who love you. Prince, with something of the love

Wherewith we love the Heaven that chastens us.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. To purify by discipline, as the taste ; refine

;

make chaste: as, to chasten the imagination,
the taste, or one's style.

They [classics] chasten and enlarge the mind and excite

to noble actions. Layard.

It is certainly the duty of every one who has a good
telescope, a sharp eye, and a chastenM imagination, to

watch them [the rings of Saturn] carefully, and set down
exactly what he sees. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 66.

= 8yn. 1. Punish, ^ic. See cAtwitse.

chasten-t, ». See ehesten.

chastener (chas'nfer), «. One who orthat which
chastens.

In our day. the great chastener and corrector of all in-

vestigation, and of the whole business of inference from
the known to the unknown, is scientific inquiry into the

facts of nature. Maine, Village Connnunities, p. 327.

chasteness (chast'nes), n. [< chaste + -ness.]

The state or quality of being chaste.

chastening (chas'nmg), /). a. [Ppr. of chasten'^,

v.] Corrective by means of pimishment or dis-

cipline.

Tlie father's chastening hand. Rowe.

The tyrant is altered, by a chastening atniction, into a
pensive moralist. Macaulay, Drydeu.

chastity

chaste-tree (chast'tre), n. The ntex Agnus-
eastii.s. See agntis castas, under agnus.

chastiet, ''. '. See chaste.

cha8tisable(chas-ti'za-bl),a. [i chastise+ -able.]

Deserving chastisement. Sherwood. [Rare.]
chastise (chas-tiz' ), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. chastised,

ppr. chastising. [< ME. chastisen, an extended
form with suffix -isen, -isc, of chastien, chasten:
see chaste, v., and cf. chasteni^.] 1. To inflict

pain upon by stripes, blows, or otherwise, for
the purpose of punishing and recalling to duty

;

punish for the purpose of amending; correct
or reclaim by punishment.

Let the wines keepe their husbands secrets, or else let
them be chastised, and kept in house and bed, till they be
better. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 257.

How fine my master is ! I am afraid
He will chastise me. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

Heaven is not always angry when he strikes.

But most chastises those whom most he likes.

Pom/ret, To his Friend in Affliction.

2t. To discipline ; instruct ; correct the eiTors
or faults of.

And so atte the begynning a man ought to lerne his
doughters with good ensaumples, yeunge as dede the queue
Proues of Hongrie, that faire and goodly chastised and
taught her doughters, as it [is] contened in her boke. '

Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 2.

3t. To reduce to submission ; tame.
Tliilke men chastised and teniede hors flrste with bridels.

Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, I. 187.

4. To restrain or refine by discipline ; free from
faults or excesses. [In this sense now chasten.]

Behold the beauty of her person chastised by the inno-
cence of her thoughts. Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

The gay social sense, by decency cliastised. Thomson.

= SyiL 1. Punish, Chasten, Chastise. To pttnish is pri-

marily and chiefly to inflict pain upon, as a retribution for

misdeeds, the n< ition of improving the olfender being absent
or quite subordinate. Chasten, on the other hand, implies

that the reformation of the offender is the aim of tile pun-
ishment inflicted. The word is not now often used of hu-
man acts ; it is a biblical word for the providential disci-

pline of man; as, "Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth"
(Hcb. xii. 6); and such expressions as "the cliasteniny in-

fluence of soiTow " are in use. Chastise is a dignified word
for corporal punishment, combining in neai'ly equal de-

grees the notions of desert and correction.

The spirits perverse
With easy intercourse pass to and fro

To tempt or punish mortals.
Milton, P. L., Ii. 1032.

That good God who chastens whom he loves.

Southey, Madoc, I. ill. 163.

Under whose warrant I impeach thy wrong.
And by whose help I mean to chastise it.

Shah., K. John, ii. 1.

chastisement (chas'tiz-ment), n. [< ME. chas-

tisement; < chastise + -ment.] Correction; pun-
ishment ; pain or suffering inflicted for punish-
ment and correction.

I have borne chastisement, I will not offend any more.
Job xxxiv. 3L

Shall I so much dishonour my fair stai's.

On equal tenns to give him chastisement?
Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

chastiser (chas-ti'z6r), n. One who chastises;

a punishcr; a corrector.

A chastiser of too big a confidence.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. § 3.

chastity (chas'ti-ti), n. [< ME. chastite, ehas-

tete, < OF. chasieit, chastete, F. chastet^ = Pr.

castitat, castetat = ^Tp. castidad=Pg. castidade

= It. castitd, < L. castita{t-)s, < castus, chaste:

see chaste, a.] 1. The state or quality of being
chaste ; the state of being giultless of unlawfvil

sexual intercourse ; sexual purity.

Who can be Ijonnd by any solemn vow . . ,

To force a spotless virgin's chastity ?

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, v. 1.

2t. Celibacy; the unmarried state.

I schal for evennore,
Emforth my might, thi trewe servaunt be,

And holden werre alway with chastite.

Chaucer, Knights Tale, 1. 1878.

Tlic forenanied church . . , was wont to be occupied of

old time by married men and hereditary succession; the

Lateran Council held at that time [A. u. 1216] preventing

it, by imposing chastity upon all clerks and rectors of

churches.
"Ue Statu Blagbomshire," quoted in Baines, Hist. Lan.

[cashire, II. 2.

3. Abstinence from lawful indulgence of sex-

ual intercourse ; continence due to a religious

motive. [Rare.]

Chastity is either abstinence or continence ; abstinence

is that of virgins or widows ; continence of married per.

sons. Jer. Taylor.

4. Freedom from obscenity, depravity, or im-
purity, as in thought, language, or life ; moral
purity.

Tliat chastity of honour which felt a stain like a wound.
Burke, Bev. in France.



chastity

6, Purity and simplicity of style in writing.—
6. In artj freedom from meretricious orna-
ment or affectation.

Again, at a coronation, what can be more displeasing to

a philosophic taste than a pretended chastity of ornament,
at war with the very purposes of a solemnity essentially

magnificent? De Quiiicey, Rhetoric.

[In the last two senses chaste^iess is more com-
monly used.]

cliastbt, cliastont, ". [Cf. ML. chasto, OF. chas-

toHy F. chatOHj the bezel of a ring: see chaton,']

The clasp, socket, or holder for the plume of a
helmet.
chastyt, v, t A Middle English form of chaste.

cliasuble (chas'u-bl), n. [^so "written chasiblCj

chesihle; < ME.' cJie^ible, citcsubkf etc., < OF.
*chasibl€y cliastibJe, F. chasuble (= Sp. casuUa;
cf. MHGr. kasngeUy kasiwkel, D. la.s^uifcl)f <

ML. casubtilaf casubla, equiv. to casula^ a man-
tle, a chasuble, lit. a little house (cf. It. casa-

pokij a shanty), dim. of L. casa, a house: see

casa. Cf. casula and cassock, of the same ult.

origin.] Eccles.f a sleeveless vestment, origi-

nally circular in outline, but in medieval and
modern use of an elliptical shape, or modi-
fied from this so as to be nearly rectangular,

and provided with an aperture in the center
through which to pass the head, it is worn so
as to fall in front and at the ]>ack of the wearer to an
equal or nearly equal distance, showing only one of its

halves at a time. The chasuble is the principal vestment
worn by a priest
when celebrat-

ing the mass or
holy commu-
nion, and is put
on over the alb.
It is held to
represent the
seamless coat of
Christ, or char-
ity symbolized
by it. The ma-
terial is usually
rich stuff— silk,

brocade, or vel-

vet. In its oldest
form it was very
full and long,
reaching nearly
to tlie feet. The
medieval or el-

liptical forni,

which is some-
times worn in
Ronuiu Catho-
lic churches,
readies below
the knees, and
is generally or-

namented with
a Y- cross. The
shape common-

ly worn in the Roman Catholic Church, however, does not
reach much below the hips, and is nearly rectangular at
the back, the part which falls in front being cut away at
the sides so as not to impede the movement of the arms,
and the two parts are frequently united merely by straps
at the shoulders. The cliasuble generally has a pillar or
vertical stripe at the front, a Y- cross or Latin cross on
the back, or on both front and back, and sometimes an
edging on both sides. These ornaments are added in a
different material with gold or other embroidery, and
are known as the orphret/s of the chasuble. Among the
different names of the chasuble, pcE^mla^ identifying it

with the ancient Roman garment of that name, is prob-
ably the oldest. The same word occurs also in various
Greek forms. It is translated "cloke" in 2 Tim. iv. 13,

and is the accepted name for the chasuble in the Greek
Church, generally in the form pht'Utnwn. The name pla-
neta has also been in use from early times, and is still the
term preferred in the official nse of the Roman Catholic
Church. The amphibaliis, worn at one time in Gaul, seems
to have been similar to or identical with the chasuble. In
England the name veMtnent was in use at the time of the
Reformation, both for the chasul)le alone and fur the chiis-

uble with its subsidiary vestments or adjuncts, the stole,

amice, and maniple. The use of the chasuble in Anglican
churclies continued long after the Reformation, and is

maintained by certain of them (on authority claimed from
the Ornaments rubric) at the present day. It is also worn
in the Greek Church. See ornament.

And ge, louely ladyes, with gonre longe fyngres,
That 3e han silke and sendal to sowe, whan tyme la,

Chesibles for chapelleynes cherches to honoure.
Piers Ploioman (B), vi. 12.

chat^ (chat), V.
;

pret. and pp. chatted, ppr.
chatting. [< late ME. chatte, a shortened form,
appar. taken as the base, of chatter^ q. v. Re-
duplicated chitchat, q. v.] I, intrans. To con-
verse in a familiar manner; talk without form
or ceremony.

But what a fool am I, to chat with you.
When I should bid good-morrow to my bride.

Shak., T. of the S., ill. 2.

To chat awhile on their adventures passed. Dryden.

Sir liauncelot at her side
Laughed and chatted, bending over,
Half her friend and all her lover.

T. B. Aldrich, The Queen's Ride.

ILf trans. To talk of; converse about.

Embroidered Chasubk, in ;;i.

Siena (late i6th cciui
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Your prattling nurse

Into a rupture lets her baby cry,

While she chain him. Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

chatl (chat), n. [< c7(a<l, f.] 1. Free, informal
speech ; familiar conversation.

O, how I long to have some chat with her

!

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

2. Idle talk ; chatter.

This bald unjointed chat of his, my lord,

I answered Indirectly. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

=Syn. See prattle, n.

Chat^ (chat), n. [< cJiafl, with reference to

their chattering cries. Cf. chatterer, 2, and
c/mcits.] A name of several different birds,
(a) Any bird of the family Saxicolidce, as a stonechat,
whinchat, or wheatear. There are jnany species, chiefly

African. (6) Specifically, the yellow-breasted chat of the
United States, an oscine passerine bird, Icteria vireiis,

Yellow-breasted Chat {Icteria virens),

of the family MnioUUidae. It is about 7i inches long,

green above, white below, has a golden-yellow breast,

and is remarkable for the volubility and mimicry of its

song, as well as for the evolutions which the male per-

forms on the wing during the mating season.

chat* (chat), H. [< ME. chat, a cat, also a cat-

kin, < OF. chat, a eat (cf. chaton, chatton, a cat-

kin) : see cat^, and cf. catkin, catling.'i 1. A
cat. See ca(i.

The firy chat he slouge withoute more
And of Archadie the cruel tusshy bore.

US. Diffby, 230. {HalliweU.)

2. A catkin.

The long Peper comethe first, whan the Lef begynnethe
to come; and it is lyche the Chattes of Haselle, that
comethe before the Lef, and it hangethe lowe.

Mamicmlle, Ti-avels, p. 168.

3. A key or samara of the ash or maple.
[Prov. Eng.]

cnat* (chat), n. [A particular use of chat^, a
catkin, or a var. of chit^, a little twig, a cliUd,

etc.: see c/jtfi.] 1. A twig; a little stick; a
fragment.— 2. A child. [Prov. Eng.]— Chat
potatoes, snuiU potatoes.

ch§.teau (sha-to'), re.
;
yl. chdteaux (-toz'). [P.,

< OF. chastel, castel, < L. castellum, a castle:

see ca.<itle.'] A castle ; a manor-house ; a large
and stately residence, usually in the country

:

chiefly with reference to France or southern
Europe. The word is very frequent in French use in

local names. Such names are often attached to wines. See
phrases l)eluw.— ChS^teau Chignon, a red wine made in

tile (U'partmcnt of Nievre, France.— Chateau en Es-
pagne. Same as ca>^tlf in Spain. See eaitle.^ChkteaXL
Haut-Brlon, a red liordeau.x wine made in the district
of Hunt Medoc. It is often classed in the first grade of
linrdeau\ red wines, or may be considered as the first of
the second grade.— Chateau Laffitte, a red Bordeaux
wine made in the coniniune of Pauillac, in the district of

Medoc. It belongs to tlie first grade of iJordeau.x red wines.
— Chateau La Rose, a red Bordeaux wine, the first growth
of ttie l.;i Kose wines (which see, under wiiie). It is usually
cojisidered a wine of the second grade, but the vintage of
some years ranks with the first.—ChMeau La Tour, a red
Bordeaux wine made in the commune of .st. -Laniljert, in the
district of M^doc. It is one <tf the first grades of Bordeaux
red wines, and ranks ultin- f'li:Uean Laffitte and Chateau
Margaux.—Chateau La Tour Blanche, a white Bordeaux
wine made in tiie neiuhliorliood i.f Barsae. It ranks with
rbateaii Sudiiiraut. being second only to Chateau Y(inem.
— Chateau Margaux, a red Bordeaux wine made in tlie

eoninnme of Margaux. It is one of the first grade of Bor-
deaux red wines, ranking either first (»f all or second only
to Chateau Lafiltte.— Chateau Sudulraut, a white Bor-
deaux wine made in tlie neigliborl i of Barsae.— Cha-
teau Yquem, a white Bordeaux wine made in the neigh-
borhood of liarsat;. It is considered the chief of the white
wines of Bordeaux conimonly called Sauternes.

chatelain (shat'e-lan), n. [< F. chdtclain, < OP.
ckastclain,<.'MJj.castellanns: see ca.stellan.'\ 1.

A castellan.— 2. In France, formerly, a terri-

torial lord who had the right of possessing a
castle.

The chatelaines and mayors [of Neuch&tel], who preside
in the several courts of justice, are also of his [the king's]
nomination. J. Adams, Works, IV. 376.

chatelaine (shat'e-lan), n. and a. [Formerly
chastelaine, < ME. chasteleyne, < OP. chastelainc,

chattel

p. chdtclaine, fem. of chdtclain : see chatelain
and castellan.'i I. n. 1. A fenjale castellan ; the
lady of the castle or chateau. See chatelain.— 2. A chain, or gi'oup of chains, worn by cas-
tellans, by which the keys of a castle were
suspended from the girdle; hence, a similar
modem device for suspending watch-keys,
seals, trinkets, etc. ; and so, by extension, the
trinkets themselves.

II. a. Pertaining to or of the nature of a
chatelaine : as, a chatelaine watch.

chatelett, ". [< P. chdtelet: see chalet and cas-
tvllet, cantlct.'] A little castle.

chatellany (shat'e-la-ni), n.
;

pi. chatellanies

(-niz). [< P. chdtclknie, < ML. castellania : see
castellany.'] Same as castellany.

This princely republic [Neuehatel] is divided into four
chaiellaniea and fifteen mayories.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 375.

chathamite (ehat'am-it), re. [< Chatham (see
def.) -I- -ite2.] A variety of chloanthite, from
Chatham, in the State of Connecticut.
Chati (cha-te'), n. [Appar. a native South
American name, assimilated to P. chat, a cat.]

A name of the Felis mitis, a small spotted South
American eat.

Chatoessina (kafo-e-si'na), «. pi. [NL., <

Chatoe8.siis + -ina'^.} In Giinther's system of
classification, the second group of Clupeidw,
having the mouth transverse and inferior, nar-
row, and toothless, the upper jaw overlapping
the lower, and the abdomen seiTated : a syno-
nym of Dorosomidce (which see).

chatoessine (kat-o-es'in), a. Of or pertaining
to tlie Chdtoeasina.

ChatoessU3(kat-o-es'us),w. [NL. ; also written
Chatoessus, -esns; appar. eiToneously formed <
Gr. ;i;a(r^e(f, fem. ;fa(r?;£(Tcra, with a long mane,
< ;t:a(r)?, long flowing hair, a mane : see chata.'i

A genus of isospoudylous fishes, of the family
Dorosomidce or gizzard-shads. See Dorosoma.
chaton (P. pron. sha-t6n'), «. [P., < OP. clias-

ton, casion = It. castoiw (ML. chasto), bezel,

prob. < OHG. chasto, MHG. G. lasten, a box,
chest, also applied to a bezel : see chest^. ] The
head or top of a ring ; the part which receives
a stone, device, or ornament of any kind; also,

the whole top, including the stone or seal. See
bezel.

The double-headed axe is also engraved on the famous
cAoion of the ring discovered by Dr. Schliemann at Mykenffi.

A. H. Sayce, Pref. to Schlieniauu's Troja, p. 20.

The intaglio on the oval chaton of the other gold ring
presents an equally strange subject.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 269.

chatoyancy (sha-toi'an-si), «. [< chatoyant:
see -ancy.'] The quality of being chatoyant.

chatoyant (sha-toi'ant ; P. pron. sha-two-yoii'),

a. and ;(. [< P. chatoyant, ppr. of chatoyer,

change luster like the eye of a cat, < chat, cat:

see cat^.'] I. a. Changing in luster or color,

like a cat's eye in the dark.

Deluded little wretch, . . . going to your first party, . . .

now for the first time swimming into the frothy, chatoy-
ant, sparkling, undulating sea of laces and satins, and
white-armed, flower-crowned maidens.

0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, vii.

II, n. A kind of hard stone or gem ha^nng
when cut and polished a chatoyant luster ; cat's-

eye.

chatoyment (sha-toi'ment), n. [< p. chatoie-

mciit, < chatoyer : see chatoyant.'^ Exhibition of
changeable colors, or ehangeableness of color,

as in a mineral
;
play of colors.

chatra (chat'rii), «. Same as chattaJi.

chat-roller (ciiat'ro'ler), n. An ore-emshing
machine, consisting of a pair of cast-iron rollers,

for grinding roasted ore. E. H. Knight.

chatsome (chat'sum), a. [< chat^ + -some.'\

Chatty; full of gossip. Mackay.
chatt (chat), n. Same as chack^.

chattah (chat'ii), n. [Hind, chhdtd, also chhdtu,

chhatr, < Skt. clihattra, < \/chhad, cover.] In In-

dia, an umbrella. See umbrella. Also chatra.

chattation (eha-ta'shon), n. [< chat^ + -ation.']

Chat ; idle talk
;
gossip. Mnic. IfArblay.

chattel (chat'el or -1), n. [< ME. chatel, chctel

(with pi. chatciis, chatews, chateux, after OF.),

< OP. chatel, assibilated form of catcl (> ME.
catel), cattle, goods, property: see cattle and
capital'^.'] 1. Property; wealth; goods; stock.

See c<ittle, 1.

Aiwherwith chatel mon niai luue cheaiie [anywhere with
wealth one may buy love].

Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Morris), p. 271.

To dealen his feder [father's] chetel to neodfule.
Ancren Riicle, p. 224.

2. An article of pergonal property ; a movable

:

usually in the plural, goods; movable assets.
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In law the t«rm includes also (for most purposes, at

least) any interest in laud other than an estate for life or

of inheritance.

Godes and chateux. Eivjlish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 63.

Honour's a lease for lives to come,
And cannot be extended from
The legal tenant : 'tis a chattel

Not to be forfeited in battle.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

No wiser than their mothers, household stuff,

Live chattels. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Are flesh and blood a ware ?

Are heart and soul a chattel f

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 215.

Chattel mortgage, a transfer of chattels from one per-

son usually a iler)tor, to another, usually his creditor, ^ -.t- ..-,,,. -/ v s

on condition that it U to be void on the future payment chatteratlOnt (ehat-e-ra^sbon), «.

chatter (chaffer), ?i. [< chatter, v.'] 1. A suc-

cession of quick, shrill, inarticulate sounds,

especially if discordant or jarring, like those

uttered by a magpie or a monkey; rapid and
imperfectly articulated utterance.

The mimic ape began his chatter. ,^ ,",»,,,«

^

Swift, The Beasts' Confession. chauk-da'W (chak da), ,

2. The noise made by the teeth striking to- + daw'^. Ct caddoic.}

gether repeatedly and rapidly, as under the in-

fluence of cold or fright.— 3. Idle or foolish talk.

chaundler

chauffer, Chaufer (sha'fer), n. [< F. chauffer,

heat, make hot (see chafe) ; or < F. chaufour, a
lime-kiln, < c/«J«x, lime (see chalk, calx^-), +four,
oven, furnace.] In chem., a small furnace, a
cylindrical box of sheet-iron, open at the top,

with a grating near the bottom. See chafer^, 4.

[< chauk, = chough,

A local British name
for the chough or red-fegged crow, Pyrrhocorax

graculus.

The murmuring multitude beneath me, on whom his chault, «. An obsolete form ofjmol.

spasmodic chatter fell liice a wet blanket.
Wendell Phillips, Speeches and Lectures, p. 61.

= Syn. 3. i>ee prattle, n.

ofasumof money, or in some other specified contingency,

and that in the mean time, and usually also only until

some default or danger intervenes, the transferror may re-

tain the possession of the property.— Chattel personal,
an article of tangible personal property, such !is an animal,

Junnture, grain, etc., including evidences of debt. Chat-

tels personal are usually spoken of simply as chattels

-atio7i.'\ Theactof cliattermg; the disposition

or habit of talking much. Johnson. [CoUoq.]

chatter-basket (chat'6r-bas"ket), n. A prat-

tling child. IldUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]

cha'tterbox (ehat'er-boks), n. One who talks

incessantly: applied chiefly to children.

chauldront. "• Same as ckaudron.

ChaulelasmUS (ka-le-las'mus), n. [NL. (G. R.
Gray, 1838), < Gr. x""^--! as in Chauliodm, q. v.,

[< cluitter + + eAaafia, a (metal) plate.] A genus of Jna-
tinw or fresh-water ducks; the gadwalls: so

tauudogicaiiy w> goods ami chattel,.-c^ttelie&l.^or^
Chatterer "(cliat'fer-to), n.

'
1. One who chat-

chattel interest, an estate in land other than one fc

or of inheritance, as a lease for yeare.— Chattel vege-

table a desi^'iiation sometimes applied to trees when slv-

ered from the gi-ound, to the fruit and produce of trees

when severed from the body of the tree, and to emble-

ments. =Syn. J?/™'*, Qaods, etc. See property.

chattel (ehat'el or -1), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. chat-

teled or chattelled, ppr. chatteliiig or chattelling.

[< chattel, H.] To regard as a chattel; reduce

to the condition of a chattel. [Rare.]

Cha'ttelism (chat'el-izm or -1-izm), n. [< chat-

tel + -(*;«.] 1. The condition of holding chat-

tels.— 2. The state of being a chattel.

Chattelize (chat'el-iz or -1-iz), t'. t. ;
pret. and

pp. chattelizcd, ppr. chattelizing. [< chattel +
-L-f .] To consider or class as a chattel or chat-

tels ; reduce to the rank of a chattel.

This system of chaitelized humanity [negro slavery]

rested upon that false relation of arbitrary power upon
the one side, and dependence and helplessness on the

other, which la the life of every fonn of oppression.

N. A. Rec, CXXVIL 251.

chatter (chat'6r), ». [< ME. chateren, chatren,

cheateren, chatter, with a dim. form chiteren (>

E. chitter^; cf. chitchat), appar. an imitative

variation of a form 'cwitercn, "quiteren, mod. E.

quitter = Sc. quhittcr, twitter, = 8w. qvittra —
Dan. kvidre, twitter, chirp, = D. kivetteren, chat-

ter, warble : prob. a variation of what is prop,

a freq. form connected with AS. cicethaii, say,

speak: see bequeath and quoth, and cf. twitter.

Shortened to chat^, q. v.] I. intrans. 1. To
utter a succession of quick, shrill, inarticulate

sounds, as a magpie or a monkey.
.Sparuwe is a cheaterinde brid, cheatereth ever ant chirm-

eth. Aruren RitcU, p. 152.

Tha chaterett so doth on tan] Irish preost
Owl and Nightingale, 1. 322.

Apes that moe and chatter at me. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

Yes : they are Birds, and let them sing, they're Birds, and
let them ctiatter.

ConstaiUine and Arete (Child's Ballads, I. 309).

2. To make a rapid rattling noise, as the teeth,

from cold or fright.

ters; a prater; an idle talker.— 2. The popu-

lar name of birds of the genus Ampetis in the

most restricted sense, or BonibijeiUa. The Bohe-

mian chatterer is A. garrulus ; the chatterer of Carolina,

or cedar-bird, A. cedrorum; the chatterer of Japan, A.
phoenicopterus. The name is sometimes given to some
related birds. See cut under tvaxicing.

chatterstert, «• [ME. chaterestre; < chatter +
-ster.'] One who chatters; a chatterer.

Site nu stille, chaterestre !

Owl and Nightingale, 1. 665.

chatter-'Water (chat'fer-wa'tfer), n. [With al-

lusion to tea-party gossiping.] Tea. [Prov.

Eng.]
chatteryt (chat'6r-i), «. [< clMt^ + -ery, or <

chatter +-y. Ct. chattation.'] Chat; idle talk;

light conversation.

Easy anil cheerful chattery. Mme. D'Arblay.

chat-thrush (chat'thrush), n. Any bird of the

genus Co-fsyphus.

a'ttiness (chat'i-nes), «. [< chatty + -ness.'\

Gray Duck, or Gadwall {Chauletasmus streperus).

called from the prominent lamellse of the bill.

The common gadwall is C. streperus; another species, C.

cotiesi, inhabits the Fanning islands in Polynesia. Also
called Chauii'Kttcs.

Chauliodon (ka-li'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xav?.i66av, xav'AMovf (-o(Soi»r-), with outstanding
teeth : see Chauliodns.'\ Same as Chauliodus, 1.

The quality or state of being chatty; talkative-
chauliodont (k4-U'6-dont), a. and «. I. 'a!

ness.

chattocks (chat'oks), n. pi. [< chat* + dim.

-oeit-s.] Refuse wood, left in making fagots.

Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
chattyl (chat'i), a. [< chat^, »., + -^1.] 1.

Given to free conversation or chatting; talka-

tive.

As chatty as your parrot.
Lady M. W. Montagu, Letters, i. 35.

He found her as handsome as she had been last year

;

as good-natured, and as imalfected, though not quite so

chatty. Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 287.

2. Conversational and entertaining in style;

unconventional; easy: as, a cfta% letter.

Chatty2 (chat'i), n.
;
pi. chatties (-iz). [Anglo-

Ind.] In India, an earthen pot, nearly spheri-

cal in shape, used for carrying water and other

li(iuids.

chat-'WOOd (chat'wud), «. Little sticks; fuel.

E. rhilliiis, 1706.

When the rain came to wet me once, and the wind to chaU (chou), «. A unit of weight in Cochin
China, equal to three fifths of a grain troy.

Chaucerism (cha'sfer-izm), «. [< Chaucer +
-»*»«.] A word or an expression peculiar to or

make me chatter. Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

Oh i what's the matter? what's the matter?
What is't that ails yonng Harry Gill?

That evermore his teeth they chatter.

Chatter, chatter, chatter still

!

Wordsworth, Ooo<iy Blake and Harry GUI.

3. To talk thoughtlessly, idly, or rapidly; jab-

ber; gabble.
How we chattered like two church daws

!

Browning, A Lovers' Quarrel.

People still chatter about the mythical exploits of Tell,

but harilly any one has heard of this little piece of suc-

cessful resistance to oppression, done only twelve years

back. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 237.

4t. To argue.
If Wratthe wrastel with the pore he hath the worse endc

;

For if they l)othe pleyne the pore is but heble.

And if he chyde or chatre hym chieuth tlie worse.
Piers Plmcman (B), xiv. 22C.

6. To jar, so as to form a series of nicks or

notches, as a cutting-tool.

If a tool for use in a slide rest is too keen for its allotted

duty, the only resiUt under ordinary circumstances is, that

it will jar or chatter (that is, tremble and cut numerous
indentations in the work).

J. Rose, Pract. Machinist, p. 152.

n. trans. To utter as one who or that which
chatters: as, to chatter nonsense.

Their service consisted in precipitate and very irrever-

ent cAa(f«rin^ of certain Prayers and Hymns to our blessed
Saviour and to the blessed Virgin.

Maunttrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 27.

Your birds of knowledge that, in dusky air.

Chatter futurity. Dryden.

They ctuttter'd trifles at the door.
Tennyson, In Memuriam, Ixix,

Pertaining to or having the characters of the

Chauliodontida;.

n. «. A fish of the family Chauliodontida:.

Jordan and Gilbert.

chauliodontid (ka"li-o-don'tid), n. A fish of

the family Chauliodontida.

Chauliodontidae (ka'li-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ch(iuliodon{t-) + -iVto.] A family of ini-

omous fishes, typified by the genus Chauliodon.
They have an elongated body covered with thin deciduous

scales ; the head compressed ; the mouth deep, its upper
margin liounded by the intermaxillaries mesially and the

supramaxillaries laterally ; no barbels or pseudobranchiffi

;

an<l the dorsal fin anterior. The few species are deep-sea

flslus with phosphorescent eye-like spots in rows along

the lowur ur unikr surface of the body.

Chauliodus (ka-li'6-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. x'^'^

?.Moi<i, also ;t'2i)X«i(56jv (-o(hvT-), with outstand-

ing teeth or tusks, < x"^^-'- (< (appar.) x^'"""
(./ *;{'o),yawn, gape: see chaos, chasm) + odoix,

Ionic oSuv (bdovT-), = E. tooth.'\ 1. A genus of

fishes with a few very large exserted anterior

t«eth, typical of the family Chauliodontida.

Also called CliauUodon.— 2. Same as Chaule-

htsnius.
characteristic of the writings of Chaucer (about chaulmugra, chaulmaugra (chftl -mug ' rS,,

1340-1400).

Thus I should question the employment of such Chau-
ceritms, to use Ben Jonson's phrase.

Trench, Study of Words, p. LM.

chaud-medley (shod'med'li), ». [Also chaud-

melee, chaud-millc; < OF. chaudc, hot (< L. cali-

dus: see calid), + medlec, fight: see medley,

mellay, milee.'] In laie, the killing of a man in chaum (cham), n. [See

an affray in the heat of blood or passion: a chairn. [Prov. Eng.]

word oft«n erroneously used as synonymous chaumontelle (sho-mon-tel'), n. [F.] A fine

with chance-medley. Mozley and Whitely. pear which is much grown and attains a large

chaud-millet, «• See chaud-tnedley. H. Phillips, size in the islands of Jersey and Guernsey, and

170(5 in the southern parts of England.

chaudront, chaldron2t, ». [Early mod. E. also chaunt, »'• and h. Seeehaton.

chauldron,chawdron,chaundron,chawthcrne (not Ohaunacidae (ka-nas i-Ae),n.pl. [ML^, ^ Cftau-

ma'grii), M. [E. Ind.] A handsome East In-

dian blxaeeous tree, Gynocardia odorata, with

fragrant flowers and a large fruit resembling a
shaddock. The seeds yield an oil that has long been

highly valued in India and China as a remedy for leprosy

and other skin-diseases, rheumatism, etc. ; for leprosy it

has been considered a specific.

chaicn.'] Same as

found in ME.), < OF. ehaudun, chaudin, caudun,

caldun (ML. calduna), < MLG. kaldHne, koldune,

kallune, usually in pi. kaldnnen, etc., L6. kaldu-

nen, koldunen = MHG. kaldune, pi. kaldunen, G.

kaldannen (> Dan. kallun), entrails, guts (= Pol.

and Little Russ. kiildun (barred /), helly, paunch,
= Bohem. kahUiun, entrails, = Croatian kulduni,

lungs); perhaps of Celtic origin: cf.'W.colud-

dyn, gut, bowel, coludd, guts, bowels.] Entrails.

Add thereto a tigers chaudron. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

Lapel. Sheep-heads will stay with thee?

Q(U. Yes. sir, or chauldrons.
Fletcher (and another), Nice Valour, iii. 2.

cha'ufet, f • A Middle English form of chafe.

nax (Chaunac-) + -irfff.] A family of pedicu-

late fishes, typified by the genus Chattnax : same
as Chaunacina:

Chaunacinae (ka-na-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Chau-

nax (Chaunac-) + -inw.'] In Gill's system, a sub-

family of Antennariidw, tyi)ified by the genus

Chaunax, with cuboid head, only a rostral spine

or tentacle, and low soft dorsal fin.

Chaunax (ka'naks), n. [NIj.] A genus of

fislies, typical of the subfamily Chaunacina.

chauncelt, chauncelert. Obsolete forms of

chancel. cluinciUiir.

chaundlert, chaundelert, ». Obsolete forma

of chandler.



chaondry

chaundryt, «• See chaMdri/.

chaunget, i: aud «. Au obsolete form of change.

chaungelingt, « Au obsolete form of cliangc-

liiuj.

chaunlert, «• An obsolete form of chandler.

chauntt, ''. and n. See chant.

chauntert, »• See chanter^.

chauntresst, «• See chantress.

chauntryt, «. An obsolete form of chantry.
chaup (ehap), «. [= chap^, 2. Cf. caup^ =
coui>i-.'^ A Sooteh form of cluijA, 2.

chauTo, chauros (cha-o'ro, -ros), «. [Mex.]
Same as chiirro.

chaus^ (chous), n. [Also written chiaus, chiaous,
and more recently chaoush, repr. Turk, chd'ush,
an interpreter, a messenger: see chouse.'] Same
as chouse, 1.

chaus^ (ka'us), «. [NL., appar. from a native
name.] 1. The marsh-lynx, Felis chaus, in-
habiting portions of Asia and Africa.— 2.
[cap.] A generic name of the aquatic lynxes
resembling the above: as, Chans libyceus, the
Libyan chaus, and C. caffer, the Kafir eat. They
live on birds or small quadrupeds, on whicli tliey spring
like tile domestic cat. ITiey are somewhat larger than the
cat, have tlie peculiarity of being fond of tlie water, and
are excellent swimmers.

chausste (sho-sa'), «. [F., abbr. of rez cJe

chaussee, the ground floor: rez, on a level with.
level (= ras, close-shaven, < L. rasus, pp. of ra-
dere, shave: see rase, rase); de, of; chaussee,
an embankment, a road : see causeway.] In
fort., the level of the soil.

cnausses (sho'sez; F. pron. shos), n. pi. [F.
chausse, pi. ehausses, = Pr. calsa, caussa = Cat.
calsas = Sp. calza = Pg. cal(^s = It. calzo, calza,

< L. calceus, a shoe: see calceate, v., and ef.

ealsons.] 1. Formerly, the clothing of the legs
and feet and of the body below the waist.

—

2. In medieval armor, the defensive covering of
the legs, used before the introduction of cuisses
and leg-pieces of plate-armor. The ehausses of the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries were either of linlced mail
or made not unlitce the gambeson ; in either case the defen-
sive part, did not cover the lower portion of the body and
the back of the thighs, for this would liave interfered with
the seat on the saddle, but was attached to a sort of short
breeches of linen, leather, or other similar material. See
fii-st cut (fig. 1) under armor.

chaussont, «. [F. chausson (= It. calzone, in
pi. calzoni (see ealsons), < chausse, hose: see
ehausses.] In medieval armor: (a) The cover-
ing for the foot : a general term, applied as well
to the soUeret (which see) as to the stocking
of chain-mail of the early middle ages. (6) A
secondary or additional leg-piece, as the leather
garment covering the thigh, whether over the
ehausses of mail or replacing them for the con-
venience of the seat on the saddle ; also, a sim-
ilar garment of gamboised work. Hewitt.
chauvin (F. pron. sho-van'), n. [F., said to be
"after a soldier named Nicolas Chauvin, so en-
thusiastically devoted to Napoleon I., and so
demonstrative in his manifestations of his ado-
ration of him, that his comrades turned him into
ridicule." The name Chauvin is the same as Cal-
vin : see Calvinism.] One of those veterans of the
first French empire who, after the fall of Napo-
leon, professed the most unbounded admiration
of his person and his acts; hence, any one pos-
sessed by an absurdly exaggerated patriotism
or military enthusiasm, or by passionate and
unreasonable devotion to any cause.
chauvinisill (sho'vl-nizm), n. [< chauvin +
-ism, after F. chauvinism^.] The sentiments of
a chauvin; enthusiastic, unreflecting devotion
to any cause ; especially, absurdly exaggerated
patriotism or military enthusiasm.

Sir, I have no sympathy with chauvinism of any kind,
but, surely, of all kinds that is the worst which obtrudes
pitiful national jealousies and rivalries into the realm of
science, lluxley, Address at Harvey lYicentenary, p. 397.

Chaayinlst (sho'vi-nist), «. [< chauvin + -ist.]

A person imbued with chauvinism ; a chauvin.

Diuing the Crimean War they [the Slavophils) were
known to be among the extreme Chaummts who urged
the necessity of planting the Greek cross on the desecrated
dome of St. Sophia in Constantinople, and hoped to see
the Emperor proclaimed " Panslavonic Tsar."

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 411.

The Russian Chauvinists were flattered by seeing that
the "true German Baron," which Bismarck affected to be,
followed with much closer attention than any of his col-
leagues the new liberal movement in our [Russia's] Press
and literature. Translated in Lowe's Bismarck, I. 244.

chauvinistic (sho-vi-nis'tik), a. [< chauvinist
+ -ic] Pertaining to or characterized by chau-
vinism; fanatically devoted to any cause.

Considerations which are not advanced in anything like
a chauvinittic spirit. Athenaeum, No. 3076, p. 470.
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The somewhat threatening attitude of France toward

Italy— or rather the possibility of France relapsing into
her chaumnijftic proclivities, as soon as she is freed from
the German inculius. The Nation, Sept. 14, 1871, p. 171.

chavet, »• An obsolete form of chaffs.

chavelt (ehav'el), n. [(1) < ME. charel, chavyl,

< AS. ceafl, pi. ccaflas, = OS. kafl, pi. knJlOs, jaw,
= MLG. kavel, hovel, jaw, gums, palate; witli

formative -I (and eqiiiv. to loe\. hjaptr, Icjiijilr

(pt pron. as ft) = Norw. Igcft, Igaift, kjept, kjaft

= Sw. Icaft = Dan. Ijaift (> E. chaft, chap^,
chopS), jaw, with formative -0 ; cf . MLG. kiivc,

kewe, jaw of a fish, gill, = OHG. chiwa, chcirii,

chiwe, MHG. kcwe, also kiuwel, also OHG.
chouwe, MHG. cUouwc, kouwe, kouwe, jaw, the
cavity of the mouth, = MD. kouwe, the cavity
of the mouth ; with formatives as mentioned,
and change of ro to t> or /, < AS. cedwan (pret.
cedw), ME. chewen, E. cheio = OHG. chiuwan,
MHCJ. kimccn, G. kauen, etc., chew: see chcio,

and cf. chaio\ chaw^. With these words are
confused in part the forms and senses of (2)
D. kevel, gum, = MHG. kivel, kievel, kiefel, also
kivcr, G. liefer (with formative -el or -er), jaw,
gill, also MHG. kieffe, gill, G. kiefe, jaw, gill, =
LG. kiffe, jaw, keve, gill, = Dan. kjwve, jaw,
prop, from the verb represented by MHG. kifcn,

kiffen, gnaw, chew : see chafer'^. The ME. form
chavel, commonly in pi. chaveles (written chaue-
les), passed over into the forms chauele, chawel,
chawlc, chord, chowle, whence mod. E. joivl. To
the same form through chawl is due in part the
mod. E. chaw^ =jaw: see chaw^,jaw, and jowl,
and cf. chaffi, cltopS, chaft.] The jaw; espe-
cially, the jaw of a beast.

He strake the dragon in at the chavyl,
That it come out at the navyl.

Ywaine and Gawin, 1. 1991.

I seek [var. shook] tham be the berdes sua [var. so]

That I thair chafftes [var. chauelis, chaules, ehavXis] raue
[reft, var. i-ierante] in tua [var. two].

Cursor Mundi, 1. 7510.

chavel (ehav'el), V. t. [Also chawel; < chavel,

n., with ref. to chaw^, chew: see chavel, n.,

chaiv^, chew.] To chew. [Prov. Eng.]
chavel-bonet, ». [ME. chavyl-bon; < chavel +
bone.] A jaw-bone.
With this chavyl-bon I xal [shall] the sle.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 37.

chavender (chav'en-der), n. [See cheven.]
The fish otherwise called the chub or cheven.

The bream, the cap, the chub and chavender.
And many more that in fresh waters are.

John Dennys, in Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 1C7.

These are a choice bait for the chub or chavender.
I. Walton, Complete Angler.

Chavica (kav'i-ka), n. [NL., from the name
of the plants in tlie South Sea islands.] A ge-
nus of plants, natural order Piperacew, includ-
ing the common long pepper and the betel-pep-
per. The species are now usually referred to
the ^enus Pijter (which see).

chavicha (chav'i-cha), n. An Alaskan Indian
name of the Californian salmon or quinnat, 0«-
corhyiichus chavicha. Also tchawytcha, chaoucha,
choweccha, and ehouicha.

chavicic (cha-vis'ik), a. [< Chavica + -ic]
Pertaining to or derived from plants of the ge-
nus CViarJca.— ChavlclC acid, an acid found in pepper,
and forming when extracted from it an amorphous resinous
mass.

chavicin, chavicine (chav'i-sin), n. [< Chavica
+ -hfi, -ine^.] An organic principle analogous
to piperine, found in pepper.

chavishl (chav'ish), «. [E. dial. Cf. chatter.]

A confused chattering ; a chattering, prattling,
or murmuring noise. [Prov. Eng.]
chavish^ (chav'ish), a. [E. dial.] Peevish;
fretful. [Prov. Eng.]
chaw^ (cha), t). [Avar, of cftew, q. v.] I. trans.

1. Same as chew, 1. [Now only dialectal or
vulgar.]

I am in love : revenge is now the cud
That I do chaw.

Fletcher (a7id another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

[Love] swallows us and never chaws; . . .

He is the tyrant pike, and we the fry.

Donne, The Broken Heart.

2t. Same as chew, 2.

Chauring vengeaunce all the way I went.
Spenser, V. Q., II. iv. 29.

Chawed up, demolished ; badly discomfited. [U. S.

slang.]

II. intrans. To be sulky. [Prov. Eng.]
chawl (cha), n. [< chaw'^, v.] As much as is

put in the mouth at once; a chew, especially
of tobacco; a quid. [Vulgar.]
chaw^t (cha), n. [Early mod. E., also chawe;
now jatc, q. v.] The jaw.
The chaws and the nape of the necke.

lioUand, tr. of riiny, xxiii. 2.

cheap
[This form occurred twice in the original edition (1611) of
the authorized version of the Scriptures (Ezek. xxix. 4,
xxxviii. 4), but in modern editions has been changed.]

chaw-bacon (cha'ba"kn), n. [< chaw^ + obj.
bacon.] A country lout; a bumpkin. [Col-
loq., Eng.]

I'he chawbacons, hundreds of whom were the Earl's ten-
ants, raise<l a shout. Savage, Reuben Medlieott, ii. 10.

chaw-bonet, ". An obsolete form ot jaw-bone.
chawcerst, ». pi. [< F. chaussure or OF. chati-
soirc, shoes, foot-gear, < chausser, shoe: see
ehausses.] Shoes.
chawdront, u. See chaudron.
chawelt, n. Same as chavel.

chawelt, «'. t. Same as chavel.

chawlt, n. A contracted form of chavel. See
chavel, re., and jowl.

chawmt, v. and re. See cliawn.

cha'wnt (chan), V. [Early mod. E. also written
chann, chaivnc, choan, choane, and erroneously
chaum, chaume; perhaps {or *jawn, a dial, form
of yatcn, q. v. (cf. chaiv^, obs. form of jaw, and
chawl, chaul, obs. forms of jowl); or perhaps
(through choan) ult. < ME. ctiinen (pret. chon),
< AS. cinan (pret. can), chine, gape : see clmie^,
and cf. shone (pron. shon or shon), ult. < AS.
scan, pret. of scinan, shine.] I. ititrans. To
gape; open; yawn. Shertcood.

II, trans. To cause to yawn ; open.
thou all-bearing earth, . . .

O chaune thy brest.

And let me sinke into thee.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., iii. 1.

chawnt (chan), re. [Also written chaun (and
erroneously chaivm, chaum) ; from the verb.] A
gape ; a gap. •

The sun, with its mighty heat, so parched and filled it

with chops and chauyis.
Bp. Craft, On Burnet's Theory of the Earth, p. 113.

Fendasse [F.], a cleft, rift, chop, choane. Cotgrave.

chaw-stick (cha'stik), n. Same as chew-stick.

chayl, shay (sha), n. [A false sing, for the
supposed pi. chaise.] A chaise. [CoUoq.]

Have you heard of the wonderful one-hoss shay?
0. W. Holmes, The Deacon's IVIasterpiece.

Chay2, chaya-root (cha, cha'a-rot), n. Same as
shaya-root.

chay^ (sha), 11. A European name for a Per-
sian weight, the batman of Shiraz, equal to 12}
pounds avoirdupois.

cnayert, «. A Middle English form of chair.

chayselt, «• See chaisel.

cheapt (ehep), V. [Also (chiefly dial.) chap,
chop (see chajA, cliop^) ; < ME. chepen, cheapien,

chapien, < AS. cedpian, traffic, trade, buy or
sell, buy, bribe {ge-cedpian, buy) (also cypan,
sell), = OS. kopon = OFrles. kdpia = D. koopen
= MLG. kopcn, LG. kopen = OHG. choufon,
cottfon, koufoH, choufen, coufen, koufcn, MHG.
koufen, keufen, traffic, trade, buy or sell, G.
kaufen, buy (G. ver-kaufen = OS. far-kopon,
sell), = Icel. kaupa, trade, bargain, = Sw. kdpa
= Dan. kjobe, buy, = Goth, kaupon, traffic, trade
(cf. OBulg. kupiti = Serv. ktipiti = Bohem. kou-
piti= Pol. kupic= Russ. kupiti; Hung.kupecz,
buy; Finn. kauppata, trade; from Teut. ), inform
appar. from the noun (AS. cedp, etc.: see cheap,
n.), but the verb is found earlier and is appar.
not orig. Teut., but derived at an early period,
through the traffic with Italy, < L. cauponari,
traffic, trade, < caupo(n-), also copo{n-), later

also cupo(n-), a petty tradesman, a huckster,
an innkeeper (> OHG. choiij'o, a tradesman,
trader, merchant) ; cf . caupona, a female huck-
ster, a landlady, caupona, a retail shop, a tav-
ern, inn ; cf . Gr. KairipMc, a huckster. Ka-Tj'/.tveiv,

drive a petty trade, Kajrr/?^ca, retail trade, na-

TTt/Aeiov, a tavern. According to Grimm and
others, the verb (Goth, kaupon) is connected
with Goth, kaupatjan, strike, with ref. to strik-

ing a bargain, orig. make an agreement by
striking hands. But the Goth, kaupatjan means
'strike' only in the sense of 'buffet, slap,' in

assault, and has no cognates (in that form and
sense) in the other tongues. The figure of
' striking ' a bargain . or agreement occurs in

Latin (foedus fcrire or pcrcutere) and in AS.
(wedd sledn, as a translation of the Latin), but
appar. not otherwise in the early Teut. The
verb cheap is now superseded by cheapen, q. v.

See cheap, n., chaffer^.] I. intrans. To trade;
traffic; bargain; chaffer; ask the price of goods;
cheapen goods.

Were I worth al the wone of ^vynlmen alyue,
& al the wele of the worlde were in my honde,

- 1 schulde chepen A: chose, to cheue [ol)tain) me a lorde.

Sir Gawayneand the Green KnightCE. E. T. S.), 1. 1271.

I see you come to cheap and not to buy.
Ileywood, Edw. IV., p. 66. (Haliiwell.)



cheap

n. trans. 1. To bargain for; chaffer for; ask
the price of; offer a price for; cheapen.

Who so cheped my Lhaffare cliiden I wolde,
But he profred to paye a peiiy or tweyne
More than it was worth.

Pitrg Plowntan (B), xiii. 380.
2. To buy; purchase.

Such chaflfare I chepe at the chapitre.
I'ulitical Sonijs (ed. Wright), p. 169.

As a spanyel sche wol on him lepe,
Til that sche fynde soni man liir to chepe.

Chawxr, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 268
3. To sell.

Ancre [anchoress) that is cheapild, heo cheapeth hire
soule [to] the chepmon of helle. Amren Riwle, p. 418.

Cheapf (chep), n. [< ME. cheep, chepe, ehep,
cheap, trade, traffic, bargain, price, < AS. cedp,
trade, traffic, price, also cattle (cf . fee), = OS.
hop = OFries. fcap = D. loop = MLG. koi), LG.
koop = OHG. choiif, eoiif, kouf, MHG. kouf, G.
kauf, trade, traffic, bargain, purchase, = Icel.
kaup = Sw. kiip = Dan. kjob, bargain, purchase

;

from the verb : see cheap, v. Hence in comp.
chapfare, now chaffer, chapman, also abbr. chap.
In ME. the noun is esp. common in the phrases
god chep, early mod. E. good cheap (= D. goed
koop = LG. god kop = North Fries, god kup —
Icel. gott kiiiip = Sw. godt kop = Dan. godt
kjob), lit., like F. hon marche, a good price or
bargain; and gret chep, early mod. E. great
cJteap, a great bargain, whence by abbr. cheap,
a., q. v.] 1. Trade ; traffic ; chaffer; chaffering.

Al for on [one] y wolde yeve threo witlioute chep.
Spec. 0/ Lyr. Poetry (ed. Wright), p. 39.

2. A market; a market-place: in this sense
extant in several place-names, as Cheapside and
Eastchcap in London, Chepstow, etc.
The Walhrook, then and for centuries to come a broad

nver-channel Icep enough to fl<,at the small boato
used ni tlie tratfic up from tlie Tlianies to tlie very edge of
the Cheap, or marltet-place.

_ „ .
J. H. Oretn, Conq. of Eng., p. 438.

3. Price.

Heo was a cheuese, hire cheap was the wrse.
Layamon, I. 17.

Cheep, precium. Prompt. Parv., p. 72.

To no man schuld hyt be sold
Half swych a chepe. Oetovian, 1. 819.

4. A low price; a bargain: especially in the
phrases good cheap and great cheap (see below).— 5. Cheapness; lowness of price : abimdance
of supply.

Of plente and of grete famyne.
Of ehepe, of derthe.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1974.

Good Cbeap (see etymology), literally, good bargain or
pnce, or (as ui ijreat cheap) market or traile. witli refer-
ence to the aliundance of the supply, (a) An abundant
supply ; cheapness.

The god 3er was icome and god chep of corn.
Political Soiigji (ed. Wright), p. 341.

(6) In abundant supply ; at a low price ; cheap : nsed ad-
Jectively or adverbially. (.Vow simply cA«a^. Heecheap.a.]

I wille that niy Im.there William haue the landes and
'nt.VH h^ttlf fhiHUI »Kni> nn« .n*V.t_ 1... _
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So common hackneyed in the eyes of men.
So stale and cheap to vulgar company.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Hi. 2.

That low, cheap, unreasonable, and inexcusable vice of
customary swearing. Jer. Taylor, Works(ed. 1835), 1. 208.
Be admonished by what you already see, not to strike

leagues of friendship with cheap persons, where no friend-
ship can be. Emerson, Essays, 1st scr., p. 195.
The Count had lounged somewhat too long in Rome,
.^lade himself cheap. Broiniing, Ring and Book, I. 64.

3. Getting off cheaply, or without losing much
(or so much as one deserves) : as, to be cheap
o't. [Scotch.]

If he loses by us a'thegither, he is e'en cheap o't, he can
spare It brawly. 5^„((_

raieap Jack, cheap John, a traveling hawker : a seller
of clieap articles; a chapman; one who sells by Dutch
auction.

Of all the callings ill used in Great Britain, the Cheap
Jack calhng is the worst used.

Dickens, Doctor Marigold's Prescriptions.

cheapen (che'pn), r. t. [< cheap, v. or a., +
-eni. In the first sense it supersedes the orig.
verb cheaj}, q. v.] 1. To ask the price of; chaf-
fer or bargain for. [Obsolete or obsolescent.]

I cheapened sprats. B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

To shops in crowds the daggled females fly.
Pretend to cheapen goods, but nothing buy.

Sim/t, A City Shower.

2. To beat down the price of.

I cheapen all she buys, and hear the curse
Of honest tradesmen for my niggard-purse.

Crabbe, Works, V. 66.

3. To reduce in price or cost; make cheaper:
as, to cheapen the cost of production; to cheap-
en the necessaries of life.

Oxidizing and combustible agents to cheapen the cost
and modify the force of the explosive. Science, IV. 14.

4. To lessen the value of; depreciate or belit-
tle ; make too common : as, to cheapen one's seU
by being too officious.

I Hud my proffered love has cheapened me. Dryden.
Here might the red-bird cmiie his plumes to cool.p,..~ v.... ....(-uiiu vi^iiit; Ilia piuillCb MJ C
And court the flower that cheavem his array.

Emerson, The Rhodora.

cheapener (chep'nSr), ». One who cheapens,
in any sense.

Cheapingt, «. [< ME. chepinqe, < AS. cyping,
ccapung, trade, business, market-place, verbal
n. of cjpaii, cedpian, trade : see cheap, r.] A
market ; a market-place.

He meyneteneth his men to morthcr myne hewen
Forstalleth my feyres and ft^teth in my chepynge.

Piers Plowman (B), iv. 66.

cheat-bread
The pretence of public good is a cheat that will ever

'^«- Sir W. Temple.
Nothing dies but the cheats of time.

Whiltier, The Preacher
In law, a fraud is punishable as a cheat only (1) when it
deprives another of property (thus, fraudulently inducing
a marriage is not tei-med a cheat); (2) when it is not such
as to amount to a felony (for then it is more severely
punishable)

; and (3) when it is etfected by some practice
or metiiod, other than mere words, which affects or may
affect numbers of persons or the public at large, such as
the use of false weights.

3. A person who cheats ; one guilty of fraud
by deceitful practices ; a swindler.
No man will trust a known cheat. South.

4. A game at cards, in which the cards are
played face downward, the player stating the
value of the card he plays (which must always
be one higher than that played by the previous
player), and being subjected to a penalty if he
is discovered stating it wrongly.— 5. Anything
which deceives or is intended to deceive ; an
illusion; specifically, a false shirt-front. See
dicky.— 6. The sweetbread. =Syn. 2. Deceit, de-
ception, fraud, delusion, artifice, guile, finesse, strata-
gem.
cheati (chet), V. [< ME. clieten, confiscate,
seize as an escheat, a clipped form of escheten,
escheat

: see escheat, r. and n., and cf . cheat^, n.
The sense of 'defraud,' which does not occur
until the latter part of the 16th century, arose
from the unscrupulous actions of the escheaters,
the officers appointed to look after escheats

:

see escheator, cheater.} I. trans. If. To confis-
cate; escheat.

Chetyn, conflscor, lisco. Prompt. Pan., p. 73.

2. To deceive and defraud; impose upon-
trick: foUowed by of or out o/before the thing
of which one is defrauded.

A sorcerer that by his cunning hath cheated me
0/ the island. Shak., Tempest, ill. 2.

To thee, dear schoolboy, whom my lay
Has cheated of thy hour of play,
Light task, and merry holiday

!

Scott, Marmion, L'Envoi.

Wait sif any welsh comes wending alone.
Other cherl other child fro chepinqe or feyre.

William o/ Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1882.

. r ." :— , ' '••*'•-"- .. ..iiniii iinuc me lanues ana
rentys bettir chejje than any othlr man, by a resonable
some. H ills and Intxntoriet (ed. Tynims), p. 63.

Victuals shall lie so good cheap upon earth, that they
shall think themselves to be in good case. 2 Esd. xvi. 21.
But here's one can sell you Freedom belter cheap.

Conyrew, Old Batchelor, v. 14.
The planters put away most of their gixxis within a

small matter as yood cheep as they pay for yt.
Trelawny Papers, N. and ^i.. 6th ser., I.X. 405.

Oreat cheap (see etymology, and compare good cheavX
literally, great or large market trade, (o) An abundant
supply ; cheapness.

Greet pres at market inakith deer chalTare
And to gret chep is holden at lltel pris

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 622.
Men han gret plentee and gret chep of all wynes and"™"<^»- MandeviUe, Travels, p. 208.

(6) In abundant supply; at a low price; cheap.
Clothes of QiAd and of Sylk Iwn gretter chep there a gret

del, than lien aothes of Wolle. MandeviUe, 'Travels, p. 233.

cheap (chep), a. [Short for good cheap: see
under cheap, ri] 1. Kated at a low price or
cost

;
purchasable or obtainable at a low price

or co.st, either as compared ivith the usual price
or cost, or with the real value, or, more vague-
ly, with the price of other things ; relatively
me.xpensive.

It is cheai^r to hire the labour of freemen than to com-
pel the labour of slaves. Boom.
The cheap defence of nations (chlvalryl. the nurse ofmanly sentiVnent and heroic entei^rise. il^me

Burke, Rev. in France.
The modern cheaf and fertile press, with all iU trans-Utlons, has done ifttle f, bring u. nearer to the heroic

writers of antiquity. Thoreau, Waldeii, p. 109.

2. Ofsmall intrinsic value oresteem; common-
commoiii.lace; mean; costing little effort to
obtain, practise, influence, etc.: as, to make
one's self cheap.

cheaply (chep'h), adv. 1. In a cheap manner:
at a small price; at a low cost: as, "cheaply
bought," iS'Aufr., Macbeth, V. 7.

Thoughts that great hearts once broke for, we
Breathe cheaply in the common air. Lmvell, Maaaccio.

No fear lest praise should make us proud IWe know how cheaply that is won
;The idle homage of the crowd

Is proof of tasks as idly done.
O. W. Holmes, St. Anthony the Reformer.

2. At a low estimate of value ; as of little value
or importance

; with depreciation or disesteem.
There have appeared already among Roman Catholics

symptoms of a tendency t*i hold cheapbi by Holy Scripture
as being comparatively unimiwrtant to them, who have
the authority of an infallible Church, forgetting that the
authority of the Church depends upon Holy .Scriptnre.

Puney, Eirenicon, j). 94.

cheapness (chep'nes), n. [< cheap + -ness.']
The state or quality of being cheap: lowness
in price or value.

cheart, «. and v. An obsolete form of cheer^.
Cheasont, «• [ME. chesoun, by apheresis for en-
chesoun: see encheson.} Encheson; occasion.
We [the devils] schulen ordeyne bi oon assent
A priuey couiicell al of tresoun.
And clayme ihesu [Jesus] for oure rent:
For that he is kinde [nature] of man, it is good chesoun

Ilymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. ».), p. 42.

cheat! (chet), n. [< ME. chete, a clipped form of
eschete, an escheat : see escheat, n. In senses
2-6, the noun is from the verb cheat.l If. An
escheat

; an unexpected acquisition ; a wind-
fall.

Thorw jowre lawe, as I Icue I lese many chetes
Mede ouer-malstrictli lawe and moche treuthe letteth!

Piers Plowman (B), iv. Vi,
And yet, the taking off these vessels was not the bestand goodliest cheat of their victory ; but this passed all

that with one light skii-mish they became lords <if all the
sea along those oasts. Holland.

2. A fraud committed by deception; a trick;
an imposition ; an imposture.

When I consider life, 'tis all a cheat.
Dryden, Aureugaebe, Iv, 1.

Another is cheating the sick o/a few last gasps, as he sits
To pestle a poison'd poison behind his crim.son lights.

_ _ . , , , .
Tennyson, Maud, i. 11.

3. To mislead ; deceive.
Power to cheat the eye with blear illusion.

Milton, Comus, 1. 165.

All around
Are dim uncertain shapes that cheat the sight.

Bryant, Journey of Life.
4. 1 o elude or escape.

A fancy pregnant with resource and scheme
To cheat the sadness of a rainy day.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vii.

We an easier way to cheat our pains have found.
if. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

Bf. To win or acquire by cheating : as, to cheat
an estate from one. Cowley.—6. To effect or
accomnlish by cheating: as, to cheat one's way
through the world; to cheat one into a mis-
placed sympathy.

Selfishness finds out a satisfactory reason why it may do
what it wills— collects and distorts, exaggerates and sup-
presses, so as ultimately to cheat itself into the desired
conclusion. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 179.

To cheat the gallows, to escape the punishment due
to a capital crime ; escape the gallows though deserving

The greatest thief that ever cheated the gallows. Dickens.
= Syn. 2. To cozen, gull, chouse, fool, outwit, circumvent
beguile, dupe, inveigle.

n. in trans. To act dishonestly; practise
fraud or trickery: as, he cheats at cards.
cheat^ (chet), w. [Origin obscure.] See second
and third extracts under cheat-bread.
cheats (chet), ». [Origin obscure.] A thing:
usually with a distinctive word : as, a cackling
elicat, a fowl ; belly-cheat, an apron. [Old slang.]

cheatable (che'ta-bl), a. [< cheats, v., -I- -able.]
Capable of being cheated; easily cheated.
Cheatableness (che'ta-bl-nes), «. [< cheatable
+ -ness.'] Liability to be cheated.
Not faith but folly, an easy cheataUene.ss of the heart.

Hammond, Works, IV. 654.

Cheat-breadt (ehet'bred), n. [< ME. chetbred.1
A kind of wheaten bread, ranking next to man-
ehet.

Manchet and chet bred he shalle take,
Tho pantere assayes that hit be bake.

Bttbees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 315.
Pain rouHSet [F.), cheat or booted bread; household

bread, made of wheat and rie mingled. Cotgrave.
There were two kinds of cheat-bread, the best of fine

cheat, mentioned in Ord. and Reg., p. 301, and the coarse
cheat, ravelled bread, H). 307. The second sort was, asHamaou |p. 168| expressly tells us, "used in the lialles
of the nobilitie and gentrie oiiclie. . .

." "The second is
the cheat or wlieaton bread so named bicause the colour
t lerof resembleth the grale or yellowish wheat, being
cleane and well dressed, and out of this is the coarsest
of the bran taken. UaUiwell



cheatee

cbeatee (che-te'), ». [< dteaft + -cci.] One
who is cheated. [Rare.]

Believe nie, credit none; for in this city
No dwellers are bat cheaters and chmtees.

T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, v. 1.

cheater (che'ter), n. [< ME. elwtour (spelled
cAetoicre— Prompt. Parv.), < OF. eschetour, es-

cheiteur, an escheater: see esclieater. In the
2d sense, < cheats, c, + -eri, the two forms and
senses being mingled : see cheat^.'} If. An es-
cheater.

I will be cheater to them both, and they shall be ex-
chequers to me. Shak., M. W. ol W., i. 3.

2. One who cheats ; a cheat.
Disguised cheaters, prating mountebanks.

Shak.,C. of E.,i. 2.

That old bald cheater. Time. B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

cheatery(ehe't§r-i),n. l< cheats + -cry.] Fraud;
imposition; deception. [CoUoq.]
cheating (che'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of cheafi, ».]
1. Disposed to cheat or associated with cheat-
ing; fraudulent; dishonest: applied to per-
sons.

To haggle like a cheating housewife.
Froude, Hist. Eng., viii.

2. False; deceptive; made or fitted to defraud:
applied to things.

Ilis cheating yarilwand. Tennyson, Maud, i. 13.

cheatingly (che'ting-li), adv. In a cheating
manner.
cheat-loaft (chet'lof), n. A loaf of cheat-bread.

Passing away the time with a cheat loaf and a bombard
of broken beer. B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

Choiigh. Why is it called the Cheat-loaf?
Col.'s Fr. This house was sometimes a baker's, sir, that

served the court, where the bread is called cheat.
Middleton and Bowleg, A Fair Quarrel, iv. 1.

Chebacco-boat (she-bak'o-bot), n. [So called
from Chebacco, the name of a small river in
Essex county, Massachusetts, where these boats
were built.] A type of vessel formerly much
employed in the Newfoundland fisheries. See
pinkie.

(mebbo (keb'bo), n. An old Venetian measure
of length, equal to 4J Venetian feet, or 61.6
English inches.

chebec, chebek (she'bek), n. Same as xebec.
chechinquamint, n. An early form of chinka-
iiiii. Kersey, 1708.

lecfcl (ohek), n. and a. [< ME. chek, chekke, a
cheek at chess, also as an exclamation, check

!,

any sudden stop, repulse, defeat, < OF. eschec,
eschek, eschac, echec, achec, echaic, etc., F. ^chec,
a cheek at chess, repulse, defeat, pi. echecs,
chess, = Pr. escac = 8p. jaque = Pg. xaque =
It. scaceo (ML. scacci, pi., chess) = D. schaak
= OHG. schdh, MHG. G. sehach = Icel. skdk =
Sw. schack = Dan. schak, < Pers. shah, a king,
the priucipal piece in the game of chess: see
shah. The literal sense of check! is 'king!'
implying that the king is in danger (see chess^).
In sense 8 check is rather an abbreviation of
checker, a square on a chess-board, prop, the
chess-board itself (see checker^). The later
senses are chiefly from the verb. In sense 13
check is in England also written cheque, in imi-
tation of exchequer, with which it is remotely
connected.] I. n. 1. In cAess, an exposure of
the king to a direct attack from an opposing
piece, as a result either of a move made by
this piece or of the removal of a piece that in-
terposed. Warning of such aa attack must be given
to the player whose king is in danger by the word check!
If the king cannot be protected, he is "checkmated. " The
king cannot be moved into a position in which he will bem check. See chessl.

The fair'st jewel that our hopes can deck,
Is so to play our game t' avoid your check.

Middleton, Prol. to Game at Chess.

2t. A hostile movement; an attack; hence,
disaster.

This is a chapel of meschaunce, that chekke hit by-tyde

!

_ Hit is the corsedest kyi-k that euer I com inne.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2196.

He wat3 mayster of. his men & myjty him seluen,
The chef of his cheualiTe his chekkes to make,
He brek the bareres as bylyue, & the burs after.

Alliterative Poems (E. E. T. S.), ii. 1238.

3. A reprimand; rebuke; censure; slight.

So we are sensible of a check.
But in a brow, that saucily controls
Our actions. Shirley (and Fletcherl), Coronation.
Let me implore your majesty not to give
His highne.ss any check for worthless me.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

4. The act or means of checking or restraining

;

a stop ; hindrance ; restraint ; obstruction.
They who come to maintain their own breach of faith,

the check of their cousciences much breaketli their spirit.

Sir J. Uayward.

940
I have no remorse, and little fear.

Which are, I think, the checks of other men.
Shelley, The Cenci, i. 1.

No check, no stay, this streamlet fears :

How merrily it goes. Wordsworth.

Climate plays an important part in determining the
average numbers of a species, and periodical seasons of
extreme cold or drought seem to be the most ertective of
all checks. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 76.

5. A means of detecting or exposing error; an
obstruction to the effect or acceptance of any-
thing erroneous : as, one author serves as a check
upon another in seeking the truth ; a check upon
the accuracy of a computation or an experiment.— 6. In falconry, the act of a hawk when she
forsakes her proper game to follow rooks, mag-
pies, or other birds that cross her in her flight

:

as, the hawk made a check, or flew at or on check.
Hence— 7. Base game, such as rooks, small
birds, etc.—8. A pattei-n of squares of alternat-
ing colors. Properly a check should have no divisions
between the squares more than a thin boundary line; that
is, it should resemble the ordinary chess-board. See plaid.
Hence— 9. A fabric having such a pattern.—
10. A mark put against names or items on go-
ing over a list, to indicate that they have been
verified, compared, or otherwise examined.

—

1 1 . Any counter-register used as a security, as
the correspondent cipher of a bank-note, a cor-
responding indenture, etc.; a counterfoil.—
12. A token, usually in the form of a written
or printed slip of paper or a stamped piece of
metal, given as a means of identification, as to
a railroad-passenger to identify his baggage, or
(by a conductor) as a substitute for his ticket,
or to a person leaving a theater vnth the inten-
tion of returning, as a means ofshowing his right
to admission on Ms return and of identifying
his seat. Checks for baggage are generally of brass and
in duplicate, one being attached to the piece ol baggage
checked and the other given to tlie owner.
13 . A written order for money drawn on a bank
or private banker or 'bank-cashier, payable to
a person named, or to his order, or to bearer.
In legal effect it is a bill of exchange. [In Eng-
land commonly spelled cheque.']— 14:. A roll
or book containing the names of persons who
are attendants and in the pay of a king or great
personage, as domestic servants. Also called
check-roll, checker-roll.— 15. Same as c7iecfc-rcm.— 16. A pad on the back part of a pianoforte-
key, which catches the head of the hammer as
it falls and prevents it from rebounding.— 17.
In mininf/, a slight fault or dislocation of the
strata. See fault.— 18. An alphabetic sound

checker
The spoiler came, yet paused, as though
So meek a victim checked his arm.

Barham, On the Death of a Daughter.
Said the good nuns would check her gadding tongue.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

3. Xaut. : (a) To ease off (a little of a rope
which IS too tightly strained). (6) To stop or
regulate the motion of, as a cable when it is
running out too violently.—4. To restrain by
rebuke ; chide or reprove.

Richard— with his eye brimful of tears
Then check'd and rated by Northumberland—
Did speak these words. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Some men in the Fair, tliat were more observing and
less prejudiced than the rest, began to check and blame
the baser sort, for their continual abuses done by them to
the Men. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 156.

5. To mark in checks or small squares.— 6.
To compare with a counterfoil or something
similar, with a \'iew to ascertain authenticity
or accuracy; control by a counter-register; test
the accuracy of by comparison with vouchers
or a duplicate: as, to check an account.— 7.
To note with a mark as having been examined,
or for some other purpose ; mark off from a
list after examination or verification: as, to
check the items of a bill ; to check the names on
a voting-list.— 8. To attach a cheek to, for the
purpose of identification : as, to check baggage.

II. intrans. 1. To make a stop; stop; pause:
generally with at.

And she, that dar'd all dangers to possess him.
Will check at nothing to revenge the loss
Of what she held so dear.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 2.

The miller perceived his wheel to check on the sudden,
which made him look out, and so he found the child sitting
up to the waist in the shallow water beneath the null.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 326.

2t. To clash or interfere.

They do best, who if they cannot but admit love, yet
. . . sever it wholly from their serious affairs and actions
of life; for if it check once with business, it troubleth
men's fortunes. Bacon, Of Love.

3t. To exercise a check.

I'll avoid his presence,
It checks too strong upon me. Dryden.

4. In falconry, to forsake the prey and follow
small bii-ds, as a hawk : with at.

Flatterers are kites
That check at sparrows.

Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, iii. 1.

Like the haggard, check at every feather
That conies before his eye. Shak., T. N., Iii. 1.

5. To split, crack, or seam in seasoning or dry-
ing, or by becoming too dry, as timber, paint-
ed or varnished surfaces, and the like,

heck2(ehek), ~
-

'>/!/.-Clerk of the check. («yi.rtl.e~honsehSkrSf the
checks (chek), »i Sa.me as cha ck^. [Scotch.]

British sovereign, an offlcer who has the control of tlie CneCK-DOOK (enek buk), n. A book containing

produced with complete stoppage of the cur- rZr^-TohllTZ T ^' ^""rf. /,t
rent of breath; a mSte.-CerSLLheck. See.. ± ^;; . ^ ' " IZ ^riS^'^L

yeomen of the guard and all tlie ushers belonging to the
royal family, the care of the watch, etc. (6) In tlie British
royal dockyards, an officer who keeps a register of all the
men employed in the public service at the port where he
Is stationed.— Crossed check, in Great Britain, abank-
clieck having the words " and company " or any abbrevia-
tion thereof (usually "& Co.") written between two par-
allel lines across its face. In this form it Is crossed gen-

blank checks on a bank or banker, or on the
cashier of a business establishment. The check-
forms are so printed that opposite eadi one there is a stub
of paper which is left In the book when the check is
detached, and on which it is usual to enter the date and
aniiiuiit of tlic check and tlie name of the payee, for the
puriKtsf itf kccjiing an account of the transaction.

erally, and can be used only by paying it'lnto'so'inebSik
chCCk-bridge (chek'brij), n. See bridged

When the name of a bank is inserted before the words Cneck-Chain (chek chan), n. A chain connect-
"& Co.,

"
the check is crossed specially, and can tie used ing the body of a car to its truck, and designed

'^V.VZ'I If' j^dr SetS'tTer;^ :^,'i? l: '^.Tfr^XT.t' \°-,T"^^^
transversely

negotiable" are added. The object of this proceeding is i? "i^ V*^*? " *"*' kneels leave the rails,
to facilitate the tracing of checks if lost when sent by Check-ClCrk (chek'klerk), m. A clerk whose
mall.— Crossed Checks Act, an Englisli statute of 1876 business it is to cheek the accounts of others,
(39 and 40 \ let., c. 81), which introduced "non-negoti- their time of attpndancp at work Moable " checks, that is to say, instruments which are freely ALi- ^^Ifj / , , ,, .™'r® ""^ ^°'^'^'

f
"•

, ^
negotiable, but to which a bona-flde holder for value does CJieCK-COrtt (chek kord), n. 1. A long cord at-
not acQuIre a new and Independent title, but can have tached to the collar of a himting-dog to bring
only such title as his transferror had. A thief or finder liim to a sudden stop at the word of commandcan have no title, and therefore cannot convey one Bales f,.«»v. tl.o f™;«„- o t„ „ „™-

^^^^•^u^a.

on Bills, 7th ed.; 26.-RecoU-check, any devi™ usSl to f'.'T
t™'°er -2. In a carriage or otherve-

clieck the recoil of a piece of ordnance, such as hydraulic niele, a corQ to be pulled as a signal ; a check-
pneuniatic, or rubber buffers, friction-plates, friction- string.

l^^^FAr oS^.S''
?"''"'

fP/"'8?i
<='><',<='<''opes, etc.-To checked (chekt), ;). a. [Pp. of cheeky v., for

=S™?' »;S??P^ ^'^ cert>/y.-To take checkt. to take checkeri. Of. checki, n.,8.] Checkered or va-
riegated. Spenser.

Bring rich carnations, flower-de-luces, lilies,

Ihechecqued and purple-ringed daffodillies.

B. Jonson, Pan's Anniversary.

check-end (chek'cnd), n. An ornamental de-
vice often printed on the end of a bank-clieck.

offense. [Rare.]

Say I should wed her, would not my wise subjects
Take check, and think It strange ? perhaps revolt ?

Dryden.

II. a. Ornamented with a checkered pat-
tern ; checkered : as, a check shirt.
checki (chek), V. [< ME. chekken, offer check (at
chess: in other senses mod.); cf. OF. escJic-

quier, eschecquier, play chess, check, check-
mate, later also eschequer, mark with checks

;

from the noun.] I. trans. 1. In chess, to place
(one's adversary's king) in danger by a direct checkerl (ohek'er), n.

attack from any piece. See check\ «., 1. The "^"."^
'^''^^^'i V*^^®"'

word Is sometimes used of similar attacks upon other nation' of the F. fom
Important pieces, as the queen.

2. To stop suddenly or forcibly; curb; restrain.

Gently he raised her— and the while
Checked with a glance the circle's smile.

Scott, L. of the L., vi. 27.

draft, or money-order, intended to make coim-
terfeiting difficult and its detection easy. The
check is sometimes irregularly torn or cut through the
check-end, and will accordingly fit exactly the part left,
while the counterfeit will not.

[Also written in Eug-
recent and imperfect "resto-
''. form; < ME. cheker, chekker,

chekkere, a chess-board, the exchequer, short-
ened from escheker, the exchequer, < AF. es-

cheker, eschekier, OF. eschequier, eschekier, es-

chiquicr, eschakier, a chess-board, hence the
checkered cloth on which accounts were calcu-



checker

lated, a court of revenue, exchequer, F. echi-

quier = Pr. escaquier = It. scacchiere, < ML.
scacariiim, scaccarium, a chess-board, a court

of revenue, exchequer, < scacei, chess : see

check^. «., and cf. exchequer, a doublet of check-

er.'] If. A checker-board; a chess-board. See
checker-board.

A cheker he fond bi a cheire. Sir TriMrmi, 1. 29.

Than Guynebans hyniself made with his owne handes

a Chekier of golde and Ivory half parted.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 362.

2t. The game of chess.

Mony paiimea were begonnen the grete for to solas.

The chekker was choisly there chosen the first,

The draghtea, the dyse.
DentriKtion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 162.

8. pi. A game played Avith twenty-four pieces

or men on a board divided into sixty-four checks

or squares. Each of the two players is provided with

twelve pieces, which are placed on alternate squares on

the first three rows on one of two opposite sides of the

board. The men are moved forward diagonally to the

right or left one square at a time, or over an opposing

piece if there is an empty space beyond it on the same
diagonal; in the latter case the man thus "jumped" is

" talcen "—that is, removed from the board. Two or more
pieces can l)e talien at once if similarly exposed, witli one
intervening empty square between each pair into which
the adversary can "jump." The object of each player is

to capture all his opponents men, or to hem them in so

that they cannot move. When a player succeeds in mov-
ing a piece to the further end of the board (the crown-

head or king-row), that piece is crowned or becomes a
" king," and has the power to move or capture diagonally

backward or forward. In Poli»h checkers there are one
hundred stpiares on the Itoaril, and forty counters; the

men can move in taking either backward or forward, and
kings can move the whole length of the board on the diag-

onals wlien no pieces intervene. Also called drawjhu.

4. A piece or man in the game of checkers.

—

5t. A treasury ; a court or bureau of revenue

;

an exchequer (which see).

Somme seruen the kynge and bus seiner teUen,

In the chekkcrr- and the chauncclrie chalengynge hus dettes,

Of wardes and of wardemotes, wayues and strayues.
Piera Plomnan (C), L 91.

Tribute that the swoln floods render,

Into her chequer.
W. Brovme, Britannia's Pastorals.

6t. A check-roll or list.

It ys ordeyned at this present yeld, how be it euery
citezein of the old cheker pay at this tyme but vij. d., and
euery citezein of the newe cheker but xiij. d., etc.

£tigluih GiUs (E. E. T. S.), p. 406.

Item, that the citezeins of the old cheker & of the newe,
ther payment at this yelde be no precedent, etc.

English Gilds (E. E. T. .S.), p. 376.

7. One of the squares of a checkered pattern;

the pattern itseU

.

Now in a plentious Orchard planted rare

With vn-graft trees, in checker, round, and square,

Sylcetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, li., Edcu.

8. One of a number of spots giving to a surface

a checkered appearance.

The late afternoon light was gilding the monstrons jars

and suspending golden checkers among the golden-fruite<l

leaves. U. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 191.

9. pi. In arch., stones in the facings of walls

which have all their joints continued in straight

lines without interruption or breaking of joints,

thus presenting the appearance of elieeker-

work.— lOt. An inn the sign-board of which
was marked with checkers, probably to an-

nounce that draughts and backgammon were
played within. Several houses marked with
signs of this kind have been exhumed in Pom-
peii. [Commonly in the plural.]

Story I fjwi l)Ies3 you, I have none U> tell, sir,

Only last night a-drinking at the Chequers,
This poor old hat and breeches, as you see, were

Tom in a scutlle.

Canning, Knlfe-Orinder.

Anallagmatlc checker. See anallaffmatic.—Cbec'ltei-
type, i»rinting-lype made to illustrate the game of check-
ers.

checkerl (chek'6r), v. t. [Also written chequer ;

< checker^, n.'] 1. To mark or decorate with
squares of alternate color, like a checker-board

;

mark with different colors.

The gray-ey'd morn smiles on the frowning night.

Checkering the eastern clouds with streaks of light.

Shak., R. and J., ii. :!.

2. Figuratively, to variegate with different

qualities, scenes, or events; diversify; impart
variety to

;
give a character of both good and

evil or happiness and unhappiness to.

Our minds are, as it were, chequered with tnith and
falsehood. Addison, Spectator, No. 237.

Happy the man who sees a God employ'd
In all the good and ill that checker life !

Couiier, The Task, ii.

checker^ (chek'fer), n. [< cAecfcl, r., -t- -erK'i

One who checks, in any sense of the word.
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checkerberry (chek'^r-ber"i), n.; pi. checker-

berries, (-iz). [Also chequerberry, cliickaberry

;

< checker (origin uncertain ; cf. checker-tree) +
fterryl.] 1. A small creeping plant, the Mitch-

ella repens, growing in North America.— 2. The
American wintergreen, GauUheria procumbens.

Our .\merican plant GauUheria is called in some sec-

tions Wintei-green, in others Chequerberry.
T. Hill, True Order of Studies, p. 81.

checker-board (chek'er-bord), n. A board di-

vided into sixty-four small squares, thirty-two

of one color and thirty-two of another, and ar-

ranged so that no two of the same color are
side by side, on which checkers and chess are

played. Also called draught-board, chess-board.

Checkered (chek'^rd), p. a. [< checker"^ + -ed^.]

1. Marked with squares or checkers, like a
checker-board ; exhibiting squares of different

colors; hence, broken into different colors or
into lights and shadows.

When the merry bells ring round,
And the jocund rebecks sound
To many a youth, and many a maid,
Dancing in the chequer'd shade.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 98.

2. Figuratively, variegated with different qual-

ities, scenes, or events; crossed with good and
bad fortune.

A checkered day of sunshine and of showers,
Fading to twilight and dark night at last.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 42.

The struggles of his curiously checkered early life . . .

furnish tlxe materials of a biography possessing all the in-

terest of a romance. Ecerett, Orations, II. 2.

checker-roll (ehek'er-rol), «. [Also check-roll.']

iSaiiK.' as i-lieek^, 14.

checker-tree, chequer-tree (chek'fer-tre), n.

[Said to be < checker (< cheke, old form of

choke), equiv. to choker, + tree : so called from
the extreme austerity of the immature fruit.]

A name in some parts of England of the ser-

vice-tree, Pyrus Sorbus.

checkerwlse (chek'6r-wiz), adv. [< checker^ +
-wise.] In tlie form of checkers; of checkered
pattern. Also spelled chequerwise.

I observed the bars both of iron and brass they make
chequerwiM to put before their windows, were of very good
workmanship. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 39.

checkerwork (chek'^r-wcrk), «. Any pattern
of whicli the general effect is that of alternat-

ing squares of different colors. The word plaid is

generally limited to textile fabrics and what may be con-

sidered imitations of thein, as in color-printingron pap* ;

but eherkerwitrk is somewhat more general. Thus, a pat-

tern of metal chains crossing one another at equal inter-

vals would be called checkencork or checkered pattern.

Also used figuratively. Also spelled chequerwork.

Nets of checker-work and wreaths of chain-work for the
chapiters which were upon the top of the pillars.

1 Kl. vii. 17.

How strange a ehequer-vxrk of Providence is the life of

man I De/oe, Robinson Crusoe.

A chequsr'Work of beam and shade.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxii.

check-hook (chek'huk), n. 1. A device for

arresting too rapid motion in any form of

hoisting apparatus.— 2. In a harness, a hook
on the saddle for holding the end of the check-
rein.

checking (chek'ing), n. [Verbal n. of cAectl,

r. t., a.] Lines engraved on certain portions

of a gun-stock, enabling one to grasp it more
surely.

check-key (chek'ke), n. A latch-key. [Great
Britain.]

checklatotmt, n. Same as ciclaton.

checkle (ehek'l), V. ». ;
pret. and pp. checkled,

ppr. iheekling. [Var. of chackle, or cackle. Cf

.

chuckle.] To cackle; talk noisily; scold. [Prov.

Eng.]
checkless (chek'les), a. [< checkl + .Uss.l In-

capable of being checked or restrained.

The hollow nmrmur of the checkless winds
Shall groan again.

Marston and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 5.

check-line (chek'lln), n. Same as check-rein.

checkling (chek'ling), n. [Verbal n. of checkle,

r.] Cackling; noisy talking.

check-list (chek'list), n. 1. An alphabetical or

systematic list of names of persons or things, in-

tended for purposes of reference, registration,

comparison, or verification: as, a check-list of

birds; the Smithsonian c/iepfe-fe* of shells. Spe-
cifically— 2. In U. S. politics, a list of all the

qualified voters in a town, ward, or voting pre-

cinct, on which, in order to prevent frauds at

elections, primary meetings, or caucuses, the

names of voters may be checked or marked as

they vote. Also caUed hand-list.

cheeky
The use of the check-list as a protection against fraud

was voted, but was almost ignored ; although twelve hun-
dred votes were cast, only a hundred and twenty names
were checked. G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 107.

check-lock (chek'lok), n. A lock of which the
bolts do not themselves fasten the door, but
hold the bolts which do secure it.

checkmate (chek'mat), «. [< ME. chekmate,
chekmat, < OF. eskiec et mat, echec et mat, later

eschequemat, F. ^chec et mat = Pr. escac mat =
Sp. jaque y mate = Pg. xaque e mate (the con-
junction et = y = e, and, being intmsive) = It.

scaccomatto = D. schaakmat = G. schachmatt =
Dan. schakmat = Svv. schackmatt, < Pers. shdh-

mdt, checkmate, lit. the king is dead, < shah,

king, + )Haf,heisdead: see c7iccAl,«., and »nate2.]

1 . In chess, originally, an exclamatory sentence,

literally, 'the king is dead': said of the oppo-
nent's king when he is in check, and cannot be
released from it ; hence, the position of being
unable to escape from a check. Since it is a prin-

ciple of the game that the king cannot be captured this

brings the game to a close, with the defeat of that player
whose king is checkmated. See chcss^.

Shal noon housebonde seyn to me " chek mat."
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 754.

Therwith Fortune seyde chek here,

And viate in the myd point of the chekkere.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 658.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, defeat; overthrow.

Love they him called that gave me checkmate.
But better niought they have behote him Hate.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., December.

checkmate (chek'mat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
checkmated, ppr. checkmating. [< ME. chek-

maten ; < checkmate, jj.] 1. In chess, to put in

check (an opponent's King), so that he cannot
be released. See checkmate, «., 1.— 2. F^ura-
tively, to defeat ; thwart ; frustrate ; baffle.

'Tia not your active wit or language,
Xor your grave politic wistlonis, lords, shall dare
To check-mate and control my just commands.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 3.

check-nut (ehek'nut), n. In mach., a nut used
as a stop for adjusting the length of a screw,
or to prevent the turning of the main nut when
once properly adjusted.

check-rail (chek'ral), ». In railroads, a con-
trivance at the crossing from one line of rails

to another, or at a siding, for allowing trains

to run on to or move into the other line or

siding.

check-rein (chek'ran), ». 1 . A short rein join-

ing the bit of one of a span of horses to the

driving-rein of the other.— 2. A short rein

fastened to the saddle of a harness to keep the

horse's head up. See cut under harness.

Also called check and check-line.

check-roll (ehek'rol), n. Same as check\ 14.

He take a survey of the chcckroll of my servants.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., v. 1.

check-rope (chek'rop), «. In gun., a strong

rope employed to diminish the recoil of a gun
by Increasing the frictional resistances. Far-
row, Mil. Encyc.
check-ro'wer (chek'ro'^r), n. An attachment
fitted to a corn-planter to cause the seed to

drop at regular intervals.

check-stop (ohek'stop), n. A device used in

deep-sea dredging to prevent the breakage of

the dredge-line in case the dredge fouls on the

bottom.
check-strap (chek'strap), n. 1. In a harness, a
strap passing between the fore legs of the horse

and connecting the collar with the belly-band,

designed to prevent the collar from riding up
when the horse backs. See cut under harness.

— 2. In an omnibus or other vehicle, a strap to

be pulled as a signal for stopping.

check-string (chek'string), n. A string in a
coach or public conveyance by pulling whichwn
occupant may call the attention of the driver.

check-taker (chek'ta'kfer), ». An official at a

theater, concert-hall, etc., who receives the

checks or tickets given by the money-taker. •

check-valve (ehek'valv), n. A valve placed

in a receiving- or supply-pipe to prevent the

backward flow of a liquid. Thus, the check-valve

of a steam-boiler prevents the pressure of tlie steam from
forcing the water out of the ijoiler. ^
To prevent all the water and steam in the boiler from

escaping in case of accident to either the feed-pipe or

pump, another valve, . . . called a check-valve, is placed

between the feed-pipe and the boiler.

Forney, Docomotive, p. 117.

Alarm check-valve. See alarm.

cheeky (chek'i), a. [Also written chequy,

chequey, formerly checkie; < OF. escheque, pp. of

eschequer, check : see check^, v.] In her., divided



Cheeky argent and
azure.

cheeky

by transverse lines vertically and horizontally
into equal parts or squares, alternately of dif-

ferent tinctures, like a chess-board. On ordinaries
a clieeiiy Held sliould consist of at least
throe ranges of square pieces.

Cheddar cheese. See cheese^.

chee, H. See ehih.

cheecba (che'cha), >i. [Native
name.] A gecko-lizard of Cey-
lon, Hemidactylus frenatus.
cheechee (che'ehi), «. l. In
India, a nickname for the half-
eastes or Eurasians, probably
in allusion to their mincing pronunciation.— 2.
The mincing speech of the half-castes.

cheeft, »• An obsolete spelling of c/Mef.

cheek (chek), ». [< ME. cheke, cheoke, choke, <

AS. cedce, also cedce, ONorth. ceica, Mercian
eeke = OFries. keke = MLG. kake, Iceke, LG.
koek, kek, cheek, = MD. kdke, D. kaak, cheek,
jaw, = Sw. kak, jaw. Origin uncertain ; in one
view derived from AS. ceowan, etc., chew (see
cheiv, and cf. chavel, jaw, cha/t, chap"^ = cliop^,

jaw, and ult. joicl, from the same source), but
the mode of formation is not clear.] 1. Either
of the two sides of the face below the eyes.

Human cheeks.
Channels for tears.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii. 31.

2. Something regarded as resembling the hu-
man cheek in form or position ; one of two
pieces, as of an instrument, apparatus, frame-
work, etc., which form corresponding sides or
which are double and alike. Specifically— (a) In
foxuidinfj, one of the side-parts of a flask consisting of
more than two parts, (p) In mining, one of the walls of
a vein. [North. Eng.] (c) One of the sides of an em-
brasure, (d) One of the jaws of a vise, (e) One of the ex-
panded sides of the eye of a hammer, designed to give a
better hold to the handle. A hammer so made is said
to be in cheek, if) One of the side-pieces of a gun-car-
riage, on which the trunnions immediately rest. See cut
under gun-carriage, (g) One of the shears or bed-bars of
a lathe, on which the puppets rest. (A) One of the side-
pieces of a window-frame, (t) One of the projections on
the side of a mast, on which the trestle-trees rest, (j)
The solid part of a timber on the side of a mortise, (k)

One of the branches of a bridle-bit. (l) In the manage,
that portion of the bit outside of the horse's mouth. Also
called check, (rn) One of the sides of a pillow-block, which
hold the boxing, (n) One of the standards or supports,
arranged in pairs, of the copperplate printing-press and
many similar machines, (o) The handle of a balance or
pair of scales. K Phillips, 1706. (p) One of two or more
projecting, buttress-like pieces of a wall.

The gatehouse presents two lateral cheeks of wall pro-
jecting on either side of the bridge and thus forming a cov-
ered way. G. T. Clark, Military Architecture, II. 62.

iq) The miter-sill of a lock-gate, (r) Naut, one of the
pieces of a block which form the sides of the shell.

3t. A cheek-bone ; a jaw-bone.

A thousand men he slow eek with his bond,
And had no wepen but an asses cheek.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 48.

4. In entom., the gena, or that part of an in-
sect's head which lies between the eye and
the mouth-cavity. This region sometimes be-
comes very prominent, as in certain of the Dip-
tera.— 5. The edible portion of the large sea-
clam, Mactra solidissima. [Cape Cod.]— 6.
Cool confidence ; brazen-faced impudence ; an
impudent or self-confident manner: as, he has
plenty of cheek. [Colloq. or vulgar.]

"You don't know how willing she may be to overlook
everything that is past."
"If she were, I am not fit to go near her. I couldn't

have the cheek to try." W. Black, Princess of Thule.

7. Share; portion; allowance. [Eng., colloq.
or vulgar.]

I remember the time when I have drunk to my own
cheek above two quarts between dinner and breakfast.

Trollope.

Cheek by Jo'wl, with cheeks close together ; exceedingly
intimate.

We are your honest neighbours, the cobbler, smith, and
botcher, that have so often sat snoring cheek by joll with
your signiory in rug at midnight.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, ii. 1.

Sit thee down, and have no shame,
Cheek byjowl, and knee by knee

:

What care I for any name ?

What for order or degree?
Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

Cheeks and earst, a head-dress worn in England in the
seventeenth century.

cheek (chek), v. t. [< cheek, ».] If. To bring
up to the cheek.

His pike clieek'd, to guard the tun
He must not taste. Cotton, Epistles.

2. To face ; confront in a bold or impudent
manner ; assail with impudent or insulting lan-
guage. [Slang.]

What does he come here cheeking us for? Dicke7is.

[Sometimes with an indefinite it for the object.
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They . . . persuaded me to go and beg with them, but
I couldn't cheek it, Mayhew.
Just you cheek it out and say it was a bet.

The Century, XXVIII. 549.]

cheek-band (chek'band), n. 1. Part of a head-
dress passing under the chin and covering the
cheeks. The head-dress of women in the thirteenth
century in Europe consisted of a broad band or folded
kerchief passing from the top of the head to the chin, and
covering both cheeks, over which was worn the veil, and
sometimes a round cap. Also called chin-band.

2. Same as cheek-strap.

cheek-blade (ehek'blad), n. The cheek-bone.
[Scotch.]

cheek-block (chek'blok), n. A pulley attached
to the side of an object which itself forms one
cheek of the pulley-block, the other being
formed by the strap or piece which secures the
block.

Cheek-blocks are half shells which bolt against a mast or
spar. Quattrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 13.

cheek-bone (chek'bon), ». [< ME. chekebon,
chckbone, etc., < AS. eedcbdn (= D. kaakheen),
< cedce, cheek, + hdn, bone.] 1. The malar
bone, forming the prominence below the outer
angle of the eye. Persons, or races, in whom this
bone is specially prominent are said to have "high cheek-
bones." It also becomes prominent in emaciated or hol-
low-cheeked persons, from the absorption of the fat of the
soft parts of the cheek. See cuts under orbit and skull.

2. The superior maxillary or upper jaw-bone,
forming most of the bony basis of the upperjaw.
cheek-lapt, «• [ME.] A jaw.

A cokedril, ... a beest of foure feete, hauynge the
nether chekelap vnmeuable, and meuynge the ouere.

Wycli/, Lev. xi. 29 (Oxf.).

A founden cheekboon, that is, the cheeklap of an ass.

Wyclif, Judges xv. 15 (Oxf.).

cheek-piece (chek'pes), «. 1. A part of any-
thing forming a cheek, or a piece intended to
pass over or cover a cheek. Specifically— 2.
In armor, that part of a defensive head-cover-
ing which defends the cheeks. («) The fixed wing,
forming one piece with the skull-piece, or firmly riveted
to it, separated by the eye-opening from the nasal, such as
are common in representations of Greek warriors and in
medieval helmets before 1250. (b) A movable plate, such
as was attached to the Roman legionary helmet by a hinge,
or a strap covered with scales of metal, serving as a chin-
strap while also protecting the cheek. In modern cavalry
helmets the chin-strap answers this purpose.

cheek-pouch (chek'poueh), n. A special dila-

tation of the skin or of the skin and mucous
membrane of the cheek, forming a pouch or
Jjag outside the teeth, in many animals, as
monkeys, sqviirrels, and various other rodents.
An external cheek-pouch is a reduplication of the skin of
the cheeks, entirely outside the mouth, lined with fur,

forming a bag, as in the rodents of the family Geomyidce
(which see). In the case of ordinary cheek-pouches, the
entrance is in the cavity of the mouth ; but the opening
of external cheek-pouches is entirely outside the mouth.
cheek-strap (chek 'strap), n. In saddlery, a
strap of a bridle or head-stall passing down the
side of a horse's head. Also called cheek-hand.
cheek-tooth (ehek'toth), n. A molar tooth or
grinder. [Rare.]

He hath the cheek-teeth of a great lion. Joel i. 6.

cheeky (ehe'ki), o. {< cheek, n.,Q, + -y'^.'] Impu-
dent; brazen-faced; prestmiptuous; self-con-
fident: as, he is a cheeky little fellow. [Colloq.
or vulgar.]

"You will find, Sir," said Lee, "that these men in this
here hut are a rougher lot than you think for ; very like
they'll be cheeky." II. Kingsley, Geotfry Hamlyn, xxvi.

Cheela^, chela^ (che'la), n. [< Hind, chela, a pu-
pil, a disciple, a slave brought up in the house.]
A pupil.

cheela^ (che'la), n. [E. Ind.] The name of a
spotted Indian eagle, Spilornis cheela.

cheelaship (ehe'la-ship), n. [< cheelaX + -ship.']

The state, quality, or condition of a cheela.
Also chelaship.

cheep (chep), V. [Cf. chip^, chipperS, chipping-
hird; also cheet and peep, all ult. imitative of
a thin crisp sound.] I. intrans. To peep, as a
chick; chirp; squeak; creak; make a soimd
resembling "cheep."
The maxim of the Douglases, that it was " better to

hear the lark sing than the mouse cheep,'' hence, was
adopted by every border chief. Scott.

In a minute we were ahead of the brig with our tow-
rope taut, and our oars cheeping bravely as they ground
against the thole-pins.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, xvi.

II, trans. To utter in a chirping or peeping
tone; pipe; chii-p.

O Swallow, Swallow, if I could follow, and light
Upon her lattice, I would pipe and trill,

And cheep and twitter twenty million loves.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

They [birds] cheep a good-morning to one another in
soft, cheerful voices. The Century, XXVI. 487.

cheer

cheep (chep), n. [< clieep, v.] A squeak, as of
a mouse ; a chirp ; hence, a creak.
Come, screw the pegs in tunefu' cheep. Bums.

cheeper (che'p^r), «. One who or that which
cheeps, as a young chick ; specifically, among
sportsmen, the young of the grouse and some
other game-birds.
Cheerl (cher), n. [Early mod. E. also ehear

;

< ME. chere, the face, look, demeanor, also,
occasionally (glad or fair being understood),
friendly reception or entertainment, < OF.
chere, chiere, F. chere (> It. cera) = Pr. Sp.
Pg. cara, the face, look, < ML. eara, the face,
< 6r. ndpa, the head, = Ski. giras, the head,
akin to L. cerebrum, the brain. See cerebrum.']
If. The face; countenance.
In the swoot of thi chere, or face [cheer, Purv.] thou shall

ete thi brede. Wyclif, Gen. iii. 19 (Oxf.).

But he that king with eyen wrothe,
His chere awaiward for me caste,

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 46.

2t. Look; demeanor.
And he lowted his lege with a low chere.
And grauntid to go with a goode wille.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 1778.

Ech rackle dede and ech unbrideled chere.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 429.

3. Expression of countenance, as noting the
state of feeling. [Obsolete or archaic]

Be symple of chiere, cast nat thyn ye [eye] aside,
Agenst the post lete nat thy bak aljyde.

Bahees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

Our dole more deadly looks than dying

;

Balms, and gums, and heavy cheers.
Sacred vials fiU'd with tears,

And clamours through the wild air flying 1

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 5.

A moment changed that ladye's cheer,
Gush'd to her eye the unbidden tear.

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 22.

4. State or temper of the mind as indicated
by expression or demeanor ; state of feeling or
spirits.

Son, be of good cheer : thy sins be forgiven thee.

Mat. ix. 2.

He ended ; and his words their drooping cheer
Enlighten'd, and their languished hope revived.

Hilton, P. L., vi. 496.

5. A state of gladness or joy
;
gaiety; anima-

tion.
I have not that alacrity of spirit.

Nor cheer of mind, that I was wont to have.
Shak., Rich. III., v. S.

Naked I go and void of cheer. Tennyson, Two Voices.

6. That which makes cheerful or promotes
good spirits ; entertainment

;
provisions for a

feast; viands; fare.

We retum'd to London, having been treated with all
sorts of cheere and noble freedom by that most religious
and vertuous lady. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1685.

The Toncjuineers in general are very free to their Visit-
ants, treating them with the best cheer they are able to
procure. Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 83.

7. A shout of joy, encouragement, applause, or
acclamation.

Welcome her, thundering cheer of the street

!

Tennyson, Welcome to Alexandra.

Loud was the cheer which, full and clear, swept round the
silent bay. Whittier, Cassandra .Southwick.

8. Fortune; luck; also, report; tidings.

What cheer? Shak., Tempest, i. 1.

Shipmet, what cheer ? Dickens, Dombey and .Son.

To do or make (one) cheert, to entertain (one) in a
friendly manner.

Thy honourable queeue doth him cheere.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2451.

To make good cheert, to make entertainment ; be fes*

five ; be cheerful.

And array the to make gode chere, and to yeve grete
yeftes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 60.

cheeri (cher), v. [< ME. cheren, < chere, cheer:
see the noun.] I. trans. X. To dispel despon-
dency, sorrow, or apathy from ; cause to rejoice

;

gladden ; make cheerful : often with up.

Cheer thy heart, and be not thou dismayed.
Shak., Rich. IIL, v. S.

ni minister all cordials now to you.
Because I'll cheer you up, sir.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, ii 1.

Sing, little bird ! thy note shall cheer
The sadness of the dying year.

0. W. Holmes, An Old-Y'ear Song.

2t. To cure ; recover.

Achilles thurgh chaunse was cherit of his wond.
Destrttction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10416.

3. To incite ; encourage.

Here's the heart that triumphs in their death,
And cheers these hands that slew thy sire and brother.
To execute the like upon thyself.

Shak., S Hen. VI., ii. *.

He cheer'd the dogs to follow her who fled.

Dryden, Theodore and Honora, L 123.



cheer

4. To salute with shouts of joy or cheers ; ap-

Elaud: as, to cheer a public speaker. =syn. 1. To
ispii-it, comfort, console, solace, enliven, animate, ex-

hilarate.

II, iutrans. If. To be in any state or temper
of mind; fare.

How cheer'st thou, Jessica? Shak., M. of V., iii. 5.

2. To grow cheerful; cast off gloom or de-

spondency ; become glad or joyous : often with
up.

At sight of thee my gloomy soul cheers up. Philips.

Come Annie, come, cheer up before I go.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. To utter a cheer or shout of acclamation or
joy.

And even the ranks of Tuscany
Could scarce forbear to cheer.

Macaulay, Horatius, st. CO.

4. To fare ;
prosper.

If thou chear well to thy supper.
Of mine thou takes no care.

Robin Hood ami the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 190).

cheer-K «. and n. [HE. cheere, chere, < OF. chery

chUi\ F. cher = Pr, car = Sp, Pg. It. carOy < L.

earns, dear, loved, loving, precious, costly : see
caress, cherish, and charity.'] I, a. 1. Dear;
loved.

Archilagon, the ehoise knight, was chere to his fader,

The noble Duke Nestor, that noyet full sore.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1- 10564.

A lond more cheere to thee of alle.

Wydif, Wisdom, xii. 7 (Oxf.).

2. Worthy; fit.

The chere men of lond.
Robert of Gloucester (ed. Heame), p. 166.

He chese hym a chere man, the charge for to beire.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1, 1772.

H, n. A dear one ; a friend.

Then Achilles to that chere [Telephus, his companion]
choisly can say.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5286.

cheer^, m. English dialectal and former literary

form of chair, ^^hak., Hamlet (folio ed., 1623).

cheer"* (cher), n. [Native name.] A name of
Wallich's pheasant, Phasianus waUichi.

The cheer ... is a native of the western Himmalehs
to the Iwrders of Nepal. . . . The cheer is a local species,
dwellin*^ at from 4000 to 8000 feet of elevation and haunt-
inu' ;.'ras*y hills covered with oak and pine.

Stand. Nat. Hi*t., IV. 221.

cheerer (cher'6r), w, l. One who ^ves cheer or
utters cheers ; one who or that which gladdens.

Thou cheerer of our days.
Wotton, Hymn on the Birth of Prince Charles.

2. A glass of spirit and warm water, [Prov,
En^^]
cheerful (cher'ful), a. [< cheer, w., + -/m/, 1.]

1. Of good cheer; having good spirits; gay;
lively : said of persons.

Vou do look, my son, In a mov'd sort,

As if you were disniay'd : l)e cheerful, sir.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

True piety is cheerful as the day.
Will weep indeed and heave a pityfnK groan
For others' woes, but smiles uiKin her own.

Coipper, Truth, 1. 177.

2. Cordially willing; genial inaction; hearty;
ungrudging.
God loveth a cheerful giver. 2 Cor. Ix. 7.

A ch''''rful-{;iving hand, as I think, madam,
Requires a heart as cheerful.

Fletcher, The Pilgrim, i. 1.

3. Characterized by or expressive of good spir-

its; associated with agreeable feelings; lively;

animated : as, cheerful songs.

A merry heart maketh a cheerful countenance.
Prov, XV. 13.

If what you sent m« last Ije the product of your melan-
choly, what may I not expect from your more cheerful
hours? Gray, Letters, I. 8.

A man he seems of cheerful yesterdays
And confident to-morrows.

Wordsicorth, Excursion, vii.

4. Promoting or causing cheerfulness; glad-
dening; animating; genial: as, the cheerful
sun ; a cheerful fire.

In the afternoon to St. Lawrence's chtirch, a new and
cheerful pile. Evelyn, Diary, May 28, 1682.

He now hears with pain
New oysters cry'd, nor siuhs for cheerful ale.

J. J'hilipji, Splendid Shilling.

-Syn. Lliihtsonie. gleeful, blithe, airy, sprightly, jocund,
I'llly, hiioyaiit. See chffry.

cheerfully (cher'ful-i), adv. In a cheerful man-
ner, (a) With pleasure, animation, or good spir-
its, {h) With alacrity or willingness; readily.

The f'orpnral did not approve of the orders, hut most
cheerfully obeyed tluni. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. I'o.

cheerfolness (cher'fid-nes), n. [< cheerful +
-ness.] The state or quality of being cheerful,
(a) A state of moderate joy or gaiety.

Health is the condition of wisduiii. and the sign Is cheer-
/uZTieM— an upen and noble temper. Emerson, Success,
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{h) Alacrity; readiness; geniality.

He that sheweth mercy, with cheerfulness. Rom. xii. 8.

= Syn. Mirth, Cheerfulness, etc. See mirth.

cheerily (cher'i-li), adv. In a cheery manner;
with cheerfulness; with good spirits; heartily:

as, to set to work cheerily.

Come, cheerily, boys, about our business.
Beau, and Ft., Little French Lawyer.

clieeriness (cher'i-nes), n. [< cheery + -ne^s.]

The quality or state of being cheery ; cheerful-
ness ; gaiety and good humor : as, his cheerU
ness was constant.

He [Bryant] fills the mind with the breezy cheeriness of
springtime. D. J. Hill, Bryant, p. 203.

cheering(cher'ing),7>.rt. [Ppr.of c/(eeri,r.] Im-
parting joy or gla^lness; enlivening; encourag-
ing; animating: as, cheering news,

Tlie sacred sun . . . lUifused Ins cheering ray. Pope.

cheeringly (cher'ing-U), adv. In a cheering
manner.
cheerislmesst (cher'ish-nes), n. [< *cheerish
(not used; < cheer^ + -ish^) + -ness.] Cheerful-
ness. [Rare.]

There is no Christian duty that is not to be seasoned and
set off with cheerish7iess. Milton, Divorce.

cheerless (cher'les), rt. [<.€hecr^ + -less.'] With-
out joy, gladness, or comfort; gloomy; desti-

tute of anything to enliven or animate the
spirits.

All's cheerless, dark, and deadly. Shak., Lear, v. 3.

cheerlessly (cher'les-U), adv. In a cheerless
manner; dolefully.

The loneliness of the situation, the night, the uncer-
tainty cloaking the object of his coming, all affected him
cheerlessly. L, Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 409.

cheerlessness (cher'les-nes), «. [< cheerless +
-ncs-s.] The state of being cheerless.

cheerlyif (eher'li), a. [< cheer'^ + -ly^.] Gay;
cheerful; not gloomy.

Hurdles to weave, and cheerly shelters raise.

Dyer, The Fleece, 1.

Their habitations Ijoth morecomfortable and more cheer-
ly in winter. Bay, Wisdom of God.

cheerlyl (eher'li), adv. [< cheerly'^j a.] Cheer-
ily; eneerfully; heartily; briskly.

Lusty, young, and cheerly drawing breath.
Shak., Rich. IL, i. 3.

cheerly^t, adv. [< ME. cherliy cherelichej cher*
Uch; < cheer^ + -/y^j i^ Lovingly; tenderly.

The cherl ful cherli that child tok in his armes.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.). 1, 62.

And Achilles the choise kyng cherly he prayit,
To let the lorde haue his lyrte for lewt^ of hym,
That woundit was wickedly to the wale dethe.

Deftruction o/Tnyy (E. E. T. S.), L 6265.

2. Worthily; fitly.

Cherelich [var. cherlich\ as a cheueteyn his chambre to
holden. Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 582.

cheemp^ (cher'up), v. U [For cheer tip; sug-
gested by chirrup, which in turn is sometimes
changed to cheerup : see checrup'^ and chirp^.]
To make cheerful ; enliven. [Rare.]

To drink a cheeruping cup.
Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

cheerup^t (cher'up), v, t". [A variation of chir-

rup, ult. of chirps, q. v. Cf. cheerup^.] To chir-

rup; chirp.

cheery (cher'i), a. [< cheer^ + -y^.] 1. Show-
ing cheerfulness or good spirits ; blithe

;
gay

;

sprightly
;
jocund : as, a cheery tone of voice

;

always cheery and in good humor.
They were set in their places, and were a little cheery

after their journey. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 315.

And though you be weary,
We'll make your heart cheery

And welcome our Charlie
And his loyal train.

Jacobite Song, Come o'er the Stream, Charlie.

On what I've seen or pondered, sad or cheery.
Byron, Don Juan, xlv. 11.

2, Having power to make gay; promoting
cheerfulness ; enlivening.

Come, let us hie. and quaff a cheery bowl.
Gay, Shepherds Week, Friday, 1. 9.

The house had that pleasant as])ect of life which is like
the cheery expression of comfortable activity in the human
countenance. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xiii.

Onelpaintingl is constrained, sad, depressing, autumnal;
the other free, cheery, snninierdike.

T. mu. True Order of Studies, p. 136.

= Syil. Cheerful, Cheen/. When rhperful means producing
cheer, It is only by wbat seems distinct metonymy, as in

such phrases as 'the chetrful beams of the sun,' 'a cheer-

ful Are.' Cheery is t-oming into increasing use, represent-
ing cheerfulness in its more active forms or manifcsta-
tiuns, and especially that cheerfulness which is contagious.

What then so cheerful as the hoUytree?
Southey, The Holly-Tree.

cheese

It was like a north-west wind in summer to get your
cheery little letter of interest and memory.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 431,

cheest. Preterit of chese^, the common Middle
English form of choose.

And chees hire of his owen auctoritie. Chaucer.

cheese^ (chez), n. [< ME. chesCf < AS. cese, cyse,

also vysa = OS. kdsi, Jdesi = OFries. t::ise = D.
kaas = MLGr. Jcesc, LG. kesc= OHG. chdsi, MHGr.
ka'se, G. kdse= Sp. queso = Pg. queijo = It. cacio
(also prob. = Ir. cais = Gael, caise = W. caws),
cheese, < L. caseus, ML. cc/5iHS, cheese. See casein,

etc. TheScand.wordisdifferent: leel. os/r— Sw.
Dan. 05^, cheese,] 1. The curd or casein of milk,
coagulated by rennet or some acid, separated
from the sefum or whey, and pressed in a vat,

hoop, or mold. All the acids separate the cheese from
the whey; neutral salts, and likewise all earthy aiid me-
tallic salts, produce the same elfect ; but rennet, which is

made by macerating in water a piece of the last stomach of
a calf, salted and dried for this purpose, is most efficient.

The flowers of the Galium verum, or yellow lady's-bed-
straw, and the juice of the fig-tree very readily coagulate
milk. There are many kinds of cheese, which differ from
one another according to the quality of the milk employed
and the mode of preparation. Soft cheeses, such as cream-
cheese, Bath and Yorkshire cheese, will not keep long.
Hard cheeses, as Cheshire, Gloucester, Cheddar, Parmesan,
and Dutch, can be kept a long time. There is also an in-

termediate class, as Gruyere, Stilton, etc. Cheese is com-
posed of from 30 to 50 per cent, of water, 20 to 35 per cent,
of casein, 18 to 30 per cent, of fat, and 4 to 6 per cent, of
mineral matter.

2. A mass of pomace or ground apples pressed
together in a cider-press.— 3. The inflated ap-
pearance of a gown or petticoat resulting from
whirling round and making a low courtesy, sup-
posed to resemble a large cheese ; hence, a low
courtesy.
What more reasonable thing could she do than amuse

herself with making t'/(*'s«e;f.^ that is, whirling round . . .

until the petticoat is inflated like a balloon and then sink-
ing into a cmtsey. De Quincey, Antobiog. Sketches, vi.

It was such a deep ceremonial curtsey as you never see
at present. She and her sister both made these cheeses
in compliment to the new-comer, and with much stately
agility. Thackeray, Virginians, xxii,

4. pL Same as cheese-cake, 3 Banbiiry cheese, a
cheese formerly made at Banbury, England, and supposed
to be dry, with a thick rind. Shak., M. W. of W., i. ].—

Brickbat cheeae_, a cheese made chiefly in Wiltshire,
Englainl, t)f new milk and cream, and sold in square pieces.
— Brie cheese, a soft, salted, white cream-cheese made in
the regiun ai)uut the city of ileaux, in the district of Brie,
France.—Camembert Cheese.a rich sweet cream-cheese
of a yellowisli color, made in the region about the village
of Camembt-rt in Nunuiindy.— Chalk for Cheese. See
cAaiA-.— Cheddar cheese, a rich flne-flavuredclRcscmade
at Cheddar in .Somersetshire, England.— Cottage cheese,
a preparation of pressed curds, made without rennet, and
served with salt or sugar and cream. Also called Dutch
cheese, pot-cheese, and smear-case (Dutch smeer-kaas).
[V. S.]— Cream-cheese. («) A cheese of soft, buttery con-
sistency, such as the lirie and Neufcbatel cheeses, (b)

Same as cottage cheese.—Dunlop Cheese, a cheese made in
Ayrshire, Scotland.—Dutch cneese. (a) A small, hard
cheese, made in gloliular molds fmm skimmed milk. The
outside Is colored reti witli a preparation of madder, (b)

Same as cottage cheese.— Filled cheese, a trade-name for

adulterated cheese.— Gloucestershire cheese, a rich

mild variety of cheese, of two tiualititrf, single anil double,

the former containini; half and the latter all the cream of

the milk.— Groaning cheeset, a cheese forming part of

the blitbemeat or enttrlainment provided at the birth and
christening of a child.

It is customary at Oxford to cut wbat we in the North
call the Groaning Cheese in the Midtile when the Child
is iwrn, and so, by degrees, form witli it a large Kind of
Ring, through which theCliild is passed on the Christen-
ing Day. Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 403.

Gruyfere cheese, a kind of cheese made in the Jura re-

gion of both Switzerland and France, and also among the
Vosges mountains : so called from (^ruyere, canton of
Fribourg, Switzerland. The curd is pressed in lai^e and
comparatively shallow cylindrical molds, and while in the
mold is heavily salted during a month or more. The cheese
is intermediate between the hard and the soft cheeses, is

of a pale-yellowish color, and is traversed by abundant
air-bubbles and passages.— Llmburger cheese, a cheese
made at Herve, near Limbnrg in Belgium, and imitated in

the United States. It is eaten in a s^tate of putrefaction.-
Iiincolnshire cheese, a small soft cheese made of new
milk and cream.— Neufch&tel Cheese, cream thickened
by heat and then pressed in a small mold, made at Neuf-
chAtel-en-Bray in Nonnandy. It is esteemed a great deli-

cacy.— Parmesan cheese, a hard, dry. grainy, and high-
flavored Italian ilieese colored with saffron, A considera-
ble ilegree of heat is used in its manufacture.— Pineapple
cheese, a hard yellow cheese molded into sonu'what the
form of a pineapple.— Pont I'Evfique cheese, an es-

teemed soft cream-cheese of much the character of Neuf-
cbatel chee.se, made about Pont rEvCijue in JS'ormandy.
— Pot-cheese. Same as cottage cftee«e. —Roquefort
cheese, a French cheese made at Roquefort in Guienne,
from the milk of ewes. When sufficiently dried and com-
pacted the cheeses are placed in a recess of a deep cavern
in the limestone rock at Roquefort, in which the tempera-
ture is always about 40° F. While in the cave the cheeses
are salted, and the mold which forms ujion them is scraped
off from time to time, passing successively in color, in the
course of about 40 days, from white through blue to a
reddish tint, when the cheese is ready for use.- Sage or
green cheese, cheuse colored by means of sage or other
leaves. In Scotland lovage-seeds are also added.— Sllp-
coat cheese, a rich variety of cheese made from mlTk



cbeese

warm from the cow; it resembles white butter. Sim-
motids.—Stilton cheese, a solid, rich, white Englisli

cheese, originally made at Stilton in Huntingdonshire,
but now made cliielly in Leicestershire.

cheese^ (ehez), «. [Appar., through Anglo-Ind.
or, less prob.. Gipsy use, <Hind. (< Pers.) chi:, a
thing, anything.] The thing; the correct or
proper thing ; the finished or perfect thing : al-

ways with the definite article. [Slang.]

Some years ago the masliers of the day indulged in a
slang expression by speaking of what pleased ttieui as
" being quite the cheese." A friend who had just returned
from India after forty years' absence from England used
this phrase to me, prefacing his remariis by the words
" as we should say in India," and was not a little aston-

ished to learn that the Hindustani word chlz^ tiling, had
taken root for a season in England.

N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 44G.

cheesebowl (chez'bol), n. [< ME. chesebollc,

chesbolle, poppy, appar. < chese, cheese, + hoUe,

bowl, as if named from the likeness of the cap-
sule in shape to a round cheese ; but the forma-
tion is tmeertain.] The poppy, Papaver KIubos,
etc. Also ehasbow.

The violet her fainting head declin'd
Beneatli a sleeping chanboic. Dnimmondy 1791.

cheese-cake (ehez'kak), n. [< ME. chese-cake
(cf. D. kaaskoek), < chese, cheese, -I- cake^.'] 1.

A cake filled with a jelly made of soft curds,
sugar, butter, eggs, etc.— 2. A small cake made
in various ways and with a variety of ingre-
dients: as, lemon cheese-cake, orange cheese-

cake, apple cheese-cake, etc.

As soon as the tarts and cheesecakes made their appear-
ance, he quitted his seat and stood aloof.

Macavlay, Hist. Eng., iii.

8. pi. A name with children for the immature
fruit of the common mallow, Malva rotundifoUa
and M. sylvestris, on account of its shape. Also
cheeses.

cheese-cement (chez'sf-menf), ». A Mnd of
glue, probably casein and an alkaline carbon-
ate, used for mending broken glass and crock-
ery, joining wood that is exposed to the wet,
etc.

cheese-cloth (chez'kloth), n. A coarse cotton
fabric of an open texture, used in cheese-mak-
ing for wrapping the cheese, it is also used for
other purposes, jis for a ground for embroidery, etc., and,
when made with a liner texture, for women's gowns.

cheese-fat (chez'fat), n. Same as cheese-vat.

Scott.

cheese-fly (ehez'fli), n. A small black dipterous
insect bred in cheese, the Piophila casci, of the
family Mnscidte,

to which the
house-fly, blow-
fly, etc. , belong.
It has a very exten-
sible ovipositor,
which it can sink to

a great depth in the
cracks of cheese,
where it lays its

eggs. The maggot,
well known as the
cheese-hopper, is

furnished with two
horny claw-shaped
mandibles, which it

uses both for dig-

ging into the cheese
and for moving it-

self, having no feet.

It has two pairs of
spiracles, one pair
near the head and
the other near the
tail, so that when
one is obstructed
the other can be
used. In leaping it

first brings itself

into the form of a
circle, and then by a jerk projects itself from twenty to
thirty times its own length.

cheese-hoop (ehez'hop), n. A wooden cylinder
in which curds are pressed to drive out the
whey.
cheese-hopper (chez'hop'''6r), n. The maggot
of the cheese-fly. Also called cheese-maggot.

cheese-knife (chez'nif), ?(. l. A wooden spat-
ula used to break down the curd in the process
of cheese-making.— 2. A curved knife or scoop
used to cut cheese at the table.

cheeselip, cheeselep (ohez'lip, -lep), n. [Also
chceslip, cheslij) ; < ME. cheslepe, cheslippe, < AS.
cyslyhb, cyslyb (= OD. kaesUbbe, D. kaasleb =
OHG. cheailuppa, MH6. kceseluppe, G. kdseluppe,
kiisluppe, kiiselipp), rennet,< cyse, cheese,+ lybb,

a dn^, poison, z= OHG. luppa, deadljr juice, =
leel. lyf, medicine, = Goth, lubja, poison. Cf.

Dan. ostelobe, rennet, < ost, cheese, -1- lobe, ren-
net.] If. Rennet.— 2. A bag in which ren-
net for cheese is kept.— 3t. The hog-louse. E.
Phillips, 1706.

Cheese-fly and Cheese-hopper {PiopMla
casei).

a, ma^^ot, extended ; b, c, same, in leap-
ing positions ; d, e, hopper and fly, magni-
fied; gy f, fly, natural size, with wings ex-
panded and folded.
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cheese-maggot (ehez' mag ''ot), n. Same as
cheese-hopper,

cheese-maker (chez'ma'ker), n. The Withania
coagulans, a solanaceous shrub of iVfghanistan
and northern India, the fruit of which has the
property of coagulating milk, and is employed
instead of rennet, the latter being objection-
able to the natives on religious grounds.
cheese-mite (chez'mit), n. A mite of the fam-
ily Acaridm and subfamily Tyroglyphinai, Tyro-
glyphus (formerly Acarus) siro. it occurs not only
in cheese, but in flour, when it is known as ihfi JUmr-mite,
and in milk, when it is called the milk-viite.

cheese-mold (chez'mold), ». A mold or form
in which cheese is pressed.

cheesemonger (chez'inung"g6r), n. One who
deals in or sells cheese.

cheese-pale (chez'pal), n. A sharp instrument
of a semicircular concave form, like a small
scoop, for piercing cheese to sample it. Also
called cheese-scoop and cheese-taster.

cheese-paring (chez'par"ing), n. and a. I. n.

1. A paring of the rind of cheese.— 2. Hence,
figuratively, a mean or parsimonious disposi-

tion or practice.

II. a. Meanly economical
;
parsimonious : as,

cheese-paring economy.
cheese-press (chez'pres), n. A press for ex-
pelling the whey from curds in cheese-making.
The curds are placed in a cheese-hoop and this is put in

the press. In one form of press a vacuum is created be-
low the cheese-hoop, and the pressure of the atmosphere
drives the whey out. In more common forms, screws,
toggle-joints, and other devices are used to obtain pres-
sure.

cheese-rennet (chez'ren'et), ». [< cheese +
rennet. Cf. AS. cys-gerunn, rennet.] A name
given to the yellow lady's-bedstraw, Galium
verum, used for coagulating milk. See cheese^,

1. Also called cheese-running.

cheese-room (chez'rom), n. [< cheese + -room
in mushroom.'] The common name in some
parts of England of the horse-mushroom, Aga-
ricus arvensis.

cheese-ninning (cljez'run'''ing), ». Same as
cheese-rennet.

cheese-scoop (chez'skSp), n. Same as cheese-

pale.

cheese-taster (ohez'tas''''t6r), n. Same as cheese-

pale.

cneese-toas'ter (chez't6s"t6r), n. 1. A fork,
broach, or other contrivance for toasting cheese
before a fire. Hence— 2. A sword. [Slang.]

With a good oaken sapling he dusted his doublet, for

all his golden chease-toaster.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, i. 126.

I'll drive my cheese-toaster through his body.
Thackeray, Virginians, x.

cheese-turner (chez't^r'ner), n. A shelf upon
which cheeses are placed while ripening, and
so arranged that by turning it they can be in-

verted.

cheese-'7at (chez'vat), n. [Also written cheese-

fat, and formerly, by corruption, chesford ; <

ME. chesefat, < AS. cysefwt (= OS. hiesefat
(-tia*) = D. fcaast'ai = MLG. kesevat, LG. kesfat,

kesefat = G. kdsefasz), < cyse, cheese, -1- fait,

fat, vat: see/ai2 and ra*.] The vat or case in
which curds are confined for pressing.

cheesiness (che'zi-nes), n. [< cheesy + -ness.]

The quality of being cheesy, or resembling
cheese in consistence, taste, or odor.

cheesy (che'zi), a. [< cheese^ + -i/i.] Having
the consistence, taste, odor, etc., of cheese; re-

sembling cheese in any respect; caseous.

—

Cheesy degeneration or transformation, caseous de-
generation (wliich see, under caseoiu).

cheet (chet), V. i. [Imitative ; cf. cheep.'] To
chatter or chirrup.

cheeta, cheetah, «. See chetah.

cheetal (ehe'tal), «. IHind. chital.] The com-
mon spotted deer of India, Cervus axis.

chef (shef), n. [ME. chef, var. of chief, < OF.
chef, mod. F. chef, head: see chief] If. An obso-
lete form of chief.— 2. [Mod.] A head or chief

;

specifically, a head cook, etc.— 3. A reliquary
in the shape of a human head witli or without
the shoulders, either standing alone or placed
upon a substructure or base, formerly made to

receive the whole or a portion of the head of a
saint or martyr. Chels were commonly made of met-
al, as copper, fashioned l)y the repoussd process, gilded,
chased, and otherwise ornamented ; but they were some-
times carved in wood and covered with thin plates of silver

or gold. See cut in next column.— Chef d'attaque, the
leader of an orchestra (first violin) or of a chorus.— Chef
d'orchestre. («) Tlie leader of an orchestra. (6) The di-

rector or conductor of an orchestra.

chef-d'oeuvre (she-do'vr), n.
;

pi. chefs-d^cetivre

(she-de'vr). [F., a trial-piece, a masterpiece

:

clief, head; de, < L. de, of; oeuvre, <.0F. oevre,

chela

Silver Chef in the citlie.lr.Tl of riorcnce, containing part of the skull
of Saint Zenobius. By Andrea di Ardito, 1330.

ovre, < L. opera, work : see chief nrc^, and
manceuver, manure.] A masterpiece ; a super-
latively fine work in art, literature, etc.

The contest of Ajax and Ulysses, for the arms of Achil-
les, in one of the latter Books of the Metamorphoses, is a
che/-d'muvre of rhetoric, considering its metrical form.

De Quincey, Rhetoric.

chefet, ». and a. An obsolete form of chief.

chefford (chef'ord), n. A dry measure formerly
used at Archaiigel, equal to about two United
States bushels.

cheft (cheft), )i. Same as chaft.

ChegO (cheg'6), n. A unit of weight for pearls
in 60a. It seems to be from an eighth to a
quarter of a carat.

chegoe (cheg'6), n. Same as chigoe.

cheh, n. See chih.

Oheilanthes (ki-lan'thez), ». [NL., < Gr. ;»<:'''-<'?,

a lip, -1- avOi>Q, a flower; in allusion to the form
of the indusium.] A genus of ferns having
roundish sori at or near the ends of the veins,
each sorus being covered by an indusium formed
from the reflexed margin of the frond. The ge-
nus includes more than fifty species, widely distributed in
tropical and temperate zones, the greater number grow-
ing in the warmer parts of North aud South America.

cheilo-. See chilo-.

cheir (Mr), «. A shortened form of Cheiranthus.
The wild cheir is the wallflower, C. Cheiri.

Cheiranthus (ki-ran'thus), «. [NL., < Gr. xeip,

a liand, -h avOng, a flower.] A genus of plants,
natural order Cruciferee, consisting of pubes-
cent herbs or small shrubs with large yellow or
purple sweet-scented flowers. The wallflower,
C. Cheiri, is the best-known species.

cheiro-. See chiro-.

chekt, n. An obsolete form of check^.

cheke^ti n. An obsolete form of cheek.

cheke^t, *• An obsolete form of choke^.

chekefult, «• An obsolete form of choke-full.

chekelatount, «• See ciclaton.

chekele'wt, a. See chokelew.

cheke-mateti «• and v. A Middle English form
of checkmate,

cheken (chek'en), n. The Chilian name of a
mjTtaceous shrub, Eugenia Cheken, the bark of
which is astringent and is sometimes used as a
remedy in catarrh.

chekerf, n. and V. A Middle English form of
checker^.

Cheki (che-ke'), «. [Turk.] A Turkish unit
of weight, probably derived from the Roman
pound. Careful determinations at different dates have
given the following values in grains troy : 1767, 4,933

;

1797, 4,942; 1801, 4,963; 1821, 4,950. It now weighs from
4,942 to 4,943 grains troy, or about 320^ grams.

chekiet, a. An obsolete form of cheeky.

chekmak (chek'mak), n. A Turkish fabric of
mixed silk and cotton, with golden threads in-

terwoven.
chelai (ke'la), n.

;
pi. cheUs (-le). [NL., < Gr.

X'/^, a claw, hoof.]
1. The pair of pin-

cers or nippers, or
the so-called claw,
which terminates
some of the limbs of
most Crustacea, as
crabs and lobsters,

formed by an enlarged propodite bear-
ing a movably apposed dactylopodite

;

the last and penultimate segments of a
chelate limb or cheliped so modified as to con-
stitute a prehensile oi^au like a pair of pincers.

[Bare.]



chela

A three-Jointed appendage, the second joint of wliich

Is prolonged in silcll a manner as to form witll tile tilird

a pincer or chela. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 229.

2. The similar nipper- or pineer-like claw ter-

minating the ehelicera of an arachnidan, as a

seorpion. In these two senses also chele.— 3.

[iY(/).] A genus of cyprinoid fishes.

chela-, «. See cluda^.

chelandret, n. An obsolete form of calandra.

chelasMp, ». See cheelaship.

chelate (ke'lat), «. [< NL. chelatus, < chelci,q. v.]

Having a chela ; terminated by a chela or for-

ceps-joint.

Uy beint! chelate, tliat is, by Iiaving tlie posterior distal

angle of tlie propodite prodiK-ed so as to eijual the dac-

tylopodite in length, and thus constitute a sort of opposa-

ble ringer for it. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 270.

Chelate Joint or appendage, in entom., one which can
be tunieil back on tlie supporting part, as the ungues or

cl.i^'s of certain insects.

chelaundref, «• An obsolete form of calandra.

cheldt, I'. »'• [ME. chelden, < AS. *eealdian, also

in eomp. dceaklian, become cold, < ceald, cold:

see cold, a. and v.] To become cold; chill.

Kymenhild him gan bihelde,

Hire heorte bigan to chelde.

Kind Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1148.

chelel+i »• A Middle English form of cMll^.

chele^ (ke'le), n. Same as chcUiX, 1 and 2.

cheler3rthria (kel-e-rith'ri-a), n. [NL., as cheU
eri/tlir-iii + -ifll.] Clielerythrin.

chelerythrln, chelerythrine (kel-e-rith'rin), n.

[< (:hd{i<l<iuium)+ Gr. epi-tjpo^, red,-l- -»n2, -JHe2.]

An alkaloid (C19H17XO4) found in the plants

Clielidonium mujus, Glaiicium luteum, and San-
(juinaria Canadensis, and thought to be identical

with sanguinarin.

ehelicera (kf-lis'e-ra), ». ;
pi. chelicercB (-re).

[NL., < Gr. x'i'ili'a, claw, + nipaq, a horn.] 1.

One of the anterior pair of ap-

pendages of a scorpion ; a short,

three-jointed organ ending in

a prehensile claw. See cut

under scorpion.— 2. The cor-

responding organ in a spider,

which terminates in a sharp
joint folding down on the

Terminal jomt. At. preceding one like the blade
of a ehelicera of a of a pockct-knifo On the han-
poison-gian^"!;.''" die, and having at its extrem-

ity the opening of a poison-
gland. This gland i.s not found in tlie chelicene of the

scorpions. These organs are supposed by some natural-

ists to be the iioniologues of the antennie of insects, but
others believe that they corresiKtnd to the mandil>les.

In the Arachnida these antennie are converted into

mouth organs; in the Scorpions and Spiders they are

known as chelicertx.

Geijenhaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 244.

Also in English form cltelicere.

cheliceral (ke-lis'e-ral), a. [< ehelicera + -al.']

Of, pertaining to,"or of the nature of a eheli-

cera, or prehensile claw.
The two palpi are developed from the pedipalpal por-

tion of tlie proboscis; two horny hooks from the cheliceral

portion ; au'i, finally, the hhider pair of thoracic linilM is

a.lic.l. HtLzley, Anat. Invert., p. 331.

chelicere (kel'i-ser), n. Same as ehelicera.

Chelichnite (ke-lik'nit), n. [< Gr. x^'-^} a tor-

toise, -t- (.twr, track, + -ite2.] The fossilized

imjiression of a chelonian.

Chelididae, «. pi. See Cheli/didte.

chelidon (kel'i-don), «. [NL., < Gr. ;ff?.<cJoii, a
swallow, also (in allusion to the forking of the
swallow's tail) the frog in the hollow of a
horse's foot, a hollow above the bend of the

elbow, etc. ; = L. hirundoi^n-), a swallow.] 1.

In anat., the hollow at the bend of the elbow.
— 2. leap.] In ornith., a genus of swallows, the

type of which is the common European house-
swallow, Chelidon iirhica. Boie, 1822.

chelidonia (kel-i-do'ni-a), n. [NL., < Chelido-
niiini.] Same as chcUdonin,

chelidonic (kel-i-don'ik), a. [< Chelidon-ium +
-»'.] Of or pertaining to plants of the genus
Chelidoniiim or celandine ; existing in or de-

rived from celandine. — Chelidonic acid, ''tHiO,,.
an -I'-id obtained frnm the plant Chtlidonium niajwf. It

ciy-tiillizcs in siiky iici-dlcs.

chelidonin, chelidonine (kel-i-do'nin), n. [<
ChcUdon-ium ¥ -in-, -im'^.'] An alkaloid (Cjg
H17N3O3) obtained from the plant Chclidoniuin
majiitf. Also chelidonia.

chelidoninic(ker'i-do-nin'ik), a. [Irreg.< chel-

idi/iiin + -ic] Derived from plants of the ge-
nus CheUdonium— Chelldonlnlc add, an arid found
in Chelidonium truijun, cryfttallizing in white rlioinbuitlul

prisma.

Ohelidonium (kel-i-do'ni-um), n. [NL. : see
crliindinr.'\ A papaveraceous genus of plants,
of only two species, of Europe and Asia. C. ma-
jus is the common celandine, bee celandine.
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chelidonize (kel'i-don-iz), v. i.
;

pret. and pp.
chelidonized, ppr. chelidoni:ing. [< Gr. ;i;£Xioo-

vi^eiv, sing the "swallow-song" (^eAi(Sdf((T/«i),

< ;ff/tH5(jt>, a swallow : see chelidon.'] To sing the
"swallow-song"; go from house to house sing-

ing and soliciting gifts: a custom among boys
in ancient Greece about the time when the
swallows returned. [Rare.]

Chelidonomorphse (kel-i-dd-no-m6r'fe), n. j)l.

[NL., < Gr. ;t;f/.«S<ji', a swallow, -I- nopipii, form.]

In Sundevall's system of ornithological classi-

fication, the swallows, considered as a super-
family group of one family, Hirundinidw : sy-

nonymous with Longipennesot the same author.

Chelldoptera (kel-i-dop'te-ra), «. [NL. (J.

Gould, 1836), < Gr. x^^'^'^'", a' swallow, -f- zrtpdv,

a wing.] A notable genus of American fissi-

rostral barbets or puff-birds, of the family

Smaller Swallow-wing ^Chelido/tera tenebrvsa).

Bucconida:, similar to Monasa (which see), but
with a short square tail, comparatively longer
wings, and smaller, slenderer bill. There are two
species, C. fenchrona and C. hrattiUennis, known as the
.smaller and the larger swallow-wing.

chelidoxanthin, chelidoxanthine (kel'i-dok-

sau'thin), n. [< Chelid(onium) + Gr. 6f-if,

sharp, + airOog, flower, + -jn2, -ine^.] A neutral
bitter principle, crystallizing in small yellow
needles, obtained from the plant Chelidonium
mnjiis.

Chelidridse (ke-lid'ri-de), n. pi. An improper
spelling of Chelydridce.

chelifer (kel'i-ffer), n. poll, chelifer, < chela^, q.

v., -t-L./erre = E. ftcari.] 1. One of the CA«(i-

jfifrWea ; a false scorpion.— 2. [cap.] A genus
of pseudoscorpions, typical of the family Clte-

liferidw, including book-scorpions with two
eyes, as C. cancroides, a small species often

found in musty old books.

Cheliferidse (kel-i-fer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Chelifer, 2, -t- -idee.] A family of pseudoscor-
pions, or false scorpions, of the order Chcliferi-

dea or I'seudoscorpiones, typified by the genus
Chelifer. They are minute harmless forms resembling

a scorpion in front, but with a body flat and rounded be-

hind and destitute of a tail. They live in moist dark
places, and feed chiefly on mites and wood-lice.

Cheliferidea (kel'i-fe-rid'e-a), n. pi [NL.,

< ( 'hctifir, 2, + -idea.] An order of the class

Arachnida, containing the false scorpions or
pseudoscorpions, having the abdomen seg-

mented, indistinctly separated from the cepha-

lothorax, and without the appendage with its

poisonous sting which characterizes the true

scorpions. The maxillary palpi or pedipalps are longer

than the thoracic limlis, and end in a chela or pincerlike

prehensile claw. There are two families, the ObiiiUa
with four eyes, and the Cheli/erida with two eyes. The
order includes the book-scorpions. Generally called P»eu-
dogcorpiijneg.

Like the Spiilers the Cheliferidea are provided with silk-

glands, and unlike the Scorpions, which they externally

resemble, they have neither a postalwionien nor poison-

glands. They breatiie by trachea). These Ariichnids are

of small size, and are found chiefly in caverns and damp
places ill temperate countries. J'ancoe, Zool. Class., p. 95.

cheliferous (ke-lif'e-ms), a. [As chelifer +
-ous.] Havingcliela!: said of the chelate limbs of

crustaceans, and of animals which have chelae.
— CheUferous abdomen, one fumishid at tlie apex with
strong and thick forceps, sonu-wliat resembling the great

claw of a s(»rplon.— CheUferous slaters, the cursorial

is'ppoil cnistaceans of the genus Tanai».

Chelifonn (ke'li-f6rm), a. [< NL. chela^, q. v.,

-I- L. forma, form.] Having the form of a
chela, cheliped, or ehelicera; like the great

claw of a lobster or crab
;
pincer-like.

chelingne (che-lingg'), n. [E. Ind.] Same as
masoolii-hoat.

cheliped (ke'li-ped), n. [< NL. chelaX, q. v., -f L.

pes (ped-) = E./oo<.] One of the large special-

ized chelate limbs of a crustacean, as the great

claw of a lobster, modified to form a prehen-

sile rather than a natatorial organ. See chela^.

Chelonla

ChelisJ^ (ke'lis), n. [NL., < Gr. x'/^i a claw:
see cheloid^.] Same as cheloid^.

chelis^, n. An erroneous form of kelis.

Chelodina (kel-o-di'na), n. [NL., < Gr. x^^''>C,

a tortoise, -I- (ki'v6c, terrible, mighty, large.] A
genus of turtles, related to Chelys, typical of the
group Chelodines (which see). C. kmgicollis is

an example.
chelodine (kel'o-din), M. l<. Chelodina.] A tur-

tle or river-tortoise of Australia, of the genus
Chelodina. The long-necked chelodine, C. longicollis,

has a long, flexible, non-retractile neck, and a flat, narrow,
pointed head. It is an active species, travei-sing rapiiily

the rivers and pools in which it lives.

Chelodines (kel-o-di'nez), M. pi. [NL., irreg.

< Chelodina. Cf. chelodine.] In zool., a name
given by Huxley to a subdivision of Eniydea, in

which the pelvis is fixed to the carapace and
plastron, the neck bends sidewise, and the head
cannot be completely withdrawn beneath the

carapace. Same as Pleurodira.

cheloidi (kel'oid), a. [< Gr. ;f£^tY, a tortoise, -1-

clSog, form. But cf. chelydoid.] Same as chely-

doid.

cheloid^ (ke'loid), n. [< Gr. xn^i a claw, hoof,

+ eHof, form; according to some, < x^/lt^, a
tortoise ; cf . clteloid^. Also written keloid, for

eeloid, by confusion with kelis, < Gr. Ktp.Ti, a tu-

mor : see kelis.] A raised fibrous tumor (fibro-

ma) of the skin, with spurred contours, apt to

return in its site if cut out, but not dangerous.
Also called AUbert's cheloid, AUbert's cheloma,

chelis, and formerly sometimes cancroid Addi-
son's cheloid, a misnomer for Addison's kelis. See keli^.

cheloma (ke-16'ma), «. ;
pi. chelomata (-ma-ta).

[NL., < GT.'xv'^.ii, a claw, + -oma. See cheloid^.]

Same as cheloid^.

Chelone (ke-16'ne), n. [NL., < Gr. x^^-^V, a
tortoise.] 1. A genus of turtles; the green
turtles, such as Chelone midas, and the hawk's-
bill or tortoise-shell turtle, Chelone imbricata.

Also wTitten Chelonia. See cut under Cheloni-

dw.— 2. In bot., a small genus of scrophularia-

ceous perennial plants, in which the corolla is

inflated, arched, and nearly closed, so as to re-

semble the head of a tortoise, whence the name

:

related to Pentstemon, The species are natives of

the United States, and the most common one, C. glabra,

is occasionally cultivated and popularly known as gnalce-

head or turtle-head.

Chelonea (ke-16'ne-il), n. pi. [NL. (Fleming,

1822).] Same as CA'elottia, 1.

Chelonia (ke-16'ni-a), n.pl. [NTj., < Gr. ;i:e/<iw7,

a tortoise. Cf. Chelys.] 1. The Testudinata or

shield-reptiles; the turtles and tortoises; an
order of Bep-

M Nu

CATapAce of Ch^/afte fnutas, dorsal view.

1-8, neural plates; C1-C8, costal plates;
R. R, ribs ; Af, Af, mareinal plates ; Nu, nu-
chal plate ; Py, one of the two pygal plates.

tilia^ in wbich
the body is in-

closed in a shell

consisting of a
carapace and a
plastron, from
between which
the head, tail,

and four limbs
protrude. These
animals liavo the
hones of the skull
united to sucli a
decree that the
(juadrates and
pterygoids form
part of the same
mass as the rest

;

there are no teeth,
the jaws being in-

cased in horn and
forming a beak

;

the eyes are pro-
vided with eyelids;
and a sacrum is developed. In consequence of the forma-
tion of the shell, the cervical and caudal regions are the

only movable parts of the spinal column ; the dorsal verte-

bra; are devoid of transverse processes : the ribs are not
movable ujwn the ver-

tebrie ; and the union of

the vertebra} and ribs

by means of superficial

bony plates almost al-

ways forn IS the cara-

f)ace or upper shell, the
ower shell or plastron
being composed of der-

mal bones, usually 9 In

number, 1 median, and
4 lateral and paired.
Tortoise-shell is the pe-
culiar epidermal or ex-
oskeletal integument of

the bony case. The lungs
extend into the abdomi-
nal cavity with the oth-

er viscera. The Chelo-
nia are generally slug-

gish, cold-blooded ani

nials, very tenacious of
life, and able to pass

Plastron of Chelone midas.

CI, clavicle, epiplastron, or epister-

num; /cl, interclaviclc, entoplastron,
or entosternum ; Hyp, hyoplastron or

hyostcmum ; Hfip, hypoplastron or hy-
postemniii; Xfi, xfpbiolastronor xiphi-

stemum.



Chelonla
long periods without fooil. Some, however, are quite
active. They are oviparous. Most of the species are car-
nivorous ana predatoij, but the true land-tortoises are
mainly herbivorous,
them a few

"

and Mascareni
have been alxiut 20 feet long. The living genera arc very
numerous. Tiie Chelonia are variously subdivided. They
were formerly generally distributed among four families,
the club-footed land-tortoises, the related fresh-water tor-
toises, the soft tortoises, and the sea-turtles. Huxley called
these four groups Tf/ttudinea, Kmydea, Triomichoidea, and
Euereta. These grotips have, however, been lo'ng distmrded,
and the species are now segregated among many families
which have been variously combined. Most of the species
of the southern hemisphere belong to a peculiar old-fash-
ioned group, the pleurodirous, while those of the northern
are cryptodirous. Also Chelonides, Chelonii.

2. [Used as a singular.] Same as Chelone, 1.

946
the most destructive crustaceans, owing to its immense
numbers, though it is of diminutive size, oeing only about
a tbinl of an inch long.

bivorons. There are over 200 species, among ChpiliridiP (ke-li"i'ri-dp1 n rtl rATr. < rhehim
gigantic ones, as the tortoises of the Galapagos ^S: ^^ itr^iUr^t'' V' i ' ^**T ?
•ene islands : one of the fossil species is s.iid to ^ -"to. J A tatnily ot amphipods, represented
., ... .„ ,_.. ,-„_,.„_,,.

|jy jjjg genus Chelura, havmg several of the ab-
dominal segments united, and much modified
abdominal limbs ; the wood-shrimps. They bore
tunnels beneath the surface of submerged wood, and are
nearly as destructive to timlier as the ship-worm.

chelyt (ke'li), n. An obsolete form of chela^,
1 and 2.

It happeneth often, I confesse, that a lobster hath the
chdy or great claw of one side longer then the other, but
this is not properly their leg, but a part of apprehension.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

I- r/ /-.I I
Chelydae (kel'i-de), n. ;)?. Baxae &s Chehididw.

\^\J\: ^l"'"""' Chelydidae (ke-lid'i-de), „. pi. [NL. (properly

stA^wr""^ CAe/i^irte), < Chelys + .idce.j A family of pleu-

chelonian (ke-16'ni-an), a. and
+ -n«.] I. a. Of, pertaining i

characters of the Chelonia; testudinate.
n. ». One of the Chelonia or Testudinata ; a

turtle or tortoise.

chelonid, cheloniid (kel'6-nid, ke-16'ni-id), n.
A tortoise of the family Chelonidw.
Chelonidae, Clieloniidse (ke-lon'i-de, kel-6-ni'-
i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chelone, Chelonia, '2, +
-irfd". ] A family of marine Chelonia, having the
fore Umbs longer than the hind, and converted
into paddles or flippers for swimming by the
union and webbing of the digits ; the sea-tur-
tles, or turtles proper, its type is the genus Chelo7ie
or Chelmtia, containing the green turtle (C. midas) and the

Matamata {Ckelys matamata).

rodirous CAe-
fcnio, typified
by the genus
Chclys. The
head is not com-
pletely retrac-
tile, and is much
depressed; it has
very large tem-
poral muscles,
and is covered
with soft skin,
which on the
beak takes the
form of broad, fleshy lips. The matamata, Chetus mata-
mata, is the representative of the family. Also Chelididce,
Cbelyidiv, Chelyoidce.

chelydoid (kel'i-doid), a. and n. [Properly
chelj/oidj < Chelys + -aid. Cf. cheloid^.'] I. a.
Pertaining to or resembling the Chelydidw.
Also chelyoid, cheloid.

II. n. A tortoise of the family Chelydidte.
It may be seen from this list that no Chelydoid passes

northward beyond the Isthmus of Panama.
Oiinther, Encyc. Brit., XX. 471.

Chelydra (kel'i-drii), n. [NL., < Gr. x^'/'^^poc,
an amphibious serpent, also a kind of tortoise.]
The typical genus of the family Chelydridce. a
serpentina is the common snapper or snapping-turtle of
America. Also Chelonura. .See cut under alligator-ter-
rapin.

Longitudinal Section of Skull of Turtle IChelime midas), showinE
outline of brain in situ, with i - 8. first eigiit cranial nerves, and the
following bones : BO, basioccipital : FO, exoccipital ; SO, supraoc.
cipital; BS, basisphenoid ; /'.S, presphenoid ; .4\S, alisphenoid; Pt,
pterygoid ; Pa, enormously expansive parietal ; F, frontal ; P/, pre-
frontal ; E, ethmoid ; A^, nasal : Pmx, premaxilla ; y, vomer ; P,
palatine.

hawk's-bill turtle (C. imbricata). Another leading form
is the loggerhead, Caouana (or Thalassochelys) caretta.
Formerly the Dermatochelys (or Sphargis) coriacea was
referred by some to the family, but it has long been uni-
versally isolated as the representative of a very distinct Cifielvdrid»> fke-lid'ri-del II 1)7 rKT. < f\
family (Dermatochelyidoe or Sphargididm), and even sub- 7„i.^ZC iX„T A fr.^?"^' f It. -^ 1 -J
order (Atheca). The green turtle Ind the loggerhead are [^* ? + "'"'^•L.

-^ family of tortoises, tjpifi
known to hybridize, the progeny being known to the fish-
ermen as the bastard turtle, and having the scientiflc name
of Colpochelys kempi. The group is the same as Euereta
(which see). See turtle.

Chelonides (ke-lon'i-dez), n. pi. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1839), < Chelone.'] Same as Chelonia, 1.

Chelonii (ke-16'ni-i), Ji pi. X. Same as Che-
lonia, 1.— 2. A suborder of Testudinata, com

Ohelydradse (ke-lid'ra-de), K. pi. [NL., <
Chelydra + -adm.} A group of cryptodirous
tortoises in Gray's system, including the Che-
lydridw and the Cinosternidce of other authors.

Che-
- -, y jr'ified

by the genus Chelydra, having a long tail, large
non-retractile head, andalongneck. itemin-acea
the two largest fresh-water chelonians of the United States,
the snapping-turtle (Chelydra mrpenlina) and the alliga-
tor-turtle (.Macrochelys lacertina). Also spelled, improp-
erly, C/n'li<lrid(V.

Chelydrinae (kel-i-dn'ne), ». pi. [NL., < Che-
Jj/dra -t- -jnos.] A subfamily of tortoises, typi-

prising aU the land and fresh-water forms. ^®*^ ^^ ^^^ genus Chelydra : same as the family
Oppel; Agassiz. Chclydridw.
iT,„i«„jij~ ., „i o— /-.I. .7....-J- chelydroid (kel'i-droid), a. and re. [<, ChelydraCheloniidae, n. pi. See Chelonidae.
Chelonite (kel'o-nJt), n. [NL., < Gr. x^^^^, a
tortoise, -I- -ite^.'] A name of certain fossil sea-
urchins of the family Cidaridw.
Chelonobatrachia (ke-16"no-ba-tra'ki-a), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. z^''""'/, tortoise, '+ fiaTpaxoci'a, frog.]
Same as Anura^.
chelonography (kel-o-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. x^-
'/Mvrj, a tortoise, -I- -ypa^ia, < ypd^etv, write.] A
treatise on turtles; a description of chelonians,
chelonologist (kel-o-nol'o-jist), n. [< chelonoU
ogy + -ist.'\ One versed in the study of the
chelonians.

Chelonology (kel-o-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. x^^^vr;, „ „ . / - ---, „~
a tortoise, + -'/Myia, < ?I-yetv, speak: see -ology.l

°" "^^ ]omts, the first pair being tactile organs.
That branch of zoology which relates to the

l''':?^,*''^ remarkable for the enormously developed palpi
' ' .

. .
^J "•""> "" ""^ and sharp rostrum, well suited for plunging into the body

+ -aid.] I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the
Chelydridw.

n. n. A member of the family Chelydridce.
Chelydron (kel'i-dron), n. [NL., < Gr. ;t^A«(5pof

:

see Chelydra.'] A turtle of the genus Chelydra
or some related genus ; an alligator-tortoise.
Chelyetes (ke-li'e-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ;t:awf, a
tortoise,-!- ( ?) eT!?f, a kinsman, neighbor.] The

skeleton composed of solerites embedded in a
soft skin^ stigmata near the rostrum, and legs

chelonians or tortoises.

Chelonura (kel-o-nu'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. x^^^,
tortoise, -I- ovpa, tail.]' Same as Chelydra.
Chelophora (ke-lof'o-rji), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Xn'AJi, a hoof, claw, talon, -1- -<p6po(, -bearing, <
<pepetv= E. 6earl.] A series of deciduate mam

of their victims, upon whose juices they subsist. The fam-
ily contains predatory species, such as Chelyetes parasiti-
vorax, C. heteropalinis, etc., which it has been shown are
strictly parasitic, although with a fomi of parasitism not
contemplated in Van Beneden's classification, namely, a
parasitism beneficial to the liost, as the guest lives upon
other parasites which are injurious to the liost. Michael.

mals with a zonary placenta, consisting of the Cheljndae (ke-h'i-de), n. pi. Same as Chelydidw.—1— D_-i_...... :, TT .^ chelynget, «. An old form of Aef?(•«(/.

chelyoid (kel'i-oid), n. The proper form of
cliili/doid.

Chelyoidae (kel-i-oi'de), n. pi. Same as Chely-
did(e.

chelys (kel'is), n. [< Gr. x^^^, a tortoise, a
lyre, the constellation Lyra. Ct. Chelone.'] X.
The ancient Greek lyre : so called because first
made of tortoise-shell.— 2. In the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, a lute or viol.— 3. [cap.]
[NL.] A genus of tortoises, the type of the fam-
ily Chelydidw, containing only one species, C.
matamata or C. fimbriata. See matamata, ^nd
cut under Chelydidw.

orders Prohoseidea and Hyracoidea. The word „
scarcely used, except to distinguish these two orders col"
lectively from the Camivora, all three forming the Zono-
vlaeentalia.

Chelsea porcelain. See porcelain.
Chelura (ke-lu'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. x^Ti-//, claw,

+ ovpa, tail.] A
genus of amphi-
pod crustaceans,
typical of the
family Cheluridce
or wood-shrimps.

Bortnf Amplb\po'HC/tf/ura/ere»r^ns), C. terebrans gnaws
magnified. into submerged

(From Reportof U. S. Fish Commission.) wood, and ia one of

chemical

cheme (ke'me), J). [LL. cheme, ML. chema, a
measure for liquids, L. chema (Pliny), a gaping
mussel, < Gr. x'm a yawning, a shell, a cockle,
a measure, < •/ *^a in xaonsiv, xaiveiv, gape : see
chasm, chaos.] A Eoman weight, equal to about
35 grains troy.

chemic (kem'ik), a. and n. [Also recently
chemick, early mod. E. chimic, chimick, chymic,
chymick; after P. chimique = Sp. quimico = Pg.
It. chimico, < ML. *chemictis, *chimicns, < chimia,
chemistry: see chcmy, alchemy.] I. a. 1. Per-
taining to chemistry (or, formerly, to alchemy)

:

same as chemical, but now used chiefly in poetry.
Analysis is carried into everytliing. Even Deity is sub-

jected to chemic tests. Lou-ell, Fireside Travels, p. 109.

The wicked broth
Confused the chemic labour of the blood.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

2t. Imitative ; adulterated ; not the genuine
thing. See alchemy, 3.

World, thou'rt a traitor ; thou hast stamp'd thy base
And chymic metal with great Csesar's face.

Qiuirles, Emblems, li. 5.

II. «. If. A chemist or an alchemist.
Chimicho [It.], a chimicke or an alchimist. Flvrio.

2. In bleaching, a dilute solution of chlorid of
lime.

Chloride of lime is generally termed chemick: in the dye-
house. . . . There is the danger of rotting the cloth when
very strong chemick is employed.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 49.

Blue chemic. Same as chemic blue (which see, under
Wwe, ?i.).

chemic (kem'ik), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. chcmicked,

ppr. chemicking. [< chemic, n.,2.] In bleach-
ing, to steep, as cotton goods, in a dilute solu-
tion of chlorid of lime in stone vats, the liquor
being pumped up and strained through the
goods until the action is complete.
Chemical (kem'i-kal), a. and n. [Earlier chym-
ical; < chemic + -al. See chemistry.] J, a. 1.
Pertaining to chemistry: as, a chemical experi-
ment.—2. Pertaining to the phenomena with
which chemistry deals and to the laws by which
they are regulated ; accordant with the laws of
chemistry.
Not only do worms aid indirectly in the chemical disin-

tegration of rocks, but there is good reason to believe tiiat
they likewise act in a direct and mechanical manner on
the smaller particles. JJanmn, Vegetable Mould, p. 246.

Also chemic.
Chemical acetiflcation. See acetijication.— Chemi-
cal action. .See ac(ton.— chemical afBnlty, elec-
tive affinity, names formerly used for chemical force, and
implying a property inherent in atoms of selecting otiier
atoms with which to unite, or of lireferring one combina-
tion to anotlier.— Chemical analysis, the resolution of
complex bodies into their elements. It is either iiuali-
tative or quantitative. Qualitative analysis consists in
the determination of the component paits merely as re-
spects their nature, and witliout regard to their relative
proportions. Quantitative analysis consists in the deter*
mination of the relative proportions of tlie components.

—

Chemical black, bronze. See black, brome.—Cbemlcal
change, as tiistinguished from physical chamre, a change
which destroys the identity of the substance affected. A
physical change is manifested without loss of identity by
the substance. TIius, a mass of copper may be reduced
to fine particles, di-awii into wire, melted and cast into in-
gots or charged with electricity, without losingits identity
as copper. But if copper is put into nitric acid, it dissolves
and is converted into anotlier substance, copper nitrate.
The copper, in consequence, has lost its identity, and has
undergone a chemical change.— Chemical combination,
the intimate union by chemical force of two or moic ele-
ments or compounds to form a new comijound tiitfcring in
propertiesfrom either of its constituent bodies. It differs
from mechanical mixturein that each element of a chem-
ical combination has a certain fixed and invai-iable com-
bining proportion, whereas a mixture of substances can
be made with varying amounts of its ingi-edients. In a
mechanical mixture the particles of each of its ingredients
can usually be identified and separated by mechanical
means ; in a cliemical combination the constituents are
so Ijlended that they cannot be identified. Thus, if clilo-

rin and hydrogen gas are mixed in any desired propor-
tion, the chloriu in the mixture will be evident by its char-
acteristic color and odor. But if this mechanical mixture
is exposed to strong light, a chemical combination takes
place rapidly between the two gases, with evohition of
he.it. They combine, however, only in exactly etiual vol-

umes, and if an excess of either is present it remains un-
combined. In the new compound, hydrochloric acid,

chlorin cannot be detected by either color or sniell, nor
be isolated except by chemical means.— (Tliemlcal de-
composition, the separation by chemical force of the
component parts of bodies from one another, or the resolu-

tion of bodies into their elements.— Chemical equation,
a symbolic expression used to represent a chemical reac-

tion. The reagents, or bodies which enter into the reac-

tion, form the left-hand inember of the equation, and the
resultants of the reaction form the right-hand member.
Thus, the fact that calcium chlorid and si>dium carbonate
when brought together in solution react on each other,
formingcalcium carl)ouateand sotlium chlorid, is expressed
by the following equation :

CaClo -f- Na2C03 = CaCO., -f 2NaCl.

Tills is a true equation in the algebraic sense, because the
value of the two membei*s is the same. Since matter ia

indestructible, nothing is lost in the reaction, and the
weights of calcium cbloiid and sodium carl>onate which
reacted must be precisely the saiuc as the combined



chemical
weights of the resultant calcium carbonate and sodium
ciilorid.-ClienUcal eqiUvalent, extinguisher, fer-
ment, nre-englne, etc. See the nouns.^ Chemical
force, the force which binds together tile atoms in a
molecule, and causes chemical clianges when dissimilar
molecules are brought within the sphere of its action un-
der proper conditions.— Chemical formula a symbolic
expression used to represent the composition of a sub-
stance. In the formulas now generally adopted by chem-
ists each elementary sulistance is indicated by the lirst let-
ter or lettei-s of its name, called its chemical symbol • and
to expre.ss tlie compounds of the elements, their syniliols
are arranged together, each denoting a single atom and
small numbers are written after a symbol and a little be-
low (sometimes, and formerly always, above) the line in-
dicating how many atoms of the element e.\ist in the
compound. Thus, H means 1 atom of hydrogen • HoO
means 2 atoms of hydrogen united with 1 of oxygen, forni-
ing the comjiound water ; KUO means 1 atom of potas-
sium (kalium), 1 of hydrogen, and 1 of oxygen, form-
ing tlie compound potassium hyilrato; and so on If anumber is placed at tlie beginning of the formula it
multiplies the entire formula like an algebraic coefficient •

thus, 2II2O means 2 parts or 2 molecules of water. So'
too, a sniall iiumlier placed after a parenthesis multiplies
the portion inclinled; thus, Ca:,(P()4>, denotes 3 atoms
of calcium comluned with 2 «|uivalents of the radical
POj. f..iming tricalcium phosphate or bone phosphate
Chemical formulas are of two kinds, empirical and ration-
al. An empirical formula expresses simply the relative
number of atoms of the elements jiresent ; a rational for-mula expresses not only the relative number of atoms but
also some conception of the mode of union of the atoms
the groups of raiUcals contained in the substance, the
class to which It belongs, etc. llius, the empirical for-

S'nni?!
•'"'?'"'.*''"!: '* 92"402- It* rational formula (fll,

CO.OII) indicates that it may be regarded as made up of the
radicals methyl (CH;,), carbonyl (CO), and hydroxyl ((III)
and so suggests to the chemist many of its properties and
reactions. See ,7m;.Aic /o,-»,»;a, under oraj»A.c.— Chem-
J^^^^S'^S.'?''' hygrometer. See the uouns.-
Chemlcal Mnetlcs, the science which treats of the uhe-
noiiien;i ufl.od.us or systems of bodies when chemically
active. - Chemical match. .See »«a^cA. — Chemical
pai>er, paper used or suitable for use in the operations
of chemistry, as litmus pap.^'r, etc.- Chemical rays ofthe spectrum, see »p^<;(,•„,„,- chemical stotlcs, the
science whicli treats of the phenomena e\liiljite.l by clicm-
icallmdles or systems of bodies in equilibrium.
n. ". A substance produced by a chemical

process; a chemical agent prepared for scien-
tific or economic use: as, the manufacture of
chemicali.

chemicaled (kem'i-kald), a. r< chemical, n., +
-cn'=. ] Treated or impregnated with chemicals.
[Rare.]
Washing compounds and soap recommended to be used

in cold water ... are highly ehemicaUd.
^^

Hanierg Mag., LXIX. 3.

chemically (kem'i-kal-i), adv. In a chemical
manner; according to chemical principles; in
a chemical sense; by a chemical process or
operation: as, a chemically active substance;
a surface chemically clean.
chemick, ". and n. See chemic.
chemico-algebraic (kem'i-ko-al-je-bra'ik), a.
Kelatiiig at once to the modern theory of chem-
istry (valency, bonds, etc.) and to the alge-
braical theory of invariants and other concom-
itants.

chemico-electric (kem'i-kd-e-lek'trik), a. De-
Im;ii(1iii(,' on electric activity produced by chemi-
cal means.
chemicogalvanic (kem'i-ko-gal-van'ik), a.
.Same a>s cluiniro-electric.

chemicograph (kem'i-k6-gr4f),n. [< NL.c*m»-
cu.% 1 hcinic, -I- Gr. ypd<jiiv, write.] A diagram
representing the constitution of a chemical
substance by means of bonds connecting sym-
bols of the atoms. See bomll, 11.
Chemicotechnical (kem'i-kd-tek'ni-kal), a.
Kelated to or depending on technical applica-
tions of cliemieal science: as, the chemicotech-
nical industries.

chemics (kem'iks), n. [PI. of chemic: see -ics.U. bp. >/uimica = Pir. It. chimica « NL. 'chimi-
ca), eheraics, chemistry, prop. fem. of the adj.

:

see chemic, a. and n.] Chemistry; chemical
phenomena. [Rare.]
The laws of Gravitation, Statics, Acoustics, Chemiet

tw«^^
"'*'* """£ *" ''-•''"'-•llile to numerical lan^

?"'*''• Bnardinan, Creative Week p 310
chemiglypMc (kem-i-glif'ik), a. [< cbemi(c)

-I- Uv. }A,<iew, engrave, + -tc] Engraved by
chemical action.
chemin-de-
ronde (F. pron.
sh6 - man ' d6 -

rdnd'), m. [F.:
chemin, road,
way ; de, of

;

roHrf, round.] In
mcdicral milit.

arch., a continu-
ous footway up-
on the top of the
ramparts, pro-
tected by the

947
battlements, and affording means of commrmi-
cation between towers and bastions, in the ear-
lier castles the system of defense adopted involved almost
complete separation of each tower or post from the others
and the chemmde-ronde was intercepted by each of these

'

this caused the loss of many fortresses, a sudden attack
often shutting up the defenders in their isolated posts,the castles of the fourteenth century were free from this
defect, the chemm-de-mide becoming spacious and unin-
terrupted, so that the garrison could be massed readily atany point. '

chemise (she-mez'), n. [< F. chemise, < LL
camisia, ML. camisa, a shirt, a thin dress: see
camis, which is the older form, with the more
general sense.] 1. A shift or undergarment
worn by women; a smock.— 2. A short, loose-
ntting gown worn by women in the early part
of the nineteenth century.— 3. In fort.: (a) A
wall built parallel to and outside of the main
wall of a fortress, or concentric with and sur-
rounding a tower, intended to prevent the ap-
proach of sappers to the foot of the main de-
^^^?' A^

postern in the latter provides for the access
of defenders to the chemise and of their retreat in case it
IS stormed. (6) The space between the chemise-
wall and themam work which it protects, some-
times covered with a penthouse roof.—4 A
sleeve or an envelop of sheet-iron placed on a
mandrel to receive the coils of steel ribbon used
in making shot-gun barrels. I„ the Belgian bar-
rels this sleeve remains to hold the coils in place upon thewithdrawal of the mandrel. .

5t. -Ajiy covering or envelop, especially one of
llexible material, as the parchment bag in which
sealsofwaxwereinclosed.-nre-chemlset.a piece
of linen cloth steeped in a composition of petroleum
camphor, and other combustible matters, formerly used at
sea to lire an enemy s vessel.- Rectal chemise, an instru-
ment for tamponing the rectum. It ccjiisists of a lai-ge
catheter, the end of which is passed through the middle
of one or more pieces of cloth, and fastened. It is then
introduced into the rectnm, and the space between the
catheter and its envelop is packed wlthpledgets of cotton
chemisette (shem-i-zef), n. [F., dim. of che-
ffiwe.] 1. A garment for covering the neck,
made of some light fabric, as lace, muslin, or
cambric, and worn under a waisl, especially un-
der one cut low at the throat.— 2. In medieval
fort, a chemise covering a very small part of
the main wall.

chemism (kem'izm), ». [< ehem{ical) + -ism.2
Chemical power, influence, or effects.
The animal organism transfers solar heat and the clum-wm of the food (protoplasm) to correlated amonnU of

heat, motion, electricity, light (phosphorescence), and
nerve-force. £. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 190

Cheng

Chemin-de-ronde. VUigothlc wall, Car-caMonnc. France. (From Vio|lct-le-Buc's" DicL de rArchitfcturf.•

)

chemist (kem'ist), n. [Formerly also spelled
chymist (= F. chimiste = Sp. quimista, etc.);
short for alchemist, alchymist : see alchemist,
and of. chemic, ».] If. An alchemist.

The starving chemin in hU golden views
Supremely blest Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 269.

2. A person versed in chemistry; one whose
business is to make chemical examinations or
investigations, or who is engaged in the opera-
tions of applied chemistry.- 3. Loosely, one
who deals in drugs and medicines.- chemistand druggist, in (ireat Britain, one who is registered
as such under the act of July 3l8t, 1868, relating to the
sale of poisons. Chemists and dniggisU are eligible asmembers of the Pharmaceutical Society, but are not en-
tlt^l to a place on the register as pharmaceutical chemists
—Pharmaceutical chemist, a iwi-son acipiainted witli
the chemistry of drugs ; one engaged in the practice of
chemistry m its relation to pharmacy; in Great Britain
a person who, after jiassing an examination in I>atin'
botany, materia medica, and pharmaceutical and general
chemi»tr>-, with other cognate subjecU, is registered as
sill h l.y the I'hurmaceiitical Society of Great Britain

Chemisticalt (ke-mis'ti-kal), a. [< chemist +
-ic-al.'\ Relating to chemistry. Burton.
chemistry (kem'is-tri), n. [Also recently ehy-
mistry, by apheresis for earlier alchemistry, al-
chymistry; now regarded as < chemist + -ry

:

see chemist, alchemy, and alchemistry. Other
names for the science are chemics and chemy :

see these words.] The science of the compo-
sition of material things and the changes which
they undergo in consequence of changes in
their ultimate composition, it regards all sub-
stances as made up of atoms (see atom) which are indivis-
ible and have certain unchanging jiroperties. An elemen-
tary substance consists of groups of chemically united
atoms of the same kinil ; a compound substance, of groups
of chemically united atoms of two or more different kinds.
All comjxiund substances, and most elementary ones con-
sist of deflnite groups of chemically united atoms which
are called mnlendefi. Each molecule has exactly the same
chemical composition and properties as the whole mass
of the substance, and is the smallest mass into which the
substance can be divided without losing its identity The
laws, causes, and elfectsof changes in the kind,and the nuni-
twr and arrangement, of atoms within the molecule are the
subject-matter of the science. SeocAcjjuca;.—Agricultu-
re chemistry. See ai/™!(((»r«;.— Analytical chem-
1HTT*V See /f/i/f/,//}'/'/,/ — At\v\11aH aIiavhI..^.... l<..

ment of chemistry which has direct and intimate relations
to the medical art, including physiological and pharma-
ceutical chemistry.- MetaUurgic chemistry. See met-
a««r;,ic.— Organic chemistry, formerly defined as the
chemistry of tliose substances which are the products of
vital force, which are produced by organized beings, butcannot be artificially prepared ; but since many of themhave been prepared in the laboratory from inorganic
materials the term has lost its original meaning, and Unow applied to the chemistry of all the carbon com-pounds.- Physiological chemistry, the chemistry ofthe tissues and functions of animals and plants.—Prac-tical chemistry, the application of chemical laws to the
arts; the preparation of chemical compounds, their analy-
sis, and their use in arts and manufactures. Also called
applied cAemwfrj/.- Theoretical chemistry, the study
of the general laws governing chemical action, and of their
bearing on the theories of matter.— Thermal chemlstrv
or Uiermo-ohemistry, treats of the phenomena and laws
of the development and disappearance of heat induced bv
chemical reactions.

Chemitype (kem'i-tip), n. [< chemi(cal) + type.]A process for obtaining casts in relief from en-
gravings. A polished zinc plate is covered with an
etchmg-^ound, on which the design is etched with a
point and bitten in with dilute aiiua fortis. The etching-
ground 18 then removed, and every particle of the acid well
cleaned off. The plate is covered with filings of a fusible
metal, and heated until the metal has melted and filled
the engraving. When cold it i» scraped away to the level
of the zinc plate in such a manner that none of it remains
except what has entered the engraved lines. The plate
is ne.xt submitted to the action of a weak solution of
muriatic acid

; and, as the one of these metals is negative
and the other positive, the zinc alone is eaten away by the
acid, so that the fusible metal which has entered the hol-
lows of the engraving is left in relief, and may be printedfrom 111 a press. Chemitype is particularly adapted for
the pro.luction of maps.
chemitypy (kem'i-ti-pi), n. Same as chemitype.
ChemolysiS (ke-mol'i-sis), ». [< chem(ic) + Gr.
/i(yi(, solution, < Uecv, solve.] The analysis or
separation of a compound into its constituent
parts by chemical means ; cliemieal analysis.
Chemolytic (kem-o-lit'ik), a. [As chemolysis
(-lyi-) + -jc] Of or pertaining to chemolysis,
or chemical analysis.
Chemosis (ke-mo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. x^m, a
yawTiing, gaping (see cheme), + -osi,-!.] In
pathol., infiltration, usually inflammatory, of
the conjunctiva and of the cellular tissue con-
necting it with the eyeball, in which the con-
junctiva rises up to a considerable height
around the cornea. Also chytnosis.
chemosmosis (kem-os-mo'sis), H. [< chem(ie) +
osmosis. ] Chemical action transmitted through
an intervening membrane, as parchment, pa-
per, etc.

'^

cnemosmotic (kem-os-mot'ik), a. [As chemos-
mosis (-mot-) + -ic.'] Pertaining or relating to
chemosmosis,
chemy (kem'i), n. [= F. chimie = Sp. quimia =
G. chemw, etc., chemistry < ML. chimia, al-
chemy, the same, without the preflx (orig. art.),
as alchimia, alchemy : see alchemy. Cf. chemics
and chemistry.] Chemistry. Dr. G. Oieyne.
l^itRr©. J

Cftien (ken), n. [NL. (Boie, 1822), < Gr. xvv =
L. anscr= E. goose, q. v.] A genus of Anse-
rmw; the snow-geese. The lamellK of the bill are
conspicuous by reason of the divergence of the edges of

Snow-goose
( C/tfri hjypertmrrus).

the mandibles, and the plumage is generally white, with
lilack tips on the wings. C. hyperborem inhabits north-
erly regions of l«)th hemispheres.
chena (che'na), «. [Hind.] A fresh-water fish
of the family OphiocrphaMa; Ophiocephalus
striatus, found especially in swamps and grassy
tanks in India. It attains a length of 3 feet or
more.
chenar-tree, n. See chinar-tree.

chendi (chen'di), n. [E. Ind.] In India, a
drink made of the fermented juice of the date-
£alm. Simmnnds.
enet, «. An obsolete form of chine^.

chenevixite (shen'e-vik-sit), n. [After the
Bntisli chemist and mineralogist Richard Chen-

j_.™„.^„„j. — .•«"-.">'«'.— aiiiuyucaj cnem- f'-'^
(1774-18,30).] An arseniate of copper and

iBtry. .see«w/i;/(tca/.— AppUed chemistry, s^imeas iron, occurring massive, of a dark-green color,
yrurttcdi (!A«mw(ry,_Meaical chemistry, ti»t depart- Cheng (shung),«. Same as «(?«<;.
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chenille (she-nel'), n. [F., lit. a caterpillar (=
Pr. canilha), prob. < L. canicitla, a little dog,

dim. of canis (> F. chien), a dog. Cf. caterpil-

lar.} 1. A soft, velvety cord of silk or vrorst-

ed, used in embroidery and for fringes and
other ornamental parts of women's dresses,

etc.— 2. A name for Dasya elegans, one of the

red mariue alg», order Floridem. See Dasya.

A beautiful species [Dasya elegans], known to lady col-

lectors by the name of chenille, at once recognized by ita

long, cylindrical, branching fronds, densely fringed with
fine lake-coloreil lilanients. t'arlow, Marine Alga:, p. 177.

Clienille carpet. See carpet.— Qienille clotb, a fabric

made with a fringed sUker. thread used as the weft in

combination with wool or cotton, A fur-like surface is

thus produced, whence the name.— Chenille embroi-
dery, a kind of embroidery in which chenille is used like

threail or braid, either laid upon the surface, as in couch-
ing, or drawn through the nuiterial with the needle : in

the latter case a canvas with large meshes, or perforated
cardboard, is commonly used. The chenille used for the

purpose is finer than the ordinary kinds.— Chenille lace,
a kind of lace made in France in the eighteenth century,

with a ground of silk net and the pattern outlined with
fine chenille.— Chenille-needle, a needle with a very
large eye and a sharp point, used for making chenille em-
broidery.— Chenille rello. a twisted silk chenille stiff-

ened by wire, used as an edging for glass shades and for

ditferent ornaments. It is also made into a soft cylindri-

cal cord used in rich fringes.

chenomorph (ke'no-morf), n. One of the Che-

nomorphw.
Ohenomorphse (ke-no-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL.
(Huxley, 1867), < Gr. 'x'n't = E- goose, -t- iiop<fii,

form.] The duck tribe considered as a prime
division of desmognathous carinate birds hav-
ing the same technical characters as, and being
eoutenninoiis with, the family Anatidce.

chenomorphic (ke-no-m6r'fik), a. [< Cheno-
morphce + -ic] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Chenomorphm ; anserine or

anatine ; lamellirostral.

chenopod (ke'no-pod), n. A plant of the order
ChenopiHlhicece.

Chenopodiaceae (ke-no-po-dl-a'sf-e), n. pi.

[NL., < CkcHopodium +' -acew.'i Anatural order
of apetalous exogens, containing about 60 gen-
era and 400 species of more or less succulent
herbs or shrubs, for the most part peculiar to

maritime or saline localities and to dry desert

regions. It is extensively represented in the alkaline

regions of central Asia and western America, and in-

cludes most of the so-called greasewoods of America. It

furnishes the beet and mangel-wurzel, the spinach, and
the garden-orach. Some of the succulent species contain
large quantities of alkaline salts ; some possess aromat-
ic and medicinal qualities ; and some are cosmopolitan
weeds. The principal genera are Chenopodium, Atriplex,
Suoeda, and Salsola.

chenopodiaceous (ke-no-p6-di-a'shius), a. Be-
longing to the natural order Chenopodiacew.
Chenopodidse (ke-no-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

ChenojHis {-pod-) + -ida:.'] A family of gastro-
pods, typified by the genus Chenopus : synony-
mous with Aporrhaidce.

Ohenopodinm (ke-no-po'di-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. x'n', = E- goose,'+ iro'vg (ttoS-) = E. foot.']

The typical genus of plants of the natural
order Chenopodiacew. it is widely distributed in

temperate regions, and includes various common weeds,
known as goosefoot, pigweed, good- King-Henry , etc., fre-

quently eaten as greens when young. Some aromatic
species are used in medicine, as the Jerusalem oak (C.

Botryg) and wormseed (C anthrosijyides), and the straw-
berry-bllte (C capitatuin) is sometimes cultivated on ac-

count of its scarlet fruit. C. Quinoa is extensively cul-

tivated in parts of South America for its seeds, which are
an article of food. The genus is now made to include the
species which have conmionly been referred to Bliluvi,

having densely clustered flowers with a calyx which be-
comes fleshy arul colored in fruit.

Chenopsis (ke-nop'sis), n. [NL. (J. Wagler,
1832), < Gr. XV", = E. goose, + oipif, aspect, ap-
pearance.] A genus of swans, belonging to

the family Atuitidw and subfamily Cygnime. C.

atratus is the well-known black swan of Aus-
tralia. Also written Chenopis. See swan.
Chenopus (ke-no'pus), re. [NL., < Gr. x^, = E.
goose, + Koix (jrofi-) = E. foot.} The tjT)ical

genus of Chenopodidw : same as Aporrhais.
Ohenorhamphus (ke-no-ram'fus), re. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. xaivfiv, gape, 4- l)d/i<j>oQ, beak, bill.]

Same as Anastomus, 1.

Chenot process. See process.

cheoh, ». See chih.

chep^t, n. A Middle English form of cheap.

chep2 (chep), n. [Appar. a var. of chape.'] The
part of a plow on which the share is placed.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
chepef , V. and n. A Middle English form of cheap.

chepinget, «. Same as cheaping.

chepster (chep'stfer), «. [E. dial., < cheep, Sc.
chcip, cliepe, chirp, peep, as a bird, + -ster.'] A
local British name of the starling, Sturnus vul-

garis. Montagu.
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cheque, n. See checlc'^-, 13.

cheauer (ehek'er), re. and v. A more recent
sp(>lling (in England) of checker^.

chequerberry, «. See checkerberry.

chequer-tree, «. See checker-tree.

chequey, «. See cheeky.

chequint, «• An obsolete form of sequin.

chequy, a. See cheeky.

cherassi (che-ras'i), re. A kind of gold medal
struck in Persia for distribution on the occa-
sion of a coronation, and often used as a coin.

The value varies from %\ to .f7.

chercht, «. A Middle English spelling of church.

cherchert, re. See kercher, kerchief. Wright.

cheret. A Middle English form of cheer^ and
checr^.

cherelichet, adv. A Middle English form of
chccrly'^.

chericet, ''• t. A Middle English form of cherish.

cherif, «. A French spelling of sherif.

cherimoyer (eher-i-moi'er), n. [Also chirimoya;
F. cherimolier, a corruption of cherinioles, the
name of the fruit in Peru.] The fruit of Anona
Cherimolia, a native of Peru, it is a heart-shaped
fruit, with a scaly exterior and numerous seeds buried in
a pulp. It is as much esteemed in the western parts of
South America as the custard-apple, to which it bears a
strong resemblance, is in the West Indies.

cherisauncet, re. An eiTor for chevisance.

cherish (cher'ish), V. t. [< ME. clierischen, cher-

iscn, chericen, < OF. clwris-, stem of certain forms
of cherir, F. chMr (cheriss-), hold dear, cherish,

< cher, < L. carus, dear: see cheer^, charity, and
caress.] 1. To hold as dear; treat with tender-
ness and affection ; foster ; nurture ; support
and encourage ; shelter fondly ; nurse; caress.

We were gentle among you, even as a nurse cherisheth
her children. 1 Thes. ii. 7.

No man ever yet hated his own flesh ; but nourisheth
andcherisheth it, even as the Lord the Church. Eph. v. 29.

And undre that tytle alle Kynges and Lordes cherisschen
hem the more with giftes and alle thing.

ilandeville, Travels, p. 238.

You that do abet him in this kind,
Cherish rebellion, and are rebels all.

,Shah., Rich. II., 11. 3.

For what doth cherish weeds, but gentle air?

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 6.

2. To indulge and encourage in the mind ; har-
bor; cling to: as, to cherish forgiveness; to
cherish revenge.

His valour . . .

Hath taught us how to cherish such high deeds,
Even in the bosom of our adversaries.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 5.

To cherish virtue and humanity. Burke, Rev. in France.

Am I mad, that I should cherish that which bears but bit-

ter fruit?
I will pluck it from my bosom, tho' my heart be at tlie

root. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

3t. To give physical comfort or pleasure to

;

invigorate ; strengthen ; warm ; hence, to pro-
vide for ; entertain hospitably.

Wherefore his servants said unto him. Let there be
sought for my lord the king a young virgin : and let her
stand before the king, and let her cherish him, and let her
lie in thy bosom, that my lord the king may get heat.

1 Ki. i. 2.

They bum sweet gums and spices or perfumes, and
pleasant smells, and sprinkle about sweet ointments and
waters, yea, they leave nothing undone that raaketh for

the cherishing of the company.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 5.

= Syn. Foster, Cherish, Harbor, ^'To foster is to sustain
and nourish with care and effort. To cherish is to hold
and treat as dear. To harbor is to provide with shelter

and protection, so as to give opportunity for working to
something that might be and often ought to be excluded."
Anrfus, Handbook of the Eng. Tongue, p. 378.

Cherisher (eher'ish-4r), re. Onewho cherishes;

a supporter ; an eneourager ; an entertainer.

He that comforts my wife is the cherisher of my flesh

and blood. Shak., All's Well, i. 3.

He [Pepysl was universally belov'd, ... a very greate
cherisher of learned men of whom he had the conversation.

Evelyn, Diary, May 26, 1703.

cherishingly (cher'ish-ing-li), adv. In an af-

fectionate or cherishing manner.
cherishment (cher'ish-ment), re. [< cherish +
-ment.] 1. The act of giving physical comfort
or pleasure.

Those parts neere (and perhaps vnder) the Pole are hab-
itable, the continuance of the Sunnes presence in their
Summer heating and warming with linely cherishment all

Creatures. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 741.

2. Encouragement ; support. [Rare.]

One onelie lives, her ages ornament,
And myrrour of her Makers niajestie,

That with rich bountie, and deare cherishment.
Supports the praise of noble Poesie.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses.

cherislyt, adv. [ME., < cherisen, cherish, -I- -ly,

-ly2; eqtiiv. to cheerly^, q. v.] Dearly.
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Eaymound full cherisUt was hold also.
Rom. of Partentiy (E. E. T. S.), 1.

cherkt, v. i. See chirk^.

cherlt, cherlisht. Middle English forms of
churl, churlish.

chermany (chtr'ma-ni), «. [Origin obscure.]
Ill the southern United States, a variety of the

f[\me of base-ball. The Century.

ermes (ker'mez), re. [NL.: see A-erreies.] If.
An old spelling of kermes.— 2. [cap.] [NL.j

Chernus abieticoUus. (Cross shnws natural size.)

A genus of bark-lice, of the family Aphidid(B,
species of which affect firs and larches.
Chermes affords an example of heterogamy in that two

different oviparous generations follow one another: a
slender and winged summer generation, and an apterous
generation which is found in autumn and spring and lives

through the winter. Claus, Zoology (trans.), II. 543.

Chermesinse (ker-me-si'ne), re. pi. [NL., <
Chermes, 2, + -inw.] A subfamily of bark-lice,
of the family Aphididce, typified by the genus
Chermes, having only two discoidal veins on the
fore wings, and the antenniE usually 5-jointed,

but exceptionally 3-jointed. it consiste of minute
forms usually black or yellow, including the vine-pest,
J'hylloxera vastatrix.

chermesine (ker'me-sin), o. Of or pertaining
to the ChermesincB.

chema (ch^r'na), n. [Sp.] A name adopted
from the Portuguese and Spanish for various
species of serranoid fishes, (a) Polyprion cemium,
generally called stone-bass or wreck-fish. Also chenie. (6)
kpinepltelus moi-io, better known Jis the red grouiier.

cherne (cher'ue), re. [Same as chema.] A lo-

cal (Madeira) name of the stone-bass. See
chema, (a).

Chernes (ker'nez), re. [NL., < Gr. A'fpi'W, a day-
laborer, as adj. poor, needy.] A genus of two-
eyed book-scorpions, of the family Cheliferida,
or giving name to a family CJiemetidw.

chernetid (kfer'ne-tid), n. A false scorpion of
the family Chernetido'.

Chernetidse (ker-net'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cher-
nes (Chernet-) -H -id(P.] A family of false scor-
pions, of the order I'seudoscorpiones or Chelife-

ridea. it is restricted to the book-scorpions with two
eyes, in which case it is synonymous with Cheli/eridce, or
contains the four-eyed forms also, and is then coextensive
with the order.

chemette (eh^r-nef), n. [Dim. of cherne.] A
young cherne.

chernozem (ch&r'no-zem), «. [Also written
tcJicrnozem ; repr. Buss, chemozemu, < chernuii,

black, + eemlya, earth, land.] The local name
of a black earth of extraordinary fertility, cov-
ering at least 100,000,000 acres, from the Car-
pathian to the Ural mountains, to the depth
of from 4 to 20 feet, and yielding an almost
unlimited succession of similar crops without
preparation, it consists chiefly of silica with a little

alumina, lime, and oxid of iron, and alx)Ut 7 per cent, of
vegetable mold, of which 2.45 is nitrogen gas. The nitro-
gen and other organic matter are no doubt the cause of
its fertility.

cheroot (she-rot'), re. [Also spelled sheroot; =
Pg. charuto, a cigar, tobacco-leaves, < Hind.
churfit, a cigar; prob. orig. a native name in

the Philippine islands.] A kind of cigar not
pointed at either end, and thicker at one end
than at the other. Cheroots were first made at
Manila in the Philippine islands.

The valleys of Luzon . . . send us more cheroots than
spices. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 179.

ch6-root (sha'rot), re. Same as shaya-root.

cherryl (eher'i), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also chcry, cheric, < ME. chery, chcre, in eomp.
cheri-, chiri- (pi. cherys, cheries, chiries). a new
singular developed from the supposed pi. *cher-

is, *chiris, < AS. ciris, cyrs (in ciris-hedm, cyrs-

trediv, cherry-tree)= D. kers, A-ersf=MLG. kerse,

kars, kas{-herc) = OHG. chirsa, MHG. kirse,

kerse, kersche, G. kirschc = Dan. kirse{-b(er) =
Sw. kers{-l>ar) = F. cerise = Pr. scrisia, cerci-

ra = Cat. cirera = Sp. cereza = Pg. cereja =
It. eiricgia, ciliegia = Wall, ciriashti, a cherry
(cf. F. cerisier = Pr. serier = Cat. cirer, cirerer

= Sp. cereso = Pg. cerejeira = It. ciriegio, ciliegio

= Wall, cireshii, a cherry-tree), < ML. cerasea,

cerasia, < MGr. aepaaia, Kepaaia, the cherry-tree,

< L. cerasus, a cherry-tree, cerasiis, eerasum,
a cherry (= Ar. kcra: = Turk, lira:), < Gr.

aepaaoc, a cherry-tree, aepamov. a cherry, cheny-
tree, < Klpac, a horn, prob. with reference to
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the horny pit (ef. cornel). Traditionally, the

name is referred to Cerasus, L. Cerasus, Gr.

Kepaaovg, an ancient town in Pontus, where

the cherry-tree was native.] I. n.
;

pi. cher-

ries (-iz). 1. The fruit of species of Cerasus

(which is commonly regarded as a subgenus
^^_^_^_^

of Prumis), consisting of a globose pulpy cherry-COb (cher'i-kob), n.

drupe inclosing a one-seeded smooth stone; rprov. Eng.]
also, a tree produciug this fruit. The cnltivatea cherry-coffee (cher'i-kof"e), n. The coffee-ber-
varieties of the garden-cherry probably all belong to two

jj comes from the tree, before the pulp has
species, Prunw. Cerasus and P. «"«'^..l>oth doubtless

^)^^^ removed or the seeds have been dried.

cherry-coal (cher'i-kol), w. A variety of bitu-

minous coal which is moderately lustrous, has

a somewhat conchoidal fracture, and readily

breaks up into cuboidal fragments, it is inter-

mediate in character between coking coal and splint coal,

retaining its shape until thoroughly consumed, and not

coking.
A cherry-stone.

avium, both doubtless

natives of Euroi«. it is related by Pliny that this fruit j/u/-ii//j\„
or a cultivated variety of it was brought from Cerasus cherry-COloreCl (cher i-kul"ord), a.

cherubin

tratoc, of dry land, living or found thereon, x^:-

?.avri xepcala, a land-tortoise.] The typical ge-

nus of the family Chersidw.

Ohersydrus (ker-sid'ms), n. [NL., < Gr. xcpav-

Spog, an amphibious serpent, < x^P<^°i>^ land,

+ iidpog, a water-snake, < idup, water.] A genus
of aquatic wart-snakes, family Aaocliordidee,

having the hinder part of the body compressed,
with a fold of skin beneath the abdomen and
the tail. C. gramdatus is an East Indian species, re-

sembling in habits the very venomous water-suakea, Hy-
drophidce, though it is perfectly harmless.

in Pontus to Italy after the defeat of Mithridates by Lu
cullus, about 70 B. c. It was introduced into England by

the Romans about 120 years afterward. There are many
kinds as the red-, black-, and white-hearts, the Mayduke,

bigaroon, morello, Kentish, etc. The wild or crab cherry,

mazard or gean of Great Britain, is a wild state of the

dish color resembUng that of the common red

cherry; cerise.

She wore one of her own roundear'd caps, and over it a

little straw-hat, lined with cherryeolour'd silk, and tied

with a cherry-colour'd ribbon. Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

PruntM amum, which is also found in various other parts
cherrv-COrdial (cher'i-kor'dial), n. Same as

of Europe. From the fruit of its dilTerent varieties several ^"""'r"'":" ^ - •• ''
of Europe. From the

highly esteemed cordials are prepared, as the maraschino

of Italy, the ratafia of France, the kirschwasser of Ger-

many, etc- To this group of cherries, distinguished by

having their flowers and fruits in clusters, belong also the

mahaleb cherry (P. Mahaleh) of Europe, with very fra-

grant flowers, and the ground -cherry (P. Chamaceramix),

as well as the wild red cherry (P. Pemuylvanica) and the

dwarf cherry (P. puinUa)ot North America. A second

section of the genus has Ihe flowers in racemes, and the

fruit smaller and less palatable. To this belong the bird-

cherry (P. Pada.1) of Europe, and the wild black cherry,

also called the rum- or cabinet-cherry (P. serotina), and the

choke-cherry (P. yirginiana) of America. .Still a third sec-

tion consisU of evergreen trees, witli the flowers in racemes

and the fruit inedible, including the bastard cherry, bay-

cherry, or laurel-cherry (P. Lauro-Ceroitiii) of Europe, and
.

the Carolina laurel-cherry (P. Caroliniana) of the southern Cherry-pie
United States.

2. A name given to many different kinds of

fruit which bear some resemblance to the com-

mon cherry. See phrases below.— 3. (o) The
wood of the cherry-tree. That of the wild black

cherry Prunus gerotina, of the United States is a light,

hard, strong wood of a reddish color, largely used and

highly esteemed for cabinet-work, interior flnishing, etc.

(6) In Australia, the fine-grained wood of Eu-

genia myrtifoUa, and especially the very hard,

compact, and durable wood of Exocarpus cu-

prcssiformis, used in ship-building and other

strong work.— 4. A cutter or countersink used

in making bullet-molds— Barbados, cowhajEe.nr

West Indian cherry, tlie fruit ot species of Muliii^rhia

and /;i(;irA.Mi<l.— Bastard cherry, of .famaica, the nine-

tia tiniMia.— Beecb- or brush-cherry, of Australia,

the TrochocariM laurinii. —Broad-leafed cherry, of Ja-

maica, Cordia macrvphylla.— Claxanxy Cherry, Cordia

CoH'Jc.x-OT.— Cornelian cherry, the fruit of Comti*

ma; the cornel-tree It is a small, acid, cherry-like,

edible berry.— Dog-Cherry, the fruit of a species of dog-
' '

, — Dwarf cherry, the fruit of

cherry-bounce.

cherry-gum (cher'i-gum), n. Cerasin.

cherry-laurel (cher'i-la'rel), n. The English

name of Cerasus Lauro-Cerasus, natural order

RosacecB, a native of Asia Minor, it is commonly
called laurel, but must not be confounded with the sweet-

bay or other true species of Laurus. The leaves yield by

distillation hydrocyanic acid and an oil resembling that „i,«J+.^ /„},Ar'tn n
obtained from bitter almonds. The distilled water from CneiX^ (,cner n;, «,

the leaves is used in medicine in the same way as diluted

hydrocyanic or prussic acid.

cherry-pepper (cher'i-pep'er), «. A species of

Capsicum, C. cerasiforme, of the West Indies,

whose fruit is small and cherry-shaped.

^ J (cher'i-pi'), n. 1. A pie made of

cherries.—2. A popular name for the common
heliotrope.

"Did you ever smell cherry-pie so sweet before?"

Heliotrope was a passion with old Andros Bartrand.
Annis Edwardes, A Girton Girl.

cherry-pit (cher'i-pit), «. 1. T

of a cherry.— 2. A child's play,

ry-stones are thrown into a small hole.

Tia not for gravity to play »t cherry-pit with Satan.
Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

In the Eldorado, where oivhins play at cherry-pit with

diamonds. Scott, Kenilworth, I. i.

cherry-rum (cher'i-rum'), n. Rum in which
wild cherries have been steeped.

cherry-stick (cher'i-stik), n. A tobacco-pipe

tube, used with the Turkish chibouk, made of

a young stem of the mahaleb clierry, bored and
with the reddish-brown bark retained. Some-
times these stems are five feet long, and as

_ , . ., . , straight and smooth as if turned,
wood, C'orniw «a/i(/i<i/i.'<i, -Dwarf cherry, tne iruii oi . 'L a^nna Inhar'i sit{\n\ n Thn at/inn-likn
Lonicera, or honev.sucklc. - Hottentot cherry, the fniit cherry-stone (Cher 1-ston), n. ine stone-iuce

of Catniu; Mauruci-iua, a South African plant related to seed 01 a oheirv.
the American yauiKin, Hex Cawine. It is a trispernious cheny-trce (cner'i-tre), n. [< ME. cherytre,
berry of a dark-purple color -Jamaica cherry, ttciu

p/,g,.,(^j, cMritre, < AS. 'ciris-tredw, cyrs-tredic
p€duJKM/a(o.— Jerusalem cherry, an ornamental plant, •: V ' . .. ' ^ " .

Solanum Pieudo-cniinicHnt. and its fruit. Also called vnn-

ter-cAerry.—Winter-Cherry, (a) The fruit of Pkvialit

Alkrkfwii. Sec alkekeni;i. (h) .Same as JerwuUem cherry.

— Zulu cherry, of .South Africa, Dombeya Burgettia.

II. «• 1 . Like a red cherry in color ; red ; rud-

dy ; blooming : as, a cherry lip ; cherry cheeks.

Shore's wife hath a pretty foot,

(cf. ciris-bedm), cherry-tree, < ciris, cyrs, cherry,

+ tre<iw,tiee.] A tree producing cherries. See
cherry^.

I preved have encrece of Chiritree.

The yerdeg [rods] that my vyne 1 sette unto
Anoon hath growen up an huge tree.

PaUaditu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 194.

A cherry lip, a bonny eye, a
P"«'jj5^«^',"^^*^jft 1. cherry-wine (cher'i-win' ), ». A fermented U-

''
' ' quor made from cherry-juice with the addition

of sugar and sometimes of flavoring ingi-edients.

chersett, »• See churchesset.

Chersian (kfer'si-an), n. l<Chersus + -tan.'] A
land-tortoise of'the family Chersida. .Also

chcrsite.

chersid (kfer'sid). n. Same as chersian.

Chersidae (k^r'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chersus
+ -kUe.] The land-tortoises as a family of

Chelonia : synonymous with Testudinida:.
.-

[NL., as CAersiw -I- -i<e2.]

Of a red- chert (ch6rt), ». [Cf. E. dial. (Kentish) chart,
J

gQujmQn rough ground overrun with shrubs;

charty, churty, = cherty, rough or rocky; Sw.
dial, kart, a pebble. Prob. of Celtifs origin: cf.

Ir. ceart, a pebble, carrach, rocky, Gael, carr,

a shelf of rock, W. careg, a stone: see car^,

cairn, and crag^.'] A cryptocrystalline variety

of quartz, also called hornstone, petrosilex, or

rock-flint, it is less hard than quartz crystal, has usu-

ally a conchoidal or slightly splintery fracture, is com-
monly gray-brown or black in color, and is often some-

what translucent. It frequently occurs in layers or con-

cretionary nodules, especially in limestone rocks. The
name is also applied to any impure flinty rock, including

the jaspers.

[<c/jer* + -2/l.] Like chert;

full of chert ; flinty.

cherub (cher'ub), «. ;
pi. cherubim, cherubs (-8-

bim, -ubz). [= D. G. Dan. Sw. cherub (in Rom.
in dim. form: see cherubin'^), < LL. cherub, pi.

cherubim, < Heb. k'riibh, pi. Vrubhim, a cherub:

supposed to be of foreign origin ; connected by
some with Assyrian kirubu, a name of the steer-

god, the winged guardian at the entrance of As-

syrian palaces. The pi. cherubim occurs earlier

in the accom. form cherubin. A double E. pi.

cherubinis occurs in the Bible and elsewhere.] 1

.

One of an order of angels variously represent-

ed at different times, but generally as winged
spirits with a human countenance (often simply

as winged heads), and distinguished by their

knowledge from the seraphs, whose distmctive

quality is love, in the celestial hierarchy cherubs are

represented as next in order to seraphs. The first men-
tion of cherubs is in Gen. iii. 24, where their figure is not

described, but their office was, with a fiaming sword, to

keep or guard the way of the tree of life. Figures of a

pair ot cherubs were placed on the mercy-seat of the ark,

anil a pair of colossal size overshadowed it in Solomon's

temple with the canopy of their contiguously extended

wings. They are called " the cherubinis of glory " (Heb.

ix. 5), as on them the glory, when visible, rested. They
were anointed with the holy oil, like the ark itself and
the other sacred furniture. Their wings were stretched

upward, and their faces turned " toward each other, and
toward the mercy-seat." The cherubs seen in Ezekiel's

vision had each four heads or faces, the hands of a man,
and wings. The four faces were the face ot a cherub, that

of a man, that of a lion, and that of an eagle. They had
the boilily form of a man. (Ezek. x.) The hieroglyphical

and emblematical figures embroidered on the veils of the

tabernacle were called
'

' cherubinis of cunning work " (Ex.

xxvi. 1).

The stone or pit

in which cher-

2. Made of cherry-wood: as, a cherry table.

Cherryl (cher'i), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. cherried,

ppr. cherrying. [< cherry'^, n.] To impart a

cherry color to ; redden.

Close in her Closet, with her best Complexions,

Shee mends her Faces wrinkle-full defections,

Her Cheek shee cherries, and her Ky shee cheers,

And fains her (fond) a Wench ot fltteen yeers.

Sylcegter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Decay.

Cherry^t (cher'i), v. t. [As if directly < OF.
_ _

cherir : see cherish.] A modification of cherish, chersite (ktr'sit), n.

Sweet Goddesses all three, which nie in mirth do cherry >

Simuer, F. Q., VI. x. 22.

cherry-bird (cher'i-bferd), n. 1. A book-name
of the European oriole or pirol, Oriolus galbu-

la.— 2. The Carolina waxwing, or cedar-bird,

Ampelis cedrorum. See Ampelis and waxwing.

cherry-blight (eher'i-blit), n. An ascomycetous
fungus, Podospheera Oxyacanthw, of the family

ErysiphecB. The white mycelium grows over the surface

of the leaf, and tlie perithecia produced upon it have radi-

ating appendages branched at the tips. Each perithecium
contains one ascus, in which several spores are formed.

cherry-bounce (cher'i-bouns'), n. A popular
cordial, consisting of burned brandy in which
cherries have been steeped with sugar. Also
called cherry-cordial.

Yea, of cherry-bounce quantum suff. and old Oporto a

couple of magnums : that's my physic. „• .n ., . ...

Miirton, Secrets worth Knowing, 11. 1. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 35.

cherry-brandy (cher'i-bran'di), n. 1. Brandy And, on the other side, Hayle's vaster mouth doth make

hi^ich Sies have been steeped.-2. A A c*c™»...e thereof. ^ra, on^ Po yolb on i 83

cordial made of spirit flavored with syrup of Ohersus (kfer sus), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1830), <

cherries. Gr. x^pooi, adj., dry, x^poog, n., dry land, > x^p-

And he stegh [ascended] over cherubin.
O. E. Pealter, Ps. xvill. 10.

But first and chiefest with thee bring

Him that yon soars on golden wing,

Guiding the flery-wheeled throne.

The Clurub Contemplation.
Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 64.

On the entablature of the walls were seen the cherubim
with outstretched wings, the symbol ot the power and
immediate presence of Jehovah.

Von Itanke, Univ. Hist (trans.), p. 64.

2. A beautiful child : so called because in paint-

ing and sculpture cherubs are generally repre-

sented as beautiful winged children. [In this

sense the plural is always clierubs.'i

cherubic (che-ro'bik), a. l< cherub + -ic] Per-

taining to or resembling cherubs ; angelic : as,

cherubic host; e/icr«6(C watch ; cherubic songs.

Milton.— cberyible hymn, a hymn beginning with the
words " We who mystically represent the Cherubim," and
concluding with a triple '' Alleluiah," suug at tlie great

entrance in the liturgy of Constantinojile, ami in other lit-

urgies as modified by that. It is said to have been intro-

duced into the service at the command of Justinian about
the middle of the sixth century. Sometimes used as a
name of the Sanctua or Tersanctus, properly called the
fieraitliic hipnn.

Same as chenu-

Sanie as chersian.

Ohersobatae (ktr-sob'a-te). n. pi. OUj., < Gr.

Xcpaog, dry land, + -/3afw, < (iaivetv (•/ */3a-), go.]

Another name of the Anabantidce.

Chersonese (k^r'so-nes or -nez), n. [< L. cher-

sonesus, < Gr. x^poivriaoi, < xi^P^oU land, dry land

(as adj., dry), + v^oof, an island.] A peninsula;

a tract of land of any extent which is nearly
^ ,„^ „,,,„„

surrounded by water, but is united to a larger cherubical (che-ro'bi-kal), a.

tract by an isthmus. The ancient Thracian Cherso- j,^g

nese was the peninsula of (iallipoli in European Turkey, • .^... „„ . Vh.idjm Miracles n 162
between the Hellespont and the .Egean sea ; the Tauric The chenOneal angel. bUetMn, Miracles, p. lai.

Chersonese, the Crimea; the Clmbric Chersonese, the pe- cherubim, n. Plural of cherub.
ninsula of Jutland in Denmark

;
and the Golden Cherso-

gherubimiC (cher-0-bim'ik), a. [< cherubim +
nese in India, probably the peninsula of Malacca. These ^'^'^'""'•y**' i, . . /' ,.'•

L^the most prominent insUnces of the ancient use of -*<'•] Ot or belonging to cherubim.

the word In names ; but it was applied to many smaller cherubin^t (cher O -bin), n. ana a. l\ Mhi.
~— -

I

chcrubyn, < OF. cherubin, F. cherubin = Sp.

quervbin = Pg. cherubim = It. cherubino, a

cherub, dim. of LL. cherub : see cherub.] I. n.

A cherub.
A sompnour was tlier with us in that place,

That hadde a tyr-reed cherubyneg face.

Chmustr, Geu. Prol. to C. T., 1. (S*.

bodies of land. Formerly also written chereoness.

The sea so circles there that it_becomes achersoness.
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He, when wee least deserv'd, sent out a gentle gale, and
message of peace from the wings of those his Chembins,
that fanne his Mercy-seat.

3tUton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

Whose face is paradise, but fenc'd from sin,

For God in either eye hath plac'<l a ehentbin.
Dnjden, To tlie Duchess of Ormond.

II. a. Cherubic; angelic: as, ''h.ev cherubin
look," Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

chenibin'^t, « Obsolete plural of cherub.
Cherup (eher'up), v. ; pret. and pp. cheruped or
cherupped, ppr. cheruping or clierupping. [A
form of chirrup for chirp^. Cf. cheerup^.^ I.
ijitrans. To chirp or chiiTup: as, "cherupping
birds," Drayton.
H. trans. To excite or urge on by chirruping.

[Rare.] •

He cherups brisk his ear-erecting steed.
Cowper, Task, iii. 9.

chemp (eher'up), n. [< cherup, «;.] A chirp or
chirrup. [Oolloq.]

chervice (cher'vis), n. A fine kind of tallow
imported into Turkey from the ports of the
Black Sea for use in cookery.
chervil (ohSr'vil), n. [Early mod. E. also cher-
vel, < ME. chervelle, < AS. cerfille = D. kervel
= MLG. Icervelde = OHG. chervola, -ella, -ilia,

MHG. hervele, kervel, G. kerhel = leel. herfill =
Sw. kyrfvel = Dan. IgOrvel = OF. cherfuel, F.
cerfeuil = Sp. cerafolio = Pg. cere/olio = It.

eerfoglio, < L. cwrefolium, ML. also cerefolimn,
eerifolium, prop., as in NL., chwrophyllum, <
6r. x^V^'P"^'-^-"^} chervil, < xf'^P^'v, rejoice, +
<j)vX?Mv = L. folium, a leaf: with reference to
the pleasant odor of the leaves.] 1. A gar-
den pot-herb, Anthriscus Cerefolimn, of the nat-
ural order Umbelliferce. The bur or hemlock
chervil is A. vulgaris; the wild or cow chervil,
A. sylvestris. Both are natives of Europe.

—

2. A name of several other plants of different
genera— Needle chervil, Scandix Pecten-Vemrig, a
corn-fleld weed like cliervil, but with slender-beaked fruit.— Rough chervil, Chceroyhyllum temulum.— Sweet
chervil, or sweet Cicely, Myrrhis odorata, an aromatic
and stimulant umhellifer formerly used as a pot-herb.

Chesablet. «. A Middle English form of chas- ^^^^^ (^^^^^^

§60
of each are placed a bishop, a knight, and a rook, in this
order. The pieces move according to certain laws over
unoccupied squares, the knight alone being free from
this latter restriction (see below). The king moves one
square in any direction (except into check); the queen
in any direction and to any distance along the rows of
squares, and also along the diagonals ; tlie rooks or cas-
tles in any direction along the files or ranks of squares;
the bishops (of which there is one on each color) in any
direction along the diagonals of the color on which they
are originally placed ; the knights one square on one row
and then two squares on the row at right angles to it

(or two squares and then one) in any direction, without
reference to interposing pieces ; and tlie pawns one square
ahead on the files. A piece is taken by removing it from the
board and placing the capturing piece in its place. In tak-
ing, each piece makes some one of its ordinary moves, ex-
cept the pawn, which takes by moving one square forward
on a diagonal ; the knight alone can take by jumping over
an intervening piece. The object of the gaiiie is to cap-
ture the king of the opposing party ; and this is effected
by an attack so planned that it is impossilde, either by
moving the opposing king or by interposing another piece,
to prevent him from being taken on the next move— that
is, by placing the opposing king in a check from which he
cannotescape. (Seechecki,chechmate,aMstalemate.) The
squares of the board are commonly numbered along the
flies, forward from either party, from the principal pieces
placed upon them at the beginning of a game : as, the
queen's rook's square (abbreviated Q. B. sq.), queen's rook's
second square (Q. R. 2), etc.

Four and twenty ladies fair
Were playing at the chess.

The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 117).

Chess has been known to the Chinese for many centuries
under a form not very unlike our own game. The board
has 64 squares, is played with 16 men on each side, the
two at the corners having equal power, and the next two
(called horses) having a move equivalent to that of our
knight. The chief differences are that the Chinese adver-
saries are separated by a river, over which some pieces
cannot pass, while the "King" is confined to a square of
nine moves only ; and that the pieces are placed upon the
intersections of the lines forming the board, instead of on
the squares. Giles, Glossary of Reference, p. 38.

The origin of the game of chess is lost in obscurity, a
fact which has rather invited than repelled learned specu-
lations on the subject. The invention of the pastime has
been variously ascribed to the Greeks, Romans, Babyloni-
ans, Scythians, Egyptians, Jews, Persians, Chinese, Hin-
dus, Arabians, Araucanians, Castilians, Irish, and Welsh.

Encyc. Brit., V. 6%.
Chess-type, printing-type made to illustrate the game of
chess.

uble.

chesbolleif, n. Same as cheesehowl.

chesbolle^t, ». A Middle English form of chi-
hoi, cibol. See cibol.

Chese^t, v. t. A Middle English form of choose.
Chese^t, n. A Middle English form of cheese^:

ChesMre cat. See cat^.

chesiblet, n. A Middle English form of chasuble.
chesil, n. See chisel^.

cheslip (ches'lip), n. Same as cheeselip.

cbesnut, ». See chestnut.

cbesont, chesounf, n. See cheason, encheson.
Chessl (ches), n. [Early mod. E. also ehesse,
chests, < ME. ches, ehesse, < OF. esches, eschas,

[Cf. equiv. cheat^.'] The com-
mon name in the United States of several spe-
cies of Bromus, especially B. secalinus, which
bears some resemblance to oats, and is fre-
quently more or less abundant as a weed in
wheat-fields. Also called cheat.

chess^ (ches), n. fCf. equiv, chessex, and see
chess-tree. Appar. a corruption of chestnut; cf.

Sp. eastafluelas, chess-trees, < castaua, chest-
nut.] One of the planks forming the roadway
of a military bridge. The chesses lie upon the balks,
which are longitudinal timbers resting upon the bateaux
or pontoons.

The chesses or planks which form the roadway should be
made of a shorter length for a bridge which is designed

eskies, nom. sing, of eschec, eschac, check ; F. '"'' "sht traffic than for one which is designed for heavy
pi. echecs, chess, = It. scacchi (ML. scacd), pi.,

*''''"'^- """'" ""' ^^"^ """

= D. schaak = G. schach = Dan. schak = Sw.
schack= leel. skak, chess, ult. < Pers. shah, king

:

see check^, n., and shah.'] A very ancient game

traffic. Emyc. Brit., XIX. 468.

chess*t, « An obsolete variant of chased.

Perchance that they nuiy tak the chess.
Ere they come to the stonnes.

played by two persons'or parties with thirty- , ^
Battle of Balrinnes (Child's BaUads, VII. 222).

two pieces on a checkered board divided into Cjess^t, n. Obsolete form otjess.

sixty-four squares. The squares are alternately light
ClieSS-applet (ches ap"l), «. Aji old name for

and dark, and in beginning a game the board must be so ''"^ serviee-berry, the fruit of Pyrics Ana.
chess-board (ehes'bord), n. The board used in
the game of chess ; a checker-board.

Cards are dealt, and chess-boards brought
To ease the pain of coward thought.

Prior, Alma, iii.

Chess-hoard canvas, a thick cotton canvas used as a
foundation for embroidery, and divided into squares, like
a cliess-board, in alternating patterns.

chessel (ches'el), n. [A corruption of cheslip,
cheeselip.} A mold or vat in which cheese is
formed.
chesses (ches'ez), 71. pZ. [See c7iess2.] A species
of peony, Pceonia officinalis, naturalized in Eng-
land.

chessex (ches'eks), n. Same as chess^.

chessman (ches'man), n.
;

pi. chessmen (-men).
[< chess^ + man.'] One of the pieces used in the
gime of chess.

essnert (ches'nfer), n. [< chess'^ + -n- + -erl.

Cf. citiner.] A chess-player.

Yonder's my game, which, like a politic chessner,
I must not seem to see. Middleton, Game at Chess, iv.

--„ „..o... , ,, [A variant of ME.
one. The vertical rows of squares are called Jiles, those chesel : see chesil, chiseU."] A kind of sandy and
.'!?^'i,'l™:L'''°'?i'8¥,V' !'="..'•«''*''.»««». and those clayey earth. SalUwell.

The tender chestam and mellow earth is the best, being
mere mould. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

chesten

used as a bearing. It is a modem bearing, and
is drawn in various fantastic ways.
chess-tree (ches'tre), n. In ship-building, a
beam of wood formerly bolted to the side of a
ship abaft the fore-chains, to which the main-
tack was hauled down.
Chessy copper. See copper.
chessylite (ehes'i-lit), «. [< Chessy-les-Mines,
a town near Lyons in France, where the mineral
occurs, + Gr. 'Aidoq, a stone.] Same as Chessy
copper (which see, under copper).
chestl (chest), n. [Also dial, and early mod. E.
chist; < ME. cliest, chist, cheste, chiste, assibilated
forms of kist (North. E. and Sc. kist), a box,
coffin, ark, < AS. cist, cyst, ccst, a box, coffin, =
OFries. kiste = 'D. kist, kast= OIlG. kista, MHG.
G. kiste = Dan. kiste = Sw. Icel. kista, < L. dsta,
< Gr. Kj'ffr^ a box, chest. Hence also (from L.)
cist''; cist^.'] 1. A box, properly one of con-
siderable size, made of wood, iron, or other
material, with a hinged lid, used as a deposi-
tory for treasure, papers of record, clothing, or
other articles.

Ye s^ chest to be locked with three seuerall lockes at the
least, w<ii> shal be kept by three of the said ffeoffees.

English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 257.

Specifically— 2. In com., a box-shaped case in
which certain kinds of goods, as tea, indigo,
opium, etc., are packed for transit. Hence—
3. The quantity such a ease contains; a cus-
tomary but uncertain measure of capacity for
a few commodities : as, a chest of isinglass is 3^
hundredweight; a chest of cochineal is IJ hun-
dredweight.— 4t. A coffin.

He is now deed and nayled in his chest.
Chancer, Prol. to Clerk's Tale, I. 29.

When Darius in liope of treasure opened the sepulchre
of Semiramis, he found a chist which being opened, a ven-
omous pestilence issued. P-urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

5. The trunk of the body from the neck to the
belly; the thorax (which see)— Bridal chestt, an
ornamental box or coffer made to contain the ivjiies and
laces of a bride, either brought with her as a part of her
outfit or presented by thebridegriwm. See crtJi>o?ie.— (Jhest
Of drawers. See drawer.— Chest of viols, a set of in-
struments of the viol kind, comprising two trebles, two
tenors, and two basses, which formed the nucleus of an
orchestra in the seventeenth century. Also called a consort
of OTo!s.— Middle chest, in artillery, the front chest on
the body of an iirtillery caisson, so called from its position
between the rear chest on the body and the chest on the
lindier.— Seaman's chest, the wooden box usually form-
ing all the luggage of a sailor in the merchant service.
It is fitted with one or more tills, and is usually long and
very narrow, the back sloping or battering a little, so that
the cover is naiTower than the bottom, in order that the
chest may fit against the ship's side in the forecastle.

chesti (chest), V. t. [< cliest^, n.] 1. To deposit
in a chest; hoard. [Rare.]— 2t. To place in a
coffin.

We chested our late commander.
E. Terry, Voyage to East Indies (1955), p. 41.

chest^t, n. [ME., also cheast, < AS. cedst, also
(without the formative -t) ceds = OFries. kdse,
strife, contention.] Debate; quaiTel; strife;
enmity.

Holy wryt telleth
What cheste, and meschaunce to the children of Israel,
Ful on hem that free were thorwe two false preestes.

Piers Plowman (C), i. 105.

The sinne of contumelie or strif and cheste.

Chatteer, Parson's Tale.

chest-bellO'WS (chest 'bel-'oz), n. A piston-
bellows.

[< chesf-, «., + -c(Z2.]

specified kind) : used
as, \)TO&d-chested, nar-

Chess-board, with pieces in position.

placed that the square at the right-hand comer is a liaht ChesSOmt (ches'um), n.

(of the same color) which run obliciuely, diagonals. Each
party has sixteen pieces, differently colored to distinguish
those of one side from tliose of the other, viz., a king, a
queen twobi8hops,two knights, and two rooks or castles, chess-'olaver fches'T)la''iir'i « One wVin nlavaplaced on the squares of the end line of the board, and ^^^^^^ I^Jri'il^^^A ^ \ ''

*Jne WHO plays
eight pawns placed on the ne:it line in front The king

?""****
' "V

skilled m the game of chess.
and queen are placed on the two middle squares, the ChesS-roOK (ches'ruk), n. In her., a represen-
queen on her own color (light or dark), and by the side tation of the rook or castle in the game of chess,

chested (ches 'ted), a.

Having a chest (of a
chiefly in composition:
xow-chested.

chesteineti *• See chesten.

chestent, «. [Early mod. E., < ME. chesten,
chesteine, chesteyne, cheston, chestan, chasten,
chastein, chestein, chasteyn, etc., also unassibi-
lated kesteyn, casteyn, castany (after L.); (a)
partly < AS. cisten-bedm, cyst-bedm, also cystel, =
OHG. chestinna, kestinna, MHG. kestene, kesten,

G. dial, keste, MHG. also kasidnie, kasidne, G.
kastanie = D. kastanje = Dan. Sw. kastanje, a
chestnut; and (b) partly < OF. ehastaine, chas-
taigne, castaigne, P. chdtaigne = Pr. castanha,
castagna = Cat. castanya = Sp. castana = Pg.
castanha = It. castagna, chestnut; < L. casfa-
nea, ML. also castania, castenia, a chestnut, the
chestnut-tree, < Gr. Kaaravia, a chestnut, usu-
ally in pi. Kaarava, Kaaravia, Kaaraveia, chestnuts
{KaaravoQ, a chestnut-tree), also prop, aapva Ka-
araveia, or napva 'Kaaravala or KaoTavalKa, nuts of
Castana, < Kdorava, 'Kaaravaia, a city in Pontus
where chestnut-trees abounded. Hence ches-
ten-nut, contr. chestnut, q. v.] 1. A chestnut.— 2. The chestnut-tree.

Chasten wol nppe of plauntes that alone
Upgrowe. or <jf his seedes multiplie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 216.
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And there ben grete Forestes of Chesteynes.
MatidemUe, Travels, p. SOT.

chesten-nutt, «• See chestnut.

Chester (ehes'ter), n. [As a suffix in place-
names, -Chester, -cester, -caister, disguised -ter

;

< ME. chestrc, a town, a city, as suffix -chestre,

-cesire, -eastre, < AS. ceaster, a town or city,

chiefly in place-names, either in comp. or pre-
ceded by the independent gen. of the distinctive
name (see def.). This is one of the few words
recognized as inherited from the Roman invad-
ers of Britain (see street) : < L. castra, a camp,
a military station, hence in AS. a town: see
castriim, castle.] Originally, a town; now, the
proper name of several towns and cities in Eng-
land and the United States, the most ancient
being Chester [ME. Chestrc, AS. Ceaster], the
capital of Cheshire [Chester-shire, AS. Ceaster-
scir] , on the river Dee, in England. The term more
frequently occurs as a sulflx (-chegter, -cester, -caster, -ter)
in place-names: as, Colchester [ME. Col-chestre, AS. Colne-
cemter], on the river Colne ; Cirencester [ME. Cirecestre,
Circestre, AS. Cireiuxmter],the station of Ciren (Corimum):
Exeter [.M E. Ercestre, etc., AS. Exanceaster, Exacester], on
the river Exe [AS. Exa]; Doncaster, on the river Don, etc.

chesterfield (ches'tfir-feld), ». A kind of top-
coat, named after the celebrated Earl of Ches-
terfield.

Chesterfleldian (ches'ter-feHdi-an), a. [<
Chctiltrfietit (.see def.) + -ion.'] Characteristic
of the Earl of Chesterfield (1694-1773), an Eng-
lish courtier and politician distinguished for the
elegance of his manners, and as the author of
a series of letters addressed to his son contain-
ing maxims of conduct, together with many
suggestions as to manners.
Few young people, it has been truthfully said, can lay

951 chevalet
aments, and nuts inclosed two or three together in a glo- seen, its keeper turns its head in the proper direction andbose prickly envelop called the bur, The wood is light, removes the hood, the chetah sliprfr™, t m ca? aTdsoft, coarse-grained, and britt e ; it is largely used in cab- approaching its prey in a stealthy manner sprincs'on itinet-raakmg, and for railway-ties, fencing, etc. The young at one bound

»i.e,ui,i.y nmiuier, bpiings on it

purposes"'"'"
"'^"''' *'"' '' "'"" ^"^ ^""^^ ""* "'^''" chettik (chet'ik), n. [Native name.] A tree

3. A name given to cer/ . +rees or plants of f-'^^l^J
^^'^ Strychnos Tieute, and the poison ob-

other genera, and to theil/ . See below —4 t'^pe? ";op ". called upas tieuti, which is the
The color of a chestnut;'a i-eddish-brown color. /^" t+IPf, "JP?'-';"? °K

'^^
'"'T^t'^-P?^""-

Ros. His hair is of a good colour. ^fot^^l^ ^^"^Z^ ^}:,^]' ^- P^" .(Bonaparte,
Cel. An excellent colour ; your chestmU was ever the f? V ' ? written Clietusia, Choetusia, ChmtMSia,

only colour. shak.. As you Like it, iii. 4.
t"!? last appar. based on Gr. ;t:a/T?/, long, flowing

5. In farriery, the bur or horny wart-like ex- ^^"' ^ mane : see c/jtete.] A genus of plovers,
crescence on the inner side of a horse's leg. 2?

*'^® subfamily Charadriina; ; the spur-winged

themselves out to please after the C'A«ii(«v!eWum method, rhocit,niit..^n9l Cchpa'niit knll «
without making themselves offensive or ridiculous to perl *'Sf"^"^^^ "."?'-': "•

6. [In allusion to a stale or worm-eaten chest-
nut.] (a) An old joke ; a trite jest ; a stale pun
or anecdote; a "Joe Miller." (6) A worn-out
phrase or catchword; a phrase or expression
serious in form and intent, but which has
ceased, through futile repetition, to command
interest or respect. [U. S. newspaper slang.]—
Cape chestnut, tlie Cnlmkmlrmi capense, a large orna-
mental rutacfous tree cjf soutlicrn Africa.— Earth-chest-
nut, tlle earthnut.—Horse-chestnut, the.i'sCKitM Hip-
pocastanum. Sec ^oB«cirfiM.— Moreton Bay chestnut,
of Queensland, the seed of tire Cmtaiuapi-nnum aiistrale,
which somewhat resembles the chestnut in tlavor.— Tahi-
ti chestnut, the fruit of Itiocarpm eduUx, a leguminous
tree of the islands of the Pacific.— Wild chestnut, of
Cape Colony, the seed of Brabejum stellatum, which is
eaten and used as a substitute for coffee. (See also water-
chestnut.)

n. a. Of the color of a chestnut;, of a red-
dish-brown color; castaneous.
His chestnut curls clustered over his o^en brow.

Ditraeli, Coningsby, i. 1.

Also spelled chesnut.
Chestnut-brown. See brmm.
chestnut-bur (ches'nut-bSr), n. The btir or
prickly envelop of a chestnut.

A size of an-

plovers. The wing is armed with a horny tubercle or

thracite coal small enough to pass through a
square mesh of an inch to an inch and an eighth
in size, but too large to pass through a mesh
of five eighths or one half of an inch. It is
known in the trade as No. 5 ooal.

sons of any discerriinent.

IF. Matthews, Getting on in the World, p. 1B7.

chesterlite (ches't6r-lit), n. [< CAes<er (see def.)
+ -lite.] A variety of potash feldspar, occurring

, »v. . .

in small white crystals implanted on dolomite, i^''°f° Vt "^ ®
^o*"^® ^^ f'

from Chester county, Pennsylvania. 2fc!?i??at' /I., „??f-f
'**?"•

chesteynt, n. See chesten.
-. ~- ™

Chest-founder (chest ' foun ' d6r), ». Chest-
foundering. ^ JT-

chest-foundered (chest'foun'd^rd), a. Suffer-
cHest-reglster (chest rej'is-t^r), H

iug from chest-foundering: said of a horse.
chest-founderinf (chest'foun'dfer-ing), n. A
rheumatic affection of the muscles of the chest
and fore legs in horses, impeding both respira-
tion and the motion of the limbs.

chest-lock (chest'lok), n. A mortise-lock in-
serted vertically into the body of a box or chest.
The i>late which bi set into the under side of the lid liaa a
staple or staples, into which the bolt enters by a horizon-
tal movement. E. If. Knifjht.

chest-measure (chest'mezh'ur), ». The great-
est girth of the chest.

chest-measurer (chest'mezh'ur-6r), ». An in-
strument for ascertaining the mobility of the
chest by its expansion and contraction; a form
of stcthoraeter.

chestnut (ehes'nut), n. and a. [Contr. of ear- chesublet, «• An obsolete form of chasuble.
her </-(.vte«-HU( (prop, apphed to the nut, the tree chet (ehet), n. [Assibilated var. of fc«l. Cf.
iHimg also caUed m ME. cAe«ten-«r«e, or simply f/i«(3, a cat.] A kitten. [Prov. Eng.]
chesten) < chesten, q. v., -f nut.] I. n. 1. The chetah, cheeta, cheetah (che'ta), nT [< Hind.

cheston^t (ches'ton), ». [Perhaps a use of
chestm, cheston, etc., a chestnut-tree; ffom chetvert''fchet'vert^some resemblance.] A kind of plum. ^rnT « n,wll If!?'

register (che8t'rej'is-t6r),H. The lower
P^OP- a quarter, a fou

portion of the compass of both male and female
voices, which most easily arouses sympathetic
vibration in the cavity of the chest or thorax.
chest-rope (chest 'rop), n. Naut., an extra
painter or boat-rope, by which a boat is made
fast astern of a ship.

chest-saw (chest'sS), n. A kind of hand-saw
without a back. E. H. Knight.
chest-tone (chest'ton), n. Same as chestvoice.
chest-trapt, n. A kind of box or trap used to
take polecats, fitches, and the like vermin.
Kersey, 1708.

chest-voice (chest 'vols), w. A tone of the
voice which arouses sympathetic vibration in
the chest or thorax. Also called chest-tone.
See head-voice.

fruit of trees of the genus Castanea. See 2.
The chestnuts of commerce known as Spanish or tweet
chestnuts are obtained from Spain and Italy, and are
larger though less sweet than the American variety.
2. The tree Castanea vesca, natural order Cupu-
liferce, a native of western Asia, southern Eu-
rope, and the United States east of the Missis-
sippi. It is a stately tree, attaining a height of from 80
to lOO feet, bearing stamliiate flowets in long slender

Spur-wingcd Plover {Chettusia gregaria).

spine, sometimes rudimentary ; the base of the bill in most
species is wattled; and the toes are four in number. There
are about 15 species, all inhabitants of the old world, and
chiefly of warm countries. Those with the spines and
wattles best developed constitute the section Lobivanellua.
The type of the genus is C. gregaria.

chetverik (chet-ve-rik'), n. [Rusa. chetveriM,
< chetvero : see chetvert.] A Russian dry mea-
sure, equal to 8 gametses, or 4 chetvertkas, or
i chetvert, and fixed by a ukase of 1835 at the
volume of 64 Russian pounds of water at 62° F.,
or 1601.22 cubic inches, equal to about 3 United
States pecks, it was previously about 26.8 liters. The
old measures of Novgorod, Pscov, etc., were at least half
as large again. Also written chetwenk, tschetvxrOc [G.],
czetwericka.

n. [< Russ. chetvertu,

fourth part, < chetvero = L.
quatuor = E. four.] A Russian dry measure,
equal to 8 chetveriks. Also written tsetuer,
tschetwert [G.].

chetvertak (chet'v^r-tak), n. [Russ. chetver-
takii, < chetvertuii, fourth, quarter, < chetvero :

see chetvert.] A Russian silver coin, worth 24
copecks, or about 19 cents. Also written tschet-
wertak [G.], tclietverka.

chetvertka (ehet-vfert'ka), n. [Russ. chetvert-
ka, < chetvertuii, fourtli': see chetvertak.] A
Russian dry measure, equal to J chetverik.
Also written tschetwertka [G.], etc.

chevachiet, n. [ME., also cMracMe, chivache,
chevaclw, < OF. chevauchee, -chie, chivalchee, <
chevaucher, ride on horseback, < cheval, a horse.
See cavalcade, which is a doublet.] An expe-
dition on horseback or with cavalry ; in a wider
sense, any military expedition. Chaucer.

Ye knowe well that we heue loste in this chyuachie that
we have made vpon the kynge Arthur.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 173.
chita, the hunting-leopard; d. cMtal' chitta, „v„„„„^. a

--
Skt. chitra, spotted, variegated, < Skt. V chit, ^?!Z?'ffv'?- ^?J^^ ''« chtefage.

look at, perceive. Cf. chints^trom the same cheval(sh6-yal ), «.; pi. cW,
ult. source.] The native name of the guepard
or hunting-leopard of India, Felis Jubata, now

I

Chetah {Gtufiarda Juiata ).

Ptowering Branch anj Nut of Chestnut {Castatua wsca).

Gueparda jubata or Cyntelurus jubatus, a large
spotted cat, somewhat like a dog in shape,
with long legs, non-retractile claws, and the
upper sectorial tooth without an internal lobe.
It Is the type of the subfamily Guepardinir. It is called aj to altect their stahilltv
iuio(aOnaned or crested) from the short mane-like crest p-Ua-.i-t /„>,„„/_ ii;\'', i-tji j;„ „f „7,^,„) „.
of hairs passing from the back of the head to the shonl-

CjieVaiet (snev a-la), «. [i ., dim. Ot Clieval, a
ders. When used f(.r hunting, it is hooded and trans- horse, prop: see cneral.] The bridge of a VIo-

ported on a car. When a. herd of deer or other game is lin, pianoforte, or other stringed instrument.

evaux (-v6'). [Now
as mere F., in early niod. E. chival, < F. cheval,
< L. caballus, a horse: see cabat^, capel^. In
the sense of support or frame, cf. easel and
clothes-horse. Hence chevalier, and ult. chival-
ry, etc.] 1. A horse.— 2. In composition, a
support or frame : as, a c/iCTa?-glass A cheval
(milit.), astraddle ; on toth sides simultaneously ; in such a
manner as to command any intennediate space. Troops are
arranged A cheval when tlicy command two roads, as the
British army at Waterloo, which, being posted at their
junction, commanded the road between Oharleroi and
Brussels and that to Mons.
The Western Powers will assuredly never permit Russia

to place herself d cheval between the Ottoman Empire and
Persia. London Times.

cheval-de-fHse (sh6-val'd6-frez'), n. 1. Same
as clicvaux-dc-frise.— 2. A kind of trimming in a
£attern of radiating and crossing straight lines,

evalement (she-val'mon), n. [F., ichevaler,
prop, bear up, < cheval, a horse, prop : see che-
val.] In arch., a prop, usually consisting of a
shaft of timber with a head formed of one or
more pieces placed transversely to distribute the
pressure, it is used to support temporarily portions of
an ediflce of which the lower parts are being rebuilt or
are undergoing repairs or modifications of such character
as to affect their stability.



cheval-glass

cheval-glass (sh^-val'glas), «. a looking-
glass mounted so as to swing in a frame, wliieli
may move on wheels or rollers, and large
enough to reflect the whole figure.

Mr. Scaley . . . walking up to one ot the cheml-glasses,
gave it a hai-d poke in the centre witli his sticli.

Dickens, Nicholas Niclileby, xxi.

chevalier (shev-a-ler'), n. [< ME. chivaler,
chevalere, < OF. chevalier, mod. F. clwvalier, a
horseman, knight, cavalier : see cavalier, which
is a doublet.] 1. A horseman; a knight; a
cavalier; a gallant soldier.

Knyghtis, I conmunde, who to dule drawes,
Thas churles as cbeueleres ye cliastise and chase.
And drede 30 no doute. York Plays, p. 125.

Mount, chevaliers! to arms

!

Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

The French cheealiers, aftertheyhad brolten their lances,
canie to handy blows. Titne's Storehouse.

2. The lowest title of rank in the old French
nobUity.

It was rumoured that a young gentleman of French ex-
traction, the Chevalier de Mjigny, equerry to the reigning
duke, . . . was the intended of the rich Countess Ida.

Thackeray, Barry Lyndon, xi.

3. A member or knight of an honorable order,
especially one who holds the lowest rank in such
an order when there are more ranks than one

:

as, a chevalier of the Legion of Honor. The
word in this sense is not used as a title of ad-
dress. Compare cavalier.— 4. In her., an armed
knight, usually mounted. If mounted, the bla-
zon should state the fact.— 5t. In orniih., an
old and disused name of the greenshank, red-
shank, and other birds of the genus Totanus.
Also called gambet and Aors««ja».— chevalier
d'lndustrie (F., knight of industry), a man who lives by
his wits ; a swindler ; a shai-per.

chevalryt, «. An obsolete form of chivalry.

cheval-screen (shS-val'skren), n. A screen
mounted in a frame, having a broad base for
its support, and therein diilering from a fold-
ing screen. See screen.

chevaster (sh6-vas't6r), n. Same as chevestre.

chevauchement (she-vosh'ment), n. [F., <
chevaiiclier, ride on horseback, < cheval, ahorse:
see chevachie, cheval.'] In surg., the riding of
one bone over anotlier after fracture, giving
rise to shortening of the limb.
chevaux, «. Plural of cheval.

chevaux-de-frlse (sh6-v6'd6-frez'), n. pi. [F.,
lit. Friesland horses: chevaux, pi. of cheval,
horse; de, of;
Prise, Fries-
land: said to
have been first

employed at a
siege of Gro-
nin^en, in
ancient Pries-
land, against
the enemy's cavalry.]

ChevAux-de-frise.

Pieces of timber trav-
ersed vrith spikes of iron, or of wood pointed
with iron, 5 or 6 feet long, used to defend a
passage, stop a breach, form an obstacle to the
advance of cavalry, etc. a similar contrivance is

placed on the top of a wall to prevent persons from climb-
ing over it Also cheval-de-frise. Sue caltrop.

These staircases received light from sundry windows
placed at some distance above the floor, and looking into
a gravelled area bounded by a high brick wall, with iron
chevaux-de-frise at the top. Dickens.

The impassable mud below bristled with chevaux de
/rise of the dwarf palmetto.

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 180.

chevet, v. See chieve'^.

chevel6 (shev-e-la'), a. [F., < L. capillatus,
hairy: see chevelure.] In her., streaming with
rays : said of a comet or blazing-star.
chevelure (shev'e-liir), n. [F., head of hair, <
OF. chcveleurc = It. capellatura, < L. cajnllatii-

ra, hair, esp. false hair, < capillatus, hairy, < ca-
pillus, hair: see capillary.] 1. A head of hair.—2. A periwig; a peruke.— 3. In as<ro»., the
coma or nebulous part of a comet or other
nebulous body.
cheven (chev'en), n. [Formerly also chevin;
also chevenden,'chavender, q. v. ; < OF. chevesne,
cheviniau, F. chevin, chevanne, a chul), prob. <
chef, head: see chief.] An old name of the
chub. Also chiven, chiving.

Go to the same hole in which I caught my Chub, where,
in most hot days, you will find a dozen or twenty Chevem
floating near the top of the water.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 68.

chevenden (ehev'en-den), n. [See cheven, chav-
ender.] A local English name of the chub.

cheventeint, »• An obsolete variant of chief-
tain.

chevert, v. i. A Middle English form of chiver,
now shiver, tremble. See shiver^.

952
Achilles at tho choise men cheuert for anger.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9370.

cheverelt, cheverilt (chev'6r-el, -il), n. and a.

[< OF. chevrel, F. chevreau, a kid, dim. of chevrc,
F. chivre, < L. cajira, a goat: see caper^, cap-
riole, and cf. chevron.] I. m. 1. A kid.

He hath a conscience like a cheverel's skin. Bay,

2. Kid leather, used especially for gloves in
the middle ages and later.

Here's a wit of cheverel, that stretches from an inch
narrow to an ell broad ! Shak., E. and J., ii. 4.

3. Any flexible leather similar to kid.

II, a. 1. Made of kid leather.

A sentence is but a cheverit glove to a good wit : how
quickly the wrong side may be tuined outward !

Shak., T. N., iii. 1.

2. Figuratively, pliable
;
yielding.

Your soft cheveril conscience. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 3.

No tough hides limiting our cheveril minds.
Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, i.

cheverllizet (chev'^r-il-iz), v. t. [< cheveril +
-ize.] To make as pliable as kid leather.

I appeal to your own, though never so much cheverilized,
consciences, my good calumniators.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Csesar, p. 23.

cheveron, «. See chevron.

cheveronny (shev-e-rou'i), a. [Aoeom. of che-
vroiie, < F. chevronni, < chevron: see chevron.]
In her., divided into several equal parts by
lines having the direction of the chevron : said
of an escutcheon. Also written chevronny.
chevesailet, chevesalt, n. [ME. chevesaile, <
OF. chevesaille, chevcgaille, neck-band, < cheveee,
the neck, = Sp. cabeza = Pg. cabeca, the head:
see cabega.] An ornamental collar, either a
necklace or more probably the collar of a gown
or upper garment, which when opened e-xposed
the bosom. It is described as richly adorned.
Eom. of the Ease.

chevestre, chevStre (she-ves't6r, sh6-va'tr), n.

[< OF. chevestre, F. chevMre, a bandage, < L.
capistrum : see capistrum.] In surg., a bandage
for the head, used in cases of fracture or luxa-
tion of the lower jaw. Also ^vritten chevaster.

chevet (she-va'), n. [F., apse, head of a bed,
dim. of chef, head: see chief.] 1. The eastern
extremity or the termination of the apse, both
exterior and interior, of a church, with the chap-
els, aisles, etc., if present, immediately con-
nected with it.

The chevet ... is an apse, always enclosed by an open
screen of columns on the ground-floor, and opening into
an aisle, which again always opens into three or more
apsidal chapels. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 475.

2. A small block or coin sometimes used for giv-
ing the proper elevation to a mortar in firing.

chevetaint, n. A Middle English form of chief-
tain.

chevdtre, n. See chevestre.

chevey, v. and n. See chevy.

chevicet, v. t. See chevise.

chevilt, n. Same as cai;eP, 3. Kersey, 1708,
cheville (she-vel'), »• [< F. cheville = Pr. ca-
villa = Sp. cabilla = Pg. cavilha, a peg, pin, bolt,

= It. caviglia (also caviglio), a peg, pin, < L.
clavicula, a small key, bar, bolt, > E. clavicle,

q. v.] The peg to which a string of a violin,

guitar, or other stringed instrument is attached.
chevint, n. See cheven.

Cheviot (chev'i-ot), n. 1. A sheep of a breed
so called from tlie Cheviot Hills, between Eng-
land and Scotland. Cheviots are noted for their large
carcass and valuable wool, qualities which, combined with
a hardiness second only to that of the black-faced breed,
make them the most valuable race of mountain sheep in
Great Britain. The fleece weighs from 3 to 4 pounds, and
the carcass of ewes varies from 12 to 16 pounds per quarter,
that of wethers from 16 to 20 pounds.

2. [I. c] A loosely woven woolen cloth made
from the wool of the Cheviot sheep.
chevlsancet, n. [ME. chevisance, -aunce, etc., <
OF. chevisance, chevissance, < chevir, come to an
end, perform, prevail, < chef, head, extremity,
end : see chieve'^, achieve, and clUef.] 1. Accom-
plishment; achievement; result; outcome.
Whan Henry herd telle this of that gode chewysance.

Langtqft'a Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 105.

2. Means.
Almesdede shal make a chevisaunce
T exclude by grace the rigour of vengeaunce.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 77.

3. A bargain; negotiation for a loan ; a loan.

And tellith hir that chaffar is so deere
That needes most he make a chevisaunce.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, I. 328.

Eschaunges and cheuesances with suche chatfare I dele,
And lene folke that lese wol a lyppe at euery noble.

Piers Plowman (B), v, 249.

4. Proflt; gain.

chevroned
Right as a thefe maketli bis chnvesance,
And robbeth mennes goodes about
In wode and felde. Guwer, Conf. Amant., II. 332.

5. In law : (a) A making of contracts ; agree-
ment, {b) An unlawful agreement or contract,
(c) An agreement or a composition, as an end
or order set down between a creditor and Ms
debtor.

cheviset, chevisht, v. t. [Also written chevice;
ME. cheviscn, ckevesen, chevyschen, chevesshen,
< OF. chcviss-, stem of certain parts of chevir,

accomplish, obtain, etc. : see chieve^, and cf.

chevisance.] 1. To get; provide.
Chevysen [var. chevyschen, chevesshen] or purveyn, pro-

video. Prompt. Parv., p. 74.

Thof tho haue cheuesed thee a chylde, . . .

For it is geten of a god, thy gilt is the lasse.
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), L 966.

2. To care for; help.
Your honour and your eniperise,

Negh ded for drede, ne can her not chevise.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 289.

chevrette (shev-ref), «• [F., doe, roe, trivet,

shrimp, dim. of chevre, a goat: see cheverel.]

A machine used for raising guns or mortars
upon their caiTiages.

chevron, cheveron (shev'ron, -e-ron), n. [< p.
chevron, OF. chevron = Pr. cabrion = Sp. cabrio,

a rafter, a chevron, < ML. ca-
pro{n-), a rafter, < L. caper,
capra, a goat; rafters being
appar. so named because they
are reared on end like butting
goats ; cf. capreoli, props, stays,
lit. goats : see capriole, ca-
per'^.] 1. In her., one of the
honorable ordinaries. It is sup-
posed to represent two raftei-s, as of
a roof, leaning against each other at
the top ; but it may more properly be
described as the lower half of a sal-

tier completed to a point at the top. The two amis of
the chevron rest upon the sinister and dexter bases of
the field, and are joined in the center. It occupies one
fifth of the surface of the field.

'

2. A variety of fret ornament common in
Norman and other Romanesque arehitectm'c.
When systematical-
ly repeated it forms
a chevron-molding.
Also called zigzag,
chevron- work, and
dancette.

3. Milit., a,ha,Age
consisting of
stripes meeting
at an angle, worn
on the coat-
sleeves of non-
commissioned of-

flcers, above the
elbow. The num-
ber of stripes indi-
cates the rank of the
bearer : as, for a ser-
geant-major, three
bars and an arc ; for
a quartermaster-ser-
geant, three bars and a tie of three bars; for a sergeant,
three bare ; for a corporal, two bare.

4. In anat. and zool., a chevron-bone (which
see).— Chevron couched, in her., a chevron lying side-
wise, its two enils being turned to one side of the field.—
Chevron In chief, in Aer., a chevron out of its usual place,
and set very Inuli in the field.

chevron-bone (shev'ron-bon), n. One of a pair
of bones which form a subvertebral V- shaped

Gu!es a Chevron ac-
companied by three
ctosses arg^ent.

Chevron-molding.

Galilee, Cathedral of Durham, England.

<l
( '-

ch >a ch
Two Chevron-bones in profile ( ch, ch ), and one showing front view.

arch beneath the spinal column of many ani-
mals, especially in the caudal region. This arch
is regarded by some as a hcmal arch, liy othere as homol-
ogous with an intercentrnm (which see). The series of
such bones fonns a canal in which blood-vessels may run.

chevT0n6 (shev-ro-na'), o. [< F. chevronni, <
chevron: see chcieronny and chevron.] In her.,

charged with several ehevronels, separated one
from another by the field.

chevroned (sheV'rond), a. [< chevron + -e(i2.]

1. Decorated or covered with chevrons, or with
chevron-like ornamentations; marked with zig-
zag lines or stripes.

Watchet cloth of silver cheveroned all over with lace.

J5. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.
2. In her., same as chevron^.
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chovronel (sliev'ro-nel), H. [Dim. ot chevron.'] MJIG. chouck = E. chough: see clu>ugh and coe.]

Ill her., a bearing like the chevron, but of only An impertinent chatterer,

half its widtli; a half-chevron. See cheveroniiy. Peace, c7i.«f(, peace. SAa*., l Hen. IV., v. l.

chevron-molding (shev'ron-mol'ding), ». See chewing-ball (cho'ing-bal), n. A medicinal ball
chevron. 2. or bolus administered to a horse to promote or
chevronny (shev-ron'i), a. Same as chereronmj. restore its appetite.
Chevronways (shev'ron-waz), adv. Same as chewing-gum (cho'ing-gum), n. See gum'^.
chtvriiiiici

chevronwise (shev'ron-wiz), adv. [< chevron

+ -wise.] In her., divided by lines having the

direction of a cbe^Ton.

chevron-work (shev'rgn-w6rk), n. In arch.,

see chcvrnii, '1.

Chevrotain (shev'ro-tan), n. [Also formerly

chcvrutiii ; < F. chevrotain, < OP. ehevrot, dim. of

ehevre, < L. capra, a goat : see caj)er^.'] A name
of the napu and other species of hornless pyg-

chewink (ehf-wingk'), «. [Imitative of the
bird's note.] A name of the towhee bunting,
I'ipilo erijthrophthalmus, a fringilline bird of the

United States. Also called ground-rohin and
marsh-robin. [Local, U. S.]

During'the first week of the month [May] I heard the
whippoorwill, the brown thrasher, the veery, the wood-
pewee, the chewink, and other birds.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 340.

chew-stick (cho'stik), n. A twig of Gouania

chiastre

II. a. Of or pertaining to light and shade in

painting, drawing, or engraving.

The Greek or Chiaroscuro school ... is directed pri-

marily to the attainment of the power of representing
form by pure contrast of light and shade.

Ruxkin, Lectures on Art, § 159.

Also clair-ohseure, dare-obscure.

chiasm (ki'azm), 11. [< NL. chiasma, < Gr. x'-
aa/ia, two lines crossed, < ;i;(dC£'v, marked with
two lines crossed as in the letter X, x, < X'> the
letter X, x, chi, represented by L. ch, in form
by L. X, X. Cf. decussate.] In anat., a de-

cussation or intersection; specifically, the de-

cussation of the optic nerves which occurs in

nearly all vertebrates. See second cut under
brain.

The optic chiami doubtless is a sign of some kind of sym-
_- .. ^ ,, R pathetic relation between the two eyes ; but whether this
pomingensts, usedm the West Indies for clean- necessarily reaches the degree which produces correspond-my deer of the genus Tragulus, resembling the

musk-deer and often confused with it, but be- ing the teeth, and also powdered as a dentifrice, i'ng points" is uncertain. " Li Conte, Sight, p. 262.

longing; to a different family, IraguUdw. More commonly chawstick. Chiasma (ki-az'ma), n.
;

pi. chiasmata (-ma-tS).

chevrotint(8hev'ro-tin),«. Sameasc/iewotaJH. cheyote (Sp. pron. cha-yo'ta), ». [Cuban and tol.] Same as f/itasm.

The checmtin, or little guinea deer, which la the least Mex.] The name in Cuba of the fruit of the Ohiasmodon, Chiasmodus (ki-as'mo-don,
of all cloven-footed quiulnipe.ls, and perhaps the most Sechium edule, a cucurbitaceous plant. It is ^ug) „ [NL < Gr x'<'-<^fc> two lines placed
beautiful. GoW,»a(A, Animated Nature, II. D6. much used as a vegetable. Also ehoco, chocho. crosswise (see e7«rtSOT), -t- M<Ov (Ionic), oSovq

chevy, chivy (chev'i, chiv'i), v. t.; pret. and cheyotilla (Sp. pron. cha-yo-tel'ya), ». [Mex., a^ovr-) = 'E. tooth.] A genus of fishes, eonsti-
of cheyote.] A cucurbitaceous plant of tuting the family Chiasmodontidee, noted forpp. chevied, chimed, ppr. chevying, chivying. [Also

written chercy, chivey, chivvy; origin obscure.

See first extract.] To chase about or hunt from
place to place; throw or pitch about; worry.
[Slang.]
Chiooy is a common English word, meaning to goad,

drive, vex, hunt, or throw as it were here and there. It

is purely Gypsy. Chiv in Romany means anything sharp-

dim, of cheyote.] A cucurbitaceous plant of

Mexico, Hanburia Mexicana, bearing a four-

seeded spiny fruit of the size of an orange,

which at maturity bursts suddenly and throws
the seeds to a considerable distance.

chi (kl), n. The twenty-second letter of the

Greek alphabet, X, x> corresponding to the

pointed' as' a dagger or goad, or knife. The old Gypsy i^J'S^'™.™* .„ r- xi. i- i « j
word chiv, among its numerous meanings, has exactly cMa (che a), n. [Sp. chia, the lime-leaied sage,

that of casting, throwing, pitching, and driving. tialvia tilicefolia.] The name among the In-
C. G. Ltland.

(jjang of Mexico and Arizona of several species
One poor fellow was chevied about among the caslu in

f Salvia, especially S. Columbariw, the seeds
the storm for about ten minutes. London n„^e.

^^ ^^ich 'are used for making a pleasant muci-
A gleaming green body that might have passed for a , • Arirt'k tmd also a<i food

huge wedge of emerald, and that I reckoned to be a dol- la?l°0''S annH, ana alSO as lOOa.

phin, which kept pace with us to the windward in the Chian (kl an), a. [< L. CftJUS (Ur. Aiof),
pertain-

wake of a timid, lovely prey it was chieetiing. Jiig to Chios, Chios, Chius, Gr. X/of, Chios, now
»'. C. iJiiiseU, Jack's Courtship, xlvi. .'?-»-.' -•

Scio.] Pertaining to Chios, an island in the

.SIgean sea, now belonging to Turkey.

That blind bard, who on the Chian strand . . .

Beheld the Iliad and the Odyssey
Else to the swelling of the voiceful sea.

Coleridge, Fancy in Nubibus.

Chian eartll, a dense compact kind of earth from Chios,

used anciently in medicine a.-* an astringent and as a cos-

metic— Chian or Cyprus turpentine, turpentine pro-

cured from the Pintacia Terehiuthua. It is of the consis-

_ i^^.. .. „... ^.^., J-/-V - tence of honey, clear, and yellowish-white.

Sw; tugga = Dan. tygge, chew, = Euss. ihevatl Ohianti (ke-an'ti), «. [It.] Property, a red wine

= OBulg. zivati, chew. Cf . chavel, chawl, chowl, of Tuscany, grown in the region between Siena

ioicl.'] 1 <roH«. 1. To bite and grind with the and Arezzo ; as used in Great Bntam and the
a r,i ^

tS- masticate as food ureDaratorv to swal- United States, any dry red wine of Tuscany, or Chiasmodus, «. See Chiasniodon.

o^n^Tnd diBestfon
^'^^^"^"'^ " *'"*'

any Italian wine of Afferent color whicl^ has chiasmuS (ki-as'mus), n. [< Gr.;y<aa/,<ic,< ;tMf«v,
lowing ana aigesuon.

,K.....f a similar flavor mark with two oross-lmes : see «/«««»».] In
And wliile the flesh was yet between their teeth, ere it a similar navor.

tho a^«n<rBmnnt nf rpnpafpH nnrallel or
was chewed, the wrath of the Lord was kindled against the cMaonSt, « See chottse. "tet., the arrangement ot repeatea, para,iiei, or

people. Num. xi. 33. (,jjjg^j.(jg(;yj.igt (kia'ros-ko'rist), n. and o. [<

2. Figuratively, to ruminate on in the thoughts; chiaroscuro + -ist.] l.n. An artist who draws
in chiaroscuro.

chevy, chivy (chev'i, chiv'i), n. [< chevy, chivy,

c] A halloo ; a shout ; a cheer. [Slang.]

chevynt, «. See cheven.

chew (eho), V. [Early mod. E. and mod. colloq.

and dial, also chaw ; < ME. chewen, cheowen, <

AS. ceowan (pret. cedw, pi. cuwon, pp. cowen) =
1). kaatiwen = MLG. keuwen = OHG. chiuwan,

MHG. kiuwen, G. kauen, prob. (with change of c

to t, of. crane = leel. Irani, etc.) = Icel. tyggja

Black Swallower (ChiasmtxUM niger).

voracity and for the enormous distensibility of

their stomach and integuments, which permits

them to swallow fishes larger than themselves.

C. tiigei; the black swallower, is the only known
species.

chiasmodontid (kl-as-mo-don'tid), n. A fish of

tlie family Chiasmodonti'dce.

Chiasmodontidse (ki-as-mo-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Chiasmodon(t-) + '-id(e.'] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, typified by Chiasmo-

don, its only genus. They have an elongated subcylin-

dric or slightly tapering form ; subconic head ; deeply cleft

mouth reaching beyond the eyes, with numerous long,

sharp, and in part movable teeth ; naked skin ; two dorsal

fins ; anal flu like the second dorsal ; and thoracic ventral

flns. Only one species is known, Chiasmodon niger, a deep-

sea flsh of wide distribution in the Atlantic ocean. See
black fwallou-er, under sicallower.

meditate on
.Some Iwoks are to !« tasted, others tobe swallowed, and

some few to be chewed and digested. Bacon, Studies.

To chew the cud, to ruminate ; figuratively, to meditate.

These shall ye not eat ot them that chew the cud, or of

them that divide the h<»of : as the camel, because he chew-

eth the cud, but divideth not the hoof. Lev. xi. 4.

srSyil. 1. Bite, Gnaw, etc. See eat.

n. intrans. 1. To perform the act of biting

and grinding with the teeth ; champ ; ruminate.

Specifically— 2. To press or grind tobacco be-

tween the teeth for the sake of its flavor or stim-

ulating effects. [Colloq.]— 3. Figuratively, to

meditate; reflect.

Till then, my noble friend, ehew upon this.

Shak., J. C, 1. 2.

Let 'era rest there.

And cliew upon their miseries.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, Hi. 3.

Old politicians chew on wisdom past.

Pope, Moral Essays, L 228.

chew (cho), n. [< chew, v.] That which is

cliewpd ; that which is held in the mouth at

one time ; especially, a quid of tobacco,

chewagh (ehe-wa') H. [Chinook.] The Dolly
Varden trout, Salvelinus malma: so called in

British Columbia.
chewer (eho'er), n. One who chews; specifi-

cally, one in the habit of chewing tobacco,

chewet^t (chS'et), n. [Perhaps formed from
cheic] A kind of pie made from chopped sub-
stances.

Chewetteg were small pies of chopped-up livers of pigs,

hens, and capons, fried in grease, mixed with hard eggs
and ginger, and then fried or baked.

Babeex Boole (E. E. T. S.), note, p. 287.

Bottles of wine, ehewets, and currant-custards.
Miditleton, The Witch, ii. 1.

chewet^t (cho'et), «. [< F. chouette, an owl, a
daw, dim. of OF. choue, choe, an owl, prob. <

contrasted words or phrases in two pairs, the

second of which reverses the order of the first:

as, do not Ime to eat, but eat to live ; or as in the

following quotation

:

Tlie children ought not to lay up for the parents, but the

parents for the children. 2 Cor. xil. 14.

„'J.?*"'„i^'L'"''!f,°" *^'„Vfo^' Chiastic (ki-as'tik), o. [< Gr. ;t:«2(TT(Sf, arranged
„ „„«^„„„,„ „- ... „ „ no-

diagonally (verbal adj. of ;);idf«v: see chiasm,

chiasmus), + -ic] In rhet., of the nature of

chiasmus.

The moat perfect discipline is that of the colourlstg ; for

they see and draw everything, while the chiaroscurists

must leave much indetemiinat»; in mystery or invisible in

gloom. Raskin, Lectures on Art, § 159.

II. a. Executed in chiaroscuro, or by a chia-

roscurist. Kuskin, Lectures on Art, § 160.

chiaroscuro, chiaro-oscuro (kia'ros-ko'ro,
kiii"r6-os-ko'ro), «. and a. [It. (= P. clair-

obscur, > E. cluir-obscure), lit. clear-obscure:

chiaro, < L. cUirua, clear; oscuro, < L. obseurus,

obscure: see clear, a., and obscure.] I. n. 1.

Light and shade ; specifically, the general distri-

bution of light and shade in a picture, whether
painted, drawn, or engraved— that is, the com-
bined effect of all its lights, shadows, and re-

flections. Strictljf speaking, however, every

object on which light strikes has its own chia-

roscuro.
According to the common acceptation of the term in the

language of Art, chiaro-oscuro means not only the mutable
effects produced by light and shade, but also the perma-

nent diBerences in brightness and darkness.
Fairkolt, Diet, of Art.

Noticeable in Sallust is the chiastic arrangement citua

niodo modo tardus incessus, which found few imitators.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VI, 603.

chiastolite (ki-as'to-lit), n. [< Gr. x"^'^^(i ar-

ranged diagonally (see chiastic), + 'Aido(, stone.]

A variety of andalusite, peculiar in the tessel-

JW5JJ®iS^
' ms of .1 Crystal of Chiastolite.

lated appearance which it presents when cut

transversely and polished. The dark portions

are due to symmetrically arranged impurities in

the crystal. Also called made.
[Vase-painters] abstained, as a rule, in their designs Ohiastoneura (ki-as-to-nii'ra), ». pi. [NL., <

from all combinations and groupings, which could not he
^^.^=X|7aiTanged diagonally (see chiasti^).

expressed without mure chiaroscuro than was compatible

with their simple monochrome outlines.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archojol., p. 3S6.

2. A drawing in black and white.— 3. Amethod
of printing engravings from several blocks rep-

resenting lighter and darker shades, used espe-

-t- vcvpov, nerve.] In Gegenbaur's system of

classification, a division of prosobranehiate

gastropodous mollusks, including the two series

of the Zeugobranchia and the Anisobranchia.
The former are represented by such genera as Fissurella

cially in"the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries ; »".d "«''»«». ">« latter by Patella Trochus, Littorirm, etc.

oci^oV^lcn-nvin^soTirinted. chiastoneUTal (ki-as-to-nu ral), a. [< Chias-

toneura + -at] Sume as chidstoneurous.

chiastoneurous (ki-as-to-nu'rus), a. [< Chias-

toneura + -ous.] Pertaining to or having the

. , - . , -,...-,. characters of the Chiastoneura.

'i'',^Y^i^:^^i^Vo^luZ^'"'°''''^'"'''"'''''^" chiastre (ki-as'ter) «. [F. fo™, < Gr.^,«<rr^f,

CAotto, Wood Engraving, p. 461. aiTanged diagonally: see cAtnsftc] lnsurg.,a.

also, an engraving so printed.

Between 1722 and 1724, Kirkall published by subscrip-

tion twelve chiaroscuros engraved by himself, chiefly af-

ter designs by old Italian masters. In these chiaroscuros

the outlines and the darker parts of the figures are printed



chlastre

bandage shaped like a cross or the Greek letter

X, used for stopping hemorrhage from the tem-
poral arterj-.

Ciliausf, w. See chouse.

cMbalt, chibbalt, « Obsolete forms of cibol.

chibe (fhib), II. [Cf. chiiie^, cire, with related
chihol, cibol.] A variant of chive^.

chibia (chib'i-a), n. [The native E. Ind. name.]
1. An East Indian drongo-shrike of the fam-
ily Dicruridw: called Vonus hottentoUiis by
Linna>us.— 2. [_c(ip.] [NL.] A genus of dron-
Co-shrikes. Hodgson, 1837.

cnibolt, chibbolt, ". Obsolete forms of cibol.

chibouk, chibouque, chibuk (ohi-bok'), ». [<
Turk, ctiihiiq, > Pors. chibiiq, a pipe.] A Turk-
ish pipe having a stiff stem 4 or 5 feet long, usu-
ally wound with silk or other thread, which is

sometimes wet to cool the smoke by evapora-
tion. The mouthpiece is usually of amber, but some-
times of glass ; the bowl usually of baked clay, narrow at
the bottom and wide at the top, like the flower of the
morning-glory. It is customary in smoking to rest the
bowl upon a small tray of wood or brass.

The long chibouques dissolving cloud supply,
While dance the Almas to wild minstrelsy.

Byron, Corsair, ii. 2.

Once a Wahhabi stood in front of us, and by pointing
with his finger and other insulting gestures, showed his
hatred to the chibouque, in which I was peaceably in-
dulging. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 349.

chic (shek), a. and n. [¥., a slang word, usually
explained from G. geschick, aptness, skill, ad-
dress, geschickt, apt, clever, < schicken, adapt
(one's self), bring about, caus. of ge-schehen,
happen; otherwise referred to OF. ehic, small:
see chicane.] I, a. Stylish; effective in style.

n. n. 1. In the fine arts, the faculty of
producing effective works with rapidity and
ease ; cleverness and skill combined with great
facility.

To use chic, in artistic parlance, is to produce effects by
means of the imagination and by means of analogy— as,

for instance, to create from one moders face a dozen of
different ages, or by a few skillful strokes to transform the
cloth garment on the model into a fur one on the paper
or canvas, or to make a straw hat over into a beaver.

The Century, XXV. 675.

2. Parisian elegance and fashionableness com-
bined with originality : said of fashion in dress.— 3. Adroitness; cunning; knowingness.

[Slang in all uses.]

Chica^ (ehe'ka), n. Same as chico.

chica^ (ehe'k'a), n. [OSp. ; cf. Sp. chico, tern,

chica, little.] An old Spanish dance, said to
have been introduced by the Moors, and to be
the source of the fandango, the chaconne, the
cachucha, the bolero, etc.

chicalote (Sp. pron. che-ka-16'ta), n. [Mex.] A
Mexican name given in southern California to a
species of thorn-poppy, Argemone platyceras.

chicane (shi-kan'), «. [< F. chicane, trickery,
sharp practice, caviling, wrangling, < chicaner,
use trickery, cavil, quibble, wrangle, pettifog,
prob. < OP. chic, small, little {de chic a chic,

from little to little) ; as a noun, a little piece,
finesse, subtlety ; = Cat. chic= Sp. chico, small,
little. Cf. chich^. Aecoi'ding to some, chicane
meant the game of mall, then a dispute in that
or other games, and then sharp practice in
lawsuits; < ML. "zicanum, <. MGr. rfn/cdwoi', <
Pers. chaugan, a club or bat used in polo : see
def. 2.] 1. The art of gaining an advantage
by the use of evasive stratagems or petty or
unfair tricks and artifices ; trickery; sophistry;
chicanery.

He strove to lengthen the campaign,
And save his forces by chicane. Prim:

His attomies have hardly one trick left ; they are at an
end of all their cA/ca7ie. Arbuthnot, John Bull.

You, a bom coward, try a coward's arms,
Trick and chicane.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 184.

2. A game similar to pall-mall, played on foot,
in Languedoc and elsewhere, with a long-han-
dled mallet and a ball of hard wood. It is

played in an open field, like polo.
chicane (shi-kan'), v.\ pret. and pp. chicaned,
ppr. chicaning. [< F. chicaner, use trickery:
see chicane, »i.] I. intrans. To use chicane;
employ shifts, tricks, or artifices. [Rare.]
Give me but virtuous actions, and I will not quibble and

chicane about the motives. Chesterfield.

H. trans. To treat with chicane; deceive;
cheat; bamboozle.
The " strong hand " of the Bonapartlst government did

its utmost to chicane those whose ideas were not accepta-
ble in high places. Nineteenlh Century, XX. 53.

chicaner (shi-ka'nfer), n. [< chicane, v., + -eri,

after F. chicaneur.] One who employs chicane

954

or chicanery; a sophistical or tricky opponent
or disputant.
This is the way to distinguish ... a logical chicaner

from a man of reason. Locke.

chicanery (shi-ka'n6r-i), n.
;
pi. chicaneries {-iz).

[< F. chicanerie, < chicaner, use trickery: see
chicane, v.] Chicane; mean or petty artifices

;

trickery; sophistry.
Manors got by rapine and chicanery,

Larnb, Popular Fallacies, ii.

Men who, by legal chicanery, cheat others out of their
property. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 249.

= Syn. Quibbling, stratagem, duplicity.

chicaric (chik'a-rik), n. [Imitative.] A name
of the bird Strepsilas interpres, or tumstone.
The names CAtcoric and Chickling havereference to their

rasping notes. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 164.

chiccory, n. See chicory.

chichi (chich), «. [Early mod. E. also cich; <

ME. chiche, < OF. chiche, P. chiche (pois chiche),

chick-pea, = It. cece = Pr. cezer = Sp. Pg.
chicharo = OHG. chihhira, MHG. G. kicher (cf.

D. sisererwt, Pg. cizir&o), < L. cicer, the chich,
chick-pea.] A dwarf pea: sa.rae && chick-pea.

Her either chiche is sowen in this moone,
Ther aier is moist, and lande is ronke and stepe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

Chiches and the other pulses.
B. Qooge, Husbandrie, fol. 18 b.

Him that buys chiches blanched.
B. Jonson, Horace's Art of Poetry.

chich^t, a. and n. [ME. chiche, also chinche,
chincc, < OF. chiche (masc. prop, chic), F. chiche,
niggardly, miserable, mean, lit. 'small' (see chi-

cane), = Sp. chico, small. Cf . It. cica, nothing,
< L. cicctis, a trifle, a thing of no value.] I, a.

Niggardly; sparing. Chaucer.

if. n. A miser ; a niggard.

For ther is vch mon payed in-liche.

Whether lyttel other much l)e hys rewarde,
For the gentyl cheuentayn is no chyche.

Alliterative Poevis (ed, Morris), 1. 604.

Chich^t, V. [ME. chicken, assibilated form of
chicken, chick, a var. of chuck: see chick^,
cAwcfcl.] 1. intrans. To chuck ; cluck, as a hen.
H, trans. To call by clucking, as a hen her

young.
She (the hen] clocketh hem, but when she fynt a come,
She chicheth hem and loith it hem before.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

chicha (che'ehii), n. [Sp.] 1. Same as chico.— 2. The mucilaginous seeds of Sterculia Chica,
a South American tree. See Sterculia.

chicheree (chich'e-re), ». [Imitative.] Aname
of the gray kingbird or petehary flycatcher,
Tyrannus dominicensis, a elamatorial passerine
bird of the family l)/rannidai. See petehary.

Nearly akin to the King-bird is the Petehary or Chiche-
ree, . . . one of the most characteristic and conspicuous
birds of the West Indies. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 81.

chichling (chich'ling), n. [< chich''- + -ling

;

now commonly chickling.'] Same as chickling^.

chichling-'Vetch (chich 'ling-vech),n. Same as
chickling'-^.

chlck^ (chik), n. [< ME. *chikke, chike, short for
chiken : see chicken^, of which chick is now re-

garded as a dim. form.] A chicken; particu-
larly, the young of the domestic hen, and of
some other birds, as partridges. At exhibitions
of poultry, a specimen less than one year old, whether
cockerel or pullet, is termed a chick. When over one year
old, the chick becomes a fowl. See chicken^.

While it is a chick, and hath no spurs, nor cannot hurt,
nor hath seen the motion, yet he readily practiseth it.

Sir M. Hale.

chick^t (chik), V. i. [ME. chikken, also assibi-

lated chicken (see ckichS), a variation of chuck :

see ckuck^. Prob. mentally associated with
chick^, which is ult. from the same imitative
root.] To peep; cheep; make the characteris-
tic cry of a young chick.

Chykkyn [var. chycke], as hennys byrdys [var. hennc
birdes], pipio, pululo.

Chyklcynge [var. chickyng] or wyppynge [var. sippyng,
yeppinge] of yonge byrdys, pupulatus, pupulacio.

Prompt. Parv., p. 74.

chick^ (chik), i: i. [< ME. chikken (chykkyn.
Prompt. Parv.), sprout, prob. a variant of
"ckinken, related to chinen, chine, chink, crack:
see chine^, chink^. Appar. not connected with
ckick^, but cf. L. pullulare, sprout, < pullulus, a
chick, a sprout, dim. ofpullus, a young fowl (see
pullet). The resemblance to ckit^, v., sprout,
would thus be accidental ; but there may have
been some association of thought between the
two words.] 1. To sprout, as seed in the
ground; vegetate.
Chykkyn, as come, or spyryn, or 8p[r]owtyn, pulilo [pu-

lulo]. Prompt. Parv., p. 74.

2. To crack. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

chicken

chlckS (chik), n. [< chicks, v. Cf. ckink\ n.l
A crack ; a flaw. [Prov. Eng. ]

chick* (chik), «. [Also cheek; Anglo-Ind., repr.
Hind, chiq.] In India, a screen or curtain made
of thin slips of bamboo with very narrow open-
ings between them, allowing the admission of
air and light, while excluding the view from the
outside : it is hung in doorways and windows,
both in houses and tents, and is tl>e original of
a kind of blind or shade now common in Europe
and America.

Glass is dear, and scarcely purchasable ; . . . therefore
their Windows are usually folding doors, screened with
cheeks, or latises.

Fryer, A New Account of East India and Persia.

chick^ (chik), n. [E. Ind.] A name for the
thick juice of the poppy, three pounds of which
will make about one pound of opium.
chick^ (chik), n. An abbreviated form of chick-
cen.

Chickaberry (chik'a-ber'i), ». A corruption
of checkcrbcrry. [\j. 8.]

chickabiddy (chik'a-bid'''i), n.; pi. chickabid-
dies (-iz). [< ckicki + -a- + biddy.] A yoiing
chicken : also used as a pet name for children.
Also chnckabiddy. [Colloq.]-

chickadee (chik'a-de), n. [Imitative of the
bird's usual call-note.] The popular name of

Chickadee, or Blackcap (Parus atricufitltds).

the American black-capped titmouse, Parus
atricapillus, and related species. The chickadees
are small birds from 4.^ to 5^ inches long, leaden-gray
above and whitish below. They have a black cap and
black throat.

chickaree (chik'a-re), n. [Imitative of the squir-
rel's cry.] A popular name of the American
red squirrel, Sciurus hudsonius, vihioli inhabits

chickaree, or Red Squirrel (SctMrus kudsonius).

British America and the northerly parts of the
United States, it is a small species, about 7 incheslong,
with a tail of about the same length ; the ears are tufted,
the back is reddish, and the sides have a black stripe.

The name is also extended to some subspecies of the same
section of the genus Sciurus.

Chickasa'w plum. See plum.
chickchack (ehik'chak), n. [Imitative. Cf.

gecko.] A gecko lizard, Ptyodactylus gecko.
Collingwood.

chickeen (chik 'en), «. [E. Ind.] In India, a
sum of four rupees. Often shortened to chick.

Title and Burnell.

chicken^ (chik'en), n. [< ME. chiken, chekin
(also shortened chike, >mod. chick: see ckick'^),

< AS. cicen for "cycen (= D. kuikcn, kiekcn = L(}.

kiiken = G. dial, kiichen; cf. equiv. 6. kiichlein

and E. chickling'^), neut., a chicken, in form dim.
of coc, coce, a cock, but in sense more general:

see oopfct. Cf. ME. chikken, peep, cheep, as
young chickens : see chick^.] 1. 'The young of

the domestic hen : in this sense now less exact
than chick.— 2. A domestic or barn-yard fowl,

especially one less than a year old.— 3. The
young of some birds other than the domestic



chicken

hen.— 4. A common name of (a) the pin-

nated grouse or prairie-hen (prairie-chicken),

Ctipidohia cupido (see cut under Cujridonia),

and of (b) the sharp-tailed grouse, I'cdixcetes

plKmaHellits. [Local, U. S.] — 5. A person

of tender years; a child: sometimes used as

a term of endearment, or with a negative

(no chicken), in satirical implication of mature
years.

Why, now you are my chicken and my dear.

Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, iv. 4.

Stella is no chicken. Stl'i/t, Stellas Birthday, 1720.

6. A name applied with a qualifying adjective

to various fishes, as in the north of Ireland to

the Atherina presbyter, called tlie Portafcrry

chicken.— 7. A kind of turtle whose shell is

used in commerce— Blue Hen's CMcken, a slang

name for a resident of the State of Delawai-e, said to have
arisen from the members of a Delaware regiment distin-

iniished in the revolution Ijeing so called on ai-eonnt of

the famous {ranu'-r.K-k^ raist-d by tlu-ir eolnnel (» Caldwell)

from a breed of blue hens. — Chicken cholera. See chol-

era. 3.— Chicken hazard. See hazard.— Mother Ca-
rey's chicken, a name given by sailors to the stormy
petrel and other small oceanic species of petrel.— Pha-
raoh's chicken. See Er/yptian vulture. untleT vulture.—

To count one's chickens before they are hatched,
to anticipate too conlidently the obtaining or doing of

something that one may never receive or be aide to do.

ic'oll.xi.l

chicken-, chicknn (chik'en, -un), n. [< Hind.
chikan, < Pers. chakin, embroidery. Cf. chikan-

rfo-i.] Embroidery, especially embroidery upon
muslin. [Anglo-Indian.] —Chicken walla, an itin-

erant dealer in embroidered handkerchiefs and the liice.

Vuie ami Hnrnell. [India.]

chicken-bird (chik'en-bferd), n. [I*rob. for

*chickinybird, < chicking, ppr. of chick^ (cf.

chicaric and chickling^), + fticdl.] A name
of the tumstone, Strepsilas interpres. [New
Eug.]
chicken-breasted (chik'en-bres'ted), a. Hav-
iu<,' that form of chest in which the costal car-

tilages are carried inward and the sternum is

thrown forward, so that the thorax resembles
somewhat that of a carinate bird. In pathol-

og\- it is characteristic of rickets.

chicken-feeder (chik'en-fe'd6r), n. Same as
ejiinette,

cnicken-halibut (eluk'en-hol'i-but), n. A
small halibut, weighing from 10 to 20 pounds.

chicken-hawk (chlk'en-h&k), n. Same as hen-

hdick.

chicken-heart (chik'en-hart), n. A coward.

These Haxen-haired men are such pulera, and such pid-

dlers, and such chirken-heart».
MiJJleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, il. 2.

chicken-hearted (ehik'en-har'ted), a. Hav-
ing no more courage than a chicken; timid;
cowardly.

lie was himself so chicken-hearted a man.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 296.

chicken-pox (chik'en-poks), Ji. A mild con-

tiigious eruptive disease, generally appearing
in children; varicella.

chicken's-meat (chik'enz-met), n. [Prop.
chickens' meat; < ME. chiknemete, chicnemete,

later a,lso chekynmete, chekynmette, < AS. cic^iiu

mete, Ht. 'chickens' food': cicena, gen. pi. of

eicen, chicken ; mete, food : see chicken^ and
meat.'] 1. Chickweed.— 2. The endive.— 3.

Dross com. [Prov. Eng. in all senses.]

chicken-snake (chik'en-snak), «. A popular
name of certain American snakes, as Coluber

fjundririttatiis and Ophibolus eximius. Baird
anil Girard, 1853.

chicken-tortoise (chik'en-tdr'tis), n. A tor-

toise of the family Clemmyidw, Chrysemys reti-

culata, with dark-brown head and neck marked
by narrow yellow lines, and a du.sky yellow
throat traversed by three yellow streaks. A
streak from each nostril extends along the sides of the
neck. The shell is generally alxuit 9 or 10 inches long.

They are found along the Atlantic coast of the United
States, especially in North Carolina.

chickenweed, ». See chickweed, 1.

chickera, «. See chikara^.

chickerberry (chik'fer-ber'i), n. Some as
chi-ckcrbirry.

chickett (ehik'et), n. [Perhaps an error for

clicket.'i A fastening.
The green shutters and ckickets are offensive. F(mi.

chick-house (chik'hous), ». [< chick^ + house.l

In India, a light structure of chicks, or slips of

bamboo, used for the protection of plants un-
able to bear full exposure to the heat and dry
winds.

chickling^ (chik'ling), n. [< chick'^ + -linii^

;

= Icel. kyklingr, kjUklingr = Sw. kyckling, dial.

kokling, kjukklinii = Dan. kylling ; ef. G. kiich-

lein: see chickeni^.'] l, a small chick orcluck-
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en.— 2. [Cf. chicane.'] A name of the bird

iStrep.iilas interpres, or tumstone.
chickling^ (chik'ling), «. [An accom. of ehich-

ling, in imitation of chickling^, chick^. Cf.

chick-pea.] A vetch or pea, Lathyrus sativus,

extensively cultivated in the south of Europe
for its seed, which is eaten like the chick-pea,

and is said to be of superior quality. Also called

chirhling, chickling-retch, chichliiig-vetch.

chickore (ehi-kor'), n. [Anglo-Ind.,- < Hind.
chakor.] The hill-partridge of India, Caccabis
chukar, it is found all over the Himalayas from Cash-
mere to Nepal, not extending to Sikkhim, and prefers
rocky hill to scrub jungle. The hen lays from 10 to 15
eggs. Fallon. Also chuckore.

At a little distance beyond the bridge we heard a covey
of chickore, or hill-partridge, in full conversation down
the valley. W. II. Bugsell, Diary in India, II. 163.

chick-pea (chik'pe), n. [For chick-pea (see
t7iic/|l); accom. to cAtcfcl. Ct. chickweed.] The
popular name of the plant Cicer arietinum. It

grows wild around the shores of the Mediterranean and in

many parts of the East, producing a short puiTy pod, con-
taining one or generally two small netted seeds with two

Chick-pea (
Cicer arietinum ).

swellings on one side. It is much used in olios In Spain,

is an impftrtant article in French cookery, and has been
cultivated from a very early period in the warmer regions

of the old world. When roasted it is the common parched
pulse of the East. The plant contains much acid oxalate
of potash, and is covered witti glandular acid hairs. Also
called chich.

chickstone (chik'ston), n. [For *checkstone or

*chackst(fne, transposition of stonechack, stane-

chack: see cheickS, stonechack, and stonechat.]

A name for the bird Saxicola or I'ratincula ru-

biciila, or stonechat. Montagu. [Eng.]

chicknn, «. See chicken^,

chickweed (chik'wed), n. [< chick''- + weed^.

In Scotland it is often called chickenwort or
chuckenwort. Cf. chicken's-meat.] 1. The pop-
ular name of SteUaria media, a common weed
in cultivated and waste grounds, flowering

throughout the year, it has a procumbent more or

less hairy stem, with ovate pointed leaves, and many small
white Howers. It is much used for feeding cage-birds,

which are very fond of both leaves and seeds. Also called

chiekenjreed.

2. A iiaiim of several plants of other genera.

—

Forked chickweed, the Anychia dicAotonui.— Indian
chickweed, tin- carjietweed, Mollugo verticillata.—Jag-
ged chickweed, llolviteuui wmV«a(Mw.— Mouse-ear
chickweed, tin- iiopular name of various species of Cera»-

tiuiii. - Red chickweed, the plmpemel, AiiaimUix arren-

tfi^.— Silver chickweed, the raro>t>/<-hia arirymcowa : so

called from its silvery stipules.— Wintergreen chick-
weed, the common name of Trientalis Huropcea. (See also

irater-diickweed.)

chickwitt, «. Same as chigwit.

chicle-gnm (ehik'l-gum), n. An elastic gimi

obtained from the naseberry, Achras Sapota, a
sapotaeeous tree of tropical America. It is

used as a masticatory.

chico (ehe'ko), n. [8. Amer.] 1. An orange-

red coloring matter obtained by the Indians

from the leaves of the Bignonia Chica, which
grows on the banks of the Meta and the Ori-

noco, and is employed by them, like amotto, to

dye their bodies. It is also used in the United States

to produce red and orange shades on cotton and wool, the

process followed being similar to that for amotto. Calvert,

Dyeing and Calico-l'rinting, p. 291.

2. A fermented liquor or beer derived from
Indian com, mashed in hot water, used by the

natives of Chili.

Also chica, chieha.

chicoriaceons (chik-o-ri-a'shius), o. [< cMc-
or{y) 4- -accous, after cichoriaceous.] Same as

cichoriaceous.

chicory (chik'o-ri), «. [Early mod. E. also

vichory aud cykory, and, by corruption, succory

chideress

(see succory), which is still used ; = D. chico-

rei = G. cichorie = Dan. dkorie, < F. ehicorie,

eichoree = Sp. achicoria
= Pg. chicorea = It.

cicorea, < L. cichorium,
cichorca, < Gr. nixopiov,

also Kixofi?/, better d-
Xopa, Kix^peia, pi., chic-
ory.] The popiUar
name of Cichorium Inty-
bus, a composite plant
commonin waste places,
found throughout Eu-
rope and Asia as far as
India, and naturalized
in the United States.
It has a fleshy tapering root,

a stem from 1 to 3 feet high,
with spreading branches and
lobed and coareely toothed
leaves. The flowers are bright-

blue. The roots are exten-
sively employed as a substi-

tute for coffee, or to mix with chicory (
Cichorium miytits).

coffee, being roasted and
ground for this purpose. Chicory is also cultivated as
€eed for cattle, and the blanched leaves are sometimes
used as a salad. Also spelled chiccory.

chide (chid), V. ; pret. chid (formerly chode),

pp. chidden, chid, ppr. chiding. [< ME. chiden
(weak verb, pret. chidde, pp. chid, ckidde, the
much later pret. chode and pp. chidden being
due to the analogy of verbs like ride, rode, rid-

den, cf. hide^, also a weak verb), < AS. cidan
(weak verb, pret. cidde, pp. cided, cidd), chide,

blame (with dat.), intr. quarrel; connections
unknown.] I. trans. 1. To reprove; rebuke;
reprimand ; find fault with ; blame ; scold : as,

to chide one for his faults ; to chide one for his

delay.
Almost chide God for making you that countenance you

are.
_

Shak., As yon Like it, iv. 1.

But Kirk was only chid for it ; and it was said that he
had a particular order for some military executions, so
that he could only be chid for the manner of it.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1655.

2. To find fault about ; blame ; reproach : ap-
plied to things : as, to chide one's own folly.

'Tis not because the ring they ride,

Anil Lindesay at the ring rides well.

But that my sire the wine will chide,

If tis not flll'd by Kosabelle.
Scutt, L. of L. M., vi. 23.

3. To strike by way of punishment or admoni-
tion.

Caressed or chidden by the slender hand.
Tennyson, Sonnets, vil.

4. To drive or impel by chiding.

How churlishly I chid Lueetta hence I

Shak.,T.a.otV.,l.±
With loud screams

Chiding his mate back to her nest.
3/. Arnold, Sohrab and Bustiun.

6. Figuratively, to fret ; chafe.

Clipped in with the sea
That chides the banks of England.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 1.

= Sto. To blame, censure, reproach, fipbraid, reprimand.

II. intrans. 1. To scold; find fault; contend
in words of anger ; wrangle

;
grumble ; clamor.

I lyken the to a sowe, for thou arte ever chyding at

mete. Palsgrave, p. 611.

And Jacob waa wroth, and chode with Laban.
aen. xxxi. 36.

Incredible number of partridges, like to those of Scio,

here run on the rocks, and flie chiding about the vine-

yards. Sandys, Travailes, p. 22.

2. Figuratively, to make a clamorous or mur-
muring noise.

Yet my duty.
As doth a rock against the chiding flood.

Should the approach of this wild river brea^
And stand unshaken yours. Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2.

3. To bay, as hounds in full cry.

chide (chid), n. [Cf. ME. chide, < AS. gecid,

contention, < ddan, chide, contend: eee chide,

r.] 1. A reproof; a rebuke. Bunyan.— 2. A
murmuring, complaining, or brawUng sound.
[Rare.]

Nor bleating mountains, nor the chide of streams,
And hum of bees. Thomson, Autumn, 1. 1267.

chider (chi'dSr), n. [< ME. chidere, chyder; <

chide + -eri.] One who chides, scolds, clamors,

or rebukes.
Men most enquero . . .

Wher sche be wys, or sobre, or dronkelewe, . . .

A chyder [var. chidester, Tyrwhitt], or a wastour of thy
good. Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 291.

Whether any be brawlers, slanderers, chiders, scolders,

and sowers of discord between one and another.
Ahp. Cranmer, Articles of Visitation.

chideresst, »• [ME. chideresse ; < chider + -ess.]

A woman who chides ; a scold.

An au^ry wight, a chideresse. Rom. o/ the Rose, L IjO.



cMdester

chidesterf, «. [ME., < chide + ster; a var. of
chider, where see first extract.] A female scold.
Chaucer.

chiding (ehi'ding), n. [< ME. chiding, < AS.
ciiiuiiij, verbal n. of cidan, chide: see chide, D.]

1. The act of reproving, rebuking, berating,
or scolding ; utterance of reproof or reproach.

Aud churlish chiding of the winter's wind.
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1.

You see us friends now,
Heartily friends, and no more chidinf/, gentlemen.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 7.

2. A munmiring or brawling noise.

The chidings of the headlong brook.
Mallet, A Fragment.

3. In hunting, the sound made by hounds in
full cry ; baying.

They bay'd the bear
With hounds of Sparta : never did I hear
Such gallant chiding. Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

chidingly (chi'ding-li), adv. In a scolding or
wrangling manner.
chief (chef), n. and a. [< ME. cheef, chefe, chef,

rarely chief, head, head man, = Sp. jefe = Pg.
chefe, < OF. chef, chief, F. chef = Sp. Pg. cabo
= It. capo, < L. caput, head: see caput, capi-
tal, and ef. cape"^, a doublet of chief.l I. n. If.
A head ; the head or upper part of anything.

In the cheffe of the choise halle, chosen for the kyng,
Was a grouude vp graid with gresis [steps] of Marbill.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1663.

Where bene the nosegayes that she dight for thee ?

The coloured chaplets wrought with a chie/e ?

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

2. The person highest in authority ; the head
or head man. Speciflcally— (a) A military command-
er ; the person who leads an army.

And David said, Whosoever smiteth the Jebusites first

shall be chief and captain. 1 Chion. xi. 6.

Such chiefs, as each an army seemed alone. Dryden.

(6) A principal, leader, or director in general ; especially,
the hereditary or tiie chosen head of a clan or tril)e : used
as a title particularly for the heads of Scottish Highland
clans, and for the controlling or governing heads of un-
civilized or semi-civilized tribes.

Hail to the chief who in triumph advances I

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 18.

In Tonga It is supposed that only the chiefs have souls.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 99.

(c) The principal officer of a bureau or division of the civil

service, or of an editorial staff, newspaper office, mercan-
tile establishment, or other organized body.
3. The principal or most important part or por-
tion ; the bulk or larger part of one thing or of
many.
The people took of the spoil, sheep and oxen, the chief

of the things which should have been utterly destroyed.
1 Sam. XV. 21.

The chief of my conversation.
Heney, Meditations, 1. 129.

4. In her., the head or upper part of the es-
cutcheon, from side to side, cut off horizon-
tally by a straight line, and con-
taining properly a third part of
the dimensions of the escutcheon.
It is one of the honorable ordinaries, and
is commonly considered as divided into
dexter, sinister, and middle, the chaiges
upon it being thus blazoned.

5t. The prime ; the most impor-
tant part.

In the chief of his youth, he was taken from school into
the court, and there passed all his time in much trouble
and business. Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Robinson, i.

In chief [ME. in chief, in chef, < OF. en chef, < L. (ML.)
in capite']. (a) At the head ; in the principal or highest
position or office : as, the commander-m-cAie/. ip) in her.,
charged upon the upper part of the shield : a term gener-
ally used when the chief itself is not indicated, (c) Direct-
ly : said of land tenure : as, to hold land in chief (to hold
it directly from the sovereign by honorable personal ser-
vices), (d) In direct or original procedure : as, an exami-
nation in chief. See examination.— Little chief hare.
See Lagomys and pika.— Per chief, in her., divided by tlic

horizontal line which separates the cliief from the rest of
the field. Thus, an escutcheon may be blazoned as per
chief argent And gules ; but this form is rare, it Ijeing usual
to say gules a chief argent.^Syn. 2. Chief, Chieftain,
Commander, Leader, Head. Chief, literally the head, is

applied to one who occupies the highest rank in military
or civil matters : as, an Inilian chief ; a military chief; the
chief of a department in the civil service ; a party chief.
Chieftain is now mostly i)oetic, and is sometimes used in
prose where the leadership is peculiarly suggestive of the
past : as, a Highland chieftain. A commander is one who
issues commands to a body or organization of a military or
naval character, or has authority over it : as, the com-
mander of the army in the East ; the commander of the
Asiatic squadron. A leader is the head of a party or fac-
tion, or one who conducts some special undertaking, per-
haps actually going at the head; as, the leader of the
House of Commons ; the leader of the Conservative or Re-
publican party ; the leader of the storming party or for-
lorn hope; a leader ot fashion. Head is applied to the
chief of a tribe or fandly or profession : as, the head of
the house of Cavendish ; the head of the church ; the head
ot the bar.

Argent a Chief
Gules.
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The Oovemor, together with the Arab chiefs and about
tweuty of their men, came up to my room.

Doimvan, Merv, x.

The pibroch sounds, the bands advance.
The broad-swords gleam, the banners dance.
Obedient to the Chieftain's glance.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 8.

Bid our commatiders lead their charges off

A little from this ground. Shak., J. C, Iv. 2.

Let a people's voice . . .

Attest their gi'eat commander's claim.
Tennyson, Duke of Wellington, vi.

Each [member of Clan Chattan] as be was led to the gal-
lows . . . was offered a pardon if he would reveal the
hiding-place of his Chief, but ... no sort of punishment
could induce them to be guilty of treachery to tiieir leader.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., v.

There arises first a temporary and then a permanent
military h^ad, who passes insensibly into a political head.

//. Spender, Prin. of Sociol., § 250.

II. a. 1. Highest in office, authority, rank,
or estimation; placed above the rest; princi-
pal : as, a chief priest ; the chief butler. [Chief is

not now regarded as admitting of degrees of comparison,
but formerly the superlative chiefest was often used.]

Our kyng which we hild moste chefe vs among
Litellhath fro hym deffended our" wrong.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4421.

Doeg, an Edomite, the chiefest of the herdmen.
1 Sam. xxi. 7.

Among the cAi^/" rulers also many believed on him.
John xii. 42.

Our chiefest courtier, cousin, and our son.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

Hence— 2. Principal or most eminent, in any
quality or action; such that others (things,
persons, particulars of any kind) are by com-
parison inferior or subordinate; most impor-
tant ; leading ; main ; most conspicuous.

He was he (you say verray certainly).
That euer ther was moste chefiyi goodnesse.

Rom. of Partenay (K E. T. S.), 1. 5302.

The hand of the princes and rulers hath been chief in
this trespass. Ezra ix. 2.

From this chief cause these idle praises spring.
That themes so easy few forbear to sing.

Crabhe, The 'Village.

3. Intimate ; near ; close. [In this sense obso-
lete except in Scotland, where it is still used

:

as, they are very chief yrV ane anither.]

He [Rabl came limping up, and laid his great jaws in her
lap : from that nioraentthey were chief, as she said, James
finding him mansuete and civil when he returned.

Dr. J. Broum, Rab and his Friends.

Chief baron. See 6aro)i, 2.— Chief burgess. Seelnir-
gess, 4.— Chief cone. .See «<)?«•.— Cfhlef constructor,
engineer. Justice, magistrate, etc. See tlie nouns.—
Chief tangent. See tangent.— (jhief tenant, or tenant
in capite. See in capite. = Syn. 2. First, paramount, su-
preme, cardinal, capital, prime, vital, especial, essential,
great, grand.

chief (chef), adv. [< chief, a.] Chiefly. Thorn-
sou. [Rare.]

chiefaget (che'faj), n. [Also written chevage,
< OF. clievage, < chef, head: see cAie/ and -age.^
A tribute by the head ; a poll-tax.

cMefdom (chef 'dum), n. [< chief + -dom.']
Sovereignty. [Rare.]
Zephyrus, . . . being in love with her [Chloris], . . .

gave her for a dowrie the chiefedoni and soveraigntye of
all flo^vres and greene herbs.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., April, Gloss.

chieferyt (che'fe-ri), ». [< chief + -ery.'] A
body of chiefs ; chiefs taken collectively. Hol-
land.

chiefess (che'fes), «. [< chief + -ess.'] A fe-
male chief. Carver. [Rare.]
Upon the mat sat, or reclined, several chiefesses.

C. W. Stoddard, South-Sea Idyls, p. 289.

chief-justiceship (chef ' jus ' tis - ship), n. The
oiHeo or incumbency of a chief justice.

chiefless (chef'les), a. [< chief+ -less.] With-
out a chief or leader.

Chiejtess armies. Pope, Dunciad, iv. 617.

chieflet (chef'let), n. [< chief -I- dim. -let] A
petty chief. [Rare.]

Chiefly (chef'li), a. [< chief, n., + -hj'^.] Of or
pertaining to a chief

;
proper to a chief.

The habitual existence of chieftainship, and the estab-
lishment of chiefly authority by war.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 76.

Inside the house are priceless treasures, rare Maori
weapons of jade, long heirlooms in chiefly families.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIIL 419.

chiefly (chef'li), adv. [< chief a., + -ly^.] 1.

Principally; above all; in the first place ; emi-
nently.

And chiefly thou, O Spirit, that dost prefer
Before all temples the upright heart and pure.

Milton, P. L., i. 17.

2. For the most part; mostly: as, his estates
were chiefly situated in Scotland.

The vices of the administration must l)e chiefly ascribed
to the weakness of the king and to the levity and violence
of the favorite. Macaulay, Lord Bacou.

chieve

The causes of this change lie chiefty{iho Venetians would
be apt to tell you wholly) in the implacalde anger, the in-
consolable discontent, with which tlic people regard their
present political condition. Howells, Venetian Life, i.

= Syn. Mainly, especially, eminently, primarily.

chief-rent (chef'rent), n. Same as quit-rent.
chiefriet, «. An obsolete fonn of chiefry.
chiefry (chef'ri), n. [< chief -I- -ry, formerly
-rie.] 1. A rent or duty paid to the lord para-
mount.
My purpose is to rate the rents of all those landes of her

Majestic in such sorte, unto those Englishmen wliich shall
take them, as they may be well able to live thereupon, to
yeeld her Majestic reasonalde cheverye.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. The landed property of a chief or lord; a
demain.
When . . . the eldest son had once taken the place of

his uncle as the heir to the hunibler chieftaincies, he
doubtless also obtained that portion of land attaelied to
the Signory or Chiefry whicli went without partition to tlie

Tanaist. Mairte, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 204.

chiefship (chef'ship), «. l< chief+ -ship.] The
office or rank of chief.

In many tiibes the chiefship was prudently made hered-
itary through the female line. The Century, XXVI. 106.

chieftain (ehef'tan), n. [< ME. chefetain, chef-
tain, chevetein, cheventein, etc., < OF. cheveiaine,

< ML. capitanus, whence also ult. E. captaiyi,

which is thus a doublet of chieftain: see cap-
tain.] A captain, leader, or commander; a
chief; the head of a troop, army, or clan.

A chieftain, to the Highlands bound.
Cries, "Boatman, do not tarry."

Campbell, Lord L'lUn's Daughter.

It [the tribe] is of sufficient size and importance to con-
stitute a political unit, and possibly at its apex is one
of the numerous chieftains whom the Irish records call
Kings. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 92.

= S3rn. Commander, Leader, etc. Hee chief.

chieftaincy (chef'tan-si), n. [< chieftain + -cy.]

The rank, dignity, or oifice of a chieftain.

The laird of Kaarsa has sometimes disputed the chief-
tainey of the clan with Macleod of Skie.

Johtuion, Letter to Mrs. Thrale.

chieftainess (chef'tan-es), n. [< chieftain +
-ess.] A female chieftain. [Rare.]
chieftainryt (chef'tau-ri), ». [< chieftain +
-ri/. ] Chieftainship.'

chieftainship (chef'tan-ship), «. [< chieftain
+ -ship.] The office or rank of a chieftain;
chiefship.

The tribal chieftainship and the religious organization
of the Druids were both of them inherited from anti-
quity. Froude, Cajsar, p. 218.

chieftyt (chef'ti), n. [< chief + -ty, equiv. to
-ship.] Headship ; authority.

A Bishop is a minister of God, unto whom with perma-
nent continuance there is given ... a power of chiefty in

government over Presbyters as well as Layuien, a power
to be by way of jurisdiction a Pastor even to Pastors
tliemselves. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 2.

chiel (chel), n. [Sc, also chield, = E. child,

which was also formerly applied to a young
man: see child, 8, childe.] A young man; a
fellow: used in either a good or a bad sense.
[Scotch.]

Buirdly chiels an* clever hizzies. Burns, The Twa Dogs.

chievancet, n. [< ME. chevaunce, gain, < OF.
chevance, F. chevance (> It. civanza, civamo ;

ML. chevancia), gain, < chevir, attain : see
chieie^. Cf. chevisance.] An unla'wful bargain

;

traffic in which money is extorted as discount.

Against unlawful chievances and exchanges, which is

bastard usury. Bacon.

Chieve^t, v. [< ME. cheven, < OF. chevir, come
to an end, make an end, bring to an end, com-
pound, < chef head, extremity, end: see chief,

and cf. achieve, chevise, chevish, chevisance, etc.]

1. intrans. 1. To come to an end.

Yvel mote he cheve .'

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 214.

2. To come to a head; grow; prosper; suc-
ceed; speed; thrive.

"Alias," said syr Arthure, "so lange have I lyffede.
Hade I wytene of this, wele had me chefede."

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 869.

Sette hem southwarde sonner wol thai preve,
Septentrion wol make hem latter cheve.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.

3. To hasten.

Hee graythed [prepared] hyni a greate oste grym to be-
holde.

And chcucd forthe. with the childe what chaunse so be-
tide. AUmunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), L 78.

Foul Chieve himt, foul fall him ; ill betide him ; may he
have foul fortune, or ill speed.

n. trans. To bring to an end; accomplish;
achieve; do.



chieve

I shall plainly do jour commaundement,
What-soraeuer cost it for to cheue

Sin it pleassith vow nie it commaunde to hent
Rom. uS Parteimy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 697.

chieve- 1 »• An obsolete form of chived.

cMff-chaff (chif'ehaf), «. [Also called chip-

chop, and with humorous variation choice-ami-

cheap; imitative of its note.] " " " ^"*"-

Chiff-chaC , Phyltoiapus rufus)

and wood-war-
bler, which it

much resem-
bles.

The little chit-

chaff was chif-

chafflng in the

pine woods.
TA« Century,

[XXVII. 779.

cMff-chaff (chif'ehaf), v. i. [See chiff-chaff, Ji.l

To utter the notes of the chiff-chaff. [Rare.]

chiffon (shif'on; F. pron. she-f6ii'), «. [F., a

rag or scrap," a bit of old stuff, < chiffe, a rag,

tluusy stuli.J 1. A bit of feminine finery;

something used by women purely for adorn-

ment.

The love of chiffom ingrained in the female mind i«

amply satisfied on every opportunity by elaborate descrip-

tions of the toilettes of Court beauties, singers, and dan-

cers The Spectator, No. 3018, p. 683.

2. A thin gauze.

Chiffonnier (shi-fon'ia), n. [< F. chiffonier, a

rag-picker, a kind of cabinet, < chiffon, a rag,

scrap: see chiffon.] 1. Properly, a small eabi-
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common flea, but of more minute size, found in

the West Indies and South America. The female
burrows beneath the skin of the foot, and soon acquires tlie

size of a pea, its abdomen becoming distended with eggs.

If these eggs remain to be hatched beneath the skin, great

irritation and even troublesome sores result. The insect

must be extracted entire, and with great care, as soon as

its presence is indicated by a slight itcliing. See jigger, 2.

A common Euro- chlgre (chig'fer), n. Same as chigoe.

peanbirdof the chigwitt (cnig'wit), n. [Pi-ob. corrupted from
subfamily Si/l- Amer. lud. squcteague.'] An obsolete name of

viinie or war- the squeteague or weakfish, Cynoscton regalis.

biers, the Syl- Harriott, 1590. Also chickwit.

via hippolais chih (che), n. [Chinese ch'ih.'] A Chinese mea-
(Latham), S. sure of length, equal to 10 Chinese tsun or inch-

riifa (Bech- es, and to 14.1 English inches. Also written

stein), now chee, cheh, and chik, the last representing the

Fhylloscopus Cantonese pronunciation of the word.
riifiis : a near chi-heen, n. See chili-hien.

relative of the chih-fu, chlh-fOO (che'fo'), n. [Chinese, lit.

willow-warbler ' he who knows the fU or department,' < chik,

know, +fii, prefecture, department.] In China,

the official in charge of a prefecture or depart-

ment ; a prefect, having general supervision

of all the civil business of the hiens comprising

his prefecture. See/«.
chih-hien, chi-heen (che'hyen'), n. [Chinese,

lit. ' he who knows the district,' < cbih, know,
-f hien, an administrative district.] In China,

an official in charge of a hien or administra-

tive district : in consular and diplomatic docu-

ments commonly styled district magistrate. He
is responsible for the peace and order of his district, and
has summary jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases. All

transfers of land must be stamped with his seal. Also

written chih-hiiien.

chikandozi (chik-an-do'zi), n. [Hind, chikan-

<io:i, embroidery, < chikandos, an embroider-

er, < Pers. chakindUz, an embroiderer, < chakin

(>Hind. chikan, embroidery: see chicken'^) +
dukhtan, sew.] In India, hand-embroidery in

muslin. JVhitworth.

chikarai (chi-kii'ra), n. [E. Ind.] The native

name of a small four-homed goat-like ante-

lope of Bengal, Antilope chikara of Hardwicke,

or Tctraceros quadricornis. Also called chou-

singha.

net with drawers; in general, any ornamental chikara^, cMckera (chik'a-ra, -e-rii), n. [Hind.
• - • • ehihard.'] A Hindu musical instrument of the

violin class, having four or five horsehair
piece of furniture used for containing orna-

ments and curiosities. It differs from an ^tagfere in

being closed, having drawers or doors instead of open

shelves.

2. A case of drawers resembling a bureau, but

higher in proportion to its width and less often

provided with a mirror.— 3. A rag-picker: in

stnngs,

chikary, n. See shikaree.

chiket, ». A Middle English form of chieW-.

chikie, « • A name given in Alaska to the glau-

cous gull, Larus glaucus. H. W. Elliott.

this sense used by English writers merely as a gjiitsa (chik'sii), n. [Hind, chiksa.'] The East
French word, with a feminine chiffonnih-e.

chiflfon-WOrk (shif'on-werk), n. A variety of

patchwork in whicli' very small pieces of silk,

etc., are used. A solid material foi-msthe foundation,

and the scraps of silk, velvet, etc., are sewed upon tlie

surface in various patterns.

Chiffre.(she'fr), „.
[J.

a fi^g;^- cipher: see .J^S^er (chil'blad'.r), „
cipher.] In music, a figure used to denote the

harmony, as in figured bass.

Chig (chig), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. ehigged, ppr.

chigging. [A var. of c/ietc. The guttural occurs

in some of the cognate forms: see chew, v.]

1. To chew.— 2. To ruminate upon. [Prov.

Eng. in both senses.]

chig (chig), n. [< chig, ».] A chew; a quid.

[Prov. Eng.]
chigga, chlggre (chig'8, -6r), w. See chigoe.

chignon (F. pron. she'nydn), n. [F., a chignon,

prop, the nape of the neck, < OP. cha'ignonO a.Uo

Indian name of a fragrant powder composed of

sandal-wood, benzoin, and other ingredients; a

kind of sachet-powder.

chilt, «• Same as cA»M, 8.

chilam (che'lam), n. [Hind, chilam.1 Same as

rhillum.
A chilblain.

childbed

Charles II. of Spain was sinking rapidly to the grave,

leaving no child to inherit his vast dominions, and there

were three rival claimants for the succession.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., I

2. A descendant more remote than the first

degree ; a descendant, however remote : as, the

children of Israel.— 3. pi. The inhabitants of

a country: as, "the children of Seir," 2 Chron.
XXV. 11.— 4. Specifically, a very young person;

one not old enough to dispense with maternal
aid and care. See childhood.

When I was a child, I spake as a chiid, I understood as

a child, I thought as a child: but when I became a man,
I put away childish things. 1 Cor. xiii. 11.

5. Figuratively, a childish man or woman ; one
who resembles a child in lack of knowledge,
experience, or judgment.— 6. In general, any-

thing regarded as the offspring or product of

something which is specified; product; result:

as, disease is the child of intemperance; chil-

dren of darkness.
Be a child o' the time. Shak., A. and C, ii. 7.

I talk of dreams,
^Vhlch are the children of an idle brain.

Shak., B. and J., 1. i.

Our annals are full of splendid instances of the success

attending such personal effort to further the progress of

the struggling child of poverty and even of shame.
The Century, XXX. 277.

7. A girl. [Prov. Eng.]
A barne, a very pretty barne ! Aboyorachild, Iwonder?

Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

8. [Now spelled archaically childe, as some-
times in ME. This particular use of child oc-

curs in late ME. ballads ; the best-known mod-
em instance of it is in Byron's "Childe Harold."

Cf. a similar use of Sp. Pg. infante.'] In old

and poetical usage, a noble youth; a youth,

especially one of high birth, before he was ad-

vanced to the honor of knighthood ; a squire

:

also applied to a knight.

The noble childe, preventing his desire.

Under his club with wary boldnesse went
Spenser, F. Q., VI. viil. 15.

Childe Kowland to the dark tower came.
Shak., Lear, Ul. 4.

9. A person in general.

And he was moche and semly, and ther-to the best©

shapen chielde to have sought thourgh eny reame.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 264.

A mery child he [the parish clerk] was, so God me save.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 139.

A ehiel's amang ye takin' notes.
Bums, Captain Grose's Peregrinations.

Child-bishop. See boy-bishop, under ftoyl.— Children
Of light, a name assumed by the early Quakers, from
John xii. 3C, etc. Rev. Orby Shipley.— Child's play, a

trivial matter of any kind ; anything easily accomplished

or surmounted.

No ch lid's play was it— nor is it

!

Cartyle, French Eev., II. vi. 7.

Natural child, (a) One wlio is actually the child of the

supposed parent, whether born in wedlock or not: dis-

tinguished from the spurious offspring of adultery, which,

though it may be reputed to be, is not the child of the

other spouse, (b) More especially, an illegitimate child;

one who is actually the child liut not tlie lawful issue of

the suggested parent.— Parish ChUd, a child brought up
at the expense of a parish ; a pauper child.—TO get With
child, to render pregnant.—To go With child, to be

pregnant.— 'With Child, in a state of pregnancy. =SJT1.

2>l. Offspring, issue, progeny.

see chain.) A woman's hair gathered behind

the head, or at the nape of the neck, in a roll or

mass; specifically, such a roll when made very

large, as by arranging the hair over a cushion.

Chignons have been made with false hair as a

separate article of trade.

.She had a small blue eye, a massive chignon of yellow

hair, and a mouth at once broad and comely.
//. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 63.

Chignon-fungus, a microscopic organism of doubtful na-

tme, sometimes found upon false hair. Amer. Xat., I. 379.

chigoe (ehig'6), H. [Also written chigo, chigoe,

chiijga, rhiggre, jigger, etc.; = F. chique; of West
Indian or S.

Amer. origin.]

A very curious
insect of the
order Aphanip-
tera, or fleas,

and family Pu-
licida; I'ulex or
Sarcopsylla pe-
netrans, closely
resembling the

[Prov. Eng-]
chilblain (ehil'blan), n. [< chiin + blain.) A
blain or sore produced by cold; an erythema-

tous condition of the hands or feet, aecompa- _ ^

nied with inflammation, pain, and sometimes childt (child), v. [< ME. childen (tr. andintr.),

< AS. *dldian (inferred from eildung, its verbal

noun, E. childing), < did, child. Cf. OHG. cMn-

don, MHG. kinden, G. kinden, kindehi (= D. kin-

deren), bear a child (< kind, a child), remotely

allied to E. kindle^, < kind, nature.] I. intrans.

To produce children ; bring forth offspring.

Tliey were two harlots and dwelled together in one

house, and it chanced within two dales they cliilded both.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI.

n. trans. To bring forth as a child.

That yere childed she the secunde sonne truly.

Rmn. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1193.

A little mayde, the which ye chylded.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xil. 17.

ulceration; erythema; pernio,

My feet are full of chilblains with travelling.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, UL 2.

chilblain (ehil'blan), V. t. [< chilblain, n.] To
afflict with chilblains ;

produce chilblains in

:

as, my feet were chilblained.

F. c/iflfHon, a link), < ehaine,F. Wu/fne, a chain: child(<'hild),«.; pi. <•/«/(/»?« (chil'dren), former-

*<l^

ly (and still diafectally) childer (-dfer). [= Sc.

chield, chiel, q. v. ; < ME. child, childe (the latter

form being prop, dat.), pi. childre, childere, chil-

der, also extended with second pi. suffix -en, chil-

dren, childeren, and even with a third pi. suffix

-e, childrene, childerne, < AS. did, yl. did, also ,.,,,,, , ,

dldrn and cildra, a child ;
prob. a modification childaget (chll'daj), n. [< chtld + -age (or less

of "cinrf = OS. OFries. MD. D. fcind! = MLG. - -'^ ^^ " '^•^-'-ii^-".' —'"""-

ki7tt, kind, hG. kind = OHG. MHG. chind, G.

kind, a child, akin to Icel. kundr, son, and Goth.

-ktinds = AS. -eund, an adj. suffix meaning lit.

'born (of)' ; all orig. from pp. of V *kun, "kan,

seen in E. ken!^, kitO-, kind, king, etc. : see ken'^,

kin^, kind, can^, genus, genesis, etc. The modi-

fication of Teut. kitid to AS. did may have been

due to the influence of Goth, kilthei, the womb;
cf. inkiltho, with child.] 1. A male or female

pToh.agei). Ct nonage.'] Childhood; infancy.

For in your very chyldage there appeared in you a cer-

taliie strange and marvellous towardness.
J. Udall, On John, Pref.

child-bearing (ehild'bar"ing), n. [< ME. ehiU-

bering; < child + hearing, verbal n. of bear^.]

The act of producing or bringing forth children

;

parturition.

The timorous and irresolute Sylvia has demurred till

Addison.she is past childbearing.

descendant in the «-t degr^;^n^ate tS^^^t^?^^"^!.- o/^.^i^

Chigoe {Sarcopsylla penetrans).

I, Anterior \*at\ of female Ijefore develop-

ment of eggs fmagnifiedl : «.o, rudimentary
wings ; 9, male ( natural size) ; 3. female, full

'jf eggs (natural size), as taken from a hu-
man toe; 4. male (matrnified).

progeny of human parents

,

used in direct reference to the parentage of the

person spoken of, without regard to sex.

And Jephthah came to Mizpeh unto his house, and, be-

hold, his ilaughter came out to meet him with timbrels and

with dances ; and she was his only child. Judges xi. 34.

children.

childbed (ehild'bed), n. [< ME. childbed; < child

-I- fterfl. Cf. OHG. chintpetti, G. kindbeti.] Lit-

erally, the bed in which a woman gives birth to

a child; hence, the act of bringing forth a child



cMIdbed

or the state of being in labor
;
parturition : as,

"women in child-bed," Arbuthnot, Aliments.

Queen Elizabeth, who died in childbed in the Tower.
Bacon.

childbirth (chUd'b6rth), n. [< child + frirWii.]

The act of bringing forth a child ; travail

;

labor: as, "pains of child-birth," Jer. Taylor,
Holv Living.

child-crowing (ehUd'kro'ing), n. In pathol.,

a nervous affection resulting in spasm of the
muscles closing the glottis; laryngismus stri-

dulus.

childe, II. See child, 8.

Childedt (ohil'ded), a. l< child, n.,+-ed^.'] Pro-
vided with or ha\'ing a child or children.

How- light and portable my pain seems now,
Wlien that, which makes me bend, makes the king bow

;

He childed, as I father'd! Shak., Lear, iii. 6.

childer (chil'dSr), n. pi. The older plural of

child. [Now only dialectal.]

Thay ere lyke vn-to the childir that rynnes aftire but-
tyrflyes. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

Childermas (ehil'der-mas), It. [< ME. 'childer-

viesse, < AS. cilda mcesse (-dwg) : cilda, also cil-

dra, gen. pi. of did, child; incesse, mass: see
child and nutss^.'] The popular name of Holy
Innocents' day, a feast-day observed in the
Roman Catholic and Anglican churches on the
28th of December in commemoration of the
slaughter of the children in and near Bethle-
hem by order of Herod soon after the birth of
Christ, as narrated in Mat. ii. 16-18. Also
Childermas day.

So according to them [monks], it is very unlucky to be-
gin any Work upon Childemmss.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 211.

child-greatt (cMld'grat), a. Pregnant. Syl-

rester.

childhood (cMld'hud), n. [< ME. childhod,

-hode, -hade, -hede, < AS. cildhdd (at. OHG.
chindheit, Gr. kindheit = D. kindschheid), < did,

child, -f had, state: see child and -hood.'] The
state of being a child, or the time during which
a person is termed a child ; the time from birth
to puberty ; in a more restricted sense, the state

or time from infancy to boyhood or girlhood;
the period during which constant maternal
care continues to be needed.
A very clere fontayne, . . . where or blessyd Lady was

wonte many tymes to wasshe ye clothes of our blessyd
Sauyour in his childehode.

Sir It Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 34.

The childhood shows the man.
As morning shows the day. Milton, P. R., iv. 220.

childing (chil'ding), 11. [< ME. childinge, < AS.
cildung, verbal n. of *cildian, ME. childen, E.
child: see child, v.] Child-bearing.

Thilke >^mage
Which the goddesse of childing is.

And cleped was by name Ysis.

Gower, Conf. Amant., II. 69.

childing (chil'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of child, «).]

1. Bearing children; with child; pregnant.
Many a childini/ mother then.
And new-born baby died.

Southey, Battle of Blenheim.

2. Figuratively, productive; fruitful: as, "the
childing aMtumn," Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2. [Rare
and archaic in both uses.] — Childing cudweed.
See cudweed.

childish (chil'dish), a. [< ME. childisch, < AS.
cildi.sc (at. 08. kindisc = MD. kintsch, D. kindsch
= MLG-. kindesch, LG. kindsk, kindsch = OHG.
chindisc, MHG. kindisch, kindesch, G. kindisch),

childish, < did, child, -I- -isc : see child and -Js7tl.]

1. Of or belonging to a child or to childhood:
as, "sweet eftJWJsA days," Wordsioorth, To a But-
terfly.

y What is Charite ? " quod I tho, " a childissh thinge," he
seide. Piers Plmvman (B), xv. 145.

2. Like or characteristic of a child or what is

peculiar to childhood ; especially, in disparag-
ing use, trifling, puerile, silly, weak, etc.: as,

childish amusements; childish fear.

A childish waste of philosophic pains. Cowper.

= 8ylL Childlike, Infantile, etc. See childlike.

childishly (chll'dish-li), adv. In a childish
manner; like a child; in a trifling way; in a
weak or foolish manner.
childish-minded (ehil'dish-min"ded), a. Of a
childlike dispo.sition; artless; simple.

childish-mindedness (chil'dish-min'ded-nes),
« . The state of being childish-minded ; extreme
simplicity. Bacon.

chiloishness (ehil'dish-nes), n. The state or
quality of being childish

;
puerility ; simplicity

;

weakness of intellect: most frequently used in

a disparaging sense.

958
Speak thou, boy

:

Perhaps thy childishness will move him more
Than can our reasons. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

child-killing (child'kil"ing), ». Infanticide,

child-learnt (child'lfemt), a. Learned when a
child. [Rare.]

By silly superstition's child-learnt fears. J. Baillie.

childless (ohild'les), a. [< ME. childles; < child
+ -less. Cf. childrenless.] Destitute of chil-

dren or offspring.

Childless thou art, childless remain.
Milton, P. L., X. 989.

The childless mother went to seek her child.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

childlessness (child'les-nes), n. [< childless +
-ness.] The state of being without children.

childlike (child'lik), a. [< child + like, a. Cf.
childly.] Resembling a child or that which is

proper to childhood; becoming to or charac-
teristic of a child ; hence, submissive, dutiful,
trustful, artless, inexperienced, etc.

Childlike obedience to her that hath more than motherly
care. Hooker.

Tliere is something pathetic in the patient content with
which Italians work, partly because the ways of the peo-
ple are so childlike and simple in many things.

Hotvetls, Venetian Life, xx.

= Syn. Childlike, Childish, Infantile, Infantine. Childlike
and childiiih express that which is characteristic of a child,

the former applying to that which is worthy of approba-
tion, or at least does not merit disapproval, and tlie latter

usually to that which is not : as, a childlike freedom from
guile ; a childish petulance. To express that which be-
longs to the period of childhood, without qualifying it as
good or bad, child or childhood is oft«n used in composi-
tion : as, child-toil, childhood-days. Infantile and infan-
titie are applied to tlie first stages of childhood ; no clear
distinction between them has yet been established. See
youtliful.

Let any one ask himself what would be his thought if,

in a state of child-like ignorance, he were to pass some spot
and to hear repeated a shout which he uttered.

11. SpeJicer, Prin. of Sociol., § 58.

It is, therefore, true, as has been said, that antiquity is

the real infancy of man ; it is then that he is immature,
ignorant, wayward, childish. Sumner, Orations, I. 62.

We cannot, it is true, follow with entire comprehension
all the steps of evolution of the infantile and childish
powers. W. D. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., ii.

The peculiar simplicity [of the old Tuscan language]
gives even to the most forcible reasoning and the most
brilliant wit an infantine air. Macaulay, Machiavelii.

childlikeness (child'lik-nes), n. The state or
quality of being childlike ; simplicity ; artless-

ness.
It sets forth childlikeness itself as one of the things with

which none of us can dispense. The American, VII. 164.

childly (child'li), a. [< ME. childly, childli, <

AS. cildlic (cf. MLG. Undlich = OHG. chintlih,

G. kindlich =. D. kinderlijk), < cild, child, -I- -lie :

see child and -ly^.] Like a child; childlike;

acquired or learned when a child. [Rare.]

A childly way with children, and a laugh
Kinging like proven golden coinage true.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

There be who love not Nature, souls forlorn, . . .

Not such the little child, nor such the youth
Who has not done his childly nature wrong.

E. II. Stoddard, Carmen Naturaj Triumphale.

childnesst (child'nes), n. [< child + -ness, ir-

reg. suffixed to a noun.] Childish humor or
playfulness ; sportive gayety of a child.

He, . . . witli his varying childness, cures in me
Thoughts tiiat would thick my blood.

Shak., W. T., i. 2.

children, «. Plural of child.

childrenite (chil'dren-it), n. [Named after J. G.
Children, an Englisli mineralogist (1777-1852).]
A hydrous phosphate of aluminium and iron,

with a little manganese, occurring in small
brown implanted crystals at Tavistock in Dev-
onshire, and at a few other localities. Eospho-
rite (which see) is a related mineral.

childrenlesst, a. [ME. chUdrenles; < children +
-less.] Childless.

childshipt (child'ship), n. [< child + -ship.]

The condition of being a child; the relation-
ship implied in the word child.

child-Wife (child'wif), n. 1. A very young
wife.— 2t. A woman who has borne children.

But the law selfe doth openly discharge and deliver
this holy childunfe from the ijand of the law, whan it

sayeth in the third boke of Moses, entitled I^eviticus : If a
woman have conceived and borne a manchilde, &c.

Paraphrase of Erasmus (1548).

childwitt, M. {,<. child + wite^.] A fine or pen-
alty imposed upon a bondwoman unlawfully
with child.

chile (chil'e), n. [Sp.] See chilli.

chilenite (chil'e-nit), n. [< Sp. Chilefto, Chil-

ian, -f -ite^.] A silver-white massive mineral
from Copiap6 in Chili, consisting of silver and
bismuth.

chili (chil'i), n. See chilli.

chill

chiliad (kil'i-ad), ». [< L. chilias {chiliad-), <
Gr. ;f</uaf (x^'At-"-^-), a thousand in the aggre-
gate, < x^^oi, dial, x^'-^-^oi, ;>-£i'>.(0(, xV-'-oh plv a
thousand, perhaps = Skt. sahdsra, a thousand.
See fctio-.] 1. A thousand; the numbers from
one multiple of a thousand to the next.
The logarithms of so many chiliads of absolute number*.

Brande and Cox.

Specifically— 2. The period of a thousand
years.
We make cycles and periods of years ; as, decads, cen-

turies, chiliads. Holder, "Time.

The Arabian race planted their colonies with the Mosaic
worship in Palestine and the Mysteries in Phuinicia, and
after chiliads of years commissioned tlie destroyers to go
over those lands like locusts to consume and eradicate the
product of their own planting.

A. Wilder, Knight's Anc. Art and Myth., 1876, p. xxvii.

chiliaedron, chiliahedron (kil'i-a-e'dron,
-ho'dron), n. [A more correct form would be
*chilicdron; < Gr. x'^/.ioi, a thousand, -I- iipa, a
seat, base, < iC-ecSm = E. sit.] In geom., a
solid having a thousand sides. [Rare.]

If a man speaks of a chiliaedron, or a body of a thousand
sides, the idea of the figure may be very confused, though
that of the number be very distinct. Locke.

chiliagon (kil'i-a-gon), n. [< Gr. ;t;(?u((i)'uvof,

with a thousand angles, < x''^""t a thousand, +
yawia, an angle.] A plane figure of a thousand
angles and sides.

chiliahedron, «. See chiliaedron.

Chilian (chiri-an), o. and n. [< Chili + -an.
Cf. Sp. C/((7tSo, Chilian.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to Chili or to its inhabitants: as, a Chilian
manufacture. — Chilian pine, see pine.— Chilian
snail, Chilinu piielcha. See Chilina, Chilinidce.

II. n. An inhabitant or a native of Chili, a
South American republic lying between the
Pacific ocean and the watershed of the Andes,
and west of the Argentine Republic.

chiliarch (kil'i-ilrk), Ji. [< L. chiUarches, -nrchiis,

< Gr. x^'^^^PXVC, -apx°it ^ X'^^'"h * thousand, +
apxeiv, rule, apx6(, a leader.] The military
commander or chief of a thousand men ; specifi-

cally, an ancient Greek militarj- officer of vary-
ing rank ; in the modem Greek army, a colonel.

chiliarchy (kil'i-ar-ki), n.
;

pi. chiliarchies (-kiz).

[< Gr. ;);i/l(a/5;t;i'a, < ;(;(/.i'a/);t;of, a chiliarch: see
chiliarch.] A body consisting of a thousand
men.
The chiliarchies ... or regiments ... of the Lamb.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 195.

chiliasm (kil'i-azm), K. [< Gr. ;t(/ja<T//(5f, the
doctrine of the millennium, < ;f(/.«jfEii', be athou-
sand years old, < ;t'''-«", a thousand.] The doc-
trine, suggested by the 20th chapter of Revela-
tion, of a visible and corporeal government of
Christ and the saints on earth in the last days,
continuing for a thousand years, preceded by
a first resurrection of the righteous only, and
succeeded by a final struggle between good and
evil, a second resurrection, and the last judg-
ment. See millenarianism.

chiliast (kil'i-ast), n. [< Gr. x'^-'aarai, pi., <
Xi'Ma(,siv, be a thousand years old : see chiliasm.]

'

A believer in the chiliasm ; a millenarian.

chiliastic (kil-i-as'tik), a. [< chiliast + -ic]
Relating to the chiliasm or millennium ; mil-
lenarian.

chilifactive, a. See chyUfactive.

Chilina (ki-li'na), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1828),
< Chili (see Chilian) + -ina^.] A genus of pond-
snails, referred to the family Limnaidw, or
made typical of a family Chilinidw (which see).

chilindret, n. An obsolete form of cylinder.

chilinid (kil'i-nid), n. A gastropod of the fam-
ily Chiliiiidw.

Chilinidse (ki-lin'i-de), n. pJ. [NL., < Chilina
+ -idw.] A family of basommatophorous pul-
monate gastropods, with wide
flattened tentacles, eyes ses-

sile on the hinder surfaces of

the tentacles, no jaw, pecu-
liar lingual teeth (the median
small, cuspidate, the marginal
pectiniform or palmate, with
an external superior prolonga-
tion), and a spiral shell with
rapidly increasing whorls and
a plicated columella. The spe-

cies are peculiar to the fresh

waters of South America.
chilli (ehii), „. and a. [< (1)

ME. chil, chile (rare), < AS.
dele, ccle, cylc, n., cold, coldness, orig. *cali, <

calan (= Icel. knia), be cold, whence also col, E.

cool, and ceald, E. cold, q. v. ; mixed with (2)
ME. ehelc, < AS. cele, n., cold, coldness (= OHG.
chuoli, MHG. kiile, G, kiihlc, coolness, = Dan.

Chilian Snail (CA^
itna puetcha).



chlU

IcSle, coolness, = Sw. kijla, a chill

;

969
^,^, „w„„, _ K^., . ,»j.„, „ „u,ii, leel. la/lr, a
giist of cold air, may go with either form), <
col, adj., cool, < calan, be cold: see cool and
cold. The D. kil, a., MD. Hide, n., chill, belong
to cold.'] I. H. 1. A sudden or intense sensa-
tion of cold ; especially, such a sensation ac- pon.
eompanied with shivering or shaking, as a re- chiller (chil'er), n.
suit of exposure to the cold or as the precursor chills.
or accompaniment of certain fevers ; a cold fit; chill-hardening (chU'hard'uing), n. A mode
"gor. of tempering steel cutting instruments by ex-
A sort of chill about his pnecordia and head. posing them, when heated to redness, to a blast

A *v, « f H-« .

I'erAam, Physico.Theology, of cold air. E. H. Knight.
"- 1°

»
oiast

A chiU affects different men m an indefinite manner, nlinii /.'hi^lT^3l/.^,,•1'^^ ^ . „1 i.-7j- / • \ m
according to their state of body or constitution, causing '^fr "' CXU-lly^^CI" IJ. «• ;

pl- chillies {-vl). [From
nniiirhs (ir pniHa rhpiimnfiani /,,. inttainmafin,..> .^f ,.a,.;.^.io tno uativo (jruiaua name.] The pod Or fruit of

England, consisting of an open saucer bent up
on four sides so as to leave at the comers de-
pressed spouts or gutters for holding wicks.
Such lamps are made of earthenware or of
metal, and are often fitted with a hanging sup-
port.

One who or that which

Chllonycterls

Chilobranchus (ki-16-brang'kus), n. [NL. (Sir
J. Richardson, 1845, in the form Cheilohranchus)
< Gr. x^'^-o^, lip, + jipdyxia, gills.] A genus of

Chilobranchus (torsalis. with head on
larger scale.

a.^^\n\Xiyy)t, vt nicu SbaM; Wl UOUjr Ul CUUSll tUllOn, CaUSIHg
cougiis or colds, rheumatism, or intiammations of various j ^ ^^^ v* iini^ Kit.

oraans. i>on(;in, Origin of Species, p. 24. the Capsicum annuum or Guinea pepper, the
2. A degree of cold ; that condition of the at- *'''*''* Colorado of the Mexicans. Also spelled
mosphere or of any object which produces the ''*''*i *'"''— Chilli-coyote, in California, the seeds of
sensation of cold ; coldness such as that caused fP.'i'i'f '

°^ '"sjoot Merjarrhiza.

by the proximity of ice; chilliness: as, there is
Cnl^^ness (chil i-nes), n. [< chilly + -ness.]

a chill in the air.— 3. Figuratively, a feeling as .• "^ ft- 9^ <l°ality of being chilly, (a) A sensa-

Of coldness produced by anything that discour-
ages, annoys, or offends; a depressing influ-
ence; a cheek to warmth of feeling, as to sym-
pathy or enthusiasm.
The early chUl of poverty never left my bones. Sheil. _, ...„„„o „, „„ „c,-

4. A metal mold in which certain kinds of iron- -i,'yiK„„i_ , T,-,/- i-x ^ t
castings, as car-wheels, are made. The sur-

Cl"l^_Kly (el"l mg-"), adv. In a chilhng man-
faces in contact with the mold are hardened bv J?'''.

*'°""y-
,,.,,. „ ,

sudden chiUing.-5. In i,«i««4 dullness or
C^Jll-PePPer (chil'i-pep'fer) n. In Califomia,

dimness in a ^fcture.-chSls and fever, fever an, cteh^?cWnsh^ « KS+ *l iague; intermittentfever: sometimes simply cAi/;*. (Local, *'rrH®R>„ '?.,',' *'• [< C««"l + -»«W.]

__- ~-"r . 1—"V " "V *ug v-mxij . ta} A sensa
tion of shivering

; a painful or disagreeable feeling of cold-
ness.

A chaiiness or shivering affects the body. Arbuthnot.
(b) A degree of cold that causes shivering : as, the chilli-
mss of the wind, (c) Lack of cordiality; coldness; inten-
tional reserve or distance : as, the chilliness of his wel
come

V. .S.j

II. a. [An adj. use of the noun, not found in
ME. ; the old adjectives are cool and cold.] 1.
Cold; tending to cause shivering: as, the chill
air of night. See chilly'^, 2.

Noisome winds, and blasting vapours chiU.
Milton, Arcades, L 49.

2. Experiencing cold^ shivering with cold

, ; .,

,

-, - L ™.. .J Some
what chilly; chiUy.
dullness (chil'nes), n. [< chiin, a., + -ness.]
The state or quality of being chill or chilled.
(a) The feeling of sudden coolness or coldness; chilliness.

If you come out of the sun suddenly into the shade, there
followeth a chUlness or shivering in all the body. Bacon.
(6) An unpleasant degree of coldness : as, the chiltnea of
the air.

Also spelled ehilness.^,1, „, , ^ , ... . "^ Also speiiea c/iThe many wiU be too cAU; and tender, and they'll be -l„-nn roliil'n^ « re H,^ „j..;7« i * in
for the flowery way, tliat leads to the broid gate and the

CmUO (cmi o), n. [< bp. chlllas, pl. of chllla, a
great fire. Shak., All's Well, iv. 5.

Cotton fabric, adj. Chilian, showy, tawdry (of
My cAiH veins freeze with despair. Bone colors).] A colored cotton fabric manufactured

3. Figuratively- (a) Depressing; dispiriting; An?"|J*?'l-w''
^'^\

^^^"^'J ^^'^''v . .
discouraging. 6' f «' cMUum (ehirum), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind.

Chiil penury repressed their noble rage,
And froze the genial current of the soul.

Oray, Elegy,

(6) Distant ; formal ; not warm, hearty, or af-
fectionate : as, a chill reception. See chilly^, 4.
(c) Insensible in death. [Rare.]

, He is chill to praise or blame.
Tennyson, Two Voices.

chilli (chil), V. [< ME. chillen, be cold, become
cold, < AS. 'cylian or *cyllan, only in twice

chilam.] The part of a prepared hookah which
contains the tobacco and fire, used by itself by
poor people who cannot afford the luxury of a
hookah. Fallon. Also chilam.
chillnmchee (chil'um-che), n. [Hind, chilam-
chl, a metal wash-basin, < chilam: see chil-
liim.] A brass or copper basin for washing the
hands.
A chiUumehet of water, sans soap, was provided,

Mawson, Command of .Sir C. Napier.com, \ AS. cylian or 'ci/llaii, only in twice- Jfaioaon, command of .Sir C. Napier
occurring comp. pp. pl. for-cillede, chilled (= chlllyl (chil'i), a. [< chiin, n., + -yl.] 1. Ex
Sw. kyla = Dan. kole, make cold, chill), < eyle, periencing the sensation of chilliness ; chilled
n., chill, cold : see chilli. «. l T intrnns. 1 Tn I'm as chilUi aji a hottin nf Tv>rt in > t,»,.H f,.„.»n., chill, cold: see chilli, «.] I_| intrans. l.^To
be cold; shiver with cold. [Rare.]— 2. To be-
come cold rapidly or suddenly.
He tlmt rufflcth in his sables ... is more ready to chiU

for cold than the poor labouring man.
Homily Affaimt Excem o/ Apparel.

n. trans. 1. To affect with cold; make chil-
ly ; strike or blast with severe cold.

Age has not yet
.So shrunk my sinews, or so chilld my veina.
But conscious virtue in my breast remains. Ih-yden.
The hearth, except when winter chilled the day.
With aspen boughs, and flowers, and fennel gay,

Ooldmnith, Deserted Village,
She spoke in a low voice that chilled his blood,
So worn and far away it seemed.

William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, II. 300

2. Figuratively, to cheek in enthusiasm or
warmth of feeling; discourage; dispirit; de-
press.

Alas, iioor boy !— the natural effect
Of love by absence chilld into respect.

Coteper, 'Tirocinium.
Chilling his caresses

By the coldness of her manners.
Tennyson, Maud, ix. 1,

Ere visions have been chilled to truth.
And hopes are washed away in tears

I'm as chilly as a bottle of port In a hard frost.
Cobnan the Younger, Poor Gentleman, iv, 1,

2. Producing the sensation of cold; chilling;
especially, so cold as to produce the sensation
of shivering.

By vicinity to the chiUy tops of the Alps.

o /> ij v„ ^^^- Cotton.
3. Cold; chill.

A ehiUy sweat bedews
My shuddering liml». J. Philips.

4. Wanting zeal, animation, or heartiness ; in-
different; cold; frigid: as, a cWH« reception.

Chllly2 (chil'i), adv. [< chiia, a., + -lyk] In
a chill or chilly manner; coldly; with cold-
ness.

chillyS, n. See chilli.
Figuratively, to cheek in enthusiasm or chilo-. [NL. ehUo-, < Gr. x^'^M, lip.] An ele-•mth of feeling; discourage; dismrit: de- ment in «nmn wn,.Ha „f a,„<.i, ^^.i;„ :„„ment m some words of Greek origin, meaning

'lip.' Sometimes written cAeito-.

chiloangioscope (M-lo-an'ji-o-skop), n. [< Gr.
XcifM;, lip, -I- ay/tiov, vessel,'+ aKOvelv, view.]
An apparatus designed by Dr. Hiitter for ob-
serving microscopically the circulation of the
blood in the human under lip.

chilobranchid (ki-lo-brang'kid), ». A fish of
the family ('hilobrahchidce.O. W. Uolines, From a Bachelors l-rivatcS Journal Jj*",

f»""l>' ' Inlobranchidcc.

. In metal., to reduce suddenly in temper- S^J}°^^^??^^®
(ki-lo-brang'ki-de), n pl

ture, as a mass of molten iron, so as to ^
^il

^ Chilobranchus + -idw.] A family of
3
Hture, as a mass of molten iron, so as to
harden it by causing a change of crystalliza-
tion at or near the surface. See casting.—^
fo remove the chill from, as liquor, by warm-

ly? 'rh.Fj"!- F"g']-CWlled castlne. .See cast-
i"7.—omuea snot, armor piercing prnjcctiTes made byixmrmi ui.jltcn iron into cast-iron molds. The head or
JKiiht only iH lirouKlit into lontact with the cast-iron and

symbranehious fishes, exemplified by the genus
Chilobranchus, and embracing those Symbraii-
chia which have an eel-Uke form, a short abdo-
men, a long tail, and the anus advanced con-
siderably in front of the middle of the abdomen.
Two species are known as inhabitants of the
Australasian seas.th.i V'u 7 "— '^ iiiujiiimaci wim uie cast-iron and -diisiraiasian seas.

ia^^.-i!M^Sisri''„^«'?„^,t;"?hTrS''o,•'^; owiobranchina (ki"i6-brang-ki;na), „ pi
picture on the surfac,- ui which the Vloudincss or ,iiin- L^^'' ^ <-M<ilirttnchus + -i«a^.] In Giinther's
ncs.s called bhximing appears. Chilled wheel, a car- system of classification, a subfamily of Siim-

chm VeVin^.?r'fe'' r^'''';;^
'''"•

\'i^"'"^'"^^
6ra»c/.iAf, having the vent in the anterior

nJculiLr to rn™i?n 'i l'^«"'>«'')-]
A lamp half of the length: same as the family Chilo-pecuiiar to Cornwall and the extreme west of branchidce.

fishes whose branchial apertures are close to-
gether below, and are surrounded by a lip-like
margin. In some systems they represent a
family Chilobranchidiv.

chilodipterid (ki-lo-dip'te-rid), n. A fish of the
family Chilodipteridw.

Chilodipteridae (ki^lo-dlp-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Chilodipterus + -idai.] A famUy of percoid
acanthopterygian fishes, represented by the ge-
nus Chilodipterus : synonymouavrithApogonida:
Chilodipterus (ki-16-dip'te-rus), n. [NL. (La-
e^pede, 1802, in the form Cheilodipterus), < Gr.
XH'^^g, lip, + Si-Tepog, two-winged : see dipter-
ous.] A genus of fishes, having two distinct
dorsal fins and somewhat fleshy lips. They
inhabit the Pacific and Indian oceans, and are
typical of the family Chilodipteridw.
Chilodon (ki'lo-don), n. [NL. (Ehrenberg,
1834), < x"M, lip, + 6(!wv, Ionic for orfoif
(660VT-) = E. tooth.] A genus of hypotriehous
ciliate infusorians, of the family Chlamydodon-
tidw. c. cueuUulus is a common form both of fresh and
salt water, having a flattened suliovate body laterally de-
fleeted in front, the ventral cilia disposed in parallel lines
and tlio pharyn.x encircled by rod-like teeth,

chilognath (ki'log-nath), a. and n. I. a. Same
as chilogiiathous.

II. n. One of the Chilognatha ; a chilogna-
thous myriapod ; a milleped or thousand-legs.
Chilognatha (ki-log'na-tha), n. pl. [NL.,
neut. pl. of chilognathus : see chilognathous.] An
order of the class Myriapoda; the myriapods
or miUepeds proper, or thousand-legs. They have
a cylindrio or subcylindric segmented body witli a liard
crustaceous integument, and 2 pairs of legs to each seg-
ment or somite (exceptuig certain anterior ones) ; no foot-
jaws; and a 4-lobed plate behind the inaniliUes, which
are without palpi. The antenna; rarely have more than
7 joints. The genital openings are on the coxal joint of
the second pairof legs. They are sluggisli animals, living
on decomposing animal and vegetable liiatters, and depos-
iting their eggs in tlie ground. They have the appearance
of hard round worms with numberless legs, and some can
roll themselves up in a ball, circle, or spiral, like some
of the wood-lice. There are several families, with numer-
ous genera and species, Difilojioda is a synonymous term.
The term is contrasted with Chilopoda. Also written
CheUdfinatha. .See out under milleped.

chilognathan (ki-log'na-than), «. [< chilog-
nath + -an.] A chilognath or milleped.
chilognathiform (ki-log-nath'i-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Chilognatha + L. forma, form.] Resembling
the Chilognatha in form. Chilognathiform larva; are
long and cylindrical, with a distinct head, and several
pairs of prolegs in addition to the thoracic legs. This is
the commonest type in the Lepidoptera, and is found also
in the hymenopterous family Tenlhredinida;.

chilogliathomorphous(ki-log-nath-6-m6r'fus),
a. [< NL. Chilognatha + Gr. //op^;)', shape, +
-ous.] Same as chilognathiform.

chilognathous (ki-log'na-thus), a. [< NL. chi-
lognathus, < Gr. x"'^-oi, lip, + yi'ado^. jaw.] Of
or pertaining to the Chilognatha; having the
characters of a chilognath; milleped. Also
chilognath.

chiloma (ki-lo'ma), n.
;
pl. chilomata (-ma-ta).

[NL., < Gr. x^'^-i^fa., a lip, rim, < x^i-'^ovv,' siir-
round with a lip or rim, < x"'^oc, a lip.] In
zool., the upper lip or muzzle of a quadruped,
when tumid and continued uninterruptedly
from the nostril, as in the camel. -

Chilomonadidae (ki'lo-mo-nad'i-de), n.pl.
[NL., < Chilomonas (-nad-)'+ -Ida:.] A family
of animalcules. They are free-swimming or tempo-
rarily adherent and illoricate, with the oral aperture
conspicuously developed, giving to the anterior border
a bilabiate or excavate appearance, and one of the two
fiagella convolute and adherent. They inhabit salt and
fresh water,

Chilomonas (ki-lom'o-nas), n. [NL. (Ehren-
berg), < Gr. x^'^'K, lip', + iJov&c, a unit (monad),
< fidvoc, one.] The typical genus of the family
Chilomonadida'.

Chilonycteris (H-lo-nik'te-ris), n. [NL. (J. E.
Gray), < Gr. X"Mi, lip, -f inmrepl^, a bat: see
Nycteris.] A genus of phyllostomine bats, of
the subfamily Lobostominec, containing several
South American species with the nose simple
and the chin appendaged. They differ from tlor-
mops ill the depression of the skull, the baskranial axis
being nearly in liue with the faciah



CMlonycteris

Head of Chiltmycteris sultsfinosa, slightly enlarged.

chiloplasty (ki'lo-plas-ti), «. [< Gr. xfi'^C, a
lip, + -laard^, verbal adj. of nTMoaeiv, form,
mold: see plastic.'] In surg., the operation of
supplying deficiencies of the lip by transplant-
ing to it a sufficient quantity of the healthy
surrounding surface.

chilopod (ki'lo-pod), a. and n. I, a. Same as
chilopodous.

n. n. One of the Chilopoda; a centiped.
Also chUopodan.
Chilopoda (ki-lop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of chilopodus: see chilopodous.'] An order of

the class Myriapoda ; the centipeds, or hundred-
legs. They are myriapods of elongated and usually flat-

tened form, and submembranous or somewhat coriaceous
integument, with only one pair of appendages to each
somite of the many-jointed body. The two anterior pairs
of legs are modifled into foot-jaws or maxillipeds (whence
the name) ; the long antennse have 14 or more joints ; each
mandible has a palpiform appendage ; and the second pair
of foot-jaws are perforated for the passage of a poisonous
secretion. The Chilopoda are for the most part very ac-

tive, voracious, and predacious, and the bite of the larger
species of centipeds is highly poisonous. There are three
or four families, several genera, and numerous species.

Also called Synfjtvitha. The term is contrasted with Chi-
lognatha. See cuts under centiped and basilar.

cMlopodan (kl-lop'o-dan), n. [< chilopod +
-an.'] Same as chilopod.

chilopodiform (kl-lo-pod'i-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Chilopoda + L. forma, shape.] Resembling a
centiped in shape; scolopendriform: specifi-

cally, in eiitom., applied to certain butterfly-

larv89 which are long and flattened, and have
lateral appendages on their bodies resembling
the legs of a centiped.

chilopodomorphous (ki-lo-pod-o-mor'fus), a.

[< NXi. Chilopoda + Gr. nop^ij, stape, + -ous.]

Same as chilopodiform. Kirby and Spence.
[Rare.]

cnilopodous (M-lop'o-dus), a. [< NL. chilopo-

dus, < Gr. x^i'^os, lip, + ''^oh^ (vod-) = E. foot.]

Of or pertaining to the Chilopoda; having the
characters of a chilopod; centiped. Also chi-

lopod.

CUlostomata (kl-lo-stom'a-ta), 11. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of chilostomatus : see chilostomatous.]

A suborder or an order of infundibulate or gym-
noleematous marine Polyzoa, containing those
which have the cell-opening or mouth provided
with a movable lip or operculum (whence the
name), and usually avicularia and vibracula:
opposed to Cyclostomata. The families and genera
are numerous. The group is sometimes divided into two,
Articulata and Itmrticulata ; or into four, Cetlularina,
FLaitriiia, Kacharina, and Celteporina.

chilostomatous (M-lo-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
chilostomatits, < Gr. ;ffi/lof, ' lip, + (Tr<i/;a(T-),

mouth.] Of or pertaining to the suborder Chi-

lostomata ; possessing the characteristics of the
Cldlostomata ; having the mouth furnished with
a movable lip. Also chilostomoiis.

Chilostomella (ki"l9-sto-mel'a), n. [NL.
(Reuss, 1861), < Gr. ;f£(/lof, lip, +'(TT<5//a, mouth,
+ (L.) dim. -ella.] The typical genus of the
family Chilostomellidw.

Chilostomellidae (ki'lo-sto-mel'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Chiloxtomclla + -ida;.] A family of

perforate foraminifers, typified by the genus
Chilostomella, with the test calcareous, finely

perforate, and polythalamous; segments which
follow one another from the same end of the
long axis, or alternately at the two ends, or in

cycles of three, more or less embracing; and an
aperture in the form of a curved slit at the end
or margin of the final segment.
Chilostomellidea (ki-lo-stom-e-lid'e-ii), n. pi.

[NL., < Chilostomella + -idea.] The Clillostomel-

lidre advanced to the rank of an order. Brady.
chilostomoiis (ki-los'to-mus), a. Same as
chilostomatous.

Chiltem Hundreds. See hundred, n.

chilver (chil'ver), n. [< ME. "chilver, < AS.
'mlfor (in comp. cilfor-lamb, a ewe-lamb) =
OHG. chilburra, MHG. kilbere, a ewe-lamb, G.
dial. (Swiss) kilber, a young ram: see calj"^.]

1. A ewe-lamb; a ewe, properly one year old.—2. Ewe mutton. Malliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
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Ohimsera^ (ki-me'ra), n. [See c/ii)»cra.] 1.

[cap. or I. c] A less usual spelling of chimera.—2. [NL.] In zool. : (o) A genus of fishes of
strange aspect, representing the family Chimce-
ridw. Linn(Bus,n<M. (6) A genus of bivalve mol-
lusks. Pali, 1791. (c) A genus of lepidopterous
insects, (rf) A genus of fossil organisms of un-
certain character. Hitchcorl; 1858.

chimsera'-^ (shi-me'ril), n. Same as chimere.

chimserid, chimerid (ki-mo'rid), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Chimwridce ; chimseroid.

A cMviterid fish new to the western Atlantic.
Science, IV. 466J.

II. n. A selachian of the family Chimwridw.
Chimaeridse (ki-mer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chi-

maTa^, 2 (a), + -idai.] A family of holocephalous
fishes, represented by the genus Chimara. Tlie

body is elongate ; the pectoral fins are broad ; there is an

Chifni^ra flutnbea.

anterior dorsal fin above the pectorals ; the mouth is in-

ferior ; the dental organs are confluent into two paii-s of
laminae in the upper jaw and into one pair in tlie lower;
and there are no spiracles. The males have a peculiar
prehensile organ on the upper part of the snout.

cnimaeroid, chimeroid (ki-me'roid), a. and n.

[< Cliimo'ra^, 2 («), 4- -old.] I. a Relating to

or like the Chima'tidai.

II. n. A fish of the genus Chimcera or family
Chim^j^id<B.

Chimaphila (ki-maf'i-la), n. [NL., < Gr. x"/^^^
winter, -f ^j'/lof, loving.] A genus of low, run-
ning perennial plants, of the natural order Eri-

cacew, with shining leaves on a short stem, and
a raceme of fragrant flowers. Tliere are three spe-

cies in North America and one in Japan ; and the common
pipsissewa or prince's-pine, C. iivibHlata, is also found in

Europe. The leaves are used medicinally as a diuretic,

tonic, and astringent, and are especially efficacious in
dropsy and scrofula.

chimaphilin (ki-maf 'i-lin), n. [< Chimaphila
+ -in^.] A substance found in the leaves of

Chimaphila timbellata. It appears in yellow
acicular crystals, tasteless and odorless.

chimb^t, ^. -Aji obsolete form of chime^.

chimb^, «. and v. See chime^.

chimble^ (ohim'bl), v. t.; pret. and pp. ehim-
bled, ppr. chimbling. [E. dial, also chumble, ap-
par. for *chemple, *vhamplc, freq. of champ^, q.

v.] To crumble into small fragments. Mackay.
chimble^t, v. t. [ME., < Icel. kimbla, truss up;
ef. kimbill, a bundle.] To cover.

That other [lady] wyth a gorger watz gered ouer the swyre
[neck],

ChymUed ouer hir Make chyn with mylk-quyte vayles.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9y8.

chimbley (chim'bli), n. A dialectal form of

chimney.

chime^ (chim), n. [< ME. chimbe, chynibe, chime,

clmn, a cymbal, a bell, shortened (prob.

through the accom. form chimbe-belle, chymmc-
belle, as if < chimbe -\- belle, bell) from *chim-
bel (cf. OF. *chimbe, chinbe, for *chimbalc,cim-
bale, and so ML. cimba for cymbalum), < AS.
cimbal, cimbala, a cymbal, < L. cymbalum,&cjva-
bal, in ML. (with a fem. form, cymbalo) also

a bell. The same L. word, through OF. cim-

bale, ME. cimbale, cymbale, is the source of mod.
^.cymbal: see cymbal.] If. A cymbal; proba-
bly also a bell.

Ch[y]mme belle [var. chyme], cimbalum.
Prompt. Parv., p. 75.

As a chymbe [var. chime, chim] or brasen belle

That nouther con vnderstand ny telle

What tokeneth her owne soun.
Cursor Mundi, 1. 12193.

His chymbe belle he doth rynge
And doth dassche gret tahorynge.

Kiny Aliaaunder, 1. 1852.

2. A set of bells (regularly five to twelve) tuned
to a musical scale: called chimes, or a chime of
bells. When the bells are stationary, and are struck by
hammers instead of tongues, the set is more properly called

a carillon. Carillons sometimes consist of from 40 to 50
bells, the smaller bells rising in chromatic succession, while
the larger are generally limited to such fundamental basses

as the tonic, dominant, and subdominant. Wires or bars
are occasionally used instead of bells.

We have heard the chimes at midnight. Master Shallow.
Shah., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

With their strange, unearthly changes, rang the melan-
choly chimes. Longfellow, Belfry of Bruges.

3. The harmonious sound of bells, or (rarely) of

musical instruments.

chimera
You're a fair viol, and your sense the strings ; . . ,

But, being play'd upon before your time.
Hell only danceth at so harsh a chime.

Shak., Pericles, i. 1.

Instruments that made melodious chime.
Milton, P. L., xL 559.

4. An arrangement of bells and strikers in an
organ, musical box, clock, etc.— 5. Correspon-
dence of sounds in general ; rarely, proportion
or harmonious relation; as, " chimes of verses,"
Cowley.

Love first invented verse, and form'd the rhyme,
Tile motion nieasur'd, harmoniz'd the chime.

Dryden, Cym. and Iph.

chime^ (chim), v.
;

pret. and pp. chimed, ppr.
chiming. [Early mod. E. also chimb, < ME.
chimhen, cliimen, sound as a bell, < chimbe, chime,
a bell ; see chime^, n. Cf . Sw. kimba, ring (an
alarm-bell), toll, = Dan. kime, ring, chime.] I.
intrans. 1. To ling as a bell

;
jingle; jangle.

Chymyn, or chenkyn [chiuk] with bellys, tintUlo.
Prompt. Pare, p. 75.

The sely tonge may well rynge and chimbe.
Chaucer, Prol. to Reeve's Tale, 1. 42.

2. To ring as bells in unison; sound in con-
sonance, rhythm, or harmony; give out har-
monious sounds ; accord.

The sung of those who chime for ever.

After the chiming of the eternal spheres. Keats.

3. To agree; suit; harmonize: absolutely or
with with.

Set her sad will no less to chime with his.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.
There is nothing eccentric, that will not fall into the

general aim of the plan, and chime with it.

Bushnell, Nature and tlie Supei-nat., p. 395.

To chime In with, to be in harmony with ; share or take
])art in approvingly.

He not only sat quietly and heard his father railed at,

but often chimed in with the discourse.
Arbuthnot, John Bull.

Everything chimed in with such a humor. Irving.

II. trans. 1. To cause to sound harmonious-
ly, as a set of bells; strike with or move to

measure.
With lifted arms they order every blow.
And chime their sounding hammers in a row.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 252.

2. To utter harmoniously ; recite with rhyth-
mical flow.

Let simple Wordsworth chime his childish verse.

Byron, Eng. Bai'ds aJid Scotch Reviewers,

chime^, chimb^ (chim), n. [Also by alteration
chine; < ME. chymbe, edge, brim, prob. < AS.
*cime or "cimbe, in comp. cim-stan (stdn, stone),

the base of a column (an unauthenticated form
in Somner), = MD. kime, kimmc, kieme, D. kim,

the chime of a cask, border, brim, horizon, =
MLG. kimme, chime, brim, horizon, LG. kimm,
> G. kimme, edge, border, kimm, horizon,= Sw.
kim, chime of a cask, cf. Norw.-ifme, a strip;

cf. AS. cimbing, a joining, = G. kimmiing, edg-
ing, looming, mirage, = Dan. kiming, kimniing,

horizon.] 1 . The edge or brim of a cask or tub,

formed by the ends of the staves projecting be-
yond the head or bottom.
And whan ye sette a pype on broche, do thtiB : set it

foure fynger brede aboue ye nether chyme vpwardes
aslaunte ; and than shall ye lyes neuer a-ryse.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 266.

She had a false deck, which was rough and oily, and cut
up ia every direction by the chimes of oil casks.

if. //. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 244.

2. In ship-h'uilding, that part of the waterway
or thick plank at the side left above the deck
and lioUowed out to form a watercourse.

chime-, chimb''^ (chim), r. t.
;

pret. and pp.
chimed, chimbed, ppr. chiming, chimbing. [<
chime^, chimb^, n.] Naut., to make a chime or
chimb in.

chime-barrel (chim'bar''el), «. A revol'ving

baiTel or cylinder so fitted with pegs or knobs
as to operate the levers by which a chime or
carillon is played.

chime-bellt, »• See chime^.

chimer (elii'mer), V. One who chimes.

chimera^, chimaeral (ki-me'rii), n. [As an E.
word now usually chimera, formerly often chi-

mara, chynuei-a ; = D. chimera = G. chimare =
Dan. chimare = Sw. chimdr = F. chimere = Sp.

quimera = Pg. quimcra, chimera = It. chimera.

a chimera, a vain fancy, < L. Chimara, < Gr. Xi'-

/latpa, a fabled monster (see def. 1), supposed
to have been orig. a personification of the snow
or winter (the name being formally identical

with x't""pa, a she-goat, fem. form of xif^poc,

a goat, lit. a winterling, i. e., a yearling), <

"X'foC) winter (cf. 6vaxiuoc, very wintry), = Skt.

hima, winter ; cf . x^'l'^v, winter, Af'/'a» wintry
weather, X'"^i snow, L. hiems, -winter, himvs

(contr. of ' bihimus), of two winters or years.



chimera

The sense 'yearling,' as applied to a goat or

sheep, appears in G. dial, einwinter, a one-

winter-old goat, and in E. wether, a ram, = L.

vitulus, a calf, > E. veal: see wether and real.

Cf. leel. i/ymbr, mod. gimbr, a yearling ewe-

lamb, gymbr-, gymbrar-lamh (= Dan. gimmer,

gimmerlam = Sw. gimmer), > E. dial, and Se.

gimmer orgimmer-lamb : see gimmer^.] 1. [caj^l

In Gr. myth., a fire-breathing monster, the

fore part of whose body, aeeorcUng to the Iliad,

was that of a lion, the middle that of a goat,

chimera.— Lycian terra.cotta, British Museum.

and the hinder that of a dragon, or which, ac-

cording to Ilesiod, had three heads, one of each
of these animals : supposed by the ancients to

represent a volcanic mountain of that name in

Lyeia, the top of which was said to be the re-

sort of Uons, the middle that of goats, and the
foot that of serpents. The Chimera, a synilK)! of

Btorins and other destructive natural forces, was overcome
and slain by the solar hero Bellerophon.

Gorgons, and hydras, and chim<eras dire.

Milton, P. L., ii. 628.

Hence— 2. In ornamental art, etc., a fantastic

assemblage of animal forms so combined as to

produce a single complete but unnatural design.

He did not indeed produce correct representations of

human nature ; but he ceased to daub such monstrous
chimerag as those which abound in his earlier pieces.

Macaulaii, Dryden.

3. An absurd or impossible creature of the
imagination ; a vain or idle fancy ; a fantastic
conceit.

We forged a sevenfold story. Kind? what kind?
Chimera*, crotchets, Christmas solecisms,
Heven-headed monsters only made to kill

Time by the fire in winter.
Tennyson, Prol. to Princess.

All contributed to stimulate the appetite for the incred-
ible chimercu of chivalry. Pregcott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 18.

What a wonderful gauge of his own value as a scientific

critic does he afford, by whom we are informed that phre-
nology is a great science, and i>sychology achinu^a.

liuxley. Lay Sermons, p. 155.

chimera^ (shi-me'ra), «. Same as chimere.

chimere (shi-mer'), n. [One of the forms of
simar, q. v.] The outer robe worn by a bishop,
to which the lawn sleeves are usually attached.
In the Kngliah Cimrch the chimere, which until the ac-

ces.sion of Elizabeth was of scarlet silk, is now of i)lack

satin. During episcopal convocations and when the sover-
eii;ii attends Parliament, however, the color is scarlet.

English prelates of the H«>man Catliolic Church wear chi-

niL-rt's of purple silk ; cardinals, of scarlet. Also chimera,
ehiiiuera, chiminar.

Fox has some well-known pleasantries on Hooper, when
he preached before the King, feeling like a strange player
in the scarlet chiinere (which now is of black silk), the
white rochet, and the barett, or "square mathematical
cap, dividing the world into four parts," which he wore,
"though his head was round."

M. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xviii., note.

chimeric (ki-mer'ik), a. [< chimera + -ic;= F.
rliimrriijiie =::Sp. quimerico = l'g. chimerico= lt.

rhimtriro.'] Same as chimerical.

chimerical (ki-mer'i-kal), a. [< chimeric + -«/.]

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a chimera;
wholly imaginary; unreal; fantastic.

Chimerical fancies, tit for a shorn head.
Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy.

1 cannot think that Persons of such a Chymerical Ex-
istence are proinn- Actors in an Epic Poem.

Addison, Spectator, No. 273.

2. Incapable of realization ; fantastically im-
aginative; preposterous: as, chimerical ideas,

notions, projects, or fancies.

Think not . . . that there is anything cAtni«rtea{ in such
an attempt. GoliUmith, Citizen of the World, xxiv.

All wise statesmen have agreed to . . . reject as chi-

merical all notions of a public interest of the community
distinct from the interest of the component parts.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

8. Given to or entertaining chimeras or fan-
tastic ideas or projects: as, a chimerical en-
thusiast; the work of a chimerical brain. =syn.
Wild, unfounded, vain, fantastic, delusive, visionary,
Utopian.

chimerically (ki-mer'i-kal-i), adv. In a chi-
merical manner; wildly; vainly; fancifully;
fantastically.

chimerld, n. and n. See chimterid.

chimerize (ki-me'riz), r. i.
;

pret. and pp. chi-
merizi'd, ppr. chimerizing. [< chimera 4- -i:e.']

To entertain, raise, or create chimeras or wild
fancies. [Kare.]

Gl
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Sophistical dreams and chimerizing ideas of shallow im-

aginative scholars. Boccalini (trans.), 1626, p. 226.

chimeroid, a. and n. See chimwroid.
chimict, chimicalt, etc. Obsolete forms of
cheiiiic, chemical, etc.

chiminaget, « • [OF. , < chemin, F. chemin, a way,
road.] In old law, a toll for passage through a
forest.

chiming-machine (chi'ming-ma-shen'), n. A
machine consisting of a drum with projecting
pins, which is turned by a crank, thus pulling
the ropes of a chime of bells in such a way as
to produce tunes mechanically.

Chimistt, chimistryt. Obsolete forms of chem-
ist, chemistry.

chimla (ehim'la), ?s. A Scotch form of chimney.
— Cblmla-lug, chjinla-neak, chlmla-cheek, the chim-
ney-side; the nearth.

While frosty winds blaw in the drift,

Ben to the chimla-lufj.

Burns, First Epistle to Davie.

chimlay, chimley, chimlie (ehim'la, -li), n.

Dialectal forms of chimney.

chimmar (shi-miir'), n. Same as chimere.

chimming (chim'ing), n. In mining, same as
tossing.

chimney (chim'ni), «.; pi. chimneys, formerly
chimnies (-niz). [Cf. dial, chimlay, chimley,
chimlie, chimly, chimbly, chembly, chimbler, etc.;

< ME. chimny, chymney, chimne, chymeiiey, chim-
enee, cheminey, etc., a fireplace, furnace, < OF.
cheminee, chimenee, F. cheminee= \t. camminata
= OHG. chemindta, MHG. kemendte (MHG. also
I'amiti, kemin, G. kamin = Dan. kamin = Russ.
kaminii = Pol. komin, < L. caminus), < ML. cami-
nata, a fireplace, prop. (sc. camera) a room with
a fireplace, < L. caminus, a hearth, furnace,
stove, flue, < Gr. Kafuvo^, an oven, furuace.j If.

A fireplace or hearth.

Whan Gawein entred the halle, as ye harde, his moder
lay in a chamber by a chymney wherynne was a grete
flere, and she was right pensif for her brother the kynge
Arthur. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 182.

The fire which the Chaldeans worshipped for a god is

crept into every man's chimney. Raleigh, Hist. World.

2t. A furnace; a forge. Chaucer.

And his feet like to latoun [brass] as in a brenning chym-
eney. Wyclif, Rev. 1. 16.

3. A vertical structure containing a passage or
main flue by which the smoke of a fire or fur-

nace escapes to the open air, or other vapors
are carried off ; in a steam-engine, the funnel.
When several chinnieys are carried up together, the niass

is called a stack of chimneys, or a chimney-stack. The part
of the chimney carried alx)ve the roof for discharging the
smoke is the chimney-sha,ft, and the upper part of the
shaft is the chimney-top or -head. Chimneys are common-
ly built of brick or stone. (The manner in which a chim-
ney and fireplace are often connected, and the names of

the different parts, are shown in the cut under throat.)

The chimneys of some kinds of factories, as chemical

Fifteenth century. Strasburg.
Chamboiti, France.

ineys.

Sixteenth century. ChAteau de
Modem, New York.

works, are built to a great height, sometimes several

hundred feet, and often as independent structures. They
are designed not only to secure a very strong draft, but
for the diffusion in the upper air of deleterious fiunes,

drawn into them through connecting flues.

Item, that no ehim netis of tre [wood ], ner thached houses,
be sutfred wtyn the cytc. English Gilds (E. E. T. .S.), p. 372.

4. Anything resembling a chimney, (a) A glass

cylinder surrounding tlie (lanie of a lamp to promote com-
bustion and keep the (lame steady. (6) In miniitfj, a rich

portion of a vein, especially when it has considerable verti-

cal extension. The ore iti a vein is said to occur "in
chimneys" when the rich p^irtions are somewhat contin-

uous and, have a definite direction. If there are several

such chimneys, they are exjtected to be, and occasionally

are, roughly parallel witli one another. A chimney of ore
may be a bonanza, if large and rich enough ; but the latter

term carries no idea of expected regularity, while chimney
does, (c) A lofty head-dress worn by women in the four-

teenth century. .See A'-'/inin. (d) A small tube that pas.ses

through the cap of certain stopped pipes in an organ.

—

Draft of a chimney. See dra/t.—lo hovel a chim-
ney, ."^ce liiirel, r. t.

chimney-board (chim'ni-bord), », Same as
Jireboard,

chimney-work

chimney-can (ohim'ni-kan), n. Same as chim
ney-pot.

chimney-cap (chim'ni-kap), ». 1. An abacus
or cornice forming a crowning termination for
a chimney.— 2. A rotary device, moved by the
wind, which facilitates the escape of smoke
from a chimney by turning the exit-aperture
away from the wind ; a cowl.
chimney-corner (ohim'ni-k6r''n6r), n. The cor-
ner of a fireplace, or the space between the fire

and the sides of the fireplace ; hence, the fire-

side, or a place near the fire.

That [rectitude] the zealot stigmatizes as a sterile chinu
ney-comer philosophy. Emerson, N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 417.

If it was difRcult to read the eleven commandments by
the light of a pine-knot, it was not difUcult to get the sweet
spirit of them from the countenance of the serene mother
knitting in the chimney-comer.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 13.

chimneyed (chim'nid), a. [< chimney + -e(i2.]

Having a chimney or chimneys ; furnished with
chimneys.

Where chimney'd roofs the steep ridge cope.
There smoked an ancient town. J. Baillie.

chimney-head (chim'ni-hed), n. Same as chim-
ney-lop.

Lo ! as great Sol scatters his first fire-handful, tipping
the hills and chimney-heads with gold, Herault is at great
Nature's feet. Carlyle, French Rev., III. iv. 4.

chimney-hook (ehim'ni-huk), n. A hook, hang-
ing from the back-bar or crane, for holding
£ots and kettles over an open fire.

imney-jack (chim'ni-jak), n. A movable
cowl or wind-shelter placed on top of a chim-
ney to assist the draft ; a chimney-eap.
chimney-jamb (chim'ni-jam), n. One of the
two vertical sides of a fireplace-opening.

chimney-money (chim'ni-mun"i), n. A crown
duty formerly paid in England for each chim-
ney in a house. Also called hearth-money.

The business of buying off the Chimney-money is passed
in the House : and so the King to be satisfied some other
way, and the King supplied with the money raised by this

purclxasing off of the chiiunies. Pepys, Diary, II. 476.

chimneypiece (chim'ni -pes), «. The archi-

tectural facing or ornamental work over and
around a fireplace, resting against the chim-
ney ; a mantel or mantelpiece.

The chimney
Is south the chamber ; and the chiimiey-piece.
Chaste Dian, bathing. Shak., Cyrabeline, ii. 4.

chimney-pot (chim'ni-pot), n. A nearly cylin-

drical pipe of earthenware, brick, or sheet-metal
placed on the top of a chimney to increase the
draft and prevent smoking. Also called chim-
ney-can.

WTiat tiles and chimney-pots
About their heads are flying !

Willium Pitt, The Sailor's Consolation.

Chlmney-pot hat. See hat.

chimney-shaft (ehim'ni-sh&ft), n. That part
of a chimney which is carried above the roof
of the bviilding of which it forms a part. See
chimney, 3.

chimney-stack (ehim'ni-stak), n. A group of
chimneys carried up together.

chimney-stalk (chim'ni-stak), n. A very tall

chimney, such as is commonly connected with
factories. See chimney, 3.

chimney-s'wallo'w (chim ' ni - swol '
6), n. 1.

The Uirundo rustica, one of the most common
European species of swallow.— 2. In the Unit-
ed States, a species of swift, Chcetura pelagica
or pelasgiea. Also chimney-swift. See cut un-
der Chcetura.

chimney-s'weep, chimney-sweeper (chim'ni-
swep, -swe'''per), n. 1. One whose occupation
is the sweeping of chimneys, in order to rid

them of the soot that adheres to their sides.

Golden lads and girls all must,
As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.

Shak., Cynibeline, iv. 2.

2. An apparatus for cleaning chimneys.— 3.
The smut of wheat, TJstilago carbo. [Local,

Eng.]
chimney-S'wift (chim'ni -swift), n. Same as
chimncy-siruUow, 2. See swift, »., and Chwtura.'

chimney-top (chim'ni-top), n. 1. The top of

a chimney. Also eaWed chimney-head.— 2. An
organ-pipe having a small open tube in the
middle of the top plate, the effect of which is

to sharpen the note. The same effect is sometimes
produced in stopjied wooden pipes by boring a little hole
through the tonipion.

chimney-'7al'Ve (chim'ni-valv), n. A device
for ventilating an apartment by means of the
upward draft in the chimney.
chimney-WOrk (chim'ni-w6rk), n. In mining,

a system of working the thick beds of clay
ironstone by first working out the bottom
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Same as chinchery.

ale flavored witE china-root and bruised eori- chinchif, a- and n.^ [Early mod. E. also ohitwe;

auder-seed, added before fermentation.
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beds, and then the liigher ones, the miners china-ale (chl'na-al), n. A drink composed of chinceryt, n.

standing on the fallen debris. It is much like ale flavored with china-

the bell-work of Derbyshire. [Midland coal- auder-seed, added before fermentation. An imi

fiolil« Fii(» n tation of this was made by beer flavored after fermentation
neius, riug. J _ _ ^^ ^ _^^^^ ,_ ^jjjj spice, lemon-peel, and sugar. Bickenlyke.

China aster, bark, blue, etc. See the nouns.

china-clay (chi'nii-kla), n. Clay suited for the

raauulacture of ckinaware or porcelain. See
l-aolin.

china-grass (ohi'na-gr&s), n. The Bcehmeria

nivca, which yields {"he rhea- or ramie-fiber. See
Bcehmeria and grass-cloth.

Ohlmonanthos (Id-mo-nan'thus), n. [NL. (in

allusion to their time of flowering), < Gr. ;rf(-

fiuv, winter (< ;t;«/'a, wintry weather; ef. ;riui',

snow, = L. hiems, winter), + avBog, a flower.]

A genus of shrubs, natural order Calycantha-

cew, consisting of two species. C. fragrans, a native

of Japan, and popularly called Japan aUsjme or lointer-

fiouxr, was introduced into England in 1766, and is a great

na-man), «. ;
pi. ehinamen ^^'^\'^',. ,,^ .

«)are)"+ »»a».] Amanufac- chinch-bug (chmch bug), n.

favorite because of its early sweet-scented flowers, "it is Chinaman^ (chi 'na-man), n.; pi. Chinamen
generally trained against walls. The other species has (.men). [< China +"«iaH'.] A native of China,
but recently been discovered in China.

or a man of Chinese origin.
Chimpanzee (chim - pan ze or - pan - ze )

n.
chirmman can live and accumulate a surplus where

[Also written chmpansee, and formerly c/»J»- ^ Caucasian would starve. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 622.

pema; = F. Pg. chimpanz6 = Sp. chimpanci ; . . „„-„2i C/.l,i'r,»

from the native^Guinei name.] 'a large West C^^f;™^'^')
clt«(Sf<

African ape. Troglodytes (or Anthropopitlwcns or (-me"). \^china(wa

Mimet^) niger ^'^^'^^ff^tothe^rdhvopoidov ^^;^7^° ,,« ^.^^ ;^^ n^anufactoiy was successful and em-
man-hke monkeys, of the family Smtidw and '^^^ ^^^^^ . ^^^ ^^,„^g long one of the partners died,

suborder Anthro^widea, with dark blackish- ^^^^ j|,e survivor, "John Crowther, chinaman," was ga-

brown hair, flesh-colored hands and feet, arms zetted bankrupt in 1763, and the whole stock was sold off.

reaching to the knee, and very large ears, and Encyc. Bnt., XIX. 641.

like the orang in having the hair on its forearm chinaman's-hat (chi'na-manz-hat), ». A col-

lectors' name for a shell of the family Calyptrm-

idw, CaJyptrcea sinensis.

chinampa (clii-nam'pa), n. [Mex.] The na-

tive name of the floating gardens once com-
mon on the Mexican lakes. They were care-

fully constructed rafts covered with earth, on
which plants were cultivated.

Chinampas or floating gardens of mud heaped on rafts ol

reeds and brush, which in later times were so remarkable

a feature of Mexico. E. B. Tylmr, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 209.

Chinar (ehi-nar'), n. Same as chinar-tree.

china-root (chi'na-rot), n. 1. The root or

rhizome of the Sniilax China, a climbing shrub-

by plant, a native of eastern India, China, and
Japan. It is closely allied to sarsaparilla, and was for-

merly much esteemed for the purposes for which the

latter drug is now used. The tuberous roots of several

species of smilax of the United States and tropical Ameri-

ca have been used as a substitute, and are sometimes called

American or bastard china-root. In Jamaica the name is

given to Vitis sicyoides.

2. Galangal.
chinar-tree (chi-nar'tre), n. [< Hind. cMnar

- - tree.'] The

< ME. chinchc, ehynche,' va.v. of chiche, < OF.
chiche, niggard, mean, miserly: see chich^.'] I.

«. Same as chiclfi.

II, n. Same as ehich'^.

chinch^t, »'• «• [ME. ckinchen ; from the adj.] To
be niggardly.
Chynchyn, or sparyn raekylle, perparcus. Promiil. Pan.

chinch^ (chinch), n. [Also improp. chintz; <

Sp. Pg. chiiiche= lt. cimice, < L. cimex (dmic-),

a bug: see Cimex.] 1. Same as chinch-bug, 1.

—

2. The common bedbug, Cimex lectularius.

chinchal (chin'cha), n. [S. Amer.] A South
American rodent quadruped, Lagidium cuvieri.

See Lagidium.
See chinche^.

_^
1. The popular

name of certain fetid American hemipterous

insects of tlie genus Blissus, somewhat resem-

Chimpanzee (
Troglodytes niger).

turned backward, but differing from it in having

an additional dorsal vertebra and a tliirteenth

pair of ribs. In its organization and form it presents a

close resemblance to man. The structure of its lower ex-

chinch-bug and Pupa [Blissus leucopterus).

(Vertical lines show natural sizes.)

bling the bedbug, very destructive to wheatj

maize, etc., in the southern and western United
States. Also chinch, chink-bug.— 2. The bed-

bug.
chinche^t, ». See chinch^.

chinche'", chincha^ (chin'che, -cha), n. [NL.

chinche, chincha, chinga, applied to the skunk;

perhaps a native Amer. name, but cf. Sp. Pg.

chinche, a bedbug: see chitich^.] A name of

the common American skunk, Mejihitis mephi-

tica. Also cinche.(< Pers. c/ierear), the plane-tree, -)-
_, ^

-
Blatanus orientalis. Also chinchert, n. [ME. chynchyr, chynchare; <

"
-t- -e?-l.] A niggard.

Oriental plane-tree,

spelled chenar-tree.

Like a chenar-tree grove, when winter throws

O'er all its tufted heads his feathering snows.
Moore, Lalla Rookh, Ded.

S'SS,:;S^h^hiSiJI':i;^^j:^l^«a^wi$™ duna-shelUcM^n^hel),™. AcoUectors^name

on the ground it usually goes on all-fours. It feeds on

fruits and nuts, lives in small societies, and constructs a

sort of nest among the branches of trees. The height of

a full-grown male chimpanzee is about four feet. This

animal is most nearly related to the gorilla.

chimpingS (ehim'pingz),. n. pi. [E. dial. ; cf.

chinible^ and champ^.] Grits; rough-ground

oatmeal. Grose; Halliwell.

chimy (shim'i), n. [E. dial., also shimmy, < F.

chemise: see chemise and camis.] A smock;
shift. [Prov. Eng.]

chin (chin), «. [< ME. chin, < AS. cin, *dnn =
OS.J-i»Hi==OFries.fcm,A:eH= OD.fcJ««f,D.Ai«= , . otnna CcliT'iiii-ston"* n
MLG. Unnekin, l^Ann = OHG. cluu^a, MHG tX^oKSc^&in-cdl'y^^
Icinne, kin, G. ktnn, the chm, also in comp. the - .. i"

. , . !,

cheek or jaw, = Icel. kinn = Sw. Dan. kind =
Goth, kinnus, the cheek, = L. gena = Bret, gen,

the cheek, = W. gen, the chin, = Gr. yimg, the

chin, the jaw, also the edge of an ax (> yhemv,

the chin, jaw, cheek, also the beard), = Skt.

hanu, the jaw.] 1. The lower extremity of the

face below the mouth; the point of the under

jaw in man, or a corresponding part in other

animals.
If you did wear a beard upon your chin,

Id shake it on this quarrel. Shak., Lear, iii. 7.

2. In zooh, the mentum.— 3. In Eotifera, a

ciliated muscular part or process just below the

mouth.—To wag one's chin, to talk; especially, to talk

rapidly, tediously, or with little sense ;
jabber. [CoUoq.]

(jiin (chin), V. ;
pret. and pp. chinned, ppr. chin-

ning. [< chin, «.] I. intrans. To talk.

To., trans. To talk to, especially with assur-

ance or impudence. [Slang in both uses.]

china (cM'nil), n. [Short for chinaware, where
china is the European name (China) of the

country (called by its own people Chung Kwoh,

of the Ovulum ovum, given in allusion to the

white porcelain-like surface of the shell. See

Ovulum.
china-shop (chi'na-shop), n. A shop in which
china, crockery, glassware, etc., are sold—

A

bull In a china-shop, a person who commits great de-

struction or does great harm through ignorance, careless-

ness, or blind rage : from a story of a runaway bull break-

ing into a china-shop and smashing its contents in his

furious movements.
Now they are all away, let us frisk at our ease, and

have at everything, like the bull in the. china-shop.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xviii.

1 . An old name
2. A stone found

in Cornwall, and used for the making of porce-

lain. It is a partially decomposed granitic rock having

still more quartz, mica, etc^, than the kaolin of China.

china-token (chi'na-to'''kn), n. A small piece

of porcelain or fine'earthenware upon which is

inscribed the promise to pay a sum of money,

or some similar memorandum: used in pottery-

and porcelain-factories in the intercourse be-

tween the workmen and their employers. Those

of the Worcester Porcelain Company are small flat disks

with the letters W. P. 0. on one side and the promise or

agreement on the other. Jewitt.

china-tree (cM'na-tre), n. The pride-of-India,

Melia Azedarachi'a. native of India, widely cul-

tivated in warm countries for shade.

Sliaded by china-trees, in the midst of luxuriant gardens.

Stood the houses of planters, with negro-cabins and dove-

cots. Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 2.

Wild china-tree, the soapberry, Sapimius margtnatus, a

cliiitch'^, r.,

chincheryt, »• [ME. cMncherie, chyncery: <

chiiicher, a niggard: see chincher, chincK^.]

Niggardliness. Chaucer.

chinchilla (chin-chil'a), n. [Sp., = Pg. chin-

chilha ; of S. Amer. origin.] 1. A small South

American rodent quadruped of the genus Chin-

chilla, especially C. lanigera; a pika-squirrel.

Chinchiita lanigera.

The common chinchilla is 9 or 10 inches long, with large

rounded eais, long hind legs, 5 toes on the fore feet, a long

bushy tail, and beautifully fine pearly-gray pelage, m great

repute in fuiTiery.

2. Some related animal of the family Chinchtl-

lida: as, Cuvier's chinchilla (Lagidium cuvieri).

—3. leap.] [NL.] The typical genus of the

family Chinchillidw : synonymous with Eriomys.

4. The fur of these animals, which is used

for tippets, muffs, linings to cloaks, pelisses,

etc.— 5. A thick heavy cloth for women's win-

ter cloaks, with a long napped surface rolled

into little tufts, in imitation of ehinchUla fur.

chinchillid (chin-ehil'id), n. Arodentmammal
f the family Chinchillida;.

native Of northern Mexico, the West Indies, and adjacent Chinchillid3B (chin-chll 1-de), V. pi. V^L,., \

United States : so called from its resemblance to the cul

tivated china-tree.
,

chinaware (eln'nii-war), «. [< China + ware^

Sec china.] Porcelain-ware.

the Middle Kingdom or Country, or Chung Hwa china-Wlthe (ehi'na-with), n. In Jamaica, tne

Xwofe, the Central FloweryCountry) used attrib- v\&i\% ,Smiiax celastroides.
- — - ^' '-^- ="- chin-band (chin'band), n. Any portion of ap-

parel passing under the chin, whether for pro-

tection or to hold the head-dress in place. Spe-

cifically— (n) Same as check-barul, 1. (')) In armor, the

strap or series of metal plates that holds the helmet on

the head, passing under the chin. Also called chin-piece.

chincapin, ». See chinkapin.

utively. Cf. Sp. china, chinaware, China silk,

china-root; Hind. Pers. chini, china.] The com-
mon name of porcelain and of porcelain-ware.

See porcelain Blue china, specifically, Chinese por-

celain decorated witli blue laid on the paste before the glaz-

ing. Also called Nankht porcelain and U\ie and white. See

pwcelain.— Clobbered china. See clobber.

Chinchilla, 3, + -idw.] A family of the hys-

tricomorphic series of simplicident rodents,

confined to South America, and related to the

cavies. it contains the genera Lagostomvx. Lagidiviii.

and Chinchilla, or the viscachas and the chinchillas. See

i-ulsmn\er chinchilla And riscacha.

Ohinchillina (chin-chi-li'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Chinchilla, 3, + -iiufi.] A group of rodents cor-

responding to the family Chinchillida:

Chinching-iront, " [Appar. assibilated form

of *chinking-iri>n : see chinsing-iron.'] An iron

used in calking chinks.
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Also take good hede of yimr wynes euery nyght with a

candell, bothe rede wyne and swete wyne, & loke they
reboyle nor leke not, & wasshe ye pype hedes euery nyght
with colde water, & loke ye haue a cbynchynge i/ro-n, addea,

and lynen clothes, vf nede l>e.

Babeeg Booh (E. E. T. S.), p. 267.

CMnchona (ohin-cho'na), n. Same as Cinchona.

chin-cloth (ehin'kloth), h. A sort of muffler

worn by women in the time of Chai'les I.

chin-cloutt (chin'klout), «. Same as ehin-dotli.

Tliere liangs tlie lower part of a gentlewoman's gown,
with a mask and a chiiicUmt.

Middleton, Mad World, iii. 3.

chin-COUght (c!iin'k6f), «. [For "ehinh-cough,

< chiiiH. = A(«A'-, + cough. See kink"^ and kink-

Iwst.] Same as whooping-cough.
It shall ne'er be said in our country

Thou diedst o' th' chin-cough. Fletcher, Bonduca.

She ran to the assistance of the good man, rubbed his

forehead, and clapped him on the back, as is practised

with children when they have the chin-ctntgh.

Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, ii. 1.

chineit (chin), r. [< ME. chinen, chynen (pret.

chon), < AS. "cinan, in comp. to-cinan (to-, E.

to-'^, apart), split, crack, chink, = OS. kinan =
MD. D. kenen, split, germinate, sprout, daw-n,

= OHG. kinan, chineij, MHG. kinen, split, ger-

minate, sprout, = Groth. keimin, germinate,
sprout, in comp. us-keinan, sprout, grow; with
present-formative -n, from the Teut. -^ *ki, in

Goth, 'kijan, ppr. kijans, in comp. us-kijan,

sprout, grow, whence also ult. (JS. kimo =
OHG. chimo, MHG. kime, G. keim, a sprout,

shoot, bud, germ (> G. keimen, sprout, germi-
nate), and OHG. "chidi, "kuli (in comp. /rumi-
kUli), MHG. kide, G. dial, keid = OS. kith = AS.
ciWi, E. chit, a sprout, shoot: see chit^; perhaps
ult. connected with the root of kin, kind, etc.

:

see AihI, kind^, ken^.'i I. intrans. To split

open ; crack ; chink ; chap.
Thet gles ne breketh ue chinelh and the sunne schineth

ther tburh. Old Eng. Homiliet (ed. Morris), p. 83.

Druige drinkeles was his tonge
His lippes to clouen and chyned.

HoIii Ruwl (ed. Morris), p. 142.

Now brik is maade of white erthe. or rubrike,
Or cley, for that is made in somer heete
To sone is drie, an forto chyne is like.

Palladiun, HnslM)ridrie (E. E. T. ».), p. 168.

H. trans. To split ; crack ; burst ; lay open.

And growen [read ijuowen, gnaw] Iwthe gras and ston
Tho that deth her hert chon.

Rom. of Arthour and Merlin, 1. 7763.

Chjfne that samon. Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

So deadly it imprest.
That quite it chspul his backe behind the sell.

.Spenter, F. Q., IV. yi. 13.

chine' (chin), n. [< ME. chine, chyne, chene, <

AS. cinu, also cine (not *cine), = MD. ketic, D.
keen, a chink, rift, crack, D. also a germ ; from
the verb: see chinel, i\] If. A crack; chink;
rift; cleft; crevice; fissure.

My culner [dove] in the holis of the ston, in the chyne of

a ston wal. fTyclif, fant. ii. 14 (Oxf.).

There was somtyme in the myddel of Rome a greet eh^ne
in the erthe. Trevim, I. 233.

In a chine of the Rocli made he entry.
For gret doulite liad of {»affrayes niolens.

Ho7n. o/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1

2. A ravine or large fissure in a cliff : a ;

especially common in the Isle of Wight ann
Hampshire, England : as. Black-gang chine.

Chine^ (chin), n. [< ME. chine, chyne, < OF.
enehine, F. echine, the spine, = Pr. esquina, <•-

quena = Sp. exquena = It. schiena, the chine,

backbone, < OHG. *A:i«a, MHG. schine, the shin-

bone, a needle, a prickle, 6. schiene, shin, shin-
Ijonc, splint, = AS. seina, E. shin, q. v.] 1. The
backbone or spine : now commonly used only
of an animal.
Arthur smote hym a-gein so sore that he perced the

slietde and the haubreke that the shafte shewed thourgli
the chyne be-liynde an arme lengthe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 222.

These eighteene thankesginings are for the eighteene
bones in the chitie or backe-lwjne. which must in saying
here<jf l>e l>einled. Ptircha*, Pilgrimage, p. li>7.

They shew us the bone or rib of a wild boare said to have
been ItiU'd by Sir Ouy, but which I take to l>e tlie chine of
a whale. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 3, 1654.

At this presents her with the tu.sky liead
And chine with rising liristles roughly spread.

Drydcn, Meleai^cr and Atalanta, 1. 217.

2. A piece of the backbone of an animal, with
the adjoining parts, cut for cooking.

I do honour a chine of l)ee(, I do reverence a loin of veal.
lieau. and Ft., Wonian-Hater, iit. 2.

I learned from him that he had killed eight fat hogs for
this season, tliat he had dealt about his chinee very Tilier-

ally amongst iiia neighlHiurs. Addimn, Sir Roger in Town.

3. Figuratively, a ridge of land.
Nortliwanls ... is Jeiiel t)hof! : a hill somewhat iie-

yond ( ihoil ; these are the last rii>s of the vast primitive
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and granitic chine that, extending from Lebanon to near
Aden, and from Aden again to Muscat, fringes the Ara-
bian trapezium. ii. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 231.

The chine of higliland, whereon we stood, curved to the
right and left of us. R. D. Blachmore, Loma Doone, p. 99.

Mourning of the chine. See mourning.—To mose in
the chine. See moge.

chine- (chin), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. chined, ppr.

chining. [< chine^, n.] To cut through the back-
bone or into chine-pieces.

Chine or slit him [the chub] through the middle.
Walton, Complete Angler, p. 67.

chine^ (chin), «. [A corruption of chimb^ =
chime^, by confusion with chine^ or chine^.^ 1.

An erroneous form for chime (of a cask).

The old and mouldy casks had rotted away at their
chines. The American, VI. 206.

2. A part of a ship. See chime^, 2.

Chin6 (she-na'), o. [F., prop. pp. otchiner, color,

dye, orig. in Chinese fashion, < Chine, China.]
Literally, colored in Chinese fashion : applied
to fabrics in which the warp is dyed in differ-

ent colors, so that a mottled effect is produced,
or in which a double tliread, formed of two
smaller threads of different colors twisted to-

gether, is used to produce a similar mottled or
speckled appearance, ngured chinfS silks have a
plain ground, but the flowers and iiouquets forming the
pattern have an indistinct and cloudy appearance, pro-
duced by the breaking of minute particles of color into
one another.

chined (chind), a. [< chine^ + -ed^.] Back-
boned: used in composition : as, " ateel-chined
rascals," Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 1.

Chinee (chi-ne'), w. [< Chinese, adj. as noun,
sing, and pi., and as pi. regarded as "Chinees,

as if from a sing. Chinee. So aborigine has
been developed from the L. pi. aborigines; and
cherry, sherry, etc., from singulars in -s taken
for plurals.] A Chinaman. [CoUoq.]

For ways that are dark.
And for tricks that are vain.
The heathen Chinee is peculiar.

Bret Harte, Plain Language from Truthful James.

chine-hQOp (chin'hop), «. The last hoop at the
end of a cask.

Chinese (chi-nes' or-nez'), a. and». [< China +
-ese ; = F. chinois = Sp. chino = Pg. chinez = G.
chinesisch,ete.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to China.
—Chinese Act. See act.— Cblnese art, the art of China

;

one of the chief branches of Oriental art. Chinese archi-

tecture makes extensive use of the banilMMi ; and its forms
and methods of construction, even in brick and stone, are

largely inllucuccd by this niutciial. 1 lit- ro-.ifs urc usually
tiled, and have characteristically a hollow dip. as if copied
from the fonn of a tent. When rectangular, the lower
comers are sharply turned np. Roofs in several project-

ing tiers, one over the other, are usual in temples and
towers. The tiling of the roofs is often glazed in va-

rious colors, and tlie walls are frequently incnisted with
iwrcelain tiles, and sonietimes with marble slabs. The
porcelain tower or ta of Nanking, destroyed in lH^:i, was a
building of this nature ; it was 200 feet high, had 9 stories,

and was surmounted by an iron spire or finial. The jtai-

loir, or carved memorial gateway, is another feature of

Chinese architecture. A peculiarity of Chinese building

is the practice of beginning with the roof, which is snji-

jMjrted on posts, and the walls are then built beneatii it.

(Chinese drawing and painting are often of great delicacy,

but show no knowledge of pei-sjtective. In the decora-
tive branches of art, much of the work of the Chinese is

of high merit. Their small bronzes, and carvings in wood
and ivory, are of gi-cat technical excellence, and as makers
and decorat<u-9 of p^trcelalns they are unsurpassed. They
are fond of the grotesque, and are very successful in deco-
rative treatment of it, as, for instance, in their favorite

carved and painted figures of dragons and kindred fantas-

chink
tic creations.— Chinese blue, capstan, classics, cross-
how, duck, fire, lantern, wax, white, yellow, etc.
See the nouns.

II. n. 1 . sing, and pi. (plural also former-
ly Chineses). A native or natives of China;
specifically, a member or members of the prin-
cipal indigenous race of China proper, as dis-

tinguished from other Mongoloids, such as the
Manehus, the present ruling race in the Chinese
empire.

The barren plains
Of Sericana, where Chineses drive
With sails and wind their cany waggons light.

Milton, P. L., ill. 439.

We have seen them [writers of fiction] apparelled in the
caftan of a Persian, and the silken robe of a Chinese, and
are prepared to suspect their real character under every
disguise. Scott, Monastery, 1. 36.

2. The language of China, it is a monosyllabic
tongue, and on this ground is generally classed with the
other languages of the same character in southeastern
Asia, in iSirther India and the Himalayas, as constituting
the monosyllabic family. It exists in many dialects, of
which the so-called Mandarin is the leading and official

one. It is composed of only about 500 words, as we should
distinguish them in writing, all of them ending in a vowel-
sound or in a nasal, although some of the dialects still re-
tain final mutes, lost in Mandarin. This small body of
words, however, is raised to 1,500 by differences of the
tone of utterance, as rising, falling, even, abnipt, and so
on. The language is without inflection, and even without
distinction of parts of speech ; but words are classed as
"full" or "empty," according as they are used with their
full meaning or as auxiliaries in forming phrases : like
our unll and have in "I unll it," "they have it," on the
one hand, and in " they imll have seen it," on the other.
Chinese records go back to about 2000 B. c, and the litera-

ture is immense and varied. The mode of writing is by
signs that represent each a single word in one of its senses
or in a certain set of senses. 'I'he signs are of ideographic
or hieroglyphic origin ; but the greater part of them at
present are compound, and many contain a phonetic ele-

ment along with an ideographic. They number in the
dictionaries about 40,000; but only the smaller part of
these are in current and familiar use. They are written
in perpendicular columns, and the columns follow one
another from right to left. The language and mode of
writing have been carried to the neighboring nations that
have received their culture from China, especially Japan,
Corea, and Annam, and have been more or less lx)rrowed
or adopted by such nations.

chingle (ching'gl), «. [A dial, variant of shin-

gle^, q. v.] 1. Gravel free from dirt; shingle
(which see).— 2. In coal-tnining, a portion of

the coal-seam stowed away in the goaves to help
in supporting the roof of the mine. [Scotch.]

chingly (ching'gli), a. A variant of shingly.

Scott.

Chiniant, a. [< China + -ian.'] Same as Chinese.

Of lewes I remember not the mention of them in any
Chinian relation. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 408.

chiningt (chi'ning), n. [Verbal n. of chine^, ».]

A chine ; a crack.
Tiler as chyninq, clifte or scathe is.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

chin-jerk (chin'jferk), «. The spasmodic con-
traction of the muscles which close the jaws
when the lower jaw is suddenly and involtm-
tarily depressed, as by a blow on something
resting on the lower teeth. Also called jato-

jcrk.

chink' (chingk), n. [An extension, with -A-, of

ME. chine, < AS. cinu, cine, a crack, chine,

chink: seecfone', «.] A crack; a cleft, rent, or
fissure of greater length than breadth; a gap:
as, the chinJcs of a wall.

Vet is this glimpse of this bright shining Sun comforta-
t'le throw tllis chinke and key-hole of our bodily prison.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 3.

Looked at in reference to this globe, an earthquake is

no niore than a chink that opens in a garden walk of a dry
tlay in summer. Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons.

chink' (chingk), V. [Not found in ME. except
IS in ehinse : see chink^.n., and cf. chinse. Cf.

( /((»<?1, 1'.] I. intrans. To crack; split; gape.

II. trans. 1. To cause to open or part and
form a fissure ; make chinks In.

The skin of that gi'eat body is chopped and chinked with
drought. Bp. Hall, Seasonable Sermons, p. 15.

Here they rode singly in a green twilight chinked with
golden lights. The Century, XXXI. 73.

2. To fill up chinks in: as, to chink a wall or a
pavement.
The intervals between the beds being chinked with

stones of the minutest thinness.

L. II. Morgan, Amer. Etimol., p. 157.

3. To put into a chink or chinks: as, to chink

in mortar.

chink'-^ (chingk), V. [< ME. "chinken, chenken,

an imitative word, a var. of clinken, E. clink

:

see clink, and cf. jingle (practically = *chinkle,

freq. of chink'^), tinkle, etc.] I. intrans. To
make a fine sharp sound, as that produced by
the collision of small pieces of metal.
Chymyu, or chenken wythe bellys [vai*. clinke bell], thi-

tillo. Prompt. Parv., p. 75.

Not a guinea chink'd on Martin's boards. Swi/t.
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n. trans. To cause to emit a sharp, clear chinoline (kin'o-lin), n. [< NL. china, quinine

metallic sound, as by shaking coins together.

He chinks his piirse aiid takes his seat of state.

Pope, DunciacI, ii. 197.

chink^ (ehingk), n. [< ehin}c^, v.'] 1. A short,

sharp, clear metallic sound.
Half a dozen grasshoppers under a fern make the field

ring witli their iniportunat* chiiik. Burke, Rev. in France.

The chink of the dropt halfpenny no more consoles

their forlorn bereavement. Lamb, Decay of Beggars.

2. Coin: so called from its metallic ring. [Vul-

gar.]
The keeping of an inn :

Where every jovial tinker, for his chitik,

May cry, Mine host ! B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

chink^ (chuigk), M. [Prop, imitative, like the

eqniv. fnk, finch, spink. Ct. cMitk'^.'\ 1. The
chaffinch, Fringilla Calebs. [Prov. Eng.]— 2.

The reed-bunting, Emberiza schceniculus.

chink^t (ehingk), n. [Assibilated form of kink^,

q. V. Cf. chin-eough.'\ A fit, as of coughing or

laughing.
Here my lord and lady took such a chink of laughing

" that it was some time before they could recover.
Brooke, Fool of Quality, i. 35.

His [the rector's] kind face was all agape witli broad
smiles, and the boys around him were in chinks of laugh-

ing. Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford, ix.

cMnk^t, n. [A var., perhaps a misprint, of

chinch^.'] An obsolete form of chinch^.

Theod. I tliank you, hostess.

Pray you, will you shew me in ?

Hostess. Yes, marry, will I, sir;

And pray that not a flea or a chinje vex you.
Fletcher (and another). Love's Pilgrimage, i. 1.

cllinka(ching'ka), «. [E. Ind.] Asuspension-

(seo (juinine), -f- -ol + -bw'^.'\ An artificial al

kaloid, Cgli^N, which is obtained by distilling

quinine or cinchonine with potash, or syntheti-

cally from aniline and nitrobenzene by treat-

ment with sulphuric acid and glycerin. It is

a colorless liquid witli a penetrating odor, is a powerful
antiseptic, and has been used in medicine as an antipe-

riodic in intermittent fevers. Also spelled quinoline.

Chinook (chi-nuk' ), n. [Amer. Ind. ] 1 . A jar-

gon of Indian, French, and English used as a
means of communication with the native tribes

in British America, r.nd now extensively em-
ployed, especially on the northwestern Pacific

coast, not only between the whites and the
Indians, but also between the Indians of tribes

having different languages. It is similar in char-

acter to "Pidgin English," being made of native and for-

eign words grossly corrupted and often fancifully used.

For example, the ChinooK name for a male "Indian" is

siwash, from the lYench sauvage; an Englishman is a
Kii^ George man; a Boston man is a person from the Unit-

ed States ; and clouds are smock (English smoke).

All words in Chinook are very much aspirated, guttu-

ralized, sputtered, and swallowed.
T. Winthrop, Canoe and Saddle.

2. [/. c] A name given in the extreme north-

western part of the United States to a warm,
dry westerly or northerly wind which is felt at

intervals, especially on the eastern slopes of the

mountains. In the winter and early spring it causes a
very rapid disappearance of the snow. It is similar to the

foenn of Switzerland. See/oe/m.

When we reached Spokan Falls we heard the line was
breached in sixty or eighty places ; a chinook or warm
wind had produced a thaw, and the Hoods had washed out
the line. W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 116.

Banded Hickory-borer
ICht'on cinctus), natural
size.

bridge with a single cable, often made of stout chin-piece (chin'pes), n. Same as chin-band, (6)
grass, used in the East Indies. From the cable chinciuapin, n. See chinkapin.
a moving seat, shaped like an ox-yoke, is slung chinquis (chin'kwis), n. [Native name.] A
for the passenger. name of the peacock-pheasant of the East
chinkapin, chincapin (ching'ka-pin), n. [Also Indies, Polyplectron bicalcaratum, having two
chinquapin, and formerly chincomen, chechitiqua- spurs on each tarsus, and beautiful ocelli on the
men {Y . chincapin, chinquaphie); of Amor. Ind. feathers of the back and tail. See Polyplectron.
origin.] 1. The dwarf chestnut of the United cjjin.gcab (ehin'skab), n. A disease in sheep.
States, Castanea jyumila, a shrub or tree, rang- called by shepherds dartars.
ing from Pennsylvania to Texas, and bearing a chinse (chins), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. chinsed, ppr.

nut similar to that of the chestnut, but smaller

and solitary in the bur.

They [the Virginians] have . . . many goodly groves of

Chincomen trees, that have husks like a chestnut, and are

good meat either raw or boiled.

S. Clarke, Plantations of the English in America (1670),

[p. 12.

2. On the Pacific coast of the United States,

the Castanopsis chrysophylla, a tree or shrub
of the Sierra Nevada and Cascade mountains.
This is more nearly allied to the oak than to the chestnut,

though the small nut, which is not edible and does not
mature till the second year, is inclosed in a similar spiny
bur. See water-chinkapin.

3. The nut of Castanea pumila.
Of their Chesnuts and Chechinqxuimens boyled 4 houres,

they make broath and bread for their chiefe men.
Capt. John Sini(A, Works (ed. Arber), p.

'"
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beetles, of the group Ceranibyci, characterized
by the rounded cavities of the front coxce, an

acutely triangular scutel-
lum, a lateral spine, but no
dorsal callosities on the tho-
rax, and elytra and thighs
spinose at the tip. The single
North American species constitut-
ing this genus. C. cinctxa (Drury),
is very variable in size and col-

or, but Ls usually brownish-gray,
and is covered with short whitish-
gray hair, each wing-case having
an oblique ocher-colored band.
Sometimes the beetle is uniformly
brownish-yellow. It is very abun-
dant in the eastern parts of the
United States, its larvae tunneling
in the solid wood of hickory-trees.
Practical Entomologist, I. 30.

Chionanthus (ki-o-nan'thus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xti>v, snow, + avOog, a flower.] A genus of low
trees or shrubs, of the natural order Oleaeece,

natives of eastern North America and eastern
Asia. The principal species is C. Virginica, the
fringe-tree of the United States. See fringe-tree.

Chionididse (ki-o-nid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chio-

nis (Chionid-) + -idw.^ Aremarkable family of

wading birds, related both to the plovers and
to the gulls, in some respects near the oyster-

catchers, and in some systems ranged with the
lark-plovers, Thinocoridce, in a superfamily Chi-

onoidece; the shcathbills. See gitcatltbill.

Chioninse (ki-o-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < CMonis
+ -ince.'\ The only subfamily of the Chionidi-

dm. a. R. Gray, 1841.

Chionis (ki-6'nis), n. [NL. (J. R. Forster,

1788), < Gr. ;t:«J»', snow.] The typical genus of

birds of the family Chionidida: c. alba inhabits

the Falklands and some other antarctic islands, is snow-
white in color, and as large as a small chicken. C. minor
is a smaller and perfectly distinct species inhabiting Ker-
guelen Island in the Indian ocean. The term is synony-
mous with Vaginalis and Coleorhamphus. See sheathhill.

Chionoidese (ki-o-noi'de-e), n.pl. [NL., < Chi-

onis + -oide<e.'\ A superfamily of birds, in

which the Thinocoridw are included with the
Chionidida.

One of thechinsing. [Appar. for "chinch, < ME. *chinchen chionomorph (ki-on'o-morf), n.

(which appears in chincliing-iron for chinsing- Chionomorphw ; a sheathbill.

iron); an assibilated form of chink^, v., 2.] Chionomorphae (ki-o-no-mor'fe),
Naut., to calk temporarily, as the seams of a '

ship, by forcing in the oakum with a chisel or

the point of a knife.

The ends and edges are chinsed or lightly caulked.
Thearle, Naval Architecture, § 230.

pi. [NL,
(Coues and'Kidder, 1876), < Chionis 4- Gr. /lop-

chinsing-iron (chin'sing-i"ern), m. [Earlier

chinclnug-iron, ME. chynchynge-yron ; < *chinch-

ing, chinsing, verbal n. of "chinch, chinse, +
iron.'] An edged tool or chisel used to chinse

the seams of a vessel.

chin-strap (chin'strap), TO. In saddlery, a strap

connecting the throat-strap and nose-band of

a halter. E. JI. Knight.
Chinkapins have a taste something like a chestnut, and cMntt, '». An obsolete form of chintz^.

grow in a husk or bur, being of the same sort of sub- diiiitKl chintS (chints), TO. [Formerly also
stance, but not so big as.an acorn. Ihey grow upon large

g,„„f_ <'Hiiid. chhint, chiAtz, also cAA«= Beng.
bushes, some about as high as the common apple trees in

England, and either in the high or low, but always bar-

ren ground. Beverley, Virginia, ii. H 14.

chink-bug (chingk'bug), n. A corrupt form of

chinch-bug.

chinkerst (ching'kerz), n.pl. [< chink^ + -cr^ -t-

-sl. Cf . chink^, n., 2.] Coins ; money. [Slang.]

Are men like us to be entrapped and sold

And see no money down. Sir Hurly-Burly? . . .

So let us see your chinkers.

Sir II. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, II., iii. 1.

chinking (ching'king), n. [Verbal n. of chink^,

u.] 1. The process of filling the interstices

between the logs of log houses preparatory to

plastering them over with clay. The double
process is known as chinking and daubing.— 2.

The material used for filling chinks.

The interstices of the log wall were "chinked,
chinking being large chips and small slabs . . . and the

daubing yellow clay. Carlton, The New Purchase, I. 61

chinky (ching'ki), o. [< chink^ + -^1.]

of chinks or fissures; gaping; opening in clefts

or crevices.

Plaister thou the chinky hives with clay.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 63.

chinned (chind), a. [< chin + -cd!^.'] Having a
chin of the kind specified : as, double-c/i JKnecJ.

Like a faire yong prince,
First downe chinned. Chapman, Iliad, xxiv. .S07.

chinoidine (ki-noi'din), n. [< NL. china, var. of

quina (see quinine), + -oid + -ine'^.J An amor-
phous dark-brown brittle substance, obtained
m the manufacture of quinine by precipitating

the brown mother-liquors with ammonia, and

chhit, chintz, a spot (cerebral t), > D. sits, 6.

zitz, chintz ; cf. Hind, chitra, spotted, also

chintz,< Skt. chitra, spotted, variegated, bright,

< y/ chit, perceive, look at. Cf. chetah.'] Cot-

ton cloth printed svith flowers or other patterns

in different colors, and now generally glazed.
Its production was formerly confinea to the East Indies,

but it is now largely manufactured in Europe, especially

in Great Britain, where the glazed kind is also frequently

called /umiture-print, from its extensive use in covering

furniture, etc.

Let a charming chintz and Brussels lace

Wrap my cold limbs, and shade my lifeless face.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 248.

Chintz braid, a cotton galloon printed with a small pat-

tern in colors.— Chintz style. Same as madder style

(which see, \nider madder).

chintz^ (chints), n. A corruption of chinch^,

l^^ chin-'whelk, chin--welk (chin'hwelk, -welk), «.

Same as sycosis.

^",'i Ohiococca (ki-o-kok'jl), n. [NL., prop. *C;8io-

nococca (a translation of E. snowberry, q. v.), <

Gr. jt-iuv, snow (see chimera), + KoKKog, a beny;
in allusion to the white color of the berries.]

A genus of tropical plants, natural order liulria-

cece, consisting of small, often climbing shrubs,

natives of America, with funnel-shaped yellow-

ish flowers. The fruit is a white berry with two seeds.

The plants jjossess purgative and emetic properties, and
the root of C. racemosa, known as cahinca-root, has been
of rejiute as a diuretic.

chiolite (ki'o-Ut), «. [< Gr. x_'"'^, snow, + 'Aidoc,

stone.] A rare fluorid of aluminium and sodium,
occurring in snow-white tetragonal crystals

near Miask, in the government of Ufa, Russia.

consisting chiefly of the remaining amorphotis Chion (ki'on), n. [NL., < Gr. x^^^y snow: see

alkaloids. It is used as a substitute for quinine, chimera, hiemal, etc.] A genus of longicom

fr/, form.] The sheathbills, or Chionididw, as

a superfamily of birds.

chionomorphic (ki-6-no-m6r'fik), o. [< Chio-

nomorphw -H -ic.) Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Chivnomorphce.
chipl (chip), V.

;
pret. and pp. chipped, ppr.

chipping. [< ME. chippen, chyppen, cut into

small pieces (not in AS.) (= D. kippen, pick
out, hatch, MD. strike, knock, cut (> G. kippen,

clip money), = MLG. kippen, hatch out, = OSw.
kippa, chop), derived with reg. vowel-change
from chop^ ; but the forms and senses are partly

mixed with those of other verbs : see chop^ and
chip^, >(.] I. trans. 1. To cut into small pieces

or chips ; diminish or disfigure by cutting away
a little at a time or in small pieces ; hack
away. See chipping.

Chyppe the breed at ones, for our gestes be come.
Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), ii. 71.

There are two doors, and to each a single chipped and
battered marble step. O. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 3.

2. In poker, faro, and other games at cards, to

bet; lay a wager: as, to chip five dollars (that

is, to stake chips representing five dollars).

II. intrans. 1. To break or fly off in small

pieces, as the glazing in pottery.— 2. In poker,

to bet a chip: as, I chip.— Sf. To carp; gibe;

sneer.
In wordys men weren never so wyce
As now, to chyppe at wordys of reson.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 36, fol. 33. (Halliwell.)

To chip In, to put in chips, as into the pool in gambling

;

hence, to contribute ; supply one's share or part : as, they
aW chipped in io hny \i. [Slang.]

chipl (chip), TO. [< ME. chip, chippe, chyppe, a
chip (AS. cyp, cypp, a stock, post (L. stipes),

occurring in glosses, is a different word, < L.

cippus : see cippus) ; from the verb.] 1. A small

fragment of wood, stone, or other substance,

separated from a body by a blow of an instru-

ment, particularly a cutting instrument, as an
ax, an adz, or a eliisel.

Full ofte he heweth up so highe.

Tat chippcs fallen in his eye.

Goicer, Conf. Amant., I. 106.

2. Wood, coarse straw, palm-leaves, or similar

material split into thin slips and made by weav-
ing into hats and bonnets.

The ladies weai- jackets and petticoats of brown linen,

and chip hats. Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.
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3. Anything dried up and deprived of strength

and character.

He was ... a chip, weak water-gruel, a tanie rabbit.

Colman the Youiifjer, Poor Gentleman, iii. 1.

Specifically— 4. The dried dung of the Ameri-
can bison; a buffalo-chip. [CoUoq.]— 5. Naut.,

the quadrant-shaped piece of wood attached to

the end of the log-line. See log.

Had it not been for the sea frmn aft which sent the chip
home, and threw her continually olf her course, the log

would have sliown her to have been going somewhat faster.

R. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 388.

6. One of the small disks or counters used in

poker and some other games at cards, usually

of ivory or bone, marked to represent various
sums of money.— 7. A carpenter: commonly
in the plural. [Naut. slang.]— 8. A small
wedge-shaped piece of ivory used in rough-tun-
ing a piano—A chip of the old block, a familiar
phrase applied to a child or an adult wlio, either in person
or in disposition and character, resembles his father.

** Yes, yes, Chuffey ; Jonas is a chip of the old block.

It's a very old block now, Chuffey," said the old man.
Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xviii.

chip'^ (chip), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. chipped, ppr.

chipping, [Imitative; ef. cheep, and see chip^,

»., chip-bird, chipper^, v., chipmunk, etc.] To
utter a short, dry, crisp sound, as a bird or a
bat; cheep; chirp.

chip- (chip), «. l<chip^,v.'\ The cry of the bat.

chip-az (chip'aks), n. A small a.K used to chip
a block or timber to nearly the shape to which
it is to be dressed.

chip-bird (chip'b^rd), ». A popular name of

the Spizeila socialis or domestica, a small frin-

gUline bird of North America, very common and
familiar in most parts of the United States. It

is abi>ut 6 inches long, has a reddish cap, streaked back,
and plain grayish under parts; builds a neat hair-lined

nest in bushes, and lays greenish eggs with dark spots.

Also called hair-bird, chippinff-bird, chipping-sparrou',

and chippy.

chip-breaker (ehlp'bra'k^r), n. 1. A metal
plate placed at the front of the bit of a
carpenters' plane, to bend up the chip and
prevent the splitting of the board.— 2. In a
matching-machine, a piece fastened to the side
cutter-head frame, to break off the chips and
thus prevent the edge of the board from split-

ting.

chip-chop'^ (chip'chop), o. [Reduplication of
cAoj^l.] Broken; unmusical. [Rare.]

Th« sweet Italian and tfie chijt-chop Dutch.
John Taylor.

chip-chop2 (chip'chop), n. [Imitative of the
bird's note; cf. chip^, cheep, and chiff-chaff.'] A
niiiiif of the chiff-chaff. Montagu.
chipmonk, ». Same as chipmunk.
chipmunk, chipmuck (chip'mungk, -muk), n.

[Also written
chijimitk; said
to be of Amer.
Ind. origin, and
appar. orig. ., ^_^^. ,. jj_
imitative. Cf

.

.'' ^ES^^^ 11 ^B i

ehip^, etc.] A ' ^BX^^LJ JH i

name of the
hackee or chip-
ping-squirrel of

the United
States, Tamias
striatiut, and of
other species
of the genus
Tamias (which see). The common chipmunk is a
small striped si)ecies, alMuit 6 inches long, with the tail 4

inches; it is rt-ddish-brown in the upper parts, and has
two white striiM-s and four black ones on the sides. It is

abundant in eastern North America, an<l furnishes a con-
necting link in-tween the arboreal squirrels proper and
the ground-squirrels or spermophiles.

chipperl (chip'tr), n. [< f/iipl + -crl. Cf. chop-
;/fi'.] One who or that which chips or cuts.

Ye must haue thre pantry knyues, one knyfe to square
trenchoitr loues, an otlier to be a chyppcrc.

Babeex Itmk (E. E. T. S.), p. 286.

chipper^ (chip'^r),-?'. i. [E. dial., freq. of chip^,

q. v.] To chip; chirp; chirrup.

chipper'* (chip'er), a. [Assibilated form of E.
dial, kipper, lively, brisk: see kipper"^.] Ac-
tive; cheerful; lively; brisk; pert. [Colloq.,

U. 8.]

lie turned up at last all alive, and chipper as a skunk-
blaikliird. //. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 37.

chipping (chip'ing), n. [< ME. chippinge; ver-
bal n. of chip*.] 1. The act of cutting or knock-
ing off in small pieces, it is an oiwration frequent-
ly resorted U} with cast-iron when it is taken from the
mold, in order to remove the dark rind cjr outside crust,
which is harder than the rest anri would destroy the file.

The operation is performed with the chipping-chiseL

Chipmunk {Tamias rtriafus).
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2. The ilying or breaking off in small pieces
of the edges of pottery and porcelain.— 3. A
chip ; a piece cut off or separated by a cutting
or engraving instrument or by a blow; a frag-
ment.

They dung their land with the chippings of a sort of soft
stone. Mortimer, Husbandry.

chipping-bird (chip'ing-b6rd), «. Sameascfcj)-
bird.

chipping-chisel (chip'ing-chiz"el), n. The
chisel employed in the operation of chipping

;

a cold-chisel having a face somewhat convex,
and an angle of about 80°. See chipping, 1.

chipping-machine (chip'ing-ma-shen"), n. A
planing-machine used for cutting dyewoods
into chips. E. H. Knight.

chipping-piece (ehip'ing-pes), n. In founding

:

(a) An elevated cast or forged surface, afford-
ing surplus metal for reduction by the tools.

(b) The projecting piece of iron cast on the
face of a piece of iron framing, when intended
to be rested against another piece.

chipping-sparrow (ohip'uig-spar"6), n. Same
as chip-bird.

chipping-sauirrel (chip'ing-skwur"el), «. Same
as chipmunk.
chipping-up (chip'ing-up'), n. The process of
rough-tuning a piano with a chip.
chippyl (chip'i), «. l< chipl + -yl.] Abound-
ing in chips

;
produced by chips.

Here my chilled veins are warmed by chippy fires.

Savage, The Wanderer, i.

Chippy2(chip'i),n.; pi. chippies (-iz). [< chip^ +
dim. -I/.] 1. A familiar name of the chip-bird.

—

2.A female gamin; a young prostitute. [Slang.]
Chir (chfer), ». [E. Ind.] The Pinuslongifolia,a,
large pine-tree of the northwestern Himalayas.
The wood is not durable ; but the tree yields a larger
amount of resin than any other of the Himalayan pines.

The chir, or three-leaved Himalayan pine.
Eruyc. Brit., XIV. 155.

chir-. See chiro-.

chira (che'rft), «. Same as chiru.

Chiracanthus (ki-ra-kan'thus), «. [NL., < Gr.

Xt'p, the hand, + oKavda, a thorn.] 1. A genus
of fossil ganoid fishes of the Devonian or Old
Red Sandstone formation, covered with small
brightly enameled scales, and having all its

fins armed with defensive spines. It abounds
at Gamrie, in Banffshire, Scotland, and other
localities in Great Britain.— 2. A genus of ne-
matoid worms or threadworms, entirely cov-
ered with spines. C hispidum is an example.
.Also Cheiracanthus.

chiragon (ki'ra-gon), n. [< Gr. x^'v^ the hand,
+ ayuv, ppr. of hyeiv, lead, drive : see act, m.]

A writing-machine for the blind; acecograph.
E. II. Knight.

chiragra (ki-rag'ra or ki'ra-gra), n. [< L. chi-

ragra, < Gr. x^'P^ypa, ^ X^'Pt tlie hand, -I- aypa,

seizure. Cf. podagra.] Gout in the hand.

chiragric, chiragrical (ki-rag'rik, -ri-kal), a.

[< L. chiragricus, < Gr. *xnpayi>i'<Ai, < X^P'^yp"-!
chiragra.] I'crtaining to or having gout in

the hand; of the nature of chiragra.

Ohiranthodendreae (ki-ran-tho-den'drf-e), n.

pi. [NL., < Chiranthodendron (< Gr. ;ff/p, hand,
-f- &mo^, flower, + ihSpov, tree) + -ece.] An order
of polypetalous dicotyledonous plants, some-
what anomalous in its characters, and inter-

mediate between the guttiferal and malval
groups of orders. It includes two monotypic
genera, Fremontia, of California, and Chiran-
thodendron, the hand-flower tree of Mexico.

chiravari (cliir-a-var'i), n. See charivari.

chirchet, " A Middle English form of church,

Chirella (ki-rel'a'), n. [NL., < Gr. x"P) the
liand.] The typical genus of C'AtrefKdtE. Len-
denfcld.

Chirellidae (ki-rel'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Chirella

+ -ida'.] A family of sponges, named by Len-
denfeld from the genus Chirella : same as Spi-

rastrrllidfe of Ridley and Dendy.
chiretta (ehi-ret'ii), «. [Hind, chirdetd, chiraita,

a species of gentian, and the bitter derived from
it.] An East Indian bitter derived from the

dried stems of Ophelia Chirata, a gentianaceous
plant from the north of India. It is very similar in

Its properties to gentian, and is used medicinally for sim-

ilar purposes, especially in India, where it is much valued.
Several other species of Ophelia and allied genera are
known in India by the same name and have the same
virtues.

chirid (ki'rid), «. A fish of the family Chirida;.

Chiridae (ki'ri-de), «. pi. [NL., < CMrus + -idw.]

A family of acanthopterygian fishes, exempli-
fied by the genus Chirtts, to which different

limits have been assigned by ichthyologists. In

Chirocentrus

Gill's system it includes those Cottoidea which have the
dorsal elongated, consisting of nearly equal acanthopter-
ous and arthropterous portions, a long anal (about equal
to the arthropterous dorsal), well-developed thoracic ven-
trals, compressed head, lateral eyes, branchial apertures
extensive, but with the membranes more or less united,
an antrorsiform compressed body, and a moderate num-
ber of vertebrfe.

Chiridota (ki-ri-do'ta), n. [NL.] Same as
Chiroduta. Wiegmann" 1836.

chiriet, "• A Middle English form of cherry^.
chirimoya, n. Same as cherimoyer,
Chirinae (ki-ri'ne), «. pi. [NL., < Chirus +
-inw.] A subfamily of Chiridte, typified by the
genus Chirus, with the anal spines obsolete or
reduced to one, the head blunt forward, and
the preopercle entire.

chirklf (oherk), V. i. [< ME. chirken (in the
second sense with a var. chirpen, > mod. E.
chirp^), appar. regarded as directly imitative (=
G. dial, zirken, schirken, chirp), but in form a
variant of charken {cherken, chorken, E. dial.

chark), creak, < AS. cearcian, creak, crack, me-
tathesis of cracian, > E. crack : see chark^,
crack, and cf . chirp^, chirm, chirr.] If. To creak

;

shriek; groan.

Al ful of chirkyng was that sory place.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 1146.

2. To make a noise, as a bird; chirp.

And kiste hire swete and chirketh [var. chirteth] as a
sparwe. Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 96.

Also spelled cherk.

chirk^ (ch6rk), V. i. [Origin uncertain; per-
liaps a var. of chirp ; cf. chirk^, v. Cf. chirp^.]
To be or become cheerful. [Colloq., New Eng.]
—To chirk up, to cheer up.

chirk'^ (cherk), a. Lively; cheerful; pert; in
good spirits. [Colloq., New Eng.]
She was just as chirk and chipper as a wren, a-wearin'

her little sun-bunnet, and goin' a-huckleberryin'.
//. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 34.

chirm (cherm), V. [Also charm (see charnfi),
formerly written cherm, churm, < ME. chirmen,
< AS. cirman, cyrman (= MD. MLG. kermen,
karmen), cry out, shout, make a loud noise ; cf

.

cirm, cyrm, clamor, noise. See cliarm^, and
cf. chirk^, ehirp^,Siud chirr.] I, intrans. 1. To
chirp as a bird.

The bird chirms as it is whistled to.

Wodroephe, Fr. and Eng. Grammar (1623), p. 505.

Now listening to the chirming of the birds.

W. W. Story, He and She, p. 1.

2. To emit a mournful soimd, as birds collected
together before a storm.

II. trans. To utter as with a chirp.

chiirm (chferm), re. [Also charm, formerly writ-
ten cherm, churm, < ME. chirm, chyrm, < AS.
cirm, cyrm, clamor, noise: see the verb.] If.

Clamor ; confused noise.
The chumie of a thousand taunts and reproaches.

Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 186.

2. Specifically, the mournful sound emitted be-
fore a storm by birds collected together.

chiro-, cheiro-. [L., NL., etc., chiro-, before a
vowel chir-, NL. sometimes less prop, cheiro-, <

Gr. x^ipo-, before a vowel x^'P-j combining form
of x^'P = OL. hir, the hand.] An element in

some words of Greek origin, meaning ' hand,'
'the hand.'

Chirocentri (ki-ro-sen'tri), re. pi. [NL., pi. of

Chirocentrus.] A group of malaeopterygian
fishes: same as Chirocentridw.

chirocentrid (ki-ro-sen'trid), n. A fish of the
family Cliirocentrid(B.

Chirocentridae (M-ro-sen'tri-de), re. pi. [NL.,
< Chirocentrus + -idee.] A family of malaeop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Chirocen-

trus, The body la covered with thin deciduous scales

;

the margin of the upper jaw is formed by the intennaxil-
laries mesially, and by the maxillaries laterally (Iwth
bones being firmly united by juxtaposition) ; the opercular
apparatus is complete ; the dorsal tin belongs to the cau-
dal portion of the vertebral colunni ; the intestine is short,

the nincniis iiu-mbriine forming a spiral fold ; and there
are no jiyloric apiit-iHlages. Also Chirocentri.

Chirocentrodon (ki-ro-sen'tro-don), re. [NL.]
A genus of fishes founded by'Giinther in 1868.

Chirocentroid (ki-ro-sen'troid), a. and n. [<

Chirocentrus + -oiil.] I. a. Pertaining to or

resembling the Chirocentridce.

II. re. A chirocentrid.

Chirocentroidei (ki-ro-sen-troi'de-i), re. pi.

[NL. (Bleeker, 1859), < Chirocentrus + -oidei.]

In Bleeker's system, a family of the herring or-

der, associated with two others in a tribe called

I'seudoclupeini: same as Chirocentridce.

Chirocentrus (ki-ro-sen'trus), n. [NL., < Gr.

xeip, hand, + nevrp'ov, spine, center.] A genus
of fishes, typical of the family Chirocentridce.

It is so named from a lanceolate process of the pectoral

fin. C. dorab, the only species known, is a large her-



Chirocentms
ring-like fish occurring in tlie Indian ocean and eastwai'd
to Japanese waters,

Ohirocephalus (M-ro-sefa-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.
xcip, hand, + Ksij>a?.r/, head.] Same as Bran-
ch ipus.

Ohlrocolas (ki-rok'6-lus), n. [NL. (Wagler), <

Gr. x^'P< hand, + koao^, docked, curtal.] A ge-
nus of Brazilian lizards, having the hind feet

5-toed, and the fore feet 4-toed with a rudimen-
tary thumb. C.i7}ibricatus is an example. It is synony-
mous with Ileterodactylus, and belongs to the family
Teiidfg, though sometimes made type of a family Chi-
rocolidie,

Chirodota (Id-rod'o-ta), «. [NL. (Esehscholtz,
1829).] A genus of apneumonous or apodous
holothurians, of the family Synaptidw, having
the skin studded with rows of small tubercles
bearing calcareous wheel-shaped bodies. C.

violacea is an example. Also Chiridota.

chirogale (M'ro-gal), n. An animal of the genus
Chiroijaleus.

Chirogaleus (M-ro-ga'le-us), n. [NL. (Com-
merson), < Gr. ;i:f/p, hand, -I- yaXhi, yakij, a wea-
sel, yaM6i, a kind of shark.] A genus of lemurs.

Brown Mouse-lemur i,Chirogaleus ntitit).

including the small species known as dwarf
makis or mouse-lemurs. C. milii is the brown
mouse-lemur of Madagascar.
Chirogidae (ki-roj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chirox
(Vhirog-) + -idai.'\ A family of extinct mar-
supial animals, typified by the genus Chirox.
They were of small size, and had in the upperjaw on each
side about 3 quadrituberculate or trituberculate premo-
lars and 2 molars with many tubercles in two or three
imperfect longitudinal rows. Only one species has been
described, from the latest Cretaceous or Puerco beds of
New Mexico.

chirognomic (ki-rog-nom'ik), a. [< chirognomy
+ -Jc] Pertaining to or derived from chirog-
nomy.
chirognomy (ki-rog'no-mi), n. [< Gr. ;feip, hand,
+ yvufij), understanding: see gnome. '\ A so-
called art or science which professes to judge
of mental character from the form and mark-
ings or lines of the hand; palmistry. = Syn. Chi-
rognomy, Chiromancy. These are technically two depart-
ments of palmistry : the former is the pretended art or
science of determining an individual's character from the
hand, the latter the attempt to foretell from the appear-
ance of the hand what is lijcely to befall one.

chirograph (ki'ro-graf ), n. [= F. ehirographe
= Sp. quiriigrafo'— Pg. cMrographo = It. ehiro-
grafo, < L. chirographus (-um, -on), < Gr. x^ipd-
ypa^C, m., also x^'P^YP'^'fov, neut., a handwrit-
ing, a deed or bond, prop, adj., written with
the hand, < x'^'P, hand, -t- ypdtpciv, write.] A
deed which, requiring a counterpart, was en-
grossed twice on the same piece of parchment
with a space between, in which was written a
word or words, or the capital letters of the al-

phabet, through which the parchment was out
and one part given to each party, so that the
correspondence of the two might be easily
shown. This practice was retained in England for the
forms of agreement called fines of land until such agree-
ments were a)>oIished, in 1833.

cMrographer (ki-rog'ra-f6r), n. [< chirography
+ -erl.] X. One who exercises or professes the
art or business of writing; a writer; a tran-
scriber.

ITiua paaseth it from this office to the chirofjrapher's, to
be engrossed. Bacon, Office of Alienation.

2. One who tells fortunes by examining the
hand. Also chirographigt CMrographer of fines,
in old Ewj. law, an officer in the Common Pleas who en-
grossed fines iil land. See chirof/raph.

chirographic, chirographical (kJ-ro-graf 'ik,
-i-kal), a. [< chirography + -de, -ieal^ Pertain-
ing to chirography.
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chirographist (ki-rog'rarfist), «. [< chirography
+ -ist.'\ Same as chirographer, 2.

Let the chirographists behold his palm.
Arbuihnot, Pope.

chirographosophic (ki-ro-graf-o-sof'ik), n. [<
Gr. x^'po}P"-<l>o^t handwriting (see chirograph),
+ mcfidg, wise, + -ic. ] An expert in chirography

;

a judge of handwriting. Kingsley, [Bare.]
chirography (ki-rog'ra-fi), n. [= Sp. quiro-
grtifia = Pg. chirographia, < Gr. as if *x"po-
ypafia, < x^V"}'P<'<P<K, handwriting, written with
the hand: see chirograph.'] 1. The art of writ-
ing; handwriting.— 2. A particular or indi-
vidual style of handwriting.— 3. The art of tell-

ing fortunes by examining the hand.
chirogynmast (ki-ro-jim'nast), n. [= F. chiro-
gymnaste, < Gr. ;t;«'p, hand, + yv/imar^f, a gym-
nast.] Any mechanical apparatus for strength-
ening the muscles of the hand for pianoforte-
or organ-playing; especially, a set of rings at-
tached by springs to a cross-bar.

chiroid (ki'roid), a. and n. [< Chirus + -oid.']

I. a. Resembling or related to the genus Chi-
rus; belonging to the family ChiridcB.

H. n. A member of the genus Chirus or fam-
ily Chiridm.

Chirolepis (ki-rol'e-pis), n. [NL. (Agassiz,
1833), <Gr. xi^'^P, hand, + /.fm'f, a scale.] A
genus of fossil ganoid fishes, of the Devonian
or Old Red Sandstone formation, with minute
scales and greatly developed pectoral and ven-
tral fins, generally referred to the family Pa-
kvoniscidce. Also Cheirolepis.

Chirologia (ki-ro-lo'ji-a), n. [NL.] Same as
chiroUigy.

chirological (ki-ro-loj 'i-kal), a. Pertaining to
ehirology.

chirologist (ka-rol'o-jist), n. [< ehirology + -ist.']

One who communicates thoughts by signs made
with the hands and fingers.

ehirology (ki-rol'o-ji), «. [= F. chirologie =
Sp. qiiirologia = t*g. chirologia, < NL. chirolo-

gia,< Gr. x^'P, hand, -I- -'/Myia,^ /.eynv, speak: see
-ology.'] The art or practice of using the manual
alphabet—that is, of communicating thoughts
by signs made with the hands and fingers, as
by deaf-mutes. See deaf-mute. Also chirologia.

chiromachyt (ki-rom'a-ki), n. [< Gr. X'/^P"-
fiaxia, hand-labor (lit. hand-fighting), < x<:'po-

/icixog, fighting with the hand, < x<:'P, hand, -I-

ftdxv, figlit.] A hand-to-hand fight. Gauden.
[Rare.]

chiromancer (ki'ro-man-s6r), «. [< chiromancy
+ -«•!.] One who attempts to foretell future
events, or to tell the fortunes and dispositions
of persons, by inspecting their hands. Also chi-

romant, chiromantist.

The practical cheiromancer wields a power the subtlest
and, be it added, the most dangerous of which the world
has heard. N. and Q., 6th ser., XII. 528.

chiromancy (ki'ro-man-si), n. [< F. chiroman-
cic = Sp. quiromancia = Pg. chiromancia = It.

chiromanzia, < Gr. x^'Pt hand, + /lavreia, divina-
tion. Ct. chiromatit.'] Divinationby the hand;
the art or practice of attempting to foretell

the future of a person by inspecting the lines
and lineaments of his hand; palmistry prac-
tised with reference to the future ; also, pal-
mistry in general.
The thumb, in chiromancy, we give Venus.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

Chiroinnncy traces in the markings of the palm a line
of fortune and a line of life, finds proof of melancholy in

the intersections on the saturnine mount, presages sorrow
and death from black spots in the finger-nails, and at last,

having exhausted the powers of this childish symbolism,
it completes its system by details of which the absurdity
is no lo]iger relieved by even an ideal sense.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, 1. 113,

= Syn. Chiromancy, Chirof;nomy. i^ee chirognomy.

chiromant (ki'ro-mant), n. [< Gr. ;tff/nouavr(f,

< x^'P< hand, + fidvnc, divination.] Same as
chiromancer.

chiromantic, chiromantical (ki-ro-man'tik.
-ti-kal), «. [As chiromant -t- -ic, -ical.'\ Per-
taining to, of the nature of, or practising chiro-
mancy, or divination by the hand.
With what equity chiromantical conjecturers decry

these decu,ssations in the lines and mounts of the hand !

Sir T. Brou'iW; Garden of Cyrus,

chiromantist (ki'ro-man-tist), n. [As chiro-

mant + -ist.'] Same as chiromancer.

Chiromeles (Id-ro-me'lez), n. [NL., < Gr. x"P,
hand, + L. meles, a badger.] A remarkable
genus of molossoid bats, containing one Indo-
Malayan species, C. torquatuji, of large size,

having a nearly naked body, a large gnlar pouch
secretingan offensive sebaceous stibstance, and
singular cutaneous nursing-pouches containing

chiroplast

the mammee. The dental foi-mula is 1 incisor, 1 canine,
and 3 molars in each half jaw ; and 1 premolar in each
half upper and 2 premolars in each half under jaw.

Chiromyida (ki-ro-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chi-
romys + -idm.] A family of lemuroid quad-
rupeds or Prosimia; represented by the genus
Chiromys : in current usage, but a synonym of
Dawbentoniidce (which see). Also Chiromydw,
Chiromydidce, Cheirgmyidie.

Chiromyinl (M'ro-mi-i'ni), n. pi. [NL., < Chi-
romys + -ini.'] A group of lemuroid quadru-
peds, corresponding to the family Chiromyidw.
Chiromys (ki'ro-mis), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800),
< Gr. xf'P, hand, + /«f = E. mouse.] The
typical and only genus of the family Chiro-
myidce, containing the aye-aye (which see). It
is the current name of the genus, but is a syno-
nym of the prior Da uben tonia. Also Cheiromys.
Chironectes (ki-ro-nek'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. x^^'^P,

hand, -t- v/'/kt/j^, a swimmer, < viixeiv, swim.] i.
A genus of marsupial mammals, of the family
Didelphyidce, containing the yapok or water-
opossum of South America, C. variegatus or C.
yapok. linger, 1811.— 2. A genus of pedicu-
late fishes: same as Antennarius. Cuvier, 1817.
Also Cheironectes.

Chironectidae (kj-ro-nek'ti-de), «. pi. [NL., <
Chironectes, 2, -I- -idw.] A family of pediculat*
fishes, typified by the genus Chironectes: sy-
nonymous with Antetmariidw. Swainson, 1839.
chironomer (ki-ron'o-mer), n. [< chironomy +
-cj'l.] A teacher of chironomy or gesticula-
tion.

chironomic (ki-ro-nom'ik), a. [< chironomy -t-

-ic. ] Relating to chironomy or the art of ges-
ticulation.

Chironomidae (ki-ro-nom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Chironomus -¥ -id<c.] A family of nemocerous
dipterous insects, typified by the genus Chiro-
nomus. They resemble gnats, and the group is sometimes
called Culici/ormes. The larvse live in water, moist earth,
and rotten wood, and have four tracheal vesicles and a cir-
clet of anal setae. There are many genera anti about 800
species. They have no ocelli ; the antenna; are plumose,
especially in the males ; there is no transverse thoracic
suture ; and the costal vein ends near the tip of the wing.
They greatly resemble mosquitoes, but as a rule do not
bite. They may be observed in early spring in swarms
often of immense extent,

Chironomus (ki-ron'o-mus), n. [NL. (Meigen),
so called in allusion to the symmetrical manner

in which
these insects
spread out
their feet
when they
are at rest;
< Gr. ;f«/M)-

vdfioc, one
who moves
the hands
in gesticula-
tion : see chi-

ronomy.] An
extensive
genus of dip-
terous in-

sects, for-

merly refer-

red to the
family Tipu-
lid(e, or
crane - flies,

but now
forming the
type of the

family Chironomida: The species frequent marshy
places and resemlile gnats. The blood-worm, used for
bait, is the larva of C. plumosus. C oceanus is a common
New England species. Also Cheironomun.

chironomy (M-ron'o-mi), n. [= F. chironomie
= Sp. quironomia = Pg. chironomia, < L. chiro-
nomia, < Gr. x^'povo/iia, gesticulation, panto-
mime, < jfE'pojxi/ioc, one wno moves his hands
in gesticulation, < x^'P, hand, -I- vi/iew, man-
age, use: see nome.] 1. The science which
treats of the rules of pantomimic gesticulation
or of significant gesture. Specifically— 2. The
art of indicating a melody to a choir by mo-
tions of the hands, instead of by printed or
written notes. This method of conducting was
common in the early Western Church.
chironym (ki'ro-nim), 11. [< Gr. x'''P, hand, +
oTO/xa, firiy/a, name : see OMi/m.] A manuscript-
name of an animal or of a plant: an unpub-
lished name. Coues, The Auk, I. 321. [Rare.]
chiroplase (ki'ro-plaz), n. Same as chiroplast.

chiroplast (ki'ro-plast), «. [< Gr. xi'ip, hand,
-t- T^/.anToi;, verbal adj. of T7?Maaeiv, form. Cf.
XsipdvhxaTo;, formed by hand.] An apparatus

Midge ^Chironomus fil»mosus,. (Vertical
litie shows natural size,)



chiroplast

invented by J. B. Logier in London, about 1810,

for training the hands of beginners in piano-
forte-playing. It consisted of complex arrangements
to sustain and guide the wrist and the lingers. A simpli-

fication of the machine, invented by Kalkbrenner in 1818,

is still in <x;casional use.

chiropod (ki'ro-pod), «. [< NL. 'Chiropus, pi.

Chiropoda, < (rr. x^'Pt hand, -I- -ov^ (-od-) = K.

foot.'] One of the Chiropoda ; a mammal with
hands, or feet resembling hands.
Chiropoda (M-rop'o-da), «. -pi. [NL., pi. of
'Cliinjptw: see chiropo<l.'\ Hand-footed mam-
mals: a name given by OgUby to an artificial

group of the Mammalia containing those whose
Bmbs terminate in hands, or feet that may be
used as hands. They are divided into Bimana, Quadra-
mana, and Pediniana or ' foot-handed ' animals, such as
gome of the monkeys, the lenmrs, and the opossums. [Not
in use.

)

chiropodist (ki-rop'o-dist), n. [< Gr. xi^'P, hand,
+ -oi(: (-o(i-), = E. foot, + -ist.'\ One who
treats diseases or malformations of the hands
or feet; especially, a surgeon for the feet,

hands, and nails ; a cutter or extractor of corns
and callosities; a corn-doctor.

chiropodous (ki-rop'o-dus), fl. [As chiropod +
-oil.-:. ] Of or pertaining to the Chiropoda ; hav-
ing feet like hands ; hand-footed.
chiropody (ki-rop'o-di), n. [< Gr. x"Pt hand,
+ TTovc: (-od-) = E. foot. Cf. chiropodist.] The
art of treating diseases, callosities, or excres-
cences of the hands and feet.

chiropompholyz (ki-ro-pom'fo-liks), n. [NL.,
< Gr. x^'Pt hand, + tto/kjiSav^, a bubble (blis-

ter), < -o/i<jidc, a blister.] In pathol., a skin-dis-
ease affecting the hands and sometimes the
feet, characterized by itching and burning fol-

lowed by the appearance of vesicles on the iin-

fers and palms. It chiefly affects women, and
as a strong tendency to recur.

chiropter (la-rop't6r), ». A mammal of the or-
der ('liiriij)tera; a bat.

Chiroptera (ki-rop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL. (Blu-
menbaeh, 1799), neut. pi. of chiropterus, wing-
handed: see chiropterous.'i The bats; an order
of inedueabilian placental mammals, having the
fore limbs modified for true flight by the enor-
mous development of the manus or hand, upon
the elongated and divaricated metacar|)al and
phalangeal bones of which a wing-membrane
18 spread out and connected with the sides of
the body and with the hind limbs. The forearm
is also elouxated, and consista of a long, slender, curved
ratlius, with a nulimentary ulna ankylosed at its proximal
end ; the thumb is short and has a claw, which is wanting
on the other digits of the wings ; the hind limbs are pecu-
liarly rotated outward so that the knee is directed back-
ward, and connected together by an interfemoral mem-
brane, which also incloses a part or the whole of the tail,

and is supiiorted in part by a peculiar tarsal process,
the calcar (which is occasionally wanting). The order is

also characterizetl by a discoid deciduate placenta. The
teeth are heterodont and diphyodont, consisting of spe-
cialized incisors, canines, premolars, and molars, 38 or
fewer in numljer; the Iwdy is furry ; the wings are more
or less naked ; the penis pendent ; the testes inguinal or
abdominal ; the mannnx thoracic ; and the cerebral hemi-
?>heres smooth and small, leaving the cerel>ellum exposed,
he Chiroptera are extremely moditled Iiuectivora whose

organization is adapted for flight ; they are among the
most volitant anil aerial of all creatures, being scarcely
able to move except on the wing. Most of the bats are
insectivorous or carnivorous, but some are frugivorous.
The order is divided into the Meqachiruptera or Fruffivora,
and the MicrochinpWra or Animatiaira. The number of
species is about 400, of which those of the microchirop-
teran family Vett/)firtUionui(e constitute considerably more
than one third (alwut 150) : the macrochiropterans, frugiv-
orous bats, or rteropodiiUe, are about 70 in number. The
order is nearly cosmopolitan, l>eing absent only from arc-
tic and antarctic regions, but is most numerously repre-
sented in the tropical regions of both hemispheres; the
fniit-eating bats are not found in America. See baV^.
AI»o Chfin,litem.

chiropteran (ki-rop'te-ran), a. andn. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Chiroptera.

n. n. A chiropter; a bat.

Chiropterous (ki-rop'te-ms), a. [< NL. chirop-
Prii.H, wiug-handed, < Gr. ;tf'P, hand, -I- nrepov,
a vfing, = E. feather. Ct. Chiroptera.'] Wing-
handed, as a bat ; specifically, belonging to the
Chiroptera ; having the characters of a chirop-
ter or bat.

Dr. Q. E. Dobson pointed out that many of the most
characteristic species of the chiropterous fauna of Aus-
tralia have their nearest allies not in the Oriental but in
the Ethiopian region. Science, IV. 261.

Chiropterygian (kl-rop-te-rij'i-an), a. [< chi-
riijitiiriiiiiiiiii + -an.] Of or pertainiog to or of
tile nature of the ehiropterygium.
chiropteryglous (ki-rop-te-rij'i-us), a. [< chi-
ro/ilt ri/iiiiim + -oils.] Same as chiropteryqian

.

chiropteryginm (ki-rop-te-rij'i-um), ». ;
pi. chi-

ropttryyid (-a). [NL., i Gr. ;tei>, hand, +
BTtpvf (irrepvy-), wing (< irrepiv = E. feather),
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+ NL. -ium.] The fore limb or anterior mem-
ber of a vertebrate animal developed in a hand-
like manner, or having the same morphological
elements as a hand: contrasted with ichthyojttc-

ryyiiim.

cmrosophical (ki-ro-sof'i-kal), a. [< chiroso-
phy -(- -icul, ] Pertaining to chirosophy ; chi-
rognomic or chiromantio.
chirosophist (ki-ros'6-fist), n. [< chirosophy +
-ist. Ci. sophist.] One versed in chirosophy

;

a palmist; a chiromancer.
chirosophy (ki-ros'o-fi), n. [< Gr. ;ifip(i(To0of,

skilled with the hands, < x^^P^ hand, -\- aoipog,

wise.] Knowledge of a person's character and
probable future asserted to be derived from in-
spection of the hand ; the so-called science of
palmistry; chirognomy or chiromancy. Also
spelled cheirosophy.

The author seeks to divorce cheirosophy from all asso-
ciation with astrology and other studies of the kind, and
to bring it to the test of truth.

N. and Q., 6th ser., XII. 628.

Chirotes (ki-ro'tez), n. [NL. (Dum^ril and
Bibron) (cf. Gr. x^'P<^oi, verbal adj. of x^'povv,

subdue), < Gr. xf:'P, the hand.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Chirotida. c. canaliculatuD is a
species of subterranean habits, like the other aniphisba;-
noids, about the thickness of the little finger, and 8 or 10
inches long. It is a native of Mexico. Also Cheirotes.

chiroteuthid (ki-ro-tu'thid), «. A cephalopod
of the family Chiroteuthidw.

ChiroteuthidaB (ki-ro-tii'thi-de), «. pi. [NL.,
for * Chirotcuthididce, < Chiroteuthis {-thid-) +
-idee.] A family of teuthidoid decacerous
cephalopods, typified by the genus Chiroteuthis.
They have free anus ; bicrymal sinuses ; a small siphon
destitute of valve or doi-sal bridle, and no nuchal or audi-
tory crests : very elongated clavigerous arms, tipped with
a spoon-shaped organ opening backward and with rows of
singular small suckers ; a swollen bulb on a long pedicel
on the club ; the buccal membrane 7-angled ; and 6 buc-
cal aquiferous openings.

Chiroteuthis (ki-ro-tu'this), n. [NL. (D'Or-
bigny), < Gr. x^iPt hand, + revdif, a squid.] A
genus of cephalopods, typical of the family
Chiroteuthidee.

cMrotheca (ki-ro-the'ka), n.; pi. chirotheca;

(-86). [ML., < Gr. xc'p, hand, + Or/n:;, the case.]
1. The episcopal glove. See ylore,— 2. In or-
mor, a gauntlet, either the early glove of chain-
mail or the later elaborate one of wrought steel.

Chirotidae (ki-rot'i-de), n.j>l. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1840), < Chirotes + -idte.] A family of amphis-
btenoid lizards, characterized by the presence
of a small pair of fore limbs. It is typified by
the genus Chirotes.

chirotony (ki-rot'o-ni), n. [= F. chirotonie, <

Gr. xcipoTovia, an extending of the hands, < x^'-
fidrovoc, stretching out the hands, < x^'Pt hand,
+ Tciveiv, stretch: see tone, tension, etc.] 1. In
Gr. antiq., voting by show of hands.— 2. Im-
position of hands in ordaining priests.

Otairox (ki'roks), n. [NL. (so called from the
cross-shaped fissure of the crowns of the pre-

molar teeth), < Gr. x'h the letter X (a cross), +
pojf (puy-), a cleft, fissure, < prryvivat. (/ 'pay),

break.] A genus of extinct mammals, typical

of the family Chirogidce. E. D. Cope.

cUrp'^ (chferp), V. [< ME. chirpen, chyrpeti (=
G. zirpen, schirpen), chirp, an imitative word, a
variation of chirl-en : see chirk^, and cf. cheep,

chip^, etc. Lengthened forms are chirrup^, ehe-

rup, eheerup^: see these words, and chirr.] I.

intrans. 1. To make a short, sharp, cheery
sound, as is done by small birds and various
insects.

A mocking-bird perching on a chimney-top . . . was car-

olling, whistling, mewing, chirping, screaming, and trill-

ing with the ecstasy of a whole May in his throat.

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 231.

2. To utter inarticulate sounds expressive of
satisfaction or pleasure.

How would he chirp and expand over a muffin I

Lamb, .South-Sea Uouse.

n. trans. To sound or utter in a chirping
manner. [Hare.]

That she might sound
Her Mother's counsels, in whose joyfull ear
She chirps the favor Herod offer'd her.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ill. 182.

Whilst happier birds can spread their nimble wing
From shrubs to cedars, and there chirp and sing,

In choice of raptures, the harmonious story
Of man's redemption and his Maker's glory.

Quarteg, Emblems, v. 10.

chirpl (ch6rp), ». [< chirjA, v.] A short, sharp,
cheerful note, as of certain birds and insects.

I hear a chirp of birds. Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxix.

chirp^ (chferp), V. i. [Cf. chirp^, v., checrujA,

a,nA chirk'^.] To cheer; enliven: kno'wn only
in the present participle.

chimrgery
The chirping and moderate bottle. B. Jonson,

He takes his chirping pint, and cracks his jokes.
Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 358.

chirper (eh6r'p6r), n. A bird or an insect that
chirps ; one who chirps or is cheerful.

The chirper . . . begins his notes in the middle of March.
Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selbome, xvi

chirpingly (chfer'ping-li), adv. In a chirping
manner.
chirpy (ohSr'pi), «. [< cMrp^ + -yl.] Inclined
to cnirp; full of chirping; hence, figuratively,
lively; cheerful; talkative. [CoUoq.]
They were as steady as clocks and chirpy as crickets, in-

dulging in manya jest whenever the attention ofour friends
behind was slackened. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 252.

chirr (cher), V. i. [Also written chirre, churre
(ME. not found, but of. chirk^ and chirp^), <
AS. ceorran, murmur, complain, = OHG. kerran,
cherran, queran, MHG. kerren (strong verb),
cry, murmur, grumble (cf. MD. karien, koeren,
koerien, D. kirren, coo, moan, = late MHG.
G. kirren = Dan. kurre, coo; cf. also MHG.
gerren, gurren, garren, G. girren, coo : deriv.
forms showing imitative variation)

;
prob. orig.

(Teut.) *kersan= 'L. garrire (for *garsire), talk,

chatter (see garrulous); cf. Gr. yijfnig, speech,
Skt. gir, the voice : see call^. From the same
root are chirk^, chirp^, etc.] 1. To murmur or
coo as a pigeon.— 2. To utter a tremulous, rat-
tling sound ; make a shrill jarring noise, such
as that made by the cricket or cicada ; chirp.

The chirring grasshopper. Merrick.

Not a cricket chirr'd, Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcv.

chirmpl (chir'up), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. chirrup-

ed or chirrupt, ppr. chirruping. [A lengthened
form of chirp^. Cf. cherup, eheerup^.] To chirp.

The cricket chirrups in the hearth. Gold8niitk,VicaT, viii.

And whit, whit, whit, in the bush beside me chirrupt the
nightingale. Tennyson, The Grandmother, st. 10.

chirmpl (chir'up), n. [< chirrup^, v.] A chirp.

The sparrow's chirrhp on the roof. Tennyson, Mariana.

chirrup^ (chir'up), v. t. [Same as cheerup\
mixed with chirrup^ = cheerup^.] To quicken,
enliven, or animate, as by making a chirping
sound ; cherup : as, to chirrup one's horses.

chirrupy (chir'up-i), a. iC chirrup^ + -jl.]

Cheerml ; lively ; chirpy.

chirtt (eh6rt), v. t. [Also written chert; cf.

jert,jerk.] To squeeze; press out suddenly.
chirtt (ch6rt), n. [< chirt, v.] 1. A squeeze.— 2. A squirt, or a squeeze through the teeth.

With c we spil the aspiration, turning it into an Italian
chirt; as, charitie, cherrie.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E, E. T. S.), p. 13.

chiru (chir'o), n. [Hind. (Tibetan) chiru.] A
kind of antelope of western Tibet ; a species
of the genus Fantholops. Also ehira.

chirurgeon (ki-rer'jgn), n. [This word, in early
mod. E. also chirurgion, now made to conform,
as to its first syllable, in spelling with the mod.
F. chirurgien, and in spelling and pronunciation
with mod. E. words (as chirography, etc.) hav-
ing the same ult. Gr. element chir-, woiild be
reg. "drurgeon (pron. Bi-r6r'jon), < ME. cirur-
gien, cirurgian, sirurgien (once miswritten eo-

rurgien), < OF. cirurgien, mod. F. (conforming
with the L. spelling) chirurgien = Pr. cirurgien

(after F.) = Sp. cirujano = Pg. cirurgiSo, <

ML. as if "chirurgianus, "cirurgianus (with suf-

fix -anus: see -an, -eon), equiv. to the common
ML. chirurpicus, cirur^icus (> It. cirugico, d-
roico (Flono, Veneroni), a surgeon, now only
adj., chirurgico: see chirurgic), a chirurgeon,
surgeon, prop, adj., < LL. chirurgicus, adj. (<

Gr. jifffpoupyiKiif), surgical (see chirurgic), < L.
chirurgus, ML. also cirurgus, a chirurgeon, sur-

geon, < Gr. xctpovpydc, a chirurgeon, surgeon, an
operating medical man^ prop, adj., working or
doing by hand, practising a handicraft, < x^¥j
the hand, + (pyov, work, *epyeiv, v., work,= E.
work, q. v. The ME. cirurgien, sirurgien, was
more common in the contracted form surgien,

surgen, surjon (AF. cyrogen, sirogen, surigien,

etc.), whence the usual mod. form surgeon: see
surgeon, and of. chirurgery, surgery, chirurgical,

surgical, etc.] A surgeon. [Archaic]
The loss

Of a tooth pulled out by his chirurgion.
Massinger, Believe as you List, i. 2.

chimrgeonly (ki-r6r'jon-li), adv. [< chirurgeon
+ -ly'^.] In the manner of a chirurgeon or sur-

geon. Shak.

chirurgery (ki-rer'je-ri), n. [In mod. use a re-

version (with the initial spelling and pronun-
ciation as in chirurgeon) to the orig. form of

surgery, namely Mfi. 'cirurgerie (found, how-
ever, only in the contracted form surgerie), <



chirurgery

OF. cirurgerie, a rare form (with the term, con-
formed to that of noiins in -erie, E. -ery, as in

popery, etc.) of eiriirgie, sirurgie, later and mod.
P. chirurgie = Pr. cirurgia = Sp. cirugia = Pg.
cirurgia = It. cirugia, now chirurgia = T>. 6.
chirurgie = Dan. kirurgi = 8w. chirurgi (= mod.
E. as if *chirurgy), < LL. chirurgia, ML. also
cirurgia, chirurgery, surgery, in L. a violent
remedy, < Gr. x^'P'"'Py''^t the art or practice of

surgery, any handicraft, a working by hand, <

Xttpovpydc, working by hand, as noun a chirur-

geon, surgeon : see chirurgeon, and cf . surgery
and surgeonry.'] Surgery. [Archaic]
Gynecia having skill in chirurgery, an art in those days

much esteemed. Sir P. Sidney.

The garden and beehive are all her physic and chirur-
gery. Quoted in WcUtoii's Complete Angler, p. 82.

The disease of the nation was organic, and not func-
tional, and the rough chirurgery of war was its only rem-
edy. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 83.

chirurgie (ki-r6r'jik), a. [= F. chirurgique =
Sp. quirdrgico = Pg. cirurgico = It. chirurgico

(formerly eirugico, ciroico, n.), < LL. chirurgi-

cus, ML. also cirurgicus, surgical, < Gr. x^'povp-
yiKdg, of or for surgery or handicraft, surgical,

manual, < x^'P'»'P7^'^> surgery, handicraft: see
chirurgery and chirurgeon, and cf. surgical.'] If.

Manual ; relating to work done by the hand.
Bp. Wilkins.— 2. Surgical. [Archaic]

cMrurgical (ki-rfer'ji-kal), a. [< chirurgie +
-al; = F. chirurgical. Ct. surgical.1 Chirurgie;
surgical: as, "chirurgical lore," Longfellow,
Golden Legend, vi. [Archaic]
Ohiros (M'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. x^'P, the hand.]
A genus of fishes, typical of the family Chirida;

or referred to the Triglidce.

chisel^^, chesil (chiz'el, ehez'il), n. [E. dial.,

also chissel, chessil; < ME. chisel, chesel, chesil,

< AS. ceosel, cysel, cisil (= OD. Icesel, Mjsel, D.
kiezol (in oomp.) = OHG. chisil, MHG. Msel, G.
hiesel= Dan. Sw. kisel (in comp.) ), gravel ; dim.
of simpler form, MHG. Hs, G. kies = Dan. kis,

favel; cf. D. kei, flint, gravel. See c/iessow.]

Gravel.
As sond in the see dothe ebbe and flowe
Hath cheselys many innumerable.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 56.

2. Bran ; coarse flour ; the coarser part of bran
or flour : generally in the plural. [Prov. Eng.
in both senses.]

chisel^ (chiz'el), n. [Early mod. E. also chizel;

< ME. chisel, chysel, chesel, also scheselle, see-

sells, < OF. cisel, F. ciseau = Sp. cincel = Pg.
simel= It. cesello, a chisel ; cf . ML. cisellu-s, for-

ceps, sciselum, a chisel (as if connected with
L. scindere, cut ; so scissors, q. v.), prob. for

'(XBsellus, a dim. form based on L. casus, in

comp. -cisus, pp. of ccedere, cut. Cf. scissors.']

A tool consisting of a blade, commonly flat, but
sometimes coneavoeonvex, having a beveled
or sloping cutting edge at one extremity and a
handle at the other, designed to cut under the
impulse of a blow from a mallet, or under pres-
sure of the hand or in a lathe. In common use it

is a paring, gouging, splitting, or cutting-out instrument,
and in the lathe it performs many different kinds of turn-
ing, according to the shape of the cutting edge. Chisels
are usually named from their shape or use^ as chasing-
chisel, ice-chisel, dental chisel, pruning-chisel, turning-
chisel, etc.

There is such a seeming softness in the limbs as if, not
a chisel had hewn them out of stone, but a pencil had
drawn and stroaked them in oil. Sir H. Wotton.

Boastlng-Cblsel, a broad chisel used to dress roughly
the surface of stone.— Calklng-chlsel, a chisel with a
short bezel, used for closing seams between iron plates.

—

Carving-Chisel, a chisel with an oblique edge, having a
bezel on each sifie.— Chisel in marteline, a boasting-
chisel with steel ptjints, employed in working marble.

—

Cold chisel. See cotd.chisel.— Comer-cMsel, a chisel

with two edges projecting rectangularly from a corner. It

is used for cutting mortise-corners.— Cross-cut chisel, a
chisel with a narrow cutting edge, used to ni:ikc a ^noove
in metal where it is to be broken.—Dental chisel, a
chisel for excavating cavities in teeth or for cutting teeth
to prepare them for filling.— Diamond-point chisel, a
chisel having the corners ground oft obliquely. Ji'. //.

Knight.—Hoe-leg chisel, a chisel with a cror)kcil sliank,

used to smooth the bottoms of grooves.—Drivlng-chlsei,
a chisel having a slope or bezel on each face.— Entering-
chiseL .Same as spoon-chisel. — Mortise-lock chisel, a
chisel of a peculiar shape adapted for pulling out the wood
in making the lioles in door-styles to receive the locks.

—

Round-nosed chisel, in marble-working, a kind of file

the serrated end of which is bent over ; a riftler. It is used
to sink and even the surface of marble.— Spoon-chisel, a
bent chisel with a bezel on each side, used by sculptors.
Also called entering-chisel.

chisel^ (chiz'el), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. chiseled or

chiselledjTipr. chiseling or chiselling. [< chisel^,

n.] 1. 'To cut, pare, gouge, or engrave with a
chisel: as, to chisel marble.
One or two of them [the columns] are none the better

for being new chiselled in modern times.
B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 262.
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2. To make by cutting or engraving with a
chisel: as, to chisel a statue from stone.— 3.

Figuratively, to cut close, as in a bargain;
gouge ; cheat : as, to chisel one out of his share.
[Slang.]

I don't suppose any one ever had lower motives than the
Duchess when she chiselled me about Silverbridge.

A. Trollope, The Prime Minister, xl.

chisel-draft (chiz'el -draft), n. The dressed
edge of a stone, which serves as a guide in cut-

ting the rest.

chiseled, chiselled (chiz'eld), p. a. [Pp. of

chisel, ti.] Worked with a chisel, or as with a
chisel ; clear-cut ; statuesque.

The delicate and chiseled beauty of the student's fea-

tures. Bulwer, Eugene Aram, iii. 17.

chlselmanship (ehiz'el-man-ship), n. The work
of a stone-cutter ; carving. [Rare.]

No climbing plant was permitted to defile this elaborate
piece of chiselmanship. Peacock, Ralf Skirland (1870), i. 86,

chisel-point (chiz'el-point), ?;. A point shaped
like a chisel: as, the chisel-point of a rose-nail.

chisel-shaped (cMz'el-shapt), a. Shaped like

a chisel: m entom., specifically applied to the
mandibleswhen they are curved at the tip and
truncate, with a cutting edge turned inward.
Also called scalpriform.

chisel-tooth (chiz'el-toth), m. The scalpriform
perennial incisor of a rodent : so called because
the cutting edge is beveled sharp like a chisel.

Chisle'U (kis'lii), n. [Heb. Kisleu.] The ninth
month of the sacred year of the Jews, now the
third, answering to parts of November and De-
cember. Also written Cisleu and Kisleu.

chisley (chiz'li), a. [< chiseU -cy^ -2/1-]

Having a sandy and clayey character ; contain-
ing a large admixture of gravel and small peb-
bles: said of soils.

Chismobranchiata (kis-mo-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

i>l.
An erroneous form of Schismobranchiata.

lissel, n. See chisel^.

chitl (chit), n. [< ME. "chit or *chitte (not found
in the sense of ' shoot' or ' sprout'), < AS. cith (=
OS. kidh = OHG. *chidi, *kidi, MHG. Mde, G.

dial, keid), a shoot, sprout, sprig, germ, seed

;

from Teut. V *ki, sprout, germinate : see chine^,

and cf. chit^.'] 1. The germ or embryo of a
seed. See cut under wheat.

The chit or sprit at the root end. Mortimer, Husbandry.

At the other [end of the wheat-berry] is the chit, orgerm,
which contains the germinal principle.

The Century, XXXn. 41.

2t. A pimple ; a wart.

chit^ (chit), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. chitted, ppr. chit-

ting. [< chit^, n. Cf. chick^, v.] To sprout;
shoot, as a seed or plant.

I have known barley chit in seven hours after being
thrown forth. Mortimer, Husbandry.

Chit^ (chit), n. [< ME. chitte, a young animal,
whelp, = LG. kitte = G. kitze, kicze, a kitten;

appar. a dim. of cat^: see cat^, and cf. Mt^,
kitten, killing, and chat^, and cf. L. catulus, a
whelp, dim. of catus, a cat.] If. A young ani-

mal ; a whelp.
There hadde diches the yrchoun [urchin], and nurshede

out litle chittes [L. enutrivit catidos],

Wycli/, Is. xxxiv. 15 (Oxf.).

Specifically— 2+. A young cat; a kitten. E.
Phillips, 1706.— 3. A child or babe ; a pert
young person, especially a girl. [Colloq.]

A squealing chit. Taller, Ko. 89.

My girl moved with so much grace and vivacity, that
my wife could not avoid discovering the pride of her heart,
by assuring me that, though the little chit did it so cleverly,
all the steps were stolen from herself.

Goldsmith, Vicar, ix.

chit^ti n. [Also written chitt, appar. a var. of

rhat^.'] A kind of bird. Archwologia,XI11.3oO.

chit* (chit), n. [Cf. chit^ and chine^.'] An in-

strument for cleaving laths.

chit^t, V. A Middle English contraction of ci^jd-

eth. Chaucer.

chit^, chitty^ (chit, chit'i), ». [Also chitee and
chittah ; < Hind, chitthi, abbrev. chit, Beng. chiti,

etc., a note or letter, also Hind, chitthd, Beng.
child, etc., a memorandum, rough note, or ac-

count.] In the East Indies, China, Japan, etc.,

a note or letter ; a short writing of any kind,

as a letter of recommendation, a note of in-

debtedness, an order, a pass, etc The form
chitty is not in use in China and Japan.

I paid off all my other seiTants; . . . gave them all

chittys or notes describing their virtues and services.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 46.

chitai(che'ti'), n. [Chinese,<c7j!, govern, -I- tai,

a title of respect given to officers.] A Chinese
governor-general or viceroy. See tsung-tuh.

chiton

chital (ehit'al), n. [Anglo-Ind. chittul, < Hind.
chital, spotted, a spotted snake, chital, a spotted
deer. Ct.ehitra.'] 1 . A venomous water-snake
or sea-serpent of the genus Mydrophis, of the
East Indian seas.— 2. The Indian spotted deer,
Axis maculata.

chitarah (chit'a-ra), n. [Turk.] A silk and
cotton fabric manufactured in Turkey. McEl-
rath. Com. Diet.

chit-book (chit'buk), M. In India, and among
foreigners in China, Japan, etc., a memoran-
dum-book in which chits, notes, or parcels sent
by messenger are registered, with a space for
the initials or signature of the receiver as proof
of delivery ; a delivery-book sent with chits.

chit-chat (ohit'ehat), n. [A varied redupl. of
chat^, q. v., imitative of continual talking ; cf.

Hind, kich kich, kach kach, chit-chat, gossip.]
Familiar or careless talk or conversation

;
prat-

tle; gossip.
Nothing can be more unlike than the inflated finical

rhapsodies of .Shaftesbury and the plain, natural chit-chat
of Temple. Lamb, Genteel Style in Writing.

This chit-chat is to yourself only, . . . and must only be
read to Sally, and not spoken of to any body else.

Franklin, Life, p. 428.

The common chit-chat of the town. Tatler, No, 197.

chitin, chitine (ki'tin), «. [< Gr. x'''^^i a tunic,
+ -in^, -!«f'2.] The name given by Odier to the
organic substance which forms the elytra and
integuments of insects and the carapaces of
Crustacea, and which may be obtained by ex-
hausting the wing-eases of May-beetles or
June-bugs with water, alcohol, ether, acetic
acid, and boiling alkalis. The residue retains the
form of the wing-cases. It is solid, transparent, and of
horny aspect. Its composition is regarded as being Cis
II2^,^'2'*10- Also called entomolin.

chi'tinization (ki"ti-ni-za'shon), n. [< *chitinizc

(in chitinizcd) + -ation.] 1. Conversion into
chitin; the act or process of being chitini zed.

—

2. The state of being chitinized ; hardness of

the integuments resulting from the presence of

chitin.

Also spelled chitinisation.

chitinized (ki'ti-nizd), a. [< chitin -I- -ize +
-erf2.] Become chitinous; made into chitin;
hardened by the deposition of chitin; chiti-

nous. Also spelled chitinised.

Those [muscles] of the body and limbs are often attached
by chitinised tendons to the parts which they have to
move. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 223.

chitino-arenaceous (Id'ti-no-ar-e-na'shius), a.

Kesembliug chitin and sand : as, the chiti7io-

arcnaccous test of miliolites.

chitinocalcareous (ki"ti-n6-kal-ka're-n8), o.

Chitinous and chalky ; composed of a substance
resembling chitin mixed with calcareous mat-
ter : said of the tests of some infusorians.

chitinogenous (ki-ti-noj'e-nus), a. [< chitin +
-genons.'] Producing chitin : as, a, chitinogetious

organ.
chitinous (ki'ti-nus), a. [< chitin + -ous."] 1.

Consisting of or having the nature of chitin.

Wlien the chitinous textures of Insects are to be thus
mounted, they must be first softened by steeping in Oil

of Turpentine. iV. B. Carpenter, Slicros., § 210.

2. Containing chitin in greater or less propor-
tion: in the articulate animals, applied to any
definitely hardened part of the integument.
chitlin (chit'lin), m. [For 'chilling, < *chit for
.chaf^ + -ling'^.'i A small piece; a fragment.
Itobb. [Local.]

Chitling (chit'ling), ». Same as chitterling, 1,

Hot corn-pones, with chitlings.

Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad, xlii.

chiton (ki'ton), n. [< Gr. ;):'r<ji', a tunic, prob.

of Eastern origin.] 1. A tunic; a usual gar-

ment of both men and women among the an-
cient Greeks. The chiton was essentially an undergar-
ment, though very fre<iuently the only garment worn, and
was made in widely dirterent styles ; either very short, and
commonly confined at the waist by a belt, or falling in volu-

minous folds to the feet ; and either sleeveless or, especial-

ly after the Persian wars, with short or long sleeves. The
materials used were various, and either plain white or col-

ored and embroidered.

These figures are all draped in a chiton, or tunic, falling

to the feet, and with sleeves as far as the elbows, over
which is a mantle wound round the body,

C. T. Aeicton, Art and ArchEeol., p. 76.

2. InzooL: (a) [cajy.'i [NL.] The typical genus
of the family Chitonidw (which see ). in the older
systems it was used for all the Chitonidcf or J'olyplacopho-

ra, but in recent systems it is restricted to a small group of

species, (b) A member of the genus Chiton or
family Chitonida; Dorian chiton, the form of tunic

typical among branches of the Dorian race, but not confined
to them. In its characteristic f«u-m it was a rectangular
piece of woolen stutf , sleeveless, fjistened on the shoulders
with buckles, usually worn with a belt, more or less open
on the right side, and extending to about the middle of

the thigh. See cut under Artemis.— Ionian Chiton, the



chiton

fonn of tunic typical among the lonians. It was volumi-
nous, usually made of ftne liuen, eitller with or without
sleeves of various form, and fell in numerous folds from
the shoulders to the feet. It was very commonly so lonp
that it was necessary, in order to keep it from trailing on
the ground, to pull it up through a girdle at the waist,

Ionian Chiton.—Tanagra Agurine, Berlin Museum.

or to fold it over toward the outside at the top, so that
a portion hung down from the shoulders to the waist,
forming a double covering. (See diploidio-n.) The Ionian
chiton wa.s the form worn by the women of Athens.

CMtonacea (M-to-na'se-a), n.pl. [NL., < Chi-
ton. 2 (a), + -acea.'] i^ame as Chitonidce.

chitonid (ki'to-nid), n. A gastropod of the fam-
ily ('liH(inid(V.

Oliitomdae (Id-ton'i-de), ». pi. [NL. (IVOr-
bigny, 1837), < Chiton, 2 (a), + -idee.'] A fam-
ily of gastropodous moUusks, the chitons, the
anomalous character of which has caused them
to be classed as a suborder, Polyplacophora,
or as a group of a higher grade, Amphomaa.

Chiron sguanMSUj. Chiton sfinosus.

They differ from all other mollusl^s in having a bilater-

ally symmetrical l)ody covered with a number (in typical
forms »> of separate overlapping plates or valves, thus ex-
hibiting the nearest approach to the vermiform or articu-
lated type of structure. There are no eyes and no tenta-
cles, and tile gills and kidneys are paired. The species are
numerous, and are found all over the world adhering to
rocks like limpets. The leading genera axe Chiton and
Crit/it'fptax. AlfMj called ChitotuKea.

cMtra (ehit'ra), .'i. [Hind., < Skt. chitra, bright,
variegated, spotted, < / chit, look at, notice.
C'f. cltital, chint:^, chetah.] 1. The spotted
hog-deer of India. Al.so spelled chittra.— 2.
[c«/a] [XL.] A genus of turtles, of the family
Triimychidin. C. indica is an enormous spe-
cies, weighing sometimes 240 pounds, found in
the iianges and other rivers.

Chitradae (chit'ra-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chitra,

2, + -«</<€.] In Gray's system of classifica-

tion, a family of soft-shelled tortoises, typified
by the genus Chitra, containing a few southern
Asiatic and African forms usually referred to
Trionychid(C. The margin of the disk is expanded, flex-

ible, and without any bones; the iiead is depressed ; the
eyes are near the enii of the Ijeak ; the skull is oldong
and thin, with a forehead longer than the face ; and the
palate is Hat. IVeferably written Chitridce.

chittack (chit'ak), n. [E. Ind.] An Indian
wiitjht about equal to 1 ounce, 17 pennyweights,
12 grains troy, in the Bengal bazaars, used as
a liquid measure.
cMttagong (chit'a-gong), n. [< Chittngong, a
district and town of eastern India.] A variety
of (liimcHtic fowl, of large size, belonging to the
Malayan tv-po.

- - ,pjjg

I meliaceous
tree of India and Burma. It is close-grained, light-
col. ,r.-d. and elegantly veined, and is much used for cabi-
ni-t-wiirk. Some ottierwoods receive the same name.

chittah (chit'it), n. Same as chit^.

chittam-wood (chit'am-wM), n. The Uhus
cotiiioidrs, a rare tree of northern Alabama,
with soft liglit wood of a ridi orange color.
It is used as material for fences, and yields a
clear orange dye.

.'1 II lll_Y (Vll tJJFV".

chittagone-WOOd (chit'a-gong-wud), n.

wood of ( hir.krasftia tabularis, a fine melia

969

cMtteri (ehit'fer), V. i. [< ME. chiteren, chat-
ter, chirp as a bird, an imitative variation of
chateren, chatter : see chatter, and cf . twitter.']

To chirp ; twitter.

Any swalwe chiterynge on a heme.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 72.

Though he crye to Cryst thanne with kene wiile, I leue
His ledne [voice] be in owre lordes ere lyke a pyes chit-

eryng. Piers Plowman (B), xii. 253.

I chitter, chirp, and syng.
Kendall, Flowers of Epigrams.

chitter^ (chit'er), V. i. [Prob. a modification
of chatter through the influence of shiver, for-
merly chiver; the teeth are said to chatter when
one shivers with cold. Cf. chitter^.] 1. To
shiver; shake, as with cold. Ramsay.— 2. To
chatter. [Scotch in both senses.]
chitter^ (chit'er), n. [Cf. chil^.] 1. In coal-
mininri, a seam of coal separated from another
by a thin band of shale or clay. [Leicester-
shire, Eng.]— 2. A thin stratum of clay iron-
stone. [Derbyshire, Eng.]
cMtterling (ehit'6r-ling), n. [Also eontr. chit-
liiig (cf. E. dial, chiiters, part of the entrails of
a goose) ; < ME. chitterlinge, spelled chytyrlyiige,

chyterhjng, prob. allied to Sc. kite = L6. liit,

Mte, belly: see kite^. Cf. G. kutteln, entrails;
Goth, kwithiis, belly.] 1. In cookery, part of
the frill-like small intestine, as of swine, fried
for food; also, a kind of sausage: generally
used in the plural. Also chitting.

His warped ear hung o'er the strings,
Which was but souse to ehitterlingv.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 20.

2t. The frill to the breast of a shirt.

Of an Italian waist, we make an English petycoate ; of
a French ruffe, an English chytterling,

Guscoigne, Delicate Diet for Droonkardes.

chittra, ». See chitra, 1.

chittul, n. See chital.

chittyi (ehit'i), a. [< chif^ + -yK] 1. Full
of chits or sprouts.— 2t. Afflicted with warts or
pimples.

chitty^t (ehit'i), a. [< cAJ<2 -1- -j^i.] Childish

;

like a pert young girl.

chittyS, n. See chit^.

chitty-facet, a. See chitty-faced^.

chitty-facedH (chit'i-fast), a. [< chitty^, 2, +
I'lirc -I- -cd'-.] Pimply-faced.

ciutty-faced'-'t, chitty-facet (chit'i-fast, -fas),

a. [Appar. < chitly'^ + faced, face.] Having a
childish face ; baby-faced.
The peaking, chitty-face page.

Maxnnger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 1.

chivachet, chivachiet, ». See chevachie.

chivalt, ". See cheial.

chivalresqne (shiv-al-resk'), a. [< F. chevale-

rcsguc (= Cat. caballeresc = Sp. caballercsco

= It. cavallcresco), < chevalerie, chivalry, +
-esque.] Pertaining or relating to chivalry;
characterized by chivalry ; chivalrous.

Some warrior in a chivalregt^ue romance.
Mme. D'.irblay, Diary, vii. 169.

Nicholas has been called the Don Quixote of Autocracy

;

. . . failure ami mishap could not shake his faith in his
ideal, and made no change in his honest, stubborn na-
ture, which was as loyal and chivalresque as that of the
ill-fated knight of La Mancha.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 438.

chivalric (shiv'al-rik), a. [< chivalry + -ic]
Partaking of the character of chivalry; chival-
rous ; knightly.
His [De Puy's] mind [was] naturally of a chivalric and

warlike bent. Porter, Hist. Knights of Malta.

chivalrous (shiv'al-rus), a. [< ME. chivalrous,

chivalerous, chevalrous, < OF. 'chevaleros, che-

valereux (= Pr. cavalairos = Sp. caballeroso =
Pg. caralleiroso), knightly, < chevalier, knight:
see chevalier and chivalry.] 1. Pertaining to
chivalry or knight-errantry.

In brave pursuit of chivalrouti emprise. Spentter, F. Q.

A fourth [in .Milton's catalogue of names] brings before
us the splendid phantoms of chivalroim rimiance, the tro-

phied lists, the embroitiered housings, tlie quaint devices,

the haunted forests, the enchanted gardens, the achieve-
ments of enamoured knights, and the smiles of rescued
princesses. Macaulay, Milton.

2. Having the high qualities characteristic or
supposed to be characteristic of chivaliy ; hav-
ing or exhibiting high courage ; knightly; gal-
lant, magnanimous, etc.

No chyualrus chiftan may chere hym.
York Plays, p. 321.

The most puissant and chwalrous prince that ever ap-
peared since Alexander the Great.

Bp. Louth, To Warburton.

chi'Valrously (sliiv'al-rus-li), adv. In a chival-
rous manner or spirit.

chi'vralrousness (shiv'al-rus-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being chivalrous; nobility of spirit ; mag-
nanimity; gallantry.

chladnite

chivalry (shiv'al-ri), n. [The pronunciation of
this word and chivalrous, etc., prop, with initial
ch (i. e., tsh), has been altered to suit the mod.
F. chevalier, etc. (with initial sh); < ME. cAt-
valrie, chevalrie, < OF. chevalerie, F. chevalerie
(= Pr. cavalaria, cavalayria = Sp. caballeria
= Pg. cavallaria = It. cavalleria, > P. cavalerie, >
E. cavalry, q. v.), knighthood, horsemanship, <
chevalier, a horseman, < cheval, a horse: see
cheval, chevalier, and cavalier.] 1. Knighthood;
the medieval system of military privileges, with
its peculiar honorary titles and aristocratic
limitations of honorable position to the posses-
sors of those titles, founded upon the several
degrees of military service rendered on horse-
back. See knight.

The age of Chivalry has gone. An age of Humanity has
come. The Horse, whose importance, more than human,
gave the name to that early period of gallantry and war,
now yields his foremost place to Man.

Sumner, Orations, I. 196.

Chivalry [may be considered] as embodying the Middle-
Age conception of the ideal life of the only class outside
the clergy who had any real power, the knights.

StilU, Stud. Med. Hist., xii.

2. That which pertains to knighthood; the
usages and customs pertaining to the order
of knighthood; the ideal qualifications of a
knight, collectively, as courtesy, generosity,
valor, and dexterity in arms; the ideal of
knighthood.

Ffor hym be-hoveth to be of soche chiualrie, and so
a-uenturouse, that he come by liym-self and enquere after
the seint Graal that my feire doughter kepeth.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 620.

The ^lory of our Troy doth this day lie

On his fair worth, and single chivalry.
Shah., T. and C, iv. 4.

The chivalry
That dares the right, and <lisregards alike
The yea and nay o' the world.

Browning, King and Book, II. 202.

3t. A knightly adventure, exploit, or mode of
action.

Thei haue doon many 'feire chiualries and yoven many
grete strokes, that thei ougtit to be comeuded and preised
of all the worlde that ther-of heren speke.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 269.

Acta more dangerous, but less famous, because they
were but private chivalries. Sir P. Sidney.

4. An order or a body of knights ; knights or
warriors collectively; any company of illus-

trious warriors.
Tliei of the towu loste the pray and theire horse, and

the moste parte of tileire chiualrie.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 686.

The Re<l-8ea coast, whose waves o'ertlirew
Busiris and liis Memphian chivaln/.

Milton, P. L., i. 307.

"Wave, Munich, all thy banners wave,
And charge with all thy chivalry.

Campbell, Hohenlinden.

5. In Eng. law, a tenure of lands by knight's
service— that is, by the condition of perform-
ing service on horseback, or of performing
some noble or military service to tlie lord. See
knight-service and tenure.— Couit of Chivalry, a
court establislied l>y Edward III. of England, of which the
lord high constable and tlie earl marshal of England were
joint judges. When both judges were present, it took cog-
nizance of criminal cases, generally in a sunnnary manner

;

when held before the earl marslnil alone, it was merely a
court of honor. It is now in abeyance, except as repre-
sented in tlie Heralds' College by the earl marshal's court.— Guardian in chivalry. See guardian.

chive't (chiv), n. [A var. of shive. Cf. LG.
schcve, the shives or fragments of stalk, as of
hemp or flax, that fall off in dressing.] 1. A
piece cut off.

Give me a chive of your bread, my love,
A bottle of your wine.
The Jolly Goshawk (Child's Ballads, III. 290).

2. In bot,, the filament which supports the an-
tlier of a flower ; a stamen. Hay.
chive- (cliiv), «. Same as cire.

chive-garlic (chiv'giir'''lik), n. Same as cive.

chiven, ". Same as cheren.

chiver (chiv'tr), v. i. Scotch and older Eng-
lish form of shiver^.

chivey, v. and n. See chevy.

chi'Viatite ( chiv 'i-a-tit) , « . [< Chivia to (see def
.

)

+ -ite^.] A sulphid of bismuth, lead, and cop-
£er, from Chiviato in Peru.
i'Ving (ehiv'ing), n. Same as cheven.

chi'vy, '•. and n. See chevy.

chizzelt, n. An obsolete spelling of chiseP-.

Chladni's figures. See nodal.

chladnite (klad'nit), «. [< E. F. F. Chladni
(1756-1827), a German writer on acoustics and
on meteors, + -ite"^.] A variety of enstatite,
consisting of pure niagnesium silicate, and oc-
curring in the meteorite of Bishopville, South
Carolina, which fell in March, 1843.



chlsna

chlsna (Me'na), «. ;
pi. cMwnce (-ne). [< Gr.

xf.aiva = L. lana, a cloak, mantle: see tewa.]

in anc. G^r. costume, a -wann shaggy mantle of

wool, protecting the wearer from cold and rain.

It was equivalent to the Roman Icena (which

see).

CMaeniidsB (kle-ni'i-de), n. pi. [Nil., < Chkenius
+ -Wo-.] A iamily of Coleoptera, typified by
the genus Chhenius. Kirby, 1837.

OMaeniuS (kle'ni-us), n. [Nil.] A genus of

adephagous beetles, referred to the family Cara-

bidie, or made the type of a family ChUeniidw.
They are of medium size and usually purplish or of green-

ish bronzed color, and have an odor like that of morocco
leather. C. gericem and C. tomentoms are two species of

the United States.

Chlak (klak), M. [Heb.] In Hebrew chronology,

a unit of time, equal to the 1080th part of an
hour, or 3J seconds.

cMamydate (klam'i-dat), a. [< L. ehlamys

(chlamyd-), a mantle (see ehlamys), + -afel.]

Provided with a mantle or pallium, as a mol-

lusk; palliate: the opposite ot achlamydate.

The cMamydate Branchiogasteropods are usually pro-

vided with bfanchia;. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 437.

chlamydeous (kla-mid'f-us), a. [< Gr. x'^l^k
{x'/.afiv6-), a mantle (envelop), + -eou^.'] Inbot.,

pertaining to the floral envelop of a plant.

cnlamydes, ». Plural of ehlamys.

Chlamydoconclia (klam"i-do-kong'ka), n.

[NL., < Gr. ;t:'^/"'f {x'Miiivd-), a mantle, + Kdyxv,

shell.] The typical genus of the family Chla-

mydoconehidcE. The only known species is C.

orciitti, of California. W. B. Dull, 1884.

C^lamydoconchidse (klam"i-do-kong'ki-de), n.

pi. [Nh.,< Chlamydoco>icha + -idw.'i A family

of pelecypods or lamellibranchs, based on the

genus Chlamydoconcha, having the shell rudi-

mentary and internal, and without muscular or

pallial impressions, adductors, hinge, or teeth.

Also Chlamydoeonehw. W. H. Dall, 1884.

Chlamydodera (klam-i-dod'e-rii), «. [NL.
(Agassiz), first used in the oontr. form Chlamy-
dera (J. Gould, 1840) ; < Gr. x'^^fivq {x'mij.v6-), a

mantle, + Sepri, neck.] A genus of oscine pas-

serine birds of Australia, of the family Oriolidce

and subfamily PtUonorhynchina' ; the spotted

bower-birds. There are four species, C. macu-
lata, guttata, nuchalis, and cerviniventris.

CUamydodon (kla-mid'o-don), n. [NL. (Ehren-
berg, 1835), < Gr. ;t:^/iiJf'(;);Aa/jj)(5-), a mantle, +
bSav, Ionic for bdovc (bdovr-) = E. tooth.'] The
typical genus of Chlamydodontida, having the

body rounded behind and a distinct annular
border of the restricted cUiate area. C. mnemo-
syne is a species which inhabits salt water.

CUamydodontidae (klam"i-do-don'ti-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Chlamydodon{t-) + -idw.'] A family of

hypotriehous cUiate infusorians, typified by the

genus Chlamydodon. They are free-swimming ani-

malcules of ovate form, with convex dorsal and flattened

ventral surface, and with elastic or indurated cuticle, more
or less completely clothed on the ventral aspect with fine

vibratile cilia. The oral aperture opens on the ventral

surface, and is succeeded by a tubular pharynx, the walls

of which are strengthened by a cylindrical bundle of cor-

neous rods or by a simple horny tube. There is no sty-

late appendage or fascicle of caudal setse at the posterior

extremity.

Chlamydophoridse (klam"i-do-for'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Chlamydophorus + -ida;.] A family of

armadillos, represented by the genus Chlamy-
dophorus. The cephalic and dorsal portions of the cara-

pace are continuous, the entire upper surface of the animal
being covered with a buckler of numerous similar zones

widening to near the end, the hinder part of the body ap-

pearing as if truncate and covered with a special armature
or pelvic buckler of plates concentrically arranged around
the tail, wliich is small, and curved under and partly con-

nected with the pelvis. The feet are as in other armadil-

los, especially the xenurines ; the head is broad, and the
ears are small and far apart. These are the smallest known
armadillos, C. truncatu>f being only about 6 inches long.

Chlamydophorus (klam-i-dof'o-rus), n. [NL.,
first used in the contr. form Chldmyphorus (Rich-

ard Harlan, 1825), < Gr. x'^-"/^^? (x'^-^f^^-)! a
cloak, + -i^opof, < <pEpeiv = E. bear'^.'} The typi-

cal and only genus of annadillos of the family
Chlamydophoridw; the piohiciagos, or truncated
armadillos, of which there are two species, C.

truncatus and C. retusus, inhabiting the Argen-
tine Republic and also Bolivia. See pichiciago.

Chlamydosaurus (klam"i-do-sa'rus), n. [NL.
(J. E. Gray, 1840), < Gr. x'^l'-^i {x^l'-vS-), a
cloak, + cavpo^, a lizard.] A genus of strobi-

losaurian aorodont laeertilians, of the family
Agamidw, natives of Australia ; the frill-lizards.

The C. kiTigi has a curious crenated membrane-like ruff or
tippet round its neck, which lies Ijack in plaits upon the
body when the animal is tranquil, but which is elevated
when it is irritated or frightened. Its head is large in

proportion to its body. A full-grown specimen is about 'A

feet in length. See cut under/riU-feard.
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cUamydoselachian (klam"i-do-8e-la'ki-an), a.

and )(. I, a. Of or pertaining to the Chlamydo-
selachidm.

II. m. A member of the family Chlamydose-
laehidw.

Chlamydoselachidse (klam"i-d9-se-lak'i-de),

n. 2>l. [NL., < Chlamydoselachus + -idm.'] A
family of selachians, typified by the genus
Chlamydoselachus, having an extremely long
slender form, like an eel, six gill-slits, a broad
opercular fold continued across the throat, a
wide terminal mouth, no nictitating membrane,
and one dorsal fin situated opposite the anal,

behind the ventrals.

Chlamydoselachus (klam"i-do-sera-kus), n.

[NL., < Gr. x^-°-l^^'<: ix^"/^^^-)) cloak, -i- aiXaxoc,

any cartilaginous fish, a shark.] The typical

genus of selachians of the family CMamydose-
lachidw. C. anguineus is a remarkable species of Japan,
having an eel-like body 6 feet long and scarcely 4 inches
thick.

chlamydospore (klam'i-do-spor), ». [< Gr.

;i;/la/ii'f (;f^a^w(!-), mantle, 4- atropa, seed, = E.

spore.'] 1. The reproductive organ in some
fungi: so called on account of its being in-

vested by two very distinct envelops. In the
common Mucor chlamydospores are formed by the con-
densation and transformation of the protoplasm in or at

the ends of the mycelial thread.

2. In eool., a coated or covered spore ; a spore
with its own investment: opposed to gymno-
spore.

Each spore . . . has its own protective envelope, . . .

[and] is distinguished as a chlamydospore.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 837.

ChlamyphorUS (kla-mif'o-ms), ». See Chla-

mydophorus.
ehlamys (kla'mis), m.

;
pi. cklamydes (-mi-dez).

[L., < Gr. x^'^f'i'i (X^I'-^^-)i a cloak, mantle.]

1 . In ane. Gr. costume, a form of mantle which
left both arms free, worn especially by eques-

trians, hunters, and travelers, and by soldiers.

The ehlamys, which was much smaller than the himation,
consisted of an oblong piece of stuff having three straight

sides and one long side curved outward. It was worn
by bringing the two ends of the straight side opposite the
curved side together around the neck, and fastening them
with a buckle or fibula. The buckle was pulled around to

the front, to either shoulder, or to the back, to suit the
convenience of the wearer. The extremities of the curved
side were weighted so as to hang vertically ; and when the
ehlamys was caught together on one shoulder, as it was
commonly worn, these hanging ends were likened to wings
by the old writers. The paludamentum of the later Ro-
man emperors was called ehlamys by the Greeks.

The ehlamys [in the soilptures of the Mausoleum] float-

ing behind the Amazon on horseback adds to its simplicity

a massiveness of fold and general form beyond anything to

be seen in simi-

larly floating dra-
pery on the oth-
er slabs.

A. S. Murray,
[Greek Sculp-
[ture, II. 299.

2. A purple
cope ; one of

the pontifi-

cal vestments.— 3. leap.]
[NL.] Inzool.:

(a) A genus
of phytopha- tie

gous beetles,

of the family
ChrysomelidcB or Cryptocephalidce, covered with
tuberosities, having the prothorax grooved to

receive the short antennBB, and the legs com-
pressed and retractile into cavities. The larvae

live in sacs or cases made of their own excrement. The
l^orth American species are few in number and of small
size.

The species generally have metallic coloration, some-
times dull ; some of them, including our conmionest
species, Chlamys plicata, so closely resemble a piece of

caterpillar's dung that birds would not pick them from a

leaf. The eggs of C. plicata are borne upon short pedun-
cles, and . . . before they are protected by a coating of

excrement or secretion by the female, they are greedily

sought for and devoured by the males.
Stand. Nat. Hist., 11. 322.

(6) A genus of bivalve moUusks : synonymous
with Pectcn. Bolton, 1798 ; Megerle, 1830.

chlanls (kla'nis), n.: pi. chlanides (-ni-dez). [Gr.

X^^avig, a mantle. Cf. chltsna.] In ane. Gr. cos-

tume, a small mantle of light stuff, apparently

a small chleena, worn by women.
Chlidonia (kli-do'ni-il), n. [NL., < Gr. x^^^"'^,

an ornament, bracelet or anklet.] 1. The typi-

cal genus of the family CMidoniida;.— 2. In

entom. : (a) A genus of lepidopterous insects.

Hiibner, 1816. (6) A genus of hymenopterous
insects. Sehaeffer, 1838.

Chlidonildse (klid-o-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL.. <

Chlidonia, 1, + -id(e.] A family of chilostoma-

Chlaynys plicata.

:g ; b, larva taken from the case ; c, bee-

, pupa ; e, larva in case ; /, ^, h, leg,

mandible, and niaxillaof larva. {Linesshow
natural sizes.

)

cUoranil

tons polyzoans, with zooecium composed of up-
right, free, segmented stems, springing from a
stolonate network. From the segments, after the first

bifurcation, arise lateral branches, consisting of chains of
zooecia springing from the back near the summit.

chloanthite (klo-an'thit), n. [< Gr. x'M, ver-

dure, + avdoi;, flower, + -ite^.] A nickel arsenid,
occurring in tin-white to steel-gray isometric
crystals and masses, closely allied to the cobalt
arsenid smaltite.

chloasma (klo-az'ma), m. [NL., < Gr. as if

*x}.oaafia, < ;t;/ioafeii", be or become green, < x'^-ov,

verdure, grass: see chlor-, chlorin, etc.] Lit-

erally, greenness ; in pathol., a name for a cu-

taneous affection characterized by patches of

a yellow or yellowish-brown color, the pity-

riasis versicolor, occurring most frequently on
the neck, breast, abdomen, and groin. The
name is also applied less definitely to a num-
ber of brownish diseolorations.

Chloephaga (klo-ef'a-p), «. [NL. (T. C. Ey-
ton, 1838), < Gr. x'^<pp-70C, grass-eating, < x^,
verdtire, grass, + <payelv, eat. ] A genus of South
American geese, of the suhiamily Anserince a,iiA

the family Anatidw, containing such species as
the Magellanic goose, C. magellanica. There
are about 6 species.

chlor-, chloro-. [NL., etc., chlor-, eldoro-, <

Gr. ;t;/lup6f, contr. of ;);/loEp(}f, pale-green, like

young grass, yellowish-green, greenish-yellow,

< x^^V, verdure, young grass or corn, greens,

vegetables, ;t:/'-dof, contr. x^o^':i a yellowish-

green color, pale green, paleness, = L. helvus,

light yellow, = Skt. hart, yellow, = E. yellow,

q. v.] An element in modern scientific com-
pound words (c/itoro-before consonants), mean-
ing 'green' or 'greenish' or 'yellowish-green'

(see etymology). In some words it represents

English chlorin.

chloracetate (kl6-ras'e-tat), n. [< chloracet(ie)

+ -afcl.] A salt of chloracetic acid.

chloracetic (klo-ra-set'ik), a. [< chlor(in) +
acetic] Derived from chlorin and acetic acid.
— Chloracetic acid, an acid produced by the substitution

of one, two,or three atoms of chlorin for hydrogen in acetic

acid. It combines with bases, forming chloracetates.

chloragogic (klo-ra-goj'ik), a. [< Gr. x^<->Pk,

pale-green, + ayuyf/, a leading, conducting, <

ayeiv, lead.] A term applied to certain pecu-
liarly modified perivisceral cells of some anne-
lids, as earthworms, developed in connection
with the intestines, the nephridia, etc.

The distribution of the chloragogic cells is indicated by
the dotting on the terminal section of the nephridium.

Beddard, Trans. Zool. Soc, 1886, XII. 68.

chloral (klo'ral), re. {< chlor{in) + al(cohol).] A
colorless mobile liquid (CCIq.CHO), having an
agreeable pungent smell and biting taste, first

prepared by Liebig from chlorin and alcohol,

afterward by Stadeler by the action of chlorin

on starch. The hydrate of chloral (CCl.i.CH(OH)o), as

now prepared, is a white crystalline substance having a
pungent odor and an acrid taste. In contact with alkalis

it separates into chloroform and formic acid. In medi-
cine it is used as a hypnotic, and in doses of from 15

to 30 grains usually produces calm sleep, which lasts for

several hours, and is not followed by unpleasant effects,

such as frequently attend the use of morphine. In over-

doses it paralyzes the nerve-centers, arresting respiration

and the action of the heart, and causes death. When used
continuously it may produce very serious effects on the

system.

chloralism (klo'ral-izm), n. [< chloral + -ism.]

1. The habit or practice of using chloral.— 2.

A diseased state of the system marked by vary-

ing symptoms arising from the incautious or

habitual use of chloral. In extreme cases it

is marked by moral degradation similar to that

which characterizes alcoholism.

chloralist (klo'ral-ist), n. [< chloral + -ist.]

One addicted to the use of chloral.

chloralize (kl6'ral-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. chlo-

ralized, ppr. chlbraUzing. [< chloral + -ize.']

To affect with chloral ; bring under the influ-

ence of chloral.

chloraloin (klo-ral'o-in), n. [< Gr. x^-'-'P'k, yel-

lowish-green, + ciM?/, aloes, + -iu^.] A yellow
non-crystalline substance derived from barbal-

oin by replacing six hydrogen atoms with
chlorin.

chloralum (kl6'ral-um), n. [< chlor{id) + alu-

miinium).] An antiseptic preparation contain-

ing aluminium chlorid, prepared by treating

slightly roasted porcelain clay with crude mu-
riatic acid. U. S. THspeusatory, p. 162.

chloranil, chloranile (klo'ran-il), n. [< chio-

r(in) + anil{ine).] A compotmd (0^01.^00) pro-

duced by the action of chlorin on aniline, phe-
nol, salicin, and other allied bodies, it forms pale-

yellow pearly scales. By dissolving it in caustic potash,

potassium chloranilate is formed.



chloranilic

chloranilic (klo-ra-nil'ik), a. [< chloranil +
-ic] Fertainiug to or derived from chloranil.
— CUoraJlUic add, t'6Cl202<0H)2, an acid derived from
chloranil by the action upon it of mineral acids. It forms

red shining scales.

ChlorantllUS (klo-ran'thus), n. [NL., < 6r. x^-t^

par. yellowish-green, + avdog, a flower.] A ge-

nus of shrubs and perennial herbs, of the nat-

ural order Piperacew, of which there are about

a dozen Asiatic species. They possess bitter, aro-

matic, and tonic properties, aild C. o^citmlis especially is

employed in Java in the treatment of fevers, etc.

chloranthy (klo'ran-thi), n. [< Gr. x^P^i
greenish-yellow, + av6o^, a flower.] Same as

chlorosis, 2 (6).

chlorastrolite (klo-ras'tro-lit), ». [< Gr. x^-^

P<K, greenish-yellow, pale-green, -I- aarpov, a

star, + /.itio(, a stone.] An impure variety of

compact prehnite, forming nodules in the amyg-
__^_ _ _^^^ .^„^,. ... v..^ ...v™

daloid of Isle Royale, Lake Superior. It has chiorine''»»r "See chlorin
a delicate green color and radiated or stellate djlorinize (klo'ri-niz) v. t.

pret. and pp.
[< chlorin +

[Pp. of chlo-

structure, and takes a high polish

cUorate (klo'rat), ». [< chlor(ic) + -ate^J] A
salt of chloric acid. The chlorates are closely analo-

gous to the nitrates. They are decomposed by a red heat,

nearly all of tlieni being converted into metallic chlorids,

with evolution of pure oxygen. They deflagrate with in-

flammable substances viith such facility that an explosion

is produced by slight causes. The chlorates of sodium and
potassium are used in medicine.

cmore (klor), v. t. [< c/i/<w(tn).] In dyeing, to

subject to the action or influence of chlorin.

See extract.

steam chlorina consists in passing the goods first through
a very weak solution of bleaching-powder, and inmiedi-

ately after through a large tank filled with steam ; the

moist heat sets the chlorine (hypochlorous acid) free, and
thereby causes the oxidation of the small quantity of col-

oring matter adhering" to the white portions of the fabric.

H'. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 310.

chloretic (kl6-ret'ik), a. Same as chloritic.

cMorhydric (klor-hi'drik), a. [< ehlor{in) +
hi/drio/jfu) + -I'c] Same as hydrochloric.

chloric (klo'rik), a. [< chlor(in) + -ic] Per-

taining to or containing chlorin ; specifically,

containing chlorin in smaller proportion than
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a red heat has no affinity for chlorin, the chlorid of gold
being reduced to the metallic state by heat alone, while

this is not true of the metals with which the gold is usu-

ally alloyed.

chlorinate (klo'ri-nat), v. t.;

chlorinated, ppr. chlorinating.

-nfc2.] Same as chlorinize.

chlorinated (klo'ri-na^ted), a.

rinate, r.] In chem., containing one or more
equivalents of chlorin.

chlorination (kl6-ri-na'shon), n. [< chlori-

nate: see -ation.l The act or process of sub-

jecting to the action of chlorin ClUorination
process, in metal., a method of separating gold from
quartz and arsenical or common pyrites, as well as from
various residua obtained in metallurgical operations, in-

vented by Plattuer and introduced in Germany in 1851.

The process is based upon the power possessed by chlorin

gas of transforming metallic gold into a chlorid, in which
condition it can easily be dissolved out by water, and after-

ward precipitated in the metallic form.

pret. and pp. chlo-

rini:ed, ppr. chlorinizing. [< chlorin + -ize.'] To
combine or otherwise treat with chlorin. Also
chlorinate, chlorize.

Becquerel preferred to chlorinize the plate by immersion.
Enq/c. Brit, XVIII. 834.

chloriodic (kl6r-i-od'ik), a. [< chlor{in) + io-

d{ine) + -ic] Compounded of chlorin and
iodine.

chloriodine (klor-i'o-din), ». [< chlor(in) + io-

dine.'] A compounii of chlorin and iodine.

chloris (klo'ris), «. [NL., < Gr. x'^-^P'i (™ ^-
istotle), a bird, yellow underneath, about the

size of a lark, perhaps the yellow wagtail, <

x'Aupoc, greenish-yellow.] 1. An Aristotelian

name of some small greenish bird : subsequently
applied, both generically and specifically, to the
I^opean greenfinch, ( hlorisot Moehring, 1752,

Loxia chloris of Linnseus, 1766, now usually call-

ed Ligurinus chloris.— 2. leap.] A genus of

warblers : synonymous with Parula. Boie, 1826.

chlorisatic (klo-ri-sat'ik), a. [< chlorisat(m)

+ -ic. ] Pertaining to or producing chlorisatin

:

_ _ as. chlorL^atic acid.
chlorous compounds— CMorlc acid, a colorless syr- chlorisatin(kld-ris'a-tin),n. f< (penta)chlor(id)
upy liquid (HClU:i) having a very acid reaction, produced
by decomiKjsing barium chlorate by means of sulphuric

acid- Itisan unstable body, easily decomp<ised, but forms

salts which are comparatively stable.— Cllloric ether,
(a) Ethyl chlorid, a volatile liquid (CallsCI) obuined by
passing hydrochloric acid gas int<i alcohol to saturation

and distilling the product. It is also termed AydrocAioric ,, ,-, -., ry t i i •»• y /-• i
ether, {h) A name given to spiriu of chloroform, consist- CMorite (klo nt), n. [< L. cMorttls, <. Lrr. x^
iug of chloroform 1 part, alcohol 9 parts. U. .S. Ph. pirif (sc. /-/Sof, stone), a grass-green stone, <

chlorid, chloride (klo'rid, -rid or -rid), n. [< X''-"f>^(' grass-green. In chem. sense, of mod.
cfctor((H ) + -irfl, -irf«l.] 1. A binary compound formation (< chlor{ous) -t- -ite^), but of same

+ isutin.] A substitution product (CgH4CINO)
prepared by the action of phosphorous penta-
chlorid on isatin. It forms orange-yellow trans-

parent crystals of bitter taste, scarcely soluble

in cold water.

of chlorin with another element. Formerly
called muriate.— 2. In mining, the common
name throughout the Cordilleran region of ores

which contain silver chlorid, or horn-silver

(cerargyrite), in valuable amount.
Chloridate (klo'ri-dat), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. chlo-

ridated, ppr. chloridating. [< chlorid + -ate^.]

Same as chloridize, 2.

chloride, ». See chlorid.

chloridic (klo-rid'ik), a. [< chlorid + -ic] Per-
taiiiiiiK to or of the nature of a chlorid.

chloridize (klo'ri-diz), v. t.; pret. and pp. chlo-

riilized, ppr. chloridizing. [< chlorid -f -ize.]

to convert into a chlorid

:

ult. elements.] 1. The name of a group of

minerals, most of which have a grass-green to

olive-green color, and a micaceous structure.
Some varieties are massive, consisting of fine scales ; others

are granular. They are hydrous silicates of aluminium,
ferrooB iron, and magnesium.

2. In chem., a salt of chlorous acid. The chlo-

rites are remarkable for their strong bleaching
and oxidizing properties CMorite slate, a rock
with slaty or schistose structure, consisting of chlorite,

granular or in scales, with a little quartz and feldspar.

chloritic (klo-rit'ik), a. [< chlorite, 1, -I- -ic]

Pertaining to or containing chlorite: as, chlo-

ritic sand. Also chloretic.

chloritoid (klo'ri-toid), n. [< chlorite, 1, + -otrf.]

A menibor of the chlorite group of minerals, of

a dark-gray to green or black color.---.-.
pret. and pp. chlorized.

[< chloriin) + -i^c] Same as

1. In metal., to convert into a chlorid: a com
mon metallurgic treatment of silver ores, ef-

fected by roasting them with salt.— 2. In
photog., to cover with a chlorid, specifically chlorize (k'lo'riz), i-. t.

with chlorid of silver, for the purpose of ren- ppr. cidorizing

dering sensitive to the actinic rays of the sun. chlorinize.

Also chloridate. chloro-. See chlor-.

chlorimeter, chlorimetric, etc. See chlorom- chlorocalcite (klo-ro-kal'sit), n. [< Gr. x^p<k,
eter, etc. yellowish-green, -I- L. calx (calc-), limestone,

«Morin, chlorine (klo'rin), ». [< Gr. ;r>wp<)f, + ->t'". Of. caldte.] Calcium chlorid, found
CTeenish-vellow (see chlor-), + -in^, -ine'^.] in cubic crystals in the Vcsuvian lava.

Chemioal' symbol, CI; atomic weight, 35.45. chlorocarb'onic, chlorocarbonous (klo'ro-kar-

An elementary gaseous substance contained bon'ik, klo-ro-kar^bo-nus), a. [< chlor{in) +
in common salt, from which it is liberated by
the action of sulphuric acid and manganese
dioxid. Chlorin has a yellowish-green color and a pecu-
liar smell, and irritates the nostrils very violently when
inhaled, as also thi

carbott-ic, -ous.] Consisting of a compound of

chlorin and carbonic oiid (COClj), formed by
exposing a mixture of the two gases to the di-

rect solar rays.
[< Gr. ;jf/<jpor.e trachea and lungs It exercises a chlOTOChrOUS (klo'ro-krus), a

com>8ive action urM)n organic tissues. It is not combus- «***«* ^'^
_l * / ..^V. t tt„.^ «„.;

tible, th.>ugh it supports the combustion of many bovlies, yellowish-green,+ xP<ia, coloT.] Havmg a green
and indeed spontaneously bums several. In combina- color.
tion with other elements it forms chlorids, which serve chlorOCTaillC (klo'ro-si-an'ik), a. [< chlor(in)
most important uses In many manufacturing processes. ^ cyaii(ogen) + -icj Consisting of chlorin and
It can be liquelled by cold and pressure,

irfu

It is one of the
most powerful bleaching agents, this property l>elonging to
it through its strong afHnity for hydrogen. Hence in the
manufacture of bleaching.powder (chlorid of lime) it is

used in immense quantities. When applied to moistened
colored fabrics, it acta by decomposing the moisture pres-

ent, the oxygen of which then destroys the coloring mat-
ter of the material. It is a valuable disinfectant when
it ran be conveniently applied, as in the form of chlorid
of lime. .See caia: ehlorata, under crt/j:l.— Chlorln pro-
OOU, in metal., a process extensively used for separating
gold from silver. It is based upon the fact that gold at

cyanogen combined: as, chlorocyanic acid,

chlOTodyne (kl6'ro-din), n. [< chloro(form)
+ (ano)dyne.] Apowerfid anodyne remedy,
varying somewhat in composition, but contain-

ing morphine, chloroform, prussie acid, and ex-

tract of Indian hemp, flavored with sugar and
ii(>]i))ermiiit.

llorofonn (klo'ro-form), n. l<chlor(iti) + for-

m{yl).] Triohlormethane, or formyl trichlorid

Chloropeltidea

(CHCI3) ; a volatile colorless liquid, of an agree-

able sweetish taste and fragrant smell, and hav-
ing the specific gravity 1.48. it is prepared by
cautiously distilling together a mixture of alcohol, water,

and chlorid of lime or bleaching-powder. Its chief use is

in medicine as an anesthetic in diseases attended with
great pain, in surgical operations, and in childbirth. For
this purpose its vapor is inhaled. The inhalation of chloro-

form first produces slight intoxication ; then, frequently,

slight muscular contractions, unruliness, and dreaming;
then loss of voluntary motion, consciousness, and sensi-

bility, the patient appearing as if sound asleep; and at

last, if too much is given, death by failure of the heart or
respiration. When skilfully administered, in proper cases,

it is a safe anesthetic. Chloroform is slightly inferior to
ether in point of safety, but is quicker in its action and
not so apt to produce vomiting, so that for certain cases
it is preferred. It is a powerful solvent, dissolving resins,

wax, iodine, etc., .as well as strychnine and other alkaloids.
— Gelatinized chloroform, chloroform shaken with
white <if egg until it gelatinizes.

chloroform (klo'ro-form), V. t. [< chloroform, n.]

To subject to the influence of chloroform; ad-
minister chloroform to, for the purpose of indu-
cing an»sthesia, unconsciousness, or death.

chloroformic (kl6-r6-f6r'nuk), a. [< chloro-

form -(- -ic] Pertaining to, derived from, or
obtained by means of chloroform.

The chloro/ormie and other extracts yielded crystals.

Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8703.

It [nitrobenzene] is soluble in alcohol, ether, and chlo-

roform, but when agitated with water, it is in great part
separated from its ethereal and chloroformic solutions.

A. S. Taylor, Med. Jour., p. 154.

chloroformization (kl6-ro-f6r-mi-za'shon), n.

[< chloroform + -ize -i- -ation.] 1. The act of
administering chloroform as an anesthetic.

During etherization the warnings of danger are much
more evident and more prolonged than during chtorqfor-

viization. Encyc. Amer., I. 219.

2. In med., the aggregate of anesthetic phe-
nomena resulting from the inhalation of chlo-

roform.
chlorofucine (kl6-ro-fii'sin), n. [< Gr. x'^P^<
pale-gi-een, -I- L. fucus, red, rouge, -1- -ine^.]

A clear yellow-green coloring matter in plants,

belonging to the chlorophyl group and closely

resembling in its properties the blue and yel-

low chlorophyl pigments, but showing a differ-

ent spectrum. Sachs.

chlorogenate (klo-ro-jen'at), «. [< chloro-

<ieii()c) + -ate^.] A salt of chlorogenic acid.

chlorogenic (kl6-ro-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. xk"P^t
yellowish-green, -t-' -yevtj^, producing (see -gen),

+ -ic] Same as caffeic.

chlorogenin (klo - ro - jen ' in), n. [< chloro-

gen(ic) + -in^.] A substance precipitated from
madder extract by basic lead acetate. When
boiled with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, it

forms a green powder.
chlorohydric (kl6-ro-hi'drik), a. Same as hy-

drochloric.

chloroid (klo'roid), a. [< chlor{in) + -oid. Cf.

Gr. ;i:?.upofMjyf, of a greenish look.] Resem-
bling chlorin in action or qualities : as, the chlo-

roid pole of a galvanic battery. See chlorous

pole, under chlorous.

cnloroleucite (klo-ro-lu'at), n. [< Gr. x^pk,
yellowish-green, + /CfiJ/((ii', white, + 4te^.] Same
as chlornplastid.

chloroma (klo-ro'ma), n.
;
pi. chloromata (-ma-

ta). [NL., <; Gr. x^^p^i, yellowish-green, +
-oma.] In pathol., a sarcoma or fleshy tumor
of a greenish color, occurring usually in the
periosteum of the skull.

Chloromelanlte (kl6-ro-mel'a-nit), n. [< Gr.

X?^un6g, pale-green, -t- /leAac: {/^e^av-), black, +
-ite^.] A dark-green or nearly black variety

of jadeite, peculiar in containing some iron

replacing part of the alumina, and in having a
higher specific gravity, stone hatchets of this ma-
terial have been found among the remains of the lake-

dwellers in the lake of NeuchAtel.

chlorometer (klo-rom'e-t6r), n. [< chlor{id)

+ h. nietrum, a measure.] An instrument for

testing the decoloring or bleaching powers of

a substance, as chlorid of lime or chlorid of
potash. Also chlorimeter.

cnlorometric (kl6-ro-met'rik), a. [< chlorome-

try + -ic] Pertaining to or obtained by chlo-

roinetry. Also chlorimetric

chlorometry (klo-rom'e-tri), n. [As chlorome-

ter + -y.] The process for testing the decolor-

ing power of any combination of chlorin, but
especially of the commercial articles, the chlo-

rids of lime, potash, and soda. Also chlorimetry.

chloropal (kl6r-6'pal), n. [< Gr. x^'^P'k, yellow-

ish-green, + opal.'] A hydrated silicate of

iron, of a conchoidal fracture and earthy struc-

ture, and varjnng from yellow to green in color.

Chloropeltidea (kl6"r6-pel-tid'e-a), «. pi. [NIj.,

< Chloropeltis + -idea.] In Stein's system (1878),



CMoropeltidea

a family of flagellate iufusorians, represented
by the genera Chloropeltis, Cryptoglena, and
PllilCUS.

Chloropeltis (klo-ro-pel'tis), n. [NL. (F. Stein,

1878), < Gr. x^-<->P<k', yellowish-green, + rrekTr/,

a shield.] The typical genus of the family
CMoropeltidea, related to I'hacus (which see),

but differing by the presence of a conical an-
terior prolongation, perforated at the apex by
the oi-al aperture. P. ovum and i'. hispidula are
species of this genus.

chloropliaeite (klo-ro-fe'it), n. [< Gr. x^P'^c,
yellowish-green, + ^oMf, dusky, blackish, +
-ite2.] A hydrous iron silicate sometimes found
in amygdaloidal trap-rocks, it is translucent and
of a green color when newly broken, but soon becomes
black anil opaque. Also spelled chloropheite.

cUorophane (klo'ro-fan), «. [< Gr. x^P^Ct yel-
lowish-green, + -(jMi'^g, evident, < (jmiveiv, show.]
1. A variety of fluor-spar which exhibits a
bright-green phosphorescent light when heated.
— 2. A greenish-yeUow coloring matter con-
tained in the retina of the eye.

cUoropliyl, chlorophyll (klo'ro-fil), n. [< NL.
chloroplujllum, < Gr. x/up^':, yellowish-green, +
^ii/l/tov= h. folium, a leaf.] The green coloring
matter of plants; also, the substance within
the mass of protoplasm which is colored by
this matter. The fonner is distinguished as chlorophyl
pigment, the latter as the chlorophyl grain or granule.
Chlorophyl grains occur in the green parts of all plants,
and are rarely found in cells that are not exposed to the
light. In some of the lower cryptogamic plants they oc-

cupy and color the whole protoplasmic mass ; in others
they form bands or stellate shapes; but ordinarily they
appear as minute rounded granules embedded in the
protoplasm. These granules are the essential agent in the
process of assimilation in plants, deconiposiug carbonic

a, Chlorophyl grains in the ieafof a moss {Funaria hygrontetrica).
b. Stellate chlorophyl bodies iti a cell of an alga {Zygnema crucia-
tum). c. Spiral bands of chlorophyl in cells of an alga \Spirogyra
longata). (From Sachs's " Lehrbuch der Botanik.")

acid and water under the action of sunlight, with the evo-
lution of oxygen and the formation of starch or other car-

bon compounds. The chlorophyl pigment may be extract-
ed from the granules by alcohol and other solvents, and
appears when dry as a green vesin-like powder. In solu-
tion it may be separated into two portions, one of a yel-

low color (xanthophfil), the other blue or greenish-blue
{cyanophyl, or phyliocyanin). The change of color in
leaves in autumn is due to the breaking up and various
transformation of this pigment. In the etiolation or
blanching of plants by exclusion of light the chlorophyl
granules lose their color and finally become merged in the
protoplasm, from which they are again developed by ex-
posure to light and warmth. See also cut under Parame-
cium.

chlorophyllaceons (kWro-fi-la'shius), a. [<
chlimiphijl + -aceoiis.'] 1.' In bot., of the na-
ture of or containing chlorophyl.— 2. In zool.,

having green endoehrome : as, the chlorophylla-

ceous series of iufusorians. »S. Kent.
Also chlorophylliferous, chlorophylUgerous,

chlorophyllous.

chlorophyllan (klo-ro-fil'an), n. [< chlorophyl +
-««.] In hot., a substance obtained in the form
of green crystals by the evaporation of a puri-
fied solution of chlorophyl pigment in alcohol.

chlorophyllian (klo-ro-fil'i-an), a. [< chloro-

phyl + -i-att,'\ Pertaining to chlorophyl; con-
taining chlorophyl; as, " chlorophyllian ceWe,"
Allman.
chlorophylliferous (kl6'''r6-fi-lif'e-rus), a. [<
NL. chloro]>hyUicm + L. ferrc, = E. bear'^, +
-o««.] Same as chlorophyllaceous.

chlorophylligenous (klo'ro-fi-lij'e-nus), a. [<
NL. chlorophyllum + L. -gemis, producing: see
-gen, -genous.'\ Producing or produced by chlo-
rophyl; dependent upon the action or presence
of ehloropliyl.

chlorophymgerous (klo"ro-fi-lij'e-rus), a. [<
NL. chltjrophyllum + L. gerere, bear, + -<ms.]

Same as chloroxihyllaceoua.
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chlorophyllite (kl6-ro-fil'it), «. [< Gr. x'^'^pk,
green, -f- ^H/Jaov, leaf, + -itc'^.'] A green mica-
ceous mineral from Unity in the State of Maine,
allied to fahlunite.

chlorophylloid (kl6-ro-firoid), a. [< chlorophyl
+ -oia.] Kesembliug chlorophyl.

chlorophyllous (klo-ro-fil'us), a. [< chlorophyl
+ ous.'i Same as chlorophyllaceous.

These cells contain very little or no chlorophyllous pro-
toplasm. H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algaj, p. 23.

chloropicrin (kl6-ro-pik'rin), n. [< Gr. x'^^P^ij
pale-green, -f irmpd^, sharp, pungent, + -«n2.]

A pungent colorless liquid (CNO2CI3), the va-
por of which attacks the eyes powerfully, it is

prepared by the action of bleaching-powder on picric acid
or of nitric acid on chloral. Also called nitrochtoro-

form.

chloroplastid (kl6-ro-plas'tid), n. [< Gr. ;t;Au-

p6c, pale-green, + 7r^oT(5f, verbal n. of n/.aaaetv,

form, mold, -t- -irfl.] In bot., a chlorophyl gran-
ule. Also called chloroleucitc.

chloroplatinic (kl6"ro-pla-tin'ik), a. [< chlo-

r{in) + platin{um) + -jc] Compounded of chlo-
rin and platinum— Chloroplatinic acid, H2PtCl8,
an acid, usually called platinum chlorid, obtained by dis-

solving platinum in aqua regia, and evaporating this solu-
tion till all nitric acid is expelled. It crystallizes in brown-
ish-red prisms which are very deliquescent. It forma
double salts by replacement of its hydrogen by metals,
and is largely used in laboratories as a reagent.

Chlorops (klo'rops), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1803), <

Gr. x^pk, greenish-yellow, + u-ip, the eye.] A
genus of dichsetous dipterous insects, of the
family Muscidw. C. lineata is an example. See
corti-Jly.

Chloropsis (klo-rop'sis), n. [NL. (Jardine and
Selby, 1826), <^ Gr. ;);/lup(if, pale-green, + oiptc,

view.] An extensive genus of oscine passerine
birds, of the family Timeliidce and subfamily
Brachypodinw; the green bulbuls. The numerous
species range throughout southern Asia and to the Philip-
jiines. The genus is usually called Fhyllornia (which see).

Chloroscombrinae (klo'ro-skom-bri'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Chloroscombrus -t- -ireo;.] A subfamily
of fishes, of the family Carangidai, represented
by the genus Chloroscombrus. The preraaxillariea
are protractile ; the pectoral fins long and falcate ; the anal
fin like the second dorsal and longer than the abdomen ;

the maxillary with a supplemental bone ; the body much
compressed ; the back and abdc^men trenchant ; and the
dorsal outline less strongly curved than the ventral. Two
wide-ranging species are known.
chloroscombrine (klo-ro-skom'brin), a. and n.

1. a. Pertaining to or having the characters of
the Chloroscombrinw.

II. n. A carangoid fish of the subfamily Chlo-
roscombrinw.
Chloroscombrus (Mo-ro-skom'brus), n. [NL.
(Girard, 1858), < Qr.x^'^pAc, yellowish-green, +
(TKo/i/Jpof, a scomber: see scomfcen] The typical
genus of Chloroscombrinw.
chlorosis (klo-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. x'^pk,
greenish-yellow,+ -osis. Cf . Gr. x'^<->P^'>lC, green-
ness, paleness.] 1. The greensickness, a pe-
culiar form of anemia or bloodlessuess which
affects young women at or near the period of
puberty, it is characterized by a pale or greenish hue
of the skin, amenorrhea, weakness, languor, palpitation,
dyspepsia, depraved appetite, etc.

2. In bot. : (a) Etiolation. The term is sometimes
limited to the blanching which occasionally occurs in
plants from lack of iron, an element which is found to be
essential to the formation and green color of chlorophyl
granules, (ft) A transformation of the ordinarily
colored parts of a flower into green leaf-like or
sepal-like organs, as in what are known as
" green roses." Also called chloranthy Egyp-
tian chlorosis, a disease caused by the presence of a
nematoid worm, Dochmius duodenalit, in the small in-

testines.

chlorosperm (klo'ro-spferm), n. An alga be-
longing to the group Chlorospermcw.
chlorospermatOUS (kl6-ro-sp6r'ma-tus), a. [<
chlorospcrm{at-) + -o»«.] Resembling or be-
longing to the algal group Chlorospermcce. Also
ch lorosperm oiis.

Chlorospermese (klo-ro-sper'me-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. ;t;/iw/)(5f, pale-green, -I- anip/ia, seed,
+ -e«!.] A systematic name given by Harvey to
the algaj which have grass-green fronds. Under
tlie more recent system of classitication they are distrib-

uted among several orders, the larger number being re-

ferred to the Chloro^poreiie.

chlorospermous (kl6-ro-sp6r'mus), a. [< chlo-

rosperm + -ous.'] Same as chlorospermatous.

On the arrangement of the Families and the Genera of
Chlorospermous Algse.

H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algse, p. 240.

Chlorosporeae (kl6-ro-sp6're-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. x^-"pkj green, -1- airdpoc, seed, + -ew.l One
of the suborders of algaj, belonging to the order
Zoosporew. They are green plants, membranous or fila-

mentouB, propagated, ao far as known, by zoospores, of

Choanoflagellata

which there are frequently two kinds, macrozoospores
with four and microzobspores with two terminal cilia. See
Zoosporcoe. Also called Con/ervaceee and Confervoidcce.

chlorosporous (klo-ros'po-rus), a. [< Chloro-
S2>orea: + -ous.'\ ^Belonging to or having the
characters of the group of green algee, Chlo-
rosporew.

chlorotic (klo-rot'ik), a. [< Gr. x'^P^i, green-
ness, paleness (see chlorosis), + -Jc] 1. Per-
taining to chlorosis: as, chlorotic affections.

—

2. Affected by chlorosis.
The extasies of sedentary and chiorotick nuns. Battle.

Chlorotile (klo'ro-til), n. [< Gr. x''<->P^'^1S,t

greenness, + -ite.] A hydrous copper arseni-
ate, occurring in capillary crystals of a bright-
green color.

chlorous (klo'rus), a. [< chlor(in) + -ous.'\

Pertaining to or containing chlorin; specifi-

cally, containing chlorin in larger proportion
than chloric compounds : as, chlorous oxid

;

chlorous acid— Chlorous acid, HCIO2, an acid ob-
tained by heating together in proper proportion a mixture
of potassium chlorate, arsenions oxid, and dilute nitric
acid, and receiving the greenish-yellow suffocating fumes
of chlorin trioxid (Cl20,3) thus evolved in water, which
forms with them chlorous acid. It is a very inistable acid,
forming more stable salts called chl&rites.— Chlorous
pole, the negative pole of a voltaic battery : so called
from its exhibiting the attraction which is characteristic
of chlorin. The positive pole, according to the same meth-
od, is termed the zincous or zincoid pole. Also called
chloroid pole.

chloruret (klo'rS-ret), «. [< chlor(in) + -urei.]

A compound of chlorin: now called chlorid.

chlorureted, chloruretted (klo'ro-ret-ed), a.

[< chloruret + -e(/2.] Impregnated with chlorin.

chlorydric, a. Same as hydrochloric.

cho (eho), ». [Jap.] A measure of length used
in Japan, equal to 60 ken or 360 shaku or Japa-
nese feet. See ken and shaku.

choakt (chok), V. An obsolete spelling of choke^.

choak-fuUt. a. See choke-full.

choana (ko a-nii), n.
;
pi. choanm (-ne). [NL.,

< Gr. ;fodj»i7, a funnel, a funnel-shaped hollow
(in the brain), connected with ;i;oai'Of, a melt-
ing-pot, also a funnel, < ;tffij', pour, akin to L.
fundere, pour (seefound^ and/wsel), and to E.
gush.} In anat., a funnel or funnel-like open-
ing; an infuudibulum. Specifically— (a) pi. The
posterior nares. (b) The peculiar collar or choaiioid rim
around the hagellum of a choanate or choanoUagellate in-

fusorian.

choanate (ko'a-nat), a. [< choana + -ate^.]

Provided with a choana or infundibulum ; spe-
cifically, collared or collar-bearing, as certain
animalcules.
choanite (ko'a-nit), n. [< NL. choanites, < Gr.
XoavTi, a funnel (see choana), + -ites: see -ite'^.}

A spongiform fossil zoophyte of the Chalk, of
the genus Choanites, familiarly called petrified

anemone, from having the radiating appearance
of a sea-anemone.
choanocytal (k6''a-no-si'tal), a. [< choanocyte
+ -al.'] of or pertaining to a choanocyte ; com-
posed or consisting of choanocytes.
Vosmaer recognized as the physiological cause of Sycon

an extension of the choanocytal layer.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 427.

choanocyte (ko'a-no-sit), n. [< Gr. xooi'V. a
funnel (see choana), + kvtoc, a cavity, a cell.]

One of the collared and flagellated monadiform
cells of sponges: so called from their great
resemblance to choanoflagellate iufusorians.
Such cells form layers lining the flagellated

endodermal chambers of sponges.
In Tetractinellida, and probably in many other sponges

— certainly in some— the collars of contiguous clwano-
cytes coalesce at their margins so as to produce a fenes-

trated membrane, which forms a second iimer lining to
the flagellated chamber. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 418.

Choanoflagellata (ko'^a-no-flaj-e-la'ta), n. pi.

[NL. (H. James Clark, 1871), neut. pi', of choa-
noflagellatns : see choanoflagellate.'] The collar-

bearing flagellate infusorians; a group or or-

der of animalcules, exceedingly minute, highly
variable in form, but usually e.xhibiting in
their most normal and characteristic phase a
symmetrically ovate, pyriform, or clavate out-

line. A single long lash-like flagellum is produced from
the center of the anterior border, the base of which is

embraced by a delicate hyaline, extensile and retractile,

collar-like expansion of the body-sarcode. The collar in

its extended condition is infundibnliform or wineglass-
shaped, and when contracted is stibcylindrical or conical,

exhibiting in its expanded state a distinct circulating cur-

rent or cyclosis of its finely granular substance. The in-

gestive area is discoidal, food-substances being brought in

contact with the expanded collar through the vibratory ac-

tion of the flagellum. They are first carried up the outside
and then down the inside of this structure with the circu-

lating sarcode-current, and are finally received into the
substance of the body anywhere within the circular area
circumscribed by its base. Fecal or waste products are
dischai'ged at any point within the same discoidal space.

These animalcules have a distinct spheroidal endoplast,
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Choanoflagellata

with a contained endoplastule and two or more contrac-
tile vesicles, usually conspicuous. They inhabit salt and
fresh water, and increase by longitudinal or transverse fis-

sion, and by eucystment and subdivision of the entire body
into sporular elements. The principal genera are Codo-
gitja, Codoinmim, Salpingteca, tHnohryon, and Autophpna.
Also called Flagellata di^ostomata, and by Diesing Tri-
chosoinatit.

choanoflagellate (k6"a-ii9-flaj'e-lat), «. [<NL.
clioanojlui/cllatus, < choana, q. v., -f- jlageUatus :

see flagellate.] Collared and flagellate, as cer-

tain infiisorians ; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Choanoflagellata.

choanoid (ko'a-noid), a. and «. [< NL. choa-
noUleus, < Gr. ,i:oa>'?, a funnel (see choana), +
e'liSoc, form.] 1. a. Funnel-shaped ; infundibuli-
form: specifically applied to the choanoideus,
a muscle of the eyeball of many animals.

The eye fof the porpoise] has a thick sclerotic, and there
is a choanoid muscle. Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 349.

n. n. The choanoid muscle, or choanoideus.
choanoideus (ko-a-noi'df-us), n.

;
pi. choanoi-

(lei (-1). [NL. : see c/ioaHoirf.] A muscle of the
eye of many animals, as the horse, serving as
a compressor and retractor of the eyeball : so
called from its funnel-like shape.
Choanophorous (ko-a-nof 'o-rus), a. [< NL.
choana, q. v., + L. /erre = !E. bear^.] Collar-
bearing or choanate, as certain infusorians.

choanosomal {kd"a-n9-s6'mal), a. [< choano-
some + -al.] Of or pertaining to the choano-
some of a sponge ; characterized by the pres-
ence of choanocytes, as a subdermal part of
the body of a sponge.

Lipogastrosis . . . may be produced by the growing to-

gether of the roots of the choanommal folds, thus reducing
the paragastric cavity to a labyrinth of canals, which may
easily be confounded with the usual form of excurrent
canals. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 416.

Choanosome (ko'a-no-som), n. [< 6r. ;toov7, a
funnel (see choana), + auua, body.] The inner
part or region of the body of a sponge which is

characterized by the presence of flagellated
chambers or cavities lined with a layer of
choanocytes ; the choanocytal portion of a
sponge.

With the appearance of subdermal chambers the sponge
l>ecomes differentiated into two almost independent re-
gions, an outer or ectosoine and an inner or choarw^ome,
which is characterized by the presence of flagellated cham-
bers. Encyc. Brit., XXil. 416.

choar, ». See chore^.

choaty (cho'ti), a. [E. dial. Of. shoaWi Chub-
by ; fat : applied to infants.

chbbdar (chob'dar), H. [Hind, chobddr, lit. stick-
bearer, < chob, a stick, drumstick, mace, + -ddr,

bearer.] In British India, a superior class of
footman; an attendant who carries a mace or
staff before an officer of rank. The chobdars in the
suite of the viceroys of India and other high officials, such
as the judges of the high courts, carry a staff ornamented
with silver. Also chopdar, ckubdar.

chock^ (chok), V. A variant of choke^. Grose.
[Frov. Eng.]

chock^ (chok), adv. [Due to chock in chock-
full = choke-full, q. v.] Entirely; fully; as far
as possible : used in the nautical phrases chock
aft, chock home, etc.

chock^ (chok), V. t. [With var. chuck^, q. v.

;

orig. a var. of shock^, appar. associated also
witn chock^ = choke^. Cf. chokc^, v., and chock^,
t'.] It. An obsolete variant of shock.— 2. To
throw with a quick motion; toss; pitch: same
as chuck^, 2.

In the tavern in his cups doth roar,
Chockiiuj his crowns. Drayton, Agincourt.

chock* (chok), n. [With var. chuck*, in partly
diflf. senses ; appar. < chock^, var. of choke'^ ; cf.

choked, v., block, obstruct, with which chock^, r.,

in part from this noun, nearly agrees. Perhaps
also associated with chock-i, i:, throw (thrust
in).] 1. A V>lock or piece of wood or other ma-
terial, more or less wedge-shaped when spe-
cially prepared, used to prevent movement, as
by insertion behind the props of a ship's cradle,
under the sides of a boat on deck, under the
wheels of a carriage, etc.— 2. In ship-huihl-
ing, a block of approximately triangular shape,
used to unite tne head and heel of consecu-
tive timbers.— 3. Naut., a block having horn-
shaped projections extending partly over a re-
cess in the middle, in which a cable or hawser
is placed while being hauled in or on: called
aistinctively a warping-chock.—4. In coal-min-
ing, a pillar built of short square blocks of wood
from 2i to 6 feet long, laid cross^vise, two and
two, so as to form a strong siii)i)ort for the roof:
used especially in long-wall working. This kind of
suppcjrt has the advantage of Iteing easily knocked apart
fur removal. Also called nof/, corf, and clwj.pack.— Chocks
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ofthe rudder (naut.), cleats of timber or iron fastened to
the stern of a ship on each side of the rudder, to support
it wlien put hard over either way. See anchor-cknck.

chock* (chok), V. l<chocki, n. See chock*, n.,

and cf. chock^.] I. trans. Naut., to secure by
putting a chock into or under : as, to chock the
timbers of a ship ; to chock a cask.

II. intrans. To fill up a cavity like a chock.
The wood-work . . . exactly chocketh into the joints.

Fidler, Worthies, Cambridgeshire.

chock-a-block (ehok'a-blok), a. [< chock* + a
(vaguely used) -f block'^.] 1. Naiit., jammed:
said of a tackle when the blocks are hauled close
together.— 2. Crowded; crammed full : as, the
meeting-hall was chock-a-block. [Colloq.]
chock-a-block (chok'a-blok), adv. [< chock-a-
block, «.] Naut., so as to be drawn or hauled
close together, in such a manner as to hinder
or prevent motion.
By hauling the reef-tackles chock-a-block we took the

strain from the other earings, and passing the close-reef
earing, and knotting the points carefully, we succeeded in
setting the sail dose-reefed.

R II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 254.

Chock-and-block (chok'and-blok), a. and adv.
Same as chock-a-block.

chock-block (ehok'blok), II. A device for pre-
venting the movement of the traveling wheels
of a portable machine whUe the machinery is

in motion ; a chock.
chock-full, a. See choke-full.

chockling (ehok'ling), n. [E. dial. Cf. chock^
= c/ioAci.] Hectoring; scolding.

choco, n. Same as cheyote.

chocolate (chok'o-lat), n. and a. [= D. Dan.
chokolade = G. chocolade = Sw. chocolad = F.
chocolat = It. cioccolata, < Sp. Pg. chocolate, <
Mex. chocolatl, chocolate, < choco, cacao, + latl,

water.] I. n. 1. A paste or cake compoeed of
the kernels of the Theobroma Cacao, ground and
combined with sugar and vanilla, cinnamon,
cloves, or other flavoring substance. Cacao, un-
der its native name of chocolatl, had been used as a bev-
erage by the Mexicans for ages before their country was
conquered by the Spaniards, See cacao and cocoa^.

2. The beverage made by dissolving chocolate
in boiling water or milk.

The wretch [a sylph] shall feel
The giddy motion of the whirling mill,

In fumes of burnhig chocolate shall glow,
And tremble at the sea that froths below

!

Pope, R. of the L., 11. 135.

U. o. 1. Having the color of chocolate; of
a dark reddish-brown color: as, chocolate cloth.—2. Made of or flavored with chocolate: as,

chocolate cake or ice-cream Chocolate lead, a
pigment composed of oxid of lead calcined with al>out one
third of oxid of copper, the whole being reduced to a uni-
form tint by levigation.

chocolate-house (chok'o-lat-hous), n. A house
of entertainment in which chocolate is sold.

Lisander has been twice a day at the chocolate-house.
Tatler.

chocolate-root (chok'o-lat-r6t), n. See Geum.
chocolate-tree (ehok'o-lS,t-tre), n. The Theo-
broma Cacao. See cacao.

chodet. -An obsolete preterit of chide.

choBDix (ke'niks), n.; pi. chamices (-ni-sez). [<
Gr. ;);o'i"f.] A Greek dry measure, mentioned
by Homer, and originally the daily ration of a
man, but varying from a quart to over a quart
and a half, in the ruins of Flaviopolis, in Phrygia, has
i^en found a marble block having cylindrical wells marked
with the names of different Greek measures. Of these
the chcenix appears to have contained 1.5 liters. This
seems to have been alwut the capaciey of the ^ginetan,
Boeotian, and Pontic measures. The Attic chcenix, how-
ever, according to various approximative statements of
the relation of Attic to Roman measures, must have con-
tained about I liter, or half a Babylonian kal) ; and this is

probably the measure mentioned in the New Testament
(Rev. vi. 6). In Egypt the Ptolemaic system had a choenix,
which appears to have equaled O.s liter. The choenix of
Ueraclea in Italy is surmised U> have been 0.7 liter.

Choerodla (ke-ro'di-a), n. pi. [NL. (E. Blyth,
1849), < Gr. x^'PpCt b, pig, swine, -1- dSoc, form.]
In Blyth's classification of mammals, a division
of his Brochata, including the swine and their

allies, as the hippopotamus and tapir. The di-

vision corresponds cfcsely (chiefly differing in including
Iltprax) with the non-ruminant division of the Artiodactyta
of later naturalist';.

chcerodian (ke-ro'di-an), a. [< Chasrodia +
-an.] Swine-like; suilline; specifically, of or
£prtaining to the Chcerodia.

cerogryl (ke'ro-gril), n. [< Gr. ;toipof, a hog,
-I- ypi'/.'/.o^, a pig.] A name of the Byrax sinai-

ticus. See Hyrax.
Choeropina (ke-ro-pi'na), n. pi. [NXi., < Choe-

rops + -ina2.] In Giinther's system of classi-

fication, the second group of Lahridw, having
a dorsal fin with 20 rays, 13 of which are spi-

nous, and the lateral teeth more or less conflu-

choice

ent into an obtuse osseous ridge, while the an-
terior remain free and conical.
Choerops (ke'rops), n. [NL. (Eiippel, 1852), <
Gr. xolpoi, a pig, -f- uip, aspect, features.] A
genus of labroid fishes, typical of the group
Choeropina.

ChOBropsinsB (ke-rop-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Chos-
ropsis, 1, -I- -jH(E.] A subfamily of Hippopota-
midce, represented by the genus Chceropsis. The
skull is convex between the orbits, the frontal sinus well
developed, and the orbits depressed below the level of the
forehead and incomplete behind. The small hippopotamus
of eastern Africa, Chceropsis liberiensis, is the type.

choeropsine (ke-rop'sin), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining or relating to the ChoeropsincB.

II. n. A species of the Chceropsince.

Chceropsis (kf-rop'sis), n. [NL. (Leidy, 1853),
< Gr. ;foipof, a pig, -f OTpi^, view, appearance.]
1. A genus of Hippopotamidce, typical of the
subfamily Chceropsince.— 2. In entom., a genus
of longicorn beetles. Thomson, 1860.

Choeropus (ke'ro-pus), n. [NL. (Ogilby, 1838),
< Gr. xo'poc, a pig, + trove (nod-) = E. foot.] A
genus of bandicoots, of the family Peramelidw,
notable for the disproportionate development of
the hind limbs and the reduction of the lateral

Bandicoot {Cherropus castnnotis).

digits of both the fore and the hind feet, the
former having but two functional toes, and the
latter consisting mainly of an enormous fourth
toe. The only species known is C. castanotis (erroneously
described as C. ecandatus), an animal about the size of a
rat, found in the interior of Australia.

chogset (chog'set), ». [Also chogsett; prob. of
Amer. Ind. origin.] A local name in New Eng-
land of the eunner or blue-perch, Ctenolabrus
adspersus. Also called nibbler. See eunner.
choice (ehois), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also
chois, < ME. chois, choise, choys, < OF. chois, F.
choix, a choice, < choisir, coisir, P. choisir= FT.
chansir, caxisir (> Sp. *cosir = OPg. cousir =
Olt. ciausire), also in comp., Pr. cscausir =OCa,t.
scosir (es-, s-, < L. ex-), choose; of Teut. ori-

gin : ult. < Goth, kausjan, prove, test, < kiiisan,

choose, = E. c/iOo.se, q. v.] I. n. 1. The act of
choosing ; the voluntary act of selecting or sep-
arating from two or more things that which is

preferred, or of adopting one course of action
in preference to others ; selection ; election.

And there he put vs to the ckoys of thyse foresayd .ij.

wayes, sweyng [showing] to vs the danngers of bothe, as is

before rehersed. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 69.

Ye know how that a good while ago God made choice
among us, that the Gentiles by my mouth should hear the
word of the gospel, and believe. Acts xv. 7.

2. The power of choosing ; option.

Neuertheles, he yaf hyni fre choys to do what he wolde,
for yef he wolde he fnyght yelde god his parte, en to the
feende his also. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 14.

The moral universe includes nothing but the exercise of
choice : all else is machinery.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 301.

The choice lay between an amended confederacy and the
new constitution. Bancroft, Hist. Const., IL 5.

3. Care in selecting
; judgment or skill in dis-

tinguishing what is to be preferred, and in giv-
ing a preference. [Rare.]

Julius Ca3sar did write a collection of apophthegms ; it

is a pity his book is lost ; for I imagine they were collected
with judgment and choice. Bacon, Apophthegms.

4. The person or thing chosen ; that which is

approved and selected in preference to others.
I am sorry . . .

Your choice is not so rich in worth as I)eauty.

Shak., W. T., v. 1.

The lady, gracious prince, may be hath settled
Affection on some former choice.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, 11. 3.

5. The best part of anything; a select portion
or assortment.
There all the grete of the Grekys, & the gryni knyghtys.
And the chose of hor chyualry, was chargit to lenge [lin-

ger]. Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6868.

A braver choice of dauntless spirits . . .

Did never float upon the swelling tide.

SAoJ-., K. John, 11. 1.

6t. A variety of preferable or valuable things.



choice

The choice and flower of all things profitable in other
books. Hooker.

Hobson's choice, a proverbial expression denoting a
choice without an alternative ; the tiling offered or no-

tiling. It is said to have had its origin in the practice of

a carrier and innkeeper at Cambridge, England, named
Uobson, who let horses and coaches, and obliged each cus-

tomer to take in his turn that horse which stood nearest

the stable-door.

Where to elect there is but one,

Tis Hobgon'g choice ; take that or none,
T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 326.

Of choice, select : distinguished ; of worth or value ; as,

mvn o/ ehoiee.—lo make choice of, to choose; select;

separate and take in preference.

He made Choice o/wise and discreet Men to be his Coun-
sellors. Baker, Chronicles, p. 52.

= SyiL Preference, Election, etc. See option.

11. a. 1. Carefully selected; weUohosen: as,

a choice epithet.

Choice word and measured phrase.
Above the reach of ordinary men.

Wordsworth, Resolution and Independence, st. 14.

2. Worthy of being preferred; select ; notable

;

precious.
Er this day was done, or droghe to the night.
All chaunget the chere of this choise maidon.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8171.

The choice and master spirits of this age.
Shak., J. C, iii. 1.

Thus in a sea of folly toss'd.

My choicest hours of life are lost. Swi/t.

A written word is the choicest of relics.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 111.

3. Careful ; frugal ; chary ;
preserving or using

with care, as valuable : with of.

He that is choice of his time will also be choice of his com-
pany, and choice of his actions. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

4t. Noble; excellent.

There the gi-ekes hade grymly ben gird vnto dethe.
Hade not Achilles ben chenalrous & choise of his dedis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. Si.), 1. 6248.

=Syn. 2. Costly, exquisite, uncommon, rare, excellent.

—

3. Sparing.

choice-drawnt (chois'drftn), a. Selected with
particular care. [Eare.]

Who is he, whose chin is but enrich'd
With one appearing hair, that will not follow
These cuU'd and choice-drawn cavaliers to France ?

Shak., Hen. V., iii. (cho.).

choicefult (chois ' ful), a. [< choice + -ful, 1.]

1. Offering a choice; varied: as, " choiceful

plenty," Sylvester, Colonies, p. 681.— 2. Making
many choices ; fitful ; changeful ; fickle.

His choiceful sense with every change doth fit. Spenser.

choiceless (chois 'les), a. [< choice + -less.']

Not having the power of choosing; destitute of

free will. Hammond. [Rare.]

choicely (chois'li), adv. [< ME. choisly, choisli,

< chois, adj.,+ -ly, -ly^.] 1. With care in choos-
ing ; with nice regard to preference ; with judi-

cious choice.
A band of men.

Collected choicely, from each county some.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI,, iii. 1.

2. In an eminent degree.
Old fashioned poetry, but choicely good.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 4.

3. With great care; carefully: as, a thing
choicely preserved.

choiceness (chois ' nes), n. [< choice + -ness.']

The quality of being choice, (a) Justness of dis-

crimination; nicety: as, *' choiceness of phrase," B. Jon-
son, Discoveries, (b) Particular value or worth ; excel-

lence : as, the choiceness of wine.

Plants . . . for their choiceness preserved in pots.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

choice-note (chois'not), n. In vocal music, one
of several notes of different pitch or value,

printed together upon the staff, in order that
the singer may take that one which is best
adapted to his voice.

choile (choil), V. t. To overreach. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng. (Yorkshire).]

choir (kwir), n. [A corrupt spelling of quire^,

"restored" to choir (without a change of pro-
nunciation) in the latter part of the 16th cen-
tury, in imperfect imitation of F. chceur or the
orig.h. chorus: see quire^ and chorus.'] 1. Any
company of singers.

He asked, but all the heavenly quire stood mute.
Milton, P. L,, iii. 217.

2. An organized company of singers, (o) Espe-
cially, such a company employed in church service.

The choir.
With all the choicest music of the kingdom.
Together sung Te Deura. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

Then let the [lealing organ blow
To the full-voiced autre below.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 161.

The cltoir have not one common-metre hymn to drag
them down to the people in the i)ews below.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 157.

(6) A choral society, esi>ecially one that performs sacred
music. In eight-part music a chorus is divided into first
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and second choirs, (c) In the Anglican Church, an official

body consisting of the minor canons, the choral vicars,

and the choristers connected with a cathedral, whose func-
tion is to perform the daily choral service. Such a choir
is divided into two sections, called decani and cantoris,

sitting on the right and left sides respectively ; of these
the decani side forms the leading or principal section.
See cantoris, decani.

3. That part of a church which is, or is con-
sidered as, appropriated for the use of the sing-
ers. In churches of fully developed plan, that part be-
tween the nave and the apse which is reserved for can-
ons, priests, monks, and choristers during divine service.

In cruciform churches the choir usually begins at the
transepts and occupies the head of the cross, including the

Choir of Amiens Cathedral, France.

altar (see cut under cathedral) ; but sometimes, especially

in monastic churches, it extends beyond the transepts,

thus encroaching upon the nave. In churches without
transepts the choir is similarly placed. In medieval ex-

amples, especially after 1250, it was usually surrounded
by an ornamental barrier or grating (see choir-screen), and
separated from the nave by a rood-screen. See channel.

The rich stream
Of lords and ladies, having brought the queen
To a prepar'd place in the choir, fell off

A distance from her. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

4. A company; a band, originally of persons
dancing to music : loosely applied to an assem-
bly for any ceremonial purpose.

We, that are of purer fire.

Imitate the starry quire.

Who, in their nightly watchful spheres,
Lead in swift round the months and years.

Milton, Comus, 1. 112.

And high-born Howard, more majestic sire.

With fool of quality, completes the quire.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 298.

How often have I led thy sportive choir
With tuneless pipe beside the murmuring Loire.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 243.

Formerly and still occasionally quire.

choir (kwir), V. t. and i. [< choir for quire, n.
;

same as quire^, r.] To sing in company.
On either side [of the Virgin], round the steps of the

throne, is a crowd of choiring angels. Farrar.

choir-boy (kwir'boi), n. A member of a boy-
choir ; a boy who sings in a choir.

choiristert, n. An obsolete form of chorister.

choir-office (kwir'of'is), n. 1. Same as choir-

service, 1.— 2. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., any one of

the seven canonical hours.—3. The breviary-
office. Lee, Eoel. Terms.

choir-screen, Cathedral of Lincoln, England.

choke

choir-organ (kwir'dr'gan), n. In large organs,
the third principal section of the instrument,
of less power than the great organ, and con-
taining stops specially suited for choir accom-
paniment. Once called the chair-organ; occa-
sionally, also, the positive organ.
choir-pitch (kwir'pich), n. The ancient church-
pitch of Germany, said to be about one tone
higher than the concert-pitch.

choir-mler (kwir'ro"ler), n. EecUs., one of
the church officers who preside, in place of the
precentor, over the singing of the psalms on
the more important festivals. The choir-rulers
wear copes, and are two or four in number, ac-
cording to the rank of the festival.

Until a late period, even if they do not still, several
churches on the continent put staves into the hands of
the choir-rulers, as is still practised in Belgium.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 204.

choir-screen (kwir'skren), n. An ornamental
screen of wood, stone, or metal, often in open-
work, dividing the choir or chancel of a church
from the aisles or the ambulatory, usually in
such a manner as not to obstruct sight or
sound, but sometimes a solid wall cutting off

all view of the floor of the choir from the aisles.

See cut in preceding column.
choir-service (kwir'ser"vi8), n. 1. The ser-

vice of singing performed by a choir. Also
called choir-office.— 2. A service or an office

chanted or recited in the choir of a church.
Lee, Eccl. Terms.
choir-tippet (kwir'tip"et), n. A scarf or hood
worn as a protection against cold or drafts by
the clergy officiating in the choir of a church.
See amice^.

choke^ (chok), V.
;

pret. and pp. choked, ppr.
choking. [Also until recently spelled choak;
dial, chock (see chock^); < ME. choken, cheken,

choke, < AS. "ceocian (in comp. a-ceocian : see
achoke) = Icel. koka, gulp (cf. kok, the gullet,

esp. of birds : see chokes)
;
prob. orig. imitative

of the guttural or gurgling sounds uttered by
one who is choking, and so akin to chuck',
chuckle^, cackle, cough, kink^, all ult. imitative
words containing a repeated guttural : see these
words.] I. trans. 1. To stop the breath of by-

preventing access of air to the windpipe ; suf-

focate ; stifle.

And the herd ran violently down a steep place, . . . and
wer** choked in the sea. Mark v. 13.

Specifically— 2. To deprive of the power of
breathing, either temporarily or permanently,
by stricture of or obstruction in the windpipe

;

constrict or stop up the windpipe of so as to
hinder or prevent breathing ; strangle.

With eager feeding food doth choke the feeder.
Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1.

We can almost fancy that we see and hear the great
English debater . . . choked by the rushing multitude of
his words. Macaulay, Sir J. ilackintosh.

3. To stop by filling ; obstruct; block up: often
with uj) : as, to choke up the entrance of a har-
bor or any passage.
The vines and the mulberry-trees, the food of the silk-

wonn whose endless cocoons choke rip the market-place,
witness to the richness of the land.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 48.

4. To hinder by obstruction or impediments

;

overpower, hinder, or check the growth, expan-
sion, or progress of ; stifle ; smother.
And some fell among thorns ; and the thorns sprung up

and choked them. Mat. xiii. 7.

Tho' mists and clouds do choke her window light
Sir J. Daoies, Immortal, of Soul.

5. To suppress or stifle.

Confess thee freely of thy sin ;

For to deny each article with oath
Cannot remove, nor choke, the strong conception
That I do groan withal. Shak., Othello, v. 2.

6. To offend greatly; revolt. [Rare.]
I was choked at this word. Sicift.

7. Same as choke-bore.

n. intrans. 1. To stifle or suffocate, as by
obstruction and jiressure in hastily swallowing
food, or by irritation of the air-passages when
fluids are accidentally admitted there.

Who eats with too much speed may hap to choak.
Heyicoml, Dialogues, p. 323.

2. To be checked as if by choking; stick.

The words choked in his throat. Scott.

chokel (chok), «. [< cAotel, )\] 1. The con-
striction of the bore of a choke-bored gun.— 2.

The neck or portion of a rocket where the stick

is attached.— 3. The tie at the end of a car-

tridge.

Choke'^ (chok), n. [The last syllable of arti-

choke.'] The filamentous or capillary part of
the artichoke.



choke

choke^, chouk (chok, chouk), n. [Also writ-

ten chouk; repr. Hind, chauk, a square, mar-
ket-place.] In India, an open place or wide
street, in the middle of a city, where the mar-
ket is held. Yule and Surnell.

The sowars at once galloped into the choke, or principal

street, which is very narrow and tortuous.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 382.

choke-bailt (chok'bal), ». and a. I. n. Non-
aUowauce of bail, as in an unbailable action.

Sue him at common law

;

Arrest him on an action of choke-bail,

B. Joiison, Magnetick Lady, v. 3.

n. a. Not bailable ; not admitting of bail.

Bailiff. We arrest you in the King's name. . . .

Widow. How? how? in a chokebail action?
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, v. 3.

chokeberry (ehdk'ber"i), n.
;

pi. chokeberries

(-iz). The plant Pyrus arhutifoUa, a low ro-

saceous shrub of North America, or its very
astringent berry-like fruit.

choke-bore (chok'bor), v. t. To bore (a gun-
barrel) in such a manner that the diameter of

the bore shall be a little less near the muzzle
than at some point back of it other than the
chamber, in order to concentrate the charge
(of shot) when the gun is fired. Also choke.

choke-bore (chok'bor), ». A gun the bore of

which is slightly constricted near the muzzle.

My duck-gun, the No. 10 choke-bore, is a very strong and
clo8e-sho((ting piece. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 55.

choke-cherry (ch6k'cher''i), n. 1. The popular
name of an American species of wild cherry,

Primus Virginiana, remarkable for the astrin-

gency of its fruit.— 2. In 7niHing, choke-damp

;

after-damp. [Local, Eng.]
choke-damp (chok'damp), ». In eoal^minitu),

same as black-damp.

chokedar (eho'ke-dar), n. Same as chokidar.

choke-full, chock-fall (chok'-, chok'ful'), a.

[Also chuck-fuU, and until recently o/ioat-/MH/ <

ME. chokkcfidle, chekefuUe, chekkefulle, < choken,

cheken, E. choke'- (= chock^), +fulO-. Hence the
aAv-chock"^; and cf. cAocfc*.] Full to the utmost;
full to the point of choking or obstructing.

Charottez chokke/uUe [var. chekkefulU] charegyde with
golde. Morte Arthure, L 1552.

We filled the skins choak-fuU.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, IV. 549.

In short, to use the last-named and much respect«d
lady's own expression, the house was choke-/uU to the
very attics. Barhain, Ingoldshy Legends, I. 21.

Chokelewt, a. [ME., also chekelew, chekievc, <

choken, cheken, choke, + -leic, as in drunkeletc.

Cf. drunkelew.'] Choking; strangling.
\JnU> stelthe beware hem of hempen lane,
Fur stelthe is medid (meededj with a chekelew [var. choke-

lew, cheklew] bane.
Boot 0/ Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), 1. 106,

chokelingt, p. a. A Middle English form of
ch'trkliHif.

choke-pear (chok'par), ». 1. A kind of pear
that has a rough astringent taste. Hence

—

2t. Anj-thing that stops the mouth ; an unan-
swerable argument ; an aspersion or a sarcasm
by which a person is put to silence.

He gaue hun a choake-penre to stoyipe his breath, reply-

ing as foUoweth. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 321.

Pardon me for going so low as to talk of gi\ing choke-
}>earit. iitc^r<f«on, Clarissa Harlowe.

choke-plumf (chok'plum), n. A plum resem-
bling in its effects the choke-pear. Heijicood.

choker (eho'ker), n. 1. One who or that which
chokes ; that which induces a feeling of stran-
gulation; something diflScult to swallow.
He had left a glass of water just tasted. I finished it.

It was & choker. Thackeray, Dr. Birch.

2. That which puts another to silence; that
which cannot be answered. Johnson. [Colloq.]— 3. A neckcloth: as, "a white choker,"
Thackeray, Book of Snobs. [Colloq.]— 4. In
milit. engin., a chain with wooden staves at-

tached to the ends, employed to compress and
measure the circumference of fascines.

chokes (elioks), n. jil. [= Se. chouks ; prob. of
Scand. origin: cf. leel. kok, the gullet: see
ehokei.r.] The throat. HaUiweU. [Local, Eng.]
choke-strap (chdk'strap), n. Same as chcck-
stnip, 1.

choke'weed (chok'wed), m. A name given to
several weeds of different genera, either be-
cause they choke the growth of other plants, or
because when swallowed they produce a sen-
sation of choking. Imp. IHct.

chokevtrort (ch6k'w6rt), n. Same as chokeweed.
John Tiii/lor.

chokev, n. See choky^.
chokidar (eho'ki-dar), n. [< Hind, chaukiddr,
a watchman, policeman, < c)utuki, watching,
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watch, guard, + -ddr, holding.] In India, a
gate-keeper, watchman, or policeman; usually,
a private watchman. Also written chokhadar,
chokedar, ehokeedar, chowkeydar.
And the Day following, the Chocadars, or Souldiers,

were remov'd from before our gates.

Ovington, Voyage to Suratt (1689).

Simon must start for the nearest police-station, to get
some Chowkeydars to watch the carriage.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 138.

choking (cho'king), p. a. [Ppr. of choke\ t).]

1. Causing suffocation; tending to choke or
suffocate.

No solicitations could induce him, on a hot day and in a
high wind, to move out of the choking cloud of dust which
overhung the line of march. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvi.

2. Obstructed or indistinct in utterance
;
gasp-

ing: as, to speak with a choking voice.
chokyl (cho'ki), a. [heaspro^. chokey; ichoke'^
+ -yl.] 1. Tending to choke or suffocate : as,

the air of the room was quite choky.— 2. In-
clined to choke, as with emotion.
The allusion to his mother made Tom feel rather chokey.

Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4.

Choky^, chokey (cho ' ki), n. [< Hind, chauki,
watch, guard.] 1. A prison; a lockup; also,

a customs- or toll-station ; a palanquin-station.— 2. The act of watching or guarding.
chol-, cholo-. [NL., etc., repr. 6r. ro?4 (rarely

xi>''0(;), bile, gall, = L. fel = E. galP-.'\ An ele-

ment in modern scientific compound words
(cholo- before a consonant), meaning ' bile.'

Cholsemia (ko-le'mi-ii), n. [NL.,< Gr. xo^, bile,

+ a'lfia, blood.] The accumulation of the con-
stituents of the bile in the blood. Also spelled
cholemia.

cholsemic (ko-le'mik), a. [< cholcemia +
-ic] Pertaining to chohemia; characterized
or caused by choleemia: as, cholwmie convul-
sions. Also spelled cholemic.

Cholsepus (ko-le'pus), n. See Cholopus.

cholagogic (kol-a-goj'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. x°^-
yu)Of, carrying off bile (see cholagogue), + -ic]

I. a. Promoting the flow of bile.

H. n. A cholagogue.
cholagogue (kol'a-gog), n. [= F. cholagogue=
.Sp. It. colagogo= Pg. cholagogo, < Gr. xo^Myuydg,
carrying off bile, < x<'^-'/! bile, + ayay6(, leading, <
ayeiv, lead : see act, n.] A substance which pro-
motes a flow of bile, by increasing its secretion,

by facilitating the flow from the gall-bladder
into the duodenum, or by quickening peristal-

sis, and so hurrying the bile through the intes-

tines before it or its constituents are absorbed.
cholalic (ko-lal'ik), a. Same as cholie^.

cholangloitis (ko-lan'ji-o-i'tis), «. [< Gr. xo^,
bile, + dyyclov, a vessel, cell, duct (see angio-),

+ -»(w.] In pathol., inflammation of the bile-

ducts.

chola-plant (ko'la-plant), n. The chick-pea,
Cicer arutinum.

chelate (kol'at), «. [< cAo?(»c) + -afci.] A salt

formed by the union of chohe acid with a base.

choleate (kol'e-at), «. [< eholeiic) + -atel.] A
salt formed by the union of choleic acid with a
base.

cholecyst (kol'e-sist), n. [< NL. cholecystis, <

Gr. ^o//), bile, gall, + kvoti^, bladder.] The
fill-bladdir. Also cholecystis.

olecystenterostomy (kol'e-sis-ten-te-ros'to-

mi), «. [< Gr. ;iroAc), bile, + 'idaTiQ, blailder, 4-

liTepa, intestines, + aro/ia, mouth.] In surg.,

the reestablishment, by an operation, of the
connection between the gall-bladder and duo-
denum when the common gall-duct has become
closed. Med. News, Jan. 10, 1885.

cholecystic (kol-e-sis'tik), a. [< cholecyst +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the cholecyst or gall-

bladder.

cholecystis (kol-e-sis'tis), n. [NL.] Same as
rhotecyxf.

cholecystitis, cholecystitis (koFe-, kol'o-sis-

ti'tis), n. [NL., < cholecystis, cholocystis, +
-itis.'i Inflammation of the gall-bladder.

cholecystotomy (kol'e-sis-tot'o-mi), n. [< Gr.

xo?.'/, bile, + KvoTig, bladder, + Tofiij, a cutting,

< Tt/iveiv, Ta/u'w, cut: see anatomy.^ In surg.,

incision of the gall-bladder, as for the purpose
of removing gallstones.

choledoch (Kol'e-dok), a. [< NL. choledochus,

< Gr. ;t;oA)7i5o^of,' containing bile, < x<>''^-V, bile, +
iSixeaHai, receive, contain.] Conveying bile

:

as, the common choledoch duct.

choledochous (ko-led'o-kus), a. [As choledoch
+ -ous.'i Conveying bile : applied to the bile-

duct (ductus choledochus) of the liver.

choledography (kol-e-dog'ra-fi), n. [An erro-

neous form, appar. due to confusion with Gr.

choleric

Xo?.7i66xoc, containing bile (see choledoch); the
proper form would be "cholegraphy, < Gr. x"''-'!,

bile, + -ypa^ia, < ypa^nv, write.] An account
of what relates to the bile, as its composition,
secretion, etc.

choledology (kol-e-dol'o-ji), n. [An erroneous
form, prop, 'cholology, <'Gr. xo^j bile, + -hiyla,

</Jyew, speak: see -ology. Cf. choledography.
'\

Knowledge of what relates to the bile.

choleic (kol'e-ik), a. [< Gr. ;t:oA^, bile, + -ic.

The reg. form cholic has a different application. ]

Of, pertaining to, or obtained from bile Chol-
eic add, the sulphureted acid of bile, C26H45NSO7, a
crystalline solid, soluble in water and decomposed by boil-
ing into cholic acid and taurine. Also called taurocholic
acid.

cholein (kol'e-in), «. [< chole(ic)+ -itfi.'\ Same
as choline.

cholemesis, cholemesia (ko-lem'e-sis, kol-e-
me'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. x°^V, bile, -I- ifieaic,

vomiting, < e/ielv, vomit : see emetic. ] In pa-
thol., the vomiting of bile.

cholemia, cholemic. See cholcemia, cholcemic.

choler (kol'6r), n. [Formerly also choller

(spelled with ch in imitation of the L.), earlier
coUr, < ME. coler, colere, colre, < OF. coUre, F.
col^e = Pr. Pg. colera = Sp. cdlera = It. col-

lera, anger, bile, < L. cholera, bile, a bilious ail-

ment, < Gr. xo^-^P"-, a bilious ailment, cholera,
< xi^V = L. fel = E. gall, bile : see galX^. Cf

.

cholera, of which choler is a doublet.] If. The
bile. [Anger was formerly supposed to be pro-
duced by excess or disturbance of this fluid.]

Anger or wrath is the boiling of the blood about the
heart, tlirough the stirring up of choler. Blundeville.

My Father, named Richard, was of a sanguine complex-
ion, mixed with a dash of choler. Evelyn, Diary (1623), p. 3.

Hence— 2. Anger; wrath; irascibility.

Throw cold water on thy choler. Shak. , M. W. of W., ii. 3.

Stay not within the bounds Marsilius holds ;

Lest, little brooking these unfitting braves.
My choler overslip the law of arms.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

Wee see you are in choler, therefore till you coole a while
wee turne us to the ingenuous Reader.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.
= Sy71. 2. Anger, Vexation, Indignation, etc. See angerl.

cholera (kol'e-ra), n. [< L. cholera, bile, a bil-

ious ailment" <6r. xo^P") a bilious ailment,
cholera, < ;);oX^, gall, bile, anger: see choler.'}

1. An infectious and often rapidly fatal dis-

ease, prevailing epidemically, generallj; pre-
ceded by a diarrhea, and marked by violent
purging of watery stools with flocculent par-
ticles suspended in them ("rice-water stools"),

vomiting, cramps, especially in the legs and
abdominal walls, and profound collapse: spe-
cifically termed Asiatic cholera, in cholera, as in

typhoid fever, the morbific particles, probably living
germs, seem, as a rule, to be transmitted by emanation
or exhalation from the stools of the patient. They are
destroyed by boiling. The period of incubation is short,
from a few hours to two or three days. Cholera is en-
demic in India, and at different periods it has swept as an
epidemic with great violence over Asia and (since 1829)
over Europe and America.

2. An acute disorder of the digestive organs, not
epidemic, marked by vomiting, purging, colic,

and cramps in the legs and abdominal walls,

with considerable exhaustion, mostly confined
to the hotter months, and frequently due to er-

rors of diet : specifically called sporadic cholera
and cholera morbus.— 3. A destructive infec-

tious disease of fowls, characterized by a yel-

low or green diarrhea, with an offensive odor,
and great weakness and speedy death, it is

held to l)e caused by a bacterium, and is promoted by un-
cleanliness. Usually called chicken-cholera or fowl-cholera.
—Algid cholera. See o^i/td.— Cholera infantum (in-

fants cholera), aterm somewhat loosely applied to threat-
ening cases of enterocolitis or sporadic cholera in infants.
— Cholera morbus (cholera disease), a term popularly
applied to sporadic and occasionally to Asiatic cnolera.
— Hog-cholera, a specific highly contagious fever of
swine, attended by inflammation of the lungs, stom-
ach, intestines, and other organs, usually dian-hea, fre-

quently cough, and extravasations of blood in the skin
and mucous membranes. It is believed to be caused by
the Bacillus minimus. (Klein.) Also called infectious
pneuino-enteritis, swine-ptague, erysipelas malignum, and
inteHtinal fever of swine.

choleraic (kol-e-ra'ik), a. [< cholera + -ic.

Th^ reg. torca. choleric has a different use.]
Pertainmg or relating to cholera ; affected or
characterized by, due to, or causing cholera

:

as, choleraic exhalations or patients ; the chole-

raic voice ; choleraic miasmata.
choleric^ (kol'e-rik), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
colcrick, < ME. coterifc, colrik, bilious, < OF. co-

lerique, F. colerique = Pr. eoleric = Sp. colerico

= Pg. colerico = It. collerico, < L. cholericus, bil-

ious, < Gr. ;t;o/lfp((i(if, of or like cholera, < X"^-
pa, cholera: see choler, cholera, etc.] I, a, 1.

Abounding svith choler or bile ; bilious.



choleric

Our two great poets being so different in their tempers,
the one ckolerick and sanguine, the other phlegmatiok and
melancholiclc Dryden.

He had something of the choleric complexion of his coun-
trymen stamped on his visage. Lamb, Soutli-Sea House.

2. Easily irritated; irascible; inclined to an-
ger ; angry : as, a choleric temper.

AVTien the guide perceived it, he grew so extreme choleric
that he threatened Mr. I. H. Coryat, Crudities, I. 34.

Sir Robert is choleric enough, but then, as he is provoked
without cause, he is appeased without reason.

Foote, The Bankrupt, i.

3. Indicating or expressing anger; prompted
by anger ; angry : as, a choleric speech.

That in the captain's but a choleric word.
Which in the soldier is flat blasphemy.

Shah., M. lorM., ii. 2.

gSyn. 2. Testy, touchy, peppery, irritable.

Il.t n. A person of a bilious or choleric tem-
perament.
The dyeuel . . . him asayleth stranglakest [strongliest]

thane [the] colrik mid ire and discord.
Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 157.

choleric^ (kol'e-rik), n. [< cholera + -ic. Cf.
choleric^.'] A "person suffering from cholera.
[Bare.]
The commission tried to make the autopsy of a choleric

whom I saw in the penal establishment of San Miguel.
U. S. Com. Rep., No. Iv. (1885), p. 680.

cholericly (kol'e-rik-li), adv. {< choleric^+ -ly'^.']

In a choleric manner. [Bare.]

cholericness (kol'e-rik-nes), n. [< choleric^ +
-ness.'] Irascibility; anger; peevishness. [Rare.]
Contentiousness and cholerickness.

Bp. Garden, Anti-Baal Berlth, p. 128.

dlOleriform (kol'e-ri-form), a. [= p. choleri-

forme, < L. cholera + forma, form.] Resem-
bling cholera ; of the nature of cholera : as,

choleriform diarrhea.

cholerine (kol'e-rin), n. [< cholera + -irw^;
= F. chol&rine = 8p. colerina, etc.] 1. The
diarrhea which commonly precedes the severe
symptoms in an attack of Asiatic cholera, or
which occurs during the prevalence of cholera
in cases where no further symptoms are de-
veloped. These cases may be considered abor-
tive cases of cholera.— 2t. A name formerly
used to designate the morbific agent of Asiatic
cholera.

cholerlzation (koFe-ri-za'shon), n. [< "choler-
ize (< cholera + -ize) + -aiion.'] Inoculation
with cholera, or with cholera in a modified form,
as a prophylactic meastire.

Choleroid (kol'e-roid), a. [< cholera + -oid. Cf

.

Gr. xo'^'^^P^'^IS, of same sense and formation.]
Resembling cholera.

cholerophobia (kol'''e-ro-f6'bi-a), n. [< Gr.
Xo?Jpa, cholera, -I- -<l>o]iia,' <. ^polidaOai, fear.] An
extreme or morbid dread of cholera. [Rare.]
cholerophone (ko-ler'o-fon), ». [< Gr. x°^P<^,
cholera, -I- (jiuvrj, voice.] The faint, plaintive,
hoarse or squeaking voice characteristic of
choleraic patients in the stage of collapse;
choleraic voice (vox eholerica).

cholestearin, cholestearine (kol-es-te'a-rin),
n. Erroneous forms of cholesterin.

cholesteatoma (kol-es-te-a-to'ma), n.
;
pi. cho-

lesteatomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gt. xo^, bile, +
atcap (areaT-), tallow, fat, + -oma.^ la pathol.,
an endothelioma in which the cells, closely
packed in concentric layers, form glistening,
gearl-like bodies.

Olestersemia (ko-les-te-re'mi-ii), n. [NL., <
cholester{in) + Gr. a'lfia, tlood.] "A morbid in-
crease of cholesterin in the blood. AJso choles-
teremia.

cholesteric (kol-es-ter'ik), a. [< cholester(in)
+ -ic] Pertaining to cholesterin, or obtained
from it

—

CSholesteric add, CgHiQOs, an acid obtained
by boiling cholesterin with nitric acid. It is in crj'stals
of a yellowish-white color.

cholesterin, cholesterine (ko-les'te-rin), n.
[= F. cholesterine = Sp. colesterina, <"Gr. %o^,
bile, + arepcoc, solid, -I- -in^, -ine'^.'] A sub-
stance (C26H44O) crystallizing in leaflets, with
a mother-of-pearl luster and a fatty feel, it is

soluble in alcohol and ether, and is probably a monova-
lent alcohol. It occurs in the blood and brain, in the yolk
of eggs, and in the seeds and buds of plants, but most
abundantly in the bile, and especially in biliary calculi,
which frequently consist wholly of cholesterin. By treat-
ing wool-fat with boiling alcohol there is obtained an al-
coholic solution of cholesterin and isocholesterin. Also
cholentearin, cholestearine.

choliah (cho'li-a), n. [E. Ind.] A small coast-
ing-vessel used by the natives of the Coro-
mandel coast. Sometimes spelled choolia. De
Colange.

choliamb (ko'li-amb), n. [< L. cholianibus, < Gr.
XuAiafifiog, lame iambus, < x'^^'^C, lame, limping,
+ la/ifioi, iambus.] Inirros., a variety of iambic
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trimeter with a trochee as the sixth foot instead
of the regular iambus. This Irregularity produces
a kind of hmp or halt in the rbytlini. Greek and Latin
poets used it chiefly in pieces characterized by humorous
invective. See scazon.

choliambic (ko-li-am'bik), a. and n. [< Gr. x"-
/.lanjiuio^, < ;);uA/a/i/3of, choliamb: see choliamb
and -ic] I. a. Pertaining to or composed of
choliambs.

II. n. Same as choliamb.
cholici (kol'ik), a. [< Gr. xo^, bile, + -ic. Cf.
cAo/eJc] Pertaining to or obtained from bile.
Also cholalic— Chollc acid, an acid found in the con-
tents of the intestines and in the excrement.

cholic^t, n. An obsolete form of colic.

choline, cholin (kol'in), n. [< Gr. xo^, bile,
-f -(He2, -to2.] a basic substance (C5H15NO2)
which is widely distributed in the animal or-
ganism, but is most abundant in the bile, in the
brain (as a constituent of lecithin), and in the
yolk of eggs. It is very deliquescent, and crys-
tallizes with difficulty. -Also cholein and neurine.
cholo (cho'lo), n. [S. Amer.] A child of mixed
Spanish and Peruvian Indian parentage.
The cholo, the descendant of the alliances of the Span-

iards with the Inca Indians. Mncye. Brit., IV. 15.

cholo-. See chol-.

cholochrome (kol'o-krom), n. [< Gr. x<'^, bile,
+ XP<^M<^t color.] A general term for bile-pig-
ments of every kind. See bile-pigment.

cholocyst, cholocystenterostomy, etc. See
cholcci/st, etc.

Chologaster (ko-lo-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr.
X<->^6s, lame, defective, -1- yaarijp, belly.] A ge-
nus of cave-fishes, of the tamily Amblyopsid(e,
having eyes and colored integument, contrary
to the rule in this family. There are several
species in the southern United States, as C.
pamllifer.

Chololaic (kol-o-id'ik), a. [< Gr. x°'^^, Wle, -1-

-id^ -I- -jc ] Pertaining to or derived from bile

:

as, choloidic acid.

chololithiasis (kol"o-li-thi'a-sis), n. [As cholo-
lith(ic) -f -iasis.'] In pathoL, that condition of
the body in which gallstones are produced ; the
chololithic diathesis.

Chololithic (kol-o-lith'ik), a. [< Gr. xo>A, bile,

+ 'aiOoc, stone, +' -jc] Pertaining to gallstones
or their formation.
Cholophsein (kol-o-fe'in), )(. [< Gr. joAiy, bile, +
0a(of, dusky, brown, -I- -i«2.] Same as biliphmin.

Cholopodinae (k6"l9-po-fli'ne), n. 1)1. [NL., <

Cholopiis {-pod-) + -ina:.] A subfamily of Bra-
dypodidw, typified by the genus Cholopiis, con-
taining the two-toed sloths.

cholopodine (ko-lop'o-din), a. and 11. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Cholopodinw.

II. n. A sloth of the subfamily Cholopodina:
Cholopus (ko'lo-pus), n. [NL., orig. by Illi-

ger, 1811, in improper form Cholmpus, Choice-
pus; < Gr. ;fu2<i!roDf, lame-footed, < ;i;u/^f, lame,
halt, -I- iTovQ (TTod-) = E. foot.'\ A genus of

chondrify
Dr. Buchanan [1800] was struck with the . . . choultries

which had been built for the accommodation of travelers
by rich native merchants of Madras.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. Ind., p. 408.

choluria (ko-m'ri-a), ». [NL., < Gr. x<>>-h, bile,
+ nvpuv, urine, -1- -ia.'\ Inpathol., the presence
of bile-pigtnent and bile-salts in the urine.
chomer (ko'mer), n. A Hebrew measure; a
homer (which see).

chomp (chomp), V. A dialectal variant of
champ^. Grose.

Chondestes (kon-des'tez), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1827); said to be (irreg.) < Gr. ;t:(}v(5/x)f, grits,
groats (grain, seed), -I- iaOieiv, eat.] A genus
of fringilline birds of North America, the lark-

tJnau, or Two-toed Sloth
(
Cholopus didactylus).

tardigrade edentate mammals, or sloths, of the
familyBradypodida, including the unau or two-
toed sloth, C. didactylus, of South America.

Cholosis (ko-16'sis), n. [< Gr. ;tO''^, bile, -l-

-osis.^ A disease characterized by a perversion
of the secretion of bile.

choltry, choultry (chol'tri), n.
;

pi. choltries,

choultries (-triz). [Repr. Malayalam chdwati,
chauti = Telugu and Canarese chdwadi (cere-
bral t or d), chawari = Marathi chdwari, a cara-
vansary, an inn.] 1. In southern India, a large
shed used as a village hall or assembly.— 2. A
khan or caravansary for the resting of travel-
ers, usually consisting of a square court sur-
rounded by low buildings, in some choltries pro-
visions are sold, and in others distributed gratis, especially
to Brahmans and religious mendicants.

Lark-finch [Chondtstei grammica).

finches, having a long, graduated, party-colored
tail, and the head much striped. There is but one
species, the common lark-flnch of the western United
States, C. grammica.

chondr-, chondro-. [NL., etc., repr. Gr. ;fov-

(ifiof, groats, grain, lump, cartilage, gristle.] An
element in modern scientific compound words
{chondro- before a consonant), usually meaning
' cartilage.'

Ohondracanthidae (kon-dra-kan'thi-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Chondracanthus + -irfre.] A family of
parasitic lernseoid crustaceans, or fish-lice, rep-
resented by the genus Chondracanthus. They
have an elongated and often not distinctly segmented
body furnished with retrorse spines, the abdomen reduced
to a mere stump, the anterior pair of pleiopods represent-
ed by bifld lobes, other swimming-feet wanting, falcate
mandibles, and no suctorial proboscis. The male is much
smaller than the female, being a stunted pyrifomt object,
carried al)out by the female, often in pairs, in her vulva,
or attached to other portions of her body. See Epizoa.

Chondracanthus (kon-dra-kan'thus), «. [NL.,
< Gr. ;f(5wipof, cartilage, -t- aum-Ga, thorn, spine.]
A genus of lernseoid parasitic crustaceans, or
fish-lice, typical of the family Chondracanthidw,
having the body covered with short reflexed
spines. C. zei is a parasite on the gills of the dory ; C.
fiibbomis infests the angler; C. comutus is found on the
flat-fish. Lenuntoma is a synonym.

chondral (kon'dral), a. [NL., < Gr. x^^poi,
cartilage, + -al.'] Cartilaginous; pertaining
to or consisting of cartilage or a cartilage, es-
pecially a costal cartilage : used chiefly in com-
bination : as, interf/ionrfra/, costochondral.
Chondralgia (kon-dral'ji-a), «. [NL., < Gr.
XovSpoq, cartilage, + a/.jof,'pain.] In pathol.,
pain in the region of a cartilage.

chondrarsenite (kon-drar'se-nit), n. [< Gr.
x6v(Jpoc, grits (grain), + arsenite.'] An arse-
niate of manganese, occurring in small yellow
grains with a conehoidal fracture.

chondrenchymatous (kon-dreng-kim'a-tus), a.

[< cho>idrv)U'hyme {-chymat-) + -o«4-.] Having
the character of chondrenchyme ; containing
or consisting of chondrenchyme.
chondrenchyme (kon-dreng'kim), n. [< Gr.
XovSpog, cartilage, + lyxv/ia, infusion.] A tis-

sue resembling cartilage which occurs in some
sponges, as in the cortex of the Corticidw. W.
./. Sollas.

chondri, «. Plm-al of chondrus.
chondrification (kon"dri-fi-ka'shon), n. [<
cliondrify : see -/(^ and -«Wo«.] The act or pro-
cess of chondrifying or of being converted into
cartilage ; the state of being chondrified.

The processes of chondrijiccttion and ossification often
proceed with but little respect for the pre-existing din-
sions. //. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 258.

chondrifiy (kon'dri-fi), r. ; pret. and pp. chon-

drified, jjpr. chondrifying. [< Gr. ;foM/)o?, car-

tilage, -i- -fy.'\ I. trans. To convert into car-
tilage.

II. intrans. To be converted into cartilage;

become cartilaginous.
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chondrify

After the elements of the chondrifying cranium have

run into each other, the inclosed ear-organs, by their co-

pious growth, , . . trespass on neighbouring territories.

Eiicyc. Brit, III. 70S.

chondrigen (kon'dri-jen), «. [< chondr{in) +
-gen.'\ The substance of the hyaline cartilage

which yields chondrin on boiling with water.

It is insoluble in cold water. Also chondrogen.

ChondrigenOUS (kon-drij'e-nus), a. [< c/iOM-

dr(iu) + -genous.'] Yielding chondrin; pertain-

ing to unhardened cartilage : distinguished from
eollaginoits, which refers to the hardened tissue.

Cartilage, . . . the chomirigenotu basis or ground-sub-

stance which many considerations show to be a product or

kata-.tate of prutuplasm. M. Foster, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 20.

chondriglucose (kon-dri-glo'kos), n. [< Gr. ;tov-

(Spof , cartilage, + glucose.'] A substance having
a sweet taste and reducing properties like those

of glucose, which is formed when cartilage is

boiled with dilute mineral acids.

Chondrilla (kon-dril'a), 11. [NL. (Oscar
Schmidt, 1862), dim. of 6r. ;i;oi'(!pof, cartilage.]

In :odl., the typical genus of sponges of the
family Cliondrillidce, having stellate silicious

bodies in the cortex.

Chondrillidae (kon-dril'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clioiidrilla + -idee.'] A family of Myxospongiie, or
gelatinous sponges, having no fibrous skeleton.

chondrin, chondrine (kon'drin), n. [< Gr. x'^^-

(ipof, cartilage, + -in^, -ine^; = F. choiidrkte.l

The proper substance of cartilage, which is

procui-ed by boiling the tissue of cartilage as
it occurs in the ribs, trachea, nose, etc., and of

the cornea, in water. The tissue is slowly dissolved
by this means with formation of chondrin, which is solu-
ble in hnt water and gelatinizes on cooling. When dry it

res*'ini»l(-s ^lue.

chondrites (kon'drit), n. [< Gr. xovSpiTT/^, made
of groats or coarse meal, < xovi^poc, groats, grain,

cartilage. ] A common class of meteoric stones,
characterized by large numbers of rather mi-
nute spherical crystalline grains. See meteor-
ite.

chondrites (kon'drit), n. [< Chondras, 3, +
-ite-.] A fossil marine plant of the Chalk and
other formations: so called from its resem-
blance to the existing Chondnis crispus, or Irish

moss. Page.

chondritic (kon-drit'ik), a. [< chondrites + -ic]

Having the peculiar granulated structiu'e char-
acteristic of chondrite.

chondritis (kon-dri'tis), n. [< Gr. x^^^poc, car-
tilage, + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of

cartilage.

Diseases which attack the laryngeal cartilages, or frame-
work of the larynx, as perichondritis and chondritis.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XII. 169.

chondro-. See chondr-.

chondrocrania, n. Plural of chondrocranium.

chondrocraniai (kon-dro-kra'ni-al), a. [< chon-
drocniniuiii + -at] Of or pertaining to a chon-
drocranium, in any sense.

chondrocranium (kon-dro-ki-a'ni-um), n.: pi.

chondrocrania (-'&). [< Gfr. ;for<5;x)f, cartilage,

+ Kpaviov, skull : see crani'ttm.] 1. A cartila-

ginous skull; a skull per-
manently cartilaginous, as
that of many fishes.— 2.
The cartilaginous as dis-

tinguished from the mem-
branous portions of an em-
bryonic skull, which may
eventually become entirely
bony; that portion of an
osseous skull which is pre-
formed in cartilage. At an
early stage this consists largely of
the basilar plate or parachordal
cartilage. See E»ox, Acipeimer,
and iHirachordal. „ . ....... .^

. In IC/l(/(., the persistent achordal cartilage wfiich

cartilaginous portion of the f--^' .^fi'^.Sif,•?•£;:

cranium occurring m many cuiae, tr, which inclose the

osseous fishes, such as the O^^^ -.Vr^Lc'^it"^
Salmonids, subjacent to the ethmovomerine plate ; Co.
x^^ C<J. rudiments of cochlea;
"Ones. Sc, rudiment of scmicircii-

ChondrOdendron fkon-dro- '"^canaU; ?.., quadrate

den'droii), «. [NL., < Gr. " "*°'

,
;t<iv()p"r> cartilage, -f- (ifvrfpov, tree.] A small

I genus of tall climbing meni.spermaceous shrubs
with large leaves, natives of Peru and Brazil.
The root of C. totiutiUosum is the true pareira brava, a
drug formerly of great repute In complaints of the blad-
der. See pareira.

Chondrodite (kon'dro-dit), n. [< Gr. ;foi'(5p(i%,
granular (see chmtdr'oid), + -ite'^.] A mineral
often occurring in embedded grains of a yellow
to red color, and also in perfect crystals, it is

a fluosillcate of inm and magnesium. Hniuite and clliio-
- humite are closely related minerals, differing in crystalline

form. Also called brvcite. See humit*.
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tilaginous Skull of Chick,
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chondroganoid (kon-dro-gan'oid), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters of
the Chondroganoidea.

II. n. A fish of the superorder Chondroga-
noidea.

Also chondrogaimidean.
Chondroganoidea (kon'dro-ga-noi'de-a), n. pi.
[NL. , < Gr. ;to»'''p('f, cartilage, + (ianoidea, q. v.]
In Gill's system of classification, a division or
superorder of ganoid fishes, containing those
which have a cartilaginous skeleton, such as
the sturgeons and many fossil forms. The liv-

ing representatives are referable to the orders
Chondrostei and Selachostomi.

chondroganoidean (kon"dro-ga-noi'de-an), a.

and «. Same as chondroganoid.
chondrogen (kon'dro-jen), n. [< chondr(in) +
-(/en.~\ Same as chondrigen.

chondrogenesis (kon-dro-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr.
Xovdpoi, cartilage, + yeveoi.i, generation.] The
formation or development of cartilage. Also
chondrogeny.
chondrogenetic (kon-'dro-je-net'ik), a. [<
chondrogemsis, after genetic.] Forming or pro-
ducing cartilage ; of or pertaining to chondro-
genesis: as, a chondrogenetic process or result.

chondrogenous (kon-droj'e-nus), a. [< chon-
drogeny + -0H6'.] Same as chondrogenetic.

chondrogeny (kon-droj'e-ni), n. [< NL. *chon-
drogenia, < Gr. ;foj'rf/3of, cartilage, + -y/^yev: see
-geny.] Same as chondrogenesis.

chondroglossal (kon-dro-glos'al), a. and n [<
chondroglossti.i + -a?.] I. a. Tn anat., pertain-
ing to the lesser horn of the hyoid bone and to
the tongue.
H. «. The chondroglossus.

chondroglossus (kon-dro-glos'us), n. [NL., <
Gr. ^oiiV'Of, cartilage, + }?.<jaaa, tongue.] In
anat., that part of the hyoglossus muscle which
arises from the lesser comu of the hyoid bone.

Chondrograda (kon-drog'ra-da), n.pl. [NTj., <

Gr. ^(ii'rf/jof, cartilage, + L. gradi, step, go.] A
division of the siphonophorous hydrozoans,
including such forms as Felella, J'orpita, etc.,

as distinguished from the Physograda.

chondrograde (kon'dro-grad), a. Of or per-
taiuiii-; to tlie Chondrograda.

Chondrographic (kon-dro-graf'ik), a. [< chon-
drograpTiy + -it-.] Descriptive of cartilage ; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to chondrography.

chondrography (kon-drog'ra-fi), n. [=F. cfeow-

drograpTiie, < Gr. x'^^'^fK, cartilage, + -jpa(j>ia,

< ypd(j)tiv, write.] A scientific description of the
cartilages.

chondroid (kon'droid), a. [< Gr. 'xovipoetS^;,

contr. ;ioi»(!pa)('?;f, cartilaginous, < xov(^poc, carti-

lage, + f<(iof, form.] Cartilaginous; resembling
cartilage.

chondrologic (kon-dro-loj'ik), a. [< chondrol-
ogy + -«•.] Of or pertaining to chondrology.

chondrology (kon-drol'6-ji), «. [= F. chondro-
logiv, < Gr. ^(/xfi/Mf, cartilage, + -fjiyia, < liytiv,

speak: see -ology.] The science or knowledge
of cartilages.

chondroma (kon-dro'ma), 71.; pi. chondromnta
(-raa-tii). [NL., < Gr. x^'"'P'":, cartilage, +
-oma.] Inpathol., a tumor which consists essen-
tially of cartilage. Also called enchoytdroma.

chondromatous (kon-drom'a-tus), a. [< chon-
drvmu{t-) + -»««.] Pertaining to a chondroma

;

eiiehondromatous.
chondrometer (kon-drom'e-t^r), n. [< Gr. ;t:(iv-

lipur, grain, groats, + /zerpov, a measure.] An
instrument resembling a steelyard for weigh-
ing grain.

Chonoropharyngseus (kon-dro-far-in-je'us), K.

[NL., < Gr. ;if()i'opof, cartilage, + NL. pharyn-
ga^us, < Gr. (papvy^, throat: see pharynx?] That
portion of the middle constrictor muscle of the
pharynx which arises from the lesser comu of

the hyoid bone. Also chondropharyngeus.

chondropharyngeal (kon"dro-fa-rin'je-al), a.

and n. [< chondropliaryngaus + -al.] 1. a.

Pertaining to the lesser horn of the hyoid bone
and to the pharynx.

II. n. The chondropharyngffius.

Chondrophora (kon-drof'o-ra), ». i)?. [NL.,
neut. pi. of chondrojihoriis : see chondrophorotis.]

A section of decajiod dibranchiate Cephalopoda,
having the internal shell homy. Most living

cephalopods are of this character. The name
is contrasted with Calciphora.

chondrophorous (kon-drof'o-ms), a. [< NL.
ihondrophorn.t, < Gr. xovdpnc, cartilage, + -(pAfm^,

< (pipeiv = E. ieari.] Of or pertaining to the
Chondrophora.

Chondrostoma

chondropterygian (kon-drop-te-ri,i'i-an),o. and
n. I. a. Gristly-finned ; having a cartilaginous
skeleton ; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Chondi'opterygii. Also chondroptmygioits.

II. n. One of the Chondropterygii.

Chondroptery;gii (kon-drop-te-rij'i-i), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. xo^^poij cartilage, + KTepvyvov, fin,

dim. of TTTepuf, a wing, < vrepov, a wing, = E.
featlwr.] A group of fishes to which different
values and limits have been assigned, (a) In
Artedi's and other early systems, an order including all the
fish-like verteijrates without distinct rays in the fins— that
is, the selachians as well as the sturgeons and lampreys. (6)
In Cuvier's system, the second series of the class Pisces or
fishes, contrasting with the osseous fishes, having the skel-
eton essentially cai-tilagiuous and the cranium sutureless.
The families of this series include the sturgeon, shark,
ray, and lamprey. Also called Cartilaf/inei. (c) In Giin-
ther's system, a subclass of fishes, including all the se-
lachians, characterized by a cartilaginous skeleton ; skull
without sutures: a body with medial and paired fins,

of which the hinder are abdominal ; caudal fin with pro-
duced upper lobe ; gills attached to the skin by the outer
margin, with several intervening gill-openings (rarely one
gill-opening only) ; no gill-covers ; no air-bladder ; three
series of valves in tlie bulbus arteriosus ; optic nerves
coniinissurally united and not decussating ; and prehen-
sile organs attached to ttie ventral fins of the males.

—

Chondropterygii branchlla flxls, in Cuviers system of
classitication, the second order of Chondropterygii, having
fixed brancliiaj or gills adlierent by the external edge In
such a manner that the water escapes through as many
holes pierced in the skin as there are intervals between
the branchiffi, or at least with these holes terminating in
a common (inct through which the water is ejected.

chondropterygious (kon-drop-te-rij'i-us), a.

Same as chondropterygian.

chondros (kon'dros), n. See chondrus, 2.

chondrosarcoma (kon"dro-sar-k6'ma), «.; pi.

chondrosarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < (3r. x^^po^y
cartilage, + aapKufia, sarcoma.] In pathol., a
tumor composed of cartilaginous and sarcoma-
tous tissue.

chondr08arcomatOUS(kon"dro-sar-kom'a-tus),
a. l<. chondrosarcoma(t-) + -ous.] Inpathol.,
gristly or fleshy, as a tumor ; specifically, of or
pertaining to a chondrosarcoma.
Chondrosia (kon-dro'si-a), II. [NL., < Gr. x^-
^poQ, cartilage.] The typical genus of sponges
of the family Chondrosiidce.

Chondrosiidse (kon-dro-si'i-de), n. 2)1. [NL., <
Chondrosia + -idw.] A family of oligosilicine

sponges, of the order Chondrospongia; having
no flesh-spicules, typified by the genus Chondro-
sia. Also Chondrosida: Lendenfeld, 1887.

chondrosis (kon-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ;foi'-

ipo(;, cartilage, + -osis.] The formation of car-
tilage.

Chondrosponglse (kon-dro-spon'ji-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. ;);di'(!pof, cartilage, + ctt6))oq,

sponge.] In Lendenfeld's system of classifi-

cation (1887), the third order of sponges, an or-

der of his subclass Silicea, in which there is a
tough mesodermal substance or gristly meso-
gloea, usually with isolated spicules of the te-

traxon or moiiaxon type. It comprises the lithistids,

tetractinellids, some of ttie monactineliids, and most of
the Myxospon<ii(p of authors in general.

chondrospongian (kon-dro-spon'ji-an), a. and
n. I, a. Gristly, as a sponge; specifically, of
or pertaining to the Chondrospongiw.

II. )(. A sponge of the order ChondrospongicB.

Chondrostei (kon-dros'te-i), n.pl. [NL., pi. of
chondrosteus : see chondrosteovs.] 1. In MiU-
ler's system of classification (1845), an order of
ganoid fishes, characterized bj' the skeleton
being partly cartilaginous, partly bony, and
the skin naked or provided with osseous buck-
lers.— 2. In Cope's system of classification, a
primary division of actinopterous fishes, with
an entire series of basilar segments of the ab-
dominal ventral fins, and with no branchioste-
gal rays and no pterotio bone: synonymous
with Chondroganoidea.
Chondrosteidae (kon-dros-te'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Chondrosteus + -idw.] A family of fossil

chondrosteous fishes, represented by the genus
Chondrosteus.

Chondrosteosanrus (kon-dros"te-6-8&'rus), n.

[NL., < Gr. ;f^vrfpof, cartilage, -f- oariov, bone,
-I- (TQtipof, lizard.] A genus of fossil dinosau-
rian reptiles of colossal size, from the Creta-
ceous strata of Europe and .America.

chondrosteous (kon-dros'te-us), a. [< NL.
chondrosteus, < Gr. x^^poc, cartilage, -I- oariov,

bone.] Having a cartilaginous skeleton, as a
sturgeon or other member of the Chondrostei.

Chondrosteus (kon-dros'te-us), K. [NL. (Agas-
siz, 1843): see chondrosteous.] A genus of fos-

sil sturgeon-like fishes, made the type of a sep-
arate family Chondrosteidce.

Chondrostoma (kon-dros'to-ma), n. [NL.
(Agassiz, 1837), < Gr. ;toj.'(5pof, cartilage, (- ard/ia,



Ohondrostoma

mouth.] The typical genus of ChondrostomiiKB,

containing Eurasiatic eyprinoids with a homy
or gristly sheath of the lips, whence the name.
Chondrostomi (kon-dros'to-mi), »(. j)l. [NL.,

as Cliiiiulrostoma.'] Same as Chondrostoniiiia;.

Cliondrostomilise (kon-dros-to-mi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < CUondrostoma + -ina'.'] In Jordan's sys-

tem of classification, a subfamily of cyprinoid
fishes, with the air-bladder next to the roof of

the abdominal cavity, the dorsal fin short and
spineless, and the pharyngeal teeth uniserial.
It embraces a number of American genera, only one of
which, Aerochilta, is closely related to the typical Euro-
pean species of the subfamily.

Cnondrostomine (kon-dros'to-min), a. and n.

1. a. Pertaining to or having the characters of

the Chondrostominw.
n. n. A fish of the subfamily Chondrosto-

rninw.

chondrotome (kon'dro-tom), n. [< Gr. x^vSpog,

cartilage, + roudf, verfcal adj. of TCfiveiv, cut : see

anatomy.'] In surg., a knife specially adapted
for cutting cartilages. It is a stout, strong kind of

scalpel, with the blade and flle-Uke handle usually of steel

and in one piece. Also called cartilage-knife.

chondrotonUT (kon-drot'o-mi), M. [= F. chon-
drotomie = Sp. condrotomia, < Gr. x^v^pof, car-

tilage, + rojur/, a cutting : see anatomy.'] 1 . In
surg., the cutting of a cartilage.— 2. In anat.,

a dissection of cartilages.

chondrule (kon'drol), n. [< NL. *chondrulns,

dim. of chondrus, cartilage: see chondrus.']

A term proposed as an English equivalent of

chondrus, 1.

chondms (kon'drus), 11.; pi. chondri (-dri).

[NL., < Gr. jcdvJpof, groats, grain, lump, carti-

lage, gristle. ] 1 . A rounded mass, or spherule,

consisting of a single crystal of some mineral,
or of an aggregate of several crystalline frag-

ments of different minerals, often more or less

mingled with a glassy base, such foi-ms are found
in various meteorites, sometimes constituting nearly the
whole of the mass, sometimes only a small portion of it.

This peculiar structure is designated as chondritic, and
each individual spherule as a chondnis. Such chondri
are usually smaller than a pea. They are generally con-

sidered to be drops of matter solidified from a molten
condition.

2. A cartilage, particularly the ensiform carti-

lage. Also spelled c/ionrfros.— 3. [^cap.] Inbot.,

a genus of seaweeds, including the Chondrus
crispus (Irish moss or carrageen), which fur-

nishes a nutritious gelatinous matter.— 4.

leap.'] In eooL, a genus of pupiform gastro-

pods. Cuvier, 1817.

cnone (kdn), n. [NL., < Gr. x^vt;, contr. of x"-
avtj, a funnel: see choana.] The cortical dome
of a sponge. See extract.

In many sponges the cortical domes are constricted near
their communication with the subdermal cavity by a trans-

verse muscular sphincter, which defines an outer division

or ectochone from an inner or endochone, the whole struc-

ture being a chone. Jiiicyc. Brit., XXII. 415.

chonerhinid (kon-e-rin'id), n. A fish of the
family Chonerhinidce.

Choiierllinidse (kon-e-rin'i-de), n. pi. [Nil., <

Clionerhinus + -idw.] In Gill's system of clas-

sification, a family of gymnodont plectognath
fishes, with the frontals separated from the su-

pra-occipital by the intervention of the post-

frontals, which are much enlarged and assume
a quadrangular form. The ethmoid is little promi-
nent to view and very short ; the vertebrae are in increased
number (12 abdominal and 17 caudal): the head is wide
or has a blunt, wide snout ; and the dorsal and anal fins

are lont: and multiradiate. The few species are peculiar
t') the rivers of southern Asia.

ChonerhinUS (kon-e-ri'nus), n. [NL. (Sleeker,

1865), irreg. < Gr. ;faiv>7, contr. of xoivy, a fun-
nel, + pic, l>'v, nose.] 'The typical genus of the
family Chonerhinidce.

choocnkie (choch'ki), n. [Alaskan.] The na-
tive name in Alaska of the least or knob-biUed
auklet, Simorhynchus jmsilliis. H. W. Elliott.

choor (ohor), n. A dialectal variant of chore^,
char'i-.

choory (chS'ri), v. i.
; prat, and pp. chooried,

ppr. choorying. [< choor, n.] To work ; char.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
choosable (eho'za-bl), a. [< choose + -able.]

Capable of being or proper to be chosen ; hav-
ing desirable qualities ; desirable.

choosableness (cho'za-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being choosable. [Kare.]

The true source of the nobleness and chooseablenesg of all

things. Ruskin, Modern Painters, IV. xvii. § 8.

choose (choz), V. ; pret. chose, pp. chosen (chose

now obsolete or vulgar), ppr. choosing. [Un-
til recently often chuse; < ME. cheosen, chesen,

occasionally chusen (pret. cheas, ches, chees, pi.

churen, chosen, pp. coren, chosen), < AS. cedsan,
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(pret. ceds, pi. curon, pp. coren) = OS. kiosan
= OFries. Masa = t). kiezen = OHG. chiosan,

MHG. G. kiesen = leel. kjosa = Sw. kdra (in

comp. ut-k&ra, elect) = Dan. kaare = Goth.
kiusan, choose, also prove, test (> kausjan,

prove, test), = L. gustare, taste (> gust^), —
Gr. yeiiew for *}evaew, taste, = Skt. \/ jiish,

relish, enjoy. Hence costK and, through P.,

choice, q. v.] I. trans. 1. 'To select from two
or more ; make a choice of in preference to an-
other or others, or to something else.

The kerver at the boarde, after the King is passed it,

may chese for hymself one dyshe or two, that plentie is

among. Babees Book(E. E. T. 8.), p. 326, note.

My soul ehooseth strangling, and death rather than life.

Job vii. 15.

Choose not alone a proper mate,
But proper time to marry.

Cowper, Pairing Time Anticipated.

2. To prefer and decide : with an infinitive as
object : as, he chose to make the attack.

Because he ches in that Lond, rathere than in ony othere,
there to suffre his Passioun and his Dethe.

MandevUte, Travels, p. 2.

Every age is as good as the people who live in it choose

to make it. Lowell, New Princeton Kev., I, 157.

3. To prefer to have; be inclined or have a
preference for.

The landlady now returned to know if we did not choose

a more genteel apartment. Goldsmith.

=Syn. 1. Choose, Prefer, Elect, Select, fix upon, pitch up-
on, adopt. Choose is the most general of these words, but
always represents an act of the will ; it is the taking of one
or some where all are not wanted or cannot be had. Choice
may be founded upon preference or modified by necessity.

Prefer represents a verdict of the judgment or a state of

the inclination ; it emphasizes njore than does choose the
leaving of the rest : he who prefers apples to oranges will

choose apples when he has the opportunity of choice ; one
may by inclination j>re/er to work at night, but, on grounds
of health, choose to work only by day. Elect has an exact
use in theology ; its principal use otherwise is to express
the choice of persons, by ballot or otherwise, for office,

membership in societies, etc. : as, to be elected alderman
or treasurer; to elect certain studies In a college is to

choose them formally. Select represents a careful, dis-

criminating choice.

He called unto him his disciples, and of them he chose

twelve. Luke vi. 13.

But wild ambition loves to slide, not stand.

And fortune's ice prefers to virtue's land.

Dryden, Aba. and Achit., i. 198.

"We have with special soul
Elected him our absence to supply.

Shak., M. for M., i. 1.

We are as much informed of a writer's genius by what
he selects as by what he originates.

Emerson, Quotation and Originality.

II. intrans. 1. To elect; make a choice; de-

cide.
Boyet. And who is your deer?
JRos. If we choose by the horns, yourself.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1.

They had only to choose between implicit obedience and
open rebellion. Prescott.

2. To prefer; desire; wish.—3t. To have one's

choice ; do as one pleases.

An you will not have me, choose. Shak., M. of "V., i. 2.

Boy. They will trust you for no more drink.
Mer. Will they not? let 'em choose.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 5.

4t. To direct one's steps ; choose one's way.
He ful chauncely hats chosen to the chef gate,

That brojt bremly the burne to the bryge ende.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 778.

Towardez Chartris they chese these cheualrous knyghttez.
Morte Arthvre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1619.

Cannot choose but, cannot do otherwise than. See can-

not but, under bufi-, con).

I cannot choose but weep, to think they should lay him
i' the cold ground. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5.

chooser (eho'zfer), n. [< choose + -erl. Cf. ME.
chesere, with fem. cheseresse, < chesen, choose.]

One who chooses; one who has the power or

right of choosing.

So far forth as herself might be her chooser.
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 6.

We cannot be
choosers, sir. In our own destiny.

Middleton (and others). The Widow, v. 1.

Should the worm be chooser?— the clay withstand
The shaping will of the potter's hand ?

Whittier, The Preacher.

choosingly (cho'zing-li), adv. [< choosing, ppr.

of chouse, v., + -ly'^.] By choosing; by choice

or preference. [Rare.]

That I may do all thy will cheerfully, choosingly, hum-
bly, confidently, and continually.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 63.

Choosing-stick (chS'zing-stik), n. A divining-

rod. [Prov. Eng.]
chopi (chop), V.

;
pret. and pp. chopped, ppr.

chopping. [Orig. identical with chap'^, which
is now partly differentiated in use, though dial.

(Se.) like chop in all senses (see chap^; (1)

< ME. choppen, chappen, chop, cut, strike, chap

chop

(not found in AS.), = MD. Icoppen, cut off (the
head or top of), lop, poll, amputate, kappen,
D. kappen ( > G. kappen ), chop, cut, hew, mince,
lop, poll, = MLG. koppen (> G. kojrpen), lop,

poll, = Dan. kappe, cut, poll, = Sw. kappa,
cut ; appar. an orig. verb, meaning ' chop, cut
with a sudden blow,' mixed in form and senses
with several verbs of other origin : (2) MD.
koppen (= MLG. koppen = G. kdj>fen), poll,

lop, < kop (= G. kopf = E. cop), head, top
(see coj)^; (3) MD. D. MLG. koppen = E. cnp,

bleed (see cup); (4) MD. kajijien (= G. kap-
pen), poll (cf. G. kappen, cap, hood), < kap
= G. kappe = E. cap (see cap*)

; (5) ML. cap-
pare, coppare, copare, coupare, cut, poll, partly
from the above, but partly a reflex of OF. coo-
per (> ME. coupen, caupen), cut, strike: see
coujA, caup^. Prob. not connected with Goth.
kaupatjan, strike, slap, or, as supposed (through
an assumed root *skap), -with Gr. ko-thv, cut,

naTTiM, a capon (see capon), and OBulg. skopiti

= Russ. skopiti = Serv. shkopiti = Pol. skopic,

castrate, > OBulg. skopitsi = Russ. skopetsu ^
Serv. shkopats, a eunuch, = Pol. Bohem. skop
(> G. schops), a gelded ram, a mutton. Hence
chipl, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To cut with a quick
blow of a sharp instrument, as an ax; sever
with a sudden stroke, or a succession of such
strokes; cut in pieces by repeated strokes;
fell; hew; hack; mince: as, to chop off a limb;
to cho]> down a tree; to chop wood or straw;
to chop meat.

Mony chivalrous Achilles chf>ppit to dethe ;

All his wedis were wete of thaire wan blode

!

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 699».

Chop off his head ; something we will determine.
Shak., Rich. III., ill 1

2t. To snap up; gobble.
You are for making a hasty meal and for chopping np

your entertainment like an hungry clown. Dryden.

3. To flog. [Prov. Eng.]— 4. To put in.

[Prov. Eng.]— 5. To cause to cleave, split,

crack, or open longitudinally, as the surface of
the earth, or the skin and flesh of the hand or
face: in this sense more commonly written
chap. See chap^, v., I., 1—To chop a fox (see 2,

above), in /ox-hunting, to seize him before he has had
time to escape from cover: said of a hound.—TO Chop
up, to cut in or into pieces. = Syn. Split, Cleave, etc. See
rend.

H. intrans. 1. To use a cutting instrument,
as a cleaver or an ax, with a heavy stroke : as,

to spend the day in chopping.— 2t. To strike

(at); catch (at); do something with a sudden,
imexpected motion, like that of a blow. Bacon,

He chops at the shadow and loses the substance.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

3t. To cut in; come in suddenly in interrup-
tion.

Some scornful jest or other chops between me
And my desire. Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i. 2.

4. To utter words suddenly; interrupt byre-
marking : with in or out : as, he chopped in with
a question. See phrases below.— 5. To crack;
open in long slits: in this sense more com-
monly written chap. See chap^, v., H., 1 To
chop In, to thrust in suddenly ; interrupt.

Yoxi're running greedily, like a hound to his breakfast,
That chops in head and all, to beguile his fellows.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at several Weapons, iv. 2.

This covetous fellow would not tarry till all the sermon
was done, but interrupted the sennon, even suddenly chop-
pingin. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550,

To chop in with, to cut in with (some remark) ; inter-

rupt with.— To chop out with, to give vent or expres-
sion to suddenly ; brnig out suddenly ; whip out.

Thou wilt chop out ifitk them unseasonably.
When I desire 'em not.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

chop^ (chop), n. [< ME. chop, a stroke, blow;
from the verb.] 1 . A cutting or severing blow

;

a stroke, especially with some sharp instru-

ment.
Than Achilles with a chop chaunset to sle

Philles, a fre kyng, with his fyn strenght.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7701.

2. A slice of mutton, lamb, or pork, usually cut
from the loin, and containing the rib. Long
chops are cut through loin and flank. Rolled chops are cut
from the flank, without l)one. See 7nutton-chop.

And hence this halo lives about
The waiter's hands, that reach

To each his perfect pint of stout.

His proper chop to each.
Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

3. Figuratively, an extortion; a forced pay-
ment. [Rare.]

Sir William Capel compounded for sixteen hundred
potmds, yet Empson would have cut another chop out of
him if the king had not died. Bacon.

4. In milling, the product of the first crushing
or breaking of the wheat in making fiour by the



chop

modem processes.— 5. A crack, cleft, or chink:
in this sense more commonly written chap. See
chap^, n., 1.

The filling of the chops of bowls by laying them in water.
Bacon.

Chop^ (chop), I'.
;
pret. and pp. chopped, ppr.

chopping. [A^var. of chap^ = cheap, v. (cf

.
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Though strong persuasion hung npon thy lip,
Alas

! how chopfaU'n now

!

Mair, The Grave.

chop-house (chop'hous), n. An eating-house
where the serving of chops and steaks is made
a specialty.

I lost my place at the chop-house, where every man eats
in publick a mess of brotli, or chop of meat, in silence.

Spectator.
copen, buy, < D. Aoo»eH, buy): see cAeao, f., and „-i,„^{„ „t.»™j_ / i. /• % rx -.rr^ ,

'

cope-i; d'cauph From the sense of 'barter' '^?PF' P?.???*" (<;liop m), n. [< ME. chopyn,cope'; CI. caup
comes naturally the sense of 'exchange,' and
hence ' turn' ; but there seems to have been con-
fusion of this word with chop^, q. v.] I. trans.

It. To barter; truck.— 2. To exchange; sub-
stitute, as one thing for another ; swap.
This is not to put down Prelat^ ; this is but to chop an

Episcopacy. MUton, Areopagitica, p. 37.

We go on chopping and changing our friends.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

To Chop logic, to dispute or argue in a sophistical man-
ner or with an affectation of logical terms or methods.

Nay, stand not chopping logic; in, I pray.
Chapman, All Fools, i. 1.

A man must not presume to use his reason, unless he has
studied the categories, and can chop logic by mode and
figure. Smollett, Humphrey Clinlier.

H. intrans. If. To bargain : chaffer ; higgle.

What young thing of my years would endtire
To have her husband in another country,
Within a month after she is married.
Chopping for rotten raisins ?

Beau, and Fl., Captain, i. 2.

2t. To bandy words ; dispute.

Let not the cotmcil at the bar chop with the judge.
Bacon, Of Judicature.

Peace, varlet, dost chop with me ?

Chapman, Widow's Tears, v. 5.

3. To turn, vary, change, or shift suddenly: as,

the wind chopped or chopped about.

O who wouhi trust this world, or prize what's in it,

^
That gives and taltes, and chops and changes ev'ry minute 1

Quarles, Emblems, 1. 9.

Il0p2 (chop), n. [< chop^, I'.] A turn of for-
tune; change; vicissitude. Also chap Chops
and changes, vicissitudes ; ups and downs.

There be odd chops and changes in this here world, for
certain. Marryat, Snarleyyow, II. \i.

ehop3 (chop), n. [Var. of chap^, q. v.] A jaw

:

usually in the plural, the jaws ; the entrance to
a harbor. See chaji^.

ehop^ (chop), n. [< Hind, chhdp, stamp, seal,
print, copy, impression.] 1. In India, China,
etc. : (a) An official mark on weights and mea-
Bures to show their aeeuracy. (6) A custom-
house stamp or seal on goods that have been
passed ; a permit or clearance.
The Governor or his Deputy gives hi« Chop or Pass to

all Vessels that go up or down ; not so much as a Boat being
suffered U> proceed witliout it. Dampier, Voyages, II. 16.

2. In China, brand
; quality: as, silk or tea of

the first chop. Hence the colloquial phrase
first chop, first rate.— 3. A lot of tea to which
a common mark or brand is affixed; a brand of
tea. A chop may contain a few chests or a
large number.
The English merchants in Shanghae l)est know how

many chops of tea they obtain from the district every year.
W. II. Medhurst, Interior of China, p. 160.

Chow-chow chop. See chow-chow.—The grand chop,
tlie port cicaraiiie granted by the Chinese customs when
all duties have been paid and all the port regulations
complied with. Also called the red chop, from the large
veniiilion seal upon it.

chopa, choppa (cho'pa, chop'pa), n.
;
pi. chopce, chopness (ehop'nes), n. [A corrupted form,

cicipjifc (-pe). [ML.J A loose upper garment prob. repr. D. «cAo;*, a shovel («e/(Ojo/je», spades
worn in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, in cards), = LG. schuppe, > G. sehiippe, a shov-
chop-boat (chop'bot), n. In China, a licensed el, schiippcn, spades in cards ; related to shove,
litriitcr or cargo-boat, for the conveyance of shovel, etc. : see chopin, shove, shovel.'] A kind
cooils to and from vessels in the harbor. of shovel or spade. Simmonds.
chop-cherry (chop'cher'i), n. [<. chop'i-, v.,+ chop-nut (chop'nut), K. The Calabar or ordeal
obj. cherriji^.'] A game in which a cherry hung bean, the seed of a leguminous twiner, I'hyso-
by a thread is snatched for with the teeth, stigma venenosum, of Guinea. See Calabar bean,
Herrick. under bean.
chop-churcht, «. [< ehov^ + obj. church. Cf. choppa, «. See chopa.
dial. f/mp-c/mrcA, a parish church.] A secular chopper^ (chop'^r), »^. [< chop'^ + -erl.] 1.
priest who gained money by exchanging his One who or that which chops; specifically, a
benefice. Uallucell. butchers' cleaver.— 2. A hand-tool used for
chopdar, H. Same as cAoftrfar. thinning out rows of young plants.
chop-dollar (ehop'dol'ar), n. and a. [< chop^ chopper^t, n. [In form identical 'with preoed-

-(- diiUar.] I. n. In C'tina, Malacca, Burma, ing, but with ref. to cAonpiBi;!.] A8tout,lusty
and Siam.adollarbearinganimpressed private child ; a bouncer. [CoUoq.]
mark as a guarantv of genuineness, it was for- The last prayer I made
merly the cust<im in ilomikong and the treaty ports of Was nine-year old last Bartholomew-tide; 'twould have
China for each firm to stamp in this way all coin passing been
through its hands. A jolly chopper an t had llv'd till this time.

n, a. Having the appearance of a dollar cov- Middleion, No Wit like a Woman's, ii. 2.

ered with chops or marks: applied to the face chopper^ (chop'er), n. [< chop^ + -erl.] A
when deeply pitted with smallpox. ehei>k of bacon. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Chope (chop), «. A mug or tankard having the chopper-COt (chop'6r-kot), n. [Hind. cA/iopar-
Kdes slightly inclined in a conical form. khdt, < chhapar, a thatched roof, a shed, -f- khdt, a
chopfallen, a. See chap/alien. bedstead.] In India, a bedstead with curtains.

< Oh\ chopine, a liquid measure; cf. chope", a
beer-glass, < MD. scUoppe, schuppe, schoepe, a
fcoop, shovel, D. schop, a shovel, = LG. scho-
pen, > G. schoppen, a scoop, a pint, chopin ; cf

.

schdpfen, empty : see scoop.] 1 . A Scotch liquid
measure now abolished, equal to 52.1017 cubic
inches (half a Scotch pint), or about nine tenths
of a United States (old wine) quart.— 2. An
old English measure equal to half a pint.

They sold victuals by false measures, called chopyns in
deceit of the poeple.

Archives of the City of London, A. D. 1370, in Riley's
[llemorials of London, p. 347.

3. A measure of liquids used in France before
the establishment of the metric system, and
varying in value according to locality, that of
Paris being equal to 0.4656 liter, or rather more
than four fifths of an imperial pint. "The name
is now given to the demi-liter, which is a little

more than the old measure.
Sextarie is as a chopyn of Paris.

Wyclif, 3 Ki. viL '26 (gloss.).

4. A vessel, usually a canette or jug of stone-
ware, holding about a chopin.
chopine (c'hop'in or cho-pen'), n. [Formerly
also written chioppine, choppin, choppine, chop-
ping, and (as Sp.) chapin; < Sp. chapin = Pg.
chapim, a clog, chopine (cf. OF. eschapin, esca-
pin, escappin, escaffin, later and mod. P. escar-

pin, pi. escarpins, pumps),
= It. scappino, a sock-, cf.

scarpino, pump, light shoe.]
A veiy high clog or patten,
of Oriental origin, in some
cases resembling a short
stilt, formerly worn by wo-
men under their shoes to
elevate them from the

ChoDines.
ground. Evelyn calls them
"wooden scaffolds. " Coryat(1611)

says some he had seen at Venice were half a yard high
(the women graduating their height in accordance witli
tlieir rank), so that the wearers required support to pre-
vent them from falling. They were first imported from
Turkey into Venice, and thence into England, and were
covered with leather of various colors, some being curi-
ously painted, and some gilt. The name came to be
applied to the shoe or slipper and clog combined.

Your ladyship is nearer heaven than when I saw you
last by the altitude of a chopine. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

The noblemen stalking with their ladys on choppines;
these are high-heel'd shoes particularly affected by these
proude dames, or, as some say, invented to keepe them at
home, it being very difficult to walke with them.

Evelyn, Diary, June, 1645.

chop-logic (chop'loj'ik), n. [< cho])^, v., + obj.
logic] 1. An argumentative, disputatious per-
son.

How now I how now, chop-logic 1 what is this?
Shak., R. and J., iii. 5.

2. Disputation; arguing; hair-splitting; over-
subtle reasoning : used contemptuously.
Your chop-logike hath no great subtilty.

Greene, Thieves Falling Out (llarl. .Misc., VIII. 386).

choraglc

Bedsteads are much more common than in Puraniya.
The best are called Palang or Chhapar Khat ; . . . they
have curtains. C. Buchanan, Eastern India, ii.

choppin, «. See chopin.
Choppinglf (ehop'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of cAopl, v.
The sense 'stout, plump,' arises from the old
sense 'strike.' Cf. a similar use of bouncing.]
Stout; lusty; plump; boimcing. [CoUoq.]

How say you now, gossip.
Is 't not a chopping girl?

Middleton, Chaste Maid, iii. 6.

The fair and chopping child. Fenton.

chopping^ (ehop'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of cho]A, v.

(see chopping^, in reference to the up and down
movement, but also associated with ehop^,
change, vary.] Running in short, irregular,
broken, and interrupted waves, such as those
caused by the wind blowing in a direction op-
posite to that of a strong current, or by the
combination of different systems of waves : as,
a chopping sea. Also choppy.

And let no man lose heart, and abandon a good scheme,
because he meets chopping seas and cross winds at the
outset. Guthrie.

chopping^t (ehop'ing),- M. A corruption of cho-
pine
chop]hopping-block (ehop'ing-blok), n. A block on
whicli anything is laid to be chopped.
Chopping-board (chop'ing-bord), ». A board
on which anything is placed to be chopped.
chopping-knife (ehop'iug-nif ), n. A knife, usu-
ally curved and with a cross-handle, for min-
cing meat and other food.
chopping-mill (chop'ing-mil), n. A mill in
which grain is coarselyground as feed for cattle.
chopping-note (chop'ing-not), n. A note in the
song of the nightingale. See extract.

Tbe ckopping-nole is a low-pitched and abrupt note,
sounding like "chop, chop," uttered several times in quick
succession, and is intermediate in quality between the
truly musical and the simply noisy tones of the nightin-
gale. Appleton's Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 87.

chopping'tray (ehop'ing-tra), n. A wooden
tray in which meat, vegetables, etc., are placed
to be minced.
choppyi (chop'i), a. [< cAopi + -y^.] Full of
cletts or cracks ; chapped ; wrinkled.

Each at once her choppy finger laying
Upon her skinny lips. Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

choppy2 (chop'i), a. [< chop^ + -y^ ; substituted
for cho])ping'i.] Same as chopping^.
chop-sticks (chop'stiks), n. pi. [< chop (redupl.
chop-chop, quickly), a corruption of cup, the
Cantonese pronuncia-
tion of Chinese kih,

quick, -I- E. stick. In
Chinese these sticks
are called kwai-taze, <
kwai, quick, 4- tsze, an
individualizing forma-
tive particle.] Small
sticks of wood or ivory
resembling lead pen-
cils, but generally
longer and slightly

tapering, used by the
Chinese, Japanese,
and Coreans in eating,
instead of knives and
forks. They are used in
pairs, held between the
thumb and the first and sec-
ond fingers. Called hashi
by the Japanese.

llie meal concluded with
an enormous lacquer box
of rice, from which all our bowls were filled, the rice being
thence conveyed to our mouths by means of chop-sticks.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of .Sunbeam, II. xix.

choquette (sho-kef), n. [F., < choquer, strike,

knock : see shock^.] In silk-culture, a cocoon in
which the worm has died before finishing its

work.
chor, «. See cor^.

choragi, n. Plural of choragus.
choragic (ko-raj'ik), a. [< Gr. xop^yi^^i, XOPV-
yiKdg, < xopff)"?, ;vop'7><5f: see choragus and -ic]
Pertaining to or connected with a choragus, or
the liturgy called a choragy.

The choragic victory of Lysikrates occurred B. 0. 335.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 330, note.

Choragic monument, in Gr. antiq.,& small temple or
shrine erected in honor of Bacchus by tlie successful
choragus in a Dionysiac festival, upon which was dis-

played tile bronze tripod received as a prize by the cho-
ragus, together with inscriptions usually giving the date,
the play or plays represented, and the names of the per-
formers. Choragic monuments were sometimes further
ornamented by works of the most renowned artists, such
as Praxiteles. In Athens a street called the Street of Tri-
])ods was lined with these monuments, of which a beau-

Chop-sticks.





chordometer

sure.] An instrument for measuring the thick-

ness of strings.

Chordonia (kor-do'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

cliordoitium, q. v.] A Tiypothetical group of

worm-like animals, of which the ehordonium is

the type or common parent-form, and of which
the tunicate Ai>pe^idicuUtria or any caudate
aseidian larva is an extant representative, dis-

tinguislied primarily by the possession of a
notoehord in the form of a lu'ochord, and sup-
posed to be tlie immediate progenitors of the
ascidians and vertebrates. Haeckel.

ehordonium (kor-do'ni-um), H.
;

pi. chordoma
(-ii). [NL., < Gr. x'>P^'lt string, chord, cord : see

chord, eorrfi.] A name given by Haeckel to a
hypothetical worm which he supposed to have
been among the common parent-forms of ascid-

ians and vertebrates.

chordotonal (kor-do-to'nal), a. [< Gr. x°P^'h
chord, + rami;, tone, + -a/.] Responsive to the
vibrations or tones of sound : applied to cer-

tain organs or parts of insects and spiders.

These (sense-organs in the legs of spii]ers] are thought
to he analogous to the chordotonal organs of insects.

r. Gill.

Chore^ (chor), «. [Also written choar and dial.

choor, formerly chewre, a var. of chare, char : see
char^, c/iarcl.] A char, chare, or small job;

a task; especially, a piece of minor domestic
work, as about a house or bam, of regular or
frequent recurrence: generally in the plural.

[Now U. S.]

Here's two chewres chewr'd : when Wisdom is employ'd,
'Tia ever thus. Beau, and Fl., Love's Cure, iii. 2.

Meanwhile we did our nightly chores^—
Brought in the woo<i from out of door«,
Littered the stalls, and from the mows
Kaked down the herd's-grass for the cows.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

Now that is the wisdom of a man, in every instance of
his labor, to hitch his wagon to a star, and see his cAorc
done by the gods themselves. Emerson, Civilization.

The Yanlcee lK>y of those times was wont to have a reg-
ular set of chorea to do, such as cutting and bringing in
wood, malting flres, and the like.

G. S. Meriiam, S. Bowles, I. 17.

Chorel (ehor), V. Same as char^, 5.

chore^, «. [See c/iore^.] Same as chare^.

chore-*! (kor), «. [< L. chorus : see choir.'] A
chorus; a choir. B. Jonsim.

chorea (ko-re'a), n. [= F. choree = 8p. corea
= Pg. chorea = It. corea, < L. chorea, chorea, <

Gr. jfopf/a, a dance, prop. fern, of x''P^">^t ^-
longing to a dance or chorus : see choreus.] 1.

A nervous disease, usually occurring before
puberty, marked by irregular and involuntary
motions of one or more limbs and of the face
and trunk, wliich, however, cease in sleep. Its

morbid anatomy is undetermined. Also called
St. Vilas's (Uince.— 2. [cap.'] [NL.] Incntow., a
genus of coleopterous insects. Haldeman, 1847.

(ioreal (ko-re al), rt. [< chorea + -al.] 1. Per-
taining to or ot the nature of chorea ; charac-
teristic of chorea: as, cAoreni movements.— 2.
Affected with chorea.

Many students are interested in l)eing told that a case is

one of true epileiwy, . . . who have never tried to form a
clear conception of the sort of movements they can see in
a cht>reai child. Millican, Morbid Germs, p. 24.

choree (kd're), n. [= F. choree= Sp. coreo= Pg.
chnreu= It. coreo, < L. choreus : see choreus.'] Iii

pro.f., same as Irochee. The wonl choree (choreus,
xoptiov) was used by the earlier classical writers on met-
rics as identical with trochee, to designate both the foot
now called trochee (—^) and its resolved form tlte tribrach
(w w ^), but more frequently the latter. Cicero and l^uin-
tllian call the trochee (— ^) choreim, and the tribrach
(w w w) troehaeus. Later writers use the names trochvenn
and tribrachijH exclusively for the feet still known by those
names. Choree or choreun in mmlern usage is simply a
rare name for trochee (— ^). Also called choreus.

choregi, i>. Plural of choreyus.

choregraphic, choregraphical, a. See chore-
iirnpliic-.

choregraphy, «. See chorography^.
choregUS, ". See choragus. [Rare.]

ilf [SocriitesJ is the choreffus of Greek free-thought.
J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 181.

choregy (kor'e-ji), ». [= F. choregie, < Gr. xo-
Pl)'", < X"Piyoc, choragus: see choragus, chore-
gtcs.] Same as choragy. Grote.
cnorei, «. Plural of choreits.

choreic (ko-re'ik), a. [< chorea + -ic; = F. cho^
reiqiie.] Pertaining to chorea; affected with
chorea: as, a choreic patient.

The upper and lower extremities present the greatest
mass of the choreic movements.

F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 115.

Choreifomi (ko-re'i-f6rm), a. [< L. clwrea +
/<>rm«, shape, form.] Resembling chorea; cho-
reoid : as, cliorei/orm movements.
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Choreoid (kp-re'oid), a. [< chorea + -oid.'] Re-
sembling chorea or what occurs in chorea;
choreiform.

choreomania (ko-re-o-ma'ni-a), M. [< L. chorea
+ mania, madness.] Same as choromania.

chorepiscopal (ko-re-pis'ko-pal), a. [< chore-
piscopus + -«?.] Pertaining to'a chorepiscopus.
They were allowed the name, and honour, and sometime

the execution of offices chorepiscopal.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 1%.

chorepiscopus (ko-re-pis'ko-pus), 11.
; pi. chore-

piscopi (-pi). [Lt. (> I', choreveque = Sp.
corepiseopo = Pg. chorehispo = It. coreniscopo),
< Gr. x<^p£7n(T(Con-of, < X'^po-, JJlace, + eirioKOTTo^,

bishop: see bishop.'] One of a class of clergy,
in rank between bishops proper and presbyters,
introduced in the latter part of the third century
to aid in the episcopal supervision of the coun-
try districts of enlarged dioceses. Koman Catholic
authorities hold that they were not bishops, but priests
intrusted with special power ; while others regard them
as truly bishops, though of inferior dignity and limited
authority. It is probalile that both these views are histor-
ically correct, but apply to different periods.

choreus (ko-re'us), «.; pi. chord (-i). [L., < Gr.
Xopelog, pertaining to a dance or chorus, a me-
ter so called, < xop^c, a dance: see chorus.] In
pros., same as trochee.

cnoria, ». Plural of chorion.

choriamb (ko'ri-amb), n. [Also, as L., chori-
ambus, < Gr. xop'^pPoCt < X°P"oc, choreus, +
ia,uf3oc, iambus.] In anc. i)ros., a foot of four
syllables, the first and fourth of which are long,
the second and third short, the ictus or metri-
cal stress resting either on the first or on the
last syllable (-£• w w — or — ^ - ^). The genuine
choriamb has a magnitude of six times or mora) (is hexa-
semic) ; and as four of these constitute tlie thesis and two
the arsis, or vice versa, it belongs to the diplasic class of
feet. Genuine choriambs are rare. Apparent choriambs
are catalectic dactylic dipodies (.^ ^ w

[ .^, either of gen-
uine dactyls, as at the end of a pentameter, or of cyclic
dactyls, as in Asclepiadic and other logaoedic verses. Ana-
pestic lines analyze4l as dactylic series with anacrusis show
similar forms. The choriamb takes its name from its ap-
£irent composition from a choree (trochee) and an iambus.

oriambl, «. Plural of choriambus.

choriambic (ko-ri-am'bik), a. andn. [< L.
choriambicus, < Gr. xopiOfijicKdc, (. xipiapiioQ, cho-
riamb.] I. a. Pertaining to, constituting, or
consisting of choriambs : as, a choriambic foot,

verse, or movement.
H. n. A foot constituting a choriamb, or a

verse consisting of choriambs.
choriambus (ko-ri-am'bus), «. ;

pi. choriambi
(-bi). Same as choriamb.

choric (ko'rik), a. [= P. chorique = It. corico,

< L. choriciis = Gr. xop'i^^, pertaining to a cho-
rus, < X'Jp^) chorus: see chorus.] Of or per-
taining to a chorus ; specifically, fitted for the
use of the chorus in the ancient Greek drama:
as, choric meters, i)oems, or compositions (that
is, the more elaborate as opposed to the sim-
pler meters, etc.). See chorus, 1 (b).

The choric spirit is here. . . . The choric responses of
the last dialogue form a resonant climax to the whole.

aiedman, Vict. Poets, p. S88.

chorioblastosis (ko'ri-o-blas-to'sis), n. [< Gr.

X^P'ov, membrane (corium), 4- (i'AaaToc, germ, +
-osis.] In pathol., a name given by Ausspitz to

a deviation from normal growth in the corium
or true skin, as, for example, a granuloma, a
fibroma, or a case of atrophy.

choriocapillarls (ko'ri-o-kap-i-la'ris), a. used
as H. [N L., < Gr. x''P'0'; a membrane (choroid),

+ L. cajtillaris, capillary.] The inner layer of

the choroid coat of the eye, formed largely of

capillaries : an abbre'viation of the phrase mem-
braita or tunica choriocapillaris. Also called

tunica Ruyschiana and tunica rasculosa Halleri.

chorion (ko'ri-on), n.
;
pi. choria (-ii). [NL. (>

F. Sp. Pg. chorion = It. cor'to), < Gr. ;t(ip(oi', fetal

membrane, any membrane. Cf. corium.] 1.

In anat., the outermost fetal envelop; the ex-
ternal membrane which invests the embryo,
forming in the higher vertebrates the outer
layer of the bag of waters, and contributing
to the formation of the placenta. With reference
to the embryo, it occupies tlie relation of the original

vitelline membrane or cell-wall of the ovum.
2. By analogy— (a) The membranaputaminis
or egg-pod of those eggs which have calcareous
shells. [Rare.] (6) The external investment
of the ovum of an insect, derived from the epi-

thelial layer of tho oviduct.— Chorion flrondo-
sum, the tufted or shaggy part of the chorion, wliich com-
l>o8es the fetal placenta.— Chorion iJeve, the smooth
part of the chorion, which dues not enter into the com-
position of the placenta.

chorionic (ko-ri-on'ik), a. [< chorion + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the chorion : as, the chori-

onic membrane ; chorionic villi.

Ohoristopoda
It [the "diffused placenta"] is probably a primitive

condition, from which most of the others are derived, al-
though its existence must presuppose the absence of the
umbilical vesicle as a constituent of the chorionic wall.

\V. H. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV. 370.

chorioretinitis (k6"ri-o-ret-i-ni'tis), n. [< Gr.
XOfMov, membrane (choroid), + L. retina, retina,
+ -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the cho-
roid coat of the eye and the retina. Also called
choroidorctinitis and retinochoroiditis.

choripetalous (ko-ri-pet'a-lus), a. [Irreg. < Gr.
X<->pk, asunder, -1- TTcraAov, a leaf (petal).] In
io*., having the petals unconnected: equivalent
to pohmetalous.
choripnyllous (ko-ri-fil'us), a. [Irreg. < Gr.
Xi^pk, asunder, + ipvl'/.ov = L. folium, leaf.] In
bot., composed of separate leaves (petals and
sepals) : applied to a perianth.
chorisepalous ( ko - ri - sep ' a - lus), a. [Irreg. <
Gr. X"P'C, asunder, + NL. sepalum, sepal.] In
bot., having the sepals distinct.

chorisis (ko'ri-sis), n. [NL.,,< Gr. ;i;u/)«T(f, a
separation, < x^P'i^'^, separate, sever, < x'^pk,
apart, asunder.] In bot., the multiplication,
by congenital division, of an organ which is

ordinarily entire. It is usually restricted to the sta-
mens and carpels of the flower, and may be either col-
lateral, when the parts are aide by side, as in the stamena
of Dicentra, or, more rarely, transverse. Also called cAo-
rization.

chorisma (ko-riz'mil), n.
;
pi. charismata (-ma-

tii). [NL., < Gr. x^P"^/'"! a separated space, <
XupU^civ, separate, part, < x'^pk, apart.] In
eofil. and anat., a separating; a separation; a
distinction of parts or things.

chorist (ko'rist), n. [= D. korist = G. chorist,

korist = Dan. korist, < F. choriste = Sp. Pg.
It. corista, < ML. chorista (also chorialis), < f.
chorus, choir: see chorus, and cf. chorister,] A
singer in a choir. [Rare.]

Behold the great chorist of th* angelical quire.
Partheneia Sacra (1638), p. 150.

choristate (ko-ris'tat), a. [< Gr. ;f(j/oi(Tr<if,'

separable, separate (< x'-'PVi'", separate : see
chorisis), -I- -atc^.] In bot., increased in num-
ber by chorisis; affected with chorisis.

chorister (kor'is-ter), n. [< chorist + -er. Cf.
quirister, after quire^.] 1. A singer in a choir
or chorus; specifically, a male member of a
church choir.

The Choristers the joyous Antheme sing.

Spenser, Epithalaniion, 1. 221,

Sometimes there are on the cathedral foundation minor
canons, and always precentors, lay vicars, and choristers.

A. Fonblatujue, Jr., How we are Governed, i,

2. In some churches, a choir-leader or precen-
tor; one who leads the singing of the choir or
the congregation.— 3. A singer in general: as,

the feathered choristers.

The new-born phceuix takes his way ;

Of airy choristers a numerous train
Attend his progress. Dryden.

Choristes (ko-ris'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. x^P""'^!
separate (xup'CTyc, one who separates) : see
choristate.] A genus of gastropods, typical of
tho family Choristida;.

choristic (ko-ris'tik), a. [< chorist + -ic] Be-
longing to a ciioir ; choric ; choral. [Rare.]
Choristida (ko-ris'ti-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
XupiaTo^, separate, separable (see choristate), -t-

-((/((.] In Sollas's classification of sponges, an
order of Tetractincllida, contrasted with the
order Lithistida, and defined as tetractinellid

sponges with quadriradiato or trieene spicules
which are never consolidated into a rigid net-
work.
Choristidae (ko-ris'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cho-
ristes + -ida:] A family of tectibranchiate gas-
tropods with a thick short head, a large retrac-

tile pharynx, and well-developed jaws. They have
an odontophore, with three rows of rachidian teeth, on
each side a row of broad bilobed inner lateml teeth, and
two rows of small hook-shaped outer lateral teeth. They
have also small posterior tentacles and fi'outal tentacles,

united by a fold. The shell is heliciform and provided with
a paucispiral operculum. The family was constituted from
a living and fo.ssil species of the North Atlantic.

choristidan (ko-ris'ti-dan), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Cho-
ristida.

II. n. A sponge of the order Choristida.

choristopod (ko-ris'to-pod), n. One of the Cho-
ristopoda; a clioristopodous crustacean. J. D.
Dana.
Ohoristopoda (ko-ris-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. ;i-up((TTOf, separate (see choristate), + Trmi(

(woS-) = E. foot.] In Dana's classification, an
order of edriophthalmous crustaceans, approx-
imately equivalent to the amphipods and iso-

pods together, and divided into three groups.



choristopodous

choristopodous (ko-ris-top'o-dus), a. [< Cho-

ristoiioda + -oits.} Having the feet separated

in series, as in the choristopods ; specifically,

having the characters of the Choristopoda.

chorization (ko-ri-za'shon), n. [< Gr. x<->P'^"^,

separate, + -ation : see ehorisis.'] Same as cho-

risis.

chorllf, ,1. An obsolete form of chiirL

Chorl^ (ch6rl), n. [Etym. unknown.] The an-

gle at the junction of the blade of a pocket-

knife with the square shank which forms the

joint. E. H. Knight.

diorobatest (ko-rob'a-tez), «. [NL., < Gr. x<^r>^
^d-rji;, a surveyors' level (cf. ;):t)/)o/JaTeiv, survey,

measure by paces), < X"poU land, -1- (iardq, ver-

bal adj. of jSaivciv, go, = E. come.'] An instru-

ment, similar in principle to the common car-

penters' level, used to determine the slope of an
aqueduct and the levels of the countrythrough
which it passes.

chorodidascalus (ko'ro-di-das'ka-lus), n.
;
pi.

ehorodklascaU (-11). [Gr. xopoiiiacKaTuii, < xopk,
dance, chorus, + diSdoKaioi, teacher, < didaanzLv,

teach: see didactic.'] In the am. Gr. drama,

the professional or actual trainer of the chorus

(sometimes the poet himself), as distinguished

from the choragus, by whom he was employed.

Chorofraph (ko'ro-grif), «. [< Gr. x^poypd^o^,

describing countries, < X"POiy a place, region,

country, + ypd^uv, write.] An instrument in-

vented, by Professor W. Wallace of Edinburgh,
to construct by mechanical means two similar

triangles on two given straight lines, their an-

gles being given. It is especially useful in ma-
rine surveying.
chorographer (ko-rog'ra-ffer), n. [< chorog-

rapluj^ + -crl.] 'One skilled in chorography;

a person who describes or makes a map of a

particular region or country; specifically, one
who investigates the locality of places men-
tioned by ancient writers and endeavors to

identify their true situation.

Caimlen ami other chomgraphers. Milton, Hist. Eng. , iv.

chorographici, chorographical (ko-ro-graf-

ik, -i-kal), a. [< Gr. x'-'poypa'pi-Kk, < x"/>«7P°'t>'"^-

see chorography^.] Pertaining to chorography;
descriptive of a particular region, country, or

locality; laying down or marking the bounds of

a particular country or locality, as a map.
I have added a chorofjrapbical description of this terres-

trial paradise. Raleigh, Hist. World, I. iii. § 15.

The "Poly-olbion" is a chorographiccd description of

England and Wales; an amalgamation of antiquai'ianism,

of topography, and of history ; materials not the most duc-

tile for the creations of poetry.
/. D'lxmeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 248.

chorographic^, choregrapMc (ko-ro-, ko-re-

graf'ik), a. [= P. clwregraphique = Sp. coreo-

grdfico = Pg. choregraphico ; as chorography^
+ -ic] Pertaining to the notation of dancing.

See chorography'^. Also chorographical, chore-

graphical.

chorographically (ko-ro-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In

a chorographic manner; in a maimer descrip-

tive of particular regions.

chorograpliyl (ko-rog'ra-fi), ». [= F. choro-

graphic = Sp. corografi'a = Pg. chorographia

= It. corografia, < L. chorographia, < Gr. x'^po-

ypaipia, < x'^poyP^'t'^?) describing countries: see

chorograph.] The systematic study or descrip-

tion of the natural features of particular regions,

countries, or districts ; especially, the identifi-

cation of places mentioned by ancient writers.

1 have . . . seen several countries, beheld the nature of

their climes, the chorography of their provinces.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 8.

chorography^, choregraphy (ko-rog'-, ko-reg'-

ra-fi), n. [= F. ehoreijrophie = Sp. coreografia

= Pg. choregraphia = It. coreografia, < Gr. x°-
p6g, dance, chorus (the forms in chore-, coreo-,

< Gr. x"P^^", a dance : see chorea), + -)'pa<l)ia, <

ypdipeiv, write.] A system of signs or of nota-

tion tised to indicate movements, etc., in dan-
cing.

Among the antiquities of this subject [dancing] chorog-

raphy, or orchesography, the art of dancing notation, de-

serves a place. Encyc. Brit, VI. 800.

choroid (ko'roid), a. and n. [< Gr. xopoetSijg,

corrupt form of ;yop(ot:H5^f, like a membrane, <

xdptHv, membrane, chorion, + eZfSof, form.] I.

a. Membranous, as a chorion; like or likened

to the chorion, as an investing part or tunic

:

in anat., applied to several delicate, highly vas-

cular membranes which invest certain parts,

and to associated structures Choroid coat, cho-
roid membrane, of the eye. See il.~ Choroid fissure.
game as choroidal JUsure.^ChOIOiA gland, a nongland-
ular, vascular, erectile, crescent-shaped body about the
entrance of the optic nerve in the eye of a flah.
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The branches of the fpseudobranchia or] rete mirabile

unite again into the ophtliahnic artery, whtcli pierces the

sclerotic, and brealts up into another rete mirabile, the

choroid gland, before being Bnally distributed.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 140.

Choroid muscle, the ciliary muscle.— Choroid plex-
uses, tliree pairs of vascular fringes projecting into tlie

lateral, third, and fourth ventricles of the ijrain.— Choroid
vein, (a) A small vein in tlie lateral ventricle of citlier

side of the brain, lying on the outer side of the choroid

plexus. It unites with the vein of the corpus striatum to

form the vena Galeni. (6) The vena Galeni.

II. m. A delicate, highly vascular membrane
forming one of the coats or tunics of the eye-

ball, lining the sclerotic, and lying between it

and the retina, with which it is in contact by
its inner surface. It is plaited in front to form tlie

ciliary processes, ends in the ciliary ligament, and is of

a dark-browu or blackish color from tlie abundance of

pigment. Also called choroidea, and choroid coat or mem-
hrane. See cut under ei/el

.

choroidal (ko'roi-dal), a. [< choroid + -ah]

Same as c7ioroirf.— Choroidal Assure, in embryol., a
lateral cleft of the secondary optic vesicle. Through it tlie

tissue of the vitreous body is originally continuous with
the rest of the mesoblastic tissue outside.

Through this gap, which afterwards receives the name
of the choroidal fissure, a way is open from the mesoblastic

tissue . . . into the interior of the cavity of the cup.

M. Foster, Embryology, I. vi. 137.

choroidea (ko-roi'df-a), n. [NL. : see choroid.]

Same as choroid.

choroiditis (ko-roi-di'tis), TO. [NL., < choroid +
-itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the choroid

coat of the eye.

choroidoiritis (ko-roi"do-i-ri'tis), n. [NL., <

choroid + iris
+'

-itis.] In jpaiAoZ., inflamma-
tion of the choroid and iris.

Choroidoretinitis (ko-roi'do-ret-i-ni'tis), n.

[NL., < choroid + retina + -itis.] Same as

chorioretinitis.

chorok (eho'rok), n. [Native name.] The Si-

berian polecat, Putorius sibiricus.

chorological (ko-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< chorology

+ -ical.] Of or pertaining to chorology; spe-

cifically, zoogeographical and jjhytogeographi-

cal
;
pertaining to the geographical distribution

of animals and plants ; faunal and floral.

Tlie great and interesting series of chorological phe-

nomena, since they can only be explained by the Theory
of Descent, must also be considered as important induc-

tive data of the latter.

Ilaeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 114.

chorologist (ko-rol'o-jist), n. [< chorology +
-ist.] One versed in chorology; a student of

zoology and botany with special reference to

geographical distribution.

chorology (ko-rol'o-ji), TO. [< Gr. x"P0S, place,

country, -t- -Aoyia, < 'Aiyav, speak: see -ology.]

1. The science of describing localities; cho-

rography.— 2. The science of the geographical

distribution of plants and animals; zoogeog-

raphy and phytogeography. it includes the con-

sideration not only of the habitats of species, but also the

subject of faunal and lloral areas, and the mapping of the

earth's surface into zoological and botanical regions char-

acterized by the fauna and llora.

choromania (ko-ro-ma'ni-a), TO. [< Gr. xop^C,

dance, + /xavla, madness.] The dancing mania
(which see, under mania). Also choreomania.

chorometry (ko-rom'e-tri), n. [< Gr. ;t"P''-

/terpia, land-surveying, < x^P^^^ place, region, +
fierpov, measure.] The art of measuring or sur-

veying land ; surveying.

choroy (eho'roi), TO. The name of a Chilian

parrakeet, Senicognathus leptorhynchus.

chorus (ko'rus), n. [< L. chorus, < Gr. xop<k, a

dance accompanied with song, a band of sing-

ers and dancers, a chorus; prob. orig. a dance
within an inclosure, or rather the inclosure it-

self; cf. x^pro?, an inclosure, hedge, = L. hor-

tiis, garden, = E. yard'^. For the earlier E. and
the Rom., etc., forms, see quire^ and choir.] 1.

A dance. Specifically, in the anc. Gr. drama—
(a) A dance performed by a number of persons

in a ring, in honor of Bacchus, accompanied
by the singing of the sacred dithyrambic odes.

From this simple rite was developed the Greek
drama. (6) In continuation of the early tradi-

tion, a company of persons, represented as of

age, sex, and estate appropriate to the play, who
took part through their leader, the coryphasus,

with the actors m the dialogue of a drama, and
sang their sentiments at stated intervals when
no actor was on the stage. The chorus occupied in the

theater a position between the stage and the auditorium,

and moved or danced in appropriate rhythm around the

sacred thymele or altar of Bacchus, which stood in the

middle of the area allotted to the chorus. .See theater.

Ham. This is one Lucianus, nephew to the king.

Oph. You are as good as a chorus, my lord.

Shak.. Hamlet, iii. 2.

(c) One of the songs executed by the chorus.

—

2. In music ; (a) A company of singers, espe-

chough

cially an organized company, such as singers in

a church or a choral society. (6) In an oratorio,

opera, or concert, the general company of sing-

ers, as distinguished from the soloists, (c) A
part of a song in which the listeners join with the
singer; a refrain; also, any recurring refrain or
burden, (d) A musical composition intended
to be sung in harmony by a company of singers,

usually by four voices. A double cltorus is for

eight voices, (e) The compound or mixture
stops of an organ. (/) In the tenth century,

an instrument, probably the bagpipe, (g) In
the fifteenth century, the drone of a bagpipe or

of the accompaniment strings of the crowd.

(h) Formerly, in Scotland, a loud trumpet.

—

3. A union of voices or sounds, or a company
of persons, resembling a chorus.

you chorus of indolent reviewers.
Tennyson, Hendecasyllabics.

4. [cap.] [NL.] In eool., a genus of moUusks.
J, E. Gray Cyclic chorus, in ancient Greece, the cho-

rus which performed the songs and dances of the dithyram-
bic odes ; so called because the performers danced around
the altar of Bacchus in a circle. See 1 (a), above.

chorus (ko'rus), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. chorused or

chorussed, ppr. chorusing or chorussing. [< cho-

rus, n.] 1. To sing or join in the chorus of: as,

to chorus a song.— 2. To exclaim or call out in

concert.
"Oh, do let the Swiper go in," chortia the boys.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby.

chorus-master (ke'rus-mas'tfer), n. 1. The
Ijrincipal singer of a chorus.— 2. The trainer

or conductor of a chorus. [Rare.]

chose^ (choz). Preterit and old past participle

of choose.

chose^ (shoz), «. [F., a thing, < OF. cose, cosa

= Pr. Sp. cosa = Pg. coisa, consa = It. cosa, <

ML. cosa, causa, LL. causa, a thing, a peculiar

use of L. causa, cause : see cause. Cf . quelque

chose, keckshoes, kickshaws.] In law, an article

of personal property, or a personal right ; a thing.
— Chose in action, an incorporeal right enforceable by
action ; a right to recover a sum of money or a thing from
another person in a court of justice.— Chose in posses-
sion, a chattel personal other than a mere evidence of

debt or obligation.— ChOse local, a piece of jiroperty

annexed to a place, as a mill or the like.— Chose transi-
tory, a piece of movable property.

chosen (cho'zn), p. a. [Pp. of choose, v.] Pick-
ed; choice; select.

His chosen captains also are drowned in the Red sea.

Ex. XV. t.

She, questionless, with her sweet harmony
And other chosen attractions, would allure.

Shak., Pericles, v. 1.

Your lordship's thoughts are always just, your numbers
harmonious, your words chosen, your expressions strong

and manly. Dryden, Essay on the ^Eneid.

Chosen freeholders. See freeholder.

choslingt, TO. [ME., < chosen + -Ung^.] One
chosen.

Quen he to pin himselfen did
For his choslinges on rod tre.

MS. Cott. V'espas. (A), iii. (ol. 10. (Halliwell.)

chotei (cho-ta'), «. [Chino-Jap. (= Chin. c7kjo-

ting), lit. morning hall (in allusion to the cus-

tom of ministers having audience with their

sovereign in the morning), < cho (= Chin, chao),

morning, -I- tei (= Chin, ting), hall.] In Japan,
the hall of audience ; the court ; hence, by me-
tonymy, the emperor.
Chouan (sho'an ; F. pron. sho-oh'), «. [F., af-

ter the nickname of Jean Cottereau, the origi-

nal leader of the party. Chouan (dial, choiihan.

chauhan, etc. ; now corruptly chat-huant, as if

'hooting cat') means 'screech-owl'; cf. OF.
choue, a daw, > dim. chouette, > E. chewet : see

chewet^ and chough.] A member of a body
of insurgent royalists of Brittany and the west
of France, consisting almost entirely of peas-

ants, who rose in 1792 against the French re-

public, and carried on a guerrilla warfare of

great bitterness. They were not repressed till ISOO,

and even after that occasional insurrections occurred down
to the first years of the reign of Louis Philippe (1830-48).

Chouannerie (sho-an'e-re; F.pron. sh6-on-re'),

)(. [F., < Chouan.] 'The insurrection of the

Chouans, and also the body of persons engaged
in it.

choucari (cho-ka'ri), n. [Of unascertained

native origin.] A bird of the genus Graucalus

(Cu'vier). The name was originally applied to birds now
classed nnder different genera, as to the Australian bower-
binlsof the genus Ptilonorhynchus, etc.

chough (chuf), H. [< ME. chmighe, choge, early

ME. cheo, < AS. ce6, appar. orig. 'cedh, *c6h, a

chough (cf. OF. choe, choue, dim. chouette, chou-

quettc, also dial, choquar (Cotgrave), a chough,

a daw, whence prob. Sp. chova, a chough, choya,

a jackdaw: see chewet^ and Chouan; cf. It.



chough

eiagola, a chough) ; a variant, with a final gut-

tui-al, of ME. ca,ka, co, ko, koo. kowe, etc., early

mod. E. coe (see eoel and caddow), both forms
being orig. imitative of cawing: see caw'^.'Ji An
osciue passerine bird of the family Corvidce,

Chough {Pyrrkocorax eracutus).

the red-legged or Cornish crow, Fregilus or
Pyrrhocorax graeulus, of a black color, with
red feet and beak, it is of very eitensive though
irreifiilar distribution. Though a corvine bird, it has some
relationship with the starlings. Also called, specifically,

Corniith chottyh. There are other species, natives of Aus-
tralia, Java, etc. Palsgrave applies the name to a young
crow.

The crows and choughg, that wing the midway air,

Show scarce so gross as beetles. Shak.^ Lear, iv. 6.

A kind of chour/hs.

Or thievish daws, sir.

B. Jonmn, Alchemist, v. 3.

Cornish chough, (a) See above. (&) In A«r,, same as
aylet. It was at one time confined as a bearing to Cornish
f;uiiilies.

chouicha, (cho'i-chS), n. Same as chavicha.

chouk, «. See choKe^.

ctaoult, n- A Middle English form of jowl.

choultry, ». See choltry.

choups (chQps), n. pi. [E. dial.] Hips; the
fruit of briers. [North. Eng.]
chonrie, «. See chowry.
chourtka (chort'ka), n. 1 . A native name of a
kind of partridge, Tetraogallitg caspixts, inhabit-
ing mountainous regions in Russia and Siberia.
— 2. [cap.'] [NL.] A genus of such partridges:

synonymous with Tetraogallua. Motschoulaky,
1839.

chotlS (k8s or kous), n. [Gr. ;{oif (> LL. chus),

< x""} pour, akin to E. gu^h: see alchemy.'] 1.

In Gr. archieol., a vase similar in form to the
oinoohoe, but larger, used to dip the mixed
wine and water from the crater in order to fill

the smaller pouring-vessels.— 2. An ancient
Attic measure of capacity, containing 12 co-
tyles or the twelfth part of a metretes, and
equivalent to 3.283 liters, or 2.8 quarts. The
chous was the equivalent of the Koman eon-
gius. Daremberg et tktglio; Heinach, Manuel de
Philologie, 1883.

chouse (chous), n. [Also spelled chiaus, charts

(also chiaous, after F. chiaoux), repr. Turk.
chd'xish, cliaugh, an interpreter, messenger, etc.,

< Ar. khatcds (> Hind, kliawds, an attendant,
etc., lit. grandees, nobles), prop. pi. of khds (.?

repr. letter sad), noble. In senses 2, 3, and 4,

the noun is from the verb.] 1. A Turkish in-

terpreter, messenger, or attendant.
Dapper. Wliat do you think of me,

That 1 am a Chiause ?

Facr. Whafs that?
Dapper. The Turk was here

As one would say, do you think 1 am a Turk?
B. Jmuiim, Alchemist, i. 2.

Accompanied with a chaus of the court. IJakluift.

The chninuth is a person of great authority in certain
things ; he is a kind of living firman, before whom every-
one makes way. H. Cttrztm, Monast. in the Levant, p. 1».

2. A trick ; a sham ; an imposition. Johnson.
[Rare.]— 3. An impostor; a cheat.
This is the gentleman, and he's no chiatix.

B. Jimson, Alchemist.

4t. One who is easily cheated ; a tool ; a sim-
pleton.

Sillier than a sottish rhortne.

S. ButUr, Hudibras, III. ilL &3I.
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chouse (chous), V. t; pret. and pp. choused
{chou.st), ppr. cliousiug. [Formerly also chowse ;

< chouse, n. ; lit., act like a chouse (in allusion
to a Turkish interpreter or chouse who, in 1609,

swindled some of the London merchants trad-
ing with Turkey out of a large sum of money).]
To cheat ; trick ; swindle : often followed by of
or out of: as, to chouse one out of his money.

You shall chouge him out of horses, clothes, and money,
and I'll wink at it. Dryden, Wild Gallant, ii. 1.

The Portugalls have choused us, it seems, in the Island
of Bombay, in the East Indys ; for after a great charge of
our fleets being sent thither with full commission from
the King of Portugall to receive it, the Governour, by
some pretence or other, will not deliver it to Sir Abraham
Shipman, sent from the King, nor to my Lord of Marl-
borough. Pepys, Diary, I. 420.

chousingha (chou'sing-ha), n. Same as chi-

kara^.

choutl (chout), »i. [E. dial.] A frolic or merry-
making. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
chout^ (chout), n. [Repr. Hind, chauth for
chauthdi, a fourth part of the revenue, < Skt.

chaturtha = E. fourth, q. v.] In the East In-

dies, a fourth part of the clear revenue, e.x-

torted by the Mahrattas ; hence, extortion

;

blackmail.

.Sivaji the Mahratta . . . organized a regular system of

blackmailj known for more than a quarter of a century
afterwards as the Mahratta chout.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. Ind., p. 175.

chouzt, M. [Prob. < F. chou, cabbage, on ac-

count of its shape.] Aname in the seventeenth
century of the chignon.

chovy (cho'vi), n.
;
pi. chovies (-viz). [E. dial.

;

origin obscure.] The popular name of a British

beetle, Phyllopertha horticola.

chow^ (cho), V. t. and t. [Var. of chew, chaw^,

q. v.] To chew. [Prov. Eng.]
chow^ (chou), n. [Var. of chaw^ for jaw ; or,

with usual loss of final -I, abbr. from chowl for

joicl, q. v.] The jowl : used only in the phrase
"cheek for chow" (thart is, cheek by jowl).

[Scotch.]

chow^ (chou), r. ». [E. diaL Cf. chowter.] To
grumble. [Prov. Eng.]
chow* (chou), n. [Chinese.] A word forming
part of the names of many places in China, in-

dicating either a prefecture or district of the

second rank or the chief city of such a dis-

trict: thus, Ning-hai-cAow may mean either the

district of Ning-hai or the city of Ning-hai.

Sometimes spelled chao, chau, and choo.

chow*^ (chou), ». [Hind. c/iflM (chieflyin comp.),
var. of char, < Skt. chatur= 'E.four.] 1. Aunit
of weight in Bombay, used for gold and silver,

and equal to three tenths of a troy grain.— 2.

A unit of the nature of the square of a mass,
used in the East Indies in the valuation of

pearls. A Madras chow is 48 square grains

troy, a Bombay chow 15.7 square grains.

chow-chow (chou'chou), n. and «. [Pigeon
English.] I. «. Mixed; miscellaneous; bro-

ken.—Chow-chow box, a Japanese lacquered picnic- or
luncheon-box, with spaces for t>ottles, and trays or drawers
for the various ediljles, chop-sticks, etc., freciuently richly

decorated.- Chow-chow cargo, an assorted cargo.—

Chow-chow chop, the lot of smaller miscellaneous pack-

ages sent oil in the last lighter or c,'iri;o-l>oiit t(i a vessel

loading in a roadstead or harbor.— Chow-chow shop,
a general shop; a variety shop.—Chow-chow water,
short, irregular waves, such as those made by the paddles
or propeller of a steamer, the meeting of currents in a
river, etc.

H. n. 1. Food of any kind, but especially

Chinese food, which is usually broken or cut up
in the course of cooking into pieces suitable for

being eaten with chop-sticks.— 2. A preserve
made in southern China, of odds and ends of

orange-peel, ginger, bamboo, pumelo-rind, syr-

up, etc.— 3. A mixed pickle made with mus-
tard in the East Indies, and imitated else-

where.
chowder (chou'dfer), n. [Origin unknown. In

first sense perhaps < F. chaiuUire, a caldron

:

see chalder'^, caldron. "In the fishing-villages

of Brittany/aire la chaudiire is to provide a cal-

dron in which is cooked a mess of fish and bis-

cuit with some savory condiments— a 'hodge-

podge' contributed by the fishermen them-
selves, each of whom in return receives his

share of the prepared dish. The French would
seem to have carried this practice to America."
N. and Q.] 1. A dish of fish or clams boiled

with biscuits or crackers, pork, potatoes, on-

ions, etc., and variously seasoned. It is com-
mon among the fishermen on the banks of New-
foundland and in New England.— 2. A picnic

party, especially at the sea-shore, at which the

main dish is chowder. See def. 1.

chrism
A chowder was given a few weeks ago at the head of our

little bay. The Century, XXVIII. 655.

3. A fish-seller. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
chowder (chou'der), V. t. [< chowder, «.] To
make a chowder of : as, to chowder fish. [Ameri-
can.]

chowder-beer (chou'der-ber), n. A beverage
made in the west of England and in Newfound-
land by boiling twigs o£ black spruce in water
and mixing the product with molasses.
choweecha (ohou'e-cha), n. Same as chavicha.

chowert (chou'fer), r. C [Cf. cliow^, chowter.]
To grumble ; scold.

But when the crabbed nurce
Beginnes to chide and chowre
With heavie heart I take my course
To seawarde from the towre.

Turbenille, tr. of Ovid (1567), fol. 122. (HalUwell.)

chowlt, M. -An old form of jowl. See chavel.

chowlee (chou'le), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind.
chauldi, chaula.] A species of bean, Vigna or
Dolichos Catiang, which is extensively culti-

vated for food in the tropics of the old world.

chowpatty, n. Same as chupatty.

chowrie, «. See chowry.

chowry (chou'ri), n.
;
pi. chowries (-riz). [Repr.

Hind, chaunri, Beng. chdmara, Skt. chamara.]
In the East Indies, a whisk or brush used to

drive off flies, often made of the bushy tail of

the Tibetan yak set in a decorated handle,
and in this form one of the ensigns of ancient
Asiatic royalty. Also spelled chourie, chowrie.

chowset, n. and v. See chouse.

chowtert (chou'ter), v. i. [E. dial. ; cf. chow^
and chower.] To grumble or mutter like a fTo-

ward child. E. Phillips, 1706.

choy-root (choi'rot), n. Same as shaya-root.

chrematistic (kre-ma-tis'tik), a. and n. [= F.
chrcmatistique, < Gr. 'xpr/fiaTiariKo;, pertaining to

business or money-making, < ;tP'/i"0''"?''W> a man
of business, < xp)?^ar/f£/v, transact business, <

Xpfjualj-), a thing, pi. ;t;p'//«a™, property, wealth,
money, < xP'/'^^'t use.] I. a. Relating or per-

taining to finance or the science of wealth.
[Rare.]

I am not the least versed in the chreitmtistic art, as an
old frieud of mine called It. I know not how to get a
shilling, nor how to keep it in my pocket if I had it.

Fielding, Amelia, ix. 5.

II. n. Same as chrematisiics.

chrematistics (kre-ma-tis'tiks), n. [PI. of chre-

matistic: see -(cs.] The science of wealth: a
name given by some writers to the science of

political economy, or, in a more restricted sense,

to that portion of the science which relates to

the management and regulation of wealth and
property.

chreotechulcs (kre-o-tek'niks), n. [< Gr. xP"°i,
usefnl, -1- Ttxvt/, art: see technic] The useful
arts; specifically, agriculture, manufactures,
and commerce. [Rare.]

chrestomathic, chrestomathlcal (kres-to-
math'ik, -i-kal), a. [< chrestomathy + -ic, -ieal.]

Relating to a elirestomathy.

chrestomathy (kres-tom'a-thi), »!. ;
pi. ehres-

tomathics (-tniz). [= F. chrestomathic, < Gr.

XpTioTo/iddeia, desire of learning, a book of selec-

tions (of 'thingsworth knowing'),< XPVrofiaWi^,

desirous of learning, < xi>V<''''oi^ good, worthy,
useful (verbal adj. of ;fp^(T9a(, use), + \/*iuiS in

fiavdamn, learn: see matheviatics.] A collec-

tion of extracts and choice pieces, especially

from a foreign language, with notes of expla-

nation and instruction: as, a Hebrew chres-

tomathy.

Chrisis, «. See Chrysis.

chrism (krizm), n. [Also chrisom, early mod.
E. also chrisme, crismc, chrisome, crisome ; <

ME. crisme, crysme, crisome, crysome, chrism
(oU), < AS. crisma, chrism (oil or vesture), =
OHG. chrismo, chrisamo, chresamo, MHG. crisme,

kreseme, crisem, kresem, G. chrisam, clirism

(oil) (ME. also creime, creym, < OF. crcsme,

chresme, P. chrome = Pr. Sp. It. crisma = Pg.
chrisma), < LL. chrisma, chrism (oil), < Gr. XP'"-
/m, an unguent, unction, < ;tp/«v, rub, graze,

besmear, anoint: see Christ. The form chrisom

is archaic; chrism is now preferred in technical

and literary use.] 1. Jiccles.: («) A sacred

ointment, consecrated by a bishop, used in the

rites of baptism, confirmation, ordination, and
coronation, in the consecration of churches,

altar-stones, and chalices, and in blessing the

baptismal water. In the Roman Catholic Church it

consists of a mixture of oil and lialsam, and in the Kastern
Church of oil, wine, and various aromatics. Its use in

baptism was continued in the .\n(ilican Church for a short
time after the Reformation. The name is sometimes ap-
plied to consecrated oil generally, including the oil o^ cat«-

chumeus and the oil of the sick. See oil.



chrism
To kylle a crownde kynge with kryacmu enoynttede I

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2447.

The chri»m, ... as in the Latin Church, is consecrated
by the Bishop on Maundy Thursday ; though its prepara-
tion is commenced on tlie Monday in Holy Week.

J. M. Seate, Eastern Church, i. 999.

The bishop . . . poured out the holy oil and chrism and
burned incense upon it (a stone slab] at the middle and
four cornei-s. Jiock, Church of our Fathei-s. i. 246.

(b) The rite of confirmation. [Rare.]
Their baptism in all respects was as frustrate as their

chrum, for the manner of those times was in confirming
to use anointing. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. e«.

(c) Same as ehrismal, {d).

Upon the anointed head of the newly baptized child
was put a piece of tine white linen, known in those days
as the ehrismal or chrigome, to be worn, like the king's
"coyfe, both day and night, for a whole week.

.Roc*, Church of our Fathers, i. 485, note.

(d) The baptismal vesture; a -white garment
formerly given to the newly baptized as a sym-
bol of the new robe of righteousness given to
the saints : in this sense commonly chrisom.
When there are many to be baptized, this order of de-

manding, baptizing, putting on the Crisotne, and anointing,
shall be used severally with every child.

Book of Common Prayer (1649).

2. In general, that with which one is anointed,
or the act of anointing.

I wait — but she lingers, and ah ! so long

!

It was not so in the years gone by.
When she touched my lips with chrism of song.

T. B. Aldrich, Flight of the Goddess.

3t. A ehrism-child.

The boy surely, I ever said, was to any man's thinking
a very chrisonu. Ford, Fancies, iv. 1.

chrism (krizm), V. t. lAlso-chrisom; < ME. cris-
omen (cf. ML. chrismare), anoint -with chrism,
< crisome, crlsme, chrism (oil) : see chrism, ».]
To anoint -with chrism.

And crowne hym kyndly with kryxomede hondes,
With his ceptre, as soveraynge and lorde.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3186.

chrisma (kriz'ma), n.
;
pi. chrismata (-ma-ta).

[ML., also chrismus: see chrism and Christ.'i
The monogram, j^, of the name Christ, made
up of the first two letters of the Greek Xpiards,
See labarum.
ehrismal (kriz'mal), a. and n. [< ML. chris-
malis, < LL. chrisma: see chrism.'\ I. a. Per-
taining to or of the nature of chrism.
Having thus conjured and prayed, he falls upon singing

the praises of this ehrismal oil.

Brevint, Saul and Samuel at Endor, p. 316.

H. n. In the earhj church : (a) The vessel or
flask in which the consecrated oil or chrism
was contained. (6) A vessel for the reserva-
tion of the consecrated host, (c) A cloth used
to cover relics, (d) [Ct. F. chremeau.'] The
white cloth bound upon the head of one newly
baptized, after the unction -with chrism, for
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As nndiscemed as are the phantasms that make a chrism

child to smile. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying.

Pist. Falstaff he is dead. . . .

Quick. 'A made a finer end, and went away, an it had
been any chrietom child. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 3.

In England, if a child dies within the first month of its
life, it is called a cAri/somcAiM; whence the titlein the Lon-
don liills of mortality. Be Quincey, Essenes, Note No. 6.

chrismert, chrisomert, «. [< chrism, chrisom,
+ -O'l.] A chrism-ohild.
A chrisomer ye chelde of Henry Jenkynso', bu[ried].

Registers of Holy Cross, Canterbury.

Chrisochloris, «. See Chrysochloris.
chrisolitet, n. See chrysolite.

chrisom (kriz'om), n. See chrism.
Christ (krist)," n. '

(orig. with long i

Christus = MLG. Krist, Kerst, Karst, Eirst
= OHG. Christ, Krist, MHG. Christ, Krist,
G. Christus = Icel. Kristr = Sw. Krist (now
Christus) = Dan. Krist (now Kristus) = Goth.
Christus = F. Christ = Pr. Christ, Crist = Sp.
It. Crista = Pg. Christo (the spelling with ch
for c, and the forms Christus, Kristus, being in
mod. imitation of the L.), < L. Christus, < Gr.
XpiarSc, prop, an adj., anointed (6 Xf>"''^k, the
anointed), verbal adj. of XP'""- rub, graze, be-
smear, anoint, = Skt. -yjghar, grind, rub, scratch
(cf. V ghar, sprinkle, (jhrita, clarified butter

:

see (//fee), = L. friare, crumble, fricare', rub : see
friable a,ad. fricative.'} The Anointed: a title
of Jesus of Nazareth, synonymous with, and
the Greek translation of, Messiah, originally
used with the definite article strictly as a title,

the Christ (that is, the Anointed), but from an
early period used without the article as a part
of the proper name Jesus Christ. See anointed.
And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the Christ,

the Son of the living God. Mat. xvi. 16.

Then charged he his disciples that they should tell no
man that he was Jesus the Christ. Mat. xvi. 20.

Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, called to be an apostle.
Rom. 1. 1.

Paul, an apostle (not of men, neither by man, but by
Jesus Christ, and God the Father, who raised him from
the dead). Gal. i. 1.

Brothers of Christ. See Christadaphian.—Cbiist'a
Book. See too*.— Disciples of Christ. See disciple-
Knights of the Order of Christ. See order.

Ohristadelphian (kris-ta-del'fi-an), n. [Also,
incoiTectly, Christodelphlan ; < dr. xp"^™^ehj>og,
in brotherhood with Christ, < Xpiarog, Christ, +
(idfX^iSf, brother: see -adelphia.'} A member of
a small religious sect which originated in the

christening

Christdom (kris'dum), «. [< Christ +
The rule or service of Christ. [Rare.]

-dom.J

They know the grief of men without its wisdom

;

They sink in man's despair without its calm
;

Are slaves, without the liberty in Christdom.
Mrs. Browning, Cry of the Children.

Christe elelson (kris'te e-la'i-son). [ML.,
repr. Or. XpOTrt kr.ijjaov: Xpinre, voc. of Xpiardc,
Christ ; cAeT/aov, aor. impv. of cAieiv, have mercy
or pity, < cAfOf, pity.] Literally, Christ have
mercy. This Greek phrase is used untranslated as an
invocation in Latin litanies, preceded and followed by
Kyrie eleimn, each of the three invocations being pro-
nounced thrice. (See kyrie.) It is not used in the Greek
(.'hurch,

[< ME. Cri^t, < AS. Crist Christent, a. and n. Earlier form of Christian^.
Crist) = OFries. Crist = D. christen (kris'n), v. t. [E. dial, also kersen,

early mod. E. also rarely christian (ct. CJiris-
tian^)\ < ME. cristenen, cristnien, < AS. cristenian
(= MLG. kristenen, kerstenen, kar.steiien = Icel.
kristna = Sw. kristna = Dan. kristne), make a
Christian, baptize, < cristena, a Christian: see
Christen, a. and »., and Christian'^^.'] 1. To bap-
tize into the Christian church.
He hated Christene Men ; and zit he was cristned, but

he forsoke his Law, and becam a Renegate.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 84.

To christen ; baptize ; because at baptism the person re-
ceiving that sacrament is made, as the catechism teaches,
a member of Christ. Hook, Church Diet.

Specifically— 2. To baptize under a newly con-
ferred name, especially in infancy; baptize and
name as an infant.

She will shortly be to christen;
And papa has made the offer,
I shall have the naming of her.

Mary Lamb, Choosing a Name.
These young ladies— not supposed to have been actually

christened by the names applied to them, though always
so called in the family. DickcTis, Bleak House, xxvii.

3. In general, to name; denominate; give a
name to.

Christen the thing what you will, it can be no better
than a mock millennium. Bp. Burnet.

Cnnn. But how came this clown to be call'd Pomoey
first? ^ '

Sir Greg. Push,
kersen'd him.

Beau, and Fl.

one goodman Csesar, a pumpmaker.

Wit at several Weapons, iii 1.

4t. To Christianize.

At Rhodes, at Cyprus, and on other grounds
Christend and heathen. Shak., Othello, i. 1.

I am most certain this is the first example in England
since it was first christened.

Jer. Taylor, Extempore Prayer.
United States, but now also exists in England Christendom (kris'n-dum), n. [< ME. cristen-
and elsewhere. The doctrines of the sect include _
peculiar theory of the Trinity, the attainment of immor-
tality by believers only, the annihilation of the wicked,
the denial of infant baptism, and a peculiar view of the
millennium. Their churches are called ecclesias. Also
called JSrothers of Christ and Thomasites.

Christ-child (krist'ehild), «. 1. CTirist when a
child: used only with the definite article.— 2.
A picture or image of Christ in his childhood.— 3. A reappearance, in a vision or other-
wise, of Christ in the form of a child. Among
the Germans the Christ-child bears the same relation to
the festivities of Christmas as that borne elsewhere bySaint
Nicholas.

Frau Goetzenberger many a time spoke of her Christmas
tree, and of the marvelous things which the Christ-child
would lay beneath it.

Mary Hewitt, Madame Goetzenberger's Christmas Eve, iii.

the purpose of retaining the chrism upon the christallt, ". An obsolete spelling of crystal.

head during the week. Mso chrism.
r.T,^,-o4.„v„-i-j n™„*'„...i^N .. • ,^1..:.-. _..._

chrismarium (kriz-ma'ri-um), n.
; pi. chrisma-

ria {-&). [ML., < LL.cAmwia, chrism.] Same
as chrismatory.

chrismata, n. Plural of chrisma.
chrismatin, chrismatine (kriz'ma-tln), n. [<
Gr. ;fpiCT//a(r-), an unguent (see chrism), + -in^,
-^)^c2.] Same as hatchettin, 2.

Chrismation (kriz-ma'shon), n. [< ML. chris-
matio{H-), < chrismare, pp. chrismatus, anoint
with chrism, < LL. chrisma : see chrism.'] In the
early church, and in the Roman Catholic and christ-cross (kris'kr6s), n. [Also written crist-

Oriental churches, unction with chrism or holy
oil, either of persons, as in baptism and con-
firmation, or of things, especially in consecrat-
ing the water for baptism.
The order [of baptism] of James of Serug is singular in

prescribing three chrismations of the water.
J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 971.

chrismatory (kriz'ma-to-ri), n.
;
pi. chrismato-

ries (-riz). [< ML. chrismatorium, < chrismare :

see chrismation.'] A receptacle for
the chrism, or holy oil, used in the
services of the Roman Catholic
and Eastern churches. Also chris-
marium.
The word is sometimes translated len-

ticula, a chrismatory or cruet, a vessel to
contain oil,

.S'mith, Portrait of Old Age, p. 215.

chrism-child, chrisom-child
(krizm'-, kriz'om-ehild),?j. [Ear-
ly mod. E. also crisome-child, christom-child ; <
chrism, chrisom, + child.] A child who dies
within a month after baptism : so called from
the custom of burying it in its white baptismal
garment, or ehrismal; hence, any innocent or
very young child.

cross, criss-cross, for Christ's cross (ME. Cristes
cros).] 1. The mark of the cross cut, print-
ed, or stamped on any object, it was sometunes
placed on a dial for the figure XII— that is, as the sign
of 12 o'clock.

Fall to your business roundly ; the fescue of the dial is
upon the christ-cross of noon. Puritan, iv. 2. (Xares.)

2. The beginning and end; the Alpha and Ome-
ga : probably from the sign of the cross being
prefixed and appended to serious literary imder-
takings, inscriptions on sepulchral monuments,
etc. See christcross-row.

Christ's cross is the crist-cross of all our happiness.
Quarles, Emblems, ii. 12.

christcross-row (kris'kros-ro'), n. [Early mod.
E. also chrisse-crosse-row ; so called from the
cross set before the alphabet. Cf. Sp. Cristus,
the cross marked at the beginning of the al-
phabet, the alphabet itself.] The alphabet;
the A B C ; a horn-book.
Truths to be learned before ever a letter in the Christian's

Christcross-roiv,

Whitlock, Manners of English People, p. 627.

They never drew
A look or motion of intelligence
From infant-conning of the Christ-cross-row.

Wordsworth, Excursion, viii.

dom, Christianity, baptism, the Christian world,
< AS. cristendom (= OFries. kristendom, kers-
teiidom = D. Christendom = MLG. kristendom :=
MHG. kristentuom, G. christenthum = Icel. kris-
tindomr = Sw. Dan. kristendom), Christian-
ity, < cristen, Christian, -I- -dom : see christen.
Christian'^, and -dom.] If. The profession of
faith in Christ by baptism; hence, adoption of
faith in Christ

;
personal Christianity ; baptism.

The Emperoiu' hym asked how he ther-of sholde be sure,
and he seide he wolde hym asure by his cristyndome.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), m. 428.

This struck such fear, that straight his Christendoms
The King receives, and many with the King.

Fanshaw's Lusiad, x. 116.

01 I hae been at gude clxurch-door,
An' I've got Christendom.

Tama-Line (Child's Ballads, I. 261).

This . . . cannot be denied . . . by any man that would
not have his Christendom suspected.

Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted, § 19.

2. The part of the world in which the Christian
religion predominates ; the Christian world.
We were also nowe passed ye londes of the Infldeles, as

of Turkes and Saixasyns, and were comen into the londes of
Cristendome, whiche also increased our joye and gladnesse
right moche. Sir R. Guytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 74.

Important as outposts on the verge of Christetidam.
Milman, Hist, of Lat. Christianity.

3. The whole body of Christians.

If there had been no Fryers, Christendome might have
continu'd quiet, and things remain'd at a stay.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 51.

4t. \l. c] The name received at baptism;
hence, any name or epithet.

With a world
Of pretty, fond, adoptions Christendoms.

Shak., Alls Well, i. 1.

christening (kris'n-ing or kris'ning), w. [Ver-
bal n. of christen, v.] The ceremony of baptism,
especially as accompanied by the giving of the
name to the infant baptized, followed by family
festivities.

Thence ... to Kate Joyce's christening, where much
company and good service of sweetmeats.

Pepys, Diary, July 11, 1663.



Cliristhood

Ohlisthood (krist'liM), ». [< Christ + -liood.'i

The condition of being the Christ or Messiah.
Christian^ (kris'tian), a. and n. [A mod. sub-
stitution (after L. christianm) for early mod.
E. Christen, Cristen, < ME. cristeii, cresten (later

and rarely Christieit), < AS. cristen = OS. kris-

tin = OFries. kristen, lersten = D. christen,

kersten = Icel. kristinn = Sw. Dan. kristen,

adj., Christian ; as a noun, early mod. E.
Christen, Cristen, < ME. cristene, cristen, < AS.
cristena, also cristen = OFries. kristena, kcrs-

tena = D. christen = MLG. kristen, kersten,
karsten, kirsten = MHG. krist(ene, kristen, G.
Christ, a, Christian; from the adj., the Teut.
forms (AS. cristen, etc.) having the accom.
term, -en (see christen) ; = OF. christien, chres-
tien, F. Chretien = Sp. It. cristiano = Pg. chris-

tSo, < L. Christianas, adj. and n., < Gr. XP"^'
Tiav6c, orig. as a noun, a Christian, later also
as an adj.. Christian, < Xpiaro^, Christ : see
Christ.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or derived
from Christ or liis teachings: as, the Christian
religion.— 2. Received into the body of the
ehm'ch of Christ ; acting in the manner, or
having the spiritual character, proper to a fol-
lower of Christ: as, a Christian man.

Nawther cerctirasiset sothely in sort with the Jewes,
Ne comyn witJi crixten men, ne on Criste leuyn

;

But bai-ly, as thai home were, bydon thai stille.

DeslruclioH of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4327.

3. Having adopted or believing in the religion
of Christ; as, a Christian nation; a Christian
community.
In the Church of England the people were never ad-

mitted to tlie choice of a bishop from its first l>econiIng
Chrittian to this very day.

Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted.

4. In accord with or exhibiting the spirit of
the teachings of Christ : as, Christian conduct.— 5. Ecclesiastical.

The jurisdiction as to tithes was similarly a debateable
land Ijetween the two jurisdictions ; the title to the own-
ership, as in questions of advowson and presentation,
helonging to the secular courts, and the process of re-
covery belonging to the court Christian,

Slubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), § 722.

Christian Brothers, the common designation of tlie

Brethren of th-- christian Schools (whicli see, under bro-
ther).— CtriStiSJi Catholics. Sec Old CathoU€», under
Co(Ao;iV.— Christian Connection. See li., 6 (o).—
Christian era, the era (jf tla- birtli of Christ, from which
clin>ii'jlu;,'y is reckoned in Christian countries. See era.—
Christian name, tite name given when one is l>aptized or
christened ; lience, the persona] as distinguished from the
family name ; especially, the individual name or names by
whicli a person is usually called.— Christian Science,
a system of religious teaching, based on the Mcriii-
tiires, which originated witli the Rev. Mary Baker
Eddy aliont 1868. Its most notable application is in
the professed cure of disease by mental ami spiritiuil
means.— Christian socialism and socialist. >ee no-
eialitm and socialist.— Knighta Of Christian CliaritT.
See Imight.

II. n. 1. A believer in and follower of Jegus
Christ ; a member of a Christian church. This
word occurs but three times in the >ew Testament, and
then under circumstances which justify the conclusion that
it was originally coined as a sneering appellation by the
enemies of Christianity. The names employed by the
followers of Clmst in the apostolic church to designate
themselves were disciples, /ollowers, believers, brethren,
and sainU.

And the disciples were called Chrittians first in Antioch.
Acts xi. 20.

Then Agrippa said unto PatU, almost thou persuadest
me to be a Cnruitian. Acts xxvi. 28.

Yet if any man suffer as a ChriHian, let him not he
ashamed ; but let him glorify God on this behalf.

1 Pet. iv. 10.

2. Specifically, one who possesses the spiritual
character proper to a follower of Christ ; one
who exemplifies in his life the teachings of
Christ.

O it is the penitent, the reformed, the lowly, the watch-
ful, the self-denying and holy soul, that is the Christian t

Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, ii.

8. A member of a nation which, as a whole,
has adopted some form of Christianity: op-
posed to pagan, Moslem, and Jew.— 4. A civil-
ized human being, as distinguished from a
savage or a brute. [CoUoq., Eng.]— 5. (Gen-
erally pronoimced, distinctively, kris'tian.) (a)
A member of an American sect which arose
between 1793 and 1804 among the Methodists
of North Carolina, the Baptists of Vermont,
and the Presbyterians of Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. These boflies, at first unknown to each other,
aeverally rejected all names but that of Christians, and
were soon organized into a comiuoii denomination, now
known collectively as the Christian Connection. They have
no formulated creed, but are generally rnitarlans in doc-
trine and Baptists in practice, and their government is
congregational. They have a general quadrennial con-
ference, and number about 1.10, fKK), (J) A member of
a religious sect, properly designated Disciples of
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Christ (which see, under disciple).— 6. A mem-
ber of Christ's College, Cambridge, or of Christ
Church, Oxford.- Bible Christian. See BibU.-
Christians of St. John. See .Wamtean.—Christians
of St. Thomas, the memlicrs of a community of jNestori-
aiis settled on the Malabar coast of India since the early
part of the sixth century, or longer, who profess to have
derived their Christianity from the apostle St. Thomas
In -1599 they were compelled by the Portuguese to submit
to the papal see, liut not long afterward the greater part
of tliein restored tlie independence of their churcli. They
retain many ancient customs, use the Syriac language in
tlleir liturgy, and are said now to be Monophysites.—New
Christians, a name given to those Moors and Jews who
in the afteentli and sixteenth centuries in Spain, to avoid
persecution, publicly professed conversion to Christianity

Christmas
term does not include the proofs of the existence of a Di-
vine Being.— Muscular Christianity, a phrase used to
denote a healthy, robust, and cheerful religion, one that
leads a person to take an active part in life, and does not
frown upon harmless enjoyments, as opposed to a religion
which is more contemplative, and neglects to a great ex-
tent the present life. Hence also the phrase mvxcidar
Christian. See muscvlar.

Christianization (kris'tian-l-za'shon), n. [<
Cliristianize + -ation,'] ''fhe act or'proeess of
converting to Christianity. Also spelled Chris-
tianisation.

The policy of Christianization and civilization broke th&
Normans themselves into two parties.

J. R. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 372.

?il^^»'°iI™''''/!'V'l''
w"'*' *''",'? ^^'"'''='*™"8 '"<''''"' Christianize (kris'tian-iz), v.; pret. and pp.less attachment to their former relrfous faith and ritnai /^.j,„.„,..„..,-..j ^ ^li" _.,•_",, ' i^'^^J'- ""^.Ft'-attachment to their former religious faith and ritual.

The New Christians, as they were called, formed a kind
of distinct and intermediate class of believers.

Mitman, Hist. Jews, III. 307.

christianlf (kris'tian), v. t. [< Christian, n.;
substituted for earlier christen, cristen: see
christen, ?•.] To baptize. Fulke.

christian^ (kris'tian), n. [After a Danish king.
Christian, Eristiaii.'] A gold coin first struck
in 1775 by Christian VII. of Denmark as duke
of Holstein, of the value of a pistole, or about
S4.12. Also christian (For.

Christiana (kris-ti-a'na), n. An old Swedish
silver coin, worth about 14 cents.
christian d'or. See christian^.

Christianisation, Christianise. See CUristian-
i:ati()n, < 'liristianize.

Ohristianismt (kris'tian-izm), n. [< F. chris-
tianisme = Pr. crcstianisme = Sp. cristianismo
= Pg. christianistno = It. cristianesimo, cris-
tianismo, < LL. christianismus, < Gr. xp^crtavta-
fi6^, Christianity, < xp"mavli;civ (LL. christiani-
zare), profess one's self a Christian : see Chris-
tianize.] 1. The Christian religion.

That I may not seem, rather forcibly, to break out of
Flatonism into Christianimi.

Dr. H. More, Song of the Soul.

Herein the worst of Kings, professing Christianism,
have by farr exceeded him. Milton, Eikonoklastcs, i.

Christianized, ppr. Cliristianizing. [= F. chris-
tianiser = Sp. cristianizar = Pg. christianizar,
< LL. christianizare, make Christian, earlier
profess Christianity, < Gr. xpi-^Tiavil^nv, profess
Christianity, < ;i;P""''at"4f, a Christian: see
Ckristianl.] I. trans. 1. To make Christian

;

convert to Christianity : as, to Christianize the
heathen.— 2. To imbue with Christian princi-
ples.

Christianized philosophers. Is. Taylor.

II.t intrans. To follow or profess Christian-
'

ity ; to approach the character of a Christian.
[Rare.]

Where Prester lohn (though part he ludaize)
Doth in soni sort devoutly Christianize.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Colonies.

Also spelled Christianise.

Christianly (kris'tian-li), a. [< Christian, n.,+ -/yl. Ct. OFries. lerstenlik.] Christian-like;
becoming or befitting a Christian. [Eare.]
Neither is it safe, or warie, or indeed Christianly, that

the French King, of a different Faith, should alfo'rd our
neerest Allyes as good protection as we.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

Father he hight and he was in the parish ; a Christianly
plainness

Clothed from his head to his feet the old man of seventy-
winters.

lion(ifellow, tr. of Children of the Lord's Supper.

2. The nations professing Christianity; Chris- Christianly (kris'tian-li), adv. [< ME. cris-

tendom. .fohnson. ^'13'' ^ -^^^ 'cristetdice (= OHG. christanlihlio,

Christianite (kris'tian-it), n. l. [After Prince MHG. fcm<enKc/je), < cristen. Christian, -I- -lice

:

t7in«f(a«Frederik" of Denmark.] A variety of »^^ chnstiani- a.Tii -lij^.] In a Christian man-
the feldspar anorthite, from the Monte Som- ner; in a manner consistent with the principles

ma on Vesuvius.— 2. [After ChristianWU. of °t
*"•' ,V""^**"'^ religion or the profession of

Denmark.] A name sometimes given to the *''** religion. [Rare.]
Every man cAn«(ia»fi/ instructed.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., L

Christianness (kris'tian-nes), m. [< Christian^
a., +-ness.'\ The qualityof being in consonance
with the doctrines of Christianity. [Rare.]

It is very . . . unreasonalde ... to judge the chris-
tianness of an action by the law of natural reason.

Hanivwnd, Of Conscience, § 26.

zeolite phillipsite

Christianity (kris-ti-an'i-ti), n. [An altera-
tion toward the LL. form of the earlier mod. E.
christenty, < ME. cristiente, cristianitee, crysti/-

ante, cristante, < OF. crestiente, crestientet, F.
chretiente = Pr. chrestiantat, xristiandat = Cat.
christiandat = Sp. eristiandad = Pg. christian-
dude = It. cristianita, < LL. christianita(t-)s, <
cATOfiawM.i, Christian

:

see ChriatUnO. and -i^v.] Clinstianographyt (kns-tia-nog'ra-fi), «. [<

d by Jesus Christ. Chris-
^'^- XP'<^'^fj-vo^, a Christian, + -yfya^ia, < ypatpeiv,

tianity may be regarded as divisible into— (a) Historical ^rite.] A description of Christian nations.
ChrUtianity, the facta and principles stated in the New ChristiCOlist (kris-tik'o-list), «. [< ML. Chris-

the principles inculcated by it.

A candid but rational inquiry into the progress and es-
tablishment of Chriittianity may be considered as a very
essential part of the history of tlie Roman Empire.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xv.

(&) Doffmatic Christianity, the systems of theological doc-
trine founded on the New Testament. These systems dif-
fer with different churches, sects, and schools.

Engelhard's methml finds . . . the second period, that
of synthetic talent, employed in constructing Christianity
as a universal system, marked by two tendencies, the scho-
lastic and mystic. Shedd, Hist, of Christ. Doct., VI. 38.

(c) Vital Christianity, the spirit manifested by Jesus
Christ in his life, and which he commanded his followers
to imitate.

Every one who lives in the habitual practice of any vol-
untary sin, cuts himself off from Christianity. Addison.

Christianity is a soul-power— an invisible immutable
power in the world. H. W. Beecher, Sermons, I. 388.

2t. The body of Christian believers.

To Walys fled the cristianitee

Of olde Britons.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 446.

3t. The Christian or civilized worid; Christen-
dom.

Tber neaer was no better In crystiante.
Nugoe Poet., p. 57.

4. Conformity to the teachings of Christ in life

and conduct. [Rare.]— Evidences of Christian-
ity, also called evidences of revealed reUyion, or simply
etndences, the pnxjfs of the divine origin of Christianity.
They are classified as external and internal evidences.
ITie former are a^aiii chiefly two, the argument from pro-
phecies and the argument from miracles; tlie latter is the
ai^ument from the character of Christ and of his teach-
ings, from the a<laptation of Christianity to the needs of
mau, and from the history of its effects iu the world. The

Without Christ; having no faith in Christ ; un-
christian.

A million horrible bellowing echoes broke
From the red-ribb'd hollow beliind the wood.
And thunder'd up into Heaven the Christless code.
That must have life for a blow.

Tennyson, Jfaud, xxiii. 1.

Christliness (krist'li-nes), n. [< Chrisily +
-ness.^ The quality or character of beiner
Christly.

Yet the Ckristliness of a principle is no certain safeguard
against unwisdom in its application.

JVew Princeton Rev., I. 38.

Christly (krist'li), a. [< Christ + -ly^. Cf. AS.
cristlic =r D. chrwtelijk = G. christlich = Dan,
l-risteliq = Sw. christHg, Cf. Christianly, a,l
Christ-like.

^
And so it conies to pass that a Cki-istly life is also man's-

true language. Boardmun, Creative Week, p. 213.

Christmas (kris'mas), w. [< ME. Cristmas, Cnst-
mes, CristemassCy Cristesniesse (not in AS.) (=
MD. kerstmissej D. kersmis = MLG. kerstes-

miss€)f i. e., Cristes masse, Christ^s mass or holy
day: see Christ and niass^.l 1. The festival
of the Christian church observed annually in
memory of the birth of Christ. The festival prop-
erly begins with the evening of the 24th day of December,
called Christmas eve, and continues until Epiphany, on.

the 6th of January, the whole period being called Christ-
inas-tide ; l)ut it is more particularly observed on the 2.'ith

of December, which is called Christmas day or simply
Christmas. In the Roman, Greek, Episcopal, and Lutlicran
churches Christmas is observed as a religious festival witli
special services. Its celebration was formerly forliiddeu
by the I'uritans, but Christmas day is now generally ob-
served throughout Christendom by religious services, by



Ohristmas

public and social festivities, by tlie interchange of gifts
^tween relatives and friends, and by tlie distributing of
food and clotljins among ttie poor. In most Cliristian com-
munities Christmas is a legal holiday.

Thei faste not on the Satreday, no tyme of the geer, but
It be Cristemasse even or Estre even.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 19.

Canons were made by several councils to oblige men to
:receive the Holy Communion three times a year at least,
viz. : at Chnstinas, Easter, and Whitsuntide.

Wheatley, 111. of Book of Common Prayer.

2. Christmas day, the 25th day of December.
CkrUtmas has come once more— the day devoted by the

large majority of Christians to the commemoration of the
Nativity of the Saviour. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 215.

3. [I. c] The holly, Ilex Aquifolium, from its

use for decoration on Christmas day Cilirlst-
maa block, a Christmas log (which see, below).

To lay a Log of Wood upon the Fire, which they termed
a Yule-Clog, or Christmas-Block.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 155.

'Christmas bOI. (o) Originally, a money-box with a slit

through which coin could be dropped, carried by pren-
tices, porters, and others at Christmas-time for the recep-
tion of presents of money ; hence, a Christmas gift, espe-
cially of money. [Eng.]

By the Lord Harry, I shall be undone here with Christ-
mas-boxes. The rogues at the coffee-house have raised
their tax, every one giving a crown, and I gave mine for
shame, besides a great many half-crowns to great men's
porters. Swift, Journal to Stella, Dec. 26, 1710.

(b) A box of pVesents at Christmas.

—

Cllristinas card, a
card variously ornamented with designs, plain or colored,
-sent as a token of remembrance at Christmas, and usually
bearing a Christmas legend or words of Christmas greet-
ing.— Christmas carol, a carol suitable for Christmas ; a
song or hymn sung in celebration of the nativity of Christ.— Christmas fern, Aspidium acrostichoides, a fern hav-
ing simply pinnate fronds of firm texture, which remain
green througli the winter and may be gathered at any
time.— Christmas fish, a name of an American plaice or
flat-fish, Pleuroiuxte.s glaber : so called in New England
from the time of its appearance in the harbors.— Christ-
mas flower. Same a&Christmas rose.— Christmas log,
a large log of wood, which in old times formed the back-
log of the tire at Christmas; the yule log Christmas
lord or prince, the lord of misrule (which see, under
lordC).

As he hath wrought him, 'tis the finest fellow
That e'er was Christmas-lord ; he carries it

So truly to the life, as though he were
One of the plot to gull himself.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

Christmas rose, a plant, Helleboms niger, so called from
its open rose-like flower, which blossoms during the win-
ter months. Also called Christmas JUnver. See Helle-
feonw.— Christmas tree, a small evergreen tree or large
branch, upon which at Christmas presents, ornaments, and
lights are hung, as the occasion of a festal gathering.

Ciiristnias-tide (kris'mas-tid), ». The season
of Christmas.

Ohristocentric (kris-to-sen'trik), a. [< L.
Christus, Christ, + centrum, center, + -ic]
Having Christ as a center ; regarding Christ as
the center of history or of the universe.

The ever-increasing number of Lives of Christ strength-
ens the Christocentric character of modern theology.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 46.

The essentially Christocentric character of his view of
the universe gave him [.Servetus] an almost unique place
in the history of religious thought.

Bneyc. Brit., XXI. 685.

christofla (kris-to'fi-a), n. A tonic made of
white wine and sugar, seasoned with cinnamon,
cloves, and bitter almonds. De Colange.

Christolatry (kris-tol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. 'Kpiardc,

Christ, + '/MTpda, worship.] The worship of
Christ regarded as a kind of idolatry.

Ohristological (kris-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< Chris-
tology + -ical.^ Pertaining to Ciiristology.

The Christoloffical conceptions and formulas which oc-
cur in the book [Apocalypse] are not always consistent.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 499.

Christology (kris-tol'o-ji), n. [= F. ehristolo-
gie,i Gr. Xpiard^, Christ, + -^.oyia, < /.cyew, speak:
see -ology.'i 1. That branch of theology which
treats of the person and character of Jesus
Christ.

That part of divinity which I make bold to call Christol-
ogy fn displaying the great mystery of godliness, God the
Son manifeste<l in human flesh.

B. Oley, Preface to Works of Thomas Jackson.

The Trinity and Christolomi, the two hardest problems
and most comprehensive dogmas of theology, are inti-

mately connected. Sehaff, Hist. Christ. Church, III. § 135.

2. Sometimes, less accurately, doctrine con-
cerning Christ's office and work.

€hristolyte (kris' to-lit), n. [< Gr. XpicTdc,
Christ, -i- y.vTor, verbal adj. of ?.vciv, loose.] One
of a sect of Christians of the sixth century who
held that when Christ descended into hades he
left both his body and soul there, and rose with
his divine nature alone.

cliristoint, «. See chrism.

•Christopiany (kris-tof'a-ni), n.
;
pi. Christopha-

nies (-niz). [= F. christophanie, < Gr. Xptard^,
Christ, + -<j>avia, < ipaivuv, show, appear.] An
appearance or manifestation of Christ to men
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after his death, as recorded in John xx. and
elsewhere in the New Testament.
The Christophanies resemble in some respects the the-

ophanies of the Old Testament, which were granted only
to few believers, yet for the general benefit.

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 19.

Christopher (kris'to-fSr), n. [< ME. Cristofre,
in def. 2.] 1. See hcrb-christopher.— 2t. A
brooch, badge, pilgrim's sign, or the like, bear-
ing a figure of St. Christopher carrying the in-

fant Christ.

A Cristo/re on his brest of silver schene.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 115.

christophite (kris'to-fit), n. [< Christoph (see
def.) -f -ite2.] A brilliant black variety of
spalerite or zinc blende from the St. Christoph
mine, at Breitenbrunn in Saxony. It is peculiar
in containing a considerable quantity of iron.

Christ'S-thom (krists'thom), n. The Faliurus
aculeatus, a deciduous shrub, a native of Pales-
tine and the south of Europe : so named from a
belief that the ovowd. of thorns placed upon the
head of Christ was made of it. See Faliurus.

Christ-tidet (krist'tid), n. [< Christ + tide. Cf.
€hristtnas-ti(le.'] Christmas. B. Jonson.
Chrolcocephalus (kr6"i-ko-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.
(T. C. Eyton, 1836), < Gr. ;j:pu(Koc,'colored (< ;tfpo(a,

Xpoa, color), + Ke^alf), head. Later " emended "

Chrceeocephalus, and also Chroocephalus.'] A
genus of gulls (the hooded gulls), of the family
Laridw and subfamily Larinw, including many
medium-sized and small species which have,
when adult and in the breeding season, the

chromatography

piece; not diatonic. (6) Involving the use of
the black notes on the keyboard, or of sharps
and flats on the staff— Chromatic aberration. See
aberration, 4.— Chromatic alteration of a tone, the
elevation or depression of its pitch by a si-niitone. Such
an alteration is indicated by the chromatic signs, or acci-
dentals, f, ti, and 8.— Chromatic attachment, an ap-
paratus which can be attaclied to some forms of printing-
presses for putting different colors uf priiiting-irik, always
in stripes or bands, on one inking-roUer, for the purpose
of printing from types or plates in several colors at one
impression,— Chromatic chord or melody, a chord or
melody containing tones foreign to the lilutonic tonality
of the piece.— Chromatic harmony, liarmony consisting
of chromatic chords.— Chromatic iiistnunent, a musi-
cal instrument constructed so as to produce a chromatic
scale, as a chromatic harp or a chromatic horn.- Chro-
matic Intensity, the intensity of the chroma of a color-
sensation. See chroma, 3.— Chromatic Interval, an aug-
mented or diminished interval.— Chromatic printing,
a rainbow-like blending or shading of dillerent colors,
eflfected by an operation of printing alone or by a com-
bination of printing and stenciling.— Chromatic print-
ing-press, a printing-press which prints at one impres-
sion two or more colors, always in stripes or bands. .See
chrotnntic attachment, alK>ve.

—

Chromatic scale, in mu-
sic, a scale of twelve semitones, which in hiodern music
are made equal to one another, it may be written

:

:

^l^,HlP=^^ ^i^

frTTr^r'"^^^vs
fcj , j,iJiiJV^^^

Hooded Gull {^Chro'icocefhalus atricilla),

head enveloped in a dark or blackish hood or
capistrum. C. Hdibundits is the common laughing-gull
of Europe ; C. atricilla, C. franklini, and C. Philadelphia are
abundant North American species.

chroma (kromii), n. [L.,<Gr. ;fpu/ia: seec^ro-
matic.'] 1 . In music : (a) In Greek music, a mod-
ification of the usual diatonic scale. (6) The sign
by which a note is raised or lowered a semi-
tone ; a sharp, S, or a flat, b. (ct) An eighth-note
or quaver, J^. See croma. (d) A semitone or
half-step, whether large or small. See semi-
tone.— 2. In rliet., a figure of speech which
consists in speaking so as not to offend the
hearer. Crabb.—3. The degree of departure
of a color-sensation from that of white or gray;
the intensity of distinctive hue; color-inten-
sity.— 4. [cap.'i [NL.] In entom., a genus of
lepidopterous insects. J. E. Gray, 1832 Oiro-
ma duplex, (a) A sixteenth-note, or semiquaver, fc. (b)

A double sharp, X, or double flat, l)|j.

chromameter (kro-mam'e-ter), n. [< F. chro-
mametre, < Gr. xP'^f't chroma, -I- perpov, mea-
sure: see meter.'i An adjustable monochord
invented at Paris in 1827 as a help to the tuning
of pianofortes. Its scale was chromatic,whence
its name.
chromascope (kro'ma-skop), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
Xpiifia, color, + okottcIv, view.] An instrument
for showing certain optical effects of color.

chromate (kro'mat), n. [< chrom(ic) + -atel.]

A salt of chromic acid. The chromates are strong
oxidizing agents, and have brilliant colors. Tlie chro-
mate and especially the bichromate of potassium are
nnich used in dyeing and in the manufacture of cliromate
of lead, which is the pigment chrome-yellow.

chromatic (kro-mat'ik), a. and n. [= F. chro-
matique = Sp.'cromdtico = Pg. ehromatico = It.

cromatico, < L. chromaticus, < Gr. ;t-pa)^ar(K'jf, re-
lating to color, < xP'-'foi'''-), color, complexion,
prop, the skin, surface, < xp<^Zciv, rpoiC^'v, touch
the surface, tinge, color, < xpo'Cj XP^"') skin,
surface, complexion, color; cf. XP^^ in same
senses.] I. a, 1. Relating to or of the nature
of color.

Good colour depends greatly on what may be called the
chromatic composition of the picture.

Hood, Modern Chromatics, p. 316.

2. In music : (a) InvoMng tones foreign to the
normal tonality of a scale, a harmony, or a

Chromatic type, printing-type divided into two or more
parts or sections, each part or section made for printing in
a separate color, but forming in combination a perfect let-
ter in two or more colors.

H. n. In music, a note affected by an acci-
dental,

chromaticalt (kro-mat'i-kal), a. Same as chro-
matic.

Among sundry kinds of music, that which is called chro-
matical delyghteth, enlargeth and joyeth the heart.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 486.

chromatically (kro-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In a
chromatic manner.'
chromatics (kro-mat'iks), 11. [PI. of chromatic:
see -!f«.] The science of colors; that part of
optics which treats of the properties of colors
and colored bodies.

chromatin (kro'ma-tin), n. [< Gr. xp'^f"'('''-)t
color, -I- -t«2.] 1. In hot., a name proposed
for that portion of the substance of the nucleus
which is readily colored by staining agents.

—

2. In zool., that portion of the substance of
an ovum which has a special affinity for color-
ing matter and readily becomes colored ; chro-
mophilous protoplasm, which in the process of
maturation of the O'vum forms various colored
figures, as disks and threads: the opposite of
achromatin.

The germinal spot . . . consists of two juxtaposed quad-
rilateral disks, each containing four chromatin globules,
united by a substance having less affinity for colouring
matter. Encyc. Brit., XX. 417.

chromatism (kro'ma-tizm), n. [< Gr. xP^fo-
Tiajioi;, coloring, < ;t;pu//aTiff(v, color, < xp^f^iT-),
color: see chromatic.'] 1. Chromatic aberra-
tion. See aberration, 4.— 2. In bot., the as-
sumption by leaves, or other normally green
parts of a plant, of colors similar to those of
the petals; unnatural coloration of plants or
their loaves. Also called chromism.
chromatize (kro'ma-tiz), v. t; pret. and pp.
chromatiztd, ppr. chromatizing. [< chromate +
-ize. Cf. Gr. xp'^faTt^civ, color, dye, < xP"/'o(r-),
color: see chromatic.'] To impregnate with a
chromate— Chromatlzed gelatin, a cement for glass
consisting of 1 part gelatin and 5 parts of a 5 per cent, to
10 per cent, solution of bichromate (if potassium.

chromato-, chromo-. [< Gr. xp^fOTo-, combin-
ing form of xp'^f'"- (XP"/"""-)! color: see chro-
matic] An element in some compound words
of Greek origin, meaning ' color.'

chromatogenous (kro-ma-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr.
Xpufta(j-), color, + -)fw?f, producing: see -gen,

-genoiis.] Generating or forming color.

chromatograph (kro'ma-to-gi-af), «. [< Gr.
Xp<jua(7-), color, + ypdificiv, -write.] An instru-
ment used to produce different shades of color by
the simultaneous rotation of colored segments.
chromatography (kro-ma-tog'ra-fi), «. [< Gr.
Xpu.ua{T-), color, + -ypafia, < ypwpciv, -write.] A
treatise on colors,
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Chromatology (kro-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [< 6r. XP"-
fiaij-), color, + -'Aoyia, < ?J}ecv, discourse: see

-ology.'] The science of or a treatise on colors:

as, vegetable chromatologi/.

chromatometer (kr6-ma-tom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr.

Xpi>ua(T-), color, + /ihpov, a measure.] A scale

for measuring or discriminating colors.

And thus . . . the prismatic spectrum of sunlight be-

came, for certain purposes, an exact chromatometer.
Whewell, Hist. Scientific Ideas, I. 341.

chromatopathia (kr6"ma-t6-path'i-a), «.

[NL., < Gr. ,tP","«(''-)> color, -I- n-dSof, disease.]

In patlioL, pigmentary disease of the skin;

chromatosis.
chromatopathic (kro " ma - to - path ' ik), a. [<

chromatoimihia + -i'c] Pertaining to or affected

with chromatopathia.
chromatophore (kro 'ma -to -for), n. [< Gr.

Xpoiiia{7-), color, + -<p6poc, bearing, < (pepeiv = E.

ftcarl.] 1. One of the pigment»eells in animals.

Tlie pigment (in the lizard} encroaches upon the epi-

dermis, occupying the interstices between its cells, so that

the dermal chroinatophoreg are well-nigh hidden.
Mi7ui, IX. 418.

Cutaneous structures called chromatophores, which are

little sacs containiuK pigment of various colors, and eacli

with an aperture, which when open allows the color con-

tained to appear, and when closed conceals it. It is by
the various contractions of these sacs that the chameleon
effects those changes of color for which it is celebrated.

Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 488.

It is to the successive expansion and contraction of these
ehromatophoren that the Cephalopoda owe the peculiar
play of *'8hot" colors, which pass like blushes over their

surface in the living state. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 445.

2. In AcHnozoa,one of the brightly colored bead-
like bodies in the oral disk of some species, as
Actinia mesembryanthemum. They are diverticula

of the body-wall; their surface is composed of close-set

bacilli, beneath which is a layer of strongly refracting
spherules, then a layer of similarly refracting cones, sub-

jacent to wliich are ganj;Iion-cells and nerve-plexuses.
These marginal Iwdies are supiwsed to be sense-organs.

3. In hot, a name that has been given to the
granules which occur in the protoplasm of
plants, including the colorless leucoplastids,

the green ohlorophyl granules or chloroplastids,
and the chrotnopla.stids.

chromatophorous (kro-ma-tof'o-rus), a. [< Gr.

;fpu/«2(r-), color, + -(pipoc, bearing, < tfiepeiv =
E. 6earl.] 1. Having chromatophores.— 2.

Containing pigment ; of the nature of a ohro-
matophore.
(^omatopsendopsis (kr6"ma-t6-sti-dop'sis), V.

[NL., < Gt. ;f/«i,ua(T-), color, -I- ipiffz/f, fake, +
6r/«f, vision.] In pathol., color-blindness.

chromatopda (kro-ma-top'si-a), n. [NL. : see
chromatoi}Si/.] In pathol., colored vision; an
abnormal state in which sensations of color
arise independently of external causes, or things
are seen unnaturally colored, as when objects
appear yellow after taking santonin. Also
chromojisia, chroopnia.

chromatopsy (kro'ma-top-si), n. [< NL. chro-

matojisiii, < (ir. ;rp<Jua{T-), color, + 4^<f, vision.]

Englishpd form of ehromatopsia.

chromatoscope (kro'ma-to-skop), n. [< Gr.

Xpijua(--), color, -t- aKn-elv, vieviT] An instru-

ment for compounding colors by combining the
light retlected from different colored surfaces.

chromatosis (kro-ma -to 'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xpuna(T-), color, -f- -<)sis.'\ In pathol., a devia-
tion from the normal pigmentation of a part:
applied especiiilly to the skin.

chjomatospliere (kro'ma-to-sfer), n. [< Gr.

XP<Jua{T-), color, + oifiaipa, sphere.] Same as
chromosphere. [Rare.]

In contact with the photosphere U what resembles a
sheet of scarlet Are. . . . This is the chromosphere (or

chroinatogphere if one is fastidious as to the proper for-

mation ot a Oreek derivation).

C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 180.

chromatospheric (kro'ma-to-sfer'ik), a. [<
chromiit'isjiliire + -ic] Oif or pertaining to the
chromatosphore or chromospnere : as, "chro-
matospheric matter," H. W. Warren, Recrea-
tions in Astronomy, p. 87.

chromatrope, chromotrope (kro'ma-trop, -mo-
trop), n. [Short for 'chromatotrope, < Gr. ;tpu-

fa(T-), color, + -Tpo-oc, < Tptnav, turn.] 1. An
arrangement in a magic lantern similar in its

effect to the kaleidoscope. The pictures are pro-

duced by brilliant design-s painted on two circular glasses,

which arc matle to rotate
in opposite directions by
the turning of a crank.

2. A toy, consisting
of a disk on which are
painted circular arcs
of bright colors in

pairs, so placed that
when the 'iisk is made chiwutnpe.
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to revolve rapidly streams of color seem to flow
to or from the center.

chromaturia (kro-ma-tu'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Xpo>fia(T-), color, + ovpov, urine.] In pathol.,

the secretion of urine of an abnormal color.

chromatjrpe, cliromatypy. See chromotype,
chroiuotypy.

chrome (ki-om), n. [< chromium.'\ Chromium.
— Oxford chrome, an oxid of iron used in oil and water-
color painting. Also called Oxford ocker (which see, un-
der ocher).

chrome (krom), v. *.; pret. and pp. chromed, ppr.
chroming. [< chrome, w.] In dyeing, to subject
to a bath of bichromate of potash.

To chrome the wool. Manuf. Rev., XX. 240.

chrome-alum (krom'al'um), n. A erystalliza-

ble double salt (K2S04 + Cr2(S04)3-l-24H20)
formed of the sulphates of chromium and potas-
sium : a by-product in the manufactvire of artifi-

cial alizarin, used in dyeing and calico-printing.

chrome-black (krom'blak), n. A certain color
produced in dyeing cotton or wool. See black.

Chrome-color (krom'kul'or), n. A color pre-
pared from some of the salts of chromium.
chrome-green (krom'gren), ». A pigment
made by mixing chrome-yellow with Prussian
blue. The depth of the resulting green color
depends on the proportion of blue added.
chromeidoscope (kro-mi'do-skop), n. [< Gr.
Xpiifia, color, + tldof, shape, + anoTreiv, view.]
Same as debmcope.
chrome-iron (krom't'^m), ». Same as chromite.

chrome-ironstone (kr6m'i"6m-st6n), n. Same
as cliriunite.

chrome-mica (kr6m'mi''ka),M. Sameas/KcAs^te.
chrome-ocher (krdm'o'kfer), «. An impure
clayey material containing some chromium
oxid, and hence of a bright-green color. It is

sometimes used as a pigment.
chrome-orange (kr6m'or"anj), n. A bright-

yellow pigment, consisting of lead chromate.
chrome-Olid (krom'ok'sid), n. Same as chromic
oxid (which see, under chromic).

chrome-red (krom'red), n. A bright-red pig-

ment consisting of the basic chromate of lead.

chrome-yellow (kr6m'yel"o), n. A yellow pig-

ment of which there are various shades, from
lemon to deep orange, all composed of chro-
mates of lead. Their color is very pure and
brilliant.

chromhidrosis (krom-hi-dro'sis), n. Same as
f'A/V>///(V//V».s'i.S'.

chromic (kro'mik), a. [< chrome + -ic] Per-
taining to chrome or chromium, or obtained
from it.— Chromic acid, HoCr04, an acid which forms
a large number of colored salts, the most important of

which are iwtassium cliromat* and bichromate. See cAro-

mate.—Chromic iron. Same as chromite.— Ghroxnic
oxid, more properly chromic hydroxid, Cr20(OH)4, a pig-

ment known as Guiiitiet'g oreen, prepared by heating bi-

chromate of potash with borax and lixiviating the result-

ing mass. Also called chrome-oxid.

chromid (kro'mid), n. A fish of the family
Chromida:
Ohromidse (krom'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Chromis
(Chromid-) + idte.'] Same as Chromides. See
Chromis.
Ohromides (krom'i-dez), n. pi. [NL.,pl. of

Chromis. Cf. Chromid(e.'] In Giinther's system
of classification, a family of Acanthopterygii
pharyngognathi with no pseudobranchise : sy-

nonymous with Cichlidw. Also Chromidce, Chro-
mididw.
chromidia, n. Plural of chromidium.
chromidian (kro-mid'i-an), n. [< Chrmnidte +
-!««.] A fish oi the family Chromida; a cich-

lid. Sir J. Richardson.

chromidid (krom'i-did), n. A fish of the fam-
ily Chromididw.
Chromididae (kro-mid'i-de), n. pi. Same as
Chromides.

Ohromidinae (krom-i-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Chromis {Chromid-) + -«n<K.] A subfamily of

Chromida;, with the spinous portion of the dor-

sal fin much larger than the soft.

chromidium (kro-mid'i-um), n.
;

pi. chromidia

(-a). [NL., < Gir. xP"P'<'t color, + dim. -idtnv.']

In lichenology, an algal ceU in a lichen thallus

:

a t«rm proposed by Sitzenberger : same as go-

nidium.

chromidoid (krom'i-doid), a. and n. [< Chromis
(Chromid-) + -oid.'] I. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Chromididce or
Chromides.

n. «. A chromidid or chromid.

chromidrosis (kro-mi-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

XP'Ji'u, color, + ii!p"f, sweat, -I- -osis.'\ In pa-
thol., the secretion of colored sweat. Also writ-

ten chromhidrosis.

chromoid

chromiferoUS (kro-mif'e-rus), a. [< NL. chro-
mium + L, ferre, = E. hcar^, + -ous.l Contain-
ing chromium : as, a chromiferons garnet.
chroming (kro'ming), K. [< chrome + -ing'^.']

The process of subjecting fabrics, in certain
processes in dyeing, to a bath of bichromate of
potash.

Chromintj, I, e., passing through a bath of bichromate
acidified with sulphuric acid.

Be-nedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 148.

Chroming, either hot or cold, in bichromate at 1 lb. salt
to 20 gallons of water after steaming, accomplishes the
complete fixing of the colour. Ure, Diet., IV. 326.

chromiometer (kro-mi-om'e-ter), n. [Irreg. <

Gr. ;fpu/ia, color, -f /ihpov, measure.] An ap-
paratus for testing water by its optical purity,
consisting essentially of a glass tube filled with
water, through which light is seen by reflection.

chromiont (kro'mi-on), «. Same as chromium.
Chromis (kro'mis), n. [NL., < L. chromis, <

Gr. jp^/i'f, a kind of sea-fish.] A genus of
fishes, typical of the family Chromidce, or re-

ferred to the family Cichlidw. {a) Originally insti-

tuted by Cuvier in 1817, for the Mediterranean C. castajiea.

It was thus identical with the genus afterward called He-
liases, and a representative of the family Pomacentridas.
(b) Subsequently extended to embrace also sundry African
and South American fresh-water fishes, (c) It was later

restricted to, certain African species, of which the bolti

is one. It has been used in this sense by most modern
ichthyologists, and taken as a type of a family Chromidce
or Chroviides ; but othera properly restrict the name to

the original type and its congeners, belonging to the family
Pomacentridai, accepting the name Tilapia for the African
forms, and referring the latter genus to the family Cichlidte.

chromism (kro'mizm), n. [< Gr. ;tP"/"', color, +
-ism. Cf . chromatism.^ Same as chromatism, 2.

chromite (kro'mit), n. [< chrom(ium) -I- -ite^.'\

Native iron chromite (PeCr20i), occurring
massive and in octahedral crystals of a black
color. Tills, the most important ore of chromium, is

chiefly obtained from the Shetland islands, Norway, Cali-

fornia, and the Ural mountains. Also called chrome-iron,
chroyne-ironstone, and chromic iron.

chromium (kro'mi-um), >i. [NL. (from the
beautiful colors of its compounds), < Gr. ;t'pti/«a,

color, -1- -ium.1 Chemical symbol, Cr; atomic
weight, 52.14; specific gravity, 6.8-7.3. An ele-

ment belonging to the metals, obtained in the

pure state as a light-green crystalline powder.
The separate crystals under the microscope have a tin-

wliite color. It is less tusible than platinum, and after

fusion is harder than corundum. It oxidizes slowly in the
air, but bums vividly in oxygen. Hot hydrochloric or
sulphuric acid dissolves it ; nitric acid does not aftect it.

Chromium does not occur native. It is found in the min-
eral crocoite or crocoisite (lead chromate), and as a sul-

phid in daubreelite ; it occurs also in some meteoric iron,

and the fine green color which makes the emerald valua-

ble is believed to be due to chromium ; but the most abun-
dant ore of chromium is chromite or chrome-ironstone.
Among its most important compounds are the oxid or ses-

quioxid (Cr20.i), which occurs native in chrome-ocher and
chromite. It is a dull-green powder when made artifi-

cially by reduction of the chromates, and is used exten-
sively for imparting a green color to porcelain and en-
amel, and somewhat as a pigment, in the form of chromic
oxid, under the name of Guitmets green. Potassium 6t-

chromate (K2Cr207) is the salt from which most salts of

chromium are prepared. It forms garnet-red crystals,

which dissolve in water, making a red solution. It is

largely used in dyeing and calico-printing and as an oxi-

dizing agent : also in the carbon or other processes of pho-
tographic i)rinting, and in a form of voltaic cell called the
birlironiate cell. See cell, 8. It is an active poison.

—

Transparent oxid of chromium, a pigment used by
artists, composed of a hydrated oxid of chromium. It

dillcrs but little from Guigiiet's green.

chromo (kro'mo), n. An abbreviation of chro-

molithograph.

chromo-. See ehromato-.

chromocrinia (kro-mo-krin'i-a,), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xpi^l'O; color, + Kpiveiv, separate (secrete).]

In pathol., the secretion of colored matter, as

by the skin. See chromidrosis.

chromocyclograph (kr6"m6-si'kl9-graf ), n. [<

Gr. xP'^f'^j color, -t- kvk}.o^, a circle, cycle (se-

ries), -I- ypd^eiv, write.] A colored picture

printed from a series of blocks, each bearing
its separate color.

chromogen (kro'mo-jen), n. [< Gr. xp"/^''t color,

+ -yevT)^, producing: see -gen.'] The coloring

matter of plants.

chromogenic (kro-mo-jen'ik), a. [< chromogen
+ -ic.'] 1 . Pertaining to chromogen.— 2. Pro-
ducing color Chromogenic bacteria, those bacte-

ria which produce some color or pigment characteristic of

the species. Thus, Micrococcus prodigiotnis upon starchy

substaures produces blood-red spots. Some other fungi
art- clininn'^'i'nic, as species of Chcetomium upon paper.

chromogenOUS (kro-moj'e-nus), o. [< chromo-
gen + -oKs.] Same as chromogenic, 2.

chromograph (kro'mo-graf), w. [< Gr XP"!^",
color, + }ptt(p€iv, write.] Same as hectograph.

chromoid (kro'moid), a. and re. [< Chromis +
-oid.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the charac-

ters of the Chromida;.

H. n. A fish of the family Chromida.
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ChromoletlCite (kro-mo-lu'slt), «. [< Gr. XP<^ *•"* " """y ^ '^™ "" ""^ '^^^^^ ''»y through the spectro-

fia, color, + ?^DKOf, wHite, + -ite2.] Same as ^'"P*"- yexemmb mul IJolden, Astronomy, p. 27B.

chromoplastid. Stellar chromospliere, the gaseous envelop supposed to

chromoUtllic (krd-md-lith'ik), «. [< c/iromo- „l;'"„'™;;'•l^'"^„ ,,,._- .,.,, ./ 7

Uthioqraph) +-ic. Ct chromo thographic.^ Re-
chromo^henc (kro-mo-sfer ik), a [< cftro/Ho-

latinlto a chromolithograph; executed in chro- *t„t„w^ P'=ft''i"?°g <"• "."'atu^g to the

moliUioCTaphy.
& *" ' " chromosphere : as, the chromospherxc spectrum.

.. . ,,• 1 ..ji^. Here anil there great masses of the chromospheric mat-An impression of a drawing on stone, printed at Pans ter rise high alwve the general level like elouds of flames,
in colours, Ijy the process termed chromohthic anA are then known as prominences or protuberances.

Proc. Soc. Anttq. (1844), i. 22.
C". A. yoima, The Sun, p. 17.

chromolitllOgraph (kro-mo-lith'o-graf), n. [< chromostroboscope (kro-mo-stro'bo-skop), 71.

Gr. XP","", color, + lithograph.'] A picture or [< Gr. XP"I'<^, color, + arpdjioc, a twisting, a
print obtained by the process of chromolithog- whirling (< OTpl:<puv, twist, turn : see strophe),
raphy. Often abbreviated to chroma. + amTzelv, view.] A scientific toy illustrating
chromolitnograph (kro-mo-lith'o-graf), r.<. [< the persistence of visual impressions by the
ehromi>hthognij,li, «.] To produce by means of rapid rotation of variously colored designs,
chromohthography. chromotrope, n. See chromatrope.

<toomollthographer(kro''mo-li-thog'ra-f6r),n. chromotype, chromatype (kro'mo-tip, -ma-
One who practises chromohthography. tip), n. [< Gr. xp"'"*, color, -I- rbTTog, type'.]
chromolithographic (kro-mo-lith-o-graf'ik),«.'' •' - '-•"•--

ChromolitllOgraphy (kro'mo-li-thog'ra-fi),

[< Gr. ;tP"/'"t color, + lithography.'] A metl

[< chromoUthiHiriiphy + -ic.
' Cf. chromolithic]

Pertaining to or executed in chromolithographj-.

A very considerable degree of fidelity and naturalness
in the representation of flowers is already secured by the
chromo-lithographic process. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 502,

n.

.method
of producing colored lithographic pictures by
the use of a number of prepared lithographic
stones. The general outline and the outline of each of
the tints in the picture to be reproduced are first traced,
and then transferred to the first stone, or keystone, by the
ordinary methods of lithography, or the design is drawn
directly on the keystone. For the coarser kinds of color-
priuting the outlines of the design are made upon zinc
plates with pen or brush, and thence transferred to the
stone. From the keystone, which bears the skeleton de-
sign, the outlines of each tint are separately transferred
to as many other stones as there are colors in the picture,
sometimes as many as forty. The first impression, taken
by the printer from the keystone, gives the outlines of
the picture, the second, taken from another stone, all the
yellow tints, the third all the reds, and so on until all the
colors needed are given. Before each successive impres-
sion the sheets are adjusted to a nicety, in order that tlie

colors may not overlap one another. This adjustment

1. A photo-engraving process for producing
images adapted for hand-coloring. The image is

printed from a rather thin negative upon a gelatin film
sensitized with bichromate of potassium. The film after
development is transferred to a sheet of paper. The pro-
cess is employed chiefly for copying botanical specimens
and engravings.

2. A picture produced by this process.— 3. A
sheet of printed matter from types or engraved
blocks where a number of forms are used, each
one with an ink of a different color, as in ehro-
molitliography (which see).

chromotypic (kro-mo-tip'ik), a. [< chromotypy
+ -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of chro-
motypy.
Another point in the [heliotype] process is the adaptation

of it to chrmnotypic printing.
Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 272.

Chromotypography (krd"m6-ti-pog'ra-fi), n. [<
Gr. xp"f<", color, -t- typography.] Typography
in colors ; the art of printing with type in vari-
ous colors.

chromotypy, chromatypy (kro'mo-ti-pi, -ma-
ti-pi), n. [See chromotype.] In photog., the
chromotype process. See chromotype. 1

is called the register. After the printing is completed the „i," ""-«,i /{ „i'„ s „ r/ T ""'""ai"',

sheets are sometimes passed through an embossing-press, ChromOUS (kro mus), a. [< chrom{lum) + -OUS.]

to give them a canvas-like surface. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or containing
chromophan (kro'mo-fan), n. [< Gr. xP'-'fo-t chromium,
color, + (paivew (y^'ifav), appear.] The color- chromoxylography (kr6"m6-zi-log'ra-fi), re. [<
ing matter of the inner segments of the cones Gr. xP<-'M''j color, + xylography.] The art or
of the retina of certain animals. Three varie-
ties have been described, chlorophan, rhodo-
phan, and xanthophan.
chromophilous (kro-mof 'i-lus), a. [< Gr. XP"-
/ia, color, -t- ipi'Aoc, loving.] Fond of color ; spe-

process of printing wood-engravings in various
colors.

Cliromii-xylooraphy, effected by a series of blocks print-
ed in succession, was comparatively late, and, like the
simpler art, it was derived from China.

Quarterhj Rev., CXXVII. 108.

n. [< Gr. XP^H-^-t color,

The coloring matter

cifically, in embryol, having a special affinity for „i,_-_,„i-. „i,„„^„i„.
coloring matter; or readily becoming colored,

chromul^t. chromylet, »

as that deeper portion of the substance of an + "f ' f'^"*'^=
.^<',? -'J':^

, , ,

ovum which is called chromatin : the opposite ,£1^11"*fi3 •vw^ °^ petals, etc.

of achromophilous. ^]^?^!^.^}iZ'^3' :".: ''^^„"-., J^' ."• ' =.^- '''"«

chromophorous (kro-mof'o-rus), a. [< Gr. xpi^
jia, color, -I- -<p6poc, '< <pepcw = E. bear^.] Bear-
ing or producing color.

The groups which cause the colour of a compound are
known as chronwphoroits or colour-bearing groups.

Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 28.

ChromophotOgraph (kro-mo-fo'to-graf), n. [<
Gr. XP"/"«> color, -I- pihotograph.] A picture
produced by the process of chromophotography

.

Chromophotograplia . . . leave nothing to be desired
when executed with taste. Silver Sunbeam, p. 616.

chromophotography (kr6"mo-fo-tog'ra-fi), n.

[< Gr. xP"f"j color, + photography.] Photog-
raphy in colors.

chromoplastid (kro-mo-plas'tid), n. [< Gr.
Xpit/ia, color, -I- TrXoffrofl verbal adj. of KMwauv,
form (see plastic), + -i(P.] In hot., a granule
inclosed in protoplasm, resembling a chloro-
phyl granule, but of some other colorthan green.
The colors of flowers and fruits are largely due
to their presence. Also called chromoleucite.
Chromopsia (kro-mop'si-ii), n. [NL. ( > E. chro-
mopsy), < Gr. ;t:pw/"«i color, -4- ojpic, sight.] Same
as chromatopsia.

chromopsy (kro'mop-si), «. English form of
chromopsia.
chromosphere (kro'mo-sfer), n. [< Gr. XP"-
/m, color, + aipalpa, a sphere.] A rose-colored
gaseous envelop around the body of the sun,
through which the light of the photosphere
passes, and from which the enormous red cloud-
masses of flames of hydrogen, called solar pro-
tuberances, are at times thrown up. Also chro-
matosphere, color-sphere, and sierra.

The solar photosphere is covered by a layer of glowing
vapors and gases of very iiTegular depth. . . . This va

nique; cf. Sp. croidco= Pg. chrouico = It. cronico
(= D. G. chronisch = Dan. Sw. kronisk), < L.
chronicus, < Gr. xpovmii, < ;fp(wof , time, of uncer-
tain origin. II. n. : < ME. cronike, cronyke, cro-
nique (= D. kronijk = OHG. kroneke, cronike,
cronick, MHG. G. chronica, chronik = Dan. kro-
nike = Sw. kronika), < OP. cronique, P. chro-
niquc = Pr. cronica = Sp. cronica = Pg. chro-
nica = It. cronica, < L. chronica, sing., orig.
pi., < Gr. ;f/:)ov(Kd, annals, neut. pi. of xixrooik,
relating to time. Ct. chronicle.] 1. a. 1. Per-
taining or relating to time; having reference
to time. [Rare.] Specifically— 2. Continuing
a long time ; inveterate or of long continuance,
as a disease ; hence, mild as to intensity and
slow as to progress : in pathol., opposed to acute.

.Some pathologists have invented a third epithet, viz.,
sub-acute, intending to designate thereby cases which hold
an equivocal rank, which are neither decidedly acute nor
plainly clironic. Watson, Lectures, viii.

The disturbance which warfare works, though slight
compared with the chronic misery which it inflicted in
earlier times, is now beginning to be regarded as unen-
durable. J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 209.

Also, rarely, chronical.

Il.t »• A chronicle.
He in a chronique saufly mighte it write.

Chatwer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 387.

The Crmiike doth treteth this brcfly.
More ferther wold go, mater fiiide might I.

Rom. of Partenatj (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6718.

The best chronique that can be now compiled.
L. Addison, Descrip. of West Barbary.

chronica, n. Plural of chronicon.
chronical (kron'i-kal), a. [< chronic + -al.]

Same as chronic. [Rare.]
A chronical distemper is of length, as dropsies, asthmas,

and the like. Quincy.
porous atmosphere is commonly called the cAro7«o»p/.crc, chronicallv Ckron'i-knl-il n,lv Tn a chrnnicsometimes the sierra. It is entirely invisible to direct vi-

'-'""""-O'-liy (Kron i-Kai-i), aav. in a cnronic
sion, whether with the telescope or naked eye, except for manner; hence, continually; perpetually; al-
a few seconds about the beginning or end of a total eclipse, ways : as, a chronically discontented man.

chronogram
Observe the emotions kept awake in each savage tribc^

chronically hostile to neighbouring tribes.

//. Spetxcer, Data of Ethics, p. 86L

chronicity (kro-nis'i-ti), n. [< chronic + -ity;
= V. chronicite = fi. cronicitd.] The state or
quality of being chronic or of long continuance

;

permanence.
The diagnosis [in inversion of the uterus] has to he made

under the two ditterentcircumstances of recent occurrence
and chronicity. R. Barnes, Ms. of Women, p. 825.

chronicle (kron'i-kl), n. [Early mod. E. als»
croiiicic, < ME. cronicle (with meaningless term.
-Ic, as iuprinciple, syllable) tor cronike, cronique,
a chronicle: see chronic, n.] 1. A historical
account of facts or events disposed in the order
of time ; a history ; especially, a bare or simple
record of occurrences in their order of time.
So fynden tliei in here Scriptures and in here CronycUs,

ifandeville, Travels, p. 53.-

Irish chronicles which are most fabulous and forged.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

I dare swear he never saw a book except the Chronicls^
chain'd in his Father's Hall.

Mrs. Centlivre, Stolen Heiress, ii.

2. Figuratively, anything that records, con-
tains, conveys, or suggests history.

Europe was rich in the accumulated treasures of age.
Her very ruins told the history of times gone by, and
every moldering stone was a chronicle.

Irving, SketchBook, p. 15.

Also chronicon.
= Syn. 1. Ilistori/, Chronicle, Animls, etc. (see history);.
register, record, diary, journal, naiTative, story.

chronicle (kron'i-kl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. chron-

icled, ppr. chronicling. [< ME. croniclen, < cron-
icle: see chronicle, n.] To record in a chroni-
cle ; narrate ; register as history.

To suckle fools, and chronicle small beer.
Shak., Othello, iL 1.

In seeking to interpret the past history of the earth a»
chronicled in the rocks, we must use the present econo-
my of nature as our guide. Oeikie, Geol. Sketches, ii. 27.

= Syn. Register, etc. See record, v.

chronicler (kron'i-kler), n. [< ME. croniclere,

< croniclen : see chronicle, v.] A writer of a
chronicle ; a recorder of events in the order of
time.

After my death I wish no other herald. . . .

But such an honest chronicler as Griffith.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

If it were not that both the chroniclers and the statute
liook assert the novel character of the abuse [collection of
benevolences], we might ... be tempted to dcinlit whether
the charge of innovation brought against Edward IV. were
true. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 373.

chroniclist (kron'i-klist), n. [< chronicle -f-

-ist.] A chronicler. Shelton. [Rare.]
chronicon (kron'i-kon), n.

;
pi. chronica (-ka).

[NL., < Gr. ;t;^powKof, neut. sing, of xpo""'^- see-
chrotiic] Same as chronicle.

The present abbot . . . has published a c/ironiroii of the
abbey. Pocixke, Description of the East, II. ii. 241.

chroniquet (kron'ik), n. See chronic, n.

chronispore (kron'is-por), n. A contracted
form of ilironi::oot'pore.

chronizoospore (kron-i-z6'o-sp6r), n. [< Gr.
Xpoviog, late (of time), + ^t»n, an animal, -•-

cTvopd, seed.] A name given to minute zoo-
spores (microzoogonidia) which are produced
at times in the cells of the water-net Hydro-
dictyon, a cell producing from 30,000 to 100,000

:

so called because they rest for several weeks or
months before developing.
chrono-. [L., etc., chrono-, < Gr. ;f/xivof, time.J
An element in some words of Greek origin,
meaning 'time.'

chronobarometer (kron'o-ba-rom'e-t^r), n. [<
Gr. xpiiroQ, time, -I- barometer.] A clock having
a mercurial barometer for its pendulum, and
used to show by its gain or loss the mean height
of the barometer.
chronogram (kron'o-gram), n. \== F. chrono-
grammc, < Gr. xp^oc, time, + ypa/j/ja, a letter
or writing, < ypd<peiv, write. Cf. chronograph.]
An inscription in which a certain date or epocli
is expressed by the numeral letters contained
in it, each letter being coimted according to its

independent value, as in the motto of a medal
struck byGustavus Adolphus in 1632: "Chrls-
tVs DVX ; ergo trIVMphVs •' (C + I + V -I- D
+ V-1-X-H-+-V-I-M-1- V— that is, 100 -I- 1 -H

5H-500 + 5-f-10-l-l-t-5 + 1000 -1- 5 = 1632).

There is another near relation of the anagrams and
acrostics, which is commonly called a ehror.ograni. This
kind of wit appears very often on many modem medals,
especially those of Germany, when they represent in the
inscription the year in which they were coined.

Addison, Spectator, No. 60l

That [motto used] on the occasion of the splendid crea-
tion of fourteen Serjeants in 1660 was an ingenious chrono-
gram alluding to the restoration of Charles II., "aDest
CaroLVs MaguVs." N. and y., 0th ser., X. i*ft



chronogrammatic

chronogrammatic,
(kron'o-gi'a-mat'ik, -i-kal), a. [< chrouograni

after (jnunma tic, etc.; = f\ ckromxjrammatique.']
Belonging to a chronogram; containing or of

the nature of a chronogram: as, ''a chronogram-
maticol verse." HotieJl.

chronogrammatically (kron " 5 - gra - mat ' i -

kal-i), ikIc. In tlie manner of a chronogram.
chfonogrammatist (kron-o-gram'a-tist), H. [<
cltrouoiirnm, after epigrammatist, etc.] Awriter
of chronograms.
chronograph (kron'o-graf), H. [< Gr. xpo^o-
ypaifoq, recording events (see chronography),
lit. recording time, < ;i7J<ii'of, time, + -/pa(pnv,

write.] 1. A chronogram.— 2. An instrument
for recording the exact instant in which an
event occurs. The most important instrument of this

kind is the astronomical chrouograpli. the parts of whieli
are : («) a train of cIoL-kwork, regulated, not by an ordinary
escapement, Imt in sucli a way as to move with a contin-
uous and e<inable motion, and carry forward a alieet or

989

chrono^anunatical chronologize (kro-nol'o-jiz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. chronologized, ppr. chronologizing. [< chro-
nology + -ize.'\ To arrange in historical order,
as events with their dates.

The numerous and contradictory guesses (they deserve
no better name) of the Greelts themselves in the attempt
to chronologize their mythical narratives.

Grote, Hist. Greece, II. 54.

chrysalis

The later chronoscopy has warranted the possibility of
determinin!! the educability of the nervous system to a
punctual oljedience. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXI. 433.

chronostea, n. Plural of chronosteon.
chronosteal (kro-nos'te-al), a. [< chronosteon
+ -«/.] Of or pertaining to the chronosteon:
as, chronosteal elements.

The human chronosteal bones, though completely fused
in adult life, differ among themselves in origui, develop-
ment, structure, position, relation, and function.

Coues, Amer. Jour. Otology, IV. 19.

ribbon of paper; (ft) a pen' which draws a continuous line ChrOnOmetor (kro-nom'e-ter),
up<jn the paper, and is so attached to the annature of an

'" " ' '^

chronology (kro-uol'o-ji), ». ;
pi. chronologies

(-jiz). [= P. chronologic = Sp. cronologia = Pg.
chronologia = It. cronologia, < Gr. as if *xpovo-
7-oyia, <. xp6vo<:, time, + -?.oyia, (.flyuv, speak: chronosteon (kro-nos'te-on), n.

aee-ology.] The science of time, (a) The method
of measuring or computing time by regulai' divisions or
periods, according to the revolutions of the sun or moon,
(ft) A special system by which such measurement is effected,
(c) The science of ascertaining the true historical order of
past events and their exact dates, (rf) A particular state-
ment of the supposed proper order of certain past events :

as, the chroiioloijii of the Greeks.—Astronomical or
mathematical chronology, the astronomical part of
chronology.

[= F. chro

pi. chronostea
(-a). [NL. (Coues, 1882), < Gr. 'xpovoQ, time (in
allusion to L. tempus, time, also temple of the
head: see tempW^, temporal), + bariov, bone.]
The temporal bone, or os temporis, of human
anatomy, morphologically considered to be
composed of a number of separate and differ-
ent bones.

electroniiignet that whenever the electric current is iiroken
<or made) for an instant a jog is produced in the line drawn
by the pen. The electromagnet is put into one circuit with
a clock or chronograph which breaks (or makes) tiie circuit
lor an instant at every second, or other convenient inter-
val, and also witli an observing-key, which on being press-
ed (at the moment the oijservation is taken) prmluces the
same effect. The result is that jogs appear upon tlie line
drawn by the pen at every second, and also every time tlie

key is touched ; and the relative distances of these jogs,
which can be accurately measm-ed, give the time of the
ol>servation correct to a fiftieth of a second. The name
chronograph is also applied to various kinds of watches so
contrived that when a button is pressed the second-hand
stops, or one of two second-hands stops, or tlie second-hand
leaves a dot of ink upon the dial.

3. An instrument for measuring a small inter-
val of time. The simplest instrument of this descrip-
tion consists of a tuning-fork carrying at the end of one
of its prongs a bit of quill, which scratches a wavy line
upon a moving piece of blackened paper. At the begin-
ning and at the erul of the interval to be measured an in-

<luction-spai-k is made to pa.ss through the jmper close to
the marking-point. Two little dots are thus made, and
the numlier of waves and fractions of a wave Ijetween them
gives the interval of time expressed in terms of the perioti

of vibration of the fork as a unit.

—

Bouleng^'B Chrono-
graph, an instrument by means of which a small interval
of time is determined by measuring the space desc-ribed
by a falling iKidy during the interval. It is the instru-
meiit most Ui^il for obtaining initial velocities. Bash-
forth's chronograph is also used for this purptjse.

chronographer (kro-nog'ra-f^r), n. [< chronog-
raphy + -f-rl.] One who writes concerning
time or the events of time; a chronicler.

Our monkish and succeeding chronoffrapherg.
S'-lden, On Drayton's Polyolbion, Pref.

Even Westminster had long ago had her chronographer,
and far away in furthest Wales, Geoffrey, the -Monmouth
man, was making men open their eyes very wide indeed
with tales. Quarterli/ lice, CLXII. 313.

chronographic (kron-o-graf'ik), a. [< chrono-
graph + -ic] Of or pertaining to the chrono-
graph, or to its use in noting time: as, the
chronographic method of recording the transit
of a star.

When properly controlled, this chronoscope measures
the time as accurately as any of the chronographic meth-
ods which have been proposed. Mind, XI. 2*21.

chronography (kro-nog'ra-fi), n. [= F. chro- cter +
nographii = H\). cronografi'a =:Pg. chronographia
= It. cronoyrafia, < Gr. xp<"'oypa(l>ia, < xpovoypa<po<:,

recording times and events, a chronographer
(> h. chronographus), < XP'^''<>C, time, + yp&pciv,

write.] The description or investigation of

To begin with, the term "temporal tone" is obviously
objectionable, as applied to that group of bones called tem-
poral. We will substitute the single word chronosteon. . . .

The chronosteon is seen to unite the two great offices of
auditory sense organ and suspensorium of the facial seg-
ments. Coues, Amer. Jour. Otology, IV. 18, 24.

nometre = Sp. cronometro = Pg. chronometro =
It. cronometro, < Gr. XP"-
voc, time, + /lerpov, mea-
sure.] 1. Any instrument chronothermometer (kron"6-th6r-mom'e-t6r),
that measures time, or „. [_< Or. xp6vo(, time, + thermometer.'] A chro-
divides time into equal nometer with an uncompensated or anti-com-
portions, or is used for pensated balance-wheel, used to show the mean
that purpose, as a clock, temperature.
watch, or dial.— 2. Spe- Ohroocephalus, n. Same as Chroicocephalus.
cifacally, a time-keeper Chroococcaceae (kr6"6-ko-ka'se-e), m. };«. [NL.,

great accuracy de- < (.hrodcoccus + -acem.] A family of blue-green
algte, belonging to the order Cryptophycea;.
They are microscopic unicellular plants, spherical to cy-
lindrical in shape, and solitary or united in families, often
by means of an enveloping jelly. They occur in both fresh
and salt water.

of great accuracy de-
signed to be used for de-
termining the longitude
at sea, or for any other
purpose where a very

Chronometer.

a, a', box and lid; 6, chro-
nometer suspended in gimbals

;

t, chronometer-balance.

tTm^^* is^rqulTd!"* T^f
Chroecoccns (kra-6-kok'us), «. [NL., < Gr. xp6a,

marine chrommieter differs -TPO'.", color, + KO/CKOf, berry.] A genus of algffi,IOmeter differs
from the ordinary watch in
the principle of its escape-
ment, which is so constructed
that the balance is free from

the wheels during the greater part of its vibration, and
also in being fitted with a compensation adjustment, cal-

typical of the Chroococcacew, characterized by
globose, oval, or (from pressure) angular cells,
without a gelatinous envelop, and existing sin-
gly or in free families. They grow in moist
places.

culated to prevent the expansion and contraction of the chroolopoid (kro-ol'e-poid), a. KGr.rp'ia, rpoid,
metal by the action of heat and cold from affecting its ,.olor 4 /j:mr scnle +pl,Ur fnrVn 1 Vr.li^hJZ.r
movements. The balance-spring of the chronometer is •' T '^^'^'f'

^".^^''i ^ ^""f' lOrm-J lallchenol.,-spnng __

helicoidal. that of the watch spiral. The pocket-chro.
nometer does not differ in appearance from a watch, ex-
cept that it is somewhat larger.

3. An instrument intended to set the pace and
rhythm for a piece of music ; a metronome.
— Solar chronometer, a sun-dial adapted to show solar
time.

chronometric, chronometrical (kron-o-mef-
rik, -ri-kal), a. [< chronometer -t- -ic, -ical. Cf.
F. chronometrique, etc.] 1. Pertaining to or of
the nature of chronometry.— 2. Pertaining to
the chronometer ; measured by a chronometer.
The discovery of the different expansibilities of metals

by heat gave us the means of correcting our chrotionietri-
cal measurements of astronomical periods.

//. Spencer, Universal l*rogresa, p. 142.

Chronometric governor, a device to render the mean
velocity of an engine uniform, by means of some kind of
tiine-me.asurer set to work at a prescribed and equable
rate,

chronometry (kro-nom'e-tri), n. [< chronom- chrys-. See chryso-.

consisting of minute yellow scales. [Rare.]
chroopsia (kro-op'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. xp^,
Xpoid, color, + OTptc, view.] Same as chroma-
iopsia.

chrotic (kro'tik), a. [< Gr. XP^^ (XP<^-), the
skin, -f- -ic.'] Pertaining to the skin.

chrottat (krot'a), n.; pi. chrottw (-e). [ML.]
An ancient musical instrument. See crowcP
and crwth.

Chrozophora (kro-zof 'o-rii), n. [NL., prop.
"Vhrosophora, < xp<^i, color, tlie color of the skin,
orig. skin (cf. xP''>i^'v, tinge), + -^dpof, < <l>epciv

= E. ftearl.] A small genus of low-growing
annual or perennial plants, natural order Eu-
phorbiacca: The best-known species is C. tinctoria, a
small, prostrate, hoary annual, with slender cylindrical
stems and drooping fruit, composed of three blackish rough
cells. It is a native of warm places in the south of Eu-
rope, and produces a deep-puriile dye called turnsole.

F. chronomctrie, etc.] The art chrysal, crysal, n. [Origin obscure.]
or process of measuring time ; the measuring of
time by periods or divisions.

In this recognition of the chronometry of organic pro-
cess, there is unquestionably great promise for the future.

£. U. Clarke, Sex iu Education, p. 120.

In arch-
Enajc.

past events, with reference to the time of their chronopher (kron'6-f6r), n. [< Gr. xp^oii time, n,
occurronee ; chronology. [Rare.]
chronologer (kro-nol'o-jfer), H. [< chronology
+ -<ri.] One versed in elironology; one who
investigates or records the dates of past events
and transactions. Also chronologist.

IKome] was buUt but seven hundred flftie three yearcs
before Christ, as . . . most of the best Chroiuitogrm doe
reconl. Coryal, Crudities, I. 143.

chronologic (kron-o-loj'ik), a. [< chronology
+ -ic : = l'\ rlironologique.] Same as chrono-
loginil. [Rare]

chronological ( kron-o-loj 'i-kal ), a. [As chrono-
logic + -<il.] Relating to chronology; contain-
ing an account of events in the order of time

;

according to the order of time : as, a chronologi-
cal table or narrative ; a chronological arrange-
ment of works of art— Chronological column.
.See rnl'iinii, 1.

chronologically (kron-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a
chronological manner; in a maimer according
with the order of time, the series of events, or
the rules of chronology; with regard to the

Gr. analogies would re- chrysalidan (kri-sal'i-dan), n.
An instrument for trans- alls.

chrysalis (kris'a-lis), n.
;
pi. chrysalides (kri-

sal'i-dez). [NL., < L. chrysalli.t, < Gr. xpva'Mg
(-/»!-), the gold-colored sheath of butterflies,

etc., < ;t'pr<Trif,

-f- <pipt(v = E. hcar^
quire *chronophor.]
mitting records of time (as by a standard clock),
by means of electricitv, to distant points.

chronoscope (kron'o-skop), n. [= F. chrono-
scope = It. cronoscopo, s Gr. XP'^'"K, time, -(-

(T«.o!r«v, observe.] 1. An instrument for mea-
suring extremely short intervals of time. Spe-
cifically— 2. An instrument for measuring the
velocity of projectiles. The most general anange-
ment consists of a series of screens through which a ball
is made to pass, the rupture of each screen breaking for a
moment the continuity of an electric cuiTcnt, setting in
action an electromagnetic inacliine. and making a per-
manent mark or record.— Hipp's chronoscope, a time-
measuring instrument consisting of a train of wheels,
moved by a weight, with two dials having hands the
wheelwork moving which is thrown in and out of gear
with the main train by the action of a clutch worked by
an electromagnet 'Hie hands, at first stationary, are
thrown into gear by the initial event of the period to lie

measured, and move until, at the final event, they are
thrown out of gear and arrested by the cintcli. The dis-
tance which they have traveled over the dials measures

cry, a kind of pinch or crack iu a bow,
Brit., II. 378.

chrysalid (kris'a-lid), n. and a. [< F. chrysalide
= Sp. crisdlida = Pg. chrysalida = It. crisalide,

< NL. chrysalis, q. v.] I. )i. Same as chrysalis,
a. Relating to a chrysalis. Harris.

Sa,rae &s chrys-

... ., the interval between the two events,
true orilor of events ; as regards chronologj'. chronoscopy (kro-nos'ko-pi), «. [(.chronoscope
chronologist (kro-nol'o-jist), n. [< chronology +-y'^; = F. rhrohoscopie.] The art or procesi
+ -ist ; = F. chronologisie. ]
ger.

Same as chronolo-
process

of measuring the duration of short-lived phe-
nomena ; the use of a chronoscope.

gold. Cf. L.
aurclia, chrysa-
lis, < aiirmn,
gold.] A form
which butter-
flies, moths, and
most other in-

sects assume
when they aban-
don the lar\'al or
caterpillar state
and before they
arrive at their

winged or per-
fect state; specifically, the pupa of a butter-
fly. In the chrysalis form the animal is in a state of
rest or insensibility, and exists without nutriment for a
length of time varying with the species and season. Dur-
ing this period an elaboration is going on in the interior of
the chrysalis, giving to the organs of the future animal
their proper development before it breaks its envelop.

I. Chrysalis of the \Vhite Butterfly Moth
a, palpi or feelers; bb, wing-case; c. suck-
er : ee. eyes ; xx. antenna;. 2. Same, lat-

eral view. 3. Chrysahs of the Oak Egger
moth. ^ All natural size.

)



chrysalis

The form of the case of the chryspJis varies with different

families and orders. Those of most lepidopterous insects

are inclosed in a somewhat horny mentbraiions case, and
generally of a more or less angular form, pointed at the

abtiominal end and sometimes at both ends. Before the

caterpillar undeiyoes its transformation into this state it

often spins for itself a silken cocoon, within which the

chrysalis is concealed. In most of the Coleoptera the legs

of the chrysalis are in distinct sheaths ; in the Lepidop-
tera they are not distinct ; in the locust tribe, and many
oilier insects, the chrysalis resembles the perfect insect,

and differs from the latter principally in not having
the wings complete. Also called chrynalid, chrysalidan,

nymph, pupa, and formerly aurelia.

This dull chrysalis
Cracks into shining wings.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

chrysalis-sliell (kris'a-lis-shel), n. The shell

of a gastropod of the genus Pupa or family Fit-

)>i(lw.

ctrysaniilie (kris'a-min), n. [< Gr. XP^^^S,
gold, + aminc.'i A coal-tar color of the oxy-
azo group, used in dyeing. It dyes on cotton

a sulphur-yellow, remarkably fast to light.

chrysanililie (kri-san'i-lin), n. [< Gr. xp^^^ij
gold, -I- aiiiliue.'i A very beautiful yellow dye,

obtained by submitting the residue from which
rosaniline has been extracted to a current of

steam. A quantity of the base passes into solution, and
if nitric acid is added to it chrysaniline is precipitated

in the form of a niti'ate, not easily soluble.

chrysanisic (kris-a-nis'ik), a. [< Gr. ;fpi'a<if,

gold, -I- atiisic.'i tJsed only in the following
phrase.— CJlirysanlslc acld-CTHsNaOg, an acid form-
ing golden-yellow crystals, used in the preparation of cer-

tain aniline dyes.

Chrysantbemum (kri-san'the-mum), n. [= F.
chrysanthime = Sp. It. crisahtemo = P^. chry-

santemo, < L. chrysanthemum, < Gr. ;|;/»'ffav&f/ioi',

lit. 'golden flower,' < ;rpf(TOf, gold, + av6c/jov,

flower.] 1. A plant of the genus Chrysanthe-
mum.— 2. leap/] [NL.] Alarge genus of com-
posite plants, chiefly natives of Europe, Asia,

and northern Africa. The generic name is now rarely

appropriate, as only a small number have yellow flowers.

The perennial chrysanthemum of the gardens, C. Sinense
or Indieum, a native of China and Japan, has developed
under cultivation a great diversity of handsome and re-

markable varieties. It ranks as tlie national flower of
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tlons were sometimes made removable, as in the great
statue of Athena by Phidias in the Parthenon at Athens ;

in that case they were regarded as a reserve fund available

to the state in time of need.

The proportions of the whole building tthe Parthenon]
itself were again adjusted to the scale of the chrysele-

phantine statue of Pallas Athene which it contained.
C. T, Newton, Art and Archajol., p. 33.

Ohrysemys (kris'e-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. xp'"^"St

gold, + ifiic or f/a'if {cfivd-), the fresh-water tor-

toise.] A genus of fresh-water turtles or terra-

?ins, of the family Emydidw. The painted turtle,

hrysevxys picta, is one of the best-known chelonians of

the United States, abounding in ponds and slow streams
from Canjida to Mexico.

chrysene (kris'en), m. [< Gr. ;t'Ptw(5f, gold, +
-«ne.] A hydrocarbon (C18H12) found in coal-

tar. It melts at 482° F., and is only slightly soluble in

alcohol, ether, and carbon disulphid. It crystallizes in

leaflets which have a violet fluorescence.

chrysid (kris'id), n. One of the Chrysididw.

Ohrysididae (kri-sid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chry-
sis + -idee.'] A family of tubuliferous hyme-

ChrysaHthemum frutesctns.

Japan, where special attention is paid to its cultivation

and variation, and where an open 16-petaled chrysanthe-

mum is the imperial emblem. Several other species are

frequently cultivated for ornament, as 0. fridescens, C.

roseum, etc. The genus includes the common feverfew (C.

Parthenium), the corn-marigold of Europe (C. segelvm),

and the whiteweed or oxeye daisy (C. Leiicanthemutn).

dUTSarobin (kri-sar'o-bin), n. [< NL. chrysa-

robimim, < Gr. ;fpt)a(5c',' gold, + ar(ar)oha, orig.

a native (E. Ind.) name for the bark of a le-

guminous tree.] 1. Same as Goapowder (which
see, under nowrfer).— 2. A supposed chemical
principle, the chief constituent and active me-
dicinal principle of Goa powder.
Chrysarobmum (kris'ar-o-bi'num), n. [NL.

:

see chrysarubiii.] A mixture of proximate prin-

ciples extracted from Goa powder, formerly
mistaken for chrysophanic acid. It is used in

certain skin-diseases.

Cbryselepbantine (kris"el-e-fan'tin), a. [= F.

chryselephantine, < Gr. ,fpiwt/'.fd>diT-(vo(:, of gold
and ivory, < ;t:/5iwdf, gold, -t- eMfac, ivory, ele-

phant, > c/.eipavrivog, of ivory : see elephant.]

Composed of gold and ivory: specifically, in

ancient art, applied to statues overlaid with
plates of gold and ivory. Such a statue was built up
upon a wooden core or frame, braced and sustained by
rods of metal. When the sculptor had completed his

model, the llesh-surface of a cast taken from it was marked
off into sections. These were separated from one another,
and reproduced in ivory plates, which were eventually fas-

tened on or fltted into the surface of the wooden core. The
draperies also were divided into sections and reproduced
in gold, gold of different tints often being introduced, and
were fitted upon the statue like a garment. The gold por-

Ruby-tailed Fly {Cfttysis nitiduia). (Cross shows natural size.)

nopterous insects, having the posterior abdomi-
nal segments retractile aiidthe under side of the

abdomen concave, and provided with a tubular
membranous ovipositor of a single piece. They
are richly colored insects, very active in the hottest sun-
shine, and capable of rolling themselves up into a ball.

They are solitary and parasitic, depositing their eggs in

the nests of other Hymenoptera, especially (jf the fossorial

wasps. There are several genera and many species.

Chrysis (kri'sis), n. [NL. (Linnaius, 1766), < Gr.

Xpv'k, a vessel of gold, a gold-broidered dress,

< ;i:pfadc, gold.] The typical genus of the fam-
ily Chrysididw, containing the gold-wasps or
ruby-tailed flies, handsomely colored with me-
tallic hues. C. ifinita is the best-known species ; it has
the hind thorax and legs rich blue or green, and the abdo-
men coppery red. Also spelled, improperly, Chrisis.

cbryso-. [NL. (before a vowel, chrys-), < Gr.

Xpvad^, gold, a word of uncertain origin and re-

lations.] An element inmany compound words
of Greek origin, meaning 'gold.'

Chrysobalanus (kris-o-bal'a-nus), n. [NL., <

Gr. XP"""?) gold, + (idXavo(, an acorn.] A genus
of rosaceous trees and shrubs, with simple en-

tire coriaceous leaves, small white flowers, a
basal style, and a fleshy one-seeded fruit. There
are probably only two species, of Africa and America re-

spectively. The cocoa-pluin, C. Jcaco, is found through-
out tropical America and in southern Florida. Its fruit

is edible, resembling a plum, and is used as a preserve.

The wood is heavy, hard, and strong.

chrysoberyl (kris'o-ber-ll), «. [< L. chrysobe-

ryllus, < Gr. ;t;pDoo/)^pf'^'of , beryl with a tinge of

gold color, < xP^i'of) gold, + f)r/pvA?MC, beryl.]

Amineral of a yellowish-green to emerald-green
color, sometimes red by transmitted light, an
aluminate of glucinum. It is found in rolled peb-
bles in Brazil and Ceylon ; in fine crystals (variety alex-

andrite) in the Ural; and in granite at Haddam, Connec-
ticut, and elsewhere in the United States. It is next to

the sapphire in hardness, and some varieties are employed
in jewelry, the kind call-

ed cat's-eye, which pre-
sents an opalescent play
of light, being especially
admired. The variety
alexandrite, having an
emerald-green color by
reflected and a colum-
bine-red by transmitted
light, is also prized as a
gem. Also called cymo-
phane.

Cnrysobothris
(kris-o-both'ris), n.

[NL., < Gr. ;rptxj(if,

gold, + (iodpog, a pit,

trough.] A genus of

buprestid beetles,

containing numer-
ous species, of Ob- K,a,.h,aded Apple-trso Borer

long depressed form {Ckrysobothris/tmorata).

and on the upper o. larva, dorsal view; «. pupa; <r.

.J n T, swollen thoracic joints of larva, from
Side usually brown- beneath; < beetle. (Natural sije.)

chrysography

ish-green, roughened by shallow pits of brighter
metallic color. The larvw are elongate, cylindrical,

legless grubs of a whitish color, which tunnel under the
bark of trees, and are easily recognized by the enormous
size of the flrst tlioracic joint, whicil is rounded at the sides

and flattened above and beneath. Two very abundant
North American species are C. dentipes, which infests pine-

trees, and C. /emorata, which affects various deciduous
trees, and by preference orchard-trees. Its larva is the
well-known flat-headed apple-tree l>orer of orchardists.

Cbrysocblora (kris-o-kl6'ra), n. [NL. (La-
treille, 1825), < Gr. xp^<><;, gold, -I- ;f?(jp(if, green-
ish-yellow.] A genus of dipterous insects of a
golden-green color, whose larvee live in cows'
dung.
cbrysochlore^ (kris'o-klor), «. [< Chrysochlo-

ris, q. v.] An aninial of the family Chryso-
chloridida; ; a Cape mole.
Chrysochlore^ (kris'o-klor), «. [< Chryso-
chlora, q. v.] A dipterous insect of the genus
Chrysochlora.

chrysochloridid (kris-o-kl6'ri-did), n. -An in-

sectivorous mammal of the family Chrysochlo-

rididai.

Ohrysochlorididae (kris"o-klo-rid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Chrysuchloris {-rid-) +' -idee.] A family
of mole-like fossorial mammals, of the order
Insectivora ; the gold-moles or Cape moles of

South Africa. They are related to the ^Madagascan
centetids, but not specially to the true Talpidoe. They
have a dense, soft, lustrous pelage ; a cuneiform skull,with
no interorbital constriction or postorbital processes ; zygo-
mata completed and tympanies buUate ; no pubic sym-
physis ; the tibia and fibula ankyIo.sed ; the limbs very
short ; the fore feet with large strong claws for digging

;

'the ears small and concealed; no tail visible externally;

and the eyes rudimentary and covered with skin. There
are two genera, Chrysochloris and Chalcochloris (or Am*
blysomus), distinguished by their dentition.

ClUTSOCbloris (kris-o-kl6'ris), n. [NL. (Lac6-
p^de, 1798), < Gr. xp^f^dc, gold, + x^-<jp<k, green-
ish-yellow.] The typical genus of the family
Chrysochlorididm, having 3 incisors, 1 canine,
3 premolars, and 3 molars in each side of each
jaw : so called from the brilliant metallic luster

of the fur, which glances from gold to green and

Gold-mole {Chrysochloris aureus).

violet. C. aureus is the Cape chrysochlore or
gold-mole. Also spelled, improperly, Chriso-
chloris.

cbrysochrous (kris'6-krus), a. [< Gr. xp^'''^-

Xpoiig, gold-colored, i xpv<^"Ci gold, + XP^' <^ol-

or.] Of a golden-yellow color.

cbrysocoUa (kris-o-kol'a), n. [NL. (> F. chryso-
colle = Sp. crisdeola = It. erisocolla), < Gr. xp"-
aoKol^xi, gold-solder, < ;fpt)ffdf, gold, -t- t.of.7xi,

glue.] 1. A silicate of the protoxid of copper,
of a bluish-green to sky-blue color, apparently
produced from the decomposftion of copper
ores, which it usually accompanies.— 2. Borax:
so called in the sixteenth century because it

was used in soldering gold.

chrysOCoUet, « Same as chrysocolla, 1.

Now, as with Gold growes in the self-same Mine
Much Chrysocolte, and also Silver fine:

So supream Honor, and Wealth (matcht by none)
Second the Wisdom of great Salomon.

Sylvettfer, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

chrysocracy (kri-sok'ra-si), n. [< Gr. ;fpi'cdf,

gold, + -Kparia, rile, < Kparelv, ride.] The-

power or rule of gold or wealth. [Rare.]

That extraordinary hybrid or mule between democracy
and chrysocracy, a native-born New England serving-man.

0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, ix.

chrysogonidium (kris"6-go-nid'i-um), n.
; pi.

chrysof/onidia (-ii). [NL., < Gr. ;);p!'CTdf, gold,

+ jdi'of, seed, 4- dim. -idiov.] In lichenology, a
gonidium which contains orange-colored gran-
ules.

chrysograph (kris'o-graf), n. [< Gr. PTpiwdf,

gold, + ypcKpi), a writing, < jpd6siv, write.] A
manuscript the letters of which are executed
in gold, or in gold and silver.

chrysography (kri-sog'ra-fi), «. [= F. ehryso-

grnphie = Sp. crisografia, < ML. chrysographia,

< Gr. xP'>aoypa<fiia, < xp^°7P^'P^i one who writes
in letters of gold, < ;t'pixTd<-, gold, + ypd^iv,

write.] 1. The art of writing in letters of

gold, practised by the writers of manuscripts
in the early middle ages.— 2. The writing itself

thus executed.

—

3, In Gr, antiq., the art of



dirysograpliy

embroidering in gold, of inlaying other metals
with gold, and the like.

chrysoid (kris'oid), «. [< Gr. xpvaoeiSr/c, like
gold, < ^piwdf, gold, + clSuc, form.] A name for
Farmer's alloys, which resemble gold. They
are composed of copper, aluminium, and silver.

Chrysoidine (kri-soi'din), n. [As chrysoid +
-ine-.'] A coal-tar color used in dyeing, the
hydroehlorid of diamidoazobenzene. it consists
of dark-violet crj'stals suliiljle in water. It dyes briglit
yellow on silk and cotton.

chrysoin (kris'oin), «. [Irreg. < Gr. xpv^'k, gold,
+ -(«'•'.] Same as resorcinal yellow (which see,
under i/cUow).

clirysolepic (kris-o-lep'ik), a. [< Gr. xP^k,
gold, + ?.£-/{, scale, + -ic] Resembling gold-
en scales—Chrysoleplo acid, another name for vicnc
acid.

chrysolin (kris'o-lin), n. [< Gr. xpvad^, gold,
+ L. oleum, oil, + -tn2.] x coal-tar color of
the phthalein group, used in dyeing, it ia the
sodium salt of benzjl-fluorescein. It produces a yellow
color, similar to that of turmeric, on silk, cotton, and wool.

chrysolite (kris'o-lit), n. [Early mod. E. also
chrisolite, crisoUte, < ME. crisoUte (also criso-
Utus) = Dau. Injsolit, < OF. crisoUte, F. chry-
soUthe = Pr. crisoUt = Sp. crisolito = Pg. chry-
solitho = It. crisolito = G. chrysolith, < L. ehryso-
lithos, < Gr. xp»oo^^8oc, a bnght-yellow stone,
perhaps a topaz, < xpvc6(, gold, + Aiftjf, stone.]A silicate of magnesium and iron, commonly of
a yellow or green color, and varying from trans-
parent to translucent. Very fine specimens are found
In tgypt and Brazil, but it is not of high repute as a jewelers'
stone. It is common in certain volcanic rocks, like basalt
and IS also a constituent of many meteorites. It is readily
altered to the hydrous magnesium silicate serpentine andmany extensive Ijeds of serpentine have been shown tohave had this origin. The chrysolite group of minerals
Includes a number of orthosilicates having the same gen-
eral composition and the Same crystalline form as ehrvso-
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see), detached from the polyp-stock, and in this
state mistaken for a different genus.
Chrysomitris (kris-6-mit'ris), ». [NL., < Gr.
Xpvaofi?]Tp,c (in Aristotle), a kind of bird, ac-
cortlmg to SundevaU the goldfinch, < xp^ao^,
gold, + -finrpic, of uncertain meaning.] An
Aristotelian name of some small yellowish bird
that feeds upon thistles, perhaps the goldfinch
taken by Boie in 1828 as the name of a genus
of frmgiUme birds, including the linnet or sis-
kin (C. spiniis), and later extended to a number
ofAmerican linnets, as the pine-finch ( C. pinus)
the American goldfinch (C. tristis), etc., having
an acutely conic bill, pointed wings, and short
forked tail. See cut under goldfinch.
Ohrysomonadidae (kris'o-mo-uad'i-de), n. pi.
[fsL. < Chrysomonas (,-nad-) '+ -idm.-] A largo
family of dimastigate eustomatous flagellate in-
fusonans, named from the genus Chriisomonas.
liie endoplasm includes a pair of lateral olive or yellow
pigmentary bands, and the llagella are normally two of
similar or diverse form, though there is only one flagellumm ChTysmnoTMs. The family as composed by Kint in-
cludes several families of other authors.
Onrysomonas (kri-som'6-nas), ». [NL., < Gr.
Xpvajg, gold, + iwvag (/j'ova6-), a unit: see mo-
nad.] The typical genus of the family Chryso-
monadtdw. It contains soft and plastic animal-
cules with a single flagellum and no distinct
pharynx.
OhryBopa (kri-so'pa), ». [NL. (Leafeh, 1817);
cf. Gr. xpt>(^"i>, gold-colored, < xpvoik, geld, +
af, eye, face. Cf. Chrysops.'] A genus of the
neuropterous family Ilemerobiidw, character-
ized by having no ocelli, wings entire, an-
tennae submoniliform, and labrum entire ; the
lace-wing flies. The eggs are laid upon long foot-
stalks, and the lanaj are carnivorous, feeding upon plant-

chrysure
of chalcedony commonly apple-green in color
and often extremely beautiful, so that it ismuch esteemed in jewelry, it is translucent, or

LTr'toThltTf'mnr*"'"' ""'' •" " "^'^"'^ ""'"'»-

What was the last prescription in his case?A draught of wine with powdered chrysoprase."
O. W. Holmes, The Mysterious Illness.

chrysoprasus (kri-sop'ra-zus), n. [L. : see
ckrysoprase.l Same as chrysoprase.
And the foundations of the wall of the city were gar-nished with all manner of precious stones. The first foun-

dation was jasper
; ... the tenth, a chrysoprams.

Rev. xxi. 19, 20.

Chrysops (kri'sops), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1803),
iireg. < Gr. xpvauirdc, with golden eyes (cf. rpi>-
au^, gold-colored), < ;rpwdf, gold, + uf, eye.
Ct. Chrysopa.-\ A genus of hexaehietous dip-

lite, as forst^rite (MgaSiO.), fayalite (FeoiSiO^), and teph
roite (Mn23i04). Also called oliviM, an9 '

• ' " '" •

peridot.

chrysolith (kris'o-lith), ». [< L. „,

see chrysolite.'] Same as chrysolite.

Chrysolitic (kris-o-lit'ik), a. [< chrysolite +
-ic] Pertaining to, resembling, or containing
chrysolite.

chrysology (kri-sol'o-ji), n. [= F. chrysologie
= bp. cnsologia, < Gr. as if 'xpmoAojia, < xpv-
coUyoq, speaking of gold, < xP^k, gold, +
muv, speak: see -ology.] That branch of po-
litical economy which relates to the production
of wealth. lirande. [Rare.]
Ohrysolophus (kri-sol'o-fus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Xpvcoko(^, with golden crest, < xp^k, gold, -I-

/io<>of, crest.] In ornith. : (a) A genus of mag-
nificent pheasants, of the family Fhasianidw,
including the golden and Amherstian pheas-
ants, C. pictus and C. amherstue, of the most
gorgeous and varied colors,
crested, and with a frill on
the neck. J. E. Gray, 1834.
(bi) A genus of South Ameri-
can flycatchers, of the family
Tyrannidw. Swainnon, 1837.

chrysomagnett (kris-o-mag'-
net), «. [< Gr. ;i-pwdf, gold,
+ magnet.] A lodestone. Ad-
dison. [Rare.]
Chrysomela (kris-o-me'la), n.
[NL. (with ref. to' Gr. xpvo-
/xri?x)?Mv0Mi', a term of endear-
ment, lit. a little golden beetle
or cockchafer, < xp^k, gold,
+ fir/?M?jiv(h!, a cockchafer), < „.. ^
gold-apple, a quince, < xpvak, gold,' + '/j^?u>v,

an apple.] The typical genus of beetles of the
family Chrysnmclidte.

chrysomelid (kris-o-mel'id), n.andn. I. a. Of
or relating to the Chrysomelidm.
n. n. A l)fetle of the family Chrysomelidw.

Ohrysomelidse (kris-o-mel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Chrysomela -f- -ida.] A family of phytoph-
Agom Coleoptera or beetles. Their tarsi are gen-
erally dilated and sp.jngy beneath ; the submciitum is
not p&lunculatc; the antennie are of moderate length
or short are not inserted upon frontal prominences, andhave ditfused sensitive surfaces; the pronotnm is m.»t
frequently margined ; and tibial spurs are usually wanting.
I He species are very numerous, and are commonly known
as knf-hfPtUif.

chrysomelideons (kris'o-me-lid'e-us), a. [<
(hry.iomelidir -^ -eons.] Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Chrysomelidw.
Chrysomitra (kris-o-mit'ra), n. [NL., < Gr
Xpvoo/iiTpK, with a golden girdle, < xpva6r, gold,'
+ fuTfta, belt, girdle.] In zool., the mature
sexual medu.siform individual of a physopho-
ran hydrozoan of the family VeleUid<e (which

Lace-oiug Fljr {Ckrysofa ftorabunda).
*. eggs ; *, larva ; c, cocoons : d, ima^o with left wioffS omitted.

(All natural size.)

lice and other small insects. C. omlata is the common
species of the eastern United States, and is often men-
tioned as a beneficial insect in articles upon economic
entomology.

Chrysopelea (kris"o-pe-le'B), n. [NL. (Boie), <
Gr. xpvok, ^old, -f- Tt/^ioq for »rfA«if, livid, dark,
< T!tAk, kc'/jm;, dark-colored, dusky, prob. akin
to h.pallidus, >u]t. E.pale^, q. v.] Agenus of
colubrine serpents, of the family Dendrophidw.
C. orna is a beautiful tree-snake of southern
Asia and the East Indies.
chrysophan (kris'o-fan), ». [< Gr. xp^^o^avT/i;,
shining or showing like gold, < xp^k, gold, -1-

-^vfiQ, < ipaiveiv, show, appear.] An orange-
colored bitter substance (CieHigOg) found in
rhubarb, resolvable into chrysophanic acid and

Leaf-beetle (CArv-
som4ta exctatHatiff.
nis\. f Line shows nat-
ural size.)

Gr. xP^^^m'^'Ov,

sugar.

chiysophanic (kris-o-fan'ik), a. [< chrysophan
+ -ic. ] Of, pertaining to, or derived from chrys-
ophan— Chrysophanic acid, a yellow crystalline col-
oring matter olitained from the roots of several species of
Riimex. It also occurs In the bark of Cassia bijuga, and
in the thallus of some lichens. Also called rhein and rhu-
harbarin.

chrysophilite (kri-sof'i-Ut), n. [< Gr. xp^^
0i/of, gold-loving (< xp^k, gold, 4- 0iAof, lov-
ing), -I- -itc^.] A lover of gold. [Rare.]
The seeing, touching, and handling plcisures of the old

ehnjsoplnlites. Lamb, Ben Jonsoii.

ch^SOphyl (kris'o-fil), 11. [< NL. chrysophyllmn
(cf Chrysophyllum), < Gr. xpfxrk, gold, -f iphXAov
= L. folium, leaf.] The bright golden-yellow
coloring matter separable from an alcoholic
solution of the green chlorophyl pigment of
plants: more frequently called xanthophyl.
Chrysophyllum (kris-o-fil'um), n. [NL. (so
called from the golden color of the under side
of their leaves), < Gr. xP"<'k, gold, -t- <l)v?.?iov =
I-. folium, leaf.] A genus of trees of tropical
America, natural order Sapotacew, with milky
juice, and beautiful leaves covered below with
golden hairs, some are cultivated as foliage-plants.
C. Cainito produces a delicious fruit called the star-apple.
C. rtlyeijihtiruiii of Brazil ji,-ld8 moiiesia bark, used in
nieiliriiie as ii stiinnlant and astringent.

chrysoprase (kris'o-praz), n. [< ME. crisopace,
-pose, -passus, -prassus = D. G. chrysopras, <
OF. crisopace, P. chrysoprase = Sp. crisoprasio
= Pg. chrysopraso, chrysopusio = It. crisopazzo,
< L. chrjsoprasns, < Gr. xpv"<^'^pamc, < xpix'k,
gold, + Ttpaaov, a leek : aeeprasum.] A variety

». Female of Common Cleg (Chrysops caeutUns'i. t and 3. Othei
species of the same family. (All natural size.)

terous insects, of the family Tahanidm or gad-
flies; the clegs. These flies are great blood-suckers
very troublesome to horses and cattle, and even to man
1 heir larva! are supposed to live under ground. The name
of the genus is derived from the sparkling golden eyes.
C. C(TcuHehs is the common cleg of Europe.
Chrysorhamnin (kris-o-ram'nin), n. [< Gr. xpv-
a6g, gold, + pcifiDoc, a prickly shrub (see Sham-
nus), + -in^.] A name given to the yellow col-
oring matter existing in French berries. See
berry'i- and Rhamnus.
Kane distinguishes two coloring matters [in French ber-

ries], which he calls respectively chn/sorhamnine and xan-
thorhaninine. O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 76.

Chrysospermt (kris'o-sp^nn), n. [(Cf . Gr. xpvo6-
airep/iov, a kind of sedum) < Gr. xp^k, gold, -I-

aizepfia, seed.] A means of producing gold. B.
Jonson. [Rare.]

Chrysotannin (kris-o-tan'in), n. [< Gr. xp^k,
gold, -I- tannin.] A name of a group of coloring
matters in plants, pale-yellow or even colorless,
which when oxidized give rise to the various
brown substances that cause many of the char-
acteristic tints of autumnal foliage. Sachs.
chrysotile
(kris'o-til), n.

[< Gr. ;{'pi/(7(jr<if,

gilded (< xp^
comi, gild, < xp^
coz, gold), +
-ile.] The del-
icately fibrous
variety of the
mineral ser-
pentine. It in-
cludes much
that is called
amiantus and
asbestos.

Chrysotis (kri-

s6'tis),». [NL.
(Swains on,
1837), < Gr. xp-«-
CTiif, gold, \r ok
((jT-)=E.efl!rl.]

A genus of South American parrots, the ama-
zons, having numerous species, as C. amazoni-
ca and C. wstira.

Chrysotoluldine (kris'6-to-lu'i-din), ». [< Gr.
Xpm6(, golden, + toluidine'.] One of the aniline
colors (C21H21N3), a yellow base related to
toluidine. it is formed, together with other bases, as a
by-product in the manufacture of rosaniline and fuehsiiie.

Chrysure (kris'ur), n. [< NL. chrysums, spe-
cific name of Trochiltis chrysurus, a humming-
bird with a golden tail, < Gr. ;rpwof, gold,+ ovpa,
tail.] A humming-bird with a golden-green
tail ; a humming-bird belonging to any one of
several species which together constitute a sub-
genus variously called Chrysuronia and Chrysu-
risca.

Amazon
( Chrysotis astiva ).



Chthonascidiss

Chthonascidise (tho-na-sid'i-e), n. 2)1. [Nil.,

< Gr. x^ui; the earth, + NLi. Ascidicc, q. v.] The
ascidians proper, or true ascidians, as distin-

guished from the salps.

chthonian (tho'ni-an), a. [< Gr. x^ovioq, adj.,

< x^uv (^ov-), the ground, earth.] 1. Of or re-

lating to the under world; subterranean.
The divine beings wlio in tiie liistoric ages of Greece were

the heads and representatives of chtkonian worship were
Demeter and Perseplione. Keary, l*rini. Belief, p. 217.

To Hecate dogs were offered, also honey and black she-
lambs, as black victims were offered to other Chtlionian
deities. Eneyc. Brit., XI. 809.

2. Springing from the earth.

chthonic (thon'ik), a. [< Gr. ;fiuv, the ground,
earth (see chtkonian), + -jc] Of or pertaining
to the under world.

The chthoiiic divinity was essentially a god of the re-
gions under the earth ; at first of the dark home of the
seed, later on of the still darker home of the dead.

Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 215, foot-note.

chthonophagia, chthonophagy (thon-o-fa'ji-a,

tho-nof 'a-ji), ». [NL. chthonophagia, < Gr.
xSav, earth, + -<j>a-yia, < i^ayelv, eat.] In pathoU,
a morbid propensity for eating dirt ; cachexia
Africana.
Ghuana (chS-an'a), n. Same as Bantu.
€hub (ehub), n. " [Assibilated form of ctib, a
lump, heap, mass, and of cob in similar senses
(see cuV^, cob^), < ME. "cubbe in dim. cubbel, a
block to which an animal is tethered (cf. E.
dial, kibble, a stick, Se. kibblinjj, a cudgel), <

leel. hubbr, kumbr, a block, stump (Haldorsen),
also in comp. tre-kubbr, -kumbr, a log ( ire = E.
tree),=Norw. kubb, kubbe, a block, stump, log,=
Sw. kubb, a block, log : perhaps connected with
the verb, Icel. Norw. Sw. dial, kubba (> ME. cob-

hen: see cob'^, v.), hew, chop, lop. Cf. chump,
chunk, club, clump, knob, knub, nub, stub, sUtmp,
words associated in form and sense, though of
<iifEerent origin. With chub as applied to a per-
son or an animal, cf. coh^ as similarly applied.]
1 . One who is short and plump; a chubby person.

Good plump-cheekt chub. Margton, What you Will, ii. 1.

2t. A jolt-head or clownish fellow. E. Phillips,

1706.— 3. A name of various fishes, (a) The com-
mon name in England of the Leucigeus or Sqitalius cepha-
ius, a fish of the family Cyprinidce. It has a thick fusi-
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about 29 wavy blackish streaks extending to
just below the lateral line.

chub-sucker (chub'suk"6r), n. A catostomine
fish, Erimyzon sucetta, with the air-bladder di-
vided into two parts and no lateral line, it attains
a maximum length of about 10 inches. In the breeding
season the male develops conspicuous tubercles on each

I. Spur-chuck, z. Shell-
cliuck. 3. Universal chuck.

Ch\i^{Leuciscus cefhaltts).

lorm shape, broad blunt head, 2 rows of pharyngeal teeth,
moderate-sized scales, and the dorsal and anal fins have
generally each 11 rays. The head and back are greenish-
gray, grading into silvery on the sides and whitish on the
belly. It reaches occasionally a weight of about 5 pounds,
is common in European streams, and is a rather popular
game-fish, although inferior as food, {b) A name in Cali-

fornia and Utah of a cyprinoid fish, much like the Euro-
pean chub, LeucisctiS or Squalius atrarius. It is a market-
fish, but little esteemed, (c) A name in various parts of
the United States of a cyprinoid fish, Semotilux bidlaris;

the fall-ftsh. (d) A local name in the United States of a
catostoruoid fish of the genus Erimyzon; the chub-sucker
<which see), {e) A local name in Bermuda of a salt-water
pimelepteroid fish, Pimelepterujt or Cyphoftus bogcii. It is

there quite an important food-fish. See cut under Pimelep-
teriiux. (/) A local name in the United States of a scise-

noid fish, Liogtoniug xanthurus ; the lafayette. (g) A local
name in New Jersey of a labroid fish, Tautoya (riiitig; the
tautog.

chubbed (ehub'ed or ehubd), a. [< chub + -ed^.

Cf. chuhhy.'] Chubby. Johnson. [Rare.]
chubbedness (chub'ed-nes), H. Chubbiness.
[Rare.]

chubbiness (ehub'i-nes), n. [< chubby + -ness.']

The state of being chubby.
chubby (chub'i), a. [< chnb + -«!; = Sw. dial.

kubbug, fat, plump, chubby. Cf. chuffy^ and
ehubbed.'i Round and plump.
Koimd chubby faces and high cheek-bones.

Cook, Voyages, VI. iv. 9.

Then came a chubby child and sought relief,

Sobbing in all the impotence of grief. Crabbe.

chub-cheeked (chub'chekt), a. Having full or
chuViby cheeks.

chubdar (chub'dar), n. Same as chobdar.

chub-faced (chub'fast), a. Having a plump
round face.

I never saw a fool lean : the chub-faced fop
Shines sleek, Margion, Antonio's Kevenge.

-chub-mackerel (ohub'mak"e-rel), n. The
Scomber pneumatophorits, a small mackerel, dis-

tinguished by the development of an air-blad-
der and by its color, whicn is blue, relieved by

Chub-sucker {Erimyzon sucetta).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission.)

side of the snout ; it is otherwise subject to considerable
variation, according to size, sex, and locality. It occurs in
still fresh waters from Canada to Florida and Texas, alui
westward to the Rocky Mountains, and is everywhere
abundant in suitable localities.

chuckl (ehuk), v. [< ME. chukken; imitative,
like cluck = clock^, q. v. Hence freq. chuckle'^-,

cackle, etc., and ult. cock'^; cf. also chock^ and
cAofcel.] I. intrans. 1 . To make a low guttural
sound, as hens and cocks and some other birds
in calling their mates or young ; cluck.

He [the cock] chukketh whan he hath a corn i-founde.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 361.

2t. To laugh with quiet satisfaction; chuckle.
Who would not chuck to see such pleasing sport?

Margton, Satires, i.

I have got
A seat to sit at ease here, in mine inn.
To see the comedy ; and laugh, and chuck
At the variety and throng of humours.

B. Jongon, New Inn, i. 1.

II. trans. To call with chucking or clucking,
as a hen her chicks.

Then crowing, clapp'd his wings, th' appointed call,
To chuck his wives together. Dryden, Cock and Fox.

chuckl (chuk), n. [< chuck^, r.] A low gut-
tural sound, like the call of a hen to her young.
He made thechuck four or five times, that people use to

make to chickens when they call them. Sir W. Temple.

chucfcl (chuk), interj. [See chuck^, v. and «.]
An utterance, generally repeated, used by a
person to call chickens, pigs, or other animals,
as when they are to be fed.

chuck^ (chuk), n. [A var. of chick^, prob.
through influence of c/mcA-1.] 1. A hen. [Prov.
Eng.]— 2. A term of endearment.
Pray you, chuck, come hither. Shak., Othello, iv. 2.

chuck^ (ehuk), 1'. t. [A var. of chock^, q. v.]
1. To pat playfully; give a gentle or familiar
blow to.

Come, chuck the infant under the chin. Congreve,

2. To throw or impel, with a quick motion, a
short distance; pitch: as, chuck the beggar a

. copper ; he was chucked into the street. [CoUoq. ]

And no boy ... on our farm durst ever get into a sad-
dle, because they all knew the master would chuck them
out. R. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, p. 37.

England now
Is but a ball chuck'd between France and Spain,
His in whose hand she drops.

Tennygon, Queen Mary, iii. 1.

chucks (ehuk), n. [< chuck^, ti.] 1. A gentle
or playful blow or tap, as vmder the chin.

He gave the sleeping Neddy a chuck under the chin,
which cut his tongue.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xxxi.

2. A toss, as with the fingers; a short throw.
rColloq.]

chuck* (chuk), n. [Of uncertain and prob. va-
rious origin; in the sense of 'block,' cf. chutikl

(and chub, chump, etc.), also cockS, a heap; in
the sense of ' sea-shell,' cf. chack^ and cockle^.

In the mechanical uses also chock, and associ-
ated with chuck^, chock^, to throw, and prob. also
with choek^, choke^ : see chuck^, chock^, chock^,
chocks."] 1. A block; " a great chip," i^aWwcH.
[Prov. Eng.] —2. A sea-shell. [North. Eng.]—
3. A pebble or small stone.— 4. pi. In Scot-
land, a common game among children, in which
five pebbles (or sometimes small shells) are
thrown up and caught on the back of the hand,
or one is thrown up, and before it is caught
as it falls the others are picked up, or placed in
ones, twos, threes, or fours. Sometimes called
chuckles. See jackstone.— 5. In turnery, a block
or other appendage to a lathe to fix the work

chuckle

for the purpose of turning it into any desired
form. It is a general term including all those contri-
vances which serve to connect the material to be operated
upon to the mandrel of the lathe.
A gimple chuck is one which is ca-
pable of communicating only the
motion round a determinate axis
which it receives itself. A com-
binatif/n chuck is one by means of
which the axis of the work can be
changed at pleasure ; such are ec-
centric chucks, oval chucks, seg-
ment, geometric chucks, etc.

6. The part of a beef that lies between the
neck and the shoulder-blade : used as a roast.— Arbor-chuck, a chuck in the form of a mandrel or
axis, on which a ring, wheel, collar, or similar work is se-
cured to be turned.—BlcycUo chuck, a contrivance liy
which two rigidly connected points are forced to move
on the circumferences of two fixed circles.— EocentrtC
Chuck, a lathe-chuck with an attachment for throwing its
center out of line with the center of the lathe, and thus caus-
ing the figure cut by the lathe to assume various degrees
of eccentricity. See rose-en<7in«.— Expanding chuck a
chuck with adjustable jaws to admit of its grasping o'b-
jects of different sizes.— Oval chuck, a cliuck designed
for oval or elliptic turning. It consists of three parts:
the chuck proper, a slider, and an eccentric circle. It is
attached to the puppet of the lathe, and imparts a sliding
motion to the work. Alsocalled elliptic chuck.—RevBTSe-
law chuck, a chuck the jaw of which can be reversed, so as
to allow it to hold by either the interior or the exterior of
the work.— Screw-cutting chuck, a lathe-chuck used in
cutting screw-throads on rods or screw-blanks.

chuck* (chuk), V. t. [< chuck^, m.] To fix in a
lathe by means of a chuck.
chuck^ (chuk), n. [A var. of ehack^.'] A local
British name of the chack. See chackS.
chuck^ (chuk), n. A dialectal form of cheek.

chuck'' (chuk), n. [A clipped form of wood-
chuck.'] A woodchuck. [Colloq., U. S.]

chuckabiddy(chuk'a-bid"i), n. 8a,mea,schicka-
biddi/.

chuck-a-by (chuk'a-bl), n. [Cf. chitck^ and
lull(iby.~\ A term ofendearment.
chucker (chuk'er), n. A frozen oyster. [New
Jersey, TJ. S.] •

chuck-farthing (chuk'far'''THing), «. [< chucks
+ obj. farthing.'] A play in which a farthing
is pitched or chucked into a hole.
He lost his money at chuck-farthing, shuffle-cap, and

all-fours. Arbuthnot, John BulL
Chuck-farthing [was] played by the boys at the com-

mencement of the last century ; it probably bore some
analogy to pitch and hustle.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 493.

chuck-full, a. See choke-full.

chuckle^ (chuk'i), n. [Sc, dim. of chuck^."]

1. A hen or chicken.— 2. A term of endear-
ment.
chuckle^ (chuk'i), n. [Sc., dim. of chuck*, 3.]
1. A chuck; a jackstone.— 2. pi. See chuck*, 4.

chuckie-stane, chuckie-stone (ehuk'i-stan,
-ston), »(. [Sc, < chuckle^ -h stane = E. stone]
A pebble such as children use in the game
called chucks or chuckles in Scotland ; a jack-
stone. See chuck*, 4.

chucking-machine (chuk'ing-ma-shen'), n.
A machine-lathe in which there is substituted
for the ordinary tailstoek a head containing a
number of tool-spindles, any one of which, by
a revolution or some rocking or sliding motion
of the head, can be brought at will into action
upon the piece of work. A succession of
operations upon the work can thus be efl'ected

without removing it from the lathe.

chuck-lathe (chuk'laTH), «. A lathe in which
the work is gripped or held by a socket at-
tached to the revolving mandrel of the head-
stock. This form is used for turning a large variety of
usefid and ornamental objects, sucli as cups, spools, etc.

E. II. Knight.

chuckle'- (chuk'i), v.; pret. and pp. chuckled,
ppr. chuckling. [Freq. of chuck^, r.] I. intrans.

X. To make a clucking sound, as a hen.

It clutter'd here, it chuckled there.
It stirred the old wife's mettle.

Tennyson, The Goose.

2. To laugh in a suppressed, covert, or sly
manner; express inward satisfaction, derision,

or exultation by subdued laughter.
The fellow rubbed his great hands and chuckled.

Bulwer, Pelham, xxiiL

Sweet her chuckling laugh did ring.

As down amid the rtowery gl'ass

He set her.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 3S.

II. trans. If. To call by chucking or cluck-

ing, as a hen her chicks.
If these liirds are within distance, here's that will

chuckle 'cm together. Dryden.

2. To utt«r as a chuckle. [Rare.]
At thy chuckled note.
Thou twinkling bird.

The fairy fancies range.
Termyton, Early Spring,



chuckle

Chucklei (chiik'l), n. [< chucklei-, r.] If. The
call of a hen to her young; a cluck.— 2. A sly

suppressed laugh, expressive of satisfaction, ex-

ultation, or the like ; hence, any similar sound.

The Jew rubbed his hands with a chuckle.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, ix.

With melodious chuckle in the strings

Of her lorn voice.

Keatg, Isabella and the Pot of Basil, st. 62.

chuckle^ (chuk'l), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. chucMed,

ppr. chuckling. [Freq. of c/(«ci-3, i'.] To chuck
under the chin ; fondle.

Your confessor, ... he must chuckle you.
Dryden, Spanish Friar.

chuckle^ (chuk'l), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. chuckled,

ppr. chuckling, fAppar. freq. of chuck^, chock^,

in sense of ' shake.'] To rock upon its center

while rotating, as the runner of a grinding-mill.
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n. a. Surly; churlish; ill-tempered. [Prov.
Eng.]
chuff^t (ehuf), n. [Cf. chub, chubby, andcAucfco.]

A cheek. Cotgrave.

chuff 2t (ehuf), a. [Cf. chtiffi, n., and chiibby.J

Chuffy; plump. Holland.

chuffert, » Same as chuffs.

chuffily (chuf'i-li), adv. In a chuffy manner;
rudely ; surlily ; clownishly.
John answered chuffily. JHchardaon, Clarissa Harlowe.

chuffiness^ (chuf'i-nes), n. [< chuffy'^- + -ness.}

Surliness ; churlishness ; boorishness.
In spite of the chuffitiess of his appearance and churlish-

ness of his speech. Miiss EdgewoHh, Absentee.

Chuffiness^ (chuf'i-nes), n. [< chuffy^ + -ness.'] chummy (chum'i},^a

Chubbiness; plumpness.
Chuffyl (chuf'i), a. [< cA«#l, n., + -yl.] Blunt;
clownish; surly; rude.

a block upon which an unbaked vessel is fitted

when attached to the lathe to be turned. See
thrown-ware, vtndeT pottery.

chum* (chum), n. [Appar. a native Samoyed
name.] A tent; a dwelling.

In April, 1883, the Samoyede Hametz crossed the island
[Novaia Zemlia] to the south-east coast and found Samo-
yede chums. Science, III. 16.

chumar (ehu-mar'), n. See chamar^.
chummage (ohum'aj), n. [< chumX + -age.'] A
charge for that which one has in common with
a chum.
The regular chummage is two-and-sixpence. Will you

take three bob? Dickens, Pickwick, II. xiv.

[< chum^ + -1/1.] Com-
as, I found

chuckle-head (chuk'1-hed), n. A large or thick chuffy^ (ehuf'i), a. [< chuff^ + -y^. Cf. chnb

by.] Fat, plump, or round, especially in the

cheeks; chubby.— Chulty brick, a brick which is

puffed out by the escape of rareflej air or steam in the chump-end (ehump'end), m. In cookery, the
process of burning. .. i -i ,. , _ ,. ,
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Chug (chug), n. [Sc] A short sudden tug or

pull.

Chug (chug), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. chugged, ppr.

chugging. (< chug, n.] To take fish by gaffing

them through holes cut in the ice.

chugger (chug'fer), n. One who practises chug-

chugging (chug'ing), n. [Verbal n. of chvg^v.']

head; hence, a dunce ; a numskull. [Colloq.]

Is not he much handsomer, and better built, than that

great chuckle-head ? Smollett, Eoderick Random, iii.

chuckle-headed (chuk'l-hed'ed), a. [Appar.

< chuck*, a block.] Having a chuckle-head;

thick-headed; stupid. [Colloq.]

Chuckler (chuk'ler), n. [Anglo-lnd., also shck-

liar, repr. Tamil and Malayalam shakkili, shak-

kiliyan, also prou. chakkili.] In India, a mem-
ber of a very low caste of tanners or cobblers;

colloquially, a shoemaker.

A large number of Portuguese descendant! work at the

trade, and many chucklers from India.

U. S. Cons. Rep., No. lit (1885), p. 620.

chuckore (chuk'or), ». [Anglo-lnd., repr. Hind.
eh'(kor.] Same as chickore.

chuck-roast (ehuk'rosf), n. A roast cut from
the chuck. See chuck*, n., 6.

chuck-wUl's-widoW (chuk'wilz-wid'6), n. [A
fanciful imitation of the bird's cry.] The
great goatsucker of Carolina, Antrostomus ca- ^^
rolinensis, a fissirostral capriraulgino bird, with chuiaiiose (chij-la'ri-os),
short rounded wings, long rounded tail, small u g^ Dispensatory, p. 1256.
feet and bill, the latter garnislied with long chuUer, choUer (chul'-, chol'fer), n. [Sc] 1.
rictal bristles giving off lateral hlaments, and ^ double chin.— 2. pi. The gills of a fish.—
dark, much variegated coloration. It resembles 3 „; The wattles of a domestic fowl,
the whippoorwill and belongs to the same genus, but is „i,_i_i I'pi,,,™^ „ rOriinn unknown Dr John-
much larger ^al>out 12 inches long and 2 feet in extent of CllUm^

,V IV^/' / L*"^'^" unKnown. r»r. oonn

wings) and otherwise quite distinct. " '- '- '™ ''°"° '* "° """" '"""^ '" *•" '""vMraihes.":

panionabie ; sociable ; intimate

:

him very chummy. [Colloq.]

chump (chump), n. [Prob. a nasalized var. of

chub ; cf . leel. kumbr for kubbr, a block : see

chub, and cf. chunk.] 1. A short, thick, heavy
piece of wood.— 2. A stupid fellow. [Slang.]

thicker end of a loin of veal or mutton ; hence,
any thick end.

Biddy . . . distributed three defaced Bibles (shaped as

if they had been unskilfully cut off the chump-end of

something). Dickens, Great Expectations, x.

chumpisht (chum'pish), a. [< chump + -ish^.

Ci. blockish.] Boorish; sullen; rough.

See cut under An-
trostoinus.

chudt (chud), V. i. [Origin obscure. Cf. cud
and c/ieic] To champ; bite. Stafford.

chudda, chuddah (ehud'a) , « . Same as chudder.

chudder (chud'er), n. [Anglo-lnd., also chud-

da, cliuMah; < Hind, chddar, in popular speech
chaddar, a sheet, table-cloth, coverlet, mantle,
cloak, shawl, < Pers. chddar, a sheet, a pavil-

ion.] 1. In India, a square piece of cloth of

any kind ; especially, the ample sheet common-
ly worn as a mantle by women in Bengal ; also,

the cloth spread over a Mohammedan tomb.
Tule and Burnell.— 2. The name given in Eu-
rope to the plain shawls of Cashmere and other

son calls it "a term used in the universities

perhaps slang.] 1. One who lodges or resides

in the same chamber or rooms with another;

a room-mate : especially applied to college stu-

dents.
The students were friends and chums, a word so nearly

obsolete, that it may be proper, perhaps, to explain it as

meaning " chamljer-fellows."

Southey (1826), quoted in F. Hall's ilod. Eng., p. 129.

I remember a capital discourse pronounced by my chum.
Stetson, on the science of osteology.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 44.

Hence— 2. An intimate companion ; a crony.

[He] was wont to spend an hour or two in the evenings

among them and such of their chums as used to drop into

the shop. The American, XII. 175.

except a stripe slightly marked by alternate

twilling, and, if embroidered, having the em-
broidery of the same color as the ground. They
are made white, fawn-colored, of an Oriental
red, and of other colors.— 3. The material of

which these shawls are made.
Ghndi (cho'di), n. [Also spelled Tchudi, Tschu-

di, and Anglicized Tchood, repr. Russ. Chudi.]

A name applied by the Russians to the Finnic

races in the northwest of Russia. It has now
acquired a more general application, and is used to desig-

»nate the group of peoples of which the Finns, the Estho-
nians, the Livonians, and the Laplanders are members.

Ohndic (cho'dik), a. [Also spelled Tchudic,

Tschudic; < Chudi + -ic. Cf. Russ. Chudskii,

adj.] Of or pertaining to the Chudi; specifi-

cally, designating that group of tongues spoken
by the Finns, Esthonians, Livonians, and Lap-
landers.

chuett (cho'et), B. See chewct^.

Chnfa (cho'fa), n. rSp.] A species of sedge,

Cyjierus esculcntus, the tuberous roots of which
are used as a vegetable in the south of Europe.

IChuffl

(ehuf), H. and a. [< ME. chuffe, choffe, a
boor; origin imknown; cf. chub, 2.] I.t «. A
coarse, heavy, dull fellow ; a surly or churlisli

No, ye fat chuffs, I would your store were here 1

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

A wretched hob-nailed chuff, whose recreation is read-

ing of almanacks.
H. Jonson, Pref. to Every Man out of his Humour.

If Anthony be so wealthy a chuff va report speaks him,
he may prove the philosopher's stone to me.

Saitt, Kenilworth, I. iii.
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With chumpish looks, hard words, and secret nips.

^^_ _ , „ _ _ _ .Sir P. Sidjiey, Arcadia, p. 391.

The"practice or art of taking fish by gafing chumship (ehum'ship), «. [< cftuml + -ship.]
them through holes cut in the ice. rp^g

gj^^g ^f ^^^ ^^ g^um, or of occupying the
chulan (cho lan), n. [Chinese, < cA«, pearl,

^^^^^ chambers with another; close intimacy,
pearly, + Ja«, a name given to orchideous ^^ Quincey. [Rare.]
plants hke Epulendrum, etc., and to other gay c^unam (cho-nam'), n. [Repr. Tamil chvnnam
and fragrant fiowers growing on a singiC pe- _ ^^^ chuna, lime, < Skt. churna, meal, pow-
duncle or alternately on a spikelet.] A Chi-

^j^j. ^ j^ ^^^e East Indies, prepared lime,
nese plant, the Chloranthus Jnc«nspiCMMS, natural specifically— (a) The lime made from shells or coral and
order Chloranthacew, the spikes of the flowers chewed with the areca-nut and the betel-leaf.

of which are used to scent tea. CAtnam is Lime made of Cockle-shells or Limestone;

Same as fructose, and Pawn is the Leaf of a Tree.
Ovington, Voyage to Suratt (1689).

(6) A common name for plaster of quicklime and sand,

the finest kinds of which are susceptible of a very high
polish. Whitworth.

They (small pagodas] are of brick, covered with chu-

nam, and are rather effective in the distance, but on
nearer approach turn out to be squalid enough, though
massive and strong. W. II. liussell. Diary in India, 1. 198.

2. A weight for gold in northern India, equal

to 6 troy gi-ains.

chunam (ehp-nam'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. chu-

namnied, ppr. chunamming, [< chunam, n.] To
plaster with chunam.
cnundoo, Chundoor (chun-do', -d8r'), n. A Cey-
lonese dry measure, equal to about a quarter of

a pound. Oil, milk, and glue are also sold by it.

Ohuuga (chung'gii), n. [NL., from a native

name.] A genus of birds, of the family Cari-

amidce, of which Burmeister's cariama, Chunga
burmeisteri, is the type.

chonkl (ohungk), n. [Prop, a dial, word, a vari-

ation of chump or chub, appar. through influ-

ence of hunk, hunch.] 1. A short thick piece,

as of wood.— 2. A person or a beast that is

small, but thick-set and strong: as, a chunk of

a boy; a chunk of a horse. [Colloq., U. S.]

I rode an all-flred smart chunk of a pony.
New York Spirit 0/ the Times.

For sale, 4 Morgan chunks. Boston Herald, Aug. 12, 1887.

chunk^, chunke (chungk, chung'ke), n. [Also

chungke, tschuugkee; Amer. Ind.] A game for-

merly much played by certain tribes of North
American Indians, consisting in rolling a disk

of stone along a prepared course, and immedi-
ately afterward throwing a stick so as to make
it lie as near the stone as possible when the

two come to rest. The grounds used for this

amusement are known as chunk-yards.

It has been supposed, and app,arently with very good
reason, that these areas were chielly devoted to the prac-

tice of this favorite game, and that instead of calling them
cAujiA-yards, we ought properly to denominate them
chungke-y&TA».

C. C. Jones, Antiq. of Southern Indians, p. 346.

chunkhead (chungk ' hed), n. [< chunk^ +
hcfid.] A local name of the copperhead snake.

[U. S.]

chunky (chung'ki), a. [< chunk^ + -yl.] Dis-

proportionately thick or stout ; appearing like

a chunk : as, a chunky boy or horse. [IT. S.]

They found the Ominaks with their chief in company, a
shoi-t chunkit fellow, who protTered the accustomed hos-

pitalities of his tent in true knightly style.

Katie, Sec. Grinn. Exp., II. 124.

chunk-yard (chungk'yilrd), n. A place where
the game of chunk is played. See chunk'^.

chunner (chun'6r), v. i. See chunter.

parts of India, made originally at Rampoor, of (^uml (chum), v. ;
pret. and pp. chummed, ppr.

Tibetan wool, of uniform color, without pattern chumming. [< cAuml, n.] 1. intrans. To oc-

cupy the same room or chambers with another

;

be the chum of some one.

Wits forced to chum with common sense. Churchill.

n. trans. 1. To put into the same room or

rooms with another ;
put into common quarters.

You'll be chummed on somebody to-morrow, and then
you'll be all snug and comfortable.

Dickens, Pickwick, II. xii.

2. Formerly, in some English prisons, to receive,

as a new inmate, by a rough ceremony of initia-

tion, beating him with staves, etc., and making
him pay an entrance-fee, the whole being ac-

companied by masquerading and music : some-

times used with «/>.

Mr. Weale, the Poor-Law Commissioner, . . . they were
going to chum him up, but he paid the half-crown? No;
I don't think they would have chummed him.

Brand's Pop. Antiq. (Bohn Antiq. Lib.), 1849, II. 452.

Chum^ (chum), n. [Origin obscure.] A bait,

consisting usually of pieces of some oily fish,

as the menhaden, commonly employed in the

capture of bluefish. It is used for baiting the hooks,

and is also thrown into the water in large quantities to

attract the flah. lU. S.|

chum^ (chum), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. chummed, ppr.

chumming. [< chum^, 11. ] To fish with chum.
[U. S.]
Chumming is nmch more sport, the fish then being cap-

tured with rod and reel, from a l)oat at anchor in a tide-

way or channel. Tlie hook is baited with a large piece of

menhaden, and particles of the same are chopped up by

the Iwatmen and thrown over to entice the school to the

place. Forest and Stream, XIX. 363.

chum'' (chum), n. [Cf. chump, chunk, chuck*;

the sense agrees with chuck*, 5.] In ceram..



chunter

chanter (ehun't^r), v. i. [E. dial., also chunder^
vhunuer.chooner, chounter, Cf. channer^, chan-
ter'^.'] To grumble; mutter; complain.

chnpall (cho'pa). ?i. [Native term,] A measure
of capacity used in Sumatra and Penang (in

the Strait of Malacca), equal in the former
island to 63 cubic inches, in the latter to 68.

It is about equal to a Winchester quart.

chuparosa (cho-pa-ro'sa), m. [Sp., < cimjyar,

sucX extract the juice of (prob, < ML. pulparey
eat, < L. pulpay the fleshy part, the pulp, as of
fruit, etc. : see pulp), + rosa = E. rose. Other
Sp. names for humming-birds are chupa-Jlores

{flares, flowers), chupa-micl(nnel, honey), chupa-
mirU)S {mirtos, myrtles), chupa-romeros (ronie-

ros, rosemaries).] A name given to various
Californian species of humming-birds.
chupatty (chu-pat'i), «. ;

pi. chupatties (-iz).

[Anglo-Ind., < Hind, chapati, ehapdtd.'] In In-
dia, an unleavened cake of bread (generally of
coarse wheaten meal), patted flat with the hand
and baked upon a griddle : the usual form of
native bread, and the staple food of upper In-
dia. ¥ule and Burnell. Also spelled chapati,
chowpatty, chupaty.

Bread was represented by the eastern scone ; but it was
of superior flavor and far better than the ill-famed ChapaZi
of India. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 477.

In some parts of the country chupaties or cakes were
circulated in a mysterious manner from village to village.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 628.

The khitmut^r tells us there is grilled morghie, and
eggs, and bacon, and tea, and beer, and jam for breakfast,
and plenty of hot chupatties.

W. U. Russell, Diary in India, 1. 150.

Chuprassy (chu-pras'i), n.
;
pi. chuprassies (-iz).

[Anglo-Ind., also chuprassee, < Hind- chaprdsiy
a messenger, beadle, orderly, peon, < chaprds, a
plate worn on the belt as a badge of office, a
corruption of chap o rdst, left and right : ehapj
left; Oj and; rdst, right.] In India, especially
in Bengal, an office-messenger bearing a plate
on which is inscribed the name of the office to
which he is attached. Also called chapras.

Lord William sent over a chuprassee to say we were not
ready to receive him.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 203.

chnrcll (ch6rch), w. and a. [< ME. chirche,

cherche, churche, also chireche, etc. (North. ME.
kirkSf > Sc. kirkj after Scand.), < AS. circCy

eyrce, cirice, cyrice = OS. kirtka, kerika =
OFries. kerkCf tzerke = D. kerk = MLG. kerke,

LG. kerke, karke = OHG. chirihhay cJiircha, also
chilihhay chilchaj MHG. G. kirche, dial, ckilche,

= Icel. kirkja = Sw. kyrka = Dan. kirke (cf.

ML, kyrica, kyrrica, kirrikaj kirrica, kirchia,

in MHG. and MLG. glosses), a church (build-
ing), the church (of believers), borrowed, prob.
through an unrecorded Goth, ^kyreika, from
LGr. KvpiaKdVf a church (later KvpiaKy, fem., a
church, earlier (sc. rjptpa) the Lord's day), lit,

(sc. 6(l)fia) the Lord's houfee, neut. of KvptaKog,

belonging to the Lord (in common Gr. 'be-
longing to a lord or master'), < Kvpiocj the Lord,
a particular application in eccles. writers of the
common Gr. Kvptog, lord, master, guardian, prop,
adj. Kvpioc, having power or authority, domi-
nant (cf. Kvpoc (neut.)j might, power, author-
ity), < *Kvpoc (= Skt. ywra, strong, a hero, =
Zend gura, strong), < / *kd, swell (in Kveiv, kveiv,

be pregnant, €yKvog{= L. inGien{t')s), pregnant,
KVfiOj a (swelling) wave (see cyme), etc.), = Skt.
pw, swell, grow.] " I, w. 1. An edifice or a place
of assemblage specifically set apart for Chris-
tian worship.

The pouere men of the parlsshe of seynt Austyn begun-
nen [a] gylde, in helpe and amendement of here pouere
parish chlrche. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

The assertions of some of the earlier Christian writers
. . . that the Christians had neither temples, altars, nor
images . . . should, it would appear, be understood not
literally, for there is positive evidence of the existence of
churches In the 3d century.

Smith, Diet of Christ. Antiq., I. 366.

2. An edifice dedicated to any other kind of

religious worship ; a temple, [Rare,]

Ye have brought hither these men, which are neither
robbers of churches nor yet blasphemers of your goddess.

Acts xix. 37.

3. The visible and organic body of Chiastian
believers, especially as accepting the ecu-
menical creeds of Christendom and as exhibit-
ing a historic continuity of organized life.

The great Church principle, that God has one Church,
the mystical body of His Son —that this Church is, t)y its
very nature, a visible organized body, and yet that all the
members of this Church are assumed to l)e in God's favour
and grace, or to have once been in it— this great Church
principle pervades the Apostolic Epistles, to the total ex-
olujBion of any counter principle.

M. F. Sadler, Church Docfaine, Bible Truth, iii. § 2.
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4. The invisible and inorganic community of
all those who acknowledge a supreme allegi-

ance to Jesus Christ as their Lord and Master,

We believe tliat the Church of Christ invisible and spir-

itual comprises all true believers.

Congregational Creed (1883).

I would wish to live and die for the assertion of this

truth, that the Universal Church is just as much a reality

as any particular nation is. F. D, Maurice, Biog., I. 106.

5. A particular division of the whole body of
Christians possessing the same or similar sym-
bols of doctrine and forms of worship, and unit-

ed by a common name and history; a Christian
denomination: as, the Presbyterian Church;
the Church of England; the Church of Rome.
We insist tliat Christians do certainly become members

of particular Churches— such as the Roman, Anglican, or
Gallican— by outward profession, yet do not become true
memljcrs of the Holy ('atholic Church, which we believe,
unless they are sanctified by the inward gift of grace, and
are united to Christ, the Head, by the bond of the Spirit.

Davenant, Determinations, II. 474.

6. The organized body of Christians belonging
to the same city, diocese, province, country, or
nation : as, the church at Corinth ; the Syrian
church; in a wider sense, a body of Christians
bearing a designation derived from their geo-
graphical situation, obedience to a local see,
or affiliation with a national ecclesiastical or-

ganization: as, the Eastern Church; the West-
em Chiirch; the Roman Church; the Anglican
Church.— 7. A body of Christians worshiping
in a particular church edifice or constituting
one congregation.

There stands poor Lewis, say, at the desk, delivering
to his make-believe church his make-believe sermon of ten
minutes. W, M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 15.

8, The clerical profession.
A fellow of very kind feeling who has gone into the

Church since. Thackeray, Newcomes, i.

9, Ecclesiastical authority or power, in con-
tradistinction to the civil power, or the power
of the state.

The same criminal may be absolved by the Church and
condemned by the State ; absolved or pardoned by the
State, yet censured by the Church. Leslie.

10, By extension, some religious body not
Christian, especially the Jewish : as, the Jewish
church.

This is he that was in the church in the wilderness with
the angel which spake to him in the mount Sina.

Acts vii. S8.

[What constitutes a Christian church according to the
Scriptures is a question on which Christian denominations
widely differ. The three principal views may be distin-
guished as the Roman Catholic, the Protestant ecclesiasti-

cal, and the voluntary. According to Roman Catholic theo-
logians, the church ia a visible and organic body, divinely
constituted, possessing " Unity, Visibility, Indefectibility,
Succession from the Apostles, Universality, and Sanctity"
(Faith of Catholics, I. 9), and united to its visible liead on
earth, the Bishop of Rome. According to the Anglican and
Protestant ecclesiastical view, the church of Christ is "a
permanent visible society " {Wordsworth on Mat. xvi. 18),

divinely compacted, governed, and equipped, and having
definite ends, a definite policy, and a historic continuity.
(The Church Cyc.) According to the voluntary concep-
tion, a church is a society of persons professing faith in

the Lord Jeaus Christ as the Son of God and the Saviour
of men, and organized in allegiance to him for Christian
work and worship, including the administration of the
sacraments which he has appointed. (R. W. Dale, Man-
ual of Congr. Principles, Comp. West. Conf., xxxv. ; Thirty-
nine Art., xix.) The second view is held by many, perhaps
a majority, in the Episcopal, Lutheran, and other hierar-
chical denominations ; the last by a majority of those in the
non-hierarchical denominations, including the Methodist,
Baptist, Presbyterian, and Congregational.]—Advocate
Ofthe Church. See cwfyoca^e.—Anglican Church.Broad
Church. See the adjectives.—Cnurch militant, the
church on eartJi, as engaged in a warfare with the world,
the flesh, and the devil, or the combined powers of temp-
tation and unrighteousness : in distinction from the church
triumphant in heaven.—Church Of England, the na-
tional and established church in England ; the Anglican
Church in England and the British colonies, in some of
which it has been disestablished. The Church of England
claims continuity with that branch of the Catholic Church
which existed in England before the Reformation. In the
first Iialf of the sixteenth century, under Henry VIII., the
spiritual supremacy and jurisdiction of the Pope were abol-
ished ; the sovereign was declared to be the head of the
church in a sense explained in the thirty-seventh of the
Thirty-nine Articles ; and a close union of church and state,

known as the establishment of the church, took place. The
clergy of the Church of England are composed of three
orders, namely, bishops, who are appointed by the crown
(see cong^. d'Hire, under conge), priests or presbyters, and
deacons. There are also two archbishops, the Archbishop
of Canterbury and the Archbishop of York, the former
being the primate of England. Twenty-four of the bish-
ops and the two archbishops sit and vote in the House of
Lords. Its chief ecclesiastical body is the Convocation.
See convocation and episcopal.— ChXMCh. of God, the
title assumed by a denomination popularly called, from
their founder, Winehrennerians. See Winvhri'nnerian.—
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. See
Mormon.-ChxXTC'h of the Disciples. See disciple.—
Church of the New Jerusalem, see Swedenborgian.—
Church triumphant, the c()llective l)ody of saints now
glorified in heaven, or in the epoch of their final victory.

chnrch-ale

— Collegiate church, conventual church. See the
adjectives.— Eastern Church. Same as Greek Church
(which see, under Greek).— Established ChUTCh, or
state church, an ecclesiastical organization established
and in part supported by a state as an authorized expo-
nent of the Christian religion. Thus, the Episcopal Church
is established in England and Wales, the Presbyterian in
Scotland, the Evangelical in Prussia, the Roman Catholic
in Italy, Spain, Portugal, etc. In some countries of Europe^
as PYance, all or many of the princfpal religious organi-
zations receive state support. In the United States the
church is entirely dissevered from all relations to the state.
— Fathers of the church. Sec /aMer.— Free Church,
Gallican Church, High Church. See the adjectives.—
Independent Evangelical Church of Neuchatel, a
free evangelical church organized in ltt73 in the eanton of
Neuchatel, Switzerland. It is entirely independent of the
state, and comprised in 1882 twenty-two parishes, with
a membership of al>out 1*2,000.— Irish Church Act.
See disestablishment.—LOW ChUTCh. See low.— Mother
church, the oldest or original church ; a churcii from
which other churches have had their origin or derive their
authority. Hence— (a) The metropolitan church of a dio-

cese. (6) The cathedral, or bishop's church, in distinction
from the parish churches committed to simple presbyters,
(c) A title given to the Roman Catholic Church by its ad-
herents.—Quoad sacra church. Same as chapel nf pose
(which see, under chapel). — Relief Church. See relief.^
The seven churches. Stc >v(<?yi.—Trustee Churches
Act, an English statute of ls»4(47 and 48 Vict., c. 10) wliich
relates to the transfer of church property in Ireland.—
Western Church, the historical or Catholic Church in the
countries belonging to the Western Roman Empire or in
those adjacent on the north ; the Latin or, in a more es-

pecial sense, the Roman Catholic Church ; used by Angli-
can writers as including that church also: opposed to the
Eastern or Greek Church.

II, a. Pertaining to the church ; ecclesiasti-

cal: as, church politics; a church movement;
church architecture— Church banner, a banner
made and used exclusively for ceremonial purposes con-
nected with the church. In the midtUe ages, and when
national ensigns were less distinctive than now, church
banners were often borne before an army ; in fact, there is

no positive distinction between a consecrated banner like

the old French oriflamme and a church banner. In modem
times the church banner is borne only in church proces-
sions, whether within or without the edifice.—Cnitirch
bench, a seat or bench in the porch of a church.— Church
brief. See frnV, 71., 2 (d).— Church burial, burial ac-

cording to the rites of the church.— Church cadence, in

music, the cadence formed by the subdoniinant and the
tonic chords; a plagal cadence: so called because very
common in medieval church music, and still retained in
"Amens."— Church court, a court connected with a
church for hearing and deciding ecclesiastical causes ; a
presbytery, synod, or general assembly.- Church judica-
tory, an ecclesiastical court or body exercising jmlicial
powers.—Church living, a benefice in an established
church.— Church modes, in music, the modes or scales
first authorized for church use by Bishop Ambrose in the
fourth centiu-y, and by Pope Gregory the Great in the
seventh century. See mode.— Church music, (a) Music
used in a church service, including Iiymns, chants, an-
thems, and organ pieces, (b) Music, vocal or instrumental,
in the style actually used in church services.— ChUTCh
plurality, the possession of more than one living by a
clergyman. Milton.—Church service, (a) The religious

service performed in a church. (6) The order of public
worship, especially in the Anglican Church, (c) A Ixtok

containing the calendar, order of Morning and Evening
Prayer, Litany, Collects, Epistles and Gospels, Commu-
nion Oflice, and Psalter, taken from the Book of Common
Pi-ayer, with the addition of all the Scripture Lessons.—
Church text, in printing, a slender and tall form of
black-letter, so called because it is frequently used in
ecclesiastical work.

€|iis is ^m) €Eit.

church (chereh), v. t. [< ME. chirchen, < chirche

:

see church, n.] 1. In the Anglican Church, to
perform with or for (any one) the office of re-
turning thanks in the church, after any signal
deliverance, as from the dangers of childbirth.

He had christened my son and ckitrched my wife in onr
own house, as before noticed. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 1, 1653.

It was the ancient usage of the Church of England for
women to come veiled who came to be churched.

Wheatly, Illus. of Book of Common Prayer.

2. To accompany in attending church on some
special occasion, as that on which a bride first

goes to church after marriage: as, the bride
was churched last Sunday; to church a newly
elected town council. [Scotch.] — Churching of
women, a title popularly given to a liturgical form of
thanksgiving for women after childbirth. The practice,
boiTowed from the Jewish church, is common to all litur-

gical churches.

chUTCh-alet (cherch'al), n. [< 'iA.'E..*cherehe-<ile

;

< church + ale.'] 1. A strong ale of good qual-
ity brewed especially for a ehirreh festival, and
broached only on the day of the feast in ques-
tion.— 2. A convivial meeting on the occasion
of a church festival, at which the ale specially

brewed was served.

The Church-ales, called also Easter-ales, and Whitsun-
ales, from their being sometimes held on Easter-Sunday,

and on Whit-Sunday, or on some of the holidays that fol-

low'd them, certainly originated from the wakes.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 471.

For the church-ale two young men of the parish are

yearly chosen by their last foregoers to be wardens, who,
dividing the task, make collection among the parishioner*

of whatsoever provision it pleaseth them voluntarily to



church-ale

bestow. This they employ in brewing, baking, and other
acates, against Whitsuntide, upon which holidays the
neighbours meet at the church-house, and tliere merrily
feed on their own victuals, contributing some petty portion
to the stock, which by many smalls groweth to a meetly
greatness: for there is entertained a kind of emulation
between these wardens, who, by his graciouaness in gath-
ering, and good husbandry in expending, can best advance
the church's profit. Ji. Carnv.

3. A custom of collecting contributions of malt
from the parishioners, with which a quantity
of ale was brewed, and sold for the payment of
church expenses : used in this later sense about
or soon after the time of Magna Charta. Stiibbs.

church-bred (chferch'bred), a. Educated in, or
for the service of, the church. Cowper.
church-bug (eherch ' bug), «. A land isopod
crustacean, the common wood-louse, Oniscus
melius: so called because often found in
churches.

churchdom (ch^rch'dum), n. [< church + -dom. ]
The government. Jurisdiction, or authority of
the church. [Bare.]

^^^ churchwoman
churchillt, «. [Named after John ChurcKill, chufch-inouse (chferch'mous'), «• A mouse
^™w^if '""'T".!^'

1650-1722).] A broad supposed to live in a church,^'where there'sstraw hat worn by the ladies of London in the nothing for it to eat; hence the proverbial say-reign of Queen Anne. ing, '• poor as a church-mou.se."
Churchism (chferch izm), n. [< church + -ism.] church-OUtedt (eherch'ou"ted), a. [< church +btnet adherence to the forms, principles, or outed, pp. of out, u.] Excommunicated from
discipline of some church, especially a state
church.

Churchite (ehereh'it), n. [After the English
mineralogist A. H. Church.'] A rare phosphate
of cerium and calcium, occurring in fan-like

the church.

Howsoever thus Church-outed by the Prelats, hence may
appear the right I have to meddle in these matters, as be-
fore the necessity and constraint appeard.

Milton, Church-Government, Pref., iL

aggregates of light-gray crystals, in Cornwall, church-OWl (cherch'oul), n. A name for the
England.
church-land (ehferch'land)

barn-owl, Aluco ftammeus, from its often nest-
[< ME. cWrcAe- ing in belfries or steeples.

loud (= US. kirikland = leel. kirkjuland) ; < church-quackt (cherch'kwak), n. A clerical im-
church + land.] Land belonging to a church, postor. Cowper. [Rare.]
benefice, or religious house ; land vested in an church-rate (chSrch'rat), n. In England, a rate
„„,i„„:„.,*: ,„i T,„j_ raised, by resolution of a majority of the pa-

Whatsoever church pretendeth to a new beginning, pre- church-like (chtrch'lik), a. [< church +
ndeth nt. the sunifi tii>m ti^ a nuur ..h.i.-.'hil^.n ^1 I ^f »/>4ii-^Ii 7u n 1 T>^^«. i 1 l»ij.*__tendeth at the same time to a new churchdom.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Qreed, ix.

church-due (eherch'dii), «. An assessment on
members of a, church for paying its expenses.
Nothing did he dislike more heartily than this collect-

ing of church-due), nothing did he do more faithfully.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 24.

churchessetf, «. [Also churset, cherset, and (by
misicailiug of a cherset) acherset (ML. cherse-
tum, ciricsetum), for ME. "churcheshet, < AS.

ecclesiastical body^
Churchless (chereh'les), a. [< church + -Uss.]
Without a church ; not attached or belonging
to any church.

like.
a. Cf. ckurchly.] 1 . Becoming or befitting the
church or a churchman.

Lancaster, . . .

Whose church like humours fit not for a crown

^ Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

2. Resembling a church.
chuTChliness (eh^rch'li-nes), n. [< churehlu +
-ness.] The state or quality of being ehurchly.

Its [Epistle to Ephesians'J churclUiness is rooted and
grounded in f'hrlstliness, and has no sense whatever if sep-
oroto.i »,.,.,„ .hi. .„„. schaff. Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 95.arated from this root.cirtc-, cyric-seeat, a payment to the church, usu-

ally of com or other provisions, < ciric, church, churchling(ch^rch'ling), n. [< church + -ling'':]
-H »cea<, pajTnent. A different word from, but A mere churchman; a bigoted churchman. A.
confused with, church-scot, q. v.] A certain Wilder. [Rare.]
measure of corn anciently given to the church church-litten (church'lit'n), n. [< ME. chirche-
on St. Martin's day. Selden. lyttoun; < church + Utten.] A churchyard.
Church-gangt, «. [< ME. cMrchegong, chyrchc- [Prov. Eng.]
gong (= OFries. kerkgung = L>. kerkgang = G.
kirchgang = leel. kirkjuganga = Sw. kyrkoy&ng
= Dan. kirkegang), < chirclw, etc., church, +
gang, gong, going : see church and gang. Cf.
church-going^.] 1. Church-going; attendance

! St church.
Sum

. . . donforthedede|deadlcA;n:A«-(7OTi{7,
Elmessegifte and mesae-song. Gen. and Ex., 1. 2465.

2. A going to church to return thanks after de-
livery from danger ; especially, the churching
of women. See church, r., 1.

church-garth (ch^reh'garth), n. [< church ¥
mrtli. VA. churchyard.] A churchyard,
diurch-goer (ch6rch;g6'6r), n. One who at-
tends church.
Church-goingl (ch6rch'g6 " ing), a. [< church
+ going, ppr. of go.] Habitually attending
church: as, he is not a, church-going ma.n; the
church-going classes.

church-going2 (chferch'go'ing), ». and a. [<
church + going, verbal n. of go. In older E.
church-gang, q. v.] I. n. The act or praotiee
of going to church.

II. a. Giving notice to go to church ; sum-
moning to church.

The sound of the church-going bell
lliese valleys and rocks never heard.

Cowper, Alexander Selkirk,

church-hawt (chSrch'hi), n. [< ME. cherche-
haice, eliircheliaice, < cherche, church, + hawe,
haw, hedge: see cAMrcA and AomjI.] A church-
yard.

In feld, in chirch, or in chirchhawe.
Chaucer, Panon's Talc.

He was war, withouten doute,
Of the fir in the chirchehawe.

Seven Sagee, 1. 2624.
Also al they what somewer byen |be| whiche violently

drawen out of cherchehawe any fugitif thidtr Bed for socur
or which yt forbedcn him necessary liflode.

Amntdg Chronicle, 1502 (ed. 1811, p. 175).

church-hayt (cherch'ha), n. [< ME. chyrche-
haye, chircheie for 'chircheheie, < chirche, church,
+ haye. hay, hedge: see cAarcA and hay^.] A
churchyard; a church-haw.
church-house (cherch'hous), n. 1. In England,
in medieval times, and as revived in the pres-

rishioners in vestry assembled, from the occupi-
ers of land and houses within a parish, for the
purpose of maintaining the church and its ser-
vices. In 1868 an act was passed abolishing compulsory
church-rates, except such as, under that name, were appli-
cable to secular purposes.

He [Matthew Arnoldl regards the desire to get Church-
rates abolished and certain restrictions on marriage re-
moved as proving undue belief in machinery among Dis-
senters. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 237.

churchreevet (chferch'rev), n. [< ME. chirche-
reve, < chirche, church, -I- reve, reeve, a steward:
see church and reeve. In the passage below,
which is awkwardly worded, chirchcreves refers
to guilty officers of the church, but is taken by
some for 'church-robbing' (ME. reveii, reave,
rob).] A reeve or steward of a church; a
churchwarden.

An Erchedekene . . .

That boldely did execucioun
In punysshynge of fornicacloun,
Of chirchcreves, and of testamentz,
Of contractes, and of lakke of sacramentz.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, I. 7.

church-loaf (chferch'lof), ». Before the Refor-
mation in England, bread blessed by the priest
after mass and distributed to the people. This chUTch-SCOt (ehferch'skot), n. [< church + scot.
was not a part of the eucharistic sacrifice, the bread be- '"^ '

""' '

ing common leavened bread made in loaves.

ehurchly (chferch'li), a. [< ME. *chircheli, <
AS. eiriclic, eirelie (= G. kirchlich), < dric,
church, -I- -lie: see church and -ly^.] 1. Per-
taining or relating to the church, or to its gov-
ernment, forms, or ceremonies ; ecclesiastical.

Ephesians is the most ehurchly book of the New Testa-
ment. Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 95.

2. Devoted to, or inclined to attach great im-
portance to, the order and ritual of a particular ^?i,i:"^"w"' ."irrt-'T-""; "^'r^'T'^u .^
section of the Christian church.

^
Th^'^ijM h.- ' 'P^'

T'
^^ ''""'''^

v.'!,„,.., 1 he state of being or existence as a church
His mission to teach ehurchly Christianity.

The American, VI. 7,

The AS. word was ciric-sceat, drc-sceat, < ciric,
church,+ scea t, money, a certain piece ofmoney,
a difif. word from scot, q. v. See churchcssct.]
1. Formerly, in England, customary obliga-
tions paid to the parish priest, exemption from
which was sometimes purchased.

[Knute] also charges them to see all churchscot and
Romescot fully cleered. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 18.

2. A service due to the lord of the manor from
a tenant of church-lands. 0. Shipley.

"
.]

or ceremonies

;

The Jews were his own also by right of churchship.

3. In accordance with ecclesiastical standards „-h„-rny, t-^TT^ /•„i.A-„i,'t„,.~\ ' ry i '

i.° i'

or ceremonies: «.rmrAT„H<.t« f«r a .J,,,,.^!, • «= ChurCh-tOWU (church town), n. [< cAurcA +
town; = Sc. ktrk-town (def. 2). Cf. ME. cherch-
toun, < AS. ciric-tUn, a churchyard: see church
and tore H.] If. A churchyard.— 2. A town or

:SVh!::i— '
- -'' -^-- ^ c&wak^^SI^'w.k) „ [< Church .

wake'-. Cf. AS. ciric-icwcce.] The anniversary
feast of the dedication of a church.
churchwarden (chferch'war"dn), n. [< ME.
chirchetoardcin, kirkewardein ; < church + tcar-

appropriate for a church: as,
a ehurchly building; ehurchly music, etc.

churchman (cherch'man), n.
;

pi. churchmen
(-men). [Not in ME. "or AS.] 1. An eccle

your priesthood

Shak.,

grown peremp-

2 Hen. VI.,

sacred things.

What, cardinal,
tory"? . . .

Churchmen bo hot'; Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1

It is a curious fact, that ainongits [Marshal Saxe'sarmy'sl
officers, one of the most conspicuous and successful was
by profession a Churchma/i. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., ill.

2. An adherent of the church ; specifically, in
England, a member of the Church of England,
as distinguished from a dissenter ; in the Unit-
ed States, a member of the Protestant Episco-
pal Church, as distinguished from a member of
any other church.
My frienil Sir Itoger, being a good churchman, has beau-

tified the inside of his church with several texts of his
own choosing. Addition, Sir Roger at Church.

Churchmanlike (chferch'man-lik), a. Like a
churchman ; belonging to or befitting a church-
man.
There might in the lower orders be much envy and

jealousy of those who rose from their ranks to the height
of churchmanlike dignity.

MUman, Latin Christianity, xii. 1.

•u
""" ""'" '!""* recently seems to have been aware

that the church-hnue was a building which, if not always,
waaat least commonly attached to the parish church Its

1 were varied
;
indeed, it would seein to have been the rhnrph-Tnpmhf>r <'ch^rch'mem''''hAr1 n A mem

pabllc room of the parfah, which coul.l, with the consent *'?,/„? „ .f™ "5? .^ „„„ i" ™™™„„-^I Jl™ ™:
ol the churchwardens, Ije used for any purjiose that the
need.^ of the parish rendered neccs-sary, One function it
discharged, and that pretty frei|uently, was that of a hall
in which the church-ales coulil be held.

.V. ami y., 7th ser., IV. 119.

2t. A building in which to rest, keep warm, eat
lunch, etc., between the services of the church
on Sunday

j a Sabbath-day house. [U. 8.]

den. Cf. AS. ciric-weard, < ciric, church, +
weard, E. ward, a keeper.] 1. In the Angli-
can Church, an officer whose business it is to
look after the secular affairs of the church, and
who in England is the legal representative of the
parish. Churchwardens are appointed by the minister,
or elected by the parishioners, to superintend the church,
its property and concerns, to enforce proper and orderly
behavior during divine service, and in England to tlx the
church-rates. For these and many other purposes, includ-
ing in England some of a strictly secular character, they '

possess corporate powers. There are usually two church-
wardens to each parish, but by custom there may be only
one. By a canon of the Church of England, joint consent
of minister and parish should attend the choice of church-
wardens. If they cannot agree, the minister names one and
the parishioners the other. In some cases the parish has
a right by custom to choose both. In the I'nited States
churchwardens are always elected, but have duties simi-
lar to the above. In colonial times, in most of the middle
and southern colonies, they had civil duties in connection
with the local govenmient of the parish.

2. A long clay pipe. [Eng.]— 3. A shag or
cormorant. (Irose. [Prov. Eng.]

The "state of being ''a churchwardensMp (ch6rch'war''''dn-ship), ».

[< churcliwdrdcn -f- -ship.] The office of a
churchwarden,

ber of a church; one in communion with and chUTch'Way (ch6rch'wa), n. A road which leads
belonging to a church. to a church; a pathway through a churchyard.
church-membership (ch6rch'mem'b6r-ship), n. Every one [grave] lets forth his sprite,

1. Membership in a church.— 2. The collective I" ""^ church-way paths to glide,

body of members of a church. **''*•' M- N. D., v. 2.

Inity in the fundamental articles of faith was always ChurchW0man(eh6rch'wum''an), «. ;
pi. cAurcA-

strictlyin-sisted upon as one necessary condition of cAurcA- women (-wim"en). A female member of the
membership. Waterland, Fundamentals, Works, VIII. 90. chureh, specifically of the Anglican Church.

ent century, a parish building used for various churchmanly (ch6rch'man-li), a. [< church-
pnrposes of business or entertainment. ''""' t "'''^'J, Churchmanlike. [Rare.]

Churchmanship (ch^rch_' man -ship), n. [<
cliurchiiuiii

churchman.
-ship.]



church-work

church-work (ch^reh'w^rk), n. [= So. TcirJc-

icerk, < MK. chircheweork ; < church + work.']
Work ou or in a church, or in connection with
a church ; work in behalf of a chui-ch. or of
the church generally; hence, proverbially, slow
work.
This siege was church-unrk, and therefore went on /.l,i7ifi^oT,l-,T Vni^i^ 'liTv,' "iTn !^^„" "t°

"
i. i- t.

slowly. \F«/ier, Holy War, p. 111.
'''^'^'^^^'^^y f?,^"^ lish-li), adv. In a churlish

996
Take It [iron] out of the furnace, and it grows hard again

;

nay, worse, churlish and unmalleable.
Abp. SaTicro/t, Sermons.

Where the bleak Swiss their stormy mansions tread.
And force a churlish soil for scanty bread.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 168.

= Sjfn. Clovmish, Loutish, etc. See boorish.

church-writ (ch6reh'rit), n. A writ from an
ecclesiastical court. Vycherley.
churchy (ehfer'chi), a. [< church + -j/l.] Per-
taining to the church or to ecclesiasticism

;

given to or supporting ecclesiasticism : as, very
churchy in tastes or language. [CoUoq.]
One of the seceders pithily explained the position of the

controversy when he said that he and his fellows were
leaving the Kirk of Scotland, not because she was too
churchp, but because she was not churchy enough.

J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, x.

churchyard (chferch'yard), n. [= Sc. kirkyard,
< AIE. chirchegeard, -gcrd, < late AS. "cyric-
geard, cyrceiwrd (the earlier term being ME.
cherch-toun, < AS. ciric-tun: see church-town) (=
Icel. kirkjugardhr = Sw. kyrkog&rd= Dan. kir-
kegaard), < cyrice, cirice, church, -I- geard, yard

:

see church and yard^. Cf. equiv. D. kerkhof—
G. kirchhof.] The ground or yard adjoining a
church ; especially, such a piece of ground used
for burial ; hence, any graveyard belonging to
a church.

manner; rudely; roughly.
churlishness (eher'lish-nes), «. [< churlish +
-ness.~\ The quality of being churlish ; rudeness churrl, r. i. See cftjrr,

of manners or temper; surliness; indisposition churr^ (cher), n. [Prob. ult. imitative. See

chyle-bladder

chum-owl (ehern'oul), n. [Prob. for churr-owl

:

cf. chirr and jarl.] A local British name of
the European goatsucker or night-jar, Capri-
mulgus europams,
chum-staff (chem'staf), n. 1. A staff with a
flat disk at one end, used in churning by hand
in an upright chum.— 2. A name of the sun-
spurge, Euphorbia helioscopia, from its straight
stem spreading into a flat top.

Provided alle wyse, that yf the citezens dwelling wtyn chunut, ^. and n. An obsolete spelling of chirm.
the churcheyordes, or ffraunchesies aioynynge to this, the chum (ehern), n. [< ME. cherne, chime, also
citee, be priuyleged as citezen denesyn

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 393.

like graves i' the holy churchyard.
Shale., Cor., iii. 3.

I give five hundred pounds to buy a church-yard,
A spacious church-yard, to lay thieves and knaves in.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. R.

Churchyard beetle, Blaps mortisaga. See Blaps.
churia (cho'ri-a), n. [Mex.] A Mexican name
of the chaparral-eock or ground-cuckoo, Geo-
cocci/x ealifornianus.

churl (chferl), n. and a. [< ME. churl, usually
cherl, cheorl, < AS. ceorl, a man, husband, free-
man of the lowest rank, churl, = OFries. kerl
(in comp. huskerl), mod. Fries, tzerl, tzirl — OD.
keerle, D. kerel, a man, churl, fellow, = MLG.
kerle, LG. kerl, kerel, kirl (> G. kerl), a man,
fellow, churl: see carl] I. n. 1. A rustic; a
peasant; a countryman or laborer.

It was not framed for village churls.
But for high dames and mighty earls.

Scott, L. of L. M., Int.

Specifically— 2. In early Eng. hist., one of the
lowest class of freemen; one who held land
from or worked on the estate of his lord.

The word Churl has come to be a word of moral repro-
bation. . . . But in the primary meaning of the words,
Eorl and Ceorl form an exhaustive division of the free mem-
bers of the state. The Ceorl is the simple freeman, the mere
unit in the army or in the assembly.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, I. 66.

3. A coarse, rude, surly, sullen, or ill-tempered
person.
The churls courtesy rarely comes, but either for gain or

falsehood. sir P. Sidney.
The churl in spirit, howe'er he veil
His want in forms for fashion's sake,
Will let his coltish nature break

At seasons thro' the gilded pale.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxi.

4. A miser; a niggard.
The vile person shall be no more called liberal, nor the

churl said to be bountiful. Isa. x.txii. 6.

When a few words will rescue misery out of her distress,
I hate the man who can be a churl of them.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 16.

Il.t a. Churlish. Ford.
churlish (chSr'lish), a. [< ME. cherlish, -isch,
of the rank of a churl, rustic, rude, < AS. ceorl-
isc, cierlisc, cyrlisc, of the rank of a churl, <
ceorl, churl, + -isc: see churl and -ish^.] 1.
Like or pertaining to a churl, (a) Kude ; ill-

bred; surly; austere; sullen; rough in temper

;

unci-vil.

Ill-nurtured, crooked, churlish, harsh in voice.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 134.

But that which troubleth me most is my churlish carriage
to him when he was under his distress.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 235.

Much like uncourteous, unthankful, and churlish guests,
which, when they have with good and dainty meat well
filled their bellies, depart home, giving no thanks to the
feast maker. Sir T. More, Utopia, Ded., p. 14.

kyrn (> So. kirn), < AS. cyrin (once, glossed
sinum) {*cyren, "ceren, not authenticated),
chum, = D. kern, ham = Icel. hirna = Sw.
hdrna, OSw. kerna, = Dan. kjwrne, a churn:
see the verb.] A vessel in which cream or milk
is agitated for the purpose of separating the oOy
parts from the caseous and serous parts, to make
butter. Churns are of various kinds. The older forms
consist of a dasher moving vertically in a cask shaped like
the frustum of a cone. The more modem kinds have re-
volving dashers within cylindrical vessels, either upright
or horizontal. In some forms the vessels themselves are
moved in various ways to dash the contents about.

Rise, ye carle coopers, frae making o' kirns and tubs.
Fray of Suport (Child's Ballads, VI. 118).

Her awkward list did ne'er employ the churn.
Gay, Pastorals.

Atmospheric chum. See atmospheric.

chum (chfem), V. [North. E. and 8c. kern, kirn;
< ME. chernen, chirnen (AS. 'cyrnan, *cernan,
not authenticated) = D. kernen, karnen = G.
kernen (perhaps from D.) = Icel. kirna = Sw.
karna, OSw. kerna, = Dan. kjeerne, churn, curdle

;

appar. from the noun. Some erroneously take
the verb to be earlier than the noun, assuming
it meant orig. 'extract the kernel or essence,'
as it < Icel. kjarni = Sw. karna = Dan. kjeerne
= D. kern = OHG. kerna, MHG. kerne, kern, G.
kern, a kernel, the pith, marrow, essence, re-
lated, through E. corn, with E. kernel: see eor«l
and kernel.] I. trans. 1. To stir or agitate in
order to make into butter: as, to churn cream.— 2. To make by the agitation of cream : as, to
cA«n( butter.— 3. To shake or agitate with vio-
lence or continued motion, as in the operation
of making butter.

Churn'd in his teeth the foamy venom rose.
Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iii.

The muddy river, churned into yellowish buttery foam.
W. U. Russell.

II. intrans. To perform the act of churning,
or an act resembling it.

Are you not he,
That frights the maidens of the villagery

;

Skim milk ; and sometimes labour in the quern,
And bootless make the breathless housewife chum

'

Shak., M. K. D., ii. 1.

There are who cry,
"Beware the Boar," and pass determined by.
Those dreadful tusks, those little peering eyes
And churning chaps, are tokens to the wise.

Crabhe, The Borough.

churn-drill (ch^im'dril), «. A drill which is
worked by hand, and not struck with a ham-
mer; a "jumper": so called from the similarity

chirr.] A name for the whitethroat, Sylvia ci-
nerea. Macgillivray.
churro (cho-ro'), n. [Sp. churro, eoarse-wooled,
a eoarse-wooled sheep.] The eoarse-wooled
Mexican sheep, used extensively in crossing
with the merino, in Texas, northern Mexico,

. , I „ California, etc.

tV.^ If^^J^l Chuxms, Charras (churls, char'as), n. [Also
written cherrus, repr. Hind, charas.] The East
Indian name of the resin which exudes from the
Indian hemp. Cannabis Indica. See Cannabis,
hashish, and bhang.

, M. A local name for
the fan-cricket or mole-cricket, Gryllotalpa vul-
garis. [Eng.]
chuset, V. A former common spelUng of choose.
chusite (eho'sit), n. An altered chrysolite from
the basalt of Limburg in Breisgau, Baden.
chusst (ehus), n. [Origin obscure; perhaps
Amer. Ind.] The squirrel-hake, Phycis chuss, a
gadoid fish. The name was current during the revo-
lutionary war, according to Dr. Schoepff, but is now obso-
lete. [New York.]

chute (shot), n. [< p. chute, a fall, OF. cheute,
cheoite = Pr. cazuta = Sp. caida = Pg. caida,
cahida, fall, ruin, queda, fall, deeli-vity, descent,
= It. eaduta, a fall, a falling, orig. fem. of ML.
*cadutus (> OP. cheut, P. chu = It. caduto), *ca-
ditus (> Sp. Pg. caido), later popular pp. of L.
cadere (pp. casus), fall: see cadent, case^, and
cf. cascade. Chute coincides in pronuncia-
tion and sense with shoot, n., < shoot, v. ; but
the two words are independent of each other.]
1. An inclined trough or tube along which
things can slide from a higher to a lower

a shoot.

to kindness or courtesy; niggardliness,

Small need to bless
Or curse your sordid churlishness.
Because methinks, without fresh curse,
Each day that comes shall still be worse
Than the past day.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 72.

churl's-head (chferlz'hed), n.

the knapweed, Centaurea nigra, from its rough
hairy involucre.

churl's-treacle (ch^rlz ' tre " kl), n. An old
name for garlic, from its being regarded as a
treacle (theriac) or antidote for the bite of 'i^.^il"^^.^

"'•»»</.

animals. churr-worm (eher'wferm),

Churly (cher'li), a. [< ME. cherlich, < AS. ceor-
lie for "ceorlUc, < ceorl, chiurl, -t- -lie : see churl
and -ly'^.] Churlish. [Rare.]

The churliest of the churls. Longfellow.

level;

Near the centre of the room is a chute, lined with plate-
glass (so as to be readily kept clean), and passing direct
to the furnace below. Science, 111. 351.

2. A waterfall or rapid ; a fall over which tim-
ber is floated.—3. An opening in a dam through
which to float timber.— 4. In Louisiana and
along the Mississippi, a bayou or side channel;
also, a narrow passage between two islands, or
between an island and the shore.

Now through rushing chutes, among green islands, where
plume-like

Cotton trees nodded their shadowy crests.

Longfellow, Evangeline, ii 2.

5. In mining. See shoot.

chutney (chut'ni), n. [Also -written chutnee,
< Hind, chatni.] In the East Indies, a condi-
ment compounded of sweets and acids. Ripe
fruit (mangos, tamarinds, cocoanuts, raisins, etc.), spices,
sour herbs, cayenne, and lime-juice are the ordinary in-
gredients. They are pounded and boiled together, and
either used immediately, as with curries or stews, or bot-
tled.

chu-ra (eho'va), n. The South American name
of a kind of spider-monkey, of a brown color.

chylaceous (M-la'shius), a. [< chyle + -aceous.]
Belonging to chyle ; consisting of chyle.
chylaqueous (ki-la'kwe-us), a. [< NL. chylus,
chyle, + aqua, water. Cf. aqueous.] Composed
of -water containing corpuscles resembling the
white corpuscles found in chyle, lymph, and
blood in being nucleated and in exhibiting
amoeboid movements.
The corpuscles are nucleated cells, which exhibit amoe-

boid movements ; and the fluid so obviously represents
the blood of the higher animals that I know not why the
preposterous name of chylaqueous fluid should have been
invented for that which is in no sense chyle, though, like
other fluids of the living body, it contains a good deal of
water. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 480.

(6) Selfish; narrow-minded; avaricious; nig-
a* one time.

.

gardly. churn-Jumper (chSrn'jum'-^pfer), n. In stone-

My master U of churlish disposition,
^oorking an iron bar 7 or 8 feet long, with a

And little recks to And the way to heaven Steel bit at each end, used as a drill. It is
By doing deeds of hospitality. worked by two men -with a spring-rod and

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 4. line.
Hence— 2. Of things, unpUant; unyielding; churn-milk (chfern'milk), n. Same as butt<:r-
umnanageable. milk.

of the motion made in using it to that made in „i,„i ',i^n tat t i j ? -ci t. .

using the old-fashioned upright chum. '^"^k^ ^^^h "• tf^^°'. f^^erly, clnU ; = F. chyle

churning (cher'ning), n. [Verbal n. of churn,
v.] 1. The act of operating a chum.— 2. The
motion of a chum, or a motion which resembles
that of a chum.— 3. As much butter as is made

= Sp. quilo = Pg. chylo = It. chilo, < NL. chy-
lus, chyle, LL. the extracted juice of a plant,
< Gr. x^^-^^t juieej moisture, chyle, < x^"' (V *X^)>
pour, connected with E. gush. Cf. chynie^.] 1.
A milky fluid found in the laeteals during the
process of digestion, it contains emulsionized fat
and other products of digestion, as well as chyle-corpus-
cles, flbrin-factors, and other proteids.

2. The liquid contents of the small intestine
before absorption.
chyle-bladder (kirblad'er), n. The dilatation
at the beginning of tlio thoracic duct which re-
ceives the laeteals from the intestine ; the els-



chyle-bladder

tern or receptacle of the chyle ; the reservoir

of Pecquet.
chyle-corpuscle (kil'kor'pus-l), n. One of the
floating cells of the chyle. They are indistinguish-
able from wliite blood-corpuscles, and are doubtless de-

rived from the lymphoid tissue of the intestine, from the
solitary glands and Peyer's patches of the intestine, and
from the mesenteric glands.

chyle-intestine (kirin-tes'tm), n. The dilated
mitl-gut of criLstaceans.

chyle-stomach (k3rstum"ak), h. An anterior-
ly or mesially dilated portion of the mid-gut of
crustaceans.

chylifaction (ki-li- or kil-i-fak'shon), n. [<
NL. clii/lu.i, chyle, -I- h. factio{n-), Kfacerc, pp.
factitg, make. Ci. chylify.'] The act or process
by which chyle is formed from food in animal
bodies.

chylifactive (ki-li- or Ml-i-fak'tlv), a. [< NL.
clii/lus, chyle, -I- "factivus, < L. facere, pp. /ac-
tus, make.] Forming or changing into chyle;
having the power to make chyle ; chylificatory

;

chylific. Also spelled chiUfactive.

chyliferous (ki-lif'e-rus), a. [= F. chylifere =
Sp. quilifero = Pg. cliylifero= It. chilifero, < NL.
chylus, chyle, + L. ferre = E. 6farl.] 1. Same
as chylifactive.— 2. Containing or conveying
chyle.

chylific (ki-Uf'ik), a. [< NL. chyXus, chyle, +
L. -ficus, < facere, make.] Making or convert-
ing into chyle ; chylopoietio : applied to those
portions of the alimentary canal in which food
IS chylified.— Chyllflc ventricle, in insects, the last or
posterior stomach, generally called the ventriculun (which
&eej.

In the chylific ventricle, the muscular layers and the
basement membrane are disposed ranch as before.

Hitxley, Anat. Invert., p. 365.

chyliflcation (ki"li- or kil'i-fl-ka'shon), n. [<
<^hylify (see -fy and -<itioii); = F. c'hylifcation
= Sp. quiUficacion = P^. chylificac&i z="lt. chi-

lifica:ionc.] The operation of the digestive, ab-
sorptive, and circulatory processes concerned
in the formation and absorption of chyle from
food. Also called cliylosis.

chylificatory (ki-Uf'i-ka-to-ri), a. [< chvlify,
after other words in -dtory.] Making chyle;
chylifactive.

Chylify (ki'li-fi), v.
;
pret. and pp. chylified, ppr.

chtjlifying. [< NL. chylm, chyle, -f- -fy; = F.
chylifier = Sp. quiUficar, etc.] I, trans. To
convert into chyle.

II. intrans. To be converted into chyle.

chylocyst (Id'Io-sist), «. [< Gr. x^'^, juice,
chyle, + Murff,' bladder.] In anat., the chyle-
bladder, or receptaculum chyli ; the reservoir
of Pecquet.

chylocystic (ki-lo-sis'tik), a. [< chylocyst +
-it:] <)i or pertaining to the chylocyst.

chylogaster (ki-lo-gas'tfer), «. [NL., < Gr. x^-
/.of, {•liyle, -f- •,acTfip, stomach.] Apart of the
intestinal tube where chyle is elaborated; an
anterior portion of the small intestine; the
duodenum. [Rare.]

chylogastric (ki-lo-Ras'trik), a. [< chylogaster
-\- -ir.] t )( or i)ertaining to the chylogaster.

chylopoetic (ki 16-p6-et'ik), a. Same as chy-
hip'iirtic.

chylopoietic (ki'lo- or kil'o-poi-et'ik), a. [=
Sp. quilopoyctico, <! Gr. x^^Ji;, chyle, -I- rotyr/-

KO^, < noiciv, make : see poetic.'] Pertaining to
or concerned in the formation of chyle ; chyli-
factive: as, the c/iyto;)oi>^ic organs.
Chylosis (ki-16'sis), H. [NL. (> F. chylose = Sp.
ifuilosis = It. chiloxi), < Gr. x^'^^'-x"^, a convert-
ing into juice, < x^''oi"', convert into juice, < x"-
'/'ir, juice : see chyle.'] Same as chylification.

chylous (ki'lus), a. [= F. chyleux = Sp. quiloso
= Pg. chytoso = It. chiloso, < NL. chylosus, <

ehylus, chyle.] Consisting of, pertaining to, or
resembling chyle.

chyluria (ki-lu'ri-ii), n. [NL. (> F. cliylurie), <
Gr. x"^^ (see chyle) + ovpov, urine.] A patho-
logical condition characterized by the passage
of a milky urine, which often coagulates on
standing. Tlle color is due to a large amount of emul-
si^nized fat. Blood is often present in greater or less
quantity, so that the condition is sometimes called chylonit
Mmaturia, It appears to Ije caused by the presence of a
microscopic nematoid ent^jzoon (FUaria xawjuinvi hmni-
nU) in the blwjd. It occurs almost exclusively In the
waninT countries.

chymbet, n. An obsolete form of chime.
Chyme*^ (kim), n. [= F. chyme = Sp. quimo =
Pg. cht/mo = It. chimo, < LL. chymtis, < Gr. x^'-

liO^, juice, chyle, in most senses equiv. to jt)>.of,

both ' chyle' and 'juice,' < x"'^> pour: see chylr,

and cf. alchemy.] Food as it passes out of the
stomach after gastric digestion, and before it
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has been acted on by the pancreatic, hepatic,
and intestinal secretions.

chyme-'t, » and r. An obsolete form of chime^.

chyme-mass (kim'mas), «. In Protozoa, same
as I lulophism.

chymenet, n. An obsolete form of chimney.

chjrmeret, ". An obsolete form of chimere.

chymict, chymicalt, etc. Obsolete forms of
chcmic, chemical, etc.

chymiferous (ki-mi£'e-rus), a. [< LL. chymus,
chyme, -h L. ferre, = E. bear^, + -oiis.] Con-
veying or containing chyme.
chymification (ki'mi-fi-ka'shon), n. [< chy-

mify (see -fy and -ation); = F. chymification =
Sp. quimificacion = Pg. chymificiigao = It. chi-

mificazione.] The process of becoming or of
forming chyme ; conversion of food into chyme.
chjmiify (ki'mi-fi), V.

;
pret. and pp. chymiflcd,

ppr. chymifying. [< LL. chymus, ehyme^ -^ -fy;= F.chymificr=zSp.quimificar,et<i.] I. trans.

To form into chyme.
n. intrans. To be converted into chyme.

chymisticalt (ki-mis'ti-kal), a. [< chymist =
chemist + -ic-al.] Chemical. Burton.
chymod (kim'od), «. [< chym-ic + od, q. v.]
Chemical od; the odio force of chemism. Von
lieichcnbaeh. See od.

chymosis (ki-mo'sis), n. Same as chemosis.

chymous (Id'mus), a. [< chyme^ + -oils.] Per-
taining to chyme.
chynchet, « See chinch^.

chyometer (kl-om'e-ter), n. [< Gr. -y/ 'xy (root
ot x>"', pour) -I- /lerpov, measure.] An instru-
ment for measuring the volume of a liquid by
the amount expelled by a piston moving in a
tube containing the liquid, the quantity being
indicated by a graduation on the piston.

Ohytridiaceae (ki-trid-i-a'se-e), v. pi. [NL., <
Vhytridium -f -acea;.] A family of microscopic
fungi, very simple in structure, usually with
little or no mycelium, and reproduced chiefly
by zoospores. They are commonly parasitic on water-
pliints, t.-.spcci:illy algtc ; but those l)elonging to the genus
Siiih-hiitri 111,1 inhabit the epidermal cells of land-plants.

chytridiaceous (ki-trid-i-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or resembling the Chytridiacew.

The genus Rhizophydium was established by Schenk for
chytridiaceous parasites, whose spores escape by one or
more apertures. Tram. Boy. Soe. Edinburgh, XXXII. 593.

chytrldial (ki-trid'i-al), a. [< Chytridium +
-<il.] Having the characters of the family t'hy-

tridiacem or of the genus Chytridium, or belong-
ing to that genus.

Parasitic chytridial growths.
Trann. Roy. Soe. EdirUmrgh, XXXII. 691.

Chytridium (ki-trid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. x«-
Tpidtriv, a small pot, < x>^'^P°t ;t'''"/'<f) "n earthen
pot.] The typical genus of the family Chytri-
diacea:

ciaconnetta (cha-kon-net'ta), n. [It., dim. of
ciaconna, achaconne: see chaconne.] A little

chaconne.
cibaria. «. Plural of cibarium. See eiborium.
cibarial (si-ba'ri-al), a. [As cibari-an + -al.]

Same as cibarian.— dbarlal apparatus or oreans,
the trophi or organs of the mouth.

cibarian (si-ba'ri-an), a. [< L. cibnrius, per-
taining to food (see cibarious), + -««. Cf. F.
cibaire.] In cntom., pertaining to or charac-
terized by the structure of the organs of, the
mouth— cibarian system, a system of classification,
first proposed by Fabncius, in which all the arthropods
were arranged in conformity with the structure of the
trophi. The same term has l>een applied to various sys-
tems founded on the mouth-parts.

The success of De Oeer's system probably induced Fa-
bricius to construct his ciftarian system grounded upon
the characters of the Trophi alone.

Wentwood, Introd! to Mod. Class, of Insects, I. 21.

cibarious (si-ba'ri-us), a. [< L. cibarius, per-
taining to food, < cibus, food.] Pertaining to
food ; useful for food ; edible.

cibarium (si-ba'ri-um), n.
;
pi. cibaria (-S,). .An

erroneous form of c/6ortMm.

cibation (si-ba'shon), ». [= P. cibation (only
in chem. sense) = It. cibazione, < L. cibatio(n-},

a feeding, < cibare, pp. cibatus, feed, < ci6h.«,

food.] If. In ofc/iem//, the act of adding to the
matter in preparation fresh substances, to sup-
ply the waste of evaporation, etc. : the seventh
process in alchemy.— 2. In physiol., the act of
taking food, particularly the more solid kinds.— 3. Any chemical operation that gives a sub-
stance consistency and solidity.

cibol (sib'ol), n. [Early mod. E. also civol, also
and earlier chibnl, chibbol, chihbal (cf. cire,

chive^), < ME. chibolle, chebolc, chesbolle, schyb-
bolle, < F. ciboule = Pr, cebula, sivela = Sp.

cicada

cebolla = Pg. cebola = It. cipolla = LG. zipolle,

zipel = OHG. zwibollo, zxcivolle, MHG. zibolle,

zwibolle, zwippel, zwifel, zebulle, G. zwiebel (>
Dan. svibel, flower-bulb), < ML. cepula, cepoUi,
cepulla, corruptly sipida, dim. of L. cwpa, cepa,
cwpe, cepe, an onion (> LL. ccepulla, a bed of
onions): see cepa, cive, chive^.] 1. The shallot,
Allium Ascalonicum,
Chibolles and cheruelles and ripe chiries manye.
And profred Peres this present to plese with hunger.

Piers Plowman (B), vi. 296.

Ye eating rascals.
Whose gods are beef and brewis ! whose brave angers
Do execution upon these and chibbals .'

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

2. .Another plant of the same genus, A. flstn-
losum, sometimes called the Welsh onion, a na-
tive of Asia, but cidtivated in various parts of
Europe, Its fistulous leaves being used in cook-
ing like those of the shallot.

ciboria, n. Plural of eiborium.

ciboriot (si-b6'ri-6), n. [It.] Same as eiborium.

On the altar a most rich ciborio of brasse with a statue
of St. Agnes in Oriental alabaster.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 12, 1644.

eiborium (si-bo'ri-um), «. ; pi. ciboria (-a).

[ML. (> F. ciboire = Pr. cibori = Pg. It. ciio-
rio), < L. eiborium, a
drinking-vessel, < Gr.
mfiupiov, the seed-
vessel of the Egyp-
tian bean, a cup made
of it or like it; cf.

Kt/iuTOc, with dim. ki-

j36tiov, a wooden box,
chest.] 1. A perma-
nent canopy erected
over a high altar; a
baldachin.

Over the Altar, and sup-
ported on four shafts,
hung the canopy, balda-
chin, or eiborium.

J. M. Neale, Eastern
[Church, i. 184.

2. Any vessel de-
signed to contain the
consecrated bread or
sacred wafers for the
eucharist. (a) A metal
pyx, especially one having
the form of a chalice with a dome-shaped cover.

Returning I stept into y« grand Jesuites, who had this
high day expos'd their Cibarium, made all of solid gold
and imagerle, a piece of infinite cost.

Bcelyn, Diary, June 4, 1661.

(ft) A larger receptacle, often of marble, supported on a
high stand raised over the altar or elsewhere, containing
the pyx or the wafers Uiemselves. (c) A sort of ambry or

cupboard in the

I
Cm wall used for

the sanie pur-
pose.

3. [NL.] In
conch., the
glossy im-
pression on
the inside of
the valves of

o..„ ,„.,„ ,.. shells where
Shellof an Oyster (Of/r<ra T-ir^mrfd), showing ., ^j .

C>«, the eiborium Of muscular impression. Cne aOClUCtOr
muscles of

the moUusk have been attached; the muscu-
lar Impression or cicatrix. Those bivalves which
have but one cilmrium on each shell are called monomya-
rian ; those with two, dimyarian, (Rarely used.]

ciboult, ". An obsolete form of cibol.

cicada (si-ka'dii), n.
;
pi. cicadas or cicadw {-d&z,

-de). [Also cicala (after It.) ; = F. cigale= Pr.
cicala = Sp. Pg. cigarra = It. cigala, cicala, < L.
cicada (ML. also cicala), the "cicada or tree-
cricket. In Gr. called tctti^.] 1. A popular
name of many insects belonging to different
orders, Hcmiptera and Orthoptera, which make
a rhythmical creaking or chirping noise ; a lo-
cust, grasshopper, or cricket. In this sense
the word has no definite zoological significa-
tion.— 2. [NL.] Inzool.: (a) [cap.] The typi-
cal genus of homopterous hemipterous insects
of the family Cicadida:. They are of comparatively
large size, and the males have drums under their trans-
parent wings with which a peculiar shrilling noise is made.
The adult females deposit their eggs in the twigs of trees.
The adolescent life of these insects is passed underground.
C. omi is the south European species ; C. heviatodes occurs
in Germany, England, etc. ; C. septendecitn is the Ameri-
can periodical cicada or seventeen-year locust, and there
are several other si>ecies in the United .States, (ft) Any
species of the genus Cicada : in America com-
monly called locust, a name shared by many
orthopterous insects, as grasshoppers. See cut
under Cicadidce.

eiborium, i3lh century. Treasury
of Sens Cathedral, France- ( From
VioIlet-le-Duc's " Diet, du Mobilier
fran^ais.")
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Cicadaria (sik-a-da'ri-a), n. Same as Cicadaria. of a different color from the rest of the surface

:

Cicadariae (sik-a-da'ri-^), n.pl. [NL., < Cicada, specifically said of the sculpture of insects.
2 (rt), + -ario!.] In LatreUle's system of classi- Also cicatrisate, cicatrose.
fication, the first family of homopterous He»i(>- cicatricula (sik-a-trik'u-la), «. ;

pi. cicatriculce
tcra, approximately equivalent to the suborder (-le). [L.(> F . cicatricu'le)^ dim. ot cicatrix {ciea-
Hnmoptera as now restricted, including the sev- trie-), a scar.] The germinating or formative
eral modern families of Cicadidce, i'ulgoridee,

Cixidw, etc.

Cicadella, Cicadellina (sik-a-del'a, sik'a-de-
ii'wi-^, 11. pi. [Nh., diva. ofL" cicada: see cica-

da.^ A group of homopterous hemipterous in-

sects, distinguishing the frog-hoppers or hop-
ping cicadas, such as the Cercojnnw, from the
cicadas proper. [Not in use.]

Cicadellldse (sik-a-dei;i-de), n. pi [NL., < Ci-
cadella + -ida:. ] A large group of homopterous
insects, considered as a family : approximately
the same as Cicadella, ineluciing several fami-
lies, as Jassidw, Ledridw, Cercopidee, etc.

Cicadellina, n. pi. See Cicadella.

Cicadidse (si-kad'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Cicada, 2
(a), + -»(te.] A family of homopterous hemip-
terous insects ; the cicadas proper : a group for-

point in the yolk of an egg. it is also called the tread,
appearing as a small but very apparent disk on the upper
side ol the yolk, and is the gemi-yolk proper as distin-
guished from the food-yolk of a meroblastic egg. It is that
portion fi-om which alone the embryo is formed. Even in
fresh-laid eggs it has already reached the stage of a morula
by segmentation of the vitellus. Also cicatricle.

Within the shell, and suspended in the white of the egg,
is the rounded yellow mass of the yolk, and on one side of
the yolk is a small round patch, the cicatricula (Lat. di-
minutive of cicatrix, a scar). Though apparently homo-
geneous, the microscope shows that the cicatricula is made
up of minute nucleated cells.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 225.

cicatrisant, n. and a. See cicatrizant.

cicatrisate (sik'a-tri-zat), a. [For "cicatrizate,

< cicatri::e + -nfel.] Same as cicatricose.

cicatrisation, cicatrise. See cicatrization, dc-
u trize.

Cicindela

As for his (Maimbourg's) style, it is rather Ciceronian— copious, florid, and figurative— than succinct.
Dnjden, Post, to Hist, of I.eague.

His delivery of the commonest matters of fact was Cice-
ronian. Lamb, My First Play.

II. n. A student or an imitator of Cicero.
Let the best Ciceronian in Italy read Tullies familiar

epistles aduisedly ouer, and I beleve he shall flniie small
difference for the Latin tong, either in propriety of wordea
or framing of the stile, betwixt Tullie and those that write
unto liim. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 150.

Ciceronianism (sis-e-ro'ni-an-izm), 11. [< Cice-
ronian + -ism.'i The manner or style of Cicero

;

a Ciceronian phrase or form of expression.
Ciceronianist (sis-e-ro'ni-an-ist), n. [< Cicero-
nian + -i8t.'\ Animitator, especially an af-
fected imitator, of Cicero.
Men threw themselves into the new world of thought

thus revealed with an eager avidity that left little leisure
for that elaborate polishing of periods which had t>een the
delight of the Ciceronianiats. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 342.

Cichla (sik'la), n. [NL., < Gr. dx/v, a bird like
the thrush (Turdus), also a sea-fish {Lahrus).^
1 . A genus of fishes inhabiting the fresh war-

merly of great extent, now restricted to forms cicatrisive (sik'a-tri-siv), a. [For *cicatrizive,

< cicatrize + -nr.] Tending to pro-
mote the formation of a cicatrix.

cicatrix (si-ka'triks), n.
;

pi. cica-

trices (sik-a-tri'sez). [L. : see cica-

trice.} 1. A cicatrice or sear.— 2.
In conch., the impression or mark of
the muscular or ligamentous attach-
ment in a bivalve shell; the cibo-
rium.— 3. In entom., a small, rough-
ened, or depressed space on a sur-
face, resembling a scar.— 4. In hot.,

the mark of attachment of a seed or
leaf.

_

cicatrizant (sik'a-tri-zant), n. and
a. [After F. cicatrisant (= Sp. Pg.
cicatrizante, etc.), ppr. of cicatriser:

see cicatrize.l I. n. That which cic-

atrizes; a medicine or an applica-
tion that promotes the formation of
a cicatrice.

II. a. Tending to form a cica-
trice ; showing a tendency to heal

;

cicatrisive.

Also spelled cicatrisant.

cicatrization (sik'a-tri-za'shon), n.

[After F. cicatrisation (= Sp. cica-

trizacion, etc.), < cicatriser: see cica-

trize.'] The process of healing (as
a wound) or forming a cicatrice, or

the state of being healed, cicatrized, or skinned
over. Also spelled cicatrisation.

[Coughing] . . . hindering the conglutination and cica-

trization of the vein. Harvey.

Periodical Cicada {Cicada septendecitn).

a, pupa ; h, cast pupa.shell ; c, imago
:

c natural size

:

d, punctured twig; e, two eggs. (

d and e enlarged.

)

, b, and

closely related to the genus Cicada. As charac-
terized by Westwood in 1840, the Cicadidte have heavy
eubconical bodies, blunt head, prominent eyes, ridged
epistoma, setifonn antennse socketed beneath the edge of
the vertex, large mesothorax, scale-like metathorax, ellip-

tical wing-covers of parchment-like consistency, short clcatlTlze (sik'a-triz), V.
;
pret. and pp. cicatrized.

stout legs, bristly hind tibife, and large fluted stridulat-
ing organs at the base of the abdomen. It is a widely dis-

tributed family, well represented in the United States.
Some species, like the seventeen-year locust or periodical
cicada, are noted for their length of life underground.

cicala (si-ka'la), n. [It., < L. cicada: see ci-

cada.'] A cicada.

At eve a dry cicala sung.
Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

cicatrice (sik'a-tris), «. [< ME. cicatrice, < F.
cicatrice = Sp! Pg. cicatriz = It. cicatrice, < L.

C8(«/Wx (c/cainc-), a scar.] 1. A scar; a seam
or elevation of flesh remaining after a woimd
or ulcer is healed : also extended to sears on
the bark of trees. See cicatrix.

Thus graife under the rynde a bough or tree,

Tliere cicatrice is noon but plaine and clene.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 73.

One Captain Spurio with his cicatrice, an emblem of

"War, here on his sinister cheek. Skak., All's Well, ii. 1.

2. Mark; impression. [Rare.]

Lean upon a rush,
The cicatrice and capable impressure
Thy palm some moment keeps.

Shak., As you Like it, iil. 5.

3. A cicatrix, in any sense.

cicatrices, «. Plural of cicatrix.

cicatricial (sik-a-trish'al), a. [< cicatrice +
4td; = F. cicatriciel, "etc.] Pertaining to,

marked by, or forming a cicatrice or scar : as,

a cicatricial process Cicatricial tissue, a form of
tissue closely resembling ordinary dense connective tissue,

into which the granulation tissue filling up and repairing
wounds and other losses of substance becomes converted.

cicatricle (sik'a-tri-kl), n. 1. Same as cica-

tricula.— 2. In hot. : (a) The hilam of a seed. Ciceronian (sis-e-ro'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Ci-

(li) The scar left by a fallen leaf. [Rare.] ceronianus, < Cicero{n-), Cicero.] I. a. Pertain-

cicatricose (sik'a-tri-kos), a. [< L. cicatrix {cic- ing to or characteristic of Cicero (Marcus Tul-
atric-), a 8car,+^»e.] 1. Covered with scars.— lius Cicero, 106-43 B. c, often called Tully), the
2, In entom., having elevated spots like scars Roman orator, or his orations and.writings.

ppr. cicatrizing. [< cicatr(ice) + -ize; after F.
cicatriser (= Sp. Pg. cicatrizar=z It. cicatrizzare),

< cicatrice: see cicatrice.'] I. trans. To induce
the formation of a cicatrice on; heal up (a

wound).
II. in trans. To form a cicatrice in healing;

skin over: as, the wound cicatrized.

Also spelled cicatrise.

cicatrose (sik'a-tros), o. [< cicatr{ice) + -ose.

Cf. L. cicatricosus.] Same as cicatricose.

cicely (sis'e-li), n. [Early mod. E. also cisley;

a corrupt form of seseli, q. v.] A popular name
of several umbelliferous plants. See Seseli.
— Rough cicely, Caucaiis Antltrii^cuif.— Sweet cicely.
(a) Myrrluti odorata. Also called sweet chervil, (b) In
North America, the species of Osnwrrhiza.—Wild cicely,
Chcerophylluin sylvestre.

Cicer (si'ser), n. [L., > nit. E. cJiicli^, a chick-
pea, vetch: see c/«c7j1.] A genus of legumi-
nous plants allied to tlie vetch, consisting of
annual or perennial herbs, natives of central
Asia and of the countries bordering the Medi-
terranean. See chick-pea.

cicerone (sis-e-ro'ne; It. pron. che-cha-ro'ne),
w.

;
pi. ciceroni (-ne). [It., a particular appli-

cation, in allusion to the loquacity of guides,
of the name Cicerone, < L. Cicero(n-), the cele-

brated Roman orator.] In Italy, one who acts as
a guide in exhibiting and explaining antiqui-
ties, curiosities, etc.; hence, in general, one
who explains the interesting features or asso-
ciations or the curiosities of a place ; a guide.

I must own to you it surprised me to see my cicerone so
well acquainted with the busts and statues of all the great
people of antiquity. Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

Cickla ocellarU.

ters of South America, and typical of the fam-
ily CtcAHrfte. Schneider, \%(s\.— 2t. A genus of
birds. Wagler, 1827.

cichlid (sik'lid), n. A fish of the family Cichlidai.

Cichlidae (sik'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < CicXda, 1, -I-

-idw.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Cichla : more generally
known as Chromides, Chromidw, or Chromididee,
They have an oblong or somewhat elongated body, mod-
erate cycloid or ctenoid scales, interrupted or deflected
lateral line, compressed head, terminal mouth, toothlesa
palate, single nostrils, united lower pharyngeal bones,
and four completo rows of gills ; the dorsal is long, and its

spinous portion forms the greater part of it, while its soft

portion and that of the anal are opposite and equal. The
species are mostly confined to the fresh waters of tropical
Africa and America, but a few are found in Palestine, and
one in Texas. They take care of their young, and have
considerable superficial resemblance to the centrarchida
or sunfishes of the United States. Nearly 150 species are
known.

cichlingt, «. An obsolete form of chichling.

cicUoid (sik'loid), a. and n. [< Cichla, 1, +
-aid.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Cichlidw.

II. n. One of the Cichlidce.

Cichlomorphae {sik-lo-m6r'fe), ». pi. [NL., <
Gr. nix^-v, a bird like the thrush (Turdus), +
fiofxpt/, form.] In Sundevall's system of classi-

fication, the first and highest group or cohort
of birds, embracing eight superfamily groups
or phalanges, and approximately equivalent to

the turdoid I'asseres or dentirostral Oseines of
authors in general : one of the six cohorts of tliis

author's Oseines laminiplantares.

cichlomorphic (sik-lo-mor'fik), a. [< Cichlomor-
plta' + -ic] Resembling a thrush in structure

;

turdiform or turdoid ; specifically, of or pertain-
ing to the Cichlomorplia;.

Cichoriacese (si-ko-ri-a'se-e), «. pi. [NL., <
Ciclwrium + -acete.] In hot., a tribe of the
natural order Compositw, characterized by hav-
ing only perfect flowers with the corollas all

ligulate, and by milky juice : coextensive with
the suborder Ligidiflorce. There are about .W genera
and 750 species, of which much the greater number belong
to the old world. It includes the chicory, endive, lettuce,

salsify, dandelion, etc.

cichoriaceous (si-k6-ri-a'shius), a. Belonging
to or having the characters of the Cichoriaceai.

Also \yritten chicoriaceous.

Cichorium (si-ko'ri-um), n. [L., < Gr. Ktxap'ov,

> E. cichory, chicory, and succory, q. v.] A ge-

nus of plants, of the natural order Composite.
There are two species, perennial herbs of the old world,
the common chicory (C. Intybus) and endive (C. Kndima)
of gardens. See chicory and endive.

cichoryt (sik'o-ri), n. A former spelling of
chicory. •

cichpeat, « An obsolete form of chick-pea.

cicindel (si-sin'del), M. [(.Cicindela.] A beetle
of the family Cicindelida' ; a tiger-beetle.

Cicindela (sis-in-de'la), n. [NL., < L. cicinde-

la, a glow-worm, redupl. of candela. a candle

:

see c/indle.] A genus of the family Cicindelidm,

or tiger-beetles. It« technical characters are contigu-
ous post**rior coxae, large prominent eyes, and maxillary
palpi with the third joint shorter than the fourth. From
their elegance of form, as well as beauty and brilliancy of



Tiger-bcelles.

ti, Cicindela sexguttata: b, C. repnnda ;
c, C. ifUndidn; d, C, vulgaris. (All nat-

ural size.

)

Cicindela

coloring, the numerous species of this jjenus have always

been great favorites with collectors, although, ou account
of their variability

of color anil sculp-

ture, they are very
difficult to distin-

guish. They are
among the most
predaceous l»ee-

tles, being excel-

lent runners and
quick Oil the wing.
Their larvae live in

cylindrical holes
in the ground

;

they are whitish
grubs, with a large
Hat head, the first

thoracic joint

being furnished
with a large ci»rne-

ous plate, and the
ninth alKtominal
joint having on
the dorsal side
two curved hooks.
The four species
figured are charac-
teristic exainples.

Cicindeletae
(sis-in-del'e-
te),n./ji. [NL.,
< Li. cicindela, a
glow-worm, +
Gr. i-rr/c, a kins-
man, neighbor. Cf. Cicindela.'] In Latreille's

system of classification, a group of carnivo-

rous or adephagous pentamerous Coleoptcra or

beetles, embracing the tiger-beetles and their

allies.

Cicindelidae(sis-in-del'i-de), B. pi. [NL., <

Ciciiiilcla + -irf(E.] A family of adephagous
Cokoptera or beetles, commonly called tiger-

beetles and sparklers. The typical genus is Cicindela.

The nietasternum has an antecoxal piece separated by a
well-marked suture reaching from one side to the other,

and extending in a triangular iirocess Iwtween the hind
co.xfe. which are small and mobile ; and the antennie are

11-jointcd, and inserted on the front above the base of

the mandibles. The species are found in every quarter of

the glol»e. They have very prominent eyes, very strong
mandibles, are armed with strong teeth, and are remark-
able fnr the l>eauty of their colors. See Cicimleta.

Cicindelinae (si-sin-de-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ci-

ciiidrlti + -iiite.'i The typical subfamily of the
Ciciii'lflidii!; the tiger-beetles proper.

cicindeline (si-sin'de-lin), fl. Pertaining to or
liaviiii^ the nature of the genus Cicindela or sub-
family Cicindetinw.

cicinnal (si-sin'al), a. Same as cincinnal.

Cicinnurus, «. See Ciiwinnurus.

Cicinnus (si-sin'us), n. Same as eincinnus.

cicisbeism (si-sis'be-izm), h. [< eicisbeo + -ism ;

= F. .tiijisliei.'ime.'] The practice of acting as,

or the custom of having, a eicisbeo ; the practice
of dangling about women.

Tlie enormous wickedness and utter paganism of the
Borgias and Medici seem almost respectable when com-
pared with the reign of eicisbei*m and Jesuitry.

AthewBum, No. 3084, p. 737.

eicisbeo (si-sis'be-o; It. pron. ehe-ches-ba'o), n.

[It. ( > F. cidsb^', siffisbee), said to bo < F. chiehe,

small, little, + beau, beautiful: see beau, belle.}

1. In Italy, since the seventeenth century, the
name given to a professed gallant and atten-
dant of a married woman; one who dangles
about women.
Lady T. You know I admit you as a lover no farther

than fashion sanctions.
Joxfph .S'. True— a mere platonlc cici»bfo— what every

wife is entitled to, Sheridan, School for Scandal, IL 2.

2t. A bow of silk or ribbon with long pendent
ends attached to a walking-stick, the hilt of a
sword, or the handle of a fan. Smollett.

ciclatont, ciclatount, «. [In Spenser, after
Chaucer, chetdaton, sliecklaton, schecklaton ; ME.
ci<Uitiiun,ciclatun,cijclatoun,,siclatoun,8yclatoun,

syhlutoun, once chekeUitoun, < OF. ciclalon, cicla-

tun, chiclaton, ciglnion, siglaton, singlaton, scn-

glaton, segteton (> Sp. ciclaton), a kind of mantle
or robe, also, at least in AF. (as alone in ME.),
a rich fabric (see def.), appar. (with suffi.x -on)

(= Sp. eiclada, a kind of mantle) < ML. cyclas
(ace. cyeladem), cicliis, cirlade, cicUides, cicladis,

a kind of mantle, also a rich fabric (see def.), <

L. cyclas, aco. cyclada (in Propertius), < Gr. ki'-

K/'if, a mantle worn chiefly by women, adorned
with a border of purple or gold, with ref. to
which, or to its circular form (cf. E. circular, a
cloak), it received its name, < Gr. (cu/c/'.af, round,
circular, < kIk'/jic, round: see cyclas and ci/clc.

The transfer and enrichment of the sense (from
'a round mantle' to 'a costly fabric of diverse
use') is remarkable, and, with the peculiar
forms, gives some color to the supposition that
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with the L. cyclas, etc., in its proper sense of 'a

mantle,' has been merged another word, per-

haps of Eastern origin, meaning 'a fabric'

YiUe compares the Panjab trade-name sukldt,

broadcloth, or the Ar. Hikiliyat, Sicily.] 1. A
costly fabric used in the middle ages for men's
and women's robes or mantles, and also for

leggings, housings, banners, tents, etc. It was
sometimes, perhaps generally, of silk, often woven with
gold ; it is found explained as punnuti aureuji, cloth of

gold. From the diversity of its use, the term seems to

have been applied to any rich-looking fabric.

Of Brugges were his hosen brown,
His robe was of ci^latoun,

That coste many a jane.
Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 23.

Tlier was mony gonfanoun
Of gold, sendel, and idclatmin.

King Alinaunder (Weber's Metr. Kom., I. 85), 1. 1963.

Off silk, cendale, and gj/rlatoun

Was the emperours pavyloun.
liich. Cmrde iion (Weber's Metr. Rom., II. 90).

2. A mantle or robe worn hy men and w^omen,
apparently of the fabric called by the same
name. [But this sense belongs properly only to the

French and Spanish ciclaton and the -Middle Latin cyclait;

it is not established in English. The word is erroneously
explained and used in the following passages by Spenser

:

The quilted leather Jacke is old English ; for it was the
proper weede of the horseman, as ye may reade in Chau-
cer, where he describeth Sir Thopas his apparrell and ar-

moure. when he went to fight agaynst the-Uyant. in his

robe of nhecklaton, which schecklaton is that kind of guild-

ed leather with which they used to embroder theyr Irish

Jackes. Speiwer, State of Ireland.

But in a Jacket, quilted richly rare
Upon checktaton, he was straungely dight.

Spemer, V. Q., VI. vii. 43.]

Ciconia (si-kd'nl-a), n. [NL., < L. ciconia, a
stork, dial, conia", prob. redupl. from canere,

sin^, cry. Cf. E. hen, from same root.] The
typical genus of storks of the family Cieoniidw.
The best-known species are the common white and black
storks of Europe, C. altm and C. niffra. See utork, and cut
uniier Ciconiidoe.

Ciconian (si-k6'ni-an), a. [< Ciconia + -an.Ti

Pertaining to or consisting of storks: as, "the
fierce ciconian train," Pope, tr. of Odyssey, ix.

68. [Rare.]

Oiconiidae (sik-o-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ciconia

+ -ida:] A family of large altrieial grallatorial

birds, of the order Herodiones and suborder I'c-

largi (which see) ; the storks. The bill is longer
than the head, stout at the base, not grooved, tapering to

the straight, recurved, or decurveil tip; the nostrils are

pierced directly in the substance of the bill, and are with-

out nasal scales ; the legs are reticulate, and bare alK>ve the
sutfrago ; the hallux is not completely insistent ; and the
claws are not acute. The family contains about 12 spe-

WhHe Stork {Ciconia alba).

del, representing nearly as many modem genera, chiefly

of the warmer parts of Iwth hemispheres. It includes
the storks prrtper, the marabous, open-bills, jabirus, wood-
ibises, etc. Also written Ciconidee, Ciconiadtf.

ciconiiform (si-k6'ni-i-f6rm), a. [< NL. cico-

niiformi.t, < L. ciconia, stork, + forma, form.]
Having or pertaining to the form or structure
of the Cieoniidw; like or likened to a stork.

fJarrod and Forbes suggest a cieonii/orm origin for the
Tnbinares. A. Xeiclon, Encyc. Brit-, XVIII. 47, note.

Oiconiiformes (si-ko'ni-i-for'mez), n. pi. [NL.

,

pi. of ciconiiformis: see ciconiiform.] In Gar-
rod's arrangement, the third division of homa-
logonatous birds, including several modern
orders, as storks, herons, pelicans, 'vultures,

hawks, and owls. It is not a recognized group
in ornithology.

Ciconiinse (si-ko-ni-I'ne), «. pi. [NL., < Ci-

conia + -inie.] The typical subfamily of the
Ciconiidir, containing the tnie storks, mara-
bous, and jabirus, as distinguished from the
open-bills and wood-ibises. The bill is straight or
recurved ; the nostrils are nearly lateral ; the toes are
short : the hallux is not insistent ; and the claws are broad,
flat, and blunt, like nails. Ciconia., Miicteria, and Lep-
toptilut are the leadii^^ geuera. Alao Ciconina:.

cidaris

ciconiine (si-k6'ni-in), a. Of or pertaining to
the Cicouiinm ; oiconine.

ciconine (sik'o-nin), a. [< L. ciconinus, of the
stork, < ciconia, a stork: see Ciconia.] Of or
pertaining to the Ciconiidie ; having the char-
acters of storks ; ciconiiform: pelargic.

cicuratet (sik'u-rat), r. t. [< L. cieuratus, pp.
of cicurare, make tame, < dear, tamo.] To
tame ; reclaim from wildness.

Even after carnal conversion, poysons may yet retain
some portions of their natures ; yet are they so refracted,
cicurated, and subdued, as not to make good their first

and destructive malignities.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 17.

cicurationf (sik-u-ra'shon), «. [< L. as if *ci-

curatio(n-), (.cicurare, tame : see cicurate.] The
act of taming or reclaiming from wildness.
Ray.
Cicuta (si-ku'ta), n. [L., > It. Sp. Pg. cicuta
= Pr. cicuda = F. eigne, hemlock.] A genus
of umbelliferous plants, containing four or five

species, one European and three or four Ameri-
can. They are tall, perennial, glabrous herbs, with di-

vided leaves, and compound, many-rayed umbels of white
flowers. C. virona and the common American species, C.
ina^ulata, are popularly called water-hemtock or coicbane.
The roots of all are a deadly poison. -Most of the species
may be recognized by the peculiar venation of the leaves,

the main side-veins running to the notches instead of to
the ends of the teeth. See hemlock,

cicu'tet, ". Water-hemlock. See Cicuta.

cicu'tine (si-kii'tin), n. [< Cicuta + -in^,] A
volatile alkaloid found in Cicuta virosa, the
water-hemlock.
Cid (sid), n. [Sp., < Ar. seid, seiyid, lord, el

seid (Sp. el Cid, 'the Cid'), the lord or chief.]

A chief ; a commander : a title applied in Span-
ish literature to Ruy or Roderigo Diaz, count
of Bivar, a dauntless champion of the Chris-

tian religion and of the old Spanish monarchy
against the Moors in the eleventh century. He
received this title from the Mooi-s against « hom he fought,
while from his countrymen he received that of el Cavipe-
ador, the champion ; and the two were combined in the
form el Cid Campeador, the lord champion.

The title of Cid ... is often said to have come to him
from the remarkable circumstance that five Moorish kings
or chiefs acknowledged him in one battle as their Seid, or
their lord and conqueror. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 12.

cidares, «. Plural of cidaris.

Cidaria (si-da'ri-a), n. [NL. (Treitschke,

1825), < Gr. KiiapiQ, a Persian head-dress. See
Cidaris, 2.] A ge-
nus ofmoths,of the
family Plialwriidtr,

characterized by
having oblique
bands with acute
angles across the
front wings. The
larva) are true geome-
ters or loopers, having
but two pairs of pro-
legs. C. diverxilineata
feedson the grape-vine.

cidarid (sid'a-rid),

«. One of the Ci-

daridw or Cidari-
dea; a desmosti-
chous or regular sea-urchin, as distinguished
from a heart-urchin or shield-urchin.

Cidaridse (si-dar'i-de), ti. pi. [NL., < Cidaris

(Cidarid-), 2, + -ida:] A family of desmosti-
chous endocyclical or regular sea-urchins, with
veiy narrow ambulacral and broad interambu-
lacral spaces, largo perforated tubercles, club-
shaped spines, no oral branchisB, and no sphseri-

dia. They have the shell rounded, unclosed auricles,

entire peristome, and ten anal plates. The typical genus
is Cidarijt.

Cidaridea (sid-a-rid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Cidaris

(Cidarid-), 2, -f -ea.]' A superfamily or ordinal

gi'oup of Echinoidea ; the regular endocyclical or
desmostichous sea-urchins, having the mouth
and anus centric, two rows of ambulacra and of

interambulaera alternating with one another,
and teeth and masticatory apparatus. It is

e(jnivalent to the order Endocifctica of some authors, and
includes the families Cidaridm, Schinidce, Hchinometridce,
and others.

cidaris (sid'a-ris), n.; pi. cidares (-rez). [L., <

Gr. K/'!ap(f, a turban, tiara; of Pers. origin.] 1.

(a) An ornamental head-dress of the ancient
Persian kings.

On his (the Persian king's] head was set a Cidaris or
Tiara ; this was a kind of Cap or Turbant, not like a felt

of wooll, but of diners peeces of cloth sowed together.
Purcha«, Pilgrimage, p. 361.

(6) The head-dress of the high priest of the
Jews, (c) A low-crowned episcopal miter. F.

C.Lee. Also written A,'»f/«ri,'(.— 2. [^aii.] [NL.]
The typical genus of the family Cidaridw. The

Cidaria diversilinfata, natural size.

a, larva ; b, modi.



Cidaris tribuloides, viewed from the ac-
tiiial side. The spines are removed from
one interambulacral area and one half of
another.

cidaris

species are mostly of wann seas. C. tribuloides is found on
the Atlantic coast. A British species found in Shetland
is C. papiltata, call-

ed the piper-urchin,
from some fancied
resemblance of its

globular body and
spines to a bagpipe.

cidarite (sid'a-

rit), «. [< Cida-
ris, 2, + -((e2.]

A fossil repre-
sentative of the
genus Cidaris,

or some similar
eehinoid, found
in the Carbonif-
erous limestone
and upward.
Mauy cidarites are
of lar^e size, and
are furnished with long and often curiously ornamented
spines. See Cidaridce.

cider (si'dSr), ». [Early mod. E. also cyder,

sider, syder, < ME. cidre, cyder, sidcr, syder, oy-

ther, sither, sytliir, etc. (also sicer, siser, etc.,

after L.), < OF. sidre, cidere, P. cidre = Sp. si-

dra, OSp. sizra, = Pg. cidra = It. cidro, sidro,

cider, < L. sicera, < Gr. ainepa, < Heb. shekdr (=
Ar. sakar), strong drink, < shakar, be intoxi-

cated.] If. A strong liquor.

He schall not drinkewyn ne $ydyr [A. V., strong drink).

Wydif, Luke i. 15.

2. Formerly, any liquor made of the juice of
fruits ; now, the expressed juice of apples,

either before or after fermentation.
We had also drink, wholesome and good wine of the

grape, a kind of cider made of a fruit of that country.
Bacon.

A flask of cider from his father's vats,

Prime, which I knew. Tennyson, Audley Court.

Cider Act, an English statute of 176.3 (3 Geo. III., c. 12),

imposing additional and heavy taxes upon wine, vinegar,

cider, perry, etc. It caused gi-eat agitation in the coun-
try.— Hard cider, fermented cider; cider that has lost

its sweetness from fermentation.— Sweet Cider, cider

before fermentation, or cider in which fermentation has
been prevented.— Water cider, a weak cider made by
adding to the apples, after the first pressing, one half their

weight of water, and expressing the liquor a second time.

cider-brandy (si'dfer-bran'di), «. A sort of

brandy distilled from cider. In the United
States also called apple-jack and apple-brandy.

cideristt (sl'd6r-ist), n. [< cider + -isf] A
maker of cider. Mortimer.
ciderkint (si'dfer-kin), n. [< cider + dim. -kin.']

-An old name for liquor made from the refuse of

apples after the jmce had been pressed out for

eider.

Ciderkin is made for common drinking, and supplies the
place of small beer. Mortimer.

<dder-inill (si'dfer-mil), n. A mill for crushing
apples to make cider ; an establishment where
cider is made.

cider-press (si'dSr-pres), n. A press used in

extracting cider from crushed or ground apples.

cider-tree (si'd6r-tre), n. The swamp gum-
tree of Australia, Eucalyptus Gunnii, the sap of

which is occasionally made into a kind of cider.

cider-vinegar (si'der-vin'e-gar), n. A vinegar
made by the aeetifieation of cider.

ci-devant (se-de-von'), «• [F., former; prop,

adv., formerly, before : ci, contr. from ici, here,

< L. ecce, lo, + hie, this; devant, OF. davani,

prop. Savant, < de, of, + avant, before : see

avantr, araunf^ ] Former; late; ex-: applied

to a person with reference to an office or a po-
sition which he no longer occupies.

The ci-devant commander. Quarterly Rev.

Much they marvelled to see the wealth of the ci-devant

blacksmith,
All his domains and his herds, and his patriarchal de-

meanor. Long.fellow, Evangeline, ii. 3.

cidront, «• An obsolete variant of citron.

0. I. E. -A.n abbreviation of Companion of the

Order of the Indian Empire, an Anglo-Indian
order of knighthood instituted on January Ist,

1878.

cielt, cieledt, etc. See ceil, etc.

cienaga (se-e-na'ga), re. [Sp. ciSnaga, a quag-
mire (cf. cenagal, a quagnure), < cieno, mud,
mire, < L. cwnum, mud, mire, filth.] A swamp
or swale : a Spanish word used in .Ajnzona and
New Mexico, and to some extent in California

and Texas. Sometimes written cienega.

cierge (serj), «. [F. : see cerge.] Same as cerge.

cigar (si-gar'), «. [= D. sigaar = G. cigarre =
Dan. Sw. cigar, < F. cigare, < Sp. cigarro = Pg.
It. cigarro, a cigar, orig. a kind of tobacco grown
in Cuba.] A cylindrical roll of tobacco for

smoking, pointed at one end for insertion into

the mouth and cut at the other for lighting, it

is made of the leaves of the tobacco-plaat divested of the
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stems and enveloped tightly in a wrapper of the same
material. A cigar of tapering form, but not pointed at
either end, is called a cheroot. Also written, improperly,
t^eijar.

cigar-bundler (si-gar'bun'dl^r), n. A clamp-
ing-press for packing cigars In bundles.
cigar-case (si-giir'kas), n. A pocket-ease for
holding cigars.

cigarette (sig-a-ref), re. [< F. cigarette, dim. of
cigare, a cigar.] A small cigar made of finely

cut tobacco rolled up in an envelop of tobacco,
corn-husk, or thin paper, generally rice-paper,

so as to form a cylinder open at both ends.

cigarette-filler (sig-a-ret'fil'tr), n, A device
for filling the envelop of a cigarette with to-

bacco.
cigarette-paper (sig-a-ret'pa*p6r), n. Thin
paper, commonly rice-paper, used for the wrap-
pers of the fine-cut tobacco which forms the
filling of cigarettes.

cigar-fish, (si-gar'fish), re. A carangoid fish, De-
capteruspuncta tiis, having a thickfusiformshape
somewhat resembling that of a cigar, it has rays
of the dorsal and anal flns detached and developed as pin-

Cigar-fish {^Decapferus punctatus^.

(From lieport of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

nules, and a row of blackish dots along the sides. It is

an inhabitant of the Caribbean sea and the neighboring
coast of the United States, and abounds at Bermuda, where
it is of som e importance as a fooii-llsh. Also round-robin.

cigar-holder (si-gar'h61"d6r), )(. A mouth-
piece or tube, often of ivory or amber, used to

hold a cigar. Also, rarely, cigar-tube.

cigar-plant (si-gar'plant), re. The Cuphea pla-
tyccutra, a native of Mexico, having a bright-
scarlet tubular corolla tipped with black and
white, well known in cultivation.

cigar-press (si-gar'pres), re. A press used to

compress cigars preparatory to packing.

cigar-tree (si-gar'tre), re. A name of the catal-

pa, from the shape of its pods.

Clgar-tube (si-gar 'tiib), re. Same as cigar-holder.

cigninota (sig-ni-no'tii), n. [NL., prop. *cygni-

nota, < L. cygnus, swan, + nota, mark.] Same
as sioan-mark.

cileryt, cilleryt, n. [< *ciler, "dller, for celer,

celler^, celure, sculptured work in relief, orna-
mental carving or other decoration : see celure.']

Ornamental carving around the head of a pil-

lar ; a volute.
Valuta [It., = E. volute], that in the head or chapiter of

a piller which sticketh out or hangeth ouer in maner of

a writhen circle or curled tuft, being a kind of worke of

leaues or some such deuise turned diners and_ sundrie
wayes ; earners and painters call it draperie or cillerie.

Florio.

DrapeHe[F.], . . . a flourishing with leaues and flowers

in wood, or stone, used especially on the heads of pillers,

and tearmed by our workmen drapery or cilery. Cotgrave.

cilia, re. Plural of cilium.

ciliary (sil'i-a-ri), a. [= F. ciliaire, < NL.
ciliaris, < L. cilium, an eyelid: see cilium.] 1.

Pertaining to or resembling cilia; hair-like;

filamentous ; specifically, belonging to the eye-
lids : as, the ciliary feathers of birds (that is,

feathers situated on the edges of the eyelids).

—

2. Furnished with cilia; ciliated.— 3. Pertain-
ing to cilia; characteristic of cilia; done by
cilia: as, ctViarj/ action ; ciliary motion.— 4. Re-
lated, associated, or connected in some way
with the eye ; situated in or about the eye : ap-
plied to various delicate anatomical structures.
— Ciliary arteries, numerous small branches of the oph-
thalmic artery, whicli supply the interior and other parts
of the eyeball. Tliey are divided into three sets, long, short,

and anterior.— Ciliary body, (a) That part of the cho-
roid coat of the eye which lies in front of tlie ora serrata,

including the ciliary muscle and ciliiiry processes, but not
the iris. By some restricted to that part of the choroid
coat which lies in front of the orbiculus ciliaris. Also
called corpus ciliare. (h) In the eye of a cephalopod, a
thickening of the epithelium on the anterior and posterior
surfaces of the connective tissue which invests the ciliary

nmscle and extends to the cry.^talline lens. Also called

corjms eintheliale.— Ciliary cajial. Seeca/m/l.— Ciliaiy
ganglion. See tiannlion.— CiiiSiry ligament, an elastic

structure surrounding the iris, iuid connecting the exter-

nal and middle tunics of the eyeball. .See cut under eye.

— Ciliary motion, ciliary movement, the motion of

cilia which produces the locomotion of the bodies of which
they are a part, as in the ciliated protozoans, or maintains
a current over the ciliated surface, as in the ciliateil air-

passages of man.— Ciliary muscle, a nmscle attached to

the choroid coat of the eyel)all. 1 ts contraction draws upon
the ciliary processes, affects the shape of the crystalline

lens, and is the chief agent in the accommodatioD or adj ust-
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ment of the eye to vision at different distances. See cut
under ejie.- Ciliary muscle Of Biolanus, a small sepa-
rate fasciculus of tile orbicularis palpebrarum, running in
the free margin of the eyelid, inside the eyelashes.— Cili-
ary nerves, long and short, ultimate branches of the nasal
branch of tlie ophthalniic nerve, and ()f the ciliary gan-
glion, supplying tlie ciliai-y muscle and the iris.— Ciliary
neuralgia, neuralgia extending over the brow and down
the side of the nose, atti-ii)nted to irritation of the ciliary

nerves.— Ciliary processes, plaits and folds of the cho-
roid connected witli con-cspoiiding foldings of tlie suspen-
sory ligament of the lens of the eye, circularly disposed
around the lens behind the iris. They are some 60 or 80
in number. See cut under eye.— Ciliary zone, the ring
or zone marked out by the ciliary processes.

Ciliata (sil-i-a'tii), re. j)l. [NL., neut. pi. of
ciUatus, having cilia: see ciliale.] 1. The cili-

ated infusorians; a major group of Infusoria,

as distinguished from the Flagellata and the
Tentaculifera, characterized by the possession
of organs of locomotion and prehension in the
shape of numerous vibratile cilia, more or less

completely clothing the body. The cilia are vari-

ously modified as setaj, styles, or uncini, and menibrani-
form expansions are occasionally found ; but the Ciliata
are devoid of the special supplementary lash-like appen-
dages called flagella. They are usually unsymmetrical
animals of a high grade of organization in their class, the
simplestof them being differentiated into an endosarc and
ectosarc with an endoplastnle and contractile vacuole,
while most, if not all, show an oral region where food is

ingested, whence an esophageal depression leads into the
endosarc ; and there is also, usually, an aboral or anal area
through which the refuse of digestion is evacuated. The
families are numerous, and have been divided liy Stein into
the groups liolotricha, Heterotricha, llypotricha, and Peri-
tricha, according to the character of the cilia and their dis-

position upon the body of the animal. Paramecium and
Vorticella are common examples of the Ciliata.

2. A branch of Platyhelmia, consisting of two
classes, Plaiiarim and Xemertina, as together
distinguished from a branch Suctoria : an inex-
act synonym of Ncmcrtoidea (which see). E. B.
Lankester. [Little used.]

ciliate, ciliated (sil'i-at,

-a-ted), a. [< NL. ciUa-

tus (cf. ML. ciliatus, with
beautiful eyelids), < L.
(NL.) cilium : see cilium,

and cf. Ciliata.] Fur-
nished with cilia; bear-
ing cilia, (o) In bot., mar-
ginally fringed with hairs, as leaves, petals, etc. ; having
motile appendages, as reproductive bodies of many crypto-

Ciliate Flower.

I, 2. Ciliated embryos of common red coral [Cortjlliunt rubrum),
3. Ciliated chamber of a fresh-water sponge (Spt>»£^7Ia). 4. Free-
swimming ciliated embryo of a sponge. (All highly magnified.)

gams. (&) In anat. and zoiil., furnished with cilia, in any
sense ; ciliary : as, ciliated cells ; a ciliated embryo.

The groups of ciliated cells thus produced . . . form by
their aggregation discoid bodies.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., S 241.

(c) In entotn., jirovided with a row of even, fine, rather
stiff, and often curved hairs; fringed: as, aci^ifi^et/niargin.

— Ciliated chambers, in sponges, various local dilata-

tions of the inhalent canals, to which the endodermic cells,

at first foiTuing a continuous layer, are finally restricted.

Now usually and more accurately called jlagellated cham-
bers. See Leucones, and cuts under Pori/era and Sponyilla.
— Ciliated groove, in ascidiaiis, a grooved region of the
body connected with a nerve-center and provided with fla-

gella, supposed to be a sense-organ, probably olfactory.

—

Ciliated infusorians, the raia(a.— Ciliated tracts, in

ascidiaiis, clefts be.set with cilia, situated ;il>out the en-
trance to the respiratory chamber, and leading tllence to

the esophagus or the vicinity of the great nerviuis ganglion,
or ending in the ciliated groove (which see, above). =Syn.
Ciliate and ciliated are used interchangeably, but the for-

mer is more common in botany, the latter in zoology.

ciliately (sil'i-at-li), adv. In a ciliate manner,
ciliation (sil-i-a'shon), re. [< NL. as if "cilia-

tio{n-), < ciliatus : see ciliate.] 1. The state

of being ciliated.

This general ciliation is only found during the most in-

dilferent condition of the larva.

Gerrenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 201.

2. An assemblage or supply of cilia.-^3. In

entom., the fine hairs of a ciliated margin.
Wcsiwood.

cilice (sil'is), n. [< F. cilice = Pr. cilici = Sp.

Pg. cilicio = It. ciliccio, < L. ciUcium, a coarse
cloth of goats' hair: see cilicious, cilicium.]

Same as cilicium.

Then I must doff this bristly ciliee.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xciv.

cilicia, ». Plural of cilicium.

Cilician (si-lish'an), a. and n. [< L. Cilicia

(< Gr. KihKta) -f' -an.] I. a. In anc. geog., of

or pertaining to Cilicia, a country on the south-

eastern coast of Asia Minor, having on the east
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passes through Mount Amanus into Syria, one
of which was called the Cilician Gates.

The worship of ^iithras became known to the Romans
through the Cilician pirates captured by Ponipey about

70 B. c. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 031.

II. H. An inhabitant of Cilieia.

cilicioust (si-lish'us), a. [< L. cilicium, < 6r.
Ki'/.iauv, a coarse cloth made orig. of Cilician

goats' hair, neut. of Ki/Jkioc (L. Cilicius), Cili-

cian, < KiAiKia, L. Cilieia, a country in Asia
Minor.] Made or consisting of hair.

A gannent of camel's hair; that is, made of some tex-

ture of that hair, a coarse garment, a ciliciou^ or sack-

cloth habit, suitable to the austerity of his [John the Bap-
tist s] life. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. ElT., v. 15.

cilicium (si-lish'i-um), n.
;
pi. cilieia (-ii). [L.,

a coarse cloth of goats' hair : see cilicious and
cilice.'\ In the early and medieval church, an
undergarment or shirt of haircloth, worn next
the skin by monks or others as a means of mor-
tifying the flesh without ostentation; a hair

shirt. Also cilice.

ciliella (sil-i-el'a), n.
;
pi. dliellw (-e). [NL.,

dim. of L. (NL.) cilium, eyelid (eilium): see
ci/iiim. Cf. ciliola.'i In entom., a fringe.

ciliferOUS (si-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. eiliferus, <

L. (XL.) cilium (see cilium) + /erre= E. bear^.'}

Provided \vith or bearing cilia; ciliated.

ciliifonn (sil'i-i-form), a. [< L. (NL.) cilium

(see cilium) + forma, form.] Having the form
of cilia; very fine or slender: specifically ap-
plied to tlie teeth of certain fishes when numer-
ous aud all equally fine, as those of the perch.

Ciliobrachiata (sil"i-6-brak-i-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of eiliobrachiatus : see eilio-

brachiate. Cf. Brachiata.~\ The moss-animal-
cules; the polyzoans or bryozoans, as a class of
"polyps" provided with vibratile cilia: a syn-
onym of Piili/:oii. [Not in use.]

ciliobrachiate (sil'i-o-bra'ki-at or -brak'i-at),

a. [< NL. eiliobrachiatus, < L. (NL.) eilium (see

I
eilium) -f- brachium, the arm.] In zoiil., having
the braehia or arms furnished with cilia, as in

r<ihiJoa ; specifically, pertaining to or having
th" characters of the Ciliobrachiata.

Cilioflagellata (sil'l-o-flaj-e-la'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of ciliojiagcllatus : see cilioflagellatc.

Cf. Flayillata.'] Aji order of free-swimming
animalcules, with locomotive appendages con-
sisting of one or more lash-like flagella, a sup-
plementary more or less highly developed cili-

ary system, and the oral aperture usually dis-

tinct; the ciliotiagellate infusorians. Asinstituted
by Claparede and Lachmann (18o8-eo), the order included
only the Pt-ridiniidce. As constituteil by Saville Kent, it

consists of the families Itetfromastigidte, Mattoitwnadidte,
and TrichonemidiE, besides the Peridiniidce. It con'e-
sponds to the Maatifjophora trichosomata of Diesing. It

has been since named by Btitschli Dinojlagellata (which
se.).

cilioflagellate (sil'i-6-flaj'e-lat), a. [< NL.
ciliojiagcllatus, < L. (NL.) cilium (see eilium) +
flai/rllum, a whip, etc. : see Jtagellum.'i Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Cilio-

flcu/illata.

Ciliograda (sil'i-o-gra'dU), n. pi. [NL., neut.

tpl. of ciliogradus : see ciliogradc.'] De Blain-
viUe's name for the Ctenophora.

Ciliograde (sil'i-o-grad), a. and n. [< NL. cilio-

(jradits, < L. (Nil.) cilium (see eilium) + gradi,

walk.] I. a. Moving by means of cilia.

II. H. Oneof the C'l/ioi/rarfa; a ctenophoran.
ciliola (si-li'6-lS), n. pi. [NL., pi. of ciliolum

(> F. eiliole), dim. of eilium : see eilium. Cf. eili-

ella.'] In mosses, the slender hair-like pro-
cesses sometimes occurring between the teeth
of the inner peristome. Also called cilia. See
cut under eilium.

ciliospinal (sil'i-o-spi'nal), a. [< ciliiary) +
spinal.] Pertaining to the ciliary region of the

i eyeball and to the spinal cord Ciliospinal
center, the center for dilatation of the pupil in the lower

i; cervical and uppi-r thoracic jmrtions of the spinal cord.

cilium (sil'i-um), n.
;
pi. eilia (-a). [NL. (> F. cil

= I'r. cil, silh = Sp. crja = It. ciglio), a particular
use of L. cilium, an eyelid, lit. a cover, akin to
cctorc, cover, conceal.] 1. In nMai., one of the
hairs which grow from the margin of the eye-
lids ; an eyelash.— 2. One of the minute, gener-
ally microscopic, hair-like processes of a cell

or other part or organ of the body, or of an
entire organism, permanentlygrowingupon and
projecting from a free surface, capable of active
vibratile or ciliary movement, producing cur-
rents in suiTounding media, as air or water, and
thus serving as organs of ingestion or egestion,
prehension, locomotion, etc. In the higher animals
cilia are very characteristic of the free surface of vanous
tissues, as mucous membrane, the epithelial cells of which
are ciliated. In such cases the cilia have iu the individual

a^fbi,

Cilia.— Portion of peristome
of the moM Hypnitm squamo'
sunt, highly mag^ni^ed.

a, a, two outer teeth; d, b,

two inner segments; c, cilia;
d, annulus.
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cells precisely the same action as in the numberless micro-
scopic animals of which they are highly characteristic, as
infusorians, radiolarians, polyzoans, rotifers, and the em-
bryonic or larval stages of very many other invertebrates.
Cilia are distinguished by their permanency from the va-
rious temporary processes which resemble them, such as
pseudopodia, and by their minuteness and activity from
the similar but usually larger special processes known as
flagella, vibracula, etc. ; but the distinction is not abso-
lute. The peculiar vibratile action of cilia is termed
ciliary motion. See cuts under blastoceele, Paramecium,
and Vorticella.

3. In bot. : (a) In mosses, one of the hair-like

processes within the peristome. (6) One of the
microscopic hair-like ap-
pendages which are of-

ten present upon the re-

productive bodies, such
as antherozoids and zo-
ospores of cryptogams.
They are frequently two
in number and vibrate
with great rapidity, pro-
ducing locomotion.— 4.
laentom., ahairsetwdth
others; a fringe, like

eyelashes, generally on
the leg or margins of the
wings of insects.

[In all senses most
commonly used in the
plural.]

cilleryt, w. See cilery.

cillo (sil'6), «. [NL., prob. (like F. eiller, wink,
cil, eyeUd) < L. eilium, an eyelid: see eilium.']

In pathol., a constant spasmodic trembling of
the upper eyelid. Sometimes called life's-blood.

cillosis (si-16'sis), n. [NL., as eillo + -osis.]

Same as cillo.

cillotic (si-lot'ik), a. [< cillosis {cillot-) + ••«;.]

Affected with cillosis or cillo.

cima, n. See cyme.
cimar, «. Sec simar.

Cimarron (Sp. pron. se-mar-r6n'), n. [Sp. Cimar-
ron, wild, unruly, < cima. < ML. cima, the top of
a mountain, summit. Hence E. maroon, q. v.]

A Spanish-American name of the bighorn or
Rocky Mountain sheep, Ovis niontana. [South-
western U. S.]

cimbalt (sim'bnl), n. [Prob. a corruption of
simnel, q. v. Cf. It. ciumbella, a little cake.]
A kind of confection. Nares.

Cimbex(sim'beks), ». [NL. (Olivier, 1790).] A
genus of insects, of the hymenopterous family
Tcnthredinidiv, characterized by antenniB con-
sisting of 5 joints preceding the club, which con-
sists of 2 joints soldered together; obtuse spurs;

the anterior tarsi of male spined beneath; a
narrow labrum; wings with 2 marginal and 3

submarginal cells, fii'st submarginal cells with
2 recurrent nervures, and lanceolate cell with a
straight cross-line. This is an important genus, com-
prising some of the largest saw-flies. C. americana feeds
upon the elm, and occasionally defoliates large trees.

cimbia (sim'bi-a), n.
;

pi. dmbim (-e). [NL.,
appar. an error for cimbra, < Sp. cimbra, cim-
bria = Cat. cindria = F. cintrc, > E. cintcr, cen-

ter^, an arched frame, orig. a cincture : see cin-

ter, center"^.] 1. In arch., a fillet, list, band, or
cincture. Gwilt.— 2. In anat., a slender white
band crossing the ventral surface of the cms
cerebri, forming a distinct ridge in certain ani-

mals, as the cat.

cimbial (sim'bi-al), a. [< cimbia + -al.] Per-
taining to the cimbia.

Cimbrian (sim'bri-an), a. and n. [< L. Cimber
{Cimbri-), a Cimbrian, + -an.] I. a. Same as
Cimbrie.

II. «. 1. One of the Cimbri; an inhabitant
of Cimbria.— 2. Same as Cimbrie.

Cimbrie (sim'brik), a. and n. [< L. Cimbricus,

< Cimbri (see def.).] I. a. Pertaining to the
Cimbri, an ancient people of central Europe,
of imcertain local habitation and ethnographi-
cal position. They pushed into the Ronum provinces
in 113 B. C, and in company with the Teutons and (iauls

engaged with and defeated Roman armies in southern
Gaul and elsewhere (the most notable defeat being that
of Csepio and Mallius in 10') B.c,)until 101 B. c, when they
were defeated anrl virtually exterminated by Marius on
the Raudian Fields in northern ItJily. The peninsula of

Jutland was named from them the Cimbrie ChersoTiese.

II. «. The language of the Cimbri.

cimelia, n. Plural of cimelium.

cimeliarcht, »• [^ LL- cimeliareha, < LGr. Kei-

/ir/'/.iapx'li't ^ Kci/iifAiov, treasure, + apx^iv, rule.]

1. A warden or keeper of valuable objects be-
longing to a church.— 2. The apartment in an-
cient churches where the plate and vestments
were deposited; the treasure-chamber of a
church.

Cimmerian

cimelium (si-me' li-um), n.; pi. cimelia (-S).

[ML., commonly in pi. cimelia (in E. sometimes
used as sing.), < Gr. nei/jt/Xiov, a treasure, neut.
of KeijiifMog, treasured up, stored up, < uwflai,
lie.] A precious or costly possession ; a trea-
sure; especially, an article, of plate, a costly
robe, vestment, etc., in an imperial or royal
treasury, or in the treasury attached to a church,
or one of the more valuable objects of art or
antiquity in a museum or archEeologieal collec-
tion : in the plural, a collection of such objects

;

a treasurj-. [The plural form is sometimes used
as a singular in the collective sense.]

The monsters of porcelain which compose the eimelia
of the days of the Duchess of Portland.

Art Journal, VII. 210.

cimentt, n. and V. An obsolete form of cement.

cimeter, n. See simitar.

cimex (si'meks), n. [L., a bug, > Sp. chinche,

> E. chinch^, q. v. Cf. cimiss.] 1. PI. cimices
(sim'i-sez). A bug, as a bedbug.— 2. [cap.]

[NL.] A genus of heteropterous hemipterous
insects, typical of the family Cimicidw. Cimex
leetularius is the bedbug. See bug^, 2.

cimicic (si-mis'ik), a. [< L. cimex (citnic-), a
bug (see cimex), + -ic.] Belonging to or de-
rived from bugs of the genus Cimex Clmlclo
acid, CifjH^sOo, an acid forming yellowish crystals, and
having a feeble but characteristic smell and taste, pre-
I)iired from a species of Cimex.

cimicid (sim'i-sid), n. A bug of the family Ci-

Inicidw.

Cimicidse (si-mis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cimex
(Cimic-) + -idw.] A family of heteropterous
hemipterous insects or bugs, named from the
genus Cimex. It is divided into two subfam-
ilies, Anthocorinw and Cimicinw. Also called
Acanthiida:
Cimicifuga (sim-i-sif'u-ga), n. [NL., < L. cimex
(dmic-), bug, 4- fugare, drive away, cans, of

ftigere, flee: see fugitive.] A genus of plants,
natural order Itanunculacea; closely allied to

Actwa ; the bugworts or bugbanes. The species
are perennial herbs, natives of Europe, Siberia, and North
America. The European C. fcetida is very fetid, and is

used for driving away vei-min. The American blacli snake-
root is C. racemom, the root of which is uged as a remedy
in rheumatism, chorea, dropsy, chronic bronchitis, etc.

cimicifugin (sim-i-sif'u-jin), n. [< Cimicifuga
+ -iu'^.] An impure resin obtained from Cimi-
cifuf/a racemosa.

CimicinSB (sim-i-si'ne), 11. pi. [NL., < Cimex
(Cimic-) + -ina:] The typical subfamily of
Cimieida:, represented by tlie common bedbug.

cimicine (sim'i-sin), n. [< L. cimex (cimic-) +
-ine"^.] The substance which emits the very
disagreeable odor used as a means of defense
by the bedbug and many other Ilemiptcra. it is

a fluid which is secreted by glands in the metatborax, and
in some species can be ejected to a considerable ilistance.

cimier (se-mia'), n. [P., a crest, a buttock (of

beef).] 1. The crest of a helmet; specifically,

the ornamental crest of a medieval helmet.
See heaume. This French word is used to distinguish
the medieval crest from the crests of the helmets of classi-

cal antiquity, Oriental nations, etc.

2. In her., the ornament, consisting of a hel-

met with lambrequins, which surmounts some
escutcheons.

cimisst, "• [< F. as if "cimice (OF. cime) = It.

eimicc, < L. cimex (cimic-): see cimex.] The
bedbug. See cimex.

cimitert, "• See simitar.

Cimmerian (si-me'ri-an), a. andn. [< L. Cim-
merius (Gr. Ktuf^epioif, pertaining to the Cim-
merii, Gr. Ki/iukpioi.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to
the Cimmerii, a mythical people mentioned by
Homer as dwelling "beyond the ocean-stream,
where the sun never shines, aud perpetual
darkness reigns." Eater writers sought to localize

them, and accordingly placed them in Italy, near the
Avernus, or in Spain, or in the Tauric Chersonese, and
represented tliem as dwelling in perpetual darkness, so
tliat the expression Cimmerian darkness (Cimmerice tene.
broe) became proverbial. See 3.

Hence— 2. Very dark; obscure; gloomy.
Tliere, under ebon shades, and low-brow d rocks.
As ragged as thy locks.

In dark Cimmerian desert ever dwell.
Milton, L'Allegro, I. 10.

3. Pertaining to the Cimmerii, a nomadic people
of antiquity dwelling in the Crimea, near the
sea of Azof, and in the country of the lower
Volga, and perhaps, from some vague know-
ledge, the original of the mythical Cimmerii.

II. n. One of the Cimmerii, in either the myth-
ical or the historical application of that name.

Our bark
Readied the far confines of Oceaims.
There lies the land, and there the i>eople dwell,
Of the Cimmerians, in eternal cloud
And darkness. Bryant, Odyssey, xi.
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cimoliat (si-mo'U-a), «. [NL., < L. cimolia (so.

d-eta, clay, or terra, earth), < 6r. Ki/io?.ia (so. yy,

earth), prop, adj., fern, of Kt/xuTuog (L. CimoUus),

of KlfiuAog (L. CimolHs), an island of the Cye-

lades, now Kimolo or Argentiera.] Cimolite.

Holland.
cimolian (si-mo'li-an), a. [< cimolia + -an.']

Pertaining to elmolite.

CimoliorniS (si-m6-li-6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kiuu?.ia (see cimolia) + opwf, a bird.] A genus

of fossil animals, so called because found in

cimolite. This fossil, from tlie Chalk of Jtaidstone, was
supposed by Owen to be a bird, and was named C. diome-

dea, but was afterward identified by Bowerbank with a

pterodactyl, Pterodactyhui giganteus.

cimolite (sim'6-lit), n. [< cimolia + -ite'^: =
F. cimolite.] A species of clay, or hydrous aiso caneu «ounu«/cf.

- , .. s r/ r^-

silicate of aluminium, used by the ancients as cmchonaceous (sin-ko-na shius), a. [< C«i-

a remedy for erysipelas and other inflamma- c^ona + -aceous.] Pertaining or aUied to the

tory diseases, it is white, of a loose, soft texture, and ^emis Cinchona.
ry •

i, o
molders into a fine powder. It is useful for taking spots cmcnonamilie (sm-kon a-mm), «. [< Cinchona, Z,

from cloth. + amine.] An alkaloid (C19H24N2O) obtained

cinapert, ». An obsolete form of cinnabar. trom a variety of cuprea bark, the product of

Great quantitie of quicksiluer and of Cinaper. Eemijia Purdieana.
Hakluyfs Voyages, II. 229.

cinchonate (sin'ko-nat), n. .[< cinehon{ic) +
Cincantert, cincatert, »• [< F. cinquante, < h. .^^gi.] a salt of cinehonic acid; a quinate.
quinquaginta, fifty, < quinque, five: see cmqm.] cinchona-tree (sin-ko'na-tre), n. A tree of the
A man fifty years old. E. Phillips, 1706. genus Cinchona.
cinch (sinch),«. [<Sp.c»«c7Ki,f., a girth, girdle, cinchonia (sin-ko'ni-a), n.

cinctoplanular

bian or Cartagena bark, from C. lancifolia and C. cordijo-

lia: Pitayo bark, from C. Pitayensis; gray, Lima, or Hua-
nuco bark, from C. Peruviana and other species ; and Cusco
bark, from C. pubescens. The British and Dutch govern-

ments have done much to promote the cultivation of the

more important species, and extensive plantations have

been successfully established in the Himalayas and in Cey-

lon, Java, and Jamaica. Cinchona bark is most valuable

as a remedy in fevere and as a general tonic ; but the al-

kaloids obtainable from the bark have in practice largely

taken the place of the bark itself. Of these the most abun-

dant and the one in most common use is quinine. Others

equally valuable are quinadin, cnichonine, and cinchoni-

dine. The amount of alkaloids yielded by the bark is very
.

variable, from a very small percentage to as much as 12 per

cent., of which from one third to three fourths is quinine.

2. II. c] The medicinal bark of the species of

Cinchona African cinchona, the bark of species of cincinnUS (sin-sin'us), n. [NL.. < L. cineinnus
the rubiaceous genus Sarcoeephalus, from western Africa. _ (perhaps <) Gr. kIkivvoc, curled hair. Cf. cir-
Alc.^ ..olio.! /7nl<«,^rt^.J ^^ ^ ^ -, . » .. -i /.-._._. ^ _

King Bird of Paradise [Cittcinrtunts regius

also cincho, m., < L. cingula, ML. also cingla,

t, cingulum, neut., > E. cingle, a girdle: see

cingle.] A saddle-girth made of leather, can-

vas, or woven horsehair. [Western U. S.]

The two ends of the tough cordage which constitute the

[NL., < cinchona,

2.] Same as cinchonine.

cinehonic (sin-kon'ik), a. [< cinchona, 2, +
-ic] Of orbelonging to cinchona; derivedfrom
or having the properties of cinchona : as, cin-

ehonic acid. Also quiniCj kinic.

rtis^] In hot., a form of definite infioreseence

in which the successive axes arise alternately to

the right and left of the preceding one, in dis-

tinction from the bostryx, in which the suppres-

sion is all on one side ; a uniparous scorpioid

cyme. Also cicinmis.

cinclid (sing'klid), n. A member of the family

CincUdm ; a water-ouzel.

Cinclidae (sing'kli-de), n.pl. [NL., < Cinclus, 1,

+ -idee.] A family of turdoid oscine passerine

birds, the dippers or water-ouzels, remarka-
ble among land-birds for their aquatic habits.
ITiey spend much of their time in the water, through
which element they fly with ease. They have a stout

thick-set body; very short tail of 12 rectrices; short

rounded wings of 10 primaries, the first of which is spuri-

cinch terminate in long, nanow strips of leather, called -4_„-i,-„j„jJ- Coin Vmi'i sin") n r< cinehonic +
UH^r,« rsnanish. thon^sl. which connect the cinches with CincnOIUCme (sm-KOn l-sm;, ». L^ cmcnumo_-r
litigos ISpanish, thongs], which connect the cinches with

the saddle and are run through an iron ring, called . . . the

larigo ring, . . . and then tied by a series of complicated

turns and knots known only to the craft. L. Smnburne.

dnch (sinch), V. [< cinch, n.] I. trans. 1. To
gird with a cinch. Hence— 2. To bind or sub-

due by force. [CoUoq., western U. S.]

H. intrans. To tighten the cinch

up.

At Giles's ranch, on the divide, the party halted to dnch
vp, St. Nicholas, XIV. 732.

cinche, »• Same as chinche^.

Cinchomeronic (sin-ko-me-ron'ik), a. Used only

in the following phrase— Cinchomeronic acid,

CiiHgNoOa, an acid produced by the oxidation of cin-

chonine with HNO3, crystallizing in crusts and nodules of

small needles.

Cinchona (sin-ko'na), n. [NL. (Linnseus), for

Chinchona, so called after the Countess of

Chinchon (Sp. Chinchon,& town in Spain near

inc'^.] An artificial alkaloid derived from cin-

chonine and isomeric with it.

cinchonidia (sin-ko-nid'i-ii), n. [< cinchona, 2,

-I- -jrfl -I- -iai.] Same as "cinchonidine.

cinchonidina (sin-kon-i-di'na), n. Same as cin-

chonidine.
used with cinchonidine (sin-kon'i-din), n. [< cinchona, 2,

+ .{(11 + -inc^.] An alkaloid of cinchona bark,

especially abundant in the red bark, and iso-

meric with cinchonine. It is used in medicine in the

form of the sulphate for the same purposes as quinine,

but is a less powerful antiperiodic.

cinchonine (sin'ko-nin), n. [< cinchona, 2, +
-!Hc2.] An alkaloid (C19H22N2O) obtained from
the bark of several species of Cinchona, it crys-

tallizes in white prisms, which are odorless, not so bitter

as quinine, with which it is generally a-ssociated, and sol-

uble in alcohol, but not in "water. With acids it forms

crystallizable salts. Its medicinal effects are like those

f quinine, but milder. Also called cinchonia.
Madrid), vice-queen of Peru, who in 1638 was

giQ^honinic (siu-ko-nin'ik), a. [< cinchonine +
cured of fever by the use of cinchona bark,

andwho assisted in making the remedy known.
The NL. name according to the Sp. would

-ic. ] In chem. , existing in or derived from cin-

chonine : as, cinchoninic acid.
ine iNi^. name aoeoruing to ine op woum

cincjionism (sin'ko-nizm), «. [,< cinchona, 2, +
?5°il-?l£f!!f'l"'l.^Pr.°-^^^S±° „^2;1"S^* -ism.] Inpathol.;^ disturbed condition of the b^Vliia'C^^g-kli'^e), n. pi
rarely appears in that form, being adapted in

form and pron. to L. analogies.] 1. A genus
of evergreen trees, natural order Bubiacece, na-

tives of the Andes from the United States of

Colombia to Bolivia, growing chiefly on the

eastern slopes at an average altitude of from
5,000 to 8,000 feet. They are the source of Peruvian

or cinchona bark and of quinine. There are about 40 spe-

cies, but the cinchona barks of commerce are produced by
about a dozen. The barks used in pharmacy are chiefly of

loxa, crown, or pale cinchona bark, the ordi-

system, characterized by excessive buzzing in

the ears, the result of overdoses of cinchona or

quinine.

The condition here called cinchonimi is marked by the

occurrence of giddiness, deafness, and a sense of buzzing,

or some kind of tinnitus, in the ears.

Sir T. Watson, Lectures on Physic, Ixxxvi.

Cinchonize (sin'ko-niz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. cin-

chonized, ppr. cinchouizing. [< cinchona, 2, -t-

ize.] In med., to bring under the influence of

naiyV?uviknTark,"affordedVcVo#ri»Mii.; calisaya or the cinchona alkaloids^ administer large doses
njl^giogou^a (srng-1d6-s6"ma)Tm"TNL. (Vigors

American Dipper {Cinclus mexicanui

ous ; the tarsi booted ; the bill shorter than the head, slen-

der, nearly straight, with convex gonys ; the linear nos-

trils partly overhung by feathers ; and no rictal bristles.

It is a small group, having the single genus Cinclm and

about 12 species, inhabiting clear mountain streams of

most parts of the world.

cinclides, «. Plural of cinclis.
- "' ', [NJj., < Cinclus,

1 (in sense 2, < Cinclus, 2), + -ina;.] 1. The
dippers or water-ouzels rated as a subfamily

of Turdidm or of some other group of birds.

—

2. The turnstones as a subfamily of Bamato-
podidm. G. R. Gray, 1841. See Strepsilas.

cinclis (sing'klis), n.; pi. cinclides (-kli-dez).

[NL., < Gr. KiyK/M, pi. myKTidi:^, a latticed gate.]

An aperture in the wall of the somatic cavity

of some actinozoans, as sea-anemones, for the

emission of eraspedota and aeontia.

of cinchona or quinine to,

Cinchotannic (sin-ko-tan'ik), a. [< cincho{nine)

+ tann(in) + -ic] Pertaining to or derived

from cinchonine and tannin— Cinchotannic acid,

a form of tannic acid found in the cinchona barks.

cinchotenin (sin-kot'e-nin), n. A neutral ni-

and Horsfield, 1825), < Gr. /(«>?.or, water-ouzel

(see Cinclus), + aiJiia, bodjr.] A genus of Aus-

tralian birds of uncertain aflttnities, usually

ranged with Crateropus. It includes four species, C.

punctatum, castanonotum, cinnainomeum, and castanco-

They are sometimes called nroumi-thrushes.

trogenous principle, derived from cinchonine Qinclus (sing'klus), «. [NL., <Gr. Ki>K?.of, acer-

by the action of potassium permanganate
cinchovatin (sin-ko-va'tin), n. [< cincho(nine) +
v{inum), wine, + -ufcl + -in^.] Same as aricin.

Cincian law. See law.

cincinnal (sin-sin'al), a. [< cineinnus + -al.]

In hot. and zool.,^ resembling or related to a cin-

einnus; scorpioid. Also cicinnal.

Cincinnati group. See group.

Cincinnurus (sin-si-nu'rus), n. [NL. (Vieulot,

tain bird, according to some a kind of wagtail

or water-ouzel.] 1. The typical and only ge-

nus of birds of the family Cinelidw or water-

ouzels. The European species is C. aquaticus;

the North American is C. mexicanus. Bechstein,

1802. See cut under Cinclida'.— 2. A name
given by G. R. Gray (after Moehring, 1752) to a

genus of wading birds, the turnstones, usually

, ., - . called iSi)vps»ta6- (which see).

1818, in the form Cicinnnrus), < L. cineinnus, a cinctoplanula (singk-to-plan'u-la), «.; pi. cine-

Flowerine branch of CiHcfuma Calisaj/a, with single flower

on larger scale.

yellow cinchona bark, from C. Palisaya ; and red cinchona

Wk, from C. succirubra. Several other barks are used

curl (see cineinnus), + Gr. ovpa, tail.] A genus
of birds of Paradise, of the family Paradiseidw

and subfamily Paradiseinw, having the two
middle tail-feathers long-exserted in the form
of naked wiry shafts coiled at the end into a

scorpioid oreincinnal racketwhich bearsvanes,

whence the name. The only species is C. regitts, the

manucode or king bird of Paradise, which is 6J inches

long, with the middle tail-feathers about as long. The
male is chiefly of a crimson or flaming orange color, varied

with iridescent green. The species inhabits New Guinea

and several neighboring islands, including Salwatti, the

toplannlai (-le). [NL., < L. cinctus, girdled. -I-

NL. {hL.)planula: seeplanula.] In r<'67., a gir-

dled planula ; the peculiar collared embryo of

sponges, or the embryonic stage of a sponge

when itresembles a choanoflagellate infusorian.

nie gastrula [of certain sponges] evidently occupies a

stage between that of the amphiblastula, or the parenchy-

mula when that is present, and the cinctoplanula or gir-

dled planula. „„, „
Ihiatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXIII. 81.

^I^^^EtiSir^^SrS cinctoplanular (singk-to-plan'u-lar)« .[As

exclusively iii the manufacture of quinine, as the Colom- Aru islands, Misol, and Jobie. cinctoplanula + -arS.] C'oliared,'as the embryo
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of a sponge ; having the character of a eincto-

planula.

dncture (singk'tur), «. [= F. ceinture = Pr.

centum = It. cintura (Sp. ciiitura, the waist,

formerly a girdle, = Pg. einturu, the waist), < L.

cincUmi, a girdle, < cingere, pp. ductus, gird,

surround. Cf. eeint, ceinture, center^ = cinter,

and see ciHc/i, ciHjr/e, etc.] 1. A belt, girdle, or

band worn round the body or round a part of it.

Sow happy he whose cloak ami cincture can

Hold out this tempest. Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

Lilie one that shuddered, she unbound
The cincture from Iwneath her l)reast.

Coleridge, Christabei, i.
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cinderoust, cindronst (sin'der-us, -drus), a.

[< cinder + -t>«s.] Pertaining to or like cin-

der; slaggy.

Metais by heat weil puriiled and cleans'd,

Or of a certain ^harp and cindrous humour.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas, p. 450.

cinder-patll (sin'der-path), n. A path or way
laid with cinders instead of gravel.

There was a broad cinder-path diagonaliy crossing a

field. Mrs. Oaskell.

cingle

or small shrubs, with small heads of yellow

flowers. Thev are chiefly fouiui in South Africa. Sev-

eral species formerly included in this genus have been
transferred to other genera.

2. [I. c] A name given by florists to plants of

the genus Senecio, derived by cultivation from
k cruentus (formerly Cineraria cruenta), a na-

tive of Teneriffe in the Canary islands. They
have white or purple flowers. See cut in pre-

ceding column.

Pig-iron madecinder-pig (sin'der-pig), n,

cinder. See hidldog, 6.

cinder-sifter (sin'der-siftfer), m. One who or

Sr^coifipnllv—a The oirdle used to confine a that which sifts cinders; specifically, a perfo-

errg\S cassockfufuaty of thecoLrof t'he
rated shovel or sieve for sifting ashes or dust

cassock and made of silk or serge.
ciSd"r-tub (^in'dfer-tub), n. A shaUow iron

Stepped from the crowd a ghostly wight, viuuoj. «i»u v, _
/>

In azure gown, and cincture white.
x, • j i, i,

Scutt, Mamiion, iv. 16. of a furnace news from the cmaer-iall.

Something resembling a belt or cinder-wenclx (sin 'der -wench), n. A einder-

. cinerarium(sin-e-ra'ri-um),«.;pl.c«icrana(-a).
"^ [L. : see cinerarii.'\ In archaol., a niche in the

Cinder-tUb (sm'dfer-tub), n. A shallow iron
cinerarvfsin'-

truek with movable sides into which the slag r;!j ";/ !; r/

wall of a tomb designed to receive a cinerary

urn ; hence, any niche in the wall of a tomb,

even when large enough to receive a sarcopha-

gus. Ancient tombs were often provided with

cineraria in three or even all of their side walls.

Hence— 3,

girdle.

Round all the dazl'd Zodiac which throws
His spangled Cincture or the slippery Spheres

To keep in order and gird up the Years.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 69.

4. That which encompasses or incloses ; inelo-

sure ; barrier ; circuit ; fence.

The court and prison being within the cincture of one

wall. Bac&n, Hen. VII,

5. In arch., a raised ring or a list around a col-

umn.— Humeral cincture, in ichth., a belt of bones

tearing the pectoral flu of a tish, by some considered ho-

mologous with the scapular arch, by others with the hu-

merus. ,

dnctured (singk'turd), a. [< cincture + -ed2.]

Girded with a cincture
;
girdled.

Their iesMxer-cinctured chiefs and dusky loves.

Gray, Progress of Poesy.

His movements were watched by hundreds of natives,

... an exceedingly tall race, almost naked, . . . the vu-

men cinctured with a woof of painted feathers or a deerskin

apron. Bancroft, Hist. I'. S., I. 34.

cinder

woman.
In the black form of cinder-wench she came.

Gay, Trivia, ii. 131.

cinder-woman (sin'der-wum''an), n. A woman
whose occupation it is to rate for cinders in

heaps of ashes. [Eng.]
cinder-wool (sin'der-w^), n. A fibrous glass

obtained by the action of a jet of air or steam
upon molten slag as it flows from a blast-fur-

nace. More commonly called mineral wool.

clndery (sin'der-i), a. [< cinder + -y^.] Ee-
sembhng cinders ; containing cinders, or com-
posed of them; seoriaceouB.

cindring, a. See cindering.

cindroust, «• See cinderous.

cinefactiont (sin-e-fak'shon), n. [< ML. cine-

factio{n-), < L. cinefaetus, turned to ashes, < ci-

nis, ashes, + factus, pp. of facere, make. Cf.

eituify.'] The act or process of reducing to

ashes. E. Phillips, 1706.
inder (sin'der), «. [< ME. cinrter, sitider-JspeW-

ciaetyi, v. 't. [< 1.' cinis, ashes, + -ficare, < fa
ed cyndyr, *i,»di/rui Prompt. Parv., 1440, per-

..^.^^ '^'ake. Ct. cinefaction.] To reduce to ashes

L. cincrarius,

pertaining to

ashes, neut.
cinerarium, ;i

receptacle for

the ashes of

the dead, <

cinis (ciner-),

ashes: see cin-

eraceous.'] <)t

or pertaining
to ashes; con-
taining ashes.
—Cinerary urn,
a sepulchral urn
in which are <le-

posited the ashes
of a cremated
corpse.

There were also
many niches for
cinerary urns.
B. Taylor, Lands

[of the Sara-
[cen, p. 281.

Cinerary Um.
(From a columbarium near Rome.)

haps the earliest ME. authority for the word), ^ .^^^^,^ j-^y
prob. < AS. sinder, scoria, dross of iron, = Icel.

cinematic, ' cinematicaL etc,
gindr = Sw. sinder, slag or dross from a forge,

J^^f^ etc
= Dan.^/.<fer, a spark of ignited iron, a cm-

cinematograph (sm-e-maf 9-,
der, = D. smteU, cinders, coke, = OHG. «i«- *-"»«''^«'""6*°'F" v

. y 1

Uir, MHG. G. sinter, dross of iron, scale (> E. «<^'P<^-
,, . ,

sinter, q. v.); origin uncertain. The spelling cinencnyma (si-neng ki-mjl)

and sense of the E. word have been affected by , < -
r

F. eendre, < L. cinis (ciner-), ashes: see cinera-

ceoits.'] 1. A piece or mass of any substance

that has been partially consumed or calcined

by heat and then quenched: as, the cinder of

a forge.— 2. A small live coal among ashes;

an ember. [Bare or obsolete.]

I shall show the cinders of my spirits

Through the ashes of my chance.
Skai., A. and C, v. 2.

3. pi. The mass of ashes, with small fra^ents
of unconsumed coal interspersed, which re- ^
mains after imperfect combustion, or after a cineraceons (sin-e-ra'shius), o. [< L. cinera-

Mvtw, move, + iyxv/ia, infusion, < h/xtlv, infuse,

pour in, < iv, = E. in, + x"", pour.] In bot.,

tissue consisting of -irregularly branching and
anastomosing vessels, and containing a mUky
or yellow juice.

The latex [of Euphorbia pAo«;>/iorca] exhibits movements
which have given origin to the name cinfnchyma applied

to laticiferous tissue by some authors. Eneyc. Brit., IV. 8".

cinenchymatons (sin-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [<

cincnchyma(t-) + -ous.'] Pertaining to or com-
posed of cinenohyma; containing latex or

elaborated sap ; laticiferous.

fire has gone out. (Seecotcl.)—4. pi. In yeoL,

coarse ash or scoriae thrown out of volcanos.

(See aslfi.) This material when solidified be-

comes tuff or tufa.— 5. One of the scalesthrown
off by iron when it is worked by the blacksmith.

There is in smiths* cinders, by some adhesion of Iron,

sometimes to lie found a magnetical operation.
Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err.

6. In metal., slag, especially that produced in

making i)ig-iron in the blast-furnace.— 7. Any
strong liquor, as brandy, whisky, sherry, etc.,

mixed with a weaker beverage, as soda-water,

lemonade, water, etc., to fortify it; a "stick."

[Slang.]

clnder-bed (sin'dfer-bed), ». A quarrymen's
name for a stratum of the upper Purbeck series,

almost wholly composed of oyster-shells, and
named from its loose structiu-e. It is a marine
bed lying among fresh-water deposits.

cinder-cone (sin'iUr-kon), ». A formation re-

sulting from the deposition of successive erup-

tions of fine material, ash, lapilli, and scoriaj,

from a volcano.
cinder-fall (sin'der-fal), n. The dam over which
tlic sin I,' from the cinder-notch of a furnace fiows.

cinder-frame (sin'der-fram), n. In locomotive
engines, a frame of wirework placed before the
tubes to arrest the ascent of large pieces of

burning cokf.

cindering, cindring (sin'dfer-ing, -dring), a. [<
cinder + -ing^.^ Keducing to cinders. [Rare.]

.Sword and cindring flame. (xoscoigne (1587).

cinder-notch (sin'd6r-noch), n. In metnl-work-
inij, a noti-h made on the top of the dam of a blast-

furnace to allow the slag to run off.

ceus, ashy, < cinis (ciner-), ashes (esp. common
in reference to the ashes of a corpse that has
been burned), = Gr. kAvic, dust, ashes ; cf . Skt.

cineration (sin-e-ra'shon), n. [< ML. as if "ci-

neratio(n-), < cineratus, reduced to ashes, pp. of

'cinerare, < L. cinis (ciner-), ashes: see dnera-
eeotts.'] The reducing of anything to ashes by
combustion; incineration.

cinerea (si-ne're-a), ». [NL., fem. of L. cinc-

retts, ashy: see cinereous.'] Gray or cellular

nerve-tissue, as distinguished from white or

fibrous nerve-tissue ; the gray substance of the

brain and spinal cord.

cinereal (si-ne're-al), a. [< cinerea + -al.] Per-

taining to the cinerea of the brain.

cinereous (si-ne're-us), a. [< L. cinereus, ashy,

< cinis (ciner-), ashes: see cineraceous.] Like
ashes ; having the color of the ashes of wood

;

dark opaque gray; ash-gray.

Pale cinereous earthen vessels.

Latkrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 124.

cinerescent (sin-e-res'ent), o. [< LL. cinc-

rescen(t-)s, ppr. of cincrescere, turn into ashes,

< L. cinis (ciner-), ashes: see cineraceous.]

Turning gray or ash-colored; becoming cinere-

ous; somewhat ashy-gray.

kana (lingual n), a small grain, as of dust or cineritious (sin-e-rish'us), a. [< L. cineritius.

rice. Cf. cinder.] Of ashes ; ashy ; cinereous.

Cineraria (sin-e-ra'ri-a), n. [NL. (so called

from the soft wliite down which covers the sur-

face of the leaves), < L. cincrarius, pertaining

to ashes: see cirierary.] 1. A genus of plants,

natural order ComposiUe, consisting of herbs

more correctly "cinericius, like ashes, < cinis

(ciner-), ashes: see cineraceous.] Having the

color or consistence of ashes; ash-gray: spe-

cifically applied, in anat., to the cinerea or gray
nerve-tissue as distinguished from white: as,

the cineritimis or cortical substance of the brain

;

a cineritious ganglion— CineritiouB tuhercnle, in

a^uit. : (n) The tuber cinereum. See tuber, (b) The tuber-

culuni cinereum of Rolando. See luberculuni.

cinenilentt (si-ner'§-lent), a. [< L. cinis

(ciner-), ashes (see cineraceous), + -ulent, as in

dnulrcrulent, etc.] Full of ashes. Bailey, 1731.

ingalese, Singhalese (sing-ga-les' or -lez'),

a. and n. I. a. Pertaining to the island of

Ceylon, or to its principal native race. See
Ceulonese.

II. n. 1. sing, and pi. A member or members
of the principal native race of Ceylon; the

primitive races of Ceylon collectively.— 2. The
language of the people of Ceylon.

Also Sinhalese.

Cinglet (sing'gl), n. [= D. singel = F. sanglc,

OF. cent/le, = Sp. cincha (> E. cinch, q. v.) =
Pg. cHlia = It. ccnghia, cinghia, < L. cingula

(ML. also cingla), f. (cf. Sp. cincho, also later

Hngulo = Pg. cingiilo = It. cingolo, < L. cingu-

lum, neut.), a girdle, < cingere, gird. Cf. eeint,

ceinture, cincture, and surcingle.] A girth. See

surcingle.

cinglet (sing'gl), t'. «. [< cingle, n.] To girdle;

gird.



cingle

Cenffhtare, einghiare [It. ], to girt or eingle a horse.
Florio.

cingula, n. Plural of cingulum.
Cingulate (sing'gu-lat), a. [< NL. cingulatus, <
L. ci>igula, eingitlum, a girdle : see cingle, n., cin-

gulu»i.~\ In entoni., siuTounded by one or more
colored bands : used especially in describing
the thorax or abdomen.
cingulum (sing'gu-lum), 11.; pi. cingula (-la).

[L. (,ML. NL.): see cingle.^ 1. [ML., > Sp.
cingiilo = Pg. cingulo = It. cingolo.^ Eccles. , the
girdle with which the alb of a priest is gathered
in at the waist.— 2. [NL.] In anat. and zool. :

(a) A girdle, belt, or zone ; also, the waist

;

some part constricted as if girdled. Specifically
— (1) Tne neck of a tooth, or the constriction separating
the crown from the fang.

A band of dental substance (termed the eingitlum) m.ay
surround the tooth, and even in man's own order (Pri-

mates) may develop small accessory cusps which project
downwards external to the two outer of the four principal
cusps. Mivart, Elem. Anat, p. 264.

(2) One of the zones of the carapace of an armadillo.

(6) A longitudinal bundle of white fibers in the
gyrus fornieatus, arising from below the genu
of the corpus callosum in front, and extending
down behind into the gyrus hippocampi, (c)

In entom., a belt-like mark ; a transverse band
of color. Say.— 3. [NL.] In annelids, same
as cliteUum.— 4. [NL.] In pathol., herpes zos-
ter, or shingles.

Ciniflo (sin'i-flo), n. [NL. (Blackwall), < L. cini-

flo(n-), a hair-curler, < (f) einis, ashes, + flare
= E. blow^.'i A genus of spiders, of the family
Agalenida or giving name to the family Citii-

flonidcE. C. ferox, a very voracious species, is

a t.vpe of the genus.
Cmiflonidse (sin-i-flon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cini-

flo{ti-) + -i<iw.'\ A family of spiders, typified by
the genus Ciniflo, characterized by the peculiar
spinnerets. Several species are common in England,
Kving in crevices of rocks and walls, etc., or under leaves
or old bark, and weaving nets of a most elaborate descrip-
tion, connected with their retreat by means of a tunnel,
through which the animal darts when it feels the vibration
of an insect in the web. By most arachnologists the typi-
cal species are referred to the family Af/alenid<e.

Cinixyinae (si-nik-si-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cinixys
+ -J«(B.] A subfamily of Testudinidce, proposed
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cinnabaric (sin-a-bar'ik), a. [< cinnabar +
-ic] Pertaining to cinnabar; consisting of
cinnabar or containing it: as, cinnabaric sand.
cinnabarine (sin'a-biir-in), a. [< cinnabar +
-ine^. Cf. Gr. Kivva(3dpivoc, like cinnabar, < mv-
va'fiapi : see cinnabar.'] Same as cinnabaric.
cinnamate (sin'a-mat), «. [< cinnam(ic) +
-rttel.] A salt of cinnamic acid.

cinnamene (sin'a-men), «. [< cinnain{on) +
-enc] A hydrocarbon (CgHg) produced by the
polymerization of acetylene, and from benzene
and other hydrocarbons at high temperattires.
It may thus often be detected in coal-tar. It occurs nat-
urally in storax. It is a mobile liquid having au agreeable
smell. Also called H7inanwle and styrolene.

cmnamic (sin'a-mik), a. [< einnam(on) + -jc]
Pertaining to or obtained from cinnamon. Also
cJ«)ia«iowJc.— Clnnamlo acid, CoHgOa, an acid found
in storax, balsam of Tolu, and other resinous bodies. It
crystallizes in flue needles, is odorless, and is soluble in
hot water and in alcohol. Oil of cimiamon is mostly an
aldehyde of this acid.

cinnamole (sin'a-mol), n. [< cinnam(on) +
-olc.} Same as cinnamene.
cinnamomeous (sin-a-mo'me-us), a. [< L. cin-
namomum, cinnamon', -I- -eom.'] Cinnamon-col-
ored : as, the cinnamomeous humming-bird.
cinnamomic (sin-a-mom'ik), a. [< Cinnamomtim
+ -Jc] Same ae cintiamic.

CiimamomuiU (sin-a-mo'mum), n. [L. : see
cinnamon.'] A genus of plants, natural order
Lauracem, natives of tropical Asia and the
Polynesian islands. They have ribbed evergreen
leaves, and a 6-cleft calyx with 9 stamens in 3 rows ; each
anther has 4 cells, which open by valves inwardly ex-
cept in the outer row. All the species possess an aro-
matic volatile oil. See cinnavwn, camphor, and cassia-
lignea.

cinnamon (sin'a-mon), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. also cinamon, dial, sinament, eto. ; < ME. c'm-

amome, cynamum, synamon, etc., = OF. cina-
mome = Pr. cinamomi = Sp. Pg. cinwnomo = It.

cinnamomo = OHG. sinamin, MHG. zinemin,
ginment, G. eimmet, < L. cinnamonmm, also cin-
namuvi and cinnamon, ML. also cinamonium, <
Gr. Kiwd/iu/jttv, also Kivdiiufiov and Kiva/jov, < Heb.
qinndmon, cinnamon, prob. connected with qd-
neh, a reed, a cane ; so eannel^, cinnamon, ult.

< ML. canella, cannella, dim. of cana, canna,
cane: see canel.] I. n. 1. A tree of the ge-
nus Cinnamomum, especially C. Zeyhmicum. This

Cinixys belliana,

for the genus Cinixys. All the species are Af-
rican. Also Kinixyina.

Cinixys (si-nik'sis), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1830),
ori^. written Kinixys (Bell, 1815), as if < Gr.
Kivvaaeadai (Kwvy-), waver or sway to and fro,

extended form of lavtiadai, move : see kinetic]
A remarkable African genus of chelonians, of
the family Testudinidai or land-tortoises, and
constituting a proposed subfamily Cinixyinw,
haring the carapace mobile at the sides above
the inguinal plates.

cinkt, «. See cinque. Chaucer.
cinkefoilet, n. See cinque/oil.

cinnabar (sin'a-bar), n. [Earhr mod. E. cina-
bar, cinaber, dnober, cinopcr (ME. cynoper); =
D. cinaber, < F. cinabre = Pr. cinobri, cynobre
= Sp. Pg. cinabrio = It. cinabro, formerly also
cenabrio, = MHG. zinober, G. zinrwbcr = Dan.
cinnober = Sw. cinober, < L. cinnabaris, < Qr.
Kiwdjiapi, also Kivvdjiaptq and Tiyyajiapi, cinna-
bar, vermilion ; of Eastern origin : ef . Pers. zin-

jarf, zinjafr = Hind, shangarf, cinnabar.] 1.
Red Sulphid of mercury. Xative cinnabar is a com-
pact, very heavy mineral, sometimes finely crystallized,
but more generally massive, occurring in Spain, Hungary,
Chili, Mexico, California, Japan, etc. ; it is the principal
and most valuable ore of the mercury of commerce, which
is prepared* from it Ijy sublimation. Artiflciai cinnabar,
prepared by subliming a mixture of mercury and sulphur,
is an amorphous powder, brighter tlian the native cinna-
bar ; it is used as a pigment, and is more usually called
vermilion. Ile/iatic cinnabar is an impure variety of a
liver-brown color and submctallie luster.

2. A red resuious juice obtained from an East
Indian tree, Calamus Draco, formerly used as
an astringent; dragon's-blood Cinnabar lac-
(luer. See /oc^uer.— Inflammable cinnabar. Same as
uinalite.

cinnabar-green (sin'a-bar-gren), n. A name
sometimes given to chrome-green, especially
in Germany. It contains no cinnabar or mer-
cury.

cinquain

II. a. Of the color of cinnamon ; light red-
dish-brown— Cinnamon bear, the cinnamon-colored
variety of the common black bear of Jsorth America,
Uraus ainericanus,

cinnamon-brown (sin'a-mon-broim), n. Same
afi plicnylcnc brown (which see, under brown).

cinnamon-fern (sin'a-mon-fern), n. The Os-
munda cinnamomca : so called from the cinna-
mon-colored sporangia which cover the fertUe
fronds.

cinnamon-oil (sin'a-mon-oil), n. Same as oil

of cinnamon (whioli see, under cinnamon).

cinnamon-stone (sin'a-mon-ston), ?!. A variety
of garnet, found in Ceylon and elsewhere, of a
cinnamon, hyacinth-red, yellowish-brown, or
honey-yellow color, sometimes used in jewelry.
Also called cssonite, hessonitc.

cinnamon-suet (sin'a-mon-su"ct), n. A fatty
substance obtained fromi the ripe fruit of Cin-
namomum Zcylanicum.

cinnamon-water (sin'a-mon-wa"ter), 11. A
medicinal beverage made ifrom cinnamon-oU
and water.
cinnamyl (sin'a-mil), n. [< cinnam(ic) + -yh]
The radical (CgHyCO) supposed to exist in cin-
namic acid—Cinnamyl cinnamate, styracin.

cinnyrid (sin'i-rid), n. A bird of the family
Cinnyridce.

Cinnyridse (si-nir'i-de), «. pi. [NL. , < Cinnyris
+ -idee.] A family of birds, named from the
genus Cinnyris. The name has been made to cover a
multitude of dissimilar forms, and is now disused. It is

properly a synonym of 2seciariHiid(e (which see), as ap-
plied to the sun-birds.

Cinnyrimorplise (sin"i-ri-m6r'fe), m. pi. [NL.,
< Cinnyris + Gr. /^opcii/, form.] In Sundevall's
system of classification, a cohort of oscine pas-
serine birds with long extensile tongue, whence
they are also called Tubilingues. it is composed
of five families of the birds commonly known as sun-birds
and_ honey-suckers, belonging to the genera Ehrepanis,
Meliphaga, Ncctariitia, Cinnyris, and their allies.

cinnyrimorphic (sin"i-ri-m6r'fik), a. [< Cin-
nyrimorphw + -ic] Pertaining to or having
tlie characters of the Cinnyrimorphw.
Cinnyris (sin'i-ris), ». [NL. (G. Cuvier, 1817),
said to be < Gr. *Kivvvplc, a small bird.] An ex-
tensive genus of small tenuirostral passerine
birds of .Airica, of brilliant and varied hues;
the sun-birds. The name has been used in
different senses, but is properly a synonym of
Nectarinia.

cinopert, «. -Aji obsolete form of cinnabar. B.
•fonson.

cinosternid (sin-o-st6r'nid), n. A tortoise of
the family Cinost'ernida:.

Cinosternidse (sin-o-ster'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cinosternum + -idee.] A family of fresh-water
turtles, typified by the genus Cinosternum. They
have the carapace and plastron united by suture, no inter-
sternal bone, no intergular scuta, and no mesosternal bone.
The species are inhabitants of the fresh waters of North
and South America. Most of them emit a strong musky
odor, and some are therefore called stink-turltes, stinkpots,
and musk-lurtles. Also written Kinuslernidce.

cinostemoid (sin-o-ster'noid), 17. and n. [< Ci-
nosternum + -oid.] J. a. Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Cinosternida:.

II. n. A cinosternid.

Cinosternum (sin-o-ster'num), «. [NL. (Spix,
1824), irreg. < (3r. Kiveiv, move, -I- cripvov, breast-
bone.] A genus of small fresh-water turtles,

Cinnamon [Cinnafncmum Z^lanicum).

tree is cultivated for its bark in Ceylon, Sumatra, and
Borneo, and on the Malabar coast. It is sometimes con-
founded with C. Cassia, which yields the Chinese cinnamon
or common cassia-lignea (which see).

2. The inner bark of Cinnamomum Zeylanicum.
It is stripped from the branches, and in drying takes the
form of rolls called quills, the smaller quills being intro-
duced as they are drying into the larger ones. The true
cinnamon is a grateful aromatic, of a fragrant smell and
moderately pungent taste, accompanied with some degree
of sweetness and astringency. It is used in medicine for
its cordial and carminative properties, and is one of the
best restorative spices. The bark of C. Cassia, being
cheaper, is often substituted for true cinnamon, but it is

thicker, coarser, and less delicate in flavor.

Then take powdurof SyrMmome, & temper hit with red
wyne. liabees Book (E, E. T. S.), p. 160.

The Islands are fertile of Clones, Nutmegs, Mace and
Cinnamom. llakluyfs Voyages, I. 214.

Sinament and Ginger, Nutmegs and Cloves,
And that gave me my jolly red nose.

liavenscro/t, Deuteromela, Song No. 7 (1609).

Black cinnamon, of Jamaica, Pimenta acns.— Oil of
cinnamon, au oil obtained from the bark and leaves of
diiferent trees of the genus Cinnamoinutn. It consists
chiefly of cinnamic aldehyde, CgHsO, mixed with various
resins.—White cinnamon, or wild cinnamon, of the
West Indies. See CaitMa^.

Cinosternum pfnnsylvanicunt.

giving name to the family Cinosternida: C.
pentisylvanicum is acommon mud-turtle ofmany
parts of the United States. Alsa written Cino-
sternon, Kinosternon.

cinqfoil (singk'foil), re. Same as cinquefoil.

Cinq-trou (singk'tro), n. [F., < cinq, five, -t-

trou, hole.] In lacc-maling, a form of mesh in
which large openings are set alternately in
quincunx, the material which separates tiiem
being pierced with very small holes so placed
as to surround the large ones.
cinquain (sing-kan'), n. [F., < cinq, five: see
cinque.] In old military evolutions, an order
of battle governing the drawing up of five bat-
talions so as to constitute three lines—that is,

a van, main body, and reserve. E. Phillips, 1706.



cinque

cinque (singk), n. [< ME. cink, < OF. cine, F.
cinq = Sp. Pg. cinco = It. cinque, five, < L.
quinque = E. five, q. v.] 1. A group of five

objects, or five units treated as one: used in

certain games.

These five eiiiques, or these 25 round spots, in arms do
signify numliers.

F. Potter, Interpretation of the Xuniber G^.

2. jil. The changes which may be rung on a
chime of eleven bells: so called because five

pairs of bells change places in the order of ring-

ing every time a change is rung Barons of the
Cinque Ports. See 6aro«.— Cinque Ports, originally,
five ports or havens on the southern shore of England,
toward lYance, namely, Hastings, Romney, Hythe, Dover,
and .Sandwich, to which were afterward added Winchelsea
and Kye, together with a numl>er of subordinate places.
These were anciently deemed of so much importance, in
the defense of the Icingdom against an invasion from
France, that they received royal grants of particular privi-

leges, on condition of providing in case of war a certain
number of ships at their own expense. The very ancient
office of warden of the Cinque Ports is still maintained,
with some of its ancient powers.

cinque-centist fching-kwe-chen'tist), «. [< It.

cinqiiccentista, \ einquecento : see cinque-cento
and -ist.'] 1. A writer or an artist of the six-

teenth century ; one who imitates the sixteenth-
century style. See cinque-cento.

Careful observation and the reading of Lanzi convinced
me that all the great Italian artists, including the cUique-
centUtx, had jjrown from a training of patient self-restranit,

imposed by masters who had never indulged their hands in

uncertainty and dash. Contemporary Hev., XLIX. 477.

2. A student of or authority on the period
known as the cinque-cento,

cinque-cento (ching-kwe-ehen'to), n. and a. [It.

einquecento, lit. 500 (< cinque, five (see cinque), +
cento, < L. centum = 'E. hundred, q. v.), but used

as a contraction
of vtiHe cinque
ceiito, 1500, with
ref. to the cen-
tury (1501-1600)
in which the
revival took
place.] I. n.

The sixteenth
century, with
reference to It-

aly, and espe-
cially with ref-

erence to the
fine arts of that
period.

II. a. 1. Exe-
cuted or de-
signed in the
sixteenth cen-
tury : applied
specifically to
the decorative

art and architecture characteristic of the at-

tempt at purification of style and reversion to

classical forms which attained full development
in Italy at the beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tur}' ; also often loosely applied to ornament
of the sixteenth century in general, properly
included in the term renaissance.

What is given the student as next to Raphael's work ?

Cinque-cento ornament generally. Stuskin.

2. Living in the sixteenth century.

The process of casting as tt was understood and prac-
tised by the Cinque-Cento medallists is also here descnbed.

Xumit. Chron., 3d ser., I. 278.

cinquefoil (singk'foil), n. [Early mod. E. cinl-e-

foue, < It. cinquefoglie, cinquefoglio, < cinque,
five, + fixjUo, leaf: see cinque and foil^. Cf.
F. quintefcuille, and .see quinqucfoliate.} 1. An
ornament in the Pointed style of architecture,
consisting of five

cuspidated divi-

sions. This form
is frequently in-

troduced in cir-

cular windows,
bosses, rosettes,
etc. See foil.—
2. The common
name of several
species of plants
of the genus
Potentilla, from
their quinate
leaves. Also
called^re-^n</er.
See Potentilla.—
3. In her., a five-

leafed clover,

Cinque<ento Work,
PerMus by Cellj

Pedestal of the
, Florence.

Cioquefoil.- porc._
CaUiedral, Eoifland.
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used as a bearing, it is represented conventionally
as having a round leaf at the intersection of the five stems,
and also as a figure with five lobes about a small circle

forming the center.

Also spelled cinqfoil.

cinque-pace (singk' pas), n. An old French
dance, distinguished by a movement of five

steps.

Wooing, -wedding, and repenting, is as a Scotch jig, a
measure, and a cinque-pace- .-

. . . then comes repentance,
and, with his bad legs, falls into the cinque-pace faster and
faster, till he sink into his grave. Shah., Much Ado, ii. 1.

cinque-portt, ». [i F. dnq, five, +porte, gate,
port. Cf . Cinque Ports, under cinque.l A sort
of iishing-net : so called from the five entrances
into it. E. Phillips, 1706.

cinque-spotted (singk ' spot " ed), a. Having
five spots.

On her left breast
A mole cinque-spctted, like the crimson drops
I' the bottom of a cowslip. Shak., Cymbeline, it 2.

Cinqui^me (F. pron. sang-kiam'), J^. [F., Ut.

fifth, < citiq, five.] A coin of Louis XV. of
France, the fifth part of an 6cu, or the quarter
of a United States dollar.

cinquino (it. pron. ching-kwe'no), «. [It., <

cinque, five : see cinque.'] An old Neapolitan
money of account, the fortieth part of a ducat
of the realm, being about an English penny.

cintert, cintret, «• See center^.

Cinura (si-nu'rii), ». pi. [NL., < Gr. Kimvprj^,

shaking the tail, < Kivelv, move, + oiipa, tail.]

A group of thysanurous insects, in some sys-
tems of classification a suborder of the order
Thysanura, containing apterous ametabolous
insects with peculiar mouth-parts, abortive or
imperfect abdominal legs, and long abdominal
appendages (whence the name). They are known
as origtletaili, and are of the genera Campodea, Japyx,
Lepiima, etc., commonly ranged in two families, Cainpo-
deid(e and Lepi»matidce. See cut under Campodea.

cinurous (si-nu'ms), a. [< Cinura + -ous.]

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Cinura.

cioid (si'o-id), a. and ». I. a. Of or pertaining
to the family Cioida.

H. n. A beetle of the family Cioidce.

Cioidae (si-6'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Cm + -idee.] A
family of serricom malacodermatous Coleopte-

ra, typified by the genus Cis. The ventral segments
are normally free, the tarsi are 4-jointed, and the antennie
are generally clavate, sometimes fiabellate. Some of the
s{>ecies have clavicorn characteristics. Also called Cisida.
See cut und^r Cis.

cionif, n. An obsolete form of scion. Howell.
cion^ (si'on), n. ' [NL., < Gr. kiudi, a pillar, the
uvula.] The uvula.

-cion. [ME. -cion, -eiun, -cioun, -tion, -tiun, -tioun :

see -tion.] An obsolete spelling of the termi-
nation -Hon. In coercion, epinicion, intemecion,
nuxpicion, the c belongs to the root.

cionitis (si-o-ni'tis), n. [NL. (> F. eionite), <
Gr. hiuv, a pillar, the uvula, + -itis.] Tnpathol.,
inflammation of the uvula.

Cionocrania (si'o-no-kra'ni-a), n. pi, [NL., <
Gr. Ktuv, a pillar, a column, + upavlov, skull

:

see cranium. Cf. Gr. Kiovdnpavov, ludKpavov, the
capital of a column.] Literally, column-skulls

:

a systematic name applied to the principal
group of Lacertilia, from the fact that they
possess a columella or column-bone of the skull.

See Cyclodus. Also Kionocrania. [Karelyused.]

Tlie great majority of existing Lacertilia belong to the
proccelous Kionocrania. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 196.

Cionocrania amphlcoella, a division of Cionocrania con-
taining those lacertiliaiis wliich have nmphicoetian verte-

bra;, as the Aicalabota, Jihynchocephata, IlonKKosauria,
and Prolorotauria.— Cionocrania procoella, a division
of Cionocrania containing those lacertilians which have
procoelian vertebrte, being all the Cionocrania excepting
those above named,

cionocranial (si'o-no-kra'ni-al), a. [As Cio-
nocrania + -al.] Having a column-skull, as
a lizard; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Cionocrania. Also kionocranial.

cionorrhaplua (si'o-no-ra'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kiuv, a pillar, the uvula, + />a^, a sewing, <

pa-Titv, sew.] Same as staphylorrhaphy.

cionotome (si-on'o-t6m), n. [< Gr. Kion>, a pillar,

the uvula, + roiioi;, cutting, < refivew, ra/ieiv,

cut.] A surgical instrument for excising a por-
tion of the uvula.

cionotomy (si-o-not'o-mi), n. [< Gr. kIuv, a pil-

lar, the uvula, + to/j^, a cutting: see anatomy.]
In surff., the operation of excising a part of the
uvula.

Cionus (si'o-nus), n. [NL. (Clairville, 1798), <

Gr. Kiuv, a pillar.] A genus of rhynchophorous
beetles, of the family Curculionida; or weevils.
C. verbasci is a globular species found on mullen
and other scrophulariaceous plants.

cipher

ciperst, «. An obsolete form of cypress, gauze,
crape.
Why, doost thinke I cannot mourne, unlesse I weare my

hat in cipers like an aldermans heire ?

Marston and Webster, Malcontent, iii. 1.

ciper-tunnelf, «. An erroneous form of cipher-
tunnel.

cipher (si'fer), n. [Also cypher, early mod. E.
also cifer, cifre, < ME. "cifre, ciphre = D. cijfer

= Dan. siffer = Sw. siffra, < OF. cifre, F. chiffre

( > Sw. chiffer) = Sp. Pg. cifra = It. eifra, cifera
= MHG. zifer, ziffer, G. ziffer, a number, a sign,

< ML. cifra, zifera, the figure 0, pi. cifrm, the
Arabic numerals (also applied to any occult
characters), also (by association with zephyrus,
zephyr) zephyrum (> It. zefiro, contr. zero, > Sp.
Pg. zero = F. zero, > E. zero, q. v.) ; < Ar. sifr,

sefr, a cipher, lit. empty, nothing, < safara, be
empty.] 1. In arith. and alg., a character of

the form 0, which by itself is the symbol of
nought or null quantity, but when used in
certain relations with other figures or symbols
increases or diminishes their relative value ac-

cording to its position. Thus, in whole numbers, a
cipher when placed at the right hand of a figure increases

its value tenfold, as 1, 10; in decimal fractions, when
placed at the left hand of a figure, it divides the value of

that figure by ten, as, .1, one tenth, .01, one hundredth,
etc. ; as an exponent it reduces the value of the expression
whose exponent it is to unity, as a:0 = 1, etc.

2. Figuratively, something of no value, conse-
quence, or power; especially, a person of no
weight, influence, usefulness, or decided char-
acter.

Mine were the very cipher of a function.
To fine the faults, whose fine stands in record.

And let go by the actor. Shak., M. for M., il 2.

Our minister at the court of London is a cipher.

S. Adams, in Bancroft's Hist. Const,, II. 270.

Here he was a mere cipher, there he was lord of the as-

cendant. Irving.

3t. A written character in general, especially a
numeral character.
This wisdom began to be written in ciphers and charac-

ters, and letters bearing the form of creatures.
Raleigh, Hist. World.

4. (o) A combination of letters, as the initials

of a name, in one complex device, engraved,
stamped, or written on something, as on a seal,

plate, coach, tomb, picture, etc. ; a literal de-

vice. See monogram. (6) In /ler., such a com-
bination of letters borne upon a small es-

cutcheon or cartouche, and substituted in an
achievement of arms of a woman for the crest,

which appears only in those of men.— 5. A
secret or disguised manner of writing; any
method of conveying a hidden meaning by
writing, whether by means of an arbitrary use
of characters or combinations understood only
by the persons concerned, or by a conventional
significance attached to words conveying a dif-

ferent meaning to one not in the secret ; cryj)-

tography.
Z\fers or nota furtiva?, secret marks for the hiding of

the writer's mind from others, save him to whom he
writes it. Ilakewill, Apology, p. 261.

I write you freely, without the cover of cipher.

Monroe, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., II. 389.

6. Anything written in cipher; a cryptogram.— 7. The key to a cipher or secret mode of
writing.

cipher (si'fer), v. [< cipher, n.] I. intrans. 1.

To use figures; practise arithmetic by means
of numerical figures or notation.

'Twas certain he could write and cipher too.
Goldsmith, Deserted Village, 1. 208.

2. In fox-hunting, to hunt carefully about in

search of a lost trail : said of a dog. [New
Eng.]— 3. To run on three legs : said of a dog.
[Kentucky.]—4. Of an organ-pipe, to sound
independently of the action of the player, in

consequence of some mechanical derangement
in the organ.

II. trans. [Cf. decipher.] 1. To reckon in

figures ; cast up ; make out in detail, as or as
if by ciphering: generally with up or out, and
often used figuratively: as, to cipher or cipher

up the cost of au undertaking; to cipher out
the proper method of proceeding. [Chiefly

coUoq.]— 2. To vmte in occult characters.

The characters of gravity and wisdom ciphered in your
aged face. Goufjh, Strange Discovery. (Sares.)

3t. To designate or express by a sign ; charac-
terize.

Some loathsome dash the herald will contrive,
To cipher me how fondly I did dote.

Shak., Lucrece, I. 207.

4t. To decipher.

The illiterate, that know not how
To cipher what is writ in learned books.

* Shak., Lucrece, L 811.



cipherer

cipherer (si'f^r-^r), n. 1 . One who ciphers ; one
who performs arithmetical processes.— 2. One
skilled in writing in cipher.

The Chancellor sallied forth with his Sovereign to do the
diplomatic work of the campaign at the head of a devoted

band of privy-councillors, secretaries, n>A#r?r*, newspaper-
hacks, couriers, and cooks. Loive^ Bismarck, I. 526.

cipherhood (si'fer-hM), «. [< cipher + -hood.']

The state of being a cipher; insignificance;

nothingness. [Rare.]

Therefore God, to confute him and bring him to his na-

tive cipherhood, threatened to bring a sword against him.
Goodwin, Works, V. 443.

ciphering (si'fer-ing), n. [Verbal n. of cipher,

r.] 1. The act of using figures, as in arith-

metic.— 2. The sounding of an organ-pipe, in

consequence of some mechanical derangement
or misadjustment, independently of the action

of the player.

ciphering-book (si'f6r-ing-buk), n. A book in

which to solve arithmetical problems or enter

thein when worked.
ciphering-slate (si'fer-ing-slat), n. A slate on
which to work arithmetical problems.

cipher-key (si'ffer-ke), n. A key to a system of

writing in cipher.

cipher-tunnel (si'ffer-tun'el), n. A mock chim-
ney ; a chimney built merely for outward show.

The device of cypher-tunnels or mock chimneys merely
for uniformity of building. Fuller, Ch. Hist., V. iii. 48.

ciphus, n. See seyphtis.

cipolin (sip'o-lin), n. [= F. cipoUn, < It. ciiyol-

lino, a granular limestone (so called from its

being veined or stratified like an onion), < ci-

polla, an onion : see cibol.'i Same as cipollino.

Cipollino (sip-o-le'no ; It. pron. che-pol-le'no),

n. [It. : see cipoKn.] In gieo?., a granular lime-

stone containing mica.— Italian cipollino, marble
or gypsum having a tliinly laminated and concretionary
structure, resembling that of the onion.

Cippus (sip'us), n.
;
pi. cip2)i (-i). [L. (>¥. dppe),

also cipus, a stake, post, pillar, perhaps akin
to sdpio, a stail, and
that prob. to Gr. OKijir-

rpov, a scepter: see
scepter.'\ 1. In Rom.
antiq. , a post or pillar,

or even a large stake,

of wood or stone, used
for forming a palisade
(for which purpose
tree-trunks stripped
of theirbrancheswere
commonly used), or

as a mark or monu-
ment ; specifically,

such a montmient
marking a grave or a
sacred place. The cip-

pus was either cylindrical

or square, and sometimes
had a base and a capital,

and more or less sculptured
ornament. Many cippi

bear the inscription S. T.

T. L. (Sit tibi terra levis.

May the earth be light to thee) ; but many other forms
of inscription appear. Cippi were also used to display
decrees of the senate and other public notices.

2. In Bom. milit. hist., a palisade for military
purposes.
circ (serk), n. [< L. circus, a circle : see circus,

eirque.'i A prehistoric stone circle.

Circs of the same sort are still to be seen in Cornwall.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. i.

circ. An abbreviation of circa.

circa (ser'ka), a4v. [L., adv. and prep., about,
around, equiv. to circum, about: see circum-.']

About ; at or near a date given, when the ex-

act time is not known : as, ci}-ca A. D. 500. Ab-
breviated circ, ca., or c.

Circaean, «. See Circean.

CircaStuB (sfer-ka'e-tus), n. [NL. (Vieillot,

1816), < Gr. alpnoi, a kind of hawk flying in cir-

cles (see circus), + acr<if, an eagle.] A genus
of small eagles or large hawks with the tarsi

partly feathered, the nostrils oval and perpen-
dicular, the head crested with lanceolate fea-

thers, and the wing more than half as long again
as the tail. The type is C. gallicus, a European
species, otherwise known as Aquila hrachydac-
tyla.

circar, '». See sircar.

Circassian (s^r-kash'ian), a. and n. [= P. Cir-

eassien, < Circassia, a tatinized form (F. Circas-

sie) of the Russian name Zemlya Cherkesovii, lit.

the land of the Circassians : zemlya, land ; Cher-
kesovii, gen. pi. of CherkesU, a Circassian, > G.
Tscherkesse, a Circassian, Tscherkessicn, Circas-
sia, E. also Cherkesses, pi. The Circassians call
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themselves Adighe.'] I, a. Pertaining to or in-

habiting Circassia, a district of Russia (until

1864 an independent territory) situated on the
northern slope of the Caucasus, and bordering
on the Black Sea.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Cir-

cassia ; specifically, one of the native race of

Circassia, distinguished for the fine physical
formation of its members, especially its women.
— 2. [?. c] Same &s circassienue.

circassienne (ser-kas-i-en'), n. [P., fern. (se.

etoffe = E. stuff) of Circassien : see Circassian.

But the name is arbitrarily given.] A variety
of light cashmere made of silk and mohair.

Circe (ser'se), «. [A NL. use of L. Circe, < Gr.

KipKti, Circe, a sorceress. See Circeati.'i 1. In
ornith., a genus of humming-birds, the type
of which is €. latirostris of Mexico. J. Gould,
1861.— 2. In conch., a ge-

nus of siphouate bivalves,

of the family Cyprinidw,
containing such species as
C. corrugata. Schitmacher,
1817.— 3. A genus of Tra-
chymedusw : synonymous
with Trachynema (which
see)— Circe's cup. See cup.

Circeadse, ". i)l. See Cir-

c.eUlw.

Circean, Circaean (s6r-

se'an), a. [< L. Circwus,

< Gr. KtpKaloc, pertaining to Circe, < Ki'p/o?, L.
Circe: see def.] Pertaining to Circe, in Greek
mythology a beautiful sorceress, who is repre-
sented by Homer as having converted the com-
panions of Ulysses into swine by means of an
enchanted beverage; hence, fascinating but
brutifying; infatuating and depraving: as, a
Circean draught.

Many sober English men not sufficiently awake to con-
sider this, like men inchanted with the Circcean cup of ser-

vitude, will not be held back from running thir heads into

the Yoke of Bondage. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xiii.

Circeidae, Circeadae (s6r-se'i-de, -a-de), n. pi.

[NL., prop. *Circid(B, < Ciree, 3, + -idee, -ada.']

A family of Trachymedusw, represented by and
taking name from the genus Circe. See Trachy-
nemidm.
circensial (ser-sen'shial), a. Same as drcen-
sian.

circensian (s6r-sen'shian), a. [< L. eireenses

(sc. ludi), games of the circus, pi. of circensis,

a., < circus : see circtts.] Pertaining to or taking
place in the circus in Rome, where athletic

games of various kinds were practised, as char-
iot-races, running, wrestling, combats, etc. Cir-

censian games took place in connection with
the frequent public festivals.

Circinae (sfer-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Circus, 4, +
-inw.1 A subfamily of hawks, of the family
FalconidcB, the harriers, having an incomplete

inflorescence of forget-me-not : b, young
fronds of a fern.

Circe corru£ata.

Roman Funeral Cippus, British
Museum.

Marsh-hawk, or Harrier {Circus hudsonius).

facial disk and large ear-parts, as in some owls,

a weak toothless bill, and lengthened wings,
tail, and legs: a small group represented by
the genus Circus and its subdivisions, con-
taining 15 or 20 species, of various parts of the
world. •

circinal (s6r'si-nal), a. [< L. circinus (see circi-

nate, v.) + -al.'] 1. In hot., rolled spirally down-
ward. See circinatc, a.— 2. In entovi., rolled

spirally backward and inward : applied to the

proboscis of a haustellate insect, as a butterfly.

circinatet (ser'si-nat), V. t. ori. [< L. circinatus,

pp. of fircinare, make round, < circinus, < Gr.

KipKivoc, a pair of compasses, < KipKcg = L. circus,

a circle, ring: see circle, circus, and (ult. < L.
circinus) cerne.] To make a circle (upon) with
a pair of compasses. Bailey.

circle

circinate Cser'si-nat), a. [< L. circinatus, pp.:
see the verb.] Circular or ring-shaped : as, a cir-

cinate eruption:
specifically, in

hot., applied to

that mode of ver-
nation or folia-

tion in which the
leaf is rolled up
on its axis from
the apex toward
the base, like

a shepherd's
crook, as in the
fronds of ferns
and the leaves
of the sundew

;

but the term is

also sometimes
used when the coil simply forms a ring.

The vernation ... of the ferns and cycads is circinate.

Lindley, Introd. to Botany.

circinately (ser'si-nat-li), adv. In a circinate

manner, form, or arrangement.

Circiitately or fasciately convolute.
//. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algae, p. 40-

circination (ser-si-na'shon), n. [< L. circina-

tio(n-), circumference, orbit, < eircinare, pp. cir-

cinatus, make round: see circinate, v.~\ 1. The
state of being circinate.— Sf. A circling or

turning round. Bailey.

circingleti ". -^ misspeUine of surcingle.

Circinus (ser'si-nus), n. [NL., < L. circinus, a
pair of compasses : seedmnate, r.] The Com-
passes, a small southern constellation made by
Lacaille in 1752.

circle (sfer'kl), n. [The spelling with i is due to

mod. imitation of the Latin ; < ME. eercle, sercU,

< OP. eercle, P. eercle = Pr. eercle, sercle = Sp.

circuit) = Pg. circulo = It. circolo, also cerchio, =
-AS. circul, circol= D. Sw. Dan. cirkel = OHG.
zirkil, MHG. G. zirkel, < L. circulus, a circle (in

nearly all senses), dim. of circus = Gr. Ki'pKof,

usually Kp'moc, a circle, a ring (perhaps = AS.
hring, E. ring'^, q. v.): see circus.l 1. In ele-

mentary geom., a plane figure whose periphery
is everywhere equally distant from a point

within it, the center; in modern geom., the pe-

riphery of such a figure ; a circumference.— 2.

A circular formation or arrangement ; a circlet

;

a ring : as, a circle of stones or of lights.

On hir heed she hadde a eercle of goolde bright shyn-

ynge. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 430.

3. A round body ; a sphere ; an orb.

It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth.
Isa. xl. 22.

4t. Circuit; course.

The sun in his aerde sette vpo lofte ;

All clerit the course, clensit the aire.

Deetruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7633.

I went ray winter circle thro' my district, Rochester &
other places. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 14, 1666.

5. Compass; inelosure.

In the circle of this forest. Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

Certainly there is no happiness within this circle of flesh.

Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, i. 44.

6. Something conceived as analogous to a

circle ; specifically, a number of persons inti-

mately related to a central interest, person, or

event ; hence, a number of persons associated

by any tie ; a coterie ; a set : as, a circle of ideas

;

to move in the higher circles of society ; the cir-

cles of fashion ; the family circle.

As his name gradually became known the circle of his

acquaintance widened. Macaulay.

In private circles, indeed, he [Sunderland] was in the

habit of talking with profane contempt of the most sacred

things. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

7. A series ending where it begins, and per-

petually repeated.

Thus in a circle runs the peasant's pain.

And the year rolls within itself again.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ii. 556.

8. A complete system, invoh-ing several sub-

ordinate divisions : as, the circle of the sciences.

When he has gone thus far, he has shown you the whole
circle of his accomplishments.

Addison, The Man of the Town.

9. Circumlocution; indirect form of speech.

[Rare.]
Has he given the lye

In circle or oblique, or semi-circle.

Or direct parallel ? You must challenge him.

Fletcher (and another). Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

10. In logic, an inconclusive form of argument,

in which two or more unproved statements, or

their equivalents, are used to prove each other

:

often called a vicious circle, or argument in a



circle

drcle.—1 1 . The English equivalent of the name
given in some countries, as in Germany, to cer-

tain administrative divisions.—12. In astron.

and tjeod., a piece of metal or glass with lines
engraved upon it so as to form graduations di-

viding the circumference of a circle into equal
parts ; hence, any instrument of which such a
graduated circle forms the part that is most
important or most difficult to make.— 13. A
small shuttle made in the form of a horseshoe,
and moving in a circular path, it is a French
improveraent on the simple swivel, and is used in tissue-
weaving to form figures on the surface of a fabric.

The small shuttles called circles are an elaborate sub-
stitute for the simple swivel, over which they have certain
advantages. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 184.

Addendum-circle. See n(W«»rf«»t.— Altitude and
azimuth circle, an altazimuth ; a telescope moving upon
a veiticat and a horizontal axis, both being provided witli
circles. -Antarctic circle, arctic circle. See the ad-
jectives.—Argument In a circle. .See def. lo, above-
Auxiliary circle. See n«j-iYi«/;/. — Azimuth circles.
See «ii//iu(/i.— Blfld circle. See di/iii.— Brocard circle
(named from the discoverer, the French mathematician
Captain H. Brocard), a circle passing through the symme-
dian point and circumcenter of any triangle, and through
five other points, two of which are each the intersection of
three lines from the vertices of the triangle parallel to the
sides of one of the triangles inscribed in the given triangle
and in the Tucker circle,* while the other three points are
each the intersection of two such lines (one parallel to one
inscribed triangle, and the other to the other) with one of
the three lines through the symmedian point parallel to the
sides of the original triangle. The Brocard circle is concen-
tric with the Tucker circle. Also called seven-point circle.— Circle in definition (circtdus in definiendo), a fault of
a definition consisting in introducing a word or concep-
tion which can be understood only when the word or con-
ception to be defined is unilcrstood. -Circle Of aberra-
tion. SeeofxTradV./i.— Circle of altitude. Same us a/-
mucodfar— Circle of Apis, a period of 26 yeara used in
ancient Egypt in connection with the worship of Osiris.—
Circle of convergence. See convergence.— caoie of
curvature, the osculating circle at any point of a curve.— Circle of declination, a great circle the plane of
which is iKTpenilicular to the equator.— Circle Of dissi-
pation. See disKi>a(iOH.— Circle Of glory, in her., a
sort of crown m-ide by rays, leaving a circular open space
in the middle— Circle Of higher order, a curve which
passes more than twice through the circular points at in-
finity. — Circle of Inversion. See iHoenrton.— Circle of
keys, in ;/(f(.v('-. an arrangement of keys or tonalities in
the order of their closest relationship — that is, each key-
note being the dominant (fifth) or subdominant (fourth)
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latter into n equal parts, then the continued product of the rirrlpil (^Ar'l^lr^^ n ^C Mrflt> « -1- />/-72 1 i
distances of P from the n, noint.s so nMain,.H » Bn„„1 t.. -1-

*'"''^«?" \^^ ^^'^h " i") Circle, n., "T -Crt .J 1.
Having the form of a circle; circular; round.

O, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon,
That monthly changes in her circled orb.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 2.

Like a cat's splendid circled eyes.
. A. C. Swinburne, Felise.

2. In her., surrounded by rays of light forming
a sort of halo.

2r» R- cos nfl -t- /»•, where 9 is the angle Ijetween Vc and the circle-iron (8er'kl-i''''em), n. 1. A hoUow punch
r.idfn.st.io„enfthennint.,nf,uvi,i,„.oft>,„.i..„„,,.,.„„„

f^j. gutting circular Wauks, wafers, etc.— 2.
The fifth wheel in a carriage ; a horizontal cir-
cle of iron between the fore axle and the body.
E. B. Knight.

circler (sfer'kler), n. [< circle + -erl; in sense
2, a translation of Horace's scriptor cyclicus:
see cyclic and circular, a., 5.] 1, One who cir-
cles or goes around anything.
Neptune, circler of the earth. Chapman, Iliad, xiii. 42.

2t. A cyclic poet. See cyclic and circular, 5.

Nor so begin, as did that circler late

:

I sing a noble war and Priam's fate.

_ _ ^^^ JS. Jo7tso7i, Art of Poetry.

with an index to pouit them out. (6) A liiie showing the circle-ieadillg (ser'kl-re'''ding), n. The reading
hour on a sun-dial, (c) A circle of declination : referred of a graduated circle in a mathematical instru-
to as the two-hour circle, etc., especially as the six-hour rne^-ni^
circle.— Knights 01 the Golden Circle. See knight.—

""""i"

Mural circle, a transit-circle attached to a wall instead of The mean of the results from the four microscopes is

being mounted between two piers.— Nine-point Olrcle ca"<5d the circle-reading. Newcmnh, Astronomy, p. 166.

a circle drawn through the middle points of the sides of a pirplp-ROiiarpr ('s^r'kl-i5lrwar"Ar> « A -nerann
triangle, the feet of the perpendicnlai. let fall on the "XVe^otes^M^mselFto attem^ sol^e one

distances of P from the n points so obtained is equal to ±
(R" — r"), and the continued product of the distances of
P from the middle points of the n arcs is R" -f r".—De
Moivre'S property of the circle (named from the dis-
coverer, the Franco-English mathematician Abraham de
Moivre, 1607-1764), the theorem that, if the circumfer-
ence of a circle of radius R is divided into n equal parts,
and P be any point at a distance r from the center c,

then the continued product of the squai-es of the distances
of P from the n points on the circumference is R^
Sr" R" cos n9 -^r^, where is the angle l)etween Pc and tl. _

radius to one of the points of division of the circumference.
—Diametral olrcle. See diainttral.—'DiSra.ciUm cir-
cles, small circles round the well-defined image of a star
as seen in a telescope under favorable circumstances.—
DlflUslou circles. See td/usiOTi.—Directing circle
See sraWon.— Director circle, in^eom., the locus of the in-
tersection of two tangents to a conic cutting each other at
right angles.— Diumal Circle, a circle described by a star
or other point in the heavens, in its apparent diurnal revo.
lution about the earth, or, in reality, in the rotation of the
earth upon its axis.— Druldlcal Circles. See druidical.— Fairy circle. See/airt/.— Galactic circle. Seegalac-
^V;.^Great circle, a circle on a sphere the plane of which
passes through the center of tlie sphere.—Horary clrcde,
or hour-circle, (a) In artificial globes, a small brass circle
fixed to the north pole, divided into 24 parts of 16° each,
corresponding to the -24 hours of the day, and furnished

F is the subdominant of C ; B I5 is the subdominant of F : etc. G is
the dominant of C ; D is the dominant of G ; etc.

of the one before it. The circle is perfect in the tempered
scale of the pianoforte, but not strictly so in theoretical
acoustics. The theoretical error, fjHii, is called a Pytha-
gorean comma, and is approximately represented as |J.—
Circle of latitude. («) In astron., a great circle perpen-
dicular t<j the plane of the ecliptic. Upon such circles
celestial latitudes are measured. (6) In geog., a small cir-
cle the plane of which is perpendicular to the axis of the
earth

; a circle of the globe parallel to the equator: more
usually called a parallel 0/ latitude.— Circle Of least
confusion. See cnn/usion.

—

Circle of perpetual appa-
rition. .See apparition.— Circle Of perpetual occulta-
non. .Sec ocfM«a(i«n.— Circle of the empire, an ad-
ministrative divtsion of the Bomun Gcnuun Empire.—
Circle of the sphere, a circle described on the sphere of
the earth or the luiivens. The equator, the ecliptic, the
meridians, and the parallels of latitude are all circles of
the sphere. A great circle of the sphere is one the plane
of which passes thrnngh the center of the earth, as the
equator. — Circle Of Ulloa, a luminous ring or white rain-
bow sometimes appearing in alpine regions (>i)posite the
sun during loggy weather,— Circle of WlUiS, the circle of
arteries at the base of the brain fornic.l l)y the posterior
cerebral, the posterior communicating, the internal ca-
rotid, the anterior cerebral, and the anterior communicat-
ng arteries.- Circle parade, or the parade of circle,
in fencing, a method of pan-ying by wheeling the foil close-
ly and rapidly round from right to left, to throw off the
adversary's wcap.in from the center of attack. Holando
(ed. Forsyth).- Coaxial circles, a system of circles hav-
ing one line (,f centers iinil one radical axis. — Cotes's
WOpertles of the circle (named from the discoverer,
the Lnglish mathematician Rfjger Cotes, 1882-1716), the
two theorems that, given a circle of railius H and a TOint
P at a distance r from the center c, if, starting with the
Intersection of Pc with the circumference, we divide the

sides from the vertices, and the middle points of the lines
from the common intersection of these perpendiculars to
the vertices.— Ohllque circle. See oblique.— On the cir-
cle, in com., a phrase used of bills or similar obligations
maturing or successively falling due in the course of busi-
ness. [Eng. ]— Osculating circle, a circle having a higher
order of contact with a curve at a given point than r.ny
other circle, and passing through at least three consecu-
tive points of the curve. See osculation.— Polar circle.
See /iofar.— Radical axis of two circles. See aiwl.—
Reflecting circle, an instrument constructed upon the
principle of tlie sextant, but carrying two verniers.— Re-
peating circle, an instrument so arranged that succes-
sive measures of the same angle are mechanically added
together upon a graduated circle : a mode of construction
formerly much employed with a view of eliminating the
errors c .f graduation.— Secondary circle, a great circle of
a sphere perpendicular to aii'»ther regarded as primary.

—

Seven-point circle. Same as Brocard circle (which see,
above).— To square the circle. See circlesijuarer.—
Tucker circle (named from the discoverer, an English
mathematician, Robert Tucker), the circle through the
six points where the sides of any triangle are cut by paral-
lels to the other sides through the symmedian point.

—

Vanishing circle, a great circle of the heavens in which
a number of parallel planes meet or appear to meet.

—

Vertical circle, an instrument used in geodesy, consist-
ing of a theodolite provided with a very accurate circle
attachetl to its horizontal axis, for the purpose of measur-
ing angular elevations.—VlclOUS circle, in logic, an ar-
gumentation in a circle. See def. 10, above.

circle (sSr'kl), v.
;

pret. and pp. circled, ppr.
circling. [< ME. cerclen, < OF. cercler = Pr.
celclar= Sp. Pg. circular= It. circolare, also cer-

chiare, = G. zirkeln = Sw. cirkla
< LL. circulare, make circular, encircle, < L. cir-

culm, circle: see circle, ».] I. trans. 1. To
encircle ; encompass ; surround ; inclose.

Where should I stay? To what end should I hope?
Am I not circled round with misery ?

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, i. 1.

We may find fault with the rich valleys of Thasus, be-
cause they are circled by sharp mountains.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 439.

Circled with the glow Elysian
Of thine exulting vision. iMwell, To the Future.

of the two impossible problems of squaring the
circle, namely: 1st, by means of a rtiler and
compasses only to construct a square of the
same area as a given circle ; 2d, to state in ex-
act arithmetical terms the ratio of the circum-
ference to the diameter.
circlet (ser'klet), n. [< circle + dim. -e*.] 1.
A little circle ; a ring-shaped ornament or ar-
ticle of dress, especially for the head ; a chap-
let ; a head-band.

Her faire lockes in rich circlet be enrold.
Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 5.

Certain Ladies or Countesses, with plain circlets of gold,
without flowers. Shak., Hen. VIH., iv. 1.

2. An orb or a disk-shaped body.
Till Hesperus displayed

His golden circlet in the western shade.
Pope, Odyssey.

3. A circular piece of wood put under a dish
at table. [Prov. Eng.]
circlewise (s^r'kl-wiz), adv. [< circle + -wise.']

In a circle.

Circlewise sit they, with bound locks
And foreheads garlanded.

D. Q. Rossetti, The Blessed Damozel.

circline (ser'klin), n. [< circle + -mel.] A
broad sash used to confine a cassock at the
waist : more commonly called a cincture.

Dan. cirkle, circling-boyt (sfer'kling-boi), n. A ruffian; a
roaring blade ; a bully.

One Val Cutting that helps .Jordan to roar, a circling-
l^oy. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 2.

Those lawless ruffians, who, to the disgrace of the city,
under the various names of Mohawks, Roarers, Circling-
boys, Twibills, Blades, Tityre-tu's, Oatmeals, etc., infested
the streets almost with impunity, from the days of Eliza-
beth down to the beginning of the last century.

Dyce, in Ford's Sun's Darling, i. 1.

circly (sfer'kli), a. [< circle + -t/i.] Having
the form of a circle. Huloet. [Rare.]

To move around revolve arouM. ""[R^e.] circondario (It. pron. eher-kon-da-re-o), n. [It.,

,„!, • II t. .T^ .. J • , Tu ,, < circondare = S]^. circundar = Pg. circumclar,
•rakes old ship at Deptford may sooner nrcte the world < L. circumdare, surround, indole, < eircum,

around, + dare, put.] In Italy, a district; a
subdivision of a province.

Faenza, a city of Italy, at the head of a circondario in
the province of Ravenna. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 846.

CirCOporidaB (s6r-k6-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Circoporus + -idiB.] A family of tripyleans
with a fenestrated shell which is spherical,
subspherical, or polyhedric in shape. Sometimes
the shell is composed of reticulated plates ; it always has
one large principal opening and several detached porous
areas, and usually hollow radial spicules. Leading gen-
era are Circoporus, Porostephanus, and Porospafhis.

Circoporus (sfer-kop'o-ms), n. [NL., < L. circtia

(Gr. kipKo^), a circle, -f 2>orus (6r. v6poc), a pas-
sage.] The typical genus of tripyleans of the

_ _ family Circoporidw.

2. To form a circle; "assume 'or "hav'e'theloTO Circovarian (ser-ko-va'ri-an), a. [< L. circus,

of a circle
^ circle, + Nh. ovarium, ovary.] Surrounding
an ovary: specifically said of certain plates or
ossicles encircling the ovary of cystic crinoids.
[Rare,]

circuit (s6r'kit), ». [< ME. circuit, < OP. cir-
cuit, P. circuit = Pr. circuit = Sp. circuito =
Pg. It. circuito, < L. circuitus, a going round, <
circuire or circumire, pp. circuitus, go around,
< eircum, ai-ound (see eircum-), + ire = Gr.
Uvai = Skt. v' j, go: see go.) 1. The act of

Drake's old ship at Deptford may sooner circle the world
again. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 2.

3. To make to move in a circle or to revolve.

The acrobat went about to market and fair, circling
knives and balls adroitly through his hands.

Welsh, English Literature, I. 70.

To circle in, to confine ; keep together by encircling or
inclosing. .S'lr K. Digby.

II. intrans. 1. To move in a round or circle;
circulate ; revolve or turn circularly.

Full well the busy whisper circling round
Conveyed the dismal tidings when he frowned.

Oold»mith, Deserted Village, 1. 203.

Each circling wheel a wreath of flowers entwines.
Dr. E. Darwin, Botanic Garden.

Her mate . . . with short uneasy sweeps
Circles above his eyry,

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

The forme of this City is in maner round with ii. strong
wals, circuling the one within the other.

Ilakhiyt's Voyages, I. 479.

Impenetrable, Impaled with circling fire.

Milton, P. L., ii. 647.

Peers who circled round the king.
Scott, L. of the L., v. 24.

circle-cutter (86r'kl-kut''6r), n. A tool used
by opticians to cut circles in thin glass.



circuit 1008
moving or passing around ; a circular move- electrical machine or of a voltaic battery ; the
ment, progress, or journey ; a revolution.

Hia [Jupiter's] periodical circuit round the sun.
Watts, Improvement of Mind.

The two men who carried the pigs continued to wallc
round me all the time, making at least a dozen circuits.

Cook, Voyages, VI. iii. 11.

2. A boundary-line encompassing any object

;

the distance round any space, whether circular
or of other form; circumference; limit; corn-

That Tour, with the Cytee, was of 25 Myle fn eyrcuyt of
the Walles. MandevUle, Travels, p. 41.

The circuit or compasse of Ireland is 1800 miles.
Stow, Description of England.

We are now within the circuit of the ancient colony.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 59.

8f. That which encircles ; a ring or circlet.

The gulden circuit on my head.
Like to the glorious sun's transparent beams.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

4. The space inclosed in a circle or within
certain limits.

That the comyns may haue knowleche of hur comyn
grounde and of the circuite oi ther ffraunchese.

English OUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 370.

Like Maia's son he stood.
And shook his plumes, that heavenly fragrance hll'd

The circuit wide.

path of an electric current, in a voltaic battery
the circuit consists of the metallic plates in the cells, with
the liquid in which they are immersed, and also the con-
ductor—for example, a wire— which joins the two poles
of the battery ; in the telegraph the earth forms part of
the circuit. When the patli of the current is completely
made, so that the electricity is free to (low, the circuit is

said to be made, completed, or closed ; if interrupted at any
point, it is broken or opened.

13. A roundabout argument or statement;
circumlocution. [Rare.]
Thou hast used no circuit of words. Huloet.

14. In logic, the extension of a term. See ex-
tension.— 15. In math., a closed path on a sur-
face—circuit court, the court held by a judge in circuit.— Commissioner of the Circuit Court. See commis-
sioner.— Independent circuits, in math., circuits which
cannot by continuous change be made to coincide.— Re-
ducible circuit, in math., a circuit which by continuous
change can be made to slirink up into a point : opposed to
irreducible circuit.—lo make a Clrcultjo take a round-
about road ; go out of the direct road.— To ride circuit,
or tlie circuit, (n) To ride or drive from place to place,
accompanying a circuit court ; said of judges or lawyers.
(6) In the Meth. Ch., to go the rounds of a circuit as an
itinerant preacher.— United States circuit courts, it u.
eral courts held in the several judicial circuits (see def. 7).
These courts have original jurisdiction in criminal cases,
and in civil cases involving $500 or more, and until the
establishment of the Circuit Court of Appeals in 1891 liad
appellate jurisdiction,

All the pomp that fills

The circuit of the summer hills. Bryant, June.

6. The journey of a judge or other person from
one place to another for the purpose of hold-
ing court or performing other stated duties.

He went from year to year in circuit to Bethel, and
Oilgal, and Mizpeh, and judged Israel in all those places,

1 Sam. vii. 16.

6. The district or territory inwhich any business
involvingperiodical journeys fromplace to place
is carried on ; the places visited. Specifically— 7. The district or portion of country in which
the same judge or judges hold courts for the

Tflil''
^' ^" '' ^*'' Circuit (sfer'kit), V. [< circuit, «.] I.+ tram.

To revolve about or go around in. [Bare.]

Oeryon, having circuited the air.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 246.

II. intrans. To move in a circle or circuit;
go aroimd. [Rare.]

Pining with equinoctial heat, unless
The cordial cup perpetual motion keep.
Quick circuiting. J. Philips.

Atoms, lie [Lotze] says, need not be simple or unex-
tended. . . . Perhaps, although the most subtle and prim-
itive of all things, even they have their periods, and are
circuiting back to an earlier condition.

O. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 96.

and Wales (of which there are seven fixed by order in
Council) are now constituted as follows : the home circuit,
or southeastern circuit, includes Hertford, Chelmsford,
Lewes, Maidstone, Huntingdon, Cambridge, Ipswich (al-

ternately with Bury St. Edmunds), and Norwich ; the mid-
land circuit, Bedford, Aylesbui-y, Derby, I^icester, Lincoln,
Northampton, Nottingham, Oakham, Warwick Division,
and Birmingham; the northern circuit, Carlisle, Applel)y,
Northern Division, Lancaster, Manchester, and Liverpool;
the norttieastern circuit, Durham, Newcastle, York, and
Leeds ; the Oxford circuit, Reading, Oxford, Worcester,
Statford, Shrewsbury, Hereford, Monmouth, and Glouces-

trial of questions of fact. The circuits of England Circuit-brcaker (s6r'kit-bra"ker), n. A device
--' "' - • • „ , . , . fpj. automatically opening an electric circuit,

either at regular intervals, or to protect the
circuit from excessive currents ; a rheotome. >

circuit-closer (s6r ' kit - klo " z6r), n. A device
for closing an electrical circuit. The most common
form is tlie telegraphic (Morse) key. A disk having inter-
vals upon the rim covered with insulatory material is also
used for certain purposes. A spring resting on the disk
closes the circuit when by the revolution of the disk it is

brought in contact with the parts not protected by the in-

,^ .... . sulating material.
ter;theitie«(er;ictrcMt(,general assizes,Winchester,Devizes pirpiiitepr (spr W tSrM n r< nirntiit -i- o^i-

1

(alternately with Salisbury), Dorchester, Exeter, Bodmin, n„„ "•?„ „^ I
'^^'^

/' "'
,

^^ ^'^*"*/ tr, N
Tamitoii (alternately with Wells), and Bristol ; the North ^"'^ ^'^'^ moves m or travels a Circuit. [-Rare.]
Wales circuit, Welshpool (alternately with Newtown), Doi- Like your fellow-circuifeer the sun, you travel the round
gelly, Carnarvon, Beaumaris, Ruthin, Mold, and Chester of the earth, and behold all the iniquities under the heav-
Castle; and Soi4(A If atescirciiit, Haverfordwest, Cardigan, ens. Pone To Mr on the Circuit
Carmarthen, Swansea or Cardiff, Brecon, and Presteign. •a, / i • j.- ,\
Ireland is divided into six circuits; and Scotland, exclusive CirCUlteer (ser-ki-ter ), V. t.

of the Lothiaus, is divided into three circuits, each presided To go on a circuit. [Rare.]

?^2^rii;^^^.'^ii^^s^'ti;:isg[;^^ th^^ii^s^^^^j^sii^ihicrjt^triir^h:;!:?^!?

Island ; second ci.rr» it t.h« *iiflt.Hpt.«.^f v^r^.^nf r/^n»^,.n-
^ewtasiie. a. voweu, laxes m bnglaml, ill. 64.

cut, and
third circui
(eastern and western), and Delaware

;
fourth circuit, the

' X
., ^ ..

. The thieves condemned by any ctrcuiier.
Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 513.

circuition (ser-ku-ish'on), n. [< L. circuitio(n-)f
€ircumitio(n~)y < drcuirey circumirej go round:

[< circuiteeTy n.]

[ circuit, the districts of Vermont, Connecti
New York (northern, southern, and eastern); Circiliter(s6r'kit-er), ?i<. [< mrCM«7 + -erl.] One
uit the districts of New Jersey, Pennsylvania who goes on a circuit: a circuit iudee. fRare.!md western), and Delaware

;
/owr^A circuit, the J & l "^^-j

districts of Maryland, North Carolina (eastern and west-
ern), South Carolina (eastern and western), West Virginia,
and Virginia (eastern and western)

; fifth circuit, the dis-
tricts of Georgia (northern and southern), Florida (north-
em and southern), Alabama (southern, middle, and north-
ern), Mississippi (northern and southern), Louisiana (east-
em and western), and Texas (eastern, western, and north-
ern); sixth circuit, the districts of Ohio (northern and
southern), Michigan (eastern and western), Kentucky, and
Tennessee (eastern, middle, and western); seventh circuit,
the districts of Indiana, Illinois (northern and southern), . .. / i i-z-j. s ry -nrr
and Wisconsin (eastern and western); eighth circuit, the CirCUltOUS (ser-ku 1-tus), a. [< ML. CtrcuitoSUSj
districts of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri (eastern and west- < L. circuituSf a circuit: see circuity «.] Going

see circuit, w.] 1. The act of going round.
Bp, Pearso7i,— 2. Circumlocution. [Rare in
both uses.]

Intricate circuitioTis of discourse. Hooker, EccL Pol., v. 9.

ern), Kansas, Arkansas (eastern and western), Nebraska,
Wyominjr, Colorado, North Dakota, South Dakota, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, and Utah; ninth circuit, the districts
of California, Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, Montana, Wash-
ington, Arizona, and Alaska.

His circuit grew into an empire.
irtncoJn, in Raymond, p. 170, . .j. i /.%-,• . t\ •, t

Hence-8. Acircuitcourt (seebelow).-9. In
*^{ous m°a^fJr^'

'^' ^ ''"°'"'

^Jttl'JiL^t.^^^
*^''*"''* *'''^°"^ *° '''' "''' Circuit(;usness (s6r-ku'i-tus-nes), ». The qual-

ity, state, or condition of being circuitous or

round in a circuit ; not direct ; roundabout : as,

a circuitous road or course ; "circuitous means,"
JSurke.

His anny marched by a circuitous path, near six miles
in length. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

erant preacher.
On his two circuits he has reported extraordinary re-

vivals. E. Eggleston, Circuit-Eider, xx.

The societies of Methodism— each of these consisting
of one or more "classes"— were themselves groui»ed into
circuits, each of which was placed under the care of one
or more of Wesley's Conference preachers.

Encyc. Brit, XVI. 188.

10. A number of theaters controlled by one
manager.— 11. The name given by foreigners
in China to a subdivision of a province, con-
taining two or more fil or prefectures, under

roundabout; circuity: as, the circuitousness of
the route led to delay.

circuit-rider (ser'kit-ri"d6r), n. In the Meth.
Ch., one who rides a circuit; a minister who
supplies the several stations which constitute
a circuit, preaching at each successively.

He was accustomed to preach twice every week-day and
three times on every Sunday, after the laborious manner
of the circuit-rider of his time.

E. Eggleston, Circuit-Eider, xiii.

the control of an official styled a Tao-tai.— 12. circuity (s^r-ku'i-ti), m.
;
pi. circuities (-tiz).

The an-angement by which a current of elec- [< L. circuits, a circuit: see circuit, n.] 1. A
tricity is kept up between the two poles of an going rovmd; movement in a circle or circuit.

circular

The deer lies dead eight good miles from the spot where
the tufters first roused him, although the circuities of the
chase have made us travel over far more ground than the
point measurement shows. Nineteenth Century, XX. 514.

Hence— 2. A roundabout manner of moving or
acting ; departure from the nearest or straight-
est way or line: as, the circuity and delay of
justice.— 3. A tendency to assume a circular
form ; the state of being circular.

The characteristic property of running water is progress,
of stagnant is circuity.

T. Whatdy, Modem Oardening, p. 67.

4t. Compass; extent; circuit.

A dominion of muche more large and ample circuitee
then the same whiche he was Lorde of before.

Udall, tr. of Erasmus's Apophtliegms, p. 220.

Circuity of action, in law, the indirectness of successive
actions by different persons, when an action by the first
person in the series directly against the last might afford
relief with equal justice.

Circulable (s6r'ku-la-bl), a. [< circulate), v., +
-able.'] Capable of'being circulated.

circulant (ser'ku-lant), n. [< L. circulan(t-)s,
ppr. of circulari, form a circle: see circulate.]
In math., a determinant having all the elements
of the principal diagonal equal, and those of
every row the same as those of any other cycli-
cally transposed

—

Ske'w circulant, a determinant
which differs from a circulant as above defined only in
having the signs of all the elements on one side of the
principal diagonal changed.

circular (s6r'ku-lar), a. and n. [=F. circulaire
= Pr. Sp. Pg. circular = It. circolare, < LL. cir-
cularis, < L. circulus, a circle: see circle, n., and
-arS.] I. a. 1. Having the form of a circle;
round.

The frame thereof seemed partly circulare.
And part triangulare. Spenser, i'. Q., II. ix. 22.

2. Moving in or forming a circle, circuit, or
round; returning to the staiting-point : as, cir-

cular motion.— 3. Related to the circle: as,
circular points. See below.— 4. Figuratively,
passing through a round or circuit of events or
experiences; successive in order and recur-
rent. [Bare.]

The life of man is a perpetual war.
In misery and sorrow circular.

Sandys, Book of Job, p. 12.

5. Adhering to a certain cycle of legends;
cyclic: applied to certain poets. See cyclic.

[_.ttare. J

Had Vii^il been a circular poet, and closely adhered to
history, how could the Romans have had Dido? Dennis.

6. Intended for circulation among certain per-
sons. See circular letter, below.
The first thing we did was to settle the forme of a circu-

lar letter to the Governors of all his Ma'y» Plantations and
Territories in the West Indies and Islands thereof.

Evelyn, Diary, May 26, 1671.

7t. Complete; perfect.

The King and Queen's court, which is circular
And perfect. B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Bolsover.

In this, sister,

Your wisdom is not circular.

Massinger, Emperor of the East, iii. 1.

How shall I then begin, or where conclude,
To draw a fame so truly circular ?

Dryden, Death of Cromwell, 1. 18.

8t. Roundabout; circuitous; circumlocutory.

If you knew well my heart, you would not be
So circular.

Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, ii. 2.

Circular arc, in math., an arc of a circle.— Circular can-
on, in music. See ca7to7ti.— Circular cone. See con^.—
Circular constant, in math., the ratio of the circumfer-
ence of a circle to its diameter.— Circular CUblC, in math.,
a cubic curve passing through the two circular points at
infinity.— Circular file. Seey?7«i.— Circular function,
in math., a simply periodic function having a real period

;

the sine, cosine, secant, cosecant, tangent, or cotangent of
an angle.— Circular Insanity, insanity in which there are
distinct periods of exaltation and depression alternating
with each other, with or without the interposition of pe-
riods of lucidity.— Circular instruments, astronomi-
cal ornautical instruments for measuring angles in which
the graduation extends round the whole circumference
of a circle, or to 360°; for instance, a mural circle.- Cir-
cular letter, a letter conveying information or instruc-
tions of common interest to a number of persons, either
in a single copy to be passed from hand to hand, or ad-
dressed in independent copies to all those concerned.
See II., 1.— Circular line, in math., a line tangent to the
absolute, or passing through one of the circular point*.— Circular loom, a loom in which the shuttle moves
continuously in a circular race through warps arranged
in a circle.— Circularmeasure. See H*ert*wrp.— Circu-
lar micrometer, see annular micrometer, under mi-
cr(»?/ie(er.— Circular note, one of a number of notes or
letters of credit, each for the same sum, furnished by bank-
ers to persons about to travel abroad. Along with the
note the traveler receives "a letter of indication." bear-
ing the names of certain foreign bankers who will cash
the note or notes on presentation, on which letter he is

required to write his name. On presentation the foreign
banker can demand a view of the " letter of indication,"
and by requiring the presenter to write his name in his
presence can compare the signature thus made with that
in the letter, and so far satisfy himself whether the pre*



circular

senter is really the person entitled to receive the money.
— Circular number, i» math., a number the powers of

which are expressed by numbers the last figure in which
is the number itself. Tims, 5 and 6 are circular nunibei-s,

because 5-'= 2.'>, 62=36, 5;5 = 125, 6a= -216, etc.— Circular
plane.in math., a plane tangent to the absolute.- Circu-
lar points at infinity, in muth., twofictltinus jKihits in

every plain- thn>u;;h wIhlIi every circle in that lilaiiei-sctm-

ceived lu i)ass. See absolute, n., 2.— Circular polariza-
tion. See i>o;(in>rt(ioK.— Circular sailing, the method
of sailing on the arc of a great ciivle. See milinf/.— Cir-
CUlar saw. See mw^.— Circular sinus, in anat., a ve-

nous ring lying in the sella turcica, and connecting the
right and left cavernous sinuses.— Circular system, in

iiat. hist., a name sometimes given to the quinary systems
of classitieatioM useil by Macl^'ay and by Swaluson. See
gin';Min/.— Napier's circular parts, in math., five parts

of a right-angled (»r a quadrantal spherical triangle. They
are the legs, tlie complement of the hypolhenuse, and the
complements of the two oblique angles. If any one part is

called the middl'' part, the two next to it are the adjacent
parts, and the other two the oppogite. Napiers rules for

the circular p:irts sen-e for the solution of all cases of
right-angled spherical triangles.

II. ». 1, A letter, notice, Or printed paper
containing information, or an announcement,
or a request, etc., intended for general circu-

lation or for circulation among a particular
class or circle of persons; a circular letter: as,

a business circular; a diplomatic circular.

The Government loudly proclaims to Europe reforms
for Poland. It informs the various Courts of them by
diplomatic circulars.

II. S. Edwards, Polish Captivity, II. i.

2, [Cf. cycJaSj ciclaton.'] 'A kind of long cape
or sleeveless cloak worn by women : as, a fur
circiilar.

circularity (sfer-ku-lar'i-ti), n. [< ML. circn^

larita{t')Sf<, LL. circularise circular: see circu-

lar.'] The state or quality of being circular; a
circular form or space: as, *'the circularity of
the heavens," Sir T. Browne,
circularize (ser'ku-lar-iz), V. t.'j pret. and pp.
circularizedy ppr. circularizing. [< circular +
-izc] To make circular.

circularly (ser'ku-lar-li), adv. In a circle; in
a circular manner; in the form of a circle; so
as to return to the starting-point.

Trade, which, like blood, should circularly flow. Dryden.

And then for fruit, the Iwst way is to have walls built
eircttlarly one within another. Pepyg, Diary, II. 417.

A ray of light polarized In a plane is equivalent to two
rays polarized circularly.

Atkitmon, tr. of JIascart and Joul)ert, I. 577.

circularyt (s6r'ku-la-ri), a. [< LL. circularis :

see circular.] Circular. Hooker.
circulate (ser'ku-lat), r.

;
pret. and pp. drcu-

latcdy ppr. circulating. [< LL. circulatus, pp.
of circulure, make circular, encircle, a later col-

lateral form of L. circulari^ form a circle (of

men) around one's self, < circulus, a circle : see
circle^ H. nnd v.] I, trans. If. To travel round;
make a circuit of.

They sente out their shallop agalnc with 10 of their
priricipall men, »t s^uue sea men, upon further discovery,
inteuuiug to circulate that deepe bay of ('ap-od*!.

liroil/ord, Plymouth Plantation, p. 83.

His head hath l>een intoxicated hy circulating tlie earth.
Bp. Croft, Ou Burnet's Theory of the Earth, Pref.

2. To cause to pass from place to place or from
person to person ; spread ; disseminate : as, to
circulate a report; to circulate bills of credit.

Circulate the money of the great among the ingenious,
and from them to the lower rank of people, and encourage
arts and sciences.

Pococke, Description of the Kast, II. ii. 277.

f»ne tract, written with such bolduess and acrimony that
no printer dared to put it in type, was widely circulated
in manuscript, MaeaiUay, Hist. Eng., vi.

H. intrans. 1. To move in a circle or cir-

cuit ; move or pass through a circuit back to the
starting-point: as, the blood circulates in the
body ; the bottle circulated about the table.

(Hir knowledge, like our blood, must circulate.
Sir J. iJenham, Piogresa of Learning.

2. To be diffused or distributed
; pass from

place to place, from person to person, or from
hand to hand: as, air circulates in a building;
money circulates in the countrj' ; the report cir-

culated throughout the city.

The whisperd Uiles tliat circulate alxiut.

Crabhe, Lady Fiarbara.

Circulating capital, decimal, Ubrary, medium, etc.
See the n.Muis.— Circulating element, in math.,a,hmc-
tion A7 of two whole numbt-nt a and 7, such that A7=:l
if 7 is exactly divisible by n. and A7 = o if there is a re-
mainder.— Clrculatlllg function, same as circulatur, 3.

circulate (sor'ku-lat), «. [< LL. eirculatus, pp.

:

<e(' the verb.] A circulating decimal.
circulation (ser-ku-la'shon), n. [= F. circula-
tion =z Sp. circulacion = Pg. circulacao =. It.

rirro/ftziotte, < L. circulatio(n-), a circular course
(as of a planet), < circulari: see circulate, v.]

1, The act of circulating or moving in a circle
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or circuit ; movement in such a manner as to

go forth and return to the starting-point : as,

the circulation of the blood (see phrases below).— 2. The act or state of being diffused or dis-

tributed ; the act of passing from point to point
or from person to person; diffusion: as, the
circulation of sap in a tree ; the circulation of
money; the circulation of a piece of news.

The true doctrines of astronomy appear to have had
some popular circulatwn. Wheivell.

Thus the endless circulations of the divine charity nour-
ish man. Emerson, Nature.

3. The extent to which a thing circulates or is

diffused or distributed: as, the circulation of the
two periodicals was about 300,000 copies.— 4.
A repetition of a series of things or events in
the same order.

For the sins of war thou seest fit to deny us the bless-
ings of peace, and to keep us in a circulation of miseries.

Eikon Basilike.

5. The amount of coin, notes, bills, etc., in ac-
tual use as ctirreney: as, the circulation of the
national banks.

It comes witli something solid in aid of the credit of the
paper circulation. Burke.

6. In ehem.j the repeated vaporization and con-
densation of a substance in distillation.— 7. In
math. J the amount of flow round a closed path
or circuit ; the line-integral round a closed curve
of the component velocity of a fluid along the
curve.— Circulation of the blood, the passage of the
blood from the heart into the arterif-s, from them into the
veins, and through the veins back to the heart. Tlie blood
passes from the right auricle to the right ventricle, and
from the right ventricle by the pulmonary artery to the
capillaries of the lungs, where it gives off carbon dioxid
and takes up oxygen. From the capillaries of the lungs
it returns to the heart, and flows into the left auricle
through the four pulmonary veins ; thence it goes to the
left ventricle, and thence by the aorta to distribute itself

over the body. Passing from the arteries tlu-ough the
capillaries into the veins, it returns to the right auricle
through the superior and inferior vena cava. The blood-
vessels form a continuous system without visible pores;
but there is continual leakage of the bl(X)d-plasma into
the tissues, as well as passage of oxygen through the walls
of the vessels ; and while there is some reentrance of sub-
stances from the tissues into the bbiod, there is also pro-
vided in the lymphatic vessels a system of drains which
takes up from the tissues the leakage from the blood-ves-
sels, changed as it is by all that it has received from and
given up to the tissues. These lymphatics pour their con-
t^-nts into the thoracic duct, which discharges into the veins
at the union of the veins from the head and neck on the left

side; except that the lym-
phatics from the right side of
the head and the right arm
and shoulder empty into the
veins at the corres{K>nding
pointon the right side. The
velocity of the circulation
is greatest as it leaves the
heart, diminishes as it pro-
ceeds to the capillaries, and
increases as it comes back to
the heart again in the great
veins. It is estimated &a
from 15 to 20 inches per sec-

ond In the aorta,on the aver-

age, and in the capillaries

as .02 to .03 of an inch per
second. The time for the
complete circuit in man is

a little less than half a min-
ute. The tension of the
blooil in the human aorta
is. probalily between 5.90
and 7.87 inches of mercury
alxive the atmospheric pres-
sure. It ciimiiiishes continu-
ously in the arteries, capil-

laries, and veins, and in the
large venous trunks near the Diaj^am of the Hum
I, . ,1 11- 1 an'l Vessels, snowiner the course
heart, as the subclavian. Yte- of the Circulation, viewed from
comes slightly less than the behin<l, so that the proper left of

atmospheric pressure, and is ^he observer corresponds vrith the

called nef^atiiv. The circu- ^^
^''^^"^ ^^^ ^"""^ "* ^^ ^'''

lation of the blood was tlrst , '

, « . . , „ , „
c.,>Te,tly .U-scrilK.,! and fully „i^,^;

'=«
-y^', 'J^^^^^i

established by IIarvey(!02S); upoer part of the body : ^2. ar-

but the exact way in which tenes to lower part of the body;

the blood pa.ssed from the ^t''- hepatic artery, which sup-
r»ii*.c thf itvcr with part of its

veins of the upper
of the body ; ^'2. veins of

art^^'rics Ut the veins was un- Ci^.^'^ki
known until Malpi^hi dis-

covered the caiHllaries(10<iI).

In the mean time the main
features of the lymphatic
syst+'m had been worked out
by Bartholin and others.
The determination of blood
pressures and velocities and
the functions of the va.somo-
tor nerves has l>een the work
almost entirely of the pres-
ent centur>-.— Collateral
circulation, in I'hyifioL, the
pa.ssage of the Idooii from
one part to another of the same system of vessels by col-

lateral communicating channels. It is much more frequent
in tlie veins than in the arteries.

circulative (sfer'ku-la-tiv), a. [< circulate, r., +
-ive.] Circulating; causing circulation. Cole-

ridge, [liare,]

>dv
ihe lower part of the body; t^P.
vena portae; //y, hepatic vein;
yci, inferior vena cava ; I^CS,
superior vena cava ; J?j4, right
auricle ; ^K, right ventricle ; P.-I,

pulmonary artery: /->?". lung;
Pi^, puhnonary vein ; Lcf, lac-
tcals; /jr, lymphatics; 7'AAtho-
racicduct; ^/. alimentary canal:
Zv, liver. The arrows indicate
the course of the blood, lynn>h.
and chyle. The vessels which
contain arterial blood have dark
contours, while those which carry
venous blood have light contours.

circum-

circulator (s^r'ku-la-tgr), n. [< NL. circulator;
cf. L. circulator, a peddler, later a mountebank,
quack, ML. a public crier, < circulari, collect
people around one's self: see circulate, v.] 1.
One who or that which circulates : specifically
applied to a circulating decimal fraction. See
decimal.— 2t. A juggler; a mountebank; one
who goes about showing tricks.

These new Gnosticks, ... a kind of Gipsy-Christians,
or a nice of CimUators, Tumblers, and Taylers in the
Church. Bp. Gaudcn, Tears of tlie Church, p. 200.

3. A function of two whole numbers, a variable,

q, and a period, «, of the form

Ao«fy + A^fffy— 1 + . . . . Aa— iaq— a+l,

where aq, etc., are circulating elements, and
Aq, etc., are numerical coeiRcients. Also called
circulating function— Prime circulator, a circula-
tor whose numerical coefficients satisfy the following equa-
tions for every value of b which exactly divides the pe-
riod a

:

A(, + Ai+ .... Aa— i = Q

Ai+As-fi+ .... Aa—i+l=0
A2 4-A«.f2-t- .... Aa— i+ 2=0, Bte.

circulatorioust (ser'ku-la-to'ri-us), a. [< L.
circutatoriu.s : see circulatory.'] Traveling in a
circuit, or from house to house.

CiVcM?a(on'ous jugglers. Barrow, Sermons, II. xx.

circulatory (ser'ku-la-to-ri), a. and n. [= F.
circulatoirc = Sp. Pg. cimilatorio = It. circu-
latorio, circulatory, < L. drculatorius (which,
however, has only the special sense of ' relating
to a mountebank'), < circulator: see circulator.]

1. a. 1 . Moving over or through a circuit.

Horde's circulator}/ peregrinations, in the quality of a
quack doctor. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 76.

2. Pertaining to circulation, as of the blood

:

as, the circulatory vessels.

In the circulatory system [of the blood], pressure has
doubtless played an important part.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 355.

Warming should not be continued after the circulatory
action [of the air] has commenced.

J. Constantine, Pract. Ventilation, p. 29.

Circulatory lettert, a circular letter or circular. John-
son.

Il.t ». ;
pi. circulatories (-riz). In old chem.,

a glass vessel in which a fluid was submitted
to the process of circulation. Several kinds
were in use, but the two chiefly used were
called the pelican or hlind alembic and the diota.

E. Phillips, 1706.

circulett (s6r'ku-let), «. [< L. circuhis (see «r-
cle) + dim. -et.'] A circlet. Spenser.

circuli, ». Plural of circulus.

circulinet (sfer'ku-lin). a. [< L. circulus (see
circle) + -JHcl.] Moving in a circle ; circular;
circulatory.

With motion circuline
Let turn about.

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, III. ii. 33.

circulus (s6r'ku-lus), n.
;
pi. circuli (-U). [L.

(ML., NL.) : see ciVc/e.] 1. A circle. Specifi-

cally— 2. A time-signature in early music, in
the form of a complete circle, it denoted triple time ; iii

that of an arc only, duple time.

3t. A glass-makers' tool for cutting off the necks
of glass vessels. E. Pliillips, 1706.— 4. In anat.,

a circle; a ring: especially appUed to vascular
structures.— 5. The head-band of a miter, since
miters in the nnddle ages were connnonly made of stuff,

either embroidered or plain, and not stiffened in any other
way than by a lining of buckram or similar material, the
circMilus was an important feature; in very rich miters it

becomes the auripbrigiuui.— ClrculUS afticuli vascu-
lOSUS, the vascular circle of a joint ; the vascular border
of the synovial membrane about an articular cartilage.

—

Circulus cephallcus {cephalic circle), in ichth., the arte-
rial circle formed beneath the base of the skull.

The anterior branchial vein gives off, at its dorsal ter-

mination, a considerable carotid trunk, which passes for-

ward under the base of the skull ; and this is united with
its fellow by a transverse branch— so that a complete arte-
rial circle, tlie circtdun cfphaticun, is formed.

Iluxlei/, Anat, Vert., p. 140.

Circulus in arguendo. Same aaarf/ument in a circle.

See circle, n., 10.— circulus In definiendo. same as
circle in de/inition (w liicli see, under circle).— Clrculus
major, circulus minor, the great<'r and lesser vascular
rings around the pupil of the eye.— Circulus tonsillaris,
a plexus of small branches of the ghjssophaiyngcal nerve
over the tonsil.— Circulus venosus, a venous vascular
ring around tlie liase of the nipple of the mammary gland.
- Circulus Willlsii, tlie circle of Willis (which see,

inuler circle).

circum-. [= F. circom-, circon-, ciraitn- = Sp.
circHH; circum- = Pg. circum- = It. circon-, cir-

ca-, circun-, circu-, circum-, circom-, < L. circum-,

before a vowel usually circu-, combining form
of circum, adv. and prep., around, about, orig.

ace. of circus, a circle, ring : see circus and cir-

cle. Cf. G. rings, around (< ring = E. ring^,
and E. around, round"^, adv. and xirep.] A pre-



drcum-

flx of Latin origin, meaning 'round about,' 'in

a circle,' ' on all sides' : frequent in compounds
taken from the Latin, or formed in English or
other modern tongues. Many such compoimds
are merely occasional. Only the principal ones
are entered in this dictionary. •

circnmaggerationt (s6r-kmn-aj-e-ra'shou), M.

[< L. as if 'circumaggeratio{n-), < circumag-
gernre, pp. circumaggeratus, heap up around,
< circum, around, + aggerare, heap, < agger,

heap : see agger.'] A heaping up romid about.

circumagitate (s6r-kum-aj'i-tat), V. t. [< cir-

cum- + ogitdtc] To agitate or move about on
all sides or in all directions. [Kare.]

God hath . . . given to every one of his appointed of-

ficers a portion of the fiery matter to cireumarfitate and
roll. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, iii. 177 (Ord MS.).

circumagitation (s6r-kum-aj-i-ta'shon), n. [<

circumagitate: see -ation.] The act of circum-
agitating; the state or condition of being cir-

cumagitated. [Rare.]

A visible circumaffitation of a white snowy substance.
Gregory, Econ. of Nature, i. 139 (Ord MS.).

Circtunambagious (s6r"kuin-am-ba'jus), a. [<

L. circum, around, + ambages: see ambage.']

Indirect ; not going straight to the point

;

roundabout. Southey. [Rare.]

circumambiency (ser-kum-am'bi-en-si), n. [<
circumambient: see -eticy.'] The state or qual-

ity of being circumambient; the act of sur-

rounding or encompassing.
Ice receivetli its figure according unto . . . the circum-

ambiency which conformetli it.

SirT. Broww, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

circumambient (sfer-kum-am'bi-ent), a. [< cir-

cum- + ambient. Cf. It. circumambiente.'] Sur-
rounding; encompassing; inclosing or being
on all sides: specifically applied, in entom., to

the pronotum when the anterior angles are

elongated in curved processes which form a
circle above the head, overlapping in front.

The circumambient air. Howell, Letters, I. i. 28.

The circumambient heaven.
Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health, iii.

circumambulate (sfer-kum-am'bu-lat), v.;

pret. and pp. circumambulated, ppr. circumam-
bulating. [< LL. circumambulatus, pp. of cir-

cumambulare, walk around, < L. circum, around,
+ ambulare, yfalk: see ambulate.] 1. inirans.

To walk round or about.

Persons that circtimambiUated with their box and nee-
dles. Wood, Atheufie Oxon.

H, trans. To go round ; search through.

Why should he circumamintlate the vocabulary for an-
other couplet ? Seward, Letters, I. 345.

drcumambnlation (ser-kum-am-bu-la'shon),
n. [<. circumambulate : see -ation.] The act of

circumambulating or walking round or about.

A perambulation and circumambidation of the terra-

queous Globe. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 103.

Passing into the mosque, he should repair to the "Black
Stone," touch it with his right hand, kiss it, and commence
his circumambulatioii. It F. Burton, El-Medinall, p. 407.

circumambulator (ser-kum-am'bu-la-tor), n.

[< circumambulate + -or.] One who circum-
ambulates or walks about.

still he was determined to obtain the palm of being the
first circumambulator of the earth.

Jeffergon, Correspondence, II. 162.

circumanal (s6r-kum-a'nal), a. [< L. circum,

about, -I- anus, anus, -I- -«?.] Situated about
the anus

;
periproctous.

Circumarea (s6r-kum-a're-a), n. [< L. circum,
about, around, + area, area.] In math., the
area of a circumscribed circle.

circumbendibus (ser-kum-ben'di-bus), n. [<

L. circum, around, + E. bend^, jocularly treated
as if it were Latin, and put in the form of a
dative or ablative plural (case-suffix -ibiis).] A
roundabout way ; a circumlocution. [Jocose.]

The periphrasis, which the moderns call the circumben-
dibus. Martinets Scriblerus.

I then introduced them to the gibbet on Heavy-Tree
Heath ; and from that, with a circumbendibus, I fairly

lodged them in the horse-pond at the bottom of the gar-
den. Goldsmith, She .Stoops to Conquer, v.

If you have no foundation of knowledge, or habit of
thought, to work upon, what chance have you of persuad-
ing a hungry man that a capitalist is not a thief " with a
circumbendibus " ? Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 37.

Circumcellion (sfer-kum-sel'ion), n.
;
pi. Circum-

cellions, Circumcelliones (-ionz, -sel-i-o'nez). [=
P. Circoncellion, < LL. Circumcellio(n-), < L. cir-

cum, around, -t- cella, cell ; also called in ML. Cir-

cellio(n-), Circillio{n-), as if directly < L. circel-

lus, dim. of drculus (> ML. Circulio), a circle:

see circle and drculus.] 1. One of a party of
Donatists in northern Africa, chiefly peasants,
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in the fourth and fifth centuries : so called be-
cause they wandered about in bands from place
to J)lace. They persistently courted death, wantonly in-

sulting pagans and challenging all they met tu kill them,
looking upon such a deatll as a martyrdom. They sup-
ported themselves by plunder, and conunitted so many
acts of violence, aggravated by their religious differences
from the orthodox, that soldiery often had to he employed
against them. They were not entirely extinct till about
the close of the fifth century.

If I take this ring with me, some of Heraclian's Circum-
cellions will .issuredly knock my brains out for the sake of

it. Kingsley, Hypatia, viii.

2. In the fourth and succeeding centuries, in

various places, a vagabond monk, acknowledg-
ing no regularly constituted ecclesiastical au-
thority.

circumcenter (ser'kum-sen''ter), «. [< L. cir-

cum, about, around, -f- centrum, center.] In
math., the center of a circumscribed circle.

Thus, the circumcenter of a triangle is the cen-
ter of the circle circumscribed about it.

circumcentral (sfer-kum-sen'tral)^ a. [As cir-

cumcenter + -al.] In 7nath. : (a) Situated about
or directed toward a common center. (6) Re-
lated to the center of a circumscribed circle.

circumcidet (ser'kum-sid), V. t. [< ME. circum-
ciden, -siden (Wyclif), = Pr. circumcir = F. cir-

concire = Sp. circuncidar = Pg. circumcidar =
It. circoncidere, < L. circumcidere : see circum-
cise.] To circumcise.
There was oure Lord circiwicyded.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 86.

circumcinctt, a. [< L. circumcinctus, pp. of cir-

cumcingere, gird around, < circum-, around, -t-

cingere, gird.] Girt about. Coles, 1717.

circumcircle (ser'kum-s^r"kl), n. [< L. circum,

about, around, -1- circulus, circle.] In math.,

a circumscribed circle.

circumcise (ser'kum-siz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

circumcised, ppr. circumcising. [< ME. eircum-
cisen, -sisen, < L. circumcisus, pp. of circumci-

dere (> E. circumcide), cut around, cut off, < cir-

cum, around, -1- cwdere, cut.] Literally, to cut
round about; specifically, to perform the act

or rite of circumcision on: as, to circumcise

a child ; also occasionally in Scripture, meta-
phorically, to purify from sin.

Kestaskes [ashes] on thaire [fig-trees'] circumcised roote.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 126.

Circumcise yourselves to the Lord, and take away the
foreskins of your heart, ye men of Judah and inhabitants
of Jerusalem. Jer. iv. 4.

In whom also ye are circumcised with the circumcision
made without hands, in putting off the body of the sins of
the flesh by the circumcision of Christ. Col. ii. 11.

circumcised (ser'kum-sizd), p. a. [Pp. of cir-

cumcise, t:] 1. Having been subjected to the
rite or operation of circumcision ; by extension,

Jewish.— 2. In lichenology, divided from the
thallus by a distinct fissure : applied to an apo-
thecium.
circumciser (s6r'kum-si-z6r), n. One who per-
forms circumcision.
Having gained a competent skill and experience, they

set up for circumcisers.
L. Addison, State of the Jews, p. 61.

circumcision (ser-kum-sizh'on), n. [< ME. cir-

cumcisioun, -cisiun, -sicion = F. circoncision =
Pr. circumcisio = Sp. circuncision = Pg. circum-

cisao = It. circoncisione, < LL. circumcisio{n-),

< L. circumcidere: see circumcise.] 1. The act

of circumcising, or cutting off the foreskin or

prepuce of males, orthe performance of an anal-

ogous operation on females, as a religious rite,

or in accordance with a custom founded on be-

lief in the prophylactic value of the operation.
The circumcision of males is recorded in tlie Old Testa-

ment as divinely enjoined on Abraham and his descen-

dants, and is required by the Mosaic law. It is still prac-

tised among the Jews, the Christians of Abyssinia, the
Mohammedans, and a number of semi-barbarous tribes.

A race . . .

Like to themselves, distinguishable scarce
From Gentiles, but by circumcision vain.

Milton, P. B., iii. 425.

2. As metaphorically used in Scripture, spiri-

tual purification.

He is a Jew, which is one inwardly ; and circumcision is

that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter ; whose
praise is not of men, but of God. Rom. ii. 29.

3. Eccles., in the Roman Catholic, Greek, and
Anglican churches, a festival observed on the

octave of Christmas day (that is, the first day
of January), in honor of the circumcision of

Christ.

—

The circumcision, in the Scriptures : (a) The
Hebrew nation.

They that were of the circumcision contended with him
[Peter]. Acts xi. 2.

(6) Those spiritually purified and elevated.

We are the circumcision, whichworship God in the spirit,

. . . and have no confidence in the fiesh. Phil. ill. 3.

circumfer

circumclusiont (s^-r-kum-klS'zhon), n. [< L. as
if *circumclusi<>{n-), < circumcludere, pp. circum-
clusus, inclose on all sides, < circum, around, +
claudcre, cludere, close: see closed.] The act of
inclosing on all sides.

circmncone (ser'kum-kon), n. [< L. circum,
about, around, -t- conus, a cone.] In math., a
surface, the locus of tangents through a fixed
point to a given surface. The locus is said to
be a eircumcone of the latter surface.

circumconic (sfer-kum-kon'ik), «. [< circum- +
conic] In math., a circumscribing conic.

circumcubic (ser-kum-ku'bik), n. [< circum- +
cubic] In math., a circumscribing cubic.

circumcursationt (ser"kum-ker-sa'shon), n.

[< L. as if *circumcursatio{n-), < circumcursare,

pp. drcumcursatus, run about, < drcum, about,
-I- cursare, freq. of currere, pp. cursus, run : see
course.] 1. The act of running about.— 2.

RambUng language. [Rare.]

The address . . . was but a factious circumcursation.
Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy.

circumdatet, «'. t. [< L. circumdatus, pp. of
circumdare, put around, surround, < drcum,
around, -I- dare, put : see date^.] To compass
about. Coles, 1717.

circumdatet, a. [= It. circondato, < L. circum-
datus, pp. : see the verb.] Surroimded.

O pleasaunt olyue with grace circundatel
O lemyng lawnipe, in light passyng nature

!

How greately is thy name gloriflcate !

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 82.

circumdenudation (ser-kum-de-nu-da'shon),
)(. [<. circum- + denudation.] In jreo?., erosion
of such a character that isolated hUls are left

as the result of the denuding or erosive action.
Sucll eminences usually owe their origin to the fact that
the material of which they are composed is harder and
better able to witlistand the action of the weather than
that of the strata by which they were originally surround-
ed. [Little used.]

circumduce (ser-kum-diis'), V. t.; pret. and pp.
circumduccd, ppr. circumducing. [< L. circum-
duccre: see circumduct.] In Scots law, same
as circumduct, 4.

circumduct (ser-kum-dukf), v. t. [< L. eir-

cumductus, pp. of circumducere, lead around, <
circum, around, -I- ducere, lead: see duct.] 1.

To lead around or about. Specifically— 2. In
anat., to move (a limb) aromid an imaginary
axis in such manner that it describes a conical
figure, the distal extremity moving in a circle

while the proximal extremity is fixed.

A limb is . . . circumducted when it is made to describe
a conical surface by rotation round an imaginary axis.

Huxley and Youmans, Physiol., § 216.

3. In old Eng. laic, to contravene ; nullify.

Ayliffe.— 4. In Scots law, to declare (the term
for leading a proof) elapsed: as, the judge cir-

cumducted the term. Also circumduce.

circumduction (ser-kum-duk'shon), n. [= F.
circonduction, now circumduction, < L. circum-
ductio{n-), < circumducere, lead around: see cir-

cumduct.] 1. A leading about. [Rare.]

By long circumduction perhaps any truth may be de-
rived from any otlier truth. Hooker.

2. In anat., the act of circumducting a limb.
See circumduct, 2.— 3. In old Eng. laic, an an-
nulling; cancelation. Ayliffe Circumduction
of the term, in Scots laiv, the sentence of a judge, de-
claring the time elapsed for leading a proof or doing some
other judicial act, and precluding the party from bringing
forward any further evidence.

circumductory (ser-kimi-duk'to-ri), a. [< cir-

cumduct + -ory.] Of or pertaining to circum-
duction: as, circumductory movements of the
arm.
circumesophageal (ser-kum-e-s6-fa'je-al), a.

[< L. circum, around, + NL. asophagus, esopha-
gus, +-«^] Surrounding the esophagus. Also
spelled drcumoesophageal.
The circum-oesophageal commissures prove that the ven-

tral ganglia have become more doi-sal in position.
Geftettbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 349.

Circumesophageal nerves, those nerves which sur-

round the gullet in many invertebrates, entering into the
coniimsition of the esophageal ring.— Circumesopha-
geal plate, in holothurians, as the genus Synapta, one of

the numerous calcareous pieces which form a hard ring

around the gullet, into some of whicli the longitudinal

muscles of the perisome are inserted, and tlirough notches
or perforations of which pass the ambulacral nerves from
tile circuiiu-soi»lia^L'iil ring. See cut uuAer Synapta.^dr-
Cimiesophageal ring, the nervous collar, comix»seii of

certain ganglia and their connnissures. which suiTounds
the gullet of many invertebrates, as mollusks, arthropods,
etc. Often called simply esophageal ring.

Circumfert (ser-kum-fer'), V. t. [< L. drciim-

ferre, bear around : see drcumferent. ] To limit

;

keep within bounds.
In philosophy, the contemplations of man do either

penetrate unto God, or are circum/erred to nature, or are
reflected or reverted upon himself. Bacon.



circumference

circumference (ser-kum'fe-rens), n. [< IJE.
circumference, < OF. circonfercnce, F. circonfg-
reiice = Pr. circumferensa = Sp. circunfercncia
= Pg. circumferencia = It. circoiiferenza, < LL.
circumferentia, circumference, < L. circumfe-
ren(t-)s, surrounding: see ci'cumferent. Cf.
periphery.

'\ 1. The line that bounds a circle

;

by extension, the bounding line of any regular
plane curvilinear figure ; a periphery : as, the
circumferencf of a circle or an ellipse. The cir-
cumference of a sphere is that of a great circle
of the sphere.

The bubble, being looked on by the light of the clouds
reflected from it, seemed red at its apparent circum/er-
<«««• Newton, Opticks.

Hence— 2. Loosely, any bounding line : as, the
circumference of a city.— 3. The space included
in a circle ; anything circular in form. [Rare.]

His ponderous shield . . .

Behind him cast ; the broad circum/erence
Hung on his shoulders like the moon.

Milton, P. L., i. 286.

4t. A going about ; circumlocution. [Rare.]
Come, we spend time in a vain cirainiference.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iv. 3.

circumferencet (s6r-kum'fe-rens), V. t. [<
circumference, «.] To include iji a circular or
spherical space.

Nor is the vigour of this great body included onely In
itself, or circum/erenced by its surface.

Sir T. Broirne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

circumferent (ser-kum'fe-rent), a. [< L. cir-
cumferen(t-)s, ppr. of cir'iumferre, carry or
move around, < cireum, around, + ferre = Or.
i^ptiv = E. ie«rl.] Surrounding; encircling;
specifically, of or pertaining to a circumference.

This is soft and pliant to your arm
In a circuinjerent flexure.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iv. 1.

The round year
In her circum/erent arms will fold us all
Middleton and Roichy, World Tost at Tennis, Ind.

To bring out the general perfectness of the great curve
and arcum/erent stateliness of the whole tree.

Raskin, Eleni. of Drawing, p. 195.

circumferential Cs^r-kum-fe-ren'shal), a. [=
Sp. circunferencial = It. cireonferenBale, < ML.
*cireumferentialis (in neut. cireum t'erentiale, cir-
cumference; cf. circumferentialile'r, adv.), < LL.
circumferentia, circumference : see circumfer-
ence, «.] 1. Relating or pertaining to the cir-
cumference; situated in the circumference;
surrounding.

In many Compositaand Umbelliferae, and in some other
plants, the nrcum/eretUial flowers have their corollas
muili more developed than those of the centre.

Darwin, Origin of .Species, p. 129.
The spaces l)etween the rays are In great part filled upby the ctreutn/erenlial network.

IT. B. Carpenter, Micros., § S02.
A circum/erential velocity of 24 feet per minute.

r. T J. . . ^'- -Inier., LIV. 22.
a. Indirect; circuitous.
He preferred death In a direct line before a circumfer-

enlml i>:iss:iKu lliereunto. Fuller, Worthies, III. 406.

Circumferential cartilage. .See caHHaije.

Circumferentially (ser-kum-fe-ren'shal-i), adv.
In a circumferential manner ;"around|' in, or as
regards the circumference.

In some of the earlier pattcnis of .Siemens' machines
the cores of the drum are of wood, overspun with ironmye nrcum/erentuUly tefore receiving the longitudinalwmdmgs. S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 134.
Cireum/erentially corrugate.! wrought iron and steel"""" London Entjimer, Dec. 31, 1886.

Circumferentor (s^r-kum-fe-ren'tor), n. rtr-
Teg.< circumferent + -or.] "

1. An instrument
uaed by surveyors for taking angles, it consiste
of a graduated bniss circle and an index, all of one pieceand carrjinK a magnetic needle suspended alwve the cenl
ter of the circle. The i.idex U-in^ directed to an object

i,„L'i"* ^tT'"'"'; " "'"'f'^
"'"' ""- '»>'K»eti'; meridian is

?^^ l ,

""'''" ," ""'" directed to the second objectand the angle it makes with the same meridian observed
in like manner Ihe ditferenco or sum (as the case maybe)of the two observed angles gives the angle iH-tween the

in 1
1'!'!'^- """"^ ""^ ^<"'- -"^'^ '^»""' »rc«m^Zrand tana-comjnun.

2. A device for measuring the length of the
tire of a wheel, consisting of a wheel of known
circumference, which is rolled over the tire.
arcumflantt (ser'kum-flant), a. [< L. circum-
m>i{t-)s, piir. of circumfUire, blow around, <etrcum around, + flare = E. blowl.-] Blowing
around: as, " circumjlant air," Evelyn.
Circumflect (ser-kum-flekf), V. t. [= It. circon-
Jleltirc, < L. eircumjlectere, bend around, < cir-
eum^ aroun. I

, + ^ctere, bend : see flexion. ] 1

.

lo bend around.— 2. To place the circumfle.\
accent on ; circumflex.

circumflection, circumflexion (str-kum-flek'-
8Don), «. [= pg. ctrcumflexao = It. circonfles-
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sionc, < LL. eircumflexio(n-), < L. circumflectere,
pp. circumflexus, bend aroimd: see circumflect.'}

circumligation
Even forms and substances are eirciim/used
By that transparent veil [poesy] with light divine.

Wordsworth, Prelude,1. Theactof circumflecting. (a) The act of bend- . ,
""""

"V,,.\?^^'"-''^ 'V'"*-
"'' of bending around something CircUmfusile (sfer-kum-fu'zil), o
I'kiiiK with tlie circumflex accent. n.rnniKl -t- t'i/t.^iU(> f,..^iT^ ne „.-..„

else. («) Ihe act oi marking with tlie circumflex accent
<J. A turning ; a winding about ; a circuity.
To go by his power and omniscience, is a far quick«rway than by the circumjiections of Nature and second

'^""^<'^- Feltham, Resolves, ii. 33.

circumflex (s6r'kum-fleks), a. and

-—-- y- „ »„ „„^, „. [<L. cjVcmto,
around, +y((4ute, fusile. Cf. circumfuse.} Capa-
ble of being poured or spread around. [Rare.]

Artist divine, whose skilful hands infold
Ihe victim's horn with circum/usile gold.

r ri Pope, Odyssey, iii. 541.

h. ciri Circumfusion (s6r-kum-fu'zhon), TO. [< LL.Dan. Sw. circumflex = F. circonflexe = Pr. cir-

cumflcc = Sp. circunflcjo = Pg. circumflexo = It.
circonflesso, < L. circumflexm, bent round, pp.
of circumflectere: see circumflect.'] I, a. IfMoved or turned rotmd. Swift. [Rare.]—2
Curved; winding about: used in anatomy in
the specific description of several parts. See
below.— 3. Pronounced with or indicating the
tone called circumflex.— 4. Marked -with the
accentual sign designating such pronunciation.— Circumflex artery, (n) Of the arm, one of two branch-

t^'„5 ,J!r,',",5 ?,' •"'?"^""';.
"J

the axillary artery, which /«-. laylor, Uiss. from Popery, i. § 11wind round the neck of the humerus. (M Of the thigh ,.;..,.., / . , -, ->
i- .i.

•
s ^i.

one of two branches, anterior and posterior of the pro-
Circumgyrate (ser-kum-ji 'rat), v.; pret. and

funda femoris artery, supplying muscles of the thigh — PP- ''H'Climaiirated. nnr. circummirnfinn v< ATT.
Circumflexmac artery. See tiwci.- circumflex mus-
cle ot tue palate. .Same as circumjtexm, (a) — Circum-
flex nerve, the axillary nerve, a branch of the posterior

circmnfu^io{n-),<t,. circumfunderc : see circum-
fuse.] The act of cireumfusing, or pouring or
spreading around; the state of being poured
around. Swift.

Circumgestationr (s6r"kum-jes-ta'shon), n. [<
L. as if *ctrcumgestatio{n-), < circumg'estare, pp.
circumgestatw, carry around, < cireum, around,
+ gestae, freq. of gerere, carry.] The act of
carrying around or about.
Circumgestation of the eucharist.

Jer. Taylor, Diss, from Popery, i. § ii.

pp. circumgyrated, ppr. eircumgyrating. [< ML.
cireumgyratus, pp. of circumgyrare, -girare, turn
around: see circumgyre, and cf. gyrate.] I
trans. To cause to roll or turn round.
Vessels curled, circumgyrated, and complicated together.

Ray, Works of Creation!

II. in trans. To roll or turn round ; revolve.

. —«* .v., ..... ......„.j ..ci»c, a. uraiiuu OI me posterior
cord of the brachial plexus, arising in common with the
musculospiral nerve, supplying muscles and other parts
about the shoulder.

*^

latin, and in Sanskrit; in the first two languages it is \'"'. "eavenly bodies are said to delight in movement
limited U) long vowels. and circumgyration. Howelt, Foreign Travel p 11

2 The sign used to mark a vowel so accented. circumeyratorTfsfer-kum-ii'ra-to -rW „ r(It is theoretically made by combining the simi for acnt* Ti^r^*" , ,^ ^ K.iim-ji ra-IO-ri), a. [<
tonoand thot f„; „,-,„„ „„.! 1,""..._?.._ .,*J*^'

'o'^''™^ circumgyrate + -ory.] Revolving; rotatory-
turning over and over.

'

That functionary, however, had not failed, during his
circumgyratory movements, to bestow a thought upon the
important object of securing the epistle. Poe, Tales, I. 6.

circumgyret (s6r-kum-jir'), v. i. [< ML. circum-
gyrare, -girare, < L. cireum, around, + gyrare.

_...-,..^„..,, .......u .jj ....luMLiitii)^ Lite sign lor
tone and that for grave, and has various forms as
^, or ^,

3. The same mark (/n, «, ~) used as the sign
of a long vowel in certain languages, and as a
diacritical mark in phonetic notation.—4 In
elocution, a combined rising and falling or fall-
ing and rising inflection on a word or syllable,
to express surprise, mockery, etc.
circumflex (s6r'kum-fleks), V. t. [< circumflex,
«.] 1. To pronounce with the accent or in-
tonation called the circumflex.— 2. To mark or
.lesignate with the sign of such accentuation.
Circumflexion, «. See circumflection.
circumflexus (ser-kum-flek'sus), n. [NL., < L.
circumflexus, bent around: see circumflex, a.]
In anat. : (a) The tensor palati, a muscle of the
Ealate which serves to stretch it; the ciroum-
ex muscle of the palate, (fe) The circumflex

nerve (wliich see, under circumflex).
Circumfluence (s6r-kum'flo-ens), n. [< circum-
fluent (see -ence); = Pg. d'rcumfluencia = It.
CirCOUtllien-n. 1 A ftrkvpinr* a^^„r.^ ..« «11 «iJ

an
circ
<'"''. .....,.,,„.,.,,.-^„, ^,^,.. „1
cumfluerc, flow around, < cireum, around, +
fluere, flow.] Flowing around; surrounding
as a fluid.

circumfluous (s^r-kum'flo-us), a. [< L. cir-
cumfluus, flowing around, < circumfluere, flow

turn around: see gyre, v., and cf. circumgyrate.]
To circumgyrate ; move circuitously.

A sweet river, which after 20 miles circumgyring or
playing to and fro, discharges itself into the ocean.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 43.

Circumincession (s6r'kum-in-sesh'on), n. [<ML. circuminc€ssio(n-), < L. c/rcww," around, +
incessus, a going, a walking, < incedere, pp. in-
cessus, go unto or against, < in, unto, + cedere,
go: see cession, and cf. incession.] In theoL,
the reciprocal existence in one another of the
three persons in the Godhead.
A callow student of theology confesses that he is fairly

gravelled by the hypostatic circumincession.
F. Hall, Mod, Eng., p.' 38.

Circumflux (sf'r'kum-fluks), n. [< L. cireum,
around, + fliu : see flux.] In elect., the product
of the total number of conductor-turns on the

lunding i

in the brain.

circumitiont (ser-kum-ish'on), H. [< L. circum-
itio(n-), circuitio(n-), a going around: see cir-
cuition.] A going about; the act of going
round. Bailey.

cumjacent.— 2. That which is circumjacelit.
All the mongrel curs of the circuinjacetides yelp, yelp

yelp, at their heels. Richardson, Clarissa Ilarlowe, iv, 16.
— . «» ^v<.A.A..,.,,u. -luiuo uu uaio ycip, ai uieir neeis. «i«iara»OTi, Clarissa Ilarlowe iv 16armature of a dynamo or motor into a current circnmiapfint (sl^r Vnm i5'oA„ti /, r v '

'

carried by it. Standard Elect. Diet. J«?Sf/ _ P„ ;;.T;?'^„1^!^'/ t
^^ ^- "'^'carried by it. Standard Elect. IHct.

Circumforanean (s^r'kum-fo-ra'ne-an), a
Same as circumforaneous.
Circumforaneous (sfer'kum-fo-ra'ne-ns), a. [=
Pg. cirrumforanco, < L. circumforaneus, about
the market-place, < cireum, about, + forum,
market-place: see forum.] Going about, as
from market-place to market-place; walking
or wandering from house to house; vagrant:
vagabond.
Not borrowed from inrcum/oran^otw rogues and gipsies.

Burton. Anat. of Mel., p. 68.

Circumfalgent (s^r-kum-ful'jent), a. r< L. cir-
cumfulgcn(t-)s, ppr. of circumfalgere (> It. cir-
confulgere), shine around, < cireum, aroimd, +
fulgere, shine: see fuUjent.] Shining around

;

shining widely.

circumfuse (s^.r-kum-fSz'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

conjitcent = Pg. cireumjacente,'< "L. circunija-
cen(t-)s, ppr. of circumjacere, lie around, < cir-
eum, around, -I- jacere, lie.] Lying about; bor-
dering on every side.

We had an entire prospect of ye whole citty, which lyes
in shape of a theatre upon the sea brinke, with all the
circumjacent islands. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 31, 1645.

The Euxine . . . made dreadful havoc on the circum-
jacent coasts,

A. DrUmmond, Travels through Germany, p. 132.

A large extent of cireumjacent country . . . was an-
nexed to each city. Prescolt, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

Circumjovial (s6r-kum-j6'vi-al), a. and n. [<
L. cireum, around, + Jovis, gen. of Jupiter (see
Jove, jovial), + -al.] I. a. Surrounding or
moving about the planet Jupiter.
H. H. One of the planet Jupiter's moons or

satellites. Dcrham.
ctrcumjased. ppr. circumftising. [< L. orcwjH- CiTCUmligationt (s&r"kum-li-ga'shon), M. [< L.
fusits, pp. of ctrcumfundere, < cireum, around, as if *circumli,jatio(n-), < circumltgare, pp. cir-+ fundere, yom:: see fuse.] To pour around; cumliqatus. bind around, < cireum, around, +
spread about

;
suffuse. Ugare, bind.] 1 . A binding or tying about. E.

Appeared a face all «rcK>n/i"ed with Ught, Phillips, 1706.— 2. The bond with which any-
B. Jonson, Masque of Blackness, thing is encompassed. Johnson.



circumlition

circumlition (s^r-kum-lish'on), n. [< L. cir-

cumlitio{>i-), a smearing over, < circumlinere, pp.
cireunUitus, smear, stick, or spread all over, <

circum, around, + linere, smear: see liniment.']

In classical antiq., the practice and method of

tinting as applied to the surface of marble stat-

ues. See encaustic a,ni jiolt/chromy.

circumlittoral (ser-kum-ht'o-ral), a. [< L.
circum, around, 4- litus (litor-), shore, adj. lito-

ralis (incorrectly Utttis, littoralis): see littoral.']

Adjacent to the shore-line; extending along
the shore: specifically applied to one of the
zones into which some naturalists have divided
the sea-bottom according to the depth of water
covering each, in regard to depth the circumlittoral
is the fourth zone, reckoning from the deepest or abyssal.

circumlocution (s^r'kum-lo-lm'shgn), «. [=
OF. cireonloquution, F. circonlocutivn = Pr. cir-

cumlocutio = Sp. circunlocucion = Pg. circum-
locu^So = It. circonlocuzione, < L. circumlocu-

tio(ji-) (tr. Gr. nepiij>paati, periphrasis), < (LL.)
circumloqui, speak roundabout, use circumlo-
cution, < circum, around, + loqui, speak : see
locution.] A roundabout way of speaking ; an
indirect mode of statement; particularly, a
studied indirectness or evasiveness of lan-
guage in speaking or writing.

A maker [of verses] will seeme to vse circumlocution
to set forth any thing pleasantly and flguratiuely, yet no
lesse plaiue to a ripe reader, then if it were named ex-

presly. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 162.

I much prefer the plain Billingsgate way of calling

names, because it would save abundance of time, lost by
circwrUocution. Surift,

The circuinioctUions which are substituted for technical
phrases are clear, neat, and exact. Macautay, Drydcn.

Circumlocution Office, a name used by Dickens in "Lit-
tle Dorrit " jis that of a department of government, to ridi-

cule roundabout ottlcial methods and the resulting delays.

The Circumlocution Office is there said to be the chief of

"public departments, in the art of perceiving how not to

do it." Hence the phrase (with or without capitals) is

often applied to official methods that seem indirect or un-
necessarily slow, =S3^n. Periphrasis, etc. See pleoiMsm.

circumlocutional (s6r''kum-lo-ku'shon-al), a.

[< circumlocution + -al.] Characterized by
circumlocution; circuitous or indirect in lan-

guage; periphrastic.

circumlocutionary (sSr'kum-lo-kii'shon-a-ri),

a. [< circumlocution + -ary.^ Circumlocu-
tional; roundabout; periphrastic.

The fashionable rhetoric of philosophical liberalism is

as incomprehensible to him [the Russian peasant] as the
flowery circumlocutionary style of an Oriental scribe

would be to a keen city merchant.
D. M. Wallace, Eussia, p. BOO.

Circumlocutionary euphemisms for things which, though
natural, are rarely named.

T. Inman, Symbolism, Int., p. xiii.

Circumlocntionist (ser"kum-lo-ku'shon-ist), 71.

[< circumlocution + -ist.] One who uses cir-

cumlocution ; a roundabout, indirect, or eva-
sive talker. Gentleman's Magazine. [Rare]
circumlocutionize (s6r"kum-lo-kii'shou-iz), t\ i.

[< circumlocution + -*«e.] To use circumlocu-
tion. [Rare.]

If we want to say, " It was clearly meant as an insult,

but he didn't choose to relever it," we must circumlocu-
tionize with four extra words— "to take any notice of it,"

or at least with two— "to take it up."
N. aiid(J.,7th8er., I. 450.

circumlocutory (s6r-kum-lok'u-to-ri), a. [As
circumlocut{ion) + -ory.] Exhibiting circum-
locution; periphrastic.

A diffused and circumlocutory manner of expressing a
common idea. Martinus Scriblents.

circununeridian (sfer'kum-me-rid'i-an), a. [<

circum- + meridian.] Situated near or about
the meridian ; relating to what is near the me-
ridian.

On the 23d [of October, 1871], circuin'meridian observa.

tions of Jupiter were made.
C. F. Hall, I'olar Exp. (1876), p. 168.

Circummigration (ser^'kum-mi-gra'shon), n. [<

circum- + mif/ration.] The act of wandering
about; migration from place to place. [Rare.]

Till in their ever-widening progress, and round of un-
conscious circummigration, they distribute the seeds of

harmony over half a parish. Lamb, Elia.

circummure (s6r-kum-miir'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

circummured, ppr. circummuring. [< L. circum,

around, + LL. murare, pp. muratus, wall: see

mure, v. Cf. Pg. circvmmurado, pp.] To wall
about; encompass with a wall. [Rare.]

He hath a garden circummur'd with brick.

.V/irtfc., M. for M., iv. 1.

circuninavigable (s6r-kum-nav'i-ga-bl), a. [<

circumnavigate, after navigable. Cf. Pg. drcum-
navegavel.] Capable of being circumnavigated
or sailed round: as, the earth is circumnavi-

gable.
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circumnavigate (sfer-kum-nav'i-gat), w. t.
;
pret.

and pp. circumnavigated, ppr. circumnavigating.

[< L. drcumnavigatus, pp. of circumnavigare

(> Pg. circumnavegar), sail around, < circum,
around, -t- navigare, sail : see navigate.] To sail

round; pass round by water: as, to drcum-
iiavigate the globe.

Having circumnavigated the whole earth.
Fuller, Worthies, Suffolk.

circumnavigation (ser-kum-nav-i-ga'shon), n.

[= V. circonnavlgation, now circumnavigation,
= Sp. circunnavigacion = Pg. circumnavegafao
= It. circonnavigazione, < NL. *circumnariga-
tio(n-), < L. circumnavigare, circumnavigate

:

see circumnavigate.] The act of sailing round
the earth, or any body of land or water.
circumnavigator (ser-kum-nav'i-ga-tor), «. [=
Pg. circumnaregador, < NL. *circumnavigator

:

see circumnavigate, and cf. navigator.] One
who circumnavigates or sails round a body of

land or water : generally applied to one who
has sailed round the globe.

Magellan's honour of being the first circumnavigator has
been disputed in favour of the brave Sir Francis Drake.

Quttirvi, Gram, of Geog.

circuninuclear (s6r-kum-nii'kle-ar), a. [< L.
circum, around, -t- nucleus, a nut, kernel (nu-
cleus), + -ar^.] Surrounding a nucleus.

The independent expulsion of a more or less consider-
able mass of circuninuclear protoplasm.

Micros. Science, XXVI. 59-1.

circumnutate (ser-kum-nii'tat), V. i.
;
pret. and

pp. circumnutated, ppr. circumnutating. [< L.
circum, around, -t- nutatus, pp. of nutare, nod,
freq. of *nuere, nod: see nutant.] To nod or
turn about ; specifically, in hot., to move about
in a more or less circular or elliptical path:
said of the apex of a stem and of other organs
of a plant. See circumnutation.

It will be shown that apparently every growing part of
every plant is continually circumnutatinij, though often
on a small scale. Darwin, Movement in Plants, Int., p. 3.

circumnutation (ser'''kum-nu-ta'shon), «. [<
circunmutate : see -ation.] A nodding or in-

clining round about; specifically, in bot., the
continuous motion of some part of a plant, as
the apex of the stem, a tendril, etc., in which
it describes irregular elliptical or circular fig-

ures. While describing such figures, the apex often trav-

els in a zigzag line, or makes small subordinate loops or
triangles of motion.

On the whole, we may at present conclude that increased
growth first on one side, and then on the other, is a sec-

ondary effect, and that the increased turgescence of the
cells, together with the extensibility of their walls, is the
primary cause of the movement of circuinnutatio7t.

Darwin, Movement in Plants, Int., p. 2.

circumocular (ser-kum-ok'u-lar), a. [< L.
circum, about, + oculus, eye, + -ar^.] Sur-
rounding the eye; orbital: as, circumocular
prominence.

CircumoeS()pliageal, a. See ctrcumesophageal.

Circumoraf (ser-kum-o'ral), a. [< L. circum,

around, + os {or-), moutli, + -al.] Surround-
ing the mouth ; situated about the mouth.
In the Crinoida the circumoral suckers acquire the func.

tion of tentacles. Qegenbaur, Conip. Anat. (trans.), p. 200.

Circumoral ambulacral vessel. See ambulacral.

circumparallelogram (ser -kum -par - a - lei ' 6 -

gram), ti. [< circum- + parallelogram.] In
math., a circumscribed parallelogram.

circumpentagon (sfer-kum-pen'ta-gon), n. [<
circum- + pentagon.] A circumscribed penta-
gon.

circumplexiont (s6r-kum-plek'shon), n. [< L.
circumplexus, pp. of circumplecterc, dep. circum-
plecti, clasp around, < circum, around, + plcc-

tere, plecti, bend, turn: see plexus.] 1. A fold-

ing round.— 2. Something folded or twined
about ; a cincture ; a girdle.

It was after his fall that he [man] made himself a fig-

leaf circumplexion. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 53.

3. An entangling circumstance; a complica-
tion ; an embarrassing surrounding.

Circumplexionn and environments.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 827.

circumplication (ser'kum-pli-ka'shon), re. [<
L. as if *circumplicatio{n-), < circumplicare, pp.
circumpUcatus, wind or fold around, < circum,

around, + plicare, fold : see ply, and cf . compli-

cation.] A folding, rolling, or winding about

;

the state of being inwrapped. E. I'hilUps, 1706.

[Rare.]

circumpolar (ser-kum-po'lar), a. [< L. circum,
around, -f polus, pole: see pole^, polar.] Sur-
rounding one of the poles of the earth or of the
heavens: as, a circump>olar sea; circumpolar
stars.

circumscribed

The moon to-morrow will be for twelve hours above the
horizon, and so nearly circumpolar afterward asUj justify
me in the attempt to reach the Esquimaux hunting-ground
about Capo Alexander. Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp,, 1. 448.

Circumpolar star, a star near the pole ; a star which
revolves round the pole without setting.

circumpolygon (ser-kum-pol'i-gon), n. [< dr-
cum- + jioh/i/on.] A circumscribed polygon.
circumposition ( ser " kum -po - zish 'on ) , « . [<
LL. circumpositio{n-), < L. circumponere, pp.
circumpositum, set or place around, < circum,
around, + ponere, place: see position.] The
act of placing round about; the state of being
so placed.

When a plant is too high or its habit does not conve-
niently admit of its being layered, it may often be increased
by what is called circumposition, the soil being carried up
to the branch operateil on. Encyc. Brit., XII. 235.

circumpressure (ser-kum-presh'ur), n. [< dr-
cum- + pre.'isure.] Pressure on all sides. [Rare.]

circumradius (ser-kum-ra'di-us),n.; pi. circum-
radii (-i). [< circum- + radius.] In math.,
the radius of a circumscribed circle.

Circumrasiont (ser-kum-ra'zhon), n. [< L. cir-

cumrasio{n-), < circumradere, pp. circumrasug,
scrape around, < circum, around, 4- radere, shave,
scrape : see rase.] The act of shaving or par-
ing round. Bailey. [Rare.]

circumrenal (ser-kum-re'nal), a. [< L. drcum,
around, + ren (only in pi. rencs), kidney, + -al:

see reins and renal.] Situated near or lying
about the kitlneys

;
perinephric.

circumrotary (str-kum-ro'ta-ri), a. [< circnm-
+ rotary. Ct. circumrotate.] Turning, rolling,

or whirling about. Also drcmnrotatory.
circumrotate (ser-kum-ro'tat), V. i. [< L. dr-
cumrotatus, pp. of circumrotare, turn round in

a circle, < circum, around, -f rotare, turn round

:

see rotate.] To revolve or rotate.

circumrotation (s^r'^kum-ro-ta'shon), n. [< cir-

cumrotate : see -ation.] 1. The act of rotating
or revolving, as a wheel or a planet; circum-
volution ; the state of being whirled round.— 2.
A single rotation of a rotating body. Johnson.

circumrotatory (ser-kum-ro'ta-to-ri), a. Same
as circumrotary.

A great many tunes, by a variety of circumrotatory
flourishes, put one in mind of a lark's descent to the
ground, Shenstone.

circumsail (sfer-kum-sal'), V. t. [< drcum- +
sail.] To circumnavigate. [Rare.]

Circumsailed the earth.
Warner, Albion's England, xi. 63.

circumscissile (ser-kum-sis'il), a. [< NL.
circumscisnilis. < L. circumscissus, pp. of circum-

sdndere, cut about

:

see sdssile.] In bot.,

opening or divided
by a transverse cir-

cular line : applied
to a mode of dehis-
cence in some fruits,

as in the pimpernel
(Anagallis urvensis),

henbane, and monkeypot, the fruit in such
cases being called a pyxidium.
circumscribable (ser-kum-skri'ba-bl), a. [<
circumncribe + -able.] Capable of being cir-

cumscribed.
circumscribe (ser-kum-skrib'), V. t.

;
pret. and

pp. circumscribed, ppr. circumscribing. [< ME.
drcumscrive = F. drconscrire = Sp. circunscri-

hir= Pg. drcumscrever = It. drconscrirere, < L.
circumscribere, draw a line around, limit, < dr-
cum, around, + scribere, write, draw: see scribe,

script, etc., and cf. ascribe, describe, inscribe, prre-

scribe, proscribe, subscribe, etc.] 1. To write
or inscribe aroimd. Ashmole. [Rare.]— 2. To
mark out certain bounds or limits for; inclose

within certain limits ; limit ; bound ; confine

;

restrain.

Old Simeon did comprehend and circumscribe In his
arms him that filled all the world.

Jcr. Taylor, Works (ed, 1835), I. 65.

That mass of flesh that circumscribes me limits not my
mind. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. IL

The sage . . .

Has seen eternal order cirvumscrilje

And bound the motions of eternal change.
Bryant, The Fountain.

3. In geom., to draw around so as to touch at as
many points as possible. A curve is s,iid to be cir-

cumscribed about a polygon when it passes through every
vertex of the latter ; a multilateral figure is said to circum-
scribe or be circumscribed alwut a ciu-ve when its every
side is tangent to the curve. The term is also applied sim-

iliirly to surfaces. Thus, a cone circumscribes a surface
only if evfi-y side of it is tangent to that surface,

circumscribed (sfer-kum-skribd'),^. a. [Pp. of

circumscribe, v.] Inclosed within certain lim-

Circumscissile Pod of Pimpernel,



circumscribed

its; narrow, as applied to the mind: specifi-

cally, in patlioL, applied to tumors whose bases
are well defined and distinct from the surroimd-
iiig parts.

circuniscribei*(ser-kum-8kri'b6r), n. One who
or that which circumscribes.

Circumscript (sSr'kum-skript), a, [= F. circon-

scrit = Pg. eircumscripto = It. cireonseritto, <

L. circumscriptus, pp. of circumsaibere, circum-
scribe: see circumscribe.'] Circumscribed; lim-

ited. [Rare.]

These results seem clearly to show that the notion of

small circumscript areas (in the brain], each one of which
performs certain definite functions, must be abandoned.

New Princeton Rev., I. 140.

circumscriptiblet (scr-kum-skrlp'ti-bl), a. [<

L. circumscriptus, pp. of circumscribere (see cir-

cumscribe), + -i-blc] Capable of being circum-
scribed, limited, or confined.

He tliat sits on high and never sleeps,

Nor in one place is circtnivicriptible.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine, II., ii. 2.

circumscription (ser-kum-skrip'shon), «. [=F.
circonscriptiou = Sp. circunscripciiin = Pg. cir-

cumscripqao = It. circonscri::ione, < L. circiim-

scriptio{n-), < circumscribere, yp. circumscriptus,

circumscribe: see circumscribe.} If. A writing
around ; a circular inscription.

The circumscription, cut likewise upon brass, is much
defaced. Aghinote, Berkshire, I. 142.

2. The act of circumscribing or the state of be-
ing circumscribed; the act of bounding, set-

tling, or defining ; limitation ; restraint ; con-
finement: as, the circumscription of arbitrary
power.

I would not my unhoused free condition
Put into eireunucriptiort and confine.

Skak., Othello, i. 2.

3. The exterior line which marks the form of a
figure or body

;
periphery : as, the circumscrip-

tum of a leaf.

circumscriptive (ser-kum-skrip'tiv), a. [= Sp.
circunscriptiro = Pg. circumscriptivo, < L. cir-

cumscriptus, pp. of circumscribere : see circum-
script and -ice.] 1. Circumscribing or tend-
ing to circumscribe ; bringing under certain
limits or limitations. Milton.— 2. Forming
or coincident with the superficies of a body.
[Bare.]

Sucli as is circumscriptive, or depending upon the whole
stouu, as iu the ea^le8t<>ne, is properly called the figure.

N. Grew.

circumscriptively (ser-kum-skrip'tiv-li), adv.

1. In a circumscriptive or limited manner or
sense. [Rare.]— 2. In such a manner as to
occupy space and prevent other bodies from
occupying it : as, a body is situated where it is

circumscriptively.

The nature of a soul is not to be ciretiuiacripticely in
place. Bp. MourUagu, Appeal to Caisar, p. 231.

Circumscriptly (s^r'kum-skript-li), adv. Nar-
rowly ; in a slavishly literal sense. [Bare.]

These words taken c»rrumjcnp(fy . . . arejustasmuch
against plain equity and the mercy of religion as these
words of " Take, eat, this is my body," elementally under-
stood, are against nature and sense.

Stilton, Divorce, ii. 15.

circumseated (s^r-kum-se'ted), p. a. [< circum-
-i- sealed.] Seated around. Clifton. [Rare.]

circumseptt (ser-kum-sepf), v. t. [< L. cir-

cumsefitus, pp. of cirrumsepire, < circum, around,
+ scpire, swpire, hedge in, < sepes, scepes, a
hedge: see septum.] To hedge in; inclose; sur-
round.

So that here we stand like sheep in a fold circumeepted
and compassed between our enemies and our doubtful
friends. U<at, Rich. III., an. 3.

ctrcumsepted (s^r-kum-sep'ted), p. a. [Pp. of
circumsept, v.] Hedged about: in entom., ap-
plied to the wings when the nervurea are so
arranged that the outer ones accompany and
strengthen the margin all round, as in certain
Diptera.
circumsolar (ser-kum-so'liir), a. [< L. circum,
around, + sol, sun, -t- -ar^.] Surrounding the
sun ; situated about the sun.

It has not l>een proved, however, tliat meteorites move
In circutngolar orbits. lire. Diet., I. 30.

Tlie intense illumination of the cirntnuiolar region of
our atini.wphere masks, under ordinary circumstances, the
red iironiiiienccs. They are quenched, as it were, by ex-
cess of light. Tyndall, Light and Electricity, p. S3.

circumspect (sfer'kum-spekt), a. [= F. circon-
tpect = Sp. circunspectf) = Pg. circumspecto =
It. circonspetto, < L. circumspectus, prudent, pp.
of circumspiccre, look around, bo cautious, take
heed, < circum, around. -I- specere, look : sec spe-
des, spt/.] Literally, looking about on all sides

;
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hence, examining carefully all the circum-
stances that maj- affect a determination ; watch-
ful on all sides ; cautious ; wary.
You rulera and oflicQEa^ be wise and circumspect, look to

your charge, and see you do your duties.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

High-reaching Buckingham grows circumspect.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 2.

You know I have many enemies. ... It is, therefore,
the more necessary for you to be extremely circumspect in

all your behavior, that no advantage may be given to their
malevolence. B. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 340.

circumspect (ser-kum-spekf), v. t. [< L. cir-

cumspectare, look around attentively, freq. of
drcumspicere : see circumspect, a.] To look on
all sides of; examine carefully; scrutinize.

[Rare.]

To circumspect and note daily all defects.
Newcourt, Repertorium, p. 233.

circumspection (ser-kum-spek'shon), n. [= F.
circotispectiOH = Sp. circunspeccion = Pg. cir-

cumspec^ao = It. circonspezione, < L. cireum-
spectio{n-), < drcumspicere, look around: see
circumspect, a.] Attention to aU the facts and
circumstances of a case, and to natural or
probable consequences, with a view to ascer-
tain the correct or safe course of conduct or to

avoid undesirable results; watchfulness; wari-
ness; caution: as, " sly drcumspection," Milton,

P. L., iv. 537.

He shook his head, and observed that an affairof this sort

demanded the utmost circumspection.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xii.

The active, energetic man, loving activity for its own
sake, . . . wants the delicate circumspection of another
man who does not love activity for its own sake, but is

energetic only at the spur of his special ends.
A. Bain, Corr. Forces.

= Syn. Vigilance, thoughtfulness, forecast, deliberation.

circnmspectioust (s6r -kum - spek ' shus), a. [<
drcumspection + -ous, as ambitious from ambi-
tion.] Circumspect; vigilant; cautious. Mon-
mouth.
circumspective (ser-kum-spek'tiv), a. [< cjr-

cumspect, v., + -ire.] Literally, looking about
in every direction ; hence, cautious ; careful of

consequences; wary; vigilant. [Rare.]

AH sly, slow things, with circumspective eyes.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 226.

circumspectively (sfer-kum-spek'tiv-li), adv.

In a circumspective manner. Foxc. [Rare.]

circumspectly (s^r'kum-spekt-li), adv. In a
circumspect manner; cautiously; prudently.

Sec then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as
wise. Eph. v. 15.

Then judge yourself and prove your man,
As circumsi>ectly as you can. Cowper, Friendship.

circumspectness (sfer'kum-spekt-nes), n. [<
circumspect, a., + -ness.] The quality of being
circumspect; caution; circumspection; pru-
dence.
circumspicnous (s6r-kumTspik'u-us), a. [< L. as
if *circumspicuus, < drcumspicere, look around:
see drcumspect,a. Ct. conspicuous.] So situated
as to be seen on all sides. [Rare.]

God shall, like the air, l)e circumspicuous round about
him. Feltham, Resolves, i. 98.

cirCTUnstance (s^r'kum-stans), n. [< ME. dr-
cumstance, -staunce = F. circonstance = Pr. Pg.
drcumstancia = Sp. circunstanda = It. drcon-
stanzia, dreostanzia, < L. circumstan tia, a stand-
ing around, a state, condition, attribute, cir-

cumstance (tr. Gr. nepiaTaaii), < circumstan(t-)s,

surrounding: see drcumstant.] 1. A fact re-

lated to another fact and modifying or throw-
ing light upon its meaning, significance, impor-
tance, etc., without affecting its essential na-
ture; something attending, appendant, or rela-

tive; something incidental; an accidental or
unessential accompaniment; especially, some
fact which gives rise to a certain presumption
or tends to afford evidence.

He that is truly dedicate to war
Hath no self-love ; nor he that loves himself
Hath not essentially, but by circumstance.
The name of valour. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

If circumstances lead me, I will find

Where truth is hid. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Come, do not hunt.
And labour so about for circumstance.
To make him guilty, whom you have foredoomed.

B. Jonson, Bejanus, ill. 1.

They beheld me with all the marks and circuinstaTices

of wonder. Swi/t, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 2.

Inward essence and outward circumstances. J. Caird.

2. A particular or detail; a matter of small
consequence: as, that is a mere circumstance
compared to what followed.

To use too many circumstances ere one come to the mat-
ter is wearisome. Bacon, Of Discourse.

circumstant

3. Collectively, detail; minuteness; specifica-
tion of particulars.

With circumstance and oaths, so to deny
This chain. Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

Wliat need this circumstance ? pray you, be direct.
B. Jonson, Every ilan in his Humour, ii. 1.

With all circumstaiwe they tell us when and who first

set foot upon this island. Milton.

4. A ceremonious accompaniment; a formal-
ity required by law or custom ; more specifical-

ly, in a concrete sense, adjuncts of pomp and
ceremony; ceremonies; display.

And it was wel don to hertis plesance,
The Ausoys loged wel with all circumstance.

Rom. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), I. 2016.

All quality.
Pride, pomp, and circumstance of glorious war.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

We set him vpon a rug, and then brought our Gouern-
our to him with Drums and Trumpets ; where after some
circumstances, for they vse few compliments, we treated
of peace with them.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 22B.

The aged Harper's soul awoke

!

Then would he sing achievements high.
And circumstance of chivalry.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi.. Epilogue.

5. The surroundings, rarely of a thing, gener-
ally of a person; e-xisting condition or state of
thiigs; facts external to a person considered
as helping or, more especially, as hindering his
designs, or as inducing him to act in a certain
way; predicament, unforeseen or unprovided
for ; a person's worldly estate, or condition of
wealth or poverty ; fortune ; means : generally
in the plural.

None but a virtuous man can hope well in all eircwm-
stances. Bacon.

Every man knows his own circumstances best.

Steele, Tatler, No. 25.

Who does the best his circumstance allows.
Does well, acts nobly ; angels could no more.

Young, Night Thoughts, ii. 91.

I am the very slave of circumstance
And impulse—borne away with every breath

!

Byron, Sardanapalus, iv. 1.

Now, the time for seeing the young women of a Grecian
city, all congregated under the happiest circumstances of
display, was in their local festivals. De Quincey, Homer, I.

His circumstances ai-e more affluent than ever.
Goldsmith, Vicar, lit

6. Event; occurrence; incident.

Conquerors weeping for new worlds, or the like circum-
stance in history. Addison.

The poet has gathered those circumstances which most
terrify the imagination. Addison, Spectator.

Easy circumstances, moderate wealth.—Narrow cir-
cumstances, rcsjiectaiile poverty. -— Not a Circum-
stance to, nothing in comparison with. [U. S.] = SytL
1. Incident, Occurrence, etc. See event,

circumstance (sfer'kum-stans), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. circumstanced, ppr. circumstandng. [< dr-
cumstance, n.] 1. To place in a particular situ-

ation or condition with regard to attending facts

or incidents: only in the past participle: as,

he was so circumstanced that he could not ac-
cept.

Another miscarriage of the like nature, more odiously
circumstanced, was also discovered.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 122.

In one so circumstanced it cannot be supposed that such
a trifle . . . would be much resented.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 91.

2. To control or guide by circumstances : only
in the following passage.

Cas. 'Tis but a little way that I can bring you.
For I attend here : but I'll see you soon.

Bictn. 'Tis very good : I must be circumstanc'd.
Shak., Othello, iii. 4.

3. To furnish or dress out with incidents and
details; add circumstances to. [Rare.]

The poet took the matters of fact as they came down to
him, and circumstanced them after his own manner.

Addison, Spectator, No. 351.

circumstantt (sfer'kum-stant), a. and n. [=
Sp. circunstante = Pg. circiimstante = It. circon-

stante, circostante, < L. circumstau(t-)s, ppr. of
drcumstare, suiroimd, stand around, < drcum,
around, + stare, stand. Hence drcumstance.]
I. a. Surrounding.

AU circumstant bodies.
Sir K. Dighy, Nature of Man's Soul.

A fair candlestick, bearing a goodly and bright taper,
which sends forth light to all the house, but round about
itself there is a shadow and circumstant darkness.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), I. 237.

II. n. A bystander; a spectator.

When these circumstants shall but live to see
The time that I prevaricate from thee.

Ilerrick, Heaperldes, p. 82.



circumstantiable

Circumstantiablet (st^r-kum-stan'shi-a-bl), a.

[< circuiiigtoiitHate), r., + -able.'] Capable of

being circumstautiated. Jcr. Taylor.

circumstantial (ser-kum-stan'shal), a. and n.

[= F. circongtaiiciel = Sp. circunstandal = Pg.
cireu>iistaiicial,< L. as if *circumstantialis, < cir-

cuiHshintia, circumstance: see circuntstaiwe, «.]

1. «. 1. Attending; incidental; casual; sus-

taining a minor or less important relation.

This is an attempt to separate what is substantial and
material from what is ci}xwn^tantial and useless in his-

tory. Goldimith, The Martial Review, Pref.

All that is merely rircnmstantial shall be subordinated
to and in keeping with what is essential. J. Caird.

2. Consisting in, pertaining to, or derived from
circumstances or particular incidents : as, cir-

cumstantial evidence.
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cirCUmstantiation (s6r-kum-stan-shi-a 'shon )

,

n. [<.i'!>rtniintaiitiate,v.: see -ation.'] The act

of circumstantiating, or investing with circum-
stantial and plausible adjuncts.

By inventing such little circumstantiation« ot any char-

acter or incident a? seem, by tlieir apparent inertness uf

effect, to verify tliemselves. De Quincey, Homer, iii.

Circumstantlyt (sfer'kum-stant-li), adv. [<

circumstant (with ref. to circumstance) + -lifi.]

Circumstantially; exactly.

A gentleman . . . cuttes asunder certain partes of the
wild beaste in a certain order very circunuttantly.

Chaloner, Praise of Follie.

circiunterraneous (ser"kum-te-ra'no-us), a.

[< L. circum, around, -1- terra, earth : see ter-

raneous.'] Around the earth ; being or dwell-

ing around the earth. Hallywell. [Rare.]

circus

2. Means of circumventing. Shak. [Rare.]
— 3. In Scots law, an act of fraud or deceit.

circumventive (s6r-kum-ven 'tiv), a. [< cir-

cumvent + -ive.'] Tending or designed to cir-

cumvent; deceiving by artiflcet; outwitting;
deluding.

circumventor (ser-kum-ven'tor), n. [< LL.
circumvcntor, < L. circumvenire, circumvent : see
circumvent.] 1. One who circumvents, or gains
his purpose by cunning or wiles ; a plotter or
schemer.

Your majesty now of late hath found . . . the said

Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, ... to be the most
false and corrupt traitour, deceiver, and cireurnventtn-

against your most royal person.
Bi>. Buniet, Records, iii. 16.

2. Same as circumferentor, 1.
..,„.„....>.. ^..^>.^v.^.

,. , Circumtorsion (s^r-kum-toi-'shon), n. [< eiV- circumversiont (ser-kum-v6r'shon), w. [< L.

tru'?h%"£ctSSLrL')?arietr "'' " "«»'- + '<"•«'"»] A torsional stress; an elastic circumversi^in-) < circumvertere.p^. circumver-

Strangers, whether wrecked and clinging to a raft, or f^ tending to make a bar, fiber, etc., untwist .«.• turnaround
<^l^J>^'^l^^+l^X''^^^

duly escorted and accompanied by portmanteaus, have itselt. versus, twm. see terse, j A turning aoout. aot-

always had a circumstantial fascination for the virgin ciTCUDltriangle (sfer'kum-tri'ang-gl), n. [< land. [Rare.]
mind, against which native merit has urged itself in vam. circum- -I- triangle.] In math., a circumscribed circumvestt (s6r-kum-vest'), «-' '• [< L. circum-

vestire, clothe or cover over, < circum, around

[< cir-

George Eliot, Jliddlemarch, I. 129.
fjHauffle

3. Abounding with circumstances ; exhibiting circumtropical (s6r-kum-trop'i-kal), a.

or stating all the circumstances ; minute ;
par-

ticular; detailed: as, a circumstantial account
or recital.

cum- -I- tropic + -at.] Surrounding the tropics

;

adjacent to tropical regions.

The total number of species of coral in the circumtropi-

cal seas must be very great ; in the Red Sea alone, 1*20

kinds, according to Ehrenberg, have been observed.
Darwin. Coral Reefs, p. 87.

.
"• <• [<

circum- -)- undulate, v.] To flow round, as waves.
[Rare.]

-(- vestirc, clothe: see vest, invest, etc.] To
cover round, as with a garment.

Who on tills base the earth didst firmly found,
And mad'st the deep to circumvest it round.

Sir U. Wotton, Poems.

circumvolation (sfer 'kum - vo - la ' shon), n . [<

L. as if *circumvolatio{n-), < circumvolare, pp.
circumvolatus, flly around, < circum, around, -I-

volare, fly : see volant.] The act of flying about.

[Rare.]

All the rest the prisoner himself confirmed by a more
circuimtanlial account. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxxi.

Circumstantial evidence, evidence from more or less . jij./xi /j-i-t\
relevant circumstances or incidents bearing upon a case CirCUIUUIlaUlate (Ser-kum-un gu-lat)
under consideration, as distinguished from direct testi-

mony. Such evidence may eitlter be quite inadequate to

establish the fact, or constitute Ijy logical inference the r „" „ii„4.„ /„.« i„ ,,„i'stN ,. *. r%-of ^-^A V
-

i . . , . „, -,-, i. n r
strongest proofof its existence. =Syn. 3. Particiiiar, etc. CircumvaUate (ser-kum-vai at),r. t^, pret^ana cfrcumvolution (8fer"kum-vo-lu'8hon), n. [:

^ee -minute, a.
^

''" ^
" —

-
-

-
^.

. , .
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H, n. Something incidental and of subordi-
nate importance; an accident or incident; a
circumstance: opposed to an essential.

To study thy preceptive will, to understand even the
niceties and circuitmlantiaU of my duty.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 73.

pp. circumvallated, ppr. circumvallating. [< L.

circumvallatus, pp. of circumvallare (> It. cir-

convallare = Sp. circunvalar = Pg. circumval-

lar), wall around, < circum, around, -I- vallare,

wall, fortify with a rampart, < vallum, wall, ram-
part : see wall.] To surround with or as with a
rampart or fortified lines. Johnson.

Who would not prefer a religion that differs from his clrcumvallatc (ser-kum-val'at), a. [< L. cir-
».. ,.,,...7. i,„< „ .!,„. j.»„.. ». f

cumvallatus, pp. : see the verb.] Walled in ; sur-

F. circonrulution = ^^. circuncolucion = Pg. eir-

cumvoliigSo = It. circonvoluzione, < L. as if "dr-

own in the drctimstantials before one that differs from it

in the essentials? Addimn, Freeholder.

circumstantiality (sfer-kum-stan-shi-al'i-ti),

«. ;
pi. circumstantiatities (-tiz). [< circumstan-

tial -h -iti/.] 1. The quality of being circum-
stantial; minuteness; fullness of detail: as,

the circumstantiality of a story or description.

From the circumstantiality ... [of Homer's account of

killing a wild goat], it is evident that some honour attach-

ed to the sportsman who had succeeded in such a capture.
De Quincey, Homer, ii.

2. A circumstance ; a particular detail.

The deep impression of so memorable a tragedy had car-

ried into popular remembrance vast numbers of special-

ties and circuinstantialities. De Quincey, Homer, iii.

circumstantially (sfer-kum-stan'shal-i), adv.

1. In regard to circumstances ; not essentially

;

accidentally. [Rare.]

Of the fancy and intellect the powers are only circum-
stantially different. Glanville, Seep. Sci.

2. Minutely; exactly; with every circumstance
or particular.

To set down somewhat circumstantially not only the

events but the manner of my trials.

Boyle, Works, II. 470,

rounded by or as by a parapet Circumvallate
papillse, large papillBe, 7 to 12 in number, on the back part
of tlie tongue. They are of the shape of a truncated cone,

and are suiTounded by an annular depression (fossa) and
elevation (vallum). Also called calyci/orm papill<e.

circumvallation (ser"kum-va-la'shon), n. [=
F. circonraliation = Sp. circnnrahtcion= 'Pg. cir-

cumvallagao = It. circonvulla:ione, < NL. *cir-

cumvallatio{n-), < L. circumvallare,-viaM around:
see circumvallate, v.] In fort., the art or act of

throwing up fortifications about a place, either

for defense or attack ; the line of works so

formed. Specifically— (a) A line of works thrown up to

protect an investing or besieging army from attacks in the

rear. (6) A line of field-works consisting of a rampart or CirCUmVOlvet (s^r-kum-volv ), V.

parapet with a trench, surrounding a besieged place or

the camp of a besieging army.

8 August, at night, we rode about the lines of circum-
vattation, the Gener'll being then in the field.

Evelyn, Diary, 1641.

The wall of circumvallation round Paris, and the places
by which we are to be let out and in, are nearly completed.

Jeferson, Correspondence, II. 224.

The besieging forces closed round [the place] . . ._ on
every side, and the lines of circutnvallation were rapidly
formed. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

cumvolutio(n-), < circumvolvere, pp. circumvolu-

iMS, roll around : see circumvolve.] 1. The act

of rolling around.
Stal>le, without circumvolution;
Eternall rest.

Dr. II. .More, Psychathanasia, III. ii. 36.

2. The state of being rolled around or wound
into a roU.

The twisting of tlie guts is really either a circumvolu-
tion or insertion of one part of the gut within the other.

Arbuthnot.

3. One of the windings of a thing wound or

twisted; a convolution. [Rare.]— 4. Figura-
tively, a winding; a roimdabout method of pro-
cedure.

He had neither time nor temper for sentimental circ«m-
voluliuns. Dixraeli, Coniugsby, vi. 2.

Never did a monarch hold so steadfastly to a deadly pur-
pose, or proceed so languidly and with so much circum-

volution to his goal. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 102.

[= It. circon-

Circumstantiate (sfer-kum-sWshi'-a^,"; T; -^^.^SSof-) f"ci}c2l"^^^iv'ol-*Jcum
r.,.at o„rl T^T, ^ir^„mjify,„tinfj-d Tinr. nimumMnn^ circumvectio(n-), \ ctrcumiecius, pp. or circum
pret. and pp. circumstantiated, ppr. circumstan-

tiating. [< NL. as if *circumstantiatus, pp. of

'circumstantiare, < L. circumstantia, circum-
stance: see circumstance, n., and -ate^.] 1. To
place in particular circumstances ; invest with
particular conditions, accidents, or adjuncts.

[Bare.]

If the act were otherwise circumstantiated, it might will

that freely which now it wills reluctantly. Bramjiall.

2. To place in a particular condition with re-

gard to power or wealth. [Bare.]

A number infinitely superior and the best circUTnstan-

tiated are for the succession of Hanover. Swift.

3. To confirm by circumstances ; establish cir-

cumstantially. [The prevalent use of the word.]

Neither will time permit to circumstantiate these par-

ticulars. Uargrave.

4. To describe circumstantially; give full or

minute details regarding. [Rare.]

De Foe is the only author known who has so plausibly

vehere, carry around, dep. circumvehi, ride

around, < circum, around,+ vehere, carry, move

:

see vehicle, and cf. convection, etc.] A carrying
about. E. Phillips, 1706.

circumvent (ser-kum -vent'), V. t. [< L. cir-

cumventus, pp. of circumvenire (> F. circonvetiir

= Sp. circunvenir (obs.) = It. circonrenire),

come around, encompass, beset, deceive, cheat,

< circum, around, -I- venire = E. come.] To
gain advantage over by artfulness, stratagem,

or deception ; defeat or get the better of by
cunning; get around; outwit; overreach: as,

to circumven t one's enemies.
Itmightbe the pate of a politician, . . . one that could

circumvent God, might it not? Sliak., Hamlet, v. 1.

Circumvented thus by fraud. Milton, P. L., iii. 1.12.

With a commonplace capacity, and with a narrow polit-

ical education, he intended to circumvent the most pro-

found statesman of his age.
Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 630.

j« joe 18 me only auinor Known wiio iias so piausiuiy — oyn. ..eec ea
•

r -ci

circumstantiated his false historical records as to make Circumvention (s§r-kum-ven shon), n. [= i
them pass for genuine, even with literai-y men and critics.

De Quincey, Homer, iii.

circumstantiatet (sfer-kum-stan'shi-at), a. [<
NL, 'drcumstantiatus, pp. : see the verb.] Cir-

cumstantial.

God . . . also does distinguish us by the proportions
and circumstantiate applications of his grace to every
singular capacity. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 49.

circonvention = Sp. circunvencion = It. circon-

vengione, < LL. circumventio{n-), < L. circum-

venire, circumvent: see circumvent.] 1. The
act of circumventing; the act of outwitting or

overreaching; deception; fraud; stratagem.

They stuff thir Prisons, but with men committed rather

by circumvention, then any just cause.
Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

volgere, < L. circumvolvere, roll around, < circum,

around, + t'oirere, roll: see volution.] I. trans.

To turn or cause to roll about ; cause to revolve.

Whene'er we circumvolve our eyes.

Ilerrick, On Fletcher's Incomparable Plays.

To ascribe to each sphere an intelligence to circumvolve

it were unphilosophical. Glanville, Seep. Sci.

H. intrans. To roll around; revolve. E.
Darwin.
circumvolvencet (sfer-kum-vol'vens), n, [<

circumvolce -f- -ence.] Circumvolution; revo-

lution.

See the piled floors of the sky, and their furniture,

clouds, circumvolvence, contest, and war.
H. Jennings, Rosicrucians, p. 75.

circus (sfer'kus), n. [= F, cirque = Sp. Pg. It.

circo = D. G. Sw. circus = Dan. cirkus, < L. cir-

cus, a circle, ring (in this sense commonly cir-

culus: see circle), a circus (see def. 1), a race-

course, = Gr. (cpkof, later aipKo^, a ring, a circle,

also, after the L. , a circus. Hence (from L. cir-

cus) lUt. E. circ, circle, circum-, circulate, cirque,

encircle, etc., and search, q. v.] 1. In Som.
antiq., a large, oblong, roofless inclosure, used
especially for horse- and chariot-races. It was
rounded at one end, and had at the other the barriers or

starting-places for the horses. The course passed round
a low central wall, called the simia, which reached nearly

from end to end, and was surrounded by tiers of seats

rising one aliove another for the accommodation of the

spectators. It was essentially an adaptation of the Greek
hippodrome, but was used also, like the amphitheater, for

gladiatorial contests, combats with wild beasts, etc.

This broken circus, where the rock-weeds climb,

Flaunting with yellow blossoms, and defy

The gods to whom its walls were piled so high.

Bryant, Ruins of Italica (trans.).

2. In modem times, a place of amusement
where feats of horsemanship and acrobatic dis-

plays form the principal entertainment; the

company of performers in such a place, with

their equipage; the entertainment given.



circus 1016 Cirroteuthis

A pleasant valley, like one of those circuses which, in cirrhotic (si-rot'ik), a. [< cirrhosis : see -otic.']

great cities somewhere, doth give a pleasant spectacle of Affected with or having the character of cir-
running horses. Sir P. Sidney.

j.jjQgjg_

^

They uu;st have something to cat, anil the circiM-shows • j ' pi„-il nf nirruQ
to look at. O. ir. //o(me«, OUlVol. ofLife, p. 1. Cirri, H. 1 lliral orcirrKS.

„ " „ , , ,, . J t ii * cirnbranch (sir'i-brangk), a. andn.
3. In England, the space formed at the inter-

section of two streets by making the buildings

at the angles concave, so as to give the inter-

vening space the form of a circle : as, Oxford
Circus, Regent Circus, in London.—4. An in-

closed space of any kind ; a circuit.

The narrow circus of my dungeon wall.

Byron, Lament of Tasso.

Subsequently to this event [the eruption of a volcano)

considerable (lislocations have taken place, and au oval

cirrus lias been formed by subsidence.
Daricin, Geol. Observations, i. 46.

CirnbrancH (sir'i-brangk), a. andn. [< L. cir-

rus (see cirrus) + iranchiw, gills.] I. a. Hav-
ing cirrous gills: applied to the tooth-shells.

II. n. One of the Cirribranchiata.

Also cirribniiichiate.

Cirribranclliata (sir-i-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of cirrihranchiatus : see drri-

branchiatc] An order of scaphopodous mol-

lusks, having the oral extremity surmounted by
filiform tentacles, it was proposed for the family

Dentaliidm (which see), or tooth-shells. Also Cirribran-

chia, Cirrhibranchia, Cirrobranchia, Cirrobranchiata, Cir-

5. leap.] [XL.] In orniWi., a ^enus of diurnal cMbrancMate (sir-i-brang'ki-at), a. and n.
birds ofprey, the harriers, typical of the sub-

j-^ j^^ cirribranchiatus, < L. cirrtis (see oirrm)
+ NL. braiicliiatus, having gUls, branchiate:
see cirribranch and branchiate.] Same as cirri-

branch.

cirriferous (si-rif'e-ms), a. [< L. cirrus (see

cirrus) + ferre, = E. 6ea»l, + -ous.] Provided
- with cirri or a cirrus ; cirrigerous.

pp. of j<errfr(;,<L.j5errfere, lose: see c«re, »., and cirriform (sir'i-f6rm), a. [= F. cirriforme, <

perdu.] A method of casting bronze by mak- l cirrus (see cirrus) + forma, form.] Formed
ing a model in wax and inclosing it in plaster, nj^g ^ tendril; curly, as a cirrus,
melting the wax out of the plaster, and then cirrlgerouS (si-rij'e-rus), a. [< L. cirrus (see
using the latter as a mold for the bronze. cirrus) + (jcrere, carry, + -ous.] Bearing cirri

cirket, »• See Cir</«e. or a cirrus; cirrate; cirriferous.

Cirl (serl), «. [< NL. cirlus, < It. Zirlo, whistling Tlie . . . peristomial somite is cirrigermu.

(of a thrush), < zirlare, whistle (like a thrush), Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 206.

= Sp. chirlar = Pg. chilrar, twitter.] Same as cirrigrade (sir'i-grad), a. and n. [< L. cirrus
cirl-buniing. [Rare, except in composition.] (ygg cirrus) + gradi, go.] I, a. Moving by
drl-bunting (serl'bun'ting), n. [< Ctrl -i- bunt- ^eans of tendril-like appendages : as, cirrigrade
ing*.] A bird of the family /««</(««/«; and ge- j^calephoe. Carpenter.

family Circinie (which see). C. cyaneus is the com-
mon harrier of Europe ; C. kudsuniti^ is the North Aineri-

can marsh-hawk; and tilere are sundry other species.—

Circus movements, in pathoL, movements in a circle, the

result of some unilateral lesions of the base of the brain.

cire perdue (F. pron. ser per-dii'). [F., lit. lost

wax: circ, < L. cera, wax; perdue, fem. ot perdu,

Cirrit^s forsteri.

CirrobrancMata, «. pi. See Cirribranchiata.

cirro-cumulus (sir-o-lm'mu-lus), n. [< L. cir-

rus {see drrus) + cu'mtilus, aheap: see cumulus.]

A form of cloud having the character of both
the eiiTus and the cumulus. See cloud^, 1.

Cirrodermaria (sir"o-der-ma'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.
(De Blainville), < L'. cirrus (see cirrus) + Gr.

ilepfia, skin, + -aria.] The echinoderms.
Cirrophanus (si-rof'a-nus), k. [NL., < L. cir-

rus (see cirrus) + Gr. (jiavo^, light, bright.] A
genus of noctuid moths, founded by Grote in

1872 on a single species, C. iriangulifer. In gen-

eral appearance it resembles the Arctiido!. The wings
ar^ long, the primaries blunted, the secondaries small ; the

Cirl-buDtioff [Emberixa ctWus).

nus Embcriza,
the E. cirlus, a
common Euro-
pean species.

Also written as
two words, cirl

bunting.

cirque (s6rk), n.

[Early mod. E.
also cirke ; <

F. cirque, < L.
circles : see cir-

cus, and cf.

circ] 1. A cir-

cus. [Obso-
lete or poeti-

cal.]

Although the
Cirmieg were gen-
erally consecrated
unto N'eptuue, yet
it seemeth that the Sunne had a spcciall interest in this.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 232.

See, the Cirque falls ! th' unpUlar'd temple hods.
Pope, Dunciad, iii. 107.

2. A circle ; specifically, a circle regarded as

inclosing any space or surrounding anjf object

or group of objects. [Obsolete or poetical.]

When we saw our old acquaintance would not stay

abiKinl vs as before for liostage, but did what they could

to draw vs into a narrow cirke, we excliahged one Owen
Griffln with them for a yong fellow of theirs.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 111.

Like a dismal Cirque
Of Druid stones upon a forlorn moor.

Keats, Hyperion, 1.

3. Same as romh"^.

cirque-COUCliant (sirk'ko'shant), a. Lying
coiled up or in a circle. [A poetical coinage.]

He found a palpitating snake.

Bright, and cir^w-coucAOHt in a dusky brake.
Keats, Lamia.

cirrate (sir'at). a. [< L. cirratus, curled, hav-

ing ringlets, < cirrus: see cirrus.] Having
cirri or a cirrus; cirriferous or cirriferous.

A subclass of

A

H. M. That which moves by means of cirri.

K. Owen.
cirriped, cirrlpede (sir'i-ped, -ped), a. and n.

[= F. cirripeae, < NL. cirripes (-ped-), < L. cir-

rus (see cirrus) + pes {ped-) = L. foot.] I. a.

Having feet like cirri ; specifically, pertaining

to the Cirripedia. Also cirropodous.

n. »(. One of the Cirripedia.

Certain hermaphrodite cirripedes are aided in their re-

production l)y a whole cluster of what I have called com-
plemental males, whiell differ wonderfully from the ordi-

nary hermaphrodite form.
Darwin, Uitferent Forms of Flowers, p. 275.

Also eirrhiped, cirrhipede, cirrhopod, cirrho-

d»ode, cirropod, cirropode.

irrlpeda (si-rip'e-aii), n. pi. An. improper
form of Cirripedia.

cirripede, ". and «. See drriped.

Cirripedia (sir-i-pe'di-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pl^

ol cirripes (-ped-): see cirriped.]

low parasitic entomostracous
crustaceans ; the barnacles
and acorn-shells. They have a
nmltivaivular shell or carapace, and
a mantle. Tlie al)domen is rudi-

mentary or olisolete ; the feet are in

tlie fonu of cirri (whence the name)
and nomialiy 6 in numlwr : tlie sexes

are mostly united, or, if distinct, the

male is a minute parasite of the fe-

male; and the young are free, but the
adults are affixed by the head to

some foreign body, either by a long
peduncle exserted fi*om the shell, or
oftener by a short process inclosed

in the shell. These singularly meta-
morphosed and disguised crusta-

ceans become degraded by ])arasiti8m

as they mature, the free young being
altogether more highly organized
than the fixed adults. They are usual-

ly divided into three orders, Thora-
cica, Abdoininalia, and Apoda, to

which a fourth, Rhizoce^thala, is

sometimes added. Also Cirrhipeda,
Cirrhipedia, Cirrhopoda, Cirrhopo-

des, Cirripeda, Cimpedes, etc. See
also cuts under Balanus and Lepas.

Cirrate antenna, antenna) in which each jonit has one OirrlteS (si-ri'tez), «. [NL.
or more Ion;:, curved, or curled processes, which are gen
crally fringed with tine hairs : a raodiflcation of the pecti-

nate type.

cirrated (sir'a-ted), a. [< cirrate + -ed^.]

Provided with cirri or a cirrus; curled like u
cirrus; cirrose.

Cirrh-. For words beginning thus, not found
uinlcr this form, see cirr-.

cirrhonosus (si-ron'6-sus), n. [< Gr. Kippi^. ,

tawMv, + fo.joc, disease.] In nrttAoi., a diseased Oimtida (si-rit i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ctrntes

condition of a fetus, characterized by a yellow

(Oken, 1816), < L. arnw (see

cirrus) + -iles.] The typical

geims of fishes of the family
Cirritidm. Also Cirrhites (ori-

ginally Cirrhitus). Lacip^de,

1803.

cirrltid (sir'i-tid), n. A fish of the family Cir

ritid<r. Also cirrhitid.

Larval Cirripeds.

j1, Nauplius-fonn of
\ilTvaof Sa/attus bala-
KoidfS on leaving the
egg. B, Attactied pupa
(mllowing locomotive
pupal stage) of l.epas
australis : ft, anten-
nary apodcmcs; /, gut-
fomiea gland with ce-
ment-duct running to

the antenna.

apjiearance of the pleura, peritoneum, etc.

cirrhosis (si-ro'sis), n. [NL. (> F. cirrhose), <

Gr. M))/jof, tawny, + -osis.] In pathol., chronic

inflammation of interstitial connective tissue,

especially of the liver. The name is derived from the
yellow apitearance of the liver when in this condition, but
it may be applied to the same state exhibited ia other or-

gans.

+ -idee. ] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

represented by the genus Cirrites, to which dif-

ferent limits have been ascribed. They have per-

fect ventral fins, no bony stay for the preoperculum, a con-

tinuous lateral line, the lower rays of the pectoral fins un-

branehed, and neitlier trenchant teeth nor molars in the
jaws. The species are conrtned t^i the Pacific ocean, and
some are important food-fishes. The family has been di-

vided into the subfamilies Cirritime, Chilodactylime, Chi-

rotumina, and Hapiodactyiince. Also Cirrhitidte.

Cirrophanus trian^uH/er, natural size.

a, female moth ; b. primary, and c, secondary, showing venation.

thorax is 8(|uare with a central crest ; the abdomen is stout;

the antennae are stout, simple, aiul with thickened scape

;

the head is held forward ; the labial palpi are free and pro-

jected ; the front tibire have a simple superior terminal

claw ; and the ovipositor is simple and exsertiie. The ge-

nus probably belongs with the Stiriinae. The larva is un-

known. Also Cirrhophanus.

cirropod, cirropode (sir'o-pod, -pod), a. and «.

[< L. cirrus (see cirrus) + Gr. jtovc; (ttocS-) = E.

foot.] See cirriped.

cirropodous (si-rop'o-dus), a. [< cirropod +
-ousT] Same as cirriped.

cirrose (sir'os), a. [< NL. cirrosus, < L. cirrus:

see cirrus.] 1. In bot. : (a) Having a cirrus or

tendril: specifically applied to a leaf tipped

with a tendril, or, in mosses, with a very nar-

row or hair-like sinuous point, (b) Resembling
tendrils, or coiling like them.— 2. In ornith.,

having the head tufted with slender, usually

curly, plumes. Coues.— 3. In entom., bearing

one or more slender bunches of curved or

curled hairs, as the cntennse of certain longi-

com beetles.

Also written cirrous, cirrhose, cirrhous.

cirrostomatous (sir-o-stom'a-tus), a. Same as

cirrostomous.

Cirrostomi (si-ros'to-mi), n. pi. [NL., pi; of dr-

rostomus : see cirrostotnous.] One of the many
names applied to the aeranial vertebrates (I'ha-

njngobranchia, Leptocardia, or Acrania) repre-

senteti by tlie genus Amphioxus or Branchio-

stoma, the lancelets: so named from the cirri

surrounding the mouth.
Cirrostomidae (sir-o-stom'i-de), n. pi. [As Cir-

rostomi + -(>/«.] Same as Cirrostomi.

cirrostomous (si-ros'to-mus), a. [< NL. cir-

rostomus, < L. cirrus (see cirrus) + Gr. ardfia,

mouth.] Having cirri around the mouth; spe-

cifically, having the characters of the Cirro-

stomi. Also cirrostomatous.

cirro-stratus (sir-6-stra'tus), n. [< L. cirrus (see

drrus) + stratus, spread flat: see stratum.] A
form of cloud having the character of both the

cirrus and the stratus. See cloud'^, 1.

Cirroteuthid (sir-o-tu'thid), n. A cephalopod
of the family Cirroteuthida;. Also drrhoteutJiid.

Cirroteutbiclae (sir-o-tu'thi-de), m. pi [NL.,

< Cirroteuthis + -id'w.] A family of octopod

cephalopods, represented by the genus Cirro-

teuthis, with a rather long body, provided with

short lateral fins (one on each side), supported

by internal cartilage, and arms united nearly

to the tips by a broad umbrellar web. Also
Cirrhoteuthidw.

Cirroteuthis (sir-o-tii'this), n. [NL., < L. dr-
rus (see cirrus) -i- Gr. revdic, a squid.] A ge-



cirri,— Branch of Passion-flower.

Cirroteuthis

mis of enttleflshes, typical of the family Cirro-
teuthidfe, characterized by an unpaired ovi-
duct, the right one being aborted. Also Cinlio-
teuthis.

cirrous (sir'us), a. Same as cirrosc.

cirrus (sir'us),«.; pl.cirr»(-i). [=F. circe in bot.
and zool. senses, cirrus in sense 3, < L. cirrus,

a curl or tuft of hair, tuft or crest of feathei-s,

arm of a polyp,
filament of a
plant, a fringe, in

NL. also a ten-
dril, a filament
of an animal, a
form of cloud,
etc. (see defs.);

perhaps related
to circus : see cir-

cus.'} 1. In hot.,

a tendril ; a long
thread-likeorgan
by which certain
plants climb.

—

2. In zool.: (a) In
Cirripedia, one of

the curved multi-
articulate fila-

ments alternate-
ly protruded and
retracted with a

sweeping motion from the shell or carapace of

a cirriped, as an acorn-shell {Balanus) or barna-
cle {Lepas). They are the thoracic appendages or feet

of the animal, each representing an endopodite and an
exopodlte, borne upon a protopodlte. See cut under
barnacle. (6) In Crinoidca, one of the branched
filaments given off from the joints of the stem.
See cut under Crinoidea. (c) In conch., one
of the cirrose branchisB of the Cirribranchiata
or tooth-shells, (d) In ichth.: (1) One of the
cirrose filaments surrounding the mouth of a
laneelet. (2) A barbel in sundry fishes, (e) In
ornith., a tuft of curly plumes on the head. (/)
In Vermes, the protrusible cirrose terminal por-
tion of the vas deferens of a trematoid or ces-
toid worm ; a kind of penis.

This cirrus is frequently beset with spines which are
directed backwards, and serves as a copulatoiy organ.

Claua, Zoology (trans.), I. 329.

{g) One of the filamentous appendages of the
parapodia in chsetopodous annelids, which may
be larger than the parapodia, or even replace
them when atrophied, (h) In entom., a tuft of
curled hairs such as are often seen on the legs
and antennae of insects, (i) Some other cirrose
part or organ, as the long flattened modification
of ordinary cilia upon the peristomial region of
many ciliate Infusoria, (j) [cap.] [NL.] A
genus of mollusks. Soiverby, 1818.— 3. Alight
fleecy cloud, formed at a great height in the
atmosphere. See cloud^, 1. Also called curl-

cloud. Often abbreviated c cirrus-sac, cirrus-
sheath, a pouch which contains the coiled cirrus of a
trematoid or cestoid worm, whence the organ may be pro-
truded.

Cirsium (ser'si-um), n. [NL. (L. cirsion, Pliny),
< Gr. Kipaiov, a kind of thistle said to cure the
varicocele, <. Kipadc, varicocele, varix: see dr-
»o«.] A genus of thistles, now included in the
genus Ctiicus.

cirsocele (sfer'so-sel), n. [= F. cirsocile, < Gr.
Kipadg, varicocele, + t^A^, a tumor.] A varico-
cele. Also, erroneously, circocele.

cirsoid (sfer'soid), a. [< Gr. Kipa6^, varicocele,
-1- eldof, form.] Caused or characterized by an
enlargement of a blood-vessel cirsoid aneu-
rism, a tumor formed by an elongated coiled or tortuous
sacculated artery. It is most frequent in the smaller ar-
teries, especially in the temporal and occipital.

Cirsomphalos (ser-som'fa-los), n. [NL. (> F.
cirsomphale), < Gr. Kipa(5f,'varicocele, -f- b/i<faMc,

navel.] In pathol., a varicose condition around
the navel.

Cirsophthalmia (sfer-sof-thal'mi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kipadc, varicocele, -f- 'o(p6a\p6g, eye.] In
pathol., a varicose condition of the conjunctival
blood-vessels.

Cirsophthalmy (86r-sof-thaI'mi), n. [= F.
cirsophthalmie.'] Same as cirsophthalmia.

Cirsos (ser'sos), ». [NL., < Gr. Kipaof, enlarge-
ment of a vein, varicocele.] Inpathol., a varix,
or dilated vein. [Not in use.]
Cirsotome (sfer'so-tom), n. [< Gr. Ktpadc, vari-
cocele, varix, -I- roftd;, cutting, < TCfivnv, rap.elv,

cut: see anatomy.
"i

A surgical instrument
used to extirpate a varicose vein.

Cirsotomy (sfer-sot'o-mi), n. [= F. cirsotomic,

< Nli. eirsotomia, < Qt. lupcdi, varicocele, varix,

Cts biarmattts, fe-

male. (Line shows
natural size.)
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+ MGr. ropia, a cutting: see anatomy.'] In
surg., the removal of a varix with a knife.

Cis (sis), «. [NL. (Latreille, 1798), < Gr. /«'c, a
worm in wood or grain.] A ge-
ntis of xylophagous coleopter-
ous insects, giving name to a
family Cioidw or Cisida. Some
are minute beetles which infest the va-
rious species of Boleti or mushrooms.
The larvaj of others do much harm to
books, furniture, wood of houses, etc.,

by piercing them with small holes.

Those which perforate books are popu-
larly known as book-worms.

cis-. [L. cis, prep., on this side,

as prefix in Cis-alpinus, cis-montanus, Cis-rhena-
nus, Cis-tiheris, adj., on this side of the Alps,
the mountains, the Rhine, the Tiber ; compar.
citer, adj., on this side, abl. fem. citrd, as adv.
and prep., equiv. to cis; from pronominal stem
ci-, this.] A prefix of Latin origin, signify-
ing 'on this side of,' forming adjectives with
names of riv*s, mountains, etc. in compounds of
Roman origin Rome was considered as the point of depar-
ture, as in cisalpine, etc. ; in modern foniiations the point
of departure varies with the circumstances, as cisatlantic,
on this siile (whether American or European) of the At-
lantic. Opposed to trans- (which see).

cisalpine (sis-al'pin), a. [= F. cisalpin, < L. Cis-

alpinus, < cis, on this side, + Alpcs, Alps, adj.
Alpimis, alpine.] Situated on this side of the
Alps, with regard to Rome— that is, on the south
of the Alps: opposed to transalpine Cisalpine
Republic, the state formed by Napoleon Bonaparte in
northern Italy in 1797, including the previously formed
Cispadane and Transpadane Republics south and north
of the Po, with Milan for its capital. It was abolished
iu 1799 and restored in 1800, and under the empire con-
stituted the gi'eater part of the kingdom of Italy.

cisatlantic (sis-at-lan'tik), a. [< cis- + Atlan-
tic] Situated on this (the speaker's) side of

the Atlantic ocean.

I mean only to suggest a doubt . . . whether nature has
enlisted herself as a cis- or tTAns-Atlantic partisan.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 107.

The two voices were pitched in an unforgotten key, and
equally native to our Cisatlantic air.

H. James, Jr., Passionate Pilgrim, i.

Cisco (sis'ko), n. [Origin unknown.] A name of
sundry species of wMtefish, of the genus Core-
gonns. C. artedii, also called lake-kerrinff, is the largest
and most important of the American species ; it is more
elongate tlian the rest, with relatively larger mouth and
projecting lower jaw. The Cisco of Lake Michigan, C.

hoyi, is the smallest, most slender, and handsomest of the

cist

cispadane (sis-pa'dan), a. [< L. cis, on this side,
-I- J'ddus, tlie river Po, adj. I'adanus.] Situated
on this side of the Po, with regard to Rome—that
is, on the south side— Cispadane Kepuhlio, a re-

public formed in 1796 by Napoleon Bonaparte out of the
dominions of Bologna, I'eiTara, Modena, and Reggio, and
modeled on that of France. In 1797 it was merged with
the Trauspadaue P^epublic in the new Cisalpine Republic.

Cis-saharic (sis-sa-har'ik), a. [< L. cis, on this
side, + Sahara (see def.).] In zoiigeog., sit-

uated on this side of the great -African desert,
from a European standpoint ; north of the des-
ert of Sahara.
Cissampelos (si-sam'pe-los), n. [NL. (so called
because it climbs like the ivy, and has fruit like
the vine), < Gr. Ktaaoq, ivy, -I- apirc>.6i, a ^Tne.]
A genus of climbing plants, natural order Me-
nispermacem, of which there are nearly 20 spe-
cies, of tropical America and southern Africa.
The velvet-leaf, C. Pareira of South America,
yields the spurious pareira brava.

ClSSing (sis'ing), n. The process of wetting a
surface to be grained with a sponge moistened
with beer and then rubbing it with whiting, in

order that the colors which are mixed with beer
may adhere. E. A. Davidson, House Painting.

cissoid (sis'oid), n. and a. [< Gr. Kicaoeidyc, Uke
ivy, < Kianoc, ivy, -f ritfof, form.] I. n. A curve
of the third order and third class, having a cusp
at the origin and a point of inflection at infinity.

The Cissoid of Diocles.

circle.

Cissoid and Sistroid Angles.

D J^' D' and E F E' are two arcs
of curves. The angular space C A
C[ is a cissoid angle, and G B O' isa.
sistroid angle.

Cisco [Coregonus hoyi),

{From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

American whitefish, being rarely over 10 Inches long and
of a silvery luster. It appears simultaneously with the
shad-fly.

In the small lakes around Lake Michigan . . . the Cisco

has long been established. Stand. Nat, Hist,, III. 149.

ciseleur (sez'ler), n. [F., < ciseler, carve, chase:
see ciselure.] A chaser ; especially, an artist in
bronze and ormolu metal-work for furniture,
etc.

The famous ciseleur Goutlfere.

Cat. Spec. Exhib, S. K,, 1862, No. 826.

ciselure (sez'liir), n. [F., < ciseler, chisel, carve,
chase, < ciseau, OF. cisel, a chisel: see chisel^.]

1. The art or operation of chasing.— 2. The
chasing upon a piece of metal-work.

Cisid8e(sis'i-de),>i.^i. Same as Cjotfto. Leach,
1819.

Cisleithan (sis-li'than), a. [< cis- + Leitha: see
def.] This side of the Leitha, a river flowing
partly along the boundary between Hungary
and the archduchy of Austria : applied to that
division of the Austro-Hungariau empire hav-
ing its seat in Vienna. See Austrian.

Oisleu, n. Same as Chisleu.

cisleyt, n. An obsolete form of cicely.

cismatan (sis 'ma-tan), n. The seeds of the
Cassia ahsus, obtained from central Africa, and
used in Egypt in the "preparation of remedies
for ophthalmia. De Colange.

cismontane (sis-mon'tan), a. [= F. cismon-
tain, < L. cis-montanus, < cis, on this side, -I-

mon(t-)s, mountain, adj. montanus: see moun-
tain.'] Situated on this (the speaker's) side of

the mountain; specifically, on the northern
side of the Alps (with special reference to the
relation of the peoples north of Italy to the see
of Rome) : opposed to ultramontane.

MM', the inflexional asyniptote \ A B E D, the generating ci
the center being at C ; B D,a diameter of tnis circle.

It was invented by one Diocles, a geometer of the second
century B. c, with a view to the solution of the famous
problem of the duplication of the cube, or the insertion

of two mean proportion-

7)v C r- /^!^0 als between two given
straight lines. Its equa-
tion is x3 = t/2 (a — x). In
the cissoid of Diocles the
generating curve is a cir-

cle ; a point A is assumed
on this circle, and a tan-
gent MM' through the op-
posite extremity of the
diameter drawn from A;
then the property of the

curve is that if from A any oblique line be drawn to MM',
the segment of this line between the circle and its tangent
is equal to the segment between A and the cissoid. But
the name has sometimes been given in later times to all

curves described in a similar manner, where the generat-
ing curve is not a circle.

II. a. Included between the concave sides
of two intersecting curves : as, a cissoid angle.

cissoidal (sis'oi- or si-soi'dal), a. [< cissoid +
-al.] Resembling the cissoid of Diocles : ap-
plied to mechanical curves partaking of that
character.

ciSBOriumt, «. See scissorium.

Cissus (sis'us), n. [NL. (so called in reference
to their scrambling roots), < Gr. Ktaao^, Attic
kitt6i;, ivy.] A genus of plants, of the natural
order Vitacece, nearly allied to the grape ( Vitis),

and united with
it by some au-
thorities. It dif-

fers chiefly in hav-
ing but 4 petals,

which usually ex-

pand before falling,

and in the 4-lobed
disk at the base of

the ovary. The
fruit is rarely edi-

ble. There are over
200 species, mostly
found within the
tropics, and usually
climbing by ten-

drils.

Cist^ (sist), n.

[= F. ciste (=
AS. eest, > E.
chesty, < L. cis-

ta, < Gr. k/ctd?,

a chest : see
chest^, and cf.

eist^.] A case;
a chest; a bas-
ket. Specifically,

\narcheeol,; (a) One
of the mystic bas-

kets used in proces-
sions connected with the Eleusinian mysteries, or a chest
or Ijox used in various religious ceremonies of like char-
acter, (h) A box, usually of bronze, xised in tlie toilet.

Several beautiful cists ornamented with elaborate designs,
both in relief and incised, have been found in the parts of
Italy anciently called Magna Gra^cia and Etruria.

Ficoroni Cist (Etruscan), 3d century B.
Kircherian Museum, Rome.



cist

cist^, kist^ (sist, kist), n. [< "W. cist (pron.

kist), < L. cista, < Gr. kIot?/, a chest: see cist^

and c/if.s(l.] A place of interment belonging

to an early or prehistoric period, and consist-

ing of a stone
chest formed
in general of
two parallel

rowsof stones
fixed on their j.^,

edges. and
covered by similar flat stones, or sometimes in

rocky districts hewn in the rock itself. Cists

of the former kind are found in barrows or mounds,
inclosing bones. Also called custvaen, cestvaen, and kuit-

vaen.

Scarce an old English barrow, or ctsi, happens to be
opened, but some ornament or another made of crystal is

found. Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 293.

cist^, H. See cyst.

Cistacese (sis-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cistus +
-«ccrt'.] A natural order of polypetalous exo-
gens, consisting of low shrubby plants or herbs,
with entire leaves and crumpled, generally
ephemeral, showy flowers. The principal genera
are CixtitM and lleliajUhemttm, commonly called rock-roxe.

Most of the species are natives of the Mediterranean re-

gion. .See cut under CUtiis.

cistaceous (sis-ta'shius), a. Belonging to the
natural order Cistacew.

dstal (sis'tal), a. [< Cistus + -al.'\ Related to

the Cistacew : applied by Lindley to one of
his alliances of plants including the Cruciferw,
Ca/iparidacew, Resedacew, and Cistacece.

Cistela (sis-te'la), n. Same as CisteUa, 3.

cistelid (sis'te-lid), «. A beetle of the family
Cistdliikc.

cistella (sis-tel'fi), «.; pi. cistellw (-e). [L.

(NL.),dim. of cjsta, abox: seecist^,chesi^.'i 1.

In bot., the capsular shield of some lichens.

—

2. [cap.l; [NL.] In zool., a genus of brachio-
pods, of the family Tcrehratulida:. J. E. Gray,
1853.— 3. [cap.'\ [NL.] In cntom., the typi-

cal genus of the family CistdUdw. C. ceram-
boides and C. sulphurea are examples. Also
Cistela.

Cistellidae (sis-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cistella,

3, -t- -i(/(t'.] A family of heteromerous Coleop-
tera, with anterior coxal cavities closed behind,
and tarsal claws pectinate, typified by the
genus Cistella.

Cistercian (sis-ter'shian), n. [< F. Cistercien, <

ML. 'Cistercianus, < Cistercium, Latinized form
of F. Citeaux (see def. ).] A member of an order
of monks and nuns which takes its name from
its original convent, Citeaux (Cistercium), near
Dijon, in France, where the society was found-
ed in 1098 by Robert, abbot of Molesme, under
the rule of St. Benedict. They led a contemplative
and very ascetic life, and, having emancipated themselves
from the oversight of the bishops, formed a sort of reli-

gious republic, under the guvemment of a higli council of
twenty-flve memlwrs, the abbot of Citeaux i»eing presi-
dent. .St. Bernard, ai)l)ot of Clairvaux (founded 11 if)), was
the most celebrated member of the order, and is regarded
as it« second founder. Its discipline was afterward greatly
relaxed, and several times reformed. From the Cister-

cians emanated the barefr>ot«d monks or Keuillants in
France, the nuns of Port-Royal, and the monks of Ijl

TrapiMj. The French revolution reduced the Cistercians to
a few convents in Belgium, Austria, Poland, and the Saxon
part of Upper Lusatia. They wear a white cassock witli

a black scapular, but when officiating are clothed with a
large white gown, with great sleeves and a hooil of the
same color. The Cistercians have abl»eys in the I'nited
States at Getlisemane in Kentucky, and near Dubuque in
Iowa.

cistern (sis'tfem), n. [Early mod. E. also cisteme
and corruptly cestron ; < ilE. cisterne, < OF. cis-

terne, F. citirnc = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. cisterna = G.
Dan. cisterne= Sw. cistern, < L. cisterna, a reser-
voir for water, < cista, a bojc, chest : see cisfi-,

c/(««(l.] 1. A natural or artificial receptacle or
reservoir for holding or storing water or other
fluid, most commonly consisting of mason-work
sunk in the ground, but sometimes constructed
of wood and placed on the tops of houses.

Our intercession, then.
Must be ti) him that makes the camp a cestron
Brimm'd with the hhxid of men.

Fletcher {ami another). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

My people have . . . forsaken me, the fountain of liv-

ing waters, and hewed them out cintemg. Jer. ii. 13.

A ciatem containing a hundred and twenty gallons of
punch was emptied to his Majesty's health.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

2t. A vessel made of lead to hold a stock of
water for household uses ; also, one made of
silver, copper, or other metal, to put bottles or
glasses in. E. Phillips, 1706.— 3. The vessel
inclosing the condenser of a condensing steam-
engine, and containing the injection-water.
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E. n. Knight.— 4. The receptacle into which
glass is ladled from the pots to be poured on
the table in making plate-glass, or in casting
glass; a cuvette. ^U. Knight.— 5. In decora-
tive art: (a) A large vessel, generally of pottery
or porcelain, shallow in jjroportion to its length
and breadth, and usually oval in plan. (6) A
tank or receptacle for water, usually hung upon
the wall, and serving to give water, by a spigot
or tap, for use in washing, etc. : often of fai-

ence or of copper, and a very decorative object.

Compare fountain in this sense.— 6. In anat.,

a reservoir or receptacle of some natural fluid

of the body— Cistern of Pecquet (cisterna Pecqueti),
in anat., the receptacle of the chyle.— Cistern Of the
cerebrum (cisterna cerebri), the fourth ventricle of the
brain. =Syil. See weW.

cistic, a. See cystic.

Cisticola (sis-tik'o-la), «. [NL., < cistus, q. v.,

+ L. colere, inhabit.] An extensive genus of
small warbler-like birds, widely dispersed in

the old world, it is of uncertain limits and systematic
position, but is commonly placed in the family Tinielii-

dai, and contains many species related to the European
C. gchcenicola or C. curgitans, often distributed in the gen-
era Drpnweca, Prinia, etc. It was formerly the specific

name of the European species Sylvia cisticola, made ge-
neric by J. J. Kaup in 1829.

cistome (sis'tom), n. [Appar. for *cistostome,

< Gr. Kia-nj, box, chest, -1- orofia, mouth.] In
bot., the lining membrane of the intercellular

space into which the stoma of a leaf opens, or
the space itself. [Rare.]

cistophore (sis'to-for), n. [< NL. cistophorum,
< Gr. KtarrKfiofmg, carrying a chest : see eistopho-
rus.'] In bot., the stipe supporting the fruit in
certain fungi.

cistophori, n. Plural of cistophorus.

cistophoric (sis -to -for 'ik), a. [< cistophorus
+ -ic] Pertaining to a cistophorus. B. V.
Ucad.
cistophorus (sis-tof'o-rus), n.

;
pi. cistophori

(-ri). [< Gr. KiaTcxfidpoi, carrying a chest; as a
noun, a coin bearing on the obverse a figure of
a cist or casket ; < kiotti, chest, + -<p6p<K, < (pi/ieiv

= E. hear^.] A Greek silver coin, weighing
on the average something over 193 grains, first

issued by the kings of Pergamum, probably in

citadel

Box-tortoise [Cistuth Carolina).

cistula (sis'tu-la), «. ;
pi. dstula: (-le). [L., dim.

of cista, a box, chest: see cisf^, chest^.'] 1. A
small cist ; specifically, a reliquary of the shape
of a box or casket.— 2. [,cap.'\ [NL.] Jxizodl.:

(a) A genus of gastropodous mollusks, of the
family Cyclostomidte. Humphrey, 1797. (6) A
fenus of reptiles. Say, 1825 Catoptric cistula.
ee catoptric.

Cistulea (sis-tii'le-a), n. pi. [NL., < Cistula, 2
(n), -f -c«.] A group of oyclostomoid shells:

same as Cistulinm.

Cistulinae (sis-tii-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cistula,

2 (a), + -(««.] A subfamily of Cyclostmnidw,
typified by the genus Cistula. The numerous spe-
cies are inliabitants of tropical America, and chiefly of
the West Indian islands.

cistus (sis'tus), n. [= F. ciste = Sp. Pg. dsto
= It. cisto, cistio, < NL. cistus (L. cisthos), < Gr.
Ki'tTTOf, also KiaOot:, or Kia6d(, the rock-rose.] 1.

A rock-rose; a plant of the genus Cistus.— 2.

Obverse. Reverse.

Cistophorus of Peri^amum, British Museum. ( Size of original.

)

the second century B. c, for circulation in their
dominions in western A^sia Minor.

In Asia Minor the chief silver coinage consisted of the
famous Cistophori.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, Int., p. Ixii.

Cistothorus (sis-toth'o-ms), n. [NL. (Cabanis,

1850), < cistus + Gr. (hpe'cv, 2d aor. of dpitoKtiv,

leap, spring, rush.] A genus of American
marsh-wrens, of the family Troglodytidw, con-
taining such species as the short-billed marsh-
wren, C. stcllaris, of the United States.

cistudinid (sis-tii'di-nid), n. A tortoise of the
family Cistudiniila.

Cistudinidae (sis-tii-din'i-do), n. pi. [NL., <

Cistudo (-din-) -f- -idw."} A family of crypto-
dirous tortoises, typified by the genus Cistudo,

having the plastron united to the carapace by
a ligamentous lateral suture, and also divided
transversely into two movable portions, it in-

cludes all the lK)x.tortoi8e8, of which one genus, Emys, is

Eur(»p»'an, and another, Cistudo, American.

Cistudinina (sis-tii-di-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Cistudo (-din-) + -ina^.'] A' subfamily of Emy-
doidee, including forms with scarcely webbed
feet and x)erfectly closing plastron, it includes
only the typical lK)x-tortoises of or related to the genus
Cistudo, the genus Emys being referred to another sub-
family called by Agassiz EvemydoidtB. Also Cistudinince.
Affassiz.

Cistudo (sis-tu'do), n. [NL. (Fleming, 1822),
for *Cistitestudo, < L. cista, a box, cnest, +
testudo, a tortoise: see Testudo.'\ A genus of
box-tortoises, typical of the family Cistudinida:,

which have the plastron hinged, so that the
shell can be made to close upon and entirely
conceal the animal. C. Carolina is the com-
mon box-turtle of the United States.

Roclc-rose {Cistus Creticus),

[cap."] [NL.] A genus of plants of many
species, belonging to the natural order Cis-

tacecB, natives of Europe, or of the countries
bordering the Mediterranean; the rock-roses.
Some of them are beautiful evergreen flowering shrubs,
and ornamental in gardens. Gum hidaimm is obtained
from C. Creticus, C. ladaniferujt (called the gum-cistus),
and other species.— Ground-cistus, a dwarf rhododen-
dron-like i>lant, Rtiodvthaimnis Chamcecistits, a handsome
alpine shrub of Switzerland.

cistvaen, kistvaen (sist'-, kist'va-en or -van),
n. [< W. cistfaen (/ pron. as E. v), a cist, <
cist (< L. cista), a chest, + maen, a stone.]
Same as cist^.

cit (sit), ji. [Abbr. of citizen.'] A citizen; an
inhabitant of a city; especially, a cockney of
London : used in disparagement. [CoUoq.]
The cits of Lfjndon and the boors of Middlesex.

Johnson, Thoughts on the late Trans, in Falkland Islands.

Paulo Is a citizen, and Avaro a cit. Steele, Tatler, No. 25.

citable (si'ta-bl), a. [< cite + -able; = F. Sp.
citable.'] Capable of being cited or quoted.
citadel (sit'a-del), n. [= D. citadel = G. cita-

delle = Dan. citadel, < F. citadcllc, < It. citta-

della = Sp. ciudadela = Pg. cidadella, < ML. civi-

tatella, also cittadella (after Kom.), a citadel,

orig. a small town, dim. of L. civita(t-)s, > It.

cittade, cittate, now cittA, = Sp. ciudad, etc., a
city: see city.] 1. A fortress or castle in or
near a city, intended to keep the inhabitants
in subjection, or, in case of a siege, to form a
final refuge and point of defense : frequently
used figuratively.

All our moralities are but our outworks, our Christian-

ity is our citadel. Donne, Lettei-s, Ixix.

I go one step further, and reach the very citadel of con-
troversy. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 278.

The gorges, opening wide apart, reveal
Troas and Ilion's column'd citadel.

The crown of Troas. Tennyson, (Enone.

2. Any strongly fortified post.

By force of stranger soldiers in citadels, the nests of
tyraimy and murderers of liberty. Sir P. Sidney.

They [the Northmen in England] pitched their palisades
and threw up tlieir moated citadels.

G. T. Clark, Military Architecture, I. iL

=Syn. 1. See /ortijication.



cital

Cital (si'tal), n. [< cite + -«/.] 1. The act of

citing to appear; a summons. [Rare.]— 2.

Recital ; mention. [Rare.]

He made a blushing cital of himself,
And chid his truant youth.

Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2.

3t. Quotation; citation. Johnson.

citation (si-ta'shon), n. [< ME. eitacion, -oiin,

= F. Pr. citation = Sp. cit^icion = Pg. eitacao =
It. citazione =z G. Dan. citation (prob. < F.), <

ML. citatio(n-), < L. citare, pp. citatus, cite:

see Cite.] 1. A summons; an official call or
notice given to a person to appear in a court
and answer to a demand; a call or notice to

appear.
The remonstrants were ready according to their cita-

tion. Sir M. HaU, Letter from Synod of Dort, p. 24.

The courts had their own methods of process, derived
in great measure from tlie Honian law, with a whole ap-
paratus of citations, libels, and witnesses.

StiMg, Const. Hist, (ad ed.), § 724.

2. The paper containing such notice or call.

—

3. The act of citing or quoting a passage from
a bo'ok, or a statement in the words of the one
who made it; hence, the passage or words quot-
ed; a quotation.

It is the beauty and independent worth of the citations,

far more than their appropriateness, which have made
Johnson's dictionary popular even as a reading-book.

Colerid<je.

4. Specifically, in laic, a reference to decided
cases, or to statutes, treatises, or other authori-

ties, to maintain a point of law.— 5t. Enumer-
ation; mention. Harvey Edictal citation. .See

edictal.—Law of citations, a law of Theodosius II. (a.

D. 426) prescribing the relative authority to be conceded
to the writers upon Roman law.

citator (si-ta'tor), H. [= F. citateur = Sp. Pg.
eitador, < L. as if *citator, < citare, pp. citatus,

cite: see Cite.] One who cites. [Rare.]

Citatory (si'ta-to-ri), a. [= F. citatoire = Sp.
Pg. citatorio, < LL. *citatoriu8 (in neuter cita-

torium, n., a summoning before a tribunal), <

Jj.'citator: see citator. ~] Citing; summoning;
having the force or form of a citation.

If a judge cite one to a place to which he cannot come
with safety, he may freely appeal, though an appeal be
inhibited in the letters citatory. Ayliffe, Parergon.

cite^ (sit), V. t.; pret. and pp. cited, ppr. citinf/.

[= D. citeren = G. citiren = Dan. citere = Sw.
citera, < F. citer= Pr. Sp. Pg. citar= It. citare,

< L. citare, cause to move, excite, summon, freq.

of ciere, cire, pp. citus, rouse, excite, call, = Gr.

idew, go, caus. Kiveiv, move. Hence, in comp.,
accite (of which, in its early form, aeite, assite,

dte is partly an abbreviation), concite, excite,

incite, recite.'\ 1. To call upon officially or

authoritatively to appear; summon before a
person or tribunal

;
give legal or official notice

to appear in court to answer or defend.

The cited dead
Of all past ages, to the general doom
Shall hasten. MUton, P. L., lit. 327.

He hath cited me to Rome, for heresy,
Before liis Inquisition.

Tennyaon, Queen Mary, v. 2.

2t. To call to action ; rouse ; urge ; incite.

And had I not been cited so by them,
Yet did I purpose as they do entreat.

Sliak., 2 Hen. VI,, iii. 2,

3. To quote; name or repeat, as a passage
from a book or the words of another.—4. To
refer to in support, proof, or confirmation : as,

to cite an authority or a precedent in proof of

a point in law.

The devil can cite scripture for his purpose.
Sliak., M. of v., i. 3.

Multitudes of incarnations can be cited, from the various

pagan mythologies.
Bitslinell, Nature and the Supemat., p. 376.

5t. To mention; recount; recite.

We cite our faults.

That they may hold excus'd our lawless lives.

Sliak., T. G. of v., iv. 1.

6t. To bespeak; argue; evidence; denote.

Yourself,

Whose aged honour cites a virtuous youth.
Shak., Airs Well, 1. 3.

=Syn. 3 and 4. Recite, Adduce, etc. See adduce and
qiwte.

Clteet, cite^t, n. Middle English forms of city.

citer (si'tfer), n. 1. One who cites.— 2. One
who summons into court.— 3. One who quotes.

[Rare.]

I must desire the citer henceforth to inform us of his

editions too. Bp. Atterbury.

citer-treet (sit'6r-tre), n. Same as citron-tree.

Else Citurtree this moone in places colde

Is forto graffe. as is beforne ytolde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 144.
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citesst (sit'es), n. [< cit + -e«s.] 1. A city

woman : feminine of cit. [Rare.]

Cits and citesses raise a joyful strain,

'Tis a good omen to begin a reign.

Dryden, Prol. to Albion and Albanius, 1. 43.

2. A female citizen : a translation of the French
citoyenne in use during the French revolution-
ary period. Piclering.

cit&ara (sith'a-ra), n. [As applied to mod.
instruments usually in the form cither or (by
confusion with gittcrn) cithern, cittern, q. v. ; =
F. cithare = Pr. cidra = Sp. citara = Pg. cithara

= It. citera, cetera, formerly also citara, cetara,

cetra (also with variant term., OSp. eitola, =
Pr. dtolu = OF. citote (> MHG. zitole, zitol =
ME. citole : see citole) ; ML. eitola) = AS.
cytere = OHG. cithara, cythara, cythera, eitera,

MHG. zitter, G. eitter (G. also, aceom. to the
L., cithar, cither, zither) = D. cither = Dan.
cither = Sw. cittra, a cithara, guitar, etc. ; < L.

cithara, < Gr. KiBapa, a kind of lyre: see def.

The word, as derived through the L., shows in

E. five iorras,'cithara, cither, cithern, cittern, ci-

tole (as well as cither, from the G.) ; as derived
through the Ar. and Sp. it shows two other
forms, gittcrn and guitar: see these words.]
1. An ancient Greek musical instrument of

the lyre class. See lyre.— 2. [cap.'] [NL.] In
zool., a genus of prosobranchiate gastropodous
moUusks.
Citharezylum (sith-a-rek'si-lum), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kiddpa, a lyre, -f- '^b'Aov, wood.] A genus of

trees and shmbs, of the natural order Verbena-

cew. There are about 20 species, natives of tropical and
subtropical America. The wood is very hard and tough.
.See fiddlewood. Also Citharexyton.

Oitharinina (sith"a-ri-ni'na), «. pJ. [NL.,< Ci-

tharinus + -ina^.] In Giinther's classification

of fishes, a group of Characinida; with an adi-

pose fin, imperfect dentition, and a rather long
dorsal fin.

Citharinus (sith-a-ri'nus), n. [NL. (Cuvier,

1817), < Citharus + -inus.] An African genus
of characinoid fishes, giving name to the Citha-

rinina.

citharist (sith'a-rist), n. [= F. dthariste =
Pg. citliarista = Sp. It. citarista, < L. citharista,

< Gr. KiBapidTr/c, < Kidapl^eiv, play on the cithara,

< KiBapa, cithara.] A player on the cithara.

First the flute players and next the citharists, stepping
to a slow and stately tune.

A, S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 40.

citharistic (sith-a-ris'tik), a. [= F. citharis-

tique = Sp. citaristico, < Gr. KidapiarmSc, < aSa-

piaHig: see citharist and -ic] Pertaining to the

cithara, or to other stringed instruments on
which the sounds are produced by plucking with
the fingers or with a plectrum. Also kitharistic.

It is true that the ancients also had an instrumental
music separate from poetry ; but while this in modern
times has been coming more and more to be the crown of

musical art, it was confined in antiquity to the kitharistic

and auletic nomes. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 90.

Cltharust (sith'a-rus), n. [NL., < L. cithara

:

see cithara.] A genus of fishes.

cither (sith'er), n. [= G. cither, zither, zitter =
Dan. cither, etc., < L. cithara : see cithara, and
cf. cithern.] Same as cithern.

cithern, cittern (sith'-, sit'fem), n. [Early mod.
E. cithernc, citterne, ^iiterne,citheron, citron, etc.

;

same as cither, with form accom. in part to that
of gittern, < ME. giitcrne, giterne : see cither, and
also gittern, which is ult. of the same origin,

namely, < L. cithara : see cith-

ara.] A musical instrument
having metal strings whicli are
played with a plectrum. In
medieval times it was a kind of lute or
guitar, having S strings strung over a
neck and a body, and held vertically.

In modem times it is a four-sided

harp, having between 30 and 40
strings, and laid horizontally upon a
table. The melody is played upon
strings the length of which may be
varied by stopping on a fret-board;

the accompaniment is played on
open strings. Also cither, zither.

Others who more delighted to write

songs or ballads of pleasure, to be
sung with the voice, and to the harpc,
lute, or citheron & such other musi-
cal instruments ; they were called

melodious Poets [melicil, or by a more common name Li-

rique Poets. Puttenham, Art of Eng. Poesie, p. 20.

She held a little cithern by the strings.

Shaped heartwise, strung with subtle-coloured hair.

Sicinburne, Ballad of Life.

citheront, »• Same as cithern.

citicismt (sit'i-sizm), n. [Also citydsm ; < dty
+ -c- + -Urn. Cf. AtUdsm, criticism, witticism.]

Cithern. — South
Kensington Museum,
London.

citizen

The characteristics of dwellers in cities; the
manners of a cit or citizen. [Rare.]

.\lthough no bred courtling, yet . . . reformed and
transformed from his original citycism.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

citied (sit'id), a. [< dty + -ed^.] 1. Belong-
ing to a city; having the peculiarities of a city.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 166. [Rare.] — 2.
Occupied by a city or cities; covered with
cities: as, "the citieri! earth," Keats.

citified (sit'i-fid), a. Having the manners,dres8,
etc., of city life. [Colloq.]

Citigrada (sit-i-gra'da), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of citigradus : see dttgrade.] A group of vaga-
bond spiders with two pulmonary sacs, com-
prising forms which run swiftly, as the Lyco-
sidm, etc. : opposed to the Saltigrada, or those
which leap.

citigrade (sit'i-grad), a. and n. [= F. citigrade,

< NL. citigradus, < L. citus, swift (prop. pp. of
ciere, dre, move, arouse: see cite), + gradi, go.]

1. a. Swiftly moving; specifically, pertaining
to or having the characters of the Citigrada.

U. 11. One of the Citigrada.

citinerf (sit'i-ner), n. [Sc. also citinar; early
mod. E. also cittiner ; < ME. cyttenere, < dte, city,

+ -n- -I- -ere, -er2.] One born or bred in a city

;

a cit.

You talk like yourself and a cittiner in this, i' faith.

Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, v. 1.

citizen (sit'i-zn), ». and a. [(1) < ME. dtizen,

citezein, dteseyn, dtesayne, citesyn, cytesyn, dte-
ceyn, < OF. (AF.) *dtezein (found once, spelled

sithczein) (the z appar. repr. orig. g = y = i be-
tween two vowels), prop, citeein, dteien, dteen,
citicn, citeain, citaain, citaen, dtoen, dtoien, F.
citoyen = Pr. ciutadan, ciptadan (now dtoyen,
after F.) = Cat. dutada = Sp. dudadano =
Pg. cirfarfao = Wall, cetatsean, a citizen; prop,

adj., OF. citeein, citden, citeen, etc., dtoen, d-
toien, F. dtoyen = Sp. dudadano, pertaining to

a city, civil, < ML. as if *civitataiiv.s; cf. (2)

OF. citadin, F. dtadin = It. cittadino, a cit-

izen, prop, adj.. It. cittadino, pertaining to a
city, < ML. as if *civitatinus ; (3) ML. cifitatew-

sis (rare, the usual word being ciris or burgen-

sis : see burgess), a citizen : with suffixes -anus
(E. -an, -en), -inus (E. -ine^), and -eitsis (E. -ese,

-ess), respectively, < L. civita{t-)s, a city, a
state, > It. citta. = Wall, cetate = Cat. ciutat =
Sp. ciudad = Pg. cidade = F. cite, OF. dte, > E.

dty, q. V. Citizen is thus etymologically equiv.

to city + -an; cf. obs. ciftner, equiv. to dty +
-er^. Hence by abbr. cit.] I. n. 1. A native
of a city or town, or one who enjoys the free-

dom and privileges of the city or town in which
he resides ; a freeman of a city or town, as dis-

tinguished from a foreigner or one not en-
titled to its franchises.

I am a man which am a Jew of Tarsus, ... a citizen of

no mean city. Acts xai. 39.

All inhabitants within these walls are not properly citi-

zens, but only such as are called freemen.
Sir W. Raleigh, Hist. Worid.

2. Any inhabitant of a city or town, as ojjposed

to an inhabitant of a rural district ; a towns-
man.—3. In a restricted sense, a person en-

gaged in trade, as opposed to a person of birth

and breeding.
Sweep on, you fat and greasy citizens

;

'Tis just the fashion : wherefore do you look
Upon that poor and broken bankrupt there?

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1.

4. A member of the state or nation ; one boimd
to the state by the reciprocal obligation of al-

legiance on the one hand and protection on the
other. Persons of the following classes are citizens of the
United States : (1) Persons born in the United .States and
not subject to any foreign power (except untaxed Indians).

This includes children of ahen parents other than those of
foreign ambassadors, etc. (2) Children boni elsewhere to

fathers who were, at the time of their birth, citizens at
some time resident in the United States. (3) Naturalized
persons, including some in effect naturalized by treaty, etc,

(4) Women (though not bom here nor naturalized) if not
incapable of naturalization, and married to citizens, (5)

Freedmen under the act of emancipation, (6) Indians
born within the United States who have withdrawn from
the tribal relation, entered civilized life, and are taxed,

(7) Indians who have accepted lands allotted in severalty

under the Dawes Bill (1887) ; but there may be a question
whether they practically become citizens before their

reservation is thrown open, A person may be a citizen of

the United States without being a citizen of any particular

State, as, for instance, an inhabitant of the District of Co-

lumbia. The two citizenships are distinct in legal contem-
plation, although one is usually held by any person who
holds tlie other ; and practically, as a general rule, citi-

zenship in a State consists of citizenship of the Ignited

States plus a domicile (that is, a fixed abode) in the State,

The right to vote or hold otfice is not a test of citizenship,

for minors and women are commonly citizens \^itllout

those rights, and there aie cases where aliens may hold
office.



citizen

All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are eitizeiut of the

United States, and of the state wherein they reside. .

Coiut, of IS. S., 14th Amendment.

5. A private person, as opposed to a civil offi-

cial or a soldier : as, a police officer in citizen's

dress Natural-bom citizen, one who is a member
of a state or nation by virtue nt" birtli. Whether it is neces-

sary to this tliat tlie lather should be a citizen is disputed ;

those jurists who follow the doctrine of national character

prevailins! in continental Europe hold that it is ; Ameri-
can jurists generally hold that it is not. The English
courts, while holding that a child born within the alle-

giance and jurisdiction is a natural-born British subject
irrespective of alien parentage, helii also, after much con-

flict of opinivul, and in disregard of aljstract consistency,

that a cliild born in a foreign country of British parents
was also a natural-born British subject. The American
rule is that a child born and remaining within the exclu-

sive jurisdiction of the I'nited States is a citizen, and within
its allegiance and protection, irrespective of the birth or
nationality of its parents.— Naturalized citizen, one of

foreign birth who has become u citizt-ii liy adi >ption or nat-
uralization, as distinguished from a native-born or natural-
born citizen.

n.t «• Having the qualities of a citizen;

town-bred ; effeminate. [Rare.]

But not so citizen a wanton, as
To seem to die, ere sick.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

citizeness (sit'i-zn-es), n. [< citizen + -ess;

made to represent F. citoyenne, tern, of citoijen,

citizen : see citizen.'] A female citizen.

"Good day, citiz^nejtg."

"Good day, citizen."

This mode of address was now prescribed by decree.
Dickem, Tale of Two Cities, iii. 5.

Citizenize (sit'i-zn-iz), r. t. [< citizen + -ize.']

To make a citizen of, whether of foreign or na-
tive birth ; naturalize. [Rare.]

Talleyrand was citizenizcd in Pennsylvania when there in

the form of an emigrant. T. Pickering.

In 1843 Congress pa.ssed a law declaring them [Stock-

bridge Indians] civilized. Christianized, and citizenized.

yew York Evanfjelixt, March 25, 1869.

citizenry (sit'i-zn-ri), u. [< citizen + -ry.']

The general body of citizens ; the inhabitants
of a city as opposed to country people, or the
mass of people in common life as opposed to

the military, etc.

The salutary checks and pauses to the high and rushing
tide of greasy citizenry. Lamb, Decay of Beggars.

No Spanish soldiery nor citizenry showed the least dis-

position to join him. Carlyle, Life of Sterling, xiii.

citizenship (sit'i-zn-ship^ n. [< citizen + -ship.']

The state of being vested with the rights and
privileges of a citizen. See citizen.

Our citizeiuhip, as saith the apostle, is in heaven.
Bp. Horne, Occasional .Sermons, p. 158.

It is possible for a jiersun, without renouncing his coun-
try, or expatriating himself, to have the privileges of citi-

zenship In a second country,
although he cannot sustain
the same obligations to l>otli.

Wo<Usey, Introd. to Inter.

(Uw, § 86.

citolet, ». [ME. citole =
MHG. zitole, zitol, < OF.
citole, citolle, sitoU = Pr.

citola = OSp. citola (ML.
citola), < L. mthara,t\th-
em: see cithara, cith-

ern.'] A small duleimi 1

used in the thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth

centuries.

dtolert, «. [< OF. cito-

leor, citoleur (= OSp. citolero), < eitoler, play on
the citole, < citole, citole.] One who plays on
the citole.

Citraconic(sit-ra-kon'ik),a. [< Citr(us)+Acon-
(itum) + -!€.] Derived from or relating to

plants of the genera Citrus and Aconitum.-Cit-
raconlc acid, c-.HijO^, a bibasic acid forming deliques-
cent cryi*tals, which are odorless and have a bitter acid
taste. It is prepared from citric acid, and is also called
pijrorifrir acid.

Cltramalic (sit-ra-mal'ik), a. [< citr(ie) + -a-

+ Mulii:] Composed of citric and malic acids.

citrate (sit'rat), n. [< citr(ic) + -ute^ ; = F.
citrate = Sp. Pg. citrato (ML. citratum).'] In
chem., a salt of citric acid.

citrean (sit're-an), a. [< L. citreus (see eitre-

nus) + -an.'] .'jame as citrine, 1.

citrene (sit'ren), «. [< citr{ic) + -ene.] A ter-

pene (CinHie) found in the oil of lemon. It is

a colorless liiiuid, «)f agreeable odor, and combines direct-
ly with hydrochloric acid to form a crystalline compound.
citreous (sit're-us), a. [< L. citreus, of or per-
taining to the citron-tree, < citrus : see citrus.]

Of a lemon-yellow color ; citrine.

citric (sit'rik), a. [= F. citriijue = Sp. citrico =
Pg. It. citrico, < NL. citricus, < L. citrus, citron-
tree: see citrus, citron, and-ic] Pertaining to
or derived from lemons or citrons Citrlo add.

Citole.— Fro!
Brituii
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C6H8O7, an acid contained in many fruits, but in the largest
quantity in liines and lemons, lemon-juice yielding from 6
to 7 per cent. It is colorless, inodorous, and extremely sharp
in its taste, and crystallizes in rhombic prisms, readily solu-

ble in water. It is used as a discharge in calico-printing,
and as a substitute for tefflon in making saline draughts.

citril (sit'ril), H. [Appar. a corruption of cit-

rine or citron ; ef. citrul, and the specific name
citrinella : see citrine, citron.] A common frin-

gilline bird of southern Europe, also called

ciiril-fincli, Fringilla or Chrysomitris citrinella:

so called from the color of its breast.

Citril-finch (sit'ril-finch), ». Same as citril.

citrination (sit-ri-na'shon), K. [< ME. citrina-

cioun, < ML. citrinacio(n-), < 'citrinare, < (ntri-

nus, citrine: see citrine] The process of be-
coming citrine in color; the state of being so

colored. Also citronation.

Eek of our niateres encorporing.
And of our silner citrinacioun.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 816.

citrine (sit'rin), a. and n. [< ME. citrine, < OF.
citrin = Sp. citrino, cetrino = Pg. It. dtrino, <

ML. citrin us, lemon-colored, < L. citrus, a lemon
or citron: see citrus.] I. a. 1. Of a lemon-
color

;
yellow or greenish-yellow ; specifically,

of a color differing from yellow only in its

freatly reduced chroma and somewhat re-

uced luminosity. Also citrean, dtrinous.

Over against the West was a dull citrine glare, like the
smoke that overhangs a battle-tleld on a sunlit day.

Harper's .Mag., LXXVI. 204.

2. Pertaining to the genus Citrus ; having the
characters of or resembling the citron, lemon,
lime, or orange

—

Citrine lake. Same as broim tnnk
(which see, under 6rou>n).~ Citrine ointment, the com-
mon name of an ointment made of nitrate of mercury. It

consists of 3 parts of mercury, 7 of nitric acid, and 33 of
lard. U. S. Pharmacopceia.

II. n. 1. Citron-color. See extract.

Citrine, or the colour of the citron, is the first of the ter-

tiary class of colours, or ultimate comiwunds of the pri-

mary triad, yellow, red, and blue ; in which yellow is the
archeus or predominating colour, and blue the extreme
8ulx)rdinate. Field, CJiromatography, p. 310.

2. A yellow pellucid variety of quartz. Dana.
Citrinella (sit-ri-nel'a), », [NL. (Kaup, 1829),
dim. of ML. citrinus, citrine, yellow: see citrine,

and ef. citril.] 1 . A genus of old-world emberi-
zine birds, of the family FVingillidce, containing
the yellowhammer, the cirl-bunting, the orto-

lan, etc.— 2. A name given by Bonaparte (1838)

to a genus of birds of which the citril is the
type. See citril.

citrinous (sit'ri-n-as), a. [< citrine + -ous.]

Same as citrine, 1.

citrometer (si-trom'e-t6r), n. [< cttr(ic) + L.
metrum, a measure.] An instrument used to

measure the amount of citric acid contained in

the JTiice of limes or lemons. Spon, Encyclo-
pa,'dia.

citron (sit'ron), n. [Early mod. E. also cidron;
< F. citron = It. citrone, cedrone (Florio) = D.
Citroen = G. citrone = Dan. Sw. citron, < ML.
citro(n-), aug. of L. citrus, the citron-tree; cf.

eitreum (sc. malum, apple), a citron, < Gr. Kirpov,

a citron, > Kirpiov, also mrpia, Kirpca, the citron-
' ree; said to be of Ar. origin. Cf. citrus, Hter-
rre.] 1. The fruit of the citron-tree, a variety
uf Citrus medica, distinguished from the lemon
by the absence of an umbo at the summit and
by its very thick rind. The rind is candied and used
in confections and iiastries. The Iingere<l citron is a vari-

ety in which the fruit is curiously divided into large finger-

like lol>es.

2. The citron-tree, Citrus medica.— 3. A rotmd
and nearly solid variety of the watermelon, Ci-

trullus vulgaris, with white and almost flavor-

less flesh, sometimes used as a preserve.—4.
Same as citron-water.

Drinking citron with his Grace.
Swift, Pope, and Arbuthnot, Misc., IV, 222,

citronation (sit-ro-na'shon), n, [< citron{ize)

-i- -ution.] Same as citrination.

citronella (sit-ro-nel'a), n. [NL., < ML. ci-

tro(n-), citron, +"dim. -ella.] A fragrant grass,

Andropogiin Nardus, extensively cultivated in

Ceylon and Singapore for an oil (citronella-oil)

which is obtained from it. The oil is esteemed in

India as a remedy for rheumatism, and is used in Europe
and America by soap-makers and perfumers,

citronizet, ". ». [< citron + -ize.] To become
citrine in color.

Eight, nine, ten days hence,
He will be silver potate ; then three days
Before he citronine. B. Jmtson Mchemist, iii, 2.

citron-tree (sit'ron-tre), n. [< citron + tree.

Cf. ME. citur-trc, cytyr-tre.] The tree. Citrus

medica, which produces the citron, it has an
upright smooth stem, with a branchy head, rising from 5

to 15 feet, adorned with large, oval, spear-shaped leaves.
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citron-'Water (sit'ron-wa'''t6r), jj. a liquor dis-

tilled from the rind of citrons. Also citron.

Like citron waters matrons' cheeks inflame.

Pope, R of the L., iv. 09.

citron-'WOod (sit'ron-wvid), n. The wood of
the Callitris quadrivalvis, a oypress-like tree of
Algeria. The stems are frequently burned off by the
Arabs, and the roots consequently become large and knot-
ted, producing an intricately mottled grain, much valued
in cabinet-work. Different kinds of it are known as tiyer-

wood and panther-wood. Also called arar-wood. See Cal-
litris.

citron-yellO'W (8it'ron-yel''6), «. A pigment
composed of chromate of zinc, of a bright pale-
lemon color, of little strength, and not very per-
manent.

citrul (sit'rul), n. [< F. citrouille, formerly also
citruUe, a pumpkin, < It. citriuolo, cetriuolo, a cu-
cumber, < L. citrus, the citron-tree : see citrus.]

The watermelon, 6'iirMHiAS vulgaris. Also citrule.

CitruUus (si-tml'us), n. [NL. (so called from
the color of the fruit when cut), < F. citrouille, a
pumpkin: see citrul.] A genus of cucurbita-
ceous plants. C. Colocynthis yields the well-known
cathartic dnig called cotocynth. C. vulgaris is the water-
melon. A third species is found in South Africa, See cut
under colocynth.

citrus (sit'rus), )(. [= Sp. Pg. cidra = It. ce-

dro, < L. citrus, the citron-tree: see citron.]

1 . A citron-tree ; in general, any tree or fruit

of the genus Citrus: as, afrits-culture; the cit-

rus tiaAe.— 2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of small
trees, natural order Rutacew, with pinnate but
apparently simple coriaceous and punctate
leaves upon usually winged petioles. The flowers
are white and fragrant, with numerous stamens united by
their filaments into several irregular bundles. The fruit

is pulpy, with a spongy rind. To this genus belong the
orange, C, Aurantiu^n, of which the kumquat is a variety

;

the shaddock and pumelo, C. decumana ; the lemon and
citron, C. medica; and the lime, which probably originated
from C. Hystrix.

CitlUS-tree (sit'rus-tre), )i. [In earlier form
citer-tree, q. v.] Any tree of the genus Citrus.

Citta (sit'a), n. Same as Pitta.

cittern, ». See cithern.

cittem-headt, "• -An empty-headed person.

shall brainlesse cyterne heads, each jobernole
Pocket the very genius of thy soule?

Marston, Scourge of Villanie, ProL

city (sit'i), «. and a. [Early mod. E. citie ; < ME.
cite, citee, < OF. cite, citet, citeit, F. cit^= Pr. du,
ciutat, cieutat, ciptat = Cat. ciutat = Sp. ciudad
= Pg. cidade = It. cittate, cittade, now citta (also
in place-names civita) =Wall. cetate= Albanian
Vjoutet, kjoutete, < L. civita(t-)s, the condition of
a citizen, the body of citizens, the state, later a
city,< «!)(>,OL. ceivis, a citizen, prob. akin to AS.
hiw, family (see hind^), perhaps connected with
guies (> E. quiet), rest, and with Gr. KilaBat, lie

down, rest, Skt.-\/ff, lie down : see guiet and cem-
etery. Hence (from L. civita(t-)s) ult. E. citadel,

and (from ciri*) civic, civil, civility, civilize, etc.]

1. n.; pi. cities (-17.). 1. A large and important
town ; any large town holding an important po-
sition in the state in which it is situated, in the
United States a city is properly an incorporated munici-
pality, usually governed by a mayor, aldermen, and com-
mon council. The number of inhabitants required tocon-
stitute a city is connnonly over 10,000 ; but it differs greatly
in different States, some (especially in the west) having
incorporated cities of fewer than :1,000 inhabitants. In
Great Britain the term is applied in a narrower sense to a
town corporate which is or has been the seat of a bishop
and of a cathedral church. The word is often used, like

toum, in opposition to country.

And who so had be thence a myle or twayn,
Vppon the feld to loke or cast his le.

It shuld hym seme a town or a Citee.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1981.

In the United States nearly all cities have come from
the growth and expansion of villages, with such occasional
cases of coalescence as that of Boston with Koxbury and
Charlestown. J. Fiske, Amer, Pol, Ideas, p, 64.

2. The inhabitants of a city, collectively.

I do suspect I have done some offence.

That seems disgracious in the city's eye.

Shak., Rich, IIL,iiI. 7.

City of Kefuge. (a) Any one of six cities, three on the
east of the river Jordan (established by Moses), and three
on the west (established by Joshua), to which those per-
sons who had inadvertently slain a human creature might
flee for refuge. They were Bezer, Ramoth, and Golan on
the east, and Hebron, Shechem, and Kadesh on the west.

(b) Medina in Arabia, where .\lohannned took refuge when
driven by conspirators from Mecca, his native city, a. d.

622.

—

Free city or town, a city or town having its own
government and laws, independently of the country with
whose territr>ry it is inmtediately connected— that is, form-
ing a state by itself. The towns of the Hanseatic league in

Germany and northern Europe, in the middle ages, were
generally free ; some of those in Germany were also called

imperial cities, as members of the German empire. The
only free cities remaining are Hamburg, Liibeck, and Bre-
men, which since 1871 have been sovereign members of the
present German empire, Frankfort-on-the-Main was a
free city till 1866, wlien it was annexed to Prussia,

—

Holy
(dty. See Aoiy.—The City of London, that part of



city

London, the metropolis of England, which constituted the
original city. It lies on the nortli hanii of the Thames,
extending from Temple Bar on tlie west to the Tower on
the east, and as far north as Finsbury. It covers an area
of 668 acres, constitntes a county in itself (see countp), and
is govenied by a lord mayor, elected by the trade guilds,

£6 aldermen holding office for life, elected by the wards,
and a common council of 20(i members. The great busi-
ness and commercial interest of London are chiefly cen-
tered in this district.

H. a. 1, Pertaining to a city; urban: as, a
city feast; city manners; ^^city wives/' Skak.^
Rich, in., iii. 7.

A citi/ clerk, but gently born. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

2. Pertaining to the class of tradespeople, as
opposed to people of birth. [Eng.]
My new ci(i/-dame, send me what you promised me for

consideration, and mayest thou prove a lady.
ISeau. and Ft., Woman-Hater, v. 3.

City article, in English newspapers, the editoriul sum-
mary of the coniniereial or financial news of the day, and
remarks upon it.— City COUrt, in the United States, a mu-
nicipal court, or a court whose jurisilietioii is coextensive
with a city.— City editor, in Great Britain, the editor on
the staff of a newspaper whose duty it is to superintend the
preparation of the city or financial article ; in the United
States, the editor who superintends the collection and
classification of local news.— City flat-capt, formerly, a
cap with a flat top, sometimes of cloth, sometimes of knit-

ted wool, worn especially by citizens of London. The mod-
ern muffin-cap is derived from it. Also called statute
cap.— City item, in American newspapers, an item of
local or city news, as distinguished from foreign or gen-
eral news.— City man. (a) A man engaged in business
in that part of London whicli is called " the City." {b)

One engaged in mercantile pursuits, as distinguished from
one whose interests are landed, agricultural, or profes-
sional ; a business man. [Eng.]

He had made his mark in the mercantile world as a
thoroughly representative City-man.

T. W. Hiffginson, Eng. Statesmen, p. 850.

City SWOrdt, a sword worn by gentlemen in the city,

that is, in private life, as distinguished from the sword
used in war. See sivordy rapier, and tsmaU sword (under
sicord).— City wardt, a watchman, or tlie watchmen col-
lectively, of a city. Fairfax.

cityward (sit'i-ward), adi\ [< city + -ward,']

Toward the city ; in the direction of the city.

Look cityward and see the trains flying.

The Century, XXVI, 823.

Qivaistic, a. See Sivaistic.

cive (siv), ». [Also chive^j q. v. ; tisually in pi.

cives; < F. cii'e, < L. cepa, cwpa, also cepCf c(Bj)€y

an onion.] A small bulbous garden-plant, Al-
Hum Schoenoprasum, of the same genus as the
leek and onion, cultivated as a pot-herb. Also
chive, chive-garUc,

civeryt, severyt, «• [Perhaps corrupted from
cintry, centry, in a somewhat similar sense.]
In arch, : (a) A bay or compartment in a
vaulted roof. (6) A compartment or division
of scaffolding. Oxford Glossary.

civet^ (siv'et), 71. [Early mod. E. also sivetj

zivetj < F. civette = G. ziheth^ < It. cihettOy zi-

hettOj formerly also guihetto (NL. civetta), <

MGr. i^a-ETiov, civet, ^aTZETTjq, civet-cat (NGr.
{^afiTTeri), < Ar, zabhdd., zuhdd = Pers, zabddj
the froth of milk or water, civet.] 1, The
secretion of the anal glands of the civet-cats,

used in perfumery, etc. it is an unctuous resinous
substance, of an aromatic odor like musk or ambergris, of

the consistence of butter or honey, of a pale-yeliowish
color, and contains a volatile oil to which it owes its smell,
together witii resin, fat, mucus, and extractive mattei"s.

Civet is of a baser birth than tar; the very uncleanly
flux of a cat. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

I cannot talk with civet in the room.
Couper, Conversation.

2. (a) The civet-cat. (b) pi. The animals of
the genus Fiverra or family Vivcrridcc.

civet^ (siv'et), V. t. [< civet^j «.] To scent
with civet

;
perfume.

Fops at all corners, ladylike in mien,
Civeted fellows, smelt ere they are seen.

Coipper, Tirocinium, 1. 830.

civet^t (siv'et), w. [F. civet (so called from the
cives with which it is flavored), < ctt'e, cive.]

A stew, usually of rabbit or hare, flavored with
onion, cives, garlic, or the like.

civet-cat (siv'et-kat), n. 1. The animal from
which civet is obtained; a carnivorous quad-
ruped of the family Viverridw and genus Vi-

verrUj having well-developed anal glands se-

CtTCt-cat i^rverra civ€tta).
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creting civet. Tliere are several species, the best-
known of which is that of northern Africa, V. civetta,

about 2 feet long, of a yellowish-gray color, and marked
witli dusky spots disposed in rows. It is kept in confine-
ment, especially in Abyssinia, the principal seat of the
civet trade, for the sake of the secretion, which is taken
from the bag twice a week, a dram being a large yield.

When thus kept they are fed on raw flesh witli the view
of increasing tlie quantity of civet.

2. pi. The civets ; the animals of the family Vi~

verridWj as the genets, ichneumons, and many
others.—American civet-cat, Jiassaris astuta. See
yjrt.'.sn *(>.— Civet-cat fruit, tlie durian. See Duiio.

Civetta (si-vet'a), n. [NL. (Cuvier).] A genus
of civet-cats. Bee Viverra.

civic (siv'ik), a. [= F. civique = Sp. civico =
Pg, It. civicoj < L. civicus, < civis, a citizen : see
city,'] Pertaining to a cit^ or to citizenship;
relating to civil life or affairs.

In the civic acceptation of the word, I am a merchant.
T. Hook, Gilbert Gumey, iii. 2.

At civic revel and pomp and game.
Tennyson, Duke of Wellington, vi.

A candid examination will show that the Christian civ-

ilisations have been as inferior to the Pagan ones in civic

and intellectual virtues as they have been supeilor to
them in the virtues of humanity and of chastity.

Lccky, Europ. Morals, II. 148.

Civic crown, garland, or wreath, in Rom. antiq., a
crown or garland of oak-leaves bestowed on a soldier who
had saved the life of a citizen in battle.

Tlie commonwealth owes him a civic garland.
B. Jorison, Catiline, v. 4.

Many a civic wreath they won,
The youthful sire and the gray-haired son.

0. W. Holmes, Dorothy Q.

civical (siv'i-kal), a. [< dvic + -al.'] Civic.

Sir T. Brotvne.

civics (siv'iks), n. [PI. of civic: see -ics.] The
science of civil government ; the principles of

government in their application to society.

Civiere (siv-i-ar'), n. [< F, civiere = It. dial.

civierttj scivera, < civeOy dveUj a barrow or sledge,

perhaps < ML. ccenovehutUj a barrow in which
to convey filth, < L. ccenum, prop, c^ewww, filth,

+ veherCj carry.] 1, A small hand-barrow
carried by two men.— 2. A litter used by artil-

lery. Wilhelnij Mil. Diet.

civil (siv'il), a. [Earlymod.E.civt7Z; = D. eiwieZ

= G. Dan. Sw. civile < F. civil= Sp. Pg. dvil (Pg.

also civelj civil (law), also rustic) = It. civilej <

L. civiliSj belonging to a citizen, civic, political,

urbane, courteous, civil, < civiSy a citizen: see
city.'] 1. Pertaining to the state in general;
pertaining to organized society as represented
by government.
Besides the gifts wherewith he was enriched, and the

cioill authoritie wherewith hu was dignified.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 64.

Where the Parlament sitts, there inseparably sitts the
King, there the Laws, there our Oaths, and whatsoever
can be civil in Keligion. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xix.

2. Specifically, relating to the commonwealth
as secularly organized for purposes of peace

:

opposed to ecdesiasticalj military , or naval;
relating to the citizen in his relations to the
commonwealth as thus organized, or to his

fellow-citizens^ as, ciri/ rights ; or, in particu-

lar, relating to property and other rights main-
tainable in law at the owner's suit: opposed
to criminal: as, dvil actions, civil courts, civil

remedies.
Christ himself was a great observer of the Civil power,

and did many things only justittable because the State
requir'd it. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 88.

3. Reduced to order, rule, and government; not
in a condition of anarchy; controlled by a reg-

tilar administration ; exhibiting some refine-

ment of customs and manners; not savage or
wild ; civilized : as, dvil life ; civil society.

It is but even the other day since England grewe to be
civill. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Men that are civil do lead their lives after one common
law, appointing them what to do.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. § 15.

Is 't fit such ragamuffins as these are,

Should bear the name of friends, and furnish out
A civil house? Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 2.

4. Intestine ; not foreign : as, civil war.

The whole Land with civil broils was rent into five

Kingdoms, long time waging Warr each on other.
Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

5. Courteous; obliging; well bred; affable; oft-

en, merely or formally polite ; not discourteous.

These of all other we found most civill to giue intertaine-

ment. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 118.

Sir Luc. Begin now— '

' Sir, "

Acres. That's too civil by half.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

A civil man now is one observant of slight external cour-

tesies in the mutual intercourse between man and man ;

a civil man once was one who fulfilled all the duties and
obligations flowing from his position as a "civis."

Abp. Trench, Gloss. Eng. Words, p. 36.

civilian

6t. Characteristic of a citizen, as opposed to a
('om-tier, soldier, etc. ; notgay or showy ; sober;
grave; somber.

A civil habit
Oft covers a good man ; and you may meet,
In person of a merchant, with a soul
As resolute and free, and all ways worthy
As else in any file of mankind.

Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, ii. 3.

Come, civil rtSght,
Tliou sober-suited matron, all in black.

Shak., R. antlJ., iii. 2.

That fourteen yard of satin give my woman,
I do not like tlie color, 'tis t<io ciinl.

Beau, and FL, Woman-Prize, iii. 3.

Civil action. See action, 8.— Civil axcliitecture, cor-
poration. See the nouns.— ClvU crown. Same as civic
crown (wliich see, under civic). — Civil damage act,
dvil damage law, the name commonly given to a stat-
ute adopted, in varying forms, in a number of the United
States, making the seller of intoxicating liquor liable civil-

ly in damages to those injured by the intoxicated person,
including his family, if their means of support are im-
paired by his intoxication.—CivU day, death, engi-
neering, etc. See the nouivs.— Civil law. (a) That part
of the laws of a state or nation which concerns the civil

power as distinguished from the military power and for-

eign relations, and regulates within the teiriturial juris-
diction the riglits of persons and property, excei)t when
superseded by tlie military power in time of war. {h)

More specifically, the nmnicipal law of the Roman em-
pire, the phrase JMi( civile (civil law) being used in Roman
law for those rules and principles of law which were
thought to be peculiar to the Roman people, in contra-
distinction to those which were supposed to be common
to all nations (Jus fjcntium). By English and American
legal authors civil law is now commonly used to signify
tlie whole system of Roman law, of which the principal
source is thd collection made by the Emperor Justinian,
consisting of the Digest, Code, and Kovellai Constitutiones.
Sometimes the term is also appUed to the unwritten law of
the principal nations of continental Europe, especially of
Germany, which is based on the Roman law. Some authors
speak in the latter case of modern civil law. The civil

law is the basis also of the law of Scotland, Spanish Amer-
ica, Louisiana, and Quebec.— Civil liberty, natural lib-

erty so far restrained by human laws (and so far only) as
is necessary and expedient for the public good. Minor.—
Civil list, the sum annually allowed to the sovereign of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland for the
support of his (or her) household and the dignity of the
crown. This sum has been fixed by statute (1 Vict., c. 2)
at £385,000, as follows : For her JIajesty's privy purse,
£60,000; salaries of her Majesty's household and retired
allowances, £131,260; expenses of herMajesty'shousehold,
£172,500 ; royal Ixmnty, alms, and special services, £13,200

;

and unappropriated moneys, £8,040. Besides this, i;l,200

per annum is allowed for pensions.— Civil marriage. See
marriage.— Civil Rights Act, an act of the United States
Congress of 1875 (18 Stat., ^35), forbidding the exclusion of
any pereon from the enjoyment of inns, public conveyances,
theatere, etc., on account of race or color.— Civil Rights
Bill, an act of the United States Congress of 1866 (14 Stat.,

27), conferring citizenship upon all persons born in the
United States, not subjects of other powei"s, "of ever>' race
and color, witliout regard to any previous condition of
slavery." It specially affected the recently emancipated
slaves.— Civil rights cases, the name by w hich the de-
cisions of the United States Supreme Court in Strauder v.

West Virginia, 1879 (100 U. S., 303), and five other cases,
1883 (109 IT. S., 3), are fre(iuently referred to, winch dis-

cuss the effect of the thirteenth and fourteenth amend-
ments to the Constitution of the I'nited States upon the
legal status of freednien.— Civil servant, an official of a
government not belonging to either its military or its naval
forces: especially applied to such an official in Britishlndia.

Every one holding a post under the Government (of Great
Britain] that is not a legal, military, or naval post, is called a
civil tiervant, from the Prime Minister down toapennyijoat-
man. A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, p. 155.

Civil service, the executive branch of the public service,
as distinguished from the military, naval, legislative, and
judicial.—Civil-service Act. («') A United States statute
of 1871 (16 Stat. 514, sec. H), authorizing the President to pre-
scribe rules for the admission of persons into the civil ser-
vice. Its object was to make such admission dependent
upon fitness only, without regard to party association.
Similar laws in several States are known by the same name.
(/;) An act of 1883, providing for competitive examinations
and the suppression of political assessments.— Civil-ser-
vice Contmissioners, a body appointed to superintend
theexaminationof c;indidatesfor appointments in the civil

service.— Civil state, the whole body of the citizens who
are not included in the military, naval, and ecclesiastical
bodies.— Civil war, war l>ctween different sections of one
country,or between differing factions of one peojile,— Civil
year. See?/<'ar.— Covenanted civil service,that branch
of the East Indian civil sei-vice wln.se members enter a spe-
cial department, and are entitled to regular promotion and
a pension after serving a specified inimljer of years, and
who cannot resign withmit i>ermis5ion. They were also

called cii'fVtrt?**.-Uncovenanted civil service, a ))ranch
of the East Indian civil service whose membei-s (Europeans
or natives) are subject to no entrance examination, are not
entitled to promotion or a pension on retiring, and may
resign their office at pleasure. =Syn. 6. CouHeous, Ur-
banc, etc. See polite.

civilation (siv-i-la'shon), n. [Appar. a humor-
ous corruption of dvilization.'] Intoxication,
[Irish slang.]

In a state of civilation. De Quincey.

civilian (si-vil'yan), n. and a. [< ME. dviliaVy

< L. dvilis^ civil : see civil.] I, n. 1. One who
is skilled in the Roman or civil law ; a profes-
sor or doctor of civil law.

Elizatuith caused an inquiry to be instituted before a
commission of privy councillors and civilians.

Ualiam, Const. Hist: I. ia



civilian

2. A student of the civil law at a university.

He kept his name in the college books and changed his

coiumouer's gown for that of a civilian.

Gravesf Shenstone.

3. One whose pursuits are those of civil life,

not military or clerical ; especially, a non-mili-

tary inhabitant of a garrisoned town.— 4t. One
who, despising the righteousness of Christ, did

yet follow after a certain civil righteousness, a
jmtitia civilis of his own. Abj). Trench.

The mere naturalist or n'yiiirtn, by whom I mean such an
one as Uvea upon dregs, the very reliques and ruins of the

image of Goil decayed. D. Rogers.

5. A covenanted civil servant in British India.

H. a. Pertaining to or characteristic of a
civilian.

To the cimlian mind it might seem that, when a king
writes up an inscription to record his buildings, he wishes

that inscription to be read of all men for all time.
E. A. FreevMu, Venice, p. 296.

civilisable, civilisation, etc. See dvilizable,

ciriliziitiini, etc.

civilist (siv'i-list), K. [< ML. cirUista, < L. civi-

lis, civil : see civil.'] A civilian, or person versed
in the civil law. Warhurton.

civility (si-vil'i-ti), «. ;
pi. civilities (-tiz). [<

ME. civyiite, citizenship, < OF. civilite, F. civi-

lite = Sp. civilidail = Pg. civilidade = It. civilitd,

ciciltd, civility, < L. civiUta(t-)s, the art of gov-
ernment, politics, also courtesy, < civilis, civil

:

see civil and -iti/.l If. Citizenship.

I with moche summe gat this ciuylite.

Wydif, AcU xxii. 28.

2. The state of being civilized; redemption
from barbarity; civilization. See first extract

under civilization. [Obsolete or archaic]

The sweet ctpiA'tiea of life. Dryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 134.

Reducing Heathen people to eiuiUtie and true Religion,

bringeth honour to the Khig of Ueauen.
Cayt. John Smith, lYue Travels, I. 69.

They [ilalayans] are civil enough, engaged thereto by
Trade : for the more Trade, the more ciriUty ; and on the
contrary, the less Trade the more barbarity and inhu-
manity. Dampier, Voyages, II. 115.

Another step in civility is the change from war, hunting,
and pasturage to agriculture. Emerson, Civilization.

3. Relation to the civil law rather than to re-

ligion.

If there were nothing in marriage but meer civility, the
magistrate might be meet to be employed in this service.

Bp. Hall, Conscience, ill. 10.

4. Good breeding ; politeness, or an act of po-
liteness; courtesy; kind attention: as, to show
one many civilities.

A man has manners

;

A gentleman, civility and breeding.
hletclier, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 2.

The insolent civility of a proud man. Chesterfield.

I also received many civilities from the Freiich mer-
chants. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 85.

civilizable (siv'i-li-za-bl), a. [< civilize + -able;

= F. civilisable = Pg. eivilizavel.'] Capable of

boinfr civilized. Also spelled civilisable.

civilization (siv'i-li-za'shon), H. [< civilize +
-atitin; = F. civilisntion = Sp. cirilizacion = Pg.
civilizacSo = D. civilisatic = G. Dan. Sw. ciriti-

sation.] 1. The act of civilizing, or the state

of being civilized ; the state of being reclaimed
from the rudeness of savage life, and advanced
in arts and learning.

I asked him [.lohnson] if " humiliating" was a good
word. He saiil he had seen it fns^uently used, but he did
not know it to l)e legitimate English. He would not ad-

mit cicUiztUion, but only "civility." Bfjswelt, Johnson.

The entire stnieture of civilisation is founded upon the
belief that it is a gtjod thing to cultivate intellectual and
material capacities, even at the cost of certain moral evils

which we are often able accurately to foresee.
L'Cky, Europ. .Morals, I. 118.

2t. The act of rendering a criminal process civil.

Also spelled civilisation.

civilize (siv'i-liz), r. ; pret. and pp. civilized,

ppr. civilizing. [< civil + -ize ; = F. civiliser =
Sp. Pg. cirilizar = It. cirilizzare = D. civUiseren

= G. cirili.'iiren = Dan. civilisere = Sw. civili-

serrt.] I. trims. 1. To reclaim from a savage
or serai-barbarous state ; introduce order and
civic organization among ; reflne and enlight-
en ; elevate in social and individual life.

We send the graces and the muses forth,

To civilize anil to instruct the North. Waller.

Such sale of conscience and duty in open market is not
reconcilable with the iiresent state of civilized society.

Quincy.

I am conscious that life has lieen trying to civilize me
for now seventy years witli what seem to me very inaile-

quate results. Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

2t. To make subject to a civil instead of a crim-
inal process.— 3. To place iwder civil, as op-
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posed to military, control ; transfer from mili-

tary to civil control.

Il.t intrans. To behave civilly or with pro-
priety. [Rare.] _^

I Ciuitize, lest that I seem obscajne

:

But Lord (Thou knowst) I am vnchast, vnclean.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

Rigby, who had seen him so often come to beg a guinea
of Sir C. Williams, and Bathurst, at whose father's he had
lived for victuals, understood that dignity as little, and
pulled themselves chairs ; on which he civilised.

Walpole, Letters, II. 163.

Also civilise.

civilizee(siv-i-li-ze'), H. l< civilize + -ee^.'] One
who is civilized, oris in process of civilization.

The creature that VATiitman terms the civiiizee.

The Centxmj, XXVI. 933.

civilizer (siv'i-li-zer), n. One who orthatwhich
eiviUzes. Also spelled civiliser.

To nations at a certain stage of their life, which may be
called the formative or receptive stage, commerce has al-

ways proved the great civilizer.

StiUi, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 416.

civilly (siv'i-li), adv. In a civil manner, (a)

In a manner relating to government, or to the rights or
character of meml^ers of the comnmnity at large ; espe.

cially, in a secular manner, as opposed to ecclesiastically.

If you ask which is the better of these two. Civilly the
Gentleman of Blood, Morally the Gentleman by Creation
may be the better. Sebten, Table-Talk, p. 52.

That a multitude should, without harmony, concur In

the doing of one thing— for this is ci'mfiy to live— ... is

not possible. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i.

It [the state in France] made, for instance, the marriage
of priests invalid civilly.

H. A'. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 398.

(6) In a manner relating to private rights : opposed to

criminally.

That accusation which is publick is either civilly com-
menced for the private satisfaction of the party injured,

or else criminally, that is, for some publick punishment.
Ayliffe, Parergon.

(c) Not naturally, but by law ; as, a man civilly dead, (d)

Politely ; considerately ;
gently ; with due decorum ; cour-

teously.

I will deal civilly with his poems : nothing ill is to be
spoken of the dead. Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

(et) Without gaudy colors or finery; soberly.

The chambers were handsome and cheerfull, and fur-

nished civilly. Bacon, New Atlantis.

clvil-suitedt {8iv'il-8ii''ted), a. Somberly ar-

rayed.
Civil-suited Mom, . . .

Not trick'd and frounc'd as she was wont
With the Attick boy to hunt.
But kercheft in a comely cloud.

Milton, II Penseroso, I. 122.

civism (siv'izm), n. [< F. civisme, < L. civis, a
citizen, + F. -isme, -ism.] Good citizenship

;

devotion to one's country or city: a word of

late lYench origin, more restricted in meaning
than patriotism. Dyer. See incivism.

civltyt, «. [Early mod. E. civitie (et. city, early
mod. E. citie), < L. civita{t-)s, a city: see city^

A city.

An ancient eivitie. Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland.

civolt, n. See cibol.

cizart, v. t. An obsolete spelling of scissor.

cizarst, cizerst, " • 1>1. Obsolete spellings of scis-

.lor.i.

C. J. An abbreviation of chief justice.

01. Tlic chetuical symbol of chlorin.

clabbert(klab'6r), «. [Seebonnyclabber.'] Same
as bonnyclabber.

clabber (klab'tr), v. i. [< clabber, «.] To be-

come thick in the process of souring : said of

milk.

clach (klach), n. [Gael. : see ctoc/tan.] Same
as clachan, 1.

clachan (klach 'an), n. [Gael., < clach, pi.

clachan, a stone; orig., it is supposed, clachan
meant ' a stone circle for sacred or sepulchral
uses.'] 1. A rude stone sarcophagus; specifi-

cally, one large and massive enough to form a
sort of monument. Also called clach and cist

in England. Jour. ofArchceol., III. 107.— 2. In
Scotland, a small village or hamlet, especially

one clustering around a parish church.

Tlie clachai^ yill tale] had made me canty.
Burns, Death and Doctor Hornbook.

Yonder are the lights in the Clachan of Aberfoyle.
Scott, Rob Roy, xxviii.

clack (klak), V. [= Sc. clake, claik, < ME. clacken,

clakken, claken (not found in AS., but see below,
and cf. clattfr and crack) = MD. klacken, clack,

crack, whack, shake, D. klakken, clack, crack
(> OF. clacquer, clar/ucr, clack, clap, clatter, F.

claquer, clap in applause: see claque), = MLG.
klakcn, cluck (as a hen), = Icel. klaka, twitter,

chatter (as a bird), wrangle, dispute, = Norw.
klakka, stnke, knock; cf, MLQ. klacken, LG.

clack-dish

klakken, throw or daub on, as clay, mud, or
other soft mass, = OHG. clecchan, clechan, kle-

ken, crack with a noise, cause to burst, MH6.
hlechen, klecken, crack or burst with a noise,
also as in 6. klecken and klecksen, daub, smear

;

all being secondary forms of an assumed verb,
agreeing nearly with click^, q. v. : AS. as if *cle-

can, pret. "clwc, pp. "cloceu, whence also AS.
cloccian, E. clocks and cluck, make the peculiar
noise of the hen, = OHG. chlochon, chlocchon,
cloccon, strike, knock, whence also ult. E. clock^

:

see click, clock^, clock^, cluck. The words are
all more or less imitative; cf. G. klack. Macks,
interj., slap!; Ir. Gael, clac, make a din; Gr.
KAa^eiv, scream, bark, clash, rattle. The series
clack, click^, nasalized clank, clang, clink, with
the related clock^, cluck, and further clap^, clat-

ter, clash, and crack, crash, with their numer-
ous cognates, though of various historical ori-

gin, maybe regarded as ult. imitative variations
of a common root.] I. intrans. 1. To make a
quick sharp noise, or a succession of sharp
sounds, as by striking or cracking; crack; rat-

tle; snap.

The palace bang'd, and buzz'd, and clackt.

And all the long-pent stream of life

Dash'd downward in a cataract.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, The RevivaL

The clacking loom
Not long within the homestead still did stand.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 202.

2. To utter sounds or words rapidly and con-
tinually, or with sharpness and abruptness;
let the tongue run or rattle.

Talke discretelye, let not thy tongue go clack in an out-
rage. Rhodes, Boke of Nui-ture (E. E. T. S.), p. 103.

Let thy tonge not elakke as a mllle.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 109.

But ah ! the more the white goose laid,

It clack'd and cackled louder.
Tennyson, The Goose.

n. trans. 1 . To cause to make a sharp, short,

snapping sound ; rattle ; clap : as, to clack two
pieces of wood together.— 2. To speak vydthout

thought; rattle out.

Vnweighed custom makes them clack out anything their
heedless fancy springs. Feltham, Resolves, i. 4.

clack (klak), n. [< ME. elakke, clack (of a mill),

= MD. klack, a crack, cracking, = MHG. klac

(klack-), a crack, crash, loud threatening sound,
= Sw. klack, a sudden alarm; cf. OF. clac, a
clacket, clacker, clapper, F. claque, a claque;
from the verb: see clack, v.] 1. A sharp,
repeated, rattling sound ; clatter : as, the clack

of a mill.— 2. In a grist-mill: (a) That part of

the mill that strikes the hopper, to move or
shake it, for discharging its contents.

Says John, just at the hopper will I stand.

And mark the clack, how justly it will sound.
Betterton.

(b) A bell that rings when more com is required
to be put in the hopper. Johnson.— 3. A valve
of a pump.— 4. A ball-valve connected with
the boiler of a locomotive. See ball-ralve and
clack-box, 2.— 5. A kind of small windmill with
a clapper, set on the top of a pole to frighten
away birds. Also called clack-mill, and for-

merly c/acAei.— 6. Continual talk
;
prattle; gos-

sip; tattle.

A woman's clack, if I have skill.

Sounds somewhat like a throwster's mill. Swift.

The clack of tongues, and confusion of voices in this

new assembly, was so very great, that the goddess was
forced to command silence sevei*al times.

Addison, Vision of Justice.

Weakness runs never to this, but always to unthinking
clack and rattle.

Bushnell, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 18.

clack-box (klak'boks), n. 1. In mach., the box
in which a clack-valve works.— 2. In a loco-

motive, a box fitted to the boiler in which a
ball-valve is placed to close the orifice of the
feed-pipe, and prevent steam or hot water from
reaching the jjumps. The ball of the clack is raised

from its seat by the stroke of the pump-plunger forcing
wjiter against it; the water then passes into the boiler,

but is prevented from returning by the instant fall of the
ball.

3. The tongue. [Prov. Eng.]

clack-dish (klak'dish), «. A beggar's dish or
receptacle for money, fitted with a lid so ar-

ranged as to produce when agitated a clatter

upon the edge of the vessel. Its use was aban-
doned in the seventeenth century, and it was
succeeded by the alms-pot. Also called clap-

dish.

His use was, to put a ducat in her clack-dish.

Shak., M. for M., iii. 2.

Can you think 1 get my living by a bell and a clack-

dith) Middleton, Family of Love, iv. 2.



clack-door

clack-door (Mak'dor), n. A plate of iron or
brass covering an aperture in the side of a
elaek-box. it is attached !iy screws, and can be re-

moved to give access to the valve-seat or recess into which
the valve fits.

clacker (klak'^r), «. 1 . One who or that which
clacks: the clack of a miU; the clapper.

This they find Viy the noise of those boat mills ; their
ciackers beat much slower.

Sir H. Blount, Voyage to the Levant, p. 18.

2. A rattle used to frighten birds. See clack,

n.,5.

clackett, n. [< clack + dim. -et.'\ Same as
eldck, 0.

clack-goose (klak'gos), n. [Sc. also claik-goose,
cluik.'] Same as barnacle^, 1.

clack-mill (klak'mil), «. Same as clack, 5.

clack-piece (klak ' pes), «. The casting in
which a clack-door is placed, and which forms
the valve-chamber. See clack-door and clack, 4.

clack-seat (klak'set), «. In a locomotive, one
of the two recesses in each pump into which
the clacks fit.

clack-valve (klak'valv), n. A valve with a
siugle tlap, hinged at one edge, and consisting
of a plate of leather a little

larger than the valve-aperture,
nsed in pumps. The leather plate
is strengthened above by a plate of
iron a little larger than the opening,
and below by another iron plate a little

smaller than the opening. The diame-
ter of the valve-box is generally one
half more than that of the valve-open-
ing. Also called clapper.

clad (klad). [< ME. clad, cled,
ciack-vaive.

cladd, contr. from elathcd, ear-
lier form of clothed : see clotJie.'] Preterit and
past participle of clothe.

Cladt (klad), V. t. [Var. of clothe, clathe, after
clad, pret. and pp.] To clothe.

What, shall I clad me like a country maid ?

Greene, James IV., iii. 3.

cladanthus (kla-dan'thus), «. ;
pi. cladanthi

(-thi). [NL., < Gr. /oldJof, a shoot, branch (see
cladus), + av6oc, a tlower: see anther.'] In moss-
es, a flower terminating a lateral branch.
cladding (klad'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clad, v.

Cf. clothing.] Clothing; clothes. [Rare.]

There were countless lords and ladies of high degi-ee in
clcLddingn of past centuries.

jVew York Tribune, March 27, 1885.

cladenchyma (kla-deng'ki-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
(cJ.ddof, a branch, + lyxvua, an infusion, < fy;ff(f,

infuse, pour in, < iv, = E. in, + x^iv, pour; cf.

E. gush.] In bot., tissue composed of branch-
ing cells.

cladgy (klaj'i), a. [Assibilated form of claggy

(q. V.) = cledgy, q. v.] Stiff; tenacious; cled^y.

fKare.]
adi, «. Plural of cladus, 1.

cladine (klad'in), (i. [<. cladus + -ine^.] Same
as cladose. W. J. SoUas.

Cladobranchia (klad-o-brang'ki-a), ». jj?. [NL.,
< Gr. n'/.adoc, a branch, + lipdyxm, gills.] A
small superfamily of nudibranchiate opistho-
branehlate gastropods, having foliaoeous, plu-
mose, or ramose branchiae, whence the name.
cladobranchiate (klad-o-brang'ki-at), a. [<
Claddbrriitchia + -<ite^.] Pertaining to the Cla-
dobranchia.

Cladocarpi (klad-o-kar'pi), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
cladocarpus : see ' cladocarpous.] One of the
three groups into which the true mosses, Bry-
acew, are divided. They are characterized by having
the capsules borne at the ends of short lateral branches.
The gi'onp includes the Fontinalete, or aquatic mosses.

cladocarpous (klad-o-kar'pus), a. [< NL. clado-
carpus, < Gr. K/.ddoc, a shoot, a branch, + Kap-

Trdf, fruit.] In bot., having the fruit terminal
upon short lateral branchlets : as, cladocarpous
mosses. Also cladogenous.

Cladocera (kla-dos'e-ra), n. jil. [NL., neut.
pi. oi cladocerus : see cladoccrous.] 1. In La-
treille's system of classification, a section of
his Branchiopoda lophopoda, equivalent to the
Daphnides of Strauss or the Vaphniacea of oth-
ers. The section included such genera as Latona, Sida,
and Polyphemus, and was' practically equivalent to the
following group of the same name.
2. An order of Entomostraca or a suborder of
Phyllopoda, comprising the small crustaceans
known as water-fleas, abounding in fresh wa-
ter. They are very prolific, produce ephippial eggs, molt
frequently, are more or less transparent, have a bivalvular
carapace hinged on the back, a single large eye, from 4 to
6 foliaceous feet bearing branchia;, and large ramose or
branched antennse (whence the name) acting as swimming-
organs. Leading families are TJaphniidce, Polyphemidoe,
1/ynceidce, and SididcB. Also Cladocerata.

Cladode of Phy/-
lanthus angusti-
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cladoCerous (kla-dos'e-rus), a. [< NL. dado-
cerns, < Gr. K^drfof, a bfancli, -I- Kfpaf = E. horn.]
Having branched or ramose antennas ; speeifi-

callv, pertaining to the Cladocera.

Cladodactyla (klad-o-dak'ti-la), n. [NL., < Gr.
K>.d(5of, a branch, -I- daKTvlog, finger.] A ge-
nus of dendrochirotous pedate
holothurians : so called from the
much-branched tentacular pro-
cesses. C. crocea is a saffron-

colored species inhabiting the
southern seas. Brandt.
cladode, cladodium (klad ' 6d,
kla-do'tU-um), n.; pi. cladodrs,
cladodia (-odz, -a). [NL. clado-
dium, < Gr. KTjwiidTjq, with many
branches, lit. branch-like, < O.a-

ifof, a branch (cf. dim. KAaHmv, a
branchlet), -f- fMof, form.] In
bot., a leaf-like flattened branch
or peduncle, as in Buscus and
some species of Phyllanthus. Also
cladophyl.

cladodont (klad'o-dont), a. [<
Gr. xAdrfof, a branch, -I- bioig
{odovT-) = E. tooth.] Same as
hybodont.

Oladodus (klad'o-dus), Ji. [NL.,
< Gr. KAadot;, a branch, -t- bSov^

= E. tooth.] A genus of fossil >"
placoid fishes of the Devonian
and Carboniferous periods, having teeth of the
kind called cladodont or liybodont. Agassiz,
1843.

cladogenous (kla-doj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. K/lddof,

a branch, -f -yevr/c, producing: see -genous.]
Same as cladocarpous.

cladome (klad'om), m. [< Gr. /cAdrfof, a branch

:

see cladus and -oma.] The branching arms or
rays of a sponge-spicule of the rhabdus type,
collectively considered. Each branch of the
cladome is a cladus.
The secondary rays are the amis or cladi, collectively

the head or cladome of the spicule.
Encyc. Brit, XXIL 417.

Cladonema (klad-o-ne'mil), n. [NL. (Dujardin,
1843), < Gr. K/lddof, a branch, + v^ua, a thread, <

vclv, spin.] The typical genus of Cladonemidw,
having branched or cladose tentacles, whence
the name.
Cladonemidse (klad-o-nem'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cladonema + -idm.] A family of Anthome-
dusm, typified by the genus Cladonema, having
branched tentacles, 4 or 8 simple or branched
radial canals, and 4 or 8 gastral gonads. The
medusic bud on polyp-colonies which contain alimentary
zooids or gastrozobids, together with scattered capitate
tentacles.

Cladonia (kla-do'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. kTm^uv
(KAa(hv-), a branch, < /cAdiSof, a branch : see
cladus.] A genus of
lichens, representa-
tive of the family
Cladoniei. The apo-
thecia are mostly cap-
itate, variously colored
(not black), and borne on
the vertical portion of the
thallus (podetinm). The
latter is either simple,
.and often cup-shaped or
funnel-shaped, or very
much branched. Tlie
branching is shown in the
reindeer-moss, Cladonia
ranyiferina. See reindeer-
nwm.
cladonic (kla-don'-
ik), a. [< Cladonia
+ -sc] Pertaining to or derived from the genus
Cladonia— Cladonlc acid, an acid obtained from Cla-
donia ranffi/enna.

Cladoniei (klad-o-ni'e-i), n. pi. [NL., < Cla-
donia.] A family of lichens, belonging to the
tribe Lecideacei, and having a twofold thallus,

a vertical one, called the podetinm, ascending
from a horizontal, squamulose, or granulose
one. The latter is sometimes wanting.
cladonieine (klad-o-ni'e-in), a.. [< Cladoniei +
-jnel.] Belonging to or having the characters
of the family Cladoniei.

cladonline (kla-dd'ni-in), a. [< Cladonia +
-i«cl.] Belonging to or having the characters
of the genus Cladonia.

Cladonloid (kla-do'ni-oid), a. [< Cladonia +
-oid.] Resembling lichens of the genus Cla-

donia.
Cladonioid variation of the parmeliaceoua thallus.

E. Tuckennan, Genera Lichenum, p. 6.

Cladoptaora (kla-dof'o-ril), n. [NL. , < Gr. K'Addog,

a branch, -I- -^opo^, -bearing, < (j>ipeiv = E. bear'^.]

Ctndoph<tra nuda,
with branched filament
ma,;nilied.

claim

1. In bot., a large genus of green algae, includ-
ing a large part of the Chlorosporeee. It consists
of firm, not gelatinous filaments,
which branch throughout. The
species grow in fresh or salt water,
on rocks, and in tide-pools and
ditches, usually in tufts, sometimes
forming layers.

2. In zoijl.: (a) A genus of
coleopterous insects. De-
jrau, 1834. (6) A genus of
nidllusks. .T. E. Gray, 1840.

cladophyl,cladophyll( klad'-
o-lll), /(. [< Gr. K/.adoc, a
branch, -I- ^v?J.ov =1,. folium,
leaf.] Same as cladode.

cladoptosis (klad-op-to'sis), )i. [NL., < Gr.
/c/(i(Sof, a branch, -t- Trtxrif, a fall, < ttitttuv, fall.]

In bot., the annual falling of leafy twigs instead
of individual leaves, such as takes place in
many of the cypress family.

cladose (kla'dos), a. [< NL. cladosus, < cladus,

< Gr. K/.drfof, a branch : see cladus.] Branched
or ramose, as a sponge-spicule: as, a cladose
rhabdus. W. J. Sollas. .Also cladine.

Cladosporium (klad-o-sp6'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. kAuAiii;, a branch, + cTzopoq, a seed.] A large
genus of hyphomycetous fimgi, having subde-
cumbent, intricately branched, olivaceous hy-
phse, and typically uniseptate conidia.

Oladotlirix (klad'o-thriks), n. [NL., < Gr.
K/.d6ng, a branch, + ffpi^, a hair.] A genus of
bacteria growing in the form of filaments, and
especially characterized by what is called /o/se
branching— that is, the formation of a filament
by the side of another, which, soon diverging,
gives the appearance of branching. The principal
species, Cladothrix dichotomu, occurs in stagnant or run-
ning water containing much oi-ganic matter, especially
when putrefying.

Cladrastis (kla-dras'tis), M. [NL. (Rafinesque),
irreg. < Gr. nXadoq, a branch, + Hpavardf, brittle.]

A peculiar leguminous genus of Kentucky and
Tennessee; the yellow-wood. The only species,
C. iinctoria, is a handsome tree with pinnate leaves and
ample panicles of white fiowers. It is cultivated as an
ornamental shade-tree ; the wfjod is very hard, heavy,
strong, of a bright-yellow color changing to ijrown, and
yields a yellow dye.

cladus (kla'dus), n. [NL., < Gr. KldSo^, a branch,
a young slip or shoot, prob. < kauv, break.] 1.
PI. cladi (-di). One of the secondary arms,
rays, or branches of a ramose sponge-spicule,
which collectively form the cladome. W. J,

Sollas.— 2. [c(y).] A genus of coleopterous in-

sects.

claes (klaz), n. pi. [.Also written dais, close,

formerly clayis, etc. ; contr. of ME. clathes,

clothes.] Clothes. [Scotch.]

clag^ (klag), M. [North. E. and Sc. : seec^ojrand
clay.] 1. A clot ; a mass of sticky or adhesive
matter: as, a clag of mud on one's shoe.— 2. A
clog, encumbrance, or btirden, as on property.

ppr.

1 2

I. Cladonia stibcorrtuta, 2. Ci
donia extensa. These illustrs

two fomis of podetia, one mu
branched, the other nearly simple.

ging. [North. E. and Sc. : see clog, v.] I. trans.

To clog; encumber with something adhesive,
as clay.

Tlioult read a satyre or a sonnet now,
Clagging their ayei"y humour.

MarMon, What you Will, iv. 1.

n. intrans. To stick or adhere. Brockett.

clag2(klag), Ji. [Gael, f/ai;, a bell : see c/orf-2.]

A portable bell used by the early Scotch Chris-
tians, apparently in the service of the mass,
and also carried before the host when taken
out of the church, and before a dead body when
carried to the grave.

claggy (klag'i), a. [Sc. (also cladgy, cledgy,

q. v.), < clag + -y'^. Cf. clayey.] Sticky; ad-
hesive. [Great Britain.]

claik, claik-goose (klak, klak'gSs), n. Same
as clack-goose.

claim^ (klam), i\ [Early mod. E. also claime,

clame, < ME. claimen, clcinien, clamen, < OF.
claimcr, clcimer, clamer, call, cry out, claim,
challenge, = Sp. llamar, formerly clamar. = Pg.
clamar = It. chiamare, call, name, send for, cla-

mare, speak loud, bawl, < L. clamare, call, cry
out, connected with calarc, call (see calends), =
Gr. KaAtiv, call, convoke. From the same L.

verb come c/nwior, acclaim, declaim, exclaim, pro-
claim, reclaim, etc.; and class, calendar, ecclesi-

astic, etc., are related.] I. intrans. If. To call;

call out ; cry out.

And aftre that, where that evere thei gon, ever more
thei clevmen for Mynstralle of the grete Chane.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 238.

"Is that soth," saldc william, " mi swete lady hende [gen-
tle]?

Cleymeth he after clothes for cristes lone in henen?"
William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4481.



claim

2. To be entitled to a thing ; have a right ; de-

rive a right; especially, to derive a right by
descent.

Howbeit they would hold up this Salique law,

To bar your highness claiming from the female.
Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

We must know how the first ruler, from whom any one
claims, came by his authority, before we can know who
lias a ri^ht to sneeeed him in it. Locke.

3. To assert a claim; put forward a claim.—4.
To assert a belief or an opinion ; maintain

;

assert. [A common use, regarded by many as
inelegant.]

And in the light of clearest evidence,
Perceives llini acting in the present tense ;

—
Not, as some claim, once acting but now not.

A. Coles, The Microcosm.

H. trans. If. To proclaim.

"Trewly, frende," seide the kynge, "in good prison
hath he you sette that U> me hath you sente, tfor I clayme
yow quyte (quit: sua quit-claim]; but ye shall telle me
youre name." MerKn(V.. E. T. S.), iii. 6S6.

2t. To call or name.
And that in so gret honoures put be
That ayther of tliaim clayined is a kyng.

Hum. o/ Parienai/ (E. E. T. S.), 1. 167.S.

3. To ask or demand by virtue of a right or
asserted right to the possession of the thing
demanded, or of authority to demand it ; de-
mand as a right or as due ; assert a right to

:

as, to claim obedience or respect ; to claim an
estate by descent ; to claim payment : with
from or of before the person on whom the claim
is made.

And, look, when I am king, claim thou qf me
The earldom of Hereford. Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1.

If only one man hath a divine right to obedience, no-
iKMly can claim that obedience but he that can shew his
right. Locke.

Earth, that nourished thee, shall claim
Thy growth, to Ije resolved to earth again.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

The Bible surely accords with the highest science when
it claimjt the vegetable kingdom, with all itfl wonders, as
a product of Almighty power.

Vaicaon, Nature and the Bible, p. 108.

4. To hold or maintain as a fact or as true;
assert as a fact, or as one's own belief or opin-
ion: as, I claim that he is right. [Considered
by many an inelegant use.]

The flrste fader and foundour of gentilesse [L e., Christ],
What man that clayweth gentyl for to l>e,

Moste folowe his tras. CAauc«r, Gentilesse, 1.2.

He never made known his history, and claimed he had
no relation living. Boston Transcript, Feb. 7, 1876.

= Syn. 3. Request, Beg, etc. See ask.

claim^ (klam), H. [Early mod. E. also claime,
dame, < ME. claime, dame, deyme, < OF. claim,
dam =Pr. clam (ML. clameum), a challenge, =
Pg. dama (obs. ), a protest ; from the verb.] If.
A cry ; a call, as for aid.

I cald, but no man answerd to my dame.
Spetiser, ¥. Q., IV. x. 11.

Z. A demand of a right or alleged right ; a call-

ing on another for something due or asserted
to be due : as, a claim of wages for services.

The King of I*rus8ia lays in his claim for Neufchatel, as
he did for the principality of Orange.

Addisifn, Travels in Italy.

A Prince of Wales, what Ijetween public c^rttwij* and social
claims, finds little time for reading, after tlie period of
childhood ; that is, at any period when he can compre-
hend a great poet. De Quincey, Style, iv.

3. A right to claim or demand ; a just title to
something in one's own j)Ossessiou or in the
possession or at the disposal of another.

l>on Christopher, in a long catalogue of virtues which
he possessed to a very eminent degree, had not the small-
est claim to that of patience, so very necessary to those
that command armies. Bruce, .Source of the Nile, II. 185.

A thousand claims to reverence closed
Tn her as Mother, Wife, and Queen.

Tennyson, To the Queen.

The past has no claim to infallibility any more than the
present. Stub/is, .Medieval and .Modem Hist., p. 22.

4. The thing claimed or demanded ; specifi-
cally, a piece of public land which a squatter
or settler marks out for himself with the in-
tention of pureliasing it when the government
offers it for sale: as, he staked out a claim.
Heueo— 5. A piece of land obtained in this
manner ; specifically, in mininq, the portion of
mineral ground held by an individual or an as-
sociation in accordance with the local mining-
laws of the district. These laws usually require that
a certain amount (jf work Iw done, or money expended, in
order to prevent the claim from being forfeited. Claims
may aI.*Ki be made for water-rights, for mining purposes,
adjacent to streams. (Cordilleran mining regictii.] —Ala-
bama claims, certain claims of the United States against
CJreat Britain f<jr damages inflicted on American shipping
during tlie civil war by privateers built. c((uipped, and
supplied in England, and sent out from Hritisli ports to
prey on American commerce. The most famous of thesa
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privateers was the Alabama (at first called the "290"),
built at Birkenhead, near Liverpool, in 1862. At the close
of the war claims for danLTges were presented, and refer-
red by the treaty of Washington (July 4th, 1871) to arbitra-
tors, who met at Geneva ia 1872. Their decision, render-
eti SeptAiber 14th, knoWn as tlie Geneva award, asserted
the responsible negligence of tlie British government, al-

lowed the chief claims for direct damages, and awarded
Sl.'i,500,000 to the United States, which was paid by Great
Britain, and apportioned .imong the claimants.— Claim
in a service, in Scots lau\ a petition addressed by the
heir to the sheriff, in which he states his relationship to
the deceased, and prays to be served heir to him.— Con-
tinual claim, in la w, a claim that is reiterated from time
to time in order that it may not l)e deemed abandoned.

—

Court of Claims. Sec cowr(.—Timber claim, the right
or assertion of right (under the acts of Congress to en-
courage the growth of timber on western prairies) on the
part of one who has planted and maintained the requisite
number of acres of timber on public lands devoid of tim-
ber, and maintained them for a term of years, to have a
grant of the quarter section or other smaller tract con-
taining his plantation.— To lay claim tO, to demand as
a right or rightful possession.

claim^ (klam), V. t. [E. dial., also dame, < ME.
'claimcn, *deimcn (cf. adj. daimous, ME. dey-
mous), var. (after Icel. Norw. kleima) of clemen,
mod. dial, cleam, q. v. Cf. glaim.'\ 1. To stick

;

paste : as, to claim up an advertisement. [Prov.
Eng.]— 2. To clog; overload. [Prov. Eng.]
claimable (kla'ma-bl), a. [< claimX, v., + -able.

Cf. OF. claimable, clamable.'i Capable of being
claimed or demanded as due: as, wages not
claimable after dismissal.

claimant (kla'mant), M. [< OF. claimant, cla-

mant, a claimant (prop, ppr.), < L. daman{t-)s,
ppr. of clamare, cry out, > OF. claimer, clamer,
cry out, claim: see c/ajwl, t'. Ci. clamant.^ 1.

A person who claims ; one who demands any-
thing as his right.

A wise man will . . . know that it is the part of pru-
dence to face every claimant, and pay every just demand
on your time, your talents, or your heart.

Emerson, Compensation.

2. In admiralty proceedings, a person admitted
to defend an action in rem brought against
goods to which he claims a right.

Claimer (kla'mfer), «. A claimant; one who
demands something as his due. [Bare.]

Till an agreement was made and the value of the ground
paid to the claimer.

Sir W. Temple, Introd, to Hist. Eng., p. 296.

claimless (klam'les), a. [< claim^, n., + -less.']

Ha\'ing no claim. [Rare/]

claim-notice (klam'no'tis), n. In the regions
of the United States on the Pacific coast, a noti-
fication posted by a miner or other settler upon
a piece of public land, declaring his occupancy
or intended occupancy thereof.

claimonst, a. [ME. deymous ; < daim^ + -ous ;

orva,r.oi glaijnous,q.v. Ct. elam^, a.] Sticky;
viscous.
Clam, or cleymmts [var. gleyinous], glutiuosus, viscosus.

Prompt. Parv., p. 79.

clairaudience (klSr-a'di-ens), «. [After clair-

royanv (q. v.) ; < F. dair (< OF. cler, > E. clear),

clear. + audience, hearing: see dear and audi-
ence.'] 1. The supposed power of hearing in a
mesmeric trance sounds which are not audible
to the ear in the natural waking state.— 2. An
exercise of this power.
The hallucinations, or clairvoyances, or clairaudiences,

or presentiments, that our "intelligence and veracity"
can muster. S. A. Rev., CXLI. 250.

Clairaudient (klar-&'di-ent), a. and n. [After
clairvoyant (q. v.); < F. clair, clear, + "audient,
< L. aiidien(t-)s, hearing: see clairaudience.]

I. a. Pertaining to or of the nature of clair-

audience.
The clairaudient interconsciousness of friends a thou-

sand miles apart. .V. A. Rev., CXLI. 261.

n. n. One supposed to have the power of
clairaudience.

claire-cole, clear-cole (klar'-, kler'kol), n.

[The latter form partly Englished ; < F. dair, =
E. clear, + colic, glue or size, < Gr. k6X?m, glue.]
1. In painting, a preparation of size put on an
absorbent surface to prevent the sinking in of
subsequent coats of oil-paint.— 2. In gilding,

a coating of size over which gold-leaf is to be
applied.

clair-obscnre (klar'ob-skiir'), n. [Also clare-
ob.iciirr ; < F. clair-obscur = It. chiaroscuro ; see
chiaroscuro.] Same as chiaroscuro.

As masters in the ctare obscure
With various light your eyea allure.

Prior, Alma, ii. 25.

clairvoyance (klar-voi'ans), n. [F., < dairroij-
ant: see diiirvoyant.] 1. A power attributed
to persons in a mesmeric state, by which they
are supposed to discern objects concealed froin
sight, and to see what is happening at a dis-
tance

clam
clairvoyance, which sees into things without opening

them. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, i.

Hence— 2. Sagacity; penetration; quick in-
tuitive knowledge of thing§.
clairvoyant (klar-voi'ant), a. and n. [Formerly
also clara voyant ; < F. clairvoyant, lit. clear-
seeing, but peculiarly used in mesmerism, <
clair, = E. clear, + foyant, ppr. of roir, < L.
vidcre, see : see vision.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to, or characterized by, the supposed faculty of
clairvoyance, or of seeing or perceiving things
not discernible by the senses.

I am clara voyant. Villiers, Eehearsal (ed. Arber), iii. 1.

As I reached up to lower the awning overhead, I had a
clairvoyant consciousness that some one was watching me
from below. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 145.

H. n. A person possessing or supposed to
possess the power of clairvoyance.

Alberti . . . became in the end neither a great artist
like Raphael, nor a great discoverer like Galileo, but
rather a clairvoyant to whom the miracles of nature and
of art lie open. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 247.

clairvoyante (klar-voi'ant), «. [F., fem. of
clairvoyant: see clairvoyant.] A female clair-

voyant. [Rare. ]

claise (klaz), n. pi. A variant of Scotch claes.

Claith (klath), n. [Sc, = E. cloth, q. v.] 1.
Cloth.

Has clad a score i' their last claitk.

Burns, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

2. pi. Clothes. See clothes, claes.

Claity (kla'ti), a. [E. dial. Cf. clarty.] Dirty.
Grose. [Prov. Eng.]

clake^ (klak), v.; pret. and pp. ddked, ppr. clah-
ing. A dialectal (Scotch) form of clack.

clake^ (klak), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. daked, ppr.

daking. [E. dial. Cf. datch^.] To scratch.
Grose. [Prov. Eng.]

clake-goose (klak'gos), «. Same as clack-goose.

clam^ (klam), n. [(1) Also danim ; < ME. *dam,
*clamme, < AS. dam, clom (clamm-, clomm-), m.,
a band, bond, chain, fetter, in pi. dammas, clom-
nias, fetters, confinement, = MD. klanime, a
clamp, hook, grapple, = MLG. klamnie, LG.
klemme, a clamp, hook, = OHG. clamma, MHG.
klamnie, klamm, a constriction, a narrow pass,
G. dial, klamm, a spasm of the throat, a narrow
pass (cf. MH(}. chlemme, klemme, G. klemme, a
clamp, vise, a pinch, a narrow pass, dial, locked
jaw), = Dan. klamme, a clamp, cramp, cramp-
iron (also klem, force, klemme, a clamp, press,
pinch, strait), = Sw. Mamma, a press, = Norw.
klemb, force, pressure, klemba, a clamp, press;
cf. (2) MHG. klamere, klamer, clam, hook, G.
klammer, a clamp, clamp-iron, brace, clincher,
bracket, = Dan. klammer, a clamp, cramp,
cramp-iron (Sw. Dan. klammer, brackets, < G.);
and (3) MHG. klamber, klamper, G. dial, klam-
per = Norw. klcmber, klmmb = Icel. klombr, a
clamp, vise (cf. E. damper) ; with other simi-
lar forms, all derived, witli various formatives,
in connection with the verbs clam^ and clem^,
and with the closely related and in part identi-
cal verb dampl, from the pret. "klam (AS. *dam)
of an assumed orig. verb. Tent. (Goth.) "kliman
(AS. *dimman), press or adhere together, stick,

to which are also referred clanft, denfi = cleam
= clainfi (all more or less mixed with dam^,
cloam, clamber, climb, climp^, etc. Clarn^ in
ordinary use has been superseded by damp^,
q. V. With dam, damp, compare cram, cramp,
which belong to a different group, but agree
closely in sense, and may be regarded as vari-
ations of the same orig. base.] 1 . A clamp (see
damp^); in plural, forceps, pincers. Specifically— (ffl) A clamp or vise of wood used by carpenters, etc.
{b) Same as clampi, 1 {e). (c) IMncers or nippers of iron
used in castrating horses, bulls, etc. IScotch.] (d) A
kind of forceps or pincers with long wooden handles,
with which fanners pull up weeds. (Prov. Eng.] («) A
kind of forceps used in weighing gold. [Scotch.] (/) See
the extract.

In the year 1818, Sir John Ross, in command of H. M. S.

"Isaljella," on a voyage of discovery for the purpose of
exploring Batfin's Bay, invented aniachine "for taking up
soundings from the bottom of any fathomable depth,
which he called a " deep-sea clamm." A large pair of
forceps were kept asunder by a bolt, and the instrument
was so contrived that on the bolt striking tlie ground, a
heavy iron weight slipped down a spindle and closed the
forceps, which retained within them a considerable quan-
tity of the bottom, whether sand, mud, or small stones.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 209.

2. A stick laid across a stream of water to serve
as a bridge. [Prov. Eng.] — 3. A rat-trap.
[Prov. Eng.]

claml (klam), V.
; pret. and pp. clammed, ppr.

damming. [Chiefiy dial., in part denomina-
tive of clam'-, n., and in part a var. of dem^
(AS. *demman, etc. : see clem'^) as the factitive
of the orig. verb which is the common source



clam

of elamT^, »., cJam^, a., clam^, v., and dem\
clem^, clem^, cleani, claim^, cloam, etc. : see

these words. Cf. clamjA, r.] I. trans. 1. To
press together ; compress

;
pinch.— 2. To clog

up; close by pressure; shut.— 3. To castrate,

as a bull or ram, by compression.— 4. To
rumple; crease.— 5. To snatch.— 6. To pinch
with himger ; emaciate ; starve.

H. intrans. 1. To stick close.— 2. To grope
or grasp ineffectually. [Scotch.] — 3. To die

of hunger ; starve.

In reality we are clamming and very near starved to
death. Arnold, Cotton Famine, p. 224.

[In all senses obsolete or provincial.]

Clam^ (klam), a. [Sc. also clem (see clcnfi)

;

< ME. clam = MD. D. Mam, clammy, moist, =
MLG. klam, close, fast, rigid, oppressed, dis-

couraged, = MHG. chlam, klam, close, small,

weak, 6. klamm, narrow, close, scarce, clammy
(also MHG. klemm, close, G. dial, klemm, close,

scarce), = Dan. klam, clammy, damp; of like

origin with clam^, «., and clam^, v., namely,
from the pret. "klam of the orig. verb "kliman,
press or adhere together, stick: see clam\ n.,

and cteHji, ^..] i. Sticky; viscous; clammy
(which see).

Clam, or cleymous [see daimous], glutinosus, viscosua.
Prompt, Parv., p. 79.

A clam pitchie ray shot from that Central! Night.
Dr. H. More, .Sleep of the Soul, iii. 33.

2. Moist; thawing, as ice.— 3. Vile; mean;
unworthy.

In vile and clam coveitiae of men.
Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), III. 29.

Clam^ (klam), V. ; pret. and pp. clammed, ppr.
clamming. [Chiefly dial., in part from clam'^,

a., and in part a var. of clame^, claim'^, which is

a var. of clem^, clcam, q. v. ; in meaning and
form mixed with and ult. related to clani^,

clem^, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To smear; daub;
clog with glutinous or viscous matter.
He spitte in the erthe, and made clay of the spittyng,

and clainmyde dey on his eyen.
Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), II. 93.

2. To stick; glue.

A swami of wasps got into a honey-pot, and there they
clogged and clamm'd themselves till there was no getting
out again. Sir R. L' Estrange.

H. intrans. To be glutinous; be cold and
moist; be clammy.

A chilling sweat, a damp of jealousy,
Hangs on ray brows and clams upon my limba.

Dryden, Amphitryon, iii. 1.

Clam^ (klam), 71. [< clam^, a. and ti.] Clam-
miness; the state or quality of ha^ving or con-
veying a cold moist feeling. [Rare.]

Corruption and the clam of death.
Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 5.

clam^ (klam), n. [Also formerly ctemp ; being
a particular use (prob. through clam-shell, clamp-
shell, that is, orig., a shell like a clanip or vise)

of clani^, n., 1., or the equiv. clamp\ «., with
ref. to the closed 'jaws ' of this shell-fish. Said
by some to have ref. to "the firmness with
which some clams adhere to rocks " ; but clams
do not adhere to rocks.] A name given in dif-

ferent localities to different bivalve mollusks.
Thus, in England, about the mouth of the river Helford,

it is given to the piddock, Pholas dactyhis; in New York
and neighboring States, to Venus incrcenaria, Mya are-

naria being known as the so.ft clam or long clam; in Massa-
chusetts, to Mya areiiaria, Venus mercenarin being desig-

nated as the hard clam or round clam;^ in many parts of

the interior United States, to any species of Unionidce or
mussels; along the Pacific coast of the United States, to
species of Tapes and Saxidomus ; and, with qualifying pre-
fixes, to various other species. The giant clam is Tri-

dacnaf^as; the thorny clam is Chania lazarus, etc.

They scatered up <fe down . . . by yo water side, wher
they could find ground nuts & dames.

W. Brailford, Hist. Plymouth Plantation, ii. 130.

Bear'S-paw clam, mppopuA maculatun^ a large heavy
bivalve of tlie family Tridacniitce. See JIippopus.

clam'^ (klam), H. [Cf. Dan. klemt, a tolling.

The E. word is usually associated with clamor,

q. V. See clam*, v.} A ringing of all the bells

of a chime simultaneously; a clamor; a clan-

gor. [Prov. Eng.]
clam^ (klam), r. i.

;
pret. and pp. clammed, ppr.

clamming. [Cf . Dan. klemte= 8w. klamta, chine,
toll. See the noun.] 1. To sound all the bells

in a chime simultaneously.— 2. See extract.

[Prov. Eng.]
Clam, to muffle a bell. See Waldron's Sad Shepherd,

p. 167. According to some, to ring a bell irregularly or
out of tune. llalliwell.

clam^ (klam), n. Same as clamjfi, n., 1.

clam^t. An obsolete variant of clami, old prot^

erit of climb.

clamancet, n. [ME., < ML. clamantia, claim, <

L. claman{t-)s, ppr. of clamare, claim: see cla-

mant and claimi, p.] Claim.
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clamancy (klam 'an -si), n. [< clamant: see
-CI/.] Urgency; urgency arising from neces-
sity. [Scotch.]

clamant (klam'ant), a. [= OF. claimant, cla-

mant (see claimant) = Pg. clamante, < L. cla-

»nan(t-)s, ppr. of clamare, cry: see claim^, v. Cf.

claimant. \ 1. Crying; beseeching. [Poetical.]

A train of clamant children dear.
Thomson, Autumn, 1. S.'iO.

" Behold ! " This clamant word
Broke through the careful silence.

Keats, Endymion, ii.

2. Urgent ; calling for prompt attention or re-

lief, etc. ;. crying : as, a very ctemaHt ease.

The combat was merely preliminary to sometliiug great-
er even if less clamunt— the contest over the American
imiversity question. New Princeton Rev., I. 145.

3. Crying for punishment or vengeance ; highly
aggravated. [Scotch.]

clamationt (kla-ma'shon), n. [= It. clamazionc,

< ML. clamatio{n-), < Ij. clamare, pp. clamatiis,

cry out: see clamant and claim^, f.] The act
of crying out.

Their iterated clamatvyns. Sir T. Brovme.

Clamatores (klam-a-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of L. clamator, one who cries out, < clamare,

pp. clamatus, cry out: see claim'^, v."] 1. In
Cabanis's classification (1842), an order of in-

sessorial birds, consistLug of a majority of those
non-oseine forms which had been called Pica-

rice by Nitzseh, having ten primaries, the first

of them well developed, and the feet neither

zygodactyl nor anisodactyl. It was an artificial

assemblage, and is now recognized, if at all, only in a modi-
fied sense. The name was adapted from Andreas Wagner
(1841).

2t. The gallinaceous birds, or Gallince : so called

from the crowing or clamoring of the males,
especially as instanced in domestic poultry.

clamatorial (klam-a-to'ri-al), a. [< Clama-
tores + -ial.'] Of of pertaining to the Clama-
tores.

clambt. Obsolete strong preterit of climb.

Chaucer.
clam-bake (klam'bak), n. A repast consisting
chiefly of clams baked in a hole in the ground
on a layer of stones previously heated, the hole
being covered with seaweed, etc., during the
process, usually as an accompaniment of a pic-

nic at the sea-shore ; hence, a picnic of which
such a repast is the principal feature. [U. S.]

Mya arenaria, the clam par excellence, which figures so
largely in the celebrated New England clam-bake, is found
in all the northern seas of the world.

Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 280.

clambent. Middle English preterit plural of

cUmh.
clamber (klam'bfer), V. [Formerly also clam-
mcr (E. dial, clammas), < ME. clambrcn, clam-
crcn, climb, also heap closely together (not in

AS.
;
perhaps Scand.), = MLG. klempern, LG.

klempern, klemmern, climb, = Icel. klambra,
Membra = Norw. Membra, pinch closely togeth-

er, clamp, = Sw. dial, klammra = Dan. klamrc,

grasp firmly, = G. klammern, dial, klampfcm,
klampern, MHG. Memberen, Mampfercn, clamp

;

in partfrom the noun represented by Icel. klombr
(gen. klambrar) = Dan. klammer = G. klammer,
dial, klampfer, klamper, an extended form of the
noun seen in E. clamp^, clam^, with freq. climb.

The related words are somewhat confused.] I.

intrans. To cUmb, especially with difficulty or

by using both hands and feet, as in ascending
a steep mountain : often used figuratively.

Lord, who shall ascend to thy tabernacle, and dwell in

thy holy hill? David does not mean that there is no pos-

sibility of ascending thither, or dwelling there, though it

be hard clainbering thither, and hard holding there.
Donne, Sermons, x.

We clambered over the broken stones cumbenng the
entrance. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 50.

I turned and clambered up
The rivulet's murmuring path.

Bryant, Sella.

II. trans. To ascend by climbing; climb with
difficulty. [Now rare.]

Clambering the walls to eye him. ShaJc., Cor., ii. 1.

clamber (klam'ber), n. [< clamber, r.] The
act of clambering or climbing with difficulty.

Moore.
clamber-clo'wnt, n. A drink similar to cup,

made of ale or beer, in use in the eighteenth
century.
clamber-skull (klam'ber-skul), «. Very strong
ale. [Prov. Eng.]
clam-cod (klam'kod), H. See cod^.

clam-cracker (klam'ki'ak"er), n. A selachian
of the family Myliobatidw, Bhinoptera quadri-

clamor

loba : so called at Savannah, Georgia, where it

molests the oyster-beds.

clameH, r. and H. An obsolete form of claim^.

clame-, ''. t. See claim'^.

clamentes (kla-men'tez), n. See camenes.
clamjamfery (klam-jam'fe-ri), n. Same as
cUiiijaiiifric.

clamm, «. See clam'i-.

Clammasi (klam'as), V. i. [Cf. clamber.'] To
climb. [Prov. Eng.]
clammas''* (klam'as), n. [Cf . cktmor.] A noise

;

a clamor. [Prov. Eng.]
clammerlf (klam'fer), v. An obsolete form of
clamber.

clammer^ (klam'er), n. [< clam^ + -er^.

Otherwise for clamper.'] A forceps, like a pair
of tongs, used in deep-sea soundings to obtain
specimens from the bottom of the sea. The
jaws are closed by means of a weight. Also
called clnm, clam-tongs. See clanA, 1 (/).
clammer'* (klam'er), n. [< clam^ + -cr"^.] One
whose business is the digging and sale of clams.
[Local, U. S.]

clammily (klam'i-li), adv. In a clammy manner.
"Wipe those poor lips of hers
Oozing so clammily. Hood, Bridge of Sighs.

clamminess (klam'i-nes), n. [< clammy +
-ness.] The state of being clammy, (a) Viscous
quality or feel ; viscosity ; stickiness ; tenacity of a soft
substance.

A greasy pipkin will spoil the clamminess of the glew.
Moxon.

(h) Tlie state of being cold and moist to the touch.

clamming (klam'ing), n. l<.
clam^ + -ing^.]

The search for and gathering of clams.

clamming-machine (klam'ing-ma-shen*), n.

A machine in which an engraved and hardened
die (intaglio) is made to rotate in contact with
a soft steel mill, in order to make a cameo im-
pression upon it. The mUl is used to indent
copper rollers for calico-printing. H. H. Knight.

clammy (klam'i), a. [Extended form of earlier

clam, with same sense: see clam^, «.] 1. Vis-
cous; adhesive; soft and sticky; glutinous;
tenacious.

Bodies clammy and cleaving. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Hence— 2. Cold and moist with a sticky feel.

Closed was his eye, and clench'd his clammy hand.
Crabbe, Works, I. 119.

Cold sweat, in clammy drops, his limbs o'erspread,
Dryden.

Under the grass, with the clammy clay.

Lie in darkness the last year's flowers.
Bryant, The New and the Old.

Clammy cherry. SeecAerri/i.

clamor, clamour (klam'or), n. [< ME. clamour,
< OF. clamour, clamur, clamor, F. clameur = Pr.

Sp. Pg. clamor = It. clamore, < L. clamor (cla-

mor-), an outcry, < clamare, cry out : see claim^,

v.] 1. A great outcry; vociferation; excla^

mation made by a loud voice continued or re-

peated, or by a multitude of voices.

After, rising with great ioy and clamour, they sing a
prayer of prayse in hope hereof.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 197.

The bitter clamour of two eager tongues.
Shak., Rich. II., i. 1.

Interpreted it, with its multitudinous echoes and rever-

berations, as the clamor of the fiends and night hags,
Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, xL

2. Any loud and continued noise.

Do but start

An echo with the clamour of thy drum.
Shak., K. John, v. 2.

Loud Amo's boisterous clamours. Addison,

3. Figuratively, loud complaint or urgent de-
mand ; an expression of strong dissatisfaction

or desire.

Bycause his galyottes and offycers made suche clamours
for vytaylles. Sir Ii. Guyiforde, Pylgrymage, p. 70.

A violent clammir was . . . i-aised against the king by
the priests of Debra Libanos, as having forsaken the reli

gious principles of his predecessors.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 533.

= Syn. Hubbub, uproar, noise, din, ado.

clamor, clamour (klam'or), r. [< clamor, clam-

our, 11.] I. trans. 1. To utter in a loud voice

;

shout.
Melissa clamour'd, "Flee the death."

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2t. To make a gi-eat noise with ; cause to sound
loudly or tumultuously : used in an inverted
sense in the following passage.

Clamour your tongues, and not a word more.
Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

3t. To stun with noise ; salute with noise.

And let them not come in multitudes, or in a tribuni-

tious manner ; for that is to clamour councils, not t+> in-

form them. Bacon, CouuseL



clamor

At sight of him, the people with a shout
Kitted the air, clamouring their god with praise.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1G21.

to clamor bellst, to sound all the bells in a chime to-

gether. \yarburton.

n, intraiis. 1. To utter loud sounds or out-

cries; vociferate.

The London sparrows far and nigh
Clamor togetlier suddenly.

D. G. Jiossetti, Jenny.

2. To make importunate complaints or de-

mands: as, to clamor for admittance.

The Hans not only complained, but clamoured loudly

for Breach of their ancient Privileges.
Jlowell, Letters, I. vi. :i.

clamorer, clamourer (klam'gr-er), «. One who
clamcirs.

clamorist, clamourist (klam'or-ist), n. [<

claiiiiir, datiiour, + -ist.\ Same as clamorer.

T. Hook. [Rare.]

clamorous (klam'or-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. cla-

moroso, < ML. elamorosus, for L. clamosns (> F.

etameux), < clamor, clamor: see clamor, «.] 1.

Making a clamor or outcry ; noisy ; vociferous

;

loud; resounding.
The clamorous owl, that nightly hoots.

Shak., M. N^. D., ii. 3.

And kiss'd her lips with such a clamoroug smack.
That, at the parting, all the church did echo.

Shak., T. of the.S., iii. 2.

Infants clam'rous, whether pleas'd or pain'd.
Camper, The Task, i. ITi.

With a gesture he awed into silence

All that clamorous throng.
LongfeUoip, Evangeline, i. 4.

2. Urgent or importunate in complaints or de-
mands.—3. Figuratively, crying out, as for

retribution or punishment ; heinous ; flagrant.

Men do not arise to great crimes on the sudden, but by
degrees of carelessness to lesser impieties, and then to
clamorous sins. Jer. Taylor, Worlca (ed, 1835), I. 283.

<;lamOTOUSl7 (klam'or-us-li), adv. In a clam-
orous manner; with loud noise or words.

The old women heightened the general gloom by clam-
orously bewailing their fate.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 488.

-clamoroasness (klam'or-us-nes), n. The state

or quality of being clamorous.
clamorsome (klam'or-sum), «. [Also spelled

(dial.) ctummersomc ; < clamor + -some.'^

Greedy; rapacious; contentious. Brockett.

[Prov." Eug.]
clamour, clamourer, etc. See clamor, etc.

clamp^ (klamp). H. [First in early mod. E.

(taking in part the place of the earlier e/nml),

after ilD. klampc, a clamp, hook, tenon, grap-
ple, brace, D. klamp, a clamp, cleat, = ML(i.
klampe, a hook, clasp, = G. dial. (Bav. and Aus-
trian) klamp/e, G. (after LG.) klampe = Dan.
kiampe = Sw. klamp (prob. after D.), a clamp,
cleat (cf. MLG. klampe = East Fries, klampe, a
bridge over a ditch)

;
practically an extension

or variant of the older clam^, q. v., but in form
as if from the pret. of the verb represented by
MHG. klimpfen (pret. klampf, pp. yeklumpfen),
draw, press, or hold fast together, which may
be regarded as an extension of the orig. Teut.
(Goth.) 'kliman (AS. 'climman), pret. 'klam,
press or adhere together, whence also claml, q.

V. The forms derived from or related to clamp^
are numerous: see clam^, clam^, etc., clamp"^,

clamp'^, etc., climb, clamber, etc. Cf. also rii/)l.]

1. An instrument of wood, metal, or other rigid

material, used to hold anything, or to hold or
fasten two or more things together by pressure
so as to keep them in the same relative position.
Specifically— (a) liijoiiu^ry: (1) An instrument of wood or

metal used for holding
A i _ ^ glued pieces of timlier

^^...^L ^fcff^BV closely together until
the glue hardens. (2) A
piece of wo<k1 fixed U>

_.^::.p. another with a mortise
and tenon, or groove

and tongue, so that the fibers of the piece thus fixed cross
those of the other and thereby prevent it from casting or
warping, (h) Saut. : (1) A thick plank or the inner part
of a ship's side used to sustain the ends of the l>eam8. (2)

Any plate of iron made tit turn or open anfl shut fvt as to
confine a spar or txwm. (c) In leather-manu/., a wo<jden
bench-screw with two cheeks, used to hold the leather se-

curely while it is 8t«>ned or slicked, (d) A metallic piece
and binding-screw, shaped somewhat like a stirrup, used
t<i hold one of the elements of a battery and complete the
electric connection, (e) j/l. A s^)rt of strong pincers used
i>y ship-carpenters for drawing nails. Also clams.

2. pi. The hinged plates over the trunnions
of a gun: generally called cap-souares.— 3.
One of a jiair of movable cheeks of lead or cop-
per covering the jaws of a \ise, and enabling it

to grasp without bruising.— 4. In bot., in the
mycelium of fungi, a nearly semicircular cel-
lular protuberance, like a snort branch, wliich
springs from one cell of a filament close to a

CO

^
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transverse wall, and is closely applied to the
lateral wall of the adjoining cell. Each cell

coalesces with the clamp, and thus an open
passage is formed between the two cells. Also
called clamp-cell.— 6. pi. Andirons. [Prov.

Eng.] — Binding-screw clamp. See hindinrj-screw.—
ColSaj and clamp, see cu^i!/-.— Geometrlcai clamp,
a clamp whicli depends solely on the rigidity of matter
and not on friction.— Horseshoe clamp, in ship-build-

iii;i. an iroji strap for attacliing tlie gripe and forefoot.

—

Molders* clamp, m/vundin;/, a frame for iiolding toge-

ther (irmly the parts of a Jlask, so that the metal may
safely be p<mred into the mold.

clampi (klamp), V. t. [= D. klampen, etc.

;

from the noun. See c/«ml, ).'.] To fasten with
a clamp or clamps ; fix a clamp on.

The strong oaken chest heavily clamped with iron,

screwed to tlie floor. G. A. Sala, The Ship-Chiindler.

clamp2 (klamp), n. [Cf. D. and LG. klamp, a
heap; cf. clamp^, clamp^, and c/wm|)l.] 1. A
stack of bricks laid up for burning, in such a
manner as to leave spaces between them for the
access of the fu-e, and imperviously inclosed

:

called a brick-clamp, in distinction from a brick-

kiln.

The name of clamp is also applied to a pile of bricks ar-

ranged for burning in the usual way, and encased witli a
thin wall of burned briclts and daul>ed over with mud to
retain the heat. C. T. Dacis, Bricks, etc., p. 58.

2. A pile of ore for roasting, or of coal for

coking.— 3. A mound of earth lined with straw
thrown up over potatoes, beets, turnips, etc.,

to keep them through the winter. [Prov. Eng.]
— 4. A large fire made of underwood. [Prov.
Eng.]— 5. A heap of peat or tiu-f for fuel.

[Prov. Eng.]
clamp^ (klamp), V. t. [< clamp^, «.] 1. To
bum (bricks) in a clamp. See clamps, «., 1.

The bricks are not burned in kilns as with us, but are
clamped. C. T, Dacis, Bricks, etc., p. 57.

2. To cover (potatoes, beets, turnips, etc.) with
earth for winter keeping. [Prov. Eng.]
clamp^t (klamp), n . An obsolete form of clam^.

Clam or clamp, a kind of shell-fish. Jossetyn (1672).

clamp"* (klamp), V. i. [Appar. imitative; cf. clank,

cliimp", tramp.'] To tread heavily ; tramp.

The ix)licenian with clamping feet. Thackeray.

clamp* (klamp), n. [< clamp*, f.] A heavy
footstep or tread ; a tramp.
clamp" (klamp), V. t. [Perhaps a particular
use of clump^, f.] 1. To make or mend in a
clumsy manner; patch.— 2. To patch or trump
up (a charge or an accusation). [Scotch.]

clamp-cell (klamp'sel), n. Same as clamp^, 4.

clamp-connection (klamp'ko-nek'shon), n.

In but., the connection formed between two
cells by a clamp-cell.

clamp-coupling (klamp'kup'ling), n. A device
for uniting the ends of a shaft by means of

conical binding-sleeves, which by longitudinal

motion wedge themselves between the shaft-

ends and an outer cylinder, thus binding the

whole together.

clamp-dog (klamp'dog), »i. A clamp which
serves as a connection between a piece which
is to be turned and the face-

plate or spindle of a lathe, com-
pelling the work to partake of
the motion of the head-spindle,

clamper (klam'p^r), n. A con-
trivance consisting of a frame
of iron having sharp prongs on
the lower part, fastened to the
sole of the shoe or boot, to pre-
vent slipping on the ice. Also
called creeper, and in the Unit-

ciamp-doe.
ed States calk.

clamjung (klam'ping), n. [Verbal n. of clamp",
r.] The process of burning bricks in a clamp.

Tlie process called clamping so commoA, and practised
largely b<»th in this country and in some parts of Great
Britain remote from I^ondon, ... is usually a method of
burning bricks by placing ttiem in a temporary kiln, the
walls of wliich are generally built of "green " or unbumed
bricks. C. T. Davis, Bricks, etc., p. 67.

clamp-iron (klamp'i'^'m), n. One of several
irons fastened at the ends of

fires to prevent the fuel from
falling. Imp. £>i<;t.

clamp-kiln (klamp 'kil), w.

[Alsf) eliimp-kill; < clamp^ +
kihi.'] A kiln built of sods for

burning lime.

clamp-nail (klamp'nal), H. A
short, stout, large-headed nail

for fastening clamps in ships.

clamp-screw (klamp'skro), «.

A tool used liy joiners to hold ciamp.scrcws.

clandestineness

work to the table, or to secure two pieces to-
gether.

clam-scraper (klam'skra"per), n. Same as drag-
rake.

clam-shell (klam'shel), n. 1. The shell of a
clam.— 2. The mouth, or the lip. [Vulgar,
New Eng.]

You don't feel much like speakih',
AVhen if you let your clam-shells gape, a quart of tar will

leak in. Lowell, Biglow Papers.

3. A box made of two similar pieces ofwrought-
iron hinged together at one end, used in dredg-
ing. Encyc. Brit., VII. 465.

clam-tongs (klam'tongz), «. pi. An instru-
ment used for gathering clams. See clammer^
and tongs.

clam-worm (klam ' wSrm), n. A species of
Xercis, especially N. limbata, found in associa-
tion with the soft clam, Mya arenaria. One spe-
cies, iV. virens, is a iiu^ge sea-wonn from 18 to 20 inches long,
of a dull bluish-green color tinted with iridescent hues.
Clam-worms burrow in the sand, are very voracious, and
are much used for bait. [New Jersey and New Eng. coast.]

clan (klan), «. [< Gael, clann, < Ir. clann, eland,

ofEspring, children, descendants, a tribe, clan,

prob. through W. plant, offspring, children, <

L. planta, offshoot, sprout, scion, slip, in later

L. a plant: see plant, of which clati is thus a
doublet.] 1 . A race ; a family ; a tribe ; an asso-
ciation of persons under a chiehain ; especially,

such a family or tribe among the Highlanders
of Scotland. The clan is a tribal form of social and po-
litical oi-ganization based upon kinship of the members.
Tile chief features of tlie system are (1) the leadership of a
chief, regarded as representing a common ancestor, and
(2) tlie possession of land partly undivided as the common
domain of tlie clan, and partly divided as the separate
property of its memliers and their heirs, the clan being the
heir of a member wlio dies leaving no son. It prevailed
in early times in Germany and Ireland, and until recently
in Scotland, and to some extent in otlier couiitriea. Thus,
among the Highlanders a clan consisted of the common
descendants of the same progenitor, under the patriarchal
control of a chief, who represented the common ancestor,

and who was revered and served by the clansmen with
the blind devotion of children. The clans did not, how-
ever, acknowledge the principle of primogeniture, often
raising to the chiefship a brother or an uncle of a deceased
chief. The name of the clan was generally that of the
original progenitor with the prefix Mae (son). There are
few traces of this institution now remaining.

Each trained to arms since life began,
Owning no tie but to his clan.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 24.

We find the Tribe or Clan, including a number of per-

sons, in theory of kin to it, yet in fact connected with it

only by common dependence on the chief.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 69.

2. Figuratively, a clique, sect, set, society, or
body of persons closely united by some com-
mon interest or pursuit, and supposed to have
a spirit of exclusiveness toward others.

Partridge, and the rest of his clan, may hoot me for a
cheat, if I fail in any single particular. SwifU

= Syn. 1. Trilte, Jiaee, etc. See people.

clanculart (klang'ku-lar), a. [< L. clancitla-

rius, secret, clandestine, < clanculum, secretly,

a dim. form, < clam, secretly : see clandestine.^

Clandestine; secret; private; concealed.

Not allowing to himself any reserve of carnal pleasure,
no clancular lust, no private opppessions, no secret covet-
ousiiess. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 836.

clancularlyt (klang'ku-lar-li), adi;. Privately;
secretly.

Judgements should not be administered clancularly. In
d:irk r- trncrs, but in open court. Barrow, Sermons, II. xx.

clandestine (klan-des'tin), a. [= D. clandes-

tien, < F. clandestin = Sp. Pg. It. clandestino, <

L. clandestinus, secret, < clam (OL. calam, cal-

lim), secretly, from root of celare = AS. helan,

hide (see conceal); the second element is uncer-
tain.] Secret; private; hidden; ftirtive; with-
drawn from public view : generally implying
craft, deception, or evil design.

They, in a clandeMine and secret manner, collect and
snatch fire, as it were by stealth, from the chariot of the
Sun. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

It is the worst clandestine marriage, when God is not
invited to it. Fuller, Holy State, p. 207.

Clandestine marriage. («) A marriage contracted
witliuut tlif line oliscrvaiice of the ceremonies which the
law has jircscribcd. By the law of Scotland clandestine
marriages are valid, by that of England void ; the law in

the United States varies. (/') Any secret marriage, but
especially one contracted in defiance of the will of parent*
or guardians. =Syn. /.fl'e"', Cowt-rf, etc. &eQ secret.

clandestinely (klan-des'tin-li), adv. In a clan-
destino manner; secretly; privately; furtively.

This Trick [pouring water on a cargo of cloves] they us©
whenever tliey dispose of any clandestinely.

Dumpier, Voyages, I. 318.

clandestineness (klan -des' tin -nes), n. The
state or quality of being clandestine ; secrecy

;

a state of concealment.



clandestinlty

Clandestinity (klan-des-tin'i-ti), n. [< clan-
destine + -ity; = F. clandestinitS.'] Clandes-
tineness; secrecy. [Rare.]

Clandestinity aiij disparity do not void a marriage, but
only loake the proof more dillicult.

Stitlingjteet, Speech In 1682.

Clandfstiniti/t in what manner soever aimed at, may be
considered as evidentiary of fear.

Bentham, Judicial Evidence, v. 10.

clang (klang), H. [Not in ME. or AS. ; = OHG.
Chiang, MHG. Idanc (klang-, also Manic-), G.
klang = Sw. Dan. klang, sound, clang, ring,
clink ; in form from the pret. of the verb repre-
sented by OHG. chlingan (pret. chlanc), MHG.
G. klingen (pret. klang) = MLG. klingen = Icel.

klinma, clang, ring, clink, a verb parallel to
MHG. G. klinken = MLG. klinken = MD. D.
klinken^E. clink: see clink. Cf. L. clangor,
clang, clangor, Gr. nl^Myyij, a clang, clash, rattle,

from the verb; L. clangere, LL. also clingere,
make a loud sound, clang, = Gr. kao^sw (perf.
KeK?M}ya), scream, bark, clash, rattle. All ult.

imitative, the forms in Teut. agreeingwith clang
being mixed with those agreeing with clank and
clink, and further associated through imitative
variation with numerous similar forms: see
clink, clank, clicks, clack, e\aS\ 1. Aloud, sharp,
resonant, and metallic sound; a clangor: as,

the clang of arms ; the clang of bells ; the clang
of hammers.
Loud 'larums, neighing steeds, and trumpets' clang.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

At every stride Red Rowan made,
I wot the Kinmont's aims [irons] play'd clang.

Kinmont Willie (Child's Ballads, 'VI. 65).

The haunt of seals, and ores, and sea-mews' clanq.
Milton, P. L., jii. 835.

The drawbridge dropped with a surly clang.
Lowell, Sir Launfal.

2. [Gr.Mang.'} The quality of a musical sound;
the respect in which a tone of one instrument
differs from the same tone struck on another;
timbre. See extract.

An assemblage of tones, such as we obtain when the
fundamental tone and the harmonics of a string sound
together, is called by the Germans a Klang. May we not
employ the English word clang to denote the same thing,
and thus give the term a precise scientific meaning altin
to its popular one? Tyndall, Sound, p. 118.

clang (klang), V. [Not in ME. or AS. j formal-
ly from the noun, but partly, as an imitative
word, an independent verb; ef. L. clangere,
clang, = Gr. k7MZuv (perf. KsKkayya), scream,
bark, clash, clang : see clang, n. , and clank, clack,

etc.] I. intrans. To give out a clang ; resound.
Above the wood which grides and clangs.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, evil.

She loolcs across the harbor-bar
To see the white gulls fly

;

His greeting from the Northern sea
Is in their clanging cry.

Whittier, Amy Wentworth.

n. trans. 1 . To cause to sound with a clang.

The fierce Curetes trod tumultuous
Their mystick dance, and clang'd their sounding arms.

Prior.

2. To cause the name of to resound ; celebrate
with clangor.

"The crane," I said, "may chatter of the crane.
The dove may murmur of the dove, but I
An eagle clang an eagle to the sphere."

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

clang-color (klang'kul'''or), n. Same as clang-
tint.

clangor (klang'gor or klang'or), n. [Also some-
times clangour; '= F. clangueur = Pg. clangor
= It. clangore, < L. clangor, a sound, clang, <
clangere, clang: see clang."] A sharp, metal-
lic, ringing sound; resonant, clanging sound;
clang ; clamorous noise ; shrill outcry.

And hear the trumpet's clangour pierce the sky.
Dryden.

Not without clangour, complaint, subsequent criminal
trials, and ofiicial persons dying of lieartbreak.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. iii. 9.

Night after night the geese came lumbering in in the
dark with a clangor and a whistling of wings, even after
the ground was covered with snow.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 267.

The drum rolls loud,— the bugle fills

The summer air with clangor.
Whittier, Our River.

The clamor and the clangor of the bells.

Poe, The Bells.

clangor (klang'gor or klang'or), v. i. [Also
sometimes clangour; < clangor, n.] To make a
clangor; clang; clank; resound.

All steeples are clangouring.
Carlyle, French Rev. , III. i. 4.

clangorous (klang'gp-rus or klang'o-rus), a. [<
ML. clangorosus, C L. dangor ; see clangor.]
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Making or producing clangor ; ha'ving a hard,
metallic, or ringing sound.
Who would have tliouglit that the clangorous noise of a

smith's hammers sliould have given the first rise to music ?

Spectator, No. 334.

To serve in A^ulcan's clangorous smithy.
Lowell, Hymn to my Fire.

clangour, n. and V. See clangor.

clangoust, «. [< clatig + -ous. Cf. OF. clan-
gcujc.] Making a clanging noise.

Harsh and clangous tliroats.

Sir T. Brmvne, Vulg. Err., vii. 14.

clang-tint (klang'tint), ». [< clang + tintl,

after G. klang-farhe, Ut. sound-color.] The
timbre or quality of a compound musical tone,
due to the relative number and intensity of the
harmonics present in it; acoustic color. See
clang, n., 2, harmonic, and quality. Also called
clang-color.

Could the pure fundamental tones of these instruments
[clarinet, flute, and violin] be detached, they would be
undistinguishable from each other ; but the difl'erent ad-
mixture of overtones in the different instruments renders
their clang-tints diverse, and therefore distinguishable.

Tyndall, Sound, p. 127.

Clangula (klang'gu-la), n. PSTL. (Boie, 1822),
dim. of Gr. KTiayy^, a clang, clangor, as the
screaming of birds, confused cries, etc. : see
clang.] A genus of sea-ducks or FuUgulina;,
containing the garrets or goldeneyes. C. clan-
gula is the common goldeneye; C. barrovi is Barrow's
goldeneye or the Rocky Mountain garrot. The American
bufflehead, Bucephala albeola, and some other species,
are often placed in this genus.

clanjamfrie, clanjamfry (klan-jam'fri), n.

[Sc, variously written clamjamphry, -frie, etc.;
appar. a loose compound of clatn, clem, mean,
low, worthless, -I- jamph ov jampher, be idle.]
Persons collectively who are regarded with
contempt ; a mob ; ragtag and bobtail.

A gang of play-actors came.— They were the first of that
clanja?n/ry who had ever been in the parish. Gait.

I only knew the whole clamjamfery of them were there.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, ix.

clank (klangk), n. [Not in ME. or AS. ; = MD.
D. klank = MHG. klanck, a ringing sound; in
form from the pret. {'klank) of the verb repre-
sented by MD. D. MHG. G. klinken = E. clink,

and parallel to clang, similarly related to OHG.
chlingan, MHG. G. MLG. D. klingen : see clink,

and ef. clang, n. and v. Phonetically, clank and
clink may be regarded as nasalized forms of
clack and click; as imitative verbs they belong
to an extensive group of more or less imitative
words of similar phonetic form: see clack,
click'^, clang, clash, clatter, clap'^, etc. ] A sharp,
hard, metallic sound : as, the clank of chains or
fetters.

You mark him by the crashing bough.
And by his corselet's sullen clank,
And by the stones spurned from the bank.

Scott, Rokeby, ii. 14.

clank (klangk), V. [Not in ME. or AS.; for-
mally from the noun, but partly, as an imitative
word, an independent verb, a variation of clitik,

V. : see clank, »., and cf. clink, clang, n. and v.]

1. trans. 1. To cause to sound with a clank : as,

to clank chains. See the noun.
Officers and their staffs in full uniform clanking their

spurs and jingling their sabres.
if'. H. Russell, Crimean War, vi.

2t. To give a ringing blow to.

He clanked Piercy ower the head,
A deep wound and a sair,

Auld Mailland (Child's Ballads, VI. 228).

H. intrans. To sound with or give out a
clank.

He smote his hand
Against his breast, his heavy mailed hand.
That the hard iron corslet clank'd aloud.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

danker (klang'ker), n. [E. dial. ; appar. < clank
-I- -erl.] A beating ; a chastisement. Brockett.
[Prov. Eng.]

clannish (klan'ish), a. [< clan -I- -j«Al.] 1.
Pertaining to a clan ; closely united, like a clan

;

disposed to adhere closely, as the members of
a elan.

The vision of the whole race passing out of its state of
clannish division, as the children of Israel themselves had
done in the time of Moses, and becoming fit to receive a
universal constitution, this is great.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 213.

2. Imbued with the prejudices, feelings, senti-
ments, etc., peculiar to elans ; somewhat nar-
row or restricted in range of social interest
and feeling.

clannishly (klan'ish-li), adv. In a clannish
manner.
clannishness (klan'ish-nes), n. The state or
quality of being clannish.

clap

clanship (klan'ship), n. [< clan -¥ -ship.] A
state ot union as in a family or clan ; associa-
tion imder a chieftain.

The habitations of the Highlanders, not singly, but in
small groups, as if they loved society or clanship.

Pennant, Tour in Scotland.

clansman (klanz'man), n.
;
pi. clansmen (-men).

A member of a clan.

Loud a hundred clansmen raise
Their voices in their Chieftain's praise.

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 18.

clapl (klap), V.
;
pret. and pp. clapped or clapt,

ppr. clapping. [< ME. clajtpen, < AS. clwppAan
(rare) = OFriea. 'kla2>pa, kloppa = D. klappen
= MLG. LG. klappen (> G. klappen) = leel. Sw.
klappa = Dan. klappe = OHG. chlaphOn, MHG.
klaffen, clap, strike with a noise, in MLG., etc.,

also to talk much, gabble, chatter ; cf . It. chiap-
pare, strike, catch; Gael, clabar, a mill-clapper,
clahaire, a loud talker. Prob. ult. imitative:
cf. clack, etc.] I. trans. 1. To strike with a
quick, sharp motion ; slap

;
pat, as with the

palm of the open hand or some flat object : as,
to clap one on the shoulder.

The hande that clapjyyd tlie vndyr the er«.

Uoly Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 177.

Claps her pale cheek, till clapping makes it red.
Shak. , Venus and -Adonis, 1. 468.

Have you never seen a citizen on a cold morning dap-
ping his sides, and walking . . . before his shop ?

Dryden, Spanish Friar, ix. 1.

Hence— 2. To fondle by patting.

Clapt him on the hands and on the cheeks.
Tennyson, Dora.

3. To push forcibly; move together; shut
hastily: followed by to: as, to clap to the door
or gate.—4. To place or put, especially by a
hasty or sudden motion : as, to clap the hand
to the mouth ; to clap spurs to a horse.

Tlio l>oordes were clapped on both sides of his body,
through which there were driven many great nailes.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 187.

Then trip to his Lodging, dap on a Hood and .Scarf, and
a Mask, slap into a Hackney-Coach and drive hither to
the Door again in a trice !

Congreve, "Way of the World, i. 8.

If she rejects this proposal, clap her under lock and key.
Sheridan, Tlie Rivals, i. 2.

5. To strike, knock, or slap together, as the
hands, or against the body, as wings, with a
sharp, abrupt sound.

Men maken hem [sc. the foules, alle of gold] dauncen
and syngen, dappynge here wenges togydere.

Mandevule (ed. Halliwell), p. 219.

O clap your hands, all ye people ; shout unto God with
the voice of triumph. Ps. xlvii. 1.

The crested bird
That claps his wings at dawn.

Tennyson, Fair 'Women.

Hence— 6. To manifest approbation of by
striking the hands together; applaud by clap-
ping the hands.

Wishing for those hands to take off his melancholy bar-
gain, which clapped its performance on the stage.

Dryden, Ded. of Spanish Friar.

7t. To utter noisily.

Alle that thou herest thou shalt telle.

And clappe it out, as doth a belle.

Gower, Conf. Amant., II. 282.

To clap eyes on, to look at ; see. [CoUoq.]

Nicest girl I ever clapped eyes on.

Harper's Hag., LX'V. 607.

To clap hands, to clasp or join hands with another, in
token of the conclusion of an agreement.

So clap hands and a bargain. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

To Clap hold of (or on), to seize roughly and suddenly.

But here my Guide, his wings soft oars to spare.
On the moon's lower horn clap'd hold, and whirl'd
Me up. J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 100.

To Clap up. (a) To make or arrange hastily ; patch up

:

as, to clap up a peace.

Was ever match clapp'd up so suddenly?
Shak., T. of theS.,ii. 1.

Coming to their place, they dapt up their house quicldy,
and landed their provisions.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 314.

(6) To imprison, especially without formality or delay.

Clap him up,
And, if I live, I'll find a strange death for him.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iv, 6.

II. intrans. If. To strike or knock, as at a
door.

This somnour clappeth at the widowes gate.
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 283.

2. To come together suddenly with a sharp
noise ; close •with a bang ; slam ; clack.

And thai [mouths] clappe shall full clene, & neuer vnclose
aftiir. Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 807.

The doors around me clapt. Dryden.



clap

There rose a noise of striking clocks,

And feet that ran, and doors that clapt.

Tennyxon, Day-Dreani, The Revival.

3. To applaud, as by clapping the hands to-

gether.— 4t. To chatter; prattle or prate con-

tinually or noisily.

This monk, he clappeth loude.
Chaucer^ Prol. to Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 15.

5. To begin or set to work with alacrity and
briskness.
Truly, sir, I would desire you to clap into your prayers

;

for, look you, the warrant's come. Shak., M. for M., iv. 3.

clapl (klap), n. [< ME. clap, clappe = D. klap

= LG. kiap (> G. klap2>) = Icel. Sw. klapp =
Dan. klap = OHG. klaph, MHG. klapf, G. klaff,

a striking with a noise; from the verb.] 1. A
sudden sharp sound produced by a collision;

a bang ; a slap ; a slam.

Give the door such a clap as you go out aa will shake the

whole room.
Surift, Advice to Servants, General Directions.

Hence— 2. A burst or peal, as of thunder.

Horrible claps of thunder, and flashes of lightning,

voices and earthquakes. Ilakewill, Ajiolojiy.

3. A striking together, as of the hands or of a
bird's wings ; especially, a striking of the hands
together, to express applause.

Men, with wives, and boys.

Whose shouts and claps out-voice the deep-moutli'd sea.

Shak., Hen. V., v.(cho.).

4. A clapping; applause expressed by clap-

ping. [Now eolloq.]

He sometimes lets the audience be^in the clap of them-
selves, and at the conclusion of their applause ratifies it

with a single thwack. Addison, Trunkmaker at the Play.

He was saluted, on his first appearance, with a general
clap ; by which I perceived that he was one of those spoil-

ed actors iu whom the pit pardons everything.
Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, vii. 6.

6t. Noise of any kind, especially idle chatter.

Stynt thi clappe. Chaucer, Prol. to ililler'sTale, 1. 36.

His lewde [ignorant) clappe, of which I sett no prys.
Booke 0/ Precedence (E. E. T. S.), i. 105.

6. A sudden blow, motion, or act: generally in

the phrase at a clap (which see, below).— 7. A
touch or pat with the open hand: as, he put
her off with a kiss and a clap. [Scotch and
New England.]— 8. In falconry, the nether
part of the beak of a hawk. E. Phillips, 1706.— 9. Same as clapper^, 1 (d) At a clap, atone
blow ; alt at once ; suddenly.

What, fifty of my followers at a clap I Shak., Lear, i. 4.

They are for hazarding all for God at a clap, and I am
for taking all advantage to secure my life and estate.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 165.

clap^ (klap), n. [Cf. D. klapoor, < OF. ctapoir,

a venereal sore.] Gonorrhea.
clap^ (klap), V. t. [< cla])^, «.] To infect with
venereal poison. [Rare.]
clapboard (klap'bord; coUoq. klab'grd), n.

[Early mod. E. also clawboard, cloboard; appHT.
i clapi- + board, but perhaps orig. < claw (with
ref. to clenching), or clore (pp. of cleave"^, split),

+ board."] 1. A long thin board, usually about
6 or 8 inches wide, used for covering the out-
side of a wooden building, aapboards are nailed
on with edges lapping clinker-faahion, as a weather-board-
ing. Also called, collectively, sheathing.

Mr. Oldhara had a small house near the weir at Water-
town, made all of clapboards, burned August, 1632.

Winthrop, Journal, I. 87.

Richard Longe was fined, in 1635, for riving divers good
trees into claptioards. Massachusetts Records, 1. 163.

We heard the loosened clapboards tost,

The board-nails snapping in the frost.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

2, A roofing-board about 4 feet long by 8 inches
wide, and thicker on one edge than on the oth-
er, rived from a log by splitting it from the cen-
ter outward. Also called shake. [U. S.]

The broad side gable, shaded by its rude awning of clap-
boards. 0. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 85.

3. A stave for casks. TEng.]
clapboard (klap'bord ; 'eolloq. klab'ord), v. t.

[< clapboard, h.] To cover or sheathe with
clapboards, as a house. [U. 8.]

A plain clapboarded structtu^ of small size.

The Century, XXVIII. 11.

clap-bread (klap'bred), n. A kind of oatmeal
cake rolled out thin and baked hard. Also clap-
cake. HalUwcll.
The great rack of elai>-bread hung overhead, and Bell

Robson's preference of this kind of oat-cake over the leav-
ened and partly sour kind used in Yorkshire was another
source of her unpopularity.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv,

clap-dish (klap'dish), n. Same as clack-dish.

clap-doctor (klap 'dok" tor), n. A physician
who undertakes the cure of venereal diseases

;

hence, formerly, from the fact that such pro-
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fessions are often made by ignorant or irre-

sponsible persons, a quack. [Now only vulgar.]

He was the fil-st clap-doctor that I met witll in history.
Tatler, So. 260.

clape (klap), n. [Origin obscure.] The flicker

or golden-winged woodpecker, Colaptes auratus.
[Local, U. S.]

clapert, «• [ME., later written clapper, Sc.

clappers; < OP. clapier, F. clapier (ML. claperi-

its, claperia, claperium), a rabbit-burrow, < clapir,

squat; origin uncertain.] A rabbit-burrow.
Rom. of the Hose, 1. 1405.

clapmatch (klap'mach), n. A fishermen's name
for an old female seal.

The younger of both sexes [of sea-lions], together with
the clapnmtches, croak hoarsely, or send forth sounds like

the bleating of sheep or the barking of dogs.

C. M. Scainmon, Marine Mammals, p. 130.

clap-net (klap'net), n. A net in hinged sec-

tions, made to fold quickly upon itself by the
pulling of a string, much used by the bird-
catchers who supply the London market.

clappet, V. and n. An obsolete form of clap^.

clappedepouch (klap'e-de-pouch), n. A name
of the shepherd's-purse, Capsella Bursa-pastoris,
in allusion to its little pouches hung out as it

were by the wayside, as the begging lepers of

old times extended a pouch at the end of a pole
and called attention to it by a clapper or bell.

clapper^ (klap'^r), n. [< ME. clapper, claper,

cleper (= D. klapper = MHG. Mapper, klepper,

a chatterer, blabber (> G. klapper), = MHG.
klepfer, etc.); < clap^, r., + -crl.] 1. Something
which claps or strikes with a loud, sharp noise.
Specifically— (a) The tongue of a bell.

Like the rude clapper of a crazed bell.

B. Jonson, Case is -Altered, v. 3.

(6) The cover of a clack-dish, (c) The piece of wood or
metal which strikes the hopper of a mill, (d) In medieval
churches, a wooden rattle used as a summons to prayers
on the last tliree days of Holy Week, when it was custom-
ary for the church bells to remain silent. Also called clap.

F. Q. Lee. (e) A clack or windmill for frightening birds.

They kill not vipers, but scarre them away with Clap-
pers from their Balsame-trees.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 233.

A clapper clapping in a garth,
To scare the fowl from fruit.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

(/) pi. Pieces of wood or bone to be held between the
fingers and struck together rhythmically ; the bones, (jj)

The knocker of a door. Minsheu, 1617.

2. One who claps, especially one who applauds
by clapping the hands.— 3. A clack-valve.—4.
pi. A pair of iron plates used to hold fine steel

springs while being hardened.— 5. [Cf. clam'^,

n., 2.J A plank laid across a running stream
as a substitute for a bridge.— 6t. pi. Warren-
pales or -walls. Coles, 1717.— 7. The tongue.
Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]_ Beggar's clapper. See
clack-dish &nA clicket.

clapper! (klap'fer), v. i. [< clapper"^, n.] To
clap ; make a clattering noise. [Bare.]

Loose boards on the tool Coppered and rattled.

5. Judd, Margaret, 1. 17.

clapper^t, n. See claper.

clapper-bill (klap'6r-bil), n. A name of the
open-beaked storks, of the genus Anastomus
(which see). Also called shell-eater.

clapperclaw (klap'6r-kl4), i'. t. [< clap'^ +
claw. Cf. caperclaw.^ 1. 'To beat, claw, and
scratch; thrash; drub.
They are clapper-clauring one another ; I'll go look on.

Shak., T. and C, v. 4,

2l. To scold ; abuse with the tongue ; revile.

Have always been at daggers-drawing
And one another clapper-clawiiu).

S. Butler, Hudibras, ii.

claj)percla'W (klap'6r-kia), n. [< clapperclaw,
v.] Same as back-scratcher, 2.

clapperdudgeont (klap ' ^r-duj ' on), n. [Also
clapperdo(jc<in ; appar. < clapper'^"clap'^, + dud-
geon, a dagger, or a handle.] A beggar.

It is but tile part of a clapperdudgeon, to strike a man
in the street. Greene, George-a-Greene.

A Clttpperdogecm is in English a Begger borne ; some call

him a Pallyard.
Dekker, Bellman of London (ed. 1608), sig. C, 3.

clappering (klap'6r-ing), n. [< clapper^ + -iiig^.]

Piflfing the clapper instead of the bell.

The lazy and pernicious practice of clapperinff, i. c, ty-

ing the l)ell rope to the clapper, and pulling it instead of
the Iwll. Sir K. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 379.

clapper-stay (klap'6r-sta), n. A deviceformuf-
fling large bells.

clapper-'Val'Ve (klap'6r-valv), n. In a steam-
engine, a valve suspended from a hinge, and
working alternately on two seats ; a clack-valve.
It is sometimes a disk vibrating between two
seats.

elapse, V. and n. A dialectal form of clasp.

claret

clap-sill (klap'sil), n. In hydraulic engin., a
miter-sill ; the bottom part of the frame on
which lock-gates shut. Also called lock-sill.

clap-stick (klap'stik), «. A kind of wooden
rattle or clapper used for raising an alarm ; a
watchman's rattle.

He was not disturbed ... by the watchmen's rappers
or clap-sticks. Southey, The Doctor, i.

claptrap (klap'trap), n. and a. I. n. If. A con-
trivance for clapping in theaters.— 2. Figura-
tively, an artifice or device to elicit applause or
gain popularity ; deceptive show or pretense.

This actor [Thomas Cobham], . . . when approaching a
claptrap, gives such note of preparation that they must in-

deed be barren spectatoi-s who do not perceive that there
is something coming. Quoted in A", and Q., 7th sen, 11.318.

He played to the galleries, and indulged them of course
with an endless succession of clap-traps.

Brougham, Sheridan.

Trashy books which owe their circulation to advertis-
ing skill or to pretentious clap-trap.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 52.

II. a. Designing or designed merely to win
approval or catch applause.

The unworthy arts of the clap-trap mob-orator.
A. K. II. Boyd, Country Parson, i.

Read election speeches and observe how votes are gained
by clap-trap appeals to senseless prejudices.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 289.

claque (klak), n. [F., < claquer, clap, applaud,
< D. klakkcn, clap, clack: see clack."] 1. In the-
aters, a set of men, called claqueurs, distribut-

ed through the audience, and hired to applaud
the piece or the actors ; the system of paid ap-
plause. This method of aiding the success of public per-
formances is very ancient ; but it first became a perma-
nent system, openly organized and controlled by the cla-

queurs themselves, in Paris at the beginning of the nine-
teenth century.

The clamw at the Grand Opera is very select. I would
n't go with the claque on the bimlevards.

V. Hugo, Les Mist^rables, St. Denis (trans.), vi. 2.

Hence— 2. Any band of admirers applauding
and praising from interested motives.
claqueur (kla-k^r'), n. [F., < claquer, applaud:
see claque.] A member of the claque. Each
claqueur has a special r61e allotted to him. Thus, the
rieur laughs at the comic sallies ; the pleureur weeps at
pathetic passages ; tlie bisseur calls "encore ! " and so on

;

and all together clap their hands and applaud upon occa-
sion. The performances of the claque are directed by a
leader.

We will go to the Opera. We will go in with the cla-

queurs. V. Hugo, Les Mis^rables, St. Denis (trans.), vi. 2.

clarabella (klar-a-bel'a), n. [Also claribella;

< L. cluru.s; clear, + bellus, beautiful : see clear,

a., and beau, belle.'] An organ-stop ha'ving open
wooden pipes which give a soft, sweet tone, re-

sembling the stopped diapason and the eight-

foot bourdon.
claravoyantt, a. An obsolete form of clairvoy-

ant.

Clare (klar), n. A nun of the order of St. Clare.
—Poor Clares. See Clarisse.

clare constat (kla're kon'stat). [L.: dare,
clearly, < c/ar««, clear; coiistat,M pers.sing.pres.
ind. of constare, stand together, be established:
see clear, a., and constant.] Literally, it is clear-
ly established— Precept of clare constat, in Scou
law, a deed executed by a subject superior, for the pur-
pose of completing the title of his vassal's heir to the lands
held by tlie deceased vassal.

clarence (klar'ens), n. [From Clarence, a prop-
er name. ] A close four-wheeled carriage, with
a curved glass front and inside seats for two or
four persons.

Clarenceux, ». Same as Clarencieux.

Clarencieux (klar'en-su), n. [Said to be so
called from the Duke of Clarence, son of Edward
ni., who first hold the office.] In Great Brit-

ain, the title of the second king-at-arms, rank-
ing after Garter king-at-arms. His province com-
prises that part of England south of the river Trent, and
he is hence sometinies called 6'urroj/ (southern king). See
kinif-at-arms, garter, and Sorroy.

clarendon (klar'en-don), n. [< Clarendon, a
proper name.] A condensed form of printing-
t^e, like Roman in outline, but with thickened
lines.

This line is printed in clarendon.

clarenert, n. See clarioner.

Clarenine (klar'e-nin), n. [< Clarene (see def.)

-f- -i/K'l.] One of a reformed congregation of
Franciscans founded in 1302 by Angelo di Car-
dona, and named from a stream called the
Clarene, on which the first monastery was es-

tablished, near Ancona. They were reunited
with the Franciscans in 1510.

clare-obscure (klar'ob-skiir'), n. Same as clair-

obscnre, chiaroscuro.

claret (klar'et), a. and n. [< ME. claret, cicret

(= MLG. MHG. G. klaret = Sp. Pg. clarete = It.



claret

claretto, claret), < OF. claret, clairet, F. clairet,

prop, adj., clear, clearish, vin clairet, or simply
clairetj-wine of clear red color, dim. of cler, < L.

elarus, clear: see clear, a. Cf. clary.'] I. a.

It. Clear; clearish: applied to wine. Prompt.
Parr., p. 79.— 2. [Attrib. use of the noun.]

Having the color of claret wine.

He wore a claret coat. D. Jerrold.

H, n. 1. The name given in English to the

red wines of France, particularly to those of

Bordeaux, but excluding Burgundy wines. In

France the name clairet is given only to thin

or poor wines of a light-red color. Hence— 2.

Any similar red wine, wherever made : as, Cali-

fornia claret.

Red and white wine are in a trice confounded into claret.

Boyle.

3. Blood. [Pugilistic slang.]

claxet-cup (klar'et-kup), n. A summer bever-

age, composed of iced claret, a little brandy,
sugar, and a slice or two of lemon, with mint
or borage.

claret-red (klar'et-red), n. A coal-tar color of

complex composition, belonging to the azo-

group. It is used for dyeing wool.

clargyt, ». An obsolete form of clergy.

Clarian (klar'i-an), «. [< Clare (see def.) +
-ta«.] A member of Clare Hall, in the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, England.

Dropt she lier fan l>eneath lier hoop,
E'en stake-stuck Clariaim strove to stoop.

Smart, Barkeeper of Jlitre, 1741.

claribel-flute (klar'i-bel-flot), n. An organ-stop

similar to the clarabella, but generally of four-

foot pitch.

clarlbella (klar-i-bel'a), n. See clarabella.

clarichord (klar'i-kSrd), n. [Early mod. E.

clariconl; = F. claricorde, < L. clarus, clear, -I-

chorda, a string: see clear, a., and chord.] 1.

A medieval musical instrument, probably some
kind of harp. It has been supposed to be iden-

tical with the clavichord, probably on accoimt
of the similarity of the names.—2. In her.,

same as clarion, 4.

claricymbal (klar-i-sim'bal), n. [< NL. clari-

cymbalum, < L. clarus, clear, -t- cymbaluin, cym-
bal: see clear, a., and cymbal.'] A musical in-

strument used in the sixteenth century, it re-

sembled in form a jrrand piano without legs, or a harp laid

?rostrate, and comprised 4 octaves with 19 notes in each.

aricymbalvun (klar-i-sim'ba-lum), n.
;
pi. cla-

ricymbala (-la). [NL.] Same as claricymbal.

Clariet, «• See clary^.

clarification (klar"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F. clari-

fication = Pr. clarificacio = Sp. clarificaciou =
Pg. elarifica^Ho = It. chiarificazione, < LL. clarifi-

caHo{n-), only in sense of 'glorification,' < clari-

ficare, pp. clarificatm, glorify: see clarify.]

The act of clarifying
;
particularly, the clearing

or fining of liquid substances from feculent

matter by the separation of the insoluble par-

ticles which prevent the liquid from being
transparent. This may be performed by filtration, but
the term is more especially applied to the use of such clari-

fying substances or agents as gelatin, albumen, alcohol,

heat, etc.

To know the means of accelerating clariflcation [in li-

quoi"s] we must know the causes of clarification.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Clarifier (klar'i-fi-fer), n. 1. One who or that

which clarifies or purifies : as, whites of eggs,

blood, and isinglass are clarifiers of liquors.

—

2. A vessel in which a liquid is clarified j spe-

cifloally, a large metallic pan for clarifying

saccharine syrup, etc.

clarify (klar'i-fi), v.; pret. and pp. clarified,

ppr. clarifying. [< ME. clarifien, make clear,

glorify, = 6. clarificeren, clarifieren, < OF. clari-

fier, F. clarifier = Pr. clarifiar, clarificar = Sp.

Pg. clarificar = It. chiarificare, clarify, < LL.
c&rificare, glorify, lit. make clear, < L. clarus,

clear, bright, famous (see clear, a.), + facere,

make.] I. trans. If. To glorify.

Fadir, the hour cometh, clarijie thy Sonne.
WycliJ, John xvii. 1.

I come Cristis name to clarijie.

And god his Fadir me has ordand,
And for to bere witnesse. York Plays, p. 187.

2. To make clear; especially, purify from fec-

ulent matter; defecate; fine: applied particu-

larly to liquors : as, to clarify wine or saccharine

syrup. See clarification.

Another Riuer . . . whose waters were thicke and miry,

which they clarifle with allume before tliey can drink it.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 435.

3. To brighten
;
purify; make clear, in a figura-

tive sense; free from obscurities or defects;

render luminous; render Intelligent or intel-

l^ble.
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The Christian religion is the only means ... to set

fallen man upon his legs again, to clarify his reason, and
rectify his will. South, Sermons.

John [Stuart] Mill would occasionally throw in an idea
to clarify an involved theory or shed light on a profound
abysmal one. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 81.

History is clarified experience.
Lowell, Address at Chelsea, Mass., Dec, 1885.

II. intrans. 1. To grow or become clear or
free from feculent matter; become pure, as li-

quors: as, cider clarifies by fermentation.— 2.

To become clear intellectually; grow clear or
perspicuous.

His wits and understanding do clarify and break up in

the communicating and discoursing with another.
Bacon, Friendship.

Much of the history of Shelley's mind lies ... in the
gradual clarifying of his zeals and enthusiasms, until at

their best they became, not Are without light, but pure
and luminous ardours. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 160.

clarigatet (klar'i-gat), V. i. [< L. clarigatus, pp.
of clarigare, declare war with certain religious

ceremonies, < clarus, clear, -I- agere, do, make

:

see clear, a., and act, n.] To proclaim war
against an enemy with certain religious cere-

monies. See clarigation. Holland. [Rare.]

clarigation (klar-i-ga'shon), n. [< L. clariga-

tio(n-), <. clarigare : see clarigatc.] Among the

ancient Romans, a solemn and ceremonious re-

cital of injuries and grievances received from
another people, made within the enemy's terri-

tory, as a preliminary to the declaration of war,

by the pater patratus, one of the fetial priests.

clariid (klar'i-id), n. A fish of the family Cla-

riidd'.

Clariidse (kla-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Glorias

+ -id(e.] A family of nematognathous fishes,

typified by the genus Glorias. They have an eel-

like body with extremely long dorsal and anal fins, the
head mailed above, the body naked, 8 barbels, and a pe-
culiar accessory gill received in a special cavity. There
are over 30 species, some of which attain a length of C
feet. They inhabit parts of Africa and western and south-
em Asia. The family is divided into Clariirue and Iletero-

branchince.

Clariina (klar-i-i'na), n. pi. [NL., < Glorias

+ -ina^.] In Gunth'er's system of classification

of fishes, a group of Siluridw homalopterw,
having the gill-membranes not confluent with
the skin of the isthmus, and the dorsal fin tmi-

formly composed of feeble rays, or with its

posterior portion modified into an adipose fin

:

same as the family Clariidw.

Clarilnse (klar-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Glorias +
-in<B.] A subfamily of Glariidce, containing the
typical forms with one long-rayed dorsal fin.

About 25 species are known.
clarln (kla-ren'), n. [Sp., a clarion, trumpet:
see clarino.] A musical instrument: same as
ococotl (which see).

clarin6 (kla-re-na'), a. [F. (= Sp. clarinado in

same sense), < clarine, a small bell (so called

from its clear sound), < L. clarus, > F. claire =
E. clear, a., q. v.] In her,, having a collar of

bells : as, a cow claritiS azure (that is, having a
collar of bells in blue). Berry.

clarinet (klar'i-net or klar-i-net'), n. [Also
clarionet (resting on clarion) ; = D. Dan. klari-

net = G. clarinet = Sw. klarinett, < F. clarinette,

< It. clarinetto (= Sp. clarinete = Pg. clarineta),

dim. of clarino : see clarino.] A musical wind-
instrument consisting of a mouthpiece contain-

Clarinet, with mouthpiece on a
larger scale.

ing a single beating reed, a cylindrical tube with
18 holes (9 to he closed hy the fingers and 9 by
keys), and a bell or flaring mouth, its tone is

full, mellow, and expressive, blending well with both brass

and stringed instruments. Its compass is about 3J octaves,

beginning just above tenor C, and including all the semi-

tones. Several varieties are in use, differing in pitch and
in their adaptability to extreme keys, as the clarinet,

the Jh clarinet, the Eb clarinet, etc. Other varieties are

the alto clarinet, the basset-horn, and the bass clarinet,

which together constitute the clarinet family of instru-

ments. The clarinet is a modification of the medieval
shawm, and became a recognized orchestral instrument
about 1775 ; it is now in constant use in all orchestras and
in most military bands. Its construction was decidedly
improved in 1843.— Bass clarinet, a large clarinet pitcli-

ed an octave lower than the ordinary clarinet.

clarinet-stop (klar'i-net-stop), n. See Icritmm-

liorn.

clarinettist (klar-i-net'ist), n. [< F. clarinet-

tistc, < clarinette: see clarinet and -ist.] One
skilled in playing the clarinet.

clarino (kla-re'no), n. [It., also chiarino, = Sp.

clarin = Pg. clarim, < ML. as if "clarinus, < L.

Clarkia

chants, clear : see cfear, a. Ct. clarion.] Same
as clarion.

clarion (klar'i-on), n. [< ME. clarioun, < OF.
clarion, F. claifon, < ML. clario{n-), a trumpet
(also clarasius ; cf. clarino), so called from its

clear soimd, <L. c/ar«s, clear: seeclear,a.] 1.

A small high-pitched trumpet. [Now chiefly

poetical.]

Pypes, trompes, nakeres, and clariouneg,
That in the bataille blowe bloody sownes.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1653.

Sound, sound the clarion, fill the fife !

To all the sensual world proclaim.
One crowded hour of glorious life

Is worth an age witliout a name.
Scott, Old Mortality, xxxlv.

2. Hence, any soimd resembling that of a clari-

on; any instrimient which utters sounds like

those of a clarion.

And his this drum, whose hoarse, heroic bass
Drowns the loud clarion of the braying ass.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 234.

The cock's shrill clarion, or the echoing honi,
?*o more shall rouse them from their lowly bed.

Gray, Elegy.

3. An organ-stop having pipes with reeds,

which give a bright, piercing tone, usually an
octave above the key struck.— 4. In her., a
bearing common in very early English her-
aldry, and occasionally used on the continent,
supposed to represent a musical wind-instru-
ment. It is also called a rest, and because so called sup-
posed by some to represent the rest of the lance ; but it

is certain that it occurs in English heraldry before the
adoption of the lance-rest in armor. J. It. PlancM, in

Jour. Archseol. Assoc, IV. Also called clarichord.

clarionert, n. [ME. clarionere, clarener, clar-

enere; < clarion + -er^.] A trumpeter.

Clariowre or clarenere [var.clarionere], liticen.bellicrepa.

Projnpt. Parv., p. 80.

clarionet (klar''i-o-net'), n. See clarinet.

clarioningt (klar'i-o-ning), n. [ME. clarion-

yngc; < clarion + -ing^.] Tnrmpeting.

In feight and blodeshedynge
Ys used gladly clarionynqe.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1242.

clarisonous (kla-ris'o-nus), o. [< L. clariso-

nus, having a clear sound, < clarus, clear, +
sonus, a sound: see clear, a., and sound^.] Hav-
ing a clear sound. Ash. [Rare.]

Clarisse (kla-res'), n. [F.] One of an order of
Franciscan nuns, also called Poor Glares, found-
ed in 1212 by St. Clare under the direction of

St. Francis, who gave them their rule in 1224,

requiring absolute poverty and dependence up-
on alms. In 1264 this order was divided into two branch-
es, the one, called ITrbanists, following the mitigated rule

approved by Urban IV., the other following tlie original

rule. The name Clari^ses or Clarissines was retained as a
distinctive title by the latter.

clarissimot (kla-re'si-mo), n. [Sp., now cla-

risimo, < L. clarissimus, superl. of clarus (> Sp.
claro), clear, bright, illustrious : see clear, a.]

A magnifico ; a grandee.

Enter Volpone, Mosca. The first in the habit of a Comman-
dadore ; the other of a Clarissimo.

Vol. 'Fore heaven, a brave clarissimo ; thou becom'st it I

Pity thou wert not born one. J5. Jonson, Volpone, v. 3.

Clarissine (klar-i-sen')) n. [As Clarisse +
-»«el.] A member of the order of Clarisses.

clarite (klar'it), «. [< Clara (see def.) + -ite'^.]

A sulphid of arsenic and copper closely allied

to enargite, from the Clara mine, near Schap-
bach, in Baden.
claritude (klar'i-tud), n. [< L. claritudo, <

clarus, clear: see clear, a.] Clearness; splen-

dor.

Those darittules which gild the skies.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, vii. 57.

clarity (klar'i-ti), n. [< ME. clarite, claretee,

also clerete, cleerte, clerte, k OF. clerte, clartet, F.
clarte = Pr. elaritat = Sp. claridad = Pg. clari-

dade = It. chiaritd, < L. clarita{t-)s, clearness,

< clarus, clear: see clear, i.] Clearness; bright-

ness; splendor. [Obsolete or archaic]

There cam doun a Sterre, and saf Lighte and served him
with claretee. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 86.

There is a story told of a very religious person, whose
spirit in the ecstasy of devotion was transported to the
clarUy of a vision. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 62.

Floods in whose more than crystal clarity

Innumerable virgin graces grow.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, xxi. 44.

They were the ferment of the heated fancy, and, though
murky and unsettled, to be followed by clarity, sweetness,

and strength. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 392.

clarkt, "• An obsolete spelling of clerV, still

used as a proper name, Glarl; Clarke.

Clarkia (klar'ki-a), «. [NL. ; named for Capt.
William C/orA-e, "who with Capt. Meriwether
Lewis conducted the first U. S. government



Clarkia

exploring expedition across the continent in

1804-6.] A small gonus of herbaceous annual
plants, natural order Onagraceie, natives of the

United States west of the Rocky Mountains.
They have showy purplish flowers, and two
species, C. pulchcUa and C. elegans, are common
in cultivation.

claro-obscnro (kia ' ro - ob - sko ' ro), ». [Olt.]

.Same as cliiuroscuro.

clart (klart), r. t. [E. dial, and Sc, also clort

;

origin unknown.] To daub, smear, or spread;
dirty,

clart (klart), )i. i< clart, vJ] 1. A daub: as,

a clart of grease.— 2. pi. Tenacious miro or

mud. [Scotch.]

clarty (klar'ti), a. lAlso clorty ; < clart + -yl.

Cf. claiti/.} Miry; muddy; sticky and foul;

very dirty. [Scotch.]

Searching aukl wives' barrels,

Och, hun ! the day !

That clarty barm should stain my laurels.

Burns, On being Appointed to the Excise.

clary^t, «• [< ME. clary, claric, clarey, clarry,

clarre, < OF. dare, < ML. claratum (also clare-

tiiin), clary, lit. 'cleared' or 'clarified' wine,
prop. neut. (sc. viituni, wine) of L. claratiis, pp.
of clarare, clear, clarify: see clear, v. Different

from claret, with which it has been confused

:

see claret.'i Wine mixed with honey and spices,

and afterward strained until it is clear.

A clarri maad of a certeyn wyn,
With nercotylies and opye of Thebes fyn.

Chaucer, Knight s Tale (ed. Jlorrs), L 613.

No man yit in the morter spices grond
To clarre. Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 16.

Clary2 (kla'ri), n. [For *sclary, < F. sclaree or
ML. sclarca, searlea, etc. ; cf . D. scharlei, scherlei

= MHG. scharleie, G. scharlei = It. schiarea =
Pg. esclarea ; origin unknown.] A plant of the
genus Salvia or sage, Salvia Sclarea. The name
was resolved by the apothecaries into clear-eye, translated
Oculus-Ckrigti, Godes-cic, and gee-bright, and the plant
acconlingly used in eye-salves.

—

Wild clary, (a) Salvia
Verbetutca, a common European species. (6) In the West
Indies. Il^liotropiuia Indicum.

clary*t, i". i. [Appar. based on L. clarus, clear,

shrill: see clarion, clear, a.] To make a loud
or shrill noise.

The crane that goeth bcfor«, II aught to be avoyded, gives
warning thereof by claryinff.

A. Goldinff, tr. of .Soliuus, xiv.

clary-water (kla'ri-w&'tfer), n. A composition
of brandy, sugar, clary-flowers, and cinnamon,
with a little ambergris, formerly much used as
an aid to digestion.

clase (klaz), n. pi. A variant spelling of Scotch
claes.

clash (klash), V. [= D. fdetsen, splash, clash, =
G. klatbchen, dial, kletscheii, = Dan. klaske =
Sw. klatscha, clash, knock about; cf. MD. D.
klets, G. klatsch, iuterj.; Dan. klask=8w. klatsch,

a clash. Appar. an imitative variant of clack;
cf . crash, crack, and hash, hack. See clish-clash.^

1. intrans. 1. To make a loud harsh noise, as
from a violent or sudden blow or collision.

Cla»h, ye bells, in the merrj' Marcli air 1

Tennyson, \VeIcome to Alexandra.

The music beat and rang and clothed in the air.

a. W. Curtis, Int. to Cecil Dreeme.

2. To dash against an object with a loud noise

;

come into violent and resounding collision;
strike furiously.

The true Reason of it [the ebbing and flowing of the sea] is

nothing else but the dashimj of the Waters of two mighty
Seas crossing each other. Stillingjteet, Sermons, III. x.

And thrice
They eUuh'd together, and thrice they brake their spears.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3. Figuratively, to act with opposing power or
in a contrary direction; como into collision;
contradict ; interfere : as, their opinions and
their interests clash.

Neither was there any queen-mother who might clash
with his counsellors for authority. Bacon, Henry V'll.

Other existences there are, that clash with ours.
.V. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

4. To talk; gossip idly; tattle; tell tales.
Burns. [Scotch.]

II. trans. To bang ; strike, or strike against,
w^ith a resounding collision ; strike sharply to-
gether.

Then Tliisbe . . . clasht the dore.
Lisle, Hellodorus (183S).

The nodding statue clash'd his arms.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 370.

Above all, the triumphant palm trees clashed their me-
lodious branches like a chorus with cymbals.

C. W. Stoddard, South-Sea Idyll, p. 7.

Let us clash our minds together, and see if some sparks
do not spring forth.

J. £. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xylll.
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clash (klash), n. [< clash, i'.] 1. A shai-p or
harsh noise made by a blow, as upon a metallic
surface ; a sound produced by the violent col-

lision of hard bodies ; a striking together with
noise ; noisy collision.

The clash of arms and voice of men we hear.
Sir J. Denhani, .Eneid, ii.

Here he was interrupted by something which fell with
a heavy clash on the street before us. Scott.

How oft the hind has started at the clash
Of spears, and yell of meeting armies here.

Bryant, To the .\pennine8.

2. Figuratively, opposition ; collision ; contra-
diction, as between differing or conflicting in-

terests, views, purposes, etc.

The claslies between popes and kings.
Denham, Progress of Learning.

3. Tittle-tattle; scandal ; idle talk. [Scotch.]

Some rhyme to court the country clash. Burns.

4. A quantity of any moist substance thrown
at something ; a splash. [Scotch.]

clashing (klash'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clash,

r.~\ The action of the verb clash, in any sense;
specifically, opposition ; contention ; dispute.

There is high clashino again betwixt my Lord Duke and
the Earl of Bristol ; they recriminate one anotlier of divers
Things. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 20.

dashingly (klash'ing-li), adv. With clashing.

clasp (klasp), r. [< ME. claspen, rarely clospen,

also clapscn (cf. LG. umklaspcrn), grasp firmly,

prob. extended from clajA, strike suddenly ; but
cf. clamp^ and elip^, embrace.] I. trans. 1. To
catch and hold by twining or embracing; sur-
roimd and cling to, as a vine to a tree; em-
brace closely; inclose or encompass, as with
the arms, hands, or fingers

;
grasp.

Then creeping, clasp'd the hero's knees and prayed.
Dryden, .Eneid, x.

He seelta to clasp
nia daughter's cold, damp hand in his.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

2. To shut or fasten together with or as with
a clasp.

His botes elapsed [var. elapgud, etc., clasped, clospede]
fayre and fetisly. Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. , L 273.

Sermons are the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and do
open the .Scriptures, which being but read, remain in com-
parison still clasped. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 22.

H. intrans. To cUng. [Rare.]
My father, . . .

. , . clasping to the mast, endur'd a sea
That almost burst the deck. Shak., Pericles, iv. 1.

clasp (klasp), «. [< ME. clasp, clespe (= LG.
klaspe, klasper); from tho verb.] 1. A catch
or hook used to hold together two things, or
two parts of the same thing.

Ant the l>ody hongeth at the galewes faste.
With yrnene [iron) claspes longe to laste.

Execution of Sir Simon Fraser (Child's Ballads, V^I. 282).

Specifically— (a) A broad, fiat hook or catch used to hold
together the covers of a book.

That book in many'a eyes doth share the glory.
That in gold clasps locks in the golden story.

Shak., R. and J., i. 3.

(6) A hook used to hold together two parts of a garment,
or serve as an ornament : as, a cloak-c/ojf/^. ,See agraffe,
brooch^, fennail. (r) A small piece of tin or other metal
passed through or aroiuid two objects, and bent over to
fasten them together, (d) In spinning, an arrangement
consisting of two horizontal l>eams, the upper pressed
upon the lower one, or lifted for drawing out the thread.

2. A clinging or grasping, especially of the
arms or hands ; a close embrace.

A central warmth diffusing bliss

In glance and smile, and clasp and kiss.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxiv.

3. In en torn. , the claspers at the end of the male
abdomen, designed for retaining the female.
clasper (kias'pfer), n. One who or that which
clasps. Specitlcally— (a) In hot., the tendril of a vine
or other plant which twines round something for support.
(6) In zinjl,, any special organ Ijy which one sex cla-sps and
retains the other in copulation, as in many insects, crusta-
ceans, fishes, etc. The claspers are usually modified linil^,

or appendages of limits, but are sometimes other special
parts, as terminal alfdominal appendages of insects.

The ventral fins [of selachians] are always placed near
the anus, and, in the male, bear peculiar grooved carti-
laginous appendages, which are the accessory copulatory
organs {claspers), Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 1.^8.

claspered (klis'p6rd), a. [< clasper + -etP.]

Fnrnislicd with claspers or tendrils.

clasp-hook (klasp'hdk), n. A pair of hooks
provided with a slip-ring which, when in posi-
tion, holds them together.

clasp-knife (klasp 'nif), «. 1. A knife with
one or more blades which fold into the handle.
Clasp-knives of bronze have l)een found among Etruscan
remains ; they have been found in Rome with iconic han-
dles of bone and other materials, and iron blades. Dur-
ing the middle ages they were probably superseded by the
sheath-knife worn in the l>elt, and were not commonly in
use again until the seventeenth century.

class

2. In a narrower sense, a large knife with one
blade which folds into the handle and may be
locked when open by a catch on the back.
clasp-lock (klasp'lok), n. A lock which is
closed or secured by means of a spring; spe-
cifically, a device for locking together the cov-
ers of a book or an album.

clasp-nail (klasp'nal), 11. A nail having a head
with pointed spurs that sink into the wood.
class (klas), n. [= D. klas, klassc = G. classe
= Dan. Masse = Sw. Mass, < F. classe = Sp.
clase = Pg. It. classe, < L. classis, a class or di-
vision of the people, assembly of people, the
whole body of citizens called to arms, the army,
the fleet, later a class or division in general,
OL. cldsis, = (perhaps <) Gr. KAyatc, a calling,
summons, name, appellation, < Kckelv = L. ca-
lare, call, proclaim: see claim^ and calends.
Hence classic, classify, etc.] 1. In anc. hist.,

one of the five divisions of the Roman citizens
made, according to their wealth, by Servius Tul-
lius, for purposes of taxation : a sixth division
comprised those whose possessions fell below
the minimum of the census. Hence— 2. .An
order or rank of persons; a number of pei-sons
having certain characteristics in common, as
equality in rank, intellectual influence, educa-
tion, property, occupation, habits of life, etc.

We are by our occupations, education, and habits of life
divided almost into ditferent species. Each of these classes
of the human race has desires, fears, and conversation, vex-
ations and merriment peculiar to itself. Johnson.

Nine tenths of the whole people belong to the laborious,
industrious, and productive classes.

D. Webster, Speech, Pittsburg, July, 1833.

The constitution of the House of Commons tended
greatly to promote the salutary intermixture of classes.
The knight of the shire was the connecting link between
the baron and the shopkeeper. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

3. Anybody of persons grouped togetherby par-
ticular circumstances or for particular reasons.
Specifically— (a) A immber of pupils in a school , or of stu-
dents in a college, of the same grade or pursuing the same
studies; especially, in American colleges, the students
collectively who are graduated, or in accordance with the
rules of the college will be graduated, in the same year.
There are four college classes, the freshman or lowest,
the sophomore, the junior, and the senior. The word was
first used in tliis sense in American colleges in the Latin
form classis, and was borrowed from the universities of
continental Europe, where it had during the sixteenth
century replaced the medieval lectio, (b) In the Meth.
Ch., one of several small companies, usually numbering
about twelve membei-s, into which each society is divided,
for more effective pastoral oversight, social meeting for
religious purposes, and the raising of money for church
worlt. It ordinarily holds a weekly session called a class-
meeting, under the charge of one of the members called
a class-leader, whose duty it is to see every member of his
class at least once a week ; to give religious instruction,
reproof, or comfoi-t, as needed ; to receive for the stewai-ds
of the church the contributions of tlie class for the sup-
port of the church ; to report to the pastor any members
needing especial attention, as the sick, backsliders, etc.

;

and to report on the condition of his class to each Quar-
terly Conference, (c) Same as classis, 2. (d) In several
European states, one of the graded divisions of primary
electors for members of the legislative body. In Prussia
the whole number of votera is divided into three classes,
so arranged that each class pays one third of the direct
tax levied. The first class is of the few wealthy, who pay
the highest taxes, to the amount of one third of the whole.
Each class chooses the same number of secondary electors,
who elect the deputies.

4. A number of objects distinguished by com-
mon characters from all others, and regarded
as a collective unit or ^oup ; a collection ca-
pable of a general definition ; a kind, a natural
class is a set of objects possessing important characters
over and above those that are necessary for distinguishing
them from others ; but the term is applied l»y naturalists
to groups which want this character, and which have not
generally retained very long, unchanged, aplace in science.
See classification.

There is not a more singular character in the world than
that of a thinking man. It is not merely having a succes-
sion of ideas wliich lightly skim over the miml that can
with "any propriety be styled by that denomination. It is

observing them separately and distinctly, and rangmg
them under their respective classes.

Melmoth, Letters of Fitzosbome.

Logicians divide propositions into certain classes.

Reid, Account of Aristotle, ii. § I.

Observing many individuals to agree in certain attri-
butes, we refer them all to one class, and give a name to
the class. Beid, Intellectual Powers, v. § 2.

(Tliis meaning came into use about the middle of the eigh-
teenth century. The phrase 'to be included w;«fcr a class'
is older than 'to be included in a cla.ss.']

5. In nat. hist., a group of plants or animals
next in' rank above the order or superorder,
and commonly formed by the union of several
orders or superorders: but it may be repre-
sented by a single species. See classification.
In zoology the class was the highest division of the ani-
mal kingdom in tlie Linnean system, when the word
first acquired its technical zoological meaning. Linmeus
arranged animals in six classes; Mammalia, Aves, Am-
phibia, Pisces, Insecta, Vermes; the next groups below



class

were the orders. In the Cuvierian system a class was the
first itivision of one of tlie four "great divisions" of the
animal kinjfdom, Vertebratat Mollusca, ArttctUata, and
Roiiiata: thus Cuviers four classes of Vertebrata were
Mamnuilia, Aves, ReptUia, and Pieces. There are now
rec<^nized seven or eight subkingdoms or phyla of anl-

mals, divided into about Hiirty-rtve i-lasses (see animal
kinffdomy under animal) ; the class being the division usu-
ally recogiuzed next below the phylum or subkingdom,
though some naturalists introduce a superclasit, or division
between tlie phylum and the class, as Ichthifopmla for

the classes Pisces and Amphibia, or Sauropsida for the
classes Avea and Reptilia. The class is always superior
to the superonier, order, or suborder, and inferior to the
kingdom, subkingdom, or phylum. In botany, likewise,

the class is the next principal grade of divisions above the
order, and in tht; Linnean system was the highest grade.
The subclass, division, and cohort or alliance are, however,
often variously intercalated as subordinate groupings be-

tween the class and the order. The phaenogamic series or
subkingdom of plants includes the three classes of tjym-

nospenns (often united with the next), dicotyledons, and
monocotyh-dons. The cryptc^amic series has been ordi-

narily divided into the two classes of acrogens and thai-

logens; by recent authorities the number has been in-

creaseii by three or four or more.

6. In geom*, the degree of a locus of planes; a
division of algebraical loci bearing an ordinal
number showing how many planes there are

incident to the locus and passing through each
line of space, in the ease of a plane locus, this is the
number of lines in the plane incident to tlie locus and pass-

ing through each point in the plane. The ordinal number
of the class of an algebraical surface is the number of tan-
gent planes totlie surface through each line of space. The
class of an algebraical curve of double curvature is the
number of osculating planes through each point of space

;

also, the class of a cone on which the curve lies. The
class of an algel)raical plane curve is the number of tan-

gents through each point of the plane. The class of a
congruence is the number of lines of the congruence pass-
ing through each point of space. The class of a complex
is the class of the cone of lines of the complex passing
through each point of space. The class of a cone is the
class of a plane curve lying in it.— Class CUp, a silver cup
presented by a college class to the first boy born to a
member of the class after gi-aduation. [U. S.J— Class of
a manifold. See manifold.

class (klas), V. [= F. classeVf etc.; from the
noun. Ct. classify.'] 1, traits, 1. To arrange in

a class or classes ; rank together; regard as con-
stituting a class ; refer to a class or group ; clas-

sify; range.
We are all ranked and classed by Him who seeth into

every heart. Dr. Blair.

Is consciousness an abstraction? Is anything further
off from abstractions, or more impossible to be classed
with them? Busknell, Nature and the Supemat., ii.

To class rightly— to put in the same group things which
are of essenti^ly the same natures, and in other groups
things of natures essentially different— is the fundamen-
tal condition to right guidance of actions.

//. Spencer^ Man vs. State, p. 5.

2. To place in ranks or divisions, as students
that are pursuing the same studies ; form into

a class or classes, as in an educational institu-

tion. =syn. 1. Class, Classify; arrange, distribute, dis-

pose. Ciass is the older and less precise word ; it is

applied to pereons more often than classify. Classify is

used in science rather than class, as being more exact.

H. intrans. To be arranged or classed.
[Rare.]

claclassable (klas'a-bl), a. [< class + -ahle. Also
less prop, classible, < class + •dble,'] Capable
of being classed.

Eacli of these [doings of individuals] is approved or dis-

approved on the assumption that it is definitely classable

as good or bad. II. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 100.

class-day (klas'da), n. In American colleges,

a day during the commencement season de-
voted chiefly to exercises conducted by mem-
bers of the graduating class, including orations,

poems, etc.

classes, ?^ Plural of classis and of class.

class-fellow (klas'feFo), n. One of the same
class at school or college ; a classmate. .

classible (klas'i-bl), a. See classable.

classic (klas'ik), a. and «. [= D. klassiek (cf.

G. classisch = Dan. Sw. Massisk) =z F. classique

= Sp. cldsico = Pg. It. classicOf < L. classicuSj

relating to the classes or census divisions into
which the Roman people were anciently di-

vided, and in particular pertaining to the first

or highest class, who were often spoken of as
classici (hence the use of the word to note writ-
ers of the first rank) ; also, belonging to the fleet

{classici, the marines : see classical'^)^ < classiSy a
class (also a fleet) : see class, w.] I, a. 1. Belong-
ing to or associated with the first or highest class,

especially inliterature ; accepted as of the high-
est rank ; serving as a standard, model, or guide.

Sheridan ! if aught can move thy pen,
Let comedy assume her throne again ; . . .

Give as thy last memorial to the age
One classic drama, and reform the stage.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

2. Pertaining to or having the characteristics of

ancient Greece or Rome, especially of their lit-

erature and art ; specifically; relating to places
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associated with the ancient Greek and Latin
writers.

With them the genius of classick leai;ning dwelleth,and
from them it is derived. Felton^ Heading the Clasalcks.

Poetic fields encompass me around,
And still I seem to tread on classic ground,

Addison, Letter from Italy.

Hence— 3. Relating to localities associated
with great modern authors, or with great his-

torical events: as, classic Stratford; classic

Hastings.— 4. In accordance with the canons
of Greek and Roman art : as, a classic profile.— 5. Same as classical, 5.

To force our consciences that Chiist set free.

And ride us with a classic hierarchy.
Milton^ New Forces of Conscience.

Classic orders, in arch., the Grecian Doric, Ionic, and
Corinthian orders, and the Koman Tuscan, Doric, Ionic,
Corinthian, and Composite orders.

II, n. \. Anauthor of the first rank; a writer
whose style is pure and correct, and whose
works serve as a standard or model

;
primarily

and specifically, a Greek or Roman author of
this character, but also a writer of like char-
acter in any nation.

But, high above, more solid learning shone,
The classics of an age that heard of none.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 148.

It at once raised him to the rank of a legitimate English
classic. Macaulay.

2, A literary production of the first class or
rank; specifically, in the plural, the literature

of ancient Greece and Rome.
Under the tuition of Mr. Reynolds he was for some time

instructed in the classics. Malone, Sir J. Reynolds.

A classic is properly a book which maintains itself by
virtue of that happy coalescence of matter and style, that
innate and requisite sympathy between the thought that
gives life and the form that consents to every mood of
grace and dignity, . . . and which is something neither
ancient nor modern, always new and incapable of grow-
ing old. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 126.

The present practice of making the classics of a lan-
guage the vehicle of elementary gi'ammatical instruction
cannot be too strongly condemned. When the classics of
a language are ground into children who are incapable
of appreciating them, the result is often to create a per-
manent disgust for literature generally.

//. Stveet, Spelling Reform (1885), p. 13.

3. One versed in the classics Chinese classics,
the sacred books of the Chinese. See ki)i;/'-^.

classical^ (klas'i-kal), fl. [< classic + -al ; =1).
klassikaaL"] 1. Belonging to or associated with
the first or highest class in literattire, especially
in literary style, (a) Primarily and specifically, relat-

ing to Greek and Roman authors and orators of the first

rank or highest estimation.

He [Sheridan] brought away from school a very slender
provision of classical lesLrning. Brougham, Sheridan.

The chief end of classical studies was perhaps as often
reached then [time of JosiahQuincy] as now, in giving a
young man a love for something apart from and above the
more vulgar associations of life.

Lowell, Study "Windows, p. 103.

(6) Pertaining to writers of the first rank among the mod-
erns; constituting the best model or authority as a com-
position or an author.

Mr. Greaves, who may be justly reckoned a classical au-
thor on this subject. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

Hence— 2. In general, of the first rank, or con-
stituting a model, in its kind ; having in a high
degree the qualities which constitute excellence
initskind: as, b^ classicalwork of &Tt.— 3, Same
&sclassic, 2and3.— 4. (a) Pertaining to a class;

of the taxonomic rank or grade of a class.

Unwilling to give similar c^asirtca/ characters to both of
his primary divisions, Ca;salpinus has pjissed over what
at first is most striking in the form of trees.

Rees, Cyc, Classification.

(b) Belonging to classification ; classificatory.

Mr. Hammond's Preface to the American issue of Mr.
Sandars's well-known edition of the "Institutes of Justin-
ian " contains much the best defence I have seen of the
classical distribution of law.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 365.

5. In some Reformed churches, relating to or
of the nature of a classis or class. See classis, 2.

And what doth make a classical eldership to be a pres-
bytery ? Goodwin, Work^, IV. 114.

classical^t, «. [< L. classicusj belonging to a
fleet (< c?a55i^f, afleet, aclass: see class, ?(., and
cktfisic), + -al.] Belonging or pertaining to a
fleet. [Rare.]

Certaine fragments concerning the beginnings, antiqui-
ties, and grouth of the classical and warre-like shipping of
this Island [England]. Ilakluyt's Voyages, To the Reader.

Classicalism (klas'i-kal-izm), «. [< classical +
-ism.] 1. A classic idiom or style ; classicism.
— 2. In art, attempted adherence to the rules
of Greek or Roman art; imitation of classic art.

We shall find in it [Renaissance architecture] partly the
root, partly the expression, of certain dominant evils of

modern times— over-sophistication and ignorant classical-

ism. Buskin.

classificator

3. Knowledge of the classics and of what re-
lates to them.
Except in his [Swinburne's] first poem, Atalanta, we may

think his classicalism is in many respects gravely at fault.
II. A*. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 51.

classicalist (klas'i-kal-ist), n, [< classical +
-ist.] 1. One versed' in the knowledge of the
classics ; a classicist.— 2. In art, one who seeks
to adhere to the canons of Greek or Roman art.

Ruskin,
classicality (klas-i-kal'i-ti), n, [< classical +
-itij.] The quality of being classical. Also
classicalness.

classically (klas'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In the man-
ner of a classic ; according to the manner of
classic authors.
Milton found again the long-lost secret of being classi-

cally elegant without being pedantically cold.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 387.

2. According to a regular order of classes or
sets.

It would be impossible to bear all its specific details in
the memory if they were not classically arTHXiged. R. Ker.

classicalness (klas'i-kal-nes), n, [< classical

+ -7iess.] Same as classicality,

classicism (klas'i-sizm), n. [< classic + -ism ;

= F. classicisme = It. classicisyno.] 1 . An idiom
or the style of the classics.— 2. The adoption or
imitation of what is classical or classic in style.

The first [kind of verse] was that of an art-school, tak-
ing its models from old English poetry, and from the deli-

cate classicism of Landor and Keats.
Stedvmn, Vict. Poets, p. 4,

classicist (klas'i-sist), n, [< classic + -ist,]

1. One versed in the classics.

Heyne, the great German classicist, shelled the peas for
his dinner with one hand, while he annotated TibuUua
with the other.

W. Matthews, Getting on in the World, p. 229.

2. One who is in favor of making a study of the
classics the foundation of education.

classicize (klas'i-siz), v. t: pret. and pp. classi-

cized, ppr. classicizing, [< classic + -ize.] To
render classic.

It [H6tel de Rambouillet] had no doubt a very consider-
able influence in bringing about the classicizing of French
during the 17th century. Encyc. Brit, XX. 265.

classifiable (klas'i-fi-a-hl), a. [< classify +
-able.] Capable of being classified.

These changes are classifiable as the original sensations
are. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. 295.

classific (kla-sif'ik), a. [< L. classis, a class (see
class, 71.), + -ficus, making, < facere, make.] 1.

Distinguishing a class or classes : as, a elassijic

mark. [Rare!]— 2. Relating to classification;

classificatory; taxonomic.
The elassijic value of such features as the color of the

skin, the color and character of the hair and eyes, the
shape of the nose and lips. Science, VI. 526.

3. Making, constituting, or lying at the foun-
dation of classification, or of a system of classi-

fication.

All curators of anthropological museums must recognize
the following elassijic concepts : material, race, geograph-
ical areas, social oi^anizations, environment, structure and
function, and evolution or elaboration. Science, IX. 534.

classification (klas*i-fi-ka'shon), n. [= G. clas-

sification = D. klassifikatie = Dan. klassifika-

tion — F. classification = Sp. clasificadon = Pg.
classifica^clo = It. classificaziane, < NL. classifi-

catiolti-), < classificare, classify: see classify.]

The act of forming a class or of dividing into
classes ; the act of grouping together those be-
ings or things which have certain characters in
common; distribution into sets, sorts, or ranks;
taxonomy, in natural history classification has been
made on two principles, distinguished as the natxiral and
the artijicial : the former aiming to arrange all known
plants or animals according to their resemblances, and
degrees of resemblance, in the whole plan of their struc-
ture ; the latter arranging them by some one or more points
of resemblance or difference, as may be most convenient
and easy, and without regard to other considerations. The
widest divisions in zoology are called subkingdoms ; sub-
kingdoms are divided into phyla or classes, classes into
orders, orders into families, families into genera, genera
into species, and species into varieties. There are also

intennediate divisions, as subclass, superorder, suborder,
subfamily, etc. In botany the same divisions are used as

in zoology, except that orders and families ai-e identical,

and the term phylum is not used. Sec animal kii}gdom,
under ani'mrtZ, and class, 5.— Cross-classification, a clas-

sification in which tlie different classes arc .eubdividtd upon
a common differentiating principle, so that tliey are not
subordinated to one another. Thus, the division of the
population into native and foreign, male and female, is a
cross-classification. Such are the classifications of chem-
istry, geometry, logic, etc. Cross-classification violates

a canon of Aristotelian logic— Hierarchical classifica-
tion, a classification in which the suluiivisions of dirterent
chusses are difftrent, as was required by Aristotle. Such
are tlie usual classiflcatiuns of botany and zoology.— Quin-
ary or qulnarlan classification. See quinary.

classificator (klas'i-fi-ka-tor), n. [NL. Cf. Sp.
clasificador.] A classifier.



classificatory

classificatory (klas'i-fi-ka-to-ri), a. [< classify :

see -fy and -atory.'} Relating to or of the na-
ture of tlassifieation; concerned with classify-

ing; classifie ; taxonomic.

The clansijicatory sciences.
Whewell, Hist. Sclentiflc Ideas, viii.

Like the sciences of zoology and botany, the science of

philology is pre-eminently a clasgificatory science, using
the method of comparison as its chief implement of in-

ductive research. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 4-13.

Classificatory relationship or kinship, the confusion
under tlie .same gt^iieral view and name otall members of
the tribe belonging to tlie same generation. Morgan.

Father Lafltan, whose "Mceurs des .Sauvages Am^ri-
quains" was published in 1724, carefully describes among
the Iroquois and .Hurons the system of kinship to wliicli

Morgan has since given the name of dasffijicatory, where
the mother's sisters are reckoned as mothers, and so on.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXVI. 163.

classifier (klas'i-fl-er), n. 1 . One who classifies

;

one who constructs or applies a system of clas-

sification; a taxonomist.
The claggifiers of this period were chiefly Fructists and

CoroUists. Rees^ O'c, Classification.

2. A figtrre, mark, or symbol used in classify-

ing.— 3. In the Chinese spoken language, one
of a number of words that serve to point out
which one of several things called by the same
name (though differently written) is intended.
Also called numeratives, because of their fre-

quent u.se after numerals,
classify (klas'i-fi), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. classified,

ppr. classifying, [= F. classifier = Sp. clasificar

= Pg. classificar= It. classificare (cf. D. klassi-

fieeren — G. classificiren = Dan. klassificere), <

NL. classificare, classify (cf. classifie), < L. chas-

sis, a class, + facere, make : see class, n., and
-/^•] To arrange in a class or classes ; arrange
or group in sets, sorts, or ranks according to

some method foimded on common characteris-
tics in the objects so arranged.

Speaking strictly, we form a class when we bring to-

gether a collection of Individuals held in union by the
bond of one or more points of community, and when we
take care that nothing that is destitute of the point or
points of community is admitted into the class; we clan-

si/y when we arrange classes tlui.s constructed on the prin-
ciple of liigher and lower, wider and narrower.

W. L. Daviilmn, Mind, XII. 234.

The former [the Linnean system] is an attempt at clmtti-

fying plants accorditig to their agreement in some single
characters. Brandt and Cox.

Can he clasgi/y the currents of his soul ?

Bushnell, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 44.

= Syn. See clasK, v. t.

classis (klas ' is), n. ; pi. classes (-ez). [< L.
classis: see class, «.] 1. Class; order; sort;
specifically, in zool., a group or division of the
taxonomic rank of a class. [Rare.]
Yet there is unquestionably a very large Classis of crea-

tures in the earth farre above the condition of elemen-
tarity. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err. (ed. 164C), ii. 1.

2. An ecclesiastical judicatory ; specifically, in
the Reformed (Dutch and French) churches, a
judicatory corresponding to a presbytery in the
Presbyterian Church. Also class.

Classes and synrHls may advise, but overrule they can-
not. Bp. Hall.

The meeting of the elders over many congregations that
they call the classis. Goodwin, Works, IV. 114.

3t. A class in a university, college, or school.

The gencrall houres appointed for all the students, and
the speciall honres for their own classis.

A'ew England's First Fruits.

class-leader (kl&s'le'dfer), n. The leader of a
clas.s in a Methodist church. See class, «., 3 (b).

classman (klas'raan), «.; pi. classmen (-men).
1. In the English universities, a candidate for
graduation in arts who has passed an exami-
nation of special severity in one of the depart-
ments in which honors are confeiTed, and who
is placed according to merit in one of several
classes. At Oxforrl successful candidates are classed in
both the public examinations, in the first in three classes,
In the second (or final examination) in four classes. At
Cambritige only graduates are classed, and they are di-
vided into three classes. See tripos.

2. A member of a class in a college: used
especially in compounds: as, upper-c/a«»»i<!»,
\oweT-ctassman. See class, n., 3 (a).

classmate (kl&s'mat), n. One of the same class
at scliodl or college; a class-fellow.

class-shooting (klas'sho'ting), n. A mode of
target-shooting in which the competitors are di-
vided into classes according to their scores, and
the prizes are awarded to the best in each class.

clastic (klas'tik), a. [< Gr. K/Mrrrdc, broken (<
K/Mv, break). + -ic : = F. clastique = Sp. clds-
ticn.'i 1. Relating to what may be taken to
pieces.— 2. Breaking up into fragments or sep-
arate portions ; divitliug into parts; causing or
undergoing disruption or dissolution : as, clastic
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action; the clastic pole of an ovnm; a clastic

cell.— 3. In geoJ., fragmental: as, clastic rocks;
clastic structure— Clastic anatomy. See anatomy.

clatl (klat), H. [A dial. var. of clotK Cf. MLG.
klatte, a shred; klatwuJlc, coarse wool.] 1. A
clot; a clod.— 2. Cow-dung.

clat^ (klat), V. t.; pret. and pp. clatted, ppr.
clattiiig. [< clat^, n.; a dial, form of clot^, i'.]

1. To break clods in (a field).— 2. To spread
dung over (a field).— 3. To cut off the dirty
locks of wool of (sheep). [Prov. Eng. in all

senses.]

clat^ (klat), r. i.
;
pret. and pp. clatted, ppr.

clotting. [Cf. clatter and clash^.'] To tattle.

[Prov. Eng.]
clat^, V. and n. See claut.

clatch^ (klaeh), v. and n. A dialectal form of
clutch.

clatch^ (klach), V. t. [Sc, appar. < Norw. klek-

sa= Icel. klessa, clot, daub, smear. Cf . G. kleck-

sen, daub : see clack, «•.] 1 . To close up with any
adhesive substance.— 2. To daub with lime.

clatch'-^ (klach), «. [iclatclfijV.'] 1. Anything
thrown for the purpose of daubing. [Scotch.]— 2. Mire raked together into heaps on streets
or roadsides.

clatch^ (klach), V. t. [So., also skUitch. Cf.

clatch'^.'i To finish (a piece of work) in a care-
less and hurried way; botch.

clatcll^ (klach), n. [< clatch^, p.] A piece of
work done in a careless way; a botch.

clatcll* (klaeh), n. [Appar. an accom. of ca-
la.ih, q. v.] A carriage somewhat similar to a
gig or chaise.

That Carlyle and she [Mrs. C.J might drive about as with
the old clatch at Craigenputtock. Froude, Carlyle, I. 143.

elate (klat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. elated, ppr. elat-

ing. [A var. of ctat^, v.] To daub.
clathing (klath'ing), n. A dialectal form of
clothing. Grose.

clathrate (klath'rat), a. [< L. clathratus, pp.
of clathrare, furnish with a lattice, < clathri,

also clatra, < Gr. n'/ffipa, a lattice, pi. of KAifipov,

Attic form of Kkelhimv, a bar (see clithral), <
K?Meiv, shut: see closed, f.] In bot. and zool.,

latticed; divided like latticework ; specifically,

in entom., clathrose. Also clathroid.

Olathrocystis (klath-ro-sis'tis), n. [NL., < L.
clathri, lattice (see clathrate, and cf. F. clathre,

a kind of mushroom), + Gr. KioTtQ, bag, swell-
ing : see cyst.J A genus of low, unicellular al-

g»B, growing in botn fresh and salt water, and
consisting of numerous minute rose-colored
cells embedded in mucus, the colony being at
first solid, but finally perforated. They are some-
times found upon fish, giving them a red color, injuring
tlic quality of the flesh, and even making it poisonous.

clatnroid (klath'roid), a. [< L. clathri, lattice
(see clathrate), + Gr. tWof, shape.] Same as
clathrate,

A clathroid reticulated mass of threads. Bp. Berkeley.

clathrose (klath'ros), a. [< L. as it *clathro-
.v«.f, < clathri, lattice : see clathrate.] In entom.,
having furrows deeper than strioe crossing one
another at right angles, as the abdominal seg-
ments of certain Stajihylinidce.

Clathrosphaerida (klath-ro-sfer'i-da), n, pi,
[NL., < Ij. clathri, lattice, + sphcerd, globe,
sphere, + -ida.'] A group of animalcules hav-
ing a spherical clathrate test, as in the genus
Clathrulina.

clathralate (klath'rij-lat), a. [< L. "clathruli
(dim. of clathri, latticework) + -afel. Cf. clath-

rate.'] Finely clathrate; latticeworked in a
small pattern.

ClathlTllina (klath-rij-li'nS), n. [.NL., < L.
clathri, a lattice (see clathrate), + dim. -id- +
-»(«!.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Clath-

rulinidce, having a glob-
ular elathrulate sili-

cious shell and a stalk-

ed body, and multiply-
ing by spores. C. elc-

gans is an example.
Cicnkoic.''ky, 1867.

Clathrulinidae (klath-

Tq-\\n'i-de),n.j)l, [NL.,
< Clathrulina + -ida:.]

A family of amoeboid
protozoans, typified by
the genus Clathrulina,

belonging to the group
Helio:oa or sun-animal- ciaihruitna tugam,

pjljf.j,
highly magnified.

ClathniB (klath'rus), n. [NL., < L. clathri,

lattice: see clathrate,] 1. In bot., a genus of

Clandian

fungi, belonging to the family Phalloidei. The
receptacle consists of an ovate or gloliose network of
brandies. The spores are produced ujion basidia within
small cavities in the brandies. C. cancellatus is beautiful,
but very fetid. See cut under basidiuiii.

2. In zool, a genus of mollusks. Oken, 1815.
clats (klats), n, pi. [Cf. clat^, ».] Slops;
spoon-victuals. [Prov. Eng.]
clatter (klat ' dr), V, [< ME. clateren, < AS.
*clatrian (in verbal n. clatrung, a clattering),
= D. klateren = LG. klatern, klotern, clatter,
rattle ; a freer, form of an imitative base *clat
(cf. clat^). Cf. clack, clapi, chatter.] I. in-
trans. 1. To make a rattling sound; make re-
peated sharp, confused sounds, as when sono-
rous bodies strike or are struck rapidly toge-
ther; rattle.

And war-pipe, with discordant cry.
And cymbal clattering to the sky.
Making wild music bold and high.

Scott, Marmion, iv. 31.
She saw . . .

A huntsman armed, and clad in gown of blue,
Come clattering down the stones of the pass side.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 215.

2. To talk fast and idly ; chatter; rattle with
the tongue.

Thou doest but clatter. Spenser, Shep. CaL, July.

But since he must needs be the loadstar of reformation,
as some men clatter. Milton, Reformation in Eng.

II. tran^. 1. To make a rattling noise with

;

cause to sound interruptedly by striking to-
gether, or with or against something: as, to
clatter dishes or the tongs.

You clatter still your brazen kettle. Swi/t.

2. To utter glibly and in a rattling manner;
tattle ; chatter.

And the womene that her herde speke, helde her for a
foole and vn-trewe, and clatered it aboute.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 12.

clatter (klat'fer), n. [< ME. clater, clattur, idle
talk, = D. klater, a rattle; from the verb.] 1.

A rapid succession of shai-p sounds ; rattling,

rapidly repeated, and confused noises.

By this great clatter, one of greatest note
Seems bruited. Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

X have seen a monkey overthrow all the dishes and
plates in a kitchen, merely for the pleasure of seeing them
tumble, and hearing the clatter they made in their fall.

Swi/t.
And from the distant grange there comes
The clatter of the thresher's flail.

Bryant, Song of the Sower.

Clatter of brazen shields and clink of steeL
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 296.

2. Idle gossip; tattle. Burns. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

clatterert (klat'6r-6r), n. [< ME. claterer; <
clatter + -crl.] One who clatters with the
tongue or gossips ; a chatterer.

In yche company is comynly a claterer of mowthe.
That no councell can kepe, ne no close talis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11375.

Even-song clatterers, with other hypocrites.
Bale, A Course at the Romyshe Foxe, fol. 88, b.

clatterlngly (klat'6r-ing-li), adv. With a clat-

ter, or clattering noise.

clatting (klat'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clat^, v.]

See extract.

Tagging or clatting is the removal of such wool as is

liable to get fouled when the sheep are turned on to the
fresh pastures. New Amer. Farm Book, p. 436.

clatty (klat'i), a. [< clat^, n., + -3^1.] Dirty;
slovenly. [Prov. Eng.]
Claude glass, Olaude Lorrain mirror. See
tnirror.

claudent (kla'dent), a. [< L. elauden(t-)s, ppr.
of claudere, shut : see clause and closed, v.] Clos-
ing or shutting up or in ; occludent : as, a
claudent muscle (an occlusor) ; the eyelids are
claudent.

claudetite (kla'de-tit), n. Native arsenic tri-

oxid, occurring in orthorhombie crystals.

Claudian (kla'di-an), a. [< L. Claudianus, <
Claudius, a propefname, < claudus, lame.] Of
or relating to any one of several distinguished
Romans of the name of Claudius, or to the gens
of which they were members; especially, re-
lating to or connected with the emperors of
that gens, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and
Nero (A. D. 14-68), or to their epoch: as, the
Claudian age; CTawrfian literature ; the Claudian
aqueduct.

The face of Appius Claudius wore the Claudian scowl and
sneer.

And in the Cfatuftan note he cried, "What doth this rabble
here?" Macaulay, Virginia, iii.

The epic poets of the Flavian age present a striking con-
trast to the writers of the Claudian period.

Erwyc. Brit., XIV. 337.



claudicant

dandicantt (kla'di-kant), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

claiuiicantf. < L. clau(lican(t-)s, ppr. of claudi-

care : seeelaudicate.} Halting ; limping. [Rare.]

claudicatef (kla'di-kat), V. i. [< L. claudicatus,

pp. of claiulicare, limp, < claudtts, lame. Cf.

c/os/|l.] To halt or limp. Bailey.

claudication (kl&-di-ka'shgn), n. [= F. clau-

dication = Sp. claudicacion (obs.) = Pg. claudi-

cafcio, < L. claudicatio{n-), < claudicare: see

claudicat^.'] A halting or limping; a limp.

[Rare.]
I have lately contracted a . . . claudication in my left

foot. Steele, Tatler, No. 80.

claught (klacht). Obsolete or dialectal (Scotch)
preterit and past participle of clatch^.

The carlin claught her by the rump.
And left poor Maggie scarce a stump.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

claught (klafiht), n. [See claught, pret. and
pp.] A catch; a hold: as, I took a claught o'

Iiim. [Scotch.]

clause (klaz), n. [< ME. clause = D. clause, <

OF. clause, F. clause = Pr. clauza, < ML. clausa,

a clause (L. dim. clausula, a clause, close of a
period: see clausule), < L. clausus, pp. of clau-

dere, shut, close: see closed, v.'] 1. Any part of

a written composition, especially one contain-

ing complete sense in itself, as a sentence or

paragraph : in modern use commonly limited to

such parts of legal documents, as of statutes,

contracts, wills, etc. in law, the usual meaning is

some collocation of words the removal of which from the
instrument will leave the rest of it intelligible. It is not
essential to the idea of a clause that it must itself be capa-
ble of being read as a document if taken alone.

Now have I told you schortly in a clause
Tliestat, tharray, the nombre, and eek the cause
Why that assembled was this compalnye.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 716.

The clause is untrue concerning the bishop.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii.

The single important clause was that which declared the
throne vacant. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

2. A distinct stipulation, condition, proviso,

etc.: as, a special clause in a contract.— 3. In

gram., one of the lesser sentences which united
and modified form a compound or complex sen-

tence. A clause differs from a phrase in containing both
a subject and its predicate, while a phrase is a group of

two or more words not containing both these essential ele-

ments of a simple sentence. The principal clause is that
member of a complex sentence on which others, called

dependent or subordinate clauses, depend. The members
of a compound sentence are coordinate clauses. Princi-

pal and coordinate clauses separated from the remainder
of the sentence can by omission of connectives (conjunc-

tions or relatives), and addition, if necessary, of words from
other clauses, resume the form of simple sentences. De-
pendent clauses often require further changes of mood,
tense, and person to become independent sentences.—As-
sumption clause, a clause frequently inserted in a deed
of property subject to a mortgage or other debt, where-
by the grantee assumes the payment of the debt in ex-

oneration of the original debtor.— Attestation Clause.
See attestation.— BrigilVs clauses, provisions in the
Irish Land Act, an English statute of 1870, intended to fa-

cilitate the formation of a peasant proprietary by enabling
tenants to purchase their holdings.— Clause of accruer.
See accruer.— ClSMse of devolution, in Scots law, a
clause devolving some office, obligation, or duty on a party
in a certain event, as, for example, on the failure of another
to perform.— Clause of return, in Scots law, a clause

by which the granter of a right makes a particular dis-

tinction of it, and provides that in a certain event it shall

return to himself.— Clauses consolidation acts, a class

of English statutes consolidating or combining and con-

densing into one system of general application provisions

which had previously been frequently enacted in the same
or varying forms, for each of many different instances,

persons, corporations, or places. Such are the Railway
Clauses Consolidation Act, molding into one statute pro-

visions usually inserted in special acts authorizing the
construction of railways, and the Land Clauses Consolida-

tion Act, a similar act as to taking private property for

public use.— Clauses irritant and resolutive, in Scots

law, clauses devised for limiting tlie right of an absolute
proprietor in entails,—Comparative clause. See corn-

parafi lie.— Conscience clause. See conscieMe.—De-
rogatory clause in a testament, a sentence or secret

character the knowledge of which the testator reserves
to himself, with a condition that no subsequent will

without precisely the same clause shall be valid ; a pre-

caution intended to guard against later wills extorted by
violence, etc. [Scotch.]— Dispositive Clause, in Scots

law, the clause of conveyance in any deed, by which prop-
erty, whether heritable or movable, is transferred, either
absolutely or in security, inter vivos or mortis causa—
that is, between the living or in contemplation of death.

—Enacting clause, the main body or leading declaration
of a stiitnte, commonly beginning, "Be it enacted," etc.

—

Interpretation clause, in modern statutes, a clause
defining the meaning and stating the limitations of words
or phrases used hi the act.— Most favored nation
clause, a clause often inserted in commercial treaties

engaging each party to give the other, without further
stipulation, all the privileges which are granted to the
most favored nation.—Saving clause, in a legal instru-

ment, a clause exempting something which might other-
wise be subjected to the operation of the instrument.
Hence, also, any statement or lomi of words in restriction

of a previous statement.— Shifting clause, tlie technical

name given by English conveyancers to a clause in a set-

tlement or will prescribing an event upon the occurrence
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of which the estate given is to shift from one person to

another.—Similitude clause or act, a name given to

section 20 of the United States tarill" of 1842, imposing
duties on articles bearing similitude to those enumerated.

clause-rolls (klaz'rolz), n. pi. Same as close

rolls. See closed, a.

clausia, «. Plural of clausium.

Clausilia^ (kla-sil'i-a), n. [NL., fem., < clau-

silium, q. v.] A genus of land-snails, of the
family Melicida- (or Pupida:). They have a fusiform
sinistrad whorled shell, with a small elliptical or pyriforni

aperture, usually separated from the rest of the sliell by a
constricted neck, and closed by an epiphragm. There are
several hundred species in Europe, Asia, and Africa. Dra-
parnaud, 1803.

clausilia^, n. Plural of clausilium.

Clausiliinee (kla-sil-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Clau^
silia'^ + -inm.'] A subfamily of J3eZJci(Z(8, typified

by the genus Clausilia, and consisting of species
having an elongated pupiform shell provided
with a clausilium.

clausilium (kla-sil'i-um), M.
;
pi. clausilia (-a).

[NL. , < L. clausus, closed : see clause and closed,

a., and cf. Clausilia'^.'] A peculiar subspiral
calcareous appendage or lamina fitting into a
groove of the columella in the molluscous genus
Clausilia. it serves as a kind of door, and when relieved
from pressure springs forward by an elastic ligament and
partially closes the aperture of the shell.

In Clausilia a peculiar modification of this lid [hyber-
naculum] exists permanently in the adult, attached by an
elastic stalk to the mouth of the shell, and known as the
clausilium. E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. C61.

clausium (kla'si-um), m.
;
pi. clausia (-a). [NL.,

< L. clausus, closed: see clause and closed, as.]

Same as clausilium.

clausthalite (klas'thal-it, more properlyklous'-
tal-it), m. [< Cte!(s(Aai(seedef.) + -Jfe2.] Lead
selenid, occurring in granular masses of a lead-

gray color, found at Clausthal in the Harz.
claustra, ». Plural of claustriim.

claustral (klfts'tral), a. [< ME. claustrall =
F. Sp. Pg. claustral = It. claustrale, < ML. claus-

tralis, < claustrwm, a cloister: see cloister. Cf.

cloistral.^ 1. Relating to a cloister ; cloistral.

This Dunstane . . . compelled men and women to vow
chastity, and to kepe claustrale obedience.

Bale, English Votaries, i., foL 62.

How of the Monk
Who finds the claustral regimen too sharp
After the first month's essay?

Browninfj, Ring and Book, I. 224.

2. Resembling a religious house in its seclu-

sion; cloister-like; secluded— Claustral prior.
See^rior.— Claustral school, a school within the walls

of a monastery.

claustrophobia (klas-tro-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < L.
claustrum, a confined place, + Gr. -(jmjiia, fear,

< (poBdaOai, fear.] Inpathol., a morbid dread of

confined places, to which hysterical and neu-
rasthenic persons are sometimes subject. See
agorajihoMa.

claustrophobic (klas-tro-fo'bik), a. [< claus-

trophobia + -jc] Affected by claustrophobia.

claustrum (klas'trum), n.
;

pi. claustra (-tra).

[NL., < L. claustrum, a bar, bolt, barrier: see
cloister.'] 1. In anat., a thin sheet of gray
matter lying between the extraventricular or
lenticular portion of the corpus striatum of the
brain and the island of Reil. See striatum.— 2.

In ichth., one of the chain of ossicles or bonelets
of the ear, between the vestibule and the air-

bladder.

clausular (kla'zii-laT),a. [< L. clausula (see clau-

sule) + -ar^.] "Consisting of or having clauses.

clausule (kla'zul), n. [= D. clausule = G. clau-

sel = Dan. Swi Mausul = F. clausule (obs.) =
Sp. clausula = Pg. clausula = It. clausola, clau-

sula, a clause, < L. clausula, a conclusion, the

close of a period, a clause, < clausus : see clause.]

A short or little clause. Bp. Peacock. [Rare.]

clausure (kla'zur), n. [< ME. clausure = Sp.

Pg. It. clausura '= G. clausnr, Mausur, an inolo-

sure, cloister, < L. clausura, an inclosure (the

lit. sense ' a closing' does not occur), < claudcre,

pp. clausus, close : see closed, v., and cf . closure.]

If. An inclosure. Capgrave, Chronicle.— 2.

The act of shutting up or confining; confine-

ment. [Rare.]
In some monasteries the severity of the claustire is hard

to be borne. Dr. A. Geddes.

3t. In anat., the absence of a perforation where
it normally occurs; atresia.— 4. A clasp by
which the covers of a book are held together.

claut, claf* (kiat, klat), V. t.
;

pret. and pp.
clauted, clatted, ppr. clauting, clattinq. [Sc;
perhaps connected with clat^ = clot^, clod^, a
thick round mass.] To scratch or claw; rake
or scrape together. Burns.
claut, clat^ (klat, klat), n. [Sc, < claut,^ clat^,

v.] 1 . An instrument for raldng or scraping to-

clave

gether mire, weeds, etc.— 2. What is so scraped
together; a hoard scraped together by dirty

work or niggardliness.
She has gotten a coof wi' a claut o' siller.

Bums, Meg o' the MilL

claya (kla'va), n.
;

pi. clavce (-ve). [NL., < L.
clava, a knotty branch or stick, club, staff, cud-
gel, a bar, lever, a scion, graft.] 1. In anat.,

the Blender fibrous band forming the margin of
the posterior part of the fourth ventricle of the
brain, being the enlarged prolongation of the
posterior median column of the sjjinal cord.—

•

2. [cap.] In ro67. : (a) The typical genus of the
family Clamda. C. leptostyla is a beautiful reddish
marine form occurring on the^'ew England coast, attached
to seaweeds about low-water mark. (&) A genus of

mollusks. Humphrey, 1797.— 3. In entom., the
club-like form produced by two or more en-

larged joints at the end of the antennse in cer-

tain insects, as the Cleridw. Such antennse are
called clavate. See cut under clavate^.

claval^^ (kla'val), a. [< clava, 1, + -al.] Per-
taining to the clava or clavate process of the
brain.

claval^ (kla'val), a. [< davits, 4, + -al.] In en-

tom., pertaining to the clavus or inner portion
of a hemelytron Claval suture, in entom., the su-

ture dividing the corium from the clavus.

Clavaria (kla-va'ri-a), m. [NL., < L. clava, a
club.] The principal genus of fungi belonging^

to the family Clavariei,

including many spe-
cies. Their substance is

fleshy, and their form gen-
erally cylindrical or clavi-

form, simple or branched.
Some are edible. One species
is called f/ray goat's-beard.

clavariseform (kla-

va'ri-e-form), a. [<
NL. Clavaria + L.
forma, form.] Resem-
bling in form fungi of
the genus CteiJona. M.
C. Cooke, Brit. Fungi,
p. 509.

Clavariei (klav-a-ri'-

e-i),n.pl. [NL., < Cte-

iaria + -ei.] A family
of hymenomycetous
fungi in which the spore-bearing area is verti-

cal, covering the sides and tips of the frondose
or stem-like, simple or branching, fleshy struc-

tures of which the fungus chiefly consists. Also
called Clavati.

clavatei, clavated (kla'vat, -va-ted), a. [<
NL. clavatus, < L. clava, a club: see clava.]

Club-shaped ; hav-
ing the form of a
club

;
growing grad-

ually thicker toward
the top ; claviform.
— Clavate antennae or
palpi, in entom,, those in

which the outer joints in-

crease gradually in size,

forming an elongated
club.— Clavate intes-
tine, a distended portion
of the ileum found i?i a

Clavate nucleus, the group
of ganglion-cells within the clava of the brain on either
side.

clavate^ (kla'vat), a. [< L. clavatus, furnished,

with points or stripes, < clavus, a nail : see cla-

vus.] Like a nail Clavate articulation, gom-
phosis.

Clavatella (klav-a-tel'ii), n. [NL. (Hincks,

1862), < clavatus, club-sfiaped, + dim. -ella:

see clavate^.] The typical genus of tubularian
liydroids of the family Clavatellidce.

Clavatellidse (klav-a-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Clavatella + -idw.] A family of Hydropolypinw,
represented by the genus Clavatella.

clavately (kla'vat-li), adv. [< clavate'^ + -?i/2.]

In a clavate manner ; in the shape of a club.

Clavately swollen. H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Alga;, p. 176.

Clavati (kla-va'ti), n. [NL., pi. of clavatus:

see clavateK] Same as Clavariei.

clavationl (kla-va'shon), n. [< clavate^: see-

-afion.] The state of"being club-shaped.

clavation^ (kla-va'shon), n. [< clavate'^: see

-ation.] In ariat., articulation in a socket, as
the teeth in the sockets of the jaws

;
gomphosis.

claveif (klav). Obsolete preterit of cleave'^ or
cleave^.

clave^ (klav), n. [Uncertain.] A kind of stool

used by ship-carpenters.

clave^t, "• [ME., < L. clava, a graft, a scion, a

particular sense of clava, a club: see ciava.] A
graft ; a scion.

Clavaria li£Ula.

Three receptacles, upon the sur-
faces of which spores are produced.
{ From Le Maout and Deciiisne's
" Trait^ general de Botanique."

)

Clavate Antennae,

few coleopterous insects.-
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held against the string:, instead of by the stroke of a liam-
nier. Tliis method of tone-production permitted consider-
atile variation in force and in quality. Tile compass of the
clavicliord was oriKinaily limited to a few tones in diatonic

iighteent
liny.

Clavicitherium (klav'i-si-the'ri-um), «.; pi.

davicitheria (-a). [NXi., < L. Claris, a key, +
cithara, a cithara, guitar.] An old musical in-
strument of which little is known, probably a
kind of harpsichord, having the strings stretch-
ed upon a vertical frame, as in an upright piano-
forte. Also written clavicytherinm.

clavicle (klav'i-kl). n. [= F. elaviculc = Sp.
dacicida = Pg. clavicula = It. clavicola, < NL.
davicula, a special use of L. davicula, a small
key, a tendril, dim. of davis, a key: see davis.']

1. The collar-bone, forming one of the ele-
ments of the pectoral arch in vertebrate ani-
mals. In man and sundry quadrupeds there aie complete
clavicles or collar-bones, each joined at one end to the
scapula or shoulder-l)one, and at the otlier to the sternum

breast-bone. In

Human Clavicle, left side, viewed from
above.

clave

In March orenge is sette in sondry wyse

:

In sede, in bough, in branches, and in clave.

Paltadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 119.

claveau (kla-vo'), n. [F. ; cf. OF. davelc,
davcreleux (ML. darelus), infected with pus-
tules; prob. < ML. davellm, dim. of L. davus,
> F. dou, a naU, a tumor: see davus.^ The
sheep-pox. Loudon.
clavecin (klav'e-sin), n. [< F. darcdn, daves-
sin, < It. davicembalo = Sp. daridmhalo, dare-
dmbano (obs.) = D. klarcdm, Maicdmbd =
MHG. klaffdmbel, G. davkimbd, < ML. davi-
cymbalum, davidmbaliim, < Ij ckivis (^ It. diiave
= Sp. dare, now Hare, etc.: see def, davis), a
key, + q/mbaluiit (> It. cembalo = Sp. cinibalo:

see cymbal), a cymbal, tabor, etc. Cf. dari-
ehord.'i 1. A harpsichord.— 2. The set of
keys or levers by which a carillon is played.
clavecinist (klav'e-sin-ist), n. [< ckirecin +
-ist.'\ One who plays on the clavecin or harp-
sichord. Broirning.

clavelt (kla'vel), n. Same as dary.
clavellate (klav'e-lat), a. [< NL. clavdlatus,
< *clavclla, dim. of L. clava, a club: see clara.^
In bat., provided with club-shaped processes;
clavate.

clavellated ( klav'e-la-ted), a. [As dareUate +
-«/-.] 1. Made from billets of wood.— 2. Same
as dardUite— Clavellated ashes, potash and pearl-
ash : so termed from the billets of wood from which they
are obtained by burning.

Clavellina (klav-o-li'nii), n. [NL., < *davella
(dim. of L. dara, a club) + -f nnl.] The typical
genus of ascidians of the family ClavdUiiida;
having the body divided into three regions. V.
lepadiformis is an example. J. C. Savigny, 1816.

clavellinid (kla-vel'i-nid), n. A tunicate of
the family ( lardlinidw.

Clavellimdae (klay-e-lin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
VlareUiiiu + -idai.J A family of social ascid-
ians, typified by the genus Clardlina. Each in-

dividual has its own heart, respiratory apparatus, and
digestive organs- but each is fixed on a footstalk which
branches from a common creeping stem or stolon, througli
which a circulation talies place that connects them all.

They are so transparent that their internal structure can be
easily observed. Theypropagate both by ova and l>y buds,

claverif, "• -Aji obsolete or dialectal form of
clorer.

claver^t, v. i. [= So. clever, < ME. claveren = D.
klareren, klereren = LG. klauern = Dan. klarre

;

cf. Icel. klifra, clamber, < klifa, climb: see
elice^, and cf. climb.~^ To climb.
Hwether the cat of helle daurede ener toward hire ?

Ancren RiwU, p. 15.

Two kynges ware clymbande, and ctaverande one heghc,
Tlie crestc of the compas they covette fulle geme.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 332.';.

claver^ (kla'ver), v. i. [Cf. clatter in same clavlcula (kla-vik'u-la), «. ;
pi. davicula; (-le).

sense.] To talk idly or foolishly ; talk much [NL. : see cteficte."]
" The clavicle or collar-

and at random. [Scotch.] bone.
Aagudeaman . . . as ever ye heard rforer in a pulpit. Numerous Vertebrates possess a davicjila, or collar-

Scolt. hone. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 35.

claver^ (kla'ver), n. [< daver'-i, v.'] 1. An clavicular (kla-vik'fi-liir), «. [< darieula +
idle story.— 2. j>/. Idle talk; gossip. [Scotch.] -nr-.] I'ertaining to the clavicle or collar-bone.

I have kend niony chapmen neglect their goods to carry
clashes and daverg up and down, from one country-side
to another. Saitl.

clavotrapezius

the genus Clara, which form colonies of similar
individuals, all maturing sexual cells on hollow
tentacular processes.

succession and tlie advance to a full chromatic scale was clavicr (kla-ver'), n. [= D. klavier=G. clavier.made gradually, lunmg m equal temperament was not /.Ifirier — ntir\ H/riw -— Sw lln„,>r f V ^in,,i^J
established until toward the middle of the eighteenth cen- '',"" f

'^ — -^an. uaier = bw. Atetier, <, t . clavier.

or mthbane. In many vertebrates below birds "clavicles
are recognized, but their homology is not always clear.
The human clavicle is by some considered to be composed
of its body, or clavicle proper, with a mesoscapular seg-
ment or acromial epiphysis, a precoracoid or sternal epi-
physis, and an omosternum, or interarticular fibrocarti-
lage ; but this view is not generally adopted. See also cut
under skeleton,

2. In bot., a tendril. [Rare.]
clavicom (klav'i-kom), a. and n. [= F. davi-
corne, < NL. davicornis, < L. clava, a club, +
cornu = E. horn.'\ I. a. Having clavate an-
tenna? ; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Vlaricornia.

n. n. A member of the Clavicomia.
clavicomate (klav-i-k6r'nat), a. [< claricorn
+ -rt^fl.] Same as claricorn.

Clavicomia (klav-i-k6r'ni-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of cUiricornis : see davieorn.'] A group
of Voleoptera or beetles having the fourth and
fifth tarsal joints not connate, the first ventral
segments visible for the entire breadth (except
in I'hysodidte), the antennae clavate or capitate
(very rarely serrate), and the club at the end
of these furnished with from 2 to 5 joints. The
species are either terrestrial or aquatic, living mostly on
carrion, though some are found on plants. Most of the
clavicoms are known as Secrophaita ; bur)'ing-beetles and
bacon-beetles are examples. Species of lIeterocerat«, Par-
7inti, (Jeort/itguJt, etc., are a<(Uatic forms.

the keyboard, < L. davis (> F. clef: see clef),
a key: see davis, clef] 1. A clavichord, or,
more rarely, a harpsichord.— 2. A pianoforte.— 3. The keyboard of a clavichord, harpsi-
chord, pianoforte, organ, or similar instru-
ment.
claviform (klav'i-form), a. [Also improp. clava;-
form ; = F. Sp. Pg. It. daviforme, < clava, a club,
+ /on«a, shape.] Having a clavate form; club-
shaped : as, a claviform antenna.

claviger'^ (klav'i-jer), n. [Also contr. daver

;

= Pg. It. davigero, < L. claviger. < L. davis, a
^'^7y + gercre, bear.] 1. One who keeps the
keys, as of a room.
The prince of that bottomless pit whereof they were the

davi'jers. Christian lieliffion's Appeal to Reason, p. 58.

Hence— 2. A custodian of the treasury, rec-
ords, or muniments of a corporation. [Eng.]
The Clamrs [clavigers] are two aldermen and two coun-

cilmen, who have the custody of the city [NorwichJ chest,
which has two locks ; each daver has a key.

ilunicip. Corp. Ueporti (1835), p. 2463.

[= F. clavigere, < L.

many quadrupeds the
clavicles are absent or
rudimentary, while in
birds they are united
in a single forked
piece, popularly call-

ed the merrythouffht claVigCr" (klav'i-jer), W,

Clavicular scute, in Chelonia, the clavlcularlum or
cpipla-stron.

Clavicularia (kla-vik-u-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< davicula + -aria. Cf. cfimcularium.] A
subtribo of dictyoninc hexactinellid siUcious
sponges with radially situated clavulee.

claviculariTUn (kla-vik-u-la'ri-um), n.
;
pi. cla-

vicularia (-a). [NL., < claricula (see clavicle) +

claver*t, n. A shortened form of claviger^.

claves, ». Plural of Claris.

clavi, II. Plural of clarus.

claviary (klav'i-a-ri), «. [< L. daris, a key:
see davis, clef.] In nnmic, a collective name
for the system of keys upon the organ, piano,
and similar instruments. [Little used.]
claviatur (klav''i-a-tor'j, n. [= Dan. kkirintur
= U. claviatur, < D. clarmtuur, < L. davis, a
key: see davis, clef] 1. The keyboard of a
pianoforte or an organ.— 2. A system of fin- , . -, .

gering suitable for a musical instrument with ClavICUlate (kla-yik u-lat), a
Keys or levers.

clavicembalo (klav-i-chem'ba-lo), n. ; pi. dari-
cembaU (-le). [It. : see darccin.] The Italian
form of daricymbalum.
Clavlceps (klav'i-seps), n. [NL., < L. clava, a
chih. + -ceps, < caput = E. head.] A genus of ~. ,.
pyrenomvcetous fungi parasitic upon the seeds Clavicylmder (klav-i-sil'in-der), n.

of various grasses and sedges. V. purpurea ? ^'^i''
"^ cylindrus, a cylinder.]

produces the ergot of rye. Sue ergot.
'" '' 4„,i i,.. /-ci-i. .i_: ;

clavichord (klav'i-kord), n. [= F. daricordc
= Sp. Pg. diivicordio = MLG. kUiffkordium =
MHG. davicordi, < ML. davicordium , "clavi-
chordium, < L. daris, a key, + chorda, a string:
see defwaH chord.] A musical instrument in-
vented in the midtlle ages, and in general use,
especially in Germany, until displaced by the
square pianoforte at the end of the eighteenth
century. Like the pianoforte, it had a keyboard and
a set of strings on a horizontal fi ame ; but the tone was
produced by the pressure of a brass " tangent " raised and

claviger, < dava, a club, + gererc, bear.] If,
Literally, one who has a club; a club-bearer.— 2. [cap.] [NL.] In CH torn., a genus of clavi-
com beetles, of the family Fselaphidw. C. testa-
ecus is a wingless European species with con-
nate elytra. I'reyssler,ni)0.— 3. leap.] [NL.]
In conch., a genus of gastropods. Haldeman,
1842.

clavigerous (kla-vij'e-rus), a. [< L. claviger
{see claviger'^) + -oils'.) Bearing a key. Clarke.

clavipalp (klav'i-palp), a. and n. [< NL. davi-
palpiis, < L. dava, a club, + NL. palpus, a feel-
er: see palj)us.] I. a. Having clavate maxil-
lary palps ; specifically, pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Clavipalpi.

II. «. A member of the family Clavipalpi.
Clavipalpi (klav-i-pal'pi), H. pi. [NL., pi. of
daripalpm: seedavipalp.] In Latreille's system
of classification, tlie seventh family of tetrame-
rous Colcoptcra or beetles, now retained as a
superfamily of the suborder Tetramera, con-
taining the families Erotylidw and Languriidw,
characterized by compression and clavation of
the last three joints of the antennee and a
broadly transverse last joint of the maxillary
palps.

clavis (kla'vis), n.
;
pi. claves (-vez). [L. clavi^

(= Gr. KAf/f, Dor. Klai.^), a key, connected with
dau-derc = Gr. K?.ci€cv, shut, close : see closed,

v., and cf. slot, from the same ult. root. Hence
ult. clef, clavicle, conclave, etc.] A key ; specifi-
cally, a key to or an aid to the understanding of
something difficult, as a cipher, or the study
of a foreign or classic author in his own lan-
guage.

If it had been necessary we should have construed it
into the most latent sense, Christ himself would have
given a davig, and taught the church to unlock so great a
secret. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 307.

clavo (klii'vo), n. [Sp., lit. a nail, spike, < L.
clarus, a nail: see davus.] In mining, a bunck
of rich ore. [Mexico.]

-<lrium.] One of the anterior lateral paired clavodeltoid (kla-v6-del'toid), a. and n. I. o,
pieces of the plastron of the chelonians; the
elaWeular scute or so-called clavicle of a tur-
tle : called epistcrnum by some authors, and epi-
plastron by Huxley. See epiplastron, and cut
under plastron.

[< clavicula +
iili^.] Having clavicles.

claviculus (kla-vik'u-lus), w.
;
pi. claviculi (-li).

[NL., dim. of L. c/atw, a nail: seectoi'u*.] One
of the perforating fibers, described by Sharpey,

Attached to the clavicle and having the char-
acters of the deltoideus: as, the clavodeltoid
muscle.

II. H. Tlio clavodeltoideus.

Clavodeltoideus (kla"v6-del-toi'de-us), n.
; pi.

davodeltoidei (-i). [NL., < ckiv(icida) + deltoi-

deus.] A muscle, corresponding to the clavic-
ular portion of the human deltoideus, extend-
ing in some animals from the clavicle to the
ulna, along the lower border of the fore leg.

passing through the lamellffi of bone at right clavola (klav'6-lii), «. ; pi. davola; (-le). [NL.,
angles, as if to fasten them together. " -^ . . _ - . . _

[,<1j. davis,
A musical

instrument invented by Chladni in 1799, con-

dim, of L. dava, a club?] In entom., the club
or ex|)anded tenninal portion of an insect's an-
tenna, whether it is clavate, lamellate, or capi-
tate.

si.sting of a graduated set of glass tubes or clavolet (klav'6-let), n. {< clavola + dim.-ef.]
cylinders, which were moistened, revolved by
a pedal, and set in vibration by cloth-covered
levers pressed against them by keys. The com-
fass was al)out four octaves.

avicymbalum (klav-i-sim'ba-lum), n.; pi.
ckirii-yiiibala (-\\i). [ilh.: see clavecin.] Same
as harpsiihord.

clavlcvtheritim, «. See clavidtherium.
Clavidae (klav'i-de). n. pi. [NL., < Clava, 2 (a),

+ -kUc] A family of Bydrojjolijpnna;, typified by

In entom., the club-shaped end of the antennas
of certain beetles, as Clavicomia.
clavomastoid (kla-v6-mas'toid), a. and n.

Same as eliddiiiasloid.

clavomastoideus (kla"v6-mas-toi'de-us), «.;
jil. ckinimastoidei (-i). [NL., < dav(icula) +
mastoiileiis.] Same as clidomastoidcus.

clavotrapezius (kla''v6-tra-pe'zi-us), n.
;

pi.

darotrapc;:ii (-i). [NL., < clar{icula) + trape-
zius.] An anterior or cervical portion of the



clavotrapezlns

trapezius, in special relation with the clavicle,
which in some animals is quite distinct, extend-
ing from the occipital region to the clavicle.

clavnla (klav'u-lii), ». ;
pi. clavuke (-le). [NL.,

dim. of L. dava, a club.] 1. In hot., the elon-
gated clavate portion of the receptacle in cer-
tain fungi.— 2. In ::ool. : (a) One of the ciliated
clavate setae or knobbed bristles found on the
fascicles of sea-urchins, as spatangoids.

In the Spatangidse there are peculiar bands upon the
upper surface, the fascioles or semita?. upon which . . .

knobbed bristles with active cilia (clamilve) are distributed.
ClatK, Zoology (trans,), I. 296.

(6) In sponges, a rod-like spicule pointed at one
end and having a knob or disk at the other ; a
tylotate or knobbed rhabdus. W. J. SoUas.
Also elanile.

Clavnlariai (klav-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < da-
riila + -aria (fem. sing.).] The typical genus
of Clarulariidw. Quoy and Gaimard.
Clavnlaria^ (klav-u-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <
davida + -aria (neut. pi.).] "In SoUas's classi-
fication of sponges, a tribe of dictyonine hexac-
tinellidan Silicispongiw, having uncinate spic-
ules in the form of elavulee, represented by
the single family Farreidw.
Clavolariidae (klav"u-la-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Claiularia^ + -jrfce.] A family of polyps, named
from the genus Clavularia. Also Clavulariadw.
J. E. aray, 1840.

clavule (klav'ul), n. Same as davula.
clavns (klii'vus), n. ;

pi. davi (-vi). [L. (ML.
NL.) clavtts, a nail, a com, a tumor, a purple
stripe on the tunica, etc., prob. from same root
as elavis, a key. Cf . E. dove^ and ctoi/i, both ult.

< L. davus.'i 1. In costume: (a) [L.] In Bom.
antiq., a vertical stripe or band of purple color
in the tissue of the tunic. Senators were dis-

tinguished by the broad stripe or laticlavus;
knights and others wore the narrow stripe or
angustielavus. See latidave and angustidave.

(6) [LL. ML.] Under the Byzantine empire
and in church vestments, (1) a plain border;
(2) a round spot supposed to resemble a nail-
head, used chiefly in groups or clusters at the
edge of the stuff, forming a border.— 2. [NL.]
A grain of rye, or other cereal or grass, affected
with ergot : applied to the immature or sclero-
tiimi stage of the fungus, which was formerly
known as Sderotium davus.— 3. [NL.] In pa-

thol., a pain in the head
^^.^^ limited to one spot, as if a

d V 5-=-=^^^ nail were being driven in.— 4. [NL.] Inentom.,the

Claw.

Petal of a cru-
ciferous flower
(the wallflower).

wiv^^o[N,fac,„.r,a.
J, "^j^ "interior basal

a, clavus; d.conum: f.ap- , ' n j.i i . t ,

pendix ; d, membrane. part 01 the hemielvtrum
of a heteropterous insect.

It is generally of a somewhat different texture from the
rest of the coriura, and in repose it is partially or entirely
covered by the scutellum and border of the pronotum.

clavyt (kla'vi), «. ;
pi. davies (-viz). [Origin

uncertain.] In ardi., a mantelpiece. Also
called davel.

The glory whereof [alabaster] appeareth especially in
the workemanship betwixt the clavie of the chimney, and
the roofe of the chamber. Coryat, Crudities, I. 43.

claw (kla), n. [< ME. daw, dau (also dee, de),
pi. dawes, clowes (also dees, deen), < AS. daiou
or ddiou (not *da), pi. dawa, dawe, datvu (also,

rarely, pi. ded, deo), a claw, hoof, = OS. klawa
= OFries. klewe. Fries. Mauwe = D. klaauw =
OHG. chlaaa, chldwa, chloa, doa, MHG. kldwe,
kid, G. klaue, dial, kid, Mow, klou, kloa, = Icel.

klo = Sw. Dan. klo, a claw. See the verb.] 1.
In zool. : (a) A sharp, hooked, homy end of the
limb of a mammal, bird, reptile, or other ani-
mal; a pointed and especially a curved nail of
a vertebrate, consisting of thickened and har-
dened epidermal tissue, like horn, borne usual-
ly on a bony basis or core ; technically, an un-
guis, as distinguished from a hoof or ungula.
(6) A sharp, hooked end of a limb of an animal,
of whatever character, (c) The whole leg, foot,

or other appendage of certain animals, termi-
nating in a sharp hooked end or in a pincer-like
extremity; a chela, cheliped, or chelicera, as
in insects, arachnidans, crustaceans, etc. See
cuts under diela^, chelicera, and scorpion, (d)
Some part of an animal resembling or likened
to a claw.—2. Figuratively, the human hand

;

hence, in the plural, grasp; clutch; hold: as,
to get one's claws on a thing.

What's justice to a man, or laws.
That never conies within their claws?

S. Butler, Hudibras.

3. In mech., gome part of a tool or tackle re-

sembling a claw: as, the daw or cleft end of
a hammer, used in drawing out nails ; the daw
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of a crowbar; the daw of a grapnel.— 4. In
hot., the narrow base of a petal, especially when
it is long, as in the pink and wall-
flower.— 5. Inlocksmithing, a spur
or talon which projects from a
bolt or timibler Artery-claw. .See

ar(«rv.— Crab's claws. See cralA.—
Devil's claw (nant,), a very strong hook
and chain used as a stopper for a chain
cable.— Retractile claws, claws wliich
may be retracted and protruded by ap-
propriate muscular mechanism, as in tlie

cat family. Claws not so disposed are
termed non-retractile.

claw (kla), V. [< ME. dawen,
clowcn, < AS. clawian (rare) = D. klaauwen =
MLG. kleien = LG. kleien, klaucn = OHG. kld-
wean, G. klauen, klduen = Dan. klo, dial, klaa, =
Sw. kid = Icel. reflex, kloa-sk, claw, scratch:
all weak verbs, from the noun. The Icel. kid
(strong verb, pret. klo, pp. kleginn), scratch,
rub, is perhaps not related.] t. trans. 1. To
tear, scratch, pull, or seize with or as if with
claws or talons.

But age, with his stealing steps,
Hath claw'd me in his clutch.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1, song (Globe ed.).

Like wild beasts shut up in a cage, to claiv and bite each
other to their mutual destruction. Burke, Rev. in l"rance.

2. To scratch ; relieve by or as if by scratch-
ing ; scratch, as an itching part, with intent to
relieve irritation.

They [ben] counseilours of kinges ; Crist wot the sothe,
Whou [how] they [curry] kinges & her back ctaweth!

Piers Plmaman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 365.

I clawe, as a man or beest dothe a thyng softely with his
nayles. Claice my backe, and I will elawe thy toe.

Palsgrave.

The French king neither liking of his errant, nor yet of
his pompous speech, said somewhat sharply, I pray thee,
good fellow, clawe me not where I itch not.

Puttenhavi, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 228.

Hence— 3t. To fawn on.

Kich men they claiv, soothe up, and flatter ; the poor
they contemn and despise. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 13.

4. To make or affect by the use of a claw or
claws of some sort: as, to claw a hole in a
carpet ; to daw up a heap of dirt ; to daw the
leaves away— To claw awayt. Same as to claw
of, («).

The jade Fortune is to be claw'd away for 't, if you should
lose it. Sir B. UEstrange.

To claw It Offt, to escape the consequences of an act ; get
out of difficulties.

Ant. You mistake the weapon : are you not hurt ?

Mart. A little scratch ; but I shall claw it off well
enough. Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, v. 2.

To claw Ofiff . (a) To rail at ; scold.

Mr. Baxter . . . claws off the Episcopal party as a set
of Cassandrian priests. Bp. Nicholson, To Mr. Yates.

(6) To get rid of.

A thousand pound to a penny she spoil not her face, or
break her neck, or catch a cold that she may ne'er claw
off again. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 2.

To claw on the hackt, to pat approvingly.—To claw
on the gallt, to rub the wrong way ; irritate.

II. intrans. 1. Naut., to beat to windward,
in order to avoid falling on a lee shore or on
another vessel: with off; hence, figuratively,
to get off; escape: as, to claw offirora an em-
barrassing situation.— 2. To fawn; flatter.

Here [in Spain] it is not the Stile to claw and compli-
ment with the King, or idolize him by Sacred Sovereign,
and Most Excellent Majesty. Howell, Letters, I. iii. 10.

clawback (kl4'bak), ». and a. [< daw, v., +
obj. back^, «.] I. n. If. Literally, one who
claws the back; hence, one who fawns on an-
other ; a sycophant ; a wheedler. Mir. for Mags.
These flattering clawbacks are original roots of all mis-

chief. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Parasite [F.], a Parasite, a trencher-friend, ... a claw-
back, flatterer, soother, smoother for good cheer sake.

Cotgrace.

2. Same as back-scratcher, 1.

Il.t a. Flattering. Bp. Hall.

clawbackt (kla'bak), V. t. [< clawback, h.] To
fawn on ; curry favor with. Warner.
claw-balk (kla'bak), n. A balk or beam used
in making floating bridges. See extract.

Each two men carrying a claw-balk, or timbers fitted
with a claw, one of whicli held the gunwale of the boat,
the other the shore abutment. The Century, XXIX. 280.

claw-bar (kla'bar), n. A hand-bar with a bent
claw-shaped point for drawing spikes from rail-

road-ties.

clawboardt, n. An obsolete form of clapboard.

clawed (klad), a. [< daw, n., + -erf2.] Fur-
ni.shed with claws; unguioulate: in zool., spe-
cifically distinguished from ungulate, or hoofed :

as, clawed quadrupeds.
claw-foot (kla'fut), n. and a. I. n. A foot, as
of a piece of furniture, carved in wood or cast

clay

in metal in the shape of the foot of a bird or
beast of prey.

II. a. Having claw-feet : as, a, daw-foot isCble.

claw-hammer (kla'ham"er), n. 1. A hammer
having one end cleft or divided into two claws,
for use in drawing nails out of wood.— 2. A
dress-coat; a swallow-tailed coat: so called
from the shape of the tail. [Colloq. or slang.]
claw-hand (kla'hand), n. In pathol., a hand
in which the wrist and metacarpophalangeal
joints are extended whUe the interjihalangeal
joints are flexed : due to paralysis of the lum-
bricales and interossei muscles.
claw-joint (kla' joint), n. 1. In anat, the ter-
minal or ungual phalanx of a digit which bears
a claw or nail ; a rhizonychium. in those casea
where a claw is well developed, as in a beast or bird of
prey, the claw-joint furnishes a bony core to the claw.

2. In entom., the last joint of an insect's tarsus,
the one to which the ungues or claws are at-
tached.

clawker (kla'ker), n. [Prob. a var. of dial.
datcher or clcuker for dutcher, < clutch'^ or its
variants.] In a knitting-machine, the feed-
pawl or hand of a ratchet.
Claw-sick (kla'sik), a. Suffering, as sheep, from
foot-rot or claw-sickness.
claw-sickness (kla'sik"nes), n. Foot-rot, a
disease in cattle and sheep.
claw-wrench (kla'rench), n. A vprench having
a loose pivoted jaw and a relatively fixed one,
so arranged as to bite together when they are
made to grip an object.

clay (kla), n. and a. [< ME. day, dey, dei, <
AS. dwg = OFries. klai = MD. kleye, D. klei =
MLG. LG. klei (> G. klei) = Dan. klwg, clay; re-
lated through dial. var. dag (see ctai/l, claggy)
to clog, q. V. ; and perhaps ult. to LL. glus,
L. gluten (> E. glue, gluten,'<i. v.), to Gr. y7.oi6(,

}/Mid, sticky oil, gum, y'Aivr/, y'Mjvti, gum, yr.ia,

flue, and to OBulg. glina, clay, glenu, slime.]
. n. 1. The material resulting from the de-

composition and consequent hydration of the
feldspathic rocks, especially granite and gneiss,
and of the erystaUine rocks in general. As thu»
formed, it almost always contains more or less sand, or
silicious material, mechanically intermixed. After this has
been separated, the clay itself is found to consist of a hy-
drated silicate of alumina, but it is not yet positively
made out that there is one definite combination of this
kind constituting the essential basis of all the substances
to which the name clay is applied. All clays contain hygro-
scopic water, which may be expelled by heating to 212' F.

;

but they also contain water in chemical combination, and
when this is driven off by ignition the clay loses its plas-
ticity, which cannot be restored. Ordinary clay contains
more or less lime and other impurities, which render it to
a certain extent fusible. The purer varieties are refrac-
tory, and are known as fire-clay (which see). (See also
pipe-clay, china-clay, porcelain-clay, and kaolinite.) The
plasticity of clay is of great importance, as without this
quality it could not be easily worked into the various
shapes for which it is used. On what condition it depends
has not as yet been clearly made out.

2. Earth in general, especially in the Scrip-
tures, as the material from which, according to
the account in Genesis, the body of the first

man was formed.
I also am formed out of the clay. Job xxxiii. 6.

Arv. Are we not brothers?
Imo. So man and man should be;

But clay and clay differs in dignity,
Whose dust is both alike. Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

3t. Moist earth ; mud ; slime.

He spat on the ground, and made clay of the spittle.

John ix. 6.

4t. Any viscous plastic mixture used as mortar
or cement.
Cleme hit [sc. the ark] with clay comly with-inne.

Alliterative Poetm (ed. Morris), ii. 312.

He tok a ionket of resshen, and glewide it withe glew-
ishe cley [L. bitmniiie] and with picche.

Wyclif, Ex. ii. 2 (Oxf.)i

Cley maad with hors or mannes heer, and oile
Of tartre, alum, glas, berm, wort, and argoile,
Resalgar, and our materes enbibing.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 812.

5. The human body; especially, a dead body.
[Poetical.]

Their spirits conquered when their clay was cold.

J. Baillie.

6. Figuratively, anything which is easily mold-
ed, shaped, or influenced.

All the land
Was clay in Slavery's shaping hand,

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

Bradford clay, in geol. , a bluish, slightly calcareous clay
<»f the Oolite, well developed near Bradford in England,
and remarkable for the number of apiocriuttes in it.

—

Clay process, the method of making a stereotype print-
ing-I)l:ile from a mold of prepared clay. Tliis clay is a
coinl)ination of potters' clay, kaolin, powdered soapstone,
and ]daster of Paris.— Drawn clay, clay wliich is shrunk
or decreased in volume by burning.—Long clay, clay pos-
sessing a liigh degree of plasticity.— Oxford clay, in geol..
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t^t^i:^:^^Z^^2^^^r^^Z^;^^^ "l^^S (Wa-mg), « [< day + .ingl.-i 1. In Claytonia (kla-to'm-a), n.
of two sections into wliich the Oxfordiari is divided the *"S'"'^-'^y"""fl'> a metnod ot removing oolonng ^ ' ' —

matter from sugar by the use of clay,^ - —^- Ixjaves of
rellued sugar are talien from the molds, tlie solid crust
formed at the point is removed, and the upper layer at the
base loosened and scooped out to make a cavity in the cen-
ter, mto which clay paste is put. The water from the clay
drives the molasses before it, and soon changes it into a
saturated solution of pure sugar by dissolving some of the
crystals. As the water filters through the loaf it expels
the mother-liquor, and the brown color descends toward
the point of the loaf and disanpears.

lower one being the Kelloways rock (Callovian). The Ox-
ford clay crops out in England from Dorsetshire through
to Yorkshire. It consists mainly of layers of stilf blue clay,
and sometimes attains a thickness of 600 feet.— Potters'
clay, a clay suitable for making the coarser varieties of
pottery, or for being worked by the potter.

II. a. Formed or consisting of clay; char-
acterized by the presence of clay ; clayey : as,
a clai/ soil ; a day hovel.-ciay Iron ore. Same as
claii troiD!toiie.— Cla.y Ironstone, the ordinary form of
iron ore occurring in connection with the coal-measures,
especially in England, where this ore is one of great im-
portance. It consists essentially of carbonate of iron more
or less mi.\ed with clay and sand, and often has the form clayine-bar (kla'ing-biir) n
of nodular concretionary masses. It contains from 20 to 50 •' ^

v \. ».-''»-*
per cent, of metallic iron, according to its purity.— Clay
marl, a whitish, smooth, chalky clay.— Clay pigeon, a
saucer of baked clay used as an artiltcial Ilymg target 'in
trap-shooting.— Clay rock, a rock made up of flue argil-
laceous detrital material, and chietly that derived from
the decomposition of the feldspars ; indurated clay; clayey

- - - . .-.-., - [NL., named after
Dr. John Clayton, a botanist of Virginia, who
died in 1773.] A genus of low herbs, natural
order Portulacacete, of about 20 species belong-
ing to temperate North America and northeast-
®™ 4®^?.' ™°stly perennial. The two species of the
Atlantic States, C. ^ irginica and C. CaroUniana, are known
as the spnng-beauty, producing in early spring a short
raceme of (lowers from between the single pair of leaves
The more widely distributed species is C. perfoliata. some-
times u.sed as a pot-herb.

driring clay into its crevices, in order to pro
tect the charge.
clayish (kla'ish), a. [< day + -!",s7(l.] Partak-

cy '°? °^ ^^^ nature of elay, or containing particles
material sufficiently harciened to'lie incapable of being ofit: as, " c/ff^is/( water," flareey. Consumption,
used as clay without grinding, lint not chemically altered Clay-kiln (kla'kil), 71. A kiln or stove for burn-
er metamorphosed.- Claj^ shale, clay having a thinly ing clay

2. In stone-working, the operation of driving clav-yellow (kla'yel"6), a. Dull brownish-
dry clay into a blast-hole which is too damp for yellow in color ; luteous.
the insertion of the blasting-powder. Old. An abbreviation of deared: applied to
:laying-bar (kla'ing-biir), n. In mining, a rod goods or shipping cleared at the custom-house
used for making a blast-hole water-tight by -cle. [= F. -de, < L. -eiihis, -cuhi, -culum, a dim'

It JilTers from clay slate, or argi^ day-mill (kla'mil), n.
laminated structure.

. __ ^„,^
laceous scliist, in that the latter has undergone more or .,_.
metaniorphism, and from this cause has become crystal
line and schistose in structure.— Clay slate, an argilla-
ceous rock characterized by having a slaty or lissile struc-
ture. It consists of detrital or fragmental material which
has become consolidated into a rock, and has umlergone
more or less rearrangement of ite constituent particles.
(See nutamorpkimi, and metamorphic rocks, under tiuta-
uwrpkic.) Rooling-slate is the most characteristic form of
clay slate. The tendency of this rock to split into thin
plates, making it available for roofing, is ordinarily the
result of onditions arising after its deposition and con-
solidation (see cleai-atje, 3) ; sometimes, however, this
structure is that of the original deposit. Clay slate, or ar-
gillaceous schist, often passes gi-4dually into mica schist,
and apiiears to be an incipient stage in the formation of
that rock.

clay (kla), r. t. [< day, n.] 1. To cover or ma-
nure with elay.
The ground must be clayed again.

Mortimer, Husbandry.
2. To purify and whiten with clay, as sugar.— 3. To puddle with clay.

clay-band (kla'band), H. In coal-mining, clay
irouKtone, or argillaceous iron ore, in thin stra-
ta. [South Wales.]
clay-bead (kla'bed), n. One of the large beads
of baked clay, oval or somewhat flattened,
sometimes found in ancient tombs, especially
m Brittany. They are too large to have been commonly
worn as ornaments, and their use is uncertain. They are
doubtless identical with the whorlt found in many parte
of the world, as Egypt, the Troad. Greece, and Aniienia,
and Identified as having been used by ancient peoples as
weight.-* in spinning.

clay-brained (kla'brand), a. Doltish ; stupid.

clay-built (kla'bUt), a. Built with clay. [Bare.]
Claii-buitt cisterns. E. Darwin, Botanic Garden.

clay-clott (kla'klot), n. [ME. deidot.'] A clod
of earth ; figuratively, a corpse.

Nu lith the cleiclot al »o the ston.
Rdtrfioun Sotigs{m Owl and Mghtingale, ed. Wright), p. 73.

clay-cold (kla'kold), a
lifeless.

Clay-cold were her rosy lips—
Nae spark o' life was there.

The Law o/ Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 112).

Around Fatroclus moum'd the Grecian train.
Stern in superior grief Pelides stood

;

A mill for mixing and
tempering clay ; a pug-mill.
claymore (kla'mor), «. [Also glayviore; <
Gael, daidheamhmor, i. o., great sword: (Jael.
and Ir. daidheamh = W. deddyf, deddeu (see
deddyo) = h.gladius(>E. glaive, q.v.), asword;
Gael, mor = W. mawr = Corn, maur = Bret.
nieiir, great, akin to L. magnus, great, and to E.

term., composed of two suffixes, -co (see -ic) +
-lo (-lus) : see -le, -el, -ule, etc. In recent P.
and E. the term, is usually -ctile.^ A dimin-
utive termination, of Latin origin, occurring
in article, particle, corpuscle, muscle, homtmcle,
etc., the diminutive force being in some cases
unfelt in English. In corpuscle and muscle the pronun-
ciation of c is assimilated to the preceding s. In icicle
chronicle, and some other words, the termination -cle is of
different origin.

cleach (kleeh), V. A dialectal form of clutch.
cleaching-net (kle'ching-net), ». A hoop-aud-
pole flsh-net used by hand. Formerly also called
deek-net.

dead, deed (kled), v.

q.v.] To clothe.
[A dial, form of clothe.

mnd^mickle.l 1. The name, in the Highlands cleadinj? cleedin'ff (•kle'diI,0•^ «
of Scotland, of the heavy two-handed sword.

Cieaomjf, CieecUngJkle dmg),

«

This weapon remained in use among the Highlanders af
ter it had been generally abandoned elsewhere. It had
a cross-guard sometimes reinforced with curved quiUons
and shells.

The Highlandmen drew their claymores,
And gie a warlike shout.

Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 44).

2. A name given inaccurately in the eighteenth
centiuy to the basket-hilted broadsword made

Cold as clay or earth

;

Those slaughtering arms, so used to bathe in bloodNow clasp his clay-cold limbs. Pope, Iliad, xviii. 36!

I, a. Basket-hilted Broadswords of tlie 17th century (afterward called
CUyraorcs;. 3. Two-handed Sword, or Claymore proper.

to be used with one hand, and closely resembling
the cuirassier's broadsword of the seventeenth
century in England. The blades of these swords were
often marked with the stamp of Andrea Ferrara. See
sivord.

Hence— 3. A soldier armed with a claymore.
Macaulay.

[A dial, form
ot clothing.'} 1. Clothing; that which clothes
or covers; a covering. [Scotch.]— 2. In en-
gines: (a) The jacket or outer covering of the
cylinder, or the covering of hair-felt put on
steam-pipes to prevent the radiation of heat.
jUso called clothing and lagging, (b) A timber
casing inclosing the boiler of a locomotive en-
gine and the fire-box.— 3. Any kind of plank
covering, such as the slating-boards of a roof,
the boards of a floor, the plank lining of a pit-
shaft, the planking of a coffer-dam, etc.—4. In
mining, deal boarding for brattices. [Eng.]
cleak, V. and v. See cleik.

cleam (klem), v. t. [< ME. d^men, < AS. c?«-
man, smear, spread over (as clay, tar, oil, or
other viscous substance) (= MD. kleemen =
MLG. klemen = OHG. MHG. chleimen, mold, as
elay, = Icel. kleima = Norw. kleima, also klime,
smear, daub; cf. Sw. klena, stick, spread, lay
on, = Dan. Mine, paste, lute, build with clay),
< dam, elay, E. dial, doom: see doam. and
clainfi. Now only dial., with var. clenfi, and
mixed with clam'^, v., danfi, a., q. v. Cf . glaim.}
1. To smear with clay or other viscous sub-
stance.
Thenne <;2<>me hit [the ark) with clay conily with-inne,
& alle the endentur (crevices] dryuen daube with-outen.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 312.
Sche took a leep [basket] of egge [sedge], and camned«

[var. clemede] it with tar and pitch.

Wyelif, Ex. ii. 3 (Purr.).

2. To smear upon; spread over; plaster.
Yf wormes feel [many] uppon hem be withoute,
A Btrape of braas let strape hem of therwith.
And cteme upiwn the wounde oxe dounge aboute.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 92.

clay-colored (kla'kul'ord), a. Of the color of clay-stone (Ida'ston), n!^ One of the'con'cre-

3. To glue together; fasten with glue
only prov. Eng. in all senses.]

[Now

369. clay-pit (kla'pit), n. A pit where elay is dug. clean (klen), a. [< ME. dene, clane, < AS,

clay. Clay-colored bunting. See buixtingt.

clay-course (kla'kors), «. In mining, a seam
of i-lay by tlie side of a vein: a gouge.
clay-daubed (kla'dabd), a. [ME,
clay or mortar.

In that cofer (Xoah's ark] that waa claydaubed.
Alliterative Poeins (ed. Jlorris), ii. 492.

claye (kla), ». [< F. claie, OF. cloie = Pr. deda.
< ML. dida, 'deUi in dim. detella, a hurdle; of
Celtic origin : cf. Ir. cliath = W. clicyd, a hur-
dle, prob. cognate with E. hurdle, q. v.] In
fort., a wattle or hurdle made with stakes in-
terwoven with osiers, to cover lodgments.

clayent, a. [< ME. cleyen, < cley, day, clay, +
-en, -en2.] Of elay.
These that dwellen [in] cleyent housis.

Wyciif, Job Iv. 19 (Oxf.).

clayey (kla'i), a. [< ME. cleyi, deyye, elegi, <
late AS. cla^ig for 'cliegig, < dag, clay, -I- -ig,
E.-i/l. Ct. daggy, dudgy, dedgi/.'i 1. Consist-
ing of or of the nature of clay ; abotmding with
clay ; mixed with elay ; like clay.
A heavy or clayey soil. Derham.

2. Bedaubed or besmeared with clay.

.iiJ^J"*'
"'-''I*. »»e would think, cannot come to grow un-

Ulled— no man made clayey or made weary thereby.
C'or(j//c, French Rev., 1.11. I.

tiouary masses of clay frequently found oectir-
riug in alluvial deposits, in the form of flat
rounded disks, either simple or variously unit-

Daubed with e<' 80 as to give rise to curious shapes. They
are sometimes almost as regular as if turned
in a lathe.

Flowers and Root of SpriDg-beauty {Claytonia Vtrginica^.
(From Gray's •' Genera of the Plants of the United States.")

dmne, clean, pure, bright, = OS. kleni — OFries.
klen = MD. klene, D. kleen, klein = L6. klen,
small (> Icel. klenn, snug, ptmy, = Sw. klen,
dial, klajn, = Dan. klcin, thin, slight), = OHG.
chleini, bright, pure, MHG. kleine, klein, clean,
neat, fine, small, G. klein, small. Cf. W. glain,
glan = Ir. Gael, glan, clean, pure, radiant.]
1. Unmixed with foreign or extraneous matter;
free from admixture ; unadulterated

; pure.
Coupes of ct^ne gold and peces of seluer,
Kynges with rubyes and richesses i-nouwe.

Piers Plounnan (A), iii. 23.

All this is preef of holsuni aire and clette,

And there as is contraier is aire unclene.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

It seemed to me, also, that in it [the doctrine of com-
pensation] might be shown men a ray of divinity, the
present action of the soul of this world, clean from all
vestige of tradition. Emerson, Compensation.

2. Free from dirt or filth ; having all unclean-
ness removed.

Jesus. Marcelle, myn awne dtscipill dere.
Do vs haue watir here in hast.
Marc. Maistir, it Is all redy here.

And here a towell clene to taste [handle].
York Plays, p. 234.

Faynd to wash themselves incessantly

;

Yet nothing cleaner were for such intent.
But rather fowler seemed to the eye.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 61.

I<et Thisby have clean linen. Shak., M. N. D., iv. 2.
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3. Morally pure
;
guiltless ; upright ; honorable.
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TIiow taustest hem in the trinitee to take baptesmc,
And be ctene tliorw that crystennyrige of nlle kynnes

synnei Piers Plowman (li), xiv. 184.

He knew who should betray him ; therefore said he, Ye
are not all clmii. John xiii. 11.

Mr. will be a formidable rival amons the better
class. " He is a very clean man. He got liis nomination
in a very clean way.
Spriwjlield Iiep.,i.\\iot. in Merriams Life of Bowles, II. 261.

4. Among the Jews : (a) Of persons, free from
ceremonial defilement.

And if she be not able to bring a lamb, then she shall
briug two turtles, or two young pigeons ; tlie one for a
burnt-otTering, and the other for a sin-olteriiig: and the
priest shall make an atonement for her, and she shall be
clean. Lev. xii. 8.

(6) Of animals and things, not causing cere-
monial defilement ; specifically, of animals, not
forbidden by the ceremonial law for use in sac-
rifice and for food.

Of clean beasts, and of beasts that are not clean, , . .

there went in two and two unto Noali into tlie ark.
Gen. vii. 8, 9.

But rather give alms of snch things as ye have ; and, be-
hold, all things are clean unto you. Luke xi. 41.

5. Free from defect in substance or execution

;

without blemish or shortcoming: as, a clean gar-
den; clean timber; a clean proof (in printing)

;

to make a clean copy from a draft ; to make a
c?ca» job of a piece of work.— 6t. Clear; bright;
keen ; incisive.

And Deftebus, my dere son, I dem hym the next

;

With counsell & comford of ctene men of wit, . . .

That fare shall in fere & feliship to gedur.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2798.

Of youre dene witte and youre consayte
1 am full gladde in harte and thought,
And hym to mete with-outen latt
I am redy.

7t. Noble; excellent; notable.
In his company come mony ctene Dukes,
And Erles also, with mony gret lordis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4078.

In kynges court and knyghtes the clennest men and fairest
ShuUen serue for the lord selue, so fareth god almyglity.

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 95.

8. Whole; entire; complete.
He that made man mest gour Hues mot saue
& alle oure clene conipanie.

William ofPalerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1434.

Seying that the Savyor of all the world shukl sulfre hys
Deth vpon that Tree, Ther is clene remission.

Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 27.

And when ye reap the harvest of your land, thou shalt
not make clean riddance of the comers of thy field.

Lev. xxiii. 22.

9. Well-proportioned; shapely; elegant.

Methoughte he had a pair
Of legges and of feet, so ctetie and fair.

That all my herte I gaf unto his ludd.

3. Without miscarriage ; dexterously; neatly;
cleverly. [Obsolescent.]

Byte not tlii mete, but kerve it ctene.
Be Welle ware no drop be sene.

Babecs Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

Pope came off clean with Homer. Rev. J. Ilenley.

4t. Nobly ; beautifully.

Kyng Auferius came crossyng them the way,
Hull ctene armyd in riche and good Aray.

Generydes (E. E. T. S), 1. 2728.
Clean cam. See «im2.

clean (klen), v. t. [< clean, a. The old verb is
cleanse, q. v.] 1. To make clean ; remove all
foreign or defiling matter from

;
purify ; cleanse.

Time enough to clean our ship's bottom.
Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

Ctean'd their vigorous wings. Thomson, Autumn, 1. 857.

2. To remove by cleaning or in the process of
cleaning: Vfithoff: as, to clean off &\th.—cieaxi-
Ing-aud-sorting machine, in brewing, a form of grain-
cleaner u.sed for freeing itarley, previous to malting, from
all foreigTi sulistances, such as other grain, the seeds of
grass and weed.s, dust, and dirt; a malt-cleaning machine.
—To clean out. (a) To deprive of all available means;
exhaust the i>ccuniary resources of.

Ue [Bentley] must have been pretty well cleaned out.

De Quincey.

(b) To remove completely ; clear out. [CoUoq. 1 = Syn.
Clean, Cleanse. Cleanse is stronger than clean, expressing
more tliorough work. Clean is generally used of physical
purification ; cleanse, of physical or moral. Clean is more
common.

. I require a menial to clean
Howetts, Venetian Life, vii.

I commanded, and they cleansed the chambers.
Is eh. xiii. 9.

Cleanse me from my sin. I's. li. 2.

Only that is poetry which cleanses and mans me.
Emerson, Inspiration.

I'or* Plays, p. 208. cleanyCUt (klen'kut), a. Clear-cut ; well-shaped

;

definite
;
precise : as, a clean-cut mouth ; a clean-

cut statement.

cleanse

4t. Dexterous; adroit; clever; artful.

For he was school'd by kinde in all the skill
Of close conveyance, and each practise ill

Of coosinage and cleanly knaverie.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale,

5. Neat; trim; well-shaped. Compare clean-
a., 9.

Having bought my boat,
it now aiul then.

A fine orator with a clean-cut perception of the political
facts of the situation and a patriotic desire to serve all.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 420.

cleaner (kle'ner), n. One who or that which
cleans. Specifically— (o) A curriers' knife. (b)\nfotuul.
ing, a hand-tool used in making molds, (c) One of a pair
of small card-cylinders in a carding-machine which remove
the fiber from another small cylinder called a worker, and
return it to the main card-cylinder ; an urchin.— Cotton-
seed cleaner. Sec cotton-seed.

clean-handed (klen'han"ded), a. 1. Having
clean hands.— 2. Figuratively, free from moral
taint or suspicion

;
guiltless of wrong-doing

:

now used mostly of fidelity to pecuniary ti-usts

:

as, he came out of the transaction clean-handed.
cleaning (kle'ning), 71. [Verbal n. of clean, ».]
1. The act of making clean.— 2. The after-
birth of cows, ewes, etc,

V all IllJ IICI be X ^Ul UIU.O Ills UOIU. 1 ._ • i_ * >,,-/ , - ,, v -r

Chaucer, Prol. to Vi^ife of Baths Tale, 1. 698. Cleaning-macnine (kle'ning-ma-shen"), «. In
silk-maniif., a machine in wliieh dust and
other foreign substances are removed from silk
thread by drawing it through a brush. Knots and
tangles are taken out by drawing the thread through a
notch in a bar. If a knot catches, the bobbin which car-
ries that thread is lifted off the friction-roll which drives it,

and its motion ceases until the operator frees tlie threail.

[< clean + -isfti.]

Tliy waist is straight and clean. Waller.

They [Indians] are straight and well proportioned, hav-
ing the cleanest and most exact limbs in the world.

Beverley, Virginia, iii. ^ 1.

10. Free from awkwardness; not bungling;
dexterous; adroit: as, a clean boxer; a clean.

leap; a cteare trick.— 11. lawhale-fishinff,h&v- cleanish (kle'nish), a.
ing no fish or oil aboard ; having captured no Rather clean,
whales.
Three vessels were reported clean, the remainder having

from one to nine [whales). Science, VI. 259.

12t. Free; unencumbered.
What brother or sistir of this fratemite dye, he shal

haue, of the ctene katel [chattel, property] of the Glide,
XX. messes songyu for his soule.

English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

cleanlily (klen'li-li), adv. In a cleanly manner

;

neatly ; cleverly.

clean-limbed (klen'limd), a. Having well-pro-
portioned limbs ; lithe ; shapely : as, " a clean-
limbed fellow," hickens.

Tonquin is very populous, being thick set with Villages
.

and the Jiatives in general are of a middle stature, and
clean-timb'd. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 40.

Clean blU Of health. .See MM o/Aot«/i, under MH3._ -ip-ij ^i^i/i-. The stntn nr f.l.n7-
freedom from wrong-doing; innocence of

^-ieanuness ^loen lines;, n. ine state or ctiar-Clean hands,
evil intention : originally biblical and H.sed in the broad
est sense, but now used especially with regard to financial
transactions : as, he retired from office with clean hamis.

He that hath clean hands, and a pure heart. Ps. xxiv. 4.

The clean thing, the right course to pursue ; the honor-
able thing to do. (Colloq.

]

It would have been the clean thing to say at once that
no debate would be allowed. Instead of professing a readi-
ness to go into debate, and then to refuse discussion.

Washinytori Patriot, April 3, 1871.

To make a clean breast of. See breast.—To make
a clean sweep. See sweep.

clean (klen), adv. [< ME. dene, < AS. clwne,
quite, entirely, < clmne, clean. Cf. clear, adv.]
1. In a clean manner.
All hisapparell cteanc brush t, and his shoes madecleane.

Rhodes, Boke of Nurture (E. E. T. .S.), p. 70.

2. Quite; perfectly; wholly; entirely; fully:
as, the dam was carried clean away.

Contricioun hadde ctene forseten to crye and to wepe.
Piers Ptownum (B), xx. 367.

The people . . . passed dean over Jordan. Josh. iii. 17.

Now a ball or two may pass clean through your body,
and never do any harm at all. Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 3.

acter of being cleanly ; freedom from dirt, filth,

or any foul matter; the disposition to keep
clean, or the habit of keeping so.

Not to need any exquisite decking, havmg no adornment
but cleanliness. Sir P. Sidney.

The cleanliness of its streets. Addison, Travels in Italy.

Such cleanliness from head to heel. Swi.ft.

cleanly (kleu'li), a. [Now spelled cleanly in-
stead of clcnly, in imitation of clean; early mod.
E._clcnly, < ME. clenly, cicniiclie, clanly, < AS.
clcenlic, a., < clwne, clean, -I- -lie: see clean, a.,

and-^^l.] 1. Free from dirt or any foul mat-
ter

;
personally neat ; careful to keep or make

clean.

An ant is a very cleanly insect, and throws out of her nest
all the small remains of the corn on which she feeds.

Addition.

Some plain but cleanly country maid. Dryden.

2. Free from injurious or polluting influence

;

pure; innocent: as, ^^ cleanly joys," Glanville.—
3t. Cleansing; making clean.

The fair

With cleanly powder dry their hair. Prior.

As the kynge come fro chirche on a day, ther metto
hym a conily man, well araied, and denly.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 45.

He [the verse-maker] may both vse, and also manifest
his arte to his great praise, and need no more be ashamed
thereof than a shoemaker to haue made a cleanly shoe, or
a Carpenter to haue buylt a faire house.

Putteuham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 253.

cleanly (klen'li), adv. [< ME. clenly, clenU,
clenliflie,<AS. clwnlice_(= MD. kleinlick = ORG.
cleinllhho), adv., < claenllc, a. : see cleanly, a.,
clean, a., ajid -hj^.'] 1. Entirely; wholly; com-
pletely. IClean is generally used in this sense.]

All the councell fro kourtt was clenetti depertid.
Destruction of Tray (E. E^ T. S.), 1. 11527.

When Castor bad claMy consayuit his [Antenor's] wille.
He onswared him.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1918.

The pollen-masses were not removed nearly so cleanly
as those which had been naturally removed by insects.

Darwin, i'ertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 98.

2. In a clean manner; neatly; without soil or
uneleanness.

Whether our natives might not live cleanly and com-
fortably. Bp. Berkeley, Querist.

He was very cleatdy dressed. Dickens.

3. Decently; morally; with freedom from vice-
or impurity.

If Idogrowgreat, . . . I'll . . . live cZeaiUv, as a noble-
man should do. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4.

4t. Cleverly; adroitly; dexterously.
His kyrtel of clene whijt clenlyche y-sewed.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), L 229.

Nor fold my fault in cleanly-coin'd excuses.
Shak., Lucrece, L 1073.

To have a quick hand and convey things cleanlt/.

iliddleton, Witcli, ii. 3.

5t. Clearly; unmistakably.
He the kinges cry clenli hadde herde.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3847.

cleanness (klen'nes), _«. [< ME. clennesse,
clunncssc, etc., < AS. citennes, < clwne, clean, +
-nes, -nes8 : see clean, a., and -ncss.'] The state
or quality of being clean, (a) Freedom from dirt,
filth, or foreign or offensive matter; neatness.

Cleanness of body is rightly esteemed to proceed from
a modesty of manners, and from reverence.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iv. 2.

ib) Freedom from ceremonial pollution-

No scrupulous purity, none of the ceremonial cleanness
which characterizes the diction of our academical Phari-
sees. Macaulay.

(c) Exactness
; purity ; justness ; correctness : used of lan-

guage or style.

He minded only the clearness of his satire, and the
cleanness of expression. Dryden, Juvenal's Satires.

(d) Moriil iiurity; innocence; freedom from anything dis-
honorable, immoral, or sinful.

Vnder shadow of shame shewid forth hir ernd.
With a compas of clennes to colour hir speclie.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 523>

Clannesse of the comune and clerkes clene lyuynge
Made unite holychurche in holynesse stonde.

Pi'ers Plowman (C), xxii. 381.

The cleanness and purity of one's mind. Pope.

cleansable (klen'za-bl), a. [< cleanse + -able.']

Capable of being "cleansed. Sherwood. Also
spelled, less correctly, cleansible. [Rare.]
cleanse (klenz), v.

;
pret. and pp. cleansed,

ppr. cleansinf/. [Now speUed cleanse instead of
dense, in imitation of clean ; earlymod. E. dense,
< ME. clenscn, densien, < AS. dcensian, make
clean, a causal verb with formative -s (cf. rinse),

'

(.clwne, clean: see dean, a.] I. trans. 1. To
make clean ; free from filth, impm-ity, infection,
or, in general, from whatever is polluting, nox-
ious, or offensive.

Wlianne ye slialle drynke, your mouthe cle7ice withe a
clothe. Babecs Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

Where ploughmen cleanse the earth of rubbish, weed, ami
filth,

And give the fallow lands their seasons and their tilth.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 351.

This river the Jews proffered the Pope to cleanse, so-

they might have what they found.
Addison, Travels in Italy.

2. To free from moral impurity or guilt.

Lord, grawnt me, ar [before] that I deye,
.Sorowe of herte with terys of eye,
Clene clensyd for thy inercye.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 193.

Cleanse thou me from secret faults. Ps. xix. 12..



cleanse

3. To remove ; wash or purge away.
The leches waisshed softly his woundes, and leide ther-

to salue and oynementes to dense the venyin.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 668.

Not all her odorous tears can cleanse her crime. Pryden.

4. In calico-printing, to render (the undyed
parts) white and clean by removing the excess
of mordant from them by immersion in a bath
•of cow-dimg and warm water, or in some arti-

ficial substitute; to dung.— 5. In brewing, to

remove the yeast from (the beer). =Syn. 1. Clean,
Cleaiute. See clean.

H.t intrans. To become clean.

The cloudes wax clere, clefint the ayre.
Deslructiun o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1055.

Drinking also of that muddie vnsauourie water : and thus
retume they, clear^ging from all their sinnes.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 269.

cleanser (klen'zfer), «. One who or that which
cleanses.

Uoney of roses, taken internally, is a good cleanser.
Arbuthnot.

clean-shaped (klen'shapt), a. Symmetrical in
shape ; well-proportioned.

cleansible, «. See cleansable.

cleansing (klen'zing), p. a. [Ppr. of cleanse, r.]

Adapted to cleanse and purify ; designed for or
devoted to purifying Cleanstag days. Ash Wed.
nesday and the three days following.— Cleansing week.
Same as Chaste week (which see, under chaste).

cleansing-vat (klen'zing-vat), n. In brewing,
a vat in which the fermentation of the beer is

completed. The yeast passes out of a bimg-
hole, and the supply is kept up from a store-vat.

clean-timberedt (klen'tim'b^rd), a. Well-pro-
portioned. [Rare.]

I think Hector was not so clean-timbered.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

clean-up (klen'up), n. 1. A general cleaning.
[CoUoq.]—2. In gold-mining : (a) The operation
of separating and saving the gold and amalgam
after the auriferous rock or gravel has been for
a certain length of time through the sluices or
under the stamps. (6) The gold obtained at a
given time by the above process. [Cordilleran
TTiining region.]

This specimen — but a small trifle— . . .

Was his last week s clean up and his all.

Bret Uarte, His Answer to Her Letter.

dear (kler), a. and n. [< ME. clere, cler, < OF.
cler, elair, F. clair — Pr. clar= Sp. Pg. claro =
It. chiaro= MD. klaer, D. klaar= Ieel. kldrr =
Sw. Dan. G. klar, < L. darns, clear, bright, bril-

liant, famous, glorious. From the same source
are claret, clarify, clarity, declare, chiaroscuro,
etc.] I. a. 1. Free from darkness or opacity;
bright; brilliant; luminous; unclouded; not
obscured.

I will darken the earth In the clear day. Amos viii. 9.

It is almost clear dawn. Shak., M. for M., iv. 2.

2t. Bright-colored; gay; showy; magnificent.
Him that is clothed with clear clothing.

Wyel\f,Ju.U.3.

3. Free from anything that would impair trans-
parency or purity of color ; pellucid ; trans-
parent: as, clear water; a clear complexion.

The stream is so transparent, pure, and clear.

Denham, Cooper's Hill.

As clear as glass
The water ran in ripples o'er that strand.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 222.

Soft, gentle, loving eyes that gleam
Clear as a starlit mountain stream.

0. If. Holmes, At the Pantomime.

Specifically— 4. In glass-working, free from
etching, depolish, or anything which could dull
the surface. Objects partially depolished are
said to be half-clear.— 6. Not confused or dull;
quick and exact in action, as the mind or its

faculties ; ac ute, as the senses : as, a clear mind

;

a, clear head.

So rounds he to a separate mind
From whence clear memory may begin.

Tennys<m, In Memoriam, xlv.

Thine eyes,
Were they but clear, would see a fiery host

, Above thee. Bryant, Constellations.

6. Manifest to the mind ; comprehensible ; weU
defined or apprehended, in philosophy, as a tech-
nical terrr), clear is opposed to obscure, and does not imply
that the idea to which it is applied is so perfectly appre-
hended as would be implied by the adjective distinct {op-
jwsed to indistinct or con.fused). These words were fli-st

used technically as applied to vision by writers on optics.
Clear vision occurs where there is sufflcient lii;lit ; distinct
vision, where the parts of the object seen can be recog-
nized. Descartes extended the terras to the mental appre-
hension of truth, which he considered anHlo;£ous to vision.
Leibnitz gave more technically logical dehnitions, espe-
cially of the term distinct (which see), and added the
term adequate.

1037
Simple ideas are clear when they are such as the ob-

jects themselves from whence they were taken did or
might, in a well-ordered sensation or perception, present
them. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxix. 2.

A concept is said to be clear when the degree of con-
sciousness issuchasenaUMiis to distinguish it as a whole
from others. Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Logic, ix. ^ 28.

It was clear that, of whatever sins the King of Prussia
might have been guilty, he was now the injured party.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

7. Obvious to the senses; distinctly and easily
perceptible.

As both theyr trauth & penance well deserude
All in flue gold to haue theyr image kerude.
For cleere recorde of theyr most woorthy fames.

Puttenham, Partheniades, ii.

8. Free from anything that perturbs; imdis-
turbed by care or passion ; unruffled ; serene

;

calm.
To whom the Son, with calm aspect and clear,

Made answer. Milton, P. L., v. 733.

Till ev'n the clear face of the guileless King . . .

Became her bane. Tennyson, Guinevere.

9. Free from guilt or blame ; morally unblem-
ished; irreproachable; pure.

I write to you this second epistle, in which I stir your
clear soul by monishing. Wyclif, 2 Pet. iii. 1.

Duncan . . . hath been
So clear in his great office. Shak., Macbeth, L 7.

In honour clear. Pope, Epistle to Addison, L 68.

10. Free from something objectionable, espe-
cially from entanglement or embarrassment

;

free from accusation or imputation, distress,

imprisonment, or the like : absolute or follow-
ed by of or from.

The cruel corporal whisper'd in my ear.
Five pounds, if rightly tipt, would set me clear. Gay.

Xo one could have started with a more resolute deter-
mination to stand clear of party politics than Prince Al-
bert. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, vii.

A house may be kept almost clear of fleas by frequent
washing and sweeping.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 190.

1 1 . Free from impediment or obstruction ; uu-
obstructed : as, a clear view.
And make a clear way to the gods. Shak. , T. of A. , iiL 4.

My companion . . . left the waycfeartohim. Addison.

A clear field and no favor. Proverbial saying.

12. Soimdin^ distinctly; plainly audible; ca-
norous: as, his voice was loud and clear.

The robin warbled forth his full clear note
For hours, and wearied not

Bryant, Old Man's Counsel.

For like the clear voice when a trumpet shrills, . . .

So rang the clear voice of MaUdH.
Tennyson, Achilles over the Trench.

13. Without diminution or deduction; abso-
lute ; net : as, clear profit or gain.

He through, what ere it cost.
So much cleare gaine, or so nmch coine cleare lost.

T. Heywood, If you Know not Me, ii.

I often wished that I had clear.

For life, six hundred pounds a year. Swift.

14. Without admixture, adulteration, or dilu-
tion: as, a fabric of clear silk; clear brandy;
clear tea. [U. S.]— 16. Free from defect or
blemish: as, clear lumber.— 16. Free from
doubt ; mentally certain ; clearly convinced

;

sure : as, I am perfectly clear on that point.

I have heard of a thing they call Doomsday-book— I am
clear it has been a rental of back-ganging tenants.

Scott, Redgauntlet, Letter xL

17t. Sole; unaided; unaccompanied.
It was that worth! william that wises [men] so louen,
& that brou3t 30U out of bale with his cler strengthe.

WUliam of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.), I. 2037.

Clear days (preceded by some numeral, as three, five,

nine, etc.), whole days, exclusive of that on which some
proceeding is commenced or completed : as, he was allow-
ed three clear days in which to pay up.—To boll Clear.
See bijU'i. =S3m. Plain, Obvious, etc. See manifest, a.

U. n. 1. In carp., arch., etc., unobstructed
space ; space between two bodies in which no
third body intervenes ; unbroken or iminter-
rupted suiface : used only in the phrase in the

clear : as, it measures fifty feet in the clear.—
2. That which is clarified ; clarified liquor or
other matter.— 3f. Light; clearness.

In the north, distinguishing the hours,
The loadstar of our course dispers'd his clear.
Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

clear (kler), adv. [< ME. clere, < clere, a., clear.
In 2d sense, cf. cJean, ndc] 1. Clearly; plain-
ly ; not obscurely ; manifestly.

Now clear I understand. Milton, P. L., xil. 876.

Sh' hath eyes (like Faith), but yet (alas !) those eyes
See cleer by night, by day are blinde as Bats.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, i. 19.

2. Quite; entirely; wholly; clean: as, to cut
a piece clear oS; he climbed clear to the top.

clear

He put his mouth to her ear, and, under pretext of a
whisper, bit it clear off. Sir R. L Estrange.

The ambition of Alexander did not only destroy a great
part of the world, but made it put on a clear other face
than it had before. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 363.

Came
A bitter wind, clear from the North.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

clear (kler), v. [< ME. cleren = D. klaren =
liG. kleren, klaren = MHG. klceren, G. klaren,
klaren = Dan. klare = Sw. klara, clear, from the
adj. ; cf. Sp. clarar (obs.), clarear = Pg. clarear
= It. chiarare, chiarire, < L. clarare, clear, < cla-
rus, clear: see clear, a.] I. trans. 1. To re-
move whatever diminishes brightness, trans-
parency, or purity of color from : as, to clear
liquors ; to clear a mirror ; to clear the .sky.

—

2. To make clear to the mind ; free from ob-
scurity, perplexity, or ambiguity ; explain

;

solve
;
prove : now generally followed by np, or

hyfrom or 0/ before the thing removed: as, to
clear up a case ; to clear a theory from doubt

;

to clear a statement of confusing details.

Let a god descend, and clear the business to the audi-
ence. Bryden.

Hauing fully cleared their ungratefulnesse and impu-
dency, and being assured of the choice of a successor that
was to be expected within flue or six weekes, hee was de-
sirous to take the opportunity of this Barke, and to visit
the Colony in Virginia.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 164.

To be sure, that matter was never rightly cleared up.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

3. To free from obstruotions ; free from any
impediment or encumbrance, or from anything
useless, noxious, or injurious : as, to clear the
way; to clear the table ; to clear the sea of pi-
rates ; to clear land of trees ; to clear the voice.

Addressing themselves to the work of clearing the land.
Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

4. To free from foreign or extraneous matter

;

remove anything from that impairs purity or
homogeneity. Specifically- (a) In galvanizing sheet-
iron, to remove oxid from (the surface of the plates un-
der treatment) by immersion in muriatic acid. (6) In
calico-printing, to remove superfluous dye from (cloth).
.See clearing, 1 (c).

5. To remove (something that has ceased to
be wanted, or is of the nature of an encimi-
brauce, impediment, or obstruction): -witho^,
away, etc. : as, to clear o^ debts; to clear away
the debris.

If, however, we cannot lay the foundation, it is some-
thing to clear away the rubbish ; if we cannot set up truth,
it is something to pull down error.

Macaulay, On West. Kevlewer's Def. of Mill.

6. To empty.
I am confident not a Man among us all did clear his

Dish, for it rained so fast and such great drops into our
Callabashes, that after we had sup'd off as much Choco-
late and Rain-Water together as suffised us, our Calla-
bashes were still above half full.

Dampier, "Voyages, II. iii. 86.

7. To free j liberate or disengage ; rid : abso-
lutely or with of oTfrom : as, to clear one's self

from debt or obligation.

Twice in one houre & a lialfe the Britaine boarded her,
yet they cleared themselves,

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 8.

Being thus tired with one another's company, ... we
used all the means we could to clear ourselves of one an-
other. /{. Ktiox (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 385).

8. To justify or vindicate
;
prove or declare to

be innocent ; acquit.

That will by no means clear the guilty. Ex. xxxiv. 7.

This earth, how false it is ! Wliat means is left lor me
To clear myself? It lies in your Iwlief.

Beau, and Fl., Phllaster, v. 5.

Ferd. Antonio, sir, has many amiable qualities.
Jerome. But he is poor ; can you clear him of that, I say ?

Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

9. To make gain or profit to the amount of,

beyond all expenses and charges ; net.

He clears but two hundred thousand crowns a year.
Addison.

10. To leap clean over, or pass by without
touching; get over or past : as, to clear a hedge
or ditch ; to clear a rock at sea by a few yards.

Ten feet of ground
He deafd, in his start, at the very first bound !

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 68.

They had scarcely cleared the churchyard when a voice
. . . called out to them to stop.

Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 101.

11. Naut. and co»i., to free from legal detention,
as imported goods or a ship, by paying duties
or dues and procuring and giving the requisite
documents : as, to clear a cargo ; to clear a ship
at the custom-house—To clear a ship for action,
or to clear for action, to remove all encunilu-ances from
the 4lecks, and prepare for an engagement.— To clear the
decks. See rfecA-,—To clesir the land (natit.), to make
such a distance from shore as to have open sea-room and



clear

l>e out of danger of getting agroiina.—To clear the way,
to opeu the way ; make a free passage.

The Scottish champion clears the way.
Which was a glorious thing.

Sev^n Champions of Christemiom (C'hihl's Ballads, I. 90).

H. intrans. 1. To become free from what-
ever diminishes brightness or transparency, as
the sky from clouds or fogj become fair: abso-
lutely or with up or off.

So foul a sky clears not without a storm.
Shak., K. Jolin, iv. 2.

Advise him to stay till the weather clears up.

Su^ift, Advice to Servants, Directions to the Groom.

His excellency observed my countenance to clear vp.
Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 4.

Flowerets around me blow,
And clearinrj skies shine bright and fair.

R. H. D. Ba'rham, ilemoir of R. H. Barham, I. 33.

Hence— 2. To pass away or disappear, as from
the sky: followed by o^'or away: as, the mist
clears off or aicay.— 3t. To be disengaged from
encumbrances, distress, or entanglements ; be-
come free or disengaged. Bacon.— 4. To ex-
change cheeks and bills, and settle balances, as
is done in clearing-houses. See clearing-house.— 5. Naut.j to leave a port: often followed by
out or outward: as, several vessels cleared yes-

terday; the ship will clear out or outward to-

morrow.— 6, To make room; go away. [Col-

loq., IT. S.]—To clear out. (a) To take one's self off;

remove; depart. [Colloti.]

Colonel Golden and the Diokenses came one night, . . .

and cleared out the next day.
Ticknor, in Life and Letters, II. 207.

(b) In bookbinding, to remove the waste paper and pare
down the superfluous leather on the inside of a book-cover,
preparatory to pasting in the end papers, (c) See def. 5,

alx)ve.—To clear up. (a) To become clear to the eye or
to the mind. (6) See def. 1, above, (ct) To cheer up.

Come, no more sorrow : I have heard your fortune,
And I myself have tried the like : clear up, man ;

I will not have you take it thus.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 4.

clearage (kler'aj), n. [< clear, r.,+ -age.^ The
act of removing anything ; clearance, [Rare.]

clearance (kler'ans), n. [< clears v., + -rt«ce.]

1. The act of clearing; riddance; removal of

encumbrance or obstruction: as, the clearance

of land from trees ; the clearance of an estate

from unprofitable tenantry.

They [French philosophers] effected a clearance, and
opened a vista beyond which new ideals might arise be-

fore men's eyes. £. Dowden, Shelley, I. 333.

2. Clear or net profit. Trollope.— 3. A certifi-

cate that a vessel has complied with the law
and is authorized to leave port, it contains the
name of the master, of the vessel, and of the port to which
it is going, a description of the cai^o, and other particu-
lars. The manner in which a clearance shall be made is

prescribed by law.

4. In steam-engines, the distance between the
piston and the cylinder-cover, when the former
is at the end of its stroke ; similarly, free ^lay
for the parts of any other machine; clearing.
—Clearance angle. See angle'i.

clear-cole, n. See claire-cole.

clear-cut (kler'kut), a. Formed with clear,

sharp, or delicately defined outlines, as if by
cutting, as opposed to molding.

A cold and clear-cut face. Tennyson, Maud, ii.

Quite an American face, I should fancy, it was so clear-

cut and dark. The Century, XXVII, 211.

clearedness (klerd'nes), n. The state of being
cleared. Fuller. [Rare.]

clearer (kler'^r), n, 1. One who or that which
clears or renders clear.

Oxygen is the mighty scavenger in the vital economy,
the general purifier and clearer. Pop. Sci. Mo. , XIII. 570.

2. Naut., a tool on which hemp is prepared for

making lines and twines for sail-makers, etc.

clear-eyed (kler'id), a. Having clear, bright
eyes ; clear-sighted

;
possessing acute and pen-

etrating vision ; hence, mentally acute or dis-

cerning.

She looks through one, . , . like a clear-eyed awful god-
dess. Kingsley, Hypatia, xxi.

clear-headed (kler'hed'''ed), a. Having a clear

head or understanding ; sagacious.

ThiB clear-headed, . . . kind-hearted man.
Disraeli, Coningsby.

Clear-headed friend, whose joyful scorn.

Edged with sharp laughter, cuts atwain
The knots that tangle human creeds.

Tennyson, To .

clearing (kler'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clear, v.]

1. The act of making clear, (a) The act of freeing
from anything : as, the clearing of land, (b) Tlie act of

defending or vindicating.

For behold this selfsame thing, that ye sorrowed after a
godly sort, what carefulness it wrought in you, yea. what
clearing of yourselves, 2 Cor. vii. 11.
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(c) In calico-printing, the operation of removing superflu-
ous dye from the cloth, by washing, treating with liran and
soap, and grass-bleaching, (d) In glass-manu/., the keep-
ing of niulten glass in a thinly fluid condition, tu permit
imjmrities and all uncombined substances tu separate and
settle to the bottom, leaving the glass clear. This is

assisted by agitation, first by the escape of the gases dis-

engaged, and, when this ceases, by stirring with iron ladles

or i>ole8, and finally by introducing some substance con-
taining water, which is pushed to the bottom, and there
evolves steam, which works upward through the mass. (*-)

In galvanizing sheet-iron, the operation of removing oxid
from the surface of the plates under treatment by immers-
ing them in muriatic acid. (/) In banking, the nmtual
exchange between banks of checks and drafts, and the set-

tlement of the differences. The place where this is effected

is called a clearing-house (which see), {g) In English
railway management, the act of distributing among the
diflferent companies the proceeds of the througii traffic

passing over several railways. The necessary calculations
are made in the railway clearing-house in Ix)ndon.

2. That which is cleared, or is cleared away
;

specifically, in the plural, the total of the claims
to be settled at a clearing-house.—3. A place
or tract of land cleared of wood for cultivation.

Pleasantly lay the clearings in the mellow summer morn.
Whittier, Parson Avery.

4. The amount of free play or space between
the cogs of two geared wheels when fitted to-

gether.

clearing-battery (kler'ing-bat''''er-i), n. See
batter I/.

clearihg-beck (kler'ing-bek), n. See heck^.

clearing-house (kler'ing-hons), n. A place or
institution where the settlement of mutual
claims, especially of banks, is effected by the
payment of differences called balances. Clerks
from each bank attend the clearing-house with checks and
drafts, usually called exchanges, on the other banks be-

longing to the clearing-house. These exchanges are dis-

tributed by messengers among the clerks of the lianks that
must pay them. Each bank in turn receives from all the
other banks the exchanges they have received drawn on
it and which it must pay. The exchanges which a bank
takes to the clearing-house are called creditor exchanges ;

the exchanges which it receives from the other banks rep-

resented there are called debtor exchanges. If the cred-
itor exchanges of a bank exceed its debtor exchanges, it

is a " creditor bank," and must be paid the balance ; if the
reverse is the case, it is a "debtor bank," and must pay
the balance. The balances are paid by the debtor banks
to the clearing-house for the creditor banks. The details

of clearing, especially as regards the mode of paying the
balances, differ somewhat in diflerent clearing-houses.
The system originated in London, and has l)een adopted
in many cities. In London there is also a milway clearing-

house. See clearing, 1 (g).

—

Clearing-house certificate,
a certificate of deposit issued l»y aclearing-house. Such
certificates are negotiable only between banks which are
members of the clearing-house associatii m. Under special
circumstances similar certificates have been issued by the
clearing-liouseonthedepositof securities instead ofspecie.

clearing-nut (kler'ing -nut), n. The fruit of

the Strychnos potatorum, used in the East Indies
for clearing muddy water, a seed is rubbed around
t!ie inside of a vessel of water, which is then left to settle,

all the impurities soon falling to the bottom.

clearing-pan (kler'ing-pan), n. A small, wide,
low vessel used in glass-manufacture for clear-

ing molten glass or freeing it from impurities;

a clarifier.

clearing-plow (kler'ing-plou), n. Aheavyplow
used for breaking up new lands.

clearing:-ring (kler'ing-ring), n. In angling, a
heavy ring of metal run down a fishing-line to

clear it of obstructions.

clearing-sale (kier'ing-sal), n. A sale for the

disposal of one's whole stock of goods, furni-

ture, etc.

clearing-screw (kler'ing-skro), n. In some
firearms, a screw placed at right angles to the

nipple, as a means of communication with the

bore or chamber in case of obstruction in the

vent.

clearing-stone (kler'ing-stdn), n. A fine stone

onwhich curriers' knives are whetted to remove
the scratches made by the rub-stone. It is a
soft variety of hone-slate, cut in a circular form.

clearly (kler'li), adv. [< ME. clereli, clerliche,

< clcre + -U : see clear, a., and -ly^.^ In a clear

manner, (a) Without obstruction ; luminously.

Mysteries of grace and salvation which were but darkly
disclosed unto them, have unto us more clearly shined.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

(6) Plainly ; evidently ; so as to leave no doubt.

That, by the old constitutioii, no military authority was
lodged in the Parliament, Mr. Hallam has clearly shown.

Macaulatf, Hallam's Const. Hist.

(c) With distinct mental discernment : as, to know a thing
clearly.

You do not understand yourself so clearly,

As it behoves my daughter, and your honour.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

(d) Distinctly ; plainly ; with or so as to permit clear per-
ception or understanding.

She [the Queen] braied and cride lowde, so that Gawein
and his companye it herde clierly, and turned thider her
wey. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iu. 690.

clear-sightedness

A horseman riding along the giddy way showed so clearly
against the sky that it seemed as if a puff of wind would
blow horse and man into the ravine beneath.

I{. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 170.

Once more; speak clearly, if you speak at all

:

Cai've every word before you let it fall.

0. W. Holmes, A Khymed Lesson,

(et) Without entanglement, confusion, or embaixassment.

He that doth not divide, will never enter well into busi-
ness ; and he that divldeth too much will never come uut
of it clearly. Bacon, Dispatch.

(/t) Plainly; honestly; candidly.

Do not take into consideration any sensual or worldly
interest, but deal clearly and impartially with yourselves.

TUlotSOTL
(f;t) Without impediment, restriction, or reserve.

And for he shuld his charge wele susteyn.
The kyng hym gaue clerly an Erlys lande.
The whiche but late was com in to his hand.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1063.

By a certain day they should clearly relinquish unto the=

king all their lands and possessions.
Sir J. Davies, State of Ireland.

= Syn. Distinctly, Clearly. See distinctly.

clearmatinf, n. [ME. clerematyn, < clere, clear,

+ (appar.) matin, morning, perhaps in ref. to-

breakfast (cf. OF. matinel, breakfast) : see clear,

a., and matin.'] A kind of fine white bread.

Ne no begger ete bred that benes inne were,
liut of coket or clerematyn or elles of clene whete.

Piers Ploieman (B), \i. 306.

clear-melting (kler'mel''''ting), n. In glass-

manuf., the process of keeping the glass in a
molten condition for a time sufficient to permit
impurities or uncombined substances to settle.

See clearing, 1 {d).

clearness (kler ' nes), n. [< ME. clerenesse, <
clere + -nesse: see clear, a., and -nes5,] The-
state or quality of being clear, (at) Clarity ; bright-
ness

; glory.

My townge is not suffyclent
Thy clerenes to comprehende,
Yf every membre a tunge niyght extende.

Political Poems, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

There was under his feet as it were a paved work of a.

sapphire stone, and as it were the body of heaven in his
clearness. Ex. xxiv. 10.

(6) Freedom from anything that diminishes brightness,
transparency, or purity of color : as, the clearness of water
or other liquid ; clearness of skin, (c) Distinctness to the
senses ; the character of being readily and exactly per-

ceived : as, clearness to the view, (rf) Freedom from ob-
struction or encumbrance : as, the clearness of the ground.
(e) Distinctness to the mind ; perspicuity ; intelligibility.

He does not know how to convey his thoughts to an-
other with clearness and perspicuity. Addison, Spectator.

(/) Acuteness of thought ; absence of mental confusion ;

pei-spicacity.

In the qualities in which the French writers surpass
those of all other nations— neatness, clearness, precision,

condensation, he [Mirabeau] sui-passed all French writers.
Macaulay, Mirabeau.

{g) Acuteness of a sense : as, clearness of sight.

The critic clearness of an eye
That saw thro" all the Muses' walk.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cix.

(At) riainnecs or plain dealing ; sincerity ; honesty ; fair-

ness; candor.

When . . . the case required dissimulation, if they then
used it, . . . the former opinion spread abroad, of their
good faith and clearness of dealing, made them almost in-

vincible. Bacon, Simulation.

(i) Freedom from imputation or suspicion of ill.

For 't [murder] must be done to-night.

And something from the palace ; always [be it] thought
That I require a clearness. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

{)) In painting, that peculiar quality in a picture which,
is realized by a skilful arrangement and interdependence
of colors, tints, and tones, in accordance witli the prin-
ciples of chiaroscuro.— Esthetic clearness, that clear-

ness of comprehension which is brought altout by the use
of examples. =Syn. Lucidity, Plainness, etc. ^e perspi-
cuity.

clear-seeing (kler'se''''ing), a. Having a clear
sight or tmderstanding. Coleridge.

clear-seer (kler'se*er), n. A clairvoyant. Xorth
British Jiev. [Rare.]

clear-sighted (kler'si'^ted), a. 1. Having clear

or acute vision ; hence, having acuteness of

mental discernment; discerning; perspica-
cious; judicious: as, clear-sighted reason; a
clear-sighted judge.

Judgment sits clear-sighted and surveys
The chain of reason with unerring gaze.

Thomson, Happy 3Ian.

Not a few, indeed, of the most clear-sighted men of

science have been well aware of the i-eal source of our
dynamic conceptions. J. Martineau, Materialism, p. 165.

2. Specifically, clair^'oyant.

clear-sightedness (kler'si''''ted-nes). n. 1. The
state or quality of being clear-sighted; clear

vision ; acute discernment of the senses or

thought.
When beset on every side with snares and death, he

[Shaftesbury] seemed to be smitten with a blindness as.

strange as his former clear-sightedness.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

2. Specifically, clairvoyance.



clearstarch

clearstarch (kler'starch), r. t. To stiffen and
dress with clear orpure starch : as, to clearstmxh
muslin.

He took his lodgings at the mansion-house o£ a tailor'swidow, who washes and can clear-starch his bands.
Addison.

clearstarcher (kler ' star
clearstarches.

Clean linen come home from the clear-starchcr'g.

Dickens.

clearstory, clerestory (kler'sto'ri), «. ; pi
clearstories, clerestories (-riz). [The spelling

"cher), n. One who
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cleavage (kle'vaj), n. [< cleave'^ + -age.J 1
the act of cleaving or splitting, or the state of
being cloven.
There is little to look ujKjn with pleasure amidst thiscUavage of paity ties and rending of old associations.

Furtniijhtly Rev., N. .S., XL. 3.

Clearaory.—Apse of Bajreux Ca
thedral Normanay. ^.clearstory
a, Dlind-story, or triforium.

clerestory is archaic,
clearstory, which oc-
curs in early mod.
E., being also the
proper present spell-
ing; < clear + sto-
ry-; so called be-
cause furnished with
windows. Cf. blind-
story.'] 1. The upper
story of a church,
perforated by a
range of windows,
which form the prin-
cipal source of light
for the central por-
tions of the building.
It is immediately over the
triforium, where a trifo-
rium is present. Where
there is no triforium it
rests immediately on the
arches of the aisles ; or, in
cases where such arches
are not present, it occu-

waiu""*
'"•"••^'ponding position in the upper part of the

A meruelous howse was bylded at Gynes, ... so erete
in (luantyte, so statly, and all with cUre glory IvKhty? Ivk
« lantorne. AmoU; Chronicle (1M2), p. li

Hence— 2. The raised part of the roof of a
railroad-car, which contains the ventilating
W17ld0WS.

Clearweed (kler'wed), n. The Pilea pumila, alow nettle-like plant of the United States, with
a smooth, shinmg, and pellucid stem, growinR
111 moist shaded places. Also called rich weed.
clearwing (kler'wing), «. A sphinx-moth in
wliieh the wings are transparent in the middle

:

as, the thysbe ckancing, Hemaris thiisbe

^¥f^ i^f,*^' "• [^- <""'•' < ^^- <^l(te, var. of
chte,< AS. elite : see c«tel.] If. The burdock.—2. Butter-bur. [Prov. Eng.]

Cleat2 (klet), n. [Formerly spelled cleet, clete
same as E. dial, date, a wedge; ME. clete, clyt^,
also ctote, a wedge (< AS. 'cledt (f), not found)

'KJ'JrJi^'' ^'''*'' ^- ^'<""' a ball, globe, =OHG. chUiz a baU, a bowl, MHG. also a knob,
wedge, G klo8s,a. clod, dumpling, = Icel. klot,
knob, = Norw. klot, klaate = Sw. kht = Dan!
klode, a bowl, ball, globe. The forms and senses
are not easily separated from those of the re-

lated clot^ and cto(l.] 1 . Naut. :

(o) A piece of wood or iron con-
sisting of a bar with arms, to
which ropes are belayed. (6)A piece of wood nailed down to
secure somethingfrom slipping.
—2. A piece of iron fastened

cieaKoneof-hici ^^'^^ S ^Y^ *" preserve the
is lashed to asuy. sole.— d. A picco of woo<l nailed

on transversely to a piece of
joinery for the purpose of securing ft in its
proper position or of strengthening it. Hence—4. A strip nailed or otherwise secured across
a board, post, etc., for any purpose, as for sup-
porting tlie end of a shelf.- 5. A trunnion-
bracket on a gun-carriage. E. H. Knight.

cleats (Wet) I', t. [< cleats n.] To strengthen
with a cleat or cleats.

cleats (klet), n. [Origin obscure.] In coaU
»«mi«</, the principal set of cleavage-planes by

tlie bed.linK. Of tlicse two seU one is usually more dis-tinct and this is called the cUat. The surfaces exm«J^l

"in,"," .'.',f

"",',';'' ''"^"' "•" """" »hic^ are fn reality

*'l!f'^*?^,"^y
(We-va-bil'i-ti), n. [< cleavaUe

:

Bee-bit,ty.] Capability of cleavage.

2. In mineral., the property possessed by many
crystallized minerals of breaking readily in one
or more directions, by which means surfaces
more or less smooth are obtained. The cleavage
slioMs the direction m which the force of cohesion is least(Compare parting.) It is defined as perfect or eminent

li'Sf^ti' ""^.'•™^f«f
etc., accortling to the ease withwhich the fracture takes place, and the smoothness of theresulting surface

; also cul>ic. octahedral, rhombohedral
prismatic, basal, etc., according to the direction of theirscturc.

3. In geol, the property possessed by certain
rocks of being easily spUt or divided into thin
layers, it is chieHy the argillaceous rocks in whichcleavage is highly developed, and it seems to be the resultof metamorphisin combined with pressure. The cleavageof rooflng-slate is the best illustration of this structure
tfiee clay slate, under clay.) Some rocks split into thiiilayers as a result of stratification, but this is not what i"properly understood by cleavage, Tyndall has shown thatvvax may have planes of cleavage developed in it by pres-sure

;
but the only rocks in which cleavage-planes existm perfection are those which have also undergone someiiietamorphism. .See metamorphisin.

4 In embryoh, segmentation, specifically of the
vitellus: distinctively caUed egg-clcaiuqe Or
i/olk-cleavage. See segmentation.- caeavaee-cav-
Ity, in embryol the cavum segmentarium or ludTow of asegmented vitellus or yolk which has become a vesicularmorula

;
the interior of a blastula ; the cavity of a blastfi-sphtre; a blastoc.ele or blastoca'Ioma.-CIeava«e-Elob-

ule, cleavage-ceU, a blastomere (which see) -cfeav^a«e-mass, hi embryol., any cell resulting from the seg-

ceM a m'omla cell'''
"''

^'°"' °' " 8e™inatiiig ovum-

The first step in the development of the tmbrvo is the
division of the vitelline substance into cleamge-masses.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 10.
Cleayel (klev), v. i.

; pret. and pp. prop, cleaved,
pret. also occasionally dare, by confusion with
pret. of deave-i, ppr. cleaving. [< ME. eleven,
clcrien, cleovten, clivien, cliven (weak verb pret
clevede, pp. dei-ed), < AS. cleojian, clifian (weak
^T^^'rP^rl*-

"''/o^?. PP- «''>'^) = OS- 't«Mo« =
,,;- HTS' = *^^- ^'<''<^"' LG. kliven =OnO.

chleben, MHG. G. kleben (= Sw. refl. klibha)= Dan. klaibe (not in Goth.), cleave, stick, ad-

aJ"®.'
.^/ecoiKJary verb, with orig. strong verb

AS. 'cfj/oiH, etc. : see cliveK Cf. climb.'] 1 To
stick; adhere; be attached; cling: often used
nguratively.

If any blot hath cleaved to mine hands. Job ml. 7.
Let my tongue cfeoM to the roof of my month.

„,,,,. Ps. CXKvii. 6.
Orpah kissed her mother In law; but Ruth clave unto

„ , ,
Kuth i. 14.

for I cleaved to a cause that I felt to be pure and true.

„ _ Tennyson, Maud, xxviii. 3.

2. To fit closely. [Bare.]

, ,. .
New honours come upon hlni.

fi ,.^?/J^ .k"'?'; ^'™«'"». '^"O' not to their moiidBut with the aid of use. shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

Cleavea (klev) v.
; pret. cleft, clove, or clave (the

last now archaic), np. deft, cloven, or cleaved,
ppr. cleaving. [< ME. eleven, cleoven (prop
strong verb, pret. claf. cUef clef deef pi. cloven,
pp. cloven, clove; also, as trans., weak, preteW, pp. deft), < AS. cleofan (strong verb,
pret. cledf pi. clufon, pp. clofen) = OS. klio-
bhan = U.kloven = MLG. klorcn, kliven, LG.
kloben = ORG. chlioban, MHG. G. Mieben =
Icel fc(,«/a = Sw. klyfra = Dan. klove (not in
Goth.), split, divide, prob. = L. gluhere, peel,= Gr. y?.v^a>, hollow out, engrave (see glimh,
^ypttc). Not related to ckarel.] I trans 1To part or divide by force; rend apart; splft ornve

; separate or sunder into parts, or (flgimi-
tively) seem to do so: as, to cliave wood; to
cleave a rock. '

Daniel seyde "sire kynge, thi dremeles bitokneth
That vnkouth knystcs shul come thi kyngdom tucleue."

Piers Plowman (B), vit. 155.
The crescent moon clove with iu glitterinjr prow
The clouds. Wordsworth, Sonneto, ill. 3.

cleddyo

3t. To part or open naturally.

,
Every beast that parteth the hoof, and cleaveth the cleftmto two claws. ^eut. xlv. 6.

=Sro. 1. split, Rip, etc. See rend.
II. tntrans. To come apart; divide; spUt;

open; especially, to split with a smooth plane
traoture, or m layers, as certain minerals and
rocks. See cleavage, 2 and 3.

TJdlS?i'''"'
''''"•'' '" '"''• ""'^

i"
'•>»' clevynge was oureixird hidd. MandevUle, Travels, p. 86

As if the world should cleave, and that slain menShould solder up the rift. Shak., A. and C, ill. 4
In a greenstone-dike in the Magdalen Channel, the feld-spar cleaved with the angle of albite.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 13, note
Cleavelandite (klev'lan-dit), ». [After theAmenean mineralogist I>arkerCfeat,'e«a«d(1780-
lbo8) .] A lamellar variety of the feldspar albite,
from Chesterfield in Massachusetts.
Cleaveri (kle'ver), n. [< cleave^ + -eri-. See
eleavers.] 1. That which cleaves or sticks,
bpeciflcal y a boys toy, consisting of a piece of soakedeather with a string attached, by which, when the leather
is pressed close to a stone, the stone may be lifted- aS11CK€F«

2. See cleavers, 1.

cleaver^ (kle'ver), n. [< cleave^ + -erl ] 1One who or that which cleaves or splits. Spel
cifically— 2. A heavy knife or long-bladed
hatchet used by butchers for cutting carcasses
into joints or pieces.

.„Yf.'"'K
P"««s8'"ns in carts of the pope and the devU,and the butchers rang their cleavers.

'

Swi/t, Journal to Stella, xxxiv.

3. A cutting-tool with a sharp edge, used in
place of a wedge for splitting timber.- Butcher'sCleaver. See C/,a,(<,V #„,„, umler imm

""filers

Cleavers, clivers (kle'verz, kliv'^rz), n. [Prop
pi. of d^averi- (diver being a dial, form resting

??r.
®,°"^- ^°"" "^ clcavei, namely AS. clifian,

.Mt. clmen, etc. : see cleave^ and dive\ and cf
diveri; and, for the form, divert). The plants
are so called from their cleaving together or to
clothes, etc. ; cf. cliveS, burdock, of like origin.]
1. A plant, Galium Aparine, also called goose-
grass, used to some extent in medicine as a
diuretic and sudorific, it has a s<iuare iointeri «t*n,
with short reflexed prickles on the anglTSliXna^w
leaves at each jomt. Also rarely iu singular, cleaver cuZ7.
2. Tutts of grass. [Prov. Eng.] —3. [In form
clivers.] The refuse of wheat. [Prov. Eng ]

CleaTong-kllife (kle'ving-nif), n. A coopera'
tool for riynig juggles, or blocks of timber, into
staves. Also called frow.

Clech6, Clech6e (klesh'a), a. [P. cUch^, tem.
elechee, < L. as if "davicatus, < clavis, a key: see
clavis.] In her.: (a) Voided or pierced through-
out, and so much
perforated that
the chief sub-
stance is taken
from it, leaving
nothing visible
but a narrow
edge or border:
said of an ordi-
nary or bearing,
as a cross so represented.

^. Argent a Cross Clech< (or voided),
vert. ff. Argent a Cross Clech^. vert.

Hardness and cleavahilily of grains.
•S'. a. Williams, Applied Oeology, p. 67.

<^J?avable (kle'va-bl), a. [< cfea»e2 + -able.]
Capable of being cleft or divided.

His heart was cle/t with pain and rage
His cheeks they quivered, liis eyes were wild.

„_ Coleridge.
WTicn Abraham offered up his sonae clave the wiwd wherewith it might be done

Long/ellow, Wayside Inn, Torqucniada
Like a spire of land that stands apart

Cle/t from the main. Tennyson, Princess, iv.
And the mountain's granite ledge
Cleaves the water like a wedge.

»'A>«i>r, Grave by the Lake.
^.10 produce or effect by cleavage or clear-
ance

; make a way for by force ; hew out : as,
to cleave a path through a wilderness.

The crowd dividing clove
An advent to the throne. Tennyson, Princeu, Iv.

-- -~i-^™«v.j„. (6) Having arms
which spread or grow broader toward the ex-
tremities, and are usually obtusely pointed:
said of a cross,

clecki (klek), V. t. or i. [E. dial, and Sc, < ME.
h!f h' o^k 'i'^H']=.^^-

^'^^"' = I^an. kUekke,
tidtch Cf. Goth, klahs in comp. niu-klalis, new-
born.] To hatch ; litter.

Cleck2 (klek), M. [Ct. dockl, cluck.] The noisemade by a brooding hen when provoked; a
cluck. Brockett. [Prov. Eng ]
decker (klek'tr), n. [,< cleck^ + -erT-.] A hen
sitting or desirous of sitting, on her eggs.
Brockett. [Prov. Kng.] ^

cleckinK, cleckin (klek'ing, -in), n. [Verbal n.
of ffecAa, v.] A brood; a litter, [ftov. Eng
and Scotch.] ^'

clecking-time, cleckin-time (klek'ing-, klek'-
in-tun), n. The time of hatching or littering;
the time of birth. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

ClecHn-limt's aye canty time. Scott, Guy Mannering, i
cledt, cleddet. Variants of clad, preterit of
dothe. Chancer.
Cleddyo (kled'yo), n. [Repr. W. cleddeu or
cleddyf pi. cleddyfau, = L. gladius, a sword:
see claymore.] In Celtic antiq., a sword, usu-
ally of bronze, and having the form which is
described as leaf-shaped (see sword), the tongue
being in one piece with the blade, and the bar-
rel of the hilt being formed by riveting a plate
ot wood, bone, or horn upon each side of the
tongue.



cleddyo

Cleddyo, Royal Irish Academy, Dublin.

<:ledgy (klej'i), a. [Var. of cladgy, assibilated

form of claggy : see clag^, claggy.] Stubborn

;

tenacious; mixed with clay: applied to soil.

[Eng.]
cleet (ile), ». An obsoletaor dialectal variant

of claw.
Gootes cleen [goat'sclaws], or rootes

Of Ulie brente, or galbane all this bote is.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

To save her from the seize

Of vulture Death, and those relentless cleU.

B. Jomon, Underwoods, cii.

deed, v- t. See clead.

cleeding, n. See cleading.

cleek, !•• and n. See cleik.

cleett, n. An obsolete form of ckaf^, eleafi.

cleevest, »• An obsolete plural of cliffy.

clef (kief), n. [< F. clef, OF. cle, ckf = Sp.

clave, now Have = Pg. chare, a key, clave, a

clef, = It. chiave, < L. clavis, a key: see clavis.']

In music, a character placed upou a staff to in-

dicate the name and pitch of one of its degrees,

so that the names of the others may be known.
Three clefs are in common use : (1) The G clef, or violin-

clef, indicatinj; that the second line of the stalf corresponds

a b e d

9-

. G clef, or violin-clef. *, c. F clef, or bassclef. d. C clef.
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cleft-grafting (kleft'gr^'ting), n. See graft-

ing, 1.

clegi (kleg), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. clegged, ppr.

clegging. [Cf. clagi, clog, clay.] To cling; ad-

here. [Prov. Eng.]

Cleg2 (kleg), n. [Sc. and North. E. also gleg; <

Icel. kleggi — Norw. Iclegg= Dan. klwge, ahorse-

fly, prob. from root of clog, clag^, clay, etc., as

that which ' sticks
'

; cf. cleg'^.'] A name of

various insects which are troublesome to horses

and cattle from their blood-suclnng habits, as

the great horsefly or breeze, Tabanus hovinus,

also called the gadfly; the Chrysops cmcutiens

(see Chrysops) ; and, in Scotland, the Hcemato-

pota pluvialis, a smaller grayish-colored fly.

Hornets, clegs, and clocks. Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas.

clegS (kleg), n. [Var. of gleg^, q. v.] A clever

person. [Prov. Eng.]

cleido-. See dido-.

cleik, cleek (klek), v. [Sc, < ME. clcken; north-

ern (unassibilated) form of cleach, cletch, clutch :

see clutch^, v.] I. trans. 1. To clutch; snatch;

seize ; catch, as by a hook.

Why, vnconand knaves, an I cleke yowe
I schall felle yow, be my faith, for all youre false frawdes.

York Plays, p. 280.

He cleildt up ane crukit club.

Wyf of Auchtirmuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 119).

2. To steal.

n. in trans. To take one's arm; link together.

Burns.
cleik, cleek (klek), «. [< cleik, cleek, v. Cf.

clutch^, ».] 1. An iron hook.— 2. The arm.—
3. A club with an iron head used in playing

golf. [Scotch in all senses.]

cleisto-. See clisto:

^ ^ ^

to the G next above middle C ; (2) the F clef, or bass clef,

indicating that the fourth line of the staff corresponds to ^^^ ....„.„

the F next below middle C ; and (3) the C clef, indicating „i„;xt,_ 'i „ See clithral
that the degree on which it stands corresponds to middle Cieitnrai, a. oee cmnrai.

C When the C clef stands on the first line, it is called the cleuil (klem), v.\ pret. and pp. cfemmed, ppr.

^ ^ i f,
clemming. [< ME. *clemmen, < AS. *clemman
(only in comp. he-clemman, fasten, confine) =
OS. *klemmian (in comp. bi-klcmmian, fasten,

confine, ant-klemmian, press upon, urge) = MD.
D. klemmen, pinch, clench, oppress, = MLGr. LG.
klemmcn, pinch, compress, = OHG. *chlemman

(incomp. U-chJemman),M3.G. G. A:temme»,pinch,

cramp, squeeze, jam, = Dan. Uemme, pinch,

squeeze, jam, = Norw. klemma, kUema, klemha

(also Idcemra, klembra = Icel. klemhra, squeeze,

clamp) = Sw. klamma, pinch, squeeze. In later

use taken as equiv. to clam^, v., as a denomina-

X. Soprano clef. s. Alto clef. 3. Tenor clef.

5. Grefforian F clef.

4. Gregorian C clef.

soprano clef ; when upon the third line, theaito clef ; when
upon the fourth line, the tenor clef, etc. ; an F clef placed

on the third line of the staff was called the barytone clef.

The C clef in its various positions is most used in old

music and in full scores of large vocal works. In Grego-

rian music a peculiar form of the C clef appears, and also

of the F clef. The form of all these characters has resulted

from gradual changes of the Gothic letters O, F, and C.

See staff.

clefti (kleft), n. [Early mod. E. also clift, <

ME. clift, clyft, and erroneously clif (perhaps <

AS. *clyft, not found; otherwise Scand.), =
D. kluft = OHG. chluft, G. kluft = Icel. kluft

= Norw. kluft, klyft = Sw. klyft, klyfta = Dan.
kloft, a cleft, crack, etc. ; from the verb : AS.
cleofan = D. kloven, etc., cleave, split: see

cleave^, and cf. clove^ = clough^.] 1. A space

or opening made by cleavage ; a crevice ; a fis-

sure ; a furrow ; a rift ; a chink.

Therby also . . . ys a scissur or chjfte in the Stone

£ooke so myche that a man may almost lye therine.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 43.

He win smite the great house with breaches, and the

little house with clefts. Amos vi. 11.

The great cleft of Wady Mousa was hidden from view.

The Century, XXXI. 14,

tive of clarn^.

clench

clement.'] 1. The quality of being clement;
mildness of temper, as shown by a superior to

an inferior, or by an aggrieved person to the
offender; disposition to spare or forgive;

mercy; leniency; forbearance.

I pray thee that thou wouldest hear us of thy clemency
a few words. Acts xxiv. 4.

The only protection which the conquered could find was
in the moderation, the clemency, and the enlarged policy

of the conquerors. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Clemency, he [Seneca] says, is an habitual disposition

to gentleness in the application of punishments.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 199.

2. Softness or mildness, as of the elements: as,

the clemency of the weather.

Tliese and other things fable they of the Hyperborei, to
which Solinus addeth many otlier, of the clemencie of the
ayre, etc. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 398.

=Syn. 1. Mercifulness, indulgence, forgiveness, compas-
sion, tenderness, gentleness.

clement (klem'ent), a. [< F. clement, now cM-
«iC«<=Sp. Pg. It. clemente, < L. clemen(t-)s,mi\di,

calm, soft, gentle, placid, orig. of the weather,
fig. of disposition, mild, gentle, tranquil, merci-

ful; of uncertain origin ; according to one view
orig. 'languid,' 'weary,' ppr. of V 'clem = Skt.

•v/ cram, be weary.] Mild in temper and dispo-

sition; gentle; forbearing; lenient; merciful;

compassionate; tender.

I know you [the gods] are more clement than vile men.
Who of their broken debtors take a third.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4.

= Syn. Forbearing, indulgent, forgiving.

Clementine (klem'en-tin), a. and n. [< ML.
Clementinus, < Clemen{t-)s, Clement.] I. a. Of
or pertaining to one of several ecclesiastics

named Clement, especially— (1) St. Clement,
bishop of Kome in the first century ; (2) Pope
ClementV. (1305-1314) ; (3) ClementVII. (1378-

1394), the first of the antipopes of Avignon.

—

Clementine liturgy, a very eaily, proljably ante-Xicene,

Greek litui-gy, so called because it has come down-to us
incorporated in the eighth book of the work known as the
" Apostolical Constitutions," which is ascribed in its Greek
title to St. Clement of Rome. It is, however, not Roman,
but Oriental in type, and has been assigned by some au-

thorities to the patriarchate of Antioch.

II, n. 1. One of a series of compilations at-

tributed to St. Clement.—2. pi. That part of

the body of canon law which contains the col-

lections made by Pope Clement V. of the acts

of the Council of Vienne, A. D. 1311-12, with the

addition of some of his decretals.— 3. A fol-

lower of, «r a believer in the authority of, the

antipope TJlement VII.
With mildness

but prop, a factitive verb,

with reg. vowel-bhange, from the pret. *klam

of an assumed verb, Teut. (Goth.) *kliman, ^_^
AS. "climman, press or adhere together, stick; clemently (klem'ent-li), adv
mixed with clam^, and also with clem^ = cleam : of temper ; mercifully,
see clam\ elam^, clem^ = cleam.] I. trans. 1.

To pinch ; compress ; stop up by pressure ; clog.

— 2. To pinch with hunger; starve.

My entrails

Were clemm'd with keeping a perpetual fast.

Massinyer, The Roman Actor, ii. 1.

Most clemenily reconcile this company unto Christ.

Jer. Taylor, Diss, from Popery, ii. 9.

What 1 will he clem me and my followers?
B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 2.

II. intrans. To die of hunger; starve.

Hard is the choice whej.^ the valiant must eat their arnies

or clan. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 6.

[In all senses prov. Eng.]

clem''^ (klem), V. t. A variant of cleam.

2t. The point where the legs are joined to the clem^ (klem), a. [Var. of clam^, a., q. v.]

body; the crotch. C/iaMcer.—3t. That which a.s clanA [Scotch.]

loven ; a cloven hoof. [Bare.]

Same

Is cloven ; a cloven hoof.

Every beast that parteth the hoof, and cleaveth the cleft

into two claws. Deut. xiv. 6.

4. A disease of horses characterized by a crack

on the bend of the pastern.— 5. A piece made
by splitting: as, a cleft of wood— Branchial cleft.

See fcroiicAto^.— Primitive cerebral cleft, in embryol,

a deep furrow separating cerebral vesicles or brain-blad-

ders.—Visceral cleft, in embryol., a fissure between vis-

ceral arches of the neck of a vertebrate embryo, placed

transversely across the front or sides of the neck ; a primi-

tive gill-slit. See cut under amnion.

<jleft2 (kleft). Preterit and past participle of

clefts (kleft), p. a. [Pp. of cleave^, v.] 1 . Split

;

divided; cloven.

I never did on cleft Parnassus dream. Dryden.

2. In hot., divided half-way down or somewhat
further, with narrow or acute sinuses between
the lobes: applied to a lobed leaf, caly-x, etc.

—

clematine (klem'a-tin), n. [< Clematis + -ine"^.]

An alkaloid found in Clematis Vitalha.

Clematis (klem'a-tis), n. [L., < Gr. K?.v/iaTi(,

clematis (so calledfrom its long, lithe branches),

dim. of Kkr/iialj-), a vine, branch, twig, < kIclv,

break, lop, prune.] 1. A genus of plants, most-

ly herbaceous climbers, natural order Banuncu-
lacew. There are many species, natives of temperate cli-

mates. The flowers are without petals, but the sepals ai'e

petaloid and often large and brightly colored. The fruit is

a head of many achenia, with long bearded styles. C. Vi-

tatba is a common species of Europe, known as traveler's-

joy, virgin's-bower, or old-ynan's-beard, which runs over

hedges, loading them first with its copious clustera of white

blossoms, and afterward with its plumose-tailed, silky

heads. The virgin s-bower of the United States, C. Virgi-

niana, is a similar species. There are many forms in culti-

vation, with large flowers of various colors, mostly varie-

ties or hybrids that have been obtained from C. Viticella of

Europe, C. lanuginosa of (::hina, and the Japanese species

C. florida, C. azurea, and C. Fortunei.

2. [/. c] A plant of the genus Clematis.
Cleft, hoof. See Aoo/.-Cleft palate. Seepatote.-~Ina „igj_g.

.f f 'An obsolete form of c?eam.

fr^ef^c^a?^?)ft.'"'[?o!J^'r
'" " '^' ''^'^""^' "^ ''"''^™''

Clemekcet, (klem'ens), n. [< F. clemencenoy.

I never saw hu equal to put a fellow in a cleft-stick. clemcncc, < L. dementia : see clemency.] Clem-
Lever. ency. Spenser.

cleft-graft (kleft'gr*'ft), V. t. To ingraft (a clemency (klem'en-si),n. [Formerly ciemejioe,

plant) by cleaving the stock and inserting a « ». .

Bcion.

q. v. ; = Sp. Vg" clemencia = It. clemen:a, cle-

meneia, < L. dementia, < clemen{t-)s, mild: see

clemmjdd (klem'i-id), n. Amember of the fam-
ily Clemmyid<E.

Clemmyidae (kle-mi'i-de), «.;)?. [NL.,< Clem-

mys + -id(E.] A family of turtles, typified by
the genus Clemmys: generally, but not proper-

ly, known as Emydidce.

clemmyoid (klem'i-oid), a. and n. [< Clemmys
+ -aid.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the

characters of the Clemmyidce.

n. n. A clemmyid or emydid.

Clemmys (klem'is), «. [NL., < Gr. kUu/iv^, a
turtle.] A genus of turtles, typical of the fam-
ily Clemmyidw.
clench, cUnch. (klench, klinch), V. [The form
clinch (early mod. E. dynche, Sc. unassibilated

clink) is later than clench, which is the normal
form ; < ME. denchen, also *clenken ( spelled cleyn-

ken) (pret. clenchede, pp. cleyiit, dent), clench,

rivet, < AS. *clencan (in comp. he-clencan. Bos-

worth, ed. Toller, Supp.), = OHG. chlankhan,

chlenken, klenkan, MHG. Menken, fasten, knit,

bind, tie, = D. klinken= Dan. klinke= Sw. Norw.
klinka, clench, rivet; appar. the factitive of

clank, and so prop, applied to fastening with

nail or rivet and hammer, and so in later use

(E. clinch. So. dink) merged with the closely re-

lated dink: see clink.] I, trans. If. To nail

or fasten.

His Bodi was Book ; the Cros was brede [board],

Whon Crist for vs ther-on was cleynl.

Holy Mood (E. E. T. S.), p. 138.

It [the ark] sail be eleyngked euer-ilka dele,

With nayles that are both noble and newe.
I'orA: Plays, p. 43.

2. To secure or fasten, as a nail, staple, or other

metallic fastening, by beating down the point

after it has been driven through something;

rivet.— 3. To bring together and set firmly, as

the teeth; double up tightly, as the hands.



I

clench

The tops I could just reach with my fists dinched.
Sipift.

Clench'd her fingers till they bit the palm.
Tennywu, Lancelot and Elaine.

I know you, said Eve, clenching her teeth and her little

fist. C. Heade, Love me Little, Love me Long.

4. To grasp or seize firmly or convulsively

;

gripe.
He sette him on the benche
His harpe for to clvnche.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1476.

His heart clenched the idea as a diver grasps a gem.
Di«racli, Coningsby, vii, 7.

5. Figuratively, to fix or secure by a finishing

touch or blow ; confirm, as an argument or an
action, in some unanswerable or irresistible

way; establish firmly.

But the Council of Trent goes much further, and clinch-
eth the business as effectually as possible. South.

Aubrey not only refused to marry his cousin, hut clenched
his refusal by marrying some one else.

Warren, Ten Thousand a Year.

A taunt that clench'd his purpose like a blow I

Tennyson, Princess, v.

6. Xaut., to calk slightly with oakum, in antici-

pation of foul weather.
II. intrans. 1. To gripe.— 2. To seize or

gripe another, or one another, with a firm grasp
or hold, as in wrestling : as, the men clenched.— 3t. To pun.

In his time [Sir Philip Sidney's], I believe, it [clenching]
ascended first into the pulpit, where, if you will give me
leave to clench t'Mj, it yet finds the benefit of ita clergy.

Drijiten, I>ef. of Epil. to 2d pt. Conq. of Granada.

clench, clinch (klench, klinch), n. [< clench,

clinch, i'.] 1. A catch; a grip; a persistent
clutch.

He grasped his stole
With convulsed clenches. Keats.

2. That which holds fast or clenches ; a clench-
er (or clincher) ; a holdfast.

I believe in you, but that's not enough

:

Give my conviction a clinch.

Browning, Master Hugues of Saxe-Ootha.

3. Xatit., a mode of fastening large ropes, con-
sisting of a half-hitch with the end stopped back

to its part by
seizings. The
outer end of a
hawser is bent
by a clench to
the ring of the
anchor. I'J. H.
Knight.— 4t. A
pun or play on
words.

Cttodora pyrainidata.
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of thecosomatous pteropods, of the family Hy-
ala'ida: (or VaroUnidic), having a straight tri-

angular shell, sharp-pointed
behind, with a triangular
oral aperture in front. ('.

pyramidata is an examjjle.
Peron and Lesueur, 1810.

—

2. In entom.i (a) A genus
of coleopterous insects. Mul-
sant. (b) A genus of lepi-

dopterous insects. Stephens,
1834. (c)A genus ofdipterous
insects. Desroidy, 1863.

Cleodoridae (kle-o-dor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cleo-
diira, 1, -I- -iVte.] A family of pteropods, named
by J. E. Gray in 1840 from the genus Cleodora.

Cleomachean (kle-o-ma'ke-au), a. and «. I. u.

Of or pertaining to Cleomaehus, a Greek tragic
poet of the fifth century B. c. : as, the Cleoma-
chean verse or meter. See II.

n. «. In anc. pros., a verse consisting of
Ionics a majore in dimeters, with contraction
in the last foot of each dimeter, and admitting
of anaclasis, so that its scheme is

Cleome (kle-o'me), n. [NL. (LinnsBUs), < LL.
cleome, an unidentified plant ; origin uncertain.
The NL. term is referred by some to Gr. Kh:!civ,

shut (see close'^, r.), in reference to the parts of
the flower.] A large genus of herbaceous and
shrubby plants, natural order Capparidacece,
natives principally of tropical America, Egypt,

Insitle Clench. Outside Clench.

The ladies smile, and with their fans delight
To wttisk a clinch aside, then all goes riglit.

Beau, and Fl., Epil. to Wit at Several Weapons.

Nay, he IBen Jonson] was not free from the lowest
and most gn>veling kind of wit, which we call clenches, of
which " Every Man in his Humour" is infinit^-Iy full, and,
wltich is worse, the wittiest i)er8on8 in the drama speak
them. Uryden, iMtf. of Epil. to 2d jit. Confj. of 'iranada.

5. A mode of securing a nail, staple, or the like,

by turning over the point and hammering back
into the wood the portion bent over.

clench-bolt (klench'bolt), n. A bolt with one
cud designed to be bent over to prevent with-
drawal.

clencher, clincher (klen'-, klin'chfer), ». l.

One who clenches, or that which is used for
clenching, as a cramp or piece of iron bent
down to fasten anything.— 2. A tool used for
clenching or bending over the point of a nail,

to prevent its withdrawal.— 3. A retort or re-

ply so decisive as to close a controversy ; an
unanswerable argument : as, the bishop's letter
is a cti iielier.

clench-nail (klench'nal), n. A nail made of
such material that it can be clenched Rove
clench-nail, a clench-nail with a s<(uare end : so named
from tile mode of using such nails in twat-building, wliere
they are clenched by hanmiering dow-n the end, or by pla-
cing over it a little iliamond-shaped piece of metal called
a rove, and riveting the end of the clench-nail down upon
it, thus drawini; the planks firmly together.

clench-rin^ (klench 'ring), n. A lap-ring, or
open ring in which the i)art8 on the sides of the
opening overlap each otlier. li. B. Knight.

Clenet, «. A Middle English form of clean.

Clengt, V. An obsolete form of cling.

clenk (klenk), V. A dialectal form of clink.

clentt, fl. [ME. Cf. cUnt2,clinty.'] Steep; high;
rocky.

The ship ay shot furth o the shire waghes.
As qwo clymbe at a clytfe, or a dent hille,

—

Eft dump in the depe as all drowne woUie.
Dcslruelim oj Troy (E. E. T. .S.), 1. 1995.

Cleodora (kle-o-do'ril), ». [NL., < Gr. nMo/iupa,
i)ame of a Danaid and of a nymph.] 1. A genus

66

Cle<tttte spittosa.

and Arabia. Many of the species have showy
flowers, and a few are cultivated for ornament,
as ('. siiinosfi, ('. rosea, etc.

Cleonidaet (kle-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cleonus
+ -idw.'i A family of coleopterous insects,
nameil from the genus Cleonus. Kirby, 1837.

Cleonus (kle-6'nus), n. [NL. (Schonherr, 1826)

;

also Cleonis (Megerle, 1821).] A large genus
of Cureulionidw or weevils, characterized by
an elongate and convex body, a short and thick
rostrum, and apical antennee with their second
.joint longer than the third. 'Jhe genus is repre-
sented by 1-2 species in the Vnited States, and there are
upward of Hiii in all. .Several feed u\totl the jiine and the
larch.

clepe (klep), V. ; pret. and pp. cleped, clept,

yeUpcd, yclept, ])pr. eleping. [E. dial, clip; <

ME. clepen. clepien, rteojiicii, clupien, clipien, <

AS. eleopian, ctypian, clipian = ONorth. cliopia,

clioppia, call, cr^ out. Connections unknown.]
I. intrans. To give a call ; cry out ; appeal.

He ryches liym to ryse, &. rai>es hyni sone,
Clepes to his chaniberlayu, choses his wede.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1310.

Clepe at his dore, or knokke with a stoon.
Chaucer, Miller s Tale, 1, 248.

CUping for vengeance of this treachery.
Mir. /or Mags., p. 447.

To the gods I clej)e

For true record of this my faitiiful speech.
Norton and Sackmlle, Gorboduc.

H. trans. 1. To call ; call upon; cry out to.

In ti'tbulacioun thou inwardli clcpidist me.
Wydi/, Ps. Ixxx. 8.

cleptomania

2. To call to one's self ; invite ; summon.
He dupede to him his chaumberlayne.

Floriz and Blaunehejlur, \. 607.

Hee cliped hym his clerkes.
Ali^annder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), \. 836.

Than he leet clepe in alle the Lordes, that he made voy-
den first out of his Chambre. Mandevitle, Travels, p. 138.

3. To call by the name of ; name.
The sterre transmonj^ne, that is clept the sterre of the

see. Mandemllc, Travels (ed. Halliwell), p. 180.

They depe us drunkards, and with swinish phrase
Soil our addition. Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

Judas I am, ycleped Machahajus. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

But come, thou goddess fair and free,
In Heaven yclep'd Euphrosyne.

Milton, L' Allegro, 1. 12.

[The word is now used only archaically, chiefly
in the past participle.]

clepet, «• [< clepe, v.'\ A cry; an appeal; a
call.

With clepes and cries. » Surrey, .^ineid, ii.

clepps (kleps), n. [E. dial., prob. var. of clip^, n.

Cf. clamp^, clam^, n.] A wooden instrument
for pulling weeds out of corn. Grose. [Prov.
Eng.]
clepsaminia (klep-sam'i-a), n.

;
pi. clepsammice

(-e). [NL., < Gr. K/lTTTtiv (K?.ef-), steal,+ a/a-

//of, sand.] An instrument, as an hour-glass,
for measuring time by the dropping or flowing
of sand.

Clepsine (klep-si'ne), n. [NL., < Gr. K/lcV"'a,

theft, < k'/.£jttfiv, steal.] A gentis of the order
Hirudinca, including some of the lower forms
of leeches, in which the sinus and other vessels
form a continuous system of cavities contain-
ing blood, and in which the segmental organs
open into the sinuses by ciliated apertures.
It is the typical genus of the family Clepsinido!.

C. hiocnlata is an example. iSavigny, 1817.

Clepsinea (klep-sin'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Clepsine
+ -(«.] A tribe of leeches, containing the
family Clepsinido: or Glossojiorida', character-
ized by the development of a protrusile probos-
cis to the mouth.
Clepsinidse (klep- sin 'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Clepsine + -id(v.'\ A family of suctorial anne-
lids, or leeches, of the order Hirndinea, typified
by the genus Clepsine: by some called Glosso-
iioridn'.

clepsydra (klep ' si - dra), n.
;

pi. clepsydras
(-driiz) or clepsydree (-dre). [< L. clepsydra,
< Gr. x/i-efrSpa, < H/.tizTew (KMip-), steal, liide,

+ i't'iup, water: see water.] 1. A device for
measuring time by the amount of water dis-
charged from a vessel through a small aperture,
the quantity discharged in a given unit of time,
as an hour, being first determined. In the older
clepsydras the hours were measured
by the sinking of the surface of the
water in the vessel containing it. In
others the water ran from one vessel
into another, there being in the lower
a piece of cork or light wood, which
as the vessel filled rose and thus
indicated the hour. In later clepsydras
the hours have
been indicated by
a dial. In fig. 2,

the float. A, is at-

tached to the end
of a chain, which
is wound around
the spindle, B, and
has at its other ex-
tremity the conn-
terweight,C.When
water is admitted
from the cistern, Z>,

the float rises, and
the counterweight
descends and turns
the spindle, on the end of which is a hand which marks
thehours on a dial as in a clock. In modern times a mer-
curial clepsydra has l)een eniitloyed for the exact measure-
ment of very short intervals, the amount of mercury flow-
ing out Ijeing determincil by a l>alance.

2. A chemical vessel. Johnson.— 3f. [cap.']

[NL.] In zool., a genus of moUusks; the water-
ing-pot shells: now called J.s'pcrjrjrtMJw. Schu-
macher, 1817.

cleptt. Preterit and past participle of clepe.

Clepticinae (klep-ti-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <Clep-
ticus, 1, + -inw.'] A subfamily of labroid fishes,

represented by the genus Clepticus. The eyes
are in the hinder part of the head, and the jaws
are very protractile.

Clepticus (klep'ti-kus), «. [NL.] l.lnichth.,
a genus of labroid fishes, typical of the sub-
family Clepticino' or Cleptieiformes. Cmner, 1829.
— 2. In entom., a genus of hymenopterous in-

sects.

cleptomania, kleptomania (klep-to-ma'ni-a),
n. [NL., < Gr. n'/i-rnu, steal, 4- /lavia, madness.]
A mania for pilfering; a supposed speciijs of

. Clepsydra from an .Tntiqiie seal.

dieval Clepsydra.



cleptomania

moral insanity, exhibiting itself in an irresisti-

ble propensity to steal.

This is wliat the poor call shoplifting, the rich and
learued cUptomania. D. JcrroUt, St. James and St. Giles.

cleptomaniac, kleptomaniac (klep-to-ma'ni-
ak), (1. and n. [< cleptomania, after maniac.'^

1. a. Pertaining to or characterized by clepto-
mania.
H. n. One who is affected with cleptomania.

clereif, a. and v. An obsolete form of clear.

clere'-t, «. A sort of kerchief.

With kerchiefes or clerei of fyiie cypres.
HaU, in Wright.

clerestorialt (kler'sto'ri-al), a. [< clerestory +
-fl/.] Pertaining to a clearstory. Quoted in Ox-
ford Glossary.

Clerestory, ». See clearstory.

clergesset. « [ME., < OF. clergesse, fem. of
clerc, a learned person, a clerk: see clerk.'] A
learned woman.
She was a noble clergesse, and of Astronomye cowde she

I-nough, for Merlin hadde hir taught.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 608.

clergiable, a. See clergyable.

clergialt (kler'ji-al), fl. [ME. clergeal, < clergie,

clergy, -I- -oi!. C!f. Pr. clerial and E. clerical.]

Pertaining to the clergy; learned; clerkly;
clerical. Also clergical.

We seme wonder wyse,
Cure termes ben so clergial and queynte.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 199.

clergiallyt (kler'jl-al-i), adv. [ME. clergyally,

clergialliche ; < clergial + -ly^.] 1 . Like a clerk
;

in a learned or clerkly manner.
Ac ich can nouht constrye Catoun [Cato] ne clergialliche

reden. Piers Ploivman (C), viii. 34.

2. Skilfully.

Thane clarett and Creette, clergyally rennene [caused to
run],

With condethes fuUe curious alle of clene silvyre.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 200.

clergianf, «. See clergion.

clergicalt (kler'ji-kal), a. [< clergy + -c-

+

-at, after clerical. Ci. clergial.'] Same as cler-

qial: as, " rferjricai faults," Milton.

clergifyt (kler'ji-fi), V. t. [< clergy + -fy.] To
convert into a clergyman ; bring over to clerical

principles.
Let it fit (quoth she)

To such as lust for love ; sir Clarice,

You clergyjie not me.
Wartier, Albion's England, vi. 31.

clergiont (kler'ji-on), 11. [Also clergian; < ME.
clergeou, -eoun, -ioun, < OF. clergeon, clerjon (>
ML. clergontis), also clercon, clerzun = Pr. cler-

zon = Sp. clerizon, dim. (like ML. clericulus, of

same sense), < LL. clericiis, a clergyman, priest,

clerk: aee clerk, clergy.] A young chorister or
choir-boy.

She called [to ken] me a clerioun that hyste
Omnia-probate, a pore thing with-alle.

Piers Plowman (A), xii. 49.

A litel clergion, seven yeer of age,

Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, 1. 51.

Among churchmen, from the archbishop downwards to
the lowliest clergion, each one was arrayed in the vestments
belonging to his grade in the hierarchy.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 486.

clergy (kl6r'ji), ». [< ME. clergie, clergye, clergi,

clerge (ef. MLGr. klerikie, klerkie), < OF. clergie

= Pr. clercia = Sp. clerecia = Pg. clerezia =
It. chieresia, clergy, cJtericia, clerkship (cf. E.
elerisy), < ML. as if *clericia (F. clergi, < OF.
clergie, but as if < LL. clerieatus), the dignity
or office of a clergyman, < LL. clerieus, a clergy-
man, priest, clerk: see clei-k.] 1. A body of
men set apart and consecrated by due ordina-
tion to the duties of public ministration in the
Christian church ; the body of ecclesiastics, in
distinction from the laity.

The clergi on the seterday,
That kepers ware of cristen lay.

IMy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

The whole body of the Church being divided into laity

and clergy, the clergy are either presbyters or deacons.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 78.

2f . The privilege orbenefit of clergy. See below.
Petit treason, and very many other acts of felony, are

ousted of clergy by particular Acts of Parliament.
Blackstone, Commentaries, IV. xxviii.

3. Persons connected with the clerical profes-
sion or the religious orders.

I found the clergy in general persons of moderate minds
and decorous manners; I include the seculars and regu-
lars of both sexes. Burke, Rev. in France, p. 118.

4t. Learning; erudition.

Fremont was a good creature, .

An huge gret clerke ful of clergy.

Bam. qf Partenay(E. E. T. S.), 1. 2652.
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The deuel bad ne neuere mercy craue.
And he can [knows] more clergie than al thi kynne.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 97.

An ounce of mother-wit is worth a pound of clergy.

Old proverb.

Benefit of clergy, in old Eng. law, the exemption of the
per.sons of ecclesiastics from criminal process before a sec-
ular judge ; or a privilege by which a clerk, or person in
orders, claimed to be delivered to liis ordinary to purge
himself of felony. This anomalous privilege (which never
extended to all crimes), first assumed to give immunity to
priestly persons, was in the sequel extended, for many
offenses, to all laymen who could read (originally few in
number). It was first legally recognized by stat. 3 Edw. I.

,

A. i>. 1274 : was modified in 1513, under Henry VIII. ; and
was wholly repealed by 7 and 8 George IV., 1827.— Black
clergy, in Russia, the regular or monastic clergy.—Divine
right of the clergy. See divine.— Wtlte clergy, in
Russia, the secular or parochial clergy.

clergyable, clergiable (kl6r'ji-a-bl), a. [<
clergy, 2, + -ahlei] Entitled to or admitting of
the benefit of clergy : as, a clergyable felony.

The court in all clergyable felonies may impose a fine.

Blackstone, Commentaries, IV. xxviii.

clergyman (kl6r'ji-man), n.; pi. clergymen
(-men). [Not in ME.'; < clergy + man.] A
member of the clergy ; a man in holy orders

;

a man regularly authorized to preach the gos-
pel and administer ordinances according to
the rules of any particular denomination of
Christians. In England the term is common-
ly restricted to ministers of the established
church.

I wish to make a note of the change taking place in the
meaning of the word clergyman. It used to signify "one
in holy orders," but is now applied indiscriminately to all

preachers. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 227.

He will even speak well of the bishop, though I tell him
it is unnatural in a beneficed clergyman.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, i. 6.

Clergyman's sore throat, chronic pharyngitis: so
called from the fact that it is often induced by frequent
public speaking. =Syn. Priest, Divine, etc. See Tninis-

ter, n.

clergywoman (kler'ji-wum"an), n.
;
pi. clergy-

u-oinen (-wim'''en). A woman connected -with

the clerical profession, or belonging to a clergy-
man's family. [Bare.]

From the clergy-women of Windham down to the char-
women the question was discussed.

Mrs. Oliphant, Agnes, i.

cleric (kler'ik), n. and a. [< LL. clerieus, a
clergyman: see cterfc.] I. n. A clerk ; a clergy-
man or scholar.

The clenc, . . . addicted to a life of study and devotion.
Horstey, Sermon for Sons of the Clergy.

Religious persons were wont to come by proxy, repre-
senting themselves as secular clerics, and thus to intrude
themselves into the benefices of the Church.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Clmrch of Eng., iL

Of the new style of cleric, . . . there is none who knows
how to versify. Harper's Mag., LXX. 175.

II. a. Same as clerical, 1.

clerical (kler'i-kal), a. and «. [= F. clMcal =
Sp. Pg. clerical = It. chericale, < LL. clericalis, <

clerieus, a clerk, clergyman : see cleric, clerk.]

1. a. 1. Relating or pertaining to the clergy : as,

clerical tonsure ; clerical robes ; clerical duties.

A separate letter was addressed to the two archbishops
at the calling of each parliament, urging them to compel
the attendance of the clerical estate.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 388.

2. Of or pertaining to a clerk, writer, or copy-
ist : as, clerical errors.

II. n. 1. A member of the clergy.— 2. A sup-
porter, especially a political supporter, of cleri-

cal power or influence.

clericalism (kler'i-kal-izm), n. [< clerical +
-ism.] Clerical power or influence ; especially,

the undue influence of the clergy, or support
of such influence ; sacerdotalism.

Clericalism is well nigh fatal to Christianity.

Macmillan's Mag.

clericality (kler-i-kal'i-ti), n. [< clerical +
-ity.] The quality of being clerical; clerical-

ism.

clericism (kler'i-sizm), n. [< cleric + -ism.]

Clericalism.

The English universities have suffered deeply . . . from
clericism, celibacy, and sinecurism.

S. A. Rev., CXX'VT. 224.

clericity (klf-ris'i-ti), n. [< cleric + -ity.] The
state of being a clergyman. J. J. G. "Wilkin-

son. [Rare.]

clerid (kler'id), n. A beetle of the family Cle-

ridm.

Cleridae (kler'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Clerus + -id(B.]

A family of clavicom Coleoptera or beetles, with
the tarsi 5-jointed, the first ventral segment not
elongated, the hind coxee flat and not sulcate,

the prostemum not prolonged behind, and the
tarsi with membranous lobes. The larvee are

clerk

found under bark, and are mostly predatory,
feeding on other insects. Kirby, 1837.

clerigiet, «. An obsolete form of clergy.

elerisy (kler'i-si), H. [= D. klerezij (= MLG.
klerkesie) = G. klerisei = Dan. Sw. kleresi, <
M.h.*clericia, clergy: see clergy.] 1. The clergy,
as distinguished from the laity.

Tliere is an evident inclination on the part of the medi-
cal profession to get itself organized after tlie fashion of
the elerisy. H. Si>encer, Social Statics, p. 409.

2. A body of clerks or learned men ; the literati.

The elerisy of a nation, that is, its learned men, whether
poets, philosophers, or scholars.

Coleridge, Table-Talk, p. 41.

The artist, the scholar, and, in general, the elerisy, wins
its way up into these places.

Emerson, Essays, 2d ser., p. 142.

[Bare in both senses.]

clerk (klerk; in England commonly klark), n.

[Early mod. E. also written (as now pron. in
Eng.) dark, < ME. clerc, clcerk, clarc, also clerek,

cleric, < AS. clerc, also cleric, cleroc = OFries.
klerk, klirk= D. klerk = MLG. klerk = Dan. Sw.
klerk = Icel. klerkr = OF. and F. clerc = Pr.
clerc = Sp. clerigo = Pg. clerigo = It. cherico,

chicrico, < LL. clerieus, a clergyman, priest,

cleric, ML., etc., also generally a learned man,
clerk, < Gr. kKtiplk/)^, belonging to the clergy,

clerical, a clergyman, < O.iijw^, the clergy, what
is allotted, a lot.] 1. Aclergyman; apriest; an
ecclesiastic; a man in holy orders. [Archaic]

All persons were stiled clerks that served in the Clmrch
of Christ, whether they were bishops, priests, or deacons.

Ayliffe, Parergon.

The reuerend Patriarks,
Whose praise is penned Ity the sacred Clarks.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

2. A learned man; a man of letters ; a scholar;
a writer or author; originally, a man who could
read, an attainment at one time confined chiefly

to ecclesiastics. [Archaic]
Thei seide ther myght noon knowe the cause why, but

it were notable clerkes; "tfor thei can knowe many thinges
be force of clergie that we ne can no skyle on."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 27.

The grettest cle7-kes ben not wisest men.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 134.

3. The layman who leads in reading the re-

sponses in the service of the Church of England.
Also eaXXeA parish clerk.

God save the king !— Will no man say. Amen ?

Am I both priest and clerk? well then. Amen.
Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

4. An officer of a court, legislature, municipal
corporation, or other body, whose duty gener-
ally is to keep the records of the body to which
he is attached, and perform the routine busi-
ness: as, clerk of court; town clerk; clerk to a
school-board, etc. See secretary.

The Gild had usually its head otficer or Alderman (Grace-
man) ; its Stewards (Wardens), into whose hands the
property or funds were entrusted for administration ; its

Dean or Beadle ; and its Clerk.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xxxviii.

On clerke, to wryten the nessessariis of the gild.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

5. One who is employed in an office, public
or private, or in a shop or warehouse, to keep
records or accounts ; one who is employed by
another as a writer or amanuensis.

My lord Bassanio gave his ring away
ITnto the judge ; . . . and then the boy, his derk.
That took some pains in writing, he Itegged mine.

Shak., M. of V. v. 1.

6. In the United States, an assistant in busi-
ness, whether or not a keeper of accounts ; espe-
cially, a retail salesman Brethren and Clerks
of the Common Life. See brother.— Clerk comptroller
of the king's household, a former otticer of the English
court charged witll supervision of many of the inferior
officers, and with scrutiny of accounts and charges.

—

Clerk in orders, in the Chnrch of England, a licensed
clergyman.— Clerk Of enrolments, an olKcer who has
custody of bills passed by both houses of Parliament for

the purpose of obtaining the royal assent. Sir E. May.
— Clerk of Justiciary, the clerk of the Scottish Court
of Justiciary. There are a principal and a depute-clerk
and an assistant ; it is their duty to attend tlie sittings

of the Justiciary Court in Edinburgh, to keep the liooks

of adjournal, and to wHe out the interlocutors and sen-
tences of the court.— Clerk of the assize, in England,
the person who records what is judit-ially done l)y the jus-

tices of assize in their circuits.— Clerk Of the chamber,
a clerk in each of several municipal corporation.s in Eng-
land charged with the duty of keeping accounts, particu-
larly of fees, and in London with matters relating to ad-

missions to the freedom of the city, apprenticeship deeds,

and the plate, jewels, etc., belonging to the city.— Clerk
of the check. See oApcti.— Clerk of the crown, in

England, an officer of the crown in attendance upon both
houses of Parliament and upon tiic great seal. In the
House of Ix^rds he makes out and issues all writs of sum-
mons to peers, writs for the attendance of the judges,
conmiissions to summon and prorogue Parliament, and to
pass bills, and pertornis various other duties. In connec-
tion with the Commons he makes out and issues all writs



clerk

for the election of members in Great Britain, etc.— Clerk
of the essoins, a former cleric in tlie EiiKlisll Court of

Common i'U'iis liiivin^ cliarge of tlie essoins, or excuses of

defeiuiams not appearing pursuant to writ, aiul of tlie Es-

soin Rolls, or alpliabt'tic indexes of jinliiinents. The office

was abolished by 1 \ict., c. 30. ~ Clerk of the estreats.
See M(re<T^— Clerk of the Hanaper, formerly, a clerk

in the English Chancery and in the Exchequer respectively,

charged with collecting some of the revenues of the crown,
such as fees for patents, comniis-sions, etc., and in Chan-
cery with payment of various salaries of officers of that

court.— Clerk of the House of Cormnons, an officer

appointed l)y the crt)wn to make entries, remembrances,
and journals of tlie things done and passed in the House
of Coinnions.— Clerk of the House of Representa-
tiyes, an officer whose duties are similar to those of the
clerk of the House of Commons, elected by the House
of Representatives immediately after the choice of a
Speaker. At the beginning of each Congress the House
is called to order by the clerk of the last House, who
has previously made a list of representatives regularly
elected, and who presides until a Speaker is chosen.
State legislatures elect similar officers.

—

Clerk Of the
Irons, a former officer of the English mint who was
charged with procuring and safely keeping the dies used
in making coins, and medals struck by authority. He had
supervision of the die-press room, was required to be pres-
ent when the great die-press was used, and was held re-

sponsible that no pieces should be struck without author-
ity.— Clerk Of the king's sliver, formerly, a clerk in

the English C<nirtof F^xdiequer charged with the reconling
of llni-s and their payment.— Clerk Of the market. Of
the market and shambles, or of the shambles mar-
ket, a clerk in each of several English municipal corpora-
tions, in the University of Oxford, and in several boroughs,
mostly Welsh, charged with the inspection of markets,
weights, measures, etc.— Clerk Of the nlchels or nlhlls,
formerly, in England, a clerk charged with recording debts
of record which had lieen returned by the sherilf as nihil,

or nothing wortli — Clerk of the outlawries, formerly,
a clerk in tlie King's (or Queen's) Remembrancer De-
partment of the English Court of Exchequer, charged
with recording outlawries and seizures thereon.

—

Clerk
of the Parliaments, in England, the chief officer of the
House of Lord.*. — Clerk Of the peace, in England, an
officer belonging t'j the sessions of the peace, whose busi-
ness it is to read indictments and record the proceedings,
and to perform special duties in connection with county
affairs.— Clerk of the Pell, a former clerk in the English
Excllequer, charged with the enrolment of letters patent,
etc.— Clerk of the petty bag, a clerk in the English
Chancery, charged with various duties, among which was
enrolling the admi.ssion of solicitors and other officers of

court. Fonncrly there were three such clerks.— Clerk of
the pipe, a former officer of the English Exchequer who
had charge of those accounts which were entered upon
the Great Roll or Pipe I^"dI, and who also issued summons
for the collection of debts due to the king.— Clerk Of the
privy seal, formerly, in England, before the office was
abolished in 14 and l.'j Vict., a clerk (there were four in

all) in attendance on the lyird Privy .Seal, whose duties
were the preparing of <iocuments for authentication by
the privy seal— (Herk Of the Session, the title given to
the clerks of the Scottish Court of Session.— Clerk of the
Signet. Sec gifinet.— Clerk of the warrants, fonnerly,
a clerk having charge of enrolments and estreats in the
English Common Pleas. — Clerk Of the weather, (a) A
humoroiLs [tersonifleation of the intluences controlling the
weather : as, it ilepends on what the clerk o/ the weather
may send us. {h) In the I'nited States, a popular name for
the head of the meteorological department of the Signal
Service.— County clerk, in American lair, the clerk of
a county ; an adtninistralive officer (commonly elective)
charged with making and keeping various puldic records,
and often ex officio clerk of c<jurt in the county.

—

Holy-
water clerk. See hijij.— Bt Nicholas' clerkt, a thief

;

a highwayman.

Sirrah, if they meet not with Saint Sicholaji' clerkA, I'll

give thee this neck. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

Town clerk, the recording officer of a town. In the Cnit-
ei\ Stales he is usually electeit by the people of the town
with other loi-al officials, and his duties include keeping
minutes of town meetings, giving notice of such meetings
and elections, and keeping the Hies or records of various
classes of instruments, such as chattel mortgages. In
England the town clerk is an officer in each municipal cor-
poration and borough ; he keeps the corjMirate records,
and is clerk of the courts held before the mayor, etc., and
of the works required to be executed under the powers of
the corporation, ami takes charge t)f the voting-papers in
the election of councilors. In .Scotlantl he is also the ad-
viser of the magistrates and council of his town.

clerk (klerk), V. [< clerk, «.] I.f trans. To
write ; compose.
Twa lines o' Davie Lindsay wad ding a' he ever eUrkit.

Scott, Bob Roy, xxi.

n. in trans. To serve as a clerk; act as ac-
countant or salesman : frequently used in the
phrase to clerk it. [Colloq., U. 8.]

I was struck with the original niixic in which the young
gentleman who was elerkina it managed his spelling.

.-I Straif Yankee in Texojf, p. 197.

clerk-alet, clerk's-alet (kU-rk'-, kltrks'al), n.

Ill Kiiglanil, a feast for the benefit of a parish
clerk.

An order was made , . . for suppressing all revels.
Church-ales, Clerk-aU«, which had been used upon that
day. lltylin, Life of Laud, Iv. 256.

clerking (kler'king), n. [Verbal n. of clerk, p.]
The calling or work of a clerk.

Teaching, clerkintj, law, etc., are so very precarious, ex-
cept to men of established reputation and business, that
it is next to madness for a youth to come here relying
np<m them. Xew York Tribune, April 19, IS4».

Do not jiut your sons to elerkiwj ; apprentice them to
handlcralte. nineteenth Century, XX. 540.
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clerkless (klSrk'les), a. [< clerk + -less.} 1.

Ignorant; unlearned. [Rare.]

. in their clerkless and cruel
Waterhouse, Apology, p. 40.

Janisaries and bashaw-
way.

2. Without a clerk,

clerkliness (kl^rk'li-nes), n. [< clerkly + -ness."]

Clerkly skill; seholarluiess. [Rare.]

In this sermon of Jonah is no great curiousness, no great
clerkliness, no great affectation of words, nor painted elo-

quence. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

clerkly (klerk 'U), a. [< clerk + -lyK'i 1.

Clerk-like ; scholarly.

Thou art clerkly, thou art clerkly, Sir John.
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 5.

2. Pertaining to a clerk or secretary, with espe-
cial reference to penmanship.

At first in heart it liked me ill

When the king praised his clerkly skill.

Thanks to St. Bothan ! son of mine,
Save Gawain, ne'er could pen a line.

Scott, Marniion, vi. 15.

clerkl? (kl6rk'li), adv. [< ME. clerkehj ; < clerk

+ -ly^.'] In the manner of a clerk or scholar;
skilfully.

The great Princes, and Popes, and Sultans would one
salute and greet an other sometime in frendship and
sport, ... & nothing seemed clerkly done, but must be
done in ryme. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 8.

Hath he not twit our sovereign lady here,
With ignominious words, though clerkly couch'd?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

They [the poets] did clerkly, in figures, set before us sun-
dry tales. Gascoiffne, Delicate Diet for Droonkardes.

clerk's-alet, «. See clerk-ale.

clerkship (klSrk'ship), n. [< ME. clerc-, clwrc-

scipe; < clerk + -ship.} If. The state of being
in holy orders.— 2. Scholarship ; erudition.

He was not averse to display his clerkship and scholas-
tic information. Bulwer, Pelhara, Ixvii.

3. The oflSce or business of a clerk or account-
ant.

Clerodendron (kle-ro-den'dron), n. [NL., < Gr.
K/f/po(, lot, -I- Sivdpov, tree.] A verbenaceous
genus of trees and shrubs, of about 70 species,

of wanu regions, chiefly of the old world. The
flowers are often showy, and several species
have been cultivated in hothouses.

cleromancy (kle'ro-man-sl), «. [= F. clero-

viaticic = Sp. cleromancia, < Gr. Klf/po^, lot, +
/ittvreia, divination.] Divination by throwing
dice or lots, and interpreting according to cer-

tain rules the points or marks turned up.

cleronomy (kle-ron'o-mi), n. [= F. cUrono-
mie, < Gr. idjipovojua, an inheritance, < KXripovd-

liof, an heir, < K^-vpoc, lot, + viiieadai, have as
one's share, mid. of vejuiv, distribute : see
nomc] That which is given to any one as his

lot; inheritance; heritage or patrimony.
clerstoryt, «. An obsolete form of clearstory.

clertet, »• A Middle English form of clarity.

Clemen (kle'rok), n. [< Gr. K>.7ipovx<K, one who
holds an allotment of land, < likrjpo^, a lot, +
ex"^'' have, hold.] In ancient Athens, a citizen

to whom land was allotted in conquered terri-

tory under the system of colonization called
cleruchy.

clerucMal (kle-rd'ki-al), a. [< cleruch + -ial.}

Of or pertaining to a cleruchy, or to the Athe-
nian eleruchs.

clemchy (kle'r8-ki), H.
;
pi. clcruchies (-kiz). [<

Gr. K/.tjpovx'a, the allotment of land in a foreign

country among the citizens (see def. !).< k/.tii>ov-

XoCt one who nolds an allotment of land: see
cleruch.'] 1. A system of colonization of con-
quered territory practised by the ancient Athe-
nians from 506 B. C. The land was distributed

e<lually among the ten Athenian tribes, and parcels were
assigned by lot to a certain number of jioor citizens from
each tribe. The eleruchs retained their Athenian citizen-

ship, and transmitted it to their children untler the con-
ditiim of presenting themselves at Athens at the age of
eighteen and having their names entered on the register

of their (iroper deme. Tlie eleruchs were exempted from
certain charges to the Athenian stAte, but remained sub-
ject to military service. The natives of the conquered
territory often retained some portion of the land, and be-

came Athenian nietics.

2. A colony constituted under this system.

clemin (kle'mm), n. [Short for L. (ML. NL.)
sermo ad cleruni, a sermon addressed to the
clergy : L. sermo{n-), a speech, LL. a sermon

;

ad, to; clerum, ace. of LL. clerus, the clergy,

clericus, a clergyman : see sermon, ad-, and
clergy.'] A sermon preached at certain times
and places, in the University of Cambridge,
England; especially, one delivered on January
12th by the Lady Margaret's Professor of Di-

vinitv or some one appointed by him.
Clertis (kle'riis), II. [NL. (Geoffroy, 1764), <

Gr. K>>iiJO{, a lot.] The typical genus of beetles

clever

of the family Cleridm. The basal tarsal joint is scarce-
ly visible, the labial palps end in a large hatchet-shaped
joint, and the terminal antennal joint is acutely produced.
The larvfe are red. There are about 20 species of this im-
portant genus in the 1 nited States. The European C. al-

vearius infests the nests of mason-bees.

cletch (klech), V. and n, A dialectal variant of
clutch^.

cletet, «• -An obsolete form of clcaf^, cleat^.

Olethra (kleth'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. nl^pa, al.

der (which these plants resemble in foliage).]

A genus of plants, natural order Ericacece, na-
tives of North and South America and Madeira.
They are shrubs or trees, with alternate seiTate leaves and
many white flowers in terminal racemes. The corolla con-
sists of five free petals. The white alder or sweet pepper-
bush, C. alnifolia, a species of the Atlantic States, a hand-
some shrub with very fragrant flowers, is sometimes cul-
tivated.

cleugh, clench (kllich), n. [Sc, = clougli^, q. v.]

A cToft or gorge in a hill ; a ravine ; also, a cliff

or the side of a ravine.

Since old Buccleuch the name did gain
When in the cleuch the buck was ta'en.

Scott, L. of L. II., vi. 8.

At length they lost sight of Martin and the cows ; and
they began to run up a little clench which we call Corri-
nan-shian, where there is a wee bit stripe of a burn.

Scott, Monastery, I. 3.

cleve^f, V. An obsolete spelling of cleave^.

devest, V. -An obsolete spelling of cleave"^.

Cle've^t, «• [ME., < AS. cleofa, clidfa, cledfa,

clyj'a, clifa, a cell, chamber, lair, den, appar. <

cledfan, E. cleave, separate, divide : see ckave^.]
A chamber.

He caste him on his bac
Ant bar him horn to hise cleue.

Havelok, 1. 556.

Wickednes thoght he, night and dai
In his ifece thar he lai.

Ps. XXXV. 5 (ME. version).

cleve* (klev), n. [E. dial., < ME. cleve, also clefe,

rare sing, from pi. cleves of cliff: see eliff^.] An
obsolete or dialectal form of cUff^.

Light and sliadow, step by step, wandered over the
fuTzy cleves. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xix.

clcve't, »• [ME., also dive (spelled clyve)
;
prob.

associated with clcve^ ; only in the work quoted,
translating L. clivus, a declivity, slope, hill

:

see clivus, clivous.] A hill ; a hillside.

Make hem lough [low] in cleves that declyne,
In plaine or ronke lande liier [higher] may thai be,

But boudes liarde in vyne is not to se.

PaUadius, Husboiidrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

Thai here anoon in places temporate,
And forth thai come in cleves and in planys.

Palladius, Husliondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 94.

cleveite (kle'vit), ». [< Cleve, the name of a
Swedish chemist, -f- -ite^.] A mineral closely
allied to uraninite, hut containing some yttri-

um, erbium, and other rare substances, found
in Norway.

cleveri (klev'fer), a. [Not found earlier than
the 17th century, and appar. of provincial ori-

fin, being fotind in dial, use; cf. Dan. dial.

lover, klever, with same senses (Wedgwood) as

E. clever^, in most of the senses given below.
The word can hardly be, as commonly sup-
posed, a corruption of ME. deliver, which partly
coincides in sense (see deliver, a.).] 1. Possess-
ing skill or address ; having special ahility of

any kind, especially such as involves quickness
of intellect or mechanical dexterity; adroit.
It now commonly implies the jxissession of ability which,
though noteworthy, does not amount to genius, nor even
to a high degree of talent.

The cleverest men stood In the van.

BattU 0/ Pentland HiUs (Child's Ballads, VII. 242).

The Highland men, they're clever men
At handling sword and shield.

Bunny John Seton (Child's Ballads, VII. 233).

Though there were many clever men in England during
the latter half of the seventeenth century, there were only
two great creative minds. Macaulay.

There is no harm in being stupid, so long as a man does
not think himself clever ; no good in being clever, if a man
thinks himself bo, for that is a short way to the worst stu-

pidity. Geo. MacDonald, Mary Marston, v.

2. Indicative of or exhibiting cleverness : as,

a clever speech ; a clever trick.

That clever mist of words with which an experienced
writer hides the fact that he can And nothing to say on a
certain subject. Mrs. Oliphant, Sheridan, p. 61.

3. Well shaped; active-looking; handsome.
[Prov. Eng.]
The girl was a tight clever wench as any was. Arlnithnot.

4. Good-natured; obliging; complaisant; pos-

sessing an agreeable mind or disposition.

[Colloq., U. S.]

If we pull together, you will find me a clever fellow ; if

we don't, you will find me a bloody rascal.

R. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 4.
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Lord John was a liTge, hearty man, who lived generous-
ly, {andj was cUver to the Indians and squaws.

The Centurii, XXXI. 232.

5. Agreeable
;

pleasant ; comfortable ; nice

:

as, "these cUver apartments," Coicper, Works,
V. 290. [Obsolete or pro's-incial.]

We could not have been in so clever a place as this is,

circumstanced as we are, this summer.
Muis Talbot, in Miss Carter's Letters, III. 191.

I wonder if you are goinj? to stay long? All summer?
Well, that's clever. S. O. Jeivett, Deephaven. p. 17.

= Syn, 1. Adroit,' Dexterous, Expert, etc. (see adroit);

ready, quick, ingeuioiis, neat-handed, knowing, sharp,
bright.

clever^ (klev'^r), V. i. A variant of claver'^.

cleverality (klev-e-ral'j-ti), n. [< clever'^ +
-ality.'\ Cleverness ; smartness. [A jocular
term.]

Sheridan was clever ; scamps often are ; but Johnson
had not a spark of cleverality in him. Charlotte Bronte.

Cle'verism (klev'er-izm), n. [< clever^ + -ism.']

A clever saying. [Rare.]

Mr. Smith naturally and inevitably saw chiefly the busy,
pushing talkers of the big towns, full of the last new
deverisms, just sharp enough to repeat the parrot cries of

European mischief-makers, and to be ingeniously wrong
on most subjects. Contemporary Rev., LI. 11.

cleverly (klev'er-li), adv. 1. Dexterously;
skilfully; ably; effectively.

These would inveigle rats with th' scent.

And sometimes catch them with a snap.
As cleverly as th' ablest trap.

S. Butler, Hudibras, ii. 1.

2. Pleasantly ; nicely ; comfortably : as, to be
cleverly lodged. [Obsolete or provincial.]— 3.

Fairly; actually. [CoUoq.]
We had let our sails go by the run, before it [the hur-

ricane] cleverly took us. Poe, Tales, I. 169.

The landlord comes to me as soon as I was cleverly up
in the morning. Ilaliburton, Sam Slick in Eng., viii.

cleverness (klev'er-nes), n. [< clever'^ + -ness.']

1 . The quality of being clever
;
quickness of

intellect or mechanical dexterity; adroitness;
skill ; ingenuity ; intelligence.

Cleverness is a sort of genius for instrumentality. It is

the brain of the hand. In literature, cleverness is more
frequently accompanied by wit . . . than by humour.

Coleridge, The Friend (ed. Moxon), II. 133.

Shallow is a fool. But his animal spirits supply, to a
certain degree, the place of cleverness.

MacauXay, Machiavelli.

Circles in whose . . . precise vocabulary cleverness im-
plies mere aptitude for dohig and knowing, apart from char-

acter. George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 95.

2. Mildness or agreeableness of disposition;

obligingness; good nature. [CoUoq., U. S.]
=Syn. 1. Faculty, Ingenuity, etc. (see genius), aptness,

readiness, quickness, expertness.

clevis, clevy (klev'is, klev'i), n.; pi. clevises

(-i-sez), clevies (-iz). [Ap-
par. ult. < cleave^, split

;

ef. Icel. klofi, a forked
stick, < fcys/a =E. cleave^,

q. v.] An iron bent in

the form of a stirrup,
^'°"°'

horseshoe, or the letter

TJ, with the two ends perforated to receive a

pin, used to connect a draft-chain orwhipple-
tree to a cart or plow.
clevis-bolt (klev'is-bolt), n. Same as lewis-bolt.

cle'Vy, n. See clevis.

clew, n. and v. See cine.

clewelf, n. An obsolete form of clue.

cle'we^t, «• See clouglO-.

Clianthus (kli-an'thus), n. [NL., more cor-

rectly "Cleantkus, < Gr. K/ltof, fame, glory (cf.

K2,eto, L. Clio), + avdoc, a
flower.] A genus of legu-
minous plants, of two spe-
cies, found in Australasia
and New Zealand, and cul-

tivated as hothouse- and gar-

den-plants, generally under
the name of glory-pea. They
are shrubs, with large handsome
flowers in racemes. The C. puni-
ecus is a very elegant plant with
crimson flowers, attaining a height
of 8 or 10 feet. It is a native of
New Zealand, where it is called
parrot's-bill, from the form of the
keeled petal.

clich (klich), n.

[Turk, kilij, < Hind.
kirich, kirch, Beng.
kirich, Malay kiris, kris, kris (>
E. creese), a sword or long dag-
ger : see creese. ] A broad-bladed
Tm'kish saber.

clicM (kle-sha'), «. [F., pp. """J*-^"-
of dicker, stereotype, < OF. cli-

quer, clap (see click^. Cf. G. ahklatschen, ste-

reotype, < ah, = E. off, + klatschen, clap (cf . E.
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clash).'] An electrotype or stereotype plate.

—

Cliche casting, that kind of casting effected by forcing
tlie mold or tile matrix suddenly on the melted metal.

Clichy white. See ivhite.

clicki (klik), !•. [Not found in ME. ; = D.
klikken (redupl. klikklakken) = LG. klikken (> G.
klicken and OF. cliquer, click, clack, clap : see
cUcket and clicM), click, clack, clash, = Dan.
Mikke = Sw. klicka, miss fire : an imitative va-
riant of clack, expressing a slighter sound.] I.

intrans. To make a small sharp sound, or a
succession of weak sharp somids, as by a gen-
tle blow ; tick.

The solemn death-watch clicked,

Oay, Shepherd's Week, Friday, 1. 101.

If He have called you to ply the instruments of the arti-

san, let your shop be musical the livelong day with the
clicking of your 1?ools. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 207.

II. trans. To move with a clicking sound.

When merry milkmaids click the latch.

Tennyson, The Owl, i.

She clicked back the holt which held the window-sash.
Thackeray.

Sometimes spelled klick.

clicfci (klik), n. [= MD. klick = LG. klik (> G.
klicJc) = Norw. klikk, klik, a click, = Dan. klik,

a miss-fire ; from the verb.] 1. A small sharp
sound : as, the click of a latch ; the click of a
pistol.

To the billiard room I hastened ; the click of balls and
the hum of voices resounded thence.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxi.

3. A cluck-like sound, used in the alphabets of
certain languages, especially the Hottentot and
neighboring tongues in South Africa, it is made
by pressing the tip or edge of the tongue against the roof
of the mouth, and withdrawing it by a sucking action.
There are different clicks, according as different parts of
the tongue are used ; and guttural sounds are combined in
utterance with them. Also called cluck.

** Suction-stops" are formed . . . by placing the tongue
or lips in the position for a stop, and then sucking out the
air between the organs which form tlie stop ; they are thus
pressed strongly together by the pressure of the air in the
mouth, so that when separated a distinct smack is heard.
These sounds are common in interjectional speech. . . .

In many of the South African languages these suctions
are those essential elements of speech known as clicks.

(This name is somewhat inappropriate ; "cluck" would
describe the sounds better.)

//. Sioeet, Handbook of Phonetics, p. 55.

3. In maeh. , a small bar which moves backward
and forward, and at every forward stroke en-
ters the teeth of a ratchet-wheel or rack, which
it pushes forward, leaving it at rest during the
backward stroke. Also called cKcfcer.— 4. The
latch of a door. [Local.]

click^ (klik), V. t. [North. E., = cleek, cleach,

var. of clutch : see cleik, clutch^.] To snatch

;

clutch: as, he cKcfced it out o'my hands. [Prov.
Eng.]

" I take 'em to prevent abuses,"
Cants he, and then the Crucifix
And Chalice from the Altar clicks.

T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 397.

click-beetle (klik'be"tl), n. A name given to

beetles of the family Elateridce, on account of

the ability possessed by most
species, when placed on the
back, of springing into the air

with an audible click. This singu-
lar power depends upon the loose artic-

ulation between the prothorax and the
mesothorax, and on the presence of a
long prosternal spine, which fits into
an excavation of the mesothorax. The
species are very numerous, and in the
imago state feed on vegetables. Most
of their larvse have the same feeding
habit, but it has been proved that a few
are carnivorous. See Elaterid(e.

clicker (klik'er), n. [Appar. <

click^ + -er^.] 1. Same as cfe'rf-l,

3.— 2. A person einployed by a shopkeeper to

stand at the door and solicit custom. [Vulgar,
Eng.]— 3. In shoemaking, one who cuts out
leather for the uppers and soles of boots and
shoes.— 4. In printing, as formerly and still

sometimes conducted, the compositor who re-

ceives the copy of a work and distributes it

among the other compositors, makes up the
pages, and sets up head-lines, etc. ; the leader
of a companionship of typesetters.

clicket (klik'et), n. [Also formerly cliqiiet; <

ME. cliket, clyket, a door-knocker, a key, < OF.
cliquet, a latch, < cliqner, click, clap: see click^,

V. Cf . MD. klincket, t>. klinket, a wicket, wicket-
door, Dan. klinke, a latch: see clink, ».] 1.

Anything that makes a rattling noise ; espe-
cially, a contrivance used in knocking or call-

ing for admission, as a pin with a ratchet, or a
knocker. Chaucer.

Click-beetle,
natural size.

client

He smytethe on the Gardyn aate with a Clyhet ot Syl-
ver, that he holdethe in his bond.

Mandevilk, Travels, p. 210.

Specifically— 2. An instrument making a clap-
ping noise, used by beggars to attract attention.
See clack-dish.— 3.^)/. Flat rattling bones for
boys to play with. Coles, 1717.— 4. A latch-
key. B.Jonson.— 5. The latch or lock of a door.

He hath the keye of the cliket thaug the kyng slepe.
Piers Plowman (A), vi. 94.

[Obsolete or local in all senses.]
clickett, V. t. [ME. cliketen; < clicket, n.] To
lock with a clicket.

The dore closed,
Kayed and cliketed to kepe the with-outen.

Piers Ploivmun (B), v. 623.

click-pulley (klik'pul''i), n. In mach., a sheave
having teeth in its rim engaged by a click or
ratchet.

click-wheel (klik'hwel), n. A cog-wheel hav-
ing the cogs inclined on one face and radial on
the other, so disposed that they present the in-

clined faces to a click, pawl, ratchet, or detent,
in the direction in which the wheel moves,
while the radial faces on the opposite side en-
gage the detent and keep the wheel from mov-
ing backward. Also called ratchet-wheel.

Clicky (klik'i), a. [< clickT^ + -y^.] Full of
clicks or cluck-like sounds. [Kare.]

All sorts of words in their strange clicky language.
The Century, XXV. 195.

Clidastes (kli-das'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. as if 'liXei-

6aC,eiv (cf. uMidovv), lock up, < Gr. n'Mit: {k7xi6-),

a key.] A remarkable genus of extinct rep-
tiles, of the order I'ytlionomorpha, from the
Cretaceous deposits of North America, having
each ramus of the lower jaw provided with a
peculiar articulation behind the middle of its

length and between the splenial and angular
bones, whence the name. About a dozen spe-
cies have been described, varying in length
from 12 to 40 feet. Also Cleidastes.

clide^t, n. A variant of clithe. See clithe, and
quotation under clive^.

clido-. [Also written, less prop., cleido-, repr.
Gr. i0.etSo-, combining form of KA^/f, = L. clavis,

a key, the clavicle: see clavis, clavicle.] A
prefix of Greek origin, meaning 'key' or (in

anatomy) 'clavicle.'

clidomancy (kli'do-man-si), «. [< Gr. K/'.c/f

(K/lei(S-), a key, -t- fiavrda, divination.] Divina-
tion by means of a key, especially by means of

a key fastened into a Bible or other book, the
object being to ascertain who is to be one's
lover or sweetheart. When the right name is men-
tioned or the initial letter uttered, the book and key are
expected to move in the hands of the person who holds
tliem. Formerly this method was used to detect those
guilty of tlicft. Also cleidoniancy.

clidomastoid (kli-do-mas'toid), a. and n. [<
NL. clidomastoidens, < Gr. K^f/'c (K/lf«5-), a key,
the clavicle, + NL. mastoidens : see mastoid.]

I. o. Pertaining to the clavicle and to the mas-
toid process of the temporal bone ; connecting
these parts, as a muscle.

II. n. A clidomastoid muscle ; the clavicular
portion of the sternoclidomastoid muscle.
Also clcidomastoid and clavomastoid.

clidomastoidens (kli''''d6-mas-toi'df-us), n.
;
pi.

clidomastoidei (-i). [NL.: see clidnmastoid.]
The clavicular part of the stemoelidomastoi-
deus muscle, sometimes distinct from the ster-
nomastoideus. Also cleidomastoideus and cla-

vomastoidcus.

CUdosterna (kll-do-ster'na), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. K/.E/'f (KAeid-), a iey, the clavicle, -t- crepvov,

sternum.] A group or suborder of Testudinata,
having a sutural union of the plastron with the
carapace strengthened by ascending axillary
and inguinal buttresses. It includes the recent
Emydidce or Cletnmyidce, Testudinidce, and Cinostemidce,
and extinct Pleurosternidte, Baenidae, and Adocidm. Also
Cleidosternn.

clidosternall (kli-do-ster'nal), a. [< Gr. kXe/c

(K/.f«S-), a key, the clavicle, 4- cripvov, sternum,
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the clavicle and
the sternum, or the collar-bone and breast-
bone. Also cleidosternal. More frequently
sternoclavicular.

clidosternal" (kli-do-ster'nal), a. and «. [<

CUdosterna -i- -al.] t, a. Relating to or having
the characters of the CUdosterna.

II. n. A tortoise of the group CUdosterna.
Also cleidosternal.

cliency (kli'en-si), w. l<. client -h -cy. Cf. ML.
dientia, protection.] The state or condition of

being a client.

client (kli'ent), n. [< ME. client = D. klient =
G. client = Dan. Sw. klient, < OF. client, F.
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client = Sp. Pg. It. clicnte, < L. clie»(t-)s, older

clu€n(t-)s, a client, follower, lit. ' hearer,' prop,

ppr. of cluere = Gr. k/.vcii> = Skt. ^ ^ru, hear,

whence also (pp.) Skt. f)-i(to, heard, = Gr. xAin-df

= L. in-clutus, heard of, famous, = AS. hliid,

E.lou(l: seeloud.^ 1. In Mom. aiitiq., aperson
who was under the guardianship and protection

of another of superior rank and influence, called

his patron. The relation of client and patron between
a plebeian and a patrician, although at flrst strictly volun-

tary, was hereditary, the former bearing the family name
of the latter, and performing various services for him and
his family both in peace and war, in return for advice
and support in respect to private rights and interests.

Foreigners in Rome, and even allied or subject states and
cities, were often clients of Roman patricians selected by
them as patrons. The number of a patrician's clients,

as of a baron's vassals in the middle ages, was a gage of
his greatness.

The institution by which every plebeian was allowed to
choose any patrician Tor his patron . . . made the patri-

cians emulate each other in acts of civility and humanity
t« their cllenU, and contributed to preserve the peace and
harmony of Home. J. Adams, Works, IV'. 543.

2. In a general sense, one who lives under the
patronage of, or whose interests are represented
by, another.

The prince being at Brussels, humbly besought his ma-
jesty to pity the misery of his poor subjects; who by liis

suit gat of the emperor, for his clients, words without
hope. Ascham, Works, p. 21.

We are very curious to observe the behaviour of great
men and their clienU. Steele, Spectator, No. 49.

Wood. Your daughters are not yet
Dispos'd of?

Golds. No, but we have clients daily.

That visit their atfections.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, L 1.

3. In the middle ages, any follower of a noble
or knight ; an inferior soldier, mounted or on
foot ; a vassal.—4. One who puts a particular

interest into the care and management of an-
other ; specifically, one who applies to a lawyer
for advice and direction in a question of law,

or commits his cause or his legal interests in

general to a lawyer's management.
Advocates must deal plainly with their clients.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

clientage (kli'en-taj), ». [<. client + aae.'] 1.

In Hom. antiq.'j the state or condition of being
a client under the patronage of another.

That wretched and degradini< cUi'iitaje of the early em-
pire; . . . gatherings of miserable idlers, sycophants, and
spendthrifts, at the levees and public appearances of those
whon], in their fawning servility, they addressed as lords
and masters, but whom they abuseii behind their backs as
close-Hsted upstarts. Encyc. Urit., XVIIL 413.

Below this class is the populace, between which and the
patrician order a relation something like Roman cUentarje

existed. Hoimlls, Venetian Life, xxi.

2. The condition of being the client of a law-
yer or other representative of one's interests.— 3. A body of clients, in any sense of the word.
The general interest of the profession and of the client,

age and the aim of the judges are to bring each cause to
«s early an end as may be. The Century, XXX. 3:10.

Recommending such legislation as shall enable libra-

ries to send books to their outside clientage as second-class
matter at one cent per pound. Science, VIII. 71.

cliental (kli'en-tal), a. [< client + -al."] 1.

Pertaining to a client or clients.

I sat down in the cliental chair, placed over against Mr.
Jaggers's chair. Dickens, Great Expectations, xi.

2. Of the nature of clientage.

A dependent and cliental relation.
Burke, Abridg. ot Eng. Hist, an. 61.

[Rare in both uses.]

cliented (kli'en-ted), a. [< client + -ecP.'i Hav-
ing clients. "[Rare.]

The \KbAicliented pettifoggers.
R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, foL 4.

clientelage (kU-en'te-laj), n. [< clientele +
-atjc. The suffix is unnecessary.] A body of
clients, dependants, retainers, or supporters;
clientele.

Because her clientelage was orthodox from 1634 down,
and so lieeply tinct with wisdom, she [Miss Grant] wielded
a scepter more imperious than ever.

N. A. Rev., CXLIIL 338.

clientelary (kli-en'te-la-ri), a. [< clientele +
-nr^l.J Pertaining to clients or clientage : as,

"clientelary right," I'rynne, Power of Parlia-
ments, App., p. 167.

clientele, clientMe (kli'en-tel; F. pron. kle-on-
tal'), «. [F. clietitele,<. L. clientela, clientship,
clients collectively, < clien(t-)s, a client : see cli-

ent.} If. The condition or relation of a client.

Len. Here's Vargimteius holds good quarter with him.
Cat. And under tlu- pretext of clientele

And visitation, with the morning hail,

Will be ailiiiitted. B. Jonton, Catiline, Hi. S.

2. Clients collectively.
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The machinery of corruption was well in order. The

great nobles conimunded the votes of their clientele.

Fronde, Cajsar, p. 184.

3. Interests of a client
;
patronage. [Rare.]

Our laws . . . against -tho'se whose clientele you under-
take have been disputed both by Churchmen and States-
men. Bp. llacket, Abp. Williams, i. 213.

clientship (kli'ent-ship), n. [< client + -skip.~i

The condition of being a client; a state of be-
ing under the protection of a patron. I>ry(len.

cliff 1 (klif), n. [Early mod. E. clife (pi. eleeves,

cleves), < ME. clif. clef (dat. clife, clefe, dive,

cleve, pi. dives, cleves, clevis, etc.), < AS. clif

(pi. clifii, clcofu) (=0S. i*/=r). klif= LG. Uif,
a cliff, a rock, =Icel. Wi/= OHG. iteft), a cliff,

prob. orig. a place climbed or to be climbed, <

*clifan (pp. 'difen), in comp. othclifan, adhere,
= Icel. klifa, climb: see dive'^ anti cleave^. The
MD. klippe, kleppe, D. klijJ = LG. klippe (> G.
klippe) = Dan. klippe = Sw. klippa, a cliff, crag,
are appar. of other origin ; cf. clip^.'] The steep
and rugged face of a rocky mass; a steep rock
or headland; a precipice.

And romynge on the clyves by the sea.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1470.

Here es a knyghte in theis klevtis, enclesside with hilles.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 289«.

England's shore, whose promontory eleeves

Shew Albion is another little world.
Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

The rest was craggy cli_f, that overhung
Still as it rose, impossible to climb.

Milton, P. L., iv. 647.

cliffy (klif), H. A variant of clef.

cliff-brake (klif'brak), n. See braked.

clitt'-d'weller (klit'dwel-6r), H. Amemberof one
of the aboriginal tribes in the southwestern
United States who built their dwellings in nat-

ural recesses in cliffs.

cliff-limestone (klif'lim'ston), «. Anameonee
extensively used by geologists for certain rocks
in the Mississippi valley, partly of Silurian and
partly of Devonian age, forming cliffs or bluffs

along that stream. The name has been dropped
since the completion of more accurate surveys.

cliff-S'wallo'W (klif'swol'o), n. A bird of the
family Ilirundinidw and genus Petrochelidon

:

so called from affixing its bottle-nosed nests
of mud to cliffs. Tliere are several species ; the best-

known is P. tuni/rvns, abundantly but irregularly distrib-

uted in North America, and in populous districts usually
building its nests under eaves, whence it is often called
eaves-eicallow. It is 6^ inches long and about 12 in extent
of wings ; the upper parts and p. spijt on the breast are
dark, lustrous steel-blue ; the under parts are rusty-gray

;

the rump is rufous; the chin, throat, and sides of the
head are chestnut ; and the foi-ehead is marked with a
white or light crescent. I'he tail Is scarcely forked. Also
called invd'Sicalloxc, crescent-stcallow, and republican swat-
Utw.

cliffy (klit'i), a. [ME. not found ; < AS. cUfig,

< clif+ -ig: see cliffy and -yi.] Ha'ving cliffs;

broken ; craggy. John Dyer.

cliftif (klift), n. A variant of chft^.

CliftH (klift), V. t. [< clift^ «.] To split.

Through cli/ted stones. Congreve, Mourning Bride, i. 3.

Clift2 (klift), n. [A form ot cliffy, due appar.
to confusion with clift^ = cleft^.'] A cliff.

I view the coaet old Ennius once admir'd ;

Where cli/ts on either side their points display.

Dryden, tr. of Persiuss Satires, vi. 17.

cllftonite (klif'ton-it), n. [Named after R. B.

Vliftim, a professor of physics at Oxford.] A
form ot graphitic carbon occurring in cubic or

cubo-octahedral crystals in the meteoric iron

of Youngdegin in West Australia.

Clifty (klif 'ti), a. [< cliffi, = cliffl, + -yl.]

Cliffy. [Rare.]
The rocks below widen . . . and their cli/ty sides are

fringed with weed. PennarU.

The vagrant winds were abroad, rioting among the clifty

heights where they held their tiTst.

C. S. OroddoctCMiss Murfree), Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 66.

cUla (kli'id), n. A pteropod of the family Cliidce.

Oliida (kli'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Clio, 2 (6), +
-id(e.'\ Same as Clionidce^.

clikett, «. A Middle English form ot clicket.

clima (kli'mtt), n. [L., appar. a particular use
of clima, a region: see clime^, dimate.'i An an-
cient Roman measure of land, a square of 60
Roman feet on the side.

climactert (kli-mak't6r), n. [L., < Gr. KktfiaK-

Tt/f), a step of a staircase or ladder, a danger-
ous period of life, < K'Mfia^, a ladder, climax:
see climax.'\ A climacteric.

climactert fkli-mak'tfer), V. t. [< climacter, «.]

To bring to a climacteric, especially to the

grand climacteric. Drayton. [Rare.]

dimacterian (kli-mak-te'ri-an), n. [< climac-

tery + -a«.] An author or a speaker who is

given to or skilled in the use of the rhetorical

figure called climax. [Rare.]

climate

Observe the author's steps continually rising ; we shall
fin<l him on many occasions a great climacterian.

Roger North, Examen, p. 23.

climacteric (kli-mak-ter'ik or kli-mak'te-rik),
«. and n. [= F. climaterique, etc., < L. c'limac-
tericus, < Gr. Kki/iaKTrijMKdg, pertaining to a cli-

macter, < KltfiaKu/p: see climacter.^ I. a. Per-
taining to a critical period, crisis, or climax.
At that climacteric time [the close of the civil war] the

Pleiad of our elder poets was complete and shining— not
a star was lost. Stedman, Poets of America, p. 95.

Climacteric teething, the production of teeth at a very
late ijerioil of life, generally between the sixty-third and
eighty-Hi-st years.— Climacteric years. See II.

H. n. A critical period in life, or a period in
which some great change is supposed to take
place in the human constitution; especially,
the so-called change of life or menopause. The
climacteric years or critical i)eriods have been supposed to
be the years ending the third, fifth, seventh, and ninth
period of seven years, to which souje add the eighty-first
year. I'he sixty-third year was called the grand or great
climacteric. It has been believed that each of these
periods is attended with some remarkable change in re-
spect to health, life, or fortune.

Washington AUston died in the month of July, 1843,
aged sixty-three, having reached the grand climacteric,
that special mile-stone on the road of life.

Sumner, Orations, I. 163.

climacterical (kli-mak-ter'i-kal), a. and n.

Same as climacteric.

ilahomet . . . made that [Mecca] the place of his resi-
dence, where he dyed in the great climacterical yeer of
his age. Sandys, Travailes, p. 42.

Being my birth-day, and I now entering my gi-eat cli-

macterical of 03. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 30, 1682.

Climacteris (kll-mak'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.
Klt/ianTiip: see climacter.

"l
A notable genus of

creepers, of the family Certhiidw, related to the
wall-creepers, and by some placed iu the same
SubtamUy, TicUodromina; with them. There are
several species, peculiar to the Australian and Papuan re-
gions and the Philippine islands. They have a short soft
tail, short bill and toes, large claws, and brownish or
spotted plumage. C. scandetis is an example. Temminck,
1820.

Climacteryt (kli-mak'te-ri), n. [< Gr. K2j.naK.rrip,

a round of a ladder, a'climaeterio, 'with direct
reference to climax, q. v.] In rhet., the con-
struction and use of climax. [Rare.]

He wrought upon the approaches to Oates's plot with
notable disposition and clinuictery, often calling before he
came at it. Roger North, Examen, p. 233.

He is an artist at disposition and climactery for the set-
ting off his positions. Roger North, Examen, p. 487.

Climat (F. pron. kle'mii), n. [P. : see climate.']

Among the vineyards of Burgundy, a small dis-

trict of ground known as producing wine of a
certain quality. A climat may belong to one or to
several proprietors. The Clos-Vougeot is a large climat
which has generally belonged to one proprietor ; but
others, as the climat of Chambertin and that of Alusigny,
have been divided into several holdings.

climatal (kli'ma-tal), a. [< climate + -aC] Of
or pertaining to climate. [Rare.]

The general rule is, that duim(a2 and geological changes
go on slowly. A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 67.

Climatarchict (kli-ma-tar'kik), a. [< Gr. kU.
fia(.T-), a region (in mod. sense of climate), +
apxeiv, rule. Cf. Kliaarapxa^ (of same forma-
tion), a governor of a province.] Presiding
over climates. Craig.

climate (kli'mat), «. [In def. 2 modem ; < ME.
climat, < OF. climat, mod.F. climat=8Tp. Pg. cli-

ma = It. clima, also climate, climato, = D. klimaat
= G. Dan. klima = Sw. klimat, < L. clima (> also
E. dimc^, q. v.), < Gr. K/J/ja^T-), a region, zone,
or belt of the earth, the supposed slope of the
earth from the equator to the pole, prop, a slope,
inclination, < K?.iveiv, slope, = E. lean^. Cf. cli-

max, etc.] If. In old geog. : (a) A zone mea-
sured on the earth's surface by lines parallel to
the equator. There were thirty of these zones
between the equator and the pole.

The Climes or Climates, which are the spaces of two Par-
allels. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 50.

A climate is the space or difference upon the face of the
earth included between two parallells, wherein the day is

sensibly lengthened or shortened half an hower.
J. Davis, Seaman's Secrets (1594), ii.

(6) One of seven divisions of the earth corre-
sponding to the seven planets.

The superficialtee of the erthe Is departed into 7 parties,
for the 7 planetes, and tho [these] parties ben clept cly-

mates. Mandeville, Travels, p. 186.

Hence— 2. A region or country; any distinct
portion of the earth's surface.

O, forfcnd it, God,
That, in a Christian climate, souls refin'd
Should show so heinous, black, obscene a deed !

Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

Our ships are laden with the harvest of every climate.
Addison, The Royal Exchange,



climate

8. The eharaeteristic condition of a country or
region in respect to amount or variations of

heat and cold, moisture and dryness, wind and
calm, etc. ; especially, the combined result of

all the meteorological phenomena of any region,

as affecting its vegetable and animal produc-
tions, the health, comfort, pursuits, and intel-

lectual development of maimind, etc.

The climate's delicate ; the air most sweet.
Shak., W. T., iii. 1.

This talent of moving the passions cannot be of any-

great use in the northern climateg. Swift.

(As used by the Greeks, the word ieXt>a denoted properly a
slope or an incline, and wjis applied to mountain-slopes {kKl-

/*aTo optoiv), but especially to the apparent slope or inclina-

tion of the earth toward the pole. Hence the word came
gradually to be used as nearly the equivalent of zmie (but
not of the divisions of the earth's surface now so named).
A change of "climate" took place, in going north, on ar-

riving at a place where the day was half an hour longer or
shorter, according to the season, than at the point from
which the start was made. The same was the meaning
of the word climate as used by the early English naviga-
tors (see def. 1). Gradually the change of temperature
consequent on moving north or south came to l)e considered
of more importance than the length of the day. Hence
the word climate came finally to have the meaning now
attached to it.]— Continental climate. See continental.

climatet (kli'mat), V. i. [< climate, m.] To
dwell; reside in a particular region. [Rare.]

The blessed gods
Purge all infection from our air, whilst you
Do climate here ! Shak., W. T., v. 1.

climatic (kli-mat'ik), a. [< climate + -ic] Re-
lating to or connected with climate : as, "a cH-
matic division," Tennent.

The important climatic factors are temperature, mois-
ture, cloudiness, wind, atmospheric pressure, evaporation,
and the chemical composition of the air. Science, III. 163.

climatical (kli-mat'i-kal), a. Same as climatic.

[Rare.]

climatically (kli-mat'i-kal-i), adv. As re-

gards or with reference to climate.

Its climatically insulated position gives it an evenness
of temperature. The Century, XXVI, 803.

climaticity (kli-ma-tis'j-ti), n. [< climatic +
-itj/.'i The capability of being acclimatized;
the conditions under which acclimatization can
be successfully carried out.

climation (kli-ma'shon), n. [< climate: see
-ation. Cf. acclimation.'] The act of inuring
to a climate; acclimation. [Rare.]
climatize (kli'ma-tiz), V.

;
pret. and pp. clima-

ttzed, ppr. cUmMtizing. [< climate + -ize.] I.

trans. To accustom to a new climate, as a plant

;

acclimatize.

H. intrans. To become acclimated or accli-

matized.
Also spelled clim<itise.

Climatographical (kli"ma-to-graf'i-kal), a. [<
climatography + 4cal.'] Belonging to climatog-
raphy.
climatography (kli-ma-tog'ra-fl), n. [< Gr.
K/ufia{T-) (see climate) -t- -7pa(i«'a,'< ypo^fH), write.]
A description of climates, or a study of their
distribution and variations.

climatological (kli"ma-to-loj'i-kal), a. [<
climatology + -ical.'] Itelating to or connected
with climatology.
climatologically (kli"ma-to-loj 'i-kal-i), adv.
As regards climate; with reference to clima-
tology.

The larger part of the land-masses of the globe remained
elimatolorjically unaffected. The American, V. 123.

climatologist (kli-ma-toro-jist), n. [< clima-

tology -t- -ist.] One skilled in, or who makes a
special study of, climatology.

The dimatologigt, in treating the causes of climate,
necessarily makes use of the laws which the meteorologist
in his broader study of atmospheric phenomena lias de-
duced, and, in turn, furnishes the latter with facts which
he must account for by the meteorological principles he
has established. Science, III. 162.

climatology (kli-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [= F. clima-
tologie, etc., < Gr. Kkijia{T-) (see climate) +
-/Myia, i Myuv, sp&ak: n&e-ology.'] The science
of climate ; the study of the climatic conditions
of different parts of the earth's surface, or of
particular regions : nearly equivalent to mete-
orology, which is more commonly used.

climatometer (kli-ma-tom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr.
K/u/ia^T-) (see climate) -i- ficrpov, measure: see
meter.'] An instrument used to detect fluctua-
tions in the conditions of sensible temperature.
climaturet (kli'ma-tur), n. [< P. climature, <
dimat + -ure : see climate and -ure.] A climate.

Demonstrated
Unto our cliTnatitres and countrymen.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1.

climax (kli'maks), n. [= P. climax, etc., <
LL. climax, a cliinax, < Gr. Klljia^, a ladder, a
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staircase, a climax in rhetoric, < kUvuv, slope:
see dine. Cf. climacter and climate. The E.
word ladder is from the same ult. root.] 1. In
rliet., originally, such an aiTangement of suc-
cessive clauses that the last important word
of one is repeated as the first important word
of the next ; accumulated epanastrophe ; hence
(since this arrangement is generally adopted for
the sake of graduated increase in force or em-
phasis), a figure by which a series of clauses or
phrases is so arranged that each in turn sur-

passes the preceding one in intensity of ex-
pression or importance of meaning. See anti-

climax. An example of climax in both its earlier and its

established meaning is found in the following passage

:

" We glory in tribulations also : knowing that tribulation
worketh patience; and patience, experience; and experi-
ence, hope ; and hope maketh not ashamed." Rom. v. 3, 4.

It may as well be called the clyming figure, for Clymax
is as much to say as a ladder.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 173.

2. In logic : (a) A sorites, or chain of reason-
ing. (6) The sophism called sorites (which
see).— 3. The highest point of intensity, de-
velopment, etc. ; the culmination ; acme : as,

he was then at the climax of his fortunes.

We must look higher for the climax of earthly good.
Is. Taylor.

"From the court,"
She answer'd, " then ye know the Prince?" and he :

" The climax of his age !

"
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Sometimes the climax of a character is reached only in
old age, when storms have wreaked their fury for a life-

time on a soul. C. J. Bellamy, Breton Mills, p. 43.

To cap the climax See capi.

climax (kli'maks), v. i. [< climax, «.] To
reach the highest point or climax ; culminate.
[Rare.]

Tlie excitement in his blood . . . climaxed suddenly in
her presence. The Century, XXV. 111.

climb (klim), V.
;
pret. and pp. climbed or clomb

(the latter obsolete except in poetry), ppr.
climbing. [Early mod. E. also clime, clyme; <
ME. climben, climen, clemen (pret. clam, clamb,
clomb, pi. clamben, clomben, clumben, clomme,'p^.
clomben, clumben), < AS. climban (pret. *clamb,
*clomm (in comp. oferclomm), pi. "clumbon, clum-
ben, pp. "clumben) = MD. I), klimmen = OHG.
chlimban, MHG. cliUmben, hltmben, klimtnen, G.
Mimmen, climb ; cf . MG. Mimmen, pinch, hold
fast, MHG. verTdimmen, in pp. verklommen, be-
numbed with cold (see clumse) ; from the orig.

verb, Teut. *kliman (AS. *cUmman), stick to, ad-
here, whence also the series clam^, clani^, clem^,
clamp^, etc. : see these words. Cf. also obs.
clivei, climb, and cling.] I. intrans. 1. To
mount or ascend ; especially, ascend by means
of both the hands and the feet.

Chyld, clejn thou not oner hows ne walle
For no frute, bryddes, ne balle.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 400.

He up arose, as halfe in great disdaine.
And clombe unto his steed.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 61.

Jonathan climbed up upon his hands and upon his feet.

1 Sam. xiv. 13.

Zacchseus . . . climbed up into a sycamore tree.

Luke xix. 4.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, to rise slowly as if by
climbing; ascend; rise.

Some [men] climb to Good, some from good Fortune fall.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, vi. 2.

Till clomb above the eastern bar
The homed moon.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, iii.

We may climb into the thin and cold realm of pure ge.
ometry and lifeless science, or sink into that of sensation.

Emerson, Experience.

3. Specifically, of plants, to ascend by means
of tendrils or adhesive fibers, or by twining the
stem or leaf-stalk round a support, as ivy and
honeysuckle.

Blend
Thee with \is or us with thee
As climbing plant or propping tree.

Browning, Dramatic Lyrics, xv.

H. trans. 1. To go up on or surmount, es-
pecially by the use of both the hands and feet.

They shall climb the wall like men of war. Joel ii. 7.

Ah ! who can tell how hard it is to climb
The steep where Fame's proud temple stands afar?

Beattie, The Minstrel, 1. 1.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, to ascend or mount
as if by climbing.

With how sad steps, O Moon, thou climb'st the skies

!

Sir P. Sidney, Astrophel and Stella, st. 31.

3t. To attain as if by climbing ; achieve slowly
or with effort.

Bowing his head against the steepy mount
To climb his happiness. Shai., T. of A., i. 1.

A climbing ; an

clinandrium

climb (klim), n. [< climb, v.]

ascent by climbing.
You have not forgotten . . . our climb to the Cleft Sta-

tion. Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 155.

climbable (kli'ma-bl), a. [< climb + -able.]

Capable of being climbed or ascended.
I . . . climbed everything cHmteWe, and eat everything

eatable. J/. It'. Savage, R. Medlicott, ii. 3.

climberl (kli'mfer), n. [< cK/«6 -H -erl.] 1. One
who or that which climbs, mounts, or rises ; one
who ascends by labor or effort.— 2. In bot., a
plant that rises by attaching itself to some sup-
port; specifically, in England, the virgin's-bow-
er, Clematis Vitalba. Climbing plants are distinguish-
ed as stem-climbers, which, like the hop, wind upward
around an upright support, and as tendril-climbers, which,
like the grape-vine, cling to adjacent objects by slender
coiling tendrils. Other plants climb also by means of re-
trorse bristles or spines, or by means of rootlets.

Twiners are distinguished from proper climbers by the
absence of any special organs . . . for grasping supports

;

climbers being provided with some sort of tendrils or oth-
er help. O. L. Goodale, Physiological Botany, p. 405.

3. pi. In orn/t/(., the birds of the old order Scan-
sores, as the parrots, cockatoos, woodpeckers,
etc. : so called from their climbing habits.
They have two toes before and two behind.

—

4. A locomotive with driving-wheels fitted to
a cog-rail, for ascending steep grades.

—

5. pi.
Same as climbing-irons.

climber^t, v. i. [A variation of clamber, in imi-
tation of climb.] To climb; mount with effort

;

clamber.
Beware how you climber for breaking your neck.

Tusser, March's Husbandry, xxxvii, 28.

climbing-boy (kli'ming-boi), n. A young chim-
ney-sweep who climbed chimneys from the in-

side. Chimney-
sweeping by
climbing-boys is

now prohibited.
[Eng.]

climbing-fern
(kli'ming-fem'),
n. A name of
species of the
genusLygodium,
of which there
are several na-
tive to Japan,
Australia, and
tropical Ameri-
ca. A single spe-
cies, L. palmatum,
is found in the Unit-
ed States, a deli-

cate climbing plant,
with palmately lob-

ed fronds, and the
fertile fronds sev-
eral times forked,
forming a terminal
panicle.

climbing-fisli
(kli'miug-fish),
n. AfishofthefamilyJwrt6fln<i<?(i', Jwo6assc«»t-
dens. The gill-covers are the principal means
by which the fish climbs. Also called climbing-
perch. See Anabas.

Climbing-irons (kli'ming-i'ems), n. pi. Iron
frames to which spikes are affixed, which are
fastened to the feet or to the legs below the
knee, and used in climbing trees, telegraph-
poles, etc. Also called climbers and creepers.

Fitting new straps to his climbing-irons.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby.

climbing-perch (kli'ming-perch), M. Same as
climhinij-li.Kh.

climbing-staff tree. The Celastms scandens.
climeif, r. An obsolete variant of climb.

clime^ (klim), H. [< L. clima, a clime, region

:

see climate.] A tract or region of the earth.

Whatever clime the sun's bright circle warms.
Milton, Sonnets, iii.

Clime of the unforgotten brave. Byron, The Giaour.

To England, over vale and mountain.
My fancy flew from climes more fair.

N. P. Willis.

climpl (klimp), r. t. [Sc, prob. for *clemp as
a secondary form of clamp^, c, though in form
like the orig. verb (= MHG. klimpfen), to which
clamp^ is ult. referred : see clamp^.] To hook;
snatch ; take hold of suddenly.
climp^ (klimp), V. i. [Sc. ; cf. clamp*, clump^.]
To limp ; halt.

clinandrium (kli-nan'dri-um), n.
;
pi. clinan-

dria (-a). [NL., < Gr. li^Avri, a bed (< kUvciv,

slope: see dine), + avr/p (avilp-), a man.] In
bot., a cavity at the apex of the column in or-

chids, in which the anthers rest. Sometimes
called androcUnium.

CUmbing-feni {,I.y^odiurM palmatum).
tFroiti " The Garden." J



clinant

clinant (kli'nant), a. [< L. *clman(t-)s, ppr.

(cf. clinatus, pp.) of *clinare, lean, incline: see

dine.'] In math., relating to angles considered

as differences or remainders.

clinanthium (kli-nan'thi-um), n.; pi. cUnan-
thia (-il). [NL., < Gr. K?.ivri, a bed (< K?.wtiv,

slope: see dine), + av6og, a flower: see anther.]

In bot., the receptacle of a composite plant.

Also called ccenanthiitm.

clinch, I", and n. See elendi.

clinch-built (klLneh'bilt), a. Same as clincher-

built.

clincher, » See dendter.

clincher-built, clinker-built (klin'cher-,
kling'ker-bilt), a. [The form clinker-, as also

in dinkcr-work; after

D., G., or Dan. ; cf.

Dan. klinkby//get. or
bygijct paa klink,

clincher-built (bi/rj-

get, pp. of bypiji.

built: see big-^.']

Made of pieces, ;i^

boards or plates it

metal, which over-

lap one another : as,

clincher-built boats.
In woodwork the upper
edge of each strake or
plank is overlappetl by
the lower edge of the one
above, and these are se-

cured to one another by (Paasch's "From Keel to Truck.")
nails driven through the
laps or bands. In metal-work plates of metal are lapped
in the same manner and riveted. Also ctiixch-built.

clincher-plating, clinker-plating (klin'cher-,

klint;'ker-pla"ting), n. Plates of metal used in

cliiii4ier-built structures.

clincher-work, clinker-work (klin'eh&r-,

kling'ker-werk), n. [Cf. D. klinkwerk = G. klin-

k^rwerk (= Sw. klink), clincher-work.] In ship-

building, boiler-making, etc., work which is

clincher-built: opposed to carrel-work. See
clincher-built. Also called lap-jointed work.

clinet, ''• i- [ME. dinen, dynen, < OF. diner= Pr.

dinar = Olt. dinare (usually in comp. : It. in-

clinare = OF. endiner, > ME. endinen (of which
dinen is rather a clipped form), mod. E. encline,

inclijie, q. v.), < L. *dinare, lean, incline (in

pp. clinatus and in comp. indinare, etc.), = Gr.
KMvciv, lean, slope, bend, incline, recline, de-
cline, = AS. AHniaii, E. lean: see lean^. Hence
ult. (from L.) decline, encline, incline, recline,

divous, acclivous, acclivity, declivity, proclivity,

etc., (from Gr.) clinic, enclitic, proclitic, etc.]

To incline ; bend or bow down.
With alle mekenes I dyne to this acorde,
Bowynge down my face.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 1 14.

Ctynifn or declynen, decline. Clyne or bowe down, de-
clino, inclino. Prompt. Paro., p. 82.

cling (kling), t'.
;
pret. and pp. dung, ppr. cling-

ing. [< (1) ME. clingcn (pret. danq, pi. 'dung-
en, donge, pp. clungen, clongen), adhere closely,

also shrink, shrivel, < AS. clingan (pret. dang,
pi. "dungon, pp. ge-clungen), shrink, shrivel, in

comp. be-dingan, hold in, surround; (2) mixed
with ME. clengen (pret. denged), prop, facti-

tive of preceding, = G. klingen, climb, = Dan.
kbjnge, cluster, crowd (klynge, a cluster, klynge
op, hang up, klynge sig op, clamber up), = Sw.
kliinga, climb (kliinge, a tendril) ; associated in

sense, and perhaps ult. in origin (ult. \/ *kli f ),

with climb, clamber, dam^, clam'^, etc., clivc^,

cleave^, etc.: see these words.] I. intrans. 1.

To adhere closely; be attached; stick: as, a
wet garment clings to the limbs.

Ferly Iwondrous] fayrewats the foIde[earth], fortheforst
[frost] clf.nifed.

Sir Gawayne and tlie Green Kninht (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1894.

All night long a cloud clinon i*y the hills.

Tennymn, Merlin and Vivien.

2. To hold fast, especially by the hands or by
coiling round or embracing, or, figuratively, by
refusing to abandon or give up.

As two spent swimmers, that do cling together.
Sliak., .Macbeth, i. 2.

Two babes of love close clinging to her waist.

Pope. Dunciad, ii. l.'iS.

Ida station'd tliere

Unshaken, clinging to her puriM>se, Arm.
Tennymn, IMncess, v.

3. To rush with violence. [Prov. Eng.]
Sir (;iegis chjnges in, and clekes [clutches] another.

Murte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1865.

4t. To wither; shrivel.

In coold clay now schal y ctinge.

Uymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. Si.
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Out of this erthe into the erthe,
There to clinge as a clot of clay.

IIymn.1 to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S,), p. 89.

II. trans. 1. To cause to adhere closely; ap-
ply firmly and closely.- [Bare.]

I clung my legs as close to his sides as I could. Swift.

2. To consume; waste to leanness; shrivel.

[Obsolete or archaic]
Upon the next tree Shalt thou hang alive

TUl famine cling thee. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

He . . . kept
Tlie birds and beasts and famish'd men at bay,
Till hunger clung them. Byron, Darkness.

cling (kling), «. [< ding, v.] 1. Adherence;
attachment; the act of holding fast ; embrace.
[Bare.]

Fast clasped by th' arched zodiack of her arms,
Those closer clings of love. Fletcher, Poems, p. 254.

It is the anchored cling to solid principles of duty and
action, which knows how to swing with the tide, hut is

never carried away by it— that we demand in public
men. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 16C.

2t. A bunch; a cluster; an aggregation of sev-
eral things that cling together.

The cling of big-swoln grapes.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, i.

clingstone (kling'ston), a. and n. I. a. Having
the pulp adhering fiiinly to the stone: said of

a class of peaches, clingstone peaches are distin-

guished from freestone peaches, the pulp of which sepa-
rates readily and cleanly from the stone.

II. n. A peach of this class.

clingy (kling'i), a. [< cling + -tj'^. Cf. sticky.]

ApttocUng; adhesive. Johnson. [Bare.]

clinic (klin'ik), a. and n. [< F. cUnique = Sp.
dinico = Pg. It. dinico, < LL. dinicus, a bed-
ridden person, one baptized on a sick-bed, L.
a physician, < Gr. k/.ivik6^, pertaining to a bed
(6 KJuviKd^, a physician, tj ic7.ivik7j (se. tcx^, art),

the medical art), < k'/jvti, a bed, couch, < K?.ivew,

lean, recline: see dine.] 1, a. Same as clinical.

n. M. 1. One confined to bed by sickness.

[Rare.]
Bring to us a clinick, , . . and we will instantly restore

him sound, and in health. KUlingbeck, Sermons, p. 131.

2. Eccles., formerly, one who received baptism
on a sick-bed.
Suppose the clinic, or death-bed penitent, to be . . .

forward in these employments.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 187.

3. In med., an examination of a patient by an
instructor in the presence of his students, ac-
companied by remarks on the nature and treat-

ment of the case. Also written dinique.

clinical (klin'i-kal), a. [< clinic + -al.] Per-
taining to a siek-bed

;
pertaining to a clinic.

—

Clinic or clinical baptism. See bapti»in.— Clinical
convert, one converted on his death-bed.— Clinical lec-
ture, a discourse delivered by an instructor to students
of medicine or surgery, at the l>edsiiie or in the presence
of iiaticntssnIfcringfniMi the diseases or injuries described,
with a view tn i)rai-tiral instruction and demonstration.

—

Clinical surgery < 'r medicine, that form of surgical or
niedii'al instrurti'tn which is imparted to the student at
the liedsidc or in the presence of the patient.

clinically (klin'i-kal-i), adv. In a clinical man-
ner ; by the bedside.

clinician (kli-nish'an), n. [< clinic + -ian;

after physician, maihematieian.] One who
makes a practical study of disease in the per-
sons of those aflBicted by it.

clinicist (klin'i-sist), n. [< clinic + -ist.] One
who studies diseases at the bedside, and is

skilled in the recognition and treatment of

them: a clinician.

Clinidse (klin'i-de), M. j>l. [NL., < Clinus +
-»/«'.] A family of blennioid fishes, typified by
the genus Clinus. They have a moderately long or ob-
long iiody with regular scales, a projecting liead, the dor-
sal tin divided into a long spinous and a short soft portion,
and tlie ventral tins jugular in position and having a spine
and two or three rays. The species mainly inhabit tropi-

cal and subtropical seas, though several reach the coast
of Ihe I'nltcd States.

clinidium (kli-nid'i-um), n.; pi. clinidia (-ii).

[NL., < (f) Gr. isliveiv, incline; of. Gr. n^uviStov,

dim. of iU-iv7j, a bed : see clinic. Cf. clinode.] In
lichenoloijy, one of the short filaments which,
inclosed in a clinosporangium, produce at their

summits spore-like bodies called clinospores.

cUni^ue (kli-nek'), ». [F., < LL. dinicus: see

clinic] Same as clinic, 3.

clink (klingk), V. [< ME. clinken (not in AS.) =
MD. D. klinken, clink, tinkle, = (with »<7 instead
of nk) MD. LG. klingen = OHG. chlingan, MHG.
G. klingen = Dan. klingc, freq. klingre, = Sw.
klinga = Icel. klingja, ring, tinkle, etc. ; cf. AS.
dynian (once), ring, as a shield when struck,

= OFries. klinna, ring, as a coin. An imitative
word, which may be regarded (in E.) as a weak-
ened form of c/awi- ; see c/a«fc and e/o«(/. In the
sense of 'clench, clinch,' etc. (see II., 2), dink

clinkumbell

is but a var. of clinch, clench, with which clink
in its orig. sense (def. 1) is closely related: see
clench, clinch. Compare dick^, clink, with clack,

clank. As to the imitation, cf. chink'^, link, tinkle,

ring.] I. intrans. 1. To ring or jingle ; chink;
give forth a sharp metallic sound, or a succes-
sion of such sounds, as small metallic or other
sonorous bodies in collision.

ilany a jewelled sword
Clinked at the side of knight or lord.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 108.

2. To cause a clinking sound by striking two
objects, as glasses, together.

So fill up thy can, and clink with me.
R. II. Stoddard, lu Alsatia.

3. To make a jingle ; chime.
And yet I nmst except the Rhine,
Because it clinks with Caroline. Swift.

II, trans. 1. To cause to produce a sharp,
ringing sound : as, to clink glasses in drinking
healths.

And I shall clinken yow so mery a belle.

That I shal waken al this companye.
Chaucer, Prol. to Shipman's Tale, 1. 24.

But, while they [the passengers] are at the tables, one
may be seen going round among the cars with a lantern
andahammer, intent upon a gmver business. Heiaclink-
ing the wheels to try if they are sound.

O. ir. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, pp. 260, 261.

2. To clench ; weld ; clasp ; seize quickly.
[Scotch.]

Clink (klingk), n. [= MD. klincke, a blow, also
a latch, D. klink, a blow, also a latch, rivet, also
a clock, = MLG. klinke, klcnke, a latch, bolt, =
MHG. G. klinke, a latch (klinkbolzen, a bolt, riv-

et), = Dan. klinke, a latch, rivet, clinker, = Sw.
klinka, a latch, klink, clincher-work ; all various-
ly from the verb. In the senses of 'latch,' 'key,'

cf. clicket, < click^.] 1. A sharp, ringing sound
made by tlie collision of sonorous (especially
metallic) bodies.

The clynke tt the clamour claterit in the aire.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5853.

The clink and fall of swords. Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

There is no rustle of silks, no waving of plumes, no clink
of golden spurs. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 229.

2. A smart stroke. [Scotch.]

Aue got a clink on the head. Old Ballad.

3. Money ; chink : as, " needfu' clink," Burns.
[Scotch.]—4t. A latch.

Tho, creeping close behind the Wickets clink,

Prevelie he peeped out through a chinck.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

5t. A key. Coles, 1717.—6. pi. Long iron nails.

fProv. Eng.]
clinkantt, a. See clinquant.

clinker (kling'k^r), «. [< clink + -erl. In the
sense of 'vitrified brick,' etc., also spelled klin-

ker, being = G. klinker, < D. klinker, a vitrified

brick, also a sounder, a vowel, MD. klinckaerd

(> Sw. klinkeri), a vitrified brick, also (= MLG.
klinkart, klinkert) a certain gold coin ; cf. Dan.
klinke, a clinker: see clink, «.] 1. That which
clinks. Specifically— 2. A metal-heeled shoe
used in dancing jigs.— 3. The partly melted
and agghitinated residuum of the combustion
of coal wliich lias a fusible ash.—4. A partial-

ly vitrified brick or mass of bricks.— 5. A kind
of hard Dutch or Flemish brick, used for pav-
ing yards and stables.— 6. Vitrified or burnt
matter thrown up by a volcano.— 7. A scale of

black oxid of iron, formed when iron is heated
to redness in the open air.— 8. A deep impres-
sion of a horse's or cow's foot ; a small puddle
so formed. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
clinker (kling 'k6r), V. i. [< dinker, «.] To
form clinker ; become incrusted with clinker.

They [boiler-grates] will not cliiiker up.
Fibre and Fabric, V. 17.

clinker-bar (kling'k^r-bar), n. In steam-boil-
ers, a bar fixed across the top of the ash-pit
for supporting the rods used for clearing the
fire-bars.

clinker-built, clinker-plating, etc. Seedinch-
cr-built, etc.

clinking (kling'king), n. [< dink + -ing'^.]

Oackling : a term used by file-makers.

clink-shell (klingk'shel), n. A shell of the ge-

nus Anomia ov favaily Anomiida; : so called be-

cause when strung or shuffled together they
make a clinking soimd.

clinkstone (klingk'ston), n. [< dink + stone;

from its sonorousness.] Same as phonolite.

clinkumbell (kling'kum-bel), n. [Sc., < dink +
-urn, an luimeaning syllable, + heW^.] One who
rings a bell ; a bellman.

Now Clinkuiitbell. wi' rattlin' tow [rope].

Begins to jow and croon. Bums, Holy Fair.



clinkum-claiikiuii

clinkum-clankum (kliug'kum-klang'kum), »!.

and a. [A varied redupl. of clink.'] I. n. Re-
peated ringing strokes.

Wi' diiikum clanJmm o'er their crowns,
The lads bejjaii to fa' then.
Battle of KiUiecrankie (Cliilil's Ballads, VII. 164).

H. a. Clinking ; having a meaningless jingle
or sound.
He anee tell'd me . . . that the Psalms of David were

excellent poetry! as if the holy Psalmist thought o' rat-
tlinj; rhymes in a hlether, liice his aiu silly clinkuin-clalikum
things that he ca's verse. Scott, Rob Roy, xxi.

clino-axis (kli'no-ak'sis), n. [< Gr. kXiveiv, in-
cline (sec dine), + axis.2 Same as cUnodiag-
onal.

clinochlore (kli'no-klor), n. [< Gr. xXiveiv, in-
cline, + X'^"poi, yellowish-green.] Same as ri-

pidolite.

clinoclase (kli'no-klas), n. [< Gr. K/uveiv, in-
cline, + K/.aai;, a breaking, < k/mv, break.] A
hydrous arseniate of copper, occurring in dark-
green monoelinic crystals, and also massive,
with radiated fibrous structure.

clinoclasite (kli-no-kla'slt), n. [< clinoclase +
-i7c2.] Same as clinoclase.

clinode (kli'nod), n. [< Gr. KXivr/, bed (see
clinic), + eldoc, form; cf. clinoid. Cf. torus.]

In mycology, an organ analogous to the hyme-
nium, springing from the inner wall of a con-
ceptacle, or from the surface of the receptacle,
and terminatingin simple orbranched filaments,
each bearing a single spore at its extremity.
Lc Maout and Dccaisnc.

clinodiagonal (kU'no-di-ag'o-ual), n. and a.

[< Gr. Kliveiv, incline, + diagonal.'] I, n. In
crystal., that diagonal or lateral axis in mono-
clinic crystals which forms an oblique angle
with the vertical axis. Also called clino-axis.

H. a. Pertaining to or in the direction of the
clinodiagonal.

clinodomatic (kli"no-do-mat'ik), a. [< clino-

dome + -at-ic] Pertaining to or resembling a
clinodome.
clinodome (kli'no-dom), n. [< Gr. kXIvcw, in-
cline, + 6(j/ia, house: see dome.] In crystal.,

a name given to planes in the monoelinic sys-
tem which are parallel to the inclined lateral
axis, and meet the other two axes. See dome.
clinographic (kli-no-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. kXlvuv,
incline, + ypa<p€iv, write : see graphic] Per-
taining to that mode of projection in drawing
in which the rays of light are supposed to fall

obliquely on the plane of projection.

Clinonumite (kli-no-hu'mlt), n. [< Gr. KXivetv,

incline, + humitc.] A fluosilicate of magne-
sium occuiTing in small yellow monoelinic crys-
tals at Vesuvius. It is a subspecies under the
general head of humite. See hmnite.

clinoid (kli'noid), a. [= P. clinoide, < Gr. K/ti'v)?,

a bed (see clinic), + cUoc, form.] Resembling
a bed— Clinoid plate, a portion of the basisphenoid
bone bounding the pituitary fossa posteriorly. The pos-
terior clinoid processes project from the upper coi'ners of
this plate.— Clinoid processes, in anat., the lour pro-
cesses (an anterior and a posterior pair) surrounding the
sella turcica or pituitary fossa of the sphenoid bone : so
called from their resemblance to the posts of a bedstead.

Clinoids (kii-noi'de), n. pi. An incorrect form
of Clinidw.

clinologic (kli-no-loj'ik), a. [< cUnology + -ic]
Pertaining to clinology ; characterized by de-
cline ; belonging to the first period of senility.
In the clinologic stage of the life of any animal there is a
retrogression of the reproductive functions, and a sensible
decrease in the prominence, decoration, strength, etc., of
the parts of the adult.

clinology (kli-nol'o-ji), n. [Irreg. < Gr. KAtveiv,

decline (see dine), + -'koyia, < T^iyeiv, speak : see
-ology.] The science of the decline or retro-
gression in form and fimction of an animal or-
ganism after maturity ; especially, the doctrine
of the correlation between the characteristics
of the clinologic stages of one animal and the
perfect adult stages of degraded forms of ani-
mals belonging to the same group.
clinometer (kli-nom'e-t6r), n. [= F. clinomd-
tre, < Gr. K/^iveiv, incline, + fiirpov, a measure.]
1. An instrument used to determine the dip of
rock-strata, a simple form consists of a small pendu-
lum moving on a graduated arc ; it is inclosed in a square
case with straight sides, one of which is to be placed par-
allel to the dip of the inclined strata ; a compass-needle is

ordinarily added.

2. A carpenters' tool for comparing slopes and
levels.

Also klinometer.

clinometer-level (kli-nom'e-ter-lev-el), n. A
hand-level with an are on which angles of ele-
vation and divisions for slopes are shown.

clinometric. clinometrical (kli-no-met'rik, -ri-

kal), a. \<. clinometer + -ic, -icat.] 1. Of or
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pertaining to a clinometer; ascertained or de-
termined by a clinometer.— 2. Pertaining to
oblique crystalline forms, or to solids which
have oblique angles between the axes : as, cli-

nometric crystals.

clinometry (kli-nom'e-tri), n. [< clinometer +
-(/.] In geol., the method or art of measm'ing
the dip of rock-strata.

clinopinacoid (kli-no-pin'a-koid), «. [< Gr.
k'/-Ivhv, incline, + j>inacoid.] In crystal., either
of the two planes of a monoelinic crystal which
are parallel to the vertical and inclined lateral
axes. See ninacold. Also Jilinopinacoid.

clinopinacoidal (kli-no-pin-a-koi'dal), a. [< cli-

nopinacoid + -o7.] Pertaining to a clinopinacoid.
Tlie clinopinacoidal cleavage. Nature, XXX. 91.

clinoprism (kli'no-prizm), n. [< Gr. kVivuv, in-
cline, + Trplafia, a prism.] A prism of a mono-
clinic crystal lying between the unit prism and
the clinopinacoid.

clinopsramid (kli-no-pir'a-mid), n. [< Gr. kU-
veiv, incline, + -nvpa/iic, a" pyramid.] A pyra-
mid of a monoelinic crystal lyin^ between the
zone of tmit pyramids and the clinodomes.
clinorhombic (kll-no-rom'bik), a. [< Gr. k'Ai-

veiv, incline,+ pojijio^, a rhomb, + -ic] In crys-
tal., same as monoelinic. See crystallography
and monodinic. Also Jclinorhombic.

clinosporangium(kli"no-spo-ran'ji-um), ».; pi.

cUnosporangia (-ii). [NL., < Gr. K?.ivr/, a bed
(cf. torus), + sporangium.] In lichenology, a
minute eonceptacle resembling a spermogone,
clothed within with short filaments called cli-

nidia, occurring chiefly in the lower forms be-
longing to the tribes Graphidacei and Ferruca-
riacei. Also called pycnidium. Tuckerman.
clinospore (kli'no-spor), n. [< Gr. kUvti, a bed,

-I- aTTupoc, seed (spore).] A spore produced at
the summit of a clinidium in a clinosporangium.
clinostat (kli'no-stat), n. [< Gr. KAivtiv, incline,

-I- arartif, verbal n. of ((TTaaSa;, stand: seestatic]
An. apparatus for equalizing or regulating the
exposure of growing plants to sunlight, con-
sisting essentially of a revolving disk moved by
clockwork.
clinquant (kling'kant ; F. pron. klan-kon'), n.

and a. [F., ppr. ailj. as noun, < D. klinkcn = E.
dink, q. v. Cf. G. rauschgold, tinsel, < rauschen,
rustle (see rush^), + gold = E. gold.] I. n.

1. Yellow copper; Dutch gold; a showy, cheap
alloy.— 2t. Tinsel; false glitter.

Il.t a. Deckedwith garish finery; glittering;
flashy. Also dinkant.

Their eyes sweet splendor seems a Pharos bright,
With ctimiuant Raies their Body's clothed light.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii. , The Magnificence.

A clinquant petticoat of some rich stuff.

To catch the eye.
Fletcher and Roivley, Maid in the Mill, v. 2.

clint^t (klint), V. t. [Var. of clink, clinch, clench.]
1. To clench.
The statute of prajnnmire was made, which dinted the

naile which now was driven in. Fuller, Ch. Hist., III. ix. 28.

2. To finish; complete.
clint^ (klint), n. [< ME. klynt (cf . dent, steep or
rocky), < Icel. klettr (for *klentr), a rock, cliff, =
Sw. klint, the top of a mountain, = Dan. klint,

a cliff.] It. A cliff; a rocky shore.

So on rockes and ktyntes thay runne and dryve.
That all brekes in pecies and sodenly doith ryve.

MS. Lansdowne, 208, lol. 8. (Ualliwell.)

2. A hard or flinty rook ; any large hard stone

;

a large coarse stone used in the game of curling.
[Scotch.]— 3. pi. Crevices among bare lime-
stone rooks. [North. Eng.]

—

'i. pi. The shelv-
ing sides of a river. [Scotch.]

clinting (klin'ting), n. [Var. of clinking, ver-
bal n. of clink, v. : see dinf^ and 4ngi.] A
clinking sound. [Rare.]

Mountains stretch'd around,
Gloomy was their tinting,

And the horse's hoofs
Made a dismal clinting.

Thackeray, Peg of limavaddy.

Clinton bridge case. See casei.

Clinton group, ore, etc. See the nouns.
Clintonia (kliu-to'ni-ii), n. [NL., named after
DeWitt Clinton (1769-^1828), aprominent states-
man of New York.] A liliaceous genus of plants,
consisting of 6 species, divided equally among
the Atlantic States, the Pacific coast of North
America, and eastern Asia. Tliey are stemless per-
ennials of mountain woods, with rather large, lily-shaped,
white or ro.se-colored flowers, solitary or umbellate on a
short peduncle. The species of the Alleghanies and north-
ward are C. borealis and C umhellata.

clintonite (klin'ton-it), n. and a. [After De
Witt Clinton: see Clintonia.] I. n. A mica-
ceous mineral of a reddish-brown to copper-

cUp

red color, occurring in brittle foliated masses
at Amity in New York. Also called seybertite.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Clinton group
(which see, under group).

clinty(klin'ti), a. [Sc, < cH»t2 -I- -j/1.] Rocky;
stony.

Clinus (kli'nus), n. [NL., < (f) Gr. k7uvuv, bend,
slope: see dine.] The typical genus of fishes

of the family Clinidte. It is a Cuvierian genus
of blennioids.

Clio (kli'6), n. [L., < Gr. K}.eii>, < Klcinv, kUuv,
tell of, celebrate> > xXfOf, fame, glory.] 1. In
classical myth., the muse who sings of glorious

Ciione bortalis.

Clio.— Statue in the Vatican, Rome.

actions ; specifically, the Muse of History. She
is usually represented with a scroll in her hand, and a
scrinium, or case for manuscripts, by her side, and some-
times with the trumpet of fame in her hand.
2. [NL.] In zoiil., a generic name for ptero-
pods, variously used : (o) A genus of thecoso-
matous pteropods, now generally called Cleo-
dora (which see). .Bro««n, 1756; Linn(eus, 1767;
Pelsencr, 1887. (6) A genus of gymnosomatous
pteropods, founded by O. F. MiUlerin 1776, now
generally called Clione, and typical of the fam-
ily CliidcB (or Clionidce).

Cliona (kli'o-nii), n. [NL., < Clio. Cf. Cli^, 2.]
The typical genus of boring sponges, of the
family CUonidte and suborder Monactinellina.
Grant.

Clione (kU'o-ne), n. [NL. (Pallas, 1774), <
Cli<), myth, name.] A genus
of gymnosomatous pteropods,
typical of the family Clionidw.
C. borealis swarms in northern seas,
constituting a great partof the food of
whales, and hence known as whale's-
food or brit. There are other species,
as C. papilionacea, which occasionally
occurs on the eastern coast of the
United States. Originally called Clio.

See Clio, 2 (b).

clionidl (kU'o-nid), n. [< Cli-

onidw'^.] A pteropod of the
family Clionidce.

clionid^ (kli'o-nid), M. l< Clionidce^.] A sponge
of the family Clionidie.

Clionidael (kli-on'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1840), < Clione + -idee.] A family of gymnoso-
matous pteropods, tj-pified by the genus Clione,
to which different limits have been assigned.
By the earlier writers some incongruous forms were asso-
ciated with it. By recent zoologists it is restricted to spe-
cies without gills, with a short proboscis, and no jaw, but
with 2 or 3 pairs of conical buccal appendages. Few spe-
cies are certainly known ; the most common is Ctitme bore-
alis. Also CliixUe.

Clionidse^ (kli-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cliona
+ -Ida'.] A remarkable group of the Porifera
or Spoiigida, the boring sponges, having no
fibrous skeleton, but provided with peculiar
silicious spicula, by means of which they can
burrow into tlie shells of the mollusks upon
which they are parasitic. They existed in the
Silurian epoch.

clipl (klip), V. t.
; pret. and pp. clipped (some-

times dipt), ppr. clipping. [< ME. clippen,

clyppen, cluppen, < AS. dyppan, embrace. Con-
nection with clip'^ is uncertain. Cf. dimp^,
clamp^.] 1. To embrace; infold; hug; clasp;
grasp; giip. [Archaic]
Whan Arthur felte the Geaunte that so hym helde he

. . . clippid his horse in bothe his amies a-boute the nekke.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 346.

O I let me clip you
In arms as sound as when I woo'd.

.SAnt., Cor., t &



clip

Let's dippe our hands ; lie thus observe my vowe.
Mamton, Antonio and Melliiia, I., v. 1.

Like a fountain failing round me,
Which with silver waters thin
Clipi! a little water Naiad sitting smilingly within.

Mfg. Brotcniwj, Lost IJower.

2. To hold together by pressure, as with a
spring, screw, or bandage,

clipl (klip), «. [<c/i>l, r. Senses 3-6 may pos-
sibly belong to cUp^, «.] If. An embrace.
Not used to frozen clips.

Sir P. Sidtutj, Astrophel and Stella.

2. A grasp ; clasp
;

grip, as of a machine.

—

3. A device for closing a vent in a machine.
The clip is opened and the steam allowed to escape for

ten minutes, when the dip is closed and the tube pushed
down again to the bottom of tlie apparatus (Foil's steril-
izerl. BudcsUandbuok of Med. Sciemes, IV. 7«i.

4. In farrier;/, a projecting flange on the upper
sui-faee of a horseshoe, which
partially embraces the wall of
the hoof.— 5. A metal clasp or
confining piece used to connect
the parts of a carriage-gear, or
to hold the hook of a whipple-
tree.— 6. A clasp or spring-
holder for letters, papers, etc.

The four candks are placed in a cor-
responding numljer of clips or candle-
holders.

&'. H. Prescott, Elect. Invent., p. 487.

Clip2 (klip), r.
;
pret. and pp. clipped (sometimes

dipt), ppr. dipping. [< ME. dippen, < Icel.
klippa = Sw. klippa = Dan. klippe, clip, shear,
cut. Connection with clipi'^ is uncertain.] I.
trans. 1. To cut off or sever with a sharp in-
strument, as shears or scissors ; trim or make
shorter by cutting: as, to dip the hair; to dip
a bird's wings.

Clippinij papers or darning hU stockings. Swi/t.

Her neat small room, adoni'd with maiden-taste,
A dippd J'rench puppy, first of favourites, graced.

Crabbe, Works, I. 111.
Arbours dipt and cut. Tennyson, Amphion.

2. To diminish by cutting or paring: as, to dip
coin ;

" dipped silver," Macaulay, Hist. Eng.,
xxiv.

England's fate,
Like a dippTd guinea, trembles in the scale.

Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 2.

3. To shorten; curtail; cut short; impair by
lessening.

For, if my husband take you, and take you thus
A counterfeit, one that would clip his credit.
Out of his honour he must kill you presently.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, V. 5.

To dip the divine prerogative. S«k(A, Sermons, V. v.

Hence— 4. To pronounce (words) in a short-
ened form, or with abbreviation.
They dip their words after one manner about the court

another in the city, and a third in the suburbs.
Swift, Improving the English Tongue.

a. Clip of a horse-
slioe. *. Clip of a
whipplelree.
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Had my dull soul but wings as well as they.
How would I spring from earth, and clip away
As wise Astraja did, and scorn tliis liall of clay

!

Quarter, Emblems, v. 13.

Clips it down the wind,. Dryden.

clip'' (klip), v. A dialectal form of depe.
clip-candlestick (klip'kan"dl-stik), n. An
old form of candlestick, fitted with a pair of
forceps or nippers instead of, or in addition to,
a socket. The object of the forceps was to hold a rush-
light, which w.as too slender and irregular in shape to
stand steadily in a socket.

clip-chair (klip'char), n. A kind of chair used
on some English railways to secure a rail to a
metallic sleeper.

clipeus (klip'e-us), re.
;
pi. dipei (-i). See dypeus.

cup-hook (klip'hiik), n. Same as sister-hook.
Clipperl (klip'er), n. [< ME. dipper, dippere
(= Icel. klippari = Sw. klippare = Dan. klip-
per); < dip^, v., + -ejl.] 1. One who or that
which clips; especially, one who reduces the
size, value, or importance of anj-thing by clip-
ping it.

And if they be such dippers of regal power and shavers
of the Laws, how they stand affected to the law giving
Parlament, yourselves, worthy Peeres and Commons, can
best testiBe. Milton, Church-Government, ii., Con.

Tlie value is pared off from it into the dipper's pocket.
Locke, Further Considerations concerning Value of Money!

2. A cutting-tool of the nature of shears ; spe-
cifically, a tool with rotating or reciprocating
knives used for cutting hair, and especially for
clipping horses. See dippinq-sliears.
clipper^ (klip'Sr), n. [Usually associated with
dipper'i- (cf . cutter, a vessel, in a similar sense),
but cf. D. and LG. klepper (> G. and Dan. klep-
per), a fast horse, a nag, < Meppert, run fast

:

see e/i>3. The Dan. klipper, a vessel, is prob.
from E.] 1. A sailing vessel buUt with very
sharp lines, more or less raking masts, and
great spread of canvas, with a -view to speed

:

a development of a model for the mercantile
marine first built at Baltimore, U. 8., and call-
ed the Baltimore dipper. The clippers, becoming
famous for quick runs, and occasionally making better
time than the steamers, were especially employed in the
South American fruit-trade, in the ('liina trade for car-
goes of tea and opium, and in the early California traffic liy
the Cape Horn route (1849-60). Also called clipper-ship.

The knife-edged clipper with her ruffled spars.
O. W. llolmts, The Island Euin.

Clipping-shears.

-/, serrated plate
;

B. serrated knife ; H.
ff, handles.

Mrs. Mayoress dipped the king's English.
Addison, Spectator.

Voltaire says very wittily of the English that they
gain two hours a day by dippina words. " He refers to

the habit of saying cant for can not, don't for do not and
other like abbreviations.

J. S. Hart, Coni|)osition and Rhetoric, Hyperbole.
To Clip the wings, literally, U> cut a birii's wings short
so as to deprive it of the power of flight ; figuratively, to
put a check on one's ambition ; render one leu able to
execute his schemes or realize Ills aspirations.

But love had dipped his winys and cut him short.
Dryden, Fables.

Philosophy will dip an Angel's mnas.
Conquer all mysteries by rule and line.

__ . . „ Keats, Lamia, ii.

n. tntrans. To cut hair.
Wel koude he leten blood, and dippe and shave.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, I. 140.

Clip2 (klip), n. [< cK/j2, 11.] i_ The quantity
of wool shorn at a single shearing of sheep ; a
season's shearing.

In 1S81, the clip of wool in Oregon was above 8 000 000
pounds, and it is said to l)e ranking with the best fleeces
that reach the Eastern factories.

W. Barrows, Oregon, p. 345.

2. A blow or stroke with the hand. [CoUoq.]
It's jest a kick licre, and a culf there, and a twitch by

the ear in t other place ; one a shovin on em this way
and another hittin' on em a dip.

II. D. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 84.

8. pi. Shears, especially sheep-shears.
clips (klip), f. i. • pret. and pp. dipped (some-
times dipt), ppr. dipping. [Usuallv associated
with dip^, cut (cf. cut, V. i., in a similar sense),
but prob. in part of other origin : cf. LG. (> G.
dial.) kleppen, run fast, as a horse, a secon-
•la^y form of klappen = E.daiA: see danl,
which also connotes fjuick motion. See dip-
per^.] To move swiftly, as a falcon, a horse,
or a yacht

: often with an indefinite »(.

2. A person or an animal that runs swiftly, or
looks as if capable of running swiftly ; a very
smart person; something first-rate. [CoUoq.]

I never saw your equal, and I've met some dippers in
ray '"ne. Thackeray.

3. An Australian bird of the genus Ephthia-
nura: as, the wag-tail clipper, E. albi/rons.— 'i.

The larva of species of Sialis, a genus of neu-
ropterous insects, used for bait by anglers.
Also called, in the United States, crawler, dob-
son, and hrllgrammite.

clipper-built (klip'6r-bUt), a. Naut., built after
the t\-i)o of a clipper.

clipper-ship (klip'6r-ship), n. Same as dip-
Iter''', 1.

clippfish (klip'fish), n. [= D. klipvisch = G.
kUppfisch, < Norw. Dan. klipfisk (= Sw. klipp-
fisk), < klippe, rock (see diffi), -f- Jisk = E.
fish.] Fish, chiefly cod, split open, salted, and
dried ; stock-fish. Consular Hei/ort.
clipping^ (klip'ing), n. [< ME. clipping, clup-
pmy ; verbal n. of clip^, r.] The act of em-
bracing.

What dipping was there !

With kind embraces, and jobbing of faces.
Itobm Hood and Maid Marian (Child's Ballads, V. 374).

cllppingH (klip'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of c%i,u.] 1.
Embracing; encircling.

Now runs and takes her In his dipping arms
Sir P. .Sidney.

2. In her., clasping, as two hands. See con-
joined.

Clipping^ (klip'ing), n. [< ME. clippinge ; ver-
bal u. of dip2, v.] 1. 'The act of cutting or
shearing off.

I'hls design of new coinage Is jnst of the nature of dip-
'""'J- Locke.

2. A sheep-shearing. [Scotland and North.
Eng.]— 3. That which is clipped off or out; a
piece separated by clipping: as, tailors' clip-
pings; a newspaper ciip/»'n(7.

The dijrpinijs of our beards, and the parings of our nails.

Locke.

Clippings (klip'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of clip^, ^^]
1. Swift: as, a dipping pace. [CoUoq.]— 2.
Smart; showy; first-rate. [CoUoq.]
What dipping girls there were in that barouche I

CorrthiU Mag.

Clisiocampa

clipping-machine (klip'ing-ma-shen"), re. A
power-machine used in clipping horses and
sheep.

clipping-shears (kUp'ing-
sherz), n. pi. Shears for cUp-
ping hair, especially that of
horses.

clipping-time (klip'ing-tlm), re.

lU%dippiHiitime.^ 1. The time
of sheep-shearing. Hence— 2.
The nick of time.- To come in
cllpping-tlme, to come as opportune-
ly as one who visits a sheep-farmer at
sheep-shearing time, when mirth and
good cheer abound an<l when his help
is welcome. Scott.

clip-plate (klip 'plat), Ji. A plate
resting upon a carriage-spring,
and attached to the axle by a clip ; the axle-
band of a carriage-wheel.
clip-pulley (kUp'pid''i), re. A wheel or pulley
having on its face a series of grips or clips that
grasp and hold the band or wire rope that passes
over the pulley. The clips open automatically,
and release the rope when it leaves the wheel

Clipst, clipset, Clipsist, «. [ME., also cUppes,
clippis, dippus, by apheresis for edips, eclipse:
see edipse.li An eclipse.

That is cause of this clips that closeth now the Sonne.
Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 135.

Se wote oure clerkis the dipsis thei call
Such sodayne sight, •

Both Bonne and moiie that sesonne schall
Ij»k of ther light. York Plays, p. 401.

clip-swage (kUp'swaj), n. A swage for com-
pleting or finishing horseshoe-cUps. It is held
in the hardy-hole of the anvU.
cUpsyt, a. [ME. clipsi; <dips, eoUpse,-t- -j/i.]

Echpsed; darkened.
r

, j j

Now [love] is faire and now obscure.
Now bright, now dipsi of manere.

Ram. 0/ the Rose, 1. 6362.

clipt (klipt). An occasional spelling, formeriy
the common speUing, of dipped, preterit and
past participle of dip.
clip-yoke (kUp'yok), n. In mach., a smaU plate
through which pass the ends of a stirrup-shaped
cUp, and which serves as a washer-plate for the
nuts of the cUp.

clique (klek), re. [= G. clique, dike, klieke =
Dan. klike, < F. clique, a party, set, coterie; of
uncertain origin.] A party; a set; a coterie;
specifically, a body or group of persons associ-
ated informally for some exclusive or intrigu-
ing purpose.
Mind, I don't call the London exclusive digue the best

English society. Coleridge, Table-Talk.

cliquish (kle'kish), a. [< dique + -!s7|l.] Re-
lating to a cUque, set, or party; disposed to
form cUques ; actuated by a petty party spirit.
Also eliqueish.

cliquishness (kle'kish-nes), n. The state or
quality of being cliquish ; inclination or ten-
dency to form cUques. Also diqueishness.
The diqueishness which breaks up both services (Army

and .Vavyj into mutually antagonistic groups.
The American, VII. 305.

cliquism (kle'kizm), n. [< dique -(- -ism.] A
cUquish spirit or tendency; cliquishness. Also
diqueism.

Tlieir system is a sort of worldly-spiritual diqueism.
Oeorge Eliot, Middlemarch, xviL

"The smallness of the groups (of Liberals], their number
and the frequency of election would hinder the fostering
of those unpleasant elements of cliquism and jealousy
which have wrought so much distrust.

Westminster Rev., CXXVIIL 399.

cliseometer (klis-e-om'e-t6r), re. [= F. clis^o-
metre, < Gr. K/.lai^, inclination (< Mveiv, incline),
+ fitrpov, measure.] An instrument for mea-
suring the angle which the axis of the female
£elvis makes with tliat of the body.
sh-clash (klish'klash), n. [A varied redu-

plication of clash.] SiUy taUc; palaver; gos-
sip; scandal. [Scotch.]

cllsh-clash (klish'klash), adv. 'With a clashing
noise.

The weapons went dish-dash. Mir. for Mags., p. 481.

clishmaclash (klish'ma-klash), w. [A variation
of dish-dash; cf. disli'madaver.] Clish-clash;
clishmaelaver. [Scotch.]
Clishmaclaver (kUsh'ma-kla'v^r), re. [< dish-
(see dish-dash) -t- -ma-, a meaningless syllable,
+ daver.] Idle discourse; silly talk; gossip.
[Scotch.]

So, ye may doncely fill a throne.
For a' their dish- ma-claver. Bums, A Dream.

Clisiocampa (kUs"i-o-kam'pa), n. [NL., < Gr.
li/uaiov, a shed, -f- ndfiwr/, a caterpUlar.] A genus
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of moths of the family Bomln/cid<e, character- He hath an earthen pot wherewith to ditch up water,
ized by their rusty-brown color and by two tloUand, tr. of the Cyiopicdia, p. 4.

oblique lines across the fore wings, l-he eggs are cUtch^ (klich), P. i.
laid in a circular mass around the twigs of the infested
food-plant, and the iarvce are gregarious. The larva of C.

Votcsncnt-CBXcTpiMAT {Clisiocampa sy!vattca).

a. eggs, natural size: *. female moth, natural size; c. top view of Clitsllar (kU-tel'ar)
single egg, and rf, side view of eggs, enlarged ;/, caterpillar, natural

cUtelluni CI V See

amerxcana, or the American tent-caterpillar, lives in a
conspicuous web and is a pest in orcliards; that of C.
sylmtica, Icnown as the forest tent-caterpillar, malies a
smaller web and is destructive to oalc forests. Curtis,
1828.

Clistenterata (klis-ten-te-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. KMia-og, that can Se closed (see clisto-),

+ Ivrepa, entrails.] An order of Brachiopoda,

[Cf. MD. W(«sp», stick, ad-
here, D. Missen, be entangled, < MD. klissc, D.
kUs, a bur: see clite^.'] To stick; adhere; be-
come thick or glutinous. [Prov. Eng.]

clitel (klit), n. [Ineomp. cKt-, in cUt-bur ; also
formerly cUthe (and dial, clider, formerly cU-
theren); < ME. *elite (var. elide, and clete, mod.
E. cleat^, q. v.), < AS. cliU {'clithc not found),
f., eolt's-foot, = MD. Messe, klisse, D. kUs, a bur,
= OHG. chleftd, ehletd, f., ehletto, m., MHG.
klette, klete, G. klette, f., burdock; in series with
AS. elate, E. clote\ burdock, and prob. akin to
the equiv. AS. clife, E. clive^, burdock (see
clive^), appar. (like the then ult. related mod.
E. eleavers, elivers) connected with AS. elcofian,
clifian, E. cleafe\ adhere.] If. Goose-grass.
See eleavers, 1.— 2. The burdock, Aretiuni Lap-
pa. [Prov. Eng.]

clite^t, n. An obsolete form of cleatZ.

clite^ (kHt), n. [E. dial., also elayte. Cf. clit.l
Clay: mire. [Prov. Eng.]

Clitella, n. Plural of clitellum.

.0. [< NL. elitellaris, <

, . a>'3.] Of or pertaining to
the clitellum or elitellus of a worm: as, cUtellar
segments.

Clitelli, n. Plural of elitellus.

Clitellio (kli-tel'i-6), n. [NL. Cf. elitellum.']
A genus of tubicolous limicoline annelids, of
the family Tubiflcidce. A species of this genus
is commonly found along the New England
coast at high-water mark.

equiyalent to ^rWjropomato (which see). Also clitellum (kli-tel'um),«.; pi. c?»te?to(-a). [NL.,
Cleistenf^rata.

clistenterate (klis-ten'te-rat), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Clistenterata;
arthropomatous. Also eleistenterate.

clisto-. [Also eleisto-, < Gr. KAeiarSg, that can be
closed, verbal adj. of KAeieiv, close : see closed,

».] A prefix of Greek origin used in modem
scientific words, meaning 'closed,' 'closable.'

clistocarp (klis'to-kiirp), n. [< Gr. KTieiardg, that
can be closed (see elisto-), + Kap~6(, fruit: see
earjA.I In hot., an aseogonium in which the
asci and spores are formed within a completely „i{4._n,,„ /m; ,.„i/ x

closed perithecium, from which the spores es- *=il*®J^,'^?,
^'^-^^^ ''^^' "

cape only by its final rupture, as in Erysiphew.
enieuum.

Also eUlStocarp.

Clistocarpidie (klis-to-kar'pi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
as elistocarp + -idm.'\ A family of lueemarian
hydrozoans, represented by such genera as Cra- ,.., •

terolophiisand Manama, containing those Luccr- Clltnerent, »• [S
narwdfe which are not named -Bte<«7ierocarnjf/«'. fif!'""*- ,

also elitellus, < L. clitellw, a pack-saddle.] In
zool. , the saddle of an annelid, as the earthworm

;

a peculiar glandular ring around the body, re-
sulting from the swelling and other modification
of certain segments, it is a sexual organ, producliiK
a tough, viscid secretion by which two worms are bound
together in a kind of copulation. Also called cinguluin.

A part of the body into which more or fewer of the seg-
ments . . . enter is swollen, of a different color from the
rest, provided with abundant cutaneous glands, and re-
ceives the name of cingulum or clitellum.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 19.').

hcrocarpida'.
clistocarpous (klis-to-kar'pus), a. [< clistocarp
+ -oits.] In hot., having a closed capsule: ap-
plied to mosses in which the capsule is without
an operculum, dehiscing irregularly. Also cleis-

toearpous.

clistogamic (klis-to-gam'ik), a. [< cUstogamy
+ -ic7\ In bot., of, pertaining to, or character-
ized by clistogamy. Also eleistogamic, clistoge-
nous.

clistogamOUS (klis-tog'a-mus), a. [< Gr. kIci-
OTOQ, that may be closetJ (see clisto-), + yd/to^,

marriage.] Same as clistoganiic.

clistogamy (klis-tog'a-mi), n. [As clistogam
ous + -yK^ In bot., a pecuUar dimorphism in polyzoans. Busk.
" "

t a plant, when in addition to the Clltona (kli-to

pi. clitelli (-i). Same

A glandular layer is developed on one portion of the
body of the Lumbricidae, as a elitellus.

Ctegenhaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 141.

clithet, n. [See cKfei.] Burdock. Gerard.
iQ6 clithe, clitc'^.'] Goose-grass.

clithral (klith'ral), a. [< Gr. Ky.elBpov, a bar,
pi. a gate, door, < Kleiuv, close : see closc'^, v.

Cf. clathrate."] In Gr. arch., having a roof that
forms a complete covering: said of certain
temples by those who hold the opinion that
some of these monuments, styled by them hy-
prethral temples, were roofed only in part. Also
cleithral.

Clithridiate (klith-rid'i-at), a. [< Gr. K?.ciep!-

diov, dim. of K/xSpia, a keyhole (cf. K'Af:ldpov, a
bar for closing a door), < Kleiuv, close: see
cto«el, «'.] Shaped like a keyhole : applied to
the form of the orifice of the zocecia of certain

the flowers of a plant,
ordinary fully developed flowers there are others
in which development is arrested in the bud,
but which are stiU fertile and produce an abun-
dance of seed. These latter flowers are inconspicuous,
without petals, nectaries, or fragrance, with small anthers

'ri-a),n. [NL.] A genus ofplants,
natural order Leguminosce, found tlu-oughout the
tropics of both hemispheres. Tlie species, which
are numerous, are climbing, rarely erect, herbs, with large
blue, white, or red flowers. Several are in cultivation. C.
MariaiM, the butterfly-pea, is a native of the United States
and Mexico.

containing few pollen-grains, and the pistil much reduced, elitoridpan fkli-to-rid'p-nn> n r< i-lit^tri<i I riiJ 1
They are necessarily self-fertilized, but are always fertile, + °

„„ i pf^LiV,!^^ L"?hL ^1 -t^^ ^ '
while the more perfect flowers of the same plant are often .T^"*"'!-]

^Pertaining to the clitons.
nearly or quite sterile. Clistogamy is Itnown to occur in Clltoriaectomy (kli"to-n-dek to-mi), n. [< Gr.
about sixty genera belonging to many very different or- KA£iTopi( (-piS-S, clitoris, + iiiroiih, excision, <
ders, chiefly dicotyledonous. The violet is a familiar in- f/cr/uw/i. btcirpi <H nut -4- T/,/,,f „ out! Tt,
stance. \\»o cln»ti,qarm,, clisloqenv.

f/crf/zvEii;, excise, \ £4, out, t- rt//v«v, cut.J In

cUstogene, cUstogenous (klis'to-jen, kUs-toj'- Jl'f^;jr^fAl\°° "^.^^^ «l't^«-
. „ - . ,

e-nus), a. [< Gr. /c/^^rrdf (see disto-) + -ym/f

:

dltO^S i^^ *?-"«). "• [NL-.. < Gr- KkuTopi^, <

.see -gen, -genous.'] Same as elistogamic.
clistogeny (klis-toj'e-ni), n. [< cUstogene -t-

-)/3.] Same as clistogamy.

Olistosaccus (klis-to-sak'us), n. [NL. (Lillje-
borg, 1859), < Gr. K/eujToc, that can be closed
(see clisto-), -i- acmno^, sack.] A genus of rhizo-
cephalous or suctorial cirripeds, of the family
Saeculinidce. Also Cleistosacous.

clit (klit), a. [E. dial. Cf. cloti.-] 1. Stiff;
heavy; clayey: said of the soil.— 2. Heavy;
hazy: said of the atmosphere. [Prov. Eng.]

Clit-burt (klit'bfer), n. [< clite'^ + bur; a var. of
clot-bur, q. v.] Same as elot-bur.

clitchlf (klich), V.

q. v.] To clutch

K/tc/tw, close, shut: see ctosel.] An erectile or-
gan of the female of most mammals, including
the human species, and of simdry birds, as the
ostrich, differing from the penis of the male
chiefly in its smaller size and usually imper-
forate state, being as a rule not perforated or
grooved by a urethra, though it is so in some
animals, as lemurs. It is usually small and concealed
ill the normal state of the parts, as in the liuinan female

;

sometimes large, pendent externally, and diflleult to dis-
tinguish from a penis, as in spider-monlseys (Ateles).

clitorism (kli'to-rizm), ?i. [< NL. elitorismus,
< clitoris, q. v.]' The presence of a very large
jlitoris; hypertrophy of the clitoris.

t. [A var. of cletch, clutch^, clitoritis (kli-to-ri'tis), n. [NL., < clitoris +
catch. -ito.] In pathol., inflammation of the clitoris.

Cloaca

clitter-clatter (klit'er-klaf'fer), n. [A varied
reduplication of c/rt«tr; cf. dish-clash, tittle-tat-

«e, etc.] Palaver; idle talk; a chattering noise.
Such were liis writings ; but his chatter
Was one continued clitter-clatter. Swift.

We talked long in the style of philosophic clitter-clatter.

Carlyle, in Froude, I. 124.

Clivelf,'?'. i. [ME. eliven, < AS. *clifan, only in
comp. othelifan, adhere (= OS. bi-klibhan =
OFries. bi-kUva), = OHG. chlipan, kliban, MHG.
kliben, also in comp. hi-chliban, cleave, adhere,
stick (cf. causative OHG. *chleiben. kleiben,
MHG. G. kleiben, cause to adhere), = Icel. klifa
(pret. kleif) = Sw. klifia = T)a.n. kliie,noyr klyve,
climb (whence the ME. sense). Hence the
secondary form, AS. clifian, eleofian, ME. elivien,

cleovien, clevien, eliven, eleven, E. cleave: see
cleave'^. Ct. cliff a,nA climb.'] To cUmb; ascend.
Ambicion, thet is kuead [wicked] wilninge heje (high) to

cUue. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 22.

Wyth-oute thise uour [four] uirtues non ne may diue into
the belle [hill] of perfeccion. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 127.

clive^t, V. i. A Middle English form of cleave^.

clive^t, n. [ME., < AS. clife, in earlier form
elibe, burdock (sed smcele clife, the small bur-
dock, cleavers; foxes clife, burdock; in comp.
gar-clife {gar, spear), agrimony) (= MD. kleve,
klijve = MLG. klive = OHG. *chliba, burdock),
appar. < clifian or *elifan, adhere, stick: see
cleave^ and clive^, and cf. clivers, cleavers.]
Burdock or agrimony.

clive*t, n. An obsolete form of cUff'^.

cliverlt, n. [ME. diver, < AS. elifer, pi. clifras,
a claw; prob. < clifian, adhere, cleave: see
deave^.] A claw.

Ich habbe bile stif and stronge
And gode clivers scharp and longe.

Oxd and Nightingale, 1. 269.

cliver^, n. See eleavers, 1.

Cliver^ (kliv'er), n. A dialectal form of cleaver^.

clivers, n. See cleavers.

clives (klivz), n. [Prob. connected with ckai-«l,
obs. dive, stick, fasten. Cf. cliver'^.'] A hook
with a spring-catch to prevent it from unfas-
tening. E. U. Knight.

clivi, 11. Plural of elivus.

Clivicola (kli-vik'o-la), n. [NL. (J. R. Forster,
1817), < L. elivus, a slope, declivity, -f- colere, in-
habit.] A genus of swallows, the bank-swal-
lows : synonymous ivith Cotile and of prior date.
Clivicola rip'aria is the type.

clivity (kliv'i-ti), n. [< L. elivus, a slope ; cf.

declivity.] A' declivity; a gradient. [Rare.]
clivoust (kli'vous), a. [< L. divosus, steep,
hilly, < elivus, a slope, a declivity, a hillside,
lull: see elivus.] Sloping; steep.

elivus (kli'vus), n.
;
pi. clivi (-\i). [L., a slope,

< "clinare (•/ *cW), slope, incline, lean : see dine.]
Aslope.— cilvus Blmnenhachli, cUvus oasis spbe-
noldls, or simply clivus, in anat., the sloping surface
rising from the anterior margin of the foramen magnum
to the crest of the dorsum ephippii, formed of the upper
surfaces of the basilar process of the occipital lx)ne and of
file back part of the body of the sphenoid.

cloaca (klo-a'kii), «.; pi. cloacas (-kaz), cloaca
(-se). [= F. cioaque = Sp. Pg. It. cloaca = G.
kloalce = Dan. kloak, < L. cloaca, a common sew-
er, prob. < OL. eluere, cleanse.] 1. An under-
ground conduit for drainage ; a common sewer

:

as, the cloaca maxima at Rome.— 2. A sink; a
privy.— 3. [NL.] Inro67. : (a) Invertebrates,
the enlarged termination of the rectum or lower
bowel, forming a cavity originally in common
with that of the allantois (in those animals
which have an allantois) and permanently in
common ^vith the termination of the urogenital
organs; the common chamber into which the
intestine, ureters, sperm-ducts, and oviducts
open, in sundry fishes, in reptiles and birds, and
in the ornithodelphous mammals. This cavity is
tile common sewer of tlie body, receiving the refuse of di-
gestion, tile productof conception, the si>ermatic secretion,
and tlie renal excretion, all to be discharged through the
anal orifice. It is more or less incompletely divided into
the chaca proper, or the enlarged end of the rectum, and
the urogenital sinus, a compartment in which terminate
the ureters, sperm-ducts, and oWducts, and wliich con-
tains the penis or clitoris when those organs ai-e developed.
There is no cloaca in adult mammals, with the exception
of the monotremes, the separation of the urogenital sinus
from the_ digestive tube being complete in all the others,

(ft) In invertebrates, the homologous or anal-
ogous and corresponding stmeture effecting
sewerage of the body: as (1) in sponges, the
common cavity in which the interstitial canal-
systems open

; (2) in holothm'iaus, the respira-
tory tree (which see, under respiratory), (c) In
en torn. : (1) A ca\'ity found in many insects at
the end of the abdomen, between the last dor-
sal and ventral segments, and receiving the ex-
tremity of the rectum. Also called the recto-



cloaca,

genital chamber. (2) The ctecum, or dilatation

of the posterior end of the intestine, (rf) In

ascidians, the common central cavity intowhich

open the atrial chambers of all the aseidiozo-

oids of an ascidiarium.— 4. [NL.] Inpatlwl:
(a) In cases of necrosis, the opening in the

80\md bone which leads to the inclosed dead
bone. (6) The union of reetimi, bladder, and
organs of generation in a common outlet: a
malformation resulting from arrest of devel-

opment.
cloacal (klo-a'kal), a. [< L. cloacalis, < cloaca :

see cloaca.) 1." Pertaining to or of the nature

of a cloaca, in any sense.— 2. In ro67., having a

cloaca: applied specifically to the monotremes.

The cloacal animals, the marsupials, the placentals,

stand . . . in au order of succession.
Pop. Sci. .Wo., Xn. 187.

cloak (klok), n. [Until recently also spelled

cloke, < ME. cloke, < OF. cloke, claque, cloche, a

cloak (cf. Dan. liokke, an under-petticoat), <

ML. cloca, a cloak (so called from its shape), lit.

abell: see do(*2.] i. Properly, a loose outer

garment without sleeves, worn by either sex as

a protection from the weather: now frequently

used, though erroneously, for a sleeved outer

wrap worn by women, in the sixteenth century the

cloak was an article of every-day wear, and was made with
large loose armlioles, through which the sleeves of the

undergarment were passed, as is seen in portraits of Henry
VIII. and the nobles of his court. Later it was shortened,

and became in common use little more than a cape, though
large and long cloaks were still used in traveling. In the

latter part of the seventeenth century cloaks were aban-
doned, except for protection from cold and wet, on ac-

count of the changing fashion of the outer coat. Under
the name of Spanish cloak, this garment was worn from
about ISOO to 1840 in Great Britain and America, the shape
being a half-circle ; it had a broad collar, often of fur or

of velvet, which was continued down the edges of the

cloak on Ixith sides in breadths of a foot or more. When
in use, one of these edges was drawn across the breast

and flung over the opposite shoulder with the breadth
of fur or velvet turned outward, so as to form a decorative
draping, falling from the shoulder behind. The same gar-

ment is still worn as the most common winter dress in cer-

tain Italian cities.

Was St. JIartin of Tours habited in a voluminous horse-

man's cloak, or in a mere light cape that would cover the
shoulders, it being winter time?

iV. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 467.

2. Kguratively, that which conceals; a cover;

a disguise or pretext; an excuse; a fair pre-

tense.

Not using your liberty for a eloke of maliciousness.
1 Pet. ii. 16.

They make religion mere policy, a cloak, a human in-

vention. Burton, Anat. of iiel., p. 603.

Drunkard's cloaki, a barrel with one end open and a

hole in the other, put over a drunkard's shoulders as a
penalty. S. DouxU.

cloak (klok), V. [< ME. "cloken (in adv. clok-

edly), < cloke, a cloak : see cloak, «.] I. trans.

1. To cover with or as with a cloak.

He crafty cloaka him in a Dragons skin

All bright-bespect.
Sylixster, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Imposture.

The Shadow cloak'd from head to foot.

Who keeps the keys of all the creeds.
Tennyvon, In Memoriam, xxiii.

2. Figuratively, to cover up ; hide ; conceal.

David, by his wisdom and policy, thought so to have
cloaked the matter, that it should never have been known.

Latimer, 2d .Serm. lief. Edw. VI., 1560.

Thenceforth she sought for helps to cluak her crimes
withal. Spenser, t\ Q.

The unscrupulous greed of conquest cloaked by pre-

tences at spreading the blessings of British rule and Brit-

ish religion. //. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 81.

=8yn. To hide, conceal, mask, cover, veil, screen.

n. intrans. To intrigue ; hold secret council.

Your symonies, and bribes.

Your cloaking with the great for fear to fall.

Greene, James IV., v.

cloakage (klo'kaj), ». [< cloak + -afire.] The
act of covering with or as with a cloak. J.

Martineau. [Rare.]

cloak-anemone (klok'a-nem'o-ne), «. A kind
ot ciiiiiiisociiil sea-anemone, Addnma palliata.

cloak-bag ( klok'bag), n. A bag in which a cloak
or other clothes ai* carried; a portmanteau.

I would not lie a serving-man
To carry the cloak-han still.

Beau, and Ft., Knight <»f liurning Pestle, iv. 5.

Ordering his man to produce a cloak-batf which he had
caused to ije brought from Lady Bool^y's on purpose.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

Cloakedlyt (kl6'ked-li), adr. [< ME. clokedly, <
'clokfd, pp. of *clokcii, + -ly : see cloak, v., and
-iy2.] Xn a cloaked or covert manner; guile-
fully. [Rare.]

The French Ambassador came to declare, first how the
Emperor wronged divers of hi.s Ma.'*terH Subjects and
Vassals; arrested also his Mcrcbants. and did cloakedly
begin war. Bp. Burnet, Uitt. Kefonuation, II. 39,

1051

cloak-fathert (kl6k'fa'''THer), n. The ostensible

author or doer of anything; a stalking-horse.

[Rare.]
The book goes under tl>e name of Cardinal Allan, though

the secular priests say he "Was but the cloak-father there-

of, and that Parsons the Jesuite made it.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., IX. vii. 24.

cloaking (klo'king), n. [Verbal n. of cloak, r.]

1. The act of covering with or as with a cloak.

To take heed of their dissemblings and cloaklmjs.

Strype, Records, No. 36.

2. Cloth for making cloaks.

cloak-room (klok'rom), n. A room connected
with a place of general resort, as an assembly-
room or an opera-house, where cloaks, etc., are

deposited.
They . . . filled the air of cloak-rooms at the Capitol

and of private apartments with mean insinuations which
were worse than lies. A". A. Rev., CXXIII. 317.

cloam, dome (klom), n. and a. [Also clomb;

< ME. *clom (not found), < AS. clam, clay, >

clwman, ME. clemen, mod. E. dial, cleam =
claim^, clem^, smear, daub: see cleam, claim^,

clem^.l I. n. If. Clay.

Ere Wille myste a-sple,

Deth delt him a dent and drof him to the erthe,

And is closed vnder clom.
Piers Plotmian (A), xii. 105.

2. Earthenware. HaUiwell; Wright. [Prov.

Eng.]
n. a. Of earthenware.

I making answer that that should depend on the pitcher,

whether it were iron or clomb, he turned on his heel, and
presently departed from me. H. Kingsley, Kavenshoe, i.

cloam,dome (klom), ». f
. ;

pret. and pp. cloamed,

domed, ppr. cloaming, doming. [< cloam, n. Cf.

cleam, clem^, claim^, r.] To gutter, as a candle.

[Prov. Eng.]
cloamen, clomen (klo'men), a. [< cloam +
-€»'^.'\ Of or pertaining to earthenware. [Prov.

Eng.]
In your account of the ceremonies now practised in

Devon at Christmas regarding the apple-trees, you are

wrong in calling it a clayen cup ; it should be a dome or

clomen cup ; thus all earthenware shops and china shops

are called by the middling class and peasantry dome or

clmnen shops, and the same in markets where earthen-

ware is displayed in Devon are called dome standings.
Hone, Everyday Book, II. 1652.

cloamerl, clomert (klo'mfer), n. [< cloam +
-erl.J A maker of cloam.

cloatht, ti. An obsolete form of cloth.

cloatht, cloathet, "• Obsolete forms of clothe.

cloathingt, «• -An obsolete form of clothing.

clobbedt, a. A Middle English form of clubbed.

clobber (klob'fer), ». [Perhaps Celtic: cf. Ir.

clahar, mud. Cf. clabber.} A kind of coarse

paste made of ground cinders and flour, used
to conceal the breaks in the leather of cobbled
shoes. Dickens. [Eng.]
clobber (klob'fer), v. t. [< clobber, n.] To con-
ceal defects in, as by the use of clobber in

cobbling shoes Clobbered china, old porcelain the
decoration on which has been freshened up, especially by
additional painting.

clobberer (klob'6r-6r), n. A cobbler of the low-
est class, who patches up old shoes, and con-
ceals their defects by rubbing clobber into the
breaks of the leather. [Eng.]

clochardt, «. Same as docher'^. Weever.

clochet, « An obsolete form of clutch^,

clocherif, "• [ME., also clochier, dokerre, < OF.
clochier, docker, P. clocher, < ML. clocarium,

clocearium, a bell-tower. < cloca, clocca, > OF.
cloche, a bell: see dock^, n.] A bell-tower; a
belfry. Ayliffe.

docher^t, »». See closer"^.

clochet'te (klo-shef), n. [F., dim. of cloche, a
bell : see cloclfi, n.] In decorative art, any small
object resembling a bell.

clochierf, «. See docher^.

docket (klok), V. [< ME. clokken, < AS. clocdan,

cluck: see duck, which is the usual form.] I.

intrans. To cluck, as a hen.

That eggs were made before the hardy cock
B^an to tread, or brooding hen to clock.

The Silkewormes (1599).

n. trans. To call by clucking.

She nowe behinde, and nowe she goth before,

And clocketk hem.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

Clock^ (klok), n. [< ME. clock, clok, clokke, a
clock, = D. klok, a clock, =LG. klok, a clock, =
OHG. glocka, MHG. G. glocke, a clock, a bell,

= Dan. klokke, a clock, a bell, = Sw. klocka, a
clock, a bell, = leel. kliikka, a beU (cf. AS.
(once) clucye, a bell), < ML. clocca, cloca (also

glocea, glogga), a bell, > F. cloche, a bell (ML.
also a cloak, > ult. E. cloak, etc., q. v.). The
orig. sense is 'bell,' a bell being orig. and still

usually a necessary attachment of the clock,

clock-beetle

and the two words, in many cases, being prac-
tically synonymous. Prob. of Celtic origin:

Ii\ Gael, clog, Gael, also dag, a bell, a clock,

= W. doch = Corn, doch = Manx clagg, a bell

;

from the verb repr. by Ir. clog-aim, older dag-
aim = Gael, dog, dag, ring, sound as a bell.

Cf. W. cleca, clack, etc., with numerous deriv-

atives. If imitative, there is a certain connec-
tion with E. clock^ and cluck.'} 1. A machine
designed to measure and indicate time by the
motion of its parts, clock was the generic name for

all such machines ; but instruments of this kind designed
to be carried on the person are now called watches, and
those of special accuracy, used at sea, chronometers. A
clock usually consists of a frame or case containing a train

of wheels moved by weights or springs and regulated by
a pendulum or balance-wheel, carrying hands or pointers
round the face or dial-plate for marking the hours and
minutes. The dial-plate may have miner dials, as for

marking seconds, or be divided into several dials, as for

showing the time at dilTerent places. Clocks are also most
commonly made to give notice of the hour, and sometimes
of lesser divisions of time, by the stroke of a hammer on a
bell or other sonorous object. See horology.

Wei sikerer [more certain) was his crowyng in his logge
[lodge].

Than is a clok, or an abbay orlogge [horologe].

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 34.

The time will seem longer without a clock or hour-glass

than with it. Bacon.

2t. A stroke of the clock; the sounding of the
hour by a clock.

I told the clocks and watched the wasting light. Dryden.

3t. A watch; specifically, a watch that strikes

the hour.

That striking dock, which he had longworn in his pocket.
/. Walton.

Astronomical clock. See astronomieal.—'Bea.t of a
clock. See beati, «.— Electric clock, (a) A clock hav-
ing a pendulum which by its movement makes or breaks
an electric circuit, which in turn controls the movement of

a number of other clocks, (b) A clock operated by a weight
in the usual way, and regulated and controlled by an elec-

tric current from another clock, an electric escapement
being employed in some cases as the direct means of con-

trolling its motion.— Flora's clock. See horologium.—
Of the clock (obsolete or archaic), o'clock (a clock, a-
Clock, obsolete), a phrase preceded by one, tu'o, or other
number, or by w'Aa^ and signifying the time of day as

shown by the face of the clock or watch, or, as originally,

by the strokes of the bell.

That was the .xvj. daye of ilaij, we come to Venyse,
aboute .ij. of the cloke, at after ncjone.

iSir ii. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 6.

Euery brother and suster of the fraternite forseid schal

come to the chirche forseid be viij o/ the clok, that is for

to seye be oure ladies belle.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 448.

'Tis now the sweetest time for sleep ; the night's

Scarce spent: Airigo, what's o'clock?

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i. 1.

Pneumatic (Uock, one of a series of clocks governed by
pulsations of air, sent at regular intervals to them through
tubes by a central clock or regulator. The movement of

the central clock compresses the air in the tube and causes

a bellows to expand on each dial, thus moving the hands
one interval.—Watchman's clock, or telltale clock, a
clock having pins projecting from the dial, one for each
quarter of an lK)ur, which can be pushed in, but only at

the times marked by them on the dial. When it is used by
a watchman, it is his duty to push one pin in every fifteen

minutes, thus proving that his watch has been complete.

clock^ (klok), V. t. [< clock^, n.] In bell-ring-

ing, to sound (a bell) by pidling the clapper
without moving the bell itself. See cJappering.

clock^ (klok), n. [First instance prob. in Pals-

grave (A. D. 1530) ; origin unknown. Perhaps
orig. applied to a bell-shaped ornament or
flower: see c?oci:2.] \^_ In the sixteenth cen-

tury, a decoration applied to hoods.

—

2\. In the

reign of Charles II. of England, a gore, plait, or

piece inserted to produce the required shape
of a garment.— 3. A figured ornament on the

side of the ankle of a stocking, either woven in

the fabric or embroidered upon it.

Show the red stockings, Trix. They've silver clocks,

Harry. Thackeray, Esmond, vii.

clock'* (klok), n. [E. dial, and Sc, of obscure
origin, perhaps orig. imitative (cf. dick-beetle

and docki-). Cf. OHG. chuleich, glossed scara-

b(Eiis ; Sc. golach, goloch, a beetle.] A popu-
lar name of a beetle. Also clock-beetle. [Eng.]

The Brize, the black-arm'd Clock, the Gnat, the Butter-

file. Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, i. 41.

docket, V. i. [ME. clokken, < OF. (Picard) do-
quer, assibilated clocher, clochier (cf. E. dosh^),

< L. daudicare, limp, < claudiis, lame, limping:

see claudicate, daudicant.} To limp; hobble.

I am biknowen
There konnyng clerkes shul clokke bihynde.

Piers Plowman (B), lil. 34.

clock-alarm (klok'a-larm*), n. The alarm of

an nbirin-clock.

clock-beetle (klok'be'tl), n. Same as clock*:

sometimes applied specifically to the ScarabfBus

stercorarius, or dung-beetle. [Eng.]



clock-case

clock-case (klok'kas), «. The case or recepta-
cle of the works of a clock.

clocked (klokt), a. [< clock^ + -cfP.] Orna-
mented with clocks or embroidered work : as,

clocl-ed stockings.

clock-face (klok'fas), n. 1. The dial or face

of a clock, on which the time is shown.— 2.

The reading of a clock. [This use of the word
was introduced by the American mathema-
tician Chauvenet.]
clock-maker (klok'ma'kfer), n. One who makes
clocks.

clock-setter (klok'set'fer), n. One who regu-
lates clocks.

Old Time the clock-setter. Shah., K. John, iii. 1.

clock-star (klok'star), n. In astron., a time-
star, or a star observations of which are conve-
nient for use in regulating timepieces.

clock-stocking (klok'stok'ing), n. A stocking
embroidered with the orftament called clock ; a
clocked stocking.

clock-tower (klok'tou'fer), n. [For the ME.
words see clocher^, helfry.^ A tower containing
a clock, usually with a large dial exposed in

each of the four walls.

Above and below, on the street side of this quadrangle,
are club-rooms and offices, broken by a picturesque clock-

tower. The Century, XXII. 490.

clock-turret (klok'tur'et), n. A small clock-
tower.
clock-watch (klok'woch), n. A watch which
strikes the hours, like a clock.

clockwise (klok'vriz), adr. [< clock^ + -wise.']

In the direction of rotation of the hands of a

clock : as, the direction of the Amperian cur-

rents in the south pole of a magnet is clocktoise.

In fact, if curve B is rotated clock-wine through a small
angle round its highest point, it will coincide with that of
A. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXXI. 281.

clockwork (kIok'w6rk), n. and a. I, n. 1. The
machinery and movements of a clock ; any com-
plex mechanism of wheels producing regularity

or precision of movement.
I must not omit, that in this assembly of wax there were

several pieces that moved by clock-work, and gave great
satisfaction to the spectators.

Addison, Religions in Waxwork.

2. Figuratively, any regulated system by which
work is performed steadily and without con-
fusion, as if by machinery.

TT a. Marked by machine-like regularity of

operation: as, a clockwork system; clockwork
movements.

The clock-ioork tintinnabulum of rhyme.
Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 629.

clod^ (klod), n. [< ME. clodde, a modified form
of clotte, clot, perhaps by confusion with cloud,

dud, elude, a round mass, > E. cloud : see cloud^,

cloud^, and clot^. Cf . Sw. dial, klodd, a lump of
snow or clay, kladd, a lump of dough.] It. Any
lump or mass; sometimes, a concreted mass;
a clot.

Ch)ds of blood. Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, vii. 54.

Two massy dods of iron and brass.
Milton, P. L., xl. 665.

Specifically— 2. A lump of earth, or earth and
turf ; a lump of clay.

The earth that casteth up from the plough a great clod

is not so good as that which casteth up a smaller clod.

Bacon.

The sluggish dod, which the rude swain
' Turns with his share, and treads upon.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

3. In coal-mining, indurated clay : the equiva-
lent of 6i»(i. [Eng.]— 4. A stretch of ground
or turf; earth; soil. [Eare.]

Byzantians boast that on the clod.

Where once their sultan's horse has trod,

Grows neither grass, nor shrub, nor tree. Swift.

6. Anything earthy, base, and vile
;
poetically,

the body of man in comparison with his soul

:

as, " this corporeal clod," Milton.

We leave behind us
These dods of flesh, that are too massy burdens.

Fletcfter, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 6.

He makes flat warre with God, and doth defie

With his poore clod of earth tiie spacious sky.

G. Herbert, The Church Porch.

6. A dull, gross, stupid fellow ; a dolt.

I am no clod of trade, to lackey pride.
Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 2.

7. A bait used in fishing for eels, consisting of

a bunch of lobworms or earthworms strung on
worsted yam : also called a hob. See clod-flsh-

ing.

clod^ (klod), V. t. ; pret. and pp. clodded, ppr.
clodding. [< ME. clodden, cover with earth, as
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seeds; from the notm.] 1. To pelt with clods

or stones.

"Clodding" is the Belfast word forthrowing stones ; clod

the police is to pelt them.
Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XL. 285.

2. To form into clods. Holland.

The leaven
That spreading in this dull and clodded earth
Gives it a touch ethereal. Keats, Endymion, i. 297.

3t. To cover with earth, as seeds ; harrow.
Nowe londe, that medycyne [clover] is fore yfond,
... ye must it plowe eftesones,

Eke diligently clodde it, pyke out stones.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

4t. To confine in what is earthy and base, as
the soul in the body. Cf. Fletcher.— 5. To throw
with Ndolence. Scott. [Scotch.]

clod'^, V. A dialectal variant of clothe.

clod-breaker (klod 'bra" kfer), ». l. Same as
clod-crusher.— 2. Ajjeasant; a clodliopper ; a
clodpoU: used in contempt. [Bare.]

In other countries, as France, the people of ordinary
condition were called clod-breakers. Brougham.

clod-cruslier (klod'krush"6r), n. A roller arm-
ed with blunt spikes for dragging over newly
plowed land to break the clods and render it

fit for seeding.

cloddert, v. i. [Early mod. E., var. of clotter,

clutter^. Cf. dodder, «.] To coagulate ; clot.

Palsgrare.

cloddert, »• [< ME. dodder, a clot. Cf. clotter,

clutter'^', and dodder, v.~\ A clot.

In cloddres of blod his her [hair] was clunge.
Holy Mood (E. E. T. S.), p. 142.

cloddish (klod'ish), a. l< clod^ + -ishK] 1. Of
the nature of a clod ; earthy ; hence, earthly

;

base ; low.

The clods of earth, which we so constantly belabored
and turned over and over, were never etherealized into

thought. Our thoughts, on the contrary, were fast be-

coming cloddish. Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, p. 79.

2. Clownish; boorish; doltish; uncouth; un-
gainly.

Tliey [his boots] seemed to him to have a cloddish air.

Disraeli, Coningsby, iii. 5.

cloddishness (klod'ish-nes), n. [< cloddish +
-ness.] Clownishness ; boorishness ; doltish-

ness ; clumsiness ; ungainliness.

cloddy (klod'i), a. [< clodl -I- -yl.] 1. Con-
sisting of clods ; abounding with clods.

The meagre cloddy eai'th. Shak., K. John, iii. 1.

2. Earthy ; mean
;
gross.

clodet, «. An obsolete variant of clothe.

clod-fishing (klod'fish"ing), n. A method of

catching eels by means of a clod or bait of lob-

worms strung on worsted. The flsher allows this

bait to sink to the bottom of the stream, and the eel biting
it so entangles its teeth in the worsted as to be unable to
let go. Also ciiUed bob-Jishing.

clodhopper (klod'hop"6r), n. [< clodX + hopper;
one who 'hops' over 'clods,' i. e., a plowman.]
A clown ; a rustic ; a boor.

Now I should think it was the clodhopper gave the gen-
tleman the day's work.

C. Reade, Never too Late to Mend, i.

clodhopping (klod 'hopping), a. [< ctorfl -t-

hoppiny; cf. clodhopper.'] Like a clodhopper;
loutish ; boorish ; treading heavily, as one ac-

customed to walking on plowed land.

What a mercy you are shod with velvet, Jane ! a clod-

hopping messenger would never do at this juncture.
Charlotte -Bronte, Jane Eyre, xx.

clodpate (klod'pat), ». [< elod^ + j>ate.] A
stupid fellow ; a dolt ; a numskull.
clodpated (klod'pa'^ted), a. [< dod^- + pate +
-erfC] Stupid; dull; doltish.

My clod-jmted relations spoiled the greatest genius in

the world, when they bred me a mcchaniek. Arbuthnot,

clodpoU (klod'pol), n. and a. [Formerly also

clodpole and clotpole ; < clod^ + poll^. Cf . clod-

pate and blockhead.] I. n. A stupid fellow ; a
dolt ; a blockhead.

This letter, being so excellently ignorant, will breed no
terror in the youth ; he will find it comes from a clodpole.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

Your parasite
Is a most precious thing, dropt from above,
Not bred mongst clods and clodpoles, here on earth.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 1.

II. a. Stupid; dull; ignorant.

What clod-pole connnissioner is this !

Beau, and FL, Coxcomb, v. 1.

cloeochoanite (kle-o-ko'a-nit), a. and n. [< NL.
dceochoanitis, < Gr. k/.oioc, a collar, -(- ;fooi'?/, a
funnel.] I. a. In zool., having a collar as well

as a funnel, as an ammonite ; specifically, be-

longing to the Clceochoanites.

II. n. An ammonoid eephalopod of the group
Clceochoanites.

clog

Clceochoanites (kle-o-ko-a-ni'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of (•livovhoanitis : sec cloeochoanite.] A group
of ellipoehoanoid ammonoid cephalopods which
have a collar above as well as a funnel below
the septum. Originally Cloiochoanites. Hyatt.

cloff (klof), n. [Origin tmknown.] In com.

:

(a) Formerly, an allowance of 2 pounds in

every 3 hundredweight on certain goods, after
the tare and tret were taken, that the weight
might hold out in retailing. (6) Now, in Eng-
land, any deduction or allowance from the gross
weight. Also written dough.
clog (klog), n. [< ME. clogge, a lump, block;
same as Sc. dag, a clog, clot, impediment, en-
cumbrance, > dag, clog, impede, obstruct, cover
with mud or anything sticky (cf . claggy, cladgy,

cledgy), connected (prob. through Dan. klceg,

loam) with E. clay: see clay, dag^, deg^.] 1. A
block or mass of anything constituting an en-

cumbrance.
A dog of lead was round my feet,

A band of pain across my brow.
Tennyson, The Letters.

.Specifically— (a) A block of wood or other material fasten-

ed to an animal, as by a rope or chain to its leg. to impede
its movements, ib) A block of wood fastened to or placed
under the wheel of a vehicle to serve as a brake in descend-
ing a hill.

Hence— 2. Any encumbrance ; anything that

hinders motion or action, physical or moral, or

renders it difficult ; a hindrance or impediment.

I am glad at soul I have no other child

;

For thy escape would teach me tyranny,
To hang clogs on them. Shak,, Othello, L 3.

Slavery is of all things the greatest clog and obstacle to

speculation. Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, iL

3. Same as clog-almanac.— 4t. A cone of the
pine or other coniferous tree.— 5. A kind of

shoe with a very thick sole and high heels, worn
either alone or as an overshoe, ciogs for the lat-

ter purpose were in common use until the introduction of

india-rubber overshoes, about 1840. The clogs worn in the
middle ages were often excessively high, and, like those of

the Japanese, added notably to the wearer's stature. The
material was commoidy wood. Cheaply made clogs, still

in use in the north of England and very connnon in i'rance

and Germany, consist of a wooden sole with a leather up-

per for the front part of the foot alone, or with sometimes a
low leather counter in addition. See patten and chopine.

Clogges or Pattens to keepe them out of the durt thay
may not burden themselues with.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 205.

Pattens date their origin to the reign of Anne ; clogs, as

we have already shown, are of considerable antiquity.
Fairholt, Costume, I. 374.

Hence— 6. A similar shoe used in the modem
clog-dance.—7. A clog-dance.— 8. In coal-min-

ing, a short piece of timber placed between s
prop and the roof which it helps to support.
= Syn. 1. Load, weight, dead weight, burden, obstruction,

trammel, check.

clog (klog), i\
;

pret. and pp. clogged, ppr.

dogging. [< clog, n.] I. trans. 1. To impede
the movements of ; encumber ; hamper ; hob-
ble, as by a chain, a rope, a block of wood, or

the like : as, to clog a bullock to prevent it from
leaping fences ; to dog a wheel.

If . . . you find so much blood in his liver as will dog
the foot of a flea, I'll eat the rest of the anatomy.

Shak., 1. N., iii. 2.

The Turks rusht in, and apprehended him, dogging him
with chains. Sandys, Travailes, p. 67.

Gums and pomatums shall his flight restrain.

While clogg'd he beats his silken wings in vain.
Pope, R. of the L., ii. 130.

2t. To restrain ; confine.
The castle all of steel.

The which Acrisius caused to be made,
To keep his daughter Danae clogg'd in.

Greene, Alphonsus, iii

3. To choke up ; obstruct so as to hinder pas-
sage through : as, to clog a tube ; to clog a vein.
— 4. Figuratively, to throw obstacles in the way
of; encumber; hinder; burden; trammel; ham-
per : as, to dog commerce with restrictions.

The bill to raise money is clogged so as to prevent the
governor from giving his consent to it.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 286.

Clogged by gross vice, by slaughter stained,

Still knew his daring soul to soar.
Scott, Bokeby, L 10.

The indulgence vouchsafed to the Presbyterians, who
constituted the great body of the Scottish people, was
clogged by conditions which made it almost worthless.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

= Syn. To shackle, fetter, restrain, cumber, embarrass,
restrict.

II. intrans. 1. To become loaded, encum-
bered, or choked up with extraneotis matter.

In working tlirough the bone the teeth of the saw will

begin to clog. Sharpe, Surgery.

2. To coalesce ; unite and adhere in a cluster

or mass ; stick together.

Move it sometimes with a broom that the seeds dog not
together. Svelyn.



clog-almanac

clog-almanac (klog'ar'ma-nak), Ji. An early

form of almanac or calendar, made by cutting

notches or characters on a clog or blook, gen-

erally of wood, but sometimes of horn, bone, or

brass. " This almanac is usually a square piece of wood
containing three months on each of the fqur edges. The
number of days in them are expressed by notches, the

first day by a notch with a patulous stroke turned up from
it, and every seventh by a large-sized notch. Over against

many of the notches are placed, on the left hand, several

marks or symbols, denoting the golden number or cycle

of the moon. The festivals are marked by symbols of the

several saints issuing from the notches." Plot. Also call-

ed clo(i.

The runic wTiting was cut in the wood in the direction

of the gi'ain, as may l->e seen in the case of some of the
runic clotj-atmanacla which are still in existence.

Is. Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 221.

clog-burnisher (klog'ber"nish-er), n. A bur-
nisher having a handle at one end and a hook
and staple at the other, used at Sheffield in Eng-
land for burnishing parts of knives.

clog-dance (klog'dans), ». A dance performed
with clogs, or with shoes having wooden soles

or heels, in which the feet are made to perform
a regular and noisy accompaniment to music.
clog-dancer (klog'dan'sfer), n. One who per-
forms clog-dances.

clog-dancing (klog'dan'sing), ». The act of
dancing with elo^.

clogginess (klo^'i-nes), n. [< cloggy + -ness.']

The state of bemg cloggy or clogged.

clogging (klog'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clog, r.]

Anjihing which clogs; obstruction; hindrance;
clog.

Truth doth clear, unweave, and simpHfte,
Search, sever, pierce, open and disgregate
All ascititious clorjaiiut.

Dr. //. 3/ore, Psychathanasia, II. ill. 25.

cloggy (klog'i), a. [< clog + -yl. Cf. claggy,

cladgij, cledgy. ] Clogging or having power to

clog; obstructive; adhesive.

Some grosser and cloggy parts. Boyle, Works, I. 416.

cloghead (klog'hed), n. [Accom. from Ir. Gael.
clogaclid, Ir. also clogas, clogchas, a bell-tower,
< clog, a bell : see c/ocfc2.] One of the slender
round towers attached to various Irish churches.
Fo.sf)rokc.

clog-hornpipe (klog'h6m'pip), n. A hornpipe
danced witli clogs on. Dickens.

clog-pack (klog'pak), n. In coal-mining, same
as chock*, 4. [Yorkshire, Eng.]
clogweed (klog'wed), n. The cow-parsnip,
Heradeum Spondylium.

cloison (kloi'son; F. pron. klwo-z6n'), n. [F.,

= Pr. clausio, < ML. clausio(n-), < L. clmidere,

pp. clniisus, close: see closed, r.] A partition;
a dividing band; specifically, a fillet used in

cloisonne work. Also spelled cloisson. See
cloisonne.

Each minute piece is separated from the next by a thin
wall or cloison of ivory, about as thick as card-lward,
which thus formsawhite outline, and sets off the brilliance
of the coloured stones. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 850.

cloisonnage (kloi'so-naj), ». [F., <c/<Hso»-f-
-age.'\ 1. The process' or operation of execut-
ing cloisonne work.— 2. Cloisonne work.
cloisonn6 (kloi-so-na'), a. [F., < cloison, a par-
tition: see ctowon.] Having partitions

;
parti-

tioned. Applied specifically to a kind of surface-decora-
tion in enamel, in which the outlines of the designs are
formed by small bands or fillets of metal !)ent to shape and
fixed to a ground either of metal itr of itorcelain. Tlie in-

terstices or cells l>etween the metal fillets are filled with
enamel past« of appropriate colors, which is vitrified by
heat. The surface Is generally ground smooth and pol-
ished. Beautiful examples of cloisonnt^ enamel were pro-
duced by the Byzantines, and in western Europe during the
middle ages, and the art is practised with success at the
present day in China and Japan.

cloister (klois't^r), n. [< ME. cloister, cloyster,

cloistre, < OF. cloistre, F. cloitre = Pr. clatistra

= Sp. claustrn, now clnuslro = Pg. claustro =
It. chiostro, chiostra, claustro = AS. clitstor, clus-

ter, clauster (only in L. senses of 'prison, lock,
barrier') (>ME. clauster, cluster, closfer, parallel
with cloister) = OS. klustar = OFries. kldsUr—
D. kloosttr=zMIj(i.klostir, kloestcr=OliG . chlos-

ter, MHG. G. kloster = Icel. kliiu.itr = Sw. Dan.
kloster = Pol. klas:tor = Bohem. klaster, a clois-

ter, < ML. clauslrum, clostruiii, a cloister, in class.
L. usually in pi. claustrn, rarely clostra, that
which closes or shuts, a lock, bar, bolt, barrier,
a place shut in, < claudere, pp. clausus, shut,
close: see c/o«ci and c/o«c2.] i^_ An inclosure.

Withinne the eloigtre hiisful of thy sydes
Took maunes shap the Eternal Love and Pees.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 43.

2. An arched way or a covered walk running
round the walls of certain portions of monastic
and collegiate buildings, it usually has a wall on
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one side, and a series of arcades with piers and columns,
or an open colonn.ade, surroundiiii; an interior court, on

ii'.L-lgas. Burgos, Spain.

the opposite side. The original purpose of cloisters was to
afford a place in which the monks could take exercise and
recreation.

They [the Capuchins] have a faire garden belonging to
their Monastery, neare to which they have a Cloister.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 19.

Hence— 3. A place of religious retirement; a
monastery ; a convent ; a nunnery ; a religious

house.

We come into a Cloyster of grekysshe monke, whose
Churche is of the holy Crosse.

Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 39.

For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd.
To live a barren sister all your life.

Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon.
Shak., JI. N. a, i. 1.

Alcuin . . . cannot help recalling those days of his
youth and manhood which he had spent in- his own Eng-
land, beneath the still cloister built by a Wilfrid.

RocJ:, Church of our Fathers, i. 281.

4. Anyarcadeoreolonnade roimd an open court.

And round the cool green courts there ran a row
Of cloisters, branch'd like mighty woods.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Cloister monk. See monk.

cloister (klois'tSr), v. t. [< cloister, ».] 1. To
confine in a cloister or convent.

It was of the king's first acts to cloister the queen dowa-
ger in the nunnery of Bermondsey. Bacon.

2. To shut up; confine closely within walls;
immure; shut up in retirement from the world.

Nature affords plenty of beauties, that no man need
complain if the deformed are cloistered up.

Rymer, Tragedies.

With the cessation of college-life would cease the ab-
normal cloistering of the young women.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 613.

cloisteralt (klois'tfer-al), a. An obsolete form
of cloistral.

cloistered (klois'tSrd), a. [< cloister + -ed^.]

1. Furnished with cloisters; arranged in the
form of a cloister.

The court below is formed into a square by a corridor,

having over the cheife entrance a stately cupf^la, covered
with stone; the rest is cloistered and arch'd on pillasters

of rustiq worke. Koelyn, Diary, April 1, 1644.

A lovely cloistered court he found,
A fountain in the midst o'erthrown and dry.

Waiiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 326.

2. Shut up in a cloister ; inhabiting a convent.— 3. Solitary; retired from the world; secret;
concealed.

Let thoae hare night, that slily love t' immure
Their cUritter'd cnmes, and sin secure.

Qnarles, Emblems, i. 14.

Ere the bat hath flown
His cloittcrd flight. Shak., Macbeth, ill. 2.

I cannot praise a fugitive and cloister'd vertue, imex-
ercis'd and unbreath'd. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 18.

Cloisterert (klois't6r-6r), n. [< ME. cUnstrer;
as if < cloister + -cr'^ ; but cf. OF. clmstrier (=
Pr. clatistrier), < cloistre, a cloister.] One be-
longing to a cloister.

cloisteresst (klois't^r-es), n. Same as cloistress.

cloister-garth (klois'tSr-giirth), ». In arch.,

the court inclosed by a cloister.

cloistral (klois'tral), a. [Formerly also clois-

teral, < cloister + -nl, after ML. claustralis: see
claustral.'] 1. Of or pertaining to a cloister; of
the nature of a cloister ; belonging to ordwelling
in a cloister.

Many cloigteral men of great learning and devotion
prefer contemplation before action.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 30.

That initiatory branch of Italian art which I will ven-
ture to name, from . . . the profession of many of the
best masters who practised it, the cloistral epoch.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xiv. 10.

The Armenian Convent, whose cloistral buildings rise

from the glassy lagotjn, upon the south of the city (Venice],
near a mile away. Uowells, Venetian Life, xilL

2. Secluded; retired.

close

A stately Fir-grove, whither I was wont
To hasten, for I found, beneath the roof
Of that perennial shade, a cloistral place
Of refuge. Wordsworth, Naming of Places, vi.

Cloistresst (klois'tres), n. [< cloister + -ess.

Cf. cloisterer.
'\ A nun; a woman who has

vowed religious retirement. Also written elois-

teress. [Rare.]

Like a cloistress, she will veiled walk. Shak., T. N., i. 1.

cloket (klok), n. and v. An obsolete spelling of
cloak.

clokke^t, V. An obsolete form of clock^.

clokke"t, »• -An obsolete form of clock^.

clombi (klom). Obsolete or poetical preterit of
climb.

clomb^ (klom), n. and a. See cloam.

clombent. Obsolete strong preterit plural of
climb.

dome, clomen, etc. See cloam, cloamen.

clompertont, »». See dumperton.
clone (klon), n. [< NL. clonus, q. v.] In pa-
thol., the condition of clonus.

Constitutions differ according to degrees of tone and
clo}ie. Ashbumer, Reichenbach's Dynamics (1851), p. 42.

clongef, a. An obsolete variant of citing.

clonic (klon'ik), a. [< NL. clonicus, < clonus,

q. v.] In pathol., pertaining to or exhibiting
clonus.— Clonic spasm, a spasm in which the muscles or
muscular fibers contract and relax alternately, in some-
what quick succession, as in the latter part of an epilep-
tic attack : used in contradistinction to tonic spa^ni.

clonicity (klo-nis'i-ti), n. [< clonic + -ity.'i In

fmthol., the condition of being clonic.

onus (klo'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. k16vo^, any
violent confused motion, turmoil.] la pathol.,

alternating contractions and relaxations of a
muscle following one another in somewhat
quick succession. See clonic spastn and ankle-

clonus.

cloof (klof), n. [Sc. ; also written clufe ; < Icel.

klauf, cloven foot, hoof, = Dan. klov, a hoof;
from root of E.cteaw2,q.v. Ct.clove^.'] A hoof.

doom (klom), V. t. [A dial. var. of cloam, «.] To
close with glutinous matter. Mortimer. [Local.]

cloop (klup), n. [Imitative.] The sound made
when a cork is pulled out of the neck of a bot-
tle. [Rare.]

The cloop of a cork wrenched from a Iwttle. Thackeray.

cloot (klot), n. [Sc, also written clute, a clo-

ven hoof, the half of a cloven hoof; perhaps,
throtigh a form 'cluft (see clcft^), from root of
cleave^, split : see cleave^, and cf. cloof.'] A di-

vided hoof ; a cloven hoof.

The harrying thievesj not a cloot left of the hail hirsell
Scott, Monastery, iii.

ClOOt-and-cloot, hoof-and-hoof— that is, every hoof.

Clootie (klo'ti), n. [Sc, also written Clutie, <
cloot, clute, a cloven hoof: see cloot.] The devil;
literally, he of the cloven hoofs.

Oh Thou ! whatever title suit thee,
Auld Homie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie.

Bums, Address to the De'il.

clort (kldrt), n. Same as dart.

clorty (kldr'ti), a. Same as clarty.

close' (kloz), v.; pret. and pp. dosed, ppr. clos-

ing. [< ME. closen, a modification (through
the influence of adj. dos, close) of earlier clusen

(so also in comp. hi-clusen, often hi-doscn),

also later sometimes clesen, close, shut in, < AS.
"clysan (in verbal n. clysung, a closing, an in-

closure, and comp. beclysan, close in, shut up),

< L. dusus, clausus, pp. of cludere, claudere (al-

ways -clusus, -cludere in comp. ), shut, close, shut
in (> OF. and F. clore (pp. dos, > ME. adj. clos,

close: see closed, a.) = Pr. daure, dure = Sp.
Pg. -duir (in comp.) = It. chiudere, close, etc.),

orig. prob. *sclaudere = OFries. sluta = 08.
"sluta (cf. slutil, a key) = LG. sluten = D.
sluiten (> slot, a lock, > E. slof^, q. v.) = OHG.
sliosan, MHG. slie-en, G. schliesscn = Dan. slutte

= Sw. sluta, shut; Gr. K^.tiem (-^ *cickaF^) ap-
pears to be a shorter form of the same root.

Hence ult. (from L. claudere) E. closed, closed,

closet, clause, cloister, conclude, exclude, include,

occlude, preclude, seclude, etc., conclusion, etc.,

sluice, clavis, clef, etc.] 1, trans. 1. To inclose;

shut in ; surroimd ; comprise.

The lewes herynge those wordes set hande on loseph
and doted hym in a house where was no wyndowe.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 28.

The depth closed me round about. Jonah ii. 5.

The sun sets on my fortune, red and bloody,
And everlasting night Ijegins to close me.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. 3.

When I clung to all the present fou the promise that it

closed. Tennyson, Ixjckslcy Hall.

2. To make close ; bring together the parts of,

especially so as to form a complete inclosure,

or to prevent ingress or egress ; shut ; bring to-



close

gether: as, to close one's month ; to close a door
or a room; to close a book.
The Lonl hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep

sleep, and hath doged your eyes. Isa. xxix. 10.

K. Phil. Close your hands.—
Ami. And your lips too. SAa*., K. John, ii. 2.

CT(w« the door, the shutters close.

Tennyson, The Deserted House.

3. To stop (up) ; fill (up) ; repair a gap, open-
ing, or fracture in; unite; consolidate: often
followed by tyj : as, to close an aperture or a
room ; to close or close up the ranks of troops.
Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more

;

Or cloM the nail up with our English dead.
Shah., Hen. V., iii. 1.

4. To end ; finish ; conclude ; complete ; bring
to a period: as, to close a bargain or contract;
to close a leotiu-e.

One frugal supper did our studies close. Dryden,
The procession moves very slowly ; it is closed by a sec-

ond party of musicians, similar to the first, or by two or
three drummers. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 207.

Sf. To draw near to; approach; close with
(which see, under II.).

On our answering in the affirmative, Bellerophon's Sig-
nal was made to close tile Admiral, which we immediately
made sail to accomplish.

Quoted in N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 261.

6. In shoemahing, to sew or stitch together (the
parts of the upper).-dosed bundle. See Imyulle.—
Closed curve, in math,, a curve wliicli returns into itself

;

an oval.— Closed gauntlet, in medifml armor, a sort of
gauntlet used in tourneys and justs in tlie sixteenth cen-
tury. It was of the form of a closed hand, and was opened
or closed by means of a hooli and staple or a turning-pin

;

the hand of the wearer, when inserted in it, could not be
opened, Imt could liolil llrmly a lance or the liandle of the
sword.— Closed surface, in geom., a surface which sep-
arates all space into two regions, so that it is impossible
to pass from one to the other by a continuous motion with-
out crossing the surface.— To Close a circuit, in elect.

See circuit, 12, and electricity.—To Close an account,
(o) In bookkeeping, to balance the credit and debit sides of
an acconnt-boolc at some fixed time, as tlie end of a fiscal
year, (b) To settle up an account.—To Close out, to get
rid of ; dispose of ; sell off : as, to close out a line of goods.— To close the books. See book.

TL. intrans. 1. To come together, either liter-

ally or figuratively ; fall; draw; gather around,
as a curtain or a fog : often followed by on or
upon : as, the shades of night close upon us.

They . . . went down alive into the pit, and the earth
closed upon them. Num. xvi. 33.

Pass beneath it [an equestrian statue of King Louis] into
the court, and the sixteenth century closes round you.

//. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 28.

2. To end; terminate or come to a period: as,
the debate closed at six o'clock.— 3. To engage
in close encounter, or in a hand-to-hand fight;
grapple ; come to close quarters.

If I can close with him, I care not for his thrust.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 11. 1.

After 80 wide a compass as I have wandered, I do now
gladly overtake and close in with ray subject.

Sv>ift, Tale of a Tub, 3d.

Scarce could they hear or see their foes.
Until at weapon-point they close.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 25.

4. In the game of sixty-six, to turn down the
tramp-card before the pack is exhausted, so
that no further drawing can be done To close
In, to envelop ; settle down upon and around anything.

As the night closed in, they reached the chain of little
valleys and hamlets, loclted up among these rocity heights.

Irving, Granada, p. 88.

To close on or upon, (a) To come to a mutual agree-
ment about ; agree on or join in.

Jealousy . . . would induce France and Holland to close
upon some measures ... to our disadvantage.

Sir W. Temple.

(6) In ferudng, to get near enough to touch by making a
step forward without deranging the position of the body.—To Close out, to sell out a business, a special stock of
goods, or the like.— To close with. <a) To accede to;
consent or agree to : as, to close vnth the terms proposed.

I applaud your spirit, and joyfully close with your pro-
posal. Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 2.

It is a very different thing indolently to say, "I would
I were a different man," and to close with God's offer to
make you different, when it is put before you.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, I. 37.

(6) To come to an agreement with : as, to close with a
person on certain terms.

Pride is so unsociable a vice that there is no closing with
it. Jeremy Collier, Friendship.

(c) See II., 3. (d) To harmonize ; agree.

This pernicious counsel dosed very well with the posture
of affairs at that time. Swift, Conduct of Allies.

To Close with the land (naut.), to come near to the
land.

close! (kloz), n. [< dosel, p.] If. The man-
ner of shutting ;. junction ; coming together.
The doors of plank were ; their close exquisite.

Chapman.
2. Conclusion ; termination ; end : as, the close
of life ; the close of deliberations.
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He's come to Glenlyon's yett [gate]
About the dose o' day.

Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 43).

Death dawning on him, and the dose of all.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. In m^isic, the conclusion of a strain or of a
musical period or passage; a cadence.
They read in savage tones, and sing in tunes that have

no affinity with musicke
; joyning voices at the severall

clozes. Sandys, Travailes, p. 114.

At every close she made, th' attending throng
Replied, and Ijore the burden of the song.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, I. 197.

4. A grapple, as in wrestling.

The king . . . went of purpose into the north, . . .

laying an open side unto Perkin, tomake him come to the
dose, and so to trip up his heels. Bacon, Henry VII.

Their hug is a cunning close with their fellow.combat-
ants, the fruits whereof is his fair fall or foil at the least.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 146.

closed (klos), a. [< ME. clos, close, cloos, < OF.
clos, pp. of clore, shut, close : see cfosci, v.] 1

close

(e) In music : (1) Having the voice-parts as near one an-
other as possilde : especially used in the expression close
harmony. (.2\) In lute-playing, mmolh; connected; lega-
to: as, ctose playing, (rft) Compressed; condensed; con-
cise : applied to style, and opposed to loose or diffuse.

Where the origiual is dose, no version can reach it in
the same compass. Dryden.
(c) In bot., same as appressed. (/) In her.: (1) Having the
wings lying close to the body : said of
birds. [This use is considered unneces-
sary, because birds are assumed to liave
their wings closed, except when spe-
cially blazoned otherwise.] (2) Having
the vizor down : said of a helmet. (3)
Shut up ; closed, as a pair of Ijrays.

1 1 . Near, in a figurative sense,
(a) Intimate ; trusted : as, inclose friend.

I can never be dose with her, as he
* ''"" '^'°^'

That brought her hither. Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

(&) Nearly related ; allied : as, dose groups in Z(K>logy.

12. Resting upon some strong uniting feeling,
aslove, self-interest, honor, etc.; strong; firm:
as, a close union of individuals or of nations.

Complotely inclosing; brought together so as thdrTep^Utio'n'^^m'iJm^rd'wItrorhcr siruples^'n"!
to leave no opening ; having all openings cov-
ered or drawn together; confined; having no
vent : as, a close box ; a close vizor.

Now the troyens, with tene[grief ], all the toun satys [gates]
Keppit full doyse, with care at lior hertes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11152.

Spread thy dose curtain, love-performing night.
Shak., R. and J., iii. 2.

If he be locked in a close room, he is afraid of l)eing stiffed
for want of air. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 234.

About 10 a-Clock that Night the King himself came in a
close Coach with intent to visit the Prince.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 15.

2. Narrowly confined
;
pent up ; Imprisoned

;

strictly watched : as, a close prisoner.

He may be close for treason, perhaps executed.
Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, v. 2.

It was voted to send him close prisoner to Newgate.
Walpole, Letters, II. 240.

3. Retired; secluded; hidden.
He yet kept himself close because of Saul the son of Kish.

1 Chron. xii. 1.

She takes special pleasure in a dose obscure lodging.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

4. Kept secret
;
private ; secret.

In some of their close writings, which they will not suf-
fer to come into the hands of Christians.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 197.

Germanicus
Lives in their looks, their gait, their form, t' upbraid us
With llis close death. B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 2.

His meaning he hiraselfe discovers to be full of close
malignity. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

5. Having the habit of secrecy or a disposition
to keep secrets ; secretive ; reticent.

Constant you are.
But yet a woman : and for secrecy.
No lady closer ; for I will believe
Thou wilt not utter what thou dost not know.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3.

Be withal dose and silent, and thy pains
Shall meet a liberal addition. Ford, Fancies, iii. 1.

6. Having an appearance of concealment; ex-
pressive of secretiveness or reticence.

That close aspect of his
Does show the mood of a much-troubled breast.

Shak., K. Johif iv. 2.

7. Having little openness, space, or breadth;
contracted; narrow; confined: as, a cto«e alley.

By a stranger who merely passed through the streets,
Cairo would be regarded as a very clo.';e and crowded city.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 6.

Itself a close and confined prison for debtors, it contained
within it a much closer and more confined jail for smug-
glers. Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. 6.

come to a close treaty with their dearer vices in secret.
Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

13. Undeviating; not wandering, (a) Not deviat-
ing from tlie object to wliicll one's mind or thoughts are
directed, or from the subject under consideration : as, to
give dose attention ; a close observer.

Keep your mind or thoughts close to the business or sub-
ject. Locke.

(4) Not deviating from a model or original : as, a close
translation or imitation ; a close copy.

14. Strictly logical : as, close reasoning.
But when any point of doctrine is handled in a close and

argumentative manner, it appears flat and unsavoury to
them. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, IV. v.

15. Stingy; niggardly; penurious. — 16.
Scarce; difficult to get: as, money is close.—
Close borough. See bnrouuhi.— Close breeding, lireed-
ing inand-in. See Areed, j;. i.— Close communion. See
commiinioii.— Close contact. See contact,^ Close cor-
poration, a corporation which fills its own vacancies. In
Great Britjiin, until recent years, many towns were gov-
erned by such corporations.— Close fertilization, in hot.,
the fertilization of the pistil by pollen from the same
flower.— Close harmony. See harmony.— Close herd-
ing. See herding.— ClOie matter, in printiwi, printed
matter or written copy with few paragraplis or'lircaks.—
Close order. See order.— Close port, in England, a
port situated up a river : in contradistinction to an mtt-
port, or a harbor which lies on tlie coast.— Close reef
{naxit.), tlie last reef in a sail.— Close rolls, rolls kept
for the record of close writs (see below). Also called
clause-rolls.- Close string, in dog-legged stairs, a stair-
case without an open neweL— Close vowel, a vowel pro-
nounced with diminished ajierture of the lips, or with
contraction of the cavity of tlie mouth.— Close writs,
grants of the sovereign, sealed with the great seal, di-
rected to particular persons for particular purposes, and
closed up and sealed on the outside, as not being designed
for pulilic inspection.— To come to close quarters, to
come into direct conflict, especially with an enemy. =Syn.
16. Miserly, Niggardly, etc. See penurious.

close^ (klos), adv. [< ME. clos, close, cloos, adv.,
< clos, close, adj.: see closed, a.] 1. Tightly
or closely ; so as to leave no opening : as, shut
the blinds close.

Draw the curtains close. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 2.

2. In strict confinement.
Let them be clapp'd up close. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 4.

3. In concealment; in hiding; in secret; se-
cretly.

Speke cloos all thyng as thombe in flste.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 110.

An onion, . . .

Which, in a napkin being dose convey'd,
Shall in despite enforce a watery eye.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i.

Get ye all three into the box-tree ; Malvolio's coming
down this walk. . . . Close, in the name of jesting

!

Shak., T. N., ii. 5.

Advise Mr. W. to keep dose by all means, and make
haste back. T. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 462.8. Stagnant; without motion or ventilation;

difficult to breathe ; oppressive : said of the air 4. Near in space or time ; in contact, or nearly
or weather, and of a room the air in which is in
this condition.

Do you not find it dreadfully close ! not a breath of air?
Bulwer, Eugene Aram, ii. 7.

The air is damp, and hush'd, and close.

Tennyson, Song.

9. Near together in space or time ; near to ; in
contact or nearly so ; adjoining : as, a close row
of trees ; to follow in close succession.

Nor can even the pantheist claim any closer indwelling
in nature for his mechanical all-pervading essence than
the Bible claims for its personal God.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 31.

10. Having the parts near each other or sepa-
rated by only a small interval ; condensed : as,
the writing is too close, (a) Compact ; dense : as,
timber of close texture or very close in the grain ; a close
texture in cloth. (6) Viscous ; not volatile. [Rare.]

This oil, which nourishes the lamp, is supposed to be
of so close and tenacious a substance that it may slowly
evaporate. Bp. WUHna.

touching : as, to follow close behind one.

There could hardly better News be brought to me, than
to understand that you are so great a Student, and that
having passed through the Briars of Logic, you fall so
close to Philosophy. Hoicell, Letters, iv. 31.

Behind her Death,
Close following, pace for pace.

Milton, P. L., x. 589.

Close-shooting firearm, i> firearm which delivers a
charge of slint compactly, with little scattering.- Close
to the Wind, with the head lying so near to the wind as
just to fill the sails without shaking them: said of a ship
when close-hanleii.

close^ (klos), ». [< ME. clos, close, cloos, an in-
closed place, yard, closet, pass, bounds, etc.,

< OF. clos, an inclosed place, etc., prop. pp.
of clore : see closed, a., and closed, v. Cf . closet.'i

1. An inclosed place; any place surrounded by
a fence, wall, or hedge.

As two fruitful] Elms that spred
Amidst a Cloase with brooks environed,
Ingender other Elms about their roots.

Sylvester, it. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Colonies,



close

Many thousand trees, that grew partly in closes, and
partly in the common fields. Coryat, Crudities, I. 48.

Pent in a roofless close of ragged stones.
Tenm/son, St. Simeon Stylites.

2. A piece of land held as private property,

whether actually inclosed or not : in the com-
mou law of pleading, technicall}' used of any
interest (whether temporary or permanent, or

even only in profits) in the soil, exclusive of

other persons, such as entitles him who holds
it to maintain an action of trespass against an
invader.

It seems I broke a close with force and arms.
Tenni/son, Edwin Morris.

3. Specifically, the precinct of a cathedral or
an abbey ; a minster-yard.

Closes surrounded by the venerable abodes of deans and
canons. Mcuaulay.

To every canon [at the end of the eleventh century] was
allotted adwelling-place apart for himself and his servants,

though each one was e.vpected to live within the walled
space, called, from that circumstance, the close, a good
specimen of which is still to be seen at Wells, near the
cathedral. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. &i.

4. A narrow passage or entrance, such as leads
from a main street to the stair of a building
containing several tenements; the entry to a
court ; a narrow lane leading from a street : as,

a close in Marylebone. [Scotch and local Eng-
lish.]

And so keppit he the close of his clene Cit^.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12982.

A thre hedet hounde In his honnd coght.
That was keper of the close of that curset In.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 301.

Rreach of close. See breach.

close-banded (klos'ban'ded), a. Being in close
order ; closely united. Milton.

close-bodied (klos'bod'id), a. Fitting close to
the body.
A close-bodied coat. Ayliffe, Parergon.

close-compacted (klos'kgm-pak'' ted), a. In
compact order. Addison.

close-couched (klos ' koueht), a. Concealed.
Milton.

close-couped (klos'kOpt), a. See couped.

close-curtained (klos'kfr'tand), a. Inclosed in
curtains.

The drowsy-frighted steeds,

That draw the litter of dose-curtain'd sleep.

Milton, Comus, 1. 654.

close-fights (klos'fits), n. pi. Xaiit. bulkheads
form«!rly erected fore and aft in a ship for the
men to stand behind In close engagement in
order to fire on the enemy. Also called close-

quarters.

close-fisted (klos'fis'ted), a. Miserly; niggard-
ly

;
penurious.

Is Seville closejisted ) Valladolid is open.
Middleton and Houiey, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

A griping, close-Jisted fellow.

llli Berkeley, Maxims concerning Patriots.

close-fistedness (klos'fis'ted-nes), n. The state

or condition of being close-fisted; niggardli-
ness; meanness.
close-handed (klos'han'ded), a. Close-fisted;

penurious ; niggardly. Sir M. Hale.

fjjilha was very close-handed : I have not read much of
his liberalities. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

close-hauled (klds'h&ld), a. Xaut., sailing as
close to the wind as possible.

The weather to-day was fine, though we had occasional
squalls of wind and rain. We were elote-hauUd, and the
motion of the vessel was violent and disagreeable.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xv.

close-hug (klos'hug), n. A name of the scapu-
lar arch of a fowl without the furculiun or mer-
rj-thought.

closely (klds'U), adv. In a close manner, (a)
So ft-s c'lniiiletely to inclose ; so as to shut out or shut in ;

so as to leave no opening ; tightly. (6) Within narrow lim-
its of action ; narrowly ; strictly.

This day should Clarence closely be mew'd up.
Shak., Rich. III., i 1.

(c) Secretly
; privately ; hlddenly.

Then, closely as he might, be cast to leave
The Court, not asking any passe or leave.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale.

We have closely sent for Hamlet. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 1.

(d) Nearly ; with little or no space or time intervening : as,

one event follows closely up4>n another.

Follow Fluellen closely at the heels.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 7.

At some fond thought.
Her bosom to the writing closelier press'd.

i). O. Rossetti, Sonnets, x.

(«) Compactly; with condensation : as, nclosely woven fab-
ric.

Baskets most curiously maile witii split branches of trees,
so closely woven together as to contain wat*-r abnost as well
•s a wooden vessel. Bruce, Source of the >'Ue, II. 548.
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(/) Undeviatingly ; without wandering or diverging : (1)
Intently ; attentively ; with the mind or thoughts fixed;
with near inspection : as, to look or attend closely. (2)
With strict adherence to a model or original : as, to trans-
late or copy ciosWy. Drydeiif .(^) With near affection, at-

tachment, alliance, or interest ; intimately : as, men close-

ly connected in friendship ; nations closely allied by treaty.

My name, once mine, now thine, is closelier mine.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

closen (klo'sn), V. t. [< closed, a., + -e»l, 4.]

To make close or closer. [Bare.]
His friends closen the tie by claiming relationship to

him. British Quarterly Rev.

closeness (klos'nes), n. [< closed, a., + -ness.']

The state or quality of being close, (a) The state
of being completely inclosed, of being shut, or of having
no vent.

In dnuns, the closeness round about that preserveth the
sound. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 142.

(b) Narrowness ; straitness, as of a place, (c) Want of
ventilation; oppressiveness.

Half stifled by the closeness of the room. Swift.

(rf) Strictmjss : as, closeness of confinement. _(e) Near ap-
proach ; proximity ; nearness ; intimate relation.

The actions and proceedings of wise men run in greater
closeness and coherence with one another. South.

(/) Compactness ; solidity ; density : as, the closeness of
fiber in wood. Bentley. Figuratively applied to style or
argument.

His [Burke's] speeches differed not at all from his pam-
phlets; these are written speeches, or those are spoken
dissertations, according as any one is over-studious of
method and closeness in a book, or of ease and nature in an
oration. Brougham, Burke.

{*7) Connection ; near union ; intimacy, as of affection or
interest : as, the closeness of friendship or of alliance. (A)

Secrecy ; privacy ; caution.

The extreme caution or closeness of Tiberius.

Bacon, Simulation.

(0 Avarice ; stinginess ; penuriousness.

An affectation of closeness and covetousness.
Addison, Spectator.

0') Rigid adherence to an original ; literalness : as, the
closeness of a version, (k) Logicalness ; connectedness ; as,

the closeness of an argument.

close-pent (klos'pent), a. Shut close ; confined

;

without vent.
Ambition, madam, is a great man's madness
That is not kept in chains and close-pent rooms.

Webster, Duchess of Malfi.

close-plane (klos'plan), ». A singularity of an
algebraic surface, consisting of a torsal plane
meeting the surface in a line twice and in a
residual curve, and differing from a pinch-plane
in that the line and curve have an intersection
lying on the spinode curve. The close-plane is a
spinode plane, and meets the consecutive spinode plane
in a line which is not the tangent of the residual curve.

close-point (klos'point), n. A singularity of an
algebraic surface, consisting of a point on tlie

cuspidal curve where this curve does not touch
the curve of section of the tangent plane.

close-quarters (kl68'kw6r''''t6rz), n. pi. Same
as close-flijhts.

closer^ (kio'z^r), n. [< closed, v., + -eri.] One
who or that which closes or concludes. Specifi-
cally— (a) That which puts an end to a controversy, or
disposes of an antagonist ; a clencher. [Colloq.] (6) In
arch., the last stone in a horizontal row or course, of a less
size than the others, fitted so as to close the row; in brick-
work, a bat used for tlie same purpose. When the bat is

a quarter brick, it is called a queen closer; when it is a
three-quarter brick inserted at the angle of a stretching,
course, it is called a king closer, (c) In elect., a circuit-closer.

ii)
Mint., a file-closer, (e) In shoemaking, a boot-closer.

oser'-t, « . [ME. , also closere, and irreg. docker,
< OF. closier, m., closiere, closere, f., an inclo-
sure, a garden, < clog, pp., closed, close: see
closed, a., and closed, ».] An inclosure. Rom.
of the Rose, 1.4069.

Hit happit hym in hast the hoole for to fynd.
Of the cave it the clocher, there the kyng lay.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13502.

close-reef (klos'ref), v. t. Naut, to reef (a sail)

closely ; take in all the reefs.

close-sciencest (klos'si'en-sez), n. A name
given by the herbalist Gerard to a double va-
riety of the dame's-violet, Hesperis matronalis,
otherwise known as close (that is, double) .sci'nf^.

The latter term arose from an early specific

name, Damascena, which was understood as
flame's scoia.

close-season (klos'se''zn), n. Same as elose-

timr.

close-stool (klos'stel), n. A seat for the sick
or infirm, comprising a tight box with a close-
fitting lid to contain a chamber-vessel.

closet (kloz'et), n. and a. [< ME. closet, < OF.
closet, dim. of clos, a close : see closed, «.] I.

n. 1. A small room or apartment forretirement;
any room for privacjr ; a small supplementary
apartment conimuuicatiiig with another, as a
dressing-room with a bedroom ; hence, in reli-

gious literature, the place or habit of devotional
seclusion.

closh

Thenne lyst the lady to loke on the knyjt.
Thenne com ho of hir closet, with mony cler burdeg.
Sir Gawayne and the Qreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 942.

When thou prayest, enter into thy closet. Mat. vi. 6.

William IV. was buried ... in the royal vault in St.

George's Chapel, Windsor, Queen Adelaide being present
hi the royal closet of the chapel.

First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 26.

2. A small side room or inclosed recess for stor-

ing utensils, clothing, provisions, curiosities,

etc.— 3t. A bedroom.
Whan that she was in the closet layd.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 687.

4t. A secret place ; a place for the storing of
precious things. [Rare.]

But to her selfe it secretly retayned
Within the closet of her covert brest.

Spenser, F. Q.,V. v. 44.

For thro' Earth's closets when his way he tore,

He wisely pilfer'd all her gaudiest store.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 54.

5t. An inclosed or inside part.

Than gedryt [gathered] the grekes . . .

ffrushet in felly at the faire yates . . .

The knightes in the closet comyn out swithe.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11929.

6. In her., a diminutive of the bar, one half of
its width.

II. a. 1. Restricted, as to a closet; pertain-
ing to or done in privacy or seclusion ; suitable
to or designed for private consideration or use

;

private ; secluded : as, a closet conference or in-
trigue ; closet reflections ; a closet book or pic-
ture.— 2. Intimate ; sharing one's privacy.

I shall not instance an abstruse Author, . . . but one
whom weewell know was the C'/oA'ei Companion of these his
solitudes, William Shakespeare. Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

3. Fitted only for seclusion or the privacy of a
scholar ; not adapted to the conditions of a prac-
tical life ; merely theoretical ; impractical : as,

a closet philosopher or theory.

Thesimple answer is that we were not closet theologians,
but men dealing with an extremely difficult problem of
practical statesmanship. Contempora}-y Rev., XLIX. 319.

closet (kloz'et), V. t. [< closet, n.] 1. To in-
close or shut up, as in a closet or close compart-
ment. Herbert.— 2. To admit into or as into
a closet, as for concealment or for private and
confidential or clandestine consultation : used
chiefly in the past participle.

Already was he [Stuyvesant] closeted with his privy
council, sitting in grim state, brooding over the fate of his
favorite trumpeter. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 449.

Dundas called on Pitt, woke him, and was closeted with
him many hours. Macautay, Warren Hastings.

closeted (kloz'et-ed), a. [< closet, n., 6, -i- -ed^.']

In her., same as barruly or barruletty, accord-
ing to the number of closets represented. See
closet, n., 6.

close-time (klos'tim), n. A season of the year
during which it is unlawful to catch or kill cer-

tain kinds of game and fish. Also close-season.

He had shot . . . some young wild ducks, as, though
close-time was then unknown, the broods of grouse were yet
too young for the sportsman. Scott, Waverley, xviii.

They came on a wicked old gentleman breaking the laws
of his country, and catching perch in close-time out of a
punt. H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, Ixiv.

closeting (kloz'et-ing), «. [Verbal n. of closet,

t'.] The act of conferring secretly
; private or

clandestine conference.

About this time began the project of closeting, where the
principal gentlemen of the kingdom were privately cate-
chized by his majesty. Swift.

That month he employed assiduously ... in what was
c&iled closeting. London was very full ; . . . many niem-
berB of Parliament were in town. The king set himself to
canvass them man by man. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

close-tongued (klos'tungd), a. Secretive ; cau-
tious in speaking.

Close-tongued treason. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 770.

close-'WOrk (kl6s'w6rk), «. In Eng. coal-mining,
the drifting or running of a level between two
coal-seams.

closh^ (klosh), n. [< F. clocher, OF. clochier, <

L. claudiciire, limp: see clock^ and claudicate.

The Pr. clopchar, limp, has suggested another
origin of clocher, namely, < ML. "clopxncare, <

cloppus, OF. and Pr. clo/i, lame, prob. of LG.
origin, but referred without much reason to

Gr. x^J^^ovf, lame-footed, < X''^-'^(i lame, -t- woiif

(Trot!-) = E. jfoot.'i A disease in the feet of cat-

tle. Also called founder.
closh^t (klosh), n. [Perhaps < D. klos, a bowl,
bobbin, block (cf. klosbaan, a bowling-green),=
Dan. klods = Sw. klots, block, stub: see clot^, ».]
A game mentioned in old statutes, played with
pins and bowls, and supposed to be the equiv-
alent of the modem ninepins.

The game of cliiish, or rlosh, mentioned frequently In
the ancient statutes, seems to have been the same as



Closterium Lunu-
la, magnified. Two
individuals conju-
gating. {From Le
Maout and De-
caisne's "Traits
general de Bota-
nique.")

doab
k«yles, or dt least exceedingly like It : doiish was played
with pins, which were thrown at witll a bowl instead of a
truncheon, and probalily differed only in name from the
uine-pins of the present time.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 365.

closh-calesf, «• pi. Ninepins. Coles, 1717.

closh-hook (klosh'liuk), «. A whalers' imple-
ment for lifting blubber to be skinned. Dc
Colanije.

closing-machine (kl6'zing-ma-shen"), n. 1. A
machine for sewang heavy cloth or leather. It

uses two threads, and makes a loek-stiteh alike
on both sides.— 2. In rope-mnkinff, the machine
by which the strands made by a stranding-ma-
chine are 'laid' or twisted into rope.

Closterium (klos-te'ri-um), H. [NL.] A large
genus of desmids in which the cell constitut-
ing the plant is entire, tapering toward each
end, and Innately or areuately
curved. Nitsche, 1817.

closure (kld'zur), «. [< OF.
closure (Roquefort), afterward
irreg. extended (imder influ-

ence of L. claustrum, that which
closes: see cloister) to closture

(Cotgrave), > mod. F. cMtiire,

closure ; < L. clausura, a closing,

< claudere, pp. clausus, close:

see cUiusure and closed, and cf.

closed, closer^.'} 1. The act of
shutting, or the state of being
closed ; a closing or shutting up.

O look up : he does, and shows
Death in his broken eyes, whicli Cajsar's

hands
Shall do the honour of eternal clvsure.

Chapman, Caesar and Pompey, iv. 1.

The first warning which the community had of his
change of attitude was the conspicuous and even defiant
domre of lus shop. Ilowetls, Modern Instance, vi.

2t. That by which anything is closed or shut

;

a means of closing. Johnson.

I admire your sending your last to me quite open, with-
out a seal, wafer, or any closure whatever. Pope, To Swift.

3t. Inclosure; also, that which incloses, bounds,
covers, or shuts in.

Y( it be full of stonys.
For closure of the feld better stuff noon is.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 150.

Within the guilty closure of thy walls.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 3.

The bodie withe the closures wayed 900 waight.
Quoted in A', mid Q., 7th ser., IV. 121.

4. Conclusion; end.

The poor remainder of Andronici
Will hand in hand all headlong cast us down, . . .

And make a mutual closure of our house.
Shak., Tit. And., v. 3.

5. In legislation, the closing or stoppage of a
debate : in the British House of Commons, tlie

cutting off of debate so as to prevent further
discussion or motions by the minority and cause
a direct vote to be taken on the question before
the House : often used in the French form clo-

ture. By the rules of 1887 any member, after obtaining
the consent of the chair, may move that "the question be
now put," and if this motion is carried, at least 200 voting
in the affirmative, or if not that number, at least 100 in the
affirmative and less than 40 in the negative, the .Speaker
ends the debate and puts the question. In the House of
Bepresentatives and other legislative bodies in the United
States the same object is effected by moving the previous
question. See question.

closure (klo'zur), v. t.
;
pret. and j^. closured,

ppr. closuring'. [< closure, «.] In England, to
end by closui-e. See closure, n., 5. [CoUoq.]

Several hours later the Government closured the dis-
cussion on the Kavy vote.

Daily News (London), March 24, 1887.

Clos Vougeot (klo v6-zh6'). The most cele-
brated of the red wines of Burgundy, grown in
the commune of Vougeot, in the department of
Cote-d'Or. The inclosure (clos) forms one of the lai-gest
vineyards in the world, containing over 100 acres. The
wine produced is variously classified according to quality.

cloti (klot), n. [Also dial, clat (see clat^) ; early
mod. E. also clott; < ME. clot, clotte (also later

.

clodde, > E. clod^, q. v.), < AS. clott (very rare),
a round mass, = OD. klot, Iclotte (cf. D. klos, a
bowl, block) = MHG. kloz, G. Motz, a block,
lump, = Dan. klods = 8w. klots, a block, lump,
stump, stub. Prob. akin to cleat'^, q. v. The
foi-ms and senses of clot seem to have been con-
fused in various languages with those of clote'^

= clot"^ {clot-bur), clout^, and cloud^, cloud^: see
these words.] 1. A clod. [Obsolete or rare.]

Than euery man had a mall
Syche as thei betyn clotfys withall.

Hunting 0/ the //arejc (Weber, Jtetr. Rom., III.), 1. 91.

The ground also would now be broken up for a fallow,
... to the end that tlie sun might thoroughly parch and
concoct the clots. Holland, tr. o£ Pliny, xviii. 26.

1056
Every heart, when sifted well,
Is a clot of warmer dust.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

2t. A hill.

Sant lohan hem sy [saw] al in a knot,
On the hyl of Syon that semly clot.

Alliterative Poem.t (ed. Morris), i. 7S8.

3t. A dull, stupid man ; a clodpoU.
The crafty impositions

Of subtile clerks, feats of fine understanding.
To abuse clots and clows with.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i, 1.

4. A concrete or coagulated mass of soft or
fluid matter: as, a clot of blood or of cream.
The white of an egg, with spirit of wine, doth bake the

egg into clots, as if it began to poch. Bacon.

As the clot is composed of corpuscles and fibrin . . .

after coagulation, the actual proportions of the clot and
serum are about equal. Flint, Human Physiology.

5. A clump. [Rare.]
Clots of sea-pink blooming on their [rocks'] sides instead

of heather. Ji. L. Stevenson, The Merry Men.

Clotl (klot), V.
;
pret. and pp. clotted, ppr. clotting.

[< clot^, n. Cf. freq. clotter = clutter^.'] I. in-
trans. T'o coagulate, as soft or fluid matter, into
a thick inspissated mass ; become concrete

:

as, milk or blood clots.

II. trans. If. To form into clots.

[He] breaketh it in furrows, and sometime ridgeth it up
again ; and at another time harroweth it and clotteth it.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

2. To cause to coagulate ; make or form into
clots.

The clotted blood within my hose.
That from my wounded liody flows.

S. Butler, Hudibras, i. 3.

3. To cover with clots; mat together by clots,
as of blood.

The light and lustrous curls . . . clotted into points.
Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

Clotted cream, cream produced in the form of clots on
the surface of new milk when it is warmed, and served as
a table delicacy. Also clouted cream.

clot^ (klot), ». A dialectal variant of clote'^.

Compare clot-hur.

clot-burt, clote-burt (klot'-, klot'ber), «. [<
clot'i, clote^, + 6Mrl.] 1. A name of the bur-
dock, Arctium Lappa.— 2. A name of species
of Xanthium.
Also called cUt-hur.

cloteif (klot), ». [Also E. dial. cto<, cZm*/ <ME.
dote, cloote, < AS. cMte, burdock, akin to elite

(glossed tussilago, colt's-foot), ME. *clite, clete,

burdock, mod. E. elite, cleat: see clite^, cleat^.'\

1. The burdock: same as clot-hur, 1.

Cloote and breere shal stye on the auters of hem.
Wydif, Hos. x. 8.

2. The yellow water-lily, Nuphar lutea.

This is the dote, bearing a yellow flower

;

And this, black horehound,
Fletcher, Faitliful Shepherdess, ii. 2.

clote^t, ». An obsolete form of cleat^.

clote-burt, n. See clot-bur.

clote-leaft, «. [ME. dote-lefe.'] The leaf of the
burdock. Chaucer.

clotert, "• *. A Middle English form of clotter,

clutter^.

cloth (kloth), n. and a. [Formerly also cloath
(pi. clothes, cloaths, cloathes) ; < ME. cloth, earlier
clath (pi. clothes, clothis, and by contraction close

(cf. Sc. does) : see clothes), < AS. cldth = OFries.
kldth, kldd. Pries, klacd = LG. D. kteed = MHG.
Meit, G. kleid, a di'ess, garment, = Icel. klwthi
= Sw. kldde = Dan. klwdc, cloth; origin uncer-
tain. See clothes. Hence clothe, clad.'] I. n.

PI. cloths (kloTHz), in a particular sense clothes

(see clothes). 1. A fabric or texture of wool or
hair, or of cotton, flax, hemp, or other vegeta-
ble filaments, formed by weaving or intertex-
ture of threads, and used for garments or other
covering, and for various other purposes ; spe-
cifically, in the trade, a fabric of wool, in con-
tradistinction to one made of other material.
Cloth that Cometh fro the weuyng is nougt comly to were,
Tyl it is fulled vnder fote, or in fullyng stokkes,
Wasshen wel with water, and with taseles cracched,
Ytouked, and ytented, and vnder tailloures hande.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 444.

2. A piece of cloth used for a particular pur-
pose, generally as a covering, or as the canvas
for a painting: as, a table-c/otf( ; an altar-c/o(A;

to S])read the cloth (that is, the table-cloth).

In that same Clothe so y-wrapped, the Aungeles beren
hire Body to the Mount Synay, and there thei buryed hire
with it. Mandeville, Travels, p. 80.

3t. Dress ; raiment ; clothing ; clothes. See
clothes.

Thi cloth [
" raiment," A. V.] bi which thou were hilid

[covered] failide not for eldnesse. iVyclif, Deut. viii. 4.

I'll ne'er distrust my God for cloth and bread. Qitarks.

cloth

4. The customary garb of a trade or profes-
sion

; a livery ; specifically, the professional
dress of a clergyman.

That the worthy men of the seid cloth graunt no yefte
of the comyns good, liut of hur owne, wtout the advise
of the xlviij. comyners. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 38«.

Hence— 5. The clerical office or profession;
with the definite article {the cloth), the clergy
collectively ; clergymen as a class.

The cloth, the clergy, are constituted for administering
and for giving the best possible effect to every axiom.

Is. Taylor.

Strong appeals were made to the priesthood. Would
they tamely permit so gross an insult to be offered to their
cloth J Macaulay.

6t. Texture; quality. [Rare.]
I also did buy some apples and pork, by the same token

the butcher commended it as the best in England for
chath and colour. Pepys, Diary, III. 1.

Albert cloth, a material the two sides of which are of
dift'ereiit colors, each side finished, so that no lining is re-
quired: used chiefly for overcoats.—American Cloth, a
name given in Great Britain to a cotton cloth prepared
with a glazed or varnished surface to imitate morocco
leather : known in the United States as enameled cloth.—
Board of Green Cloth, a court held by the lord steward
and subordinate officers in the English royal court (so
called from the color of the cloth on the table), having
jurisdiction of the peace of the verge— that is, within the
precincts of the palace of the royal residence to aljout 200
yards I)eyond the outer gate— and without whose warrant
a servant of tlie palace cannot be arrested for deljt.—Book-
binders' cloth, a stiffly sized and glazed variety of cotton
cloth, usually ctjlored, and often decoratively endjossed,
much used for the case-binding of books.—Broad clOth.
See broaiiclolh.— CSiXneVs-tLair cloth. See camel.—
Cashgar cloth. Same as i/!((fo.— chenille cloth. See
cAcniSf.— Cloth appllciu6, a kind of endiroidiry in which
pieces of cloth of dilfcreut colors are cut into iiatterns an(l
sewed upon a clotli foundation, the edges being worked
with silk, gold thread, etc.— Cloth Of acca. Same as acca.
— Cloth of Arras. See arrojii.— Cloth of baudekln.
See i)aurfe*i)i.— Cloth Of Bruges, a general term for silks
and satins brocaded and wrouglit with gold, used in the
later middle ages in England for ecclesiastical vestments.
The pomegranate pattern (which see, under jiomefjranate)
was perhaps first introduced in the Bruges stuffs, and was
copied all over Europe; later, Bruges produced velvets
equal to those of Venice or Genoa.— Cloth of estate or
state, a rich cloth arranged above and bcliind a throne or
chair of state, so as to form a canopy or baUliahiii, anti also
a background against which the throne and its occupant
may be seen to advantage.— Cloth of gold, cloth of wliich
gold thread or flue gold wire forms either the jjatteni alone
or both that and the ground. It is often richly brocaded
with flowers, etc. Japanese brocades often contain a great
deal of gold in the form of gilded paper in very narrow
strips, the effect of which is extremely brilliant, since the
gilded surface has its full metallic luster.

He scute to alle Londes, in manere as thei weren Mar-
chauntes of precyous Stones, of Clothes of Gold and of
othere tbinges. Manderille, Travels, p. 138.

She did lie

In her pavilion (cloth of gold, of tissueX
Shak., A. and C, ii. 2.

Cloth of laket, a kind of fine linen, mentioned by Chau-
cer as used for undergannents.— (Jloth of paU. See
pall^.— Cloth Of silver, a cloth woven wholly or in part
of silver thread, often richly brocaded with patterns of
flowers, etc. Such cloth woven with both gold and silver
thread was also commonly known as cloth of silver. Com-
pare cloth ofgold.— Cloth Of state. Same as cloth ofestate.— Cloth of Tarst. See M/(cn//c.— Cloth of tlBSUet, a
rich stuff used in tiie fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
replacing tlie baudekln of an earlier eix)ch. It was appa-
rently a cloth of gold in which the metallic luster was kept
as high as possible, as it is contrasted with " cloth of gold

"

as being more brilliant.

John Tice attained [in 1573] to the perfection of making
all sorts of tufted taSaties, doth of tissues.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 24,

Composition cloth. See corajjosftioji.—Empress cloth.
See c)njirc(i«.— Enameled cloth. See A/iunican duth,
above.— Houseling-cloth. See housding.—lMnfS cloth,
a peculiar kind of fine cotton cloth, made milled or plain.
F. H. A'i«,7/if.— Milled cloth. See niilled.-'SaXIOV
cloths, in u'oolem, fal)rics from 27 to 29 inches wide, all

clotlis exceeding the latter width being termed broadcloth.

—Painted cloth, canvas or other similar material painted
in i)artial imitation of tapestry, and used by those for
whom tapestry was too expensive, especially during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Mayster Thomas More,, in hys youth, devysed in hys
father's house in Ixmdon a goodly hangyng of fyne painted
clothe, with nyne pageauntes, and verses over every of
those pageauntes.

W. Hasten (?), Sir T. Mores English Works.

Slaves as ragged as Lazarus in the painted cloth.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

Paper cloth, a fabric of cloth faced with paper.— Wire
cloth, a texture of wire intermediate between wire gauze
and wire netting, used for meat-safes, strainers, etc.

II. a. Made or consisting of cloth, specifi-

cally of woolen cloth : as, a cloth coat or cap

;

cloth coverings— Cloth embroidery, a kind of era-

broidery in which pieces of cloth of ditferent colors are
sewed together edge to edge, producing an elalKirate patch-
work. The surface is usually embroidered with floss silk.

clotht (kloth), r. «. l<doth,n. Cf. clothe.] To
make into cloth.

It were the greatest madnesse in the world for vs to
vent out wooll not clothed. Hakluyt'a Voyages, II. 164.



cloth-breech

cloth-breecht, cloth-breechest, «. A country-
man, or a man of the loner classes, as distin-

guished from the people of the court.

yet country's cloth-breech and court velvet-hose
Puff both alike tobacco through the nose.

Wits' Recreations^ 1654. {Kares.)

clothe (kloTH), V.
;
pret. and pp. clothed or dad,

ppr. clothing. [Formerly also cloaih, eloathe,

dial, also clad and clod; < MK. clothen, cloden,

clathcn (also clethen, > E. dial, and So. dead,
deed, q. v.) (pret. dothedc, clothed, cladde,

dedde, dade, chid, pp. clothed, dad, cled), < AS.
cldthian (= X>. LG. kleeden = MHG. G. kleiden

= Icel. kla'tha = Sw. kldda = Dan. klwde),

clothe, < dath, a cloth, a garment: see cloth, n.,

and cf. cloth, t:'\ 1. trans. 1. To put garments
on; invest with raiment ; dress; attire.

Unto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord God make
coats of skins, and clothed them. Gen. iii. *il.

He [Ahijah] had clad himself with a new garment,
1 Ki. xi. 29.

In the Temple is the Image of Apollo cloathed, with a
beard. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. SO.

Hence— 2. To cover as if with clothing; over-
spread or surround with any covering, literally

or figuratively ; invest.

I will also clothe her priests with salvation. Ps. cxxxii. 16.

And the poor wretched papers be employed
To clothe tobacco, or some cheaper drug.

B. Jongon, Apol. to Poetaster.

Satan's cloathinff himself with Terror when he prepares
for the Combat is truly sublime.

Addison, Spectator, Xo. 321.

On either side the river lie

Long fields of barley and of rye.

That clothe the wold and meet the sky.
Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

3. To furnish with raiment; provide with
clothing: as, to feed and clothe a child or an
apprentice.

Whaune I was clothles ge me dedde,
3e wolUe no sorowe vppon me see.

York Plays, p. 608.
=8yn. To attire, array, apparel.

11. intrans. To wear clothes. [Bare.]

Care no more to clothe, and eat.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2 (song).

clothed (kloTHd), p. a. [Pp. of clothe, f.] 1.

Covered with garments ; invested with or as if

with clothing.

Thou art clothed with honour and majesty. Ps. civ. 1.

The pastures are clothed with flocks. Ps. Ixv. 13.

Then she rode back, clothed on with chastity.
Tennyson, Godiva.

Specifically— 2. Naut., said of a mast when
the sail is so long as to reach down to the deck-
gratiiifis. [Eng.] — 3. In her., same as veslM.
clothes (klosHz), n. jd. [< ME. clothes, earlier
clathes (occasionally contr. dose, cloysse ; at.

the common mod. careless pron. kloz, and see
Sc. does), < AS. ddtha.f, pi. of dath. a garment:
Bee doth.'] 1. Cloths: the older plural of
doth, now used only in composition, and in-

cluding usually senses 2 and 3, as in clothes-

basket, clothes-horse, dothes-line, etc.— 2. Gar-
ments for the human body ; dress ; vestments

;

raiment; vesture.

And as it is the custom and nianer,
Anone they were arrayed in clothis Make.

Genenidet (E. E. T. S.), 1. 242.

If I may touch but his clothes, I shall be whole.
Mark v. 28.

3. Materials for covering a bed ; bedclothes.

'A bade me lay more clothes on his feet.

.Shak., Hen. V., it 3.

She turned each way her frighted head.
Then sunk it deep beneath the clothes.

Prior, The Dove.

Long clothes, clothes for a young infant, made much
longer th;ui tlie iKMly,

clothes-basket (kloTHz'bas'ket), n. A large
basket for liolding or carrying clothes or house-
hold linen for washing.
clothes-brush (kloTHz' brush), n. A brush
adaptcil for brushing clothes.

clothes-dryer (kloTHz'tW^r), ». Any device
for drying wet clothes.

clothes-horse (kl6THz'h6rs), «. A frame to
hang clothes or hou.seliold linen on, especially
for ilryiiij;.

clothes-line (kloTHz'lin), n. A rope on which
clot lies are hung to dry after being washed.
clothes-moth (kl6THz'm6th), n. A name com-
mon to several moths of the genus Tinea, whose
lan-te are destructive to woolen fabrics, fea-
thers, furs, etc., upon which they feed, using the
material also for the construction of the ca-ses
in which they assume the chrysalis state. See
cut in next column.

67

Clothes-moth (.Tinea feUionelia),
with piece of cloth attacked by larva.
(Cross and line show natural sizes.)
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clothes-pin
(kloTHz'pin), 11. A
forked piece of

wood or a small
spring-clip for fas-

tening clothes on a
clothes-line.

clothes-press
(kloTHz'prcs),;!. 1.

A wardrobe, clos-

et, or cupboard in

which clothes are
placed ; an ar-

moire.— 2. A press
in which clothing
is creased and
smoothed. E. H,
Knight.

clothes-sprinkler
(kloTHz ' spring "-

kl6r), n. A per-
forated vessel by
means of which a fine shower of water is sprin-

kled upon clothes to dampen them for ironing.

clothes-'Wrinfer (kl6THz'rlng"6r), «. A me-
chanical device for wringing the water from
wet clothes, it is commonly a frame containing two
elastic rollers in contact and turned by a crank, between
which the clothes are passed to squeeze out the water.

cloth-hall (kl6th'h41), n. A hall or local in-

stitution forming a center of the trade in
woolen cloth, as at Leeds, Bruges, etc.; a
market for the sale of woolen cloths. The
cloth-halls were formerly of great importance
in the trade.

The importance of these cloth-halls may be seen from the
fact tliat the merchants of Novgorod, after having several
times received defective pieces of cloth from otller places,
detennined tliat no cloth but that from the hall at Bruges
should be allowed entrance into the lialtic ports and the
Eastern markets. English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. cvi.

clothier (kloTH'yfer), n. [< clothe + -A-er, as in

hrazier^, grazier, sawyer, etc.] 1. A maker or
seller- of cloth or of clothes; specifically, a
dealer in ready-made clothing.

The clothiers all, not able to maintain
The many to them 'longing, have put off

The spinsters, carders, fullers, weavers.
Shak., Hen. VIII., L 2.

2. A fuller. Pickering. [U. S.]

clothing^ (klo'THing), n. [< ME. clothing, da-
thing (also clething, > E. dial, and Sc. deading,
deeding) (= D. Heeding = G. kleidung = Dan.
kUedning), verbal n. of clothe, v. : see clothe.]

X . Garments in general ; covering for the per-

son; clothes; dress; raiment; apparel.

Locke, suche clothyng as thou shall weere
Keepe hem as clenly as thou can

;

And all the Kemenant of thy geere

;

For clothynff ofte maketh man.
Booke o/ Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 110.

My clothing was sackcloth. Ps. xxxv. 13.

2t. Livery; corporation.

That ther be ordeyned a stronge comyn cofur wt vj.

keyes, to kepe yn ther tresour, oon keye therof to be de-

lyuered to the high Baillye, and another to oon of the
Aldermen, and the iljde to the chamberleyn chosyn liy

the grete clothynge. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 377.

3. In steam-engines, same as eUading, 2 (a).

—

4. Sheets of leather studded with wire, used
to form the cards of a carding-machino. Also
called card-clothing.

clothing-t (kloth'ing), n. [Verbal n. of cloth,

v.] The making or manufacture of cloth.

The king took measures to instruct the refugees from
Flanders in the art of clothing. Ray.

cloth-lapper (kl6th'lap'6r), «. A person who
laps or folds cloth, generally with the aid of

some mechanical contrivance,

clothlesst, a. [ME. clothles (=Icel. kltBdhlauss);

< cloth + -less.] Without clothing. See extract

under clothe, I., 3.

Seint Paul ... in famyne, and in thurst, and colde,

and clothles. Chaucer, Parson's Tale, p. 289.

cloth-markt (kl6th'mark), ». A seal, usually
of lead, appended to a roll or piece of cloth b^
a duly appointed officer (see alnager) as e'vi-

dencG of its quality or length.

cloth-measure (kl6th'mezh'''ur), n. A measure
of length and surface, in which the yard is

divided into quarters and nails : formerly em-
ployed in measuring cloth sold by the yard,

but now practically out of use, the yard being
divided into halves, quarters, sixteenths, etc.

Olotho (klo'tho), n. [NL., < L. Clotho, < Gr.
K.'A<J)u, one of the three Fates, lit. 'the spin-

ster' (the three being also called K?.uSfc 'the

spinsters'), < n'/oSviv, spin.] In roo7. : (a) A
genus of moUusks. Fatyas de Saint-Fond, 1808.

clotter

(6)Agenus of tubitelarian spiders, of the family
Agalenidce : a synonym of Vroctea. Walcknaer,
1809. [Not in use.] (c) A genus of venomous
African serpents, of the family Viperidce. c.
arietatis is tlie puff-adder of the Cape of Good Hope,
the largest and most poisonous South African species.

C. nasieomis is another African species known as the
river-jack. J. E. Gray, 1840. (d) A genus of hum-
ming-birds. Mulsant, 1875.

cloth-paper (kl6th'pa"per), n. Coarse glazed
paper used for pressing and finishing woolen
cloth.

cloth-plate (kloth'plat), n. In a sewing-ma-
chine, the metal plate on which the work rests

and through which the needle passes.

cloth-press (kloth'pres), n. A hydrostatic press
in winch woolen cloths are subjected to pres-

sure. E. H, Knight.

cloth-pro'ver (kl6th'pro''''ver), «. A form of
magmtying glass used in nxunberingthe threads
of weft in a given space of cloth.

clothredt, pp. A Middle English variant of

dotttrcd. Chaucer.

cloth-shearer (kl6th'sher"er), n. One who
shears cloth to free it from superfluous nap.

My father is a poor man, and by his occupation a cloth-

shearer. Hakewill, Apology, p. 436.

cloth-shop (kloth'shop), n. A bookbindery de-
voted to case-work or binding in cloth.

cloth-stitch (kloth'stich), n. A close stitch

used in the decorative patterns of pillow-laces,

in which the threads are woven together like

those of a piece of cloth. It is not strictly

speaking a stitch, but is woven with bobbins.

cloth-stretcher (kl6th'strech'''er), n. One who
or that which stretches cloth; specifically, a
machine having a series of rolls and bars over
which cloth is drawn to stretch it.

cloth-tester (kl6th'tes'''t6r), )f. A machine for
testing the strength of cloth by a direct pull.

cloth-'walkt, V. i. [ME.: see cloth and walk.]
To full cloth.

Wher they be persones ynogh and people to the same,
to dye, carde, or spynne, weve, or cloth-walke, withyn the
seid cytc. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 383.

cloth-'Wheel (kl6th'hwel), M. 1. A grinding or
polishingwheel covered with cloth charged with
an abrading or polishing material, as pumice-
stone, rotten-stone, chalk, putty-powder, etc.

E. H. Knight.— 2. In a sewing-machine, a feed-

movement in the form of a toothed or serrated

wheel which projects upward through the cloth-

plate and has an intermittent motion.
ClOth-'WOrker (kl6th'w6r"k6r), n. A maker of

cloth.

Be got this cold with sitting up late, and singing catches
with cloth-workers. B. Jonson, Epiccene, iiL 2.

No clothworker was allowed to liring his wares for sale in
these halls, unless he had served a seven years' appren-
ticeship. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. clxxL

Cloth-workers' Company, one of the twelve great lively
companies of l.ondon.

clotuy (kloth'i), a. [< doth -¥ -yi.] Resem-
bling cloth; having the texture of cloth. M.
C. Cooke, British Fungi, p. 5. [Rare. ]

cloth-yard (kloth'yiird), n. An old measure for

cloth which differed somewhat in length from
the modern yard. See yard Cloth-yard shaft
or arrow, an arrow having the length of a yard, cloth-

measure : the longest shaft ever used in European arch-

ery. The length of the shaft used depended upon the
length and llexil)ility of the bow, because it was always
considered necessary that the arrow should be drawn
nearly to its head. A long arrow was, however, more easy
to aim truly ; hence the long and flexible bow with a long
shaft was a more effective weapon than a shorter bow.

He had a bow bent in his hand.
Made of a trusty tree

;

An arrow of a cloth-yard long
Up to the head drew bee.

Chevy-Chase (Percy's Reliques, p. 143).

God keep the kindly Scot from the cloth-yard shaft, and
he will keep himself from the handy stroke.

Scott, Monastery, iiL

clotpa'te (klot'pat), n. Same as clotpoll.

clotpoUt, clotpolet (klot'pol), n. [Var. of clod-

poll.] 1 . A clodpoll ; a blockhead. Shak.,T.
andC.,ii. 1.— 2. Ahead: used contemptuously.

I have sent Cloten's clotjtoU down the stream.
Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

clottt (klot), «. An early modem English form
of p/o(l.

clot'tert, V. t. [< ME. doteren, dotren, dothren
(,= iiD. klotteren); freq. of c?o<i, v. See clutter^.]

To clot ; coagulate : the earlier form of clutter^.

The 'clothred [var. clotered, clotrcd] blood, for eny leche-

craft,

Corrumpeth, and is in his l)Ouk ilaft [left].

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1887.

Slidd'rlng through ctottered blood and holy mire.
Dryden, .Sneid, IL



clotty

clotty (klot'i), a. [< clot^ + -i/i.] Full of clots

or small hard masses; full of concretions or

clods.

The matter expectorated is thin, and mixed with thick,

clotty, bluish streaks. Harvey, Consumption.

cl6ture (klo'tur), n. [F.] Same as closure, 5.

cloucht (klouch), n. A variant of clutclA.

cloud'^ (kloud), n. [< ME. cloud, cloude (with
rare irreg. variants clod, cloyd), a cloud, prob.
a new use of ME. cloud, earlier elude, ctud, a
mass of rock, a hill (in ME. partly confused
with clot^, ctorfi, q. v.), < AS. clud, a mass of

rock, a hill (the AS. word for ' cloud ' was uol-

cen, > E. welkin, q.y.). Ct. cloud^.'] 1. A col-

lection of visible vapor or watery particles sus-

pended in the air at a considerable altitude.
A like collection of vapors upon the earth is called /off.

The average height of the clouds is estimated at between
two and three miles, but it varies at different times of the
year. The forms of clouds are indefinitely variable ; they
are commonly classified roughly as follows : (a) The cir-

rus, a cloud somewhat resembling a lock or locks of hair

Cirrus.

(the cat'g'tail of the sailor), consisting of wavy parallel or
divergent filaments, generally at a great height in the at-

mosphere, and spreading Indefinitely, (b) The cumulus.

Cmnolus.

a cloud which assumes the form of dense convex or coni-

cal heaps, resting on a horizontal base. Also called day
or 9umiaer cloud, (c) The atratug, also called /ail-doud

from its lowness, or cloud of night, an extended, continu-
ous, level sheet of cloud, increasing from beneath. These
three principal forms produce in combination forms de-
nominated as follows : (d) Cirro-cumulus, a connected sys-

tem of small roundish clouds placed in close order and
separated by intervals of sky, often occurring in warm
dry weather. Also called mackerel-sky, (c) Cirro-stratus,

a horizontal or slightly inclined sheet, attenuated at its

circumference, concave downward or undulated. (/) Cxt-

mulo-stratus, a cloud in which the structure of the cumu-
lus is mixed with that of the cirro-stratus or cirro-cunm-
lus, the cumulus at the top and overhanging a llattish

stratum or base, ig) Ximbus, cumulo-cirro-stratus, or

Nimbus.

rain-cloud, a dense cloud spreading out into a crown of
cirrus and pa.ssing beneath into a shower, (/i) Globo-cuviu-
lus, a term applied by Millot to slightly elongated, hemi-
spherical, grayish pockets appearing in the mass of rain-

clouds.

2. A semblance of a cloud, or something spread
out like or having some effect of a cloud ; com-
monly followed by a specification : as, a cloud
of dust ; a ship under a cloud of canvas (that is,

a large spread of sails).

The archers on both sides bent their bows,
And the clouds of arrows flew.

Babin Hood and the Valiant Knight (Child's Ballads,
[V. 391).

A pitchy cloud
Of loctuta, warping on the eastern wind.

Milton, P. L., i. 340.

3. A clouded appearance ; a dark area of color

over a lighter material, or the reverse, as bloom
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upon a varnished surface.—4. In sool., an ill-

defined, obscure, or indistinct spot or mark,
often a spot producedby the internal structure
seen through a semi-transparent surface.

Larva . . . beneath with opaciue white clouds. Say.

5. Anything that obscures, darkens, threatens,
or the like.

He has a cloud in's face. Skak., A. and C, iii. 2.

6. A multitude; a collection; a throng. [Now
rare.]

So great a cloud of witnesses. Heb. xii. 1.

The bishop of London did cut down a noble cloud of
trees at Fulliam. Aubrey, Lord Bacons Apophthegms.

7. A woman's head-wrap made of loosely knit
wool— Cloud on a title. See title.— la ClOUdt, secret-

ly; covertly.

These, sir, are businesses ask to be carried
With caution, and in cloud.

B. Janson, The Devil is an Ass, ii. 1.

In the clouda. («) Above the earth and practical things

;

high-flown; unreal; unsubstantial ; illusory, (b) Absorb-
ed in day-dreams ; visionary ; absent-minded ; abstracted.
(c) Out of ordinary comprehension ; in the realms of fancy
or non-reality.

Though poets may of inspiration boast,
Their rage, ill-govern'd, in the clouds is lost.

Waller, On Hoscommon's tr. of Horace.

Mafellanlo clouds. See Magellanic—Vniei a Cloud,
in difficulties or misfortune ; in an uncertain or unfortu-
nate condition ; especially, under suspicion or in disgrace.

I will say that for the English, if they were deils, that
they are a ceeveleesed people to gentlemen that are under
a cloud. Scott, Kedgauntlet, IL xiii.

They had attached themselves to Isabella in the early
part of her life, when her fortunes were still under a cloud.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13.

Under clOUdt, under heaven ; under the sun.

"Was neuer kyng nnder cloude his knightes more louet,
Ne gretter of giftes to his goode men.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3873.

=SyiL 1. Haze, Fog, etc. See rain, n.

cloud^ (kloud), i\ [< cloud\ «.] I. trans. 1.

To overspread with a cloud or clouds : as, the
sky is clouded. Hence— 2. To cover as if with
clouds : in various figurative applications, as to

obscure, darken, render gloomy or sullen, etc.

:

said of aspect or mood.
To cloud and darken the clearest truths.

Decay of Christian Piety.

His fair demeanour,
Lovely behaviour, unappallfed spirit.

Spoke him not base in blood, however clouded.
Ford, Perkiu Warbeck, iv. 3.

3. To variegate with spots or waves of a darker
color appearing as if laid on over a lighter, or

the reverse : as, to cloud a panel ; a clouded sky
in a picture.— 4. To place under a cloud, as of

misfortune, disgrace, etc. ; sully ; tarnish : as,

his character was clouded with suspicion.

I would not be a stander-by, to hear
My sovereign mistress clouded so.

Sliak., W. T., i. 2.

Clouded cane. See cartel.—To cloud a title, ^oe cloud
on a title, under title.

This disputation concerning these lands has clouded the

title for a quarter of a century.
Ap-pkton's Ann. Cyc. (1886), p. 250.

II. intrans. To grow cloudy; become ob-
scured with clouds : sometimes with np.

Worthies, away ; the scene begins to cloiid.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

It clouded up before eight o'clock. Bryant.

Cloud^t, n. [ME., earlier elude, clud, < AS.
clud, a mass of rock, a hill. Cf. cloud^, and
clod^, clot^.'] A rock; a hill.

Wormes woweth under cloudes.

Spec, of Lyric Poetry (ed. Wright).

The eludes to the se shal rin

ffor to hid them tharin.
Anticrist (ed. Morris), 1. 708.

Cloudage (klou'daj), n. [< cloud^ + -age.'] A
mass of clouds ; cloudiness : as, "a scudding
cloudage of shapes," Coleridge. [Rare.]

cloudberry (kloud'ber"i), n.\ pi. cloudberries

(-iz). [< cloud^ (appar. in earlier sense of 'a

roimd mass,' in ref.

to the berries; cf.

theothernamei-KO<-
bcrry) + berry^.] A
species of dwarf
raspberry, Rubus
Chamaymorus, with ""l^T/livTSV

/"*''

Y/^'d^rJ
a creeping root- ^ \\ / ( ^i.MV'^i
stock and simple
stem, from 4 to 8
inches high, it is

found in arctic and sub-
arctic regions of the
northern hemisphere,
on the mountains of
Great Britain and cen-
tral Europe, and in some
localities in Canada and
New England. The flow- CiQ\iiib<!TTy i,RuiusC/t<tmam«rus\,

cloudy

ers are large and white, ami tlie berries, which are of a
very agreeable tJiste, ai-e orange-yellow in color, and con-
sist of a few large drupes. Also called kmtberry and
mountain bravtlde.

cloud-born (kloud'born), a. [Tr. of L. nubigena,
an epithet of the centaurs.] Born of a cloud.

Cloud-burn centaurs. Dryden, .iincid.

cloud-built (kloud ' bilt), a. 1. Built up of
clouds.

The sun went down
Behind the cloud-built columns of the west.

Cowper, Odyssey.

2. Fanciful; imaginary; chimerical; fantas-
tic : applied to day-dreams or eastles in the air.

And so vanished my cloud-built palace.
Goldsmith, Essays.

cloud-burst (kloud'berst), n. A violent down-
pour of rain in large quantity and over a very
limited area.

The most destructive cloud-burgt ever known in Grant
county . . . extended over twelve miles in length. Rucks
weighing tons were washed loose on the hills, and came
down like an avalanche, sweeping away fences, houses,
and groves; dry gulches were filled and oveiHowing; the
smallest rivulets became roaring torrents.

Amer. Meteor. Jour., II. 556.

cloud-capped, cloud-capt (kloud ' kapt), a.

Capped with clouds ; touching the clouds ; lofty.

The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

cloud-compeller (kloud'kom-pel"er), n. [Atr.
of Gr. veipe'ATiyepiTa, lit. ' cloud-gatherer,' a Ho-
meric epithet of Zeus (Jupiter), < vn^eA?/, cloud
(see nebula), + aytipe.iv, gather: see agoraj]
He who collects or drives together the clouds:
an epitliet of Zeus or Jupiter.

cloud-compelling (kloud'kom-pel"ing),o. Col-
lecting or driving together the clouds: applied
classically to Jupiter.
Bacchus, the seed of doud-compelling Jove.

Waller, On the Danger His Majesty Escaped.

Abyssinia's cloud-compelling cliffs.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 801.

cloud-drift (kloud'drift), n. Irregular, drift-

ing clouds ; cloud-rack.

Far off, above the frigid western hills, lay violet-fringed
cloud-drifts. S. Judd, ilargaret, i. 17.

cloudfulf, a. [ME. cloudeful; < cloud^ + -ful,

1.] Dark; blind; ignorant.

To wasche away oure cloudcfxtl offence.
Chaucer, Orison to the Virgin, 1. 109.

cloudily (klou'di-li">, adv. In a cloudy manner

;

with clouds; darkly; obscurely; not perspicu-
ously.

Plato . . . talks too metaphysically and cloudily about it

[the highest good]. Cttdworth, Intellectual System, p. 205,

cloudiness (klou'di-nes), n. The state of being
cloudy or clouded.
clouding (klou'ding), H. [Verbal n. of cloud^,

i>.] Tlie appearance of cloudiness ; unequal
blending or distribution of light and shade or
of colors ; specifically, a clouded appearance
given to silks, ribbons, and yarns in the pro-
cess of dyeing.
The cloudings of the tortoise-shell of Hermes.

Ruskin, Lectures on Art, p. 166.

cloud-kissing (kloud'kis''''ing), a. Touching
the clouds; lofty.

Cloud-kissing Ilion. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1370.

cloud-land (kloud'land), n. The region of the
clouds ; a place above the earth or away from
the practical things of life ; dream-land ; the
realm of fancy.
cloudless (kloud'les), a. [< cloud^ + -less.]

Being without a cloud; unclouded; clear;
bright : as, cloudless skies.

cloudlessly (kloud'les-li), adv. In a cloudless
manner ; without clouds.

cloudlet (kloud'let), n. [< cloud^ + dim. -let.]

A small cloud.

Eve's first star through fleecy cloudlet peeping.
Coleridge.

cloud-rack (kloud'rak), n. An assemblage of

iiTPgular, drifting clouds ; floatingcloudy vapor;
cloud-drift.

If there is no soul in man higher than all that, did it

reach to sailing on the cloud-rack and spiniung sea-sand

;

then I say man is but an animal. Carlyle.

cloud-ring (kloud'ring), «. A ring of clouds;

spocifiealTy, a cloudy belt or region north and
south of the equator.

cloud-topped, cloud-topt (kloud'topt), a. Hav-
ing tlie top covered with clouds. Gray.

cloudy (klou'di), a. [< ME. cloudy, cloudi (cf.

AS. clAdig, rocky, hilly); < cloud^ + -yl.] 1.

Overcast with clouds ; obscured by clouds : as,

a cloudy day ; a cloudy sky.

And bring in cloudy night immediately.
Shak., E. and J., lit 2.



cloudy

2. Consisting of a cloud or clouds ; of the na-
ture of a cloud.

As Moses entered into the tabernacle, the cloudy pillar

descended and stood at the door of the tabernacle.
Ex. xxxiii. 9.

3. Obscure; dark; not easily understood.

•She Historian, atfirmins many things, can in the cloudy
knowledge of mankinde hardly escape from many lyes.

• Sir P. Sidti^y, .\pol. fur Poetrie.

Cloudy and confused notions.
Watts, Improvement of Mind.

4. Having the appearance of gloom; indicating
gloom, anxiety, sullenness, or ill nature ; not
open or cheerful.

When cloxidy looks are cleared. Spenser, Sonnets, xl.

5. Marked with spots or areas of dark or vari-

ous hues, or by clouding or a blending of light

and shade or of colors.— 6. Wanting in luster,

brightness, transparency, or clearness; dim-
med: as, a cloudy diamond.
Before the wine grows cloudy.

Swift, Advice to Servants, Directions to the Butler.

Cloudy swellin^r, a degenerative change of cell-sub-

stance, sometimes seen in muscular and glandular tissue.

It is marked by swelling and a cloudy granular appear-
ance. The granules dissolve in acetic acid or in alkalis. It

is often followed by fatty degeneration. Also called pa-
retichymatoui degeneration or inftamination, yranular de-

generation, and albuminous injiltration. =S3^n. 1. Murky,
hazy, lowering, dim, dismal.

clOu£ (kl6-a'), a. [F., pp. of clouer, fix or stud
with nails, < clou, a nail: see cloie*, and cf.

clout^.'i In her., studded with nails. See trel-

lis.

ClOUgh^ (kluf or klou), n. [= Sc. cleugh, cleuch,

< MK. dough, clow, pi. ctoughes, 'clones, does,
clewes, prob. (with guttural gh (> w) for orig. /
(> v), as reversely f for gh in the mod. pron.,
and in dwarf, duff for dough, etc.) < Icel. klofi,

a cleft or rift in a hill, a ravine (cf. Dan. klov,

a clamp, vise, tongs, = Sw. klofva, a vise) (=
D. kloof, a slit, crevice, chink, > E. (Amer.)
clove, a ravine: see dove^), < kljufa = AS. dei-
fan, E. cleave, split : see cleave"^, and cf . deffl,
difO-. The ME. pi. clewes touches cleves, pi. of

clif, mod. E.cliff: see dere*, cliffy. Cf. c/oi-e^.]

1 . A narrow valley ; a cleft in a hillside ; a
ravine, glen, or gorge.

Into a grisly dough
Thai and that maiden yode.

Sir Trittrem, ii. 59.

AU lange aii we haue herde-men bene,
And kepis this cat«U in this doghe,
8o selcouth a sight was neuere non sene.

rork Playt, p. 120.

These caitif Jewes dud not so now,
Sende him to seche in clif and clow.

Cursor Mundi. {HaHiweU.)

What pictures are presented by these misty crags and
deep water-worn eloughs ! AU cibout Derbyshire, 1884.

2t. A cliff ; a rocky precipice.

Here is the close of Clyme with dewes so hye.
Morte Arthure, I. 16S9.

3. The cleft or fork of a tree. [Prov. Eng.]—
4. A wood. [Prov. Eng.]—5. A sluice; espe-
cially, a sluice for letting off water gently, as
in the agricultural operation of improving soils

by flooding them %vith muddy water. Also dow.
This [washing! is performed Ity stirring wp the wool in

a tank of water with a strong i)ole. the water being let off

through a dow or shuttle, furnished witti a grating, at the
bottom of the vat.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 84.

6. A large vessel of coarse earthenware Float-
ing clOUgh, a barge with scrapers attached, which, driven
by the tiiTe or current, rakes up the silt and sand over
which it passes, that it may be removed by the current.

clotlgh^, n. See clnff.

clough-arch (kluf'arch), n. Same as paddle-
holc.

clourl (klor), n. [E. dial., < ME. dowre. a field.]

A field.

He seythe a pulter [ponltererl that sellythe a fatte swanne
For a gosaelyng, that grasethe on bareyne clowrys,

Booke o/ Precedence (E. E. T. S,, extra sen), i. 81.

ClOUr2 (kl6r), V. t. [Sc. Cf. Icel. klora = Norw.
klare, scratch, scrawl.] 1. To inflict a blow on.— 2. To make a dent or bump on.
clour^ (klor), «. [Se.,< do«r2, ». Cf. Icel. fcJor,

a scratching.] 1. A blow.
i'rae words and aiths to clours and nicks.

Bums, To William Simpson.

2. An indentation produced by a blow, or a
raised lump resulting from a blow on the per-
son.

Cloutl (klout), n. [< ME. clout, dut, a patch,
shred, < AS. dut, a patch, a plate (of metal) (>
Icel. klutr, a kerchief, = Sw. klut = Dan. klud,
a rag, clovit), < W. dwt = Ir. Gael, dud = Manx
c/ooirf, a clout, patch.] 1. A patch; a piece of
cloth, leather, etc., used to mend something.
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— 2. Any piece of cloth, especially a worthless
piece, or one designed for a mean use ; a rag.

A clout about that head.
Where late the diadem stood. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

They look
Like empty scabbards all, no mettle in 'em

;

Like men of clouts, set to keep crows from orchards.
Fletcher, Bonduca, ii. 3.

St. Any small piece; a fragment; a tatter; a
bit.

And whan she of this bille hath taken hede,
She rente it al to chutes atte laste.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 709.

4. In archery : (a) The mark fixed in the center
of the butts at which archers are shooting. [The
mark is said to have been originally a piece of white cloth,

though Nares supposes that it may have been a small
nail (French clouet. See clout^).}

Indeed, a' must shoot nearer, or hell ne'er hit the clout.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1.

Kings are clouts that every man shoots at.

Our crown the pin that thousands seek to cleave.
Marloice, Tamburlaine the Great, I., ii. 4.

(6) A small white target placednearthe groiuid.
Encyc. Brit, (c) An arrow that has hit the
target.

Within 30 years they [the Royal Archers at Edinburgh]
shot at a square mark of canvas on a frame, and called the
Clout; and an arrow striking the target is still called a
clout. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. ciii.

6. An iron plate fastened upon an axletree to

keep it from wearing.
clouti (klout), V. t. [< ME. clouten, dutien, < AS.
'clutian (in pp. jre-dutod, patched), < clut, a
patch: see the noun.] 1. To patch; mend by
sewing on a clout or patch; cobble ; hence, to
join elumsUy.
And when thei were passed thourgh thei ouertoke a carl,

that hadde bought a payre of stronge shone, and also
stronge lether to clowte hem with.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i. 33.

Many sentences of one meaning clouted up together.
Ascham.

Paul, yea, and Peter too, had more skill . . . mclouting
an old tent iMtimer.

2. To cover -with a piece of cloth orwith rags

;

bandage.
A noisy impudent beggar . . . showed a leg clouted up.

Taller, No. 68.

8. To rub with an old piece of cloth, felt, or
the like.

clout^ (klout), n. [< ME. clout^ clowte, a blow;
origin unknown.] A blow with the hand; a
cuff. [Now coUoq. or vulgar.]

He gaf hys fadur soche a cloxcte

That hors and man felle downe.
Rtym. o/ Syr Tryamvur (eii. Halllwell), L 781.

Dryve out dogge and catte, or els geue them a clovt.

Babees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 182.

clout^ (klout), V. t. [E. dial, also clut; < ME.
clouten. .clowten, strike, beat: see dout^, w.]

To strike with the hand; cuff. [Now colloq.

or vulgar.]

If I here [her] chyde, she wolde clowte my cote, blere
myn ey. Coventry Mysteries, p. 98.

Pay him over the pate, dout him for all his courtesies.
Fletcher, Women Pleased.

clont^ (klout), n. [Appar. short for clout-nail,

where clout is either < F. donet (Cotgrave), a
little nail (dim. of dou, a nail: see dove*), >
clouter, stud with nails, or < clmit^, v., patch,
cobble, esp. of shoes, in the patching of which
clout-nails would be used. See quot. from Piers
Plowman, under clout^, i'.] Same as clout-nail.

clo'ats (klout), V. t. [< dout^, n. Cf. F. clouter,

stud.] To stud or fasten with nails.

With his koopped shon (buckled shoes] clouted full thykke.
Piers Plowman's Crede, 1. 424.

clou'ted^ (klou'ted), p. a. [Pp. of eloutl, ».] 1.

Patched ; mended with clouts ; mended or put
together clumsily; cobbled: as, c/owted shoes.

A clmited cloak about hkn was.
That held him frae the cold.

KMn Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 188).

2. Clothed or covered with clouts or patched
garments; ragged: as, a ctowterf beggar.

clouted^ (klou ' ted), ;). a. [Pp. of clout^, ».]

Studded, strengthened, or fastened with clout-

nails.
I thought he slept ; and put

My clouted brogues from off my feet.

Shak., Cymbeline, It. 2.

The dull swain
Treads on It daily with his clouted shoou.

Milton, Comus, I. 635.

[Some regard the word clouted in the above
Jiassages as clouted^, patched or mended.]
outed'' (klou'ted), p. a. A variant of chtted.

[Prov. Eng.]

One that 'noiuts his nose with clouted cream and pomatum.
Chapman, May- Day, ii. 2.

clove

clou'tert, n. [< ME. clouter, clowter, a cobbler, <
clouten, patch, cobble: see elout^, ».] A cob-
bler; a patcher.

clouterly (klou't6r-li), a. [< clouter + -Z^i.]

Clumsy; awkward. [Obsolete or provincial.]

The single wheel plough is a very clouterly sort.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

clouting (klou'ting), n. [Verbal n. of clout"^,

«'.] 1. The act of striking.— 2. [Appar. a par-
ticular use of preceding.] See extract.

A heavy smooth-edged sickle is used for bagging or
clouting— an operation in which the hook is struck against
the straw, the left hand being used to gather and carry
along the cut swath. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 674.

clout-nail (klout'nal), n. [< clouf^ + nail.'] 1.
A short large-headed naU worn in the soles of
shoes.— 2. A nail for securing clouts or small
patches of iron, as to the axletree of a carriage.
It has a round flat head, round shank, and
sharp point.
Also called clout.

clove^ (klov). Preterit, and formerly sometimes
(for cloven, to which the o in pret. clove is due)
past participle, of cleave^.

clove^ (klov), n. [< ME. clove (written doue,
also clowe; cf. clove*), < AS. clufe, pi. (sing,
not found) (= LG. Move), clove, esp. of garlic,
also in comp. duf-thung, crowfoot, and cluf-
wyrt, buttercup, also spelled clof-tkung, clof-
wyrt; = OHG. *chlobo, *chlofo, in comp. chlobo-
louh, chlofolouh, chlovolouh, MHG. klobdouch,
dissimilated knobelouch (of. clue), G. knoblauch
= MLG. kloflok, knuflock, LG. knufflok = MD.
knofloec, D. knoflook, garlic, lit. ^clove-leek.'
The orig. sense appears in ORG.'chlobo, MHG.
klobe, G. klobe, kloben, a split stick, =D. kloof, a
cleft (>c?0i;e3, q. v.), = E. clough^, q.v. ; thusult.
from AS. cUofan, E. cleave, split: see cleave'^,

clove^, cloughi.] One of the small bulbs form-
ed in the axils of the scales of a mother bulb,
as in garlic.

Clowe [var. doue] of garlykke [var. garlek or other lyke],
costula. Prompt. Pan., p. 436.

clove^ (klov), n. [< D. klove, now kloof, a cleft,

ravine, =E.c?0M(7Ai, q.v. See also ctowe^.] Ara-
vine or rocky fissure ; a gorge : as, the Kaater-
skill clave in the Catskill mountains. [Used
principally along the Hudson river in New York,
where several Dutchwords still remain current.]

clo'Ve'* (klov), n. [< ME. clowe, claue, pi. clowcs,
cloues, shortforearlierME. clowe gilofre{ct. dove-
gillyflower), in the Ancren Eiwle as OF., clou do
gilofre, F. dou de girofle, also simply girofle,
clove, = Sp. clavo giroflado, also elavo aromdtico,
clavo de especia (see sjnce), or simply clavo, = It.

chiovo, chiodo di garofano, or simply garofatio,
gherofano, clove: so called from the shape of
the clove, lit. ' nail of the gillyflower,' the temi
gillyfkncer, ME. gilofre, etc., being ult. a cor-
rupted form of Gr. Kapvd^vl'Xov, lit. ' nut-leaf,'
applied to the clove-tree, and subsequently to
various aromatic plants : see Caryophyllus, gil-

lyflower. F. dou, Sp. clavo, etc., is lit. ' nail,' <

L. clavus, a nail (prob. akin to clavis, a key), <
claudere, close: see clavis, clef, closed, »'.] 1. A
very pungent aromatic spice, the dried flower-
buds of Eugenia caryophyllata, of the natural

Branch of the Clove-tice {Eu^eMia caryophyllata), with
unopened bud.

order Myrtacew, originally of the Moluccas, but
now cultivated in Zanzibar, the West Indies,

Brazil, and other tropical regions. The tree is a
handsome evergreen, from 15 to 30 feet high, with large,

elliptic, smooth leaves and numerous puri>lish flowers on
Jointed stalks. Every part of the plant abounds in the



clove

Tolatile on tor which the flower-buds are prized. Clove*

Are very largely used as a spice, and in medicine for their

stimulant and aromatic properties.

Biron, A lemon.
Long. Stuck with cloves. Skak., L. L. L.,T. 2.

2. The tree which bears cloves.— 3. [F. clou,

a nail: see etyin.] Along spike-nail—Mother
cloves, the dri«l fruit of the clove-tree, reserablini; cloves

somewliat in appearance, but larger and less aromatic—
OU of cloves, an essential oil obtained from the buds of

the clove-tree. It is the least volatile of the essential oils,

and consists of eugenic acid and a neutral oil. It is color-

less or has a faint yellow tinge, a strong characteristic

odor, and a burning tasU^— Koyal Clove, an abnormal
state of the clove, in whicli it has an unusual number of

sepals and large bracts at the base : once held in high re-

pute from its rarity and supposed virtues.—Wild clove,

a small tree of the West Indies and Venezuela, Pimenta
acris. which yields the oil of mjTcia, the basis of bay-rum.

clove^ (klov), n. [Origin uncertain.] In Eng-
land, a weight of cheese, etc. a statute of 1430

makes the clove equal to 7 pounds. The word is still used

in Suffolk and Esaex for a weight of 8 pounds of cheese or

wool, as a divisinn of tlie wcy.

clove-bark, clove-cinnamon (klov'bark, -sin"-

a-mon), n. Same as clove-cassia (which see,

under cassia).

clove-gillyflower (kl6v'jil'i-flou-6r), «. [ME.
Clowe gilofrc, etc., clove; in mod. sense anew
oomp. of docc* + gillyflower: see clove^ and gil-

lyflower.^ If. Same as cloved, 1.

In that countree growen many trees that beren cloxee-

gilo/res and notemuges. Mandetrille, Travels.

2. One of the popular names of Dianthus Cary-

ophyllus, given especially to the clove-scented,

double-flowered, whole-colored varieties.

clove-Mtch (klov'hich), n. See hitch, 6.

clove-hook (klov'huk), n. Naut., same as sis-

ter-hook.

clovel (klo' vel), n. [E. dial.] Same as bacJc-har.

cloven (klo'vn), p. a. [< ME. cloven, < AS. clofen,

pp. of cledfan, cleave : see cleave^'] 1 . Divided

;

parted; split; riven.

She did confine thee . . .

Into a cloven pine. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

2. Jnher. Seesarcelled— Cloven hoof. See hoof.

—To show the cloven hoof, to show that one has designs

of an evil or diabolic character, the devil being commonly
represented with cloven hoofs.

cloven-berry (kld'vn-ber'i), n. A shrub of the

West Indies, Samyda serrulata, which bears a
dehiscent fleshy fruit.

cloven-footed (kld'vn-fufed), a. [ME. clove-

fote; < cloven, + foot + -€(P.'\ 1. Having the

foot divided into parts ; cloven-hoofed ; fis-

siped.— 2. In ornith., having the webs of a
palmate foot deeply incised, so that the foot is

almost semipalmate, as in a tern of the genus
Hydroehelidon, the Lamsfissipes or cloven-foot-

ed gull of early authors.

cloven-hoofed (klo'vn-hoft), a. Having the
hoof divided into two parts, as the ox.

clove-pink (klov'pingk), re. A variety of pink
the flowers of which smell like cloves.

clover (klo'v^r), n. [E. dial, claver, clavver, Sc.

elaver, claiver; < ME. clover, earlier claver, < AS.
cl&fre, usually cUefro =D. Iclaver= M\jOt. klever,

klaveren, LG. Iclever, Mewer = Dan. Mover = Sw.
klofver = (in shorter form) OHG. chleo, chle

(chlew-), MHG. Me {Mew-), G. klee, clover. Root
unknown.] 1 . A name of various common spe-

cies of plants of the genus Trifolium, natural

order Leguminosw. They are low herbs, chiefly found
in the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere.
There are about 200 species, of which about ^ are natives

of the United .States, chiefly west of the Rocky Mountains.
Many are valuable forage-plants. The red, purple, or
meadow clover, T. pratewte, is extensively cultivated for

fodder and as a fertilizer. The white or Dutch clover, T.

repens, is common in pastiu'es. Tlie Alsike clover, T. hy-
bndum, and the Italian, carnation, or crimson clover, T.

iTicamatum, are sometimes cultivated. Other species,

mostly weeds of little value, are the yellow or hop clover,

T. agrarium; the stone, hare's-foot, or rabbit-foot clover,

T. arvense ; the strawberry clover, T. /ragiferum; the
buffalo clover, T. re/lexum ; the zigzag clover, T. medium,
etc. The above are all natives of Europe, though several

are widely naturalized.

2. One of several plants of other genera belong-
ing to the same order. Species of Melilotus are known
as sweet clover and Bokhara or tree clover. Bur- or heart-

clover is Medicago maculata ; Calvary clover, the spiny-

fruited Medicago Echinus ; bush-clover, species of Lespe-
deza ; bird's-foot clover, Lotus comiculatus and Trigonella
omithopodioides ; prairie clover, species of Petalostemon,
etc.—Clover-hay worm, the larva of the pyralid moth,
Asopia costalis (b abricius). It occurs all over the United
States and Canada, and was probably bnjught from Eu-
rope ; it feeds exclusively upon stored clover, matting it

together with silk filled with excremental pellets, and
utterly spoiling it as food for stock. It makes its cocoon
either at the borders of the hay-mow or stack, or entirely
away from it, under a board or other shelter. There aj*e

two or three annual generations, and the insect hibernates
as a larva. See cut in next column.— ClOver-root borer.
See borer.—To be or live In clover, to be lilte a cow in

aclover-fleld— that is, in most comfortable or enjoyable
circumstances ; live luxuriously or in abundance.
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t *
Clover-hay Worm {.4sa^ia castnlis), natural size.

, 2, larvK ; 3, cocoon ; 4, chrysalis ; 5, 6. moth, with wings expanded
and closed ; 7, worm covered with silken web.

clovered (klo'vferd), a.

ered with clover.
[< clover + -cfJ2.] Cov-

Flocks thick-nibbling through the clover'd vale.

Tmmson, Summer, I. 1235.

clover-grass (klo'vfer-gras), n. Same as clover.

clover-nuUer (kl6'v6r-hul"6r), re. A machine
for separating clover-seeds from their hulls.

clover-leaf (klo'ver-lef ), re. The leaf of clover

;

a trefoil.

clover-sick (klo'ver-sik), a. In bad condition

from being too long
used for raising clo-

ver : said of land.

clover-weevil (klo'-

ver-we"vil), re. A
kind of weevil of the
genus Apion, differ-

ent species of which
feed on the seeds of

the clover, as also

on tares and other
leguminous plants.
A. apricans, especially, is

frequently very destruc-
tive to fields of red clo-

ver, laying its eggs among
the flowers, from which
the grubs eat their way
into the pods. It is of a bluish-black color and little more
than a line in length.

clovery (kl6'ver-i), a. [< clover -I- -yl.] Pull of

clover; abounding in clover : &s, clovery grsLSS.

They [peasant women] bring_ a sense of the country's

clovery pasturage, in the milk just drawn from the great

cream-colored cows. IlowelU, Venetian Life, vi.

clovewort (klov'wfert), re. [< clove^ + worfl-.']

A name given to plants belonging to the natural

order Caryophyllaceai.

clow^ (klou), 11. An obsolete or dialectal form
of clough^, 5.

clow^ (klo), V. i. [A var. of claw.'\ To pull to-

gether rudely ; labor irregularly in a tumultu-
ous manner. [North. Eng.]

clowe-gilofret, »• [ME. : see clove-gillyflower

and ctoj'e*.] A clove.

clown (kloun), n. [Early mod. E. cloune (Levins,

1570, perhaps the earliest instance cited), < Icel.

klunni, a clumsy, boorish fellow (= North Fries.

klonne, a clown, bumpkin—Wedgwood) ; cf. Sw.
dial. Muns, a hard knob, a clumsy fellow, Munn,

Ciover-weevil {Apion apricat
{Vertical line shows natural size.)

Cloy

clown (kloun), V. X. [< clown, «.] To act or be-

have as a clown
;
play the clown.

Beshrew me, he clowns it properly indeed.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 2.

clownaget (klou'naj), n. [< clown + -age.']

The manners of a clown.
And he to serve me thus I inicratitude

Beyond the coarseness yet of any clownage.
B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, i. 4.

Kural clownage or urbanity. Ford, Fame's Memorial,

clownery (klou'n6r-i), re. [(.clown + -ery.] 1.

The condition or character of a clown ; ill-breed-

ing ; rustic behavior ; rudeness of manners.

Honesty is but a defect of wit

;

Eespect but mere rusticity and clownery.
Chapman, All Fools, ii. 1.

'Twere as good
I were reduc'd to clownery.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 2.

2. Clownish buffoonery, as in a pantomime.
riie trivial and the bombastic, the drivelling, squinting,

sprawling clowneries of nature, with her worn out stage-

properties and rag-fair emblazonments.
Sterling, quoted in Whipple's Lit. and Life, p. 113.

clown-heal (kloim'hel), re. A common labiate

plant, Stadiys palustris : first so called by the

herbalist Gerard because a countryman who
had out himself to the bone with a scythe was
said to have healed the wound with this plant.

Also called clown's allheal and clown's wound-
wort.

clownish (klou'nish), «. [< cloivn + -ish^.] 1.

Pertaining to or characteristic of clowns or

rustics; like a clown; rude; coarse; awkward;
ungainly.

A cloud of cumbrous gnattes doe him molest, . . .

But with his cloumish hands their tender wings
He brusheth oft. Spenser, F. Q., 1. 1. 23.

What if we essay'd to steal

The clownish fool out of your father's court 7

Shak., As you Like it, i. 3.

He [Leicester] mimicked with ready accent the manners
of the affected or the clmenish, and made his own graceful

tone and manner seem doubly such when he resumeti it.

Scott, Kenilworth, xvii.

2. Aboimding in clowns ; dull ; stupid ; uncul-

tured; tmrefined: as, "a clownish neighbour-
hood," Dryden. =Syn. Churlish, Loutish, etc. See boor-

ish.

clownishly (klou'nish-li), adv. In a clownish
manner; coarsely; rudely.

clownishness (klou'nish-nes), re. The state or

quality of being clownish; rusticity; coarse-

ness or rudeness of behavior or langiiage; in-

civility; awkwardness.
Even his Dorick dialect has an incomparable sweetness

in its clownishness. Dryden.

clownist (klou'nist), re. [< clown -t- -isf] One
who acts the clown ; a clown.

We are, sir, comedians, tragedians, tragi-comedians,

comi-tragedians, pastorists, humorists, clovmists, satirists.

Middletvn (,and another), Mayor of Queenborough, v. 1.

clown's-treacle (klounz'tre'kl), re. A name of

tlie garlic, Allium sativum.

clo'wring (klour'ing), n. [Cf. E. dial, clour, a
lump.] In stone-cutting, the process of split-

ting off superfluous stone with a wedge-shaped
chisel, or with a pick, thus reducing the faces

of the stone to nearly plane surfaces. In this

condition it is said to be wasted off.

a log, Dan. Munt, a log, a block, = D. Mont, a cloy^ (kloi), r. t. [< OF. *cloyer, var. of doer, F
clod, lump; cf. also Dan. Sw. Mump, a lump
(see ctefci and clump"^) ; for the sense, cf. hlocl'-

liead, dodpoll. The notion that the word clown
is derived from L. eolonus, a husbandman (see

colony), though phonetically possible (cf . croum,

ult. < L. corona), is erroneous; but it has per-

haps affected the use of down.] 1. A man of

rustic or coarse manners ; a person without re-

finement ; a lout ; a boor ; a churl.

By my soul, a swain ! a most simple clowji

!

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1.

As the husband is, the wife is : thou art mated with a
clown.

And the grossness of his nature will have weight to drag
thee down. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

2. A husbandman ; a peasant ; a rustic.

When Little John came, to gambols they went.
Both gentlemen, yeomen, and cloum.

Robin Hood's Birth (Child's Ballads, V. 346).

The clown, the child of nature without guile.

Blest with an infant's ignorance of all

But his own simple pleasures. Cuwpcr, Task, iv. 623.

3. A professional or habitual jester ; a merry-
man or buffoon, as in a pantomime, circus, or

other place of entertainment, and formerly in

the households of the great.

The roynish clown, at whom so oft

Your grace was wont to laugh.
Shak., As you Like it, it 2

= Syn. See jester iMA zany.

doner, nail, fasten or join with nails (in comp.
encloyer (see accloy), cloy, choke or stop up,

var. of cndoucr, nail, drive in a nail), < clo, clou,

< L. davus, a nail: see dove^ and clout^.] If.

To pierce
;
gore.

Which with his cruell tuske him deadly cloyd.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi. 48.

2t. In farriery, to prick (a horse) in shoeing.

He never shod a horse but he cloyed him.
Baco7i, Apophthegms.

3f . To stop up ; obstruct ; clog.

The duke's purpose was to have cloyed the harbotir by

sinking ships laden with stones.
Speed, Henry VI., IX. xvi. § 30.

4. To spike; drive a spike into the vent of: as,

to cloy a gun.

Did .Tove look on us, I would laugh, and swear
Tliat his artillery is cloy'd by me.

Fletcher (and MasmigerT), False One, v. 4.

5. To satiate; gratifj; to repletion or so as to

cause loathing ; surfeit ; sate.

Wlio can . . .

. . . cloy the hungry edge of appetite

By bare imagination of a feast ?

Shak., Rich. II., i. 8.

Let smooth-chinn d amourists be cloy'd in play.

And surfeit on the baue of hateful leisure.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

=Syn. 8. Sate, etc. (see satisfy), pall, glut, gorge.



I

cloy

cloy"t (kloi), V. t. [Appar. a corruption of
claw, v., by confusion with cloy^.^ To stroke
with a claw.

His royal hird
Priui*?8 the iinniortal wing, ami ctoyti his healt,

As wiien liis god is pleas'd. Shak., Cymheline, v. 4.

cloyert (kloi'er), «. [< cloy^ + -crl.] One who
intrudes on the profits of young sharpers by
claiming a share. [Thieves' slang.]

Then there's a cloyer, or snap, that <lo}:rs aiiy new brother
In that trade and snaps— will have half in any booty.

Middleton aiid Dekker, Roaring Girl.

cloyless (kloi ' les), a. [< c!oy^ + -less.} Not
causing satiety.

Epicurean cooks
Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite.

Shak., A. andC.ii. 1.

Cloymentt (kloi'ment), n. [< c%l + -meitt.}

Surfeit; repletion tjeyond the demands of ap-
petite.

Alas, their love may be call'd appetite . . .

That suffer surfeit, cloyment, and revolt.

Shak., T. N., ii. 5.

club^ (klnb), n. [< ME. club, clubb, cliibbe, also
clob, etc., < Icel. Vlubba = Sw. l-lubba = Dan.
klub, prob. an assimilated form (66 < mb, mp)
of Icel. klumba, a club, = Sw. Dan. Iclump,

climip, lump; ef. Sw. klubb, a clump, block;
Dan. klumjifodet, elubfooted : see clump^ and
clown. As the name of a suit of cards, clubs is

a translation of Sp. bastos, the suit of clubs,
pi. of basto, a club, a cudgel (see basto, baston).
The figure on these cards is now a trefoil or
clover-leaf; cf. Dan. klover = D. kluxer, a club
at cards, lit. 'clover': see clover.l 1. A stick
or piece of wood suitable for being wielded club^ (klub).
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He had a few gray hairs plaited and clubbed behind.

Irving, Kniclierbocker, p. 17.

4. Milit., to demoraitze or confuse by a blun-
der in tactical manoeuvers: as, to club a bat-
talion. [Slang.]

club-moss

clubbing-drinkt (klub'ing-dringk), n. A bever-
age drunk at a club, tavern, or coffee-house.
Ue hath a drink called canplie [coffee), which is made of

a brown berry, and it may bo called their clubbing-drink
between meals. Howell, Letters (1660).

club2 (klub), n.
' [Appears first in the middle clubbishl (klub'ish),«. [< c?m61 -f -isfel.] Kude;

of the 17th century, written club or clubbc, and clownish; rustic.

applied to convivial societies originating and Ten kings do die before one chibbish clowne.

meeting in coffee-houses and taverns; prob. a Mir. /or Mags., p. 231.

particular application of efi(61 in the sense of a clubbishs (klub'ish), a. l<club^ + -islil.'} Dis-
' clump' or 'knot,' i. e., of men (see club'^, 3); Posed to associate or club together; elubable.

"ial a clubbist (klub'ist), n. [< club^ + -isQ Onecf. Sw. Wm65, a clump, etc. (see club'^), dial
crowd ; G. klump, a lump, mass, crowd : see
clump'^.'] 1. A company of persons organized
to meet for social intercourse, or for the pro-
motion of some common object, as literature,
science, politics, etc. Admission to the membership
of clubs is connnonly by ballot. Clubs are now an impor.
tant feature of social life in all large cities, many of them
occupying large buildings containing meeting-rooms, li-

braries, restaurants, etc.

We now use the word clubbe for a sodality in a tavern.
Aubrey (I6m).

What right has any man to meet in factious clubs to
vilify the government? Dryden, Ded. of The Medal.

who belongs to a party, club, or association;
a supporter of clubs. [Bare.]
The crowd shouted out, with rage, at sight of this latter

the name of a Jacobin townsman and clubbist ; and shook
itself to seize him. Carlyle, French Rev., III. iv. 3.

Literary clubs and clubbists.

Jour, of Education, XVIII. 99.

clubby (klub'i), a. [< club^ + -3/I.] Of a club-
able or social disposition. Sola.

club-compasses (klub'kum"pas-ez), n. pi. A
foi-m of compasses having a bullet or cone at
the extremity of one leg, which is inserted in a
hole.

A large heavy fist;

„ ™, . , Mir. for Mags.A club-house.—3. The united expenses of club-flsted (klub'fis"ted), a. Having a burly
a company

;
joint charge ; mess accoimt. fist.

We dined at a French house, but paid ten shillings for club-foot (klub'fut), n. [< club''- + foot. Cf . G.
our part of the club. Pepys, Diai-y. . Mumpfuss = D. klompwet = Icel. klumbufotr =

The end of our club is to advance conversation and elub-fistt (klub'fist) 11
friendship.

_
«,«/(, Letters, hence, a brutal fellow.'

.0

in the hand as a weapon ; a thick, heavy stick
used as a weapon; a cudgel.

But make you ready your stiff bats and clubs.

Shak., Cor., i. 1.

Afl he pulled off his helmet, a butcher slew him with
the strouk of a club. Sir J. Ilayward.

2. In the games of golf and shinty, a staff with
a crooked and heavy head for driving the ball.

See golf-club, 1.— 3. A round solid mass; a
clump ; a knot.

The hair carried into a club, according to the fashion.
Buluvr.

4. A playing-card that is marked with trefoils

in the plural, the suit so marked.
Ensanguined hearts, clubs typical of strife.

And spades, the emulem of untimely graves.
Coirper, Task, iv. 218.

The suit of clttbs upon the Spanish cards is not the tre-
foils as with us, but positively clubs, or cudgels, of which
we retiiin the name, though we have lost the figures; the
original name is bastos. The spades are swords, called in
Spain espadas; in this instance we retain the nabie and
some faint resemblance of the figure.

StrtUt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 424.

5. In entom., a suddenly broadened outer por-
tion of an antenna, formed by two, three, or
more enlarged tenninal joints, as in most wee-
vils. See cut imder claiatiA.— 6. In fungi of

4. The contribution of an individual to a joint
charge.

The fine fellows are always inviting him to the tavern,
and make hint pay his club. Swift, Journal to Stella, vi.

v.; pret. and pp. clubbed, ppr.
clubbing. [< club'^, n.'\ I. intrans. 1. To com-
bine or join together, as a number of individ-
uals, for a common purpose ; form a club : as,

to club together to form a library.— 2. Specifi-
cally, to contribute to a common fund ; com-
bine to raise money for a certain purpose.
We were resolved to club for a coach. Taller, No. 137.

The owl, the raven, and the bat
Clubbed for a feather to his hat. Swift.

3. To be united in producing a certain effect;
combine into a whole.

Till grosser atoms, tumbling in the stream
Of fancy, madly met, and clubbed into a dream.

Dryden.

H. trans. 1. To unite; add together by con-
tribution; combine.
By thus clubbing our books in a common library, we

should each of us have the advantage of using the books
of all the other members. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 119.

The two brothers who clubbed their means to buy an
elephant. T. Hook, Gilbert Gumey, III. i.

2. To divide into an average amount for each
individual concerned: as, to club the expense
of an entertainment,

club^ (klub), V. ». ; pret. and pp. clubbed, ppr.
clubbing. [Cf. d«6i.] \aut., to drift down a

Dan. klumpfod (= Sw. klampfot), a club-foot:
see dM61.] 1. A deformed or distorted foot : a
foot which is set awry from the ankle, and is

generally also imperfect in shape or undersized.— 2. A similar twisted condition of the feet
which is normal in some animals, as sloths.

—

3. [Without the hyphen.] Congenital distor-
tion of the foot ; the state of having a club-
foot or club-feet ; talipes (which see) : as, to
be afflicted with clubfoot ; the surgical treat-
ment of clubfoot. Also called clubbing Club-
foot moss. Same as club-moss.

elubfooted (klub'fufed), a. [< club-foot +
-f(/2.] Having a club-foot or club-feet ; affectr
ed with clubfoot ; taliped.

Clubfootedness (klub'fut"ed-nes), n. The
state of being elubfooted or taliped.

club-grass (klub'gras), n. A kind of grass con-
stituting the small genus C'oryncphoru.^, native
to southern Europe. It has a jointed beard,
which is club-shaped at the apex.
clubhaul (klub'hal), r. t. NauL, to tack (a
ship) when in danger of missing stays and drift-

ing ashore, by letting go the lee anchor as soon
as the ship's head comes into the wind, and
then causing the vessel to pay off in the right
direction by hauling on a hawser previously at-
tached to the anchor and led in on the lee quar-
ter. The hawser is then cut, and, the sails be-
ing trimmed, the ship stands off on the new
tack.

club-headed (klub'hed"ed), a. l<club^ + head
+ -cd'i. Cf. clodpoll, blockhead, etc.] Having
a thick head: as, "club-headed antennse," Der-
ham.

_^ ^___ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^
current with an anchor dragging on the bottom,

the family rVuiacie/, theclaviform recepfacTe clubability, clubbability (klub-a-bil'j-ti), n.

or one of its branches. .1/. V. Cooke, British C*' elubable : see -bility.} The quality of being
Fungi, p. 335.-7. A small spar to which the elubable or social.

toot of a gaff-topsail or the clue of a staysail elubable, clubbable (klub'a-bl), a. [< club^ + club-nouse (klub'hous), n. A house occupied
-able.'] Having the qualities that make a man by a club, or in which a el

'

fit to be a member of a social club ; companion-
able; sociable.

John Gibson Lockhartwas not a social OT clubbable man.
Carruthers.

A very small lx)dy of citizens entitled to be classed as
elubable men. I'he Century, XXV. 311.

place of meeting and entertainment, always open to those
who are membere of the club. To the original cotfee-room
and news-room the typical modern club-house adds library
and readingrooni, and usually card-, billiard-, and sniok-
ing-riioms, baths, etc., and often bedrooms. The cuisine
and domestic <lepartments are also complete.

club-law (klub'la), «. 1. Government by clubs
or violence; the use of arms or force in place
of law.— 2. In the game of loo, a rule that when
clubs are trumps no player may pass or give up
his hand.
clubman^ (klub'man), n.

;
pi. clubmen (-men).

[< cbdA -I- man.'] One who carries a club; one
who fights with a club.

Alcides, surnam'd Hercules,
The only clubman of his time.

Soliman and Perseda, 1599.

club-ballt (klub'bal), n. A game. See extract.

club-ball is a pastime clearly distinguished from cambuc
or goff. . . . The difference seems to have consisted in
the one being played with a curved bat and the other witli
a straight one. StrxUt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 173,

clubbed (klubd),n. [< ME. clubbed, clobbed, club-
shaped, also rude ; < club^ + -ed^.] Shaped
like a club ; thickened at the end.

Orete clobbed staves. Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 10.

The flnger-ends are swollen, and a c2u6',ie(2 appearance ,..i„v —-_> /iii,/ \ ry770_i_ n
is present. Bucks Ua7ulbook of Med. &T,y. US. Club-man- (klub man), n. [< dub^ -i- man.]

Spcclfleally, in entom. : (a) Clavate; dilated toward the
A niember of a club; one who prefers the life

or lib is bent to makn th« anil oAf tn tlio V,oot apex: as, clubbed anteimBe or tibiaj. See cut under da- °f Clubs,

advantmre """'• <'> ^om'ii'K " club: as, clubbed terminal joints of Hawthorne does not . . . covet the applause of the

„vi,V.l ni K^ 4 i 1 , ,1 .

the anteumo. clever club-man. K. A. Jiev., CXXIII. 4m.
ciab'- (klub), V. t.

; pret. and pp. clubbed, ppr. clubberi (klub'tr), ?^. [< c;«6i. v., -t- -erl.l One „i„i, *»_ m t , •**/, \ r/ » 10 _i_

clubbing. Kclubl,,,. See clubbed.] 1. T^eat who clubs; one who strikes with a club
""* club-master (klub

'
mas nfer), n. [< cluf -\-

with a club.-2. To convert into a club; use clubber^ (kW6r),r™62 J., + irl ] One
"!"?"'''-^ ^^^ "''''"S" °* °' purveyor for a

.0 » „i..v.
. jjg^ to cliih a musket (by taking hold who belongs to a club ; a clubbist ; a club-man.

^j^^j^j^^ (klub'ing), 11. [Verbal n. of club',

v., regarded as intransitive.] 1. The state of
being or becoming clubbed or club-shaped, as
the hands or feet.— 2. Same as clubfoot. See
club-foot, 3.— 3. The act of beating with a club

:

as, the police resorted to clubbing.

, clubs. A, Hoisttng-pole.

as a club: , ^_
of the barrel and striking with the butt)."
Here occurred a short, sharp, and obstinate hand-to-

hand conflict with bayonets and clubbed muskets
The Century, X.XXl. 455.

3. To unite, as the hair, in a solid mass or knot
resembling a club.

club.

club-moss (klub'mos), n. The common name
of plants of the order Lyeopodiacea;, more par-
ticularly of the genus Lycopodium. Also called
clubfoot moss.

The cltib-moss (Selago) was a fetish of another kind.
The man who carried the divine object was secure against
all misfortune : and blindness could be cured by the



club-moss
fames of a few of its leaves, wliich were dried and thrown
into tlie fire. It liad to be gathered with a curious magi-
cal ceremony. C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 2(i0.

club-room (klub'rom), n. The apartment in
which a club meets.
clubroot (klub'rot), ?!. A disease of the roots of
cabbage, consisting of large swellings, caused
by the myxomyeetous fungus Plasmodiophora
Srassic<e.

club-rush (klub'rush), n. 1 . Aplant of the genus
^i,-irp>(s.— 2. The cattail reed, Tijplia latifoUa.
club-shaped (klub'shapt), a. Shaped "like a
club; elavate.

club-skate (klub'skat), n. [< cluh^ + skate.
The first skate of the kind made with heel-but-
ton and clamp for the sole was named the ''New
York Club skate," after an organization then
existing (I860).] A skate the framework of
which is made of light iron or steel, with clamps,
springs, or screws, to fasten it securely to the
shoe.

clubster (klub'stfer), n. [< chib^ + -star.'] A
frequenter of clubs ; a boon companion.
He was no clubster listed among good fellows.

Moffer north. Lord Guilford, I. 145.

club-topsail (klub'top'sal, -si), n. Naut, a
large gafif-topsail, used in yachts, having a small
spar called a club bent to its foot so as to ex-
tend it beyond the end of the gaff. The head of
the sail is also extended above the masthead by a light
spar called a hoistituj-pole^ See clubi, n., 7.

cluck (kluk),<j. [Also dial, clutch; earlier usu-
ally clock (see clock^; < ME. clokken, < AS.
cloccian = MD. klocken, D. klohken = MLG.
klucken, LG. klukken = MHG. klucken, also
glucken, G. glucken = Dan. klukke = Sw. klticka
= W. clweian, clocian = L. glocire, later *glo-
ciare (cf. glocidare and gluttirc, cited from Fes-
tus) (> It. chiocciare, croceiare =: Sp. clocar,
cloquear, coclear = Pr. cloquiar = OF. cloucer,
gloucer, later glosser, glousser, F. glousser), cluck
as a hen (ef. It. chioccia = Sp. clueca = MLG.
klucke = MHG. kluckc, G. klucke, gliicke, a brood-
ing hen; E. dial, clecki-, hatch, ckck'^, cluck), =
Gr. KAuaaeiv, cluck as a hen; cf. Gr. Kloteiv,
croak as a jackdaw, groan in disapprobation

;

Hind, kurkurana, cluck, cackle, murmur: all

1062 clumse
Hence— 3. Anything that guides or directs clump2 (klump;, v. i. [Prob. < clumpl, n cf

^oh-tTn^nf °«*"'"'*f
''^"'

' t^'^" ""L^^y
*° *^.« ^^^ klumpe,klompe, a wooden shoe,' clog asolution of a puzzle or problem, or the unravel- var. form of the noun. Cf . damn* 1 To walkmg of a plot or mystery: in allusion to the heavily and clumsily

mythological story that Theseus was guided clump-Mock (klump' blok), «. In meeh abv a clue of thread thrn„ch th„ r.M.r. i„i,„_ strongly made block with a thick sheave and a
large openmg. See cut under block.
clump-boot (klump'bot), n. [< clump''^ + boot^.
Cf. 1). klomj), a clump, also a wooden shoe.]

by a clue of thread through the Cretan laby-
rinth.

They are only to be understood and traced by the clue
of experience. Bacon, Political Fables, x., Expl.
This clue will unravel what otherwise would seem very

inconsistent In my fathers domestic character.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 3.

4. A measure of yam or hemp, 4,800 yards.—
5. Naut., a lower corner of a square sail or the
aftmost corner of a fore-and-aft sail.-ciues of a ciumT)erlt"(kium '"^^Pr thammock, the combination of smalUines by which it is i™^f ' ",."^™ V^^>' V.

suspended.—From clue to earing (naut.), from the bot-
tom to the top ; from one end to the other : throughout •

entirely.

clue, clew (klo), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. clued, eletoed,

ppr. cluing, clewing. [< clue, clew, re.] 1. Naut.,
to haul up to the yard (the lower comers of a "' " '

topsail, topgallantsail, or royal) by means of clumper^ (klum'pfer),
the clue-lines : used with ?(» MTjG. /:/««>«/? H^iMti/.

A heavy boot for rough wear.
cliunperi (klum'per), n. [< ME. *clumpre (?), <
A8.c72/»i!2)re,alump: seecfampl.] A large piece;
a lump ; in coal-mining, a large mass of fallen
rock. [Forest of Dean, Eng.J

^nt (klum'per), v. t. [Preq. of verb
'clump\ or ult. < clumpeA, n. ; cf. Dan. klumpe,
Sw. klimpa, clot, coagulate; from the noun:
see clumpi.) To form into clumps or masses.

Vapours . . .

Clumper'd in balls of clouds.
Dr. II. More, Infinity of Worlds, st. 92.

-

—

-^~- V—Ji'p6r),M. [< clump'i + -er^. Cf.
MLG. klumpe, klompe, a wooden shoe, clog: see

"Here comes Cape Horn! "said the chief mate; and we ''''"'?/>•] A thick, heavy shoe : usually in the
had hardly time to haul down and clew up before it was Plural. [Prov. Eng.]
upon us. -fi- /f. I>ana, ^r.. Before the Mast, p. 28. clumpertont, n. IMso clomperton; appar. <
2. To direct, as by a clue or thread. Beau, and
Fl.

clue-garnet (klo 'gar ''net), n. Naut., a pur-
chase, consisting of two single blocks and a
fall, by which the lower comer of a square
mainsail or foresail is hauled up to the yard

clumperl + -ton, as in simpleto'u. Ct'.clumpse =
clumse.'^ A clown. Minsheu, 1617 ; Coles, 1717.

Fallinge ... to altercation with a stronge stubbeme
clomperton, he was shrowdlie beaten of him.

Polydorus Vergiliiis (trans.).

clumping (klum'ping), n. [< clump'^, 4, -I- -ing^.']
The process of curling the hair in clumps.clue-iron (klo'I-'ern), n. Naut., a shackle-shaped ?''*' process of curling the hair in clumps,

iron at the clues of large sails. The leech-rope
ClumpsM, clumpset (klumps), a. and n. Vari-

and foot-rope of the sails are spliced into eves in the clue- ^^^ forms of clumse.
clumps^ (klumps), n. [Appar. orig. pi. of clump\

imitative words, more or less varied, which may
be compared, as to form, with chmk^, clicki,
clack, crake, croak, cocfci.] I. intrans. To utter
the caU or cry of a brooding hen or a hen with
young chicks.

The lines were only a part of the sound of his wife's
tongue, distracting him no more than the clucking of the
maternal hens about the house.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 66.

n, trans. To call or incite by clucking, as a
hen her chicks.

When she (poor hen !), fond of no second brood.
Has cluclc'd thee to the wars. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

cluck (kluk), n. [< cluck, v. In second sense,
cf. click^, M.] 1 . A sound uttered by a hen when
broody, or in calling her chicks.— 2. Same as
clicks, 2.

clucking-hen (kluk'ing-hen), n. A name in
Jamaica of the crying-bird, carau, or limpkin,
Aramus jnctus.

cludiform (klo'di-f6rm), a. [< ML. 'cludus (a
reflex of OF. clou, < L. clavus, a nail : see eloiei
and clavtts) -t- L. forma, shape.] Nail-shaped

;

cuneiform : specifically applied to the charac-
ters of the ancient inscriptions of Babylonia,
Assyria, and Persia. See arrow-headed and cu-
neiform. [Rare.]
clue, clew (klo), n. [< ME. elewe, clowe, clue.i
AS. cliwen, clywen, cleowen (once clywe) = D.
kluwen, formerly also klauwe, klouwe, = LG.
kluwe, klouwen = 0H6. chliuwa, chliwa, MHG.
kliuwe, with dim. OHG. chliuwelin, MHG. kliu-
welin, and kliuwel, dissimilated kniulin, kniuwel,
G. knduel (> Dan. nogle, neut., clue), a ball, a
ball of thread; cf. L. gluere, draw together,
Skt. gldus, a ball

; perhaps akin to L. gldmus,
a clue, a ball of thread (see glomerate), and
globus, a ball (see globe). The naut. senses
are prob. of D. origin.] 1. A ball or skein of
thread or yam.

steal out, all alone, to the kiln, and, darkling, throw into
the pot a clue of blue yam. Burns, Halloween, Kotes.

2. The thread or yam that is wound into the
form of a ball ; thread in general.

He [Theseus] formed that ingenious device of his clue,
which led directly through all the windings of the laby-
""">• Bacon, Political Fables, x.

It is decreed
That I must die with her ; our clue of life
Was spun together.

Matfiinger, Virgin-Martyr, iv. 3.

— *«*^v^ »ux^o. ine icecu-rope
ana loot-rope of the sails are spliced into eyes in the clue
iron, and the tacks and sheets secured to it.

clue-jigger (klo'jig'fer), n. Naut., a small pur-
chase for tricing up the comers of topsails and
courses forward of the yards, so that the sails
may be easily furled.

clue-line (kle'lin; colloq. klo'Un), n. Naut, a
purchase or single rope for hauling up to the
yards the clues of topsails, topgaUantsails,
and royals.

clum^t (klum), n. and a. [Early mod. 'E.clumme, <
ME. clum, clom, silence; cf. AS. clumian (once),
mutter. Imitative; cf. mum.'] I. n. Silence:
also used as an exclamation tocommand silence.
Yef [if] ye me wylleth yhere [hear], habbeth amang you

clom and reste. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 266.

Kow, pater noster, "clum," quod Nicolay,
And "clum," quod Jon, and "clum," quod Alisoun.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 462.
II. a. Silent; glum.
He is . . . clumme, and is more surly to be spoken with

than ever he was before.
Nashe, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI. 165).

clum2 (klum). An obsolete or dialectal preterit
of climb.

clum^ (klum), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. clummed, ppr.

clumming. [Ct clumse.'] 1. To handle roughly.
—2. To clutch. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]
Some in their gripyng tallants clum a ball of brasse.

A Herring's Tayle, 1598.

clumbent. Obsolete strong preterit plural of
climb.

clumber (klum'bfer), n. A kind of spaniel val-
ued as a retriever.
Clumpl (klump), n. [< ME. *clump (AS. only in
longer form clympre (var. clymppe), a lump (of
metal) ; cf . dumper'^) = D. klomp = LG. klump
( > G. klump, klumpe, klumpen) = Dan. Sw. klump,
a clump, lump, etc. (prob. = Icel. klumha, as-
similated klubba, a club, > E. club'^) ; cf. Dan.
klimp, a clod, = Sw. klimp, a clod, lump, dump-
ling, Sw. klamp, a clump. The resemblance of
clump to lump is accidental, and its connection
with clamp^, clam^, clumse, etc., remote and un-
certain.] 1 . A thick, short, unformed piece of
wood or other solid substance; a shapeless
mass.— 2. A cluster; a small, closely gathered
group : used especially of trees or shmbs, but
sometimes of other things and of persons.
He could number the fields in every direction, and could

tell how many trees there were in the mostdistantcfujjip.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 134.

».] A game of questions and answers. The
players are divided into two parties ; two players one
from each side, select an object which the othei-s try to
discover by questioning them, the answers being "yes"
or "no," and each party questioning that one of the two
who belongs to the opposite side. The side that guesses
the object first takes one player from the other side and
this continues until all the players of one party but one are
taken by the other, when that one is beaten or "clumps."
clumpy (klum'pi), a. [< clump^ + -yl; = Sw.
klumpig, elwnBy.] Consisting of clumps ; mas-
sive; lumpy.
clumse (klums), V.

;
pret. and pp. clumsed, ppr.

clumsing. [< ME. clumsen, clomsen, cloumsen, <
Norw. klumsa, make speechless, palsy, prevent
from speaking, silence, muzzle (an animal),
also klumra, kluma, klumme, and in comp. /or-
klumsa, with same sense, whence klumsad, pp.,
also klumsa, speechless, palsied, by a spasm or
by fear, or (as sometimes thought) by witchery,
= Sw. dial, (with strong pp. suffix) klummsen,
klumsun, klomsen, benumbed -mth cold; with
formative -s (or, in the form kluma, directly;
cf. D. kleumen, and in comp. ver-kleumen, ver-
klomen (= LG. rer-klamen = 6. ver-klomen), be
numb with cold— a secondary form, with pp. as
adj., verkleumd = LG. rerklamt, equiv. to 6. ver-
klommen (with strong suffix), benumbed with
cold) from an assumed pp. {"khimen) of a verb
(*kliman) from the pret. of which ("klam) is de-
rived E. clam^ with its cognates, the orig. sense
being 'to stick, adhere ': the word clumse, with
its more familiar deriv. clumsy, being thus in
relation with c/a»jl, clam^, clem^, etc. : see these
words.] I.t trans. To numb, benumb, stiffen,
or paralyze with cold or fear.

That clowde cloumsed vs clene
That come schynand so clere.

Such syght was never seue
To seke all sydis seere. York Playt, p. 191.

Fadres bihelden not sones with clumjsid hindis.
Wyclif, Jet. jdvii. 3 (Purr.X

He that will noght thynk of this . . .

He is outlier clomsed [L. hebes] or wode [crazy].
Uampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 1651.

II. intrans. 1. To be numbed, benumbed,
stiffened, or paralyzed with cold or fear.
" Haue, Haukyn I

" quod Pacyence, " and ete this whan the •

hungreth,
Or whan thow clomsett for colde or clyngest for drye."

Piers Plowman (B), jdv. 60.

2. To die of thirst. [Shetland.]
[Now only prov.]

^r^XlfcSi '^Z^^^I<lr^^:!.X^.r.^f^' ^IHS??.^'^,'^^^' «• ^^\'\- t^lso cl»mpse, clumps;some large clumps of heartsease growing in my garden
before I saw a single humble-bee at work.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 124.

3. A thick sole secured to an ordinary boot-
sole by springs or .by cement.— 4. A small
spiral curl of hair pressed flat between the disk-
shaped ends of a pair of crimping-tongs, so as
to he close to the head.— 5. A bivalve moUusk
of the family Mactrida;,Lutrariaelliptica. it has
a broad flatfish shell about 6 inches long and 3 inches
high. It lives chiefly in muddy estuaries, burled a foot or
two deep.

< Norw. klumsa, speechless, palsied, benumbed;
or short for clumsed, pp. of clumse : see clumse,
v.] I. a. 1. Benumbed, as -with cold. [Now
only prov. Eng.]
Entombi [F.], stonied, benummed, elumpse, asleep.

Cotgrave.

Pole [F.], elumpse, benummed, or swollen with cold.

Cotgrave.

2. Idle; lazy; loutish. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. Plain-
dealing; honest. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

II. n. A stupid fellow; a numskull. Bailey.
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clumsily (Uum'zi-li). adi: In a clumsy man-

ner ; awkwardly ; In an unhandy manner; with-

out expertness, tact, dexterity, or grace.

He dared nut deceive them grossly, clumsily, openly,

impudently. Lord Brougham, John Wilkes.

clumsiness (klum'zi-nes), n. [< clumsy + -ness.2

The quality of being clumsy; awkwardness;
unhandiness ; ungainliness ; want of readiness,

nimbleness, or dexterity.

clnmsv (klum'zi), «. [Avariationof d«?n«c, a., . ^ .

^hmsed, ;«;,., with suffix -^,1.] If. Stiffened Clup^ea.Cklo'pe-e), n.pl. [NL., pi. of Clupea.-]

with cold ; benumbed

clunk (klungk), n. A sound such as is express-

ed by the imitative verb clunk; the gurgling

sound made by Uquor when poured from a

bottle. [Scoteli.]

Cluny lace, guipure, etc. See the nouns.

Clupea (klo'pe-ii), ». [NL., < L. clupea, a small

river-fish, not i(Jentified.] A genus of fishes, of

clutcb

As bees . . .

Pour lorth their populous youth about the hive

In clusters. Milton, P. L., i. 771.

In the centre of the elxu^er of Creole beauties which
everywhere gathered about her . . . she was always queen
lily. G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 274.

Clusters of Bruch. Same as aijgregate glands of Bruch.

See gland.

which the common herring is the most familiar cluster (klus'ter), i\ ^<^ ME. clusteren^^ IjG^

example, typical of the family Cfaj)CT(to. " " " ^'

-

cut under herring.

See

The Carthaginians . . . returned to the camp so cluin«y

and frozen as scarcely they felt the joy of their victory.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 425.

2. Acting as if benumbed ; awkward ; ungain-

ly ; unhandy ; uncouth ; without expertness,

dexterity, tact, or grace : as, a clumnj workman

;

a clumsy wooer.
This precious piece of verse, I really judge

Is meant to copy my own character,

A cluiiuy mimic.
Browning. Ring and Book, I. 316.

3. Manifesting awkwardness ; ill-contrived or

ill-managed ; awkwardly combined, arranged,

or used : as, a clumsy movement ; clumsy sen-

tences.
You will not have far to go, seeing that He i3 now even

among us hearing my clumsy words. Kingsley.

4. So made as to be unwieldy in certain or in

all uses ; heavilv built ; large and heavy ; not

manageable, light, or graceful.

Dire artillery's dumsy car. Scott, Marmion, iv. 27.

5. Awkward in appearance or use ; vmfamiUar;

anomalous; outr^.

See what a lovely shell. . . .

What is it? a learned man
Could give it a clumsy name.

Tennyson, Maud, xxiv. 2.

Clumsy tea, a tea with something substantial to eat.

MacmiUans Mag.=iyn^ 2. Ungainly, Uncouth, etc. (see

aiekmird), heavy, lunilrering.

clumsy-boots (klum'zi-bots), n. See hoot^.

clumsy-cleat (klum'zi -klet), n. In a whale-

boat, a stout thwart with a rounded noteh on

the after side. C. M. Seammon, Marine Mam-
mals, p. 224.

cluncni (klimch), n. [Origin obscure; prob. re-

lated to clump\ as bunch, (lunch, hunch, lunch to

In Cuvier's system, the fifth family of Mala
copterygii abdominales : same as Clupeidce, (a).

Also Clupeoidei.

clupeid (klo'pe-id), n. A fish of the family

Clupeidce. Also clupeoid.

Clupeidae (kla-pe'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Clupea
+ -idee. ] A family of malaeopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Clupea, containing the

common herring. Very different limits have been as-

signed to it by ichthyologists, (a) In Bonaparte's system

of classification, a family of Malacopterygii abdominales,

without adipose fin, and with the upper jaw formed by the

intermaxillaries, which have no pedicles, in the middle,

and by the maxillaries on the sides ; the body is nearly

always covered with numerous scales, and in most cases

a swim-bladder and numerous caeca are present. Also

Clupea and Clupeoideae. (b) In Giinther's system, a family

of physostomatous fishes, with the body covered with

scales; the head naked; the abdomen frequently com-
pressed into a serrated edge; the margin of the upper
jaw formed by the intermaxillaiies mesially and by the

maxillaries laterally, and the maxillaries composed of

three (sometimes movable) pieces ; the opercular appara-

tus complete ; the dorsal fin not elongated ; the stomach
a blind sac ; the pyloric ap.iendages numerous ; and the

gill-apparatus highly developed, the gill-openings being

generally very wide, (c) In later systems, a family con-

taining Clupeoidea with the body compressed, deciduous

scales, no distinct lateral line, a terminal niouth, supra-

maxillaries of three pieces, and a compressed and trench-

ant al)doinen. Also Clupeina.

clupeiform (kl6'pe-i-f6rm), a._ [< KL. Clupea,

klustern ; from the noun.] I. intrans. To form
or constitute a cluster or clusters

;
grow or bo

placed in clusters or groups
;
gather in a group

or groups.

Suddenly made him from my aide to start

Into the clusfring battle [army] of the French.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., Iv. 7.

After a little conference, two or three thousand men, wo-

men, and children came clustring about vs.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 175.

A trailing palm in the Malay Archipelago climbs the

loftiest trees by the aid of exquisitely-constructed hooks

clustered around the ends of the branches.
Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 192.

There at her feet lay the city in its beauty, the towers

and spires springing from amidst the clustering masses of

the college elms. Froude, Hist. Eng., Reign of Elizabeth, L

n. trans. 1. To collect into a cluster or group.

The venerable man beckoned to the various groups that

were clustered, ghost-like, in the mist that enveloped the

ship. O. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 166.

Everybody knows those large and handsome tropical lil-

ies, the yuccas, with their tall, clustered heads of big white

blossoms. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 186.

2. To produce in a cluster or clusters.

Not less the bee would range her cells,

The furzy prickle fire the dells.

The foxglove cluster dappled bells.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

3. To cover with clusters.

His kyngdom was clene clustrit with hilles.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6476.

Clustered arch, column, -window, etc. See the nouns.

Clupeina,— ^^ ..,, ^ . ,

-ina^.'] In Gilnthers system of classification,

the third group of Clupeidce, with the upper jaw
not overlapping the under, and the abdomen
serrated: same as the family Clupeidce, (c).

Clupeini (klo-pe-i'ni), n. pi. [NL.] Same as

"- , , , -- Clupeina. Bonc'iparte, 1S31.

'bunnj'^"ciump^ humjhi^^^^^^ One clugeold (klo^pe-oid), a. and n. [< C'«Pe«__+

of the names cuiTent in England for a coarse, '"' " * " "—•'-- * "' *

impui-e variety of clay, especially for that com-
monly occurring in the coal-measures. The Ox-

ford clay, a member of the Middle Oolite of the English

q. v., + L. forma, shape.] Having the form
cluster-CUpsO^lus'tfer-kups), n.pl. A common

or appearance of a hemng, in a broad sense. ^^^^ ^j jg^ secidium stage of fungi belonging
/lupeina (kl6-pe-i'na), n. i)<.

[KL.,< Clupea + - -

-oi'd.'] 1, a. Pertaining to or having the char-

acters of the Clupeidce.

H, ». Same as clupeid. L. Agassiz ; Sir J.

^, _ _ lUfhard.'ion.
geologisto, was originally designated by W. Smith as the Clupeoldea (kl6-pe-oi'de-a), n.pl. [NL., < Clu-
"clunch clay. " In Camhridgesliire some of the beds of „ j. (. .-j^ shine 1 'Asunerfamilvof mala-
the Chalk are sntficier.tly ir,durated to furnish an inferior Pe^^ ^^- Tf:^^ ?!:i„^:„ P:Jr™3,;„„ ?;„
building-stone, and this is known hi that vicinity as c(«n<;/i.

The external walls of the College (Christ's] were origi-

nally built of lilocka of clunch in courses, alternating with

red brick, and consequently, from the perishable nature

copterygian fishes containing the families Clu-

to the family UrccUnece, and especially to the

genera Puccinia and Uromyces so called be-

cause spores are produced in small cups, which
are commonly clustered. See cut at Puccinia.

cluster-fistt, ». A niggard ; a close-fisted per-

son.

I saw no other cakes on the tal)le but my owne cakes,

and of which he never proffered me so much as the least

crum, so base a cluster-fist was he.

Comical Hist, of Francion (1655).

clusteringly (klus'tfer-ing-li), adv. In clusters.

cluster-spring (klus ' ter- spring), n. A spiral

car-spring composed of several separate sprmgs
so joined as to act as one. When two, three, ormore
springs are connected, they are termed double or two-

peida;' "bussumieridte, Dorosomidce, Stolephori- m<up springs three-group springs, etc

d(B, Chaiioidce, AlepcKephalida-, Albulida, and clustery (klus ter-i), a. l< cluster + -yK^ fcx-

Elopidrr, hibiting or full of clusters
;
growing in clusters.

of that mkterial, had become so sordid and decayed as to n{„np„ij~j- ma-ne-oi'de-el n. nl. fNL.I Same clutcljl (kluch), r. [Early mod. E. also clouc;h;

n,»ke rpnair imneratlve. UlUpeOiaeffi (RIO pe-oi ue-«;, »._/«. L-^i JJ. J
uoiuc

, „„ , , .l„rhpn I »ph,l-pn. ecrrpwncmci\Ttamake repair imperative.
iri«w. Arch. Hist. Univ. of Cambridge, II. 222.

clunch' (klunch), a. [E. dial. Cf. clunchl,

clumps, and clumse, a.] 1. Close-grained, as

stone or wood.—2. Stumpy ; squat.

She is fat, and clunch, and heavy.
Mme. D Arblay, Diary, IV. 272.

clunchy (klun'chi), a. [< clunch^ + -y^.] Char-

acterized by or containing clunch.

clung (klung). Preterit and past participle of

cling.

clung (klung), |). a. [Pp. ot cling, v. i., 2.1 1.

Shrunken ; emaciated ; wasted to leanness

;

shrunk.
But » henne thair [almonds'] fruyte is ripe, as take it ynne,

And that is when thaire huske is drie and clonge.

Palladiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 55.

2. [Cf. strong as related to string.'] Strong.

[Prov. Eng.]
clung (klung), r. i. fVar. of cling, due to the

pp. form.] If. To cling.

Heavy dunging mists.
Dr. U. More, Infinity of Worlds, st. 92.

as 'Cluji'idtp, (a). Sir J. Biclmrdson, 1836,

Clupeoidei (kl6-pe-oi'de-i),n.7)i. [NL.] Same
as ChipccF. Ciivier, 1817.

Clupesoces (klij-pes'o-sez), n. j>l. [NL., < Clu-

jH)! + Ksox, pi. Esoces.'] A group of physo-

stomatous or malaeopterygian fishes, supposed

to be intermediate between Clupeidte and Eso-

cidcB, and made to contain the genera Chiro

< ME. clucchen, cluchen ('cluken, corresponding

to Sc. cleuk, duke, cluik), clutch, seize; con-

nectedwith docAe, douche (also cloke, > Sc. cleuk,

duke, cluik, clook), a claw, talon. The older and
more common form of the ME. verb is clechen

(> E. dial, cletch, clitch^, clcach) or deken (> E.

dial, deak, deck, cleik, click^) (pret. deygt, cliht,

etc.), -with noun deche, a claw. Origin doubt-

Clupesocidse (klo-pe-sos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clupea + Esocidw.] A family of malaeoptery-

gian fishes : same as Clupesoces. Sir J. liich-

ardson.

Olusia (klo'si-a), n. [NL., after Clusius, Lat-

inized name ot C. de VEscluse, a French bot-

anist.] A tropical American genus of shrubs

or trees, natural order Outtiferce. Many of the spe-

cies arc parasites, and all secrete more or less ot a milk-

like resinous juice. C. rosea yields a resin used in veteri-

nai y medicine and also as a substitute for pitcli in boats.
" insignia is the wax-llower of Demcrara, British Ouiana.

2. To shrink ; waste. HalUmell. [Prov. Eng.] cluster (klus't^r), n. [< ME. cluster, clustre.

Cluniac (klo'iii-ak), n. and a. I. n. One of a

reformed order of Benedictine monks (the or-

der of Cluny), which originated in the celebrat-

ed abbey of Cluny in Sa6ne-et-Loire, France,

founded about 910, and was very numerous in

France for several centuries.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Benedictine
monks of the order of Cluoy.
clunk (klungk), II. i. [Imitative. Cf. cloop.]

To emit a sudden hollow, gurgling sound, sucli

as is made when a cork is tjuickly pulled out
of the neck of a bottle. [Scotch.]

And made tlie lM)ttIe clunk
To their health that night.

Bums, Jolly Beggars.

doster, < AS. duster, usually clyster, = LG. Mus-

ter, a cluster
;
prob. akin to Icel. klasi = Sw.

Dan. klcise, a cluster. Other connections un-

certain.] 1. A number of things, as fruits,

growing naturally together; a bunch, particu-

larly of grapes or other fruit growing simi-

larly.

Great cltutert of ripe grapes. Spenter, Colin CHout, 1. 600.

And they gave him . . . two cluMert of raisins.

1 Sam. XXX. 12.

2. A number of persons or things of any kind
collected or gathered into a close body ; a near-

ly conjoined group or collection : as, a duster

of islands.

grip strongly: as, to clutch a dagger.

The stronge strok of the stonde strayned his ioyntes.

His ones [knees] cachche to close & clw;hchesh\a hommes,
& he with plattyng his paumes displayes his lers.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1541.

They foot and clutch their prey. G. Herbert.

The Sword he resolves to clutch as fast as if God with

his own hand had put it into his.

Hilton, Eikonoklastes, xviil.

2t. To close tightly ; clench.

Not that I have the power to cluteh my hand,

When his fair angels would salute my palm.
Shak., fc. John, il. 2.

3t. To fasten.

Oos whon Crist on the was cliht,

Whi noldestou not of mournyng minne?
Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 145.

4t. To get
;
gain.

If thay in clannes [cleanness] be cloa thay cleche gret mede.
Alliterative Poejns(,edi. Morris), ii. 12.

Specifically— 5. To seize (a clutch of eggs);

take from the clutch.

Anotlier tells how a mocking-bird appeared in southern

New England and was hunted down by himself and friend

,

its eggs clutched, and tlie bird killed.*
The Century, XXXI. 273.

n. intrans. To snatch, or endeavor to snatch;

try to grasp or seize : with at.



clutch

Clutchin^i with desperate hand
At the gay feathers of the shaft that lay
Deep in liis lieart.

William Jlorris, Earthly Paradise, II. 6.

Harrying to him, he grasped his arm as a drowning man
might clutch at sudden help.

L. M. Alcotl, Hospital Slsetchcs, p. 204.

clutch^ (kluch), «. [Early mod. E. also clouch ;

< clutth\ v., directly, or in the senses of 'paw,
talon, hand,' through ME. cloche, etc., a claw,
talon, hand: seeciM<cAl, c] 1. A grasp or hold;
specifically, a strong grip upon anytlung.

Olive trees, centuries old, hold on to the roclis with a
clutch as hard and bony as the hand of Death.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 55.

2. In mach.: (a) A movable coupling or lock-
ing and unlocking contrivance, used for trans-
mitting motion, or for disconnecting moving
parts of machinery. See bayonet-clutch, fric-
tion-clutch, etc. (6) The cross-head of a piston-
rod.— 3. The paw, talon, or claw of a rapacious
animal.
Syehe bufletez he (the bear] hym rechez with hys brode

kloke^,

Hys brest and hys brathelle was blodye alle over

!

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 792.

It was the hard fortune of a coclt to fall into the clutches
of a cat Sir R. UEstrange, Fables.

4. Figuratively, the hand, as representing pow-
er ; hence, power of disposal or control ; mas-
tery: chiefly in the plural: as, to fall into the
clutches of an enemy.

But all in vaine : his woman was too wise
Ever to come into his clouch againe.

Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 20.

I must have . . . little care of myself if I ever more
come near the clutches of such a giant. StUliiigfieet,

5. A hatch of eggs; the number of eggs incu-
bated at any one time ; in the case of the do-
mestic hen, specifically, thirteen eggs.

Many birds rear two or three broods annually, though
one clutch of eggs is the rule.

Cones, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 223.

1064 Olythridae
clyi (kli), n. [A var. of clithe, q. v.] Goose- plied to the large prothorax of certain beetles,
grass. [Prov. Eng.] the carapace of some crustaceans, etc.
clT' (kU), « [Thieves' cant.] Apocket. Tuft, clypeofrontal (klip"e-6-fron'tal), a. [< L.-_,„„„„... ..r.h,„™„, To 170C

(5j^ ) ^,,,^^^^^,^ (g^g clypeus) -I- frons (fronU),
forehead, -I- -a?. See /row to/.]

In entoni., common to the cly-
peus and front.— Clypeofrontal
suture, the clypeal or frontal suture
(wliich see, under clyi>fal).

Ctyrmnia striata.

clutch^ (kluch), V. A dialectal variant of cluck.

clutch-drill (klueh'dril), n. A drill turned by ni,r«„o«4.»_ /n- - /..ax
- --

^hitches the drill-
OlyPeaster (khp-e-as't6r),

«

Olossary of Thieves' Jargon, 1798.
Clyfaking (kli' fa-king), n. [Thieves' cant.]
Pocket-picking. H. Kiiu/sley.

Olymenia (kU-me'ni-a), «. [NL. (Milnster,
1839, also Clymene, Oken, 1815, and Clymenea), <
L. Clymene, < Gr. KXvfihr/, in myth, the name
of a nymph, etc., fem. of Klvjievo^, lit. 'famous,'

orig. ppr. pass, (equiv. to
Khrr6(, verbal adj., = L. in-

clutus, famous, = E. loud, q.
V.) of KAveiv, hear: see cli-

mit.l 1. A genus of fossil

tetrabranchiate or tentaeu-
liferous cephalopods, of the
family Nautilidte, or made
typical of the Clymeniida;
having an internal siphun-
clo and a discoidal shell
with simple or slightly lob-

ed septa. There are many species, ranging
from the Silurian to the Chalk.—

2

porpoises,
1864.

Clsrmeniidse (kli-me-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Clymenia, 1, -I- -idee.'] A family of fossil cepha-
lopodous moUusks, typified by the genus Cly-
menia.
clypeal (klip'f-al), a. [< clypeus, 2, + -aZ.]
Pertaining or relating to the clypeus Clypeal
or frontal suture, in entom., an impressed line running
transversely between or in front of the antennae, and sepa-
rating the clypeus from the front. It is seen especially in
Ilymenoptera and in many Coleoptera. Also called clypeo-
frontal suture.— Clypeal region. See extract, and cut
under epUabruvi.

Of the clypeus of Hexapoda there is apparently no true
homologue in Myi-iopoda ; in the Lysiopetaliil Chilognaths
there is, however, an interiintcnnal clypeal region slightly
differentiated from the epicranium and forming the front
of the head.
A. S. Packard, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, June, 1883, p. 197.

Clypeola of Bruise.
tu>n, wiUi sporangia,
J, attached ( enlarged )

.

{ From Le Maout and
Decaisne's " Trait*
g^n^ral de Bota-
nique.")

Clypeus.— Figfure of Achiiles, from a
Greek red-figured vase.

a lever the head of which clutches the drill

spindle or chuck only when moving in a partic
ular direction. A rotation of the drill in one
direction only is thus secured.
clutch-lamp (kluch'lamp), n. See electric light,

under electric.

clutchtail (kluch'tal), n. [< clutch + tail^;
tr. of Haeckel's NL. term iaWftoccrca, q. v.] ^Sff?!"^ (''^F-''''|;"^>'

'^

One of the American monkeys with prehensili i^.''«« "•"*«'• Also called

tail, as a spider-monkey
( Ccbus) ; any member

of the Labidocerca.
cluther (kluTH'^r), n. A dialectal form of clut-
ter^.

clutter^t (klut'Sr), i). [Formerly clotter, < ME.
cloteren, clotren, cloderen, clothren (= MD. Mot-
teren) ; freq. of clot^, v., q. v.] I. trans. To clot

;

coagulate.

^^^J;*ji''{'eth them . . . by . . . cluttering their blood,

cf. c/Jcfcl, M.J .

Holland, tr. of Pliny, x.\v. 13.

broody, or in caAJ^^''0°ie clotted or coagulated.

cKcfcl 2. [Also dial, cluther; per-

cluckmg-hen (kluk'ing'^aP; pile, cludeirio, vile

Jamaica of the crying-bi^'**''^ and clutter^.] A
Aramus pictus. "^Y^ in confusion

;

cludifonn (kld'di-f6rm), a. [\
reflex of OF. clou, < L. clavus, a m.huge . pots,

and clavus) + L. forma, shape.] m-^^ Estra,ige.

cuneiform: specifically applied to thv "•]
.
To

ters of the ancient inscriptions of Bab^^l^ngs
Assyria, and Persia. See arrow-headed an?' ^-^^

neiform. [Bare.]
clue, clew (klo), n. [< ME. clewe, clowe, clue^M,
AS. cUwen, clywen, cleowen (once clywe) = L?
Muwen, formerly also klauwe, klouwe, = LG.
kluwe, klouwen = OHG. chliuwa, chliwa, MHG.
kliuwe, with dim. OHG. chliuwelin, MHG. kliu-

welin, and kliuwel, dissimilated kniulin, kniuwel,
G. knduel (> Dan. nogle, neut., clue), a ball, a
ball of thread; cf. L. gluere, draw together,
Skt. gldus, a ball

; perhaps akin to L. gl6mus,
a clue, a ball of thread (see glomerate), and
globus, a ball (see globe). The naut. senses
are prob. of D. origin.] 1. A ball or skein of
thread or yam.

steal out, all alone, to the kiln, and, darlcling, throw into
the pot a ciue of blue yarn. Bums, Halloween, Notes.

2. The thread or yam that is wound into the
form of a baU ; thread in general.

He [Theseus] formed that ingenious device of his clue,
which led directly through all the windings of the laby-
rinth. Baeon, Political Fables, x.

It is decreed
That I must die with her ; our clue of lifeWu (pun together.

Masmnger, Virgin-Martyr, iv, 3.

clypeola (kli-jje'o-la), n.; pi.

clyi/eola: (-16). [NL., lit. a
small shield, dim. of L. cly-

peus, a shield: see clypeus.]
A name of the shield-shaped
bodies which compose the
fruiting spike of species of
Equisetum. Each is borne on a horizontal pedicel, and
each bears on its inner face from 6 to 9 sporangia. Also
cUjpeole.

clypeolate (kli-pe'o-lat), a. [< clypeola +
-«(ci.] Pi'ovided with or pertaining to clype-
oles.

clypeole (klip'e-61), n. [< clypeola.] Same as

SiluriantotheChalk.— 2. Agenusof „if*'i''f,'','"v.,. '- % i 7 w -^ rr ,

, of the family DcipWmcte. J.E.Gray, Clypeus (khp e-us),«.
;
]Adypei {-1). [L., also

' ^ •" written clupeus, prop, chpeus, a shield; prob.
akin to clepere, steal, orig. hide.] 1 . In archaiol. :

(a) A large cir- _
cular shield,
with a convex
outer and con-
cave inner sur-
face. (6) An or-
namental disk,
of marble or
other substance,
in the shape of
a shield, often
sculptured in re-
lief, hung in

the intercolumniations of the atria of Roman
dwellings, etc. Examples have been found at
Pompeii and elsewhere.— 2. [NL.] In entom.,
properly, that part of the upper surface of an
insect's head which lies before the front or
forehead, and behind the labrum when the
latter is present ; a fixed sclerite immediately
in front of the epicranium, and to which the
labrum is attached. See cut under Eymenop-
tera. By Huxley and other anatomists the front is in-
cluded In this term, being distinguished as the clypeus
superior, or sujrraelypeus. .Some of the older entoinolo-
gists, notably Fabricius and Illiger, applied the term cly-
peus to the labrum. In Viptera it is probably represent-
ed by the part called the hypostoma or face ; but in that
order the name is applied to a more or less horny fold on
the upper part of tile membrane connecting the proboscis
with the Ijorder of the mouth, properly answering to the
labrum. In the llcteroptera the clypeus is a process of
the upper part of the head or crown, which in some spe-
cies extends over the face. Often called the epistoma,
especially when it is smjill or softer than the surrounding
parts ; also nasus and prtelabrum.

3. leap.] [NL.] A genus of fossil eohinoderms.
C. sinuatus is an example.
clysmian (kliz'mi-an), a. [< Gr. Kkvofia, a
drench, + -ian. Ct'.'clysmic] Relating to or
of the nature of a cataclysm: as, clysmian
changes. [Rare.]

clysmic (kliz'mik), a. [< Gr. Klvaua, a liquid
nsed for washing out, a drench (< lOAQuv, wash,
cleanse), + -tc] Washing; cleansing. Craig.
[Rare.]

clyster (klis't^r), «. [Formerly also clister,

and glyster, glister; = D. klisteer = MHG. clis-

ter, G. klystier = Dan. klyster = Sw. klistir, <
OF. clistere, F. clystere = Sp. clister, clistel =
Pg. clistel, clyster = It. clistere, < L. clyster, LL.
also cluster, a clyster, a clyster-pipe (LL. clys-
terium, < Gr. KXnart/piov, a clyster), < Gr. K/.varf/p,

a clyster, prop, the clyster-pipe, < K?.vi;eiv, wash,
cleanse ; cf. L. cluere, purge, Goth. Mutrs, pure.]
An enema ; an injection.

clysterize (klis't6r-iz), t: t: pret. and pp. clys-
terized, ppr. clysterizing. [< LL. clysterizare, < L.
clyster, a clyster.] To administer an enema to.

[NL. (Lamarck,
1816), < L. clypeus', a shield (see clypeus), + LL.
aster, < Gr. aarfip = E. star.] 1. The typical
genus of the family Clypeastridw.— 2. A genus
of coleopterous insects. Latreille, 1829.

Olypeasteridae (klip"e-as-ter'i-de), n. pi.
[NL.] Same as Clypea'stridoe.

One of the Cly-

Dentary Apparatus or Oral
Skeleton of a Clypeastrid.

a, a, alveolus ; d, rotula ; e,

tooth.

Also
clypeastroid.

Clypeastridae (klip-e-as'-

tri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clypeaster, 1, + -idw.] 1.

A family of irregular sea-
urchins, flattened into a
discoidal or shield-like
shape, with the mouth
central and furnishedwith
a masticatory apparatus;
the shield-urchins. They
liave broad petalostichous am-
bulacra; a 5-leafed ambulacral
rosette about the apical pole ; 5
genital pores in the region of the madreporic body ; very
small tube-feet ; the anus not central ; and the edge of the
disls not indented. Clypeaster is the typical genus.

2. In Gegenbaur's system of classification, a
group of petalostichous Echinoida, represented
bjf the genus Clypeaster and its relatives, as
distinguished from the spatangoid sea-urchins.
Also Clypeasteridw, Clypeastroidea.

Clypeastridea (klip"e-as-trid'e-a), re. pi. [NL.,
< Clypeaster, 1, + -idea.] TEe elypeastrids
raised to the rank of an order, and including
such forms as Mellita, Scutella, etc.

clypeastroid (klip-e-as'troid), a. and n. [<
Clypeaster, 1, -1- -oid.] I. a. Pertaining to the
Clypeastridce.

II. re. Same as clypeastrid.

'^lypeastroidea (klip"e-as-troi'de-a), re. pi.
|NL., < Clypeaster, 1, +'-oidea.] Same as Cly-
^"asirida. .. . .

.3eate (klip'f-at), a. [< L. dypeatus, clipe- clyster-pipe (klis't6r-pip), «. [Formerly also

?, pp. of clypeare, elipeare, furnish with a clisterpipe.] The anal tube of an enema-syringe.

J
^\A, < clypeus, clipeus, & sideXA: see clypeus.] Clythra, Cl3rtra (klith'ra, klit'rii), ?i. [NL.

some leaped like a round buckler; shield-shaped; (inform Clytra— Laieharting, 1781; Germar,
beforate; seutellate. Also clypeiform.— 2. In 1824); a word of no meaning.] A genus of

I., provided with a clypeus: said espe-
3. A of the head of a hemipterous insect when
sole town is produced in front, forming a oly-
spiralfver the anterior part or face cijTieat?
shaped entmn. . a tibia greatly expanded on the iinier side,

to lie 011*' sl'i^J-like piece, as in certain Crabronidce.

of the fa- Plural of clypeus.

a broad trm (klip'e-i-form), a. [< L. clypeus, a

t '^'
d ''"'' f*"""^' 8^6.] Same as clypeatc : ap-

beetles. of the family Cryptocephalidte, formerly
referred to Chrysomelidce, now made the type
of a distinct family. C. quadrisignata is an ex-
ample.
Olythridae (klith'ri-de), n. pi. [NL. (.Kirby,

1837), < Clythra + -idee] A family of beetles,
typified by the genus Clythra, and characterized
by serrate antennsB and confluent anterior cox-
al cavities.



Olytra

Clsrtra, ». See Chjthra.

Clytus (kU'tus), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1801).]

A notable genus of cerambycine beetles, con-

taining active species generally banded with
yellow, white, or black. They ll.ive loiii; legs, finely

granulated eyes partly surrounding the base uf the uTi-

tetin%, rounded or broadly triangular seutelluni. smooth
pi-othorax, acute intereoxal processes, and eearinate tibiie

with large spurs.

clyvet, !'• •• A Middle English form of cleave^.

Chaucer.

clyvest, »• A Middle English plural of cliffy.

cm. A contraction of centimeter.

0. M. An abbreviation of the Latin (New Latin)
ChirurguE Magister, Master in Surgery.

Cn-. [(1) ME. en-, later as in mod. E. regularly
t«-, < AS. cn- (= OS. kn- = OHG. cn-, dm-,
MHG. G. kn-, etc.) : see kn-. (2) L., etc., cn-, <

Gr. KV-, a common initial combination.] An
initial combination not now admitted in actual
English speech (the c being silent), though re-

tained in the spelling of some words from the
Greek, (a) In native English words, regularly in the
earliest sj»jech, but not now used except in a few instances,
as cnaff, cnop, cnoutherrtj. where kn- is prefen-ed. See kn-.

(b) In words of Greek origin, as c-nemial, cnemis, etc.

cnag, «. See knag.
cnemapophysis (ne-ma-pof'i-sis), n.; pi. ene-
mapojilii/ses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. kv^/jji, the lower
part of the leg, + d~6<pvm^, an apophysis.] The
large cnemial apophysis or process of the tibia

of some birds, as loons and grebes, which ex-
tends far above the knee-joint and serves for
the attachment of extensor muscles. It is an ex-
tension of the cnemial crest or tuberosity, and correspouds
to the olecranon of the ulna.

cnemial (ne'mi-al), a. [< cnemis + -a(.] Of
or relating to the enemis or tibia : as, a cnemial
process: the c»ie»Jiai ridge. See out under «Wo-
tarsus.

The proximal end of the tibia is produced forwani and
otltward into an enormous cnemial crest, in all walking
and swimming birds. Huxley, Anat Vert, p. 22tJ.

cnemides, n. Plural of cnemis.

cnemidium (ne-mid'i-um), n.
;

pi. cnemidia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. Kvlj^iri, the lower part of the
leg, + -(Aov. Cf.c«e»ij«.] 1. In orHi<A., the low-
er part of the cms ; the part of the leg just above
the suffrago or heel, which is without feathers
in most wading or grallatorial birds.— 2. [cap.^
[NL.] (a) A genus of polyps, (ioldfuss, 1826.

lb) A genus of hymenopterous insects. Pertii,

1830.

Cnemidophorus (ne-mi-dof'o-rus), n. [NL.
(Wagler, 1830), < Gr. nvTuiifio^po^, wearing
greaves, < icv7//jic, pi. Kvti/tidc^, greaves (see cnt-
mis), + -<j>6fXK, < ^peiv = E. ftfnrl.] A genus
of lizards, of the family Teiidw (or Ameividee),
related to Ameiva, but having the tongne free
at the base. There are numerous species in the United
•States, the liest-known being C sexliiualug, the common
8tri|>ed lizaril, which ia about 10 inches long and extreme-
ly active.

Onemidospora (ne-mi-dos'po-ra), n. [NL., <
Gr. Kvi/ii; (KVTiiuif-), greave (see cnemis), + cuopn,
seed.] A notable genus of gregarines, found in
one of the diplopod myriapods, peculiar in the
characters of its protomerite, whose contents
form two distinguishable masses, the lower
finely granular, the upper highly refractive, ap-
parently fatty, and of a greenish color. The
species is C. lulea.

Onemiornis (ne-mi-6r'nis), ». [NL., < Gr.
KvTjiiir, a greave, legging (see cnemis), + hpvt^,

a bird.] A genus of subfossil gigantic flight-
less geese with very large legs, remains of
which occur with those of the moa in the Qua-
ternary of New Zealand. The species is C.
calcitraus, related to the existing Cereopsis of
Australia. Owen, 1865.

Cnemiornithidae (ne'mi-dr-nith'i-de), n.pl.
[NL., < Cnemiornis (-nitli-) + -idee.'] A family
of anserine birds fonned for the reception of
the genus Cnemiornis, having a desmognathous
palate, rudimentary sternal keel, and ilia and
ischia united behind.
cnemis (ne'mis), «. ;

pi. cnemides (-mi-dez).
[NL., < Gr. KvriiJi;, greave, legpng, < Kvi//iti, the
lower part of the leg.] In zool. and anat., the
cms; the leg between the knee and the ankle;
especially, the tibia or shin-bone.

Cnicin (ni'sin), M. [< Cnicus + -!«'-.] A crys-
talline principle found in the blessed thistle,
Cnicus bcnedictw, and various other plants, it
is neutral and bitter, and analogous to salicin in composi-
tion. It is saiil to be useful as a medicine In intermittent
fevers,

cnicnode (nik'nod), n. [Irreg. < L. cnicus (see
Cnicus) + nodus, a knot, node.] In moth., an
ordinary node of a surface, or point where the
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tangents form a cone of the second order and
class, having no double nor stationary gene-
tratrioes or tangent planes.

cnictrope (nik'trop),.*. In math., a singularity
of a surface consisting of a tangent plane whose
ineunt is replaced by a conic.

Cnicus (ni'kus), 11. [NL., < L. cnicus, prop, cne-
ciis, < Gr. Kvi/Kog, a plant of the thistle kind, Car-
thamus tinctorius.'] A large genus of compo-
site plants, popularly known as thistles. They
are natives of the northern hemisphere, stout perennials or
biennials, with prickly leaves and involucres, large heads,
and a long, soft, plumose pappus. Some species are trou-
blesome weeds, and a few are occasionally cultivated for
ornament. There are nearly 200 species, of which about
3f> are indigenous in the United States. See thixtle.

cnida (ni'da), «.; pi. cnidm (-de). [NL., < L.
cnide, < Gr. Kv/tfr/, a nettle, < KviC.uv, scrape,
grate, tickle, irritate, nettle.] One of the urti-

A Caida, or Lasso-ceU, from Pleurobrachia rh«dodactyla,
highly magnified.

A, the unbroken cell with the lasso coiled ; F, C, the cell with the
lasso partly and fully thrown out. a, granular cell-wall ; i>, thecnido-
ctl or lasso, attached at c. After Agassiz.

eating cells, thread-cells, lasso-eells, or nemato-
eysts of the Coelentera, from which the jelly-

fishes, etc., obtain their power of stinging.
Under pressure or in-itation the cnitla suddenly breaks,

its fluid escapes, and the delicate thread (enidocil) is pro-
jected, still remaining attached to its sheath. The cnidce
are said to be analogous to the tactile organs of the Ar-
thropoda. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 16.

Cnidaria (ni-da'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < cnida, q. v.,

+ -aria."] Those Ccelentera which have thread-
cells or cnidas; the Ccelenterata, with the ex-
ception of the sponges. See Ccelentera.

cnidoblast (ni'do-biast), ». [< NL. cnida, q. v.,

+ Gr. li'/.a<7T6i, a germ.] In zool., the bud of
a thread-cell ; a budding thread-cell, from the
contents of which a nematoeyst is developed.
Very frequently the cnidoblasts are found thickly grouped

together at certain places, and form wart-like swellings
or batteries. Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 223.

cnidocell (ni'do-sel), n. [< NL. cnida, q. v.,

+ L. (NL.) cclla, cell.] In zool., a thread-ceU
or lasso-cell ; a nematoeyst or cnida. See cnida.
This peculiar paralyzing or stupefying effect [of Hydra]

is caused by the action of certain stinging or cnidoceiU
(also called lasso-cells), which are most abundant in the
tentacles, but are also found in other parts of the body.

Slanii. Nat. llitt., I. 74.

enidocil (ni'do-sil), ». [NL., < cnida, q. v.,

+ cilium, q. v.] In zoiil., the thread of a thread-
cell or nematoeyst ; the coiled filament which
springs out of a cnida or nematophore. See cut
under cnida.

Each cnidoblast . . . possesses a flne superficial plas-
matic process (enidocil), which is probably very seusltive
to mechanical stimuli, and occasions the bursting of the
capsule. Clau», Zoology (trans.), I. 223.

cnop, n. See knop.

Cnossian (nos'i-an), o. [< L. Cnossius, Cnosius,
etc., < Cnossus, Cnosus, Cnosos, also Gnossus,
Gnosus, < Gr. Kvoxjcroi;, Kvuirdf: see def.] Of
or relating to Cnossus or Gnossus, the ancient
capital of Crete, famous in mythology for the
labyrinth fabled to have been built there for
King Minos by Daedalus in order to hold the
Minotaur.

ITie Cnossian labyrinth has a totally Oriental appear-
ance, and reminds us of that celebrated garden of Mylitta
in Babylon which Herodotus describes.

Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 182.

cnoutberry, n. See knoutherry.
co-i. [L. CO- : see def., and com-.'] A prefix of
Latin origin, the usual form, before a vowel
or h, of com- (the m in Latin being weak), mean-
ing 'together' or 'with.' See com-, it is now
freely used in English in composition with words of any
origin, being preferred to couu or con- in combination with
words of non-Latin origin, or with words of Latin origin
in common use, words in cu- being thus sfmietiniea parallel
to words in cinii- {con-, cor-, etc.) of the same ultimate ele-

ments, but the prefix, in the latter case, being attached
in Latin, as in co-act-, co-active- (different from coact^,
coactieei), co-agent, co-exist, co-laftorer, co-respondent (dis-

tinct from cor-resjiondent), etc., or, with words of purely
English origin, as in co-mate, co-worker, etc.

CO-2. [Abbr. of NL. complcmaiti, of the comple-
ment.] In geom., a prefix, as in co-sine, co-se-

cant, co-tangent, etc., meaning sine, secant, tan-
gent, etc., of the complement.
Co. 1. An abbreviation (a) of company: as,

Smith, Brown & Co.
;
{b) of county : as. Orange

coach

Co., New York.— 2. The chemical symbol for
cobalt.

C. 0. An abbreviation of care of, common in ad-
dressing letters, etc. Often written «/o.

COacervate (ko-a-ser'vat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

coacervated, ppr. coacervating. [< L. coacerva-
tus, pp. of coacervare, < co-, together, + acervare,
heap up, < acervtts, a heap.] To heap up; pile.

[Rare.]

A huge Magazine of your Favours you have been pleased
to do me, present and absent, safely stored up and coacer-
vated, to preserve them from mouldering away in Oblivion.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 33.

COacervate (ko-a-ser'vat), a. [< L. coacervatus,

pp.: see the verb.] Heaped; piled up; col-
lected into a crowd. Bacon. [Rare.]
coacervation (ko-as-6r-va'shon), /(. [< L. co-
acervatio{n-), <. coacervare: see COacervate, '«.]

1. The act of heaping, or the state of being
heaped together or piled up. [Rare.]

Coacervation of the innumerable atoms of dust.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 68.

2. In logic, a chain-syllogism; sorites.

coach (koeh), n. [Early mod. E. coch, coche, < F.
coche = Sp. Pg. coche = It. cocc/mo= Wall, code;
cf. D. koets = G. kutsche, a coach (Sw. Dan.
kiisk, a coachman); Sloven. Bulg^ kochija =
Serv. kochije, pi., = Bohem. koch = Pol. kocz=
Little Russ. kochyja= Albanian kochi ; all prob.
< Hung, kocsi (pron. ko-ehi), a coach: so called
from Kocsi, Kotsi, now Kitsee, a village in Hun-
gary. Vehicles are often named from the place
of their invention or first use; cf. berlin, landau,
sedan. Less prob., F. coche, It. cocchio, and
the forms which may be connected with them,
depend on F. coque = It. cocca, a boat (see
cocki), < L. concha, a shell. But the G. and
Slavic forms can hardly be referred to the same
source. The sense of 'private tutor' is figura-
tive, like the use of ' pony ' for a translation,
both enabling the student to ' get on ' fast.] 1

.

A four-wheeled close vehicle of considerable
size ; originally, a finely built covered carriage

-il, hammercloth ; JJ, front standard : C, back standard ; D, dummy-
spring ; i;, body-loop; ^\ check-strap ; (J, footman's holder.

for private use ; now, any large inclosed vehi-
cle with the body hung on easy springs, espe-
cially one for public conveyance of passengers

:

as, a stage-co«c/(. See mail-coach, tally-ho.

To VMiitc Hall, where I saw the Duke de Soissons go
from his audience with a very great deal of state : his own
coach all red velvet covered with gold lace, and drawn by
six barbes, and attended by twenty pages, very rich in
clothes. fepys, Diary, I. 116.

She was the first that did invent
In coaches brave to ride.

Queen Eleanor's Fall (Child's Ballads, VII. 293).

He kept his coach, which was rare in those days [in
Elizabeth's reign] ; they then vulgarly called it a quitch.

Aubrey.

2. A passenger-car on a railroad. See rail-

road-car.— 3t. An apartment in a large ship of
war, near the stern and beneath the poop-deck,
usually occupied by the captain.
The commanders came on board and the council sat in

the coach. Pepys, Diary, I. 64.

4. (a) A private tutor, especially one employed
in preparing for a particular examination.
A coach or crammer from the Circumlocution Office,

Dickens, Little Dorrit, I. x.

Warham was studying for India, with a Wanchester
coach. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, vi.

The English paterfamilias can hire a good coach to get
his boy ready to compete for a clerkship.

The American, VI. 278.

(6) A person employed to train a boat's crew
or other athletes for a contest.— 5. The bone
of the upper jaw of the sperm-whale. Also
called sleigh. C. M. Scammon.—io ride in the
marrow-bone coach. See tnari-ow-bone.

coach (koch), V. t. [< coach, «.] If. To put in
a coach ; convey in a coach.

Your la<ly Bird is coach'd and she hath took
Sir Oervase with her.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, ill. 1.

2t. To run over with a coach. [Rare.]



coadi

Like the vile straw that's blown about the streets, . . .

Coach'd, carteil, trod upon. Pope, Dunciad, iii. 291.

3. To tutor
;
give private insti-uction to ; espe-

cially, to instruct or train for a special exami-
nation or a contest : as, to coach a student for

a college examination ; to coach a boat's crew

;

to coach a new hand in his duties.

Spenser has coached more poets and more eminent ones
than any other vn-iter of English verse.

Loirtll, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 198.

COachbell (koch'bel), n. A Scotch name of the

earwig. Forficula auricularia.

COach-Dit (koch'bit), n. A horse's bit with
large stationary checks on the mouthpiece.
The reins are attached to loops in the cheeks,
placed at various distances from the mouth-
piece.

coach-box (koch'boks), n. The seat on which
the driver of a coach sits.

Fly Cranion, her charioteer,
Vpon the coach-box getting.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

coach-colors (koch'kul'orz), m. pi. Same as

japan colors (which see, under color).

coach-currier (k6ch'kur"i-er), n. One who
sells or makes the leather parts of coaches.

coach-dog (koch'dog), n. Same as Dalmatian
dog (which see, under dog).

COachee (ko'ehe), «. [< coach + dim. -ee^. Cf.

cabby.'] A coach-driver ; especially, a driver of

a pubUe coach. [Colloq.]

They are out again and up : coachee the last, gathering
the reins into his hands. Trotlope,

coacher (ko'cher), M. [Early mod. E. cocher,

< F. cocher, a coachman, < cache, coach : see
coach, «.] 1. A coachman.—2. A coach-horse.

coach-fellow (k6ch'fel"6), n. 1. One of a pair

of coach-horses ; a yoke-fellow.

Their chariot horse, as they coach/ellows were.
Fed by them. Chapman, Iliad, x.

2. A person intimately associated with an-
other ; a close companion ; a comrade.

I have grated upon my good friends for three reprieves

for you and your coach-fellotv, Nym.
Shak., M. W. of W., il. 2.

coach-founder (k6ch'foun"der), n. One who
makes the framework or ironwork of carriages.

coachful (koch'ful), «. [< coach + -ful, 2.] As
many as a coach will hold.

coach-horse (k6eh'h6rs), 11. A horse used or
adapted for use in drawing a coach Devil's
coach-horse. See devil.

coaching (ko'ching), n. [Verbal n. of coach, )•.]

1 . The use of coaches as a means of public con-
veyance ; now, especially, driving as an amuse-
ment in large coaches drawn by four or six

horses.

The glories of the old coaching days, the badness of the
roads, the signs of the inns. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 39.

2. The act or practice of giving special instruc-

tion or training, as for a college examination or

an athletic contest.

COach-leavest (koch'levz), w.^?. Blinds; some-
thing to cover the windows of a coach and con-
ceal the interior.

Drive in again, with the coach-leaves put down.
At the back gate. B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 1.

coachlet (koeh'let), n. [< coach + dim. -let.']

A small coach.

In my light little coachlet I could breathe freer.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. i. 8.

COachmaker (k6ch'ma"ker), n. A man who
carries on the business of making coaches, or

who is employed in making them ; a carriage-

builder.

coachman (kooh'man), n.
;
pi. coachmen (-men).

1 . A man who drives a coach.

Be thou my Coach-man, and now Cheek and loule

With Phoebus Chariot let my Chariot roule.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

2. In ichth.', a serranoid fish, Dules auriga:

same as charioteer, 3.

coachmanship (koeh'man-ship), n. [< coach-

man + -thip.] Skill in driving coaches.

coach-master (k6ch'mas"t6r), «. One who
owns (X lets carriages.

coach-office (koch'of'is), n. In England, a
booking-office for stage-coach passengers and
parcels.

coach-screw (koch'skro), «. A screw with a

V-shaped thread and a square head, like that

of a machine-bolt, used in coach-building.

coach-stand (koch'stand), «. A place where
coaches stand for hire.

coach-trimmer (koch'trim'er), n. A workman
who prepares and finishes the lace, linings, and
Other trimmings for carriage-builders.
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coach-whip (koch'hwip), «. 1. A whip intended
to be used in driving a coach.— 2. Naut.. the

long pennant hoisted at the royalmast-head of a
man-of-war.— 3. [Without the hyphen.] InAer-
pet., a harmless oolubrine serpent of the genus
Masticophis (which see): so called from its long
slender form. There are sevcnil species, .as M.jtagelli-

/ormis, inhabiting southerly portions of the United States.

A coachwhip, a snake much like the common black
snake in form, but in color a very dark brown some two
thirds of its length, the other third to the tip of the tail

being a light brown, in appearance, from the peculiar
markings, much like the lash of a whip.

Set. Anier., N. S., LVII. 7.

coachwood (koch'wiid), n. The Ceratopetalum
apetalum, a large saxifragaceous tree of New
South Wales, ftrmishing a soft, close-grained,

fragrant wood valued for cabinet-work.

COact (ko-akf), V. t. [< L. coactare, constrain,

force, freq. of cogere, pp. coactus, constrain : see
cogent. 'The L. coactare is the ult. source of E.
si/Mat and sij'Mas/ii, q. v.] To compel; force.

Speak to him, fellow, speak to him ! I'll have none of

this coacted, unnatural dumbness in my house.
B. Joruton, Epicoene, iii. 2.

The inhabitants were coacted to render the city.

Sir M. Hale.

co-act (ko-akf), V. i. [< co-i -I- act.] To act
together.

If I tell how these two did co-act.

Shall I not lie in publishing a truth ?

Shak., T. and C, v. 2.

COaction (ko-ak'shon), n. [< L. coactio(n-), <

fOfirere, constrain : see coact.] Force; compul-
sion, either in restraining or in impelling.

All outward co-action is contrary to the nature of lib-

erty. Bp. Burnet, Thirty-nine Articles, xvii.

coactive (ko-ak'tiv), a. [< L. as if "coactivus,

< coactus, pp. of cogere, constrain : gee coact

and -ive.] Forcing; compulsory; having the
power to impel or restrain.

The establishing a coactive or coercive jurisdiction over
the clergy and whole diocess.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), II. 172.

The clergy have no coactive power, even over heretics.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xii. 7.

The coactive force of this motive [Duty] is altogether in-

dependent of surrounding circumstances, and of all forms
of belief. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 189.

C0-acti'7e (ko-ak'tiv), a. [< co-^ + active.]

Acting in concurrence.

With what's unreal thou coactive art. Shak., W. T., i. 2.

COactively (ko-ak'tiv-li), adv. In a compulsory
manner.

CO-acti'vity (ko-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. [< co-active +
-itj). Cf . activity.] Unity of or union in action.

Dr. H. More.
co-actor (ko-ak'tor), «. [< co-act + -or. Cf.

actor.] One who' acts jointly with another or
others.

coadaptation (ko-ad-ap-ta'shgn), n. [< co-^ -t-

adaptation.] Mutual or reciprocal adaptation

:

as, the coadaptation of the parts of the hip-

joint. Owen.
coadapted (ko-a-dap'ted), a. [< co-'^ + adapt-
ed, pp. of adapt, v.] Mutually or reciprocally

adapted: as, "coada/; to? pulp and tooth," Owen.

coadjacence (ko-a-ja'sens), n. [< coadjacent:

see -enee, and cf. adjacencc.] Adjacence or

nearness of several things to one another ; the

state of being coadjacent; contiguity.

The result of his [Aristotle's] examination is that there
are four modes of association : namely, by proximity in

time, by similarity, by contrast, by coadjacence in space

;

or three, if proximity in time and coadjacence in space be
taken under one head. Pop. Eiicyc.

coadjacent (ko-a-ja'sent), a. [< co-^ + adja-

cent.] Mutually adjacent; near each other;
contiguous in space and time.

The coadjacent is of some difficulty ; for I do not now
think it probable that Aristotle by this meant to denote
mere vicinity in space. It is manifest that Aristotle, under
this head, intended to include whatever stands as part
and part of the same whole. Sir W. HamUton, Reid, Note D.

coadjument (ko-aj'o-ment), n. [< co-^ + adju-

mcnt.] Mutual assistance. Johnson. [Bare.]

coadjust (ko-a-jusf), V. t. [< co-1 -I- adjust.]

To adjust mutually or reciprocally ; fit to each
other. Owen.
coadjustment (ko-a-just'ment), «. [< coadjust

+ -ment. Cf. adjuitment.] Mutual or recipro-

cal adjustment.
Coadjutant (ko-aj'8-tant), a. and n. [< co-'^

+ adjutant.] "I. a. Helping; mutually assist-

ing or operating.
Thracius coadjutant, and the war
Of fierce Euroclydon. J. Philips.

II, n. A coadjutor ; a colleague.

Gates or some of his coadjutants being touched, not in

conscience, but with the disappointment of their work.
Hoger North, Examen, p. 198.

coagency

coadjutatort (ko-aj'g-ta-tor), n. [< co-'^ -t- ad-

jutator.] A coadjutor.
I do purpose ... to act as a coadmtaior to the law.

Smollett, Launcelot Greaves, ii.

coadjute (k6-ar-j6t'), V. t. [Inferred from coad-
JKtor ; or < co-l -f- adjute.] To help or assist

mutually or reciprocally; cooperate.

Whereas those higher hills to view fair Tone that stand.
Her coadjuting Springs with nmcli content behold.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 421.

coadjuti've (k6-a-j6'tiv), a. [< coadjute + -ive.]

Mutually assisting; coadjutant; cooperating.
[Bare.]
A coadjutive cause. Feltham, Resolves, i. 66.

coadjutor (ko-a-jo'tor), n. [< L. coadjutor, <

CO-, together, -I- adjutor, a helper: see co-1 and
adjutor.] 1. One who aids another; an assis-

tant; a helper; an associate in occupation.

—

2. One who is empowered or appouited to per-

form the duties of another. Johnson. Specifi-

cally— 3. The assistant of a bishop or other
prelate. A permanent coadjutor may or may
not be appointed, with right of succession.
=Syn. 1. Associate, Friend, Companion, etc. (see asto-

ciate), fellow-worker, auxiliary, cobperator.— 3. Coadju-
tor, Suffragan. Each of these is an assistant to a bishop,
but the coadjutor is appointed as assistant and often as

successor to an old and infirm bishop, to relieve hhn from
work ; the suffragan is assistant to a bishop \vlio.se see is

too large, and has charge of a specific portion of it, the
bishop principal remaining in charge of tlie central por-

tion.

COadjutorship (ko-a-jo'tor-ship), n. [< coadjii-

tor + -.sidp.] 1. Assistance; cooperation. Pope.
— 2. The office or employment of a coadjutor.

coadjutress (ko-a-jo'tres), n. [< coadjutor +
-ess.] A female assistant or helper.

The ministresses and coadjutresses of justice.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1063.

COadjutrix (ko-a-jo'triks), n. [As if L., fem. of

coadjutor.] Same as coadjutress.

Bolingbroke and his coadjutrix.
Smollett, Uist. Eng., I. ii. § 40 (Ord MS.).

COadjU'Vancy (ko-aj'6-van-si), n. [< coadjuvant,

in lit. adj. sense 'helping in union with': see

-ancy.] Assistance ; cooperation ; concurrent
help, fiir T. Browne. [Rare.]

COadjU'Vant (ko-aj'6-vant), a. and «. [< co-^

+ adjuvant.] I. a. Assisting; cooperating
with.

II. n. An assistant; a promoting agent ; spe-
cifically, in med., an ingredient in a prescrip-

tion designed to increase the effect of another
ingredient.

coadjuvatet, n. A coadjutor.

coadnate (ko-ad'nat), a. [< co-^ + adiMte.]

Same as adnatc.

coadunate, coadunated (ko-ad'u-nat, -na-ted),

a. [< LL. coadunatus, pp. of coadunare, unite
together, < L. co-, together, + LL. adunare,
make one (lit. 'at-one'; cf. atone), < L. ad, =
E. at, + unus = E. one.] United or joined.

If tile metre is characteristically Homeric, as say these
infidels, then is the present text (so inextricably coadu-
nated with tlie metre), upon their own showing, the good
old Homeric text— and no mistake.

De Quincey, Homer, iii.

Specifically—(a) In entoin.,\imt£i\ without perceptible ar-

ticulation; connate. (6) In bot., same as adnate.

COadunation (ko-ad-u-na'shon), 71. [< LL. co-

adunatio{n-), < coadunare: see coadunate.'] The
union of different substances or parts in one
mass. [Rare.]

In the COadunation and conjunction of parts, the title

is firm, but not at all in distinction and separation.

Jer. Taylor, Works (cd. 1835), I. 190.

coadunition (ko-ad-u-nish'on), n. [Var. of CO-

adunation, after unite.] Same as coadunation.

coad'venture (ko-ad-ven'tur), V. i.
;

pret. and
pp. coadvcntured, ppr. coadventuring. [< co-l +
adventure, r.] To share vrithone or more in an
adventure or a speciJation. Howell.

COadventure (ko-ad-ven'tur), n. [< co-'^ + ad-
venture, n.] An adventure in which two ormore
are sharers.

COadventurer (ko-ad-ven'tur-er), n. [< co-1 +
adventurer.] A fellow-adventurer. Bowell.

coaetaneous, coaetaneously. See coetaneous,

cotlaniDKuli/.

coaflforest (ko-a-for'est), r. t. [< co-1 -f afforest]

To convert into a forest, or add to a forest.

See afforest.

Henry Fitz-Empresse . . . did coafforest much land,

which continued all his reign, though much complained
of. Howell, Letters, iv. 16.

coagency (ko-a'jen-si), «. [< co-1 -I- agency.]

Joint agency ; cooperating power. Coleridge.

Those fascinations of solitude which, when acting.as

a co-agency with unresisted grief, end in the paradoxical

result of liiaking out of grief itself a luxury.

De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches, p. 22.
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coagent (ko-a'jent), H. [< co-^ + agent.'] An
assistant or associate in an act ; an accomplice.

Your doom is tlien

To maiT>' this coafient of your mischiefs.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta.

COagitate (ko-aj'i-tat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. co-

agitated, ppr. coagitating. [< LL. cnagitatm,

pp. of coagitare, < L. co-, together, + agitare,

agitate: see agitate.] To move or agitate to-

gether. Blount. [Rare.]

coagmentt (ko-ag-menf), V. t. [< L. coagmen-
tarc, join, connect, cement, < coagmentum, a
joining, < "co-agere, *co-igere, cogere, bring to-

gether: see cogent, and of. coagulum, coact.]

To congregate or heap together. Glanviile.

COagmentationt (ko-ag-men-ta'shon), n. [< L.
coagnit)tt(itiii(n-), < coagmentare, pp. coagmenta-
tus, join, connect: see coagment.] Collection

into a mass ; union ; conjunction.
Wheresoever there is a coagmentation of many, the low-

est [shall] be knit to the highest hy that which being inter-

jacent may cause each to cleave unt<i other, and so all to

continue one. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 2.

Cnapmcntation of words. B. Jomon, Discoveries.

coagula, ». Plural of coagulum.
coagulability (ko-ag"ii-la-biri-ti), n. [< coagu-
lable: see -bility'.] The capacity of being co-

agulated.

coagulable (ko-ag'u-la-bl), a. [< eoagul(ate) +
-able.] Capable of becoming coagulated; ca-

pable of changing from a liquid to an inspis-

sated state: as, coagulable lymph.
The production of any coagulable exudation.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 450.

coagulant (ko-ag'u-lant), n. [< L. coagulan{t-)s,

ppr. of coagulare: see coagulate, v.] A sub-
stance that produces coagulation.

coagulate (ko-ag'u-lat), v.; pret. and pp. coag-
ulatcil, ppr. coagulating. [< L. coagulatus, pp.
of coagulare, curdle, < coagulum, a means of

curdling, rennet, also lit. a bond, tie : see coagu-
lum.] I. trans. 1. To curdle; congeal; clot;

change from a fluid into a ctird-like or thick-

ened mass: as, to coagrutate blood; rennet coag-

ulates milk.
The cheese-wife knoweth it aa well as the philosopher,

that sour ruimet doth coagulate her milk into a curd.
Raleigh, HUt. World, Pref., p. 46.

Spirits attenuate, which the cold doth congeal and coag-

ulate. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2t. To crystallize. =Syn. To thicken, clot, concrete.

n. intrans. 1. To curdle or become clotted

;

congeal or become congealed.

Spirit of wine commixed with milk, a third part spirit

of wine and two parts milk, coagulateth little, but min-
gletlu Bacon, Nat. Hist.

About the third part of the oil olive . . . did there co-

agulate into a whitish body, almost like butter. BoyU.

2t. To become crystallized.

coagulatet (ko-ag'u-lat), a. [< AIE. coagulat,

< L. coagulatus, pp.: see the verb.] Coagu-
lated; curdled; clotted.

Combust matures and coagulat.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 258.

O'er-sized with coagulate gore. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

coagulation (ko-ag-u-la'shon), n. [< L. coagu-
latio(n-), < coagulare: see coagulate, v.] 1.

The act of changing from a fluid to a thickened
curd-like state, well exemplified by the clotting

of blood; the state of being coagulated.— 2t.
The change from a fluid to a solid state, as in

crystallization.— 3. A mass or quantity of co-

agulated matter; a curd; a clot Coagulation-
necrosis, in pathoL, a form of necrosis which occurs
when a small portion of tissue is cut off from the circula-
tion, luit remains surrounded l)y, or at least continuous
with, tissue in which the bliM.d continues to circnlatf, Tlie

cells of the tissue Itecoin*; snKiIlcr, distorti'ci, sliining. and
the nuclei disappear.— Coagulation of the blood, tlie

production of fUamenta of fibrin in the blood, running in
every direction, thus forming a spongy mass in which the
blo<jd-ci)rpusoles are caught; this mass then contracts,
s<]nef2iiig out the serntn.

COagulative (ko-ag'u-lS-tiv), a. [< ML. coagu-
laticus, < L. coagulatus : see coagulate, v., and
-ive.] Causing coagulation: as, "coagulative
power," Boyle, Works, I. 423.

coagulator (ko-ag'u-la-tor), n. [< coagulate +
-or.] Anything that causes coagulation.

Globulin, added under proper conditions, to serous effu-
sion, is a coagulator of that effusion, giving rise to the de-
velopment of fibrin in it.

IJuxley and Youtnans, Physiol., S 86.

COagulatory (ko-ag'u-lS-to-ri), a. [< coagulate
+ -»/•«.] Tending to coagulate.
coagulum (ko-ag'u-lum), «.; pi. coagula (-lii).

[NL., < L. coagulum, a means of curdling, ren-
net, also lit. a bond, tie, < "co-agere, 'co-igere,
cogere, bring together, gather, collect, compel

:

see cogent, and ef. coaet, magment.] 1. A co-
agulated mass, as curd, etc."; specifically, in
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me(Z., ablood-olot.— 2t. A substance that causes
coagulation, as rennet; a coagulant. Crabb.

CO-aid (ko-ad'), «. [< co-^ + aid^.] 1. A fel-

low-helper.— 2. Conjunctive assistance. Pope.
coaita (ko-i'til), n. [S. Amer.] A South Amer-
ican monkey, Ateles panisciis, about 18 inches in
length. See A teles, and cut under spider-monkey.

coaiti, n. Same as coati.

coak^ (kok), n. and v. See coiel.

coak^ (kok), n. [Also written cog and cogg,
and perhaps the same as cog^ (of a wheel) ; cf

.

W. cocas, a cog of a wheel.] 1. In ship-carp.,

a projection from the end of a piece of wood or
timber fitting into a hole in another piece to
join them, or a cylinder or pin let into the ends
of both pieces.

The coaks . . . are intended to support the bolts.

Fincham, Ship-buildiug, ii, 8.

2. Naut., a square metallic bushing in the cen-
tral pole of the sheave of a block, through which
the pin passes.

coak^ (kok), V. t. [< eoalfl, n.] In ship-carp., to
unite together, as the ends of two pieces of

wood, by means of coaks.

COaken (ko'kn), v. i. [E. dial. Cf. clioke^.] To
strain in vomiting.
coaks (koks), n. pi. [PI. of coafcl.] Cinders.
[Prov. Eng.]
COakum (ko'a-kum), n. [Origin obscure.] A
name of the garget or poke, Phytolacca de-

candra.

coal (kol), n. [Early mod. E. cole, < ME. cole,

col, < AS. col, neut., = OFries. kole, NFries.
koal, f., = MD. kole, D. kool, t, = MLG. kole,

kale, LG. kiile, also kol, kal, f., = 0H6. chol,

MHG. kol, neut., OHG. cholo, kolo, MHG. kole,

kol, m., G. kohle, f., = Icel. Norw. Sw. kol =
Dan. kul, neut., coal (in both senses), orig. a
burning coal

;
perhaps connected with Ir. Gael.

gual, coal, and ult. with Skt. -^jval, bum bright,

flame. The Goth, word for a burning coal was
hauri, perhaps akin to AS. hearth, E. hearth.
Cf. F. houille, Walloon hole, ML. hullw, mineral
coal; Gr. avOpa^, a burning coal, also mineral
coal (see anthracite), L. carbo{n-), a burning
coal, charcoal, in mod. use mineral coal (see
carbon).] 1. A piece of wood or other com-
bustible substance, either ignited or burning (a

"live coal" or "glowing coal"), or burned out
or charred (a "dead coal," charcoal, cinder).

A quic col berninde ope ane hyeape of dyeade coles [A
live coal burning upon a heap of dead coals].

AyenbUe of Inwyt, p. 205.

To cold coles scbe schal be brent,
WUliam qf Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4367.

As coals are to burning coals, and wood to Are, so is a
contentious man to Idndle strife. Prov. xxvi. 21.

If he could burn us all into one coal.

We have deserv'd it. Shak., Cor., iv. 6.

2. A solid and more or less distinctly stratified

mineral, varying in color from dark-brown to
black, brittle, combustible, and used as a fuel,

not fusible without decomposition, and very
insoluble, it Is the result of the transformation of or-
ganic matter, and is distinguished by its fossil origin from
charcoal (def. 1), which is ulitaineil l>y tlie direct carboni-
zation of wood, (^'ecoal-plant.) Coal always contains more
or less earthy matter, which is left l)ehind in the form of
ash after combustion. The quantity of the ash varies con-
siderably, but in good coal does not usually exceed from 5
to 10 per cent, in weight. Coal can, however, be used for
fuel, in default of a better material, when the amount of
ash is much larger than tliis. Coal consists essentially of
carlxin, together with hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen

;

ami sulphur is rarely if ever absent. The most general
subdivision of coal is into hard and soft. The former is

that coal which consists almost entirely of carbon ; the
latter is that in which there is a considerable percentage
of hydrogen. Hard coal is generally called anthracite ;

bituminous coal, or simply coal, is the designation of the
ordinary soft coal almost everywhere in general use where
coal is burned, except in the eastern ami Atlantic United
States. In anthracite the bituminous or volatile matter
constitutes usually less than 7 per cent, of the whole ; in
soft or bituminous coal it is usually more than 18 per cent.

Coal intermediate in character between anthracite and
bituminous coal is called semi-anthracite or semi-biiu-
minous, according as it approaches anthracite or bitumi-
nous coal more nearly in character. The material driven
off from coal on ignition is not really bitumen, for coal is

insoluble, while bitumen is soluble. The name comes from
the fact that bituminous coal behaves on being heated
very much as bitumen itself does — that is, it swells up
more or less, fuses together, and burns with a bright flante

and considerable dense smoke. Coal occurs in all the
geological formations, from the lowest in which land-
plants have been found (the Devonian) up to the highest

;

but the coal of the great manufacturing countries. Eng-
land. France, Oermany, and the eastern United .States, is

nearly all of the same geological age, and is obtained from
the formation callecl the Carboniferous. (Seecar6oni;r>roM*.)

The coal of Australia, India, and a part of that of China
is of later geological age than the Carboniferous, being
Mesozoic, and not Paleozoic. There is alsoalarge quantity
of good coal in various parts of the world in formations
even more recent than tlie Mesozoic. In general, how-
ever, from the time of the Carboniferous on, Uie conditioDB

coal-black

were continually growing less favorable for the formation
of coal on a large scale ; so that each successive age has
less coal to show, and that on an average of poorer quality
than the coal of the true Carboniferous epoch. (See lig-

nite.) Also called stone-coal, mineral coal, and formerly
sea-coal. [Coal In this sense is used as a collective noun
without a plural ; but In Great Britain the plural form
is also used in speaking of a quantity of coal, witli refer-
ence to the pieces composing it : as, to lay in a supply of
coals; put more coals on the Are.]

Col groweth vnder lond.
Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, 1. 399.

A peck of coaZs a-piece shall glad the rest.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 282.

Albert coal. Same as atterh'te.— Blind coal. SeeWindl.
— Boghead coal, a variety of cannel-coal found on the
estate of Boghead, near Bathgate, in Scotland, which is ex-
tensively used for the manufacture of paraffin and oils. It
is an excellent gas-coal, but too costly to be used for that
purpose. It is also called Torbane Hill mineral and tor-

banite.—Bovey COal, a Tertiary lignite or brown-coal,
occurring in beds from 2 to 16 feet tliick, in pipe-clay, at
Bovey Tracey in Devonshire, England. It is an inflam-
mable fossil, resembling in many of its properties bitu-
minous coal. Its structure is fissile, and its cro.ss-fracture

even or concholdal, with a resinous and somewhat sliining

luster. It is brittle, burns with a weak flame, and exhales
an odor which is generally disagreeable. — Buckwheat
coal. See iireiicAeaf.— Coal-boring bit. See Md.—
Delve of coals. See <fe(up.— Fibrous coal. Same as
mother-of-coal (which see, below).— Mother-of-coal, a
soft black substance, resembling charcoal in appearance,
found in connection with coal, usually along its planes
of stratification or lamination, in which the woody char-
acter of the material from which the coal was formed is

more perfectly preserved than it is in the body of the coal
itself. Also called fibrous coal, fossil charcoal, and min-
eral charcoal.— Small coal, (at) Little wood coals for-

merly used to light tires. Gay. (b) Same as slack.— TO
blow a coalt, to kindle strife.

It is you
Hatli bloum this coal betwixt my lord and me.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

To call or haul over the coals, to call to a strict or se-

vere account ; reprimand.— To carry COalSt. See carry.
— To carry coals to Newcastle, see carry.— To heap
coals of fire on one's head (a phrase derived from the
scriptural use ; see ((notation), to excite remorse and re-

{)entance in one who has done an injury, by rendering to
lim good for the evil.

If thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he thirst, give him
drink : for In so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his

head. Roia. xii. 20.

To stir coalst, to quarrel, or stir up strife.

After soche sorte did he vpbraid to the people their
rashe and vnaduised stiering of coles, and arisinges to
warre. J. Udall, tr. of Erasmus's Apophthegms, p. 328.

coal (kol), V. [= D. kolen, warm with coals, =
MLG. koleyi = Q. kohlen = Sw. kola, burn to

charcoal; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To
bum to coal or charcoal ; make into coal ; char.

Charcoal of roots, being coaled into great pieces, lasts

longer than ordinary cliarcoal. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 775.

The best charcoal was made of oak. The woods appear
to have been coated at intervals of about twenty years, or
even less. N. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 123.

2. To mark or delineate with charcoal. [Bare.]

He coaled out rhymes upon the wall.
Camden, Remains, Kythmes.

3. To provide with coal ; furnish a supply of
coal to or for : as, to coal a steamship or a loco-

motive.

The landlord and squire of the parish, who had always
blanketed and coaled his poorer neighbours in the winter.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 88.

He used two fires, which were coaled alternately.
Thurston, Steam-Englne, p. 125.

II. intrans. To take in coal for use as fuel

:

as, the vessel coaled at Portsmouth.
At the twelfth station we coaled. The train ended in

the desert here. IF. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 36.

Admiral Lespes remains at anchor before Kelung, so as
to prevent Chinese vessels from coaling.

The American, Vlll. 301.

COala, «. See koala.

coal-backer (korbak'fer), «. A man who is

engaged in carrying coal on his back from a
ship to the wagons. Mayhew. [Eng.]
coal-barge (kol'barj), n. A flat-bottomed river-
boat for transporting coal. [U. S.]

coal-basin (k6rb!i'''8n), ». In geol., a depres-
sion or basin formed by the subsidence at the
center, or upheaval at the edges, of the older
rocks, in which the various strata oi the Car-
boniferous system or coal-measures lie. See
coal-measures.

coal-bed (kol'bed), n. A formation in which
there are strata of coal; a bed or stratum of
coal.

coal-bin (kol'bin), n. A bin or receptacle for

coal.

coal-black (kol'blak), a. and n. [< ME. cole-

blak, colblak, < col, coal, + blak, black.] I. a.

Black as a coal, or as charcoal, or, as often in

modern use, black as mineral coal ; very black.

Thin esen [eyes] beoth colblake and brode.
Owl and Nightingale, 1. 75.
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There he was suow-white tofore,
Ever afterward cotebtack therfore
He has transformed.

Gouvr, Conf. Amant., I. 30C.

H. n. A deep black like that of charcoal ; or
« a deep, shining black •n'ith a slight bluish tinge,
like that of anthracite coal.

coal-box (kol'boks), H. A box for holding coal.

coal-brand (kol'brand), n. A name for the
smnt of wheat, Cstilago scgetum. [Prov. Eng.]

coal-brass (kol'bras), «. A name given to the
iron pyrites found in the coal-measures, which
is employed in the manufacture of copperas,
and also in alkali-works for the sulphur it con-
tains. Commonly used in the plural.

coal-breaker (kol'bra'k^r), ?t. 1. One engaged
in breaking into convenient size the larger
masses of coal as they come from the mine, or
in attending upon a machine used for that pur-
pose.— 2. A machine for breaking coal ; by ex-
tension, the whole structure orbuilding in which
the various processes of breaking, sorting, and
cleauiag coal are carried on. Such Btructuros are
placed at the entrances of mines, and are often of great
extent. The coal is delivered at the top to the breakers
proper, and passes downward through the works to the
bins or to the coal-chutes, where it is discharged into the
cars that enter the lower part of the structure. Coal-
breakers were first used in the Pennsylvania anthracite
region in 1843.

coal-bunker (kdrbung'ker), n. A place for
storing coal for use ; specifically, in steamships,
the place where coal for the furnace is stored.

coal-car (kol'kar), n. A freight-car designed
especially for carrying coal, sometimes made
of iron, with a drop-bottom.

coal-carrier (k6rkar"i-er), n. One who or that
which is employed in canying coal.

coalcarrierlyf (kol'kar'i-Sr-li), a. [< coal-ear-
rier + -ly^.'\ Like a coal-carrier.

Peter Piod-all, . . . that coalcarrierly clown.
Wily Beguiled (Hazlitt's Dodsley).

coal-chute (kol'shot), n. A trough or spout
down which coal slides from a bin or pocket to

a locomotive tender, or to vessels, carts, or cars.

coal-drop (kol'drop), n. A broad, shallow in-

clined trough down which coal is discharged
from a wharf into the hold of a vessel.

coal-dust (kol'dust), n. The dust of coal
;
pow-

dered coal.

It has been attempted ... to make the coal-dust into
bricks. Ansted, Hungary, p. 194.

coaleryt (k6'16r-i), n. [< coal + -ery. Cf. col-

/(()•)/.] A colliery. Woodward.
coalesce (ko-a-les'), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. coa-

lesced, ppr. coalescing. [< L. coalescere, grow to-

gether, < CO-, together, + alescere, grow up, <

alere, nourish: see aliment.'] 1. To grow to-

gether; unite by growth into one body.
In the humerus of the Manati the bicipital groove is ob-

solete, the two tuberosities coalescing, as in the Cetacea.
ir. //. Flower, Osteology, p. 250.

The middle division of the body of Liniulus exhibits
markings which indicate that it is composed of, at fewest,
six coalesced somites. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 228.

2. To combine or be collected or joined, so as
to form one body.
When they [vapours] begin to coalesce and constitute

globules. Newton.

Hence— 3. To come or join together; unite so

as to form one party, community, or the like

:

as, political parties sometimes coalesce.

The circumstances of the tenth century led the English
kingdoms in Britain, naturally and necessarily, to coalesce
in the shape of a consolidated kingdom.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 186.

coalescence (ko-a-les'ens), n. [< coalescent:
see -eiice.] 1. T"he act of coalescing or unit-
ing; the state of being intimately joined.

That he should not be aware of the future coalescence of
these bodies into one. Glanville, Preexistence of Souls, ii.

2. In hot., the organic union of similar parts.

COalescency (ko-a-les'en-si), 11. [= coalescence :

see -eiicy.] Tendency to grow together or unite.
Bp. Gauden.

coalescent (ko-a-les'ent), a. and n. [< L. coa-
lescen{t-)s, ppr!' of coalescere, grow together:
see coalesce.] I. a. Growing together; unit-
ing so as to form one body: in bot., properly
applied to the organic cohesion of similar parts.

n. re. One who or thatwhich coalesces. Athe-
nceum.

coal-exchange (kdl'eks-chanj"), re. A market
for the sale of coal; specifically, a place for
transactions in coal on a large scale.

coal-fleld (kol'feld), re. In gcol., a general name
for any area over which coal occurs somewhat
connectedly and in some quantity, and where
coal is or may be worked to such an extent as
to be of economical importauce, one coal-field is
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separated from another by an intervening barren area.
There are 38 distinct coal-fields in Great lihtain and Ire-
land.

COalflsh (kol'fish), «. [=G.kohlfisch.] A gadoid
fish, roilachius riroin or carbonarius, named
from the color of its back, it grows to the length
of 2 or 3 feet, and weighs from 10 to 30 pounds. It is found

Coalfish, or Pollock {Po/^achius virens

in great numbers about the Orkney islands and the north-
ern parts of Great Britain. The fish and its fry arc known
by a great variety of local names. In the United States
generally called pollock.

COal-fitter (k61'fit"6r), re. See fitter^, 5.

coal-gas (kol'gas), re. 1 . The gas which is given
out by burning coal.— 2. A mixture of gases
and vapors, chiefly combustible, which is em-
ployed to produce the gas-light in common use.
It is obtained by heating bituminous coal in closed iron
vessels without access of air, and removing as completely
as possible from the vapors thus formed all incombustible
and sulphurous gases. The following is an average analy-
sis of ordinary coal-gas : hydrogen, 4.5.58 per cent. ; marsh-
gas, 34.90; carbonic oxid, 6.64; oleflant gas, 4.08; tetry-
lene, 2.38; sulphureted hydrogen, 0.29; nitrogen, 2.4U;
carbonic acid, 3.67. It also contains traces of ammonia,
carbon disulphid, cyanogen, and oxygen.— Coal-gas
charcoal. Same as gas-carbon (which see, under carbon).

coal-goose (kol'giis), re. A local British name
for the cormorant, Phalacrocorax carbo, from
its color.

coal-heaver (k6rhe"v&r), ». One employed in
the moving or shoveling of coal, in loading or
discharging coal-ships, in shoveling coal from
the coal-bunkers of a steam-vessel to the fur-
naces, etc. ; a coal-passer.

coal-hod (kol'hod), re. A hod for carrying coal
and putting it on the fire.

coal-hole (kol'hol), re. 1. A trap in the side-
walk for the reception of coal to be stored in
a cellar beneath.— 2. A coal-cellar. [Eng.]—
3. Naut., that part of a ship's hold lying near
to the after-magazine containing coal, wood,
etc. [Eng.]
coal-hood, coaly-hood (kol'hud, -i-hud), n. [So
called from their black crown.] 1. The buU-
fineh.— 2. The coal-tit.

coal-hoodie (k6rhud"i), n. 1. Same as coal-
hood.— 2. A name of the black-headed bunt-
ing, Emberiza schcenicla.

coal-hulk (kol'hulk), re. A vessel kept, usual-
ly at foreign stations, for supplying steamers
with coal.

coalier, «. See collier^.

coaling (ko'ling), ». [Verbal n. of coal, v.]

The process of supplying or taking in coal for
use : as, the coaling of a steamer or locomotive;
a coa!ftre(7-station or coaHM(;-wharf.

coalised, p. a. See coalized.

coalite (ko'a-lit), a. [< L. coalitus, pp. : see the
verb.] United or coalesced: applied specifi-

cally, in eiitom., to parts structurally or usually
separated when they are closely united without
a dividing incisure or suture, as the scutellum
when it is connate with the pronotum, or the
prologs of a caterpillar when those of a pair are
united, only the ends being sometimes distinct.
— Coalite abdomen, one in which the segments arc
unitetl without sutures, as in a spider.— Coalite all-
trunk, the mesothorax and metathorax when they ap-
parently form a single ring, the sterna being united, as in

many llemiptera.— Coalite body, a body in which the
head, thorax, and abdomen are all closely united, as in
the mites.

coalitet (ko'a-lit), v. [< L. coalitus, pp. of coa-
lescere : see coalesce.] I. intrans. To unite or
coalesce.

Let them continue to coalite. Bdingbroke, Parties, xix.

n, trans. To cause to unite or coalesce.

Time has . . , blended and coalited the conquered with
the conquerors. Burke, To Sir H. Langrishe.

coalition (ko-a-lish'on), re. [= F. coalition =
Sp. coalicion = Pg. coaligSo = It. coalizione, <

ML. coalitio{n-), < L. coalescere, pp. coalitus, co-
alesce: see coalesce and coalite.] 1. Union in

a body or mass ; a coming together, as of sep-
arate bodies or parts, and their union through
natural causes in one mass or whole : as, a co-
alitioH of atoms or particles.

'Tis necessary that these squandered atoms should con-
vene and unite into gl*eat masses ; without such a coali-
tion the chaos must have reigned to all eternity. Bentley.

2. Voluntary union of individual persons, par-
ties, or states

;
particularly, a temporary com-

coal-plant

bining of parties or factions for the attainment
of a special end; alliance. Among the most fa-
mous coalitions of histoi-y were those formed at different
times by other European powers against Erance during
the wars succeeding the first Erencli revolution.

Tliey (the Jews] can never reduce themselves to such a
Coalition and Unity as may make a Republic, Principality,
or Kingdom. Howell, I^etters, I. vi. 14.

Because Lord Shelbume had gained the king's car, . . .

the latter formed a coalition with I>)rd North, whose per-
son and whose policy he had spent his whole life in decry-
ing. Broughavi, Fox.

The coalition had, in the course of the year, lost one
valuable member and gained another.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xri.

= Qyn. 2. Alliance, League, Confederacy, etc. (see alli-
ance), combination, copartnership.

COalitioner (ko-a-lish'on-er), re. [< coalition +
-erl.] A coalitionist. " [Rare.]

coalitionist (ko-a-lish'on-ist), M. [< coalition
+ -ist.] One who favors eoalition, or who is a
member of a coalition.

A coalition of the Republicans and of the party of peace
and order produced the Thiers Government, and then a
cliange in the balance of the coalitionists produced the
Government of Marshal MacMahon.

S. Amos, Science of Politics, vi.

coalized (ko'a-lizd), j>. a. [< "coalize, var. of co-
alesce or coalite (see -dze), -t- -ed'^.] Joined by
or in a coalition ; allied. Also spelled coalised.

[Bare.]

Rash coalised kings. Carlyle.

coallier, re. See collier^.

co-ally (ko-a-li'), re. [< co-^ + ally^, re.] A joint
ally : as, the subject of a co-ally. Kent.
coalman (kol'man), re.

;
pi. coalmen (-men). [Cf.

coalfish.] The young coalfish. [Local, Eng.]
coal-master (kormas"ter), re. The owner or
lessee of a coal-field who works it and disposes
of its produce. [Eng.]
coal-measures (k6rmezh"urz), n. pi. In geol.,

that portion of the Carboniferous series in which
beds of coal are found. The co.al-measures are some-
times several thousand feet in thickness, and consist, in
addition to the coal itself, of many beds of clay, shale, and
sandstone. See carboniferous.

coal-meter (k6rme"tfer), re. One appointed to
superintend the measuring of coal. [Eng.]
coal-mine (kol'min), re. A mine or pit from
which coal is obtained.
coal-miner (k6rmi"ner), re. One who works in
a coal-mine.

coal-mining (kol ' mi " ning), a. Pertaining to
mining for coal ; engaged in or connected with
mining coal: as, the coal^uining districts; the
coal-mining interests.

coal-mouse (kol'mous), re.
;
pi. coal-mice or coal-

mouses. [Also written colemouse ; < ME. colmose,
collemase, < AS. colmdse (= D. ioofonces= MH(J.
kolemeise, G. kohlmeise), coal-mouse, coal-tit, so
called from its glossy black head and throat
(cf. F. charbonnier= Sp. carbonero, coal-mouse,
< L. carbo(n-), coal), < col, coal, -I- mdse, ME.
mose (= MD. mecse, D. mecs = ML6. mese <=
OHG. meisa, MHG. G. meise = Daa. mejsc =
Norw. »ieis= Icel. dim. meisingr, > OF. masange,
F. mesange, Walloon masenge, Rouchi masinque,
Pieard masaingue, ML. masance, coal-mouse),
the name of several small birds, now found only
in two compounds, where it has been corrupted
to -;M0itse, namely, coal-mouse &ndiitmo>ise: see
mose^. The plural, which is little used, follows
that of titmouse (titmice) in conforming to the
plural of mouse; but some writers avoid the
corruption in the plural, and write coal-mouses.]
Same as coal-tit.

coal-note (kol'not), re. A particular form of
promissory note formerly in use in the port of
London.

coal-oil (kol'oil), n. Same &s petroleum.
coal-passer (k61'pas"er), re. One whose duty
is to pass coal to the furnace of a steam-engine.
coal-pipe (kol'pip), re. The cast of a tree formed
in rock, usually in sandstone. Such casts, standing
vertically, are not uncommon in some of the English coal-
fields, and are a source of danger to the miner, as they are
likely to fall as soon as the supporting rock is removed.

coal-pit (kol ' pit),' re. [< ME. (not foimd), <
AS. colpytt, < col, coal, -1- pytt, pit : see pit'-.]

1 . A pit where coal is dug.— 2. In the United
States, a place where charcoal is made.

coal-plant (kol'plant), re. A more or less dis-

tinctly preserved or fossilized relic of vegeta-
tion found in connection with mineral coal, and
regarded as representing, or as akin with, the
vegetation of which the coal itself is composed.
The vegetable remains which are in the best preservation
and have l)een most studied occur chiefly in the strata
between which the beds of coal are intercalated, and esi)e-

cially in the under-day or clunch by which a large pro-
T>ortiori of them are underlain. The shaly strata over-
lying the coal are also very frequently touud to be crowded



coal-plant

with well-preserved forms of vegetable life. The vegeta-

tion accompanying coal varies with its geological age.

(See coo/.) As the Paleozoic or " Carboniferous " coal is—
in Europe and the eastern United States, at least— much
more imiwrtaiit than that of any other geological age,

it is this coal-vegetation which has been the object of the

most careful investigation. While it is generally admitted

that the coal itself has been formed from the aggregation

and more or less complete decomposition of vegetable

matter, it is often very diOlcult to prove this, except by

microscopic examination, after preliminary chemical

treatment by which most of the entirely disorganized por-

tion of the coal has been removed. Among the materials

of which the coal of ditferent regions has been shown by
various authorities to l>e made up are : bark of Catamites,

Lepidmleiuiron, and SiffiUaria, spores of Lepidodendron,

vascular portions of Pecoptei-U and other ferns, and leaves

and bark of Cordaiteg. (See these words.) Vegetation of

a higher order than the Coni/era has not yet been proved
to exist in connection with coal of Carboniferous age ; by
far the larger portion of the fossil plants of that epoch be-

longs to the Cryptogamia.

coai-sack (kol'safc), «. 1. A sack made of

strong coarse material for containing or carry-

ing coal.— 2. A sailors' term for a dark place

in the Galaxy south of Crux. Also called the

hole in the sky.

In the midst of thera [the southern circumpolar constel-

lations], as if for contrast, is the dark hole, called by the

sailors the Coal-gack, where even the telescope reveals no
sign of light.

//. W. Warren, Recreations in Astronomy, p. 208.

COalsay, "• See coalsey.

coal-screen (kol'skren), n. A device for screen-

ing coal. A common form is that of a cylinder, perfo-

rated or made of wire netting, which revolves on its long-

er axis and in an inclined position.

COal-S(rattle (kol'skut'l), «. A vessel, ordina-

rily of metal, used for holding coal and putting

it on a fire; a coal-hod— Coal-scuttle bonnet, a
bonnet formerly worn, shaped somewhat like a coal-scuttle,

usually projecting far before the face.

Miss Snevelllci . . . glancing from the depths of her
coal-scuttle bonnet. Dickentt, Nicholas Nickleby, xxiii.

coalsey (kol'si), n. [Appar. < coals, pi., + -eif

for -y; as if coaly.'] A local English name of

the eoalfish. Also spelled coalsay.

COal-sMp (kol'ship), n. A ship employed in

transporting coal,

coal-slack (kol'slak), n. [Cf. G. koMcnschlacke,

coal-cinder.] The dust or grime of coal. Also
coal-sleek.

Since scarcely ever waah'd the eoaUteek from her face.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ill. 280.

coal-smut (kol'smut), n. Same as coal-slack.

COal-staitll (kol'stath), n. See staith.

coal-stone (kol'ston), n. A kind of cannel-coal.

coal-stove (kol'stov), n. A stove in which coal

is used as fuel ; specifically, a stove for burning
anthracite coal.

coal-tar (kol'tar), n. A thick, black, viscid,

opaque liquid which condenses in the pipes
when gas is distilled from coal. It is a mixture of

many different liquid and solid substances, and the sepa-

ration of these into useful products is now an important
branch of manufacturing chemistry. Among these pro-

ducts may be named paraffin, naphtha, benzol, creasote,

anthracene, caritolic acid, naphthaline, pitch, etc. The
basic oil of coal-tar is the most abundant source of the

beautiful aniline colors, their various hues being due to the

oxidation of aniline by means of acids, etc. (See aniline.)

Coal-tar is made into asphalt for pavements, and with coal-

dust forms by pressure an excellent artificial fuel. It is

largely used, by itself and combined with other substances,
to form preservative compositions for coating wof>d ami
metal. Also called jjiM-(ar.— Coal-tar colors, a name
given to a numerous class of colors derived from coal-tar

by various complex chemical processes. They are more
often and popularly called aniline eolord, as aniline was
the first of them discovered. See aniline.

coal-tit (kol'tit), n. [< coal + tit^. See coal-

mouse and titmouse.'] The Parttsater, one of the
titmice : so called from its glossy black head
and throat. Also cote-tit and coal-mouse.

coal-trimmer (kol'trim'^r), n. One who is em-
ployed to stow and trim or shift coal on board
vessels, either as cargo or as a supply for the
furnaces.

coal-viewer (koryu'er), n. In mining, a per-
son employed to attend to the interests of the

one to whom the royalty is payable, or of the
person who works the mine.
coal-whipper (kol'hwip'^r), n. One who raises

coal from the hold of a ship in unloading it; a
coal-heaver. Coal-whlppers are now being superseded
by machinery, which executes the work lx)th more cheaply
and more expeditiously. [Eng.]

The swarthy, demon-like ctial-wkipijers . . . issuing
from those black arches in the Strand.

M. W. Saraffe, Reuben Medlicott, 1. 3.

coal-whipping (korhwip'ing), n. The act of
raising coal from the hold of a vessel.

coal-workings (kol'wer'kingz), n. sing, or pi.
A coal-mine ; a place where coal is raised.

At last we reached the coal-u-orkinfjs, and a more de-
Mrted, melancholy-looking place for u mine 1 have Qever
wen. jimttd, Hungary, p. 124.
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coal-works (kol'wferks), n. sing, ot pi. A place
where coal is dug, including the machinery for

raising the coal ; a colliery.

coalyl (ko'li), a. [<.<!oal + -j/l.] Pertaining
to or like coal; containing coal.

coaly- (ko'li), n. A dialectal form of collie.

coaly-hood, «. See coal-hood.

COambulant (ko-am'bu-lant), a. [< LL. coam-
bulan{t-)s, ppr. of coambulare, walk together, <

L. eo-, together, + ambulare, walk : see co-1, and
ambulate, amble.] In her., walking side by side.

coaming (ko'ming), ». [Also written covibing,

being a particular use of that word : see comb-
ing.] Naut., one of the raised borders or edges
of the hatches, designed to prevent water on
deck from running below.

coannez (ko-a-neks'), V. t. [< co-^ + annex.]

To annex witli something else. [Rare.]

COap (kop), n. See cope^.

COappiiear (ko-a-per'), V. i. [< co-l + appear.]

To appear together. [Kare.]

Heaven's scornful flames and thine [Cupid's] can never co-

appear. Quarles, Emblems, ii. 1.

COapprehend (ko-ap-re-hend'), V. t. [< co-^ +
apprehend.] To apprehend together with an-

other. [Rare.]

They assumed the shapes of animals common unto all

eyes, and by their conjunctions and compositions were able

to communicate their conceptions unto any that coappre-
hended the syntaxis of their natures.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., v. 20.

coapt (ko-apf), V. t. [< LL. coaptare, < L. co-,

together, + aptare, fit: see co-1 and apt, v., and
cf. coaptate.] Same as coaptate.

The side margin of the elytron is expanded so as to co-

apt itself with the prothorax to form an oval "outline.

Le Conte.

coaptate (ko-ap'tat), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. coap-

tated, ppr. coaptating. [< LL. coaptatus, pp.
of coaptare, fit together: see coajH.] To adjust

or fit, as parts to one another; specifically, in

surg., to adjust (the parts of a broken bone) to

each other.

coaptation (ko-ap-ta'shon), n. [< LL. coap-
tatio(n-), < coaptare, fit together: see coaptate.]

1. The adaptation or adjustment of parts to one
another.

• The same method makes both prose and verse beautiful,

which consists in the judicious coaptation and ranging of

the words. Broome.

2. In surg., the act of placing the broken ex-

tremities of a bone in their natural position, or
of restoring a luxated bone to its place; bone-
setting. Dunglison.— 3. Inan<i<., a kind of glid-

ing articidation of one bone with another, as
that of the patella with the femur.

coaptator (ko'ap-ta-tor), H. [NL., < LL. coap-
tare, fit together: see coaptate.] A surgical

apparatus for fitting together the ends of a
broken bone and keeping them in the required

position while their union is taking place. E.
If. Knight.

coaration (ko-a-ra'shon), n. [< co-^ + ara-

tion.] Cooperative plowing or tillage: a sys-

tem of husbandry practised in ancient village

communities. Seebohm. [Rare.]

COarb (ko-arb'), n. Same as comarb.

COarbiteir (k6-ar'bi-t6r), n. [< co-^ + arbiter.]

A joint arbiter.

Tlie friendly composition made and celebrated by the

hono: personageil, master Nicholas Stocket, Thomas Graa,

and Walter Sibil, in the yeare I'SHS, with the assistance of

their cuarbiters on oiu" part. llakluyt'a Voyages, 1. 163.

coarctt (ko-iirkt'), "• '• [< L. coarctare, erro-

neous form of coartare, press together, < co-,

together, + artare, press: see co-^ and art^.

Ci.coart.] 1. To press together; crowd; con-

fine closely. Bacon.— 2. To restrain; confine.

He must blame and impute it to himself that he has
thus coarcted or straitened himself so far.

Ayliffe, Parergon.

coarctatet (ko-ark'tat), V. t. [< L. coarctatus,

pp. of roarctarr : see coarct.] Same as coarct.

coarctate, coarctated (ko-ark'tat, -ta-ted), a.

[< L. coarctatus, pp.: see the verb.] Crowded
together. Specifically— (a)

In entom. : (1) Compressed ;

much attenuated, generally

at the base ; having a narrow
base, Imtwiderand thickerto-

ward the apex. (2) Crowded

;

packed into a small si)ace.

(6) In bt)t., compact: dense,

as a panicle ; closely appress-

ed, as a foliaceous thallus.—

Coarctate abdomen, in en-

tom., an abdomen attjK'bed by
a narrow base, but immedi-
ately enlarged, and so closely

^ __^^ ^ ^ .„.^.„. ..,„,

applie<l to the thorax that it dor5ar"vTews!"*lverticaT iVne

appears to form a part of it, shows natural size.)

Coarctate Pupa, lateral and

coart

as in the butterflies and most flies.—Coarctate meta-
morphosis, in entom., a metamorphosis characterized by
a maggot-lilve larva and a quiescent coarctate pupa.— Co-
arctate pupa, in e7ito7n., a pupa inclosed in an oval cor-

neous case, formed by the dried and expanded skin of tlie

larva, and having no external indications of tlie organs : a
form exhibited in most Diptera.

coarctation (ko-iirk-ta'shon), n. [< L. coarcta-
tio{n-), < coarctare: see coarctate, v., and co-

arct.] It. Confinement ; restriction to a narrow
space ; restraint of liberty.

Human knowledge is confined and circumscribed ; and
yet without any such contracting or coarctation but that
it may comprehend all the universal nature of things.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 10.

2. Pressure ; contraction ; specifically, in med.,

the contracting or lessening of the diameter of

a canal, as the intestine or the urethra, or the
contraction of a cavity. Bay.
coarse (kors), a. [Early mod. E. course, cowrse,

curse, prob. developed (in the 16th century) from
the ME. phrases in course, by course, i. e., in

(regular, natural) order, in common fashion;

hence, common ; cf . similar senses of ordinary,

mean, common. See course^.'] 1. Of inferior

or faulty quality; poor in kind or character;
not pure or choice ; not soft or dainty ; inide

;

common; base.
Now I feel

Of what coarse metal ye are moulded.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

I shall be most happy
To be eraploy'd, when you please to command me,
Even in the coarsest olhce.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

Capt. Swan, to encourage his Men to eat this course

Flesh, would commend it for extraordinary good Food.
Dampier, Voyages, I. 146.

A coarse and useless dunghill weed. Otway.

My Lord, eat, also, tho' the fare is coarse.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Wanting in fineness of texture or delicacy
of structure, or in elegance of form ; composed
of large parts or particles; thick and rough
in texture : as, coarse thread or yam ; coarse

hair; coarse sand; coarse cloth; coorse paper.

Little girl with the poor coarse hand.
Browning, James Lee's Wife.

We pass through gentle steps from a coarse cluster of
stars, such as the Pleiades, . . . till we find ourselves
brought to an object such as the nebula in Orion.

A. M. Gierke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 30.

3. Exhibiting or characterized by lack of re-

finement; rude; vulgar; of manners or speech,
impolished, imeivil, or ill-bred: as, a coarse

face ; coarse manners.

In my coarse English. Dryden, Ded. of ..Eneid.

Coarse, uncivilize<l words. Addison, Spectator, No. 119.

Daughter of our meadows, yet not coarse,.

Tennyson, The Brook.

4. Gross ; indelicate ; ofiFensive : as, coarse lan-

guage; a coarse gesture.— 5. Rough; inclem-
ent; unpleasant: said of the weather: as, it's

a coarse day. [Scotch and prov. Eng. ]— Coarse
metal. Same as ?iinWf.— Coarse stuff. Hve stuff.

coarse-grained (kors'grand), a. 1. Consisting
of large particles, fibers, or constituent ele-

ments: as, coarse-grained granite or wood.— 2.
Wanting in refinement, delicacy, or sensibility

;

vulgar: as, a coarse-grained nature.

coarsely (kors'li), adv. In a coarse manner.
(«) In an inditferent or inferior manner ; rudely ; poorly.

Fared coarsely and poorly.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vil. 9.

(&) Without refinement or grace in delineation or descrip-

tion ; rudely.

Sardanapalus is more coarsely drawn than any dramatic
personage that we can remember.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

(c) Inelegantly ; uncivilly ; without art or polish, (d) Gross-
ly ; indelicately.

There is a gentleman that serves the count
Reports but coarsely of her. Shak., All's Well, iii. 5.

coarsen (kor'sn), v. t. [< coarse + -en^.] To
render coarse or coarser, in any sense; espe-
cially, make unrefined or inelegant ; make rude
or vulgar: as, to coarsen one's nature. [Rare.]

coarseness (kdrs'nes), n. The state or quality

of being coarse, in any sense.

The coarseness of sackcloth. Dr. II. More.

Pardon the coarseness of the illustration.
Sir R. L' Estrange.

There appears ... a coarseness and vulgarity in all the
proceedings of the assembly. Burke, Rev. in France.

We envy not the warmer clime, that lies

In ten degrees of more indultrent skies,

Nor at the coarseness of our heaven repine,
Though o'er our heads the frozen Pleiads shine.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

coartt (ko-art'), V. t. [< ME. coartcn. < L. coar-

tare, coarctare, compress, compel : see coarcW^
To compel.



coart 1070
That 80 thai be eoart to swynime in sape,
Enclude hem, and alle harme thai shal escape.

Palladiiui, Husbonclrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 213.

Dyves by dethe was straytely coartid
Of his lyf to make a sudden translacion.

MS. Laud, 41«, fol. 101. (RdUiwdl.)

coarticulated (ko-ar-tik'u-la-ted), a. [< co-i +
articulated.'] Coapted ; conjoined ; articulated
one with another, as bones.

COarticulation (ko-ar-tik-u-la'shon), »;. [< co-1
+ articulation.] Articulation one with another;
especially, the articulation of the hones in a
joint.

coasayt, «. An obsolete form of causeway.
coassessor (ko-a-ses'or), n. [< co-^ + assessor.]
A joint assessor.

COassume (ko-a-siim'), i;. t. [< co-'^ + assx^n^e.]

To assume or take upon one's self in conjunc-
tion with another. Walsall. [Eare.]
coast (kost), n. [< ME. eoste, coast, cost = MD.
koste, kuste, D. kust (> G. Mste = Dan. l-i/st =
Sw. hist), coast, < OF. caste, F. cdte, rib, hill,

shore, coast (cf . OF. co«te'= F. cote, side), = Pr.
Pg. It. casta, rib, hiU, shore, = Sp. casta, coast,
cuesta, hill, < L. casta, a rib, a side, ML. coast.
From the same L. source are derived costal,

accost, and cutlet.] If. A side; the side.

Alle the C(W« of the knyste he keiuys [carves] doune clene. J.^,1-/il^ r, ^ . ,^»
Anturs of Artlmr, st. 47. COaStal (kos tal), a. [< coast + -al. Cf. costal.]

At the coost forsothe of the tabernacle that biholdith to Of or pertaining to a coast or shore. [Bare. ]

6. To descend a hill on a bicycle, removing the
feet from the pedals. [U.S.]— 7. To di'aw
supplies to lumberers' shanties. [Canadian.]

II. trans. 1. To sail along or near to, as a
coast, or along the shore of: as, to coast the
shores of the Mediterranean ; to coast an island.

The Spaniards haue coasted, it [Nova Guinea] seuen him-
dred leagues, and yet cannot tel whether it be an He or
Continent. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 864.

First discovered and coasted by Columbus during his
fourth and last voyage in 1502, Nicaragua was not regu-
larly explored till 1522. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 479.

2t. To carry or conduct along a coast or river-
bank.
The Indians . . . coasted me along the river.

llakluyt's Voyages, III. 322.

Sf. To draw near to ; approach ; keep close to

;

pursue.

Douglas still coasted the Englishmen, doing them what
damage he might. Uolinshed, Chronicles, III. 352.

Take you those horse and coast 'em ; upon the first ad-
vantage,

If they will not slack their march, charge 'em up roundly.
' Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 5.

4t. To accost.
Who are these that coast us?

You told me the walk was private.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, i. 1.

the north. Wyclif, Ex. xxxvi. 25,

Some kind of virtue . . . bends the rays towards the
coast of unusual refraction. Newton, Opticks.

Take a coast of lamb, and parboil it, take out all the
bones as near as you can, etc.

GentlewoTTuin's Delight (1676).

2. The exterior line, limit, or border of a coun-
try ; boundary ; bound.
From the river, the river Euphrates, even unto the utter-

most sea shall your coast be. Deut. xi. 24.

Give us seven days' respite, that we may send messen-
gers unto all the coasts of Israel. 1 Sam. xi. 3.

And they began to pray him to depart out of their coasts.

Mark v. 17.

3. («) The side, edge, or margin of the land
next to the sea ; the sea-shore.

One show'd an iron coast and angry waves.
Tennyson, Palace of Art.

(6) The boundary-line formed by the sea ; the
coast-line.

So passeth he by alle the Havens of that Coost, nn til he
come to Jaffe, that ys the neyest Haven unto Jerusalem.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 126.

4. [From the verb.] A slide on a sled down a
snowy or icy incline : as, to go out for a coast.

[U. S.]— Clear the coast, get out of the way ; remove
obstructions or obstacles ; make room : nearly always used
in the imperative. [CoUoq.]—The coast is Clear, no one
is in the way ; the danger is over ; the enemy has gone or
is absent.

Is the coast dear? None but friends?
Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

coast (kost), D. [< ME. easten, as if directly <

caste, n.; but rather shortened from the usual coasting (kos'ting)'^. TVerbal n. of coast, v.]

coaster (kos'ter), 11. 1. One who or that which
coasts. Specifically— (a) A person engaged in sailing
along a coast, or in trading from port to port in the same
coimtry.

As if a coaster, who had gone from port to port only,
should pretend to give a better description of the inland
parts of a country than those who have travelled it all
over. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. v.

(&) A vessel used in this service ; a coasting-vessel.

I don't rank able-bodied seaman like I used, and it's as
much as I can do to get a berth on a coaster.

S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 110.

(c) One engaged in the sport of coasting or sledding. [U.
S.] id) A teamster who draws supplies to lumberers' shan-
ties. [Canadian.] (e) A low round tray, usually of silver,
and formerly on wheels, in which a decanter "coasts" or
makes the circuit of a dining-table, for the greater conve-
nience of the company.

2t. An inhabitant of or a dweller near the sea-
coast.

Sir, if you had beene present, you never saw, nor heard
any, or English man, or other coaster, . . . use more ma-
licious inventions, more diabolicall deceites.

Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues.

coast-guard (kost'gard), n. A guard stationed
on the coast; specifically, in Great Britain, a
body of men originally designed only to pre-
vent smuggling as agents of the customs, and
hence called the preventive service, but now
employed as a general police force forthe coast,
under the charge of the Admiralty.
coast-ice (kost'is), n. The belt of ice which in
extreme northern latitudes forms along the
shore of an island or a continent.

costeen, costeien (> Sc. castay), coast (trans, and
intrans.), < OF. casteer, castaicr, castier, P. co-
toyer(= It. costegyiare), go alongside of, coast,
< caste, a coast, border. The sense ' slide down
an incline' appears to depend on OF. caste, a
hillside ; but early instances of this sense are
wanting.] I. intrans. 1. To sail near a coast;
sail along or near the shore, or in sight of land

;

follow the coast-line; rarely, to travel along,
either on or near the coast.

Leaving tlie African shore, we struck across to Sicily,
and coasting along its eastern border, beheld with pleasure
the towering form of ^tna. W. Ware, Zenobia, 1. 19.

In the morning they divided their company to coast
along, some on shore and some in the boat.

A'. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 44.

2. To sail from port to port on the same coast.

I was coasting then for a year and eight months.
5. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 108.

1. The act or business of sailing along the
coast or from port to port in the same country,
for purposes of trade.— 2. The sport of sliding
on a sled down an incline covered with snow
or ice. [U. S.]— 3+. [Cf. accoast, var. of ac-
cost.] Advances toward acquaintance ; specifi-

cally, courtship.

O, these encounterei-s, so glib of tongue.
That give a coasting welcome ere it comes.

Shak, T. and C, iv. 6.

[Most editions have "accosting welcome" instead of "a
coasting welcome. "]— Coasting Act, a United States stat-
ute of 1793 (1 Stat., 805) for enrolling and licensing ships
employed in the coasting-trade and fisheries.— Coasting-
pllot. Same as coa«(-j)iZo(.— Coasting-trade, trade car-
ried on between the different ports of the same country,
or under the same jurisdiction, by vessels sailing along
the coast, as distinguished from foreign and colonial trade

;

loosely, in American usage, extended to trade between
ports of adjoining countries presenting a continuous coast-
line.

Hence— 3. Figuratively, to feel one's way oau- coastlander (k6st'lan-d6r), n. [< coast + land
tiously

;
grope along,

The king in this perceives him, how he coasts.
And hedges, his own way. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

4t. To advance; proceed; go.

Towards me a sory wight did cost.

Spenser, Daphnaida, 1. 39.

My lord is coasted one way

;

My father, though his hurts forbade his travel.
Hath took another.

Fletcher (and Massinger ?), Lovers' Progress, li. 4.

6. To slide on a sled down a hill or an incline
covered with snow or ice. [U. S.]

+ -erl.] One who dwells on the coast.

The great invasion of Egypt by these islanders and
coastlanders, which is an important factor in the classifi-

cation of the different races.
Anthrop. Inst. Jour., XVI. 372.

coast-line (kost'Un), n. The outline of a shore
or coast.

coast-pilot (kosfpi'^lot), m. 1. A pilot who
conducts vessels along a coast.— 2. A detailed
description of a coast, with instructions for
navigating it.

Also coasting-pilot.
They encountered a troop of boys and girls coasting, coast-rat (kost'rat), n. A name of the .Airican

Some were commg up the hill, . . . others wheeling about rnnle-rat Jinfhiiprmii mnrHimiii
and skimming away through the bright air, the ups and ™°'^ Jr'iii I'^if

mantimus.
downs forming a perfect line of revolution. COast-'Waiter (kost wa'^ter), n. In Great Brit-

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17. ain, an officer of the customs who superintends

coat

the landing and shipping of goods coastwise.
Also called land-waiter, landing-waiter.
coast'ward, coast'wards (kost'wiird, -wardz),
adv. [< coast + -ward, -wards.] " Toward the
coast. W. Collins.

coast'ways (kost'waz), adv. [Var. of coastwise,
after way : see -wise.] Same as coastwise.

COast'Wise (kost'wiz), adv. [< coast + -wi.se.]
By way of or along the coast.
COast'Wise (kost'wiz), a. [< coastwise, adv.]
Following the coast; moving or carried on
along the coast: as, the coastwise tra,de.

Noljody but was struck with his [Webster's] knowledge
... of all the great routes and marts of our foreign, coast-
msc, and interior commerce. Choate, Addresses, p. 305.

coat^, n. A variant spelling of cate^.

COat^ (kot), n. [Early mod. E. also cote; < ME.
cote, coote, cotte, < OF. cote, also cotte, F. cotte
= Pr. cata, cot = Cat. cot = Sp. Pg. cota = It.

cotta, a coat, etc., = MHG. kutte, G. kutte (>
Dan. kutte), a cowl, < ML. cata, cotta, also eot-
tus, a tunic ; of Teut. origin : cf . OS. cott— OHG.
cliozzo, chozza, MHG. Q. katze, a coarse woolen
mantle (cf. OHG. wnbi-chuzzi, an overgarment,
umbi-chuzzen, clothe), orig. 'a cover' or 'shel-
ter,' being allied to E. cof^ and cate^, q. v. A
similar transfer of sense from 'house' to 'hood'
or 'mantle' is seen in cassock, casule, chasuble.]
If. A principal outer garment; any covering
for the body.

tinto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord God make
coats of skins, and clothed them. Gen. iii. 21.

2. An outer or upper garment worn by men,
covering the upper part of the body, in the early
middle ages it was identical w ith what is now called a tu-
nic, or sometimes with the cassock and corset (which see).
Coats of modern form, fitted to the body and having loose
skirts, first appeared in the reign of Charles II. of England.
Since the beginning of the eighteenth century the coat has
been of two general fashions : a broad-skirted coat, now
reduced to the form of the frock-coat (which see), and a
coat with the skirts cut away at the sides (the modern
dress-coat), worn now only as a part of what is called even-
ing dress. There are many other styles, as coats without
skirts, or sack-coats ; coats with the skirts cut away diago-
nally from the front downward, or cutaway coats, etc. See
also overcoat.

The coat of many colours ... they brought ... to their
father ; and said, This have we found : know now whether
it be thy son's coat or no. Gen. xxxvii. 32.

You laugh if coat and breeches strangely vary.
Pope, Iniit. of Horace, I. i. 163.

The coat [in 1772] was also short, reaching only to the
hips, fitting closely, having a small turn-over collar as now
worn. Fairholt, I. 390.

3. A woman's outdoor garment resembling a
man's coat in material and make.— 4t. An un-
der garment for the upper part of the body,
fitting somewhat closely ; a tunic or shirt.

And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away
thy coat, let him liave thy cloak also. Mat. v. 40.

Now the coat was without seam, woven from the top
throughout. John xix. 23.

5. A petticoat. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

Her coats she has kilted up to her knee.
Jock o' the Side (Child's Ballads, VI. 82).

In Turkey the Keverse appears

;

Long Coats the haughty Husband wears.
Prior, Alma, ii.

6t. The habit or vesture of an order or class of
men, and hence the order or class itself, or the
office or station peculiar to the order; cloth.

It will not be amiss, if, in private, you keep good your
acquaintance with Crites, or some other of his poor coat.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 1.

It becomes not your lordships coat
To take so many lives away.

BoUn Hood and the Bishop ofHereford (Child's Ballads,
(V. -295).

7. The external natural covering of an animal,
as hair, fur, wool, etc.— 8. A thin layer of a
substance covering a surface; a coating: as, a
coat of paint, pitch, or varnish; a coat of tin-
foil.

There are many petrifications in it [a curious grotto],
made by the dropping of the water, and at the end of it

there is a table cut out in the rock, which lias received a
coat from the dropping of the water like rock work, and
has a very beautiful effect.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 264.

9. One of a number of concentric layers : as, the
coate of an onion. Abercramhie.— 10. \uanat.,
a tunic or membranous covering of some part
or organ: as, the coats of the eye.—11. Nnut.,
a piece of tarred or painted canvas fitted about
the masts at the partners, about the rudder-
casing, and around the pumps where they pass
through the upper deck, to keep the water from
working down. See mast-coat.— 12t. A coat-
card.

Here's a trick of discarded cards of us ; we were ranked
with coats as long as old master lived.

Middleton, Massinger, and Rmoley, Old Law, iii. 1.



13.

coat

In her., a coat of arms or an achievement:

Coat of Mail, western Europe

;

13th century. 1 From VioUet-lc-

Due's " Diet, du Mobilier fran-

9ais.""J

used in a general sense.

Hark, countrymen I either renew the fight,

Or tear the Uons out of England's coat.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. S.

I observed his coate at the tail of his coach : he gives

the arms of England, Scotland, and France, quartered

upon some other fields. Pepys, Diary, I. IW.

14. Same as coat-money.—15. A coat of mail.

Such a stroke hym dalt ther vppon hys mte,

Ne had the hauberke smal mail be, goU wote,

Als hys brest of stile [steel], ille hym had come sure.

Hum. of Partcnaij (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4'218.

Busy coat. .See dii/i/.— Canting coat. See canting.—

Coat or cote and conduct, clothing and travel. Hence—
Coat-aud-conduct money, in Enri. hut, a ta.xor imposi-

tion laid npi'ii tlie counties for defraying the expense of

cliithin^' the truups levied and their traveling expenses.—

Coat of arms, iu her. : (a) A complete achievement, (b)

A surcoat or tab.ard embroidered with armorial bearings,

such as in modern times is worn only by a herald of arms
on rare ceremonial occasions. It is a survival of the

medieval surcoat (which see).— Coat Of defense. Same
as coat offence.— Coat of fence, any Ijody-garinent used
as defensive annor ; specifically, a garment of textile

material quilted and stuffed, or having plates or rings of

metal sewed upon it or be-

tween the folds ; a gambeson
or brigandine. 'The term
cort( offence is more accu-
rately used for a garment
of this kind than for the
hauberk of mail or the
plate-armor that succeeded
it. See cut under britjan.

di/K.— Coat of mall, (o)

A hauberk, (t) In a more
general sense, any defensive
garment for the body, quilt-

ed with small plates, rings,

or scales of iron. (See f/atn-

begon&i\Abroi<)ne.) The use
of the term io denote plate-

armor is erroneous.— Coat
of plates, a name given to
the suit of armor made of
splints. See w>;in( and ;>/a(«-

onnor.~ Hole In one'B
coat. See Aoiel.— Eough
coat, in plastering, the first

coat spread on lathing.

—

RougMng-ln coat, in ;<'«<-

tfriii'i, the first coat aiifilied

liirectly uiw»n maaonry in

titree-coat plastering. Also

called roufrhin(j-up coat. See scratch^oat.—To tum or

change one's coat, to be a turncoat ; tuni from one
party or opinion to another.

He (Marquis Spinola] hath now cAan^cd his Coat, and
taken up his old Commission again from Don Philippo,

whereas during that Expedition he called himself Cesar's

Servant. Iloipelt, Letters, I. il. 14.

COat^ (kot), V. t. [< coat^, n.] 1. To cover with
a coat or outer garment; cover or protect as

with a coat.

He is coated and booted for it. B. Jonmn, Discoveries.

Fringing-reefs sometimes coat, and thus protect the, foun-

dations of islands, which have been worn down by the surf

to the level of the sea. Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 78.

2. To overspread with a coating or layer of

another substance : as, to coat something with
wax or tin-foil.

coat-armor, coat-armour (k6t'ar"mor), «.

[Early mod. E. cntc-armor, -armour, < ME. cote-

armour, cote-armurc, cootc-armure, cote-armere,

cote-armur, coat-armor ; called in ML. toga ar-

maturw, coat of armor, or cota ad armandum;
OF. cote a armer, coat for arming (defense)

;

F. cotte (Tarmes, coat of arms (cf. equiv. G.
Kaffenrock, lit. coat of weapons, i. e., arms) : see

coat^ and armor.'] If. A coat marked -with

the wearer's armorial bearings, worn over the
armor ; a surcoat.

Alle and every man
Had on him throwen a vesture
Whiche that men clepen a cote armure
Embrowded wonderlyche ryche.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 3233.

Wear my coat-armour ; that disguise alone
Will make us nndistinguish'd.

Beau, and Fl. 0), Faithful Friends, iil. 3.

2. A coat of arms ; the escutcheon of a person,
with its several charges and other furniture,

as mantling, crest, supporters, motto, etc.

"What is hus conysatmce," quath ich, "in hus cote-ar-

mure >
"

Piers Plowman (C), xlx. 188.

Tlio coate armor which he [Sir William Petty] chose and
allways liepicted on his coach, Ac, wafi a mariner's com-
pass, the style pointing to the polar star, the crest a bee-
hive. Evelyn, To Mr. Wotton.

coat-cardt (kot'kard), n. [Early mod. E. also
coalc-curd, ciite-cnrd, also coated-rnrd (now court-
card, in simulation of court, with allusion to
the king and queen); < coat- (with ref. to the
figured coats or dresses of the characters on the
cards so called) + carrJi. Cf. D. jas-kaart, a
trump-card, a pack of 52 cards, < jag, a coat,
knave of trumps, + kaurt = E. rarrfi.] A play-
ing-card which has a figure on it; the king.
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queen, or knave, in the old Spanish pack the coat-

cards of each suit were the king, knight, and groom or
knave ; in the old German pack they were the king, a high
oflicer (Ober), and a low officer (Unter). Now, by corrup-
tion, court-card.

She had in her hand the ace of hearts, methought, and
a coat-card. Chapman, May-Day, v. 2.

coatee (ko-te'), n. [< coaf^ + -ee^.] A close-

fitting coat with short tails. [Eng.]

At every lazy corner were groups of great, well-made,
six-foot soldiers, in red coatees (for the tunic cannot be
enumerated among the causes of the sepoy mutiny).

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 122.

coathe, v. i. See cotlie.

coati (ko'a-ti), B. [Also euati (in Spanish 'writ-

ers), quachi (Bomarre, 1775), quasje (Schreber,

1116), quusic ; a native name.] An American
plantigrade carnivorous quadruped, of the fam-
ily Procyonidte, subfamily Sasuince, and genus
Nasua (which see), inhabiting tropical and
subtropical regions. It is most nearly related to the
racoons, but has an elongated body, a long tail, and an
attenuated and very flexible snout, whence the generic

name Nasua. In general aspect the coatis resemble the
ring-tailed bassaris, and still more some of the old-world
ichneumons or Vioerridcc, to which family these animals
were formerly referred. There are two distinct species of

coatis or coatimondis, the synonymy of which has been
almost inextricai>ly confused, nearly all the names which
have lieen given to one having been also applied to the
other. One is the red, ring-tailed, or Brazilian coati, Vi-

verra nasua of Linnajus, now known as Nasua rufa, also

Red Coati (A^ojmis ru/a).

formerly as N. vulpecula, N. quasje, N. fusca, N. socialis,

N. solitaria, etc., of various writers, which is the southern
form, ranging over the greater part of South America.
The other is the brown or Mexican coati, Viverra narura

of Linnaeus, now called Nasua narica, ranging from the

isthmus of I'anama through Central America and the
wannt-r parts of ,Mc\ic»».

coatimondi, coatimundi (k6"a-ti-mon'di,
-mun'di), «. [A native name, said to be <

coati + mondi or mundi, solitary: thus distin-

guished from another kind called the ' social'

coati. Thereisno zoological distinction.] Same
as coati.

coating (ko'ting), n. [Verbal n. of eoat^, t'.]

1. A covering; any substance spread over a

surface for protection or ornamentation: as,

a coating of plaster or tin-foil.— 2. Cloth for

coats: as, an assortment of coatings.

coat-link (kot'lingk), n. A link having a pair

of buttons attached to it, or a loop and button,

used for fastening a coat over the breast. Coat-

links were much in fashion about 1860, business

coats being made so as barely to meet across the

breast.

coat-money (kot'muu'i), «. An exaction lev-

ied by Charles I. on the pretext of providing

dotliing for the army. Also called coat.

coaxt, COkes^t (koks), «. [Origin obscure.] A
simpleton

;
gull ; dupe ; fool.

Why, we will make a coke* of this wise master

;

We will, my mistress, an absolute fine cokes.

B. Joiuson, The Devil is an Ass, 11. 2.

You are a brainless coax, a toy, a fop.

Beau, aiul FL, Wit at several Weapons, ilL 1.

That you may know I am not, r.3 they say, an animal,

which is, as they say, a kind of cokes, which is, as the

learned term it, an ass, ... a dolt, a noddy.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 3.

coax (koks), V. [Formerly spelled cokes; < coax,

cofa'«2, n.,afool. Ci.fool,v.'\ 1. trans. \\. To
fondle; caress; flatter; fool with flattery or

caresses.

cob

Princes may giue a good Poet such conuenient counte-
naunce and also benefite as are due to an excellent .arti-

ficer, though they neither kisse nor cokes them (as Cynthia
did Kndyuiion), and the discret Poet lookes for no such ex-

traordinary fauoiu-s.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 36.

2. To persuade by fond pleading or flattery

;

wheedle; cajole.

A froward child, that must be humoured and coaxed a
little till it falls asleep. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, i.

Not yet, however, . . , did Mrs. Bennet give up the
point. She talked to Elizabeth again and again ; coaxed
and threatened her by turns.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 97.

Hence— 3. To manage or guide carefully; con-
trol in a gentle way : as, to coax a horse into a
trot.

II. intrans. To use cajolery or gentle plead-
ing.

I coax! I wheedle ! I'm above it.

Farquhar, Recruiting Officer.

coaxal (ko-ak'sal), a. [< co-^ + axal.J Same
as coaxial.

Any circular cylinder coaxal with the bounding cylin-

der or cylinders. Eneyc. Brit., VII. 810.

coaxation (ko-ak-sa'shgn), n. [< L. as if *co-

aiatio(H-), < coaxare, pp. coaxatus, croak, as a
frog, < Gr. Kod^, in Aristophanes jBpcKcKtKs^ Koa^

Kod^, an imitation of the croaking of frogs. Cf

.

gwacfcl.] The act of croaking, as of frogs. Dr.

H. More. [Rare.]

COaxer (kdk's6r), B. One who coaxes; a
wheedler; a cajoler.

coaxial (ko-ak'si-al), a. [<.co-^ + axial. ~] Hav-
ing a common axis. Also coaxal Coaxial cir-

cles. See circle.

COaxially (ko-ak'si-al-i), adv. In a coaxial man-
ner ; in such a position or direction as to have
the same axis (as something else).

Let a coil be introduced into the circuit, and let a second
coil, wholly disconnected from the first, be laid coaxially

with it, so that the coefficient of mutual induction between
the coils shall be as great as possilde.

S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 198.

coaxing (kok'sing), B. [Verbal n. of coax, «.]

The act of wheedling; cajolery.

coazingly (kok'sing-li), adv. In a coaxing
manner.
cob^ (kob), B. [< ME. cob (foimd only in sense

2), prob.' a var. of copl, head; ef. coh^. The
various nouns spelled cob are chiefly of dialec-

tal origin, and their history is obscure; but
most of them are prob. developed from cofcl,

head, or cob'^, roundish lump : see cob"^, cob^,

etc.] It. The top ; the head ; the poll. Hence
— 2. A head man ; a prominent or chief per-

son ; a leader or chief. [Now only prov. Eng.]

Susteynid is not by personis lowe.
But cobtns grete this riote sustene.

Occleve, MS. quoted iu Halliwell, p. 259.

3t. A wealthy man; especially, one who makes
a vulgar use or display of his wealth ; a rich

and vulgar man ; a chuff.

The rich cobs of this world. (Tdall.

All cobbing country chuffes, which make their bellies

and their bagges theyr g4)ds, are called rich cobbes.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 174).

cob^ (kob), B. [Early examples of the senses
here grouped are few, and their history and re-

lations are obscure. They appear to be in part
particular uses of coftl as a var. of co;jl, head,
and in part due to cub^, a lump, heap, a con-
fused mass, orig. a var. of chttb, q. v., the gen-
eral notion being that of 'a roundish lump';
cf . cobble^, cobblestone. Cf. W. cob, a tuft, var.

of cop, a tuft, top; W. cob, the thumb. With
cob^, 5, 6, as applied to a fish, cf. Icel. kobbi,

a popular name for kopr, a young seal. The
senses last given may be of other origin. Cf.

coftl, cob^, cob*'.'] 1. A roundish lump. Specifi-

cally— (o) A nut; a cobnut (which see). (6) A kernel or
stone (of fruit, etc.) : as. a cherry-co6. (c) A roundish
loaf ; a cob-loaf (which see), (d) A ball or pellet of food

for fowls, (e) pi. The testicles ; tl.e cods. [Prov. Eng.]

2. A small haystack ; a haycock. [Prov. Eng.]
— 3. An ear of wheat. See cob-poke.— 4. The
cylindrical shoot or receptacle, in the form of

a spike, on which the grains of maize or Indian
com grow in rows ; a corn-cob (which see).

[U. S.]

In the year 1683 the house of Nicholas Desborough, at

Hartford, was very strangely molested by stones, by pieces

of earth, by co*« of Indian corn, and other such things

from an invisible hand, thrown at him.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vi. 7.

5. A young herring.

Why not the ghost of a herring cob, as well as the ghost
of Rasher Bacon?

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 3.

6. A fish, the bullhead or miller's-thumb.

Zedola [It.], a gudgeon or a cob. Florio,
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chief siipply of the cobalt preparations comes from Saxony,
iJoliemia, Hesse, and Norway. Tlie principal value of co-

balt in the arts is due to the fact that its protoxid fur-

nishes an intense and beautiful blue color, of importance
in painting, and especially in the decoration of porcelain

and glass. (See snutlt and zafre.) Also spelled kuhalt.—

Cobalt blue. See 6(i(«.— Cobalt green. See green.—

Cobalt plating, a method of electruiilating by the use

of a biith of neutral solution of cobalt and ammonium
double sulphate, or cobalt sulphate with ammonium or

magnesium sulphate, or cobalt chlorid combined with
ammonium and magnesium chlorids. See electroplatin<j.

— Cobalt yellow. See ydhne.— 'EaxVb.y cobalt. See

(M6oi(iH.— Glass of cobalt, or cobalt glass, a cobalt sili-

cate prepared by fusing cobalt-glance or speiss-cobalt,

previously roasted, with sand and iiotash. When ptllver-

ized tliKlv it is called smalt, and is used as a pigment.

CobS^ (kob), «. [Appar. a particular use of coh^ *^°''^"-''l?ThiH°.' «rlVw« ^' "" ^""^""^^ ''^'

prob as an abbr. of coh-horse : that is, a tliicki ,XTt 1"L°p k^ ' b^lt brou.^ n A yiolet-
Lt, dun.py horse,] A strong, thick-set, pony- '^Xor^'v^t^^r.^^U^i'^^ ^oletcTored

chlorid of chromium and having a marked me-
tallic luster. It is a double salt of phosphate of pro-

toxid of cobalt and ammonia, prepared at Pfannenstiel

in Saxony.

cob

7. The common clam, Mya arenarin. [Prov.

Eng.]— 8. A Spanish dollar: a name formerly

in use in Ireland, and still at Gibraltar.

He then drew out a large leathern bag, and poured out

the contents, which were silver cobs, upon the table.

T. Sheridan, Swift.

9. A compost of puddled clay and straw, or of

straw, lime, and earth.

The poor cottager contenteth himself with cob for his

walls. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 5S.

10. In coal-mining, a small solid pillar of coal

left in a waste as a support for the roof . G resley.

[Derbyshire, Eng.]— 11. Clover-seed. [Prov.

Eng.]

built horse, capable of carrying a heavy weight
at a good pace. Also cob-horse.

A col) is a short-legged, stout, and compactly built ani-

mal, 13 hands 3 to 14 hands 3 inches. The hack is the

same type, but a hand higher, 14.3 to 16.3. The hack is

larger than the cob; the cob, larger than a pony.
WaUacea ilorUhly, July, 1884, p. 447.

cob* (kob), n. [E. dial., perhaps a particular cobalt-glance (ko'balt-glans)^

use of co62, -vvith ref. to its roundness.] A kind oaltite.

of wicker basket made to be carried on the

arm; specifically, one used for carrying seed

while sowing. [North. Eng.]

C0b5 (kob), n. [=LG. lohbe = Fries, hub, a sea-

mew.] The great black-backed gull, Larus ma-
rimts. Also spelled cobb. [Eng.]

CobB (kob), n. [Prob. < W. cob, an embank-
ment. Cf. co62.] A sort of short breakwater.

This ancient work, known by the name of the Cob, en-

closed the only haven (Lyme] where, jn a space of many
miles, the fishermen could take refuge from the tempests

of the Channel. Macaulaij, Hist. Eng., v.

cob'' (kob), v.
;
pret. and pp. cobbed, ppr. cobbing.

[< ME. cobben, strike, fight, prob. < Icel. kubba,

chop, cut: see cho}A, chub, and cf. cob^ = cub^,

lump, etc.] I. trans. 1. To strike; knock;
beat on the buttocks with the knee, or with a
board or strap. [Eng.]

[They] cobb'd the whole party— ay, every man jack of

them. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 318.

2. In mining, to break (ore) into small frag-

ments with a hammer, in the process of dress-

ing it for the smelter. [Chieflyjn Cornwall.]
— 3. To excel; outdo: beat
4. To throw. [Prov. Eng.]

n.t intrans. To fight.

Ho keppit hym full kantly [strongly], kobbit with hym sore,

Woundlt hym wickedly.
DestrtMion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11025.

Also spelled cobb.

cob'' (kob), n. [< coW, «).] A blow on the but-

tocks with the knee, or with a strap or board;

a punishment consisting

cobelligerent

I. trans. 1. To mend or patch (especially shoes
or boots).

And thred-bare cote, and cabled shoes, bee ware.
Spenser, ¥. Q., I. iv. 28.

They show us an Alexander in the shades cobbling shoes.
Lamb, Decay^of Beggars.

The cook makes our bodies ; the apothecary only cob-

bles them. O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Lite, p. 217.

Hence— 2. To put together, make, or do clum-
sily, unhandily, or coarsely.

Nothing effected lor any puniose or design, but all ill-

favouredly cobbled and jumbled together.
Bentlcy, Sermons, i.

II, intrans. To work as a cobbler; work
clumsily.

Leaves his snug shop, forsakes his store of shoes,

St. Crispin quits, and cobbles for the muse.
Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

cobble-^, n. See coble.

cobble* (kob'l). n. [Cf. cob^, a gull.] A name
for the red-throated diver, Colymbiis septentri-

onalis. Montagu. [Local, British.]
Earthy arseni- cobblenutt (kob'1-nut), n. [ME. cobill-note; <

cobble^ + nut.'] Same as cobnut, 1.

. foame as CO- j ^^^ ^^^j. p^m-g to make presande
Als myn harte wolde, and I had ought,

CObaltiC (ko'bal-tik), a. [< cobalt + -ic] Per- Two coW( »«>(£« vppon a bande,

taining to or consisting of cobalt ; resembling ^ ' '""1 "^be, what I haue^broght
^ ^^^

°;:jrl"r;f ^,^^l*VnS^n.t3fric?, CObWen (kob'16r), n. [< MK cobdere, cobeler

cobbeler, < "cobelen, cobble, + -er : see cohbtc^

and-cj'l.] 1 . One who cobbles, mends, or patch-

es ; especially, one who mends boots and shoes.

As good is tlie prayer of a cobbler as of a cardinal.
Tyndale, Works, p. 145.

Hence— 2. A clumsy workman ; one who works
in a clumsy, slipshod fashion.

Truly, sir, in respect of a fine workman, I am but, as

you would say, acobbler. Shak., J. C, i. 1.

Cobbler's-awl duck, a name of the European avoset,

Jteeurcirostra avncelta. [Local, British.] — Cobbler's
Monday, every Monday throughout the year. Brocketl.

(l*i-ov. Eng.]— Cobbler's punch, a warm drink made of

ale or beer with the addition of spirit, sugar, and spice.

cobbler^ (kob'lfer), n. [Appar. orig. cobbler's

punch: see imder cobbler'^.] 1. A summer
drink to be sucked through a straw, made by
shaking up together, in a largo glass, poimded
ice, wine, sugar, slices of orange, pineapple,

etc. [U. S.]— 2. A fruit pie baked in a large

deep dish or a pot lined with thick paste:

named according to the kind of fruit used: as,

an apple cobbler: a peach cobbler. [U. S.]

cobalt-cnist (ko'bMt-krust), n.

ate of cobalt.

compounds in which two cobalt atoms react

like a single hexad element or radical.

CObalticyanide (ko'bal-ti-si'a-nid), n. A com-
pound of cobalt and cyanogen— Cobalticyanlde
of potassium, K6(CN)i2Co2, a yellow crystalline salt

formed by the union of colialt, cyanogen, and potassium.

It is a singularly permanent salt, resisting the action of

the strongest acids. It was applied by Liebig to the sep-

aration of cobalt from nickel in analysis.

Cobaltin (ko'bal-tin), m. [< cobalt + -in2.]

Same as cobaltite.

cobaltite (ko'bal-tit), n. [< cobalt + -ite2.] A
sulpharsenide of cobalt, it is a mineral of a silver-

white color, with a tinge of red, occurring in isometric

crystals, often cubes or pyritohedrons. Also called cobalt-

glance.

cobalt-ocher (k6'balt-6"ker), n. An earthy

form of the mineral erythrite.

cobaltomenite (ko-bal-tom'e-nit), n. [< cobalt

+ Gr. iirjvn, moon (cf . sclenitc), + -ite^.] A cop-

per selenite occurring in minute rose-red crys-

tals at Caeheuta in the Argentine Republic.
[Prov. Eng.]— cobaltOUS (ko'bal-tus), a. [< cobalt + -ous.]

Pertaining to or of tiie nature of cobalt; con-

sisting of or derived from cobalt: specifically cobbler-fish (kob'ler-flsh), m. An American ca-

Flower of Cobaa scandetts.

of such blows. Also spell-

ed cobb. [Eng.]

cobado (ko-ba'do), n.

[Pg., reg. covado : see cic-

bit.1 A Portuguese mea-
sure. See cubit.

Cobsea (ko-be'a), n. [NL.,
named after Barnabas
Cobo (1582-1657), a Span-
ish Jesuit, missionary for

fifty years in Mexico and
Peru, and a zealous natu-
ralist.] A small polemo-
niaceous genus of herba-
ceous climbing plants, na-
tives of the mountains 'of tropical America.
They have pinnate leaves and large campanulate flowers,

and, being rapid growers, are frequently cultivated for or-

nament. The most common species is C. scandens, with

purple or white flowers, from Mexico.

cobalt (ko'balt), «. [< G. kobalt, dial, hobold,

cobalt; said to 1

goblin, the ' demon of the mines,' transferred to

cobalt because it was troublesome to miners,

and at first its value was not known See ho-

bold and goblin.] Chemical symbol, Co ; atom-

ic weight, 59. A metal of a steel-gray color

and a specific gravity variously given at from
8.52 to 8.95. It closely resembles nickel, the atomic

weights of the two metals being the same, and their spe-

cific gravities nearly or quite the same. They have also

very nearly the same ductility and tenacity, are almost

always found in intimate association, and iiave in many
respects a marked resemblance to iron, but are less fusi-

ble than that metal, and much less magnetic. Cobalt

might be, and is to a very small extent, used for the

same purposes for which nickel is used, especially for

plating the surface of iron; Ijut it is much rarer than

nickel, is procured with more difficulty in the metallic

applied to compounds in which the cobalt atom
appears to be combined as a dyad element.

The molecular susceptibility of cobaltoua salts stands

about midway between the molecular susceptibilities of

nickelous and manganous salts. Encyc. Brit., XV. 264.

cobalt-vitriol (ko'balt-vifri-ol), n. A hydrous
cobalt sulphate; when foimd' native, the min-
eral bieberite.

cobang, n. See kobang.

cobaya (ko-ba'yji), «• [See eavy, Cavia.] A
name of the guinea-pig or domestic cavy, Cavia

cobaya. Also cobaia.

cobbi, n. See cob^.

cobb^, r. and n. See cob''.

cobbin (kob'in), n. [Cf. co&2.] A piece or slice

of a fish. [Prov. Eng.]
CObbinglf, « [Appar. < coftl, n
Making a vulgar display.

Pars mihi prima est, my part is first

stultos, amongst those notable, famous, notorious cobbing

fooles. Withal (ed. 1608), p. 391.

C0bbing2 (kob'ing), n. [Verbal n. of coW, v.]

1. In mining, the operation of breaking ore

for the purpose of sorting out the better parts.

— 2. Broken pieces of old bricks and bottoms
of furnaces that have absorbed copper. Encyc.

. . - , , ,, Brit., VI. 348, note.
cobalt; said to be the same word as kobold, a cobble^ (kob'l), n. [Kiso copplc{stone); <ME.
_ _^,=_ .u. < J « *!,„ „.:„„=. >f.„„=fo.™^ t„

,^^j.^^ ,^^j,^ ^.^ p^jj^p ^ggg cobbUnut and cob-

blestone) and in pp. adj. cobled, so. stone), dim.

of cob
:'
see cob'^, and cobblestone, cobstone.] 1.

A stone rounded by the action of water, and of

a size suitable for use in paving. Smaller stones

rangoidfish, Blepharis crinitus, with compressed
body, rudimentary dorsal spines, and the first

five or six rays of the dorsal and anal fins

elongated and filiform: named from the long

rays, which resemble a cobbler's strings. It

is a warm-water species, but wanders in stmi-

mer as far north as Cape Cod.

CObblery (kob'ler-i), 11. [< cobbler'^ + -yl.] Cob-
blers' work.

I have myself tried an experiment in a small way in the
matter of co(<(<fcri/. Sir J. Lubbock, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 331.

cobblestone (kob'l-ston), n. [Also copplestone

(and eogglestone, q. v.); < ME. cobilstone, also

(once) cobled stone; < cobble^ + stone.] A cob-

ble or rounded stone ; especially, such a stone

used in paving.

"J ' ~^^9 -J The streets are mostly paved with round cobble-stones.

L. Hamilton, Mex. Handbook, p. 109.

inter prsecipuos cobblCStone (kob'l-ston), V. t. ;
pret. and pp.

cobblestoned, ppr. cobblestoning. [< cobblestone,

n.] 'To pave vrith cobblestones.

Those unreasoning creatures who would grumble that

the streets of gold, if they had the chance to see them,
were not cobble-stoned with diamonds.

New York Independent, Dec. 18, 1873, p. 1585.

cobbling (kob'ling), a. [Attrib. use of cob-

bling, verbal n. of cobble"^, v.] Like the work
of a cobbler

;
patched or clumsily put together.

Such cobbling verses no poetaster before ever turned out.

Lamb, To Barton.

cobbyi (kob'i), a. [Prob. < cofii, head, + -yK
Ct heady.] 1. Brisk; lively.—2. Oppressive;

^ „ tyrannical.
of the same character are usually called yeWies, and larger cobby^ (kob'i), a. [< cob^ + -!/!.] Short and
ones boulders. Also called cobblestom, cobstone. compact in proportion ; weU ribbed up

;
pony-

The road is narrow, but deeply cut by long use, arid in \,^{\^ gaid of dogs and horses,
places difficult on account of the coftWes left loose and dry ,, CVnVi'Wali'l « PAr finhnnb (kabkah'S a.

by the washing of the rains. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 02. CObCab (kob kalj), )l. [AT. qaoqao (hauhao),a

r. . \ A i,-ii rT 1 TT c 1 c,. A
pattcu.] A woodcu clog Or patten worn by

2. A rounded hill. [Local, U. b.J— d+. A ^omen in Egypt and the Levant. Such dogs are

roimd nut like a cobble. See cobnut.—4. A y,oTn in the public baths, ami sometimes to keep the gar-

kernel or stone (of fruit, etc.). [Prov. Eng.] meuts from trailing, or to increase the apparent statiu-e.

— 5. A lump of coal from the size of an egg to cobcoal (kob'kol), n. [< coh^ + coal.] A large

that of a foot-ball.— 6. An icicle. [Prov. Eng.] round piece of coal.

form, and 'is consequently a dearer metal. Tlie most im- cobble^ fkob'l). v.; nret. and pp. cobbled, ppr. cobcUigerent (ko-be-lii'e-rent), a. and n. [<
portant ores of cobalt are cobaltite, smaltite, and liima:ite.

(See these words.) Cobalt ores occur in a considerable

number ol localities, but nowhere in large quantity. The

cobbling. [< ME. *co6c?cn, *co6teH (inferred from
the noun cobeler, cobbler), of uncertain origin.]

00-1 -t- belligerent.] I. '((."Cooperating (with

another or others) in carrying on war.



cobelligerent

H. n. A nation, state, or individual that co-

operates with another in carrying on war.

cobezoutiant (Iv6-be-z6'ti-ant), «. [< fo-l + be-

zoutiant.'\ In math., any homogeneous quad-

ratic function similar in form and in its property

of invariance to the bezputiant ; an invariant

of two quanties of order ?» and of an adjoint

quantie of oi'der m— 1, when the coefficients of

the latter are treated as the facients of the in-

variant, so that the latter is an »j-ary quadrie.

cobezoutoid (ko-be-zo'toid), «. [< ro-l + be-

MiiUiid.'] In math., an invariant of a quantie

of order m and of an adjoint quantie of order

m— 2, being an (>»— l)-ary quadrie in the co-

efficients of the adjoint quantie.

cob-horse (kob'hors), n. Same as cob^.

cob-house (kob'hous), n. 1. A house built of

cob. See cob"^, 9.

A narrow street of co6-Aou«^«whitewashed and thatched.
//. KiH(fsle!t, Geotfry Hamlyn, vi.

2. A child's play-house built of corn-cobs:
used, like house of cards, as a synonym of in-

stability. [U. S.]

cobia (ko'bi-a), n. [Perhaps of W. Ind. origin.]

A Spanish iiame of the sergeant-fish, Elacate

Cobia, or Cralvcater {^Elacate Canada).

Canada, it is of a fusiform shape with wide flattened

head, and of an olive-brown color with a broad blackislt

lat^'ral liand. Along the Slaryland and Virginia coasts it

is called bonito. Also called crab-eater. See Klacate.

cob-iron (kob'i"^m), «. 1. An andiron of the
simplest form, the upright portion of which is

small and undecorated.— 2. An iron by which
a spit is supported. [Prov. Eng.]

co-bishop (ko-bish'op), «. [< co-1 -I- iishop.']

A joint or coadjutaiit bishop. Ayllffe.

cobitid (kob'i-tid), ». A fish of the family Co-
bitidw : a loach.

Cobitidae (ko-bit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cobitis

+ -iV/rt".] A family of plectospondylous fishes,

typified by the genus Cobitis, with the margin
of the upper jaw formed by the intermaxilla-

ries alone, the phar\Tigeal teeth rather numer-
ous, three hypobranchials, and spines rising

from the preorbital bones. The family is i>cculiar

to the old world, and is represented in European fresh

waters by several species known chiefly as loacheg ; there
are also nniiierous Asiatic forms. See loach.

Cobitidina (ko-bit-i-dl'na), n. pi. [^^L., < Co-
bitis + -ina-.'\ In Giintlier's classification of
fishes, the fourteenth group of Ci/prinida: its

technical characters are: a month Burroun<led by 6 or
more barl)el8 ; a dorsal fln short or of ino<ierate length :

a short anal fln ; scales small and rudinieutar>', or entirely
absent : pharyngeal teeth in a single series in moderate
number ; and an air-blailder i>artly or entirely inclosed in

a bony capsule. Same as the family Cobitidce.

Cobitis (ko-bi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. KufUnq, fem.
of Ku,iiTi/c, adj., gudgeon-like, < xi/Jiof, gudgeon

:

see gudgeon.^ Tlie typical genus of fishes of
the family Cobiti<Uc or loaches. C. taenia is an
e.xainple. See cut under loach.

cobitoid (kob'i-toid), a. and «. [< Cobitis +
-o((/.] I. a. Relating to or having the charac-
ters of the Cobitidm.

II. n. A cobitid.

cob-joe (kob'jo), n. A nut fastened to the end
of a string. [Prov. Eng.]
CObkeyt, « [Cf. cob'i.'i A bastinado.

My L. Foster Ijeing a lytic dronk, went up to the mayn
top to fet down a rel>cl, and twenty at the least after hym,
wher they gave hym a cotjkey upon the cap of the mayn
mast. Ma. addit. 5008. (Halliwflt.)

coble, cobble^ (kob'l), n. [< ME. coble (Halli-

well), < W. cciibal, a ferry-boat, a skiff (cf. ceu-

fad, a canoe). < ceuo, hollow out. Not con-
nected with ONorth. cuopel, a boat.] A flat-

tish-bottomed, clincher-built fishing-boat with
a square stem. [Great Britain.]

Before that he was ndd watera.
The weary cftde l>egan to fill.

The Weanj Co/rle o Cargill (Child's Ballads, III. 31).

Through an open diM)r between the backs of two houses
could be seen a glin)|>fie of the dancing, heaving river,
with such ships or flsbing cotAen as happened to be moored
in the waters alx>ve the bridge.

Mrx. Gnxkell, Sylvia's Ix)vers, ill.

CObler (kob'lfer), «. [Perhaps same as cobbler"^,

a mender.] A bent rasp used in straightening
the siiaft of a ramrod.

cob-loaf (kob'lof), n. [< eob^ + loaf.] A loaf
that is lumpy, uneven, or crusty : applied by
Shakspere in contempt to a person.
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Ther. Thou grumblest and railest every hour on Achil-

les. . . . Thou shouldst strike him.
Ajax. CobtoafJ Shak., T. and C, ii. 1.

cobnobble (kob'nob-1), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. cob-

nohbled, ppr. cobnobbling. [E. dial., appar. <

co/<7 + nob, head.] To beat. [Prov. Eng.]
cobnut (kob'nut), n. [< cofc2 -(- ««<.] X. A
round nut; a large hazelnut. [Eng.]

'* You don't know what I've got in my pockets." . - .

" No," said Maggie. "... Is it marls [marbles] orcofc-

nut«/" Geor<7e £/to(, Mill on the Floss, i. .5.

2. A children's game, played with cobnuts.

—

Jamaica cobnut, the seed of a euphorbiaceous tree, Om-
jthatfa tnaniira, which is pleasant to the taste and whole-
some, after the removal of the embryo.

cobob (ko-bob'), n. and v. Same as cabob.

cobourg, n. See coburg.

cob-poke (kob'pok), n. A bag carried by glean-
ers for receiving the cobs or broken ears of

wheat. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
cobra^ (ko'bra), n. The contracted name of the
eobra-de-capeilo.

CObra'-^ (ko'bra), «. See copra.

CObra-de-capeilo (ko'bra-de-ka-pel'o), n. [Pg.,

lit. hooded snake: cobra, a snake, adder, < L.
colubra, fem. of coluber, a snake, adder (see Co-
luber, ciUverin); de, < L. de, of; capello, a hood:
cf. chapel, chapeau, and cape'^.'] The hooded
or spectacled snake, Naja tripudians, a serpent
of the most venomous nature, found abun-
dantly in different hot countries of Asia, espe-
cially in India. In common with the other vipers of

the genus Naja, it is remarkable for the maimer in which
it is able to spread out or dilate the back and sides of the
neck and head when irritated, giving somewhat the ap-
pearance of a hood. The name t(pectacle-»iiake is derived
from the presence of a binocular mark on the back of its

neck. It feeds on lizards and other small 'animals, is

Cubr3-<Ie-capcllo ( Saja triputtians).

sluggish in its habits, and is easily killed. It attains a
length of 3or4 feet. Also written cobra-da-capetlo, cobra-
di-citpello, or simply called cotrra. See Saja,

CObra-monil (kd'brJt-mon''il), ?i. [< cobra^ +
(appar.) monil, < L. monile, a collar, necklace.]
An East Indian viper, Daboia rmsselU. Also
called ticpolonga.

CObres (ko'bres), n. [Sp.] The name given
in Europe to a superior kind of indigo pre-
pared in South America.
Cobric (ko'brik), a. [< cobra^ + -»c.] Of or per-

taining to the cobra ; in chem., derived from the
cobra : as, cobric acid.

CObriform (ko'bri-form), a. [< cobra'^ + L. for-
ma, shape.] Resembling or related to the co-

bra
;
proteroglyph : specifically said of venom-

ous serpents, as those of the family Xajida,
in distinction from crotaliform. The cobriform
seri)ent3 are the Proteroglypha, including the families
A'ajitliF, KtajndfT, and Dendragjndidte.

cob-stacker (kob'stak''*r), «. A device in

some eom-slielling machines for removing the
cobs from tlie machinery and placing them in

stacks or piles.

cobstone (kob'ston), n. [< co62 + stone. Cf. cob-

hle.itone.'] Same as cobble^, 1, and cobblestone.

CObS'Wan (kob'swon), »i. [< coftl -t- sifrt».] A
leading or male swan. B. Jonson. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng.]
coborg, cobotirg (ko'borg), n. [From Coburg
in Germany.] A thin fabric of worsted and
cotton, or worsted and silk, twilled on one side,

used for women's dresses: used as a substi-

tute for merino, and especially as a material
for inejcpensive mourning.
cob-'wall(kob'wal), H. Awallbuiltofunbumed
clay, sometimes mixed with straw, or of straw,

lime, and earth. See cob-house, and cob^, 9.

COb'Web (kob'web), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

cobwetibe, < ME. copweb (= MD. kopwcbbe), a
spider's web, appar. < coppe (mod. E. cop^),

appar. short for attercoppe (mod. E. attercop),

a spider (cf. MD. hop, knppe, also spinne-koppe,

spinne-kohbe, a spider, koppe-ghespin, also spinne-

cocainize

webbe, a spider's web— Kilian: see co])^ and
copl), -I- jtcfc.] I. n. 1. The net spun by a
spider to catch its prey; a spider's web.— 2.
Figuratively, a network of plot or intrigue ; an
insidious snare; a contrivance for entangling
the weak or unwary : as, the cobicebs of the law.— 3. Something fiimsy and easily rent, broken
through, or destroyed.

Worldly spirits, whose interest is their belief, make cob-
webs of obligations. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 19.

Such are the flimsy cobwebs of which this political
dreamer's theories are made.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13, note.

4. pi. The neglected accumulations of time

;

old musty rubbish.

Evil apparelled in the dust and cotncebs of that uncivil
age. Sir P. Sidney.

II. a. Made of or resembling cobweb ; hence,
tiimsy; slight.

Spun from the cobwfb fashion of the times,
Akennide, Pleasures of Imagination, ii.

Cobweb lawn, a flue linen mentioned in 1640 as being
in pieces of 15 yards. Draper's Diet.

One half drawn
In solemn Cypress, th' other cobweh-latim.

B. Jmiaon, Epigrams,

The worst are g:ood enough for such a trifle,

Such a proud piece of cob-web tawn.
Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady.

COb'Web (kob'web), »'. t.; pret. and pp. co6«;e66erf,

ppr. cobwebbing. [< cobweb, n.] 1. To cover
with a filmy net, as of cobweb.

And now autumnal dews are seen
To cobweb every green, Quarles.

2. To clear of cobwebs.
"We cobuvbbed, swept and dusted. Harper's Bazar.

cob'webbed (kob'webd), a. [< cobweb + -«rf2.]

1. Covered with cobwebs.
The cobwebb'd cottage, Yottnff, Night Thoughts, i. 176.

We like to read of the small, bare room, with cobivebbed
ceiling and narrow window, in which the poor child of
genius sits with his magical pen, the master of a realm of
beauty and enchantment.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p, 17,

2. In bot., covered with loose, white, tangled,
slender hairs, resembling the web of a spider.

Cob'Webbery (kob'web-er-i), n. ; pi. cobwcbber-
ics (-iz). [< cobweb + -er;/.'] A mass or collec-

tion of cobwebs. [Rare.]

"When, across the hundred-fold poor scepticisms, trivial-

isms, and constitutional cobwebljeries of Dryasdust, you
catch any glimpse of a William the Conqueror, , , . do
you not discern veritably some rude outline of a true God-
made king? Carlyle.

COb'webby (kob'web-i), a. [< cobweb + -yl.] Of
the nature of, resembling, or abounding with
cobwebs: aa,cobwebby texture; Acobwebbyhouse.
With the unassisted eye, the cobivettby consistence of the

mould may lie seen penetrated by upright atoms bearing
a globule on the end, S. B. Ilerrick, Plant Life, p. 69.

COb'WOnn (kob'w6rm), n. [< cob"^ + worm.'] A
local British name of the larva of the cock-
chafer, Mclolontha vulgaris.

COCa^ (ko'ka), n. [S. Amer.] 1. The dried leaf

of Erythroxylon Coca, natural order Linnccw, a
small shrub of the mountains of Pern and Bo-
livia, but cultivated in other parts of South
America. The principal source of the drug as a com-
mercial product is the province of Yungas in Bolivia,

where the bushes, which are grown on the sides of the
mountains, yield three crops a year. By far the greater
part of the estimated annual product of 40,000,000 pounds
is consumed at home. It is a stimulant, bearing some
resemblance in its etfects to tea and coffee, and has long
l>een used as a masticatory by the Indians of South Amer-
ica, It relieves feelings of fatigue and hunger, and the
diflBculty in breathing experienced in climbinghigh moun-
tains. The habit of chewing coca is an enslaving one.
Coca is used in medicine as a stinmlant and tonic ; it yields
the valuable alkaloid cocaine. Sometimes written cuca.

2. The plant itself.

COCa^ (ko ' kii), n. [Jap.] A Japanese rice-

measure, equal to about 5 Winchester bushels.

Cocagne, «. See Cockaigne.

cocaine (ko'kii-in), •). [< coca^ + -ine^.'] An
alkaloid (C17S21NO4) obtained from the leaves
of the coca, Erythroxylon Coca, it forms colorless,

transparent prisms, is odorless, and has a bitter taste. It
is soluble in water and alcohol, but more freely In ether.

It is used as a local anesthetic.

COCainism (ko'ka-in-izm), n. [< cocaine +
-/SOT,] The morbid condition produced by the
excessive use of cocaine ; the morbid habit of

using cocaine as a stimulant.

COCainization (ko-kii-in-i-za'shon), n. [< coca-

inise -t- -ation.] Sulbjection to the influence or
effects of cocaine.

There is, however, a certain proportion of cases in which
COCainization cannot be produced, Med. News, L. 501.

cocainize (ko'ka-in-5z), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. co-

cainized, ppr. cocainizing. [< cocaine + -i^e.]



cocainize

To subject to the iuflueuoe or effects of cocaine

;

impregnate with or render insensible by co-
caine.

Dr. Eoenigst«in . . . stated that lie had been able to re-
move the eyeljall of a dog, previously cocainized, without
the animal feeling any pain. Therapeutic Gaz., IX. 46.

cocalon (kok'a-lon), n. [Appar. < Gr. K6KKa?x>^,

a kernel, dim. of Kdnnoi, a berry : see cocciis.'] A
large cocoon of a weak texture.

COCarde (ko-kiird'), «. [F. : Bee cockade.'] In
entom., one of the bright-red, extensile, lobed
vesicles found in coleopterous insects of the
genus Malachius and its allies. They are i in
number, 2 near the anterior angles of the thorax and 2
at the base of the abdomen. The cocardes are generally
concealed, but the insect protrudes them when alarmed.
Being very conspicuous, they perhaps serve to rei)el insect
enemies.

Cocceian (kok-se'an), n. [< Cocceius (Latinized
form of Koch ; cf . L. Cocceius, name of an Italic

fens) + -an.'} A follower of John Cocceius or
;och (1603-69), professor of theology at Ley-

den, Holland, who founded the so-called " Fed-
eral" school in theology. He believed that the whole
history of the Christian church to all time was prefigured
in the Old Testament, and so opposed the Voetiaus. See
VoetiaH.

cocci, ». Plural of coccus, 1.

Coccia (kok'si-a), n. [NL. (Gunther, 1864):
named after the Italian naturalist A. Cocco.]

A genus of fishes, typical of the group Cocciina.

coccid (kok'sid), n. One of the Coccidw.

Coccidse (kok'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coccus, 2, -I-

-ida'.] A family of phytophthirian hemipter-
ous insects, of the same group as the aphides

;

the scales, scale-insects, or mealy-bugs. The tarsi

have one joint ; the male is small, two-winged, and without
rostrum ; and the female is large, wingless, and rostrate.

They live on plants, and the larvee resemble scales, whence
one of the names of the family. The eggs are deposited
beneath the large shield-shaped body of the female. The
males undergo complete metamorphosis, an exception in
this order, and the apterous larva; become incased in a
cocoon, and transform into quiescent pupse. The family
is an important one, not only from the damage done by
these insects to plants, but for their commercial value,
some of them producing the coloring matter called cochi-
neal, others secreting the substance known commercially
as lac. See lac'^ and inatina, and cuts under coccus and
cochitical.

coccidia, n. Plural of cocddium, 1.

COCCidiid (kok-sid'i-id), a. and w. I. a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Coc-
cidiidea.

II. «. A member of the Coccidiidea.

Coccidiidea (kok-sid-i-id'e-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Cocddium, 2, + -idea.] A subclass or other
division of Sporozoa, containing extremely mi-
nute, non-locomotory parasitic organisms of
spherical form and simple structure, living in

a single cell of the host until they become en-

cysted, then breaking up into one, few, or many
spores, which hatch as active flagellulse, which
in turn burrow in a cell of the host. They have
been divided into the three orders Monosporea, OUffo-
sporea, and Polyitporea, according to the number of their
spores.

COCCidium (kok-sid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. KO/craf,

aberry (see coccus),+ -liiov.] 1 . PI. coccidia (-a).

In l)ot., a name given by Harvey to a form of
conceptaele found in certain red algae, borne on
lateral branches, or sessile on the surface of the
frond, and usually not opening by a pore. The
spores within are attached to a central placenta.
[Not now used.]— 2. [^cap.] [NL.] Agenusof
gregarines. Leuckart, 1879.

COCCiferoilS (kok-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. caecum
(NL. coccus, q. v.), a berry, + ferre, = E. l)ear^,

+ -ous.] Bearing or producing benies: as,

cocciferous trees or plants. Quincy.

cocciform (kok'si-form), a. [< NL. coccus,

q. v., -I- L. forma, shape.] In the form of cocci

;

resembling a coocous fruit.

Cocciina (kok-si-i'na), n. pi. [NL., < Coccia +
-i;w2.] In GunthePs classification of fishes, a
group of SternoptychidiB with the body scale-

less, pseudobranenisB developed, and no rudi-

mentary spinous dorsal fin: same as the fam-
ily MauroUcidw.

Coccinae (kok-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Coccus, 2,

-I- -ince.] A subfamily of homopterous hemip-
terous insects ; the cochineal- or lac-bugs.

COCCinean (kok-sin'e-an), a. [< L. coccineus,

scarlet (see cocdneous), + -an.] Dyed of a
scarlet or crimson color.

Ooccinella (kok-si-nel'a), n. [NL., dim. of L.
cocdnus, < Gr. ndKKivog, scarlet, < k6kko^, a berry,
the kermes insect: see coccus.] The typical
genus of ladybirds of tne family Cocdnellidw.

coccinellid (kok-si-nel'id), n. A member of

the Cocciiictlidoi ; a ladybird.

Painted Ladybird { Cocclnel-
la picta). a, larva, enlamed

;

b, beetle, natural size ; r, bee-
tle, enlarged.
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Coccinellidse (kok-si-nel'i-de), n. j>;. [NL.,
< Cocdnella H- -idee.] A family of elavicorn

Coleoptera or beetles

;

the ladybirds. The tech-
nical characters are : partly
nienibranuus dorsal segments
of the alHlomen ; free ventral
segments; 2-jointed tarsi;
wings not fringed ; dilated sec-

ond joint of the tarsi ; appen-
diculate or toothed claws

;

securiform maxillarj' palps;
the last 3 joints of the short
antenna) clavjlte ; and thegen-
eral shape rotund or hemi-

spherical. These insects feed on aphides, and constitute a
group called Aphidiphar/a on this account. See ladybird.

COCCinelline (kok-si-nel'in), a. [< Cocdnella
+ Hne^.] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Coccinellidfe.

COCCineous (kok-sin'e-us), a. [< L. cocdneus,
also coceinus (Gr. k6kkivoc : see Cocdnella), sear-
let, < coccum, scarlet: see coccus.] Scarlet or
crimson, like cochineal.

COCCinin (kok'si-nin), n. [< L. cocdnus, scar-
let (see cocdneous), + -in".] A coal-tar color
of complex composition, belonging to the azo-
group. Also called phenetol red.

COCCO (kok'6), n. The West Indian name of the
taro-plant, Colocasia antiquorum. Also spelled
cocoe.

Coccobacteria (kok"6-bak-te'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.
(Billroth, 1874), < Gr. kokko^, a berry, + NL. bac-
teria, pi. of bacterium : see coccus and bacte-

rium.] A group of bacteria, containing glob-
ular forms, such as those of the genus Micro-
coccus, and the rod-like forms, as those of the
genera Bacterium and Bacillus, under a single
species, Coccobacteria scptica, as an assimiptiou
that they constitute essentially one organism,
which takes on the form either of globular ceUs
or of rods, these either reproducing identical
forms or passing into each other, with accom-
panying variations in size and in combination.
Coccodiscidae (kok-6-dis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Coccodiscus + -ida!.] A family of monocytta-
rian radiolarians, represented by the genus
Coccodiscus. They have an extracapsular placoid shell
connected by radial beams with an intracapsular shell antl
surrounded by one or more equatorial girdles.

Coccodiscus (kok-o-dis'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.
k6kkoc, a berry, + 6caKOc, a disk.] The typical
genus ofradiolarians of the family Coccodisddce.

COCCOgnic (ko-kog'nik), a. [< coecogn{in) +
-ic] Related to or derived from coccognin.

—

Coccognlc acid, an acid derived from coccognin.

coccognin (ko-kog'nin), n. A crystalline or-
ganic principle (C20H22O8) contained in the
seeds of Daphne Mezereum, differing from daph-
nin in that it does not yield sugar when boiled
with dilute sulphuric acid.

coccolite (kok'o-lit), n. [< Gr. kokkoc, a berry,
+ AiBoc, a, etone. See coccolith.] 1. A variety
of pyroxene ; granuliform pyroxene, its color is

usually some shade of green ; it is composed of distinct
embedded grains, easily separable, some of which have an
indistinct crystalline form.

2. Same as coccolith.

COCCOlith (kok'o-lith), n. [< Gr. KOKiiog, a ber-
ry, -t- ?.i0oc, a stone. See coccolite.] A minute
round organic body, consisting of several con-
creted layers smTounding a clear center, found
in profusion at great depths in the North At-
lantic ocean embedded in matter resembling
sarcode. It is probable that the coccoliths are
unicellular algae.

There are (in the "ooze" of the Atlantic sea-bed] innu-
merable multitudes of very minute, saucer-shaped disks,

termed coccoliths, which are frequently met with asso-
ciated together into spheroidal aggregations, the cocco-
spheres of Wallich. Huxley, Physiography, p. 267.

Coccoloba (ko-kol'o-ba), n. [NL., < Gr. k6kko^,

a berry, -t- ?j)(}6c, poii.] A polygonaceous genus
of plants of tropical America, comprising about
80 species of trees, shrubs, or tall woody climb-
ers. It is distinguished from allied genera by its fleshy
perianth becoming baccate in fruit. C. uvifera, the seaside
grape of the West Indies, lias a heavy, hard, violet-brown
wood, which yields a kino closely resembling the officinal
article.

COCCOSphere (kok'o-sfer), n. [< Gr. kokkoc, a
berry, -I- a(jiaipa, a sphere.] A spheroidal aggre-
gation of coccoliths. See coccolith.

Dr. Wallich . . . added the interesting discovery that,
not unfrequently, bodies similar to the . . . "coccoliths**
were aggregated together into spheroids, which he termed
cocconpheres. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 186.

Coccosteidae (kok-os-te'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Coc-
eosteus + -idee.] An extinct family of placo-
derm fishes, typified by the genus Coccosteus.
They had a peculiarly maifed head, anterior doi-sal and
lateral bucklers as well as specialized thoracic bucklers,
and spiniform pectoral appendages. They lived in the
seas of the Devonian epoch.

End of Winp of Coceo.
thraiistes •vulgaris, show-
ing peculiar secondaries.

COCCUS

Coccosteus (ko - kos ' te - us), n. [NL. , < Gr. k6k-

KOf, a Vjerry, -I- uarim, a bone.] A genus of pla-
coderm fishes : so named from the small berry-
like tubercles with which the plates of their
cranial buckler and body are thickly studded.
Agax.sij:.

Coccotliraustes(kok-o-thras'tez), n. ps'Xi.,<Gr.
KOKnoq, a berry, + "dpavarr/^ (ef. opavaT6(, fran-

gible, brittle), < Bpaicw,
break, shatter.] A genus
of grosbeaks, of the family
Fringillidce. The name was
formerly used with great lati-

tude, and the genus was made
the type of a subfamily Cmco-
thrauntituK ; it is 4iow restricted
to the hawfinches, such as the
common European species C.
vidyaris, which has a peculiar

conformation of the ends of the secondary quill-feathers.
Brimon, 1760. See also cut under hawjiiich.

Coccothraustinae (kok'^o-thras-ti'ne), n.pl.
[NL.,< Coccotlirnustes + '-inw.] A subfamily of
birds, of the family Frinejillida; ; the grosbeaks.
The group is indefinite, and the name is now
little used.
COCCOtliraustine (kok-o-thras'tin), a. [< Coc-
cnthraiistes -f- -ine^.] Having the characters of
a grosbeak ; related to or resembling the gros-
beaks.
COCCOUS (kok'us), a. [< coccus, 1, -I- -ous.] In
hot., composed of cocci.

COCCUle (kok'iil), n. [< NL. 'coccula, dim. of
coccus, q. v.] Same as coccus, 1 (o).

Cocculina (kok-u-li'na), «. [NL., as Coccul^us
+ -jnol.] A genus of gastropods with a patel-
liform shell and peculiar structural characters
distinguishing it as the type of a family Coccu-
linida:.

cocculinid (kok-u-lin'id), n. A gastropod of the
family Cocculinidw.

Cocculinidae (kok-u-lin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cocculina + -idee.] A family of rhipidoglos-
sate gastropods. The technical characters are : denti-
tion resembling that of the Fissurellidoe and Ilelicinidoe ;

only a single asymmetrical gill ; no developed appendages
to the side of the fof»t or on the mantle ; and a patelliform,
unfissured, unsinuated, and entirely external shell.

Cocculus (kok'u-lus), n. [NL., dim. of coccus :

see coccus.] A tropical genus of menisperma-
ceous plants, consisting of climbers, the leaves
of which are usually more or less heart-shaped
and the flowers small. Slost of the commonly known
species are now referred to allied genera.— Cocculus In-
(UCUS, a drug consisting of the dried fruit of Aiiainirta
panicutala or A. Cocculus (also called Menit-penmnn Coc-

culus, Cocculus suberosus, etc.), and probably of some other
genera of the same order. It is used in medicine in the
preparation of certain ointments, and is said to prevent
secondary fermentation in liquora, for which reason it is

sometimes used in the manufacture of beer. *nie pow-
dered berries have a temporary stupefying elfect upon
fish, and are employed for their capture. The poisonous
principle obtained from the kernels of the fruit has been
termed jiicrotoxin.

coccus (kok'us), n. [NL. (L. coccum, neut.),

< Gr. k6k.ko^, a berry, a kernel, esp. the kermes
insect (supposed to be a berry) used for dyeing
scarlet: see cochineal, cocdneous, etc.] 1. PI.

coed (-si). In hot. : (a) One of the separate di-

a. Fruit of Malva sytvestris, composed of ten Cocci, b, Tetracoc-
cous fruit of Guaiacum.

visions of a schizocarp, or dry lobed pericarp
which splits up into one-seeded cells. Also call-

ed coccule. (6) In certain Hepaticce, the old

Male Cochineal (
Coccus cacti). (Cross shows natural size.)



coccus

Bpore mother-cell, whose walls persist after the

maturity of the spores, holding them together.

Spores . . . remaining united in a coccus. U}ulerwood.

(c) pi. In bacteria, isolated spherical or nearly

spherical cells, especially those of the genus
Micrococcus, as distinguished from the rodlets

or bacilli of other genera.— 2. [cap.] The
typical genus of the family Coccidai, in which
ordinary sexual reproduction talces place. The
species are commonly known by the name of the plant

they affect. The Coccuit cacti lives on cacti, as Opuntia,
See (•-<-/( iiit'al anil Coccidce.

coccygeal (kok-sij'f-al), a. [< coccyx (coccyg-)

+ -e-al.] Of or pertaining to the cocey.x ; cau-
dal: as, a coccygeai \eTtehTa., muscle, artery, or
nerve. Also coccygian Coccygeal gland, the gland
of Lusclika. See aland.

COCCygei, «. Phu'al of coccygcus.

COCCygerector (kok"si-je-rek'tor), ?i. ; pi. coccy-
gerectorcs (-rek-to'rez). [NL., <. coccyx (coccyg-)

+ erector.'} A muscle of the coccyx ; the exten-
sor coceygis, which lifts the caudal vertebrre.

Coue.^.

Coccyges (kok-si'jez), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr. Kdrnvje^,

pi. of KuKKvi, a cuckoo.] 1. In ornith., the name
of a group variously limited, (a) In Merrems claa-

siflcatiun (1S13), a group of zygixlactyl l>irda, composed of
the genera Cucutus, Tro'ioa, Bucco, and Crotopharia : near-

ly equivalent to the cuckoos, trogons, and scansorial bar-

bets, collectively. (&) In .Sundevall's classification (1873),

the third cohort of Ztigwtactiili, embracing all the yoke-
toed or zygotlactyl birds excepting the Pici and Ptnttaci, as
one of two series of an order Volucreji. (c) .Sclater's name
(1880) for a group restricted to the two families CuculidcB
and Mwioimarjid(e, or the cuckoos and touracous, and
made a suborder of the order Picarice. (d) A term loosely

applied to various cuculiform or coccygomorphic birds,

especially such non-passerine insessorial birds as are nei-

ther cypselifomi nor piciforra.

2. [/. c] Plural of coccyx.

COCCygeus (kok-sij'e-us), II.
;

pi. eoccygei (-i).

[NL., < coccyx (coccyg-) : see coccyx.] The coc-

cygeal muscle ; a muscle extending from the tail

to the pelvis of many animals. In man the coccy-
geus is a small triangular plane of muscular fibers connect-
ig the coccyx with the spine of the ischiimi, continuous

with the levator ani, or levator muscle of the anus, forming
a small part of the fioor of the pelvis, anrl supporting and
drawing forward the coccyx when this has been pushed
backward in defecation or parturition.

coccygiau (kok-sij'i-an), a. [< coccyx (coccyg-)

i--iaii.] ^avae 08 coccygeal.

Coccyginae (kok-si-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Coccy-
gtiH + -in(e.] Same as Coccysince.

COCCygine (kok'si-jin), a. [< Gr. kokkv^ (KOKKvy-),

a cuckoo, + -i«ei.] Pertaining to a cuckoo ; ou-
euline ; coccygomorphic.
COCCygodynia (kok''8i-go-din'i-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. KukKv^ (koKKv}-), coccyx, + ooivr/, pain.] In
pathoL. pain in the region of the coccyx: a fre-

quent affection in pregnancy. .Also coccyodynia.

COCCygOmorph (kok'8i-go-m6rf), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to or resembling the Coccygomor-
phat. Also coccygomorphic.

n. ». One of the Coceygomorphcc.

Coccygomorphae (kok"si-go-m6r'fe), n. pi.

[NL. (Huxley, 1867), < Gr. kokkv^ (KonKvy-),

cuckoo, + liofx^ij, form.] A superfamily of des-

mognathous picarian birds. The technical charac-
ters are: a rostrum sometimes movably articulated with
the cranium ; no I)asipterygoid jjrocesses, except in Trtifio-

nidie; horizontally Hatteued, nutre or less sitongy niaxillo-

palatines ; a sternum usually double-n<jtehed behind, and
without bifurcated manubrium, except in Mcropid<e ; the
clavicles convex forward, witli a hypoclidiurn ; and not
more than two pairs of intrinsic syringeal muscles. The
group is not readily characterized, but corresjMjnds with
the conventional order Picarite without the cypselo-
morphs and celeoniorphs, or swifts, goatsuckei-a, and wood-
peckers, and <:ontains all the non-passerine insessorial and
scans'jrial birds known as colies, touracous, cuckoos, bar-
bets, toucan.s, jacanmrs, kingfishers, todies, honibills, hoo-
poes, bee-t-aters, niotmots, rollers, ami tr'»gona.

coccygomorphic (kok'si-go-mor'fik), a. [< coc-

cygiiiiiorjih + -ic.J Same as coecygomorph.
CoccygUS (kok-si'gus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

^(>^7ilf (KOKKvy-), a cuckoo.] A genus of cuckoos,
tyjucai of the subfamily Coccyginw : synony-
mous with Coccyzus. Cabanis, 1848.

coccyodynia (kok'si-o-din'i-B),n. [NL., irreg. <
COCCI/J' + (ir. o'Jiiv^?, pain.] StLineaacoccygodynia.
CoccystesCkok-sis'tez), n. [NL. (Gloger, 1832),
< Gr. as if 'kokkvotIic, < KOKKvl^eiv, cry as a cuckoo

:

sec CHckiio.'] A genus of old-world cuckoos,
of the family Ouculidw, commonly referred to

the subfamily Cvntropocliiue or spurred cuckoos,
containing a number of crested species related
To the great spotted cuckoo of Africa and
Europe, Coccystes glandarius,

coccyx (kok'siks), n.
; pi. coccyges (kok-si'jez).

[NL., < Gr. KoKKv^, the coccyx (also a cuckoo):
see cuckoo.] 1. In /«(»;«»«(»((., the part of the
spinal column consisting of the last four bones,
the caudal vertebraj or tail-bones, which are
stunted and usually ankylosed together. See
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cut under skeleton.— 2. In comp. anat. and sool.,

the caudal vertebrse, when few and small, or
ankylosed together; the bony tail itself, when
short, as in a bird.

Coccyzinae (kok-si-zi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Coc-
cy.:us + -inw.} A subfamily of cuckoos, of the
family CucuUdw, typified by the genus Coccysus,
containing several other genera, as Piaya and
Neomorphus, with numerous species, aU con-
fined to America. Also Coceygince.

CoccyzuS (kok-si'zus), n. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816)

;

also in other irreg. forms Coccygus, Coccygon,
Coccyzius, Coceyzion, Coccycua, Coccyzusa, Coc-
cyzwa, Coccysus, Coccycus, all based on Gr. k6k-

Kv$, a cuckoo: see cuckoo.] A genus of Amer-
ican arboreal cuckoos, of the family CucuUdw
and subfamily Coccyzince. They have a moderately
curved beak, wide at the base and compressed beyond it,

Yellow-billed Cuckoo ( CoccyttHS ayntricantu),

long pointed wings, a long graduated tall of 10 feathers,
and very smooth silky plumage. The genus contains the
common yellow-billed and black-billed tree-cuckoos of the
United States, C. americaniis and C. erylhrophthatvius, the
mangrove-cuckoo of the West Indies and Florida, C. seiii-

cutwf, and several other species. These cuckoos are not
strictly parasitic like the European species, but occasional-
ly lay their eggs in the nests of other birds.

coch. In Died, and pltar., an abbreviation of
Latin cochleare, a spoon or spoonful.

COCheringt, «. An obsolete form of coshering.

cochin (ko eliin), n. [< Cochin-China.] A va-
riety of the domestic hen, of large size, belong-
ing to the Asiatic class, or a specimen of this

variety. There are black, buf, cuckoo, and white cochins,
Ijoth cock and hen of each kind being of the uniform color
denoted by the adjective, except that the buff cock should
show a richer shade of yellow or orange in hackle, saddle,
and wing-lwws. The partrid(iG cuehiiui are either single-

or pea-combed, the cock being similar in coloring to a
black-breasted red game-cock, except that the liackle and
the saddle-feathers should be striped with glossy black,
and the hen being of a rich reddish- orgolden-orown color,
each feather distinctly penciled with dark-brown or black.
The hackle of the hen is orange, striped with black, her
tail black, and the wing-primaries are dark-brown or dull-
black. All the cochins have heavily feathered legs and
short tails, and all have the legs yellow, except the black
cochins, which have them black or nearly so.

cochin-china (ko'chin-chi'na), n. and a. A
term formerly applied to a large kind of domes-
tic hen which was importedfrom Cochin-China.
From these fowls, which had no constant characteristics
of color, fonn, etc., have been bred the varieties called
Irrahmn and cochin.

Cochin-Chinese (ko'chin-chi-nes" or -nez'), a.

and II. I. 11. (Jf or belonging to Cochin-China.
H. n. 1. sing, and ))l. An inhabitant or in-

habitants of Cochin-China, properly the name
of a division of the old kingdom or empire of
Annam in Further India, but taken as the gen-
eral name of the region now divided between
the possessions of Prance and its protectorate
Annam.— 2. The language of the people of
Cochin-China; Annamese.
cochineal (koch'i-nel orkoch-i-nel'), n. [Early
mod. E. a.lBoeutchaneal;=D. konzenilje=G. Dan.
cochenille = Sw. kochenill=F. cochenille =It, coc-

ciniglia = Pg. coccinella, < Sp. cochinilla, cochi-
neal, < L. coccincus, coccinus, scarlet, < coccum,
< Gr. k6kkoc, a berry, esp. the kermes insect (sup-
posed to be a berry) : see coccus. The Sp. cochi-

nilla, cochineal, is bysome referred to cochiyiilla,

a wood-louse (to which the cochineal-insect has
some resemblance), dim. of cochina, a sow, fem.
of cochino, a pig; cf. E. dial, sow-bug, wood-
louse.] 1. A dyestufif consisting of the dried
bodies of a species of insects, the Coccus cacti,

found upon several species of Opuntia and other
Cactaeece, especially O. Tuna, O. Ficus-Indica,
and Nopalea cochinillifera. It colors a brilliant

crimson, which is changed by acids to an orange-red and
by alkalis to violet ; a brilliant scarlet dye is prepared from
It. The cacti upon which the Insect lives, bearing the
?:eneral name of nofial, are exten-slvely cultivated as food
or them in the tropical countries of America, and in Java,
Algeria, etc. The females only are valuable for their col-

Female Cochineal (Ceccus
cadi) ; dried specimen of com-
merce. (Line shows natural
size.

)
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or, and are collected twice a year, after they have been,
fecundated and have laid eggs sufficient for a uew brood.
They are killed by spreading them upon heated plates, by
putting them in ovens, or by immersing them in boiling
water or exposing them to its vapor. Those killed by heat-
ed plates are of a blackish color, and are considered to be
the finest ; they are called zacatUla. Those from ovens are
next in value ; they are of an ash-gray (bianco or silver-

white) color, and are called idlver cochineal, or jaspeada.
Those killed by water or vapor are of a reddish-brown col-

or, and are tbe least valuable. The fragments, dust, and
impurities from cochineal are collected and used as an
adulterant, under the name of granilla. The finest grade
often goes by the name of mestiea or mesteque, and is ex-

ported in large quantities from Honduras. Besides the
finer gi-ades, which are cultivated insects, a considerable
trade is carried on in inferior or wild insects ; they are
scarcely more than half the
size of the cultivated species,
and are covered with a cot-

tony down which adds a use-
less bulk. Good cochineal has
the appearance of small, deep
brown-red, somewhat pur-
plish grains, wrinkled across
the back witli parallel furrows,
intei-sected in the middle by a
longitudinal one. The color-

ing principle obtained from
cochineal is carminic acid.

(See cartni7ie, 3.) East Indi-
an' cochineals, so called, are
smooth glistening black grains,
of no value ; they are used to adulterate the genuine,
which are easily distinguishable from them.

2. The insect which produces the dyestuff
known by the same name. See def. 1 Coclil-
neal fig. See/^'.— CocMaeal paste. See extract.

Cochineal paste is obtained by placing 10 lbs. of Hondu-
ras cochineal in a vessel, and adding 80 lbs. of ammonia
water (17° B.), stirring the mixture well. The vessel should
be covered with a cloth, and allowed to stand for a few
days. The vessel is then to be immersed in boiling water,
in order to evaporate the superfluous ammonia ; when the
evaporation is complete the mixture is ready to be used [for

dyeing]. W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 88.

cochlea (kok'le-a), w.
;

pi. cochlew (-e). [ML.
(NL.), < L. cochleOj coclea^ a snail, a snaiPs shell,

< Gr. Kox^iaqj a snail, etc., < Kdx^^o^j a shell-fish

withaspiral shell; prob. akin.to/((i>'^?/j Ij.conchaj

aconch, andult. toE, cockl€^.'\ If. A winding
staircase. E.PhiUips.—-2, In anfl?., a part of the
inner ear in most vertebrated animals, its shape
in man and most otlier mammals resembles a snail-shell

;

hence the name. In the petrous bone a canal winds aiiout
a central conical pillar of Iwne, the modiolus, and contains
a hollow process of the membranous labyrinth ; the latter
follows the turns of the canal nearly to the top. To these
structures taken together the name of cochlea is given.
The process of the membranous labyrinth is triangular in
cross-section, with its base applied to the outer wall of the
canal and the apex attached to a spiral crest of bone, the
lamina spiralis osr^ea, i)rojecting from the inner side of the
canal. It thus separates the bony canal into two portions,
in addition to its own lumen, the scala vestibuli above and
the scala tympani below. The lumen of the process itself

is called the canalis cochlearis, its floor is called the basi-

lar membrane, and its roof the membrane of Reissner. Its

cavity is connected with the sacculus by the canalis re-

uniens. The essential structures of the cochlea, the rods
of Corti and the hair-cells, are on the upper side of the
basilar membrane, and to them is distributed the cochlear
branch of the audit<iry nerve. See cut under ear.—AquSB-
ductus coclilese. See aqticedtictus.

cochlean (kok'le-an), a, [< cochlea 4* -an.']

Same as cochlea te,

cochlear^ (kok'le-ar), a. [< NL. cochleariSf <

cochleay cochlea. Of. cochlear^.] In anat,, of or
relating to the cochlea in anyway: as, the coch-
lear nQTVQj cocA/c«r canal, etc

—

Cochlear canal.
See catiaU-.— Cochlear duct. Same as auditory duct
(which see, imder auditory).

cochlear^ (kok'le-ar), w.; pi. cochlearia (kok-le-
a'ri-a). [< L. cochlear^ cochleare^ also coclcor,

coclearej cocleariwn^ and cocl€aru7n, a spoon (so
called from its shape), < cochlea^ coclea, a snail's

shell : see cochlea.] 1 . A spoon ; in the orthodox
Greek and other Oriental churches, the eucha-
ristic spoon in which the consecrated elements
are administered together to communicants.
Also called labis. See intinction, spoon, colato-

riunij and labis.— 2, An ancient Roman and
Greek medicinal measure, equal to a spoonful.
According to various ancient statements, it ranged in
amount from a tablespoonful nearly to a teaspoonful. But
the statements which give the smaller sizes use the word
under the diminutive foim cochlearium. According to the
statements of the modern lexicons, it would be no larger
tlian a salt-spf)on.

cochlear^ (kok'le-ar), a, [< NL. eochleariSj

coclearis, < L. cochtear, coclear, a spoon: see coch-

lear^f n.] Spoon-shaped: specifically, in bot.j

applied to a form of imbricative estivation in
which one piece is exterior, larger than the
others, and bowl-shaped, as in the aconite.

cochleare (kok-le-a're), n.
;
pi, cochlearia (-ri-S).

[L., also cochlear: see cochlear^f w.] In ined.,

a spoon ; a spoonful. In prescriptions abbre-
viated coch.

cochleares, ». Plural of cochlearis.

Cochlearia^ (kok-le-a'ri-|i), n. [NL,, pi. of coch-
learis : see cochlear^, a,] A genus of cruciferous
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herbs, including 25 species, found in northern
temperate and arctic regions, mostly near the

sea-coast. C. oJlctnalis, the scurvy-grass, is a celel)rat-

ed antiscorbutic, anti is ofteu eaten as a salad. Tlie root

of C. Annoracia. the horse-radish, is used as a condiment.

In common with other species of Cochlearin, the horse-

radish was formerly in high repute as an antiscorbutic.
Etwyc. Brit.. XII. 207.

cochlearia^, h . Plural of coch lear'^ and cochleare.

cochleariform (kok-le-ar'i-f6rm), a. [< L.

"cochlearia, adj. (used only as neut. noun coch-

lear, cochleare, a spoon; cf. NL. cochlearis;

see cochlear^, cochlear^, a.) (< cochlea, a snail's

shell), + forma, shape.] Having the form of a
snail's shell; helieine ; helicoid Cochleariform
process, the thin plate of bone which separates the ten-

sor tympani, or tensor muscle of the tympanum, from the
Eustachian tube.

Cochleariidse (kok"le-a-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cochlearins + -i(lw.'\ Boat-billed herons, re-

garded as a family : synonymous with Cancro-
midw.
CocMearius (kok-lf-a'ri-us), n. [NL. (Brisson,

1760), < L. cochlear, a spoon : see cochlear^, «.]

A genus of boat-billed herons, typical of the

family Cochleariidte. See Caneroma, and cut
under boatbill.

COChleary (kok'le-a-ri), a. [< cochlea + -ari/l.]

1. Pertaining to winding stairs. Coles.— 2.

Same as cochleate.

Wreathy spires and cochleary turnings.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 23.

cochleate, cochleated (kok'le-at, -a-ted), a.

[< L. cochleatus, cocleatus, spiral, < cochlea, coc-

tea, a snail's shell : see cochlea.'] Having the
form of a snail's shell; cochleariform; spiral:

used especially in entom. and hot., and applied
in the latter case to leaves, pods, seeds, etc.

Also cochlean, cochleary.

cochleoid (kok'le-oid), n. [< L. cochlea, a snail's

shell, -I- -old.'] A curve defined by the equa-

tion (x2 + 2/2) aretan. ^ = nry.

COChleous (kok'le-us), a. [< L. cochlea, a snail's

shell, + -ous.'] t)f a spiral form ; cochleate.

Cochlides (kok'li-dez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Kox'^Ji,

pi. Kox^i^c^, a small snail, dim. of Kdx^-oc, a shell-

fish, a snail: see cochlea.'] 1. A name of the
Gastropoda (which see).— 2. In E. R. Lankes-
ter's classification, the unsymmetrieal gastro-

pods : equivalent to Gastropoda of other authors
without Amjjhomcea. [Little used.]

cochliodontid (kok"li-o-don'tid), n. A shark of

the family Cochliodotitidie.

Cochliodontidae (kok"li-o-don'ti-de), ». pi.

[NL., < Cochliodus {-odont-j + -id<E.'] An extinct

family of sharks, typified by the genus Cochlio-

dtts. They lived in the Paleozoic seas, and were related
to the Heterodontidce, but had subspirally ridged and fur-

rowed lateral teeth.

COchliodontoid (kok"li-o-don'toid), a. and n.

[< Cochliodiis {-odont-) + -oid.'] I. a. Resem-
bling or having the characters of the Cochlio-

dontidw.

H. n. A cochliodontid.

Cochliodus (kok-li'o-dus), n. [NL. (Agassiz),

< Gr. Ko^/iof, shell-fish, + bi^ohg, tooth.] An ex-

tinct genus of sharks which had lateral teeth
subspirally ridged and grooved like a univalve
shell, typical of the family Cochliodontidw.

Cochlospenuum (kok-lo-sper'mum), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kox'^-oi;, a shell-fish, a snail, -t- airep/ia, seed.]

A genus of trees or shrubs, of the natural or-

der Bixacece, found in the tropics of both hemi-
spheres. They have palmately lobed leaves, large yellow
flowers, and pear-shaped fruits, with numerous coiled
seeds covered with a silky down. C. Gosfti/pium of the
East Indies, growing to a height of 60 feet, yields the
kuteera gnm, used as a substitute for tragacanth,

COCinate (ko'si-nat), n. [< cocin(ic) + -ate^.']

A salt obtained from cocinic acid.

COCinic (ko-sin'ik), a. [< "cocin (< eocoa^) +
-ic] Of or pertaining to or derived from cocoa
or cocoanut.— Coclnlc acid, CisHoeOg, an acid found
in the butter of the cocoanut, combined with glycerin. It

is a volatile acid fcrming snow-white crystalline scales.

Also called cocontearic acid.

COCinin (ko'si-nin), n. [As cocin-ic + -in^.]

A fatty substance which is the chief constitu-

ent of cocoanut-oil . By saponification it yields
glycerin and cocinic acid.

co-citizen (ko-sit'i-zn), n. [< co-1 -I- citizen.']

A fellf)w-citizen ; especially, a citizen of the
same city or borough.

In 1414, the indenture shows that the lord mayor and
thirteen co-citizens, having full power from the whole
community, chose two citizens. Stubta, Const. Hist., § 422.

cocfci (kok), n. [Early mod. E. also cocke, <

ME. cock, cok, coc, < AS. coc, cocc = MD. Icocke

= Icel. Icokkr = Dan. kok, a cock; ef. OF. coc,
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F. coq = Bret, kok = ML. coccus = Wall, cocos
= Albanian cocos, a cock, Gr. KO/oco/'Jdaf opvic, a
poet, name of the cock, lit. the ' " cock "-crying
bird' (as Chaucer says of the cock: "No thing
ne liste him thanne for to crow, But cryde anon
cok! cok! and up he sterte," Nun's Priest's

Tale, 1. 455) ; cf . Gr. KMippog, kikko^, a cock, kikko,

a hen, Skt. kukkuta, a cock, Malay kukuk, the
crowing of a cock, L. coco, an imitation of the
clucking of the hen ; all directly or ult. imita-

tive of the crowing or the chucking of the
domestic cock; for other similar imitative
words, see chuck^, clock^ = cluck, cuckoo,

cackle, etc., gaggle, croak, chough, etc., goxok, a
cuckoo, etc., all containing (orig.) a repeated
guttural consonant c, k, g, h. The older Teut.
name of the cock, which appears in Goth, hana
= OHG. hano, MHG. han, G. huhn = AS. hana,
a cock, and in fern, form in AS. hcnn, E. hen,

had also orig. ref. to the crowi«g of the cock,
being lit. 'the singer': see hen. The name
code has been applied, from a real or a fan-
cied resemblance, to various mechanical con-
trivances, and to other things having no ob-
vious relation to the name of the bird ; and it

also enters, actually or allusively (often in con-
nection with cock^), into various popular ad-
jectives and phrases, as cockish, cocky, cockefi,

cock-a-hoop, cockapert, etc. See these words, and
cock^.] 1. The male of the domestic fowl ; spe-
cifically, a male chicken one year old or older,

one less than a year old being properly called a
cc^kerel. The cock is celebrated for his lordly demeanor,
his pugnacity, and his crowing before dawn or in token of
victory.

Coc is kene [bold] on his owune mixenne.
Allcren Riwle, p. 140.

The kok that orloge is of thorpis lyte.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 350.

WittoU. Ay, Bully, a Devilish smart Fellow : 'a will flght

like a Cock.

Blufe. Sayyouso? then I honour him.— But hashe been
abroad ? for every Cock will fight upon his own Dunghil.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, ii. 2.

2. The male of any other bird, particularly of
the gallinaceous kind : in this use especially in

composition, as in peacock, turkey-cock, cock-

robin, cock-sparroiv, etc.— 3. A bird, particular-

ly a gallinaceous bird, without reference to sex

:

usually in composition or vrith a distinctive

epithet or qualifying phrase, as in blackcock,

logcock, woodcock, and the phrasal names be-
low.—4t. Cock-crowing; the time when cocks
crow in the morning.

At the fryst cokke roose he.
Ipomedon (Weber's Metr. Rom., II.), I. 783.

We were carousing till the second cock.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

5. A leader; a chief person; a ruling spirit:

as, cock, of the school. [Eng.]

Up ros cure hoste, and was oure aller [= of us all] cok.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 823.

Sir Andrew is the cock of the club. Addison.

6. A fellow ; chap : a familiar term of address
or appellation, usually preceded by old, and
used much in the same way aa fellow, chap, boy,

etc.

He has drawn blood of him yet ; well done, old cock

!

Massiuf/er, Unnatural Combat, ii. 1.

He was an honest old cock, and loved his pipe and a
tankard of cyder as well as the best of us.

Graves, Spiritual Quixote, viii. 24.

7. A vane in the shape of a cock; a weather-
cock.

You cataracts and hurricanoes, spout
Till you have drench'd our steeples, drown 'd the cocks

!

Shak., Lear, iii. 2.

8. A faucet or turn-valve, contrived for the
purpose of permitting or arresting the flow of

fluids or air through a pipe, usually taking its

special name from its peculiar use or construc-
tion: as, air-cocA', feed-cocJ:, gage-cocfc, etc.

Sighing one to another, and gasping, as if each of them
expected a cock from the fountain to be brought into his

mouth. J5. Jonso/t, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

9. [Cf. Ttirk. khoros, the cook of a gun, lit. a
cock (fowl).] The portion of the lock of a fire-

arm which by its fall, when released through
the action of the trigger, produces the dis-

charge ; in a flint-lock, the part that holds the
flint ; in a percussion-lock, the hammer.— 10.
In a firearm, the position into which the ham-
mer is brought by being pulled back to the first

or second catch. See atfull cock, at half cock,

below.—11. The style or gnomon of a dial.

—

12. The needle of a balance. Johnson.— 13.
The piece which forms the bearing of the bal-

ance in a clock or watch.— 14. Same as cockee.

[Scotch.]— 15. A fictitious narrative, in verse

cock

or prose, sold in the streets as a true account

;

a cock-and-bull story ; a canard.
News of the apocryphal nature known as cocks.

G. A. Sala.

At full cock, in firearms, having the hammer pulled
clear back, aiui held by the scear in the firing-notch of the
tumbler.—At half cock, having the hammer pulled halt-
way back, and lield fast by the scear in the safety-notch
of the tumtjler.— Blow-off cock, blow-through cock.
See blow-off, blow-through.— Cock Of the gamet, a game-
cock.

^' Cocks of the game are yet," that is, at the close of the six-

teenth century, "cherished by divers men for their plea-
sures, much money being laid on their heads when they
fight in pits, whereof some are costly made for that pur-
pose." Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 376.

Cock Of the plains, the sage-cock, Centrocercus vropha-
sianus, the largest kind of grouse in America. See cut
under Centrocercus.— Cock Of the rock, Rupieota auran-
tia, a beautiful bird, with orange plumage, which inhabits
Guiana, and forms the tyi)e of the genus Rupicota.— Cock
of the walk, cock of the loft, one who has become the
chief or head of a set or pfirty by overcoming all oppo-
nents: commonly applied to an arbitrary, overbearing,
aiul domineering fellow.

Who seem'd by his talk,
And the airs he assumed, to be Cock of the walk.

Barham, Ingohlsby Legends, II. 198.

Cock of the woods, mountain cock, the capercaillie.
— That cock won't fight, that plan will not do; that
story will not go down. [UoUoq.]

I tried to see the arms on the carriage, but there were
none ; so that cock wouldn't fight.

Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxiv.

To go off at half cock, to go off when the hammer is at
half cock and therefore supposed to be perfectly secure :

said of a gun ; hence, to act or start unexpectedly ; act
before one is ready ; act on imperfect information.—To
set the cock on hoop or on the hoop or a-hoop, liter-

ally, to set the cock or spigot on the hoop of the barrel,

that is, to take it out and let the liquor flow freely ; hence,
to give a loose rein to convivial enjoymcHt. See cock-a-

hoop and quotations there. The a.ssociation with cock the
fowl is apparently merely allusive. •

I have good cause to set the cocke on the hope, and make
gaudye chere. Palsgrave (1530).

He maketh havok and setteth the cock on hoope ;

He is so lavies the stooke beginneth to droope.
Heyioood.

However, it is to be noted that the efiigy of a cock (the
fowl) stuck above a hoop was a common tavern sign in the
olden time. The Cock on the Hoop is mentioned in a
Clause Roll, 30 Henry VI., and still existed as a sign in

Holborn in 1795.

Larwood and Hotten, Hist, of Signboards, p. 504.

cocfci (kok), )'. [< cock^, n.] I. trans. To raise

or draw back the cock or hammer of (a gun
or pistol), as a preliminary to firing: as, he
cocked his rifle.

He runs almost upon the bear, levels his weapon, with
hands shakii]g with excitement, full upon it, cocks one
l)aiTel, and pulls desperately away at the trigger of the
other. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 205.

II. in trans. To set cocks to fighting, or to

train them for fighting. [Rare.]

COCk^ (kok), V. [Popiilarly associated with
cock'^, as if meaning ' strut as a cock' or ' set up
like a cock's tail

'
; but perhaps of Celtic origin

:

cf. Gael, coc, cock, coc-shron, a cocked nose,
coc-shronach, cock-nosed, and see cockeye. See
coclc^, n., etym., at end, and cocky, cockish,

cockcfS, etc.] I. trans. To turn up or to one
side in a jaunty or significant way

;
give a pert,

knowing, or inquiring turn to : as, to cock the
head ; to cock the eye at a person ; to cock the
brim of a hat ; the horse cocked up his ears.

I prun'd my Feathers, cock'd my Tail,

And set my Heart again to Sale.

Prior, The Turtle and Sparrow.

I saw an alert young fellow that cocked his hat upon a
friend of his who entered just at the same time as myself.

Addison, Coffee House Politicians.

Our Lightfoot h<arks and cocks his ears.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Thursday, L 131.

"And she came to see thee?" said Kester, cocking his

eye at Sylvia with the old shrewd look.
Mrs. Gaskell,. Sylvia's Lovers, xliii.

Cocked hat, a tumed-up hat, such as naval and military
otftcers wear on full-dress occasions. Such hats were in

general use in the last century.

The priest came panting to the shore,

—

His grave cocked hat was gone.
Whiltier, The Exiles.

To knock Into a cocked hat, to knock over or to pieces;

demolish, literally or figuratively ; as, he received a blow
that knocked him into a cocked hat ; this sarcasm knocked
the speaker's argument into a cocked hat. (Slang. ]

II.+ intrans. To hold up the head ; look big,

pert, or domineering.
Every one cocks and struts upon it. Addison, Guardian.

C0Ck2 (kok), n. [< cocA-2, ?.] 1. The act of

turning up or to one side in a jaunty or signifi-

cant way, as the head or a hat; the position

of anything thus placed.— 2. A particular

shape given to a hat, especially by turning up
and fastening the brim.

You see many a smart rhetorician turning his hat in his

hands, moulding it into several ditferent cocks. Addison.



cock

I observed a young fellow with a tolerable periwig, had

ik not been covered with a hat that was shaped in the

Ramillie cock. Adduoii, Country Fashions.

3 One of the flaps or parts of a hat tiirned up.

See Hap.
COck^ (kok), n. [Perhaps Seand. : cf. Dan.
kok (Wedgwood), a heap, pile, = Sw. koka, a

clod of earth, = leel. kokkr, a lump, a ball; cf.

also G. dial, kockc, a heap of hay. Perhaps in

part a var. of cojA = co\fi, a hayeoek: see colfl.

Hence prob. the dim. cof/gle^:] A small conical

pile of hay, so shaped for shedding rain ; a hay-

cock3 (kok), r. t. [< cockS, k.] In hay-making,

to put into cocks or piles.

COck*t (kok). It. [Early mod. E. also cocke; <

ME. *cok (only in comp. cokboot, cockboat),

also in the form cog (after LG. or Scand.), =
OHG. kocho, MHG. kocke, kucke, G. kocke (also

with alteration. MLG. koggc, koghe, LG. koggc

= MD. kogghc, D. kog = leel. kuggr, mod. kuggi

= OSw. koggcr, Sw. dial, kdg, k&k = Dan. koggc,

kaag, > ME. cogge, mod. E. co(/l, q. v.), < OF.
eoqite, F. coque = Sp. coca = It. cocca, formerly

also cucca (ML. reflex cocca, cocco, and (after

LG.) cogga, coggo, cogo; cf. Com. coc = W.
eicch = Gael. Ir. coca = Bret, koked), a boat

;

all prob. < ML. concha, a boat more or less

shell-shaped, a gondola, a particular use (like

E. shell, a boat) of L. concha, a shell, a snail's

shell, any shell, a shell-shaped vessel, > It.

conca = Sp. Pg. concha = F. coque, a shell, the

hull of a ship: see conch, and cf. coekle^.'i A
small boat ; a cockboat ; a skiff.

Vond tall anchoring bark,

Dlminish'd to her cock ; her cock, a buoy
Almost too small for sight. Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

COCk^ (kok), n. [< It. cocca, n., the nock of an
arrow, poet, an arrow, dart, = Pr. coca = F.

eoche, a nock, notch, nick, nib of a pen ;
perhaps

of Celtic origin: cf. coj/^.] A nock or notch,

especially that in the butt-end of an arrow, or

on the stock of a crossbow, which receives or

retains the string.

COCk'H, *• »• [ME. cocken, cokken, fight, contend

;

origin obscure ; appar. not connected with cocAl,

«. Cf. cocfcl, v., U.] To fight; contend.
He wole greunen [<jrin, snarl], cocken and chiden.

Old Eng. iliacellany, p. 2138.

Lord that lenest us lyf . . .

For to cocke with knyf nast (ne hast] thou none nede.
Political Sonffs (ed. Wright), p. 15.

Mon that syth [in a dream] briddes cokkfjiidc,

Of wraththe that is toknyiige. Rel. Antiq., I. 2«2.

COCk^, «. [ME. cocke; from the verb.] Fight.

Mi hende at cocke, mi (Ingres at fight [manug meets ad
proetiUHi, et dujitots meus ad bellutn, VuIg.J.

Ps. cxliii. (cxliv.) 1 (ME. version).

cock^ (kok), V. t. A variant of calk^.

Cautious men when they went on the roads had their

horses' shoes cocked. Troltope.

cock^ (kok), n. [ME. cocke, perhaps < AH.'coec,
in comp. sce-coccas, pi., sea-cockles (prob. < W.
cocos, cocs, cockles), but perhaps abbr. oicockel,

cokel : see cockle^.'] A cockle. [Prov. Eng.]
Frydayes and fastyng-dayes a ferthyng-worth of muscles
Were a feste for suehe folke, other so fele [many] cockes

(var. cokeleii\. Piertt Plowman (C), x. 95.

cock^t (kok), V. t. [See cocker*.] To pamper;
cocker. B. Jonnon.

cocki^t, «• [ME. cocke, < L. coccum, scarlet: see

coccus.] Scarlet.

Clothid with bijce [byasus] and purpur and cocke.

Wl/cli/, .\poc. xv4ii. 16 (Oxf.).

COCkl^t, n. A perversion of or substitution for

the word Gort, occurring in oaths, such as
"(By) cock's body" (bones, wounds, nouns,
etc.), "by cock and pye," etc. Compare gog
in similar use.

cockade (ko-kad'), n. [Formerly pron. ko-kad',
being a corruption of cockard = D. kokarde = G.
cocarde = Dan. kokarde = Sw. kokard (= Sp. cu-

carda = Pg. cocarda, coear), < F. cocarde, for-

merly coqmirdc, a cockaile (so called from its

resemblance to the crest of a cock), < coq, a
cock: see cocfcl and -ard.] A clasp, button, or
other fastening used to secure and hold up the
cock of the hat; hence, any knot or rosette
of ribbon, leather, worsted, or other material,
worn on the hat. (a) A badge of adherence to a
cause, party, or political league. .Such were the white
cockade worn in England by the followers of the Stuarts
about 1740-45 and the black cocka<ie worn in opposi-
tion Ui this by the adherents of the Hanoverian party.
In France, at the first outbreak of enthusiasm after the
meeting of the States General in 178Jt, cockades, at first

of green, were adopted by the party of action; the color
was afterward changed to the traditional colors of Paris,
blue and rcil, and to these was aildcd the white of the
house of Bourbon, as the revolutionists were still royal-
ist.s. This, according to the common account, was the
origin of the French tricolor.
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They'd better stay'd awa', man,
Than wi' cockade to make parade.

Baltle of Tranent-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 169).

The Duchesse de Lavaguyon orders eight cockades of rib-

bon, blue, pink, and white.
Fortnightly Rec, N. S., XLII. 292.

(&) A part of the livery of a coachman or footman, consist-

ing of a rosette, usually of black leather, woni on the left

side of the hat so that it projects a little above the crown.

cockaded (ko-ka'ded), a. [< cockade + -ed^.]

Wearing a cockade.

Well fashion'd figure and cockaded brow.
Vounff, Night Thoughts, v. 855.

cock-a-hoop (kok'a-hop'), a. and n. [Earlier

cock-on-hoop ; taken from the phrase to set the

cock on hoop or on the hoop or a-hoop (which see,

under cocki, ».). Commonly referred to an as-

sumed F. coq a huppe : coq = E. cock^ ; a, < L.

ad, to; huppe, OF. hupe, a crest: see hoojMe.]

1. a. 1. Exultant; jubilant; triumphant; on
the high horse.

Cock-a-hoop {coqu a hupe, i. e., cock with a cope-brest or
comb, F.), all upon the spur; standing upon high terms.

Bailey, 1733.

And having routed a whole troop,
With victory was cock-a-hoop.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

2. Tipsy; slightly intoxicated. [Scotch.]

II. H. A bumper. [Scotch.]

cock-a-hoop (kok'a-hop'), adv. [< cock-a-hoop,

a.] In an exultant or jubilant manner; reck-

lessly.

Cock-07i-koop (i. e., the spigot or cock behig laid on the
hoop and the barrel of ale stunn'd, i.e., drdnk out without
intermission), at the height of mirth and jollity.

Bailey, 1733.

They possessed that ingenuous habit of mind which al-

ways thinks aloud ; which rides cock-a-hoop on the tongue,

and is forever galloping into other people's ears.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 189.

Cockaigne, Coca^e (ko-kan'), n. [Also Cock-
ayne, etc., in various archaic forms after ME.
Cockaigne, cokaygne, cockagne, cokayne, cocaigne,

etc., < OF. cocaigne, cokaigne, coquaigne, co-

caingne, quoquaingnc, F. cocagnc{= Sp.c»caila=
Pg. cucanha = It. cocagna, ciiragna, now cucca-

gna), profit, advantage, abundance, a time of

abundance ;
pays de cocagne, Land of Cocagne

(It. '^Cocagna, as we say, Lubberland"; "Cuca-
gna, the epicures or gluttons home, the land of

all delights : so taken in mockerie "—Florio), an
imaginary country of luxury and Idleness ; ori-

f'n
unknown ; in one view " the land of cakes,"

OF. as if 'coque, Picard couque = Cat. coca, a
cake, appar. either < D. koek (= OHG. chuchho,

MHG. kuoche, G. kuchen), a cake (see cooky),

or ult. < L. eoquere, cook (see cook^). Usually
associated with cockney (whence the second
sense), but the connection, if real, is remote:
seecocknetj.] 1. An imaginary country of idle-

ness and luxury; lotus-land.

In Cokaygne is met and drink
Withvte care, Ik)w [anxiety) and swink.

Land of Cokaygne, 1. 17 (Early Eng. Poems, ed. Furnivall).

2. [In this sense cited also as Cockcney, Cock-

ney, as in the lines quoted. See cockney.] The
land of cockneys ; London and its suburbs.

A London cockney.— This nickname is more than four

hundre<l years old. For when Hugh Bigot added artificial

fortifications to his naturally strong Castle of Bungey in

Hutfolk, he gave out this rhythme, therein vaunting it for

impregnable

:

" Were I in my castle of Bungay,
Upon the river of Waveney,
I wouldne care for the King of Cockney."

Meaning thereby King Henry the Second, then ouietly

possessed of London, whilst some other places did resist

him. Hag Oiuoting Camden), Proverbs (2d ed. 1678), p. 321.

[Obsolete except in historical use or in literary

or humorous allusion.]

COCkalt (kok'al), »i. [Origin uncertain. Cf.

cockle^.] 1. A game played with the ankle-

bones of a sheep in the place of dice.— 2. The
bone used in i)laying tlio game; the astraga-

lus or ankle-bone,"incorrectly called hucklebone.

See dilp.

cock-ale (kok'al), n. A favorite drink of tho

eighteenth century, made by flavoring a cask of

ale with raisins, dates, nutmeg, spice, and tho

broth or jelly of a fowl, adding yeast, and allow-

ing tlie wliole to ferment anew. Bickerdyke.

cock-a-leekie (kok'a-le'ki), n. Same as cockie-

Icikit:

cock-and-bull (kok'and-bal'), a. [From the

phrase "a tale of a ciick and a bull" (as in Con-
greve); cf. F. coq-d-l'dne, a cock-and-bull story,

formerly "rfi* coq a. Pasne, a libel, pasquin,
satyre" (Cotgrave) (a tale of the 'cock to the

ass'): in allusion to some fable about a cock
and a bull, or in general allusion to the strain

on credulity produced by the fables of JEaop

cockatrice

and his imitators, in which cocks moralize and
bulls debate.] Having no foundation in fact or
probability; incredible because not plausible:
applied to idle and absurd rumors and stories.

Also cock-and-a-bull., [Colloq.]

You have somecock-and-a-bull story about him, I fancy.
Buhver, Eugene Aram, v. 11.

COCkapertf (kok'a-pert), a. [< cock^ or cock^ +
pert (after malapert); cf. cock-a-hoop, cocket^,

cockish, cocky.] Impudent; sauey. Heywood.
cockardf, n. An obsolete form of cockade.
Wright.

COCkarouset (kok'a-rous), n. [Amer. Ind.] A
chief minister or captain among the Indians of

Virginia; hence, a person of consequence.

A Cockarouse is one that has the honor to be of the king's

or queen's council, with relation to the affairs of the gov-

ernment, and has a great share in the administration.
Beverley, Virginia, iii. H 45.

Thus a fish finding itself entangled would flounce, and
often pull the man under water, and then that man was
counted a coekaroiute, or brave fellow, that would not let

go, till with swimming, wading, and diving, he had tired

the sturgeou, and brought it ashore.
Beverley, Virginia, li. H 23.

cockateel (kok-a-tel'), n. [< cockatoo, with
term, arbitrarily altered {-eel perhaps for dim.
-elle).] A cockatoo of the genus Calopsitta,

as the Australian C. novce-hollandiw. P. L.
Sclater.

cockatoo (kok-a-to'), )!. [Earlier cacatoo, caca-

toe; = D. kakaioe, kakketoe = G. kakadu = 'Da,n.

kakadue = Sw. cacadu, kakadu = F. kakatoes =
NL. cacatua, < Hind, kdkdtua, Malay kakatua, a
cockatoo: so called in imitation of its crj^. Cf.

cock^ (to which the word has been assimilated)

and cackh.] The name of many beautiful birds

of the parrot family, subfamily Cacatuinw
(which see), and especially of the genus Cacatua.

Cockatoo {Cacatua chrysotefha).

They are for the most part white, tinged with sulphury
yellow or rose-color, and with elegant recurved crests re-

sembling helmets, which can l)e erected at will. They in-

habit the East Indies, Australia, etc. The sulphur-crested

cockatoo, Cacatiuigalerita, of Australia, and the red-vented

cockatoo, C. haematopygia, are characteristic examples.

Black cockatoos belong to the related genus Calyptorhyn-
cTitw.— Helmet-cockatoo, Callocephalon galeatum.—'Ra,-

ven-cockatoo, one of the black cockatoos of the genus
Cii'nithn-fifiiirh'f!', as C. bankxi.

cockatrice (kok'a-tris or -tris), n. [Early mod.
E. also coccatrice; < ME. cocatryse, kokatrice, <

OF. eocatrice, cocatris, cocatrix, cocatriz, coqa-

tris, coquatrix, chocatrix, cocastris, coquastris,

caucatris, caucatri, qualqnctrix, an ichneumon,
a crocodile, a cockatrice, F. cocatrix, a cocka-

trice, = Pr. calcatrix = Sp. cocatriz, eocadriz,

cocotriz, a crocodile, = It. eocatrice (ML. coca-

trix, -trie-), a cockatrice : all corruptions of L.

(rocorfJ?««, a crocodile; cf. crocorfi/e and its obs.

forms cockodrill, cokodriUe. Popularly associat-

ed with cock"^, hence the fable of its origin.] 1.

A fabulous monster reputed to be hatched by a

serpent from a cock's egg, repre-

sented as possessing characters

belonging to both animals, and
supposed to have the power of

killing by the glance of its eye

;

a basilisk. It occurs as a bearing

in heraldry, represented as having

the head, legs, and feet of the cock, a

v.u.......v^. serpent's body and tail, and dragon-

wings. It is generally represented in

profile, as if passant ; but when blazoned displayed it is

depicted aflrontd, so as to show both wings.

They hatch cockatrice' eggs, and weave the spider's web.
Isa. lix. 5.

And kill with looks as Cockatrices doo.
Spenser, Sonnets, xlU.



cockatrice

And that bare vowel / shall poison more
Than the death-darting eye of cockatrice.

Shak., K. and J., iii. 2.

2f. A loose woman.
Withal calls nie at his pleasure I know not how naany

cockatrices, and things. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

AmpMsien cockatrice. Same as basilisk, l.— Cocka-
trice's head, in f/er., a l>earing: representing the head of

a ctK-ltatrice, whicli, to distinguish it from a coclc's head,
ha5 two eare or liorns.

Cockaynet, «• See Cockaigne.

cock-bead (kok ' bed), «. In joinery, a bead
wliieh is not flush with the general surface, but
raised above it.

COckbill (kok'bil), V. t. [See a-cockbill.'] Naut.,

to place a-coekbill, as an anchor or the yards.

The pilot gave orders to cock-bill the anchor and over-

ha>il the chain. R. //. Boim, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 427.

cockboat (kok'bot), «. [< ME. eokboot, cok-

bote, also cogboot, < "cok, E. cock*: (or cog, E.
cojri), + bote, etc., E. boaW] A small boat.

See cock*.

No wise man will sail to Ormus in a cock-boat.

Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. 1836), I. 872.

The camels tripped and stumbled, tossing their litters

like cock-boats in a short sea.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 362.

cock-brainedt (kok'brand), a. Giddy; rash;

hare-brained.
The mad Lord Frampul ! and this same is his daughter.

But as cock-brained as e'er the father was !

B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

Such a cock-brained solicitor. Milton, Colasterion.

cock-brass (kok'bras), n. Same as cock-metal.

cock-bread (kok'bred), n. A stimulating diet

given to game-cocks to prepare them for fight-

ing.

You feed ns with cock-bread, and arm us with steel spurs

that we may mangle and kill each other for your sport.

Southey, The Doctor, clxiv.

cock-broth (kok 'broth), n. Broth made by
boiling a cock or other fowl; eookie-leekie.

[Scotch.]

cockchafer (kok ' cha '''' fer), n. [< cock^ (orig.

for docfc4, a beetle t) -I- eZittferl.] 1. The pop-
ular name of a very common lamellieom beetle

of Europe, Melolontha vulgaris. Also called

May-beetle, May-bug, dor-beetle, and dor-bug.—
2. Any one of various similar or related beetles.

cockcrow (kok'kro), n. [< cock^ + croit'l, n.

Cf. AS. hancred, cockerowing, < haiia, a cock,

+ cred, crowing.] The time at which cocks
crow ; the dawn of day.

cockerowing (kok'kro'ing), n. [< cock^ + crow-

ing.^ Same as cockcrow.
Watch ye therefore : for ye know not when the master

of the house cometh, at even, or at midnight, or at the

cockerowing, or in the morning. Mark xiii. 35.

cocked-hat (kokt'haf), n. [In allusion to the
three-cornered cocked hat: see cock'^, v.'] 1. A
variety of the game of bowls in which but three
pins, placed at the angles of a triangle, are used.
— 2. A note folded into a three-cornered shape.

cockee (ko-ke'), n. [Sc. ; alsococfc; see cocfci,

n., 14.] In the game of curling, the spot at

the end of a rink where the player must stand
when he hurls his stone, usually marked by a
cross in a eirele.

cocke-gardent, «. Same as cockle-garden.

COckerif (kok'fer), n. [(Cf. E. dial, cokers, rims
of iron round wooden shoes) < ME. coker, a
kind of boot, appar. a particular use of earlier

ME. koker, a quiver, < AS. cocor, cocur, coccr

= OFries. koker = T>. koker = MLG. koker, LG.
koker = OHG. chohhar, MHG. kocher, G. koclier

= Sw. koger = Dan. kogger, a quiver. Hence,
from Teut., ML. cucurum, MGr. KovKovpov, OF.
coccure, also couire, couevre, cuivre, > ME. quyver,

E. quiver^. Cocker^ is thus a doublet of quiver^,

q. v.] 1. A quiver.

Enne koker fulne flan [arrows]. Layamon, I. 270.

2. pi. High shoes or half-boots, laced or but-
toned.

His mittens were of bauzens [badger's] skinne.

His cockers were of cordiwin [Cordovan leather].

His hood of meniveere. Drayton, Dowsabell.

3. pi. Thick stockings without feet, used as an
outside protection for the lower part of the leg.

Bootes, cocurs, myttens, mot we were [wear]

:

For husbondes and hunters all this goode is

;

For thai mot walk in breres and in woodes.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 43.

4. pi. Same as cockermegs.

cocker^ (kok'6r), n. [< cocfcl + -eri.] 1. A
eock-fighter ; one who makes a practice of fight-

ing game-cocks, or of training them for fighting.

Here his poor ])ird th' inhuman cocker brings,

Arms his hard heel and clips his golden wings.
Crabbe, Parish Register.

2. A dog of the spaniel kind, trained to start

woodcock and snipe in woods and marshes.
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cocker^t, "• [ME. cocker, eokker; < cocJfi +
-frl.] A fighter ; a bully.

He is cocker, thef and horeling. Rel. Antiq., I. 188.

Thise dysars [dicers] and thise hollars [holours],

Thise cokkers and thise buUars,
Bese welle war of thise men.

T(fumeley Mysteries, p. 242.

cocker* (kok'fer), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

cockhorse

Acerest^ [F.], crested, copped, having a great crest or

comb, as a cocli ; also, cockit, proud, saucy, stately, lusty,

crest-risen. —Gofjuelu, proud, cocket, scornful, braggard,
vainglorious. Cutgrave.

II, «. A pert, swaggering fellow ; a gallant.

COCket^t, V. t. [Origin obscure.] To join or
fasten in building.

To joyne or fasten in building, as one joyste or stone is

cocketfed witliin another. Tftomas, Diet, 1644.

T^Z^± ?±; ''%rl\'^^-.Zf.'r!'J cocket-breadt (kok'et-bred), n, lSeecocket2.^
of uncertain origin. Cf. W. cocri, fondle, in-

dulge, cocr, a fondling, F. eoqueliner, dandle,
cocile, fondle. It. cocco, '

' cookring sport, dan-
dling delight or glee" (Plorio), a darling. See
cocket^, cocking^, cockisk, cocky.'} To fondle

;

indulge ; treat with excessive tenderness
;
pam-

per; spoil.

Cocker thy child, and he shall make thee afraid.

Ecclus. XXX. 9,

I would to God (saith he) we ourselves did not spoil our
children's manners, by over-much cockering and nice edu-
cation. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 205.

The nursery-cocjfcer'd child will jeer at aught
That may seem strange beyond his nursery.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 2.

cocker^ (kok'fer), ». [E. dial., also cofer,< ME. . o k'^
coker; origin uncertain; perhaps connected *'9J'.'?^®y\ „..',!.'!'

with cocfcS.] A reaper. [Now only prov.Eng.]
** Cans tow [canst thou] 8eruen,"he seide, " other syngen

in a churche.
Other coke [var. loke] for my cokers, other to the cart

IMCche ?
"

Piers Plounnan (C), vi. 12.

cockerel (kok'6r-el), n. [< ME. cokerel, cokerelle,

appar. a double dim. of cock"^. Cf. cockle*.'] A
young domestic cock ; specifically, the male of

the domestic fowl up to one year old. Both
cockerel and pullet are specifically called chicks,

as distinguished trova. fowls.

Cokerelle, gallus, gallulus. Prompt. Parv., p. 80.

The cokerels flesshe that neuer crewe is better than the cockevod (kok'id), a. [< cockeye + -ed^.} Hav-
olde cockes flesshe. Babees Book (E. Vi.T. S.), p. 22-2. jng a squiutine eye' cross-eyed.

What wilt thou be, young cockerel, when thy spurs cOck-fcather (kok'feTH"er), n. In archery, the
Are grown to sharpness 1 Dryden.

f^g^^^^^j. ^^^^^^^ gt^nds up on the arrow when it is

cockermegs (kok'er-megz), ». p?. [Origin ob- rightly placed upon the string, perpendicularly
seure ; cf. cocfccrl.] In coal-mining, two props of above the cock or notch.
timber placed obliquely to each other and rest- cock-fight (kok'fit), n. A match or contest of
ing against a third one placed horizontally, so cocks ; a very ancient sport, in which cocks.

The second quality of wheat bread, the finest

being wastel. Also called cocket.

Bread-cocket of a farthing, of the same corn and Bultel,

shall weigh more than Wastel by ii/s. And Cocket-Bread
made of corn of lower Price shall weigh more than Wastel
by v/s. Bread made into a Simnel, shall weigh ii/s. less

than Wastel. Bread made of tlie whole wlieat shall

weigh a Cocket and a half, so that a cocket shall weigh
more than a Wastel by v/s. Bread of Treet shall weigh
two Wastels : and Bread of common wheat shall weigh two
great Cockets. Statute of Bread and Ale, 51 Hen. III.

I believe Cocket-bread or Cocket was only hard sea-bisket

;

either so-called because cocketted or marked with a pe-

culiar stamp or cocket : or also because made for the use

of Cock-swains or Seamen. This is but my conjecture

;

For no author has yet hit upon the sense of the word or

Derivation of it. Cowell.

[E. dial.] A common sewer.
Britton ; Halliwell.

cockeye (kok'i), «. [Appar. < cock^ + eye;

Skeat derives cock- from Gael, caog, wink; cf.

caofir-s/iitt/, a squint eye, caogail, winking, squint-

ing.] 1. A squinting eye ; strabismus.— 2. The
depression on the balanee-rynd of a millstone
that receives the point of the spindle.— 3. In a
harness, the loop at the end of a trace, by means
of which it is attached to the swingletree.

—

A-COCkeye, adc phr., asquint ; obliquely.

As I was hunting in the park, I saw Cupid shooting a
coekhye into your face, and gazing after his arrow, it fell

into mine eye. Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandria.

as to support the coal while it is being holed.
The timber placed horizontally, and against which the
other two abut on the face of the coal, is called the cock-

erpole. Also called cockers and cockersjtrags.

cockernonie, cockemony (kok'er-no-ni), w.

[Sc. ; origin obscure.] The gathering of a

usually armed with long steel spurs bound to

the shanks, are set to fight with each other,

commonly in a "pit," so called.

cock-fighter (kok'fi'''ter), n. One who engages
in cock-fighting.

-
-~

" Theyoung woman's hair under a snood or fillet. COCk-fighting (kok'fi*ting), n. and a. I

[Scotch.] u, j^>v, „ c . 5>i, ,. a .>. . , ;.j_J. O^Ji':
flgl'tiiig of cocks as a sport.

Jean maun baith sing her psalms and busk her cocker- S. . I" * ^o^J. Cock-fighting is an heathenish Mode of Diver-

noity the gate the gudemau likes.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xii.

cocket^ (kok'et), n. [< ME. *cocket, coket (not
found except in ML. texts, the ML. reflex cock-

ettum, coketum, cokettum, coquetum, and as per-

haps in cocket"^, q. v.), of uncertain origin;

supposed to have orig. referred to the boat or
lighter used in conveying merchandise to the
shore, and hence transferred to the oflicial cus-

tom-house seal (cf. the relation of the Anglo-
Chinese chop*, an official seal, to chop-boat),

being then < OF. coquet, a small boat, a cock-
boat, dim. of coque, a boat: see cock*. Cf. cock-

et^, cocket-bread.'] In England— 1. A seal of

sion from the first, and at this Day ought certainly to be
confined to barbarous Nations.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 379.

In the reign of Edward III. cock-fighting became a fash-

ionable amusement ; it was then taken up more seriously

than it formerly had been, and the practice extended to

grown persons. Stvutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 376.

To beat cock-flghtlng, to go beyond one's expectations

;

surpjiss everytliing. [Colloq.]

The Squire faltered out, " Well, this beats cockfighting

!

the man's as mad as a March hare !

"

Buliccr, My Novel, iii. 11.

II. a. Addicted to the sport of fighting cocks

;

having the tastes and habits of a cock-fighter.

The ne'er-do-well sons of cockfightinq baronets.
G. A. Sala, The Ship-Chandier.

*se:ie''d"t°d"^eSrr-eTfe ti'^'^J^l o^^itrs^
^^^J^f^'^^'^

(kok'gar^dn), „. Same as cockle-

cockgrass (kok'gras), TO. Darnel. [Prov.Eng.]
COCkhead (kok'hed), «. The top point of the
spindle of a millstone.

cock-hedge (kok'hej), n. [Prob. a var. of quick-

hedge ; cf. ME. cue, cwuc, var. of cwic, quick.]

A quickset hedge. [Prov. Eng.]
cockhoop (kok'hop), n. A bullfinch. [Prov.
Eng.]

tom-house to a merchant as a warrant that his

merchandise is entered.

The foresaid marchants were not wont to pay for a
cocket for the conueyance A transportation of their goods
out of the realme (albeit many names were written there-

in) more then 4. d. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 172.

3. The ofiice of entry.— 4t. A stamp ; an offi-

cial seal of any kind.

cocketif (kok'et), V. t. [< cocket^, ji.] To stamp
or mark with a cocket. See cocket^, «., 4.

COCket'-^t (kok'et), n. [< ME. coket, of uncertain
origin; supposed to be short for coket-bred,

mod. cocket-bread, that is, bread that has been
inspected and stamped with the official seal, <

cocket^.] 1. Same as cocket-bread.

No beggere eten bred that benes inne coome.
Bote coket and cler-matin an of clene whete

;

Ne non halfpeny ale in none wyse drynke.
Piers Ploivman (A), vii. 292.

2. A loaf or cake of cocket-bread. See first

extract under cocket-bread.— 3. A measure.
See first extract under cocket-bread.

COCket^t (kok'et), a. and n. [Also cocket, coc-

quel; appar. (with ref
.
perhajjs to cockish, coclcy)

< OF. coquet, a little cock (dim. of coq, a cock)

(> coqueter, chuck as a cock, swagger, strut),

mod. F. coquet, coquette, coquet: see coquet.']

I. a. Brisk; pert; saucy.

cockhorse (kok'hors), n. and a. [Appar. orig.

a nm'sery term ; cf. E. dial, cop-horse, a child's

name for a horse, a toy horse. The allusion to

cock^ is prob. fanciful, though some would find

here a survival of an ancient myth, connecting
the term with the griffin myth and the fabulous
iTrTra^eKTfmiiv, ' horse-coek,' in .3<;schjius and
Aristophanes.] I. n. A child's rockmg-horse
or hobby-horse : commonly used in the adver-

bial phrase on cockhorse, a-cockhorse, on horse-

back, or as if on horseback (as when a child

rides on a broomstick) ; hence, in an elevated

position ; elated ; on the high horse.

Abated to an ebb so low that boys
A'-cock-horse frisk'd about me without plunge.

Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 3.

When you would have a Child go to such a place, and
you find him unwilling, you tell him he shall ride a Cock-

horse, and tlien he will go presently.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 96.



cockhorse

My gentlemen return VI to their lodgings an eockhorae,

and began to think of a fund for a glorious equipage.
Gentleman Instructed, v. 215.

n. a- 1. Mounted as on a hobby-horse, or

as if on horseback. [Bare.]— 2. Proud; up-

start. [Rare.]
Cockhorse peasantry. Marlowe.

cockhorse (kok'hors), adv. [< cockhorse, a.]

Astride.
Alma, they strenuously maintain,

Sits Cock-Horse on her Throne the Brain.
Prior, Alma, 1.

A huge fellow, with one eye closed and half his whiskers

burned by the explosion of powder, was riding cock-horse

on a gun. iV. A. Rev., CXXVI. 269.

COCkie-leekie (kok'i-le'ki), «. [Sc, also writ-

ten cooky-leeky and coek-a-kekie, a loose dim.

compound of cocfcl + leek.'] Soup made of a

cock or other fowl boiled with leeks.

COCkillet, II- The old English form of coekU^.

cockingi (kok'ing), n. [Verbal n. of cock\ ».]

Cock-fighting.

Cries out 'gainst cocking, since he cannot bet.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, cxix.

Let cullies that lose at a race

Go venture at hazard to win.

Or he that is bubbld at dice

Recover at cockinff again.

Quoted in Strulfs Sports and Pastimes, p. 106.

C0Cking2+, n. [ME. cokkynge, cockunge ; verbal

n. of cuek^, f.] Fighting; battling; sparring;

disputing. L'dall.

Mars with fisting and cokkyng.

Trecisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, III. 83.

Ne beth nan icrunet (crowned) bate whase (whoso]

treoweliche ithulle feht flhte & with strong cocttwi^e ouer-

cunie hire flesch. Ilali Meidenhed (ed. Cockayne), p. 47.

COCkingSf (kok'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of cocfcS, i'. Cf.

cockering, ppr. of cocker^, v.'] Cockering.

Cocking dads make sawcie lads

In youth to rage, to beg in age.
Tusser, Life, p. 162.

COcking-main (kok'ing-man), n. A series of

cock-lights carried on in immediate succession

between two sides or parties.

COCkish (kok'ish), a. [< cocfci + -isfei. Cf. cocky,

coeke0.\ Like a cock; arrogant; pert; for-

ward ; presuming. [Colloq.]

COCkishness (kok'ish-nes), n. Uppishness;
arrogance ; impertinence ;

presumption. [Col-

loii.]

COck-laird (kok'lSrd), n. A person who owns
a small landed property and cultivates it him-
self ; a yeoman. [Scotch.]

cockle' (kok'l), n. [< ME. cockle, cockel, cokkel,

cokel, < AS. coccel, tares, < Ir. cogal, corn-cockle,

beards of barley, = Gael, cogall, tares, husks,

cockle, cogull, corn-cockle ; cf. cochull, a, hu.sk,

shell. Cf. F. coquiol, coquioule, cockle, also of

Celtic origin. Ult. connected with cofA-Je^.] l.

Darnel, Loliiim temidentum ; rye-grass, L. pe-
renne; tare; a weed generally.

His enroye came and sew aboue deniel or eokil.

Wydif, Mat liii. 25.

Cokylle, wede, nigella, lollium, zlzania.
Prompt. Parv., p. 86.

Let thistles grow instead of wheat, and cockle instead of

barley. Job xxxi. 40.

Such were the first weak steps of the fathers of our lan-

guage, who, however, culled for us many a flower among
Uieir eockU. 1. D'liraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 312.

2. The corn-rose or corn-cockle. Lychnis (Agro-
stem ma) (iithngo.

cockle^ (kok'l), n. [< ME. cokel, perhaps dim.
of "cok, cocke, a shell (see coclfi) ; otherwise <

OF. (and F.) coquilte, a shell, cockle, = Sp.

eoquiilo = It. cochiglia, < L. conchylium (see
eonehylious), < Gr. noyxv^Mv, dim. of KoyxvAV,

a small kind of mussel or cockle, < K&yxn, L.
concha, a shell, conch, > F. coqiie, a cockle, a
shell : see cockle^, cockle^, cock^, and conch.1

1. A moUusk of the
family Cardiidie and
genus Cardium ; es-

pecially, the com-
mon edible species
of Europe, Cardium
edule; the shell of

such moUusks.— 2.
An equivalve bi-

valve, resembling or
related to moUusks
of the genus Cardi-
um. (o) A bivalve mol- Common Cockle (C<i>rf/«»< <rfW«l.

lusk of the family Mi/ulu,
Mya truneata : so called m the Hebrides ; more fully call-

ed lady-cockle, {h) A bivalve mollusk of the family Pecti-
Wida; the scallop, (ct) The oyster.

And as the cockille, with hcauenty dewe so clene
Of kynde, engendereth white perils rounde.

Lydgate, p. 46.
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[Allusion is here maUK to the old fable that oysters rise The tender horns of cockled snails,

to the surface of the water at the full moon, and open Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3.

their shells to receive the falling dew-drops, which thus cockle-garden (kok'l-gar"dn), n. A preserve
harden into pearls.l

_ . _ _ by the sea for the keeping of shell-fish. Also
3, A univalve mollusk of the family Muricidce;

the murex or purple-fish.

There are cockles in great numbers, with which they
dye a scarlet colour so strong and fair that neither the

heat of the sun nor the violence of the rain will change
it, and the older it is, the better it looks.

Cainden, Britannia, p. 962.

4t. A ringlet or crimp.

The Queen had inkling ; instantly she sped
To curl the cockles of her new-bought head.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

5. [See cockle^, i\] The instrument used in

cockling the cogs of a mill. E. X).-Cockles of cockle-oast (kok'l-ost), n.
the heart, the inmost recesses of the heart. (A phrase

,i,,vincr lions
of unknown origin, but probably connected with cockle^,

"^jimg "yP=
»., a shell, and cockle^, v., to pucker.]

cocke-garden, cock-garden. [Eng.]
At Starcross they have small cocke-garden^, where the

shellfish are kept, and the flavour of these cockles is con-
sidered superior to those which are found elsewhere.

M. S. Loxcell, Edible British Mollusca (1884), p. 42.

cockle-hat (kok'1-hat), «. A hat bearing a seal-

lop-shell, the badge of a pilgrim. See scallop.

His cockle hat and staff. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5.

cockle-headed (kok'T-hed^'ed), a. [Appar. <

cockle^ + head + -ed^.] Same as cockle-brained.

Scott.

A kind of kiln for

Polyglot tossed a bumper off ; it cheer'd
The cockles of his heart.

Colman the Younger, Poet. Vagaries, p. 147.

Hot cockles [a fanciful name ; cf. to ay cockles, (&), be-

low], a kind of game. See the extracts.

Hot Cockles, from the French hautes-coguilles (an error],

is a play in which one kneels, and covering his eyes lays

his head in another's lap and guesses who struck him.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 501.

As at Hot Cockles once I laid me down,
And felt the weighty Hand of many a Clown

;

Buxoma gave a gentle Tap, and I

Quick rose, and read soft Mischief in her eye.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Monday, 1. 99.

Lady-cockle, (a) a bivalve mollusk of the family Mac-
tridce, Mactra mMruncata : so called at Belfast, Ireland.

It is rarely used except as bait for fishing or as food for

pigs. (())Samea3cocitte2, 2(a).— To cry cockles, (a) To
vend cockles by crying them in the streets, (i'

~'

hanged : from the noise made while strangling.

(Prov. Eng.]

cockle^ (kok'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. cockled, ppr.

cockling. [< cockle^, «., with ref. to the wrin-

kles of a cockle-shell. In the 3d sense perhaps
of diff. origin.] I, intrans. 1. To pucker or

contract into wrinkles, as cloth or glass.

The sorting together of Wools of seuerall natures . . .

causeth cloth to cockle and lie vneuen.
HakluyVs Voyages, II. 162.

Parchment does not cockle unless wet through.
Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 251.

2. To rise into frequent ridges, as the waves
of a chopping sea.

Kipling and cockling seas. Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 6.

A short cockling
the ship.

cockier (kok'ler), n. [< cockle^, n., + -er^.'] One
who sells cockles. Gray.

cockle-sauce (kok'1-sas), n. A sauce made
from cockles, with water, flour, butter, cream,
and various condiments.
cockle-shell (kok'l-shel), n. 1. The shell of

the cockle, especially the common cockle, Car-
dium edule. See cut under cockle^.

Shall we only sport and play, or gather cockle-shells and
lay them in heaps like Children, till we are snatched away
past all recovery? Stillingjleet. Sermons, 1. xii.

Cockle-shells are used as cultch for the oyster spat to ad-

here to. M. S. Lowell, Edible British Mollusca(1884),p. 44.

2. A representation of a cockle, serving, in-

stead of the shell itself, as the badge and at-

tribute of a pilgrim: in her., same as scallop.

... ~, — 3. A cockboat.

i Grose cockle-stair (kok'1-star), n. A winding or spi-

ral stair. [Prov. Eng.]
cockle-stove (kok'l-stov), n. A stove in which
the coclde or fire-chamber is surrounded by air-

currents, which, after being heated sufficiently,

are admitted into the apartments tobe warmed.
COCkle-strewert (kok't-stro'er), n. A person
whose duty it was to strew the earth with
cockle-shells for the game of pall-mall.

The earth is miered, and that over all there is cockle-

shell? powdered and spread, to keep it fast, which, how-
ever, in dry weather turns to dust and deads the ball.

The person who had the care of grounds was called the

King's cockle-strewer.

Quoted in M. S. Lovxll's Edible British Mollusca (1884),

(p. 46.

which must very soon have bulged cockletv (kok'l-ti), a. [Appar. a var. of 'cock-
Cook, \oj^e^,l. U,. 7. ,„ < co?We2, i'.] tJnsteady. [Prov. Eng.]

ay] is l»th safe, spacio"° o..H ^oor, ^ - ... -«v . ___i_ _

free from such cockling seas as run upon the

land and in the channels of England.
Quoted in Tyler's Amer. Lit., I. 173.

3. To make a slight score on the cogs or teeth

of a mill, as a gmde for cutting off their ends, cocklight (kok'lit), n.

so that the whole may be given a truly circidar break. j;Prov. Eng.]
form.

II. trans. To cause to pucker in -wrinkles

as, rain will cockle silk.

It [Massachusetts Bay] is Ijoth safe, spacious, and deep, co(^le.^fe'(k6k'l-wif), n.' A woman who col-

lects cockles or scrapes for them. [Eng.]

The sand banks are lined with cockle-wives scraping for

cockles, if. S. Lowell, Edible British Mollusca(lS84), p. 43.

[< cock^ + light.'i Day-

showers soon drenched the camlet's cockled grain.

Gay, Trivia, i. 46.

When heated and plunged in water or oil, they are

curled and cockled in all shapes (articles of steel].

Sri. Ainer., N. 8., LVL 251.

cockle^ (kok'l), n. [< F. coquille, a kind of

grate or stove, also lit. a shell : see cockle'^.]

1. The body or fire-chamber of an air-stove,

usually made of fire-brick.— 2. A kind of kiln or

stove for drying hops.— 3. In porcelain-manuf.,

cockloacht, cocklochet, " [< F. coquelucke, a
hood.] A fool ; a coxcomb.

A couple of cockloches. Shirley, Witty Fair One, ii. 2.

cock-lobster (kok'lob'st^r), n. The male of

the lobster.

cocklochet, «• See cockloach.

cockloft (kok'loft), n. [< cock^ + loft. W. coeg-

loft, a garret, is from the E. word.] A small

loft in the top of a house ; a small garret or

apartment immediately under the roof.

My garrets, or rather my cock-lofts, ... are indillerent-

_ ly furnished. Swift.

a large stove used for drying biscuit-ware which cock-master (kok'mas'tfer), n. One who breeds
has been dipped in glaze, preparatory to bum- (,r trains game-cocks.

A cockmasler bought a partridge, and turned it among
the fighting cocks. Sir R. L Estrange.

cock-match (kok'mach), n. A cock-fight for a
prize. Addison.

COCkmate (kok'mat), n. A mate ; companion.

Not disdayniug their coekmates or refraining their com-
pany. Lyty, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 145.

Cf. cock-
mg.
codkle^t (kok'l), «. [Dim. of cock^.

crel.l A yoimg cock ; a cockerel.

cockle^ (kok'l), V. i. ; pret. and pp. cockled, ppr.

cockling. [Cf. cockle*, n., and cocifcl, ».] To
cry like a cock. [Prov. Eng.]
cockle-boat (kok'l-bot), n. Same as cockboat.

cockle-brained (kok'l-brand), a. [Appar. < ^ , , , , ^, ,^ . ii 11

cockici + brain -\- -cd^. Cf. cock-brained and COCk-metal (kok'met'al), n. A soft alloy eom-

chuckle-he<idid.-\ Chuckle-headed; foolish. Also posed of 2 parts of copper and 1 part of lead.

cockle-headed. [Scotch.]

COCkle-brillion (kok'l-bril'yon), n. [< cockU^
-t- brillion, said to be < Bret. brMn or vrilin,

a wrinkle.] A bivalve mollusk of the family

Myid<F, Mya truncata : so called at Belfast in

Ireland.

cockle-bur (kok'l-bfer), n. 1. The clot-bur,

Xanthium Strumarium, a weedy composite plant

with close spiny involucres.

A shaggy white pony— the abundant hair of his tail and
mane thickly clotted with cocHc-frur*.

^t-. i j t-. i

w. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 108. cocknoy (kok'ni), 11. and a. [Early mod. E. also

2. The agrimony, Agrimonia Eupatoria. cockneye, cocknaye, cocknaie ; < ME. cockney,

cockled (kok'ld), a. [< cockle^, n., + -ed^.J cocknaye, cokeneij, cokenay, coknay (see defini-

Having a shell like that of a cockle; inclosed tions). The origin has been much disputed,

in a shell. [Bare.] the form and sense of the word having become

It is used for large vessels and measures, and
for taps or cocks. Also cock-brass.

cock-nest (kok'nest), «. A nest built by a male
bird and not used for incubation. Such structures

are commonly made by various wrens, as the conmion
long-billed marsh-wren of the United States, Cistothoms

or TehiMtodgtes paltistris, for no known purpose, unless it

be for a roosting-place or kind of play-house.

The male wren (Troglodytes) of North America builds

cock-nests to roost in, like the males of our kitty-wrens—
a habit wholly uidike that of any other known bird.

Darmn, Origin of Species (ed. 1886), p. 234.



cockney

entangled with those of other words related
only remotely or not at all, namely: (1) cuck^,
as in the desperate etym. ("Doth the cock
neigh, toof ") mentioned by Minsheu; (2) cock-
et3, eockish, cockji, etc., with allusion to pertness
or conceit ; (3) Cockaigne, Cockayne, an imagi-
nary country of idleness and luxury, supposed
(erroneously) to be related, whence its second
meaning, ' eoekueydom

' ; (4) cocker*, cock^, and
coax, i'., pamper, fondle, akin in sense but appar.
not in origin. The only solution of cockney pho-
netically satisfactory is historically unsupport-
ed, namely, < OF. "coquine (ML. *coquinatus),
taken in some such sense as ' a vagabond who
hangs around the kitchen,' or 'a child brought
up in the kitchen,' or ' a child fed in the kitchen,
a pampered child.' The word would then be
closely connected with OF. coquiner, beg ( > co-
quin (ML. coquiniis, ME. cokin), a beggar, a
rogue, F. a rogue, a rascal, coquinerie, beggary,
P. roguery, coquineau, a scoundrel), < L. eo-
quinare, serve in a kitchen, cook (hence the
possible later sense of ' hang about a kitchen '),

< coquina, a kitchen (> ult. E. kitchen), < coquiis,

a cook, > ult. E. coofcl; see cook^ and kitchen.}

I. n. If. A spoiled child ; hence, a foolish or
effeminate person; a simpleton: often used as
a term of reproach without a very clear signi-
fication.

I bring vp lyke a cochnaye, je mignotte. Palnr/rave.

1 sal be lialde a daf, a cokenay.
Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 288.

I made thee a wanton, and thou liast made me a foole

:

I brought thee vp like a cockney, and thou hast handled
me like a cockescombe.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 103.

A young heir or cockney that is his mother's darling.
Nanh, Pierce Penilesse.

I am afraid this great lubber, the world, will prove a
cockney. Shak., T. N., iv. 1.

2t. In the following passages the meaning of
the word is uncertain. It is conjectured to
mean, in the first three, "a cock" or "a cook,"
etc.; in the last, "a cook."

I haue no salt baconn
Ne no kokenay [var. cokeney (C), cock-neyen (A)), by Cryst,

coloppes for to maken. Piers Plowman (B), vi. 287.

At that fest thay wer servyd with a ryche aray,
Every fyve & fyve had a cokenay.
Tumament of Tollenham (Percy's Reliquea, p. 179).

He that corath every dale shall have a cocknaie.
He that comth now anil then shall have a fat hen.

Heywood, Pl-overbs. (Wright.)

Cry to it, nuncle, as the cockney did to the eels, when
she put 'em i' the paste alive. Shak., Leai', ii. 4.

3. A native or a permanent resident of Lon-
don: used slightingly or by way of contempt,
and generally with allusion to peculiarities of
pronunciation or insularity or narrowness of
views.
A cockney, applied only to one borne within the sound of

Bow-Bell, that is, within the City of London ; which tearme
came first out of tliis tale : That a Cittizens Sonne riding
with his father out of London into the Countrey, and being
a nouice and meerely ignorant how come or cattle in-
creased, asked, when he heard a horse neigh, what tlie

horse did. His father answered, "The horse doth neigh."
Riding farther he heard a cocke crow, and said, " Doth the
cocke neigh, too'? " and therefore Cockney or Cocknie, by in-
uersionthus: incock, i^[nasi] incoctus, i. [?.]rawor vnripe
in Countreymens affaires. But in these dales we may
leaue the terme Cockney, and call tliem Apricockes, in Lat.
pr<ecocia, i. [«.] prccinatura, i. [e.] soone or rathe ripe, for
the suddainnesse of their wits, whereof commeth our Eng-
lish word Princockea for a ripe headed yoong boie. ... A
Cockney may be taken for a childe tenderly or wantonly
bred up. Minsheu.

That synod's geography was as ridiculous as a cockney's,
to whom all is Barbary beyond Brainford, and Christen-
dome endeth at Greenwiche.

Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People (1654), p. 221.

4t. [cap.'] Same as Cockaigne, 2 (where see ex-
tract).

n. a. Pertaining to or like cockneys or Lon-
doners: as, cockney conceit; cockney speech.
COCkneyt (kok'ni), ?7. f. [< cockney, n.] To pam-
per; fondle; cocker.
The wise justice of tlie Almighty meant not to cockney

us up with meere dainties.

Bp. Hall, Sermons, xxix. (Jan., 1625).

COCkneydom (kok'ni-dum), n. [< cockney, 3, -t-

-clom.] The region or home of cockneys : a con-
temptuous or humorous name for London and
its suburbs.
He [SterlingJ called Cruikshank the Raphael of Cockney-

d&m. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 144.

COCkneyfication (kok'ni-fi-ka'shpn), «. [icock-
neyfy : see -fy and -ation.] The act of subject-
ing, or the state of being subjected, to the ways
and influences of London or of the Londoners.
With regard to most romantic sites in England, there is

a sort of average cockneyjication with which you must
make your account.

U. Jaines, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 248.
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cockneyfy (kok'ni-fi), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. cock-

neyfied, ppr. cockneyj'ying. [< cockney, 3, -I- -fy.']
To make like a cockney. [CoUoq.]
COckneyish (kok'ni-ish), a. [< cockney +
-/.«/(!.] Relating to or like cockneys.
cockneyism (kok'ni-izm), «. [(cockney +
-i,s/«.] 1. The condition, qualities, manner, or
dialect of the cockneys.— 2. A peculiarity of
the dialect of the Londoners.
Tom . . . recognised the woman's Berkshire accent be-

neath its coat of cockneyism.
Kingslcy, Two Years Ago, xxiv.

cockodrillef, ». See crocodile.

COCkpaidle (kok'pa"dl), n. [Sc, also -nritten
ciickjiaddle ; origin obscure.] A name of the
common lumpsucker, Cyclopterus lumpus.
cock-penny (kok'pen'i), «. See the extracts.

The payments were usually made at .Shrovetide under
the name of Cock-imnce, as the master [of Cartmel gram-
mar-school], as a sort of return for the compliment made
to him, provided a cock for the sport of liis scholars.

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 682.

Formerly an admission fee [to the free gramm.ar-school
at Burnley] was paid, and a cock-penny at Shrovetide ; but,
in lieu of these, the master is now allowed to make a
charge of from four to six guineas a-year for each boy, for
writing, arithmetic, etc. Bairns, Hist. Lancasliire, 11. 34.

cockpit (kok'pit), n. [< cock'^ -(- /«<!.] 1. A
pit or inclosed place used for cock-fighting.
And now I have gained the cocJcpit of the Western woi-ld,

and academy of arms for many years.
lloivell, Vocall Forest.

2. Formerly, an apartment under the lower
gun-deck of a ship of war, forming quarters for
junior officers, and during a battle devoted to
the surgeon and his assistants and patients.

—

3. A room in Westminster in which the Eng-
lish Privy Council hold their sittings: so called
from its occupation of the site of the former
cockpit of the palace at Whitehall.
He [Brougham] threatened to sit often at the cockpit,

in order to check Leach, who, though a goo<l judge in his
own court, was good for nothing in a court of appeal.

Greoille, Memoirs, Nov. 22, 1830.

4t. The pit or area of a theater.

Can this cockpit hold
The vasty fields of France? or may we cram
Witlliu this wooden O the very casques
That did affright the air at Agincourt?

Shak., Hen. V., 1. (cho.).

COckqueant (kok'kwen), n. [Var. of eucquean,
cotquean.] Same as cotqucan. Warner.
cockroach (kok'roch), n. [Formerly cockroche,
an acoom. of Sp. cucaracha, a wood-louse, a
cockroach, = Pg. "cacaroucha, caroucha, a bee-
tle.] The popular name of the insects of the
orthopterous genus Blatta, in a broad sense
comprising several species, of which B. (Peri-
planeta) orientalis, the common cockroach or
black beetle,
maybe regard-
ed as the type.
They have parch-
ment-like elytra,

and in the female
the wings are im-
perfectly devel.
oped. They are
nocturnal in their
habits, and are
very troublesome
in houses, where
they often multi-
ply with great
rapidity, infesting
kitchens and pan-
tries, and attack-
ing provisions of
all kinds. They
have an offensive
smell. One of the
commonest cock-
roaches of the United States is the Blatta (rerinanica, com-
monly called croton-bug (which see). See also cut under
Blattida;.

cocks (koks), «. [Prob. pi. of cooirl.] A com-
mon name in some parts of England for the
ribwort, riantago lanccolata, from a children's
game in which the flower-spikes are fought
against each other like cocks in a cock-fight.

cockscomb (koks'kom), n. [Also written (in
def. 6 usually) coxcomb; < ME. cokkes comb,
kokys coom, etc. ; < cock's, poss. of cockX, +
comb^.] 1. The comb or caruncle of a cock.
There ben white Gees, rede aboute the Nekke, and tliei

han a gret Crest, as a Cokkes Comb upon liire Hedes.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 207.

2. A name given to flowering plants of various
genera. By gardeners it is properly confined to Celosia
cristata (see cut under Celosia), l)ut it is also applied to
some similar species of Amarantns. as well as to the yel-
low-i-attle, Rhinanthus Crista-tjalli, from the shape of its

calyx, and locally to several other plants. In the West
Indies the name is given to the Erythrina Crista-galli, on
account of its crest-like corolla.

3. A kind of oyster, O.'itrwa cristagalli, having
both valves plaited. Also called cockacomb-oys-

cock-sure

ter. E. P. Wright.— ^. In anat, the crista galli
of the ethmoid bone. See crista.— 5. In lace-
making, a bride. See bride^, 2.— 6. A fop; a
vain silly fellow : in this sense usually written
coxcomb (which see).

If the enemy is an
comb.

, and a fool, and a prating Coz-
Shttk., Hen. V., iv. 1.

7. Naut., a notched cleat on the yard-arm of a

Female Cockroach {Btatttj or Periplaneta
orientalis), three fourths natural size.

a. Cockscomb of a Yard.arm.

vessel to facilitate hauling out the reef-ear-
ings.— Cockscomb-grass, the Cynosurus eckinatus, an
annual European grass, so called from the shape of the
panicle.— Cockscomb morion, a nmrion of the kind com-
mon in the sixteenth centui-y, lia^-ing a liigli erect l>lade ris-

ing above tlic lieadpieei;.—Cockscomb pyrites, a variety
of niareasite, or wliite iron pyrites. See inarcasite.

cockscomb-oyster (koks'k6m-ois"t6r), n. Same
as cockscomb, 3.

cocksfoot, cocksfoot-grass (koks'fiit, -gras), n.
The orehard-grass, Dactylis glomerata, tall and
coarse, but valuable for hay, and growing well
in the shade : so called from the dense branches
of the one-sided panicle. It is native in Europe,
but widely naturalized in other temperate coun-
tries.

cockshead (koks'hed), n. [< eocl^s, poss. of
cock'^, -I- head.] 1. A name of the sainfoin,
Onobrychis sativa, from the shape of its pod.

—

2. In the West Indies, the plant Desmodium tor-
tuosum, with much-twisted jointed pods.

COCkshoott, n. A variant of cockshut.

cockshutt (kok'shut), n. [Also in var. form cock-
shoot; < cock^ -\- shut.] A large net for catch-
ing woodcock by shutting them in Cocksliut
time, cockshut light, the time or the light (twilight) of
evening ; so called fioni that being the time when the cock-
shut was commonly used, the woodcock then going out to
feed. Sares.

About cockshut time. Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

For you would not yesternight
Kiss him in the cock-shut light.

B. Jonmn, The Satyr.
A fine cock-shoot evening.

Muldleton (and others). The Widow, iii. 1,

cockshy (kok'shi),«. [<cocA,l, «.,-- «%2.] The
act of throwing stones or other missiles at a
mark or target.

To settle the question of a geological formation by pick-
ing up the stones and appealing to the test of a cockshy.

Lord Strangford, Letters and Papers, p. 215.

COCksper (kok'spSr), «. [Cf. cockspur, 4.] A
northern Scotch name of the fry of the salmon.
cockspur (kok'sper), n. [< co(*l -h .simr.] 1.
One of the sharp spurs on the legs of a male
gallinaceous bird.— 2. A small wedge of clay
or earthenware placed between articles of pot-
tery to prevent their adhering during and after
the process of glazing.— 3. Inbot.: (a) ANorth
American species of thorn, Crata-gns Crus-galli,
frequently cultivated as an ornamental shrub.
(6) Pisonia aculeata, a West Indian shrub.— 4.
A small shell-fish. [Prov. Eng.]
COCkspnr-grass (kok'sper-gras), «. A coarse
annual grass, Panicum Crus-galli. Also known
as harn-i/ard grass.

cock-stelet, «. A stick to throw at a cock, in
the game called cock-throwing (which see).

Sir Thomas More, who wrote in the sixteenth century,
descri!)ing the state of childhood, speaks of his skill in
casting a cok-stete, that is, a stick or a cudgel to throw at
acoclc It was universally practised upon Shrove-"Tuesday.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 378.

COCkstone (kok'stou), n. Same as alectoria^.

COCk-Stridet (kok'strid), n. A short distance or
space, like that passed by a cock in one stride.

It is now February, and the Sun is gotten up a cocke-
stride of his climbing. Breton, Fantastickes (February).

At New "V^ear's tide
The days lengthen a cock's stride. Old sailing.

cock-sure (kok'shor), a. [Appar. < corfl (per-
haps with allusion to eockish, cocky, with ref.
to pert self-confidence) -I- sare.] 1. Perfectly
secure or safe.

The devil was disappointed of his purpose ; for he
thought all to be his own : and when he had once brought
Christ to tile cross, he thought all cock-sure.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

2. Confidently or absolutely sure or certain.

Hold ! I forbid the Banns
; you shan't have her, man,

lor all you aie so cock-sure.

Mrs. Centlivre, The Man's Bewitch'd, v.



cock-sure

cock-sure (kok'shor), adv. [< cocksure, a.]
With perfect security or certainty.
We steal as iu a castle, cocksure ; we have the receipt of

fern seed, we walk invisible. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

cock-sureness (kok'sh8r-nes), ». Confident
certainty.

Of all the dangerous mental habits, that which school-
boys call cocknireness is probably the most perilous.

Huxli'ij, .Sensation and Sensiferous Organs.

cockswain, coxswain (kok'swan ; coUoq. kok'-
sn), H. [Also eontr. eocksmi, coxon; < cock's,
poss. of cocl-^, a boat, + swain. Cf. boatswain.']
The person who steers a boat; a person on
board of a ship who has the care of a boat and
its crew under an officer.

Their majesties. Lord Carteret, and Sir John Norris, em-
barked in Sir Johns barge, and his captain steered the
boat as coxswain. A. Drummond, Travels, p. 70.

cocktail (kok'tal), tt. [< coci-l (in part with al-
lusion to coek^, V.) + taiU. The origin of the
term in the 3d and 4th senses is not clear.] 1.
A bird of the genus Alectrurus.— 2. [So called
from the way it cocks up its abdomen.] A
name of a European insect, Oeypus or Goerius
olens, one of the rove-beetles or Staphylinidai.
Also called deviVs coach-horse (which see, un-
der devil).— 3. A horse which is not thorough-
bred, but has some impure blood, generally one
fourth or less, but sometimes one half; hence,
an underbred person.
But servitors are gentlemen, I suppose 7 A good deal

01 the cocktail about them, I should think.
Maemillan's Mag.

4. An American drink, strong, stimulating, and
cold, made of spirits, bitters, and a little sugar,
withvariousaromaticandstimulatingadditions.
Being famous for nothing but gln-cocktails, and com-

manding a fair salary by his one accomplishment.
Hatcthome, Blithedale Romance, xii.

Did ye iver try a brandy cocktail. Cornel ?

Thackeray, S'ewcomes, xiii.

Champagne COCkt^ a glass of champapie (preferably
of the Kheinis sort) with a few drops of Angostura bitters.
-Manhattan cocktail, a whisky cocktail diluted with
vermuth.- Martini codrtall.agin cocktail diluted with
ven.iutli.-Soda cocktail, a glass of soda-water with a
little hitters.

cock-tailed (kok'tald), a. [< cocktail + -cd2.]
Having tlie tail cocked ortiltedup : as, the cock-
tailed flycatcher, Jlectrurtis tricolor.
cock-throwing (kok'thr6"ing), «. An old sport
consistmg lu tying a cock to a stake and throw-
lug sticks at it until it was killed. See cock-stele.

^ . Cock'throtcing,
Cock-a-doodle do ! 'tiB the bravest game.

Wit'i Recreation, 1640.
The very barbarous amusement of coekthrouing, whichwas at least as old as Chaucer, and in which Sir T. Morawhen a y.ung man had boin espei-ially eii)ert. is said tohave been peculiarly English. Leckif. Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

cock-up (kok'up), a. In printing, having the
top much above the top line of the other letters
of the text: applied to a large type used for
the initial letter of the first word of a volume
part, book, or chapter.

'

cockup (kok'up), n. [In def. 1, prob. so called
from the trend of the snout.] 1. Aserranoidfish,
Lates calcarifer, of the seas, back-waters, and
mouths of rivers of India and neighboring coun-
tries. It has an oblong compressed Imly. moderate
scales, small head with incurved sloping profile, from 7 to
8 spines m the first dorsal, 2 spines and from 11 to 12 raysm the second .i spines and from S to 9 ravs in the anal andconvex caudal lin. The color is gray inclining to green on
ttl^e back and silvery below. It is an excellent ffwd-flsh

^uamert /jrfTv- ^^•k'"'!^
"""I Valenciennes it

J, n .T .V '.'"'" *"^ ^y "•*' """le it was knownto most naturalists up to ls60. It is ranked by somenaturalists as a freshwater tish, and occu^ in 111 thelarge nver, of India and Burma It is predatory in itshabits, and ascends far up the rivers, especially in thewake of shtmls of a kind of shad, Clupea palaLh Ini

m,reS"rom'j!fe''se"
"'""'^"'^' '" ^^-P- «"-»• '"-''t^

2t. An old form of hat with the brim much
turned up m front.
cockwardf, «. An obsolete form of cuckold
cock-water (kok'wan^r), ». in mining, astream of water brought into a trough to washaway sand from ores.
cockweb (kok'web), «. A dialectal variant of
cotjweh.

cockweed (kok'wed), n. [< eocA.1 + weed^.^A European plant, Lepidimn latifolium. Also
called ditt^tndcr and pepperwort.
COCkwoldt, «. An obsolete form of cuckold.
cocky (kok'i), a. [< cocA-1 + .,jl, perhaps asa modification of corkcta : see cocketa, and

[Coll f '"' ^^'^' ^'''^*''^^'1<^°'; conceited.

Doubtless this was rash, but I wa. Immensely a)c*y aboutny brigaile, and believed It would prove equkl to any de-
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Cocoanut-palin
( Coces nuci/era )

Diyi--
mand.

JV. A. Rev., CXXVI. 240.

cockygee (kok'i-je), n. A rough sour apple.
[Prov. Eng.]

cpckyply-bird (kok'i-ol-i-b6rd), n. [Appar. a
fancifulperversion of cock\ or cocky, + yellotv-
bml] The yellowhammer, Emberiza citrinella.
[Eng.]

cocoai, coco (ko'ko), n. [More correctly coco,
early mod. E. coco, coquo (earlier, as if NL.,
cocus, cocoas) ; = F. coco, < Sp. Pg. coco = It.
cocco, cocoanut
(ef. NL. cocus,
now cocos, > D. G.
Dan. Sw. kokos-
(incomp.), cocoa),
prob. < Gr. kovki,

the cocoa-tree, co-
coanut

;
perhaps

of Egj^tian ori-
gin : cf. K&i^, an
Egyptian kind of
palm. The resem-
blance of the Sp.
Pg. name to Sp.
Pg. coco, a word
used to frighten
children, a bug-
bear, is prob. acci-
dental. The spell-
ing cocoa is due to
confusion with ca-
cao, which is also
spelled cocoa : see
cocoa^.] A palm
belonging to the
genus Cocos, producing the cocoanut. c. nucifera
IS everywhere cultivated iu tropical regions, but more espe-
cially on islands or near the sea. It has a cylindrical stem
rising to a height of 60 to 90 feet, and surmounted by a
crown of feather-like leaves from 18 to 20 feet long The
small white flowers grow on a branching spadix, inclosed
in a hard tough spathe. The fruits, called cocoanuts are in
bunches of from 12 to 20, and are of a subtriangular ovoid
form, 12 inches long by 6 broad. They have each a single
seed inclosed in a very hard shell, and surrounded by a
thick fibrous nnd or husk. This fiber, called coir, is made
Into cordage, matting, brushes, bags, etc. The flesh ormeat of the cocoanut is a white pleasant-tasting mass
soft and gelatinous when young, but afterward lining the
shell in a thick close layer ; it is largely used as a con-
diment and m cookery and confectionery, and yields the
valuable cocoanut-oil (which see). The nut also containsWhen fresh from one to two pinte of a clear pleasant lioiiid
called the milk. The mature shell takes a high polish
and IS made into drinkingcups and other utensils and
ornaments. Iu various uses make the cocoanut an ini-
portaut article of commerce. A spirit called toddy or ar-
rack 18 made from the sweet juice of the spathe. Indeed
almost every part of the tree is employed in tropical conn-
tries for some nsefnl purpose. The heart, which is seldom
sound, is of a light yellowish-brown color, which changes
to a deep brown, almost black. The firm part of the trunk
18 the so-called porcupine-wood, which is very hard and
durable, and is much used for all kinds of turnery and
especially for inlaying. Also called cocoa-tree, cocoanut-
tree.

But of greater admiration is the Coouo-tree, being them(wt profitable tree in the world, of which in the Hands
ol Maldiua they make and furnish whole ships.

Purchan, Pilgrimage, p. 606.
The slender coco'« drooping crown of plumes.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.
COCOa^ (ko'ko), n. [A corruption of cacao, by
confusion with cocoa^, coco.] 1. A corrupted
form of cacao.— 2. The ground kernels of the
cacao or chocolate-tree. See cacao and Theobro-
"^^•—̂ BrazUlan cocoa, guarana.

—

Cocoa-nibs, -shells.

cocoanut, coconut (ko'ko-nut), ». [More cor-
rectly coconut (also in coiamereial use (in Eng-
land) cokernut) ; < cocoa^, coco, -i- nut.'} The nut
or fruit of the cocoa-tree. See cocoa^.
The most precious inheritance of a Singhalese is his an-

cestral garden of coco-nuts.

Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, vii. 2.

Cocoanut matting. See mo«m^.—Double cocoanut
or cico-ile-mfr, the irnit of a remarkable iialm, Lodoicea
.Secliellaniin. found native only on the .Seychelles, in the In-
ilian ocean, ami growing to a height of from 60 to 100 feet
with a crown of gigantic palmate leaves. The fruit often
weighs 40 or 50 iwunds, and usually contains 4 nuts, which
are 18 inches long, lobed at each end. Before maturing
'he inside of the nut is soft and eatable. The hard black
shell is carved into ornaments, the young leaves yield an
admirable material for baskeU and plaited work, and the
older leaves are used for partitions and thatching The
nuts, driven across the .sea by the monsoons, were known
In India long before the discovery of the tree which pro-
duced them, and womierful stories were current respect-
ing their origin.— Sea-COCoanut, of Jamaica, the fruit of
a species of Mamcaria, a palm of Trinidad and the South
American coast, often washed ashore upon that island

cocoanut-crab (ko'ko-nut-fcrab), n. A crusta-
cean, Birgus latro, related to the hermit-crabs
inhabiting certain islands of the East Indian
archipelago and Pacific ocean, it lives to a large
extent on cocoanuts. With its strong claws it peels off

•f. t".. '
?"<!'''»'"=? »" opening in the shell through

r dl^ «f I "h^
kemeL It Uvea in deep burrows and

cocquel

cocoanut-oil (ko'ko -nut -oil), n. An oil ob-
tained from the fruit of the Cocos nucifera, or
cocoa-palm, it is prepared by the natives of the tropics,
where the fruit abounds, both by decoction and by ex-
pression, and is used for lighting, the preparation of un-
guents, etc. It IS exported to a considerable extent, and
IS also manufactured in Europe and the United States from
cocoanuts or from copra, by expression or by treatment
with sulphid of carbon. Chemically, it consists of a pe-
culiar substance, cocinin, with a small quantity of olein.By saponification cocinin yields glycerin and cocinic acid.
Ihe on IS white, of the consistence of lard, and has a tex-
ture somewhat foliated. It is largely used in the prepara-
tion ol candles and the so-called lulling-soaps. Also called
cocoa-oil.

cocoanut-tree (ko'ko-nut-tre), n. See cocoa^.
cocoa-oil (ko'ko-oil), 11. Same as cocoanut-oil.
cocoa-plum (ko'ko-plum), n. See plum.
cocoa-powder (k6'ko-pou"d^r), n. [< cocoa^ +
powder.] A slow-burning prismatic gunpow-
der of a brownish color, designed for use in
guns of the largest caliber, its action is such as to
give high velocities to the projectile with low or moderate
pressures in the bore. The name is derived from its re-
semblance in color to cocoa or chocolate. The color is
supposed to be due to the use of under-burned charcoalm Its composition. It was first made in Germany

cocoa-tree (ko'ko-tre), n. See cocoa^.
COCObolo (ko-ko-bo'lo), n. A name of several
hard West-Indian woods used in cabinet-mak-
ing.

coco-de-mer (ko'ko-de-mar). n. [P. : coco, co-
coa

; de, < L. de, of ; mer, < L. mare, sea : see
cocoa^ and marine.] Same as double cocoanut
(which see, under cocoanut).

COCOe, n. See cocco.
COCOi (ko-koi'), n. [S. Amer. native name.]A large South American heron, Ardea cocoi, re-
lated to the great blue heron of North America.
coconut, n. See cocoanut.
cocooni (ko-kou' ), n. [= D. G. cocon = Dan. ko-
kon,< F. cocon, dim. of oogwc, a shell, the shell of
an egg or insect, a cocoon, < L. concha, a shell-
nsh, shell: see cock*, conch, cockle^, etc.] 1.
The silky tissue or envelop which the larva? of
many insects spin as a covering for themselves
while they are in the chrysalis state. The
cocoon of the silkworm is a familiar example.
See cut under Bombyx.

Tlie mind can weave itself warmly in the cocoon ol itsown thoughts and dwell a hermit anywhere.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 67.

As rich as moths from dusk cocoons.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

2. The sUken case in which many spiders in-
close their eggs. In some species the mother incloses
herself with the eggs until they are hatohed ; in others
she carries the cocoon about with her, or conceals it near
her web, until the young emerge.
3. Generally, an egg-ease, such as is produced bv
various animals. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 198.
Calcined cocoons, one of the grades into which silk-
cocoons are sorted. It comprises those in which theworm has died after it has completed its work and hasbecome reduced to a powdery substance.

cocoon^ (ko-kon'), n. [Cf. coquetoon, a kind of
antelope.] The South African bastard wilde-
beest or brindled gnu, Catoblepas gorqon. Dal-
las.

cocoonery (ko-ko'nfer-i). n.; pi. cocooneries
(-iz). [< cocoon^ -f -ery.] A building or an
apartment for silkworms when feeding and
forming cocoons.
Vast cocooneries are subject to disaster.

National Baptist, XIX. 634.

COCOOning (ko-ko'ning), n. [< cocoon'^ H- -ingi-.]
The act of forming or spinning cocoons.
The cocooning habits of Lycosa. Science, III. 686.

COCOrite (ko'ko-rit), «. [Braz.] A small palm
of Brazil, the Maximiliana insignis. Its truiik
yields a hard reddish wood.
Cocos (ko'kos), n. [NL. : see cocoa^.] A ge-
nus of pinnate-leaved palms, ofwhich the cocoa-
nut-tree is the type, distinguished by the large
fibrous-coated fruit, inclosing a single bony nut
with three pores at its base. There are about 80
species, natives of tropical and subtropical America of
which the only one cultivated is C. nucifera, now found
ill all tropical countries, and perhaps indigenous also in the
old world. The seeds of C. butyracea of Brazil yield an
oil similar to that extracted from the cocoanut, and from
C. acuteata is obtained a yellow ish oil with a violet-like
odor, known as Macaja butter. See cut under cocoal

COCOStearic (k6"k6-ste-ar'ik), a. [< cocoa"^ -t-

stearic] Derived from cocoa and resembling
in properties stearic acid._ cocostearic acid.Same as cocmtc acid.

coco-wood (ko'ko-wud), n. 1. A very hard,
close-grained, dark-brown wood, obtained from
Aporosa dioica, a euphorbiaceous tree of Ben-
gal and Burma. Also called kokra-wood.—-2
A wood of the West Indies, said to be the pro-
duet of Inga vera, a common leguminous tree.

COcauelt, n. See cockleK



cocaaer

COCquerf, »•• '• See cocker*.

cocquett, «• and n. See cockefi.

coctt, !'• '• [< Ij. coctus, pp. of coquere, boil,

cook: see cooAjl, v., and cf. concoct, decoct.'] To
boU.

Cockles from Chios, frank'd an<l fatted iip

With far and sapa, flour and cocted wine.
Middteton, Game at Chess, v. 3.

His physicians prescribe him, on pain of death, to drink
nothing but water cocted with aniseeds.

B. Joiison, Volpone, li. 1.

COCtible (kok'ti-bl), a. [< L. as if *coctibilis, <

eoctiis, -p^. ot coquere, cook: see cook^, v.] Ca-
pable of being boiled or cooked. [Rare.]

COCtile (kok'til), a. [< L. coctiUs, burned,
baked, < coctus, pp. of coquere, cook, bake : see
cootl, r.] Made by baking or exposing to heat,

as a brick. Also coctive.

COCtion (kok'shon), n. [< L. coctio{n-), < co-

quere, pp. coctus, boil, bake, cook: see cook^, v.,

and cf. coct.] 1. The act of boiling or exposing
to the action of a heated liquid.— 2t. In vied.,

that alteration in morbific matter which fits it

for elimination.
A COCtion and resolution of the feverish matter.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

3t. Digestion.

coctive (kok'tiv), a. [< L. coctivus, easily cook-
ed, < coctm, pp. of coquere, cook: see cook^, v.,

and cf. coct.'] Same as coctile.

COCtllon (kok'u-lon), n. [F., aug. of cocon, co-

coon : see cocoon.'] A large cocoon.

cocTun-butter, cocum-oil (ko'kum-buf'fer, -oil),

n. A pale, greenish-yellow, solid oil obtained
from the seeds of Garcinia Indica, a tree of the

same genus as mangosteen, used in India to

adulterate ghee or fluid butter. It is used in

some pharmaceutical preparations, in poma-
tums, etc. Also spelled kokum-butter, -oil.

COCUSt, «. An earlier form of cocoa^, coco.

cocus-wood (ko'kus-wud), n. The wood of the
green ebony, Brya or Amerimnum Ebenus, a
small leguminous tree of Jamaica, used for

flutes, inlaying, etc.

cocytinid (ko-sit'i-nid), n. A salamander-like
amphibian of the family Cocytinidw.

Oocytinidae (kos-i-tiu'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (Cope,

1875), < Cocytinus + -idee.'] An extinct family
of proteoid amphibians, typified by the genus
Cocytinus. The third pair of hemal branchihyals was
developed and the first and second pairs were free and
distinct ; the raaxillaries were weak. The species had an
elongated body and tail, and lived during the Carbonifer-
ous perifxl.

Oocytinus (kos-i-ti'nus), «. [NL. (Cope, 1871).]

An extinct genus of amphibians, typical of the
family Cocytinidce.

cod^ (kod), n. [< ME. cod, codde, < AS. cod,

eodd, a bag, cod, pouch, = MD. kodde, scrotum,
= LG. koden, kon, belly, paunch, = Icel. koddi,

a pillow, = Sw. kudde, a cushion, = Dan . kodde,
testicle (cf. Icel. kodhri, scrotum). Cf. W. cwd,
cod, sack, pouch. Hence codling'^.] 1+. A bag.
Halliwell.

They . . . make purses to put it [the musk] in of the
skin, and these be the cods of muske.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 242.

2. A pillow; a bolster; a cushion. [Now only
Scotch.]

I grete with myn eene
When I nap on my cod, for care . . .

And sorrow. Towneley Mysteries, p. 84.

3. Any husk, shell, envelop, or case contain-
ing the seeds of a plant ; a pod.

He coueitide to fllle his wombe of the coddis [AS. of
tkdm bedn-coddum, of the bean-cods] which the hoggis
eeten. Wyclif, Luke xv. 16.

A certaine tree or brier . . . bearing on euery branch a
fruit or cod round, which when it commeth to the big-

nesse of a wall-nut, openeth and sheweth forth the cotton.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 392.

4. The scrotum.— 5. The belly; paunch.— 6.

pi. The testicles. [Vulgar.]— 7. The narrow
part at the extremity of a trawl-net, usually 4

or .5 feet wide and 10 feet long. See trawl-net.

cod^ (kod), V.
;
pret. and pp. codded, ppr. cod-

diiui. [< codl, n.] I. trans. To inclose in a cod.

n. intrans. To form an involucre; become
a codling: said of an apple.

Apples in June, when, in the language of our old writers,

they had scarcely codded, either hot or cold, would have
proved no great temptation to ladies of such exquisite
taste as the fair What-d'ye-lacks of Cheapside.

Dyce, Note in Kords Plays, III. 207.

cod^ (kod), n. [< ME. cod (rare; cf. dim. cod-
ling^), of uncertain origin. Perhaps a particu-
lar application of ME. cod, a shell, husk, bolster:

see cod^, n. Wedgwood cites Flem. kodde, a club,

and compares It. mazza, a club, with mazzo, a
bunch, also a codfish ; It. testuto, F. testu, applied
to the codfish (and other fish), It. testa, F. teste,
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head. The orig. L. sense (testa, pot, shell, etc.)

would support the derivation from codl, shell.]

1. The common English name of the Gadus
morrhua, an anaeanthine fish of the family
Gadidw, and its best-known representative. It

is a valuable food-fish, and is widely distrii>utcd through-
out the northern and temperate seas of both liemispheres,
but does not enter the Mediterranean, though found as

Cod {Gadus tnorrhua).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

far south as Gibraltar. The principal cod-flsheries are on
the banks of Newfoundland and the coasts of New England,
but very valuable ones also exist on the coasts of Norway.
It is a very voracious fish, living in water from 25 to 50
fathoms deep, where it always feeds close to the bottom,
and will take almost any kind of bait which may be offered.

The cod reaches maturity at the end of the third year, when
it usually measures about 3 feet in length and weighs from
12 to 20 pounds; individuals, however, have been taken
weighing from 50 to more than 100 pounds. The cod is of

great commercial importance both as a food-flsli and as

the source of cod-liver oil, which possesses nutritive and
tlierapeutic qualities of much value. Some variations in

the size or quality of cod are indicated by terms expressive
of the location in which they are taken, as deep-water or
shoal-water cod, shore or inshore cod, etc. The name is also

extended, as a popular family term equivalent to Gadid(e,
to all the species, and in ditferent English-speaking coun-
tries is misapplied to various species of scorpffinids, chi-

rids, seiTanids, sparids, percophidids, and ophidiids.

2. A chiroid fish, Ophiodon elongatus, of the Pa-
cific coasts of North America, universally called

cod and codfish where the true cod is unknown.
Also called cultus-cod.— 3. A serranoid fish,

PolyprioH oxygeneios, of New Zealand, properly
called liapuka Bank cod, a commercial term for cod
caught on the banks of Newfoundland, of superior value.
— Black rock-cod, an Indian sparoid fish, Spams berda,

considered to be an excellent food-ftsh. [Madras Presi-

dency.]—Blue-cod. (a) In the United States, the cultus-

cod. {h) In New Zealand, the rock-cod.—Brown cod, cod
of a dark color living near shores.— BuffalO-COd, the cul-

tus-cod.— Clam-cod, inshore cod which feed on clams.

—

Cloudy bay-cod. See tai/-co(J.—Fresh-water cod, a
name of the burbot. Lota maculosa.— George's COd, cod
from George's Bank (one of the banks of Ncwfoiuidland),
or cod like them. They are very fat fish with wliite napes,
and considered to be of superior quality. This name is

becoming a commercial term to describe codfish of the
finest quality in the United States.— Herring-COd, a va-

riety of cod of southeast Maine.—Murray cod, a serra-

noid fish,0//^orM8 77i«(;wrtrierwn'*t,of the Australian rivers.

—

Native cod, cod living near the shore ; distinguished from
bank ra((.— Night cod, cod tliat will liite at night.— Pine-
tree cod, cod living along the southeast coast of Maine.

—

Red rock-cod, in New South Wales, species of Scorp{ena,
S. cardinalis, S. cruenta, and 5. bynoensis.— 'Roc^-COA,
(a) Cod living on a rocky bottom, (b) Misapplied ;it .-^un

Francisco to a sebastine flsh, Sebastichthys Jiariduy, and
about Puget Sound to a chiroid fish, Hexafframmus deca-
gravimus.

The name Rock cod applied [along the Pacific coast] to

other Chiroids and to Sebastichthys, and thence even
transferred to Serranus, comes from an appreciation of

their affinity to Ophiodon, and not from any supposed re-

semblance to the true codfish. Jordan.

ic) A serranoid fish, Serranus (?) cuvieri, of South Africa.

id) A percophidoid fisli, Percis colias, of New Zealand.

—

School cod, cod occurring in large schools.—Wonn-
COd, cod feeding largely on worms and found near shore.
(See also ctilttis-cod, tom-cod.)

COdfi (kod), V.
;
pret. and pp. codded, ppr. cod-

ding. [Origin obscure.] I. trans. To make fun
of or play practical jokes upon. [Slang.]

II. intrans. To play practical jokes. [Slang.]

C0d3 (kod), n. [< cod^, v.] A practical Joke; a
guy; a grind. [Slang.]

An abbreviation of cash (or collect

payment) on delivery: as, the package was for-

warded C. O. D.
coda (ko'da), n. [It. (dim. codetta), < L. coda,

later spelling of cauda, tail: see cauda and
queue.] In music : (a) The tail or stem of a

note. [Rare.] (6) A passage added to a com-
position for the purpose of bringing it to a com-
plete close : it is especially important in works
that are constructed in canon, rondo, or sonata
fonn.

codaga-pala bark. Same as Conessi hark (which
see, under hark'^).

codamia (ko-da'mi-a), n. [NL.] Same as co-

damine.
COdamine (ko'da-min), n. [< eod(eine) + amine.]

An alkaloid (CJ20H26NO4) of opium, isomeric
with laudanine. It forms large colorless six-

sided prisms.

cod-beart (kod'bar), K. A pillow-case. BeepiU
Imc-bear.

COdd (kod), n. A codger. [Slang.]

code

The Cistercian lads called these old gentlemen [the pen-
sioners of Grey Friars' liospital] Codds, I know not where-
fore. Thackeray, Newcomes, Ixxv.

coddelf, »• A Middle English form of corfl.

Codde^t, n. [ME., an accom. of L. codex, stem,
trunk: see caudex, codex.] The stem or trunk
of a tree.

In 'Wynter to his codde [L. codici] an heep of stonys
Is goode. Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 144.

codded (kod'ed), a. [< corfl -I- -e(P.] 1. In-
closed in a cod: in her., applied to beans, peas,
etc., borne in the cod.— 2t. Bearing cods or
seed-vessels.

Tills herbe is a codded herbe full of oily seed.
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 1(J3.

COdder^t (kod'fer), n. [< eod^ + -«rl.] A gath-
erer of cods or peas ; especially, a woman who
gathers peas for the London market. [Eng.]
The women who gathered pease for the London markets

were called codders ; a name which they still retain.
Dyce, Note in Ford's Plays, III. 207.

COdder^ (kod'fer), u. [< cod^ -I- -erl.] A per-
son engaged in fishing for cod ; a vessel used
in fishing for cod. [Amer.]
COddingt (kod'ing), a. [< codl, n., 4, + -ing^.]

Wanton ; lecherous ; lustful.

Tliat codding spirit had they from their mother.
.'ihak.. Tit. And., v. 1.

Coddington lens. See lens.

coddle! (kod'l), f. t.
;

pret. and pp. coddled,

ppr. coddling. [Also codle, E. dial, quoddle; not
recorded in ME.

;
prob. < Icel. kvotla, dab-

ble, = Gr. dial, quatteln, wabble : appar. a word
of popular origin, orig. imitative of the gur-
gling sound of agitated water. Erroneously
referred (by Skinner, Bailey, etc.) to ML. or
NL. *coctulare, *coctillare, boil gently, dim. of

L. coquere, pp. coctus, boil, cook : see cook^, v.

The supposed connection with codling'^, an un-
ripe apple, is doubtful : see codling'^-, n., 2. The
sense of coddle may have been partly infiuenced
by caudle, a hot drink.] To boil gently ; seethe

;

stew, as fruit.

If . . . codling every kernel of the fruit for them would
have served. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

It [the guava] bakes as well as a pear, and it may be
coddled, and it makes very good pies. i)amjrtcr. Voyages.

I collected a small store of wild apples for coddling.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 256.

Dear Prince Pippin,
Down with your noble blood, or as I live

I'll have you codled.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 1.

[In the last extract the sense is somewhat uncertain

;

probably a figurative use equivalent to ' tame. ' Skeat ex-

]>lains it as 'castrate,' and refers it to codi, n., 4.]

coddle^ (kod'l), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. coddled, ppr.

coddling. [Also codle, prob. the same as E. dial.

caddie, caress, fondle, coax : as noun, one su-
perfluously careful about himself (a coddle)

;

cf. OF. cadeler, cocker, pamper, cherish, make
much of ; cadel, a castling, a starveling, one that

needs cockering ; appar. ult. < L. cadere, fall.

Connection with cade^ uncertain. This verb,

added by Todd (1818) to Johnson, is usually,

but erroneously, merged with coddle"^, stew,

whence by assumption the senses 'warm,' 'cher-

ish,' 'pamper.'] To make efl'eminate by pam-
pering ; make much of ; treat tenderly as an
invalid ; humor ;

pamper.
The codled fool.

Cat of Gray Hairs (1688), p. 169. (Halliwell.)

He [Lord Byron] never coddled his reputation.
Southey, Quarterly Rev.

Such coddling as he needed, such humoring of whims.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 277.

How many of our English princes have been coddled at
home by their fond papas and mammas. Thackeray.

coddle^ (kod'l), n. [E. dial, caddie: see the
verb. Cf . mollycoddle.] An over-indulged, pam-
pered being ; a person or animal made weak
or efEeminate by tender treatment. [Recent.]

"What coddles they [horses] look on these fine autunm
mornings covered with clothing I Whyte Melville.

COddylf (kod'i), a. [< corfl -I- -y^.] Husky.
Hhcruood.
C0ddy2 (kod'i), a. [Origin uncertain.] Small;
very little. [Prov. Eng.]
COddy-moddy (kod'i-mod''''i), n. [Prob., like

other familiar riming names, fancifully varied
from an obscure original. Cf. hoddy-doddy,
hodmandod.] A gull in its first year's plumag^e.

code (kod), n. [< F. code, < li. codex, later form
of caudex, the tnmk of a tree, a wooden tablet

for writing on, perhaps orig. *scaudex, a shoot
or projection, related to cauda, orig. *seauda,

a tail (see cauda, etc.), = E. scut, q. v. For
the use of wooden tablets in writing, cf. book,

liber, bible, paper. See codex.] l.In Hom.laK,



code

one of several systematic or classified collec-

tions of the statutory part of that law, made
by various later emperors, as the Codex Her-
mogenianus, Codex Theodosianus, etc. ; espe-

cially, a classified collection made by Justinian

(see below).— 2. In modern jurisprudence : (a)

A systematic and complete body of statute law
intended to supersede all other law within its

scope. In this sense a code is not a mere rearrange*

ment of the existing law, but it demands the substitution

of new provisions for those of the existing law which
appear illogical or erroneous. (J) A body of law
which is intended to be merely a restatement
of the principles of the existing law in a system-
atic form. Hence— 3. A digest or compen-
dium ; an orderly arrangement or system ; a
body of rules or facts for the regulation or ex-

plication of any subject : as, the military code ;

the code of honor (see below).

"None of tiie Christian virtues,'' says^ Chabas, **is

forgotten in the Egyptian code."
Faiths of the World, p. 147.

And thunder'd up into Heaven the Christless code.

That must have life for a blow.
Tennyson, Maud, xxiii. 1.

S. Alban's is especially rich in the collected materials
that lie at the foundation of her great code of chronicles.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 148.

Specifically— 4. A system of signals with the
rules which govern their use Alfred's code, a
selection, by authority of .\lfred the Great, about A. D. 887,

from existing laws, often reyiirded as tlie foundation of the
common law of Englan<l.— Amalfltan code. See Amal-
7i/a;i. -Barbarian codes, the three collections of laws
made by the Gotliic tribes on Roman territory, known as

the Brei'ian/ of Alarlc, tlie Papian code (which see, below)
or law of the Bartpindian^, and the Edict of Thetjdoric.—
Kack code, (a) The system of law regulating the treat-

ment of the colored race which prevailed in the southern
United States before the emancipation of the slaves. (6)

See code noir, below.— BUTgundlan COde. See Pojrian
code, below.— Code Napol^on, the civil code of France,

the first and most important of the five codes of law pre-

pared under tlie direction of Napoleon I. (1803-10). A
sixth code of forest laws was added in 1827. These codes
still form the substance of the law of France and Belgium,
as well as of several German provinces along the Rtiine.

Their influence on all modern legislation shows them to be
of less importance only than the Justinian code.— Code
noir, or black atde, an edict of Louis XIV. of France in

lea.!, retinlatini; the West Indian colonies and the condi-
tion and treatnit-Tit of net;ro slaves and freed negroes.

—

Code of Frederick the Great, a codification of tlie laws
of Prussia made by Frederick the Great in 17r>l.— Code
ofhonor, the social customs and rules of proceriure which
supiMjrt and regiilate the practice of dueling.— Code of
1650, a compilation of the early laws of New Haven Col-

ony. Also called LwUow'n code, from Governor Roger Lud-
low, who was chiefly responsible for its fonn and suljstance.
— Code pleading, a simple system of pleading, by alleg-

ing the facts without fictiona or technical fonns, which
was introduced in American practice by the adoption of
codes of procedure as a substitute for common law and
chancery practice.— Eaton code, a collection of laws
made by Governor Eaton by authority of the General Court
of New Haven Colony, and adopted by it. It was first pub-
lished in London in 1656, and is largely composed of ex-

tracts from the laws of Massachusetts.— Field codes, a
series of cwies intended to emliody all the general laws of
the State of New York (prepared by a commission of which
David Dudley Field was the chief member), some of which
were in substance adopted in that State, and all of which
have tieen adopted in a number of other States. Chief
among the reforms of the law introduced by these codes
was the substitution of a single procedure in place of the
technical forms and distinctions of common-law actions
and equity suits, and the admission of parties and inter-

ested persons to testify as witnesses.— OreKOrian code,
a collection of Roman laws covering a period between A. D.

196 and 295, of which only fragments have l>een preserved.
It was compiled by Gregorianus, a Roman jurist who lived
probably about A. D. 300.—Hermogenian code, a code of
Roman laws supposed to be from A. I). 2s7 to 304 : so call-

ed from Hermogenianus, a jurist whose name frequently
appears in the Digest. Fragmenta only have been pre-
served. Some have supp<jsed that the Gregorian and
Hermogenian were but one code.—Justinian code, the
body of Roman law compiled and annotated at the com-
mand of the Emijeror Justinian, who reigned A. I>. 527-565.
This consists of the Pantiects, or the condensed opinions
of the jurists, in fifty bo'jks, the Institutional, and the No-
vellce or XovcIUk Conxtitutiones, a collection of ordinances,
the whole forming the Corpus Jurix Civilis, or body of
civil law, the most important of all monuments of juris-
prudence.— LudlOW's code. See code o/1850, aljove.—
Papian code, a c^^llection of K^jman laws for the govern-
ment of the itoman subjects of the Burgundians, com-
piled lietween the years A. D. 517 and 523. The Gennan
subjects of the Burgundians were governed by the \jex
Gondobada. 5. j4mox.— The code, the code of honor
(which see, above).— TheodOBian code, a collection of
lUiman laws from the time of Constantine to that of Theo-
dosins II., first published A. D. 438, and comprised in six-
teen b<x)k8.

codeine (ko-de'in), n. [< Gr. Ki>icia, the head,
pnppy-liead (see codia),+ -iwe^.] A white crys-
talline alkaloid (Ci8H2iNOq-(-H20) contained
in opium to the extent of 0.1 to 0.8 per cent.
It is used as a hypnotic and to quiet coughs and
pain. Also written codein, codeina, and eodeia.

codetta (ko-det'ta), n. [It., dim. of coda : see
c'i(lii.'\ In music, a short coda.
codex (ko'deks), n.

;
pi. codices (-di-sez). [=

D. G. codex = Dan. kodex = F. codex (in sense
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3) = Sp. eddice= Pg. codice, codex, = It. eodico,

now codice, < L. codex: see code.'] 1. A code.
— 2. A manuscript volume, complete or frag-
mentary, as of a classic work or of the sacred
Scriptures. The most famous codices of the Greek Bible
are the following uncial manuscripts ; the Sinaitic Codex,
oi the fourth century, found by Tischendorf in 1844 and
1859 at the convent of St. Catharine on Mt. Sinai, and now
in St. Petersburg (part in Leipsic) ; the Vatican Codex,
also of the fourth century, in the Vatican library at Rome
(contained in its first catalogue, 1475) ; the Alexandrine
or Alexandrian Codex, of the fifth century, given to the
patriarchate of Alexandria in 1098, and presented by Cyril
Lucar, of that see and afterward of Constantinople, to
Charles I. of England in 1628, and now in the British Mu-
seum ; the Codex Guelferbytanus, or Wolfenbiittel frag-
ments, of the fifth or sixth century, recovered from a pa-
limpsest of Isidore of Seville ; the Codex Claromontanus,
or Clermont manuscript of St. Paul's epistles, now in

Paris, a palimpsest of the sixth century, written over the
Phaethon of Euripides, etc. The most important manu-
script of the Vulgate is the Codex Amiatinus. The copy
of the Gothic Bible known as the Codex Arffenteus (silver

manuscript) from its silver letters (initials and divine
names in gold), formerly at Werden in Westphalia, now at
Upsala in Sweden, is noted both for this peculiarity and
as being the most important of the few extant remains
of the Gothic language. Among secular books, one of the
most celebrated is the Codex Anibrosiamis of the Iliad,

containing .58 pictures, of all existing manuscript illus-

trations retaining most of the character of good antique
art.

Till the 8th century, when it fell altogether into disuse,
the Estrangelo continued to be employed for uncial man-
uscripts and ornate codices.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 287.

3. A collection of approved medical formulas,
'with the processes necessary for forming the
compounds referred to in it: as, the French
codex.

codfish (kod'fish), n. [< cod^ + JishK] 1. A
cod; a fish of the genus Gadus.— 2. The flesh

of the cod as an article of food : as, a dish of

codfish— Codfish aristocracy, a derogatory designa-
tion in the United States of persons who make a vulgar
display of rapidly or recently ac<iuired wealth (as if it

were the result of dealing in codfish).

codfish-ball, codfish-cake (kod'fish-b&l, -kak),
II. See fish-cake.

cod-fisher (kod'fish ''fer), n. 1. A person em-
ployed in fishing for cod.— 2. A vessel used in
this business.

cod-fishery (kod'fish''6r-i), n. 1. The business
or operation of fishing for cod.— 2. A place
where fisliing for cod is carried on.

codger (koj'fer), ji. [Prob. a var. of cadger^, q. v.

For change of vowel, cf. bodger'^ for badger^,
coddle^ with dial, caddie."] 1. A mean, miser-
ly man.— 2. An old fellow; an odd person;
a character: usually 'with old: as, a rum old
codger. [Slang.]

He's a rum codger, you must know;
At least we poor folk think him so.

»'. Combe, Dr. Syntax, ill. 1.

A few of U8 old codgers meet at the fireside.

Emerson, Harper's Mag., LXV. 584.

3. A fellow; a chap: a familiar term of ad-
dress, used in a slighting way. [Slang.]

That's what they'll do with you, my little codger.

v. Jerrold.

I haven't been drinking your health, my codger.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, Ix.

cod-glove (kod'gluv), n. A thick glove 'without
fingers, worn in trimming hedges. [Prov. Eng.]

codiat, n. [NXi., < Gr. /curfiia, also KtjSla, and
Kudig, the head; of plants, the head, esp. of the
poppy.] In bot., the top or head of any plant,

but especially of the poppy. Bailey, 1733.

Codiaeaiu (ko-di-e'um), n. [NL.] A shrubby
genus of euphorbiaceous plants, containing 4
species, found in the Pacific islands, Australia,

and the Malay archipelago, c. variegatum orpictum
is often cultivated in greenhouses for its beautifully varie-

gated foliage, generally under the generic name of Croton.
In Brazil it has been a political emblem, the green and
yellow of the leaves and stalks of some varieties being the
national colors.

codical (kod'i-kal), a. [< L. codex (codic-), a
code, etc., + -at.] Relating to a codex or to a
code ; of the nature of a code or codex.

codices, n. Plural of codex.

codicil (kod'i-sil), n. [= D. Dan. kodieil = G.
codidll = F. codicillc = Sp. codidlo = Pg. codi-

cillo = It. codicillo, < L. codicilltis, pi. codicilli, a
writing, letter, later in sing, a cabinet order,

supplement to a will, dim. of codex (codic-), a
writing, etc. : see codex, code.] A writing by
way of supplement to a will, and intended to

be considered as a part of it, containing any-
thing which the testator wishes to add, or a
revocation or explanation of something con-
tained in the will.

codicillary (kod-i-sil'a-ri), a. [< LL. codicilla-

ris, -urius, < L. codicilltis: see codicil.] Of the
nature of a codicil.

codling

codification (kod"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F. codifi-

cation; a,s codify -¥ -ation.] The act or process
of reducing to a code or system ; especially, in
law, the reducing of unwritten or case law to
statutory form.

Science is but the codification of experience, and it is

helpless without the data" which experience furnishes.
J. Fiske, N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 37.

Both those who aflfirm and those who deny the expe-
diency of codifying the English law, visibly speak of Codi-
fication in two different senses. In the first place, they
employ the word as synonymous with the conversion of
Unwritten into Written Law. Codification is, however,
plainly used in another sense, flowing from the association
of the word with the great experiment of Justinian, . . .

to give orderly arrangement to this written law— to de-
liver it from obscurity, uncertainty, and inconsistency

—

to clear it of irrelevancies and unnecessary repetitious—
to reduce its bulk, to popularize its study, and to facilitate

its application. Maine, Village Communities, p. 362.

COdifler (kod'i-fi-er), n. One who codifies or re-

duces to a code or digest.

Even the legendary account represents 'William, not as

an inno\'ator, but as the codifier of the laws of Edward.
E. A. Freeman, Hist. Norman Conquest, V. 267.

codify (kod'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. codified, ppr.

codifying. [= F. codifier; as code + -fy. The
words codify and codification were first used by
Jeremy Bentham.] 1. To reduce to a code or
digest, as laws.

These laws were no doubt in general agreement with
the Canon Law : and at length the later of them were codi-

fied in close imitation of the Decretals.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

The scholastic philosophy was an attempt to codify all

existing knowledge under laws or formulce analogous to

the general principles of justice.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 211.

2. To arrange or systematize in general ; make
an orderly collection or compendium of; epit-

omize.
So far from setting special value on the spontaneous un.

artificial morsels, which are to us the lK>nnes liouches of
letter-writing, these men [medieval collectorsj actually
cut them out of their codified letters.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 127.

cedilla (ko-dil'a), M. [Prob. dim. (cf. LL. codi-

ciila)otIj'. coda for catida, tail. See coda.] The
coarsest part of hemp or flax which is sorted out
by itself.

codille (ko-dil'), n. [F. codille, < Sp. codillo,

codille (at ombre), prop, knee (of quadrupeds),
angle, dim. of codo, elbow, cubit, < L. cubitus,

elbow, cubit : see cubit.] A term at ombre
when the player gets fewer tricks than one of
his opponents. He then loses double.

She sees, and trembles at th' approaching ill.

Just in the jaws of ruin, and Codille.

Pope, R. of the L., ill. 92.

codiniact, n. [Formerly also codiniak, codiniacke,
< OF. codignac, also codignat, rotignat, = It.

codognato, cotognato, < ML. *codimatum, codon-
hatum, cotoneatum, prop, cydoniatum, < L. cy-
donia, cotonia, ML. also cidonia, etc., quince:
see coin'^, quince, and cf. quiddany.] Quince
marmalade; quiddany. Minsheu; Bailey.

COdist (ko'dist), n. [<. code + -ist.] A codifier;
one wlio favors the making or use of legal codes.
[Rare.]

COdi'Tision (ko-di-vizh'on), 11. [< co-^ + divi-

sion.] Division or classification according to
two different modes or principles: as, the codi-
lision of triangles, first according to their an-
gles, and second according to tlieir sides.

codlei, codle^. See coddle^, coddle^.

COdlint (kod'lin), n. A frequent form of cod-
lingl, 2.

cod-line (kod'lin), n. A small hemp or cotton
lino used in fishing for cod.

codling^ (kod'ling), n. [< corfl, in various
senses, + dim. -lingi.] If. pi. Green peas.

If I be not deceived, I ha' seen Summer go up and down
with hot codlings, and that little baggage, her daughter
Plenty, crying six bunches of radish tor a penny.

Dekker and Ford, Sun's Darling, ill. 3.

In the pease-field? has she a mind to codlings already?
Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, ii. 1.

fThe first extract alludes to the custom of carrying peas
spitted on straws for sale, with the familiar street-cry of
"Bot ciMilings!" Dyce.]

2t. [Often also codlin; early mod. E. also cod-

ly^Ot quodling, quadlin; appar.< eodl -I- -ling'^ (as
above), with ref. to the involucre (cf. cod^, v.,

II.). Usually referred to coddle^, boil or stew
(as an apple fit to be eaten only when stewed)

;

but the required precedent form coddling-apple
is not found, and the resemblance seems to be
accidental: see coddle^. AS. cod-a^pel, a quince-
pear, a quince, though formally as if (in E. ) <
cod^ + apple, is prob. adapted from ML. "co-
donia, cotonia, for cidonia, cydonia, a quince:
see codiniac, coin'^, quince,] An unripe apple.



codling

Not yet old enough for a man, nor young enough for a
boy; as a squash is before 'tis a peascod, or a codling
when 'tis ahuost an apple. Shak., T. N., 1. B.

A codlintjy ere it went his lip in,

Wou'd strait become a golden pippin. Suift.

3. An apple to be ste'wed, or used only when
stewed.

In July come gilliflowers of all varieties, early pears
and plums in fruit, gennitings and cwUingg.

Bacon, Gardens.

4. One of several cultivated varieties of kitchen
apple with large or medium-sized fruit.— 5t. A
testicle. Sylvester, XiVL'B&Tta.s.— 6.^/. [E. dial.

codlins.'] Limestones partially burnt. Salli-
trell, [Prov. Eng.]

codling- (kod'ling), «. [< ME. codling, prop, a
youug cod, but applied to several different fish;

dim. of eocP.'i 1. The young of the common
cod when about the size of the whiting. Day.
A Codd, first a Whiting, then a Codling, then a Codd.

Babeeg Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 215.

2. A gadoid fish of the genus Phycis, as the
American P. chiiss and P. tenuis.

codling* (kod'ling), n. [Origin obscure.] A
balk sawed into lengths for staves. E. H.
Kniqht.

codling-moth (kod'ling-m6th), n. The Carpo-
capsa jMmoiwUa (Linnajus), a common and wide-
spread pest of apple-orchards. The egg is laid in
the calyx-end of tlie forming apple, and the larva feeds on

Codlinff-moth and Apple-worm
{
Carpccapsa pomonetta),

natiir.ll size.

a, piece of an apple, showing the work of the larva; *, point of en-
trance of the larva ; d, pupa ; e, larva or caterpillar ; f, s, imago or
moth ; h, head of larva, enlarged ; i, cocoon.

the pulp around the core. There are two broods annually,
the second passing the winter in the larval state within a
slight sillcen cocoon. The insect has been introduced into
different parts of the world with the cultivated apple.

codlins-and-cream (kod'linz-and-krem'), n.

A European species of willow-herb, Epildbmm
hirsutum : so called from the odor of its bruised
leaves, which resembles that of a once favorite
dish.

cod-liver (kod'liv'Sr), n. The liver of a cod-
fish— Cod-liver oil (oleum morrhuie), an oil obtained
from the liver of tlie common cod (Gadujt morrhua) and
allied species. In medicine it is of great use as a nutritive
in certain debilitated conditions. There are three grades
known in commerce, pale or shore, pale-brown or straits,

and dark-brown or banks, the first l)eing the purest.

cod-murderer (kod'mfer'dfer-fer), n. An appa-
ratus in u.se at Peterhead, Scotland, consist-
ing of a long piece of lead with snoods passed
through holes at intervals, bearing a hook at
either end, without bait. The cod strikes
against the lead, and one or other of the hooks
generally secures it. Day.
codo (ko'do), n. [Sp., < L. cubitus, a cubit: see
cubit, codille.^ A Spanish linear measure, a cubit,
half a vara, especially half a Castilian vara,
or 16.44 English inches, = 41.75 centimeters.
The name is alsr) applied by Christians in Morocco to the
dliira' or cul)it of 2'2.5 English inclies, = 67.1 centimeters.

COdon (ko'don), n. [6r. (cudtw, a bell.] 1. A
small bell.— 3. The bell or flaring mouth of a
trumpet.
Codonella (kd-do-nel'a), n. [NL., < Gr. xodtw,
a bell, + dim. -ella.] "The typical genus of Co-
donellidce, containing oceanic infusorians with
two circlets of oral cilia, the outer long and
tentaculiform, the inner spatulate. C. galea,
C. orthoceras, and C. campanella are Mediter-
ranean species. Haeckel, 1873.

codonellid (kd-do-nel'id), n. A member of the
family Codt»icilifke.

Codonellid* (ko-do-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Codonella + -idee.} A family of infusorians,
named from the genus Codonella.
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Codonoeca (ko-do-ne'ka), n. [NL., < Gr. k&Auv,
a bell, + oIko{, a house.] The typical genus of
the family Codoncecidm. c. costata is an American
salt-water form, with an erect bell-shaped lorica upon a
long rigid stalk. //. J. Clark, 1866.

COdonoecid (ko-do-ne'sid), n. A member of the
Codoiitrcida:

Codoncecidse (ko-do-ne'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Codoiiceca + -idw.'i A family of animalcules,
solitary, uniflagellate, inhabiting an erect pe-
dicellate lorica, to the bottom of which they
are fixed in a sessile manner, and not attached
by a secondary flexible pedicle. They are
found in fresh and salt water.
Codonosiga (k6"do-n9-8i'ga), n. [NL. (H. J.
Clark, 1866, in form Codosiga), < Gr. kuSuv, a
bell, 4- aiyij, silence.] The t3rpical genus of the
family Codonosigidce. Also Codosiga.
COdonosigid (ko-do-nos'i-jid), n. A member of
tho ( 'odoiiosigida:

Codonosigids (k6'''d9-no-sij'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Codonosiga + -idm. ] A family of animalcules,
free-swimming or attached, solitary or socially
united, entirely naked, and secreting neither
independent loricsB nor gelatinous zoocytia.
They nave a well-developed collar, encircling the base of
a single terminal flagellum ; contractile vesicles, 2 or 3 in
number, posteriorly located; and the endoplast is sub-
spherical and subcentral.

COdonostomaCko-do-nos'to-ma), n.
;
pi. codonos-

tomas (-maz), codonostomata ('k6''''do-nos-t6'ma-

ta). [NL., <Gr. kqSuv, a bell, -I- ar'S/jia, mouth.]
In zool., the mouth or aperture of the disk,
swimming-bell, or nectocalyx of a medusa, or
the similar opening of the bell or gonocalyx
of a medusiform gonophore ; the orifice of the
umbrella, through which its cavity communi-
cates with the exterior.

Codosiga (ko-do-si'ga), ». [NL. : see Codono-
siga.J Same as Codonosiga. H. J. Clark, 1866.

cod-piece (kod'pes), ». In medieval male cos-
tume, a part of the hose in front, at the sepa-
ration of the legs, made loose or in the form of
a flap, or in some cases separately attached

:

it was rendered necessary by the extreme tight-

ness of the garment from about 1475 to 1550.

cod-pole (kod'pol), K. A local (Buckingham-
shire and Berkshire) English name for the fish

otherwise called miller's-thumb.

Codulet, n. An obsolete form of cuttle.

COd-'WOrmt (kod'werm), n. [< codl (prob. an
assimilation of caddis^) + worm.'] A caddis-
worm or ease-worm. /. Walton.

coe^t, »• [Early mod. E., also hoe, koo (So. ka,

kae, kay), < ME. co, coo, koo, ca, ka, kaa (< AS.
*cd or "cdh ?) =D. kaa =OKG. chaha, dia= Dan.
kaa = Sw. kaja = Norw. kaae (cf. F. dial, cauc,

OF. cave, dim. caiiette), a jackdaw : a var. of AS.
*ce6h, ce6, > ME. choge, *chouge, choughe, mod.
E. chough, q. v., being an imitation of the bird's

cry: see caw'^, of the same imitative nature.
Hence cadaw, caddow. See caddow, chough,
ca«;l.] A jackdaw; a chough.

Coo, byrde or schowhe, monedula, nodnla.
Prompt. Parv.y p. 84.

COe^ (ko), n. [E. dial., = Sc. cow = MD. kouwe,
D. kottw, a cage, = MLG. koje = MHG. kowc,

kouwe, G. kaue, a eoe, also a cage (ef . ML. cagu,

a cage), < ML. cavia for L. cavea, a hollow,
cave : see cage and canel, and cf . cmfi.] In min-
ing, a little underground lodgment made by the
miners as they work lower and lower.

COeca, n. Plural of ccecuyn.

Coecilia, n. See C(BCilia, 1.-

coecum, «. ;
pi. caeca. See ccecum.

coeducation (k6-ed"u-ka'shon), n. [< oo-l +
education.'] joint education ;

specifically, the
education of young men and young women in

the same institution.

COefficaCT' (ko-ef'i-ka-si), n. [< co-l -I- efficacy.]

Joint emeacy ; the power of two or more things
acting together to produce an effect. Sir T.

Browne.
COefB.ciency (ko-e-fish'en-si), n. [< coefficient:

see -cncy.] Cooperation; joint power of two
or more things or causes acting to the same
end.

The managing and carrying on of this work, by the spir-

it's instrumental coejiciency. GlanvUle, Seep. Sci.

COe£B.cient (ko-e-fish'ent), a. and n. [< co-i +
efficient.] I. a. Cooperating ; acting in union
to the same end.

II. n. 1. That which unites in action with
something else to produce a given effect ; that
which unites its action with the action of an-
other.— 2. In alg., a number or other constant
placed before and multiplying an unknowTi
quantity or variable or an expression oontain-

Coelacanthus

ing such quantities ; also, a number multiply-
ing a constant or known quantity expressed
algebraically— that is- by th? letters a, b, etc.
Thus, 3 is the coefficient of x, iab'-> the coefficient of y,
and 2 tlie coefficient of ab'i, in tlie polynomial Sx + iab2y.

3. In phys., a numerical quantity, constant for
a given substance, and used to measure some
one of its properties: as, the coefficient of ex-
pansion of any substance is the amount which
the unit of length (surface or volume) expands
in passing from 0° to 1° C.
The ratio of tlie strain to the stress is called the coej^i-

citnt of pliability. Encyc. Brit,, VI. 311.

Binomial coefflcient. See 6i no)Bia(.— Coefficient of
elasticity or of resilience, the ratio of the numerical
value of a stress to the numerical value of the strain pro-
duced by it.— Coefficient of friction, the resistance to
sliding between two surfaces divided by the pressure be-
tween them.— Coefficient of homology, the constant
anharnionic ratio between corresponding points of two
figures in homology, the point where the line through
these points cuts the axis of homology and the center of
homology, or between two corresponding rays, the line
from their intersection to the center of homology, and the
axis of homology.— Coefficient Of torsion, the angle of
torsion produced in a wire of unit dimensions by a force of
unit moment.— Cubical coefflcient of expansion, the
rate of increase of the volume of a body of unit volume
with tlie temperature.— Differential coefficient, in the
calculus, the measure of the rate of change of a function
relatively to its varialde. A partiul diferential coe^cienl
is the measure of the rate of change of a function of sev-
eral independent variables relatively to one of them. A
second diferential coejicient is the differential coefflcient
of the differential coefficient of a function, both differ-
ential coefficients being taken relatively to the same va-
riable. Third, fourth, etc., diferential coefficients are
coefficients formed in a way analogous to that by which
the second differential coefficient is obtained.— Direc-
tional coefficient, of an imaginary quantity, the quo-
tient after dividing the quantity by its modulus.—Dy-
namical coefficient of viscosity, the rat« at which
the velocity of a fluid moving everywhere in the same
direction, but with velocities measured by the distances
from a fixed plane, is transmitted tangentially to a unit
distance through the fluid.— Kinetic coefficient of vis-
cosity, the dynamical coefficient of viscosity divided by
the density; the index of friction of a fluid.— Laplace's
coefficients, certain quantities used in the development
of expressions by spherical harmonics.— Linear Coeffi-
cient of expansion, the rate of expansion of a liar of unit
length with the temperature.— "Virtual coefficient, of a
pair of screws, the quantity (a 4- 6) cos »— rf sin 8, where
a and b are the pitches, d is the least distance between
the screws, and 6 is the greatest angle between their or-
thogonal projections.

coefficiently (ko-e-flsh'ent-li), adv. By cooper-
ation.

coehom (k6'h6rn), w. [After the Dutch engineer
Cochorn (1641-1704), who invented it.] A small
mortar for throwing grenades, light enough to
be carried by a small number of men, usually
four. Also spelled cohorn.

COel-. The form of ccelo- before a vowel.
COela, n. Plural of coelum.

coelacanth (se'la-kanth), n. and a. I. n. One
of the Ccolacanthidw.

II. a. Pertaining to the Ccelacanthidw.

Ccelacanthi (se-la-kan'thi), «. pi. [NL., pi.

of Cailacanthus, q. v.] In Agassiz's system of
classification, a family of ganoid fishes prima-
rily equivalent to Coelacanthidw, but including
many heterogeneous forms, among which were
the living Osteoglossidce, Amiidte, and Cerato-
dontida'.

Coelacanthid (se-la-kan'thid), n. An extinct
fish of the family Ca;lacanthid<e.

Coelacanthidee (se-la-kan'thi-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cailacanthus + -idte.]- A family of fishes, ex-
emplified by the genus Ccelacanthus, including
foiTQS with rounded scales, 2 dorsal fins, each
supported by a single 2-pronged interspinous
bone, paired fins obtusely lobate, caudal fin

diphycereal, air-bladder ossified, and notochord
persistent. The species are extinct, and flourished from
the Carboniferous formation to the Cretaceous. Also Coe-
Inranfhini, Ccelacanthoidei.

coelacanthine (se-la-kan'thin), a. and n. [<
Ca:Uieanthi + -ine^.] I. a. Having hollow
spines, as a fish; specifically, pertaining to the
Ccelacanthi.

H. n. One of the Ccelacantliini.

Ccelacanthini (se'la-kan-thi'm), n. pi. [NL.
(Huxley), < Ccelacanthus + -ini.] Same as Cce-

lacanthida:.

coelacanthoid (se-la-kan'thoid), a. and n. [<
Ccelacanthus + -oid.] I. a. Relating to or hav-
ing the characters of the Ccelacanthidce.

II. n. A coelacanthid.

Ccelacanthoidei (se"la-kan-thoi'de-i), n. pi.

[NL. (Bleeker, 1859), < Ccelacanthus'+ -oidei.]

Same as Ccelacanthidce.

Ccelacanthus (se-la-kan'thus), n. [NL. (Agas-
siz, 1843), < Gr. Kni/-o(, hollow, + OKmSa, thorn,

spine.] The typical genus of ganoid fishes of

the family Ccelacanthidtc : so called from their

spines, which were filled with a softer sub-
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stance, but have become hollow from its loss

in the course of petrifaction.

coelanaglyphic (se " la -na-glif ' ik), a. [< Gr.

Koi/.o^, hollow, + anaghjphie, q. v.] An epithet

applied to that species of carving in relief in

^riiich no part of the figure represented projects

beyond the surrounding plane, the relief being
eflfected by deeply incising the outlines. J. T.

Cldrke, This is the most usual meth(.Ki of relief in an-

cient Egyptian work, the figures when carved being bright-

ly colored, and the incised outline being apparent only
by side light. Also koilaiiaglyphic, coUanoijlyphic. See

coelariuin (se-la'ri-um), n.
;

pi. coelaria (-a).

[NL.,< Gr. Kol'An^, hollow.] In zoiiL, the epithe-

lium of the body-cavity or eoeloma; a kind of
vasalium or endothelium lining the serous sur-

faces. It is divided into the parietal ctelariuni orexo-
ctelariuni and the visceral coelariuni or endocoelariuni.
Ilfu'i-ki'l. .Also called cfelom-epithetium.

CoBlebogyne (se-le-boj'i-ne), n. [NL., irreg. <

L. cvelebs. cmlebs, unmarried (see celibate),+ Gr.
yim/, a woman.] An Australian genus of dicc-

cious plants, natural order Euphorbiacew, of a
single species, C. iUcifolia, sometimes referred
to Alchornea, in appearance they much resemble the
European holly. The pistillate plant has long been in cul-

tivation in European gardens, and is remarkable for pro-
ducing seeds without the action of pollen, an instance of
the phenomenon of parthenogenesis, which is exceedingly
rare in plants.

COBlebs (se'lebs), n. [< L. ccelebs, cwlebs, a bach-
elor: see celibate.'] 1. A bachelor: used as a
quasi-proper name: as, " Coelebs in Search of

a Wife " (the title of a book by Hannah More).

Coelebs has l>ecome a benedick. G. P. R. Jameg.

2. [NL.] In ornith., an old, now the specific,

name of the chaffinch, Fringilla ccelebs : made a
generic term by Cuvier in 1800.

coelelminth (se'lel-minth), M. One of the Ccelcl-

miiithd : a cavitary.

Coelelmlntha (se-lel-min'tha), n. pi. [Nli.,< Gr.
Koi'/jx;, hollow, -1- e'/.fuv( (D.^iivd-), a worm, a tape-
worm.] In Owen's system of classification, a
division of Entozoa, comprising internal para-
sitic worms which have an alimentary canal or
digestive cavity, and including the cavitaries,

roundworms, threadworms, etc. : the opposite
of Sterrhiiintha.

CoelelmintMc (se-lel-min'thik), a. [< Ceelel-

miiilliii + -ic] Belonging to or resembling
the ('wtt:lmi>itha.

Ooelentera (sf-len'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
KoUMf, hollow, + cvrepov, intestine: see entera.]

1. A phylum or subkingdom of animals, one
of the prime divisions of Metasoa, containing
a<juatic and almost invariably marine animals
with a distinct enteric cavity opening by a
mouth and communicating freely with the gen-
eral body-eavity (whence the name). This gen-
eral cavity is known as an enterocuele, in distinction from
an intestinal canal proper. The walls of the body are sub-
stantially composeii of two layers, an inner or endmienn,
and an outer or ectoderm. There are no traces of a nervous
system, except in certain medusjc, and there is no proper
bloo4l-vascular system. Peculiar stinging-org<an8, threaii-

cells. cnida3. or neniatocysts are very generally present
(in all the Cnutaria or ctelenterates proper), and in most
cases the arrangement of parts or organs is radiate, as is

especially observable in the disposition of tentacles around
the mouth. Repro<luction is usually sexual, distinct gen-
erative organs toeing present, and ova and spermatozoa
being discharged by the mouth ; but multijdicatiijn also
takes place by budding and fission. The Ctyt^'ntera prop-
er, or Cnidan/l, are divided into the two great classes of
Actinozoa an<l llydrozoa, including all the sea-anemones,
corals, acalephs. medit.%as, etc. In a wider sense, the
sponges and ctenophorans are als<i included.

2. A lower series or grade of metazoic ani-
mals including the Porifera or sponges and
Kematophora or coelenterates proper: used in
distinction from Coelomata, wliich covers all

higher Metncoa indiscriminately. E. II. Lan-
kester. [Little used.] _ Coelentera nematophora,
the nematophorans, cnidarians, orcujlenterateswbich have
thread-cells. See Cnidaria, A>7/irt(o/yAora.— CoBlentera
porifera, the sponges, which have no thread-cells. .See

/'..///>ra.

Coelenterata (sf-len-te-ra'ta), «. pi. [NL.,
ncut. pi. Ill rwlcnteratus : see coeicnterate.'] Same
as I'ali-iitrrn.

coelenterate (se-len'te-rat), a. and n. [< NL.
ruUiiterattis, < Gr. KoiAof, hollow, + ivrcpov, in-
testine: see cntera.] I. a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of the Cwlentera.

In such cmUntcrate animals as polypes, we see the parts
moving in ways which lack precision.

//. Sfjfiitcer, Data of Ethics, p. 67.

n. n. A member of the animal subkingdom
Cmlcntera.

coelestin, ccelestinei (se-les'tin), n. Same as
iilishtf.

coelestine'-^ (se-les'tin), n. [< L. calestinuK,
heavenly: see Celeatine.] In the eighteenth

1085

century, a name of various modifications of
the harpsichord, clavichord, and pianoforte, in
which the usual tone of the instrument was
alterable at will by certain mechanical devices.
Also ccelestino, cwlison.

coelestino (sel-es-te'no), ». Same as ecelestine^.

COelia (se'li-a), «.: pi. cceli(e (-§). [NL., < Gr.
lioi'/.ia, a cavity, hollow, < koI'/.o^, hollow: see
ffl?/M»(.] Any one of the ventricles or other
cavities of the brain ; an encephalic cavity ; an
encephalocele. Also spelled eelia. [Bare.]

cceliac, «. See celiac.

coeliadelphns (se'li-a-del'fus), n.; pL coeliadel-

plii (-ti). [NL., < Gr. Kouia, a hollow (mod. ab-
domen), -I- d(5e>.^of, alike: see -adelphia.] In
teratol., a monstrosity in which two bodies are
united at the abdomen. Also spelled eeliadel-

pliiis.

ccelise, ". Plural of ccelia.

coeliagra (se-li-ag'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. KoMa, a
hollow (mod. abdomen), + aypa, a catching
(mod. gout) ; as chiragra, podagra.] In pathol.,
gout in the abdomen. Also spelled celiagra.

COelialgia (se-li-al'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. KoMa,
a hollow (mod. abdomen), + d/lj-of, pain.] In
pathol., pain in the belly. Also spelled celi-

algia.

COelian (se'li-an), a. [< ccelia + -an.] Of or
pertaining to a coelia or cavity of the brain:
as, the ccelian parietes (the walls of a ventri-
cle). Also spelled celian. [Rare.]

coelibian, a. See celibian.

cceligenoust (se-lij'e-nus), a. [< L. cwhim,
prop. ccFlum, heaven (see ceil, «.), + -genus : see
-gcnotLs.] Heaven-bom. Bailey.

COeline (se'lin), a. [< Gr. Kof/ja, a hollow (mod.
abdomen),-!- -inel. Ci. celiac, cceliac] Relating
to the belly. Also spelled celine. [Rare.]

COelison (sel'i-son), ». [< L. ccelum, prop, ccf-

lum, heaven, + sonus, sound.] Same as cceles-

tincK

coelo-. [NL., etc., < Gr. KoiAo-f, .^olic Kd'Oor,

hollow, akin to L. eavus, hollow (but not to E.
hollow): see cave^ and ceil, «.] An element
common in modem scientific compounds of
Greek origin, meaning ' hollow.'

coelodont (se'lo-dont), «. [< NL. aBlodon(t-),

< Gr. Koi/.o(, hollow, + oSoic (odorr-) = E. tooth.]

Having hollow teeth: specifically applied to
certain lizards, in distinction from pkodont, or
solid-toothed.

Ccelogaster (se-lo-gas'tfer), n. [NL., < Gr. Koi-

>"<;, lioUow, + yaart/p, belly.] 1. A genus of
hymen opterous insects. ISchrank, 1780.— 2. A
^enus of coleopterous insects of the weevil fam-
ily, Ciirculioiiida:, foimded by SchonheiT in 1837
to include those phytobious species in which
the third tarsal joint is dilated, the proster-
num is provided with antecoxal ridges, and the
eyes are inserted under distinct superciliary
ndges. Three species are North American ; they are of
smiill size and black color, with or without whitish mark-
ing. and are found on low plants near water.

Coelogenys (se-loj'e-uis), n. [NL.(niiger, 1811),
< (ir. Aoi/of, hollow, + yiw^, chin, cheek, = E.
chill.] A genus of hystricomorph rodents, of the
family Daxyproetida; containing the paea, C. pa-
ca, characterized bythe enormous expansion and

Paca iCalopeftys paca).

excavation of the bones of the cheeks, whence
the name. The paca is the only living representative
of the genus, but remains of other species, as C. laticeps
and C. major, have Ijeen foimd in the bone-caves of Brazil.

Ocelogyne (se-loj'i-ne), n. [NL. (so called from
the QfH'ply excavated stigma), < Gr. KoiAof, hol-
low, -t- jn'7, a woman (in mod. bot. a stigma).]
A large genus of East Indian epiphytic orchids,
with large, handsome flowers, favorites in cul-
tivation.

coelom (.se'lom), n. Same as eoeloma.

A periaxial cavity, the coelom or Iwdy-cavity, which is

essentially the blood-space, and receives the nutritive
pnxtucts of itigestiiMi and the waste products of tissue-
change by osmosis [In the CaUomata].

E. R. Lanketter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 633.

Ooelops

eoeloma (se-16'ma), n.
;

pi. coelomata (-ma-ta).
[NL.,< Gr. /(o//lu//a(r-), a hollow, cavity,< noikovv,

make hollow, < koI'ao^, hollow: see coelum.] The
body-cavity of ametazoic animal, as distinguish-
edfrom the intestinal cavity ; the periaxial, peri-
visceral, orperienterio space. In a two-layered germ,
or gastrula, it is an interval between the two layers, that
is, between the en(ioilerm and the ectoderm, and either
represents a blastoc(ele (the original cavity of a blastula
before invagination) or is a subsequent formation having
the morphological relations of a blastocoele. In a four-
layered germ, in which a mesodenn hiis developed, it is an
interval between layers of mesoderm, in some of its various
modifications called an enterocoele, a schizocoele, or an
epicoele. In an adult organism it is the general cavity of
the body, usually shut off from all special cavities, as those
of the viscera. Also ealoiii, coelome.

Coelomata (se-16'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL., prop. pi.

of an adj. *coelotna": see eoeloma.] 1. A term
used by E. R. Lankester to cover a second or
higher grade or series of Metasoa, including all

metazoic animals indiscriminately excepting
the sponges and coelenterates, which consti-
tute a first or lower series of Metazoa called
Coelentera. The word connotes the formation of a ccelo-

ma, or body-cavity, distinct from the enteric cavity, not in
common therewith, as in Coelentera. [Little used.]

2. \l. c] In CT»/>ryo^, the diverticula or buds of
the archenteron or primitive stomach, out of
which a eoeloma is formed after their separation
from the archenteron. A. Hyatt.
COelomate (se-16'mat), a. and n. [As coelom,

cceloma{t-), with term, aecom. to -ate^. Cf. coe-

lomatous.] I. a. Having a eoeloma or body-
cavity: the opposite of acoelomate or acceloma-
tous. Also coelomatous.

The Mollusca agree in being Ceelomate with the phyla
Vertebrata, Platyhelmia (Flat-worms), Ecliinoderma, Ap-
pendiculata (Insects, Ringed-worms, «fec.), and others.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 633.

II. n. One of the Coelomata.

coelomatic (se-lo-mat'ik), a. [< coeloma{t-) +
-ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of a eoe-

loma. Also coelomic.

The two coelomatic tubes nipped off from the enteron
gradually increase in size.

Geffenbaur, Conip. Anat. (trans.), p. 216.

coelomatous (se-lom'a-tus), a. [As coBlomate +
-ow.s-.] Sam(( as ceelomate.

coelome (se'lom), «. Same as eoeloma.

COelom-epithelium (se'lom-ep-i-the'li-um), n.

Same as caluriuiii.

Coelomi (se-16'mi), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Koilu/m,

a hollow, cavity: see eoeloma.] In Haeekel's
classification, one of the classes or main di-

visions of the animal kingdom, including all

worms except the Acoelomi (which see), and
also the Sotifera, Polysoa, and Tmiicata; worms
which have an enteron or intestine. It is there-
fore rather a general biological term for a worm-like type
of structure than the name of a well-defined zoological
group of animals.

coelomic (se-lom'ik), a. [< eoeloma + -ic]
Same as coelomatic

The Mollusca are also provided with special groups of
cells forming usually paired or median growths upon the
walls of the coelomic cavity.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 633.

COelo-navigation (se'lo-nav-i-ga'shon), n. [<
L. coelum, prop, cwlum, heaven (see ceil, «.), -I-

narigatioii.] That branch of navigation in
which the position of a ship is determined from
observations of one or more heavenly bodies:
same as nautical a.Htronomy.

Coeloneura (se-lo-nu'ra)', n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Kol'/oc, hollow, + neuron, q. v.] Animals whose
neuron is hollow, as that of vertebrates: sy-
nonvmous with Chordata. Wilder, Amer. Nat.,
XXi. (1887) 914.

coeloneural (se-lo-nu'ral), a. [As Coeloneura
+ -«/.] Having a neurocoele or hollow neu-
ron ; specifically, of or pertaining to the Coelo-

neura.

Coelopneumonata (se-16-nii-m6-na'ta), n. pi.

[NL. (Meiikc, 18L'8), < Gr. KoiXof,' hollow, -I- vvev-

fiuv, lung.] A section of gastropods : same as
Coelopnoa. it included the orders Ccelopneinnonata
fli/mnostoina, or the inoperculate, and C. operculata, or
tile operculate puhnoniferous gastropods.

Coelopnoa (se-lop'no-a), n. pi. [NL. (Sehweig-
ger, 1820), < Gr. Koiio'c, hollow, H- -ttvooc, < ttvuIv,

breathe.] A section of gastropods including
both the inoperculate and operculate pulmo-
nates : same as Coelopneumonata.

Coelops (se'lops), «. [NL. (cf. Gr. noikmiig, hol-

low-eyed), < (Jr. Koiiiof, hollow,+ wi/") eye, face.]

A genus of horseshoe-bats, of the family Rhino-
lophidw and subfamily J'hyllorhiniiiw, contain-
ing C. frithi, of India, Java, and Siam. It is

characterized by the peculiar form of the nose-leaf, a short
calcar, a small interfemoral membrane, and a long index
metacarpal. E. Blyth, 1849.



Cielospenn.

Section of coelospennous fruit of CoriaH'
drum, enlarged, a, a, the curved seed.

coelosperm

coelosperm (se'lo-sperm), «. [< 6r. nollo^, hol-

low, 4- OTiepfta, seed.] la hot. : (a) The seed of

some umbellif-

erous plants, so

eurvea longitu-

dinally as to

form a concavi-
ty on the inner
surface.asinthe
coriander. (6)
An umbellifer-
ous plant which
is characterized
by a coelosper-

mous seed.

CCelospermous (se-lo-sp6r'mus), a. [< c(bIo-

sperm + -o«s.] Having longitudinally curved
seeds, or coelosperms.

coelostat (se'lo-stat), n. An instrument which
shows the image of the sky reflected in a plane
mirror as stationary. The Observatory {LiondoTi),

Aug., 1895, p. 301; Science, Jan. 24, 1896, p. 130.

COelum (se'lum), n.
;
pi. ccela (-la). [NL., < Qr.

Koi?x)v, a hollow, cavity (of the body, etc.), neut.

of koi/.of, hollow: see ceil, «.] In anat., the
general cavity of the trunk of the body, in-

eluding the special cavities of the thorax, ab-
domen, and pelvis; the coeloma. [Rare.]
Cffiluria (se-li'ri-ij), ». pi. [NL., < Coelurus,

q. v.] An ordinal name of a group of extinct
Jurassic dinosaurian reptUes, represented by
the genus Coelurus from Wyoming.

COelurid (sf-lu'rid), «. A dinosaurian reptile of
the family Cceluridie.

Coeluridae (se-Wri-de), ». pi. [KL., < Coelurus
+ -id(B.'] A family of dinosaurian reptiles with
the anterior cervical vertebree opisthocoelian
and the rest biconcave, very long and slender
metatarsal bones, and the bones of the skele-
ton pneumatic or hollow.
Coelums (se-lu'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. ko17mc, hol-
low, -I- ohpa, tail.] A genus of dinosaurian rep-
tiles, typical of the family Coeluridce. Marsh,
1879.

COembody (ko-em-bod'i), V. t.; pret. and pp.
coembodied, ppr. coembodying. [< co-'^ + em-
body.'] To unite or incorporate in one body.
[Rare.]

Fatlier, Son, and Holy Spirit will then become eoembod.
led in tliis Divine body, Brooke, Fool of Quality, II, 252,

coemeterialt, coemeteryt. Obsolete spellings of
cemetsrial, cemetery.

coemption (ko-emp'shon), n. [< ME. coemp-
cioii, < L. coemptio(n-), < coemere, pp. coemptus,
buy together, < co-, together, -I- emere, buy : see
co-^ and emption.] If. Joint purchase; the
sharing with another of what is bought.

Coempcion is to seyn comune achat or bying togidre,
tliat weere estabelyssed upon the poeple by swich a manere
imposiscion, as whoso bowhte a boasel corn, he moste yeve
the kyuge the flfte part.

Gloss in Chaucer's Boethins, i, prose 4,

2. The act of purchasing all of a given commod-
ity that is for sale, with a view to controlling
its price.

Monopolies and coemption of wares for resale, where they
are not restrained, are great means to enrich.

Bacon, Riches,

8. In Rom. law, one of the modes of civil mar-
riage, consisting in a sort of mutual sale of the
parties, effected by the exchange of a small
s\xm of money and other ceremonies.

By the religious mari-iage or Confarreation ; by the high-
er form of civil marriage, which waa called Coemption

;

and by the lower form, which was termed XJsus, the Hus-
band acquired a number of rights over the person and
property of his wife, which were on the whole in excess
of such as are conferred on him in any system of modem
jurisprudence, Maine, Ancient Law (3d Am. ed.), p, 149.

coemptor (ko-emp'tor), n. [L., < coemere, pp.
coemptus, buy up: see coeynption.'] One who
purchases all that there is of any commodity.
ccen-. See coeno-.

coenaesthesia (se-nes-the'si-ii), ». [NL., also
cwtuKsthesis, < Gr. aoivdi, common, + alcBriai^,

perception : see esthetic] Same as ccenesthesis.

coenaesthesis, «. [NL.] See ccenesthesis.

COenantMum (se-nan'thi-um), n.
;
pi. ccenanthia

(-a). [XL., < Gr. noivdg, common, + dvflof, a flow-
er.] Same as clinanthium.

CCenation, n. See conation.

coendoo, coendou (ko-en'do), n. [Native name.]
A name of the prehensile-tailed porcupine of
Brazil, Synetheres or Cercolabes prehensilis.

coenencliym (se-neng'kim), n. Same as ccenen-

chyma.

As a rule, the individuals are imbedded in a common
body mass, the coenenchym. Claus, Zoology (trans.), p. 227.
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CCenenctayma (se-neng'ki-ma), V. [NL., < Gr.
KoivAc, common, + iyx^iia, an infusion, < tyx"";
infuse, pour in, < iv, = E. i»l, -f- ;i;£iv, pour,
akin to E. gush.] In zool., the calcified tissue

of the coenosaro of actinozoans; a substance
which results from the calcification of the coe-

nosare of compound Actinozoa, and which may
form a large part of the calcareous matter of a
zoanthodeme, uniting the thecse or corallites of

the individual anthozooids. Also comenchyme,
coenenchym.

There are cases, again, in which the calcareous deposit
in the several polyps of a compound Actinozoon, and in
the superficial parts of the coenetichr/ma, remains loose
and spicular, Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 140.

COenenchymal (se-neng'ki-mal), a. [< ccenen-

chyma + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of

ooenenehyma: as, cceiienchymal tubes.

COenenchymatOUS (se-neng-kim'a-tus), a. [<
coenenchyma(t-) + -ous.] Consisting of ooenen-
ehyma; having the character of coenenehyma.
coenenchyme (se-neng'kim), «. Same as cce-

nciichyiiiii.

coenesthesia (se-nes-the'si-ii), «. Same as cce-

nesthesis.

ccenesthesis, coenaesthesis (se-nes-the'sis), n.

[NL. coencesthesis, < Gr. Koivdi;, common, -t- aladyaiQ,

perception: see esthetic] The general sense of

life, the bodily consciousness, or the total im-
pression from all contemporaneous sensations,
as distinct from special and well-defined sensa-
tions, sueli as those of touch or sight ; vague
sense. Also coenmsthesia, coenesthesia.

CO-enjoyt (ko-en-joi'), V. t. [< co-l + enjoy.] To
enjoy together with another. [Rare.]

I wish my .Soul no other Felicity, when she has shaken
off these Kags of Flesh, than to ascend to his, and co-enjoy

the same Bliss. Howell, I.etter8, I. vi. 7.

coeno-. [NL., etc., coeno- (E. also ceno-), < Gr.
K01V0-, combining form of kowSc, common: see
com-, and ceno-^, cenobite, etc.] An element in

some compound words of Greek origin, mean-
ing 'common.'
COenobia, n. Plural of cosnobium.

Coenobita, ccenobite, etc. See Cenobita, etc.

ccenobium (se-no'bi-um), >!.; pi. coenobia (-a) or
(in def. 1) coenobiums (-umz). [LL. (NL.), <

Gr. Koiv6jiiov, life in community, prop. neut. of
Koivd^ioQ, adj., living in communion, < noivd^,

common, -f- /3('of, life.] 1. A community of

monks living under one roof and under one
government; a monastery; a religious com-
munity.
A high spiritual life and intellectual cultivation within

the numerous coenobiums was quite compatible with prac-
tical paganism and disorder outside.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 450.

An Irish ccenobium of the earliest type waa simply an
ordinary sept or family whose chief had become Christian,
and making a gift of liia land, either retired, leaving it in

the hands of a comarba, or remained as the religious head
himself. Encyc. Brit.,Xlll.2^i.

2. [NL.] In zool., the mulberry-like mass of a
compound protozoan, or cluster of many unicel-
lular animals in one stock : originally applied
by F. Stein to the spherical clusters of monads
at the ends of the branched pedicels of certain
infusorians.—3. [NL.] In 6of.: (a) A name of

the fruit peculiar to the Boraginacea: and Labi-
ate, consisting of four distinct nutlets around a
common style. (6) In certain unicellular algee,

a colony consisting of a definite number of cells.

In Pandornia a ccenobium consists of sixteen
one-celled plants grouped together in a definite

form.
The cells of these families, either Indefinitely increasing

in number (then families in the true sense of the term), or
of definite number (then forming a cxnobium).

H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algaj, p. 86.

Also spelled cenobium.
COenoblast (se'no-bl&st), n. [< Gr. Koivog, com-
mon, -I- /3Aa<TT<if, germ.] In sponges, an indiffer-

ent germinal tissue forming the core or primi-
tive mesoderm whence the true mesoderm and
the endoderm both arise. Marshall.

Marshall . . . figures the larva as filled up solidly by a
ccenoblastic membrane in which a central cavity appears
surrounded by the cells of an endoderm and a mesoderm,
both differentiated from the coenoblast. This name ap-
pears to us to embody an essential distinction which ought
to be made between the primitive layer and the endoderm
and mesoderm which arise from it.

Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884, p. 85.

ccenoblastic (se-no-blas'tik), a. [< coenoblast+
-ic] Pertaining to the coenoblast ; derived from
or constituting coenoblast.

ccenobyt, «. See cenoby.

Ccenoecia, «. Plural of ccenoedum.

coenoecial (se-ne'si-al), a. [< ccenoedum + -al.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a coenoecium.

coerce

ccenoecium (sf-ne'si-um) n.
;

pi. ccenoecia (-a).

[NL., < dr. Koiv6q, common, -I- omoq, a dwelling.]
In eool., a polypary ; the chitiuous investment
or covering of the coenosarc of the hydroid hy-
drozoans.
coenogamous, coenogamy. See cenogamoue,
cenogamp.
Ccenomorphae (se-no-m6r'fe), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
Koivog, common, + iJ^op<jiTi, form.] In Sundevall's
system of classification, a cohortof Anisodactyli,
of an order Volucres, consisting of the touraoous
(Mnsophagida;), the mouse-birds (Coliida:), the
rollers (Corariidw), and the Madagascan genera
Atslornis and Brachypteracias.

OcenopithecU8(se"n"o-pi-the'kus),«. [NL.,< Gr.
Koiviq, common, -1- -ibriKo^, an ape, monkey.] A
genus of fossU strepsirrhine monkeys from the
Eocene. C. ^emwrtwdes represents the oldest form
of monkey known.

ccenosarc (se'no-siirk), n. [< Gr. koiv6c, com-
mon, + aapf {aapK-), flesh.] In zool., a term ap-
plied by AUman to the common living basis by
which the several beings included in a compo-
site zoophyte are connected with one another.
Every composite zoophyte is thus viewed as consisting (jf a
variable number of beings or polypites developing them-
selves from certain more or less definite points of a com-
mon coenosarc. .See cuts under anthozooid and Coralligena.

ccenosarcal (se-no-sar'kal), a. [< ccenosarc +
-al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a coeno-
sarc : as, ccenosarcal canals.

COenosarcOUS (se-no-siir'kus), a. [< coenosarc
+ -ous.] Consisting of coenosarc; having the
character of coenosaro.

coenosite (se'no-sit), «. [< Gr. Koivor, common,
+ cItoq, food.] A commensal.

COenosteal (se-nos'te-al), a. [< coenosteum +
-id.] Having the character of or consisting of
coenosteum.
coenosteum (se-nos'te-um), n. [NL., < Gr. noi-

voc, common, -I- 'ootcov, bone.] In sool., the
hard, calcareous ectodermal tissue of the hy-
drocorallines, as of millepore coral; the calca-

reous or coral-like mass of the hydrophyton of

the hydrocoraUine acalephs. Moseley, 1881.

coenotype (se'no-tip), n. [< Gr. koivo^, common,
-I- TvTTo^, impression, type.] A common or rep-
resentative type ; an organism which represents
the fundamental type or pattern of structure of

a group. [Rare.]

Lucernaria, the coenotype of the Acalephse.
H. J. Clark', Proc. Bost. .Soc. Xat. Hist., 1862.

ccenotypic (se-no-tip'ik), a. [< coenotype + -ic]

Representing a common type ; having the char-
acter of a coenotype.

CCenure (se'nur), n. [Also, as NL., comurus; <

Gr. Koiviq, common, 4- ohpa, tail.] A hydatid
found in the sheep, producing the disease called
staggers ; the hydatid form of the wandered
scolex of the dog's tapeworm with deutoscoli-
ees attached, it is a bladder-worm, cystic worm, or
cysticercus of many heads, the larva of Teenia canurus.
See cut under Taenia.

ccenurus (se-nti'rus), «. [NL. : see ccenure.] A
coenure : originally mistaken for and named as
a genus of worms by Rudolphi.
coequal (ko-e'kwal), a. and n. [< LL. cocequalis,

< L. CO-, together, -)- cequaUs, equal: see co-1

and equal.] I, a. Equal with another person or
tiling, or with one another; having equal rank,
dignity, intellectual ability, etc. ; of correspond-
ing character or quality.

If once he come to be a cardinal.
He'll make his cap co-equal with the crown.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI. v. 1.

He [Hartley Coleridge] had the poetic temperament,
with all its weaknesses and dangers, yet without a coeqwil
faculty of reflection and expression.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 242.

n. n. One who or that which is equal to an-
other or others.

COequality (ko-e-kwol'i-ti), n. [< coequal + -ity,

after equality.] The state of being coequal;
equality in rank, dignity, ability, etc.

COequally (ko-e'kwal-i), adv. In a coequal
manner.
COequalness (kd-e'kwal-nes), n. Same as co-

equality. Bailey.

coerce (ko-6rs'), v. t.; pret. and pp. coerced,

ppr. coercing. [= OF. coercer, eohercer = Sp.
coercer, < L. coercere, surround, encompass, re-

strain, control, curb, < co-, together, 4- arcere,

inclose, confine, keep off: see arcade, arcane,

ark^.] 1. To restrain or constrain by force,

as by the force of law or authority ; especially,

compel to compliance ; constrain to obedience
or submission m a vigorous or forcible manner.
Punishments are manifold, that they may coerce this

profligate sort. Ayliffe, Parergon.



coerce

The king felt more painfully than ever the want of that

tremendous engine which had once coerced refractory ec-

clesiastics. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. To deprive of by force ; restrain of. [Bare.]

Therefore the debtor is ordered . . . to be coerced his lib-

erty until he makes payment. Burke, Speech at Bristol.

3. To enforce; compel by forcible action: as,

to coerce obedience.

COercer (ko-er's^r), n. One who coerces.

coercible (ko-er'si-bl), a. [= F. coercible = Pg.
coercifcl = It. coercibile; as coerce + -ihleJ] 1.

Capable of being coerced; too weak to resist

effectively.— 2. Capable of being condensed,

especially of being reduced by condensation to

the liquid state : applied to gases.

Coercible gases, which can be made fluid by simply cool-

ing them off, are called vapours.
Thaimng^ Beer (trans.), p. 53.

coercibleness (ko-fer'si-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being coercible.

coercion (ko-er'shon), n. [Formerly also coer-

tion, =: F. coeriion, coercion (now coercition =
It. coercizione) = Sp. coercion = Pg. coergao,

< L. coercio{n-), coertio{n-), coerctio{n-), contr.

forms of reg. cocrcitio(n-\ a restraining, coer-

cing, < coercere, pp. coercitus, restrain, coerce:

see coerce.'] 1. Compulsion; forcible con-

straint ; the act of controlling by force or arms.

It is by coercwa, it is by the sword, and not by free stip-

ulation with the governed, that England rules India.

Macautay, Gladstone in Church and State.

On looking back into our own history, and into the his-

tories of neighbouring nations, we similarly see that only

by coercion were the smaller feudal governments so sub-

ordinated as to secui-e internal peace.
n. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 195.

2. Power of restraint or compulsion.

Government has coercion and animadversion upon such

as neglect their duty. South.

Coercion acts, a name popularly given to various British

statutes for the enforcement of law and order in Ireland,

authorizing; arrest and imprisonment without bail in cases

of treason and crimes of intimidation, the suspension of

habeas corpus, search for arms, etc. The most noted acts

were those of 1881 and 1887. =Syn. Compulsion, Constraiitt,

etc. .''ee force.

coercitive (ko-6r'si-tiv), a. and n. [= F. coer-

citif= Sp. It. coercitivo, < L. as if "coerdtivus, <

coercitm, pp. of coercere, coerce : see eoerce.'i I.

a. Having power to coerce ; coercive.

St. Pauls fli-st epistle to Timothy, establishing in the per-

son of Timothy power of coercitive jurisdiction over pres-

byters. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL 178.

Coercitive force. See coercive force, under coerctpe.

n. n. That which coerces ; a coercive.

The actions cf retirements and of the night are left in-

different to virtue or to vice ; and of these, as man can
take no cognizance, so he can make no coercitive.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 612.

coercive (ko-6r'siv), a. and «. [< coerce + -ire;

as if contr. of coercitive, q. v. Cf. Pg. coercivo.]

I. a. Having power to coerce, as by law, au-

thority, or force; restraining; constraining.

Without citfrcim power all government is but tfjothless

and precarious. South.

It is notorious that propositions may be perfectly clear,

and even coercice, yet prove on inspection to he illusory.

G. II. Lfurx, I'robs. of Life and Mind, I. 3«0.

Coercive force, coercitive force, that power or force
which renders the impartation of magnetism to st«el or
Iron slower or more difficult, and at the same time retards
the return of a bar once magnetized to its natural state
when active magnetization has ceased. ITiis force depends
on the molecular ci institution of the metal.

n. n. That wliieh coerces ; that which con-
strains or restrains.

His tribunal takes cognizance of all causes, and hath a
coercirf for all. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, II. (Ord MS.).

COercively (ko-<!r'siv-li), adv. By constraint or
coercion. Burke.
We must not expect to find in a nde coercively e.stab-

llshed by an invader the same traits as in a rule that has
grown up from within. //. Speticer, Prin. of .Sociol., § 469.

coerciveness (ko-ir'siv-nes), n. The quality of
being coercive or constraining.
Fears of the political and social penalties (to which, I

think, the religious must be added) have generated . . ,

[the] sense of coercivenesg.

H. Speneer, Data of Ethics, p. 127.

0<Ereba(8e're-ba), n. [NL.; sometimes improp.
Cwreba; < lirnz. gtiira-cwreha, name of Some
guitguit (Marcgrave, Willughby, Ray, etc.). The
bird to which the word Cwreba was first attached
as a book-name was Certhia cyanea (Linneeus),
now Catrcba cyanea. First made a generic name
by Vieillot in 1807.] The typical genus of birds
of the family Ccerebidw, containing a number of
species found in the warmer parts of continen-
tal America, as (.'. cyanea, C. c<erulea, etc. See
cut under Orribinte.

Coerebidse (se-reb'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coereba
+ -itlic.] A family of oscine passerine birds
related to the warblers and creepers, confined
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to the tropical and subtropical portions of

America ; the guitguits, flower-peckers, honey-
suckers, or honey-creepers of America. They
have an acute and usually slender, curved bill, and sub-

sist on insects, fruits, and the sweets of flowers. They are
of small size, and for the most part of elegant varied colors.

The leading genera are Coereba, Dacnis, Diyto»sa, Coni-
rostrum, and Certhiola. The family is often called Dae-
nididce. These brilliant little birds were formerly group-
ed with the old-world family known as Nectariniidce and
Cinnyrid(V, with which they have little affinity. Also, im-
properly, Ccerebidce.

Coerebinse (ser-e-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Coereba
+ -inw.'] A subfamily of tropical and subtropi-
cal American birds, of the family Coerebidw, typi-

fied by the genus Coereba ; the guitguits proper.

Blue Guit^it [Ctrretia cyarua).

Coereba cyanea of Cayenne and Guiana is a brilliant bird

of the size of a sparrow, its plumage being deeply and gor-

geously dyed with azure, verditer, and velvet-black, ar-

ranged in a bold and striking manner. Its nest is neatly
woven and i>ensile on the extremity of a slender twig.

Als'i. iniproperly, Cterebince.

coerebine (ser'e-bin), «. [< Coereba + -ine'>:']

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Ccerel)id<e.

coerectant (ko-e-rek'tant), a. [< co-1 + erect

+ -rtHfl.] In her., set up together, or erected
side Ijy side : said of any bearings.

coerected (ko-e-rek'ted), a. [< co-^ + erect +
-ed-.] Same as coerectant.

coerulein, «. See cendein.

coerulescent, a. See cerulescent.

COessential (ko-e-sen'shal), a. [< co-'^ + essen-

liiil : = Sp. coesendal == Pg. coessencial.] Hav-
ing the same essence.
We bless and magnify that coessential .Spirit, eternally

proceeding from lx)th [the Father and Son].
Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

coessentiality (ko-e-sen-shi-al'i-ti), n. [< co-

essential + -ity.'] The quality of being coessen-
tial, or of the same essence.

It implies co^-jtscH/iafiVj/ with God, . . . and consequently
divinity in its full extent Bp. Burgets, Sermons (1790).

coessentially (ko-e-sen'shal-i), adv. In a co-

essential manner.
coestablishment (ko-es-tab'lish-ment), n. [<
(0-1 -t- establishment.'] Joint establishment.

A coettablithment of the teachers of different sects of

Christians. Bp. Wainm, Charge, 1791.

coetanean (ko-e-ta'ne-an), n. [< LL. cocetaneus,

of the same age (see coetaneous), + -an.] One
of the same age with another. Aubrey. [Rare.]

coetaneous ( ko-e-ta'ne-us), a. [= Sp. coctdnco

= Pg. It. coi/taneo, < LL. cocetaneus, of the same
age, < L. CO-, together, -f- aitas, age : see age.]

Of the same age with another; beginning to

exist at the same time; coeval. Also spelled

cocetaneous. [Rare.]
Every fault hath penal eflfects coetaneous to the act.

Oovemm^nt of the Tongue, § 5.

So mayest thou be coetaneous unto thy elders, and a
father luito thy contemporaries.

Sir r. Browne, Christ. Mor., III. 8.

COetaneously (ko-e-ta'ne-us-li), adv. In a co-

etaneous manner. ' Also spelled comtaneously

.

COetemt (ko-e-tem'), a. [< ME. coeterne =
Sp. Pg. It. co'eterno, < LL. cocetemus, < L. co-,

together, -I- wternus, eternal : see co-^ and etern,

eternal.] Same as cocternal.

COetemal (ko-o-ter'nal ), a. [As eoetern + -at;

or < co-l + eternal. Cf. F. coeternel.] Existing

with another from eternity.

Tlie Son . . . through coetemal generation recelveth

of the Father that power which the Father hath of him-
self. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 4.

Hail, holy Light I offspring of heaven first-born,

Or of the Eternal co-etenial beam.
Milton, P. L., ill. 2.

coetemall^ (ko-e-tfer'nal-i), adv. With coeter-

nity, or joint eternity. Hooker.

coeztend

coetemity (ko-e-ter'ni-ti), n. [= F. coitemite
= Sp. coeternidad, < NL. *cowternita(t-)s, < LL.
cocetemus: see eoetern and -dty. Otherwise, in

E.,< co-l -I- eternity.] Coexistence from eter-

nity with another eternal being.

Tlie eternity of the Son's generation, and his coetemity
. . . with the Father. Ilamniond, Fundamentals.

coeur (k6r), n. [F., < OF. euer, coer, cor (> E.
Corel), < L. cor (cord-) = E.
heart: see core^ and heart.] In
her. , the heart of the shield, other-

wise called the center or fesse-

point. Lines and bearings are spoken
of as being en caeur when they pass
through or are borne upon the center
of the shield.

coeval (ko-e'val), a. and n. [<
LL. oowvus, of the same age (see

coevous), + -al.] I. a. 1. Of the same age;
having lived for an equal period.

Like a young Flock
Coeval, newly shorn. Prior, Solomon, II.

2. Existing from the same point of time ; coin-

cident in duration : foUowetlby ici^A, sometimes
by to.

Coeval with man
Our empire began.

Goldsmith, Captivity, lit

The Nymphs expire by like degrees.
And live and die coteval with their Trees.

Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

3. Coincident in time; contemporary; syn-
chronous: followed by MJiWt.

A transcript of an original manuscript coeval ^mth the
time of the " Cid." Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

= Syil. Coeval, Conternporaneous. Coeval is more com-
monly applied to things, contemporaneous to persons ; but
the distinction is not a rigid one.

And yet some kind of intercourse of neighboring states

Is so natural, that it must have been coeval with their

foundation, and with the origin of law.
Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law., § 59.

The unfossiliferous rocks in question [Cambrian] were
not only contemporaneous in the geological sense, but syn-
chronous in the chronological sense.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 298.

A foreign nation is a kind of contemporaiwousposierity.
H. B. Wallace, EecoU. of Man of the World, II. 89.

n. n. One of the same age or period ; a con-
temporary in age or active existence.

O my coevals! remnants of yourselves,
Poor human ruins tottering o'er the grave.

Young, Night Thoughts, iv. 109.

He is forlorn among his coevals ; his juniors cannot be
his friends. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

All great authors seem the coevals not only of each other,
but of whoever reads them.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st aer., p. 177.

coevoust (ko-e'vus), a. [= Sp. It. cocvo, < LL.
cowrus, of tlie same age, < L. co-, together, -l-

wvum, age: see co-^, ay^, and age.] Same as
coeval.

Supposing some other things coevous to it.

South, Sermons.

coexecutor (ko-eg-zek'ii-tor), n. [< ML. coex-

ecutor, < L. co-, together, + ML. executor, ex-

ecutor.] A joint executor.

coexecntriz (ko-eg-zek'u-triks), n.
;

pi. coex-

eciitriccs (-zek-u-tri'sez). [< co-^ + executrix.]

A joint executrix.

coexist (ko-eg-zisf), v. i. [= F. coexister = Sp.
Pg. coexislir =. It. coesistere ; as co-l -|- exist.]

To exist at the same time with another, or with
one another.

In the human breast
Two master passions cannot coexist. Campbell.

It was a singular anomaly of likeness coexisting with
perfect dissimilitude.

Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, vii.

coexistence (ko-eg-zis'tens), n. [= F. coexis-

tence = Sp. Pg. coexistencia ; as co-l -f existence.]

Existence at the same time ; contemporary ex-

istence.

Without the help, or so much as the coexistence, of any
condition. Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, § 18.

coexistency (ko-eg-zis'ten-si), n. Coexistence.
Sir T. Browne.

coexistent (ko-eg-zis'tent), a. and n. [= F. co-

existant = Sp. Pg. coexistente = It. coesistente

;

as co-'^ + existent : see coexist.] I. a. Existing
at the same time ; coincident in duration.

The law of coexistent vibrations. Whewell.

H. n. A thing existing at the same time or
in immediate connection with another.
He seems to have thought that . . . every property of

an object has an invariable coexistent, which he called its

form. J. S. Mill, Logic, III. xxii. § 4.

coexpand (ko-eks-pand'), V. i. [< co-'^ -^ ex-

pand.] To expand together equally; expand
over the same space or to the same extent.

coextend (ko-eks-tend'), V. [= Sp. coextender;
asfo-l + extend.] I. trans. To extend equally;



coextend

oauBe to extend through the same space or
duration ; place so as to coincide or occupy the
same extent or space.

According to which the least body may be coextended
with the greatest. Boyle, Works, I. 503.

H. intrans. To reach to or attain the same
place, time, or duration: used with jdiA.

coeztension (ko-eks-ten'shon), n. [< co-1 +
extension.^ The mutual relation of two or more
objects or (iu logic) terms which have the same
extension.

coextensive (ko-eks-ten'siv), a. [< co-i + ex-

teitsirc] Ha\-ing the same extension, (a) Oc-
cupying the same extent of space or duration
of time.
Rome first extended her citizenship over all Italy, and

her dominion over the whole Mediterranean world, and
then, by another stage, she made her citizenship coexten-
sive wiUi her dominion. *

E. A. FreeTtmn, Amer. Lects., p. 316.

(6) In logic, having the same breadth, or logi-

cal extension.

coextensively (ko-eks-ten'siv-li), adv. So as
to exhibit coextension.

coeztensiveness (ko-eks-ten'siv-nes), re. The
state or quality of being coextensive. Bentham.

coft, cofef, a. [ME., < AS. cdf, quick, sharp,
prompt.] Quick; sharp; impetuous; bold.

The hithere cou^ devuel. Ancren Ruvle, p. 66.

If he clothed man se, cof he [the adder] waxeth.
Bestiary (Old Eng. Misc., ed. Morris), 1. 150.

co-factor (ko-fak'tor), n. [< co-^ + factor.']

In alg., one of several factors entering into the
same expression : thus, a coefficient is a con-
stant co-factor.

cofet, ". See cof.

co-feoffee (ko-fef'e), n. [< co-^ + feoffee.'] One
of two or more joint feoffees; a person en-
feoffed with another.

cofert, n. An obsolete spelling of coffer.

coffi (kof), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. coft, ppr. coffing.

[E. dial, and Sc, appar. a var. of cope^, coup,

var. of cheap, cliop^, buy, exchange: see cope^,

coup^, cheap, chop^. The change ofp to/within
E. is not common, and is usually due to some
interference ; but G. kaufen (=B. cheap, chop^)
can hardly apply here. The fact that the verb
is found chiefly in the pret. coft suggests that
the present co^' is developed from the pret. coft,

the latter being in this view merely a var. of
caught (ME. caught, caght, caught), etc., pret.

of catch^, in the sense of ' get, obtain,' with the
common change of the guttural gh to / as in

drau/fht = draft, cough, pron. as coff, etc. : see
catehi,v.'] 1. To chop or change. [Prov. Eng.]
—2. To buy. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

My milk'White steed.
That I hae co/t sae dear.

The Broomfield Hill (Child's Ballads, I. 133).

That sark she coft for her wee Nannie.
Burns, Tam o' Shanter.

3t. To pay for; expiate; purchase forgiveness
of by sacrifice.

The knycht to Chryst, tliat deit on tre,

And coft our synnis deir.

The Bludy Serk (Child's Ballads, VIII. 151).

CofP (kof), n. [Local E. ; origin unknown.]
The offal of pilchards.

coffat, n. An obsolete form of coffee.

Coffea (kof'e-a), n. [NL. : see coffee.'] A con-
siderable geriiis of shrubs, natural order Jlubi-

acem, natives of tropical Asia and Africa. Some
species yield coffee. See cut under coffee.

coffee (kof'e or kof'e), n. [First in Itth cen-
tury, in various forms coffee, coffa, cauphe, etc.

;

= D. koffij = Gr. koffee (after E.), now kaffee

(after F.) ^ Dan. Sw. kaffe (after F.) = Russ.
kofe, kofei = F. caffe, coffe, now cafS (whence
the half-English cafe, a coffee-house) = 8p.
Pg. cafe = It. caff^ (NL. choava, now coffea),

< Turk, qahwe, < Ar. qahwe, qahwa, coffee (as

a liquid); cf. Ar. honn, the coffee-berry.] 1.

The berry of trees belonging to the genus Coffea,

natural order Buhiacece. several species, but princi-
pally C. Aral/ica, produce the coffee of commerce. It is

a native of Arabia and Abyssinia, but is now extensively
cultivated throughout tropical countries. It will grow to
the height of 16 or 18 feet, but is seldom permitted to ex-
ceed 8 or 9 feet, for the convenience of gathering the
fruit. The stem is upright, and covered with a light-

brown bark ; the brandies are horizontal and opposite.
The flowers grow in clusters at the bases of the leaves, are
pure white, and of an agreeable odor. The fruit is a
small, red, fleshy berry, having the size and appearance of
a small cherry. Each berry contains two seeds, commonly
called coffee-beans or coffee-nihs. When ripe the berries
are gathered, and the outer pulp and the parchment-like
covering of the seeds are removed. The Mocha coffee from
Yemen in Aj-abia is reputed the best ; but the principal
supplies are now obtained from Ceylon, Java, the West
Indies, Brazil, and Central America. The Liberian coffee-
tree, C. Liberica, of western tropical Africa, has recently
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been introduced into cultivation. It grows to a greater
size and yields a much larger berry than C. Arabica, and
thrives in low damp regions where the latter will not flour-

ish. What is known as the male coffee-berry is simply a re-

Fruitiiig Branch of Coffee.pIaDt l,Coffea Arabica).
a, flower : *, section of berry, showing inclosed nuUets and position

of embryo.

suit of the occasional coalescence of the two seeds of the
fruit into one, and differs in no other respect from the or-
dinary berry. The name cherry-coffee is given to the coffee-
berry as it comes from the tree, before the pulp has been
removed or the seeds have been dried.

2. A drink made from the seeds of the coffee-
tree, by infusion or decoction. Before being used
the seeds are roasted, and then ground in a coffee-mill, or,
as in the East, pounded. The beverage is best when made
with coffee-beans freshly roasted and ground. Coffee acts
as a sliglit stimulant, promoting cheerfulness and removing
languor ; but in some cases it induces sleeplessness and
nervous tremblings. The use of it originated in Abyssinia,
passed to AralMa several centuries later, and is said to have
been made known in Europe by A. Rauwolf, a German
physician, whose travels appeared in 1573.

And sip of a drink called Coffa in little china dishes, as
hot as they can suffer it. Sandys, Travailes, p. 52.

3. A light meal resembling afternoon tea, at
which coffee is served.— 4. The last course of
a dinner, consisting of black coffee.

Directly after coffee the band began to i>Iay.

QreoUle, Memoirs, June 5, 1831.

Black coffee, strong coffee served without milk or cream.
— (California coffee, the somewhat coffee-like fruit of
lihamnus Cali/ornica.— Coffee-COnL Seecornl.— Crust
coffee, a drink resembling coffee in color, made by steep-
ing in water browned or toasted crusts of bread.— Negro
coffee, orMogdad coffee, tlie seedsof Cas«iaoccidentalis,
which are roasted and used in the tropics as a substitute for
coffee, though they contain no caffein.— Sacca or sultan
coffee, the husks of the coffee-beriy, which are used to
some extent with coffee, and are said to improve its flavor.
— Swedish coffee, the seeds of A.-<tfi(tralus Beetiacs, used
as coffee, and cultivated for tliis pui'posc in parts of Ger-
many and Hungary.— WUd coffee, of tiie West Indies, a
name given to Faraviea odorati^sima, which is allied to
true colfce, to Eugenia disticha, and to Casearia Icetioides.

coffee-bean (kof'f-ben), n. The seed of the
coffee-tree.

coffee-berry (kof'e-ber''''i), n. The fruit of the
coffee-tree.

coffee-blight (kof'e-blit), n. A microscopic fun-
gus, Hcmileia vaatatrix, which has caused great
devastation in the coffee-plantations of Ceylon.
coffee-borer (kof 'e-b6r'''er), re. One of two
species of coleopterous insects which bore into
the stems of the coffee-plant. Xylotrechus quadri-
pes is a longicorn beetle which lK)res into tiie coffee-plant
in southern India. The eggs are laid under the bark and
close to the root in November and December and hatch in

February, and the larva attains full growth by July. Areo-
cerus eoffece is the second species. It belongs t^ the family
Anthribidoe, and is known as a coffee-pest in South Africa
and Brazil, but is found in other countries, being nearly
cosmri])olitan.

coffee-bug (kof'f-bug), re. The Lecanium coffece,

an insect belonging to the family Coccida; liv-

ing on the coffee-tree, and very destructive to
coffee-plantations.

coffee-cleaner (kof'e-kle"n6r), re. 1. An appa-
ratus for rubbing off the envelop of coffee-seeds.— 2. A machine for removing mold, dust, etc.,

from raw coffee.

coffee-cup (kof'e-kup), n. A cup from which
coffee is drunk,' distinctively about one third

larger than a tea-cup of the same set.

coffee-house (kof'e-hous), re. A house of enter-

tainment where guests are supplied with coffee

and other refreshments, and sometimes with
lodging ; a caf6. Coffee-houses in Great Britain for-

merly held a position somewhat similar to that of the
club-houses of the present day.

Although they be destitute of Taverns, yet they have
theu- Coffa-houses, which something resembles them.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 61.

The coffee-house must not be dismissed with a cursory
mention. It might indeed, at that time, have licen not im-

properly called amost important political institution. . . .

The coffee-houses were the chief organs through which the
puidic opinion of the metropolis vented itself. . . _.

Every
man of the upper or middle class went daily to his coffee-

house to learn the news and discuss it. Every coffee-house

had one or more orators, to whose eloquence the crowd

coffor

listened with admiration, and who soon became what the
journalists of our own time have been called— a fourth
estate of tlie realm. Macaulay.

At the present day every traveller is struck witli the al-

most complete absence in London of tbis element of Con-
tinental life, but in the early years of the eighteenth cen-
tury coffee-houses were probably more prominent in Lon-
don than in any other city in Europe.

Lechy, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

Coffee-huUer (kof'e-hul"er), n. A machine for
removing the husk which envelops the seed of
coffee ; a coffee-cleaner.

coffee-mant (kof'e-man), re. One who keeps a
coffee-house. Addison. [Rare.]

coffee-mill (kofe-mil), ». A small machine or
mill for grinding coffee.

coffee-nib (kof'e-nib), M. A coffee-bean.

coffee-nut (kof'e-nut), re. The fruit of the Ken-
tucky eoffee-tree, GymnocJadus Canadensis.

coffee-pot (kof'e-pot), n. A covered pot or urn,
of metal or earthenware, in which coffee is made,
or in which the beverage is served at table.

coffee-roaster (kof'e-r6s"ter), «. l. One who
prepares coffee-beans for use by roasting them.— 2. Amachine or rotary cylinder used in roast-

ing coffee-beans.

coffee-room (kof'e-rom), n. A public room in
an inn, hotel, or club-house, where guests are
supplied with coffee and other refreshments;
now, usually, the public dining-room. [Eng.]

He returned in a gloomy mood to the coffee-room.
Ilannay, .Singleton Fontenoy, i. 8.

coffee-saget (kof 'e-saj), «. A coffee-house ora-
tor. Churchill. [Rare.]

coffee-shop (kof'e-shop), n. 1. A shop where
coffee is sold.— S. An inferior sort of coffee-

house.
coffee-stand (kof'e-stand), re. 1. A support for
the vessel in which coffee is prepared.— 2. A
stall set up on the street for the sale of coffee

and other refreshments.
coffee-tree (kof'e-tre), n. The Coffea Arabica,
and other species which produce the berries
from which coffee is derived. See coffee. The
wood of tlie common coffee-tree is of a light greenish-
brown or dirty-yellow color, and nearly as close- and hard-
grained as boxwood ; liut the tree is too small for the
wood to be of much value. — California coffee-tree,
lihamnus Cai^Aimjca,—Kentucky coffee-tree,the Gyni-
nocladus Ca^iadensis, a large leguminous tree of the United
.States, the seeds of which have been used as a substitute
for coffee.

coffein, coffeine (kof'f-in), «. [< Coffea + -in^,

-i«<'2.] Same as caffein.

coffer (kof'er), re. [Early mod. E. cofer, < ME.
cofer, cofre, a chest, esp. for money, ark, rarely

coffiTi{>D.G.koffer=X>an.kuffert= nw.koffert),
< OF. cofre, F. coffre (= Pr. Sp. Pg. cofre), a
modification of older cofin, a chest, > E. coffin,

q. V. For the change of the second syllable,

cf. order, < F. ordrc, < L. ordo {ordin-).] 1.

A box, casket, or chest (as now understood, a
large chest), especially one used for keeping
valuables, as money; an ark; hence, figura-

tively, a treasury ; in the plural, the wealth or

pecuniary resources of a person, corporation,
nation, etc.

Yet hadde he but litel gold in cofre.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 298.

Bot make to the [thee] a raancioun & that is my wylle,

A cofer [ark] closed of tres, clanlych planed ;

Wyrk wone3 [dwellings] tlierinne for wylde & for tame.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 310.

There he found in the knyghtes cofer

But even halfe a pounde.
Lytell Geste of Mobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 52).

He would discliarge it without any burden to the queen's
coffers. Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

2. In arch., a sunk panel or compartment in

a ceiling or soffit, of an ornamental character,

usually enrich-
ed with mold-
ings and having
a rose, pome-
granate, star, or
other ornament
in the center;
a caisson.— 3.

In fort., a hol-

low lodgment
across a dry
moat, from 6 to

7 feet deep and
from 16 to 18

feet broad. The upper part is made of pieces of timber
raised 2 feet above the level of the moat, and upon them
are placed hurdles laden with earth, which serve as a cover-

ing and as a parapet. It is raised by the besieged to re-

pulse besiegers when they endeavor lio pass the ditch.

4. A trough in which tin ore is broken to pieces.
— 5. A kind of caisson or floating dock.— 6.

A canal-lock chamber.

Coffers of a Ceilinp.

Palace of Fontainebleau, France.



coffer

coffer (kof'er), r. t. [< coffer, «.] 1. To de-

posit or lay up in a coffer : usually with uj).

But what glut (glutton] of tho gomes [men] may any good
kachen,

He will kepen it hym-self & cofren it faate.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 68.

Treasure, as a war might draw forth, so a peace succeed-

ing might cofer up. Bacon, Hen. VII.

The aged man that coffers up his gold.
Shak,, Lucrece, 1. 855.

2. To fumisli or ornament with coffers, as a
ceiling.

coffer-dam (kofer-dam), n. 1. A water-tight

w^ooden inelosure built in a body of water, in

order to obtain a firm and dry foundation for

bridges, piers, etc., by pumping out the water
from its interior. It is usually formed of two or more
rows of piles, driven close together and rising above the

level of high water, with clay packed in lietween the rows.

Coffer-dams are sometimes built against the sides of ves-

sels, in order to make repairs below the water-line with-

out having recourse to a dry-dock.

2. A protective packing for the hulls of war-

ships. Itismadeof the idth of corn-stalks. When wet
it swells, and thus serves to close the holes made l^y shot^

cofferer (kof'er-er), n. 1. One who lays up
treasure in a coffer or chest ; one who hoards
money. [Bare.]

Ye fortune's cofferers f ye pow'rs of wealth I

Yourtff, Night Thoughts, ii. 560.

2. Formerly, a principal officer of the royal

household of England, who had oversight of

the other officers of the court. He was next under
the controller, and was a member of the Privy Council.

His duties are now performed by the lord steward and
paymaster of the household.

Samuel Sandys . . . was raised to the house of peers,

and made cofferer of the household.
S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 114.

Sf. A treasurer.

Clown. Whither should this money be travelled?
For. To the devil, I think.
Clown. *Ti8 with his cofferer I am certain, that's the

usurer. Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, ii. 2.

coffer-fish (kof'fer-fish), n. A fish of the genus
Ostrncion; a trunk-fish.

coffering (kof'6r-ing), n. [Verbal n. of cof-

fer, f.] In milling, the operation of securing
the shaft of a mine from the ingress of water
by ramming in clay between the casing and the
rock.

coffershlpt 'kof'6r-ship), n. [< coffer + -«ft»p.]

The office of treasurer, cash-keeper, or purser.

His Majesty iieased the people greatly to put him from
the coffcrnhip. Raletffh, Remains (Onl M.S.).

coffer-'work (kof'er-wferk), n. 1. In arch., a
surface ornamented with coffers.— 2. In ma-
sonrii, rubble-work faced with stone.— Coffer-
work celUng. ^ee ceiling.

coffin (kof- or kof'in), n. [Early mod. E. also

cophin (def. 3), after the L.; < ME. cofin, coffin,

a basket, a pie-crust (the sense of 'chest in

which a dead human body is buried,' for which
ME. cofer is found, does not belong to cofin in

ME.), < OF. cofin = Pr. cofin = Sp. cofin, a
basket, = It. cofano, formerly also cofino, cof-

fino, a basket, trunk, coffer, < L. cophinus, a
basket, < Gr. K/xiivo^, a basket. See coffer, the
same word in other ME. and mod. senses.] If.

A basket.
And thei token the relifs of broken metis twelve coffins

ful and of the flschis. Wycl\f, Mark vi.

2t. A mold of paste for a pie ; the crust of a pie.

See custard-coffin.

Of the paste a coffin I will rear. Shot., Tit. And., v. 2.

If you spend
The red-deer pies in your house, or sell them forth, sir,

Cast so that I may have their coffins all

Betunied here, and piled up.
B. Jonsim, Staple of News, ii. 1.

8. The chest, box, or case in which a dead hu-
man body is placed for burial : usually made
of wood or lead, but sometimes of stone or iron,

or even of glass.

Not a (lower, not a flower sweet.
On my black cojfin let there be strown.

Shak., T. N., 11. 4 (song).

His [Saint Luke's} bones were brought from Constanti-
nople in an yron coffin. Con/at, Crudities, I. 178.

4t. A paper twisted in the form of a cone, used
as a bag by gi-ocers; a cap or cornet.— 6. In
farrier;/, the hollow part of a horse's hoof, or
the whole hoof below tho coronet, including the
coffin-bone.— 6. In printing : (of) The wooden
frame which inclosed the stone or bed of the
old form of hand printing-press. (6) The frame
which incloses an imposing-stone.— 7. In mill-

ing, one of the sockets in the eye of the runner,
which receives the end of the driver. E. H.
Knight.— 8. In mining, old workings open to the
day, where the ore was raised to the surface by
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the cast-after-cast method. [Cornwall.]— 9.

In ceram., same as cassette To put or drive a
nail In one's coffin, to do anything that may tend to

shorten one's days.

coffin (kof- or kof'in), v. t. [< coffin, n.] If.

To cover with paste or crust. See coffin, «., 2

;

also extract under baked-meat, 2.

And coffin'd In crust, till now she was hoary.
B. Jotismi, Masque of Gypsies.

2. To put or inclose in a coffin, as a corpse;
hence, figuratively, to confine ; shut up.

They Coffiit him and place him in a roome richly fur-

nished, and couer him with a sheet, in which they paint
his portraiture. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 446.

Myself will see him coffin'd and embalmed,
And in one tomb rest with him.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, iii. 3.

Tear forth the fathers of poor families
Out of their beds, and coffin them alive
In some kind clasping prison.

B. Jonson, "Volpone, i 1.

Som« coffn'd in their cabins lie, equally
Griev'd that they are not dead, and yet must die.

Donne, The Storm.

coffin-boat (kofin-bot), n. A sink-boat or bat-
tery used in shooting wild fowl, especially

ducks. See battery, 14. [Chesapeake Bay.]
coffin-bone (kofin-bon), n. The last phalanx
of a horse's foot ; the distal phalangeal bone.
See hoof.

coffin-carrier (kof 'in-kar'i-er), M. [Equiv. to
pall-bearer, in allusion to its black back.]
The great black-backed gull, Larus marinus.
See blackbacl; 1. [Local, New Eng.]

coffin-fish (kofin-fish), n. A fish of the family
Ostraciontida;. The name is applied in New
South Wales to Ostracion diaplianus and 0. con-

catenatus, and to Jracana lenticularis.

coffie (kof 1), n. [Also written caufle and kaf-

fle, and in the general sense ' caravan ' also cafi-

lah, caffilah, hafilah, kafila, < Ar. kafila, > Pers.

Hind, ^o^ta, a caravan: see kafila.'] A train or
gang of slaves transported or marched for sale.

Lundy was a constant witness of the horrors and cruel-

ties of the [slave] traffic as the coffles of chained victims
were driven tlu'ough the streets-

Westmituter Rev., CXXV. 371.

coffre-fort (kof fer-fort), n. [F., orig. coffrefort :

coffre, a box
; fort, < L. fortis, strong : see cof-

fer, n.j &nd fortitude.} A strong box, especially

one of a decorative character, generally small,

and wrought either in steel or a similar mate-
rial, for use in keeping money or valuable pa-
pers ; an imitation of such a box in wood or

tho like.

coffiret (kof'ret), n. [F., dim. of coffre, a coffer:

see coffer, ».] A casket, especially one of orna-
mental design and character.

Oblong box or coffret, old black Boule, height 5 Inches,
length 13 inches. S. K. Cat. Spec. Exhib., 1862, No. 818.

coflyt, (tdv. [ME., also coflich, < AS. cdflice,

quickly, valiantly, < edf, quick: see cofand-ly^.]
(Quickly; impetuously.

The Kynge with hia keene ost [host] cojlich flghts.

Alisaunder qf Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 297.

COfO'Ond (ko-found'), V. t. [< co-^ + found^.]
To found together or at the same time.

It [the steeple of St. Paul's] . . . was originally co-fourui'

ed by King Ethelbert with the body of the Church.
Fuller, Worthies, London, II. 346.

cofo'onder (k6-foun'd6r), n. [< eo-^ +founder^.']

A joint founder.

cofret, "• A Middle English form of coffer.

COft. Preterit and past participle of coff^.

COgif (kog), n. [< ME. conge, coge (after MD.
kogghe, D. kog = MLG. L6. kogge (> G. kogge)

= Dan. kogge, kog, kaag= Sw. dial, k&g =Icel.
kuggr; ML. cogga, coggo, cogo), a var. of ME.
cokke, E. cock^, < OF. coque, a small boat : see

coch^.] 1. A small boat; a cockboat; acock.
Jason and Ercules also

That in a cogr/e to londe were ygo.
Chaucer, Good Women, L 1481.

Kaste ancres full kene into the water,
Cogges with cablis cachyn to londe.

And lay so on lone the long night oner.
Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1077.

2. A trading-vessel; a galley; a ship in general.

Coggez and crayers than crossez thaire mastez
At the commandment of the kynge.

Jlfort« Arthure (E. E. T. S.X L 738.

Agaynes hem comen her naveye,
Cogges and dromoundes, many galeye.

Richard Coer de Lion (Weber's Metr. Kom., II.), 1. 4783.

C0g2 (kog), n. [< ME. cog, cogge, kog = Sw.
kugge, a cog; prob. of Celtic origin, < Gael. Ir.

cog = W. cocas, pi. cocus, cocs, a cog. In def.

5, cf. coctfi, a notch.] 1. A tooth, cateh, or pro-
jection, usually one of a continuous series of

such projections, on the periphery or the side

cogency

of a wheel, or on any part of a machine, which,
on receiving motion, engages with a corre-

sponding tooth or projection on another wheel
or other part of the machine, and imparts mo-
tion to it. See cut under cog-wheel.

Cogge of a mylle, scarioballum. Prompt. Parv., p. 85.

Please you to set the waterraill with the ivory cogs in 't

a-grinding. Middleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

2t. A mill-wheel ; a cog-wheel.

The were i-cundur [kinder, that is, more akin or like] to
one frogge

That sit at mulne [mill] under cogge.

Owl and Nightingale, I. 85.

8. In mining, same as chock^, 4.— 4. The short
handle of a scythe. [Prov. Eng.]— 5. A kind
of notch used in tailing joists or wall-plates.
—Cog and round, a device, consisting of a cog-wheel
working into the rounds of a lantern-wheel, for raising a
bucket from a well.

C0g2 (kog), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. cogged, ppr. cog-

ging. [< ME. coggen ; from the noim.] 1 . To
furnish with cogs.
Coggyn a mylle, scarioballo. Prompt. Parv., p. 85.

2. To wedge up so as to render steady or pre-

vent motion: as, to cog the leg of a table which
stands unevenly ; to cog a wheel of a carriage
with a stone or a piece of wood. [Scotch.]—3.
To harrow. [North. Eng.] —Cogged respiration
or breath-sound. See breath-soxtnd.

COg^ cogue (kog), n. [Sc. (dim. coggie, q. v.),

< Gael, cogan, a small drihking-vessel, cog, a
drink, = Ir. cogan, cog, a drink, = W. cogan, a
bowl; prob. connected with OGael. coca, hol-

low, empty, W. coeg, empty. Cf. cogi.] 1. A
circular wooden vessel used for holding milk,

broth, etc. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
Their drink is ale made of beer-malt, and tunned up in

a small vessel called a cogue ; after it has stood a few
hours, they drink it out of the cogue, yest and all.

Mod. Account of Scotland, 1670 (Harl. Misc., VI. 141).

For fear by foes that they should lose

Their cogues of brose.
Battle of Sheriff-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 261).

2. A measure used at some mills, containing
the fourth part of a peek.— 3. Intoxicating
liquor.

C0g3, cogne (kog), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. cogged,

cogued, ppr. cogging, coguing. [Sc, from the
noun.] To empty into a wooden vessel.

cog* (kog), V.
;
pret. and pp. cogged, ppr. cogging.

[Not found in ME.; perhaps from W. coegio,

make void, trick, pretend, < coeg, empty, vain,

saucy, silly, foolish : see cog^. Cf . cokes', coaa.]

1. trans. 1. To flatter; wheedle; seduce or win
by adulation or artifice.

I'll mountebank their loves.

Cog their hearts from them, and come home belov'd
Of all the trades in Rome. Shak., Cor., iiL 2.

With such poor fetches to cog a laughter from us.

Milton, Colasterion.

2. To obtrude or thrust by falsehood or decep-
tion ; foist

;
palm : usually with in or on.

Fustian tragedies . . . have by concerted applause been
cogged upon the town for masterpieces. Dennis.

3. To adapt (a die) for cheating, by loading it,

so as to direct its fall : as, to play with cogged
dice.

I know none breathing, but will cogge a dye
For twentie thousand double pistolets,

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., iii. 1.

II. intrans. 1. To wheedle; flatter; dissimu-
late.

Cog, lie, flatter, and face
Four ways in Court to win men grace.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 54.

For they will cog so when they wish to use men.
With "Pray be cover'd, sir," "I beseech you, sit."

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, ill. 1.

Mistress Ford, I cannot cog, I cannot prate.

Shak., U. W. of W., iiL 3.

2. To cheat, especially by means of loaded dice.

For guineas in other men's breeches
Your gamesters will palm and will cog. Swift.

cog* (kog), «. [< cog*:, V.I 1. A trick or de-
ception.

Letting it pass for an ordinary cog upon them.
Bp. Watson.

2. pi. Loaded dice.

It were a hard matter for me to get my dinner that day
wherein my master had not sold a dozen of devices, a case
of cogs, and a suit of shifts in the morning.

Greene, James IV., IL 1.

cog-bells (kog'belz), n. pi. [Cf. equiv. E. dial.

conkdbcll.] Icicles. [Prov. Eng.]
cogence (k6'jens),». [<. cogent : see -ence.] Co-
gency. [Rare.]

An argument of cogence. Cowper, Conversation, L 293.

cogency (ko'jen-si), n. [< cogent: see -eney.']

Power of proving or of producing belief; the
quality of being highly probable or convincing;



cogency

force ; credibility : as, the cogency of an alleged
motive, or of evidence ; the cogency of one's ar-
guments or reasoning.

Maxims and axioms, principles of science, because they
are self-evideut, have been supposed innate ; although no-
body eyer shewed the foundation of their clearness and co-

geney. Locke.

Negative evidence ... of the same kind and of the
same cogeii^ii as that which forbids us to assume the exis-
tence between the Earth and Venus of a planet as large as
either of them. H'. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 68.

COgenialt (ko-je'nial), a. [< co-^ + genial; var.
ol congenial.'\ Congenial.

A writer of a cogenial cast.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 367.

cogent (ko'jent), a. [= F. cogent, < L. cogen(t-)s,

ppr. of cogere, collect, compress, compel, contr.
of 'eo-igere, for *co-agere, < co-, together, + age-
re, drive: see co-i and act, ».] 1. Compelling
by physical force

; potent; irresistible by physi-
cal means. [Bare.]

The cogent force of nature. Prior.

2. Compelling assent or conviction ; appealing
powerfully to the intellect or moral sense ; not
easily denied or refuted : as, a cogent reason or
argument.
This most cogent proof of a Deity. Bentley.

This way of reasoning was so obvious and cogent that
many, even among the Jews themselves, acknowledged the
force of it. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. v.

cogently (ko'jent-li), adv. In a cogent manner.
COggeif, COgge'^t. A Middle English spelling of
cog^, cog'^.

cogger! (kog'6r), n. [< cog^, n., 3, + -erl.] In
mining, one who builds up the roof-supports or
cogs.

cogger^ (kog'fer), n. [< cogi + -erl.] A flat-

terer; a deceiver; a cheat.

COggeryt (kog'6r-i), n. [< cog^ + -ery.'\ The
practice of cogging or cheating, especially at
dice; trickery; falsehood; knavery.
This is a second false surmise or coggerie of the Jesuits

to keep the ignorant in error.
Bp. Watson, Quodlibets of Religion (ed. 1602), p. 195.

COggie (kog'i), n. [So., dim. of cogS.-i 1. A
small wooden bowl.— 2. The contents of a
cog^e, as porridge, brose, liquor, etc.

cogging! (kog'ing), n. [Verbal n. of cog^, v."]

The practice of cheating by loaded dice.

As to diceing, I think it becommeth best deboshed soul-
diers to play at on the heads of their drums, being only
ruled by hazard, and subject to knavish cogging.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 17.

cogging^ (kog'ing), n. Same as calking^.
COgglei (kog'l), n. [Dim. of cogl.] A small
boat.

COggle^ (kog'l), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. coggled, ppr.

coggling. [E. dial., appar. < coggle^, n., a small
boat, or else var. of cockle'^, move up and
down, as waves: see coggle^ and cocTcle^J] To
move from side to side ; be shaky. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

COggle^ (kog'l), n. [E. dial., appar. dim. of cock^,
a roundish heap, etc. (ef. Sw. dial, kokkel, a
lump of earth), or var. of equiv. cobble'^, q. v.

;

but cf. D. kogel = MHG. kugele, kugel, G. kitgel,

a ball, bowl, globe.] A small round stone;
a cobble. [Prov. Eng.]
COggledy (kog'l-di), a. [Extension of coggly,
OT y&T. ot cocklety.^ Shal^; unstable. [Prov.
Eng.]

Take care of that step-ladder though ; it is cogghdy, as
I observed when you came down.

Miss Edgeworth, Helen, xxv.

cogglestone (kog'l-ston), n. [< coggleS + stone.
Of. cobblestone.'] A cobblestone.
coggly (kog'li), a. [Sc, also spelled cogglie;
< coggle^ + -yi.] Unsteady; unstable.

cogitability (koj"i-ta-biri-ti), n. [= P. cogita-
bilite; < cogitable: see -bility.'] The state or
quality of being cogitable or thinkable

;
possi-

bility of being thought.

Conceptions . . . of whatsoever hath any entity or coi^i-

tability. Cudworth, Morality, iv. 1.

cogitable (koj'i-ta-bl), a. and n. [= P. Sp. cogi-
table, < L. conitabilis, < cogitare, think : see cogi-
tate.] I, a. Capable of being thought ; that may
be apprehended by thinking; thinkable; not
logically absurd.
Creation is cogitable by us only_ as a putting forth of di-

vine power. Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 593.

n. n. Anything capable of being the subject
of thought. Sir W. Hamilton.
COgitabund (koj'i-tar-bund), a. [= Sp. Pg. cogi-
tabundo = It. cogitabondo, < LL. cogitabundus,
thoughtful, < L. cogitare, think: see cogitate.]

Pull of thought; deeply thoughtfid. [Bare.]

1090
Bosch, In a clerical dress, is seated in an easy-chair, cogi-

tabund, with a manuscript open l>efore him.
Southey, The Doctor, cxii.

COgitabundity (koj"i-ta-bun'di-ti), n. [< cogi-
tabund + -ity.] Deep tJioughtfillness. [Humor-
ous.]

cogitate (koj'i-tat), v.; pret. and pp. cogitated,
ppr. cogitating. [< L. cogitatus, pp. of cogitare

(> It. cogitare = Sp. Pg. cogitar = OF. cogiter),

consider, ponder, weigh, think upon, prob. a
contr. (as cogere for *coigere, "coagere) for "co-
igitare, for co-agitare (which occurs later as a
new formation in lit. sense 'shake together'), <

CO-, together, -t- agitare, shake : see co-i and
agitate.] I. intrans. 'To think earnestly or
studiously; reflect; ponder; meditate: as, to
cogitate upon means of escape.
He that calleth a thing into his mind . . . cogitateth and

cousidereth. Bacon, Leaniing.

II. trans. To revolve in the mind ; think about
attentively; meditate on; hence, devise or plan

:

as, he is cogitating mischief.
We . . . did cogitate nothing more than how to satisfy

the parts of a good pastor. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 780.

cogitation (koj-i-ta'shon), n. [In early ME.
cogitaciun, < OP. cogitaciun, cogitacion, F. cogi-

tation = Pr. cogitatio = Pg. cogitagao = It. cogi-

taeione, < L. cogitatio(n-), < cogitare, think: see
cogitate.] 1. The act of cogitating or thinking;
earnest reflection ; meditation; contemplation.

On some great cliarge employ'd
He seem'd, or fix'd in cogitation deep.

Hilton, P. L., iii. 629.

Kound the decaying trunk of human pride,
At morn, and eve, and midnight's solemn hour.
Do penitential cogitations cling.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, i. 21.

Hence— 2. Thatwhich is thought out; apian;
a scheme. [Bare.]
The king, perceiving that his desires were intemperate,

and his cogitations vast and irregular, began not to brook
him well. Bacon, Henry VII,

cogitative (koj'i-ta-tiv), a. [= F. cogitatif =
Sp. Pg. It. cogitativo, < ML. cogitativus, < L. co-
gitatus, pp. of cogitare, think: see cogitate and
-ive.] 1. Having the power of cogitating or
meditating; thinking; reflective: as, cogitative
faculties.— 2. Given to thought or contempla-
tion ; thoughtful.
The earl . . . being by nature somewhat more cog'i^atiyc.

Sir H. Wotton, Parallel between Essex and Buckingham.

cogitatively (koj'i-ta-tiv-li), adv. In a cogita-
tive or thinking manner.
COgitativity (koj"i-ta-tiv'i-ti), n. [< cogitative

+ -ity.] Power of cogitation. [Bare.]
To change death into life, incapacity of thinking inio

COgitativity. W. WoUaston.

COgitO ergo sum (koj'i-to 6r'g6 sum). [L.: co-

gito, 1st pers. sing. pres. ind. act. of cogitare,
think; ergo, therefore; sum, 1st pers. sing. pres.
ind. of esse, be: see cogitate, ergo, and 6ei.] Lit-
erally, I think, therefore I am: the starting-
point of the Cartesian system of philosophy.
See Cartesian.

cogmanf (kog'man), n.; pi. cogmen (-men). [<
cog(ware) + man.] A dealer in or a maker of
cogware.
cognac (ko'nyak), n. [Formerly also cogniac; <
F. cognac : so called from Cognac in France .] 1

.

Properly, a French brandy of superior quality
distilled from wines produced in the neighbor-
hood of Cognac in the department of Charente,
France ; more loosely, any of the brandies of
that department. Hence— 2. In Europe, any
brandy of good quality (this name having su-
perseded the original terms eau-de-vie, brannt-
wein, etc.) ; in the United States, French brandy
in general. See champagne.
Cognac pottery. See pottery.

cognate (kog'nat), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg. eo-
gitado = It. cognato, < L. cognatus, < co-, toge-
ther, -t- *gnatws, old form of natus, bom, pp. of
"gnasci, nasci, be bom: see natal, native. Cf.
agnate, adnate.] I. a. 1. Allied by blood; con-
nected or related by birth ; specifically, of the
same parentage, near or remote, as another.
Hee cognation, 1.— 2. Belated in origin ; trace-
able to the same source

;
proceeding from the

same stock or root; of the same family, in a
general sense: as, cognate languages or dia-
lects; words cognate in origin.— 3. Allied in
nature, quality, or form ; having af&nity of any
kind: as, co<7nate sounds.

Tliere is a ditference between poetry and the cognate
arts of expression, since the former has somewhat less to
do with material processes and elfects.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 3.

In ancient Hellas there were four classes of religious ob-
servance more or less cognate with pilgrimage, though not
in any case identical therewith. Enoyc. Brit., XIX. 91,

cognition

Cognate accusative or objective. See objective.— Cog-
nate notions, in logic .- (a) Notions essentially identical,
and differing only in being conceived by different minds
or l>y the same mind at different times. (6) Any similar
notions.— Cognate propositions, in logic, propositions
having the same sufiject or tlie same predicate.

II. n. [= F. cognat, etc., < L. cognatus, fem.
cognata, n. : see above.] 1. One connected
with another by ties of kindred; specifically,
in the plural, all those whose descent can be
traced from one pair. In its technical use in
Boman law it implied a lawful marriage as the
sopee. See agnate and cognation, 1.— 2. Any-
thing related to another by origin or derivation,
as a language or a word: as, the Latin and
Greek languages are cognates.
COgnateness (kog'nat-nes), n. The state or
relation of being cognate. Coleridge.

COgnati (kog-na'ti), n. pi. [L., pi. of cognatus,
n.: see cognate, a. and «.] Persons related by
birth ; specifically, the descendants of the same
pair. See cognation, 1.

COgnatic (kog-nat'ik), a. [< cognate + -ic; =
F. cognatique = Sp. cogndtico =Pg. cognatico.]
Cognate

;
pertaining to relationship by descent

from one pair. See cognation, 1.

The old Roman law established, for example, a funda-
mental difference between Agnatic and Cognatic relation-
ship, that is, between the Family considered as Ijased upon
common sfibjection to patriarchal authority and the Fam-
ily considered (in conformity with modern ideas) as united
through the mere fact of a common descent. This dis-

tinction disappears in the "law common to all nations."
Maine, Ancient Law (3d Am. ed.), p. 56.

cognation (kog-na'shon), n. [< ME. cognaeioun,
< OF. cognacion, F. cognation = Pr. cognation
= Sp. cognaeion = Pg. cognagSo = It. cogna-
zione, < L. cognatio{n-), < cognatus, kindred:
see connate.] 1. Belationship by descent from
the same pair, including both the male and the
female lines. See agnation.
He that honours his parents . . . will dearly account of

all his relatives and persons of the same cognation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 210.

Cognation is ... a relative term, and the degree of
connexion in blood which it indicates depends on the par-
ticular marriage which is selected as the commencement
of the calculation. If we begin with the marriage of fa-

tlier and mother, Cognation will only express the relation-
ship of brothers and sisters ; if we take that of the grand-
father and grandmother, then uncles, aunts, and their de-
scendants will also be included in the notion of Cognation ;

and following the same process a larger number of Cog-
nates may be continually obtained by choositig the start-
ing point higher and higher up in the line of ascent.

Maine, Ancient Law (3d Am. ed.), p. 142.

2. Affinity by kindred origin.

His cognation with the JSacides and kings of Molossus.
Sir T. Brovme, Misc. Tracts, p. 159.

His [the Lord's] baptism did signify, by a cog^iation to
their usual rites and ceremonies of ablution, and washing
gentile proselytes, that the Jews had so far receded from
their duty . . . that they were in the state of strangers.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 86.

3. Affinity of any kind; resemblance in nature
or character.
He induceth us to ascribe effects unto causes of no cog-

nation. Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err.

cognisability, cognisable, etc. See cogniza-
hility, etc.

COgnita, n. Plural of cognitum.

cognition (kog-nish'on), n. [< ME. cognicion
= F. cognition = Pr. cognicio = Sp. cognicion
(obs.) = It. cognizione, < L. cognitio(n-), know-
ledge, perception, a judicial examination, trial,

< cognitus, pp. of cognoscere, know, < co-, to-

gether, -I- *gnoscere, older form of noscere, =
Gr. yi-yv&aneiv, yvdvai = E. know : see know'^,

and cf. cognize, cognizance, cognizor, cognosce,

comwisseur.] 1. Knowledge, or certain know-
ledge, as from personal view or experience;
perception; cognizance.

This deuyn [divine] was of good cognicion.
And a scoler was of Tholouse certain,

As witnesseith litterall scripture plain.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5981.

Sometime he [Constantine] took, as St. Augustine wit-
nesseth, even personal cognition of them.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 8.

I will not be myself, nor have cognition
Of what I feel ; I am all patience.

Shak., T. and C, v. 2.

2. A mental act or process, or the product of
an act, of the general nature of knowing or
learning, (a) The act of acquiring any sort of idea;
consciousness referring to an object as affecting the sub-
ject ; the objectiflcation of feeling : an act of knowing
in the widest sense, including sensation, imagination, in-

stinct, etc. : in this sense, discriminated as a function of
the mind from feeling and volition.

I frequently employ cognition as a synonym of know-
ledge. Sir W. Hamilton, Sietaph., xxi.

The very facts which lead us to distinguish feeling from
cognition and conation make against the hypothesis that
cousciousness can ever be all feeling.

James Ward, Bncyc. Brit., XX. 4<X



cognition

(6) The formation of a concept, judgment, or argument, or
tliat which is formed; the acquisition of knowledge by
thinking, or the knowledge itself.

The theorj' of coifnitum, on which this ultimate concep-
tion rests, and from which it is developed, may be regard-
ed either as au analysis of experience or as the idea of self-

consciousness. Adavison, Philos. of Kant, p. 143.

(c) A mental representation (the act or the product) which,
by the operation of sensory perception or tliought, is made
to correspond to an external object, though not, it may
be, accurately. The word cognitio was the ordinary scho-
lastic term in this sense. Cognition was occasionally used
by Hobbes, Cudworth, and other writers whose vocabulary
was strongly influenced by the Latin, but is rarely met
with in later English before Hamilton.

All cognitioiu—even the most abstract— are primarily
feelings, ff. H. Leiceg, Probs. of Life and Jlind, 11. iii. § 80.

3. In old Scots late, a process in the Court of
Session by which cases concerning disputed
marches -n-ere determined.— 4t. Same as cog-
nizance, 2.

The bishops were ecclesiastical judges over the presby-
ters, the inferior clergy, and the laity. . . . There was in-
herent in themapowerofcof/ntViort of causes, and coercion
of persons. Jer. Taylor, Works <ed. 1835), IL 206.

Abstractive or speculative cognition. See abstrac-
(iiv,— Actual cognition, adequate cognition. Seethe
adjectives.— Analytical cognition, tlic l.)i;ical dissec-
tion of a notion.— Cognition and sale, in .Scotland, a
process before the Court of .Session, at the instance of a
pupil and his tutors, for obtaining a warrant to sell the
whole or a part of the pupils estate.— Cognition and
saslne. in Scotland, a form of entering an heir in bur-
gage property.- Condition Of cognition. See cnndi-
«(/«.- Empirical cognition, an act of learning from
experience, or the knowledge so obtained.—Enigmati-
cal cognition, alistractive cognition, especially of God :

so called in allusion t^) 1 Cor. xiii. 12, '*>'ow we see in
a mirror, darkly"; in the Vulgate, "Videmus nunc per
speculum in aenigmate."- Essential cognition*, God's
knowledge as belonging to him essentially.—Form Of
cognition. See form.— Habitual cognition. See ha-
bitiuil kiUiwUdge, under kiw>rle(l;ie.— Historical cogni-
tion, knowledge of facts. — Immaterial cognition, an
act of acquiring knowledge without the aid of the hodily
organs, whether of the peripheral senses or of tlie brain.
—Infused cognition, the direct eornniimirut inn. )fktiow-
ledge from on high.— Intellective cognition, k 1

1

h « i edge
from reasrju and not from sense.— Intellectual cogni-
tion. (7) Knowledge by the understanding, (b) Cogni-
tion hy direct insight, and not by ratiocination.— Intui-
tive cognition, (a) Knowl edge by immediate ex[>erience.

(6) Present perception of an object, with consciousness of
it as an object.— Material cognition, an act of learning
by means of the bodily <irgans, that is, the senses or the
brain.— Matter of cognition. See »«<i«fr.—Matutinal
cognition*, the eugnitioM of things in the Divine Word:
so called betuH.se the angels were said to have this kind
of knowledge in the morning. —Medium Of cognition.
.See »n»</?i(/;i,— Meritorious cognition, knowK.ige at-
tained liy the practice of virtue —Mixed cognition, a
cognition partly a priori, partly a pr.»teri..ri.— Natural
cognition, cognition by means of the senses and reason,
without miraculous assistance.— Noctumal COgnitiont,
that knowledge of God which beloni;s ti. the ihvils and
which does not partake of the divhie light.— Particular
cognition. See partirular. — Philosophical cognition.
See p/a7om;)/iiVn(. — Practical cognition. (a)KnoMledge
of what ought to be — that is, of what is demaniled by the
moral law: opposed to //o'f>n7/-vii coy/o'/noi, or knowledge
of what is. (//) Knowledge more or less readily capable of
practical application : opposed to ti,fruhitirf or m-tni,h<i»i-
cal cofjnifion, which is either inrapaldc or not readily ciiiKi-
ble of such application.— Proper cognition*, tliec ogiu-
tion of an object in its i)«^culiar es.srn ce.— Pure cognition,
in the philosophy of Kant, cognition of an object so far as it

is deternlinid by the laws of the faculty of representation.
-Rational cognition, cognition a priori, from reason.—
Sensitive cognition, knowledge by the senses —Sin-
gular cognition. See »i/wii/<ir.— SjTnbolical cogni-
tion. See '^iiiitfinlirM kw>irb:ilfi'\ under kH<»'t,'il^,,\ Syn-
thetical cognition, cognition by a sjiitbesis of :iotion8,
not a m.n- analysis of them,— Theoretical cognition.
See t/i'->r>''i,-al kii">r!.->l'rf, under knotrle'bip. -Theory Of
cognition, a mixed i>sychological and logical aivourit of
how the mind is able to attain to kno»le<lge. showing
what kinds of truth ami certaintv are possil.le and what
kinds are impossible.— Universjil cognition, cognition
of an ohic.-t !is one of a cbiss,

cognitionibus admittendis (kog-nish-i-on'i-
bus ad-mi-ten'dis). [L., for or of making
acknowledgment : rot/nitionihus, abl. pi. of eog-
»iiHo(n-), acknowledgment; admittendis, abl.pl.
of admitlcndus, ger. of admittere, admit: see
cognition and admit.'] In old Eng. law, a writ,
named from its characteristic phrase, requir-
ing a magistrate to certify to the Court of Com-
mon I^leas fines that he had taken and neglect-
ed to roport.

cognitive (kog'ni-tiv), a. [< L. cognitm (see
cognition) + -ire; =F. cognitif.'] 1. Capable of
cognition; learning; knowing.

Ciirmitii" power, or conccptive, the power of knowing
or conceiving. Hobbes, Human Sat., 1.

2. Pertaining to cognition: as, the cognitive
faculties.
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The question of the' Primvm Cognitum ... is not in-

volved in the doctrine of Nominalism.
Sir W, Uainilton, Metaph., xxxvi.

COgnizability (kog"ni- or kon'i-za-bil'i-ti), n.

[< coyni::able: see -bility.] The quality of be-
ing cognizable. Also spelled cognisaMittj.
cognizable (kog'ni- or kon'i-za-bl), a. [For-
merly also connxtsable, conusdhle ; < OF. co-
gnoisable, a sophisticated form of *conoisahle,
connoissable, B. connaissable, < OF. eonoistre, F.
connaltrc, < L. cognoscere, know: see cognition,
and cf. cognizance.] 1. Capable of being cog-
nized, known, perceived, or apprehended: as,
the causes of many phenomena are not cogniza-
ble by the«enses.
Xo articulate sound is cognisable until the Inarticulate

sounds which go to make it up have been learned.
//. Spencer, Education, p. 130.

2. Capable of being subjected to judicial ex-
amination in a court ; within the scope of the
jm-isdictiou ; capable of being, or liable to be,
heard, tried, and determined.

I last winter erected a court of justice for the correct-
ing of several enormities in dress and behaviour, which
are not cognizable in any other courts of this realm.

Addison, Institution of the Court.

The canonists affirm that a suit may be brought in the
ecclesiastical court for every matter which is not co,7ni-
gable in the courts of secular law, and for a great many
matters which are so cognviable.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 316.

Also spelled cognisable.

cognizably (kog'ni- or kon'i-za-bli), adv. In a
cognizable manner. Also apelledcognisably.
cognizance (kog'ni- or kon'i-zans) [For-
merly also cmmusance, conusance; < ME. cog-
nisaiwce, conoissancf, conisance, conysshaunce,
konichauns, etc., < OF. cognoisance, connoissancc,
conoisance, cunoisancc, etc. (mod. F. connais-
sance), < conoissant, ppr. of cotioistre, conostre,
etc., < L. cognoscere, know: see cognition, and
cf. cognizable, connoisseur.] 1. Knowledge or
notice; perception; observation: now chiefly
in the phrase take cognizance.

Lady, of my name ye haue conygance.
Rom. of Fartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 404.

In China, the Emperor himself takt» cognizance of all
the doctors in the kingdom who profess authorship.

GMtmith, Citizen of the World, xxix.

It is the simple truth that I did take cognisance of
strange sights and singular people.

0. W. Holmet, Old Vol. of Life, p. 18.

2. In law : (a) The exercise of jurisdiction ; a
taking of authoritative notice, as of a cause.
The Court of King's Bench has original jurisdiction and

cognizance of all actions of trespass vi et armis.
Blackstonc.

Tlie senate [of Lucerne] has cognizance of all criminal
causes. J. Adame, Works, IV. 338.

(6) Acknowledgment; admission, as a plea
admitting the fact alleged in the declaration;
a fine sur conusance de droit, (c) A plea in re-
plevin, that defendant holds the goods in the
right of another as his bailiff or servant. See
avowry.— 3. (a) Any badge borne to facilitate
recognition,

cognoscente

com. term, -ize (as if from cognizance, cogniza-
ble, regarded as cognize + -ance, -able). Cf. rec-
ognize, agnize, and cogno.ice, and see cognizance,
etc.] To make an object of cognition orthought;
perceive; become conscious of; know. Also
spelled cognise.

It would also be convenient, ... for psychological pre-
cision and emphasis, to use the word to cognize in connec-
tion with its noun cognition. . . . But in this instance the
necessity is not strong enough to warrant our doing what
custom has not done. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxi.

Consciously to know a thing, that is, to cognize it. Ani-
mals know objects, but do not cognize them.

Kant, Logic (tr. by Abbott).

COgnizee (kog-ni- or kon-i-ze'), n. [< cogniz- in
cogniz-ance + -eel.] In old law, one in whose
favor a fine of land was levied. Also spelled
eognisee.

COgnlzor (kog'ni- or kon'i-zor), n. [Formerly
also connusor, conusor; < cogniz- in cogniz-ance
+ -or.] In old law, the party who levied a fine
of land. Also spelled cognisor.

cognomen (kog-no'men), n. [< L. cognomen, <
CO-, together, + "gnomen, old form otnomen =
E. name, q. v. Cf. agnomen, jwenomen, noun,
2)ronoun, renown.] 1. A surname; a distin-
guishing name ; specifically, the last of the three
names by which a Roman of good family was
known, indicating the house to which he be-
longed. See name.
A surname, a cognomen, is an addition to the personal

name, which is given in order to distinguish its bearers
from others of the same name.

E. A. Freeman, Hist. Norman Conquest, V. 377.

2. Loosely, a name, whether a given name, sur-
name, or distingidshing epithet. [Colloq.]

I repeated the name (Priscillaj to myself three or four
times : . . . this quaint and prim cognomen . . . amal-
gamated itself with my idea of the girl.

Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, iv.

COgnominaU (kog-nom'i-nal), a. and n. [< L.
cognominis, adj., having tHe same name (< co-,
together, + *gnomen, nomen: see cognomen),

+

-al.] I. a. Having the same name.
H. n. One who bears the same name ; a name-

Nor the dogfish at sea much more make out the dog cf
the land, than his cognominal or namesake in the heavens.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

cognominal^ (kog-nom'i-nal), a. [< cognomen
(-min-) + -al. Cf. cognominal^.] Pertaining to
a cognomen or surname. Bp. Pearson.
COgnominantt (kog-nom'i-nant), a. [< L. cog-
nominan(t-)s, ppr. of cognoni'inare : see cognomi-
nate.] Having one and the same name.
COgnominate (kog-nom'i-nat), V. t.

;
pret. and

pp. cognominated, ppr. cognominating [< L.
cognominatus, pp. of cognominare, furnish with
a surname, < cognomen, a surname: see cogno-
men.] To give a cognomen or surname to;
nickname.
Under this eminent man, whom in Greek I cognominated

Cyclops diphr^lates (Cyclops the charioteer).
De Quincey, Eng. Mail Coach.

i,„,„rrf™ „ . I ^iT V'" '","'™'"ft'9" ?f systematic cOgnomlnate (kog-nom'i-nat), a. [< L. coqno-
herahlry,. nobles and lea.iers adopted snnple bearn.gs to ,„i,u,t„., pp. : see the verb.] Being or used as

a cognomen or surname ; sumamed, or having
a cognomen.
COgnomination (kog-nom-i-na'shon), n. [< h.
cognominatio{n-), < cognominare : see cognomi-

be depicted upon a pennon or a shield, and the earliest
heraldry was little more than the classification of these.
Later, since no parts of the arms proper could be Iwme
but by those who had a legal right to them, with the ex-
ception of heralds and pursuivants, some emblem was
adopted aa a cognizance which could be worn by all the
retainers of a noble house. See bwtgel.

sif i enconntre with this knijt that this kare worcheth.
How schal i him knowe what konichauns here he here?

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3S«D.

It is the proper cognizance of Mahometanism, by Are
and sword to maintain their cause.

Jer. Taijlur, Works (ed. 1835), II. 10,";.

(6) In her., the armorial surcoat, or the crest,
when worn, as being the only means by which
a man in complete armor could be recognized.
May the Winged Horse, your ancient badge and coc/ni-

sance, still llourish

!

Lamt>, Old Benchers.

Also spelled cognisance.
Claiming conusance, in law, assertion of the right of
cxclnsive jurisdiction.

cognizant (kog'ni- or kon'i-zant), a. [Formerly
also connnsant, conusant; ult.' < OF. conoissant,
ppr. : see cognizance.] 1. Having cognizance
or knowledge : with of.
Now the memory has so far regained Its dominion, that,

in some measure, I am cognizant of ray state.

Poe, Tales, L 3.m

nate.] A surname; a name given by way of
distinction : as, Alexander the Great.
Therefore Christ gave him the cognomination of Cephas.

Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, § 7.

COgnomine (kog-nom'i-ne), adv. [L., abl. of
cognomen, cognomen.] By cognomen.
cognosce (kog-nos'), v.

;
pret. and pp. cognosced,

ppr. cognoscing. [< L. cognoscere, become ac-
quainted with, know: see cognition, and cf.

cognize.] I. trans. In Scots law, to inquire in-
to or investigate, often in order to giving judg-
ment in a cause.
n. intrans. To adjudicate

;
pronounce judg-

ment. [Scotch.]

Doth it belong to us ... to cognosce upon bis [the
king's] actions, or limit his pleasure?

Drummond, Speech, May 2, 1639.

COgnoscencet (kog-nos'ens), ». [< NL. cogno-
scentia, < L. cognoscen(i-)s, ppr. of cognoscere,
know: see cognition.] Knowledge; the act or
state of knowing. Dr. H. More.

Thinking (employing that term as comprehending all
our cognitive energies) is of two kinds.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 578.

cognitum (kog'ni-tum), «. ; pi. cognita (-ta).
[L., neiit. of cognitits: see cognition'.] An ob-

,^>n ™7corhmsnl^:'"?haTmtrtThrm?nd^^come^ *^°P?^'=«,?*?'
^OnOSCente (It. pron. ko-nyo- kd

cognitant of lt« own existence. J. D. Morell.

2. In law, competent to take legal or judicial
notice, as of a cause or a crime.
Also spelled cognisant.

ject of cognition— Prlmum "cognitum, tlie first COgnize (kog'niz)^ ». t.; pret. and pp. cognized,
thing or kind of thing known in the order of learning. ppr. cognizing, [< li. cognoscere, know, with ao-

no-shen'te), «. ;
pi. cognoscenti, conoscenti (-ti).

[It., prop, conosceiite, prop. ppr. of conoscere,
< L. cognoscere, know: see cognition.] A con-
noisseur : most used in the plural.

Ask a person of the most refined musical taste, an abso-
lute cognoscente, if you please.

W. Mason, Eng. Church Mustek, p. 77.



cognoscibility

COgnoscibility (kog-uos-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< cogiios-

cthle: see -bility.'] The quality of being cog-
noseible. [Bare.]

The coffnoscibiiity of God is manifest.
Barrotc, Tlie Creed.

COgnoscible (kog-nos'i-bl), a. [< LL. cognosci-

bilis, < L. cognoscere, know : see cognosce and
cognition.'] 1. Capable of being known.

Neither can evil be known, l)ecause wliatsoever is truly
eognoscibie is good and true.

Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. 1836), I. 723.

2. Liable or subject to judicial investigation.

No external act can pass upon a man for a crime that is

not COgnoscible. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 313.

COgnoSCitivet (kog-nos'i-tiv), a. [Irreg. < L.
cognoscere, know (see cognise, cognosce), + -it-ive.

The reg. form is cognitive.] Having the power
of knowing ; cognitive.

An innate coffiioncitive power. Cudtvorth, Morality, iv. 1.

cognovit (kog-no'vit), n. [L., lit. he has ac-

knowledged, 3d pers. sing. perf. ind. of cogno-
scere, know, recognize : see cognition.] Inlaw,
an acknowledgment or confession by a defen-
dant that the plaintiff's cause, or a part of it, is

just, wherefore the defendant, to save expense,
suffers judgment to be entered without trial.

More fully written cognovit actionem.

cog-rail (kog'ral), n. A rack or rail provided
w^th cogs, placed between the rails of a rail-

road-track, to enable a locomotive provided
with cogged driving-gear to draw trains up ac-
clivities too steep for ordinary methods of trac-

tion.

The rack or cog-rail in the middle of the track is made
of two angle-irons which have between tliem cogs of one-
and-a-quarter-inch iron, accurately rolled to uniform size.

Science, III. 415.

COgrediency (ko-gre'di-en-si), n. [< cogredient

:

see -cncy. ] In math., tlie relation of cogredient
sets of variables.

cogredient (ko-gre'di-ent), a. [< co-^ + 'gre-

dient, the form in comp. (cf. ingredient, and L.

congredien(t-)s, ppr. of congredi, come together

:

see congress) oigradient,<. L. gradien(t-)s, ppr. of

gradi, go : see gradient, grade.] Literally, eom-
mg together : in math., said of a system of vari-

ables subject to undergo linear transformations
identical with those of another system of varia-

bles. Thus, if when the variables x, y are transformed
by the formulas

X = a^ + hi)

y = ci + dri,

another set of variables, x', y", is simultaneously trans-

formed by the formulas

x' = aC + bri

y" = cl + di,

then the two sets are said to Ije cogredient.

co-guardian (ko-giir'di-an), n. [< co-1 + guar-
dian.] A joint guardian. Kent.

cogue, n. and r. See cog'^.

COgware (kog'war), n. [Etym. unknown. Cf.

cogman.] A coarse narrow cloth like frieze,

mentioned in the reign of Richard II. and used
by the lower classes in England up to the six-

teenth century.

cog-wheel (kog'hwel),
n. A wheel having
teeth or cogs, used in

transmitting motion
by engaging the cogs
of another similar wheel or of a rack ; a geared
wheel, or a gear. The direction of the transmitted mo-
tion is determined by the position and angle of the circle

of cogs. Cog-wheels include rag- or sprocket- and lantern-

wheels, and are classirted as spur-, bevel-, and crown-
wheels, according to the position of the cogs. .See these
words.— Cog-wheel respiration. Same as cogged breatli-

sound (which see, under breath-soiuvl).

cog-wood (kog'wiid), n. [< cog^ + wood^.] A
valuable timber-tree of Jamaica, which is im-
perfectly known botanically. It has been re-

ferred to Geanothus Chloroxylon.

cohabit (ko-hab'it), V. i. [= P. cohabiter = Sp.
Pg. cohahitar = It. coabitare, < LL. cohabitare,

< L. CO-, together, + habitare, dwell: see co-1

and habit, v., and cf. inhabit.] If. To dwell to-

gether ; inhabit or reside in company or in the
same place or country.

That mankind hath very sti-ong bounds to cohabit and
concur in, other than mountains and hills, during his life.

Donne, Letters, xxxvii.

I do easily believe that peace, and patience, and a calm
content did cohabit in the cheerful heart of Sir Henry
Wotton. T. Walton, Complete Angler, p. ^•>'A.

Specifically— 2. To dwell or live together as
husband and wife : often with reference to per-

sons not legally married, and usually, but not
always, implying sexual intercourse.

Cog-wheel (Spur-wheel).
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The law supposes that husband and wife cohabit to-
gether, even after a voluntary separation has taken place
between them. Bouvier.

cohabitant (ko-hab'i-tant), n. [< LL. cohahi-
tan(t-)s, ppr. of cohabitare, dwell together: see
cohabit.] One who dwells with another or in
the same place.

No small number of the Danes became peaceable cohab-
itants with the Saxons in England.

Raleigh, Hist. World, iii. 28.

cohabitation (ko-hab-i-ta'shonj, n. [= F. co-

habitation = Sp. cohabitacion = Pg. cohabitacSo
= It. coabitazione, < LL. cohabitatio(n-), < colia-

bitare, pp. cohabitatus, dwell together : see co-
habit.] It. The act or state of (^welling to-

gether or in the same place.

A cohabitation of the spirit with flesh.

Dr. H. More, Conjectnra Cabalistica, p. 218.

To this day [1722] they have not any one place of cohab-
itation among them that may reasonably bear the name
of a town. Beverley, Virginia, i. ^ 54.

2. The state of dwelling or living together as
husband and wife: often with reference to per-
sons who aref not legally married, and usually,
but not always, implying sexual intercourse.

cohabitert (ko-hab'i-t6r), n. A cohabitant.

Cohabiters of the same region.
Hobbes, tr. of Thucydides, iv.

coheir (ko-ar' ), n. [_<.co-''- + heir, after L. coheres,

cohwres, < co-, together, + heres, hceres, > ult. E.
heir.] A joint heir; one who has, or has a right
to, an equal or a definite share in an inheri-

tance with another or others.

I am a queen, and co-heir to this country.
The sister to the mighty Ptolemy.

Fletcher (arid another). False One, ii. 3.

The heir was not necessarily a single person. A group
of persons, considered in law as a single unit, might suc-
ceed as co-heirs to the inheritance.

Maine, Ancient Law (3d Am. ed.), p. 176.

coheiress (ko-ar'es), «. [<. co-^ + heiress. See
coheir.] A joint heiress ; a female who shares
equally or definitely in an inheritance.

cohere (ko-her'), V. i.; pret. and pp. cohered,
jjpr. cohering. [Formerly also cohiere, < L. co-

liarere, stick together, < co-, together, + hcerere,

pp. hwsus, stick, cleave: see hesitate, and cf. ad-
here, inhere.] 1. To stick, or stick together;
cleave; be united; hold fast, as one thing to
another, or parts of the same mass, or two sub-
stances that attract each other.

Cohesion is manifested by two surfaces of glass, which,
if groinid exceedingly smooth and placed in contact, will

cohere firmly. A. Daniell, Prin. of Phys.
,
p. 229.

2. To be well connected or coherent; follow
regularly in the natural or logical order; be
smted in connection, as the parts of a dis-

course, or as arguments in a train of reason-
ing.— 3. To suit; be fitted; agree.

Had time coher'd with place, or place with wishing.
Shak., M. forM., ii. 1.

coherence, coherency (ko-her'ens, -en-si), n.

[= F. coherence = Sp. Pg! cohe'rencia"= It. co-

erenza, < L. cohwrentia, < cohceren{t-)s, ppr. of
cohterere, stick together: see cohere, coherent.]

1. The act or state of cohering; a sticking or
cleaving of one thing to another, or of parts of
the same body to each other, or a cleaving to-

gether of two bodies, as by the force of attrac-

tion. [In this sense colwsion is more common.]
Wlien two pieces of wood have remained in contact and

at rest for some time, a second force besides friction re-

sists their separation ; the wood is compressible, the sur-

faces come closely into contact, and the coherence due to

this cause must be overcome before motion commences.
R. S. Ball, Exper. ilechanics, p. 70.

This view of the nature of the labellum explains its large
size, . . . and especially the maimer of its coAerence to the
column, unlike that of the other petals.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 238.

The United States to-day cling together with a coherency
far greater than the cohereneu of any ordinary federatioli

or league. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 91).

2. Suitable connection or dependence, proceed-
ing from the natural relation of parts or things
to each other, as in the parts of a discourse or
of any system ; consistency.

Little needed the Princes and potentates of the earth,
which way soever the Gospel was spread, to study ways
how to make a coherence between the Churches politic and
theirs. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

coherent (ko-her'ent), a. [= F. coherent=: Sp.
Pg. coheren'te = It. coerente, < L. cohwren(t-)s,

ppr. of cohcerere, stick together, cohere : see co-

here.] 1. Sticking, or sticking together ; cleav-
ing, as the parts of a body, solid or fluid, or as
one body or substance to another; adhesive.

Consequently when insects visit the flowers of either
form . . . they will get their foreheads or proboscides
well dusted with the coherent pollen.

Darioin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 96.

cohesive

The lower angle of each frustule is coherent to the mid-
dle of the next one beneath.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 292.

2. Connected ; consistent ; having a natural or
due agreement of parts ; consecutive ; logical

:

said of things: as, a coherent discourse.
An unerring eye for that fleeting expression of the moral

features of character, a perception of which alone makes
the drawing of a coherent likeness possible.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 125.

From the earliest times that men began to form any co-
herent idea of it [the world] at all, they began to guess in
some way or otlier how it was that it all began, and how
it was all going to end. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 191.

3. Observing due order, connection, or arrange-
ment, as in thinking or speaking ; consistent

;

consecutive : said of persons.
A coherent thinker and a strict reasoner is not to be

made at once by a set of rules. Watts, Logic.

4. Suited; fitted; adapted; agreeing.
Instruct my daughter how she shall persever.
That time and place, with this deceit so lawful,
May prove coherent. Shak., All's Well, iii. 7.

5. In J)ot., sometimes used for connate.

coherentinc (ko-her-en-tif'ik), a. [Irreg. < L.
cohairen{t-)s, coherent, -I- -ficus, < facere, make.]
Causing coherence. [Rare.]
Cohesive or coherentific force. Coleridge.

coherently (ko-her'ent-Ii), adv. In a coherent
manner ; with due connection or agreement of
parts ; with logical sequence.

It is a history in which none of the events follow one
another coherently. Buckle, Civilization, I. iii,

COheritor (ko-her'i-tor), n. [< co-1 -|- heritor.]

A joint heritor or heir ; a coheir.

Are a new Calvary and a new Pentecost in reserve for
these coheritors of the doom to become coheritors of the
blessedness reserved for the human "sons of perdition "?

A'. A. Rev., CXXVI. 342.

COhesibility (ko-he-zi-bil'i-ti), n. [< cohesible:
see -bility.] The tendency to unite by cohe-
sion ; eohesiveness. [Rare.]
cohesible (ko-he'zi-bl), a. [< L. cohiesm, pp. of
cohcerere, cohere, + -ibte.] Capable of cohe-
sion; cohesive. [Rare.]
cohesion (ko-he'zhon), n. [= F. cohesion = Sp.
cohesion = "Pg. cohesao = It. coesione, < L. as if

*coha'sio(n-), < cohcerere, pp. coha^sus, stick to-
gether: see cohere.] 1. The act or state of co-
hering, uniting, or sticking together ; specifical-
ly, in phys., the state in which, or the force by
which, the molecules of the same material are
bound together, so as to form a continuous ho-
mogeneous mass. This force acts sensilily at insensi-
ble distances— that is, when the particles of matter which
it unites are placed in apparent contact. At insensible dis-
tances it is a much greater, at sensible distances a much
smaller, force than gravitation, so that it does not follow
the law of variation of the latter. It unites the particles
of a homogeneous body, and is ttms distinguished from
adhesion, which takes place between the molecules of dif-

ferent masses or substances, as between fluids and solids,

and from chemical attraction, which unites the atoms of a
molecule together. The power of cohesion in a body is es-
timated by the force necessary to pull its parts asunder.
In general, cohesion is most powerful among the particles
of solid bodies, weaker among those of fluids, and least of
all, or entirely wanting, in elastic fluids, as air and gases.
Hardness, softness, tenacity, elasticity, malleability, duc-
tility, and in crj'stJiUized bodies cleavage, are to be con-
sidered properties dependent upon cohesion. The most
powerful influence which tends to diminish cohesion is

heat, as sliown in the change of a solid to a liquid, or of a
liquid to a gas, which is effected by it. See gas and liquid.

2. In bot., the congenital union of one part with
another, if the parts are similar, as two stamens, their
union is specifically called coalescence ; if dissimilar, as
calyx and ovary, it is styled adnation.

3. Connection; dependence; aflfinity; coher-
ence. [Now rare in this sense.]

Ideas that have no natural cohesion. Locke.

The greatest strength of that prevailing Faction [t!»e

Romish religion] lies in the close union and cohesion of all

the parts together. Stillingjieet, Sermons, II. i.

Cohesion figures, a class of figures produced by the at-

traction of hquids for other li({uids or solids with which .

they are in contact, and divided into sur.face, stibinersion,

breath, and electric cohesion figures. It was found by C.

Tomlinson, an English physicist, that a drop of liquid, as
of oil or alcohol, spreads itself out on the surface of water
always in a definite figure, the figure diifering with each
fluid dropped on the water ; and he suggested that this

nught be employed as a test for oils, etc. The same prin-

ciple holds true with regard to liquids wliich, from gi-eater

specific gravity, sink slowly to the bottom in water, each
liquid submerged forming a definite figure peculiar t*> it-

self. Breath figures are produced by putting a drop of
the liquid to be examined on a slip of mica and breathing
on it, when again each fiuid takes a distinct characteristic
shape. Electric cohesion figures are produced by electrify-

ing drops of various liquids placed on a plate of glass.

—

Ma^etic cohesion, that power by which two magnetic
hodu'S adhere togetlier, as iron to a piece of lodestone.

cohesive (ko-he'siv), a. [= Sp. Pg. cohcsiro, <

L. co/ia'«H«, pp. of coAoTcre, cohere.] 1. Char-
acterized bv, causing, or concerned in cohesion
or the quality of adhering together, literally

or figuratively: as, cohesive fotce.



cohesive
The Tory party is far more cuhesioe thaii the Liberal

party, far more obedient to its leaders, far less disposed
to breals into sections, each of ivhicli thinks and acts for'"" Sew Princeton Jiev., III. 60,
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itaelf.

2. Having the property of eohesiou ; capable
of cohering or sticking; having a tendency to
unite and to resist separation : as, a cohesive
substance.

The nests are built of strong cohesiix clay.
Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, ii. 6.

cohesively (ko-he ' siv-li), adv. In a cohesive
manner; with cohesion.
cohesiveness (ko-he'siv-nes), n. The quality
of being cohesive; the tendency to unite by
cohesion; cohesibility.

COhibitt (ko-hib'it), V. t. [< L. cohibitus, pp. of
cohibere (> Sp. Pg. cohibir), hold together, con-
line, restrain, < co-, together, + habere, hold:
see habit, and ef. (xlhibit, inhibit, prohibit.'] To
restrain; check; hinder.

It was scarce possible to eohibit people's talk.
RiMjer Sorlh, Lord Guilford, I. 29S.

cohibitiont (ko-hi-bish'on), «. [= F. cohibition
= Sp. cohibicUm = Pg" cohibi^ao, < LL. cohi-
bitio(n-), < L. cohibere, restrain: see exhibit.]
Hindrance; restraint. North. [Bare.]

COhibitort (ko-hib'i-tor), n. [< eohibit + -or.]
One who restrains.

cohobate (ko'ho-bat), i;. t.; pret. and pp. coAo-
biiteU, ppr. cohobating. [< ML. cohobatm, pp.
of cohobare (> F. cohober = Sp. Pg. cohobur),
redistil; prob. of Ar. origin.] In phar., to re-
distil from the same or a similar substance, as
a distilled liquid poured back upon the matter
remaining iu the vessel, or upon another mass
of similar matter.
The coholjated water of rue can never be sufficiently rec-

ommended for the cure of the falling sickness, the hysteric
passion, for expelling poison, and promoting of sweat and
perspiration. />. siiau; Chemistrj-, xvi.

COhobation (ko-ho-ba'shon), M. [= F. cohoba-
tioH = Sp. cohobaeion = fg. cohobugao, < ML. as
if *cohobatio(n-), < cohobare, redistil: see coho-
bate.] The operation of cohobating.

Sub. What's coAo6a/io«.^
^o"- Tis the pouring on

Your a<|iia regis, and then drawing him off,
To the trine circle of the seven spheres.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, li. 1.

COhobator (ko'ho-ba-tor), n. [< cohobate + -or.]A device in which or by means of which coho-
bation is effected.

echoes (ko-hoz'), «. A name given to the sal-
mon by the half-breeds of British Columbia.
COhog (ko'hog), n. [Amer. Ind.] The round
clam, leniui mercenaria. Also quahog, quahaug.
The more costly beads [in wampum) come from the lar-

gest shells of the Quahaug or Cnhog, a welk.
Scheie de Vere, Americanisms, p: 29.

cohoot, cohowt, «. A kind of petrel, probably
a shearwater of the genus Piiffmus.
TheCohow is so called from his voice, a night bird, be-

ing all day hid in the Kocks.
S. Clarke, Four English Plantations (1670), p. 22.

Cohom, II. See coehorn.
cohort (ko'hdrt), w. [= F. cohorte = Sp. Pg
cohorte = It. coorte = D. G. Dan. kohorte = Sw.
kohort, < L. cohor(t-)s, a cohort, division of an
army, company, train, retinue of attendants,
any multitude, prop, a multitude inclosetl,
being the same word as cohor{t-)s, often contr.
cor(t-)s, a place inclosed, an inclosure, yard,
pen, court, > ult. E. court, q. v.] 1. In Bom
antiq., an infantry division of the legion, insti-
tuted as a regular body by Marius, though the
name was used before his time with a less defi-
nite signification. Its original strength was 300 men
but, the cohort becoming the tactical unit of the army the
ellectlve number was raised almost immediately to 500 or
perhaps to 600, and remained practically the same until
the end of the eniimc The name was also given to Ijodles
of auxiliary troops of the same strength, not necessarily
organized mU, legions, and distinguished either according
to nationality or according to their arm, as cohortet fundi-
torum.tlie sUngera; cohorts sagUtariorum, ibe bowmen
see legion.

They kept
. . twelve Pnetorian and Urban CohoHe in

the citie of RnuK. C„n,al, Crudities, I. 71.

Hence— 2. A band or body of warriors in gen-
eral. °

With him the cohort bright
Of watchful cherubim. Milton, P. L., xl. 127.

The Assyrian came down like a wolf on the foldAnd his cohorta were gleaming in purple and gold.
Byron, Destruction of Sennacherib.

3. In some systems of botanical and zoological
classification, a large group of no definitely

tw»tn ?^f ,;
'" ?"<•''«> it '" >i«iially intcrmeiliate be-tween a family and an order: in iKjtany it is usually agrade next higher than an order, but inferior to a cliUsAUiance baa been used in the botanical sense.

COhortationt (ko-hor-ta'shon), n. [< L. cohor-
tatio(ti-}, < e^hortare, pp. cohortatus, exhort, <
CO-, together, + hortari, exhort: see hortatioii,
and cf. exhort, dehort.] Exhortation; encour-
agement. E. Phillips, 1706.

cohortative (ko-h6r'ta-tiv), a. and n. [< NL.
cohortativus, < L. cohortatus, pp. of cohortari,
encourage, etc.: see cohortation.] I. a. In
Heb. gram., noting exhortation or encom-age-
inent. Applied to a tense which is a lengthened form of
the imperfect (otherwise known as the future) tense, lim-
ited almost entirely to the first person, and generally
capable of being rendered by prefixing 'let me' or 'let
us to the verb. Sometimes called the paragoc/ie future
becaiise formed by the addition of a paragogic letter (H().
n. n. The cohortative tense.

cohosh (ko-hosh'), H. [Amer. Ind.] A namem the United States of several plants which
have been used medicinally, (a) cimici/,u,a race-
mom, the black cohosh, (b) Actaa spicata, var. rubra
and A. alba, respectively the red and the white cohosh
See cut under Actaa. (c) Caulophytlum thalictroides, the
blue cohosh.

cohowt, H. See cohoo.
coif (koif), w. [Early mod. E. also quoif, quife;
< ME. coif, coyfe, < OF. coife, coiffe, F. coiffe= Sp. cofia = Pg. coifa = It. cuffla, < ML. cofia,
copta, cofa (> Pr. cofa), cuphia, etc., prob. <
MHG. kuffe, kitpfe, OHG. chuppa, chuppha, a
cap worn under the helmet, < OHG. ciiuph
choph, MHG. G. kopf, the head: see c<>pl, cup.]
1. A cap fitting close to the head, and con-
forming to its shape. The name is especially given
to the following head-coverings worn during the middle
ages: (o) A cap resembling a modern night-cap, tied un-
der the chin, and represented as worn by both sexes both
in and out of doors, in the chase and other active occupa-
tions, as early as the twelfth century.
Within the Castle were six Ladies cloathed in Russet-

Satin, laid all over with Leaves of Gold ; on their Heads
Cot/a and Caps of Gold. Baker, Chronicles (1610), p. •256.

(6) A cap like the calotte or skull-cap, usually of lawn
retained until the eommon introduction of the wig espe-
cially as the head-dress of barristers.

'

They cared ffor no coyffes that men of conrt vsyn.
But nieved many maters that man neuer thouste.

Richard the Bedeless, iii. 820.
Sergeants at law . . . are called sergeants of the coif

from the lawn coi/ they wear on their heads under their
caps when they are created. Jacob, Law Diet. (17'29).

(c) A skull-cap of leather or of stuff, apparently wadded
made of many thicknesses, or provided with a thickened
run or edge (see hmrrelet), worn under the camail to pre-
vent the links of the chain-mail from wounding the head
when struck, or U> prevent the heavy steel headpiece from
pressing too heavily upon the head.
2. Figuratively, the calling or rank of a barris-
ter: as, a brother of the coif. Addison.
The readers in the Inns of Court appear to have been

grave professors of the law, often enjoying the dignity of
the coif, and selected for their learning and legal acquire-
"""'«• S. and Q., 7th ser.. III. 83.

3. In armor: (a) A cap of chain-mail or of
bezanted or scale armor, usually distinct from
the camail, and worn over it as an additional
defense, or to cover the top of the head when
the camail reached only about to the ears.
Also called coif of mail, cap of mail, mail coif,
and coiffe-<le-maille8. (b) The camail itself, (c)
A skull-cap of steel, worn over the camail, or
perhaps in some cases worn under the camail,
or mail coif. Also called coif ofplate, coiffe-de-
fer, cerveliere, and secret.—'^. A light cap of
lace, worn by women at the present day.
She was clad in a simple rolie of linen, with a white fichu

and a coiffe or head-dress of lace.

Fortnightly Jiev., N. S., XLII. 288.

Coif Of maU. Same as coi/, 3 (a).—-Coif Of plate. Same
as W, 8 (c).~To take or receive the coif, to be admit-
ted to the bar. [Eng.J

I am not sure as to the particular inn with which he
[Densylll was associated, but he received the coif in Mi-
cliaclmaa Term, 1531. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 76.

coif (koif), V. t. [< coif, n.] To cover or dress
with or as with a coif.

coil

Heady to be called to the bar and coifed.

.ffartinus ScribUrtu.

COifFe-de-fer (kwof'd6-fer'), h. A coif of plate.
See coif, 3 (c).

coiffe-de-mailles (kwof'd6-mal'), «. A coif of
mail. See coif, 3 (a).

coiflfette (kwo-fef), «. [F. 'coiffette, dim. of
coiffe : see coif] Diminutive of coif in any of
its senses.

coiffure (koif'Or; F. pron. kwo-fiir'), n. [< P.
coiffure, < coiffer, arrange the head-dress, <
coi^e, head-dress : see coif.] A head-dress ; the
manner of arranging or dressing the hair.
Brantflme dwells with rapture on the elegance of her

costume, the matchless taste in its arrangement, and the
perfection of her coiffure. Preacott.

COif-skullt, «. The top of an armet or tilting-
helmet; the piece which covered the skull.
Compare timber''^.

coign, COignei (koin), «. [Old spelling of coml,
1; iu this sense now usually written quoin.]A corner; a coin or quoin; a projecting point.
See quoin.

See you yond' coign o the Capitol, yond' corner-stone?
Shak., Cor., v. 4.

Squatting down in any sheltered coigne of street or
square. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 10.

Coign of vantage, a iMsition of advantage for observing
or operating. *

„ ,

,

No Jutty, frieze.
Buttress, nor coigne of vantage, but this bird
Uath niaile his pendent bed. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6.

coigne^, COigny (koin, koi'ni), n. [Also coign,
coijiie; repr. Ir. comnimh (mh-weak), protection,
entertainment; cf. coinnim, a guest.] In Ire-
land, formerly, the custom of landlords quarter-
ing themselves upon their tenants at pleasure.
The term appears to have been applied also to
the forcible billeting of others, as of soldiers.
By the woord Coygnye is understood mans-meate ; buthow tile woord is derived is very hard to tell : some say of

coyne, because they used commonly in theyr Coyqnyes not
only to take meate, but coyne also; and that taking ofmony was specuilly nient to be prohibited by that Stat-
ute

:
but I think rather that this woord Coignye is derived

of the Irish. Spenser, State of Ireland.
The practice of coi^n and livery, so rightly condemned

by the English when resorted to by the natives, was re-
vived, but It had the immediate effect of producing rebel-
lion. »'. & Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eiig. Readers, p. 39.

C0igne2, coigny (koin, koi'ni), V. i.
;
pret. and

pp. coigned, coignied, ppr. coigniiig, coignying.
[Also coyne, coynie, etc. ; < coigne^, coigny, n.]
To quarter one's self on another by force; live
by extortion. [Irislj.]

Though they came not armed like soldiers to be cessedupon me, yet their purpose was to coynie upon me, and to
eat me out of house and home.

L. Bryskett, Ctvil Life, p. 157.

COill (koil), V. [ME. not found (but see ciUn)
;

< OF. coilhr, also cuillir, cuellir (> E. culll), F.
cueillir, gather, pluck, pick, cull, = Pr. coillir,
cuelhir = Sp. coger = Pg. collier = It. eogliere, <
L. colhgcre, conligere, gather together, pp. col-
lectus .(> E. collect: see collect), < com-, toge-
ther, + legere, gather: see legend.] I. trans.
It. To pick; choose; select.— 2t. To strain
through a cloth.— 3t. To gather into a narrow
compass. Boyle.— 4^. To gather into rings one
above another; twist or wind spirally: as, to
coil a rope ; a serpent coils itself to strike.

Our conductor gatherd, as he stepp'd,
A clue, which careful in his hand he coiVd.

Glover, Athenaid, xix.

5. To entangle as or as if by coiling about.
And pleasure coi( thee in her dangerous snare.

T. Edwards, Canons of Criticism, xxxiv.

n. intrans. To form rings, spirals, or convo-
lutions; wind.

TTley coU'd and swam, and ev'ry track
Was a flash of golden tire.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, iv.

Down 'mid the tangled roots of things
That coil about the central fire.

Lowell, The Miner.

COill (koil), n. [<C(h71, ».] 1 . A ring or series
of rings or spirals into which a pliant body, as
a rope, is wound; hence, such a form in a body
which is not pliant, as a steel car-spring.

'llie wild grape-vines that twisted their coils from tree
*» t'''"- Irving.

Specifically— 2. An electrical conductor, as a
copper wire, when wound up in a spiral or other
form

:
as, an induction-coi/ ; a resistance-coj/.—

3. A group or nest of pipes, variously an-anged,
used as a radiator in a steam-heating ajiparatus— Branchial coll. See branch iai.- Flemish coll {naut. ),a coil of rope in which each turn is laid down Hat on the
deck, forming a sort of mat.

C0il2 (koil), n. [Prob. Celtic : < Gael, and Ir.
goUl, war, fight, Gael, goil, boiling, fume, bat-
tle, rage, fury; coilcid, stir, movement, noise;
< Gael, goil, li. goil-aim, boil, rage.] Stir; dis-
turbance; tumult; bustle; turmoil; trouble.

I am not worth this coil that's made for me.
S/ia*.,K. .John, ii. 1.

Why make all this coil about a mere periodical essayist ?
Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 30.

He shall not his brain encumber
With the coil of rhythm and number.

Emerson, Merlin, i.

Here's a coil raised, a pother, and for what?
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 271.

[In the following quotation the meaning is uncertain it
is explained as either ' turmoil, bustle, trouble ' (which is
the sense employed in all other cases where Shakspere has
used the word), or ' that which entwines or wraps around '

that IS, the liody.
'

To sleep
! perchance to dream ;— ay, there's the rub •

for in that sleej) .jf death what dreams may come.When we have shuffled off this mortal coil
Must give us pause. Shak., Hamlet, IU. 1.]



coU

CoilS (koil), n. [E. dial. Cf. co«l, n.] A hen
coop. Also called lien-coil. [Prov. Eng.]

coil* (koil), H. [E. dial., var. of cole^, q,

A cock, as of hay ; a haycock.

bouny, bomiy, sang the bird.

Sat on tlie coil o' hay.
Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads, II. 324).

coillont, coilont, coillent, «• See culUon.

coil-plate (koil'plat), n. A plate having hooks
or rings by means of which it sustains the

horizontal coils of a radiator, or an evaporator,

or a condenser, etc.

coini (koin), «. [< ME. coyn, coyne, coigne, coin,

money, < OF. coin, a wedge, stamp, coin, later

eoing, corner, F. coin, wedge, stamp, die usu-

ally corner, = Pr. cunh, conh, cong = Sp. cuito,

euUa = Pg. cunho = It. conio, < L. cuneus, a
wedge, akm to Gr. kuvoq, a peg, cone (> ult. E.

con^, and to E. hone, q. v. In the senses

'comer, angle,' which are later in E., the word
is often spelled coign (after later OF. coing,

coign) or quoin.'\ 1. In arch., a comer or an
angle. See quoin.

Another, levcld by the Lesbian Squire,

Deep vnder ground (for tlie Foundation) joins

Well-polisht Marble, in long niassie Coins.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Magnificence.

2. The specific name given to various wedge-
shaped pieces used for different purposes, as

—

(a) for raising or lowering a piece of ordnance

;

(6) for locking a printers' form; (c) for fix-

ing casks in their places, as on board a ship.

See quoin.— 3. A die employed for stamping
money. Hence— 4. A piece of metal, as gold,

silver, copper, or some alloy, converted into

money by impressing on it officially authorized
marks, figp'es, or characters: as, gold coins; a
copper coin ; counterfeit coins.

Whanne the puple aposed [questioned] hym of a peny in

the temple,
And god askede of hem whas [whose] was the coygiie.

Piers Plotvman (C), ii. 46.

5. Collectively, coined money ; coinage ; a par-
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otddonium, eidonia, cydonium, cydonia, ult. < L.
cydonia, cotonia, cotonca, a quince. From a late

coinheritance

more points coincide. Litie and 2>l<me of coincidence are
similarly defined.— Principle of coincidence, the prin-

ciple expressed by a fornuila of coincidence... ._ • •_- .J.. IjlJIlV tAJfl coot... .J] t. lL.lllnt»« \J. V.U111..IU.^IIV.^.

v.] form of com, namely gwoic, qayne, is derived coincidency (ko-in'si-den-si), n. Coincidence.
the present E. form quince : see quince, codiniac,

quiddany.'] A quince. Horn, of the Hose.

coinable (koi'na-bl), a. [< eoi«l, v.,+ -able.J Ca-
pable of being converted into coins.

coinage (koi'naj),>!. l<.
coini- + -age."] 1. The

act, art, or process of making coins.— 2. Coin

;

Jl'arhurtdH. [Kare.]

coincident (ko-in'si-dent), a. and n. [= F. co-

incident=Syi Pg. It. coincidente, < ML. *coinci-

den{t-)s, ppr. of *coincidere, coincide: see coin-

cide.^ I. a. 1. Occupying the same place in
_ J V, space, or the same position in a scale or series

;

money coined; pieces of metal stamped by coinciding. In wo»n., two figures are coincident which
the proper authority for use as a circulating are everywhere infinitely near to each other ; but two

medium. coincident points often lie upon a definite right line, etc.

The archaic coinsofMagnaUrajcialiave alocal peculiar- When two sets of waves are coincident, the height of

ity of fabric which distinguishes them from the nttier early the wave or extent of vibration is doubled
cairmijes of Hellas. C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol. , p. 406.

3. The charges or expense of coining money.
Cheapness of coinage in England, where it costs nothing,

will indeed make money be sooner brought to the mint.
Locke, Considerations of Interest, etc.

4. The act or process of forming or producing;
invention ; fabrication.

Unnecessary coinage ... of words.
Dryden, Ded. of Juvenal's Satires.

5. That which is fabricated or produced.

This is the very coinage of your brain.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

Bronze Coinage Act, an English statute of IS.W (22 and
23 Vict., c. 30), making the coinage laws applicable to

bronze or mixed metal coins.— Coinage ratio, the ratio

wliich expresses the equivalence in value between gold and
silver under the (then existing) mint law. Thus, in the

United States, under the law of 1837, it is 16.988 to 1 : that
is, one pound of gold can be coined into as many dollars

as 15.988 pounds of silver. The coinage ratio is intended
(except for subsidiary coins), where bimetallism is desired,

to be identical with the average commercial ratio ; if this

Spottiswoode, Polarisation, p. 31.

2. Happening at the same time; coexistent:

with with.

Their international communication was greatly facili-

tated by several useful inventions coincident with this

period. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

Shakspeare, too, saw that in true love, as in fire, the
utmost ardor is coincident with, the utmost purity.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 68.

Ignorance and crime are not cause and effect ; they are
coincident results of the same cause.

U. Speruxr, Social Statics, p. 379.

3. Concurrent; exactly corresponding; in all

respects conformable ; consistent.

Christianity teaches nothing but what is perfectly . . .

coincident with the ruling princiides of a virtuous man.
South.

II. n. A concurrence ; a coincidence. [Rare.]

Lay wisdom on thy valour, on thy wisdom valour,

For these are mutual co-ineiilents.

Middleton and Rowley, World Tost at Tennis.

is not the case the metal which is mideiyaluedcHs^^^^^ (ko-in-si-den'tal), a. [< coinci-
' '"'"" ^''" '"" ' - —

1 "»
dent, n., + -<il.'\' Pertaining to, characterized
by, or of the nature of coincidence or a coinci-

dence ; happening at or about the same time
as another event to which it is in some notable
way related.

I have myself . . . noted a considerable number of

very striking coincidental, dreams.
N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 358.

from circulation as money. Thus under the law of 1

the coinage ratio was fixed at 1.') to 1, but this undervalued
gold and it disappeared from circulation ; in 18:i4 the ratio

was changed to 16.002 to 1, and in 1837 to 15.988 to 1, but
this umlervalued silver and it practically disappeared from
circulation (except in the form of 8ul)Sidiary and abraded
coins) until 1873, when it was den)onetized. Since that

date the fall in the value of silver has brought the com
mercial ratio (1896) down to about 32 to 1.— Free coinage.

„...„. ., ^ J, o.,-r- See /re<!.-Gpbllng the coinage. See j7orWf.

ticular quantity or the general supply of me- COm-assorter (kom a-sor"ter), n. A machine coincidentally Cko-in-si-den'tal-i), adv. In a

tallio money: as, a large stock of coin; the or device for separatmg coins according to their coincident manner; with coincidence

current COJB of the realm. „^t!^-i°'Ll'»^/i,„;„'v,„v/„„„\ „ a ,r„,^ „„„„ CouicidcnfaHiy with these changes, an active^fermenta-

All the coin in thy father's exchequer.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV.

not coincide with my views.
The rules of right judgment and of good ratiocination

\ ry '\m* . j!_ i.1. often coincide with each other. Watts, Logic.
n),v. [,<W^.coynen,coignen; tromthe

coincidence (ko-in' si-dens), n. [= F. coinci-

^l/':"S.lv T°.l^™?,.^'"^
*'°^''®''* dence^ Sp.Pg. coinddemia = It. coincidenza,

< ML. *coincidentia, < *coinciden(t-)s: see coin-

6
ment;
The loss of present advantage to flesh and blood is repaid

in a nobler coin. Hammond, Fundamentals.

7. [F.] The clock of a stocking— Aryandic
coin. See .^ri/amh'c.— Coin-cup, a metal cup or tankard
in which coins of silver or gold are inserted, in the bottoni,

sides, or cover, as ornaments.— Current coin, coin in

general circulation.— Defaced coin, coin on which any
name or words have been stamped other than those im-
pressed by the mint in accordance with statute. Any per-

son who defaces coin of the United States, or foreign coin

that passes current in the United States, is punishable by
law.— Obsidional coins, coins of various base metals,
struck ill besic^reil places, as a substitute for current money.
—To pay one in his own coin, to treat a person as he
has treated you ;

give him tit for tat.

I was acquainted with the danger of her disposition

;

and now have fitted her a just payment in her own coin.

Ford, 'Tis IMty, iv. 1.

COinl (koin
noun.]
into money ; mint : as, to com gold.

The kynge's side salle be the hede, A his name written,

Tlie croyce side, what cite [city] it was in coyned & smyten.
Langtoft's Chronicle (ed. Hearne), p. 239.

2. To make by coining metals : said of money.

He caused the Laws of England to be executed in Ire-

land, and Money to be coined there according to the
Weight of English Money. Baker, Chronicles, p. 74.

3t. To represent on a coin. [Rare.]

That emperorwhom no religion would lose, Constantine,

. . . that emperor was coined praying. Donne, Sermons, xi.

4. To make; fabricate; invent: as, to coin

words.
Some tale, some new pretext, he daily coined

To soothe his sister and delude her mind.
Dryden, Mneid, i. 484.

6. In tin-icorks, toweigh and stamp (tin blocks).

[Cornwall.]—To coin money, figuratively, to make
money rapidly ; be very successful in business.

The owners of horses and mules were coining money,
transporting people to the fair-ground.

C. 1). Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 199.

H. intrans. To yield to the process of mint-
ing; be suitable for conversion into metallic

money; be coinable. [Rare.]

Their metal is so soft that it will not coin without alloy

to harden it Dryden, Epick Poeti-y.

COin^t, n. [ME., < OF. coin, coing, mod. F. coing

= Pr. codoing = It. codogna, cotogna, < ML.
'codonium,''codonia, cotoneum, cotonea, etc., var.

coin-balance (koin'bal'ans), n. Averyaceu- tio'n is excited.

'

"
' //i/iicy. Biology, v.

2. rate and sensitive balance for weighing coins,
coincidently (ko-in'si-dent-li), adv. In a coin-

Figuratively, anything that serves for pay- Coincide (ko-in-sid' ), v. i
;
pret. and pp. com-

^^^^^ manLer;
V%Z,,,u„i „r^L«„,5o,>QQ cided, -am. cotncidtng. [= F. comcjder = Sp. „ ._ . . '.,

"h,''^"^i''.''f!Z!?"Pr,!!:„„...,„„..™.. Vg.^oZidir = U.cLcihere,<Ul..^coincidere, JZiSS^^^
with coincidence.

Pg. coincidir = It. coincidere, < ML. 'coincidere, ^^^b^ c^iwen^ erected olfa'S'te that'wo^dd certTiSiy
< L. CO-, together, -I- incidere, fall on, < in, on, not suffice in ite dimensions for more than one of the two.
-1- cadere, fall : see cadent and incident.'] 1. To Jf. and Q., 6th ser., X. 462.

oocupjr the same place in space, the same point coincider (ko-in-si'der), m. One who or that
or period in time, or the same position in a scale which coincides or concurs.
or series: as, a temperature of 25° on the een
tigrade scale coincides with one of 77° on the
scale of Fahrenheit ; the rise of the church coin-

cides with the decline of the Roman empire.
If the equator and the ecliptick had coincided, it would

„„.„.,c, ^, ic^^oo v.^., ^.^ ^,^u..v^« ..v »..^ v.......

have rendei-ed the annual re\ olution of the earth quite use- ..!! .*"'j;l«L*^^/i^^iU''^'; "i^^^+V '^i' "n'^A'lT^' r^ /

less. Dr. G. Cheyne, Phil. Prin. of Natural Religion, § 26. COindlcant (ko-in da-kant), a. and n. [< i

2. To concur; agree; correspond exactly: as,
""''c«"*/ = F. cotndicant, etc.] I. a.

the judges did not coincide in opinion ; that did

coin-counter (koin'koun'ter*), «. A mechani-
cal device for facilitating the counting of coins.
A conunon coin-counter is a flat tray having a fixed num-
ber of depressions on the surface. By throwing the coins

on the tray and filling the depressions with them, a large

number of pieces can be counted at one time.
- - • •

-
C0-^ +
Fur-

nishing an additional syrnptom or indication;

confirming other signs or indications: as, a eo-

indicant symptom.
II. n. A coindicant symptom.

COindication (ko-in-di-ka'shon), n. [< co-^ +
indication ; = F. coindication, etc.] A concur-

rent indication, sign, or symptom.

cident.'] l.The fact of being coinoidenti or of Coiner (koi'ner), «. 1. One who stamps coins

occupying the same place in space or the same a minter; a maker of money.

position in a scale or series ; exact oorrespon
dence in position : as, the coincidence of equal
triangles.

The want of exact coincidence between these two notes

is an inherent arithmetic imperfection in the musical scale.

Whewell.

2. A happening at the same time or existence

during the same period; contemporaneousness.

When A is constantly happening, and also B, the occur-

rence of A and B at the same moment is a mere coinci-

dence, which may be casualty.

De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 280.

Hence—3. Concurrence; agreement in circum-

stance, character, etc. ; more or less exact cor-

There is reason to believe that the reproach against

Frederick of being a false coijier arose from his adopting

the Eastern device of plating copper pieces to pass for

silver. J. A. Symomis, Italy and Greece, p. 161.

Specifically— 2. A maker of base or counter-

feit coins ; a counterfeiter.

My father was I know not where
When I was stamp'd ; some eoi)ter with his tools

Made me a counterfeit. Shak., Cymbeline, iL 6.

3. An inventor or maker, as of words.

Dionysins a coiner of etymologies. Camden, Remains.

COinhabitant (ko-in-hab'i-tant), »i. [< fo-1 -I-

inhabitant.'] One who dwells with another or

with others. Dr. H. More.
respondence generally, or an instance of exact coinhabiting (ko-in-hab'i-ting), «. [< co-l -I-

" ''"" -~--^—•'--'''— '-
inhabiting.'] A dwelling together; a cohabit-

ing. Milton.

COinhere (ko-in-her'), V- i-
;
pret. and pp. coin-

hcrcd, ppr. coinhering. [< co-1 + inhere.] To
inhere together ; be included or exist together

in the same thing.

We can justify the postulation of two different sub-

stances, exclusively on the supposition of the incompati-

bility of the double series of phenomena to coinhere in

correspondence; especially, accidental or in

cidental concurrence ; accidental agreement

.

as, the coincidence of two or more opinions.

Is there not a true coincide^ice between commutative
and distributive justice ?

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 150.

The very concurrence and coincidence of so_ many evi-

dences . . . carries a great weight. Sir M. Hale.

The actual coincidcixces that sometimes happen between
dreams and events. Chambers's Fncyc.

Formula of coincidence, a formula which expresses

how many coincidences occur under certain general con-

dillons.- Point Of coincidence, a point where two or

coinheritance (ko-in-her'i-tans), n
inheritance.] Joint inheritance.

Sir W. Hamilton,

[<co-i-(-



coinheritance

The Spirit of God . . . ailopts us into the mystital body

of Christ and gives us title to a coinheritance with hira.

Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. 1835), II. 406.

coinheritor (ko-in-her'i-tor), H. [< co-^ + in-

lurilor.] A joint heir ; a coheir.

coining-press (koi'ning-pres), n. A machine
for striking or stamping coins. A screw-press,

worked hy atmospheric pressure, was introduced for this

purpose atwut 1561, superseding the old method of strik-

ing coins hy the liamnier. It was subsequently much im-

proved, but has been generally abandoned. The lever-

Ancient and raoflem forms of
Coining-press. (From "History
of the U. S. Mint."

)

press worked by steam, invented hy Uhlhom in 1829, has
been adopted in Ensrland. In this press the blanks or
disks to be stamped .ire placed l)etween the dies hy a me-
chanical layer-on, and the pressure is then imparted hy a
toggle-joint and a bent lever. A lever-press similju- to

that of Uhlliorn in principle but ditfering in construc-
tion, invented by Thonnelier, a Frenchman, is used in

the mints of the United States.

COinless (koin'les), «. [< coin^ + -less.'] Hav-
ing no coin or money ; moneyless; penniless.

You . . . look'd for homage you deem'd due
From cointesa bards to men like you.

W. Combe, Dr. Syntax, ii. 7.

coinqtlinatet (ko-in'kwi-nat), V. t. [< L. coin-

quinatus, pp. of coinquinare (> OF. coinquiner),

pollute, < CO-, together, + inquinarc, pollute.]

To pollute; defile. [Hare.]
That would coinquinate
That would contaminate
The Church's high estate.

Skelton, Colin Clout, 1. 705.

coinquinationt (ko-in-kwi-na'shon), «. [< OF.
coinquination, < LL. coinquinatio(n-), < L. coin-

fCMiHarf, pollute: see coinquinate.^ Defilement;
pollution. [Rare.]

Cuinquinalion [F.], a cmnquinalwn or coinquinating ; a
suyling, deflliug, polluting ; defaming. Cot^race.

Vntil I make a second inundation
To wash thy purest Fame's coiiujuination
And make it (It for final] conflagration.

Dnvietf, (,'ommenilatory Poems, p. 14.

COinstantaneous (ko-in-stan-ta'ne-us), a. [<

co-^ -t- insUintiincdWi.] Hajjpening at the same
instant; coincident in moment of time.

In the case of the prawn-like crabs, their movements
were as coingiantaneowi as in a regiment of soldiers.

Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, I. 22.

coinstantaneously (ko-in-stan-ta'ne-us-li),
(idv. At the same moment; simultaneously.
Darwin.

COinsnre (ko-in-shor'), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. coin-

sured, ppr. coinsuring. [< ro-l -I- insure.'] To
insure one's life or one's property together with
others.

An equitable method by which a coiimuring member
could retire from the society wlien he ceased to need fur-
ther insurance. A'. A. Ren., C.XLIII. 144.

COintt, 1. [ME., also quoint, queint, quaint, >

mod. E. quaint, q. v.] A Middle English form
of quaint.

cointense (ko-in-tens'), a. [< co-^ + intense.]

Of the same intensity as another ; equally in-

tense.

Two sensations that are like in kind can be known as
like or unlike in intensity. . . . We can recognize changes
as connatural, or the reverse ; and connatural changes we
can recognize as etxiiUense, or the reverse.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., $ 361.

COintension (ko-in-ten'shon), n. [< co-1 -I- in-

tenfiion.] The condition of being of equal in-
tensity with another.
In comparing simple states of consciousness that are

alike in kind, we oliserve their relative intensities. If their
intensities are ecjual, they must be called cointense; and
the equality of their intensities is coinlenxion.

II. .S/iencer, Frin. of Psychol., i 362.

COin'tensity (ko-in-ten'si-ti), n. [< cointense,

after iiiteii-iity.] Hame as cointen»ion. H.Spen-
cer.

COinterest (ko-in'ter-est). n. [< co-1 + inter-
est.] A joint interest. Milton.

COintiset, n. A Middle English form of quain-
tise.

cointoisef, n. [OF., also cointLse, quaintness,
neatness, > ME. cmntise, quointise, quaintisr

:

see quaintise.] 1. A scarf, handkerchief, or

-^095
veil; specifically, a scarf worn pendent from
the head-dress hy women in the thirteenth cen-

tury.— 2. A similar veil or kerchief worn by a

knight pendent from his helmet, as if bestowed
by his lady ; hence, any favor of like character

worn at a tournament, etc.— 3. In heraldic rep-

resentations, drapery falling from the helmet
in folds and curves : a common mode of heral-

dic decoration in the fifteenth century and
later. See lambrequin and mantling.

COinverse (ko-in-vers'), a. [< co-^+ inverse.]

In geom. , two points inverse to each other with
regard to two given circles are said to be coin-

verse to either circle.

coir, COire (kir), n. [Formerly cair, cayar ; =
Pg. Cairo, < Malayalam kdyar (= Tamil kayaru,

kayiru), rope, cord, < kayaru, be twisted.] The
prepared fiber of the husk of the cocoanut. It is

twisted into coarse yarn for making ropes, matting, etc.

Cordage made of this material rots in fresh water and
snaps in frost, but it is strengthened by salt water, is very
buoyant and elastic, and is thus in some respects prefera-

ble to hemp for marine uses, especially in cases requiring

a rope that will float.

COistrilt (kois'tril), n. [Early mod. E. also

coysiril, coystrel ; perhaps connected with OF.
coustillier, a soldier armed 'with a dagger, <

coustille, a sort of dagger, < coustel, prop, coutel,

also colfel, cultel, mod. F. couteau, < ML. cultel-

lus, a knife : see cutlass.] An inferior groom ; a
lad employed by the esquire to carry a knight's

arms; hence, a mean paltry fellow.

He's a coward and a eoyatril, that will not drink to my
niece. ShaJc., T. N., i. 3.

coit (koit), n. Same as quoit.

coi'tion (ko-ish'on), H. [< L. cmtio(n-), a com-
ing together, a meeting, coition, < coire, pp. coi-

tus, come together, < co-. together, + ire, go : see

go.] 1. A coming together; a meeting. Spe-
cifically— 2. Sexual congress; copulation.

—

Coltlon*of the moon, the position of the moon when in

the same sign and degree of the zodiac with the sun. E. D.

coitus (ko'i-tus), «.; pi. coitus. [L., a meeting
(in this sense also ceetus), coition (in this sense
only coitus), a meeting, assemblage (in this

sense only ceetus: see cete^), < coire, come to-

gether, meet: see coition.] Coition ; sexual in-

tercourse; copulation.

CoiX (ko'iks), n. [NXi., < Gr. K&i^, an Egyptian
variety of palm. Cf. cocoa.] A small genus of

coarse monoecious grasses, of which one spe-
cies, C. Lacryma, a native of eastern Asia, is

found in gardens under the name of JoVs-tears.
The large, round, white, shining fruits have some resem-
blance to heavy drops of tears; hence its fanciful title.

They are sometimes used for necklaces, bracelets, etc.

COJoin (ko-join'), f. <. ori. [< co-l -t- join. Cf.

conjoin.] To join or associate. Shak. [Rare.]

cojuror (ko-jo'ror), n. [< co-^ + juror.] One
who swears to another's credibility. [Rare.]

The solemn forms of oaths : of a compurgator, or coju-

ror, which kind of oath was very much used by the Anglo-
Saxons. The form of the oath is this :

*' I swear by God,
that the oath which N. swore was honest and true."

M. Shelton, tr. of W. Wotton's View of Hickes's
[Thesaurus, p. 59.

cokt, n. An obsolete form of cock^.

cokatricet, n. An obsolete form of cockatrice.

COke'^ (kok), M. [Sometimes spelled cook; same
as E. dial, cokes, coaks, cinders. Cf. grindle-

coke, a worn-down grindstone. Phonetically,

coke may be compared with cake (cf. LG. koke,

cake, and see cake^) ; but coke does not " cake."
Hence F. coke, Sp. cok, G. koaks, kohks, usually
coaks, etc., coke. J The solid product of the car-

bonization of coal, bearing the same relation to

that substance that charcoal does to wood, it

is an important article in metallurgy, since few bitumi-

nous coals can l)e used for the manufacture of iron with-

out having been first coked. The coking coali, as they are

called, are bituminous, and such as contain but a small
percentage of water. Hence the coals as recent as the Ter-

tiary— brown-coals or lignites— rarely furnish coke; that
is, the material left behind after the bituminous or vola-

tile matter has been driven o(f is a powder, and not the co-

herent somewhat vesicular substance to which the name
of coke is given. The nature of the diflerence between
coking and non-coking coals has not yet been fully made
out, and it is stated on good authority that some coal

which cokes readily when Hrst mined does not do so after

having been exposed to the atmosphere, if only for a few
tlays. The use of coke dates certainly as far back as the

middle of the seventeenth century. Its preparation was
formerly known as charking or charring, and the word was
often, and is still occasionally, written coak.

COke^ (kok), V. : pret. and pp. coked, ppr. coking.

[< coi-el, n.] I. trans. To convert (coal) into

coke.

II, intrans. To become coke ; be convertible

into coke : as, a coking coal.

Sometimes spelled coak.

COke^t, ". A Middle English form of cook^.

COke-barrO'W (kok 'bar* 6), «. A large two-
wheeled barrow used for various purposes about

cola-nut

coke-ovens and furnaces. It is made of sheet-

iron, and has the form of a half cylinder.

cokedrilt, «. Same as crocodile.

cokenayt, «. An obsolete form of cockney.

coke-omnibus (k6k'om"ni-bus), H. In gas-

manuf., an iron carriage mo'ving on rails, in

front of the retorts, from which it receives the
coke as drawn, and carries it to the place of

deposit.

COke-O'ven (k6k'uv"n), n. A furnace, oven, kiln,

or retort used for reducing bituminous coal to

coke ; a coking-oven. The essential features are a
chamber to contain the coiil, with openings at various
points for the admission of air, wliich can be closed as re-

quired during the progress of the operation, and a fur-

nace or fire-chamber to supply the necessary heat. In some
forms the gases which are evolved are utilized as fuel for

the oven itself, or for a steam-boiler, or for some similar
purpose, or they are condensed as tar, etc.

COker^ (ko'kir), «. Same as cocker^.

coker'-^ (ko'k^r), v. t. [E. dial.] To seUby auc-

tion. [Prov. Eng.]
coker^t, v. t. See cocker*:.

COkerelt, ". An obsolete form of cockerel.

COkernut (ko'ker-nut), ». A commercial mode
of spelling cocoanut.

Coker nutg for cups, like the mazers of olden time.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 96.

cokes^, n. pi. See coaks and coke^.

COkes^, n. and v. See coax.

cokett, ". See cocket^.

COke-tO'wer (kok'tou'fer), n. A high tower or

condenser filled with coke, used in the manu-
facture of hydrochloric acid, to give a large

surface for the union of a falling spray of water
with rising chlorin. See hydrochloric.

COkefVOldti »• A Middle English form of cuck-

old.

cokint, n. [ME., < OF. coquin (ML. coquinus,

cokimis), a vagabond, servant, messenger; a
rogue. See cockney.] A rogue.

Thou hethen cokin,

"Wende to thi deuel Apollin.
Arthur and Merlin, 1. 6381.

coking (ko'king), n. [Verbal n. of coke^.] The
act or process of converting or of being con-
verted into coke.

It will thus be seen that the coal at the back is under-
going a process of cokinq before being pushed forward.

Science, IV. 332.

coking-kiln, coking-oven (ko'king-kil, -uv"n),

H. A coke-oven.
coknayt, n. An obsolete form of cockney.

col (kol), n. [F., the neck, a pass, defile, < L.
collum, the neck: see collar.] A naiTow pass
between two mountain peaks: a term used in

English by some writers on alpine geology and
moimtaineering.

One thing alone could justify the proposition [to return]
... — a fog so tliick as to prevent them from striking the

sunmiit of the col at the proper point.

Tyndall, Hours of Exercise in the Alps, ii,

col-. [L. col-, but in classical L. prevailingly
unassimilated eon- before I: see com-, con-.]

The assimilated form of com-, con-, before I. See
com-, con-.

Ool. 1. An abbreviation (a) of Colonel as a ti-

tle, and (6) of Colossians.— 2. [I. c] An apothe-
caries' abbreviation of coliander, an obsolete

form of coriander.

cola, «. Latin plural of colon.

colander, cullender (kul'an-dSr), n. [E. dial.

culdorc; prob. < Sp. colador, a colander (cf. It.

colatojo (< ML. colatorium: see colatoriuni), F.
couloire, a colander), < color. = It. colare, Pr.

color = F. couler (> ult. E. cullis^, cullis^), < L.

colare, strain, filter, < colum, a strainer, colan-

der, sieve.] A vessel of hair, wicker, or metal,

with a bottom, or bottom and sides, perforated
'with little holes to allow liquids to run off, as
in washing vegetables or straining curds, sepa-

rating the juices from fruits or the liquor from
oysters, etc. ; a strainer.

An osier colander provide
Of twigs thick wrought.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georglcs, 11. 828.

COlander-sllO'Vel (kul'an-d6r-shuv"l), n. A
shovel of open wireworlc used for taking salt-

crystals from an evaporating-pan.

COla-nut (ko'Ul-nut), n. A brownish bitter seed,

of about the size of a chestnut, produced by a
tree of western tropical Africa, Cola acuminata,

natural order Sterculiacew. The tree has become
naturalized in the West Indies and Brazil. Tlie nuts are

said to be used for purifying water, for quieting the crav-

ings of hunger, and to increase the power of resisting fa-

tigue from prolonged labor ; they quickly counteract the
elTects of intoxication. They have been found to contain
two or three times as much caffein as coffee itself, and
some theobromine. Also called cola-seed and guru-nut.



Oolaptes

Colaptes (ko-lap'tez), n. [NL. (Swainson, 1827),

< Gr. Ko/MTiTca; peek as birds, carve, chisel.] A
genus of woodpeckers, of the familyPwidw. The
Dill is somewliat curved, scarcely or not at all ridged on
the sides or beveled and truncate at the end ; and the
plumaiie is brilliantly colored, with circular black spots
on the under surface. It contains the golden-winged wood-
pecker or flicker of the United States (C. auratus), the red-

shafted llicker (C. mexicamt^), and other species, and some-
times stands as the type of a subfamily Cotaptince. See
cut wnAeT jiicker.

Colaptinae (kol-ap-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Colap-
tes 4- -ince.l A subfamily of Picidw, named
from the genus Colaptes. G. B. Gray, 1840.

col arco (Eol ar'ko). [It. : col, contr. of con il,

with the (con, < L. cum, with; il, < L. ille, this);

arco, bow: see com-, arc^, arch^.'] In vioUn-
playing, a direction to play 'with the bow,' as
distinguished from pizzicato.

colarin (kol'a-rin), ». [F., < It. coUarino: see
coUarino.'] Same as coUarino.

colascione, n. See calascione.

cola-seed (ko'la-sed), n. Same as cola^^ut.

Colaspis (ko-las'pis), n. [NL. (Fabrioius).] A
genus of beetles, of the family Chrysomelidw.
C. jiai-uia (Say) is a yel-

lowish species, about a
quarter of an inch long,
the larva of which at-

tacks the grape.

eolation (ko-la'-
shon), n. [< L. as
it 'colatio^n-), < co-

lore, pp. colatus,

strain : see colan-
rfer.] The act of
straining or filter-

ing liquor by pass-
ing it through a
perforated vessel, as
a colander. [Rare.]

colatitude (ko-lat'i-

tud), X. [< co-2 +
latitude; = F. colati-

tude.'] The comple-
ment of the latitude

— that is, the differ-

ence between the
latitude, expressed
in degrees, and 90°.

colatoriumt (kol-a-to'ri-um), n. [ML., < L.
coUire, pp. colatus, strain: see colander.'] Ec-
clcs., a strainer used to remove anything that
may have fallen into the chalice.

colature (kol'a-tur), n. [= F. colature, < LL.
colatiira, straining, < L. colare, strain : see col-

ander.] 1. The act of straining or filtering;

the matter strained.— 2. A strainer; a filter.

[Rare in both uses.]

Colaspis Jlavida.

I, beetle, magnitied ; 2, same, natu-
ral size; a, larva, side view (line
shows natural size) ; ^, terminal joints,

seen from beneath, magnitied.

A colature of natural earth. Evelyn.

Meadow-saffron ( CoUhi-
cum autumnaU) and sec-

colback (kol'bak), n. Same as calpac.

colbertinet, colberteent (kol'ber-ten), n. [So
called from Colbert, a distinguished minister of
Louis XIV., in the 17th century, a liberal pro-
moter of industry and the arts.] A fine lace of

a particular pattern: so named in allusion to
Colbert's patronage of the industry. The name
occurs in English from about 1660 to the middle
of the following century, .ilso colverteen.

A narrow diminutive colverteen pinner that makes them

The Factious Citizen, 1686 (Tairholt, I. 328).

Pinners edged with colberteen.

Sw\ft, Baucis and Philemon.

colcannon (kol-kan'on), n. Same as calecan-
non.

colchicia (kol-chis'i-a), n. [NL.] Same as col-

chicine.

COlcMcine (kol'chi-sin), n. [< Colchie(um) +
-ine^ ; = F. colchicine.] A poisonous alkaloid

(CiyHigNOs) obtained from the bulbs and seeds
of p] ants of the genus Colchicum. It apparently
represents the virtues of the crude drug.

Colchicum (kol'chi-kum; as Latin genus name,
kol'ki-kum), n, [< L. colchicum, < Gr. ko?.x'-

k6v, a plant with a poisonous bulbous root, prob.
neut. of Ko/.;t;i/£<}f (L. Colchicus), of Kolxk, L- Col-

chis, a country in Asia, east of the Black Sea:
with reference to Medea, the sorceress and poi-
soner of ancient legend, said to have been a na-
tive of Colchis.] 1. [I.e.] A plant of the genus
Colchicum.— 2. [NL.] A genus of liliaceous
plants, with radical leaves, generally produced
m spring, and crocus-like flowers appearing in
the autumn. About 30 species are known, natives of
Europe and Asia, the most familiar being C. autumrutle,
the meadow-satfron, a plant with a solid biUb-like root-
8t*>ck, found in England and various parts of the Euro-
pean continent, and forming a gay carpet in the autumn
tu the fields where Its pale-lilac, crocus-like flowers spring
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up. Its bulbs and seeds are used
medicinally, principally in at-

tixcks of gout.

COlcothar (kol'ko-thar), n.

[ML, colcothar,' colcotarj

colcothar vitrioli; a word
introduced (and perhaps
invented) by Paracelsus.]
The brownish-red peroxid
of iron which remains after

the distillation of the acid
from iron sulphate, it is

used for polishing glass and
other substances, and as a pig-

ment under the name of Indian
red. Also called chalcitiSy crocus
or crocus martis astringens, and
caput inortuum vitrioli, or red
vitriol.

A red, blackish, light, pow-
dery, austere calx remains, . . .

and hence vitriol consists of the
oil of vitriol and colcothar and
phlegm.

P. Shaiv, Chemistry, II. ccvi.

cold (kold), a. [= Sc. and
E. dial, cauldj caud; < ME,
cold^ caldj < AS. cealdj cold

^^^^ „„,„^,
(= OS. Icald= OFries. kald 110^0? flower.'

= MD. Icoutj D. koud =
MLG. halt, LG. hold, kald, holt = OHG. chalty

MHG, G. Jcalt = Icel. kaldr = Sw. Jcall = Dan.
kold = Goth. kaldSj cold), an old pp. form in ~d
(like ol-d, lou-d, dea~d), from the strong verb
preserved in AS. calan (= Icel. kala)j become
cold, > coif E. cool, and deZe, E. chill; akin to
L. gelus, gelu, frost, cold, geUduSy cool, cold,

gelarCj freeze, etc. : see cool and chill^y and gelid,

jelly
J
gelatine, cong€al.~\ 1. Producing the pe-

culiar kind of sensation which results when the
temperature of certain points on the skin is

lowered; especially, producing this sensation
with considerable or great intensity, an inferior

degi'ee of intensity being denoted by the word
cool; gelid

J
frigid; chilling: as, cold air; a

cold stone ; cold water, a substance induces this
sensation when it is sensibly less warm than the body, and
in contact with it absorbs its heat by conduction.

The air bites shrewdly. It is very cold.

5/ifffr., Hamlet, 1. 4.

Of hearts that beat from day to day,
Half-conscions of their dying clay.

And those cold crypts where they shall cease.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Iviii.

2. Physically, having a low temperature, or

a lower temperature than another body with
which it is compared: without direct reference
to any sensation produced : as, the sun grows
colder constantly through radiation of its heat.
In this sense, a body which is warm or Iiot to the touch
may be cold as compared with some body still hotter. See
heat.

For surely now our household hearths are cold

:

Our sons inherit us.

Tennyson, Lotus Eaters (choric song, vi.).

Or o'er cold coffee trifle with the si)oon.

Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount.

3. Having the sensation induced by contact
with a substance of which the temperature is

sensibly lower, especially much lower, than
that of the part of the body touching it, in-

ferior degrees of the sensation being denoted
by cool, citill, chilly. The sensation of cold is proba-
bly not the mere opposite of the sensation of heat, but is

a distinct sensation residing in points of the skin different

in position from those in which the sensation of heat is

felt.

When I am cold, he heats me with beating.
Shak.,C. of E.,iv. 4.

The poor man had . . . need have some warm meat,
To comfort his cold stomach.

Beau, and Fl. , Woman-Hater, v. 2.

A spectral doubt which makes me cold.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xli.

4. Bead,
Ere the placid lips be cold, Tennyson, Adeline.

Cold to all that might have been.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxv.

Figuratively— 5, Affecting the senses only
slightly; not strongly perceptible to the smell
or taste, (a) Bland ; mild ; not pungent or acrid.

Cold plants have a quicker perception of the heat of the
sun than the hot herbs. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

ib) Not fresh or vivid ; faint ; old : applied in hunting to
scent, and in woodcraft to trails or signs not of recent
origin.

The object is to obtain a fine nose [in a dog], so as to
hunt a cold scent. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 440.

(c) In the game of hunt-the-thimble and similar games,
distant from the object of search : opposed to warm, that
is, near, and hot, very near.

6. Affecting or arousing the feelings or pas-
sions OTily slightly, (a) Deficient in passion, zeal,

enthusiasm, or ardor; insensible; indifferent; uncon-
cerned; phlegmatic; not animated or easily excited into

cold

action ; not affectionate, cordial, or friendly : as, a cold
audience ; a cold lover or friend ; a cold temper.

Tliou art neither cold nor hot. Kev. iii. 15.

So cold herself, whilst she such warmth exprest,
'Twas Cupid bathing in Diana's stream.

Dryden, To Mrs. Anne Killigrew, I. 86.

The rumors of the empire of Montezuma, its magnifi-
cence and its extent, . . . were sufficient to inflame the
coldest imagination. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 25,

(6) Not heated by sensual desire ; chaste.

He spake of her, as Dian had hot dreams,
And she alone were cold. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

(c) Not moving or exciting feeling or emotion ; unaffect-
ing ; not animated or animating ; not aide to excite feel-

ing or interest ; spiritless : as, a cold discourse ; cold com-
fort.

Wommennes counseils ben ful ofte colde.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1, 436.

The jest grows cold . . . when it comes on in a second
scene. Addiaon, Travels in Italy.

((/) Unmoved by interest or strong feeling ; imperturba-
ble ; deliberate ; cool.

The cold neutrality of an impartial judge. Burke.

7. Having lost the first warmth, as of feeling
or interest.

He had made them [corrections] partly from his own re-

view of the Vapei-s, after they had lain cold a good while by
him. Pref. to Maundrell's Aleppo to Jerusalem.

8. In art, blue in effect, or inclined toward blue
in tone; noting atone, or hue, as of a pigment,
oran effect of light, into the composition ofwhich
blue enters, though the blue may not be appa-
rent to the eye : as, a picture cold in tone.— 9t.
Discouraging; worrying; inspiring anxiety.
Saved the fro cares colde.

Chaucer, Good Women, I. 1955.

Cold comfort, small comfort; little cheer; something
which affords but little consolation.

Lorde ! colde watg his cumfort & his care huge,
For he knew vche [each] a cace & kark that hyra lymped

[befell]. Alliterative Poem;f(ed. Morris), iii. 264.

Cold purse, empty purse. Shak.— Cold. roastt, some-
thing insignificant ; nothing to the purpose.

I make a vow, quoth Perkyn, thow speks of cold rost,

I schal wyrch " wyselyer" without any host.

Tumament of Tottenham (Percy's Reliques, p. 178).

He passed by a beggerie little toune of cold roste in the
mountaines of Sauoye.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 297.

Cold seeds, the seeds of the cucumber, gourd, pump-
kin, etc.— Cold storage. See «rora:/c.— Cold wave. See
?m ye.— Cold without, a slangy contraction for "cold
spirits witliout sugar or water ": as, " a glass of cold with-
out," Bulwer, My Novel, vi. 20.— In COld blood. See
blood.~To blow hot and cold. See blow^.—To give,
show, or turn the cold shoulder, to treat with studied
coldness, neglect, or indifference.— To throw COld wa-
ter on (a proposal, project, etc.), to discourage l>y miex-
pected indifference, coldness, or reluctance.

cold (kold), n. [< ME. cold, cald, < AS. ceald =
Goth, kald, n., cold, = (with diff. term.) OFries.
kalde, kelde = D. koude = MLG. kolde, kulde,

kuldene = OHG. chalti, MHG. kalte, kelte = G.
kdlte, t., = Dan. ktiMe = Sw. kold, m., cold;

from the adj.] 1. The sensation produced by
sensible loss of heat from some part of the
body, particularly its surface ; especially, the
sensation produced by contact with a substance
having a sensibly lower temperature than the
body.
A penetrating cold is felt in Egypt when the thermome-

ter of Fahrenheit is below 60°.

U, W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 9.

My teeth, which now are dropt away.
Would chatter with the cold.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

2. The relative absence or want of heat in one
body as compared with another ; especially, the
physical cause of the sensation of cold.

Tlie parching air

Burns frore, and cdd performs the effect of fire.

Milton, P. L., ii. 595.

3. In phys., a temperature below the freezing-

point of water: thus, 10° of cold, 0., means 10°

below zero. C. ; 10° of cold, F., means 22° F.—
4. An indisposition commonly ascribed to ex-

posure to cold; especially, a catarrhal inflam-

mation of the mucous membrane of the nose,
pharynx, larynx, trachea, bronchi, or bronchial
tubes. When the inflammation is confined to the air-

passages of the nose and connecting cavities it is a coryza,
or cold in the head. A so-called '* cold on the lungs" is

usually bronchitis or trachitis,

Fal. What disease hast thou?
BtUl. A whoreson cold, sir ; a cough.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

To leave (out) In the cold, to slight or neglect ; inten-

tionally overlook.

The American artists were this year left entirely in the

cold. The American, VIII. 185.

To take or catch cold, to become affected by a cold.

My wound hath taken cold, and I shall die.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

COldt (kold), V. i. [< ME. colden (cf. equiv.

chelden: see cheld), < AS, cealdian (= MLG.



cold

koMen, Iciilden = G. kdlten, chill), grow cold, <

ceald, cold : see cold, a.] To grow cold.

The Constable gan aboute his herte colde.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 746.

cold-blooded (kold'blud'ed), a. 1. Having cold

blood; hematocryal. (a) In zool., noting those ani-

mals the temperature of whose blood ranges from the freez-

ing-point or near it to 90° F. , in accordance with that of the
surrounding medium, or those whose blood is very little

higher in temperature than their habitat. Among verte-

brates, the reptiles, amphibians, and fishes are technically

called cold-blooded. See Hamiatocrya.

When the survey is extended to Cold-blooded animals
and to Plants, the immediate and direct relation between
Heat and Vital Activity ... is unmistakably manifested.

H'. B. Carpenter, in Grove's Corr. of Forces, p. 412.

(i) Not thoroughbred ; of common or mongrel stock : ap-
plied to horses that are not full-blooded, (c) Sensitive

to cold : said of persons who feel the cold more than is

usual ; as, a cold-blooded man is obliged to dress warmly
in winter.

2. Figuratively, without sensibility or feeling;

unsympathetic; without the usual feelings of

humanity ; characterized by such lack of sensi-

bility: as, a cohl-blooded villain; cold-blooded
advice ; a cold-blooded murder.
Thou cold-blooded slave. Shak., K. John, iii. 1.

Mr. Malthus . . . presented the data for his reasoning
in a somewhat cold-bihoded fashion. A'. A. Rev., OXX. 315.

cold-chisel (k61d'chiz''el), «. A chisel with a
cutting edge formed of steel properly strength-
ened by tempering, for cutting metal wWoh
has not been softened by heating.

cold-cream (kold'krem'), n. A find of cooling
unguent for the skin, usually made of almond-
oil, spermaceti, white wax, and rose-water.

cold-drawn (kold'dr&n), a. Extracted without
the aid of heat : applied specifically to oils ex-
pressed from nuts, seeds, or fruits which have
not been heated. Such oils are of finer quality
than those which are hot-pressed.

cold-hammer (kold ' ham ' 6r), V. t. In metal-
u-orkihij, to liammer when cold.

cold-hammering (kold'ham'fer-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of cold-hammer, i'.] In metal-working,
the act or practice of hammering when cold.

It is often affirmed that wrought-iron changes from
fibrous Ui crystalline after enduring long-continued cotd-

haimneriivj, vibration, tension, jarring, and otlier strains.

R. WiUon, Steam Boilers, p. 40.

COld-harbort (k61d'har''bor), n. 1. An inn.

—

2. A protection at a wayside for travelers who
are benighted or benumbed with cold,

cold-hearted (kold'har 'ted), o. Wanting sym-
pathy or feeling ; indifferent; unkind.

O ye cold-hearted frozen formalists.
Young, Night Thoughts, iv. 639.

Men who feel no need to come morally nearer to their
fellow creatures than they can come while standing, tea-
cup in hand, answering trifles with trifles, . . . liy feeling
no such need, prove themselves shallow-thoughted and
cold-hearted. 11. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 102.

cold-heartedly (kold'har'ted-U), adv. In a
cokl-h('art(Ml manner.
cold-heartedness ( kold'har''ted-nes), n. Want
of feeling or sen.sibility.

cold-kind (kold'kind), a. Uniting coldness and
kindness. [Rare.]

i>own he (Winter] descended from his snow-soft chair

;

But, all unwarea, with his cold-kind embrace
Unhous'd thy virgin soul from her fair biding-place.

Milton, Ode D. ¥. I.

coldly (kold'li), adv. [< ME. coldliche; < cold, a.,

+ -ly^. ] 1 . In a cold manner ; without warmth,
especially in figurative senses; without ardor
of feeling ; without passion or emotion ; with
indifference or negligence ; dispassionately

;

calmly.

If yow your selues do serue Ood gladlie and orderlie for
conscience sake, not coldtie, and somtyme for mancr sake,
you cane all the Court© with yow.

Ancharn, The Scholemaster, p. 68.

If he were mad, he would not plead so coldly.

Shak., C. of E., V. 1.

What yon but whisper, I dare speak aloud.
Stood the king by ; have means to put in act too
Wliat you but coUUy plot.

Fletcher, Doable Marriage, i. I.

The king looked coldly on Rochester.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. In a cold state. [Hare.]
Thrift, thrift, Horatio ! the funeral bak'd meats
Did coltlly furnish forth the marriage tables.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

cold-moving (k61d'mo'''ving), a. Indicating
want of cordiality or want of interest; indif-
ferent. [Itare.]

Witli certain half-caps, and cold-moving nods.
They froze me into silence. Shak., 1. of A., 11. 2.

coldness (kold'nes), n. The state, quality, or
sensation of being cold, (o) Want of heat. (6) Un-
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concern ; indifference ; a frigid mood ; want of ardor, zeal,

enthusiasm, animation, or spirit : as, to receive an answer
with caldnegu ; to listen with cotdneas.

The faithless coldness of the times.
Tennynon, In Memoriam, cvi.

Chilling his caresses
By the coldnesn of her manners.

Tennyson, Maud, xx. 1.

(c) Absence of sensual desire ; frigidity ; chastity.

Virgin coldneKg. Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 205.

cold-pale (kold'pal), a. Cold and pale. [Rare.]

Cold-pale weakness numbs each feeling part.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 892.

cold-prophett, n. Same as cole-prophet.

coldnckt, a. [Early mod. E. coldrycke = Sc.
coldruch, codrugh, < ME. caldrekijn for *caldrik,

< cald, cold, -I- -rik (= D. -rijk = G. -reich), a
term, equiv. to -ful, lit. 'rich' (ef. D. blindrijk,

very blind, doofrijk, very deaf , etc.): see rich

and -ric, -rick. Cf. coldrife.'] Very cold.

Caldrekyn, frigoroaus, & cetera. Cath. Anglicuin.

Coldrycke, or full of cold, algosus. Huloet.

coldrifet (kold'rif), a. [8c. caldrife, eauldrife;
< cold + rife. Cf. coldrick.'] Very cold ; abound-
ing in cold.

cold-served (kold'sfervd), a. 1. Served up cold.
— 2. Dull ; tiresome ; tedious. Young. [Rare
in both uses.]

cold-short (kold'shdrt), a. and n. I. a. Brittle

when cold: a,a, cold-short iron.

II. n. In founding, a seam in a casting caused
by the congealing of the metal so rapidly as to
prevent a proper filling of the mold. Also cold-

shut,

cold-shot (kold'shot), TO. Small iron particles
or globules found in chilled parts of a casting.

cold-shut^ (kold'shut), a. Cold-hammered into
shape, and joined without welding : said of the
links of a chain so made.

cold-shut'-^ .(kold'shut), n. In founding, same
as cold-short.

cold-sla'w (kold'sU), n. An incorrect form of
cole-slaw.

cold-sore (kold'sor), n. A herpetic eruption
about the mouth and nostrils, often accom-
panying a cold in the head.

cold-stoking (k61d'st6'''king), «. In gUiss-

manuf, the operation of lowering the tempera-
ture of the oven until the glass attains the
proper consistency for blo'wing. This opera-
tion follows that of clearing.

COld-S'Weating (k61d'swet''ing), n. In tunning,

a )>rocess preparatory to the removal of the
epidermis and hair from hides, consisting in

soaking them from six to twelve days in tanks
through which flow streams of fresh cold water.

cold-tankard (k61d'tang''kard), n. Same as
codl-tankard. i

cold-tinning (kold ' tin'' ing), «. A method of

covering metals with tin. I'he metal to be tinued
is tlioroughly cleaned by filing or turning and the use of

emery-paper, and is then rubljed with a coarse cloth damp-
ened with hydrochloric acid. A soft amalgam of tin is then
applied with the same cloth, anti the mercury is driven off

by lieat.

COle^t (kol), n. An obsolete spelling of coal.

COle''^ (kol), «. [= E. dial, cale = Sc. kale,

kail, < ME. cole, cool, col, also cale, cal, caul, <

AS. cdwel, contr. caul (ef. E. .soul, < AS. sdwel),

= MD. koole, D. kool = MLG. kol, LG. kol,

katil = OHG. kol, also cholo, chola, MHG. kole,

G. kohl = Icel. kdl = Sw. kdl = Dan. kaal =
W. cawl = Bret, kaol = OF. chol, F. chou = Pr.

caul = Sp. col = Pg. couve = It. cavolo, < L.
caulis, later colis, cabbage, cabbage-stalk, also

prob. the stalk or stem of any plant, = Gr.
KavAM;, a stalk; orig. a hollow stem, akin to

Gr. KoiXof, hollow, and L. cavus, hollow: see
cale^, kalc^, cave^, ceil, »., coelo-, etc. : and ef.

cauliflower, eaulis, etc., and cabbage^.'^ The
general name of all sorts of cabbage or plants
of the genus Brassica : chiefly used in its com-
pounds, cole-rape, coleseed, colewort, etc. Also
cale and kale.

colo'^ (kol), n. [< Icel. hollr, a top, a head, a
heap.] It. The head.

Our kynge was grete above his e<^,
A brode hat in his crowne.

Lytell Gette of Robyn Uode (Child's Ballads, V. 109).

2. [Sc, also var. coil : see coil*.~\ One of the
small conical heaps in which hay is usually
thrown up in the field after being cut ; a hay-
cock.

COle^t, » [Early mod. E.,< ME. cole (rare) ; ori-

gin obscure. Hence, in comp., colcpixy, cole-

prophet, col-fox, col-knife, colsipe, and perhaps
colward : see these words.] Treachery; de-
ceit; falsehood; stratagem.

coleopteran

[They] ffeyned sum ffolie that ffailid hem neuer,
And cast [contrived] it be cotis.

Richard the Redeless (E. E. T. S.), Iv. 24.

Nor colour crafte by swearing precious coles,

Gascoigne, Steele Glas, 1. 1114.

colecannon, «. See calecannon.
colectomy (ko-lek'to-mi), «. [< Gr. /cttov, the
colon, +• inTojiij, excision, < ckts/jvciv, cut out,

< £K, out, -I- TE/iveiv, cut. Soo auatotny,'] In
surg., excision of part of the colon.

co-legatee (ko-leg-a-te'), )i. [< co-i -i- legatee.']

One who is a legatee together with another;
one of several legatees. Also eollegatary.

COleiset, ». See cullis.

colemanite (kol 'man -it), n. [After Wm. T.
Coleman of San Francisco.] A hydrous calcium
borate, oceumng in white to colorless mono-
clinic crystals with brilliant luster, and also

in white compact masses, in California. In
composition it is nearly identical with prieeite.

colemiet, a. See colmy.

cole-mouse, n. See coal-mouse.

Coleonyx (kol-e-on'iks), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray.
1845), < Gr. KoAfrff, a sheath, + bm^, a nail: see
onyx.] A genus of American gecko-like lizards,

of the family Eublepharida. C. variegatus, the varie-

VariCKated Gecko [Co/eorvx variegatus).

gated gecko, is a rare species, inhabiting the southwestern
United States. It is of a brownish-yellow c(dor, blotched or
banded with reddish brown and pure white below.

coleophyl, coleophyll (kol'f-o-fil), n. [Also, as
NL., coleophyllum ; < Gr. noledQ, sheath, -1- fvWkov
= Jj.folium, leaf.] In bot., the outer leaf of the
plumule of the embryo in endogens, inclosing

a succession of rudimentary leaves, and re-

maining as a sheath at their base after their

development. Also called coleoptile. [Rare.]

coleophyllous (koF'e-o-fil'us), a. [< coleophyl
-\- -ous.] In hot., having or pertaining to a
coleophyl.

coleopter (kol-f- or ko-le-op'tfer), to. [= P. coU-
optere, < NL. colcopteriim, neut. (sc. L. insec-

tum, insect) of coleopterus : see coleopterous.]

One of the Coleoptera ; a coleopterous insect

;

a beetle.

Coleoptera^ (kol-f- or ko-lf-op'te-rtt), TO. pi.

[NL., pi. of coleop'terum : see coleoji'ter'and cole-

opterous.] An order
of Hexapoda, or of the
class insecta proper,
having the posterior
pair of membranous
wings sheathed by the
hardened anterior pair
called elytra, which
when folded together
usually form a nearly
complete covering of

the body; the sheath-
winged insects or bee-

tles. The head is mandihulate, completely and very uni-
formly constructed, consisting of a labrum attached to a
clypeus, generally by means of an epistoma ; 2 strong man-
dibles ; 2 maxillo], each bearing a palp ; and a lower lip or
labium, also palpiferous, an<i attached to a mentum which
joins the jugulum or under side of the head. The anten-
nie range in number of joints from 1 to 50 or more, but the
typical number is 11 ; they vary greatly in form. (See an-
tenna.) The larva is variable, having 6 legs ornone ; there
are no prolegs ; the pupa is inactive ; and metamorphosis
is complete. The Coleoptera are by far the largest ordinal
group in the animal kingdom, having about 80,000 species
and 8,000 genera. Latreille's division of them into Pen-
taniera, Ileteronw.ra, Tetramera, and Trimera, according
to the number of joints of the tarsi, is still generally fol-

lowed, though it is to some extent artificial and not
strictly coiTect. Subordinate divisions now current are
such as Adephaga, Palpicornia, Brachelytra, Clavicomia,
LameiUcornia, Sternoxi. Malacodemii, Atrachelia, Trache-
lida. lihynchophora, .Viitophaga, Longicomia, Phytophaga,
Clavipatj/i. Fungicota . and Aphidiphaga. The Coleoptera
an- also called Kleutherata.

coleoptera'^, «. Plural of coleopteron.

coleopteral (kol-e- or ko-lf-op'te-ral), a. [< co-
leojitcr + -al.] Same as coleopterous.

coleopteran (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-ran), n. [< co-
leopter -t- -an.] One of the Coleoptera ; a beetle.

One of the Coleoptera { Cicin-
dela catKpestris), atmut natural
size, a, head ; b, prothorax ; c,

abdomen ; d, d, elytra ; e, e, win^

;

/,/, antenna;.



coleopterist

COleopterist (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-rist), n. [<
Coleopteia + -isfj One versed in the natural
history of the Coleoptera or beetles.

COleopteron (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-ron), n.\ pi.

coleojitcni (-rii). [NL., < Gr. komo^, a sheath, -1-

TTTcpoi', a wing, = E. feather. Cf. coleopterous.']

The elytron or wing-cover of a beetle.

coleopterous (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-rus), a. [<
NL. coleoptenis, < Crr. KoXedKTtpog, slieath-wing-
ed, < Ko/^of, a sheath, + nrepdv, a wing, = E.
featlier.'] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Coleoptera : as, a coleopterous insect.

Also coleopteral.

COleoptile (kol-e-op'til), «. [= F. coUoptile, <

Gr. Ko'/soi;, a sheath, + kt'Aov, a feather, akin to
-TFjMv. a wing, = 'E. feather.] Same as coleophyl.

Coleorhamphit (kol"e-o-ram'fi), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of Coleorhamphiui.] A group of birds formed
for the reception of the sheathbills, Chionidw

:

synonvmous with Chionomorpha:
Coleorlianiphust (kol"e-6-ram'fus), n. [NL.
(Dumeril, 1818), < Gr. K0/ie6(, sheath, -f- l)Afi<f>o(,

beak, bUl.] A genus of birds, giving name to

the group Coleorhamphi : synonymous with Chi-

onis.

ColeorMza (kol'e-o-ri'za), n.; -pi. coleorhizce

(-ze). [NL., < Gr. /loXtiif, a sheath, -t- pi'Co, a
root.] In the embryo of many endogenous
plants, the sheath covering the root, which
bursts through it in germination.

colepid (ko'le-pid), n. An animalcule of the
family Colepulw.

Colepidae (ko-lep'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coleps +
-idw.] A family of holotrichous cUiate infuso-
rians, typified by the genus Coleps, of symmet-
rical ovate form, with terminal mouth, indurat-
ed cuticular surface, and special oral cilia.

Colepina (ko-le-pi'na), n.pl. [< NL., < Coleps +
-ina^.] Ehrenberg's name of a group of infu-
sorians represented by the genus Coleps. See
Colepidce.

colepizy (kol'pik-si), n. [Early mod. E. colle-

pixie, collepiskie, E. dial, coltpixy, q. v. ; < cole^,

treachery, + pixy, a fairy. See cole^ and its

compounds.] A mischievous fairy; the will o'

the wisp, regarded as a fairy.

I shall be ready at thine elbow to plaie the parte of Hob-
goblin or Collepixie, and make thee for feare to weene the
deulU Is at thy poUe.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 125.

COlepixy (kol'pik-si), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. cole-

pixied, ppr. colepixying. [< colepixy, n. : with
allusion to the invisible fairy agency.] To
beat down (apples). Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
coleplantt, ». [ME. coleplaunte, eolplonte; <

col^ + plant^.] Colewort.

Bot I haue porettes and percyl and raoni colplontes [var.

coteplauntes]. Piers Ploioman (A), vli. 273.

cole-prophett, col-prophett, n. [Early mod. E.,

also cold-prophet (simulating cold) ; < ME. col-

prophet; < cole^ + prophet. See cole^ and its

compounds.] A false prophet.

Cole-prophet and cole-poyson thou art both.
J. Heywood, Epigrams, vi. 89,

iCdU-poyson is a pun on cold poison.)

Whereby I found I was the hartles hare,
And not the beast colprophet did declare,

Mir. for Mags.

As hee was most vainely pursuaded by the cold prophets,

to whom he gave no small credit. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

Phavorinus saith, that if these cold-prophets, or oraclers,

tell thee prosperitie and deceive thee, thou art made a
miser through vaine expectation.

R. Scott, Witchcraft, Sig. M. 8.

Coleps (ko'leps), n. [NL., < Gr. k&WtiiJ), the hol-

low or bend of the knee.] The typical genus of
the family Colepidm, with spinose carapace and
no buccal setee. it includes Pinacocoleps, Cricocoleps,

and Dictyocole2>s of Diesing. The species inhabit fresh
and salt water, and divide by transverse fission. C. hirtus
is an example.

colerif, ». A Middle English form of collar.

Coler''*t, «. A Middle English form of choler.

COlerat, »• [ME., also colere, colre, etc.: see
choler.] Bile ; the gall, as the seat of certain
bodily afEections. It was frequently qualified by the
adjective fjlack or red, and regarded as the cause of certain
diseases.

The grete superfluite
Of youre reede [red] colera, parde.

Chaiuxr, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 108.

cole-rape (kol'rap), n. [= D. koolraap = G.
kohlrabi (also in E.) = Dan. kaalrabi = Sw.
kdlrabi; after It. cavoli-rape, pi., F. chou rave,

turnip, < L. caulis, cabbage, + rapa, turnip: see
cole^ and rajje^.] The common turnip, Bras-
siea rapa.

COleret, «. A Middle English form of dialer.

COleredt, a. A Middle English form of collared.
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cole-seed (kol'sed), «. [< ME. *colcsed, < AS.
edwcl-swd, cabbage-seed (= D. koolzaad, v&ve-
seed), < curoei, E. cok2, -I- scerf, E. seed.] 1. The
seed of rape, Brassica campesiris, variety olei-

fera.—2. The plant itself.

COle-sla'W (kol'sla), n. [< D. "koolslaa, < kool,

cabbage (= E. cole^), + slaa, a reduced form
of salaad, salade, salad: see cole^ and slaw"^.]

A dish consisting of finely cut cabbage dressed
with vinegar, salt, pepper, etc., eaten either
raw or slightly cooked ; cabbage-salad. Also
called, erroneously, cold-slaw. [U. S.]

co-lessee (ko-le-se'), n. [< co-^ + lessee.] In
law, a joint lessee; a partner in a lease; a joint
tenant.

co-lessor (ko-les'or), n. [< co-^ + lessor.] In
law, a joint grantor of a lease ; a partner in giv-
ing a lease.

colestafft (kol'staf), n.
;

pi. colestaves (-stavz).

Same as cowlstaff.

colesula (ko-les'u-la), «. ;
pi. colesulm (-le).

[NL., appar. irreg. < Gr. KoXsd^, a sheath.] The
membranous sac inclosing the spore-case in
Hepaticm or liverworts.

colesule (ko'le-sul), n. [< colesula.] Same as
colesula. i

As the fronds approach maturity the terminal leaves be-
come modified so as to form an involucrum, witliiu wliich
a special covering appears, the colesule or periantli, sur-

rounding the pistillidia. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 718.

colett, CoUet-'t (kol'et), n. [ME. colet, colit, by
apheresis from acolit, acolyte: see acolyte!^

An inferior church servant : same as acolyte.

cole-tit, II. See coal-tit.

Ooleus(k6'le-us), 11. [NL. (so calledbecause the
filaments are united about the style), < Gr. xo/UiJf,

a sheath. ] A genus of labiate herbs and shrubs,
of tropical Asia and Africa, in general cultiva-

tion for their brUliant foliage. There are about 50
species ; but all the numerous cultivated varieties have
been derived from C. Blumei of Java, and from C. Veitchii
and C. Gibsoni of the Pacific islands.

colewort (kol'wert), re. [< ME. colwort; < cole^

+ wort^. Also, corruptly, collard, collet.] 1.

The common cultivated cabbage, Brassica ole-

racea.— 2. A young cabbage cut before the
head is formed.

col-foxt, «. [ME., < coZe^ -H/oxl. See coZe* and
its compounds.] A crafty fox.

A col-fox, ful of sleigh iniquity.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 394.

coliandert (ko-li-an'der), n. An early form of

coriander.

Oolias (ko'li-as), 11. [NL. (Fabrieius, 1808), <

Gr. Ku'Xidg, an epithet of Venus, in reference
to her temple on a promontory of that name in

Colias kyaU, natural size.

Attica.] A genus of butterflies, of the family
Papilionid(e. Colias hyale is the pale clouded-yellow
butterfly of Europe ; C. philodice is the common yellow
butterfly of North America.

colibert, n. See collibert.

colibri (ko-le'bre), n. [F., Sp., etc., colibri, ko-

libri, etc.; said to be the Carib name.] A name
given to various species of humming-birds.

colic (kol'ik), n. and a. [Early mod. E. colick, col-

lick, < ME. colyke = D. koliek, kolijk = MLG. ko-

lik, kolk=Gr. Dan. kolik= Sw. colik,< OF. colique,

F. colique = Sp. cdlica = Pg. It. colica, < (ML.)
NL. colica, < Gr. KuKiKfi, colic, prop. fem. otmSki-

ii6g (> L. colicus), pertaining to the colon, < ko>mv,

the colon: see colorfi. The noun in E. pre-

cedes the adj.] I. n. In pathol., severe spasms
of pain in the abdomen or bowels ; specifi-

cally, spasms of pain arising from perverted
and excessive peristaltic contractions Biliary
or hepatic colic, the spasms of pain attendant on the
passage of a gallstone.— Devonshire colic, lead-colic : so
named from its frequent ocL-urrt'iu-e anions; the workers in

tlie lead-mines of Devonshire, England.— Lead-COliC, colic

arising from poisoning by lead.— Renal COUc, sjiasms of

pain caused by the passage of a renal calculus along the
ureter.— Saturnine colic (colica salurnina), lead-oolic.

II. a. 1. In anai., pertaining to the colon or
large intestine: as, a colic artery.— 2. Affect-
ing the bowels.

Intestine stone and ulcer, colie pangs.
Milton, P. L., xi. 484.

Coliomorpha

colica (kol'i-ka), «.; pi. colicw {-se). [NL.,
fem. (sc. L. arieria, artery) of L. coliciis : see
colic] A colic artery ; a branch of a superior
or inferior mesenteric artery, supplying the
colon and the sigmoid flexure of the rectum.
In man tliree colic arteries are named ; the colica dextra
or right colic artery, colica media or middle colic artery,
and colica sinistra or left colic artery ; respectively distrib-
uted to the ascending, transverse, and descending colon.

colical (kol'i-kal), a. [< colic + -al.] Of the
nature of colic. [Rare.]

COlichemarde (ko-lesh-mard'), ». [F., also co-
lismarde; said to be a corruption of the name
of Count Konigsmark.] A long sword in which
the forte of the blade is very broad and the
foible very narrow and slight, the change being
abrupt, with a rapid curve or slope on each side.

This weapon came into use toward the end of
the seventeenth century.

colickt, K. and a. An obsolete spelling of colic.

COlicked (kol'ikt), a. [< colic{k) -f -ed^.] Af-
fected with colic

;
griped. [Eare.]

Leaving the bowels inflated, colicked, or griped.
G. Cheyne, Regimen, p. 110.

colicky (kol'i-ki), a. [< coUc(k) + -y'^.] 1.
Pertaining to or of the nature of colic: as,

colicky ^tdns.— 2. Affected with colic ; subject
to colic : as, a colicky baby. [CoUoq.]

colic-root (kol'ik-rot), n. A name in the United
States of several plants having reputed medi-
cinal virtues, as Aletris farinosa, Dioscorea vil-

losa, and Liafris squarrosa.

COlie, coly (kol'i), n.
;
pi. colies (-iz). [A native

name.] In ornith., a conirostral bird of the
family Coliidce.

The colies are all fruit-eaters, live in small bands, fre-

quent thick bushes, and, when disturbed, fiy straight to
some neighboring covert.

a. E. Shelley, quoted in Stand. Nat. Hist., IV. 394.

colieret, ». An obsolete spelling of collier^.

coliform (kol'i-form), a. [< L. colum, a strainer
(see colander), + forma, form.] Resembling
a sieve ; cribriform ; ethmoid.
Coliidae (ko-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Colius +
-ido".] A family of non-passerine picarian or
coccygomorphic birds, having all four toes
turned forward (the feet thus being pampro-
dactylous), extremely long and narrow central
tail-feathers, a conical bUl, and soft silky plu-
mage of a uniform subdued color, the bUl gen-
erally being brightly tinted. They are confined to
Africa, and are known as mouse-birds and colies. The
family consists of the single genus Colius. Also Colidce.

OoliinSB (kol-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Colius +
-ilia;.] The colies, regarded as a subfamily.
Swainson, 1837.

Colimaceat (kol-i-ma'se-a), n. pi. [NL. (F. Co-
limacecs), appar. < L. co-, together, -H Umax
(limac-), a snail.] In Lamarck's system of con-
chology, a family of traeheUpods or univalves,
including all the land shell-bearing moUusks.
They are now distributed among numerous
families and several orders.

Colimacidse (kol-i-mas'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Co-
limacea + -Ida.] Same as Relicea or Belicidw.

COlin (kol'in), n. [< F. colin (NL. colinus), OF.
Colin (whence E. Collins as a surname : see Col-

linsia), prop. dim. of Colas for Xicolas, Nicho-
las, a proper name. ] 1 . The common partridge,
quail, or bob-white of the United States, Ortyx
rirginiana or Colinus virginianus.— 2. pi. The
American quails of the subfamUy Ortyginm or
Odontojyhorinte.

COlindery (kol-in'de-ri), n.
;
pi. colinderies (-riz).

[A newspaper worcl. made from col(onial and)
Ind{ian exhibition) + -ery.] An exhibition of
the colonial and Indian industries of the Brit-
ish empire : commonly in the plural. The name
was invented on the occasion of such an exhi-
bition in London in 1886.

The Commissioners of the various colonies and courts
at the exhi})ition were convened by Sir Philip Owen, under
the Prince of Wales's instructions, to consider the means
of continuing the highly successful and educationally use-
ful exhibits of the late Colinderies as a permanent Colo-

nial Museum. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 384.

Colinus (ko-li'nus), n. [NL. (Lesson, 1828), < F.
colin: see' colin.] A genus of American quails,

including those called bob-whites ; the colins

:

synonymous with Ortyx (which see).

Colioideae (kol-i-oi'df-e), n. pi. [NL., < Colius

-t- -oideo'.] The colies, Coliidce, rated as a su-

ajerfamily.
oliomofphae (kol"i-o-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. KoTiio^, a kind of woodpecker, -I- I'ofxpr;, form.]
In Sundevall's classification of birds, the third

cohort of laminiplantar oscine passerine birds,

consisting of four families, and embracing the
crows, jays, starlings, grackles, birds of Para-
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dise, and some others : equivalent to the same
authoi-'s earlier Ambulatores or Corviformes.

coliomorphic (kol"i-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Coliomor-

phtv + -ic] Pertaining to or having the char-

acters of the ColiomorplKe.

colisancet, «• An obsolete fonn of cognizance, 3.

IVriiiht.

Coliseum, «. See Colosseum.

colitis (ko-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. koAov, the co-

lon (see 'colon^), + -itis.} In pathol., inflam-

mation of the mucous membrane of the colon

;

colonitis.

Colius (ko'li-us), n. [NL., < eolie, coly, native

name. ] The typical genus of birds of the family

Coliidw, the eolies, of which there are 6 or 8 spe-

cies, all confined to Africa. C. capensis is the

colkif, n. [E. dial, coke and cotik ; < ME. colke,

colek, a hole, = OFries. kolk, NFries. kolcke =
v. kolk, a pit, hollow, = MLG. kolk, kulk, a hole,

a hole filled with water, esp. one caused by the

action of water, LG. kolk, a hole, pit, ditch.]

A core ; a kernel.

AUe erthe by skille may likned be
Tille a rounde appel of a tree,

The whiche in niyddea has a colke

As has au eye [egg] in myddes a yolke.
Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. &t43.

'

It is fiiUe roten inwardly
At the colke within.

Totvneley Mysteriet, p. 281.

C0lk2 (kolk), n. [Sc] A name of the king eider-

duck, Somateria spectabilis. Montagu. [Local,

British.]

col-knifet, «• [ME. ; < cole*, treachery, deceit

(as a prefix in this case depreciative), + knife.}

A big " ugly " knife.

Both bosters and bragers
God ke|>e us fro,

That with thare long dagers
Dos mekylle wo,
From alle bylle hagers
With col-knu/eJt that go.

Towiieley Mysterieg, p. 85.

colli (kol), V. i. [E. dial, also coiol, Sc. also cow;
< ME. collen, colen, var. of cullen, killen, hit,

strike, cut, later kill, < Icel. kolla, hit on the

head, harm, = Norw. kylla, poll, cut, prune, =
D. kollrn, knock do>vn : see kill^, which is thus

a doublet of coHi.] 1 . To cut off ; clip, as the

hair of the head
;

poll.

A sargant sent hi to jaiole

And lohan hefd [head] conianded to coU.
Curmr Mundi, 1. 13174.

2. To cut ; cut short ; lop
;
prune.

When by there came a gallant hende,
Wi' high coll'd hose and laigh eoll'd shoon,
And he seem'd to be sum kingis son.

Cofpatrick (Child's Ballads, I. 156).

3. To cut obliquely.
[North. Eng. and Scotch in all senses.]

collet (kol), V. t. [< ME. collen, < OF. a-eoler (=
Pr. color), embrace, < col, < L. collum, neck : see

collar.'] 1. To embrace; caress by embracing
the neck.
Sche kolled it [the child] ful kindly and askes is name,
& it answered ful sone & seide, " William y hijt."

WiUiam of PaUme (E. E. T. S.), 1. «9.

[He will] flatter and speak fair, ask forgiveness, kiss and
coll. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 675.

2. To insnare.

This devel is mikel with wil and magt, . . .

' Cotleth men to him with his onde [envious hate].

Rel. Antiq., p. 221.

collet (kol), B. [< coll^, f.] An act of embra-
cing: an embrace, especially about the neck.
T. Middleton.

COll''t, «• A dialectal variant of cold.

She'd ha' dipped her foot in colt water.
Johnny Cock (Child's Ballads, VI. 246).

coll-. See col-.

CoUa, ». Plural of coUum.
CoUabefactiont (ko-lab-e-fak'shon), n. [< L. as
if *colluhi'f<ictio{ti-), < collabefieri, pp. collabefac-

tus, be brought to ruin, < com-, with, + lahefa-

cere, make to totter, < labi, fall, + facere, make.]
A wasting away ; decay; decline. Blount.

collaborate (ko-lab'o-rat), r. i.
;
pret. and pp.

collaborated, ppr. collaborating. [< LL. colla-

boratus, pp. of colluborare, conlaborare, work
with, < L. com-, with, + laborare, work, < labor,

work: see labor.] To work with another or
others ; cooperate with another or others in do-
ing or producing something; especially, to work
with another in a literary production or a scien-
tific investigation.

He [Scri])el is stiirl In some cases to have sent snms of
money for " copyright in ideas " to men who not only had
not actually rullahn-ated with him, but who were unaware
that he had taken suggestions from their work.

Encye. Brit., XXI. 554.
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CoUaborateur (ko-lab'o-ra-tfer'), ». [F.] The
French form of collaborator, sometimes used by
English writers.
CoUaborateur is an excellent word, which neither

"colabourer " nor "fellow-workman " defines accurately.

Many have felt the need of it ; but the right form, for us,

is "collaborator." F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 184, note.

collaboration (ko-lab-o-ra'shon), n. [After F.
collaboration, < LL. as if *colldboratio{n-), < coU
laborare : see collaborate.] The act of work-
ing together ; united labor, especially in liter-

ary or scientific work.
collaborator (ko-lab'o-ra-tgr), n. [After F.

CoUaborateur, < ML. collaborator, < LL. colla-

borare : see collaborate.] An associate in la-

bor, especially in literary or scientific work.

Without the impelling fanaticism of Luther and his col-

laborators, their battle against Rome would never have
been fought. X. A. Rev., CXXVII. 245.

collagen, coUagenic, etc See collogen, etc.

collapsable (ko-lap'sa-bl), a. [< collapse +
-<ible.] See collapsible.

collapse (ko-laps'), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. collapsed,

ppr. collapsing. [< L. collapsus, pp. of collabi,

conlabi, fall together, fall in, < com-, together,

+ labi, fall: see lapse.] 1. To fall together,

or into an irregular mass or flattened form,

through loss of firm connection or rigidity and
support of the parts or loss of the contents, as

a building through the falling in of its sides, or

an inflated bladder from escape of the air con-

tained in it.

In consumptions and atrophy the liquids are exhausted
and the sides of the c&n&li collapse. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

2. Figuratively— (a) To break down; go to

pieces; come to nothing ; faU; become ruined

:

as, the project collapsed.

The ruins of his crown's collapsed state.

Mir. for Mags., p. 588.

Thoee corrupted inbred humours of collapsed nature.
(iuarics. Judgment and Mercy.

An American female constitution which collapses just

in the middle third of life. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ii.

(6) In pathol., to sink into extreme weakness
or physical depression in the course of a disease,

(c) To appear as if collapsing ; lose strength,

courage, etc. ; subside ; cease to assert one's

self or push one's self forward : as, after that
rebuke he collapsed. [Colloq.]

collapse (ko-laps'), ». [< collapse, v.] 1. A
falling in or together, as of the sides of a hol-

low vessel.— 2. Figuratively, a sudden and
complete failure of any kind ; a breakdown.

There was now a general collapse in heroism ; intrigue

took the place of patriotic ardour. If'. Chambers.

8. In med., an extreme sinking or depression

;

a more or less sudden failure of the vital pow-
ers : as. the stage of collapse in cholera.

collapsible (ko-lap'si-bl), a. [< collapse +
-iblei] Capable of collapsing; liable to col-

lapse ; made so as to collapse : as, a collapsi-

ble balloon ; a collapsible tube or drinking-cup.

Also collapsable.

The Berthon collapsible boat, for Infantry in single file,

is also employed. Encye. Brit., XIX. 458.

CoUapsion (ko-lap'shon), n. [< LL. collap-

sio{n-), conlapsio{n-), < collabi, collapse: see col-

lapse, v.] The act of falling together or col-

lapsing; the state resulting from collapse.

[Rare.]
The collapsion of the skin after death.

P. Russell, Indian Serpents, p. 7.

collar (kol'Sr), n. [A later spelling, imitating

the L. form, of earlier mod. E. coller, < ME.
eolUr, earlier coler, < OF. coler, eolier, F. collier

= Pr. colar = Sp. Pg. collar = It. collare, < L.

collare, a collar, < collum = AS. heals, E. halse^,

the neck: see halse^.] 1. Something worn
about the neck, whether for restraint, conve-
nience, or ornament. Specifically— (a) A band, usu-

ally of iron, worn by prisoners or slaves as a means of re-

straint or a badge of servitude.

A grazing iron collar grinds my neck.
Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

(!i)In onnor, a defense of mailorplate fortheneck. (c) An
ornamental and symbolic chain or necklace formerly worn
by knights and gentlemen as a badge of adherence. It is

still used as one of the insignia of an honorary order, usual-

ly identified with the higher classes of that order, and
worn only on state occasions. The cross, medallion, or

the like, is on such occasions attached to the collar, in-

stead of to the ribbon with which it is usually worn. The
collars of some of the orders of knighthood are given in

the descriptions of the separate orders. See collar of SS,

below, (0) 'rhe neck-band of a coat, cloak, gown, etc.,

either standing or rolled over.

I.«t us have standing colters in the fashion.

All are become a stiff-necked generation.
Rowlands, Knave of Hearts (1611).

A standing collar to keep his neck band clean.
L. Barry, Bam Alley (1811).

collar-beam

(e) A separate band or ruff worn for cleanliness, orna-

ment, or warmtli, and made of linen, muslin, lace, fur,

etc. (/t) Same as bandoleer, 2.

If one bandaleer take fire, all the rest do in that collar.

Lord Orrery, quoted in Grose, i. 5.

(S) A halter.

While you live, draw your neck out of the collar.

Shak., R. and J., i. 1.

(A) A neck-band forming that part of the harness of a
draft-animal, as a horse, to which the traces are attached,

and upon which the strain of the load falls ; also a neck-
band placed upon.some other animal, as a dog, as an orna-

ment or as a means of restraint or of identification.

Her traces of the smallest spider's web

;

Her collars of the moonshine's watery beams.
Shak., R. and J., i. 4.

With golden muzzles all their mouths were bound,
And collars of the same their necks surround.

Dryden, Fables.

(i) A wide ring of metal put about a piece of stove-pipe to

make it close the " thimble " in a chimney where the thim-
ble is larger than the pipe : as, a 6-inch collar is needed if

a 6-inch pipe is to be used with an 8-inch thimble.

2. Anything resembling a collar; something
in the form of a collar, or analogous to a col-

lar in situation, (a) in arch. : (1) A ring or cincture.

(2) A collar-beam, ib) In bot. : (1) The ring upon the stipe

(stem) of an agaric. (2) The point of junction in the

embryo between the caudicle and the plumule. (3) The
point of junction of the root and stem. (4) Same as col-

larbags. (c) In viach. : (1) An enlargement or swell en-

circling a rod or shaft, and serving usually as a hold-

ing- or bearing-piece. (2) An enlarged portion of the end
of a car-axle, designed to receive the end-thrust of the
journal-bearing ; a button, (rf ) In mining, the timbering
around the mouth of a shaft, or at the surface of the ground,
(e) A skirting or rain-shedding device placed round a
chimney where it passes ttirough the roof. (/) Naut. : (1)

An eye in the end or bight of a shroud or stay, to go over
ft masthead. (2) A rope formed into a wreath, with a heart
or deadeye in the bight, to which the stay is confined at the
lower part, (g) In zool. ; (1) A ring around the neck, how-
ever made, as by color of hair or feathers, shape or texture

of hair or feathers, thickening of integument, presence of

a set of radiating processes, etc. See cut under Balano-
glossus. (2) In Infusoria, specifically, the raised rim of a
collar-cell. (3) In entom. : (i.) The upper part of the pro-
thorax when it is closely united to the mesothorax, form-
ing a crescent-shaped anterior border to it, as in Hytne-
noptera and many Diptera. (ii.) A posterior prolongation
of the head, usually termed a neck. [Rare. ]—Against the
collar, npliill, so that the horse's shoulders are constantly

pressed against the collar; hence,

^, V figuratively, at a disadvantage

;

^
' y^ against difficulties; against op-

i y , / , position.—Anchor and collar.
;-'% /m See ajicAori.— Bishop's collar,

^^ / in arnior,^ a collar or tippet of

''yff / chain-mailofpeculiarform,reach-
/ ^ // ing to the end of the shoulders,

'A^ "V^ andforminginfrontapointwhere
^''

\\u the two sides come together and
^), are held by buckles or the like.

^
,, ,

y-^jQ The shape was nearly that of the

Collar a=j Clamp. pelerine.- Collar and clamp, a
. , , . ... , hinge ordinarily used upon dock-

.h?'S 'I •c'i?v?T"! t sot-^^; «" ancliorand collar(wliich

anchor. see, under atichory).— CoUax Of
brawn, the quantity of brawn

rolled or wound up in one piece : brawn being derived
from tlie collar or IJreast part of a boar.

Item, a coller o/good large fat brawn
Serv'd for a drum, waited upon by two
Fair long black puddings lying by for drumsticks.

Cartwright, Ordinary.

Collar of SS. (a) A decoration which ia known to have
been instituted by Henry IV. of England, and is identi-

fied witli the house of Lancaster. It was revived after

the wars of the Roses, and was a favorite decoration in the
reigna of Henry VII. and Henry VIII. A similar collar

is still worn as a mark of dignity t)y certain English of-

ficials, but is now inseparable from the office. The collar

consists of an S often repeated, but the other details dif-

fered at different times, being roses, knots, the Tudor
portcullis, and similar emblems. (6t) A sort of punch
made of sack, ci<ier, and sugar. The Cheats, 16(i'2, in

Wright.—Hempen collar. See he7npen.—ln collar,
ready for or used to work, as a horse.— Out Of collar,
unready for or unused to work.—TO slip the collar, to

escape or get free; disentangle one's self from diftlculty,

labor, or engagement.

collar (kol'ar), v. t [< collar^ w.] 1. To seize

by the collar.

With grim determination, he had collared and carried

himself to sleep forthwith.
W, M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 323.

2. To put a collar on.

The British dog was within an ace of being collared and
tax-ticketed, after the continental fashion.

5. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 301.

3. To roll up and bind (a piece of meat): as,

to collar beef. See collared oeef, under collared.

— 4. In racing slang, to draw up to
;
get even

with or be neck-and-neck with in racing.

coUarage (kol'ar-aj), n. [< collar + -age.'] A
duty formerly levied in England on the collars

of draft-horses.

collar-awl (kol'ar-ai), n, A saddlers' needle
for sewing horse-collars.

CoUarbags (kol ' ar - bagz), n. The smut of

wheat, Ustilago segetum. Also collar.

collar-beam (kol'ar-bem), n. A beam or piece
of timber extending between two opposite raf-



collar-beam

ters, at some height above their base, it pre-
vents sags;ing. and also serves as a strut or tie, or as a ceil-
iiiK-joist for a Rarret. Sometimes called wind-beam.

collar-bird (kol'ar-b^rd), n. A bower-bird of
the geuus Clihimydodera: so called from the
nuchal collar. The spotted collar-bird is C.
maciilata.

collar-block (kol'ar-blok), «. A block on which
harness-makers shape and sew collars.

collar-bolt (kol 'Sr-bolt) , w . A bolt forged with
a shoiUder or collar. F. Oampin, Mech. Engi-
neering.

collar-bone (kol'ar-bon), n. The clavicle.

collar-cell (kol'ar-sel), H. Imool., a flagellate
cell in which a"rim or collar of the cell-wall
surrounds the base of the flagellum: a frequent
condition of monadiform cells, whether belong-
ing to the group of which the genus Monas is

a representative or occurring elsewhere, as in
SDonges. See ChoanoflageUata.

collar-check (korar-ehek),». A coarse woolen
cloth with a checked pattern, used in the manu-
facture of horse-collars.

collard (kol'ard), n. [A corruption of colewort.']
A variety of cabbage with the fleshy leaves scat-
tered upon the stem instead of gathered into a
head. [Southern U. S.]

The poor trash who scratched a bare subsistence from
a sorry patch of beans and collarda.

Gilmure., My Southern Friends, p. 64.

In the South no word, as no dish, is better known among
the poorer whites and negroes than collards or greens.

Tram. Amer. Philol. Ass., XIV. 46.

CoUar-dayt (kol'ar-da), «. In England, a day
on which knights appeared at court in the col-
lars of their orders.

It being St. Andrew's, and a collar-day, he went to the
Chapel. I'epys, Diary, II. 69.

COllare (ko-la're), n.
;
pi. collaria (-ri-a). [L.

:

see collar, «.] 1. The coflar or prothorax of an
insect, which bears the anterior pair of legs:
sometimes restricted to an elevated posterior
portion of the prothorax, seen in many Hyme-
noptera and Hemiptera.— 2. In decorative art, a
necklace or collar, as of an order, represented
on a figure in ombroidery, goldsmiths' work, or
the like.

collared (kol'ard), a. [< collar, n., + -ed2.] 1.
Having a coflar, or something resembling a
collar.

The amoeboids that form the wall of this cavity become
metamorphosed into collared flagellate zooids.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 509.

2. In her., same as gorged, 2— Collared beef, beef
from which the bones are removed, rolled and bound with
a string or tape and braized with various preparations of
herbs, wine, spices, etc. It is pressed under a heavy
weight and served in slices.— Collared cell. See cell.

COllared-cliained (kol'ard-chand), a. In her.,
wearing a collar to which a chain is attached.
See chain.

collaret, collarette (kol'Sr-et), n. [< ML. col-
laratm, dim. of L. coHore'coUar : see collar, n.~\

1. A small collar or fichu of linen, lace, fur,
etc., worn by women.— 2. Any piece of armor
{)rotecting the neck, more particularly in front.
See gorgerin and hausse-col.

collaria, «. Plural of collare.

COUarino (kol-a-re'no), n. [It., dim. of collare,
collar: see collar, n.] In arch., an astragal.
Also colarin.

collar-launder (korar-lan"d6r), ». In mining,
a gutter or pipe attached to a lift of a pimip to
convey water to a cistern or any other place.
collarless (kol'ar-les), a. [< collar, n., + -less.^

1. Ha-v-ing no collar.— 2. In Infusoria, not
choanate.

collar-nail (kol'ar-nal), n. A form of nail used
in blind-soling boots and shoes, it has a projecting
collar up to which it is driven into the heel or sole; the
outer lift or sole is then driven on the projecting head of
the nail, which thus holds without extending through the
leather.

collar-plate (kol'ar-plat), n. An auxiliary nut
used to support long pieces in a lathe.
collar-swage (korsr-swaj), n. A swage used
bv blacksmiths in swaging a collar upon a rod.

collar-tool (kol'ar-
tSl), n. In forging,
a rotinding-tool for
swaging collars or
flanges on rods.

collar-work (kol'ar-
wferk), «. UpHiU
work, such as com-
pels a horse to press
against the collar;
hence, figuratively.

Collar-tools.

a. lower half of tool in the hardy.
difficult work of any hole or the anvil ; i, upper or fuHc'r.
Wj.w} ine tool ; c, collar and rod in the grip

' ofthe pincers.
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CoUatable (kg-la'ta-bl), a. [< collate + -able.']

Capable of being collated.

collate (ko-laf), r. f.; pret.andpp. coW«!ted,ppr.
collating. [< L. collatus, conlatus, pp. of conferre,
bring together, compare, bestow (see confer), <
CQiH-, together, + ferre (=E. ftcaj-l), with pp. la-
tm, carry: see ablative, delate, prolate, etc.] 1.
To bring together and compare ; examine criti-
cally, noting points of agi-eement and disagree-
ment : applied particularly to manuscripts and
books: as, to collate all the manuscripts of a
classical author.

They could not relinquish their Judaism, and embrace
Christianity, without considering, weighing, and collating
both religions. South.

Constant care he took.
Collating creed with creed, and book with book.

Crabbe, Works, V. 73.

2. To confer or bestow a benefice on by colla-
tion: followed by to.

He was collated by Sir George Ashe, bishop of Clogher,
to the archdeaconry of Clogher. Goldsmith, Pariiell.

3. To bestow or confer. [Rare.]
The gl-ace of the Spirit of God, there consigned, exhib-

ited, and collated. Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

4. In bookbinding, to verify the aiTangement of,
as the sheets of a book after they have been
gathered. It is usually done by counting and
inspecting the signatures at the foot of the first
page of each sheet.

collateral (ko-lat'e-ral), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. collaterall, < Mfi. collateral = F. collateral =
Sp. colateral = Pg. collateral = It. collaterale,
< ML. collateralis, < L. com-, together, -f- latera-
lis, ot the Bide: see lateral.'] f. a. 1. Situated
at the side ; belonging to the side or to what is
at the side ; hence, occupying a secondary or
subordinate position.

In his bright radiance and collateral light
Must I be comforted, not in his sphere.

Stialc., All's Well, i. 1.

Ye cannot compare an ordinary Bishop with Timothy,
who was an extraordinary man, foretold and promis'd to
the Church by many Prophecies, and his name joyn'd as
collaterall with Saint Paul, in most of his Apostolick Epis-
tles. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.
Having scene this, we descended into the Ixidy of the

chm-ch, full of collaterall chapells and large oratories.
Evelyn, Diary, Nov., 1644.

2. Acting indirectly ; acting through side chan-
nels. [Rare.]

They shall hear and judge 'twixt you and me :

If by direct or by collateral hand
They find us touch'd, we will our kingdom give . . .

To you in satisfaction. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 6.

3. Accompanying ; attendant, especially as an
auxiliary; aiding, strengthening, confirming,
etc., in a secondary or subordinate way: as,
collateral aid; collateral security (see below);
collateral evidence.
Hit [poverty] defendeth the flessh fro folyes ful menye

:

And a collateral contort, Crystes owen sonde [sending].
Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 136.

He that brings any collateral respect [consideration] to
prayers, loses the benefit of the prayers of the congrega-
tion. Donne, Sermons, iv.

All the force of the motive lies within itself : it receives
no collateral strength from external considerations.

B2>. Atterbury.

Not merely the writer's testimony, . . . but collateral
evidence also is required. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

4. Descending from the same stock or ances-
tor (commonly male) as another, but in a differ-
ent line : distinguished from lineal. Thus, the
children of brothers are collateral relations, having dif-
ferent fathers, but a common grandfather.

When a peer whose title is limited to male heirs dies,
leaving only daughters, his peerage must expire, unless
he have, not only a collateral heir, but a collateral heir
descended through an uninten-upted line of males from
the first possessor of the honour.

Macaulay, Sadler's Bef. Refuted.

5. In bot., standing side by side: as, collateral
ovules.— 6. In geom., ha'ving a common edge,
as two adjoining faces of a polyhedron. Kirk-
man— Collateral ancestors, uncles, aunts, and other
collateral antecessors who are not "ance8t<jrs" in the
sense of progenitors.— Collateral assurance, in law,
assurance made over and above the jirincipal deed.— Col-
lateral bundle. See (/i(«(//p.— Collateral circulation.
See circu(fi«ioH.— Collateral eminence, a smooth pro-
tuberance in the lateral ventricle ot the cerebrum, be-
tween the middle and posterior burns, caused by the col-
lateral sulcus or Assure,- CoUateral facts, in law, facts
not considered relevant to the matter in dispute in an
action,- Collateral fibers, of the cerebellum, the fibers
which connect one lamina with the adjacent lamina;.

—

Collateral fissure, in anat., the collateral sulcus.— Col-
lateral-Inheritance tax, a tax laid on property received
by colliitcial iK^irs Ijy will or under an intestate law,— Col-
lateral issue, in law, an issue aside from the main ques-
tion in the case.— Collateral proceeding, in law, an-
other proceeding, not fur tlie direct purpose of impeach-
uig the proceeding to which it is said to be collateral.
In this sense a new action brought to set aside a judg-

collation

ment in a former action is a direct and not a collateral
proceeding. The phrase, however, is sometimes loosely
used of any proceeding other than a step in the main ac-
tion or suit. In this sense, while a motion made in an
action to set aside a judgment therein is a direct proceed-
ing, a fresh action to set aside the judgment would be a
collateral proceeding.— Collateral security, any prop-
erty or right of action, as a Ijill ul f.iW ,,i !,tcjck-certiticate,
wliich is given to secure the perloiinaiice of a contract
or the discharge of an obligation and as additional to the
obligation of that contract, and which upon the perform-
ance of the latter is to be surrendered or discharged.—
Collateral sulcus, in anat,, the occipitotemporal Assure
of the cerebrum lying below the calcarlne Assure, giving
rise to the collateral eminence in the lateral ventricle of
the brain. See *«fc!;s.— Collateral trUBt-bonds. See
(/oiirfi.—Collateral warranty. See warranty.— Coti-
dltion collateral. See condition.

TL. n. 1. A kinsman or relative descended
from a common ancestor, but not in direct line.— 2. Anything of value, or representing value,
as bonds, deeds, etc., pledged as security in
addition to a direct obligation.

CoUateralityt, n. [< P. colluteralite ; as collaU
eral-i- -ity.} The state of being collateral. Cot-
grave.

collaterally (ko-lat'e-ral-i), adv. In a collat-
eral manner, (i) Side by side. ((.) Indirectly.

The Papists more directly,
collaterally.

and the fanatics more
Dryden.

(c)-In collateral relation ; not in a direct line ; not lineally.

Members of his own family collaterally related to him.
Coxe, House of Austria, xxt.

(rf) With or by means of collaterals.

Dear to the broker is a note of hand
Collaterally secured. Ualleck, Fanny.

CoUateralness (ko-lat'e-ral-nes), n. The state
of being collateral.

Collateralite [F,], collaterality or coUateralnesse.
Cotgrave.

collation (kg-la'shou), n. [< ME. collacioun,
colasioun, etc., discourse, conversation, com-
parison, reflection, = D. collatie = MLG. col-
latie, klatie = G. Dan. kollation, < OF. collacion,
discourse, etc., F. collation = Sp. colacion = Pg.
colhifdo = It. collazione (in sense 8 colazione), <
L. collatio{n-), conlatio(n-), a bringing together,
collection, comparison, < collatus, conlatus, pp.
ot conferre: see collate.] 1. The act of col-
lating, or bringing together and comparing;
a comparison of one thing vrith another of a
like kind ; especially, the comparison of manu-
scripts or editions of books or of records or
statistics.

The omissions and the commissions in the Chronicle of
Fabyan are often amusing and always instructive ; but
these could not have been detected but by a severe colla-
tion, which has been happily performed.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 286.

The earliest instances we recall of this method of cen-
tralized collation is of meteorological observations, in this
country conducted for many years by the Smithsonian In-
stitution. Science, IV. 411.

2. A compilation; specifically, a collection of
the lives of the fathers of the church.

It is preued in vitas patruni, that is to seie, in lyues
and colaciou7is of fadris.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 18.

3. The act of reading and conversing on the
lives of the saints, or the Scriptures: a prac-
tice instituted in monasteries by St. Benedict.
Dr. TV. Smith.— ^t. A conference.

" Yet wol I," quod this mai'kis softely,
" That in thy chambre I and thou and she
Have a collacion." Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 269.

They call it a Collation, because (forsooth) it wanted
some Councill-fonnalities. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. ii. 90.

5t. A contribution ; something to which each
of several participators contributes.

A shot or collation, because every particular apostle did
cast In and collate his article, to make up this sum.

Bp. Nicholson, Expos, of Catechism, p. 2.=>.

6t. In the medieval universities, a sort of the-
ological lecture laying down certain proposi-
tions without necessarily proving them, it was
not a commentary, although 'it might contain a general
analysis of the Hook of the Sentences (see sentence) and
might begin and end with a text of Scripture.

7t. Reasoning; drawing of a conclusion.

It byholdeth alle thinges, so as I shal seye, by a strok of
thougt formerly without discours or collacioun.

Chaucer, Boethius, p. 165.

8. A repast ; a meal : a term originally applied
to the refection partaken of by monks in mon-
asteiies after the reading of the Uves of the
saints.

When I came, I found such a collation of wine and
sweetmeats prepared as little corresponded to the terms
of the invitation. Whiston, ilemoirs, p. 272.

Here one of the great sheiks resides, who would have
prepared a collation for us, and aske<l us to stay all night,
but we only took coffee, and he sent a man with us.

Poeocke, Deacriptlon of the East, II. 61.
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Theconvention, afterdissolyingitself.partookofamod- coUeagTieshlp (kol'eK-ship), tl. [< colleaaue +
t co;/(/tio» m tlie senate chamber. ^.^;,. "t 'l'ln«^*-n*« «# i ;^ „ ..-ii

JJancro/l, Hist. Const., H. 273. "7 '^
'l*

^^^'
S*''*® *^! ¥™S ^ colleague.

colleckt, ». See collock.
9t. The act of conferring or bestowing; a
gift.

The baptism of John . . . was not a direct instrument
of tile .Spirit for the collation of grace.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 95.

Neither are we to give thanks alone for the collation of

these benefits. iioy. Works of Creation.

10. In cation law, the presentation of a clergy-

man to a benefice by a bishop, who is the or-

dinary of the benefice, and who at the same
time has the benefice in his own gift or patron-

CoUect (ko-lekf), V. [< OP. collecter, F. eol-

lecter = Sp. colectar = Pg. coUectar = It. col-

lettare, < ML. collectare, collect money, < L.
collecta, a collection in money, (LL. ) a meeting,
assemblage, (ML.) a tax, also an assembly for
prayer, a prayer (see collect, ».), prop. fem. of
collectus, pp. of colUgere, conligere (> P. col-

Hger = Pg. colligar), gather together, collect,

consider, conclude, infer, < com-, together, +
legere, gather: see legend. From L. colligere

age, or by neglect of the patron has acquired ""^^ ^¥» E- coiH and cuHl.] I, trans. 1 To

the patron's rights. When tiie patron of a church
is not a bishop, he presents liis clerk for admission, and
the bishop institutes him ; but if the bishop of the diocese
is the patron, his presentation and institution are one act,

and are called collation.

11. In civil and Scots law, the real or supposed
return of a former advancement to the mass of
a decedent's property, made by one heir, that
the property may be equitably divided among
all the heirs ; hotch-pot.

The application of the principle of collation to descen-
dants generally, so that they were bound to throw into the
mass of the succession before its partition every advance
they had received from their parent in anticipation of
their shares. Encyc. Brit., XX. 714.

Collation Of goods, in dm'l law. See def. 11.— Collation
of rights, that species of service which the judge renders
to any person Ijy putting him in p<»ssession of a certain
right. J. S. .»/i/;.— Collation of seals, one seal set on
the reverse of another, on the same label. Wharton.

COllationt (ko-la'shon), v. i. [< collation, »., 8.]

"To partake of a Ugtt repast.

I went to see a coach-race in Hide Park, and collation'd
in .Spring Garden. JCcelyn, Memoirs, May 20, 1658.

COllationer (ko-la'shon-6r), n. [< collation +
-e/l.] 1. A collator of the printed sheets of
books. [Kare.]— 2. One who partakes of a
collation or repast. [Rare.]

We, meanwhile, untitled attendants, stood at the other
end of the room, forming a semicircle, and all strictly

facing the royal collationerg.

gather into one place or group; assemble or
bring together; make a combination, group,
or collection of; gather: as, to collect facts or
evidence ; to collect curiosities or rare books.
A passion for collecting books is not always a passion for

literature. /. Disraeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 67.

2. To receive or compel payment of; bring to

a settlement: as, to collect a bill.— 3. To as-
certain or infer from observation or informa-
tion ; infer. [Now rare.J

The reverent care I bear unto my lord
Made me collect these dangers in the duke.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

Which sequence, I conceive, is very ill collected. Locke.

We may collect the excellency of the understanding then,
by the glorious remainders of it now, and guess at the
stateliness of the building by the magnificence of its ruins.

.SotM, in Whipple's Ess. and Rev., II. 81.

To collect one's self, to recover from surprise or a dis-

concerted state ; regain command over one's scattered
thoughts or emotions.

Affrighted much,
I did in time collect myself. Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

= SyiL 1. To convene, convoke, muster, accumulate,
amass, group.

n. in traits. 1. To gather together ; accumu-
late : as, pus collects in an abscess ; snow collects

in drifts.— 2t. To compose one's self.

CoUect,
I fear you are not well : pray tell me why
You talk thus? Shirley, Traitor, iii 3.

Mine. D'Arblay, Diary, III. 99.

COllatitioust (kol-a-tish ' us), a. [< L. collati- *=?\^®°5„,<,^°L' ''^^^L":..:.?! ^t^' H'^^'f.^Alfff'zl
tius, more correctly collatieius, < collatus, pp.

—>•—""
""

of conferre, collate: see collate.'] Contribut-
ed; brought together; performed by contribu-
tion.

other men's collatitious liberality.

Bp. lUickel, Abp. Williams, i. 46.

COllative (ko-la'tiv), a. [= F. coUatif= Sp. co-
lativo = Pg. collatiro, < L. collativus, brought
together, combined, < collatus, pp. of conferre,

collate: see coitote.] If. Conferring or bestow-
ing.

Institutive or collative of power. Barrmtg.

2. Collating.— 3. Eccles., presented by colla-

tion : applied to advowsons or livings of which
the bi.shop and patron are the same person.

—

Collative act, in Utyic, the act of Joining premises and
tlifiicu deducing a conclusion ; the .act of comparing a
thing with itself or with something else. [A Scotist term.

]

collator (ko-la'tor), n. [< L. collator, a com-
parer, contributor, etc., <. collatus, pp. of con-
ferre, collate: see collate.'] One who collates
or makes a collation, (n) One who compares manu-
scripts or editions of Irooks. (d) In tiookl/indintj, a person
who collates the printed sheets of liooks. ((?) One wnocol-
latea to a lienefice. (i/t) One who confers any benefit or be-
stows a gift of any kind.

Well-placed benefits redound to the collator's honour.
Feltham, Resolves, ii. 16.

collaudt (ko-l&d'), V. t. [< L. collaudare, con-
laudare, < com-, together, + laudare, praise : see
laud."] To unite in praising.

Beasts wild and tame , . .

C'fltaud his name. llouvll. Letters.

COllaudationt (kol-a-<la'shon), n. [< L. collait-

datio{n-), < collaudare, pp. eollaudatus : see col-
laud.] Joint or combined laudation, encomium,
or flattery.

The rlietorical ciAlaudations, with the honourable epi-
thets given to their persons. Jer. Taylor.

colleague (kol'eg), n. [< F. collegue, now col-
legue = Sp. colega = Pg. It. coUega, < L. colle-

ga, conlega, a partner in ofiSce, < com-, with-

LL. collecta, a meeting (L. a collection in
money), in ML. also a meeting for prayer,
and (for oratio ad coUectam, a prayer at a pre-
liminary service in one church, before pro-
ceeding to another church to attend mass, a
prayer at the latter church being called oratio
ad missam) a prayer, etc. : see collect, v.] 1.
In the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and other
Western liturgies: (a) A concise prayer, vary-
ing according to the day, week, octave, or
season, recited before the epistle, regularly
consisting of one sentence, and asking for
some grace or blessing with reference to some
teaching of the epistle or gospel, or both. A
collect is composed of an address to the Trinity or to one
of the Divine i'ersons, a petition thus introduced, and the
pleading of Christ's merits or final ascription to. a Person
of the Trinity. One collect may be used alone or several
in succession. Collects regularly belong to the eucharis-
tic office, but are repeated in the day-oitices (hours, morn-
ing and evening prayer), thus forming a constant link
between the latter and the altar service. They are char-
acteristic of Western liturgies and offices, not l)eing known
in the Eastern churches. Almost all those still in use are
very ancient, and the origin of this form of prayer is at
least as old as the fifth century. Leo the Great (440-61)
and Gelasius I. (492-96) are reputed the first composers of
collects. .See oralis.

Tlie unity of sentiment and severity of style which
characterise these little pieces [Milton's Sonnets] remind
UB . . . of the Collects of the English Liturgy.

Macaulay, Milton.

While the East, again, soars to God in exclamations of
angelic self-forgetflilness, the West comprehends all the
spiritual needs of man in Collects of matchless profundity.

P. Freeman, Principles of Divine Service, I. 274.

(6) In a wider sense, a prayer of similar char-
acter or construction, especially one following
the collect for the day, or used just before the
conclusion of an office, (c) A name sometimes
given to the syuapte of the Greek Church.

—

8. A collection. [Rare.]

Yet anything that others can write of him is poor indeed
beside a collect qI bis own golden sayings.

Stedman, Poets of America, p. 137.

legare, send on an embassy: see legate.] 'Au collectable, collectible (kg-lek'ta^bl -ti-bl), a.

associate in office, professional employment, or
special labor, as in a commission: not properly
used of partners in business. =S]m. FHend, Com-
/taniDn, etc. Sec a>tMn:iate.

colleague (ko-leg'), v. i.
; pret. and pp. col-

leagued, ppr. collcagutng. [< colleague, n.] To
coSperate in the same office, or for a common
end ; combine.

CalUagued with the dream of his advantage.
Shak., Hamlet, i. Z

[< collect + -able, -ible.] Capable of being col-

lected.

collectanea (kol-ek-ta'ne-8), n. pi. [LL., neut.
pi. of L. collectanctts, gatliered together: see
collectaneous.] A selection of passages from
various authors, usually made for the purpose
of instruction ; a miscellany.

COllectaneoust (kol-ek-ta'ne-us), a. [< L. col-

lectaneus, < rollcrtus, pp. of colligere, gather to-

gether: see co(tec<, t'.J Gathered; collected.

collective

COllectarinm (kol-ek-ta'ri-um), ». ;
pi. coUec-

taria {-'A). [M1j.,<. collecta: see collect, n. Cf.
collectanea.] In medieval use, a separate litur-

gical book containing the collects, which are
now included in the Missal and the Book of
Common Prayer.

In the same illumination [the original illumination in
the Book of HoursJ the young clerk (probably an acolyte)
who is seen to the right, kneeling, and holding up before
the bishop a collectarium, out of which that prelate is
singing the collect, is vested in a girdled alb, the neck of
which is worked like the canons' surplices.

Rock, Church of our fathers, i. 439, note.

collected (ko-lek'ted), p. a. [Pp. of collect, v.]
Having control of one's mental faculties ; not
disconcerted; firm; prepared; self-possessed;
composed: as, to be quite collected in the midst
of danger.

The jury shall be quite surprised,
The prisoner quite collected.

Praed, On the Year 1828.

The expression [of the Norwegian men] was sensible and
collected, but with nothing about it specially adventurous
or daring. ' Froude, Sketches, p. 81.

= Syn. Cool, Composed, etc. See cainil.

collectedly (ko-lek'ted-li), adr. 1 . In one view

;

together; coUeetively. Dr. M. More. [Rare.]

—

2. In af firm, composed, or self-possessed man-
ner: as, he spoke quite calmly and coUectcdly.

collectedness (ko-lek'ted-nes), «. 1 . The state
of being collected or brought into close union
or concentration. [Rare.]— 2. A collected or
calm state of the mind; composure.

collectible, a. See collectable.

collecting-cane (ko-lek'ting-kan), n. See cane^.

collection (ko-lek'shon), n. [= F. collection =
Pr. colUrtio = Sp. coleccion = Pg. coUec^ao = It.

collezione, < L. collectio(n-), a bringing together,
inference (tr. Gr. av^Tioyia/idf, a syllogism : see
syllogism), ML. also a collection in money, <

collectus, pp. of colligere, collect: see collect, r.]

1 . The act or practice of collecting or of gather-
ing together: as, the collection of rare books.

His [Cotton's] antiquarian tastes were early displayed in
the collection of ancient records, charters, and other manu-
scripts, which had been dispersed from the monastic libra-

ries in the reign of Henry VIII. £ncyc. Brit., VI. 509.

2. An assemblage or gathering of objects; a
number of things collected, gathered, orbrought
together; a number of objects considered as
constituting one whole of which the single ob-
jects are parts: as, a collection of pictures; a
collection of essays; a collection of minerals.

A class, or collection of individuals, named after a qual-
ity common to all. Bain, Logic, i. 51.

Every collection ought to form a definite congruous
whole, which can be visited, studied, and remembered
with a certain unity of impression.

Jevons, Social Reform, p. 61.

Specifically— 3. A sum of money collected for
religious or charitable purposes, especially dur-
ing a religious service.

Now concerning the collection for the saints. 1 Cor. xvi. 1.

4t. The act of deducing consequences; infer-
ence from premises; that which is deduced or
inferred; an inference; sometimes, specifical-
ly, an inductive inference.

Good my lord.
What light collections has your searching eye
Caught from my loose behaviour?

Beau, and Fl. (1), Faithful Friends, U. 2.

Wrong collections have been hitherto made out of these
words by modern divines. Milton.

6. A private examination at the end ofeach term
at the colleges of the English universities.— 6.
The act of receiving or compelling payment of
dues, public or private, as for taxes, customs
duties, or personal debts.— 7. The jurisdiction
of a collector; a eoUectorship. See collector, 3.
— Collection Act, a United States statute of 1799(1 Stat.,
627) which establi.shed districts for the collection of duties
on Imports, regulated the business of custom-houses and
customs otticers, and prescribed rules for the entry and
clearing of vessels, etc.— Collection Of light, in astrol.,
a situation of three planets so that two of them are in as-
pect with the third, though not with each other. = Sjm. 2.
Assemblage, group, crowd, mass, lot, heap; compilation,
selection.— 3. Contribution.

CoUectitioust (kol-ek-tish'us), a. [< L. collec-
titius, more correctly collccticius, < collectus,

pp. of colligere: see collect, v.] Gathered to-
gether; collected.

collective (ko-lek'tiv), a. and m. [= F. collec-

tif = Sp. colccliro = Pg. collcctiro = It. collet-

tiro, < L. collcctivus, < collectus, pp. of colligere,

collect: see collect, v.] I. a. 1. Belonging to,
vested in, or exercised by a number of individ-
uals jointly, or considered as forming one body

;

united; aggregated: opponed to individual and
distributic: : as, coWec(j(.'e actions.



collective

When a body of men unite together and occupy, by ap-
propriation or by coniiuest, a tract of land, ana tben di-

vide it into equal shares, that is no evidence of coUectivf.

ownership. />. W. RosSy German Land-holding, p. 20.

2. In gram., denoting an aggregate, group, or
assemblage; expressing under the singularform
a whole eonsistmg of a plurality of individual

objects or persons : as, a coUectivc noun.— 3t.

Deducing consequences ; reasoning; inferring.

Critical and collective reason. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

4. Having the quality or power of collecting

together ; tending to collect ; forming a collec-

tion. [Rare.]
Local is his throne, ... to fix a point,

A central point, collective of his sons. Young,

6. Relating to or of the nature of collectivism;

belonging to the people as a whole— Collective
fruits, fruits resulting from the aggregation of several

flowers into one mass, as the mulberry and pineapple.

—

Collective note, in diplomacii, a note or an official com-
munication signed by the representatives of several govern-
ments.— Collective noun. See II.— Collective sense,
in logic, an acceptation of a common noun such tliat

something is asserted of the individuals it denotes taken
together which is not asserted of any one of them sepa-

rately. Thus, in the sentence "The planets are seven in

nvLiaheT," plaiiets is taken in a collective sense.— Collec-
tive whole, in logic, a whole the material paits of which
are separate and accidentally brought together, as an
army, a heap of stones, a pile of wheat, etc.

II. ». [Cf. L. nomen colleetivum, a collective

noun.] In gram., a noun in the singular num-
ber signifying an aggregate or assemblage, as

multitude, crowd, troop, herd, people, society,

clergy^ meeting, etc. Collectives as subjects can have
their verbs either in the singular or in the plural, the latter

by preference in familiar style ; but usage varies as to dif-

ferent words of this class, according as they express more
prominently a unity or a complexity ; they take attribu-

tives, however, in the singular : as, the jury meets or meet,
but this jury meets.

Wee shall also put a manifest violence and impropriety
upon a knowne word against his common signification in

binding a Collective to a singular person.
Milton, On Def. of Hnnib. Remonst.

collectively (ko-lek'tiv-li), adv. In a collective

manner; in a mass or body; in a collected
state ; in the aggregate ; unitedly : as, the citi-

zens of a state collectively considered.
During tlie hunting and pastoral stages, the warriors of

the group hold tae laud collectively.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 463.

CoUectiveness (kg-lek'tiv-nes), n. The state

of being collective ; combination ; union ; mass.
Todd. Also collectivity.

collectivism (ko-lek'tiv-izm), n. [< collective +
-ism; =F. collectivisme.'] The socialistic theory
or principle of centralization of all directive

social and industrial power, especially of con-
trol of the means of production, in the people
eoUeetively, or the state : the opposite of indi-

vidualism.
As used in current speech, and also in economics, no

very definite line of distinction between communism and
socialism can be drawn. Generally speaking, communism
is a term for a system of common property, and this should
be accepted as the reasonably correct usage of the word

;

but even by socialists it is frequently used as practically
synonymous with socialism. Collectivism is a word which
has recently come into vogue to express the economic
basis of socialism as above explained.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 207, note.

Collectivism, which is now used by German as well as
by lYench writers, denotes the condition of a community
when its affairs, especially its industry, are managed in the
collective way, instead of the method of separate, individ-
ual etfort. Wootsey, Communism and Socialism, p. 4.

collectivist (ko-lek'tiv-ist), n. and a. I. n. [<
collective + -isi; = F. collectiviste.'] A believer
in the principle of collectivism ; especially, one
who holds that the materials of production, as
the soil, should belong to the people at large.

The Collectivists admit tliat recompense should be pro-
portioned to work done, which is the principle of individ-
ual responsibility.

Orpen, tr. of Lavelaye's Socialism, p. 245.

II. a. 1. Believing in the principle of col-

lectivism.— 2. Pertaining to or of the nature
of collectivism ; founded on the principle of
collectivism.

The message then proceeds to speak of measures for
" organizing the life of the people in the foi-m of corpora-
tive associations under the protection and furtherance of
the state "— a clause which might be taken as an admis-
sion of the collectivhit principle. Eiicye. Brit., XXII. 216.

3. Relating or belonging to the coUectivists

:

as, a collectivist writer.

collectivity (kol-ek-tiv'i-ti), n. [< collective +
-ity.'i 1. Sa,Tnea,acoHeciiveness. J. Morley.— 2.
The whole collectively considered; the mass.
[Rare.]
The collectivity of living existence becomes a self-im-

proving machine. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXI. 436.

Specifically— 3. The people of a commune or
state taken collectively ; the people at large

;

the citizens as a whole.

1102
The Marxists insisted that the social regime of collective

property and systematic co-operative production could not
possibly be introduced, maintained, or regulated, except by
means of an omnipotent and centralised political author-
ity—call it the .State, call it the collectivity, call it what
you like— which should have the final disposal of every-
thing. Rae, Contemp. Socialism, p. 140.

4. Collectivism; especially, the ownership on
the part of the state or the people at large of all

means of production, especially of the soil.

Collectivity, in the dialect of the Socialists, means the
ownership of all the instruments of production by the
state, and its use of them in such manner as shall seem
best calculated to eradicate or diminish poverty.

The Nation, Nov. 15, 1883.

collector (kq-lek'tgr), n. [= F. collecteur = Sp.
colector = Pg. collector = It. collettore, < ML.
collector, < L. colligere, pp. collectus, gather to-
gether: see collect, v.'] 1. One who collects or
gathers ; especially, one who makes it a pursuit
or an amusement to collect objects of interest,
as books, paintings, plants, minerals, shells, etc.

Ancillon was a great collector of curious books, and dex-
terously defended himself when accused of the Biblioma-
nia. /. D' Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 58.

2. A compiler ; one who gathers and puts to-
gether parts of books, or scattered pieces, in
one book. [Rare.]
Volumeswithout the collector's own reflections. Addison.

3. A person employed to collect dues, public
or private ; especially, an officer appointed and
commissioned to collect and receive customs
duties, taxes, or toll within a certain district.
Under the government of the United States these are of
two classes, called collectors of customs and collectors of
internal revenue.

Qwich messe peny and ferthing schal be resceyued be
the colictour for the gere [year] chosen.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 452.

The king sent his chief collector of tribute unto the cities
of Juda. 1 Mac. i. 29.

Specifically— 4. In British India, the chief
administrative official of a zillah or district,

charged with the collection of the revenue, and
also, except in Bengal proper, possessing cer-
tain magisterial powers. Yule and Burnell.—
5. One of two bachelors of arts in Oxford Uni-
versity who are appointed each Lent to divide
the determining bachelors into classes and dis-

tribute the schools. Also called Lent collectors.— 6. A person appointed to care for the estate
of a decedent until letters testamentary or of ad-
ministration upon it are granted.— 7. In elect.

,

the upper plate of a disk or condenser, em-
ployed for collecting electricity ; more gener-
ally, any arrangement for collecting electricity.

A pointed collector was not employed until after Frank-
lin's famous researches on the action of points.

S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 4.

Collector of births and burials, a local English (Nor-
folk) municipal officer who makes a weekly return of birtlis

and burials to the magistrates.

collectorate (ko-lek'tq-rat), n. [< collector +
-ateS.] The district of a collector ; a collector-

ship ; specifically, an administrative district, or
zillah, of British India under the jurisdiction of
a collector. See collector, 4.

Good brass utensils are also made at Kelshi and at Bag-
mandli in the Ratnagiri collectorate.

Birdwood, Indian Arts, 1. 161.

collector-magistrate (ko-lek'tor-maj "is-trat),

n. In British India, a collector.

COUectorship (ko-lek'tor-ship), w. [< collector
+ -ship.] 1. The offide of a collector of cus-
toms or taxes.— 2. The jurisdiction of a col-

lector.

CoUectress (kq-lek'tres), n. [< collector + -ess.']

A female collector.

colleen (kol'en), n. [< Ir. cailin, a girl, little

girl, < cajie, agirl, -(- dim. -in.] A girl. [Irish.]

COllegatary (ko-leg'a-ta-ri), n.
;
pi. collegataries

(-riz). [< LL. collegatarius, conlegatarius, < L.
com-, with, -I- LL. legatarius, a legatee.] Same
as co-legatee.

college (kol'ej), n. [Formerly also colledge; <

F. college, now college, = Sp. colegio= Fg. It. col-

legio, < L. collegium, a connection of associates,

a society, guild, fraternity, < collega, a colleague,
associate: see colleague, n. CL collegitnn.~\ 1.

An organized association of men, invested with
certain common powers and rights, performing
certain related duties, or engaged in some com-
mon employment or pursuit; a body of col-

leagues ; a guild ; a corporation ; a commimity

:

as, an ancient Roman college of priests ; the col-

lege of cardinals ; the Heralds' College in Eng-
land ; a college of physicians or surgeons.
There is a Colledge of Franciscan Friers called the Cor-

deliers. Coryat, Crudities, I. 10.

Both worships, as well as the science of magic, had their
colleges of priests and devotees.

J. H. Newman, Development of Christ. Doct., iv. § 1.

collegian

2. (a) An endowed and incorporated commu-
nity or association of students within a univer-
sity. See university, a college corporation in the
English universities consists of a master, fellows, and
scholars. (J) The institution or house founded for

the accommodation of such an association. Such
houses began to lie established about A. D. 1200, as charita-
ble foundations for atfording food and lodging to poor stu-
dents, and did not at first undertake to subject them to any
regular discipline or to order their studies. But schools
were early attached-to them, and the entire instruction of
most of the universities was ultimately given in the col-

leges.

The primary object of a cottege is not the teaching of
anybody ; it is the maintenance in an incorporated society
of some of those who come to profit by the teaching and
other advantages of the University.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 616.

The name college seems first to have been specially ap-
plied to the houses of religious orders, where were ac-
commodated those youths who meant to devote themselves
wholly to a "religious " life.

Laurie, Lectures on Universities, p. 246.

(c) In Scotland, the United States, and Cana-
da, an incorporated and endowed Institution of
learning of the highest grade, in the United States
college is the generic name for all such institutions (some-
times given even to professional schools), university being
properly limited to colleges which in size, organization
(especially in division into distinct schools and faculties),

methods of instruction, and diversity of subjects taught ap-
proach most nearly to the institutions so named in Europe.
{d) A school or an academy of a high grade or of
high pretensions, (e) An edifice occupied by a
college. (/) In France, an institution for sec-
ondary education, controlled by the municipal-
ity, which pays for the instruction given there,
and differing from the lyceum in that the latter
is supported and directed by the state. The cur-
riculum is nearly the same in both, the college
being usually modeled on the lyceum.— St. A
collection or assembly; a company.

On barbed steeds they rode in proud array,
Thick as the college of the bees in May.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 218.

4. A debtors' prison. [Eng. slang.]

The settlement of that execution which had carried Mr.
Plornish to the Marshalsea College.

Itickens, Little Dorrit, xxxi.

Apostolic college, (a) The apostles of Christ considered
as a collective laody possessing corporate authority. i_b)

Tlie whole body of bishops of the historical church, 1-e-

garded as continuing and possessing in their corjjorate
capacity the authority of the original assembly of apos-
tles.— College church, (a) Same as collegiate church
(which see, under collegiate), (b) A church connected with
acoUege. [U.S.]— College of Justice, in Scotland, a term
applied to the supreme ci^ij Lourts. composed of the lords
of council and session, to<;ctlicr witli the advocates, clerks
of session, clerks of tlie bills, writers to the signet, etc.

—

College of regulars, a monastery attached to a univei-si-

ty.— Electoral college. See electoral.— HeTsdds' col-
lege. See herald.

—

Sacred College, the l)ody of cardinals
in the Roman Catholic Churcli. See cardinal, n., 1.

college-pudding (kol'ej-pud"ing), ». A kind
of small plum-pudding.

colleger (kol'ej-er), n. [< college + -eri.] A
member of a college ; specifically, one of sev-
enty scholars at Eton College, England, de-
scribed in the extract.

These Collegers [at Eton] are the nucleus of the whole
system, and the only original part of it, the paying pupils
(oppidans, town-boys) being, according to general belief,

an after growth. They (the Collegers) are educated gratu-
itously, and such of them as have nearly but not quite
reached the age of nineteen, when a vacancy in King's Col-

lege, Cambridge, occurs, are elected Scholars there forth-
witli aiul provided for during life— or until marriage.

C. A. BriMed, English University, p. 322.

collegia, «. Plural of collegium.

collegia! (kg-le'ji-al), a. [= F. collegial = Sp.
colegial = Pg. collegial = It. collegiale, < L. col-

legialis, < collegium, a college: see college.'] 1.

Pertaining to a college, or an organized body of

men appointed to perform a,ny function, as con-
trasted with an individual : as, a collegial sys-

tem of judges; a, collegial Yerdiet.— 2. Relating
to a college ; collegiate.

The collegiul coiporations had usurped the exclusive
privilege of instruction. Sir W. Hamilton.

3. Eccles., having the character of a collegium,
or voluntary assemblywhich has no relationship
to the state. See collegium, collegialism Colle-
gial church. Same as collegiate church (which see, under
collegifite).

collegialism (ko-le'ji-al-izm), «. [< collegial, 3,

+ -ism.] Eccles., the theory of church polity

which maintains that the church is a society or

collegium of voluntarymembers, and is not sub-
ordinate to the state, but stands on an equality
with it, and that the highest ecclesiastical au-
thority rests with the whole society, which is in-

dependent and self-governing: opposed to ferri-

torialism and c/nscopalism (which see).

collegian (ko-le'ji-an), «. [< ML. as if 'coUegia-
nus, < L. collegium ': see college.] 1. A member



collegian

of a college, particularly of a literary institu-

tion so named ; an inhabitant of a college ; a

student.
He has his warmth of sympathy with the fellow-coife-

gians. Lamb, To Southey.

2. An inmate of a debtors' prison. Also colle-

giate. [Eng. slang.]

It became a not unusual circumstance for letters to be
put under his door at night enclosing half-a-crown . . . for

the Father of the Marshalsea, "with the compliments of

a cvUeffian taking leave," Dickens, Little Dorrit, vi.

CoUegiant (ko-le'ji-ant), ». [< collegium +
-a«<l.] One of a sect founded near Leyden,
Holland, in 1619, the societies of which are
called colleges. The sect spread rapidly in the Nether-
lands, and is still maintained there and in Hanover. In
doctrine and practice the Collegiants resemble the Qua-
Icers, having no creed nor organized ministry ; but they
believe in tlie necessity of baptism, which they adminis-
ter by immersion.

collegiate (ko-le'ji-at), a. and n. [= It. colle-

giato, a. and n., < Llj. collegiatus, only as a noun,
one of a society, college, etc., < L. collegium, a
society, college, etc.: see college.'] I. o. 1.

Pertaining to or of the nature of a college, or

an organized body of men ha\'ing certain com-
mon pursuits or duties : as, collegiate societies.

Hooker. See college, 1.— 2. Pertaining to a col-

lege within a university, or to a college which
forms an independent institution for higher
learning ; furnished by or pursued in a college

:

as, collegiate \Me; collegiate eAvLcaXXon. See col-

lege, 2.

Arnold himself has the academic bias. There is in him
a slight coUeyiate contemptuousness and aloofness.

The Century, XXVII. 929.

8. Constituted afterthe manner of or connected
with a college in any sense : as, collegiate mas-
terships in a university. Milton.

Nevertheless, the government of New-England was for
having their students brought up in a more collegiate way
of living. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Int. to iv.

4. Collected; combined; united. Bacon. [Rare.]
— Collegiate charge, in .Scotland, a charge or pastorship
devolving on a minister as the ccjlleague and successor of
an emeritus pastor.— Collegiate church, (a) In Eng-
land, a church that has a college or cliapter, consisting of

a dean, canons, and prebends, hut ha>i not a bishop's see.

Of these some are of royal, othera of ecclesiastical founda-
tion ; and each is regulated, in matters of divine senice.
as a cathedral. Some of them were anciently abbeys,
which have been secularized.

To be collerriate, a church must have daily choir-service
sung in it, support a dean and canons, and possess a chap-
ter, as if it were a cathedral.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, it 254.

(b) In Scotland, a church or congregation the active pas-
tor of which is the colleague and successor of the emeritus
pastor, (c) In the United States, a corporate church hav-
Ing several houses of worship, with coordinate pastors.

n. n. 1, A member of a college or imiver-
sity.

Rigorous customs that forbid men to marry, . . . as pren-
tices, servants, colUfjiates. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 685.

2. Same as collegian, 2.

His beginnings were debauched, and his study and first

practice in the gaol, . . . and there he , . . busied him.
self with the cases of his fellow-<;oW^(7iVite«.

Roger North, Lord Guilford, i. 12.3.

CoUegiatelyt (ko-le'ji-at-li), adv. In a collegi-
ate manner ; in or within a college.

'Tis true, the University of Upsal in Sweden hath orili-

narily about seven or eiglit hundred students belonging to
it, whicll do none of tlieni live rtjUc;i\atety, but board all

of them here and there at private liouses.'

C Mather, Mag. Chris., Int. to iv.

colleging (kol'ej-ing). n. [< college + -tnj/i.]

Training and education in college. [Rare.]

Though lightly prized the ribboned parchments three,
Yet collegissc juvat, I am glad

' That here what colleffiny was nnne I had.
Loicetl, Indian Summer Reverie.

collegium (ko-le'ji-um), n. ; pi. collegia (-a).

[ML., a special use of L. collegium, a college:
sec college.'] A corporation; especially, an
independent and self-governing ecclesia-stical
body uncontrolled by the state. See collegial,

3, and coUegiali.'im.

col legno (kol la'nyo). pt.: col, contr. of con
il, with the; legno, i. L. lignum, wood: see lig-

neous.] Literally, with the wood: a direction
in violin-playing to use the back of the bow
instead of the hair.

Collema (ko-le'mil), n. [NL., < LL. collema, <
Gr. K&.'f.TffM, that which is glued together, < Ko'f-

^Mv, glue together, < /«iX/.a, glue.] .1. A genus
of lichens, typical of the family Collemei.— 2.
[/. c] A plant of this genus.
Every possible stage from the typical nostoc to the typi-

cal eoUejtta was seen repeatedly.
//. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algte, p. 25.

CoUemaceoas (kol-e-ma'shius), a. [< Collema
+ -nceous.'] In lichcnologij, resembling or hav-
ing the characters of Collemei. Also collemeine.
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CoUembola (ko-lem'bo-la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Ko/'f.a, glue, -t- iiij3o7.ij, a putting in place, a set-

ting, insertion, etc. : see emholie.] 1. An order
of apterous ametabolous insects, containing
the lowest or most generalized types of the
true insects. It is represented by forms such as Po-
dura, which have 3 thoracic and 6 abdominal segments
(the anterior abdominal segment with a ventral suclier
and the penultimate one with a pair of long setiform
appendages), and no wings, and which undergo no meta-
morphosis. Different authors include in the order or
exclude from it the thysanurous insects, as Campodea and
Lepisma.

2. A suborder of the order Thysamtra: re-

stricted to the springtails proper, the Poduridw
and Sminth uridw.

coUembole (kol'em-bol), n. One of the Col-

lemliola.

CoUembolic (kol-em-bol'ik), a. [< Collembola
+ -ic] Same as coUcmbolous.

CoUembolous (ko-lem'bo-lus), a. [< Collembola
+ -OHS.] Of or pertaining to the Collembola;
being apterous and ametabolous, as an insect
of the family Poduridw or order Thysanura.

Collemei (ko-le'me-i), n. pi. [NL., < Collema.']

A family of gymnocarpous lichens having a
frondose or foliaceous thallus, and especially
characterized by their gelatinous consistency
when wet, and by their bluish-green gonidia
(gonimia)

;
jelly-lichens.

collemeine (ko-le'me-in), a. [iCollema + -ine^.]

Same as collemaceous.

COllemoid (ko-le'moid), a. [< Collema + -oid.]

Kesombling the Collemei.

COllencbyma (ko-leng'ki-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
K6?2a, glue, + iyxvfia, an infusion.] In hot.,

a layer of modified parenchyma immediately
beneath the epidermis, having the cells thick-
ened at the angles by a pad-like mass which is

capable of swelling greatly in water. It is

found in the young stems, petioles, and leaf-

veins of many dicotyledonous plants.

COllenchymatOUS (kol-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [<
collenelii/mait-) + -om.«.] 1. In boi., containing
or resembling collenchyma.— 2. In :odl., hav-
ing the character or quality of eoUenchyme;
consisting of or containing eoUenehyme.
COllenchyme (ko-leng'kim), n. [< NL. coUen-
chyma (iii another sense): see collenchyma.]
The tissue (of sponges) which is produced by
collencytes. it is mesodermal, and in its commonest
and simplest form consists of a clear, colorless gelatinous
matrix in which the collencytes are embedded.

Cotlenchjfme does not originate thrt>i!gh the transfor-

mation of sarcenchyme, . . . for it precedes the latter in
development. Schulze . . . has conii)ared eoUenchyme
to the gelatinous tissue which forms the chief part of the
umbrella of jellyfish. Sottas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 419.

collencytal (kol-en-si'tal), a. [< collencyte +
-al.] Of or pertaining to a collencyte.

collencyte (kol'en-sit), «. [Irreg. < Gr. Kolla,

glue, -f- fi', in, + KvTo^, a containing hollow.]
One of the irregularly branching or stellate

ceUs or connective-tissue corpuscles from which
eoUenchyme arises, found embedded in the ma-
trix of the latter in the mesoderm of sponges.

collepixiet, «• See colepixy.

CoUerlf, «. An obsolete spelling of collar.

CoUer-t, «. An obsolete spelling of choler.

CoUery-stick (kol'e-ri-stik), n. A missile
weapon resembling the boomerang, used by
the CoUeries, or Thieves, a native race of south-
ern India. Also colleree-stick.

CoUeti (kol'et), n. [= G. kollet, < F. collet = It.

colletto, < ML. colletus, a band or collar, dim. of
L. collum, > F. col, the neck: see collar.] 1. A
band or collar; specifically, a small collar or
band worn by the inferior clergy of the Roman
Catholic Church.— 2. Among jewelers: (a)

Same as culet. (6) The ring or flange within
which a jewel or a group of jewels is set, as that
part of a ring which holds the seal. The word
IS most common in connection with large com-
positions of jewelers' work.
The seal was set in a collet of gold.

Sir T. Herbert, Memoirs, p. 101.

3. In glass-manuf., that part of a glass vessel
which adheres to the pontee or iron instrument
used in taking the substance from the melting-
pot.— 4. In mack., a small band of metal, as
the ring which fastens the packing of a piston.— 5. \ngun., that part of the muzzle of a cannon
which lies between the astragal and the face
of the piece.

CoUeti (kol'et), I', t. [< collet\ «.] To set in
or as in a collet.

And in his foyle so lovely set,

Faire collited in gold. Amim., 1609.

CoUet^t (kol'et), «. [Like collard, a corruption
of coleicort. ] Same as colewort.

colliculus

collet^ti "• See colet.

CoUeter (ko-le'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. as if "ico?.-

'Atirvp, ^ KoUdu, glue together: see collcterium.]

In hot., one of the glandular hairs which cover
the leaf-buds of many plants; by extension,
any glandular hair.

On the buds of various trees peculiar glandular hairs
tenned coUeterg exist. Encyc. Brit., IV. 91.

CoUeteria, «. Plural of colleterium.

colleteriai (kol-e-te'ri-al), a. [< colleterium -i-

-al.] Pertaining to or of the nattire of a col-

leterium— Colleteriai gland, the colleterium.

Behind it [the spermatheca of the female cockroach] are
two large, ramified, tubular colleteriai (jlands, which prob-
ably give rise to the substance of which the egg-case is

formed. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 360.

colleterium (kol-f-te'ri-um), m.
;

pi. colleteria

(-a). [NL., < Gr.'as if "KoMip'Tipiov, < koa1?it6(,

verbal adj. of koV.op, glue together, < K(i/I2a,

glue.] In zool., a glandular organ secreting a
viscid or glutinous substance by which the ova
are glued together, as in various insects ; a col-

leteriai gland. The odtheca or egg-case of the cockroach
and other insects is probably secreted by the colleterium,
which consists of several tubular glands in the abdomen
opening into the oviduct.

CoUetes (ko-le'tez), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804),
< Gr. KoXknrriq, one who glues, < koXaov, glue
together, < aiXAa, glue.] A genus of solitary

ColUtes comfacta. {Cross shows natural size.)

bees, of the family Andrenidoe, forming with
Prosopis the group Obtusilingues. They usually
burrow in the ground to the depth of several
inches.

CoUetic (ko-let'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. Ko'X?arnii6q,

< Ko'AlTtToq, verbal adj. of koXXov, glue together:
see colleterium.] I. a. Having the property of
gluing; agglutinant; colleteriai.

H. H. An agglutinant.

colletin (kol'et-in), n. [< F. colletin, a jerkin, <

collet, a collar: see collet"^.] A piece of armor
covering the neck and the upper part of the
breast, and arranged to support the articulated
pauldrons and also, to a certain extent, the
plastron and back-piece.
CoUetocystoptaore (ko-le-to-sis'to-for), n. [<
Gr. KoX'Arjrijc, one who glues, + cystophore.] In
zool., one of the peculiar marginal bodies char-
acteristic of lucemarian hydrozoans, replacing
or representing the tentaculicysts of other hy-
drozoans. Also collctocystopkor.

CoUey, «. See collie.

COlliDert (kol'i-bfert; P. pron. kol-e-bar'), n.

[Also colibert; < OP. colibert, collibert, < ML.
collibertus, usually in pi. colliberti, applied to
serfs nominally freed, but still subject to cer-
tain servile conditions (hence also called con-
ditionales), < L. collibertus, conlibertiis, a fellow-
freedman, < com-, together, -f liberius, a freed-
man, < liber, free : see liberty. Cf. culvert^.]

It. A socman; a tenant holding in fee socage,
but obliged, as long as ho held, to render some
customary service or due.— 2. One of a de-
spised race formerly existing in several parts
of France, afterward chiefly found in Poitou,
where they lived in boats on the rivers, but now
nearly extinct : probably so called from the an-
cient class of French serfs of that name.

COllicapital (kol-i-kap'i-tal), a. [< L. collum,

neck, + caput {capit-), head, -I- -al.] Of or per-
taining to the neck and head. Coues. [Rare.]

colliciuus (ko-lik'il-lus), n.; pi. collicidi (-li).

[NL., < LL. colliculus, a little hill, dim. of L.
collis, a hill: see colline.] In anat., a small
eminence; a little elevation Colliculus bulbl,
in anat., spongy tissue suiToimding the urethra na it enters
the bulb.— Colliculus nervl optlcl, in anat.: (a) The
thalamus opticus, (h) The )>i)pilla of the optic nerve.

—

Colliculus seminails. Same as ciinta urethrce (which
see, under crista).



Oolllda

Oollida (kol'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. K6Xla,

glue, + -trfa.] A sujjerfamily group of mono-
cyttarian or monozoic radiolarians having a
single central nucleus : distinguished from Col-

lozoa or polyeyttarian forms.

collide (ko-lid'), V.
;
pret. and pp. collided, ppr.

colliding. [== D. collideren= 6. colUdiren

=

Dan.
kollidere = 8p. colidir (obs.) = Pg. collidir = It.

collidere, < L. colUdere, conlidere, strike or clash
together, < com-, together, + Icedere, strike, dash
against, hurt: see lesion.] 1, intrans. To strike

together with force ; come into violent contact

;

meet in opposition : as, the ships collided in mid-
ocean ; their plans collided, or collided with each
other.

It colored electric lights could be produced, . . . the
risk of cottidinfj with other steamers . . . carrying elec-

tric lanterns would be lessened, . . . but the danger of
running down smaller craft which must use the ordinary
Itghi would be enhanced.

Appleton's Ann. Cyc, 1883, p. 137.

H, trans. To strike against ; encounter with
a shock. [Bare.]

struck or collided by a solid body.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 23.

COllidine (kol'i-din), n. [< Gr. kSUo, glue, +
-«(ii + -ine^.'] A ptomain prepared by Neucki
from decaying glue. It is an oily, ooloriess

liquid (CgHjjN), has an agreeable odor, and is

veiT poisonous.

collie (kol'i), n. [Also written colly, colhy,

dial, or obs. coley, coaly, coally, etc.; prob. <

Gael, cuilean, cuilein, a whelp, puppy, cub, =
Ir. cuileann, a whelp, kitten.] A sheep-dog ; a
variety of dog especially common in Scotland,
much esteemed by shepherds and also by dog-
fanciers.

The tither was a ploughman's collie,

A rhyming, ranting, roving billie,

Wha for his friend and comrade had him.
Bums, The Twa Dogs.

collier^ (kol'ySr), n. [Also coaliei; coallier,

conformed to coal, but the vowel is properly
short; earlier mod. E. colier, < ME. colyer, col-

ter, < col, coal, + -yer, -i-er, as in lawyer, sawyer,
bowyer: see coal. Cf. MLG. holere = MHG. ko-
Idre, G. kohlei:'] 1. A digger of coal; one who
works in a coal-mine.

That five or six thousand colliers and ploughmen should
contend during an hour with half that number of regular
cavalry and infantry would now be thought a miracle.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

2t. A coal-merchant or dealer in coal.

All nianer of colyers that bryngeth colya to towne for to
sille, smale or grete, that they bryng their sakkes of juste
mesure. Englinh Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 425.

3. A coasting-vessel employed in the coal-trade.

Choliers that cayreden [caiTy] col come there biside.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2620.

Collier's lung, in pathol., anthracosis.

collier^ (kol'yer), n. The gaper, Mya truncata,
a bivalve mollusk. [Local, Irish.]

collier-aphis (koryer-a"fis), n. Same as dol-

phin-fly.

colliery (kol'yer-i), n.
;
pi. collieries (-iz). [Also,

rarely, coalery, conformed to coal; < collier^ -t-

-y; see -ery. Cf. coalery.'] 1. A place where
coal is dug; a coal-mine or -pit, with the re-
quisite apparatus for working it.—2. The coal-
trade.

COllieshangie (kol'i-shang"i), n. [So., appar.
a loose compound of collie, a dog, + shangie, a
chain with which dogs were tied.] A noisy
quarrel or dispute ; a confused uproar.

How the coUieshanoie works
Atween the Ku3sians and the Turks. Bums.

Fatting her husband on the shoulder, she bade him sit

down fora " hard-headed loon, that was aye bringing him-
sell and other folk into coUie-shangies."

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxiv.

COlliflowert (kol'i-flou-^r), ». An old spelling
of cauliflower.

colliform (kol'i-form), a. [< L. collum, neck, +
forma, shape.] In entom., having the form of
a collar: applied to the pronotum when it is

short, narrow, and closely applied to the meso-
thorax.

colligate (kol'i-gat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. colli-

gated, ppr. colligating. [< L. colligatus, pp. of
colligare, eonligare, bind together, < com-, to-
gether, + ligare, bind: see litigation.] To bind
or fasten together, literally or figuratively.

The pieces of isinglass are colligated in rows. Nieholson.

The scientific ideas by which the phenomena are colli-

gated. Whewell, Philos. of Discovery.

The beasts delighted in dashing furiously through one
file, which being colligated was thrown each time into tlie

greatest confusion. R. F. Burton, ElMedinah, p. 369.
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colligation (kol-i-ga'shon), n. [< L. colUga-
tio(n-), < colligare: see colligate.] 1. A bind-
ing or twisting together.

That tortuosity or complicated nodosity we usually call
the navel ; occasioned by the colligation of vessels before
mentioned. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 5.

2. In logic, the binding together of facts by
means of a general description or hypothesis
which applies to them all.

AH received theories in science, up to the present time,
have been established by taking up some supposition, and
comparing it, directly or by means of its remoter conse-
quences, with the facts it was intended to embrace. Its
agreement, under certain cautions and conditions, ... is

held to be the evidence of its truth. It answers its genu-
ine purpose, the colligation of facts.

Whewell, Nov. Org. Renovatum, iv. § 11.

Colligation is not always induction ; but induction is al-

ways colligation. J. S. Mill, Logic, III. ii. § 4.

colligenert, « [For "collegener, < college -I- -ner
as in citiner, chessner, etc.] One living in a
college or monastery ; a collegiate ; a cenobite.

St. Augustine in his book entitled De opera monacho-
nim crieth out against idle coUigeners.

Dr. Hutchinson, Image of God, p. 203.

CoUigiblet (kol'i-ji-bl), a. [< L. colligere, col-
lect (see collect, v.), + -ible.] Capable of be-
ing collected or gathered. Fuller.

COllilongUS (kol-i-long'gus), n.; pi. coUilongi
(-lon'ji). [NL., < L. collum, neck, -I- longus,
long.] The long straight muscle which lies on
the front of the cervical vertebree : more com-
monly called the longus colli. Coues.

CoUimate (kol'i-mat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. eolli-

mat^d, ppr. collimating, [< L. *collimatus, pp.
of *collimare, a false reading (appar. simulating
L. limes, limit, bound), in some manuscripts
of Cicero and Aulus Gellius, of collineare, pp.
collineattis, of which the proper E. form is col-

lineate, q. v. Cf. It. collimare, aim at, point.]
To bring into the same line, as the axes of two
lenses or the telescope of an optical instrument

;

also, to make parallel, as the rays of light pass-
ing through a lens.

collimating (kol'i-ma-ting), p. a. [Ppr. of colli-

mate, v.] Correcting inaccurate adjustment in

the line of sight of a telescope ; making paral-

lel.— CoUlmatlng eyepiece, an eyepiece with a diago-
nal reflector, used to determine the error of coUiniation in
a transit instrument.— Collimating lens, a lens like that
of the collimator of a spectroscope.

collimation (kol-i-ma'shgn), n. [< collimate (see
-ation) ; = P. collimation = Pg. coUimagSo. Cf.

collineation.] The accurate adjustment of the
line of sight of a telescope, a telescope having
only one motion, as a meridian instrument or a surveyors'
level, is in collimation when the mean of the wires or
other assumed point apparently traverses a great circle
of the heavens when the telescope is rotated. The error
of collimation, or the distance of the small circle actually
described, when the line of sight is not accurately ad-
justed, from the parallel great circle, is also familiarly
called the collimation. It is measured by reversing the
telescope in its ".gearings and measuring half the angular
distance between ti:e two objects thus successively brought
to the mean position of the wires. Two telescopes are
said to be in collimation when their optical axes coincide.

— Line of collimation, the line in which the optical
axis of the telescope ought to be.

collimator (kol'i-ma-tor), n. [< collimate +
-or.] 1. A fixed telescope with a system of
wires at its focus, and so arranged that another
telescope can readily be brought into collima-

tion with it, when an observer at the eyepiece
of the latter can look into the objective of the
former and see the cross-wires or slit in its focal
plane. The intersection of the wires of the
collimator is used as a standard point of refer-

ence.— 2. The recei-ving telescope of a spec-
troscope, consisting of a slit through which the
light enters, and a tube with a lens at its ex-
tremity which causes the rays to fall upon the
prism or grating in parallel lines.

COllin (kol'in), n. [< Gr. KdAka, glue, + -in^.]

The purest form of gelatin, taken as the type
of all similar substances, which are hence called
colloids.

collinef (kol'in), ». [< P. colUne = Sp. colina
= Pg. It. collina, a hill, < ML. collina, hilly land,
fem. (sc. L. terra, land) of L. collinus, adj., <

collis, a hill, = E. hill: see hill^.] A little hill;

a mount. [Rare.]
It has also a . . . nobly well wall'd, wooded, and watered

park, full of fine eoUines and ponds.
Evelyn, Diary, Sept., 1664.

CoUinear (ko-lin'e-a,r), a. [< L. com-, together,
+ litiea, line: see linear, and cf. collineate.]

Lying in the same straight line.

collinea'te (ko-liu'e-at), v.; pret. and pp. col-

lineated, ppr. collineating. [< L. collineatus, pp.
of collineare, conlineare, direct in a straight line,

aim, < com^, with, + lineare, < linea, line. Cf.

colliquefaction

collimate.] I. trans. To bring into a fixed
straight line ; bring into Une with something
else.

II. intrans. To lie in a line with another.
collineation (ko-lin-e-a'shon), n. [= F. colli-

neation, < L. as if *cbllinediio(n-), < collineare

:

see collineate.] The act or result of placing
anything in a line with another thing or other
things—Axis of collineation. See oxwi.— Center
of collineation. Heecenterl.

CoUinge axle. See axle.

collinglyt (kol'ing-li), adv. [< colling, ppr. of
coll, embrace, + -ly"^.] With an embrace or
embraces.

And hoong about his necke
And collingly him kist.

Gascoigne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 94.

collingual (ko-ling'gwal), a. [< L. cotn-, to-

f
ether, 4- lingua = E. tongue : see lingual.]
peaking the same language. Westminster Rev.

Collinic (ko-lin'ik), a. [< collin + -ic] Of the
nature of or derived from gelatin CoUlnlc acid,
C6H4O2, an acid of the aromatic series, a product of the
oxidation of various albuminoid bodies.

CoUinsia (ko-lin'si-a), n. LFrom Zaccheus Col-
Uns, an early botanist of Philadelphia (1764-
1831). The surname Collins is a patronymic
genitive of ME. Colin, < OF. Colin, dim. of Colas,
a familiar short form of Nicolas: see colin, and
nickle^, nickel.] A genus of annual plants, of
the natural order Scrophulariacece. it contains
14 species, natives of the United States, chiefly of the Pa-
ciflc coast. They have handsome, somewhat bilabiate,
flowers. Several species are in cultivation.

CoUinsonia (kol-in-so'ni-a), n. [From Peter
Collinson of London (1694-1768), through whom
LinnsBus received the original species fromJohn
Bartram. The surname Collinson, ME. Colin-
son, is equiv. to Collins: see CoUinsia.] A ge-
nus of North American labiate plants of the
Atlantic States. There are 4 species, odorous peren-
nials,with racemes of yellow or whitish flowers, and known
as horse-weed, citronetla, etc. They are used as a remedy
in dropsy, rheumatism, fevers, and other complaints. C.
Canadensis is considered tonic, astringent, diaphoretic,
and diuretic.

colliciuable (ko-Uk'wa-bl), a. [< coUiquale,
after Uquable ; = Sp. eblicuable.] Capable of
being liquefied or melted ; liable to melt, grow
soft, or become fiuid.

colliquamentt (ko - lik ' wa - ment), n. [< eolli-

quate, after LL. Uquamentum, a melting, con-
coction.] 1. The melted state of anything;
that which has been melted.— 2. The first rudi-
ments of an embryo.
CoUiquant (kol'i-kwant), a. [= Sp. colicuante,

< ML. *colliquan(i-)s, ppr. of *colliquare : see
colliquate.] Having the power of dissolving or
melting; wasting.
CoUiqua'te (kori-kwat), v. t. or«.

;
pret. and pp.

colliquated, ppr. colliquating. [< ML. *colli-

quatus, pp. of *colliquare (> It. colliquare = Sp.
colicuar), *conliquare, < L. com-, together, + li-

quare, cause to melt: see Uqtiate^ To melt;
dissolve ; change from solid to fluid ; fuse

;

make or become liquid.

The ore ... is colliquated by the violence of the fire.

Boyle, Works, I. 481.

Ice . . . will dissolve with fire; it will colliquate in
water. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

COlliquation (kol-i-kwa'shon), ». [< colliquate,

after liquation; = F. colliquation = Sp. colicua-
cion = Pg. colliquagao = It. colliquazione.] 1.

The act of melting; fusion; a melting or fus-
ing together.

Glass may be made by the bare colliquation of the salt
and earth remaining in the ashes of a burnt plant. Boyle.

2. In old med., a wasting away of solid parts,
accompanied by an excessive excretion of
fluids.

colliquative (ko-lik'wa^tiv), a. [< colliquate +
-ive ; = F. colliquatif= Sp. colicuatiio = Pg. It.

colliquativo.] 1. Melting; dissolving; fusing.— 2. In med., profuse or excessive in flow, so
as to cause exhaustion; wasting: as, a, colliqua-

tive sweat (a profuse clammy sweat) ; colliqua-

tive diarrhea. Dunglison.

CoUiquati'^eness (ko-lik'wa-tiv-nes), n. [< col-

liquative + -ncss.] 1. The state or quality of

melting or dissoU'ing.— 2. In med., the prop-
erty of wasting or ejchausting.

CoUiquefaction (ko-lik-we-fak'shon), n. [=
Sp. colicuefaccion, < L. colliquefactus, pp. of
'colliqticfacere, *conliquefacere, < com-, together,
-I- liquefacere, make liquid : see liquefy. ] A
melting or fusing together; the reduction of

different bodies to one mass by fusion.

The incorporation of metals by simple coUique/action.
Bacon, Phys. and Med. Remains.



collish

collish (kol'igh), n. [Origin unknown.] A tool

used for polishing the edges of the sole of a
boot or shoo.

collision (ko-lizh'on), n. [= D. coUisie = G.
collision = ban. kollisjoH = F. collision = Sp.

colision = Pg. collisdo = It. collisione, < LL. col-

lisio(n-), < L. collidere, pp. collisus, dash toge-

ther: see collide.'] 1. The act of striking or

dashing together; a striking together of two
bodies ; the meeting and mutual striking or

clashing of two or more moving bodies, or of

a moving body with a stationary one ; specifi-

cally, in recent use, the dashing together of

two raUroad-trains, or of two boats or ships.

By collision of two bodies, grind
The air attrite to Are. Milton, P. L., x. 1072.

Motiou may create light ; either directly, as in the mi-

nute incandescent fragments struclc off by violent colli-

nong, or indirectly, as throngh the electric spark.
//. Spencer, First Principles, § 66.

2. Opposition; antagonism; counteraction: as,

a collision of interests or of parties.

The collinion of contrary false principles.
Warburton, Divine Legation, ii.

They were taught to measure theirown strength by col-

iigion with other powers on a common scene of action.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 3.

3. See extract.

Colligion of a vowell ... is the contraction of two
vowells into one, as thaduice for tke aduice, thaire for the

aire, Ac. Minsheu.

Collision bulkliead. See bulkhead. =8yn. Conclusion,
etc. St-e nhock.

-collision (ko-lizh'on), V. t. or /. [< collision, ».]

To collide ; strike against. [Rare.]
Wave collisions wave.

Trans. Roy. Micros. Soc, 1870, p. 298.

COllisional (ko-lizh'on-al), a. [< collision +
-«/.] 1. Relating to or of the nature of a col-

lision.— 2. Colliding: as, a coHiMcmai distance
;

COllisional particles.

COllisive (ko-U'siv), a. [< L. collisus (pp. of col-

liilere, dash together : see collide) + -ire.] Caus-
ing collision ; clashing. BtacJcmore.

COlIitigant (ko-lit'i-gant), «. and n. [= Sp.

colitigante = Pg. collitigante, < L. as if "colliti-

gan{t-)s, *conlitigan{t-)s, < com-, together, +
litigan(t-)s, ppr. of litigare, dispute : see liti-

gant.] I. a. Disputing, wrangling, or Utigating
together. Maunder.
n. n. One who litigates or wrangles with

another.

€ollocalia (kol-o-ka'li-a), n. [NL. (G. B. Gray,
1840), < Gr. Kti'/Aa, glue, + m>.ia, a dwelling, hut,

bam, nest, = E. hall, q. v.] A genus of swifts,

or small swallow-like birds, of the family Cypse-

CotiotiaU.t tsiultHta.

IuUe. They build the so-called edible birds' nests, much
prized among the Chinese, which consist largely of in-

spissated saliva secreted by the large salivary glands
characteristic of the genus. Tliere are numerous species,
of Asia, Africa, and Polynesia, the best-known of which is

C. esculenta. H<tnie of them are known as saUin{janes.

collocate (kol'o-kat), V. t. ; pret. and pp. collo-

cattil, ppr. collocating. [< L. collocatiis. pp. of
c/)llocare (> Sp. colocar = Pg. collocar = It.

eollocare), contocare, place together, < com-, to-
gether, + locare, place, < loctis, place: see
locus. From collocnrc comes also couch, q. v.]
1. To set or place together.
To marshall and collocate in order his battailes.

Hall, Rich. III., an. 3.

2. In civil law, to allocate or allot (the pro-
ceeds of a judicial sale) among creditors, in
satisfaction of their claims.
CoUocatet (kol'o-kat), a. [< L. colU>catus, pp.:
see the verb.] 'Set or placed together.

Tlie parts wherein that virtue is mllacale. Bacon.

collocation (kol-o-ka'shou), n. [= F. colloca-
tion = Sp. colocacion = Pg. collocacSo = It.

70

collocazione, < L. collocatio(n-), < eollocare : see
collocate, c] 1. The act of collocating or pla-

cing together; disposal in a certain order with
something else ; an arranging.

The disposition and collocation of that knowledge which
we preserve in writing.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 231.

If elegance consists in the choice and collocation of
words, you have a most Indubitable title to it.

Sir \r. Jones, To R. Orme.

2. The state of being placed or ordered along
with something else; the manner in which a
thing is placed with regard to something else

;

disposition ; arrangement ; connection : as, in

this collocation the sense of the word is clear.

—

3. In civil law, the allocation among creditors of

the proceeds of a judicial sale, in satisfaction
of their claims ; also, the schedule prepared by
the court showing the amount due to each.

CoUock (kol'ok), n. [E. dial., earlier also col-

leck; collecke, <. ME. collock, colok, appar. < Icel.

kolla, a pot or bowl without feet, + E. dim.
-ock.] A large pail. [North. Eng.]

collocution (kol-o-ku'shpu), n. [= F. collocu-

tiOH = It. collocuiione, < L. collocutio{n-), < col-

loqui, pp. eollocutus, speak together: see collo-

quy.] A speaking or conversing together;
colloquy ; dialogue. [Rare.]

collocutor (ko-lok'ii-tor), ». [= Sp. colocutor

= It. eollocutore, < LL. collocutor, < L. colloqui,

pp. eollocutus, speak together: see colloquy.]

One of the speakers in a dialogue or conversa-
tion ; an interlocutor. [Rare.]
On ray speaking of it, in conversation with a very learn-

ed scholar, in nmch the same terms that I have employed
in the text, my collocutor very positively queried its ever
having got int»j print. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 190.

COUocutory (ko-lok'u-to-ri), a. [< L. eollocutus

(pp. of colloqui, speak together: see colloquy)
+ -ory.] Pertaining to or having the form of
a colloquy or conversation ; colloquial. [Bare.]
We proceed to give our imitation, which is of the Amce-

bean or Cotlocutory kind. Poetry of Antijacobin, p. 10.

OoUodaria (kol-o-da'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Ko/./uA7j(, viscous, like glue (see collodion), +
-aria.] A group of spumellarians without a
skeleton, or with a rudimentary one composed
mainly of detached silicious spicules scattered
outside the central capsule ; a suborder pro-
posed by Haeckel for the families Thalassicol-

tidte, Vdllo::oid(X, Thalassosphwrida, and Sphte-
ro:oid(c.

collodion (ko-16'di-on), ». [Nli., also collodium,

< Gr. Ho/J.uhrK, like glue, < Ki'/Xa, glue, + eMof,
semblance.] A substance prepared by dis-

solving pyroxylin or guncotton in ether, or in

a mixture of ether and alcohol, it forms a useful
substitute for adhesive plaster in the case of slight wounds.
Wtiei) the solution is applied to the womul, it immediately
dries in a semi-transparent, tenacious fllni, which adheres
firmly to the part, and protects the wound or abrasion.
With the addition of a small quantity of iodides and bro-
mides, collodion is eniployeti as the ijasis of a photograpli-
ic process. calte<l the coltotlion or %cet process. To ot)-

' till a negative nicture by this process, a glass plate is

-vered witli a film of collodion, which is sensitized by a
-alt (usually the nitrate) of silver, and the plate exposed
in the camera. Tlie latent image obtained is then de-
veloped by the application of a solution of iron protosul-
phate, water, ami a<-etic acid, and the unprecipitated
silver remaining in the film is dissolved by a ilxing solu-
tion of sodium hyposulphite or of potassium cyanide. To
obtain a jHtsitive picture, a sheet of paper is laid upon
the face of the negative in a frame, the paper having been
sensitized by floating on a solution of silver nitrate, or by
any other of several methods. The frame is then exposed
to light in such a manner that the rays, to reach the pa-
per, must pass through the negative, and the exposure is

continued till the tone is sufficiently deep, after which
the tint is improved by means of gold chlorid and other
salts, and the picture fixed with sodium hyposulphite.
Positive pictures may also be obtained direct by the col-
lodion process. Collodion is used also as a water-proof
coating in place of vaniish, especially to protect lucifer
matches from the effects of dampness.

collodionize (kp-16'di-on-5z), V. t.; pret. and
pp. collodionize^. ppr. coUodionizing . [< col-

lodion + -jje.] To prepare, as a photographic
plate, with collodion; treat with collodion.

Into this [a special solution] is dipped the proof after
taking it from the water and draining it, the collodimiized
sitle uppermost. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 442.

CoUodiotype (ko-I6'di-o-tip), ». [< collodion
+ tyiif. ] A picture produced by the collodion
process, or the method by which such pictures
are produced. See collodion.

CoUoditun (ko-lo'di-iun), n. [NL.] Same as
eiillodion.

CoUogen (kol'o-jen), n. [< Gr. k6'>:}m, glue, +
-yeviK, producing: see -gen.] That part of
connective tissue which on boiling with water
yields gelatin. It appears to constitute the
greater part of the white fibrous substance.
Also spelled collagen.

coUop

CoUogenic (kol-o-jen'ik), 0. [< collagen + -ic]
Fm-nishing gelatin on boiling, as the white
fibers of connective tissue. Also collagenic.

collogenous (ko-loj'e-nus), a. [< eollogen +
-ous.] Pertaining to or of the nature of eollo-

gen. Also collagenous.

CoUogonidia (koFo-go-nid'i-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gir. KoXAa, glue, + KL. gontdia, pi. of gonidium,

q. v.] In lichenology, gonidia which are bluish-
green, embedded in a colloid envelop, and often
disposed in necklace-like chains. They occur
chiefly in the families Pannariei and Colleinei.

Also called gonimia.
collograpll (kol'o-graf), n. [< Gr. k61?m, glue, +
ypd<j>eiv, write.] A manifold writing- or copy-
ing-machine, depending in its construction on
the fact £hat when a film of moist bichromated
gelatin is brought into contact with ferrous
salts, tannin, or certain other substances, it

acquires the property of attracting a fatty ink.

Span, p. 1609.

collogue (ko-16g'), V. ; pret. and pp. collogued,

ppr. colloguing. [E. dial, contr. clogue; appar.
a modification of *colloque, < L. colloqui, speak
together, the form being infiuenced by col-

league.] I, intrans. 1. To use flattery
;
gloze;

flatter.

Robert also would collogue with him, praisinghis riches,

nobility and valiant courage, whi^ Fortunatus could well
endure. Fortunatus.

To lie, dissemble, collogue, and flatter their lieges.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 327.

2. To confer or converse confidentially and se-

cretly
;
plot mischief ; lay schemes in concert.

He never durst from that time doe otherwise then equiv-
ocal or collogue with the Pope and his adherents.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xii.

After that, he proceeds to collogue, to conspire with one
party, and tell them his decision, twenty hours before he
informs the other. W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 197.

II. trans. To wheedle ; flatter.

They collogue and soothe up their silly auditors.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 609.

colloid (kol'oid), a. and «. [< Gr. as if *ko'a-

?.oei6r/c, contr. KoMtlidr/g, like glue, < xdA/la, glue,

+ elioi, semblance. Cf. collodion.] I. a. Like
glue or jelly. Specifically— (a) In chein., semi-solid,
penetrable, slowly diffusible, and non-crystalline. See II.

Certain liquid colloid substances are capable of forming
a jelly and yet still remain liquefialjle by heat and soluble
in water. J. Graham, Phil. Trans., 1861, p. 184.

(6) In geoL, partly amoiphons : applied to minerals.

—

Col-
loid bodies, certain irregular liodies, of the aspect of
colloid substance, found in the cerebrospinal axis, appa-
rently the result of the metainori)liosis of myelin.— Col-
loid cancer, or colloid carcinoma, a carcinoma char^
acterized by the transparency « if its f issues, due to colloid
degeneration of its epithelial cells. It is found most fre-

quently in the alimentary canal and niuumia;, more rarely
in the ovary and elsewhere.— CollOld degeneration, in
pathoi., the conversion of the sul>stance of a cell into col-

loid substance, involving when extreme the destruction
of the cell. It occurs in the thyroid gland, in certain
tumors, and occiisionally elsewhere.— Colloid sphere, a
globule with an oily luster, the result of the colloid ilegen-

eration of a single cell.— Colloid Substance, in pathoi.,
a clear jelly-like substance, firmer and more consistent
than nuicous substance, soluble in water, not precipitated
by acetic acid, and not giving a color with iodine. It

arises from colloid degeneration.

n. n. A substance in a peculiar state of ag-
gregation characterized by slow diffusibility,

permeability by crystalloid solutions, etc. See
extract.

They are distinguished by the gelatinous character of
their hydrates. Although often largely soluble in water,
they are held in solution by a most feeble force. They
appear singularly inert in the capacity of acids and bases,
and in all the ordinary chemical relations. But, on the
other hand, their peculiar physical aggregation, with the
chemical indifference referred to, appears to be required
in substances that can intervene in the organic processes
of life. The plastic elements of the animal body are
found in this class. As gelatine appears to be its type, ft

is proposed to designate 8ul)stances of the class as colloids.

J. Oraham, Phil. Trans., 1861, p. 183.

colloidal (ko-loi'dal), a. l< colloid + -al.] Of,
pertaining to, or of the nature of a colloid.

The gases fonu colloidal unions with the metals, and
are diffused through them just as water is diffused through
a jelly. Clerk Maxwell, Heat, p. 259.

CoUoidality (kol-oi-dal'i-ti), n. [< colloidal +
-ity.] The quality or state of being colloid;

colloidal nature or character.

The inquiry suggests itself whether the colloid molecule
may not be constituted by the grouping together of a num-
ber of smallei* crystalloid molecules, and whether the basis

of colloidality may not really be this composite character
of the molecule. J. Oraham, I'hil. Trans., 1861, p. 221.

collonellt, n. An obsolete spelling of colonel.

CoUonema (kol-o-ne'mii), «. [NL., appar. <

Gr. KO/'./a, glue, + vij/ia, a thread, < vuv, spin.]

Same as myxoma.
CoUop (kol'op), H. [< ME. collop, colop, colloppe,

coloppe, a slice of flesh (for roasting, etc.), =



coUop 1106
Sw.tatops, formerly kallops, l-ollops, slices of CollosphaBridse (kol-6-sfer'i-de), n. pi. HNL.
beef stewed, = G. klojys, a dish of meat made < VoUoi^plKvra + -«?«.] A family of spimiel-
tender by beating; prob. of LG. ori^n: ef. larians with the skeleton either consistinK of
D. klop, a tnock, stroke, stamp (= G. liopf, a simple reticulate spheres, or composed of two
knock), < kloppen, knock, beat (= G. Mopfen, concentric reticulate spheres, severally inelos-
knock), related to kUippen = G. klaffen = Sw. iug; the spherical, polyzoie, central capsules.Uappa = E. d<tp\ q. v. Of. E. dial, clop for collowt, v. and «. See co//:«l.
clap. Otherwise <-OP. colp, F. coup, a blow, CoUozoa (kol-6-z6'a), n.pl. [NL.,pl. of Collo-
stroke

:
see cowpi.] 1 . A slice or lump of flesh ; ::oum. q. v. ] A superfamily group ot' polyeytta-

a piece of meat —

•

i^i- - -
" ...'''..' K.i i

And I sigge [say], bi my soule I haue no salt bacon,
Ne no cokeneyes, bi Crist, colopus to maken.

Piers Plomnan (A), vii. 272.

He covereth his face with his fatness, and malceth coi!-

lops of fat on Ills flanks. Job xv. 27.

God knows thou art a collop of my flesh.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

Slices of this Kind of Heat [salted and dried] are at this -^ , -., r -., —
Day called Collopt in the >'orth, whereas they are named OoUoZOUm (kol-6-z6'um)
steaks when cut from fresh Meat. „i,,„ + ^rJ~ aiiimnl 1

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. ."f-w »!". ' ^ ''^> animai.J

rian radiolarians, containing those which have
several or many nuclei : distmguished from Col-
lida.

CoUozoidae (kol-o-z6'l-de), n. pi. [NL., < Collo-
zoum + -jrte.] A family of spumellarians with
skeleton entirely wanting and central capsules
social, thickly embedded in a common gelati-
nous body, typified by the genus Collo;:oum.
" " " '

" "' ' n. [NL., < Gr. /f(}/!./ia,

A genus of radiolarians,
giving name to the CoUozoa.Figuratively—2. A slice or piece of anything

; (follucianist rko-lfi 'shinn
anything in the shape of a collop. [Rare.]

VOl^uciamST; (Ko-lu sluan

This, indeed, with the former, cut two good collops out
of the crown land. Fuller.

Clouds ... in flocky rosettes, othera in broad, many-
folded collops. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 14.

Collop Monday, the day succeeding Quinquagesima Sun-
day, and preceding Shrove Tuesday.—Minced collops,
minced beef; minced meat. [Scotch.]

CoUoquia, n. Plusal of colloquium.
colloquial (ko-lo'kwi-al), a. [< L. colloquium,
conversation (see colloquy), + -al.'] 1 . Pertain-
ing to conversation ; conversational.

\Vhere penury is felt the thought is chain'd,
And sweet colloquial pleasures are but few.

Cowper, Task, Iv. 400.

His [Johnson's] colloquial talents were, indeed, of the
highest order. Macaulay, Samuel Johnson.

2. Peculiar or appropriate to the language of

lii^'hly iimfjnified.

common or familiar conversation; belonging ,, .

to ordinary, every-day speech : often especially COllUCtancyt,

ist), n. [< LL. Collucianistw,
pi., < L. com-, together, with,
+ Lucianus (see def.) -I- -ista,

E. -ist.'] One of the follow-
ers of Lucian of Antioeh,
who taught doctrines similar
to those afterward known as
Semi-Arian, but was subse-
quently reconciled to the
church, and died as a martyr in the persecu-
tion under Diocletian.

Lucian's doctrine is known to have been precisely the
same as that species of Arianism afterwards called Semi-
Arianism; but it is not on that account that I here trace
the rise of Arianism to Lucian. . . . These men [Arius and
othei-s] actually appealed to him as their authority, and
adopted from him the party designation of Cothicianists.

J. H. Neminun, Ariana of the Fourth Century, p. 7.

applied to common words and phrases which
are not admissible in elegant or formal speech.
The amusing exaggerations of Giraldus when he criti-

cises the colloquial Latin of Hubert Walter.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 144.

CoUoquialise, v. t. See colloquialize.

colloquialism (ko-16'kwi-al-izm), n. [< collo-
quial + -ism.l A word or phrase peculiar to
the language of common or familiar conversa-
tion. =syn. Stoii,.;, etc. Seecan(2.

colloquiality (ko-lo-kwi-al'i-ti), n. [< collo-
quial + -ity.] The state of "being colloquial.
Worcester. [Rare.]

CoUoquialize (ko-16'kwi-al-iz), V. t.
; pret. and

pp. colloquialized, ppr. colloquializing .

'

loquial -t- -».?e.] To make colloquial.
ter. Also colloquialise. [Rare.]

colloquially (ko-16'kwi-al-i), adv. In a collo-
quial or conversational manner; in colloquial
language.

Intent on writing colloquially and strictly suppressing
excitement and indignation. Spectator, 1864.

CoUoquist (kol'o-kwist), n. [< colloquy -h -is*.]
A speaker in a colloquy.

The coUoquists in this dialogue.

colloquium (ko-16 'kvri-um),
[L., a conversation: see colloquy.] 1. In law,
that part of the complaint or declaration in an
action for defamation which shows that the
words complained of were spoken concerning coUuder (ko-lii'der).

n. [< L. colluctan{t-)s, ppr. of
colluctari, struggle : see colluctation, and ef . re-
luctance.] A struggling against something;
resistance; opposition; contrariety. Bailey.
CoUuctationt (kol-uk-ta'shon), n. [< L. colluc-
tatio(n-),<. colluctari, conluciari, ^T^.*colluctattts,

struggle, < com-, together, -f- liictari, struggle:
see reluct.] A struggling against or with some-
thing, or a resisting ; contest; struggle; oppo-
sition.

coUybi

of the shrike. It was made the specific name
of the red-backed shrike of Europe, Lanius or
Enneoclonus coUitrio. Hence— 2. [cap.] A
generic name applied, with various extensions,
to the group of shrikes of which Lanius excu-
bitor IS the type. Kaup, 1829, after Moehrinq,
17.52.

collusion (ko-lu'zhon), n. [= F. collusion = Sp.
colusioH = Pg. collusSo = It. collusione, < L. col-
ltmo(n-), < colludere, pp. collusus, collude : see
collude.] 1. Secret agreement for a fraudulent
or harmful purpose ; a secret or crafty under-
standing for unworthy purposes.
A second character is that they [miracles] be done pub-

licly, . . . tliat there may be no room to suspect artiflce
and collusion. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, III. xi.

A collusion between the Delphic priests and the Alcnice-
onides [was discovered]. J. Adams, Works, IV. 488.

2. Specifically, in law, a secret understanding
between two or more persons to act or proceed
as if adversely or at variance with, or in ap-
parent defiance of, one another's rights, in order
to prejudice a third person or to obtain a reme-
dy which could not as well be obtained by open
concurrence.

If a person designed to alien lands in mortmain, the re-
ligious or ecclesiastical persons to whom he designed to-
alien tliem brought by coU'ision an action to recover the
lands, and recovered them by default.

Ji. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

collusive (ko-lu'siv), a. [= Pg. It. collusivo, <
h. collusus: see colbmon and -ire.] 1. Fraud-
ulently concerted or secretly entered into be-
tween two or more : as, a collusive an-angement.
See collusion, 2.

These collusive suits were held to be beyond the danger
of the statutes. M. If'. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iL

2. Acting in collusion.

The ministei-s of justice have no opportunity to be col-
lusive. L. Addison, Western Barbary.

CoUusively (ko-lii'siv-li), adv. In a collusive
manner; by collusion; by secret agreement to
defraud or injure.

Worces-

And being weakened with colluctation of contrarie pas-
sions, a Feauer, taking that occasion and aduantage, ap-
prehends him, and soone after kills him.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 359.

Colluctation with old hags and hol)goblins.
Dr. 11. More, Antidote against Atheism, ii. 9.

^irlt. collude (ko-lud'),t-. i

ppr. colluding. [= F
(obs.) = Pg. colludir = It. colludere", < L. col-

ludere, conludere, play together; in legal use,
conspire in a fraud ; < com-, together, -(- ludere,
play: see ludicrous, ludus.] To conspire in a
fraud or deception; act in concert through a
secret understanding

;
play into one another's

hands. See collusion.

31alone, Dryden.

n.
;
pi. colloquia (-a).

If they let things take their course, they will be repre-
sented as colluding with sedition.

Burke, Affairs of Ireland.

How is he to be punished or impeached, if he colludes
with any of these banks to embe22le the public money ?

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7th, 1834.

There can be no reasonable doubt that the dissenting
judge was, like the plaintiff and the plaintiff's counsel,
acting colhisively. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

collusiveness (ko-lu'siv-nes), n. The quality
of being collusive.

CoUusory (ko-lu'so-ri), a. [= F. collusoire= Sp.
coltisorio = Pg. collusorio, < LL. *collusorius (in
adv. collusorie), < collusor, a eolluder (L. a play-
mate), < L. colludere, pp. collusus, collude: see
collude.] Carrying out fraud or deceit by se-
cret concert ; containing collusion ; collusive,

pret. and pp. colluded, CoUutiont (ko-lii'shon), «. [<.1Aj. coUutio(n-),a,
eolluder = Sp. coludir washing, < L. colluere, pp. collutus, wash, rinse,

' < com-, together, -t- luere, wash.] A wash or
lotion.

COllutorium (kol-u-to'ri-nm), n. ; pi. collutoria
(-a). [NL., < L. collutus, pp. of colluere, con-
luere, wash, rinse: see collution.] In med., a
mouth-wash; a gargle.

COlluvies (ko-lu'vi-ez), n. [L., washings, sweep-
ings, filth, < colluere, wash thoroughly: see col-
lution.] 1. Filth; excrement; in med., spe-
cifically, a discharge from an old ulcer. Dun-
glison.— 2\. Figuratively, a vile medley; a rab-
ble. [Rare.]

A colloquy; a meeting for a fraud; one who is guilty of collusion.the plaintiff.—

2

discussion
Writs were issued to London and the other towns prin-

cipally concerned, directing the mayor and sheriffs to send
to a colloquium at York two or three citizens with full
power to treat on behalf of the community of the town.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, I. 87.

COlloquize (kol'o-kwiz), V. i. ; pret. and pp.' col-
loquized, ppr. colloquizing. [< colloquy + -ize.]

To take part in a colloquy or conversation ; con-
verse. Charlotte Bronte.
colloquy (kol'o-kwi), n.

;
pi. colloquies (-kwiz).

[< L. colloquium, < collogui, conloqui, speak to-
gether, < com-, together, -f loqui, speak : see lo-

cution. Of. soliloquy.] A conversation; espe-
cially, a conversation which is of the nature of a
discussion or conference.
In retirement make frequent

colloquies or short discoursings
between Godandyourownsoul.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, p. 24,

Oollosphaera (kol-6-sfe'-
ra), n. [NL. (SliUler,

1856), < Gr. K6/.?a, glue,
a(jxuiM, baU.] The typical
genus of radiolarians of
the family Collospha^idce.
C.polygona is an example. ^'"h'gffyTal'ntS."'''

We have been reputed a coltuvies of wild opinionists
One who conspires in swarmed into a remote wilderness, to And elbow-room for

our fanatic doctrines and i)ractices.

„ „ , , . , A'. Ward, Simple Cobler.
Colludere yourselves, as violent to this law of God by ,, -, ,, ,., ,,.
lur unmerciful binding, as the Pharisees^by their un- COlly^t, COllO'Wt (koli, -o), V. t. [< ME. *colyen,

colien, va,T. colwen, colowen (verhul n. colwingc,
colowinge), where iv prob. represents an older y
for j; < AS. as if *colian, make black as with
coal, < col, coal: see coal, n.] To make foul or
dirty

;
grime, as with the smut of coal ; blacken.

Brief as the lightning in the collied night.
Shak., M. >'. D., i. 1.

your
bounded loosening ! Milton, Tefrachordon,

COUum (kol'um), «.; pi. colla (-a). [L., = AS.
heals, E. haUe : see collar and'ftrtteel.] 1. In
anat. and zool., the neck, in the most general
sense; the whole neck. [Little used, except
in some anatomical names.]— 2. The neck-
like prolongation of some flask-shaped infuso-
rians, or of the choanoeytes of sponges, which
ends in the flagellum and is surrounded by the
collar.

The endoderm extends distally in a cylindrical neck or
collum, which terminates in a long flagellum surrounded
by a delicate protoplasmic frill or collar.

Encyc. BrU., XXIl. 418.

3. In entom., the upper part or collar of the
prothorax of a beetle, usually called the pro-
notum. [Rare.] —4. In hot. : (a) Same as col- CoUylf, CoUowt (kol'i, -6), n. [< colly'i^, collow,
lar,2(h). (6) In mosses, the neck or tapering v., ult. < AS. col, coal.] The black grime or
base of the capsule Collum obstlpum, in pafAoi., soot of coal or burned wood.
wryneck.

_ ,.,._. „.,_,. Besmeared with soot, coKw. etc.
COlluriO, CoUyriO (ko-lu'-, ko-hr'i-o), n. [NL.

;

Burtm, Anat. of Mel., p. 664.

prop, cotlyrio ; < Gr. Ko7.y.vpiuv (occurring once colly^, n. See collie.

with var. Kopvl%U.n>), a bird of the thrush kind, coUyba, ». Plural of colli/bos.

perhaps the fieldfare.] 1. An old book-name collybi, ". Plural of colli}biis.

Poisli [F.], collowed, smeared, bleached, begrimed with
soot or with the touch of a sooty skillet, etc. Cotgrave.

Fie, fle, Clul), go a' t' other side the way, thou collowest
me and my ruff. Middleton, Family of Love, ili. 3.

Thou hast not collied thy face enough.
• B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

That youthful Virgin of five and forty with ... a shin-
ing Face and colly'd eyebrows.

Southern, JIaid's Last Prayer, i.



coUybist

CoUybist (kol'i-bist), n. [< LL. collyUsta, ML.
also coUybistes, < Gr. KOAAv/Jiorw, a money-ehan-
ger, < Ko/lvSo^, a small coin, also (as in L. colbj-
bus, coUubus) exchange, the rate of exchange

:

see collybtis.^ A money-changer. Bp. Hall.
collybos (.kol'i-bos), n.

;
pi. coUyba (-bii). [< Gr.

^(i//.l^tof, also k6?:/xi3o^, a kind of cake, mostly
in pi. Ki'/O.vjia, boiled wheat distributed to the
congregation. Cf. collybiu,:'] In the Gr. Ch., a
cake of wheaten bread distributed to the people
on the Saturday after Ash Wednesday, and also
at celebrations of the liturgy for the departed.
The Saturday of the tirst week of the fast is observed in

memory of S. Theodore Tiro, who is said to have appeared
in tlie time of Julian tlie Apostate, to Eudoxius, then ?a-
tnarcli of Constantinople, and to have warned him of a
stratagem by which the Emperor proposed to sell in the
markets bread otfereil to idols, and actually sprinkled with
the blood of the sacrifices, reconunending him to conflne
his people to the cakes called collyba. On this day, a dis-
tribution of these cakes is made to the poor.

J. M. Stale, Eastern Church, i. 745.
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CoUy-brand (kol'i-brand), n. A Cornish name
for the smut of wheat, XJstilago segetum.
CoUybus (kol'i-bus), n.

;
pi. cnllybi (-bi). [Gr.

K<i//ii^oc, a small coin, also exchange, the rate
of exchange. See coUybist.'] The smallest Athe-
nian coin, apparently equivalent in value to
about the sixteenth part of a United States
cent.

colljrria. ". Plural of collyrium.
Collyridian (kol-i-rid'i-an), n. and a. [< ML.
Collyridiaiii, pL, < LL. collyrida, also collyris, <
Gr. KOAJ.vpig {no/lvpii-), a cake, dim. of mlXvpa,
a roll or loaf of coarse bread.] I. n. One of a
heretical sect of Arabia in the fourth century,
composed almost exclusively of women, who
worshiped the Virgin Mary as a pagan goddess,
offering to her little cakes which they after-
ward ate.

Tlie Church of Rome is not willing to call the CoUyridi-am heretics, for offering a cake to the Virgin Mary.
Jef. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), li. .317.

n. a. Of or pertaining to the Collyridians.
Among the Collyridian heretics, women were admitted

to the priesthood. Leclcy, Europ. Morals, II. 387.

CoUsrriet, ». [< L. collyrium: see coUyrium.']
Same as collyrium.

coIl3rrio, «. See collurio.

colljrrite (kol'i-rit), n. [< Gr. m^ipuw, collyrium
(see collyrium), + -i7<.2.] A variety of clay of a
white color, with shades of gray, red, or yellow
collyrium (ko-lir'i-um), H.

;
pi. collyria (-a).

[L., < Gr. Ko'/M'piov, an eye-salve, poultice, dim.
of Ko?./.vpa, a roll of bread.] 1. Eye-wash, or a
salve for the eyes.

Democritus's coUyrium is not so sovereign to the eyes as
this u to the heart Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 330.

He that took clay and spittle to open the blind eyes canmake anything be coUyrium.
Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 42.

2. A preparation to blacken or color the eye-
uds and eyebrows.

I will but touch your temples,
Tlie comers of your eyes, and tinct the tip.
The very tip o' your nose, with this colhirimn.

B. Jomoii, Kortmiate Isles.

A collyrium commonly composed of the smoke-black
which IS produced by burning a kinrl of lihAn - an aromatic'^""- i'- ••'• Lane, Modern Egj-ptians, I. 41.

3. A preparation of medicine in a solid state
made up in a long cylindrical roU so as to be
introduced into an opening of the body, as the
anus, nostril, etc. ; a suppository.
COlmarl (kol'mar), »i. A sort of pear, so called
from the town of Colmar in Alsace.

Colmar-'t, H. [Origin obscure.] A fan. See ex-
tract under bubble-bow. [Fashionable slang.]

COlmeniert, «. [^Uso written Mmeimr : corrupt
forms, supposed by some to represent F. (FAle-
magne, now Allemagnc (cf. Almain), of Germany,
the jilant being a German pink.] The sweet-
william: a name used in old herbals.
COlmeyt, n. An obsolete fonn of colmy.
COlmyt, n. [ME. colmy, colmic, appar. < "colm, E.
cm/w(1, coal-dust: see ck/hjI and coa?.] Black-
smutted; collied.

He sette him wcl loje,
In iH't'geres rowe

;

H<' ir.lii-de him ahnte
With his colmie snute.

Kiiiff Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1082.
Thanne Pacience parceyued of poyntes of his coteWas rofrnjy Ivar. aUomy, mlrmil thorw coucityse and vn-kyndc deayrynge. Picrt Phmnan (B), xiii. STS.

colmy (kol'mi) n. [< colmy, a.] A local Eng-
lish name of the coalfish.

ColobeH, n. [< LL. colobium : see cotoWuw.l
bame as colobium. Wright.

COlobe2 (kol'ob), «.- A book-name of monkeys
ot the genus Colohus.

colobia, «. Plural of colobium.
COlobin (kcl'o-bin), n. [< Colobus + -j«l.] A
monkey of the genus Colobus; a colobe. E.
Blytli.

colobium (ko-16'bi-um), n.
;
pi. colobia (-a).

[LL., < Gr. KoUjimv, Kololiim, a colobium," <
Ko'Aoliiti, docked, curtailed, mutilated, < k&Ao^,
docked, cui'tailed. Cf.colure.] 1. A tunic with-
out sleeves, or with short close-fitting sleeves,
worn by deacons and others in the early church

:

identical with or a variety of the dalmatic. See
dalmattc and leiifon.— 2. A similar garment,
vnth or without a hood, formerly worn by
monks.— 3. A dress worn by a king at his coro-
nation, corresponding to the clerical dalmatic.
See dalmatic.

COloboma (kol-o-bo'ma), n.
; pi. colobomata (-ma-

ta). [NL., < Gr. Ko'Ujiuiia, the part taken awaVm mutilation, < KoTMjiovv, dock, mutilate, < ko-
Ax)^6i, docked, mutilated: see colobium.'] In
med.

: (a) The part taken away in mutilation

:

a mutilation
; a defect. ( 6)A defect in the iris,

choroid, retina, optic nerve, or lens, due to in-
complete or perverted closing of the choroidal
fissure

: also used for other fissures in the eye
or its lids.

Oolobrachia (kol-o-bra'ki-a), «. p;. [NL. <
Gr.mi^^f docked, curtailed, +'1,. brachium, arm.]
In Haeckel's system of classification, a primary
group of Echinodermata, consisting of the sea-
stars or starfishes {Asterida) and sea-lilies or lily-
stars (Crinoida), together distinguished from
the armless echinoderms {Lipobrachia), which
comprise the sea-urchins and sea-cucumbers.
colobrachiate (kol-6-bra'ki-at), a. [As Colo-
brachia + -afcl.] Of or pertaining to the Colo-
bracnia.

Colobus (kol'o-bus), n. [NL., < Gr. koIoB6^,
docked, curtailed: see cotoWum.] 1. A genus
of African monkeys, of the family Semnopithe-

?t I
They have a saccular stomach, a rudimentary

thumb (whence the name), a high facial angle cheek-
pouches, and ischial callosities. There are several speciessome of very handsome coloration.

'

2. [I. c] A monkey of the genus Colobus; a
colobe or colobin. Sclater.— S. A genus of
reptiles. Mcrrem, 1820.— 4. A genus of coleop-
terous insects. Serrille, 1833.— 5. A genus of
moUusks.
Colocasia (kol-o-ka'si-a), «. [NL., < L. coloca-
sia, tern, sing., also colocasia, neut. pi., < Gr.
Ko^oKaaia, fem. sing., also ko^mkoowv, neut. sing.,
an Egyptian plant resembling the water-Uly.]
A genus of plants, of the natural order Aracem,
natives of the East Indies, with acrid leaves

colometry

Cottteasia antiqturutn.

and tubers, the latter containing much starchy
matter, c. ann\iuorum(C. CAculenlum) Bind its several
varieties have limj? been cultivated for use as food, and are
found throughout the tropics, being the well-known taro
(lcab,)ot the Pacific islands, the yu-tao of China, the mio
ti/Mof Japan, and the o(o of Central America. In the Sand-
wich islands the leaves are roasted and eaten in the samemanner as the tubers.

Colocephall (kol-o-sef'a-li), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
colocejihalus : see coloccphalous.] An order of
physostomous fishes having no precoracoid
arch, no preoperculura, and no symplectic,
maxillary, or pterygoid bones. It was consti-
tuted for the typical Murmnidai. Cope, 1870.
COlOCephalous (kol-6-sef'a-lug), a. [< NL. colo-
ceplialH.t, < Gr. ko?.oc, docked, defective,+ Kf^J.,},
head.] In iciitli., lacking or defective in cer-
tain bones of the head; specifically, pertain-
ing to or having the characters of the Colo-
cephali.

colocola, COlocolo (kol-o-ko'la, -id), II. [8.
Amer.] The native name of a wild cat of South
America, Fclis colocolo of Molina, related to the
ocelot and of about the same size, it is of marked

ferocity and is very destructive to the animals among
which it lives, especiiiUy to the monkeys.
colocynth (kol'o-sinth), n. [Also formerly colo-
qui>U;<M.E.coloquint(=
D. kolokwint(-appel) =
6. coloquinte = Dan. Sw.
kolohvint), < OP. colo-
quinte (F. coloquinte);
also coloquintida = Sp.
coloquintida = Pg. colo-
quintida = It. coloquinti-
da, colloquintida, < ML.
coloquintida, for colocyn-
tliida, ace. oi colocyntliis ;
< L. colocynthis, < Gt.
KoTiOKwdlc, the colocyiith
and its fruit, < ko^kvv-
ft?, KoloKvvTTi, the round
gourd or pumpkin.] The
bitter apple, the fruit of
a cucurbitaceous plant,
CitruUus Colocynthis, in-
digenous in the warmer coiocynth (c,Vr«//«, cic
parts of Asia, but now O^'*")— Flowering branch

widely cultivated on ac-
count of its medicinal properties. The fruit is around gourd, resembling an orange in size and appearance
with niany seeds eniliedded in a light and spongy nuln'
which IS very bitter. It is used in medicine as a purga-
tiye. The seeds are an article of food in some parts of
Africa.

colocynthein (kol-o-sin'the-in), M. [< colocynth
+ -e-m.] A resinous sutistance formed, to-
gether with sugar, by the action of sulphuric
acid on colocynthin.
ColocyntUn (kol-o-sin'thin), n. [< colocynth
+ -i«2.] A peculiar principle obtained from
colocynth, and present to a greater or less ex-
tent in many plants of the gourd family, it is a
soft semi-transparent muss resembling some resins very
soluble in alcohol, and far less so in water, but affording
»;ith the latter a solution of extreme bitterness. It is a
violent ptirgative.

COlocynthitin (kol-6-sin'thi-tin), n. [< colo-
cynth + -ite^ + 4}fi.] A white, crystalline,
tasteless substance obtained from colocynth.
cologne (ko-16n'), n. [An abbrev. of P. eau
de Cologne, Cologne water: eau, < L. aqua,
water; de, < L. de, of; Cologne = G. Koln, <
ML. Colonia, orig., in L., Colonia Agrippina
or Agrippinensis : so called in honor of Agriii-
pina, the wife of the emperor Claudius.] A
perfumed spirit, first made on a large scale
at Cologne in 1709 by Jean Farina, and still
extensively produced there by persons bearing
or assuming that name, it consists of spirits of
wine treated with a few drops of different essential oils
blended so as to yield a fine fragi-ant scent. Also called
eau (tc Colo'jn^ and 0>U>;tne tcater.

Cologne earth, glue, etc. See the nouns.
COlollte (kol'o-lit), «. [< Gr. Kd/iov, the colon
(see colou^), -^ Woe, a stone.] In geol, a sub-
stance appearing to be the petrified intestines
of fishes or their contents, but more probably
formed of worm-casts like those of the lob-
worm. It is frequently found in the litho-
graphic sandstone of the Oolite.
COlomba (ko-lom'ba), «. Same as columbo.
Colombella, «. Same as Columbella.
Colombian (ko-lom'bi-an), a. and n. U Co-
knnhia + -an.] I. a. Of"or pertaining to the
Umted States of Colombia, a republic of South
America, bordering on the Caribbean sea and
the Pacific ocean, west of Venezuela and north
of Ecuador. It was fomieriy part of the Spanish vice-
ro.valty of New Granada, then (from 1819) part of the re-

!?i.
"'Colombia (from wliich Venezuela withdrew in

1829 and Ecuador in 18:jn), and afterward (from 1831) the
republic of New (Jranatla till IsUl, when the present name
was adopted.-^ Colombian bark. See bark2.

II. n. An inhabitant of the United States of
Colombia.
colombier (ko-lom'bi6r), n. Same as columbier.
Colomeslnae (kol"d-me-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Colomesus + -inw.] In Gill's classification of
fishes, a subfamily of Tetrodontidw which have
the frontal bones naiTOwed and excluded from
the orbits, the postfrontals being elongated,
projected forward, and connected with the pre-
frontals.

COlomesine (ko-lom'e-sin), a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of the Colomemnai.
Colomesus (ko-lom'e-sus), n. [NL., < Gr. k6-
Aof, defective, -I- //ECTof, middle.] A genus of
swell-fishes, typical of the subfamily Colnme-
sinw, containing those tetrodontids whose me-
dian frontal bone is narrowed and thus ex-
eluded from the roof of the orbits.
colometry (ko-lom'e-tri), n. [< Gr. KuXofierpla,
< Ku?j>v, a clause, etc. (see colon'^), -(- -/lerpia, <
ficTpov, mea,auie: see meter.] 1. hxanc.pros.,



colometry

analysis of a rhythmical period into cola or
sections. See colon^, 2.— 2. In paleography,
measurement of manuscripts by cola or lines
of determinate length; stichometry. See sti-

chometry and colon^, 3.

colonl (ko'lon), n.
;
pi. cola (-la) in senses 1, 2,

and 3, colons (-lonz) in sense 4. [= D. colon
= G. Dan. Sw. koloH = F. Sp. Pg. colon = It.

colon, colo, < L. colon, a member of a verse or
poem, < 6r. ku?x)v, a member, limb, clause, part
of averse.] 1. In anc. gram, and rhet., one of
the larger or principal divisions of a sentence or
period; alongclause, oragroup of minor clauses
or commata. See comma, 1.— 2. In anc. pros.,
one of the members or sections of a rhythmical
period, forming an uninterrupted sequence of
feet, united under a principal ictus or beat

:

sometimes called a series. A colon could not consist
of more than 6 trisemic, 5 tetraseniic or pentaaemic, or
3 bexaseniic feet. It usually corresponded to one of the
lines of a modern couplet, triplet, or stanza, or formed
part only of a longer line. A pure colon is a colon con-
sisting of feet of one kind only ; a mixed colon is composed
of feet of different kinds. See period.

3. In paleography, a long clause or group of
clauses, or a series of words of about the aver-
age length of such a group, estimated as ap-
proximately equal to a dactylic hexameter in
extent— that is, as containing from 12 to 17 syl-

lables. A colon in this sense was frequently written as
a separate line in manuscript, and served to measure the
length of a book or treatise. See colometry and epos.

4. A mark of punctuation formed by two dots
like periods placed one above the other (:),

used to mark a discontinuity of grammatical
construction greater than that indicated by
the semicolon and less than that indicated by
the period. The colon is commonly used (1) to em-
phasize a close connection in thought between two clauses
of which each forms a complete sentence, and which
might with grannnatical propriety be separated l>y a
period

; (2) to separate a clause which is grantmatically
complete from a second which contains an illustration
or amplification of its meaning : thus, in this work illus-

trative clauses introduced by "as" are separated from
the dellnitiou by a colon ; (3) to introduce a formal state-
ment, an extract, a speech in a dialogue, etc. Originally
it was the mark of the termination of the grammatical or
paleographic division called by the same name, and it is

now frequently used to mark off metrical periods in prose
intended for chanting.

COlon^ (ko'lon), n.; pi. colons (-lonz), cola (-la).

[= D. coIoh"= G. Dan. Sw. kolon = P. Sp. Pg.
colon = It. colon, < L. colon, colmn (prop, colon,
colum), < 6r. Kdh^v (sometimes incorrectly writ-
ten KuAov by confusion with KO)?xn>, a member

:

see co?o»l), the large intestine, also food,
meat, fodder. Hence colic.'] 1. In anat., a
portion of the intestinal tract, the so-called
" large" as distinguished from the " small" in-
testine, continuous from the ileum to the rec-
tum; the great gut, beginning at the creoum
and ending in the sigmoid flexure, in man and
mammals generally the colon is distinguished from the
preceding small ititestine by its greater caliber, and by its

sacculation, due to the particular distribution of its cir-

cular muscular fillers, which constrict it at some places
and allow it to bulge out at others, making a series of
pouch-like expansions. It may also present continuous
bands of longitudinal fibers, or lengthwise constrictions,
so that the cross-section is not circular. The colon may
not be distinguishable in size or appearance from the rest
of the intestine, as in birds, where its commencement is

marked only by the presence of a csecum or of two creca

;

and when these arc wanting, there is no distinction. In
man the com"se and situation of the colon are definite,
owing to the binding of the gut in place by the mesocolon
and gastrocolic omentum. Beginning at the cfficum and
ascending by the right kidney, it passes under the concave
surface of the liver and the bottom of the stomach to the
spleen ; thence descending by the left kidney, it passes in
the form of an S to the upper part of the sacrum, wliere
it becomes the rectum. The parts of the colon are desig-
nated according to their position or direction : as, the
right lumbar or ascendinfj colon; the arch of the colon,
or trannmrse colon ; the left lumbar or descending colmi

;

and the sigmoid flexure, or left iliac colon. See cuts under
alimentary and intestine.

2. In entoin., the second portion of an insect's
intestine, generally broader than the preceding
portion or ileum, it may be straight or convoluted,
terminating at the anal opening, or separated from it by a
short rectum.

colonate (ko-16'nat), n. [< LL. colonatus, < L.
colonics, a husbandman, a serf: see colone, co-
lonus, colony, and -afcS.] The condition of a
colonus or serf ; a mild form of slavery existing
under Roman and early feudal law.

COlonet (ko-16n'), n. [= F. colon = Sp. Pg. It.

colono, < L. colomis, a husbandman : see colotius,

colony.] A peasant ; a rustic ; a clown.
A country colone toil and moil.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader.

colonel (kSr'nel or -nl; old pron. kol-o-nel'), n.

[Orig. coronel, coronell (later also coronaU), and
then, after F., colonel, colonell, colloncU ; in-
troduced from Sp. about 1548 (the date of the
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first instance noted ; see the first extract be-
low); < Sp. coronel = Pg. coronel (> ML. cm-o-
nellus) = It. colonnello (> ML. colonellus, F. colo-

nel, colonnel, > D. colonel), a colonel, lit. the
leader of the column or company at the head of
the regiment, < colonnello (ML. colonellus), the
column at the head of a regiment, dim. of colon-
na, < L. columna, a column : see column, and cf

.

colonnade. The change of i to r in the Sp. Pg.
form is due to dissimilation, or perhaps to asso-
ciation with Sp. L. corona, Pg. corSa, a crown

;

cf . Sp. dim. coronel, a crown (in heraldry) : see
coronal. The E. word, orig. pron. as spelled,
cor-o-ncV, eor'o-nel, became, by regular pho-
netic change, cor'nel, and now cur'nel (ker'-
nel) (being often so spelled in novels and char-
acter sketches which seek to be realistic), re-
taining the r of its Sp. form; but the spelling
was soon changed to suit the F. form, which
was much more familiar to the eye of readers.
Hence the later occasional pronunciations kol-
o-nel', kol'o-nel.] The chief commander of a
regiment of troops, whether infantry or cavalry,
next in rank below that of a general officer

—

in the United States army, of a brigadier-gen-
eral. In the British ai-my, except in the artillery and
engineers, the office of colonel is often honorary, and is

generally conferred on distinguished officers and princes
of the blood royal, tlie real command resting with the
lieutenant-colonel in each battalion, who after five years
of service becomes a colonel. Generals who have had
what is called "a regiment given to them" as a reward
for service, and virtually as a retirement, have the rank of
colonel. In the Russian, German, and Austrian armies
the colonel of each regiment, holding the title only as an
honor, is usually a member of some princely or other
eminent family, often foreign, and sometimes appointed
in childhood. Often, as a title, abbreviated Col.

Hee was . . . coronell of the footemen, thowgh that
tearm [was] in those dayes [1544] unuzed.

Life of Lord Orey (1576) (Camden Soc), p. 1,

colonel (kfer'nel or -nl; old pron. kol-o-nel'),
V. «.; pret. an3 pp. coloneled, colonelle'd, ppr.
coloncling, colonelling. [< colonel, h.] To act
as colonel; play the colonel.

Then did sir knight abandon dwelling.
And out he rode s.-colonelling.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 14.

Colonel Bogie. In golf, an imaginary player, to
whom is assigned, by the committee in charge,
a score against which the players have to play.
This "Bogie*' score usually represents par play over the

green, and it is made known before the competition begins,
so that each competitor knows what he has to do at every
hole. Each player counts tiis score at every hole, anil if

he holes ont at that particular hole in fewer strokes, or in
the same number, or in more than the appointed numljer,
he wins, halves, or loses the Iiole to "Bagie," as the case
may be. At the end of tlie game the number of holes won
from "Bogie" are placed against tllose lost to "Bogie,"
and the player who is the greatest lunnlier of holes up or
the fewest down wins the competition.

W. Parle, Jr., The Game of Golf, p. 13.

colonelcy (ker'nel-si), n. [< colonel + -cy.] The
office, rank, or commission of a colonel.

colonelship (ker'nel-ship), n. [Early mod. E.
coronellship, eoronallship ; < colonel + -ship.]
Same as colonelcy.

colonert (kol'o-ner), n. [As colone + -erl.]

Same as colonist. Holland.
coloni, «. Plural of colmius.

colonial (kg-16'ni-al), a. and n. [= D. loloniaal
= G. colonial = Dan. kolonial, < F. colonial =
Sp. Pg. colonial = It. cotoniale, < NL. coloni-

alis, <. Jj. colonia, oolony.] 1, a. 1. Pertaining
or belonging to a oolony : as, colonial govern-
ment; colonial rights; specifically, in Amer.
hist, relating to the thirteen British colonies
which became the United States of America,
or to their period. See colony.

Colonial journalism was a necessary and a great factor
in the slow process of colonial union.

M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., II. 304.

2. In zool., forming colonies; consisting of or
living as colonies ; not separate ; aggregative

;

social: as, the colonialAnthozoa Colonial archi-
tecture, the style of architecture prevalent in tlie Amer-
ican colonies just before and at the time of tlie revolu-
tion. It is a development of the classical forms of the
English Renaissance modified by conditions of local ma-
terials and circumstances, and in many examples is char-
acterized by much reflnemeiit of jiroportion and detail.

II. n. A member or citizen of a colony, espe-
cially of one of the British colonies in the east-
em hemisphere.

It cannot . . . he fairly said that drunkenness is in any
considerable degree a vice which distinguisties the younger
generation of colonials. Westm inster Hev.

, CXXVIII. 554.

COloniaUsm (ko-16'ni-al-izm), n. [< colonial -f-

-isni.] 1. A practice, idiom, or phrase peculiar
to a colony.— 2. Collectively, the characteris-
tics of colonial Ufe.

He broke through the narrow trammels of colonialism.
The American, VI. 46.

colonnaded

COlonialize (ko-16'ni-al-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

colonialized, ppr. colo'nializing. [< colonial +
-ize.] To render colonial in character.
The institutions will be rapidly colonialized and Aiperi-

canized. X. A. Bee, CXUI. 76.

COlonially (ko-16'ni-al-i), ad». 1. In a colony;
as a colony : as, to live colonially.— 2. In the
manner of colonists ; as regards the colonies.
COlonicalf (ko-lon'i-kal), a. [< L. colonicus (<
colonus, a husbandman: see colone) + -al.] Re-
lating to husbandmen.

Colo7iical services were those which were done by the
Ceorls and Socmen ... to their lords.

Spelman, Feuds and Tenures, xxv.

colonisation, colonisationist, etc. See coloni-
zation, etc.

colonist (kol'o-nist), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw.
kolonist ; as colony + -ist] 1. An inhabitant
of a colony ; a settler in a colony ; a member
of a colonizing expedition.

Alarmed that so desperate an alternative [submission or
independence] should be forced upon them, the colonigti,

still professing loyalty to a common sovereign, were driven
nearer and nearer to a total denial of the power of the
British legislature. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., IV. 5.

2. An animal or a plant found in a country or
region in which it is not indigenous.
A marine plant from the southern coast of North Amer-

ica, which must be regarded as a colonist in the Azores,
although we have no evidence as to the time or mode of
its introduction. G. Benthani, Notes on Compositae.

COlonitis (kol-o-ni'tis), n. [NL., irreg. < L.
colon (see colon^) + -itis. The proper etymo-
logical form is colitis.] In pathol., inflamma-
tion of the colon ; colitis.

colonization (kol"o-ni-za'8hon), n. [< colonize
+ -ation; = F. colonisation, etc.] 1. The act
or process of colonizing.

The increase of our trade and manufactures, . . . our
growth Ijy colonization and by conquest, have concurred
to accumulate immense wealth in the hands of some indi-
viduals. Burke, On Present Discontents.

2. The state of being colonized. Specifically

—

3. In U. <S. hist., the assisted emigration of
free negroes to Africa for the formation of col-
onies there. See colonisationist.— 4. The set-
tling of men temporarily in a voting-precinct
in order to vote at an election.
Also colonisation.

COlonizationist (kol"o-ni-za'shon-ist), n. [<
colonization + -ist.] An advocate of coloniza-
tion; specifically, in U. S. hist., onewho favored
colonization of emancipated slaves and free
negroes, preferably in Africa, as the best rem-
edy for the evils and dangers produced by slav-

ery. Also colonisationist.

colonize (kol'o-niz), V.
;
pret. and pp. colonized,

ppr. colonizing. [= F. coloniser, etc. ; as colony
+ -ize.] I, trans. 1. To plant or establish a
colony in; occupy with a colony or colonies:
as, England colonized Australia.

But Issa and Pharos, the only ones to which we can fix

a positive date, were colonized only in the first half of
the fourth century. E. .1. Freeman, Venice, p. 191.

2. To form a colony of; establish in a new
settlement ; settle together as a body : as, to
colonize the surplus population ; to colonize
laborers in a mining region.— 3. To migrate
to and settle in, especially as the first or the
principal inhabitants ; occupy as a colony : as,

English Puritans colonized New England.— 4.
To place or settle for the time being in a vot-
ing-precinct so as to be able to vote at an elec-

tion : as, to colonize voters.

II. intrans. To form a colony ; congregate
in a new settlement : as, to colonize in India.
Also colonise.

colonizer (kol'o-ni-zer), n. One who colo-
nizes ; one who establishes colonies. Also colo-

niser.

colonizing (kol'o-m-zing), p. a. [Ppr. of colo-

nize, v.] Given to emigration and the found-
ing of colonies in new countries : as, the British
are a colonizing people. Also colonising.

Rhodes too was in early times a cohnizin;/, an<i so a
famous power— one, therefore, of which some knowledge
might naturally have reached the writer of the Pentateuch.

G. Uardinson, Orig. of Nations, ii. 188.

colonnade (kol-o-nad'), «. [< F. colonnade, <

It. colonnato, colonnata, a range of columns, <

colonna, < L. columna, a column: see column.]
In arch., any series or range of columns placed
at certain intervals, called intercolumniations,
from one another, such intervals varying ac-

cording to the requirements of art and utility,

and of the order employed.
colonnaded (kol-o-na'ded), a. [< colonnade +
-ed'^.] Furnished with a colonnade.



colonnaded

Sombre, old, colonnaded iiisles. Tennymn, The Daisy.

He visited Athens again, later than 432, for he saw the
Propylaja or colonnaded entrance of the Acropolis, com-
pleted in that year.

R. C. Jebb, Primer of Greek Literature.

colonne (ko-lon'), n. [F., < L. columna^ a col-

Tunn: see columH.'\ One of the three columns,
of twelve figures each, stamped upon a rou-

lette-table.

colonnette (kol-o-nef), «. [F., dim. of co-

lonne : see colonne.'] A little column.
The fat^ade . . . with its multiple colonettes and pilas-

ters resembles a gigantic oi^an.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 187.

colonus (ko-Io'nus), n.; pi. coloni (-ni). [L., a
husbandman, a farmer, colonist, later a serf:

see colone and colony.] 1. A colonist.— 2.

Under the later Roman empire, a cultivator

bound to the soil ; an agricultural serf.

colony (kol'o-ni), «. ;
pi. colonies (-niz). [Early

mod. E. colonic ; = D. kolonie = G. Icolonie= Dan.
Sw. koloni, < F. colonic = Sp. Pg. It. colonia, < L.

cotowja, a colony, < colonus, a husbandman, colo-

nist, < colere, till, cultivate, dwell: see cult^ culti-

vate, etc.'] 1. A company or body of people who
migrate from their native country or home to a
new province, country, or district, to cultivate

and inhabit it, but remain subject to or inti-

mately connected with the parent state ; also,

the descendants of such settlers so long as the
connection with the mother country is retained.
Among the ancient GrL-eks the simple colony, which was
not necessarily dept-iidcnt upon the parent state excejjt in

religious matters, must be distinguished front a clerucky
(which see). Among the Romans the earliest colonies,

so called, were merely garrisons in a hostile territorj'.

Later, colonies were founded for the benefit of the pour
of Kome ; but Sylla restored the military character to the
colony, which became in general a foundatit)n for the
benefit of veteran soldiers who had served their time.
The colonists retained their Roman citizt-nship, and re-

ceived their laiuls by lot, the original inhabitants of the
site being subordinated U) theui. In Amt-riLan hist<>ry

tile name is given especially to the thirtetn separate com-
munities along the Atlantic coast under English rule which
combined in the revolution, and were formed in 1776 into
the United States of America. They were (in geograph-
ical order) New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New Vork, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, .Mary-

land, Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina. South Carolina,
and Georgia. These were all originally English colonies
excepiing New York and Delaware, which were for a lime
respectively Dutch (as New Netherland) and Swedish (as
New Sweden). Their governments were by charter (in Mas-
sachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut), proprietary
(in Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland), or royal (in

tlie remaining colonies). In each (except Rhode Island
and Connecticut, which chose their own governors) the
governor was appointed by the crown or by the proprie-
taries. The crown claimed a veto on legislation, and juris-

diction of appeals from the coiut of last resort.

Once on a time thirteen famous colonus of the older
England voted that they were and ought to be free and
independent States. By that vote they ceased, in the sense
of a coloinal otHce, to Ije English coUmieit any longer. In
the sense of history they became English eolonieg more
truly than before, E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lecta., p. iS.

2, The country or district planted or colonized.
This citie (Au^sta) was a Colony of the Romanes, by

whom It was for a long time inhabited.
C *njat. Crudities, I. 97.

3. A number of persons of a particular nation,
taken collectively, residing temporarily or in-
definitely in a foreign city or country; as, the
American colony in Paris.— 4. A number of
animals or plants living or growing colonially.
specifically— (o) lnbot.,& groupof (generally unicellular)
fungi or algae produced by cell-division from a common
parent cell, and adhering in groups or chains, sometimes
held together by an enveloping gelatinous substance, each
individual being able to exist separately, {fj) In zool., a
polyp-stock, prjiypidom, or some similar aggregate of in-
dividuals : applied to various itctinozoans, liydrozoans, and
polyzoans, t<j the s<>cial or comfK)und aschlians. etc. Tlius,
a bit of living coral is a colon;/ of coral jwdypites. See cut
under Cora^iw/e/irt.—Crown colony, a colony in which
the crown has the entire control of the legislation, while
the administration is carried on by public officers under
the control of th»! home govennnent: di-stinguishcd from
colonies having a constitution and representative govern-
ment. Gibraltar and Hongkong are examples of British
crown colonies.— Old Colony, specifically, the Plymouth
Colony in Massachusetts, or the region once occupied by
it : so called from having t>een the earliest settleni«nt
within the prewMit limits of Massachusetts.

COlonyt (kol'o-ni), t\ t. [< colony, n.] To colo-
nize. Fanshaw.
colophany, «. An erroneous form of eolophonif.

COlophene (kol'o-fen), n. [< coloph{ony) +
-enf!.] A viscid, aromatic hydrocarbon-oil ol>-

tained by the rapid distillation of colophony.
or by distilling oil of turpentine with strong
stilphuric acid, the product being in both cases
aftor\yard purified.

COlopholic (kol-o-fol'ik), a. [< coloph{ony) +
-ol 4- -ic] Derived from or related to colo-
phony: applied to one of the acids present in
colophony. Colopholic acid is produced l»y the action of
heat on pinic acid, and is the least soluble in alcohol of
all the colophonic acids.
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colophon (kol'o-fon), n. [< LL. colophon, < Gr.
KOAo<l>av, the summit, top, esp. in phrases like

Ko?M<p^va eiriTidivai, give the finishing stroke, ko-

?.o<j)C>va ezaysiv T<f)/.6) u, put an end to a speech,
etc. (imaginatively explained by Strabo with
ref. to the city Ko'/jxpov in Ionia, because the
cavalry from that city was " so excellent that
it always decided the contest " ; but see colo-

phon;/)
;
prob. akin to L. columen, top, summit:

see column. Cf. Gr. Kopixj)?/, the head, top, high-
est point, < Kupvc, head, helmet : see corypha,
coryphetig.'] 1 . An emblematic device, or a note,
especially one relating to the circumstances of
production, as tlie printer's or scribe's name,
place, and date, put at the conclusion of a book
or manuscript.
The colopiion may be, and frequently is, a pious ejacu-

lation, such as " Laus Deo !
" or " Deo sit laus et gloria

!

"

. . . or . . . tlie mark or device of the printer ; the seal,

as it were, solemnly affixed to an instnnnent of high im-
portance, as a published book was once thought to be.

N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 170.

2. The end of a book : the word " finis," or
"the end," marking the conclusion of any
printed work.— 3.- lea}).'] [NL.] In zool.: (a)

A genus of coleopterous insects. Westwood,
1832. (ft) A genus of arachnidans. Rev. O. P.
Cambridgi, 1874.

colophone (kol'o-fon), «. Same as colophony.
Fallows.

Colophonian^ (kol-o-fo'ni-an), a. [< Colophon
(see i-iilophiiny) + -ia«.] Of or pertaining to
Colophon, an ancient city of Ionia.

COlophonian" (kol-o-fo'ni-an), a. [< colophon
+ -(OH.] Relating to a colophon, or the con-
elusion of a book. Cudicorth.

colophonic (kol-o-fon'ik), «. [< colophony +
-ic.\ Derived from colophony, as certain res-

inous acids called pinic acid, pimaric acid, sylric

acid, and colopholic acid. All these acids are iso-

meric, their common formula being C20H30OQ.
COlophonite (kol'o-fo-nit), n. [< colophony +
-ite^.'] A variety of garnet of a reddish-yellow
or brown color, occurring in coarse granular
masses : so called from its resemblance in color
and luster to the resin colophony.
colophoninm (kol-o-fo'ni-um), n. [NL., < L.
colvphonia, colophony: see colophony.'] Same
as colophony.

colophony (kol'o-fo-ni), n. [Formerly colofo-
ny ; sometimes written colophony, after F. colo-

phanc, fonnerly colophone, = Pr. Pg. colophonia
= Sp. It. colofonia, < L. colophonia (sc. resina)

(NL. also colophonium, > Dan. kolofonium), < Gr.
KO/jxpuvia (sc. l>riTiptj), Colophonian resin, fem.
of Ko/lo^tii'iof (L. Colophonius), Colophonian, <

Ko>xxpin> (L. Colophon), a city of Ionia, prob.
so named from ko'ao^v, summit, top (there
are about thirty towns named Summit in the
United States): %ee colophon .] A solid, amor-
phous substance, of an amber or blackish-
brown color, left after distilling crude turpen-
tine with water; common resin, or rosin, it is

widely used in the artd, especially in making st>:ip and the
cheaper grades of vaniisli, and in medicine as an ingredi-
ent of plasters. Also aUnphone. [The wurti is not now in
use except as :i br>(»k-wor<l.]

Colopterids (kol-op-ter'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Co-
loplrrus, 1, + -idtr.j In Cabanis's classification

of birds, a name of the American famUy Tyran-
nidw, embraeingthe tyrant flycatchers and their
immediate allies, as a group of clamatorial or
non-oscine Passeres. See Tyraiinidw.

Coloptems (ko-lop'te-rus), n. [NL. (Cabanis,
184a), < Gr. kS'/.o^, docked, curtal, + Ttrcpdv,

wing, = 'E. feather.'] 1. In orwi'f/i., the ^rpical
genus of the family Colopteridw.— 2. In en-
tom., a genus of coleopterous insects. Erich-
son, 1842.

Coloquintt, «• [ME., < OF. coloqu'mte, F. colo-

quinte : see coloquintida.] Same as coloquintida.

Cocumber wilde and coloquynt doo brese.

Palladitu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

coloquintida (kol-o-kwin'ti-da), n. [= F. colo-

f/iiintr = Sp. coloquintida = Pg. coloquintida, <

ML. coloquintida, corruption of colocynthida,

prop. ace. of L. colocynthis, > E. colocynth: see
colocynth.] The colocynth or bitter apple. See
colocynth.

The food that to him now is as luscious as locusts, shall
be to him shortly as bitter as coloquintida.

Shak., Otliello, i. 3.

color, colour (kul'or), M. [The second spelling
is still prevalent iii England ; early mod. E. col-

our, color, colmire, coltour, < ME. colour, colur,

culur, rarely color, < AF. cnhtr, OF. colur, color,

colour, coulour, mod. F. rouleur (> D. kleur =
Dan. l-ul/ir = Sw. kulor) = Pr. Sp. Pg. color (Pg.
also contr. cor) = It. colore, ,< L. color (color-),

color

OL. colos (cf. arbor^, color, tint, orig. a cov-
ering, from the root of celare, cover, hide, oc-
cultare, hide : see conceal and occult. For the
transfer of sense, cf. Gr. xpoi-^, XP^^j surface,
skin, color.] 1. Objectively, that quality of a
thing or apj)earance which is perceived by the
eye alone, independently of the form of the
thing ; subjectively, a sensation, or the class of
sensations, peculiar to the organ of vision, and
arising from stimulation of the optic nerve. The
proper stimulus to the sensation of color is light radiated
ti-om a luminous body or reflected from the surface of a
non-lmninous body ; but it can be induced hy other means,
as by an electric shock. When a ray of white light is
analyzed, as by a prism, into parts each of a detlnite
wavelength, the parts show the colors red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo, and violet, which form a continuous
spectrum, each color shading gradually into the next.
(See light and spectrum.) These colors have been termed
primary ov simple, though in fact they do not excite sim-
ple color-sensationa If the colors of the spectrum are
recombined, white light reappears. Similarly, if two col-
ors which lie near together in the spectrum, both on
the same side of light of wavelength 0.524 micron, are
mixed (for example, if two rays of colored light are
thrown upon the same spot so as to be reflected from it

together), the intermediate colors are nearly produced.
If, however, the colors, being on different sides of that
point, are taken further and further apart in the spec-
trum, the mixture becomes gradually whiter (less satu-
rated) until two colors are found which produce pure
white light. If the colors are still further removed, a
purple results. Those pairs of colors which when mixed
produce white or gray light are called cfymplementary col-

ors ; sucli are red and green-blue, orange and blue, yellow
and indigo-blue, green-yellow and violet. The sensations
produced by the different parts of the spectrum, however,
vary with the intensity of the light : thus, orange when
highly illuminated looks more yellow than when darker,
and the main effect of increasing the illumination of a
color is to add a yellow color-sensation, called the color
of brightness. If, instead of mixing spectral colors, col-

ored pigments are mixed, very different results are ob-
tained : thus, while spectral blue and yellow produce
white, blue and yellow pigments pro<luce green. This is

due to the fact that the blue pigment alisorbs nearly all

tlie yellow and red light, while the yellow pigment absorbs
the blue and violet light, so that only the green remains
to l)e reflected. Colors vary in chroma, or freedom from
admixture of white light; in brightness or luminotdty

;

ami in hue. which roughly con-esponds to the mean wave-
length of the light emitted. The numbers whidi measure
these quantities, as well as any other system of three num-
bers for deflriing colors, are called covsta}ils of color. Pure
white liglit and darkness are not ordinarily regarded as
colors ; but white and black objects are conmionly spoken
of as colored, although the former reflect and the latter
absorb all the rays of light without separating them into
colors properly so called.

2. In painting: (a) The general effect of all

the hues entering into the composition of a
picture. (6) An effect of brilliancy combined
with harmony: said either of a work in differ-

ent colors or of a work in monochrome, or of
an engraving: as, the picture has no color; the
engraving is full of color.

Though there is no colour, strictly speaking, in an en-
graving consisting merely of black and white lines, yet the
tennisoften . . . applied to an engraving which is supposed,
from the varied character of its lines and the contrast of
light and shade, to convey the idea of varied local colour
as seen in a painting. Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 213.

3. Any distinguishing hue, or the condition of
having a distinguishing hue— that is, a hue dif-

ferent from that which prevails among objects
of the kind concerned, whether the prevailing
hue be positive, as green, or neutral or negative,
as white or black; hence, («) in a picture or
view, or in a fabric or other material dyed or
painted, any hue, especially a pure tint (often
implying a vivid one), other than black and
white; (6) in hiunan beings, from the stand-
point of the white races, a hue or complexion
other than white, and especially black

;
(c) in

hot., any hue except green. See colored, 2.— 4.
The natural hue of the face; a red or reddish
tint ; flush ; blush ; complexion in general.

But aye she drank the canld water.
To keep her colour ftne.

f'-air Annie (Child's Ballads, III, 201).

Look, whether he has not turned his colour, and has
tears in his eyes. .Shak., Handet, ii. 2.

My colour came and went several times with indignation.
Swift, Gulliver's Travels, 11. 3.

5. That which is used for coloring; a pigment;
paint.

The statue Is but newly fixed, the coiowr's

Not dry. Shak., W. T., v. 3.

By mixing his colours with white, the artist obtains his
tint*. By mixing coUmrs with colours, he produces com-
pound colours, or hues ; and by mixing coiottrs or tints with
black, he gets shades.

Salter's Field's Chromatography, p. 27.

6. pi. (a) A flag, ensign, or standard, such as
is borne in a military body, or by a ship : so
called from being usually marked by a partic-

ular combination of colors : sometimes used as
a singular noun, iiee Jlag^.



color

I thought I should have had a tomb hung round
With tatter'd colours, broken spears.

Lust's Dominion, iv. 5.

An author compares a ragged coin to a tattered colours.

Addison.

The national colors were waving in all directions.

O. W. Holmes, Old VoL of Life, p. 26.

(6) A distinctive marking by color or colors, as

of a badge or dress ; specially colored insignia

;

hence, any symbol or mark of identification

:

as, the colors of a party ; the colors of a boxer

;

the colors of a rider or an owner in a horse-
race.

In whate countre thay kaire that knyghttes myghte knawe
Iche kynge be his colours.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2304.

7t. An ornament of style.

Figures of poetrie,
Or eoloures of rethorik.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1, 859.

8. Kind; sort; variety; character; description.

Boys and women are for the most part cattle of this

colour. Skak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

He [Henry VIIL] could send Cromwell to the block the

moment he discovered that he was pursuing designs of a
colour which did not recommend itself to him.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 244.

9. Appearance; aspect.

Nothing is further from colour or ground of truth, than
that which you write of Sir Robert Druiy's going to mass.

Donne, Letters, xxxii.

A business difference between communes will take on
much the same colour as a dispute between diggers in the
lawless West, and will lead as directly to the arbitrament
of blows. Contemporary Rev., LI. 479.

10. That which serves to hide the real char-

acter of something and give a false appearance

;

mere appearance; false show; pretense; guise.

Why hunt I then for colour or excuse?
Skak., Lucrece, L 267.

Under the colour of commending him,
I have access my own love to prefer.

Shah., T. G. of V., iv. 2.

My father instantly clapped his hand on my uncle Toby's
mouth, under colour of whispering in his ear.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 29.

lit. Reason; ground; especially, good reason

;

excuse.

The most colour of comparison is in the other twaine.

, . . And thus as I said, in these two things may you
catche most colour to compare the wealthy mans merite

with the merite of tribulation.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 50.

I have the wars for my colour, and my pension shall

seem the more reasonable. Skak., 2 Hen. W., 1. 2.

What has Aecius done, to be destroy'd?

At least, I would have a colour.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 3.

Did I attempt her with a thread-bare name,
Un-napt with meritorious actions.

She might with colour disallow my suit.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, i. 1.

12. An apparent or prima facie right, pretext,

or ground : especially used in legal phraseology,

and commonly implying falsity or some defect

of strict right : as, to extort money under color

of office ; to hold possession imder color of title.

Finding no colour to detaine me, they dismiss'd me
with much pitty of my ignorance.

Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 25, 1657.

[He] went also to the houses of those few families planted

there, and forced some of them to swsar allegiance to the

crown of Sweden, though he had no color of title to that

place. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 170.

13. In mining, a particle or scale of gold, as

shown when auriferous gravel or sand is panned
or washed out with the batea or horn-spoon.
[Cordilleran mining region.]— 14. In phren.,

one of the perceptive faculties, its supposed
fimction being that of ^ving the power of per-

ceiving colors or of distmguishing their shades.

— 15. In /(«r. ^QQ tincture,— 16. Animation;
vividness.
Ho couthe kyndliche with colour discriue,

Yf alle the worlde were whit other swanwhit alle thynges?
Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 214.

17. In music: (a) The various rhythmic, me-
lodic, or harmonic characteristics in a composi-
tion which constitute its individuality, as varia-

tions in rhythm, melodic decorations or figures,

intentional discords, etc. The use of the term is

traceable to the early use of colored lines to assist in the
interpretation of the neuraee, and also of colored notes and
other signs in the mensural-music. (&) The timbre or
quality of a musical tone. See timbre—Absorp-
tion of color. See aOHirrption.—Accidental colors,
acoustic color, adjective color, see the adjectives.—
Application colors. Same as spirit colors.— Aitiats'
colors, thf finer and more expensive colors used by artists,

in distinction from the coarser colors used by house-
painters.—Body color. See body-color.— BT3iSa~COlOT.
See frroMi.—Broken colors. See //rofcert.— Cake-color.
Bee toater-color, below.— Coal-tar colors. Hec conl-tar.

— Color in pleadln^t, in law, a false statement pleaded
by the defendant, from which the plaintiff seems to have
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an apparent but not a sufficient right, the object being to
lay a foundation for matter in avoidance of it.— Color of
office, the semblance of right by which a sheritf or other
officer assumes to do that which the law does not really

authorize. It implies an illegal act.—Color of tltle^
semblance or appearance of title, irrespective of its va-

lidity. According to the stricter authorities, to give color

of title the instrument should be good in form, identify
the property, profess to convey it, and be duly executed

;

and in such case possession under it may ripen into per-
fect title, irrespective of the void or voidable character
of the instrument.— Confluent COlors. See conjiuent.—
Distemper colors, colors ground in water to a creamy
consistency, to which is added a sizing of glue or white
of egg to make them adhere to the surface to which they
are applied. They are generally used for decorating
plastered walls or ceilings. Also called freaco colors.—

Dry color, any dry pigment suitable for grinding in a
medium to be used in painting.— Ecclesiastical COlorS,
liturgical colors, colors for vestments, and for hangings
of the altar, sanctuary, pulpit, etc., varying according to

the festival, the season, or the kind of office. According
to the Roman sequence of colors, white, as the color of
purity and joy, is used on the festivals of Christ, the Vir-

gin, angels, and saints not martyrs, and at marriages ; red,

as the color of blood, on the feasts of the Holy Cross and
of martyrs, and also at Whitsuntide with reference to the
tongues of fire (Acts ii. 3) ; violet or purple, as the peniten-
tial color, in Advent, Septuagesima, etc., Lent, and on vi-

gils, etc.
;
green, the prevailing coloi' of natural vegetation,

and symbolic of hope, on days and during seasons not
otherwise distinguished, especially from Trinity to Advent
Sunday, both exclusive ; black, on Good Friday, at funerals,
and at services for the departed. These colors are widely
used in Anglican churches also, though less frequently for

vestments than for hangings. Some Anglican churches
have revived the old English or Sarum colors, namely,
red as the ordinary Sunday color, as a penitential color
on Ash Wednesday, Good Friday, Easter Even, and Whit-
sun Even, and also on the same days as in the Roman use

;

white, throughout Eastertide ; yellow, for feasts of con-
fessors ; blue, indifferently with green ; and brown or
gray with violet, for penitential seasons. In the Greek
Church vestments, etc., of various colors are used, but
there is no fixed or habitual sequence as in the West, ex-

cept that red is preferred for Lent.— Fast COlors, those
colors which do not wash out or fade easily from exposure
to the sun.

The name of fast colours is given to those which resist

the action of light, air, water, alcohol, dilute acids and
alkalis, and of weak hypochlorites and soap solution.

Calvert, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 19.

Fresco colors. Same as distemper colors (which see,

above).—Fundamental color, a color which, under the
illumination of average diftused daylight, produces as
nearly as possible a fundamental color-sensation. Also
called primary color. See color-sensation.— General col-
or, in painting, the effect in combination of all the hues
or tones appearing in a picture.—Gradation of color,
the continuous variation of the color-sensations excited by
the different parts of a surface.— Graining-COlors, colors

ground in linseed-oil with the addition of a small amount
of wax to prevent their spreading when manipulated with
a graining-comb to imitate the graining of various woods.
—Ground color. See ground^, a.—High color, (a) A
hue which excites intensely chromatic color-sensations, (h)

Redness of the complexion.—Intense COlor, a high color.

—Japan colors, colors ground in a medium called japan.
They are used by coach- and car-painters, and are often
called coach-colors. They are thinned with turpentine
before using, and dry dead or flat, that is, without any
gloss. They are afterward varnished, which brings out the
brilliancy of color.—Law of COlor, the principle that
every color of the spectrum can be matched by a mixture
of some two out of three colors, namely, the scarlet vermil-
ion of the spectrum at wave-length 0.039 (Angstrom), the
pure blue of the spectrum at wave-length 0.464, and a
green a little more intense than the pure green of the spec-

trum at wave-length 0.524, except only that the green of

the spectrum contains a little of both red and blue.

—

Liturgical colors. See ecclesiastical colors, above.

—

Local color, (a) in painting, the hue, or combination of

hues, special to any object or'part. (6) A general system
of light and shadow upon which the modeling and tint-

ing of details is executed ; chiaroscuro.

Local colour in all the black and white arts means the
translation of all hues into their relative degrees of gfay.

Hamerton, Graphic Arts, p. 424.

(c) Distinct characteristics, peculiarities, or individual-

ity : said of a place, a country, a period, etc.

One [tower] inserted in the body of the wall [of Ches-
ter] and the other connected witli it by a short, crumbling
ridge of masonry, they contribute to a positive jumble of

local color. H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 11.

Hence— (rf) Analogous characteristics in a literary compo-
sition.—Low color, a color of little chromatic intensity.
— Mixture of colors, a color which throws upon the ret-

ina a sum of li^lits similar in quantity, and proportionate
in intensity, to the lights which would be projected by the
constituent colors, the sum of tlie proportions being unity.

Thus, if A, B, and C are the lights thrown upon the retina
by three colors, and another color projects a light which is

the sum of ^ A, | B, and ^ C, then the latter is said to be a
mixture of A, B, and C— Moist COlor. See water-color,

below.— Neutral color, a color which matches a mixture
of white and black.— Oil-COlor, a pigment of any kind
ground in linseed- or poppy-oil. The former oil is gener-

ally used for house-paints, the latter for artists' colors.—

Persons of color, specifically, persons having any pro-

I>ortion, however small, of African blood.

Marriages between white men and women of colour are

by no means rare. M'Culloch, Geog. Diet., Brazil.

Positive colors, those colors which are unbroken by such
accidents as affect neutral colors.— Primary colors. («)

The seven colors into which Newton arbitrarily divided
the spectrum. See cief. 1, above. (6) The colors red, yel-

low, and blue, from the mixture of which it was errone-
ously supposed (from the facts of the mechanical mixture
of pigments) all other colors could be produced, (c) The
red, green, and violet light of the spectrum, from the

colorability

mixture of which all other colors can be produced. Also
ca,\\eii fundamental colors.— 'Fxdlt-COlOTB, tlie name given
by paper-stainers and calico-printers to colors (;round in

water.— Pure color. («) A color produced by homoge-
neous light, (b) Any very brilUant or decided color, (e)

In painting, color in which each hue is lighted or shaded
only with a modification of itself, and not with a totally

different hue. Thus, a brick wall painted in jmre color will

be red in both sunlight and shadow, as distinguished from
a representation of such a wall as red in the sun, and blue,

gray, or brown in the shade.— Secondary colors. See
secondanj.— Spirit colors, certain colors ol)tained in cal-

ico-printing, so called from the use of "spirits," the tech-

nical name for the acid solutions of tin, in applying the
colors. Also called application coior*.-.- Subjective col-
ors. Same as accidental colors (which see, under acciden-
tal).— &VLX>BtBJlti've color. See adjective color, under
adjective.— lo cast COlort, to lose color ; change color.

He cast al his colour and bi-com pale.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 881.

To change color, to turn red or pale : said of a person.

Canst thou quake and change thy colour f

Shak., Rich. III., lit 5.

To fear no colorst, to fear no enemy : probably at first

a military expression. B. Jonson; Swift.

I can tell thee where that saying was born, of, I /ear no
colours. . . . In the wars. Shak., T. N., i. 5.

To match colors, to find colors which produce the same
color-sensations.—To shOW one'S COlors, to declare one's
opinions, sentiments, or intentions.— Tube-COlorfl, oil-

colors put up in collapsible tin tubes, for the use of artists.

—Varnish colors, a class of colors used in glass-painting.

They are soft, and form when applied a kind of glaze upon
the surface of the glass.- Vitrlflable COlors, the oxids of

various metals ground to a paste in a medium, usually oil

of turpentine, and used for decorating pottery. The colors

are developed by being fused into the glaze at a high tem-
perature in a kiln.—Water-color, (a) A pigment ground
in water containing a small amount of glue, glycerin,

honey, or molasses, to cause it to bind and adhere to the
surface on which it is applied. When pressed into molds
and thoroughly dried, they are called cake-colors; but when
sold in the form of a stiff paste they are called moist col-

ors, (b) A painting done in such pigments.-Young-
HelnUlOltZ theory of color [named for Thomas Young
(177;J-1829), who, however, did not prove the theory, and
Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand Helmholtz, born 1821], the

doctrine that there are three kinds of nerves in the retina,

giving respectively sensations of red, green, and violet, and
that all other color-sensations are due to the simultaneous
excitation of two kinds of nerves or of all three. = Syn.
1. Shade, Tint, etc. See Auei.— 10. Plea, pretext, sem-
blance, disguise.

color, colour (kul'or), V. [Early mod. E. also

colhurCy Cijloure; < ME. colouren, coloren, < OF.
colorer, F. colorer = Sp. Pg. colorar (Pg. also

corar) = It. colorare^ color (cf. F. colorier^ OF.
colorir (> D, kleuren = G. colorieren = Dan.
kolorere = Sw. kolorera) = Sp. Pg. colorear and
colorir = It. colorire^ color, paint, adorn), < L.

colorare, give a color to. color, < color^ color:

see color, n. Cf.colorish.j I, trans. 1. Togive
or apply a color to ; change or alter the color

or hue of ; dye ; tinge
;
paint ; stain.

There was no link to colour Peters hat [that is, with
smoke]. Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1.

2. Figuratively— (a) To cause to appear differ-

ent from the reality; give a specious appear-
ance to ; set in a fair light

;
palliate ; excuse

;

make plausible.

He colours the falsehood of .^neas by an express com-
mand of Jupiter to forsake the queen.

Dryden, Ded. of .lEneid.

We have scarce heard of an insurrection that was not
coloured with grievances of the highest kind.

Addison, Freeholder.

(h) To give a special character or distinguish-

ing quality to, analogous to color in a material

object.

Most [writings] display the individual peculiarities of

their authors, and are colored by personal feelings.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 233.

Coloring matter, any element from which the color of

natural objects is derived, or any substance employe<i in

the arts for the purpose of imparting color.- Colotlng
tool, in seal-engraving, a tool used for cutting color-lines

upon the field of work. It has two cutting edges ; one,

placed in a line already cut, serves as a gage to ilx the

distance of the next line.—To COlor (a stranger's) ^oodst,
to allow him to enter goods at the custom-house m one's

name, to avoid the alien's duty : said of a freeman.

The said marchants shal not allow any man which is

not of their company, nor shal not colour his goods and
marchandize vnder their company.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 174.

II, intrans. To become red in the face;

flush ; blush : as, he colored from bashfulness

:

often followed by up.

" If yon believed it impossible to be tnie," said Eliza-

beth, colouring with astonishment and disdain, "I won-
der you took the trouble of coming so far."

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. SOI.

colorability, colonrability (kul^or-a-bil'i-ti),

n, l<.
colorable, colourable: see 'bility.j 1. The

power of absorbing or receiving color.

Tlie colourability of the lichens is not a property of these

plants as a whole.
W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 376.

2. Speciousness
;
plausibility.



colorable

colorable, colourable (kul'or-a-bl), a. [< color,

colour, + -able, after LL. colorabilis, chromatic
(in music), < L. colorare, color: see color, f.]

1. Capable of being colored ; capable of being
dyed, painted, tinged, or stained.— 2. Specious

;

plausible; giving an appearance of right, fair-

ness, or fitness, especially a false appearance

:

as, a colorable pretext ; a colorable excuse.
Aiiioiif; the many curious objections which liave ap-

peared against the proposed constitution, tlie most ex-

traordinary and tlie least colourable is derived from the
want of some provision respecting the debts due to the
United States. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 84.

Every one hastened to iu"ge some former service or
some present necessity as a colorable plea for oi)taining a
grant of some of the suppressed land.s.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 362.

His wives— the deadly-lively sort of ladies whose por-
traits are, if not a justification, at least a colourable occa-
sion for understanding the readiness with which he [Henry
VIII.] put them away.

Stabhs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 247.

=SyiL 2. Sfh'rinu^, Plaunible, etc. .See ostengible.

colorableness, colourableness (kul' or- a -bl-
ues), K. Speciotisness; plausibleness.

colorably, colourably (kul'or-a-bli), adv. Spe-
ciously

;
plausibly.

Elisha's servant, Gehazi, a bribing brother, he came
colorably to Naaman the Syrian.

Latimer, 2d Sennon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Colorado beetle. See beetle^.

coloradoite (kol-o-rii' do-it), n. [< Colorado
(see def

.

) + -ite'^.'] A native tellurid of mercury,
a rare metallic mineral, found in Colorado.
colorant ( kul'or-ant), B. [< L. coloran( t-)a, ppr.
of colorare, color: see color, v.~\ A coloring
matter.

Tills wonderful colorant [rosaniline] may be constituted
by the action of almost any of the oxidizing agents known
in chemistry upon aniline. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 207.

colorate (kul'or-at), a, [< L. coloratus, pp. of
colorare, color: see color, r.] Colored; dyed
or tinged with some color. [Rare.]

Had the tunicles and humours of the eye been colorate.

Kay, Works of Creation, ii.

coloration (kul-o-ra'shon), n. [= F. coloration
= Sp. coloracion = It. colora^one, < L. as if *co-
loratio(n-), < colorare, pp. colorutun, color: see
color, r.'\ 1. The art or practice of coloring, or
the state of being colored ; a coloring.

The most serious objection to the increase of the aper-
ture of object-glasses was the coloration of the image pro-
duce<l. Whewell.

2. Specifically, the special character or ap-
pearance of the colors and colored marks on a
surface ; an arrangement of colors.

Tlie slender whip-snakes are rendered almost invisible
as they glide among the foliage by a similar coloration.

A. It. Wallace, Xat. .Select., p. 54.

coloratlonal (kul-o-ra'shon-al), a. [< colora-
tion -t- -«/.] Of, pertaining to, or dependent
on color: as, colorational changes.
colorature (kul'or-a-tur), n. [= G. coloratureu
= Dan. koloratur, '<. Tt. coloratura, < LL. as if

"coloratura (cf. colorabilis : see colorable), < L.
colorare, pp. coloratus, color: see color, ».] A
general term for runs, trills, and other florid

decorations in vocal music, in which single syl-
lables of the words are to be sung to two or
more tones. Also called coloring.

color-bearer (kuror-bar"6r), n. One who
bears a flag; an officer or a soldier who carries
the colors.

color-blind (kul'or-blind), a. and n. I. a. In-
capable of perceiving certain colors. See color-
blindness.

Some men are verse-deaf as others are color-blind,
Lt/well, Study Windows, p. 273.

H. n. One who is incapable of accurately
distinguishing colors, or certain colors; such
persons collectively.

Another engineer had by some oversight nol been te»t-
ed in his division, and this led to his examination and . .

.

conviction by the writer as a cvlor-blind.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 4,'i8.

color-blindness (kul'or-blind 'nes), w. Incapa-
city for iicrcfivini; colors, independent of the
capacity for tlistinguishing light and shade, and
form. It is not a mere incapacity for distinguishing
colors (for this might l)e due to want of training), but an
absence or great weakness of the sensations u|)on which the
piwer of distinguistiing colors nmst be founded. Color-
blindness may lie lolal, that is, the al)sence of all per-
ception of colors iw such, mdcpcndently of liuht and shade,
all colors apiieariiig simply iw shades; or inrlinl, the en-
tire or partial inability to ilistiriguish particular colors
Independently of ditfercnce of light ami shade. The most
common form of the latter defect is the inability to jier-
ceive red as a distinct color, red olijects being confounded
with gray or green, and next in lrei|Ueney is the inability
to perceive green. The color which to a normal eye is
coinplementai-y to the defective color .ippears as gray:
and a mixture of white and black (gray) <if the {iroper
Imninosily certainly cannot be distinguished by the color-
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blind from the defective color (red or green). The results
of statistical inquiries as to the prevalence of color-blind-
ness show its existence in from 2 to 6 per cent, of males,
while among women the number of cases seems to be
consideralily under 1 per cent. Also called daltonism and
achruinatu^i^ia.

color-box (kul'or-boks), n. 1. A portable box
for holding artists' colors, brushes, etc.— 2.
An instrument, invented by Maxwell, for mix-
ing the light of any three portions of the spec-
trum in any required proportions.
color-chart (kul'or-chart), n. A variously col-
ored surface withlines of reference to facilitate
the identification of colors.

color-circle (kul'or-ser'kl), n. An arrange-
ment of the hues' red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, violet, and purple, in this order, about the
circumference of a circle.

color-combination (kul'or-kom-bi-na"shon), «.
A juxtaposition of colors.

color-comparator (kul'or-kom'pa-ra-tor), n.

An apparatus used in comparing tints of the
same color.

color-cone (kul'or-kon), ». A regular arrange-
ment of colors in a cone, the vertex being black,
the axis gray, every circumference a color-cir-

cle, and the intermediate parts intermediate in
color.

color-contrast (kul'or-kou'trast), n. A con-
trast of colors.

Color-cyUnder (kul'or-sil"in-d6r), H. A regu-
lar arrangement of colors in a cylinder, on the
same principle as in the color-cone.

color-aiagram (kuror-di^'a-gram), n. A dia-
gram in which the colors are laid down upon an
exact system

—

Newton's color-diagram, a plane
diagram in which any four iioints are chosen arbitrarily
to represent any four colors, and the other points in the
plane represent the other colors, in such a manner that
the colors produced by the mixture of any two colors lie

invariably on one right line.

color-doctor (kul'or-dok'tor), «. In calico-
printintj, a ruler or blade having a slight recip-
rocating motion, placed in contact with the en-
graved rf)ll to distribute the coloring material.

colored, coloured (kul'ord), p. a. [< color, col-

our, + -ed2.] 1. Ha\'ing a color ; dyed; tinged;
painted or stained.— 2. Having a ilistinguish-

ing hue. (a) Having some other hue than white or
black, especially a bright or vivitl hue, as red, purple,
blue, etc. : as, a colored riblion.

Several fragments of gold, colour'd silk, and linen were
also found, the relics of the regal dress in whicli it was
customary ... to inter kings. Fairtiolt, I. 62, note.

Take my cofour'rf hat and cloak. Shak.,T. ofthe S., i. 1.

(6) In hot., of any hue but green : as, a oilored leaf, (c)

Having a dark or black color of the skin ; black or mu-
latto ; specifically, in the United States, belonging wholly
or partly to the African race ; having or partaking of the
color of the negro. In census-tables, etc., the term is

often used to include Indiana, Chinese, etc.

What practical security has the colored citizen for his
right [of sutfragej? A'. A. Rec, CXJiVI. 387.

Hence— (rf) Of or pertaining to the negroes, or to persons
partly of negro origin : as, the coloreti vote.

3. Having a specious appearance ; deceptive

:

as. a rolirnd statement.— Colored glass. See glasx.
— Colored light, a mixture of a nitnite c.r ( blorate with
cliarc'ial and sulphur, or other iiigrclieiits that liurnwitli
a briKlit-eolored tiame, used for night-signals and military
and pyr<»teclinic purposes, 'llie salts chietly used to give
colored (lames are barium chlorate, which imparts a green
color; strontium nitrate, red; sodium chlorid or nitrate,
yellow ; potassium ehlorid or nitrate, violet.

color-equation ( kul ' or - e -kwa " zhon ), n. An
equation in which the different ternas added to-
gether represent lights which impinge simul-
taneously upon the retina, and in which the
sign of equality implies the exact matching of
the colors of the light on the two sides.

colorer, COlourer (kul'pr-er), «. One who uses
colors: as, painters and cofercra. [Often used
with a suggestion of merely mechanical work.]
color-guard (kul'or-giird), «. In the United
States army, a guard attached to each infantry
battalion, having charge of the national and
regimental colors, it is comiwsed of a color-sergeant
and seven coqiorals, who are selected for this service from
the men most distinguished for courage, and for precision
under arms and in marching. The color-sergeant canies
the national colors. In the American civil war each regi-
ment carried a national fiag and a State flag, the latter
usually bonie by a corporal.

colorific (kul-o-rif'ik), a. [= F. colorljique =
Pg. It. colorifico, < L. color, color, -I- -ficus, <
faccre, make.] 1. Having the quality of pro-
ducing colors, dyes, or hues; able to give color
or tint to other bodies.— 2. Pertaining to color
or color-sensations.

The several rays do not suffer any change in their co(-

onpc qualities. Sir I. Xewtiin, Opticks.

The refrangibility of calorific rays cannot extend much
beyond that of colorific light.

W. UeTschel, quoted in Smithsonian Rep., 1880, p. 568.

color-line

Colorific intensity, the chroma of a coloi -sensation, or
its departure from a neuti-al tint.

colorimeter (kul-o-rim'e-ter), n. [= F. colori-
metre, < L. color, color, + metrum, measure.]
An instrument for determining the strength of
colors, especially of dyes, it consists essentially of
two glass tubes of the same size, placed side by side on a
stand. They are about half an inch in diameter and 15
inches high, and graduated. A standard solution of the
color is placed in one tube, and in the other is placed a
solution of the sample to be tested. To the darker solu-
tion enough water is added to bring both solutions to the
same depth of color, and from tliis is calculated the
strength of the tested sample.

COlorimetric (kul"o-ri-met'rik), a. [< colorime-
trij + -ic] Of or pertaining to the colorime-
ter or colorimetry.

COlorimetry (kul-o-rim'e-tri), n. [As colorime-
ter + -(/3.] The determination of the strength
of colors, especially of dyes, by means of a col-
orimeter.

COlorlne (kul'or-in), n. [< color + -ine'^.'] A
dry alcoholic extract of madder, consisting es-
sentially of alizarin, purpurin, fatty matter,
and other substances soluble in alcohol, present
in garancine.

coloring, colouring (kul'or-ing), n. [Verbal n.
of color, colour, i'.] 1. The act or art of ap-
plying or combining colors, as in painting.

—

2. A combination of color ; tints or hues col-

lectively; effect of a combination of tints, as
in a picture or natm-al landscape.

The clouds that gather round the setting sun
Do take a sober colouring from an eye
That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality.

Wordsworth, Immortality, st. 10.

3. A particular use of color, or style of combin-
ing colors, as in the work of an artist.

They who propose to themselves in the training of an
artist that he should unite the colouring of Tintoret, the
finish of Albert Diirer, and the tenderness of Correggio.

Kuskin, .Modern Painters, III. iii. § 26.

4. A peculiar character or indefinable tone
analogous to the effect of a general hue or tint,

or of the combination of colors in a painting

:

said especially of tendency or style in writing
or speaking.
The Castilian poet has successfully given to what he

adopted the coloring of his own national manners.
Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 74.

5. A specious appearance
;
pretense ; show

:

as, the story has a coloring of truth.

The usurpations of the legislature might be so flagrant
and so sudden as to admit of no specious colouring.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, Xo. 49.

6. In music, same as colorature.— 7. The com-
mercial name for a preparation of caramel used
to color soups and gravies. See caramel, 1.

—

Bronze coloring. >^ec bronze.

colorisht, colourisht (kul'or-ish), v. t. [< OF.
coloriSK-, stem of certain parts of colorir, cou-
lorir, F. colorier (= Sp. Pg. colorir= It. colorire),

color, paint, adorn, a var. of OF. and F. colorer :

see color, v., and -ish^.'\ To color; paint; re-
new the color of.

Would truth dispense, we could be content, with Plato,
that knowledge were but remembrance, that intellectual
acquisition were but reminiscential evocation, and new
impressions but the colourishing of old stamps which stood
pale in the soul before.

Sir T. Broome, Vulg. Err., To the Reader.

COlorist, colourist (kul'or-ist), n. [= F. color-
iste (>1). Dan. kolorist = G. colorist) = Sp. Pg.
It. colorisia, < ML. colorista, < L. color, color: see
color, n., and -ist.'] One who colors; a paint-
er; especially, when used absolutely, a painter
whose works are notable for beauty of color.

Tlie great cotourists of former times.
Malone, Sir J. Reynolds.

color-lake (kul'or-lak), «. See lake.

The beautiful red combination of alizarin with alumina
is generally known as a colour-lake and not as a colouring
matter proper. Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 26.

colorless, colourless (kul'or-les), a. [< color,
colour. + -h:is.2 Destitute of color; not dis-
tinguished by any hue ; transparent, blanched,
or entirely white: as, colorless water, glass, or
gas ; colorless cheeks or hair.

Light reflected merely from the outer surface of bodies
is in general colourless. Si>ottisti'oode, Polarisation, p. 15.

colorlessness, colourlessness (kul'or-les-nes),
n. The state or condition of being without
color or distinctive hue.

color-line (kul'or-Iin), n. 1. In the United
States, the social or political line of demarka-
tion between the white or dominant class and
persons of pure or mixed African descent.— 2.
/)/. In seal-engraving, and in heraldic work in
black and white, fine parallel lines engraved
upon the field for the conventional expression
of heraldic colors.
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colonnan, colourman (kul'or-man), «. ; pi. col-

ormcn, eolourmen (-men). One who prepares
and sells colors. [Eng.]

color-party (kul'or-par'ti), «. In the English
service, the two officers who carry the colors of

a regiment, usually the two jujiior lieutenants.
Four sergeants are told off to assist, one be-
tween the two officers and three in rear rank.

color-printing (kul'gr-prin'ting), n. Printing
with one color after another, or in different
colors at once occupying parts of the sheet.

color-reaction (kul'or-re-ak"shon), n. See re-

action.

color-sensation (kuror-sen-sa'shqn), n. A sen-
sation of the kind produced by tltie excitation

of the retina of the eye. Such sensations are
of threefold variability, differing in luminosity,
chroma, and hue. See color, 1 Fundamental
color-sensation, one of the three nuea out of which all

others are composed. These seem to be a pure red, green,
and blue or violet.

color-sense (kul'or-sens), n. The power of per-
ceiving color; the sense for color.

color-sergeant (kuror-sar''jent), n. A sergeant
who has charge of company of regimental colors.
In the British army he is a uon-conmiissioned otficer who
ranks higher and receives better pay than an ordinary ser-

geant, and, in addition to discharging the ordinary duties
of a sergeant, attends the colors in the field or near head-
quarters. There is one to each company or battalion of

infantry. They are selected for meritorious service, and
wear an honorary badge over the chevron. A color-ser-

geant can be degraded only by court martial. In the
United States army a color-sergeant is one of the regular
sergeants det^liled to carry the regimental colors. He re-

ceives no higher pay, but is relieved of the other duties
of a sergeant. See color-ffuard.

color-striker (kul'or-stri'kfer), n. A practical

color-maker. [Eng.] [in making chemical colors
(chrome-yellow, Prussian blue, chrome-green, etc.), one is

said to strike the color when the proper chemical salt is

added to another solution to produce tlie precipitate of

color. This use of the word strike is primarily English,
but is current to some extent in the United States.]

color-triangle (kul'or-tri"ang-gl), n. A color-

diagram in the form of a triangle so arranged
that all colors are represented by points within
it, and all points within it represent possible
colors, except certain points in the neighbor-
hood of the vertex representing the fundamen-
tal green.

color-variation (kul'or-va-ri-a"8hon), n. In
zooL, difference or variability in color within
specific limits, as in color-varieties of the same
species. There is in many cases a wide range of color-

variation, sometimes correlated with geographical distri-

bution, and no doubt dependent upon climatic and other
conditions of envii-onment ; but in many other instances
it appears to be an individual variation referable to no
known cause. Specific categoiies of color-variation are
albinism, melanism, and eri/thrism. (See these words.)
The regular occurrence of some kinds of color-variation is

called dichronuttism, examples of which are the gray and
red phases of many owls, and the white or colorless and
variously colored phases of many herons. Regularly re-

curring or periodical changes of color, according to age,

sex, or season of the year, do not constitute color-variation.

color-variety (kul'or-va-ri"e-ti), n. In zooL, a
variety of a species characterized by a pecu-
liar color, or by an arrangement of colors dif-

ferent from that seen in other varieties. Such
characters are sometimes constant in a great number of
individuals, and are supposed by many naturalists to in-

dicate a tendency to the formation of races. The common
black and gray squirrels of the eastern United States are
well-marked color-varieties of the same species, though
they were formerly described as two distinct species.

colossal (ko-los'al), a. [= D. kolossaal = 6.
Dan. Sw. kolossal, after F. colossal = Sp. colosal

= Pg. colossal = It. colossale, < L. colosstts, a
colossus : see colossus and -a/.] Like a colossus

;

of extraordinary size ; huge; gigantic.

This great colossal system of empire, thus founded on
commerce. Pownalt, .Study of Antiquities, p. 95.

Let his great example stand
Colossal, seen of every land.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington, viii.

The great banqueting-hall . . . contains a co{o««aZ chim-
ney-piece, with a fireplace large enough to roast, not an ox,

but a herd of oxen. U. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 254.

= Syn. Immense, enormous, prodigious.

colosset (ko-los'), n. [< F. cotosse, < L. colossus :

see colossus.l Same as colossus.

In another Court not farre from this, stand foure other
Colossees, or huge Images of Copper.

PuTchas, Pilgrimage, p. 469.

colosseanf (kol-o-se'an), a. [< L. colosscus, also

colossia;us, < Gr. Ko'Aoaaialoc, colossal, < Ko'Aoaadc,

a colossus: see colossus.'] Like a colossus; gi-

gantic; colossal.

Among others he mentions the colossean statue bf Juno.
Harris, Philol. Inquiries.

Colossendeidae (kol"o-sen-de'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< (MoHScndcis + -idie.] A family of sea-spiders,

of the order Pyenogonida (or Podosomata), typi-

fied by the genus Colossendeis, with the mandi-
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bles rudimentary or lacking, and palpi present.
It is the largest family of the order. Some of the species
measure nearly 2 feet aci'oss the outstretched legs.

Colossendeis (kol-o-sen'de-is), ?!. [NL., < Gr.
ko'/.ocaur, colossus, + NL. Endeis, q. v.] A ge-

Colosseftdeis Uptorhynchus. After Carpenter.

nus of sea-spiders, typical of the family Colos-
sendeidw. C. colossea and C. Icptorhynchus are
examples.
Colosseum, Coliseum (kol-o-, kol-i-se'um), n.

[The form Coliseum (after ML. Coliseum, > F.
Colisee = Sp. Coliseo = Pg. Coliseo, Coliseu = It.

Coliseo, CuUseo) is now less common than Colos-

seum (= D. G. Dan. Eolosseum = It. Colosseo),

< L. (ML. NL.) Colosseum, prop. ueut. of L.

colosseus (colossiceiis), colossal: see colossean,

colossus.] A name given on account of its size

to the Flavian amphitheater in Kome, the great-
est of ancient amphitheaters, which was begun
by the emperor Vespasian (Titus Flavins Sabi-
nus), and finished by his son Titus in A. D. 80.
A large portion of the structure still exists, part of the
wall being entire. The outline of the Colosseum is ellip-

tic, the exterior length of the building being 607 feet, and
its breadth 512 feet ; it is pierced with 80 vaulted open-
ings or vomitories in the ground story, over which are
superimposed on the exterior face three other stories, the
whole rising perpendicularly to a height of 159 feet. The
lower story is decorated between the arches with Doric
semi-columns; the second and third stories, also with
arched openings, bear respectively Ionic and Corinthian
semi-columns ; and the fourth story, which is higher than
the others, and walled in, bears an equal number of Corin-
thian pilasters, and is pierced in alternate intercolumnia-
tions with rectangular windows, and in tlie remaining in-

tercolumniations with smaller rectangular openings at a

Remains of the Colosseum, or Flavian Amphitheater.

lower level. The arena is 253 by 1.^3 feet, and covers ex-

tensive substructions provided for the needs and machinery
of ordinary gladiatorial displays, and for the flooding of

the arena to convert the amphitheater into a place for

naval contests when required. A system of awnings was
provided for shading the entire interior. It is estimated
that the Colosseum provided seats for 87,000 spectators.

The exterior of the building is faced with blocks of traver-

tin ; the interior is built of brick, with considerable use of

niarlde. See amphitheater.

colossi, n. Plural of colossus.

Colossian (ko-los'ian), a. and n. [Cf. L. Colos-

senses, n. pi. , Colossinus, a. ; < Colosste, < Gr. Ko-
Aoanai: see def.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
ancient city of CoIossbb.

II. n. 1 . A native or an inhabitant of Colos-

saj, an -ancient city of Phrygia, in Asia Minor;
specifically, one of the Christians of Colossaa, to

whom Paul addressed one of the epistles form-
ing part of the canon of the New Testament.

—

2. pi. The abbreviated title of one of the books
of the New Testament, " the Epistle of Paul the

Apostle to the Colossians." It was probably written
during the earlier part of Paul's imprisonment at Rome,
about A. b. 62. Gnostic and ascetic teachers had invaded
the church, and the object of the epistle is to set before

the disciples their real relation to Christ, and the conse-
(luent largeness of both their spiritual life and their spir-

colpeurynter

itual liberty. There is much in common, in the spirit, the
thotights, and even the phraseology of this epistle, with
that to the Ephesians, which was written and sent about
the same time. Often abbreviated Col.

COlossict (ko-los'ik), a. [< L. colossicus, < Gr.
Ko'AoGfjtKog, colossal, K. Ko/.oGGot;, a colossus: see
colossus.] Colossal: as, " Colossick statues,"
Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, i. 1.

A certain instrument that lent supportance
To your colossic greatness. Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

Colossochelys (kol-o-sok'e-lis), V. [NL., < Gr.
Ko'/.oaao;, a colossus, + x^^'-'C, a tortoise.] A
genus of colossal fossil land-tortoises, of the
family Tesiudinidw. c. atlas is supposed to have been
from 12 to 14 feet long. The remains occur in the Sivalik
hills in northern India. Falconer and Cautley.

colossus (ko-los'us), n.; pi. colossi (-i) or, rarely,

colossuscs (-ez). [= F. colosse= Sp. coloso = Pg.
It. colosso = D. kotos = G. koloss = Dan. kolos =
Sw. koloss, < L. colossus, < Gr. Ko'/.oaa6<:, sometimes
KoyMTTdc, a gigantic statue

;
perhaps related to

Koh>Kavogov Ko'Mmvoc, a long, lank, lean person.]
A statue of gigantic size ; specifically (usually
with a capital), the bronze statue of ApoUo at
Rhodes, which is said to have been 70 cubits
high, and was reckoned among the seven won-
ders of the world. According to the popular fable.
it stood astride the mouth of the port, so that ships sailed
between its legs ; but in fact it stood on one side of the en-
trance of the port. It was overthrown by an earthquake
in 224 B. c, after standing about fifty-six years, and its

fragments lay where they fell for nearly a thousand years.

He doth bestride the narrow world.
Like a Colossus. Shak., J. C, i. 2.

In that isle he also defaced an hundred other colossu^es.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels.

One of the images . . . was a magnificent colossus, shin-
ing through the dusky air like some embodied Defiance.

//. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 265.

colossus-wise (ko-los'us-wiz), adv. In the man-
ner of a colossus; astride, as the colossus at
Rhodes was fabled to have stood. Shak.
colosteid (ko-los'te-id), n. A stegocephalous
amphibian of the family Colosteida:

Colosteidse (kol-os-te'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
losteus + -idee.] An extinct family of stego-
cephalous amphibians, typified by the genus
Colosleus. They had a lizard-like form, with the belly
covered by rhombic shields, and imperfectly ossified ver-
tebra;. They lived during the Carlwniferous epoch.

COlostetMd (kol-os-te'thid), n. A toad-like am-
phibian of the family Colostethidie.

Colostethidse (kol-os-teth'i-de), ». pi. [NL.,
< Colostethns + -idw.] A family of firmister-

nial salient amphibians, typified by the genus
ColostethuS. They have premaxillary and maxillary
teeth, subcylindrical diapophyses and precoracoids, but
no omosteniuni.

Colostethus (kol-os-te'thus), n. [NL. (Cope,
1866), < Gr. (cdXof, defective, + arydoc, breast.]
A genus of tailless amphibians, typical of the
family ColostetMdw.

Colosteus (ko-los'te-us), n. [NL. (Cope, 1868),
so called with ref. to the imperfect ossifica-

tion of the vertebrae, < Gr. koXoc, docked, im-
perfect, -t- odTcov, bone.] The typical genus of
the family Colosteida;.

COlostration (kol-os-tra'shou), n. [= F. colos-

tration, etc., < L. colostratio{n-), < colostrum, the
first milk after delivery : see colostrum .] A dis-

ease of infants, caused by drinking the colos-

trum. See colostrum, 1.

COlostric (ko-los'trik), a. [< colostrum + -ic]

Pertaining to or of the nature of the colostrum.

COlostrOUS (ko-los 'trus), a. [< colostrum +
-ous.] Having the colostrum.

colostrum (ko-los'trum), n. [L., neut., also co-

lostra, colustra,feva.; origin obscure.] 1. The
first milk secreted in the breasts after child-

birth.—2t. An emulsion made by mixing tur-

pentine and the yolk of eggs.

colotomy (ko-lot'o-mi), H. [< Gr. koaov, the co-

lon, + To/Jt/, a cutting, < refivew, Ta/ieiv, cut : see
anatomy and colon"^.] In surg., the operation
of making an incision into the colon, usually
for the purjiose of forming an artificial anus.

colour, colourable, etc. See color, etc.

colouverinet, "• -An obsolete form of eulverin.

Grose.

colpif, » See coup^.

COlp"t, "• [Appar. a contr. of colloj).] A bit of

anything. Coles, 1717.

C0lp3 (kolp), n. [W. colp, a pointed spar, a dart.]

A liglit liart or javelin used by the Celts.

colpenchyma (kol-peng'ki-ma),«. [NL.,< Gr.

Ko/.TTOf, the bosom, the bosom-like fold of a gar-

ment (see gulf). + lyx^l"'- ^'^ infusion.] In Sot.,

tissue composed of wavy or sinuous cells.

colpeurynter (kol-pii-rin'ter), n. [< Gr. ko/toc,

the bosom, lap, womb, -I- "d'pvvrr/p, a dilator, <

evpinieiv, dilate, widen, < evpvQ, wide.] In med.,
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a rubber bag into which water may be forced colstaflft, «. Same as couilstaff.
for dilating the vagina.

COlpice (kol'pis), n. [E. dial.; cf. NL. colpicium
(Bailey), iilt. < OF. colpcr, F. couper, cut: see
roiijA. Cf. coppiee.'i A young tree cut down
and used as a lever. [Prov. Eng.]

colpitis (kol-pi'tis), n. [NL.,< Gr. xciATrof, bosom,
lap, womb, + -itis.'\ In jiathol., inflammation of
the vagina.

colpocele (kol'po-sel), n. [=F. colpocele, < Gr.
s(5/.-0(,-, bosom, lap, womb, + k^?.?/, a tumor.] A
tumor projecting into the vagina; hernia vagi-
nalis. Also called eli/trocele.

Colpoda (kol-p6 ' da), n. [NL., < Gr. Ko/.TToiSr,^,

winding, sinuous, < k6'/.tto^, bosom, bay, + eHof,
form.] 1. A genus of ciliate infusorians, repre-
senting a low grade of organization of the Cili-

ata, common iu infusions of hay. They have some-
whatthesliapeof abean, move actively by meana of numer-
ous cilia, the longest of which are at the anterior end of
the body, and have a contractile vacuole at the other end.
and a larne endoplaat in the middle. They become quies-
cent, retract their cilia, are incased in structureless cysts,
and in that state multiply by the process of fission into two,
four, or more individuals. The genus is referred by Kent to
EnchehtuUe. C. cticullus is found in fresh-water infusions.

2. [Used as a plural.] A synonym of Arctisca.
Colpodea (kol-p6'de-a), n. pi. [NL. : see Col-
pi>(la.~\ In Ehrenberg's system (1836), a family
of illoricate enterodelous infusorians, with ven-
tral apertures and simple cilia only.
Colpodella (kol-po-del'a), n. [NL., < Colpoda
+ dim. -ella.'] A genus of monadiform infu-
sorians, or so-called zoospores, which become
globular and encysted without passing through
an amoeboid stage.

Colpodina (kol-p6-di'na), n. pi. [NL., < Col-
poda + -ina~.'\ A group of ciliate infusorians,
typified by the genus Colpoda.
Lachmanii, I8.18-6O.

colt (kolt), n. [Early mod. E. also emit; <
ME. colt, a yoimg horse, a young ass, < AS. colt,

a young ass, a young camel, = Sw. hult, a young
boar, a stout boy, dial, kullt, a boy or lad; cf.
Sw. kull = Dan. kuld, a brood, children collec-
tively. Cf . ch ild.l 1 . A young horse, or a young
animal of the horse tribe : commonly and dis-
tinctively applied to the male, the young female
being a Jilly. in the Bible it is applied to a young
camel and to a young ass. In sportini/, a thoroughbred
colt becomes a horse at five years old, others at four years.

Thirty milch camels with their colts. Gen. Txxii. 15.

Behold, thy King cometh unto thee : he is just, and hav-
ing salvation ; lowly, and riding upon an ass, and upon a
colt the foal of an ass. Zech. ix. 9.

2. A person new to office or to the exercise of any
art ; a green hand : as, a team of colts at cricket.
[Slang.]— 3t. A cheat; a slippery fellow.
An old trick, by which C. Varres, like a cunning colt

often holpe himself at a pinch.
'

Bp. Sanderson, Works, II. 224.

4. A rope's end used for punishment; also, a
piece of rope with something heavy at the end
used as a weapon. [Slang.]— 5. The second
after-swarm of bees. Phin, Diet. Apiculture,
p. 23

.
[Rare .]- To oast one's colt's tooth, to get rid

of youthful habits, or to sow wild oats ; in allusion to the
shedding of a colt's first set of teeth, which begins when
the animal is about three years old.

Well said, Lord Sands

;

Your colt's tooth is not cast yet.
Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 3.

To have a colt's tooth, to have a tendency to friskine.ss
wantonness, or licentiousness.

Yet I have alway a coltes tooth.
Chaucer, Prol. to Reeve's Tale, 1. 34.

Syn. Filly, etc. .See pony.
Claparedeand colt (kolt), v. [< colt, ».] I. intrans. If. To p^bf-hwv ?- k" f

"

Colubrinse

of colepixy, the will o' the wisp. See colevixu.
[Prov. Eng.] ^ "

coltsfoot (kolts'fut), n. The popular name of the
Ihtusilago Far-
fara, natural
order Composi-
tce, a plant of
Europe aijd
Asia, now natu-
ralized in the
United States,
the leaves of
which were
once much em-
ployed in medi-
cine. The name
is given from the
shape of the leaf.
The wild ginger,
Asarum Cana-
dense, is also some-
times known as
coltsfoot, as is, in
the West Indies,
Piper peltatum.
Also called ass's-

foot. — Coltsfoot
candy, coltsfoot
rock, a candy hav-
ing medicinal prop-
erties derived from
the leaves of the
true coltsfoot. It
is used for coughs
and colds.— Sweet

coltsfoot, the European butter-dock, Petasites oMcinalit
(.P. vulgaris)

: also, P. palmata of North America.
coltstafft (kolt'staf ), n. Same as cowlstaf.
colt's-tail (kolts'tal), H. A name of the flea-
bane, Erigeron Canadensis.

Coltsfoot {Tussilago Far/ara).

n.

ittrefj.

frisk, frolic, or run at large, like a colt. Spen.ser.
—2. [Cf. calve, v., 2, and cave\ v., 11., 2.] To be-
come detached, as a mass of earth from a bank
or excavation ; cave: with in. [Prov. Eng.]

Il.t trans. To befool; fool.

Lod. Take heed of his cheating.
Gi. I warrant you, sir, I have not been matriculated at

the university ... to be eolted here.
Chapman, May-Day, ii, 5.

What a plague mean ye to colt me thus?
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

perineum, -t- pa^/), a sewing.] In «Mrgr., an op- COlt-ale (kolt'al), «. An allowance of ale
eratiou involving the vagina and perineum, claimed as a perquisite by a blacksmith on the
performed for the repair of a perineal rupture, first shoeing of a horse. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]
C0lpopla8tic(kol-po-plas'tik), a. [< tiolpoplasty COlter, coulter (kol'ter), n. [< ME. co/ter, c«<-
+ -ic] I't-rtaining to colpoplasty. trr. coltour. < AH. culler, a knife, a colter, = W.

colpoplasty (kol'po-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. («i/.ffof, cwlll!/r,cwlltr = OF. coutrc = Vi.coltre=:lt. col-

colpohyperplasia (kol-p6-hi-p6r-pla'si-a),
[NL., < Gr. /.(i/.TOf, bosom, lap, womb, -I- v
over, + Tr'/.daic, a forming, < TT-/.daatiii, form.]
In pathol., overgrowth of the vaginal mucous
membrane, associated with increased mucous
secretion.— Colpohyperplasia cystica, colpohyper-
plasia in which many broad Mat cysts develop in the mu-
cous membrane of the v.agina.

colpoperineorrhaphy (kol-po-per'i-ne-or'a-fi),
n. [I Gr. Ko/.jTof, bosom, lap, womb, -f' Ktpiveov,

Coluber (kol'u-ber), n. [NL., < L. coluber, fem.
coluhra, a serpent, snake. Hence ult. E. cobra^,
culverin.'] A ge-
nus of ordinary
snakes, former-
ly coextensive
with the family
Colubridw, now
limited to the
most typical
representatives
of that family.
They have trans-
verse plates on the
belly, the plates
under the tail forming a tlouble row

bosom, lap, womb, + ir'/M.0T6q, verbal adj. of
rr'Mlantiv, form.] In surg., a plastic operation
on the v.-igina. Also called elytroplastif,

colpoptosis (kol-pop-to'sis), n. [NL., <f Gr. k6}^
Tvor, bosom, lap, womb, -I- irruat^, a falling, < iri-

Trof, fall.] In pnthnl., prolapsus of the vagina.
COlporrhagia (kol-po-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
<iO/t-of, bosom, lap, womb, + -imyia, < pr/yvvvat,
break.] In pathol., hemorrhage from the va-
gina.

COlporrhaphy (koi-por'a-fi), n. [NL., < Gr.
K(5/.;rof, bosom, lap, womb, + paf^, a sewing, <
^TTTuv, sew.] In surg., the operation of unit-
lug the walls of the vagina when ruptured.
Also called clytrorrhaphy.

colporrhea (kol-po-re'S), n. [NL., < Gr. K6Xvoi,
bosom, lap, womb, -t^ poia, a flowing, < peiv,
flow.] Same as Icucorrhea.

COlportage (kol'pdr-taj), n. [< F. colportage,
hawking, peddling, < colportcr, hawk, peddle

:

see colporteur.] The work carried on by colpor-
teurs ; the distribution by gift or sale of Bibles
and other religious literature.

colporteur, colporter (kol'por-t^r), h. [< F.
colporteur, a hawker, ])cddler, newsman, < col-
portcr, carry on the neck, hawk, peddle, < col,
neck (see col, collar), + porter, carry: see
ports.] A person employed by a Bible or tract
society, or the liko, to distribute gratuitously or
sell at low rates Bibles and various other re-
ligious publications.

col-prophett, «. See cole-prophet.

colrake (kol'rak), «. [< ME. eolrake, < col. coal,
+ rake.] If. A rake or poker used by bakers.

Rolling Colter.

lass, cutler, etc.]
An iron blade
or sharp-edged
wheel attached
to the beam of

a plow to cut the ground and thus facilitate
the separation of the furrow-slice by the plow-
share. Also c«/«er.- Rolling colter, or wheel-col-
ter, a colter of circular shape rotating upon an axis sus-
tained below the plow-beani.

colter-neb (kol't^r-neb), n. The puffin, Fratcr-
cula arrtica: so named from the shape of its
beak (neb).

colt^evil ( kolt'e'vl), n. A swelling in the sheath,
a distemper to which young horses are liable.

coltish (kol'tish), a. [< ME. coltissch ; < colt +
-8«Al.] 1. Like a colt.

He looked neither heavy nor yet adroit, only leggy, colt-
t»h, and in the road. The Century, XXVII. 184.

2. Frisky
;
gay ; wanton ; licentious. Chaucer.

Plato I read for nought, but if he tame
•Such coltish years.

Sir /'. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 513).

coltishly (kol'tish-li), adv. In the manner of
a colt ; wantonly,

coltishness (kol'tish-nes), n. [< <x>ltish + -nesa.]
Friskiness ; wantonness.—2. In mining, a shovel used in stirring lead colt-like (kolt'lik), a. Like a colt ; character-

ores during the process of wa.shiug.
""''' " ' '"^

colsipet, K. [ME., as if mod. 'colship < cole^,
trciichery, + -ship. See cole^ and its com-
pounds.] Treachery; deceit.

istic of a colt,

Devils pluck'd my sleeve ; . .

With colt like whinny and with hoggish whine
They burst my prayer

Head of Coluber obsotetits, top viev/.

r, itistral plate : prf, prefrontal
;
pt/, post-

frontal ; ?', vertical ; s, superciliary ; „, oc-
cipital. Nostrils indicated by dark spots.

, a flattened head with
nine larger plates ; teeth almost equal, and no poison-fangs.
The harmless common snake or ringed suake of Europe,

tro < L adter a
^"'"''"' "«'"> 's an example of the genus.

knife, a colter;
COlubrid, colubride (kol'u-brid), n. A snake of

cf. Skt. kart-
the family C'oittftmte.

tiiri, scissors, < ""^"^ Colulirides, Colubrina, are land snakes.

/ kart, cut. '^''"^^''- ''"^^ -"^XII. 192.

From L. culler ColubridsB (ko-Wbri-de), n. pZ. [NL., < Colu-
come also cut- bcr + -ida\] A family of aglyphodont ser-

pents, containing common innocuous species,
representative of the suborder Colubrina. They
have plates on the head, broad ventral scutes in single
series, the caudal scutes in two series, a long and taper-
ing tail, and no anal spurs. There is no coronoid bone,
the postorbltal is not extended over the superciliary re-
gion, and the nostril is in or between nasal plates. The
family contains such species as the common snake of Eu-
rope (Coluber iiatrix, TroiMonotus natrix, or Aatrix tor-
ijiiata) and the common black-snake of the United States
(Tropidonotiis or Jiascanion constrictor). It is divided by
Cope into 12 subfamilies and more than 200 genera. See
cuts under black-snake, Coluber, and Tropidonotus.
colubride, «. See colubrid.

colubriferoust, a. [< L. colubrifcr (< coluber, a
snake, + ferre = E. bear^) + -ous.] Bearing
snakes or serpents.
colubriform (ko-lu'bri-f6rm), a. [< NL. colu-
brijhnnis, < Coluber + L. forma, shape.] Same
as coluhrine, 1.

Oolubrifonnia (ko-lu-bri-f6r'mi-a), n.pl. [NL.

,

neut. pi. of colubriformis : see colubriform.]
Same as Colubrina, 2 (a).

Colubrina (kol-u-bri'na), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. rolubriuus : see colubrine.] 1. A gen-
eral term for innoctjous serpents, as distin-
guished from Viperina or Thanalophidia.— 2.
More definitely: (a) A suborder of Ophidia,
containing all the innocuous serpents with un-
^ooved and imperforate teeth and dilatable
jaws. Also called Coliihriformia and Aglypho-
dontia. (6) The Ji/lt/plioiloiifia together with
the Proteroglyphin, thus including venomous

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylitcs.

Alle we after dragen off nre eldere.
The |who| broken ilrigtinnes word thurg the neddre
Ther thurg haveth mankln
Bothen nith and win,
Koltipe and giiting. ltd. Antiq., p. 210.

's

„«u •>)»- n -u' -1 // •^ At.,, V,.
serpents of the families Elapldce"B.uA Hydro-

colt-^ixy (kolfpik'si), n._ A hobgoblin: now phida;.

[NL., < Co?M,
explained as "a spirit or fairy in the shape of Colubrinae (kol-ii-bri'ne), n. pi.
a horse, which neighs and thus misleads hor.ses
into bogs"; but this is a sophistication due to
popular etymology, the word being a perversion

her + -(««;.] One of 12 subfamilies of Colubrida;,
with 36 genera, including Coluber proper, hav-
ing the head distinct and moderately long, the



Colnbrinse

body and tall both long and slender, and the
teeth entire and similar in size.

colubrine (kol'u-brin), a. and n. [< L. colu-

briiuis,< coluber, & serpent: see Coluber.'] I. a.

1. Pertaining to a snake or serpent ; ophidian

;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Colubrina
OT Colubridtv. Aiao colubriform.— 2. Cunning;
crafty. Bailey; Johnson. [Bare.]
n. «. A colubrine serpent. Mivart.

COlubris (kol'u-bris), n. [NL., accom. of coU-
bri, q. v.] Tlie specific name of the common
humming-bird of the United States, Trochilus
colubris.

COlubroid (kol'u-broid), a. and n. [< Coluber
+ -Old.] I. a. Colubrine; colubriform; specifi-

cally, resembling or having the characters of
the Colubrida:.

H. «. One of the Colubridw or Colubrina.

Columba^ (ko-lum'ba), n. [NL., < L. columba,
tern., Columbus, masc, a dove, pigeon, appar. =
Gr. KoXvufioi, fem. KoXv/i/iic, a diver, a kind of
sea-bird. Origin uncertain. Cf. L. palumbes,
a wood-pigeon ; Skt. kddamba, a kind of goose;
E. culver^, a dove.] 1. A genus of pigeons,
formerly coextensive with the order Columba',
now restricted to species typical of the family
Columbidce and subfamily Columbinw, such as
the domestic pigeon or rock-dove (C. livia), the
stock-dove (C. cenas), the ring-dove (C. palum-
bus), and several others of both hemispheres.
The bill is comparatively short and stout ; the wings are
pointed ; the tail is much shorter than the wings, and
square or little rounded ; the tarsi are shorter than the
middle toe, and are scutellate in front and feathered
above ; and there are 10 remiges or wing-feathers, and 12
rectrices or tail-feathers. See cut under rock-dove.

2. In conch. , a genus of bivalve moUusks. Isaac
Lea, 1837.—3. [I. c] [ML.] In the medieval
church, the name given to the vessel in which
the sacrament was kept, when, as was often
the case, it was made in the shape of a dove.
It was of precious metal, and stood on a circular platform
or basin, had a sort of corona above it, and was suspended
by a chain from the roof, before the high altar. The open-

.^

1114

Rom. antiq., a place of sepulture for the ashes
of the dead, consisting of arched and square-
headed recesses formed in walls, in which the

Co/untbetla
mercatoria.

Columba.— French, I2th century. (From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet,
du Mobilier fran^ais."

}

ingwas in the back.—Columba Noachi, Noah's Dove, a
constellation in the southern hemisphere, close to the
hind feet of Canis Major. It contains, according to Gould,
115 stars visible to the naked eye ; but only 3 are promi-
nent. It was proposed by Bartsch in 1024.

columba^ (ko-lum'ba), n. Same as columbo.
Colombacei (kol-um-ba'se-i), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of columbaccus : see columbaceous.'] The pi-

geons and doves rated as a suborder (with Gal-
Unacei) of Basores. [Not in use.]

COlumbaceous (kol-um-ba'shius), a. [< NL.
columbaceus, < L. columba, a dove : see Columba^
and -aceous.] Belonging to or resembling birds
of the suborder Colunibacei.

Columbse (ko-lum'be), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.
columba: see Columba^.'] An order of birds of
the pigeon kind, sometimes including the dodo
and sand-grouse, but more frequently excluding
them. They are altricial, psiIopa;dic, monogamous birds,
having the skull schizognathous and schizorhinal, with
prominent basipterygoid processes, the angle of the man-
dible not recurved, the rostrum slender and straight, the
sternum double-notched or notched and fenestrate, the
humeral crest salient, two carotids, one pair of syringeal
muscles, the caeca coli small or null, the gizzard muscular,
the crop highly developed, the gall-bladder generally alj-

8ent, the ambiens nmscle nonnally present, the oil-gland
nude, small or wanting, the plumage not aftershafted, and
the feet insessorial. The group thus defined is divided
by different authors into from two to five families.

columbarium (kol-um-ba'ri-um), n.
;
pi. colum-

baria (-ii). [L., a dove-cote, a pigeon-house,
hence later (LL.) in senses like those of E.
pigeonhole, a putlog-hole, a hole near the axle
of a wheel, a hole in the side of a vessel for an
oar, a rowlock, a place of sepulture ; prop. neut.
ot columbarium, adj., pertaining to doves,< colum-
ba, a pigeon, dove : see Columba^."] 1+. A dove-
cote ; a pigeon-house. Mso columbary.— 2. In

Columbarium, near gate of St. Soli;ibti:in, Rome.

cinerary urns were deposited : so named from
the resemblance between these recesses and
those formed in a dove-cote for the doves to
build their nests in.— 3. In arch., a hole left
in a wall for the insertion of the end of a beam.
Also e&WeA putlog-hole.— 4. Eccles., the colum-
ba or dovo-shaped pyx. See columba^, 3.

columbaryt (kol'um-ba-ri), n. [< L. columba-
rium : see columbarium.'] Same as columbari-
um, 1. Sir T. Browne.
COlumbate (ko-lum'bat), ». [<. eolumb(ic) +
-ofcl.] A salt or compound of eolumbic acid
with a base: same as niobate.

Columbella (kol-um-bel'a), n. [NL.
(Lamarck, 1801), < L. "columba, a
pigeon (referring to the dove-like
color of the shell of the typical spe-
cies), + dim. -ella. Cf. CofawiftalJ
A genus of gastropodous mollusks,
typical of the family Columbellida;.

C. mercatoria is an example. Also
Colombella.

COlumbellid (kol-um-bel'id), n. A gastropod
of the family Columbellida;.

Columbellidae (kol-um-bel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Columbella + -idee.] A family of rhachiglos-
sate gastropods, typified by the genus Colum-
bella, having an oval obconic or turreted shell

with rather short spire, a toothed inner and
internally thickened crenulated outer lip, and
a narrow aperture with a short anterior canal.
The most distinctive feature is the dentition of the tongue,
which h.as a low unarmed median tooth, and a lateral one
on each side, somewhat like a cleaver and with slits sep-
arating denticles. There are several hundred species,
mostly of small size and often brightly colored ; they are
all carnivorous and littoral, and are especially numerous
in the tropics.

COlumbetbra, «. See colymbethra.

columbiad (ko-lum'bi-ad), n. [< NL. Colum-
bia (see Columbian) + -afZ2.] A. heavy cast-

iron smooth-bore cannon of a form introduced
by Colonel George Bomford, U. S. A., and used
in the war of 1812. Columbiads were made of 8- and 10-

inch caliber, and were used for projecting both solid shot
and shells. They were equally suited to the defense of
nan-ow channels and distant roadsteads. In 1860 General
Rodman, of the United States ordnance, devised a 15-inch
columbiad, which was cast hollow, and cooled from the
interior, thus increasing the hardness and density of the
metal next the bore. These guns arc now obsolete.

Columbian (ko-lum'bi-an), a. [< NL. Colum-
bianus, < Columbia, a poet, name for the United
States, < Columbus, Latinized form of the name
of the discoverer of America, It. Colombo, Sp.
Colon. The name is identical with It. Colombo,
a dove, a pigeon, < L. columbus, a dove, a pigeon
(see Columba''-) ; cf. the E. surnames l)o>c. Pi-
geon, Culver, Turtle, of the same signification.]
Pertaining to Columbia as a poetical name for
the United States.

eolumbic^ (ko-lum'bik),a. [< columb-ium + -ic]
Pertaining to or obtained from columbium.
eolumbic^ (ko-lum'bik), a. [< columbo + -ic]
Existing in or derived from columbo-root : as,

eolumbic acid.

COlumbid (ko-lum'bid), n. A bird of the fam-
ily ( 'olnmhida;.

Columbidse (ko-lum'bi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
lumba^, 1, + -id(E.] The leading family of the
order or suborder Columba;, including the true
pigeons and doves. The characters of the family are
much the same as those of the suborder, with which the
group is nearly coextensive. It differs chiefly in the exclu-
sion of the tooth-billed pigeon, Diduiuuha striffiroatris,

as the type of a different family. A few other genera, as
Goura. CaUenas, and Carpophaf/a are sometimes likewise
excluded. There are about 300 species, inhabiting tem-
perate and tropical regions in nearly all parts of the globe.
See dorf and tiitjetm.

columbier (ko-lum'bi-6r), n. [Also colombier;
< F. colombier, a dove-cote, pigeonhole {grand
colombier, asize of paper), < h.columbarimn: see
columbarium.] A size of wiiting-paper, 23 X 33^^

columbo

inches in the United States, 24 X 34i inches in
England, and 63 X 89 centimeters in France.
—Petit colombier, a size of paper 58 x 80 centimeters.

COlumbiferous (kol-um-bif'e-ms), a. [< NL.
columbium, q. v., -I- L. ferre = E. bear^.] Pro-
ducing or containing columbium.
Columbigallina (ko-lum "bi-ga-li'nil), n. [NL.
(Boie, 1826), < Columba^, 1, q. v.,"+ Gallina,

q. v.] A genus of Columbida, the dwarf doves,
usually called Chamcepelia : lately adopted in-
stead of the latter, being of prior date. See
cut under ground-dove.
COlumbin (ko-lum'bin), n. A non-conducting
material placed between the parallel carbons
of the electric candle.

Columbinae (kol-um-bi'ne), n. 1)1. [NL., < Co-
lumha'^,l, + -ina;. Ci. columbine^.] 1. The typ-
ical subfamily of the family Columbidw, con-
taining the true pigeons.— 2. In Nitzsch's
classification, a major group of birds, equiva-
lent to the order Columbw of authors in general.
columbine^ (kol'um-bin), a. and «. [= F. colom-
bin, < L. columbinus, adj., < columba, a dove: see
Columba^. Ct. columbine'^.] J, a. 1. Pertain-
ing to or having the characters of a pigeon or
dove; in ornith., belonging to the Columba oi
Columbinw; columbaceous.

Com forth now with thin eyen coluvibine.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 897.

For it is not possible to join serpentine wisdom with the
coluvibine innocence, except men know exactly all the con-
ditions of the serpent.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 21.

2. Of a dove-color; resembling the neck of a
dove in color.

II. n. One of the Columbw or Columbidce.

columbine^ (korum-bin), n. [< ME. columbine
= F. colombine, < ML. columiina, columbine,
prop. fem. of L. columbinus, dove-like: see col-

umbine^. Cf. the equiv. name
culverwort.] The popular name
of plants of the genus Aqui-
legia (which see). The common
European columbine, A. vulgaris, is a
favorite garden-flower, and owes its

name to the fancied resemblance of
its j)etals and sepals to the heads of
pigeons round a dish, a favorite de-
vice of ancient artists.— Feathered
columbine, a book-name for Thalic-
trum aquileffi/olium, an old-fashioned garden-plant.

COlumbite (ko-lum 'bit), n. [< columb-ium +
-ite".] The native niobate (columbate) of iron,

a mineral of black color and high specific grav-
ity, crystallizing in the orthorhombic system.
It is the principal source of niobium (colimibinm), and gen-
erally contains also more or less of the allied element tanta-
lum. Some varieties contain considerable manganese, and
these are slightly translucent and have a dark reddish-
brown color. It is found most abundantly in Connecticut,
also in other localities of the United States, in Greenland,
and in Bavaria. Also called niobite.

columbium (ko-lum'bi-um), n. [NL., < Colum-
bia : see ColumMan.] Same as niobium.

columbo (ko-lum'bo), «. [< Colombo, in Ceylon,
once supposed to be the original habitat of the
plant.] The root of Jatcorrhiza Calumba (J.

Flower of Colum-
bine I AquiUjria vul-
garis).

Flowering Branch of yateorrhixa Calumba.

palmata), a menispermaceous plant of south-
eastern Africa, cultivated in some African and
East Indian islands. The columbo of commerce con-
sists of tliick circular disks, an inch or two in diameter and
depressed in the middle, cut from the root, the taste of



Colame]lx.

X. Fennel-seed,
showing carpels
supported by a
divided columel-
la or carpophore,
dei 3(c). 1. Cap-
sule of a moss, di-

vided to show the
columella, c, def.

a (a).

columbo

which is persistently bitter and slightly aromatic. It is

much used in medicine as a mild tonic. A false columbo-

root is furnished by Coscinium fenentratum, a menisper-

maceou ^ :)laut of Ceylon. Also written calumba, colomba,

columba.— American columbo, the root of t'rasera Wal-

ttri or Caroiineiigis, a gentianaceous plant of the Atlantic

States, having the mild tonic properties of gentian.

COlumel (kol'u-mel), n. Same as columella, 1.

The cathedral . . . challengeth the precedency of all in

England for a majestick Western front of columel work.
Fuller, Worthies, Northampton.

columella (kol-u-mera,), ».; pi. columelkB {-e).

[L. (NL.), also 'columiiella, a little column (see

colonel), dim. of columen or columna, a column:
seecolunm.} 1. A little column.

—

Z.lnbot.: (a)

In many cryptogams, especially in ilusci, as J/«-

corini and Mijxomycetes, a central

axis in the spore-ease, a continu-

ation of the pedicel. The spores

are arranged about it, and in

the Mijxomycetes the capillitium

branches from it.

The spores or gonidial cells are con-

tained in the upper part of the capsule,

where they are clustered round a cen-

tral pillar, which is termed the colu-

mella. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 337.

(6) The persistent axis of certain

capsules, from which the edges of

the valves break away, (c) The
carpophore in UmbelUferw, the
continuation of the axis bearing
the two halves of the fruit.—3.

In zool. and atiat. : (a) The up-
right piUar in the center of most
of the imivalve shells, round
which the whorls are convoluted.
See out imder univalve. (6) A
bone of the tympanic cavity or
middle ear in birds, most rep-

tiles, and some amphibians, cor-

responding to the stirrup-bone or

stapes of mammals ; the columella

amis, (c) A bone of the side of the skull of

some reptiles, especially lizards, a peculiar dis-

memberment of the pterygoid, which may meet
the parietal or a process of it ; the column-bone

;

the columella cranii. Its presence in nearly all lizards

gives rise to the t«rm Cioiwcrania, or '

' column-skulls, " aa a

major division of LacertUia. See cuts under acrodont and
Cyd&diis.

In the principal group of the Lacertilia, a column-like
membrane I)One, called the columella, . . . extends from
the parietal to the jiterygoid on each side, in chjse contact

with the membranous or cartilaginous wall of the skull.

. . . This columella appears to corresp^jiid with a small
independent ossillcation, which is connected with the de-

scending pnicess of the parietal and with the pterygoid.

In some Chelonia. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 189.

(d) The modiolus or central axis of the cochlea
in mammals, roimd which the lamina spiralis

winds; the columella cochlete. (e) A core of

connective tissue in crinoids which occupies the
central cavity included by the coil of the ali-

mentary canal. (/) A structure in the center

of the visceral chamber of corals, typically a
calcareous rod which extends from the bottom
of the chamber to the floor of the calice, pro-

jecting upward in the latter, and with which
the primary septa are usually connected, (g)
One of the rods attached to the hyomandibular
capsule of the urodele amphibians, representing
a remnant of a branchial arch. (A) A process
in the chitinous mandibles of polyzoans. G.
Busk, (it) In human anat, an old name of

the uvula.— Columella aurls, cochless, cranii. See

3(6), (d), (), aitovo.— Columellse fomicis, the columns
or anterior pillars uf the f'Tiiix.

COlomellar (kol-ii-merar), a. [< L. columellaris,

pillar-formed, < coluniella, a pillar : see colu-

mella and -rtr3.] 1 . Same as cnlumclUform.— 2.

Pertaining to a columella, in any sense of that
word.— Coltmiellar Up, the inner lijj of a univalve shell.

Oolnmellariat (kol'u-me-la'ri-ii), n. pi. [NL.
(Lamarck, 1809), < L. columella, a pillar: see
columella.'] In Lamarck's system of conchol-
ogy, a family of Trachelipoda having a plicated
coluraellar lip. Originally the genera Cancellaria, Mi-
tra, Mnriiffll't, Valuta, and Cotumbella were referred to
it, but siihs.-.jin.-ntly Cancellaria was excluded.

Columellidset (kol-u-mel'i-de), »!. pi. [NL.
(Lea, 184;5), < 'Columella (< L. columella, a pil-

lar: see columella) + -UUe.'] A family of uni-
valve sholls: same as Columeltaria.

ColTUnelliform (kol-u-meri-form), a. [< L. co-

lumella, a little column (see columella), + forma,
shape.] Shaped like a columella: as, a colu-

melliform stapes. Huxley. Also columcllar.

column (kol'um), n. [< ME. columne, column
(of a page), = OP. colonne, later colomne, mod.
F. colon nc ( > G. D. colonne = Dan. kolonne = Sw.
colonn, in special senses) = Pr. colonna = Sp.

Column (Tuscan order!, illustrating tlie

terms applied to the several parts.
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columna, now coluna, = Pg. columna = It. co-

lonna, < L. columna, a column, pillar, post, orig.

a collateral form of columen, contr. culmen, a pil-

lar, top, crown, summit (> E. culmen, culminate,

etc.), = AS. holm, a mound, a bUlow, the sea

(> E. holm\ q. v.) ; akin to L. collis, a hill (=
E. hilU, q. v.), celsus, high (see excelsior), prob.

to Gr. Kof-CKfuv, top, summit (> E. colophon, q.

v.). From L. columna come also ult. E. colo-

nel, colonnade, etc.] 1. A solid body of great-

er length than thickness, standing upright, and
generally serving as a support to somethingrest-
ing on its top; a pillar; more specifically, as
an architectural term, a cylindrical or slightly

tapering orfusiform body, called a s7jo/t, set ver-
tically on a stylo-

bate, or on a con-
geries of mold-
ings which forms
its base, and sur-

mounted by a
spreading mass
which forms its

capital. Columns
are distinguished by
the names of the
styles of architecture
which they represent:
thus, there are Egyp-
tian, Grecian, Roman,
and medieval col-

umns. In classic

architecture they are
further distinguished
by the names of the
orders to which they
belong, as Doric,
Ionic, or Corinthian
columns; and again,
in various styles, by
some peculiarity of
position, of construc-
tion, of form, or of
ornament, as attach-

ed, twisted, cabled
orrudented,andcaro-
litic columns. Col-

nnms are used chiefly

in the construction or
adornment of build-

ings. They are also

used singly, however, for various purposes : as, the astro-

nomical eolwnit, from which astronomical observations

are made ; the chronoloijicat column, inscribed with a

record of historical events ; the giwmonic column, which
supports a dial: the itinerary column, pointing out the

various road.s diverging from it ; the millinry column, set

up as a center from winch to measure distances ; the tri-

umphal column, dedicated to the hero of a victory, etc.

The fragments of her columns and her palaces are in

the dust, yet beautiful in ruin.
Story, Speech, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

A chapel and a hall

Ou massive ct^umns, like a shoreeliff cave.
Tennygon, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Anything resembling a column in shape;
any body pressing perpendicularly on its base,

and throughout of the same or about the same
diameter as its base : as, a column of water, air,

or mercury.
Tlie whole weight of any column of the atmosphere.

Bentley.

3. In bot., a body formed by the union of fila-

ments with one another, as in Malvacece, or of

stamens with the style, as in orchids. See cut

under androphore.

In all common Orchids there is only one well-developed

stamen, which is confluent with the pistils, and they form
together the column.

Darwin, FertU. of Orchids by Insects, p. 3.

4. In anat. and soiil., a part or organ likened

to a column or pillar ; a columna or columella

:

as, the spinal column ; the fleshy columns of the

heart.— 5. In Crinoidea, specifically, the stalk

or stem of a crinoid.— 6. Milit., a formation
of troops narrow in front and extended from
front to rear: thus distinguished from a line,

which is extended iu front and thin in depth.

Presently firing was heard far in our rear— the robbers

havlug fled ; the head of the column advance<l, and the

dense body of pilgrims opened out.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 360.

McPherson was in column on the road, the head close

by, ready to come in wherever he could be of assistance.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 624.

7. Naut,, a number of ships following one an-

other.— 8. Inprinting, one of the typographical
divisions of printed matter in two or more ver-

tical rows of lines. The separation of columns is

made by a narrow blank space in which is sometimes
placed a vertical line or rule. Division into columns
economizes space, and saves the fatigue of the eye arising

from attempts to trace the connection of an over-long line

with ttie following line.

Hence— 9. The contents of or the matter print-

ed in such a column, especially in a newspaper

:

as, the columns of the daily press.— 10. An ap-

1 2

Clustered Columns, 13th century,

from Worcester cathedral ; 2, from Exeter
cathedral.

columnar

paratus used for the fixation of colors upon fab-

rics by means of steam, it consists of a cylinder of

copper punctured with small holes and having a steam-
pipe in its interior. The printed fabrics are wrapped
arouud the cylinder, and the steam is allowed to percolate

through, setting the colors in what is called steam style.

The column is generally used in France, while the steam-
chest serving for the same operation is used in England.
—Agony column. See ar/'^ny.— Annulated columns.
See «nHu.irt/crf.— Attached column. Same as nigaifed

coiunm.— Banded column, in arch., a column having
one or more cinctures.— Burdach's columns, the ex-

ternal portions of the posterior columns of the spinal

cord (which see, under spinal).— ClMSteTed column,
in arch., a pier
which consists or
appears to con-

sist of several col-

umns or shafts
clustered togeth-
er. These shafts

are sometimes at-

tached to one an-
otlier through-
out their whole
height, and some-
times only at the
capital and base.

Columns of this

kind commonly
support one or
more clustered
arches. Also call-

ed bundle-pillar.
— Column of
the nose, the
anterior portion
of the niisal sep-

tum.— Columns
of Bertin [after

E. J. Bertin, a
French anato-
mist, 1712-81],
the prolongations
inward of the cor-

tical substance of

the kidney be-

tween the pyramids.— Columns of Clarke, vesicular
columns of Clarke [after J. A. L. Clarke, an English
anatomist, 1817-80], two symmetrically placed tracts of

medium-sized nerve-cells of the spinal cord, laterodor-

sad of the central canal, confined to the thoracic region.
—Columns of GoU, the median portiim of the posterior

columns of the spinal cord.—Columns of Morgagni.
Same as columns of the reef it7n.— Columns of the ah-
domihal ring, the edges of the opening in the aponeuro-
sis of tlie cxtenuil oblique muscle which forms the exter-

nal abdominal ring. Also called pillars of the abdonnnaZ
ring.— Columns ofthe fornix, tlie anterior pillars of the

fornix. Also r:iiit'd<-o/(/mW/(?'/t"'"'<^'-'*-— Columns Ofthe
medulla oblongata, tlie longitudinal segments into

which tlie medulla oblongata is divided by the grooves

upon its surface, comprising the anterior pyramids, the

lateral tracts, the restiform bodies, the funiculus cunea-
tus, and the funiculus gracilis.— Columns Of the rec-
tum, longitudinal folds of the mucous membrane of the

rectum. Also called columns of Morfjaffni.— ColWOLiJXa

Of the Spinal cord, the longitudinal masses of white
matter of the spinal cord. They are anterior, lateral, and
I>o8terior. See spinal cord, under spinal.— Columns of
the vagina. See columnce ruganim, under columna.—
Columns of Tiirck, the direct pyramidal tracts, a portion

of the anterior column of the spinal cord, on either side,

lying next to the anterior median Assure.- Coupled col-
umns, in arch., columns disj^sed in pairs, tht- two shafts

being close together but not touching.— Engaged col-
umn, in arch., a colunm built into a wall so that it ap-

pears as if a part of it were concealed. Also called at-

tached column.— T\YinS column, a column of troops
formed and equipped for rapid movements.— Hermetic
column. See Aerm^-^ic—Manublal column, a cohnnn
adorned with trophies and spoils. =S3m. 1. ^ee pillar, 1.

COlunma (ko-lum'na), «. ;
pi. columnw (-ne).

[NL. (L.):'see coliimn.'] A column or pil-

lar: used in anatomical names. See column.—
Columna dorsalis, the dorsal column ; the posterior
white column of the spinal cord.— ColumnSB adipoSSS,
in einbryol., the trabecnlffl of fat which make tlieir ap-
pearance in the em!)ryo as the rudiments of the subcuta-
neous fatty layer.— Columnse camesa, fleshy columns;
muscular bundles on the inner side of the walls of the
ventricles of the heart, of which some are merely sculp-

tured in relief, some are attached at both etuis to the
ventricular walls while they are free in the middle, while
some, springing from the ventricular walls, are attached
to the clioniic tendinea). Tlie last are called papillary
muscles.— Go\\xmxi3& papUlares, the papillary muscles.

—Columnse recti. Same as cohtmns of the rectum.—
ColunmSQ rugarum, the anterior and posterior longi-

tudinal ridges of the inncons membrane of the vagina.

—

ColumnSQ veslculares. Same as columns of Clarke
(which see, under colinnn).— Co\\xrDJlSi. lateralis, the
lateral white colunm of the spinal cord.— Columna ven-
tntUs, the anterior white column of the spinal cord.

colamnal (ko-lum'nal), a. [< column + -a?.]

Same as columnar, [iBare.]

Crag overhanging, nor cohminal rock,

Ca.st its dark outline there. Southey, Thalaba, xii.

columnar (ko-lum'nar), a, [< LL. columnaris,

< L, columna] a column: see column.'] 1. Hav-
ing the form of a column ; formed in columns

j

like the shaft of a column.
Wliite columnar spar, out of a stone-pit.

Woodtoard, Fossila.

2. Of or pertaining to columns, or to a column.

The Norman in Apulia could hardly fail to adopt the
columnar forms of the land in which he was settled.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 306.



colmnnar
Columnar structure, in mineral., structure consisting
of more or less slender colunms or fibers.

COllllllliarian(kol-um-na'ri-an), a. [(.columnar
+ -ian.l Same as columnar. Johnson.

COlumnarity (kol-um-nar'j-ti), n. [< columnar
+ -i7.(/.] The quality of being columnar.

COlumnary (korum-na-ri), a. Same as co-
lumnar. [Rare.]

columnated (kol'um-na-ted), a. [< L. columna-
tus, supported by pillars, < columna, a pillar

:

see column. Hence (< L. columnatus), through
It. colonnata, E. colonnade, q. v.] Ornamented
with columns ; columned : as, columnated tem-
ples. [Rare.]
column-bone (kol'um-bon), n. In herpet, the
columella of the skull. See Cyclodus, Cionocra-
nia, and columella, 3 (c).

columned (kol'umd), a. [< column + -ed!^.'] Fur-
nished with columns ; supported on or adorn-
ed with columns: as, "the column'd aXeXe," By-
ron, Giaour.

The gorges, opening wide apart, reveal
Troas and llion's ciAumn'd citadel.
The crown of Troas. Tennyson, (Enone.

COlumniation (ko-lum-ni-a'shou), n. [Improp.
for *columnation, < L. columnaiio(n-), a support-
ing by pillars, < columna, a pillar : see column.']
In arch., the employment of columns in a de-
sign ; coUeotively, the columns thus used in a
structure. Gwilt.

columniferous (kol-um-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
(L.) columna, a column, -I- L". ferre, = E. bear^,
+ -o(w.^ In bot., having the filaments of the
stamens united into a column, as the flowers of
Malvacece. See cut under androphore.
column-lathe (kol'um-laTH), n. A lathe
mounted on a vertical extensible post, so that
an operator can sit or stand while at work, used
by dentists and watchmakers.
column-rule (kol'um-rol), n. laprinting, a strip
of brass, type-high, used for the separation of
columns. It is beveled to a thin edge in the
middle of its upper surface, and its impression
forms a vertical line.

column-skulls (kol'um-skulz), n. pi. Same as
CioHoerania. See columella, 3 (c).

columnula (ko-lum'nu-ia), n.; pi. columnulw
(-le). [NL. (ci. columella), Sim. of (L.) columna,
a column : see columna, column.'] In anal., a
little column ; a columella.
COlure (ko-liir'), n. [= F. colure = Sp. Pg.
It. coluro, < NL. colurus, a colure, < LL. colw-
rtts, dock-tailed, coluri circuli, the colures, < Gr.
Kd'Aovpof, dock-tailed, pi. KdXovpot (sc. ypa/i/jai,

lines), the colures (so called because cut off

by the horizon), < KdAof, docked (of. colobi-
um), + ovpa, a tail.] In astron. and geog., one
of two circles of declination intersecting each
other at right angles in the poles of the world,
one of them passing through the solstitial and
the other through the equinoctial points of the
ecliptic, viz., Cancer and Capricorn, Aries and
Libra, and thus dividing both the ecliptic and
the equinoctial into four equal parts.
Dolus (ko'lus), n. [NL., < Gr. K6h)g, a kind of
goat without horns, < ndAoQ, docked, curtal,
stump-horned, hornless.] Same as Saiga.
Colutea (ko-lu'te-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. KoTiovria,
also KoTivria, KoXoirea, Kokurrta, var. of Kokoir'ia, a
tree that bears pods.] A genus of shrubs, nat-
ural order Leguminosce, having inflated pods,
like small bladders ; bladder-senna. There are
several species, natives of southern Europe and the Medi-
terranean region, of which C. arborescens, with yellow
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Throly in-to the deuelej throte man thryngej by lyue.
For couetyse, & colwarde & croked dede.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 181.

coly, n. See colie.

colydiid (ko-lid'i-id), n. A beetle of the family
Colydiidw.

Colydiidae (kol-i-di'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Coly-
dium -1- -idee.] A family of clavioom CoUop-
tera or beetles, with the dorsal segments of the
abdomen partly membranous, the first 4 ventral
segments connate, the tarsi 4-jointed, the an-
tenna; regular, and the legs not fossorial.

Colydiiun (ko-lid'i-um), n. [NL.] The typical
gouus of the family Colydiidce. Fabricius, 1792.
COlymbethra (kol-im-beth'ra), n. [Gr. nolvii-

jiifipa, a swimming-bath, eccl'es. a font, < no'Avn-
jiav, dive. See Volynibtis, Columbal.] In the
Gr. Ch. : (a) A baptismal bowl or font.

In Russia, the columbethra is movable, and only brought
out when wanted. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 214.

(6) A baptistery. Also written columbethra.
Oolymbidae (ko-Um'bi-de), n.pl. [NL., < Co-
lymbus -h -idw.] A family of short-winged,
short-tailed, 4-toed swimming and diving birds,
of the order Pygopo.hs, either (a) containing
all the loons and grebes ; or (6) restricted to the
web-footed loons, and corresponding to the ge-
nus Colymbus; or (c) transferred to the lobe-
footed grebes, and used as a synonym of Podi-
cipidm or Podicipedidoe (which see).

colymbion (ko-hm'bi-on), n. [MGr. *KoXviifiiov

(of. Gr. iio'Avii[irfipa, a font), < Gr. KoXviijiav, dive.
See Colymbus, Columba^.] In the Gr. Ch., a
holy-water stoup or basin.

The colymbion answers to the benatura of the Latin
Church. J. it. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 214.

Colymbus (ko-lim'bus), H. [NL., < Gr. Kd/.v/ipoc,

a diver, a kind of sea-bird ; ef . Ko/.v/iSav, dive,
plunge. See Columba^.] A genus of birds, typi-
cal of the family Colymiidce, in any sense of that
word. The name has been given to the web-footed loons
or divers, as distinguished from the grebes; to both of
these, indiscriminately ; to the grebes alone ; and formerly COmall (ko'mal), a. [< coma^ + -a?.] Inpathol.,

comatose

com. An abbreviation of commissioner, commo-
dore, commander, commerce, committee, commen-
tary, etc.

COma^ (ko'ma), re. [< NL. coma, < Gr. nij/ia, a
deep sleep, < Kot/idv, put to sleep. Cf . cemetery.]
\apathol., a state of prolonged unconsciousness
somewhat resembling sleep, from which the pa-
tient cannot be aroused, or can be aroused only
partially, temporarily, and with diffietdty; stu-
por.

It is often important to distinguish the cmna of drun-
kenness from that of apoplexy.

Hooper, Physician's Vade Mecum, § 914.

Coma foudroyant, or ftUminating coma, coma sud-
denly developing in the midst of apparent good health, in
syphilitic patients.—Coma vljgll, a comatose state accom-
pai]ied by unconscious muttering, occurring in typhus and
typhoid fevers.

COma^ (ko'ma), n. • pi. comm (-me). [< L. c6ma, <
Gr. Kdiiri, the hair of the head. Hence ult. com-
et] 1. In bot: (o) The leafy head of a tree,
or a cluster of leaves ter-
minating a stem, as the
leafy top of a pineapple.
(6) The silky hairs at the
end of some seeds, as of the
willow-herb, Epilobium.—
2. In astron., the nebulous
hair-like envelop surround-
ing the nucleus of a comet.—3. Inmicroscopy, the hazy
fringe on the outline of
a microscopic object seen
when the lens is not free
from spherical aberration.

The aperture of these objectives could not be greatly
widened without the impairment of the distinctness of the
image by a coma proceeding from uncorrected spherical
aberration. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 262.

Coma Berenices, an ancient asterism (though not one of
the 48 constellations of Hipparchus), situated north of
Virgo and between Bootes and Leo, and supposed to rep-
resent the famous amber hair of Berenice, the wife of
Ptolemy Euei-getes.

1 C"

Coma, t {6),

Seed of Willow-hetb
lEpiloiiium).

See d

Bladder-senna {Colutea arborescent).

flowers, is the most commonly known, and is not rare as
an ornamental shrub. ITie leaves and seeds are slightly
purgative. The smoke of the dried leaves is said to act as
a powerful errhine.

colvert, ». -Aji obsolete form of culver^.
colverteent, «. Same as colbertine.

colwardt, a. [ME., appar. a var. of culvard,
culvert, < OP. culvert, cuivert, villain : see cid-
vert^ and coUibert. Otherwise < cole^, treachery,
+ -ward : see cole* and its compounds.] False

;

treacherous; deceitful; wicked.

to sundry other birds, as some of the auk family.
ver, loon, (trebe.

colytic (ko-lit'ik), a. [< Gr. KoKmind^, hindering,
preventive, < Kukvrdf, verbal adj. of icoXveiv, hin-
der, prevent, check.] Antiseptic. Med. Record,
July, 1884. [Rare.]
colza (kol'za), m. [Sometimes improp. coltza;
< F. colza, <"OF. colzat (Walloon colza, golsa),
< D. koolzaad = E. coleseed, q. v.] The cole-
seed or rape, a variety of Brassica campestris
with very oily seeds. See rape'^.

colza-oil (kol'za-oil), re. Same as rape-oil,

comt. An obsolete preterit of come. Chaucer
com-. [L
esp. in later L., merely intensive, < cum, in
OL. often com, prep., with, agreeing in use and
perhaps in orig. form (*scuml 'scorn f) with Gr.
prefix and prep, aiiv, earlier f I'v (transposed from
'oKvv^), Cypriote aiv, with, together (see syn-),
akin to nowog (for *kovi6c), common (see cenobite).
No certain Tent, connection (see ge-). L. com-,
in comp., usually remains before 6, m, and p
(and sometimes before a vowel (see comitia and
count^), and in OL. in any position), and be-
comes CO- before a vowel (usually) and h, coU
(in classical L. usually con-) before I, cor- be-
fore r, and con- before c, d, f, g, i =j, n (where
sometimes co-), q, s, t, to, and in classical L.
as well as ML. often before b, m, p, con- being Comarum (kom'a-rum), re. [NL. (so called on
thus the most frequent form, often used as the account of the similarity of its fruit to that of
normal form. In Rom. and in E. (and in simi- the arbutus), < Gr. Kd/iapog, the arbutus.] An
lar forms in other Teut. tongues), the L. prefix old genus of rosaceous plants now included in
com-, con-, col-, etc., generally remains un- Potentilla.

changed, but the assimilated forms are gener- comate^ (ko'mat), a. [< L. comatus, hairy, <
ally reduced to co- in Sp., and partly in the coma, hair: seocoma'^.] Hairy; tufted. Specifl-

other languages. In OF. and AF. com-, con-, ''""5'— (") I" *°'-. furnished with a coma or tuft of silky

were often ct,re?- c^m-, whence in U^E. cum-, ^tlnVTo'lJg^l^^irs'rn "tKl veVtro7utpe/^i,?o?"t'rheii^
cun-, coun-, beside com-, con-, the latter forms the surface below being nearly or quite glabrous. (2) In
now prevailing in spelling, even when pro- general, having very long flexible hairs covering more or
nouneed cum-, cun- (as in company, conjure, less of the upper surface: said of the clothing of insects,

etc.). In a few E. words, as comfit, comfort, dis- Cp-mate^t (ko-maf), re. [< co-1 + mate^.] A
comfit, com- (pron. and foi-merly written cum-, f^How, mate, or compamon.
ME. cun-, con-) is changed from orig. L. con^.
In many E. words derived through the F. the
L. com- (con-, etc.) is concealed: see coil^ =
cull^, cost^, costive, costume = custom, couch,
council, counsel, counts, count^, countenance, cov
e»'l, covert, curfew, curry^, kerchief, etc. See co-^,

col-, con-, cor-, and also contra-, counter^, coun-
ter-.] A prefix of Latin origin, appearing also COmatOSe (ko'ma-tos), a. [= F. eomateujc, <
in other forms, CO-, co^, con-, cor-, meaning 'to- T^h. comatosus, <' coma(t-): see coma^.] Per-
gether,' ' with, 'or merely intensive, and in Eng- taining to or resembling coma; affected with
lish words often without assignable force. See coma; morbidly drowsy or lethargic : as, a co-

words following, and those beginning with co-, matose state; a comatose patient; "hysterica]
col-, con-, cor-. and comatose cases," S. Grew.

pertaining to or of the nature of coma.
C0mal2 (ko'mal), a. [< cowa2 -I- -at] Pertain-
ing to or of the nature of a coma. See coma'^.
COmarb (ko'marb), «. [Also written coarb, co-
morb, comarba ; < Ir. comharba, a successor, ab-
bot, vicar, also protection.] Anciently, in Ire-
land, the head of one of the families or tribes
into which each sept or elan was divided. As
such he was the. coheir or inheritor of both the temporal
and the spiritual or ecclesiastic powers of the tribe.

The abbot of the parent house and all the abbots of the
minor houses are the comharlns or co-heirs of the saint.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 236.

com-, prefix, with, together, often, COmarbsMp (ko'marb-ship), re. [< comarb +
-ship.] Anciently, in Ireland, the guild-like
community constituted by a sept or family.
Each member of a Comarbship and of a co-tenancy gave

a pledge for the fulfilment of his share of the duties of
the co-partnership, and all were collectively responsible
for all fines, tributes, etc.

W. K. Sullivan, Int. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. ccxvi.

comartt (ko-mart'), re. [If a genuine reading, <
co-1 -f- mart.] In the following extract, proba-
bly a covenant or agreement. Covenant appears in
place of it in the edition of 1623 and in most modern edi-
tions ; cow^c( is also found.

By the same comart . . .

His [lands] fell to Hamlet.
Shak., Hamlet (ed. Warburton, 1747), i. 1.

Now, my co-mates and brothers in exile,

Hath not old custom made this life more sweet
Than that of painted pomp?

Shak., As yon Like it, 11. 1.

1 am proud
Only to be in fellowship with you,
Co-timte and servant to so great a master.

Middleton and Jiowley, World Tost at Tennis, Ind.



comatous

comatous (kd'ma-tus), a. Same as comatose.

Gomatllla (ko-mat'u-la), n. [NL,, fern, of LL.
comatulus, dim. of L. comatuSy hairy: see co-

tnate^.^ The typical genus of living crinoids of

the family ComatuUdfe or feather-stars. The rosy
feather-star, Comatula mediterratiea, is also known asAii-
tedon rosacea, and in its fixed stalked state as Pentacrinxts
europceits. Lamarck, 1S16.

comatnlid (ko-mat'u-lid), ». A member of the
family Comattdidw,
Comatulidae (kom-a-tu'li-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Comatula + -idie.'] "A family of extant free-

swimming crinoids, of the class Crinoideaj typi-

fied by the genus Comatula ; the feather-stars

or hair-stars. They are stalked and fixed only when
young, and the larva is free and vermiform, with four cili-

A. Rosy Feather-star, CiMMa/M/a mtditerranea (or Antedon resa-
cea). adult free form. B. Younff stalked forrn of Ccmatula (or
AnUdon) dentata, slightly enlarged.

ated zones and a tuft of cilia at the aboral end of the body,
lu the adult state they have a mouth and an anus, and
usually ten cirrous arms, which they have the power of

lashing toward the ventral surface, so as to propel them-
selves, as well as t^j bring food within their grasp. Repre-
sentatives of the family are found in most seas.

comb^ (kom), n. [< ME. cow6, earlier camb, a
comb, crest (of a cock, a hill, a dike, etc.), also
honeycomb, < AS. camb^ a comb, crest (of a
helmet, a hat, etc.), also a honeycomb, = OS.
camb = MD. kamme, D. kam = OHG. chamh,
MHG. kamj kamn, G. kamm = Icel. kambr =
Norw. kamb = Sw. Dan. kam^ a comb, crest,

etc. (Dan. and G. also a cam: see cam^)y lit. a
'toothed' implement, = Gr. y6fi<^, a peg, bolt,

style (orig. tooth?, > yo^u^oQy a grinder-tooth,
the tooth of a key) ; cf. yajiipai, yafnp^?.aif pi., the
jaws, = Skt. jambha = OBulg, sabUj tooth. See
cam^f a doublet of comb^.'] 1, A thin strip of
wood, metal, bone, ivory, tortoise-shell, etc.,

one or both edges of which are indentated so
as to form a series of teeth, or to which teeth
have been attached; or several such strips set
parallel to one another in a frame, as in a cur-
rycomb. Combs are used for arranging the hair in
dressing it; also, in a great variety of ornamental fonns,
for keeping women's hair in place after it is dressed ; and
for various other purposes. Those worn in the hair are
often carved and elaborately decorated.

When you have apparelled your selfe hansomely, combe
your heatl softly and easily with an luurie comhe; for no-
thing recreateth the memorie more-

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 249.

And fair Ligea's golden comb.
Wherewith she sits on diamond rocks,
Sleeking her soft alluring locks,

Milton, Comus, L 880.

2. Anything resembling a comb in appearance
or use, especially for mechanical use. specifi-
cally— (a) A card nsed in hand-carding or in a carding-
machine for set>arating and dressing wool, (b) A toothed
blade which removes the cott^^n from the doffer of a card-
ing-machine. (c) In hat-rnakinfj, the former on which
a fleece of fll>er is taken up anil hardened into a bat.
E. II. Kniifht. (d) A toothed metal instrument used by
painters in graining, (e) A t*x>l with teeth of wire used in
making marbled pajwrs. (/) A steel t<K>l with teeth cor-
responding t» the thread of a screw, nsed for chasing
screws or work which is rotated in a lathe. B. H. Kni'jht.

(g) A row of sharp brass points connected with one another
and with the prime conductor of au electrical machine,
and placed near the revolving plate to carry off the elec-
tricity generated. (A) In medieval armor, the upright
blade which to<jk the place of a crest on the morions of
the sixteenth century, (i) The dilated and regularly pec-
tinated inner edge of the middle claw of sundry birds, as
herons and goatsuckers. {J) A comb-like set of points or
processes of a tooth.

It [the pnlp-cavity of a tooth] may be divided, antero-
posteriorly, as in notched incisors, and especially in the
comb-like ones of the flying lemur, where a branch of the
pulp-cavity a.scends each pnicess of the cf/iab.

Mivari, Elem. Anat., p. 275.

(*) The notched scale of a wire micrometer. E. II. Knight.

(p The window-stitol of a casement. Grone.

3. The fleshy crest or caruncle growing, in one
of several forms, on the head of the domestic
fowl, and particularly developed in the male
birds: so called from its serrated indentures
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in the typical form, or single comb, which re-

semble the teeth of a comb. Several characteristic
variations in the form of the comb have received distinc-
tive names. An antlered comb Is one having more or less
the form of a stags antlers, as seen in Polish and La Fleche
fowls, often in Houdaus, etc. The leaf-comb has much the
form of a strawberry-leaf, set transversely on the head.
It is the preferable form of comb in Houdan fowls. The
pea-comb appears as if formed of three low, bluntly ser-

rated combs set side by side on the head, the middle one
of the three being the highest. It is the typical comb of
the Brahma fowls. A rose-comb is a low comb set flat on
the head, like a cap, broad in front, and tapering to a
projecting spike behind, the upper part being evenly cov-

ered with small projections. It is best illustrated in the
Hamburg fowls, and is also found in the Wyandotte, the
Sebright bantam, and other varieties. The Btraivberry-

comb resembles a half of a strawberry, generally some-
what wrinkled, and set well forward on the head. It is

characteristic of the Malay and the Sumatra fowls.

His comb was redder than the fyn coral,

And bataylld, as it were a castel wall.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 38.

Cocks have great combs and spurs ; hens little or none.
Bacon,

4. Anything resembling in nature, shape, or
position the caruncle on a fowPs head, specifi-

cally— (a) The similar but erectile and variable fleshy and
vascular colored process growing over each eye of some
gallinaceous birds, as ptarmigan and other grouse. (6)

The top or crest of a wave.

6, The pecten or marsupium in the interior of

a bird's eye. [Rare.]— 6. In mining^ the divi-

sion of the mass of a lode into parallel plates,

or layers of crystalline material parallel to its

walls. Some lodes have several such combs, symmet-
rically arranged, so that each comb on one side of the
center of the mass has its counterpart on the other. Often
the face of the comb turned toward the center of the
lode is covered with well-developed crystals, and where
the central combs meet a cavity studded with crystals is

formed.

7. The projection on the top of the hammer of
a gun-lock. E, H. Knight.— 8. The top comer
of a gun-stock, on which the cheek rests in fir-

ing.— 9. A honeycomb.
They sport abroad, and rove from home.

And leave the cooling hive, and quit the unfinished comb.
Addison, tr. of Vii^il's Georgics, iv.

COmb^ (kom), V. [< comb^j n. The old verb is

kenib, q. v.] I, trans. 1. To dresswith a comb:
as, to comb one's hair.

With a combt)f pearl I would comb my hair,
And still as I comb'd I would sing and say.
" Who is it loves me? who loves not rae?'

Tennymn, The Mermaid,

2. To card, as wool; hackle, as flax.— 3. To
grain with a painter's comb Combed-out work,
a kind of embroidery in which loops of wool are cut, and
the threads then combed out until they are finely sub-
divided ; they are then secured to the foundation by gum.
— Combed ware, pottery or china decorated with color
which has been drawn into zigzag lines or waves by a
proces.s similar to that used in the marbling of paper.

—

To comb one's hair the wrong way. See AaiVi.

n. intrans. To roll over or break with a white
foam, as the top of a wave.
My foe came quite to the verge of the fall where the

river b^an to comb over.
R. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, xzxii.

Lake des Allemands was combing with the tempest and
hissing with the rain.

G. W. CabU, The Century, XXXV. 1>2.

comb^ (kom). n. [Also written coomb ; < ME.
*comb (T), < AS. cumhj a vessel of a cer-

tain capacity (used for liquids), = MLG, kump^
LG. kumpf also kumpen (> G. kump, kumpen) =
OHG. chumphy MHG. kumphy komph, kumpfj G.
kumpfy m., a hollowvessel, abasin,bowl, trough,
< ML. **cumbuSj *cumpuSj cimpuSy a basin, bowl
(cf . cumbay a bowl (a trough ?), a boat, a tomb of
stone: see catacomb)y < Gr.Kv/jfhcy a hollow ves-
sel, cup, basin, Kifi^h^y a drinking-vessel, cup,
bowl, boat (see cymbal)y = Skt. knmbhay a pot.
Cf. CMp.] 1 , A dry measure of 4 bushels, or half
a quarter. [Eng.]— 2, A brewing-vat. [Prov.
Eng.l
comb^, COOmb^ (kom, k5m), n. [Also written
combCy coom; < ME. *comby < AS. cumby a narrow
valley, prob. < W, cwm (pron. kom), a hollow
between two hills, a dale, a dingle, = Com.
cum, a valley, a dingle, a valley opening down-
ward, = Ir. cumar, a valley, bed of an estuary.

Cf. OF. combe = Pr. comba = It. dial, comba
(ML. cumba), a vallev, appar. also of Celtic ori-

gin. P*rob. orig. a 'hollow,' akin to L. cavusy

hollow, Gr. Kvapj a cavity, KoiXogy hollow, etc.

:

see cave^y cagCy ceily coeltim.'] A more or less

rounded, bowl-shaped hollow or valley inclosed

ou all sides but one by steep and in some cases
perpendicular cliffs. The use of the word is closely

limited to certain portions of southwestern England and
Wales, and to a part of Ireland, especially to county Kerrj',
where the combs (there also called corries) are numerous
and of great size, many of them containing lakes.

JYom those heights
We dropped, at pleasiu'e, into sylvan combs.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iii.

combative
Anon they pass a narrow comb wherein

Were slabs of rock with figures, knights on horse.
Sculptured. Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

combacyf, n. [Irreg. < combat + -cy.] Com-
bat.

Conclude by comhacy
To win or lose the game.

Warnery Albion's Eng. , iv. 22.

combat (kom'- or kum'bat), v. [First in early
mod. E. ; < F. combatrCy now combattre, = Pr.
combattre = Sp. combatir = Pg. combater = It.

combattere, fight, battle, < ML. *combatter€, < L.
com-y together, + ML. batterCy beat, fight: see
bate'^ and batter^,^ I, intra^is. To fight; strug-
gle or contend; battle; especially, in earlier

use, engage in single fight.

Forc'd by the tide to combat with the wind.
5/iaA., 3 Hen. VI., ii 5.

Our endeavours are not only to combat with doubts, but
always to dispute with the devil.

Sir T. Brovme, Religio Medici, i. 19.

After the fall of the republic, the Romans combated only
for the choice of masters. Gibbon.

II. trans. To fight or do battlewith ; oppose by
force; contend against; resist contentiously

:

as, to combat an antagonist; to combat argu-
ments or opinions.

Such was the very armour he had on
When he the ambitious Norway combated,

Shak., Hamlet, i. I.

His will did never combat thine,

And take it prisoner.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, L 2.

They who would combat general authority with particu-

lar opinion, must first establish themselves a reputation
of understanding better than other men.

Dryden, Pref. to State of Innocence.

He needs must combat might with might.
Tennyson, Epilogue.

combat (kom'- or kum'bat), n, [After F. com-
baty n., from the verb.] A fight, especially, in

earlier use, between two ; in general, a strag-

gle to resist, overthrow, or conquer; contest;
engagemeat; battle.

About this Time also the Duke of Lancaster was to per-
form a Combat, upon a Challenge with a Prince of Bohe-
mia. Baker, Chronicles, p. 123.

My courage try by combat, if thou dar'st.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., t 2.

The combat deepens. On, ye brave.
Who rush to glory or the grave !

Campbell, Hohenlinden.

Single combat, a fight between two; adueL=SyTl. Con-
flirt. Content, etc. See battle^.

combatable (kom-bat'a-bl), a, [< combat +
-able; = F. comba ttable^ etc.'] Capable of being
combated, disputed, or opposed.
combatant(kom'-orkum'ba-tant), a. andn. [<
F. combatant, now combattanty ppr. of combatre,

combattrey comhsLt: see combat, v.'] I. a. 1. Con-
tending; disposed to combat or contend.

Their valours are not yet so combatant.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iiL 4.

2. In her.y same as affrojit^, but applied only
to ferocious creatures, such as ^^ ,

lions.

Two rampant lions, face to face, are
said to be combatant.
Dooke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra

[ser.), i. gloss., p. 113.

Combatant officer. See officers of the

line, under line.

II, TO, 1, A person who com-
bats ; one who engages in battle

;

one who fights, whether in single combat or in
an army or a fleet.

Sound, trumpets; and set forward, combatants.
Shak., Rich. IL, t 3.

A combatant is any person directly engaged in carrying
on war, or concerned in the belligerent government, or
present with its armies and assisting them ; although
those who are present for purposes of humanity and re-

ligion—as surgeons, nurses, and chaplains— are usually
classed among non-combatants, \mless special reasons re-

quire an opposite treatment of them.
Woolisey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 128.

2. A person who contends with another in ar-

gument or controversy.

A controversy which long survived the original combat-
atUs. Macaulay.

3. A name of the ruff. Machetes pugnax. See
ruff,—4. In her., a figure drawn like a sword-
player standing upon his guard. Baileif.

combater (kom'- or kum'ba-t6r), n. One who
combats, disputes, or contends ; a combatant.
[Rare.]

Combaters or fighters. Sherwood.

combative (kom'- or kum'ba-tiv), a. [< com-
bat + 4ve.'] Disposed to combat; pugnacious;
showing a disposition to fight, contend, or op-
pose.

His fine combative manner. Lamb, To Wordsworth.

Two Lions Com-'
batant.



combatively

combatively (kom'- or kum'ba-tlv-li), adv. In
a combative manner; pugnaciously.
combativeness (kom'- or kum'ba-tiv-nes), ti.

The character or quality of being combative
;

disposition to contend or fight; pugnacity. By
phrenologists the word is used to designate one
of the propensities. See cut xniAeT phrenology.
comb-bearer (k6m'bar"6r), n. [A translation
of NL. ctenophorttm : see ctenophore.} A cteno-
phore; a comb-jelly; one of the Ctenophora.

Closely related to idyia is pleurobrachia, one of the com-
monest of the comb-bearers, or Ctenophorte, on the north-
ern coast of the United States. Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 321.

comb-broach (kom'broeh), re. A tooth of a
comb witli which wool is dressed.
comb-brush (kom'brush), n. 1. A brush used
to clean combs.— 2t. A lady's-maid, or under
lady's-maid. [Eng.]
The maid who at present attended,on Sophia was recom-

mended by Lady Bellaston, with whom she had lived for
some time, in the capacity of a cmnb-brugh.

Fielding, Tom Jones, xvli. 8.

comb-cap (kom ' kap), n. In armor, a morion
with a comb. This, like other steel caps, had com-
monly a stuffed or quilted cap worn beneath it to prevent
direct contact with the head.

Good combe.cap9 for their heads, well-lined with quilted-
caps. Grose, Military Antiquities, 1. 126.

combe, «. See comb^.
combed (komd), a. [< comW-, re., + -ed2.] Hav-
ing a comb or crest.

And had for his crest a cock argent.
Combed and wattled gules. Longfellow.

combel (kom'bel), n. In her., same as fillet.

comberl (ko'mfer), re. [< co7nb^ + -erl.] 1.

One who combs ; one whose occupation is the
combing of wool, etc.— 2. A long curling wave.
We were congratulating ourselves upon getting off dry,

when a great comber broke fore and aft the boat, and wet
us through and through.

H. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 153.

COmber^t, "• and n. An obsolete form of cum-
ier. a

comber^ (kom'bSr), re. [E. dial. (Cornwall). The
resemblance to sco»i6er is accidental.] 1. The
Serranus cabrilla, also called smooth serranus
and gaper, a fish of the sea-perch family, about
a foot long, common on the southern coast of
England.— 2. A species of wrasse or Labrus
{L. maculatus, var. comber), with a white lateral
band from the eye to the caudal fin, found on
the Cornish coast. Also called comber wrasse.

COmberoust, «• An obsolete form of cumbrous.
comb-frame (kom'fram), re. A square wooden
frame fitted to a beehive, in which the bees may
construct the comb, and by which the comb can
easily be removed from the hive.

comb-honey (kom'hun"!), «. Honey in or with
the comb ; unstrained honey.
The bulk of this, however, was sent in jars either as pure

extracted honey or as comb-honey— that is, honey bottled
with portions of broken comb remaining in it.

London Times.

combinable (kom-Wna^-bl), a. [< combine, v.,

+ -able ; = P. combinable, etc.] Capable of com-
bining or of being combined; suitable for com-
bining.

Pleasures are very combinable both with business and
study. Chesterfield.

combinableness (kom-bi'na-bl-ues), re. The
quality of being combinable; suitableness for
combining. [Bare.]

COmbinant (kom-bi'nant), re. [< LL. combi-
nan{t-)s, ppr. 6t combiti'are, combine: see com-
bitte, f.] In math,, a function of the quanti-
ties appearing in a given set of functions which
remains unaltered as well for linear substitu-
tions impressed upon the variables as for linear
combinations of the functions themselves {Syl-

vester, 1853) ; a covariant which remains unal-
tered when each quantic is replaced by a linear
function of all the quantics (Cayley, 1856).

combinatet (kom'bi-nat), a. [< LL. combina-
tus, pp. of combinare, combine: see combine, v.]

Espoused; betrothed. [Rare.]
There she lost a noble and renowned brother ; . . . with

him . . . her marriage-dowry ; with both her combinate
husband. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1.

combination (kom-bi-na'shon), re. [= F. com-
binaison = Sp. combin<ieion = Pg. combinacSo
= It. combinazione, < ML. combinatio{n-), < LL.
combinare, pp. combinatus, combine: see com-
bine, V.'] 1. The act of uniting in a whole, or
the state of being so united; a coming to-

gether so as to form a group, sum, product,
etc. ; especially, the union of related parts in
a complex whole : as, a combination of wheels
and springs in a watch; a combination of ideas;
a combination of circumstances.
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All this is but deceit, mere trifles forg'd
By combination to defeat the process
Of justice. Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

2. The whole or complex thus formed; the
product of combining: as, a soft combination
of stops in organ-playing.

It is this glorious pile of mountains which gives to
Granada that comMnation of delights so rare in a South-
em city. Irving, Alhambra, p. 121.

Specifically— 3. The union or association of
two or more persons or parties for the attain-
ment of some common end ; a league : as, a po-
litical or a criminal combination; success is

possible only through combination.

The Indians and they . . . by a generall combination in
one day plotted to subuert the whole Colony.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 70.

4. In chem.., chemical union ; the production of
a chemical compound.— 5. In math., the union
of a number of individuals in different groups,
each containing a certain number of the in-
dividuals. Thus, the number of combinations of four
fljiures t.aking two together is si\ (12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34),—
Aggregate combination. See aggregate.— Chemical
combination. See c/iemfcai.— Combination borders,
in printing, types of ornamental designs, of varied char-
acter, intended to be combined or composed so as to form
a complete design on a larger scale.— Combination lock.
See (oc*.—Combination pedal, in organs, a j)«i&\ which
draws or retires several stops at once. It is single-acting
when it only operates to adil to or to subtractfrom the stops
already drawn, and double-acting when it both adds to
and subtracts from the stops already drawn, so as always
to produce a given combination.— Combination plane,
a plane having a guide which can l)c changed from one
side t« the other, or adjusted vertically, as required by
the nature of the work.— Combinatlon-room, in the
University of Cambridge, a room adjoining the hall, into
which the fellows withdraw after dinner, for wine, dessert,
and conversation.— Combination tone. Same as com-
binntional tone (which see, under (oJtf).— Commutative
combination. See commxitative.— Consecutive com-
bination, in chem., a term applied to the chemical pro-
cess by which a series of compounds are formed from
one another. Thus, by an addition of soda to diliydro-
gen sodium phosphate, disodium hydrogen phosphate is

formed, and by further addition of soda to this compound
trisodium phosphate is produced. In each case one atom
of basic hydrogen is replaced by the alkali.— Heat of
combination. See heat.— Laws of chemical com-
bination, the laws which regulate the union of substances
Ijy chemical affinity. See chemical and equivalent. =Syn.
3. Party, Faction, etc. (see cabal^), alliance, league, set,
clique, coalition, conspiracy, confederation.

combinational (kom-bi-na'shon-al), a. [< com-
bination + -al.'\ Of or pertaining to a combi-
nation or to the act of combining ; having the
quality of combining.— Combinational tone. See
tone.

combinative (kom-bi'na-tiv), a. [< combinate
+ -ive.'] Tending to combine ; uniting : in
math., applied to a covariant which is equally
a covariant when for any of the quantics is

substituted a linear function of them. Also
combinatory.

combinatorial (kom-bi-na-to'ri-al), a. [< com-
binatory -\- -a?.] Concerned with'eombinations.
—Combinatorial analysis, in math., a method of treat-
ing protjlems in the calculus by reducing them to problems
in combinations.—Combinatorial mathematician, one
who has a preference for the combinatorial analysis.

combinatory (kom-bi'na-to-ri), a. [< com-
binate -k- -ory; = P. conibinatoire.'] Same as
combinative—Combinatory imagination, that sort
of fancy which brings into relation objects experienced
independently.

combine (kom-bin'), V. ; pret. and pp. combined,
ppr. combining. [< ME. combinen = P. com-
biner = Sp. Pg. combinar= It. combinare, < LL.
combinare, unite, join (two things together), < L.
com-, together, + bini, two by two : see binary.']

I. trans. To associate, unite, or join into a
whole ; connect closely together.

They rejoice
Each with their kind, lion with lioness

;

So fitly them in pairs thou hast combitied.
Milton, P. L., viii. 394.

Thousands of people who perhaps agree only on a single
point can combine their energies for the purpose of car-
rying that single point.

Maeaulay, Gladstone in Church and State.

We cannot reduce the world of experience to a web of
relations in which nothing is related, as it would be if

everything were erased from it which we cannot refer to
the action of a combiniTig intelligence.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 42.

= Syii. To mix, compound, blend.

n. intrans. 1. To unite; coalesce: as, hon-
or and policy combine to justify the measure.

All experience combines to testify against the stability
and working power of " hazy " and amorphous creeds.

//. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 322,

Specifically— 2. To unite in friendship or al-

liance for the attainment of some common end

;

league together
;
join forces ; associate ; coSper-

ate : followed by with.

comburgess
He that loves God's abode, and to combine
With saints on earth, shall one day with them shine.

G. Herbert, Church Porch, st. 73.

You mth your foes combine. Dryden, Aurengzebe.

3. To unite by afSnity or chemical attraction

:

as, two substances which will not combine of
themselves may be made to combine by the
intervention of a third.

One of the most important laws in chemistry is known
as the law of combining proportions.

H'. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature (Ist ed.), p. 67.

combine (kom-bin'), re. [< combine, v.] A com-
bination or agreement ; especially, a secret com-
bination for the purpose of committing fraud

;

a conspiracy. [Colloq. and recent ; first pub-
licly used in the trial of an alderman for brib-
ery in New York in 1886.]

He believes . . . that trusts, pools, combines, and the
like, are the unconscious agencies of socialism.

Harper's Mag., L.XXVI. 802.

combined (kgm-bind'), p. a. [Pp. of combine,
f.] Related as parts of a combination ; united
closely; associated; leagued; confederated;
banded.
For insuring the general safety combined action of the

whole horde or tribe was necessary.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Socio!., § 491.

COmbinedly (kgm-bi'ned-li), adv. In a com-
bined manner ; in a state of combination ; unit-
edly; jointly.

T"he flesh, the world, the devil, all combinedly are so
many fierce adversaries. Barrow, Sermons, ii. 30(0rd MS.).

COmbinementt (kom-bin'ment), re. [< combinv
+ -ment.] Combination.
Having no flrm combinements to chayne them together

in their publique dangers, they lay loose to the advan-
tage of the common enemy. Daniel, Hist, Eng,, p. 2.

combiner (kom-bi'n6r), re. One who or that
which combines.

This so excellent combiner of all virtues— humility.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, ii. 186.

combing (ko'ming), re. [Verbal n. of comb^,
t'.] 1. The act of using a comb.— 2. The pro-
cess of carding wool. See card^, v. t., and card-
ing-machinc.— 3. The process of hackling flax.—4. Graining on wood.— 5. That which is re-

moved by combing or carding: generally in
the plural: as, the combings of wool or hair.

—

6t. Hair combed over a bald part of the head.
Jrtif. Handsomeness.— 7. Same as coaming.
COm'bing-machine (ko'ming-ma-shen"), re. A
machine for carding wool. See carding-ma-
chine.

comb-jelly (kom'jel'i), n. A comb-bearer or
ctenophore ; one of the Ctenophora.
combless (kom ' les), a. [< comb^ + -less.]

Without a comb or crest : as, " a, combless cock,"
Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

comb-paper (k6m'pa"p6r), re. Marbled paper
in which the design or decoration is most large-
ly produced by the use of the comb.
comb-pot (kom'pot), re. A stove used to warm
the combs employed in preparing long-stapled
wool for worsted . it consists of a flat iron plate heated
by fire or steam, with a similar plate above it, the space
between the two being sufficient to admit the teeth of a
comb.

comb-rat (kom'rat), re. A book-name of the
species of the genus Ctenodactylus.

Combretacese (kom-bre-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Combrcttim + -acece.] An order of shrubby
or arborescent polypetalous exogens, allied to
the Myrtacea', and including about 250 species,
natives of the tropics. All possess astringent prop-
erties, which are frequently utilized in tanning ; a few are
cultivated for ornament, and others are fine timber-trees.
The principal genera are Terminaliu and Combretum.

combretaceous (kom-bre-ta'shius), a. In bot,
belonging to or resembling the order Combre-
taccw.

Combretum (kom-bre'tum), re. [NL., < L. cowi-

6c<!<!«H(Plin}f), akindof rush: originunknown.]
A large tropical genus of plants of the order
Combretacew, chiefly shrubs. Various species fur-
nish tanning and dyeing materials, and some are culti-

vated in greenhouses for their handsome flowers.

comb-saw (kom'sa), n. A hand-saw used m
cutting combs, it has two blades, one for cutting,
the other to enter the kerf and serve as a spacing-gage to
determine the distance for the next cut. In certain ma-
chine-work circular saws are used, having an intermit-
tent longitudinal motion equal to the spacing-distance of
the teeth.

comburgess (kom-ber'jes), n. [= P. combotir-

geois, < ML. combiirgen.iis, a fellow-burgess:
see com-andburgess.'] A feUow-burgess : a term
formerly used in England of one who was a
member or an inhabitant of the same borough
with another, particularly of a member of Par-



comburgess

liament who was a resident of the borough he
represented.
The statutes of Henry IV. and V. enforced residence as

a requisite for electors and elected alike, and that of
Henry VI. prescribed that the qualification of both must
lie within the shire. The same rule applied to the bor-
oughs. And it was for the most part strictly observed

;

the membei-8 were generally "co-citizens "or co»i.*«r(;«»e«.
Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 423.

combustt (kom-busf), a. [< ME. combust= Sp.
It. combuslo, < L. combustus, pp. of comburere,
bum up, consume, < com- (intensive) + 'burere,
perhaps akin to Skt. -s/prmh, bum; otherwise
e.xplained as < comb- for com- + urere, burn, =
Gr. aiitiv, kindle, = Skt. \/ush, bum : see aurora,
adust^, east^.'] 1. Burnt.

Combust materes and coagulate.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 258.

Hence— 2. In astron., so near the sun as to be
obscured by it, or not more than 8i° from it.

.And it I haUde, O Veims ful of rayrthe,
Aspeetes badde of Mars or of .Satume,
Or thou combust or let were in my byrthe.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 717.

Who can discern those planets that are oft Combust t
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 43.

combust (kom-busf), v. t. [Formed from com-
bustible, combustion. Cf. combust, a.'] To inflame
with excitement and agitation.

All Germany was cotubustal with great troubles.
Times Storehouse, p. 251 (Ord MS.).

combustibility (kom-bus-ti-bil'j-ti), n. Same
as vomhnstibleness.

combustible (kom-bus'ti-bl), a. and n. [< F.
combustible = Sp. combustible= Pg. combustivel
= It. combustibile, < L. combustus, pp. of combu-
rere, ham np: aee combust, a.'] I. a. 1. Capable
of taking fire and burning ; capable of undergo-
ing combustion : as, wood and coal are combus-
tible. Hence— 2. Easily excited; fiery; irasci-
ble ; inflammable : said of persons.

-Arnold was a combustible character.
Irving, Life of Washington.

n. n. A substance that will take fire and
bum

: as, wood and coal are combustibles ; the
building was full of combustibles. See combus-
tion.

COmbustibleness (kom-bus'ti-bl-nes), n. The
property of being combustible; capability of
burning or of being burned. Also combustibility.
combustion (kom-bus'chon), n. [< F. combus-
tion = Sp. combustion= Pg. combustdo = It. com-
bustione, < LL. combustio{n-), < L. combustus, pp.
ot comburere, burn up: see combust, a.] 1. The
action of fire on inflammable materials; the act
orprocess of burning. (hemicallycon8idered,combu8-
tion IS a process of rapiiloxiUation caused by the chemical
union oftheoiygen of tlie air, which is the supporter ofcom-
bustion, with any material w hich is capable of OYidati.m—
that 18, combustible- It results in the formation of oxygen
compounds, some or all of which may be gaseous and there-
fore invisible, ami in tlie liberation of energy, which is made
evident by a rise of temperature and often by flame or in-
candescence. The weight of the producU of combustion
18 always precisely eiiual to the sum of the weight of theburned substance and that of the oxygen used in the burn-
ing. The energy set free is also precisely the same as thatwhich w.mld be required to separate the oxygen again from
Its combinations. In common lite oxygen is the sole sup-
porter of combustion. In the laboratory ioiline, chlorin
and some other substances also perform a similar oltlce in
certain cases. The term combuelim has also been applied
to slow processes of oxidation not attemlcd by high tem-
perature or evolution of light, such as the combustion in
the body which keeps up the animal heat, and the slow
decomposition of animal and vegetable matter in the airSee eremacausis.

The compression of air renders the combustion of gase-
ous matter less perfect, and, . . . within cerUin limits at
least, the more rarefied the atmosphere in which flamebums, the more complete ite combustion.

E. FranJcland, Exper. in Cheni., p. 901.
Any chemical action whatsoever, if its energy rise suffi-

ciently high, inay produce the phenomenon of combustion
by heating the body to such an extent that it becomes
'""""""*• Fo,mes.
2t. Tumult; violent agitation with hrary and
noise; inflammatory excitement; confusion-
uproar.

.'^"^ <=7"<=}y<>r» brought all England into an hor-
rible combustion.

Jtaki.,h.
I found Mrs. Vanhomrigh bU In comMistion, squabbling

with her rogue of a landlord.
Swift, Journal to Stella, Letter 28.

3. In astrol., the state of being combust.
COTn*iM(iOTi.-The l»ing within 8- 3ff ot the 0, which

13 Mid to bum up those planets near him, so that they
lose their power. It is always an evil testimony.

H. Lillij, Introd. to Astrology, App., p. 339.
Spontaneous combustion, the ignition of a body by
l^tJ^r" •""flopn.eut of heat without the action of anexternal agent. It not infrequently takes place in heaps

w^-f^'i °?'' ."." '-«''°" '"'''<^'' *'"' »" a'"' '» masses otwet toal. In the (Irst case it is caused by the rapi.l spon-& W?'"""'i"".."l°'''
".'''•'' ''""^^ the temperature sif.nueutly to make it burst Into flame ; in the second case a.
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similar rapid oxidationof the sulphur of pyrites contained
in coal causes an increase of heat sufHcient Anally to ig-
nite the coal. See /tame.

COmbUStioUSt, COmbustUOUSt (kom-bus'ehus,
-Ju-us), a. [Irrt^g. < combust, a., -^'-ious, -u-ous.^
Combustible ; inflammable.

Subject and scriile to all discontents,
As dry combustious matter is to fire.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1162.

COmbustive (kgm-bus'tiv), a. [< combust, a.,
+ -H'c.J 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of
combustion.

ITie alcohol has become acetic acid by the combustive
action of the mycoderm.

Lady Claud Hamilton, tr. of Life of Pasteur, p. 79.

2t. Disposed to take fire ; combustible. Bp.
Gauden.

combustuoust, a. See combustious.
come (kuiu), r.; pret. came, pp. come, ppr. com-
ing. [Early mod. E. also cum (ppr. also com-
ming, cumming, pret. often come, com) ; < ME.
cumen, comen (pret. cam, com, cum, pi. cometi,
cumen (>mod. dial, come, pret.), pp. cumen, co-
men), < AS. cuman (ONorth. cuma, cyma, come,
cwome), contr. of 'cwiman (pret. com, ewom,
pi. comon, cwomon, for 'ctcam, pi. *cwamon,
pp. cumen), = OS. kuman == OFries. kuma, ko-
ma, mod. Fries, kommen = MD. D. komen =
ML6. LG. kwnen = OHG. queman, chweman,
coman, choman, cuman, human, MHG. chomen,
komen, kumen, G. kommen = Icel. koma = Sw.
komma = Dan. komme = Goth, kwiman (pret.
kwam, pi. kwemum, etc., pp. ticMwop-s), come,=
L. ven-ire (for *gvem-ire) (> F. Pr. Sp. venir —
Pg. vir= It. venire), come, = Umbrian ben- = Os-
can 6ew-= Gr. jiaiv-eiv(toT *^dvjciviOT*-,Faiyeiv)=
OPers. \/gam,jam = Zend y/gam= Skt. y/ gam,
go. A very prolific root ; from the E. word are
derived comely, become, becoming, etc., income,
oncome, outcome, etc. ; from the L., advene, con-
vene, prevene, supervene, convenient, advent, con-
vent, event, invent, prevent, adventure, conventicle,
venture, etc. ; from the Gr., base\basis, benm,
anabasis, catabasis, acrobat, etc.] I. intrans. 1.
Primarily, to move with the purpose of reach-
ing, or so as to reach, a more or less definite
point, usually a point at which the speaker is,
was, or is to be at the time spoken of, or at
which he is present in thought or imagination

;

to move to, toward, or with the speaker, or to-
ward the place present to his thought; advance
nearer in any manner, and from any distance

;

draw nigh
; approach : ag, he comes this way

;

he IS coming; come over and help us.
Cum to me, mi leofmon. Aiicren Riwle, p. 98.

And than he sente for the kynge, and he come, and
brought Merlyn ; and so thei come ridynge to the abbey
and herde messe. Merlin (E. E, T. S.), i. 52!

A Jlyle from Ilom Jordan, is the Eyvere of Jabothe
the whiche Jacob passed over, whan he cam fro Meso-
potayme. Mandenlle, Travels, p. 103.

Comes me to the Court one Polemon, an honest plalneman of the country.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 112.

When we had seen every thing, I was desirous of return-
ing, tho our conductors were for staying, and taking some
refreshment

; but when they saw the iwople coming about
us, they changed their sentiments, and we mounted our
horses. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 49.

The Lord God will come with a strong hand. Isa. xL 10.

And come he slow, or co/ne he fast,
It is but death who comes at last.

Scott, Marmlon, ii. 30.

Our royal word upon it,

He comes back safe. Tennyson, Princess, v.

[Fonnerly come might be followed by an infinitive ex-
pressing the motion in a more particular manner.

There com go a lite child.
Jji/e of St. Cuthbert, quoted In Wartons Hist. Eng. Poetry

II. 14.]
'

2. To arrive by movement, or in course of pro-
gression, either in space or in time : used (a) ab-
solutely, or (b) with to, on, into, etc., before the
point or state reached (equivalent to reach, ar-
rive at), or (c) followed by an infinitive denot-
ing the purpose or object of the movement or
arrival: as, he came to the city yesterday; two
miles further on you will come to a deep river;
he has come to want; the undertaking came to
grief

; I will come to see you soon ; we now cotne
to consider (or to the consideration of) the last
point.

That he was cumen that broht us liht.

Metrical Homilies, p. 98.
All the days of my appointed time will I wait, till mvchange come. j^^ xiv. 14
Ye shall not see me, until the time come when ye shall

say, Blessed is he that coTneth in the name of the Lord.
Luke xiii. 35

come
We came in an hour and a half to an old way cut with

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 64.

mJ vvv*
^''«"'n8 Captain Minchin and Mr. Richards and

^d to d m^^n^r';''.' "?l'"«
^""" °™ "teht at thel-ort

;

and told me all that had happened to them ashore.
Dumpier, Voyages, II, i. 177.

I perceive, by the book in my hand, that I am condemned to die, and after that to co,„/to jud^ent
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 84

[In this use the sign of the infinitive is occasionally omit-

The Hyrcanian deserts ... are as throughfares now
l<or princes to co7n« mew fair Portia.

Shak., M. of v., ii. 7.)

3. To move into view; appear; become per-
ceptible or observable; begin to exist or be
present; show or put forth : as, the light comes
and goes.
Somer is comen and winter gon.

Old Eng. Miscellany, p. 197.

Specifically— 4. To sprout or spring up; aero-
sppe : as, the wheat is beginning to come. [In
this use also found spelled comb. Compare
come\ n., 2, 3, and coming, n., 3.]

,.iT*l?.''"'''^l.nP?A""' ''^^*'"' nooreon a round heape,
resteth so vntill it be readie to shoote at the roote endwhich maltsters call coming. When it beginneth there-

;!!?•, •!u2i '" ""^ mailer, they sale it is come, and then
forthwith they spread it abroad, first thicke and then
thinner and thinner vpon the said floore, as it commeth.

W. Harrison, Descrip. of England.
It is reported that if you lay a good stock of kernels of

grapes about the root of a vine it will make the vine cojne
earlier and prosper bettor. .Bacon, Nat. Hist.

5. To result, (a) To appear as the result or conse-quence of some act, practice, or operation : used either
absolutely or with by or of: as, the butter comes in thechurn

; that comes of your carelessness.

Usefulness comes by labour, wit by ease. G. HerbcH.
This comes qf judging by the eye. Sir R. VEstrange.
Why sure she won't pretend to remember what she's

ordered not
!
— ay, this comes of her reading I

Sheridan, The Rivals, 1. 2.

One distinctive tenet
. . . aflirms that Brahmanism doesnot properly come by caste or descent, but by learning and

devotional exercises.
^ -e, -^

LyaU,(inoteA in W. E. Hearn's Aryan Household, p. 313.

(6) To be equal or equivalent in result or effect when
taken together or in sum : with to: as, the taxes cmne to
a large sum

; the total comes to «81,000 ; it comes to thesame thing.

6. To happen; befall; occur; take place.
Another with his finger and his thumb
Cried, "Via! we will dot, <;o7ne what will come "

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.
All things come alike to all. EccL Ix. 2.
So comes it, lady, you have been mistook.

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

7. To become ; happen to be ; chance to be.
So came I a widow. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 3.
How came my man in the stocks? Shak., Learj ii. 4.

How came you and Mr. Surface so confidential?
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

I am glad you are com« so safe from Swisseriand to Paris
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 16.

8t. To be becoming.
"Ne wep no3t," he sede, "leue sone, vor yt ne comth

nojt to the. Rob. cf GUmcester, p. 420.

9. In the imperative, interjectionally (often
strengthened by repetition or by the addition
of other emphatic words) : (a) Move along, or
take a hand (with me, or the person speaking)

;

unite in going or acting : as, come, come, let us
be going]
This is the heir ; come, let us kill him. Mat. xxi. 38.
Come ! said he to me, let us go a little way up the Fore-

shn>uds
;

it may be that may make the Ship wear : for Ihave been doing it before now.
Dampier, Voyages, IL ill. 64.

(6) Attend; give heed; take notice; come to
the point: used to urge attention to what is to
be said, or to the subject in hand.
CoTM, give me your promise to love, and to marry her

""'''"y- Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

Come, come, open the matter in brief-

Shak., T. O. of V., i. 1.

Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord.
Isa. i. 18.

"Come, I say," he remonstrated, "you are taking thethmg too much to heart." w. Mack.
10. To overflow. [Prov. Eng.]_(in the collo^
quial phrases come Iriday, come Candlemas, for next Fri-
day, next Candlemas, come is an imperative used condi-
tionally : thus, let Friday come— that is, if or when Fri-
day conies. Certain of the compound tenses of this verb
were once regularly and are still frequently formed with
the verb 6e instead of Aace. See fc-l, 6(c). Co7«c with an
adverb or a preposition, enters into a great nninl)er of
expressions, sinne highly idiomatic and requiring separate
definition and others which retain more obviously the
meaningof theirelements. The principal idiomatic phrases
are here given. J^ Come on ! (o) Come along

; join me in

" Childe, come on with me,
God base herde thi prayer.'*
Poiaical Poems, ete. (ed. Furnivall), p, 99.



come
(6) Approach ; come at me : used in defiance or as a chal-
lenge : as, come on .' I am not afraid of vou. [CoUoq.]—
Come your ways, come along; come hither. Shak.—
Cut and come a^^ain. See «*<.—To come (an infinitive
<iualifying preceding noun), to appear or arrive in the fu-
ture : as, he was thioking of dangers to conu.

The prophetic soul
Of the wide world dreaming on things to come.

Shak., Soiuiets, cvii.

To come about. («) To happen ; fall out ; come to pass

;

arrive : as, how did these things coitie about? (6) To turn

;

change ; come round : as, the wind will co»ie about from
west to east ; the ship came about.

On better thoughts and my urged reasons,
They are come about and won to the true side.

B. Joiison, Catiline, iv. 4.

If you were just to let the servants forget to bring her
dinner for three or four days, you cant conceive how she'd
come about. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

To come across. See across.—To come amiss. See
rtmws.— To come and go, to advance and retire; move
back and forth ; alternate ; appear and disappear.

Also for worldly goods they cmne and go, as things not
long proprietaiy to any body.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 38.

The colour of the king doth come and go
Between his purpose and his conscience.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

O fle ! I'll swear her colour is natural : I have seen it

come and go. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

To come around. See to come round, below.—To come
at, to reach ; arrive within reach of

;
gain ; come so near as

to be able to take or possess ; attain : as, we prize those
most who are hardest to come at ; tb come at a true know-
ledge of ourselves.

How could a Physician tell the Vertue of that Simple,
unless he could come at it, to apply it?

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 39.

The Books . . . were lockt up in Wired cases, not to be
come at without particular leave.

Lifter, Journey to Paris, p. 132.

To come away, (a) Naut. , to begin to move or yield

:

said of the anchor or anything that is being hauled, (b)

To pai-t or separate; break off : as, the branch cam^ aim?/
in ray hands, (c) To germinate or sprout ; come on : as,
the wheat is coming away very well. [Eng.]—To COme
by. («) To pass near.

The Duke thus syttynge, thesayde p[ro]ces8yon cojwe by
hym, and byganne to passe by aboute .vij. of the cloke.

Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 9.

(6) To obtain ; gain ; acquire.

I, as I neuer desired the title, so haue I neglected the
meanes to come by it. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

In Symoniacall purchases he thinks hisSoulegoes in the
bargaine, and is loatli to come by promotion so deare.

£p. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Graue Diuine.

Examine how you came by all your state.

Dryden, Aurengzebe.

To come down, (n) Literally, to descend.

In comynge doun fro the Mount of Olyvete, is the place
where oure Lord wepte upon Jerusalem.

Mandecille, Travels, p. 97.

We cam£ douni into the valley to the bed of the brook
Kedron, which is but a few paces over, and in many parts
the valley itself is no wider.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 21.

(6) To be transmitted.

The fact and circumstances of Darius's voyage are come
down to us, and by tliese very same means.

Bruce, Source of the Kile, I. 456.

<c) Figuratively, to be humbled or abased : as, his pride
must come down.

Your principalities shall com£ down. Jer. xiii. 18.

<rf) Theat., to advance nearer to the footlights: opposed
to to go M^— that is, to move away from the footliglitfi.—

To come down on or upon, to descend suddenly upon

;

pounce upon; treat with severity; take to task; rate
soundly ; make a violent attack upon.

The Abbey of Glastonbury, on which Henry VIII., in the
language of our day, came down so heavily.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 51.

To come down with, to pay over ; lay down, as in pay-
ment. [Colloq.)

Little did he foresee, when he said, "All is but dust
!"

how soon he would come down with his own. Dickens.

To come down with the dust, to pay the money.
(Slang. ]—To come high or low, to be expensive or cheap

;

costmuchorlittle.-To comehome. (o) To move toward
or reach one's liome or dwelling-place. (6) Natit. : (1) To
drag or slip through the ground : said of an anchor in heav-
ing up. (2) To reach the place intended, as a sail in hoist-
ing, etc. (c) To go to the heart or the feelings ; touch the
feelings, interest, sympathies, or reason : with to : as, his
appeal came kouie to all.

Come home to men's business and bosoms.
Bacon, Ded. of Essays (ed. 1625).

To come in. (a) To enter, as into an inclosure or a port;
make an entrance ; appear, as upon a scene.

I may recall the well-knowu fact that in geological trea-
tises, published not many years ago, mammals were always
spoken of as having abruptly com£ in at the commencement
of the tertiary series. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 288.

<6) To submit to terras ; yield.

If the arch-rebel Tyrone . . . should offer to come in.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Many Citties which till that time would not bend, gave
Hostages, admitted Garrisons, and came in volimtarily.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

<c) To appear ; begin to be, or be found or observed ; espe-
cially, be brought into use.
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Since this new preaching hath com£ in, there hath been

much sedition. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw, VI., 1550.

It [the fruit of the date] is esteem'd of a hot nature, and,
as it cmnes in during the winter, being ripe in November,
providence seems to have design'tl it as a warm food, dur-
ing the cold season, to comfort the stomach.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 206.

Silken garments did not come in till late.

Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

(d) To enter as an ingredient or part of a compound thing.

A generous contempt of that in which too many men
place their happiness must come in to heighten his char-
acter. Bp. Atterbury.

If the law is too mild, private vengeance comes in.

Emerson, Compensation.
(e) To accrue from cultivation, an industry, or otherwise,
as profit : as, if the corn comes in well, we shall have a
supply without importation ; the crops came in light.

Sweet hearts, we shall be rich ere we depart,
If fairings come thus plentifully in.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

(/) To calve ; foal : said of cows and mares. [U. S.] —To
come in clipping-time. See clipping-time.—To come
in for, to arrive in time to take ; be in the way of obtain-
ing; get ; unite with others in getting a share or part of.

Let God be honoured as he ought to be, let Religion
come in for its share among all the things which deserve
encouragement. StillingJleet, Sermons, I. vii.

Tlie rest came in for subsidies. Swift.

They cojne infor their share of political guilt. Addison.

To come into, (a) To join with ; bring help to; also, and
more generally, to agree to ; comply with

; give in one*s
adhesion to ; unite with others in adopting : as, to come
into a measure or scheme.
Ready to come in to everything that is done for the pub-

lick good. Bp. Atterbury.

ip) To acquire by inheritance or bequest : as, to come into
an estate.—To come into one's head* to occur to one's
mind accidentally.

Dear Dick, howe'er it comes into his head.
Believes as firmly as he does his Creed,
That you and I, Sir, are extremely great.

Prior, To Mr. Harley.

To come in unto, to lie carnally with. Gen. xxxviii. 16.— To come in with, to join in suddenly with; break in
with ; interrupt by means of : as, he came in with a laugh.— To come near or nigh, to approach hi place; hence,
metaphorically, to approach in quality or degree ; offer
or bear comparison with ; resemble.

Nothing ancient or modern seems to come near it.

Sir W. Temple.
To come of. (a) To issue from

;
proceed from, as a de-

scendant.'

Adam and alle that comen of him.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 12.

Ashur, ofwhom came the Assyrians.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 44.

Of Priam's royal race my mother came.
Dryden, ^neid.

(6) To result from.

There can no falsehood come of loving her.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 1.

To come of age, to attain to the age of legal majority.
See age, 3.— To come Oflf. (a) To depart; move or turn
away; withdraw; retreat.

We might have tliouglit the Jews when they had seen
the destruction of Jerusalem would have co7ne off from
their obstinacy. StillingJleet, Sermons, I. viii.

(b) To escape
; get free.

If they come o/'safe, call their deliverance a miracle.
Addison, Travels in Italy.

(c) To emerge from some imdertaking or transaction
;

issue
; get out or away : as, to come off with honor or dis-

grace.

I know not what danger I undergo by this exploit

;

pray heaven I come well off!
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 9.

No man giues better satisfaction at the first, and come!<
off' more with the Elogie of a kind Gentleman, till you
know him better, and then you know him for nothing.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Complementall Man.

(d) To happen ; take place : as, the match comes off on
Tuesday, (et) To pay over ; settle up.

We hear you are full of crowns

;

Will you come off', sir? Massinger.

(/) To leave the shore and approach a ship, as persons in
a boat ; also, similarly, to leave a ship for tlie sliore or for
another ship : as, the captain came off in his gig.

They anchor'd again, and made signs for the people to
come aboard. It was not long before the Shabander or
chief Magistrate of the Town came off.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 114.
(5't) Be quick ! hun-y up !

Com^ of, and let me ryden hastily.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 304.

Ayenie [again] to werk am I sette, and I haste.
Come of, let see who be the sharppe penne.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 140.

(h) To cease (fooling, flattering, ehafling, or humbugging);
desist : chiefly in the imperative : as, oh, come off! [Re-
cent slang, u. s.]— To come oflf roundilyt, to settle up
handsomely.

If he
In th' old justice's suit, whom we robb'd lately,
Will come off roundly, we'll set him free too.

Middleton, The Widow, iv. 2.

Did Marwood come off roundly with liis wages?
Shirley, Tiie Wedding, iv. 4.

To come on. (a) To advance; make progress; thrive;
flourisli : as, the plants are coming on ; the young man
comes on well in his studies. (6,t) To result from ; come of.

come
I'll bring him the best parel that I have.
Come on 't what will. Shak., Lear, iv. 1.

To come on one for (something), to hold liim liable or
responsible for (it) ; depend upon liim for (it).

The moment Sir Oliver dies, you know, you would come
on me for the money. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

To come out. (a) To emerge ; depart.

Coine out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of
her sins. Rev. xviii. 4.

(&) To become public ; appear ; be published ; come to
knowledge or notice: as, the truth has come out at last;
this book has just come out.

The Gazettes co7ne out but once a week and but few
people buy them. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 22.

To read them '

' as they came out " in their evening paper.
Contemporary Rev., LII. 480.

(c) To express one's self vigorously ; throw off reserve and
declare one's self ; make an impression : as, he came out
strong. [Colloq. ] (rf) To be introduced to general society

;

in a special sense, in England, to be presented at court

:

as. Miss B cajne mit last season, (e) To appear after
being clouded or obscured : as, the rain stopped and the
sun catne out. (/) To turn out to be ; result from calcu-
lation.

The weight of the denarius . . . comes out sixty-two
grains and four-sevenths. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

To come out of. (a) To come forth or issue from ; figur-
atively, to get through with ; come to the end of: as, to
conw out of prison ; he has come out of that affair very
well.

Unclean spirits . . . came out of many that were pos-
sessed with them. Acts viii. 7.

(b) To be the issue or descendant of.

Kings shall come out of thee. Gen. xvii. 6.

To come out well or ill, to result favorably or unfavor-
ably ; prove to be good or bad, distinct or blurred, etc., as
an undertaking, a print, or the like.— To come OUt With,
to give publicity to ; disclose.-To come over. A. With
over as an adverb. In distillation; to rise and pass over,
as vapor.

Toluene, for example, nearly always comes over with
benzine. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 205.

B. With over as a preposition, (a) To pass above or
across, or from one side to another ; traverse : as, to cmne
over a bridge or a road.

Israel came over this Jordan on dry land. Josh. iv. 22.

(&) To pass from an opposing party, side, or army to that
one to which the speaker belongs, (c) To get the better
of ; circumvent ; overcome ; wheedle ; cajole : as, you won't
come over me in that way. [Colloq.]

What a rogue's this

!

How cunningly he came over us !

Middleton, Chaste Maid, ii. 2.

To come round or around. A. With round or around
as an adverb, (a) To happen in due course ; be fulfilled

;

come to pass.

Farewell, my soitows, and, my tears, take truce
;

My wishes are come round.
Fletcher {and another), Bloody Brother, v. 2.

"O God be thank'd ! " said Alice the nurse,
"That all comes round so just and fair."

Tennyson, Lady Clare.

(b) To become favorable or reconciled after opposition or
hostility : as, on second thought he will forget his anger
and come round, (c) To recover ; revive, as after fainting

;

regain one's former state of health.
B. With round or around as a preposition. To wheedle,

or get the better of by wheedling.

The governess had come round everybody.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xi.

To come short, to fail ; be inadequate.

To attain
The highth and depth of thy eternal ways
All human thoughts come short. Supreme of things I

Milton, P. L., viii. 414.

To come short of, to fail to reach or accomplish ; attain
or obtain less than is desired.

Men generally come short o/themselves when they strive
to out-doe themselves.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, Pref., p. xi.

All have sinned and come short of the glory of God.
Rom. iii. 23,

Why, he was afraid that he should co?neMor( o/whither
he had a desire to go. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 294.

To come to. A. With to as an adverb, (at) To come to
terms ; consent

;
yield.

What is this, if my parson will not come to $ Swift.

(6) To recover; come round; revive, especially after faint-
ing, (c) Naut.,^ to turn the head nearer to the wind: as,

the ship is coming to.

When it ca^ne to, the pilot was deceived, and said, Lord
be merciful to us, my eyes never saw this place before.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 47.

id) In falconry, to begin to get tame : said of a hawk.
B. With to as a preposition, (a) To reach ; attain ; re-

sult in : as, to coine to ruin, to good, to luck.

Thou hear'st what wealth (he says, spend what thou canst),

Thou 'rt like to come to. B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

P. Hen. Trust me, I am exceeding weary.
Poins. Is it come to that ? I had thought weariness durst

not have attached one of so high blood.
5Aafc.,2Hen. IV., ii. 2.

If it come to prohibiting, there is not ought more likeh
to be prohibited then truth itself.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 54

{b) To fall or pass to.

The other half

Comes to the privy coffer of the state.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.



come
(c) To amount to : as, the taxes come to a large sum.

And now I'll tell thee I have promised him
As much as marriage comen to, and I lose

My honour, if uiy Don receives the canvas.
Shirley, The Brothers, ii. 1.

(dt) To become ; come to be.

This Town of Hamburgh from a Society of Brewers is

mme to a huge wealthy Place. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 4.

To come to anchor (formerly to an anchor), to anchor

;

bring up at anchor.

We found it an Island of 6. myles in compasse : within a
league of it we canie to an anchor, and went on shore for

wood and water.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 110.

We came to an anchor in the port of Sibt.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 303.

To come to blows. See blow^.—To come to close
quarters. See cloge2.—io come to grief, hand, heel,
etc. See the nouns.—To come tO nothing, to fail ut-

terly; give no result; prove of no value: a.s, our etforts

canie to nothing.

My going up now to the City was in order to have his [the

chief of the Factory's] assistance in the Voyage to Cochin-
china, Cliampa, or Cambodia, which Captain Weldon had
contrived for me ; nor was it his fault that it came to no-
thing/. Vampier, Voyages, II. i. 14.

To come to one's self, (a) To recover one's senses or
consciousness; revive, as from a swoon.

When I was a little come to myself again, I asked him
wherefore he served me so ?

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 139.

(6) To resume the exercise of right reason after a period
of folly.

When he cnmc to himself, he said. How many hired ser-

vants of my father's have bread enough and to spare, and 1
perish witli hunger I Lulie xv. 17.

To come to pass, to happen ; fall out ; be brought about.

Bvt it came to passe, when fortune fled farre from the
Oreelies and Latines, & that their townes florished no
more in traflclce, nor their Vniuersities in learning, as
they had done continuing those Monarchies.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 7.

And it shall come to jmss, if thou shalt hearken diligently
unto the voice of the IjovA thy God, to observe and to do
all his commandments which I command thee this day,
that the Lord thy Godwill set thee on high aI>ove all the
nations of the earth. Deut. xxviii. 1.

How comes it to pass, that . . . you now adventure to
discover your self? Shirley, Orateful Servant, iii. 4.

To come to the ftont. See front.— To come to time,
to !«• ready to go on with a pugilistic contest when " time

'

is called ; hence, to do what is expected of one ; face difd-

culties; refuse to back out. [Colloq.]— To come true,
to be verified.—To come up. (a) To ascend ; rise.

He that cometh up out of the midst of the pit.

Isa. xxiv. 18.

<&) To come forward for discussion or action ; arise, (c)

To grow ; spring up, as a plant.

It shall not be pruned, nor digged ; but there shall come
vp briei-s and thorns. Isa. v. 6.

<d) Naut., same as to come to. (e) To come Into use or
fasiiion.

Since gentlemen came up. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2.

I had on a gold cable hatband, then new come up, which
I wore alwjut a murrey French hat I had.

B. Jonson, Every Slan out of his Humour, iv. 4.

To come upon, (a) To happen on ; fall in with : as, to
come upon some friends in the park, (ftt) To occur to.

This day it came upon me to write to Joanna Eleonora
Malane, tlie noble young woman at Franckfort.

Penn, lYavels in Holland, etc.

(c) To fall upon ; attack or assail.

They came upon us in the night.
And brake my bower and slew my knight.

Scott, Waverley, Ixiil.

To come upon the town, (at) To make one's d^but in
town society or as a man about town.

Five-and-twenty years ago the young Earl of Kew came,
upon the town, which speedily rang witli the feats of his
lordship. Thackeray, Newconies, x.

(6) To become a charge upon the public for support, as in
a poorhouse : as, she was so poor she feared she would
have to come w;wn the toum. Also to come upon the parish.— To come up to, to attain to ; amount to.

Whose ignorant credulity will not
Come up to the truth. .Shak., W. T., ii. 1.

To come up to the mark, scratch, or chalk, to come
to some mark or line w here one ougtit to stand, especially
to the scratch or line from which a race starts ; hence, to
meet one's engagements ; do what one Is expected to do.—
To come up with, (a) To overtake in following or pur-
suit.

We came up laith a party of men, who belonged to the
sheik of Samwata.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 77.

(6) To get even with ; pay off a score upon
; punish (for

folly or mimliicf): as, vou will get come up with yet.—
When all comes to all See all.

U, trana. 1. To become; befit; suit. [Now
only prov. Eng.]

.Vo suche idcll games It ne cometh the to worche.
Life of St. Cuthbert, quoted In Warton's Hist Eng. Poetry,

(I. 14.

2. To do; act; practise; play the part of.
ISlang.]

So you think to come the noble Lord over me. Lever.

Don't come tricks here. Slang Diet.
71

1121

Often -with an indefinite it.

In his sleeves, which were long,
He had twenty-four packs.

Which was cumimj it strong.
Bret Ilarte, Plain Language from Truthful James.

3. Naut., to slacken: with up: as, to come up
the tackle-fall.

Never come up all your lower rigging at sea.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 490.

To come up the capstan, to turn the capstan the con-
trary way, for the purpose of slackening the cable on it.

come (kum), n. [< ME. come, cume, coming, <

AS. cyme = OS. kumi = OHG. clmmi, chonic,

qiiemi, coming, = leel. koma, kvdina = Dan.
komme; from the verb.] If. Coming; arrival.

But yee cast at his comme to keepen hym hence,
Yee shall lose your lond & your life also.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 473.

2. [Also coom ; pron. dial, kom or kom.] The
point of a radicle of malted grain, which, after
kiln-drying, drops off during the process of
turning; in the plural, malt-dust. They form
an excellent manure. Also called chive.

come-at-ability (kum-at-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< come-
at-able: see -bility.'] Attainableness ; accessi-

bility. Sterne. [Colloq. and humorous.]
come-at-able (kum-at'a-bl), a. [< come + at +
-able.] Capable of being approached or come
at ; that may be reached, attained, or procured.
[Colloq. and humorous.]
comedian (ko-me'di-an), M. [< F. comMien (=
Sp. Pg. comediante = It. commediante), a come-
dian, < comSdie, comedy. The classical terra

for 'comedian' was Gr. kuii<^6(, L. comoedus,

or Gr. KofuKiig, L. comieus : see comic, comedy.']

1. One who acts or plays parts in a comic
drama, whether male or female.—2. An actor

or player generally.
The quick comedians

Extemporally will stage us, and present
Our Alexandrian revels. Shak., A. and C, v. 2.

An adventurerof versatile parts: sharper; coiner; false

witness ; sham bail ; dancing master ; buffoon ;
poet ; co-

median. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vlL

3. A writer of comedy; a comic dramatist.
Milton. [Now rare.]

Scaliger willeth us to admire Flautus as a comedian.
Peacham, Of Poetry.

COmedic (ko-me'dik), a. [< comedy + -ic] Per-
taining to or of the nattire of comedy. [Rare.]

Our l)e8t comedic dramas. Quarterly Itev.

comedienne (ko-ma-di-en'), n. [F., fem. of
comcdicii : see comedian.] An actress who
plays comedy.
comedietta (ko-ma-di-et'ta), n. [It., dim. of
co*H)««/i«, a comedy : see comedy.] A dramatic
composition of the comic class, but not so
much elaborated as a regular comedy, and gen-
erally consisting of one or at most two acts.

Giving his comedietta or farce as a lever du rideau.
The American, VII. 173.

comediograpliert(ko-me-di-og'ra-f6r), n. [<
Gr. nufiiixicoypdiioi, a comic writer, < KUfu,i6ia, a
comedy, + ypadeiv, write.] A writer of come-
dies. Coles, 1717.

comedo (kom 'e -do), «. ;
pi. comedones (kom-

e-do'nez). [L., a glutton, < comedere, eat up,
< com- (intensive) + edere = 'E. eat.] A small,
worm-like, black-tipped mass, such as may
sometimes be squeezed out of the sebaceous
follicles of the face, it is usually simply the re-
tained secretion of the morbid gland, but may include,
contain, or be caused by the presence of a minute acarid,
J)emodex foUiculorum.
Comedones are also well exemplified in the small, punc-

tate, blackish points which exist here and there upon the
forehead and elsewhere. Duhring, Skin Diseases, pL £.

comedon (kom'e-don), n. Same as comedo.

As long ago as the middle of the 17th century it was
known that an animal inliabited the comedon, a hard, in-

flamed tubercle which appears on the forehead and skin,
especially of young men. Amer. Cyc, VI. 694.

comedones, «. Plural of comedo.
COme-do'Wn (kum'doun), n. A fall or downfall,
in a (ijrurative sense ; a sudden change for the
worse in one's circumstances; a set-back.

comedy (kom'e-di), n. ;
pi. comedies (-diz). [<

ME. commedy = D. komcdie = G. komodie =
Dan. komedie = Sw. koniedi, < OF. comedie, F.
comidie = Pr. Sp. Pg. comedia = It. commcdia,
< L. eomoedia, < Gr. aufu^ia, a comedy, < aufit^-

<Jof, Boeotian KufiaFv66g (> Ii. comoedus), a comic
actor, a comic writer, < ku/ioc, a festival, fes-

tal procession, carousal, revel (otherwise < ku-

Itn, a village, which is prob. akin to k/j/m^, the
festival Ktjuoc originating cv Ktj/iai;, in villages,

or rather perhaps because /cu/zof was orig. a
banquet (at which the guests reclined; cf. ii?.iv^,

comely

a conch, a dining-eouch), both connected with
Ko'rr^, a bed, Koi/iai>, put to sleep, (. Keladm, lie

down, akin to E. home), + aoidSf, contr. ^'Sof,

Boeotian aFv66^, singing, a singer, aotSij, contr.
(^i/, a song: see Comus and ode.'] 1. That
branch of the drama which addresses itself pri-

marily to the sense of the humorous or the ri-

diculous : opposed to tragedy, which appeals to
the more serious and profound emotions. See
drama and tragedy.

Comedy [according to Aristotle], on the other hand, imi-
tates actions of inferior interest (" neither painful nor de-
structive "), and carried on by characters whose vices are
of a ridiculous kind. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 89.

2. In a restricted sense, a form of the drama
which is humorous without being broadly or
grossly comical : distinguished from farce.

Comedy presents us with the imperfections of human
nature ; farce entertains us with what is monstrous and
chimerical ; the one causes laughter in those who can
judge of men and manners, by the lively representation
of their folly and corruption ; the other produces the same
effect in those who can judge of neither ; and that only by
its extravagancies. Dryden, Pref. to Mock Astrologer.

3. A dramatic composition written in the style

of comedy; a comic play or drama. Hence

—

4. A humorous or comic incident or series of
incidents in real life.

comelily (kum'li-li), adv. [< ME. comeKli, eom-
lyly, comelely ; < comely, a., + -ly^.] In a come-
ly or suitable or decent manner. Sherwood.
[Rare.]

I saugh hir daunce so comelely.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 847.

comeliness (kum'U-nos), n. [< comely + -ness.']

The quality of being comely, (a) Becomingness

:

suitableness ; fitness.

For comeliness is a disposing fair

Of things and actions in fit time and place.
Sir J. Davies, Dancing.

The Social Gilds were founded upon the wide basis of
brotherly aid and moral comeliness, without distinction
(unless expressly specified) of calling or class, and com-
prehended a great variety of objects.

Enylish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xxvlL

(&) Handsomeness ; gracefulness of form or feature ; pleas-
ing appearance, especially of the person or of any part of it.

It is not virtue, wisdom, valour, wit.
Strength, comeliness of shape, or amplest merit.
That woman's love can win or long inherit.

Milton, a. A., 1. 1011.

His face, as I grant, in spite of spite.

Has a broad-blown comeliness, red and white.
Tennyson, Maud, xlil.

It Is the beauty of the great economy of the world that
makes his [the farmer's] comeliness. Emerson, Fanning.

comelingt (kum'ling), n. [< ME. comeling, cume-
ling, cumling (= OHG. chovieling, chumelinc), an
incomer, comer, < comen, ctimen, come, + -ling^.'i

A comer ; an incomer ; a new-comer ; a stranger.
To cumh/nffes do yee right, na suike [deceive].

For quilum war yee seluen slike.

Cursor Mundi, 1. 6785.

So that within a whyle they began to molest the home-
lings (for so I find the word indigena to be Englished in
an old book that I have, wherein advena is translated also
a comeling). Holinshed.

comely (kum'li), a. [Early mod. E. also cum-
lie; < ME. comly, cumly, cumlich, < AS. cymlic
(= MD. komlick, komelick = MHG. komelih,
gomelih), fit, comely, < cyme, fit, suitable, come-
ly (< cuman, come), -I- -lie, -lyl. For the thought,
cf. become, suit, becoming, suitable, comely, and
convenient, < L. convenien(t-)s, agreeing, suit-

able, convenient, < convenire, come together

:

both become and convenient containing ult. the
element come (= L. venire) : see become, conve-
nient.] 1. Decent; suitable; proper; becoming;
suited to time, place, circumstances, or persons.

Mt blame I no burne to be, as him ougte.
In comliche clothinge as his statt axith.

Richard the Redeless, iii. 174.

Is it comely that a woman pray unto God uncovered ?

1 Cor. xi. IS.

Bashful sincerity, and comely love.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

The comely Prostrations of the Body, with Genuflection,
and other Acts of Humility in time of divine Service, are
very Exemplary. Howell, Letters, iv. 36.

2. Handsome; graceful; sjonmetrieal; pleas-
ing in appearance : said of the person or of any
part of it, and also of things.

He led him to a cr/mly hille.

The Erthe opened, and in thay yode.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 99.

A cumlie countenance, with a goodlie stature, geueth
credit to learning. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 39.

I have seen a son of Jesse, ... a comely person.
1 Sam. xvi. 18.

You would persuade me that you are old and ugly—
not at all ; on the contrary, when well-dressed and cheer-
ful, you are very comely indeed.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxv,

=Syil. 2. Handsome, Pretty, etc. See bea^tt^ftU.



comely

comelyt (kum'li), adv. [< ME. comely, eomly,
eomliche, cumUche, < AS. cymJice, adv., < cym-
lic, adj. : see comely, a.] Suitably or fittingly

;

gracefully ; handsomely ; in a pleasing manner.
Upon a day Gawein com fro huntyuge, and clothed

eoiMv in a robe that was warme as a robe for the wynter,
ilerlin (E. E. T. S.), iL 181.

To ride comely. Ascham, The Scholemaster.

comen^t. A Middle English form of the past
participle (and infinitive) of come.

comen'^t, »• and "• A Middle English form of

common.
come-off (kum'df), n. Means of escape; eva-
sion ; excuse : as, we can do without this come-

off. [Bare.]

It would make one grin to see the author's cmne-off from
this and the rest of the charters in this time.

Roger North, Eiamen, p. 644.

come-outer (ktun'ou'tfer), n. Literally, one who
comes out ; hence, one who abandons or em-
phatically dissents from an established creed,

opinion, custom, sect, etc. ; a radical reformer,

especially as to religious doctrine or practice.

[Slang, U. S.]

I am a Christian man of the sect called CoTme-oiUers.

Haliburton (Sam. Slick), Human Nature.

L R is orthodox, and you are a kind of c(mie-

outer, but you will like each other for all that.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 209.

comephorid (ko-mef'o-rid), n. A fish of the
family Comephoridw.
Comephorids (kom-e-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Voiiu'iiliorus + -Ulie.'] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Comepho-
rus. The body is elongate and naked, the head large with
a depressed produced snout, the mouth deeply cleft and
with teeth on the jaws and palate ; there are 2 dorsals,

the second long like tlie anal, and no ventrals. Only one
species is known, C&inephorus baikalensis.

Comephorus (ko-mef 'o-rus), n. [NL. (Lac6-
p6de, 1800), < Gr. K6ft^, hair (see coma^), +
-^opof, -bearing, < ^^p£()> = E. bearK'] The typ-

ical genus of fishes of the family Comephoridce,

the onlyknown species of which is confined to

Lake Baikal in Siberia. It is about a foot in

length, and very oily.

comer (kum'fer), n. One who comes ; one who
approaches, or has lately arrived: often applied

to things.
Now leave those joys unsuiting to thy age,

To a fresh comer, and resign the stage. Dryden.

All comers, every one that comes; everybody, without
exclusion or barring ; as, a competition open Uioll corners.

The renowned champion . . . has published a defiance

to the world, and otters to prove it against all comers.
StUUngjUet

comerancet, »• An obsolete form of cumbrance.

comeroust, a. An obsolete form of cumbrous.

comes (ko'mez), ». ;
pi. comites (kom'i-tez). [L.

(ML. NL.), a companion, >ult. E. count^, q. v.]

1. Li ancient Rome and the Roman empire, a
companion of or attendant upon a great per-

son ; hence, the title of an adjutant to a pro-
consul or the like, afterward specifically of the

immediate personal counselors of the emperor,
and finally of many high officers, the most im-
portant of whom were the prototypes of the me-
dieval counts. Seecount^.— 2. [ML.] In early

and medieval usage, a book containing the epis-

tles to be used at mass; an epistolary; more
specifically, the ancient missal lectionary of the
Roman Church, containing the epistles and gos-

pels, and said to have been drawn up by St. Je-

rome. Hence— 3. [NL.] In music, the repeti-

tion of the subject or "dux" of a fugue by the
second voice at the interval of a fourth or fifth.

Also caUed consequent, oi answer.— 4. [NL.] In
anat., a vessel accompanying another vessel or

other structure Comes nervl IscUadlcl, the ar-

tery accompanying the great sciatic nerve.— Comes nervl
phrenlci, a branch of the mammary artery accompanying
the phrenic nerve.—Venaa comites (companion veins),

the usually paired veins accompanying many of the
smaller arteries of the body, as the ulnar, radial, or bra-

chial.

comessationt (kom-e-sa'shon), n. [< L. comes-
gaUo{n-}, prop. comissatio{n-), < comissari, pp.
comissatus (often written, on account of an
erroneous etym., comess-, commess-, commens-,
eommiss-, etc.), revel, make merry, < Gr. nafia-

ft(v, go in festal procession, revel, make merry,
< Kufio^, festal procession, revel, etc. : see com-
edy.] Feasting or reveling.

Drunken comessations. Bp. Hall, Free Prisoner, § 3.

comestible (ko-mes'ti-bl), a. and n. [< P. co-

mestible = Sp. comestible = Pg. comestivel = It.

eommestibite, < LL. comestibilis, eatable, < L.

eomesttis, usually comesus, pp. of comedere, eat

np, consume, < com- (intensive) -H edere = B.

eaW] I. a. Eatable; edible.

1122
His markets the bestordered for prices ot comestible ware,

. . . any flesh or fish at a rated price, every morning.
Sir U. Wottmi, Keliquiic, p. 246.

H. n. An eatable ; an edible ; an article of

food.

Wine, wax lights, comestibles, rouge, <tc., would go to

the deuce if people did not act upon their silly principles.
Thackeray,

comet (kom'et), n. [< ME. comete, < AS. come-

ta = P. comete = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. cometa = D.
komeet = G. Dan. Sw. Icomet, < L. cometa^ also

cometes, < Gr. aoniirrig (with or without aariip,

star), a comet, lit. long-haired (so called from
the appearance of its tail), < KOfiav, wear long
hair, ind/i?/, hair : see cotna^.'i 1 . One of a class

of celestial bodies which move about the sun
in greatly elongated orbits, usually elliptical or
parabolic. The typical comet, as it approaches the sun,

has the appearance of a bright star-like point (the iniclettg)

surrounded by a mass of misty light (the coma), which is

Comet of Donati, October 3d, 1858.

(From " Annals of Harvard Observatory.")

extended away from the sun into a stream of light (the

tail) reaching a length of from 2° to 90*. Comets which
follow a parabolic orbit appear but once, their orbit being
infinite, and are called parabolic comets ; those moving in

ellipses return periodically, and are called periodic comets.

The fact of the periodicity of some comets was first estab-

lished by Halley with reference to the comet of 1682. The
paths in which they move are not, like those of the plan-

ets, all nearly in the same plane as the orbit of the earth,

but are inclined to that orbit at all angles ; and their mo-
tion along their paths, though generally direct, that is, in

the same direction as that of the earth and the other plan-

ets, is sometimes retrograde. Some comets have no nu-

cleus ; and this is the case with every one while it is still

very remote, when it appears as a mere nelmlous patch.

In this state it is called a telescopic cotry;t. As it approaches
the sun, the nucleus is gradually formed as a central but
not sharply defined point of light ; later, the tail, consist-

ing of vaporous matter driven back by some repellent in-

fluence of the Sim, often with enormous velocity, is formed

;

and lastly, if the comet is a bright one, a series of bright

envelops rise successively from tht nucleus, eacli extend-

ing back into the tail, and gradually disappearing. The
matter of which comets are composed is so transparent

that the faintest stars are seen through them without the

slightest diminution of their luster. Of their physical con-

stitution little is definitely known. The most remarkable
discovery of recent times regarding them is the identity

of the course of some of them with the orbit of certain

showers of shooting stars. This was first demonstrated
by the Italian astronomer Schiaparelli, who proved the

agreement between the orbit of the great comet of 1862

and that of the star-shower seen annually about August
Ist-lOth. Very remarkable comets appeared in 1466, 1680,

1811, 1841, 1858 (Donati's), 1861, and 1874. They havealways
been objects of superstitious fear. See cut under envelop.

Canst thou tear-less gaze
(Euen night by night) on that prodigious Blaze,

That hairy Comet, that long streaming Star,

Which threatens Earth with Famine, Plague, and War?
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

2. In her., same as blazing-star.— 3. One of a

group of humming-birds with long forked tails

:

as, the Sappho comet, Cometes sappho; the

Phaon comet, Cometes phaon.— 4t. A game of

cards, somewhat like speculation, invented and
popular in the reign of Louis XV. of France.

What say you to a poule at comet at my house?
Southerne.

Comet wtae, wine made in any of the years in which
notable comets have been seen, and supposed in conse-

quence to have a superior flavor.

The old gentleman yet nurses some few bottles of the

famous comet year (i. e. 1811), emphatically called comet

u'iiu. London Times.

cometarilim (kom-e-ta'ri-um), n.
;

pi. cometa-

ria (-a). [NL., neut. of cometarius: see come-

tary.'i An astronomical instrument intended

to represent the movement of a comet in that

part of its orbit which is near the sun.

COmetary (kom'e-ta-ri), a. and n. [= F. com^
taire = Sp. Pg. It. cometario, < NL. cometarius,

< L. cometa, a comet : see comet.'] I, a. Of or

comfort

pertaining to a comet or comets ; of the nature
of a comet.

There seems to be . . . little relation between the di-

rection of the major axes of cometary orbits and the di-

rection of the solar motion in space.
Pop. Sci. ilo., XXVI. 64.

II, n.
;

pi. cometaries (-riz). A cometarium.
comet-finder (kom'et-fin"der), M. In astron.,

a telescope of low power, but with a wide field,

used to search for comets. Also called cornel^

seeker.

cometic (ko-met'ik), a. [< comet + -tc.] Of or
pertaining to a comet, or to comets in gener-
al; cometary: as, cometic iorms; come^ic move-
ments.

others [nebulae] of the cometic shape, with a seeming
nucleus in the centre, or like cloudy stars surrounded
with a nebulous atmosphere,

A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 28.

cometographer (kom-et-og'ra-f^r), n. [< com-
ehKjrdphij + -eri.] One who describes comets.
cometography (kom-et-og'ra-fi), «. [= P. co-

metographie = Sp. eometografia = Pg. cometo-
graphia, < Gr. ko/i^t/c, a comet, -1- -ypa<f)ia, <

ypa<peiv, write.] A description of or treatise on
comets.
cometology (kom-et-ol'o-ji), n. [= F. com4-
tologie, < Gr. KOftyrK, a comet, -t- -Aoyia, < '/Jcyeiv,

speak: see -ology.] The scientific investiga-
tion of comets.
comet-seeker (kom'et-se"ker), n. Same as
comet-fiiidcr.

comfit (kum'fit), n. [Early mod. E. also cum-
fit; < ME. conjit = D. konfjt, < OF. conjit, P.
cotijit = Sp. confite (after F.) = Pg. confeito

= It. confetto, a confect, < L. confectus, pp. of

conficere, put together, prepare, > OF. confire,

F. confire, preserve, pickle: see confect, n. (a

doublet of comfit), and confect, v.] Any kind
of fruit or root preserved with sugar and dried

;

a ball of sugar with a seed in the center; a
bonbon.

Also brandrels or pepyns with carawey In confetes.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 166.

A little child came in to ask for an ounce of almond
comfits (and four of the large kind which Miss Matty sold

weighed that much). Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford, xv.

comfltt (kum'fit), V. t. [< comfit, n. Of. con-

fect, v.] To make a comfit of; preserve dry
with sugar.

The fruit which does so quickly waste . . .

Thou comfitest in sweets to make it last.

Cowley, The Muse.

comfltnret (kum'fi-tur), n. [< comfit + -«re. Cf.

confecture.'] Same as comfit.

From country grass to comfitures of court.

Or city's quelque-choses, let not report
My mind transport. Donne, Love's ITsury.

comfort (kum'f6rt), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

cumfort; < ME. comforten, cumforten, comforthen,

earlier coH/orte», coumforten, cou7tfortcn,< AF.
mnforter, OF. (and F.) conforter = Pr. Sp. Pg.

confortar = It. confortare, < ML. confortare,

strengthen, fortify, < L. com-, together, -I- for-

tis, strong: see force, fort.] If. To give or

add strength to; strengthen; fortify; invigo-

rate; corroborate.

Thenne hadde Pacience, as pilgrimes hauen in here poke
vitailes,

Sobrete and symple-speche and sothfast-byleyue.

To comforty hym. Piers Plowman ((.), xvi. 188.

The evidence of God's own testimony, added unto the

natural assent of reason, . . . doth not a little com/ort

and confirm the same. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i.

2. To soothe when in grief or trouble ; bring sol-

ace or consolation to ; console; cheer; solace.

They bemoaned him, and comforted him over all the

evil that the Lord had brought upon him. Job ilii. 11.

Comfort your sorrows ; for they do not flow

From evil done. Tennyson, Guinevere.

It would be thy part

To cmnfort me amidst my sorrowing.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 351.

3. To relieve, assist, harbor, or encourage : in

laic, used especially of the conduct of an acces-

sory to a crime after the fact. =syii. 2. To revive,

refi-esh, inspirit, gladden, animate.

comfort (kum'ffert), n. [Early mod. E. also cum-

fort; < ME. comfort, cumfort, comforth, comford,

'cumford, coumfort, earlier confort, kunfort, < AF.
cunfort, OF. (andF.) confort='PT. confort, cofort

= OSp. eonforto, Sp. confuerto = Pg. It. con-

forto, comfort; from the verb.] 1. Strength;

support; assistance; countenance; encourage-

ment : now only a legal use : as, an accessory

affords aid or comfort to a felon.

And whan he (the king] wiste that Merlyn was come, he

was gladde. and thought in his herte that now he sholde

haue coun/ort. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 92.



comfort

2. Belief in affliction, sorrow, or trouble of any
kind ; support ; solace ; consolation : as, to bring

comfort to the afflicted.

There shal tliei fynde cunjort of Christes magnificence.
Joseph o/Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 50.

Heil Cornell queeue, coum/ort of care !

lli/mtui to Viririn, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 4.

3. A state of tranquil or moderate enjoyment,
resulting from the satisfaction of bodily wants
and freedom from care or anxiety ; a feeling or

state of well-being, satisfaction, or content.

A welle of good fresshe water, whiche was moche to our
mmforth. Sir R. Ouyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 17.

Honie-boni, lieartfelt comfort, rooted strong

In industry, and bearing sucli rare fruit

As wealtli may never purchase. L. H. Sigoumey.

They liuew luxury ; they Jcnew beggary ; but they never
knew comfort. Macavlay, Boswell's Johnson.

4. That which gives or produces the feeling of

welfare and satisfaction ; that which furnishes

moderate enjoyment or content.

To pass comniodiously this life, sustain'd

By him with many comforts. Milton, P. L., x. 1084.

Our creature comforts, if. Henry, Comment. Ps. xxxvii.

Our chiefest comfort is the little child.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

5. Ssune as comfortable— Cold comfort. See coM.
— Out of comfortt, in trouble ; in distress.

I hearing the fellow so forlome and out of comfort with
his luggage gave him . . . three half pence.

Hath, Hane with you to Saffronwalden.

= S3m. Comfort, Consolation, Solace, relief, succor, ease,

help. Comfort has a range of meaning not shared by the
others, approaching that of plea-iure, but of the quiet, dur-

able, satisfying, heart-felt sort, meeting the needs must
felt; as contrasted with consolation, it ortliTiarily applies

to smaller or less known griefs, and is more positive and
tender, and less formal. As contrasted with solace, com-
fort and consolation may or may not proceed from a per-

son, while solace is got from things. Comfort- may he
merely physical ; consolation and solace are spiritual.

Alas ! to-day I would give everything
To see a friend's face, or to hear a voice

That had the slightest tone of comfort in it

!

Longfellow, Judas Maccabseus, Iv. 3.

He who doth not smoke hath either known no great
griefs, or refuseth himself the softest consolation, next to

that which comes from heaven.
Buirnir, What will he Do with it? i. 6.

Seeking but to borrow
From the trembling hope of morrow.
Solace for the weary day. •

Whittier, The Ranger.

comfortable (kum'ffer-ta-bl), a. and n. [Ear-
ly mod. E. also cun^oftable ; < ME. comforta-
ble, confortable, < OF. comfortable, comfortable,

F. confortable, affording help or consolation, <

conforter, strengthen, help, comfort: see com-
fort, v., and -able.'] I. a. 1. Being in a state

of ease or moderate enjoyment, as after sick-

ness or pain ; enjoying contentment and ease
or repose.

We took hasty counsel as to moving and making com-
/ortabU the more desperately injured.

J. K. llotmer, Tlie Color-Guard, lii.

For, something duller than at first,

Nor wholly com.fortable,

I sit, my empty glass reversed.
And thrumming on the table.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

2. Cheerful ; disposed to enjoyment.
His conifortable temper has forsook him.

Shak., T. of A., iii. 4.

Be eoin/ortable and courageous, my sweet wife.

T. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 438.

3. Attended with or producing comfort ; free

from or not causing disquiet of body or mind

:

as, to be in comfortable circumstances.
Who can promise him a ccrmfortabU- appearance before

his dreadful judge? South.

Secure in ignorance, he entertained a conifortable opin-
ion of himself, and never doubted that he was qualified
to instruct and enliven the public.

Gijord, Int. Ui Ford's Plays, p. Iv.

4. Giving comfort; cheering; affording help,

ease, or consolation ; serviceable, (a) Of persons.
(Obsolete or archaic.)

A comly prince he was to loke vppon.
And therwith [all] right good and honorable.
And in the feld a knyght right confortable.

Oenerydes (E. K. T. S.), 1. 2212.

Be comfortable to my mother, your mistress, and make
much of her. SAai., All's Well, i. 1.

.Saints. I have rebuilt
Your shrines, set up your broken images ;

Be comfortatke to me. Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 2.

(f>) Of things.

Rigte as contricioun is eonfartaiA^ thinge, conscience wote
wel,

And a sorwe of hym-self and a solace to the sowle.
Piers Plowman (B), xlv 281.

The Lord answered the angel . . . with . . . comforta-
ble words. Zech. i. 13.

A comfortable doctrine, Shak.. T. N., i. 5.

The Comfortable Words, in the Anglican Comnmnioji
Offlce, f«nir Scripture passages of a comforting and encour-

aging character (Mat. xi. 28 ; John iii. 16 ; 1 Tim. i. 15 ; 1

John ii. 1), following the Absolution, ami preceding the
Sursum Corda. They were first introduced, apparently
from the ''Consultation" of Archl)isIlop Hermann of Co-
logne (1543), in tlie Order of the Communion of 1548, in

which, with tile Confession and Absolution, they intervene
between Consecration and Communion, being immediately
followed Ijy the Prayer of Humble Access. = Syn. 3. Pleas-

ant, agreeable, grateful.

H. n. A thickly wadded and quilted bed-
cover. Also comfort and comforter. [U. S.]

comfortableness (kum'ffer-ta-bl-nes), n. The
state of being comfortable.

comfortably (kum'f6r-ta-bli), adv. In a com-
fortable manner, (a) With ease or comfort : as, to

travel comfortably.

Refresh the patients, and transfer them comfortably to

the iMats for &ton Rouge.
J. K. Hosmer, The Color-Guard, xii.

(6t) With cheerfulness.

With that anon Clarionas i)e ganne
To take hir chere mor comfortably,
Notwithstondyng she was bothe pale and wanne.

Generydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 751.

(c) In a manner to give comfort or consolation.

Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem. Isa. xl. 2.

COmfortati'Vet (kum'ffer-ta-tiv), a. and ». [= F.
confortatif = Pr. confortatiu = Sp. Pg. It. con-

fortativo, < ML. as if *confortativus, < conforta-

tus, pp. of eonfortare, strengthen, help, com-
fort: see comfort, r., -ateX, and -ice.'] I. a.

Tending to promote ease or comfort; capable
of making comfortable.

The loue that lith in his herte maketb hym lyjte of

speche,
And is companable and confortat-yf as Cryst bit hymselue.

Piers Plotmnan (B), xv. 213.

It is necessarie that tho thingis that schal cure this sijk-

nes be temperate, hoot, and moist, and a litil attractyue,

and to the synous confortatyue.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 16.

The odour and smell of wine is very comfortative.
Times Storehouse, p. 388 (Ord MS.).

H. ». That which gives or ministers to com-
fort.

The two hundred crowns in gold ... as a cordial and
comfortative I carry next my heart.

Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, II. iv. 6,

comforter (kum'f6r-t6r), «. [Early mod. E.
&\so cumforter ;<. comfort + -er'i.] 1. One who
comforts or consoles; one who supports and
strengthens the mind in distress, danger, or
wealmess.

I looked ... for comfortert, but I found none.
Ps. liix. 20.

This very prayer of Christ obtained angels to be sent
him, as comforters in his agony.

Hooker, Ecclea. Polity, v. J 48.

2. \_eap^ The Holy Spirit, whose offlce it is to

comfort, strengthen, and support the Christian.

But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the
Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all

things. John xiv. 26.

3. A knitted or crocheted woolen scarf, long
and narrow, for tying round the neck in cold
weather.— 4. Same as comfortable. [U. S.]

comfortful (kum'f^rt-ful), a. [< comfort +
-/»/.!.] Full of comfort, liushin.

comfortless (kum'ffert-les), a. [Early mod. E.

also cumfortless, < ME. comforteles, coumfartless;
i comfort + -less.] Without comfort ; destitute

of or unattended by any satisfaction or enjoy-
ment, (a) Of persons.

I will not leave you comfortless. John xiv. 18.

(6) Of things.

Yet shall not my death be comfortless.
Sir P. Sidney.

Where was a Cave, ywrought by wondrous art,

Deepe, darke, uneasy, dolefull, comfortlesse.
Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 36.

comfortlessly (kum'ffert-les-li), adv. In a com-
fortless manner.
comfortlessness (kum'f^rt-les-nes), n. The
state or quality of being comfortless.

COmfortmentt (kum'fert-ment), n. [< comfort
-f -merit; = Sp. confortamiento, < ML. conforta-

mentum, < cwtfortare, comfort. See comfort, v.]

The act of administering comfort; entertain-

ment.
Gracious and fauourable letters . . . for the gentle com-

fortmmt and entertainment of the saide Ambassadotu'.
llakluyt's Voyages, I. 286.

comfortress (kum'ffer-tres), «. [< comforter +
-ess.] A woman who affords comfort. [Bare.]

To be your comfortress, ami to preserve you.
Ii. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 6.

comftey (kum'fri), «. [Also written eomfry
and cumfrey; < ME. cumfirie, comfory, cotcmfory,

confery, cownfery, comfrey, consolida (AS. gal-

loe), < OF. cumfirie, later confire (ML. reflex

cumfiria), appar. < ML. confirma, comfrey (so

called with ref . to its reputed medicinal quali-

conong

ties), < L. confirmare, strengthen : see confirm.
Cf. consolida.] A name given to several Euro-
pean and Asiatic plants of the genns Symphy-
tum, natural order Borayiitacew. The root of tlie

common comfrey, S. ojicinale, often cultivated in Ameri-
can gardens, is very mucilaginous, and is used in decoction
in dysentery, chronic diarrhea, etc. It was formerly in

high repute as a vulnerary, and hence also called bruise-
wort. The prickly comfrey, S. asperrimum, from the Cau-
casus, is now somewhat widely cultivated as a forage-plant.
See Symphytum.
Coiwifwy, herbe, consolida major, et minor dicitur

daysy [var. dayseys]. Prompt. Parv., p. 97.

Conaire [read confire] [F.], the herb comfrey, consound,
ass ear, knitback, backwort. Cotgrave.

Saracen's comfrey, the ragwort, Senecio Jaeobcea.—
Spotted comfrey, tlie lungwort, Pulmonaria ojicinalis.
— Wild comfrey, of the United States, Cynoglossum Vir-
ftinicum.

comic (kom'ik), a. and n. [= F. comique = Sp.
comico= Pg. It. comieo = D. komiek= Sw. komik
(ef. G. komisch = Dan. komisk), < L. comicus, <

6r. Ka/iiK6c, prop, of or pertaining to revelry or
festivity, being the adj. of /cu/uof, revelry, festiv-

ity (see Comus), but used as equiv. to the earlier

Kufii^iKdg, of or pertaining to comedy, < xu^^/a,
comedy: see comedy.] I. a. 1. Pertaining or
relating to or of the nature of comedy, as dis-

tinct from tragedy. See comedy and drama.
Thy tragic muse gives smiles, thy comic, sleep. Dryden.

2. Raising mirth; fitted to excite merriment.
[Now more commonly comical.]

Mirthful comic shows. Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 7.

A Comtek subject loves an humble verse. Hoscommon.

Comic opera, a light, harmonious opera, usually con-
sisting of detached movements with more or less dialogue.
See opera.— Comic song, a light, humorous, or grotesque
song or ballad, usually descriptive.

n, n. A comic actor or singer; a writer of

comedies ; a comical person.

As the cotnic saith, his mind was in the kitchen.
Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais.

My chief business here this evening was to speak to my
friends in behalf of honest Cave Underbill, who has been
a comic for three generations. Tatter, No. 22.

comical (kom'i-kal), o. [< comic + -al.] 1.

Of or pertaining to comedy. [Now more com-
monly comic.]

They deny it to be tragical because its catastrophe is a
wedding, which hath ever been accounted comical. Gay.

Hence— 2. Exciting mirth ; diverting; sport-

ive ; droll ; funny : said of persons and things

:

as, a co»«icai fellow ; a, comical atory; a comical
predicament.

I am well able to be as merry, though not so comical as
he. Goldsmith, Reverie at Boar's-Head Tavern.

3t. fSee etym. of comic] Given to revelry or
dissipation; licentious.

When they had sacrificed their divine Socrates to the
sottish fury of their lewd and comical multitude, they . . .

regretted their hasty murder.
Penn, Liberty of Conscience, Pi-ef.

4. Strange ; extraordinary. [Provincial.] = Syn.
Funny, Droll, etc. See ludicrous.

comicality (kom-i-kal'i-ti), «. [< comical +
-ity.] 1. The quality of being comical; ca-
pacity for raising mirth ; ludicrousness.

Ladislaw's sense of the ludicrous . . . had no mixture
of sneering and self-exaltation : ... it was the pure en-
joyment of comicality. George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 88.

2. That which is comical or ludicrous; a com-
ical act or event.

comically (kom'i-kal-i), adv. In a comical
manner, (a) In a manner befitting comedy.

Some satirically, some comically, some in a mixt tone.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 416.

(&) III a manner t^i raise mirth ; laughably ; ludicrously.

comicalness (kom'i-kal-nes), ». ComicaUty;
drollery.

comicart, n. [Prop. *comicker (= G. Dan. komi-
ker) ; < comic + -ar^ = -cri.] A writer of com-
edies. Skelton.

COmicry (kom'ik-ri), n. [< comic + -ry, Cf.

mimicry.] Comicality. [Rare.]
cheerful comiery. H. Giles.

coming (kum'ing), n. [Early mod. E. also com-
miiif/, camming; < ME. coming, comynge, earning;

verbal n. of cwne ; see come, v.] 1. The act of

one who or that which comes, in any sense of

the verb. Specifically— 2. Arrival.

Forth 1 bad we in his cuming
Welcum him als wortlii king.

Metr. Homilies, p. 12.

3. [Pron. dial, ko'ming. Cf . come, v., I., 5, come,
n., 2, 3.] The act of sprouting.— 4. pi. In malt-
ing, barley-shoots after the barley has been
kiln-dried.

COmingf (kum'ing), }>. a. [Ppr. of come, v.]

Forward; ready to come; yielding; pliable.

What humour is she of? Is she cmnimi and open, free?
B. JoTison, Epiccene, v. 1.



coming
A Girl so bright, so sparkling, and what recommends her

much more to me, so comi7ig that had she lived in the
days of Venus, she would have rivaled that Goddess and
out-done her too in her own Attributes.

Mrs. Centliure, Beau's Duel, i. 1.

coming-floor (kd'ming-flor), n. [< comings +
flonr.] The floor of a malt-house. HaUiwell.

coming-in (kum'ing-in'), «. 1. Entrance; ar-

rival; introduction.

The coming-in of this mischief was sore and grievous to
the people. 2 Mac. vi. 3.

O bless his goings-out and comings-in,
Thou mighty God of heaven I

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Welbeclc.

2t. Income; revenue.
What are thy rents? \Vhat are thy comingS'inf

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

Our comings-in were but about three shillings a-weelt.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xv.

St. Submission; compliance; surrender. Mas-
singer.

coniingle (ko-ming'gl), v. t. or i. [< co-^ +
mingle. Cf. commingle.'] To mingle together;
commingle. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2 (in some edi-

tions).

coming-ont (kum'iog-on'), a. Complaisant;
willing to please.

Now I will be your Rosalind in a more coming-on dis-

position, Shak., As you Lilce it, iv. 1,

comiqne (ko-mek'), ra. [F.: see comic.'] A comic
actor or singer.

comitalia (kom-i-ta'li-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of "comitalis, < L. comes (comit-), a companion.
Cf. ML. comitialis, belonging to a count (ML.
comes) ; L. comitialis, belonging to the comitia

:

see comes, counts, comitia.] In sponges, spicules
accompanying the fibers. F. Ji. Schulze.

comitat (kom'i-tat), 11. Same as comitatus, 2.

The village of Egyed in the comitat of (Edenburg.
C. O. MUUer, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), § 230.

comitatet (kom'i-tat), v. t. [< L. comitatus, an
escort: see comitatus.'] To accompany.

With Pallas young the king associated.
Achates Itinde Jineas comitated. Vicars, ^neid.

comi'tatus (kom-i-ta'tus), n.
;
pi. comitatus. [L.

comitatus, an escort, an attending multitude,
later an imperial escort, ML. the followers of
any feudal lord, etc. ; < comes (comit-), a com-
panion, etc.: see count^.] 1. A body of com-
panions or attendants ; an escort; specifically,

in Roman and medieval times, a body of noble
youth or eomites about the person of a prince
or chieftain. They were equipped, trained, and sup-
ported by the chief, and in return fought for Iiini in war,
and were bound in lionor not to desert liirn.

The comitatus, or personal following of tlic king or eal-

dorraan. Stuhbs, Const. Hist., § 37.

There seems to be no doubt that the first aristocracy
springing from kingly favour consisted of the Comitattt^ or
Companions of the King.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 138,

2. In old Eng. law, a county or shire Fosse
comitatus. See posse.

eomites, «. Plural of comes.
comitia (ko-mish'ia), n.pl. [L., pi. of comitium,
a place of assembly, esp. for voting, < *comire,

pp. "comitus, uncontracted forms of coire, pp.
coitus, go together, < com-, co-, together, + ire,

go.] 1. InEom. antiq., assemblies of the people.
They were of three kinds : (a) The most ancient assembly,
that of the 30 curiae, or comitia curiata, in which the old
patrician families found representation. Each curia had
one vote, and tlie assembly acted on matters of state and
affairs of family and religion, (b) Ihe comitia cenluriata,
the assembly of the whole people by five fiscal classes, di-

vided into centuries in the form of a military organization,
according to the property census. Tliere were 103 or 19-1

centuries, of which the first class had 98, so tliat the con-
trolling vote lay witli it Tllis assemldy passed on laws
and propositions with reference to which the king and tlie

senate had the initiative, and had jurisdiction of capital of-

fenses, (c) Tlie comitia trilnUa, the assembly of the people
by tribes or neighborhoods (a local division), 30— later 35—
in number, without reference to rank. This assembly made
nominations to the magistracy, had certain judicial pow-
ers extending to the imposition of fines and exile, and
voted the laws called plebiscita. Under the empire the
comitia were deprived of their judicial power, and of all

influence upon foreign affaii-s, but retaineil a voice in the
nomination or confirmation of certain magistrates.

2t. [Used as a singular.] An assembly.
No rogue at a comitia of the canters
Did ever there become his parent's robes
Better than I do these.

B. Jonson^ Staple of News, v. 1.

Sf. [Used as a singular.] In the English uni-
versities, same as act, 5.

COmitial (ko-mish'ial), a. [< L. comitialis, < co-
mitia: see comitia. Cf. comitalia.] 1. Of or
pertaining to the comitia, or popular assemblies
of the Romans for electing officers and passing
laws.— 2. Pertaining to an order of Presby-
terian assemblies. B/). Bancroft Comltlal Ult,
comitlal slckneast (Latin morlnu comitialis), epilepsy
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or falling sickness : so called because, if any one was seized
with it during the comitia or public assemblies in Kome,
the meeting was broken up, the omen being considered bad.

So Melancholy turned into Madnes;
Into the I'alsie, deep-affrighted Sadnes

;

Th' Il-habitude into the Dropsie cliill.

And Megrim grows to the Comitial-lll.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Furies.

Our [asses'] liver, hoofs or bones being reduced to jww-
der are good, as the naturalists note, against the epilepsy,
or coiaitial-sicknesse. Howell, Parly of Beasts, p. 26.

comity (kom'i-ti), n. [< L. conuta(t-)s, < comis,
com'teous, friendly, loving.] 1. Mildness and
suavity in intercourse ; courtesy ; ci'vility.

It is not so much a matter of comity and courtesy as of
paramount moral duty. Story, Conflict of Laws, § 33.

2. In international law, that courtesy between
states or nations by which the laws and insti-

tutions of the one are recognized, and in cer-
tain cases and under certain limitations given
effect to, by the government of the other, within
its territory.

Comity, .IS generallv understood, is national politeness
and kindness. But the term seems to embrace . . . also
those tokens of respect which are due between nations
on the ground of right.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 24,

A comity which ought to be reciprocated exempts our
Consuls in all other countries from taxation to the extent
thus indicated. Lincoln, in Raymond, p, 420,

Judicial comity. See judicial.

=

Syn. Amenity, suavity,
politeness, consideration.

comma (kom'a), n.; pi. commata (-a-ta) in
senses 1 and 2, commas in the other senses. [=
D. a. Dan. Sw. komma= F. comma = Sp, coma
= Pg. It. comma, < L. comma, < Gr. K6fifia, a short
clause of a sentence, that which is knocked off,

a piece, the stamp of a die, < kotttciv, strike, cut
off.] 1. In anc. gram, and rhet., a group of a
few words only; a phrase or short clause,
forming part of a colon or longer clause.— 2.
In anc. pros. : (a) A fragment or smaller sec-
tion of a colon ; a group of a few words or feet

not constituting a complete metrical series.

(6) The part of a dactylic hexameter ending
with, or that beginning with, the eesura ; also,

the eesura itself.— Sf. A clause.
In the Moresco catalogue of crimes, adultery and forni-

cation are found in the first comma.
L. Addison, Western Barbary, p, 171.

4t. In rhet., a slight pause between two phrases,
clauses, or words.
We vse sometimes to proceede all by single words, with-

out any close or coupling, sauing that a little pause or
comtna is geuen to euery word. 'This figure may be called
in our vulgar tlie ciilted comma, for that there cannot be
a shorter diuision than at euery words end.

Puttenham; Arte of Eng, Poesie (ed. Arber), p, 222.

5. In musical acoustics: (a) The interval be-
tween the octave of a given tone and the tone
produced by taking six successive whole steps
from the given tone, represented by the ratios

(|)«* : h or 531441 : 524288. Also called the Py-
thagorean comma, or comma maxima. (6) The
interval between the larger and the smaller
whole steps, represented by the ratio f : -y,

or 81 : 80. Also called the pidi/mic or syntonic
comma.— 6. la punctuation, a point (,) used to
indicate the smallest inteiTuptions in conti-
nuity of thought or grammatical construction,
the marking of which contributes to clearness.— 7. A spot or mark shaped like such a comma.— 8. Inentom.: (a) A butterfly, Grapta comma-
albmn : so named from a comma-shaped white
mark on the under side of the wings. (6) [cay).]

[NL.] A genus of lepidopterous insects. Sen-
nic, 1832—Comma bacillus. See bacillus, 3.

commaculatet (ko-mak'u-lat), v. t. [< L. com-
maculatus, pp. of commacnlare, pollute, < com-
(intensive) + macularc, spot: see maculate.]
To pollute ; spot.

Detesting sinne, that doth commaculate
The soule of man.

The Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

command (ko-mand'), V. [< ME. commanden,
commaunden, commonly comanden, = D. Icom-

tnanderen=Gr. comman(Hrcn= 'Dan. kommandcre
= Sw. kommandera, < OF. commander, com-
monly comander, cumander, F. commander =
Pr. Sp. comandar= Pg. commandar= It. coman-
dare, command, < ML. commandare, command,
order, the same word, without vowel-change,
as commendare, command, order, also, as in
L., intrust, commend, < com- (intensive) + man-
dare, commit, intrust, enjoin : see mandate. Cf.

commend.] I. trans. 1. To order or direct
with authority; give an order or orders to; re-

quire obedience of; lay injunction upon; or-

der; charge : with a person as direct object.

The state commanded him out of that territory in three
hours' warning, and he hath now submitted himself, and
is returned as prisoner forMantua. Donne, Letters, xxxvi.

command
The darke commantled vs then to rest.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 189,

Specifically— 2. To have or to exercise su-
preme power or authority, especially military
or naval authority, over ; have under direction
or control ; determine the actions, use, or course
of : as, to command an army or a ship.

Those he commaruU move only in command.
Nothing in love. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2.

Thou hast commanded men of might

;

Command thyself, and then thou art right.
Fletcher, The Pilgrim, v. 4.

3. To require with authority ; demand; order;
enjoin : -with a thing as direct object : as, he
commanded silence.

If thou be the .Son of God, ctmiTmiTid that these stones
be made bread. Mat. iv. 3.

Defaming as impure what God declares
Pure, and commands to some, leaves free to all.

Milton, V. L., iv, 747,

4. To have within the range of one's (its)

power or within the sphere of influence ; domi-
nate through ability, resources, position, etc.,

often specifically through military power or
position ; hence, have within the range of the
eye ; overlook.

The haughty Dane commands the narrow seas.

Marlowe, Edward II., ii. 2.

The other [key] doth command a little door.
Shak., M. forM., iv. 1.

Up to the eastern tower,
Whose height commands as subject all the vale.

Shak., T. andC, L 2.

One side commands a view of the finest garden in the
world. Addison, Guardian, No. lOL

A cross of stone.
That, on a hillock standing lone,
Did all the field command.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 22.

My harp would prelude woe,
I cannot all command the strings.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, IxzxviiL

5t. To bestow by exercise of controlling power.
The Lord shall command the blessing upon thee.

Deut. xxviii. 8.

6. To exact, compel, or secure by moral influ-

ence ; challenge ; claim : as, a good magistrate
commands the respect and affections of the
peopla.

It [criticism] has been the road to fame and profit, and
has commanded both applause and guineas, when the un-
fortunate objects of it have been blessed with neither.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., 1. 10.

7. To have at one's disposal and service.

Such aid as I can spare you shall command.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 6.

8f . To intrust ; commit ; commend. See com-
mend.

Kynge Ban and his brother arayed hem to move the
thirde day, and Comaunded theire londes in the kepynge
of Leonces, and Pharien, that was theire cosyn germayn,
and a gode man and right a trewe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 130.

=S^. To bid, govern, rule, control. See enjoin.

tl. intrans. 1. To act as or have the author-
ity of a commander.

Virtue he had, deserving to command.
Shak., 1 Hen. ^a, L L

2. To exercise influence or power.
Not music so commands, nor so the muse, Crabbe.

3. To be in a superior or commanding position.

A princely Castle in the niid'st commands.
Invincible for strength and for delight,

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii, 198,

command (ko-mand'), n. [= F. commande =
Sp. It. coma'ndo = Pg. commando, command;
from the verb. Hence also (from E.) Hind, ka-
mdn, (from It.) Turk, qomanda, command.] 1.

The right or authority to order, control, or dis-

pose of ; the right to be obeyed or to compel
obedience : as, to have command of an army.

Whiles yet my soldiers are in my command.
Shak., Hen. V., iii. 3,

2. Possession of controlling authority, force,

or capacity; power of control, dii-ection, or
disposal; mastery: as, he had command of the
situation ; England has long held command of

the sea ; a good command of language.

I have some money ready under my command.
Beau. ai\d Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, iL 2,

What an eye.

Of what a full command she bears !

Fletcher {and aiwther). Love's Pilgrimage, iii, 2.

He assumed an absolute command over his readers,
Dryden.

Never had any writer so vast a command of tlie whole
eloquence of scorn, misanthropy, and despair,

Macaulay, Moore's Byron,

3. A position of chief authority ; a position in-

volving the right or power to order or control:



command
as, General Smith was placed in command.— 4.

The act of commanding ; exercise of authority

or influence.

As there is no prohibition of it, so no c&tmtiancL for it.

Jer. Taylor.

CofumaTid cannot be otherwise than savage, for it im-
plies an appeal to force, should force be needful.

H, Spencer, Social Statics, p. 180.

5. The thing commanded or ordered ; a com-
mandment ; a mandate ; an order; word of com-
mand.
The captain gives command. Dryden.

6. A body of troops, or any naval or military

force, under the control of a particular officer.

Please you to march

;

And four shall quicldy draw out my command.
Shak., Cor., i. 6.

Biddle's small command, less than one thousand men,
after a severe contest, was gradually forced hack.

The Century, XXXIII. 131.

7. Dominating situation; range of control or
oversight ; hence, extent of view or outlook.

The steepy stand
Which overlooks the vale with wide command.

Dryden, .-Eneid.

8. In fort., the height of the top of a parapet
above the plane of its site, or above another
work.
The command, or height of the parapet above the site,

has a very important bearing in the defence of permanent
works. Mahan, Permanent Fortifications, p. 6.

To be at one's command, to be at one's service or bid-

ding:; be subject to one's orders or control.—Word of
command {mint.), the word or phrase addressed by a
8Ui)erior officer to soldiers on duty commanding what they
are to do : as, at the irortf ofcommand the troops charged.
=Syn. 1 and 2. Sway, rule, authority.— 6. Injunction,
charge, direction, behest, bidding, requisition.

commandable (ko-man'da-bl), o. [< command
+ -able.'] Capable of being commanded. N.
Grew. [Rare]
commandancy-general (kg-mftn'dan-sl-jen'e-
ral), ». \_Aiter Hi), comandaiicia f/eneral : comai'i-

dancia, the office of a commander, the district

of a commander (= OF. comandance, command),
< comandante, a commander; general = E. gen-
eral: Bee commandant and general.'] The office

or jurisdiction of a governor or commander-
general of a Spanish province or colony.
commandant (kom-an-danf), n. [= D. Or. Dan.
Sw. himmandant, < F. commandant (= Sp. It.

comandante = Pg. cummandante), n., orig. ppr.
of commander, command: see command, v.] A
commander; especially, a commanding officer

of a fortified town or garrison.
Perceiving then no more the commandant

Of his own corps. Byron^ Don Juan, viii. 31.

The murder of eommandanti in the view of their sol-

diers. Burke.

commandatoryt (ko-m&n'da-to-ri), a. [< ML.
'commaiidatorius, commendatorius, < comman-
datiis, commcndatHS, pp. of commandarc, com-
ntcnda re, command: see command, v. Cf. com-
mendatory.'] Having the force of command;
mandatory.
How commendatory the apostolic authority was, is best

discernible by the Apostle's mandates unto the churches.
Bp. Morton, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 73.

COmmandedness (ko-m4n'ded-nes), n. The
state of l)eing commanded. Hammond.
commander (ko-man'dfer), «. [< ME. commaun-
(/oMC = Dan. lommandor, < OF. commandeor, F.
commandeur = Pr. comandaire, comandador =
Sp. comendador = Pg. commendador = It. com-
mendatore, < ML. *commandutor, commendator,
< commandatus, commendatm, pp. of comman-
darc, commendare, command (see command, v.);

in mod. E. as if < command + -er^. Cf. commo-
dore.] 1. One who has the authority or power
to command or order; especially, a military
leader ; the chief officer of an army or of any
division of it.

I have given him for ... a leader and commander to
the people. Isa. Iv. 4.

The Romans, when ctrmmanderg in war, spake to their
army and styled them, My Soldiers. iJocon, Apophthegms.

Hence— 2. One who has control, in any sense.
[Rare.]

Were we not made ourselves, free, unconfin'd.
Commanders of our own affections?

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

Specifically— 3. In the British and United
States navies, an officer next in rank below a
captain and above a lieutenant or a lieutenant-
commander. He may command a vessel of the third
or fourth class, or may be employed as chief of staff to
a commodore on duty under a bureau, as aid to a flag-offi-

cer, etc. In the navy of the United States the commander
ranks with a lieutenant-colonel in the army. Often, as a
title, abbreviated 0>m,
4. (a) The chief officer of a commandery in the
medieval orders of Knights Hospitallers, Tem-
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plars, etc. See commandery, 2(b). (ft) A similar
officer in certain secret orders, as in the Amer-
ican order of Knights Templars. (<) A mem-
ber of a higher class in a modem honorary or-

der. Wliere tliere are five classes, the connnanders are
the third in dignity ; where there are three, they are gen-
erally the second : as, a commander of the Bath.

5. A hea'vy beetle or wooden mallet used in
pa'ving, or by sailmakers and riggers.

His gang . . . stood in line witli huge wooden beetles
called commanders, and lifted them high and brought
them down . . . with true nautical power and precision.

C. Reade, Hard Cash, vii.

6. In surg,, a box or cradle for incasing an in-

jured Umb.— 7. In hat-making, a string which
is pressed down over a conical hat while it is

on the block, to bring it to the required cylin-
drical form.— 8. In medieval fort., same as
cavalier, 5.

[They laid] another [battery] against the Keepe of An-
druzzi with two commanders, or caualiers, which were
aboue with one fort of eleuen other pieces.

Uakluyt's Voyages, II. 122.

Commander ofthe Faithful (Arabic amir at mimiinln),
a title adopted Ity the calif Omar, and borne by the suc-
ceeding califs and the sultans of Constantinople.—Grand
commander, (a) The chief fiscal officer of the order of
Slalta or of Knights Hospitallers, etc. (6) A member of
the highest class, or one of the highest classes, of some
modem honorary orders. See order. = Syn. 1. Leader,
Head, etc. See chief.

commander-in-chief (ko-man'der-in-chef), «.

1 . The commander of all the armies of a state
or nation ; the chief military commander, (a) in
Great Britain, the highest stalf-officer of -the army. (6)
In the United States, the President, who is vested with
this authority, both in the army and in the navy, by the
Constitution. The title, however, is often unofficially
applied to the general officer holding the highest actual
rank in the army (now that of senior major-general), and
hence having the general supervision of its organization
and movements.
2. In the navy, a flag-officer commanding an
independent fleet or squadron.
commandership (ko-man'd6r-ship), ». [< com-
niander + -shiji.] The office of a commander.
commandery (ko-man'd6r-i), n.

;
pi. comman-

deries (-iz). [Also contr. commandry ; < P. com-
mandcrie (ML. commanderia), < commander,
command: see command?, r., and -cry.] 1. The
office or dignity of a commander.— 2. A district

imder the authority or administration of a com-
mander, (n) A district tmder the authority of a military
commander or a governor.

The country is divided into lour aymmandme* under
BO many governors. Brougham.

To the elector of Baden [are ceded] the Brisgau and the
Ortenau, the city of Constance, and the comuiandery of
Aleinau. Woolsey, lutrod. to Inter. Law, p. 401.

(b) Among several medieval orders of knights, as the Tem-
plars, Hospitallers, etc., a district under the control of a
memijer of the order, called aconimander c)r preceptor, who
received the income of the estates l)eb>nging to the kniglits
within that district, and expended part for his own use
and accounted f4)r the rest: in England more especially
applied to a manor belonging to the priory of the Knights
Hospitallers, or Knights of St. John of Jerusalem. Hence— (c) A similar territorial district, or a lodge, in certain
secret orders, as in the American order of Knights Tem-
plars, {d) In certain religious orders, as those of St. Ber-
nard and St. Anthony, the district under the authority of
a dignitary called a commander.
3. A house, technically called a cell, in which
the demain-rents of a medieval commandery
were received, and which also served as a home
for veteran members of the order. It was some-
times fortified, and occasionally formed an ex-
tensive and formidable stronghold.

commanding (ko-man'ding), J), a. [Ppr. of
command, v.] I. Directing with authority;
invested with authority; governing; bearing
rule; exercising authority: as, a commanding
officer.— 2. Of great or controlling importance

;

powerful; paramount: as, commanding influ-

ence.

In the sixteenth, and to a certain degree in the seven-
teenth century. Protestantism exercised a commanding
and controlling influence over the affairs of Europe.

Lecky, Rationalism, I. 185.

The political economy of war is now one of its most
commanding aspects. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 150.

We can ill spare the comTTwmfm,'/ social benefit of cities.

Emerson, Conduct of Life.

3. Dominating; overlooking a wide re^on with-
out obstruction : as, a commanding eminence.

—

4. Pertaining to or characteristic of a comman-
der, or of one born or fitted to command ; char-
acterized by great dignity ; compelling respect,
deference, obedience, etc. : as, a man of com-
manding address ; commanding eloquence.

Is this a commanding sliape to win a beauty?
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 1.

He was advanced in life, tali, and of a form that might
once have t)een commanding, but it was a little bowed by
time— perhaps by care. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 25.

commata
5. Imperious ; domineering. — Commanding
cards. See card'i.

commandingly (ko-man'ding-li), adv. In a
commanding manner; powerfully.

Parliamentary memorials promising so much interest,
that, let them be treated in what manner they may, merely
for the subjects, they are often commandingly attractive.

De Quhicey, Style, i.

commanditaire (kom-mon-di-tar'), « [F., <
commandite, a partnership: see commandite.]
In France, a silent partner in a joint-stock
company, who is liable only to the extent of
the capital he invests ; a partner in a limited-
liability company.
commandite (kom-mon-def), n. [F., irreg. <
commander, in sense of 'commend, intrust.']
A partnership in which one may advance capi-
tal without taking an active part in the man-
agement of the business, and be exempt from
responsibility for more than a certain amount;
limited liability ; a special partnership. J. S.
Mill.

commandlesst (ko-mand'les), a. [Irreg. < com-
mand, v., + -less. ] Ungovemed ; ungovernable.
That their commaundlesse furies might i>e staid.

HeyvMod, Troia Britannica (1609).

commandment (ko-mand'ment), n. [< ME.
commandement, comandement, <i. OF. commande-
ment, comandement, P. commandement = Pr.
coTOanrfamew= OSp. comandamiento = Pg. com-
mandamento = It. comandnmcnto, < ML. *com-
mandamenttim, comandamciitum, commendamen-
tum, < commandare, commendare, command: see
command, v., and -ment.] 1. A command; a
mandate ; an order or injunction given by au-
thority ; a charge ; an authoritative precept.
Thei dide his comaundment, and lepe to horse.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 2S6.

A new commandment I give unto you. That ye love one
another. John xiii. 34.

To good men thou art sent,
By Jove's direct commandement.

B. Jonson, Love Restored.

Specifically—2. Anyone of the ten injunctions,
engraved upon tables of stone, delivered to
Moses on Mount Sinai, according to the ac-
count in Exodus. See decalogue.

Thou knowest the commandments. Do not commit
adultery. Do not kill, Do not steal. Do not bear false wit-
ness. Honour thy father and thy mother. Luke xviil. 20.

3. Authority ; command
;
power of command-

ing.
I thought that all things had been savage here

;

And therefore put I on the countenance
Of stern commandment. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

4. In old Eng. law, the offense of instigating
another to transgress the law Ten command-
ments, (o) The decalogue, (b) The ten fingers. [Slang.]

Could I come near your beauty with my nails,
I'd set my ten commandments in your face.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, i. 3.

(c) The lines in an apple extending from the stem through
the pulp. (Colloq.)

commando (ko-mftn'do), n. [= D. Dan. Sw.
I.onimando, lit. a command, < Sp. comando = Pg.
commando = It. comando, command : see com-
mand, «.] A military expedition or raid under-
taken by private individuals for personal ends;
more specifically, the name given to the quasi-
military expeditions undertaken by the Boers
and English farmers of South Africa against
the natives.

If the natives objected, a commando soon settled the
matter. A commando was merely a new name for an old
thing. It was war without any of the usages or restraints
of war. Good Words.

commandresst (ko-m&n'dres), n. [< commander
+ -ess, after OP. commanderessc.] A woman in-
vested with supreme authority ; a female com-
mander.
To prescril)e the order of doing in all things, is a pecu-

liar prerogative which Wisdom hath, as queen or sovereign
commandress over other virtues.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 8.

Fortune, the great commandress of the world.
Chapman, All Fools, v. 1.

Let me adore this second Hecate,
Tills great commandress of the fatal sisters.

Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, v. 2.

commandry (ko-man'dri), n. A contracted
form of commandery.
commarkt (kom'Urk), n. [< OF. comarque, <
ML. commarca, eomarcha, commarchia, < com- +
marca, tnarcha, a march, boundary: see march^
and raarfcl.] The frontier of a covintry.

The coniTnark of S. Lucar's.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, i. 2.

commassee (ko-mas'e), «. A coin, chiefly eop-
j)or, current in Arabia at the rate of from 40
to (SO to a United States dollar.

commata, ». Latin plural of comma, 1 and 2.



conunaterial

commaterialt (kom-ma-te'ri-al), a. [< com- +
iimterial.'i Consisting of the same matter with
another thing.

The beaks in birds are eommaterial witli t«etli.

Bae*m, Kat. Hist, § 757.

commaterialityt (kom-ma-te-ri-al'i-ti), H. [<

eommaterial + -ity.~\ The state of "being corn-

material.

COmmatia, «. Plural of comwatjon.

commatic, commatical (ko-mat'ik, -i-kal), a.

[< LL. commuticui, < Gr. ko/i/uitiko^, < K6fifia{T-),

a short clause: see comma.'] 1. Brief; con-
cise ; having short clauses or sentences.
[Rare.] — 2. In music, relating to a comma.

—

Commatic temperament, in tnuMc, a system of tuning
which is based upon a use of commas in determining inter-

vals.

COmmation (ko-mat'i-on), «. ;
pi. cwnmatia (-a).

[Gr. KOfiuaTtov, dim. of Kd/i/ia, a short clause : see

comma.2 In anc. Gr. comedy, a short song in

trochaic or anapestic verse, in which the leader

of the chorus bade farewell to the actors as they
retired from the stage before the parabasis.

comma-tipped (kom'a-tipt), a. [< comma{ba-
cillus) + tip + -e(i2.] Tipped or terminated
as with a comma : used of a certain species of

bacillus, the comma bacillus. See cut under
haciUu.'i.

commatism (kom'a-tizm), n. [< L. comma{t-),

a short clause, -1- -ism.~\ Briefness; concise-

ness in writing; shortness or abruptness of

sentences. [Kare.]
Commatism of the style. Ilorsley, On Hosea, p. 43.

commeasurable (ko-mezh'ur-a-bl), a. [< eom^
+ measurable.'] Having or reducible to the
same measure ; commensurate ; equal.

A commeoifurabte grief took as full possession of him as

joy had done. /. Walton, Donne.

commeasure (ko-mezh'ur), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

commeasured, ppr. comnwasuring. [< com- +
measure. Ct. commensurate.] To coincide with

;

be coextensive with.

Until endurance grow
Sinew'd with action, and the full-grown will.

Circled thro' all experiences, pure law,
Commeasure perfect freedom. Tennyson, Oilnone.

commeddlet (ko-med'l), r. t. [< com- + med-
dle.] To mingle or mix together.

Religion, O how it is comtnedted with policy !

Webster, White Devil, iii. 2.

comme il faut (kom el fo). [F. : comme = Pr.

com = OSp. com, Sp. como = OPg. com, Pg.
como = Olt. com, It. come, as, < L. quo modo, in

what or which manner (quo, abl. of quis, who,
which, what ; modo, abl. of modus, manner) ; il,

< Li. ille, this; faut, 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. act.

of falloir, be necessary (must, should, ought),

an impers. verb, lit. be wanting or lacking,

orig. identical with faillir, err, miss, fail, < L.

fallere, deceive : see who, mode, unifail, v.] As
it should be ; according to the rules of good so-

ciety ;
genteel; proper: a French phrase often

used in English.

Commelina (kom - o - li ' na), n. [NL., named
from Jan Commelin and his nephew, Kaspar,
Dutch botanists of the 17th and 18th centuries.]

Commelitta commuKis,

In hot,, one of the principal genera of the natu-
ral order Commeliruicece, comprising about 90
species. Several are cultivated on account of their deli-
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cate flowers or graceful habit, and the tuberous roots of
some species are said to be used for food. Also spelled
Cmmndyna.
Commelinacese (ko-mel-i-na'se-e), «. pi. [NL.,
< Commelina + -acew.] A natural order of her-
baceous endogens, natives mostly of warm cli-

mates, recognizable by their three green sepals,

two or three ephemeral petals, and free ovary
with a single style ; the spiderworts. They are of
importance only as ornamental plants, either for their
flowers or foliage. The principal genera are Tradescantia,
Commelina, and Ct/anotts.

commemorable (kq-mem'o-ra-bl), a. [= It.

commemorabile, < L. commemorabilis, < com-
memorare, commemorate: see commemorate.]
Worthy to be commemorated; memorable;
noteworthy. [Rare.]

commemorate (kg-mem'o-rat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. commemorated, ppr. commemorating. [< L.
commemoratus, pp. of commemorare (> It. com-
memorare = Sp. conmemorar= Pg. commemorar
= F. commemorer), < com- (intensive) + memo-
rare, mention, < memor, mindful : see memory.]
1 . To preserve the memory of by a solemn act

;

celebrate with honor and solemnity ; honor, as

a person or an event, by some act of respect or
affection, intended to keep him or it in memory.
We are called upon to commemorate a revolution [1689]

... as happy in its consequences, as full ... of the
marks of a Divine contrivance, as any age or country can
show. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vii.

2. To serve as a memento or remembrancer of

;

perpetuate or celebrate the memory of: as, a
monument commemorating a great battle; a
book commemorating the services of a philan-
thropist. = Syn. Observe, Solemnize, etc. See celebrate.

commemoration (ko-mem-o-ra'shon), M. [=
F. commemoration = Pr. comemoracio = Sp.
conmemoracion = Pg. commemoragao = It. com-
memorazione, < L. commemoratio(n-), < com-
memorare, commemorate: see commemorate.]
1. The act of commemorating or calling to

remembrance by some solemnity; the act of

honoring the memory of some person or event
by solemn celebration : as, the feast of the
passover among the Israelites was an annual
commemoration of their deliverance from Egypt.
The Church of England, though she asked for the inter-

cession of no created being, still set apart days for the
commemoration of some who had done and suffered great
things for the faith. Macaulay.

2. Eccles. : (a) In the intercessory prayers of

the eucharistic office, mention made by name,
rank, or condition of persons living or departed,
or of canonized saints ; also, a prayer contain-
ing such mention: as, the commemoration of

the living; the commemoration of the departed;
the commemoration of the saints. See diptych.

(6) In the services for the canonical hours, a
brief form, consisting of anthem, versicle, re-

sponse, and collect, said in honor of God, of a

saint, or of some biblical or ecclesiastical event

:

in the medieval church in England also called

a memory, and sometimes a memorial. A com-
plete service said in honor of a saint was also

so styled, (c) Parts of the proper service of a
lesser festival inserted in the service for a
greater festival when the latter coincides with
and supersedes the former— Commemoratlou
day, in the University of O.xford, the day on which the
annual solemnity in honor of the benefactors of the uni-

versity is held, when orations are delivered, and prize

compositions are read in the theater, and honorary de-

grees conferred upon distinguished persons. It is the con-
cluding festival of the academic year.

commemorative (ko-mem'o-ra-tiv), a. [< com-
memorate -1- -ive; = F. comnihnbratif, etc.] Per-
taining to, or serving or intended for, com-
memoration.
A sacrifice coinmemorative of Christ's offering up his

body for us. Hammond, Works, I. 129.

Over the haven [of Brindisi] rises a commemorative
column . . . which records, not the dominion of Saint
Mark, but the restoration of the city by the Protospa-
tharius Lupus. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 311.

commemorator (ko-mem'o-ra-tor), n, [LL., <

L. commemorare, commemorate : see commem-
orate.] One who commemorates.
commemoratory (ko-mem ' o-ra-to-ri), a. [<
commemorate + -ory ; = Sp. conmetnoratorio.]

Serving to preserve the memory of (persons or
things). Bp. Hooper.
COmmemorize (kq-mem'o-riz), V. t. [As com-
memor-ate -I- -ize.] To ccTmmemorate. [Rare.]

The late happy and memorable enterprise of the plant-
ing of that part of America called New England, deserv-
eth to be cammemorized to future posterity.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 17.

comment, »• »• An old form of common.
commence (ko-mens'), v.; pret. and pp. com-
menced, ppr. commencing. [In ME. only in contr.

commend

form comsen, cumsen (see comse) ; < OF. comeneer,
cumencer, F. commencer = Pr. comensar = Sp.
comenzar = Pg. comegar = It. cominciare, Olt.

comenzare, < ML. *cominitiare, begin, < L. com-,

together, + initiare, begin, < initinm, a begin-
ning: see initiate.] 1. intrans. 1. To come into
existence ; take rise or origin ; first have exis-

tence ; begin to be.

Thy nature did comm^ice in sufferance ; time
Hath made thee hard in t. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

Ethics and religion diflfer herein ; that the one is the
system of human duties eommencina from man ; the other,

from God. Lmerson, Nature, p. 69.

2. To enter a new state or assume a new char-

acter; begin to be (Something different); turn
to be or become.
Should he at length, being undone, commence patriot.

JunitLs, Letters, July 31, 1771.

In an evil hour he commenced author, not only sur-

rounded by his books, but with the more urgent compan-
ions of a wife and family.

/. D'Israeli, Calam. of Auth., I. 50.

It is . . . too common, now-a-days, for young men, di-

rectly on being made free of a magazine, or of a news-
paper, to commence word-coiners.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 103.

3. [Tr. ML. incipere, take a doctors' degree,

lit. begin, commence : a university term.] To
take a degree, or the first degree, in a univer-
sity or college. See commencement.

Then is he held a freshman and a sot.

And never shall commence.
Middleton and Dekker, Boaring Girl, ill. 3.

He [Charles Chauncy] commenced Bachelor of Divinity.

Hist. Sketch of First Ch. in BoKton (1812), p. 211.

"To commence a. A.," etc., meaning " to take the degree
of M. A.," etc., has been a recognized phrase for some
three centuries at least. F. Hall, False PhiloL, p. 40.

n. trans. To cause to begin to be
;
perform

the first act of ; enter upon ; begin : as, to com-
mence operations; to commence a suit, action,

or process in law.

Like a hungry lion, did commence
Rough deeds of rage. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

Here closed the Tenant of that lonely vale

His mournful narrative— commenced in pain,
In pain commenced, and ended without peace.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

= SyiI. Commence, Begin. In all ordinary uses commence
is exactly synonymous with bei/in, which, as a purely Eng.
lish word, is nearly always preferable, but more especially

before ani^her verb in the infinitive.

commencement (kg-mens'ment), n. [< ME.
commencement (rare), < OF. (and F.) commence-
ment (= Pr. comensamens = Sp. comenzamiento
(obs.) = It. cominciamento), < commencer, com-
mence, + -ment.] 1. The act or fact of com-
mencing; beginning; rise; origin; first exis-

tence; inception.

And [they] be-gonne freshly vpon hem as it hadde be at
the comencement. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 219.

It was a violent commencement. Shak., Othello, L 3.

2. In the University of Cambridge, England,
the day when masters of arts, doctors, and
bachelors receive their degrees : so called from
the fact that the candidate commences master,
doctor, licentiate, etc., on that day. See com-
mence, V. i., 3. Hence— 3. In American col-

leges, the annual ceremonies with which the
members of the graduating class are made
bachelors (of arts, sciences, engineering, etc.),

and the degree of master of arts and various
honorary degrees are conferred. The term is also

applied, by extension, to the graduating exerci.scs of acad-
emies and schools of lower grade.— Commencement
day, the day on which degrees are conferred by a college.

In American colleges it is the last day of the collegiate

year.

commencer (kg-men'ser), n. 1. A beginner.
— 2t. One taking a college degree, or com-
mencing bachelor, master, or doctor ; in Amer-
ican colleges, a member of the senior class after

the examination for degrees.

The Corporation, having been informed that the custom
. . . for the comniencers to have plumbcake is dishonor-

able to the College . . . and chargeable to the parents of

the commeneers, doe therefore put an end to that custom.
Records of the Corporation of Harvard College, 1693.

The Corporation with the Tutors shall visit the chambera
of the commeTieers to see that this law \w well observed.

Peirce, Hist. Harv. Univ., App., p. 137.

commend (ko-mend'), V. [< ME. commenden,
comenden (rarely comaunden : see command),
commend, = F. commender = Sp. comendar, in-

trust a benefice to, = It. commendare, < L. cojm-

mendare, intrust to, commend, in ML. changing
with commandare, command, the two forms,

though separated in Rom. and Eng., being ety-

mologically identical: see command, v.] L
trans. 1 . To commit ; deliver with confidence

;

intrust or give in charge.

Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit.

Luke xxiii. 46



commend
He [Parryl made a vainglorious boasting of his Faithful-

ness to the Queen, hut not so much as in a Word com-
meiuled himself to God. Koier, Chronicles, p. 364.

2. To represent or distinguish as being worthy
of confidence, notice, regard, or kindness ; rec-
ommend or accredit to favor, acceptance, or
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Dispensations, exemjitions, cnmmendmm, annates,
tenths. Milman, Latin Christianity, xiii. 10.

A living had been granted by the King to the Bishop of
Lincoln in commendam, and the claimants of the right of
presentation had brought an action against the Bishop.

E. A. Abbott, Bacon, p. 240.

favorable attention; set forward for notice: commendatary (ko-men da-ta-ri), n. [< ML.
sometimes used reflexively: as, this subject
commends itself to our careful attention.

No doubt the good proportion of any thing doth greatly
adome and commend it.

Putlenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 114.

1 eommend unto you Phebe our sister. Eom. xvi. 1.

Among the religions of the world we distinguish three
as enshrining in archaic forms principles of eternal value,
which may commend themielveg to the most rationalistic
age. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 120.

3. To praise; mention with approbation.
Whan the kynge Arthur and the kynge Ban herden of

the prowesse that the kynge Bohors hadde don thei were
gladde, and preised hym moche and comenden.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 370.

And the lord commended the unjust steward, because he
had done wisely : for the children of this world are in their
generation wiser than the children of light. Luke xvi. 8.

He commended my spirit, though he disapproved my
suspicions. Ooldsmitk, Vicar, ix.

4. To bring to the mind or memory of; give
or send the greeting of: with a personal pro-
noun, often reflexive.
Commend me to my brother. Shak., M. for M., i. 5.

Troilus . . . cmnmendt himtelf most affectionately to
you. Shak., T. and C, iii. 1.

6. In feudal eceUs. law, to place under the con-
trol of a lord. See commendation, 4.

The privileged position of the abbey tenants [of Dis-
sentisi] gradually led the other men of the valley to co7n-
mewl themselves to the abbey. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 781.

Commend me to (a thing specified), a familiar phrase
ex[)ressive of approval or preference.

Commend me to a mask of silliness, and a pair of sharp
eyes for my own interest under it.

Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

Commend me to home-joy, the family board,
Altar and hearth.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 65.

=Sro. 2 and 3. To extol, laud, eulogize, applaud.
H. inirans. To express approval or praise.

[Kare.]
Nor can we much commend if he fell into the more or-

dinary track of endowing charities and founding monas-
teries. Brougham.

COmmendt (ko-mend'), n. [(.commend, v. 1 Com-
mendation ; compliment ; remembrance

;
greet-

ing.
Tell her, I send to her my Idnd commendt.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 1.

Thanks, master jailer, and a kind commend.
Machin, Dumb Knight, v.

Let Jack Toldervy have my kind Commendt, with this
Caveat, That the Pot which goes often to the Water, comes
home cracked at last. llowell. Letters, I. i. 6.

commendable (ko-men'da-bl), a. [= Sp. co-
mendabtc = It. commendaliile, < L. commendabi-
lis, < commendare, commend: see commend and
-able.'] Capableofbeingcommendeii, approved,
or praised ; worthy of commendation or praise

;

laudable.
The cadence which falleth vpon the last sillable of a

verse is sweetest and most commendable.
Putlenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 66.

Sure, sure, such carping is not commendable.
Shak., Much Ado, ill. 1.

COmmendableness (ko-men'da-bl-nes), n. The
Ktato of hi-iii;; commendable."
commendably (ko-men'da-bli), adv. In a com-
mendable or praiseworthy manner.

I know very many notable Gentlemen in the Court that
hiiiie written commendablv, and suppressed it agayne.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 16.

commendam (ko-men'dam), «. [< ML. com-
mendam, aec. (in phrase dare or mittere in com-
mendam, give in trust) of commenda, a trust, <
L. commendare, intrust: see commend, v. and n.,
command, c] An ecclesiastical benefice or liv-
ing commended by the crown or head of the
church to the care of a qualified person to hold
till a proper pastor is provided : usually applied
to a living retained in this way by a bishop after
he has ceased to be an incumbent, the benefice
being said to be held in commendam, and its
holder termed a commendator or commendatory.
The practice gave rise to serious atiuses : under it livings
were held by persons who perfonned none of the duties of
the office. It was condemned, though in guarded terms
by the Council of Constance (I4I7) and the Council of
ITent (15««, and has greatly diminished, if not entirely
disappeared, throughout the Kf.man Catholic Church It
was prohibited by statute in the Church of England in 18ao.
There was some sense for commendatm ; at first when

there was a living void, and never a clerk to serve it the
bishops were to keep it till they found a fit man ; but now
It IS a trick for the bishop to keep it for himself

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 22.

commendatarius, < commenda ; "see commendam.']
Same as commendatory, 2.

commendation (kom-en-da'shon), n. [< ME.
commendacion = Pg. commendacao = It. com-
mendazione, < L. commendatio{n-), < commenda-
re, pp. commendatus, commend: see commend,
v., and -ation.] 1. The act of commending; COmmendmentt (ko-mend'ment), m.

praise; approbation; favorable representation
'^ '^ " j-^^

in words ; declaration of esteem.
Need we, as some others, epistles of commendation to

you? 2 Cor. iii. 1.

The commendation of adversaries is the greatest triumph
of a writer, because it never comes unless extorted.

Dryden, Pref. to Abs. and Achit.

2. That which commends or recommends ; a
ground of esteem, approbation, or praise.

Good nature is the most godlike commendation of a man.
Dryden, Ded. to Juvenal's Satires.

3. Kind remembrance; respects; greeting;
message of love : commonly in the plural. [Ar-
chaic]

Mistress Page hath her hearty commendations to you too.
Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

4. In feudal law, the cession by a freeman to
a lord of dominion over himself and his estate,
the freeman thus becoming the vassal and se-
curing the protection of the lord, it was typified
by placing the hands between those of the lord, and taking
the oath of fealty. It is sometimes described as a surren-
der of estate, and sometimes as not involving this.

By the practice of Co?H»(eH<fa(i'o« . . . the inferior put
himself under the personal care of a lord, but without al-
tering or divesting himself of his right to his estate.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 154.

The beneficiary system bound the receiver of land to the
king who gave it ; and the act of commendation placed
the freeman and his land under the protection of the
lord to whom he adhered. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § m.

5. In the medieval church in England, a ser-
vice consisting of psalms, said in the church
over a corpse while the priest was marking and
blessing the grave before proceeding to the
funeral mass and the burial-service proper.
Also called the commendations, or psalms of commenda-
tion, and, more fully the commendation of the soul, or
commendations o/ souls.

Whilst the choir was chanting a service called the Coin-
mcTidation of Souls, the priest, vested in his alb and stole,
went into the church-yard.

Riifk, Church of our Fathers, ii. 476.

Commendation nlnepence, a bent silver ninepenny
piece formerly used in England as a love-token.

Like commemiation ninepence, crooked,
With "To and from ray love," it looked.

S. Butler, Hudibraa, I. i. 487.

Commendation of the body, in the Book of Common

commensurate

II. «.; pi. commendatories (-Tiz). 1. A com-
mendation ; a eulogy.

[He] esteems his associating with him a sufficient evi-
ilence and commendatory of his own piety.

Milton, -Areopagitica, p. 39.

2. One who holds a benefice in commendam.
See commendam. Also commendatary.
commender (kg-men'der), re. One who com-
mends or praises.

Froward, complaining, a commender glad
Of the times past, when he was a young lad.

B. Jonson, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

.... [^ com-
mend + -mcnt.'] Commendation. B. Jonson.
commensal (ko-men 'sal), a. and n. [< ME.
commensal = F. commensal = Sp. comensal='Pg.
commensal= It. commensale, < ML. commensalis,
< L. com-, together, -t- mensa, table.] I. a. 1.
Eating together at the same table.

They surrounded me, and with the utmost complaisance
expressed their joy at seeing me become a commeiual offi-
cer of the palace. Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, vii. 2.

2. In zool. and hot, Uving with as a tenant or
coinhabitant, but not as a parasite ; inquiline.
Seen., 2.

n. re. 1. One who eats at the same table with
another or others.

It would seem, therefore, that the world-wide prevalence
of sacrificial worship points to a time when the kindred
group and the group of commensals were identical, and
when, conversely, people of different kins did not eat and
drink together. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 134.

2. In zool. and bot., one of two animals or plants
which live together, but neither at the expense
of the other ; an animal or a plant as a tenant,
but not a true parasite, of another ; an inquiline.
Thus the small pea-crab (Pinnotheres), which lives with
an oyster in the same shell, but feeds itself, as does the
oyster, is a commensal ; such also is the cancrisocial sea-
anemone, which lives on the shell of a crab, or on a shell
which a hermit-crab occupies. (See cut under cancrisocial.
Compare consortimn, parasite.) In regard to plants, many
authorities hold that a lichen consists of a fungus and an
alga growing together, but possibly as parasite and host.
See lichen.

It is obvious that an exhaustive knowledge of the spe-
cies, nature, and life history of the most formidable insect
commensals of man is of primary importance.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 357.

commensalism (ko-men' sal -izm), re. [< c<M«-
mensal + -ism.] Commensal existence or mode
of living; the state of being commensal ; com-
mensality. Also called symbiosis.
commensality (kom-en-sal'i-ti), n. [< com-
mensal + -ity; = F. commensality, etc.] 1.
Fellowsliip at table ; the act or practice of eat-
ing at the same table.

Promiscuous commensality.
Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., iii. 26.

2. In zool. and bot., the state or condition of
being commensal; commensalism.

Prayer, the form of committal'of the Ijody at burial to COmmensationt (kom-en-sa'shon), n. [< ML."'" '" " ' " as if 'commcnsaiioin-), < L. com-, together, -I-

mensa, table. See commensal.] The act of eat-
ing at the same table.

Pagan com mensation. Sir T. Broume, Misc. Tracts, p. 15.

commensurability (ko-men'su-ra-bil'i-ti), «.

[< commensurable (see -bility)-^= F. commcnsu-
raUlite, etc.] The state of being commensu-
rable, or of having a common measure.
commensurable (KO-men'gu-ra-bl), a. [= F.
commenaurablv = Sp. conniensiirable= Pg. com-
mensurarcl = It. commensurabile, < LL. com-
mensurabilis, < "commensurare, reduce to a com-
mon measure: see commensurate, and cf. com-
measurable, mensurable.] 1. Having a com-
mon measure

; reducible to a common measure.
Thus, a yard and a foot are commensurable, as both may
be measured by inches. Commensurable numbersare those
which may be measured or divided liy other numljers with-
out a remainder, as 12 and 18, which may be measured by
6 and 3. See incommensurable.
2. Suitable in measure ; adapted.
Their poems . . . could not be made commensurable to

the grounil or to the sea. =8yn. 1. Recommendation, en
coniium.

commendator (kom'en-da-tor), «. [ML., one
holcliiigin commendam. L. acommender, < com-
mendare, commend: see commend, v., and com-
mendam.] One who holds a benefice in com-
mendam. See commendam.
commendatory (ko-men 'da-to-ri), a. and n.

[= Sp. conicndatoirio, < LL'. eommendatoritut,
< L. commendator: see commendator.] I. a.
1. Serving to commend; presenting to favor-
able notice or reception ; containing approval,
praise, or recommendation : as, a commendatory
letter.— 2. Holdinga benefice in commendam

:

as, a commendatory bishop.— 3. Held in com-
mendam. See commendam.

Tlie bishoprics and the great commendatory ablieys
were, with few exceptions, held by that order.

Burke, Rev. in France.

Commendatory letters, letters written by one bishop
to another in l)chalf of any of the clergy or others of his
diocese who arc traveling, that they may be well received
among the faithful ; letters of credence. According to
the rules and praitice of the ancient church, no Christian
could comnmnicate with the church, or receive any aid
or countenance from It, In s country not his own, unless
he carried with him letters of credence from his lilshop.
Tliese letters were of several kinds, according to the dif-
ferent occasions or the r|uality of the person who carried
them, viz., rommendatory (specifically so called), commu-
nicatory, and dimissory. The first were granted only to
persons of quality, or to persons whose reputation had
twen called fn question, or to the clergy who had occasion COmmenSUrably (ko-men'sii-ra-bli), adv. In a
."'i™.*l.. ...'?''','.?"_ ™!!."'!!'l'-

The second were granted coinmoiisiirable manner. "
"

commensurate (ko-men'su-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. commcnsuratecilppT. commensurating. [< LL.
commensuratus, adj., prop. pp. of "commensu-
rare, reduce to a common measure, < L. com-,
together, + LL. mensurare, measure : see mea-
sure, V. Cf. commeasure.] 1. To reduce to a
common measure.

the voice or instruments in prose,
Ilobbs, On Davenant's Preface.

3. Measurable. [Bare.]
As God, he Is eternal ; as man, mortal and commensura-

ble by time. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 337.

Commensurable In power (a translation of the Gr.
{uKOMn axiiiiitTpoi), in math., having commensuralde
wjuares.

to all who wei-e in peace and communion with the church,
whence they were also called ]iacifieal, ecclesiastical, and
sometimes canonical. The third were given only to the
clergy removing from one church to settle in another, and
testified that tlic bearer had the bishop's leave to depart— Commendatory prayer, in the Book of omimon
Prayer, a prayer in the order for the visitation of the
sick, to \ie used for a person at the point of death, com-
mending his soul to God.



commensurate
Theaptest terms to comiwiinira^e the longitudeof places.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 7.

2. To adapt
;
proportionate.

CominensurtiHng the forms of absolution to the degrees
of preparation and necessity.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 200.

commensurate (ko-men'su-rat), a. [< LL. com-
meiwuratus, pp. adj. : see the verb.] 1. Redu-
cible to a common measure; commensurable.
— 2. Ofequalsize; haviugthe same boundaries.

The inferior commissariats which had usually beenco»i-
fH^tisurate with the dioceses. Chainberg's Jiticyc.

3. Corresponding in amount, degree, or mag-
nitude; adequate; proportionate to the pur-
pose, occasion, capacity, etc. : as, we find no-
thing in this ]ited:ommensuratc with our desires.

When shall we return to a sound conception of the right
to property— namely, as being ofticial, implying and de-
manding the performance of comiiieiiMirate duties ?

Coleridge, Table-Talk.

Landor, with his imaginative force unmet by any coin-

nieiistirate task, wandered like " blind Orion, hungry for

the morn." Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 40.

commensurately (ko-men'su-rat-li), adv. In
a commensurate manner; so as to be commen-
surate; correspondingly; adequately.

commensurateness (ko-men'su-rat-nes), n.

The state or quality of being commensurate.
commensuration (ko-men-gu-ra'shon), n. [=
F. commensuration = Sp. conmensuracion = Pg.
commensuraqao = It. commensurazione, < LL.
eommensuratio(>i-), < commensuratus : see com-
mensurat€,v.'\ Proportion; the state of having
a common meastire.

All fitness lies in a particular commensuration, or pro-
portion of one thing to another. South.

comment^ (ko-menf or kom'ent), v. [< F.

commenter ='Sp. comentar = Pg. commentar =
It. comentare, comment, < L. commentari, con-
sider thoroughly, think over, deliberate, dis-

cuss, write upon, freq. of comminisci, pp. com-
mentus, devise, contrive, invent, < com- + *mi-
nisci (only in comp.; cf. reminiscent), an incep-
tive verb, < V *»»«» (in me-minisse, remember,
mens, mind, etc.) = Skt. \/ man, think: see
mind, memento, mental, etc.] I. intrans. To
make remarks or observations, as on an action,

an event, a proceeding, or an opinion ; espe-
cially, to write critical or expository notes on
the works of an author.

Enter his chamber, view his breathless corpse,

And comment then upon his sudden death.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

Critics, having first taken a liking to one of these poets,
proceed to comment on him and illustrate him. Dryden.

I must translate and comment. Pope.

n. trans. To make remarks or notes upon;
expound ; discuss ; annotate.

TTiis was the text commented by Chrysostom and Theo-
doret. lieeveft. Collation of Psalms, p. 18.

Panini's work has been commented without end, . . .

but never rebelled against or superseded.
Amer. Jour. Philol., V. 280.

comment! (kom'ent), n. [< comment^, ».] 1.

A spoken or written remark or observation ; a
remark or note ; especially, a written note in-

tended as a criticism, explanation, or expansion
of a passage in a book or other writing ; anno-
tation; explanation; exposition.

He speaks all riddle, I think. I must have a comment
ere I can conceive him. B. Jonaon, Case is Altered, i. 2.

Poor Alma sits between two Stools

;

The more she reads, the more perplext

:

The Comment ruining the Text. Prior, Alma, i.

2. Talk or discourse upon a particular subject

;

gossip.

She hated all the knights, and heard in thought
Their lavish comment when her name was named.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

= Syn. 1. Annotation, etc. See remark, n.

comment^t, v. t. [< L. commentiri, feign, de-

vise, < com,- + mentiri, feign, lie, orig. devise,

think out; akin to comminisci, pp. commentus,
devise : see comment^, v., and mendacious.'^ To
feign ; devise. Spenser.

commentary (kom'en-ta-ri), n.
;

pi. commenta-
ries (-riz). [= F. commeiitaire= Sp. It. comenta-
rio = Pg. commentario, < L. commentarius, m.
(sc. liher, a book), or commentarium, neut. (so.

rolumen, avolume), acommentary, explanation,
orig. a note-book, memorandum, prop, adj., <

commentari, write upon, comment, devise, etc.

:

see comment^, V.'] 1. A series or collection of

comments or annotations; especially, an ex-

planation or elucidation of difficult and obscure
passages in a book or other writing, and con-
sideration of questions suggested by them, ar-

ranged in the same order as in the text or writ-
ing examined ; an explanatory essay or treatise

:
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as, a commentary on the Bible. A textual com-
mentary explains the authoi-'s meaning, sen-
tence by sentence. Hence— 2. Anything that
serves to explain or illustrate ; an exemplifica-
tion.

Good life itself is but a commentary , an exposition upon
our preaching ; that which is first laid upon us is preach-
ing. Donne, Sermons, v.

3. A historical narrative ; an explanatory rec-
ord of particular transactions : as, the Commen-
taries of Cresar.

" Memorials," or preparatory history, are of two sorts;
whereof the one may be termed Commentarieti, and the
other Registers. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 126.

= Syn. See remark, n.

commentaryt (kom'en-ta-ri), v. [< commentary,
«.] I. intrans. To write notes or comments.
Now a little to commentary vpon all these proceedings,

let me leaue but this as a caueat by the way.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 26.

II. trans. To comment upon.
commentate (kom'en-tat), v. %.; pret. and pp.
commentated, ppr. commentating. [< L. commen-
tatus, pp. of commentari, comment; see com-
ment^, V.'] To make comments ; write a com-
mentary or annotations. [Rare.]
Commentate upon it and return it enriched.

Lamb, To Coleridge.

commentation (kom-en-ta'shon), «. [= It.

comentaeione, < L. commentatio(n-), < commen-
tari, pp. commentatus, comment ; see comment^,
tJ.] The act or practice of one who comments

;

annotation.

The spirit of com^mentation turns to questions of taste,

of metaphysics and morals, with far more avidity than to

physics. Whewell.

commentative (kg-men'ta-tiv), a. [< commen-
tate + -ire.'\ Maliing or containing comments.
commentator (kom'en-ta-tor), H. [= F. com-
mentateur, etc., < LL. commentator, an inven-
tor, interpreter, < L. commentari, pp. commen-
tatus, comment: see comment^, v., and cf. com-
menter.'] One who makes comments or critical

and expository notes upon a book or other
writing ; an expositor ; an annotator.

I have made such expositions of my authors as no com-
mentator will forgive me. Dryden.

How commentators each dark passage shun.
And hold their farthing candles to the sun.

Young, Satires, vil. 97.

commentatorial (ko-men-ta-to'ri-al), a. [<
commentator + -ial.'i Relating to or character-
istic of commentators. Whcioell.

commentatorship (kom'en-ta-tor-sMp), n. [<
commentator + -shij).'] The office of a commen-
tator.

commenter (kom'eu-tfer or ko-men't^r), n. [<

comment^ + -er^. Ci. commentator.] 1. One who
comments ormakes remarks about actions, opin-

ions, etc.— 2t. A commentator or annotator.

And diuers Com-menters upon Daniel hold the same
opinion. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 73.

As slily as any commenter goes by
Hard words or sense. Donne, Satires, ii.

Also commentor.
commentitioust (kom-en-tish'us), a. [< L.
commentitius, more correctly commenticius, de-
vised, fabricated, feigned, < commentiri, devise a
falsehood : see comment^.'] Invented ; feigned

;

imaginary; fictitious.

So many commentitious Fables were inserted, that they
rendered even what Truths he [Geoffrey of Monmouth]
wrote suspected. Baker, Clu-onicles, p. 1.

Who willingly passe by that which is Orthodoxall in them,
and studiously cull out that which is commentitious, and
best for their turnes. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

commentitiousnesst (kom-en-tish'us-nes), n.

Counterfeitness; fictitiousness ; the state of be-
ing fabricated. Bailey.

commentor (kom'en-tor), n. See commenter.
commentyt (kom'en-tl), n. An obsolete form
of coinmonty^.

commerce (kom'ers), re. [< F. commerce =: Sp.
comercio = Pg. It. commercio, < L. commercium,
commerce, trade, < com-, together, -I- merx
(mcrci-), goods, wares, merchandise, > mercari,
trade; see merchant, mercenary.'] 1. Inter-

change of goods, merchandise, or property of

any kind; trade; traffic; used more especially

of trade on a large scale, canied on by trans-

portation of merchandise between different

countries, or between different parts of the same
country, distinguished as /omgr» commerce and
internal commerce: as, the commerce between
Great Britain and the United States, or between
New York and Boston; to be engaged in com-
merce.
A prosperous connnerce is now perceived and acknow-

ledged, by all enlightened statesmen, to be the most use-

commercialism

ful, as well as the most productive source of national
wealth ; and has accordingly become a primary object of
their political cares. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 12,

I think all the world would gain by setting commerce at
perfect liberty. Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 264.

2. Social intercourse ; fellowship ; mutual deal-
ings in common life ; intercourse in general.
Myself having had the happinesse to enjoy his desirable

commerce once since his arrival here.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 43.

The end of friendship is a commerce the most strict and
homely that can be joined. ... It is for aid and comfort
through all the relations and passages of life and death.

Emerson, Friendship.

We know that wisdom can be won only by wide com-
inerce with men and Irooks.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 155.

3. Sextial intercourse.— 4. A game of cards,
played by any number of persons, in which a
hand of five cards is dealt to each player, the two
players having the poorest hands retiring from
the game, this being continued until only two
persons are left, who are declared the winners
and receive prizes. If, during play, a person in
the game speaks to another out of it, he forfeits

his hand to him— Active commerce. See active.

— Chamber of commerce. See c/iajntec—Domestic
commerce, commercial transactions within the limits of
one nation or state.— Interstate commerce, specifically,

in the United States, commercial trjinsaetions and inter-

course between persons resident in different States of the
Union, or carried on by lines of transport extending into
more than one State. The Constitution grants to Con-
gress the general power of regulating such connnerce.

—

Passive commerce. See active commerce, under active.

= Syn. 1, Business.— 2. Communication; communion;
intercourse.

commerce (kg-mers'), t'. i.
;
pret. and pp. com-

merced, ppr. commercing. [< F. commercer =
Sp. comerciar = Pg. commerciar = It. commer-
ciare, < ML. commerciare, LL. commerciari,
trade, traffic, < L. commercium, commerce ; see
commerce, ».] If. To traffic ; carry on trade

;

deal. Sir W. Ealeigh.
Always beware you commerce not with bankrupts.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

2. To hold social intercourse ; commune.
Looks commercing with the skies,

Thy rapt soul sitting in thine eyes.

Milton, II Penseroso, L 39.

Some will not that we should live, breathe, and com-
merce as men, because we are not such modelled Chris-
tians as they coercively would have us.

Penn, Liberty of Conscience, v.

Hid his face
From all men, and commercing with himself.
He lost the sense that handles daily life.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

commerceablet (kg-mer'sa-bl), a. [< commerce,
v., + -able.] Suitable for traffic. Monmouth,
quoted by F. Hall.

commerceless (kom'ers-les), a. [< commerce +
-less.] Destitute of commerce. [Rare.]
The savage commerceless nations of America.

J. Tucker, To Eames.

commercer (kp-mer'ser), re. 1. One who traf-

fics with another.— 2. One who holds social

intercourse or communes with another.

commercial (ko-mer'shal), a. [< commerce +
-ial; =¥. commercial, etc.] 1. Pertaining or
relating to commerce or trade ; of the nature
of commerce; as, commercial concerns; com-
mercial relations ; a commercial transaction.

—

2. Carrying on commerce ; characterized by de-
votion to commerce: as, a commercial commu-
nity.— 3. Proceeding or accruing from trade:
as, commercial benefits or profits.— 4. Devoted
to commerce ; as, a commercial career.— 5. Pre-
pared for the market, or merely as an article of
commerce; hence, not entirely or chemically
pure: as, commercial soda, silver, etc Com-
mercial agent, an officer, with or without consular ju-

risdiction, stationed at a foreign port for the purpose of
attending to the commercial interests of the country he
represents.— Commercial law, the body of law which
relates to commerce, such as the law of shipping, bills of
exchange, insurance, brokerage, etc. The body of rules

constituting this law is to a great extent the same through-
out the commercial world, the rules, treatises, and de-
cisions of one country, with due allowance for local differ-

ences of commercial usage, being in general applicable to
the questions arising in any other.— Commercial letter,
a size of writing-paper, 11 x 17 inches when unfolded.
Small commercial letter is lOJ x 1(U inches. [U. S.]—
Commercial note, a size of writing-paper, 8 x 10 inches
when uiifcildod. [U. S.]— Commercial paper, negotiable
paper, such as drafts, bills of exchange, etc.. given in the
due course of business.— Commercial room, a public
room in tlie hotels of Great Britain, set apart for the use
of commercial travelers.— Commercial traveler, a trav-

eling agent for a wholesale business house, selling from
samples; a drummer. = Syn. ^ee mercantile.

commercialism (ko-mer'shal-izm), re. [< com-
mcrcial + -ism.] 1. The inaxims and meth-
ods of commerce or of commercial men ; strict

business principles.

The buy-cheap-and-sell-dear co»nn»er«aZwm in which he
had been brought up. Eingstey, Alton Locke, xxxix.



commercialism

2. The predominance of commercial pursuits

and ideas in an age, a nation, or a commtmity.
commercially (ko-mer'shal-i), adv. In a com-
mercial manner ; as regards commerce ; from
the business man's point of view: as, an arti-

cle commercially valueless; copyright commer-
cially considered.

commerciatet (ko-mtr'shiat), r. i. [< ML. com-

merciatus, pp. ot commerciare, have commerce :

see commerce, c] To have commercial or so-

cial intercourse ; associate. G.Cheyne. [Rare.]

commeret, «. [= Sc. cummer, Mmmer, q. v. ; <

F. commere, a gossip, a godmother, = Pr. co-

mairc = Sp. Pg. comadre = It. comare, < ML.
commuter, godmother, < L. com-, -with, + mater

(> F. mere, etc.) = E. mother.'] A gossip; a
goody ; a godmother.
commevet, »' t. See commove.
commigrate (kom'i-grat), v. i.

;
pret. and pp.

commii/rated, ppr. commigrating. [< L. commi-
grutuf, pp. of commigrare, < com-, together, +
migrarc, migrate: see migrate.'] To migrate,

especially together or in a body; move in a
body from one country or place to another for

permanent residence. [Rare.]

commigration (kom-i-gra'shon), n. [< L. eom-
migratii>(n-). < commigrare, pp. commigratus:
see commigrate.] The act of migrating, espe-
cially in numbers or in a body. [Rare.]

Almost all do holil the commigration of soules into the

bodies of Beasts. Purchcui, Pilgrimage, p. 478.

Commigratiom or removals of nations.
Hakewill, Apology, p. 38.

COmmilitantt (ko-mil'i-tant), n. [< LL. com-
militan{t-js, ppr. of commilitare, < L. com-, to-

gether, + militure, figlit, be a soldier: see mili-

tant.] A fellow-soldier; a companion in arms.

His martial compeer then, and brave commilitant.
Draytun, Polyolbion, xviil.

COmminatet (kom'i-nat), v. t. [< L. commina-
tus, pj). of comminari, threaten (> Sp. conmi-

nar = Pg. comminar = It. comminare), < com-
(intensive) + minari, threaten, menace: see

minatory, menace.] To threaten; denounce.
G. Ilardinqc.

commination (kom-i-na'shgn), n. [= F. eommi-
nation = Pr. cominacio = Sp. conminaciun= 'Pg.

eomminagSo = It. comminazione, < L. commina-
tio(,n-), < comminari, threaten: see eomminate.]

1. A threatening or denunciation; a threat of

punishment or vengeance.

With terrible comnuHOtioru to all them that did resist.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 204.

Those thunders of commiTuUion which not unfrequently

roll from orthodox pulpite. 7». Taylor.

Specifically— 2. In the Book of Common Pray-
er of the Church of England, a ])euiteutial of-

fice directed to be used after the Litany on Ash
Wednesday and at other times appointed by
the ordinary. It consists of a proclamation of Goil's

an^er ar]d judgments against sinners in sentences taken
from Dent, xxvii. and other passages of Scripture (to each
of wliicli the people are to respond Amen), an exhorta*
tion to repentance, the .'tist psalm, and penitenti:il piiiy-

ers. There is no ottlce of connnination in the Anit;ri<;ui

IYayer-Ii*x>k, but the pt-ayers contained in the Knglisli

oflicc arc ordered to be used at the end of the Litany on
Ash Wednesday.

COmminatory (ko-min'a-to-ri), a. [= F. com-
minutvire = Sp. conminatorio z= Pg. It. commi-
natorio, < LL. as if "commtnatnrius, < commina-
tor, a threatener, < L. comminari, threaten: see
comm ina te.] 1 . Menacing ; threatening punish-
ment. B. Jonson.

A COmminatory note of the powers demanding that
Greece should observe the wishes of the powers.

AppletoH't Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 410.

2. In tetc, coercive ; threatening; imposing an
unconscionable forfeiture or other hardship, in

such sense as not to be enforeible in a court
of justice.

commingt, »• See coming.

commingle (ko-ming'gl), r. t. or «'.; pret. and pp.
commingled, pp.. commingling. [< com- + min-
gle. Ct. comingle.] To mix together; mingle
in one mass or intimately ; blend.

Dissolutions of giun tra^acanth and oil of sweet almonds
do nut comminrjle. iiacmi, Phys. and Med. Remains.

Comminol^ with the gloom of imminent war.
Tennystm, Ded. to Idylls of the King.

comminuatet (ko-min'u-at), v. t. An improper
form of nimminutc.

comminuiblet (kom-i-nii'i-bl), a. [Irreg. <

L. romminiirrc, make small (see comminute), +
-ible.] Kedueible to powder ; capable of being
crushed or ground to powder.
For the best (diamonds] we have are comminuilttc with-

out it. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., li. 6.
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comminute (kom'i-niit), v. t. pret. and pp. com-
minuted, ppr. comminuting. [< L. comminutus,

pp. of comminuere (> It. comniinuire = Pr. Pg.
comminuir = F. comminuer), make small, break
into pieces, < com- (intensive) + minuere, pp.
minutus, make small: see minute, minish, di-

minish.] To make small or fine ; reduce to mi-
nute particles or to a fine powder by breaking,
pounding, braying, rasping, or grinding; pul-

verize; triturate; levigate.

[Their teeth) seem entirely designed for gathering and
comminuting their simple food.

Golditmitli, Int. to Brookes's Nat. Hist.

Finely comminuted particles of shells and coral.

Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 36.

Those [fishes] that form this genus . . . feed chiefly on
shell-fish, which they comminute with their teeth before
they swallow them. Pennant, Brit. Zool., The Gilt Head.

comminute (kom'i-nut), a. [< L. comminutus,

pp.: see the verb.] Divided into small parts

;

comminuted Comminute fracture, in surjr., frac-

ture of a iwne into more than two pieces.

comminution (kom-i-nii'shon), ». [= p. com-
minution, < L. as if *comminutio{n-), < commi-
nuere: see commiyiutc, v.] 1. The act of com-
minuting or reducing to fine particles or to a
powder; pulverization.

[It] is only wrought together, and fixed by sudden inter-

mixture and comminution.
Bacon, Physical Fables, xi., Expl.

2. In surg., a comminute fracture.— 3t. At-
tenuation or diminution by small abstractions.

Commipliora (ko-mif'o-ra), It. [NL., < Gr. xd/i-

fu, gum, -t- -<JMpor, < (pepciv= E. bear^.] A genus
of trees and shrubs, natural order Burscraeew,
natives of Africa and the East Indies, and
abounding in fragrant balsams and resins.
Many of the species are imperfectly known. The princi-

pal are : C M-yrrha, yielding African myiTh ; C. Opobal/ta-

mum, yielding Arabian myrrh and the Ijalni of Ciilead or
balsam of Mecca ; C. Mukul, yielding African bdellium

;

and the Indian species (C. Kata/, etc.) from which the res-

ins called bembitl and hodthai are obtained.

commis (ko-me'), n. [F., < ML. commissus, a
deputy, commissioner, orig. pp. of L. comniit-

tere, commit: see commit. Equiv. to E. com-
mittee.] In French law, a person appointed by
another to represent him in a transaction of any
kind.

commiset, v. t. [ME. commisen, < OF. commis,

pp. of commettre, commit: see commit, and cf.

demise, demit, compromise, compromit.] To com-
mit; perpetrate.

The crysten man sayd verely thou hast eommysed some
omycide, for thou art all bespron^re wyth the blood.

Holy liomt (E. E. T. S.), p. 165.

commiserable (ko-miz'e-ra-bl), a. [= It. com-
miscrabile. < L. as if "commiserabilis, < commi-
serari, commiserate: see commiserate, v.] De-
serving of commiseration or pity; pitiable;

capable of exciting sympathy or sorrow.

This noble and cornvrnterabte person, &Iward.
Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 195.

Acutely conscious what commijterabte objects I consent
to be ranked with. F. llatl. Mod. Eng., p. 193, note.

commiserate (ko-miz'e-rat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
comniiscratfd, ppr. commiserating. [< L. eom-
miscratus, pp. of commiserari (> It. commise-
rare = Pg. commiserar), pity, compassionate, <

com- (intensive) + miserari, pity, commiserate,
< miser, wretched: see miser, miserable, etc.]

1. To feel sorrow, regret, or compassion for,

through sympathy; compassionate; pity: ap-
plied to persons or things: as, to commiserate
a person or his condition.

Then must we those, who groan beneath the weight
Of age, disease, or want, commiserate.

Sir J. Denham, .Justice.

2. To regret; lament; deplore; be sorry for.

We should comminerate our ignorance and endeavour to

remove it. Locke.

3. To express pity for; condole with: as, he
commiserated him on his misfortune.

I commiteraled him sincerely for having such a disagree-

able wife. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 20.

= ^yn. To sympathize with, feel for. condole with.

commiseration (ko-miz-e-ra'shon), n. [= F.
Cdiiiinisi'rdtion = Sp. conmiscracion = Pg. com-
mis/ragao = It. commLtcrazione, < L. commisera-
tio(n-), found only in the sense of 'a part of an
oration intended to excite compassion,' < commi-
serari, covamiserate: see commiserate.] 1. The
act of commiserating; sympathetic suffering of

pain or sorrow for the wants, afflictions, or dis-

tresses of another
;
pity ; compassion.

Losses . . .

Knouuh to press a royal merchant down,
And pluck fomnuHcration of bis state

From brassy bosoms and rough hearts of flint.

S/<a*.,M. of v., iv. 1.

commissary-court

We must repeat the often repeated saying, that it is un-
wortliy a religious man to view au irreligious one either

with alarm or aversion ; or with any other feeling than re-

gret, and hope, and brotherly commiseration.
Cartyle, Foreign Rev., 1829.

He had commiseration and respect
In his decease, from universal Rome.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 314.

2. An expression of pity; condolence: as, I

send you my commiserations. =5ya. Syjnpathy,
Compwision, etc. (see pity), fellow-feeling, tenderness,
concern.

commiserative (ko-miz'e-ra-tiv), a. [= It. C07n-

miserativo ; as commiserate + -ive.] Compas-
sionate. Sp. Sail. [Rare.]
Commiseratively (ko-miz'e-ra-tiv-li), adv. In
a compassionate manner;" with compassion.
Sir T. Ovcrhury. [Rare.]

commiserator (ko-miz'e-ra-tgr), n. [= Pg. com-
miserador = It. commiseratore ; as commiserate
+ -or.] One who commiserates or pities; one
who has compassion.
COmmissarial (kom-i-sa'ri-al), a. [= It. commis-
sariale; as commissary + -iil.] Pertaining to a
commissary'.

commissariat (kom-i-sa'ri-at), n. and a. [=D.
kommissar'uiat = G. commissariat = Dan. kom-
missariat, < F. commissariat = Sp. comisariato
= Pg. eommissariado = It. commissariato, < ML.
*commissariatus, < commissarius, a commissary:
see commissary and -ate^.] I. n. 1. That de-

partment of an army the duties of which consist

in supplying transport, provisions, forage, camp
equipage, etc., to the troops; also, the body of

officers in that department. In the United States
anny these functions are divided between the quartermas-
ter's department, which furnishes transportation, cloth-

ing, and camp and garrison e(iuipage, and the subsistence
department, under the control of a commissary-general,
which provides the food supplies. In 1858 and 1859 tlie

British commissariat was reorganized, and remained a
war-oflice department, under a commissary-general-in-
chief, until 1870, when it was merged, with other supply
departments, in the control department, which performed
ail the civil administrative duties of the army. »ar the
close of 1875 the control department was superseded by
the commissariat and transport department.

The circulatory system is the commissariat of the phys-
iological army. Huxley and Youmaiu, Physiol., § i:0.

2. The office or employment of a commissary.
— 3. In Scots law, the jurisdiction of a commis-
sary; the district of country over which the
authority or jurisdiction of a commissary ex-

tends. See extract.

The inferior commissariats, which had usually been
commensurate with the dioceses, had been abolished by a
previous statute, each county l)eing erected into a separate
commissariat, of which the sheriff is commissary.

Chambers's Euxyc.

n. a. Pertaining to or concerned in furnish-

ing supplies: as, the commissariat department;
commissariat arrangements.
The commissariat department does great credit to the

cooks and stewards. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. i.

commissary (kom'i-sa-ri), «.; pi. commissaries
(-riz). [= F. commissaire (> G. commissar =
Dan. kommister = Sw. kommissarie ; cf. D. kom-
missaris) = Sp. comisario = Pg. commissario =
It. commissario, commessario, < ML. commissa-
rius, one to whom any trust or duty is dele-

gated, < L. commissus, pp. of commitlere, com-
mit: see commit. Cf. commissioner.] 1. In a
general sense, one to whom some charge, duty,

or office is committed by a superior power ; one
who is sent or delegated to execute some office

or duty in the place, or as the representative,

of his superior ; a commissioner.
Commissioners or commissaries are frequently sent for

the settlement of special questions, as, for instance, in-

demnities to Ije paid after a war for losses incurred, or
boundary disputes.

E. Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 119.

2. Eccles., an officer who by delegation from the
bishop exercises spiritual jurisdiction in remote
parts of a diocese, or is intrusted with the per-

formance of the bishop's duties in his absence.

The commissary ot the Bishop of London entertained

suits exactly analogous to those of the trades unions of tile

present day. Stulibs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 316.

3. In Scots law, the judge in a commissary-
court ; in present practice, the sheriff of each
county acting in the commissary-court. See
commissary-court.— 4. Milit., a name given to

officers or officials of various grades, especially

to officers of the commissariat department. lu

the British army a commissai-y-general ranks with a ma-
jor-general, a deputy commissary-general with a colonel,

a commissary with a major, a deputy commissary with a
captain, an assistant commissary with a lieutenant. In
the United States an officer whose duty is the furnishing

, of food for tlic army is called a cammismry of subsistence,

the coiiiiniss«ry-i;cncral ranking as a brigadier-general.

COmmissary-COart (kom'i-sa-ri-kort), n. In

Scots law : (a) A supreme court established in
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Edinburgh in the sixteenth century, to which
were transferred the duties formerly discharged
by the bishops' commissaries, it had jurisdiction

in actions of luvorce, declarator of marriage, nullity of

marriage, and the like. Its powers having come gi-adu-

ally to be conjoined with those of the Coui't of Session,

it was abolished in 1S36. Also called cotijii^orial court.

(6) A sheriffs or county court which decrees
and confirms executors to deceased persons
leaving personal property in Scotland, and
discharges relative incidental functions. The
sherilf, as judge of this court, in certain actions has the
title of commissary, the county over which the court has
jurisdiction l>eing his cmnmUsai-iat.

COmmissaxy-general (kom'i-sa-ri-jen'e-ral), n.

The head of the commissariat or sulJsistence

department of an army. See commismry, 4.

commissary-sergeant"(kom'i-ga-ri-siir'je'nt),n.
A non-commissioned staff-officer in the United
States army, appointed from sergeants who
have faithfully served in the line five years, in-

cluding three years in the grade of non-com-
missioned officers. His duty is to assist the
commissary in the discharge of all his duties.

commissaryship (kom'i-sa-ri-ship), n. [< com-
missary + -ship.] The office of a commissaiy.

commission^ (ko-mish'on), n. [< ME. commis-
sion = D. hommissie = G. commission = Dan.
Sw. kommission, < OF. commission, F. commis-
sion = Pr. comission = Sp. comision = Pg. cotn-

missSo = It. commissione, < ML. commissio{n-),

a delegation of business to any one, a commis-
sion, the warrant by which a trust is held, in

L. the act of committing, a bringing together,

< committere, pp. commissus, commit: see com-
mit.'] 1. The act of committing or doing: of-

ten with the implication that the thing done is

morally wrong: as, the commission of a crime.

Whether commission of something which God hath for-

' bidden, or the omission of something commanded.
Rogers, Sermons.

2. The act of intrusting, as a charge or duty.
— 3. That which is committed, intrusted, or
delivered.

He will do his commission thoroughly.
Shak., Cymbellne, 11. 4.

4. The warrant by which any trust is held or

any authority exercised.
stay,

Where's your- co7nmission, lords? words cannot carry
Authority so weighty. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

Specifically— (a) A warrant granted by government au-

thority to a person, or to a body of persons, to inquire

into and report on any subject. (6) The document issued
by the government to officers in the army and navy, judges,
justices of the peace, and others, conferring authority to

perform their various functions; also, the power thus
granted, (c) A writ which issues from a court of law for

various purposes, such as the taking of evidence from
witnesses who are unable to appear in court.

Hence— 5. Charge; order; mandate; author-
ity given.
He bore his great commission in his look. Dryden,

He would have spoke, but I had no com,mi8»i<m

To argue with him, so I (lung him off.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

6. A body of persons intrusted jointly with the
performance of certain special duties, usually

of a public or legal character, either perma-
nently or temporarily.— 7. hxcom., authority
delegated by another for the purchase and sale

of goods ; the position or business of an agent

;

agency: thus, to trade or do business on com-
mission is to buy or sell for another by his au-
thority.— 8. The allowance made or the per-

centage given to a factor or agent for transact-

ing business, or to an executor, administrator,

or trustee, as his compensation for administer-
ing an estate.
Commission is the allowance paid to an agent for trans-

acting commercial business, and usually bears a fixed pro-

portion or percentage, as may be agreed on, to the amount
of value involved In the transaction. Encyc. Brit., II. 636.

Commission day, the opening day of the assizes, when
the commission authorizing the judge to hold court is

opened.and read.
I
Eng.]— Commission of Appeals, in

some States, a court organized for a limited time to hear
and determine appeals, when the permanent court is over-

burdened with business.— Commission of array, in Eng.
hist., a royal command such as was frequently issued be-

tween 1282 and Ibbi, especially in seasons of public dan-

f:er,
authorizing and commanding a draft or impressment

uU} military service, or into training, of all able-bodied
men, or of a number to be selected from among them.

—

Commission of bankruptcy. See bankruptcy.—Oova-
mlsslon of Delegates. SameasCm^r/ of DeUgat<'s(y,-\\\(i\i

see, under detcijate).— Commission or commissioned
officer. See<y;(c<!r.— Commission of Jail-delivery. .See

asnze, n., 6.— Commission of lunacy, a commission is-

suing from a court to authorize uii imiuiry wliether a person
is a lunatic or not.— Commission of rebellion, a writ
formerly used in chancery to attac;h a defenilant -as a con-
temner of the law.— Commission of the peace, a com-
mission issuing under the great seal for tlie appointment of
justices of the peace. [Eng.]— Commission rogatolre,
in French law, letters rogatory ; an authority, coupled witli

A request that it be exercised, communicated by a tribunal

1130

in one country to a tribunal of another, for the making
of some investigation, adiiiiiii.'iteriim an oath, certifying

papers, or the like.— Court of High Commission. See
court.- Del credere commission. See </(( credere.—
Ecclesiastical commission. Sec ccrfcsMsdiYii.- Elec-
toral commission. ^*.^v electoral.— Tish Commission.
See t'nitfil .Sli^fe.'.Cummi'isiono.f Fish and Fisheries, below,
— In commission, (a) in the exercise of delegated au-
thority or a connnission.

Virg. Are you contented to be tried by these?
Tvc. Ay, so the noble captain may be joined with them

in commission, say. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

For he [God] established Moses in a resolution to under-
take the work, byjoinlng his brother Aaron in commission
with him. Donne, Sermons, v.

(&) See to put in commission, below.—Military commis-
sion, in American milit. law, a tribunal comjiosed of

military officers, deriving its jurisdiction from the express
or implied will of Congress, and having power to try of-

fenders against the laws of war. It has not jurisdiction to

try pel-sons in the military service of the nation for purely
military offenses, or offenses against the Articles of War.
—On the commission, holding appointment as a justice

on the commission of the peace. [Eng.]—To override
one's commission. See override.— To put in or into
commission. («) In Great Britain, to intrust officially

to a commission, as the duties of a high office, in place

of the regular constitutional administrator. 'Tlius, the

functions of the lord high admiral have for a long period

been regularly put in commission to the lords commis-
sioners of the admiralty, or the Board of Admiralty. The
charge of the exchequer or treasury is also sometimes put
into commission.

On the 7th of January, 1687, the Gazette announced to

the people of London that the Treasury was put into com-
mission. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iv.

(!i) In the United States navy, to transfer (a ship) from the
navy-yard authorities to the command of the officer ordered
in charge. Upon tliis transfer being made the ensign

and pendant are hoisted, and the stiip is tlien said to be

in commission.—Vnitei States Commission of Fish
and Fisheries, a bureau of the United States government
for the promotion of the public interests in relation to

fish, as their propagation and distribution, investigation

of their habits and fitness for food or other uses, mainte-
nance of supply, etc. Many of the separate States have
similar comniissions in connection with their internal wa-
ters. Commonly called Fish Commission, = Syn. 1. Perpe-
tration.— 8. Percentage, brokerage, fee.

commission^ (ko-mish'on), v. t. [< commission^,

m. ; = F. commissionnerieto.] 1. To give a com-
mission to ; empower or authorize by commis-
sion.

His ministers, cominissian'd to proclaim
Eternal blessings in a Saviour's name.

Cotvper, Elegy, iv. 91.

2. To send with a mandate or authority; send
as a commission.

A chosen band
He first commissions to the Latin land.

Dryden, ,<Eneld.

Commissioned officer. See oj^r. =Syn. To appoint,
depute, delegate.

commission^t (kg-mish'on), n. [Prob. resting

on Sp. camison, a long wide shirt, aug. of ca-

misa, a shirt: cf. camisole, and see camis.] A
shirt. [Slang.]

A garment shifting in condition,

And in the canting tongue is a commission.
John Taylor, Works, 1630.

commission-agent (ko-mish'ou-a'jent), «.

One who acts as agent for others, an3. either

buys or sells on commission.
commissionaire (ko-mish-on-ar'), n. [< F.
commissionnaire : see commissioner.] 1. .Aii at-

tendant attached to hotels in continental Eu-
rope, who performs certain miscellaneous ser-

vices, such as attending the arrival of railway-
trains and steamboats to secure customers,
looking after luggage, etc.— 2. A kind of mes-
senger or light porter in general ; one intrusted

with commissions. In some European cities (as in

London) a corps of commissionaires has been organized,
drawn from the ranks of military pensioners.

COmmissional (ko-mish'on-al), a. [< commis-
sion + -al.] Pertaining to a commission ; con-
ferring a commission or conferred by a com-
mission. [Rare.]
The king's letters commissional.

Le Neve, Hist. Abps. of Canterbury and York, I. 201.

commissionary (kg-mish'on-a-ri), a. [< ML.
commissionarius (as a noun : see commissioner).]
Same as commissional.
Commissionary authority.

Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, ix.

conunissionatet (ko-mish'on-at), v. t. [< com-
mission^, «., -t- -ate^.] To commission; author-
ize ; appoint.
By this his terrible voice he breaketh the cedars, and

divideth the flames of fire [Ps. xxix. 5, 7], which he com-
missionates to do his pleasure.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 320.

COnuniSSioner (ko-mish'on-er), n. [In the first

sense < commission + -crl. In the other senses
= F. commissionnaire (> D. kommissionnair = G.
commissionar = Dan. kommissionwr) = It. com-

* missionario, < ML. commissionarius, one in-

trusted with a commission, < commissio(n-), a

commission: see commission^, n.] 1. One who

conmission-mercliant

commissions.— 2. A person having or included
in a warrant of authority; one who has a com-
mission or warrant from proper authority to
perform some office or execute some business
for the person, court, or government giving
the commission.
The archbishop was made one of the commisxioners of

the treasury. Clarendon.

Itinerary commissioners to inspect, throughout the king-

dom, into the conduct of men in office. Swijt.

Another class of commissioners, who are strictly polit-

ical agents, are occasionally sent out without its Ijeing

thought desirable to define exactly their rank, but they
are usually received as ministers.

E. Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 119.

Specifically—(a) In Great Britain, an officer having charge
of some department of the public service which is put
into commission. See to put in commission, under cojn-

mission^, n. (b) A steward or private factor on an estate,

who holds a power from his constituent to manage affairs

with full authority.

3. A commissionaire.—4. One of the persons
elected to manage the affairs of a police burgh
or non-corporate town in Scotland, correspond-
ing to a bailie or town-councilor in a corporate

town.— Banlcruptcy commissioner. See bankruptcy.

—Board of county commissioners. See countyi.—
Charity commissioner, a member of a body exercising

authority over charity foundations, schools, charities in

prisons, etc. , in England and Wales.—Clvll-servlce Com-
missioners, ^ee civil service, undercm'i.— Commission-
er forthe State of, etc. , an officer appointed under the law
of one State iind resident within another State, to take in

the latter acknowledgment of deeds to be recorded and
oaths and affidavits to be used in the former. (U. S.]—
CommissionerofAppealS.a member of a Commission of

Appeals. Sec commwrioni.— Commissioner ofCustoms,
an offlciAl of the U.S. Treasury Department charged with
the collection of the customs-revenue and the revision and
certification of the revenue and marine accounts.— Com-
missioner Of deeds, an officer appointed to take ac-

knowledgments, administer oaths, etc.— Commissioner
Of Education, the head of the Bureau of Education.
Sec education. [U. s.]— Commissioner Of Fish and
Fisheries, the chief officer of the United States Commis-
sion of Fish and Fisheries.- Commissioner ofLabor, an
official of the United States government whose duty it is

to investigate and report upon matters relating to the la-

borers and labor-interests of the country. Many of the
different States have similar officials.— Commissioner of
RaJlroadS, an official of the government of the i;nited

States, or of one of the several States, whose duty it is

to enforce the laws relating to railroads, report upon their

condition, recommend such changes as may be considered
necessary, etc.— Commissioner of the Circuit Court
See United States Commissimwr, below.— Commissioner
Of the General Land Office, the liead of the <ieneral

Land Office, Set- land. ( U, s,]— Commissioner of the
Patent Office, or Commissioner of Patents, the head
of the United States Patent offlce. See ^a(f?i(,— Com-
missioner Of the Pension Office, or Commissioner of
Pensions, the head of the United States Pension ()ffice.

See jacttsion.— Commissioners Clauses Act, a British

statute of 1847 consolidating or codifying provisions usual
in acts constituting boards of commissioners for the un-
dertaking of public works.— Commissioners of audit.
See a«di(.— Commissioners of charities and correc-
tion, in New York and some other American cities, a
board of officers charged with the oversight of the public
charitable and penal institutions.— Commissioners Of
estimate and assessment, in America^i law, officers of

a quasi-judicial character, in the nature of arbitrators,

appraisers, or referees, appointed in a proceeding to con-

demn private property to public uses, for the purpose
of estimating the value of land taken for a public im-
provement, and of assessing the cost of the improvement
on the property benefited — Commissioners of excise,
officers, usually constituting a permanent or continuous
board, who are charged with the licensing of dealers in

intoxicating liquors, and with supervising the enforce-

ment of the laws restricting that trade,— Commission-
ers Of highways, officers, usually constituting a perma-
nent or continuous board in a town or village, charged
with the duty of laying out and maintaining highways,
bridges, etc.— Commissioners of Justiciary, the judges
of the High Court of Justiciary of Scotland, consisting

of the lord justice-general, the lord justice-clerk, and five

judges of the Court of Session.- Commissioners of sup-
ply, in Scotland, commissioners appointed to assess the
land-tax and to apportion the valuation according to the
provisions of the Valuation of Lands Act, within their

respective counties.— Commissioners of teinds. See
teinds.— T^^^lftT' Commissioner, the head of the I'nited

States Indian Bureau, or of the office having charge of

Indian affairs. See /rwiian.- Lord high commissioner
to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, the
representative of the sovereign in that assembly.— Lords
Commissioners of the Treasury. Sec treasurer.— Po-
lice commissioners, in some American cities, a board of

ofRcers liaviiit: supervision of municipal police.—United
States Commissioner, or Commissioner of the Cir-
cuit Court, an officer appointed by a circuit court of the
United States to aid in the administration of justice in

various ways, as by examining and extraditing criminals.

COnunissionersnip (ko-mish'on-er-ship), n. [<

commissioner + -ship!] The'office or position

of a commissioner.
commission-merchant (ko - mish ' on - mfer '-

chant), re. 1. A person employed to sell goods
on commission, either in his own name or in

the name of his principal, and intrusted with
the possession, management, control, and dis-

posal of the goods sold : differing from a broker,

who is an agent employed to make bargains and
contracts between other persons in matters of

trade.—2. One who buys or sells groceries, or
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garden or dairy produce, etc., on commission.
[U. S.]

coniinissionslup (ko-mish'on-ship), n. [< com-
mi^b-iou^ + -ship.] The holding of a commis-
sion; a commissionership. [Rare.]

He got his cotnmissioTiship in the great contest for the
county. S<^tt.

commissiTe (ko-mis'iv), a. [< L. commissusy

pp. {see cmnmissure, commit)^ + -ive,'] Com-
mitting. Coleridge. [Rare.]

commissura (kom-i-sxi'ra), n.
;

pi. c&mmissurw
(-re). [L. : see commissure.'] Same as commis-
sure.— commisBvaa. arcuata posterior, the commis-
sura basalis of Meynert.—Commissura basalis of Mey-
nert, a bundle of rather coarse fibers lying above and be-

hind the other portions of the optic chiasraa and optic
tracts of the brain, and passing on either side to the
neighborhood of Luy's body. Also called Meynert's com-
mijwtire.— Commissura media, the middle or soft com-
missure of the brain (which see, under commusure),

commissural (ko-mls'u-ral), a. {_= F, com-
vtissuraly < LL. commissurdtiSj < L. commissura^
commissure: see commissure,] Connective; be-
longing to or forming part of a commissure, or
a line or part by which other parts are con-
nected. See cut under stamatogastric.

The several pairs of thoracic and abdominal ganglia are
united by double commissural cords.

Huxley, Anat. Invert,, p. 358.

Such connections [between corresponding ganglia] con-
sist of what are called commisitiiral fibres. . . . ITie word
eo7nmii<mtral is, indeed, sometimes used in a wider sense,
including fibres that unite ganglia of different grades.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 11.

commissure (kom'i-gur), n. [= F. commissure
= Sp. comisura =Pg. commissural It. commes-
sura, a joint, commisura, sjTnmetry, fitness, < L.
commissura^ a joint, seam, band, < commissus, pp.
of committere, put together, join : see commit.]
1. A joint, seam, suture, or closure; the place
where two bodies or parts of a body meet or
unite. Specifically — (a) In anat. : (1) A suture of cranial
bones. (2) The joining of the lips, eyelids, etc., at their
angles. (3) See phrases below. (&) In omith., the line of
closure of the mandibles. See cut under bill.

Commissure . . . means the point where the gape ends
behind.thatis, the angle of the mouth, . . . where the ap-
posed edges of the mandibles join each other; but . . . itls

loosely applied to the whole line of closure, from true com-
missure to tip of the bill. Coues^ Key to X. A. Birds, p. 105.

(c) In bot., the face by
whichonecarpel coheres
to another, as in the Urn-
beUi/erce ; in mosses, the
line of junction of two
cells, or of the opercu-
lum and the capsule.

(d) In arch., the joint
between two stones,
formed by the applica-
tion of the surface of
one to that of another.

2, That which joins

or connects, specifi-

cally— (a) In atuit., one
of certain bands of
nerve-tissue, white or
gray, connecting right
and left parts of the tirain and spinal cord. (6) In zooL, a
nerve-conl connecting the larger ganglia of the nervous
system.— Anterior commisBxcre of the brain (commis-
sura anterior), a rounded cord of white fil>ers crossing in

front of the anterior crura uf the fornix. See cut under
corptM.— CommiflBUre of the flocculus, the posterior
medullary velum. —Esophageal commissures. Ste
esophageal ring, under f^i//iha'i>:iil. - Gray commissure
ofthe spinal cord, thf connection of tlie two lateral cres-
centir niiis^i-^ nf i:ray suliatance. See cut under ffpt'no/.

—

Great white commissure of the brain (commissura
ma^rna). tin- '.-orpu^ callosum (which see, under corpttf).

—

Heynert's commissure. Bee ci/mjnisifura basalis, un-
der co»i»ii>;fwra.— Middle or soft commissure Of Uie
brain (commii^sura media), a commissure consisting al-

most entirely of gray sulntance, connecting the optic
thalami anteriorly across the cavity of the third ventricle.
See cut under corpus.—OptlC commissure, the chiasm
of the optic nerves. See cAiajf/n.—Posterior commis-
sure of the brain (commissura posterior), a flattened
band of white substance connectinu tlie optic thalami pos-
teriorly.— Short commissure, a part of the inferi(»r ver-
miform process of the cerebellum, situated in the intisura
posterior.— Simple commissure of the cerebellum, a
small lobe near tii-- itnisura posterior. —White commis-
sures of the spinal cord, anterior and posterior,
the connections of tiie lateral masses of wliite substance,
one in front of, the other behind, the gray commissure.
See gjnnal.

commit (ko-mif), v.; pret. and pp. committed,
ppr. committing. [< ME. comtnitten = OF. com-
7n€trc, F. commettre = Pr. cmnrtre^ Sp. cometer
= Pg. commetter = It. commettere, < L. commit-
tere, bring together, join, compare, commit (a
wrong), incur, give in charge, etc., < com-, to-
gether, + mittere, send: see missionj missile.

Cf admit, demit, emit, permit, submit, etc.] I,
trans. 1. To give in trust; put into charge or
keeping; intrust; surrender; give up; consign:
with to or unto.

Commit thy way unto tiie Lord ; trust also in him.
Ft. xxxvlL 5.

Commissure in Botany.— Section of
Fruit of y^thusa, enlarged.

a, a, line of the commissural faces of
the two carpels.
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The Baillies of the cite haue power and auctorite to

coinmitte hym to prison.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 400.

The temporal concerns of our family were chiefly com-
mitted to ray wife's management. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

2. To engage; involve; put or bring into risk
or danger by a preliminary step or decision
which cannot be recalled ; compromise.
You might have satisfied every duty of political friend-

ship without committing the honour of your sovereign.
Junius.

The general addressed letters to Gen. Gates and to Gen.
Heath, cautioning them against any sudden assent to the
proposal, which might possibly be considered as commit-
ting the faith of the United States. Marshall, Washington.

3. To consign to custody by official warrant,
as a criminal or a lunatic ; specifically, to send
to prison for a short term or for trial.

Now we'll go search the taverns, commit such
As we find drinking, and be drunk ourselves
With what we take from them.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, iv. 3.

4. In legislation, to refer or intrust to a com-
mittee or select number of persons for their
consideration and report.

After it has been carried that it [the bill] should be
read a second time, it is committed, i. e., referred either
to a select committee chosen to examine it carefully, or
the whole House goes into committee, or sits to look into
it phrase by phrase. A. Bucklaiul, Nat. Institutions, p. 28.

5. To memorize; learn by heart: a shortened
colloquial form of the phrase to commit to mem-
ory : as, have you committed your speech?—6.
To do or perform (especially something rep-
rehensible, wrong, inapt, etc.); perpetrate: as,

to commit murder, treason, felony, or trespass;
to commit a blunder or a solecism.
And now the Prince's Followers themselves come to be

a Grievance, who relying upon their Master, commit many
outrages. Baker, Chronicles, p. 85.

And it is to be believed that he who commits the same
crime often, and without necessity, cannot but do it with
some kind of pleasure. Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

7t. To join or put together unfitly or heteroge-
neously; match improperly or incongruously;
confound: a Latinism. [Rare.]

How . . . does Philopolis . . . commit the opponent
with the respondent? Dr. II. More, Divine Dialogues.

First taught our English musick how to span
Words with just note and accent, not to scan
With Midas ears, committing short and long.

Milton, Sonnets, viil.

8t. To consider; regard; account.
I was commytted the best archere
That was in mery Englonde.

Lytell Gegie of Robyn Mode (Child's Ballads, V. 120).

Fully committed, in law, committed to prison for trial,

in distinction from detention for examination preUniinary
to such commitment.—To commit one's self, (a) To
Intrust one's self ; surrender one's self : with to.

A kinde of Swine which, . . . being hunted, commit
themselues quickly to the water.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 835.

They cmnmitted themselves unto the sea. Acts xxvil. 40.

(ft) To speak or act hi such a manner as virtually to bind
one's self to a certain line of conduct, or to the approval
of a certain opinion or course of action : as, he has com-
mitted himse(f to the support of the foreign policy of the
government ; avoid committing yourself.

It might, perhaps, be in the power of the embassador,
without committing himself or his government, to animate
the zeal of the Opposition for the laws and liberties of
England. Macaiday, Hist. Eng., vi.

To commit to memory, to learn by heart ; memorize.
= Syn. 1. Intruxt, Confide, Commit, Consign, agree in gen-
eral in expressing a transfer from the care or keeping of
one to that of anotlier. To intrust is to give to another in
trust, to put into another's care with confidence in him.
ConMe Is still more expressive of trust or confidence, es-

pecially in the receiver's discretion or integrity ; the word
is now used most of secrets, but may be used more wide-
ly. Commit implies some measure of formality in the act

;

it is the most general of these words. Consign implies still

greater formiSity in the surrender : as, to consign goods to
a person for sale ; to consign the dead to the grave. To
consign seems the most final as an act ; to commit stands
next to it in this respect.

But a case may arise, in which the government is no
longer safe In the hands to which it has been intrusted.

D. Webster, Speech, Oct. 12, 1832,

Happy will it be for England if . . . her interests t)e

confided to men for whom history has not recorded the
long series of human crimes and follies in vain.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The King is by tlie Bishop of Hereford committed to
the Custody of the Earl of Leicester.

Baker, Clironicles, p. 112.

He himself [William Penn], in the heyday of youth, was
consigned to a long and close imprisonment in the tower.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., II. 114.

n, intrans. If. To commit adxiltery.

Commit not with man's sworn spouse. Shak., Lear, lii. 4.

2. To consign to prison ; to exercise the power
of imprisoning.
That power of committing which the people anciently

loved to see the House of Commons exercise is now, at
least when employed against libellers, the most unpopu-
lar power in the Constitution.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist

committeeship

commitment (ko-mif ment), n. [< commit +
-ment.] 1. The act of committing, (a) The act
of delivering in charge or intrusting, (b) The act of de-

livering in charge to the authorities of a prison ; a sending
to or putting in prison, generally without or preparatory
to a formal trial.

What has the pris'ner done ? Say ; what's the cause
Of his commitment ? Quarles, Emblems, iiL 10.

In this dubious interval, between the commitment and
trial, a prisoner ought to be used with the utmost human-
ity. Blackstone, Com., iv. 22.

(c) In legislation, the act of referring or intrusting to a
committee for consideration : as, the commitment of a
petition or a bill for consideration and report.

The Parliament . . , which thought this petition worthy
not only of receiving, but of voting to a commitment.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

(d) The act of pledging or engaging one's self: as, the
writer's commitment to the theory of spontaneous genera-
tion. [In this sense committal is more commonly used.

)

(c) The act of perpetrating ; commission. Clarendon.

2, A written order of a court directing that
some one be confined in prison : formerly more
often termed a mittimus.

committable (ko-mif a-bl), a. [< commit +
-able.] Capable of being committed. South.

committal (ko-mit'al), ?*. [< commit + -al.]

The act of committing, in any of the senses
of the verb; commitment; commission: as,

the committal of a trust to a person, of a body
to the grave, of a criminal to prison ; the or a
committal (compromising, betrayal, exposure)
of one's self. [In all uses but the last commit-
ment or commission is more common.]
The objection to a premature [disclosure] ... of a plan

by the National Executive consists of the danger of com-
mittals on points which could be more safely left to fur-

ther developments. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 429.

committee (ko-mit'e), ». [Early mod. E. co~

myte (also coniyt for comyte, < AP, ^comite, *co-

mite), irreg. < L. committere (>E. commit) + F.
-6j E. -eel. Hence F. comity = D. comitS = G.
commute, etc., a committee. The analogical F.
form is commis, committee, a clerk (see commis),
< ML. commissus, a commissioner, deputy, etc.,

prob. pp. of L. committere : see commit.] 1. One
or more individuals to whom the care of tho
person or estate of another, as a lunatic, an im-
becile, an inebriate, or an infant in law, is com-
mitted by the Judge of a competent coxirt. The
committee commonly consists of one person, and is dis-

tinguished as a committee of the person, of the estate, or of
the person and estate, according to the subject or subjects
of custody. In some cases the two functions are combineil
in one committee, and in others they are assigned to dif-

ferent committees.

2. One or more persons elected or appointed
to attend to any matter or business referred to

them, as by a legislative body, a court, corpo-
ration, society, etc

—

Committee of the whole, a
committee of a legislative body consisting of all the mem-
bers sitting in a deliberative rather than a legislative char-
acter, for formal consultation and preliminary consider-
ation of matters awaiting legislative action. A special
presiding officer for the occasion is usually appointed, and
parliamentary and standing rules may be less rigidly ap-
plied. The full title of the committee in the Unite<l States
House of Representatives is "Conmiittee of the Whole
House upon the State of the Union."—Committees of
correspondence. See cortespoiidence.— Joint commit-
tee, a cnmniittce composed of two or more committees
representing as many different l>odies, appointed to con-
fer t<^ether for the purpose of composing differences, or
of agreeing upon joint action in some matter. Joint com-
mittees are of special importance in the Congress of the
United States and the State legislatures when the two
houses disagree in regard to some measure. — Biding
committee, a visiting committee. [Scotch.]

For several years the wishes of congregations were ig-

nored ; wherever the presbytery refused to appoint at the
will of the assembly, a ruling annmittee, often assisted
by military force, carried out the decision.

Encyc. Brit., XIX 685.

Select committee, a committee appointed to consider
and report on a particular subject.— Standing commit-
tee, a permanent committee, as of a legislature, society,
etc., intended to consider all matters within an appointed
sphere. In the Congress of the United States and in the
State legislatures the system of standing committees pre-
vails. There are about 40 such committees in the United
States Senate and about 50 in the House of Representa-
tives, consisting of not less than 3 members, and, except in

a few cases, not more than 15. The most important com-
mittees of the House are the Committee on Ways and
Means, which deals with taxes, customs, and all other rev-

enues of the government, and the Committee on Appro-
priations, in which the principal appropriation bills origi-

nate. Each house has also certain select committees, but
they are not imijortant. All bills introduced into either
branch of Congress, and the estimates for the needed ap-
propriations for tlie different executive departments, are
referred to their appropriate committees, examined, and
favorably or adversely reported to the House or Senate.

committeeman (ko-mit'e -man), n. ; pi. com-
mitfcnticH (-mon). A member of a committee.
committee-room (ko-mit'e-rom), n. A room
in wJiicli a committee holds its meetings.
committeeship (ko-mit'e-ship), n. [< committee
+ ship.] The o&ce o£"a committee. Milton.



committent

eommitteilt (ko-mit'eut), n. [< L. commit-
teii{t-)ti, ppr. of committere, commit : see com-
mit.^ Cue who commits a matter or matters
into the care or charge of another ; a commit-
tor.

committer (k<>-mit'6r), n. 1. One who com-
mit s. (d) One who intrusts something or some person to

the care of another. See committor. (6) One wlio does
or perpetrates : as, a committer of sacrilege. Martin.

Thus would the Elements wash themselves cleanc from
it [sill] and the committers thereof.

Purcha^, Pilgrimage, p. 40.

Specifically— 2t. A fornicator; an adulterer.

If all committers stood in a rank, they'd make a lane in

which your shame might dwell.
Dekker and Middleton, Honest Whore.

COmmittiblet (kg-mit'i-bl), a. [< commit +
-ible. According to present E. use, the form
should be committable.'] That may be com-
mitted.

Mistakes committible. Sir T. £roirnfi,Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

committing (ko-mit'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of com-
mit, r.] lu law, authorized to commit to prison.
— Committing magistrate, one whose duty it is, on
probable evidence, to commit accused persons for trial by
a higher court, or to require suitable bail for their ap-
pearance.

committor (ko-mif or), n. [< commit + -or.]

Same as committer, but in this spelling, specifi-

cally, a judge who commits a person of unsound
mind to the custody of another ; the lord chan-
cellor when so acting. [Eng.]
commix (ko-miks'),t'. t. or i. [< ME. eommixen,
comixcn, < com- + viixen, E. mix, after equiv. L.
eommiscere, pp. commixtus, eommistus, < com-,

together, H- miscere = E. mix, q. v. Cf. com-
mingle.'} To mix or mingle ; blend.

Yeve hem [thrushes] figges grounde
Comyxt with flour to make hem faat and rounde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

I have written against the spontaneous generation of
frogs in the clouds, or on the earth out of dust and rain-
water commixed. Kay, Works of Creation.

Boldly com-m ixinr/ with the clouds of heaven. J. Baillie.

commixationt (kom-ik-sa'shon), n. [< commix
+ -fUioH.] Mingling; commixture.

The trim commixation
Of confus'd fancies, full of alteration.

Makes th' vnderstanding dull.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

commixiont (ko-mik'shon), TO. An improper
form of commixtion.

commixtion (ko-miks'chgn), n. [< ME. comix-
tioun = OF. commistion, later commixtion, P.
commixtion = Sp. comistion, conmistion = Pg.
commistao = It. commistione, < LL. commix-
tio{n-), commistio{n-), < L. eommiscere, pp. com-
mixtus, eommistus: see commix.'] 1. Mixture;
a blending, uniting, or combining of difllerent

ingredients in one mass or compound.
Therfore it heelith perfistly the contynuel feuere ; name-

ly with cmnviixtioun of the 5 essence of gold and peerle.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 21.

Were thy commixtion Greek and Trojan so
That thou could'st say— "This hand is Grecian all.

And this is Trojan." S/iak., T. and C, iv. 5.

The whispered Agnus Dei prefaced the commixtion of
tile third part of the Host with the consecrated wine.

Ii. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

2. In Scots law, the blending of substances be-
longing to different proprietors, as two parcels
of com, giving rise to certain questions regard-
ing rights of property.

commixture (ko-miks'tur), TO. [= It. commistu-
ra, < L. commixtura, commistura, < eommiscere,
commix: see commix, and cf. mixture.] 1. The
act of mixing ; the state of being mingled ; the
blending or joining of ingredients in one mass
or compound ; mingling ; incorporation.

The commixture of any thing that is more oily or sweet.
Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. The mass formed by mixing or blending
different things ; a composition ; a compound.
Some apprehended a purifying virtue in fire, refining

the grosser commixture. Sir T. Broume, Urn-burial, i.

3. Eccles., in both the Greek and the Western
Church since early times, the rite of putting a
particle of the consecrated bread or host into

the chalice, an act emblematic of the reunion
of body and soul at the resurrection.

This commixture [of the bread and wine], if not abso-
lutely primitive, is at least of very venerable antiquity.
In the West we find it recognized by the most ancient
Missals; l»y the Council of Orange, A. D. 441 ; and by the
fourtli of Toledo. J. il. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 520.

commodate (kom'o-dat), «. [= F. commodat
= 8p. eomodato = Pg. It. commodato, < LL.
eommodatum, a loan, orig. neut. of commodatus,
pp. of L. commodare, make fit, adapt, accom-
modate, lend to, < commodus, fit : see commo-
dious.] In law, a species of loan, gratuitous on
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the part of the lender, by which the borrower is

obliged to restore the identical thingwhich was
lent, in the condition in which he received it.

COmmodationt (kom-o-da'shon), n. [< LL. com-
modatioi^n-), < L. commodarf, adapt : see commo-
date.] Convenience ; utility ; adaptation for
use. Sir M. Hale.
commode (ko-mod'), a. and n. [< F. commode,
commodious, accommodating, kind, < L. corn-

modus, convenient: see commodious.] I.t a.

Accommodating; obliging.

So, sir, am I not very commode to you?
Gibber, Provoked Husband, iv.

II. TO. [< F. commode, a particular use of the
adj.] 1. A large and high head-dress, mount-
ed on a frame of wire, covered with silk, lace,

bows of ribbon, etc., worn about the end of the
seventeenth century and the beginning of the
eighteenth.
A niceness that wou'd as ill become me as ... a high

commode a lean Face. Southern, Maid's Last Prayer, ii.

When we say of a Woman, she has a fine, a long, or a
good Head, we speak only in relation to her Commode.

Siiectator, No. 265.

2. Any piece of furniture containing drawers
and shelves for holding clothes, handy articles,

tools, etc.

Old cotmuodes of rudely carved oak.
Bulu'er, Eugene Aram, iv. 10.

3. A small piece of furniture containing a
chamber-pot below and a drawer and shelf
above, and conveniently arranged in a bedroom
for necessary purposes.— 4. A night-stool.

—

5t. A procuress; a bawd. Foote.

Commodelyt (ko-mod'li), adv. Conveniently.

It will fall in very commodely between my parties.

Walpole, Letters (1769), II. 103.

You found the whole garden filled with masks, and
spread with tents, which remained all night very com-
viodely. Walpole, Letters (1749), II. 289.

commodious (ko-mo'di-us), a. [< ME. commo-
dious, < ML. commodiosus, useful, < L. commo-
dum, a useful thing, convenience, prop. neut.
of commodus (> It. eommodo = Sp. cdmodo =
Pg. eommodo = F. commode, > E. commode, q.

v.), useful, fit, convenient, < cotn-, with, accord-
ing to, + modus, measure : see mode.] 1+. Bene-
ficial; helpful; useful; favorable.

Thai sayen the pyne unto all thing under sowe [sown un-
der it]

Is commodious. Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 213.

Wine and many things else commoilimts for mankind.
liateifrh, Hist. World, I. vi, 5.

Long sojourning ... of the . . . army at Newcastle,
for lack of commodious winds.

Exp. in Scotland (Arber's Eng. Garner, 1. 115).

2. Suitable; fit; proper; convenient; becom-
ing: in a general sense.

He [the sphere] conteyueth in him the commodious de.
scription of euery other figure, & for his ample capacitie
doth resemble the world or vniuers.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 81.

If they thinkwe ought to i»rove the ceremonies commo-
dious, they do greatly deceive themselves.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. § 4.

3. Affording good accommodation; convenient
and roomy; suitable and spacious: as, a, com-
modious dwelling; a commodious harbor.

An antiquated but commodious manor-house.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 16.

= 3yn. Convenient, suitable, fit, proper, useful, conifort-
al>le.

commodiously (ko-mo'di-us-li), ado. 1. So as

to be commodious: as, a house commodionsly
constructed.— 2t. Suitably; usefuUy; service-

ably; conveniently.
Eke se thi lande

Be bering, and commodionsly stande.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

Wisdom may have framed one and the same thing to
serve commodiously for divers ends.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 42.

On the South side was a piece of plank supported by a
Post, which we understood was the Reading Desk, just by
which was a little hole commodiously broke thro' the Wall
to give light to the Reader.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 8.

3t. Agreeably; comfortably.
We need not fear

To pass commodiously this life, sustain'd
By liim with many comforts.

Milton, P. L., X. 1083.

commodiousness (ko-mo'di-us-nes), 71. The
state or quality of being commodious ; suitable-

ness for its purpose ; convenience ; fitness : as,

the commodiousness of a house.

The commodumsness of the harbour.
Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles.

commoditablet (ko-mod'i-ta-bl), a. [Irreg. for
commoditij + -aMe'^ Fit for purchase or sale.

Joseph Ilichardson, quoted by P. HaU.

commolition

commodity (ko-mod'i-ti), n.; pi. commodities
(-tiz). [< F. commodite = Pr. comoditat = Sp.
comodidad = Pg. commodidade = It. comodita,
convenience, commodity, < L. commodita(t-)s,
fitness, convenience, ML. commodity (merchan-
dise), < commodus, fit, convenient: see commo-
dious.] It. Accommodation; convenience;
suitableness; commodiousness.

It being also no smalle Comodity that the nobility of
England shaJlje therby in their youthes brought vp iu ami-
ty and acquintaunce.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 11.

Travellers turn out of the highway, drawn either by the
commodity of a footpath, or the delicacy or the freshness
of the fields. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

For commoditie of river and water for that purpose,
there is no where better.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 152.

2t. Profit; advantage; interest.

Their ordinances were framed for the " better relief and
comodytie of the porer sorte.

"

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. cxixL

They knew that howsoever men may seek their own
commodity, yet if this were done with injury unto others,
it was not to be suffered. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. § 10.

I will turn diseases to commodity.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 1. 2.

3. That which is useful ; anything that is use-
ful, convenient, or serviceable; particularly,

an article of merchandise; anything movable
that is a subject of trade or of acquisition.

Dyuers comedytees that comyn of the shepe
Causythe no werre, what so men langylle or muse.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 20.

Some offerme commodities to buy. Shak., C. of E., iv. 3.

Under the general name of Commodity I rank all those
advantages which our senses owe to nature.

Emerson, Nature.

This tax . . . included all freeholders of lands, tene-
ments, rents, services, annuities, offices, fees, profits, or
commodities within the kingdom to the yearly value of
20s. clear of charge, commodity being a wide term to in-

clude any interest, advantage or profit.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, I. 127.

4t. Distribution of wares
;
parcel ; supply.

Now Jove, in his next commodity of hair, send thee a
beard! SAa*-., T. N., iii. 1.

Commodity of brown papert, a phrase much used by
the old (ii-itniatists to signify worthless gOi»(is taken in part
8utisfacti(tn for a bond or obligation by needy persons who
borrowed money of usurers.

Here's young master Rash ; he's in [prison] for a com-
modity of brouni paper and old ginger ; nine score and
seventeen pounds. Shak., M. for M., iv. 3.

= S3m. Merchandise, Goods, etc. See ]froperty.

commodore (kom'o-dor), «. [Appar. a corrup-
tion of Sp. comendador (= Pg. commendador), a
knight, commander, superior of a monastery, =
It. comandatore = F. commandeur, OF. comman-
deor, > ME. commaundour, E. commander, q. v.

F. commodore is from E.] 1. An officer in the
navy next in rank below a rear-admiral and
above a captain, in the navy of the United States
(in which the olfice was first created in 1862) a commo-
dore ranks with a brigadier-general in the army, and
may command a division or a squadron, or be chief of
statif of a naval force commanded by an admiral or a vice-

or rear-admiral ; or he may command ships of the first

class, or naval stations. In the British navy the rank of
commodore is a temporiiry one, and of two kinds, of which
the first conveys authority over a captain in the same ship,

while the second does not. The former gives the rank,
pay. and allowances of a rear-admiral ; the latter, the pay
and allowances of a captain. They both carry distinguish-
ing pennants. Abbreviated Com.

2. By courtesy or by extension— (o) The senior
captain when three or more ships of war are
cruising in company. Before 1862 captains in the
United States Navy commanding or having commanded
squadrons were recognized as commodores by courtesy.

(6) The senior captain of a line of merchant
vessels, (c) The president of a yachting-club
or of an organization of boat-clubs, (d) The
convoy or leading ship in a fleet of merchant-
men, which carries a light in her top to con-
duct the other ships.

commodulationt (ko-mod-u-la'shon), TO. [< L.
eommodulatio{n-), < com- (intensive) -I- modu-
latio{n-), proportion: see modulation.] Pro-
portion.

If they hold that symmetric and commodulation (as

Vitruvius calls it) which they ought, from the proportiou
of the head, the hand, ... or the least bone may the di-

mensions of the whole body be infallibly collected.
Hakewill, Ajiology, p. 190.

commoiguef, ». [OF., also commoine, < ML. as
if 'commonius, equiv. to commonachus, < L. com-,

together, + LL. monachus (also *mon>us, > F.

moinc), a monk; see monlc.] A monk of the

same convent. Selden.

commolitiont (kom-6-lish'gn), n. [< ML. *com-
molitio(n-), < commolere, pp. coiiimolifus, grind
together, demolish, < L. com-, together, + mo-
lerc, T^p. molitus, grind: see mill^, a.nd cf. amoKsh,



commolition

Oemolish, demolition.'] The act of grinding to-
getber. Sir T. Browne.
common (kom'on), a. and n. [< ME. conwn, co-
muii, comoini, comen, comyn, less frequently com-
miin, commune, < OF. comun, commun, F. comniun,
m., commune, f. (commune, f., also as a noun:
see common, n., and commune^, «.), =Pr. comun,
como= Sp. comun = Pg. commum = It. commune,
< L. communis, OL. comoinis, common, general,
universal

; of uncertain formation : perhaps <
com-, together, + "munis, bound; cf. mUnis,
obligmg, ready to be of ser^ace, immunis, in-
mUnis, OL. inmoenis, not bound, exempt (> ujt.
E. immunity), miinus (mftner-), OL. mcenus, ser-
v^ce, duty, obligation (> ult. E. munerate, remu-
nerate), marnia, walls, bulwarks, mUnire, OL.
mwnire, wall about, defend (>ult. E. muniment,
munition, etc.). In another view L. communisis
prop, comunis, OL. comoinis (as above), < com-,
together, + fmus, OL. oinos = E. one. In either
view the L. is usually regarded as cognate with
the eqmv. Teut. word: Goth, gamains = OHG.
gimeiui, MHG. gemeine, G. gcmein = D. gemeen =
AS. gemanc, ME. mcne, E. mean, common; but
the kinship of L. com- with Teut. ga-, qc-, and
still more the survival into Teut. of the full form
gam-, as required by the second view, are doubt-
ful. See i- and mean-. Hence (from L. com-
munis), besides common, commune^, v., com-
mune'^, n., communicate, etc.] I. a. 1. Of or
pertaining to all— that is, to all the 'human
race, or to all in a given country, region, or
locality; being a general possession or right;
of a public nature or character.
The comyn ueele, welfare, and prosperite of the seid

cite, accordjiige to the kyngs lawes, alwey kept and for-
'"y- JingKsh Oa<U (E. E. T. S.), p. 407.
Such actions as the comtnon good requireth.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. § 10.

The common air. shai., Rich. II., i. 3.

One writes that "Other friends remain,"
Tliat " Loss is comnwn to the race."

Tennyson, In Memoriara, vi.

Then there was the common land held as separate prop-
erty, not by single owners, but by communities, somethingnke the lands of colleges and other corporations at the
present day, and as land is still held by village comniuni-
ties in India and the eastern .Slavonic countries of Europe.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 20.
Id not bate one nail's breadth of the honest truth

though I were sure the whole edition of my work would
be bought up and burnt by the common hangman of Con-
necticut. Irviiuj, Knickerbocker, p. 219.
Such a man as Emerson belongs to no one town or prov-

ince or continent
; he is the common property of mankind

0. W.llo- ••

8. Not sacred or sanctified: ceremonially un-
clean.

Nothing common or unclean hath at any time entered
mto my mouth. Acts xi. 8.

- - -- — otmen, Emerson, xvi,

2. Pertaining equally to, or proceeding equally
from, two or more; joint: as, life and sense
are common to man and beast; it was done by
common consent of the parties.

And comen to a conseille for liere comun* proflt.
I'iers I'luieman (B), ProL, i. 148.

Tlie kynge Arthur hem departed [divided them] by com-m assent of alle the Barouna after thei were of asUte or
'"^''- Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lit 603.

One common note on either lyre did strike
And knaves and fools we both abhorrd alike

Dryden, To the Memory of Mr. Oldham, I. 6.

3. Of frequent or usual occurrence ; not oxcen-
tional; usual; habitual.
Hit is siker [sure], for sothe, and a sagh [saying] am.™

Dealruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2075.
It is no act of common passage, but
A strain of rareness, .iltak., Cymbeline, ill. 4.

The commmiest operations in nature. Swift.

4. Not distinguislied from the majority of oth-
ers; of persons, belonging to the general mass;
not notable for rank, ability, etc. ; of things
not of superior excellence ; ordinary : as, a conl-
mon soldier; the commojf people ; common iood
or clothing.

Ac ich wol drynke of no dich . .

Bote of comune coppes [cups].
Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 409.

Tlie common People are no less to be feared for theirNumber, than the .Nobility for their Greatness.
Ilaktr, Chroidclea, p. 24.

The common matter-of-fact world of sense and sight.

Ki. r\e i.\. .
^'- Caird.

Of. Of the common people.
In kynges court and in comttne court.

Piers Plowman (C), lil. 22.

6. Trite; hackneyed; commonplace; low; in-
lenor; vulgar; coarse.

Sweets grown common lose their dear delight.
Shak., SonneU, cii.

7t. At the disposal of all; prostitute.

~,., . ,
You talk of women

That are not worth the favour of a common one.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 3.

A dame who herself was common. Sir R. VEstrange

9. In gram. : (a) Both masculine and feminine;
optionally masculine or feminine: said of a
word, in a language generally distinguishing
masculine and feminine, which is capable of
use as either. (6) Used indifferently to desig-
nate any individual of a class ; appellative ; not
proper: as, a co?«/Hore noun: opposed to Mroner
(which see).—10. In pros., either long or short

;

of doubtful or variable quantity: as, a common
vowel; a common syllable, in ancient prosody acommon syllable is generally one containing a short vowel
in weak position (see posilion), as tlie penult of alacris
feminine otalacer In Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit poetrjl
the last syllable of a verse or period is common -that iscan be either long or short, no matter which quantity is
required by the meter. '

11. In anat: (a) Not peculiar or particular;
not specialized or dilferentiated : as, the com-
mon integument of the body. (6) Forming or
formed by other more particular parts: as,
the common carotid or common iliac artery, as
distinguished from the internal and external ar-
teries of the same name ; the common trunk of a
nerve, as distinguished from its branches; the
common origin of the coracobrachialis muscle
and of the short head of the biceps muscle—that
IS, the origin which they have in common.— 12.
In entom., continuous on two united surfaces'
said of (a) lines and marks which pass in an
unmteiTupted manner from the anterior to the
posterior wings when both are extended, or of
(6) marks or processes on the two elytra which

Sn.tV'S*'''^
^mo-r as one.- Book of CommonPrayer. See 7)ra»cr.(,oo*._Common accident, iu lowa character or a predicate which always or nearly always

o J»i'"'lil" ?
'""^^"' .'''"'' °' 8"'>ie<^t.-Common assur-ances, the legal evidence of the transfer of tl e title to

property, as deeds or wills.- Common bail See baifj^—Common barrator. See harratm- 6.— Common
Bencaif the Court of Common Pleas.-Common blackSee Waci.-Conimon bud, in bat..:, bud whkl, is at oiiTJ

V^fJ:\"'i'"'i" """'^-'""i-Conimon carrier. See

rJZ^lA "-Common centering. See centering2.^Common chord, see eliur.i.-Common counca See
co„t,r,i.- Cpmmon-councilmau. see cuunciiman^Common dialect (..l Greek), specilkully, the form ofancient Greek siwken and written by the educated classes
in Greece and other countries after the time of Alexander
the Great. Also called the Hellenic dialect, and distin-
guished on the one hand from pure Attic, which it ap-proached more or less closely, and on the other from the
Alexandrian and other local or Hellenistic dialects The
writings of Aristotle mark the transition from Attic to thecommon dialect, and Pc.lyliius is the earliest writer of notewho eniploya it. Authors who exerted themselves to rc-
atore the common dialect as far as possible to the pure
Attic standard are called Atticists. After the fourth cen-
tury .K 11. the common dialect charige<l gradually into
liyzaneine <.ie,k.-Common diligence. See diliqau-e.-Common divisor. See ,//,,„„. common field. (Gen-
erally in the plniul.) („) The arable land of an aiidei tMilage community. Such fields were divided into threelong narrow strips separate.l Ijy balks of turf about three
feet wide, and the strips, though allotU'd to several own-
ership, were cultivated or at least plowed by codperation
(6) In those parta of the southern United States whicliwere formerly a province of France, Biiiall tracts of land
usually from one to three yard.s in wi.ltli hy forty in lengtliand fenced iii^ which were cultivated by the inhabitants

wi^i'S!^''~''°P??"«^™l^-li<»»se, common gam-
bllng-house, a building or stnatuie, or a jKut of a build-
liig or stnicture, kept as a place of res..rt for the purpose
of gaming. The keeping of such a place is a criminal of-
fense. In order to meet various devices to evade the letter
of the law, the statutory deflnitioiis are usually minute
apcclfying a great variety of detail. The essential features
of all or nearly all aws against common gaminghouses
consist ill the prohibition of maintaining a place of shel-
ter 111 any <legi-ee accessible to the publie, whether open to
all who come or only to a select or favored few, as a place
I.I resort for the puriwse of gaming. Hce qamim/.^Com-mon good, in Swls law, ill iu widest sense all the property
or a eorporati.,;i over which the magistrates have a power
of admiiiistmtion solely for behoof of the conioratioii -l<Ommon land, lo<jsely, land owned in severalty but usedm common

:
more strictly, land owned by the community

and, not being appropriated for the time to cultivation byany individual, used as waste or open land for common
S^'Z?*,^-„^tJ'- ^--Common law. (a> m itamos
general aenae, the system of law in force among English-
speaking peoples, and derived from England, in contfadis-
tinctioii to the civil or Roman law and the canon or ecclesi-
astical law. ((,) More appropriately, the parts of the formersystem which do not rest for their authority on any subsist-
ing express legislative act; the unwritten la>v. In this sense
comnioii law consists in those principles and rules whichare
gathered from the lejiorts of adjudged cases, from the oniii-
loiis of text-writers ami comincntators, and from popular
usage and custom, in contradistinction to statute law (cl
ilore narrowly that part of the .system Justdeflned whichwas recognized and administered by the king's justices in
contra, istinctioii to (be iiiwliHcations introduced by thechance lors as rillesof equity in restraint or enlargement of
the customary and statut.,ry law(see eriuity), ami, in respect
of procedure, in eontra.iistinction to the code practice —
?°r??l°?''^y,''^°*'®,'^*',''®-^°*«' """"" EiKl'sli statutes of
18.1-' lt«a4, and ISOO which siiiiplitled the forms of processPleading and practice in the superior courts.- Conunonlong meter, in psalmody, a si.v-lined stanza comliining acommon-meter stanza with half of a longineter stanza

•

common

**"S;,^™ *' *' ^' *• ^^^ '^''"«<' <^<"nmon halleluiah meter.-Common measure, (a) See common divisor, underdtwor.
((-) In m««c, duple and quadruple rhythm. Tlieusual sign (^) for these rhythms is derived

from the theory of medieval musicians that — — —
duple rhythm was imperfect, and so to be R £ fi
indicated by a half or broken circle (B) It — S ?
is not the initial of the word 'common"ABC
since originally triple riiythm was regarded
as the standard or perfect rliythin. The sign A now usu-

11^ ?,'g".'ifles duple rhythm, two beats to the measureAlso called common hme.-Common meter, in psal-
mody, a form of iambic stanza, primarily of 4 Ihfes, having
alteniately 8 and 6 syllables to the linel so called becausf
it was the commonest atanza in early psalmody DotMecommon meter consists of a stanza with 8 lilies having
alternately 8 and 6 syllables.- Common multiple. Sef
)«««,;, c.-Common notion, a notion applicable to sev!

P«"i,^i'*'"''-^'J°°P°° nuisance. See nuisance.-

Z.^Jufv^J^^^^ ^^^^' '" P'"'l"«>dy, a stanza
witli U lines the third and sixth of which have 6 and the
ie»t 8 syllables.- Common pasturage, in Scots law, aknown rural servitude by whicii tlie owner of the domi-nant tenement is entitled to pasture a certain number of
cattle on the grass grounds of the servient tenement —l,ommon place [tr. L. communis locus, and Or «oir6c
T07ro5 (see, for example. Aristotle, Rhetoric, i. 2), acommon
1. e., general, argument: seeptace, locus, and topic. Hence
commonplace, a. and «.], a consideration or ai-gument ap-
plicable to a variety of cases. See place.

The matter of prooving any question is to be fetchedfrom certaine common places.

Blundemlle, Arte of Logicke (1599), iv. 2.

Common Pleas. See Court of Common Pleas, under
coKrt.- Common prayer, the litui-gy or public fo™ of
prayer prescribed by the Church of England to be used in
all churches and chapels in public worship, llie Book ofCommon Prayer IS used also, with some variations, by theEpiscopal churches m Scotland, Ireland, America, and the

wn,°kf,' "'5''," ""* '"'''' °'' ^^eniPl" of similar devotionalwoiks used by some nonepiscopal bodies. See prayer-Wf.-Common recovery, a collusive suit inatituted
by tlie intended grantee of land against the intended
grantor, in which the land is sulfered to be recovered bythe grantee

:
a device, now obsolete, for evading legal re-

straints on alienation by conveyance.-Common roomthe rooin to which all the members of a college have m^ce^. lliere is sometimes one common room for graduatesand another for undergraduates. CrabVs Tech. Diet.
Oh, could the days once more but come
n hen calm I smoak'd in commm room.

The Student, Oxf. and Cam. (1750), I. 237.

Common school, in the United States, an elementary
schoo open to all the youth of a defined district, main-
tained wholly or in part at the public expense.—Com-mon scold. See scofj.- Common seal, a seal used bva corporation as the symbol of its incorporation —Com-mpn sense, (a) In philos. and psychol. : (1) As used by
Aristotle, the faculty in which the various reports of the
several senses are reduced to the unity of a common ap-
iwrception. S.r IC. UamUton. (2) Same as ca:nesthes&.
(3) in Scotch philos., the complement of those cognitions
or convictions which we receive from nature which allmen possess in common, and by which they test the truth
of knowledge and the morality of actions. Sir W Uam-
Uton. (I,) hound practical judgment

; good sense ; the
practical sense of the greater part of mankind, especial-
Iv as unaffected by logical subtleties or imagination -Common sensory, the brain or the part of the brain in
« iii.li tb,; dideiviit peripheral sensations arc united into aconjoint ide.i.-Common sergeant, a judicial officer ofthe corporation of the city of London; an assistant to therecorder.-Common syUoglsm, a syllogism whose mid-
dle IS a comniou uini.-Common tenn.a term predicable
ofsevera indindiials.-Commontlme. Same as com7no7i
rneasure (6).-Common way, a way common to the resi-
dents .if a particular locality, as distinguished from a high-
way, which 18 free to all.- In common. [M K. in commum
after t. en commun, < JIL. in commum:] (a) Equallv with
another or with others ; all equally ; for equal use or par-
ticipattoii in by two or more : as, tenants in commoii; toprovide for children tn common; to assign lands to two ormore persons i« common ; we enjoy the bounties of Provi-dence m common. (b\) In pulilic.

Cprst to a comune woman seyde in comune at a feste
1 hat fides sua shulde sauen hir and saluen [heal] liir of

alle aynnes. picrs Ploummn (B), xi. 211.

To make common cause with. See cause. ^Syn 3Cmnmon, General, Umnrsal. Prevalent. Common merely
denotes what inay freciuently be met with, or what is
ordinary, hut it does not necessarily imply a majority
:ieneral, stronger than cmnmon, implies a majority ; uni-
versal and general are related to each other as the whole
to the part; 7Mi«raf includes the greater part or number
or admits of exceptions; universal takes in every indi-
vidual, and admits of no exceptions. Prevalent in all itsmeanings lias something of the sense of prevailing or over-
coming. Persons or things may be common; opinions
diseases, etc., not persons, may \ie jn-evalent.

Tliere is an evil which I have seen under the sun, and
it IS common among men. Ecd. vi. 1.

I woke, and found him settled down
\>y>on the general decay of faith
Right thro' the world, "at home was little left
And none abroad." Tennyson, The Epic.

Preach'd
An universal culture for the crowd.

Tennyson, Piol. to Princess.
The technical meaning of the word epidemic should be

assimilated to the common meaning, . . . and the word
used

. . as a merely i|uantitative term applicable to
particular phenomena

. . . in so far as they are 'common
to a whole people, or to a greater number in a communi-
ty

;
or in a word are prevalent or general.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 442.

4 and 6. Common, Ordinary, Vulgar, Mean. These words
are on a descending scale. Com?/io)i is opposed to rare,
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mon.

—

2t. To confer; discourse together; com-
mune; speak.

If thou Shalt comnum or talke with any man : stande

not styll in one place yf it be vpon ye bare grounde, or

graase. Babees Book (E, E. T. S.), p. 248.

Embassadors were sent upon both parts, and divers

means of entreaty were commoned of.

Grafton, Edw. III., an. 44.

3. To have a joint right with others in eommon
ground. Johnson.— 4. To live together or in

eommon ; eat at a table in common. Also com-
monize.
In those places it is probable they not only lived, but

also cmnvumed together, upon such provisions as were
provided for them. Wheatley, Schools of the Prophets.

H.f trans. To communicate.
The holi goost makith holi chirche
Of feithful men, bi comynynge

Ech oon to othir what thei kunne worche.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 102.

Camounne ge not this book of deuyne secretes to wickid

men and auerous.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 3.

commonable (kom'on-a-bl), a. [< common, v.,

+ -able.'] 1. Held in common ; subject to gen-

eral use.

A very few centuries ago, nearly the whole of the lands

of England lay in an open, and more or less in a common-
able state. Maine, Village Communities, p. 90.

Many commonable hay-flelds are also found which are

thrown open earlier in the year [than Lammas Day], as

soon as the hay-harvest is over.
F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 37.

2. Pasturable on common land.

Commonable beasts are either beasts of the plough or

such as manure the ground. Blackstone, Com., it § 33.

Commonable Rights Compensation Act. See com-
pensation.

commonage (kom'on-aj), n. [< OF. commo-
nage, < commun, common, -t- -ajre ; see common,
a., and -ajre.] 1. The use of anything in eom-
mon with others ; specifically, pasturage or the

right of pasturing on a common.
Landlords had often been guilty not only of harshness,

but of positive breach of contract, by withdrawing from
the tenants a right of commonage which had been given

them as part of their bargain, when they received their

small tenancies. hecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvi.

2. That which belongs equally to all; that

which is common or public. [Rare.]

The rights of man are liberty and an equal participation

of the comvwnage of nature. Shelley, in Dowden, I. 265.

According to the doctrine of the books a common is the commonalitvt (kom-o-nal'i-ti), n. An obsolete
waste of a manor. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 40. ^'^^^

^^^ commonalty.
"
Grajton.

4. In law, a right which one person may have commonalty (kom'on-al-ti), n. [Formerly also
to take a profit from the land or waters of an- commonality; early"mod. E. commonaltie, com-
other, as to pasture his cattle, to dig turf, to ""
catch fish, to cut wood, or the like, in common
with the owner of the land: called common of
pasture, of turbary, of piscary, of estovers, etc.

Common, or right of common, is said to be appendant,
appurtenant, because of vicinage, or in gross. Common
appenda^it is a right belonging to the owners or occupiers

of arable land to put commonable beasts upon the lord's

waste, and upon the lands of other persons within the

same manor. Common appurtenant may be annexed to

lands in other lordships, or extend to other beasts besides

those which are generally commonable; this is not of

common right, but is to be claimed only by inimemorial
usage and prescription. Common because of vicinage, or

neighborhood, is where the inhabitants of two townships
lying contiguous to each other have usually intercom-

moned with one another, the beasts of the one straying

into the other's fields ; this is a permissive right. Com-
m&n in gross, or at large, is annexed to a man's person,

being granted to him and his heirs by deed ; or it may be
claimed by prescriptive right, as by a parson of a church or

other corporation sole.

Rights to hunt and fish were, in most cases, assumed by
the landlords, who distributed them in the form of rights

of c&mmon among their tenants. The right to fish in the

lord's waters is called, in the English law, the comjjtoji of
piscary. A common of fowling is not unheard of.

D. W. Ross, German Land-holding, Notes, p. 203.

Common of the Saints, in the Xom. Cath. Ch., an office

or form of service suitable for use on a festival of any saint

of a particular kind or class, for instance, a martyr, a con-

fessor, a virgin, etc. ; or the part of the missal or breviarj'

containing the collects, lections, antiphons, psalms, etc.,

used in such offices : distinguished from the Proper of the

Saints, which is suitai)le for commemoration of one indir

Tidual saint only.—Commons Act, an English statute of

1876 (39 and 40 Vict. , c. 66) for the regulation and improve-
ment of commons.
common (kom'on), v. [< MB. comonen, comu-
nen, cornynen, communen, etc., < OF. comunier

(F. communier (only in sense of 'receive or ad-

minister the sacrament'), > later E. commmw^,
v., with accent kept on the last syllable), later

eommuniquer, = Pr. communiar, communiguar,
comunicar = Sp. comunicar = Pg. communicar
=z It. comunicare, < L. communicare (pp. com

common
wnusual, or refined ; ordinary, to distinguished or superior;

vulgar, to polite or refined; mean, to high or emiiu^nt.

Sort our nobles from our common men.
Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 7.

Choice word and measured phrase above the reach
Of ordinary men.

Wordsworth, Resolution and Independence, st. 14.

The small jealousies of vulgar minds would be merged
in an expanded comprehensive, constitutional sentiment
of old, family, fraternal regard.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 37.

Seest thou a man diligent in his business? he shall stand

before kings ; he shall not stand before mean men.
Prov. xxii. 20.

n. ». [< ME. conum, comun, comyn, etc.,

usually in pi. comons, etc., the common peo-

ple, conamons (people), commons (fare), =
MHG. cotnmune, comune, < OF. commune, F.

commune (> mod. E. commune'^, n.) = Pr. co-

muna, comunia= It. comuna, < L. commune, that

which is common, the community, in ML. a

commune (mixed with ML. communia and com-

murM, a common pasture, common right, a so-

ciety, guild), prop. neut. of communis, common

:

see above.] It. One of the common people;

collectively, the people at large ; the public

;

the lower classes.

Yeman on foote, and cmnmunes many oon
"

With schorte staves.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1661.

Digest things rightly.

Touching the weal o' the com.mon ; you shall find

No public benefit which you receive

But it proceeds, or comes, from them to you.
Shak., Cor., i. 1.

2. pi. See commons.— 3. A tract of ground the

use of which is not appropriated to an indi-

vidual, but belongs to the public or to a num-
ber; in law, an open ground, or that soil the

use of which belongs equally to the inhabitants

of a town or of a lordship, or to a certain num-
ber of proprietors.

The little village nestling between park and palace,

around a patch of turfy common, . . . retained to ray

modernized fancy the lurking semblance of a feudal ham-
let. //. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 27.

The pleasant green commons or squares which occur in

the midst of towns and cities in England and the United
States most probably originated from the coalescence of

adjacent mark-communities, whereby the border-land

used in common by all was brought into the centre of the

aggregate. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 40.

minaltie; < ME. communalite, comonalte, comy-

nalte, < OF. communalte, -ante, F. communautS
= Pr. communautat = It. comunaltd, (obs.), co-

munaUtd,,<. ML. *communalita(t-)s,< communa-
lis, common: see communal. Cf. commonly^.']

If. The public ; the people ; the multitude.

Bothe chefe rulers & all the comynalte of the lewes in-

ioyed gretely & thanked ye verray god of Israeli.

Joseph ofArimathie <E. E. T. S.), p. 28.

[It] being most truly sayd, that a multitude or commin-
altie is hard to please and easie to offend.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 132.

2t. Commonwealth; republic. Chaucer.— 3.

Specifically, the common people, (a) in monar-
chical countries, all who do not belong to the nobility or

the titled classes.

The commonalty, like the nobility, are divided into sev-

eral degrees. Blackstone, Com., i. 12.

The nobility or gentry possess the dignities and employ-
ments, in which they never permit strangers or the com-
monalty to have any participation.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 860.

In the reign of Edward I. was passed the famous statute

that no tax should be levied without the joint consent of

Lords and Commons. In that of Edward III. the laws

were declared to be made with the consent of the com-
monalty, which by a Royal Charter is thus acknowledged
as an " estate of the realm."

A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, p. 7.

(6) In republican countries, the mass of the inhabitants,

as distinguished from those in authority, (c) In a more
restricted sense, the uneducated and uncultured, as dis-

tinguished from the learned and intelligent. (<f) In a city,

the mass of citizens, as represented by or acting through

the corporate authorities: as, the mayor, aldermen, and
commonalty of the city of New York do enact as follows,

(e) 'I'he members of an incorporated company other than
its ofticer.s. Rapalje and Lawrence.

COnunonancet (kom'on-ans), v. [< ML. commu-
nantia, < communa, a common: see common, n.

and v., and -arice.] In law, the commoners or

tenants, or tenants and inhabitants, who have
the right of common or of commoning in open

_ _ _ field.

municatus, > E. 'communicate, q. v.),"have in commoner (kom ' on - 6r), n. [< ME. comoner,

common, share, impart, consult, communicate, comyner, cumuner, a partaker, a citizen, a coun-

< communis, common: see common, a., com- cilor, < comonen, common, partake: see com-

mune^, v., and communicate.] I. intrans. H. To mon,^.] 1. One of the common people; a mem-
participate in common; enjoy or suffer in com- ber of the commonalty.

commonly
Doubt not the commoners, for whom we stand,
But they, upon their ancient malice, will

Forget, with the least cause, these his new honours.
Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

Their [royal troops'] munitions, armour, treasure, and
ordnance were actually in the hands of the commoners

;

when, unhappily for their cause, instead of improving
their advantage, these peasant soldiers began to rifle the

booty. R. W, Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

Specifically— 2. A person inferior in rank to

the nobility; one of the commons.
All below them [the peers], even their children, were

commoners, and in the eye of the law equal to each other.
Hallam.

The only distinction that the law of England knows is

the distinction between peer and commoner.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 307.

3. Amember of the British House of Commons.
[The difference] between a representing commoner in his

publick calling and the same person in common life.

Smift.

4t. A member of a common council; a com-
mon-councilman.
That the worthy men graunte no yefte [gift] of the

comyn gader wtout the aduise of the xlviij. comyners.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 372.

5. One who has a joint right in common
ground. Bacon.— 6. A student of the second
rank in the University of Oxford, not dependent
on the foundation for support, but paying for

his board and eating at the common table : cor-

responding to a pensioner at Cambridge.— 7.

One who boards in commons.— 8t. A prosti-

tute.

A commoner o' the camp. Shak., All's Well, v. 3.

9t. A partaker ; one sharing with another.

Cumuner [var. comynere] of that glorye.

Wydif, 1-Pet.y.HOif.).

Lewis . . . resolved to be a commoner with them in

weal or woe. Fuller, Holy War, p. 196.

Gentleman commoner, a member of the highest class of

commoners at the University of Oxford in England.—Great
commoner, a title applied to the first William Pitt (Lord
Chatham) and to W. E. Gladstone, on account of their pre-

eminence in debate and influence as members of the Brit-

ish House of Commons.
commoney (kom'on-i), n. [< common + -ey^.]

One of a common'kind of playing-marbles.

Inquiring whether he had won any alley tors or cmn-
moneys lately (k)oth of which I understand to be a particu-

lar species of marbles much prized by the youth of this

town). Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiv.

commonise, !•. See commonize.

conunonitiont (kom-o-nish'on), n. [< L. eommo-
nitio{n-), < commonere, pp. commonitus, put in

mind, remind, < com- (intensive) + monere, ad-

vise, put in mind: see monish, admonish, etc.,

and cf. monition, admonition.] An admonition
or warning ; an advertisement. Bailey.

commoniti'vet (ko-mon'i-tiv), a. [< L. commo-
nitus, pp. of commonere, admonish (see commo-
nition), + -ive.] Warning; monitory.
Whose cross was only commemorative and commonitivc.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 14.

conunonitoryt (ko-mon'i-to-ri), a. [< LL. com-
monitorius, < commonitor, admonisher, < L. com-
monere, admonish: see cominonition.] Giving
admonition; monitory.

Letters commonitory, exhortatory, and of correction.

Becket, Letter to the King, in Foxe's Martyrs.

commonize (kom'on-iz), v.
;
pret. and pp. com-

monized, ppr. commonizing. [< common + -ize.]

I. trans. To make common. [Rare.]

There being a movement in favor of enameling wood,

because from the expensiveness of the process it is not

likely to be commonised by use in hotels, bar-rooms and
railroad stations, as hard woods have been.

^rf Age, IV. 43.

II, intrans. To eat at a table in common:
same as common, v. i., 4. [Rare.]

About eight o'clock he [the medieval undergraduate]
commonizes with a Paris man . . . who has an admirable

mode of cooking omelettes, which makes his company
much sought after at breakfast time.

A. Lang, Historical Descrip. of Oxford.

Also spelled commonise.

common-la'wyer (kom-on-Wy^r), n. One
versed in the eommon law.

commonly (kom'on-li), adv. [< ME. comounli,

comunliche, etc. ;
'< common + -1y^.] In a com-

mon manner, (at) Together ; in common.

Thei mysten not dwel comounli [var. in comyn, Purv.].

Wydif, Gen. xiii. 6 (Oxf. >.

(fit) Jointly ; familiarly.

As he thereon stood gazing, he might see

The blessed -\ngels to and fro descend, . . .

As conmwnly as frend does with his trend.
Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 66.

(c) Usually ;
generally ; ordinarily ; for the most part : as,

confirmed habits commonly continue through life.

Nobility of birth commonly abateth industry.
Bacon, Nobility.

Alen . . . commonly know their own opinions, but are

often ignorant of their own principles.

Gladstone, .Might of Bight, p. 184.



commonness

commonness (kom'on-nes), n. The state or

fact of being common ; frequent oecurrence

;

fi-equency.

commonplace (kom'on-plas), n. and a. [< cmti-

num + place, a general heading or rule (see

common place, under common, a.), with exten-
sion of meaning according to other senses of

common.'^ I. n. 1. A memorandum of some-
thing that is likely to be again referred to ; a
fact or quotation or argument that is or may
be made useful in one or another way or in a
variety of ways, and so is made note of for
handy use.

Whatever in my small reading occurs concerning this

our fellow-creature [the ass], I do never fail to set it down
by way of commonplace.

Swift, Mechanical Operations of the Spirit (Ord MS.).

Nor can we excuse an author if his page does not tempt
OS to copy passages into our camjiwnplaceg, for quotation,
proverbs, meditation, or other xises.

Atcott, Tablets, p. 131.

2. A weU-known, customary, or obviousremark;
a trite or uninteresting saying.

It is a commonplace that writers who i>ossess a combi-
nation of brilliant qualities are by no means the best
judges of what constitutes their chief strengtli.

Quarterly Rev.

It is a common-place indeed to assert that the order of
the universe remains the same, however our impressions
may change in regard to it.

T. U. (rreen, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 69.

3. Anything occurring frequently or habitu-
ally; anything of ordinary or usual character;
especially, anything that is so common as to be
uninteresting; such common things collectively.

Thuu unas-suming Commonplace
Of Nature, with that homely face,

And yet with something of a grace,
Which Love makes for thee I

W'irdsuvrth, To the Same Flower [Daisy].

He was a frontless, arrogant, decorous slip of the earn-
num-place ; conceited, inane, insipid.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xv.

n, a. 1. Not novel or striking; trite; hack-
neyed : as, a commonplace remark.
Some trite, commonplace sentence, to prove the value

and fleetness of time. Chetsterfield, Letters.

2. Ordinary; commonj uninteresting; without
originality or marked individuality: as, a com-
monplace person.

Harvey, . . . however, professes to be quite a common-
place philosopher. Craik, Hist. Eng. Lit, II. 137.

Commonplace jMjople are only commimplace from char-
acter, and no position alfects that.

R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 31.

commonplace (kom'gn-plas), v.; pret. and pp.
commonplaced, ppr. commonplacing. [< com-
nwnplace, ».] I. trans. To enter particulars
regarding in a commonplace-book.

Collecting and commonplacing an universal history.

Felton.

H. intrans. To indulge incommonplace state-
ments.
For the good that comes of particular and select com-

mittees and commissions, 1 need not commonplace.
Bacon, To King James.

commonplace-book (kom'on-plas-btik), n. A
book in which tilings especially to be remem-
bered or referred to are recorded methodically.
Your com monplace-book— where stray Jokes and pilfered

witticisms are kept with as much method as the ledger of
the lost anil stolen office. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

commonplaceness (kom'on-plas-nes), n. The
quality of being commonplace or trite and un-
interesting.

The naive commonplacenegs of feeling in all matrimo-
nial transactions, in spite of the gloss which the operatic
methods of courtship threw about them, was a source of
endless amusement. Uowellt, Venetian Life, xii.

Our Vicar . . . happens to be rather drowsy and even
depressing in the monotony of his commMiplacenees.

W. Black, Phaeton, xix.

commons (kom'gnz), B. pi. [< ME. comons,
comouns, comyns, pi. of coman, etc.: see common,
«.] 1. The people; especially, the common
people as distinguished from their rulers or a
ruling class; hence, the mean; the vulgar; the
rabble.
The left comouns folowid the arke.

Wycli/, Josh. vi. 9 (Olf.).

Thanne come there a kyng knysthod hyra ladde,
Migt of the comuneg made hyni to regne.

Pierii Plowman (B), Prol., I. 113.

What comyn folke is so mighty, so strong in the felde,U the comyns of England ?

English .State Papers (1515), quoted in Froude's Hist.

lEng., I. 27.

Specifically— 2. The freemen of England as
organized in their early shires, municipalities,
and guilds; the represented people.
The three estates of clergy, lords, and comtnont finally

emerge as the political constituents of the nation, or, in
their parliamentary form, as the lords spiritual and U^m-
porai and the commoru. This familiar formula in either

1135
shape bears the impress of history. The term commoTU
is not in itself an appropriate expression for the third
estate ; it does not signify primarily the simple freemen,
the plebs, but the plebs organised and combined in corpo-
rate communities, in a particular way for particular pui'-

poaes. The cotnmojis are the " communitates " or " univer-
sitates," the organised bodies of freemen of the shires and
towns; and the estate of the commotio is the "communi-
tas coramunitatum," the general Ijody into which for the
purpose of parliament those communities are combined.
The term, then, as descriptive of the class of men which is

neither noble nor clerical, is drawn from the political
vocabulary, and does not represent any primary distinc-
tion of class. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 185.

3. In the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, and in the Dominion of Canada,
the lower house of Parliament, consisting in
both instances of the commoners chosen by the
people as their representatives ; the House of
Commons. This title was also given to the lower
branch of the legislature of North Carolinafrom
1776 to 1868.— 4. Food provided at a common
table, as in colleges, where many persons eat
at the same table or in the same hall ; also, a
college ordinary ; food or fare in general.

I knewe neure cardynal that he ne cam fro the pope,
And we clerkes, whan they come for her [their] comunes

payeth.
For her pelure and her palfreyes mete.

Piers Plowman (B), xix. 412.

Their commons, though but coarse, were nothing scant.
I>ryden.

Most of . . . [the elders] were not present at this first

commencement, and dined at the college with the scholars'
ordinary commons. Winthrop, Hist, New England, II. 105.

Commons, . . . the students' daily rations, either of
meat in hall, or of bread and butter for breakfast and tea.

C. A. Bribed, English University, p. 41.

Doctors' Commons, the familiar name of the buildings,
erected in 1568, formerly occupied by the College of Ad-
vocates in T/indon, where the civilians, or proctors and
professors (doctors) of the civil law, used to common to-
gether. The buildings, situated near St. Paul's Cathedral,
included a court-house for the ecclesiastical courts an<i
the principal registry of wills for England. They were
taken down in 1867, and the registry of wills waa finally
established in Somerset House in 1874.

Doctors' Commons, which had dwelt before in Pater-
noster Row or at the Queen's Head, under the auspices of
Dr. Henry Harvey, built itself a new liome, with hall and
liijrary and plate, and privileges for importing wine.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 325.

Short commons, insufficient fare ; scant diet ; small al-

lowance.

There were which grudged that others had too much and
they too little, the Grecian widows shorter commons than
the Hebrews. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 78.

Very welcome seemed the generous meal, after a week
of suffering, exposure, and short commons.

L. M. Alcotl, Hospital Sketches, p. 34.

To be in commons with, to feed with ; share with.

Thy melancholy cat, that keeps thy study, with whom
thou art in commons, and dost feed on rats.

Shirley, The Wedding, iv. 3.

common-sense (kom'on-sens'), a. [Attrib. use
of the phrase cmnnioh sense: see common, «.]
Characterized by common or good sense: as,

he took a common-sense view of the question.
See common sense, imder common, a. =8yn. /»-
teUigent, etc. See sensible.

commonsensibleCkom-on-sen'si-bl), a. [icom-
mon-sense, (i., + -ihle.] Having or manifesting
common or good sense ; intelligent ; discrimi-
nating : as, a commonsensible person or opinion.
[Colloq.]

commontyl (kom'on-ti), n.
; pi. commonties

(-tiz). [Also formerly commenty; < ME. com-
unety, comounte, < OF. cotnmunite: see commu-
nity.] If. Community.
No man shall make yates or gapes in the common feild,

up*jn the come or grasse of his neighlwrs, but by the con-
sentof Ithelcommonfy. English GiW»(E. E. T. S.), p. 434.

2t. The commonalty ; the common people.

The morowe erly wolde he ride toward the plain of
Salisbery, where-as the comounte of the peple sholde as-
semble. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 574.

God graunt the nobilitie hir to seme and loue.
With all the whole commontie as doth them behoue.

Udall, Roister Doister, v. 6.

3. In Scots law, a piece of land belonging to
two or more common proprietors, and in gen-
eral burdened with sundry inferior rights of
servitude, such as feal and divot, etc. ; a com-
mon.
commonty^t (kom'on-ti), n. A corruption of
comedy.

Is not a conunonty a Christmas gambol, or a tumbling-
trick ? .S'Aot., T. of the S., Ind., ii.

commonweal (kom'gn-wel'), «. [< ME. comon
tcele, comyn weele, etc. ; < common + weal^.'] 1.

The public good; the common welfare of the
nation or community.
The comyn weele, welfare, and prosperite of the seid cite,

accordyuge to the kyngs lawes, alwey kept and forseyn.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 407.

oommos
We are to consider who participate directly or indirect-

ly in legislation and deliljeratiou for the commonweal.
Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 315.

2. A commonwealth; the body politic; a com-
munity. [Now little used.]
An order expressly or secretly agreed upon touching the

manner of their [men's] union in living together ... we
call the Law of a Commonweal, the very soul of a politic
body, the parts whereof are by law animated, held to-
gether, and set on work in such actions as the common
good requlreth. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

So kind a father of the commonweal.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iiL 1.

Many excellent books hath this man . . . [Isaac Casa-
bonas] set forth, to the great beneflte and utility of the
Commmi-Weale of learning. Coryat, Crudities, I. 42.

common'wealth (kom'on-welth' ), ». [< common
+ wealth; equiv. to commonweal, the earlier
term.] 1 . The whole body of people in a state

;

the body poUtie ; the public.
You are a good member of the commonwealth.

Shak., L. L. L., Iv. 2.

Tis the inclusive spirit that holds bodies together and
advances the commonuKolth of mankind.

Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 97.

Specifically— 2. The republican or democratic
form of government ; a government chosen di-

rectly by the people; a republican or demo-
cratic state : as, the commonwealth of England
(which see, below), in the United States, Massachu-
setts, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Kentucky are officially
styled commonwealths.
Trade flourishes nowhere more than in the free com-

monwealths of Italy, Germany, and the Low Countries.
AlUton, Free Commonwealth.

For the very essence of monarchy is rule over others;
the essence of a commonwealth is self-rule ; if it takes on
itself the rule of others, it becomes a corporate king,

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 335.

3. An association of actors who take shares in
the receipts, in lieu of salaries The common-
wealth of England, the designation applied officially to
the form of government existing in England from the abo-
lition of the monarchy in February, 1649, after the execu-
tion of Charles I., till the establishment of the protector-
ate under Cromwell in December, 1653, but often loosely
used of the whole inten'al from tlie death of Charles I. to
the restoration of Charles II. in May, 1660. During the
fonner period, or that of the real commonwealth, the gov-
ernment was vested in a Council of State composed of
members of the House of Commons, and the House of
Lords was abolished.

common'wealth's-man (kom'on-welths'man),
ft. One who favored the English commonwealth.
Thomas Parnell was the son of a Commonu^alth's-man

of the same name. Johnson, Parnell.

commonyet, »• [Appar. for coromoniftjr,verbal n.
of common, v. (I., 2).] Discourse ; communing.

He was set by King Arthurs bed-side,
To heere theire talke, and theire com'nye.

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 237)l

commorance, commorancy (kom'o-rans, -ran-
si), ». [< commorant: see -ance, -ancy,\ In
law, a dwelling or ordinary residence in a place

;

the abiding in or inhabiting of a place.

Commorancy consists in usually lying there.
Blackstone, Com., iv. 19.

commorant (kom'6-rant), a. and n. [< L. com-
moran(t-)s, ppr. of commorari, abide, sojourn,
< com- (intensive) + morari, stay, delay, < mo-
ra, delay. See (ie»j«r.] I. a. Dwelling; ordi-
narily residing; inhabiting: now only in legal
phraseology.
He was commttrant in the university.

Quoted in Bacon's Advancement of Learning, Pref., p. lit

The Italian and also most strangers that are commorant
in Italy doe alwaies at their meales use a little forke [1608].

Coryat, Crudities, I. 106.

H.t n. [ML. commorans in villa.'] In the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, England, a graduate resi-

dent within the precincts of the university and
a member of the senate, but not belonging to a
college.

Kabbi Jacob, a Jew bom, whom I remember for a long
time a commorant in the University.

Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, i. 10.

commorationt (kom-o-ra'shgn), n. [< L. com-
moratio{n-),<. commorari, pp. commoratus, abide:
see commorant.'] A staying, tarrying, or so-
journing: as, "his commoration among them,"
Bp. Hall.

commorientt (ko-mo'ri-ent), a. [< L. commo-
rien{t-)s, ppr. of commori', die together or at the
same time, < com-, together, + mori, die.] Dy-
ing at the same time.
Commorient fates and times.

Sir G. Buck, Hist. Rich. III., p. 86.

C0mmorset(ko-m6rs'),n. [Formedon the model
of remorse.] Compassion

;
pity ; sympathy.

Yet doth calamity attract commorse.
Daniel, Civil Wars, i. 48.

commos (kom'os), n.
;
pi. commoi (-oi). [Gr.

Kn/i/idf, a lamenting song, a beating of the breast
in lamentation, ong. a striking, < Kdnreiv, strike.



conunos

Cf. comma, of same ult. origin.] In anc. Gr.

tragedy, a song or choric passage simg by an
actor from the stage in alternation ^\-ith the
chorus, and expressive of sorrow or lamentation.
commote^ (ko-mof), v. t.; pret. and pp. com-
moted, ppr. commoting. [< L. commotus, pp. of

commovere, move, disturb: see commove, com-
motion.'] Tocommove; disturb; stir up; throw
into commotion. [Rare.]

It was incitlental to the closeness of relationship into
whieli we had broiijjht ourselves, that an unfrieiully state

of feeling could not occur between any two members [of

the Brook Farm Community] without the whole society

being more or less commoted and made uncomfortable
thereby. Hawthorne, Blithedale Komance, p. Iti5.

COmmote^t, commotf, n. [< W. cicmmwd, a
subdivision of a hundred.] In Wales, half a
hundred; fifty villages.

Comjnote^ seemeth to be compounded of the preposition
con and iiwt. 1, vertmm, dictio, a word or saying, and sig-

uitteth in Wales a part of a shire, as a hundred anno 28

H. 8 cap. 3. It is written commoithes, anno 4 H. 4 cap. 17,

and is vsed for a gathering made vpon the people (as it

seemeth) of this or that hundred, by Welshmen.
Minsheu (1617).

commotion (ko-mo'shon), n. [= F. commotion,
OF. comocion = Pr. commocio = Sp. conmocion
= Pg. commo^So = It. commozione, < L. commo-
tio{n-), < commovere, pp. commotus, move, dis-

place, agitate, disturb: see commove.] 1. A
violent movement or agitation : as, the commo-
tion of the sea.

From each hand with speed retired.

Where erst was thickest iight, the angelic throng.
And left large tleld, unsafe within the wind
Of such commotion. Mitton, V. L., vi. 310.

Hence— 2. Tumult of people
;
political or so-

cial disturbance; turbulence; disorder; sedi-

tion; insurrection.

When ye shall hear of wars and commotions, be not ter-

rified. Luke x.\i. 9.

The like Commotion of the Commons was at the same
Time also in Cambridgeshire. Baker, Chronicles, p. 139.

3. Mental agitation; perturbation; disorder

of mind ; excitement.

KJngdom'd Achilles in commotion rages.
Shak., T. andC, ii. 3.

He could not debate anything without some co7rt»to(ion.

Clarendon.

conunotionert (ko-m6'shon-6r), 11. [< commo-
tion + -erl.] One who excites commotion.
A dangerous commotioner. Bacon, Obs. on a Libel.

That ordinary commotioner, the lie.

Is father of most quarrels in this climate.
Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, ii. 1.

commotive (ko-mo'tiv), a. [= It. commotivo,
< ML. commotivus, serving to excite or disturb,

< L. commotus : see commote^ and -ive.] Subject
to commotion; disturbed; agitated. [Rare.]

Th' Eternall, knowing
The Seas commotiue and inconstant flowing,
Thus curbed her.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

commove (ko-mov'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. corn-

moved, ppr. commoving. [< ME. commoeven,
commeven= OF. commuver, F. commouvoir= Sp.
conmover= Pg. commover= It. commuovere, com-
movere, < L. commovere, move, displace, agitate,

disturb, < com-, together, -I- m.overe, move : see

move.] To put in motion ; disturb ; agitate ; un-
settle; throw into commotion. [Rare.]

He who has seen the sea commoved with a great hurri-
cane thinks of it very differently from him who has seen
it only in a calm. The Century, XXVII. 189.

communal (kom'u-nal), a. [= G. communal-
(in comp.)= Dan. fco»J»JMnaZ, < F. communal =
Pr. comunal = Sp. comun^l = It. comunale,<. ML.
communalis, < communa, communia, a commune :

see commune^ and common, n.] 1. Pertaining
to or of the nature of a commune ; belonging
to the people of a commune : as, communal or-

ganization ; communal land.

Tile system of communal tenure, it must be admitted,
was hostile to permanent or even transient improvement,
because it left the personal advantage of outlay on such
land insecure. Thorold Bogers, Work and Wages, p. 91.

Did the primitive communal ownership survive, there
would survive the primitive communal control of the uses
to be made of land by individuals or by groups of them.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 86.

The year 1200 may be regarded as the date at which the
communal constitution of London was completed.

Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), § 803.

2. Communistic. See communalism.
They bought at Xauvoo houses sufficient to accommo-

date them, but very little land, renting such farms as they
needed. Tliey lived there on a communal system, and ate

in a great dining room.
Nordhof, Conmiunistic Societies of the U. S.

communalism (kom'u-nal-izm). n. [< F. com-
munalisme, < communal, communal, + -isme,
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-ism.] The theory of government by communes
or corporations of towns and districts, adopted
by many republicans in France and elsewhere

;

the doctrine that every commune, or at least

every important city commune, should be vir-

tually an independent state in itself, and the
nation merely a federation of such states.

The movement in favor of the autonomy of Paris is an
old one, and has been supported by many able and respect-

able Frenchmen. One in favor of the movement is, how-
ever, properly called a communalist, and not a communist,
and tlie movement itself is communalism— not commu-
nism. R. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 21.

There were several Socialist journals, all of which advo-
cated Bakunin's programme, Anarchy or Cominuimlism ;

that is to say, the absolute independence of each com-
mune. Orpen, tr. of Laveleye's Socialism, p. 234.

communalist (kom'u-nal-ist), n. [< F. com-
munaliste, < communal, communal, + -iste, -ist.]

One who believes in or advocates communalism.
COmmnnalistic (kom"u-na-lis'tik), a. [< com-
munalist + -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature
of communalism: as, communalistic doctrines.

communard (kom'u-nard), n. [F. communard,
< commune (see commune ofParis (6), under com-
mune'^) + -ard, in a depreciatory sense.] One
who advocates government by communes ; a
commimalist ; especially, a member or support-
er of the Paris commune of 1871.

The federal republic has always been the favorite ideal

of the Democrats of Spain and of the Communards of

Paris. Roe, Contemporary Socialism, p. 5.

commune^ (ko-mun'), v.; pret. and pp. com-
muned, ppr. communing. [< F. communier (only
in sense 2) (cf. OF. comunier, > the older E.

verb common, where the accent lias regularly

receded), < L. comnmnicare, share, impart, LL.
also make common or base (LL. and ML. also

receive the communion), < communis, common:
see common, v., and communicate.] I. intrans.

1. To converse; talk together familiarly; im-
part ideas and sentiments mutually; inter-

change thoughts or feelings.

There I will meet with thee, and I will commune with
thee. Ex. xxv. 22.

If you could but learn to commune with your own hearts,

and know what noble company you can make them, you
would little regard the elegance and splendours of the
wortliless. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxiii.

2. To partake of the eucharist or Lord's sup-
per ; receive the communion : a common use of

the word in America and in Wales.

To commune under both kinds. Bp. Burnet.

Il.t trans. To cause to partake of the eucha-
rist. Gesta llomanorum.
commune^ (kom'un), n. [< commune^, v.]

Familiar interchange of ideas or sentiments;
communion; intercourse; friendly conversa-
tion.

A Spirit seemed
To stand beside him— . . .

Held cmimutw with him. Shelley, Alastor.

Days of happy commune. Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxvi.

commune- (kom'iin), «. [= Dan. kommune, <

F. commune, < ML. communa, communia, a com-
munity, territorial district: see common, a. and
«.] 1. In general, a commimity organized for

the protection and promotion of local interests,

and subordinate to the state ; the government
or governing body of such a community.

In 1070, the citizens of Mans established a sworn con-

federacy, which they called comnnine, in order to oppose
the oppressions of Godfrey of Mayenne.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xcv.

Apart from the government by Roman officials, every
province appears to have had, at least under the empire,
a provincial assembly or diet of its own (concilium or
coimmme), and these diets are interesting as the first at-

tempts at representative assemblies.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 885.

"The commitne of Florence," said Villani, "lost in these
two yeai-s" (for the famine, beginning in 1328, lasted into

the year 1330) "more than sixty thousand florins of gold
in the support of the people."

C. E. A'orton, Church-building in Jliddle Ages, p. 210.

The monastery has through all the ages been at its best

a private commune, carrying <lown a primitive custom by
means of a religious enthusiasm.

Westminster Jiev., CXXV. 4.

Specifically— 2. The smallest administrative
division of France, governed in its local affairs

by a mayor and municipal coimeil ; a munici-
pality or township, in the coiuitry a comnume some-
times embraces a number of villages. Similar adminis-
trative divisions so named exist in Italy, Belgium, etc.

3. The people or body of citizens of a com-
mune.— 4. In Russia, the community of peas-
ants in a village. See mir.—The commune of
Paris. («) A revolutionary committee which to(»k the place
of the municipality of Paris in the French revolution of

1789, and soon usurped the supreme authority in the state.

communicate
It was suppressed by the Convention in 1794. (b) A com-
mittee or body of communalists who in 1871 ruled over
Paris for a brief period after the retirement of the German
troops, but were suppressed, after severe fighting and
much damage to the city, by troops under the authority
of the National Assembly of France. .See communalism.
commune^t, a. and n. A Middle English form
of common.
commune bonum (ko-mii'ne bo'num). [L.

:

commune, neut. of communis, common ; honum,
a good thing: see common, a., bona, and hoon^.]
A common good ; a benefit to all ; a matter of
mutual or general advantage.
conununerl (ko-mii'ner), «. One who com-
munes or communicates.
COmmuner^ (kom'u-ner), n. [< commune^, n.,

+ -e/-l.] A member of a commime ; a commu-
nalist.

The popular school is to be maintained by the Gemein-
de, or commune, and tlie communers have not in general
foinid themselves able to forego the income from school
fees. Science, VIII. 693.

communicability (ko-mii"ni-ka-biri-ti), n. [=
F. communicabilite, etc. ; as communicable (see

-bility).] 1. The quality of being communicable;
capability of being imparted, as by contact or
intercourse.

The question of the contagiousness of cerebro-spinal fe-

ver remains still unsettled, but the weight of authority
appears to be in favour of the theory of the com municabil-
ity of the disease. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 11.

2. In logic, capability of being common to sev-

eral things. Thus, the characteristics of the sun, though
peculiar to that luminary, possess communicability, iuas-

nmcti as there might be two suns.

communicable (ko-mti'ni-ka-bl), o. [= F. com-
municable = Sp. comunicahle = Pg. communica-
vel = It. comunicabile, < ML. communicabilis, < L.
communicare, communicate : see communicate.]
1 . Capable of being communicated, (o) Capable
of being imparted ; transferable ; conferable (upon) : as,

communicable ideas, news, etc.

Eternal life is communicable to all.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 20.

Things not reveal'd which the invisible King,
Only Omniscient, hath suppress'd in night.

To none communicable in earth or heaven.
Milton, P. L., Til. 124.

(b) Contagious ; infectious.

Manners are very communicable ; men catch them from
each other, Emerson, Conduct of Life.

(c) Able to impart or communicate ideas ; commonly un-
derstood.

Vulgar instruction requiring also vulgar and communi-
cable termes, not clerkly or vnconthe as are all these of the
Greeke and Latine languages.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 133.

2. Communicative; ready to converse or im-
part information.

Be communicable with your friends.

B. Jonson, Epiccene, iii. 2.

Perhaps SirHugo would have been communicable enough
without tliat kind motive. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda.

communicableness (ko-mti'ni-ka-bl-nes), n.

Tlie quality of being communicable.
The antient Hebrew had the same Fortune that the Greek

and Latin Tongues had, to fall from being naturally spoken
any where, to lose their general Communicableness and
Vulgarity, and to become only School and Book-Languages.

Hoicell, Letters, ii. 60.

communicably (ko-mu'ni-ka-bli), adv. In a
coiuinunieablo manner; with communication.
communicant (kg-mii'ni-kant), a. and n. [= G.
Dan. kommunikant, n., = F. communicant = Sp.
It. comunicante = Pg. communicanfe, < L. com-
munican{t-)s, ppr. of communicare, communi-
cate: see communicate.] I. a. Communicating;
imparting. Coleridge. [Rare.]

II. n. One who communicates at the Lord's
table ; one who is entitled to partake of the sac-

rament at the celebration of the eucharist.

A constant frequenter of worship, and a never-failing
monthly communicant. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons.

COmmunicantes (ko-mu-ni-kan'tez), «. [So
called from the first word, L. communicantes, pi.

of communican(t-)s, ppr. of communicare, com-
municate.] In the Roman canon of the mass,
the prayer following the commemoration or

memento of the living, and containing the com-
memoration of the saints. Also called infra
actionem.

communicate (ko-mii'ni-kat), v.; pret. and pp.
communicaicd, ppr. communicating. [< L. com-
municatus, pp. of communicare (> It. comuni-
care, etc. : see common, v.), impart, share, make
common, commune (hence ult. E. commune"^,

v., and common, v.), < communis, common: see
common, a. and n.] I. trans. 1. To give to

another as a partaker ; bestow or confer in joint

possession; impart knowledge or a share of:

as, to communicate intelligence, news, opinions,



communicate

or facts; to communicate a disease: with to

(formerly with) before the person receiving.

Their opinion is, that such secrete and holy things as

they are should not rashly and imprudently be communi-
cated with the common people. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 253,

It was my hap to see his book in a learned Gentlemans
hand, ... who very kindly communicated the same to me
for a little space. Coryat, Crudities, I. 74.

He communicated those thoughts only with the Lord
Digby. Clarendon, Great Rebellion, viii. § 180.

Where God is worshipped, there he communicates his

blessings and holy influences.

Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

They read all they would communicate to their hearers.
Watts.

2f. To share in or participate ; have in com-
mon.
To thousands that communicate our loss.

B, Jonson, Sejanus, iiL 1.

After much stirre, Almagro and Picarro became friends

and agreed to communicate Purses and Titles.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. S67.

3. To administer the eucharist or communion
to.

There is infinitely more reason why infants may be com-
munieated than why they may not be baptized.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 137.

The chalice should never have turn-over lips, which are
extremely liable to cause accident in communicating the
faithful. F. G. Lee.

= Syn. 1. Comm unicate. Impart. These words agree in ex-

pressing the sharing of something with another, generally
something not concrete, as information, news, hope, fears.

Impart may be used of tilings concrete, as food. As to
things intangible, communicate is the more general, and
impart expresses more of the idea of sharing or intimacy.
We Tas.y communAcate unconsciously; we impart byinten-
UoD.

Good, the more
Communicated, more abundant grows.

Milton, P. L., V. 72.

He that hath two coats, let him impart to him that hath
none ; and he that hath meat, let him do likewise.

Luke iiL 11.

U, intrans. 1. To have a share; take part;

participate : followed by in, formerly also by
with, before the thing shared.

The place itself . . . did afterward emnmunicate in the
benefits sent from the Lord. 2 Mac. v. 20.

Ye have well done, that ye did e&mmunicate with my
affliction. Phil. iv. 14.

2. To have a connecting passage or means
of transition; have comraunieation: said of

things, and generally followed by mth : as, the
lake communicates with the sea by means of the
river.

The whole body is nothing but a system of such canals
which all communicate with one another.

Artntthnot, Aliments.

The houses communicate. • Johnson.

3. To have or hold intercourse or interchange
of thoughts: said of persons.

But in dear words of human speech
We two communicate no more.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxv.

4. To partake of the Lord's supper or commu-
nion : used absolutely or followed by icith.

It does not appear that he was ever formally reconciled
to the Cliurch of Rome, but he certainly had scruples al>out

communicating with the Church of England.
Macautay, Hist. Eng., vi.

In the Fourth Lateran Council, it was decreed that any
believer should cofmmunicate at least once a year— at

Easter. Emerson, Misc., p. 10,

commtmicatef (ko-mS'ni-kat), a. [L. commu-
7iicatus,yp.: seethe verb.] 1. Communicated;
shared. Bacon.— 2. Communicative.
That every man, after the measure of his faith, shuld

be brotherly communicat with his neighlwrs, and distrib-

ute vnto them that thing he hath learned.
Calvin, Four .Sermons, I.

COmmuilicatioil (ko-mu-ni-ka'shon), n. [=
D. kommunikatie = Dan. kommunilcation, < P.
communication = Sp. comunicacion = Pg. com-
munica^So = It. comunicazUme, < L. communi-
catio{n-), < communicare, communicate : see
communicate.'] 1. The act of communicating,
(at) A conference ; a joint deliberation.

The Alderman and his Bredern shall assemble in their
Halle, and dryncke ; and there haue a curteys Communy-
cacion for the weele of the seid Glide.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 188.

(frt) An act done In common with others ; a Joint trans-
action.

That euery brother and snster be gouemed and reuled
be the Aldirman and malstres In ridyngge, and alle othere
communicactmns leful nedeful and spedeful for the Frater-
nlte. English OUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 460.

(c) The act of Imparting, conferring, or bestowing : as, the
communication of secrets, (d) The act of sharing or par-
ticipating.

They who have the true taste of conversation enjoy
themselves in a communication of each other's excellen-
cies. SUele, .Spectator, No. 422.

(<) Participation in the sacrament of the Lord's supper.
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All by communicating of one, become, as to that com-

munication, one. Up. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, Ix.

2. Interchange of thoughts, opinions, or infor-

mation by speech or writing.

Use no French, but mere English, to the French in all

communication whatsoever.
Camden, Remains, Languages.

In the way of argument . . . and friendly communica-
tion. Shak., Hen. V., Hi. 2.

Secrets may be carried so far as to stop the communica-
tion necessary among all who have the management of

affairs. Stcift.

3t. Association; companionship; intercourse.

Evil co?mnMm*ca(ton« [revised version, "company doth"]
corrupt good manners. 1 Cor. xv. 33.

4. Means of communicating; the way and the
means of passing from place to place, as a strait

or channel between seas or lakes, a road be-
tween cities or settlements, a gallery between
apartments in a house or a fortification, the
route by which an army communicates with its

base of operations, etc.

While the main body of Meade's army was marching
southward to meet Lee at Culpepper, Lee was moving
rapidly northward on parallel roads to lay hold of Meade's
eommunicatiims.

W. Swinton, Army of the Potomac, p. 378.

5. That which is communicated or imparted;
information or intelUgenee imparted by speech
or writing ; a document or message imparting
information.— 6. In rhet., a figure by which a
speaker or writer represents his hearer or
reader as participating in his seiitiments, by
the use of the pronoun we instead of / or you.—
Privileged conununication, in law : (a) A communica-
tion between such persons or under such circumstances
that it involves no liability for defamation, except where
express malice is shown, (b) A comnuinication between
such persons or under such circumstances that It Is not a
matter of right to prove it as an admission by calling the
receiver of It as a witness. Also called conjidential com-
munication.

communication-plate (kg-rhii-ni-ka'shgn-plat),

n. In Pdlyzoa, one of the perforated partitions

or incomplete septa between contiguous xjells

or zooecia of the ccenoecium; a rosette-plate.

communication-'yal've (kg - td.u - ni -ka ' shon-
valv), n. A valve in the steam-pipe which con-
nects the boiler with the cylinder of a steam-
engine.
communicative (kg-mii'ni-ka-tiv),a. [= F.
communicatif= Pr. comunicatiu = Sp. It. comu-
nicativo = Pg. communicativo, < ML. communica-
tivus, < L. communicatus, pp. of communicare,
communicate: see communicate.'] 1. Inclined
to communicate or confer; ready to impart;
liberal: as, to be mutually communicative of

benefits.

The love God requires of us la an operative, material,
and communicative love.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 70.

They deserve not the name of that communicative and
noble profession [gardening].

Evelyn, CalendarlumHortense.

2. Disposed to impart or disclose knowledge,
facts, or opinions: free in communicating; not
reserved; open; talkative.

Mr. Boswell's frankness and gaiety made everybody com-
municative. Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles.

3. Disposed to communion with others.

The Morning and Evening Order began, like the Brevi-
ary, with the Lord's Prayer : but the communicative spirit

of the Reformation, where the ministry of the Church
was concerned, was shown at once even In this point.

R. W. Dijcon, Uist. Church of Eng., xv.

4. Adapted or intended for communicating.
It cannot be doubted that. In the first stages of com-

municative expression, all these three [gesture, grimace,
utterance] were used together, each for the particular
purposes which It was best calculated to serve.

Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIIL 767.

Sf. Capable of being communicated; commu-
nicable.

That beauty was too communicative and divine a thing
to be made a property, and confined to one at once.

.Shaftesbury, Characteristics (ed. 1732), p. 196.

COmmunicati'Vely (kg-mu'ni-ka-tiv-li) , adi'. In
a eommimieative manner; by communication.
Milton,

The manifestation of his glory shall arise to tis ; we shall
have it communicatively. Gwdwin, Works, III. ill. 115.

COmmunicati'venesS (ko-mti'ni-ka-tiv-nes), H.

The state or quality of "being cWmmunicative

;

readiness to impart to others; freedom from
reserve; talkativeness.

I was courteously received by a worthy old house-
keeper, who, with the civility and communicativeness of
her order, showed me the interior of the house.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. .334.

communicator (ko -mu ' ni - ka - tor) , « . [< LL

.

communicator, < L. communicare, communicate

:

communion-clotli

see communicate.'] One who or that which com-
municates. Boyle.

communica'tory (kg-mu'ni-ka-to-ri), a. [= F.
communicatoire = Sp. comunicaiorio, < ML. com-
municatoritis, <. lAj. communicator : aee commu-
nicator.] Imparting knowledge. Barrow.—
Communicatory letters. See commendatory letters,

imder commendatory.

communio (ko-mu'ni-o), TO. [L. (LL.) connm-
nio: see communion.] An anthem in the Ro-
man missal, said by the celebrant after he has
taken the ablutions, in the Mozarablc rite It is sung
by the choir. Originally it was sung between the verses of
a psalm as a communion anthem while the people were
communicating. See communion.

communion (kg-mii'nyon), n. [< late ME. com-
munyonc = F. communion = Pr. communion, co-

tnunion = Sp. comunion = Pg. communhSo = It.

comunione = D. communie = G. communion =
Dan, kommunion = Sw. communion, < L. commu-
nto(TO-), common participation, LL. communion
in ecel. sense, < communis, common : see com-
mon, a., and commune^, v.] 1. Participation in
something, especially in ideas and sentiments
held in common; hence, fellowship; concord;
association.
What communion hath light with darkness?

2 Cor. vl. 14.

Yet [thou], so pleased.
Canst raise thy creature to what hlghth thou wilt
Of union or communion, deified.

Milton, P. L., vlll. 429.

2. Intercourse between two or more persons;
interchange of thoughts or interests ; communi-
cation.
The Israelites had never any communion or affairs with

the Ethiopians. Raleigh, Hist. World.

They eat, they drink, and in communion sweet
Quaff immortality and joy. Milton, P. L., v. 637.

3. Union in religious worship, or in doctrine
and discipline ; religious fellowship : as, mem-
bers in full communion.
Bare communion with a good church can never alone

make a good man ; if it could, we should have no bad
ones. South.

He desired the prayers of those whom he calls the people
of God", meaning Mr. Glfford's little congregation, and tlie

handful of persons within his circuit who were in cojn-

munion with them. Southey, Bunyan, p. 29.

4. A body of Christians who have one common
faith, but not necessarily ecclesiastical union;
a religious denomination.
A general history of the Eastern Cmnmunion is a thing

which does not exist. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 6.

6. The act of partaking of the sacrament of the
eucharist ; the celebration of the Lord's supper

;

also, the elements of the eucharist.

Of the several names by which the supper of the Lord
has been distinguished, that of the holy communion is the
one which the Church of England has adopted.

Eden, Churchman's Theol. Diet., p. 102.

6t. Common action; common consent; public
act.

Men . . . served and praised God by communion and
in public manner. Raleigh, Hist. World.

Close communion, among Baptists, conmiunion In the
Lord's supper with Baptists only : a practice based on the
belief that all who have not received baptism by immer-
sion are in reality unbaptlzed, and hence not entitled to
communion. Those who hohl this belief are called close-

commutiionR&piists, OT close-communionists, in distinction
from another class of BaptlsU opposed to it, and hence
called open-commu nionists. The former prevail in the I'nit-

ed .States, and the latter in Great Britain.—Communion
anthem orhynm, an anthem or hynmsungaftcr the canon
or prayer of con.secration and before or during the com-
munion of priest and people. In the early church, when
all the faithful not under discipline communicated as a
rule every Sunday, several psalms or hymns with antl-
phons seem to have been sung at this time. Survivals of
this are seen in the Western coynntunio and in the koi-

nonikon of the Greek Church. The 34th psalm was espe-
cially thus used in primitive times, and its eighth verse
as an antiphon, "O taste and see," as also In the Mozara-
blc liturgy. In the Anglican Prayer-book of 1549 the
Agnus Is directed to be sung during the communion of
the people. In the American Prayer-book a hymn im-
mediately follows the canon.— Communion elements,
the bread and wine used in the sacrament of the Lord's
supper.— Communion in one kind. See half-commu-
nion.— Communion office, <i liturgical form appointed
for the adniinistnition nf the holy eucharist or Lord's sup-
per.— Holy communion, the Lord's supper; the eucha-
rist. See Lord.— Open communion, .among Baptists,

communion with other Christians than those who have re-

ceived baptism by innnersion. iiee close conmnmion, above.

—Syn. 1. Fellowship, converse, intercourse, unity, con-
cord, ii;jre<'nn'iit.

communionable (kg-mii'nyon-a-bl), a. [< com-
munion+ -able.] Capable of, oropen to, commu-
nion. Is. Taylor, Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, p. 24.

COmmunional (kg-mii'nygn-al), a. [< commu-
nion + -al.] Pertaining to a communion: as,
" communional sympathy," Hamilton.
communion-cloth (kg-mii'nyon-kldth), n. A
cloth for covering the communion-table at the
time of the service.



commimion-cup

COnununioil-CUp (ko-mu'nyqn-kup), Ji. A ves-

sel used for the wine of tlie communion ; a

chalice. After the Keformation tills name was substi-

tuted for chalice in the Protestant churches of England,
and the cup was carefully made different in appearance
from the old chalice, especially in the form of the bowl, in

the absence of the kiiop, and in having a cover, instead of

the paten, fitting the top of the bowl. It is now made in

many fomis. See cut under chalice.

communioil-rail (ko-mii'nyon-ral), n. Same
as altar-rail.

conunimion-table (ko-mii'nyon-ta"bl), n. The
table at or near which the communicants sit

or kneel to partake of the Lord's supper, or on
which the bread and mne are placed for distri-

bution.

communism (kom'u-nizm), n. [< F. commits

nisme, < commun, common, -1- -isme: see com-
mon, cmnmune'^, n., and -ism.'] 1. An economic
system, or theory, which rests upon the total or

partial abolition of the right of private prop-

erty, actual ownership being ascribed to the

community as a whole or to the state. The right

of the state to control the means of production, and also

the distribution and consumption of the products of in-

dustry, is in general especially emphasized by the advo-

cates of the theory. In some communistic schemes the
right of the individual to the control of his own labor is

also denied, each one being required to do that which is

most advantageous to the community as a whole. Such
theories, differing in details, have frequently been ad-

vanced—by Plato in his "Republic," by Sir Thomas More
in his "Utopia," and in recent times by many writers—
and have not infrequently been carried into execution on
a small scale, as in the Oneida Community. See commu-
nity.

Communism, in its ordinary signification, is a system or
form of common life in which the right of private or fam-
ily property is abolished by law, mutual consent, or vow.
To this community of goods may be added the disappear-

ance of family life.

WooUey, Communism and Socialism, p. 1.

Coram,uni»m is the name that has been given to the
schemes of social innovation which have for their starting-

point the attempted overthrow of the institution of pri-

vate property. Encyc. Brit., VI. 211.

The machinery of Communism, lilce existing social ma-
chinery, has to be framed out of existing human nature

;

and the defects of existing human nature will generate in

the one the same evils as in the other.

R. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 41.

2. Commuuilism. [An improper use.]

communist (kom'u-nist), n. [= D. communist
= G. Dan. kommuhist, < F. communiste (= Sp.
comunista = Pg. communista), < commun, com-
mon, -f- -isle: see common, commune^, n., and
-ist.] 1. One who advocates and practises the
doctrines of communism.

All communists without exception propose that the peo-
ple as a whole, or some particular division of the people,

as a village, or commune, should own all the means of

production— land, houses, factories, railroads, canals, etc.

;

that production should be carried on in common ; and
that officers, selected in one way or another, should dis-

tribute among the inhabitants the fruits of their labor.

R. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 35.

Discordant theories range front the doctrines of the
communist, who would overturn our social structures, to

those of the timid, half-hearted believers in our govern-
ment, who wish to go back to restraints and powers ex-

erted by the monarchs of Europe.
N. A. Rev., CXXVII. 860.

2. An advocate of communalism ; a member
of a commune ; a oommuualist Bible Commu-
nist. See Perfectionist.

communistic (kom-u-nis'tik), a. [< communist
+ -4C.] 1. Relating to communists or commu-
nism ; according with the principles of commu-
nism: as, communistic theories; communistic
arrangements.
No cases of communistic holding have as yet been ad-

duced from records of the early period.
D. W. Ross, German Land-holding, p. 39.

2. Communalistic. [An improper use.]

COmmunistically (kom-ii-nis'ti-kal-i), adv. In
accordance with communism ; in a communis-
tic form or way.
communitarian (ko-mii-ni-ta'ri-an), n. [< com^
munity + -arian.] A member of a community

;

a member of a communistic association; one
who believes in the wisdom of community life.

These mendacious rogues tour neighbors] circulated a
report that we communitarians were exterminated, to the
last man, by severing ourselves asunder with the sweep of

our own scythes !— and that the world had lost nothing by
this little accident.

Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, p. 78.

communition (kom-u-nish'on), n. [< commune
-i- -ition.] Communion. [Rare.]

"The communition of the body of Christ," and "Christ
being our life," are such secret glories, that, as the frui-

tion of them is the portion of the other world, so also is

the full perception and understanding of them.
Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. 1836), I. 309.

community (ko-mu'ni-ti), n.
;
pi. communities

(-tiz). [= OF. eommunite, communete, comunete,

comonteit, etc. (> E. commonty, the older form),
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mod. F. community = Pr. communitat = Sp. co-

munidad= Pg. communidade = It. comunitd, < L.
commumta[t-)s, fellowship, a sense of fellow-
ship, ML. also a society, a division of people,
< communis, common: see common, a., and com-
monty.'] 1. Common possession or enjoyment

;

the holding or sharing of interests, possessions,
or privileges in common by two or more indi-

viduals : as, a community of goods ; community
of interests between husband and wife.

Of all the griefs that mortals share.
The one that seems the hiirdest to bear

Is the grief without community.
Hood, Miss Kilmansegg.

The essential community of nature between organic
growth and inorganicgrowth is, however, most clearly seen
on observing that they both result in the same way.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 43.

The natural equality of the Italians is visible in their

community of good looks as well as good manners.
Howells, Venetian Life, xxi.

2. Life in association with others ; the social

state. [Rare.]
Confined

To cells, and unfrequented woods, they knew not
The fierce vexation of commtmity.

Shirley, The Brothers, iv. 1.

3. A number of people associated together by
the fact of residence in the same locality, or of
subjection to the same local laws and regula-

tions ; a village, township, or municipality.

The sympathetic or social feelings are not so strong be-
tween different communities as between individuals of

the same community. Calhoun, Works, I. 9.

With them [the Slavic nations] the rule of the free-

dom of acquests has been less strictly observed than in

other European countries, and with them, accordingly,
the comTtiunity continues in its fullest vigor.

W. E. Hearn, Ai-yan Household, p. 240.

A great many of the manors now or formerly existing
represent ancient communities in which, little by little,

the authority of the com.munity was engrossed by the
most considerable man in it, until he became the lord,

and the other landholders became his dependents.
F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 41.

4. A society or association of persons having
common interests or privileges, commercial,
social, political, or ecclesiastical, and subject
to the same regulations ; now, especially, a so-

ciety of this nature in which the members re-

side together or in the same locality : as, the
Oneida Community (see below).

According to the "Rules and Orders of the Clothiers'

Community, 1803," the chief object of the Institution was
to carry out the legal regulations as to apprentices in
their original purity. Emjlish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. clxxv.

5. The body of people in a state or common-
wealth; the public, or people in general: used
in this sense always with the definite article.

It is not designed for her own use, but for tlw whole
community. Addison, Guardian.

Burdens upon the poorer classes of the community.
Hallam.

6t. Commonness; frequency.

Sick and blunted with community.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

7. In logic, the being possessed in common by
several subjects— Brethren of the Community.
See brother.— Community of goods, the holdingof goods
iu common, implying common ownership and connnon
use and enjoyment, but not, in law, the right of partition

or severance.— Community property, in civil law (and
in the States of California, Louisiana, Nevada, Texas,

Idaho, Montana, Washington, and formerly Missouri,

and in the Territory of Arizona), the property of hus-

band and wife exclusive of the antenuptial property of

either, and of property acquired by either by bequest, in-

heritance, or gift. AH other acquisitions during mar-
riage are the joint property of both, and the husband has
the active power of disposal during the life of both, the
wife's rights being meanwhile passive. On the death of

eitlier, the survivor administers, much as in the case of
partnership, the survivor being entitled to one half, and
the heirs, etc., of the deceased to the other half.— House
community, an early form of organization iu which the
heirs of a given ancestor and their heirs in turn continued
to live together, upon the common inheritance, with a
common dwelling and common table.— Oneida Commu-
nity, a religious society or brotherhood, the Bible Commu-
nists or Perfectionists, established iu 1847 on Oneida creek,
in Lenox township, Madison county. New York, by John
H. Noyes, after unsuccessful atterapts to establish it at
New Haven, Connecticut, in 1834, and at Putney, Ver-
mont, in 1837. A branch of the Oneida Community also ex-

isted at Wallingford, Connecticut, but has now been with-
drawn. Originally the Oneida Community was strictly com-
munistic, all property and all children belonging primarily
to the society, and the restrictions of marriage being en-

tirely abolished ; but in 1879, owing to the increasing de-

mand of public opinion that the social practices of the
society should be abandoned, marriage and family life

were introduced, and in 1880 communism of property
gave place to a joint-stock system, and the Community
was legally incorporated as "the Oneida Community,
Limited."—Village community, an early form of or-

ganization, in which tlie land belonged to the village, the
arable land being allotted by it to the members or house-
holds of the community, by more or less permanent ar-

rangements, the waste or common land remaiuing undi-
vided.

commutator

commutability (ko-mii-ta-biri-ti), n. [= OF.
commutabiiile =z S]).conmutabilidad,<. ML. *coHi-

mutahiUta{t-)s, < L. commutahilis, commutable:
see commutable and -bility.] The quaUty of
heing commutable ; interchangeableness. Also
commutahleness.

The commutability of terms. Latham..

commutable (ko-mu'ta-bl), a. [= Sp. conmu-
tahle = Pg. commutav'el = It. commutabile, < L.
commutahilis, < commutare, change: see com-
mute.] Capable of being exchanged or mu-
tually changed; interchangeable.

Here the predicate and subject are not commutable.
Whately, Logic.

commutahleness (kg-mu'ta-bl-nes), re. Same
as commutability.

commutant (ko-mu'tant), n. [< L. commu-
tan{t-)s, ppr. of commutare, change: see com-
mute.] In alg., an oblong block of figures,

denoting the sum of a number of products, each
consisting of as many factors as the block has
rows, and each factor bein^ formed by com-
pounding as umbrse the constituents in one row,
the different terms being due to permutation
with change of sign, in every possible way, of

the constituents of every column after the first.

commutation (kom-u-ta'shon), n. [= F. com-
mutation = Pr. commutaiio = Sp. conmutacion
= Pg. commutagao = It. commntasione, < L.
commutatio{n-), < commutare, pp. commutatus,
change : see commute.] 1. A passing from one
state to another ; alteration; change.

So great is the commutation, that the soul then hated
only that whicli now only it loves. South, Sermons.

2. The act of giving one thing for another;
exchange ; barter. ,

By giving and returning,by commerce and commutation.
South, Sermons.

The use of money In the commerce and trafBck of man-
kind, is that of saving the commutation of more bulky
commodities. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

3. The act of substituting one thing for an-
other; substitution. [This, in the specific ap-
plications noted below, is now the usual signifi-

cation of the word.]

A kind of mutual commutation there is whereby those
concrete names, God and Man, when we speak of Christ,

do take interchangeably one another's room.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 63.

The law of God had allowed an evasion, that is, by way
of commutation or redemption. Sir T. Browne.

Specifically—(a) In law, the change of a penalty or pun-
ishment from a greater to a less, as banishment instead of

death.

Suits are allowable in the spiritual courts for money
agreed to be given as a coimnutation for penance.

Blackstone.

(6) The substitution of one sort of payment for another, or
of a money payment in lieu of the performance of com-
pulsory duty or labor, or of a single payment in lieu of a
number of successive payments, usually at a reduced rate.

See commutation-ticket, (c) Milit., the money value of al-

lowances, such as quarters, fuel, forage, etc. , taken in place
of them.— Angle of commutation, the excess of the
heliocentric longitude of a planet over that of the earth.

—

Commutation of Tithes Act, an English statute of 1836

(6 and 7 Wm. IV., c. 71), frequently amended, providing
for the payment of tithes in money and prescribing means
for valuing them.

commutation-ticket (kom-u-ta'shon-tik'et), ».

A ticket issued at a reduced rate by a carrier
of passengers, entitling the holder to be car-
ried over a given route a limited number of

times, or an unlimited number during a certain
period.

COmmutati've (ko-mii'ta-tiv), a. [= F. commu-
tatifz= Pr. eommiitatiu = Sp. conmutatiro = Pg.
It. commutativo, < ML. *commutativus (fem. com-
mutativa, n., exchange), < L. commutatus, pp. of

commutare, change: see commute.] Relating
to exchange ; interchangeable ; mutual : as,

commutative justice (that is, justice which is

mutually done and received).

This is the measure of cominutative justice, or of that
justice which supposes exchange of things profitable for

things profitable. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183.S), I. 461.

Commutative comhination, in ale/., a mode of combi-
nation in which the order of the elements is indifferent.
—Commutative contract, a contract in which each of

the contractins^ parties iiives and receives an equivalent.
— Commutative multiplication, a mode of multipli-

cation in which the order of the factoi-s is indifferent.

—

Commutative principle, a rule of algebra permitting
the reversal of the order of combination of two terms or

factors.

commutati'vely (ko-mu'ta-tiv-li), adv. Byway
of exchange. Sir t. Browne.
commutator (kom'u-ta-tor), n. [= Pg. com-
mutador, < L. as if *commutator, < commutare,
pp. commutatus, change: see commute.] 1.

An apparatus used in connection with many
electrical instruments for reversing the cui^



commutator

rents from the battery without changing the
arrangement of tlie conductors from the poles

:

as, Berlin's commutator, in the magneto-electric
or (iynaino-electric machines (see electric), a cummutator
is ordinarily employeil tu regulate the direction of the
current through the external circuit.

2. A contrivance for varying the strength of

an electric current by bringing either a portion
or the whole of the voltaic cells in a battery
into the circuit.

commute (ko-miit'), v. ; pret. and pp. commuted,
ppr. commuting. [= Sp. conmutar = Pg. com-
mutar = It. commutare, < L. commutare, change,
exchange, < com- (intensive) + mutare, change:
see mutable, mutation, etc.] I. trans. 1. To ex-
change; put in the place of another (thing or
person)

;
give or receive for another ; substi-

tute another thing for.

This smart was commuted for shame.
Havimond, Works, IV. .*)19.

God will not sufTer us to c<nnmute a duty, because all is

bis due. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 853.

Having commuted his petty sovereignty for a consider-
able sum of money. Pregcott, Ferd. and Isa., xv.

Speciilcally— (a) To exchange one penalty or punishment
for another of less severity.

Let him commute his eternal fear with a temporal suf-
fering, preventing Uod's judgment by passing one of his
own. Jer. Taylor, Works (cd. 1836), I. 634.

The utmost that could l>e obtained was that her sen-
tence should be commuted from burning to beheading.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

(6) To substitute one sort of burden for another ; espe.
cially, to substitute money payment for payment in kind
or the performance of a compulsory duty : as, to commute
tithes.

A severe tax, which the noble reluctantly paid and
which the penniless culprit commuted by personal slavery,
was sufficiently unjust as well as al>8urd.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 27.

2. In elect., to regulate (the direction of an
electrical current) as by a commutator.
H. intrans. If. To serve as a substitute.

Those institutions which God designed for means to fur-
ther men in holiness, they look upon as a privilege to serve
instead of it, and to commute for it. Soutti, Sermons.

2. To pay in money instead of in kind or in
duty.

He . . . thinJu it unlawful to commute, and that he is

bound to pay his vow in kind.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, L 4.

3. To pay a single sum as an equivalent for
a number of successive payments ; specifically,

to purchase and use a eomrautation-tieket.
commuter (ko-mii't^r), n. One who commutes

;

specifically, one who purchases and uses a com-
mutation-ticket.

commutual (ko-mii'tu-al), a. [< com- + mutu-
al.] Mutual ; reciprocal. [Rare and poetical.]

There, with commutual zeal, we lK)th had strove
In acts of dear benevolence and love. Pope, Odyssey.

commutuality (ko-mu-tu-al'i-ti), n. [< c^m-
mutudl + -ill/.] The state oir quality of being
commutual ; reciprocal union. [Rare.]
comose (ko'mos), a. [< L. comosus, < coma,
hair: see co/«a2.] Hairy ; comate. (a)\\\entom.,
specifically, tipped with a brush or tuft of hairs ; having
a bunch of hairs on the apex. (6) In bot., furnished with
a coma. .See cut under coma^.

comous (ko'mus), a. [< L. comosug, hairy: see
comonc.] Same as comose.

COmp. An abbreviation of cnmpare, compara-
tive, composition, and compound.
COmpackt, »'. t. An obsolete form of compact^.
compactl (kom-pakf), a. and n. [Formerly
compacte; = D. G. compact = Dan. kompakt, <
F. compacte = Sp. Pg. compacto = It. compatto,
< L. comfactus, joined together, pp. of com-
pingere, join together, make close or fast, <
com-, together, -I- pangere, pp. pactus, fasten,
set, fix, akin to E./ang: see fang.] I, a. 1.
Closely and firmly united, as the parts or par-
ticles of solid bodies; having the parts or par-
ticles pressed or packed together; solid; dense:
as, a compact mass of people.
Glass, crystal, genu, and other compact bodies.

Newton, Opticks.

2. In entoni., specifically, compacted or pressed
close, a.s a jointed organ, or any part of it, when
the joints are very closely united, forming a
continuous mass : as, a compact antennal club

;

conipact palpi.— 3. Connected or expressed
with closeness or brevity, as ideas ; hence, of
literary style, pithy; terse; not diffuse; not
verbose : as, a compact discourse.
Where a foreign tongue is elegant, expressive, close, and

compact, we must [in translating itl study the utmost force
of our language. Pelton, On Heading the Classics.

4. Compacted ; joined ; held together.
Jerusalem is bollded as a city that Is compact together.

Pa. cixU. 3.
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We went to see the mines of the old haven so cotnpact

with that bituminous sand in which the materials are layd,
as the like is hardly to be found.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1645.

5. Composed; consisting; made. [Poetical.]

My heart is not compact of flint nor steel.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3.

One low churl, compact of thankless earth.
The fatal byword of all yeara to come.

Tennyson, Godiva.

= Syn. 1. Firm, condensed.— 3. Terse, sententious, suc-
cinct, concise,

U.t n. Structure ; frame.

He was of a mean or low compact, but without dispro-
portion and unevenness either in lineaments or parts.

Sir G. Buck, Rich. III., p. 148.

compact^ (kom-pakt'), v. t. [Formerly also,
erroneously, compack; < ML. compactare, join,
unite, < L. compactus, pp. : see compact^, a.]

1 . To thrust, drive, pack, or press closely to-
gether

;
join firmly ; consolidate, as the parts

which compose a body; condense.
The air is partially exhausted, thus causing the atmo-

spheric pressm-e to operate in compacting the pulp into
paper. Ure, Diet., III. 490.

Many souls , . , might be poetic gardens if they would
compact all their energies into gi-owing two roses and a
lily— three poems in all, for a lifetime,

S. Lanier, The English Xovel, p. 102.

2. To unite or connect firmly, as in a system

;

join the parts of tightly; bring into close jimc-
tion, as the sheets of a book or other loose ma-
terials, by heating, pressure, or the like.

Tlie whole body fltly joined together and compacted.
Eph. iv. 16.

A bridge of that length ... so curiously compacted
together with one only arch. Coryat, Crudities, I. 208.

The condensing or compacting is now generally accom-
plished by passing the sheets between the cylinders of a
rolling machine. Kncyc. Brit,, IV. 42.

3. To make firm or stable; establish firmly;
confirm; solidify.

Nor are the nerves of his compacted strength
Stretch'd and dissolved into unsinew'd length.

Sir J. Denham,.

As to my character, it is not yet compacted enough for
inspection. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, vi.

compact^ (kom'pakt, formerly kom-pakt'), »•

[= It. compatto, < L. compactum, compectum, an
agreement, prop. neut. of compactus, compectus,
pp. of a)mj>acisci, compccisci, agree with, < com-,
with, -I- paciscere, deponent pacisci, pp. pactus,
agree, covenant: see pact.] An agreement; a
contract between parties ; in general, any cove-
nant or contract between individuals, mem-
bers of a community, or nations.

What is the course and drift of your aympact t

Sliak., C. of E., il. 2.

Tlie law of nations depends on mutual cotnpacts, treaties,
leagues, etc. Blackslone.

Bjr a mntual compact, we talked little in the cars.

O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 19.

Family Compact. See family.— Mayflower compact,
an jigreeim-nt entered into by the Pilgrims in the cabin
of the .Maytlower, November lltli, 1020, whereby they
covenanted and combined themselves " together into a
civil body politick, and to enact, constitute and frame
such just and equal laws, onlenances, acts, constitutions
and nrticcs, fntm time to time, as shall lie thought most
meete and convenient for the general good of the Colonic."— Social compact, insane asxnciat contract. Seecontract.

compact''' (kom-pakf), a. [< L. compactus, pp.
of compacisci, agree with: see compact^, n.]
United in a compact ; leagued ; confederated.

Thou peniicious woman.
Compact with her that's gone

!

Slrnk., M. for M., v. 1.

compact^ (kom-pakt'), v. i. [< compact^, «.] To
make a contract or enter into an agreement.

Haturne resolued to destroy his male children, either
hauing so compacted with his brother Titan, or to preuent
the prophesie, which was that his sonne should depose him.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 225.

COmpactedly (kom-pak'ted-li), adv. In a com-
pact manner; compendiously; tersely; closely.
Lorilacr. [Rare.]

COmpacteduess (kom-pak'ted-nes), n. The
state of being compacted or firmly and close-
ly boimd together; closeness and firmness of
parts; compactness.
COmpacter (kora-pak't6r), n. One who com-
pacts or unites.

compactible (kom-pak'ti-bl), a. [ < compact^ +
-ililr.] Capable of being joined or compacted.
compactilet (kom-pak'til), a. [< L. compnctilis,
< compactus, pp. of eompingere : see compact^, a.

,

and -ile.] Bound, tied, or twined together.

These [garlands] were made up after all ways of art, com-
pactile, sutile, plectile. Sir T. Broume, Misc. Tracts, ii,

COmpactionlf (kom-pak'shon), n. [< L. compac-
tio{n-), < eompingere, pp. compactus, join toge-

companion

ther: see compact^, a.] The act of making or
the state of being compact. [Rare.]

Buildings which stand by architecture and compaction.
Bacon.

compaction^t (kom-pak'shon), ». [As compact^
+ -ion, after compaetion^.'i A compact or an
agreement.
A solemn compaction with the Devil.
Quoted in E. H. Sears's Pictures of Olden Time, p. 336.

compactly (kom-pakt 'li), adv. In a compact
or condensed manner; closely; concisely; brief-
ly; tersely; neatly.

You have put all this together most compactly.
Lamb, To Barton.

compactness (kom-pakt'nes), n. The state or
quality of being compact, (o) Firmness ; close union
of parts.

In the ancient city . . . the extreme compactness of the
political structure made representation unnecessary.

J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 71.

(&) Terseness ; condensation ; conciseness, as of expres-
sion or style.

The monotonous versification which Pope had intro-
duced, no longer redeemed by his brilliant wit and his com-
pactness of expression, palled on the ear of the public.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

compacture (kom-pak'tur), n. [< L. compac-
tura, < compactus, pp. of eompingere, join to-
gether: see compact^, a.] Close union or con-
nection of parts ; structure well connected or
closely wrought ; manner of joining.

With comely compasse and compacture strong.
Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 24.

compage (kom-paj'), ». [< L. compages : see
compages.] Same as compages.
The ship of civilization, either ancient or modern, is a

vast jointed compage of timbers and of boards, bolted and
bound together. /«. Taylor.

compages (kom-pa'jez), n. [< L. compages, a
joining together, a structure, < eompingere ^com-
peg-), join together : see compact^, a.] 1 . A sys-
tem or structure of many united parts. [Rare.]
Your glass drops, from which if the least portion be

broken, the whole compages immediately dissolves and
shatters into dust and atoms.

Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 46.

And as for all that compages of external bodies which
you contend for, I shall grant you its existence. Berkeley.

2. [NL.] In anat. : (a) An articulation, (b) A
commissure.
compaginatet (kom-paj 'i-nat), V. t. [< LL.
compaginatus, pp. of compaginare, join together,
< L. compago {compagin-), collateral form of com-
pages : see compages and compact^.] To set to-
gether; unite or hold together. Montague.
COmpaginationt (kom-paj -i-na'shon), n. [<
LL. compaginatio(n-), < compaginare, jom toge-
ther: see compaginate.] Union of parts ; struc-
ture; connection; contexture.

A compagirmtion of many parts.

Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. 5 3.

compaignablef, a. See companiable. Chaucer.
compaigniet, »• An obsolete form of company.
Chaucer.

compamet, «• A word whose meaning has not
been ascertained, but supposed to mean 'com-
panion, friend,' occurring in the following pas-
sage:

As help me God, it wol not be, compame [var. combame],
I love another, and elles were 1 to blame.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 623.

companablef, a. See companiable. Chaucer.
companablenesst, «. See companiableness. Sir
J'. Sidiici/.

companaget, «. [ME. companage, < OP. com-
panage (> ML. companagiuni) = It. companatico,
< ML. "companaticum (ML. also companis), com-
panage, < L. com-, with, -I- panis, bread : see
company, «.] All kinds of sustenance except
bread and drink. Wharton.
companiablet, «• [< ME. companyaUe, also
companable, compaignable, sociable, social, <

OF. compaignable, compagnable, cumpagnable,
ete.,<. cotnpaignie, compagnie, etc., company: see
comjmny, n., and -able.] Maintaining friendly
intercourse; companionable; social.

To gentilmen he was right servisable.

And ther withal! full good and companable.
Generydes (E. E. T. .S.), I. 2261.

Towards his queen he was nothing uxorious, but com-
imniable and respective. Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 241.

companiablenesst, »• [Also companablcness ; <
compaiiidhle + -ncss.] The quality of being
companionable; soeiableness.

His retiredness was for prayer, his companiableness was
for preaching. Bp. Hall, Meditations, iv.

companion! (kom-pan'yon), n. [< ME. com-
painoun, < OF. compainon, compaignon, compa-



companion

nion, F. eompoffnon (> G. compagnon = D. Dan.
Icompagnon) =' Pr. conipanho = Sp. compaflo,

eompailon (obs.) = It. compagno, < ML. *C(»«-

panio{n-), coinpajiion, messmate, commensal,
< companmm, companies (> OF. compaignie,

etc.), a mess, company taking meals together:

see company, «.] 1. One who aeeompanies or

associates with another, either habitually or

casually; one who shares the lot of another;

a mate ; a comrade.
I am a companion of all them that fear thee.

Pb. cxlx. 63.

Set Caliban and his eompaniom free.

Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

A merry companion is welcome and acceptable to all

men. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 433.

How fair that new May morning when I rose

Companion of the sun for all the day
Joties Very, Poems, p. 91.

2t. A fellow ; a worthless person.

What should the wars do with these jigging fools?

Companion, hence ! Shak., J. C, iv. 3.

And this companion too— beshrew him !

Ford, Fancies, ii. 1.

3. One who holds the lowest rank in an Eng-
lish honorary order : as, a companion of the Bath
(abbreviated C. B.), St. Michael and St. George,
etc—Companion to the cycloid. Seecj/ri<nd.=Syn.l.
Comrade, Friend, etc. See ansociate.

companion^ (kora-pan'yon), V. t. [< compan-
i(>n\ H.] 1. 'To be a companion to; accom-
pany.

Methinks 'twould be a guilt— a very guilt —
Not to companion thee. Keats.

Nor can he [St. Thomas] be considered ashiiving entire-

ly abdicated his early right, as his statue, standing on a
crocodile, still companions the winged lion on the oppo-

site pillar of the piazzetta. Ruskin.

2. To make equal
;
put on the same level.

Companion nie with my mistress. Shak., A. and C, i. 2.

[Rare in both senses.]

companion^ (kom-pan'yon), n. [< D. Jcompanje,

MD. kampanghe=MLG. kompandie, kompanghe,
kompagnie, quarter-deck, poop, companion, ap-

par. < F. compagnie = Sp. compafla, now com-

paUia, a company, in the particular sense of

a ship's company, the crew (cf. Sp. compafla

(obs. ), an outhouse). The E. word conforms to

companion^ ; cf . F. compagnons, sailors, crew,
lit. companions.] Naut. : (a) The framing and
sash-lights on the quarter-deck or round-house,
through which light passes to the cabins and
deck below. Sailor's Word-book, (b) A raised

hatch or cover to the cabin-stair of a merchant
vessel. Young's Naut. Diet.

companionable (kom-pan'yon-a-bl), a. [< com-
panion^ + -able.'] "Fitted for good-fellowship

;

qualified or inclined to be agreeable in com-
pany; sociable.

A companionable sadness. /. Walton, Donne.

I never found the companion that was so companionable
as solitude. Thoreati, Walden, p. 147.

companionableness (kom-pan'yon-a-bl-nes), n.

The quality of being companionable ; socialjle-

ness.

He (Sir J. Wagstaff] had a great companionableness in

his nature. Clarendon, Great Rebellion, xiv.

companionably (kom-pan'yon-a-bli), adv. In

a companionable canner. Clarendon.

companion-ladder (kom-pan'yon-lad''er), n.

The steps or ladder on a ship leading from the
poop-deck or quarter-deck to the cabin.

COmpanionless (kom-pan'yon-les), a. [< com-
panion^ + -less.] Having no companion.

A phantom among men, companionless
As the last cloud of an expiring storm.

Shelley, Adonais, xxxi.

I, the last, go forth companionless.
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

companionship (kom-pan'yon-ship), n. [< com-

panion^ -f- -ship.]
"
1. The state or fact of be-

ing a companion ; fellowship ; association ; com-
pany; especially, good-fellowship.

'Tis Alclbiades, and some twenty horse,

All of companionship. Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

He never seemed to avail himself of my sympathy other

than by mere companionship. Irving.

2. In printing, an association of compositors
engaged in setting up one work or more, under
the management of a clicker.

companionway (kom-pan'you-wa), n. [< com-
panion'^ + way.] The staircase at the entrance
to a ship's cabin.

company (kum'pa-ni), n.
;
pi. companies (-niz).

[Early mod. E. also cumpanie; < ME. companye,
companie, eumpany, compaignie, etc., < OF. com-
painie, compaignie, cumpaignie, etc., F. compa-
gnie (> D. kompagnie = G. compagnie = Dan.
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Sw. kompani, in senses 6, 7, 9) = Pr. companhia,
compagnia, mod. coumpagna = Sp. compaftia =
Pg. companhia = It. compagnia, < ML. *com-
pania; cf. companium, and companies, also com-
panis, a mess, a company taking meals together
(later ML. compagnia, any company), < L. com-,
together, -I- panis, bread : see panti-y. Ct.com-
panion^ and companage. Hence (from E. ) Hind.
kampni, (from It.) Turk, qompanya, company.]
It. Friendship; an act pertaining to or befit-

ting a friend or companion.
This which thou me dost for companye.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 396.

2. A person or persons conjoined to or asso-

ciated with another or others in any way ; one
or more having or coming into companionship
with another or others : as, choose your com-
pany carefully ; to meet company on the road.

The Frenchman resisted and drew his sword: with that
company came in and disarmed him.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 230.

3. Consort of persons one with another; com-
panionship ; fellowship ; association : as, to fall

into company with a stranger.

Some of us are gentlemen,
Such as the fury of ungovern'd youth
Thrust from the company of awful men.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 1.

Brethren, farewell ; your company along
I will not wish. Milton, S. A., 1. 1413.

4. An assemblage or consociation of persons
or, rarely, of animals ; any associated or related

aggregate, indefinitely.

A nation and a company of nations shall be of thee.

Gen. XXXV. 11.

I have compared thee ... to a company of horses.
Cant. i. 9.

Forbear till this company be passed.
Shak., L. L. L., i. 2.

5. A body of persons associated for friendly

intercourse, conversation, or pleasure: as, a
small company to dinner. Specifically— (a) Guests
at a person's liouse ;

persons entertained : often used of a
single person.

I believe. Lady Sneerwell, here's company coming,
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

(6) A body or collection of companions ; a social or con-

genial assemblage ; society collectively.

A crowd is not company, and faces are but a gallery of

pictures, where there is no love. Bacon, Friendship.

Conversation with the best company of both sexes.
Dryden.

Nature has left every man a capacity of being agreeable,

though not of shining in company. Swift, Conversation.

6. A number of persons united for performing
or carrying on anything jointly: as, a company
of players; an insurance company; the East
India Company, in business, a company is generally
composed of a considerable number of shareholders, who
delegate the control of its affairs to certain officers ; a
smaller association, eacli of whose members shares in its

management, or invests capital in it by special contract,

is called a partnership.

7. A member or the members of a firm so des-

ignated without being named in the style or

title of the firm: usually abbreviated when
written : as, Messrs. Smith & Co.— 8. More spe-

cifically, in London, an ancient guild or incor-

poration of trade: as, "high in office in the
Goldsmiths' company," Dickens.— 9. Milit., a
subdivision of an infantry regiment or battal-

ion, corresponding to a troop of cavalry or a
battery of artillery, consisting of from 60 to

100 men, and commanded by a captain, in the

British army the company is subdividecl into four sec-

tions, and each company has its own arms and accoutre-

ment chest, and Iceeps its own boolts. In the United
States army infantry companies in time of war are ex-

pected to show about 100 men. A regiment of infantry

has 10 companies, and each company has a captain and
two lieutenants. In the German army a company num-
bers about 250 men, under a captain, who is mounted.

10. Naut. : (a) The crew of a ship, including
the officers. (6) A fleet.— lit. A number or

collection of things. [Bare.]

There is a great company of faire galleries.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 121.

There was also a company of deer's feet, stuck up in the
houses. Mourt's Journal, in App. to New England's

[Memorial, p. 362.

Companies Act, an English statute of 1862, frequently
amended in later years, which provides forthe formation,

management, and winding up of liusiness associations other

than partnerships.— Companies' Clauses Act, an Eng-
lish statute of 1846 (8 aTiii 9 Vict., <. 16), embodying the

provisions relating to the constitution and management
of corporations, usually included in acts creating such
corporations, for the purpose of avoiding the necessity of

repeating them in future legislation and of insuring uni-

formity.— Company fimd. See ./»«(/ —Company of
moneyers. See 7«o;)?f/(?r.~- Independent company, a
small body of irregular or militia soldiers, under a cap-

tain, not attached to any regiment.— Limited company,
or company limited, a company formed under a law
limiting the liability of its members for the debts and

comparati7e

obligations incurred by the company to a specific amount,
as tlie amount of capital subscribed by each member.

—

Livery companies, guilds of London founded in the
middle ages : so called on account of their adoption of

particular liveries or costumes.— Ship's company, the
men and officers of a ship.— To bear (any one) company,
to accompany ; attend ; go with.

His faithful dog shall bear him company.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 112.

To be good company, to be an agreeable companion.—
To keep company, to consort together.

Day and night did we keep company. Shak., T. N., v. 1.

To keep (a person) company, (a) To accompany ; at-

tend ; associate with ; remain with for companionship.

Well, keep me company but two years more.
Thou Shalt not know the sound of thine own tongue.

Shak., M. of v., i. 1.

(b) To associate with as a lover or suitor.— To keep com-
pany with, (a) To associate with ; make a companion
of ; accompany.

Thou see'st my love, that will keep company
With thee in tears ; hide nothing, then, from me.

Beau, and FL, Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

(6) To frequent the society of as a suitor or sweetheart:
as, to keep company ivith a girl. [CoUoq.]

My sister Hannah and the young man who was keeping
company vnth her went too.

S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 137.

= Syil. 4. Assembly, collection, group, gathering, crowd,
band, horde, crew, gang, troop.

COmpanyt (kum'pa-ni), V. [< company, n. Cf.

accompany, from which company, v., is in part
derived by apheresis.] I. trans. 1. To accom-
pany ; attend

;
go with ; be companion to.

The soldier that did company these three.
Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

I know your goodness companies your greatness.
Fletcher (and another 1), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

3. To associate ;
join.

Ther dide merveillously well the xl knyghtes that with
hem were companyed. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 388.

H, intrans. 1. To live in company; asso-

ciate ; consort or keep company.
And what shall we in this case do ? Shall we company

witli them? Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

I wrote imto you in an epistle not to company with for-

nicators. 1 Cor. v. 9.

2. To be a gay companion. Spenser.— 3. To
have sexual intercourse. Bp. Hall.

comparable (kom'pa-ra-bl), a. [= F. Sp. com-
parable = Pg. comparavel = It. comparahile, <

L. comparabilii, < comparare, compare : see com-
pare^, v.] 1. Capable of being compared.— 2.

Worthy of comparison ; being of equal regard

;

worthy to be ranked with.

A man comparable with any of the captains ttt that age.
KnoUes, Hist. Turks.

In his assumption of infallibility, and his measures for

enforcing conformity, Calvin was a pope comparable with
any who issued bulls from the Vatican.

//. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 369.

comparableness (kom'pa-ra-bl-nes), n. The
state of being comparable.
comparably (kom'pa-ra-bli), adv. In a man-
ner or degree worthy to be compared, or of

equal regard. Wotton.

COmparate (kom'pa-rat), n. [< L. comparatus,

pp. of comparare, compare : see compare'^, v.]

One of two things compared to the other. Dal-
garno.

COmparationt (kom-pa-ra'shon), M. [< L. com-
paratio{n-), a preparing, a providing for, < com-
parare, pp. comparatus, prepare, provide, ar-

range: see compare^.] Provision; the act of

providing or making ready. Cockeram.

compara'ti'val (kom-par-a-ti'val or kom-par'a-
ti-val), a. [< comparative + -ah] In gram., of

the comparative degree.

comparative (kom-par'a-tiv), a. and n. [= G.
comparativ = Dan. Sw. komparativ = F. com-
paratif= Pr. comparatiu = Sp. Pg. It. compa-
rativo, < L. comparativus, < comparatus, pp. of

comparare, compare: see compare'^, v.] I. a.

1 . Estimated by comparison ; not positive or

absolute; relative.

The blossom is a positive good : the remove of it, to give

place to the fruit, a comparative good. Bacon.

If they were not in a state of knowledge and virtue, they
were at least in one of comparative innocence.

Mar^. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 133.

2. Proceedingby comparison; founded on com-
parison ; especially, founded on the comparison
or the parallel pursuit of different branches of

the same science or study: as, comparative

anatomy ; comparative grammar.
The use of the comparative method, long ago applied

superficially and partially to History, has now become,
owing to its employment in other fields of work, far more
valuable and remunerative.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 46.

3. Making use of comparison or the compara-
tive method. [Bare.]



comparative
At the first attainable period of our knowledge of It

[language], whether by actual record Or by the Inferences
of the comparative student, it is in a state of almost end-
less subdivision.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 175.

4. Having the power of comparing; capable of
noting similarities and differences.

Beauty is not known by an eye or nose : it consists in a
symmetry, and it is the comparative faculty which notes it.

Glanvilte, Seep. Sci.

5. In </r«m., implying comparison; denoting a
higher degree of a quality, relation, etc., as
belonging to one object or set of objects as
compared with another. Applied to derived adjec-
tiveforms like greater, tmaller, blacker, or (much more
rarely) to aiiverb-forms like o/tetier, sooner ; such are call-
ed comparative adjectives or adverbs, or they are said to
be in or of the comparative Jegtree ; the primitives great,
often, etc., being called, in relation to them, positives, or of
ihe positive degree, and the derived forms greatest, o/tenest,
etc., superlatives, or of the superlative ileiiree. See these
words, and comparison.— Comparative anatomy. See
onaJom;/.— Comparative clause, a clause introduced by
or contiiininwa comparative conjunction.— Comparative
conjunction, a conjunction expressing equality or differ-
ence of decree. The comparative conjunctions are as (pre-
ceded by a correlative so or anotlier as, or used in combina-
tions, for instance, just as, in the same -measure as, as if,
etc.) and (Aan.— Comparative grammar. See j^rajn-
mar.— Comparative Inference, in hoic, an inference
which compares two terms witli each other by cuinparing
each with a third ormidiiie term.— Comparative meth-
od, philology, psychology, etc. See the nouns.— Com-
parative question, in &;»<!, a question that asks which
of two subjects possesses a given character in the higher
degree.

II. «. It. One who makes comparisons or
sarcasms; one who affects wit; a scoffer.

Gave his countenance . . .

To laugh at gibing boys, and stand the push
Of every beardless vain comparative.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

2f. One who is equal or pretends to be an equal

;

a rival ; a competitor.
Gerard ever waa

His full comparative.
Beau, and Fl., Four Plays In One.

3. In gram.j the comparative degree, or a word
e.xpressing it. See I., 5.

comparatively (kom-par'a-tiv-li), adv. 1. In
comparison ; by comparison ; according to es-
timate made by comparison; not positively,
absolutely, or in itself ; relatively.

Tlie gocKl or evil which is renroved may be esteemed
good or eyil comparatively, and not positively or simply.

Bacon.

Specifically—2. By the comparative method
of investigation.

How much to the advantage of oar genera] cultore it
would Ije it the study of languages . . . were compara-
tivelii prosecuted, llaeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 24.

COmparativist (kgm-par'a-tiv-ist), n. [< com-
paratue + -ist.']

" One who employs or advo-
cates the comparative method of study or in-
vestigation. [Kare.]
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They, measuring themselves by themselves, and com.

paring themselves among themselves, are not wise.

2 Cor. X. 12.
To compare

Great things with small. MUton, P. L., il. 921.

The doctrines of this religion, though in many respects
very pure and even philosophical, when compared to the
depraved and gross superstitions of India and Africa, yet
inculcate the most absolute Fatalism. Brougham.

2. To liken
;
parallel ; represent as similar or

analogous in any respect, for the purpose of
illustration: with to governing the secondary
object.

compartiment
covery of their likeness or unlikeness ; the study
or investigation of relations.

So far from comparison being in any way peculiar to
Biological science, it is, I think, the essence of every sci-
ence. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 80.

This power of comparison gives deilniteness and clear-
ness to thought; we never can understand anything well
but by comparing it with sometliing else.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. VM.

2.

Tbeold comparatinsts, . . . regardless of the Inconsis-
tency of English spelling, always mquire, "If Arkansas is
Arkansaw, why is not Kansas Kansaw?" Science, X. 10s.

Solon compared the people to the sea, and orators and
counsellors to the winds ; for that the sea would be calm
and quiet if the winds did not trouble it.

Bacon, Apophthegms.
To me it appears no unjust simile to compare the affairs

of this great continent to the mechanism of a clock.
Washington, quoted in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 282.

3. In gram., to affect (an adjective or an ad-
verb) so as to form the degrees of comparison

;

form or name the positive, comparative, and
superlative degrees of (an adjective or adverb).
See comparison, 5._Not to be compared with, hav-
ing no marked similarity to; very different from;; espe-
cially, very inferior to in respect of certain ciualities.

All which you forsake is not to be compared with a little
of that that 1 am seeking to enjoy.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 87.

=Syn. Compare, Compare to. Compare with, Contrast.
Two things are compared in order to note the points of
resemljlance and difference between them ; they are con-
trasled in order to note the points of difference. When
one thing is compared to another, it is to show that the
first is like the second, as, in Luke xv., the sinner is com-
pared to a lost slieep, etc. ; when one thing is compared
with another, it is to show either difference or similarity
especially difference : as, the treatment of the Indians by
Penn may be comfnred mth the treatment of them by other
colonists of America. Compare and contrast imply equal-
ity in the things examined ; compare to and compare with
do not, the object of the verb being the principal subject
of thought.

Compare our faces, and be judge yourself.
Shak., K. John, 1. 1.

Goethe compared translators to carriers, who convey good
wine to market, though it gets unaccountably watered by
the way. T. W. Higyinson, Oldport, p. 202.

Compare dead happiness mth living woe
;

Think that thy bal>e8 were fairer than they were,
And he that slew them fouler than he is.

Sfiak., Kich. III., iv. 4.

AH this luxury of worship has nowhere such value as in
the chapels of monasteries, where one finds it contrasted
with the ascetic mtoage of the worshippers.

H. Jantet, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. SOe.

II. intrans. 1. To bear comparison ; exhibit
likeness, equality, etc. ; be held like or equal.

No mortal can with Him compare.
S. Stennett, Hymn, Majestic Sweetness.

The allied leagues were broken up : Rome stood forth
more distinctly than ever as the one great city amidst a
crowd of allies and enemies, none of whom singly could
compare with her. Ji. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 317.

2t. To vie.

And, with her beantle, bountie did compare.
Whether of them in her should have the greater share.

Spenter, F. Q., IV. ill. S».

comparator (kom'pa-ra-tor), n. [< LL. com- compare^ (kom-jpar'), n. [< compare^ ».] 1.
parator, a comparer, < L. comjyarare, pp. com- Comparison." [Poetical.]
paratus, compare : see compare^, v.'] An appa-
ratus for making comparisons; especially, an
instrument for comparing the lengths of nearly
equal bars, either from end to end or between
lines engraved upon them. The usual optical com-
parator has two microscopes, firmly attached to a bar or
somethmg of that sort, with their focal planes coincident
and furnished with filar micrometers, whose screws lie
virtually in one right line. There is also a carriage mov-
ing at right angles U> the screws, so as to bring first one
bar and then another under the microscopes. In Saxton's
comparator a team of light is caused to fall on a mirror
delicately supported on iu axis, round which a very fine
chain is wound, the other end being attached to a lever
provided witli a spring in such a way that the mirror
turned one way or the other as the bar contracts or <

pands, or is replaced by n shorter or longer bar. The
mirror throws the beam upon a large scale at some dis-
tance, where it indicates liy a large movement the very
minute movemenU of the mirror. One form of color-com-
parator employs a glass prism, which may be filled with
a colored liquid, and a series of glass tubes containing
colored solutions of known tints and sh«de«.
comparei (kom-par'), V.

;
pret. and pp. compared,

ppr. comparing. [= p. comparer = Pr. 8p. Pg.
comparar = It. comparare, < h. comparare, con-
parare, connect '^

'

Sorrow, for his sake, is found
A joy lieyond compare.

. Cowper, Love Increased by Suffering (trans.).

2t. Simile; similitude; illustration by com-
parison.

Their rhymes.
Full of protest, of oath, and big compare.
Want similes. Shak., T. and C, lU. 2.

My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun

;

Coral is far more red than lier lips' red ; . . .

And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare
As any she belied with false compare.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxx.

is 3t. One who or that which is like ; an equal.

I would your grace would quit them from your sight.
That dare presume to look on Jove's compare.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

COmpare^t (kgm-pSr'), V. t. [< L. comparare,
prepare, make ready, provide, furnish, < com-,
together, + parare, prepare : see pare. Cf.
com2>aration.'] To prepare; procure; get.

But both from backe and belly still did spare,
To fill his bags, and richesse to compare.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 28.

One who compares.

- .
in pairs, join, match, put to-

gether, compare (cf. compar, conpar, like or comparer (kom-par'6r), n.
equal to another), < com-, together, with, + par, Bp.Larimiton
equal (see par, pair, peer^, compeer^); a diff,

• ' "

word from L. comparare, prepare, make ready,
furnish: see compare^.

"] J. trans. 1. To note
the similarities and differences of (two or more
things)

;
bring together for the purpose of noting

points of likeness and difference : used abso-

comparison (kom-par'i-sgn), n. [< MB. com-
jiarison, -soun,' < OF. coinparaisun, F. eompa-
raison = Pr. comparaso= Sp. comparacion= Pg.

lutely or followed by with, and sometimes by
to: as, to compare two pieces of cloth.

comparaqSo = It. comparazione, < L. compara-
tio(n-), a comparison, < comparare, pp. eompa-
ratus, compare: see compare^, t'.] 1. The act
of comparing ; transition of thought or obser-
vation from one object to another, for the dis-

An act of comparing; a comparative esti-
mate or statement ; a consideration of likeness
or difference in regard to partioular persons or
things.

Odyous of olde been comparisonis.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 22.

Yet, after all comparisons of truth, . . .

As true as Troilus shall crown up the verse.
Shak., T. and C, iii. 2.

And half asleep she made comparison
Of that and these to her own faded self.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3. Comparable state, condition, or character;
anyrelation of similitude or resemblance ; capa-
bility of being compared

; power of comparing

:

as, the one is so much superior to the other that
there is no comparison between them.
On Sundays and Holydays, let Divinity be the sole Ob-

ject of your Speculation, in comparison whereof all other
Knowledge is but Cobweb Learning.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 9.

Who is left among you that saw this house in her first
glory? And how do you see it now? Is it not in your
eyes in comparison of it as nothing ? Hag. ii. 3.

[It] was to their hearts a griefe beyond comparison, to
lose all they had in that manner.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 76.

4. Something with which another thing is com-
pared; a similitude, or illustration by simili-
tude ; a parallel.

Whereunto shall we liken the kingdom of God? or with
what comparison shall we compare it? Mark iv. 30.

Tlie tints are such
As may not find comparison on earth. Shelley.

5. In gram., the variation of an adjective or
(much more rarely) adverb to express a higher
and the highest degree of what is denoted by
the adjective or adverb. The degrees expressed thus
in English, and in most of the languages related with Eng-
lish, are three (including as first tlie primitive word) : posi-
tive (so called by antithesis to the others), as strong, weak,
often ; comparative, as stronger, weaker, oftener; and super-
lative, as strongest, weakest, oftenest. Adjectives not ad-
mitting this variation, and many adverbs, express like de-
grees by prefixing the comparative adverbs more and most:
as, more glorious, most glorious; more weakly, most
weakly; and such phrases often receive, less properly,
the same names as the forms of equivalent value.

6. In rhet., the considering of two things with
regard to some quality or characteristic which
is common to them both, as the likening of a
hero to a lion in courage.

I will let our figure enioy his best beknowen name, and
call him stil in all ordinarie cases the figure of compari-
»<"' Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 196.

7. In phren., one of the reflecting faculties,
whose supposed function is to give the power
of perceiving resemblances and differences or
other analogies, and to produce a tendency to
compare one thing with another. See phre-
nology— Double comparison, the comparing of two
things with each other tlirough the medium with which
each is compared. = Syn. 4 and 6. Metaphor, Allegory, etc.
See simile.

comparisont, v. t. [ME. comparisunen, -sounen;
< comparison, w.] To compare.
Thus comparisxtnej kryst the kyndom of heuenne.
To this fielych feste that fele arn [many are] to called.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 161.

ThIIke selve noumbre of yeres . . . ne may not certes
ben comparysoned to the perdurablyte that is endeles.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 7,

comparti (kom-part'), V. t. [< OP. compartir
= Sp. Pg. compartir= It. compartire, < ML. com-
partire, divide, partition, L. dep. compartiri,
share, < com-, together (among), + jnirtire, dep.
partiri, divide, < par(t-)s, part : see jyart.'] To
divide; mark out into parts or subdivisions.
[Bare.]

The crystal surface is cmnparted all.
In niches verg'd with rubies.

Olover, Athenaid, iv.

compart^t (kom'part), n. [< com- + part. Cf.
Sp. Pg. comparte, a joint party in a lawsuit.]
A part existing along with others; an element;
a fellow-member; a part.

Comparts of the same substance.
J. Scott, Practical Discoveries, xxii.

compartimentt (kgm-par'ti-ment), n. [F. : see
compartment.} Same as compartment.

Allowing four feet diameter to the whole [shield], each
of the twelve ajmpartitnentsmSkS •'e of ten or eleven inches
In depth. Pope, Shield of Ach.lles.



compartimento

compaxtimento (kom-par-ti-men'to), ?!.; pi.

compartiiiienti (-ti). [It.: see compartment.l
One of the sixteen conventional territorial di-

visions into which the provinces of modem
Italy are ^ouped.
compartitiont (kom-par-tish'on), n. [< ML.
compartitiof^n-), < compartire"y\>. compartitus,

divide : see comparfl.'i 1. The act of dividing
into parts; specifically, inarch., the division or

disposition of the whole ground-plan of an edi-

fice into its various apartments.

Their temples and aniphitlieaters needed no comparti-
tion. Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Ai'chitect.

2. A division; the part divided; a separate
part. Sir H. Wotton; Sir T. Brmnie.
compartment (kom-part'ment), n. [Formerly
eompartement, compartiment, < F. compartiment
= Sp. compartimento, compartimiento = Pg. It.

compartimento, < ML. *compartimentum, < com-
^nrWrf, divide, partition: see comprtr*!.] 1. A
part separated from the adjoining parts by a
partition or other mechanical means: as, the

comparttnents of a steamship or of a European
railway-carriage

.

There was a train just stopping, and she opened the door
of one of the compartmentts and entered it. Mrs. Jiiddell.

2. In art, a panel ; a cartouche; a coffer; any
portion of a work or design separated from the

rest by a frame or molding, by being raised or

sunk, or in any other way, especially to receive

an inscription or a decoration of any kind : as,

the compartments of a coffered ceiling ; the small

sculptured compartments of the portals of the

cathedral of Amiens. See cut under calendar.

Tile square will make you ready for all manner of com-
partments, bases, pedestals, and Ijuildings.

Peacham, Compleat Gentleman.

There are some mezzo-relievos as big as the life, the

Btorie is of y« Heathen Gods, emblems, compartments, &c.
Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 3, 1666.

About twenty feet from the ground, there is a compart-
ment cut on the pillar which seems to have been intended
for an inscription, but there is no sign of any letters.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 107.

3. Specifically, in her., any partition or division

of the field.— Compartment ceiling. See ceilinfj.—

Compartment tiles, in arch., tiles of ditlerent colors so

arranged as to form compartments.— Water-tight com-
partment, a division of a ship's hull, or other suljaqueous
structure, so shut off from other parts that water admit-
ted to these parts cannot enter it from them. See bulk-

head.

compartnert (kom-part'nfer), n. [< com- +part-
ner. Ct. copartner a.nd compart^.'} A sharer;

a copartner. Bp. Pearson.

Neither could lie beleeue that the French King, being
his . . . sworne Compartner in that voyage, would vtter

any such wordes. Hakluyt'a Voyages, II. 23.

compartnershipf (kom-part'ner-ship), n. [<

compartner + -ship.'] Copartnership.

ily wife's compartnership. Ford, Perliin Warbeck, iv. 3.

COmpasant (kom'pa-zant), n. A corruption of

corposa/tt.

compass (kum'pas), n. [Early mod. E. also

citmpasse ; < ME. compas, cumpas, a circle, cir-

cuit, limit, form, a mathematical instrument
(also eontri'vance, cunning : see compass, v., 4),

= D. Dan. kompas = G. compass = Sw. kom-
pass, a mariners' compass, < OF. compas, F.

compas = Pr. Sp. compas = Pg. compasso, com-
pago = It. compasso, < ML. compassus, a circle,

a circuit, < L. com-, together, -t- passus, a pace,
step, later a pass, way, route : see pass, pace.']

If. A circle. Chaucer.

In myddes of that Chirche is a Compas, in the whiche
Joseph of Aramathie leyde the Body of oure Lord, whan he
had taken him down of the Croys : and there he wassched
the Woundes of oure Lord : and that Compas, seye men,
is the myddes of the World. ilandevilte, Travels, p. 79.

Specifically— 2t. The circle of the earth.

All rounde the compos though man be sekyng.
In all the worlde so noble king is noght
As the kyng of Fraunce, certes, to be thought.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. .S.), 1. 6270.

8. A passing round or in a circle ; a circular

course ; a circuit ; round ; circumference.

Men gon be the See Occean, be many Yles, unto an Yle
that is clept Nacumera ; that is a grel Yle and good and
fayr : and it is in kompas aboute more than a lOOO Myle.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 196.

Time is come round,
And where I did begin, there shall I end

;

My life is run his compass. Shak., J. C, v. 3.

Taking leave of Cadenham, where we had ben long and
nobly entertain'd, we went a compass into Leicestershire.

Evelyn, Diary, July 31, 1664.

4. Bange or extent 'within limits ; hence, limit

or boundary; limits.

O Juliet, I already know thy grief

;

It strains me past the compass of my wits.

Shak., K. and J., iv. 1.
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And in that compass all the world contains.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ii.

In the compass of three little words.
* Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

5. In music, the total range or number of tones
which a given voice or instrument is capable
of producing. The compass of a single voice is usually
from two to three octaves. The effective compass of a

Sva.M-

mm m
7
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8va.-
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mixed chorus is about three octaves and two tones (1) ; but
exceptional singers extend this about an octave up and
down. The compass of the modern pianoforte is usually

seven octaves and three tones (2). The compass of the
modern orchestra is about six octaves ('i).

6t. Contrivance; scheme; plotting; plan.

Maugre Juno, Eneas,
For al hir sleight and hir compas,
Acheved al his aventure.

Chaticer, Hotise of Fame, 1. 462.

7. An instrument used to indicate the magnetic
meridian, or the direction of objects with ref-

erence to that meridian. The mariners' or ship's

compass consists of three parts, viz., the bowl, the card,

and the needle. The bowl, which contains the card and
needle, is usually a hemispherical brass receptacle, sus-

pended by two concentric brass rings (called rjimbals) in

such a manner that the bowl is kept in a horizontal posi-

tion, notwithstanding the motion of tlie ship. The circu-

lar card is divided into 32 equal parts by lines drawn from
the center to the circumference, the points of intersection

with the circumference (or the radial lines, or rhumbx,
themselves) being called the points o/ the compatis. The
intervals between the points are also divided into halves
and (piarters. The whole circumference is divided into

860 degrees ; consequently, the angle between any two ad-

joining points is 11° 15'. Tlie four principal divisions (di-

viding the circumference into four equal parts) are called

the cardinal points, viz., north, east, south, and west. The
names of the others are compounded of tliese ; and if the di-

rection or bearing referred to lies between any two points,

quarter or half points are added, as N. E. by E. i E, ; or it

is expressed in degrees, as south 42° west. The needles,

of which there are ,generally from two to four, fastened

to the bottom of

the card, consist ^ -^ ^ "^

either of laminse ^ ^ ^ _^
or layers of hard- ^ ^
ened steel or of

'

bundles of steel

wire. In the cen-
ter of the card is

a conical socket
poised on an up-
right pin fixed in
the bottom of the
bowl, so that the
card hanging on
the pin turns
freely round its

center. On ship-

board the com-
pass is so fixed

that a black mark,
called the lub-
ber's line, coin-

Compass-face, or Compass-card.

cidea with an imaginary line parallel to the keel of the

ship, and the point of the compass-card which is directly

against this line indicates the direction of the ship's head.

The indication is, however, subject to a certain modifica-

tion, owing to the variation of the magnetic meridian (see

variation) and the deviation of the needle caused by the

iron in the ship (see deviation of the compass, under de-

viation). The regulation compass in the United States

navy, and the one also used on many mail-steam ei"s, is

known as Ritchie's liquid compass, in wldch the card is a
skeleton, and the bowl, having a glass top, after being
filled with a fluid composed of about one third alcohol

and two thirds water, is hermetically sealed.

Our Course by Stars above we cannot know,
Without the Compass too below.

Cowley, Reason, st. 5.

8. A mathematical instrument for describing

circles, or for measuring figures, distances be-

tween two points, etc.: commonly in the plural.
Compasses consist of two pointed legs, movable on a joint

or pivot, and are usually so made that the points can be
detaclied for the insertion of a pen- or pencil-holder, an
extension of the leg, etc. Also called dividers. (See bow-
compasses, below.)

In his hand
He took the golden compasses, prepared
In God's eternal store, to circumscribe
This universe, and all created things.

Milton, P. L., vii. 225.

9. In zooL, the radius of the dentary apparatus
of a sea-urchin. See radius^ and cut under Ian-

compass

tern.— 10. In archery, elevation of the arrow
in shooting.

Well actiuainted with what compass his arrows would
require in their fiight. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 124.

Amplitude compass. See amplitude.— Azimuth, com-
pass. See rtzt»ri(//i.— Boat-compass, a small compass
lor use in boats.— Bow-Compasses, the name given to

several instruments for measuring distances, describing

arcs, etc., having the two legs united at the top by a bow
or spring so as to tend to move apart, the distance be-

tween the legs being adjusted by means of a screw and
nut.—Bullet-compasses, compasses having a spliere at

the end of one leg, which can be set in a hole ; clnb-com-
passes.—Dumb COmpasS (naut.), an apparatus for tak-

ing bearings, consisting of a compass-card painted on
wood or canvas or engraved on metal, and sometimes
furnished with an alidade or sight-vanes. The point of

the compass toward which the ship heads being adjusted
on a line parallel with the ship's keel, the bearings of
surroumliug objects are easily determined.— Extended
compass, in mime, the range of a voice or of an instru-

ment whicli goes beyond the ordinary limit.— Fly of the
mariners* compass. See /j/.— Hair-compasses, com-
passes having a spring attached to the upper part of the
inside of one of the legs, and pressing outward against

the lower part of the other, thus constantly tending to

keep the legs apart. By means of a finely threaded screw
the spring can be compressed or relaxed with the ntmost
nicety, and tlie distance of the legs regulated to a liair's-

breadth.— Millwrights' compass.a tool fur layin;ri>rt' the

dress on the face of a niillstonc. — Napier's COmpasses,
a draftsman's pocket-compasses, having a point and iiencil

pivoted to one leg. and a point and drawing-pen to the
other. The legs are jointed so that the working ends
can be folded inward when not in use.— Oval COmpass,
a compass for describing ovals; an ellip-sogrujih. Pair
of compasses. Same as compass, 8. — Proportional
compasses, see ?>ro;)orfjo?iai.— Standard compass,
in a ship, a compass, generally the one used as the azi-

nmth compass, to which others are referred to ascertain

their errors, and by which the ship is navigated.— Steer-
ing-compass, a compass situated in front of the steer-

ing-wheel, by which the helmsman is guided.—The trine
compasst, probably, the ecjuinoctial circle anil two co-

lui'es, or Ity synecdoche the universe: but the Trinity,

according to Tyrwhitt; the threefold world, containing
earth, sea, and heaven, according to Skeat.

The Eternal Love and Pees,

That of the tri/ne compas lord and gyde is,

Whom erthe and see and heven, out of relees,

Ay herien. Chaucer, Second Nuns Tale, 1. 45.

To box the compass. See box'i, v.—To fetch a com-
pass, to make a circnit or detour.

Landing at Syracuse, we tarried there three days. And
from thence we /etched a compass, and came to Rhegium.

Acts xxviii. 12, 13.

To keep compass, (a) In archery, to observe a due ele-

vation of the arrow in shooting.

Shell keep a surer compass ; I have too strong a confi-

dence to mistrust her.

Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, ii. 2.

(6) To keep within bounds. Nares.

Some pressed the queen, that lie [the fool] should come
to her, undertaking for him that be should keep comjxiss.

Kinff James, Apothegms, 1669.

Triangular compasses. See triangular.

—

Within com-
passt, within bounds.

I speak much unthin compass ; for the Savannahs would
at present feed 1000 Head of Cattle besides Goats.

Dampier, Voyages. I. 88.

compass (kum'pas), v. t. [Early mod, E. also

cumpasse; < ME. compassen, cumpassen, go
around, make a circuit, draw a circle, contrive,

intend, < OF. cmnpasser, F. compasser = Pr.

Pg. compassar = Sp. compasar = It. compas-
sare; from the noun: see compass, h.] 1. To
stretch round ; extend about so as to embrace

;

inclose ; encircle ; environ ; sun'ound.

With favour wilt thou compass him as with a shield.

Ps. V. 12
Now, all the blessings

Of a glad father compass thee about

!

Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

This parlor was lined with oak : fine, daik, glossy panels
compassed the walls gloomily and grandly.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, rL

Compass'd by the inviolate sea,

Tennyson, To the Queen.

2. To go about or round ; make the circuit of.

The seventh day ye shall compass the city seven times.
Josh. vi. 4.

3. To obtain ; attain to ; procure ;
gain ;

bring

within oneVpower; accomplish.

'Tis but her picture I have yet behehi.

And that hath dazzled my reason's light : . . .

If I can check my eiring love, I will

;

If not, to compass her I'll use my skill.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 4.

Earl Richard having given infinitely to compass his Ad-
vancement, looked to help himself again by the Place.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 85.

The man who strives to bring in a future statt of things

which is still so distant that none but himself sees it to be

future, will certainly not compass his object.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 221.

4. To purpose ; intend ; imagine ;
plot ; con-

trive. [Obsolete except as a legal term,]

And somme to dyuyne and dyuyde. numbres to kenne.

And craftely [skilfully] to comuaJt«en. and colours to make.
Piers Plowtnan (C), xai. 241.



compass
CompasHivi and imagining: the death of the king are

synonymous terms ; compass signifying tlie purpose or de-

sign of tile mind or will, and not, as in common speech,
the carrying such design to effect. Blaekstone.

5+. To canvass ; reflect upon
;
ponder.

Mony day he endurit in his depe thoght.
And ay compost the cases in his clene hert.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10116.

6. To bend in the form of a circle or curve;
make circular or curved : as, to compass timber
for a ship. [Obsolete except in carpentry.]

To be compassed, like a good bilbo, in the circumference
of a peck. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 5.

= Syn. 3. To achieve, bring about, effect, secure.

compass (kimi'pas), adv. [Short for in (or to)

a (or the) compass: see compass, n.] 1. In a
compass or curve ; in archery, at an elevation.

They were fastened on the right shoulder, and fell com-
pass down the back in gracious folds.

B, Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

Shoot not so much compass ; be brief, and answer me.
Shirley, Grateful Servant, v. 1.

Their arrows were all shot compass, so as our men,
standing single, could easily see and avoid them.

Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 236.

2t. To the limit.

I haue now lyued compasse, for Adams olde Apron must
make £ue a new Kirtle.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 323.

compassable (kum'pas-a-bl), a. [< compass +
-able.^ Capable of being compassed.
compass-board (kum'pas-bord), n. An upright
board through which tide neck-twines pass in
certain forms of looms; a hole-board.

compass-bowl (kum'pas-bol), H. Same as com-
jia-is-hoj-.

compass-box (kum'pas-boks), n. The glass-
covered box containing the compass-needle and
-card. See compass, 7.

compass-brick (kum'pas-brik), n. A brick
having a curved face, used in the lining of
woUs and in other curved surfaces.

compass-card (kum'pas-kard), n. The circular
card belijiiffing to a ompass. See compass, 7.

compass-dial (kum'pas-di"al), n. A small sun-
dial fitted into a box to be carried in the pock-
et, and so arranged that the gnomon of the
dial may be adjusted to the meridian by means
of an attaclied compass-needle.
compassed (kum'past), }). a. [Pp. of compass,
c] 1. Surrounded.— 2. Obtained; accom-
plished; secured.

The weary yeare his race now having run,
The new begins his coinpast course anew.

Spenser, .Sonnets, Ixii.

3t. Round; arched.

Two fairer beasts might not elsewhere 1>e found.
Although the compost world were sought around.

Spenser, Ruines of Time.

The compassed window. Shak., T. and C, i. 2.

The tomlw are not longer nor larger than fitting the in-

cluded IkmUcs, each of one stone higher at the head then
feet, and cmpast above. Sandys, Travailea, p. 26.

compass-headed (kum'pas-hed'ed), a. In
arch., circular: as, "a compass-headed arch,"
M'eale.

compassing (kum'pas-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of com-
jKiss, c] In .ihip-huildinii, incurvated, curved,
or bent : as, compassiiiy timbers. See compass,
r. t., 6.

compassion (kom-pash'on), n. [< ME. compas-
sion, < OF. compassion, F. compassion = Pr.
compassio = Sp. compasion = It. compassione,
< LL. compasnio{n-), sympathy, < compati (ML.
'compatire, > It. compatire = Pr. F. compatir),

pp. compassus, suffer together with, < L. com-,
together, + pati, suffer: see passion.'] Liter-
ally, a suffering with another; hence, a feel-

ing of sorrow or pity excited by the siifferings

or misfortunes of another; sympathy; com-
miseration; pity.

He, being full of compassion, forgave their iniquity.

Ps. liiviil. 38.

His majesty hath had more compassion of other men's
necessities than of his own coffers.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 19.

Moved with compassion of my country's wrack.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iil. 1.

(Twice used in the plural in the authorized version of the
Bible.

It is of the I>ord"8 mercies that we are not consumed,
because his compassions fail not. Lam. iii. 22.

Shew mercy and compassions [compassion in the revised
rerslonj every man to his brother. Zech. vii. !).

|

= Byn. Commiseration, .Sympathy, etc. (see pity), kind-
ness, tciidcnicRS, clemency, fellow-feeling.

compassion (kom-pash'on), r. t. [< compassion,
«.; =zV.compd.ssioner,e,ie.] To compassionate

;

pity ; commiserate. [Obsolete or archaic]
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O heavens ! can you hear a good man groan.
And not relent, or not compassion him '?

Shak., 'Tit. And., iv. 1.

To whom shall I my case complain.
That may compassion ray impatient grief '/

Lady Pembroke (Arber's Eug. Garner, I. 260).

Never are the human prerogatives so nobly displayed as
when cumpassioninff the wicked and weak.

Alcolt, Table-Talk, p. 168.

COmpassionable (kom-pash'on-a-bl), a. [< com-
passion ¥ -able.] l)eserving of pity; pitiable.

[Rare.]
He is for some time a raving maniac, and then falls into

a state of gay and compassionable imbecility. Crabbe.

COmpassionaryt (kom-pash'on-a-ri), a. Com-
passionate. Votgrdve.

compassionate (kom-pash'on -at), a. and n.

[< compassion + -ate^. Cf. affectionate, pas-
sionate, etc.] I. a. 1. Characterized by com-
passion ; full of compassion or pity ; easily

moved to sympathy by the sufferings, wants,
or infirmities of others.

There never was any heart truly great and generous that
was not also tender and compassionate. South, Sermons.

2t. Calling for or calculated to excite compas-
sion

;
pitiable

;
pitiful.

Yoiu" case is truly a compassionate one.
Colman, English Merchant, v. 1.

Besides its ordinary signification, compassionate . . .

[is] used to mean *' of a nature to move pity."
F. Uall, Mod. Eng., p. 221.

3t. Complaining. [Bare.]
yor. What is thy sentence, then, but speechless death.

Which robs my tongue from breathing native breath ?

K. Rich. It Ixwts thee not to be compassionate.
After our sentence plaining comes too late.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

Compassionate allowance, a gratuity granted by the
government to the widows, children, and other specified
relatives of deccaseti British naval and military officers

left in necessit^ius circumstances. = Syn. 1. Tender, mer-
ciful, soft, indulgent, kind, clement, gracious,

Il.t n. One who compassionates, pities, or
commiserates. W. Watson.
compassionate fkom-pash'on-at), V. t.

;
pret.

and j)p. compus.fionatcd, ppr. compassionating.

[< compassion + -ate"^.] To have compassion
for; pity; commiserate.

I really compassionate this gentleman for his want of
discernment in the choice of friends.

Goldsmith, Criticisms.

Compassionate the num'rous woes
I dare not e'en to thee disclose.

Cowper, Secrets of Divine Love (trans.).

compassiona'tely (kom-pash'on-at-li), adv. In
a CDiiipa.ssioiiato manner; with compassion;
mercifully.

compassibnateness (kom-pash'on-at-nes), n.

The quality of being compassionate.
COmpassionati'ret (kom-pash'on-a-tiv), a. [<
compasaionate, v., + -»»e.] Same as compas-
sionate.

Nor would hee have permitted hU eompassionaiive na-
ture to imagine, etc.

Sir K. Digby, Obs. on Religio Medici, p. 12.

compassless (kum'pas-les), a. [< compass +
-less.] Having no compass ; wanting guidance.
[Rare.]

compassmentt. n. [< ME. compassement, also
CDiiipdci'iiiciit, \ OF. compassement, < compasser,
compass: see compass, v.] Contrivance; pur-
pose; design; a carrying into execution; ac-
complishment. Chaucer.

Men may well nreven be experience and sotylecomnzwir-
ment of Wytt, that zif a man fond passages be Schlppes,
that wolde go to serchen the World, men myghte.go be
.Schipj>e alle aboute the World, and alx>ven and benethen.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 180.

compass-needle (kura'pas-ne'dl), «. The mag-
netized needle of a compass. See compass, 7.

compass-plane (kum'pas-plan), n. A carpen-
ters? plane similar to a smoothing-plane, but
havingits under surface convex. It is used to
form a concave surface.

compass-plant (kum'pas-plant), n. 1. A tall,

coarse composite plant, Silphium laciniatum,

common upon the western prairies of North
America, it has large divided leaves, which stand ver-

tically : the radical ones, esiMicially, are disiK)sed to place
their edges north and south, whence the name. 'The two
sides of the leaves are found to l>e nearly the same in
structure and equally furnished with stomata. Also called
rosin.\ceed.

2. The Lactuca soariola, a European species of
lettuce, similarly characterized.

compass-roof (kum'pas-rof), n. A gable-roof
constructed in such a way that a tie from the
foot of each rafter meets the opposite rafter at

a considerable distance above its foot.

Compass-sa'Vr (kum'pas-sa), n. A saw with a
narrow blade, used to cut in a circle of moder-
ate radius.

compear

compass-signal (kum'pas-sig''nal), n. A signal
denoting a point of the compass.
compass-timber (kum'pas-tim''b6r), n. In
carp. , curved or crooked timber.
COmpasS-'WindO'W (kum'pas-win"d6), «. In
arch., a bow-window or oriel the plan of which
is a segment of a circle. .

compast. An obsolete or occasional preterit
and past participle of compass.
compaternityt (kom-pa-ter'ni-ti), n. [= F.
compaternite = Sp. compaternidad = Pg. compa-
ternidade, < ML. compaternita(t-)s, < computer,
a godfather, < L. com,-, with, -f- pater = E. fa-
ther: see com- and paternity, and cf. commere.]
The relation of a godfather.

Gossipred or compatemity, by the canon law, is a spiri-

tual affinity. Sir J. Davies, State of Ireland. .

compatibility (kom-pat-i-bil'j-ti), n. [< com-
patible (see -hility) ; = F. compatibiliti, etc.]

The quality of being compatible, (o) Consis-
tency ; the capacity of coexisting with something else.

The compatibility and concurrence of such properties in
one thing. Barrow, Works, II. ix.

(6) Suitableness ; congeniality : as, a compatibility of tem-
pers. Also sometimes compatibleness.

compatible (kom-pat'i-bl), a. [< F. compatible
= Sp. compatible =Pg. compatirel = It. compa-
tibile, compatible, concurrable, < ML. compati-
bilis (in compatibilc beneficium, a benefice which
could be held together with another one), < LL.
compati, suffer with: see compassion, n.] 1.

Capable of coexisting or being found together
in the same subject ; consistent ; reconcilable

:

now followed by with, formerly sometimes by
to.

The object of the will is such a good as is compatible to

an intellectual nature. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Slankind.

Let us not . . . require ... a union of excellencies not
quite compatible ivith each other.

Sir J. Reynolds, Dis., xiv.

The maintenance of an essentially religious attitude of
mind is conipatible ivith absolute freedom of speculation
on all subjects, whether scientific or metaphysical.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 274.

2. Capable of existing together in harmony;
suitable ; agreeable ; congenial ; congruous.

Not repugnant, but compatible.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 485.

Every man may claim the fullest liberty to exercise his
faculties compatible with the possession of like liberty by
every other man. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 94.

=S3rn. Consistent (with), accordant (with), congruous
(with), congenial (to), in keeping (with). For compari-
son, see incompatible.

compatibleness (kom-pat'i-bl-nes), n. Same
as compiilibility.

compatibly (kpm-pat'i-bli), adv. In a compat-
ible manner; fatly; suitably; consistently.

compatientt (kom-pa'shent), a. [< ME. com-
paeient = It. compaziente, < LL. compatien(t-)s,

gp. of compati, siiifer with: see compassion, «.]

uffering together.

Be ye compoewn*. IFi/ci^/', 1 Pet. 111. 8(0ri.).

The same compatient and commorient fates.

Sir G. Buck, Hist. Rich. III.

compatriot (kom-pa'tri-ot), H. and a. [< F. com,-

patriate = Sp. Pg. comjiatriota, Sp. (obs.) com-
patrioto = It. compiitriota, compatriotta, < ML.
comjiatriota, comjiutriotits (also compatrianus,
compatriensis), < L. com-, together, -f LL. pa-
triota, a countryman: see patriot. Cf. copa-
trlot.] I. ». An inhabitant of the same conn-
try with another; a fellow-countryman.
The shipwrecked goods botli of strangers and our own

compatriots. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, i. 4.

Clement VL, with his easy temper, was least likely to
restrain that proverbial vice of popes— . . . nepotism.
On his brothers, nephews, kindred, i-elatives, cotnpatriots,
were accumulated grants, benefices, promotions.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xii. 9.

H. a. 1. Of the same country. [Rare.]

To my compatriot youth
I point the high example of thy sons.

AkeTiside, Pleasures of Imagination, i.

2. Animated by love of a common country;
united in patriotism

;
patriotic. [Bare.]

She [Britain] rears to freedom an undaunted race.

Compatriot, zealous, hospitable, kind.
Thmnson, Liberty, v.

compatriotism (kom-pa'tri-ot-izm), n. [< com-
patriot + -ism; = F. compatriotisme.] The
state of being a compatriot or fellow-country-
man. Quarterly Sev.

compear (kom-per'), 1!. i. [Also compeer; =
It. comparire = (with term. ult. < L. -escere) F.
comparaitre = Pr. compareisser = Sp. Pg. com-
purecer, appear before a judge, < L. comparere,
conparere, appear, < com-, together, -I- parerc,
appear: see appear.] To appear; \n Scots law,



compear

to present one's self in a court in person or

by counsel. [Obsolete except in legal use.]'

Two eliiers, being called and compeared, acknowledged
the testimonial was false and forged.

Quoted in ..V. and Q., Tth ser., IV. 126.

compearance (kom-per'ana), «. [< compear
+ -<i»ce; after OF. comparence, comparanee,<
ML. comparentia, compearance. Cf. appear-

ance.'\ Appearance ; in Scots law, the appear-

ance made for a defender by himself or by his

counsel in an action. [Obsolete except in legal

use.] — Diet of compearance. See diev^.

COmpearer (kom-per'er), n. One who appears

;

in Scots law, au interlocutor by which one who
conceives that he has an interest in an action,

although not called as a party to it, is permitted

to compear and sist himself as party to it. [Ob-
solete except in legal use.]

compeer1 (kom-per'), 71. [< ME. compeer, com-
pere, camper, cumper, < OF. 'camper, F. compair

1144
Metaphorical compeUatiunt.

Milton, Apology lor Sraeotyniniius.

The peculiar competlation of the kings of France is by
" Sire. Sir W. Temple.

To begin with me—he gives me the conipetlation of the
Author of a Dramatick Essay.

Dryden, Def. of Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

compellative (kom-pel'a-tiv), a. and n. [< L.

as if *i:uiiipcHatirus, < compellare, address: see

campeUaiion and -ive.'] I. a. Denoting address

:

applied to gi'ammatieal forms : as, a compella-

tive case ; the compellative use of a word.

H. n. In gram., a name by which a person
is addressed ; a proper name.
compellatory (kqm-pel'a-to-ri), a. [< compel
+ -atory.'] Tenciing to compel; compulsory.
[Rare.]

Process compellatory. G. Cavendish, Cardinal VVolsey.

compeller (kom-pel'Sr), «. One who compels
or constrains.

= Pr. compdr, < L. compar, conpar, equal, an compellingly (kom-pel'ing-U), adv. In a com-

equal, a companion, < com-, with, + par, equal, pelGng or constraining manner ; compulsorily.

> OF. per, pair, > E. peer^ and pair, q. v. Cf . she must declare it to be so ; that is, probably, obscurely,

compare'^.l One who is the peer of another; peradventure, but not evidently, com»edKn(?(!/, necessarily.

one who has equal rank or standing in any re- ^'"- Tavl<"-' »«»' Resence, li. § 6.

spect^ an equal, especially as a companion or compend (kom'pend), n. [< ML. compendium

:

associate.
With him ther rood a gentil pardoner
01 Souncivale, his frend and his camper.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 670.

He so grette [greeted] alle

Of his comperg that he knew so curteysliche & faire.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 370.

And him thus answer'd soon his bold compeer.
Milton, P. L., i. 127.

His [Landor's] dramatic compeers can almost be rum-
bered on the fingers of one hand.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 47.

= Syn. See associate, _7i.

CompeerH (kom-per'), D. f. [< compeeri, M.] To
equal ; match ; be equal with.

In my rights.

By me invested, he compeers the best.

Shak., Lear, v. 3.

compeer^t, v. i. See compear.

compel (kom-pel'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. compelled,

ppr. compelling. [< ME. compellen, < OF. com-
pellir = Pr. Pg. compellir = Sp. compelir, com-
peler, < L. compellere, conpellere, compel, urge,

drive together, < com-, together, + pellere, pp.
pulsus, drive : see pell^,pulse^. Hence compul-
sion, compulsory, etc. Cf. expel, impel, repel.']

1 . To drive or virge with force or irresistibly

;

constrain: oblige; coerce, by either physical

or moral force : as, circumstances compel us to

practise economy.
Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them

to come in, that my house may be filled. Luke xiv. 23.

I am almost of opinion that we should force you to ac-

cept the command, as sometimes the Prcetorian bands
have compelled their captains to receive the empire.

Dryden, Ded. of Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

2. To subject; force to submit; subdue.
I compel all creatures to my will. Tennyson, Geraint.

Nothing can rightly compel a simple and brave man to

a vulgar sadness. Thoreau, Walden, p. 142.

3. To take by force or violence; wrest; extort.

[Rare.]
The subjects' grief

Comes through commissions, which compel from each
The sixth part of his substance. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 2.

His words and actions are his own and honour's.

Not bought, nor compell'd from him.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, iii. 3.

seecompendium.'] Same as compendium
The ship, in its latest complete equipment, is au abridg-

ment and compend of a nation's arta.

Emerson, Civilization.

COmpendiarioust (kom-pen-di-a'ri-us), a. [<

L. compendiarius, short, < compendium, a short

way: s%6 compendium.'] Short; compendious.
Bailey.

compendiatei (kom-pen'di-at), v. t. [< LL.
compendiatus, pp" of compendiare, abbreviate

(condense), < L. compendium, that which is

weighed together: see cmnjjendium.] To sum
up or collect together; comprehend.

That which. . . comjwndtatefft all blessing— peace upon
Israel. Bp. King, Vitis Palatina (ed. 1614), p. 2.

compendiosityt (kom-pen-di-os'i-ti), n. [< ML.
compendiosita{t-)8,\ L. compendiosus, compen-
dious: see compendious.] Compendiousness

;

brevity; conciseness. Bailey.

compendious (kom-pen'di-us), a. [= P. com-

pendicux = Sp. Pg. It. compendioso, < L. com-

pendiosus, short, abridged, < compendium, a
, s r t:i

short way: see comi>endm?».] 1. Containing compensation (kom-pen-sa shon),ji. [= i

compensation

We are that bold and adventurous piece of nature, which
he that studies wisely learns iit a compendium, what
others labour at in a divided piece and endless volume.

Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 15.

A short system or c&mpendium of a science.
Watts, Improvement of Mind.

= Syn. Epitome, Abstract, etc. See abridgment.

COmpensablet (kom-pen'sa-bl), a. [< eompense
+ -able ; = F. Sp" compensable, etc.] Capable
of being compensated. Cotgrave.

compensate (kom-pen'sat or kom'pen-sat), v.;

pret. and pp. compensated, ppr. comjienmtiny.

[< L. compensatus, conpensatus, pp. of compen-
sare, conpensare (whence ult. the earlier form
eompense, q.v. ),weigh together one thing against
another, balance, make good, later also shorten,

spare, < com-, together, + pensare, weigh, > ult.

'E. poise, q. V. Cf. compendium.] I. trans. 1.

To give a substitute of equal value to
;
give an

equivalent to ; recompense : as, to compensate a
laborer for his work or a merchant for his losses.

Nothing can compeiuate a people for the loss of what we
may term civic individuality.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 203.

2. To make up for; counterbalance; make
amends for.

All the wealth and treasures of the Indies can never
compensate to a man the loss of his life.

Stillingfieet, Sermons, I. xii.

To compensate our brief term in this world, it is good
to know as much as we can of it.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 29.

Up to a certain period, the diminution of the poetical

powers is far more than comitensated by the improvement
of all the appliances and means of which those powers
stand in need. Macaulay, Dryden.

3. In mecli., to construct so as to effect com-
pensation for the results of variations of tem-
perature. See compensation, 4.

So long as the clocks themselves are no better than they

are, it would undoubtedly be a waste of money to compen-
sate the pendulums.

' Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 180.

=Syn. Recompense, Remunerate, etc. (see indemnify), re-

ward.

n. intrans. To supply or serve as an equiva-

lent ; make amends ; atone : followed by for :

as, what can compensatefor the loss of honor?

No apparatus of senators, judges, and police can com-
pensate for the want of an internal governing sentiment.

U. Spender, Social Statics, p. 296.

the substance or general principles of a subject

in a narrow compass; short; abridged; con-

cise: as, a compendious system of chemistry;

a compendious grammar.
On esy wyse latte thy Resone be sayde
In wordes gentylle and also compendiotis.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

Tliree things be required in the oration of a man having
authority— that it be compendious, sententious, and de-

lectable. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 2.

2t. Narrow; limited. [Rare.]

Thies men, in matters of Diuinitie, openlie pretend a

great knowledge, and bane priuately to them seines a

verie compendious vnderstanding of all.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 82.

3f . Short ; direct ; not circuitous.

Wherein Mr. Vallence after a wonderesly compendious,

facile, prompte, and redy waye, nott withoute painfull

delegence and laborious Industrie, doth enstructe them.

Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. xxi.

I think the most compendious cure, for some of them at

least, had been in Bedlam. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 631.

/I m 1 • i j-u * "t 'i ""*«I.^IT™„iik.^«i^ ^Syn. 1. Succinct, ,Summary, etc. See concise.

4. To drive together; umte by force; gather in
compendiously (kom-peu'di-us-li), adv. In a

« nrnwH nr <.n,r,naT,v: hfird. TA T,«,t,n,Rm. and
''°™„^p7^'Jii'^„° or tersorbrief manner; summa-[A Latinism, anda crowd or company; herd,

rare.]

Wyld beastes in yron yokes he would compell.
Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 26.

Attended by the chiefs who fought the field,

(Now friendly mix'd, and in one troop compell'd.)

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 720.

5. To overpower; overcome; control. [Rare.]

But easy sleep their weary limbs compelled. Dryden.

compellable (kom-pel' a -bl), a. [< compel +
-able.] Capable of being or liable to be com-
pelled or constrained.
No man being compellable to confess publicly any sin

before Novatian's time. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vl. 4.

.Joint tenants are compellable by writ of partition to di-

vide their lands. Blackstone.

compellably (kom-pel'a-bli), adv. By compul-
sion. Todd.

compellation (kom-pe-la'shgn), n. [< L. com-
pellatiu(n-), < compellare, conpelldre, pp. com-
pellatus, conpellatus, accost, address, reproach,

freq. of compellSre, conpelUre, urge : see compel.]

A distinguishing form of address or salutation

;

a characteristic appellation or denomination.

That name and compellation of little flock doth not com-
fort, but deject my devotion.

Sir T. Bravme, Beligio Medici, 1. B8.

rily ; in brief ; in epitome.

Brief, boy, brief

!

Discourse the service of each several table

Compendiously. Beau, and Fl. , Woman-Hater, i. 2.

The state or condition of matter before the world was
a-making is compendiously expressed by the word chaos.

Bentley.

compendiousness (kom-pen'di-us-nes), n. 'The

state or quality of being compendious ; concise-

ness ; brevity ; terseness ; comprehension within
a narrow compass.
The inviting easiness and compendiousness of this asser-

tion. Bentley, Sermons, ix.

compendium (kom-pen'di-um), n. [= F. com-

pendium = Sp. tg. It. compendia, < ML. com-

pendium, an abridgment, in L. a short way,

a short cut, lit. a sparing, saving, that which is

weighed together, <. compendere, weigh together,

balance, < com-, together, -1- pendere, weigh : see

pendent. Cf. compensate.] A brief compilation

or composition containing the principal heads

of a larger work or system, or the general prin-

ciples or leading points of a subject; an abridg-

ment; a summary; an epitome. Also com-

pend.

compensation = Pr. compensacio = Sp. compen-
sadon = Pg. compensaqao = It. compensazione,

< li.compensatio{n-),<. compensare, eompensate

:

see compensate.] 1. The act of compensating;
counterbalance: as, nature is based on a sys-

tem of compensations.— 2. That which is given

or received as an equivalent, as for services,

debt, want, loss, or suffering; indemnity; rec-

ompense; amends; requital.

He that thinks to serve God by way of compensation,

that is, to recompense God by doing one duty, for the omis-

sion of another, sins even in that, in which he thinks he

serves God. Donne, Sermons, v.

He [the Nabob] . . . made overtures to the chiefs of the

invading armament, and offered to restore the factory, and
to give compensation to those whom he had despoiled.

Macaiday, Lord Clive.

3. That which supplies the place of something
else, or makes good a deficiency, or makes
amends: as, the speed of the hare is a compen-

sation for its want of any weapon of defense.

His [Dante's] gentleness is all the more striking by con-

trast, like that silken co-mpensation which blooms out of

the thorny stem of the cactus.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 46.

4. In mech., means of creating a balance of

forces; counteraction of opposing tendencies;

adjustment for equilibrium. Compensation of the

contraction and expansion of metals through variatiotis

of temperature is effected in the pendulums and balance-

wheels of timepieces chiefly by a combination of metals

of different expansibilities, and in iron beams, rails, etc.,

by allowance for increase and diminution of length ; of

inequalities in magnetic attraction, etc., by devices called

compensators. .See compensation-balance, below, and com-

pensator.

5. In the civil law, the extinguishment of a debt

by a counter-claim which the debtor has against

his creditor, thus effecting the simultaneous ex-

tinguishment of two obligations, or of one and
part of another.— Compensation-balance, -pendu-
lum, a balance-wheel or a pendulum so constructed as to

counteract the effects of temperature, under which the in-

strument would otherwise move slower when warmer and
faster when colder. A compensation-pendulum is com-

monly a gridiron pendulum or a mercurialpendulum. (See

pendulum.) A compensation-balance has compensation-

bars.— Compensatlon-bars, bars formed of two or more
metals of different expansibilities, so that changes of

temperature have tlie effect of bending them one way or

the other. They are used to produce perfect equality of

motion in the balances of watches and chronometers.—

Commonable RiglitB Compensation Act, an English

statute of 1882 (46 and 46 Vict., c. 16), providing for the ap-



compensation

plication of money paid as compensation for the compul-
sory acquisition of common lands, etc: =Syn. 2. Reward,
remuneration, requital, satisfaction, indemnification, re-

imbursement, reparation.

compensative (kom-pen'sa-tiv), a. and n. [=
F. compeiinatif = Pg. cmnpensativo, < LL. cotn-

pensativus, < L. compensatus, pp. of compen-
sare, compensate : see compensate.'] I. a. Mak-
ing amends or compensation.

The compensative justice of the old drama.
Uadill, Lit- of Reign of Elizabeth.

n. «. That which compensates; compensa-
tion. [Bare.]

This is the sorry competisaiive. Lamb, To Barton.

compensativeness (kom-pen'sa-tiv-nes), ».

Fitness or readiness to make amends. Bailey.

compensator (kom'pen-sa-tor), n. [= F. com-
pensaixur = Sp. Pg. conipensador = It. compen-
satore, < NL. 'compensator, < L. compensare,
compensate : see compensate.] One who or that
which compensates. Specifically— (o) A magnet or
mass of soft iron so placed as to neutralize the effects of

local attraction on the needle of a compass. Also called
correcting-ptate. ib) In gas-inan%f., a device for equalizing
the action of the exhauster which draws the gas from the
retorts.

compensatory (kom-pen'sa-to-ri), a. [< com-
pensate + -ory ; = F. compensatoire. Cf. com-
pettsator.] Serving to compensate or as com-
pensation ; making amends ; requiting.

Tribute which is not penal nor compensatory.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 2.

All the compensatory forces of air and water.
De Quincey, Herodotus.

Compensatory damages, in law, damages estimated as
an equivalent for the injury, in contradistinction to puni-
tive or vindictive danuiges, awarded by way of punishment
for wilful wrong.

compenset (kom-pens'), V. t. [< ME. compensen,
< OF. compenser, F. compenser = Pr. compensar,
eom2}essar=Sp. Pg. compensar= lt. compensare,
< L. compensare, conpensare,ha,la,nce, make good,
compensate: see compensate.] To recompense

;

compensate ; counterbalance.

The weight of the quicksilver doth not compense the
weight of a stone. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

compert, ». A Middle English form of coin-

peer^.

comperaget, «. [< comper + -age.] Gossiping;
familiar friendship. Coles, 1717.

comperendinatet, v. i. [< L. comperendinatus,

pp. of comperendinare, cite a defendant to a new
trial on the third following day or later, < com-
perendinus (sc. dies, day), the third following
day: see comperendinom.] To delay. Bailey.

comperendinoust, a. [< L. comperendinus (so.

dies, day), the tliird following day, < com-, with,
+ perendinus, of day after to-morrow, < peren-
die, on the day after to-morrow, < *perum (=
Oscan perum = Gr. vepav = Skt. param, akin
to per-, pre-, pro-, para-, peri-, q. v.), beyond,
-I- dies, day: see dial.] Prolonged; deferred;
postponed. Bailey.

compernaget, « [ME., appar.< compere, comper,
eumper, companion (see compeer^), + -n- + -age ;

or else for "compenage, companage, < OF. com-
panage, compaignage, company (cf . companage) :

see company. Cf . comperageJ] Company.
A thing I shall you declare truly,

At 1 me departe fro your compemage.
To ende that all thereof haue memory.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 3706.

compersiont, «. [ME.: see comparison.] An
obsolete form of comparison. Court of Love.
compesce (kom-pes'), v. t.; pret. and pp. com-
pesced, ppr. compescing. [< L. compescere, fas-

ten togetner, confine, curb, < comves, conpes, a
fetter, < com-, together, + pes (ped-) = E./oo<.]
To hold in check; restrain; curb. Carlyle.

compestert, r. t. [A law term, < OF. composter,
compoimd, also prob. compost, < ML. compos-
tare, compost: see compost, V. Prob. confused
with composture, compost' (of wMch no verb
use appears), and perhaps (with regard to the
vowel e for o) with pasture.] To manure
(land) : said of cattle.

No other beasts ought to be put Into the Commons but
thoiie of the tenant of the land to which it is appendant
or those which he ta)<es to compester his land.

Argument in Rutnjiey v. Rowdeii, 1 Ventris, 18.

As if It had been said Levant and couchant, for when
they [cattle] are appurtenant, they shall be intended to
Plow. Manure, Comvegter, and Feed upon the Land.

Coke, in Mors v. Webbe (1«52), 2 Brownlow (and Oolds-
[borough), p. 298.

compete (kom-pef), v. i.; pret. and pp. com-
peted, ppr. competing. [= Sp. Pg. competir = It.

competere, compete (cf. F. competer = Sp. com-
peter, have a fair claim to), < L. competere,
strive after something in company with or to-

gether (the lit. sense), usually meet or come
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together, coincide, agree, be fit or suitable, <

com-, together, + petei'e, seek: see petition.

Hence (from L. competere) competent, compe-
tition, and competitor.] To seek or strive for
the same thing as another ; enter into compe-
tition or rivalry ; vie : with for before the thing
sought and with before the person or thing
rivaled.

The sages of antiquity will not dare to compete vxith the
inspired authors. Milner.

How is it that the United States, formerly a maritime
power of the first class, has now no ships or steamers that
can profitably compete for the carrying of even its own
exports? D. A. Wells, Merchant Marine, p. 45.

competence, competency (kom'pe-tens, -ten-

si), H. [= P. competence = Sp. Pg. coinpeien-

cia = It. competenza, < ML. competentia, compe-
tence, fitness, in L. agreement, conjunction, <

competen(t-)s, ppr., being fit, competent: see
competent and-e«ce, -ency.] 1. The state of be-
ing competent ; fitness ; suitableness ; adequate-
ness: as, there is no doubt of his competence for
the task.

At present, we trust a man with making constitutions
on less proof of c&mpetence than we should demand before
we gave him our shoe to patch.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 67.

We are ever in danger of exaggerating the competence of

a new discovery. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 53, note.

2. Adequate authority or qualification ; range
of capacity or ability ; the sphere of action or
judgment within which one is competent.
To master exhaustively the English of our own time is

beyond the competency of any one man.
F. Uall, Mod. Eng., p. 97.

It is not my business, and does not lie within my com-
petency, to say what the Hebrew text does, and what it

does not, signify. Huxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 19.

3. In the law of evidence : (a) Legal capacity
or fitness to be heard in court, as distinguished
from credibility or sufficiency, because the
question whether the evidence shall be heard
is usually determined before considering its

weight. Thus, a witness may be competent, although
unworthy of belief ; evidence may be competent, although
not alone sufficient even If believed, (ft) Legal right

or authority
;
power or capacity to take cogni-

zance of a cause : as, the competency of a judge
or court to examine and decide.

Elizabeth . . . induced the parliament to pass a law,
enacting that whoever should deny the coinpeteney of
the reigning sovereign, with the assent of the states of the
realm, to alter the succession, should suffer death as a
traitor. Macaulay.

4. Sufficiency ; such a quantity as is sufficient

;

especially, property, means of subsistence, or
income sufficient to furnish the necessaries and
conveniences of life, without superfluity.

That which is a Competency for one Man, is not enough
for another. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 38.

Seven happy years of health and competence.
And mutual love and honourable toil.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

competent (kom'pe-tgnt), a. [= D. Dan. kom-
petent = G. Sw. competent, < OF. competent, F.

competent = Pr. competent = Sp. Pg. It. compe-
tente, < L. competen(t-)s, in LL. as adj., corre-

sponding to, suitable, competent, prop. ppr. of

competere (> F. competer, etc.), be sufficient, also

strive after, etc. : see compete.] 1. Answering
all requirements; suitable; fit; sufficient or ade-
quate for the purpose : as, competent supplies of

food and clothing ; an army competent to the de-

fense of the kingdom.
To kepe hir fest in competent place be the alderman and

maiatres assigned. English OUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 445.

His Indignation derives itself out of a very competent
injury. Shak., T. N., Ui. 4.

Has he a competent sum there in the bag
To buy the goods within?

B, Jonson, Alchemist, liL 2.

He that can love his friend with this noble ardour will

In a competent degree affect all.

Sir T. Browne, Rellgio Medici, ii. 6.

2. Having ability or capacity
;
properly quali-

fied : as, a competent bookkeeper.

As to the particular bounds or extent of It [the kingdom
of Tonquin], I cannot be a competent judge, coming to it

by Sea, and going up directly to Cachao.
Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 81.

Let us flrat considerhow competent we-arefortheoflice.
Government of the Tongue.

The atom or molecule which is competent to intercept
the calorific waves is, in the same degree, competent to

generate them. Tyndall, Radiation, § 14.

3. In law, having legal capacity or qualifica-

tion : as, a competent judge or coiut ; a competent
witness. In a judge or court it implies right or author-
ity to hear and detennine; in a witness it implies a legal

capacity to testify. See competence, 3.

Even before it is clearly known whether the innovation
be damageable or not, the judge is cotnpetent to issue a

competitory
prohibition to innovate, until the point can be deter-
mined. Burke, A Regicide Peace.

Some members had before suggested that seven states
were competent to the ratlHcatlon [of a treaty].

Jefferson, Autobiog., p. 45.

4. Rightfully or lawfully belonging; pertain-
ing by right

; permissible : followed by to.

That is the privilege of the infinite Author of things,
who never slumbers nor sleeps, but is not competent to

any finite being. Locke.

It is not competent to the defendant to allege fraud in
the plaintiff. Blackstone.

He studied ills business by night and by day . . . until
he had made a tine reputation ; and then it was competent
to him to rest. Ii. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 74.

Competent and omitted, in Scots law, said of pleas
which might have been maintained, but have not been
stated. = S3Tl. 1. Sufficient, etc. ^ee adequate.— 2. Fitted,
etc. See quaiijied.

competent (kom'pe-tent), ». One of the com-
jietentes (which see).

competentes (kom-pe-ten'tez), n. pi. [LL., pi.

of L. competen{t-)s, ppr. of competere, compete:
see compete.] In the early church, the more
advanced catechumens, who had given in their

names as applicants for baptism on the next
stated occasion. Before this, while undergoing their
preparatory probation, they were called auditors or hear-
ers (in Latin audientes, hearers, or rudes, unskilled; in

Greek, the aTcAearcpot, or less perfect).

competently (kom'pe-tent-li), adv. In a com-
petent manner ; sufficiently ; adequately ; suit-

ably; fitly; rightly.

Some places requii-e men competently endowed. Wotton.

My friend is now . . . competently rich.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

competiblet (kgm-pet'i-bl), a. An improper
form of compatible.

It is not coinpetible with the grace of God so much as to
Incline any man to do evil. Hammond, Fundamentals.

COmpetiblenesst (kom-pet'i-bl-nes), n. An im-
proper form of compatibleness.

competition (kom-pe-tish'on), n. [= F. com-
petition = Sp. competicion "= Pg. competigSo, <
LL. competitio(n-), an agreement, rivalry, < L.
competere, pp. competitus, compete: see com-
pete.] 1. The act of seeking orendeavoring to

gain what another is endeavoring to gain at the
same time; common contest or striving for the
same object ; strife for superiority ; rivalry : as,

the competition of two candidates for an office.

Formerly it was sometimes followed by to, now
always hy for, before the thing sought.

Competition to the crown there Is none, nor can be.
Bacon.

There is no competition but for the second place.
Dryden.

The covipetition would be, not which should yield the
least to promote the common good, but which should yield
the most. Calhoun, Works, I. 69.

2. A trial of skill proposed as a test of supe-
riority or comparative fitness.— 3. In Scots
law, a contest which arises on bankruptcy be-
tween creditors claiming in virtue of their re-

spective securities or diligences. =syn. 1. Rivalry,
etc. See emulation.

competitive (kom-pet'i-tiv), a. [< L. as if *com-
petitivus, < competitus, pp. of competere, compete

:

see compete.] Pertaining to or involving com-
petition ; characterized by or requiring compe-
tition; competing.
The co-operative in lieu of the competitive principle.

Quarterly Rev.

The educational abomination of desolation of the pres-

ent day Is the stimulation of young people to work at high
pressure by incessant competitive examinations.

Huxley, Tech. Education.

competitor (kom-pet'i-tor), n. [= F. compiU-
teur = Sp. Pg! competidor = It. competitore, <

L. competitor, a rival (in law, a plaintiff), <

competere, pp. competitus, compete : see com-
pete.] 1. One who competesj one who con-
tends for and endeavors to obtain what another
seeks at the same time, or claims what another
claims ; a rival.

How furious and impatient they be.

And caimot brook competitors In love.
Shak., Tit. And., 11. 1.

Where kings were fair competitors for honour.
Thou shouldst have come up to him, there have foughthim.

Fletcher (and another). False One, ii. 1.

2t. One who competes with another in zeal for

the same cause ; a zealous associate or confed-
erate ; a comrade.

Thou, my brother, my competitor
In top of all design, my mate in empire.

Shak., A. and C, T. 1.

Every hour more competitors
Flock to the rebels, and their power grows strong.

Shak., Rich. III., Iv. 4.

competitory (kom-pet'i-to-ri), a. [< L. competi-

tus (see competitor) + -ory.] Acting or done in



competitory

competition ; rival : as, a competitory treatise.
Fahcr. [Rare.]

competitress (kom-pet'i-tres), n. [< competitor
+ -<.'»•.] A female competitor.

competitrixt (kgm-pet'i-triks), n. [L., fem. of
competitor: see'competitor.'i S&ine a,s competi-
tress.

Queen Anne, now being without compeiitrix for her
title, thought liersell secure. Lord Herbert, Hen. VIII.

compilation (kom-pi-la'shgu), n. [< F. compi-
lation = Pr. compilatio = Sp. compilacion = Pg.
eompilagao = It. compila:ione, < L. compila-
tio(n-), a compilation, lit. a pillaging, plunder-
ing, < compilare, pp. compilatus, snatch together
and carry off, plunder: see compile.'i 1. The
act of bringing together ; a gathering or piling
up; collection.

There is in it a small vein filled with spar, probably since
the time of the compilation of the mass.

Woodward, Fossils.

2. The gathering of materials for books, docu-
ments, tables, etc., from existing sources ; the
act of bringing together and ada;pting things
said or written by different persons for the ex-
position of a subject.

Nearly at the same time [sixth century], both in the
Eastern Church under John the Faster, and in the ex-
treme West under the Irish and other Celtic missionaries,
began the compilation of Penitentials.

Stubbg, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 296.

3. That which is compiled ; a book or treatise
produced by compiling.

Among the ancient story-books of this character, a Latin
compilation, entitled Gesta Romanorum, seems to have
been the favourite. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry.

COmpilatort (kom'pi-la-tor), n. [ME. compila-
tour = F. compilateur = Sp. Pg. com,pilador=
It. compilatore, < L. compilator, < compilare, pp.
compilatus, snatch together : see compile, and
of. compiler.'] A compiler. Chaucer.
compile (kgm-pil'), v. t.; pret. and pp. com-
piled, ppr. compiling. [< ME. eompilen, < OP.
compiler, F. compiler= Pr. Sp. Pg. compilar= It.

compilare, < L. compilare, snatch together and
carry off, plunder, pillage (the sense of ' com-
pile' appears in deriv. compilatio: see compi-
lation), < com-, together, + pilare, rob: see
pilV^, pillage.'] 1. To make or form (a written
or printed work) by putting together in due or-
der or in an order adapted to the given purpose,
and with such changes and additions as may be
deemed necessary or desirable, literary, histori-
cal, or other written or printed materials col-

lected from various sources
;
prepare or draw

up by selecting, adapting, and rearranging ex-
isting materials : as, to compile tables of weights
and measures; to compile a gazetteer or a glos-
sary.

They have often no other task than to lay two books be-
fore them, out of which they compile a third, without any
new materials of their own. Johnson, Idler, No. 86.

In the middle of the sixth century Dionysius Exiguus, a
Roman abbot, compiled the collection of canons whicll was
the germ and model of all later collections.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 296.

2t. To write ; compose.
Of that fight how it felle in a few yeres.
That was clanly compilet with a clerk wise.
On Gydo, a gome [man], that graidly hade soght,
And wist all the werks by weghes he hade.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 63.

In poetry they compile the praises of virtuous men and
actions. • Sir W. Temple.

3t. To contain; comprise.
After so long a race as I have run
Through Faery land, which these six books compile.
Give leave to rest me. Spenser, Sonnets, Ixxx.

4t. To make up or place (together) ; compose

;

construct.

Walles . . . built of most white and blacke stones,
which are disposed checkerwise one by another, and curi-
ously compiled together. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 64.

He did intend
A brasen wall in corapas to compyle
About Cairmardin. Spenser, F. Q., Ill, iii. 10.

Monsters compiled and complicated of divers parents
and kinds. Donne, Devotions, p. 68.

5t. To bring into accord or agreement ; recon-
cile.

The Prince had perfectly compplde
These paires of friends in peace and setled rest.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 17.

compilementf (kgm-pil'ment), n. [< comjnle +
-metU.] The act of putting or piling together
or heaping up. Woodward.
compiler (kom-pi'16r), n. [< ME. compilour, <

OF. compilcor, compileur, < L. compilator, <

compilare, compile. Cf. compilator.'] One who
compiles; one who makes a compilation.

fo
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COmpinget (kom-pinj'), v. t. [< L. compingere,
eonpinyere, fijc together, confine, < com-, to-
;ether, + jtangere, fasten : see compact^, a.]
"o compress ; shut up.

Into what straits hath it been compinged, a little flock 1

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 699.

compiret, n. An obsolete form of compeer^.
MiiLshcK, 1617.

COmpitalia (kom-pi-ta'li-ii), n. [L., neut. pi. of
compitalis, of or pertaining to cross-roads, <
compitum, also competum and compitns, a place
where several ways meet, a cross-road, < com-
petere, meet or come together, coincide, agree

:

see compete, competent.] In Rom. antiq., a festi-

val celebrated annually at cross-roads in honor
of the Lares. It was held soon after the Satur-
nalia, on a day fixed by the pretor.

complacence, complacency (kgm-pla'sens,
-sen -si), «.; pi. coviplacences, complacencies
(-sen-sez, -siz). [= F. complaisance = Pr. Sp.
Pg. complacencia = It. compiacenza, < ML. com-
placentia, < L. complacen(t-)s, very pleasing:
see compilacent and -ence, -ency.] 1. Disposition
to please, or an act intended to give pleasiu-e

;

friendly civility, or a civil act. See complai-
sance (now generally used in this sense).

Complacency, and truth, and manly sweetness,
Dwell ever on his tongue, and smooth his thoughts.

AdAison.
Every moment of her life brings me fresh instances of

her complacency to my inclinations. Steele, Tatler, No. 95.

The round
Of smooth and solemnized complacencies.
By which, on Christian lands, from age to age
Profession mocks performance.

Wordsworth, Excursion, v.

2. A feeling of quiet pleasure; satisfaction;
gratification ; especially, self-satisfaction.

The great Galees of Venice and Florence
lie well laden with things of complacence.
All spicery and of grossers ware.

HakluyVs Voyages, I. 193.

But also in complacences, nowise so strict as this of the
passion [love], the man of sensibility counts it a delight
only to hear a child's voice fully addressed to him, or to
see the beautiful manners of the youth of either sex.

Emerson, Success.

St. That which gives satisfaction ; a cause of
pleasure or joy ; a comfort.

O thou, my sole complacence ! Milton, P. L., iii. 276.

Love Of complacency. See love of benevolence, under
benevolence, =§yn. Complacency, Complaisance. Compla-
cency once included the meaning of both these words, but
they are now separated, complacency retaining the mean-
ings allied to quiet pleasure or satisfaction, and making
over to complaisance those connected with the disposition
or effort to compliment, please, and oblige.

Yet noljody even now, I suppose, receives a summons
to attend a jury with perfect complacency.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 175.

Wild. If it were not to please you, I see no necessity for
our jJarting.

Jac. I protest I do it only out of complaisance to you.
Dryden, Mock Astrologer, iv.

complacent (kom-pla'sent), a. [= F. complai-
sant = Sp. complaci(nte"= Pg. complacente = It.

compiacente, < L. complacen{t-)s, very pleasing,
ppr. of complacere, please at the same time (>
It. compiacere = Sp. Pg. complacer = P. com-
plaire, please), be very pleasing (the E. sense
'pleased' due rather to complacence, q. v.), <

com-, together, + placere, please : see please,
and cf. complaisant, which is a doublet of com-
placent.] 1. Civil; kindly; giving pleasure.
See complaisant (now generally used in this
sense).

That calm look which seem'd to all assent,
And that complacent speech which nothing meant.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

Eternal love doth keep,
In his complacent arms, the earth, the air, the deep.

Bryant, The Ages, vi.

2. Accompanied with or springing from a sense
of quiet enjoyment; gratified; satisfied: as, a
complacent look or smile.

They look up with a sort of complacent awe to kings.
Burke.

COmplacentialt (kom-pla-sen'shal), a. [< ML.
complacentia, complacence (see complacence), +
-al.] Marked by complacence; arising from or
causing gratification.

The more high and excellent operations of complacen-
tial love. Baxter, Life and Times (1696), fol. p. 7.

complacently (kom-pla'sent-li), adv. In a com-
placent manner ; with or from pleasure or grati-
fication, especially self-satisfaction.

We reflect very complacently on our own severity, and
compare with great pride the high standard of morals es-

tablished in England with the Parisian laxity.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

complain (kom-plan'), V. [< ME. complaynen,
compleynen, cmnpleignen,<. OF. complaindre, com-

complaining

pleindrc, F. complaindre = Pr. complagner, com-
planger = Sp. complaSlir (obs.) = It. compia-
gnere, compiangcre, < ML. complangere, bewail,
complain, < L. com-, together, + plangere,
strike, beat, as the breast in extreme gi'ief, be-
wail: seejilain^, plaint.] I. intrans. 1. To ut-
ter expressions of grief, pain, uneasiness, cen-
sure, resentment, or dissatisfaction ; lament or
murmur about anything ; find fault.

That he sholde a-mende alle the fautes wherof thei cowde
hem eomplayne [bewail themselves].

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 80.

I will complain in the bitterness of my soul. Job vii. 11.

Onr merchants are complaining bitterly that Great Brit-
ain is mining their trade, and there is great reason to com-
plain. J, Adams, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 444.

2. Figuratively, to make a sound resembling
that of lamentation or suffering ; emit a mourn-
ful sound or noise : as, the complaining wind

;

the sea complains dismally.— 3. To utter an
expression of discomfort or sorrow from some
cause ; speak of the suffering of anything : with
of: as, to complain o/ headache, o/ poverty, or
of wrong.
In the midst of water I complain of thirst. Dryden.

4. To make a formal accusation against a per-
son, or on account of anything ; make a charge

:

with of.

And where thei saugh sir Gawein, thei drough a-boute
hym and compleyncd to hym of hym-self, and seide that
he hadde hem euyll be seyn at that firste turnement.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 462.

Now, master Shallow, you'll complain of me to the king?
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1.

Complain unto the duke of this indignity.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

=Syn. 1. To bewail, repine, grieve, mourn, grumble,
croak.

II.+ trans. To lament; bewail; deplore. Zyd-
gate.

They might the grievance inwardly complain.
But outwardly they needs must temporize.

Daniel, Civil Wars.
Ganfride, who could'st so well in rhyme complain
The death of Richard with an arrow slain.

Dryden, Fables.

complain (kom-plan'), «. \< complain, v.] Com-
plaint; outcry. [Poetical.]

Then came a conquering earth-thunder, and rumbled
That fierce complain to silence. Keats.

COmplainablet (kpm-pla'na-bl), a. [< complain
+ -ahle.] Capable of being or worthy to be
complained of.

Though both [profaneness and superstition] be blame-
able, yet superstition is less complainable.

Feltham, Resolves, i. 36.

complainant (kom-pla'nant), n. [< F. com-
plaignant, ppr. of complaindre : see complain, v.,

and -a»il.] 1. One who makes a complaint;
a complainer.
Congreve and this author are the most eager complain-

ants. Jeremy Collier, Def. of Short View.

In one particular case, the complaint of the King, the
old assumption that complainants are presumably in the
right was kept long alive among us.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 272.

Hence— 2. One who suffers from ill health.
[Bare.]
Taxed as she was to such an extent that she had no en-

ergy left for exercise, she is, now that she has finished her
education, a constant complainant.

II. Spencer, Education, p. 262.

3. In law, one who prosecutes by complaint,
or commences a legal process against another;
a plaintiff; a prosecutor; in particular, the
plaintiff in a suit in equity, or one on whose
complaint a criminal prosecution is asked for.

complainer (kom-pla'nfer), «. One who com-
plains, laments, or bewails ; a faultfinder ; a
murmurer ; a grumbler.

Speechless comj^ainer, I will learn thy thought.
Shak., Tit. And., iii. 2.

St. Jude observes, that the nmrmurers and complainers
are the same who speak swelling words.

Government of the Tongue.

COmplainful (kom-plan'ful), a. [< complain
+ -ful, 1.] Full of complaints ; complaining.
[Rare.]

complaining (kom-pla'ning), n. [ME. com-
plcigninge ; verbal n. of complain, r.] The ex-
pression of regret, sorrow, or dissatisfaction

;

a murmuring ; a complaint.

'I'bey vented their complainings. Shak., Cor., i. 1.

complaining (kom-pla'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of
complain, v.] 1. Expressing or expressive of
complaint ; lamenting ; murmuring : as, to speak
in a complaining tone.

Rivers that move
In majesty, and the complaining brooks
That make the meadows green.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.
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had been aggravated by a severe
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

complaining

Rows of complaining camels were kneeling close at hand,

a caravan from the SoujJan.
C. W. Stoddard, Mashallah, p. 194.

2. In the habit of making complaint ; fretful

;

querulous: as, a complaining child.— 3. Sick;

ill; poorly: as, he is complainiyig. [Colloq.]

COniplainingly (kgm-pla'ning-li), adv. In a

complaining manner; with expression of dis-

satisfaction. Byron.

complaint (kom-plauf), n. [< ME. complaynte,

compleynte, cbmpleinte, < OP. complaint, com-

plant, m., also complainte, compUnte, complante,

P. complainte, f. (= It. compianto), < complaint.

p. of complaindre, complain: see complain, i'.]

An expression of grief, regret, pain, cen-

sure, resentment, or discontent ; lamentation

;

faultfinding; murmtiring.

Even to-day is ray complaint bitter. Job xxiii. 2.

The complaiixts I hear ol thee are grievous.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

I do not breathe,

Not whisper any murmur of complaint.
Tennywn, St. Simeon Stylites.

2. That which is complained of; a cause of

grief, discontent, lamentation, etc.

What complaint hath been more frequent among men
almost in all Ages, than that peace and prosperity hath
been the portion of the wicked?

StillingjUet, Sermons, I. x.

Tlie poverty of the clergy hath been the complaint of all

who wish well to the church. Swift.

3. A cause of bodily pain or uneasiness ; a mal-

ady ; a disease ; an ailment : usually applied

to disorders not violent.

His complaints .

attack of small -pox.

4. A formal accusation ; a charge that an of-

fense has been committed ; especially, such a
charge presented to an officer or a court for the

purpose of instituting prosecution.

The Jews . . . laid many and grievous complaints
against Paul, which they could not prove. Acts xxv. 7.

5. In many of the United States, the pleading

in which the plaintiff in a civil action formally
sets forth the facts of his case, with his claim
for relief thereon : corresponding to the declara-

tion at common law, the bill in equity, and the

libel in admiralty.— 6t. A poem bewailing ill

fortune in matters of love ; a plaint.

Of such matiere made he many layes,

Songes, compleyntes, roundelets, virelayes.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 220.

= 8yn. 1. r.imient.— 3. Ailment, disorder, distemper, ill-

ness.

COmplaintful (kom-plant'fiil), a. [< complaint
+ -ful, 1.] Full of complaint; complaining.
Huloet. [Rare.]

complaisance (kom'pla-zans), n. [< P. complai-

sance, < complaisant, ppr. : see complaisant and
complacence.] Civility and graciousness ; that

manner of address and behavior in social inter-

course which gives pleasure ; affability; cour-

tesy; desire to please; acquiescence (in ano-
ther's wishes) or conformity (to another's de-

sires or comfort) for courtesy's sake.

Complaisance renders a superior amiable, an equal
agreeable, and an inferior acceptable. Addison.

I am afraid you mistake Mr. Roper's complaisance for

approbation. Oray, Letters, I. 330.

=Syil. Complacency, Complaisance (Ke c&JHf^acence),iiT-

banity. suavity, deference, good breeding, iwlitenesa.

complaisant (kom'pla-zant), a. [< P. complai-
sant, pleasing, obliging, courteous, ppr. of com-
pluire, please, = Sp. complacer = Pg. comprazer
= It. compiacere, < L. complacere, please : see
complacent, which is a doublet of complaisant.']

Disposed to please
;
pleasing in manners; com-

pliantly disposed ; exhibiting complaisance ; af-

fable; gracious; obliging.

As for our Saviour, he was, ... if T durst use the word,
. . . the most comitiaisant person that ever perhaps ap-
peared in the world. Abp. Sharp, Works, v. viii.

The lYince, who was excessively complaisant, told her
the whole story three times over.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xlix.

He was a man of extremely complaisant presence, and
sutfered no lady to go by without a compliment.

Uoicells, Venetian Life, xx.

= 8yil. Courtfwts, Urbane, etc. iiee polite.

complaisantly (kom'pla-zant-U), adv. In a
complaisant manner; with civility; with an
obliginf;, affal)lR address or deportment.
complaisantness (kom'pla-zant-nes), n. Com-
plaisance; civility. [Rare.]
complana'te (kom'pla-nat), r. (. ;

pret. and pp.
compldiiatcd, ppr. eomplanating. [< L. compla-
natus, pp. of complanare ( > OP. complaner), make
plane or plain, i com-, together, -I- planum, lev-

el ground, orig. ueut. of planus, level, plane, >
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LL. planare, make plane or plain: see plane'^,
j)/««»(l.] To make level ; reduce to an even sur-

face. Verham. [Rare.]

complanate (kom'pla-nat), a. [< L. compla-
natus, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Plattened; made
level, or with a smooth surface. [Rare.] — 2.

In bot., lying in one plane : applied to leaves,

especially of mosses.— 3. In entom., appearing
as if flattened by pressure: applied to plane
surfaces continuous with higher and convex or

irregular parts : as, a complanate margin or disk
in a convex pronotum.
COmplanation (kom-pla-na'shon), n. [As coni-

planatc -\- -ion.] In math., the process of find-

ing a plane area equal to a given portion of a
curved surface.

compleaset (kom-plez'), v, t. [< com- + please,

after OP. P. complairc, etc., < L. complacere : see
complacent.] To assent to; acquiesce iu. Syl-

vester, tr. of Du Bartas.

compleatt, a. and V. An obsolete spelling of

complete.

complectt, !?• t. [< Ii. complecti, conplecti, act.

complectere, entwine around : see complex. ] To
embrace.
Then, tender armes, complect the neck ; do dry thy father's

tears.

You nimble hands.
Appius and Virginia (Hazlitt's Dodsley, IV. 145).

complected^ (kom-plek'ted), a. [< complect
-I- -ed'^.] Woveii together ; interwoven.

Infinitely complected tissues.

Carlyle, Sartor Resarttia, i. 8.

complected^ (kom-plek'ted), a. [Irreg. < com-
])lexion (complect-ion) -(- -ecP,] Of a certain
complexion ; complexioned : usually in compo-
sition: as, W^t-compleeted. [Colloq., western
and southern U. S.]

You remember a man sat right before you at church?
— <is.T\i-comple€ted, straight as a ramrod, tall, long black
hair, plain clothes? If. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 99.

complectionf, «. An obsolete spelling of com-
plexion .

complement (kom'ple-ment), n. [= D. Dan.
Sw. lomplement = 6.' complement = OF. com-
j)liement, compliment, later complement, P. com^
plement = Pr. complement = Sp. Pg. It. comple-
mento, complement, < L. complementum, that
which fills up or completes, < complere, conplere,

fill up, complete: see complete, a. and v. Cf.

compliment.] 1. Pull quantity or number ; full

amount ; complete allowance : as, the company
had its complementot men ; the ship had its com-
plement of stores.

Where the soul hath the full measure and comjUement
of happiness ... is truly Heaven.

Sir T. Browtxe, Religio Medici, i. 49.

2. Perfect state ; fullness ; completeness. Spe-
cifically, in her., the condition of being full : used of the
moon. The full moon, represented with human features

in the disk and with surrounding rays, is blazoned as the
moon in her complement.

3. What is needed to complete or fill up some
quantity or thing; that which anything lacks

of completeness or fullness: as, the complement
of an angle (which see, below).

Our custom is Ijoth to place it [the Lord's Prayer] in the

front of our prayers as a guide, and to add it in the end
of some i)rincipiil limbs or parts, lis a complement which
fully perfecteth whatsoever may be defective in the rest.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 36.

The power of a surface to reflect heat is the complement
of its power to radiate or absorb it.

H'. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 43.

4. In music, the interval formed by the higher
note and the note an octave above the lower
note of a given simple interval. Thus, the comple-
ment of a third is a sixth, formed by the higher note of the

third and the note an octave above the lower note of the
third. "The complement of a fifth is a fourth, of a fourth

a fifth, etc. The complements of major and augmented
intervals are respectively minor and diminished intervals,

and conversely. Tlie complement of an interval is also

called its inversixin (whicli see).

5. That which is added, not as necessary, but
as ornamental ; an accessory ; an appendage.

Oamlsh'd and deck'd in modest complement.
Shak., Hen. V., ii. 2.

Art must be a complement to nature, strictly subsidiary.
Emerson, Art.

6t. Compliment : a word of the same ultimate
origin and formerly of the same spelling. See
compliment.
Which figure beyng, as his very originall name [the Gor-

giotis Complement] purporteth, the most bewtifuU and
gorgious of all others, it asketh in reason to be reserued
for a last complement, and desciphred by the arte of a
Ladies penne. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 207.

7t. An accomplishment.
What ornaments doe best adorn her; v\a,tcofmplements

doe best acconi]>lish her. .

R. Brathwaite, Eng. Gentlewoman.

complete

Arithmetical complement. See arithmetical.—Com-
plement of an arc or angle, in geom., the remainder
after subtracting a given arc from a quadrant (90°), or a
given angle from aright angle. Thus,
in the figure, the angle D C B is the
complement of the acute angle B C A
and also of the obtuse angle B C E ;

similarly, the arc D B is the comple-
ment of the arcs B A and E D B.

—

Complement of a
parallelogram. If,

through a point in the
diagonal, two lines be
drawn parallel to the sides, the whole par-
allelogram is divided into two parallelo-
grams which are bisected by the diagonal,
and two which only touch the diagonal at
one angle. The latter pair are called com-
plements to the former ; thus, A E I H and
C G I F are the complements of the paral-
lelogiam ABC D.— Complement of a

star, in astron., the angular distance of the star from the
zenith.— Complement of the curtain, 'm.fort., that part
in the interior side which makes the demigorge.

complement (kom'ple-ment), V. t. [< comple-
ment, «.] To add a complement to ; complete
or fill up.
This very unique example of Old English workmanship

is complemented by some old carved doors of an eoi'lier

date, but of an equally rare quality.
Beci^s Jour. Dec. Art, II. 341.

complemental (kom-ple-men'tal), a. [< com-
plement + -al. a. complimental.] 1. Forming
a complement ; supplying a deficiency ; com-
pleting.

In a word, then, the great and oft-disputed religious

ditfereuces between Germany and this country [the Unit-
ed States] seem to us complemental of each other's merits
and defects. G. S. Halt, German Culture, p. 316.

2. In eooL, forming a complement to the female
or to a hermaphrodite; complementary: ap-
plied to minute or rudimentary males of some
animals, as cirripeds. in some of the cinipeds the
males are mere spermatic parasites of the female, carried
about on or in her body.

The masculine power of certain hermaphrodite species
of Ibla and Scalpellum is rendered more eflicieut by cer-

tain parasitic males, which, from their not pairing, as in

all hitherto known cases, with females, but with hermaph-
rodites, I have designated Complemental Males.

Darwin, Cirripedia, p. 5B.

3t. Additional and ornamental ; supplemental.

It is an error worse than heresy, to adore these comple-
mental and circumstantial pieces of felicity.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 18.

4t. Complimentary.
Many other discourses they had (yet both content to

giue each other content in complementatl Courtesies).

Quoted in Capt. John. Smith's True Travels, I. 195.

Complemental flattery with silver tongue,
J. Beaumont, Psyche, viii. 192.

6t. Accomplished.
Would I express a complemental youth, •

'That thinks himself a spruce and expert courtier.
Bending his supple hammes, kissing his hands.

Bandolph, Muses Looking-glasse,

complementary (kom -pie-men 'ta-ri), a. [<
complement + -ary^.] 1. Completing; supply-
ing a deficiency ; complemental.
Two ranges of existence and operative force ; nature

and the supernatural ; both complementary to each other
Bushnetl, Nature and the Supernat., p. 141.

2. In logic and math., together making up a
fixed whole: as, complementary angles (that is,

angles whose algebraic sum is 90°). See com-
plement of an angle, under complement.— 3f.
Same as comp
See color. 1.

— Complementary function, in math., an expression
containing an arhitrury constant and being the solution of

one differential equation, and which, on being added to

any particular integral of another sucli equation. j;ivcs a
general solution of the latter.— Complementary opera-
tions, two operations such that if cither, operating upon
any figure. A, gives another figure, B, then the other op-
erating upon B gives A.

complete (kom-plef), a. [< ME. complect = D.
kompleet = G. complet = Dan. kotnplet = Sw.
complett, < OF. complet, P. complet = Sp. Pg.
It. completo, full, complete, < L. completus, pp.
of complere, conplere (> It. compire, complete,
fill, complire, suit, compliment (see compliment),

= Sp. cumplir= Pg. cumprir= OF. complir, con-

l)lir, fulfil), fill up, fill full, fulfil, complete, <

com- (intensive) + plere, fill, akin to^. full: see

full^ and plenty, and cf . deplete, replete. Cf. also

complement, compliment.] 1. Having no defi-

ciency ; wanting no part or element
;
perfect

;

whole ; entire ; full : as, in complete armor.

And ye are complete in him, which is the head of all

principality and power. Col. ii. 10.

A thousand complete courses of the sun.
Shak., T. and C, iv. 1.

Now the end proposed by God, in causing the Scripture

to be written, is to afford us a complete rule and measure
of whatever is to be believed or done by us.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons. II. ix.

2. Thorough ; consummate
;
perfect in kind or

quality.

mplimentary.-Comp\ementaxy colora.
- Complementary division. See division.



complete

A Frenchman told me lately, tliut was at your Audience,
that he never saw so many cmnplt'U' (ientlemen in his Life.

liauvll, Letters, 1. vi. 21.

Transcendent Artist ! How compleat thy Slvill I

Coiiffreee, To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

8. Finished; ended; concluded; completed.
This course of vanity almost complete.
Tired in the field of life, I hope retreat. Prior.

Complete act, branch, cadence. See the nouns.— Com-
plete dyadic, one which cannot l)e reduced to the sum
of less than three dyads.— Complete flower, in l>ot., a
flower furnished witli all the organs— tliat is, witli calyx
and corolla, as well as stamens and pistil : distin».aiislied

from perfect, which requires only tl>e presence of the
stameus and pistil.~ Complete Integrai, of a partial dif-
ferential equation, in math. : (n) A solution containing
the full number of arbitrary constants or functions. (i»)

In tlie case of a partial differential equation of the first

order, a solution containing tlie full number of arbitrary
constants, but no arbitrary function.— Complete meta-
morphosis, in entom., that metamorphosis in whiclt tlicre
is a well-marlved quiescent pupa state between tile larval
form imd the imago or perfect insect, as in the Lepidup-
tera. Some of the older entomologists, following Kabri-
cins, applied this term to the changes of those insects in
which the larva is formed lilie tlie imago, a condition ob-
served only ill some of the low. wingless forms, as the lice
and fleas.— Complete primitive, tlie same as the com-
plete integral, except that it is regarded as producing the
differential equation, not as derived from it. =Syn. 1.
Whole, Entire, Complete, Total, full, utter, absolute, ple-
nary, faultless, unbroken. *' Nothing is whole that has any-
thing taken from it ; nothing is entire that is divided

;

nothing is complete that has not all its parts, and those
parts fully developed. Complete refers to the perfection
of parts ; entire, to their unity ; whole, to their junction

;

total, to their aggregate. A whole orange ; an entire set

;

a complete facsimile; the total expense." Angus, hand-
book of Eng. Tongue, p. 376.

Wilt thou be lord of the whole world?
Shak., A. andC, ii. 7.

Sorrow's eye, glazed with blinding tears.
Divides one thing entire to many objects.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 2.

There is nothing which could not have been done, at least
nearly as well, and many things much better, by adhering
to the complete instead of to the broken arch.

J. Fergu«3on, Hist. Arch., I. 525.

As the total tonnage [of Venetian merchant vessels] is

but 26,000, it may be inferred that they are small craft.

Howells, Venetian Life, xvi.

completet (kom-plef), »• [= F. compile = Sp.
Pg. completd = It. compieta, < ML. completa
(usually in pi., F. complies, etc., ML. completa:),
sc. L. hora, hour, the last of the canonical
hours: see complin, the usual E. form.] The
last of the daUy canonical hours in the Roman
Catholic breviary: same as complin. Minsheu.
complete (kom-plef), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. com-

pteted, ppr. completing. [= F. completer = Sp.
Pg. completar= D. kompleteren= G. completiren
= Dan. kompletere = Sw. complettera, < ML. as
if 'completare, freq. of L. complere, pp. com-
pletus, fill up: see complete, a.] 1. To make
complete ; bring to a consummation or an end

;

add or supply what is lacking to ; finish
;
per-

fect ; flu up or out : as, to complete a house or
a task; to complete an unfinished design; to
complete another's thought, or the measure of
one's wrongs.
The Afghan soon followed to complete the work of dev-

astation which the Persian had begun.
Macaulay, Lord Clive.

2. To fulfil; accomplish; realize.

To town he comes, completes the nation's hope.
And heads the bold train-bands, and burns a pope.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 213.

= Syn. To consummate, perforin, execute, achieve, realize.

completedness (kom-ple'ted-nes), n. The state
of being completed or finished : as, completed-
ness of action.

[The Latin word] fuit itself containing the notion of
completedness as well as of affirmation.

G. Ha^-rison, Laws of Lat. Gram., p. 171.

completely (kom-plet'li), adv. In a complete
manner; fully; perfectly; entirely; wholly;
totally; utterly; thoroughly; quite: as, to be
completely mistaken ; "completely witty," Swift.

Completely sliiftless was thy native plight.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, xix. 5.

By successive crosses one species may be made to absorb
completely another, and so it notoriously is with races.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 406.

completementf (kom-plef ment), n. [< com-
jihte + -ment.] 'the act of completing; a fln-

isliing. Dryden.
completeness (kom-plet'nes), «. The state or
quality of being complete

;
perfeotness; entire-

ness; thoroughness.
I cannot allow their wisdom such a completeness and

Inerrability. king Charles.

The native and masculine type of excellence must find
a place in every ethical code which aspires to completeness.

H. N. Oxenhavi, Short Studies, p. 35.

Extensive completeness. See extensive.

completion (kom-ple'shon), n. [< LL. comple-
tio{n-), a filling up, < L. complere, fill up: see
complete, a.'] 1. The act of completing, orbring-
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ing to the desired end ; a carrying o;- filling out

;

full performance or achievement; cousumma
tion ; conclusion : as, the comjiletion of a build-
ing; the completion of one's education, or of an
enterprise.
Other larger views than seem necessary to the cmnple-

tion of the argument. Bp. Ilurd, Sermon, Feb. 16, 1781.

A slow-develop'd strength awaits
Completion in a painful school.

Tennyson, Love thou thy Land.

2. Fulfilment; accomplishment.
Tlicre was a full entire harmony and consent in the di-

vine predictions, receiving their completion in Clirist.

South.
The completion of those prophecies.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xi.

completive (kom-ple'tiv), «. [= F. compUtif
= Pr. completiu = Sp. Pg. It. completivo, < LL.
completivxis, serving to fill up, < L. completus,

pp. of COTw^fcre, till up : see complete, a.'i Com-
pleting or tending to complete ; making com-
plete. [Rare.]

The completive power of the tense. Harris, Hermes, i. 7.

A comprehensive view of the suffering and joy, the re-

demptive and the completive work of Messiah, under pro-
phetic imagery. Schaff, Hist. Christ. Cliurch, I. § 83.

Completive difference, in logic, that difference or differ
entiating mark which, autted to the genus, completes the
definition of a species.

completorium (kom-ple-to'ri-um), n.
;
pi. com-

pletoria (-a). [LL., a service containingprayers
at the close of the day, < L. complere, pp. com-
putus, complete: see complete, a. and ».] 1.

In the Amhrosian rite, a kind of anthem said at
lauds and vespers, on ordinary days one at
each service, but on Sundays and festivals two
or more: apparently named from the fact of
its serving as an addition or supplement to a
psallenda or other antiphon.— 2. Same as cmn-
plin.

completoryt (kom-ple'to-ri), a. and n. [< LL.
*completorius, adj. (neut. completorium, n., a
complin), < L. completor, a finisher, < complere,
complete, finish: see complete, a., and -ory.'] I.
a. Fulfilling; accomplishing.
His crucifixion, . . . completory of ancient preaignifica-

tions and predictions. Barrow, Works, II. xxv.

II. ».; pi. completories (-riz). Same as complin.

complex (kom'pleks), a. [= F. complexe = Sp.
Pg. complexo, complex, = It. comple,<iso, fleshy,

strong, powerful, < L. complexus, pp. of com-
plecti, conplecti, act. complectere, conplectere, en-
twine, encircle, compass, infold, < com,-, toge-
ther, + plectere, weave, braid ; cf . LL. complex,
adj., connected with, confederate (> ult. E.
complice), < complicare, fold together, < com-,
together, -I- plicare, fold, akin to plectere ; see
plaid, complicate, v., and complected^.'] 1. Com-
posed of interconnected parts; formed by a
combination of simple things or elements ; in-
cluding two or more connected partieidars;
composite; not simple: as, a complex being;
complex ideas ; a complex term.
Ideas thus made up [of several simple ones] I call com-

plex, such as beauty, gratitude, a man, the universe.
Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 12.

Incomplex apprehension is of one object, or of several
without any relation being perceived between them, as of
'a man,' 'a horse,' 'cards'; complex is of several with
such a relation, as of 'a man on horseback,' 'a pack of
cards.' Whately, Logic, II. i. § 1.

When analysis succeeds in reducing a complex fact to
its component factors, sensible or extra-sensible, there is

indeed an enlargement of knowledge.
(i. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iv. § 9.

2. Involved ; intricate ; complicated
;
perplex-

ing.

Many cases are on record showing how complex and
unexpected are the checks and relations between organic
beings. Danvin, Origin of Species, p. 77.

The universe is a very complex mixture of different sub-
stances. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 200.

Complex ens, fraction, etc. Seethe nouns.—Complex
notion or term, in logic, one in which different marks or
attributes can be distinguished.—Complex number, (a)
An expression of the form x -f iy, wlierc i^ = — 1. (b) In
the theory of numl>ers, any expression in the form ai +
bj -(-, etc., wliere a, b, etc., arc integers, and i, j, etc., are
peculiar units.—Complex question, in logic, one which
asks wliether an object possesses a character, and not
merely whether an object of a simple term exists.— Com-
plex sentence, a sentence which contains one or more
dependent or subordinate clauses in addition to the prin-
cipal clause.—Complex shear. See sAear.— Complex
syllogism. Same as chain-syllotjism.— Complex truth,
truth as it exists in the mind, (iistiiiKUisbed from trans-
cendental truth or reality.—Complex variable, a varia-
ble of the form x -t- iy, where i i.s a unit sucli that i^ = 1.

= Syn. Complicated, etc. See intricate.

complex (kom'pleks), n. [= Sp. Pg. complexo
= It. complesso, < L. complexus, a surrounding,
embracing, connection, relation, < complecti,
conplecti, pp. complexus, conplexus, surround,
embrace, include: see complex, a. The noun

complezlonal

complex in mod. use depends closely upon the
adj.] 1. Anything consisting in or formed by
the union of interconnected parts; especially,
an assemblage of particulars related as parts
of a system.

This parable of the wedding supper comprehends in It
the whole complex of all the blessings and privileges of the
gospel- South, Sermont.

That full complex
Of never-ending wonders.

Thomson, .Summer, 1. 1785.

To the mind of a philosopher every fact of colour is a
complex of visible and invisible facts.

O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iL | 33.

Mind is a complex whose nature is beyond the grasp of
our intelligence. Nineteenth Century, XX. 3.58.

In lyric poetry grand complexes are made by tlie rusli
and the roll of the rhythm.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 337, nuti'.

2. In geom., a continuous, triply infinite kvp
tem of inflnite straight lines; the whole of any
kind of forms in space fulfilling one condition

:

thus, all the lines that cut a given curve in
space constitute a complex— Axis of a complex,
a riglit line such that, if the complex be revolved round
it or moved along it, the complex remains unchanged.

—

Class of a complex. See class, 6.— complex of forces,
the system of all the forces subject to a single geometrical
condition.— Linear complex, a complex of rays so dis-
tributed througli space that through each point tliere is

an infinity of rays in one plane, and in each plane an infin-
ity of rays meeting in one point.— Order of a complex,
the order of the curve enveloping all the rays of the com-
plex tliat lie ill an arljitrary plane.

COmplexed (kom'plekst), a. If. Same as com-
plex. Sir T. Browne.— 2. In /ler., same as o«-
nodated.

complexednesst (kom-plek'sed-nes), «. The
state or quality of being complex ; complexity.

The complexedness of these moral ideas.

Locke, Human Understanding, iv. S.

complexion (kom -pick ' shon), n. [Formerly
also complection ; < ME. complexion, complexioun,
complection, temperament, < OF. complexion, F.
complexion = Pr. complexio, complicio = Sp. com-
plexion = Pg. compleigao = It. complessione, < L.
complexio(_n-), conplexio(n), a combination, con-
nection, period, in LL. physical constitution
or habit, < complecti, pp. complexus, entwine, en-
compass : see complex, a.] If. Temperament,
habitude, or natural disposition of the body or
mind; constitutional condition or tendency;
character; nature.

And Shylock, for his own part, knew the bird was
fledged : and then it is the complexion of them all to leave
the dam. Shak., M. of V., iii. 1.

I am far from concluding all to be impenitent that do
not actually weep and shed tears ; I know there are con-
stitutions, complexions^ that do not afford them.

Donne, Sermons, xUL

The Italians are for the most part of a speculative com-
plexion. Howell, Forraine Travell, p. 41.

Certainly, no other creature, but an atheist by complex-
ion, could ever take up with such pitiful accounts of
things. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. iii.

2. The color or hue of the skin, particularly of
that of the face.

Mislike me not for my eoinj^exion,
I'he shadow'd livery of the bumisli'd sun.
To whom I am a neighbour, and near bred.

Shak., M. of v., ii. 1.

If I write on a black man, I run over all the eminent
persons of that complexion. Addison, Spectator.

3. The general appearance of anything; as-
pect.

Men judge by the complexion of the sky
The state and inclination of the day.

Shak., Rich. II., lit 2.

In the Southern States the tenure of land and the local
laws, with slavery, give the social system not a democratic
but an aristocratic complexion. Emerson, Misc., p. 302.

4. The state of being complex; complexity; in-

volution; combination; also, a complex. [Ob-
solete or rare.]

God's mercy goes along in complexion and conjunction
with his judgments. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 832.

This is the great and entire complexion of a christian's

faith. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 306.

Though the terms of propositions may be complex, yet,

where the composition of the . . . argument is . . . plain,

. . . the com^reartort does not belong to the syllogistic form
of it. Watts, Logic, III. ii. § 2.

complexiont (kom-plek'shon), V. t. [< complex-
ion, n.] To characterize by or endow with a
disposition or temperament. Sir T. Brotcne.

complexionablyt (kom-plek 'shon-a-bli), adv.

[< "complexionahle (< conijilcxion + -able) + -ly^.'i

Same as complexionally. Sir T. Broirne.

complexional (kom-plek'shou-al), a. [< com-
plexion -h -al ; = Sp. complexional. etc.] If.

Pertaining to or depending ou the disposition,

temperament, or nature ; constitutional.



complexional

Before their first principles can be dislodged, they are

made habitual ami compUxionat.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 370.

Complexioiuil prejudices. Fiddes.

2. Pertaining to the hue or color.

complezlonaflyt (kom-plek'shon-al-i), adv. In
the way of temperament ; by natural disposi-

tion ; constitutionally. Also coniplexionablij.

Where are the jesters now ? the men of health,

Cojiiplezionally pleasant ? Blair, The Grave.

COmplexionary (kom-plek'shgn-a-ri), a. [< eom-
plt'xioii + -ary^.] Pertaining to the complexion,
or to the care of it. [Bare.]

This COmplexionary art. Artif. Handsomeness, p. 38.

COmplexioned (kom-plek'shgnd), a. l< com-
pUrion + -erf2.]

"
If. Having a certain dispo-

sition.

C'liarity is a virtue that best agrees witli coldest natures,

and such as are complexioned for humility.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici.

2. Having a certain hue, especially of the skin

:

used in composition: as, duTk-complexioned,
tair-complexioned.

A flower is the hest-complexioned grass ; as a pearl is the
best-coloured clay. Fuller, Worthies, Norwich.

COmplezioilist (kom-plek'shon-ist), n. [< com-
plexion + -ist.'\ One who cares for the com-
plexion or undertakes to improve it, by the use
of lotions, cosmetics, etc. [Bare.]

Elder-flower water is extensively used by the London
eomplexitinist. Domeiftic Monthly Mag., April, 1884.

complexity (kgm-plek'sj-ti), n. ;
pi. complexities

(-tiz). [< complex, a., ( -ity; = F. complexity.']

1. The quality or state of being complex or
composed of interconnected parts.

Some distinguished for their simplicity ; others for their

complexity. Burke.

Organic phenomena mal<e us familiar with complexUy of

causation, both by showing the co-operation of many an-
tecedents to each consequent, and by showing the multi-
plicity of results which each influence works out.

//. Sitencer, Study of Sociol., p. 323.

2. Intricacy; entanglement.
Such people early discern that the mysterious complexity

of our life is not to be embraced by maxims.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vii. 2.

3. Anything complex or intricate.

Many-corridor'd complexities
Of Arthur's palace.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

=8yn. Complication, C&tnplexity, etc. See complication.

complexly (kom'pleks-U), adv. In a complex
manner; not simply.

A nation, being a complex union of very complexly con-
stituted individuals, cannot any more than they continue
in one stay. Maudsley, Body and will, p. 319.

jCOmplexness (kom'pleks-nes), n. Same as com-
plexity.

COmplexuret (kom-i)lek'8ur), n. [< complex -t-

-urc.'] The involution or complication of one
thing with others. W. Montague.
COmplexus^ (kom-plek'sus), n.

;
pi. complexus.

[< L. complexus, conplcxus, n., a surrounding,
embracing, connection in discourse: see com-
plex, M.] A compound; a complex.

The mind is displayed, even in its highest faculties, as
a complexux of ius'jluble antipathies. Sir W. Hamilton.

complexus^ (kom-plek'sus), n. [NL., prop. pp.
(sc. miticiiluii, muscle) of complecti, surround:
see cornplex, a.] In anat., a broad muscle lying
along the back part of the neck, connecting the
occiput and tlie lower cervical and upper dorsal
vertebra', and serving to straighten, incline,
and turn the head. Also complicalis.

COmpliablet (kqm-pli'a-bl), a. [< comply +
-ahle ; appar. after jiliable, which is, however,
not connected.] Capable of bending or yield-
ing; pliable; compliant.

XnothtT comj/llabte mind. Milton, Divorce.

The Jews, by their own interpretations, had made their
religion annitliahle and acconmiodated to their passions.

Jortin, Christian Religion, i.

COmpliablyt (kgm-pU'a-bli), adv. In a compli-
ant manner; pliably; yieloingly.

compliance (kgm-pli'ans), «. [< comply +
-uncf.'i 1. The act of complying; a yielding
or consenting, as to a request, desire, demand,
or proposal ; concession ; submission.
Compliance with our desire. Locke.

He (God) hath forewarnetl us of the danger of being led
aside by the soft anti easie comptianceti of the world.

Stillinyjteet, .Sennons, I. ii.

I am equally balked by antagonism and compliance.
Emernon, Essays, Istser., p. 190.

2. A disposition to yield to others; complai-
sance.

He was a man of few words and great compliance.
Clarendon.
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"I'll go see anybody," quoth my uncle Toby; for he was

all compliance thro' every step of the journey.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 27.

= Syn. 1. Submission, etc. (see obedieiice), acquiescence.

compliancy (kom-pli'an-si), n. Same as com-
pliance.

His whole bearing betokened compliancy.
Goldsmith, Essays.

compliant (kgm-pli'ant), a. and n. [< comply
+ -0/1*1. ] I. "o. 1. Yielding; bending; pliant.

Tlie compliant boughs. Milton, P. L., iv. 332.

2. Yielding to request or desire ; ready to ac-

commodate; consenting; obliging.

To show how compliant he was to the humours of the
princes. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation, an. 1509.

Civil to all, compliant and polite.

Crabbe, Tales of the Hall.

H.f n. A compiler. [Bare.]

It [the Liturgy] being a compliant with the Papists in a
great part of their service. Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. x. 8.

compliantly (kgm-pli'ant-li), adv. In a com-
pliant or yielding manner.
complicacy (kom'pli-ka-si), n. [< complicate)
+ -cy.] The state of being complex or intri-

cate. Mitford. [Rare.]

complicalis (kom-pli-ka'lis), a. used as ». ;
pi.

complicates (-lez). [NL., < LL. complex {com-
pUc-), closely connected, < L. compUcare, fold

together: see complicate, v.~\ Same as com-
plexus^. Coues and Sliute.

complicant (kom'pli-kant), a. [C L. compli-

can(t-)s, conplican(t-)s, ppr. of compUcare, con-

jjWcare, fold together: see complicate.] In en-

tom., lying one partly over another: applied to

elytra and wings.

complica'te (kom'pli-kat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

complicated, ppr. complicating. [< L. compli-

catus, pp. of compUcare, conplicare (> It. com-
pUcare = Sp. Pg. Pr. complicar = F. compli-

quer), fold together, < com-, together, + plicare,

fold, -weave, knit: see ])laid, and cf. complex.]

1. To render complex or intricate ; fold or twist
together; entangle; intertwine; interweave;
involve : as, to complicate matters, he was sud-
denly taken ill.

In case our offence against God hath been complicated
with injury to men, we should make restitution.

Tilloison.

Nor can his complicated sinews fail.

Young, Paraphrase of Job.

The conscientious sensitiveness of England to the hor-

rors of civil conflict has been prevented from complicating
a domestic with a foreign war.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 155.

2. To form by combination of parts orelements

;

combine; compound. [Rare.]

A man, an army, the universe, are complicated of vari-

ous simple ideas. Locke.

complicate (kom'pli-kat), a. [= Sp. Pg. com-
plicado = It. complicato, < L. complicattis, pp.

:

see the verb.] 1. Composed of interconnected
parts; complex.

How complicate, how wonderful, is man.
Young, Night Thoughts, i.

As a more refined and complicate art, it [painting] re-

quires a higher culture.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 141.

2. Intricate; involved.
I'hough the particular actions of war are complicate in

fact, yet they are separate and distinct in right.

Bacon, War with Spain.

3. In hot., folded upon itself : as, a complicate

embryo: same as conduplicate.— 4. In entom.,

folded longitudinally once or several times, as
the wings of wasps, the posterior wings of grass-

hoppers, etc.

complicated (kom'pli-ka-ted), p. a. [< compli-

cate + -erf2.] 1. Composed of interconnected
parts ; not simple ; complex ; complicate.

Thick-swarming now
With complicated monsters, head and tail.

Milton, P. L., X. 523.

Complicated principle of action.
Addison, Spectator, No. 65.

In proportion as a government is free, it nmst be com-
plicated. Simplicity belongs to those only where one will

governs all ; where one mind directs, and all others obey.
Story, Misc. Writings, p. 619.

2. Consisting of many parts or particulars not
easily separable in thought ; difficult to analyze
or separate into its parts ; hard to understand,
explain, etc.; involved; intricate; confused.

It is easier to conceive than descril)e the complieated
sensations which are felt from the pain of a recent injury,

and the pleasure of approaching vengeance.
Ooldsmith, Vicar, xv.

= Syn. Complex, etc. See intricate.

complicatedness(kom'pli-ka-ted-nes), n. The
state of being folded together; complexness.
Bailey.

compliment

COmplicately (kom'pli-kat-U), adv. In a com-
plex manner. J. Beale.

COmplicateness (kom'pli-kat-nes), n. The
state of being complicated; involution; intri-

cacy.

Every several object is full of subdivided multiplicity
and COmplicateness. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 3.

complication (kom-pli-ka'shon), n. [= D. kom-
plicatic = G. complication = ban. komplikation
= F. complication = Sp. complicacion = Pg. cotn-

plicagSo = It. compUcazione, < LL. compUca-
tio(n-), < L. compUcare, pp. complicatus, compli-
cate : see complicate, v.] 1. A complex combina-
tion or intricate intermingling of things, parts,

elements, etc. ; especially, a perplexing or in-

congruous intermi.xture or combination; a con-
fused complex or complexity: as, a complica-

tion of knots in a rope ; a complication of ideas,

diseases, or misfortunes ; the complication of

one's affairs with those of another.

All tile parts in complication roll. Jordan, Poems.

By admitting a complication of ideas, . . . the mind is

. . . bewildered. M'atts, Logic.

2. That which renders complex, involved, or

intricate; that which causes difficulty, entan-
glement, or interference ; an involved and trou-

blesome or embarrassing state of affairs.

Complicatimi . . . signifies the occurrence during the
course of a disease of some other affection, or of some
symptom or group of symptoms not usually observed, l)y

which its progress is more or less seriously modified.
Quain, Med. Diet., p. 279.

3t. An entwining or infolding; an embrace.
[Bare.]

Sweet caresses, and natural hearty complications and en-
dearments. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 862.

4. In entom., the manner in which an insect

folds its wings when at rest.— 5. In Mol., a
process the reverse of growth or development,
bywhich the heterogeneous tends toward homo-
geneity. =syn. Complication, Complexity. These words
are rarely used synonymously. Complication commonly
implies entanglement resulting either in ditficulty of com-
prehension or in embarrassment ; complexity, the multi-
plicity and not easily recognized relation of parts : as, busi-

ness complications ; the complexity of a machine ; tile com-
plexity of a question of duty. See intricate.

At the treasury there was a complication of jealousies

and quarrels. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xi.

Organic phenomena make us familiar with complexity
of causation. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 323.

complicati've (kom'pli-ka-tiv), a. [< compli-

cate + -ivc.] Tending or adapted to complicate
or involve; producing complication.

complicet (kom'plis), n. [< F. complice = Sp.
complice = Pg. It. complice, < LL. complex (com-

plic-), confederate, participant, <L. compUcare,
fold together, involve: see complicate, v., com-
plex, a., and cf. accomplice.] Art accomplice.

And so to Armes, victorious Father,
To quell the Rebels, and their Complices.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1 (1623X

The delivery
Of this seductor and Ins complices.

Massinger, Believe as you List, iii. 3.

complicitous (kom-plis'i-tus), a. [< complicity

+ -ous.] Guilty of complicity ; tending to in-

volve. [Bare.]

Whatever a man's liver says next day, it is a remarkably
complicitous witness. W. H. Hussell, Diary in India, 1. 185.

complicity (kgm-plis'j-ti), ». [< F. complicite

(= Sp. complicidad= Pg. complicidade= It. com-
plicita), < ML. *complicita(.t-)s, < LL. complex
(complic-), participant: see complice.] The
state of being an accomplice; partnership in

wrong-doing or in an objectionable act: usu-
ally followed by with before the person and in

before the thing: as, complicity with a crimi-

nal, or in a criminal act.

Complicity, a consenting or partnership in evil. Blount.

The charge, however, of complicity in the designs of his

patron was never openly repelled.
Hallam, Middle Ages, viii.

Dennis charged Steele with tacit complicity in this piece

of had taste. A. Dobson, Int. to Steele, p. xl.

compliet, »• An obsolete form of complin.

compiler (kom-pli'6r), n. One who coinplieg,

yields, or obeys ; a person of ready compliance.

Swift.

compliment (kom'pli-ment), n. [Formerly
spelled complement, after the orig. L. comple-

mcntum (see complement) ; =D. G. Dan. Sw. kom-
plimcnt, < F. compliment= Ft. complimen= Sp.

complimiento = Pg. comprimento, cumprimento,
< It. complimento, compliment: the same as
complement, with mod. sense, resting on It. com-
plire, fill up, fulfil, suit, compliment (cf. roni-

pirc, finish, complete), < L. complementum, that

which fills or completes, < complere, fill up : see



compliment

complete, comply, complement.'] 1. A formal act
or expression of eivilitj% respect, or regard : as,

the compliments ot the season; to present one's
compliments.

All his other friends were very officious likewise in malt-

ing their compliments of condolence, and administering
arguments of comfort to him. C. Middieton, Cicero, ii. 3(id.

Compliinenis of congratulation are always kindly taken,
and cost one nothing but pen, ink, and paper. CtiesterJieUl,

2. An expression of praise, commendation, or

admiration: as, he paid you a high compliment
within my hearing.— 3. Flattery; polite, espe-
cially insincere, praise or commendation.

'Twas never merry world.
Since lowly feigning was called compliment.

Shak., T. N., iii. 1.

True friendship loathes such oily comjAimsnt.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i. 2.

Hollow compliments and lies. MUion, P. R., iv. 124.

4. A present or favor bestowed ; a gift. [Now
only Scotch.]

I will share, sir,

In your sports only, nothing in your purchase.
But you must furnish me with compliments,
To the manner of Spain ; my coach, my guardaduennas.

B. Jonson, The l^evil is an Ass, iii. 1.

Left-handed compliment, an uncomplimentary expres-
sion ; also, words intended to be or to seem complinjen-
tary, but really tlie opposite ; an awkward compliment.

Nor did he omit t<» bestow some left-tianded compliments
upon the sovereign people, as a herd of poltroons, who had
no relish for the glorious hardships and misadventures of

battle. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 446.

To stand on compliment, to behave with ceremony ; be
ceremonious. = Syn. Flatten/, etc. (see adulation), lauda-
tion, encomium, tribute ; (for plural) respects, regards,
salutation, greeting.

compliment (kom'pli-ment), v. [< compliment,
»i.;=F. compUmenter, etc.] I, trans. 1. To
pay a compliment to ; flatter or gratify by ex-
pressions of approbation, admiration, esteem,
or respect, or by acts implying these feelings

:

as, to compliment a man on his personal appear-
ance.

I awaked, and heard myself c&mpliTnented with the usual
salutation. Tatler, No. 111.

Monarchs . . .

Should compliment their foes and shun their friends.
Prior.

2. To give complimentary congratulations to

;

felicitate : as, to compliment a prince on the
birth of a son.— 3. To manifest kindness or re-

gard for by a gift or other favor: as, he com-
plimented us with tickets for the exhibition.
=SyTl. 1. To praise, commend.— 2. To felicitate.

n. intrans. To pass compliments ; use cere-
mony or ceremonious language. [Bare.]

First Serv. Mistress, there are two gentlemen
Maria. Where ?

First Serv. Complimenting who should first enter.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, i. 2.

When we had given over looking, I complemented with
her, and told her that I did not grieve so much for the
worth of the thing it selfe, as for her sake whose it was.

Mabbe, The Rogue, i. 168.

complimentalt (kom-pli-men'tal), a. [Former-
ly also complcmental (see complemental) ; < com-
pliment + -al.l Complimentary; expressive of

or implying compliments.
Compliinental lies. Raleigfi, Hist. World, v. 3.

Kidiculous folly

To waste the time, that might be better spent.
In complimental wishes. Massinger, Kenegado, iii. 1.

COmplimentallyt (kom-pli-men'tal-i), adv. In
a complimentary manner ; by way of compli-
ment.

He is laugh'd at

Most camplimentally.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 2.

He has had the good fortune to make some discoveries,

and the honour to have them publickly, and but too com-
plimentalty, taken notice of Ijy the virtuosi.

Boyle, Works, IV. 3.

Complimentalnesst (kom-pli-men'tal-nes), n.

The quality of being complimentary!
Complimentalness as opposed to plainness [of speech].

Hammond, Works, II. 292.

complimentarily (kom-pli-men'ta-ri-li), adv.
In a comi^limentary manner.
complimentary (kom-pli-men'ta-ri), a. and n.

[Formerly also compkmentarij (see complemen-
tary) ; < compliment + -ary^.'] I. a. Intended
to express or convey a compliment or compli-
ments; expressive of civility, regard, or pref-
erence; using or accustomed to use compli-
ments: as, coffyjKmentory language ; complimen-
tary tickets

;
you are very complimentary.

I made complimentary verses on the great lords and la-

dies of the court.
Bp. Hurd, Dialogues, Dr. H. More and Waller.

" Child of the Sun " was a complimentary name given to
any one particularly clever in Peru.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 401.

=Sy]L Commendatory, laudatory, flattering.
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n.t w.; i>l. complimetitarics (-riz.). 1. A com-
pliment.— 2. A master of defense who wrote
upon the compliments and ceremonies of duel-
ing.

The most skilful and cunning complitnentaries alive.

B. Jonson, Cyntliia's Revels, v. 2.

COmplimentativet (kom-pli-men'ta-tiv), a. [<
comjilinient-\- -atire.l Complimentary. lioswell.

COmplimenter (kom'pli-men-ter), n. One who
compliments; one given to compliments; a
flatterer.

complin, compline (kom'plin), ». [So. also
complen, complene; < ME. complyn, cumplyne, a
var. (prob. taken as a collective plur. in -en, -n)

of compile, cumplie, < OF. complie, F. complie =
Pr. 8p. Pg. completa = It. compieta (= MLG.
komplete = G. komplete = E. obs. complete, »., q.

v.),< ML. completa (usually in pi., ML. completw,
F. complies, etc.), complin (so called because
this service completes the religious exercises of
the day), prop. fem. of L. completus, finished,

complete : see complete, a., and cf. completory.^

The last of the seven canonical hours, originally

said after the evening meal and before retiring

to sleep, but in later medieval and modem
usage following immediately upon vespers, in
the Roman arrangement complin begins with the benedic-
tion of the reader and 1 Pet. v. 8 as lesson, followed by
the Lord's Prayer, Conftteor, etc. The psalms are the 4th,

31st (verses 1-6), 91st, and 134th, witli an invariable anthem
(but Halleluiah at Eastertide) and invariable hymn (Te
lucis ante terniinum). The chapter is Jer. xiv. 9. The
Nunc dimittis succeeds with its antiphon, the Kyrie, Lord's
Prayer, and Creed, and the service concludes with the
preces, collect {Visita, qiuesumiis), etc., and benediction.
In the Greek Church the oftice corresponding to complin
is called apodeipnon, and is Siiid in two forms, great and
little apodeipnon, the former in Lent, the latter at other
times. Alsocalled completorium or completory.

If a man were but of a day's life, it is well if he lasts till

evensong, and then says his compline an hour before the
time. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 449.

complisht (kom'plish), v. t. [< ME. complissen,

short for acomplissen, accomplish: see accom-
plish.'] To accomplish ; fulfil.

For ye into like thraldome me did tlirow.

And kept from comptisliing the faith which I did owe.
Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 41.

comploret (kom-plor'), V. i. [< L. complorare,
< com-, together, -t- plorare, lament. Cf. de-

plore, implore.] To lament or deplore together.

Cockeram.
complot (kom'plot), n. [= D. Dan. komplot =
6. complot =: Sw. komplott, < F. complot, a con-
spiracy, plot, OF. a crowd, a battle, a plot,

prob. for *comploit, < L. complicitum, later form
of complicatum, neut. of complicatus, pp. of com-
plicare, involve, complicate: see complicate, v.,

andcomplice. Seeplot^.] A plotting together;
a joint plot ; a confederacy in some design ; a
conspiracy.

I'll disclose

The complot to your father.

Ctiapman, Centleman Usher, iv. 1.

I know their complot is to have mv life.

Slialc., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

complot (kom-plof), v.; pret. and pp. complot-

ted, ppr. complotting. K F. comploter, < com-
plot: se6 complot, n.] I, trans. To plan toge-

ther; contrive; plot.

Thus lining in tliis slauish life as is aforesaid, diuers of

vs cornplotted and hammered into our heads how we might
procure our releasement.

Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 28.

Nobles complotting nobles' speedy fall.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

Craft, greed and violence complot revenge.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 190.

H. intrans. To plot together ; conspire ; form
a plot

;
join in a secret design, generally crimi-

nal.

The other 3, complotting with liim, ran away from their

maisters in the night.
Bradford, Plymoutli Plantation, p. 363.

complotment (kom-plot'ment), n. [< complot +
-ment.] A plotting together ; conspiracy.

What was the cause of their nniltiplied, variated com-
plotments against her? Bp. King, Sermon, Nov. R, 1608.

complotter (kom-plot'6r), n. One joined in a
plot ; a conspirator.

Tlie complotter and executioner of that inhuman action.

Dryden, Vind. of Duke of Guise.

complottingly (kom-plot'ing-li), adv. By com-
Jjlottiiig; by conspiracy or plot.

omplutensian (kom-pl§-ten'si-an), a. [< L.

Complutensis, pertaining to Complutum.] Per-
taining to Complutum, the Roman name of Al-

cala de Henares in Spain— Complutenslan poly-
glot, tlic earliest complete polyglot t'diti.ni of tlie Bil)re,

compiled and printed at AlcalA under tlic direction and
at the expense of Cardinal Ximenes, and linisiied in 1517,

componency
in 6 volumes folio, but nut ]>n)ilislied till 1522. Its con-
tents consist of tlie Hebrew, Latin Vulgate, and Septuagint
Greek texts of the Old Testament, and tile Greek and
Latin \'ulgate texts of the New Testament, with other
vei-aions of some parts, and with a Hebrew lexicon and
grammar, etc.

COmplU'Vium (kom-plo' vi-um), M.
;
pi. compluvia

(-a). [L., < compluere, flow together in rain-
ing, < com-, together, -I- pluere, rain : see plu-
vial.] A quadrangular opening in the roof over
the atrium or court of ancient Koman houses.
The roof was made to slope toward tlie compluvinm, so
as to collect the rain-water in a basin or tank in the mid-
dle of the atrium. See atrium and impluvium.

comply (kom-pli'), V.
;
pret. and pp. complied,

ppr. complying. [Immediate origin not certain,

but prob. It., namely < It. complire, fill up, ful-

fil, suit, use compliments, compiere, compire,
finish, = OF. complir = Sp. complir = Pg. cum-
prir, fulfil, execute, < L. compiere, fill up, sup-
ply, sate (with food or drink), finish, complete:
see compute, and cf. compliment. The mean-
ing seems to have been affected 'by 2>ly, pliant,

iMable, etc., which are not related to comply.']

.t trans. 1 . To fulfil
;
perform or execute.

My power cannot comply my promise;
My father's so averse from gi-anting my
Request concerning thee.

Ctiapman, Revenge for Honour.

2. To caress ; embrace ; encircle.

Witty Ovid, by
Whom fair Corinna sits and doth comply
With yvorie wrists his laureat head.

Herricic, Hesperides, p. 221.

II, intrans. 1. To act in accordance with
another's will or desire; yield in agreement or
compliance : as, to comply with a command or
request.

Comply with some humours, bear with others, but serve
none. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 23.

Yet this be sure, in nothing to comply
Scandalous or forbidden in our law.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1408.

He that complies against his will
Is of his own opinion still.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. iii. 547.

2. To accommodate itself; accord; fit; con-
form: said of things. [Kare.]

The truth of things will not comply with our conceits.
TUlotson.

He made his wish with his estate comply. Prior.

The altar was shaped so as to comply with the inscrip-

tion that surrounded it. Addison.

3t. To be courteous, complaisant, or concilia-

tory.

Your hands. Come: the appurtenance of welcome is

fashion and ceremony: let me comply with you in this

garb. Stiatc., Hamlet, ii. 2. (.See also v. 2.)

Whosoever is Duke of Savoy had need be cunning, and
.

more tlian any other Prince, in regard that lying l>etween
two potent Neighbours, the French and the Spaniard, he
must comply witll both. Howell, Letters, I. i. 42.

compo (kom'po), n. [Abbr. of composition or
of compost: see composition, 5, compost, n., 4.]

1. Same as compost, 4.— 2. Same as compo-
sition, 5.— 3. A mixture of resin, whiting, and
glue, used for ornaments on walls and cornices
instead of plaster of Paris : called specifically

carvers' compo.— 4. The sum or dividend paid
in composition of a bankrupt's debts ; also, the
portion of the monthly wages paid to a ship's

company. [Eng.]

compon, a. Same as compone.
COmponderatet (kom-pon'de-rat), r. t. or i. [<
L. *compondcratus, pp. of *componderare, in ppr.
componderan(t-)s, < com-, together, -hponderare,
weigh, < pondus (^)o«rfer-), weight: see ponder.']
To weigh together. Cockeram.

componet (kom-pon'), ;;. t. [< L. componere,
settle: see compose and compound^, v.] To ar-

range; settle.

A good pretence for componing peace between princes.
Strype, Records, No. 23.

COmpon6 (kom-po'ne), a. [< F. compone, com-
posed, irreg. < L. componere,
place together: see compose,
compound^, v.] In her., com-
posed of small squares of two
tinctures alternately in one
row: said of a bordure, bend,
or other ordinary. Also cmn-
pon, componed, compony, and

Bordure componi. gohonatcd. See counter-com-
pony.

componed (kom-p6nd'), a. Same as compon4.

componency (kom-p6'nen-si), n. [< component:
see -envy.] (iompositidii ; structure; nature.

The componency of that lightning which produces such
an etfect [explosion].

Warburton, Julian's Attempt to Rebuild the Temple, U.



componend

COmponend (kom'po-nend), n. [<" L. compo-
nemhis, ger. of componere, eompouml: see com-

pouiut^. compose.'] Something to be formed by
composition.

component (kom-po'nent), a. and n. [< L. eom-

ponen{ t-)s, ppr. of componere, compose : see com-

pose and compomxP-, v.] I. a. Composing, con-

stituent; entering into the composition of.

The compomnt parts of a natural body.
Seivton, Optlcks.

Justice and Benevolence . . . are cmnponent parts of

every human mind. Sumner, Fame and Glory.

The stomach digests food, and does it by means of the
properties of its component tissues.

Mimrt, Nature and Thought, p. 187.

n. n. 1. A constituent part : as, quartz, feld-

spar, and mica are the components of granite.—

2. In mech.. one of the parts of a strain, velo-

city, acceleration, force, etc., out of which the

whole may be compounded by the principle of

the parallelogram of forces, etc.— that is, by
geometrical addition. See composition offorces
(under composition), parallelogram, of forces

(under force), and resolution.— 3. A part of a
whole which is so combined with other parts

as to modify its distinctive character ; espe-

cially, in logic, an internal part or part of com-
prehension; a notion contained in a complex
notion.— Effective component of a force, in mech.,

that one of tile two components into which the force may
be resolved which protlnces the entire effect of motion or
pressure under consideration.— Real component of a
force, the comiionent of a force which is itself a real

force.

COmponental (kom-po-nen'tal), o. [< compo-
nent + -al.] Of, pertaining to, or of tie nature
of a part or constituent.

All quantitative relations are eomponentat; all quali-

tative relations elemental.
G. II. Leiees, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. 90.

compony, a. Same as componS.

comport (kom-port'), V. [< F. comporter= Pr.

8p. Pg. comportar = It. comportare, admit of,

allow, endure, < ML. comportare, behave, L.
comportare, conportare, bring together, < com-,

together, H- portarc, carry: see port^.^ I. in-

trans. 1 . To be suitable ; agree ; accord ; fit

;

suit : followed by with (formerly also by unto).

How ill this dulness doth comport with greatness

!

Fletcher (and another% Prophetess.

All that is high, and great, or can comport
Unto the style of majesty.

B. JonKon, Prince Henry's Barriers.

It was Waller who first learned in France that to talk
in rhyme alone compffrted with the state of royalty.

Lowell, Among my Bfwks, 1st ser.; p. 157.

2t. To bear; endure: with witft.

My wife is

Such an untoward thing, she'll never leant
How to comport with it.

B. Jonson, The Devil is an Aas, ii. 3.

Shall we not meeldy comport with an infirmity?
Barrow, Works. I. 484.

n. trans. 1. To behave; conduct: with a re-

flexive pronoun.
It is curious to observe how Lord Somers . . . comported

himjielf on that occasion. Burke.

Thus Nature, whose laws I had broken in various arti-

ficial ways, ^imported hergel/ towards me as a strict but
loving mother. Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, viiL

2t. To bear; endure.

The malcontented sort
That never can the present state comport.

Daniel, Civil Wars, L 70.

comportt (kom-porf), n. [< OF. comport= Sp.
romjKirte (obs.) = It. camporto; from the verb.]
Behavior; conduct; demeanor; manner of act-

ing.

These arguments . . . are intended to persuade us to a
charitable comport towards the men.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 397.

I knew them well, and marked their rude comport.
Dryden, Fables.

comportable (kom-p6r'ta-bl), a. [< comport +
-able; = Sp. comportahie, etc.] Suitable; ap-
propriate; consistent.

Casting the rules and cautions of this art into some
comportable method.

Sir //. Wotton, Elem. of Architectiu-e.

comportancet (kom-por'tans), H. [< comport +
-ano.] Behavior; deportment.

Gooiily cninitortaunce each to other l)eare,

And entertaine themselves with court 'sies meet.
Spemer, F. Q., II. 1. 29.

With that I twthought myself, and the sweet compor-
tance of that same sweet round face of thine came into my
mind. n'ihi Bi-.7Kii,-d(Hazlitt» Dodsley, IX. 2.M).

COmportationt (kom-por-ta ' shqn), n. [< L.
comportittio(n-), a bringing togetlier, < compor-
tare, pp. comportatiis : see comjyort, V.I An as-
semblage or collection.

Hoi
A collection and comportation of Agur's wise sayings.

Bp. Richardson, Obs. on Old Test. (1665), p. 303.

comportment (kom-port'ment), n. [< F. com-
portement (= Pr. comportamen = Sp. comporta-
miento = Pg. It. comportamento), < comporter:
see comport, v.] Behavior; demeanor; deport-
ment.
The people here generally seem to be more generous,

and of a higher Comportment, than elsewhere.
Howell, Letters, I. i. 41.

Her serious and devout comportm.ent.
AddUon, Freeholder.

composant (kom'po-zant), n. Same as corpo-
sant.

compose (kgm-poz'), v.: pret. and pp. com-
posed, ppr. composing. [< OF. composer, F. com-
X>oser, compose, compound, adjust, settle, < com-
+ poser, place, set, put ; substituted for reg.

OF. compondre, cumpundre, arrange, direct, =
Pr. compondre, componre = Sp. componer = Pg.
compor = It. componere, comporre = D. l-ompo-

neren = G. componiren = Dan. komponere = Sw.
komponera, < L. componere, conponere, put toge-

ther, compose, < com-, together, -t- ponere, put,

Elace : see ponent. The proper E. forms from
I. inf. companere SiTe compound^, v., and (later)

compone : see these words, and composition. For
the substitution of F. poser, see pose"^, and cf

.

appose, depose, expose, impose, oppose, propose,
repose, tratispose .~\ I. trans. 1. To make or foi-m

by uniting two or more things; put together
the parts of ; form by framing, fashioning, or

arranging, (a) In relation to material tilings (rarely

persons).

A casque compot'd by Vulcan's skill.

Shot., 1. and C, v. 2.

Youth, thou bear'st thy father's face

;

Frank Nature, ratlier curious than in haste,

Hath well compos'd thee. Shak., All's Well, i. 2.

(b) In relation to literary aathorship : as, to compose a ser-

mon or a sonnet.

You desired me lately to compose some Lines upon your
Mistress's black Eyes. Howell, Letters, I. v. 22.

(c) In relation to musical authorship ; as, to compone a
sonata, (rf) In relation to artistic skill : as, to compose
(arrange the leading features of) a picture, statue, group,
etc.

2. In printing: (a) To put into type; set the
types for : as, to compose a page or a pamphlet.typ(

(6)(6) To arrange in the composing-stick ; set: as,

to compose a thousand ems. [Rare among print-

ers in both uses, set or set up being the techni-

cal term.]— 3. To form by being combined or
united ; be the substance, constituents, or ele-

ments of; constitute; makeup: as, levies ofraw
soldiers compose his army ; the wall is composed
of bricks and mortar ; water is composed of hy-
drogen and oxygen.

Nor did Israel 'scape
Th' infection, when their l>orrow'd gold composed
The calf in Oreb. Milton, P. L., i. 483.

A few useful things, confounded with many trifles, fill

their memories, and compose their intellectual posses-

sions. Watts.

Numerous great limestones, of Immense thickness, and
covering vast areas, are composed altogether of shells of

mollusks or corals. Dawson, Nature aud the Bible, p. 82.

4. To bring into a composed state; calm; quiet;

appease.
Another advantage which retirement affords us is, that

it calms and composes all the passions ; those especially of

the tumultuous kind. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. x.

Yet to compose this midnight noise.

Go freely, search where'er you please.
Prior, The Dove.

Upon this, he composed his countenance, looked upon
his watch, and took his leave.

Addison, Sir Timothy Tittle.

Their rest, their labours, duties, sufferings, prayers.
Compose the soul, and fit it for its cares.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

6. To settle; adjust; reconcile; bring into a
proper state or condition : as, to compose differ-

ences.

To reform our manners, to compose quarrels and con-
troversies. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 62.

I have, therefore, always endeavoured to compose those
feuds and angry dissensions between affection, faith, aud
reason. Sir T. Broimie., Religio Medici, i. 19.

6. To place or arrange in proper form; put into

a settled state ; arrange.

Rice, wheat, beanes, and such like, which they set on
the fioore without a cloth, in a woodden dish, and the
people com2x>se themselues to eat« the same, after the
Arabian manner. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 229.

In a peaceful grave ray corpse compose. Dryden, Mneid.

7. To dispose
;
put into a proper mood or tem-

per for any purpose. [Rare.]

The whole army seemed well composed to obtain that by
their swords whicli they could not by their pen.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion, viii.

composing-stick

Compose yourself to the situation, for to the situation
you must come. Dickeiis, Pickwick, xxxiv

II. intra ns. 1. To practise composition, in
any of the active senses of that word.
They say he's an excellent poet. ... I think he be com-

posing as he goes in the street

!

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

2t. To come to an agreement; adjust differ-

ences; agree.

If we compose well here. Shak., A. and C, ii. 2.

Compose with them, 'and be not angry valiant.
B. Jonson, New Inn, iv. 3.

3. In painting, to combine or fall into a group
or arrangement with artistic effect; admit of
pleasing or artistic combination in a picture:
as, the mountains composed well.

We all know how in the retrospect of later moods the
incidents of early youth compose, visibly, each as an indi-
vidual picture, with a magic for whicli the greatest paint-
ers have no corresponding art.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 10.

composed (kom-pozd'), p. a. [< compose + -ed^.'i

Free from disturbance or agitation ; ealm ; se-
rene; quiet; tranquil.

Of a compos'd and setled countenance, not set, normuch
alterable with sadnesse or ioy.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Stayed Man.

There she lay.

Composed as when I laid her, that last eve,
0' the couch, still breathlesSj motionless, sleep's self.

Brovmmff, Ring and Book, I. 311.

= Syn. Cool, Collected, etc. See calm^.

composedly (kom-p6'zed-li), adv. In a com-
posed manner; calmly; without agitation ; se-
renely; sedately.

The man without the hat very composedly answered, I

am he. Clarendon, Great Rebellion, I. 29.

composedness (kgm-po'zed-nes), n. The state
of being composed; calmness; tranquillity; re-
pose.

Serenity and composedness of mind.
Bp. Wilkins, Natural Religion, U. 7.

composer (kom-po'zer), n. One who or that
which composes. (a)One who writes an original work,
as distinguished from a compiler ; an author. [Rare.]

Able writers and composers. Milton.

(b) One who composes musical pieces ; a musical author.
[This is the usual sense when used absolutely.]

His [Mozart's] most brilliant and solid glory is founded
upon his talents as a composer.

Moore, Encyc. of Music, p. 627.

(c) One who or that which quiets or calms ; one who ad-
justs a difference or reconciles antagonists.

Ye murmuring streams that in meanders roll,

The sweet composers of the pensive soul

!

Oay, The Fan.

(d\) In printirvi, a compositor. Ahp. Laud.

composing-frame (kom-po'zing-fram), n. Same
as composing-stand.

composing-machine (kom-po'zing-ma-shen''),
n. A type-setting machine. The earliest composing-
machine, invented by William Church in 1821, attempted
to make the types as well as set them. This special and
instantaneous making of the types is also the basis of
more recent inventions; hut most composing-machines
are constructed to set types previously made. The types
are specially grooved or nicked to fit them for being seized
automatically. The arrangement of classified types in
separate channels, and their dislodgment in order into a
larger channel l)y means of levers touched from a finger-
board, are features common to most composing-machines,
widely as they may differ in other details of construction.
Few of these machines have come into practical use, owing
especially to the difficulty of separating or distributing
the types by an automatic process in the special manner
required. See linotype.

composing-room (kom-po'zing-rom), ». A
room in which types are set and made ready
for printing.

composing-rule (kgm-p6'zing-r61), n. In print-
ing, a thin piece of brass or steel fitted to the
composing-stick, on or against which the com-
positor places and arranges the types. The
smooth rule permits the free movement of type in the
process of spacing, and it is also used as a support in the
act of emptying the stick.

composing-stand (kom-po'zing-stand), n. In
printing, an elevated framework, usually of
wood, on which the type-cases are placed in in-

clined positions, the part for the upper case hav-
ing a steeper
slope than that
for the lower.
Also called com-
posing-frame, or
in common use
frame or stand.

composing-stick
(kom-po'zing- Comporing-stick.

stik), ». Inprint-
ing, a small tray of iron or other metal, with
a raised side and end, which is held by a com-
positor in his left hand, aud iu which he places



composing-stick

and arranges the types that he picks out of the
cases with his right hand. The composing-stick is

fitted witli a icnee, adjustable, by means of a screw or a
clamp, to any length of line required in printed worli.

The earliest composing-sticks were sticks of wood, witli

knees specially tacked on for different lengtlis of line ; but
wooden sticks are now used only in setting hand-bills, or

fiir t)tlicr work requiring very long lines.

Compositse^ (kom-poz'i-te), n. pi. [NL., fem.
pi. (sc. Ij.plantce, plants) of L. compositus, com-
posite: see composite.^ The largest natural

order of plants, including over 750 genera and
10,000 species, distributed all over the globe
wherever vegetation is found, and divided

equally between the old world ajid the new.
They form about a tenth of all plienoganious plants, an
eighth of those of Xorth America, and in some regions

even a larger proportion. They are herbs, or much more
rarely shrubs, scarcely ever arlwrescent, and are of com-
paratively slight economic importance. A few species

are cultivated for food, as the artichoke (Cynara), the sal-

sify (Tragopoijon), and the lettuce (Lactuca); others have
useful medicinal properties ; and a very large number are

cultivated tor ornament. The flowers are gamopetalous
and mostly pentamerous, sessile in a close head (the com-
pound flower of early botanists, whence the name of the

order), and surrounded by an involucre of separate or

connate bracts. The ovary is inferior and one-celled, and
becomes an achene in fruit, the calyx-limb being reduced
to a circle of liairs, awns, scales, or teeth, called the
pappug. The stamens are inserted on the corolla, and
their anthers are united into a tube, on which account the

name Sifi\anthere(B has been sometimes given to the order.

The genera of the order are divided into three series, de-

pending upon tlie cliaracter of the corolla, viz.: (1) the

Labiatce/toroi (or Mutisiacece, of 59 genera, largely South
American), having a bilabiate corolla, at least in the per-

fect flowers; (2) the Ligutijioros (or Cichoriacew, of 66

genera, mostly of the old world), in which the corollas are

all ligulate (strap-shaped) ; and (3) the Tulndifiorm, hav-

ing regular tubular corollas in all the perfect flowers. The
last series is again divided into 11 tribes. The 10 largest

genera of the order, including tliree tentiis of the species,

are Senecio (840 species, largely of South America and
southern Africa), Eupatorium (430 species, all American),
Vernonia (.375 species, mostly tropical), Centaurea (316

species, of the Mediterraneo-Persian region), BaccharU
(250 species, mostly South American), Helichrysum (235

species, of soutliern Africa and Australia), Aster (174 spe-

cies, lai-gely Nortli American), Cnicwt (165 species, of the

Mediterraneo-Persian i-egion and Nortli America), Arte-

muda (152 species, of Europe, Asia, and North America),
and Hieracium (150 species, of Europe, Asia, and North
America). By far the largest North American genus is

Aster (12* species), followed by Solidago (78), Erigerongi),
Senecio (67), Aplopappus (45), Artemisia (42), Ilelianthtis

(42), Eupatorium (39), Cnivus (37), Biffelovla (31), and
Brichellia (31); these genera include two fifths of the spe-

cies of North America. Also called Aster(we(B.

Compositae^ (kom-poz'i-te), n. pi. [NL., fem.
pi. (sc. Ascidiw, q. v.) of L. compositus, com-
pound: see composite.'] In zool., a family of

compound aseidians, corresponding to the fam-
ily BotryUidce; the Synascidim (which see).

composite (kgm-poz'it or kom'po-zit), a. and n.

[< L. compositus, pp. of componer'e, put together:

see compose, compound^, v.] I. a. 1. Made up
of distinct parts or elements; compounded;
especially, so combined as to manifest diversity

of origin or make-up.

Happiness, like air and water, ... is composite.
Landar.

The method of Tennyson may be termed composite or

idyllic : the former, as a process that embraces every va-

riety of rhythm and teclmical effect; the latter, as essen-

tially descriptive. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 5.

Specifically— 3. Made of parts so combined as

to lose their distinctive characters. [Rare.]—
3. [cap.] In arch., an epithet applied to the last

of the five orders,beeau8e the capital which char-
acterizes it is com-
posed from those of

other orders, bor-
rowing a quarter-

round from the Tus-
can or Roman Doric,
arankof leavesfrom
the Corinthian, and
volutes from the
Ionic. Its cornice has
simple modillions or den-
tils. It is also called the
Roman or the Italic or-

der.

4. In sMp-huildinp,
having a wooden
skin on an iron
framework : as, a
composite vessel; a
vessel built on the
composite principle.— 5. In hot., belong-
ing to the order Com-
positw; having the
characters of this or-

der: as, a composite
Composite Order. plant; a compositc

flower. See Compositte^.— 6. In zool., marked
(as a genus, order, etc.) by wide range of va-
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nation in the species or other subdivisions
which constitute it : often applied to artificial

groups composed of widely separated elements.
— Composite algebra, one separable into two, such
that every two imits belonging one to one algebra and the
other to tlie other, and neither common to the two, when
multiplied together give zero.— Composite arch, the
lancet or pointed arch, in some forms ; so called because
the sides are not arcs of circles, but are descril)ed each
from two centers. This style of arcli is more usual in the
medieval architecture of England than in tliat of tlie c<inti-

nent of Euiope. See cutunder (n?ice(.—Composite beam,
carriage, group. See the nouns.— Composite Joint,
in entom., a joint permitting lioth vertical and horizontal

movement.— Composite maxUlse, in entmn., niaxillie

having more than one lobe.— Composite numbers,
such numbers as can be measured exactly by a number
exceeding unity, as 6 by 2 or 3 : thus, 4 is the lowest com-
posite numbgr.— Composite photograph, a single pho-
tographic portrait produced from more than one 8ul>

ject. The negatives from the individuals who are to enter
into the composite photograph are so made as to show the
faces as nearly as possiide of the same size and ligliting,

and in the same position. These negatives are then printed
so as to register together upon the same piece of paper,

each being exposed to the light for the same traction of

the full time required for printing. It is Ijclieved that by
study and comparison of such pliotograplis made from
large series of subjects, types of countenance, local, gen-

eral, etc., can be obtained.—Composite proof, in logic,

one involving several distinct inferences.— Composite
relation, a relation satisfied if, and only if, some one of

the component relations is satisfied. It is distinguished

from an aggregate relation, which is satisfied if, and only
if, all the partial relations are satisfied.— Composite
sailing, in navig., a combination of great-circle and paral-

lel sailing.— Composite whole, in mctaph., a union of

matter and form, or of act and i>ower.

II. «. 1. Something made up of parts or dif-

ferent elements ; a compound; a composition.

Each man's understanding . . . is a compo»i'(« of natural
capacity and superinduced habit. Hai-ris, Hermes.

They are the true composite of monkey and tiger, those

Orientals. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 288.

2. Specifically, a composite photograph.

When the composite portrait of the class of '86 at Smith
College was matle, it was my plan to make composites of

the succeeding Senior classes, and I hoped at some time
to be able to secure composites of classes in other colleges.

The Century, XXXV. 121.

3. In bot., one of the Composita:.

composition (kom-po-zish'on), n. [< ME. com-
posicion, -oun, = I). Jcompositie = G. composi-

tion = Dan. Sw. komposition, < OF. composition,

P. composition = Sp. composicion = Pg. compo-
sigSo = It. composizione, < L. ccmipositio(n-), con-

positio{n-), a putting together, connection, esp.

the connection or arrangement of words, < com-
ponere, conponere, pp. compositus, conpositus,

bring together, arrange : see compose and com-
pound^, v.] 1. The act of composing or com-
pounding, or the state of being composed, com-
pounded, or made up ; union of different things

or principles into an individual whole ; the pro-

duction of a whole by the union or combination
of parts, constituents, or elements.

Dissolution goeth a faster Pace than Composition.
Howell, Letters, I. iii. 30.

The next operation we may observe in the mind about
its ideas is composition ; whereby it puts together several

of those simple ones it has received from sensation and re-

flection, and combines them into complex ones.

Locke, Human Undei-standing, II. xi. 6.

Gray . . . has found out that there must go a million

of ancestors in twenty generations to everybody's compo.
sition. Walpole, Letters, II. 183.

Specifically —(a) The act of producing a literary work.

The labor of composition begins when you have to put
your separate threads of thought into a loom ; to weave
them into a continuous whole ; to connect, to introduce

them ; to blow them out or to expand them ; to carry them
to a close. De Quincey, Style, li.

(ft) Tlie art of putting words and sentences together in

accordance with the rules of grammar and rhetoric : as,

Greek prose composition, (c) In printing, the setting

of type ; type-setting; in a wider sense, the preparation
of type for use in the production of printed sheets, includ-

ing setting, coiTection of errore, making up, and imposi-

tion. (rf) In philol., the union of two (rarely more than
two) independent words to form a single word (called a

compound) ; the formation of a word out of other existing

words, as rainbow from rain and bow ; and so gentleman,

lifelike, fulfil, etc. See compound word, under compound^
,

a. (e) In music, the art of composing music according

to scientillc rules. Composition is said to l>e strict when it

follows certain recognized rules of musical form, and free

when it is more or less independent of such rules, (/) In

i\\efine arts, arrangement or grouping of parts, especially

harmonious grouping, or that combination of the several

parts whereby a subject or an ol)ject is agreeably presented

to the mind, each part being subordinate to the whole.

Light, space, color ; that subtle synthesis of lines and
forms which his most influential master Claude taught
him, and which we call composition.

New Princeton Rev., II. 33.

(g) Combination ; orderly disposition ; regulation.

Questioning how deep they should set it (the cross], with
what compositioi)i of gesture to worship it, and the like

cmiositles of Paganish Christianitie.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 782.

composition

A preacher in the invention of matter, election of words,
composition of gesture, look, pronunciation, motion, useth
all these faculties at once. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

2. Specifically, an act of combination such that

the distinctive characters of the parts are modi-
fied. [Rare.]

The distinction of aggregation and composition runs
through all cases of thought. In mathematics, it is seen
in the distinction of addition and nmltiplication ; in chem-
istry, in tile distinction of mechanical mixture and chemi-
cal combination ; in an act of parliament, in the distinc-

tion between ** and be it further enacted " and " Provided
always," and so on. De Morgan, Syllabus, § 170.

3. That which results from composing, as a
literary, musical, or artistic production; spe-

cifically, a short essay written as a school ex-

ercise.

Colourists always liked to introduce the sweeping lines

of her white robes into their compositions.
J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 65.

Long sentences in a short composition are like large

rooms in a small house. Shcnstcme.

The best Persian compositions, alike in prose and in

verse, are marked by fine poetic imagery, combined with
a profusion of metaphor. N. A. Rev., CXL. 331.

4. That which results from the combination
or union of several ingredients ; a compound

:

as, type-metal is a composition of lead and an-

timony.
Vast pillars of stone, cased over with a composition that

looks . . . like marble. Addison.

Specifically— 5. The combination of materials

of which printers' inking-roUers are made. The
ordinary ingredients are glue and molasses, boiled toge-

ther in such proportions and to such a degree as to pro-

duce an elastic substance of considerable durability. A
kind called patent composition is composed chiefly of glue,

glycerin, and sugar. Often contracted to com]m.

6. The manner in which or the stuff of which
anything is composed

;
general constitution or

make-up ; structure.

So hath God given your majesty a compotition of undcr-
staudlng admirable.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 2.

These are the chief and prevailing ingredients in the

composition of that man whom we call a scorner.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, III. iii.

Hence— 7. Congruity; consistency. [Rare.]

There is no composition in these news
That gives them credit. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

8. The compounding or reeoneUing of differ-

ences, or of different interests; a mutual set-

tlement or agreement; now, specifically, an
agreement between a debtor and a creditor by
which the latter accepts part of the debt due
to him in satisfaction of the whole.

There ys no flfoundacyon of any suche Chaumitry, but a
certayne composicyon or ordynaunce made betwene the

prior and munkes of the late Monasterye of Tykfforde.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 260.

Thus we are agi'eed :

I crave our composition may be written,

Andseal'd between us. Shak., A. and C, ii. 6.

Do they think by their rude attempts to dethrone the
Majesty of Heaven, or by standing at the greatest defiance,

to make him willing to come to terms of composition with
them? StUliivjJieet, Sermons, I. ii.

The private making of candles for consumption at home
was allowed under a composition for the duty.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 317.

9. The sum or rate paid, or agreed to be paid,

in compounding with creditors: as, he has
agreed to pay a composition of 60 cents on the
dollar, or of 12 shillings in the pound.

A granting of escheat lands for two pounds of tobacco
per acre, composition. Beverley, Virginia, i. H 3.

10. In music : (a) The combination of sounds
which form a compound stop in an organ. (6)

A mechanical contrivance for moving the han-
dles of organ-stops in groups.— lit. The syn-

thetical mode of procedure in investigation or

exposition; synthesis.

The investigation of different things by the method of

analysis ought ever to precede the method of composition.
Neuron, Optieks.

Antifriction composltionB. See an((/ri'cfu>n.- Can-
nabic composition. See ca)i»Mft!c.— Composition
cloth, a matcriid made from long flax, and dnsseil witli

a solution which renders it water-proof. It is used for

bags, trunk-covers, etc.— Composition deed, a contract

between creditors and their debtor elTectins a composi-

tion, usually in a manner to bind the creditors not to

molest the debtor.— Composition face. Same as ro7n-

position ;>!«>!<.— Composition metal, a kind of brass

made of copper, zinc, etc., used instead of copper, which
is dearer. ;is sheatliing for vessels.— Composition Of

displacements, strains, velocities, accelerations,
forces, stresses, etc., in mech., the union or combina-

tion of two or more forces or velocities, acting in the same
or different directions, into a single eqtnvalent force or

velocity. Thus, two forces acting in tlic directions of the

adjacent sides of a parallelogram, pi-ovided the lengths of

these sides represent also the magnitudes of the forces, are
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equivalent to a single forci- having- the direction and mag- COmpOSUistt, "• [Irreg. < compose + -u-ist, after
nitude of tlie diagonal of tlieparalleloRiam. See/oiraand tVip Ttiixtnkpii annlnav nf /-/riMAi's/ otr. 1 \ nnm
resultant.- ComvoBitlon of proportion, in math., the

*"'^ mistaKeu analogy ol casuist, etc.J A corn-

substitution, in a series of foiu" proportionals, of the sum poser. 1 tCKCfinff,

of the first and second terms for the first term, aiul the COUipOSUre (kgm-po'zhur), n. [< compose + -ure.
sum of tlie third and fourth for the fourth, the same
equality of proportion snl>sisting in the second series as
in the first. Thus, it a :b: :c id, then, hy o'lnpo.^ition,

a + b -.b -.-.c + d: d.—Comppaltlon of ratios. See i-i'ui-

poundratio,undercompoundi,a.— Composition pedal,
in organ-building, a pedal which draws or withdraws sev-

eral stops at once. .See combination pedal, under combina-
tion.— Composition plane, the plane by which the two
parts of a twin cry'stal (see twin) are united in their re-

versed positions : it is usually the same as the twinning.
plane. Also called compotfition .face.

compositive (kom-poz'i-tiv), a. [< L. composi-
tu.s, pp., compound (see composite, compose), +
-jcc] Having the power of compounding or
composing; proceeding by composition; syn-
thetic. Bosuorth— Compositive method, synthesis.

compositor (kom-poz'i-tor), n. [= P. composi-
teur = Sp. Pg. compositor = It. compositore, a
composer, a type-setter, < L. compositor, one
who arranges or disposes, < eomponere, arrange

:

see compose.'\ 1. In printing, one who sets
types; a type-setter.— 2. A composing or
type-setting machine. = Syn. Printer, Compositor.
See printer.

compositous (kom-poz'i-tus), a. [< L. conipo-
situs, pp. of eomponere, put together : see com-
posite, compose.'] In bot., composite; belong-
ing to the order Vomposita: Darwin.
compos mentis (kom'pos men'tis). [L., hav-
ing control of one's mind: compos, conpos (corn-

pot-, conpot-), having control, possessing, shar-
ing In, < com- (intensive) -\- potis, able : see
potent; mentis, gen. of men{t-)s, mind: see
mental.'\ Of sound mind. See non conqios
mentis.

compossessort (kom-po-zes'or), n. [LL., < L.
com-, with, together, + possessor, owner.] A
joint possessor. Sherwood.
compossibility (kom-pos-i-bU'i-ti), n. [< NL.
*compossibilit(t(t-)s, < 'compossiMlis : see eom-
possihU.'] The possibility of existing or being
together. [Rare.]

compossible (kom-pos'i-bl), a. f< NL. *eom-
po-'<sihilis, < L. com-, together, + LL. possibilis,

possible.] Capable of existing in one subject

;

consistent ; capable of being true together.
ChiUingworth.

compost (kom'post), «. [< ME. compost, a con-
diment, mixed tlish, < OF. eomposte, a condi
ment, a mixed dish, pickle (P. compote, > E

Cf. L. compositnra, connection, commissure,
syntax: see composture .'\ 1. The act of com-
posing; composition.

A kind of Greelt wine I have met with, sir, in my trav-
els ; it is the same that Demosthenes usually drunk, in the
composure of all his exquisite and mellifluous orations.

B. Jonson, Cyntiiia's Revels, i. 1.

They had a great opinion of the piety and unblamable
composure of the common prayer-book.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 259.

2t. That which is composed ; a composition.

Tis beleev'd this wording was above his known stile and
Orthographie, and accuses the whole composure to be con-
scious of som other Author. Milton, Eikonoklastes, iv.

Since the life of the first men was certainly rural, we
may reasonably conjecture that . . . their composures . . .

were pastoral hynuis. Johnson.

3t. Arrangement ; combination ; order ; adjust-
ment; disposition; posture.

His composure of himself is a studied carelesnesse with
his armes a crosse.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Discontented Man.

The shape of his person, and composure of his limbs,
are remaricably exact and beautiful.

Steele, Spectator, Xo. 340.

4t. Frame ; composition ; hence, temperament

;

disposition ; constitution.

His compositre must be rare indeed
Whom these things cannot blemish.

Shak., A. and C, i. 4.

Other women would think themselves blest in your
case ; handsome, witty, lov'd by everybody, and of so
happy a composure to care a Fig for nobody.

Sir J. Vanbrugh, Confederacy, i.

6. A composed state of mind ; serenity; calm-
ness; tranquillity.

Old sailors were amazed at the composure which he [Wil-
liam of Orange] preserved amid roaring breakers on a
perilous coast. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.,vii.

I remember a child who, able to look with tolerable
composure on a horrible cadaverous mask while it was
held in the hand, ran away shrieking when his father put
it on. //. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 59.

6t. Agreement ; settlement of diflferences ; com-
position. [Bare.]

The treaty of Uxbr^ge gave the fairest ho[ies of a happy
cumposure. Hikon BasUike.

7t. Combination; bond.
compote = Sp. Pg. compota, stewed fruit), < It. compott, «. Same as compote.
composta, fem., eomposto, masc, = Pg. composto, COmpotation (kom-po-ta'shon), n. [= F. com-
mixture, conserve (ML. compostum, a mixture
of manures), < L. compositus, eompostus, fem.
composita, composta, neut. compositum, compos-
tum, pp. of eomponere, bring together, compose :

see composite, compose, compound^, ».] 1. A
mixture.

Finding the most pleasurable sin such a sad . . . com-
post of morp bitter tlian sweet, llamnwnd. Works, IV. i)34.

2t. A mixed dish ; a compote.

Compostes & contltes. BabeesBook (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

Datys in compost^-.
Booke 0/ Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 92.

3. In agri., a mixture or composition of vari-
ous manuring substances for fertilizing land.

Avoid what is to come

;

And do not spread the compost on the weeds.
To make them ranker. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

The wealth of the Indies was a rich compost, that hrongiit
up parasites and rogues with other noxious weeds.

Tieknor, Span. Lit., III. 98.

4. A composition for plastering the exterior of
houses. Usually called compo.
compost (kom'post), V. t. [Cf. ML. compostare

potation = It. compotazione, < L. compotatio{n-),
Cicero's translation of 6r. av/m6atov, sympo-
sium (see symposiuin), < com-, together, + po-
tatio(n-), a drinking: see potationT] The act of
drinking or tippling together. Sir T. Browne.

Tlie fashion of compotation was still occasionally prac-
tised in .Scotland. Scott.

compotator (kom'po-t»-tor), n. [LL. (> P. com-
potateur), collateral form of L. compotor, a
drinking companion, < com-, together, + pota-
tWjpotor, a drinker, < potare, pp. potatus, drink.
Cf . compotation.'] One who drinks with another.
[Rare.]

Our companioiu and compotalors of syllabub.
Pope, To Mr. Knight.

C0mi>0te (kom'pot), n. [= D. Dan. l-ompot= 6.
compot = Sp. Pg. compota, < P. compote, < OF.
eomposte, a mixture, compost: see compost, «.]
1. Fruit stewed or preserved in syrup, some-
times with spices.— 2. Same as compotier.
COmpotentt, a. [ME., < L. compoten{t-)s, hav-
ing power with (one), < com-, together, + po-
t€n(t-)s, having power: see compos mentis and
potent.) Having control. Chaucer.

from the noun: see compost, n. Cf. compester.] compotier (F. pron. kom-polti-a '),' n. [P., <
1. To manure with compost. compote: see compote.] A china or glass dish

in which stewed or preserved fruit, or the like,
is served. Also, sometimes, compote.
compotor (kom-po'tor), n. [L. : see compota-
tor.] A compotator. Walker. [Rare.]

componnt, " An obsolete form of compoundl.

_ Chaucer.

connection, commissure, syntax, < compostm, compound^ (kom-pound'), v. [As in expound
compositus, pp. of eomponere, compose : see com- a,na propound, which have the same radical ele-

pose, compound^, v.] 1. Composition; com- ment, the rf is excrescent after «, as in roMndi,
posure. soundU, hind^, lend, and the vulgar drownd,

It hath been taken indifferently, whether you call them «""""'f
'
etc. (the rf being naturally developed

theoneor the other, both for similitude of delineaments "O™ *".6 » Oy dlSSimilated gemmation, but

compost.

By . . . fortjearing to cfymjiost the earth, water-mint
tumeth into field-mint. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. To plaster.

compostnret (kom-pos'tur), ». [< compost +
-urr. Cf. S]). Pg. compostura, composition, com-
posure, decency, < L. compostura, compositura,

»nd composture. f»r«y(Mi, Polyolbion, xi., note.

2. Compost; manure.
The earth's a thief.

That feeds and breeds by a composture stolen
From general excrement. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.
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partly due, perhaps, in this case, to the ME.
pp. compouned, E. adj. compound); < ME. com-
pounen, later componen (the later E. compone
being based directly on the L.), < OF. com-
pondre, cumpundre, arrange, direct (rare, the

compound
usual word being composer: see compose), =
Pr. comj>ondre, componre = Sp. componer =
Pg. compor = It. conqwnere, comporre, < L. com-
ponere, conponerc, pp. compositus, conpositus,
put, place, lay, bring, or set together, etc., in a
great variety of applications, < com-, together,
+ ponere, put, place : see com- and ponent, and
cf. expmmd, pro^wund, compone, depone, pro-
pone, etc., and see cotnpose, which is peculiarly
related to compound. Cf. compound^, a. Hence
(from L. eomponere) also component, composite,
compositor, compost, compote, etc.] I. trans. 1.
To put together or mix (two or more elements
or ingredients) : as, to compound drugs.

Ne forein causes necesseden the [the creatour] neuer to
com^poune werke of floterynge mater.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 9.

Compounding all the materials of fury, havoc, and deso-
lation into one black cloud, he hung for a while on the
declivities of the mountains. Burke, Nabob of Arcot.

2. To join or couple together ; combine : as,
to compound words.

Therefore, conspiring all together plaine,
They did their counsels now in one compound.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. v. 14.

We have the power of altering and compounding . . .

images into all the varieties of picture.
Addison, Spectator.

3. To form by uniting or mixing two or more
elements or materials.

Dyuerse membres compounen a body.
Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 10.

The discordant elements out of which the Emperor had
compounded his realm did not coalesce during ids life-

time. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 22.

Are not we— and my we takes in you— rather a mixed
people, a people compounded of two elements, Saxon and
Norman? E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 165.

4. To make ; constitute ; form ; establish.

His pomp, and all what state compounds.
Shak.,T. of A.,iv. 2.

Sending for her againe, hee told her before her friends,
she must goe with him, and compound peace betwixt her
Countrie and vs.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 14.

5t. To put together in due order, as words or
sentences; compose.

The first rule of scole, as thus
How that Latin shall be compouned
And in what wise it shall be souned.

Gower, Conf. Amaut., II. 90.

Lucian's attempt in compounding his new dialogue.
Bp. Hurd.

6. To settle amicably; adjust by agreement, as
a diflference or controversy ; compose.

I pray, my lords, let me compound this strife.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1.

7. To settle by agreement for a reduced amount
or upon different terms, as a debt or dues of any
kind: as, to compound tithes. See II., 3.

This gentleman had now cotnpounded a debt of £200,-
000, contracted by his grandfather.

Evelyn, Diary, June 19, 1662.

Shall I, ye gods, he cries, my debts compound? Gay.

8. To agree, for a consideration, not to prose-
cute or punish a wrong-doer for: as, to com-
pound a crime or felony, it is equally illegal, whe-
tlier the consideration be a money present, the restitution
of stolen money or gootls, or other acts performed or pro-
cured by the offender or another in his interest, upon a
promise of immunity ffom prosecution or the withholding
of evidence.

II. intrans. 1. To agree upon concession;
come to terms of agreement by abating some-
thing of the first demand, or by granting some-
thing on both sides ; make a compromise : used
absolutely, or with for (formerly also on) be-
fore the thing accented or remitted, and with
before the person with whom the agreement is

made.
We here deliver,

Subscril)ed by the consuls and patricians.
Together with the seal o' the senate, what
We have compounded on. Shak., Cor, v. 5.

Cornwall cow)pow7Uf«rf to furnish ten oxen . . . for thirty
pounds. R. Carew, Survey of CornwalL

Their fortunes do somewhat gild their infirmities, and
their purses compound for their follies.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, 11. 1.

No, no, dear Friend, make it up, make it up; ay, ay,

I'll compound. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 5.

2. To make a bargain, in general ; agree.

If you think It meet, compou7ld with him by the year,
and let him abide here with you ; if not, use him for the
present, and dismiss him. Shak., M. for M., iv. 2.

Tiiey saw Men offer to compound with Heaven for all their
injustice and oppression. StiHingfleet, Sermons, I. iii.

3. To settle with a creditor by agreement, and
discharge a debt on the payment of a less sum
in full ; or to make an agreement to pay a debt
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by means or in a manner different from that
stipulated or required by law. it usually implies
payment of or agreement on a gross sum less than the

agST^&te due. See comjMvition, 8.

4. To settle with one who has committed a
crime, agreeing for a consideration not to prose-

cute him. See I., 8.— 6, To give out; fail: said

of a horse in racing. [Sporting slang.]

compound^ (kom'pound), a, and «. [< ME.
compouncdj pp. of conqwuneriy mix, compound:
see the verb.] I, a. 1. Composed of two or

more elements, parts, or ingredients; not
simple.

Sir, it is of manifold, and, if I may so express myself,
compound importance. Everett, Orations, II. 235,

2. In bot.y made up of several similar parts
aggregated into a common whole Compound
anlmms, animals in which individuals, although distinct

as regards many of the functions of life, are yet connected
by some part of their frame so as to form a united whole.
Such ai'ethepolyzoans ami some of the ascidians. Many of
these animals are of a coiiii)arutively high type. See cut
under Polyzoa.—Compound archwa;y, in viedieval arch.

,

a series of arches of dirterent sizes, inclosed in an arch
of larger dimensions.— Compound axle, beam-engine,
bolster, ether, event, etc. ^:'ee the nouns.— Compound
eyes or insects. See <^.v(?.— Compound flower, the'

Ilower of a plant of the order Compu-titie. See Composi-
(«!.— Compound fraction, fracture, flniit. See the
nouns.— Compound householder, in Great Britain, a
householder who compounds with nis landlord for his

i"ates— that is, whose I'utes are included in his rent.

I shall designate these inhabitants of towns by a phrase
by which they are best known, though I am not sure that
it is one of exact legal precision ; I shall term them com-
pound householders. Gladstone.

Compound interest. See interest.—Compound in-
terval, in }nn.-iic, an interval greater than an octave, as a
ninth, a twelftli, etc.— Compound larceny. See larceny.
— Compound leaf, a leaf composed of several leaflets on
one petiole, called a common petiole or rachis. It may be

either digilately or pinnately
compound, and the leaflets

may be themselves com-
pound. —Compound mea-
sure, rhythm, time, in?/) K-
sic, a rhythm in which the
measures are made up of two
or more groups of accents.
A compound measure is call-

ed duple if there are two or
four groups, triple if there
are three, whether the groups
themselves are constructed
in duple or in triple rhythm.
Thus g rhythm is a compound
duple rhythm, each gi-oup
being in triple rhythm.—
Compoimd microscope,
motion, number. See the
nouns.— Compound ocel-

lated spot, in entom., a spot with three or-more circles

surrounding a central spot or pupil of the eye.—Com-
pound pistil, an ovary consisting of two or more coales-

cent carpels.— Compound proportion. See proportion.
—Compound quantity. («) in aly., a quantity con-
sisting of several terms united by the sign + or — . Thus,
a -\- b — c and 62 — b are compound quantities, (&) In
arith., a quantity which consists of more than one de-
nomination, as 5 pounds, 6 shillings, and 9 pence, or 4

miles, 3 furlongs, and 10 yards ; hence, the operations of

adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing such quan-
tities are termed compound addition, compound sxtbtrac-

tion, compuund multiplication, and compound division.—
Compound ratio, the ratio which the product of the an-
tecedents of two or more ratios has to the product of their

consequents. Thus, 6 to 72 is a ratio compounded of 2 to
6 and of 3 to 12, because 7^ = § x ^. In like manner the
ratio of a& to C(i is a ratio compounded of a to c and of b

ab a b
to d ; for —; = — x -r. Hence it follows that in any con-

ed c rf

tinned projjortion the ratio of the first term to the last is

compounded of all the intermediate ratios. See ratio.

— Compound screw,
two or more screws on
the same axis. When
the pitch of the re-

spective screws varies,

it forms a differential

screw ; when they run in

different directions, it is

a right-and-left screw.
E. H. Knight.— Com-
pound sentence, a sen-
tence consisting of two
or more clauses, each
with its own subject and
predicate : opposed to
a simple sentence, which
contains only a single

clause. A compound sen-

tence may consist of co-

ordinate clauses, or of a principal clause and subordinate
clauses (in which case it is called a complex sentence), or
of both.— Compound steam-engine. See steam-engine.
— Compound stem, a stem that divides into branches.
— Compound stop, in organ-building, a stop that has
more than one pipe to each key. Also called a mixture.
—Compound umbel, an umbel which has all its rays or
peduncles bearing umbellules or small umbels at the top.

See cut in next column.— Compound WOrd, in gram., a
word made up of two or more words which retain their

separate form and significance : thus, nouns, housetop,
blackberry, wash-titb, pickpocket ; adjectives, /i*/i-/erf, Zi/e-

like, dark-fyed, inbred ; verbs, foresee, fulfil ; pronouns,
himself, whosoever; adverbs, always, herein; prepositions,

into, toward. A verb is also called compouiui when hav-

Compound Umbel (Fennel).

Pinnately Compound Leaf.

Compound Screws.

, differential screw; *, right-and-
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ing a prefix which is not used as an independent word, as

befall, disown ; and the term is sometimes,but improperly,
applied to derivatives made by means of obvious prefix-

es and sulllxes. = Syn.
Complex, Complicated,
etc. See intricate.

H. n. 1. Some-
thing produced by
combining two or
more ingredients,
parts, or elements

;

a combination or

parts or principles
forming a whole.

History, at least in its

state of ideal perfection,
is a compotmd of poetry
and philosophy.

Macaulay, Hallam's
[Const. Hist.

Specifically— 2. In gram.j a compound word
(which see, under I.).

Many words that are really compound have lost the ap-

peai'auce of compounds, and look like simple words.
A. Bain.

3. In chem.j a compound body.

Substances . . . produced by the union of two or more
elements are termed compound bodies. These compounds
have in general no more resemblance in properties to the

elements which have united to form them than a word
has to the letters of which it is made up.

H'. A. Miller, Chemistry, § 1.

Binary compound. See binary.

compound*-^ (kom'pound), n. [< Malay cam-
pong, an inclosure. According to another view,

a corruption of Pg. companhaj a yard or court,

Erop. a suite, company: see company, n.] In
idia and the East generally, a walled inclosure

or courtyard containing a residence with the

necessary outhouses, servants' quarters, etc.

Godown usurps the warehouse place ;

Compound denotes each walled space.
India Gazette, March 3, 1781.

Rows of detached bungalows, standing amid flower-gar-

dens and neatly-laid-out compounds, with English names
on the gate-ways. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 92.

compoundable (kom-poim'da-bl), a. [< com-
pound^, t\, + -able.'] Capable of being com-
pounded, in any sense of the verb,

A penalty of not less than forty shillings or more than
five pounds, compoundable for a term of imprisonment.

Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xii.

compounder (kom-poun'der), w. One who com-
pounds, (a) One who mixes different things or ingredi-

ents : as, a compounder of drugs, ib) One who attempts
to bring parties to terms of agreement, (c) One who brings

about or enters into a compromise. [Rare.]

Softners, sweetners, compounders, and expedient-mon-
gei-s. Swift.

(d) One who compounds with a debtor or a felon.

Religious houses made compounders
For th' hoiTid actions of the founders.

S. Butler, Weakness and Misery of Man, 1. 27.

(e) One at an English university who pays extraordinary
fees for the degi-ee he is to take. Wood. (/) One who is

or has become a life-member of a society or an institution

by a single gross payment in composition of all annual fees

or dues.

Three life compositions have been received during the
year, but as five compounders have died during the same
period no money has been invested.

Anthrop. Inst. Jour., XV. 483.

(.9) [capA In Eng. hist., a member of one of the two sec-

tions into which the Jacobite party divided shortly after

the revolution. The Compounders desired a restoration,

but demanded constitutional guarantees and a general
amnesty. See Noncompounder.

—

Amicable compound-
er, in Louisiana law, an arbitrator chosen by parties in

dispute, whose decision cannot be reviewed by tlie courts.
— Grand compoimder, a compounder in a university
who pays double fees.

COmpoundress (kom-poun'dres), n, [< com-
pounder + -ess.'] A female compounder.
Compoundress of any quarrel that may intervene.

Howell, Vocall Fon'est, p. 9.

comprador (kom-pra-dor'), w. [< Pg. Sp. com-
prador, < LL. comparator, a buyer, < L. com-
parare, pp. comparatus, prepare, provide, fur-

nish, buy, > Pg. Sp. comprar, furnish, buy : see

compare'^.] 1. In Hong Kong and the treaty

ports of China, a native agent or manager em-
ployed by foreign business houses as an inter-

mediary in dealing with the natives, and as a
general adviser and factotum. The comprador
engages and is answerable for all the native
employees of the firm.

Every Factory had formerly a Compradore, whose Busi-
ness it was to buy in Provisions and other Necessarys.

C. Lockyer, 'lYade in India.

2. A store-keeper or ship-chandler in the ports
of China and the Indian archipelago.— 3. A
steward or butler in a private family.

comprecationf (kom-pre-ka'shon), «. [< L.
comprec<itio{7i-), < comprecari, conpreeari, pp.
comprecatus, cmiprecatus, pray, supplicate, <

comprehensible

com-, together, + pncari, pray, > ult. E. pray,
q. v.] A praying together; united or public
supplication or prayer.

Hence came that form of comprecation and blessing to
the soul of an Israelite, ..." Let his soul be in the gar-
den of Eden." Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 134.

comprehend (kom-pre-hend'), v. [< ME. com-
prehenden (also comprendenj < OF.) = OF. F. Pr.

comprendre = Sp. comprender, comprehender =
Pg. comprehender= It, comprendere, < L. compre-
hendere, conprehendere, contr. comprendere (also

written compr(Bhendere, compreendere), pp. com-
prehensus, comprensus, grasp, lay hold of (physi-

cally or mentally), < com-, together, + prehen-
dere, contr. prendere, seize : see prehend, and
cf. apprehend, deprehend, reprehend. Hence ult.

(from L, comprendere) comprise, q. v.] I. trans,

1. To take in, include, or embrace within a cer-

tain scope ; include, (a) To include within a certain
extent of space or time : as, New England comprehends six

States ; the most notable events were comprehended in the
last ten years of the century.

These two small cabinets do comprehend
The sum of all the wealth that it hath pleas'd
Adversity to leave me.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, i. 1,

(6) To include within limits of any kind ; especially, to in-

clude in the constitution or nature.

Lady myn, in whome vertus alle

Ar ioinede, and also comprehendide.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 44,

There is a feith aboven alle,

In which the trouthe is comprehended.
Gower, Conf. Amant., II. 185.

An art which comprehends so many several parts.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

One would wonder how the Poet could be so concise in

his Description of the Six Days Works as to comjyrehend
them within the bounds of an Episode.

Addison, Spectator, No. 339.

Members of that grand society which comprehends the
whole human kind. Goldsmith, National Prejudice.

(c) To include in meaning or in logical scope.

If there be any other commandment, it is briefly compre-
hended in tliis saying, namely, ITiou shalt love thy neigh-
bour as thyself. Rom. xiii. 9.

2. To take into the mind; grasp by the xmder-
standing; possess or have in idea; understand
the force, nature, or character of; conceive;
know sufficiently for a given purpose ; specifi-

cally, to imderstand in one of the higher de-
grees of completeness: as, to comprehend an
allusion, a word, or a person.

Resoun comprendith the thinges ymaginable and sensi-

ble. Chaucer, Boethius.

Great things doeth he, which we cannot comprehend.
Job xxxvii. 5.

Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,

Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than cool reason ever comprehends.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1.

For to comprehend is not to know a thing as far as I can
know it, but to know it as far as that a thihg can be
known ; and so only God can comprehend God.

Donne, Sermons, ii.

3t. To take together; sum up.

And shortly yf she shal be comprehended,
In her ne myghte nothing been amended.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 8.^.

= Syn. 1. To contain.— 2, Apprehend, Comprehend (sec
apjtrehemi), discern, perceive, see, catch.

Il.f intrans. To take hold; take root; take.

An other saithe thaire graffyng nygh the grounde
Is best, ther esily thai comprehetide.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 105.

A diligent husbonde enformed me,
That doutlesse every graffying wol comprende,
llntempered lyme yf with the graffes be
Put in the plages [wounds].

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 75.

comprehender (kom-pre-hen'der), ?i. One
who comprehends ; one who understands thor-

oughly.

Rather apprehenders than comprehenders thereof.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, i. 5.

comprehendible (kom-pre-hen'di-bl), a. [<

comprehend + -ible,] Same as comprehensible,

Bentham,
comprehensibility (kom-pre-hen-si-bir,i-ti), ».

[= F. comprvhcni^ibiUte = Sp. comprenstbilidad,

comprehcnsihilidad = Pg. comprehensibUidade
= It. comprensibilitd, < ML. *comprchensibiU-

ta{t-)s, < L. comprehensibilis, comprehensible:
see comprehensible and -bility.] The character

of being comprehensible. («) The character of being
such that it maybe included. (&) Intelligibility; fitness

for bfin^^ LU-asjit'd by the mind.

comprehensible (kom-pre-hen'si-bl), a, [=F.
comprehensible = Sp. comprensible, comprehen-
sible = Pg. comprehensivel = It. comprensibile,

< L. comprehensibilis, conprehensibilis, < com-
prehensus, pp. of comprehendere, comprehend
SQQ comprehend] 1. Capable of being compre*



comprehensible

hended or included
;
possible to be comprised.

[Rare.]

God ... is not comprehensvble nor circumscribed no-

where. Sir T. More, Worlis, p. 121.

Narrations and relations of actions, as the War of Pelo-

ponnesus, . . . may choose an argument comprehensible

within the notice and instructions of the writer.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 128.

2. Capable of being understood; conceivable

by the mind; intelligible.

An actual, bodily, comprehensible place of torment.
Milinan, Latin Christianity, xiv. 2.

Qnick observation and a penetrating intuition, making
instantly comprehensible the state of mind and its origin.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 94.

COmprehensibleness (kom-pre-hen'si-bl-nes),

«. [< comprehensible + -nesif.'i Capability of

being understood; eomprehensibility.

Which facility and comprehensihleness must needs im-
prove the usefulness of these expositions.

Dr. II. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches.

comprehensibly (kom-pre-hen'si-bli), adv. In
a compreheiLsible manner ; conceivably.

comprehension (kom-pre-lien'shon), n. [=F.
comprehension = Sp. comprension, coviprehension

= Pg. comprehensao = It. compren»ione, < L. com-
prehensio{n-), conpreheHsio(n-),< comprehendere,

pp. comprchensus, comprehend: see compre-
hend.'] 1. The act of comprehending, includ-

ing, or embracing ; a comprising ; inclusion.

In the Old Testament there is a close compreheTision of

the Xew ; in the New, an open discovery of the Old.
Hooker.

Was it less easy to obtain, or at least to ask for, their

concurrence in a comprehension or toleration of the Pres-

byterian clergy ? Hallam.

2. The quality or state of being comprehensive

;

comprehensiveness. [Rare.]

The affluence and comprehension of our language is very
illustriously displayed in our poetical translations of an-

cient writers ; a work which the French seem to relintiuish

in despair, and which we were long unable to perform
with dexterity. Johnson, Dryden,

3t. That which comprehends or contains with-

in itself ; a summary; an epitome.

Though not a catalogue of fundamentals, yet ... a
comprehension of them.

Chillingworth, Rellg. of Protestant Church, i. 4.

4. Capacity of the mind to understand
;
power

of the understanding to receive and contain
ideas ; ability to know.
How much soever any truths may seem above our un-

derstanding and comprehension.
Bp. Beveridge, Sermons, I. xxxiv.

6. The act or fact of understanding; successful
exercise of the knowing faculty; grasp of the
significance or particulars of anything: as, to

be quick of comprehension ; the distinct compre-
hension of a terra or of a subject.

Like other Englishmen of his time, he [Landor] had no
adequate compreliension of men and things on this side of

the Atlantic. Stedmnn, Vict. Poets, p. 64.

6. In rhet., a trope or figure by which the name
of a whole is put for a part, or that of a part
for a whole, or a definite number for an indef-

inite. Johnson.— 7. In logic, the sum of all

those attributes which make up the content of

a given conception: thus, rational, sensible,

moral, etc., form the comprehension of the con-
ception tnan: opposed to extension, extent.

Body, in its comprehension, takes in solidity, figure,

quantity, mobility. Watts, Logic.

Tlie Internal Quantity of a notion,' its Intension or
Comprehension, is made up of those different attributes of

which the concept is the conceived sum ; that is, the va-

rious ch.iracters connected by the concept itself into a
single whole ill thought. .Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, viii.

=Syn. 4. ^t'c U%t uutler apprehension.

comprehensive (kom-pre-hen'siv), o. f= F.
comprehensif =: Sp. comprensivo, comprehensivo
= Pg. comprehensivo = It. comprensivo, < LL.
comprehensivus, < L. comprchensus, pp. of com-
prehendere, covaprehenA: see comprehend.'] 1.

Comprehending, including, or embracing much
in a comparatively small compass ; containing
much within narrow limits.

I was for using comprehensive Names ; and therefore
these three Names of Atlantick, Indian, and .South Seas or
Oceans serve me for the whole Ambit of the Torrid Zone,
and what else I have occasion to speak of.

Dampier, Voyages, II., Pref.

A most comprehensive prayer. Is. Taylor.

More specifically— 2. Having the quality of
comjirehending or including a great number
of particulars or a wide extent, as of space or
time; of large scope; capacious.

To begin, then, with Hhakspeare. He was the man who
of all modern, and jierhaps ancient poets, had the largest
ftod most comprthensitt soul.

Dryden, Ess. on Oram. Poesy.

1155
I shall begin with the most comprehensive relation,

wherein all things that do or can exist are concerned.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxv. 11.

So diffusive, so comprehensive, and so catholic a grace is

charity. Bp. Sprat, Sermons.

3. Having the power to comprehend or under-
stand.

His hand unstain'd, his uncorrupted heart.
His comprehensive head. Pope, Moral Essays, i. 83.

ITiey know not what it is to feel within
A c&tnprehensiw faculty, that grasps
Great purposes with ease. Cowper, Task, v. 251.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Broad, extensive, large, capacious.

comprehensively (kom-prf-hen'siv-li), adv. In
a comprehensive manner, "(a) So as to contain much
in small compass ; concisely.

And here I shall not restrain righteousness to the par-
ticular virtue of justice, but enlarge it according to the
genius and strain of the book of the Proverbs, in which the
words wisdom and righteousness are commonly used very
comprehensively, so as to signify all religion and virtue.

Tiltotson, Sermons, I. iii.

(b) With great scope ; so as to include a wide extent or
many particulars.

comprehensiveness (kom-pre-hen'siv-nes), n.

1. The quality of being comprehensive, (a) The
(quality of including much in a narrow compass.

Compare the \)C&\ity and comprehensiveness oilegei^As on
ancient coins. Addison, Ancient Medals.

(b) The quality of comprehending or embracing a great
many particulars ; extensiveness of scope or range.

2. The power of understanding, comprehend-
ing, or taking in ; especially, greatness of intel-

lectual range ; capaciousness of mind.

For Bacon we claim the decided superiority [over Des-
cartes] in comprehensiveness of mind. J. D. Morrell.

comprehensort (kom-pre-hen'sor), n. [= Sp.
comprcn.'ior = Pg. compr'ehensor = It. compren-
sore, < ML. comprehensor, < L. comprehendere,

pp. comprchensus, comprehend: see compre-
hend.] One who comprehends or has obtained
possession, as of knowledge.

When I shall have dispatched this weary pilgrimage, and
from a traveller shall come to be a comprehensor, then fare-

well faith, and welcome vision.

Bp. Hall, Satan's Fiery Darts, i.

COmprendt, f . An obsolete variant of compre-
hend. Chaucer.

compresbytert (kom-pres'bi-t*r), «. [= Sp.
compresbitero, < NL. compresbyter, < L. covi-, to-

gether, •+• LL. presbyter, presbyter. Cf. co-pres-

byter.] A fellow-presbyter.

SaintHierome was rather contente to joine the Latine con-
junctive with the Greke woorde and call it compresbyter,
than to chauuge that woorde signifying the office into se-

nior and consenior, signifying but the age. Sir T. Browne.

Cyprian in many places, . . . speakingof presbyters, calls

them his compresbyters, as if he deemed himself no other,

whereas by the same place it appears he was a bishop.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

compresbyterlalt (kom-pres-bi-te'ri-al), a. [<
coniprr.tlii/li-r + -ial.] Possessed in common
with a presbyter.

He . . . has his coequal and compresbyterial power.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

compress (kom-pres'), V. t. [< L. compressus,

pp. of comprimere, conprimere, ML. also compre-
mere (> It. comprimere = Sp. Pg. comprimir =
Pr. compretner = F. comprimer), press together
(cf . LL. ML. freq. compressare, press, compress,
oppress), < com-, together, -f premere, pp. 2>res-

sus, press : see press^, and cf. appressed, depress,

express, impress, repress, suppress.] 1. To press
or pack together; force or drive into a smaller
compass or closer relation ; condense.

Can infect the air, as well as move it or compress it.

Raleigh, Hist. World, i. 2.

Raised her head with lips comprest.
Tennyson, The Letters.

The air in a valley is more compressed than that on the
top of a mountain. G. Adams.

It would be impossible to compress his style ; for the
short, sharp sentences are the perfection of brevity.

Whipple, Esa. and Rev., I. 61.

2t. To embrace sexually.

Some write that it [Rhodes] took this name of Rhoda, a
Nymph of the Sea, and there compressed by Apollo.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 71.

= Syn, 1. To crowd, stineeze.

compress (kom'pres), n. [< F. compresse = Sp.

compresa = Pg. It. compressa, < NL. compres.ia, a
compress,< L. compressa, fem. ot compressus, pp.
ot comprimere, compress: see compress, v.] 1.

In surg., a soft mass formed of tow, lint, or

soft linen cloth, so contrived as by the aid of a
bandage to make due pressure on any part.

—

2. In hydropathic practice, a wet cloth applied
to the surface of a diseased part, and covered
with a layer or bandage of dry cloth or oiled

cloth.— 3. An apparatus in which bales of cot-

compressor

ton, etc., are pressed into the smallest possible
compass for stowage.
compressed (kom-presf), p. a. [Pp. of com-
press, v.] Pressed into narrow compass ; con-
densed ; especially, flattened laterally or length-
wise ; having the two opposite sides flattened or
plane. i3peciflcally — (a) In zool.: (1) Pressed together
from side to side, and tlierefore narrower than high : as,

the compressed body of a fish ; a compressed bill of a bird :

opposed to depressed. (2) Folded together, as the opposite
sides of the tail of some birds. Also called complicate or
folded, (b) In bot., flattened laterally, in distinction from
obcompressed, that is, flattened anteroposteriorly.— Com-
pressed air, air compressed by mechanical force into a
state of more or less increased density. The power ob-
tained from the expansion of greatly compressed air in a
cylinder on being set free is used in many applications as
a substitute for that of steam or other force, as in operat-
ing drills, and in specially constructed engines. Air is com-
pressed also for other purposes, as in a subaqueous caisson
for expelling the water and for keepiTig up an atmospheric
equilibrium. Seecomj»res40)(d).— Compressed-alrbath.
See bathi.— Compressed-alr engine, in mn-h., an engine
driven by the ehistic force of compressed air. Its construc-
tion is usually like that of a steam-engine, the force of the
expanding air being exerted against a piston in the cylinder.
— Compressed glass. See j/iass.— Compressed har-
mony. See close .harmony, under Jtannony.— Com-
pressed score, in music, a score in which more than one
voice-part is written on a single staff : especially used of

four-part harmony written upon two stafl's. Also called
short score.— Compressed type, a variety of printing-

type in which the fetters are slightly condensed laterally

or elongated vertically.

compressibility (kom-pres-i-bil 'i-ti), n. [=
F. comprrssibilite = Sp. compresibilidad = Pg.
compremihiUdade = It. eomprcssibilita : see cotn-

pressible and -bility.] The quality of being
compressible, or of yielding to pressure ; the
quality of being capable of compression into a
smallerspace orcompass : as, the compressibility

of elastic fluids. The compressibility of bodies arises

from their porosity ; when a body is compressed into a
smaller bulk, the size of its pores is diminished, or its con-
stituent particles are brought into closer contact, while its

quantity of matter remains the same. All bodies prob-
ably are compressible in a greater or less degree. I'hose

bodies which return to their former shape and dimensions
when the compressing force is removed are said to be
elastic. See elastic.

The great compressibility, if I may so speak, of the air.

Boyle, Works, III. 607.

Compressibility, implying the closer approach of the
constituent particles of the body, is utterly out of the
question, unless empty space exists between these parti-

cles. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 3.

compressible (kom-pres'i-bl), a. [= F. com-
pressible = Sp. compresible = Pg. compressivel =
It. compressibile, < L. as if *compressibilis, <

compressus, pp. of comprimere, compress : see
compress,-^.] Capable of being forced or com-
pressed into a smaller space or narrower com-
pass; yielding to pressure; condensable: as,

gases are compressible.

COmpressibleness (kom-pres'i-bl-nes), n. Com-
l)ressibility ; the quality of being compressible.

COmpressicaudate (kom-pres-i-ka'dat), a. [<

L. compressus, pp., compressed, + cauda, tail,

+ -rtfei. See compress and caudate.] In zool.,

having the tail compressed.
compression (kom-presh'on), n. [= F. com-
pression = Pr. iompressio = Sp. compresion =
Pg. compressSo = It. compressione, < L. com-
pressio(n-), conpressio{n-), < comprimere, pp.
compressus, compress: see compress, v.] The
act of compressing, or the state of being com-
pressed; a condition of being pressed into in-

creased density or closeness : used in both liter-

al and figurative senses.

They who can form parallels, discover consequences, and
multiply conclusions, are best pleased with involution of

argument and compression of thought. Idler, No. 70.

Compression [in a steam-engine] is confinement of steam
by closing the exhaust opening before the return stroke
isen<led, thus causing a rise in pressure and assisting to

stop the motion of tlie reciprocating parts.

Set. Amer., N. »., LIV. 66.

Compression casting. See casting.— Compression of
the earth, the excess of the equatorial over the polar di-

ameter of the earth divided by half their sum. It is equal
to 1-2U3. =Syn. Compression, Condensation. Comjiression

is primarily the reductive action of any force on a body,
whether temporary or permanent ; while condensation is

primarily the reduction in bulk, which is the effect of

compression, though it may also be brought about by
other means.

compression-cock (kom-presh'on-kok), «. A
cock with a rubber tube which collapses when
pressed by the end of a screw-plug wotmd by
the key, thus preventing the flow of the liquid.

E. H. Knight.

compressive (kom-pres'iv), a. [= F. compres-

sif = Sp. compresiro = Pg. It. comprcssivo; as
compress + -ive.] Having power to compress;
tending to compress.
compressor (kom-pres'or), n. [< L. compressor,

< comprimere, yp. compressus, compress: see

compress, v.] One who or thatwhich compresses.



compressor

Specifically— (a) In surf/., an instrument used for com-
pressing some part of the body, for wliicli it is adapted in

fonn. (6) An attachment to a microscope, used for com-
pressing objects in order to render possible a more com-
plete examination of tliem. Also compressorium. (c) In

ffutu, a mechanism for holding a gun-carriage to its slide

or platfonn during recoil, (d) A machine, usually driven

by steam, by which air is compressed into a receiver so

that its expansion may he utilized as a source of power at

some distance, and usually at some place where an ordi-

nary steam-engine could not be conveniently used, as deep
iu a mine, (e) A'awt., a curved lever, worked by a small
taclcle just below the deck, for checking the chain cable

when it is running out. (/) [NL. ; pi. compressores (kom-
pre-so'rez).] In anat., a name of several muscles which
press together the parts on which they act, or press upon
them: as, the compremor narig, a muscle which com-
presses and closes or tends to close the nostrils ; the com-
prensor urtthrK, etc.—Aortic compressor. See aor(ic.

— Compressor OCIlli (compressor of the eye), the choa-

noideus or choanoid muscle of the eyeball oi most mam-
mals, but not found in man.— Compressor prostatas
(compressor of the prostate), a muscle whicli compresses
the prostate gland. — Compressor sacculi laryngls
(compressor of the sac of the larynx). Same as aryteno-

epiglottideus.— Compressor urethrae (compressor of the
urethra), a muscle which compresses the urethra, facilitat-

ing the complete discharge of urine.— Hydraulic com-
pressor. See Aj/drawfcc.- Parallel compressor, a de-

vice for holding or compressing objects on the stand of a
microscope. It consists of two plates of metal joined by
hinged rods so as always to maintain a parallel position

with reference to each other, and moved toward or away
from each other by a screw.— Reversible compres-
sor, a microscope-slide fitted with a compressor which
can be inverted to permit examination of either side of

an object.

compressorium (kom-pre-so'ri-vun), n.; pi.

compressoria (-a). [Nli., < L. compressor : see
compressor.'] Same as compressor (6).

compressure (kom-presh'ur), 11. [< compress +
-lire, afterpressure.] The act of one body press-

ing against or upon another, or the force with
which it presses

;
pressure. [Rare.]

We tried whether heat would, notwithstanding so for-

cible a compre^aure, dilate it. Boyle, Spring of the Air.

compriestt (kom-presf), n. [< com,- + priest.

Cf. compreshyter.'] A fellow-priest.

AVhat will he then praise them for? not for anything
doing, but for defen-ing to do, for deferring to chastise

his lewd and insolent compriestt.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

comprintt (kom-prinf), "• i. [< com- + print.]
To print together: used in the seventeenth
century of the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, as being entitled to share with the
King|s Printer and Stationers' Company in
printing privileged books. N. E. D.
comprisal (kgm-pri'zal), n. [< compirise + -al.]

The act or fact of comprising or comprehend-
ing; inclusion. [Bare.]

Slandering is a complication, a comprisal and sum of
all wickedness. Barrow, Works, I. xviii.

comprise (kom-priz'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. com-

prised, ppr. comprising. [< OF. compris, com-
prins, F. compris (= Sp. It. comprenso = Pg.
comprelienso, < L. comprensus), pp. of compren-
dre, < L. comprehendere, coutr. comprendere,

pp. comprehensus, comprensus, comprehend : see
comprehend. Ct. apprise^, reprise, surprise.] 1.

To comprehend; contain; include; embrace:
as, the (jerman empire comprises a number of

separate states.

Necessity of shortness causeth men to cut off imperti-
nent discourses, and to comprise much matter in few
words. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 32.

Yet leave our cousin Katherine here with us

:

She is our capital demand, cotnpris'd

Within the fore rank of our articles.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

That state which eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor
mind conceived, may comprise an infinite variety of pur-
suits and occupations.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 4.

2t. To press together; gather into a small com-
pass; compress.

Soone her garments loose
Upgath'ring, in her bosome she compriz'd
Well as she might, and to the Goddesse rose.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi. 19.

= Syil. 1. To embrace, embody, inclose, encircle.

comprobatet (kom'pro-bat), V. i. [< L. com-
j>robatus, pp. of comprohare, conprobare (> It.

comprovare = Sp. comprobar= Pg. comprovar),
approve, agree, concur, < com-, together, +
probare, prove : see prove.] To agree or con-
cur in testimony.

That sentence . . . doo comprobate with holy Scripture
that God is the fountain of sapience.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 22.

comprobatlont (kom-pro-ba'shon), n. [= Sp.
comprobacion = Pg. comprova<;So = It. compro-
bazione, < L. comprobatio(n-), < comprobare, con-
cur: see comprobate.] 1. Joint attestation or
proof; concurrent testimony.

Comprobation from the mouths of at least two witnesses.
Sir T. Browne.
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2. Joint approval ; approbation; concurrence.

To whom the Earl of Pembrooke imbosomes the whole
design, and presses his comprobation in it.

Sir O. Buck, Kich. III., p. 69.

compromise (kom'pro-miz), n. [= D. Dan.
kompromis (= G. compromiss = Sw. kompromiss,
< ML.), < F. compromis = Pr. compromis = Sp.
compromiso = Pg. compromisso = It. compro-
messo, < ML. LL. compromisswm, a compromise,
orig. a mutual promise to refer to arbitration,

prop. neut. of L. compromissus, pp. of compro-
mittere, make a mutual promise to abide by the
decision of an arbiter: see compromit, and cf.

promise, n.] 1 . In civil law, a mutual promise or
contract of two parties in controversy to refer

their differences to the decision of arbitrators.

The parties are persuaded by friends or by their lawyers
to put the matter in compromvie.

E. Knight, Tryall of Truth (1680), fol. 30.

2. A settlement of differences by mutual con-
cessions ; an agreement or compact adopted as
the means of superseding an undetermined con-
troversy ; a bargain or arrangement involving
mutual concessions; figuratively, a combina-
tion of two rival systems, principles, etc., in

which a part of each is sacrificed to make the
combination possible.

O inglorious league

!

Shall we, upon the footing of our land.
Send fair-play orders, and make compromise,
Insinuation, parley, and base truce.

To arms invasive? Shak., K. John, v. 1.

All government ... is founded on compromise and bar-

ter. Burke, Works, II. 169.

It cannot be too emphatically asserted that this policy

of compromise, alike in institutions, in actions, and in

beliefs, which especially charact.;rizes English life, is a

policy essential to a society going through the transitions

caused by continued growth and development.
H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 396.

3. That which results from, or is founded on,

such an agreement or settlement, as a specific

arrangement, a course of conduct, or an insti-

tution; a medium between two rival courses,

plans, etc. : as, his conduct was a compromise
between his pride and his poverty.

Almost all people descend to meet. All association

must be a compromise, and, what is worst, the very llower

and aroma of the flower of each of the beautiful natures
disappears as they approach each other.

Emerson, Friendship.

4. A thing partaking of and blending the quali-

ties, forms, or uses of two other and different

things : as, a mule is a compromise between a
horse and an ass; a sofa is a compromise be-
tween a chair and a bed. [CoUoq.]— Compro-
mise Act, a United States statute of 1833 (4 Stat., 629), so

called because containing a basis of agreement between
the opposing parties in Congress concerning import duties.

It provided for the reduction of all such duties above 20
per cent, by taking off one tenth of the excess every two
years until 1842, when the whole excess was to cease.

—

Compromise of 1850, an agreement embodied in acts

of Congress whereby, on the one hand, the slave-trade

was abolished in the District of Columbia, and California

was admitted as a free State, while, on the other hand,
a more stringent fugitive-slave law was established, and
the Territories of Utah and New Mexico were organized
with no restriction as to slavery. — Crittenden com-
promise, an arrangement proposed in 1860 by Senator
Crittenden of Kentucky, in order to avert civil war. Its

leading terms were that slavery should be permanently for-

bidden in territories north of lat. 36° 30' N., and perma-
nently recognized in territories south of that line.—Mis-
souri compromise, an agreement embodied in a clause

of the act of Congress admitting Missouri as one of the
United States, March 6th, 1820 (3 Stat., 648, c. 22, § 8), by
which it was enacted that in all the territory ceded by
France, known as Louisiana, north of 36° 30' north latitude,

excepting Missouri, slavery should be forever prohibited.
Upon this concession by the proslavery party in Congress,

Missouri was admitted as a slave State. Its repeal in 1854,

in the act for the admission of Kansas (10 Stat., 289, c. 69,

§ 32), led to disturbances of considerable historical ini-

jjortance in Kansas.

compromise (kom'pro-miz), V.
;

pret. and pp.
compromised, ppr. compromising. [< compro-
mise, «.] I. trans. 1. To adjust or compound
by a compromise ; settle or reconcile by mutual
concessions.
The controversy may easily be compromiMd.

Fuller, General Worthies, vi.

2t. To bind by bargain or agreement ; mutual-
ly pledge.

Laban and himself were compromised.
That all the eanlings which were streak'd and pied
Should fall as Jacob's hire. Shak., M. of V., i. 3.

3. To expose to risk or hazard, or to serious

consequences, as of suspicion or scandal, by
some act or declaration

;
prejudice ; endanger

the reputation or the interests of: often used
reflexively: as, he compromised himself hj iiis

rash statements. [A recent meaning, for which
compromit was formerly used.]

To pardon all who had been compromised in the late

disturbances. Motley.

Compsothlypis

n. intrans. To make a compromise ; agree by
concession ; come to terms.

compromiser (kom'pro-mi-zer), n. One who
compromises ; one given to compromising.

But for the honest, vacillating minds, . . . tlie timid
compromisers who are always trying to curve the straigixt

lines and round the sharp angles of eternal law, the con-
tinual debate of these living (|uestions is the one offered
means of grace. 0. IP. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 81.

compromise-'wheel (kom'pro-miz-hwel), «. A
car-wheel having a broad tread to adapt it to

tracks of slightly different gage.

compromissorialt (kom'pro-mi-so'ri-al), «. [<

*eompromissory (=F. compromissoire = Pg. com-
piromissorio, < ML. compromissum, a compro-
mise; cf. promissory) + -ial.] Relating to a
compromise. Bailey.

compromit (kom-pro-mif), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

compromitted, ppr. compromitting. [< late ME.
compromytte = F. compromettre = Sp. compro-
meter = Pg. comprometter = It. comprometlere,
< L. compromittere, conpromittere, make a mu-
tual promise to abide by the decision of an
arbiter, LL. also promise at the same time,

< com-, together, 4- promittere, promise : see

promise, v., &nA compromise.] If. To pledge;
engage; bind.

Compr&myttynge them selfes ... to abyde and per-

forme all suche sentence and awarde as shulde by hym be
gyuen. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 4.

2. To put to hazard by some act or measure
;

endanger; prejudice; compromise. [Obsoles-

cent, the form compromise being now generally
used.]

The ratification of the late treaty could not have com-
promitted our peace. Henry Clay.

compromitment (kom-pro - mit ' ment), n. [<

compromit + -ment.] The act of pledging or
compromising one's self ; the state of being so

pledged or compromised. [Rare.]

John Randolph was a frequent correspondent of Mon-
roe. He urges him to come back from England ; he guards
him against compromitment to men in wiiom he cannot
wholly contide. J). C. Gilman, Monroe, p. 33.

COmprO'vincialt (kom-pro-'vin'shal), a. and n.

[= F. Sp. comprovincial, < ML. comprovinciaUs,

< L. co7n-, together, + provincia, province.] I.

a. Belonging to or contained in the same prov-
ince

;
provincially connected or related.

Six Islands, comprovinciall
In auncient times imto great Britainee.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iii. 32.

A bishop could not be tried by a metropolitan without
the presence of his comprovincial bishops.
Quoted in R. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., xix., note.

II. n. One belonging to the same province or

archiepiscopal jurisdiction.

When the people is urgent for the speedy institution of

a bishop, if any of the cmnprovineials be wanting, he must
be certified by the primate ..." that the multitude re-

quire a pastor." Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), II. 186.

Compsognatha(komp-sog'na-tha), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of compsognathus, adj.: see Comiysogna-
thus.] A suborder of reptiles, of the order Orni-

thoscelida, established for the reception of the
genus Compsognathus.
compsognathia(komp-sog'na-thid), n. A dino-

saurian reptile of the family Compsognathid(f.

Oompsognathidae (komp-sog-nath'i-de), n. i>l.

[NL., < Compsognathus + -idte.] A family of

omithopod dinosaur!an reptiles, tj-pified by the

genus Compsognathus, having tlie anterior ver-

tebree opisthoccelian, the isehia with a long
median symphysis, and tridaetyl fore and hind
limbs.

COmpsOgnathOTlS (kom^-sog'na-thus), a. [<

NL. compsognathus, adg. : see Compsognathus,
and cf. Compsognatha.] Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Compsognatha.

Compsognathus (komp-sog'na-thus), n. [NL.,

< Gr. Kofiipo^, elegant, + ^tdffo^, jaw.] A genus
of extinct reptiles, of the suborder Compsogyia-

tha, order Ornithoscelida, from the Solenhofen
slates of Bavaria, remarkable as being the most
bird-like reptiles known, it differs from the genera
of ZHnosauria proper in the great length of the cervical

vertebra; and in the shortness of the femur, which is not

so long as the tibia. The astragalus was probably anky-
losed with the tibia. The animal had a light bird-like head,

jaws with ninnerous teeth, very long neck and hind limbs,

and small fore limbs. According to Huxley, " it is impos-
sible ... to doubt that it hopped or walked in an erect

or semi-erect position, after the manner of a bird, to which
its long neck, slight head, and small anterior limbs nmst
have given it an extraordinary i-esemblance."

Oompsothljrpis (komp-soth'li-pis), n. [NL. (J.

Oabanis, 18K)), < Gr. KO/zi/'Of, elegant, -I- e/.r-iv,

a proper name.] The proper name of the genus
of birds commonly called Panda (which see).



Compsothlypis
The common blue yellow-back warbler of the United
States, C auiericatm, is the type ; there are several other
species.

CompSllS (komp'sus), H. [NL., < Gr. Ko^i/jof.] A
genus of rhynchophorous Coleoptera or beetles,
belonging to the family Otiorhynchidw. They have
the mesosternal pieces diagonally divided into two nearly
equal parts ; a nicntuni of moderate size and not retracted

;

a thorax without ocular lobes and not fimbriate behind
the eyes; genre emarginate behind the mandibles; the
rostrum short ; the tenth elytral stria confluent with tlie

ninth ; the claws not connate ; the articular surface of the
hind libjic cavernous and scaly; and the antennal scape
passing the eyes. The species are densely scaly, above
middle size, and inhabit Mexico, Central America, and
particularly South America.

compt^t, «• and V. An obsolete spelling of
«<««/!.

COmpt^t (kompt), a. [= Olt. compto, < L. cotnj)-

tiis, com tus, adorned, elegant, pp. of comere,
take care of, bring together, < co-, together,
+ emere, buy, orig. take: see emptUm. Cf.
prompt.'] Neat ; spruce.
A compt, accomplished prince. Vicars, ^neid.

comptable (koun'ta-bl; F. pron. kdh-tabl'), ».

[F. : see countable!] la French-Canadian law,
one who has been intrusted with the manage-
ment of the money or the administration of the
property of another, and is accountable for the
proper performance of the trust.

COmptant (koun'tant; F. pron. kon-ton'), n.

compurgatory

compunctedt (kom-pungk'ted), a. [icompunct
+ -(y/2,] Feeling compunction. Foxe.
compunction (kom-pungk'shou), n. [= F.
componction = Sp. compuncion ==Pg. compunc^ao
= It. compunzione, < LL. compunctio(n-) , < L.
eompungere, pp. compunctus, prick, sting: see
compunct.] If. A pricking; stimulation; irri-
tation.
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Before calamity she is a tigress ; she rends her woes,

shivers them in compulsed abhorrence.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxiii.

compulsion (kom-pul'shon), n. [= F. Sp. com-
pulsion = Pg. compulsao'j < LL. compulsio(n-), <
L. compellere, pp. compulsus: see compel.] The
application (to a person) of superior force, phys-
ical or moral, overpowering or overruling his
preferences; the force applied; constraint, phys-
ical or moral.

If reasons were as plenty as blackberries, I would give
no man a reason upon compulsion. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Wherever thought is wholly wanting, or the power to
act or forbear according to the direction of thought, there
necessity takes place. This, in an agent capable of voli-
tion, when the beginning or continuation of any action is

contrary to the preference of his mind, is called compul-
Hon; when the hhidering or stopping any action is con-
traiy to his volition, it is called restraint.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 13.

Nevertheless, it is true that the laws made by Liberals
are so greatly increasing the compulsions and restraints
exercised over citizens, that among Conservatives who suf-
fer from this aggressiveness there is growing up a tenden-
cy to resist it. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 17.

Actual compulsion, in law, the illegal exercise of force,
by some person, cnmpcIIinL; tlie commission of an act in
question.— Legal compulsion, that compulsion which
a husband is presumed by law to exercise over his wife,
when, in his presence and by his command, she commits COmpunctionlesS (kom-pungk'shon-ies), a.any crimmal act less than an act of treason, robbery, mur- ""'"f""^^.'""^*'

. ^ -•• — r:"_ B^ a^y,^ icoy, «.

dcr, or other heinous crime ; marital coercion. = Syn. Co
C'ni^traint, etc. Hee force.ru _:~ « " J ji T T^ -1 I'rriin), (_i>ii>:traint, etc. See/orcc.

Lo-AeV^c^L' speX''
'"'

-^ ^'"'^^ compulsitor (kom-pul'sitor), „. [Cf. compul-

cZpt^rl . : ' i^'oTsolete spelling of counted. '^'^ „
^

^^'f
?«-., compulsion.

v/,,5.
"^ ^ Duplication against an heir who refused without judicial

coni/Jn'sifor to pay a legacy bequeathed per damnationem.
Encyc. Brit., XX. 686.compter- (koun'ter), n. See counter'^.

COmptiblet (koun'ti-bl), a. [A doubtful word, compulsive (kom-pul'siv), a. [= F. compulsif
cited, armar. for _ i3„ „ ;.i.;i..„ / t /' 7.... _i ..

-^found only in the passage cited, appar. for
*comptable, var. of countable, in a pectiliar
sense : see countable, accountable.] Sensitive,
or (in another view) tractable. See etymology.

I am very cornptible, even to the least sinister usage.
Shak., T. X., i. 5.

comptlyt (kompt'li), adv. Neatly. Sherwood.
COmptnesst (kompt'nes), 11. Neatness.
COmptoir (F. pron. kon-twor'), n. [F., < compter,
count: see counts and counter^.] 1. A counter.— 2. A counting-house.
Gomptonia (komp-to'ni-a), n. [NL., named
after Henry Compton (1632-1713), Bishop of
London and a patron of botany.] 1. In bot.,

a genus of shrubby apctalous plants, allied to
Myrica and now usually included in it. The only
species, C. aspleni/olia, is the sweet-fern of the United
States, a low shrub with highly aromatic pinnatifld leaves.
It is said t^i be tonic and astringent, and is a domestic
remedy for diarrhea.

2. In zool., a genus of echinoderms. J. E.
Gray, 1840.

comptonite (komp'ton-it), n. [< Compton +
-ite^.] A name giveii by Brewster to the thom

= bp. compulsioo, < L. compulsus, pp. of com-
pellere, compel: see compel, compulse.] Exer-
cising compulsion ; tending to compel; compul-
sory. [Now rare.]

The perswasive power in man to win others to goodnesse
by instruction is greater, and more divine, then the com-
pulsive power to restraine men from being evill by terrour
of the Law. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.
The clergy would be glad to recover their dues by a more

short and compulsive method.
, Sunft.

compulsively (kom-pul'siv-li), adv. By or
un(lcr compulsion; by force; compulsorily.
[Bare.]

To forbid dlvorve compuUively. Milton, Divorce.

It is pre-eminently aa a critic that we feel bound to re-
consider his [Sainte-Beuve's] claim to the high place among
the classics of his tongue, which the general voice of his
countrymen has grailually and reluctantly, but compul-
fively rather than impulsively, assigned to him.

Quarterly Rev.

compulsiveness (kom-pul'siv-nes), n. Force

;

compulsion.
compulsorily (kom-pul'so-ri-li), adv. In a com-
pulsDiy manner; by force or constraint.

This is that acid and piercing spirit which with such ac-
tivity and compunction invadeth the brains and nostrils.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. The stinging or pricking of the conscience

;

uneasiness caused by tenderness of conscience
or feelings; regret, as for wrong-doing or for
giving pain to another ; contrition ; remorse.

He acknowledged his disloyalty to the king with ex-
pressions of great compunction. Glareiuion.

It is a work of much less difficulty to make a good
Christian of a professed heathen, than to bring an ill

Christian, who now lives like an heathen, to a feeling sense
of his sins, and to any degree of true remorse and com-
punction of heart for them.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xvii.

Compunction weeps our guilt away,
The sinner's safety is his pain.

Cralfbe, Hall of Justice.

= S3T1. 2. Re'tret, Remorse, etc. Sue penilejice.

- " " '

.. . S '
.. .. [<

compunction + -less.] Not feeling compunction

;

devoid of regret or remorse.
COmpunctiOUSt (kom-pungk'shus), fl. [< com-
punction +-OUS.] Causingcompunction; prick-
ing the conscience ; causing misgiving, regret,
or remorse.

stop up the access and passage to remorse

;

That no computtctious visitings of nature
Shake my fell purpose. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6.

COinpunctiously (kom - pungk ' shus - li), adv.
With compunction.
COmpunctivet (kgm-pungk'tiv), a. [= It. com-
puntioo ; aa compunct + -ire.] 1. Causingcom-
punction, regret, or remorse.

Fill my memory, as a vessel of election, with remem-
brances and notions highly comjmiictive.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 73.

2. Susceptible of remorse; capable of repen-
tance.

Give me all faith, all charity, and a spirit highly co;)t-

punctive. Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. § <i.

sonite occurring in the lavas of Monte Somma, compulsoriness (kgm-pul's6-ri-nes), ». The
^' """

stati' of bi'ing compulsory.
compulsory (kgra-pul'so-ri), a. and n. [= Sp.
Pg. compulsori'o (cf. F." compulsoire, n., = It.

compulsoria, n., warrant, compulsion), < ML.
compulsorius, < LL. compulsor, one who drives
or compels, < L. compellere, pp. compulsus, drive,
compel: see compel, compulse.] I. a. 1. Ex-
ercising compulsion ; tending to compel ; com-
pelling; constraining: as, compulsory author-
ity; to take comjBwteory measures.
That the other apostles were . . . aa Infallible as him-

self [Ht. Peter], is no reason to hinder the exercise of juris-
diction or any compulsory power over them.

Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, § 7.

2. Obligatory; due to or arising from compul-
sion

; enforced or enforceable ; not left to choice.
lliis kind of compulsory saving, however, would not

have caused any increase of capital, unless a part of the
amount had been saved over again, voluntarily, by the
master. J. S. Mill, Pol, Econ., i. 5.

It was in making education not only common to all, but
in some sense compulsory on all, that the destiny of the
free republics of America was practically settled.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 239.

3. Done under compulsion; resulting from
compulsion.
He erretli in this, to think that actions proceeding from

fear are jiroperly compulsory actions.
Abp. Bramhalt, Against Hobbes.

H. n. That which has the power of compel-
ling; constraining authority. [Kare.]
There is no power of the sword for a compulsory.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 150.

Vesuvius.
comptonotid (komp-to-no'tid), n. A dinosau-
rian reptile of the family Comptonotidw.
Comptonotidae (komp-to-not'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Comptonotn.i + -ida:]' A family of omitho-
pod dinosaurian reptiles, without clavicles and
with a complete post-j>ubis.

Oomptonotus (komp-to-no'tus), n. [NL., < L.
comptus, elegant, + Gr. vurof, back.] A genus
of dinosaurian reptiles, typical of the family
Com)>tonoti(lw.

comptrolt, r. and n. An old spelling of control.
comptroller (kou-tro'ltr), n. See controller.

comptrollership (kon-tro'ler-ship), «. See con-
trolli rshiji.

COmpulsative (kom-pul'sa-tiv), a. [< LL. com-
pul.'iatus, pp. of compulsare, press or strike vio-
lently, freti. of L. compellere, pp. compulsus,
drive together, compel : see compel, compulse.]
Compelling; forcing; constraining; operating
by force. Also compulsatory. [Rare.]

To recover of us. by strong hand.
And terms compiUsatlve, those foresaiil lands.

.Shak., Hamlet, i. 1.

COmpulsatively (kgin-pul'sa-tiv-li), adv. By
constraint or compulsion. [Rare.]
compulsatory (kom-pul'sa-to-ri), a. [< ML.
compHlsatorius, < LL. coni'puLiare: see compuU
sdtive.] Same as compulsative.
compulse (kom-puls'), 1'. t.

;
pret. and pp. com-

pulsed, ppr. compulsing. [= F. compulser = Sp.
Pg. compulsar = It. compuhare, < ML. compul-
sare, compel (chiefly a law terra), < L. compul- COmpunctt (kom-pungkf), a. [=It. compunto.
sus, pp. of cfimpcllere, drive together, compel

:

see compel, and cf. appulsc, impnhe, repulse.]
To compel; constrain; force. [Rare.]
-Many parents constrain their sons and daughters to

marry where they love not, and some are beaten and cojn-
pulted. Latimer, Works (Parker Soc.), I. 170.

< L. compunctus, pp. of comjmnqere, conpungere,
prick, sting, < cotn- (intensive) +• pungere, prick.

compupilt (kom-pu
'
pil), n. [< com- + pupil.]

A fellow-pupil. [Bare.]

Donne and his sometime coin-pupil in Cambridge, . . .

Samuel Brook. /. Walton, Donne.

compurgation (kom-p6r-ga'shon), m. [= Sp.
compurgacion, < LL. compurgaiio{n-), < L. com-
purgare, pp. compurgatus, purge, purify com-
pletely, < com-, together, + purgarc, cleanse,
purify : see purge.] In early Eng. law, a mode
of trial in which the accused was permitted to
call twelve persons of his acquaintance to tes-
tify to their belief in his innocence. See com-
purgator. Compurgation in the ecclesiastical
courts was not abolished till the reign of Eliza-
beth.

He freed himself
By oath and armpuryation from the charge.

Tennyson, Harold, ii. 2.

The killing of the adaling is atoned for by a fine twice
or three times as large as that which can be demanded
for the freeman ; and his oath in compuryation is of twice
or thrice the weight. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 24.

compurgator (kom'p^r-ga-tor), n. [ML., < L.
compurgare : see compurgation.] In early Eng.
law, a person, usually a kinsman or a fellow-
member in a guild, called in defense of a person
on trial. The compurgators acted in the character rather
of jurymen than of witnesses, for they swore to their be-
lief, not to what they knew ; that is, the accused making
oath of his innocence, they swore that tliey believed lie
was speaking the truth. The number of compurgators
required by law was regularly twelve.

Honour and duty
Stand my compuryators. Ford, Lady's Trial, ill, 3.

The compuryators of our oldest law were not a Jury in
the modern sense, but they were one of the elements out
of which the Jury arose.

K. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, "V. 303.

Trial by jury, as we know it now, was not one of the
early Eiiglisli institutions. . . . The mode of settling
disputed iiuestions of fact was at first by means of com-
puryators. Stille, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 205.

COmpurgatorial (kom-p6r-ga-t6'ri-al), a. [<
compurgator + -ial.] Pertaining to or intended
for compurgation.

The consuls of Avignon, Nismes, and St. Gilles took
their compuryatorial oath to his fulfilment of all these
stipulations. Milman, Latin Christianity, ix. 8.

sting: see pungent.] Feeling compunction; Compurgatory (kgm-p6r'ga-t6-ri), a. [< ML.
conscience-stricken. [Rare.] *comj/urgatoriits,K compurgator : see compurga-

Contrite and compunct.
' tor.] Of or pertaining to a compurgator : as.

Stow, William the Conqueror, an. 1086. a compurgatory oath.



compurgatory
If the price of life ami the value of the comfntrriato-nj

oath among the Welsh were exactly what they were anioiij;

the Saxons, it wouli! not be one degree less certain than
it is that the wergild of the Saxons is the wergild of the

Goth, the Frank, and the Lombard.
Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 30.

compursiont (kqm-pfir'shon), n. [(.com- +
purse + -ion : aliiumorous formation.] Apurs-
lug up or wrinkling together. [Rare.]

With the help of some wry faces and compitrsions of the
mouth. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 27.

computability (kgm-pu-ta-bil'j-ti), n. [< com-
liiitahle : see -bil'ity.'] ifhe quality of being
computable,
computable (kom-pti'ta-bl), a. [= Sp. compu-
table = It. computabile,"< L. computubilis, < com-
putare, count: see compute, t'., count^, and cf.

countable.'^ Capable of being computed, num-
bered, or reckoned.

Not easily computable by arithmetic.
Sir M. Uale, Grig, of Mankind.

computatet (kom'pu-tat), v. t. [< L. computa-
tiis, pp. of computare, compute : see compute,

t'.] Same as compute. Cockeram.

computation (kom-pu-ta'shon), n. [=F. com-
putation = Sp. comn'utaciou= Pg. computagao
= It. com2)uta^ione,<h. computatio(n-), < compu-
tare, pp. computatus, compute: see compute, f .]

1. The act, process, or method of computing,
counting, reckoning, or estimating; calcula-

tion: in math., generally restricted to long and
elaborate numerical calculations: as, the com-
putation of an eclipse.

By our best computation we were then in the 51 de-

grees of latitude. Haklupt's Voyages, III. 149.

By true computation of the time.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 6.

We pass for women of fifty : many additional years are
thrown into female computations of this nature.

Addison, Guardian.

2. A result of computing; the amount com-
puted or reckoned.

From Novalaise to Venice beganne our Computation of

mites, which is generally used. Coryat, Crudities, I. 90.

We receive from him, as a monument both of his power
and learning, the then reformed computation of the year.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 89.

= Syn. Calculation, estimate, account.

computational (kom-pu-ta'shon-al), a. [< com-
putation + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of computation.

It has generally been under the bias of such a formal
computational logic that psychologists, and especially Eng-
lish psychologists, have entered upon the study of mind.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 78.

COmputator (kom'pu-ta-tor), n. [= Pg. com-
putador = It. comp'uiatofe, < L. computator, <

computare, pp. computatus, compute: see com-
pute.'] A computer; a calculator. Sterna.

[Bare.]
compute (kom-puf), V,

;
pret. and pp. computed,

ppr. comjiuiing. [= F. computer = Sp. Pg. com-
putar= It. computare, < L. computare, conputare,

s\aa up, reckon, compute, < com-, together, +
putare, cleanse, trim, prune, clear up, settle, ad-

just, reckon, count, deem, think, suppose (ef . E.
redcontm sense of ' suppose'), < putus, cleansed,

clear, orig. pp., < •/ *pu, purify, cleanse, > also

purus, pure : seej}ute,pure. From L. computare,
through OF. and ME., comes E. count^, a doub-
let of compute: see count^.'] I. trans. To de-

termine by calculation ; count ; reckon ; calcu-

late : as, to compute the distance of the moon
from the earth.

Two days, as we compute the days of heaven.
Milton, P. L., vi. 685.

I could demonstrate every pore
Where memory lays up all her store

;

And to an inch compute the station

Twixt judgment and imagination.
Prior, Alma, iii.

=Syil. Jieckon, Count, etc. .See calculate.

tl. intrans. To reckon; count.

A purse is twenty-five thousand Medines ; but in other
parts of Turkey, it is only twenty thousand : And where
they speak of great sums, they always compute by purses.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 175.

computet (kom-puf), n. [< LL. computus, a
computation, < L. computare, compute : see com-
pute and counts, «.] Computation.

In our common compute he hath been come these many
years. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 46.

The time of this Battel!, by any who could do more than
guess, is not set down, or any foundation giv'n from whence
to draw a solid comjmte. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

computer (kqm-pu'tfer), «. One who com-
putes; a reckoner; a calculator; specifically,

one whose occupation is to make arithmetical

calculations for mathematicians, astronomers,
geodesists, etc. Also spelled computor.
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computistt (kom-pu'tist), n. [< compute + -Mt.]

A computer. Sir T. Browne.

The treasurer was a wise man, and a strict computist.
SirH. Wotton.

computer, n. See computer.

comquat, n. See lumquat.
comrade (kom'rad or -rad, kum'rad or -rad), n.

[Early mod. E. comerade, camarade (also cama-
rado, camrado, after Sp. Pg.), < late ME. corne-

red = MD. camerade, D. kameraad = G. kamerad,
also kammerade, kammerad, camarad, = Dan.
kammerat = Sw. kamrat (with teiTa. after It.),

< F. camerade, now camarade, < It. camerata =
Sp. Pg. camarada, a company, society, a part-

ner, comrade, = F. chambree, a (military) mess,
a house (audience) ; orig. a collective name for

those lodging in the same chamber or tent, <

ML. *camarata, *camerata (sc. L. societa{t-)s,

company), fem. of camaratus, cameratus, lit.

chambered, < L. camara, camera (> It. camera
= Sp. camara = Pg. camara = F. chambre, >

E. chamber), a chamber: see chamber, and cf.

camerate.'\ An intimate associate in occupation
or friendship ; a close companion ; a fellow ; a
mate.

Where is his son.

The nimble-footed madcap, prince of Wales,
And his comrades, that daff'd the world aside.

And bid it pass? Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

To be a comrade with the wolf and owl.
Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

Thus he moved the Prince
To laughter and his comrades to applause.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Women are meant neither to be men's guides nor their

playthings, but their comrades, their fellows and their

equals, so far aa Nature puts no bar to that equality.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 24.

= Syil. Friend, Companion, etc. See associate.

comradery (kom'rad-ri or -rad-ri), n. [< com-
rade + -ry, after F. camaraderie, < camarade,
comrade.] The state or feeling of being a com-
rade ; intimate companionship ; cordial fellow-

ship. [Rare.]

This visible expression of the power of the community
generated a self-confidence and a spirit of generous com^
radery in the mind of the" young soldier.

H. E. Scudder, Noah Webster, p. 21.

comradeship (kom'rad-ship or -rad-ship), n. [<

comrade + -ship.'] The state of being a com-
rade, especially a good or agreeable comrade

;

intimate companionship ; fellowship.

The comradeship of the camp is one of the strongest ties

that ever bind men of all classes of society together.

The American, VIII. 72.

comroguet (kom-rog'), ». [< com- + rogue.'] A
fellow-rogue.

You and the rest of your eomrogues shall sit . . . in the

stocks. B. Jmison, Masque of Augurs.

You may seek them in Bridewell, or the Hole ; here are

none of your com-rogues. Massinger, City Madam, iv. 1.

comset, V- [ME. comsen, cumsen, contr., < OF.
comcncer, cumancer, commencer, F. commencer,

> E. commence : see commence, of which comse is

a contr. form.] I. tratis. To begin ; commence.
Comliche a clerk than comsid the wordis.

Richard the Redeless, iv. 35.

II, intrans. To make a beginning or com-
mencement; begin.

The couherd comsed to quake for kare & for drede.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 288.

Ac for alle thes preciose presentes oure lord prince lesus

Was nother kyng ne conquerour til he comsede wexe
In the manere of a man and that by muche sleithe.

Piers Plounntin (C), .xxii. 97.

comte (kont), n. [F. : see couni^.] A count:
occurring in English use, in French titles.

Comtian (k6n'ti-an), a. [The F. proper name
Comte is the same as comte, a count: see count^

and -ian.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of Auguste Comte (1798-1857) or the system of

philosophy founded by him. See positive phi-

losophy (under jwsitive) and positivism. Also
Comtist.

ITie purely theoretical part of Comte's Positive Religion

is unfortunately mixed up with a great mass of practical de-

tails referring to the ritual of Comtian worship, which may
be more entertaining, but are less interesting, because
more arbitrary, than the theory. N. A. Rev., CXX. 261.

Oomtism (kon'tizm), n. [< Comte + -ism, after

F. Com tisme.] The philosophical system found-
ed by Auguste Comte; positivism. See posi-

tive philosophy, under positive.

To deny the possibility of any single starting-point ; to

take, in default of such, "Man" and "The World" as the

only two positive and knowable data; to infer the Su-

preme Being as implied in them and presupposing both;
and to investigate the intellectual, physical, and moral laws
underlying tliese data, by means of the inductive method
as the only legitimate and universally applicable method
— that Is the essence of Comtimn. N. A. Rev.. CXX. 238.

con-

Comtist (kdn'tist), n. and a. [< Comte + -ist,

after F. Comtiste.] I, n. A disciple of Comte

;

a positivist.

Writers whose philosophy had its legitimate parent in

Hume, or in themselves, were labelled Comtists or " Posi-

tivists" by public writers, even in spite of vehement pro-
tests to the contrary. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 150.

n. a. Same as Comtian.

Comus (ko'mus), n. [< Gr. /cu/zof, a revel, fes-

tival, carousal, a band of revelers, a company,
also an ode sung at such a festival

;
perhaps <

Ku/jTj, a village : see cotnedy.] In late classical

myth., a god of festive mirth.

comyn^t, a.,n., and v. An obsolete form of com-
mon.
comjm-t, «• An obsolete form of cumin.

COmjrolyt, cdv. An obsolete form of commonly.
COn^ (kon), V. A dialectal or obsolete variant
of can^— To con thankt. See cohI, v.

COn^ (kon), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. conned, ppr. con-

ning. [Early mod. E. also conne ; Sc. con, cun;
orig. (as shown in the alternative pronuncia-
tion of the deriv. con'^, pron. kon or kun) cun,

cunne, < ME. cunnen, < AS. cunnian, try, test, ex-

amine, also in comp. d-cunnian, be-cunnian, ge-

cunnian, try, inquire, experience (=OS. gi-kun-

non = OHG. chunnan, MHG. kunnen, test, ex-

amine, learn to know, = Goth, ga-kunnan, read,
consider) ; a secondary verb, < cunnan (ind. can),

know: see <;««l and its var. conl, to which con^
is now conformed.] If. To try; attempt (to do
a thing).

He wollde cunnenn swa
To brinngenn inn hiss herrte
Erthlike thingess lufe. Ormulum, 1. 12137.

2. To try; examine; test; taste. [Now only
Scotch, in the form cun.]

Ne thffir ne fand he njenne drinnch [drink], . . .

Ne wollde het [he it] nsefre cunnenn.
Ormulum, 1. 831.

3. To peruse carefully and attentively ; study
or pore over; learn: as, to con a lesson: often
with over.

This boke is made for chylde songe
At the scowle that byde not longe,

Sone it may be conyd had,
And make them gode iff thei be bad.

Babees Book (E. E. T. .S.), p. 25.

Here are your parts : and I am to intreat you ... to

con them by to-morrow night. Shak., M. N. D., i. 2.

I went with Sr George Tuke to hear the comedians con
and repeate his new comedy. Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 23, 1662.

There he who cons a speech and he who hums
His yet unfinished verses, musing walk.

Bryant, The Path.

con', conn (kon or kun), v. t.; pret. and pp.
conned, ppr. conning. [Early mod. E. also cun ;

appar. a particular use of comI in the sense of
' know how,' can, a verb (steer) being omitted:
cf. "They conne nought here shippes stere"

(Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 59). See conl, and
cf. con^.] Naut. : (a) To direct (the man at the

helm of a vessel) how to steer.

The four Chinese helmsmen, canned by the English quar-
termasters, upping with the helm and downing with it.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 96.

(6) To ^ve orders for the steering of: as, to

con a ship.

He that cM?irf ye ship before ye sea, was faine to be bound
fast for washing away.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 140.

I could con or fight a ship as well as ever.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, viii.

con', conn (kon or kun), n. [< con^, conn, v.]

Naut. : (a) The position taken by the person
who cons or directs the steering of a vessel.

The tittering of the other midshipmen and the quarter-

master at the conn. Marryat, Frank Mildmay, iv.

The first lieutenant, then at the conn, where, though
wounded, he had remained throughout the fight.

The Century, XX.XII. 461.

(b) The act of conning.

COn*t. A variant of can^, for gan, preterit of

ifi«l, begin. See can^, gin^.

Then PiiTUs by purpos prestly [quickly] con wende
Into Delphon.

DestrlKtion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1370.S.

con'' (kon). An abbreviation of the Latin con-

tra, against (see contra), especially common in

the phrase pro and con (Latin pro et contra), for

and against, in favor of and opposed to : some-
times used as a noun, with a plural, the i>ros

and cons, the arguments, or arguers, or voters,

for and against a projiosition.

Of many knotty points they spoke

;

And pro and con by turns they took.
Prior, Alma. i.

con-. [L. con-: see cow-.] The most frequent

form of co»i-.



conable

conablet, "• An obsolete form of eovenable.

conaclet, «• See canaclc.

conacre (kon-a'ker), «. [Appar. < coii- + acre.]
In Ireland, a form of peasant occupancy arising
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= Sp. Pg. brio = Pr. briu = OF. bri, vivacity,
force; perhaps of Celtic origin: cf. Olr. brig
= Gael, brigh, vigor, force.] In music, with
spirit and force,

Conceal

from grants of the use of land in whole or part concamerate (kon-kam'e-rat), v. t. ; nret andpayment of wages. It is nearly obsolete,
conacre (kon-a'ker), V. t; pret. and pp. con-
acred, ppr. conacring. [< conacre, n.] To let
land on the conacre system,
conacrer i(kon-a'krer), n. [< conacre, «., +
-c(l.] One who tills land under the conacre
system.
con affetto (kon af-fet'to). [It.: con, < L. cum,
with; (i()'etto, < li. affectus, affect, sympathy:

pp. coHcamerated, ppr. concamerating. [< L.
concamcratus, pp. of concamerare, arch over, <
co«- (intensive) + camerare, arch: see camber^,
chamber, v., camerate.'] 1. To arch over; vault.
[Rare.]

The roofe whereof [a hallj is very loftily concamerated
and adorned with many exquisite pictures.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 120.

2. To divide into chambers. %ee concamerated.
see cum- and n/ec<2, n.] In music, with feeling, concamerated (kon-kam'e-ra-ted), ». a. fPn"
conamarin (kon-am'a^rin), n. [< con{ium)
amarin.} A very bitter resin found in the root
of Conium maculatum.
con amore (kon a-mo're). [It. : con, < L. cum,
witii; amore, < L. amor, love: see com- and
amor.'] With love; with sympathetic enthu-
siasm or zeal; with strong liking; heartily.

He expatiated con aniorf. on the charms of Florence.
H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 270.

conaria, n. Plural of conarium.
COnarial (ko-na'ri-al), a. [< coimrium + -ah]
Of or pertaining to'the conarium, or pineal body
of the brain— Conarlal fossa, a depression of the
roof of the skull of some animals, in which the conarium
is lodKed.— Conarlal tube, tlie more or less extended
cavity or canal of tlie pineal body, now commonly supposed
to be the remnant of the passage by which in vertebrates
generally the primitive cavity of the myelencephalon
communicated with the outer surface of the head. In
man and the higher vertebrates generally the conarium
appears to be deep-seated in the brain ; but this is decep-
tive, and merely owing to the overgrowtli of the cerebrum.
The conarium is morphologically on the superior surface
of the brain, whatever its apparent situation, and there
is much reason to suppose that the large openings of the
top of the skull in sundry Tertiary mammals, called the
parietal foramina, indicate the extension of the conarial
tube to the surface, and the formation there of a visual
or other special-sense organ. On this view, the conarium
is the vestige of an extinct eye. See conarium.
conario-hypophysial (ko-na" ri-6-hi-p6-fiz'-
i-al), «. [< conarium + 'hypophysis + -at.'] In
anat, pertaining to the conarium and to the
hypophysis of the cerebrum, or to the pineal
and pituitary bodies. An epithet applied by .Sir R.
Owen to a tract through which these two structures are
placed in communication in the embryo, the cottario-hyvo-
phimal trad being primitively a part of the general cuilian
cavity of the brain.

conarium (ko-na'ri-um), n.; pi. conaria (-ft).
[NL., < Gr. Kuvdpwv, the pineal gland (so called
from its shape), dim. of klivoc, a cone: see
cone.] The pineal body of the brain ; the pine-
al gland. It is a small reddish Ixxly developed from the
hinder part of the roof of the tlrst cerebral vesicle, and
lying m front of and above the nates. Its substance con-
sists mainly of epithelial follicles and connective tissue •

there is no evidence that it is a nervous structure, and its'
function, if it jiossess any is unknown. It was formerly
supijosed by some (as i>y the Cartesians) to be the seat of
the soul. See conarial, and cuts under cormu and en-
cepnatoH.

conation (ko-na'shon), n. [< L. co)uitio(n-), <
conuri, undertake, endeavor, attempt, strive
after.] If. An endeavor or attempt.

of concamerate, v.] In zooL, divided'into cham-
bers or cells; separated by partitions into a
number of cavities; multilocular: as, a concam-
erated shell.

One concamerated bone. Jf. Grew, Museum.

COncameration(kon-kam-e-ra'shon), n. [=F.
concameration, < L. concameratio(n.-), < concame-
rare: see concamerate.] 1. An arching; an
arch or vault. [Rare.]

Not only the beam-work was destroyed, hut the ceiling
underneath it, or concameration called ca-lum, being of
wood beautifully painted, was also consumed.

If'orftm, Hist. Eng. Poetry, i. 303.

2t. An apartment; a chamber.
The inside of these hot-houses are divided into many

cells and coneameratums. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 164.

3. In zoSL, the state of being concamerated or
multilocular.

concatenate (kon-kat'e-nat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

concatenated, ppr. concatenating. [< LL. con-
catenatus, pp. of concatenare (> It. concatenare =
Sp. Pg. concatenar), link together, connect, < L.
con-, together, + catenare, link, chain, < catena,
a chain, > ult. E. chain : see catena, catenate,
and chain.] To link together ; unite in a series
or chain, as things depending on one another.
Nature has comalerMted our fortunes and affections to-

gether with indissoluble bands of mutual sympathy.
Barroiv, WoriiH, II. ii.

Clothed in the purple of his cumbrous diction and the
cadences of his coimateyiated periods.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 227.

concatenate (kon-kat'e-nat), a. [= Sp. Pg.
concatenado = It. concatenato, < L. concatenatus,
pp.: see the verb.] Linked together in a chain
or series; concatenated; specifically, inentom.,
united at the base : applied to spines or other
processes when their bases are joined by ridges
or raised lines.

The elements be so concatenate.
Anhmole, Poem in Theatrum Chemicum.

concatenation (kon-kat-e-na'shon), «. [F.
concatenation = Sp. concatenacion = Pg. conca-
tenado = It. concatenazione, < LL. concatena-
tio(n-), a concatenation, sequence, < concate-
nare, link together: see concatenate, v.] 1. The

Concave or
Plano-concave
Lens.

incurvation; incurved; hence, bounded by such
a hue or surface: as, a concave mirror, a con-
cave bounding surface of a body is one which is so bent
tnat a straight line joining any two points of it lies with-
out the body. Thus, if a ball floats upon water, the com-mon surface of the ball and water is concave it conceived
as belonging to the water, and convex if conceived as be-
longing to the ball. A surface or curve is said to be con-
cave toward the region which would be outside a body of
which the curve or surface was a concave boundary.
Cesium denotes the concave space, or vaulted roof that

incloses all matter. Bacon, Physical Fables, i., Expl.
Tiber trembled underneath her banks,

To hear the replication of your sounds.
Made in her cmicave shores. Sliak., J. 0. i. 1.

2. Hollow; empty. [Rare.]
For his verity in love, I do think him as concave as a

covered goblet or a worm-eaten nut.
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 4.

Concave brick. See 6ri<;i2._ concave leaf, in bot., a
leaf with its edge raised above the disk.— Concave lens
in optics, a lens having either one or both

'

sides concave. See tens.— Concave mir-
ror, in optics. See mirror.

ll. n. [< L. coneavum, neut. of
concavus: seel.] 1. A hollow; an
arch or vault ; a concavity.
The coticave of this ear.
£. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour.
The concave of the blue and cloudless sky.

Wordsworth.

2. Any inwardly curved portion of a machine

:

as, the concave of a thresher (the curved breast
in which the cylinder works).— 3. A concave
mirror. [Rare.]
An expert artificer that made metalline concaves con-

fessed them to shrink upon refrigeration.
Boyle, Ix)cal Motion, viii.

concave (kon'kav), V. t.
; pret. and pp. concaved,

ppr. concaving. [< L. concavare, hollow out,
< concavus, hollow: see concave, a.] To make
hollow. [Rare.]

Tha{ western bay concaved by vast mountains.
Anna Seward, Letters, iv. 118.

COncavely (kon'kav-li), adv. So as to be con-
cave ; ill a concave manner.
concaveness (kon'kav
concavity. Johnson.
concavity (kon-kav'j-ti), »!.; pi. concavities
(-tiz). [= F. concavite = Pr. concavitat = Sp.
concavidad = Pg. concavidade = It. concavita,
< LL. concavifn(t-)s, < concavus, concave: see
concave, a.] 1. The state of being concave;
hollowness.— 2. A concave surface, or the
space contained in it ; the internal surface of
a hollow curved body, or the space within such
body; any hollow space which is more or less
spherical.

The concavities of the shells wherein they were moulded
Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

Look upon the outside of a dome, your eye half sur-
rounds it : look up into the inside, and at one glance you
have all the prospect of it ; the entire co>i-
cavity falls into your eye at once.

Addison, Spectator, No. 315.

-nes), n. HoUowness;

Therefore the Matter which shall be a cause of his [a
freeman's] Disfranchisement ought to be an Act or Deed
and not a Conation or an Endeavour he may reiient of be-
fore the execution of it.

James Braijge's Case (1616), 11 Coke, 98 1).

2. In psychol., voluntary agency, embracing
desire and volition.

conative (ko'na-tiv), a. [< L. conatus, pp. of
conari, attempt (see conation), -)- -ive.] 1. In
psychol, relating to conation ; of the nature of
conation ; exertive

; endeavoring.
This division of the phacnomena of mind into the three

great classes of the cognitive faculties, the feelings,
and the exertive or cojian'K powers, . . . was first promul-
gated by Kant. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xi.

2. In gram., expressing endeavor or effort,
conatus (ko-na'tus), n.; pi. conatus. [= Sp.
Pg. It. conato, < L. conatus, an effort, endeavor,
attempt, < conari, attempt : see conation.] An
effort

; specifically, a tendency simulating an COJ^causet (k^

effort on the part of a plant or an animal to sup- •1?"* '"''"**''

!

ply a want ; a nisus.
.

. - . - ..i- -

,

state of being concatenated or linked together; COncavo-COncave (kon-ka'vo-kon
a relation of interconnection or interdepen- ' ^

"
' "

deuce.

What conatus could give prickles to the porcupine or
hedgehog, or to the sheep its fleece? PaUy, Nat. Theol.

conaxial (kon-ak'si-al), a. [< qpn- -(- axial.]
1. Having the axes of rotation or pf figure co-
incident, as two bodies.— 2. Having a common
axis: said of superposed cylinders or cones.
As hardness [of steel) decreases, the density of the ele-mentary conaxial cylindrical shells increases.

Jour, of Iron and Steel Inst., 1886, p. 995.

con brio (kon bre'o). [It., with spirit: con, <
L. cum, with (see com-) ; brio, spirit, vivacity.

The consonancy and concatenation of truth.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

A due concatenation of causes and effects.

Ilorne, Works, V. xxxiii.

I never could help admiring the concatenation between
Achitophel's setting his house in order, and hanging him-
self. The one seems to follow the other as a matter of
™"''se. Scott, Diary, .May 13, 1827.

2. A series of things united like links in a
chain

; any series of interconnected or interde-
pendent things or events : as, " a concatenation
of explosions," Irving.

That con<M(?n<i(ion of means for the Infusion of faith, . .

.

sending, and preaching, and hearing. Donrut, Sermons, vi.

concaulescence (kon-k4-les'ens), n. [< con- +
caulescence.] In bot., the coalescence of the
pedicel of a flower with the stem for some dis-
tance above the subtending bract.

" on-kaz'), n. [= Sp. It. concausa,
as con- + cause.] A joint cause.

Fotherby.

concavation (kon-ka-va'shon), n. [< L. as if
'concavatio(n-), < concavare, pp. concavatus,
make concave, < concavus, concave: see con-
cave, a.] The act of making concave.
concave (kon'kav), a. and n. [= D. lconkaaf=
G. coHcav = Dan. Sw. konkav, < F. concave =
Pr. concau = Sp. cdncaro = Pg. It. concavo, < L.
concavus, hollow, arched, vaulted, < com- +
cavus, hollow: see cave^.] I. a. 1. Curved or
rounded in the manner of the circumference
of a circle or the surface of a sphere when
viewed from the center

; presenting a hollow or

Con-
A con-

Concavo^onvex
Lens.

kav), a. Concave or hollow on
both surfaces, as a lens. Lenses
of this kind are more frequently
termed double-concave lenses. See concavo-concave

lens.
^'"'

concavo-convex (kon-ka'vo-kon'veks), a
cave on one side and convex on the other.
caoo-convexlens is a lens in which the convex
face has a smaller curvature than the con-
cave face, so that the former tends con-
stantly aw.ay from the latter. See convex.

COncavousf (kon-ka'vus), a. [< L.
concavus, hollow: see concave, a.]
Concave.
The concavous part of the liver.

Abp. Potter, Antiq. of Greece, II. 14.

COncavonslyt (kon-ka'vus-U), adv. >In a con-
cave manner; so as to show a concave surface

;

concavely.

The dolphin thatearrieth Arion is cojicaiwusJi/ inverted.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 2.

conceal (kon-sel'), v. t. [< ME. coneelen, con-
ceilen, < OF. conceler, cunceler, concheler, < L.
concelare, hide, < com-, together, + celare (>
F. ceter = Pr. celar = Sp. celar = Pg. calar = It.

celare), hide, = AS. Itelan, E. heal, hide, cover:
see /«a;2.] l. To hide; withdraw, remove, or
shield from observation ; cover or keep from
sight; secrete: as, a party of men concealed
themselves behind a wall; his face was con-
cealed by a mask.
What profit is it if we slay our brother, and conceal his

blood? Gen. xxxvii. 26.

Wastney, too, may conceal a tribal name ; or it may be
derived from Westan-ig, i. e. West Island, cf. Westan-
wudu. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 66.



conceal

2. To keep close or secret ; forbear to dis-

close or divulge ; withhold from utterance or

declaration: as, to conceal one's thoughts or

opinions.

I have not conceaied the words of the Holy One.
Job t1. 10.

My gracious lord, that which I would discover
The law of friendship bids nte to conceal.

SImk., X. G. of v., iii. 1.

The absolute dependent of a despotic will is more apt to

eonctal than express the real emotions of his heart towards
tliat will. H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 184.

Concealed land. Same as concealment, 5.

I will after him.
And search him like conceal'd land, but I'll have him.

Fletcher {and another). Love's Pilgrimage, iii. 3.

— Syn. Conceal, Hide, Secrete, screen, cover, cloak, dis-

guise, dissemble. To conceal and to hide may be to put
or keep out of sight, literally or flguratively ; to secrete is

to put out of sight literally. Conceal implies least of ac-

tion, and hide less tlian secrete. Conceal and hide may be
used by a sort of personification where secrete could not
be employed : as, a cave concealed by bushes ; a cottage
hidden amid woods. See dissemble.

Gold may be so concealed in baser matter that only a
chemist can recover it. Johnson, Cowley.

Therefore hid I my face from them. Ezek. xxxix. 23.

The hidden soul of harmony. Milton, L'Allegro, I. 144.

concealable (kon-se'la-bl), a. [< conceal +
-able.'] Capable of being concealed, hidden, or

kept secret.

The omnisciency of God, whereunto there is nothing
concealable. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 2.

concealed (kgn-seld'), p. a. [Pp. of conceal, i>.]

Hidden ; secret: specifically, in entom., said of

parts which are hidden by the parts behind
them, as the head when the borders of the
thorax overlap it so that it cannot be seen from
above.
concealedly (kon-se'led-li), adv. Inaconeealed,
concealing, or clandestine manner ; secretly

;

so as not to be discovered or detected.

Worldly lusts and interests slily creep in, and conceal-

edly worls in tlieir hearts.
Bp. Gauden, Hieraspistes, p. 379.

concealedness (kon-se'led-nes), n. The state
of being concealed. Johnson.

concealer (kon-se'ler), m. 1. One who conceals.

Tlie concealer of the crime was equally guilty.

Clarendon.

2t. A person formerly employed in England to

find out concealed lands— that is, lands privily

kept from the king by persons having nothing
to show for their title to them.
concealment (kon-sel'ment), n. [< ME. con-
celemcnt, < OF. concelement (cf. Pr. celamen =
Pg. calamento = It. celamento), < conceler, con-
ceal : see conceal and -ment.~\ 1. The act of con-
cealing, hiding, or keeping secret.

Slie never told her love.

But let concealment, like a worm i' the bud,
Feed on her damask cheek. Shak., T. S., ii. 4.

2. Specifically, in law, the intentional suppres-
sion of truth, to the injury or prejudice of an-
other.

I shall not assent to destry ner do no councelemetit of
the Itynges rightes, nor of liis fraunchises.

Emjlish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 416.

3. The state of being concealed or withdrawn
from observation

;
privacy ; retreat.

Some dear cause
Will in concealment wrap me up awhile.

Shak., Lear, iv. 3.

4. Shelter from observation
;
protection from

discovery ; a place or means of such shelter or
protection : as, his only concealment was an
arbor of boughs.

The cleft tree

Offers its kind concealment to a few.
Their food its insects, and its moss their nests.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 640.

5. In Eng. hist, property, as land, the owner-
ship of which was concealed from the commis-
sioners for the dissolution of monasteries, etc.,

at the time of the Reformation. Also called
concealed land.

Their penance, sir, I'll undertake, so please you
To grant me one concealment.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 3.

Q\. Secret knowledge ; a secret ; mystery.

He is a worthy gentleman

;

Exceedingly well read, and profited
In strange coneealmen.t8.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 1.

=8yil. 3 and 4. Secrecy, hiding, hiding-place, retreat, dis-
guise.

concede (kon-sed'), ». ; pret. and pp. conceded,
ppr. conceding. [= F. concMer = Sp. Pg. con-
ceder = It. concedere, < L. concedere, pp. conces-
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sus, go with, give way, yield, grant, < cow-, with,
+ cedere, go, cede, grant : see cede. Hence con-
cession, etc.] I. trans. 1. To make a conces-
sion of; grant as a right or a privilege

;
yield

up; allow: as, the government conceded the
franchise to a foreign syndicate.

He conceded many privileges to the people.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

2. To admit as true, just, or proper; admit;
grant ; acquiesce in, either by direct assent or
by silent acceptance. See concession.

Assumed as a principle to prove another thing which is

not conceded as true itself. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 4.

We coTicede that self-love is the strongest and most
natm'al love of man. Hewyt, Sermons, p. 93.

Conceding for a moment that the government is l>ound
to educate a man's children, then, what kind of logic will

demonstrate that it is not Ijound to feed and clothe them ?

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 362.

In order to shake him [the Spanish beggar] off you are
obliged to concede his quality.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 48.

II. intrans. To make concession
;
grant a

petition, or accept a disputed or disputable
point

;
yield ; admit.

I wished you to concede to America at a time when she
prayed concession at your feet. Burke, Speech at Bristol.

concededly (kgn-se'ded-li), adv. As admitted
or conceded.

The higher rate of speed, which not only cuts faster,

but, in the case of the vulcanite emery wheel, prolongs
tile life of the wheel, is concededly safe witli the vulcanite
wheel. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVI. 130.

COncedence (kon-se'dens), n. [< concede +
-ence.^ The act of conceding; concession.
[Rare.]

All I had to apprehend was tliat a daughter so reluc-
tantly caiTied off would offer terms to her father, and
would be accepted upon a mutual concedence : they to give
up Solmes, she to give up me.

Bichardson, Clarissa Harlowe, iii. 116.

COnceder (kon-se'der), n. One who concedes.
COnceiptt, n. and V. An obsolete spelling of

conceit.

I have a part allotted mee which I have neither able
apprehension to conceipt, nor what I conceipt gl*atious

abilitie to utter. Marston, Antonio and Mellida, Ind., p. 5.

conceit (kon-sef), n. [Early mod. E. also con-

ceyt, consdyt, also, as rarely in late ME., conceipt,

conceipte (with p inserted in imitation of the
orig. L. conceptus) ; < ME. conceit, conseit, con-

ceyte, conseyte, < OF. *conceit (not found), later

also concept = Sp. concepto = Pg. conceito = It.

coneetto,<. L. conceptus, a collecting, taking, con-
ceiving, a thought, purpose (whence directly E.
concept, q. v.), < concipere, pp. conceptus, take
in, conceive : see conceive, and cf. concept, con-

cetto, doublets of conceit. For the form, cf. de-

ceit, receit, the three forms being also spelled,

corruptly, conceipt, deceipt, receipt, the last be-
ing now the current form.] If. That which is

conceived, imagined, or formed in the mind

;

conception; idea; thought; image.

In laugiiing tliere ever precedeth a conceit of somewhat
ridiculous, and therefore it is proper to man.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

I do feel coneexts coming upon me, more than I am able
to turn tongue to. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

The Conceit of Honour is a great Encouragement to
Virtue. Howell, Letters, iv. 36.

2t. The faculty of conceiving; understanding
;

apprehension.
His wit is as thick as Tewksbury mustard ; there is no

more conceit in him than is in a mallet.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

How often did her eyes say to me that they loved ! yet
I, not looking for such a matter, had not my conceit open
to understand them. Sir P. Sidney.

3. Opinion ; estimation ; view or belief. [Ar-
chaic]
Being in the meane time well vsed, upon conceit that

the King would like well of their comming.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 385.

Seest thou a man wise in his own coveeit ? there is more
hope of a fool than of him. Prov. x-wi. 12.

A conceit there is, that the devil commonly appeareth
with a cloven hoof. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 23.

4. An undue opinion; a baseless fancy; a
crotchety notion.

Tlie form which this conceit usually a-ssumes is that of

supposing that nature lends more assistance to human
endeavours in agriculture than in manufactures.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., i. 1.

The danger is, that they will be too mucli elated by
flattery, and at last seriously entertain tlie conceit that
they are great poets. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 37.

5. An exaggerated estimate of one's own men-
tal ability, or of the importance or value of

what one has done ; an overvaluation of one's

conceited

own acuteness, wit, learning, etc. ; self-con-

ceit : as, a man inflated with conceit.

Plumed with conceit. Cotton, Fable.

So spake he, clouded with his own conceit.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

Our vanities differ as our noses do ; all conceit is not the
same conceit, but varies in correspondence with tlie nihiu-

tiee of mental make in wliich one of us differs from an-
other. George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 16u.

6. A witty, happy, or ingenious thought or ex-
pression ; a quaint or humorous fancy ; wit ; hu-
mor ; ingenuity ; especially, in modem usage,
a quaint or odd thought ; a thought or expres-
sion intended to be striking or poetical, but
rather far-fetched, insipid, or pedantic.

Otliers of a more fine and pleasant bead ... in short
poemes vttered pretie merry conceits, and these men were
called Epigrammatistes.

Puttenham, Alte of Eng. Poesie, p. 20.

The eloquence of the bar, the pulpit, and the council-
board was deformed by conceits which would have dis-

graced the rhyming shepherds of an Italian academy.
Macaulay, Dryden.

7t. A fanciful or ingenious device or invention.

Neuer carde, for silks or sumpteous cost.

For cloth of gold, or tinsel figurie.

For Baudkin, broydrie, outworks, nor conceits.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 71.

Bracelets of thy hair, rings, gawds, cortceits.

Knacks, trifles. Shak., M. N. D., 1. 1.

8t. A trifle ; a dainty ; a kickshaw.
And if your Mayster will haue any conceites after din-

ner, as appels. Nuts, or creame, then lay forth a Towell
on the boord. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 6».

Out Of conceit (with a thing or person), not having a
favorable opinion ; no longer pleased : followed by with.

He would fain bring us o^it of conceit with the good sue*
cess which God hath voutaafd us.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

Let these trifles put us out of conceit with petty com-
forts. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

= Syn, 4. Vagary, whim, illusion.— 6. Pride, Vanity, etc.

(see egotism), self-sufficiency, self-complacency.

conceit (kgn-sef), V. [< conceit, «.] I. trans.

1. To conceive ; imagine ; think; suppose ; form
an idea of. [Obsolete or archaic]

One of two bad ways you must co7iceit me.
Either a coward or a flatterer. Siiak., J. C, iii. 1.

Men conceit to themselves that their reason hath the
mastery over their words, but it happens too that words
react and influence the understanding. Bacon.

There are as many liells as Anaxarchus conceited worlds.
Sir T. Broume, Religio Medici, L 51.

Our ancestors were not such fools, after all, as we, their
degenerate children, conceit them to have been.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 259.

2. Reflexively, to imagine ; fancy ; think ; be-
lieve : implying error. [Rare.]

We conceit ourselves that we contemplate absolute exis-

tence when we only speculate absolute privation.
Sir W. Hamilton.

As little reason have we to conceit ourselves that our
progeny will be satisfied with our English, as the subject*
of the Heptarchy would have had for conceiting themselves
that their Saxon would supply the necessities of us their

descendants. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 18.

3t. To cause to imagine.

To plague tlie Palatine with jealousy.

And to conceit him witli some deep extreme.
Greene, Orlando Furioso.

Il.t intrans. To form a notion ; have an opin-

ion ; conceive.

Those whose vulgar apprehensions conceit but low of
matrimonial purposes. Milton.

COncel'ted (kon-se'ted), a. [< conceit, «., -f- -ed^.]

If. Endowed with or characterized by fancy or
imagination ; ingenious ; witty.

Conceited masques, rich banquets. Drayton.

An admirable-co)icei(eiJ fellow. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

2t. Ingeniously or curiously contrived; fanci-

ful.

A very pretty fashion, believe me, and a most novel kind
of trim : your band is conceited too

!

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

A conceited chair to sleep in. Evelyn.

3. Entertaining an exaggerated opinion of one's

own abilities, wisdom, wit, or the like; self-

conceited ; self-complacent.

Mr. Collins and one Mr. Hales (a young man very well

conceited of himself and censorious of others) went to

Aquiday. Winthrop, Hist New England, II. 10.

How conceited of their own wit, science, and politeness !

Betitley.

Conceited gowk ! puffed up wi' wnndy pride !

Bnmis, Brigs of Ayr.

Tlie conceited are rarely shy ; for they value themselves
much too highly to expect depreciation.

Darwin, Express, of Emotions, p. 331.

4t. Having a favorable conception or opinion
of any person or thing. [Rare.]

Of our Chirurgians they were so conceited that they be-

leeued any Plaister would heale any liurt.

Capt. John Smith, Tiue Travels, 1. 137.



conceitedly

conceitedly (kon-se'ted-li), adv. 1+. Wittily

;

ingeniously.
You have so conceitedly gone beyond me,
And made so large use of a slender gift.

Middleton {and another). Mayor of Queenborough, iiL 3.

2t. Fancifully; whimsically.
Conceitedly dress her. Donne.

3. In a conceited manner; with vanity or ego-

tism : as, he spoke conceitedhj of his attainments.

COnceitedness (kon-se'ted-nes), H. The state or

quality of being conceited : an overweening
estimate of one's self, especially of one's men-
tal ability ; conceit.

For spiritual pride, conceitedne^s in Religion, and a Spirit

of contradiction to Superiours, are to be reckoned among
some of the worst Symptoms of a declining Churcli.

StUlingjieet, Sermons, II. i.

As arrogance and conceitedness of our own abilities are

very shocking and offensive to men of sense and virtue,

we may be very sure they are highly displeasing to that
Being who delights in a huml)le mind.

Addison, Spectator, No. 293.

= Sj^IL See egotism.

COnceitlesst (kon-set'les), a. [< conceit + -less,']

Without conception; dull of imagination or

comprehension; stupid; slow of apprehension

;

silly.
Think'st thou I am so shallow, so conceitless.

To be seduced by thy flattery ?

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 2.

COnceivability (kon-se-va-bil'i-ti), n. [< con-

ceivable : see -hiliiy,'] Capability of conveying
a meaning; capability of being supposed with-
out self-contradiction or contradiction of some-
thing firmly believed; imaginability.

It is not a question of probability, or credibility, but of

conceimbHity. Experiment pruves that the elements of

these hyiw)tlie8es cannot even be put together in con-

sciousness ; and we can entertain them only as we enter-

tain such pseud-ideas as a square fluid and a moral sub-

stance. U. Spencer, First Principles, § 11.

The test of concelvablllty, the asserted principle that
every clear and distinct conception is true.

conceivable (kon-se'va-bl), a, [= F. concevahlc
= !Sp. concehiblc ; as conceive + -able.'] Capa-
ble of being conceived, thought, or understood;
supposable; thinkable.

Whereby any conceivable weight may be moved by any
conceivable power. Bp. WUkins.

If . . . those propositions only are conceivable of which
subject and predicate are capable of unity of representa-
tion, then is the subjectiWty of space inconceivable.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol.

The inconceivable by us, but still conceiwible by others,

has a nmch closer affinity to the conceivable by us than it

has to the absolutely contradictory.
Ferrier, Institutes, Int., § CO.

It is conceivaMe that the general pattern of an organ
might become so much ot»icured as to t)e Anally lost.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 392.

No conceivable decay of Christianity could bring back a
Eriniitive way of thinking which had been outgrown long
efore Christianity appeared.

J. Ji. Seeley, Xat. Religion, p. 75.

conceivableness (kon-se'va-bl-nes), «. The
quality of being conceivatile ; coneeivability.
H. Spencer.

conceivably (kon-se'va-bli), adv. In a con-
ceivable, supposable, or intelligible manner;
possibly.

conceive (kon-sev'), r.; pret, and pp. conceived^

ppr. coiiceiving. [Early mod. E. also concceve,

conceyvCy < ME. conceiverij coHceyven^ concevenj

conseyveUy consayveuy < OF. concever, concirery

concevoiry F. concevoir = Pr. concebre = Sp, con-
cebir = Pg. conceber = It. coneepere, conc£pire,

ccmcipere, < L. co7icipere, take in, receive, con-
ceive, become pregnant, etc., < com-, together,
+ caperCj take, = E. heavcj raise : see capable,
captive, acceptj etc. Cf. deceive, perceive, re-

ceive. Hence ult. conceit, concept, concetto.]

I. trans. 1. To apprehend in the mind; form
a distinct and correct notion of, or a notion
which is not absurd: as, we cannot conceive an
effect without a cause.

Write not what cannot be with ease concexv'd;
Some truths may be too strong to be believ'd.

Ihryden, Art of Poetry, iil. 475.

When we do our utmost to conceive the existence of ex-
ternal Iwdies, we are all the while only contemplatingour
own ideas. Hut the niin<l, taking no notice of itself, is

deluded to think it can and doth conceive liodies existing
unthought-of or without the mind ; though at the same
time they are apprehended by or exist in itself,

lip. Berkeley, Human Knowledge, § 2:j.

To conceive a round square, or to conceive a body all

black and yet all white, would only be to conceive two
different sensations as produced in us simultaneously by
the same object . a conception familiar to our experience ;

and we should probably lie as well able to conceive a round
square as a hard square, or a heavy square, if it were not
that, In our uniform experience, at the instant when a
thing begins to be round it ceases to be wiuare, so that
the beginning of the one impression is hiseparably asso<
elated with the departure or cessation of the other.

J. S. Mia.
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We cannot coTuxive an individual without in the same
act implyiui,' a class to which it belongs, and a larger class

from which it is distinguished.

G. H. Lems, Trobs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. § 14.

Among South American tribes, too, we find evidence

that the second life is conceived as an unvaried continua-

tion of the first. U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 101.

2. To form as a general notion in the mind;
represent in a general notion or conception in

the mind ; hence, design
;
plan ; devise.

Nebuchadrezzar . . . hath a/iiceiixd a purpose against

you. Jer. xlix. 30.

What he is, Indeed,
More suits you to c(yn£eive, than I to speak of.

Shak., As you Like it, 1. 2.

The Thought of the Golden Compasses is conceiv'd alto-

gether in Homer's Spirit, and is a very noble Incident in

this wonderful Description. AddUon, Spectator, No. 339.

It was among the ruins of the Capitol that I first con-

ceived the idea of a work which has amused and exercised

near twenty years of my life.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, Ixxi.

3. To hold as an opinion; think; suppose; be-
lieve.

When we would express our opinion modestly, instead

of saying, "This is my opinion," or "This is my judg-

ment," which has the air of dogmaticalness, we say, "I
conceive it to be thus— I Imagine or apprehend it to be
thus "— which is understood as a modest declaration of our
judgment. Heid, Intellectual Powers, p. 19.

There are persons who act mainly from self-interest at

times when they conceive they are doing generous or vir-

tuous actions. J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 44.

4. To admit into the mind; have a sense or

impression of; feel; experience.

To stop up the displeasure he hath conceived against

your sou, there is no fitter matter. Shak., All's Well, iv. 6.

Such a pleasure as incaged birds

Conceive. Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 6.

5. To formulate in words ; express : as, he re-

ceived a letter conceived in the following terms.

That an accion of dette be mayntend ayenst hur, to be
conceyved after the custom of the seid cite.

Eiiglish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 382.

6t. To understand.

"I haue no kynde knowyng" (natural understanding],
quod I, " to conceyue alle gowre wordes,

Ac if I may lyue and loke I slial go lerne bettere."
Picrit Plowman (B), viii. 57.

Nay, conceice me, conceive me, sweet coz. . . . Can you
love the maid? Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1.

7. To become pregnant with ; bring into exis-

tence in the womb in an embryonic state.

She hath also conceived a son in her old age. Luke 1. 36,

A sinful man, conceived and born in sin.

Tennygon, St. Simeon Stylites.

8t. To generate; give rise to; bring into exis-

tence.

Sory we are that . . . ther should any differance at all

be conceived betweene us.

Quoted In Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 62.

H. intrans. 1. To take in a mental image;
have or form a conception or idea ; have appre-
hension ; think : with o/.

I can better conceive o/ them with my mind, than speak
of them with my tongue.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 88.

Conceive of things clearly and distinctly in their own na-
tures ; conceive of things completely in all their parts.

Wails, Logic.

2t. To hold an opinion : with of.

The griev'd commons
Hardly conceive of me ; let it he nois'd

That through our intercession this revokement
And pardon comes. Shak., Hen. VIII., L 2,

3t. To understand.
Plainly conceive, I love you. Shak., M, for M-, IL 4.

4. To become pregnant.

I'hou Shalt conceive, and bear a son. Judges xiil. 3.

conceiver (kon-se'v6r), n. One who conceives.

Though hereof prudent symlx)ls and pious allegories be
nuide by wiser conceivers, yet common heads will tly unto
sui>erstitious applications. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

COncelebratet (kon-sel'e-brat), f. t. [< L. con-

celebratus, pp. of concelebrare (> P. coneelebrer

= Sp. Pg. coiicelebrar), celebrate together, <

com-, together, + cilcbrare, celebrate : see cele-

brate.] To celebrate together. Sherwood.

Wherein the wives of Amnites solemnly
Cancelebrale their high feasts Bacchanal!.

Holland, tr. of Camden, U. 231.

COncentt (kon-senf), n. [< L. concentus, har-

mony, < concinrre, pp. *concentus, sing together,

< com-, together, 4- canere, sing: see canf^,

chant.'] 1. Concert; concord, especially of

sounds; harmony.
Your music . . .

Is your true rapture : when there is concent
In face, in voice, and clothes.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ill. 2.

That undisturbed song of pure concent.
it

concentrated

2. Consistency ; accordance.

Abram (saith Master Broughton in his Concent [of Scrip-

tures]) was borne sixtie yeeres later then the common ac-

count. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 108.

In concent to his own principles. Bp. Atterbury.

COncentt (kon-senf), V. t. [< concent, ».] To
cause to accord; harmonize.

Sucli Musicke is wise words, with time concented.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 2.

concenter, concentre (kon-sen'ter), v.; pret.

and pp. concentered,concentred, ppv.coiicentering,

concentring. [= D. cmicentreren = G. concentri-

ren = Dan. koncentrere = Sw. koncentrera, < F.
concen trer= Sp. Pg. concen trar= It. concen trare,

< L. as if "coneentrare, < L. com-, together, +
"centrare, center (found once in LL. pp. centra-

tus, centered, central), < centrum, center: see

center'^.] I. trans. To drawordireet to a com-
mon center ; bring together ; concentrate ; cen-

ter; focus.

That Providence who . . . coiy^entres all the variety of

accidents into his own glory.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 274.

My breast
Concentres all the terrors of the Universe.

Wordsworth, The Borderers, ii.

By no other intellectual application is the soul thus re-

flected on itself, and its faculties concentred in such inde-

pendent, vigorous, unwonted, and continuous energy.
Sir W. Hamilton.

The wretch, concentred all in self.

Living, shall forfeit fair renown.
Scott, L. of L. M., Int. to vi.

H, intrans. To converge to or meet in a com-
mon center ; combine or conjoin in one object

;

center; focus.

God, in whom all perfections concentre.

Bp. Beveridf/e, Sermons, I. xii.

concentfolt (kon-sent'ful), a. [< concent +
-ful.J Harmonious; concordant.

So concentful an harmony.
Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 295.

concentralization (kon-sen"tral-i-za'shon), n.

[< con- + centralization.] The' act of bringing
or the state of being brought to or toward a
common center. [Rare.]

Employing the word concentralization to express the de-

gree of the drawing together us we come back toward tlie

center from an outward position, we may say that concen-
tralization proceeds inversely as the squares of the dis-

tances. Poe, Eureka.

concentrate (kon-sen'trat or kon'sen-trat), v.
;

pret. and pp. concentrated, ppr. concentratiny.

[< L. as if *concentrutus, pp. of "concentrare :

see concenter.] I. trans. 1. To bring or draw
to a common center or point of union ; cause
to come close together ; bring to bear on one
point; direct toward one object; focus: both
m literal and in figurative uses.

He hastily concentrated Ills whole force at his own camp.
Motley.

Love and all the passions concentrate all existence around
a single fomi. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 320.

Cologne Cathedral, the last of the great mediaeval works,
remained unfinished while the whole energies of Europe
were concentrated upon the churcIi of St. Peter at Rome.

Lecky, Rationalism, I. 26.5.

Hence— 2. To intensify the action of, as by
bringing it to bear upon one point; render
more intense the properties of, as by removing
foreign weakening or adulterating elements

;

specifically, in chem., to render more intense or
pure by removing or reducing the proportion
of what is foreign or inessential ; rectify.

Spirit of vinegar concentrated and reduced to its great-

est strength. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

3. In mining, to separate (ore or metal) from
the gangue or rock with which it is associated
in the lode. See dress, 5 (e).

II. intrans. 1. To approach or meet in or
around a common point or center: as, the

clouds rapidly concentrated in a dense mass.

—

2. To become more intense or pure. See I., 2.

concentrate (kon-sen'trat or kon'sen-trat), a.

and H. [< L. as if "concentrutus : see the verb.]

I. a. Reduced to a pure or intense state ; con-
centrated.

n. n. That which has been reduced to a
state of purity or concentration by the removal
of foreign, non-essential, or diluting matter.

This sand, before going to waste, was treated on a con-

centrator ; and from the product or concentrate the greater

part of escaped gold could have been extracted by chlorine.
Science, V. 419.

concentrated (kgn-sen'tra-ted or kon'sen-
tra-ted), ;>. a. [Pp. of concentrate, v.] 1.

Brought to a common point or center.— 2. In-

creased in strength or purity by concentration

:

iliim, Solemn Music, 1. 6. as, a concentrated solution of morphia; concert-



concentrated

trated sulphuric acid.— 3. Inpathoh, applied

to the pulse when there is a contracted condi-

tion of the artery.— 4. In :o6l., brought toge-

ther in one region of the body, and more or less

combined: said of organs and parts. Thus, the
limbs and nervous ganglia in the myriapods are distributed
over all the segments, but in the insects they are princi-

pally concentrated in the head and thorax. This concen-
tration is diaracteristio of the higher grades of develop-
ment.— Concentrated alum. See alum.

concentration (kon-sen-tra'shon), n. [= F.

conccntratUm = Sp. concentracion = Pg. concen-

tracao = It. concentrazione, < L. as if "coneentra-

tio(n-), < *co}icentrare, concentrate : see concen-

trate.^ The act of concentrating, (a) The act
of collecting or combining into or al>out a central point

;

the act of directing or applying to one object ; the state of
being brought from several or all directions to a common
point or center, or into one mass or group ; as, the con-

centration of troops in one place; the concentration of

one's energies.

It is customary to talk of a Platonic philosophy as a co-

herent whole, that may be gathered by conce7itration from
his disjointed dialogues. De Quincey, Plato.

Abroad it [the recovered strength of the monarchic sys-

tem] resulted from the concentration of great territorial

possessions in the hands of a few great kings.
Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 299.

(b) Specifically, the voluntary continuous direction of

thought upon an object; close attention.

The evidence of superior genius is the power of intel-

lectual concentration. B. R. Haydon.

Tlie word "Attention" in its commoner meaning, as a
voluntary prompting to concentration of mind, expresses
a great deal, but not everything. There is concentration

from mere excitement, painful and pleasurable, as distin-

guished from the attention under the will, although the
two shade into one another. A. Bain, Mind, XII. 173.

(c) In chejn., the act of increasing the strength of fluids

by volatilizing part of their water. The matter to be con-
centrated must, therefore, be less readily evaporated tlian

water, as sulpliuric and phosphoric acids, solutions of

alkalis, etc. (rf) In metal., the separation of the metallif-

erous and valuable portions of the contents of a vein, or
mineral deposit of any kind, from the gangue. Bringing
the ore into the proper condition of purity for the smelter
IS generally calle'i dressing, but sometimes the word con.

centration is used in this sense, (e) In dynamics, the ex-

cess of the value of any quantity at any point in space over
its mean value within an infinitesimal sphere described
about that point as a center, this excess being divided by
one tenth of the square of the radius of the sphere. This
is the same as the negative of the result of operating
with Laplace's operator upon the quantity. The concen-
tration of the potential of gravity is proportional to the
density of the gravitating matter at the point considered.

(/) In biot., specifically, the tendency in descendants to-

ward the inheritance of characters at earlier stages of
growth than those in which such cliaracters first made their
appearance in the ancestors of any given series. Hyatt.

COncentrative (kgn-sen'tra-tiv), a. [< conceti-

trate + -ire.] Tending to concentrate; char-
acterized by concentration.

A COncentrative act, or act of attention.
Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xiv.

People of exquisitely nervous constitution, of variable
moods and abnormally concentrative habit.

Mind in Nature, I. 139.

concentrati'veness (kgn-sen'tra-tiv-nes), n.

The quality or faculty of concentrating ; spe-
cifically, in pltren., one of the propensities
seated in the brain, which gives the power of

fixing the whole mind or attention upon a par-

ticular subject. See cut -andeT phrenology.

I possessed, even as a child, a large share of what phre-
nologists call concentrativeness. The power of absorption,
of self-forgetfulness, was at the same time a source of de-
light and a toi-ment.

B. Taylor, Home and Abroad, 2d ser., p. 435.

concentrator (kon'sen-tra-tor), n. [< concen-
trate + -or.] 1. One who or that which con-
centrates.— 2. In firearms: (o) A wire frame
or other device in which the shot are placed in

the cartridge to hold them together when dis-

charged from the gun, and which thus serves
to effect close shooting, (b) A de'nce which can
be attached to the mouth of the bore of a shot-
gun, slightly narrowing it, to concentrate the
shot when they are discharged.— 3. In mining,
the name frequently given, especially Ln the
United States, to any compbcated form of
machine used in ore-dressing, or in separating
the particles of ore or metal from the gangue
or rock with which they are associated.

concentre, »'. See concenter.

concentric (kon-sen'trik), a. and n. [< ME.
concentrik = &. eoncentrique = Sp. eonc^trico
= Pg. It. concentrico (ef. G. eoncentrisch = Dan.
concentrisk), < ML. concentricus, < L. con-, to-

f
ether, + centrum, center: see core- and ce«<nc.]
. a. Having a common center: as, concentric

circles, spheres, etc.

I often compare not you and me, but the sphere in
which your revolutions are, and my wheel ; both I hope
concentric to God. Donne, Letters, iv.

Coiuaitrie circles upon the surface of the water.
Newton, Opticks.
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Concentric arcs, bundle, engine, etc. See the nouns.
— Concentric structure, in mineral., an arrangement
of parallel layers around a common center, as in agate.

Concentric Structure, in polished agate.

n. ti. One of a number of circles or spheres
having a common center. [Rare.]

We know our places here, we mingle not
One in another's sphere, but all move orderly
In our own orbs

;
yet we are all concentrics.

B. Joiuion, Staple of News, ii. 1.

COncentrical (kon-sen'tri-kal), a. Same as

concentric. Boyle; Arbutlmoi.
concentrically (kon-sen'tri-kal-i), adv. In a
concentric manner; around a common center;

so as to be concentric.

Eight series of holes, placed concentrically to the same
circle at equal distances from each other.

Blasema, Sound, p. 125.

COncentricatet (kon-sen'tri-kat), v. t. [< con-

centric + -ate^.] "To concentrate. Quoted by
Latham.
concentricity (kon-sen-tris'i-ti), n. [< concen-

tric + -ity.'] The state of being concentric.

concentualt (kon-sen'tu-al), a. [< L. concentus

(co)icentu-) (;see concent) 4- -ai.] Harmonious;
accordant.

This consummate or concentual song of the ninth sphere.
T. Warton, Milton's Smaller Poems.

concentus (kgu-sen'tus), n. [L., harmony,
symphony: see concent.] 1. In old church
music, all that part of the service sung by the
whole choir, as hymns, psalms, halleluiahs,

etc., in contradistinction to acccntus, the part
sung or recited by the priest and his assistants

at the altar.

—

2. Harmony ; consonance in part-

music for different instruments.

concept (kon'sept), n. [= V. concept= Sp. con-

ccpto = Pg. eonceito = It. concetto = D. Gr. con-

cept = Dan. Sw. koncept, < L. conceptus, a
thought, purpose, also a conceiving, etc., < con-

cipere, pp. conceptus, take in, conceive : see

conceive. Hence also, through OF. and ME.,
mod. E. conceit, q. v.] A general notion ; the

predicate of a (possible) judgment ; a complex
of characters ; the immediate object of thought
in simple apprehension. Conception is applied

to both the act and the object in conceiving;
concept is restricted to the object.

The term concept was in common use among the older

philosophical writers in English, though, like many other
valuable expressions of these authors, it has been over-

looked by our English lexicographers.
Sir \V. Hamilton, Logic, iii.

T'or the object of conception, or that which is conceived,

the term concept should be used.
Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, iii.

The understanding is the faculty of thinking, and think-

ing is knowledge by means of concepts, while concepts, as

predicated of iK)ssible judgments, refer to some repre-

sentation of an object yet undetermined.
Kant, Critique of Pure Eeason, tr. by Miiller (Mac-

[millan, 1881), II. 61.

Apprehensive concept. See apprehensive.—Higher
concept, in logic, a more abstract concept.

conceptacle (kon-sep'ta-kl), n. [= F. concep-

tacle (in sense 2), < h.'conceptaculum, < conci-

pere, pp. conceptus, contain, conceive : see con-

ceive. Ci. receptacle.] 1. That in which any-
thing is contained; a vessel; a receiver or re-

ceptacle. Woodward.— 2. In hot.: (a) Origi-

nally, as used by Linnseus, a follicle— that is, a
fruit formed of a single carpel dehiscing by the

ventral suture. (6) In lower cryptogams, an

conceptional

organ or a cavity which incloses reproductive
bodies, usually spores, with or without special
spore-cases: applied without reference to the
origin of the spores, whether sexual or asexual.
In Sphcerioidece (of Fungi imperfecti) the conidial spores
are borne on short threads within conceptacles ; in pyreno-
mycetous fungi the conceptacle (peritheciuni) contains
spores in asci (theca;) ; in Floridece (red alga) either eysto-
carpic spores or tetraspores may be contained in concep-
tacles ; in Fucacece (rock-weeds, etc.) antheridia contain-
ing antherozoides, and obgonia containing oospores, are
formed in conceptacles. Tlie sporangium, as of ferns, was
formerly included under this term, but it is now rarely
used in tliat sense. Also conceptaculutn.

conceptacula, n. Plural of conceptaculum.
COnceptacular (kon-sep-tak'u-liir), a. [< con-
ceptaculum + -ar^.] Consisting of or relating
to conceptacles.

conceptaculum (kon- Sep-tak'u-lum), n.
;
pi.

conceptacula (-la). [NL.] Same as concepta-
cle, 2.

COnceptibilityt (kgn-sep-ti-bU'i-ti), n. [< con-
ceptible (see -bility); = F. coneeptibilite, etc.]

The quality of being conceivable. Cudworth.
conceptiblet (kon-sep'ti-bl), a. [= F. Sp. con-
ceptible = Pg. conceptivel (ef. It. concepibile), <

L. conceptus, pp. of concivere, conceive : see con-
ceive and -ible.] Capable of being conceived;
conceivable; inteUigible.

1. Male Conceptacle, containinp numerous antheridia attached to

branching threads or tissues of the frond, a. Female Conceptacle,
containing globose bodies (oOgonia) whose contents are divided into

oospores, a, paraphyses lining the cavity of the conceptacle ; *, tis-

sue of the frond ; c, tissue of the surface of the frond ; <^, mouth of the
conceptacle. (Highly inagni&ed.)

Attributes . . . easily conceptible by us.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. ef Mankind.

conception (kon-sep'shqn), n. [< ME. concep-
tioun, -cioun, -don, < Of. conception, P. concep-
tion = Sp. concejjcion = Pg. concepgdo = It.

concezione (also concepigione, concepizione), < L.
conceptio{n-), a comprehending, a collection,

composition, an expression (LL. also syllable),

also a becoming pregnant, < concipere, pp. con-

ceptus, conceive: see conceive.] 1. The act or

power of conceiving in the mind, or of forming
a concept ; that which is conceived in the mind.
(a) A product of the imaginative or inventive faculty.

The conceptions of its poets, the creations of its sculptors.

J. Caird.

There can be little doubt that the perfection of art in
Greece is to be largely traced to those conceptions of the
dignified and beautiful in man with which the Greek mind
was filled. Faiths o/ the World, p. 74.

(b) In philos. : (I) The act of conceiving or of forming a
concept, or the concept itself ; a notion. [Latin conceptio
was used in this sense by Boethius.]

The most uncivilised parts of mankind have some way
or other climbed up into the conception of a god.

Suri/t, Tale of a Tub, viii.

All thought is a comparison, a recognition of similarity or
difference ; a conjunction or disjunction ... of its ol)-

jects. In Conceptimi, that is, in the forming of concepts
(or general notions), it compares, disjoins, or conjoins at-

tributes. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, i.

Conception means both the act of conceiving and the ob-
ject conceived. . . . Now this is a source of great vague-
ness in our philosophical discussions. . . . For the act of

conceiving, the term Cimceptiwi should be employed, and
that exclusively. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, iii.

Conception we regard equally as an occurrence in con-
sciousness ; and, thotigh we suppose it t« take place in the
absence of any object at the time affecting the senses, we
practically separate in our thoughts the conceivetl content
or object from the conception, and imagine it vaguely as
residing elsewhere than in consciousness.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 58.

(2) Improperly, the faculty of reproductive imagination.
D. Stuart, (c) Thought, notion, or idea, in a loose sense

:

as, you have no conception how clever he is.

But a religion whose object was the tnith was at this

time so unknown a thing that a pagan magistrate could
have no cotiception of it l)ut as a new sect of philosophy.

Warbnrton, Works, IX. i.

2t. A fanciful thought ; a conceit.

Full of conceptions, points of epigram, and witticisms.
Dryden, Ded. of Tr. of Juvenal.

3. The act of becoming pregnant ; the begin-
ning of pregnancy ; the inception of the life of

an embryo; hence, figuratively, beginni^ig;

origination.

I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception.
Gen. iii. 16.

Joy had the like conception in our eyes.
Shak., T. of A., u 2.

High living generates a fullness of habit unfavorable to

conception. N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 421.

False conception, in pathol., conception in which, in-

stead of a welborganized embryo, a misshapen fleshy mass
is formed; a mole.- Immaculate conception. See im-
«inc«(nfc— Negative conception, a notion formed only

indirectly by means of a negation.— Order of the Con-
ception, an order founded in the seventeentll century by
some of the noldes of the Holy Roman Knipire, and com-
mon to Germany and Italy. = Syn. Image, apprehension,
sentiment, view.

conceptional (kgn-sep'shon-al), a. [= It. con-

cezionale, <hlj. conceptionalis, < L. concej)tio(n-),

conception: see conception.] Pertaining to or

having the nature of a conception or notion.



conceptional

There is movement in the whole vocabulary of language,
from the designation of what is coarser, grosser, more ma-
terial, to the designation of what is finer, more abstract
and conceptionat, more formal.

U'hitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 90.

COnceptionalist (kon-sep'shon-al-ist), n. [<
coiiccj)tii)ii(il + -ist.'j Same as conceptualist.

COnceptionist (kon-sep'shon-ist), H. [< concep-
tion + -iV/.] Same as concepttmlist. Coleridge.

COnceptioust (kou-sep'shus), a. [< conception
+ -oiis.'] Apt to conceive ; fruitful.

Thy fertile and conceptions womb. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

COnceptism (kon'sep-tizm), n. [< concept +
-ism.^ In rhet., the expression of general or
vague notions ; a style of writing in which more
may be meant than is directly expressed ; am-
biguousness through double meaning. See ex-
tract.

His [Quevedo's] phrases are of set purpose charged with
a double raeanijig, and we are never sure on reading
whether we have taken in all that the author meant to
convey. Cowepligm is the name that has been given to
this reflnement of thought, which was doomed in time to
fall into the ambiguous and equivocal.

£neyc. Brit., XXIL 360.

COnceptivae (kon-sep-tl've), n.pl. Seeferiee.
conceptive (kon-sep'tiv), a. [= P. conceptif,
< L. i-oiifiptinis, < conceptus, pp. of concipere,
conceive : see conceive.'] 1. Capable of conceiv-
ing mentally.
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3. To interest; busy; occupy; engage: used The Holy Spirit . . . would instruct them in so concera-
reflexively or in the passive voice : as, to con- '"!> *" '^^""^ "' public affairs.

cern one's self in the affairs of others; I was '''"• ^"w''"'. ^^"''•'s (ed. 1835), II. 166.

not concerned in that transaction. ®° ^^^^ "'"' '° <"»><:erninff a truth. South.

Being a layman, I ought not to have concerned myself Concerning (kon-s6r'ning), prep. [Prop_ , .. ^., ^ -jr- u r- PPr.
of concern, v., after F. concernant (= Sp. con-
cerniente = Pg. It. concernente), ppr., similarly
used. Cf. touching, regarding, respecting, and
other quasi-prepositions of participial form.]
Pertaining to; regarding; with relation to ; as
to; about.

I have accepted thee conceming this thing also, that
I will not overthrow this city, for the which thou hast
spoken. • Gen. xix. 21.

I am free from all doubt cotweming it. Tillotson.

In one compressing enginmuTaTpaTowrwitho'l^ T.^M "f^Vfe^f'T"?^' "" ^^ '"'"'*^" tforcing any air in, and in an hour the bird began to pant -"'^»f-J !• A tiling in which one IS concerned

with speculations which belong to the profession. Dryden.
My father, whilst he was concerned in the Turkey trade

had been three or four times to the Levant.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 3.

4. To disturb; make uneasy or anxious; cause
disquiet to ; trouble : generally in the past par-
ticiple: as, to be deeply concerned about the
safety of a friend.
Here we first heard of the Death of Constant Falcon, for

whom Captain Brewster seemed to be much concerned.
Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 110.

, ,^
- - , - — binl began to pant,

and be concerned, and in less than an hour and a half to be
sick. Derham.

I was secretly concerned to see human nature in so much
wretchedness and disgrace. Addison, Spectator, No. 117.

5t. To confuse with drink; slightly intoxicate

:

in the past participle.

Not that I know his Reverence was ever concemd to my
knowledge.

Sxrift, Mary, the Cook-maid, to Dr. Sheridan.
A little, as you see, concerned with liquor.

Sir IJ. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, II., iii. 3.

= Syn. 2. To interest, touch, affect.

concern; affair; business; in-

The allege.! inconceivableness of a minimum or a limit COncem (kon-sern'), w. [< concern, v.l 1. That
is not due to an arrest of the conceptive power, but a

baffling of it. U. Spencer, Priu. of Psychol.

With a conceptive imagination vigorous beyond any in
his generation, . . . he [Carlyle] wante altogether the plas-
tic imagination, the shaping faculty.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 126.

2. Capable of conceiving physically.
The uterine parts . . . may be reduced into a concep-

tive constitution. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 7.

conceptual (kon-sep'tu-al), a. [= F. concep-
tuel, < NL. 'conceptualis', < L. conceptus (con-
ce/<fH-), concept: see coHce/)< and -«/.] Pertain-
ing to conception, mental or physical.
Every conceptual act is so immediately followed aa to

seem accompanied by a nomenclatory one.
Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 139.

COnceptnallsm (kon-sep'tu-al-izm), n. [= F.
conceptiialisme = Sp. Pg. 'conceptualismo, < NL.
'conceptiiali.smii,s,< "conceptualis : nee conceptual
and -(«;«.] The psychological doctrine that the
meaning of a general class-name, as horse, red,
etc., can be fuUy represented in thought or
be actually present to consciousness: opposed
both to realism and to nominalism, it is mainly
an English doctrine, and Locke is the most celebrated ail-
vocate of the opinion. The term is also applied to some
of tlie opinions concerning universals held in the iniildle
ages, under the impression that the questions then at

which relates or pertains to one ; matter of con-
cernment ; business ; affair.

Let it storm and Thunder, Hail and Snow,
Tis Heavn's Concern.

Congreve, Imit. of Horace, I. ix. 2.

Exposing the private concerns of families.

Addison, Freeholder.

2. Interest; matter of importance; that which
affects one's welfare or happiness.
Tis all mankind's concern that he should live. Dryden.

Since you have the end.
Be that your sole concern, nor mind those means
No longer to the purpose

!

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 98.

3. Solicitous regard ; solicitude ; anxiety ; agi-
tation or uneasiness of mind; disturbed state of
feeling; trouble.
Why all this concern for the poor ? We want them not.

Swift.
Maria has somehow suspected the tender concern 1 have

for your happiness. Slieridan, .School for Scandal, ii. 2.

With a face of concern, [he] advised me to give up the
dispute. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

or interested

;

terest.

They thought the matter . . . weighty and general to
the concernment of all the country.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 386.

The great coticernmcnt of men is with men. Locke.

Propositions which extend only to the present life are
small, compared with those that have influence upon our
everlasting concernments. Watts, Improvement of Mind.

2. The state or fact of concerning or affecting
one's interest or happiness ; importance ; mo-
ment.

It is of greatest concernment in the Church and Com-
monwealth, to have a vigilant eye how Bookes denieane
themselves as well as men. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 5.

Let every action of concernment be begun with prayer.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 407.

Much business of a trifling nature and personal coiuem-
ment withdraws their attention from matters of great na-
tional moment.

Washington, in Bancrofts Hist. Const., L 282.

3. The state of being concerned or occupied;
interference

; participation.

He married a daughter to the earl, without any other ap-
probation of her father or concernment in it than suffer-
ing him and her to come into his presence. Clarendon.

4. The state of being concerned or anxious

;

concern ; solicitude ; anxiety.
We cannot so speedily recollect ouiselves after a scene

of great passion and co)icemm>'n(, as to pass to another of
mirth and humour, and to enjoy it with any relish.

Dryden, Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

The Lord had taken care that we should not forget her,
and those with her: for he had raised and begotten an
heavenly concernment in our souls for her and them.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

held by Locke and othei-s. He admits that we can repre
sent to ourselves no general notion of the common attri-
bute or attributes which constitute a class ; but he asserts
that the generality, which cannot lie realized in a notion
of the resembling attribute, is realized in a notion of the
re-iinlilun. e iUelf. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxxvi.

conceptualist (kpn-sep'tii-al-ist), n. [= F. con-
ceptualiste = Sp. iPg. conceptualista, < NL. 'con-
ceptualista,< 'conceptualis: see conceptual and

4. An establishment or firm for the transaction concert (kon-86rt'), t). {_<¥. concerter,< It. con-
of business; a manufacturing or commercial certare = Sp. Pg. concertar, concert, contrive,
establishment; a business house. adjust, appar. < L. concertare, contend, contest,

ii.,,.. „...,. .h .t .-T-- -- i-r - - When the State, directly or by proxy, has thus come into
^i^pute, debate (hence, appar., in later use, con-

nlh f,..Tnh^r,
"" discussed by the EnglUh possession of, or has established, numerous amcems for fer, arrange by conference, concert, etc.), < com-,pniiosopners. wholesale production and for wholesale distribution, there with, -f certore. contend < ferH«>rp ftmw»-/«.Dr. Brown repudiates the doctrine of conceptualism as " ' « good precedents for extending its function to re- „et,, v»r o» ^^\.Z.c.^lS ^^^' '

h.i.i i.„ t„.i. 1 ..u— „-.,,. ., . '- tail distribution. II. Siiencer Man vs State p 39 ^'^*'"*i ^ar-> as adj.), separate, etc.: see con-

connecting; the verb with L. consertus, pp. of
conserere, join, fit, unite (also contend, join bat-
tle), < com-, together, + serere, join, connect:
see series.'] I. trans. 1. To contrive and ar-
range mutually ; construct or adjust, as a plan
or system to be pursued, by conference or
agreement.
The two rog«e«, having concerted their plan, parted

company.
, De/oe, Col Jack.

When Gloucester reached Northampton he met the duke
of Buckingham and concerted with him the means of over-
throwing the Wydvilles. Sttibbs, Const. Hist., § 360.

2. To plan ; devise.

A commander had more trouble to concert his defence

of depreciation. [CoUoq.]
The hackney-coach— agreat, lumbering, square conceni.

Dickens.
= Syn. 3. Solicitude, etc. (see core); Concemat, abouX,far
(see uneoncenxed); carefulness, thoughtfulness.

-ist.] One who holds the psychological opinion COncernancet, COncemancyt (kon-s^r-nans,
called conceptualism. -"if"-si), ». [= Sp. coucernencia.snceptual
The older Concept ualists . . . assert that it Is possible

to conceive a triangle neither e<iuilateral nor rectangular— but lx)tli at once. Sir W. Ilamiltim, .Metaph., xxxvi!

conceptnalistic (kon - sep'tu - a - lis'tik), a. [<
conrtiilu/ili.it -I- -ic] Pertaining to or of the
nature of conceptualism.
concern (kon-s6m'), v. t. [< F. fOMcer«er= Sp. Concerned (kon-s^md'), ;). a. [Pp. of concern,
Pg. concernir = It. concernere, concern, touch, ''-J 1 •Haying or manifesting disquietude; un-

< OF. 'conr-
cernance (= It. concernen:a), < concernant, ppr.
of concenter, concern : see concern, v., and -ance,
-aneij, and cf. concerning, prep.] Concern; busi-
ness ; import.
The concernancy, sir? why do we wrap the gentleman

in our more rawer breath? Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

critic, etc., and of. decern (> ult. decree etc ) "' " ** '^""' """' ' ''"'"'•

discern (> ult. discreet, discrete, discriminate'
Southern Lit. Messenger, March, 1851.

etc.), cxcern (> ult. excrete, excrement), secern (> Concernedly (kon-ser'ned-li), adr. In a eon-
nlt. secret, secrete, etc.).] 1. To relate or pertain ''*'>"'''l manner; with anxiety or solicitude,
to; have an intimate relation to or connection concemedness (kon-s6r'ned-nes), n. The state
with. of being concerned.
Preaching the kingdom ofGod, and teaching those things Earnestness and concernedness.

which concern the Ixjrd Jesus Christ Acts xxviii. 31. *>>? Sharp, Sermons, VI. xl.

2. To affect the interest of; have interest for ; concemingt (kon-sfir'ning), n. [Verbal n. of

And we, with Nature's heart in tune.
Concerted harmonies.

[From the
[Eare.]

Mot/ierwell, Jeanie Morrison.

To act in concert: with with.

be of importance to.
It coy<.r,M the State of England to look at thta time Into

the State of I ranee. Baker, Chronicles, p. 377.
Our wars with France have affected us in our most ten-der Interests, and concerned us more than those with anyother nation. Addison, State of the War
To this reasoning I am not ameemed to raise any oblec-

"°°- Jfind, IX. 80.

concern, ».] An affair of importance ; concern
;

business.
We shall write to you,

As time and oor concemings shall importune.
.Shak., M. forM., 1. 1.

concemingt (kon-s6r'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of con-
cern, v.] Havmg interest or moment; impor-
tant.

^

U, intrans.
[Rare.]

The ministers of Denmark were appointed to coixcert
with Talbot. Bp. Burnet.

concert (kon'sSrt), n. [= D. G. concert= Dan.
8w. koncert, a (musical) concert, < F. concert,
= Sp. concierto = Pg. concerto, < It. concerto
(also spelled conserto, as if connected with L.
conserere : see etym. of verb), agreement, union,
harmony, concert, etc. ; from the verb: seecow-
cert, v.] 1. Agreement of two or more in a
design or plan ; combination formed by mutual



concert

communication of opinions and views; accor-

dance in a sclieme or enterprise ; harmony.
All these discontents . . , have arisen from the want

of a due communication and concert. Swift.

Individual resistance is too feeble, and the difficulty of

concert and co-operation too great, ... to oppose, suc-

cessfully, the organized power of government.
• Calhoun, Works, I. 61.

2. In music : (o) A set of instruments of the
same kind, but of different sizes : as, a concert

of viols. Also consort. (6) A public perform-
ance of music in which several singers or in-

strumentalists, or both, participate ; especially,

one in which the program consists of detached
numbers: also applied to the performance of
an oratorio, but not of an opera, (c) The har-
monious combination of two or more voices or
instruments.

Compositions, called playhouse or act tunes, were writ-

ten and played in concert, and not in unison as formerly.
Stainer and Barrett, Diet, of Musical Terms, p. 363.

(d) A concerto Caf6 concert. See ca/d.—Dviich
concert, a concert in which each one sings his own song
at the same time tliat his neighbor sings his ; or a concert
in which each one sings a vei-se ol any song he pleases,

some well-Iinown chorus being sung after each verse.

concertante (kon-char-tan'te), a. and «. [It.,

ppr. of concertare, form a concert: see concert,

».] I. a. In music, agreeing; haiTaonious.

II, n. In music: (a) A composition suita-

ble for a concert. (6) A composition for two
or more solo voices or instruments, with ac-
companiment for the organ or orchestra, so
constructed that each of the solo voices or in-

struments comes into prominence in turn, (c)

A composition for two or more solo instruments
without orchestra.— Concertante parts, in orches-
tral music, parts for solo instruments.— Concertante
style, that style of composition which affords tlie per-
former opportunity for a brilliant display of sliill. See
concerto.

concertationf (kon-s6r-ta'shon), n. [< L. con-

certatio{n-), < concertare, pp. concertatus, con-
tend: see concert, V.'] Strife; contention.

After the concertation, when they could not agree, the
king, coming between them both, called away the bishops
from the monks. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 215.

COncertativet (kon-ser'ta-tiv), a. [< L. concer-

tativus, < concertare, pp. concertatus, contend:
see concert, v., concertation.'] Contentious

;

quarrelsome. Bailey.

concerted (kon-ser'ted), p. a. [Pp. of concert,

».] 1. Mutually agreed upon, contrived, or
planned.

Poetry was, in all appearance, previous to any concerted
plan of worship. Goldsmith, Origin of Poetry.

On s.coiicerted dayasimultaneousinsuiTectiontook place
throughout the Provinces. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., iv.

2. Brought into connection or relation; con-
nected by a plan.

A dream may let us deeper into the secret of Nature
than a hundred concerted experiments.

Emerson, Nature, p. 81.

3. In music, arranged in parts for several
voices or instruments, as a trio, a quartet, etc.

To obtain artistic effect, . . . concerted pieces need in-

terspersing with solos.

//. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 437.

concert-grand (kon'sert-grand), n. A grand
pianoforte of power and brilliancy sufficient for
use in a large hall or with an orchestra. [Col-

loq.]

concertina i.kon-ser-te'na), n. [NL., < It. con-
certo, a concert, harmony: see concert, «.] A
musical insti-ument invented by Professor
Wheatstone, the principle of which is similar
to that of the accordion, it is composed of a bel-

lows, with two faces or ends, generally polygonal in shape.

on which are placed the various stops or studs, by the
action of which air is admitted to the free metallic reeds
that produce the sounds.

concertino (kon-char- or kon-sfer-te'no), n. and
a. [It., dim. of concerto : see concerto, concert,

».] I. n. In music, a small concerto.

11. a. In music, employed in the perform-
ance of a concerto : as, a violino concertino.
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concertion (kon-s6r'shon), n. [< concert, ».]

Concert ; contrivance ; adjustment. Young.
[Rare.]

concert-master (kon'sert-mas"t6r), n. [G.
concertmeister.'] The iirst violinist of an orches-
tra; the leader.

concertment (kgn-s6rt'ment), n. [< concert +
-mcnt.] The act of concerting. B. Pollok.
[Rare.]

concert-music (kon's6rt-mu"zik), n. Secular
music, vocal or instrumental, of decided tech-
nical elaboration, and suited to performance
in a large auditorium: usually of one or few
movements or parts, and thus different from an
opera, oratorio, or similar extended work : dis-

tinguished from chamher-miisicand church music.

concerto (kon-char'- or kon-ser'to), n. [It. : see
concert, v.] Jn music: (a) A concert. [Rare.]

(6) Same as concertante. (c) A composition
for two or more solo instruments of the same
or of a different kind : as, Bach's concerto for
four pianos ; Handel's concerti grossi for two
violins and violoncello soli, with accompani-
ment for a stringed orchestra. Such concertos
are called double, triple, etc., according to the
number of solo instruments, (d) A composi-
tion, usually in symphonic form, written for
one principal instrument (occasionally for more
than one), with accompaniment for a large or
small orchestra, and intended to display the
ability of a solo performer.
concert-piece (kon's6rt-pes), n. A musical
work, usually instrumental, suitable for per-
foiinance in a concert.

concert-pitch (kon'sert-pich), re. In music, the
pitch used in tuning instruments for cpncert
use. See pitch.

concessible (kon-ses'i-bl), a. [= Pg. conces-

sivel = It. concessibile, < ML. concessibilis, < L.
concessus, pp. of concedere, concede : see con-

cede and -ible.l Capable of being conceded or
granted. [Rare.]

It was built upon one of the most concessible postula-
tums in Nature. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 157.

Their claim, we can now all see, was just, . . . though
. . . difficult to render clear and concessible.

Carlyle, Cromwell's Letters, II. 44.

concession (kgn-sesh'gn), n. [= D. koncessie =
Gr. concession = Dan. "konsession, < F. concession
= Pr. concession = Sp. concesion = Pg. conces-
sao = It. concessione, < L. concessio{n-), < conce-

dcre, pp. concessus, concede, grant : see concede.']

1. The act of conceding, granting, or yielding:
usually implying a demand, claim, or request
from the party to whom the grant is made.
The concession of these charters was in a parliamentary

way. Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law. of Eng.

I hate, where I looked for a manly furtherance, or at
least a manly resistance, to find a mush of concession.

Emerson, Essays, Istser., p. 191.

Specifically— 2. In argumentation, the yield-

ing, granting, or allowing to the opposite party
of some point or fact that may bear dispute,

with a view to gain some ulterior advantage, or

to show that, even when the point conceded is

granted, the argument can be maintained.

The fallacy lay in the immense concession that the bad
are successful ; that justice is not done now.

Emerson, Compensation.

3. The thing or point yielded ; a grant. Specifi-

cally applied to grants of land, privileges, or immunities
made by govei-nraent to individuals or companies to en-
able or encourage them to undertake public enterprises, as
to construct railways, canals, etc.

A gift of more worth, in a temporal view, was the grant
to the king of the cruzada, the excusada, and other conces-

sions of ecclesiastical revenue. Preseott.

A Frenchman has obtained the concession [the privilege

of making the Suez Canal], and it may be executed by
French engineers and French workmen. Edinburgh Rev.

[In parts of the United States acquired from Spain and
Mexico it is used in a much broader sense, and includes
entries of land and warrants of survey or location ; any
designation of public land by the government as assigned
to private ownership or occupation.]—The Concessions,
in U. S. hist., the political privileges granted to the prov-
ince of New Jersey by the proprietors Berkeley and Car-
teret in 1664-5, which formed the constitution of the
province until 1702, or, as the colonists claimed, until the
revolution.

concessionary (kgn-sesh'on-a-ri), a. and n.

i<

concession + -ary'^ ; = F. concessionnaire, etc.]

. a. Given by indulgence or allowance; of the
nature of a concession : as, a concessionary priv-
ilege. [Rare.]

II. ». ;
pi. concessionaries (-riz). A person to

whom a privilege or concession has been grant-
ed ; a concessioner.

concessioner (kgn-sesh'gn-6r), n. [< concession
+ -eri. Cf. concessionary.] One who obtains
or desires to obtain a concession, as a grant of

concha

land, or a privilege or immunity of some kind

;

a concessionary.

concessionist (kon-sesh'on-ist), B. [< conces-
sion + -ist.] One who makes or favors conces-
sions. Quarterly Eev.

concessive (kgn-ses'iv), a. and re. [< LL. con-
cessivns,<. L. concessus, pp. of concedere, concede

:

see concede.] I. a. 1. Of the nature of or con-
taining a concession or an admission, as the
surrender of some disputed or disputable point.
— 2. Speciiieally, in gram., marking or stating

a condition as something which may be granted
without destroying a conclusion : as, a conces-

sive particle ; a concessive sentence. A concessive
sentence consists of a concessive clause and an adversa-
tive clause, often introduced by an adversative particle :

as, though he slay me (or, he may slay me, or, let him slay
me), yet will I trust in him.

II. n. A particle implying concession. Seel.
concessively (kon-ses'iv-li), adv. By way of
concession or yielding; by way of admitting
what may be disputable.

Some have written rhetorically and concessively, not con-
troverting but assuming the question.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 12.

concessory (kgn-ses'o-ri), a. [< L. as if "con-
cessorius, < concessus, pp. of concedere, concede

:

see concede.] Conceding; permissive. [Rare.]

These laws are not prohibitive, but concessory.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 2.

concetet, n. An obsolete spelling of conceit.

concetti, m. Pliu-al of concetto.

concettism (kon-ehet'tizm), n. [< concetto +
-ism.] The use of affected wit or concetti.
Kingsley.

concetto (kon-chet'to), re.
;

pi. concetti (-ti).

[It., = conceit, q. v.] A piece of affected wit;
an ingenious thought or turn of expression ; a
conceit.

A kind of counter-taste founded on surprise and curios-

ity which . . . may be expressed by the concetto.

Shenstone.

He [Thoreau] seeks, at all risks, for perversity of thought,
and revives the age of concetti while he fancies himself
going back to a preclassical nature.

LovKll, Study Windows, p. 202.

conch (kongk), re. [= F. conque = Pr. Sp. Pg.
concha = It. conca, < L. concha, < Gr. noyxij,

a mussel, cockle, shell, also a shell-like thing or
cavity, as the hollow of the ear, a niche, a can-
opy over an altar, an apse, the knee-pan, etc.,

also Kdjxo;, in like senses (see conchus), = Skt.

gankha (> chanlfl, q. v.), a shell: see cocki,

cockle^, and coach.] 1. A shell of any kind.

Orient pearls which from the conchs he drew.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x.

2. Specifically, a large marine shell, espe-
cially that of the Strombus gigas, sometimes
called fountain-shell, from its use in gardens.
Conchs have been much used as instruments of call, pro-
ducing a very loud sound when blown. Oft«n called conch-
shell.

At that instant, however, the blast of a fish-dealer's

conch was heard, annomicing his approach along the
street. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

3. A spiral shell fabled to liave been used by
the Tritons as a trumpet, probably of the kind
now constituting the genus Triton, and used
as a musical instrument in the South Sea isl-

ands. .Also conch-shell.

One of them kept blowing a large conch-shell, to which
a reed of two feet long was fixed. Cook, Voyages, VI. iii. 1.

4. A trumpet in the form of a sea-shell. Also
called Triton's-horn.— 5. The external portion
of the ear; the concha.— 6. In arch., the plain,

ribless, concave surface of a vault or penden-
tive ; the semidome of an apse ; the apse itself.

See apse. Also called concha.

The conch or apse before which stood the high altar.

Milnian.

7. [Also written conk, conck, konk.] (a) One
of the lower class of inhabitants of the Baha-
mas, and of the keys on the Florida reef: so

named from their extensive use of the flesh

from conchs as food.

The aforesaid postmaster, a stout conch, with a square-

cut coatee and red cape and culfs. M. Scott.

The white Americans form a comparatively small pro-

portion of the population of Key West, the remainder
being Bahama negi-oes, Cuban refugees, and white natives

of the Bahamas and their descendants, classified here un-
der the general title of Conchs.

Circular No. 8, War Dept., Slay 1, 1875, p. 144.

(6) One of an inferior class of white inhabi-

tants of some parts of North Carolina.

concha (kong'ka), re.
;
pi. concha' (-ke). [L. con-

cha, a shell : see conch.] 1. In anat. and soiil.

:

(a) The outer ear; the pinna of the ear; the

auricle ; especially, the shell of the ear, the

hollowed part within the antihelix, leading
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into the meatus. See cut under ear. (h) A
shell of bone, or a bone like a shell ; a turbi-

nated bone.— 2. Same as conch, 6.— 3. [ML., >

OF. conque.'i An old dry measure of Gaseony
and Navarre, about 5 peeks, Winchester mea-
sure.— Conclia inferior, the inferior turbinated bone ;

the maxilloturiiinal.— Conclia superior, concha me-
dia, the superior and middle turbinated Ijoues, tugetller

niakiiif,' tile ethmoturbinal.

Conchacea (kong-ka'se-a), n. pi. [NL., < L.

concha, a shell (see conch), + -acea.'\ In De
Blainville's arrangement (1824), a family of bi-

valve moUusks, approximating, but more com-
prehensive than, Lamarck's Conchte, containing
numerous genera now distributed in several

families.

Conchx (kong'ke), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. con-

cha, a shell: see conch.} 1. A group of bivalve
mollusks. (a) In the "Systema Naturaj" of Linnaeus,

the section of the Testacea comprising the bivalves, (b)

In Lamarcli's system of conchology (1809-1818), a family
of dimyarian Conchifera, composed of the genera VcnuSt
Cytherea. Cypriiia, Venericardul, Cyrena, Galathea, and
C'yclas. (c) In Deshayes's system, a group limited to the
genera Cypriiia, Astarte, and Venus.

2. [l. c.) Plural of concha.

Oonchariidae (kong-ka-n'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ciinchaiiiiin + -/(te.J A family of tripylean

radiolarians, with a fenestrated shell, destitute

of radial spicules, and composed of two smooth
hemispherical or lenticular valves, the edges of

which usually interlock by rows of teeth : typi-

fied by the genns Concharium.

Conchariiun (kong-ka'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

KoyxajHov, dim. of niyxv, a shell: see conch.}

The typical genus of the family Conchariidw.

COnchate (kong'kat), a. [= Sp. conchado, <

NL. conchatiM, < L. concha, a shell : see conch

and -afel.] Same as conehiform. M. C. Cooke.

conchi, n. Plural of conchus.

Oonchldae (kong'ki-de), n. pi. [NL.,< L. concha,

a sliell (see conch), + -idee.} A family name
proposed by Broderip (1839) for the Conchw of

Lamarck and the Conehacea of De Blainville.

COnchifer (kong'ki-f^r), n. [< NL. conchi/er,

< L. concha, shell, -I- ferre= E. bearK} A mol-
lusk of the class Conchifera.

Conchifera (kong-kif'e-ra). n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of conchiferi shell-hearing: see conchifer.}

1. lu Lamarck's system of classification, head-
less mollusks with bivalve shells : a loose syn-
onym of LamelUbranchiata, but including the

brachiopods, which are now placed in a dif-

ferent class. Disencumbered of the brachiopods, the
Conchifera corresxxjlid to the Ac^phata teittacea of Cuvier,
or to the Lamellihranehiata of De Blainville and hiodern
naturalists. Also called Conchophora, Acephala, Endoce-
phata, Liiiocephala, and I'f^lecypfxla.

2. lu Gegenbaur's system of classification, one
of two primary divisions of the Mollusca; the
Mollusca of authors in general, exclusive of the
Placophora or chitons.

Wliat led me most to unite all the Mollusca, with the ex-
ception of the ChitonidfiB, into one great division, to which
I have given the name Comcttifera, was the consideration
that we must recognize the ^eat significance of the shell
as atfecting the whole organization of these animals.

GeaenbaxLr, Conip. Anat. (trans.), p. 310.

COncMferoUS (kong-kif'e-rus), a. [Asconchifer
-t- -ous.} 1. Provided with a shell, as a mol-
lusk ; testaceous.— 2. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Conchifera; bivalve, as a
moUusk ; lamellibranchiate.

nie conchi/ermts or bivalve Acephala.
R. Qamer, Mag. Nat. Hist., N. S., II. 579.

3. Bearing or containing shells: as, "eonchif-
croiis deposits," Dancin.

conclliforni (kong'ki-f6rm), a. [< L. concha, a
shell, -t- forma, shape.] Shell-shaped; espe-
cially, shaped like one valve of a bivalve shell

;

specifically, in en torn., semicircular and con-
cavo-conve.x, as the tegulse or wing-covers in
most Hijmenoptera. Also conchate.

conchinamilie (kong-kin'a-min), n. [< *con-
rliiiiii, a transposition of cinchona, + amine.}
Same as t/iiiniilamine,

conchinine (kong'ki-nin), n. [< "conchina, a
transposition of cinchona, + -ine^.} Same as
ijHinidinc.

conchiolin (kong-ki'o-lin), n. [< L. concha, a
shell, + io(dine) + -ol + -ire^.] The organic
resiiluum of a shell left after removal of the
carbonate of lime by acids. Also conchyoUn.

This was evidently originally a soft Embryonic Shell com-
pfwed of rtnwhiftlin, and not of calcareous matter as in the
Annnonoidea.

.1. Hyiitl, Proc. Amcr. Assoc. Adv. Scl., 1884, p. SW.

conchitet (kong'ldt), ». [< Gr. Koyx'tTiQ, a shelly
marble (lit. shell-like). < K^yxi, shell.] A fossil

couch or shell Bp. Nicolson.
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COnchitic (kong-kit'ik), a. [< conchite + -ic.}

Composed of shells ; containing shells in abun-
dance : applied to limestones and marbles in

which the remains of shells are a noticeable
feature. Page.
Conchoderma (kong-ko-der'ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. i^oyx'/, shell, + dip'/ia, skin'.] A genus of

barnacles, of the family Lepadidce: same as

OHon. C. virgata is a species often foimd at-

tached to ships. C. dorsalis is a Caribbean
form.
Conchoecia (kong-ke'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Kdyxn,

a shell, + oiAof, home.] A genus of ostra-

code crustaceans, of the family Halocypridw,
or constituting the type of a family Conchoe-

ciidcB. C. ohtusata, a British species, is an ex-

ample.
ConchceciidaB (kong-ke-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Conchctcia + -idieJj A family of ostracodes,
named from the genus Conchwcia.
concho-grass (kon'cho-gras), ». A name some-
times given to the Panicum Texanum, a Texan
grass which is now cultivated in the south-

em United States and found to yield a large

amount of valuable forage.

conchoid (kong'koid), «. and a. [= P. con-

chokle = It. concoide = Sp. concoide, < Gr. my-
XoeiSij^, < n&yxTI, a sheU, + eldoq, form.] I. n. A
plane curve invented by one Nioomedes, proba-
bly in the second century before Christ, and
defined by him as such that if a straight line

be drawn from a certain fixed point, called the

Conchoids of Nicomedes.

M.V is the asymptote; P is the pole. The highest and lowest
branches form one conchoid having a crunode at P. The branches
nearest the asymptote form a conchoid having an acnode at P. The
dotted curves indicate the conchoid with a cusp at P.

pole of the curve, to the curve, the part of the
line intercepted between the curve and a fixed

line (now called its asymptote) is always equal
to a fixed distance. The conchoid was used to facili-

tate the duplication of the cube. Its Cartesian equation is

:

m2j/2=(p-,,)2(i2 + y^).

It is a curve of the fourth order and of the sixth class, un-
less it has a cusp at P, when it is of the fifth class. It has a
double point at the pole, and meets its asymptote at four
consecutive points at infinity. It has two branches.

H, a. Same as conchoidal.

Its [serpentines] hardness being about 3, and with a
conchoid or splintery fracture.

S. a. WilliaiM, Applied Geology, p. 8.

conchoidal (kong-koi'dal), a. [< conchoid +
-al ; = F. conchoidal, etii.} In mtnfra?., having
convex elevations and concave depressions like

Conchoidal Fracture, in obsidian.

shells: applied principally to such a surface
produced by fracture, as exemplified in ob-
sidian.

Custards ... in which every stroke of the teaspoon left

a smooth conchoidal surface like the fracture of chalcedony.
O. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, vii.

Concholepas (kong-kol'e-pas), n. [NL. (La-
marck), < Gr. Kdyxt/,

shell, + /lETrdf, a lim-
pet.] A genus of gas-
tropodous mollusks,
of the family Bucci-
nidcB or whelks, hav-
ing a limpet-like
shell, owing to the
size of the aperture.
The only species is

G. peruviana, of the
west coast of South

America, along which it is extensively used for

food.

concholoeical (kong-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< con-

chology + -ic-al.} Of or pertaiiiing to concbol-
ogy, or the scientific study of shells.

ConcluUpas peruviana.

concierge

The space of open sea running north and south of the
west coast [of America] separates two quite distinct con-

chological provinces. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 163.

conchologist (kong-kol'o-jist), n. 1. Oneversed
in conchology.— 2. A name of the carrier-shells

(family Phoridm), from their often attaching
other shells to the margins of their whorls as

they grow. Also called mineralogist. See cut
under carrier-shell.

conchology (kong-kol'o-ji), n. [= Sp. concho-
logia, < Gr. noyxn, a shell, -I- -loyla, < yjkyuv, speak

:

see -ology.} The science of shells and shell-fish.
The word came into xise when mollusks were chiefly stud-
ied with reference to tlieir shells. Since increased atten-
tion has been given to the structure of the soft parts of

mollusks, the term concholor/y is frequently replaced by
malacology (which see). Shells were formerly divided into

three orders, univalves, bivalves, and multivalves, accord-
ing to the number of parts of which they are composed.

conchometer (kong-kom'e-ter), ». [< Gr. Koyxn,

a shell, + jiirpov, a measure.] An instrument
for measuring shells and the angles of their

spires. Also conchyliometer.

COnchometry (kong-kom'e-tri), n. [< conchom-
eter + -y^.} The measurement of shells or
their curves. Also conchyliomctry.

Conchophora (kong-kof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. Koyx'i, a shell (see conch), + -<j>6po(, < (jitpuv

= E. 6co)i.] Same as Conchifera, 1. J. E.
Gray, 1821.

COncnospiral (kong-ko-spi'ral), n. [< L. concha,

a shell, -I- spiral.} A variety of spiral curve
characterizing certain shells. Agassiz.

conch-shell (kongk'shel), n. Same as conch.

conchas (kong'kus), n.
;
pi. conchi (-ki). [NL.,

< Gr. Koyxoc, a shell, the upper part of the skull,

the socket of the eye: see conch.} 1. The
skull.— 2. The orbit of the eye.

conchylaceons, conchyliaceous (kong-ki-la'-

shius, kong-kil-i-a'shius), a. [< conchylium +
-aceous.} Pertaining to shells ; resembling a
shell: as, conchylaceons impressions.

conchylia, ». Plural of conchylium.

COnchyliated (kong-kiri-a-ted), o. [< conchyl-

ium + -ate^ + -e(i2.] Derived from shells or
mollusks: applied to the coloring matter ob-
tained from shell-bearing mollusks.
The COnchyliated colour comprehended a variety of

shades, viz., that of tlie heliotropitim, as well as one of a
deeper colour, that of the mallow, inclining to a full pur-
ple, and that of the late violet, this last being the most
vivid of all the conchyliated tints.

M. S. Lowell, Edil)lc British Mollusca (2d ed.), p. 203.

COnchyliologistt (kong-kil-i-ol'o-jist), n. [= F.
conchylioliigi.ite = Pg. conchyliologista ; as con-

chyliology -)- -ist. Cf. conchologist.} An obso-
lete form of conchologist.

conchyliologyt (kong-kil-i-ol'o-ji), ». [= F. con-

chyliologie = Sp. conquiliologia = Pg. eonchy-
liologia, < NL. *conchyliologia, < Gr. Koyxv^--iov,

conch (see conchylium), + -Aoyia, < Aeyeiv, speak

:

see -ology, and cf. conchology.} An obsolete
form of conchology.

conchylionieter(kong-kil-i-om'e-ter), 11. [< Gr.
Koyxv^Miv, a shell, -t- /xhpov, a measure.] Same
as conchometer.

conchyliometry (kong-Hl-i-om'e-tri), «. [As
conchyliometer + -//3.] Same as conchometry.

conchyliomorphite (kong-kil"i-9-m6r'fit), ??.

[< Gr. Koyxiy.iov, a shell, + popfi], form, -f- -ite^.}

The fossilized oast of a shell from which the
shell has disappeared.
conchylious (kong-kil'i-us), a. [< conchylium
+ -ous.} Belonging or pertaining to the shelled

or testaceous Mollusca.

conchylium (kong-kil'i-um), n.
;

pi. conchylia

(-&). [= F. coquille = Sp. conchil (cf. ML. con-

chile) = Pg. conchylio = It. conchiglia, cochiglia

= G. conchylie = Dan. lonkylie, < L. (^and NL.)
conchylium, a shell, < Gr. Koyx^^'o^, dim. of Koy-

Xv'^-I, dim. of K6yxi, a shell : see conch, and cf

.

codcW^.} The shell of a mollusk, in the widest
sense ; a conch.
conciator (kon'si-a-tor), M. [As if ML., < ML.
coneiare, refit, repair, adorn, for 'comptiare,

var. of comptare, freq. comptitare, adorn, < L.

comptug, elegant, adorned : see compt^.} In
glass-mamif., one who weighs and proportions
the materials to be made into glass.

concierge (V. pron. k6n-siarzh'), n. [F., < OF.
concierge, consierge, consiarge, concherge, con-

cerge, eonsirge, cumcerge (> ML. concergius, con-

sergius, also concergerius, conciergerius, Sp. con-

serje), of uncei-tain origin
;
perhaps < ML. *con-

servius, a keeper, guardian, or "consermum, a
keeping, guarding, irreg. < L. con.servare, keep:
see conserve.} In Franco, one who attends at

the entrance of an edifice, public or private

;

a doorkeeper of a hotel, apartment-house, pris-

on, etc. ; a janitor, male or female.



conciergerie

COnciergerie (F. pron. kon-siarzh're), n. [F.,

< concierge, doorkeeper: see concierge.^ In
France, the room near the entrance of a hotel,

apartment-house, or other building occupied
hy the concierge or Janitor.

concilia, n. Plural of concilium,

conciliaDle^ (kon-sil'i-a-bl), a, [= F. concilidble

= Sp. conciUahU = Pg. conciliavel= It. concilia-

bile, < L, as if *conciliahiliSj < concHiarCj concili-

ate : see conciliate,'] Capable of being concili-
ated or reconciled ; reconcilable.
Xor doth he put away adulteroiisly who complains of

causes rooted in immutable nature, utter unfitness, utter
diseonfonnity, not concUiable, because not to be amended
witliout a miracle. Milton, Tetrachordon.

conciliable^t (kon-sil'i-a-bl), n. [= Sp. concili-

dbulo, < L. conciliabulum, a meeting-place, < con-
cilium, a council : see coundL'} A small assem-
bly; a conventicle.
Some have sought the truth in conventicles and concil-

tables of hereticks and sectaries.

Bacon, Controversies of Church of Eng.

conciliabule (kon-sil'i-a-bul), n. [< L. concilia-

bHhtm : see conciliable^,'] Same as concilidble^.

Milman. [Rare.]
conciliar (kon-siri-ar), a. [= F, conciliaire =
Sp. Pg. conciliar = It. conciliarej < L. as if *con-
ciliaris, < concilium, council : see council and
-flrS.] Of or pertaining to a council or to its

proceedings. Also conciliary.

Henry II. contented himself with aiding the conciliar
legislation. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 389.

There are at least three well-known editions of conciliar
records. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 292.

These synodical or conciliar decrees but burden and
perplex questions otherwise hard enough to discuss and
determine. Contemporary Rev., LI. 209.

conciliarlyt (kon-sil'i-ar-li), adv. After the
manner of a council ; as by a council.

Those things that were concUiarly determined.
Barrow, Pope's Supremacy.

conciliary (kon-sil'i-a-ri), a. Same as conciliar.

By their authority the conciliary definitions passed into
law. Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, ii. 205.

conciliate (kon-sil'i-at), v. t.i pret. and pp. con-
ciliated, ppr. conciliating. [< L. conciliatus, pp.of
conciliare (> F. concilier= Sp. Pg. conciliar = It.

conciliare),bring together, unite,win over, < con-
cilium, a meeting, assembly, union : see council.']

1. To overcome the distrust or hostility of, by
soothing and pacifying means ; induce friendly
and kindly feelings in; pacify; placate; soothe;
win over.

The rapacity of his father's administration had excited
Bucli universal discontent that it was found expedient to
conciliate the nation. Hallam.

Each portion, in order to advance its own peculiar in-

terests, would have to conciliate all others, by showing a
disposition to advance theirs. Calhoun, Works, I. 69.

2. To induce, draw, or secure by something
adapted to attract regard or favor ; win

;
gain

;

engage.
Christ's other miracles ought to have conciliated belief

to his doctrine from the Jews. Cvdworth, Sermons, p. 69.

His [the Duke of York's] amiable disposition and excel-

lent temper have conciliated for him the esteem and regard
of men of all parties. Greville, Memoirs, Aug. 15, 1818.

And any arts which conciliate regard to the speaker in-

directly promote the effect of his arguments.
I)e Quincep, Rhetoric.

= Syn. 1. To win over, propitiate, appease. See reconcile.

conciliating (kon-sii'i-a-ting), p, a. Having the
quality of gaining favor; pacifying; mollifying;
persuading: as, a conciliating address.

conciliation (kon-sil-i-a'shon), n. [= F. con-
ciliation = Sp. condliacion = Pg. conciliagdo =
It. conciliazione, < L. conciliatio{n-), < conciliare,

bring together: see conciliate.'] 1, The act of
converting from a state of jealousy, suspicion,
or hostility; the act of gaining favor or good
will.

The house has gone farther ; it has declared concilia-

tion admissible previous to any submission on the part of
America. Burke, Conciliation with America.

The Homan method of conciliation was, first of all, the
most ample toleration of the customs, religion, and mu-
nicipal freedom of the conquered, and then their gradual
admission to the privileges of the conqueror.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 251.

2. Reconciliation; harmonizing. [Rare.]

St. Austin repeatedly declares the conciliation of the
foreknowledge, predestination, and free grace of God witli

the free will of man to be a most difficult question, intel-

ligible only to few.
Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions (Blackwood, 1866), p. 622.

Court Of conciliation, a tribunal deciding disputes by
inducing the parties to agree on a settlement proposed to
them. The term is sometimes used as synonymous with
court of arbitration. Tlie technical sense of the term
court of conciliation implies iwwer to compel a party to
appear, at the request of hts adversary, for the purpose of
enabling the court to compose their differences in a man-
ner to which they will assent, they being turned over to a
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judicial court if they do not. The term arbitration usually
implies a tribunal without power to compel attendance of
parties, but with power, if parties submit their controversy
to it, to decide authoritatively.

conciliative (kon-sil'i-a-tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

conciliativo; s^^ conciliate \- 4ve.] 1, Designed
for or producing conciliation; reconciling; paci-
fying; conciliatory. Coleridge.— 2. Specifical-
ly, pertaining to or of the nature of a court of
conciliation.

The president of the Universal Peace Union consented
in the latter case to act as a conciliative board of one.

The Century, XXXI. 947.

conciliator (kon-sil'i-a-tor), w. [= F. concilia-

teur = Sp. Pg. conciliador = It. conciliatore, < L.
conciliator, < conciliare, bring together : see con-
ciliate.] One who conciliates, or gains by con-
ciliatory means.
The conciliator of Christendom.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 103.

conciliatory (kon-sil'i-a-to-ri), a. [= F. co7i-

ciliatoire = Pg. conciliatorio ; as conciliate +
-ory.] Tending to conciliate or win confidence
or good will ; reconciling.
The amiable, conciliatory virtues of lenity, moderation,

and tenderness to the privileges of those who depend on
this kingdom. Burke, To the Sheriffs of Bristol.

The Italian, long subject to tyrannical rule, and in dan-
ger of his life if he excites the vengeful feelings of a fel-

low-citizen, is distinguished by his conciliatory manner.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 431.

= Syn. Winning, pacifying.

concilium (kon-siri-um), «. ;
pi. concilia (-a).

[L. : see council.] A council; an assembly.

—

Concilium ordinarium, the name given in medieval Eng-
lish history to the standing council of the king. About
the flfteeuth century it developed into the Privy Council.
See privy council, under council.

concinnatet (kon-sin'at), w t. [< L. condnna-
tus, pp. of concinnare, join fitly together, < con-

cinnus, fitly put together, well adjusted: sep
concinnous.] 1, To join fitly or becomingly
together; make well connected; choose and
compose suitably.

In order that concinnated speech may not beguile us
from truth. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 9.

2. To clear; purify.

A receit to trim and concinnate wine.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xiv. 20.

concinnatet (kon-sin'at), a. [< L. conciymatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Fit ; apt ; suitable.

A manne of ripe iudgement in electinge and chosynge
conciwiiate termes, and apte and eloquente woordes.

Hall, Hen. VII., an. 5.

concinnationf (kon-si-na'shon), n. [< L. con-
cinnatio{n-), < concinnare, join fitly together:
see concinnate, v.] The act of making fit, suit-

able, or perfect.

The building, concinnation, and perfecting of the saints.

Bp. Beynolds, The Passions, p. 77.

COncinnity (kon-sin'i-ti), w.
;
pi. concinnities

(-tiz). [= Sp*. concini'dad = It. condnnitd, < L.
condnnita{t-)s, < concinnus, fitly put together:
see condnnous.] 1. Fitness; suitableness ; con-
nectedness; harmony.

Dr. Henry King's poems, wherein I find ... an exact
concinnity and evenness of fancy. Hoivell, Letters, ii. 16.

A discourse in which the fundamental topic was thus
conscientiously omitted was not likely, with all its con-
cinnities, to make much impression upon the disaffected
knights. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 369.

Specifically— 2. In gram, and rhet., proper and
consistent adjustment of words and clauses as
regards both phraseology and construction;
fitness and harmony of style.

concinnous (kon-sin'us), a. [< L. concinnus,

fitly put together, well adjusted; origin ob-
scure.] Suitable ; agreeable ; harmonious.
Johnson. [Rare.]

concionaryt (kon'shio-na-ri), a. [< L. condona-
rius, prop, contionarius/i contio{n-), an assem-
bly: see condonate.] Same as concionative.

There be four things a Minister should be at ; the Con-
scionary part, Ecclesiastical story. School Divinity, and the
Casuists. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 73.

concionatet (kon'shio-nat), v, i. [< L. con-

cionatus, prop, contionatus, pp. of condonari,
contionari (> Pg. condonar = It. condonare),
make an address, harangue, < contio{n-), im-
prop. condo{n-), an assembly, contr. of OL. co-

ventio{n-) for conventio{n-), an assembly: see
convention.] To preach. Lithgow.

concionative (kon'shio-na-tiv), a. [< condo-
nate + -ive,] Pertaining to preaching ; suited
to or used in preaching or discourses to pub-
lie assemblies. [Rare.]

COncionatort (kon'shio-na-tor), n. [= Sp. Pg.
condonador = It. concionatore,<. L, condonator,
prop, contionator, <. contionari, harangue: see
condonate.] 1. A preacher. Cockcram.— 2. A
common-councilman ; a freeman. Wharton.

concitatlon

COncionatoryt (kon'sMo-na-to-ri), a. [= pg.
concionatorio, < L. as if *concionatorius, false
reading for contionarius : see concionary,]
Same as condonative.

Concioiiatory invectives. Howell.

concise (kon-sis'), a. [= F. Pr. concis = Sp.
Pg. It. condso, < L. condsus, cut off, brief, pp.
of conddere, cut off, cut short, < com- + ccedere,

cut. Cf., for the form, exdse^, indse, predse;
and for the sense, precise.] Comprehending
much in few words ; brief and comprehensive
in statement : as, a concise account of an event

;

a concise argument.
The concise style, which expresseth not enough, but

leaves somewhat to be understood.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

His [Thucydides's] history is sometimes as coTicise as a
chronological chart : yet it is always perspicuous.

Macaulay, History.

= Syn. Concise, Succinct, Cojidensed, Laconic, Summary,
Compendious, short, terse, pithy, sententious, compact.
The first four imply fullness of meaning as well as great
l)revity ; the next two that the subject is treated by ex-
hibiting only its main heads, and that therefore the treat-
ment is comparatively brief. Concise frequently refers to
style, and signifies the expression of much in few words

;

8ux:cinct is generally applied to the matter, the less im-
portant things being omitted : thus, a concise style or
phrase, but a succinct nan-ative or account. Condensed re-

lates more to the mode of treatment by which a matter is

brought or compressed into a smaller space than it might
have occupied. Laconic is applied to expressions which
carry conciseness or brevity to an extreme. A summary
account gives the principal points in the case ; a compen-
dious account is more sure than a summary account to give
a complete and sufficient view of the subject.

His [Lord Mahon's] narration is very perspicuous, and is

also entitled to the praise, seldom, we grieve to say, de-
served by modem critics, of being very concise.

Macaulay, Lord Mahon's War in Spain.

A tale should be judicious, clear, succinct;
The language plain, and incidents well link'd.

Courper, Conversation, I. 235.

A work of genius is . . . condensed knowledge, judg-
ment, skill, that make up the man.

Woolsey, Relig. of Present and Future.

"His time has come," said the laconic scout, thrusting
the long barrel of his rifle through the leaves, and taking
his deliberate and fatal aim.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxxi.

I shall take leave of this island with a summarff account
of their [the winds'] force and direction, as observed Ity

us from the 1st to the 8th of November.
Cook, Voyages, III. vi. S.

For God is lave—compendious whole
Of all the blessings of a soul.

Byron, Love of God.

concisely (kon-sis'U), adv. In a concise man-
ner ; briefly'; in few words.
But to return from this digression, though it was almost

necessary— all the rules of painting are methodically, con-
cisely, and yet clearly delivered in this present treatise
which I have translated.

Dryden, Parallel between Poetry and Painting.

conciseness (kon-sis'nes), w. The quality of
being concise ; brevity in statement.

The conciseness of Demosthenes, the Greek orator.
Dryden, Pref. to Second Misc.

The mysterioos conciseness of an oracle.
Macaulay, Machiavelli.

concision (kon-sizh'on), «, [= F. concision =
Pr. concisio = Sp. condsion = Pg. condsSo = It.

condsione, conciseness, < LL. co7idsio(n-), a
cutting to pieces, a mutilation, separation, <

conddere, cut ofl : see concise.] If. A division;
a schism ; a faction ; a sect ; a separation.

Those of the concision who made it [the division] would
do well to consider whether that which our Saviour as-

sures us will destroy a kingdom be the likeliest way to set-

tle and support a church. South, Works, III., Ep. Ded.

[It is used in the Vulgate and in the authorized version of
the Bible to translate the Greek word KaTaToni), employed
by St Paul in Phil. iii. 2, apparently, instead of TrepiTOfi>j.

for circumcision, as a contemptuous designation of those
Jews who relied upon the mere outward rite of circum-
cision.

Beware of dogs ; beware of evil workers ; beware of the
concision. Phil. iii. 2.

Here he speaks more strongly and calls it a concisioti, a
mere outward mutilation, no longer as it had been, a seal

of the covenant. Ellicott, Com. on Phil. iii. 2.]

2. Conciseness.

His Attic taste had the singular merit of giving concision

to the perplexed periods of our early style.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit, II. 23.

His wonted vigour and concision. Brougham.

COncitationt (kon-si-ta'shgn), n. [= Sp. cond-
tadon = Pg. concitagdo = It. condtadone, < L.
condtatio{n-), < concitare, pp. concitatus, excite :

see concite.] The act of stirring up, exciting,

or putting in motion.
The revelations of heaven are conveied by new impres-

sions, and the immediate illumination of the soul; whereas
the deceiving spirit, by eoticitatioti of humours, produceth
his conceited ph^ot^iu. Sir T. Broictie, V"ulg. Err., L 10.



concitato

COncitatO (kou-ehe-ta'to), a. [It., pp.. of conci-

tare, excite: see concitc.^ In music, excited,

agitated : noting passages to be rendered so as

to produce such an effect.

COncitet (kgu-sif), V. t. [= OF. conciter= Sp.

Pg. concitar = It. concitare, < L. concitare, move
violently, disturb, excite, < com-, together, +
citare, move, stir : see cite, and ef . excite.l To
excite. Cotgrare.

concitizent (kon-sit'l-zn), n. [< con- + citizen

;

= V. concitoyeH, etc. Cf. equiv. LL. concivis,

translating Gr. av/i7roXiT^c,'\ A fellow-citizen.

[Rare.]

A neighbour, or a stranger, or a foreigner or a concitizen,

Knox, Hist. Reformation, Pref.

COnck, n. See conch, n., 7.

conclamation (kon-kla-ma'shon), n. [= Pg.
concluma^an = It. conclama;i'6ne (cf. OF. con-

clamitation), < L. conclamatio{n-), < conclamare,

pp. conclamatus, cry out together, < com-, to-

gether, + clamare, cry out: see claim^, «.] An
outcry or shout of many together ; a clamorous
outcry. [Rare.]

Tlie women continue tlieir lamentations ; and many of

tile females of tlie neigiilxmrliooU, hearing the conclama-
tion, come to unite witli them in this melancholy taslt.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 286.

conclave (kon'klav), n. [< ME. conclave, < OF.
conduce, F. conclace = Pr. conclavi = Sp. Pg.
It. conclave, < L. conclave, a room that may be
locked, in ML. the place of assembly of the
cardinals of the Roman Catholic Church, the
body of cardinals ; < com-, together, -I- clavis, a
key : see ctoi/'is, cfe/. ] 1. A private apartment

;

particularly, the place in which the Sacred Col-
lege or assembly of cardinals of the Roman
Catholic Church meets in privacy for the elec-

tion of a pope.— 2. The assembly or meeting
of the cardinals for the election of a pope. For-
merly the pope was elected by the clergy and people of
Rome ; but, owing to the violence and even bloodshed
with which these elections were attended, the right of
election was in 1059 vested in the cardinals, and is still

exercised by them. During the progress of an election,

which u-sually lasts several daj-s, they and their attendants
are locked up and guarded within the apartments in the
Vatican riccupied by them, to prevent any external inter-

ference or influence.

It was said of a cardinal, by reason of his apparent like-

lihood to step into St. Peter's chair, tliat in two conclaves
he went in pope and came out again cardinal.

South, .Sermons.

3. The body of cardinals ; the Sacred College.

I bid him welcome,
And thank the holy conctace for their loves.

Shak., Hen. VIII., 11. 2.

4. Any private meeting ; a close assembly.
The great seraphic lords and cherubim
In cl06e recess and secret conclave sat.

Maton, P. L., 1. 795.

I was ushered into the presence of the agoumenos, who
sat in a hall, surroinuled by a reverend conclave of hia
l)earded and long-liaired monks.

It Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. .S69.

They were assembled in conclave down in the meadow
on which the fair had been held the day before.

W. II. JtuMclt, Uiary in India, II. 186.

conclavist (kon'kla-vist), n. [= F. conclaviste=
Sp. Pg. conclavista = It. conclaviata ; as con-
clave + -ist.'] An ecclesiastic attending upon
a cardinal in a conclave summoned for the elec-
tion of a pope.
COnclimate (kon-kli'mat), V. t.

;
pret. and pp.

conclimated, ppr. conclimating. [< con- + cli-

mate.'] To acclimatize. Quarterly Rev . [Rare.]
conclude (kon-klod'), v.; pret. and pp. con-
cluded, ppr. concluding. [< ME. concluden =
P. conclure = Pr. concluire = Sp. Pg. concluir
= It. conclicdere, conchiudcre, < L. concludere,
shut up closely, < com-, together, -I- claudere,
-cludere, shut: see closed, and cf. exclude, in-
clude, occlude, preclude, reclude, seclude.'] I.
trans. 1. To shut up; close in; inclose. [Ob-
solete or poetical.]

Tlie very person of Christ . . . was only, touching Iwdily
substance, conclttded in the grave.

llooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 52.

I dreamt
Of some vast charm concluded in that star
To make fame nothiiig.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. To bring to an end ; finish; terminate.
I will conclude this part witii the speech of a counsellor

of state. Bacon.
We cannot be more wretched than we are

;

And death concludes all misery.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 3.

3. To settle, arrange, or determine finally.

Shall we at last conclude effeminate peace?
Shak., IHeu. VI., v. 4.

Tills motion was well liked of all, but it was not thought
fit to conclude it. Winthrop, Uist. New England, I. 287.
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4 . To make a final judgment or determination
concerning; judge; decide; determine; pro-
nounce.

The law coiwludes no man guilty upon conjectures, but
from the detection of some fault.

Penn, Liberty of Conscience, vi.

But no frail man, however great or high,
Can be concluded blest before he die.

Addison, tr. of Ovid.

5. Toinferordeterminebyreasoning; deduce;
judge to be or to exist: used more particularly
of strict and demonstrative inference, but also
of induction and hypothesis.

Reprove my allegation, if you can

;

Or else conclude my words effectual.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

No man can conclude God's love or hatred to any pei-son
by anything that befals him. Tillotson.

In vain the sage, with retrospective eye.
Would from tli' apparent What conclude the Why,
Infer the motive from the deed, and show
That what we chanc'd was what we meant to do.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 100.

6. To stop or restrain, or, as in law, estop from
argument or proceedings to the contrary ; oblige
or bind, as by authority, or by one's own argu-
ment or concession : generally in the passive

:

as, the defendant is concluded by his own plea.

If . . . they will appeal to revelation for their creation,
they must be concluded by it.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

I do not consider the decision of that motion, upon af-

fidavits, to amount to a res judicata, which ought to con-
clude the present inquiry. Chancellor Kent.

7t. To shut up ; refute ; stop the mouth of.

In all these temptations Christ concluded the fiend, and
withstood him.
Exam, of W. Thorpe, in Wordsworth's Eccl. Biog., I. 266.

8t. To include.

For God hath concluded them all in unbelief, that he
might have mercy upon alL Rom. xi. 32.

Under these titles of honour do I conclude true lovers.

Ford, Honour Triumphant.

II. intrans. 1. To close in; come to an end.

This his suttle Argument to fast'n a repenting, and by
that means a guiltiness of Straffords death upon' the Par-
lament, concludes upon his own head.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, ii.

A train of lies,

That, made in lust, conclude in perjuries.
Dryden, Fables.

2. To come to a decision ; resolve; determine;
decide.

They did conclude to bear dead Lucreee thence.
Shak., Lucreee, 1. 1850.

The forest sages pondered, and at length
Concluded in a liody to escort her
I'p to her father's house of pride and strength.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, v.

3. To arrive at an opinion ; form a final judg-
ment.

Where gentry, title, wisdom,
Cannot conclude, but by the yea and no
Of general ignorance. Shak., Cor., iii. 1.

4. To perform the act of reasoning ; deduce a
consequence or consequences from given prem-
ises; infer.

For why should we the busy soul believe,
When boldly she concliules of that and this?

Sir J. Vavies, Immortal, of Soul, Int.

concludet, »» [< conclude, v.] A conclusion;
an ending.

I shall write this genernll leter to you all, hoping it will
l>e a good conclude of a general, but a costly & tedious
liussines.

Shirley, ([uoted in Bradf<»rd's Plymouth Plantation, p. 406.

concludencet, concludencyt (kon-kio'dens,
-den-si), n. [< concludent (see -ence, -entyy) ; = It.

concludema.] Inference ; logical deduction from
premises ; logical connection ; consequence.

A necessary or infalliide concludencij in these evidences
of fact. Sir il. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 132.

concludentt (kon-klo'dent), a. [= Pg. It. con-
cludente. It. also cottchiuiiente,<. L. concluden(t-)s,

ppr. of concludere, conclude : see conclude, ».]

Bringing to a close ; decisive.

Arguments . . . highly consequential and con<:i«d*!n( to
my purpose. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

conclnder (kpn-klo'der), n. One who concludes.

.Not forward conctudern in these times.
Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Csesar, p. 146.

concludible (kon-klo'di-bl), a. [< conclude, v.,

+ -ihlc.] Capable of being concluded or in-
ferred. Bentley.

concluding (kon-klo'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of eon-
clude, v.] Final; ending; terminal; closing:
as, the concluding sentence of an essay Con-
cluding line. Xaiit. : (a) A small line secured to the
middle of the steps of stern-ladders, (h) A line leading
tlu'ougli the middle of the steps of a Jacob's ladder.

conclusive

COncludin^lyf (kon-kl6'ding-li), adv. Conclu-
sively ; with incontrovertible evidence.
Examine whether the opinion ... be concludingly dem-

onstrated or not. Sir K. Digby.

conclusa, ». Plural of conclusum.

COnclusiblet (kon-kl6'zi-bl), a. [< L. conclusus,

pp. of concludere, conclude {see conclude, v.), -(-

-ible.] Capable of being concluded or inferred

;

determinable.
'Tis . . . cevt&ijily conclusible . . . that they will volun-

tarily do this. Hammond.

conclusion (kon-klo'zhon), n. [< ME. conclu-
sion, -ioun = D. conclusie = G. conclusion = Dan.
honklttsion, < OF. conclusion, F. conclusion = Pi'.

conclusio = Sp. conclusion = Pg. conclusao =
It. conclusione, < L. conclusio(n-), < concludere,

pp. conclusus, conclude : see conclude, v.] 1

.

The end, close, or termination ; the final part

:

as, the conclusion of a journey.

Our friendships liurry to short and poor coTKlttgions, be-
cause we have made them a texture of wine and dreams,
instead of tlie tough fibre of the liunian heart.

Emerson, Friendship.

2. Final result ; outcome ; upshot.

And, the conclusion is, she shall be thine :

In practice let us put it presently.
Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

3. Determination ; final decision.

Ways of peaceable conclusion there are but two certain ;

the one a sentence of judicial decision, given by authority
thereto appointed within ourselves ; the other, the like

kind of sentence given i)y a more universal authority.
Hooker.

4. A proposition concluded or inferred from
premises ; the proposition toward which an
argumentation tends, or which is established
by it ; also, rarely, the act of inference.
That there is but one world, is a conclusion of Faith.

Sir T. Browne, Reiigio Medici, i. 35.

He granted him both the major and the minor, but de-
nied the conclusion. Addison, Freeholder.

It is laudable to encourage investigation, but to hold
back conclusion. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 337.

6. In gram., that clause of a conditional sen-
tence which states the consequence of the prop-
osition assumed in the condition or protasis

;

the apodosis.— 6. In rhet., the last main divi-

sion of a discourse ; that part in which, the dis-

cussion being finished, its bearings are deduced
or its points are summed up ; a peroration, ap-
plication, or recapitulation.

The conclusion, like the introduction, deserves special
consideration. ... In oratory the conclusion is called the
peroration. J. De Mille, Rhetoric, §§ 400, 405.

7. An experiment; a tentative effort for de-
termining anything. [Obsolete except in the
phrase to try conclusions.']

We practise ... all conclusions of grafting and inocu-
lating. Bacon, New Atlantis.

Her physician tells me
She hath pursued conclusions infinite

Of easy ways to die. Shak., A. and C, v. 2.

All the evening pricking down some things, and trying
some conclusions upon my viall. in order to the inventing
a better theory of musick than hath yet been abroad.

Pepys, Diary, III. 404.

8. In law : (a) The effect of an act by which
he who did it is bound not to do anything in-

consistent therewith; an estoppel. (6) The
end of a pleading or conveyance, (e) A finding
or determination— Conclusion of fact, the state-
ment by a judge or referee of liis decision as to what are
the tnie facts of the controversy.— Conclusion of law.
the statement by a judge or referee of tlie IckuI riglits ami
obligations of the parties resulting from tlic conclusions
of fact.— Conclusion to the country, the conclusion of
a pleading by wliich a party "puts liiinsolf upon his coun-
try"— that is, appeals to the verdict of a jury. See country,
6.— Fallacy of irrelevant conclusion. %ee fallacy.—
Foregone conclusion. Ui) .Somctliing already done or
accomplished ; an accomplistied fact.

lano. Nay, this was but his dream.
Oth. But this denoted & foregone conclusion.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

(&) Something which is certain to be done or to happen

:

as, it is a foregone conclusion that he will be elected.

—

In conclusion, finally ; lastly ; to conclude ; fonnerly,
in short. — To txy conclusions with a person, to en-
gage with him in a contest for mastery, eitlier physical
or mental ; struggle for victory over him, as in a discus-

sion, a trial of strength, or a lawsuit. = Syn. Deduction,
CoroUartj, etc, (see inference), issue, event, upshot, finale,

oompletinn.

COnclusionalt (kon-kl6'zhgn-al), a. [< conclu-

sion + -al.] Coii'eluding.
" Mp. Hooper.

conclusive (kon-klo'siv), a. [=F. conclusif =z

Pr. conclusiu = Sp. Pg. It. conclusivo, < LL.
'conclusivus (in adv. conclusive), < L. conclusus,

pp. of concludere, conclude : see conclude, v.] 1

.

Decisive of argument or questioning ; dispelling

doubt; finally deciding; leading to a conclusion
or determination.
The agreeing votes of both houses were not, by any law

or reason, conclusive to my judgment. Eikon Basilike.



conclusive

There is very strong evidence, although it is not conclu-

sive, that in a given gas— say in a vessel full of carbonic

acid— the molecules are not all of the same weight.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 208.

The argument from the impossibility of a thmg to its

non-existence is final and conclusive.
Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 113.

2. Specifically, bringing about or leading to a
logical conclusion ; conforming to the rules of

the syllogism.

Men . . . not knowing the true forms of syllogisms

cannot know whether they are made in right and conclu-

sive modes and figures. Locke.

3. In law, possessing such weight and force

as not to admit of contradiction Conclusive
eyldence, in law, evidence which precludes further con-

tradiction of the fact in question ; evidence which, if not
disproved, precludes dispute on the point it is adduced
to prove. Thus, a judgment for a debt is said to be con-

clusive evidence of the indebtedness it establishes, because,

having been put in evidence against the debtor, he cannot
usually give other evidence merely in denial of the indebt-

edness, unless he first gives evidence sufficient to avoid
the judgment. Such evidence is said to raise a cov/duHve
presumption of the fact it is adduced to prove. The
phrase cotichi^ve evidence is also used, more loosely, of

evidence which, though not necessarily conclusive, yet,

not having been contradicted, is sufficient as matter of

law to oblige a jury to come to the proposed conclusion.
= Syn. 1, EvenUutl, Ultimate, etc. (seeytJia/), convincing,

decisive, unanswerable, irrefutable.

conclusively (kon-klo'siv-li), adv. In a con-

clusive manner; decisively; with final deter-

mination: as, the point of law is conclusively

settled.

As it is universally allowed that a man when drunk
sees double, it follows conclusively that h& sees twice as

well as his sober neighbors. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 239.

conclusiveness (kon-klo'siv-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being conclusive or decisive of argument
or doubt ; the power of determining opinion or

of settling a question.

The conclusiveness of the proof. J. S. MUl, logic.

conclusory (kon-kl6'so-ri), a. [< L. conclusus,

pp. of conclttdere, conclude (see conclude, v.),

+ -ory.'] Conclusive. [Rare.]

COnclusum (kon-klo'sum), n.
;
pi. conclusa (-sa).

[L., prop. neut. of conclusus, pp. of concludere,

close : see conclude, ».] In diplomacy. See ex-

tract.

A conclusiiin is a r^sum^ of the demands presented by
a government. It may be discussed ; and therein lies its

ditference from an ultimatum, which must be accepted or

rejected as it stands. Blackwood's Mag.

COncoagulatef (kon-ko-ag'u-lat), V. t. or i. [<

coil- + coagulate.'] To curdle or congeal to-

gether ; form, or form into, one homogeneous
mass. [Eare.]

For some solutions require more, others less, spirit of

wine to coticoagulate adequately with them.
Boyle, Works, I. 442.

concoagulationt (kon-ko-ag-u-la'shon), n. [<

concoayulate : see -ation.'] A coagulating or

coalescing together, as of different substances
or bodies into one homogeneous mass ; crystal-

lization of different salts in the same men-
struum.
A concoagulation of the corpuscles of a dissolved metal

with those of the menstruum. Boyle, Works, III. 58.

concoct (kon-kokf), v. [< L. concoctus, pp. of

concoguereiy It. concuocere), boil together, di-

gest, prepare, think over, < com-, together, -I-

coquere, cook: see cook^, «).] I. trans. If. To
digest.

After a (cold) Peare, either drinke wine to concoct it, or

send for the Pi-iest to confesse you. Cotgrave (s. v. vin).

He must not be called till he hath concocted and slept

his surfeit into a truce and a quiet respite.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 699.

2t. To purify or sublime ; refine by removing
the gross or extraneous matter.

Than the waters whereof [Nilus] there is none more
sweet, . . . and of all others most wholesome. . . . Such
it is in being so concocted by the Sun.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 78.

St. To ripen ; develop.

The root which stUl continueth in the earth is still con-

cocted by the earth. Bacon.

4. To combine and prepare the materials of,

as in cookery; hence, to get up, devise, plan,

contrive, plot, etc. : as, to concoct a dinner or

a bowl of punch; to concoct a scheme or a con-

spiracy.
Grouse pie, with hare
In the middle, is fare

Which, duly concocted with science and care.

Doctor Kitchener says, is beyond all compare.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 169.

That vaunted statesmanship which concocts constitu-

tions never has amounted to anything.
W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 376.

H.t intrans. 1. To mature; ripen.

The longer the juice stayeth In the root and stalk, the

better it coneoeteth. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 466.
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2. To digest.

For cold maketh appetite, but naturall heate coneoeteth

or boyleth. Sir T. FJyot, Castle of Health, ii.

COncocter (kon-kok'ter), n. [< concoct + -e»'l.

Cf. It. concoitore, a concocter, F. concocteur, a
digestive medicine.] One who concocts.

This private concocter of malcontent.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

concoction (kon-kok'shon), n. [= F. concoction

= Pg. concocgao = It. concozione, < L. concoc-

tio{n-), < concoquere, pp. concoctus, digest, pre-

pare : see concoct.'] If. Digestion.

Also, the eating of sundrie sorts of meat require often

pottes of drinke, which hinder concoction.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 252.

Your words of hard concoction, [your] rude poetry,
Have much impaired my health ; try sense another while.

Shirley, Hyde Park, ii. 4.

Bad meats will scarce breed good nourishment in the
healthiest concoction. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 16.

2t. The process by which morbid matter was
formerly supposed to be separated from the
blood or humors, or otherwise changed and pre-

pared to be thrown off ; maturation.

This hard rolling is between concoction and a simple
maturation. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

3t. A ripening or maturing; maturity.

The constantest notion of concoction is, that it should
signify the degrees of alteration of one body into another,

from crudity to perfect concoction.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 838.

All this mellows me for heaven, and so ferments in this

world, as I shall need no long concoction in the grave, but
hasten to the resurrection. Donne, Letters, Ixxxii.

4. The act of preparing and combining the
materials of anything; hence, the devising or

planning of anything ; the act of contriving or

getting up : as, the concoction of a medical pre-
scription, or of a scheme or plot.

This was an error in the first concoction, and therefore
never to be mended in the second or third.

Dryden, Pref. to CEdipus.

5. That which is concocted; specifically, a mix-
ture or compound of various ingredients : as, a
concoction of whisky, milk, and sugar.

concoctivet (kon-kok'tiv), a. [= Pg. concoctivo;

as concoct + -ive.'] 1 . Digestive ; having the
power of digesting.

Hence the concoctive powers, with various art.

Subdue the cruder aliments to chyle.
Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health.

2. Ripening or tending to ripen or mature.

The fallow ground, laid open to the sun, con/^octive,

Thomson, Autunm.

concolor (kon-kul'or), a. [= F. concolore= It.

concolore, < L. concolor, of one color, < com^, to-

gether, + color, color.] 1 . Of one color ; whole-
colored; not party-colored or variegated in

color.— 2. Of the same color with or as (some-
thing else) ; having the same colors or colora-

tion : specifically, in entom., applied to the wings
of a lepidopterous insect when the upper and
lower surfaces show the same colors and pat-

terns.

Concolour animals, and such as are confined unto one
color. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 11.

Also concolorous.

COncolorate (kon-kul'or-at), a. [As concolor

+ -rtfcl.] In entom., "hstving the same color:

specifically said of the wings when the upper
and lower surfaces have the same colors and
patterns, as in some Lejpidoptera.

concolorous (kon-kul'or-us), a. [As concolor

+ -ous.'] Same as concolor.

It would seem that, unless specially bred by concolor-

ous marriages, bUie-eyed belles will be scarce in the Mil-

lennium. Science, IV. 367.

concomitance, concomitancy (kon-kom'i-tans,

-tan-si), n. [< F. concomitance = Sp. Pg. con-

comitancia = It. concomitanga, < ML. concomi-

tantia, < LL. concomitan(t-)s, concomitant: see

concomitant.'] 1. The state of being concomi-
tant; a being together or in connection with
another.

The secondary action subsisteth not alone, but in con-

comitancy with the other. .Sir T. Browne.

2. In Bom. Cath. theol., the coexistence of the

body and blood of Christ in the single eucha-
ristic element of bread, so that those who par-

take of the consecrated host receive him in full.

Also concomitation.

And therefore the dream of the Church of Rome that

he that receives the body receives also the blood, because
by concomitance the blood is received in the body, is

neither true nor pertinent to this question.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, ii. 3.

3. In math., a relation between two sets of

variables such that, when those of one set are

concord

replaced by certain functions of themselves,
those of the other set are also replaced by cer-

tain determinate functions of themselves.

—

Simple concomitance, in math., such a relation between
two seta of variables that, wlien the first set is replaced by a
set of linear functions of that first set, the second set is also
replaced by a set of linear functions of that second set, the
coefficients of the two sets of linear functions being re-

lated together in a definite manner. The principal kinds
of simple concomitance are cogrediency and contragtedi-

ence.

COncomitaneoUSt (kon-kom-i-ta'ne-us), a. [As
concomit-ant + -anebus.'] Accompanying.

Concomitaiieous with most of other vices.

Feltham, Resolves, ii. 56.

concomitant (kon-kom'i-tant), a. and n. [=
F. concomitant = Sp. Pg! It. concotnitante, <

LL. concomitan{t-)s, ppr. of concomitarij accom-
pany, < L. com-, together, -(- comitari, accom-
pany, < comes (comit-), a companion : see count^.']

I. a. Accompanying; conjoined with ; concur-
rent ; attending : used absolutely or followed by
with or to.

It has pleased our wise Creator to annex to several ob-

jects ... a concomitant pleasure. Locke.

As the beauty of the body accompanies the health of it,

so certainly is decency concomitant to virtue.
Hughes (quoted by Crabb).

Re-distributions of Matter imply concomitant re-distri-

butions of Motion. U. Spencer, Prin. of Biol. , § 17.

n. ». 1. A thing that is conjoined or con-
current with another ; an accompaniment ; an
accessory ; an associated thing, quality, or cir-

cumstance.
The other concomitant of ingratitude is hardhearted-

ness. South, Sermons.

Gaiety may be a concomitant of all sorts of virtue.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 7.

Wealth with its usual concomitants, elegance and com-
fort. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 1.

2t. A person who accompanies another ; an at-

tendant or a companion.
He made him the chief eoncoinitant of his heir-apparent

and only son. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 212.

3. In math., a form invariantively connected
with a given form or system of forms. It is a
quantic derived from a given system of quantics (of which
it is said to be a concomitant) in such a way that, the
variables of the given system of quantics being linearly

transformed, and another quantic being similarly derived
from the transformed system of qtiantics, the first derived
quantic is transformed into the secon<i (to a constant
factor pres) either by a similar or liy a reciprocal trans-

formation of the variables to that which };avc the second
system of quantics from the first,—Mixed concomitant,
in math., a concomitant of two systems of (luantics such
that, when these two systems are severally linearly trans-

formed, the concomitant is to be transformed similarly

as to one set and reciprocally as to the other.

concomitantly (kon-kom'i-tant-li), adv. So as

to be concomitant ; in company or combination

;

accessorily.

A few curious particulars . . . which concomitantly il-

lustrate the history of the arts. Walpole, Life of Vertue.

COncomitatet (kon-kom'i-tat), V. t. [< LL. con-

comitatus, pp. of concomitari, accompany: see

concomitant.] To accompany or attend ; be as-

sociated or connected with.

This simple bloody spectation of the lungs is ditferenced

from that which concomitates a pleurisy.
Harvey, Consumptions.

concomitationt (kon-kom-i-ta'shon), n. [< con-

comitate : see -ation.] Same as concomitance, 2.

My second cause why I was condemned an heretike is

that I denied transubstantiation and concomitation, two
iugling words of the papists, by the which they doe be-

leeue . . . that Christ's naturall bodie is made of bread,

and the Godhead by and by to bee ioyned thereunto.
Taylor, in Foxe's Martyrs, p. 1383.

concord (kong'kord), «. [< F. Concorde = Pr.

Sp. Pg. It. Concordia, < L. Concordia, agree-

ment, union, harmony, < coneor(d-)s, earlier

concordis, of the same mind, agreeing, < com-,

together, -t- cor(d-) = E. heart: see cordial,

core^, and heart, and cf. accord, discord.] 1.

Agreement between persons ; union in opinions,

sentiments, views, or interests; unanimity;
harmony; accord; peace.

What concord hath Christ with Belial? 2 Cor. vi. 15.

Had I power, I should
Pour the sweet milk of concord into hell.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

Love-qnairels oft in pleasing concord end.
Milton, S. A., 1. 1008.

2. Agreement between things ; mutual fitness

;

harmony.
If, nature's concord broke.

Among the constellations war were sprung.
Milton, P. L., vi. 311.

Far-reaching concords of astronomy
Felt in the plants, and in the punctual birds.

Emerson, Musketaquid.



concord

3. In music: (a) The simultaneous combina-
tion of tones that are in tune or in harmony
with each other : opposed to discord.

The true concord of well-tuned sounds.
Shak., Sonnets, viii.

{6) Specifically, a simultaneous combination
of two or more tones, which has a final aud
satisfactory effect when taken alone, without
preparation or resolution. Concords of two^ones
(also called conmna)tci'x) are either per/eel or imperfect

;

perfect concords include primes, fourths, fifths, and oc-

taves, and imperfect include major and minor thirds and
major and minor sixths. Concords of more than two
tones contain only the aix>ve intervals between every
pair of their constituent tones ; but the triad, consisting
of the 2d, 4th, and 7th of the scale when the 2d is in the
lowest voice, is ranlted as a concord, notwithstanding the
dissonance between the 4th and 7th. (See triad, and coin-

vwn chord, under chord, 4.) Concords of two tones are
acoustically distinguished from discords by the simplicity
of the ratios between the vibration-numbers of the tones

:

thus, the ratios of the above concords are }, J, 3, ?, |, g, §,

and g respectively. (See interval and coti^onaiice.)

At musicke's sacred sounde my fansies eft begonne
In concordeg, discordes, notes, and diifes, in tunes of uni-

sonne. Ga^coifpie, J-'ruit of Fetters.

4. A compact; an agreement by stipulation;
a treaty. [Archaic]
The concord made l>etween Henry and Roderick the

Irish king. Sir J. Davies, State of Ireland.

He now openly proclaimed that he had no intention of
abiding by the concord of Salamanca.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 17.

6. laEtiff. lair, an agreementbetween the parties
in a fine, made by leave of the court, prior to
the abolition of thatmode of conveyance, it was
an acknowledgment from the deforciants that the land in
question was the right of the complainant.

6. In grant., agreement of words in construc-
tion, as adjectives with nouns in gender, num-
ber, and case, or verbs with nouns or pronouns
in number aud person Book of Concord, the
fundamental symlxil of the Lutheran Church, containing
the .\i)osties', N'icene, and Athanasian Creeds, the Augs-
burg Confession, the .\pology for the Augslnirg Confession,
the Sciuiialkald Articles, the two catechisms of Luther, and
the Korniula I'f Cnncord. It appeared in 1.5^.—Formula
or Form of Concord, one of the symbolical books of the
Lutheran Church, drawn up at Torgau in 1577 as a final
statement of its doctrines on controverted points, and
adopted by many German states.

COncordt (kon-k6rd'), r. [< ME. concorden, <
OF. concorder, F. concorder = Pr. Sp. Pg. con-
cordar = It. concordare, < L. concordare, be of
one mind, agree, < conc(yr{d-)a, agreeing: see
concord, »., and of. accord, record, «?.] I. in-

trans. To agree ; cooperate.
Friends and associates ready to concord with them in

any desperate measure. Clarendon, Life, n. 199.

n. trans. To reconcile; bring into harmony.
But vnderstanding that it was concorded and concluded,

he forthwith retoumed to the saydc place of Amphipolis.
Nfcollt, tr. of Thucydides, foL 132.

He lived and died with general councils in his pate, with
windmills of union to concord Rome and England, Eng-
land and Rome, Gennany with them lx)th.

tip. Ilacket, Abp. Williams, 1. 102.

COncordablet (kon-k6r'da-bl), a. [< ME. con-
airdable, < OF. concordatite = Sp. concordable =
Pg. concordavel, < LL. concordabili.i, agreeing,
< L. concordare, agree: see concord, v., and
-ahle.'i Capable of according; agreeing; cor-
responding.

For in cronike of time ago
' I fyiide a tale concordctble.

Gower, Conf. Amant., H.

•COncordablyt (kon-kdr'da-bli), adv. With con-
cord or agreement ; accordantly.

That religion which they do l>oth concordahly teach.
T. Rt)jcrti, On the Tlurty-nine Articles.

concordance (kon-k6r'dans), «. [< ME. con-
cordniince, < OF. concordance, P. concordance z=
Sp. Pg. concordancia = It. concordanza, < ML.
concordantia, < L. eoncordan{t-)s, ppr. of con-
cordare, agree: see concordant, concord, t'.] 1.
The state of being concordant; agreement;
harmony.
The knowledge concerning the sympathies and concor-

dances between the mind and Ixxiy.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii, 183.

Contrasts and yet concordaiuxa. Carlyle.

2t. In gram., concord.
After the three Concordances learned, ... let themas-

ter read unto hym the Epistles of Cicero.
Aicham, ITie Scholemaster, p. 2.

3. A classified collection of the different pas-
sages of a work, as of the Bible or the plays of
Shakspere, with references to the places of their
occurrence, a verbal concordance consists of an alpha-
tjetical list of the principal wonls used in the work, un-
der each of which references to the pa.ssage8 in which it
is found are arranged in order, generally with citation of
the essential part of each. A real concordance is an alpha-
betical index of subjects. (Compare harmony in a similar
•ense.)
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The Latin concordances of St. Hierom's Bible.

Jer. Taylor, Works, III. iii.

A. D. 1378, Thomas de Famylawe, canon of York cathe-
dral, leaves a Bible and concordance to be put in the north
aisle of St. Nicholas's, Newcastle.
Quoted in Sock's Church of our Fathers, III. i. 56, note.

concordancyt (kgn-k6r'dan-si), n. Same as
concordance, 1.

concordant (kon-kor'dant), a. [= P. concor-
dant = Sp. Pg. It. concordantc, < L. concor-
dan{t-)s, ppr. of concordare, agree: see concord,
r.] 1. Agreeing; agreeable; correspondent;
suitable ; harmonious.
Concordant discords. Mir. for Mags., p. 566.

Were every one employed in points concordant to their
natures, professions, and arts, commonwealths would rise
up of themselves. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. In m usic, consisting of a concord, or having
the effect of one. See concord, 3, aud conso-
nant, a., 1— CJoncordant chord or harmony. Same
.IS n.iiyniiant chord (which see, under cfjnsonant).

concordantial (kon-k6r-dan'shal), a. [= F.
concordantiel, < ML. concordantia: see concor-
dance and -a?.] Relating to or of the nature of
a concordance. See concordance, 3.

Every imaginable sort of aid and appendix to the origi-

nal texts, with granunar and concordantial lexicons adapt-
ed to every want. New York Independent, June 30, 1870.

concordantly (kon-kdr'dant-li), adv. In a con-
cordant manner.
Micha's disciples, who hope to lodge coneordaiUly to-

gether an idol and an ephod.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, xiii. 7.

concordat (kon-kor'dat), n. [Formerly coneor-
date (now as P.) ; = F. concordat = Sp. con-
cordato = Pg. concordata, concordato = It. con-
cordato, < NL. concordatum, prop. neut. of L.
concordatus, pp. of concordare, agree : see con-
cord, f.] An agreement; a compact; a conven-
tion ; especially, an agreement between church
and state.

A barren, ambiguous, delusive concordat had baffled the
peremptory demand of Germany for a reformation of the
church. Milnian, Latin Christianity, xiv. 7.

Nor will any universal fonnula be possible so long as
different nations and churches are in dilferent stages of
development, even if for tlie highest form of Church and
State such a formal concordat be practicable.

Stuhbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), § 697.

Specifically— (a) In canon laie, a compact, covenant, or
agreement concerning some beneficiary matter, as a res-
ignation, permutation, promotion, or the like, (h) In civil

law, a composition deed, (c) A convention or treaty be-
tween the see of Rome and any secular government, with
a view to arrange ecclesiastical relations. The most cele-
brated modern concordat is that concluded in 1801 be-
tween Napoleon Bonaparte as first consul and Pius VII.,
defining the restored privileges of the Roman Catholic
Church in France, and regulating in detail the relations
between the ecclesiastical and civil powers.— Concordat
of Worms, the convention between Calixtus II. and the
emperor Henry V., in 1122, ending the struggle concerning
investiture.

concordatet (kon-k6r'dat), n. [< Nli. concor-
datum: see concordat.'] An obsolete form of
concordat. Swift.

concordert (kon-kdr'dfer), n. One who makes
peace and promotes harmony.

The roiail image of the Prince of Peace,
The blest concorder that made warres to cease,

Taylor.

concordial (kon-kdr'dial), a. [< concord, after
cordial.] Harmonious ; characterized by con-
cord; concordant. [Rare.]

A coticordial mixture. Irving, Bracebridge HalL

COncordist (kon-kSr'dist), n. [< concord + -is*.]

The compiler of a concordance. }Vorcester.

[Rare.]

COncordityt (kqn-k6r'di-ti), n. [< concord +
-it;/.] Concord. Bailey.

coricordlyt (kong'kord-li), adv. [< 'concord, adj.

(< L. concor(d-)s : seeconcord, n.), + -iy^.] Con-
cordantly.

What they dclibert wiseliej let them accomplish co?i-

cordlie, not iarring nor swaruing one from the other.
Foxe, Martyrs, Epistle of Gregorie.

COncorporalt (kon-k6r'po-ral), a. [= It. concor-
porale (cf. Sp. concorphreo = Pg. concorporeo),
< LL. concorporalis, < L. com-, with, together,
+ corpus (corjjor-), body: see corporal.] Of the
same body or company. Bailey.

COncorporate (kon-kor'po-rat), V.
;
pret. and pp.

concorporated, ppr. concorporating. [< L. con-

corporatus, pp. of concorporare (> It. concor-
porare, unite in one body), < com-, together, +
corporare, embody: see corporate] I. trans.

If. To unite in one substance or body; bring
into any close union ; incorporate.

To be concorporated in the same studies and exercises,
in the same affections, employments, and course of life.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 72.

concredit

We are all concorporated, as it were, and made copart-
ners of the promise in Christ.

Abp. Ussher, Sermons (1621), p. d.

Concorporating things inconsistent.
Boyle, Works, VI. 28.

2. To assimilate by digestion.

Il.t intrans. To unite in one mass or body.
To bring the stock and grafi to (it I may so speak) co»-

corporate. Boyle, Works, II. 2!)3.

COncorporate (kon-kor'po-rat), a. [< L. con-
corporatus, pp. : see the verb.] United in the
same body ; incorporated. [Archaic]

Both which, COncorporate,
Do make the elementary matter of gold.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

But if we are all concorporate with one another in Christ,
and not only with one another, but with Himself, in that
He is in us through His own Flesh, how are we not all
clearly one both with each other and with Christ ?

Putrey, Eirenicon, p. 55.

concorporationt (kon-k6r-po-ra'shon), n. [<
LL. concorporatio{n-), < L. concorporare, con-
corporate: see COncorporate, v.] The union of
things in one substance or body. Dr. H. More.
COncostate (kon-kos'tat), a. [< NL. coneostatus,
< L. com-, together, + costatiis, ribbed: see cos-

tatc.] In bot., having converging ribs : applied
to leaves in which the ribs curving from the base
converge at the apex.
concourse (kong'kors), n. [< F. concours = Sp.
Pg. concurso= It. concorso, < L. concursus, a run-
ning together, a throng, < concurrcre, pp. concur-
sus, run together, < com-, together, + currere,
run: see concur, course^, current.] 1. Amoving,
running, or flowing together ; a commingling

;

concurrence; confluence; coincidence.
The coalition of the good frame of the universe was not

the product of chance or fortuitous concourse of particles
of matter. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.
By the concourse of story, place, and time, Diotrephes

was the man St. John chiefly pointed at.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 163.

2. A nieeting or coming together of people; an
assembly ; a throng ; a crowd.

Concotirse in arms, fierce faces threatening war.
Milton, P. L., xi. 641.

The noise and busy concourse of the mart.
Dryden, Jineid.

Amidst the concourse were to be seen the noble ladies
of Milan in gay fantastic cars, shining in silk brocade,
and with sumptuous caparisons for their horses, Prescott.

3. An assemblage of things ; an agglomeration;
a gathering ; a cluster.

Under some concourse of shades,
Whose branching arms thick intertwined might shield
From dews and damps of night his shelter'd head.

Milton, P. R., iv. 404.

4t. The place or point of meeting ; a point of
contact or junction of two or more bodies.
The drop will begin to move toward the concourse of

the glasses. Newton.

Hence— 5. A place for the gathering or re-
sort of carriages with their occupants, as at a
good point of view or of accommodation in a
park or other public place.— 6f. Conctirrence;
aid; cooperation. "

Why should he despair of success, since effects natu-
rally follow their causes, and the divine Providence is

wont to afford its concourse to such proceedings?
Barrow, Works, I. i.

7. In Scots law, concurrence by a person hav-
ing legal qualification to grant it. Thus, to
every libel in the Court of Justiciary the lord
advocate's concourse or concurrence is neces-
sary— Concourse of actions, in Scots late, the case
where, for the same cause, a prosecution which proceeds
ad viiuUi-tftin pnblicam and a prosecution or action ad
ctrtlfni <'/''<! Ilia go on concurrently.

concreate (kon'kre-at), V. t. [< liL.concreatus,

pp. adj., < L. com-, together, + creatus, pp. of
creare, create : see create. Cf . It. concreare, Pg.
concrear, F. concricr, concreate.] To create
with or at the same time. [Obsolete or archaic]
A rule concreated with man. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 3.

If God did concreate grace with Adam, that grace was
nevertheless grace. Jer. Taylor, Repentance, vi. § 4.

concreate (kon'kre-at), a. [=Pg. coHcrcado=
It. concreato, < LL. concreatus, pp. adj. : see
the verb.] (jreated at the same time. [Rare.]

All the faculties supposed concreate with human con-
sciousness. Tr. for Alien, and Seurol., VI. 503.

COncreditt (kon-kred'it), v. t. [< L. concreditus,

pp. of concredere, intrust, consign, commit, i

com-, together, -I- credere, intrust: see credit,

andvt. accredit.] To intrust; commit in trust

;

accredit.
There it was that he spake the parable of the king, who

concredited divers talents to his servants, and having at
his return exacted an .account, rewarded them who had
improved their bank. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 288.

When gentlemen of qualitie have been sent t*eyond the
seas, resigned and concredited to the con<luct of such as
they call Goveruours. Jivelyn, To Mr. Edward Thurland.



concremation

COncremationt (kon-kre-ma'shon), H. [< LL.
coHcrcmatio{n-}, < L. coiicremare, pp. concrema-
tiis, biirn up, < com-, together, + cremare, burn

:

see cremate.] The act of burning up; burning
or cremation, as of dead bodies.

When some one died di-owned, or in any other way
whicli excluded coticrenMtion and required burial, they
made a likeness of him and put it on the altar of idols,

together with a large offering of wine and bread.
Quoted by //. Spencer.

COncrement (kon ' kre - ment), «. [< LL. con-

cremcntum, < L. mncrcscere, grow together: see

concrescc, and cf. increment.'] A growing toge-
ther ; concretion ; a concreted mass. [Rare.]

The coticrenietit of a pebble or flint.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

The stony concrementg which are found, about the size

of a pea, in the apices of the lungs of old people.
Dolley, Bacteria Investigation, p. 172.

concresce (kon-kres'), ^- » ;
pret. and pp. con-

cresced, ppr. concresdng. [< L. conerescere,

grow together, < com-, together, + crescere,

grow: see crescent, and cf. accresee, acerease,

increase, etc. Cf. concrete.] To grow together.

The concreaced lips of an elongated blastopore.
J. A. Ryder.

concrescence (kon-kres'ens), n. [= Sp. conere-

cencia, < L. concrescentid, < conerescere, grow to-

gether : see concresce.] 1. Growth or increase

;

increment.
Seeing it is neither a substance perfect, nor ... in-

choate, . . . how any other substance should thence take
concrescence it hath not been taught.

Raleigh, Hist. World, I. i. 10.

2. A growing together, in general; a coming
together in process of growth or development,
to unite or form one part : in anat. and zoiil.,

used of parts originally separate.

The concrescence of the folds of the mantle to form a
definitely-closed shell-sac.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 6T1.

3. Li biol. , the growing together or coalescence
of two or several individual cells or other or-

ganisms ; conjugation ; a kind of copulation in

which two x)T more organisms become one. See
conjugation, 4.

The act of reproduction commences as a rule with the
complete or ])artial fusion of two individuals. . . . This
concrescence gives the stimulus to changes in the appro-
priate parts. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 88.

4. In bat., the union of cell-walls, as those of

mycelial hyphse, by means of a cementing sub-
stance formed in process of growth, so that

they are inseparably grown together. Also
called cementation.

concrescible (kon-kres'i-bl), a. [< F. concres-

cible = Sp. concrecible = Pg. concrescivel = It.

concrescibile, < NL. as if "concrescibilis, < L.
conerescere, grow together: see concresce, con-

crete.] 1. Capable of concrescing or growing
together.— 2. Capable of becoming concrete,
or of solidifying.

They formed a genuine, fixed, concrescible oil.

Fourcroy (trans.).

COncrescive (kon-kres'iv), a. [< concresce +
-ive.] Growing together ; uniting. [Bare.]

concrete (kon'kret or kon-kret'), a. and n. [=
D. konkreet = G. concrei = Dan. Sw. konkret =
P. Pr. concret = Sp. Pg. It. concreto, < L. con-

cretus, grown together, hardened, condensed,
solid (neut. concretum, firm or solid matter), pp.
of conerescere, grow together, harden, condense,
stiflfen: see co»cresc«, and cf. discrete.] I. a. 1.

Formed by coalescence of separate particles

or constituents; forming a mass; united in a
coagulated, condensed, or solid state.

The first concrete state or consistent surface of the chaos
must be of the same figure as the last liquid state.

Bp. Burnet.

2. In logic, considered as invested with the ac-

cidents of matter; particular; individual: op-
posed to abstract.

There is also this difference between con^irete and ab-

stract names, that those were invented before proposi-
tions, but these after ; for these could have no being till

there were propositions from whose copula they proceed.
Hobbes, Works, I. iii. § 4.

Bunyan is almost the only writer who ever gave to the
abstract the interest of the concrete.

Macaulay, Pilgrim's Progress.

A concrete notion is the notion of a body as it exists in

nature invested with all its qualities.
Fleminfj, Vocab. of Philos., p. 105.

8. In music, melodically unbroken; without
skips or distinct steps in passing from one pitch
to another.— 4. Consisting of concrete: as, a
concrete pavement Concrete abstraction. See
o6«(rac(ion.— Concrete noun, the name of something
having a concrete existence : opitosed to an abstract noun,
which is the name of an attribute.— Concrete number.
See abstract, a., 1.
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II. n. 1. A mass formed by concretion or
coalescence of separate particles of matter in
one body.
They pretend to be able by the fire to divide all con-

cretes, minerals and others, into distinct substances.
Boyle, Works, I. 644.

2. In gram, and logie, a concrete noun; a par-
ticular, individual term; especially, a class-

name or proper name.
Vitality and Sensibility, Life and Consciousness, are ab-

stractions having real concretes. They are compendious
expressions of functional processes conceived in their to-

tality, and not at any single stage.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. ii. § 2.

8. A compact mass of sand, gravel, coarse peb-
bles, or stone chippings cemented together by
hydraulic or other mortar, or by asphalt or re-

fuse tar. It is employed extensively in building under
water (for example, to fornt the bottom of a canal or the
foundations of any structure raised in the sea, as piers,

breakwaters, etc.), and for pavements. The walls of houses
are sometimes formed of it, the ingredients being first firm-
ly rammed into molds of the requisite shape, and allowed
to set. The finer kind of concrete used for purposes re-

quiring the greatest solidity is known as 6t'fo7i(which see).

4. Sugar which has been reduced to a solid

mass by evaporation in a concretor.

concrete (kon-kref), r.
;
pret. and pp. concreted,

ppr. concreting. [= F. concr4ter, coagulate, =
Sp. concretar = It. concretare, concrete, < L.
concretxis, pp. of conerescere, grow together: see
concresce and concrete, a.] I. intrans. To unite
or coalesce into a mass or solid body; form
concretions; coagulate; congeal; clot.

The particles of tinging substances and salts dissolved
in water do not of their own accord concrete and fall to the
bottom. Newton, in Boyle's Works, I. 114.

The blood of some who died in the plague could not be
made to concrete. Arbuttinot.

II. trans. 1. To form into a mass, as separate
particles, by cohesion or coalescence.

There are in our inferior worid divers bodies that are
concreted out of others. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

2. To combine so as to form a concrete no-
tion.

How . . . could there be such a science as optics were
we necessitated to contemplate colour concreted with fig-

ure, two attributes which the eye can never view but as-

sociated? Harris, Hermes, iii. 4.

concretely (kon'kret-li or kon-kret'li), adv. In
a concrete form or manner ; not abstractly.

The properties of bodies . . . taken concretely together
with their subjects. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 67.

Without studying Homer and Dante and Molifere and
the rest, one can get but a very meagre notion of human
history as concretely revealed in the thoughts of past gen-
erations. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 137.

COncreteness (kon'kret-nes or kon-kret'nes), n.

The quality or state of being concrete, in any
sense.

The individuality of a concept is thus not to be con-
founded with the sensible concreteness of an intuition
either distinct or indistinct.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 77.

concrete-press (kon'kret-pres), n. A machine
for pressing concrete into the form of blocks
for use in building or paving.
COncretlanism (kon-kre'shan-izm), n. [< *con-

cretian, erroneousformofcoHcrefe'oK, in lit. sense
of ' a growing together,' + -ism.] The doctrine

that the soul is generated at the same time as

the body and develops along with it. [Rare.]

concretion (kon-kre'shon), K. [=F. concretion

= Pr. concrecio = Sp. concrecion = Pg. concregao

= It. concrezione, < lj.concretio{n-), < conerescere,

pp. concretus, grow together: see concresce.]

1. The act of gi'owiiig together or becoming
united in one mass ; concrescence; coalescence.
— 2. A mass of solid matter formed by a grow-
ing together, or by congelation, condensation,
coagulation, conglomeration, or induration; a
clot; a lump; a nodule: as, '^concretions of

slime," Bacon.
These greedy fiames shall have devoured whatever was

combustible, and converted into a smoak and vapour all

grosser concretions.
Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, p. 178.

Calcareous Concretions from Clay-beds.

concubinacy

Specifically— 3. In gcol., an aggregation of
mineral matter, usually calcareous or silicious,

in concentric layers, so arranged as to give rise
to a form approaching the spherical, but often
much fiattened. This often takes place alxjut some or-
ganic nucleus, the decomposition of which seems in such
cases to be the cause of the stnicture. Concretions are
common in sandstones, shales, and clays.

4. In logic: (a) The state of being concrete;
conOreteness. (6) The act of determination, or
of rendering a concept more concrete or deter-
minate by adding to the marks it contains.

The mind surmounts all power of concretion, and can
place in the simplest manner every attribute by itself.

Harris, Hermes, iii. 1.

Gouty concretions, nodules of sodium urate formed in
the tissues of gouty persons.— Morbid concretions, in
the animal economy, hard substances which occasionally
make their appearance in different parts of the body, a»
pineal concretions, salivary concretions, hepatic concre-
tions, etc.

concretional (kon-kre'shgn-al), a. [< concretion
+ -al.] Pertaining to concretion ; formed by
concretion ; concretionary.

concretionary (kon-kre'shon-a-ri), a. [= F.
concretionnaire ; as concretion -f- -arij.] 1. Char-
acterized by concretion ; formed by concretion

;

concretional.

In some Phallusifie the alimentary canal is coated by &
very peculiar tissue, consisting of innumerable spherical
sacs containing a yellow coticretionary matter.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 518.

The tubular layer rises up through the pigmentary layer
of the crab's shell in little papillary elevations, which
seem to be concretionary nodules.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., { 61S.

Specifically— 2. In geol., consisting of mineral
matter which has been collected (either from
the surrounding
rock or from with-
out) around some
center, so as to form
a more or less regu-
larly shaped mass.
Carbonate of lime depos-
ited from hot springs of-

ten displays the concre-
tionary structure in a
high degree. In a single
concretion all the parts Concretionar>- Structure,

are subordinate to one
center ; in a concretionary rock the whole mass is made
up of more or less distinctly formed concretions.

COncretism (kon'kre-tizm or kon-kre'tizm), n.

[< concrete 4- -ism.] The habit or practice of
regarding as concrete or real what is abstract
or ideal.

It is a surprising instance of this tendency to concretism,

that, among people so civilized as the Buddhists, the most
obviously moral beast-fables have become literal incidents
of sacred history. £. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 374.

concreti've (kgn-kre'tdv), a. [= F. concretif =
Pr. concretiu; as concrete + -ive.] Causing
to concrete ; having power to produce concre-
tion ; tending to form a solid mass from sepa-
rate particles: as, " concretive juices," Sir T.

Browne, Vulg. Err.

concretively (kgn-kre'tlv-li), adv. 1. In a
concretive manner.— 2t. Concretely; not ab-
stractly.

It is urged that although baptism take away the guilt as
concretively redounding to the person, yet the simple ab-
stracted guilt as to the nature remains.

Jer. Taylor, Polem. Discourses, p. fi07.

concretor (kon-kre'tor), w. [< NL. *concretor,

< L. concretus, pp. of conerescere, harden, con-
dense. See cowcrcte.] In s«(?ar-»jani(/., a ma-
chine in which syrup is reduced to a solid mass
by evaporation.

concreturet (kon-kre'tur), n. [< L. as if *con-
crctiira, < conerescere, pp. concretus, grow to-

gether: see concresce, concrete.] A mass formed
by coagulation. Johnson.

concrewt (kon-kro'), V. i. [For "eoncrue (cf.

accrue, formerly also accrew), ult. < L. coneres-

cere, grow together : see concresce.] To grow
together.

And his faire lockes, that wont with ointment sweet
To be embaulm'd, and sweat out dainty dew.
He let to grow and gi'iesly to concrete.

Spenser, V. Q., IV. vii. 40.

COncrimination (kon-krim-i-na'shon), n. [<
con-, together, + crimination. Cf. L. concrimi-

natus, pp. of concriminari , complain, < cow- (in-

tensive) + criminari, complain of, accuse: see
criminate.] A joint accusation. Maunder.
concubariat (kon-ku-ba'ri-a), H. [NL., < L.
eoncumberc, lie together: see concubine.] A
fold, pen, or place where cattle lie. Coirell.

COncubinacyt (kon-kii'bi-na-si), n. [< concubine
+ -aci/.] The practice of concubinage.
Their country was very infan]ous for concutiinacy, adul-

tery, and incest. Strype, Edw. VI., an. ISSO.



concubinage

COncnbinage (kgn-ku'bi-naj), H. [< F. eonmi-

binage, < concubine, coucubine, + -age.2 1.

The act or practice of cohabiting without a le-

gal marriage. In law it is a valid gi-ound of objection
a^iiist the granting of dower to a woman who has been a
concubine, but is suing for dower as wife.

The bad tendency of Mr. Pope's '* Eloisa to Abelard" is

reniarlted by .Sir Jolni Hawliins ... as depreciating mat-
rimony and justifying concubinage. Bp, Home, Essays.

2. The state of being a concubine.— 3. In
Bom. law [co«c«6tna(its], a permanent cohabi-
tation, recognized by the law, between persons
to whose marriage there were no legal obsta-
cles. It was distinguished from marriage proper (rtiatri-

moniutn) by tlie absence of "marital affection"— that is,

the intention of founding a family. As no forms were
prescribed in the later times either for legal marriage or
concubinage, the question whether tlie parties intended
to enter into the fonner or into the latter relation was
often one of fact to be detei-mined from the surrounding
circumstances, and especially with reference to a greater
or less difference of ranli between them.
4. A natural marriage, as contradistinguished
from a civil marriage. Bouvier.

COncubinal (kon-ku'bi-nal), a. [< LL. concubi-
nali", < L. concubina, concubine : see coneubine.'i

Pertaining to or of the nature of concubinage.
COncubinarian (kon-ku-bi-na'ri-an), a. [< AIL.
coitcubinarius (see concubinary) + -a».] Con-
nected with concubinage; living in concubi-
nage.

The married and concttbimirian, as well as looser clerg>'.

MUman, Latin Christianity, xiv. 1.

concubinary (kon-ku'bi-na-ri), o. and «. [= F.
concnbinaire. n., = Sp. Pgi It. eoncubinario, n.,

< ML. coiwubinarius, < L. concubina, concubine

:

see concubine.'] I. a. Relating to concubinage

;

living in concubinage. Up. Hall.

Tliese concubinary priests. F&ze, Martyrs, p. 1074.

H. n. One who indulges in concubinage.
[Rare.]

Hie IlolyGhost will not descend upon the simoniacal, un-
chaste concubinarUg. schismatics, and scandalous priests.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 647.

concnbinatet (kon-kii'bi-nat), ». [< L. cmtcu-
binatus, n., < concubina, concubine: see concu-
bine.] Concubinage.
Such marriages were esteemed illegitimate and no bet-

ter than a mere coneubXTUite.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 5.

concubine (kong'ku-Wn), n. [< ME. concubine,
< OF. cuncubin, m., concubine, f., F. concubin,
m., concubine, f., = Sp. Pg. concubina, f., = It.

eoncubino, m., concubina, t., < li.con-cubinus,Ta.,

concubina, f., a concubine, < concumbere (con-
cub-), lie together, lie with, < com-, together, -I-

-cunibere (only in eomp.), nasalized form of cu-
bare, lie down, recline, bend: see cubit.] 1. A
paramour, male or female.
The lady Anne did falsely and traitorously procure di-

vers of ttic liing's daily and familiar servants to be her
adulterers and coi\cubine». Indictment of Anne Boleyn.

2. A wife of inferior condition ; one whose re-
lation is in some respects that of a lawful wife,
but who has not been united to the liusband by
the usual ceremonies : as, Hagar and Keturah,
the concubines of Abraham. .Such concubines were
allowed by the Greek and Roman laws, and for many cen-
turies they were more or less tolerated by the church, for
lioth priests and laymen. The concubine of a priest was
sometimes called a priestess. See concubinage, 3.

And he [Solomon] had seven hundred wives, princesses,
and three inindred concvhineg. 1 Ki. xi. 3.

3. A woman who cohabits with a man without
being mairied to him ; a kept mistress.

I know I am too mean to be your queen,
And yet too good to be your concubine.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Hi. 2.

Indeed, a husband would be justly derided who should
bear from a wife of exalted rank and spotless virtue half
the insolence which the King of England bore from con-
aibineg who owed everything to his bounty.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

concula (kong'ku-la), «. ;
pi. concula: (-le). An

ancient Roman measure of capacity, probably
about two thirds of a teaspoonful.
conculcatef (kon-kul'kat), V. t. [< L. conculca-

lii.'i. lip. of concuU-are, tread under foot, < com-,
together, + calcare, tread, < calx (calc-), heel:
aeerxiU^. Cf. inculcate.] To tread upon ; tram-
ple down.

Conrulcatitif/ and trampling under foot whatsoever is

nameil of God. Jlp. Mountagu, Appeal to Cajsar, p. IS.'i.

conculcationt (kon-kul-ka'shon), n. [= Sp.
i-i>nndciiriim (obs. ) = It. conculcn:ione, < L. con-
rutcatio(n-), < conculcare. tread under foot: see
conculcalc.] A trampling under foot; hence,
the state of being oppressed.

Tlie amculcalion of the outer court of the temple by the
Gentiles. Dr. II. More, Mystery of Iniquity, II. xii. ! 1.
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The state of the Jews was in that depression, in that

eonculcation, in that consternation, in that extermination
in the captivity of Baljylon, jis that God presents it to tile

propliet in that vision, in the field of dry bones.
Donne, .Sermons, xvii.

concumbencyt (kon-kum'ben-si), n. [< L. con-
cumben{t-)s, ppr. of concumbere, lie together:
see concubine.] The act of lying together.

When Jacob married Rachel and lay with Leah, that
concumbency made no ma^rii^;e between them.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantinm, ii. 609.

concupiscence (kon-ku'pi-sens), re. [< ME.
concupiscence, < F. concupiscence = Sp. Pg. con-
cupiscencia = It. concupiscensa, concupiscemia,
< LL. concupiscentia, an eager desire, < L. con-
cupiscen(t-)s, ppr., desiring eagerly: see concu-
piscent.] 1. Improper or illicit desire ; sensual
appetite ; especially, lustful desire or feeling

;

sensuality; lust.

We know even secret concupiscence to be sin. Hooker,

Sin, taking occasion by the commandment, wrought in
me all manner of concupiscence. Rom. vii. 8.

Which lust or evil concupiscence he at last defines to be
an insatiable intemperance of the appetite, never filled

with a desire, never ceasing in the prosecution of evil,

Hammond, Works, IV. 689.

2. Strong desire in general ; appetite.

concupiscent (kon-lm'pi-sent), a. [= F. con-
cupiscent =z Sp. Pg. It. eoncupiscente, < L. coneu-
piscen(t-)s, ppr. of concupiscere, desire eagerly,
inceptive of (LL.) concupere, desire eagerly, <

com-, together, -t- cupere, desire: see Cupid.]
Characterized by illicit desire or appetite ; sen-
sual ; libidinous ; lustful.

The concupiscent clown is overdone.
Lamb, To Coleridge.

concupiscentialt (kon-ku-pi-sen'shal), a. [<
LL. concupiscentialis,i concupiscentiajconcxxT^is-
cence: see concupiscence.] Relating to concu-
piscence. Johnson.

concupiscentioust (kon-ku-pi-sen'shus), a. [<
concupiscence (LL. concupiscentia) + -ous.] Con-
cupiscent.
In the mean time the concupiscentious malefactors make

'em ready, and take London napping.
Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, v. 3.

COncupiscible (kon-kii'pi-si-bl), a. [= F. con-
cupisdble = Sp. concupiscible= Pg. concupiscivel
= It. coneupiscibile, concupiscevole, having sen-
sual desire, < LL. concupiscibilis, worthy to be
longed for, < L. concupiscere, long for : see con-
cupiscent.] 1. Characterized by concupiscence

;

concupiscent.

The appetitive and concupiscible soul.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 694.

His coneupiseible inteipperate lust.

Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

2t. Characterized by desire or longing ; appeti-
tive.

Both the appetites, the irascible and the concupiscible,
fear of evil and desire of benefit, were the sutficient en-
deannents of contracts, of societies, and republics.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I., Pref.

concupiscibleness (kon-kii'pi-si-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being concupiscible

;

concupiscence. [Rare.]

COncupyt (kon'ku-pi), n. A contraction of con-
cupiscence.

He'll tickle it fur his ccmcupy. Shak., T. and C, v. 2.

concur (kon-ktr'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. concurred,

ppr. concurring. [= F. concourir= Pr. concur-
rer = Sp. concurrir = Pg. concorrer = It. con-
correre, concur, compete (cf. D. konkurreren =
G. voncurriren = Dan. konkurrere, compete), <

L. concurrere, run together, join, meet, < com-,
together, + currere, run: see current, and cf.

incur, occur, recur. Cf. concourse.] If. To run
together ; meet in a point in space. ,

Is it not now utterly incredible that our two vessels,
placed there antipodes to each other, should ever happen
to concur/ Bentley, Sermons, \ii.

Anon they fierce encountring lx)th concur'd,
With griesly looks and faces like their fates.

J. Hughes, Arthur, sig. E, 3 b.

2. To come together or be accordant^ as in char-
acter, action, or opinion ; agree ; coincide : fol-

lowed by with before the person or thing and in

before the object of concurrence.
O, ho ! do you come near me now ? no worse man than

Sir Toby to look to me ? This concurs directly u-ith the let-

ter : she sends him on purpose, that I may appear stubborn
to him. Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

There was never anything so like another as Vn all points
to concur. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, ii. 2.

I heartily coTlcur in the wish.
Goldmnith, Good-natured Man, i.

3. To unite ; combine ; bo associated : as, many
causes concurred in bringing about his fall.

In whom oil these qualities do concur.
Whitgi/t, Defence, p. 253.

concurrent

Testimony is the argument ; and if fair probabilities of
reason concur with it, this argimient hath all the strength
it can liave.

"

Tillotson.

When outward causes co7icwr, the idle are soonest seized
by this infection. Jeremy Collier, The Spleen.

4. Eccles., to fall on two consecutive days, as
two feasts. See concurrence, 4.— 5t. To assent

:

with to.

As my will
Concurred not to my being, it were but right
And equal to reduce me to my dust.

Milton, P. L., X. 747.

COncurbitt, «• A variant of cucurbit. Chaucer.
concurrence (kon-kur'ens), n. [= F. concur-
rence = Sp. concurrencia = Pg. conctirrencia =
It. concorrenza, concurrence, competition (cf.

D. konkurrentie = G. concurrent = Dan. kon-
kurrence, competition), < ML. concurreniia, < L.
concurren(t-)s, ppr. of concurrere, concur: see
concur, concurrent.] 1. The act of running or
coming together ; meeting; conjunction; com-
bination of causes, circumstances, events, etc.

;

coincidence ; union.
And now it is easy to be observed, what a wonderful

Concurrence of Fortunes, in behalf of the Duke of Lancas-
ter, and against King Richard, happened together.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 152.

When God raises up a Nation to be a Scourge to other
Nations, he inspires them with a new spirit and courage,
. . . and by a concurrence of some happy circumstances
gives them strange success beyond all their hopes and ex-
pectations. Stillingjleel, Sermons, II. iv.

We have no other measure but of our own ideas, with
the concurrence of other probable reasons, to persuade us.

Locke.

2. Joint approval or action; accordance in
opinion or operation ; acquiescence ; contribu-
tory aid or influence.
Tarquin tlie Proud was expelled by the universal conair-

rence of nobles and people.
Suift, Contests of Nobles and Commons.

W*e are to trust firmly in the Deity, but so as not to
forget that he commonly works by second causes, and ad-
mits of our endeavours with his concurrence.

Dryden, Ded. of the Duke of Guise.

In the election of her [Poland's! kings, the concurrence
or acquiescence of every individual of the nobles and
gentry present, in an assembly numbering usually from
one hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand, was re-
quired to make a choice. Calhoun, Works, I. 71.

3. A meeting or equivalency, as of claims or
power: a term implying a point of equality be-
tween different persons or bodies : as, a concur-
rence of jurisdiction in two different courts.

—

4. Eccles. , immediate succession of two feasts
or holy days, so that the second vespers of the
first and the first vespers of the second coincide
in time, and cannot both bo observed. The diffi-

culty is avoided either liy translating, that is, transferring
the less important feast to the first unoccupieil day, or by
saying the vespers of the greater feast with or witliout a
commemoration of the lesser. See occurroice.— Concur-
rence Of actions, in Itmn. taw, the vesting of several
causes of action in one person. It is either objective, when
one plaintiff has several actions against the same defen-
dant, or subjective, when an action may be brought by sev-
eral plaintiifs against one defendant, or by one plaintiff
against several defendants, or by several plaintiffs against
several defendants. = Syn, 2. Consent, Acquiescence, etc.
.See axnent.

concurrency (kon-kur'en-si), n. A less com-
mon variant o( concurrence.

concurrent (kon-kur'ent), a. and ». [= F. con-
current, n., = Sp. concurrents = Pg. It. concor-
rente, < L. conCMrre«(<-)s, ppr. of concurrere, run
together, concur: Bee concur.] I. a. 1. Meeting
in a point

;
passing through a common point.— 2. Concurring, or acting in conjunction;

agreeing in the same act ; contributing to the
same event or effect ; operating with ; coinci-
dent.

I join with these laws the personal presence of the king's
son, as a coiu^urrent cause of tliis reformation.

Sir J. Davies, State of Ireland.

The cotwurrent testimony of all antiquity, and of modem
times, sufficiently confutes him. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

The sense of the unknown concerning the origin of things
is necessarily a concurrent cause of the fear wliich they in-
spire. Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 23.

3. Conjoined; joint; concomitant; coordinate;
combined.
By the concurrent consent of both houses of parliament,

the libellous petitions against him . . . were cancelled.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 75.

What sort of concurrent powers were these, which could
not exist together'^ D. Ifeisier, Supreme Court, Feb., 1824.

Concurrent consideration, covenant. See the nouns.
— Concurrent Jurisdiction, in law, coordinate jurisdic-
tion

;
jtirisdictiuii iiusscsscd i<inally by two courts, and,

if exercised by one, not usually assumed by the other.

—

Concurrent resolution, in the parliamentary law of
Contrress, a rcHtilutioii adopted by both House and Senate,
which, unlike a joint res<tlution, does not retiuire the
signature of the President.— Concurrent stress and
strain, in mech., a homogeneous stress, such that the
normal component of the mutual force between the parts
of the body on the two sides of any plane wliatever through
it is proportional to the augmentation of distance between



concurrent

the same plane and another parallel to it and initially at

unit of distance, due to the strain experienced by the same
body. Sir Wm. Thomson (1858).

n. «. 1. One who concurs ; one agreeing with
or like another in opinion, action, occupation,

etc.

So noble and so disinterested doth divine love malce

ours, that there is nothing besides the object of that love

that we love more than our coticurrents in it, perchance
out of a gratitude to their assisting us to pay a debt (of

love and praise) for which, alas ! we find our single selves

but too insolvent. Boyle, Worlis, I. 277.

All the early printers, like the rivals of Finiguerra at

home, and his unltnown concurrents in Germany, were
proceeding- with the same art [engraving].

/. Disraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 239.

2. In Enff. law, specifically, one who accom-
panies a sheriff's officer as witness or assis-

tant.— 3. That which concurs ; a joint or con-
tributory thing.

To all affairs of importance there are three necessary
concurrents, . . . time, industry, and faculties.

Decay of Christian Piety.

4t. One having an equal claim or joint right.

Tibni, the new competitor of Omri, . . . died leaving

no other successor than his coiicurrent.

Raleigh, Hist. World, II. xlx. § 6.

5t. A rival claimant or opponent ; a competitor.

St. Michael's Mount looketh so aloft, as it brooketh no
concurrent. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

6. The day, or in the case of leap-year the two
days, required to be added to fifty-two weeks to

make the civil year correspond with the solar

:

80 called because they concur with the solar

cycle, whose course they follow.

concurrently (kou-kur'ent-li), adv. In a con-

cun-ent manner ; so as to be concurrent ; in

union, combination, or unity ; unitedly.

Tlie Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, . . . concurrently

making one entire Divinity.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 619.

He attributed the ill-feeling, which no doubt existed,

concurrently with a certain amount of lax discipline in the

sepoy army, to several causes.
W. 11. Russell, Diary in India, II. 122.

concurrentness (kon-kur'ent-nes), n. The
state of being concurrent ; concurrence. Scott.

concursiont (kon-k6r'shqn), n. [< L. concur-

sio{H-), a running togetlter, concurrence, con-

course, < concurrere, run together : see concur,

concourse.'] Concurrence.
Their [atoms'] omnifarious concursions and combinations

and coalitions. Bentley, Sermons, vi.

COncurso (kon-k6r's6), n. [= Sp. Pg. concurso,

< L. concursus, a running together, LL. an equal
claim : see concourse.] In civil law, the litiga-

tion, or opportunity of litigation, between vari-

ous creditors, each claiming, it maybe adversely

to one another, to share in afund or an estate, the

object being to assemble in one accounting all

the claimants on the fund. It is usual in eases

of insolvency and injunction against a debtor's

further transactions.

concuss (kon-kus'), v. t. [= It. concmsare, <

L. concussits, pp. of concutcre, shake together,

shake violently, agitate, terrify, esp. terrify by
threats in order to extort money, < com-, to-

gether, + quatere, shake : see qitasIA, cass^,

cash^, and ef. discuss, jjercuss.] 1. To shake or

agitate. [Eare.]
Concussed with uncertainty.

Daniel, To Sir Thos. Egerton.

2. To force by threats to do something, espe-

cially to surrender or dispose of something of

value; intimidate into a course of action; co-

erce : as. he was concussed into signing the docu-
ment. [Rare.]

concussant (kon-kus'ant), a. [< concuss + -ant;

= It. concussdnte.] Of or resembling concus-

sion or its effects; produced by concussion.

[Rare.]
A loud concussant jar. C. De Kay, Vision of Nimrod, iv.

concussationt (kon-ku-sa'shon), n. [Irreg. for

concussion.] A violent shock or agitation.

Vehement concussatiens. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 68.

concussion (kon-kush'on), «. [= F. concussion

= Sp. eoncusion = Pg. concussao = It. coticus-

sione, < L. concussio(n-), a violent shock, extor-

tion of money by threats, < concutere, pp. con-

cussus, shake, shock: see concuss.] 1. The act

of shaking or agitating, particularly by the

stroke or impact of another body.
It is telieved that great ringing of bells in populous cit-

ies hath dissipated pestilent air, which may be from the
concussion of the air. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. The state of being shaken ; the shock occa-

sioned by two bodies coming suddenly and vio-

lently into collision ; shock ; agitation.

A concussion of the whole gloJje.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.
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3. In snrg., injury sustained by the brain or

other viscera, as from a fall, a blow, etc.

This element of cmicussi&nii. e., the results of shake in-

dependent of lesion) enters into almost every case of in-

jury to the head. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 141.

4. In civil law, the act of extorting money or

something of value by violence or threats of

violence ; extortion.

Then concusHon, rapine, pilleries.

Their catalogue of accusation fill.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iv. 75.

Curvature of concusalon. See curvature. =^yn. 1 and
2. Collisimi, etc. See shock.

concussionaryt (kon-kush'on-a-ri), n. [= F.
concussionnaire = Sp. concusionario = Pg. It.

concussionario ; as concussion + -ary^.] One
guilty of the offense of concussion ; an extor-

tioner.

Publicke concussionary or extortioner.

Time's Storehouse, p. 931.

concussion-fuse (kon-kush'on-fiiz), n. A fuse

•Hhich is ignited and explores a shell by the

concussion of the shell in striking.

COncussi've (kon-kus'iv), a. [= It. concussivo,

< L. as if *concussivus, < concussus, pp. of con-

cutere, shake : see concuss.] Having the power
or quality of shaking by sudden or violent stroke

or impulse ; agitating ; shocking. Johnson.

concutient (kon-ku'shi-ent), a. [< L. concuti-

en(t-)s, ppr. of concutere, strike together: see

concuss.] Coming suddenly into collision;

meeting with violence ; colliding.

Meet in combat like two concutient cannon-balls.
Thackeray, Virginians, xl.

concyclic (kon-sik'lik), a. [< con- + cyclic]

In gcom., lying on the circumference of one cir-

cle ; also, giving circular sections when cut by
the same systems of parallel planes: applied to

two quadrio surfaces which have this relation.

COndt, *'• t. See conS.

COndecencet (kon'de-sens), «. [Written er-

roneously condescence, and appar. regarded as

a contr. of condescendence ; < OF. condecence,

condescence, condessence, < ML. condecentia, de-

cency, propriety, excellence, nobility, < conde-

cen(t-)s (> It. Sp. Pg. condecente = OF. conde-

cent), decent, excellent, ppr. of the impers. verb,

L. condecet, it becomes, it is becoming, meet,
seemly, < com- + decet, it becomes : see decent.]

Nobility; excellence. [In the extract taken
apparently as a contraction of condescendence.]

See the condescence of this great king.

T. Puller, Moderation of Church of Eng., p. 440.

con delicatezza (it. pron. kon da-le-ka-tet'sa).

[It., with softness: con, < L. cum, with; delica-

tezza, softness : see com- and delicatesse.] In
music, with delicacy.

con delirio (It. pron. kon da-le're-o). [It., with
frenzy : con, < L. cum, with ; delirio, < L. deliri-

um, frenzy : see com- and delirium.] In music,

with frenzy ; deliriously.

condemn (kon-dem'), V. t. [= F. condamner =.

Pr. condampnar = Sp. condenar = Pg. condem-
nor = It. condannare, condennare — D. Von-

demneren = Dan. l-ondemnere, < L. condemnare,

sentence, condemn, blame, < com- (intensive)

+ damnare, harm, condemn, damn : see damn.]
1. To pronounce judgment against ; express or

feel strong disapprobation of ; hold to be posi-

tively wrong, reprehensible, intolerable, etc.

:

used either of persons or things, with as, for,

or on account of before an expressed ground of

condemnation: as, to condemn a person /or bad
conduct, or as (sometimes colloquially for) a
blackguard; to condemn an action /or or on ac-

count o/its injurious tendency.
Condemn the fault, and not the actor of it?

Shak., M. forM.,ii. 2.

As for their new way of mingling mirth with serious

plot, I do not, with Lisldeius, condtnwi the thing, though
I cannot approve their manner of doing it.

Dryden, Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

The Commons would not expressly approve the war

;

but neither did they as yet expressly condetnn it.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

2. To serve for the condemnation of ; afford

occasion for condemning: as, his very looks
condemn him.

If I justify myself, mine own mouth shall condemn me.
Job ix. 20.

3t. To convict: with of.

With such incomparable honour, and constant resolution,

so farre beyond beleefe, they haue attempted and indured
in their discoueries and plantations, as may well condemne
vs of too much imbecillitie, sloth, and negligence.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 203.

4. To pronoimoe to be guilty, as opposed to ac-

quit or absolve ; more specifically, to sentence
to punishment ; utter sentence against judicial-

ly ; doom : the penalty, when expressed, being

condemned

in the infinitive, or a noun or noun-phrase pre-

ceded by to : as, to condemn a person to pay a
fine, or to imprisonment.

The Son of man shall be betrayed unto the chief priests,

and unto the scribes, and they shall condemnhim to death.
Mat. XX. 18.

He that believeth on him is not condemned. John iii. 18.

At such Houre schal he dispoyle the World, and lede his

chosene to Blisse ; and the othere schalle he condemptie to

perpetuelle Peynes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 114.

The last Week Judge Rives condemn'd four in your
Country at Maidstone Assizes. Howell, Letters, ii. 68.

He seemed like some dead king, condemned in hell

For his one sin among such men to dwell.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 3S0.

(Formerly the expression to condemn in a fine was used.

And the king of Egypt . . . condemned the land in an
hundred talents of silver. 2 Chron. xxxvi. 3.]

5. To demonstrate the guilt of, by comparison
and contrast.

The righteous that is dead shall condemn the ungodly
which are living. Wisdom iv. 16.

6. To judge or pronounce to be unfit for use
or service : as, the ship was condemned as un-
seaworthy ; the provisions were condemned by
the commissary.— 7. To judge or pronounce
to be forfeited; specifically, to declare (a ves-

sel) a lawful prize : as, the ship and her cargo
were condemned.— 8. To pronounce, by judi-

cial authority, subject to use for a public pur-

pose. See condemnation, 1 (e).=Syn. 1. To cen-

sure, blame, reprove, reproacti, reprobate.

condemnable (kon-dem'na-bl), a. [= F. con-

damnable = Sp. condenabie = Pg. condemnavel
= It. condannabile, < LL. condemnahilis, < L.
con(?e»mare, condemn : see condemn.] "Worthy
of being condemned ; blamable; culpable.

Condemnable superstition. Sir T. Browne.

And there is no reason why it «hould be allowable to eat
broth for instance in a consumption, and be coiidemnaUe
to feed upon it to maintain healtli.

Boyle, Works, I 6, Kef. 3.

condemnation (kon-dem-na'shon), n. [= F.

condamnation = Pr. condcmnacion, condempna-
tion = Sp. condenacion = Pg. condetnnafSo =
It. condannagione, condannazione, condennazi-

one, < LL. condemnatio{n-), < L. condemnare, vp.

condemnatus, condemn: see condemn.] 1. The
act of condemning, (a) The act of judging or pro-

nouncing to be objectionable, culpable, or criminal. (6)

The judicial act of declaring to be guilty and of dooming
to punishment.

There is tlierefore now no condemnation to them.
Rom. viii. 1.

A legal and judicial condemnation.
Paley, Moral Philos., iii. 3.

(c) The act of judicially or officially declaring something
to be unfit for use or service: as, the condemnation of a
ship that is unseaworthy, or a building that is unsafe, (d)

The act of a court of competent jurisdiction in adjudging
a prize or captured vessel to have been lawfully captured.

Rapalje and Lawrence, (e) The act of determining and
declaring, after due process of law, that some specific

property is required for public use, and must be surren-

dered by tlie owner on payment of damages to be deter-

mined by commissioners or a jury : as, the condemnation of

private lands for a highway, a railroad, a public park, etc.

2. Strong censure ; disapprobation ; reproof.

O perilous mouths.
That bear in them one and the self-same tongue.

Either of condemnation or approof

!

Shak., M. forM., ii. 4.

How can they admit of teaching who have the condem-
nation of God already upon them for refusing divine in-

struction? Milton, .Apology for Smectj'mnuus.

3t. Adverse judgment ; the amount of a judg-

ment against one. Blackstone.— 4. The state

of being condemned.
His pathetic appeal to posterity in the hopeless hour of

condemnation. Irving.

5. The cause or reason of a sentence of guilt

or punishment.
This is the condemnation, that light is come into the

world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because
their deeds were evil. John iii. 19.

condemnatory (kon-dem'na-to-ri), a. [= F.

condamnatoire = fr. condempnatori = Sp. con-

denatorio = Pg. condemnatorio = It. condanna-

torio, < L. as if "condemnatorius, < condemnare,

condemn: see condemn.] Condemning; con-

veying condemnation or censure : as, a condem-
natory sentence or decree.

A severe condemnatory prayer.
Clarke, Works, II. clxxiiL

condemned (kgn-demd'), p. a. [Pp. of con-

demn, v.] 1." Under condemnation or sen-

tence ; doomed : applied to persons : as, a con-

demned murderer.

The Tyrant Nero, though not yet deserving that name,
sett liis hand so unwillingly to the execution of a con-

demned Person, as to wish Hee had not Icnown letters.

Milton, Eilionoklastes, ii.



condemned

2. Adjudged to be unfit, imwholesome, dan-
gerous, forfeited, etc. : applied to things*, as, a
condemned building; co«rft'//i«erf provisions.— 3,

Damned: a term of mitigated profanity. [Col-

loq. ] — Condemned cell or waxd. in prisons, tlie cell in

which a prisoner sentenced to death is confined until the

time of execution.

Richard Savage . . . had lain with fifty pounds of iron

on his le^s in the cojtdemned ward of Newgate.
Macaulay, Samuel Johnson.

condemnedly (kon-dem'ned-li), adv. In a
manner deserving condemnation ; blamably.
[Rare.]

He that hath wisdome to be truly religious, cannot be
eotuiemtiedly a fool. Feltham^ Resolves, i. 49.

condemner (kon-dem'ner), n. One who con-

demns.
A foolish thing it is indeed to be one's own accuser and

condemner, yet such a fool is every swearer.
Bp. Beverid'je, Works, II. xcvii.

condensability (kgn-den-sa-biri-ti), n. [< con-

densable (see -biliiy)', = F. condcnsabiliUf etc.]

The quality of being condensable.

condensable (kon-den'sa-bl), a. [=F.Sp. co»-
d€)isabU' = Pg. condensavel = It. condeiisabile, <

L. as if *condemabUis, < condensare^ condense

:

see condense, t\, and -a&/€.] Capable of being
condensed ; capable of being compressed into

a smaller compass, or into a more close, com-
pact state: as, vapor is condensable.

Not being in the utmost extremity of density, but con-

densable yet further. Sir K. Digby, Nature of Bodies, ix.

condensatet (kon-den'sat), v. [< L. condensa-
ttiSj pp. of cohdensare, condense : see condetise,

f.] 1. trans. To condense; make dense or
more dense.

If there were more [critical learning], it would conden-
gate and compact itself into less room.

Hammond, Works, IV. 611.

H. intrans. To become more dense, close, or
compact.
condensatet (kon-den'sat), a. [< L. condensa-
tus, pp.: see the verb.] Made dense; con-
densed ; made more close or compact.
Water . . . thickened or coftrfe;wa(«. Peacham,

condensation (kon-den-sa'shon), n. [=F. con-

densation (> D. condensatie =: G. condensation
= Dan. kondensation) = 8p. condensacion = Pg.
condensa^ao= It. condensazioncj < LL. condensa-
tio{n-), < L. condensare, pp. condensatus, con-
dense: see condense, v.] 1. The act of mak-
ing, or the state of being made, dense or com-
pact; reduction of volume or compass, as by
pressure, concentration, or elimination of for-

eign material ; closer union of parts ; compres-
sion; consolidation: used in both literal and
figurative senses.

He (Goldsmith] was a great and perhaps an unequalled
master of the arts of selection and condenmtion.

Macaulay, Oliver Goldsmith.

2. In cliem. arndphys., the act of reducing a gas
or vapor to a liquid or solid form.
The sauie vapours, being by further condewtation formed

into rain, fall down in drops.
Derhnm, Physico-Theology, iii., note 1.

Surface condensation, a mmlc of condensing steam by
bringhiK it in cnntuLt with cold metallic surfaces instead
of by injecting cold water. =Syn. CompresgUm, Condensa-
tion. Sec compression.

condensative (kon-den'sa-tiv), a. [< F, conden^
satif =. Pr. condensatiii == Sp. Pg. condensativo,

< L. as if *condensatmis, < condensare, condense

:

see condense, v.] Having power or tendency
to condense. Todd.
condense (kon-deus'), v.; pret. and pp. con-
densed, ppr. condensing. [= D. condenseren =
Gr. condemiren = Dan. kondensere, < F. conden-
ser = Sp. Pg. condensar = It. condensarCy < L.
condensare, make thick or dense (cf. condensuSy

very close), < com-, together, + dcnsare, make
thick, < densitSy dense, thick, close : see dense.']

1, tratis. 1. To make more dense or compact

;

reduce the volume or compass of; bring into
closer union of parts; consolidate; compress:
used both literally and figuratively.

Spirits, ... in what shape they choose,
I>ilated or comlensed, bright or obscure,
Can execute their aery purposes,
And works of love or enmity fulfil.

Milton, P. L., I. 429.

The secret course pursued at Brussels and at Madrid
may Im; condensed into the usual formula— dissimulation,
procrastination, and again dissimulation. Motley.

Condense some daily experience into a glowing syralwl,
and an audience is electrified. Emerson, Eloquence.

2. In chem. and phys., to reduce to another and
denser form, as a gas or vapor to the condi-
tion of a liquid or of a solid, as by pressure or
abstraction of heat.
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He must needs, as the sun, raise many envious exhala-

tions, which, coiidensed by a popular odium, were capable
to cloud the brightest merit. Eikon Basilike.

A heated ocean would send up abundant vapours, pro-
ducing a perpetual mist or fog to be constantly condensed,
by the cold of space without, into continual rains.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 52.

= Syn. 1. To concentrate, contract, crowd together, in-

spissate ; to abridge, shorten, reduce, epitomize, abbrevi-
ate ; to solidify.

II. intrans. To become denser or more com-
pact, as the particles of a body ; become liquid

or solid, as a gas or vapor.

Vapours when they begin to condense and coalesce.
Newton, Opticks.

Nitrous acid is gaseous at ordinary temperatures, but
condenses into a very volatile liquid at the zero of Faliren-
heit. //, Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 2.

COndensef (kon-dens'), a. [< L. condensus, very
close, dense, < com- (intensive) + densuSy close,

dense: see dense and condense, v.] Close in
texture or composition ; compact; dense.

Solid and condense. Raleigh, Hist. World, I, i. § 8.

The huge condense bodies of planets. Bentley, Sermons.

condensed (kon-densf), p. a. [Pp. of condense,

t'.] Made dense or close in texture, compo-
sition, or expression; compressed; compact:
as, a condensed style.

Rapid reading of such condensed thought is unproduc-
tive. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 9.

Condensed beer, milk, etc. See the nouns.— Con-
densed manifold, in jnath., such a manifold of points
tliat iR'tweeii any two assignable points within a certain
interval llhTO will always be points of the manifold.— Con-
densed type, the name given by type-founders to thin,

tall, and sk-nder forms of letter. A condensed type is

thinner than a compressed type.

EXAMPLE OF CONDENSED TYPE.

Condensed Clarendon.

= Syn. Sxrn'ncf, Laconic, etc. Hee concise.

condensedness (kon - den ' sed - nes), w. The
quality or state of being condensed. Bailey.

condenser (kon-den's^r), «. One who or that
which condenses.

Mr. C is a gossipy writer, but he is at the same time
a clever condenser. The American, VIII. 298.

Specifically— (o) Any device for reducing gases or vapors
to liquid or solid form. The reduction is usually eflfected

by lowering the temperature of the vapor by contact with
chilled surfaces. A form of condenser common in the
laboratory is shown in the figure. From the flask. A, the
vapor to be condensed escapes through the tube 6 c, which
passes tliroiigh a larger condenser-tube. A stream of ice-

water enters the condenser through d, and passes oif

through g, keeping ^p>^
the surface of the yw
inner tube, be, V
chilled, and the va-

por entering the
tube from A is con-
densed and drops
from c as a liquid.

Condensers used to
concentrate vapors
or gases, as steam,
alcoholic vapors,
fumes, volatile li-

quids, etc., commonly depend upon tlie reducing effects of
a lower temperature. In them tlie vapor, gas, smoke, or
fumes are brought into immediate contact with chilled
surfaces. This is accomplislied in a great variety of ways,
as in the surface condenser of the steam-engine, the wurm
of a still, or the long convoluted tubes in which poisonous
fumes or smoke are cooled itefore being allowed to escape
to the chlnmey. The cooling surfaces are usually kept
cold by water, as in the still, the gas-condenser, the sugar-
condenser, etc. For fumes and smoke, the contact with
walls exposed to the air is sufHcient. (h) A part of a cot-

t<^»n-gin which compresses the litit for convenient han-
dling, (c) In wool-manti/. , a machine which forms \he
wt>oI received from the dolTer of a carding-engine or
comber, ami rolls it into slubbings. The doffer of the
carding-engine is covered by a series of parallel strips of
card-ciothiiig. wrapped about the cylinder. The wool
thus comes off in a number of loose flat ribbons of fleece,

which in fhe condensing-machine are carried by a leather
ai)ron beneath a roller which has a reciprocating motion
transverse to their directiun, and thus rolls these slivers

into loose sluhtdngs, whicli are wound upon a roll and are
ready for spinning. ((/) In tlie manufacture of sugar, the
apparatus used for concentrating the clarified juice, pre-

paratory to it* final concentration in the vacuum or evap-
orating-pan. The liquor trickles over the surface of steam-
pipes, where heat evapitratesthe water whicli constitutes
the greater part of the cane-juice, (c) In optical instru-

ments, a lens, or combination of lenses, used to gather and
concentrate the rays of light collected by a mirror and di-

rect them up<jn the object, as the bull's-eye condenser (see

bull's-eye, 9) and the achromatic condenser used with the
micrr)8cope.— Achromatic condenser. See achromatic.
— Condenser hygrometer, a <i.-.v-point hygrometer.
Sec hygroim'h-r. Condenser of electricity, any appa-
ratus by which electricity can Ite accumulated, usually
consisting of two conducting surfaces separated by a non-
conductor, as in the condenscrof Epinu8(see figure), which
is charged by connecting one of the plates (^)with the
electrical machine and the other {B) with the grouiui

;

their distance from the glass plate (C) can be adjusted at
will. A practical form of condenser is the Leyden jar
(which see, underjar), (^'ondensers are much used in con-
nection with submarine telegraphy; one of the Atlantic
cables has a condenser with over two acres of surface
of tin-foil, arranged in plates separated by waxed paper

condescendence
and paraffin. The term is also applied to such instru-
ments as are employed to collect and render sensible very
small quantities of electricity, as the condensing electro-

Liebig's Condenser.

Condenser of Epinus.

scope. See eiecfro-sco/??.— Hydraulic condenser. See
hydraulic.— Surfacecondenser, in a steam-engine, aeon-
denser in which the exhaust-steam is distributed through
a large number of pipes suiTounded by cold water, which
is constantly renewed. In a less common form flat cham-
bers are used instead of pipes.

condenser-gage (kon-den's6r-gaj), n. An in-

strument for ascertaining the degree of exhaus-
tion in a steam-condenser, it consists of a glass tube
open at both ends, the upper end being attached to the
condenser, and the other plunged in meroiry.

COndensing-COil (kon-den'sing-koil), n. A com-
pact arrangement of pipes, either in a coil or
straight and with return bends, for condensing
steam which is passed through it. The condensa-
tion is elfected by exposing the coil to air, or by surround-
ing it with cold water constantly renewed.

COndensityt (kon-den'si-ti), ». [= Sp. conden-
sidady < L. coud€7iS^uSy very close : see condense,
a., and cf. density.] The state of being con-
densed; denseness; density. Bailey.

COnder (kon'd^r), n. See Conner^.

condescencet, ". See condecence.

condescend (kou-de-send'), v. i. [< ME. conde-
scvndvn, < OF. (andF.) condescendre = Sp. Pg.
condescender = It. condescendere, < LL. conde-
scendere, let one's self down, stoop, condescend,
< L. com-, together, + descendere, come down :

see descend.] 1, To descend from the supe-
rior position, rank, or dignity proper or usually
accorded to one; vohmtarily waive ceremony
and assume equality with an inferior; be com-
plaisant, yielding, or consenting in dealings
with inferiors ; deign.

Mind not high things, but condescend to men of low es-

tate. Kom. xii. 16.

Spain's mighty monarch,
In gracious clemency, does condescend,
On these conditions, to become your friend.

Dryden, Indian Emperor.

The mind that would not condescend to little things.
E. Gosse, From Shakespeare to Pope, p. 36.

2. To stoop or submit ; be subject
;
yield.

Can they think me so broken, so debased
With corporal servitude, that my mind ever
Will condescend to such absurd comnumds ?

Milton, S. A., 1. 1337.

3t. To assent; agree.

Thereto they both did franckly condiscend.
Spenser, F. Q., V. i. 25.

Condescending to Blount's advice to surprise the court.
Bacon, Lord Essex's Treason.

The Gov»" condesended upon equall terms of agreemente.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 128.

These things they all willingly condescended imto.
Winthrop, Hist. New Englaiid, I. 223.

4. To agree to submit or furnish; specify;
vouchsafe : with upon : as, to condescend upon
particulars. [Scotch.]

Men do not condescend upon what would satisfy them.
Guthrie's Trial, p. 71.

==Syn. 1. To stoop, deign, vouchsafe, bend.

condescendence (kon-de-sen'dens), n. [= F,
condescendance = Sp. Pg. condescendencia = It.

condescendenzay < ML. condescendentia, < LL.
condescenden{t-)s, ppr. of condescendere, conde-
scend : BQQ condescend.] 1. The act of conde-
scending; condescension. [Rare.]

By the warrant of St. Paul's condescendence to the capaci-
ties he wrote unto, I may speak after the manner of men.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays (1648), p. 31.

2. In Scots late, the principal written pleading
put in by the pursuer, containing a distinct

statement of the facts on which his case is

founded, it is annexed to the summons, and to it are
subjoined the pleas in law, a concise note of the legal prop,
ositions on which he rests.



condescendency

condescendencyi (kon-de-sen'den-si), n. [As
condescendence : see -ency.'] Condescension.
The respect and condescendency which you have already

shewn me is that for which I can never make any suitable

return. Dr. Avery, in Boyle's Works, VI. 610.

This worthy gentleman was one of singular piety, anil

rare for humility, as appeared by his great co»k/^;*cemfe?ic.v,

when as this poor people were in great sickness and weak-
ness, he shunned not to do very mean services for them.

-V. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 68.

condescending (kon-de-sen'ding), ]). a. [Ppr.

of condescend, c] Marked or enaraoterized by
condescension ; stooping to the level of one's

inferiors.

A very condescendinrj air. WatU.

He graciously added that I should have command of the
pieces in action, at which coruiescending intimation I rose

and bowed profoundly. 0^Donovan, Merv, xvii.

condescendingly (kon-de-sen'ding-li), adv. In
a condescending manner ; so as to show conde-
scension : as, to address a person condescend-
ingly.

condescension (kon-de-sen'shon), n. [< LL. con-

descensio(n-), < condescendere, pp. condescensus,

condescend: aee condescend.'] The act of con-
descending ; the act of voluntarily stooping or

inclining to an equality with an inferior; a
waiving of claims due to one's rank or position

;

affability on the part of a superior; complai-
sance.

Go, heavenly guest I . . .

Gentle to me and alfable hath been
Thy condescension. Milton, P. L., viii. 649.

He [the sheikh] received me with great politeness and
condescension, made me sit down by him, and asked me
more about Cairo than about Europe.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 115.

The good Peter rode through these towns with a smiling
aspect, waving his hand with inexpressible majesty and
condescension. Iriyimj, Knickerbocker, p. 418.

condescensi'vet (kon-de-sen'siv), a. [< NL. *con-

descensivits (in adv. condescensive), < LL. conde-

scensus, pp. of condescendere, condescend: see
condescend.] Condescending; courteous.

Tlie condescetisim tenderness [of God].
Barrow, Sermons, I. viii.

condescentt (kon-df-senf), n. [< condescend, as

descent < descend.] Condescension.

So slight and easy a candescent.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iv.

condign (kon-din'), o. [Early mod. E. condygne,
< OF. (and F.) condigne = 8p. Pg. condigno =
It. condegno, < L. condignns, very worthy, <

com- (intensive) + dignus, worthy : see dignity.]

If. Deserving ; worthy : applied to persons.

Her seUe of all that rule she deemed most condigne.
Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 11.

2. Well-deserved; worthilybestowed; merited;
suitable: applied to things— (a) With refer-

ence to praise or thanks.
I thought it no condigne gratification, nor scarce any

good satisfaction for such a person as you.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, Ded.

Render tmto God condigne thanks and praise for so great
a benefice. Fuller, Ch. Hist., vii. 2.

The eulogy bestowed on Chaucer by Spenser's well-worn
metaphor has not been quite unanimously recognized as

condign. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 10.

(6) With reference to censure, punishment, or
what is of the nature of punishment : the more
common use.

Speak what thou art, and how thou hast been us'd,

liiat I may give him condign punishment.
Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 4.

In an extant Bull he reproves the Archbishop of Glasgow
and other prelates of Scotland, . . . treats them as acting
unworthily of their holy calling, and threatens them with
condiffn censure. Milman, Latin Christianity, xi. 9.

COndignity (kon-dig'ni-ti), n. [= F. condignitS

= Sp. condignidad = Pg. condignidade = It.

condegnita, < ML. *condignita{t-)s, < L. condig-

>n<s, condign : seei condign a,n>i-ity.] 1. Merit;
desert.— 2. In scholastic theoL, specifically, the
merit of human actions considered as consti-

tuting a ground for a claim of reward.

Condignity and congruity (meritum de condigno and de
cougruo) are "terms used by the schoolmen to explain
their peculiar opinions relative to human merit and de-

serving. The Scotists maintain that it is possible for man
in his natural state so to live as to deserve the Grace of

God, by which he may be enabled to obtain salvation, this

natural fitness (congruitas) for grace being such as to

oblige the Deity to grant it. Such is the merit of congru-
ity. The Thomists, on the other hand, contend that man,
by the divine assistance, is capable of so living as to merit
eternal life, to be worthy (condignus) of it in the sight of

God. In this hypothesis, the (jnestion of previous prepara-
tion for the grace which enables him to be worthy is not
introduced. This is the merit of condignity."

Hook, Eccles. Diet.

COndignly (kon-din 'U), adv. In a condign man-
ner; according to merit ; deservedly; justly.

C<mdignly punished.
L. Addison, Western Barbary, p. 171.
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condignnesst (kgn-din'nes), n. The state or
quality of being condign.
condiment (kon'di-ment), n. [= F. condiment
= Sp. Pg. It. condimento, < L. eondimentum,
spice, seasoning, < condire, pp. conditiis, spice,

season, orig. put fruit in vinegar, wine, spices,

etc., pickle, preserve, prob. a collateral form
of condcre, pp. conditus, put together, put away,
preserve, < com-, together, + -dere (in comp.),
put: see abscond. Cf. condite^.] Something
used to give relish to food; a relish; season-
ing; sauce.

And fro the white is drawe a commune wyne.
But condyment is thus to make it fyne.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 197.

As for radish and the like, they are for condiments, and
not for nourishment. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

condimental (kon-di-men'tal), a. [< condiment
+ -al.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

a condiment.

Maladies of both mind and body that are connected
with chronic, incurable dyspepsia, all brought abou^ by
the habitual use of cayenne and its condimental cousins.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 371.

COndisciple (kon-di-si'pl), n. [=F. co)i<liscij}lc=
Sp. condisciimlo = Pg. condiscijiulo = If. c(»iili-

sccpolo, < L. condiscipulus (fem. condiscipula),

a fellow-pupil, < com-, together, + discipulus,

a pupil : see disciple.] A fellow-pupil ; a stu-

dent in the same school or system or field of

learning, or under the same instructor. [Rare.]

To his right dearly beloved brethren and condisciples

dwelling together.
T. Martin, Marriage of Priests, sig. H, iii. (1554).

Vigors . . . found an energetic condisciple and coadju-
tor in Swainson. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 15.

conditt, "• and V. An obsolete form of con-

duit^.

conditaneoust (kon-di-ta'ne-us), a. [< L. con-

ditaneus, suitable for pickling or preserving, <

condire, pp. conditus, pickle, preserve : see con-

diment.] That may be seasoned. Coles, 1717.

COndite^t, »• and v. An obsolete form of con-

duit^.

condite^t (kqn-dif), V. t. [< L. conditus, pp. of

condire (> ft. condire = Sp. Pg. OF. condir),

presei"ve, pickle, etc.: see condiment.] 1. To
prepare and preserve with sugar, salt, spices,

or the like ; season.

Like condited or pickled mushrooms, which if carefully

corrected, and seldom tasted, may be harmless, but can
never do good. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 429.

The entertainment was exceeding civil, but besides a
good olio, the dishes were trifling, hash'd and condited af-

ter their [Portuguese] way. Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 4, 1679.

2. To embalm.

The friends and disciples of the holy Jesus, having de-

voutly composed his body to burial, anointed it, washed
it, and condited it with spices and perfumes, laid it in a
sepulchre. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 344.

condi'te^f (kon'dJt), a. [< L. conditus, pp., pre-

served, etc.: see the verb.] Preserved; can-
died. \

Crato prescribes the condite fruit of wild rose to a no-
bleman his patient. Bitrton, Anat. of MeL, p. 415.

COnditementt (kon-dit'ment), ». [< condite +
-ment.] 1. A composition of conserves, pow-
ders, and spices in the form of an electuary.

—

2. Seasoning; spice; savor; flavor; relish.

A scholar can have no taste of natural philosophy with-

out some conditeinent of the mathematicks.
Bp. Ilacket, Abp. Williams, i. 10.

condition (kon-dish'on), n. [< ME. condicion,

condicioun, rarely condition, < OF. condicion, F.

conditimi (> D. konditie = G. condition = Dan.
Sw. kondition) = Pr. condicio = Sp. condicion =
Pg. condigao = It. condizione, < L. condicio{n-),

in LL. and ML. commonly but improperly
spelled conditio{n-) (and hence erroneously
identified with LL. conditio(n-), a making, < con-

dere, pp. conditus, put together : see condiment,

condite^), a stipulation, agreement, choice, mar-
riage, also external position, situation, circum-
stances, nature, condition (in many senses),

with short radical vowel, condicio(n-) (cf. di-

cio{n-), authority, rule, power, lit. a speaking
or directing), < condicere, agree upon, concert,

promise, proclaim, announce, publish, engage,
in LL. also assent to, consent, also demand
back, orig. talk over together, < com-, together,

+ dicere, speak, say, tell, mention, affirm, de-

clare, etc. (with long radical vowel), of like

origin with dicare, make known, proclaim, de-

clare, orig. point out, as in indicare, indicate,

etc.: see diction, indicate.] 1. The particular

mode of being of a person or thing ; situa-

tion, with reference either to internal or to ex-

condition

ternal circumstances; existing state or case;
plight; circumstances.

Estimate the greatness of this mercy by the condition
it finds the sinner in. South, Sermons.

Electricity and Magnetism are not forms of Energy

;

neither are they forms of matter. They may perhaps be
provisionally defined as properties or Conditions of Matter.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 518.

2. Quality; property; attribute; characteristic.

Men of Ynde han this condicioun of kynde, that thei
nevere gon out of here owne Contree.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 162.

It seemed to us a condition and property of divine pow-
ers and beings to be liidden and unseen to others. Bacon.

The true condition of waire is onely to suppresse the
proud and defend the innocent, as did that most generous
Prince Sigismundus, Prince of those Countries.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 246.

3t. A state or characteristic of the mind; a
habit; collectively, ways ; disposition; temper.

We be not ther agein ; but ye haue seyn his condiciouns
and we ne haue not don so, and therfore we praye yow to
suffre vs to knowe his condiciouns, and the nianere of hya
gouemaunce that he will ben of here-after.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 105.

The condition of a saint, and the complexion of the devil.

Shak., M. of v., i. 2.

He that gathereth not every day as much as I doe, the
next day shall be set beyond the riuer, and be banished
from the Fort as a drone, till he amend his conditions or
starue. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 229.

4. Rank ; state, with respect to the orders or
grades of society or to property: used abso-
lutely in the sense of high rank : as, a person
of condition.

Honour and shame from no condition rise :

Act well your part ; there all the honour lies.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 193.

Those [persons] of condition always make a present on
their departure to the value of about six pounds.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 11.

The inhabitants of Russia are divided into the following
coiviitions, viz. , the clergy, the nobility, the merchants and
burghers, the peasants. Brougham..

5. A requisite ; something the non-concurrence
or non-fulfilment of which would prevent a re-

sult from taking place ; a prerequisite.

That a cause eflicient be a cause of itself two conditiont
are requisite. . . . If eitherof these are wanting the cause
is said to be by accident.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, I. xvii. 16.

The diffusion of thorough scientific education is an ab-
solutely essential condition of industrial progress.

Huxley, Science and Culture.

According to the best notion I can form of the meaning
of " condition," either as a term of philosophy or of com-
mon life, it means that on which something else is con-
tingent, or (more definitely) which being given, some-
thing else exists or takes place. I promise to do some-
thing on condition that you do something else : that is, if

you do this, I will do that ; if not, I will do as I please,

J. S. Mill, Exam, of Hamilton, iv.

Hence— 6. A restricting or limiting circum-
stance ; a restriction or limitation.

The uncivilized man, at the mercy of his conditions, is

less choice iu his diet than the civilized.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 41.

7. A stipulation; a statement of terms; an
agreement or considerationdemanded or offered

iu return for something to be granted or done,

as in a bargain, treaty, or other engagement.
We be come to seme yow, with this condicion, that ye de-

sire not to knowe oure names. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 203.

He sendeth an ambassage, and desireth conditions of
peace. Luke xiv. 32.

8. In law : (a) A statement that a thing is or
shall be, which constitutes the essential basis

or an essential part of the basis of a contract
or grant ; a future and uncertain act or event
not belonging to the very nature of the trans-

action, on the performance or happening of

which the legal consequences of the transaction

are made to depend. More specifically, a condition
is a provision on the fulfilment of which depends the tak-

ing effect or continuance in effect of the instrument or
some clause of it, or the existence of some right established
or recognized by it, as distinguished from a covenant,
which is a promise in a sealed instrument the breach of

which may give rise to a claim for danniges, Imt not neces-

sarily the forfeiture of any right. The performance of a
covenant, however, may be made a condition of the contin-

>ied efficacy of the agreement. A eotidilion precedent is a
provision wliich must be fulfilled or an event which must
occur l)efore the instrument or clause affected l>y it can
take effect. A condition subseqtient contemplates that,

after the instrument has taken effect, a right established

or recognized by it may be extinguished by some future or
uncertain event.

Such a place, such sum or sums as are
Express'd in the condition. Shak., M. of V., i. 3.

(ft) In civil law, a restriction incorporated with
an act, the consequence of which is to make
the effect of the volition or intention depen-
dent wholly or in part upon an external cir-

cumstance, strictly speaking, there is a condition in

the meaning of the civil law only when the effect of a legal



condition

act is suspended until the accomplishment or non-accom*
plishment of a future and uncertain event. Goudsmit.

9. In a college or school : (a) The reqiiirement,

made of a student upon failure to reach a cer-

tain standard of scholarship, as in an examina-
tion, that a new examination be passed before

he can be advanced in a given course or study,

or can receive a degree : as, a condition in mathe-
matics, (b) The study to which such require-

ment is attached: as, he has six conditions to

make up. [U. S.]— 10. In gram., the protasis

or conditional clause of a conditional sentence.

See conditional sentence,-aiidei conditional— Con-
<Utlon collateral, a condition annexed to a collateral act.

— Condition Inherent, in Scots laic, a condition which
desceihU I" iIr- lieir with the land granted, etc.— Condi-
tion Of cognition, or of a cognitive faculty, in pUUos.

,

an attribute witli which it is supposed the mind cannot
help investing: every object of that faculty ; an element
which, .ierived from the mind's structure, cannot but en-

ter into every conception it is able to form, though there

may be no prototype of it in the object of the concep-

tion. Such are, in the Kantian pliilosophy, space and time,

and thecategories.— Conditions of environment. -See

«»in>onm«n(.— Conditions of sale, tlie particular terms,

get forth in writing, in actonlance with whicli property is

to be sold at auction.— Equation Of condition, (n) In
dyiiam., an equation expressing the etfect upon the motion
of a system onM>dies produced by an absolutely rigid con-

nection between certain parts. (/-;) In the theory of errors,

an equation expressing an observation with the conditions

under which it was tal<en. —Estate upon condition.
See estate.— In hard condition, in ftorse-racijiff, in firm

or very good condition.

[The horses] are both in hard condition, so it [the race]

can come otf in ten days. Laurence.

Necessary condition, a condition in sense 5 ; a conditio
sine qua non. - Negative condition. Same as necessary

condiaon.- Sufficient condition, an antecedent from
which the consequent surely follows. = Syn. 1. t'ircum-

stances, station, plight.— 7. Article, terms, provision, ar-

rangement.

condition (lion-dish'on), V. t. [= F. condition-

ner, OF. coiidicioner, conditioner, condicionner

= Sp. condicionar = Pg. condiqoar, condicirmar

= It. condizionare, < ML. conditionare, condi-

tion, restrict ; from the noun. Ct.coiulitionate.']

1. To form a condition or prereqiusite of; de-
termine or govern.

Yet seas, that daily gain upon the shore.
Have ebb and flow, conditioning their march.

Tennyson, The Golden Year.

The appetite of hunger must precede and condition the
pleasure which consists in its satisfaction.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 161.

Limits we did not set

Condition all we do.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

2. To subject to something as A condition;
make dependent or conditional on : with on or
upon: as, he conditioned his forgiveness upon
repentance.

All the ailvantages of binocular vision are conditimxed
on convergence only. Divergence would only confuse by
giving false information. Le Conte, Sight, p. 252.

8. In metaph., to place or eognize under con-
ilitions.

The tree or the mountain being groups of phenomena,
what we assert as persisting independently of tlie per-

cipient mind is a Something which we are unable to con-
dition either as tree or as mountain.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Fhilos., I. 88.

4. To stipulate ; contract ; arrange.

It was conditioned between Saturn and Titan that .Saturn
should put to death all his male cliildren.

Ualeiyh, Hist. World.

I must condition
To have this gentleman iiy, a witness.

B. Jonson, The Devil is an Ass, 1. 2.

5. In mercantile language, to test (a commod-
ity) in order to ascertain its condition; spe-
cifically, to test (silk) in order to know the pro-
portion of moisture it contains.— 6. To require
(a student) to be reexamined, after failure to

show the attainment of a required degree of

scholarship, as a condition of remaining in the
class or college, or of receiving a degree. See
condition.)!.. 9. [U.S.]

conditional (kgn-dish'on-al), a. and n. [= F.
conditionnel = Sp. Pg. condicional = It. condi-
zionalf, < LL. conditionalis, condicionalis, < L.
co»(^(Cio(n-), condition : aee condition, n.'] I. «.

1. Imposing conditions ; containing or depend-
ing on a condition or conditions ; made with
limitations ; not absolute ; made or granted on
certain terms; stipulative.

That self-reform which is conditional upon the wish for
It. T. H. Green, Prolegomena t« Ethics, 8 110.

Having at one time . . . made the granting of money
conditional on the olitainment of justice, the States-(ien-
eral [of France] was induced to surrender its restraining
powers. //. St>eneer, I'rin. of Soclol., { 501.

2. Involving or expressing a condition, (o) In
logic, expressing, as a proposition, that one thing will or
would be or happen if another is or was, or does or di<i

happen ; containing as a syllogism, such a premise. By
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a few writers the terra conditioruxl propontion is used to
include the disjunctive form.

When is it [a liypothetical proposition] said to be con-

ditionall? When tlie conjunction (/"is set before any sim-
ple proposition, as thus : If it be a man, it is a sensible
body. Blundei-ille, Arte of Logiclce (1599).

(6) In gram., expressing an assumption or a supposition ;

containing or involving a proposition as a premise from
which a conclusion or inference follows : as, a conditional
conjunction; a conditional sentence.—Conditional bap-
tism. See 6£tp(i»»i.— Conditional conjunction, a con-
junction expressing a condition. Such conjunctions in

English are (/'(obsolete and provincial an), so (in the sense
of if only), unless {fjut), etc.— Conditional estate. See
estate.— Conditional fee. See/ee'.^.- Conditional form,
a form of tlie verb »ised to express a condition, or a con-
clusion from a condition : thus, / should go ; Ae would
conte: such expressions, whether phrases like these or
proper verb-forms (as French firais, il vi^ndrait), are
sometimes called a conditional mode.— Conditional im-
mortality, in theol., the doctrine that ininiortality is not
inlierent in the race, but is conditional upon faitli in Christ.

—Conditional limitation, a gift to a third person, in
case a condition ])rc.scribed shr)nld take etfect; a condition
in a grunt or devise, the non-fulfilment of which will cause
the property to pass to a third party.— Conditional
mode. See conditional form.— Conditional Obligation,
in law, an obligation depending on the existence of a con-
dition. Conditions annexed to obligations have been dis-

tinguished as possible and impossible : the former are such
as may naturally or legally happen ; the latter, such as are
contrary to the law or to good morals. Possitile conditions
have been distinguished as potential or potestative, such
as are within the power of the party Imrdened with them,
and casual, such as depend ujxjn an event over which the
party has no control,— Conditional pardon, a pardon to
which a condition is annexed, the performance of which is

necessary to the validity of the pardon. Bouvier.— Con-
ditional phrase, a phrase e(iuivalent to a conditional
conjunction, sndi as provided that, in case that, etc.

—

Conditional sale, (a) A B<ale the binding etfect of which,
iH'twitli-standing delivery of the thing sold, is made to de-

pend on due payment or other performance by the buyer,
so that meanwhile the title or ownership is not vested in

him. (h) A sale on condition that the vendor may re-

purchase on certain terms. Minor.— Conditional sen-
tence, a sentence stating a condition and the conclusion
dependent upon it ; a hypothetical period. When com-
plete, it consists of two clauses : (1) the conditional clause,

also called the condition or protasis, introduced by if, or
an equivalent word, expressed or implied ; and (2) the con.

elusion or apodosis.

II. n. 1. A word expressing a condition.

—

2. A conditional clause ; a limitation ; a condi-
tion. Bacon. [Rare.]— 3. In iof/tc, a proposi-
tion which expresses a condition.— 4. In gram.,
a conditional particle.

COnditionality (kon-dish-on-al'i-ti), n. [= F.
conditi(>nnalitc,eta.; aa conditiotuil + -ity.l The
quality of being conditional or limited ; limita-

tion by certain terms. Dr. H. More.
COnditlonalize (kon-dish'on-al-iz), V. t.

;
pret.

and pp. eonditionalizcd, ppr. conditionalizing.

[< conditional + -ize.] To condition
;
qualify.

[Rare.]

I, however, would hold that . . . the word sanguine,
when conditi&nalized by Croydon [as Croydon sanguine, a
color], was satirically used out of its meaning.

A', and Q., 7th ser,, III. 395.

conditionally (kon-dish'on-al-i), adv. In a con-
ditional manner ; under certain conditions or
with certain limitations ; on particular terms
or stipidations ; not absolutely or positively.

Powhatan (to expresse his loue to Newport), when he
departed, presented him with twentie Turkies, condition-

ally to retunie him twentie swords.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 171.

His authority was liy the People first giv'n him condi-
tionally, in Law and under Law and under Oath also for

the Kingdoms good and not otlierwise.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii,

conditionaryt (kon-dish'on-a-ri), n. [< ML.
*conditionarium, i conditio{n-), L. condici«(n-),

condition : see condition, n.] A stipulation or
condition.

Would God in mercy dispense with it as a coiuiitionary,

yet we could not be happy without it. Noms.

conditionata, «. Plural of conditionatum.

conditionate (kon-disli'on-at), «. [< ML. con-

ditiuiiatun, pp. of conditionare, put imder con-
ditions, restrict, condition : see condition, v.]

Conditional ; subject to conditions.

Barac's answer is faithful, though conditionate.
Bp. Halt, Jael and Sisera.

COnditiona'te (kgn-dish'on-at), r. t.
;
pret. and

pp. i-onditionateil, ppr. conditionating. [< ML.
conditionatus, pp. : see the adj.] To condition

;

qualify ; regulate.

Ho is it usual amongst us to qualiflc and conditionate the
twelve months of the year answerably unto the temper of
the twelve days in Christmas.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg, Err., vl, 4,

conditionatum (kon-di8h"i-o-na'tum), n,
;

pi.

conditionata (-ta). [NL., neut. of ML. condi-

tionate, pp. : see conditionate, a. and t).] The
consequent of a hypothetical proposition.

conditioned (kon-dish'gnd), a. and n. [< con-
dition + -ed'^.l I. a. 1. Being in a certain state

condole

or having certain qualities, or a certain con-
stitution, temperament, temper, etc. ; circum-
stanced; constituted: most frequently used
in composition: as, vieW-conditioned ; ill-co»idi-

tioned.

Joab, the general of the host of Israel, ... so condi-
tioned, that easy it is not to define whether it were for
David harder to miss the benefit of his warlike ability, or
to bear the enormity of his other crimes.

Hooker, Eccies. Polity, vii. 18.

Sluch prouision was very badly conditioned; nay, the
Hogs would not eat that Come they brought.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 59.

Our sweet-condition'd princess . . . never used us
With such contempt. Massinger, The Renegado, v. 2.

2. Existing under or subject to conditions ; lim-
ited by conditions ; dependent.

Art is the one corner of human life in which we may
take our ease. ... In other places our passions are con-

ditioned and embarrassed.
//. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 68.

The office of verbal inflections is to express qualified and
conditioned, rather than complex, thought.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xvi.

3. In metaph., placed or cognized under condi-
tions or relations ; relative.

II. H. In metaph., collectively, the universe
as existing and known under conditions or lim-
its: always with the definite article: opposed
to the unconditioned or absolute.

The Unconditioned is the incognisable and inconceiv-
able; its notion being only negative of the Coiulitioned,

which last can only be positively known or conceived.
Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 12,

The conditioned is the mean between the two extremes
— two unconditionates, exclusive of each other, neither of
which can be conceived as possible, but of which, on the
principles of contradiction and excluded middle, one must
be admitted as necessary.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 14.

conditioning-house (kgn-dish'on-ing-hous), n.

A trade establishment where silk is tested.
Simmonds. See condition, v. 1., 5.

conditionlyt (kon-dish'gn-li), adv. [< condition
+ -ly^. Cf. conditionally.'] Same as condition-

ally.

And though she give but thus conditionly.

Sir P. Sidney, Astrophel and Stella.

conditio sine qua non (kon-dish'i-6 si'ne kwa
non). [L., a condition without which not . . . :

see condition, sine^, qua, and non.] A necessary
or indispensable condition. See condition, n.,5.

conditory (kon'di-to-ri), ».; pi. conditories (-riz).

[< L. conditorium, < condere, pp. conditus, lay
up, put away: see condiment.] A repository
for storing or keeping things. [Rare.]

conditourf, «. [ME., < OF. conduitor, condutor,
condniteur (mod. F. conducteur), < L. conduc-
tor, a. leaAer: see conductor.] A conductor; a
guide; a leader.

[And then theyhadde] a goode condifowr that sette light
by theire enmyes, for hem senied [that they were in nombre
eue]n as many for as many. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 392.

COndi'Tlsion (kon-di-'vizh'on), n. [< con- + di-

vision.] A logical division or classification co-
existing with another which crosses it.

One and the same oljject may, likewise, be differently
divided from different points of view, whereby condim-
sions arise, which, taken together, are all reciprocally co-

ordinated. Sir W. Hamilton.

COndlet, ". An obsolete form of candle.

condlert, «. An obsolete form of chandler.

condolatory (kon-do'la-to-ri), a. [Irreg. < con-
dole + -atory.] ^Expressing condolence. Smart.
condole (kpn-dol'), v.

;
pret. and pp. condoled,

ppr. condoling. [= F. condouloir (cf. Sp. eon-
dolerse, condolecerse = Pg. condoerse = It. con-
dolersi, all refl.) = D. kondoleren = G. condoli-
ren = Dan. kondolere, < LL. condolcre, condole,
< L. com-, with, + dolere, grieve: see dole^.]

1. intrans. To speak sympathetically to one in

pain, grief, or misfortune; use expressions of

pity or compassion : followed by with before
the person, and by on, for, or over before the
subject of condolence.
Having remembered this place in its pristine beauty, I

could not help condoling with him on its present ruinous
situation. Goldsmith, Tenants of the Leasowes,

Neighbors crowded round him to condole.
Broioning, Ring and Book, I, 79,

H.t trans. 1. To commiserate personally

;

address words of sympathy to, on account of

distress or misfortune.

Let us condole the knight. Shak., Hen, "V,, ii, 1.

Each other's company lessened our sufferings, and was
some comfort, that we might condole one another,

Ji. Knox (Arlier's Eng, Garner, I, 348),

2. To lament or gi'ieve over with another; ex-
press sympathy on account of; lament.

The first Thing he [Lord Leicester) did was to coiulole

the late O. Dowager's Death. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 5.
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I come not, Samson, to condole thy chance,
As these perhaps, yet wish it had not been,
Though for no friendly intent.

MUton, S. A., I. 1076.

Whj* should our poet petition Isis for her safe delivery
and afterward condole her miscarriage ? Dryden.

condolementt (kon-dol'ment), «. [< condole +
-ment.l 1. The act of condoling; condolence.

They were presented to the king . . . with an address
of cotuioletnent for the loss of his queen.

Life of A. Wood, p. 390.

2. The act of sorrowing or mourning; grief;

lamentation; sorrow.
To persevere

In obstinate condolement is a course
Of impious stubboniness ; 'tis unmanly grief.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

condolence (kon-do'lens), n. [= F. condoliance

(> It. condoglianza = D. kotidoleantie = Sw.
kondolanz) = Sp. Pg. condolencia = It. condo-
lenza = G. kondolenz = Dan. kondoleiice, < ML.
as it *condolentia, < LL. condolen(t-)s, ppr. of
condoUre, condole : see condole and -ence.\ Aii
expression of sympathy addressed to a person
in distress, misfortune, or bereavement.
For which reason their congratulations and their condo-

lences are equally words of course. Steele, Tatler, No. 109.

A special message of condolence. Slacaulay.

~Syn. Sympathy, Commiseration, etc. S^g pity.

condoler (kon-d6'16r), M. One who condoles.
Joliuson.

COndominate (kon-dom'i-nat), a. [< condomi-
n(ium) + -afcl.] Of the nature of condominium.

Tlie King of Prussia . . . had acquired tlie complete
proprietorship of Laueoburg by buying up Austria's con-
dominate rights over that Duchy. Lowe, Bismarclc, I. 357.

condominium (kon-do-min'i-um), n. [NL., <
Mil. condominva, a co-proprietor, < L. com-, to-

gether, + dominus, master, proprietor: see do-
mine, dominie, dotninion.'] Joint or concurrent
dominion ; ownership including jurisdiction or
power of disposal, exclusive as against all the
world except one or more co-owners. Tlie tenn
is much used iii the civil law for joint rights in rem, and
in international law of concurrent national jurisdiction or
dominion.

Condominium, which tends to split up into property in
the narrow sense. Westminster lieo., CXXVI. 142.

condonation (kon-do-na'shon), n. [= Sp. con-
donacion = Pg. cotidonagao = It. condonazione,
< L. condonatio(n-), < condonare, pp. condonatus,
condone: see cotidone.'} 1. The act of condon-
ing, or of pardoning a wrong act : as, the con-
donation of an offense.

And we teach and believe that when sinnes are par-
doned by God, God doth not change the mind of the sin-

ner . . . ; but tliat the same [sin], remaining in the soule
of man, in like manner as it did before condonation, is

only taken away by a not imputation of the guilt.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Caesar, p. 169.

Specifically— 2. In law, the act or course of
conduct by which a husband or a wife is held
to have pardoned a matrimonial offense com-
mitted by the other, as the taking back of his
wife by a husband, knowing that she has com-
mitted adultery. To have this effect, the con-
duct must be such as to imply intentional and
voluntary remission.

Condonation is the remission, hy one of the married
parties, of a matrimonial offense which he knows the
other has committed, on the condition implied by tiie

law that the party remitting it shall afterward be treated
by the other with conjugal kindness.

Bishop, Marriage and Divorce, II. § 33.

The immediate effect of condonation is to bar the party
condoning of his or her remedy for the offence in question.

Mozley and Whiteley.

condone (kon-don'), ^. t
;

pret. and pp. con-
doned, ppr. condoning. [= OF. condoner, con-
duner, condonner, cunduncr, permit, suffer, par-
don, = Sp. Pg. condonar = It. condonare, < L.
condonare, give, give up, remit, refrain from
punishing, < com- + donare, give : see donate.']

1. To forgive or pardon, as something wrong,
especially by implication, as through some act
of friendship or confidence toward the offend-

er ; overlook, as an offense or fault.

Condone, an old legal technicality, has of late received
a popular welcome, as a stately euphemism for ' pardon

'

or ' overlook." F. Hall, Mod. Eng. (ed. 1873), p. 299.

War was rather condoned than consecrated, and, what-
ever might tje the case with a few isolated prelates, the
Church did nothing to increase or encourage it.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 266.

We are not to assume that every offence might be con-
doned for a certain sum in money.

C. H. Pearson, Early and Mid. Ages of Eng., xxxiii.

Specifically— 2. In law, to forgive, or to act
80 as to imply forgiveness of (a violation of
the marriage vow). See condonation, 2.— 3. To
cause to overlook or forgive ; atone for. [Rare . ]
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He [Donatello], however, condoned these defects by the
strength of his assertions, the flre of his style, and the
transcendent ease with which his skilful hand traced
flowing lines of unsurpassed delicacy and freedom upon
the marble. C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 92.

= Syn. See pardon.

conaor (kon'dor), n. [= D. G. Sw. condor =
Dan. kondor = F. condor, formerly condore =
It. condore, < Sp. Pg. condor, < Peruv. cuntur, a
condor.] 1. A very large South American bird
of prey, Sarcorhamphus grypJms, of the family
Cathartidce or American vultures, having the
head and upper part of the neck naked and
largely carunculate, an exposed ruff of downy
white feathers round the neck, and the general
plimiage blackish, varied with much white in
the wings. The size of the condor has been greatly ex-
aggerated ; it is not known to exceed 9 feet in stretch of
wings, and is little over 3 feet in total length. The bird in-

habits chiefly the Andean regions, at elevations of from
10,000 to l.'^.OOO feet above the sea, where it breeds, making
no irest, but laying its eggs on the bare rocks. Condors
are never seen in large compaines, but in gi-oups of three
or four, and descend to the plain only when impelled by
hunger. At such times two of them will successfully at-

tack sheep, goats, deer, etc., though as a rule they prefer
carrion.

2. A South American gold coin. That of Ecua-
dor and Colombia is worth $9.647 ; that of Chili,

$9.123.— California condor, the large vulture of Cali-
fornia, Cathartes or Psendogryphus cali/ornianus, rescm-

California Condor {Cathartes cali/o HUl).

bling the Andean condor and fully as large, with the head
and beak differently shaped and not carunculate, no downy
collar, much less white on the wings, and the plumage of
the breast of peculiar texture.

COndottiere (kon-dot-tia're), n.
;
pi. condottieri

(-ri). [It., lit. a leader, conductor (= OF. con-
duitier, < ML. as if *conductoritis), < condotto,
way, road, conduct, conduit, < ML. conductus,
escort, guard; cf. L. conducti, mercenary sol-

diers, prop. pi. of conductus, pp. of conducere,
hire, lit. bring together: see conduct, conduce.]
In Italian hist., one of a class of professional
military captains in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, who raised troops and sold their ser-

vices to warring states and princes. This system
prevailed to a considerable extent all over Europe just
before the introduction of regular standing annies.

He espoused the cause of Equity in the pending ques-
tion with the zeal of a condottiere.

Howells, Modern Instance, iii.

conduce (kon-dus'), v.; pret. and pp. conduced,
ppr. conducing. [In older form condue, < OF.
conduire, F. conduire = Pr. conduire, condurre
= It. condurre (see condue) ; = Sp. conducir =
Pg. conduzir = It. conducere, conduct, lead, con-
duce ; < L. conducere, lead, draw, or bring to-

gether, draw toward, connect, take on lease,

rent, hire, employ, etc., < com-, together, -t- du-
cere, lead: see duke, duct. Cf. abduce, adduce,
educe, induce, produce, reduce, seduce, traduce,
and see co?jdMC/, t'.] I.t trans. 1. To lead; con-
duct.

Hys [Christ's] moder swet
Mi mater [matter] conduce to the ende entire.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 206.

There was sent unto my lodging the Cardinal of Bour-
bon ... to conduce me to my lady's presence.

State Papers, Wolsey to Hen. VIII., an. 1527.

2. To bring about.

To conduce the peace. Sir T. More,

H. intrans. To aid in or contribute toward
bringing about a result ; lead or tend : followed
by an infinitive, or a noun preceded by to : as,

temperance and exercise conduce to good health.

Things rather intended for show and ostentation, than
conducing to piety. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

The reasons you allege do more conduce
To the hot passion of distemper'd blood.

Shak., T. and C, ii. 2.

Nothing doth so much conduce to the proper happiness
of man, as that which doth the most promote the peace
and serenity of Ms mind. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. x.

conduct

Each new specialization of industry . . . establishes
itself by conducing in some way to the profit of others.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 441.

COnducementt (kon-dus'ment), n. [< conduce
+ -incnf.] A leading or tending; tendency.

The conducetnent of all this is but cabalistical.

Gregory, Works, p. 68.

conducent (kon-du'sent), a. [< L. condu-
cen{t-)s, ppr. of conducere, bring together: see
conduce.] Tending or contributing. [Rare.]

Any act fitting or conducent to the good success of this
business. Abp. Laud, Chancellorship at Oxford, p. 13.

COnducibility (kon-du-si-birj-ti), n. [< ML. con-
ducibilita{t-)s, utility, < L. conducibiUs, profita-
ble: see conducible.] The state or character of
being conducive ; eonducibleness. [Bare.]

Duties . . . deriving their obligation from their condu-
citnlity to the promoting of our chief end.

Bp. Wilki?is, Natural Religion, i. 14.

COnducible (kon-dii'si-bl), a. and «. [= It.

condueibile, conducevole, < L. conducibiUs, profit-

able, expedient, < conducere, conduce : see con-
duce.] I, a. Conducive; tending.

Every Conniion-wealth is in general defin'd a societie
sufficient of itself, in all things conducible to well beeing
and commodious life. Stilton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

Revelation will soon be discerned to be extremely con-
ducible to reforming men's lives, such as will answer all

objections and exceptions of flesh and blood against it.

Hammond.

H.t "• That which conduces or tends to pro-
mote.

Those motions of generations and corruptions, and of
the conducibles thereto. Sir M. Hale.

eonducibleness (kon - dii ' si - bl - nes), n. The
quality of conducing, leading, or contributing to
or promoting some end.

Which two contemplations are not inferiour to any for
either pleasantness in themselves or co?td«ciWen€*s for the
finding out of the right frame of nature.

Dr. H. More, Song of the Soul, Pref.

COnduciblyt (kon-du'si-bli), adv. In a manner
to promote ; conducively.
COnduci've (kon-dtl'siv), a. [< conduce + -ire.]

Having the quality of conducing, promoting, or
furthering; tending to advance or bring about:
with to.

An action, however conducive to the good of our coun-
try, will be represented as prejudicial 1^ it.

Addison, Freeholder.

Nothing is more conducive to happiness than the free
exercise of tlie nund in pursuits congenial to it.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

=S3^. Helpful, contributing, promotive, furthersome.

COnduciveness (kon-dii'siv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being conducive or tending tc advance
or promote. Boyle.

Its COnduciveness to the practice of our duty.
Seeker, Works, IV. xvii.

If general good, or welfare, or utility, is the supreme
end ; and if State-enactments are justified as means to
this supreme end ; then. State-enactments have such au-
thority only as arises from COnduciveness to this supreme
end. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, S 19.

conduct (kgn-dukf), !' [< L. conductus, pp. of
fo«(fHOer<', lead together, lead, hire: see conduce,
and cf. conduct, n. The older form was condit,

conduit: see conduit^, r.] I. trans. 1. To ac-
company and show the way to

;
guide ; escort

;

lead.
Pray receive them nobly, and conduct them
Into our presence. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 4.

I can conduct you, lady, to a low
But loyal cottage, where you may be safe.

Milton, Comus, 1. 319.

2. To direct; act as leader of. (a) As a commander.

The kynge . . . hem [them] did condite with a baner
as white as snowe. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 576.

Cortes himself conducted the third and smallest divi-

sion. W. Robertson, Hist. America.

(6) As a director of a musical performance. See con-
ductor, 4.

3. To direct the course of ; manage ; carry on :

as, he conducted his affairs with prudence.

Our education is not conducted by toys and liLxuries. but
by austere and rugged masters, by poverty, solitude, pas-
sions. War, Slavery. Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

Unity of action and energy was especially needed for a
ministry conducting a gi-eat war.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

4. Reflexively, to direct the action or conduct
of; behave: as, he conducted hitnself nobly.

Pray, how is it we should conduct ourselves?
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 102.

5. In physics, to carry, convey, transmit, or
propagate : as, metal conducts heat better than
wood.— Conducting tissue. See tissue. =Syil. Direct^
etc. See manage.
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n. intrans. 1. In phymcs, to carry, convey,

transmit, or propagate motion or energy ; espe-

cially, to transmit electricity, heat, fight, or

sound.

Of all substances in the body the blood conducts best.

S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 187.

2. To act as musical conductor.— 3. To he-

have: Tised without the reflexive pronoun.

[Rare.]

There were times when he was obliged to exert all his

fortitude, prudence, and candour, to conduct so as not to

give otfence. Eliot's New Eng. Biog. Diet,, p. 29.

I called on the king, but he made nie wait in his hall,

and conducted like a man incapacitated for hospitality.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 354.

conduct (kon'dukt), n.i [In older form (ME.)
conduit, condit (see conduif^); = F. conduite =
Sp. Pg. conducta = It. condotta, conduct, guid-

ance, management, etc. (Pg. also 'conduit'),

fem. forms (< ML. as if *eanducta), distinguished

from OF. conduit, condut, condit, conduict, eon-

duct, etc., conduct, guidance, escort, conductor,
saie-conduet, etc., also way, channel, conduit,

F. conduit = Sp. Pg. conducto = It. condotto,

masc, a conduit, channel, etc.,< ML. conductus,

defense, protection, guard, escort, company,
herd, also a canal, conduit, < L. conductus, pp.
of cotiducere, bring together, collect, lead to:

see conduce and conduct, v., and cf. conduit^, n.,

and conductus.^ 1. The act of guiding or lead-

ing; guidance; escort.

Follow me, that will to some provision
Give thee quick conduct, Shak,, Lear, iii. 6.

The clouds fell down in streams, and the pitchy night
had bereft us of the cojutuct of our eyes, had not the light-

ning afforded a terrible light. Sandys, Travailes, p. 158.

After dinner my wife and I, by Mr. Rawlinson's conduct,

to the Jewish Synagogue. Pepys, Diary, II. 46.

2. The act of directing or controlling; man-
agement; administration.

If the Jews under his condxict should endeavour to re-

cover their liberties and fall in it, they knew that the na-
tion would be severely punished by the Romans.

Jortin, Christian Religion.

Christianity has humanized the conduct of war. Paley,

ThecondMrfof the state, the administration of its affairs,

its policy, and its laws are far more uncertain. Brougham.

3. A drawing out or development, as of the
action of a poem or the plot of a drama or a
novel.

Here we have the conduct of the drama laid open.
Goldsmith, Criticisms.

The book of Job, indeed, in conduct and diction, Iwars
a considerable resemblance to some of his [.^chylus's]
dramas. Maeaulay, Milton.

Though the story ends in this vulgar manner. It is, in

its conduct, extremely sweet and touching.
Marg, Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 250.

4. Skilful management or administration; good
generalship; tact and dexterity in affairs; ad
dress.

Mr. Home, it seems, is unable to comprehend how an
extreme want of conduct and discretion can consist with
the abitities 1 have allowed him. Junius, Letters, tiv.

The Rais had told him our adventure with the saint, at
whicli he laughed very heartily, saying I was a wise man,
and a man of cmiduct. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 115.

5. Personal behavior or practice ; way of act-

ing generally oron a particular occasion ; course
of action; deportment: as, laudable conduct;
evil conduct.

Here lies honest William, whose heart was a mint,
W'hile the owner ne'er knew half the g<x)d that was in't

;

The pupil of impulse, it forceil him along,
His conduct still right, with his argument wrong.

Goldsmith, Retaliation, 1. 46.

Conduct, in its full acceptation, must be taken as com-
prehending all adjustments of acts to ends, from tlie sim-
plest to the most complex, wliatever their special natures
and whether considered separately or in their totality.

U. Spetwer, Data of Ethics, § 2.

Our conduct is capable, irrespective of what we can our-
selves certainly answer for, of almost infinitely different
degrees of force and energy in the performance of it, of
luciility and vividness in the perception of it, of fulness
in the satisfaction from it ; and these degrees may vary
from day to day, and (juite incalculably.

M, Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

6t. A conductor, guard, or convoy ; an escort.

His majesty.
Tendering my person's safety, hath appointed
This conduct to convey me to the Tower.

Shak,, Rich. III., i. 1.

Come, gentlemen, I will be your conduct.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

7t. A passport. See safe-conduct.

Good angels and this conduct be your guide ! [Giving a
paper.] Middleton, Changeling, 11. 1.

St. That which conveys or carries; a channel;
a conduit.

By the sayd cisteme there is drinke conueyed thorow
certeine pipes and conducts. Uakluyt's Voyages, II. 61.
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9. A tax levied by Charles I. of England for the
purpose of paying the traveling-expenses of his

soldiers. Also conduct-money. See coat-money.

He who takes up armes for cote and conduct and his

four nobles of Danegelt. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 50.

Coat or cote and conduct. See coat^.— Safe conduct.
See sa/e-condiwt, =8301. 5. Carriage, Deportjncnt, etc. See
behavior.

conduct (kon'dukt), a. and m.2 [ME. conduct, <

L. conductus, hired, pp. of eonducere, lead toge-
ther, hire: see conduct, v., and ef. conductus.']

I.t a. Hired; employed: as, "conduct prestis,"

Wydif, Apol. for Lollards (Camden Soc), p. 52.

Il, n. The title of two clergymen appointed
to read prayers at Eton College, England; a
conductus.
conductance (kon-duk'tans), n. In elect., the

eouductiug power of a given mass of specified

material of specified shape and connections.

Standard Elect. Vict. [Recent.]

conduct-book (kon'dukt-buk), n. A book kept

on board of United States men-of-war, in which
the conduct and ability of each man of the

crew is noted.

conductibility (kon-duk-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.

conductibilite, etc.; as conduciible + -ity (see

-bility).] 1. Capability of being conducted or

transmitted: as, the conductibility of electricity

or of heat.— 2. Improperly, capacity for con-

ducting or transmitting; conductivity.

conductlble (kqn-duk'ti-bl), a. [= F. conduc-

tible = Sp. cond'uctible ; as conduct + -iftte.] Ca-

pable of being conducted or conveyed. Wheat-

stone.

conduction (kon-duk'shon), n. [= F. conduc-

tion = Sp. con'duccion = Pg. condutgao -.-= It. con-

duzionc, < L. conductio(H-), < cotiducere, pp. con-

ductus, lead, conduce, conduct : see conduce and
conduct, v.] It. The act of guiding, directing,

or leading ;
guidance.

For the better conduction and preseruation of the fleete,

and atchieuing of the voyage. HakluyVs Voyages, 1. 226.

From thence I went witli the Turkes power, and vnder

his conduction to the lande of lewi-y.

Wel>be, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 22.

2t. The act of training up.
Every man has his beginning and conduction.

B. Jonson Case is Altered.

3. Transmission ; conveyance ; specifically, in

physics, transmission of heat from points of

high temperature to points of low temperature,

or of electricity from points of high potential

to points of low potential, from particle to par-

ticle, and to a distance, by the raising of the

temperature or potential of intermediate par-

ticles, without any sensible motion of them.
It is distinguished from convection, by which heat and
electricity are carried by moving particles ; from the ra-

diation of heat, » hich does not raise tlie temperatiu'e of

tlie intermediate points (except so far as the radiation is

hindered); and from the discharge and the electrolytic

transfer of electricity.

condnctitioust (kon-duk-tish'us), a. [< L.

conducliiius, prop, -icius, pertaining to hire, <

conductus, pp. of eonducere, hire : see conduce.']

Hired ; employed for wages.

The persons were neither titularies nor perpetual cu-

rates, but entirely eonductitiout and removable at pleasure.

Ayliffe, Parergon.

conductive (kon-duk'tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. conduc-

tivo ; an conduct + -ive.] 1. Having the power
or property of conducting : as, conductive bodies.

See conductivity.— 2. Resulting from conduc-
tion : as, the conductive discharge of electricity.

conductivity (kon-duk-tiv'i-ti), n. [< conduc-

tive + -ity,] In physics, the power of conduct-
ing heat, electricity, or sound ; the property of

being couductive. In the case of heat (thermal con-

ductivity) solids l)iive in general a mucli higher degree of

conductivity than liquids, and liquids tlian gases, the laat

Iwing practically destitute of conductive power; both
liquids and gases become heated by convection (which see),

not by conduction. Furthermore, among solids the con-

ductivity of metals for heat is greater than that of stony
bodies, that of animal and vegetable substances being the

least of all. Metals have also a relatively high degree of

conductivity for electricity, a charge of electricity distrib-

uting itself freely over a metallic surface, and an electrical

current passing more or less readily through a metallic

wire. Those metals which are the best conductors of heat,

as silver, copper, and gold, are also the best electrical

conductors. The conductivity of many solids (glass, sul-

phur, resin) is nearly zero for electricity ; the same is true

to a less degree of most liquids and also of gases. With
any substance the conductivity for electricity i» the recip-

rocal of the resistance. See resistance.

Conduclioity varies not only with varying temperature,
but also with varying tension, torsion, or pressure.

A. Vaniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 564.

P^clet . . . employs as the unit of conductivity the
transmission, in one second, through a plate a metre square

and a millimetre thick, of as much heat as will raise a cubic
decimetre (strictly a kilogramme) of water one degree.

J. D, Everett, Units and Phys. Constants, p. 10-4.

conductus
Little is . . . yet known of the conditions of conductiv-

ity of the matter of the nerves ; they conduct better than
muscular tissue, cartilage, or bone.

5. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 187.

conduct-money (kon'dukt-mun''''i), n. Same as
conduct, 9.

COnductometer (kon-duk-tom'e-t^r), n. [Irreg.

< L. eonducere, pp. conductus, conduct, + me-
trum, measure.] An apparatus for ascertain-
ing the relative conductivity of different ma-
terials, especially as regards heat.

conductor (kon-duk'tor), n. [= F. conducteur
(> D. kondukteur = (j. conducteur = Dan. Sw.
konduktor), OF. conduitor, etc. (> ME. conditour

:

see conditour), = Sp. Pg. conductor = It. con-

duttore, < ML. conductor, a leader, innkeeper,
agent, L. only in sense of lessee, contractor,

farmer, < eonducere, pp. conductus, lead, bring
together, hire, etc. : see conduce and conduct.]

1. One who conducts or escorts; one who goes
before or accompanies and shows the way ; a
leader ; a guide.

The muses . . . ought to be the leaders and conductor)
of human life. Bacon, Fable of Dionysiua.

You come (1 know) to be my Lord Fernaudo's
Conductor to old Cassilane.

Beau, and Fl,, Laws of Candy.

Specifically— 2t. A chief; a commander ; one
who leads an army.

Gent. Who is conductor of his people ?

Kent. As 'tis said, the bastard son of Gloster.
Shak., Lear, iv. 7.

I myself (though I say it), by my mother's side niece to
a worshipful gentleman and a conductor; he has been
three times in his majesty's service at Chester, and is now
the fourth time, God bless him and his charge, upon ids

journey. Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 5.

3. A director or manager in general; a regu-
lator.

If he did not entirely project the union and regency,
none will deny him to have been the chief conductor,

Addison.

4. The director of a chorus or an orchestra ; one
who indicates to the jierformers the rhythm and
the expression of a piece of concerted music by
means of motions of the hands or of a baton.
The office of conductor in the modem sense was not clearly
distinguished from that of leader until about 1800 ; former-
ly the leader played an instrument, usually tlie harpsichord.

6. The chief ofiicial on a railroad-train, who
directs, and is responsible for the execution of

orders concerning, the movements of the train,

and usually collects tickets or fares; hence, one
who performs similar duties on a street-car, etc.

The duties of the guard on European railways
are similar, but less comprehensive. [U. S.]

—6. That which conducts or transmits in any
manner; specifically, in physics, a body that
conducts or transmits through its substance
energy in any of its forms : as, metals are con-

ductors of electricity and of heat ; water is a
good conductor of sound. See conductivity.

If several conductors terminate at the same point, the
sum of the currents, counted from this point, is zero.

Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 194.

Hence— 7. A lightning-rod.— 8. In surg., an
instrument formerly used in the high operation
for stone in the bladder Capacity of a conduc-
tor. See capacity,— Conductor's part, in music, a con-
densed score written on two stalls only, for the use of the
conductor.—Pneumatic conductor, a fan-blower and
tube for carrying off foul air, flre-dainp, smoke, etc. Such
conductors are used in connection with the dry fn-indstones
employed in some departments of cutlery.— Prime con-
ductor, that part of an electric machine whieli collects
and retains tile electricity.

conductor-head (kou-duk'tor-hed), «. A com-
bined funnel, spout, and pipe for liquids, used
in creameries.

conductory (kon-duk'to-ri), a. [< conduct +
-ory.] Having the property of conducting.

conductress (kgn-diik'tres), n. [= F. conduc-
trice, OP. conductercsse, conduitresse, etc.; as
conductor + -ess.] A female who leads, guides,

or directs; a directress.

A prudent and diligent conductress of her family.
Johnson, To Mrs. Thrale, 1773.

Obedient to what he understood to be the meaning of
his conductress, Halbert bared his arm to the shoulder.

Scott, Monastery, I. 161.

All the apartments in the castle that we cared to see, or
our cimductress cared to show us. The Atlantic, LIX. 538.

conductus (kon-duk'tus), n. [ML., lit., in def.

1 a ' led' or 'conducted' song, in def . 2 a 'hired'

priest: see conduct, a. and n., and conduit'^.]

1. An old form of vocal composition in which
the tenor, instead of being confined to canto
fermo, was, like the other parts, invented or
freely treated by the composer, it was called
condxictus simplex, duplex (also triplum), etc., but the na-
ture of these distinctions is matter of controv irsy.
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2. An unendowed chaplain : the name and of-

fice are both retained at Eton. Lee^s Glossary.

COnduet, '• * [ME. conduen, counduen, condien, <

DF. conduirc, F. eonduire = Pr. conduire, con-

durre = It. condurre, < L. condueere, conduce

:

see conduce] To lead ; conduct.

To sett hyni in the waye, & eoundve hym by the downes.

Sir Oawayiie and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1971.

Go we to the assaut, that God vs alle cmdie.
Rob. of Brunm, tr. of Langtoft's Chron., p. 182.

conduit! (kon'- or kun'dit), n. [< ME. conduit,

condut, coiidit, condite, also ctindit, cundite, cun-

deth, cundith, etc., < OF. conduit, eonduict, con-

dut, conduct, condit, m., conduct, guidance, es-

cort, company, conductor, safe-conduct, also a

way, channel, tube, canal, conduit, F. conduit,

tube, canal ; OF. also conduite, f., in like senses,

F. condtUtc, conduct, = Sp. Pg. conducta, con- „..„.._ „„,.

duct, conducto, conduit, = It. condotta, conduct, conduplication (kon-du-pli-

condotto, canal, conduit,< ML. conductus, escort, ka'shon)^«. [= F. condupU
etc., also a tube, canal, etc.: see conduct, ».]

It. Conduct; guidance; escort: in this sense

now conduct.

Than the grekes, by agrement, gyffen hora a signe,

By cundeth to come, & carpe what hom liste.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11437.

And the kynge seide thei sholde haue conduyte with gode
•will, yef thel ask reson. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 82.

2. A medium or means of conveying ; anything
serving as a channel for passage or transmis-

sion.

Sinue was first seene in the Deuill, . . . trom whom, by
the Conduit of Natuie, it is conueied to vs.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 28.

They can and do receive tlie benefit, for which the cere-

mony was appointed as a sign and conduit,

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 398.

These organs are the nerves, which are the conduits to

convey them [sensations] from without to their audience

in the brain. Locke.

cone

gether: see conduplicate.'i In hot., folded to- of modem naturalists. The Condj/topa were divided

gether, as the opposite leaflets of a pinnate leaf '"to Aporopmia (in the incorrect form^mropoda) (crusta-

Ipplied each to the other, face to face.
j^f™V)'''"""""""'

"'"' '"'"'*P'"'^> ="" "'''"^"^ ^'""""^'^

conduplicate (kon-du'pli-kat), V. t.; pret. and condylopet (kon'di-lop), «. [< NL. conrfyiopus;

pp. conduphcated, ppr. condiiphcatmg. [< L. ggg condylopod.J Same as condylopod. Kirby.
conduplicatus, pp. ot coyiduphcare, double toge- ^Qj^^ylQpQ^ (kon-dil'6-pod), a. and «. [<

-, together, -)-diy)Kcaj-c, double: see tih. condylopus (i
'

'' -• - '-

The Condylarthra with three tubercles are probably also

the ancestors of the carnivorous orders.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVII. 610.

condylarthrous (kon-di-lar'thrus), a. [< Con-

dylarthra -H -ous.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Condylarthra.

condyle (kon'dil), n. [= F. condyle = Sp. cdn

The king is the conduit through wliich all the honors and
emoluments of the government flow.

Calhoun, Works, I. 103.

3. A pipe, tube, or other channel for the con-

veyance of water or other fluid.

There ben no Eyveres ne Welles ; but Watre comethe be

Condyte from Ebron. Mandeville, Travels, p. 73.

The water may be ledde by weies three

;

In channels, or [in] condites of leede.

Or elles in trowes ymade of tree.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 177.

Of the same house Publius and IJuintus were.

That our best water brought by conduits hither.

Shak., Cor., ii. 3.

4. A natural or artificial reservoir or source

whence water is distributed ; specifically, the

fonner name of fountains built for this purpose.

[Now rare.]

Be strong in faith, for now the time is nigh
That from tlie conduits of the lofty sky
The flood shall fall. Drayton, Noah's Flood.

The Cheapside conduits were the most used, as they

were the largest and most decorative of these structures.

The Great Conduit in the centre of this important thorough-

fare was an erection like a tower sun-ounded by statuary.

Chambers's Book of Days.

Until ye come unto the chiefest square

;

A bubbling conduit is set midmost there.

And round about it now the maidens throng.

With jest and laughter, and sweet broken song.

William Morris, Eartlily Paradise, I. 3.

5. A narrow walled passage, usually under
ground, for the pvu-pose of secret communica-
tion between apartments.
conduitl (kon'- or kun'dit), v. t. [< ME. con-

ditcn, conduct, < condit, escort: see conduit^, condyli, «. FluraX ot condylus.

ther, < com-.

duplicate.'] To double ; fold together.

conduplicate, condupllcated (kon-dii'pli-kat,

-ka-ted), a. [< L. condupUcatus : see the verb.]

Doubled or folded over or to-

gether. Speciflcally— (a)In6oe.,
applied to leaves in the bud when
they are folded down the middle,
so that the halves of tlie lamina
are applied together Ity their faces.

Also complicate. (6) In entom., ap-

plied to the wings of certain wasps
included in the series Diploptera,
which arc folded longitudinally.

. . J^-'^i^j^"' ,ta'u '^Vet-

nation.

cation = Pg. conduplicagSo = It. conduplicazione,

< L. conduplicatio(n-), < condupUcare, pp. con- condylopodous (kon-di-lop'6-dus), a
dnpUcatus, double: see conduplicate, «'.] A •

• • ^ " '
'

'

doubling; a duplication. [Rare.]

COndurangO, «. See cundurango.

condurrite (kon-dur'it), «. [< Condurrow (see

def.) + -Jte2.] A peculiar ore of copper origi-

nally found in a vein in the Condurrow mine
in Cornwall, England. Its general color is brownish-

black, with sometimes a tinge of blue. It is probably an
altered form of an arsenide of copper, like domeykite.

COndutlf, n. and v. An obsolete form of con-

duit^.

COndut^t, «. See conduit^.

condylar (kon'di-lar), a. [< condyle + -ar'^.']

Pertaining to or characterized by a condyle
or condyles: as, the condylar surfaces of the

tibia.

Condylarthra (kon-di-lar'thra), «. pi. [NXi.,

< Gr. ndvSvAoQ, a knuckle (condyle), -I- apBpov,

joint.] A group of fossil mammals from the

Eocene of North America, related to the Pro-

hoscidea, distinguished by having a postglenoid

process, a third femoral trochanter, and no cal-

caneal facet for the fibula.

ndylopus (condylopod-), < Gr. KdvSv/.o(, a
knuckle, joint, knob, + Trovg (Trod-) = E. foot.'\

I. a. Having articulated legs; arthropodous

;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Condylo-

poda. Also condylopodous.

II. n. A member of the Condylopoda; an ar-

thropod.

Condylopoda (kon-di-lop'o-da), «. pi. [NL.,

neut. pi. of condylopus : see condylopod, and
cf. Condylopa.l If. The proper form of Con-

dylopa.— 2. In Lankester's system of classifi-

cation, a series of Gnathopoda or Arthropuda,

including all except Malacopoda (Peripatidea).
The series is divided into four classes, Crustacea, Ilexa-

poda (true insects), Myriapoda, and Arachnida. [Little

used.]

[As con-

di/lopod'-h -ous.'i Same as condylopod.

Oondylura (kon-di-lu'ra), n. [NL.,< Gr. kov-

<5t)Aof, a knob, + obpa, a tail.] 1. A remarkable
genus of North American shrew-moles, of the

family Talpidw, having the end of the snout be-

set with a circular fringe of radiating processes,

and the tail during the rutting season much
swollen. The dental formula is, in each half jaw, 3 in-

cisors, 1 canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars. There is but

one species, the star-nosed mole or slirew-mole, C. eri$-

/

star-nosed Mole Lonciylura cristata).

tata. The name was reallygiven from the knotted appear-

ance of the tail in dried specimens, when the skin had
shrunk on the bones, as represented in some figures of the

animal in which the tail looks like a string of beads ; it is,

however, appropriate, since during the rut the tail swells

to double its usual size, and has a gibbous appearance.

2t. A genus of crustaceans. Latreitlc, iS29.

dilo = Pg. condyle = It. condilo, < L. condylus, < condylure (kon ' di - liir), n. An animal of the
genus Condylura ; a star-nosed or button-nosed
mole.

Gr. KovSvXo^, a knuckle, joint, knob; cf. kovSoi

(Hesychius), heads, knobs.] 1. In anat., a pro

tuberanee on the end of a bone serving to form Oondylureae (kon-di-lu're-e), n. pi. [NL., <

an articulation with another bone : more espe- Condylura -I- -etc.] A section of the family

cially applied to the prominences of the oc- Talpidce, represented by the genus Condylura.

cipital bone for articulation with the atlas, to condyluS (kon'di-lus), n.
;
pi. condyli (-li). [L.

the prominences at the distal extremity of the see condyle.'\ A condyle Condylus eztensorlus,

humerus and femur respectively, and to the

proximal articular extremity of the lower jaw-

bone of mammals. The occipital condyles are lateral

and paired in Mamtnalia and Amphibia ; in Aves and Jic]).

tilia the condyle is single and median. See cuts under
femur, humerus, and skttlL

the ectocondyle, or outer condyle, of tlie humerus, to which
extensor muscles are attached. See cut under humerm.—
Condylus flexorius, the entocondyle, or inner condyle,

of tlie humerus, to which flexor musdes are attached. .See

cut under humerus.— Condylus mandlhularls, the con-

dyle of the lower jaw. See cut under skull.— CondylUS
OCCipitaJis, either occipital condyle.

2. In the arthropod or articulated animals, a cone (kon), n. [< F. c6ne = Sp. cono = Pg. cone

rounded portion of the hard integument fitting ' '
" -^ -

into another part to which it is articulated,

as the proximal ends of the tibiae in insects.

—

3. An ancient Greek long measure, the eighth

of a foot. See/oo*.— Angle of the condyles. See
craniomefri/.— Occipital condyle. See occipital.

«.] If. To lead; conduct; guide.

God that is the very guyde, me shall condite and lede

tliat in many perilouse places me hath ledde.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 622.

2. To convey, conduct, or transmit by or as

by a conduit.

And his corruption even to this day is still conduited to

liis undone posterity. Feliham, Resolves, i. 9.

conduits, n. [ME. 'conduit, coundut, < OF. con-

duit, condut, < ML. conductus (also fem., con-

ducta, canducta) (>MLG. canduc), a kind of des-

cant or motet or anthem in which the melody
was partly improvised by the leading singer,

lit. a led or conducted song, being prop. pp.
(sc. cuntus) of L. condueere, lead, conduct : see

condylian (kon-dil'i-an), rt. [< condyle -)- 4an.'i

Having a condyle or "condyles ; condylar. See
dicondylian, monocondylian.

condyloid (kon'di-loid), a. [= F. condyloide =
Pg. condyloide, < Gr. *Kov6v?j>Eid^g, contr. KOfSv-

IMrii, < ii6v6vloc, a knuckle, + eldog, form.] In

anat., resembling or shaped like a condyle ; re-

lated to a condyle or condyles— Condyloid fora-

men. See /orame«.— Condyloid process. Same a.s ar-

ticular process of the lower jaw (wliicli see, under articu-

lar).

condyloma (kon-di-16'ma), n.
;

pi. condylomata

(-ma-ta). [NL., < L. condylus (see condyle) +
-om'a.^' In pathol., an excrescence, either syphi-

litic or non-syphilitic, found about the anus or

the organs of generation in either sex.

conduce, conduct,'v.^ A form of vocal composi- COndylomatous (kon-di-lom'a-tus), a. [< con-

tiou: same as conductus, 1. dyloma(t-) + -o««.] Pertaining to or resem-

At the soper & after, mony athel [aoble] songe J'^^'¥ ^
''O^'iylo™*:

, . ..

.

, rxiT f„,. r„^
As coundules of kryst-masse, & carole newe, Condylopat (kon-dll 0-pa), n. pi. [ML., tor Con-

With alle the manerly merthe that mon may of telle. dylopoda, neut. pi. of condylopus : see condylo-
Sir Gaunym and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1655. j^^^j] ^ tgpm uggjj ^y LatreiUe to designate

COnduplicant (kon-du'pli-kant), a. [< L. con- the joint ed-legged articulated animals: aynony-

duplican(t-)s, ppr. of condupUcare, double to- mouswith Insectaoi Linnseus and Arthropoda

= It. cono, < L. conus, < Gr. kuvo^, a cone,

peg, =L. cuncus, a wedge (> ult. E. coin^, coign,

quoin, q. v.) ; cf. Skt. gdna, a whetstone (= E.

hone, c[. v.), / fo, sharpen.] 1. In geom.:

(a) A solid generated by the revolution of a

right-angled triangle upon one of its sides as

an axis. In the figure thus generated the base is a cir-

cle, and the line passing through tlie vertex and the cen-

ter of the base (the axis)is perpendicular to the plane of

the liase ; it is specifically termed a right cone, (ft) A
solid the surface of which consists of a circle,

which forms its base, and the envelop of all the

limited straight lines which join the circumfer-

ence of the circle to a lixed point lying without

the perpendicular to the circle from its center:

specifically termed an oblique or scalene cone.

See conic, (c) In modern geom., any surface

generated by a line one point in which is fixed.

— 2. Anything shaped like a cone. Specifically—

(a) In bot., a dry multiple fruit formed of densely imbricate

scales, as in the hop, but more especially in the pine, flr,

and spruce, in which a pair of naked seeds is borne upon
the upper side of each scale : teclinically called a stroWfa;

in a more general sense, an inflorescence having a cone-

like shape. See cut on following page.

Those tliree chestnuts near, that hung
In masses thick with milky cones.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

(6) In anal. : (1) The conarium, or pineal body of the brain.

(2) One of the minute cone-shaped structures forming witli

the so-called "rods" a layer of tlie retina. See retina.

(c) In cowh., a shell of the family Conider, characterized

by its obconic form, (d) The hill surrounding the crater of
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cone

Cone of Larch. Cone of Pine.

avolcano, formed bythegradual accumulation of theeject-

ed material, (c) A storm-cone. (J) The vent-plug in the

barrel of a flreann. {fj) In Sfnnninff, one of the taper drums
in the liead-stock of a mule, known respectively as the

backiii'i-off and dramng-up eone^. E. H. Knight.—Ar-
terial cone. See arterial.— Cbiet cone, a quadric cone

which intersects a tangent plane of a surface in the chief

tangents.— Circular cone, in modem geom., a cone of

the second order circumscril)ing the absolute.— Cone-
and-cradle milL See rnill.— Coae of dispersion, in

trun., the conoidal surface which envelops the trajec-

tories of the projectiles contained in a case-shot. The
apex of tliis irregular conoid is either at the muzzle of the

piece or at the point where the case-shot ex^dodes, and ita

base is the closed curve which circumscribes the points of

impact of all the projectiles. Also called cone of spread.
— Cone Of rays, in optics, all the rays of light which pro-

ceed from a radiant point and fall upon a given flat sur-

face.- Cone Of spread. .Same as cone of diyperniott.—
Crystalline cones, see criixtalliiu.—CycUc planes of
a cone. See ciiclic— EndOStyliC cone. See endo.tt;tlic.—
Layer of rods and cones, .see retina.— Oblique cone.
See def. 1 (b), atwve.— Ocular cone, the cone formed
within the eye l)y a pencil of rays proceeding from a point,

the base of the cuiie beii.g on the cornea, the apex on
the retina.— Stepped cone. Same as cffnc-pMiZci^- Sup-
plemental cone, a cone whose sides are perpendicular to

those of another cone.— Twin COnes, a pair of cones of

the retina, united laterally, such as are found in some
iwny fishes and other vertebrates.

cone (kon), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. coned, ppr. con-

ing. [< cone, ».] To shape so as to resemble
the segment of a cone, as the tire or tread of a
car-wheel.

The bridge rests and turns upon a ring made up of 64
cast-iron c^^ned wheels. Set. Amer., N. S., LI\'. 6.

Cones (ko'ne-e), n. pi. [NL., < Conus + -ece.]

In conch., a family of oone-shells : same as Co-
nidw. Menke, 1828.

cone-billed (kon'bild), a. Having a conical

bill; tonirostral.

cone-bit (kon'bit), n. A conical-shaped boring-
bit.

cone-clutch (kon'klueh), ». In mach., a clutch

used for the transmission of power from a driv-

ing-shaft to another in line with it, and con-

sisting of a conical plug which slides longitudi-

nally upon one of tne shafts, and rotates with
it. When moved forward, this plug enters a sleeve which
has an interior conical surface corresponding to that of

the plug, and is keyed to tlie other shaft. The clutch acts

by frietional contact of these two conical surfaces.

cone-flower (kon'flou'^r), n. A name given to

certain species of Rudbeckia, coarse composites
with conical or columnar receptacles, especial-

ly to a. laciniata, which has a greenish-yellow
oblong disk, and B, hirta, in which the conical
disk is dark-brown— Purple or hedgehog cone-
flower, tlie nearly allied Echinacea jnirjntrea and E. an-
guMi.fotiit. of the prairies of the western I'nited States.

cone-gamba (kon'gam'bii), «. An organ-stop
with fonieal pipes terminating in a bell. Also
called btll-ganiba.

cone-gear (kon'ger), n. A method of transmit-
ting motion by means of the rolling-friction of
two cones.
COne-grannle (kon'gran'ul), n. A corpuscle
of the outer nuclear layer of the retina which
is connected with a cone : in distinction from
a rod-fimnulc. See retina.

cone-in-cone (kou'in-kon'), a. and n. I. a. In
geol., appeariBg to be made up of cones closely
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pressure acting on concretions in process of formation, by
which their rounded form is changed into a lengthened
one, the concentric structure assmniug under such circum-
stances the conical form.

II. B. A fossil of the genus Conularia.

The problematical fossils known as Conularia or cone-in-

cone. They iirst appear in the Silurian, and some reach,

for pteropods, an enormous size, an Australian species be-

ing estimated to Iiave had a lengtti of about sixteen inches.

Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 35S.

coneine (ko'ne-in), n. Same as conine.

cone-joint (kon'joint), «. A strong and tight

pipe-joint made by inserting a double iron cone
into the ends of two pipes, and drawing these
ends toward each other bymeans of screw-bolts.

COnenchyma (ko-neng'ki-ma), n. [NL., < 6r.

Kuraf, a cone, + h/xvpia, an infusion.] In bat.,

a tissue formed of conical cells, as in the vel-

vety covering of some petals.

cone-nose (kon'noz), «. A hemipterous insect

of the genus Cotwrhinus (which see).

conepate (ko'ne-pat), n. An animal of the ge-
nus CoHcjiatus.

COnepatl (ko'ne-pat-l), TO. [Mex.] The Mexican
name of a skimk, especially the white-backed
skunk, Conepatus mapurito. See Conepatus.

The Mexican terra conepatl has been changed into a
more familiar-sounding name conepate, in some of the
Southern States. De Vere, Americanisms, p. 54.

Conepatus (kd-ne-pa'tus), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1837), < Mex. conepatl: see extract.] A genus
of American badger-like skunks, it differs from
Mephitis in having the teeth normally 32 instead of 34 (1

premolar less in each upper half jaw) ; the angle of the man-
dible strongly bent outward (and iu some other cranial

Conep-itl mapurito).

^r'Atlf-

Cone-in-cone StnictuK (limestone).

packed one within another, as some limestones
and marly strata, and very rarely beds of coal.
The cune-in-cone structure is believed to be the result of

characters): the snout produced, depressed, with inferior

nostrils, and bald on top ; the soles l)road and entirely

naked ; the tail comparatively short and little bushy ; and
the colors massed in large areas. The type is the white-

backed skunk or conepatl, found in Texas, Mexico, and
southward ; there are probably other species. Also called

Thiosmus.

Conepattu is obviously the same as the old Mexican
conepatl ; ... it probably refers to the burrowing of the
animal ; for it may be oliserved, nepantla in the Nahuatl
language signified a subterranean dwelling.

Coues, Fur-bearing Animals (1877), p. 249.

cone-plate (kon'plat), n. A conical collar-plate

for the head of a lathe.

cone-pulley (kon'puFi), n. A pulley shaped
like the segment of a cone—that is, gradually
tapering from a thick to a thin end. (o) A pulley
having a number of faces or sheaves of varying diameter,
for giving ditferent sj>ceils of the mandrel, as desired ; a
speed-pulley. (/>) In spinning-machines, a device for vary-

ing the speed of the bobbins so as to keep the strain upon
the roving equal as it Ja wound upon them. Also called
stepjied cone.

cone-seat (kon'set), n. A projecting piece of

iron welded to a musket-barrel of the older

patterns, near the breech, for the purpose of

furnishing a seat intowhich the cone is screwed.

cone-shell (kou'shel), «. The shell of a mol-
Insk of the genus Conus, or family Conidce. See
cut under Conun.

conessi bark. See 6arfc2.

conessine (ko-nes'in), n, [< NL. conessus {co-

nc.sxi cortex, the bark of Holar-
rhena antidysenterica) (of E.
Ind. origin) -I- -i«e2.] A bitter

principle obtained from Holar-
rhena (Wrightia) aiitidi/sente-

rica. It is a white amorphous
powder. Also called wrightin.

cone-valve (kon'valv), n. A
valve with a conical face and
seat.

cone-wheel (kon'hwel), «. A
cone, or frustum of a cone, used
as a means of transmitting
power, A very common method of

obtaining a change of speed is to use
two cones with parallel axes, but witli

their bases in opposite directions, and
connected i»y a belt moved at will

by a silifter. When the Ijelt is at the
middle of the cones, supposing the two
to Imj of equal size, the working di-

ameters are equal, and the motion of

Cone-wlieels.

In fig. I two frus-

tums are in apposi-
tion, one having tcetli

on its face am! tlie

otlier a spirally ar-
rangerl row of stUfls.

Tlie frustum in fiz-

a wiien driven l)y tile

motor communicates
motion to tlie wheel
above iu

confect

the driver and driven is uniform. By shifting the belt to
either side the relative speed of the driven cone may be
increased or diminished. An intermittent or any irregu-

lar motion may be given by teeth placed in various posi-
tions upon the surfaces of the two cones, and so as to en-
gage each other. See cone-pulle^.

coney, coneycatch, etc. See cony, etc.

conf. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin confee-
tio, a confection, used in medical prescriptions

;

(6) of the Latin confer, compare, also expressed
^ycf-
confab (kon-fab'), V. i.

;
pret. and pp. confab-

bed, ppr. confabbing. [Short for cot^abulate/i

To confabulate ; chat.
Mrs. ITirale and I were dressing, and as usual confab'

bing. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, i. 120.

confab (kon'fab), n. [Shortfor confabulation.']

Familiar talk or conversation ; chat. [Colloq.]

I overheard a most diverting confab amongst that group
of ladies yonder. O'Keefe, Fontainebleau, ii. 1.

confabular (kon-fab 'u-16r), a. [Cf. ML. con-

fabularis, an interlocutor, < L. confabuJari, con-
fabulate: see confabulate.'] Of the nature of

or relating to confabulation or familiar conver-
sation ; conversational ; chatty. Quarterly Rev.
[Rare.]

confabulate (kon-fab'u-lat), c. J.
;
pret. and

pp. confabulated, ppr. confabulating. [< L. con-

fahulatus, pp. of confabulari (> F. confabuler =
Sp. Pg. confabular = It. confabulare), talk to-

f
ether, < com-, together, + fabulari, talk, < fa-
ula, discourse, fable : see fable.'] To talk fa-

miliarly together ; chat
;
prattle.

I shall not ask Jean Jacques Kousseau
If birds confabulate or no

;

'Tis clear that they were always able
To hold discourse, at least in fable.

Cowper, Pairing Time Anticipated.

confabulation (kon-fab-u-la'shon), «. [= F.
confabulation = Sp. coyifabulacion = Pg. confa-
bulagSo = It. confabuhi^ione, < LL. confabular-

tio(n-), < L. confabulari, talk together: see con-

fabulate.] A talking together; chatting; fa-

miliar talk; easy, unrestrained conversation:
as, the two had a long confabulation.

Friends' cwifabulations are comfortable at all times.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 330.

confabulator (kon-fab'u-la-tor), n. [= F. con-

fabukiteur = Sp. Pg. confabulador = It. confa-
bulatore, < LL. confabulator, < L. confabulari,

talk together: see confabulate.] One engaged
in familiar talk or conversation.

That knot of coi\fabulators is composed of the richest
manufacturers in the place. Bulwer.

confabulatory (kon-fab'u-la-to-ri), a. [= It.

coiifabulatorio; as confuhulaie + -ory.] Belong-
ing to familiar speech ; colloquial. [Rare.]

A confabulatory epitaph.
Weever, Ancient Funeral Monuments, p. 677.

confamiliart (kon-fa-mil'yar), a. [< ML. con-

familiaris, < L. com-, together, -I- familia, fam-
ily: see familiar and -ar^.] Belonging to the
same family in the way of classification ; hence,
closely connected ; having a common likeness.

More confamiliar and analogous to some of our trans-
actions than others.

Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, p. 80.

COnfarreate (kon-far'e-at), a. [< L. confarrea-
tus, pp. of confarreare: see confarreation .] Sol-
emnized by tasting the bread called/or in pres-
ence of the high priest and ten witnesses : as,

COnfarreate marriages. See confarreation.

COniarreation (kon-far-e-a'shon), n. [< L.
ci>nfarrcatio{n-), < confarreare, pp. confarreatus,
connect in marriage by making an offering of
bread, < C(ym-, together, -1- farreus (se. panis,
bread), of spelt, < far, a kind of grain, spelt:

see farina.] In Rom. antiq., the highest form
of marriage: so called from the panis farreus,
a cake of salted flour eaten in the ceremonial.
Confarreation was the only religious form of marriage,
and is supposed to have been characteristic of the pa-
tricians; it was accomplished by pronouncing certain
formulas in the presence of ten witnesses, with solemn
sacrifices and prayers. It was until a late date considered
requisite for the purity of the higher priesthood, but it fell

into general disuse early in the empire. AlsofarreatioTi.

Wishing you your Heart's Desire, and if you have her, a
happy Confarreation. Howell, Letters, I. V. 22.

confate (kon-faf ), v. t. [< con- + fate, v. Cf . L.
confatalis, jointly dependent on fate.] To de-

cree or determine together with something else

;

fate or decree at the same time. [Rare.]

In like manner his brother stoic Chrysippus insists . . .

that when a sick man is fated to recover, it is confated
that he shall send for a physician.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. xxvL

confectt (kon-fekf), v. t. [(Cf. Sp. cotifitar =
Pg. ronfeitiir = It. confettare, make into sweet-
meats, from the noun; ult.) < L. confectus, pp.



confect

of conficere, put together, make up (> F. eonfire,

preserve), < com-, together, + facere, doj make.]
1. To make up or eompouad; especially, to
make into sweetmeats.

Elias, a converted Jew, is said to have confessed, That
in his House the Poison was coi\fecUd.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 86.

Saffron eof^fected in Cilicia.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 2.

Mistery there, like to another nature,
Confects the substance of the choicest fruits

In a rich candy.
Dekkerand Ford, Sun's Darling, iv. 1.

2. To put together; construct; compose; form.

Of this also were confecied the famous everlasting lamps
and tapers. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 309.

confectt, a- [< L. confectus, pp. : see the verb
and noun.] Confeeted ; compounded.

In ropes kepe this coiifect meddissyng
Until the time of veer or of spryngyng.

Palladia, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 29.

confect (kon'fekt), n. [= G. confect = Dan.
Sw. konfekt = It. confetto, < ML. confcctum, also

confecta (usually in pi. confcctce), a confect,

sweetmeat, prop. neut. or fem. of L. confectus,

pp. of conficere, put together, make up: see

confect, v., and cf. comfit and confetto, doublets
of confect, n.] A preparation with sugar or

honey, as of fruit, herbs, roots, and the like ; a
confection ; a comfit ; a sweetmeat.

At supper eat a pippin roasted and sweetened with sugar
of roses and caraway co^\fecU. Harvey, Consumptions.

Coti/ectg and spiced drinks were then served t© them
and to the assembled company.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 316.

confection (kon-fek'shon), ». [Early mod. E.
also confexion; < ME. confection, confeccioun,

a preparation, a mixture, < OF. confection, con-

fession, confiction, a confection, F. confection,

a making, making up, ready-made clothes, a
preparation of drugs, etc., = Pr. confection =
Sp. confeccion = Pg. confecgao, confei^ao = It.

confezione, < ML. confcctio(n-), a preparation,
medicament, L, a preparing, < conficere, pp.
confectus, prepare, put together: see confect, v.'\

1. The art or act of confecting or compound-
ing different substances into one preparation

:

as, the confection of sweetmeats.
This Asshe, and lardde, and flitches salt to kepe
In just confection now taketh kepe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 58.

2t. A composition or mixture, as of drugs, etc.

;

a preparation to be eaten or imbibed.

As to the confections of sale which are in the shops,
they are for readiness, and not for propriety.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. x. § 8.

Bread is a confection made of manye graynes.
Crowley, Confutation of Shaxton, sig. D, iij. b (1546).

That confection
Which I gave him for a cordial.

Shah., Cymbeline, v. 5.

3. Something prepared or preserved with sugar
or syrup, (a) a sweetmeat.

Hast thou not leam'd me how
To make perfumes ? distil ? preserve ? yea, so
That our great king himself doth woo me oft

For my confections i Shah., Cymbeline, i. 6.

(b) In phar., a preparation, in the form of a soft solid, in
which one or more medicinal substances are incorporated
with saccharine matter, with a view to their preservation
or for more convenient administration. U. S. Dispensa-
tory.

4. [F.] A ready-made garment, as a mantle,
wrap, fichu, etc., for women's wear, often of
several materials, and always more or less elab-
orate and elegant : as, Madame A has re-

turned with a choice assortment of confections.

[Used in trade.] —Dry confections, such confec-
tions as are made by boiling in synip tliose portions of
fruits adapted to this method, as citron, orange-peel, flgs,

etc., whicl: are afterward taken out and dried in an oven.
—Liquid confections, fruiti, whole or in pieces, pre-
served l)y immersion in a transparent syrup. Apricots,
green citrons, and many other fruits are so preserved.

COnfectiont (kon-fek'shon), V. t. [< confection,
n.] To prepare for use with sugar or syrup;
compound.
Being grene, or well cfmfectumed in syrope, it [ginger]

comforteth moche the stomake and head.
Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, ii.

confectionary (kon-fek'shon-a-ri), a. and n.

[< ML. roiifectionarius, a maker of confections,
an apothecary (prop, adj.), < confectio(n-), a con-
fection: see confection, n., and -ary^.^ I. a. Of
the nature of, or prepared as, a confection

;
pre-

pared or preserved with sugar.

The biscuit ; or confectionary plum,
Cfnvper, My Mother's Picture.

n. n. 1. A confectioner.

He will take your daughters to be cmifectionaries and
to be cooks. 1 Sam. vlii. 13.
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2t. A room in which confections are kept or
made.
Here, ladies, are the keys of the stores, of the confection-

ary, of the wine-vaults. Michardson, Grandison, II. 226.

3t. A confectioner's shop. See confectionery.— 4t. A drug-shop, or place where medicines
are compoimded.
Both liistory, poesy, and daily experience are as goodly

fields where these observations grow whereof we make a
few posies to hold in our hands, but no man bringeth them
to the confectionary, that receipts might be made of them
for the use of life.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 290.

confectioner (kon-fek'shon-fer), n. [< confec-
tion + -er. Cf. confectionary, ?;.] If. One who
compounds preparations, as drugs.

Canidia Neopolitana was con.fectioner of unguents.
Heywood, Gunaikeion, viii.

2. One who makes confectionery or confections

;

specifically, one who makes or sells candies,
candied fruits, bonbons, caramels, comfits, or
other articles prepared with sugar, as cake,
ice-cream, etc.

Most of the shops
Of the best confectioners in London ransack'd.
To furnish out a banquet.

Massinger, City Madam, ii. 1.

confectionery (kon-fek'shpn-er-i), n.
;

pi. con^
fectioneries (-iz). [Formerly also confectionary
(being ult. from ML. as if "confectionaria); <

confection + -ery.'\ 1. A place where sweet-
meats and similar things are made or sold ; a
confectioner's shop.— 2. Collectively, sweet-
meats; things prepared or sold by a confec-
tioner; confections.

She . . . insisted upon his taking some particular con-
fectionery, because it Was a favourite of her own.

Disraeli, Coningsby, i. 4.

confection-pan (kon-fek'shon-pan), n. A ro-
tating pan heated by steam or hot air, and de-
signed for drying confections.

confectoryt (kon'fek-to-ri), a. and re. [< ML.
*confectorius (ef. ML. confectorium, a sweet-
meat-box, also a place where cattle are slaugh-
tered), < L. conficere, pp. confectus, put together,
make up, also diminish, kill : see confect, i:'\ I.

a. Pertaining to the art of making sweetmeats.
In which the wanton might

Of con.fectory art endeavour'd how
To charm all tastes to tlieir sweet overthrow.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 127.

II. 11. A place where confections are made

;

a confectionery.

confecturet (kon-fek'tur), re. [< ME. confecture,

< ML. confeciurm, pf.J sweetmeats, L. confec-
tura, a preparing, < conficere, pp. confectus, pre-
pare: see confect, and cf. confiture, a doublet
of confecture.~\ A composition or compound,
especially of drugs. Chaucer.

Droggis, confectouris and spiceis.

Acts James VI., 1681 (ed. 1814), p. 221.

confedert (kon-fed'er), V. i. [< ME. confederen,
< OF. confederer, F. confederer = Sp. Pg. con-

federar = It. confederarsi, refl., < LL. confcede-

rare, confederate : see confederate, d.] To con-
federate.

Confedred both by bonde and alliannce.
Chancer, Pity, 1. 42.

Having confedered with Oneale, Oconor, and other Irish

potentates. Holinshed, Chronicles.

confederacy (kon-fed'er-a-si), re.
;
pi. confedera-

cies (-siz). [<'ME. confederacie, < OF. (AF.)
confederaeie, < ML. as if "confcederatia, < LL.
confcederatus, pp. : see confederate, a., and -acy.

Cf . confederation.'] 1 . A contract between two
or more persons, bodies of men, or states, for
mutual support or joint action of any kind ; a
compact, league, or alliance.

This fable seems invented to shew tlie nature of tlie

compacts and confederacies of princes.

Bacon, Political Fables, ii., Expl.

For he hath heard of our confederacy,
And 'tis but wisdom to make strong against him.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

The friendships of the world are oft

Confederacies in vice. Addison.

It is readily conceded that one of the strongest charac-
teristics of a confederacy is, that it usually operates on the
states or communities which compose it in tlieir corpo-
rate capacity. Calhoun, Works, I. 156.

This first charge [against Suffolk] was based on the re-

port that lie had sold the realm to Charles VII., and had
fortified Wallingford castle as headquarters for a confed-
eracy against the independence of England.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 345.

2. An aggregation of persons, parties, states,

or nations united by a league ; a confederation.

In the great Delian confederacy which developed into the
maritime empire of Athens, the^gean cities were treated
as allies rather than subjects.

J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 75.

confederate

3. In law, a combination of two or more per-
sons to commit an unlawful act ; a conspiracy.

Folk that wisten of a coniuracioun, whiche I clepe a
confederacie, that was cast a3eins this tyraunt.

Chaucer, Boethius, p. 53.

4t. Confederated action ; cooperation; concur-
rence.

Under the countenance and confederacy
Of Lady Eleanor. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1.

Southern Confederacy. Same as Confederate Slates of
A merica (w'liicli see, under confederate, a.). =Syn. 1 and 2.
Leaffue, Coalition, etc. (see altianee), combination, confed-
eration, union. See cortfederation.

confederal (kon-fed'er-al), a. [< L. com-, to-
gether, -I- fcedus {feeder-), league : see con- and
federal.'} Of or pertaining to a confederation

;

composed of confederated states ; specifically,

in V. S. hist., pertaining to the confederacy of
the States under the Articles of Confederation
(1781-89).

It is the disposition of the people of America to place
their confederal government on the most respectable basis.

J. F. Mercer, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 397.

confederate (kon-fed'er-at), V.
;
pret. and pp.

confederated, ppr. confederating. [< LL. con-
fcederatus, pp. of confcederare (> obs. E. con-
feder, q. v.), unite in a league, < L. com-, to-

gether, 4- LL. foederare, league, < L. fcedtis

(feeder-), a league: see federal, federate.'] I.
intrans. To unite in a league or alliance; join
in a mutual contract or covenant.
They will not . . . [disturb] y« afforesaid Indeans

;

either in their persons, buildings, catle, or goods, directly
or indirectly ; nor will they confederate with any other
against them.

Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 438.

By words men . . . covenant and confederate. South.

It would be unequal to require South Carolina and
Georgia to confederate on such terms.

C. Pinckney, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., II. 155.

n. trans. To cause to unite in a league ; ally.

To the end that when many [people] are confederated
each may make the other the more strong.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, L 10.

With these the Percies them confederate.
Daniel, Civil Wars, iv. 23.

confederate (kon-fed'^r-at), a. and re. [= F.
confedi-re = Sp. Pg. confederado = It. confede-
rato, < ML. confederatus, confcederatus, a. and
n., < LL. confcederatus, pp. : see the verb.] I.

a. 1. United in a league; allied by compact
or treaty; engaged in a confederacy; leagued;
pertaining to a confederacy.

All the swords
In Italy, and her confederate arms.
Could not have made this peace.

Shak., Cor., v. 3.

Zounds ! go for the doctor, you scoundrel. You are all

confederate murderers. Shertdan, St. Patrick's Day, ii. 4.

The definition of a confederate republic seems simply to
be '* an assemblage of societies," or an association of two
or more states into one state.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 102.

A gale.
Confederate with the current of the soul,

To speed my voyage. Wordsworth, Prelude, vi.

Specifically— 2. [cap.] Pertaining to the Con-
federate States of America : as, the Confederate
government or army.
During the following night the Confederate works on

the opposite side of the river were abandoned and blown
up. Am. Cyc, XVI. 182.

Confederate States of America, the name assmned
by the southern States which seceded from the American
Union in 1860-61, on tiie occasion of the election of a
Pi-esident (Abraham Lincoln) and Congress unfriendly to
the institution of slavery, and formed a government under
a constitution adopted by a general convention at Mont-
gomery, Alabama, on Mai'ch 11th, 1861. The confedera-
tion ultimately consisted of the following eleven States,
which adopted ordinances of secession in the order given,
the first on December 20th, 1860, and tlie last on May 20th,
1861 : South Carolina, Mississippi, Florida, Alabama,
Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, Virginia, Arkansas, Tennessee,
North Carolina. They were readmitted to tlieir former
status as equal members of the United States after a little

more than four years of civil war (the fli-st actual hostili-

ties occurring at Fort Sumter in South Carolina on April
12th, 1861, aifd the last in Texas on May ISth, 1S6.5), and
after a period of reconstruction and the acceptance of
certain amendments to the federal Constitution, one of
which abolished slaver.v. Abbreviated C. S. A.

II. n. 1. One who is united or banded with
another or others in a compact or league; a
person or nation engaged in a confederacy ; an
ally ; an associate ; an accomplice.

The beast Caliban, and his confederates.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

Sir Edward Coni'tney,'and the hanghty prelate.

Bishop of Exeter, his elder brotlier.

With many more confederates, are in arms.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

Specifically— 2. A citizen or subject of one of

a number of confederated states; specifically

(with a capital), a citizen or soldier of any one



confederate

of the southern States of the American Union
which formed the Confederate States of Ameri-
ca, who participated in or sympathized with the

attempt to destroy the Umon by secession and
the prosecution of the civil war.

Not Federals or Confederates were ever more impartial

in the coaflscation of neutral chickens.
Loivellf Study Windows, p. 9.

=Syn. 1. Friend, Companion, etc. (see associate), accom-
plicf. aritssory, abetter, fellow-conspirator. ,

confederation (kon-fed-e-ra'shon), «. [= F.
confederation = Sp. confcderacian = Pg. can-

federagao = It. confederazionej < ML. confede-
ratio{n-)j LL. confcederatioin-), < confcederarej

imite in a league: see confederate,^ 1. The
act of confederating, or the state of being con-
federated; a league; a compact for mutual sup-
port; alliance.

The three princes enter into a strict league and con-

federation. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

The Pleiades where one of the seven hath almost no
light or visibility, though knit in the same confederation
witli those which half the world do at one time see.

Jer. Taylor.

2, An aggregate or body of confederates, or

of confederated states ; the persons or states

united by a league.

Although it [the canton of Zng] Is a free republic, it is

rather a coj\federation of four or five republics, each of
which has its monarchical, aristocratical, and demucrati-
cal branches, than a simple democracy.

J, Adams, Works, IV, 321.

A confederation is a union, more or less complete, of two
or more states which before were independent.

Woolseij, Introd. to Inter. Law, S 104.

Articles of Confederation, in (7. S. hist., the compact
or constitution adopted by the Continental Congress in

1777 and ratified by the separate colonies within the next
four years. The government formed under this compact,
which went into effect on March 1st, 1781, was without
an executive and judiciary, consisting simply of a con-
gress of one house, in which each titate had one vote ; it

was empowered to declare war and peace, make treaties
with foreign powers, direct the land and naval forces in

time of war, make retjuisitions upon the separate States for

their quota of the money necessary for national expenses,
regulate the value of coin, control the jxjstal service, etc.

As it had no power to enforce its laws upon the States, it

soon fell into contempt, and on March 4th, 1789, expired
by limitation under the provisions uf the present Consti-
tution.— New England Confederation, the imion ef-

fected by the colonies of Massachusetts Bay, Plymouth,
Connecticut, and New Haven in 1043, suggested by the
need of a common defense against the Dutch and the
Indians. It was discontinued in 1684. =Syn. Confedera-
tion^ Confederacy, Federation. A confederation or con-
federa^cy is sometimes distinguished from a federation as
follows : Both designate a union of distinct states. In a
federation, however, the essential sovereignty, as exer-
cised toward foreign countries, is regarded as irrevocably
deposited in the hands of the central government, and
only a constitutionally limited autonomy in internal mat-
ters is retained by tlie constituent territories ; while in a
confederation the sovereignty may be conceived aa still

existing in the constituents and exercised more or less ex-
tensively by the general government as delegated agent

:

a confederacy is regarded as even less permanent than a
confederatioiu Thus, the union of the thirteen colonies
before 1789 was a confederation, while tlie United .States
since that time have constituted a, federation. The above
distinction, however, is not strictly adhered to in the or-
dinary use of these words.

COnfederative (kon-fed'6r-a-tiv), a. [< confed-
erate + 'ire; = I*. confMeratif etc.] Of or be-
longing to, or of the nature of, a confederation.
confederatort (kon-fed'6r-a-tor), n. [= F. con-
federatt'ur = Pg. confederador, < LL. as if *con-
faderator, < confcederarej unite in a league : see
confederate, r.] One who confederates; a con-
federate.

The King shall pay one hundred thousand crowns,
whereof the one halfe the confederators shall and may
employ when neede shall require.

Grafton, Hen. VIIL, an. 26.

confer (kon-f6r'), r.; pret. and pp. conferred,
ppr. conferring. [Early mod. E. conferre ; = D.
konferenn = G. conferiren = Dan. konferere, <
OF. conferer^ F. conferer= Sp. Pg. canferir= It.

conferire, < L, conferre (pp. collatus : see col-

lat€)f bring together, collect, compare, consult
together, confer, < com-, together, -¥ ferre = E.
bear^. Cf. defer, differ, i»fer, prefer, offer, refer,
transfer.^ I. trane. If. To bring together.

And One Two Three make Six, in One conferd.
Sylvetfter, tr. of Ou Bartass Weeks, il., 1*he Columnes.

2. To compare ; examine by comparison ; col-
late.

1 have also translated !t into Engllshe, so that he may
conferre theime both to-githers, whereof (as lemed raen
afllrme) cometh no smalle jtrofecte.

Quoted in liabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. xxii.

He shall behohl all the delights of the Hesperides . . .

tf* be mere umbrse, and imperfect figures, cimferred with
the most essential felicity of your court.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of Ills Humour, iv, 6.

If we co7\fer these observations with others of the like
nature. Boyle.
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[In this sense now obsolete except as used in the imperative
in making reference to illustrative words or passages, in

which use it coincides with, and is usually treated as, the
Latin imperative cojy'er (pron. kon'f6r), and commonly ab-

iireviated conf, or cf.]

3. To bestow as a permanent gift; settle as a
possession : followed by on or upon.

And confer fair Milan,
With all the honours, on my brother.

Skak., Tempest, i. 2.

The sovereignty
Proud and imperious men usurp upon us.

We confer on ourselves, and love those fetters
We fasten to our freedoms.

Fletcher (and another)^ Sea Voyi^^e, ii 2,

Coronation, to a king, confers no royal authority upon
him. SotUk.

The Duke on the lady a kiss conferred,
As the courtly custom was of yore.

Brovming, The Statue and the Bust.

4t. To contribute ; conduce.

The closeness and compactness of the parts resting to-

gether doth much confer to the strength of the union.
GlanvUle.

=Syn. 3. Bestow, Grant, etc. See give.

II, intrans. To consult together on some
special subject ; compare opinions ; carry on a
discussion or deliberation. Formerly confer often
meant simply to discourse, to talk, but it noiv implies con-
versation on some serious or important subject, in distinc-

tion from mere light talk or familiar conversation.

\Vhen they had commanded them to go aside oat of the
council, they conferred among themselves. Acts iv. 15.

If he [a man] confer little, he had need have a present
wit. Bacon, Studies.

We have some secrets to corner about.
Shak., T. G. of V., iu. 1.

His eyes and his raiment confer much together as he
goes in the street. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

conferee (kon-fer-e'), n, [< confer + -eel.] 1,

One who is conferred with ; a member of a con-
ference.

Provision has been made for two additional conferees on
the part of our government. Science, IV. 47.

2. One on whom something is conferred.

conference (kon'fe-rens), n. [= D, konferentie
= G. conferenz ~ Dan. konference, < F. confe-
rence = Sp. Pg. conferencia = It. conferenza, <

ML. conferentia, < L. €onferen{t-)8, ppr. of con-
/crrc, compare, confer : see confer. '\ If. Com-
parison; examination of things by comparison.

The mutual coi\ferenee of all men's collections and ob-
servations. Hooker.

2, The act of conferring or consulting toge-
ther; a meeting for consiUtation, discussion, or
instruction; an interview and comparison or
interchange of opinions, specifically —(a) In diplo-
macy, a more or less informal meeting of the representa-
tives of different foreign countries.

It has become rather difficult to draw any certain line
between a congress and a conference. In theory, how-
ever, a congress has the power of deciding and conclud-
ing, while a conference can only discuss and prepare.
Thus the conferences of Moerdyk and Gertruidenberg sim-
ply prepared the way for the treaties of Vtrecht, while the
congresses of Munster, Aix-laChapelle. Rastadt, Erfurt.
Prague, ChAtillon, Vienna, Laybach, and Verona were all

more or less direct In their action and results.

BUtckioood'a Mag.

(6) In British and American parliamentary usage, a spe-
cies of negotiation between the two houses of Parliament
or of Congress, conducted by nianasjers ajipointed on both
sides, for the purpose of reconciling difi'erences. (c) Ec-
cles. : (1) The annual asseml>ly of ministers of the Wes-
leyan Methodist Clmrch in England, for transacting busi-
ness of an ecclesiastical nature. (2) In the Metk. Epis.
Ch. of America, the title of four judicatories : (i.) An as-
sembly, called the general conference, which meets once
every four years, is composed of ministerial and lay dell-
gates from the annual conferences, and is presided over
by a general superintendent, (ii.) One of a number (now
over 100) of assemblies, called annual conferences, which
meet annually, take cognizance of ecclesiastical matters,
collect statistics relating to the church, and have charge
of benevolent contributions, current expenses, etc. (iii.)

An assembly of the itinerant and local preachers, the ex-
horters, the stewards of a district, and a class-leader and
Sunday-school suiterintendent from each pastoral charge,
called the district conference, meeting annually or semi-
annually, (iv.) An assembly, termed the quartcrbi confer-
ence, of all the itinerant and local preachers, exhorters,
stewards, class-leaders, trustees of churches, and first su-
perintendents of Sunday-schools, in a circuit or station,
under the presidency of a presiding elder. It hears com-
plaints and appeals, examines into thecharacterof preach-
ers, licenses ministers, tries those against whom chaises
are preferred, and makes appointments and removals. (3)
In the Rom. Catk. Ch.: (i.) A voluntary local assembly of
priests ; a pastoral conference, (ii.) An assembly of priests
called by a college; a chapter conference. (4) In some
I'rotestant churches, as the ( 'ongregational, a local assem-
bly of representatives from several neighboring churches.

3, Discourse; talk; conversation.

Reading maketli a full man, conference a ready man,
and writing an exact man. Bacon, Studies.

God save your grace, I do i)eseech your majesty.
To have some conferenz with your grace alone.

Skak., Ricli. II., v. 3.

Confervoideae

At this Time the Duke of York, under pretence of com-
ing to the Parliament, comes out of Ireland ; and at Lon-
don had private Conference with John, Duke of Norfolk.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 192.

4. A lecture. [Rare.]

Monsieur liret, the Vaudois clergyman, who had given
conferences on the history of the Waldenses.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, ii.

Bering Sea Conference. See «ean.—Hampton Court
Conference»a conference appointed by James I., at Hamp-
ton Court, in 1604, to settle the disputes between the Puii-
tan party and the High-church party in the Church of Eng-
land. It was ct)nducted on three days (January 14th, 16th,
and ISth), and resulted in a few alterations of the liturgy,
but entirely failed to secure the objects sought by the Puri-
tans. Aniniportant indirect result of it was the revision of
the Bible called theKing James orauthorized version,which
was suggested at that time.—Savoy Conference, a con-
ference held at tlie Savoy palace in London, after the res-

toration of Charles II. (1661), between twenty-one Epis-
copalians and an equal number of Presbyterians, for the
purpose of securing ecclesiastical unity. It utterly failed,

leaving both parties more bitterly hostile than before.

conferencing (kon'fe-ren-sing), n. [< confer-
ence + -ing^.'] The act of conferring together
or iiolding a conference ; consultation. [Rare.]

There was of course long conferencing^ long consulting.
Cariyle, Frederick the Great, xii. ll.

conferential (kon-fe-ren'shal), a, [< confer-
ence (ML. conferentia) + -at.} Of or relating
to conference. [Rare,]

conferment (kon-ffer'ment), n. [< confer +
-7nent.'\ The act of conferring, as a university-
degree or a church living.

A kind of ecclesiastical communist, cherishing his con-
nection for the chance it gives him of holding his hand on
the spigot of churchly conferment.

New Princeton Rev., I. 40.

conferrable (kon-f6r'a-bl), «. [< confer +
-able.} Capaldie of being conferred or be-
stowed.

It qualifies a gentleman for any conferrable honour.
Waterkouse, Arms and Armoury, p. 94.

conferral (kon-f6r'al), «. [< confer + -al,} The
act of conferring; bestowment. [Rare.]
conferrer (kon-f6r'6r), w. 1. One who confers
or consults.— 2. One who bestows.

Several persons, as conferrers or receivers, have found
their account in it. Richardsmi, Pamela, xxxiL

confemiminate, confemuninated (kon-fe-
ro'ini-nat, -na-ted), a. [< L. conferruminatuSf

pp. of conferruminare, solder together, < coin-,

together, + ferruminare, solder, < ferrumen
(fcrrumin-), solder, < fcrnim, iron.] Soldered
together; consolidated as if soldered together;
specifically, in bot., closely adherent, so as to
be separated with difficulty, as the cotyledons
of the horse-chestnut.

Conferva (kon-f6r'va), n. [KL., < L. conferva,
a kind of water-plant, so called on account of
its supposed healing power, < confervere, boil
together, grow together, heal.] 1. A genus
in which the older botanists placed many very
heterogeneous species of filamentous crypto-
gams. It lias been much restricted by various authors,
and is now limited to green alga; composed of simple
many-celled filaments, not gelatinous, growing in fresh
water. The species are very imperiectly known.

2. [?. c.
;
pi. con/i?rvcp(-ve).] The commonname

of ])lants of this genus.
Confervacese (kon-f^r-va'se-e), n.pl. [NL., <
Conferva + -acew.} A nanie used by Harvey
and some other algologists to include various
green, filamentous, many-celled algffi which are
now placed among the Chlorosporece of the order
Zoosporece,

conferTaceous (kon-f^r-va'shius), a. Of or be-
longing to tlie Confervacece ; having the char-
acters of the Confervacew.
confervae, n. Plural of conferva, 2.

conferval (kon-fer'val), a. and n. [< Conferva
+ -at} I. a. Of or"related to the genus Con^
ferva ; consisting of plants of the order Confer-
vacew : as, the conferral alliance. Lindley.

II, n. A plant of the order Coyiferracece.

COnfervite (kon-f6r'vit), ?^. [< Conferva + -ife2.]

A fossil plant, occurring eniefly in the Chalk
formation, apparently allied to the aquatic
species of Conferva, Page,
confervogonidium (kon-f6r-v6-go-nid'i-um),n.

;

j)l. confervogonidia (-a). [NL., < Conferva +
gonidinm.'] In lichenology, a gonidiuin resem-
bling a confervoid alga.

confervoid (kon-fer'void), a. and m. [< Conferva
H- -oid.} I, a. In 6o^., resembling a conferva;
consisting of slender green filaments.

II. //. An alga of the group Confei-voidew,

Oonfervoideae (kon-f6r-voi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Conferva + -oideo'.'] Same as Confervacea^, but
according to some older authors including other
related groups.



confess

confess (kgn-fes'), v.; pret. and pp. confessed
(formerly, and still sometimes, confest), ppr.

confessing. [< ME. confcssen, < OF. (and F.)

confesser= Pr. confessar, cofessar= Sp. confesar

= Pg. cot\fessar= It. confessarc, < ML. confessare,

freq. of L. confiteri, pp. confessus, confess, own,
avow, < oom-, together, + fateri, acknowledge,
akin to fan, speak, '>fabula, tale, fable, /amo,
report, fame,/af((»J, fate: see fable, fame, fate,

a. jirofess.^ I. trans. 1. To make avowal or
admission of, as of a fault, a crime, a charge, a
debt, or something that is against one's inter-

est or reputation ; own ; acknowledge ; avow.
Do you confess the bond? Shak., M. ol V., iv. 1.

What better can we do, than, to the place
Kepairing where he judged us, prostrate fall

Befoi-e him reverent ; and there coitj'ess

Humbly our faults, and pardon beg?
Milton, P. L., X. 1088.

He that confesses his sin, and prays for pardon, hath
punished his fault. Jer. Taylor.

2. Eeflexively, to make an admission or an in-

culpatory statement concerning ; acknowledge
to be; specificallyj acknowledge the sins or

moral faults of, as m auricular confession to a
priest : as, I confess myself in error or at fault.

I beseech you. punish me not with your hard thoughts,

wherein I confess me much guilty to deny so fair and ex-

cellent ladies anything. Shak., As you Like it, i. 2.

He hath cot\fessed himself to Morgan, whom he supposes
to be a friar. Shak., Alls Well, iv. 8.

Our beautiful votary took the opportunity of confessing
*er«ei/ to this celebrated father. Addison, Spectator.

8. EccUs., to receive the confession of; act as

a confessor to.

1 have confess'd her, and I know her virtue.

Shak., M. forM., v. i.

4. To acknowledge as having a certain charac-

ter or certain claims ; recognize ; own ; avow

;

declare belief in.

Whosoever therefore shall confess me before men, him
will I coiifess also before my Father which is in heaven.

Mat. X. 82.

Some deny there is any God, some confess, yet believe it

not. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 638.

5. To grant ; admit ; concede.

If that the king
Have any way your good deserts forgot,

Which he confesseth to be manifold.
He bids you name your griefs.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

You have the nobler soul, I must confess it,

And are the greater master of your goodness.
Fletcher, Pilgiim, iv. 2.

6. To reveal by circumstances ; show by ef-

fect; disclose; prove; attest. [Poetical.]

Nor more a Mortal, but her self appears

:

Her Face refulgent, and Majestick Mien,
Confess'd the Goddess. Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

Tall thriving trees confess'd the fruitful mould.
Pope, Odyssey.

The lovely stranger stands confessed
A maid in all her charms.

Goldsmith, The Hermit.

3=8yiL 1. Admit, Avow, etc. See acknowledge.

n. intrans. 1. To make confession or avowal;
disclose or admit a crime, fault, debt, etc.

Bring me unto my trial when you will.

Died he not in his bed? where should he die?
Can I make men live, whe'r they will or no?
O ! torture me no more, I will confess.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 3.

2. Eecles., to make known one's sins or the state

of one's conscience to a priest.

The mendicant priests of Buddha are bound to confess
twice a month, at the new and full moon.

. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Keligions, I. iv. § 6.

COnfessantt (kon-fes'ant), «. [< P. confessant,
ppr. of confesser, confess: see confess and-areil.]

One who confesses to a priest.

The confessant kneels down before the priest sitting on
a raised chair above him. Bacon, Apophthegms.

confessaryt (kon-fes'a-ri), n. [< ML. confessa-

rius, one who confesses, or receives a confes-

sion, < L. confessus, pp. of confiteri, confess : see

confess.'^ One who makes a confession.

Treacherous confessaries. Bp. Hall, Works, II. 289.

confessed (kon-fesf), p. a. [Pp. of confess, f.]

Admitted; avowed; undeniable; evident.

Good— great and confessed good. Locke.

confessedly (kon-fes'ed-li), adv. By confession
or admission ; admittedly, (a) By one's own con-
fession or acknowledgment ; avowedly.

These prelusive hymns were often the composition con-

femedly of the chanters. De Quincey, Homer, ii.

(b) By general consent or admission.

His noble, fine horses, the best confessedly in England.
Pepys, Diary, II. 313.

Labour is confessedly a great part of the curee, and there-

fore DO wonder if men fly from it. South.
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confession (kon-fesh'gn), n. [< ME. confession,
-imtn = D. kohfessie = G. confession — Dan. Sw.
konfession, < OF. (and F.) confession = Sp. con-

fesion = Pg. confissao = It. confessione, < L.
confestfio(n-), confession, < confiteri, pp. confes-
sus, contess: see confess.'] 1. The act of con-
fessing, (a) The acknowledgment of a fault or wrong,
or of any act or obligation adverse to one's reputation or
interest.

Nor do we find him forward to be sounded

;

But, with a crafty madness, keeps aloof,
"When we would bring him on to some confession
Of his true state. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

Giving one the torture, and then asking his confession,
which is hard usuage. Sir W. Temple.

(6) The act of making an avowal
;
profession.

I give thee charge in the sight of God, who quickeneth
all things, and before Christ Jesus, who before Pontius
Pilate witnessed a good coiifession. 1 Tim. vi. 13.

(c) Eecles., a disclosing of sins or faults to a priest; the
disburdening of the conscience privately to a confessor:
often called auricular confession. In both the Eastern
and the Western Church confession is one of the four parts
of the sacrament of penance, viz., contrition, confession,
absolution, and satisfaction. See sacramental confession.

Of hys fader say.
Which to Rome to the holy fader came
Hys confession to declare alway.

Horn. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. h\iO.

Aurietdar confession, as commonly called, or the pri-

vate and special confession of sins to a priest for the pur-
pose of obtaining his absolution, an imperative duty in

the Church of Rome, . . . was left to each man's discre-

tion. Hallam.

(d) In coTnnion law, an admission or acknowledgment of
guilt. A judicial confession is a confession made in court,

or before an examining magistrate. An extra-jxcdicial con-

fession is one made not in the course of legal prosecution
for the offense, but out of court, whether made to an offi-

cial or a non-official person, (e) In Rom. law, the ad-
mission by the defendant of the plaintiff's claim. It was
either in jure (that is, before the pretor, and before the
case had been referred to a judge to be tried), or in
judicio (that is, made after the case had been so referred).

2. In liturgies : (a) In many Oriental and early
liturgies, a form of prayer acknowledging sin-

fulness and unworthiness, said by the priest
before the celebration of the eucharist: also

called the apologia. (6) In the Roman and
other Latin masses, the Coniiteor, or form of

general acknowledgment of sins, said first by
the celebrant and then by the assistants, and
followed by the Misereatur and Indulgentiani
before the priest ascends to the altar and pro-
ceeds to the Introit. (c) In the AngUcan com-
munion offlce, the form of general acknowledg-
ment of sinsmade by the celebrant and the com-
municants, {d) In the liturgy of St. Chrysos-
tom, and in the Alexandrine and other Oriental
liturgies, the profession of faith, made before
communicating, that the consecrated elements
are reallyand truly the body and blood of Christ.
— 3. Aformularywhich comprises articles of re-

ligious faith ; a creed to be assented to or signed
as a preliminary to admission to the member-
ship of a church, or to certain offices of authori-

ty in the church : usually called a confession of
faith. The great confessions of faith of the Protestant
Christian church are : the Augsburg Confession (1530),

a part of the symbol of the Lutheran Church ; the first

and second Helvetic confessions (1536 and 1566), symbols
of the Reformed churches of Switzerland, the latter being
approved by nearly all the Refonned churches of the Con-
tinent and of England and Scotland ; the Galilean Confes-

sion (1559), also called the Confession of Rochelle, prepared
l)y Calvin and Iiis pupil De Chandieu, the symbol of the
French Protestant church ; the Belgic Confession (USl, re-

vised 1619), the symbol of the Reformed churehesin Belgium
and tlie Netherlands, and of the Reformed (Dutch) Church
in the United States ; the first Scotch Confession (1560) and
the second Scotch Confession or the National Covenant
(l.'iSl), the symbols of the Scotch church before the adop-
tion of the Westminster Confession ; the Thirty-nine Arti-

cles of the Church of England (1,563 and 1671) ; the Ameri-
can revision of the same (ISOl), the symbol of the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church in the United States; the Irish

Article (1615) and the Lambeth Articles(1695), the sjinbols

of the Church of Ireland ; the Canons of the Synod of
Dort (1619), at present recognized by the Dutch Church,
and by the Reformed (Dutch) Church in the United States ;

the Westminster Confession (1647), the symbol of the Pres-

byterian Church in England, and of Scotland (taking the

place in Scotland of the so-called Scotch confessions), and,

» ith some alterations, of the Presbyterian Church of Ameri-
ca ; the Savoy Confession (1658), adojited by the Indepen-
dents at the Savoy palace, London ; the declaration of the

Congregational Union of England and Wales (1833), of the

Boston (United States) National Council (1865), and of the

Oberlin National Council (1871), symbols of Congreg.ational

churches ; the Articles of Religion (1784) of the Methodist
Church : the Confession of 1688, and the New Hampshire
Confession (1833), symbols of the Baptist Church. See cate-

chism, creed.

4. [ML. core/e««jo(n-).] The tomb of a martyr or
confessor, if an altar was erected over the grave, the
name was extended also to the altar and to tlie subter-

ranean chamber in which it stood. In later times a b.a-

silica was sometimes erected over the chamber ; the high
altar was placed over the altar on the tomb below, and so

this high altar also, and subsequently the entire building,

was called a coi^esaion. Also called confessional, and in the

confessionalist

Greek Church catabasi^ or ca^aft^mon.— Auricular con-
fession. See sacramental confession, below.— Confes-
sion and avoidance, in law, the substance of a pleading
by which the party iulmits the allegation of his adver-
sary's pleading to be true, but states some new matter by
way of avoiding its lepil ctfect.— Confession of faitlL
See 3, above.— Confession Of judgment, the a<know-
ledgmentof a debt liy a debtor before a court or a justice of
the peace, etc., on which judgment may be entered and exe-
cution issued.— General confession. («) A confession
made to a priest of sins committed by the penitent since
baptism or since infancy, so far as those sins can be re-
membered ; a confession made in preparation for baptism
by one baptized after coming to years of discretion, also
before admission to a monastic order. (6) [cap.] In the
Book of Common Prayer : (l)The form of acknowledgment
of sins to be said by the minister and the whole congre-
gation at the beginning of -Morning l*rayer and Kvening
Prayer. (2) The form of confession in the Communion
office.— Judgment by confession, a judgment obtained
on a confession made to a court or a magistrate, or by
the withdrawal of the defense, or against a plaintiff by
nolle prosequi.— SacramentSLl or auricular confes-
sion, the act or practice of confessing sins to a priest, for
the purpose of receiving absolution. At a very early period,
for gross apostasy or other public sins, public confession
was required as a condition precedent to partaking of the
communion. Public confession was gradually abolished
in order to prevent scandal and social and legal complica-
tions. Auricular confession was first made universally
obligatory in the West as a condition of admission to
communion by the fourth Lateran Council in A. D, 1215.

It is now required in the Roman Catholic Church from all

who are conscious of mortal sins, and is regarded as es-
sential to absolution and divine pardon, and a necessary
grerequisite to partaking of the communion. Prieats are
ound in the strongest manner never to disclose a secret

thus confided to them, (.'onfession is obligatory in the
Orthodox Greek and in the Armenian Church. The Angli-
can Church differs from the Roman Catholic and the East'
em Church in not making it obligatory, but leaving it to
the conscience of the individual.— Seal of confession,
in the Rom. Cath. and in the Gr. Ch., absolute secrecy in-

cumbent on a priest with regard to all private confessions
of sins made to him. A similar secrecy is enjoined by the
113th canon of the Church of England. Also called the
seal, and the sacramental seal.

confessional (kon-fesh'on-al), a. and n. p. a.

:

= F. confessionnel = It. confessionale, < ML.
confessionaliSy adj., < L, confessio{n-), confes-

sion. II. w. : = F. confessionnal = It. confes-

sionalCj confessional (seat), = Sp. confesional

(obs.), a confessional tract, = Pg. coafessionalj

one who confesses, < ML. coifessionale^ a con-
fessional, prop, neut. of confessionaliSj adj.: see

above.] I, a. 1. Of or pertaining to a confes-

sion or creed.

The old confessional barriers of the Scottish faith.

Tullock.

2. Of or pertaining to the act or practice of

confessing to a priest. See sacramental confes-

sion^ under confession.

H, «. 1. A small cabinet, stall, or box in a
Roman Catholic church in which the priest sits

to hear confessions, it usually has a door in front
by which the priest enters, and a small window on one or

Confesstonal.— Church of St. ^tienne du Mont, Paris.

both sides, through which the penitent speaks. Confes-

sionals are often constructed in three divisions, the cen-

tral one having a seat for the priest, and some are elabo-

rately carved. Also called confession-chair, confessionary,

and shriving-pew.

2. Same as confession, 4.

COnfessionalism (kon-fesh'pn-al-izm), «. [<

confessional + -ism'.l Devotion to the main-
tenance of a creed or church confession; the

tendency to construct confessions or creeds.

[Kare.]

The seventeenth century is the period of scholastic or-

thodoxy, polemic coiifessionalism, and comparative stafi;-

nation.
'

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. I 4.

confessionalist (kon-fesh'on-al-ist), ». [< con-

fessional + -ist.] A priest who hears confes-

sions ; a confessor.



confessionary

COnfessionary (kon-fesh'on-a-ri), a. and n. [<
iih.*co>i/(S>tio>ianiis {neut" coiifessiouariiim, con-
fessional), <lj.confessio{n-), confession: seecoit-
/e»-iOH.] I. a. Pertaining to or of the nature
of auricular confession.
A kind of confessiotiary litany.

Prideaui, Euchologia (1666), p. 220.

n. K.
; l)\.eonfessionaries(-Tiz). 1. Same as

confessional, 1. [Rare.]
We concur in the opinion tliat these stalls have

been improperly termed conjetsumaries or confessionals.
Archceologia, 1792, p. 299.

2. (a) A niche in the body of an altar, designed
to contain relics. AJso called altar-cavity, (b)A chamber under or near an altar, intended
for similar purposes : in this sense often used
as equivalent to confession, 4.

The original Saxon catliedral of Canterbury had a crypt
beneath the eastern apse. . . "fabricated," according to
tailnier. •• in tlie lilieness of the confe«gionary of St Peter
"' '*'"""'

'

Encye. Brit., VI. 667.

confession-chair (kon-fesh'on-char), n. Same
as coiifessiimal, 1. "

COnfessionist (kon-fesh'on-ist), n. [= p. con-
fesskmLite = Pg. confessi'onista ; as confession +
-ts^.J 1. One who makes a profession of faith.

Protestant and Romish con/eieionists.
Bp. Mounttt<ni, Appeal to Casar, Ded.

2. A Lutheran who held to the Augsburg for-
mulary. O. Shipley.

confessor (kon-fes'or ; formerly, and still often
as the distinctive cognomen of the Anglo-Saxon
king Edward HI., kon'fes-or), n. [< ME. coH/e*-
sour, confc.f.ior, < OF. confessor, F. confessmir
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= bp. confe.<:or = Pg. confessor = It. confessore,
<. LL. confessor, a confessor (of Christianity), a
martjT, < L. confiteri, pp. eonfesaus, confess: see
confess.] X. One who confesses ; one who ac-
knowledges a crime, a fault, or an obligation.
Her confession agreed exactly (whicli was afU-rwards

*«
• J'

. '" "*' °"""' "OnffX^") with the accusations of the
"""''«''• C. Mather, Jlag. fhris., vi. 7.

2. Onewho makes a profession of his faith in the
Christian religion; specifically, one who avows
his religion in the face of danger, and adheres
to it in spite of persecution and torture. It was
formerly used as synonymous with martyr; afterward itwas applied to those who, having Ixjen persecuted andtormented were permitted to die in pi'ace ; and it wasused also for such ('hristians as lived a k<kk1 life and diedwith the reputation of sanctity : as, Edward the Cun-

The doctrine in the thirty-nine articles is so orthodoily
settled as cannot lie questioned without danger to our re-bgion, which hath been sealed with the blood of so many
martyrs and eoii/eggorg. Bacon, Advice to Allliers.

_. , ,
With him we likewise seatThe sumptuous shnned king, g«>d Edward, from the restOf that renowned name by Con/eggor expressd.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xxiv. 1066

3. One who hears confessions; specifically, a
pnest who hears confession and grants abso-
lution

; distinctively, as a title of office, a priest
employed as a private spiritual director, as of
a king or other great personage. Formerly atE,m„,ean courts, the office 5f confessor was a vefy 'in,

flCem-e 3'S.""* ""'"^n-bent great privUeges and in-nuence, and often great power politically.

Hys con/emiur come, hym gan to confesse.And ther befom hym made to say a messe
Horn. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.j, L 6094.

Sometyme mgegmir to the kynge your father
Bemen, tr. of Froissart's Chron., il. cxxii.

Such is my name, and such my tale
Con/msor ! to thy secret ear '

I breathe the sorrows I bewail.
Byron, The Oiaour.

The fiueen's tenderness of conscience led her to takecounsel of her co,^fffsor, not merely in regard to her own
spiritual concerns, but all the great measures of her administration. Pretcott, Fcrd. and Isa., li. 5.

confest (kon-fesf). An old and occasional
modern preterit and past participle of confess.

So Samson to his foe his force mnfent-And to be shorn lay slumbering on her breast.
Dryden, The .Medal, I 7.3

confestlyt (kon-fest'U), adv. An old spelling
or confessedly. °

That principle
. . . eorkfutly predominant In our na-

Decay o/Chrietian Piety.

^^^li' confetet, «. Obsolete forms of comfit.
COnfettO(kon-fet't6), n.: x,h confetti (-ti). [it.

<, AIL,, conjectum, a sweetmeat: see confect, n..
i^nd comfit n.-\ 1. Abonbonorsweetmeat.-laA small pellet made of Ume or plaster in imi-
tation of a bonbon, used in Italy during car-
nival- ime by the revelers for pelting one an-
otlicr HI the streets.

r k »u

conflcientf (kon-fisli'ent), a. [<L. conficienlt-)s,
ppr. of conficere, produce, cause, effect : see con-
fect, u.] Efficient; effective; able.

confidant (kon-fi-danf), n. [< F. confidant, m.,
confidant^;, t, now confident, m., confidsnte, f.:
see confident.] 1 . A person intrusted with the
confidence of another ; one to whom secrets are
confided ; a confidential friend.
Hobby being a confidant of the Protector's.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Keformation, an. 1647.
Martin composed his billet-doux, and intrusted it to his

confidant. Martimu, ScribUrun.
He [John Adams] had but one confidant, his wife ; butone intunate friend, the mother of his children.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, vi.

2t. A part of a woman's coiffure usual in the
seventeenth century; a small curl worn near
the ear.

confidante (kon-fi-danf), n. [See confidant.]A female confidant.

You do not see one heiress in a hundred whose fate doesnot turn upon this circumstance of choosing a confidante.
Steele, Spectator, No. lis!

confide (kon-fid'), V.
; pret. and pp. confided, ppr.

confiding. [= OF. confider, confeder, also con-
fer, F. confer = Pr. confidar = Sp. Pg. confiar= It. confidare, < ML. •con/darc for L. confidere,
trust fully, be assured, confide, rely, < corn-
together, -H /dcre, trust : see faith, fidelity.] T
mtrans. To have faith; place trust; repose
confidence

: used absolutely or with in : as, the
pnnce confided in his ministers.
He alone wont betray, >» whom none will confide.

Congrene, Love for Love.
Judge before friendship, then confide till death

Younc/, Night Thoughts, ii. 670.

n. trans. To intrust; commit unreservedly
to the charge, knowledge, or good faith of: fol-
lowed by to : as, to cotifide something valuable
to one

; to confide a secret to some one ; a prince
confides a negotiation to his envoy.
Thou art the only one to whom I dare confide my folly

Lord Lyttelton, Persian Letters.
= Syn. rtilnut, Cmuirjn, etc. See commit

confidence (kon'fi-dens), n. [= D. konfidentie= i. confidence, intimacy, a secret, a (legal)
trust, in older form confiance, confidence, trust,
reliance, assurance, OF. confiance = Pr. eon-
fidencia = Sp. confidencia, confianza = Pg. con-
fidencm, confian^a = It. confidenza, confidanza,
< L. confidcntia, confidence, self-confidence
audacity, impudence, < confiden{t-)s, confident,
self-confident: see confident.] 1. Assurance of
mind or firm belief in the good will, integrity
stability, or veracity of another, or in the truth
or certainty of a proposition or an assertion

;

trust; reliance.

It is better to trust in the Lord than to put confidence in
'"*"•

Ps. cxvui. 8

confidential

Society is built upon trust, and trust upon confidence ofone another's Integrity. '
South.

A cheerful confidence in the mercy of Ood. Macaulay.
2. Reliance on one's own powers, resources, or
circumstances

; belief in one's own competency •

self-reliance ; assurance.
HU times being rather prosperous than calm, had raised

his confidence by success. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VIl.
At first she touched her lute with a faltering hand, but

gathering cimfiden-e and animation as she proceeded, drew
forth

. . . soft aerial harmony, /nm;;, Alhambra, p. 367.

3. That in which trust is placed; ground of
trust

;
one who or that which gives assurance

or security. [Archaic]
Tlie Lord shall l« thy confidence. Prov. ill. 26.
'I'riist not to the omnlpotency of gold, and say not unto

It, lUouuTtmyconfidence. SirT. Browne, C\\ti%i. Mor.,1.8.

4. Boldness; courage; disregard or defiance of
danger

. with all confidence.
Acts xxviii. 31.

I'reathing the kingdom of God

But confidence then bore thee on ; secure
Either to meet no danger, or to find
Matter of glorious trial. .Villon, P. L., ix. 1175.

5. A secret; a private or confidential commu-
nication: as, to exchange confidences.- conH-dence game, a kind of swindle practised principally in
large cities uiwn unwary strangers, the swindler usually
under the pretense of old aciiuaintance, gaining the con-
fldence of his victim, and then robbing or fleecing him
at cards or betting, or otherwise: bunko.— Confidenceman, one who endeavoi-s to swindle strangers by the coii-
fldence game

; a hnnko-stcerer ; one who by a plausible
story, and with great assurance, gains the confidence of
another, with a dishonest puri»se.— In COnfldenco as
a secret or private matter, not to be divulged or ciin-
nmnicateil to others: as, I tolil him in confidence.

I shall only send over a very few copies to very partic-
ular fnends, m confidence, and burn the rest.

./efeniin, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 437.
In the confidence of, sharing or trusted with the private
opinions, plans, or purposes of.

They all were inclined to Ijelieve that I was a man in the
confident o/ All Bey and that his hostile designs againstMecca were laid aside. Bruce, .Source of the Nile I. 263.

To taie (a person) Into one's confidence, to communi-
cate some private matter or matters to him, or to confide
to him affairs of importance.

confident (kon'fi-dent), a. and n. [= F confi-
dant, now confident, intimate, confidential (usu-
ally as a noun), in older form confiant, con-
fiding, confident, self-confident, = Sp. Pg con-
fidente, confiantc = It. confidente, < L. confi-
deti{t-)s, confident, i. e., self-confident, in good
or bad sense, bold, daring, audacious, impudent
prop. ppr. of confidere, trust fully, confide • see
confide, and cf. confidant.] I. «. 1 Havine
strong belief; fully assured.

I am con/ident, and fully persuaded, yet dare not takemy oath of my salvation.

Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, i. 59.
I am confident that much may be done toward the im-provement of philosophy. Boyhi.

2. Confiding; not entertaining suspicion or
distrust.

Rome, be as just and gracious unto me
As I am confident and kind to thee.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1.

3. Belying on one's self; full of assurance;
bold; sometimes, overbold.

», m-wn'."/! w'' 1" """' ''"^P'S'ns '••'"th
; both confident,

as unwonted to be overcome. Sir P. Sidney.
The fool rageth, and is confident. Prov. xiv. 16.

As confident as is the falcon's flight
Against a bird, do I with Mowbray fight.

Shak., Rich. IL, i. 3.

It is hard to say .that there hath ever been an Agewherein vice, such as the very Heathens abhorred hathbeen more confident and daring than in this.

Stillingfieet, Sermons, I. viii.

Do you think I could ever catch at the confident ad.dresses of a secure admirer?
Goldmnith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

4f. Giving occasion for confidence. [Bare.]
The cause was more confident than the event was pros-P"™™- Jer. Taylor.

Confident person, in Scots law, a partner in trade- a
factor, steward, or confidential man of business ; also, t.

/fX?,
p''°,"""'!''P''""';"'-=Syn. 1. Sure, Certain, Cm-

itlh^T^i""' '""'"'""'f-
*'"•« *' the simplest and most

^rJSIfl °,f ""T n°'"-L' =
'Vi^' "'^ strength of simplicity.

C-erfnm suggests the idea of having been freed from doubt

thJ'fl"iiH ?" ',""''? ™.''.''- (^"^fi'l^'t belongs especially inthe field of reliant action : as, he is cmifident of successIn regard to opinion or belief it may mean no more that
ture. or it may suggest reliance, as on ones own indgment
or upon evidence: as, a coiiWoK expectation, hope, belief
It implies a desire for that of which one is confident
Po»,ttve runs close to over-confidence or dogmatism • ashe WAsjxmtice that he had made no mistake ; it expressesemphatic certainty that will not entertain a doubt of its
correctness, (t or dor/malic, see nwpsterial.) Thatconrt-dent md positive depend somewhat upon the will, and notmerely like sure and certain, upon the understanding isshown by the fact that it is not coiTect to say " I wi notbe certain, or sure, alxmt this," while it is correct to say
1 will not be positive, or confident, about it."

I am sure I did but speak. Tennyson, Maud, xlx. 3.

Now, therefore, do I rest,
A prophet certain of my prophecy.
That never shadow of mistrust can cross
Between us. Tennyson, Geraiilt.

tJj:"^
'^<'M<'<'«Mf he (Captain Swan) had made a motion

to go to any English Factory, most of his Men would have
consenteil to it. Bampier, Voyages, I. S

'Jonie positive, persisting fops we knowW ho, if once wrong, will needs be always so.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 668.

n.t n. A confidant.
In so great reputation of sanctity, so niiglity concotu-seof people such great multitudes it disciples andS

dei,ts,HtHl such throngs of admirers, he was humble with-out inixtureB of vanity.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 86.
You love me for no other end
Than to tieeome my confident and friend •

As such I keep no secret from your sight.
Dryden, Aurengzebe.

confidential (kon-fi-den'shal), a. [= D. konfi-^ntivH = Dan. konfidentiet, < F. confidentiel =
J': ^^-JflMencial = It. confidenziale, < L. as
It co)ifidcnlialis,< confidentia, confidence: see
confidence.] 1. Enjoying the confidence of an-
other; inti-usted with secrets or with private
affairs: as, a confidential friend or clerk.—

2

"^tended to be treated as private, or kept in
confidence; spoken or written in confidence;
secret.

A confidential correspondence. Chesterfield.
Confidential comnmmaitions.

Burke, A Regicide Peace, iii.

Confidential conununlcatlon. See privileged com-
mvnicalion, under cnmmunieation.— Con&deniial rela-
tion, in law, a relation of parties, as that of attorney and
client, guardian and w.ird, in which one is bound to act
for the benefit of the other, and can take no advantage to
himself from his aits relating to the interests of the other
Such a relation arises whenever a continuous trust is re-
posed by one person in the skill or integrity of another orwhen any property, or the pecuniary or personal interest
of a person, or the custody of his bo<ly, is placed iu charge
of another. *



confidentiality

confidentiality (kon-fi-den-shi-al'j-ti), n. [<
co»7i(le)itial + -iti/.] The quality of being eon-
fidential ; specifically, in law, the relation ex-

isting between a client and his counsel or agent,

or between husband and wife, or a ward and
his guardian, etc., in reference to the trust

placed in one by the other. See confidential

relation, under confidential, and privileged com-
munication, under communication.

confidentially (kon-fi-den'shal-i), adv. In a
confideutial manner; in reliance on secrecy:
as. to tell a person something confidentially.

confidently (kon'fi-dent-li), adv. In a confi-

dent manner: with firm trust; with strong as-

surance ; without doubt or wavering of opin-
ion; positively; dogmatically.

WTiere Duty bids, he cmijidently steers.

Cowper, On Horace's Ode, ii. 10.

It was confidently urged that the artisans might be
trusted to understand and manage their own interests

better than their masters could do for them.
H'. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 4.

confidentness (kon'fi-dent-nes), n. The quality
or state of being confident ; confidence.

confider (kon-fi'der), n. One who confides;

one who trusts in or intrusts to another. W.
Montague.

confiding (kon-fi'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of confide,

».] Trusting; reposing confidence; trustful;

credulous : as, a man of a confiding disposition.
Felt

The deep, deep joy of a confiding thought.
Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii. 28.

He had a confiding wife, and he treated her as confiding
wives only are treated. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

We miss the confiding naturalness of the warm-liearted
physician. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 381.

confidingly (kon-fi'ding-li), adv. In a confiding
manner; trustfully.

COnfidingness (kpn-fi'ding-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being confiding; confiding disposition;

trustfulness.

configurate (kon-fig'u-rat), V, i.; pret. and pp.
configurated, pjjr. configurating. [< L. configu-
ratus, pp. of configurare, form after something:
see configure.'] To exhibit or assume congruity
in plan, or in the combination of figures or

parts. [Rare.]

In comely architecture it may be
Knowne by the name of uniformitie

;

Where pyramids to pyramids relate.

And the wliole fabrick doth configurate.
Jordan, Poems.

configuration (kon-fig-u-ra'shon), n. [= F.
configuration = Bp. configuracion = Pg. confix

guraqao = It. confi^urazione, < LL. configura-
tio(n-), < L. configurare, pp. configurattts, form
after something: see configurate.'] 1. Exter-
nal form, figure, or shape, especially as result-

ing from the disposition and relation of the
parts; external aspect or appearance ; contour.

The natural configuration of the ground, as well as the
course of history, had gathered these shires (of Wessex]
into tliree great groups. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 302.

Change, both gradual and sudden, has been exhibited in

the conXf;Hra(ionand climate of all portions of tlie surface
of the globe. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 351.

2. In astrol., relative position or aspect of the
planets.

The aspects, conjunctions and ccnifigurationa of the
stars. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 9.

They [astrologers] undertook ... to determine the
course of a man's character and life from the configura-
tion of the stars at the moment of his birth. whewell.

3. In modern astron., any noticeable grouping
of stars which may aid in identifying them.

—

4. In analytical mech., the relative positions of

the parts of a system at any moment.
"When a material system is considered with respect to

the relative position of its parts, the assemblage of rela-

tive positions is called the configuration of the system.
Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, Iv.

6. In geom., a ruled surface considered as a
locus of rays; also, a system of three linear
complexes.
configure (kon-fig'ur), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. con-

figured, ppr. configuring. [= F. configurer =
8p. Pg. coufigurar= It. configurare, < L. configu-
rare, form after something, < com-, together,

according, + figurare, form, < figura, figure

:

see figure, and cf. configurate.] To form; dis-

pose in a certain form, figure, or shape ; make
like in form or figure. [Bare.]

Configuring themselves into human shape.
Bentley, Sermons, Iv.

Man is spirit, a nature configured to God.
Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 33.

confinable (kon-fi'na-bl), a. [< confine + -able.]

Capable of being cdhiined or restricted.

Xot cmfinalAe to any limit*. Bp. Hall, Bemalns, p. 90.
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confinet (kon'fln), a. [< OF. confin = Sp. con-

fin = Pg. confim = It. confino, bordering, con-
tiguous, < L. confinis, at the end or border,
adjoining, < com-, together, + finis, an end,
limit, border : &66 finis, final.] Bordering ; hav-
ing a common boundary ; adjacent ; contigu-
ous. [Kare.]

He was sent to discover the straits of Magellan, and con-

fi-ne places. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 2&7.

confine (kon'fin), n. [< F. confm, OF. confin,

also confine, = Sp. confin = Pg. confim = It. con-

fine, also confino and confina (all usually in pi.),

< L. confine, neut., ML. also confinis, a border,
boundary (cf. L. confinis, masc, a neighbor,
confinium, a border, limit, boundary, neighbor-
hood), < confinis, adj., at the end or border, ad-

joining: see confine, a. In the sense of 'prison'

the noun confine is from the verb. ] 1 . A boun-
dary-line or limit ; bound; border; precinct.

still hovering betweene the confines of that which hee
dares not bee openly, and that which he will not be sin-

cerely. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remoust., Pref.

You are old

;

Nature in you stands upon the very verge
Of her con/ine. SAo*., Lear, ii. 4.

Events that came to pass within the confines of Judea.
Locke, On Romans, Synopsis.

2. That part of a territory which is at or near
the border ; the frontier : used generally in the
plural, and often figuratively: as, the confines

of France or of Scotland.

And now in little space
The confities met of empyrean heaven.
And of this world. Milton, P. L., x. 321.

'Twas ebbing darkness, past the noon of night

:

And Phosplior, on the confines of the light,

Promis'd the sun. Dryden, Pal. and Arc, I. 1396.

3t. Territory; region; district.

In als many iorneyes may thei gon fro Jerusalem, unto
other Con/ynyes of the Superficialtie of the Erthe begonde.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 183.

And Caisar's spirit . . .

Shall in these confines, with a monarch's voice.

Cry " Havock," and let slip the dogs of war.
Shak., J. C, ill. 1.

4t. An inhabitant of a contiguous district; a
neighbor.
Exchangynge gold for household stuff with their confines.

Eden, tr. of R. Martyr's Decades, p. 89 (Ord MS.).

5t. A place of confinement ; a prison.

Confines, wards, and dungeons. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

6. In geom, of n-dimensions, that which corre-

sponds to a closed volume in three dimensions.
= Syn. Bounds, Border, etc. See Itoundary.

confine (kon-fin'), v.; pret. and pp. confined,

ppr. confining. [< F. confiner, border, trans,

shut up, inclose, = Sp. Pg. confinar= It. con-

finare, < ML. confinare, confiniare, border on,

set bounds, confinire, border on, < L. confinis,

bordering on: see confine, a.] I.t intrans. To
have a common boundary ; border; abut; beta
contact : followed by on or with.

Where your gloomy bounds
Confine with heaven. Milton, P. L., ii. 977.

Full in the midst of this created space.

Betwixt heaven, earth, and skies, there stands a place

Confining on all three.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 58.

On the South it is confined with Paraphilia.
Purchas, Pilgiimage, p. 321.

II. trans. To restrict within bounds ; limit

;

inclose; bound; hence, imprison; immure;
shut up.

Therefore wast thou
Deservedly confin'd into this rock.

Who badst deserv'd more than a prison.
Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Those who do confine the Church of God either to par-

ticular nations, churches, or families, have made it far

nan-ower than our Saviour ever meant it.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 55.

He is happiest who confines his wants to natural neces-

sities. Steele, Englishman, No. 26.

To be confined, to be unable to leave the house or bed
by reason of sickness or other cause ; specifically, to be in

childbed.

I have been very ill this week with a great cold and a
fever, and though now in a way to be well, am like to be

confined some days longer. Gray, Letters, I. 329.

= Syn. To bound, circumscribe, restrict, incarcerate.

confined (kgn-Qnd'), p. a. [Pp. of confine, v.]

1. Restrained within limits; imprisoned; se-

cluded ; close ; narrow ; mean : as, a confined
mind.— 2. In pathol., constipated: as, the
bowels may be confined.

COnfinelesst (kon'fin- or kon-fin'les), a. [<

confine, »., + -less.] Boundless; unlimited;
without end.

Black Macbeth
Will seem as pure as snow, and the poor state
Esteem him as a lamb, being compared
With my confintlest harms. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

confirmable

confinement (kon-fin'ment), n. [= F. confine-
ment, etc.; as confine + -nwnt.] 1. The state
of being confined ; restraint within limits ; any
restraint of liberty by force or other obstacle
or necessity ; hence, imprisonment.
Under confinement in the Tower.

Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1550.

The mind hates restraint, and is apt to fancy itself un-
der confinement when the sight is pent ui). Addison.

2. Restraint from going abroad by sickness,
specifically by childbirth ; the lying-in of a wo-
man : as, her approaching confinement. = Sya.
Imprisonment, etc. See captivity.

confiner (kgn-fl'nfer), n. 1. [< confine, v. t., +
-O't.] One who or that which confines.— 2t
(kon'fi- or kon-fi'nfer). [< confine, v. i., + -er^.

Cf. confine, n.', 4.] A borderer ; one who lives

on the confines or near the border of a coun-
try ; a neighbor.

The senate hath stirr'd up the confiners,

And gentlemen of Italy. .Shak. , Cymbellne, iv. 2.

Though gladness and gi-ief be opposite in nature, they
are neighbours and confiners in art. Sir H. Wotton.

COnfinityt (kon-fin'j-ti), n. [< F. confinit6= Pr.

confinitat = Sp. cotifinidad = Pg. confinidade, <

L. as if *confinita{t-)s, < confinis, contiguous:
see confine, a.] Nearness of place. Bailey.

confirm (kon-ferm'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

conferm; < ME. cotifermen,< OF. confcrmer, mod.
F. confirmer (after L.) = Pr. confermar = Sp.

Pg. confirmar= It. confermare, < L. confirmare,
make firm, strengthen, establish, < com-, to-

gether, -I- firmare, make firm, < firmus, firm:
see firm.] 1. To make firm, or more firm j add
strength to ; strengthen : as, one's resolution is

confirmed by the approval of another.

Rubb the neck well with a linnen napking somewhat
course, for these things doe confirtne the whole body ; it

maketh the mind more cheerefull, and conserueth the
sight. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 255.

This child of the mind is confirmed, and gains strength
by consent and habit. Bacon, Fable of Dionysiiu.

One of those few sounds that, instead of disturbing soli-

tude, only deepen and confirm it.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 112.

2. To settle or establish ; render fixed or secure.

I confirm thee in the high priesthood, and appoint thee
ruler over the four governments. 1 ilac. xi. 57.

Confirm the crown to me, and to mine heirs.

And thou shalt reign in quiet while thou liv'st.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL,1. 1.

3. To make certain or sure
;
give new assur-

ance of truth or certainty to
;
put past doubt

;

verify.

The testimony of Christ waa confirmed in you.
1 Cor. i. 6.

These likelihoods confirm her flight.

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 2.

The news we heard at Sea of the K. of Sweden's Death
is confirmed. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 8.

All that was long ago declared as law
By the early Revelation, stands confirmed
By Apostle and Evangelist and Saint.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 82.

4t. To certify or give assurance to; inform
positively.

Pray you, sir, confirm me.
Were there three porpoises seen above the bridge.

As they give out? B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

6. To sanction; ratify; consummate; make
valid or binding by some formal or legal act

:

as, to confirm an agreement, promise, covenant,
or title.

Ordinaunces, Actes, and Statutes . . . nowe renewed,
and affermed and confa'vied, by the assente and consente
and agrement off all the Bredern.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 187.

In the early days of Home, the will of a Roman patrician
had to be confirmed by the assembly of the curifie.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lecta., p. 142-

6. To strengthen in resolution, purpose, or
opinion; fortify.

Co7i/inning the souls of thedisciples, and exhorting them
to continue in the faith, and that we must through much
tribulation enter into the kingdom of God. Acts xiv. 22.

Arouses the indifferent and confirms the wavering.
Sumner, Prison Discipline.

7. Eccles., to admit to the full privileges of

church-membership by the imposition of hands;
administer the rite of confirmation to. See
confirmation, 1 (e).

Those which are thus confirmed are thereby supposed to

be fit for admission to the sacrament.
Hammond, Fundamentals.

= Syn. 3. Corroborate, substantiate.

confirmable (kon-f6r'ma-bl), a. [< confirm +
-able.] 1. Capable of being confirmed, estab-

lished, or ratified ; that maylje made more cer-

tain.

Confirmable by many examples.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.



confirmable

2. Corroboratory. [Rare.]

Confirmable in their declaration as witnesses. 7f. Parke.

COnfirxnance (kou-fer'mans), w. [< confirm +
-rt//(v.] Confirmation; establishment of con-
fidence. [Rare.]

For their confirmanee, I will therefore now
Slepe in our black barke. Chapman, Odyssey, iii.

con&rmatioii (kon-fer-ma'shon), n. [< ME. con-

finiiffcion, < OF. eonfirmaciony F. confirmation =
Pr. confirmation = Sp. confirmacion = Pg. con-

firmaqao = It. confirmazione (also, in def. 1 {e)

(1), = D. confirmatie = G. confirmation = Dan.
Sw. konfirmation), < L. confirmatio(n-)y < confir-

marCy pp. confirmatuSy confirm: see confirm.']

1. The act of'confiirming. (n) i-he act of strength-
ening, fortifying, or rendering firm.

But Mandaiiis . . . said that they inured their bodies
to labour for the confirmation of their minds against pas-

sions. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 454.

(b) The act of establishing ; a fixing, settling, setting up,
establishing, or making more firm ; establishment.

In the defence and confirmation of the gospel, ye all are
partakers of my grace. Phil. i. 7.

(c) The act of rendering certain or showing to be true ; the
act of verifying or corrolwrating ; corroboration : as, the
confirmation of opinion or report

The ailments brought by Christ for the confirmation
of his doctrine were in themselves sufficient. South,

A false report which hath
Honour'd with confirmation your great judgment.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 7.

It was at Benin, another Negro country, that the king
again received a confirmation of the existence of a Chris-
tian prince, who was said to inhabit the heart of Africa to
the south-east of this state.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 105.

Of all the results gained by Nordenskjold's famous ex-

pedition, perhaps the most important is the confirmation
it has attorded of tlie true nature of continental ice.

J. Croily *Uimate and Cosmology, p. 65.

(d) The act of rendering valid or ratifying, especially by
formal assent of the tinal or sovereign authority, or by ac-

tion of a coordinate authority (as tlie United .States Sen-
ate): as, the confirmation of an appointment, or of a grant,
treaty, promise, covenant, stipulation, or agreement, (e)

Ecclen. : (1) A rite whereby baptized persons are ailmit-

teil to full communion with the church. In the Roman
Catholic, Ureek, an^l Anglican churches it consists of the
imposition of hands and prayer tiy a bishop (or in the
Greek Church by episcopal authority), preceded in the two
former by unction or anointing with chrism. In the first two
churches it is regarded as the confirming or strengthening
of the grace given in baptism and the i)est<)wal of the gifts

of the Spirit In the Anglican Church, high-churchmen
and low-churchmen regard it from different points of view,

the latter attaching especial importance to the iK-i-sonal

renewal made in it. by the irtsoiis conflrnied, of the vows
taken by others in their name at baptism, wtiile the former
believe it to t>e essentially a sacriirnental rite, conveying
the strengthening power of the Holy Ghost. This rite is

believed to Ik; recorded in the New Testament as a laying
on of hands following baptism, distinct from ordination,
and administered l)y apostles only. Unction was discon-
tinued in the Anglican Church not long after the Reforma-
tion. In the early church confinnation immediately fol-

lowed baptism, and the Greek Church has always retained
this practice ; in the West, however, the two have been
separated since the thirteenth century by an interval of
seven years or more. Formerly coiitlrmation was some-
times allowed to be administered by presbyters if author-
ized by the bishop ; and this is still the case in the Greek
Church, where it is administered by priests with chrism
consecrated by a bishop. Confirmation is one of the seven
great religious rites, distinctively called sacraments by
the Roman Catholic Church, and unTnments or mynteries
by the Greek. The Anglican formuliiries mention it as one
of **flve commonly called sacraments," but do not place
these in the same rank with baptism and tlie Lonl s supper
as sacramentj) "ordained of Christ our Lord in the Gos-
pel." (See sacrament.) In the Lutheran and Reformed
churches the rite is administered by the pastors. Other
Protestant denominations reject it.

The Fathers . . . held confirmation as an ordinance
apostolic always profitable in (irxl s Church.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 66.

This ordinance is called confirmation, l)ecauBe they who
duly receive it are confirmed or strengthened for the ful-

filment of their Christian duties by the grace therein be-
stowed ujMjn them. Uoiik.

<2) The practice, enjoined In some ancient western direc-
tories, of pouring a little of the conseerated wine from
the chalice out of which the celebrant had communicated
himself into the unconsecrated wine in another chalice
or other chalices. This was supposed to serve as conse-
cration to the wine in the latter.

2. That which confirms ; that which gives new
strength or assurance ; additional evidence

;

proof; conviueing testimony; corroboration.

Trifles, light as air.

Are to the Jealous c&nfinnatioju strong
As proofs of holy writ. Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

In a good Cause success is a good cimfirmation.
Milton, Kikoiioklastes, xxviii.

3. In law, an assurance of title by the convey-
ance of an estate or right in esse from one to
another, by which a voidable estate is made
sure or unvoidable, or a particular estate is in-
creased, or a possession made perfect. ~ char-
ter of conflrmatlon, in ScutH lau\ formeily, a very cnni-
mon nieihotl of completing a purchaser s title. It ratitted
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and confirmed the right granted to the purcha.ser, and the
sasine following upon it —Confirmation and Probate
Act. See Probate Act, under y/'o/ya/*'.— Confirmation
of executor, in Scot:* law, the form in whicli a title is

conferred on the executor of a person deceased to intro-

nnt with and administer the defunct's movable effects, for

behoof of tlie executor himself or of those interested in
the succes.sinn.

confirmative (kon-f^r'ma-tiv), a. [= P. con-

firmatif= Pr. eonfermatiu = Sp. Pg. confirma-
tivo = It. confcrmativOy < LL. confirmativuSj < L.
confirmatiis, pp. of confirmare, confirm : see con-

firm.'] Having the power of confirming ; tend-
ing to confirm or establish; confirmatory.

Not a dimple moved indicative of roguery, nor did the
slightest elevation of eyebrow rise confirmatioe of his sus-

picions. Barham, Ingoltlsby Legends, I. 22.

confixmatively (kon-fer'ma-tiv-H), adv. In a
confirmative manner; so as to confirm.

COnfirmator (kon'fer-ma-tor), n. [=. F. confir-

mateur = Sp. Pg. confirmador = It. conferma-
iorCy < L. confirmatory < confirmarCj pp. confir-

matusy confiurm : see confirm,] One who or that
which confirms. [Rare.]

There wants herein the definitive confirmator, and test

of things uncertain, the sense of man.
Sir T. Brownie, Vulg. Err.

COnfinuatory (kon-f^r'ma-to-ri), a.
. [< confirm

¥ -atory.] 1. Serving to confirm
; giving ad-

ditional strength, force, or stability, or addi-
tional assurance or evidence.

To each of these reasons he subjoins ample and learned
illustrations and confirmatory pnwfs.

Bp. Barlou; Remains, p. 453.

2. Pertaining to the rite of confirmation.

The confinnatorj/ tisage in the synagogues.
Bp. Compton, Episcopalia (1686), p. 35.

confirmed (kon-f^rmd'), p. a. [Pp. of confirm

f

v.] 1. Made firm; fixed; established; invet-
erate ; steadfast ; settled : as, a confirmed skep-
tic; a confirmed dnmkard; a confirmed valetu-
dinarian.

Those affecting hallucinations terrified them, lest they
should settle into a confirmed loss of reason.

Bulwer, Eugene Aram, vii. 33.

2. Eccles. y admitted to the full privileges of
the church by the laying on of hands. See con-
firmation, 1 (f) (1).

cbnfirmedly (kon-f^r'med-li), adv. In a eon-
fimu'd Tiianner.

confirmedness (kon-f^r'med-nes), n. The state
or quality of being confirmed.

Confirmednexs of habit. Decay of Christian Piety.

confirmee (kon-f^r-me')» w. [< F. confirm^y pp.
of confirmery confirm: see confirm and -ct-i.]

In lawy one to whom anything is confirmed or
secured.

conflrmer (kon-f^r'm^r), M. One who or that
which confirms, establishes, or ratifies ; one
who produces corroborative evidence; one who
or that which verifies or corroborates; an at-

tester.
Be these sad signs confirmers of thy words?
Then speak again. Shak., K. John, iii. 1.

confirmingly (kon-f^'r'ming-H), adv. In such a
manner us to strengthen or corroborate.

To which [that the moon was called Anna] the vow
used in her rites somewhat confirmimfly alludes.

B. Jonson, King's Entertainment.

confiscable (kou-fis'ka-bl), a. [= F. Sp. con-

fi.sr<fble = Pg. confiscavel = It. confiscabile, < L.
as if ^confiacabilis, < confiscarvy confiscate : see
confiscate.] Capable of being confiscated: lia-

ble to forfeiture. Sir T, Browne. [Rare.]

confiscate (kon-fis'kat or kon'fis-kat), v. t,
;

pret. and pp. confiscatedy ppr. confiscating. [<
L. confiscatuSy pp. of confittcare (> F. confisqucr

(> D, konfiskeren = G. confisciren = Dan. konfis-
kere = Sw. konfiskera) =r Pr. Sp. Pg. confiscar
= It. confiscare), lay up in a chest, seize upon
for the public treasury, confiscate, < com-, to-

gether, + fiscuSy a wicker basket, a basket for
money, a purse, the public treasury: seo fiscal,

Cf. confisk.] 1. To adjudge to be forfeited to

the public treasury, as the goods or estate of
a traitor or other criminal, by way of penalty;
appropriate, by way of penalty, to public use.

It was jtniged he should be banished, and his whole es-

tate confiscated and seized. Bacon.

If a man doth carry more money about him then is war-
ranted or allowed in the country, it is confiscated to the
prince. Conjat, Crudities, I. 93.

The assistance which the military ordei-s afforded him
[Henry II.) <m theoccasifm [the taking of Acre] caused the
regent of Naples to confiscate all the estates of those or-
ders within the kingdom of Naples.

StubtjM, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 182.

2. To take away from another by or as if by
authority; appropriate summarily, as anything
improperly held or obtained by another ; seize

conflagrate

as forfeited for any reason : as, to confiscate a
book; the police confiscated a set of gambling
implements. [Colloq.]

confiscate (kon-fis'kat or kon'fis-kat), a. [< L.
confiscatuSy pp.: see the verb.] 1. Forfeited
and adjudged to the public treasury, as the
goods of a criminal.

Thy lands and goods
Are, by the laws of Venice, confiscate.

Shak., M. of v., iv. 1.

2. Appropriated under legal authority as for-
feited.

confiscation (kon-fis-ka'shon), n. {=z F. confis-
cation (> D. konfiskatie = (r. confiscation = Dan,
Sw. konfiskation) = Sp. coniiscacion = Pg. con-

fiscaqcto = It. confiscazione, ( LL. confiscatio{n-)y

< L. confiscarCy pp. confiscatits, confiscate : see
confiscatCy v,] The act of confiscating, or ap-
propriating as forfeited.

The confiscations following a subdued rebellion.
Hallam.

The particular clause in relation to the confiscation of
property and the liberation of slaves appeared to me to be
objectionable in its non-conformity to the act of Congress
. . . upon the same subjects. Lincoln, in Kaymond, p. 161.

His [Henry VIII. 'sj eyeswere opened to the powers of the
Praemunire, and in his confiscation of Wolsey's estates he
had his first taste of spoil.

Stubbs^ Medieval and Slodern Hist., p. 254.

Confiscation Act. («) A United states statute of 1861
(12 Stat., 319) "to confiscate property nsotl for insurrec-
tionary purposes." (6) A statute of 1862(12 Stat., 58!») au-
thorizing the seizure of such property and its condenma-
tion !)y proceedings in the t'nited States courts. These
acts constituted part of the '

' war measures " adopted dur-
ing the civil war, and were upheld l)y the Supreme Court
in 1870 (Miller v. u. s. 11 Wall.. 268).— Confiscation
cases, fifteen cases decided in the tlnited States Supreme
Court in 1868 (7 Wall., 454), construing the Coiiliscation
Act of 1S61. See alxjve.

confiscator (kon'fis-ka-tor), n. [< confiscate +
-or, Cf . Sp. confiscador, a confiscator ; LL. con-

fiscatory a treasurer.] One who confiscates.

I see the confiscators begin with bishops, and chapters,
and monasteries. Burke, Rev. in France.

confiscatory (kon-fis'ka-to-ri), a. [< confiscate
+ -ory. Cf. confiscator,'] Characterized by
confiscation.

Those terrible confiscatory and exterminatory periods.
Burke, To R. Burke,

confiskt, V' t. [< F. confisqucr, < L. confiscare,
confiscate: ^qq confiscate.] To confiscate.

Thy goods are confisked, and thy children banished.
Golden Book, iv.

confitf, n. A Middle English form of comfit.

COnfitentt (kon'fi-tent), n. [< L. confit€n{t-)Sy

ppr. of confiteri, confess: see confess,] One
wlio confesses his sins and faults.

A wide difference there is between a mere confitent and
a true penitent. Decay o/ Christian Piety.

Confiteor (kon-fit'e-6r), «. [L., I confess, 1st

pers. sing. pres. ind. of confiteri: see confess.]
The form of confession used in the Latin
Church : so called from the initial word, con-

fiteor, I confess. See confession,

confiture (kon'fi-tur), n, [< ME. confiture, < OF.
confiture, F. confiture = Sp. confitura = It. con-
fctturay < L. confectura: see confecturcy «., and
comfity 71,] If. The act or art of making con-
fections. Holland,— 2. A sweetmeat ; a con-
fection ; a comfit. Bacon. [Archaic]

Squares of Rahah, a confiture, highly prized in these re-

gions, because it comes from C'onstantinople.
B. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 477.

3t. A composition ; a preparation made up of
different drugs. Chaucer.

confizt (kon-fiks'), V. t. [< L. confixus, pp. of con-

figerCy fasten together, transfix, < coh;-, together,
+ ^^cre, fasten : see^x.] To fix ; fasten.

As this is true
Let me in safety raise me from my knees;
Or else for ever be confixed here,
A marble monument

!

Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

COnfixuref (kon-fik'sur), n. [< confix + -ure.]

The act of fastening or holding fast.

How subject we are to embrace this earth, even while
it wounds us by this confixure of ourselves to it

!

W. Montague, Devoute Essays.

conflagrant (kon-fla' grant), a. [< L. confla-
gran{t-)Sy ppr. of coufiagrare, bum uj> : see cmi-

flagrate. Cf.fiagrant.] Burning; involved in
a conflagration. [Rare.]

To dissolve
Satan with his perverted world; then raise

From the confiafjrant mass, purged and refined,

New heavens, new earth, ages of endless date,

Founded in righteousness, and peace, and love.
Milton, P. L., xii. 548.

conflagrate (kon-fla'grat or kon'fla-gi*at), v. t,\

pret. and ^tyi. confiagrated, ppr. conflagrating,

[< L. conflagratus, pp. ot confiagrare. bum, con-



conflagrate

sume. < com-, together, + flagrare, bum : see

flagrant. \ To bum up ; consume with fire.

Popularity ia as a blaze of illimiiiiation, or, alas ! of con-

flagration kindled round a man, . . . amjUtgraHng the poor
man himself into ashes and caput mortuum.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 144.

conflagration (kon-fla-gra'shon), n. [= F. con-

flagration = Sp. conflagracmn = Pg. conflagra-

qao = It. coitflagrazione, < L. eonflagratio(n-), <

conflagrare, pp. conflagratus, bum up: see con-

flagrate.'] A burning; a fire; especially, the

burning of any large mass of combustibles : as,

the conflagration of a city or of a forest ; the

final conflMgration of the world.

The conflagration of all things under Phaeton.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Floods and conflagrations. Bentley, Sermons.

conflate (kon-flaf), V. (. ;
pret. and pp. eon-

flated, ppr!' conflating. [< L. conflatus, pp. of

conflare, blow together, < com-, together, +
flare = E. blow^. Ci. inflate.'] 1. To blow to-

gether; bring together as if by convergent

winds. [Kare.]

The States-General, created and conflated by the pas-

sionate effort of the whole nation, is there as a thing high

and lifted up. Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 1.

2. In diplomatics, to form by inadvertent com-
bination of two readings of the same words.

See conflation, 3.

COnflatet (kon-flaf), «• [= It- conflato, < L.

conflatm,-pp.: see the verb.] Blown together

;

wafted together from several sources ; hetero-

geneous. Mir. for Mags.
conflated (kon-fla'ted), p. a. [Pp. of conflate, v.]

Marked by conflation or conflations. See con-

flation, 3.

Whence did the separate members of the conflated text

arise, since both of them by hypothesis cannot be original ?

Ainer, Jour. Phiiol., VI. 35.

conflation (kon-fla'shon), n. [= Sp. conflacion,

< LL. conflatio(n-), <"L. conflare, pp. conflatus,

blow together: see conflate, v.] 1. The blowing
of two or more musical instruments together.

The sweetest and best harmony is, when every part or

instrument is not heard by itself, but a conflation of them
all. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 225.

2. A melting or casting of metal. Johnson.

[Raxe in senses 1 and 2.] — 3. In diplomatics:

(a) An inadvertent combination of two read-

ings of the same passage, so as to produce a
new reading different from either.

Suppose that a given line of a copy has been affected by
some scribe's stupidity, so as materially to change the

sense without affecting the length (as by the substitution

of two or three letters from a wrong line), and that by the

subsequent correction of the passage two readings have

been placed in close relation, it frequently happens that

the real line and the erroneous line which is equal in length

to it both combine to form a new reading, which has thus

increased the text by one of its own lines. This phenome-
non is known by the name of conjlation. It is well known
that the most powerful part of Dr. Hort's gi'eat Introduc-

tion to the New Testament consists in the exposition of

eight cases of conjlation in the early texts of Mark and
Luke. Amer. Jour. Phiiol., VI. 33.

(6) A reading which has thus originated.

COnflect (kon'flekt), a. [Irreg. < L. eon-, toge-

ther, + flsctere, turn, bend: see fl^x.] In en-

tom., crowded; clustered thickly together : as,

conflect hairs or punctures : opposed to sparse.

conflexuret (kon-flek'sur), n. [< L. conflexus,

pp., bowed, bent ; aSter flexure, q. v.] A bend-
ing together ; flexure. Bailey.

conflict (kon-flikf), V. i. [< L. conflictare, freq.

of confligere, pp. conflicttis, strike together, con-

tend, fight, < com-, together, -I- fligere, strike.

See conflict, n., and cf. afflict, inflicf] 1. To
strike or dash together; meet in opposition;

come together violently.

Bare unhoused trunks,
To the conjlicting elements expos'd.

Shak.,T. of A., iv. 3.
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tus, a striking together, LL. a fight, contest, <

confligere, pp. eonflictus, strike together, con-

tend, fight: see conflict, v.] 1. A sti-uggle for

mastery; a striving to oppose or overcome;
a battle or combat; contention; controversy;

strife.

The lucklesse conflict with the Gyaunt stout,

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 26.

In our last c&njlict four of his five wits went halting off.

Shak,, Much Ado, i. 1.

They closed

In conflict with the crash of shivering points.
Tennytton, Princess, v.

2. Discord of action, feeling, or effect ; antago-

nism, as of interests or principles ; counterac-

tion, as of causes, laws, or agencies of any kind

;

opposing action or tendency ; opposition; col-

lision: as, a conflict of the elements, or be-
tween right and wrong.

I must confess that I was in great Conflicts of Mind at

this time. Dampier, Voyages, I. 498.

Temple . . . was engaged in the conflicts of active life.

Macaulay, Sii- William Temple.

The more complicated operations of the will, as in ad-

justing many opposite interests, bring in the element of

conflict, which is always painful and wasting.
Baiii, Corr. of Forces.

Conflict of laws, the opposition between the laws of dif-

ferent jurisdictions when each is sought to be applied in

preference to tlie other, upon a controversy on facts occur-

ring wholly or in part without the jurisdiction in which
redress is sought.— Irrepressible conflict, a political

phrase nmch used in the United States during the agita-

tion about slavery, to designate the antagonism between
freedom and slavery. It was first used by William H.
Seward in a speech in 1858 at Rochester, New York, in

which lie said :
" It is an irrepressible co7iflict between op-

posing and enduring forces, and it means that the United
States nnist and will, sooner or later, become entirely

a alaveholding nation or entirely a free-labor nation."
= Syn. 1. Engagement, Comtnit, etc. (see battle'^), war,

fray.

conflicting (kon-flik'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of conflict,

('.] Of opposite or opposing character, ten-

dency, fimction, interest, etc. ; mutually con-

tradictory or incompatible ; contrary ; also,

composed of antagonistic or opposing elements

;

involving antagonism: as, conflicting jurisdic-

tion ; the evidence was very conflicting.

COnfliction (kon-flik'shon), n. [< L. conflic-

tio{n-), < confligere, pp. eonflictus, strike to-

gether : see conflict, v.] The act of conflicting

or clashing; the stkte of being in conflict; want
of harmony. [Rare.]

This question is, however, one of complicated difficul-

ties, from the eonfliction, in every form and degree, of

public expediency and private rights. Sir W. Hamilton.

conflictive (kon-flik'tiv), a. [< conflict + -ive.]

Tending to conflict ; conflicting ; clashing.

Conflictiix systems of theology. Sir W. Hamilton.

Conflictive propositions, in logic, propositions which
cannot Ijoth be true of the same state of things.— Con-
flictive terms, in logic, such terms as cannot be united

in one suljject.

COnflowt (kon-flo'), ^. i- [< eon- + flow, after

L. con/Mere',' flow together : see confluent.] To
flow together ; converge ; imite.

The stream was big by occasion of brookes conflowing

thither on every side. Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 221.

COnfluctiont, »• [< L- as if *confliixio{n-), <

confluere, pp. *confluxus, flow together: see

conform

It was imder the pretence of rope-dancing that he filled

the Red-bull playhouse, which was a large one, with such
a confluence that as many went back for want of room as
entered. /. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., III. 18.

3. In phiiol., the tending toward accordance,

or the becoming similar or accordant in form

:

said of words. Skeat.

confluent (kon'flo-ent), a. and n. [= F. con-

fluent = Sp. Pg. It. confluente, < L. confluen(t-)s,

flowing together, as a noun often in pi. co)i-

fluentes, the confluence of two streams, ppr. of

confluere (> Sp. Pg. confluir = F. confluer), flow
together, < con-, together, + fluere, flow: see

fluent.] 1. a. 1. Flowing together; meeting in

their course, as two streams.

And the whole ocean's confluent waters swell

Only to quench his thirst, or move and blanch his shell.

Prior.

These confluent streams make some great river's head.
Sir It. Blachnore, Creation, i.

2. In anat., having grown or become blended
together, as two bones which were originally

separate.— 3. In hot. and zool., blended into

one: &s, confluent leaves.— 4. Jja. jiathol.: (a)

Running together: ,as, confluent pustules. (6)

Characterized by confluent pustules : as, con-

fluent smaMpox.— 5t. Rich; affluent. Nares.

I'h' inhabitants in flocks and herds are wondrous confluent.
Chapman, Iliad, ix. W,.

Confluent colors, colors which gradually pass into one
another without any marked divisittn.— Confluent im-
pressions, punctures, spots, striae, etc, in zo<il., those
nnpressions, etc., so close tn^ietlier tliat they run into one
another irregularly.—Confluent veins, veins iu the wings
of insects, united at the ends.

n. n. 1. A tributary stream : as, the Mohawk
is a confluent of the Hudson.— 2t. A joining or
confluence, as of two streams.

The cmiflnent where both streams meet together.
Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 21.

A little beyond the townes end, the River Arar and the

Rhodanus doe make a confluent. Coryat, Crudities, I. 62.

confluently (kon'flo-ent-li), adv. In a conflu-

ent manner ; so that tlie different parts run into

one another irregularly : as, confluently punc-
tate or dotted.

conflux (kon'fluks), «. [< L. "confluxus, n. (cf.

flux), < *co»fluxus, pp. of confluere, flow toge-

ther: see confluent.] 1. A flowing together ; a
meeting of two or more currents ; confluence.

As knots, by the conflux of meeting sap.

Infect the sound pine, and divert his grain

Tortive and errant from his coui-se of growth.
Shak., T. and C, i. 3.

I walked till I came to the conflux of two . . . rivulets.

Cook, Voyages, VII. v. 1.

In the centre of immensities, in the conflux of etetnlties.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus.

2. A throng ; a crowd ; a multitude collected.

To the gates cast round thine eye, and see

What conflux issuing forth, or entering iu.

Milton, P. R., iv. 62.

confluxibilityt (kon-fluk-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< coh-

fluxiUe : see -bility.'] The tendency of fluids to

run together.

The gravity and canfiuxibility of the liquors.

Boyle, Free Enquiry, p. 301.

confliudble (kon-fluk'si-bl), a. [< 'L.*confluxm,

pp. of confluere (see confluent), + -ible.] In-

clined to flow or run together.

confluent, a.] A flowing together; a meeting conflvixlblenesst (kon-fluk'si-bl-nes), «. Same
or confluence.

It doth draw
All his effects, his spirits, and his powers.

In their confluctions, all to run one way.

B. Jonson, Ind. to Every Man out of his Humour.

Lash'd into foam, the fierce conflicting brine
Seems o'er a thousand raging waves to burn.

Thomson, Winter, 1 159.

2. To contend ; flght ; strive ; stmggle.

A man would be content to strive with himself, and
conflict with great difficulties, in hoi^s of a mighty reward.

Abp. Tillotson.

Its [architecture's] main problems are how most fitly to

enclose a space with solid structures, and to conflict most
successfully with the force of gravity.

Mivart, Nature and 'Thought, p. 8.

3. To be in opposition ; be contrary or at vari-

ance : as, the evidence given by the second wit-

ness conflicted with that given by the first.

The conflicting ingredients, like an acid and an alkali

mixed, neutralise each other. Macaulay, Milton.

conflict (kon'flikt), n. [= F. conflict, now con-

flit = Sp. Pg. conflicto = It. conflitto = D. kon-

flikt = G. conflict = Dan. konflikt, < L. conflic-

confluctuatet (kqn-fluk'tu-at), V. i. [< L. eon-

fluctxmtus, pp. oi' confluctuare, < com-, together,

-I- fluctuare, flow : see fluctuate.] To flow to-

gether. Ash.

confluence (kon'flo-ens), «. [== F. confluence

= Sp. Pg. confluenci'a = It. confluenza, < LL.
cow^weniia, a flowing together, < L. confluen{t-)s,

ppr. of confluere, flow together: see confluent.]

1. A flo-wing together; specifically, the meet-

ing or junction of two or more streams of water conforaneoust (kon-
or other fluids ; also, tjie place of meeting : as, fo-ra'ne-us), a. [<
the confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi

: ll_ conforaneus, < L.
often used figuratively. ,.„,„.^ together, -f forum, market-place: see

The confluence ... of all true joys. Boyle, forxun and -aneous.] Of the same court or mar-

The junction of an affluent with the main stream is ket-place. Coles, 1717.
ti c r. t

termed the confluence, or place where they "flow toge- conform (kon-form'), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. It. c<i«-

ther.

"

HuxUy, Physiography, p. 4. forme, < LL. conformis, similar, like, < L.

as conflurihiUtij.

confocal (kon-fo'kal), a
-¥ fonts (in mod.
sense: see focus) +
-al.] In math., hav-
ing the same focus:

as, confocal quadrics

;

confocal conies.

Any two confocal homo-
geneous solid ellipsoids

of equal masses produce
equal attraction through
all space external to both.
Thomson and Tail, Nat.

[Phil., § 494.

[< L. com-, together,

Confocal Conies.

F and F' are the foci. The ec-

centricities, beginning with the in-

ner hyperbola and ending with the
inner ellipse, are 5, 2J, 2, ij, ij,

lA, JS> S, i, I, I S-

2. A running together of people; an assem-

blage; a throng; a concourse.

You see this confluence, this great flood of visitors.

Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

The confluence of the people and multitude of coaches

passing every moment over the bridge to a new spectator

is an agreeable diversion. Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 24, 1643.

COJW-, together, + forma, form.] Conformable.

[Rare.]

Care must be taken that the interpretation given be

every way coi\form to the analogy of faith, and fully ac-

cordant to other scriptures. Bp. Hall, Oases of Conscience.

Conform map-prolectlon, a projection which preserves

the true value of all angles of intersecting lines, or the



conform
shapes of all infinitely small figures ; an orthomorphic pro-
jection. Among such projections are the stereographic,
Mercator's, the quincunciaJ, etc.

conform (kgn-torm')> <'• [<^ ME. conformen, <

OF. conforriier, F. conformer = Sp. Pg. confor-

mar = It. conformare, < L. conformare, fashion,

form, <co)»-, together,+ /or»iare, form, i forma,
form. Cf. conform, a.] I. trans. 1. To make
of the same form or character ; make like ; ad-

just : with to : as, to conform anything to a model
or a standard.

For whom he did foreknow, he also did predestinate to

be coT{formed to the Image of his Son. Rom. vili. 29.

It was the almost universal habit of scribes to conform
orthography and inflection to the standard of their own
time. G. P. Marsh, Hist. Eng. Lang., p. 91.

2. To bring into harmony or correspondence

;

make agreeable ; adapt ; submit : often with a
reflexive pronoun.
Demand of them wherefore they q(yi\form not themselves

unto the order of the churcll. Hooker.

Letme advise you to conform yourCourses to his Counsel.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 24.

H. intrans. 1. To act conformably, compli-
antly, or in accordance : with to : as, to con-

form to the fashion or to custom.

Wisdom bids us con/onn to our bumble situation.
Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

A rule to which experience must conform. WheweU.

2. In Enff. hist., to comply with the usages of

the EstablishedChurch : in this sense often used
absolutely. See conformity, 3.

Pray tell me, when any dissenter co;i/or«M, and enters
into the church-communion, is he ever examined to see
whether he does it upon reason and conviction ?

Locke, Second Letter on Toleration.

There was a Puritan gentleman who served under Crom-
well, but afterward coi\ftinned.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, 1. 10.

conformability (kon-fdr-ma-bU'i-ti), n. [<
conformable : see -bility.'] Tte state or quality

of being conformable ; specifically, in geol., the
relation of two strata, one of which reposes
on the other and is parallel to it. See cot^orm-
able, 5.

The evidence of con/ormabilitti between the schist of a
ridge and the limestone adjoining it is perfect evidence
only in case of actual contact l>etween the roclcs.

Amer. Jour. Sri., 3d ser., XXIX. 207.

conformable (kon-fdr'ma-bl), a. [< conform +
-able; taking the place of LL. conformant, like,

similar.] 1. Corresponding in form, charac-
ter, etc. ; resembling; like; similar: as, this

machine is confomtable to the model.

The Gentiles were not made conformable to the Jews,
in that which was to cease at the coming of Christ.

Hooker.

2. Exhibiting harmony or conformity ; agree-
able ; suitable ; consistent ; adapted ; adjusted.

How were it possible tliat to such a faith our lives

should not be confonnubUi ChUlinffurorth, Sermons, i.

ConformaHe to all the rules of correct writing. Addison.

A subtile, refined policy was conformable to the genius
of the Italians. Preseott, Ferd, and Isa., ii. 1.

3. Compliant; acquiescent; ready to follow
directions ; submissive ; obsequious ; disposed
to obey.

1 have been to you a true and humble wife.
At all times to your will conformable.

Shak., Hen. VIII., IL 4.

[In all the preceding senses generally followed
by to, sometimes by with.']— 4. Properly or suit-

ably arranged or formed ; convenient. [Rare.]

To malie matters somewhat conformable for the old
knight. Scott, Woodstock, iii.

5. In geol., having the same dip and direction

:

said of two or more stratified beds. l( over any

.jf, S, two sets of UDConforntabte strata ; a, a, a, confoimable with
one another ; A. *, *. the same : c, d, line ofJunction of A and B.

area an assemblage of strata is disturbed, elevated, or
turned up on edge, strata sul)sei]uently deposited there
will not i>e conformable with the underlying formations.

This region, now the highest in general elevation of the
continent, was a ftea-lx>ttom, continuously or nearly so
from early carlx»ni(erous to the end of the cretaceous, and
received, during this time, conformable sediments twelve
thousand to fifteen thousand feet thick. Science, IV. 63.

conformableness (kon-for'ma-bl-nes), n. The
state of biing conformable. Ash.
conformably (kon-f6r'ma-bli), adv. In a con-
formable manner, (a) Iii conformity, harmony, or
agreement ; agreeably ; suitably.
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Conformably to the law and nature of God.
Bp. Beveridge, Sermons, I. x.xxlx.

(6) In the manner of strata having the same dip and di-

rection.

At St. F6 Bajada, the Pampean estuary formation, with
its mammiferous remains, conformably overlies the marine
tertiary strata. Darwin, GeoL Observations, ii. 355.

conformance (kon-f6r'mans), «. [< conform +
-ance.] The act of conforming; conformity.
[Rare.]

Every different part
Concurring to one commendable end ;

So, and in such conformunce, with rare grace.
Were all things order'd.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iii. 1.

COnformantt (kon-for'mant), a. [< L. confor-
man{t-)s, ppr. oi conformare, conform: see con-

form, v., and -areJl.] Conformable.
Herein is divinity conformant unto philosophy.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 35.

COnformate (kon-for'mat), a. [< L. conforma-
tus, pp. of conformare, conform : see conform,
r.] Having the same form. [Rare.]

conformation (kon-for-ma'shon), n. [= F. con-
formation = Sp. conformacion = Pg. conformo-
gao = It. conformazione, < L. conformatio{n-), <

conformare, pp. conformatus, conform: see con-

form, r.] 1. The manner in which a body is

formed ; the particular texture or structure of

a body, or the arrangement and relation of the
parts which compose it ; form ; structure.

When there hapi>ens to ije such a structure and confor.
mation of the earth as that tlie fire may pass freely into
these spiracles, it then readily gets out.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

Varieties are found in the different natural shapes of the
mouth and several cmtformations of the organs.

Holder, Elements of Speech.

2. The act of conforming or adjusting; the act of
producing suitableness or conformity : with to.

The coi\fonnation of our hearts and lives to the duties
of true religion. Watts.

3. The becoming similar in respect of form

;

approach or reduction to formal resemblance

:

sail! of words. March.=iya. See Jigure, n.

COnformator (kon'f6r-ma-tor), n. [= F. con-

formateur, < LL. conformator, a framer, former,
< L. conformare, pp. conformatus, frame, form:
see conform, v.] An apparatus consisting of a
number of bent levers arranged in a circle and
controlled by springs, fitted on the head to as-

certain its shape in order to make a pattern
for a hat.

conformed (kon-f6rmd'), p. a. [Pp. of conform,
».] In bot., closely fitted, as seed-coats to the
inclosed nucleus.

conformer (kon-f6r'm6r), n. Onewho conforms

;

one who complies with established forms or
doctrines.

Being a partisan of Queen Mary's and a hearty conform-
er, he became a great favourite, and held a lucrative post.

J. H. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, ii.

conformist (kgn-fdr'mist), n. [< conform + -ist;

= F. conformiste, etc.] One who conforms or
complies; specifically, in England, one who
complies with the form of worship of the Es-
tablished Church, as distinguished from a dis-

senter or nonconformist.
The case is the same if the husband should be the eon-

formist ; though how the law is to operate in this case I

do not see : for the act expressly says that the child shall
l>e taken from such Popish parent. Burke, Popery Laws.

Special theological bias warps tlie judgments of CoTt/bnw-
ists and Nonconformists among ourselves.

H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 300.

conformity (kon-f6r'mi-ti), n. [< F. conformity
= Pr. conformitat =: Sp. conformidad= Pg. con-
formidade = It. conformitA, < LL. as if "eonfor-
tnita(t-)s, < conformis, like, similar: see conform,
a.] 1 . Correspondence in form or manner ; re-

semblance; agreement; congruity; likeness;
harmony: in this and the next meaning, fol-

lowed by to or with before the object with which
another agrees, and in before the matter in
which there is agreement: as, a ship is con-
structed in conformity to or with a model ; con-
formity in shape.
Man amongst the creatures of this inferior world aspir-

eth to the greatest conformity with God.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 5.

Men act in sleep with some conformity unto their awaked
senses. Sir T. Browne, Dreams.

Space and duration have a great conformity in this, that
they are justly reckoned among our simple ideas. Locke.

Our knowledge is real only so far as there is a confonnity
Iwtween our ideas and the reality of things, , . . Thus the
idea of whiteness, or bitterness, as it is in the mind, exactly
answering that power which is in any body to produce it

there, has all the real conformity it can or ought to have
with things witliout us. And this conformity between our
simple ideas and the existence of things is sufficient for
real knowledge, Locke, Bunuu Understanding, iv. 4,

confound

2. Submission ; accordance ; acquiescence.

We cannot be otherwise happy but by our conformity to

God, Titlotson.

In Conformity to your commands, ... I have sent your
Ladyship this small Hymn for Christmas-Day.

Howell, Letters, I. vL 13.

The virtue in most request is conformity. ... It loves
not realities and creators, but names and customs,

Emerson, Self-reliance.

3. In End. Tiist., adherence to the Established
Church, or compliance with its requirements
and principles. Full conformity was required by so-

calle(f acts of uniformity passed by Parliament in 1558
(extended in 1593) and 1662, all other forms of worship be-
ing prohibited, and observance of them made punishable
by deprivation of legal rights, imprisonment, and even
death. These laws were enforced with varying degrees
of rigor, but were greatly relaxed in terms at the revo-
lution of 1688 ; and by later enactments the disabilities

created by them have been almost wholly removed. Sed
dissenter and nonconformist.

A proclamation requiring all ecclesiastical and civil offi-

cers to do their duty by enforcing conformity. Hallam.

Bill of conformity, inlaw, a phrase sometimes used for
a bill in chancery against creditors, generally for the mar-
shaling of assets and adjustment of debts, filed by an ex-
ecutor or administrator who finds the affairs of his testa-

tor or intestate so much involved that he cannot safely
administer the estate except under the direction of the
court of chancery,—Oath Of conformity and obedi-
ence. See oath.

confortationt (kon-f6r-ta'shon), n. [= F. con-
fortation = Pr. con/ortotto =Sp. confortacion=z
Pg. confortaqdo = It. confortazione, < ML. co»t-

fortatio{n-), < LL. confortare, pp, confortatus,
strengthen, comfort: see comfort, v.] The act
of strengthening.

For corroboration and co7\fortatio7i take such bodies aa
are of astringent quality. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 962.

confound (kon-foimd'), V. t. [< ME. confounden,
confunden, (. OF. confondre, cunfundre, P. con-
fondre= Pr. confondre = Sp. Pg. eonfundir= It.

confondere,<. L. confundcre, pp. confusiis, pour out
together, mingle, confuse, perplex, disturb, eon-
found, < com-, together, 4- fundere, pp. fusus,
?our: see /oM«d3 and /«,?«. Cf. com/»«sc.] 1.

'o mingle confusedly together ; mix indiscrimi-
nately, so that individuals, parts, or elements
cannot be distinguished ; throw into disorder

;

confuse.

Let us go down, and there ccmfound their language.
Gen. xl. 7.

There the fresh and salt water woald meete and be con-
founded together. Coryat, Crudities, I. 195,

Such a numerous host
Fled not in silence through the frighted deep.
With ruin upon ruin, rout on rout.
Confusion worse confounded. Milton, P. L,,ii. 996,

2. To treat or regard erroneously as identical;

mix or associate by mistake.

It is a common error in politics to confound means with
ends. Macaulay, Burleigh and his Times.

Ought well-being to be so absolutely confounded with
wealth? J. R. Seeley, Nat, Religion, p, 127.

3. To throw into confusion; perplex with sud-
den disturbance, terror, or surprise ; stupefy
with amazement.
And rood with grete Host, in alle that ever he myghte,

for to confounde the Cristene men,
Mandeville, Travels, p. 260.

So spake the Son of God ; and Satan stood
Awhile, as mute, confourided what to say.

Milton, P, R,, ill, 2.

The sparrow's chirrup on the roof.

The slow clock ticking, and the sound
Which to tlie wooing wind aloof
The poplar made, did all confound
Her sense. Tennyson, Mariana.

A man succeeds because he has more power of eye than
another, and so coaxes or confounds him.

Emerson, Eloquence.

4. To destroy; bring to naught; overthrow;
ruin; spoil. [Archaic]

Yit somer wol it [wine] soure and so confounde,
And winter wol endure and kepe it longe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

Lord, in thee have I trusted ; let me never be con-

founded. Te Deum, in Book of Common Prayer.

The uncertainty of the end of this world hath confounded
all human predictions. Sir T. Browne, Letter to a Friend.

Bo deep a malice, to confound the race
Of mankind in one root. Milton, P. L., IL 382.

Bad ooonael confounds the adviser.
Emerson, Compensation.

Hence such interjectional phrases as confound it ! con-
found the fellow ! which are relics of the fuller impreca-
txonijGmi confouml it ! God cm\found the fellow ! etc,

5t. To waste or spend uselessly, as time.

He did confound the best part of an hour
In changing hardiment with great Glendower,

Shak., 1 Hen. IV,, i, 3.

= Syn. 1. See list under confuse.— 3. Confuse, etc. See
aJbath.



confonnded

confounded (kon-foun'ded), p. a. [Pp. of con-

found (def. 4, at end).] Deserving of repre-

hension or destruction ; odious ; detestable : a

euphemism for damned: as, a confounded hum-
bug; a confounded lie. [Colloq.]

Tills rising early is the most coitfounded thing on Earth,

nothing so destructive to tlie Complexion.
Jlrs. Centlicre, Beau's Duel, i. 1.

confounded, confoundedly (kon-foun'ded, -li),

adr. [See confounded, a.] A euphemism for
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together, < com-, together, -f frlcare, rub : see

friction.'] A rubbing together; friction.

A confrication of the horn upon the ivy. B(v:on.

confriert, «. See confriar.

confront (kon-frunf ),v.t. [< P. confronter= Pr.

Sp. Pg. confrontar =, It. confrontare, confront,

< ML. confrontare, assign limits to, confrontari,

be contiguous to, < L. com-, together, + fron{t-)s

(> F. front, > E. front), forehead, front: see

front, and cf. affront.] 1. To stand facing;
damned, used also as an emphatic adverb of

j^^ in front of; face.
degree, equivalent to ' very.' [Colloq.]

^.^^^^^ ^^^^ ^,^g ,,gry goodly and sumptuous rowes of

'TiscOTi/bundedhard.aftersuchbadfortune.tobebaited building, . . . which doe <;on/ron( each other,

by ones confederate in evil. Coryat, Crudities, I. 220.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.
jj^^^^ ^^^^^ continually confronted, to meet it with

No faith to do you justice, you have been confoundedly courage was the chief test of virtue.

UDid indeed. Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1. Lecky, Europ. Morals,stupid indeed.

coi^onndedness (kon-foun'ded-nes), n. The
state of being confounded.

Of the same strain is their witty descant of my co»i-

foundedntus. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst.

COnfounder (kon-foun'dfer), n. One who or that

which confounds, (a) One who disturbs the mind,

perplexes, refutes, frastrates, or puts to confusion or si-

fence.

Ignorance, . . . the common confovnder of truth.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Close around him and confound him.
The con/ounder of us alL

J. H. Frere, Aristophanes.

(J) One who mistakes one thing for another, or who men-
tions things without due distinction. Dean Martin.

confiractt (kon-frakt'), o. [< L. confraetus, pp.

of confringere, break in pieces, < com- (inten-

sive) +frangere, break: aeefraction.] Broken;
broken up.

The body being into dust eonfract
Dr. H. More, Sleep of the Soul, i. 9.

confraction (kon-frak'shon), n. [= Sp. con-

fraccion, < hh."co}ifractio(n-), < L. confringere,

pp. confraetus, break in pieces: see eonfract.]

If. The act of breaking up.

The confraction of the spirits grating them with a gall-

ing jar. Feltham, On Ecclesiastes, p. 362.

2. In Jj(wr(7Jcs, the ritual fraction or breaking of

the consecrated bread or host : a term used for

fraction, especially in the Galilean liturgies.

confiractoriom (kon-frak-to'ri-um), n. [ML., <

L. confraetus, pp. of confringere,\>K&k in pieces

confused

which the name Sinigmhasbeen proposed) existent in China
from the dawn of Chinese history, and still observed as

the state religion. Its chief features are : (1) the worship

of the Supreme Being (Shang-ti) by the emperor on behalf

of the people
; (2) the worship of " the host of spirits," as

the gods of the winds, of the rivers, of the mountains, the

grain, etc., by the officials and dignitaries ; and (3) the ob-

servance of ancestral worship and filial piety by all. (See

Siniem.) By others the term has been still further ex-

tended, so as to include the cosmogonic speculations of

Chu-lii and the other speculative ijhil08oi>hers of the

twelfth century. The only Chinese term corresponding

in any degree to the word Con/ucianistii is Yu-Ktao, 'the

system of the learned.'

Confucianism pure and simple is in our opinion no re-

ligion at all. The essence of Confucianiam is an antiqua-

rian adherence to traditional forms of etiquette— taking

the place of ethics ; a sceptic denial of any relation between
man and a living God — taking the place of religion ; while

there is encouraged a sort of worship of human genius,

combined with a set of despotic political theories. But
who can honestly call this a religion ? China Rev.,\'\ll. 59.

I use the term Confucianism ... as covering, first of

all, the ancient religion of China, and then the views of the

great philosopher himself, in illustration or modification

of it. J. Legge, Religions of China, p. 4.

Confuclanist (kon-fu'shian-ist), n. [< Confu-
cian + -ist.] 1." A follower of Confucius ; one
who adheres to the system of ethics taught by
Confucius.— 2. A student of Confucianism or

of Confucian literature.

con fnoco (kon fwo'ko). [It.: con, < L. cum,

with ; fuoco = Sp. fuego = Pg. fogo = Pr. fuoc,

foe= P. feu, fire, passion, < L. focus, fireplace

:

To set face to face ; bring into the presence see /oc»^.] In mu^c, with fire or impetuosity.

orverification: followed by witf»; confusablhtv(kon-fu-za-b,li-ti),«.[<

as, the aocusedwasco»/ro«ied!t/;4«A the witness, f 6'«- see -Tnhty.] Capabihty of being con-

or'... the body of his victim.
^^^^^^ ^^^ cSabrK^^^^'lbl), a. [< confuse -.

I. 236.

The same
Silent and solemn face, I first descried

At the spectacle, confronted mine once more.
Brovming, Ring and Book, II. 60.

2. To stand in direct opposition to; meet in

hostility; oppose; challenge.

Blood hath bought blood, and blows have answer'd blows

;

Strength match'd with strength, and power confronted

power. Shak., K. John, ii. 2.

Mean while a number of Souldiers are drawn by small

numbers into the City to confront all outrages.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 1.

Some day the soft Ideal that we wooed
Confronts us fiercely. Lowell, Com. Ode.

3
of, as for proof or verification : followed by

In full court, or in small committee, or confi

to face, accuser and accused, men offer themselves to be
judged. Emer>ion, Essays, 1st ser., p. 259.

4. To set together for comparison ; bring into

contrast: with wiWf. [Rare.]

When I confront a medal with a verse, I only show you
the same design executed by different hands.

Addison, Ancient Medals.

confrontt,

«

opposing.

Cra. Alas, sir, they desire to follow you.

the farther off the better.

Tutor. Ay, sir; an't be seven mile off, so we may but
follow you, only to countenance us in the confronts and
affronts, which (according to your highness' will) we mean
on all occasions to put upon the lord Euphanes.

Fletcher (and another). Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

[< confront, v.] Opposition ; an

But afar off!

Bee eonfract.]' In the Ambrosian liturgy, a,n an- . j. .. ,, j. i-/u\ r-c
them sung by the choir during the fraction of confrontation (kon-frun-ta shon), n. [= F.

the host confrontation = Pr. confrontatio = Sp. confront'

confragoset (kon-fra-gos'), a. [= Pg. confra- tqcion = Fg. confronta^ao = It. eonfrontazione, <

goso, < L. confragosiis, broken, rough, uneven. ML. confrontatio(n-), < confrontare, pp. eonfron-

tatus, assign limits to, confrontari, he eontigu-
< com- (intensive) -t- fragostts, broken, uneven
fragile, < fragor, a breaking, < frangere, break:

seefraction, and cf . eonfract.] Broken ; rough

;

uneven.
The precipice whereoff is equal to anything of that na-

ture I have scene in ye most confragose cataracts of the

Alpes. Evelyn, Diary, June 27, 1664.

confraternity (kon-fra-tfer'ni-ti), n.
;
pi. confra-

ternities (-tiz). [= F! confraternite = Pr. eo7i-

fraternitat = Sp. confraternidad = Pg. confra-

ternidade = It. confraternita, < ML. confrater-

nita{t-)s, a brotherhood, < confrater, Tpl.confra-

tres, colleague, fellow, < L. com-, with, together, confrontment (kon-frunt'ment), n.

+ frater, brother : see com-, brother, and con- - ...
frere. Cf. fraternity.] A brotherhood ; a soci-

ety or body of men united for some purpose or

in some profession ; specifically, in the Bom.
Catli. Ch., a lay brotherhood devoted to some
particular religious or charitable service : as

(in the middle ages), the con/ra<e)-«!f^ of bridge- Confucian (kon-fii'shian), a.

ous to: see confront, v.] The act of confront-

ing, (a) The act of bringing face to face for examination
and discovery of truth. (6) The act of bringing two objects

together for comparison or verification. [Rare.]

Combinations of ideas which have never been feelings,

or never verified by confrontation with reality.

O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 11. iv. § 15.

confronts (P. pron. k6n-fr6n-ta'), " [F-. PP-
of confronter, confront: see confront, v.] In

her., same as affronte.

confronter (kon-fmn'ter), n. One who con-

fronts.
[= It. con-

frontamento; as confront + "-ment.] The act of

confronting; a placing face to face for com-
parison. [Rare.]

In youth feeling . . . responds divinely to every sensu-

ous confrontment with the presence of beauty.
Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 157.

[< Confucius, a
Latinized form of Chinese K'Ung-fu-tse (also

written in E. Kung- or Kong-fu-tsi), lit. 'K'ung

the philosopher,' + -an.] 1. Of or pertaining

to Confucius, the celebrated philosopher of

China (551-478 B. c), or to his teachings: as.

-able.] CJapable of being confused.

confuse (kon-ftiz'), v.; pret. and pp. confused,

ppr. confusing. [< L. confusus, pp. of confun-

dere, pour out together, mingle, confound : see

confound.] I. trans. 1. To mingle together, as

two or more things, ideas, etc., which are prop-

erly separate and distinct; combine without

order or clearness ; throw together indiscrimi-

nately; derange; disorder; jumble.

Stunning sounds and voices all confused.
Milton, P. L., IL 952.

With our Christian habit of connecting God with good-

ness and love, we confuse together the notions of a the-

ology and a faith. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 69.

2. To perplex or derange the mind or ideas of;

embarrass; disconcert; bewilder; confound.

The want of arrangement and connexion confuses the

reader. Whately, Rhetoric.

Has the shock, so harshly given.

Confused me? Tennyson, In Memoriam, xvL

Troubles confuse the little wit he has.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

3t. To fuse together ; blend into one.

Lest the evidence should introduce inconvenient irrele-

vancies he proposes to take measure not only for the knit-

ting of it, but also, " to use your Majesty's own word, for

the confusing of it.

"

Bacon, in E. A. Abbott, p. 230.

4. To take one idea or thing for another. =8Tn.
1. To derange, disarrange, disorder, mix, blend, jumole,

involve, confound.

n. intrans. To become mixed up; become
involved.

COnfuset (kon-fuz'), a. [< ME. confus= D. con-

funs = G. "confus = Dan. konfus, < OF. confus,

F. confus = Sp. Pg. It. eonfuso, < L. confusus,

pp.: see the verb.] 1. Mixed; confused: as,

" a confuse cry," Barret.

Our company . . . cast themseluea at the last into a

confuse order, and retired, they being mingled amongst
the Turkes. Hakluyfs Voyages, 11. 1-25.

2. Perplexed; confounded; disconcerted.

I am so confus that I cannot seye.

Chaucer, Knights Tale, 1. 1372.

Be the whiche answere, Alisandre was gretly astoneyed

and abayst ; and alle confuse departe fro hem.
Manderille, Travels, p. 295.

builders. The word is now similarly used in the

Anglican and Protestant Episcopal churches.

Also called sodality.

Tlie confraternities are in the Roman Church what cor-

porations are in a commonwealth. yjUllia, K001.—XIC> JJ. <^.>, Ul ov^ .^^o ^^.^...^.^^. ..o, ...» ,,, nx^ „ .f -1

Brevint, Saul and Samuel at Endor, p. 264.
^.j^^ Confucian ethics ; Confucian literature. See confused (kon-fuzd'), p. a. [Pp. ot confuse, v.]

Each of these councils elects its own members from the Confucianism.— 2. Erected or maintained ir " ^ ""''= .^--w «^or,„or„»„f nf r^nrts- m-
six cmfratevmties of the city. J. Adams, Works, IV. 341.

,^^^^^^ ^^ Confucius : as, a Confucian temple.
confrere (kon-frar'), TO. [F., = Pr.con/rajrc, CO- Confucianism (kon-fu'shian-izm), n. [< 6'o«/i(

fraire = OSp. confrade, Sp. cofrade = Pg. con-
^^^^^ ^ .;^.„j_-| properiy, the ethico-politioal sys

/ra<7e= It.coK/rate,< ML. con/rater, a colleague, ._„*-..
fellow : see confraternity, and cf. confriar.] A
colleague; a fellow-member; an associate in

something.
confriart, confriert (kon-fri'iir, -dr), to. [< P.

confrere (ML. confrater), after E.friar: see con-

frere and friar.] One of the same religious

order with another or others.

Brethren or confriers of the said religion.

Weever, Ancient Funeral Monuments.

Ctnfricationt (kon-fii-ka'shon), TO. [= F. con-

frication = Pr. confricacio = Spi. confricacion=
Pg. confricaqdo = It. confricazione, < LL. con-

fricatio{n-), < L. confricare, pp. confricatus, rub

tem taught by Confucius. He sought (unsuccessful-

ly) to remedy the degeneracy and oppressions of his time,

and to secure peace and prosperity to the empire, by the

spread of learning and the inculcation of virtue, setting

up as models to be imitated the "ancient kings" Yao and
Shun (about 2366-2204 B. c), who, by their virtue and the

force of their individual character, were said to have

removed evil, poverty, and ignorance from the empire.

The system of Confucius was essentially mundane in its

methods and aims, Iwing based upon tlic properdischarge of

the duties involved in the five relationships of life, name-
ly, those of prince and subject, parent and child, brother

and brother, husband and wife, and friend and friend.

By many Confucianism is called one of the three religions

of China, the others being Taoism and Buddhism. In this

sense the term includes both the Confucian scheme of

ethics and statecraft and the ancient native religion (for

i. Lacking'orderly arrangement of parts; in-

volved; disordered.
Thus roving on

In confused march forlorn. Milton, P. L, ii. 615.

1 went to see the Prince's Court, an ancient confus'd

building, not much unlike the Hofft at the Hague.
Evelyn, Diarj', Oct. 8, 1641.

There saw I for a space

Corifused gleam of swords about that place.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 362.

In entom., tending to become united in one

mass, as parts of a jointed organ : as, antennte

with confused outer joints.— 3. In logic, indis-

tinct : applied especially to an idea whose parts

are not clearly distinguished. See clear, a., 6,

and distinct.

A confused idea is such an one as is not sufficiently dis-

tinguishable from another from which it ought to be dif-

ferent. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxix. 1.



confused

4. Perplexed; embarrassed; disconcerted.
Reiuaining utterly confused with fears.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

= Syil. 1. Indiscriminate, indistinct, intricate, deranged.— 4. Mystilted, bewildered, flurried, abashed, discom-
fxisiil. ;i:;it:it«l, mortified.

confusedly (kon-fu'zed-li), adv. 1. In a con-
fused manner; in mixed mass or multitude,
without order; indiscriminately; indistinctly;
unclearly ; indistinguishably.

Neither sea, nor shore, nor air, nor Are,
But all these in their pregnant causes mix'd
Confusedly. Milton, P. L., il. 914.

2. With confusion or agitation of mind.
He confusedly and obscurely delivered his opinion.

Clarendon.

confusedness (kon-fu'zed-nes), n. The state of
being confused or disordered ; want of order,
distinctness, or clearness.
The cause of tlie confusedness of our notions, next to

natural inability, is want of attention. Norris.

confuselyt (kon-fuz'li), adv. Confusedly: ob-
scurely.

As when a name lodg'd in the memory.
But yet through time almost obliterate,
Confusely hovers near tlie phantasy.

Dr. II. More, Psychathanasia, II. iii. 11.

confusion (kon-fu'zhgn), n. [< ME. con/iision,
-ioiiu, = D. confiwie = G. confusion = Dan. kon-
fusioii, < OF. confimon, F. confusion = Sp. con-
fusioii = Pg. confusao= It. confusione, < h. con-
fusio(n-), < confundcre, pp. confusus, confuse,
confound: see confuse a.'oA confound.] 1. The
act of confusing or mingling together two or
more things or notions properly separate ; the
act or process of becoming confused or thrown
together in disorder, so as to conceal or oblit-
erate original differences, etc.

Tlie confusion of thought to which the Aristotelians
were liable. Wheicell.

2. The state of being confused or mixed to-
gether, literally or figuratively ; an indiscrimi-
nate or disorderly mingling ; disorder; tumultu-
ous condition : as, the confusion of the crowd.
The whole city was fllled with confusion. Acts jdx. 29.

And never yet did insurrection want
Such water-colours to iinpaint his cause;
Nor moody beggars, starving for a time
Of pellmell havoc and confusion.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

3. The State of having confused or indistinct
ideas

; lack of clearness of thought.
ITiis singular confusion between the attributes of the

Ueity and those of a constitutional monarch underlies
all Warburton s argumentation.

Leslie Stephen, Ellg. Thought, vii. § 19.

4. Perturbation of mind; embarrassment;
abashment; trouble; distraction.
We lie down in our shame, and our confusion covereth

tonfumon dwelt in every face.
Anil fear in every heart Spectator, No. 489.

6. Overthrow; destruction; ruin.
O, confusion on this villainous occasion !

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, L 2.

Euin seize thee, ruthless king

!

ConftLsion on thy banners wait 1

Oray, The Bard, L 2.

Of. One who confuses; aconfounder; atroubler.
Thou slye devourer and confusyon of gentil women.

Chaucer, Good Women.
7. (o) In Civil law, merger of two titles in the
same person, (fc) In civil law and Scots law, an
extinction of an obligation or servitude by the
fact that the two persons whose divided posi-
tion is requisite for the continuance of a debt
become one person, for example, when one be-
comes the heir of the other. Mackeldey.- drcle
ofleast confusion, in phyrics, the section of the pencil
of rays lictwiin the two fwal lines in which the rays aremost closely brought together— that is, the section which
will in the absence of a true focus, most nearly satisfy the
con. itions of such a focus. Tait.^ayjL 1. Derangeineiit,
jumble, chaos, tunnoil.-4. Perplexity, bewilderment, dis'
traction, mortilloation.

COnfusional (kon-fu'zhon-al), a. [< confusion
+ -<d.] Relating to or characterized by con-
fusion. [Kare.]
wnfuaive (kon-fu'siv), a. [< cfmfuse + -ire.
Of. ML. confusive, adv., ignominiously.] Hav-
ing a tendency to confuse ; confused.
A coitfusim mutation in the face of the world.

Bp. Hall, Hezckiah.
W hen lo I ere yet I galn'd its lofty brow.
The sound of dashing Hoods, and dashing armsAnd neighing steeds, confusive struck mine ear.

, . , ,
T. Warton, Eclogues, iv.

confutable (kon-fa'ta-bl), «. [= Pg. confulaM
.-= it. mnfutabile ; as confute + -able.] Capable
of being confuted, disproved, or overthrown

;

capable of being proved false, defective, or in-
valid.

1189
A conceit . . . confutable by daily experience.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

COnfutantt (kon-fu'tant), n. [< L. confutan(t-)s,
ppr. of ooH/Mtore, confute : see confute, v.] One
who confutes or undertakes to confute. Milton.
confutation (kou-fu-ta'shon), H. [= F. confu-
tation = «p. confutacion ="Pg. confutacao = It.
confutacione, < h. confutatio(n-), < confiitare, pp.
confutatus, confute : see confute, c] The act of
confuting, disproving, or proving to be false or
invalid

; overthrow, as of arguments, opinions,
reasoning, theories, or conclusions.
His great pains in the con.futation of Luther's books.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, Pref.
A confutation of atheism from the frame of the world.

Bentley.
Confutation of the person, in lor,ic, an argumentum
ad honunem

; an argument directed against an opponent
personally, and not pertinent to the question in dispute.
Confutation of the person is done either by taunting

railing, rendering check for check, or by scorning—and
that either by words or else by countenance, gesture and
'"^''""- Blundeville (1599).

confutative (kon-ffl'ta-tiv), a. [< L. confuta-
tus, pp. of confutare (see confute, v.), + -ive.]
Adapted or designed to confute : as, a confuta-
tive argument. Warburton.

confute (kon-fuf), V. t,
;
pret. and pp. confuted,

ppr. confuting. [= F. confuter == Sp. Pg. con-
Jutar = It. confutare, < L. confutare, check,
repress, suppress, destroy, put down, silence;
usually, put down by words, answer conclu-
sively, refute ; also, rarely, in appar. lit. sense,
check a boiling liquid as by Stirling it with a
spoon (or, as some think, orig. by pouring in
cold water); < com-, together, + 'future, pour,
pour often, keep pouring (only in glosses, and
in comp. confutare and equiv. refutare, refute,
and in deriv. futatim, abundantly, lit. pouring-
ly), hence in comp., it is supposed, 'overwhelm
with words

' ; a collateral form of futire, pour,
in comp. effutire, blab, chatter, lit. pour out (of
/«(!>, a water-pitcher, /«<(7i:«,/M«ife, futile: see
futile), <y 'fu (= Gr. *xev in x"'^), simpler
form of / 'fud lafundere, pp.fusus, pour: see
founds, fuse, and cf. confound, confuse. Cf. re-
fi'ff-l 1 . To prove to be false, defective, or in-
valid

; overthrow by evidence or stronger argu-
ment; refute: as, to coh/k^c arguments, reason-
ing, theory, or sophistiy.

• Y% ".'^"'^ ""' labour with so many arguments to confute
judicial astrology. Sir T. Broume, Religio Medici, i. is.

It [the cistern] is elevateil aliove the ground nine yards
on the .South side, and six on tlie North, and within is said
to be of an unfathomable deepness ; but ten yards of line
confuted that opinion.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 51.

2. To prove (a person) to be wrong; convict
of error by argument or proof.

Satan stood
. . . confuted, and convinced

Of his weak arguing and fallacious drift.

Milton, P. R., iii. 3.

congee
de (Wfaut, or cong^-d^faut, .lismissal by default or neg-
lect to prosecute

; nonsuit for default.— Cone6 d'^llre or
d'eslire It'., OF.

;
formerly without accent (^ also hfl:?conge d eltre, permission to choose : Hire, OF eMre < L

eligere, elect choose : see elecl\, the sovereign's license orpermission to a dean and chapter to choose a bishop:Though nominally choosing their bishop, yet the dean andchapter are bound to elect, within a certain time suchperson as the crown shall recommend, on pain of incur-
ring the penalties of a pra;munire.
In the hurry of his [James's] first parliament the Act ofMary which repealed the I. Edw. VI. c. 2 by which thecomji d eshre and the independent jurisdiction were abol-

ished, was itself repealed.
Stubbs, Jledieval and Modem Hist., p. 327.

C0ng62 (kon-zha'), n. [F., a particular use of
couffei, leave, as if departure, spring of the col-umn from its base.] In arc/;., same as apophyge.
COngeable (kon'je-a-bl), a. [< OF. congeable (F.
coiHjcable), permitted, < congeer, congier, give
leave : see congee^, v., and -able.'] In law, done
with permission; lawful; lawfully done : as,
entry congeable.

congeal (kon-jel'), «'. [< ME. congeUn, < OP. con~
geler,F. congeler = Pr. Sp. Pg. congelar = It.
congelare, < L. congelare, cause to freeze toge-
ther, < com-, together, + gclare, freeze, < gelu,
cold: see gelatin, gelid, jelly, etc., and chiin,
cold, cool.l I. trans. 1. To convert from a fluid
to a sohd state, especially through loss of
heat, as water in freezing, or melted metal orwax in cooling; freeze, stiffen, harden, con-
crete, or clot.

'

Lich unto slime which is congeled.
Gower, Conf. Amant., II. 96.

If they have not always a stream of tears at command-
ment, they take it for a sign of a heart connealed and hard-
ened in sin. Hooker, Eccies. Polity, vi. 6.

[The island of Sal] hath its name from the abundance of
salt that IS naturally conyealed there, the whole island
being full of large salt ponds. Bumpier, Voyages, an. 1683.

pick clouds ascend —in whose capacious wombA vapoury deluge lies, to snow congealed.
Thonison, Winter, I. 226.

2. To check the flow of; cause to run cold;
thicken.

Seeing too much sadness hath congeaVd your blood
Shak., T. of the S., Ind.', U.

Here no hungry winter congeals our blood like the rivers.
Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 3!

Some, that have been zealously of the mind that the
devils could not in the shapes of good men afflict other
men, were terribly confuted by having their own shapes
and the shapes of their most intimate and valued friends
thus abused. c. Mather, Mag. Chris., ii. 13.'

3t. To disable; put an end to; stop. [Rare.]

, , , . ^
Our chief doth salute thee.

And lest the cold Iron should chance to confute theeHe hath sent thee grant-parole by me.
B. Jonson, The Devil is an Ass, v. 4.

= Syn. Confute, RefuU. See refute.

confutet (kon-fuf), n. [< confute, 1;.] Confu-
tation ; opposing argument.
Ridiculous and false, below confute.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

COnfutementt (kon-fut'ment), «. [< confute +
-meut; = It. confutamcnto.] Confutation ; dis-
proof.
An opinion held by some of the best among reformed

writers without scandal or confuteme7U.
Milton, Tetrachordon.

confuter (kon-fu't6r), n. One who disproves or
confutes. Milton.
Cong. A pharmaceutical abbreviation of con-
gius, a gallon of 6 pints.

congeif, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of eon-
gici.

congest, n. [< L. congius : see congius.] A gal-
lon or congius.

A tonne of two hundred eontjys sufnse
With poundes .\H of pitclie.'and more or lesse.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 183.

cong^i (k6n-zha'), ». [F., leave, leave to de-
part : see congee^.] Leave

; permission or leave
to depart; dismissal: as, the ambassador re-
ceived his conge : same as, and now commonly
used (as distinctly French) in place of, comjecK— Conge d'appel, in civit law, leave to appeal.— dong^

n. mtrans. To grow hard, stiff, or thick;
pass from a fluid to a solid state, especially as
an effect of cold ; harden ; freeze.
Molten lead when it beginneth to congeal. Bacon.
VVhen water congeals, the surface of the ice is smooth

»»'' •'^^el. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

congealable (kon-jel'a-bl), a. [Formerly con-
gelable, < F. congelabte = Sp. congelable, etc.

;

as congeal + -able.] Capable of being con-
gealed, or of being converted from a fluid to a
solid state.

And yet this hot and subtile liquor I have found upon
trial, purposely made, to be more easily congealable .
by cold than even common water. Boyle, Works, II. 493.

congealableness (kon-jel'a-bl-nes), n. The
quiihty of being congealable. Boyle.
congealedness (kon-jel'ed-nes), «. The state
of liciiij; congealed. Vr. J7. More.
congealment (kon-jel'meut), n. [< congeal +
-ment.] 1. The act or process of congealing;
congelation.— 2t. That which is formed by con-
gelation; a concretion; a clot.

,„ . ^,
They with joyful tears

Wash the congealment from your wounds.
Shak., A. and C, iv. a

congeant, n. Same as conjoun. Coles, 1717.
COngeel (kon'- or kun'je), n. [Early mod. E.
also congie, congy, conge; < ME. congie, congey,
leave, departure, < OF. congie, congict, cmtget,
later conge, mod. P. cong6 = Pr. conjat, comjat
= It. comiato (It. also congcdo, < OF. con^et),
leave, permission, esp. (like E. leave) permission
to depart, departure, < ML. commeatus, comiatus
(also, after OF., congiatus, congedium, congedia,
congerium, congenium), leave, permission, per-
mission to depart, L. commeatus, conmeatus, a
leave of absence, furlough, also lit. a going to
and fro, going at will, hence also a passage,
transportation, trip, caravan, provisions, sup-
plies, < cowweare, conmeare, pp. commeatus, con-
meatus, go to and fro, go and come, < com- +
meare, go, pass (cf. permeate). The word congee,
passing out of vernacular use, became later, in
the spelling conge, more immediately associated
with the mod. P., and is now commonly ac-
cented and pronounced as F. cowz/c (kon-zha') :

seeconge^.] 1. Leave to depart;'leave-taking:
dismissal; cong6.
Clergye to Conscience no congeye wolde take,
But seide ful solireliche " thow shall se the tyme
Whan thow art wery for-walked wilne me toconsaille."

Piers Plounnan (B), xiii. 202.



congee

They courteous eonoe tooke, and forth together yode.
Spemer, F. Q., III. i. 1.

It is his «)n*7e to the people of Smyrna, . . . "Farewell
in Christ Jesus, in whom renuiiii by the unity of God and
of the bishop." Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. 1835), II. 234.

After this the regent would write to him from -Brussels

that she was pleased to learn from her brother that he
was soon to give him his comji. Prescott,

2. An act of respect performed by persons ou
separating or taking leave ; hence, a customary
act of reverence or civility on other occasions;
a bow or a courtesy.

And with a lowly eongi to the ground.
The proudest lords salute me as I pass.

Marlowe, Edward II., v. 4.

I kiss my hand, make my congee, settle my countenance,
and thus begin. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, ii. 1.

congee^ (kon'- or kun'je), v. [Early mod. E.
also coiigie, congij, conge; < ME. congien, con-

geyeti, congeien, < OF. congeer, congeher, cun-

geer, congier, congyer (= Pr. conjiar; It. conge-
dare, > F. congedier, give leave), depart, dis-

miss; from the noun: aee congee^, n. The verb
congee, like the noun, passing out of vernacular
use, took on for a time the form conge.'] I.t

trans. To give leave or command to depart;
dismiss ; take leave of.

Excuse the, 3if thow canst ; I can namore seggen [say].

For Conscience, acuseth the, to congey the for euere.
Piers Plowman (B), iii. 173.

H. intrans. It. To take leave with the cus-

tomary civilities.

I have conge'd with the duke. Skak., All's Well, iv. 3.

2. To use ceremonious and respectful inclina-

tions of the body ; bow ; salute.

I do not like to see the church and synagogue kissing

and congeeing in awkward postures of an affected civility.

Lamb, Ella.

congee^ (kon'je), n. [Also written conjee,

conje, kongy, repr. Hind, kdnji, Pali kanjikam,
rice-water. ] 1 . In India, rice-water or -gruel

;

water in which rice has been boiled, much used
in the diet of invalids.— 2. Any gruel or similar

food for invalids.

congee-house (kon ' je -hous), ». In India, a
temporary regimental lockup: so called from
the fact that congee is the principal diet of the
inmates.
congee-'water (kon'je-w&*t6r), «. Same as

congee^.

Congee-water, . . . said to be very antidysenteric.
W. H. Runsell.

COngelablet (kon-jel'a-bl), a. [< F. congclable:

see congealabte.'] Aii obsolete form of con-
gealable. Arbuthtiot.

congelation (kon-je-la'shpn), n. [= F. conge-

lation = Pr. congclacio = Sp. congelacion = Pg.
congelagao = It. congelazione, < L. congelatio{n-),

< coHjretere, pp. congelattis, congeal: see con-

geal.'] 1. The act or process of congealing;
the state of being congealed; the process of

passing, or the act of converting, from a fluid

to a solid state ; solidification ; specifically, the
process of freezing or the state of being frozen.

The capillary tubes are obstructed either by outward
compression or congelation of the fluid.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

A little water, fallen into the crevice of a rock, under
the congelation of winter, swells till it bursts the thick
and strong fibres. Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

2. That which is or has been congealed or so-

lidified ; a concretion ; a coagulation.

Near them little plates of sugar plumbs, disposed like

so many heaps of hailstones, with a multitude of congela-
tions in jellies of various colours. Tatler, No. 148.

congelati'vet (kon-je'la-tiv), a. [= F. cong6la-

tif = Sp. Pg. congelaiivo, < L. as if *congelati-

vus, < congelatus, pp. of congelare, congeal: see
congeal and -ive.] Having the power to con-
geal. Coles, 1717.

congeminationt (kon-jem-i-na'shon), n. [= F.
coiigemination = Pg. congeminagao, < L. con-

geminatio{n-), a doubling, < congeminare, pp.
congeminatus, redouble, < com-, together, + ge-

minore, double : see gemination.] The act of

doubling. Cotgrave.

congener (kon'jf-ner), a. and n. [= F. con-
genere = Sp. congenere = Pg. It. congenere, < L.

congener, of the same race, < com-, together, +
genus (gener-), race, genus: see genus.] I. a. Of
the same genus or Mnd; congeneric. [Bare.]

To be strictly coTigener as well with the African Corono-
carpi as with a number of American, chiefly Brazilian,

plants. G. lienthavi. Notes on Compositte.

H. n. A thing of the same kind as, or near-
ly allied to, another ; specifically, in bot. and
zoiil., a plant or an animal belonging to the
same genus as another or to one nearly allied.
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Might not canary birds be naturalized to this climate,

provided -their eggs were put in tlie spring into the nests

of some of their congeners, as goldfinches, greenfinches,

itc. ? Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Sclborne, xii.

Like its cotigeners, the garden-warbler and the white-
throat, it [the black-capped warblerj sings with great em-
pliasis and strength. The Century, XXVII. 782.

COngeneracy (kon-jen'e-ra-si), «. [< congener
+ -acy.] Similarity of nature; the fact of be-
longing to the same kind or genus. [Rare.]

They are ranged neither according to the merit, nor the
congeneraey, of their conditions.

Dr. 11. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 172.

COngeneratedt (kon-jen'e-ra-ted), a. [< con- +
generate + -ed^.] Begotten together. Bailey.

congeneric, congenerical (kon-je-ner'ik, -i-

kal), a. [= Sp. congenerico ; as congener + -ic,

-ical. Cf. generic] Being of the same kind;
specifically, in bot. and zool., belonging to the
same genus or nearly allied ; being congeners.

In the stork and congeneric birds.

Todd, Cyc. Anat.,I. 288.

congenerous (kon-jen'e-rus), a. [As congener
+ -ous. Ct. generous.]" 1. Of the same kind or
nature ; allied in origin or cause.

Bodies of a congenerous nature.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err,

Apoplexies and other congenerous diseases.
Arbuthnot, Effects of Air.

2. In bot. and zoiil., same as congeneric.— 3. In
anat., having the same physiological action

;

functioning together : applied to muscles which
concur in the same action. [Rare.]

COngenerousnesst (kon-jen'e-rus-nes), n. The
quality of being of the same nattire, or of be-
longing to the same class.

Persuasive arguments, whose force and strength must
lye in their congenerousness and suitableness with the
ancient ideas and inscriptions of truth upon our souls.

Hallywell, Melampronoea (1677), p. 84.

congenetic (kon-je-net'ik), a. [= Sp. congenita,

etc.; a.s con- + genetic] Produced at the same
time or by the same cause ; alike in origin.

The carboniferous surface presents a . . . slight slope
from south to north ; and the strata are traversed by a
series of faults and congenetic monoclinal flexures, run-
ning in north and south courses. Science, III. 327.

congenial (kon-je'nial), a. [= F. congenial =
Sp. Pg. congenial, < L. com-, together, + genia-

lis, genial : see genial. Cf . congeneric and coti-

genious.] 1. Partaking of the same nature or
natural characteristics ; kindred ; like.

To know God we must have within ourselves something
congenial to Him. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 21.

Hence— 2. Suited or adapted in character or
feeling ;

pleasing or agreeable ; . harmonious

;

sympathetic ; companionable.
Srait with the love of sister arts, we came
And met congenial. Pope, To Mr. Jervas, 1. 14.

Such as have a knowledge of the town may easily class

themselves with tempers congenial to their own.
Goldsmith, Clubs.

The natural and congenial conversations of men of let-

ters and of artists nmst ... be tliose which are associ-

ated with their pursuits. /. D'Israeli, Lit. Char., p. 147.

3. Naturally suited or adapted; having fitness

or correspondence; agreeable; pleasing: as,

congenial work.
Nor is the idea of any secondary machinery, like that of

a solid vault, at all congenial to the spirit of the Scripture
treatment of nature, which refers all tilings directly to

the will of God. Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 55.

= Syn. Pleasing, Agreeable, etc. See pleasant.

congeniality (kon-je-ni-al'i-ti), n. [= Pg. con-

genialidade; tks congenial + -ity.] The state of

being congenial, (a) Participation of the same na-
ture ; natural affinity.

For grafts of old wood to take, there must be a wonder-
ful congeniality between the trees.

Whately, Bacon's Essay on Friendship.

(6) Correspondence ; suitableness ; agreeableness.

Painters aud poets have always had a kind of conge-
niality. Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

If congeniality of tastes could have made a marriage
happy, that union should have been thrice blessed.

Motley.

COngenialize (kgn-je'nial-iz), V. t,; pret. and
pp. congenialized, ppr. eongenializing. [< conge-

nial + -ize.] To make congenial. Eclectic Bev.

congenially (kon-je'nial-i), adv. In a conge-
nial manner.
congenialness (kon-je'nial-nes), n. Same as

congetiiiiUtji. [Rare.]

COngenioust (kon-je'nyus), a. [Irreg. < L. com-,

together, + genius, genius, for genus {gener-),

kind : see genus. Cf. It. congeneo, cognate, and
see congenial, congeneric] Of the same kind

;

congeneric.

In the blood thus drop'd there remains a spirit of life

congenious to that in the body.
UaUt, Golden Kemains, p. 28S.

conger-eel

congenital (kon-jen'i-tal), a. [= F. cong&nital;
as congenite + -al.] Produced or existing at
birth ; innate ; native : as, congenital disease

;

congenital deformity.

While in each individual certain changes in the pro-
portion of parts may be caused by variations of function,
the congenital structure of each individual puts a limit to
the modiflability of every part.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 67.

One who is born with such congenital incapacity that
nothing can make a gentleman of him.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ix.

COngenitally (kon-jen'i-tal-i), adv. In a con-
genital manner ; from birth.

congenitet (kon-jen'it), a. [= Sp. congenito =
Pg. It. congenito, produced together, of similar
nature, < L. congenitus, bom together with, con-
genital,< com-,together, -t- genitus, pp. ofgignere,

bear, produce : see genital, and cf. congenital.']

Existing or implanted at birth ; connate ; con-
genital.

Many conclusions of moral ^d intellectual truths seem
... to be congenite with us.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

But suppose that we were born with these congenite an-
ticipations, and that they take root in our veiy faculties.

Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 59.

COngeniture (kon-jen'i-tur), n. [< L. com-, to-

gether, -t- geniiura, birtt: see geniture.] The
birth of things at the same time. Bailey.

congeont, «• Same as conjoun. Minsheu.

conger^ (kong'ger), n. [Early mod. E. also cun-

ger, cungar; < L. conger, also congrus, ganger,

< Gr. yiyypoi, a conger.] 1. The conger-eel.

The Conger is a se fisshe facioned like an ele, but they
be moche greter in quantyte.

Babees Book (E. E, T. 8.), p. 233.

Drown'd, drown'd at sea, man : by the next fresh conger
That comes, we shall hear more.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, ii. 3.

2. icap.] [NL. (Cuvier, 1817).] A genus of

fishes, of which the conger-eel is the type, ex-

emplifying the family Congrida. See cut imder
conger-eel.

conger^ (kong'ger), «. [Formerly aXso eongre

;

now also appar. in pi. congers as sing. ; appar.
a slang use of conger'^, with an allusion to its

voracity ; otherwise connected with congrue,

congruous.] See the extracts.

Congre, cmtger (of congruere, L., to agree together), a
society of booksellei-s who have a joint stock in trade or
agree to print books in copartnership. Bailey, 1733.

In American slang it [congers] indicates, according to
the same writer [Mr. A. Hall], a company of pui)li8her8 who
keep all the advantages to themselves in a particular Itook,

and shut out their brethren of the trade from such. It

has l>een used in a somewhat similar sense in this country
for a long period, as all students of the literary history of
the last century know. The fourth edition of Dr. Wells's
" Antient and Modern Geography " was published by an
association of Ixwksellers who, about 1719, entered into

an especial partnership for the purpose of printing some
expensive works, and styled themselves "The Printing
Conger." X. and Q., 7th ser., II. 36«.

conger** (kong'ger), «. [Perhaps an abbr. and
corruption of OF. cocombre, mod. F. concombre
= Pr. cogombre, a cucumber: see cucumber.]
A local English (Lincolnshire) name of the cu-
cumber.
COnger-doust (kong'g^r-doust), n. [E. dial.,

< conger'^ + doust, dial, form of dust, powder.]
A local English name of the dried conger-eel.
The Portuguese and Spaniards used to employ tlie dried

congers, after they had been ground into a powder, for the
purpose of giving a relish to their soup. Day, Fishes of

Great Britain and Ireland, II. 253.

COngeree (kong-ger-e'), n. [Corrupted from
conger-eel.] Same as conger-eel, 2.

conger-eel (kong'ger-el'), «. 1. The sea-eel,

Conger vulgaris or Leptocephalus conger, a large

voracious species of eel, sometimes growing to

the length of 10 feet and weighing 100 pounds.

Conger, or Sea-eel {LeftoccpJtaius ct^ncfr].

Its color is pale-brown above and grayish-white below. In
some places along the European coast it is common, being
most usually found in rocky places. Along the American
coast, liowever, it is not often caught, and it is rather
rarely to be seen in the markets.

2. In California, Sidera mordax, an eel of the
family Murcenidce, related to the common moray
of England. Also called congeree.— 3. .Along

the Atlantic coast of the United States, Zoarces

anguillaris, a fish of the family Zoarcida or
Lycodidw. Also called congo, lamper-eel, ling,

and mutton-fish.



congerlate

congeriatet (kon-je'ri-at), r. t. [< congeries +
-ate-.] To pile up; heap together. Coles, 1717.

congeries (kon-je'ri-ez), n. sing, or j>i. [= F.

congerie = Sp. Pg. It. congerie, < L. congeries,

what is brought together, a pile, < congerere,

bring together, collect: see congest.'] A collec-

tion of several particles or bodies in one mass
or aggregate ; an assemblage or accumulation
of things; a combination; an aggregation; a

heap.

The air is nothing but a congeries or heap of small . . .

flexible particles of several sizes. Boyle.

The congeries of land and water, or onr globe.
Cook, Voyages, VI. iii. 9.

The system to which our sun belongs he [Herschel] de-

scribed as " a very extensive branching congeries of many
millions of stars." A. 31. Clerke, Astron. iu 19th Cent., p. 29.

COngeroid (kong'ger-oid), a. and n. [< conger'^

+ -Old. Cf. congroid.'] Same as congroid. Sir

J. Richardson.

congest (kon-je8t'),.r. t. [< L. congestns, pp.
of congerere, bring together, heap up, < coni',

together, + gerere, bring, carry: see gest, jest,

&nAct. digest, suggest.] If. To collect or gather
into a mass or aggregate ; heap together. See
congested.

In which place Is congested the whole sum of all those

heads which before I have collected.
Fotherbp, Atheomastix, p. 253.

upon the Church of Eng-
Bp. Mountagu.

Many goodly buildings, and from all parts congested an-

tiquities, wherewith this soveraign City was in times past
so adorned. Saniiys, Travailes, p. 27.

2. In med., to cause an unnatural accumulation
of blood in : as, the lungs may be congested by
cold,

congested (kgn-jes'ted), j). a. [< congest+ -ed^.]

1. Crowded; thronged; affected by excessive
accumulation.

1191 conglutinate

2. To bring together into a mass or heap ; col-

lect and form into a whole, without regard to

eongruity or homogeneity ; form a conglomera-
tion of.

mans, the eighth part of the amphora. The stand-

ard congius of Vespasian is extant in good preservation.

It contains 8.377 liters, or 0.892 of a United States (old

wine) gallon. Yet most authorities, on theoretical grounds,

suppose a mistaite to have been made in the construction x ., i / -x, j r
of this standard, and that it ought to have contained only conglomerate (kon-glom e-rat), a. and n. 1=
3.275 liters, or 0.865 of a United States gallon. It has also F. couglomerat, n., = Sp. Pg. conglomerado =

Calumnies . . . congested .

land.

been maintained that the construction of this standard
marlced an increase of 2 per cent, in the Roman measures
of capacity.

2. In7>/(f(r., a gallon.

COnglaciatet (kon-gla'shi-at), V. i. [< L. con-

glaciains, pp. of conglaciare, turn to ice, freeze

up, < com-, together, + glaciarc, freeze, < gla-

des, ice : see glacial.] To turn to ice ; con-

geal; freeze.

No other doth properly conglaciate but water.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

COnglaciationt (kon-gla-shi-a'shon), n. [=
F. congluciatioH = Pg. conglacia^ao, < L. as if

*conglaciatio{n-), < conglaciare, pp. conglaciatus,

freeze up: see conglaciate.] Congelation.

It [a crystal] was a subject very unapt for proper con-

glaeiation. Sir T. Broinie, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

conglobate (kon-glo'bat or kou'glo-bat), v.\

pret. and pp. conglobated, ppr. conglobating. [4

L. conglobatus, pp. of conglobare {> E. conglohe),

gather into a ball, < com-, together, + globare,

make round, < globus, a ball: see- globe.] I.

trans. To collect or form into a ball; combine
into one mass, especially a spherical mass.
[Bare.]

Matter . . . conglobated before its diffusion.

Johnson, Review of Four Letters from Newton.

A "sweat" distilled from his sacred body as great and
conglobated "as drops of blood."

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 291.

A mountain brook, . . .

And, on its glassy surface, specks of foam
And conglobated bubbles undissolved,
Numerous as stars. Wordstporth, Excursion, iii.

in trans. To assume a round or roundish
I wish that I could transplant some of our poor people

from the congested districts of Ireland to similar comfort
and content. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 178.

Stokes has shown that, if a vibrating system which is

incapable of propagating waves of short period be acted
upon by such waves, there occurs a sort of compromise,
iu which tlie parts of the system acted on are thrown into

a species of congested oscillation. Tait, Light, § 201.

2. In tned., containing an unnatural accumu-
lation of blood ; aflfected with congestion : as, a
congested liver.

If the smaller veins and arteries are conspicuously and
brightly injected, the part may be descril>ed simply as con-

gested. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 256.

COngestiblet (kgn-jes'ti-bl), a. [< congest +
-ihle.] Capable of being collected into a mass.
liuilti/.

congestion (kon-jes'chon), «. [= F. Sp. con-

gestion = Pg. congestUo = It. congestione = D.
congestie = G. congestion = Dan. Sw. Conges-

tion, < L. congestio{n-), a heaping up, < con-

gerere, pp. congestns, bring together : see con-

gest.] It. The act of gathering or heaping to-

gether or forming a mass; an aggregation.

The church-yards (tho' some of them large enough) were
filled up with earth, or rather the congestion of dead bodys
one upon another for want of earth.

Kcelyn, Diary, Oct. 17, 1671.

Congestion of sand, earth, and such stuff as we now see
hills strangely fraughted with.

Selden, Drayton's Polyolbion.

2. An excessive accumulation ; an overcrowded
condition; specifically, iu med., an unnatural
accumulation of blood in an organ or part ; hy-
peremia: as, congestion of the lungs or of the
brain.

congestive (kon-jes'tiv), a. [= F. congestif; as
congest + -iie.] Pertaining to congestion ; in-

dicating an unnatural accumulation of blood,

etc., in some part of the body: as, a congestive

chill.

congeyt, congeyet, »• and v. Obsolete forms of
congee^.

COngiary (kon'ji-a-ri), n.; pi. congiaries (-riz).

[< L. congiiiriuiii, prop. neut. of congiarius, adj.,

holding a congius, < congius, a Roman measure
of capacity: see congius.] 1. A largess or dis-

tribution of com, oil, or wine, or, in later times,
of money, among the people or soldiery of an-
cient Rome.

.Many conffiaries and largesses which he had given
amongst them. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 9so.

2. A coin struck in commemoration of such a
distribution.

congiet, « and V. An obsolete form of congee^.

congii, n. Plural of congius.

congioont, «• See conjoun.

congius (kon'ji-us), n.; pi. congii (-i). [L.] 1.

A measure of capacity among the ancient Ro-

It. conglomerato, V. a., < L. conglomeratns, pp.
see the verb.] 1. a. 1. Gathered into a ball

or round body ; collected or clustered together.

The beams of light when they are multiplied and con-

glomerate generate heat. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. In bot, densely clustered.— 3. In entom.,

gathered irregularly in one or more spots, in-

stead of being distributed evenly over the sur-

face: said of hairs, punctures, dots, etc.— 4.

Composed of heterogeneous or incongruous
materials ; conglomerated.

The romantic Gothic era, whose genius was conglomer-
ate of old and new. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 10.

Conglomerate gland. See gland. — Conglomerate
rock, in geol., same as II., 1.

II. n. 1. In geol., a rock made up of the round-
ed and wa-
ter-worn de-
bris of pre-

viously exist-

ing rocks,
consisting, at

least in part,

of fragments
large enough
to be call-

ed pebbles.

Also called
conglomerate

rod:— 2. Anything composed of heterogene-
ous or incongruous materials.

Why should they not turn Birmingham into a London
of the Midlands— a small London certainly, but unlike

the mechanical congtmnerate of great London— an organ-

ism with a Ufe of its own, and a life to be proud of?
Nineteenth Century, XX. 236.

conglomeratic (kgn-glom-e-rat'ik), a. [< F.

conglnmenitique, ( conglom'erat : see conglomer-
, .. „ ., . , -,. «/(',«., and -(>.] Same a.s conglomeritic. Geikie.

pp.: seetheverb.J ^Formed or gathered mto^a conglomeration (kon-glom-e-ra'shon), n. [=
v.. 11 „ -11 „.,i,- „-i v,„ „. „ !,,„« ,„*.,

J, (.^„^;„„,^y„j;^^ _^ gp conglomerdciOH = Pg.
conglomera<;ao, < LL. cmiglomeratio(n-), < L. con-

Conglomerate, polished surface.

n.
form ; become united in one round mass.

This m.iy after conglobate into the form of an egg.

Sir T. Brovne, Vulg. Err., iii. 7.

conglobate (kon-glo'bat), a. [< L. conglobatus.

ball or a small spherical body ; combined into

one mass.
Heaven's gifts, which do like falling stars appear
.Scatter'd iu others, all, as in their sphere,
Were flx'd, conglobate in his soul.

Dryden, Death of Lord Hastings, 1. 36.

Conglobate gland. See gland.- Conglobate inflores-
cence, a uliilinlar liead of lu-iirly sessile Howers.

COnglobately (kgn-gl6'ba(>li), «(/('. In a round
or roundish form.

COnglobation (kon-glo-ba'shon), n. [= F. con-

gliJbation = Sp. couglobacion = Pg. conglobagSo

= It. conglobazione, < L. conglobatio{n-), < con-

glohare, pp. conglobatus, gather into a ball : see

conglobate, t\] 1. The act of forming or gath-

ering into a ball.— 2. A round body ; a spheri-

cal formation.
In this spawn are discerned many specks, or little coii-

globalions. Sir T. Browne.

COnglobe (kgn-glob'), v.; pret. and pp. con-

globed, jipr. "conglobing. [= F. conglober = Sp.

glomerare, pp. comglomeratus, roll together : see

conglomerate, v.] 1. The act of gathering into

a ball or mass ; the state of being thus gath-

ered; collection; accumulation.

The multiplication and conglomeration of sounds. -^

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. That which is conglomerated or collected

into a mass ; a mixed or incongruous mass of

any form ; a mixture.
COnglomeritic (kgn-glom-e-rit'ik), a. [< con-

glomerate (with altered term.; cf. granitic) +
-ic] \, Pertaining to or of the nature of a
conglomerate.— 2. Relating or pertaining to

the process of conglomeration ; formed by con-
glomeration.

The lodes . . . course E. and W. through greenstone
and amglomeritic rock. Ure, Diet., III. 288.

Also conglomeratic.

Pg. conf/hibar = It. conglobare, < L. conglobare, conglutin, conglutine (kgn-gl6'tin), n. [< L.

gather into a ball: see conglobate, v.] I. trans.

To gather into a ball ; collect into a roundmass.
[Rare.]

Then founded, then eonglobed

Like things to like. Milton, P. L., vii. 2X>.

H. intrans. To collect and become spherical

;

gather in a round mass.
Drops on dust conglobing. Milton, P. L., vii. 292.

Tho' something like moisture conglobes in my eye,

Let no one misdeem me disloyal.

Burns, I'o Mr. William Tytler.

COnglobulate (kgn-glob'u-lat), V. i.
;
pret. and

pp. conglobnlated, ppr. conglobulating. [< L.

ram-, together, -1- gluten, glue, + -in^, 4ne^.]

A vegetable albuminoid contained in almonds,
maize, and possibly other seeds. In properties it

closely resembles animal casein. It is nearly insoluble in

pure water, but readily soluble in water containing basic

phosphates. The solution is coagulated by acids, but not
fiy heat.

COnglutinant (kgn-gl6'ti-nant), a. and n. [<
F. conglntinant, ppr. of conglutiner, glue to-

gether : see conglutinate, v.] I. a. Gluing

;

uniting ; causing to adliere. Bacon.
II, n. A medicine or medicinal application

that promotes the healing of wounds by ad-

hesion.
com-, together, + globulus, a. globule, dim. of conglutinate (kon-glo'ti-nat), r.

;
pret. and pp

globus, a ball: see globe, and cf. conglobate, v.] conglutinated, ppr. conglutinating. [< L. con
To gather into a small round mass or globule

[Rare.]

A number of them [swallows] conglobulate together, by
flying round and round, and then all in a heap throw
themselves under water. Julinsim, in Boswell, lix.

conglomerate (kgn-glom'e-rat), v. t. ;
pret. and

PI), conglomerated, ppr. conglomerating. [< L.

conglomeratus, pp. of conglomerare (> It. con-

glnmerare = Sp. Pg. conglomerar = F. conglome-

rer), roll together, wind up, heap together, <

com-, together, + glomerare, gather into a ball,

< glomus (glomer-), a ball, a clue: see glomer-

ate.] 1. I'o gather into a ball or round body

;

collect into a round mass.

The silkworm . . . conglomerating her twtli funeral and
natal clue. Dr. H. More, Immortality of the Soul, iii. 13.

glutinalus, pp. of conglutinare (> tt. conglutinare

= Sp. Pg. conglutinar = F. conglutiner), glue
together, < com-, together, + glutinare, glue, <

gluten (glutin-), glue : see gluten, glue.] I.

trans. To glue together; unite by some gluti-

nous or tenacious substance ; reunite by adhe-
sion ; cement.
In many the bones . . . have had their broken parts

conglutinated within three or four days.
Boi/le, Works, II. 195.

II. intrans. To adhere; coalesce; become
united by the intervention of some glutinous
substance.

When the blood is withdrawn from the blood vessels,

these plaques have a tendency to conglutinate, forming
the granule masses of Schultze. Science, VII. 320



conglatinate

OOnglntinate (kon-glo'ti-nat), a. [< L. conglu-
tinatu^, pp.: see the verb.] Glued together;
specifically, in hot., united by some adhesive
substance, but not organically united: as, con-
glutinate organs.

conglutination (kon-gl6-ti-na'shon), n. [=F.
coiiijlutiiiation = ^p. conglutinacion = Pg. con-
ghitina^ao = It. eonglutinazionc, <.li. conglutina-
tiu{)t-), < conglutinare, pp. conglutinatus, glue
together: see conglutiiiate, t'.] The act of glu-

ing together; a joining or causing to cohere by
means of some tenacious substance ; hence, in
general, adhesive union ; coalescence.

There goes to it six hundred several simples, besides
some quautity of human fat, for the conglutinatioti.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

Conglutination of parts separated by a wound.
Arbutknot, Aliments.

COnglutinative (kqn-glo'ti-ua-tiv), a. [= F.
cungluti)iati/= Sp. tg. It. conglutinativo ; as con-
glutiiiate + -ivc.'i Having the power of uniting
by conglutination.

COnglutinator (kon-glo'ti-na-tor), n. [< con-
glutiiiate + -o/\] That which has the power
of congUitinating; specifically, something that
promotes the closing of wounds. Woodward.

COnglutine, «. See conglutin.

conglutinous (kon-glo'ti-nus), a. [= F. con-
glutiiieux = Sp. Pg. conglutinoso, < LL. congluti-

nosus, < L. com- + glutinosus: see glutinous, and
cf. conglutiiiate.'] Conglutinant ; tenacious.

COnglutinously (kon-glo'ti-nus-li), adv. In a
conglutinant manner; tenaciously.

The matter of it hangeth so congluti-nously together,
that the repulse divides it not.

Swan, Speculum Mundi, p. 87.

congo^ (kong'go), n. Same as congo-eel.

OongO^ (kong'go), n.
;

pi. Congos or Congoes
(-goz). 1 . A member of the race of negroes in-

digenous to Congo, a country of western Africa,
bordering on the Atlantic ocean and the river
Congo.
The most numerous sort of negro in the colonies, the

Conffoes&nd Fraac-Congoes, and, though Serpent-worship-
el's, yet the gentlest and kindliest natures that came from
Africa. G. W. Cable, The Century, XXXI. 622.

2. \l. c] [Cuban congo.'] A kind of African
dance. See the extracts.

Except the minuet, which was introduced only to teach
us the graces, and the coiigo, which was only to chase away
the solemnities of the minuet, it was all a jovial, heart-
stirring, foot-stirring amusement. Georgia Scenen, p, 119.

The latter [dance], called Congo also in Cayenne, Chica
in San Domingo, and in the Windward Islands confused
under one name with the Calinda, was a kind of Fandango,
they say, in which the Madras kerchief held by its tip-

ends played a graceful part.
G. W. Cable, The Century, XXXI. 627.

congo-eel (kong'go-el'), n. [Corrupted from
conger-eel.'] In the southern United States, an
amphibian of the family Sirenidce, Siren lacer-

tina. See Siren.

Congo pea, red, snake. See pea, red, smake.

congou (kong'go), n. [The Amoy pronuncia-
tion of the Chinese kung-fu, labor: so called
from the labor necessary for its production.]
A grade of black tea produced in China, being
the third picking during the season.

A few presents now and then— china, shawls, congou
tea, avadavata, and Indian ci-ackers— little more, believe
me. Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 1.

congratulable (kon-grat'u-la-bl), a. [< L.
coiigratuta-ri, congratulate (see congratulate),
+ -ble.] Capable or worthy of being congratu-
lated. Lamb. [Rare.]

COngratuIant (kon-grat'u-lant), a. [= F. con-
gratulant = Sp. tg. It. congratulante, < L. con-
gratulan(t-)s, ppr. of congratulari, congratu-
late : see congratulate.'] Congratulating; ex-
pressing congratulation.

Forth rush'd in haste the great consulting peers,
Raised from their dark divan, and with like joy
Congratulant approach'd him. Stilton, P. L., x. 458.

congratulate (kon-grat'u-lat), v.
;
pret. and pp.

congratulated, ppr. congratulating. [< L. con-

gratulatus, pp. of congratulari (>It. congratulare
= Sp. Pg. congratular = F. congratuler), wish
joy, < com-, together, + gratulari, wish joy:
see gratulate.] I. trans. 1. To address with
expressions of sympathetic pleasure; compli-
ment or felicitate upon an event deemed hap-

py ; wish joy to : with on or upon before the sub-
ject of congratulation : as, to congratulate a man
on the birth of a son ; to congratulate the nation
on the restoration of peace.
He sent Hadoram his son to king David ... to con-

gratulate him because he had fought against Hadarezer
and smitten him. 1 Chron. xviii. 10.

It is the king's most sweet pleasure and affection to con-
gratulate the princess at her pavilion. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1.
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2t. To welcome ; hail with expressions of plea-
sure; salute.

Give me leave to congratulate your happy Return from
the Levant. Howell, Letters, I. v. 30.

Henry Vane, Esq., before mentioned, was chosen gov-
ernour; and, because he was son and heir to a privy
counsellor in England, the ships congratulated his elec-
tion witli a volley of great shot.

tVinthrop, Hist. New England, I. 222.

To congratulate one's self, to have a lively sense of
one's good fortune in some particular ; rejoice or exult
over some favorable fact or circumstance. = SyiL Congratu-
late, Felicitate. See congratulation.

Il.t intrans. To express or feel sympathetic
gratification: followed by with or, formerly, to.

He . . . addressed a letter to Governor Bradford, dated
October 4th, desiring him to afford "the easiest means,
that I may with least weariness come to congratulate with
you."
Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 233, note.

I cannot but congratulate with my country, which bath
outdone all Europe in advancing conversation. Swift.

congratulation (kon-grat-u-la'shon), n. [= F.
congratulation = Sp. congratulacion = Pg. con-
gratulagSo = It. congratulazione, < L. congratu-
latio(n-), < congrattdari, congratulate : see con-
gratulate.] The act of congratulating, or ex-
pressing to a person gratification or good wishes
at his success or happiness, or on account of an
event deemed auspicious; words used in con-
gratulating; felicitation.

Stricken by the sight,
With slackened footsteps I advanced, and soon
A glad congratulation we exchanged
At such untliought-of meeting. Wordsworth.

= Syn. Congratulation, Felicitation. Congratulatimi, like
its verb congratulate, implies an actual feeling of plea-
sure in another's happiness or good fortune ; whilefelicita-
tion (with felicitate) rather refers to the expression on our
part of a belief that the other is fortunate, felicitations
being complimentary expressions intended to make the
fortunate person well pleased with himself.

Felicitations are little better than compliments: con-
gratulations are the expression of a genuine sympathy and
joy. Trench.

COngratulator (kon-grat'u-la-tor), n. [= F.
congratulateur = It. congratulatore, < L. as if
*COngratulator, < congratulari, wish joy: see
congratulate.] One who offers congratulation.
Milton.

congratulatory (kon-grat'u-la-to-ri), a. [= F.
congratulatoire = Sp. Pg. It. congratulatorio, <

L. as if *congratulatorius, < *congratulator: see
COngratulator and -ory.] Conveying congratu-
lation: as, congratulatory expressions; a con-
gratulatory letter or address.

COngredient (kon-gre'di-ent), n. [< L. eongre-
dien{t-)s, ppr. of congredi, come together, meet
with: se& congress, n.] A component part ; an
ingredient. Sterne. [Kare.]

congreet (kon-gre'), V. i. [< OF. congreer (> ML.
congreare),"<, con- -(- greer, graer, agree, < gre,

pleasing: see gree"^, and cf. agree.] To agree.

Congreeing in a full and natural close.

Like music. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

congreett (kon-gref), D. i. [< con- + greet^.]

To salute mutually.

Face to face, and royal eye to eye.

You have congreeted. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

congregate (kong'gre-gat), v.; pret. and pp.
congregated, ppr. congregating. [< L. congre-
gatus, pp. of congregare (> It. congregare = Sp.
Pg. Pr. congregar = OF. congregier, congreger),
collect into a flock, assemble, < com-, together,
-t- gregare, collect into a flock, < grex (greg-), a
flock : see f/ref/anoM*.] I. trans. 1. To collect

or bring together into an assemblage ; assem-
ble ; bring into one place or into a crowd or
mass.
These waters were afterwards congregated and called the

sea. Raleigh, Hist. World.

The gutter'd rocks, and congregated sands.
Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

Congregate a multitude to deliver him out of prison.
Prynne, Power of Parliament, i. 95.

2t. To bring to a center or focus ; concentrate.

Darkness in Churches congregates the Sight,

Devotion strays in glaring Light.
Howell, Letters, I. v. 22.

H. intrans. To come together ; assemble

;

meet, especially in large numbers.
Where merchants most do congregate.

Shak., Til. of v., i. 3.

Equals with equals often congregate.
Sir J. Denham.

congregate (kong'gre-gat), a. [< L. congrega-
tus, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Collected; com-
pact; close.

Where the matter is most congregaU. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

congregation

2. Of or pertaining to an assemblage or coa-
gregation; associate; joint.

It (White Sulphur Spring) is the only place left where
there is a congregate social life.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 263.

Congregate glands. See gland.

congregation (kong-gre-ga'shon), «. [= F.
congregation = Sp. congregacion = Pg. congre-
gagao = It. congreyazione, < L. congregatio(,n-),

an assembling together, union, society, < con-
gregare, pp. coiigrcgatus, congregate : see con-
gregate, v.] 1. The act of congi-egating ; the
act of bringing together or assembling; aggre-
gation.
By congregation of homogeneal parts. Bacon.

2. Any collection or assemblage of persons or
things.
A foul and pestilent congregation of vapours.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

I have it not in my nature to look at the animal world
merely as a congregation of beasts.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 8.

Specifically— 3. In the Old Testament, the
whole body of the Hebrews, as a community
gathered and set apart for the service of God

;

m the New Testament, the Christian church in
general, or a particular assemblage of worship-
ers.— 4. In modem use, an assemblage of per-
sons for religious worship and instruction ; in
a restricted sense, a number of persons organ-
ized or associated as a body for the purpose of
holding religious services in common. See par-
ish and society.

If I see anything to-night why I should not marry her
to-morrow, in the congregation, where I should wed, there
will I shame her. Shak., Much Ado, Hi. 2.

Wherever God erects a house of prayer,
The devil always builds a chapel there;
And 'twill be found, upon examination,
The latter has the largest congregation.

Defoe, True-Bom Englishman, i. 4.

He [Bunyan] rode every year to London and preached
there to large and attentive congregations.

Macaulay, John Bunyan.

5. Formerly, in the English colonies of North
America, a parish, hundred, town, plantation,
or other settlement.— 6. In the Rom. Cath. Ch.

:

(a) One of the committees of cardinals appoint-
ed by the pope to aid him in the transaction of
the business of the church. The decisions of these
congregations are ordinarily regarded as equivalent to
decisions of the pope himself. There are eleven regu-
lar congregations, namely : (1) the Congregation of the
Consistory, whicli prepares the business to be brought be-
fore the consistory or assembly of all the cardinals (see
consistory, 4) ; (2) the Congregation of the Holy Ojficf of the
Inquisition, which tries all cases of heresy brought liefore

it, and formerly heard appeals from lower inquisitorial
courts, and sent inquisitors where needed (see inquisi-
tion)

; (3) the Congregation of the Index, which decides
what books shall be placed upon the Index Expui'gatorius,
or list of forbidden books (see index) ; (4) the Congregation
of Rites, whose duty is to promote a general uniformity of
the externals of divine worship, and to decide with regard
to tlie beatification and canonization ofany one whose name
is proposed therefor ; (5) the Congregation of Immunities,
whicli is charged with the duty of determining all matters
concerning the right of asylum, and such as relate to ec-
clesiastical jurisdiction where it comes in contact with the
civil power: (6) the Congregation of the Fabric, which is

charged with everything that relates to the conservation
of St. Peter's ; (7) the Congregation of the Council (that is,

of Trent), which is the of^cial interpreter of the decrees
of the Council of Trent on all matters of discipline when-
ever questions arise thereon, the interpretation of its

articles of faith being reserved to the pope himself : (8) the
Congregation of Bishops and Regulars, which disposes of
such differences as may arise between the bishops and the
regular communities within their respective dioceses ; (9)

the Congregation of Discipline, which superintends the in-

terior discipline of monastic establislmients
; (10) the Con-

gregation of the Proiiaganda, which has charge of the mis-
sions of the church, arid of the College of Propaganda, an
institution at Rome for the instruction of men intended
for missionary work (see propaganda) ; (11) the Congrega-
tion of Indulgences, which superintends the examination
and certification of the authenticity of relics and the
grant of indulgences. Other special congregations are
also appointed by the pope. Cath. Diet, (ft) A reli-

gious community bound together by a common
I'ule, but not by the solemn and irrevocable

vows which characterize the monastic orders.
Among them are tlie Oratorians, the Dames .^nglaises,

the Fathers of the Mission or Lazarists, the Oblates, the
Passionists, the Redemptorists, the JIarists, and the Chris-

tian Brothers. (See Christian Brothers, under Christian^.)

(c) A group of monasteries which agree to prac-

tise the rules of their order more strictly in

their respective houses, and unite themselves
together by closer ties, such as the congrega-
tions of Cluny and St. Maur.
As a broad general rule, nearly every post-Reformation

institute is styled, notan"Order,"but a "Congregation" •

l>ut the only distinction which can be drawn between these
two names is that " order" is the wider, and may include
several congregations within itself (as the Benedictine or-

der, for example, includes the congregations of Cluny and
of St. Maur), while a congregation is a simple unit, com-



congregation

plete in itself, and neitlier dependent on another institute

nor possessed of dependent varieties of its own.
Encyc. Brit., XVI. 715.

(d) A committee of bishops appointed by the

pope, or with his approbation, to prepare rules

of business, etc., for a general council, in the

General Council of Constance tlie congregation was dif-

ferently constituted, the Council being divided into con-

gregations acconUiig to the nationalities represented—
German, French, Italian, English, and subsequently Span-
ish. These votetl separately, preliminary to the final ac-

tion of the Council as a whole.

7. See Lords of the Congregation , below.— 8.

In tmiversities, the body of the masters regent.
The great conffregation is the body of all the masters,
regent and not regent. The koum of con'trefjation is the
assembly of the congregation. The function of the con-
gregation is to grant degrees, graces, and dispensations.

But in some universities from the fii-st, and in others at
present, the congregation has been otherwise constituted
and has additional functions. [Eng.]

9. In. falconry, a flock or flight of plovers.

A coj\gregation of plovers.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.

Congregation of loci, a collection of loci to one or other
of whicli the point nr other element is restricted. Thus,
if A = is the equation of one locus, and B = that of
another, then AH = u is the equation to the congregation
of them.— Congregation of Our Lady of Calvary, a
French oriler of liuiiedictino nuns founded at I'oitiers

in the beginning of the seventeenth century, broken up
by the revolution, but afterwai'd reorganized and rees-

tobiislied.— Congregation of the Mother of God, a
monastic order instituted about 1574 at Lucca in Tuscany
by John Leonard!, and approved and continued by the pa-
pal see.— Free Congregations, also called Friemls of
Liijht or Protectant t rieii'U, a name adopted by congrega-
tions of German rationalistic religious tliinkers, who broke
away from the established church of Prussia about 1845.

They denied the authority of the Bible and the truth of
important Christian doctrines, and some of them also the
existence of a personal Deity. As they became politically

powerful, they were suppressed in Saxony and Bavaria,
and continued to exist in Prussia only under great difflcul-

ties. There are some of these congregations in the United
States.- Lords of the Congregation, in Scot. ch. hist.,

a title given to the chief nobles and gentlemen who signed
the Covenant of Deceniber 'M, loi>7, for liberty of worship.
The whole l>ody of adherents was called the Congregatioti,
from the frequent recurrence of the word congregation in
the document. = Svn. 4. See g})ectator.

congregational (kong-gre-ga'shon-al), a. [<
congregation + -^//.] 1. Of or pertaining to a
congregation: as, congregational singing.— 2.
Eccles.f pertaining to government by congrega-
tions

;
governed by its own congregation, as a

church; specifically (with a capital), pertain-
ing to Congregationalism as a denominational
designation; as, the congregational polity of
the Baptists ; the Congregational churches of
the United States.

The great Baptist denomination— with some leaning
toward Indejxendency properly m called— is yet purely
Congregational in its principle (if church order and govern-
ment, il. M. Dexter, Congregationalism (2d ed.), i.

Congregational council. SeecoMit<-t7.—Congregation-
al music, niusio in which the congregatiun take i)ari, as
opiM.ii^ed tu music sung by the choir only. =8yn. Congrega-
tional, Imlfpf^iyltnt. See e^xirvici nnti^v Congregationalism.

Congregationalism (kong-gre-ga'shon-al-izm),
n. [<. congregational -k- -ism. \ 1, A system of
church government based upon the autonomy
of the individual congregation, it embodies three
fundamental principles— (1) that it is the right and duty
of believers in Jesus Chnst in every comnmnity to organ-
ize for Christian work and worship, and that such an or-
ganization is a Christian church ; (2) that each such cluirch
is by right independent of all external ecclesiastical con-
trol, ai{d in any such church all members possess equal
ecclesiastical authority ; (3) that such churches owe a duty
of Christian fellowship and cwjieration to one another.
This fellowship and cooperation is exercised among those
who bear the name of Congregationalists by means of coun-
cils, conferences, consociations, and associations. The
grinciples of Congregationalism are maintained not only
y Congregationalists so called, but also by Baptists, Uni-

tarians, Universalists, and some other denominations of
Christians, and by many evangelical churches in France,
Switzerland, etc.

Congregationalism is the democratic form of church or-

der and government ; it derives its name from the promi-
nence which it gives to the congregation of Christian be-
lievers. It vesta all ecclesiastical power (under Christ) in
the associated brotherhood of each local church, as an in-

dependent lK)dy. At the same time it recognizes a fra-
ternal and equal fellowship l>etween these independent
churches, which invests each with the right and duty of
advice and reproof, and even of the public withdrawal of
that fellowship in case the course imrsued l)y another of
the 8i8terh<M>d should demand such action for the preser-
vation of its own purity and consistency. Herein Comjre-
gatioiuUiMtn as a system differs from Independency, which
affirms the seat of ecclesiastical power to reside in the
brotherhood stj zealously as to ignore any check, even of
advice, upon its action.

//. M. Dexter, Congregationalism (2d ed.), i.

2. [cap.'\ The system of ecclesiastical polity
and religions doctrine maintained by the Con-
gregatioiiJil Clniroh, See congreantionalist, 2.

COngregationalist (kong-gre-ga^shon-al-ist), n.

[< congregational + -^>^] 1
.' One who'holds to

uie congregational principles of church govern-
ment. Heecongregationali»mfl. in this aeuae, Bap-
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tists. Unitarians, Universalists, some Methodists, and some
other denominations of Christians are congregationalists.

2. leap.'] One of a denomination of Christians
who hold to the congregational principle of
church government, to the system of doctrines
known as evangelical or orthodox, to the legiti-

macy of the baptism of infants, and to baptism
by sprinkling. The Congregationalists of the United
States are identical in origin and general principles with
the Independents (now also called Congregationalists)
of Great Britain. They were the predominant religious
body in the first settlement of New England, and have
thence spread over the United States, especially in the
Northern and Middle States. Their churches are inde-
pendent of one another; their various ecclesiastical as-

semblies— councils, conferences, consociations, associa-
tions— possess no ecclesiastical authority,butonly amoral
power ; and they are generally moderate Calvinistsin theo-
logical doctrines. Their missionary operations are carried
on by means of voluntary societies supported by the
churches, but only indirectly amenable to them.

COngregationally (kong-gre-ga'shon-al-i), adv.
In a congregational manner ; by congregations

;

as a congregation.

congress (kong'gres), «. [= F. congres = Sp.
congrcso = Pg. It, congresso = D. Dan. kongrcs
= 6. congress = Sw. longress^ < L. congressitSy a
meeting together, an interview, a close union,
encounter, < congredi^ pp. congressuSy meet to-

gether, < corw-, together, + gradi, step, walk, go

:

see grade. Of. aggress, egress, ingre^, progress,
regress, etc., and congredient.] If. A meeting
together of individuals; an encounter; an in-

terview.

That ceremony is used as much in our adieus as in the
first congres.

Sir K. Digby, On Browne's Religio Medici, p. 76.

If her devotion he high and pregnant, and prepared to
fervency and importunity of congress with God.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 258.

Here Pallas urges on, and Lausus there ; . . ,

Their congress in the field great Jove withstands.
Dryden, Jineid, x.

2. The meeting of persons in sexTial commerce.— 3. A formal meeting or association of per-
sons having a representative character; an or-

ganization or authorized assemblage of persons
for the consideration of some special subject
or the promotion of some common interest;
particularly^ in politics, an assemblage of en-
voys, commissioners, or plenipotentiaries rep-
resenting sovereign powers, or of sovereigns
tliemselves, for the purpose of arranging inter-
national affairs; as, the Congress of Vienna
(1814-15); the Congress of Paris (1856). For
the distinction between conference and congress,

see extract under conference, 2 (a).

As soon as the employers attempted to give work to sub-
contractors, they forced them by strikes to take it back.
The society [of hatters] was called the Congress, was regu-
lated by statutes, and framed bye-laws. All workmen of
the trade belonged to it.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int, p. cUxviii.

The congress of Aix la Cliapelle, at which the five great
powers were represented, . . . was intended to exercise a
supervisory power over European atfairs, interfering to
prevent all dangerous revolutions, especially when they
should proceed from popuhir movements.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 46.

Farmers' congress, an association of agriculturists of the
United States, which has met annually since 1881.

Appleton's Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 330.

4. IcapJ] The national legislature of the United
States. In U. S. hist, there have been tliree differently
constituted bodies so named: (a)ThcConti}ientalCotigreKs,
representing the thirteen colonies. What is known as the
first Continental Congress, w ith delegates from all the
colonies but Georgia, met in Philadeli>hia September 6th,

1774, and lasted until October 26th, 1774; the second, in
which all were represented, met In Philadelphia May 10th,

1775, and adjourned December 12th, 1770; the third met
in Baltimore December 20th, 1776, and lasted until the
Articles of Confederation went into operation, March 1st,

1781. (b) The Congress of the Confederation, representing
the States under the Articles of Confederation, -March 1st,

1781, to March 4th, 1789. (c) The Congress of the United
States, which represents lx)th the States and the people
under the Constitution, and which met for the first time
March 4th, 1789. It consists of two houses, the Senate
and House of Representatives (sometimes called the upper
and lower houses), and meets at least once every year.
The Senate is composed of two members from each State,

elected (by its legislature) for a period of six years, one
third of them being elected every second year. The num-
ber of representatives varies in each State in proportion
to the population. (See amwrtionment , 2.) They sit for
two years only. The united body, for tlie two years dur-
ing which the representatives hold their seats, receives a
numerical designation as a single Congress, counting from
the first, l"hus, the senators and rejtresentatives sitting
during the period March 4th, 1895, tc March 4th, 1897. con-
stituted the.54tb Congress. The mnst important powers of
Congress, as einnnerated in the Constitution, are : to im-
pose and collect taxes, borrow and coin money, regulate
commerce, establisli uniform naturalization and bank-
ruptcy laws, declare war, raise armies, maintain a navy,
suspend the writ of habeas corjjus, admit new States, and
make all laws necessary to carry these powers into execu-
tion. In addition, the Senate confirms or rejects treaties,

and nominations to office made by the President.

Congrogadina
The substitution of '* Congress " for "the legislature of

the United States," requires no explanation. It is a mere
change of phraseology. Calhoun, Works, I. 256.

The upper house of Congress is therefore a federal while
the lower is a national body, and the government is brought
into direct contact with the people without endangering
the equal rights of the several states.

J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 97.

5. The name of the lower house of the Spanish
Cortes, and of the national legislatures of the
South American republics— Church Congress, a
name applied to two voluntary organizations, one in the
Church of England, the other in the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the United States of America, for the free dis-
cussion of topics of church interest. Membership is con-
fined to those who are in commmiion with the church.
Neither l)ody possesses any ecclesiastical authority or re-

sponsibility, or attempts any legislative functions. The
same name, with modifying adjectives, as Inter-ecclesias-
tical Congress, Inter-deno^iiinational Congress, etc., has
been applied to other bodies of a similar character em-
bracing members of various Protestant communions.

—

Congress boots. See &oo(2._ Congress water. See
mineral water, under inineral.— Peace Congress, in (7.

S. hist., a conference, in February, 1801, of delegates from
free and border slave States, which made unsuccessful
efforts to avert civil war by means of proposed amend-
ments to the Constitution, dealing chielly with slavery.
Also called Peace Convention or Conference.— Provincial
congresses, popular conventions which, at the beginning
of the struggle between the American colonies and Eng-
land, assumed control of the colonies.— Stamp-Act Con-
gress, a body of delegates from nine colonies which met at
New York, in 1765, to protest against the Stamp Act and
other oi>pres8ive measures of the British Parliament.

congress (kon-gres')j v. i. [< congress, ??.] To
cometogetfier; assemble; congregate. [Rare.]

The valetudinarians who congress every winter at Nice.
Mrs. Gore.

congressionf (kon-gresh'on), n. [= F. con-
gression = Sp. congresion, <, L. congressio{'n-), <

congredi, pp. congressus, meet together: see
congress, «.] 1. A coming together; an as-
sembly; a company. Cotgrave.— 2. Sexual in-

tercourse. Jer, Taylor,— 3. A bringing toge-
ther f(Mr the purpose of comparison.
Many men excellently learned have . . . approved by a

direct and close congression [of Christianity ] with other reli-

gions, that all the reason of the world appears to stand on
the Christian side. Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, i. 123.

congressional (kon-gresh'on-al), a, [= Pg. C07i-

gressional ; as congression (for congress) + -«?.]

Of or pertaining to a congress, or, specifically

(commonly with a capital), to the Congress of
the United States: as, congressional debates;
the ^^ Congressional 'H&qotA!"

The revisal of the Congressional intelligence contained
in your letters makes me regret the loss of it on your de-
parture. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 68.

congressivet (kon-gres'iv), a, [< L. as if ^con~
gressivus, < congressus, pp. of congredi, meet to-
gether: see congress, n.] 1. Encountering.

—

2. Meeting in sexual commerce.
Congressive generation. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., il. 6.

congressman (kong'gres-man), w.
;

pi. con-
gressmen (-men), [cap, or I, c] [< congress, 4,

+ man.] A member of the United States Con-
gress, especially of the House of Representa-
tives, strictly, the term includes the members of the
Senate as well as members of the House of Representa-
tives, but in popular usage it is limited to the latter.

COngreve (kong'grev), n. [So called from the
inventor, Sir William Congreve (1772-1828).] A
kind of lucifer match. See lucifer, 3.

Congreve rocket. See rocket.

COngrid (kong'grid), n, A fish of the family
Congrida'.

Oongridae (kong'gri-de), «. 7>?. [NL.,< Conger
+ -ida'.] A family of apodal fishes, typified
by the genus Conger, to which different limits

have been ascribed. See cut under conger-eel,
(ff) By some authors it is extended to include the Ophich-
thyidce and some others, as well as the true Congridce.
ib) By others it is restricted to the genus Conger and those
closely agreeing with it. As thus limited, it is closely al-

lied to the fanuly Anguillidce, but diffei-s in the more de-
veloped palatopterygoid arches and opercular apparatus,
and the a<lvanced dorsal fin. The species are exclusively
marine.

COngrogadid (kong-gro-ga'did), n. A fish of the
family ( 'ongrogadidw.

Congrogadidse (kong-gro-gad'i-de), 7i.pl, [NL.,
< Congrogadus + -idw.] A family of teleoceph-
alous fishes, including those Ophidioidea which
are without ventrals, have the anus in the
anterior half of the length, and the branchial

membranes united beneath but free from the
throat. The species are few in number and rare.

Congrogadina (kong-'-'gro-ga-di'na), n, pi.

[NL., < Congrogadus + -ina^.] In Giinther's

classification of fishes, the fifth group of Ophi-

diidw. The technical characters are : ventral fins ab-

sent; vent remote from the head ;
gill-openings of mod-

erate wi(ith, the gill-membranes being united below the
throat and not attached to the isthmus. Same as the fam-
ily Congrogaditice.



Congrogadus

Oongrogadns (kong-gro-ga'dus), n. [NL., <

Conger, q. v., + Gadus, q. v.] A genus of

fishes combining forms somewhat like those of

the cod (Gadus) and the conger. It is typical

of the family Congrogadidcc.

congroid (kong'groid), a. and n. [< L. conger,

conger (see conger'^), + •oid.'] I. a. Resembling
the conger; of or pertaining to the Congrida.

n. M. A fish of the family Congridm; a con-

grid or conger.
Also congeroid.

congme (kon-gro'), V. i. ;
pret. and pp. congrued,

ppr. coiigriting. [= D. congrueren = G. eon-

gruiren = Dan. kongruere, < L. congruere, come
together, agree, accord, suit, fit, < com-, to-

gether, + -gruere, only in comp. congruere, and
ingruere, rush upon; origin obscure. Cf. con-

gritous.'] To be in accordance; correspond;

agree. [Rare.]

Letters congruing [conjuring in some editions] to that ef-

fect. Shak., Uamlet, iv. 3.

COngrnet (kon-gro'), «• [< F. congru = Sp. c6n-

gruo = Pg."lt. congruo, < L. congrutis, fit, suit-

able: see congruous, and cf. congrue, v.] Fit-

ting; suitable; congruous.

Neither have you any just amgrue occasion in my boolc

60 to judge. Foiee, Martyrs, p. 645.

congruelyt (kon-gro'U), a4v. Fittingly; con-

gruously. Hall.

congruence (kong'grij-ens), n. [= OF. F. cort-

gruence = Sp. Pg. congruencia = It. congruenza

= i>. congruentie = G. congruenz = Dan. kon-

gruents, < L. congruentia, < congruen{t-)s, suit-

able: see eojigruent.'] 1. Suitableness or ap-

propriateness of one thing to another; agree-

ment ; consistency. Also con^rueney.

A sullen tragiclc scene
Would suit the time with pleasing congruence.

Marston, Antonio's Revenge.

2. In math., a relation between three numbers
such that the difference between two of them,
which are said to be congruent, is divisible by
the third, which is called the modulus. The
following example shows the mode of writing a congru-

!c6— l=(a;— l)(a;— 2)(x— 3)(a;-4)(a:-6)(a;— 6)(mod.7),

which means that any integer being substituted for x, the

remainders of the quantities on the two sides of the sign^
after division by 7 are equal. See congruency.

3. In gram., concord; agreement.—4. Same
as congruency, 2.—Linear congruence, a congruence
in wliic-li tlie lyiknown number is not multiplied into itself.

congruency (kong'gro-en-si), n. 1. Same as
congruence, 1.

The philosophic cabbala and the text have a marvellous

fit and easy congruency.
Dr. H. More, Conjectura Cabballstica (1653), p. 236.

2. In math.., a continuous and doubly infinite

system of infinite straight lines; the system
of all the forms of any given kind in space
which fulfil two conditions, as all the dou-
ble tangent lines of a surface. The order of a con
gruency is the number of its rays that lie in an
plane ; the cIosh of a congruency is the number of its

Unes that pass through an arbitrary point ; the order^class

is the number that intersects both of an arbitrary pair of

lines, which is tlie same as the sum of the order unci class.

Also conartieTwe.— Congruency of rotations or forces,
a system of rotations or forces which belong at once to two,
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congmity (kon-grS'i-tl), n.; pi. congmities (,-tiz).

[< MK. congruite, < OF. congruite, F. congruM
= Sp. congruidad = Pg. congruidade = It. con-

gruitd, < L. as if *congruita(t-)s, < congruus,

suitable, agreeing, congruous: see congruous.^

1. The state or qualitj' of being congruous;
agreement between things; harmony of rela-

tion; fitness; pertinence; consistency; appro-
priateness.

Verses or rime be a kind of Musicall vtterance, by rea-

son of a certaine congruitie in sounds pleasing the eare,

though not perchance so exquisitely as the harmonicall
concents of the artificial Mnsicke.

Pultenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 63.

A whole sentence may fail of its congruity by wanting
one particle. Sir P. Sidney.

The corals which thy wrist enfold,

Lac'd up together in congruity. Donne, The Token.

Congruity and propriety are commonly reckoned sy-

nonymous terms ; . . . but they are distinguishable. . . .

Congruity is the genus of which propriety is a species.

Kames, Elem. of Criticism, I. 304.

On the hypothesis of Evolution, there must exist be-

tween all organisms and their environments certain eon-

gruities expressible in terms of their actions and reac-

tions. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 262.

2. In scholastic theol., the performance of good
actions, which is supposed to render it meet
and equitable that God should confer grace
on those who perform them. See condignity,

2.— 3. In geom., equality ; capacity of being
superposed.— Direct congruity, in geom., capacity

of being superposed without being turned over or per-

verted.— Inverse congruity, in geom., capacity of beitig

superposed, but only by means of perversion, or turning
over.

COngrumentt (kon-gro'ment), n. [< congrue +
-ment; prop, spelled congirMemeni.] Congruity.

B. Jonson.

congruous (kong'grtj-us), a. [= F. congru =
Sp. Pg. It. congruo, < L. congruus, agreeing, fit,

suitable, < congruere, agree : see congrue, v., and
cf. congrue, a.] 1. Accordantly joined or re-

lated ; harmonious ; well adapted ; appropriate

;

meet ; fit ; consistent.

I am of Opinion that the pure congruous grammatical
Latin was never spoken in either of them [France or

Spain] as a vulgar vernacular Language.
Howell, Letters, ii. 58.

The existence of God is so many ways manifest, and the

obedience we owe him so congruous to the light of reason,

that a great part of mankind give testimony to the law of

nature. Locke.

I I is no ways congruous that God should be always fright-

ening men into an acknowledgment of the truth.

Bp. Atterbury.

Impelled by a species of moral gravitation, the enquirer

will glide insensibly to the system which is congruous to his

disposition, and intellectual difficulties will seldom arrest

him. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 204.

2. In math., characterized by congruence : ap-
plied to two quantities the difference between
which is divisible without remainder by a third.

See congruence, 2.— 3. In geom., having con-

gruity.

arbttrary COngTUOUSly (kong'grij-us-li), adv. In a con-

conichalcite

c(mica, Gr. KiaviK'n to^^], a curve formed by the intersec-

tion of a plane with a right circular cone. If the plane is

more inclined to the axis of the cone than is the side of tlie

cone (fig. 3), the intersection is oval and is called an ellipse.

Tlie circle is one limit (jf the ellipse— that, namely, in whicli

the plane becomes perpendicular to the axis of the cone.

If the plane is less inclined to the axis of the cone than is

the side of the cone, it will also cut the second sheet of

Conic Sections.

The two principal forms are fig. 5, giving the hyperbola, and lig. 3,

giving the ellipse. Fig. 4 is the intermediate case, giving the parabola.

The degenerate form of the hyperbola is a pair of straight lines, as
shown in fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the circle as a special case of the

ellipse having no special relations to the infinitely distant part of the

real plane, though it passes through two fixed imaginary points on the
line at infinity.

the cone on the other side of the vertex (fig. 5), and the
twofold curve thus generated is a hyperbola. A particular

case of the hyperbola, produced wlien the plane passes
through the vertex of the cone, is that of two intersect-

ing straight lines, called a degenerate conic. Intermedi-
ate between the ellipse and the hyperbola is the case where
the plane is parallel to the side of the cone (fig. 4), and
the curve thus produced is a parabola. The degenerate
form of the ellipse is a point, that of the parabola a

straight line. The degenerate forms are not true conies,

because they are of the first class, the conies being of the

second class.— Spherical conic section, a curve pro-

duced by the intersection of a sphere witli a cone.

H, n. 1. A conic section (which see, under
I.); a plane curve of the second order and
second class, or the equation to such a curve.
— 2. pi. See conies Axis of a conic. See axiti.

— Conjugate diameters of a conic, see conjugate.—

Focal conic. See focal.— Principal tangent conic,
one of the ten conies which may be drawn through every

point of a surface having six-point contact with it at that

point.

COnic-acute (kon"ik-a-kiit'), a. Conical and
sharp-pointed: as, the conic-acute beak of a
bird.

conical (kon'i-kal), a. [< conic + -al.'] Having
the form of a cone ; coniform; cone-shaped: as,

a conical mountain; a conical cap.

That determinate conical shadow of the earth.

Dr. H. More, Def. of Lit. Cabbala, I.

Conical bearing. See !<«arm7.— Conical gearing. See
^eaTOw;.- Conical map-proJectlon,the projection of the

earth first upon a tant^ent or secant cone with the subse-

quent development of the cone. The liest-known conical

projection is Bonne's, used for the map of France. _ " In

constructing a map on this projection, a central meridian
and a central parallel are first assumed. A cone, tangent
along the central parallel, is then assumed, and the cen-

tral meridian developed along that generator of the cone
which is tangent to it, and the cone is then developed on
a tangent plane. The parallel falls into an arc of a circle

with its center at the vertex, and the meridian becomes
a graduated right line. Concentric circles are then con-

ceived to be traced through points of this meridian at ele-

mentary distances along its length. The zonesof the sphere

lying between the parallels through these points are next

conceived to be developed, each between its correspond-

ing parallels. Thus all the parallel zones of the sphere are

rolled out on a plane in their true relations to each other

and to the central meridian, each having in projection the

same width, length, and relation to the neighboring zones

as on the spheroidal surface. As there are no openings

between consecutive developed elements, the total area

is unaltered by the development. Each meridian of the

projection is so traced as to cut each parallel in the same
point in which it intersected it on the sphere." Craig,

Treatise on Projections, p. 72.— Conical point, in i/fom.,

a point on a surface such that

every line through it meets the sur-

face in two coincident points. —
Conical puptB or chrysalides, in

enlom., those pupie or chrysalides

which have no angular processes,

and are more or less conical in form.

This is the common type among noc-

tunial Lepuiopfera.- Conical re-
fraction. See rc/rac(io)i.— Coni-
cal surface, any surface generated
by the motion of a right line having

one point fixed.— Conical valve,
the puppet-valve or T-valve. first

used by Watt in the construction of

his engines. It consists of a circular plate of metal having

a l)eveled edge accurately fitted to a seat.

imat».,in me relation 01 cougiueuce; uuuH, ---T' ,,-,. „,, rnjT <'/"'/«,«,«, « tr 1 Snme COnicality (kon-i-kari-ti), M, {< conical + -ity.']

number is said to be congruent to another COnia (ko ni-a), n. [NL., < Contum, q. v.] Same
,p^^ property of being conical.

-
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conically (kon'i-kal-i), adv. In the form of a

cone.

An almost conically shaped weight of lead.
Boyle, Works, III. 641.

The state or

gruous manner ; accordantly
;

pertinently

;

agreeably; consistently; appropriately.

Nothing can sound more congruously or harmoniously.
Dr. U. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 64.

Congruously to its own nature. Boyle, "Worics, II.

three, or four complexes.- (3remonlan congruency, a „„_,_,,n,,__.oa rknTiCT'orii-iis-npsI n The state
twofold system of rays, each of whicli passes through a COUgruOUSneSS (liong gro us nes;, n. ine siaie

- • of being congruous ; congruity

congustablet (kon-gus'ta-bl), a.

pair of corresponding points in two planes having a Cre
monian correspondence.— Double congruency, a sys-

tem of rotations or forces belonging at once to three com-
plexes.—TWple congruency, a system of forces or rota-

tions belonging at once to four complexes.

congruent (kong'grp-ent), a. [= F. congruent
= Sp. Pg. It. congruente = D. G. congruent =
Dan. kongruent, < L. congruen{t-)s, ppr. of con-

gruere, agree, suit: see congrue, v.] 1. Har-
moniously joined or related ; agreeing ; corre-

sponding; appropriate.

The congru^ent and harmonious fitting of parts.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Congruent squares.
0. Cheyne, Philos. Prin. of Nat. Religion.

For humble grammar first doth set the parts

Of congruent and well-according speecli.

Sir J. Davies, Dancing,

2. In math., in the relation of congruence : thus.

[< L. con-, to-

getTier, + Lli. gvMahilis, appetizing : see gus-

table.~\ Having a taste like that of something
else ; having the same taste ; similar in fiavor.

In the country of Provence, towards the Pyrenees, and
in Languedoc, there are wines congustable with those of

Spain. Howell, Letters, ii. 54.

congyt (kon'ji), n. and v. An obsolete form of

congee^. Burton.

Sir William with a low congy saluted him.
^mH?i,_Nest of Ninnies.

COnhydrine (kon-hi'drin), n. [< Con(ium) + hy-

dr{ogen) + -ine^.'] An alkaloid (CgHiyNO)
found in the leaves and fruit of Conium macu-
latum. It forms colorless iridescent crystals.

coni, M. Plural of conus.

as comne.

Conical Valve.

relatively to a third, called the mo^«i««, when
(],on'ik), a. and n. [= F. conique = Sp.

modulus give the same remainder.— 3. In logic,

predicable of the same subject, as terms, or
true of the same state of things, as propositions.
—4. In (/ram., accordant; agreeing.

COngruently (kong'grij-ent-li), adv. In a con-
gruent manner; agreeably; in accordance ; har-
moniously.

Full c&ngruenUy
As nature could devise.

Skeltm, Philip Sparow.

conicus, < Gr.

Kuvmdc, pertaining to a cone, < kovo(, a cone

:

see cone.'] I. a. 1. Ha'ving the form of a cone ;

circular at the base and tapering to a point

;

conical.
Whilst tow'ring Firrs in Conic Forms arise.

And with a pointed Spear divide the Skies.

Prior, Solomon, i.

2. Specifically, in math., of or pertaining to a

cone: as, conic sections—conic section [NL.««c<io

conicalness (kon'i-kal-nes), «.

propei'tv of being conical.

COnichalcite (kon-i-kal'sit), n. [< L. conus, a

cone, + clialcitcs, copper-stone : see chalcitis.'i

A mineral resembling malachite, consisting of

the arseniate and phosphate of copper and cal-

cium, and occurring in reniform masses.



conicity

COnicity (ko-nis'i-ti), n. [= F. conieite; as conic

+ -j<«.] 'fhe property of being conical.

conicle (kon'i-kl), n. [< NL. "coniculus, dim.

of L. conns, a cone : see cone.'] A small cone.

conicocylindrical (kon'i-ko-sl-Un'dri-kal), 0.

[< coHic + cijlindncal.] Formed like a cylin-

der, but tapering from one end to the other.

conicoid (kon'i-koid), n. [< conic + -oid.] In

math., a surface of the second degree ; a quad-

rie surface.

conic-ovate (kon'ik-o'vat), a. Ovate, but al-

most pointed at the smaller end.

conies (kon'iks), «. [PI. of conic: see -ics.]

The doctrine of conic sections. See conic.

conid (kon'id), «. A gastropod of the family

Couidce.

Conidse (kon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Conns +
-»(te.] A family of toxoglossate peotinibran-

chiate gastropodous moUusks, represented by
the genus Conns; the cones or cone-shells.

They are so called from the regular inversely conic shape

of their shells, which have a long narrow aperture, and
the outer lip notched at the suture. The operculum is

minute or absent, the foot is oblong and truncated, the

eyes are on the tentacles, and the lingual teeth occur in

pairs. Also Cimoidea. See cut under Conus.

conidia, «. Plural of conidium.

COUidial (ko-nid'i-al), a. [< conidium + -a?.]

1. lielating to or "of the nature of conidia.

—

2. Characterized by the formation of conidia ;

bearing conidia : as, the conidial stage of a
fungus. Also conidiiferoits, conidiophorous, and
con Ulioid.

COnidiiferOUS (ko-nid-i-if' e-rus), a. [< NX.
conidium, q. v., -i- L./erre, = E. bear\ + -ous.]

Same as conidial, 2.

conidioid (ko-nid'iroid), a. [< conidium + -aid.]

Same as conidial, 2.

COnidiophore (ko-nid'i-o-for), n. [< Nil. co-

nidium, q. v., -I- Gr. -f6poc, -bearing, < (jiepeiv =
E. bear^.] In fungi, a conidium-bearing stalk

or branch of the mycelium. See sporophore.

conidiophorous (ko-nid-i-of'o-rus), a. [As
conidiophore.] Same as conidial, 2.

conidium (ko-uid'i-um), n.
;
pi. conidia (-a).

[NL. ( > F. cohidie), < Gr. k6vic, dust, + 46u3v, dim.
suffix.] In fungi, a propagative
body which is asexual in its ori-

gin and functions. In the most
technical sense, it includes spores form-
ed either uninclosed, upon hyphfie, or
inclcjsed, as in the sporangia of Mucor
and the conceptacles of Spfueropgidete ;

but it is more commonly used to deaig.
nate only those uninclosed.

The PeniciUiuin, or "green mould,"
. . . sends up from its mycelium a
branching stem, the ramifications of
which subdivide into a brush-like tuft

of filaments, each of which bears at
its extremity a succession of minute
" Iwads" termed canidia.

W. I). CarjieiUer, Micros., I 318.

conifer (ko'ni-ffer), n. [= F.

conifere = Sp. conifero = Pg.
It. conifero, < L. conifer, cone-
bearing, < conns, a cone, -t-

ferre = E. feearl.] In bot., a
plant producing cones ; one of the Coniferce.

Goniferae (ko-nif'e-re), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of

L. cotti/er, cone-bearing: see conifer.] The prin-

cipal order of gymnospermous exogens, exceed-
ing every other order in the value of its timber-
supply and of its resinous products. It is cos-

mi)|>o)itan, but is especially abundant in temperate and
mountainous regions, often funning in the northern hemi-
sphere vast forests. It consists of trees or shrubs, mostly
evergreen and resinous, usually with subulate (awl-8hai)ed),

needle-shaped, or scale-like rigid leaves, and with inonce-
cious or rarely di(ficious naked rtowers. The male flower
consists of an indelinite number of stamens upon a cen-
tral axis, the anthers being frequently suspended from the
under side of a peltate scale. Tne fertile ament consists of

scales bearing naked ovules, and in fruit becrjuies a dry cone
or is tleshy and drupe-like. The embryo has often several
cotyledons in a whorl. The wood, as in all gymnosperms,
is characterized by having the sides of the cells dotted
with what are called iK^rdered pita or discoid markings.
The order includes Hi genera and about aOO species, and
is divided int<, the following tribes: (a) Abtetineee, bear-
ing cones formed of spirally imbricated two-seeded scales

;

to this belong the pine, tlr, spruce, larch, cedar, etc (6)
AraucarieuE, with similar cones having one or several
seeds to each scale, represented by Araucaria and AgathU
in the southern hemisphere, and by two monotypical gen-
era in China and Japan, (c) PfHl<icarpete, likewise of the
southern hemisphere and eastern Asia, (d) Taxoditteoe,
inclutling the Ijig-tree of California (S'K^uoia). the bald cy-
preHS(7'ajroffium),anrl a few species of Australia and Japan.
(e) Cupri^itxtnete, having cones with decussately opposite
scales, or sometimes drupe-like, as the cypress, juniper,
artMir-vitie, and the North American cedars. {/) Taxe€e,
with fruit consisting usually of a single seed surrounded
by a (leshy tiisk or coat. This tribe is by some considered
a separate order, and includes the yew (Taxui), Turreya,
the ginkgo of China, and some other small genera of Aus-
tralia and Australasia. True conifers first appear in the

a, a, a. Conidio-
phores, and i, b, Co.
otdia of t^ape.niil.
dew {Peronasfora
viticoia), enlai^ed.
(After Fallow.)
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Carboniferous measures, and continue upward through all

subsequent formations.

coniferin (ko-nif'e-rin), ?i. [< Coniferce + 4n^.]

A crystalline glucbside (CieH2208 + SHgO) ex-

isting in coniferous woods, and perhaps in all

wood-tissue. Also called abietin.

COn^erous (ko-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. conifer, cone-

bearing, + -dus. See conifer.] Bearing cones,

as the pine, fir, and cypress; specifically, be-

longing or relating to the order Coniferce.

The flr, pine, and other coniferous trees.

Sir T. Browne, Misc. Tracts, p. 68.

coniform (ko'ni-form), a. [= Sp. coniforme, <

L. conns, a cone, + forma, shape.] In the form
of a cone ; conical : as, a coniform mountain.

coniine (ko-ni'in), H. Same as conine.

COnima (kon'i-ma), n. [Native name.] A fra-

grant resin used for making pastils, extracted

from the hyawa or incense-tree, Protium Guici-

ncnse, of British Guiana.
Coninse (ko-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL. (Swainson,
1840), < Conus + -ince.] A subfamily of Strom-
bidce, made to include true Conidce as well as

Conella and Terebellum.

conine (ko'nin), w. [Also written coniine, coneine

(= F. coneine) ; < Conium + -ine'^.] A volatile

alkaloid (CsHisN or CieHisN) existing in Co-

nium maculatum, or poison hemlock, of which it

is the active and poisonous principle, it is an oily

liquid, having a strong odor resembling that of mice. It

is exceedingly poisonous, appearing to cause death by in-

ducing paralysis of the muscles used in respiration. Also
called conia.

coniocyst (kon'i-o-sist), «. [< NL. eoniocysta,

< Gr. s6vi(, dust, + Kvariq, a bladder: see cyst.]

A term applied by Harvey to the oogonium of

Vanchcrica;.

eoniocysta (kon'i-o-sis'ta), n.
;
pi. eoniocysta

(-te). [NL.] Same as coiiiocyst.

Coniomycetes (kon'i-o-mi-se'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Kovtc, dust, + /iWf, pl. /'i'KVcc, mushroom.]
A group of fungi in which the vegetative por-

tion is inconspicuous and the spores are very
numerous, borne singly or in chains on the ends
of short filaments, and either naked or inclosed

in a conceptacle ; the dust-fungi. The fungi thus
artificially grouped together are of widely ditferent affini-

ties, and are now referred mostly to the (frediiietx, U»tila-

friiie(e, and Funfti Imper/ecti,

coniomycetoU8(kon'i-o-mi-8e'tu8),a. [< Conio-

mycetes +-OUS.] Belonging or pertaining to, or

having the characters of, the Coniomycetes: as,

a coniomycetous fungus.
Coniopterygidse (kon-i-op-te-rij'i-de), ?i. pl.

[NL., < Coitiopteryx (-ryg-) + -idw.] A family

of planipennine' neuropterous insects, repre-

sented by the genus Coniopteryx. Burmeister.

Conlopteryz (kon-i-op'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr.

Koi'ff, dust, -f- TvTcpv^, wing.] The typical genus
of insects of the family Coniopterygidce, or re-

ferred to the Hemerobiidce, founded by Curtis in

1834 : so called because they are powdered with
whitish scales. They have globose eyes and monili-
form antenme ; the wings are not ciliate, and have few
longitudinal veins, with some transverse ones. The hind
wings of the male are small. The larvae resemble those of

Sininthiiruji, and are supposed to be predaceous. C. vicina

is a North American species.

COniospermous (kon'i-o-spfer'mus), a. [< Gr.

Kwif, dust, -I- airlpjia, a seed, + -ous.] Having
dust-like spores.

coniotheca (kon'i-o-the'ka), «. ;
pl. eoniothecce

(-se). [NL., < Gr.' k6vi^, 3ust, + &iKn, a case.]

In bot., an anther-cell.

COniount, "• See conimm.
coniroster (ko-ni-ros t6r), n. One of the Ccmi-

ntstrrs.

COnirostral (ko-ni-ros'tral), a. [As Conirostres

+ -al.] 1. Having a conical bill : used as a de-

scriptive term, not specific.

Coues.—2. Of orpertaining
to the Conirostres; having
the characters of a coni-

roster.

Conirostres (ko-ni-ros'-
trez), n. pl. [NL., pl. of

conirostris, having a coni-

cal bill,< L. conus, a. cone,
Conlrostral Bin of Hawfinch.

+ rostrum, a beak, bill.]

In ornith., a group of birds of varying limits,

(at) In Cuvier's classification of birds, the third iliviiiion

of his PoMgeriTue: a large artificial gl-oup, consisting of

the larks, tits, finches, buntings, weavers, whydah-birds,

colics, ox-peckers. American orioles and other Icteridte,

starlings, crows, jays, rollers, birds of Paradise, and oth-

ers, belonging Ut different orders and several families ijf

modern systems. [The term is ol)S4)lete in this sense,

though long used, with vjirious modifications.) (6) In .Sun-

devall's classification, the second cohort of laminiplantar
oscine Pa*»ereg: same as the Frin;/iU(form^n of the same
author. The group includes the fringilHne birds and their

allies, as the tauagers of the new world and the weavers

conjecture

and whydah-birds of the old. (c) With most late authors,
a group definitely restricted to the fringilline and tana-
grine laminiplantar oscine Passeres, such as finches, bunt-
ings, grosbeaks, and tanagers.

Conirostrum (ko -ni-ros ' trum), n. [NL. (La-
fresnaye, 1838), < L. conus, cone, + rostrum,
beak.] A genus of small oscine passerine birds,

of the family Ccerebidce. They have an acutely coni-
cal bill, and are natives of South America. C. cinereum
is an example. Also Conirostra.

conisancet, conisauncet, «• Obsolete forms of
cognizance.

conisor (kon'i-z6r), n. Same as cognizor.

COnite (ko'nit), n. [< Gr. K(5wf, dust, -1- -ite"^.] A
massive dolomite, in color ash-gray or yellow-
ish- or greenish-gray, and impure from the pres-

ence of silica.

Conium (ko-ni'um), n. [L., < Gr. kuvuov, hem-
lock.] A genus of umbelliferous plants, con-
sisting of tall glabrous biennial herbs, with
compound leaves and white-fiowered umbels.
The principal species, C. maculatum, is a native of Eu-
rope and Asia, and widely naturalized in North Amer-
ica : it is the hemlock of the ancients, used by the Greeks
as a poison by which condemned persons were put to
death. The active principle is a colorless, oily, alkaline
fluid, called conine (which see). The plant has been much
used and esteemed in medicine as an alterative and seda-
tive,

Conivalvla (ko-ni-val'vi-a), n. pl. [NL. (Cu-
vier, 1800), < L. conus, cone, -I- valva, valve.] A
section of gastropods proposed for the genus
Patella and shells of a patelliform appearance.

conj. An abbreviation (a) of conjunction, and
(b) rarely of conjunctive.

conjectt (kon-jekf), v. [In sense of ' conjecture,'

< JiIE. conjecten, conjecture, < L. conjectare,

throw or cast together, conjecture, freq. of con-

jicere; in lit.' sense, < L. conjectus, pp. of con-

jicere, tisually conicere, also coicere, throw or
cast together, conjecture, < com-, together, +
jacere, throw: see jet^. Cf. adject, eject, inject,

project, reject, subject, traject.] I. trans. To
throw together ; throw ; cast ; hurl.

Calumnies . . . congested and conjected at a mass upon
the Church of England.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Csesar, p. 298.

H, intrans. If. To conjecture
;
guess.

One that so imperfectly conjects [conceits in most editions].

Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

2. To plan ; devise
;
project. Pom. of the Rose.

COnjectort (kon-jek'tor), n. [< L. conjector, <

conjicere, conicere, pp. conjectus, conjecture : see
conject.] One who guesses or conjectures.

Because he pretends to be a great conjector at other men
by their writings. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

conjecturable (kon-jek'tu-ra-bl), a. [< conjec-

ture + -able.] Capable oi being conjectured or
guessed.
conjectural (kgn-jek'tu-ral), a. [= F. conjec-

tural = Sp. conjetural = Pg. conjectural = It.

conjetturale, < L. conjecturalis, < conjectura, con-
jecture : see conjecture, n.] Depending on con-
jecture ; springing from or implying a guess
or conjecture

;
problematical: as, a, conjectural

opinion ; a conjectural emendation of a text.

Thou speak'st it falsely, as I love mine honour

;

And mak'st conjectural feara to come into me.
Which I would fain shut out. Shak., All's Well, v. 3.

His brightest day is but twilight, and his dlscernings

dark, conjectural, and imperfect.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 264.

If we insert our own conjectural amendments, we per.

haps give a purport utterly at variance with the true one.
Hawltiome, Marble Faun, xi.

conjecturalist (kon-jek'tu-ral-lst), n. [< con-

jectural + -ist.] One who deals in conjectures.

[Rare.]

conjecturality (kpn-jek-tii-rari-ti), n. [< con-

jectural + -ity.] '*rhe quality of being conjec-

tural; that which dependson conjecture; guess-

work. [Rare.]

The possibilities and the conjecturality of philosophy.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

conjecturally (kon-jek'tu-ral-i), adv. In a con-

jectural manner';' by conjecture ; by guess.

Probably and conjecturally surmised. Hooker.

Hesitantly and conjecluraUy. Boyle, Works, I. 314.

conjecture (kon-jek'tur), n. [= p. conjecture

=z Sp. conjetura = Pg'. conjectura = It. conjet-

tura = D. conjectuur =: G. conjectur = Dan.
Jconjektur, < L. conjectura, a guess, < conjectus,

pp. of conjicere, conicere, guess: see conject.]

1. The act of forming an opinion without defi-

nite proof ; a supposition made to account for

an ascertained state of things, but as yet un-
verified ; an opinion formed on insufficient pre-

sumptive evidence ; a surmise ; a guess.

•Tis likely,

By all conjectures. Shak., Hen. VIII., U. 1.



conjecture

The British coins afford conjfclure of early habitation
in these parts. Sir T. Browtte, I rn-burial, ii.

As the sweet voice of a bird,
Heard by the lander in a lonely isle,

Mores him to think what kind of bird it is

That sings so delicately clear, and make
Conjecture of the pluma^ and the form ;

So the sweet voice of Enid moved Geraint.
Tennyson, Geraint.

2t. Suspicious surmise ; derogatory supposi-
tion or presumption.

For thee I'll look up all the pates of love.
And on my eyelids shall conjecture hang.
To turn all beauty into thoughts of harm.

Shak., Much Ado, ir. 1.

= Syn. Supposition, hypothesis, theory.

conjecture (kon-jek'tur), v.
;
pret. and pp. con-

jeetureJ. ppr. coiijeeturino- [< conjecture, n.;

= F. conjecturer, etc.] 1. trans. To form (an
opinion or notion) upon probabilities or upon
slight evidence

;
guess : generally governing a

clause.

Human reason can then, at the best, but amjeeture what
will be. South,

1 stood at Naples once, a night so dark
I could have scarce conjectured there was earth
Anywhere, sky or sea or world at all.

£rai(>iu'iif7, lUng and Book, IL 232.

=:SyiL Itnwnne, Conjecture, SunnUe, Chuss, Presume,
fancy, divine. Iinayitie literally expresses pure specula-
tion, and figuratively expresses an idea fouuded upon
the slightest evidence : as, I imaijine that you will find
yourself mistaken. Conjecture is something like a ran-
dom throw of the mind ; it turns from one possibility to
another, and perhaps selects one, almost arbitrarily. Sur-
miae has often the same sense as conjectxtre ; it sometimes
Implies a suspicion, favorable or otherwise : as, I sunnijse
that his motives were not good. Guess suggests a riddle,
the solution of which is felt after by the mind— a ques-
tion, as to which we offer an opinion, but not with confi-

dence, because the material for a judgment is confessedly
insufficient. To presume is to base a tentative or pro-
visional opinion on such knowledge as one has, to be held
until it is modified or overthrown by further information.

Oft, when the world inutgine women stray.
The sylphs through mjstic mazes guide their way.

Pope, R. of the L., i. 91.

As long as men have liberty to examine and contradict
one another, one may partly conjecture, by comparing their
woida, on which side the truth is like to lie.

Baxter, Reliquise.

In Sonth-sea days not happier, when surmised
The lord of thousands, than if now excised.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, U. IL 133.

Of twenty yere of age he was, I gesse.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 82.

This gentleman is happily arriv'd.
My mind presume», for his own good, and yours.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

n. intrans. To form conjectures; surmise;
guess.

I dimly see
My far-off doubtful purpose, as a mother
Conjectures of the features of her child
Ere it is bom. Tennyson, (Enone.

conjecturer (kon-jek'tu-r6r), n. One who con-
jectures; a guesser; one who forms an opin-
ion without proof.

1 shall leave eonjecturers to tbeir own imaginations.
Addison.

conjee, n. See congee^.

COIIjeont, n. See conjoun.

conjobblet (kon-job'l), v. t. [Humorously form-
ed < L. com^ together, + E. "jobble, freq. of
job, q. v.] To discuss; arrange; concert.

A minister that should eonjobblc matters of state with
tumblers. Sir R. L'Estrange.

conjoin (kon-join'), V. [< ME. conjoignen, <

OF. (and I".) eottjoindre = Pr. conjunger, con-
jongner, conjoingner = It. eongiungere, congiu-
gnere, < L. conjungere, pp. conjunctm (> Sp. con-
juntar (obs.) = Pg. conjunctar), join together,
< com-, together, + jungere, pp. junctits, join:

see join, joint, and cf. conjoint, conjugate.^ I.

trans. 1. To join together; bring into relation
or contact ; unite, as one thing to another.

Where singled forces faile, eonjoynd may gaine.
Spenser, F. Q., VL v. li.

The English army, that divided was
Into two parties, is now conjoin'd in one

;

And means to give you battle presently.
Shot., 1 Hen. VI., v. 2.

Conjoin thy sweet commands to my desire,

.\na I will venture, though I fall or tire.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 3.

2. To associate or connect.
Let that which he leams next be nearly conjoined with

what he knows already. Locke.

This worship of the Unity in the Universe is to be found
in most historic religions conjoined with other worships
which are in some cases much more prominent

J. R. Seeley, Sat. Religion, p. 79.

Specifically— 3f. To join in marriage.

If either of you know any inward impediment why you
ahoold not be conjoined, I charge yon, on your souls, to
otter it. Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.
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H. intrans. To form a union or league ; come
or act together ; unite.

Now I perceive they Iiave all conjoin'd, all three,
To fashion this false sport in spite of me.

Shak., M. N. D., in. 2.

Often both Priest and people conjoytw in savage noises.
Santtys, Travailes, p. 86.

conjoint, «. [For conjoined or conjoint.'] Con-
joined. Holland.

conjoined (kon-joind'), p. a. [Pp. of conjoin,

r.] United; associated, in her., joined together;
said of two or more bearings, as—(a) two lions having a
common liead ; or(b) mascles arranged as in a field lozengy
— that is, touching by the points; or (c) linkt-d as in"

a

chain, as annulets or mascles ; or (rf) uniteil .it tlieir bases,
as a pair of wings. .\lso coupled.— Conjoined charges.
See cAar;7P.— Conjoined in lure, in her., united at tlieir

bases, as wings ; so culled liecause wings when so united
form a representation of the lure used in falconry. See
lure.— Cross conjolned. See cross.

conjoinedly (kou-joi'ned-U), adv. Conjointly.

llie which also undoubtedly, although not so conjoinedly
as in his epistle, he assures us in his gospel.

Barrow, Works, II. 493,

conjoint (kon-joinf), a. and n. [< ME. con-
joint, < OF."(and F.) conjoint = Sp. conjunto =
Pg. conjuncto = It. congiunto, < L. conjunctus,
conjoined, pp. of conjungere (> F. conjoindre.

etc.), conjoin: see conjoin, v., and cf. conjunct,

a later form of conjoint, directly from the L.]
I. a. United ; connected ; associated

;
joined

together; conjunct.

She and the sun with influence conjoint
Wield the huge axle of the whirling earth.

Glover, Sir Isaac Newton.

Conjoint degrees, motion, etc. , in mufic. See eonjtuu-t.

11. n. In late, a person connected with an-
other in a joint interest or obligation, as a
spouse or a co-tenant.

conjointly (kon-joint'li), adv. In a conjoint
manner; jointly; unitedly; in company; to-

gether: as, two nations may carry on a war
conjointly against a third.

That with one heart and one voice they might conjointly
glorify God. Loeke, On Romans.

conjount, «. [ME., also conioun, conjeon, con-
gcon, cougioun, cugioun, = 6. Dan. Sw. kujon, <

OF. coion, cohion, cotjon, mod. F. fofon, a wretch,
coward, = It. coglione, a fool, dolt: see cullion,

the same word in another form.] A wretch

;

a low fellow : same as cullion, 3.

And nou cometh a conioun and wolde cacchen [find out] of
my wittes. Piers Plowman (A), xi S6.

conjubilant (kon-jo'bi-lant), a. [< ML. con-
jubilan{t-)s, < IJ. cotn-, together, + jubilati(t-)s,

rejoicing: see jubilant.] Singing together for
joy. [Bare.]

They stand, those halls of Zion,
Conjubilant with song.

J. M. Stale, tr. of Bernard of Cluny.

conjugacy (kon'jo-ga-si), H. [< conjugate : see
-cy.] It. Marriage.— 2. The relation of things
conjugat* to one another.

The mathematical test of conjugacy is thi|t the energy
arising from two of the harmonics existing together is

equal to the sum of the energy arising from the two har-
monics taken separately. Clerk Maxwell.

conjugal (kon'jij-gal), a. [= F. conjugal = Pr.
conyugal = Sp. conjugal, now conyugal, = Pg.
conjugal = It. congiugale, conjugale, < L. conju-

galis, < conjunx, conjux (conjug-), a husband or
wife, also fern, conjuga, a wife, < conjungere,

join, unite, join in marriage : see conjoin. Cf

.

conjugial.] 1. Pertaining to marriage ; of the
nature of marriage ; matrimonial ; nuptial : as,

a conjugal union; the conjugal relation.— 2.

Pertaining to the relation of htisband and wife

;

arising from or proper to marriage ; coimubial

;

individually, marital or wifely.

He . . . would intermix
Grateful digressions, and solve high dispute
With conjugal caresses. Milton, P. L., viii. 56,

Their conjugal affection still is ty'd.

And still the mournful race is multiplied.
Dryden, Fables.

She recommends to them the same conjugal harmony
which had ever subsisted between her and her husband.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

=Syn. Connubial, Xuptial, etc. See matrinwnial.

conjugality (kon-jo-gal'i-ti), n. [< conjugal +
-ity.] The conjugal state ; connubiaUty. Mil-
ton. [Rare.]

conjugally (kon'jo-gal-i), adc. Matrimonially

;

connubially. Sjy. Hall.

Conjugatae (kon-jo-ga'te), >i. pi. [XL., fem.
pi. of L. conjugatus, joined together: see con-

jugate, v.] In algology, a group composed of

the Zygnemacea and Mesocarpea, and common-
ly also the Desmidiacew and Diatomacem, in all

of which the sexual reproductive process is a
distinct conjugation. The conjugatiug cells in this

conjugate

group are the vegetative cells of the plant, while in Zoo-
sporece conjugation is effected by means of special, active-
ly moving cells (zoospores). See Zyguspureie, and cut Uli-

der conjugation.

conjugate (kon'jo-gat), v.
;
pret. and pp. conju-

gated, ppr. conjugating. [< L. conjugatus, pp.
of conjugate (> It. congiugare = Sp. Pg. conju-
gar = P. conjuguer), join together, < com-, to-
gether, + jugare, join, yoke, <jugum=B. yoke :

see join and yoke, and cf. conjoin.] I. trans.

If. To join together; specifically, to join in
marriage ; unito by marriage.

Those drawing as well marriage as wardship gave him
both power and occasion to conjugate at pleasure the Nor-
man and Saxon houses. Sir U. Wottoti, Reliquiie.

2. In gram., to inflect (a verb) through all its

various forms, as voices, moods, tenses, num-
bers, and persons, or so many of them as there
may be. This nse has its origin in the fact that in in-

flected languages a verb is conjugated by con>ot»in^ certain
inflectional syllables with the root.

n. intrans. In biol., to perform the act of
conjugation ; specifically, in bot., to tmite and
form a zygospore.

A greater and greater degree of differentiation between
the cells which conjugate can be traced, thus leading ap-
parently to the development of the two sexual forms.

Dancin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 409.

The Paramoecia assemble in great numbers, . . . then
conjugate in pairs, their anterior ends l>eing closely united.

Balbiani, tr. in Huxley's .\nat. Invert., p. 99.

conjugate (kon'jij-gat), a. and n. [< L. conjuga-
tus, pp.: see the verb.] I. o. 1. United in
pairs; joined together; coupled.— 2. In bot.,

applied to a piimate leaf which has only one
pair of leailets.— 3. In chem., containing two or
more radicals acting the part of a single one.

—

4. In gram, and rliet., kindred in meaning as hav-
ing a common derivation

; paronymous : an epi-

thet sometimes applied to words immediately
derived from the same primitive.— 5. In math.,
applied to two points, lines, etc., when they are
considered together, with regard to any proper-
ty, in such a manner that they may be inter-

changed without altering the way of enunciat-
ing the property— that is, when they are in

a reciprocal or equiparant relation to one an-
other— Conjugate angles. .*ee an/tlf^. i. — Conju-
gate axis. See <7jnii.— Conjugate constituents of a
matrix, in tnath., those constituents that are symmetri-
cally phiced w itli respect to the principal diagonid.— Con-
Jugate diameters of a conic, diameters which are con-
jugale lines with respect to the conic.— Conjugate dyad-
iCS, such as are converted into one anotherT»y tlie reversal

of the oi*der of all tlie p.iirs of factors.— ConJtlgate foci.
See/octis. 2.— Conjugate hyperbola, a hyperl.ola form-
ing a part of a comidete algebraic curve.— Conjugate
imaglnarles, iniaginaries related to one another, as j: ^ ly

and J* — n/.— Coi^jugate lines, with respect to a conic,
two lines the pole of each of which lies on the other.

—

Conjugate mirrors, two mirrors placed fac« to face so

Cot^agate Miiims.

that the rays of light and heat sent out from the focus
of one are reflected to the focus of the other.— Con-
jugate oval, an oval forming a part of a complete alge-

Draic curve.— Conjugate point, an acnode or double
point of a curve having the two tangent.*? imaginar}', and
thus separate from even- other real point on the curve.
See acno</e.— Conjugate points, with respect to a conic,

points tlie polar "I c;icli of wliich p.*isses thu^ugh the other.
— ConJtlgate quaternions, quaternions which can ije

converted each into the other by l-eversing the sign of
its vector part—Conju^te roots, roots of an algebraic
equation which are conjugate iniaginaries.— ConjttgatO
tangents, at any point of a surface, two tangents such
tliat the tangent plane at a consecutive point on either
contains the other.— Conjugate triangles, two trian-

gles such that each vertex of either is a pole of a side of
the other.

n. n. 1. In gram, and rhet., one of a group
of words having the same immediate derivation,

and therefore presumably related in meaning;
a paronym, in lofric, an argument from conjugates is

one drawn from the obvious similarity of such words in

form, and, it is assumed, in signification also.



conjugate

We have leameii in logic that conjugates are sometimes

In name only, and not in deed.
^ „ ,

,

Abp. Bramhall, Answer to Hobbes.

2. In chem., a subordinate radical associated

with another, along with which it acts as a sin-

gle radical.— 3. A conjugate axis— Conjugate

of a ouatemlon, another «iuatern'ion having the same

scalar and tlie vector reversed.— Harmonic conjugates,

two points so situated with respect to two others that

cither one of the tlrst pair is the center of the harmonic

mean with respect to the other, as a pole of the second

pair. If four points, A, B, C, D, in a straight line are at such

distances that^ - 55 = -L then C and D are said to

be harmonic conjugates with respect to A and B, and vice

versa.
, i-i_v t

conjngating-tube (kon'jo-ga-ting-tub), n. In

some Conjttgatw, as Desmidiacete, a short tube
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ilar to that from which it came. The process is considered

a sexual one, though the cells which unite cannot be distm-

guished as male and female.

The conjugation of the Algie and of some of the simplest

animals is the first step towards sexual reproduction.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 409.

The conjugation of two Infusoria occurs in very different

ways, and leads to more or less complete fusion, which,

after' regeneration of the nucleus, is followed by an in-

crease in the frequency of fission. Paramoecium, Stentor,

Spirostoma, during conjugation, become connected by their

ventral surfaces ; other Infusoria, with a flat body like

Oxytrichina or Chilodon, by their sides ; while Enchelys,

Halteria, Coleps, join together the anterior extremities of

their bodies, giving the appearance of transverse fission.

A lateral conjugation also takes place not infrequently

in Vortlcella, Trichodina, etc., between individuals of un-

equal size, the smaller one having the appearance of a

bud. Ctatis, Zoology (trans.), I. 203.

wMch"'Drotmdes from"each'"of" the" plants con- conjugational (kon-jp-ga'shon-al), a. [< con-

jugating, to meet that of the other. The two jugation + -o?.] Pertaining to or of the nature

tubes thus meeting become one, and the union of conjugation

of the conjugation-bodies takes place in it. conjugationally (kon-j9-ga shon-al-i), adv.

conjugation (kon-jo-ga'shon), »i. [= F. comu- a conjugational manner.

gaisoii = Pr. conjugatio = Sp. conjugacion -.

conjugacao = It. conjngazione = D. conjugatie =
G. conjugation = Dan. Sw. konjugaUon,< L. con-

la

conjugati
Will any of your readers explain why overlain is never

conjuncture

be in conjunction with the sun. This, however, in the case

of an inferior planet, may be either when it passes be-

tween the sun and the earth or when it is on the further

side of the sun ; the former is the inferior and the latter

the superior conjunction. A superior planet can be in con-

junction with tlie sun only when the sun is in a direct line

between it and the earth. See syzygy and opposition.

God, neither by drawing waters from the deep, nor by
any cunjunction of the stars, should bury them under a
second Hood. Sir W. Raleigh, Hist. World.

3. In gram., a connective particle serving to

unite clauses of a sentence, or coordinate words
in the same sentence or clause, and indicating

their relation to one another. There are two princi-

pal kinds of conjunctions, coordinating and subordinating:

the former joining clauses of equal order or rank (as, he

went and I came) ; the latter joining a subordinate or de-

pendent clause to that on which it depends (as, I went
where he was ; he was gone when I came). Host conjunc-

tions are of adverbial origin, and some, as, for instance,

also, share almost e(iually the character of both parts of

speech.—Comparative conjunction, conditional con-

junction, copulative conjunction, etc. Sec the adjec-

tives.— Ecliptic conjunction, see fc;i;)(ic,— Partile

conjunctlont, an exact conjunction.— Platlc conjunc-
tiont, a conjunction within the planets' orbs.

seen' but 'overlaiii thrust in to do what is often clumsy conjunctional (kon-jungk'shon-al), a. [< eon-

duty for it, and where overlain would coiij«i7a(io»a% fit
j„„^tjon + -aU Pertaining to or of the nature

and be the very word in situ ? \ .
andQ , th ser. II. »12. J

^^^ • ^^^.j
^

. _g_ ti^g conjunctional use of aof a conjunction : as, the conjunctional 1

j^atipO!-),
lJZ^'j'^t-^'^\h:l^^^^; coniugation-body (kon-j5-ga'shon-bod'i), n ;;^dTa ^^^notloraVtem."-

ship, in LL. conjugation (toi wUicu tne earner ^;^^;°, „ ,„nQsnfTirotonlasm which unites with ._..__.! -"i-_lii_/i.„„ : 1,'

term was (leclinatioiii-) : see declension), < conju-
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^„^.^^, ^

gare, pp. conjugatus, join : see conjugate, r.J If.
„nni„„ation-cell

m»,„ „„^ „f „„;*;„„ r.r «r.mV.;ni7icr: a. flnminff to- coiyugaiion ten

In 610/., a mass
another to form

The act of uniting or combining; a coming to

gather; union; conjunction; assemblage,

of protoplasm which unites witii
coniunctionally (kon-jungk'shqn-al-i),

I a zygospore. See conjugation, 4 aTonjunetional manner.
II (kon-jQ-ga shon->sel), n. A

-onjujictiya (kon-jungk-ti'va), a. use(3

adv. In

cell which unites with another to form a zygo

spore. See cut under conjugation
Aristotle . . . inquireth the nature of a commonwealth -oninaatlon-nucleUS (kon-j6-ga'shon-nu'kle-

^l^^^l'S^.t^^lSZ^!^ ^?f,T*rSh^Uui^f a fScundated

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 124. ovum, arising from the conjugatic

I Intended it to do honour to Christianity, and to repre- a male with a female pronucleus,

sent it to be the best religion in the world, and the conju- conjugative (kon'jij-^-tiv), a. [< conjugate +
gallon of all exceUent thin^^^

^^_^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ .;(.^.] In biol., pertaiiing to conjugation : as,

conjunctiva (kon-jungk-ti'va), a. used as «.;
"

pi. conjunctiva! (-ve). [NL., fem. of LL.con-
junctivus, serving to connect : see conjuncfii-e.]

1. In anat, the mucous membrane which lines

_„„...
, . . t the inner surface of the eyelids and thence is

o\-um, arising from the conjugation or fusion ot
^gflected over the front of the eyebaU, thus con-

different forms, as voices, moods, tenses, num
bers, and persons ; a connected scheme of all the

derivative forms of a verb. (6) A class of verbs

similarly conjugated: as, Latin verbs of the

third conjugation, (c) In Hebrew and other

Semitic languages, one of several groups of in-

flections normally formed from the same verb,

and expressing a modification of meaning anal

ogous to that found in certain classes of deriva

jugal: used by Swedenborg and his followers

to distinguish their special conception of the

nature of true'marriage.

Conjugial love is celestial, spiritual, and holy, because

it corresponds to the celestial, spiritual, and holy mar-

riage of the Lord ami the Church.
Swedenliorg, Conjugial ho\e (trans.), T 62.

conjunct (kon-jungkf), «• and n. [< L. cow-

juHCtus, pp." of conjungere, join together : see

joining the lids and the globe of the eye : a con-

traction of tunica conjunctiva, in low vertebrates

it is rudimentary and non-secretory, or not to be demon-
strated ; in the higher vertebrates which have eyelids it is

well defined. In birds and many reptiles and mammals
it forms a special fold, chiefly constituting the nictitating

membrane or third eyelid. \i, is very delicate where it

passes over the cornea, offering no impediment to vision.

In snakes which have no eyelids a delicate cuticle con-

tinues from the skin over the eye, and is shed with the rest

of the cuticle. The membrane is regarded as one of the

tunics or coats of the eyeball, like the tunica sclerotica, etc.

2. Inentom., the membrane uniting two sele-

rites, or hard parts of the integument, which

move freely on each other.

conjunctival (kon-jungk-ti'val), a. [< conjunc-

tira + -«/.] Of or pertaining to the conjunc-

tive verbs in Indo-European languages, or to the ^<„yoi„;,.t, and cf. conjoin?, ai older form of con- tiva.-ConJunctlval membrane, in anat., the con-

voices of these. [The Latincon^ya^v.isatranslatio^^ ^„„rt.] I. a. Conjoined; conjoint; united; as- ^ j, ^i,,, this system of canals that the coni«,«!«t,aJ
of the t!reekav<.V-a properly der.™no|ndud^ sociated ; concurrent. mucous" Sra,^ iscontinuous with thatof the' nose.

?5 ^. ?^^r„'"V.^' !;\l."r„r;^'hl'd"V™l7„^sTv"'bZ; The mterest of the bishops is eonm..cf with the pros- Huxley aM Yomnans, Physiol., I 287.
ited to the iiiHection of verbs, which had previously been

called simply inflection, or inflection 0} verbs (kXktispw-
ruv,declinatioveTborum').\

3. A union or coupling ; a combination of two

or more individuals. [Obsolete except in spe-

cific use. See 4.]

The sixth conjugation or pair of nerves.
Sir T. Brounie, Vulg. Err., iv. 4.

4. In hiol., a union of two distinct cells for re-

production; a temporary or permanent grow-

The interest of the bishops is conmiict with the pros

perity ot the king. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 147.
conjunctive (kon-jungk'tiv), a. and n. [= P

The Duke of Marlborough . . . carried over LordVis-
conjonctif= Sp" COnjuntivo = Pg. conjunctivo

^^^r^^-'iJ^^Jl^l!^:^"^^ ':^:^^^z:!7.^^^^^^^^

count Townsend to be conjunct plenipotentiary with him-

,elf. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1709.

He discusses the eon>ii?»ce questions with great acute-

ncss from every point of view. Sir W. Hamilton.

Conjunct charges. See conjoined charges, under charge.

— Conjimct degrees, in mwic. degrees that are adjacent

or successive iti the scale.— Conjunct modal, in logic, a

modal ijrrinosition in which the modality allccts the cop-
* ' •- -'-^- opposed to a disjunct

with fusion of their plasmodic substance, as a

means of reproduction by germs or spores, or a

means of renewing individual capacity to mul-

tiply by fission, it is a kind of copulation of the entire

bodies ot different individuals or cells, with the formation

of new nuclei or other formelcmenta, preparatory to the

for a white man to be black is poiiri6(c).— Conjunct mo-
tion progreBSlon, or succession, in music, a melodic

progression vntli.Hit steiis of more than one scale-degree.

— Conjunct rights, in .Scotx lau-. rights U-longing to two

or more persons jointly.— Conjunct system, in Gr. mu-
sic, a system or ten-toned scale made up of three con-

junct tetrachords, attributed to Ion, about 450 B. c—
Conjunct tetrachords, in Gr. music, tetrachords hav-

ing one tone iu common, namely, the upper tone of one

tetrachord and the lower tone of the other.
_ _

II,t n. A combination; an association; a

union. Creech. [Rare.]
i.,„„i,'>,i

It.'con3(Mn/(tio, < LL. conjunctivus, serving to

connect, < L. conjunctus, pp. of conjungere, con-

nect: see conjoin, v., conjunct, conjunction.'] L
a. It. Closely connected or united.

She's so conjunctive to my life and soul.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

2. Connecting; connective; uniting; serving

to connect or unite.

Some [conjunctions] are conjunctive, and some di^unc-

tive. Harris, Hermes, ii. 2.

Conjunctive mode [LI.. cmi/Mncfimi* modus, or simply

conjunctiiiu], in gram., the mode which follows a condi-

tional conjunction or expresses some condition or contin-

gency, it Is more generally called subjunctive.

TL. n. 1. In gram., the conjunctive mode.
See above.— 2. In math., the sum of rational

integral functions, each affected by an arbitrary

multiplier. The sum is said to be the eonjunc-
—-.— ..- , V , ,-L ^ r/ -urc „„„ ttijc of the functions.

conjunction (kon-jungk shon), n. [< Ml!-, con-
conjunctively (kon-jungk'tiv-li), adv. In a

junrcion, -tion (in astronomy) = i. conjonctton
(.(j„jjmetive or united manner; in combination;

= Sp. conjuncion = Pg. conjun<;ao, conjuncgdo
ig„-^i^^j.

= It. congiunzione = D. cotijunctie = G. con-
gtrasburg and Ulm 1 may speak conjunctively,

junction = Dan. Sw. konjunktton, < L. conjunc- »
sir H. Wotton, Letters.

tio{n-), a joining together, union, a eonnect-
conjunctiveness (kgn-jungk'tiv-nes), n. The

Cdbofa Seaaced (Sfirteyra elmpila) Coojogatiiie. highly
raagntfied.

I. Portions of two filaments preparing for conjugation ; a protuber-

ance has arisen from each cell to meet a similar one from the opposite

cell. 2. A, portions (A two filaments whose cells are in the act of con-

Jngating. At the left the protoplasmic body of one cell is passing

through and coalescing witli that of the opposite cell ; at the right

this has already taken place. B, portion of a filament containing

young zygospores, each surrounded by a cell-wall. (From Sachs's
** LcErbuch der Botanik." j

development of new individuals. It is also called zygosis,

and the resulting blended organism is called a zygote or

zygospore. The process occurs only in the lower animals

and plants, among many of which it is an ordinary mode
of repniduction. It is very common in protozoans, and has
been observed in certain wonns. (.See IMplozoon.) A per-

manent fusion takes place in the unicellular algte thato-

macece and Dejnnidiaceie by the union of the contents of

two separate cells ; in the Zygnemaceoi and Mesocarpeir,

by that of two cells of different filaments or of the same
filament ; and in the Zoospores, liy that of zoospores from

different mother-cells. The result of the union in each

case is called a zygospore ; the latter produces a plant aim-

ing particle, conjunction, < conjungere, pp. con-
"-^ut

'
-f |,eii,g conjunctive. Johnson,

junctus, join together: see conjoin, t;., ?«»-
coniunctivitis (kon-jungk-ti-vi'tis), n. [NL., <

junct.] 1. A joining or meeting of indiyidu-
'^.^J^^t^aT-itis.-] In jmthol., iiJflammation

- -»ti„f.t thinffs: union: connection;
^f the conjunctiva. It is one of the commonesta Is or of distinct things

combination ; association.

We will unite the white rose and the red

;

Smile heaven upon this fair conjunction !

SAai., Kich. 1II.,V. 4.

Never was so happy a conjunction of civility, freedom,

easiness, and sincerity. Swi/l, Death of Stella.

The history of the government, and the history of the

people, would be exhibited in that mode in which alone

they can be exhibited justly, in inseparable conjunction

and intermixture. Macaulay, History.

2. In astron., the meeting of two or more
stars or planets in the same longitude: as,

the conjunction of the moon with the sun, or of

Jupiter and Saturn

affections of the eye.

conjunctly (kon-jun^kt'li), adv. In a conjunct

manner ; in union
;
jointly ; together.

They must be understood conjunctly, so as always to go

together. Bp. Beveridge, Sermons, I. xxxi.

The theory of the syllogism in Depth (far less in both

quantities conjunctly) was not generalized by Aristotle.

•S'ir If . Hamilton, Discussions, p. 695, note.

Conjunctly and severally, in Scoi* law, same as jointly

and Kcivraily (which see, under joinWi/).

conjuncture (kon-jungk'tur), «. [= F. con-

joncturc = Sp. conjuntura, coyuntura = Pg. con-

junctura = It. congiuntura, < ML. conjunctura, <

the'earth. Is In the «tme diJLuonyt'£rsun"itirsaId°S i^.conjunctus, pp.'of conjungere, join together



conjuncture

eee conjoin, v., conjunct.'] 1. A coming or join-

ing together ; the state of being joined ; meet-

ing; combination; union; connection; associa-

tion. [Obsolete or archaic]

So God prosper you at home, as me abroad, aiid send us

in good time a joyful Conjuncture.
Hoieelly Letters, I. i. 21.

Every man is a member of a society, and liatli some
common terms of uuion and conjuncture^ which make all

the body susceptive of all accidents to any pait.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 260.

a. Combination of circumstances or affairs;

especially, a critical state of affairs; a crisis.

It pleased God to make tryall of my conduct in a con-

juncture of the greatest and most prodigious hazard that

ever the youth of England saw. Evelyn, Diary, 1641.

Perhaps no man could, at that conjmiclure, have ren-

dered more valuable services to the court.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Those largest of all conjunctures which you properly

call times of revolution must demand and supply a delib-

erative eloquence aU their own.
R. Choate, Addresses, p. 167.

COnjungedt, a. [< L. conjung-ere, join together

(see conjoin), + -ed2.] Same as conjoined.

conjuration (kon-jij-ra'shon), n. [< ME. con-

juracioiin = D. cotijuratie = G. conjuration, <

OF. conjuration, P. conjuration = Sp. conjura-

eion = Pg. conjura^So = It. congiurazione, < L.

eonjuratio{n-), a swearing together, a conspira-

cy, ML. also enchantment, adjuration, < conju-

rare, pp. conjuratus, conspire, etc. : see conjure.

The older foiTQ (in ME. and F.) is conjurison,

q. v.] It. A conspiracy; a plot ; a league for

criminal ends.

The conjuration of Catiline.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ill. 28.

Conjurations (societies bound by mutual oaths).

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xcviii.

2. The act of calling on or invoking by a sacred

name; adjuration; supplication; solemn en-

treaty.

We charge you, in the name of God, take lieed. . . .

Under this conjuration, speak, my lord.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

Ltjs. Answer me truly.

Lyd. I will do that without a conjuration,

Fletcher (and Massinger'!), Lovers' Progress, iv. 3.

8. A magical form of words used with the view
of evoking supernatural aid ; an incantation

;

an enchantment ; a magic spell.

I will a round unvarnish'd tale deliver

Of my whole course of love : what drugs, what charms,
What conjuration, and what mighty magic
(For such proceeding I am charg'd withal),

I won his daughter. Shak,, Othello, i. 8.

COnjaratort (kon'JS-ra-tor), n. [= p. conjura-

te«r= Pr. Sp. Pg. conjurador= li. congiuratore,

< ML. conjurator, a conspirator, < L. conjurare,

pp. conjuratus, conspire, etc.: see conjure, v.

Cf. conjurer.'] In old Eng. law, one bound by an
oath with others; a conjuror; a conspirator.

Both these Williams Ijefore rehersed were rather taken

of suspicion and ielowsie, because they were nere of blood

to the coniuratori, then for any proued offence or crime.
Grafton, Hen. VII., an. 29.

conjure (kgn-jor' or kun'jSr: see etym. and
defs.), V.

;
pret. and pp. conjured, ppr. conjuring.

[Historically the jsron. is kun'jer in all senses

;

but the pron. kgn-jor', based on mod. F. or the

L., is now prevalent in certain senses. The dis-

tinction is modem. < ME. conjuren, counjouren,

< OP. conjurer, cunjurer, mod. P. conjurer= Sp.

Pg. conjuror = It. congiurare, < L. conjurare,

swear together, assent with an oath, assent,

unite, agree, conspire, in ML. also conjure, ad-

jure, exorci8e,< com-, together, +jMrare, swear:
see jurat, jury, and cf. adjure, perjure.] I. in-

trans. If (kqn-jor'). To swear together ; band
together under oath ; conspire

;
plot.

Hieu . . . coniured aseynst loram.
Wyclif, 4 Ki. [2 Ki.] ix. 14 (Oxf.).

His seruauntia rysen and conjuredenhytwene hemseluen.
Wyclif, 4 Ki. [2 Ki.] xii. 20 (Oxf.).

Had conjured among themselves and conspired against

the Englishmen. Eoxe.

And in proud rebellious arms
Drew after him the third part of heaven's sons.

Conjured against the Highest. Milton, P. L., ii. 693.

2 (kun'jfer). To practise the arts of a conjur-

er; use arts to engage, or as if to engage, the

aid of supernatural agents or elements in per-

forming some extraordinary act.

Therupon he gan conjure
.So that through his enchantement
This lady . . .

Met [dreamed] as she slepte thilke while
How fro the heven ther came a light.

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 67.

1 oonjurt only but to raise up him.
Shak., E. and J., ii. 1.

connaturality

See con'-'^.
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I am believed to conjure, raise storms and devils, by COUU^, n,

whose power I can do wonders.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iv. 2

II. trans. 1 (kon-jor'). To call on or sum-
mon by a sacred name or in a solemn manner

;

implore with solemnity; adjure; solemnly en-

treat.

The Provost conjured him, as he was a Christian, to go
and tell the Duke of Alva, his Provost was there clapped
up, nor could he imagine why. Umvell, Letters, I. iv. 28.

I conjure you ! let him know,
Whate'er was done against him, Cato did it.

Addison, Cato.

2 (kun'jer). To affect or effect by magic or connascent (ko-nas' ent), a. [< LL. connag-
enchantment; procure or bring about by prae- cni(t-)s, ppr. of connasci, be born at the same
tising the arts of a conjurer. time, < L. com-, together, + nasci, be born : see

The Poet neuer maketh any circles about your imagina- nascent, and cf . connate.] 1 . Bom or produced
tion, to coniure you to beleeue for true what he writes. together or at the same time.— 2. Growing to-

S.-r/'.Strf««y,Apol.forPoetne. gg^her or in company. [Rare in both uses.]
Tbe habitation which your prophet . . .mnjured the connate (kon'at), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. connato, <

UcVll llltU. »3 ., -t . ,y . . 7 y , />^»i(M/r»^^/o r\'n t\i

3 (kun'jer). To call or raise up or bring into

connablet, «• See covenabU.

connascence, connascency (ko-nas'ens, -en-si),

n, [< connascent: see -ence, -ency.] 1. The
birth of two or more at the same time ; produc-
tion of two or more together. [Kare.]

Those geminous births and double connascencies.
Sir T, Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 15.

2. The act of growing together or at the same
time. [Rare.]

Symphasis denotes a connascence, or growing together.
M'isetnan.

existence by conjuring, or as if by conjuring:

with uj) : as, to conjure up a phantom.
Thou know'st my praise of nature most sincere,

And that my raptures are not conjured up
To serve occasions of poetic pomp.

Cowper, The Task, i.

He cannot conjure up a succession of images, whether
grave or gay, to flit across the fancy or play in the eye.

Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xliv.

= Syn. 1. See list under adjure.— 2. To charm, enchant.

conjuret, n. [ME., = Pr. conjur = Sp. conjuro;

from the verb.] Conjuration ; enchantment.

And gan out of her cofre take
Hem thought an hevenly figure.

Which alle by charme and by conjure

Was wrought. Goirer, Conf. Amant., II. 247.

conjurement (kon-jor'ment), n. [< OP. con-

jurement = It. congiuramento, < ML. conjura-

mentum, < L. conjurare, conjure: see conjure,

v.] Adjuration ; solemn demand or entreaty.

[Rare.]

Earnest intreaties and serious conjurements.
Milton, Education.

conjurer, conjuror (kon-jor' er, -or, in senses 1

and 2; kun'jei'-6r, -or, in senses 3 and 4), n.

[= OF. and P. conjureur = Sp. Pg. conjurador

= It. congiuratore, < ML. conjurator, a conjur-

er, also one bound by an oath with others, a
conspirator: see conjurator, a,uA.conjure, v.] If.

One bound by a solemn oath; a conjurator; a
conspirator.— 2. One who solemnly enjoins or

conjures.— 3. An enchanter; one who practises

magic or uses secret charms ; a magician.

Now do I

Sit like a conjuror within my circle,

And these the devils that are raia'd about me.
Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, v. 5.

From the account the loser brings,

The conjurer knows who stole the things. Prior,

Hence— 4. One who practises legerdemain; a
juggler Blrd-conjurert, an augur; a haruspex; one
who divines by birds. Also called bird-diviiwr.—lHo con-
jurer, one who is far from being clever or learned.

Sir Sampson has a son who is expected to-night, and by
the account I have heard of his education can be no con-

juror, Congreve, Love for Love, U. 9.

COnjuring-CUp (kun'j6r-ing-kup), n. Same as

surprise-cup.

COnjurisont, «• [ME. conjurison, conjurisoun,

conjureson, conjoureson, < OP. conjurison, con

LL. connatus, pp. of connasci, be born together

:

see connascent, andcf, cogtiate.] 1. Inborn; im-
planted at or existing from birth ; congenital.

A difference has been made by some : those diseases or

conditions which are dependent upon original conforma-
tion being called congenital ; while the diseases or affec-

tions that may have supervened during gestation or deliv-

ery are termed connate, Ihtn^lison.

I'he conviction that if we are sent into the world with
certain connate principles of truth, those principles can-
not be false. G, a. Lewes,

2. Cognate ; allied in origin or nature.

There was originally no greater mechanical aptitude,

and no greater desire to progress, in us than in the con-

nate nations of northern Europe.
//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 429.

That keen acumen connate with daring boldness, and
that power to govern linguistic phenomena, which the
Gottingen professor has heretofore displayed in fields of

investigation embracing a wider horizon.
Amer, Jour. Philol, VII. 232.

In the wilderness I find something more dear and con-

nate than in streets or villages. Emerson, Misc., p. 17.

3. In anat. and zooL, united; not separated by
a "joint or suture ; confluent ; specifically, in

entom., immovably united ; soldered together.

Thus, the mentum and ligula may be connate—
that is, not separately movable.—4. In hot.,

united eongenitally : a general term including
both adnate and coalescent. Some-
times coherent Connate elsrtra, in

entom,, those elytra which are immovably
united 'at the suture, the wings in this

case being aborted.— Connate leaf, a
leaf of which the lower lobes are united,

either about the stem, if sessile, or above
the petiole, if petiolate : in the first case

it is perfoliate; in the second, peltate,

connate-perfoliate (kon ' at - per-

fo'li-at), a. In 60?., connate about
the stem by a broad base: said of opposite

leaves.

COnnation (ko-na'shon), n. [< LL. connatus,

connate: see connate, and cf. cognation.] 1.

Connection by birth; natural union. Dr. H.
More. [Rare.]— 2. Iii 2o67. and niia*., the for-

mation and production of two things together;

original union
;
junction from the first : as, the

connation of the toes of a palmiped bird by their

webs ; connation of two processes of bone which
arise by a single center of ossification. Con-
nation is an earlier and more intimate or com-
plete union than confluence. See confluent, 2.

Connate 1-eaves.

jureison, conjureisun, conjuroison, vernacular connational (ko-na shon-al),a. ysconnanoii

form of conjuration, > ME. conjuracioun, E. con-

juration, q. v.] 1. A conspiracy; a conjuration.

There is made a strong coniurysmm.
Wyclif, 2 Ki. [2 Sam.) xv. 12.

2. An enchantment ; a conjuration ; a charm.

So he leorned . . .

Ay to aquelle his enemye
With charmes and with conjurisons.

King Alisauruler (Weber's Metr. Rom.), 1. 79.

conjuror, n. See conjurer.

COnjury (kun'j6r-i), n. [< conjure + -y.] The
acts or art of a conjurer; magic; jugglery.

[Rare.]

Priesthood works out its task age after age, . . . exer-

cising tlie same conjury over ignorant baron and cowardly

hind. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 30.

conk (kongk), n. [E. dial., var. of canlc'^.] A
confidential chat.

" Well ! yo' lasses will have yom- cojifts, a know ; secrets

'bout sweethearts and such like."

Mrs, Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

con motO (kon mo'to). [It.: con, < L. cum, -with

;

moto, < L. motus, motion, movement, < movere,

pp. motus, move: see cmw- and move.] In mu-
sic, with spirited movement.
COnn^t, » See con^, can^.

conn^, V. t. See con^.

¥ -aU] Of the same "origin; connected by
birth.

connatural (ko-nat'u-ral), a. [= P. connaturel

= Sp. Pg. connatural = It. connaturale, < ML.
connaturalis, < L. com-, together, -t- naturalis,

natural, etc. : see natural.] 1. Of the same na-

ture; like in quality or kind; closely related

or assimilated.

Often it falls out that great Solemnities are waited on
with great Disasters— or rather, indeed, as being connatu-

ral, they can hardly be asunder. Baker, Chronicles, p. 62.

And mix with our connatural dust.
Milton, P. L., xi, 529.

2. Belonging by birth or nature; intimately

pertaining ; connate ; inborn.

These affections are connatural to us, and as we grow
up, so do they. Sir R. L Estrange,

But in spite of its power of assimilation, there is much
of the speech of Englami which has never become conno/u-
ral to the .\nglican people.

G, P, Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., i.

connaturality (ko-nat-u-ral'i-ti), «. [= OP.
connaturalite, connaturdtete = Pg. connaturali-

dade = It. connaturalita, < ML. 'connaturali-

ta(t-)s, < connaturalis: see connatural.] Par-

ticipation in the same nature ; natural tinion or

relation. [Rare.]



connaturality
There is a eonnaturaliti/ anil congruity between that

knowledge . . . and that future estate of the soul.
Sir il. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 12.

connatnralize (ko-nat'u-ral-iz), v. t. [< con-
natural + -(>.] To connect by nature; adjust
or reconcile naturally. [Rare.]
How often have you been forced to swallow sickness

. . . before ever you could cannaturaiize your midnight
revels to your temper. J. Scott, Christian Life, i. 4.

connaturally (ko-nat'a-ral-i), adv. In a con-
natural manner; connately; by nature; origi-
nally. Sir M. Hale.
There exists between our own being and the world of

externalities a wide range of connaturaUy established re-
lations. Mirwl, tX. 376.

COnnatnralness (ko-nat'u-ral-nes), n. Partici-
pation in the same nature; natural union or
relation.

Such is the sweetness of our sins, such the connatural-
ness of our corruptions.

Bp. Alterbury, Sermons, I., Pref. to xi.

connattire (ko-na'tur), n. [< con- -(- nature. Cf.
C07ina tural. ] Likeness in nature or kind ; iden-
tity or similarity of character.
ConiMture was defined as likeness in kind, either between

two changes in consciousness or between two states of con-
sciousness. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 371.

COnnanght (kon'4t), «. [Appar. named from
Connaiight, a province of Ireland.] A kind of
cotton cloth used as a foundation for embroi-
dery. Also eaUed Java canvas and toile Colbert.

COnne't, '•• A Middle English form of fonl,
Crt«l.

conne-t, v. t. A Middle English form of con^.
connect (ko-nekt'), V. [= F. connecter = Sp.
conectar = It. connettere, < L. connectere, usually
eonectere, m. connexus, conexus, bind together,
connect, < com-, co^, together, -I- nectere, pp.
nexus, bind, tie, = Skt. /««*, bind : see nexus.']
I. trans. To bind or fasten together; join or
unite ; conjoin ; combine ; associate closely : as,
to connect ideas ; the strait of Gibraltar connects
the Mediterranean with the Atlantic.

To Him no high, no low, no great, no small;
He Alls, He bounds, eortneets, and equals all.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 280.

Now, in the earliest states of socletv. all truth that has
any interest or importance lor man will connect itself with
''^*''*"- De Quincey, Style, ii.

The English . . . saw their sovereign . . . connectimi
himself by the strongest ties with the most faithless and
merciless persecutor. Macaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.
Connecting cartilage. See cartUaye.

n. intrans. To join, unite, or cohere.
This part will not conned with what goes before.

Bp. Home.
connectedly (ko-nek'ted-U), adv. By connec-
tion

; in a connected manner; conjointly; co-
herently, as an argument,
connecting-cell (ko-nek'ting-sel), n. A term
used by Ifiirvey for heteroeyst.

connecting-link (ko-nek'ting-Ungk), n. 1. A
chain-link liaving a movable section, so that
it can be used to miite two portions of a chain.
Also called coupling-link.— 2. Figuratively,
anything that links or joins one thing to an-
other

;
that which serves to connect or unite

members of a series, or to fill a hiatus between
them

: as, a connecting-link in an argument, or
in a chain of evidence; a connecting-link be-
tween two orders of being.

connecting-rod (ko-nek'ting-rod), n. In engin.

:

(a) The coupling-rod which connects the pis-
ton with the crank of the driving-wheel axle of
a locomotive engine. See cut under locomo-
tive. (6) The outside coupling-rod which con-
nects the wheels of a locomotive engine, (c)
The rod connecting the cross-head of a beam-
engine with that end of the working-beam which
plays over the cylinder.
connection, connexion (ko-nek'shon), «.
[Prop, connexion, comicction being a false spell-
ing, like flection, deflection, inflection, reflection,
after the supposed analogy of affection, dejec-
tion, etc., which, however, depend on verbs
(affect, deject, etc.) in which the t really belongs
to the L. pp. and supine stem, whereas in con-
nect, deflect, etc., it is a part of the present
stem; < F. connexion = Sp. conexion = Pg.
connexSo = It. connessione, < L. connexio(n-^,
usually cdnexio{n-), < connectere, conectere, pp.
connexus, conexus, connect: see connect.] 1.
The state of being connected or joined ; union
by junction, by an intervening substance or
medium, by dependence or relation, or by or-
der in a series.

My heart, "hleh by a secret harmony
moves with thine, ]olnd in connexion sweet.

Milton, P. L., X. 359.

1199
Ever while you live have two plots to your tragedy.

The grand point in managing them is only to let your un-
der plot have as little connexion with your main plot as
possible. Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 2,

Connection between cause and effect. Whewell.
All the requisite nervous connections are fully estab-

lished during the brief embryonic existence of each crea-
*•"" J- Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 310.

2. The act of connecting; the act of uniting,
associating, or bringing into relation.— 3. Sexu-
al intercourse.— 4. Relationship by family ties,
more particularly by distant consanguinity or
by marriage; hence, a relative, especially a
distant one.

But, pray, Mr. Premium, are you acquainted at all with
any of my connexions } Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

Now shell know what a deuce of a fellow she has
slighted

; she'll know she has put an affront upon a con-
)i«rtM»i of the Todworthsl

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 74.

5. A circle of persons with whom one is brought
into more or less intimate relation : as, a large
business connection; hence, any member of
such a circle.- 6. An association or united
body; a religious sect: as, the Methodist con-
nection.

It was a tolerably comfortable class of the community
that dreadful connection. Mrs. Otiphant, Salem Chapel, ii!

7. A series or set of circumstances or notions

;

a number of related notions or matters under
consideration, or thought of together: especial-
ly in the phrases in this connection or in that con-
nection (that is, in connection with the matter
now, or then, mentioned or under discussion).— Christian Connection. See Christian^, «., 5 (a).

—

To make connections, to join or meet, especially a rail-
wiiy-tiain or a steamboat, at the place and time intended

:

as. he failed to make connections at New York. [Colloq.]
= Syn. 1. ^HMfiort, etc. (see union) ; coherence, continu-
ity, association, alliance, intercourse, communication af-
finity.— 4. Relative, etc. See relation.

connectional, connexional (ko-nek'shon-al),
a. [< connection, connexion, +"-al.'] l" Per-
taining to or of the natiu-e of a connection or
union.— 2. Pertaining to a religious sect or
connection.
Thus in all the connectional interests of the united

church there would be from the very commencement the
most practical union. Christ. Union, Oct. 18, 1871, p. 262.

COnnectival (kon-ek-ti'val or ko-nek'ti-val), a.
[< connective + -al.'\ Relating to or oi the
nature of a connective.
connective (ko-nek'tiv), a. and «. [= F. con-
nectif, < NL. connectivus, < L. connectere, con-
nect: Bee connect and -ive. Ct. connexive.'i I.
a. Having the power of connecting; serving or
tending to connect; connecting.
There are times when prepositions totally lose their eon-

neetioe nature, being converted into adverbs.
Harris, Hermes, il. 3.

Connective tissue, in aiml., a tissue of mesoblastic ori-
gin, ionip..sc.l of fusiform and branching cells with flbril-
lated inUrcellular 8ul)stance. It tonus the corium and the
tendons and ligamente. and constitutes the framework of
the various organs in which their proper cells are sus-
tained. It yields gelatin on boiling. The cimnective-
tusue group embraces connective tissue proper, bone,
dentine, cartilage, and mucous tissue. These are all de-
rived from the mesoblast.

n. ». That which connects. Specifically— (o)
In gram., a word used to connect words clauses, and sen-
tences. In the widest sense this term includes relatives
and words derived from them, many adverbs, prepositions
(as connecting verbs and adjectives with nouns, or one
noun with another), and conjunctions ; but it is most fre-
quently applied to conjunctions, (i) In bot., the portion
of the tllament which connecU the two cells of an anther.
See stamen, (c) In anat. and zoiit., a nervous commis-
sure; a cord between two ganglia: distinguished from
ganglion.

COnnectively (ko-nek'tiv-U), adv. In a con-
nective manner; by union or conjunction;
jointly.

Whenever they (the people] can unite cmneetively, or
by deputation. Swi/t.

connectivnm (kon-ek-ti'vum), «. [NL., neut.
of connectivus : see connective.'] In anat. and
physiol., a tissue belonging to the connective-
tissue group.
connector (k(>.nek'tor), n. [< connect + -or.]
One who or that wli'ich connects. Specifically-
(a) In chein., a small flexible tube for connecting the ends
of glass tubes ill pneumatic experiments. (6) In elect., a
device for holding two parts of a conductor in intimate
contact

; a binding-screw ; a clamp, (c) A car-coupling.

connellite (ko-nel'it), n. [Named after a Brit-
ish chemist, Connell.] A rare sulphatochlo-
rid of copper, occurring in slender hexagonal
crystals of a fine blue color in Cornwall. Ene-
laiid. ' ^

connerl (kon'6r), «. [< eon^ + -erl.] One
who tests, examines, or inspects ; one who has
a special knowledge of anything. See ale-
conner.

connive

Conner^ (kon'^r or kun'er), ». [Also conder; <
coni + -CT-l.] 1. One who gives steering direc-
tions to the helmsman of a ship.— 2t. A per-
son who stood upon a cliff or an elevated part
of the sea-coast in the time of the herring-fish-
mg, to point out to the fishermen by signs the
course of shoals of fish ; a balker.
Conner^ (kun'er), n. [Also connor, cunner;
origin obscure.] 1. An English name of the
Crenilabrus melops, a fish of the family Lahridce.— 2. See cunner.

COnnext, «'. t. [< L. connexus, conexus, pp. of con-
nectere, conectere, join together: see connect.]
To link together; join; connect.

All with that general harmony so connexed and disposed
as no one little part can be missing to the illustration of the
whole.

B. Jotison, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

COnnex (kou'eks), n. [< L. connexus, pp. : see
the verb.] In geotn., any mixed form consist-
ing partly of points and partly of lines, or of
other diverse elements; specifically, a three-
dimensional system of elements each consist-
ing of a line and a point in a fixed plane, or a
four-dimensional system of elements each con-
sisting of a plane and a point in space. The
order of a connex is the degree of its equation in point-
coordinates

; its class is the degree of its equation in tan-
gential coordinates (or the class of the enveloping curve
or surfiico when the point is fixed).

connexion, «. See connection.
connexional, a. See connectional.
COnnexity (ko-nek'sj-ti), n. [As connex + -t^.}
The state of being connected.
The connezity of a neural group. 6. H. Lewes.

connexiva, ». Plural of connexivum.
connexivet (ko-nek'siv), a. [= Sp. conexivo =
Pg. connexivo, < LL. connexivus, conexivus, serv-
ing to connect, < L. connexus, conexus, pp. of
connectere, conectere, connect: see connect. Cf.
connective.] Connective.
Brought In by this coniiexive particle. Therefore (Gen.

''• 24)- Milton, Tetrachordon.

connexivum (kon-ek-si'vum), n.
;
pi. connexiva

(-va). [NL., neut. of LL. connexivus, conexivus,
serving to unite: see connexite.] In entom., the
flattened lateral border of the abdomen of he-
mipterous insects, separated by deep grooves
or sutures from the tergal and ventral surfaces,
and frequently much dilated, so that it extends
beyond the hemelytron in repose.
COnnictation (kon-ik-ta'shon), ». [< L. com- -t-

nictaUo(n-), winking, < inctare, pp. nictatus,
wink: see con/iife.] The act of winking. Bailey.
connlet, ». An obsolete spelling of cony.
conningif, ». and a. An obsolete form of cun-
vingl.

C0nnlng2 (kon'ing), n. [Verbal n. of con2.]
The act of one who cons or pores over a lesson.
COnningS (kon'ing or kun'ing), n. [Verbal n.
of con«, v.] The act or art of directing a helms-
man in steering or piloting a vessel.
conning-to-wer (kon'ing-tou''^6r), n. The low,
dome-shaped, shot-proof pilot-house of a war-
vessel, particularly an ironclad.
conniption (ko-nip'shon), n. An attack of
hysteria; a fit of rage or vexation. [Slang,
U. S.]

connivance (ko-ni'vans), n. [Less correct
foi-m for connivence, also -written connivency;
< F. connivence = Sp. Pg. connivencia = It. con-
nivenza, < L. conniventia, coniventia, < connivere,
conivere, connive : see connive.] 1. The act of
conniving, tacitly permitting, or indirectly aid-
ing; collusion by withholding condemnation or
exposure

; tacit or implied encouragement, es-
pecially of wrong-doing.

It is better to mitigate usury by declaration than to suf-
fer It to rage by connimnce. Bacim, Usury.
Better had it beene for him that the heathen had heard

the fame of his justice than of his wilfull cmmivenee and
partiality. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Eemonst.
Such abuses had gradually prevailed and gained strength

by connivance. Hattam.

2. In the law of divorce, specifically, the cor-
rupt consenting of a married person to that
conduct in the spouse of which complaint is
afterward made. Bishop.
COnnivancyt (ko-ni'van-si), n. Same as conni-
vance or connivency.

connive (ko-niv'), v.: pret. and pp. connived,
ppr. ((inniring. [= F. conniver, < L. connivere,
usually conivere, wink, wink at, overlook an er-
ror or crime, < com-, co-, + 'nivcre, wink, akin to
nicere, beckon, freq. nictare, wink.] I. intrans.
It. To wink.
The artist is to teach them how to nod judiciously to

connive with either eye. Spectator, No. 306.



connive

Hence— 2. To wink, or refrain from looking,
in a figurative sense, as at a culpable person
or act ; give aid or encouragement by silence
or forbearance ; conceal knowledge of a fault
or wrong : followed by at (formerly sometimes
with on).

But what avail'il it Eli to be himself blameless, while he
eonniv'd at otiiers that were aLwminable ?

Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

Knowing they were reduced to the extremity of famine,
he generously connieed at the methods practised to supply
them with provisions. Goldsmith, Cultivation of Taste.

3. To be in secret complicity; have a furtive
or clandestine imderstanding: foUowedby wiWi;
as, to connive with one in a wrongful act. [Col-
loq. or rare.]— 4t. To waive objection; act as
if satisfied ; acquiesce : used absolutely.

Upon the Pope's threatning to excommunicate the King,
Thurstane entred upon his Bishoprick, and the King con-
nited. Baker, Chronicles, p. 41.

To show I am not flint, but affable, as you say, ... I

relent, I connioe, most affable Jack.
Ford and Vekker, Witch of Edmonton, ii. 1.

5t. To tamper: followed by «Ji<A.

Nor were they [statutes] ever Intended to be connived
mth lu the least syllable.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 178.

n.t trans. To shut one's eyes to; wink at;
tacitly permit.

Divorces were not connived only, but with eye open al-

lowed. Milton.

connivencet (ko-ni'vens), «. Same as conni-
vance.

COnnivencyt (ko-ni'ven-si), n. 1. Connivance.

I have conniv'd at this, your friend and you.
But what is got by this connivancy?

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure.

2. In nat. hist., convergence; close approach.
Bentham.
Also connirancy.

COnni'Vent (ko-ni'vent), a. [= P. connivent =
Pg. It. connivente, < L. coaniren{t-)s, c6niven(t-)s,

ppr. of connivere, conivere: see connive.'] If.

Conni'ving ; wilfully blind or tolerant.

Justice . . . connivent, . . . or, if I may so say, osci-

tant and supine. Milton, Divorce, ii. 3.

2. In nat. hist., having a gradually inward di-

rection; converging; coming in contact: as,

the connivent wings of an insect, or petals of a
flower. In anat., specifically applied to circular folds
of the mucous membrane of the intestine, lying in series
along the inner wall of the tube and projecting into its

lumen, increasing the absorbing and secreting surface

:

as, the connivent valves (valvulre conniventes).

COnni'Ver (ko-ni'ver), n. One who connives.

Abettors, counsellors, consenters, commenders, conni-
vers, concealers ; each of these will be found guilty before
God's tribunal. Junius, SInne Stigmatized (1639), p. 825.

conni'ving (ko-ni'ving), p. a. [Ppr. of connive,
r.] Same as connivent, 2.

Connochaetes (kon-o-ke'tez), ». [NL. (Lioh-
tenstein) ; also improp. Connochoetes, ConnocUe-
tes ; < Gr. k6wo^, beard, + ;t;o''''7, mane (NL.
chceta, a bristle).] A genus of antilopine rumi-
nants, represented by the wildebeest or gnu, C.

gnu. See gnu. Also called Catohlepas.

connoisseur (kon-i-siir' or -ser'), n. [< F. con-
noisseur, formerly cognoisseur, now connaisseur,
< OF. conoisseor, connisseour, conissour, etc.

(= Pr. conoissere, conoissedor= Sp. conoccdor =
Pg. eonheccdor=lt. conoscitore), < OF. conoistre,
connoistre (connoiss-), F. connaitre (connaiss-)
= Pr. conoscer, conoisser = Sp. conoscer (obs.),

eonocer = Pg. conhecer = It. conoscere, know, <

L. coj7«o«cerc, know: see cognition, cognizance,
cognize, cognosce.'] A critical judge of any art,

particularly of painting, sculpture, or music;
one competent to pass a critical judgment : as,

a connoisseur of carvings ; a connoisseur of lace.

Your lesson leani'd, you'll be secure
To get the name of connoisseur. Swift, Poetry.

What connoisseurs say of some pictures painted by
Baphael in his youth may be said of this campaign. It
was in Frederic's early bad manner.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

The connoisseur is " one who knows," as opposed to the
dilettant, who only "thinks that he knows."

Fairholt, Diet. Terms of Art, p. 127.

COnnoisseurship (kon-i-sur'ship or -sfir'ship),

n. [< ciinnoiiscur + -ship.'] The r61e or part
of a connoisseur; critical judgment in matters
of art.

How well his connoisseurship understands
Tlje graceful bend, and the voluptuous swell.

Byron, Childe Harold, Iv. 53.

COnnor, n. See Conner^, 1.

connotate (kon'o-tat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. con-
notated, ppr. connotating. [< ML. *connotatus,

pp. of connotare, connote: see connote."] To
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denote secondarily; refer to something besides
the object named ; imply the existence of along
with or as correlated to the object named

;

connote: thus, the term "father" co»«otote« a
"child": used especially of qualities whose ex-
istence is implied by adjectives: distinguished
from denotate, denote.

Law and punishment being relations, and mutually con-
notating each the other.

Bp. Reynolds, The Passions, p. 519 (Ord MS.).

God's foreseeing doth not include or connotate prede-
termining. Hammond.

connotation (kon-6-ta'shon), n. [= F. conno-
tation = Sp. connotacion = Pg. connotagao, <

ML. *connotatio(n-), < connotare, pp. 'connota-
tus, connote: see connote.] 1. Secondary de-
notation ; reference to something besides the
object named.
In regard to the word black, we merely annex to It the

syllable ness ; and it is immediately indicated that all con-
notation Is dropped. James Mill, Human Mind, ix.

2. That which constitutes the meaning of a
word ; the aggregation of attributes expressed
by a word ; that which a word means or implies

:

distinguished from denotation. See extract, and
connote, v.

The more usual mode of declaring the connotation of a
name Is by predicating two or more connotative names
which make up among them the whole connotation of
the name to be defined, as, Man is a corporeal, organized,
animated, rational being, shaped so and so; or we may
employ names which connote several of the attributes at
once, as, Man is a rational animal shaped so and so.

J. S. Mill, Logic, I. viii. § 2.

COnnotati'Ve (ko-no'ta-tiv), a. [= F. connotatif
= Sp. Pg. connotativo,\ ML. connotativus, < *con-
notatuSjTpp.ot connotare, connote: see connote,
connotate.] Having the quality of connoting;
implying an attribute while denoting a subject

:

applied to any term which connotates or con-
notes anything, in whatever sense those verbs
may be used. [The Latin equivalent connotativus is

frequent in the scholastic writers, from Alexanderof Hales,
one of the earliest, who gives relativa appeltalio as the
eciulvalent of nomen connotans, to William of Occam, who
says ;

"A connotative name is that which signlHes one thing
jjrimarily and another secondarily ; and such a name prop-
erly has a nominal definition, . . . and frequently a part
of that detlnltion ought to be placed in the nominative and
I>art in an oblique case, ... as with the noun white, . . .

that which possesses wluteness." The word Is used In this
sense in older English writers. Several modern wrltei-s,

as James Mill, have used it in nearly the same way ; but
J. S. Mill's inrtuence has established, alongside of the old
meaning, another, used by his followers, which is defined
in the following extract

:

A connotative term Is one which denotes a subject, and
implies an attribute. By a subject Is here meant anything
which possesses attributes. ThusJohn,or London, or Eng-
land, are names which signify a subject only. Whiteness,
length, virtue, signify an attribute only. None of these
names, therefore, are connotative. But white, long, vir-

tuous are connotative. The word white denotes all white
things, as snow, paper, the foam of the sea, etc., and im-
plies, or, as It was termed by the schoolmen, connotes, the
atti-Ibute whiteness. J. S. MiU, Logic, I. it § 5.]

Connotative being. See being.

connote (ko-nof), v.; pret. and pp. connoted,
ppr. connoting. [= Sp. connotar, < ML. con-
notare, connote, < L. cotn-, together, + notare,
mark, note: see note, v., and cf. connotate.] I.
trans. 1. Same as connotate.

Good, In the general sense of it, connotes also a certain
suitableness of It to some other thing. South.

White, In the phrase white horse, denotes two things,
the color and the horse ; but it denotes the color prima-
rily, the hoi"se secondarily. We say that it notes the pri-

mary, connotes the secondary signification.

James Mill, Human Mind, I.

2. To signify; mean; imply.

It [Cosmos] denotes the entire phenomenal universe ; It

connotes the orderly unifornuty of nature, and the nega-
tion of miracle or extraneous disturbance of any kind.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 182.

[This meaning was introduced by J. S. Mill. A word con-
notes those attributes which its predication of a subject
asserts that that subject possesses. But connote is now of-

ten loosely used in such a sense that any attribute known
to be possessed by all the objects denoted by a term Is

said to be connoted by that term. Mill discountenances
this use of the word.

In some cases it Is not easy to decide precisely how much
a particular word does or does not connote ; tliat is; we do
not exactly know (the case not having arisen) what degree
of difference in the object would occasion a difference in
the name. Thus, it is clear that the word man, besides
animal life and rationality, connotes also a certain external
form ; but It would be Impossilile to say precisely what
form; that Is, to decide how great a deviation from the
form ordinarily found in the beings whom we are accus-
tomed to call men would suffice in a newly discovered
race to make us refuse them the name of man.

J.S.MUl, Logic, I. ii. § 5.1

= Syn. Note, Denote, Connote. See the definitions of these
words.

II. intrans. To have a meaning or significa-

tion in connection with another word.

Conocephalitidae

Some grammarians have said that an adjective only
connotes, and means nothing by itself.

Home Tooke, Diversions of Purley, Ii. 6.

COnnoti'Ve (ko-no'tiv), a. [< connote + -ive.

(M. connotative] Connoting; significant; con-
veying the meaning, as of a word ; connotative.

Mr. Spencer, . . . preferring to use a tenn counotive of
true humility and the limitations of the human mind,
calls this mysterious object of religious feeling "The Un-
knowable." Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 407.

connubial (ko-nu'bi-al), a. [= Sp. Pg. connu-
bial =z It. connubiale, i L. connubialis, usually
conitbialis, < connubium, usually conubium, mar-
riage, < com-, CO-, together, -f n ubere, veil, marry

:

see nubile, nuptial.] Pertaining to marriage

;

nuptial ; springing from or proper to the mar-
ried state ; matrimonial ; conjugal.

Nor turn'd, I ween,
Adam from his fair spouse, nor Eve the rites

Mysterious of connubial love refused.
Milton, P. L., iv. 743.

Contented toil, and hospitable care,
And kind connubial tenderness are there.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., I. 404.

= Syn. Conjugal, Hymeneal, etc. See matrimonial.

COnnubiality (kg-nu-bi-arj-ti), n. [< connubial
+ -ity.] 1. The state of being connubial.— 2.
Anything pertaining to the married state.

With the view of stopping some slight connubialUies
which had begun to pass between Mr. and Mrs. Browdie.

Dickens, Nicholas NIckleby, xlii.

connubially (ko-nii'bi-al-i), adv. In a connu-
bial manner ; as man aiid wife.

COnnudatet (kon'u-dat), v. t. [< L. com- (in-

tensive) + nudatus, pp. of midare, make naked,
< nudus, naked: see nude.] To strip naked.
Saileij.

COnnumerate (ko-nii'me-rat), r. t.
;
pret. and

j)p. ctinnumeratcd, ppr. connumerating. [< LL.
conntimeratus, pp. of connumerare (> Sp. connu-
merar= It. connumerare), < L. com-, together, +
numerare, number: see numerate, number, v.]

To reckon or count conjointly, or together with
something else.

Ought to be connumerated or reckoned together.
Cudworth.

Connumeration (ko-nu-me-ra'shon), n. [= Sp.
coinniiiicracion = It. connumerazione, < ML. con-
numeratio{n-), < LL. connumerare, pp. connume-
ratus, number with : see connumerate.] A reck-
oning together.

Insisting upon the connmneration of the three persons.
Porson, To Travis, Letters, p. 225.

COnnusancet (kon'u-sans), n. An obsolete form
of ctnjnizance.

COnniisantt (kon'u-sant), a. An obsolete form
of cognizant.

connusort (kon'u-s6r), n. An obsolete form of
cogn izor.

connutritious (kon-u-trish'us), a. [< con- +
nutritious.] If. Nourished or brought up to-
gether. Coles, 1717.— 2. Imbibed with one's
nourishment ; resulting from a special kind of
food; growing with one's growth: said espe-
cially of diseases which are congenital or are
contracted from a nurse.
connyl (kon'i), rt. Same as canny. [Prov. Eng.]
conny^t, «. An obsolete spelling of cony.

Conocardium (ko-no-kar'di-um), n. [NL., <
Gr. Kuvog, a cone, + Kapdio = E. heart.] A ge-
nus of fossil bivalve shells, from the Silurian
and Carboniferous
strata of Europe and
America, of which C.

hibcrnicum is the type.

conocarp (ko ' no-
kiirp), «. [< Gr. k£)-

vof, a cone, + napTto^,

fruit.] In bot., a
fruit consisting of a
collection of carpels
arranged upon a con-
ical center, as the
blackberry. [Kare.]

conocephalite (ko-no-
sef'a-llt), «. A fossil

of tte genus Conoce-

dnhalitcs.
onocepbalites (ko-no-sef-a-li'tez), fl. [NL.
(Adams, 1848), < Gr. sum^, a cone, -I- Kf^o/'.^,

tlie liead, + -ites.] A genus of trilobites, ha-ving

the glabella narrowed in front, few thoracic
rings, and moderately developed abdomen,
made the tvpe of a family Cotiocephalitida.

OonocephalitidsB (ko-no-sef-a-lit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Conoccphalites + -ida'.] A family of

trilobites, typified by the genus Conocephalitcs.

Also written Conocephalidce.

CcnocardtMfH hiber^icum.



Conocephalus

Conocephalns (ko-no-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., < 6r.

Kurof, a cone, + KC(pa7Ji, a head.] 1. A genus
of saltatorial orthopterous insects, of the family
LocustidcB, having the vertex conical (whence
the name), the elytra long and leafy, the legs

long and slender, the antennee filiform, and
the ovipositor ensate. There are several species of

these green grasshoppers, such as C. mandibularis of Eu-
rope ami the common C. enjn;/er of the United States.

2t. A generic name variously used for certain
crustaceans, beetles, reptiles, and worms.
conocuneos (ko-no-ku'ne-us), «. ;

pi. conocunei
(-i). [NL., < L. eonus, a cone, + cuneus, a
wedge: see cone and coiii^.'] 1. A geometrical
solid having one curved and three plane faces,

one of which is the quadrant of a circle and has
as one edge a line equal and parallel to one of
the radii of the circle forming a boundary of

the quadrant.— 2. A surface generated by a
right line which constantly crosses a fixed right
line at right angles, and also constantly inter-

sects the circumference of a fixed circle.

COnodont (ko'no-dont), n. [< Gr. ouvoc, a cone,
+ 6(io(f (biSovr-) = E. tooth.'] A small glistening
fossil organism, discovered by Pander in Silu-

rian and Devonian rocks in Russia, and subse-
quentljr observed in other strata in difi'erent

localities, and variously supposed to be a tooth
of a cyclostomous fish, or a spine, booklet, or
denticle of a moUusk or an annelid: so named
from its conical tooth-like appearance. These
organisms are certainly not teeth of any verte-
brates, and are probably the remains of worms.

C&nodonti*, supposed to belong to the Myxinldee, are mi-
nute paljeozoic t'^jth-like fossils.

Pa^coe, Zodl. Class., p. 178.

conoid' (ko'noid), n. and n. [=F.conoi(le= 8p.
conoide = Pg. It. conokle, < Gr. nuvoctdij^, conical
(neut. TO KuvoeiSec, a, conoid), < auvog, a cone, +
fidof, form.] I. a. Having the form of a cone;
eonoidal.

n. n. 1. In geom. : (a) A solid formed by the
revolution of a conic section about its axis.
If the conic section is a parabola, the resulting solid is a
parabolic conoid, or paralxiloid ; if a hyperbola, the solid
is a hyperbolic conoid, or hyiterboloid : if au elliiise, an
elliptic conoid, a spheroid, or au ellipsoid, hut the term
conoid is often used to include the hyiterlMjloids and para-
boloids and to exclude the spher<)iii.s. This is the mean-
ing of the Greek word with Archimedes. (^) ^ skew
surface which may be generated by a straight
line moving in such a manner as to touch a
straight line and curve, and continue parallel

to a given plane, (r) A surface generated by
the revolution of an arc of a circle about its

sine.— 2. In anat., the conarium or pineal
body.

conoid'-^ (ko'noid), a. and n. [< Contis + -oid.]

I. a. In conch., resembling or having the char-
acters of the Conidw.

II. «. A gastropod of the family Conidm.

eonoidal (ko-noi'dal), a. [< conoid^ + -al; =
F. coimidal, etc.] 1. Having the form of a co-

noid: as, a, conoidalhuWei.— 2. Aijproaching to
a conical form ; nearly but not exactly conical.
— Conoldal ligament, in atuil., a portion of the coraco-
clavicuhir ligain<-nt, as distinguished from the trapezoid
division of tile same structure. It is an important defense
of the shonlder-joint, besides contributing to hold the dis-
tal end of the clavicle in place.

COnoidally (ko-noi'dal-i), adv. In a eonoidal
form or manner.
Conoidea (ko-noi'dc-a), n. pi. [NL., < Conns

-t- -oidta.} In conch., same as Conidm. La-
trciUc, 182.5.

conoidic, conoidical (ko-noi'dik, -di-kal), a. [<
coiK/iil^ + -ic, -kal.] fertaining to a conoid;
haviiij; the form of a conoid.
Conomedusae (k6"no-me-du'se), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Auros, a cone, -(- NIJ. Medusm.'] Haeokel's
name of an order of Scyphomedusce, formed for
the reception of the Chari/hdea and allied jelly-
fishes. The rlisk is bell shaped with ((Uadrangular base,
and the parta are ayan^ed in foui-s. The 4 tentaculicysts
are perradial ; the lameillform genitalia are in 4 pairs, at-
tached to 4 interradial septa dividing tlie enteric cavity
into 4 gastric iKuiches. in which the genitalia hang freely.
There are 4 interradial llaps, bearing each along tenUicIe,
and a broad vascular false velum penetrated by the en-
teric canals.

COnomednsan (kd'no-me-du'san), a. and n.

[< Vonomedu.im + -am.] I. a. Pertaining to
or having the characters of the Conomednscc

;

charybdean.
II. II. One of the Conomedusm; aeharybdean.

conominee (ko-nom-i-ne'), n. [< fo-1 + w>mi-
nec.\ ( )iie named or designated as an associate

;

a joint nominee.
Oononite (ko'non-it), n. [< Connn (see def.) +
-((<•'''.] A member of an unimportant sect of
Tritheists which followed Conon, Bishop of Tar-
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sus in Cilicia, and appeared and disappeared in
the seventh century. See Tritlieist.

Conopidse (ko-nop'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Conops
+ -»/«'.] A family of dichsetous brachyeerous
dipterous insects, typified by the genus Conops,

having a dis-

tinct proboscis,
uncovered hal-
teres, and per-
fect wings with
a simple cubital
vein. Also Co-
twpsidw.

Conopophaga
(ko - no - pof ' a -

gii), n. [NL.
(Vieillot, 1816);
also written Co-
nopophagus, and
eontr. Conopha-
ga ; < Gr. Kuvuf,
a gnat (see Co-

nops), + (JMjelv, eat.] A genus of ant-thrushes,
or formiearioid passerine birds, of South Ameri-
ca, divided into the species C. aurita, C. lineata,

C. melanops, etc.

Conops (ko'nops), n. [NL., < Gr. Ktjvarl), a gnat,
mosquito, < Kuvof, a cone, + ui/', eye, face.] A
genus of dipterous insects, formerly of great

conc[uer

to observe sections of crystals in converging
polarized light.

Conotrachelus (k6"no-tra-ke'lus), n. [NL., <
Gr. KUTOf, a cone, -I- rpaxr/^-og, the neck, throat.]
A notable genus of weevils, of the family Cur-
culionidw. C. nenuphar is the plum-weevil or plum-
curculio, probably the most injurious of the whole family

BlaclcHrheeked Ant-thrush
(
Csnopofhaza

mtiafUffs).

CtMofj tibiatU. ( Cross shows natural size.

)

extent, now restricted as the type of the family
ConopidtF. C. flavipes, the larvse of which live

in the abdomen of hymenopterous insects, is

an cxiim|)le.

Conopsariae (ko-nop-sa'ri-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lin-
naeus, 1758) ; prop. 'Conopariw; < Conops +
-arite.'] In Latreille's classification of insects,
the third tribe of Athericera, corresponding to
the Linnean genus Conops and the modem fam-
ily Conopida', but including some forms now
usually referred to Muscidw.
Conopsidse (ko-nop'si-de), n.2)l. [NL.] Same
as ConopiiUc.

Conorhinus (ko-no-ri'nus), «. [NL., <Gr. /cwiwf,

a cone, wedge, + pic, piv, nose.] A genus of
Hemiptcra, founded by Laporte in 1833. The
iHMly is somewhat flattened, and the sides of the abdomen
are strongly recurved. The head is long, narrow, and cy-
lindrical, and thickened behind the eyes ; the ocelli are

Blood-sucking Cooe-uose
(
Cimffrhinus sanguisugus).

Imago and pupa, natural size.

placed on this stouter part. The antennae are short, the
eyes transverse, and the legs short, the hind pair being
much htnger than the others. C aantfiiiitnrjujf, the blood-
sucking ccuie-nose. is a widely distrilnited species in the
fnited .States, and is known in some localities to infest
beds and suck human blood. .•I»i*'r. Entomologigt, I. 85.

OonorhyncMdae (ko-no-ring'ki-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Conorhi/nrhiis + -iV/ff.] A family of malacop-
terygiaii fishes, tj-pified by the genus Conorhyn-
chns : sumo as .llhuUdw.

OonorhynchtlS (ko-no-ring'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kuvoc, a cone, wedge, + ^vyx'K, snout.] A genus
of malaeopterygian fishes, typical of the family
Conorh;inchid/F : same as Al'bula.

COnormal (ko-nfir'mal), a. [< co-1 -I- normal.']

In math., having common normals Conormal
COrreapondence of vicinal surfaces, a correspondence
acrfirding to which [joints having the same normal corre-
.siMHid to one another.

COnoscente, ». See cognoscente.

COnoscope (ko'no-skop), n. [< Gr. kuvoc, a cone,
+ aiumeiv, view.]] A form of polariscope used

Plum-weevil ( Corutracttelus nenuphar).

a, larva ; d, pupa ; c, imago ; </, plum and curculio, the plum bearing
one of the punctures. (Lines show natural sizes. ]

in America. The beetle is of small size, and of a dark-
brown color spotted with black, yellow, and white. Be-
sides the plum, this weevil attacks the apricot, nectarine,
peach, cherry, apple, pear, and quince. C. cratcegi is the
quince-curculio, which infests the quince, pear, and haw.
The eggs are laid in June, and the larva; when full-grown
bore out and fall to the ground, where they remain all win-
ter, assuming the pupa form in the spring, and issuing as
beetles in May. There are many other species. The ely-
tra are tuberculate, and in some species handsomely varie-
gated with hairy markings.

conourisll (ko-nur'ish), v. t. [< co-^ + nour-
ish.] To nourish together. [Rare.]

If two or more living subjects be co-nonn'ghed during
the period of development, they will tend to "similar pro-
portional development" and "similar series of kinetic ac-
tions." . F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 286.

COnquadrate (kon-kwod'riit), v. t.
;

pret. and
pp. conquadratcd, ppr. conqiiadrating. [< L. con-
quadratus, pp. of conquadrare, make square, <
com- + quadrare, square: see quadrate.] To
bring into a square ; square with another. Ash..
[Rare.]

conquassatef (kon-kwas'at), v. t. [< L. eon-
quassatus, pp. of conquassare (> It. conquas-
sare), shake violently, < com-, together, -t- qims-
sare, shake, freq. of qttatere, pp. quassus, shake.
Cf. eoneiiss.] To shake.

Vomits do violently ronquassate the lungs. Harvey.

COnquassationt (kon-kwa-sa'shgn), n. [= It.

conquassazionc, <L. conqiiassatio{n-), (.conquas-
sare, pp. conmiassatus, shake violently: see con-
quassate.] Concussion; agitation.

I have had a conmiwfttatiixn in my cerebrum ever since
the disaster. MiddUton, Anything f(jr a Quiet Life, ill. 2.

COnoner (kong'k^r), v. [< ME. conquercn (or,

without inf. suflix, conquer, earlier conquery,
in the earliest instance cuncioeari), < OF. con-
querre, cunquerre, conquercr, F. conquerir = Pr.
conquerre, conquerer, conqtterir = Sp. conquerir
= It. conqiiidere, < L. conquirere (ML. also in
deriv. "conquerere), pp. conquisitus (ML. also
eonquistus) (> Sp. Pg. eonquistar: see conquest,
v.), seek after, go in quest, seek eagerly, pro-
cure, ML. conquer, < com- + quarere, pp. quwsi-
tus, seek, ask: see quest, query, and ef. acquire,
enquire, inquire, require, which contain the same
radical element. Hence conywesi, etc.] 1, trans.

1. To overcome the resistance of; compel to
submit or give way

;
gain a victory over ; sub-

due by force of arms, or by superior strength
or power of any kind : as, to conquer the enemy
in battle, or an antagonist in a prize-fight ; to
conquer a stubborn will, or one's passions.

Barouns that dide homage as soone as he hadde eon-
querid these xj kynge-s, ffor thei douted that he sholde
be-reve hem of her loncles. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), li. 171.

If we be conquer'd, let men conquer us,

And not these bastard Bretagnes.
Stiak., Rich. III., v. 3.

We conquer'd France, but felt our captive's charms

;

Her arts victorious triumph 'd o'er our arms.
Pope, Imlt. of Horace, II. i. 263.

The natives fof Uindustau] had learned to look with
contempt on the mighty nation wbicli was soon to con-
quer and to rule them. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

2. To overcome or surmount, as obstacles, dif-

ficulties, or anything that obstructs.

How hard a matter it is to conquer the prejudices of
education. Stittingjteet, Sermons, I. viii.

3. To gain or secure by conquest; obtain by
effort: as, to conquer peace.

By degrees the virtues and charms of Mary conquered
the first place in her husliand's affection.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.



conquer

It was only aft«r a strenuous opposition from these
bodies tliat ancient literature at last conquered its recog-

nition as an element of academical instruction.
Sir W. Hamilton.

=SyiL 1 and S, Overcome, Kan^wwA, Conqxier, Subdue,
Subju{jate, to overpower, overthrow, defeat, beat, rout,

worst,^ discomfit, humble, crush, subject, master, agree
in the general idea expressed by ocerconie, namely, that of

becoming superior to by an effort. The most conspicuous
use of these words is in relation to physical struggles, as

in war, wrestling, etc., but they refer also to struggles of

mind, as in statesmanship, debate, chess, etc. An ijnpor-

tant difference among them is the implied duration of the
victory, owrcome and vatiquinh not reacliing beyond the
present, conquer implying a good deal of permanence,
and »ubdue and subjupate containing permanence as an
essential idea. Ooercotne is not so strong as vanquish,
the former expressing a real victory, but the latter also a
complete or great one. Conquer is wider and more gen-
eral than vanquish, and may imply a succession of strug-

gles or conflicts, while vanquish and overcome refer more
commonly to a single conflict. Alexander the Great con-

quered Asia in a succession of battles, and vanquished
Darius in one decisive engagement. In this respect sub-

due and subjugate are like conquer. Subdue may express

a slower, quieter process than conquer. Subjugate is the
strongest ; it is to bring completely under the yoke. See
defeat.

Who overcomes
By force, hath overcome but half his foe.

Milton, P. L., i. 648.

In arguing, too, the parson owned his skill.

For e'en though vajiquished, he could argue still.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 212.

No creed without pathos will ever justify the great hu-
man hope, or conquer the great human heart.

X. A. Bee, CXL. 327.

Rome learning arts from Greece whom she subdued.
Pope, Prol. to Addison's Cato.

The style of Louis XIV. did what his armies failed to

do. It overran and subjugated Europe.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 390.

H. intrans. To make a conquest; gain the
victory.

He hath been us'd
Ever to conquer, and to have his worth
Of contradiction. Shah., Cor., iii. 3.

Resolv'd to conx^uer or to die.

Waller, Epitaph on Col. C. Cavendish.

conquerable (kong'ker-a-bl), a. [< OF. con-

querable ; as conquer + -able.'i Capable of

being conquered; that may be vanquished or

subdued.
Revenge, . . . which yet we are sure is conquerable under

all the strongest temptations to it.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, III. iv.

conquerableness (kong'kfer-a-bl-nes), «. The
state of being conquerable.

conqueress (kong'ker-es), n. [< conquer + -esss.']

A female who conquers ; a victorious female.

O Truth ! thou art a mighty conqueress.

Fletcher {and another). Queen of Corinth, iv. 3.

conqueringly (kong'k6r-ing-li), adv. By con-
quering.

conquermentt (kong'k6r-ment), n. [< OF. con-

querement, conquerrement (cf. ML. conqueremen-

tum); a,s conquer + -ment.'\ Conquest. [Rare.]

The nuns of new-won Cales his bonnet lent

In lieu of their so kind a conquerment.
Bp. Hall, Satires, iii. 7.

conqueror (kong'k6r-or), n. [< ME. conquerour,

conquerur, < OF. conqueror, conqtiereor, conque-

reur, cunquerur (= 8p. conqueridor, obs.), < con-

querre, conquer : see conquer. Cf . L. conquisi-

tor, conquistor, conqucestor, a recruiting officer,

in ML. one who acquirea or gains, a conquer-
or, < conquirere, pp. conquisitus, seek, ML. con-
quer.] One who conquers, or gains a victory

over, any opposing force ; speciflcally, one who
subdues or subjugates a nation or nations by
military power.

He may wel be called conquerour, and that is Cryst to

mene. Piers Plowman (B), xix. 58.

This England never did, nor never shall.

Lie at the proud foot of a conqueror.

But when it first did help to wound itself.

Shak., K. John, v. 7.

The mighty disturbers of mankind who have been called
C(mquerours shall not then be attended with their great
armies, but must stand alone to receive their sentence.

Stillinrffleet. Sermons, I. xi.

The Conqueror, an epithet applied to William I., King
of Englaiui and Duke of Normandy, on account of his

conquest of England in 1066. As originally applied, how-
ever (in Old French and Middle Latin), the name was not
exactly synonymous with conqueror in the modern sense.

See extract.

William, we must always remember, did not give him-
self out as a conqueror. The name conqueror, conqusestor,

though applied with perfect truth in the common sense,

must strictly )je taken in the legal meaning, of purchaser
or acquirer. A'. A. Freeman.

=8yiL See victor.

conquest (kong'kwest), n. [< ME. conquest, <

OF. conquest, m., conqucste, f., F. conquite, f.

(conquet, m., acquisition), = Pr. conquist, con-

questa = 8p. Pg. eonquista = It. conquisto, con-
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quista, < ML. conquisitns, conquistus, conquestus,
m., conquistum, neut., eonquista, f., conquest,
acqui8ition,< L. conquisitus (ML. contr. conquis-
tus), -a, -um, pp. of conquirere, seek, procure,
ML. conquer: see conquer, and cf. acquest, in-

quest, request.'] 1. The act of conquering ; the
act of overcoming or vanquishing opposition by
force of any kind, but especially by force of
arms; victory.

Conquest and good husbandry lx)tli enlarge the king's
dominions : the one by the sword, making the acres more
in number ; the other by the plough, making the same
acres more in value. Fuller.

In joys of conquest he resigns his breath.
Addison, The Campaign.

2. The act of acquiring or gaining control of

by force ; acquisition by military or other con-
flict ; sub.iugation by any means : as, the con-

quest of Persia by Alexander the Great; the
conquest of a nation's liberties, or of one's pas-
sions.

Three years sufficed for the conquest of the country.
Prescott.

Specifically— 3. The act of gaining or capti-

vating the affections or favor of another or
others.

Nature did her wrong.
To print continual conquest on her cheeks,
And make no man worthy for her to take.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, i. 1.

I confess you have made a perfect conquest of me by
your late Favours, and I yield myself your Captive.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 23.

4. That which is conquered; a possession gain-

ed by force, physical or moral.

What conquest brings he home?
What tributaries follow him to Rome?

Shak., J. C, i. 1.

For much more willingly I mention air.

This our old conquest, than remember hell.

Milton, P. R., i. 46.

To resign conquests is a task as difficult in a beauty as an
hero. Steele, Spectator, No. 306.

5. In feudal law, acquest; acquisition; the ac-
quiring of property by other means than by in-

heritance, or the acquisition of property by a
number in community or by one for all the oth-

ers.— 6. In Scots law, heritable property ac-

quired in any other way than by heritage, as by
purchase, donation, etc. ; or, with reference to

a marriage contract, heritable property subse-
quently acquired— The Conquest, by preeminence,
in Entj. hist., the conquest or acquisition of England by
William, Duke of Normandy (afterward William I., or
Williiim the Conqueror), in 1066.

conquestt, v. t. [Early mod. E. also conquess
(= OF. conquester, conquister = Sp. Pg. conquis-

tar); from the noun.] To conquer.

The King was cuming to his cuntrie.

To conquess baith his landis and he.

Sa7i(/ of the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 28).

COnquestiont, n,. [< L. conquestio(n-), < co^\-

queri, pp. conquestus, complain, < com-, toge-
ther, + queri, complain : see quarreU, queru-
lous.] Complaining together. Coles, 1717.

conquet (kong-kwef), n. [< F. conquSt : see con-

quest.] In civil law, synonymous with acquest.
[Both words are used of property acquired during a mar-
riage under the rule of community of property, as distin-

guished from bien.s propres. Acquest was formerly often
used of property coming to one spouse by some mode other
than either succession or gift direct from an ancestor, and
becoming community property by virtue of the marriage

;

while conquet was, and perhaps by some writers still is,

used to designate property that both husband and wife to-

gether acquired as community property.]

COnquisitiont (kong-kwi-zish'on), n. [< L. con-

quisitio(n-), a seeking for, < conquirere, pp. con-

quisitus, seek for : see conquer.] A gathering
together; a seeking for the purpose of collec-

tion.

The conquisition of some costly marbles and cedars.
Bp. Hall, Elisha Raising the Iron.

conquistador (kong-kwis'ta-dor), n. [Sp. Pg.,

< con(/M).star, conquer, < con^)"*''^! ''onquest: see

conquest and conquer.] A conqueror: applied
to the conquerors of Spanish America.

The violence and avarice of the conquistadors.
Is. Taylor.

consacret, v. t. [= F. consacrer = Pr. consecrar,

consegrar = Sp. Pg. consagrar (Sp. obs. consa-

crar) = It. consacrare, consagrare, < L. consa-

crare, var. of consecrare, devote : see consecrate.]

To devote ; consecrate.

Lo heer these Champions that have (bravely bould)
Withstood proud Tyrants, stoutly consacring
Their lives and soules to God in suffering

:

Whose names are all in Life's fair Book inroul'd.

SijlveHter, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iii. 6.

consanguine (kon-sang'gwin), a. and n. [= F.
consanguin, < L. consanguineus, of the same

conscience

blood: see consanguineous.] I. a. Descended
from a common ancestor ; consanguineous : as,

"the Consanguine Family," Encyc. lirit., IX. 22.

II. n. One of the same blood as, orrelated by
birth to, another.

Tile progress from promiscuity througli the marriage of
consanguines, then upward to the various forms of polyan-
dry and polygyny to monogamy.

Smithsonian Report, 1880, p. 400.

COnsanguineal (kon-sang-gwin'e-al), a. [As
consanguine -t- -al.] Consanguineous. Sir T.

Browne.
COnsanguinean (kon-sang-gwin'e-an), a. [As
consanguine + -an.] Same as consanguineous, 2.

Half-blood is eiiher consanguinean, as between children
by the same father, or uterine, as between children having
the same mother. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 78.

consanguineous (kon-sang-gwin'e-us), a. [=F.
consanguin = Sp. consanguineo = tg. It. consan-
guineo, < L. consanguineus, related by blood, <

com-, together, + sanguis (sanguin-), blood : see
sanguine.] 1. Of the same blood; related by
birth; descended from the same parent or an-
cestor.

Am I not consanguineous ? am I not of her blood ?

Shak., T. N., ii. 3.

More specifically— 2. Of the same father by
different wives ; characterized by this relation.

A\so COnsanguinean. Maine.— 3. Pertaining to
or affected by the relation of consanguinity.

When the principles of breeding and of inheritance are
better understood, we shall not hear ignorant members of
our legislature rejecting with scorn a plan for ascertain-
ing by an easy method whether or not consanguineous mar-
riages are injurious to man.

Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 385.

consanguinity (kon-sang-gwin'i-ti), n. [=F.
consanguiniie = Sp. consanguinidad = Pg. con-

sanguinidade = It. consanguinita, < L. consan-
guinita(t-)s, < consanguineus, of the same blood

:

see consanguineous.] Relationship by blood;
the relationship or connection of persons de-
scended from the same stock or common an-
cestor, in distinction from affinity, or relation-

ship by marriage.

I know no touch of consanguinity

;

No kin, no love, no blood, no soul so near me.
As the sweet Troilus. Shak., T. and C, iv. 2.

To the Court of Rome, to solicit a dispensation for their

marriage, rendered necessary by the consanguinity of the
I>aities. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 5.

COnsarcinationt (kon-sar-si-na'shon), n. [< L.
consarcinatus, pp. of consarcinare, sew or patch
together, < com-, together, + *sarcinare, sarcire,

patch.] The act of patching together. Bailey.

conscience (kon'shens), «. [< ME. conscience,

concience, concicns, < OF. conscience, concienee,

F. conscience = Pr. conciencia, eossiencia = Sp.

consdencia, now conciencia = Pg. consciencia =
It. conscienza, coscienza, < L. eonscien tia, a joint

knowledge, cognizance, consciousness, know-
ledge, conscience, < conscien(t-)s, ppr. of consHre
(little used), be conscious (of wrong), LL. know
well, < com-, together, + scire, know : see sci-

ence.] 1. Consciousness; knowledge. [Obso-
lete or rare.]

Let . . . thy former facts

Not fall in mention, but to urge new acts.

Conscience of them provoke tliee on to more.
B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1.

The same passion [for glory] may proceed not from any
conscieTice of our own actions, but from fame and trust of

others, whereby one may think well of himself, and yet

be deceived ; and this is false glory.

Hobbes, Works, IV. ix.

The characteristic of the long medieval centuries, the
conscieiKe that war is justifiable only by law.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 220.

2t. Private or inward thoughts ; real senti-

ments.
By my troth, I will speak my conscience of the king ; I

think he would not wish himself anywhere but where he
is. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

3. The consciousness that the acts for which
a person believes himself to be responsible do
or do not conform to his ideal of right; the

moral judgment of the individual applied to

his own conduct, in distinction from his per-

ception of right and wrong in the abstract, and
in the conduct of others, it manifests itself in the

feeling of obligation or duty, the moral imperative " I

ought " or " I ought not " : hence the phrases the voice <^
conscience, the dictates of conscience, etc.

Conscience that es called ynwitt [inwit].

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 5428.

My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,

And every tongue brings in a several tale,

And every tale condemns me for a villain.

Shak., Rich. IIL, v. 3.

No way whatsoever that I shall walk in against the dic-

tates of my conscience will ever bring me to the mansions
of the blessed. Locke, 1st Letter concerning Toleration.



conscience

Man, as conscious of his liberty to act, and of the law
by which his actions ought to be regulated, recognizes liis

personal accountability, and calls himself before the in-

ternal tribunal which we denominate coiucience. Here
he is either acquitted or condemned. The acquittal is

connected with a peculiar feeling of pleasurable exulta-
tion, as the condemnation with a peculiar feeling of pain-
ful humiliation— remorse. Sir W. Hamilton.

4. Moral sense; scrupulosity; conformity to
one's own sense of right in conduct, or to that
of the community.
Thei han gret CaH^cience, and holden it for a gret Synne,

to casten a Knyf in the Fuyr, and for to drawe Flessche
out of a Pot with a Knyf. MandeviUe, I'ravels, p. 249.

He had, against right and con^eieTice, by shameful treach-
ery intruded himself into another man's kingdom.

KnoUeti, Hist. Turlis.

5t. Tender feeling
;
pity.

Al was conscience and tendre herte.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 150.

6t. Same a.s breastplate, i.— 7t. A bellarmine.
Lilce a larger jug that some men call
A bellarmine, but we a corutcienee.

W. Cartwright, The Ordinary.

A bad conscience, a reproving conscience.—A clean
or clear conscience, a conscience void of reproach.—

A

good conscience, an approving conscience.— Case of
conscience, it 'iner^tiun as to what ought to be done in a
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The hereticlc, guilty and conscientious to himself of re-

futability. H'hitlock, Manners of English People, p. 141.

2. Controlled by conscience
; governed by a

strict regard to the dictates of conscience, or
by the known or supposed rules of right and
wrong : as, a conscientious judge.

It is the good and conscientious man chiefly, that is un-
easy and dissatisfied with himself; always ready to con-
demn his own imperfections, and to suspect his own sin-
cerity, upon the slightest occasions.

Bp. Atterlmrp, Sermons, II. xv.

3. Regulated by conscience ; according to the
dictates of conscience; springing from con-
science : as, a conscientious scruple.

It was a worldly repentance, not a conscientioui.
Milton, Eilionoldastes, ii.

Lead a life in so conscientious a probity.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

=Syn. 2 and 3. Scrupulous, exact, careful, faithful, up-
right, honest, honorable, righteous.

conscientiously (kon-si-en'shus-li), adv. In a
couseieutious manner"; according to the dic-
tates of conscience; with a strict regard to
right and wrong.

If the conscience happens to be deluded, sin does not
therefore cease to be sin, because a man committed it co?i-
sctentiously. South.

given case or under given circumstances; a problem in „___-,-._i{_„„_.„_ /i,„„ „; < . >

casuistry. conscientiousness (l£on-si-en shus-nes),

A man will pretend to be perplexed with a case of con-
science, when really he is wishing to make out that some
general rule of conduct does not apply to him, because
its fulfilment would cause him trouble, or because it con-
flicts with some passion which he wishes to indulge.

T. II. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 314.

Conscience clause, a clause or article inserted in an
act or law involviiiK religious matters, which specially

The quality of being conscientious; a scru-
pulous regard to the decisions of conscience

;

strict adherence to the principles of right con-
duct.
There were the high Christian graces, conscientiousness

such as few kings are able or dare to display on the throne,
which never swerved either through ambition or policy
from strict rectitude. Hitman, Latin Christianity, xi. 1.

relieves pel-sons who have conscientious scruples again.st .».*«„..j.»««i.^* /i „/ i, t.i\ t-x -
' ' ^

joining or being present in religious services or acts; as in COnSClOnaOle (Kon shon-a-bl), O. [Irreg. formed
taking judicial oaths, orhaving their cliildreii present at (m I.lizal)<'th s reign) from conscience ; as if for
schools during religious service.— Conscience money,
money paid to relieve the conscience, as money sent to the
public treasury in payment of a tax which has previously
l)een evaded, or money paid to atone for some act of dis-
honesty previously concealed.— Court Of conscience, a
court estalilished for the recovery of ninall debts in Ijjn-
don and other British trading cities and di.stricts. In all
conscience, nwst certainly; in all reasou and fairness.
[CoUoq.]

Half a dozen fools are, in all conscience, as many as you
should require. Swift.

In conscience, (a) in justice ; in honesty ; in truth ; in
reason.

Dost thou in conscience think — tell me, Emilia —
That there be women do abuse their husbands
In such gross kind? Shak., Othello, iv. 3.

What you require cannot, in conscience, be deferred.
Milton.

(0) Most certainly ; assuredly.

We have but a few days longer to stay here ; too little
in conscience for such a place. Gray, Letters, I. 83.

To free one's conscience. See free.— To make a mat-
ter of conscience, to consider from a conscientious
point of view; act m regard to as conscience dictates:
as, to make daily exercise a matter of ctm^cience.~To
make consclencet, to act according to the dictates of

*ronsciciic<able, < conscience + -ab!e.2 If. Gov-
erned by conscience ; conscientious.

Oon. See, sir, your mortgage, which I only took
In case you and your son had in the wars
Miscarried : I yield it up again ; 'tis yours.

Cos. Are yon 60 conscionattle ?

Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy, iv. 2.

A knave very voluble ; no further conscionahle than in
putting on the mere form of civil and humane seeming.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

Let mercers then have conseionahle thumbs when they
measure out that smooth glittering devil, satin.

Midtlteton, The Black Book.

2. Conformable to conscience ; consonant with
right or duty

;
proper

;
just. [Most common in

the negative. See unconscionable.']

I should speak of Pomroy of Northampton . . . who,
on the 17th of June. 1775, dismounted and passed Charles-
town Neck, on his way to Bunker Hill, on foot, in the
midst of a shower of balls, because he did not think itcoii-
scionable to ride General Ward's horse, which he had bor-
rowed. Everett, Orations, I. 394.

COnscionableness (kon'shon-a-bl-nes), n. The
character of being conscidiiafcle ; rightfulness;

conscience; do what is required by Wea'8c'n8"r^"right „^^"tJi^L![lT^^ l^^'*"''''-' i,i-s j r.and wrong. ^ COnscionablyt (kon shon-a-bh), adv. Conscien-
tiously; according to conscience.
This iluly you lioth may the more willingly, and ought

the more riinj<riinint//i/ to perform.
John lioliiumn, in New. England's Memorial, p. 28.

conscionaryt, a. An erroneous spelling of con--

^ eionnry.
try

;
we should therefore make conscience not to'dVccTve COnSCioUS (kon'shus), a. [= Pg. It. COnscio, <'""' Locke. L. consciu.t, knowing, aware, < conscire, be eon-

Troth 1 do mate conscience of vexing thee now in the
dog-days. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

There is no conscience to be made in the kind or nature
of the meat being flesh or flsh.

Privy Council (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. ,'i02).

Children are travellers newly arrived in a strange conn-

[Hiare.]-<•(/-.] Having conscience.
Young conacienc'd casuists.

Sir W. Davetumt, Oondibert, 11. 7.

I would l>c understood, not onely an Allower, but an
humble Petitioner, that ignorant and tender conscienced
Anabaptists may have due time and means of conviction.

A'. Word, Simple Cobler, p. 15.

conscienceless (kon'shens-les), «. [< conscience
+ -less.^ Having no conscience; free from or
not marked by conscientious scruples.
Conscienceless and wicked patrons, of which sort the

swarm are too great in the Church of England.
Ilinker, Eccles. Polity, vli. § 24 (Ord MS.).

That has never lieen paralleled in all the history of your
miucienrelest partisanship. The American, VIII. 348.

conscience-smitten (kon'shens-smit'n), a.
Sinittcii iiy conscience or remorse.

conscient (kon'.shient), a. [= F. conscient, < L.
conscien{t-)s, ppr. of conscire, know well: see
conscience.} Conscious. [Rare.]

Contdent to himself that he played his imrt well.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning.

Tlic most complex conscient acts.

Alien, and Neurol., VI. 509.

conscientious (kon-gi-cn'shus), a. [= p. coM-
sciencieux = Pg. consciencioso = It. coscienzioso,
< ML. conscien tiosiis, < L. conscicn tia, conscience

:

see conscience.} If. Conscious.

scious, know: see ('o«A-riV«(r.] 1. In the state
of a waking as distinguished from that of a
Bleeping person or an inanimate thing; in the
act of feeling, or endowed with feeling, in the
broadest sense of the word.

When the dread trumpet sounds, the slumbering dust,
Not unattentive to the call, shall wake.
. . . Nor shall the conscious soul
Mistake its partner. Blair, The Grave, 1. 755.

The moment the first trace of conscious intelligence is
introduced, we have a set of phenomena which material-
ism can in no wise account for.

./. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 282.

2. Attributing, or capable of attributing, one's
sensations, cognitions, etc., to one's self; aware
of the unity of self in knowledge; aware of
one's self; self-conscious.

This self of the "inner state," of which, according to
Kant, we are conscious, is only known as a phenomenon,
and cannot (as indeed nothing can, according to his sys-
tem) be known as It is in itself.

y. I'orter, Human Intellect, $ 80.

3. Having one's feelings directed toward one's
self ; embarrassed by one's feelings about one's
own person, and by the sense of being observ-
ed and criticized by others.

The conscious water saw its God and blushed.
Ii. Crastiaw, Epigrams.

A large, handsome man I remember him, a little con
scious in his bearing, but courteous, hospitable, and open-
handed.- T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, ix.

consciousness

4. Present to consciousness; known or perceiv-
ed as existing in one's self ; felt : as, conscious
guilt.

When they list, into the womb
That bred them they return, and howl and gnaw
My bowels, their repast ; then, bursting forth
Afresh, with conscious terrours vex me round.
That rest or intermission none I find.

Milton, P. L., ii. 801.

The ingratitude of the world can never deprive us of the
conscious happiness of having acted with humanity our-
selves. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, iii.

The consciom thrill of shame. M. Arnold, Isolation.

5. Aware of an object
; perceiving, (a) Aware of

an internal object ; aware of a thought, feeling, or volition.

Let us retire into ourselves, and become conscious of
ova own nature and of its high destination.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 18.

To say that I am conscious of a feeling is merely to say
that I feel it. To have a feeling is to be conscious, and to
be conscious is to have a feeling. To be conscious of the
prick of a pin is merely to have the sensation.

James Mill, Human Mind, v.

When he [Augustus Cresar] died, he desired his friends
about him to give him a plaudite, as if he were conscious
to himself that he had played his part well upon the stage.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

A tenderness which he was conscious that he had not
merited. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxii.

(d) Aware of an external object : a less correct use of the
term : followed in either use byo/or that, formerly by to
or to one's self that.

Were not two of the Jesuits who were conscious of the
Plot [conspiracy] preferred afterwards at Rome ?

Still ingfleet. Sermons, II. ii.

Slowly and conscious of the raging eye
That watch'd him . .

'.

Went Leolin. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

6. Aware of some element of character as be-
longing to one's self.

Satan, whom now transcendent glory raised
Alx>ve his fellows, with monarchal pride.
Conscious of highest worth, unmoved thus spake.

Milton, P. L., ii. 429.

=Syn. To be Sensible or Conscious, etc. (5ee/ee(). Aware,
Conscious. Aware refers commonly to objects of percep-
tion outside of ourselves ; conscious, to objects of percep-
tion within us : as, to become aware of the presence of a
stranger ; to be quite aware of the danger of one's situa-
tion ; to Ijeeome conscious of a pain in one's eye. Aware
indicates perception without feeling ; conscious, generally
recognition with some degree of feeling.

consciously (kon'shus-li), adv. In a conscious
manner ; with knowledge or intention.

If these perceptions, with their consciousness, always
remained present in the mind, . . . the same thinking
thing would be always consciously present.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxvii. 10.

All the advantages to which I have adverted are such
as the artist did not consciously produce. Emerson, Art.

consciousness (kon'shus-nes), n. 1. The state
of being conscious ; the act or state of mind
which distinguishes a waking from a sleeping
person ; the state of being aware of one's men-
tal acts or states.

Consciousness is the perception of what passes in a man's
own mind. Locke, Human Understanding, II. i. 19.

Consciousness is thus, on the one hand, the recognition
by the mind or " ego " of its acts and affections— in other
words, the self-afllrmation tliat certain modiflcations are
known by me and that these modifications are mine.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xL
We can imagine consciousness without self-conscious-

ness, still more without introspection, much as we can
imagine sight without taste or smell.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 37.

Consciousness is briefly defined as the power by which
the soul knows its own acts and states.

N. Porter, Human Intellect, § 67.

Specifically— 2. Self-consciousness (which
see).

Since consciousness always accompanies thinking, and it
is that that makes every one to be what he calls " self,"
and thereby distinguishes himself from all other thinking
things; in this alone consists jrersonal identity.

Locke, HuuKin Understanding, II. xxvii. 9.

3. Perception; thought; intellectual action in
general.

Conscioustuss is a comprehensive term for the comple-
ment of all our cognitive energies. Sir W. Hamilton.
Though consciousness should cease, the physicist would

consider the sum total of objects to remain the same ; the
orange would still be round, yellow, and fragi'ant as before.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 38.

4. A general phase of thought and feeling : as,
the moral consciousness ; the religious conscious-
ness.

I had read of the British tramp, but I had never yet en-
countered him, and I t)rought my historic consciottsness to
bear upon the present specimen.

H. James, Jr. Pass. l*ilgrim, p. 31.

In the course of the tenth century ... a faint con-
sciousness of distinct national life was felt in Italy, Ger-
many, France, and England.

C. E. Norton, Church-lmilding in Middle A^ges, p. 6.

Unlike the ordinary consciousness, the religious con-
sciousness is concerned with that which lies beyond the
sphere of sense. H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 340.



consdonsness

6. An intoitive perception or persuasion; a
state of being aware; an inward recognition;
a feeling.

They parted ; on Miss Tilney's side with some knowledge
of her new acquaintance's feelings, and on Catherine s,

without the smallest consciousness of having explained
them. Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 54.

In his will he [Bacon] expressed with singular brevity
... a mournful coHjiciousnfSS that his actions had not
been such as to entitle him to the esteem of those under
whose observation his life had been passed.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

Data of consciousness. See datuTn.— Double con-
sciousness, in ;/«(/. p^tn'hol., a somnambulistic condition
in which the patient leads, as it were, two lives, recollect-

ing in eaeli condition what occurred in previous conditions
of the same character, but knowing nothing of the occur-
rences of the other. Dungtison.—Fact Of conscious-
ness. See fact,

COnsciovoluntary (kon-shio-vol'un-ta-ri), a.

[< coiisciiiiis (L. conneius) + voliiiitary.'] Per-
taiuiug to consciousness and will.

COnscitmclef (kon'shi-ung-kl), n. [Irreg. < con-

science + dim. -uncle.'] A worthless, trifling

conscience : used in contempt. [Rare.]

Their rubrics are filled with punctilios, not for con-
sciences, but for cotiscittnctes.

Bp. Racket, Abp. Williams, i. 66.

conscribet (kon-skrib'), v. t. [= D. conscriberen

= G. eonseriSlren = Dan. konskribere= Sw. Icon-

skribera = OF. conscrire = It. conscrivere, < L.
conscribere, enroll, choose, elect, < cotn-, toge-
ther, -I- scribere, write: see scribe, conscript.']

To enroll ; enlist ; levy as by a conscription.

This armie (whiche was not smalle) was conscribed and
come together to Harflete. Hall, Edw. IV., an. 9.

conscript (kon-skripf), V. t. [< L. eonscriptus,

pp. of conscribere
J
enroll : see conscribe. ] To

enroll compulsonly for military or naval ser-

vice; force into service; draft.

Suddenly the levy came— Pierre was conscripted.
The Century, XXXII. 950.

conscript (kon'skript), a. and n. [= F. conscrit

= Sp. Pg. conscripto = It. conscritto = D. con-
scrit, < L. conseriptus, enrolled, chosen, elect,

pp. ot conscribere, enroll: see conscribe.] I, a.

Riegistered ; enrolled Conscript fathers, a com-
mon English rendering of the Latin phrase jjatres conscrip-
ti (fathers [and] conscripts), used in addressing the senate
of ancient Rome. Senators were of two classes, patres,

'fathers,' or patrician nobles, and conscripti, or those
' elected' from the equestrian orders.

Fathers conscript, may this our present meeting
Tnm fair and fortunate to the commonwealth

!

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

n. n. One who is compulsorily enrolled for
military or naval service.

The law ordains that the conscript shall serve for five

years. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 164.

conscription (kon-skrip'shgn), n. [= F. con-
scription = Sp. conscripcion = Pg. conscripcao
= D. conscriptie = G. conscription = Dan. Sw.
konskription, < L. conscriptio{n-), a drawing up
in writing, LL. a conscription, < conscribere, en-
roll : Bee conscribe.] If. An enrolling or regis-

tering.

Conscription of men of war. Bp. Burnet, Records, ii. 23.

Specifically— 2. A compulsory enrolment by
lot or selection of suitable men for military or
naval service. This was formerly the prevalent method
of recruiting on the continent of Europe ; but the system
of the universal enrolment of properly qualified persons,
and compulsory service according to gradation, has been
substituted for it in most countries there.

This tribe is in rebellion in Djebel Hauaran, on account
of the conscription.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 113.

COnscriptional (kon-skrip'shon-al), a. [< con-
scription + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a conscription.

conseasonal (kon-se'zon-al), a. [< con- + sea-
son + -al.] Occurring or found at the same
season of the year: as, conseasonal insects.
[Bare.]

consecrate (kon'se-krat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
consecrated, ppr. cbnsecratinfi. [< L. consecra-
tus, pp. of consecrare, dedicate, declare to be
sacred, deify (> It. consecrare, consegrare = Sp.
Pg. consayrar = Pr. consecrar, consegrar = F.
consacrer, consecrate : see consaere), < com-, to-
gether, + sacrare, consecrate, < sacer, sacred:
see sacred. Cf. consaere.] 1. To make or de-
clare sacred with certain ceremonies or rites

;

appropriate to sacred uses or employments;
set apart, dedicate, or devote to the service of
the Deity: as, to consecrate a church; to conse-
crate the eueharistic elements. See consecra-
tion, 1.

Thou Oalt amteerate Aaron and bis sons. Ex. xxix. 9.
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If the consecrated bread or wine be spent before all have

communicated, the Priest is to consecrate more.
Book 0/ Comnwn Prayer, The Communion.

When a Man has Consecrated anything to Ood, he can-
not of himself take it away, SeUlen, Table-Talk, p. 40.

In a larger sense, we cannot dedicate— we cannot con-
secrate— we cannot hallow this ground. The brave men,
living and dead, who struggled here have consecrated it,

far above our poor power to add or detract.
Lincoln, Speech at Gettysburg Cemetery, Nov. 19, 1863.

2. Specifically, in the Roman Catholic and
Anglican churches, to initiate solemnly into the
order of bishops, as a priest. See consecration, 2
(a).— 3. To devote or dedicate from profound
feeling or a religious motive: as, his life was
consecrated to the service of the poor.

These to His Memory . . .

I dedicate, I consecrate with tears—
These Idylls.

Tennyson, Ded. of Idylls of the King.

4. To make revered or worshiped, or highly
regarded; hallow: as, a custom consecrated by
time.

lie [Christ] clothed himself in their affections, and they
admitted him to their sorrows, and his presence coiise-

crated their joys. J. Martineau.

A kiss can consecrate the ground,
Wliere mated hearts are mutual bound.

Campbell, Hallowed Ground.

5. To place among the gods; apotheosize.— 6.
To enroll among the saints; canonize. =S3m 1
and 3. Devote, Dedicate, etc. See devote.

consecrate (kon'se-krat), a. [< L. consecratns,

pp. : see the verb.]) Sacred ; consecrated ; de-
voted; dedicated. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Also in Cyprys is Paphon, that was a temple consecrate
to Venus. Sir H. Guylforde, Pylgryraage, p. 15.

Assembled in that cojiseerate place.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Th' imperial seat ; to virtue consecrate.
Shak., Tit. And., i. 1.

consecratedness (kon'se-kra-ted-nes), n. The
state of being consecrated. Mev. R. Cecil.

[Rare.]

consecration (kon-se-kra'shgn), n. [< ME. con-
secracioun = F. consecration = Pr. consecracion
= Sp. consagracion, consecracion = Pg. consa-
gragao = It. consagrazione, consacrazione, con-
secrazione, < L. consecratio{n-), < consecrare, pp.
consecratus, consecrate: see consecrate, v.] 1.

The act of consecrating, or separating from a
common to a sacred use ; the act of devoting or
dedicating a person or thing to the service and
worship of God by certain rites or solemnities

:

as, the consecration of the priests among the Is-

raelites ; the consecration of the vessels used in
the temple ; the consecration of the elements in
the eucnarist ; the consecration of a church.

The consecration of his God is upon his head.
Xum. vi. 7.

Consea-ation makes not a place sacred, but only solemn-
ly declares it so. South.

Specifically— 2. Eccles.: (a) The act of con-
ferring upon a priest the powers and authority
of a bishop ; the rite or ceremony of elevation
to the episcopate, in the Roman Catholic, in the
Greek and other Oriental churches, and in the Anglican
Church, imposition of hands by a bishop for the pur-
pose of making the candidate a bishop is held to be essen-
tial to consecration, and the rule is that at least three
bishops shall unite in the act, as directed by the fourth
canon of the first Council of Nicsea, A. D. 325.

Only papal authority could loose the tie that bound the
bishop to the church of his consecration.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § S83.

(6) The act of giving the sacramental charac-
ter to the eueharistic elements of bread and
wine. According to the Roman Catholic and the Angli-
can Church the essential act of eueharistic consecration
consists in the recital of the words of institution over the
elements by a priest, (c) The prayer used to con-
secrate the eueharistic elements. In its fullest
form it consists of three parts : (1) the institution ; (2)
the oblation, called distinctively the great oblation;
and (3) the epiclesis or invocatimi. Ul\ The act of
placing a particle of the consecrated bread or
host in the chalice ; the commixture (which
see).— 3. Devotion or dedication from deep
feeling, especially from a religious motive : as,

the consecration of one's self to the service
of God, or of one's energies to the search for
truth.— 4. In Eom. hist., the ceremony of the
apotheosis of an emperor Consecration-cross, a
cross cnt or painted upon the wails of a clmrcli, the slab
of an altar, etc. It has been canonical at dilfcrent times
to make a given number of these crosses, as, for instance,
inthe middle ages, five upon the altar-slab, one in the
middle and one at each of the four corners, and, as stated
by some authors, twelve upon the walls of a church when
newly built, either within or without. It was customary
to consecrate each of these crosses with chrism, and to re-
cite a special prayer, and perhaps to incense each one ; in
some cases the cross was cut subsequently in a place which
the officiant had consecrated in this manner. In tlte Greek

consecutive

Church three larger crosses are cut upon the altar-slab in-

stead of five, and the pillars supporting the altar also re-
ceive crosses. See altar-board.

consecrator (kon'se-kra-tor), n. [= F. conse-
crateur = It. consecr'atore, i LL. consecrator, < L.
consecrare, pp. consecratus, consecrate : see con-
secrate, «'.] One who consecrates.

consecratory (kon'sf-kra-to-ri), a. [< conse-
crate + -ory ; = Pg. consecraiorio.] Making sa-
cred ; consecrating ; of the nature of consecra-
tion. [Rare.]

Againe, tliey [sacrifices] were propitiatorie, consecrato-
rie, Eucharisticall, and so forth.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 33.
Consecratory words.

Bp. Morton, Discharge of Imput. (1633), p. 69.

consectaneous (kon-sek-ta'ne-us), a. [< LL.
coHscctaneus, following after, consequent, < L.
consectari, follow after, pursue eagerly, freq.
of coHSeg'Hi, follow after : see consequent.] Fol-
lowing as a natural consequence. [Rare.]
consectaiyt (kon'sek-ta-ri), a. and n. [< L.
consectarius, that follows logically, < consectari,

follow after: see consectaneous.] I, a. Follow-
ing logically ; obviously deducible.

From the inconsistent and contrary determinations
thereof, consectary impieties and conclusions may arise.

Sir T. Brounie.

II. ». A corollary ; a proposition which fol-

lows immediately as a collateral resvdt of an-
other, and thus needs no separate proof.

These propositions are consectaries.
Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

COnsecutef (kon'se-kut), f. t. [< L. consecutus,

pp. of consequi, follow after: see consequent.]
1. To follow closely after

;
pursue.

WTiich his grace accepteth, as touching your merits and
acquittal, in no less good and thankful part than if ye, find-
ing the disposision of things in more direct state, had con-
secuted all your pursuits and desires.

Bp. Burnet, Records, ii. 23.

2. To overtake or gain by pursvdt ; attain.

Few men hitherto, being here in any auctoritie, hath
finally consecuted favors and thankes, but rather the con-
trarie, with povertie for theire farewell.

State Papers, ii. 389. (Nares.)

consecution (kon-sf-kti'shon), n. [=F. consecu-
tion = Pr. consecutib= Sp. consecucion= Pg. con-
secuqcio = It. consecuzione, < L. consecution-), <
consequi, pp. consecutus, follow after: see con-
sequent.] 1. The act of following, or the condi-
tion of being in a series ; that which is consec-
utive ; succession ; sequence. [Rare or obso-
lete.]

In a quick consecution of colours, the impression of
every colour remains on the sensoriuni. Newton, Opticks.

2. In logic, the relation of consequent to ante-
cedent, or of effect to cause ; deduction ; con-
sequence.

Consecutions . . . evidently found in the premises.
Sir M. Hale.

In every [argument concerning religious belief] . . .

sooner or later there comes a point where strict logical
consecution fails, and where the passage is made from prem-
ise to conclusion by an appeal to faith and feeling or some
other illogical element. B. P. Borcne.

The conception of consecution itself, the shifting func-
tion of the infinitive, the oscillation of the leading parti-
cle ware are enough, single or combined, to perplex the
student who tries either the analytical or the historical
method, or both. Ainer. Jour. Philol., VII. 163.

Consecution month, in astron., the space between one
conjunction of the moon with the sun and another ; a lu-
nar month.— Consecution of tenses, .'^ame as sfr/iience

of tenses. See w.yi'rjirc— Reciprocal consecution, in
lo;iic, the relation ol two facts either of which implies the
other.

consecutive (kon-sek'u-tiv), a. and «. [= P.
consecutif = Sp. Pg. It. consecutivo, < L. as if

*consecutivus, <. consecutus, pp. of consequi, fol-
low: see consequent, consecution.] I. a. 1. Un-
interrupted in course or succession ; succeed-
ing one another in a regular order ; successive.

Fifty consecutive years of exemption.
Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

2. Following; succeeding: -with to.

Comprehending only the actions of a man, consecutive
to volition. Locke.

Consecutive combination. See combination.— Con-
secutive intervals, in muf-ic, the similar intervals that
occur between two voices or parts that pass from one

chord to another in pai*allel mo-
tion. Also called parallH inter-
vals. Consecutive thirds and
sixths are agreeable ; consecutive
fourths, disagreeable: while con-
secutive perfect fifths or octaves
(or unisons) are usually forbidden.
Consecutive fifths and octaves (or

«
I

I

unisons) are covered or hidden
U d, 2 ~~\ when the fifth or octave is reached

IjZ L-
\^—

J

—I by similar but not pai"allel ntotion ;

-y: ) ^ ^ 1 such progressions are l-arely ob-
jectionable, except when occurring
between the outer, most conspicu-
ous voices, and not then if one of

mz 3=a:
^t—r

Consecutive Octaves.

I

Consecutive Fifths.



consecutive

the voices moves only a semitone— Consecutive par-
ticle, in loffic, a conjunction iniplyiim hiiiital i-onsecu-

tion : as, th^n, m, there/ore, etc. —Consecutive points of

a curve, coincident points of tanjiciicy of cuincidt-nt tan-
gents. Thus, the tangent to a curve at a node is said to
meet the curve in three coincident points, of wiiich two are
not only coincident, but (what is more than coincident)
consecutive. This means that a right line cutting the
curve in three points may i)y a continuous motioti be
bron;;ht into coincidence witli the tangent at the node,
the three points in this motion nnining up into one, and
tile motion of two of them being, at the limit, entirely
along the tangent.— Consecutive poles, in magiietixm.
See ^'i«'/«^^— Consecutive syinptoms, in pathol., symp-
toms that appear on tiie ces.siitioii (»r during the decline of
a disease, but whiih liave no direct or evident connection
with the primary ailment.

n. «. pi. In music, consecutive intervals;
usually, the forbidden progression of consecu-
tive or parallel fifths or octaves.— Covered con-
secutives, in music, a progressi(»n id two voices to a tuii-

8on, octave, or perfect fifth l)y similar but not parallel
motion, suggesting the forbidden prtigression of consecu-
tive unisons, octaves, or fifths. Also called hidden con-
secutives. The particular interval is also called covered or
hidden : as, cori-red octaves, covered fifths.

consecutively (kon-sek'u-tiv-li), adv. In a con-
secutive manner ; in regular succession ; suc-
cessively.

COnsecutiveness (kon-sek'u-tiv-nes-), n. The
character or state of being consecutive, or of
following in regular order.

conseilt, «• A Middle English form of counsel
and of council.

conseminatet (kon-sem'i-nat), V. t. [< L. com-,
together, + seminatits, pp. of scminare, sow,
< semen (semin-), seed: see semen, seminal.'^

To sow together, as different sorts of seeds.
Bniloi.

consenescencet, consenescencyf (kon-sf-nes'-
eus, -eu-si), n. [< L. cun.seni:scen(t-)s, ppr. of
consenescere, grow old together, < com-, together,
+ senesccre, grow old : see senescent.'] A grow-
ing old ; the state of becoming old.

The old argument for the world's dissolution, ... its

daily congewtecnee and decay.
Hay, Three Discourses, y. f I.

consense^t, ». [Early ME. kunsence; < OF.
con.'ience, cunsence, f. and m., cunsense, consense,
m., = Pr. consensu, t., = Pg. It. consenso, m.,
< ML. eonsentia, f., or consensus, m., consent,
agreement: aeo consensus, consent.] Consent.

.Mid kunxnce of heorte. Aneren Rivle.

consense^, n. [< con- + sense.] A sense or
feeling in conjunction or union with another;
a mutual feeling. Cudworth.
consension (kon-sen'shon), n. [< OF. consen-
don, con.icntion, consenson, < L. consenaio{n-),
< consentire, pp. consensus, agree: see consent,
consensus.] .Agreement in feeling or thought

;

accord; mutual consent. [Bare.]

One mind and understanding, and a vital comemion of
the whole body. BerUley, Sennons, ii.

ilost of the able, honest, and learned men in all or most
civilized countries . . . have come to an agreement or
anuention that the single metallic standard of value coined
in gold is best. X. A. Itec, CXXVI. 161.

consensual (kgn-sen'gu-al), a. [= F. consen-
suei = Pg. consensial, ma<le with consent ; < L.
consensus (consensu-), agreement (see consen-
sus), + -al.] 1. Formed or existing by mere
consent ; depending upon consent or acquies-
cence : as, a consensual marriage.

"The Christian council of presbyters" exercised disci-
pline, and ' exercised a eonnengtial jurisdiction in matters
of dispute between Christian and Christian."

N. A. Hev., CXUI. 5S5.

2. In physiol., of the nature of reflex action in-
volving sensation but not volition.

In this paper he [Dr. Carpenter] also extended the Idea
of reflex nervous function to the centers of sensation and
ideation, and enunciated the fundamental notions of "con-
aen^ual " and of ' ideo-niotor "' action.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 540.

Consensual contract, in cicil law, a contract which,
thongti made witliout the formalities of delivery, writing,
or entry in acconni. w;ls cnforciide on the ground that in
cases of sale, partrler^llip, agency, and hiring proof of the
consent of the parties woa enough.

Tlie term ConAeMiuil merely indicates that the Obliga-
tion Is here anncxol at once to the Consensus. The Con-
sensus, or mutual assent of the parties, Is the final and
crowning ingredient in the Convention, and it is the spe-
cial characteristic of agreements falling under one of the
four heads of .Sale, Partnership, Agency, and Hiring, that,
as soon as the awcnt of the parties has supplied this ingre-
dient, there i« at once a Contract. The Consensus draws
with It Iti'

"I '- .-
., p,?rforming. In transactions of the

sortsperi
, t functions which are discharged,

in other

.

t i,e Res or Tiling, by the Verba stlpu-
latlonls, anu tiv Kit Litene or written entry In a letlger.
OmtenMual Is therefore a term which iliws not Involve tile
slightest anomaly, but is exactly analogous to Real, Ver-
Iwl, and Literal. Maine, Ancient Law, [i. .TiZ

Consensual motions, in phi)»ii,t..i*i, or more simulta-
neous motions, of which the secondary or more remote are
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independent of the will, such as the contraction of the iris

wlieii tile eye is opened to admit the liglit.

consensus (kgn-sen'sus), n. [< L. consensus
(ML. also eonsentia : see consense^, agreement,
accordance, unanimity, < consentire, pp. con-
sensics, agree: see consent.] A general agree-
ment or concord : as, a consensus of opinion.

Individual taste is sometimes mistaken, or substituted,
for cultured cott^ensus. F. Ualt, Mod, Eng., p. 26.

To gather accurately the consenjtug of medical opinion
would be Impracticable without polling the whole body
of physicians and surgeons.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 88.

Consensus Genevensls, a document prepared by Calvin
in 15.-.2 to iiarniimize tlie Swiss Protestant churches on the
doctrine of predestination.

consent (kon-senf), f. [< ME. consenten, ear-
lier kunsenten, < OF. consentir, cunsentir, F.
consentir = Pr. Sp. Pg. consentir = It. consen-
tire, < L. consentire, pp. consensus, agree, ac-
cord, consent, lit. feel together, < com-, together,
-I- sentire, pp. sensus, feel: see sense ana scent,

sent^, and cf. assent, dissent, resent.] I. intrans.

It. To agree in sentiment; be of the same
mind; accord; be at one.

Although they consent against Christ, yet doe they much
dissent among themselues. Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 306.

Flourishing many years before Wycliffe, and much con-
senting with him in judgment. Fuller.

They would acknowledge no error or fault In their
writings, and yet would seem sometimes to consent with
us in the truth. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 176.

2. To agree; yield credence or accord; give
assent, as to a proposition or the terms of an
agreement.

1 consent unto the law that it is good. Rom. vii. 16.

M, and V. have consented together in holy wedlock.
Book of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

3. To yield when one has the right, power, or
desire to oppose ; accede, as to persuasion or
entreaty; aid, or at least voluntarily refrain
from opposing, the execution of another per-
son's purpose ; comply.

My poverty, but not my will, consents.
Shak., R. and J., v. 1.

Hall loath, and half ccmsentitiy to the ill.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit, L 313.

Ills manly brow
Con§erUM to death, but conquers agony.

Byron, Chllde Harold, iv. 140.

=Byn. See list under acce<i«. Permit, Consent to, etc. See
allow^.

II.t trans. To grant; allow; acknowledge;
give assent to.

Interpreters . . . will not content it to be a true story.

Milton.

consent (kon-senf), « [< ME. consente, < OF.
coHSente: from the verb.] 1. Voluntary allow-
ance or acceptance of what is done or proposed
to be done by another ; a yielding of the mind
or will to that which is proposed ; acquiescence

;

concurrence ; compliance
;
permission.

I tale for me with full roncente,

Thi Ukyng all will I fulaile. YorkPlays, p. 462.

I give content to go along with yon.
Shak., T. O. of V.,iv. 3.

It was his [our Saviour's] own free consent that he went
to suffer, for he knew certainly before hand the utmost
that he was to undergo. Stittinrijleet, Sermons, I. vi.

2. In law, intelligent concurrence in the adop-
tion of a contract or an agreement of such a
nature as to bind the party consenting; agree-
ment upon the same thing in the same sense.
Consent of parties Is Implied in all contracts ; hence, per-
sons legally incapable of giving consent, as idiots, etc.,

cannot be parties to a contract. Persons in a state of ab-
solute drunkenness cannot give legal consent, although
a lesser degree of Intoxication will not alloril a sutflclent
ground for annulling a contract, ('onsent Is null where
It proceeds on essential mistake of fact, or where obtained
by fraud or by force and fear.

3. Agreement in opinion or sentiment; unity
of opinion or inclination.

Nowe renewed, and affemied and confermed, by the
assente and consense and agrement off all the Bredem.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 187.

They flock together in consent, like so many wild geese.
SAa*., 2Hen. IV., v. 1.

Hereupon a Parliament is called ; and it Is by common
Consent of all agreed, that the King should not go In Per-
son. Baker, Chronicles, p. 111.

When the wills of many concur to one and the same
action and effect, this concourse of their wills is calle<l
consent. Hobbes, Works, IV. xii.

Yet hold ! I'm rich ;— with one consent theyll say,
'* You're welcome, Uncle, as the flowers in May.'

Crabbe, Pariah Register.

4t. A preconcerted design ; concert.

Here was a consent
(Knowing aforehand of our merriment)
To dash It like a Christmas comedy.

Shak., L.UL.,y. 2.

consequence

5. Agreement ; correspondence in parts, qual-
ities, or operation; harmony; concord. [Ar-
chaic]
We ... do giue the name of ryme onely to our Con-

cordes, or tunable consentes in the latter end of our verses.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 64.

Certainly there is a consent between the body and the
soul. Bacon, Deformity.

The rich results of the divine consents
Of man and earth, of world beloved and lover.
The nectar and ambrosia, are withheld.

Emerson, Blight.

6. In pathol., an agreement or sympathy, by
which one affected part of the system affects
some distant part. See sympathy Age of con-
sent. See age, n., 3. =Syn 1. Assent, Consent, Concur-
rence, etc. See assent.

consentable (kon-sen'ta-bl), a. [< consent +
-able.] In Pennsylranid law, having consent;
agreed upon; noting a boundary established
by the express agreement or assent of adjoin-
ing owners : as, a consentable line.

consentaneity (kon-seu-ta-ne'j-ti), «. [< L.
consentaneus, agreeing (see consentaneous), +
-ity.] Mutual agreement. [Rare.]
The consentaneity or even privity of Prussia.

London Times, Jan. 18, 1856.

consentaneous (kon-sen-ta'ne-us), a. [= Pg.
It. consentaneo, < L. consentaneus, agreeing, ac-
cordant, fit, < consentire, agree : see consent, v.]

Agreeing ; accordant ; agreeable ; consistent

;

consenting ; mutually acquiescent.
A good law and consentaneous to reason.

Howell, Letters, It. 7.

Tlie tendency of Europe In our own day . . . has been
singularly coTisentaneous in the return not merely to medi-
seval art, but to mediseval modes and standards of thought.

Encyc. Brit., II. 333.

The settlement or " compromise " of 18.'')0, made by the
consentaneous action of the North and Soutli, rested, as on
a comer stone, upon the inviolable character of the settle-
ment of 1820, known as the Missouri Compromise.

G. T. Curtis, Buchanan, IL 270.

consentaneously (kon-sen-ta'nf-us-li), adv.
Agreeably ; accordantly ; consistently.

Paracelsus did not always write so consentaneously to
himself. Boyle.

consentaneousness (kon-sen-ta'ne-us-nes), n.

Agreement ; accordance ; consistency. W, B.
Carpenter.

consentantt, a. [ME., < OF. consentant, ppr. of
c«(iA'<«^>, consent: see consent, v.] Assenting;
consenting. Chaucer.
COnsenter (kon-sen'tfer), n. One who consents.

No iKirty nor consenter to it [treason].

Sir M. Hate, Hist. Plac. Cor., IL 28.

COnsentience (kon-sen'shiens), n. [< consen-
tient: see -ence.] The sum of the psychical
activities of an animal whose varied sensations
converge to a common psychical center, so that
it feels its mental unity without being distinctly
conscious of it; imperfect or undeveloped con-
sciousness in general.

Luminous impressions which are the most potent agents
in educating animal cmisentienee.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 677.

We may, when our mind Is entirely directed upon some
external object, or when we are almost in a state of som-
nolent unconsciousness, have but a vague feeling of our
existence— a feeling resulting from the unobserved synthe-
sis of our sensations of all orders and degrees. This nnin-
tellectual sense of self may be conveniently distinguished
from intellectual consciousness as consenttence.

Mirarl, Proc. Zool. .Soc, London, 1884, p. 463.

consentient (kon-sen'shient), a. [= Sp. con-
senciente = Pg. consensiente = It. vonsenziente, <
L. consentienXt-)s, ppr. of consentire, agree: see
consent, v., &nAet. consentant.] 1. Consonant;
congruent; agreeing: as, <;on«e«Hen< testimony.

Tlie consentient judgment of the church. Bp. Pearson.

2. Endowed with consentience ; of the nature
of consentience: as, consentient animals; con-
sentient activities.

COnsentingly (kon-sen'ting-li), adv. In a con-
senting or acquiescent manner. Jer. Taylor.

consentmentt (kon-sent'ment), w. [ME. con-
sentemcnt; < OF. (and F.)"cottsentenient = Sp;
consentimienio = Pg. It. consentimento, < ML.
consentimentum, consent, < L. consentire, con-
sent : see consent, v.] Consent.
consequence (kon'se-kwens), n. [= F. consi-
quence = Sp. consecueneia = Pg. consequencia =
It. consegtienza, conseguenzia (obs.), eonsequen-
za= D. konsek-wentie=G. consequenz= Dan. kon-
sekvents, consequence, < L. consequentia, < con-
sequen(t-)s, ppr., consequent: see consequent.]

If. Connection of cause and effect, or of ante-
cedent and consequent ; consecution.

I must after thee, with this thy son ;

Such fatal cortsequence unites us three.

Milton, P. L., X. 364.



consequence

2. That which follows from or grows out of

any act, cause, proceeding, or series of actions

;

an event or effect produced by some preceding
influence, action, act, or cause ; a consequent

;

a result.

Shun the bitter cmueqxt^nce- : for know,
The day thou eat'st tliereof, my sole command
Transgress'd, inevitably thou shalt die.

Milton, P. L., vili. 328.

The misfortune of speaking with bitterness is a most nat-

ural cotisequeiice of the prejudices I had been encouraging.
Jaiie Aunten, Pride and Prejudice, p. 193.

He [Mr. Bentham] says that the atrocities of the Revolu-
tion were the natural comequences of the absurd principles

on wliich it was commenced.
ilacaulatj. Sir James Mackintosh.

3. The conclusion of a syllogism.

Can syllogism set things right?
Ifo— majoi-s soon with niinoi-s tight

;

Or both in friendly consort joiii'd.

The consequence limps false behind.
Prior, Alma, iii.

4. A consequent inference ; deduction ; specifi-

cally, in logic, a form of inference or aspect

under which any inference may be regarded,

having but one premise, the antecedent, and
one conclusion, the consequent, the principle ac-

cording to which the consequent follows from
the antecedent being, like the whole inference,

termed the consequence.— 5. (a) Importance;
moment; significance: applied to things: as,

this is a matter of consequence, or of some, lit-

tle, great, or no consequence.

A night is but small breath, and little pause.
To answer matters of this coruituuence.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4.

To people whose eyes do not wander beyond their ledgers,

it seems of no consequence how the alfaii-s of mankind go.

U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 488.

(6) Importance; influence; distinction; note:
applied to persons : as, a man of consequence.

Their people are ... of as little consequ£nce as women
and children. Swi/t.

Here, Dangle, I have brought you two pieces, one of

which you must exert yourself to make the managei-s ac-

cept, I can tell you that ; for 'tis written by a person of

coTuequtnce. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

6. pi. A game in which one player writes down
an adjective, the second the name of a man,
the third an adjective, the fourth the name of a
woman, the fifth what he said, the sixth what
she said, the seventh the consequence, etc., etc.,

no one seeing what the others have written.

After all have written, the paper is read.

They met for the sake of eating, drinking, and laughing
together, playing at cards or consequenceu, or any other
game that was sufficiently noisy.

Ja>K Austen, Sense and Sensibility, x.\iii.

In conseauence, as a result ; consequently.— Inconse-
CLUence of, as the effect of ; by reason of ; through. =Syn.
2. Result, Issue, etc. See ejf'ect.

COnseQUencet (kon'sf-kwens), v. i. [< conse-

quence, «.] To draw inferences ; form deduc-
tions.

Moses . . . condescends . . . tosuch a methodical and
school-like way of defining and consequeiwing.

Milton, Tetrachordon.

consequent (kon'se-kwent), a. and n. [< ME.
consequent, < OF. consequent, F. consequent =
Sp. consecuente = Pg. consequente = It. conse-

quente= D. konsekwent = Q, consequent = Dan.
konsekvent, consequent, < L. consequen(t-)s, fol-

lowing, consequent (ML. also as a noun, a con-
sequent, apodosis, tr. Gr. iir6/ievov)

,
prop. ppr.

of consequi, follow after, pursue, follow a cause
as an effect (> Sp. Pg. conseguir, obtain, = It.

conseguire, obtain, follow), < com-, together, -1-

sequi, follow : see sequent, second, and cf . subse-

quent.'] I. a. 1. Following as an effect or re-

sult, or as a necessary inference ; having a re-

lation of sequence : with on, or rarely to : as,

the war and the consequent poverty; the pov-
erty consequent on the war.

The right was comequ£nt to, and built on, an act per-

fectly personal. Locke,

He had arrived on the eve of a general election, and
during the excitement of political changes consequent
upon the murder of Mr. Percival.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, vi.

2t. Following in time ; subsequent.
Thy memory,

After thy life, in brazeu characters
Shall monumentally be register'd

To ages consequent.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

3. Characterized by correctness of inference or
connectedness of reasoning; logical: as, a con-
sequent action.

The intensity of her [Dorothea's] religious disposition
. . . waa but one aspect of a nature altogether ardent,
tlieoretic, and intellectually conse<juent.

Qeorge Elwt, Middlemarch, I. 32.
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ConseO[Uent factor, in vmth., that factor of a non-com-
mutative product which is written last.— Consequent
poles of a magnet. See maf/net.

II. n. [< ME. consequente, n. ; from the adj.]

1. Effect or result ; that which proceeds from
a cause ; outcome. [Kare or obsolete.]

Those envies that I see pursue me
Of all true actions are the natural consequents.

Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of Krance, ii.

Death is not a consequent to any sin but our own.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 772.

Avarice is the necessary consequent of old age.

Sxcift, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 10.

A world's lifetime with its incidents and consequents is

but a progressive cooling. Wiiwhell, World-Life, p. 538.

2. In logic: (a) That member of a hypotheti-

cal proposition which contains the conclusion.

See antecede7tt. (6) The conclusion of a con-
sequence, or necessary inference conceived as
consisting of an antecedent (or premise) and
a consequent (or conclusion), and as governed
by a consequence (or principle of consecution).
— 3. In nmsic, same as comes, 3

—

Consequent
of a ratio, in math. , the latter of the two terms of a ratio,

or that with which the antecedent is compared. Thus, in

the ratio vi : n, or }n to n, n is the consequent and m the

Antecedent.— Fallacy of the consequent. Hee fallaci/.

consequential (kon-se-kwen'shal), a. and n. [<

L. conscquentia, consequence (see consequence),
+ -al.] 1. a. 1. Following as the effect or re-

sult ; resultant.

AVe sometimes wrangle when we should debate

;

A consequential ill which freedom draws

;

A bad effect, but from a noble cause. Prior.

The expansion of trade and production, and the conse-

quential increase of social and national well-being.
Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 30.

2t. Havingthe consequence properlyconnected
with the premises; logically correct; conclusive.

Though these arguments may seem obscure, yet, upon
a due consideration of them, they are highly coTise^uejUiai

and concludent to my purpose.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

3. Assuming airs of consequence or great self-

importance, or characterized by such affecta-

tion ; conceited
;
pompous : applied to persons

and their manners.
Goldsmith was sometimes content to he treated with an

easy familiarity, but upon occasions would be conseqtien-

tial and important. Boswell, Johnson (ajt. 64).

His stately and consequentiai pace. Scott.

Consequential losses or damages, in law, such losses

or daiihiyes as arise not immediately from the act com-
l)laiiied of, but as a result of it.

II. n. An inference ; a deduction ; a conclu-
sion. [Rare.]

It may be thought superfluous to spend so many words
upon our author's precious observations out of the I^ord

Clarendon's History, and some consequentials, as I have
done. Roger North, Examen, p. 29.

consequentially (kon-se-kwen'shal-i), adv. 1.

In a connected series ; in the order of cause
and effect, or of antecedent and consequent.

—

2. With correct deduction of consequences

;

with right connection of ideas; connectedly;
coherently.

The faculty of writing consequentially.
Addison, "Whig Examiner, No. 4.

3. In sequence or course of time ; hence, not
immediately ; eventually.

This relation is so necessary that God himself can not
discharge a rational creature from it ; although consequen-
tially indeed he may do so by the annihilation of such
creatures. South.

4. Consecutively; in due order and connection.

Were a man a king in his dreams, and a beggar awake,
and dreamt consequentially, and in continuous unbroken
schemes, would he be in reality a king or a beggar?

Addison.

5. With assumed importance ; with conceit

;

pompously; pretentiously.

He adjusts his cravat consequentialljf.

E. R. Peake, Court and City, iv. 1.

[Now rare in all senses but the last.]

COnsequentialness (kon-se-kwen'shal-nes), n.

1. The quality of being consequential or con-

secutive, as in discourse. [Rare.]— 2. Con-
ceit

;
pompousness

;
pretentiousness ; the as-

sumption of dignity or importance.

consequently (kon'se-kwent-li), adv. 1. By
consequence; by the connection of cause and
effect or of antecedent and consequent; in eon-

sequence of something ; therefore.

Man was originally immortal, and it was comeifuently a
part of his nature to cherish the hope of an undying life.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 204.

2t. Subsequently.

Hee was visited and saluted : and consequently was
brought vnto the Kings and Queenes maiesties presence.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 287.

=Syn. Wherefore, Accordingly, etc. See ther^ore.

conservative

COnsequentness (kon'se-kwent-nes). n. Regu-
lar eouuectiou of propositions ; consecutive-
ness of discourse ; logicalness.

The conseq^u-niness of the whole l>ody of the doctrine.
Sir K. Digby, Ded. of Nature of Man's Soul.

COnsertion (kon-ser'shon), n. [< LL. consvr-

tio(n-), < L. conserere, pp. consvrtns, put toge-
ther, < com-, together, + severe, bind, join. Cf.

coHcevt.'i Junction ; adaptation ; conformity.
[Rare.]

What order, beauty, motion, distance, size,

Consertion of design, how exqiusite !

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

conservable (kon-ser'va-bl), a. [< LL. conser-

rahilis, < L. con«ereare, keep: see conserve, ti.]

That may be conserved; able to be kept or
preserved from decay or injury.

conservancy (kon-ser'van-si), n. [< ML. con-

servuntia, < L. ci>nservan(t-)8,^\>T:.: see conser-

vant.'] The act of preserving; conservation;
preservation : as, the conservancy of forests.

Conservancy has been introduced in time to preserve
many of the advantages they [forests] are calculated to

afford, [and] to make tliem a considerable source of rev-

enue to the state. Encyc. Brit., IX. 404.

Court of conservancy, a court held by the Lord Mayor
of London for the preservation of the fishery on the
Tiiiimes.

COnservant (kgn-ser'vant), a. [< L. conser-

van{t-)s, ppr. of conservare, keep: see conserve,

t!.] Conserving; having the power or quality

of preserving from decay or destruction, in the
traditional Aristotelian philosophy, efficient causes are di-

vided into proereaiit and eoni^ervant causes. The procreant
cause is that which makes a thing to be which before was
not ; the conservant cause, that which causes an existent

thing to endure.

The papacy . . . was either the procreant or cotiservant

cause ... of all the ecclesiastical controversies in the
Christian world.

T. Puller, Moderation of Church of Eng., p. 493.

conservation (kon-ser-va'shon), n. [= P. con-

servation = Pr. conservatio = fep. conservacion =
Pg. conservacao = It. conservazione, < L. con-

servatio(n-), < conservare, pp. conservatus, keep:
see conserve. ;•.] 1. The act of conserving,
guarding, or keeping with care ;

preservation
from loss, decay, injury, or violation ; the keep-
ing of a thing in a safe or entire state.

Certayne ordinauncez and ruellez . . . concemyng the
said crafte . . . and for the eonseruacian of the politick

gouernance of the same. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 335.

They judged the conservation, and, in some degree, the
renovation, of natural bodies to be no desperate or im-
possible thing. Bacon, Physical Fables, xi., Expl.

Aristotle distingiiishes memory as the faculty of Con-
servationivoxa reminiscence, the faculty of Keproduction.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxx.

2. Persistence
;
perdurance

;
permanence.

—

Conservation of energy. See energy.

conservational (kou-ser-va'shon-al), a. [<

conservation + -ah] Tending to conserve; pre-

servative.

conservatism (kon-sfer'va-tizm), n. [For *eon-

scrvativism, < conservative + -ism.'] 1. The dis-

position to maintain and adhere to the estab-

lished order of things ; opposition to innovation
and change: as, the conservatism of the clergy.

Of all the difllculties that were met in establishing loco-

motion by steam, the obstruction offered by blind, stolid,

unreasoning conservatism was not the least.

Josiah QuUicy, Figures of the Past, p. 350.

The hard conservatism which refuses to see what it has
never yet seen, and so never learns anything new.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 89.

2. The political principles and opinions main-
tained by Conservatives. See conservative, n.,3.

I advocate . . . neither Conservatism nor Liberalism in

the sense in which those slogans of modem party-warfare

are commonly understood.
Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 11.

conservative (kon-s6r'va-tiv), a. and j!. [= F.

eonservatif {y t)! conservatief =z G. conservativ=
Dan. konservativ) = Sp. Pg. It. conservativo, <

ML. conservativus, < L. conservatus, pp. of con-

servare, keep, preserve: see conserve, f.] I. a.

1. Preservative ; having power or tendency to

preserve in a safe or entire state
;
protecting

from loss, waste, or injury : said of things.

This place of which I telle, . . .

Ys sette amyddys of these three,

Hevene, erthe, and eke the see.

As most conservatif the soun.
Chaucer, House of Fame, ii. 339.

I refer to their respective conservative principle : that

is, the principle liy which they are upheld and preserved.
Calhoun, Works, I. 37.

2. Disposed to retain and maintain what is es-

tablished, as institutions, customs, and the like;

opposed to innovation and change ; in an ex-

treme and unfavorable sense, opposed to pro-

gress : said of persons or their characteristics.



conservative

• His [Alfred's] charaitev was of that sterling conserva-

iive kind wliich bases itself upon old facts, but accepts
new facts as a reason for things.

C. II, Pearson, Early and Mid. Ages of Eng., xi.

Specifically— 3. In politics: («) Antagonistic

to change in the institutions of the country,

civil or ecclesiastical; especially, opposed to

change in the ilirection of democracy.

The slow progi'ess which .Sweden has made in intro-

ducing needful refoi-ms is owing to the ca}i3ervative spirit

of the nobility and the priesthooti.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, xviii.

Hence— (6) [cap.'] Of or pertaining to the Con-
servatives or their principles. See II., 3.

The result of this struggle was highly favourable to the
Coiutercatice party. Macaiday.

Conservative force. See .A>rc«.— Conservative sys-
tem, in inech., a system which always performs or con-

sumes the same amount of work in passing from one
given contlguration to another, by whatever path or with
whatever velocities it passes from one to the other. The
doctrine of the conservation of energy is that tlie universe
is a conservative system. See enenjy.

"When the nature of a material system is such that if,

after the system has undergone any senes of changes, it is

brought back in any manner to its original state, [and] the
whole work done by external agents on the system is equal
to tlie whole work done by the system in overcoming ex-

ternal forces, the system is called a Coiufrvatice Syntem.
Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, art. Ixxii.

The conservative faculty*; in p»ychoL, the power of re-

taining knowledge in the mind, though out of conscious-
ness ; memory.

H. )(. If. One who aims, or that which tends,
to preserve from injury, decay, or loss ; a pre-
server or preservative.

The Holy Spirit is the great conservative of the new life.

Jer. Taylor, Conflmiation, fol. 32.

2. One who is opposed by nature or on princi-

ple to innovation and change ; in an unfavor-
able sense, one who from prejudice or lack of

foresight is opposed to true progress. See
radical.

We see that if M. Dumont had died in 1799, he would
have died, to use the new cant word, a decided conser-

vative. Macaulay, Mirabeau.

3. [cap.'] In Great Britain, a Tory : a name first

adopted by the Tory party about the time of the
passing of the first Reform Bill (1832). The pro-
fessed object of the Conservatives, as a political iMxly, is

to maintain and preserve by every constitutional means
the existing institutions of the country, both ecclesiastical

and civil, and to op|>ose such measures and changes as
they iKjlieve have a tendency either to destroy or to im-
pair these institutions.

4. In U. S. hist., one of the group of Demo-
crats who, during Van Buren's administration,
voted with the Whigs against the Independent
Treasury Bill.

conservatively (kon-s^r'va-tiv-li), adv. In a
conservative manner, or in the manner of con-
servatives; as a conservative; with conserva-
tiveness.

It is very conservatively English to make concession at
the eleventh hour and fifty-ninth minute ; but the clock is

fast in Ireland. Pfiitadelp/iia Ledyer, Dec. 30, 1887.

conservativeness (kgn-sfer'va-tiv-nes), n. Ten-
dency to preserve or maintain; conservatism.
conservatoire (kon-ser-va-twor'), n. [F., = Sp.
Pg. It. coiiscnatorio = G. conjicrvatorium (yDan.
konsenatorium), < Mh.conscrvatorium : see con-
servatory, «.] An establi-shmeut for special in-

struction, particularly in music and theatrical
declamation and training. See conservatory, 3.

conservator (kon'sfer-va-tor), n. [= F. conser-

vateur = Sp. Pg. conservador = It. conservatore,

< L. conservator, < conserrare, pp. conservatus,

keep: see conserve, c] 1. A preserver; one
who or that which preserves from injury, vio-

lation, or infraction: as, a conservator of the
peace. See phrases below.

Of cold and moist cmiservatour flyntstone is.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 49.

Decays of sense and clouds of spirit are excellent con-
tervatort of humility. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 81.

Specifically— 2. A person appointed to super-
intend idiots, lunatics, etc., manage their prop-
erty, and preserve it from wa.ste. [Connecticut.]
— Apostolic conservator, or conservator ofthe apos-
tolic privileges, a bishop formerly clio^tn by tlie Uni-
versity of Pans to juilge causes relating to bciicHi;es [jos-

ae.'sseil Ijy membci-s of the university.— Conservators of
the peace, <»llicers who, by the connnon law of England,
were appointed for the preservation of the public peace,
before the institution of justices of the peace. Their
[.ovMT.s were far inferior to those of modern justices of the

conservatory (kgn-s6r'va-to-ri), a. and n. [=
F. conservatoire = Sp. Pg. conservatorio, < ML.
'conservatorius (cf . conscrvatorium, n. : see II. ),

< L. conservatus, pp. of conservarc, keep: see
conserve, t).] I. a. Having the quality of pre-
serving from loss, decay, or injury.
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n. «.; pi. conservatories (-riz). [In the first

sense directly from the adj. ; in the second and
third senses, = F. conservatoire = Sp. Pg. It.

conservatorio, < ML. conscrvatorium, lit. a place
for keeping anything, a fish-pond; prop. neut.
of *conservatorius, adj.: see I., and ef. conser-
vatoire.] If. A preservative.

A conservatory of life. Bacon.

In Christ's law non concupisces is . . . the conservatory
and the last duty of every commandment.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, i. 414.

2. A place for preserving or carefully keep-
ing anything, as from loss, decay, waste, or
injury ; specifically, and commonly, a green-
house for preserving exotics and other tender
plants.— 3. A place of public instruction and
training, designed to promote the study of some
branch of science or art. Conservatories of music
and declamation (to which the French name conserva-
toire is frequently applied, the most celebrated institu-

tion of the kind being in Paris) have been maintained at
the public expense in Italy, France, Germany, and other
European countries for two or three centuries ; and the
name is given to many private establishments in Great
Britain and America.

conservatrix (kon'sfer-va-triks), n. [L.] Fem-
inine of conservator.

conserve (kon-serv'), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. con-
served, ppr. conserving. [< ME. conserven = D.
conserveren = G. conserviren = Dan. konservere,

< OF. conserver, F. eonserver = Sp. Pg. coti-

servar = It. conservare, < L. conservare, keep,
retain, preserve, < com-, together, -I- servare,

hold, keep. Ct. preserve, reserve, and see serve.]

1. To keep in a safe or sound state ; save ;
pre-

serve from loss, decay, waste, or injury ; defend
from violation : as, to conserve bodies from per-
ishing ; to conserve the peace of society.

Whenne yee be sette, your knyf withe alle your wytte
Vnto youre sylf bothe clene and sharpe conserve.

That honestly yee mowe your own mete kerve.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

I charge upon you my authority, coiiserve the peace.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 3.

When at last in a race, a new principle appears, an idea
— that conserves it ; ideas only save races.

Emerson, Misc., p. 172.

2. To preserve with sugar, etc., as fruits, roots,

herbs, etc.
;
prepare or make up as a sweet-

meat.

Variety also of dates, pears, and peaches, curiously con-
served. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 133.

conserve (kon'sferv), «. [< ME. conserve = D.
konserf = G. conserve = Dan. konserver, pi., =
Sw. konserf, < OF. (and F.)con.serve = Sp. Pg. It.

conserva (ML. conserva, a fish-pond) ; from the
verb.] 1. That which is conserved; a sweet-
meat ; a confection ; especially, in former use,

a pharmaceutical confection.

We . . . were invited into the apartments allotted for

strangers, where we were entertained with conserve of

roses, a dram, and coffee, a young Maronite sheik being
with us. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 95.

2t. A conservatory.

Set the pota into your coruterve, and keep them dry.
Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

3t. A conserver ; that which conserves.

The finite which is the conserve
And keeper of the remenaunt.

Gower, Conf. Amant.

conserver (kgn-s6r'v6r), n. 1. One who con-
serves, or keeps from loss, decay, or injury;
one who lays up for preservation.

Priests having been the . . . conservers of knowledge
and story. Sir W. Temple.

2. A preparer of conserves or sweetmeats.
COnsessiont (kou-sesh'on), n. [< con- + session.

Cf. L. consessii's, of same sense.] A sitting to-

gether Bailey.

consessort (kon-ses'or), n. [L., < considere, pp.
consensus, sit togetlier, < com-, together, -j- si-

dere, seat one's self, akin to sedere = E. sit.]

One who sits with others. Bailey.

consider (kon-sid'6r), V. [< ME. consideren, <

OF. considerer, F. constd&rer = Pr. Sp. Pg. con-

siderar = It. considerare, < L. considerare, look

at closely, observe, consider, meditate; oris.,

it is supposed, an augurial term, observe the

stars, < com- + sidus {sider-), a star, a constel-

lation: see sidereal, and cf. desiderate, desire.

For the sense, cf. contemplate.] I. trans. 1.

To fix the mind upon, with a view to careful

examination ;
ponder ; study ; meditate upon

;

think or reflect upon with care.

Know, therefore, this day, and consider it in thine heart.
Dent. iv. 39.

Contider the lilies of the field, how they grow.
Mat. vi. 28.

considerable

Those who would amend evil laws should consider
ratlier how much it may be safe to spare, than how much
it may be possible to change.

Macaulay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

Whoever considers the final cause of the world, will dis-

cern a multitude of uses that enter as parts into that re-

sult. Emerson, Nature.

2. To view attentively ; observe and examine

;

scrutinize.

*Tis a beauteous creature
;

And to myself I do appear deform'd.
When I consider her.

Fletcher, Sea Voyage, iii. 1.

"Consider well," the voice replied,
*' His face, that two hours since hath died

;

Wilt thou find passion, pain, or pride?"
Tennyson, Two Voices.

3. To pay attention to ; regard with care ; not
to be negligent of.

Blessed is he that cmisidereth the poor. Ps. xli. 1.

Consider mine affliction, and deliver me. Ps. cxix. 153.

4. To regard with consideration or respect;
hold in honor ; respect.

England could grow into a posture of being more united
at home, and more considered abroad.

Sir If'. Temple, To the Lord Treasurer, Feb. 21, 167S.

5. To take into view or account; allow for,

or have regard to, in examination, or in form-
ing an estimate: as, in adjusting accoimts,
services, time, and expense ought to be con-
sidered.

Consider, sir, the chance of war. 5AaJt., Cymbeline, v. 5.

It astonish'd us to see what she had read and written,
her youth considered. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 17, 1678.

When I draw any faulty Character, I consider all those
Persons to whom the Malice of the World may possibly
apply it. Addison, Spectator, No. 262.

Hence— 6. To requite or reward, particularly
for gratuitous services.

You that have worn your eyes almost out in the service,
you will be considered. Shak., M. for M., i. 2.

7. To regard in a particular light ; conceive un-
der a particular aspect

;
judge to be ; esteem

;

take for : as, I consider him a rascal.

We are apt to deceive ourselves, and to consider heaven
a place like this earth : I mean, a place where every one
may choose and take his own pleasure.

J. II. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 3.

Some may consider the human body as the habitation of
a soul distinct and separable from it ; others may refuse
to recognize any such distinction.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 43.

= S3rn. 1. Meditate upon, Rejlect upon, etc. (see list under
contemplate), weigh, revolve.— 4. To respect, regard.

II. intrans. 1. To think seriously, deliber-
ately, or carefully ; reflect ; cogitate : sometimes
with of.

In the day of prosperity be joyful, but in the day of ad-
versity consider. Eccl. vii. 14.

Logic considereth of many things as they are in notion.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 148.

Let U8 argue coolly, and consider like men.
Fletcher {and another), Love's Pilgrimage, ii. 1.

2t. To hesitate ; stand suspended. [Rare.]

The tears that stood considenny in her eyes.

Dryden, Fables.

= Syn. 1. To ponder, deliberate, ruminate, cogitate.

considerabilityt (kqn-sid''6r-a-biri-ti), n. [<
considerable : see -ability.] The quality of be-
ing worthy of consideration ; capacity of being
considered. [Bare.]

There is no cotisiderability of any thing within me as
from myself, but entirely owes its being from his store, and
conies from the Almighty.

Allestree, Sermons, i. 60 (Ord MS.).

considerable (kqn-sid'6r-a-bl), a. and n. [< F.
considerable = Sp. considerable = Pg. considera-
vel = lt. considerabile, < ML. considerabilis, < L.
considerare, observe, attend to, consider: see
consider.] I. a. If. That may be considered

;

that is to be observed, remarked, or attended to.

Times and days cannot have interest, uor be consider-
able, because that which passes by them is eternal, and
out of the measure of time. Donne, Letters, xxv.

It is considerable, that some urns have had inscriptions

on them, expressing that the lamps were burning.
iVilkins.

2. Worthy of consideration ; worthy of regard
or attention. [Archaic or obsolete.]

But I am fallen into this discourse by accident ; of which
I might say more, but it has proved longer than I intended,

and possibly to you may not be considerable.

1. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 143.

St. Denys is considerable only for its stately Cathedral,
and the dormitory of the French Kings.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 12, 1643.

Though the damage he had done them had been one
hundred times more than what he sustained from them,
that is not considerable in point of a just war.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 313.

3. Of distinction ; deserving of notice ; impor-
tant.



considerable

Some valued themselves as they were mothers, and oth-

ers as they were the daughters, of some considerable per-

sous. Addison, Vision of Justice.

Some considerable men of tlieir acquaintance deter-

mined to emigrate to New England.
Everett, Orations, II. 6.

4. Of somewhat large amount or extent; of

not a little importance from its effects or re-

sults; decidedly more than the average: as, a
man of considerable influence ; a considerable

estate.

We (the English] did nothing by Land that was consid-

erable, yet if we had staid but a Day or two longer . . .

the whole Fleet of Galeons from Nova Hispania had fallen

into our own Mouths, Uowetl, Letters, I. iv. 17.

Considerable sums of money. Clarendon.

A body of a very considerable thickness.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

To a regular customer, or one who makes any consider-

able purchase, the shop-keeper generally presents a pipe.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 10.

n, n. If. A thing of importance or interest.

He had a rare felicity in speedy reading of books, and
as it were but a turning them over would give an exact
account of all considerables therein.

Fidler, Holy State, II. x. 7.

2. Much ; not a little : as, he has done consider-

able for the community ; I found considerable to

detain me. [Colloq.]

COnsiderableness (kon-sid'er-a-hl-nes), n. De-
gree of importance, consequence, or dignity; a

degree of value or importance that deserves no-
tice. [Eare.]

We must not always measure the considerdbleness of

things by their . . . immediate usefulness. Boyle.

considerably (kgn-sid'6r-a-hli), adv. In a de-

gree deserving notice ; in a degree not trifling

or unimportant.
And Europe still considerably gains
Both by their good examples and their pains.

Roscommon, On Translated Verse.

COnsiderancet (kon-sid'6r-ans), ». [< ME. con-

sideraunce, < OF. considefance = Pr. conside-

ransa = It. consideranza (obs.), < L. considc-

rantia, < consideran(t-)s, ppr. of considerare,

consider: see consider.^ Consideration; reflec-

tion ; sober thought.

Consideraunce is taken atte prudence
What mon we moost enfoi-rae.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 1.

considerate (kon-sid'er-at), a. [= Sp. Pg. con-

siderado = It. cotisiderato, < L. consideratus, pp.
ot considerare, consiA&c: see consider. '\ 1. Giv-
en to consideration or sober reflection ; thought-
ful ; hence, circumspect ; careful ; discreet

;

prudent ; not hasty or rash ; not negligent.

^neas [was] patient, considerate, [and] careful of his

people. Dryden, Preface to Fables.

In that protest which each considerate person makes
against the superstition of his times, he repeats step for

step the part of old reformers. Emerson, History.

The perplexities involved in the re-adj ustment of the na-
tion's political bases were great enough to task the most
considerate statesmanship.

a. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 20.

2. Kegardful; mindful.
Though they will do nothing for virtue, yet they may be

presumed more considerate of praise.
Decay of Christian Piety.

3. Marked by consideration or reflection; de-

liberate ; thoughtful ; heedful : as, to give a
proposal a considerate examination.

I went the next day secretly ... to take a considerate

view. Sir U. Blount, Voyage to the Levant, p. 106.

4. Characterized by consideration or regard for

another's circumstances or feelings ; not heed-
less orunfeeling; notrigorous orexacting; kind:
as, a considerate master; considerate treatment.

Watchfully considerate to all dependent upon her.

W. R. Grey, Misc. Essays, Istser., p. 183.

considerately (kon-sid'6r-at-li), adv. 1. With
due consideration or deliberation ; with reason.

I may considerately say, I never heard but one Oath
Bworne, nor never saw one man drunk, nor ever heard of

three women Adulteresses, in all this time.
N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 67.

2. With thoughtful regard, as for the circum-
stances and feelings of others ; kindly : as, he
very considerately offered me his umbrella.

COnsiderateness (kon-sid'6r-at-nes), n. 1.

Prudence; calm deliberation.— 2. Thoughtful
regard for another's circumstances or feelings.

consideration (kon-sid-e-ra'shon), n. [= F.
consideration = Sp. consideracion = Pg. conside-

ra^So = It. considerazione, < L. consideratio(n-),

consideration, contemplation, reflection, < con^

siderare, pp. consideratus, consider: see con-

sider.'] 1. The act of considering; mental view;
regard; notice: as, to take into consideration

the probable consequences.
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Tlie consideration of the design of it [man's being] will

more easily acquaint him with the nature of that duty
which is expected from him. Stillinyjleet, Sermons, I. ii.

2. Careful reflection ; serious deliberation.

Let us think with consideration. Sidney.

Consideration like an angel came.
And whipp'd the offending Adam out of him.

Shah., Hen. V., i. 1.

Twelue intended here a while to haue stayed, but vpon
better consideration, how meanely we were provided, we
left this Island.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 108.

Apothegms are rather subjects for consideration than
articles for belief. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 9.

3. Contemplation; observation; heed: ynthof:
as, he was acquitted in consideration of his

youth.

The love you bear to Mopsa hath brought you to the con-

sideration of her virtues. .Sir P. Sidney.

The sovereign is bound to protect his subjects, in con-

sideration of their allegiance to him. Brougham.

4. Thoughtful, sympathetic, appreciative, or

deserved regard or respect : with for before the
subject considered: as, consideration for the
feelings of others is the mark of a gentleman.

The undersigned has the honour to repeat to Mr. Hulse-
man tlie assmance of his liigh consideration. D. Webster.

The consideration with wliich he [Galileo] was treated.

Whewell.

Consideration for the poor is a doctrine of the Chxirch.

J. H. Newman, Development of Christ. Doct., i. 3.

We learn patience, tolerance, respect for conflicting

views, equitable consideration for conscientious opposi-
tion. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 95.

5. Some degree of importance; claim to notice

or regard
;
place in or hold upon regard, atten-

tion, or thought.

Lucan is the only author of consideration among the Lat-

in poets who was not explained for the use of the Dauphin.
Addison, Freeholder.

6. That which is or should be considered; a
subject of reflection or deliberation ; a matter
of import or consequence ; something taken or
to be taken into account : as, the public good
should be the controlling consideration with a
statesman.

He was obliged, antecedent to all other considerations,

to search an asylum. Dryden.

The truth is, some considerations, which are necessary
to the forming of a correct judgment, seem to have escaped
the notice of many writers of the nineteenth century.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

The poor working man with a large family, to whom
pence were a serious con^deration.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 28.

7. Recompense for trouble, service rendered,
or the like ; remuneration.

They hoped that I would give them some consideration

to be carryed in a chaire to the toppe.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 77.

That they had we equally divided, but gaue them cop-

per, and such things as contented them in consideration.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 204.

The gentleman shall not have the trouble to put on a
fire. . . . I'll put it on myself for a consideration.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxii.

8. In law, that which a contracting party ac-

cepts as an equivalent for a service rendered

;

the sum or thing given, or service rendered, in

exchange for something else, or the sum, thing,

or service received in exchange for something

;

the price of a promise or a transfer of property.
This may consist either in a benefit to the promisor or
a burden assumed by the promisee, or both. A contract
must be mutual, and one side is the consideration of the
other. A promise made without any such counter com-
pensation or equivalent may be binding in morals, but the

law does not recognize it as a contract nor compel its

performance. It is not essential that a consideration be
an equivalent in a commercial sense, nor even that it have
any commercial value. Even exoneration from a moral
obligation which could not be enforced at law may be a
consideration for an express promise to perform it : thus',

where a debtor, after a legal discharge in bankruptcy or
by the statute of limitations, without having paid any-
thitig, recognizes his moral obligation to pay, and makes
an express promise to do so, the moral obligation is deem-
ed a sufficient consideration to make tlie promise a legal

contract.— Concurrent consideration, a consideration

received contemporaneously with t!ie making of the prom-
ise.— Executed consideration, a consiileration previ-

ously received.— Executory consideration, a consider-

ation that was to be received sulthcijucntly to the making
of the promise.—Failure of consideration, resulting
worthlessness or inadequacy of a consideration originally

apparently good : distinguished from ini/it of considera-

tion (which see, below).— Good consideration, the nat-

ural love or affection, or othci- micquatf motive, on ac-

count of which a benefit is ciHifcrri'd without a valuable
equivalent. Such a consideration is gcnei'ally sufficient,

except as against creditors.
—

'Valuable consideration,
in law, a consideration wliich may lie deemed valuable in

a pecuniary sense, as money, goods, services, or the prom-
ise of either. Actual mariiaiic may also be a valuable con-

sideration.- Want of consideration, original lack of

any consideration whatever. = SjTl. 1 and 2. Attention,

reflection.

consignation

COnsiderativet (kon-sid'Sr-a-tiv), a. [= F.

ctmsidcratif = It. consideratiro, < L. as if 'con-

siderativus, < consideratus, pp. of considerare,

consider: see consider. ] Considerate ; thought-
ful; careful.

I love to be considerativc ; and 'tis true,

I have at my free hours thought upon
Some certain goods unto the state of Venice.

B. Jonsoti, Volpone, iv. 1.

COnsideratort (kon-sid'6r-a-tor), n. [= Sp. Pg.
cotisiderador = It. consideratore, < L. considera-

tor,i considerare, pp. cotisideratits, consider: see

consider.] One who considers ; a considerer

:

as, "mystical considerators," Hir T. Browne, Gar-
den of Cyrus.

considerer (kon-sid'er-fer), n. One who consid-

ers or takes heed; an observer. [Rare.]

He requireth a learned Reader, and a right considerer

of him. Ascham, The Scholcmaster, p. 154.

They are not skilfuU considerers of human things, who
imagine to renwve sin by removing the matter of sin.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 26.

consideringly (kon-sid'er-ing-li), adv. With
consideration or deliberation.

consign (kon-sin'), V. [= D. konsigneren = G.
consigniren = 1)3,11. lconsignere= S'w. konsignera,

< F. consigner, consign, present, deliver, OF.
seal, attest, = Sp. Pg. consignor = It. conse-

gnare, < L. consignare, seal, sign, attest, regis-

ter, record, ML. also deliver, < com-, together, -I-

signare, sign, mark: see sign.] I. trans. If. To
impress, as or as if with a stamp or seal.

The primitive christians, who consigned all their affairs,

and goods, and writings, with some marks of their Lord,

usually writing, . . . "Jesus Christ, the Son of God, our
Savicnir," made it an abbreviature by writing only the
capitals. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), 1. 117.

2. To give, send, or commit ; relegate ; make
over ; deliver into the possession of another or

into a different state, implying subsequent fix-

edness or pennanence: sometimes 'with over:

as, at death the body is consigned to the gi-ave.

Men, by free gift, consign over a place to the divine

worsliip. South.

Me to some churl in bargain he'll consi^.
And make some tyrant of the parish mine.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

Authoritative treatises are consigned to oblivion, ancient
controversies cease, the whole store of leai-ning hived up
in many capacious memories becomes worthless.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 7.

3. To deliver or transfer, as a charge or trust;

intrust ; appoint.

The four Evangelists consigned to writing that history.
Addison.

She then consigned me to Luttrell, asking him to show
me the grounds. Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 196.

4. In com., to transmit by carrier, in trust for

sale or custody: usually implying agency in

the consignee, but also used loosely of the act

of transmitting by carrier to another for any
purpose: as, the goods were consigned to the

London agent.— 5. To put into a certain form
or commit for permanent preservation.— 6. To
set apart ; appropriate ; apply.

The French commander consigned it to the use for which
it was intended. Dryden, Ded. of Fables.

= Sto. Intrust, Confide, etc. .See cowimtf.

n.t in trans. 1. To submit; surrender one's

self; yield.

AH lovers young, all lovers must
Consign to thee, and come to dust.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2 (song).

2. To agree, assent, or consent.

A hard condition ... to consign to.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

consignatary (kon-sig'na-ta-ri), n.
;
pi. consig-

natarics (-riz). [= F. consignataire = Sp. Pg.
consignatario = It. consegnatario, < ML. as if

"consignatarius, < consignare, pp. consignatus,

consign: see consign.] One to whom any trust

or business is consigned.

consignation (kon-sig-na'shqn), n. [= D. kon-

signatie = G. consignation = l)an. Sw. konsigna-

tion,< F. consignation = Sp. consignaHon= Pg.

consignaquo = It. consegnaaione, < ML. consigna-

tio{n-), a consigning, L. a written proof, < con-

signare, pp. consignatus, consign: see consign.]

It. The act of confirming, as by signature or

stamp ; hence, an indication ; an evidence ; con-

firmation.

Our obedience ... is urged to us by the consignation of

Divine precepts and the loud voice of thunder, even sealed

by a signet of God's right hand.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 62.

2t. The act of consigning or relegating ; con-

signment.

Despair is a certain consignation to eternal ruin.
Jer. Taylor.



consignation

3. In Scots law, the depositing in the hands of
a third person of a sum of money about which
there is either a dispute or a competition.— 4.
In liturgies, the act of making the sign of the
cross with one half of a consecrated oblate or
host over the other, the first half having been
previously dipped in the chalice. This rite is
found 111 the Oreek and Syiiac iiturgit-s of St. James in
the Coptic liturgy of St. Basil, in the -Vestorian litnrKy of
the .Ajiostles. etc.

consignatory (kon-sig'na-to-ri), 71.; pi. consiff-
natones (-viz). {< con- -i^ signatory .^ One who
signs any document jointly with another or
otlu'rs.

COnsignatnre (kon-sig'na-tur), n. [< con- +
signature. Cf. consign.']" Complete signature;
joint signiug or stamping.
consigne (kon'sln), «. [F. (= Sp. consigna =
It. coiisegna), orders, instructions, < consigner,
consign, deliver: see consign.;] Milit., special
order or instruction given to a sentinel ; a watch-
word: a countersign.
consign^ (F. pron. kon-se-nya'), n. [F., prop,
pp. of consigner, confine, put under orders: see
consign, consigne.] A person commanded to
keep within certain bounds, as an officer in the
array or navy ordered to keep his quarters as a
punishment.
consignee (kon-si-ne'),n. [< consign -\- -eel. Cf
consigne.] The person to whom goods or other
property sent by carrier are consigned or ad-
dressed

; specifically, one who has the care or
disposal of goods received upon consignment

:

a factor.

consigner (kon-si'ner), n. Same as consignor.
consigniflcant (kon-sig-nif'i-kant), a. [< con-
+ significant.] Having the same signification
or meaning.

COnsignificate (kon-sig-nif'i-kat), H. Something
signified in a secondary way, especially the time
of a verb.

consignification (kon-sig'ni-fi-ka'shon), «. [<
con- -(- signification.] Joint signiflcation ; con-
notation. [Bare.]
As tliey Iverbs] always express Bometliing else in their

ongliial meaning, he |John of Salisliuryl calls the addi-
tional denoting of time by a truly philosuidilc word a con-
njn.pcatum. Hani,, I'hilol. Inquiries.

Consignificative (kon-sig-nifi-ka-tiv), a. and
n. [< con- -¥ significative.] I. a. Having a like
signihcation; jointly significative.

II. n. That which has the same signiflcation
or meaning as some other. Worcester.

consignify (kon-sig'ni-fi), V. I.
; pret. and pp.

consign ifierl, ppr. consignifying. [< con- + gig-
niji/.] To signify secondarily : used in oppo-
sition to connote, which is to name secondarily.
Thus, a relative noun connotes its correlative-
a verb consignifies its time. [Rare.]

'

The cypher ... has no value of itself, and only serves... to connote and cotitnfjni/y.

Home fou'ke, Diversions of Purley, i. 9.

consignment (kon-sin'ment), n. [< consign -I-

-»KH(.] 1 The act of consigning; consigna-
tion.— 2. The act of sending or committing, in
trust for sale or custody : usually implying con-
veyance by a carrier, and agency on the part of
the recipient,
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consilient (kon-sil'i-ent), a. [< L. com-, to-gether, -1- -sihen{t-)s, the form in comp. of sa-
hen(t.)s, ppr. of salire, leap: see salient. Cf
E. jump With, agree with.] Agreeing ; concur-

"»l' vii-

'^'"'^^*^* testimony," Bampton Lec-

The discovery of the provision for the consentient orcmMdunt action of different organs of the body by the coordinating agency of the great nerve centers. '^

X. Porter, Human Intellect § 41

consimilar (kon-sim'i-lar), a. [< L. consimilis
(> It. consmile), alike « com-, together, + simi-
lis, like), + -ar : see similar.] Having common
resemblance. [Rare.]
consimilitude (kon-si-mil'i-tiid), n. r=F con-
similitude, etc. ; as con- -t- similitude. See con-
similar.] Resemblance. [Rare ]
cpnsimility (kon-si-mil'i-ti), „. [< L, consimi-
lis, alike (see consimilar), -(- -ity.] Common
resemblance; similarity. [Rare.]
By which means, and their conmmility of disposition

Serran'^rhTur""^""'^'
""""*'^""' "etween "ihe two

Aubrey, in Letters of Eminent Men, II. 511.

consist (kon-sisf), r. i. [= F. consistcr = Sp.
ig. consistir = It. consisterc, < L. consistere,
stand together, stop, become hard or solid
agree with, continue, exist, < com-, together -f-'

^stere, cause to stand, stand, caus. of stare =
E. stand: see stand. Cf. assist, desist, exist, in-
sist, persist, resist.] 1. To stand together be
in a fixed or permanent state, as a body com-
posed of parts in union or connection

; hence
to be

;
exist ; subsist ; be supported and main-

tained.

He is before all things, and by him all things cmrnat
Col. i. 17

consisting

Hence— 2. State or degree of density or vis-
cosity: as, the consi.itency of cream, or of honey

of^^'vrnn
^"^'^^^^'^ J'"<=«3 b^ boilcd iuto thc consistcnceOf a syrup.

Arbutlmot, Aliments.
Ihese Burmese wells are sunk to a depth of about sixtyfeet, and yield an oil of the consistent,, of treacle

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 253.

3. A dense or viscous substance. [Rare.]
Quench'.! in a boggy Syrtis, neither sea,
J>or good dry land : nigh founderd on he fares,ireadmg the crude consistence, ililton, P. L., ii. 941.

4. Nature, constitution, or character. [Rare.]

f.^}^
friendship is of a noble make and a lasting consit-

'f^V- South, Sermons.
5. Harmonious connection, as of the parts of
a system or of conduct, or of related things or
principles

; agreement or harmony of all parts
of a complex thing among themselves, or of the
same thing with itself at different times, or of
one thing with another or others; congruity
unifonnity

: as, the consistency of laws, regula-
tions, or judicial decisions ; consistency of reli-
gious life

; consistency of behavior or of charac-
ter. [Now only in the form consistency.)

It is preposterous to look tor consistency between abso-
lute moral truth and the defective characters and usages
of our existing state ! H. Spencer, Social Statics, p bl.
With coimstencij a great soul has simply nothing to do

. . . .^peak what you think now in hard words, and to-mon-ow speak what to-morrow thinks in hard words again
though it contradict every thing you said to-day.

'

Emerson, Self-reliance.

6. Permanence; persistence; stability. [Rare
or obsolete.]

Meditation will conHrra resolutions of good, and givethem a durable consistence in the soul. Hammond.

The merchants who act upon contignments.
TatUr, No. 31.

3. That which is consigned ; a quantity sent or
delivered, especially to an agent or factor for
sale: as, Areceivedalargeco)Wi</H/«eH<ofgoods

Anian Niaz Khan had sent to Meshed for a large cmuitm.meiU of tea and sugar, and rolls of cloth.

O'Donovan, Merv, xxv.

4. The writing by which anything is consigned.
consijgnor (kon-si'ngr or kon-si-nor'), n. [<
con.-!,gn -¥ -or.] A person who consigns, or
makes a consignment, as of goods; one who
sends, deUvers, or despatches goods, etc. to
another for custody or sale. Also written con-
signer.

COnsiUary (kon-sil'i-a-ri), a. [< L. consiliarius,
suitatjle for counsel, counseling, < consilium
counsel: see counsel.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of counsel.
The presbyteni were joined in the ordering church af-

lalrs
. . . by way of assistance in acts deliberative and'"""'""••" Jor. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 179,

consilience (kon-sil'i-ens), n. [< consilient-
sea -c nee.] A coming together; coincidence:
concurrence.

Another character, which is exemplified only in thegreatest theories, is the cmsUience of imiuctions wheremany and widely different lines of experience spring to-gether in one theory which explains them all.

Quarterly Ret., LXVIII. 233.

2t. To remain coherent, stable, or fixed.
It is against the nature of water . . . to co»w.s( and stay

• Brerewood, Languages.
Unstable judginenU that cannot cmmst in the narrowpoint and centre of virtue without a reel or stagger to the

circumference. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i 3.

3. To abide; rest; bo comprised, contained,
performed, or expressed : followed by in.

-, .
True happiness

toTuitts not in the multitude of friends
But in the worth and choice.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

„3'-?'l'?,'''i''^*''''™
o' Man consists either in Spiritualor Civil Liberty. Milton, Free Commonwealth'

Which Meldritch and Budendorfe, rather like enraged
ions, than men, so bravely encountred, as if in them onlyhad eontitted the victory. '

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 25.
The perspicuity, the precision, and the simplicity tnwnich consists the elo(|uence proper to scientific writing

Macaulay, Sadler's Law of Population.

4. To be composed ; be made up : followed bv
0/. ^

Humanity particular «»i«iVi<«(Ao/thesanieparta whereofman consisteth. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 183.

•u'^t'?.^?''^ '1 """•« "'« f"•"'' to co)uri«< of three Parts
the Nobility, the Clergy, and the Common People.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 40.
The laud would consist of plains, and valleys, and nioun-

'*'"* T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.
Of the whole sum of human life, no small part is thatwnich comtstt of a mans relations to his country, and his

leelings concerning it. Gladstone, Might of Bight, p. 201.

6. To be compatible, consistent, or harmoni-
ous; be in accordance; harmonize; accord:
now followed by with, formerly also used abso-
lutely.

Either opinion will consiM well enough leith religion.
Sir T. Broume, Eeligio Medici, i. 36.

It may am*i»t with any degree of mortification to pray
for the taking away of the cross, upon condition it mayeonnst uith Ood s glory and our ghostly profit.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 89.
Health connats with temperance alone.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 81.
Novelty was not necessaiily synonymous with barbarism

and might consist even vrith elegance.
F. Hall, Mo<l. Eng., p. 293.

To consist together, to coexist.

Necessity and election cannot TO««!«( (ojreWier in the same
'"^'- Ahp. Bramhall, Against Hobbes.

consistence, consistency (kon-sis'tens, -ten-
si), n.

; pi. consistences, consistencies '(-teu-sez
-siz). [= F. consistance= Pr. Sp. Pg. consistenda
= It. consistent, consistemia, < L. as if "consis-
tentia, < consisten(t-)s, ppr. of consistere, stand
together: see coiL-iist, consistent.] 1. Literally
a standing together; firm union, as of the parts
of a rigid body; hence, the relation of the parts
or elements of a body with reference to the
firmness of their connection

; physical consti-
tution.

The comittencies of bodies are divers ; dense, rare tan-
gible, pneumatical, volatile, *c. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 839.

7t. That which stands together as a united
whole ; a combination.
The Church of God, as meaning the whole consistence of

Orders and Members. Milton, Keformation in Eng., i.

consistent (kon-sis'tent), a. [= F. consistant
= ''P- Pg- It. eonsistente, < L. coni'isten(t-)s,
ppr. of consistere, stand together: see consist.]
1

.
Fixed

; firm ; solid : as, the consistent parts
of a body, distinguished from the fluid.
The sand, contained within the shell, becoming solidand consistent.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

2. Standing together or in agreement ; com-
patible

; congruous; uniform; not contradic-
tory or opposed : as, two opinions or schemes
are consistent; a law is consistent with justice
and humanity.

On their own axis as the planets run.
Yet make at once their circle round the sun

;

So two consistent motions act the soul •

And one regards itself, and one the whole.
Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 315.

We have a firm faith that our interests are mutually
consistent ; that if you prosper, we shall prosper ; if vou
suffer, we shall suffer. Everett, Orations! I. 196.

3. Characterized by consistency or harmony;
not self-opposed or self-contradictory: as, a
consistent life.

Their heroes and villains are as consistent in all their
sayings and doings as the cai-dinal virtues and the deadly
sins m an allegory. Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

4f. Composed ; made up.
The consistories of Zurick and Bazil are wholly consis-

tent of laymen. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 160.

COnsistentes (kon-sis-ten'tez), n. pi. [LL. (tr.
dr. amiaTd/ievoi or amcaTUTe^), those standing
mth (the faithful), pi. of L. consisten(t-)s, ppr.
of consistere, stand together: see consistent.] In
the penitential system of the early church, es-
pecially in the Eastern church during the sec-
ond half of the third and the whole of the fourth
century, penitents occupying the fourth or high-
est penitential station. They were allowed to remain
throughout the eucharistic service and take their station
with the faithful above the ambo, but not to offer obla-
tions or be admitted to communion. Also called bystand-
ers. See peiitleni, n.

consistently (kon-sis'tent-li), adv. In a consis-
tent manner

; with consistency or eongruency

;

uniformly
: as, to command confidence, a man

must act consistently.

There has been but One amongst the sons of men who
has said and done consistently ; who said, "I come to doiny will, o God," and without delay or hindrance did it.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 175.

consistingt (kon-sis'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of consist,
v.] 1. Having con.sisteuce.

Flame doth not mingle with flame, as air doth with air
or water with water, but only remaineth contiguous • as
It Cometh to pass betwixt consistinq bodies.

'

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 31.

2. Consistent : followed by with.
You could not help bestowing more than is consistina

with the fortune of a private man, or with the will of any
but an Alexander. Dryden, Ded. of Fables.



consistorial

COnsistorial (kon-sis-to'ri-al), a. [= F. con-

ii.vforid/ = Sp. Pg. consistorial ; as coimstory +
-«/.] Perteining or relating to a consistory, or
an ecclesiastical judicatory.

Comistorial laws. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref.

How eaii the presbytery . . , rule and govern in causes
spiritual and contfi;itoriat /

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 230.

CkJnsistorlal court. Same as comm(«sa>T/-cowr? (a).

His [Boelime'si famous colloquy witli the Upper Con-
tutorial Court was made the occasion of a tlatterinj? but
transient ovation on the part of a new circle of admii-ers.

Enci/c. Brit., III. 852.

Consistorian (kon-sis-to'ri-an), a. [< LL. con-

sistoriaiius, < consistorium, consistory: see con-

aistory.'] Consistorial.

consistory (kon-sis'to-ri orkon'sis-to-ri), n. and
a. [< SIE. coimstoric'=z F. consistoire = Pr. coii-

sistori = Sp. Pg. consistorio= It. consistorio, con-

sistoro, < LL. consistorium, a place of assembly,
a council, < L. consistere, stand with, occupy a
place, etc.: see cotisist.'i I. n.; pi. consistories

(-riz). 1. A place of meeting; especially, a
council-house or place of justice, or the assem-
bly which convenes in it ; under the Koman
emperors, a privy council.

This false juge . . . sat in his comigtorie.

Chatwer, Doctor's Tale, L 162.

To council summons all his mighty peers.
Within thick clouds and dark tenfold involved,

A gloomy consistory. Milton, P. R., i. 42.

There are . . . the chamber of justice, of twenty-five

;

the prtetoriUn chamber, of thirteen ; . . . the consistory,

of nine ; and the chamber of accounts, of nine.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 340.

What a lesson dost thou read to council, and to consis-

tory! Lamb, Quakers' Meeting.

Hence— 2. An ecclesiastical or spiritual court,

or the place where such a court is held. Before
the Reformation every bishop had his consistory, com-
posed of some of the leading clergy of the diocese, presided
over by his chancellor. In the Anglican Church every bish-

op has still his consistory court, held before his chancellor
or commissary in the cathedral church, or some other con-
venient place, for the trial of ecclesiastical causes.

They confest . . , (their fault] before the whole consis-

tory of God's ministers. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 4.

They (the Apostles] surrounded their own central con-

sietory with lines impassable to treachery.
De Quincey, Essenes, i.

The archbishops in their prerogative courts, the bishops
in their consistories, the archdeacons in some cases . . .

exercised jimsdiction. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 401.

3. (a) In the Reformed {Dutch) Ch., the lowest
ecclesiastical court, having charge of the gov-
ernment of the local church, and correspond-
ing to the session of the Presbyterian Church.
(6) In the Reformed (French) Ch., a higher
court, corresponding to a presbytery.—4. In
the Rom. Cath. Ch., an ecclesiastical senate,
consisting of the whole body of cardinals, which
deliberates upon the affairs of the church, it

is presided over by the pope, or by the dean of the Col-

lege of Cardinals. The ordinary meetings of the consistory
are secret ; but public consistories are held from time to
time as occasion may require, and are attended by other
prelates than the cardinals ; the resolutions arrived at in
secret session are announced in them.

The Pope himselfe . . . performeth all Ecclesiasticall
Jurisdiction as in Consistory amongst his Cardinals, which
were originally but the Parish Priests of Rome.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

In full consistory.

When I was made Archbishop, he (the pope) approved me.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 2.

6. In the Lutheran state churches, a board of
clerical officers, either national or provincial,
usually appointed by the sovereign, charged
with various matters of ecclesiastical adminis-
tration.

II. a. Belonging to or of the nature of a con-
sistorj-.

consitiont, n. [< L. consitio(n-), a sowing, < con-
serere, pp. consitus, sow together, < com-, to-

gether, + serere, sow.] A planting together.
Coles, 1717.

consociate (kgn-so'shi-at), v.; pret. and pp.
consociated, ppr. conaociating. [< L. consocia-

tus, pp. of coHsociare, unite, connect, associate,

< com-, together, -I- sociare, unite, < socius, joined
with, etc. (as a noun, a companion) : see social.

Ct. associate, v.] I. trans. If. To unite; join;
associate; connect.

The ship . . . carrieth riches and commodities from
place to place, and consociateth the most remote regions
in participation of their fruits.

Bacon, Advancement of I.«aming, i. 101.

Join pole to pole, consociate severed worlds.
Mallett, Amyntor and Theodora.

2. In New England, to bring together in an as-

sembly or convention, as pastors and messen-
gers or delegates of Congregational churches.
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II. intrans. 1. Totmite; come together; co-

alesce. Bcntlei/. [Rare or obsolete.]— 2. In
New England, to imite or meet in a body form-
ing a consociation of churches. See consocia-

tion, 2.

COnsOCiatet (kon-s6'shi-at), n. [< L. consocia-

tiis, pp. : see the verb. Cf. associate, «.] An
associate; a partner; a companion; a confed-
erate.

Consociates in the conspiracy of Somerset.
Sir J. Hayward.

I, having apart in the plantation, will receive you as my
partners and consociates, so may you be free from service,

^V. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 136.

consociation (kon-s6-shi-a''shgn), n. [< L. con-

sociatio(n-), < consociare, pp. "consociatus, asso-
ciate: see consociate, «).] 1. Intimate associ-

ation of persons or things ; fellowship ; alli-

ance ; companionship ; union. [Rare or obso-
lete, having been superseded by association.']

There is such a co-nsociation of offices between the Prince
and whom his favour t)reeds, that they may help to sus-

tain his power, as he their knowledge.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Mr. Cleaves and the rest, about thirty persons, wrote to
our governour for assistance against Mr. Vines, and ten-

dered themselves to the consociation of the United Colo-
nies. Winthrop, Hist. Kew England, II. 187.

To fight a duel is ... a consociation of many of the
worst acts that a person ordinarily can be guilty of.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 220.

2. In the United States, an ecclesiastical body
substituted by some Congregational churches
for a council, it is usually composed of the pastors of

the Congregational churches of the district represented
and one lay delegate from each. It dilfers from a council
in having a permanent organization, and it is also regarded
by many as possessing a certain ecclesiastical authority,
while the power of councils in the Congregational system
is merely advisory.

consociational (kon-so-shi-a'shon-al), a. [< con-

sociation + -al.~\ Pertaining to a consociation.

consolable (kgn-s6'la-bl), a. [< F. consolable,

< OF. consolable = Sp. consolable = Pg. consola-

vel, < L. consolabilis, < consolari, console : see
console''- and -«6te.] Capable of being consoled,
or of being mitigated by consolation ; capable
of receiving consolation; admitting of conso-
lation.

A long, long weeping, not coiuolable.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

consolatet (kon'so-lat), v. t. [< L. consolatas,

pp. of consolari, console : see console^. ] To
comfort; console.

To consolate thine ear. Shak., All's Well, iii. 2.

Cast-off, my heart, thy deep despairing fears ;

That which most grieves mee, most doth consolate,

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iv. 38.

The entrance we had upon the spirit of the schult (chief

governor] a little coiisolated us.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

consolation (kon-so-la'shon), n. [< F. conso-

lation = Sp. consolacion = Pg. consolagao = It.

consol<izione, < L. consolatio()i-), < consolari, pp.
consolatiis, conao\6: see console'^.'] 1. Allevia-

tion of misery or distress of mind ; mitigation
of grief or anxiety; an imparting or receiving
of mental relief or comfort ; solace : as, to ad-
minister consolation to the afflicted ; to find con-

solation in religion or philosophy, or in selfish

indulgence.

We have great joy and consolation in thy love. Phile. 7.

He met indeed with cold consolation from an " ancient
Christian," to whom he opened his case and said he was
afraid he had committed the sin against the Holy Ghost

;

this man, like one of Job's comforters, replied, he thought
so too. Southey, Life of Bunyan, p. 29.

2. That which consoles, comforts, or cheers
the mind ; the cause of being consoled.

Waiting for the consolation of Israel. Luke iL 25.

Against such cruelties

With inward consolations recompensed.
Miltoti, P. L., xii. 495.

This is the consolation on which we rest in the darkness
of the future and the afflictions of to-day, that the govern-
ment of the world is moral, and does forever destroy what
is not. Emerson, Misc., p. 288.

Consolation race, match, etc., a race or contest of any
kind which can be entered only by those who have failed

in the previous races or contests which have taken place
within a given period. =Syn. 1 and 2. Solace, etc. (see

comfort, n.) ; encouragement, cheer.

Consolato del Mare (kon-s6-la'to del ma're).
[It., lit. consulate of the sea: consolato, < L.
consulatus, office of a consul ; del, gen. of def

.

art., contr. of di (< L. de), of, and il (< L. ille,

this), def. art. masc. ; mare, < L. mare, sea: see

consulate and murine.'] A code of maritime
law, supposed to be a compilation of the law
and trading customs of various Italian cities,

as Venice, Genoa, Pisa, and Amalfi, together

console-table

with those of the cities with which they traded,

as Barcelona, Marseilles, etc. its precise date is

unknown, but a Spanish edition of it was puldished at
Barcelona at the end of the thirteenth or the begiiming of

the fourteenth century. It has formed the basis of most
of the sntisequent compilations of maritime law.

COnsolatort (kon'so-la-tgr), n. [= F. consola-

tcur = Sp. Pg. consolador =: It. consolatrrre, < L.
consolator, consoler, < consolari, pp. consoUitus,

console : see console'.] One who consoles or
comforts.

Officers termed consolators of the sick.

Johnson, Note on the Tempest.

consolatory (kgn-sol'a-to-ri), a. and «. [= Sp.

Pg. It. consolatorio, < L. consolatorius, < conso-

lator,!), consoler: Bee consolator.] I. a. Tend-
ing to give consolation; assuaging grief or
other mental distress ; comforting ; cheering

;

encouraging.

Letters . . . naixatory, objurgatory, consolaUiry, moni-
tory, or congratulatory. Howell, Letters, I. i. 1.

II. n.; pi. consolatories (-riz). Anything in-

tended to convey consolation ; especially, a let-

ter or epistle written for that purpose.

Consolatories writ
With studied argument. Milton, S. A., I. 657.

COnSOlatriz (kon'so-la-triks), n. [= F. conso-

latrice = It. consolatricc, < L. as if *consolatrix

(-trie-), fern, of consolator, a consoler: see con-

solator.] A female consoler.

Love, the consolatriz, met him again.
Mrs. Oliphant, Salem Chapel, xxvi.

console^ (kon-sol'), i>. t.
;
pret. and pp. consoled,

ppr. consoling. [< F. consoler = Sp. Pg. conso-

lar = It. consolare, < L. consolari. dep., also act.

consolare, console, cheer, comfort, < com-, to-

f
ether, -1- solari, console, solace : see solace.]

'o alleviate the grief, despondency, or other
mental distress of; comfort; cheer; soothe;
solace; encourage.

I am nnich consoled by the reflection that the religion

of Christ has been attacked in vain Ijy all the wits and
philosophers, and its triumph has been complete.

P. Henry.

We console our friends when they meet with affliction.

Crabb, Eng. Synonymes, p. 253.

=Syn. To cheer, encourage.

console^ (kon'sol), «. [= D. G. Sw. console =
Dan. konsol, < F. console, a bracket ; of uncer-

tain origin
;
perhaps

ult. < L. consolidare,

make solid : see con-
solidate.] 1 . In a rch.

,

a bracket or corbel
of any kind, espe-
cially in the classi-

cal and Renaissance
styles; anancon. it is

a projecting feature, hav-
ing for its contour gener-
ally a curve of contrary
flexure, and is often em-

Coiisolc.

H6tel d'Asserat, Tou-
louse, France.

Console serving as a buttress.— From
the dome of the Church of Sta. Maria
della Salute, Venice.

ployed to support a cornice, bust, vase, or the like. It is

frequently, however, used merely as an ornament, as on
the keysUme of an arch.

2. A kind of platform or bracket truss hinged
on one side of the rear end of the bore of a
breech-loading gun, to support the breech-screw
when withdrawn preparatory to loading.— 3.

A bracket on a wall, for supporting machinery
of anv kind, as a hydraulic motor. E. H. Knight.

consoler (kgn-so'ler). n. One who consoles, or

gives consolation or comfort.

Folding together, with the all-tender might
Of his great love, the dark hands and the white.

Stands the Consoler, soothing every pain.
WMttier, On a Prayer-Book.

console-table (kon'sol-ta'bl), n. 1. A table

which, instead of straight or nearly straight

legs, has consoles or legs so curved as to re-

semble them, and is therefore tisually set against

the wall, from which it appears to project as a

sort of bracket.— 2. More rarely, a table in



console-table

which the top projects far beyond the legs, and
seems to be supported by small consoles which

spring from them.

consofldat (kon-sori-da), m. [LL. ML., < L.

consolkUire, make solid : see consolidate, v., and
co»isoM«f/.] A name formerly given to the com-

frey and other plants. See coiisouitd.

consolidant (kon-sol'i-dant), n. and n. [= F.

coitsoHdaiit, < L. consolklan{t-)>i, Tppv. ot coiifoli-

dare, consolidate: see coHsoUdate, f.] I. n.

Tending to consolidate or make firm; specifi-

cally, in mcd., having the property of uniting

wounds or forming new flesh. [Rare.]

H. n. A mediciue given for the purpose of

consolidating wounds or strengthening cica-

consolidate (kou-sol'i-dat), c ;
pret. and pp.

cuimolidated, ppr. consolidating. [< L. consoli-

datus, pp. of consoUdare (> F. consolider {> D.

consolidcren = G. comotidircn = Dan. konsoli-

dere), OF. consoder = Pr. consoldar, consolidar

= Sp. Pg. consolidar= It. consolidare), make firm

or solid, condense, < com-, together, + soMare,
make solid, < solidus, solid : see solid. 1 I, trans.

1. To make solid or firm; unite, compress, or

pack together and form into a more compact
mass, body, or system ; make dense or coherent.

He fixed and consolidated the earth alxive the waters.

T. Burnet, Theory of tlie Earth.

It's (a cistern's] Wall is of no better a material than

Gravel and small Pebles, but coiuolulated with so strong

and tenacious a cement, tliat it seems to he all one entire

vessel of Kock. Mauiulrell, Aleppo to .Terusalem, p. 51.

2. To bring together and unite firmly into one
mass or body; cause to cohere or cleave to-

gether : as, to consolidate the forces of an army,
or materials into a compound body.

A large number of companies were formed, which were
sutaequently cuiusolidated into . . . the Pliiladelpliia Com-
pany, yew York Tribmn'-, March 1, 1888.

.Spain thought it not for her interest tliat the American
states should coiuotUlate their union.

Baturroft, Hist. Const., I. 74.

Used specifically— (a) in surg., of uniting the parts of a
brolcen bone or the lips of a wound by means of applica-

tions (now rare]
; ((<) in ler/iilation, of combining two or

m»re acts into one ; (e) in laic, of combining two or more
actions, corftorations, or benefices into one

;
{d) in finaiKe,

of uniting different sources of public rerenue mtoasingle
fund, or different evi4lences of public debt into a single

class (see coiutolidated). =SyiL To combine, compact, con-

dense, compress.

H. intrans. To grow firm and compact ; coa-

lesce and become solid : as, moist clay consoli-

dates by drying.

Hurts and ulcers of the head require it [desiccation] not

;

but contrariwise dryness maketh them more apt to con-

lulidate. Boom, Nat. Hist., 5 785.

consolidate (kon-sol'l-dat), a. [< L. consoli-

dutus, \>\>. : see' the verb.] Formed into a solid

mass or system. [Poetical.]

All experience past Iwcanie
Cowfolidate in mind and frame.

Tennysan, Two Voices.

consolidated (kon-sol'i-da-ted), 1). a. [Pp. of

consolidate, c] "l. Made solid, hard, or com-
pact ; united.

It was during the wars of the Israelites In David's time,

that they passed from the state of separate tribes into the

state of a consolidated ruling nation.
U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 451.

2. In hot., same as adniitc.— 3. See extract,

&ndconsolidation locomotiie, undeTConsoUdation.

The locomotive was one of tlie lieaviest kind, known as

a ctmsotidate<l engine, having four drive-wheels on a side,

and weighing 100,000 pounds. Sci. Anur., S. >i., LVl. 3.

Consolidatedbonds. -See ftoiuf i .—Consolidated funds,
in Hit;/, liift. : (o) The revenue or income of fJreat Britjiiii

and Ireland, fonnerly collected and consiilered as separate
funds, according iw they were derived froni taxation, crown
lands, etc., l)Ut l)y statutes of Parliament, especially one
of 1810, united or consolidated into one, and charged first

with tlie interest on tlie pultiic debt ami tlie civil list, and
then with tlie otlier expenses of tlie kingdoni. (6) Con-
8olidate<l annuities. .See consols, (c) Consolidated threes.

Sec- rrmsols.

consolidation (kgn-8ol-i-<la'8hon), n. [= F.
consolidation = Pr. eonsolidacio = Sp. consolidu-

cion = Pg. consolidnqdo = It. coiisoUdazione, <

LL. consolidatio{»-), < L. consolidare, pp. con-

soHdatus, make firm, consolidate: see consoli-

date, r.] 1. The act of making or the process
of becoming solid, firm, or stable ; the act of
forming into a more firm or compact mass,
body, or system.

1*he consolidation of the marble did not fall out at ran-
dom. Woodward, Essay ti>wanls a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

There was a powerful opposition to tlie adoption of the
constitution of the ('nit«d States. It originated in the
apprehension that it would lead to the consolidation of
all power in the government of the T'nited States;— not-
withstanding tile defeat of the national party in the con-
ventloa. Calhoun, Works, I. 247.

consonantal

nance of opinions among judges ; the consonance

of a ritual to the Scriptures.

Winds and waters flow'd

In consonance. Thomson, Spring, 1. 271.

3. The sympathetic vibration of a sonorous
body, as a piano-string, when another of the
same pitch is sounded near it.

of tilings that are clianging. U.Spencer. conSOnanCy (kon'so-nau-si), «. [< OP. Con-

3t. The act of confirming or ratifying; con- sonancic, consonnancie,"Ya,v.ot consonance, eta.
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The lung has been rendered solid ... by pneumonic
consolidation. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 933.

2. The act of bringing together and tmiting

several particulars, details, or parts into one
body or whole.

The gradual establishment of law by the consolidation
' custom is the formation of something fixed in the midst

flrmation; ratification.

He first offered a league to Henry VII., and for consoli-

dation thereof his daughter Margaret.
Lord Herbert, Hen. VIII., p. 11.

Same as consonance.see eonsonance.'\

A girl of fifteen, one bred up i' the court.

That by all consonancy of reason is like

To cross your estate.

Middleton, Anything for a Quiet Life, i. 1.

4. In civil law, the uniting of the possession or consonant (kon'so-nant), a. and n. [I. a. = F.

P.'^°^,*,°f.^.^°u!^L_.*l\'lPi"°Pf.!"'^L~r:itl?^^^ consonant, consomiant, OF. consonant, conson-In Scots

Jeudal law, the reunion of the property with
the superiority, after they have been feudally

disjoined.— 6. In hot., same as adnation Con-
solidation acts, tile name given to acts of the Brltiali

Parliament whicll embody such clauses as are common to

ail the particular acts affecting any class of undertakings,
in order to obviate tlie necessity of repeating these clauses

in each individual act. Thus, there are the Railways
Clauses Consolidation .ict, the Lands Clauses Consolidation

.\ct, the Companies Clauses Co;wo/('(fa(/on^c/, etc.— Con-
solidation locomotive, a type of locomotive for draw-
ing heavy freiglit-trains: so called from the name of the

first one, made in ISOti for the Lehigli Valley railroad. It

had cylinders 20" x 24", four pairs of 48" diameter driving-

wlieels, and its weight was 90,000 pounds, of which all but
10,000 was on the driviiiL^-wheels. E. II. Knitjtit.— Con-
solidation (or consolidating) of actions, the merging
of two or more acti<»ns together by a court or a judge.

This is done for ecoiuimy of time and expense when two
or more actions are brouglit by the same plaintiff', at the

same time, against the same defendant, for causes of ac-

ti<in whicll might iiave been joined in tlie same action.

COnsolidationist (kon-sol-i-da'shon-ist), n. [<

consolidation -t- -ist.'] One who favors consoli-

dation, as of the parts of an empire or a politi-

cal system.
COnsolidative (kon-sol'i-da-tiv), a. [< consoli-

date -I- -ici!.] Tending to consolidate ; specifi-

cally, in ined., tending to heal wounds.
COnsolidator (kon-sol'i-da-tor), n. [< LL. con-

solidator, < L. "consolidare, pp. consolidatus,

make firm : see consolidate, v.'] 1. One who or

that which consolidates. Athenieum.— 2. Spe-
cifically, in pottery-making, an assemblage of

strainers for straining slip.

COnSOlidature (kon-sori-da-tiir), n. [< consoli-

date -(- -Hre.] Same as consolidation. Bailey.

consols (kon'solz or kon-solz'), «. pi. [Contr.

of consolidated annuities.'^ Government securi-

ties of Great Britain, including a large part of

the public debt, the full name of which is "the
three per cent, consolidated annuities." The
consols originated in the consolidation of a great variety

of public securities, chiefly in the form of annuities, into

a single stock and at a uniform rate of 3 per cent., under
an act of Parliament of 1751, the name being retained for

all securities of the same form since issued. The princi-

pal is payable only at the pleasure of the government.
They are also called "consolidated threes," and otlier

nearly related stocks of smaller amount are known as " re-

duced threes " and " new threes."

A further economy and actual profit would be effected

if the "clearing" were made, as among the Scotch banks,

by transfers ofcoiwof*. Edinburgh Jtev., CLXIV. 29.

COnsomni6 (kon-so-ma'), n. [F., lit. consum-
mate, perfect, pp. of consotnmer, < L. consum-
mare, make perfect: see consummate, v. The
F. verb is partly confused with consumer, < L.

consumere, consume : see consume.'] A strong,

clear soup, containing the nutritive proper-

ties of the meat, extracted by long and slow
cooking.

consonance (kon'so-nans), n. [= F. cowso-

niniii.c(>iinonnance,0'F. consonance, consonnanee,

al.io coiisonancie, consonnancie (> E. consonancy),

= Pr. Sp. Pg. consonancia = It. consonama, < L.

consonantia, < consonan(t-)s, ppr., agreeing in

sound: see consonant and -ance.] 1. Accord
or agreement of sounds; specifically, in music,

a simultaneous combination of two tones that

is, by itself, both agreeable and final in effect.

The perfect consonances are the unison, tlie octave, the

fifth, and the tourtli ; the imperfect are the major and
minor thirds and the major and minor sixths. The effect

of consonances is due to the simplicity of the ratio be-

tween the vibration-numbers of their constituent tones.

Thus, the ratio of the unison is } ; of the octave, ? ; of the

fifth, j; of the fourth, J; of the major sixth, j; of the

major third, J ; of the minor third, | ; of the minor sixth,

g. Also called concord.

The two principal consonances that most ravish the ear

are, by the consent of all nature, the fifth and the octave.
Sir H. Wotton.

nant, consunant =zS\>. Pg. It. consonatite,< L. con-

sonan(t-)s, sounding together, agreeing. II. n.

= D. Dan. Sw. Consonant = G. consonants Sp.

It. consonante= Pg. consoante (ct. F. consonne,

< L. consona, fem. of eonsonus : see consonous),

< L. consonan{t-)s (sc. littera, letter), a conso-

nant, a letter sounding together with a vowel, or

heard only in connection with a vowel (an im-

perfect description)
;
ppr. of consonare, pp. con-

sonatus, sound together, agree, < com-, together,

-I- sonare, sound: see somuP, sonant, and ef.

assonant, dissonant, resonant.'\ I. a. 1. Sound-
ing together ; agreeing in sound ; specifically,

in music, having an agreeable and complete or

final effect : said of a combination of sounds.

In order that a chord produced by three or more notes

may be consonant, it is necessary that the different notes

that compose it bear, in respect of the number per second
of their vibrations, simple ratios, not only to the funda-

mental note but also to each other.
Blaserna, Theory of Sound, p. 101.

2. Having or emitting like sounds. [Rare.]

Our bards . . . hold Agnominations and enforcing of

consonant Words or Syllables one upon the other to be
the greatest Elegance. Ilowell„ Letters, I. i. 40.

3. Harmonious; agreeing; congruous; con-

sistent: followed generally by to, sometimes
by with : as, this rule is consonant to Scripture

and reason.

To tlie nature of the mind of all men it is consonant for

the affirmative or active to affect more than the negative

or privative. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 226.

He was consonant with himself to the last.

Goldsmith, Bolingbroke.

Negotiation, however, was more consonant to his habit-

ual policy. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

4. [Attrib. use of noun.] Cousistiug of or re-

lating to consonants ; consonantal.

No Russian whose dissonant consonant name
Almost shattera to fragments the trumpet of fame.

Moore, Twopenny Postbag.

Consonant chord or harmony, a chord or harmony con-

taining only consonances. Also called concordant chord
or Aarai(m,i/.— Consonant Interval. See consonance, 1.

— Consonant terms, in lopic, terms which can be pred-
icated of the same suljject.

H. n. An alphabetic element other than a
vowel ; one of the closer, less resonant and con-

tinuable, of the sounds making up a spoken
alphabet; an articulate utterance which is com-
bined, to form a syllable, with another opener
utterance called a vowel. Consonants are the closer,

and vowels the opener, of the sounds that make up the
alphabetic scale or system of a language. But there is

no absolute line of distinction between the two classes;

and the openest of the consonants may be and are used as

vowels also. Thus, the same ^sound is consonant in ap-

plff, and vowel in aj/file ; n is consonant in burned, but
vowel in burden ; and in some languages, as Sanskrit and
Polish, r is much used as a vowel. On the other hand,

y and lo are hardly, if at all, distinguishable from ee and
00. Such consonants, as standing near the boundary be-

tween consonant and vowel, are often called semi-voicels

(also liquids). According to tlieir degree of closeness, con-
sonants are divided into mutes (or stops, or checks, or ex-

plosives), as b and p, which involve a complete cutting off

of the pas.sage of the breath ;
fricatices (spirants and sibi.

lants, etc.), as th and dh (TH), /and l), « and z, in which a
rustling or friction of the breath through a nearly closed

position of the organs is the conspicuous element ; nasals,

as n,m., and ng, accompanied with admission of the in-

tonated breath' to the nose and its resonance there ; and
semi-vowel or liquid sounds, as already illustrated. Ac-
cording to the organs used in producing them, they are

divided into labials, made with the lips, as p, b,f, v, m;
dentals or limjuals, made with the tip of the tongue at or

near the teeth, as (, d, th, dh (TH), n; palatals or ffutlur-

als, made with the back of the tongue, as *, g, nrj ; and
some languages have various other classes. Then, accord-

ing as they are made with simple breath, or with brcuth

vocalized or made sonant in the larj'nx, they are divided

into surd or breathed, as p, t,f, k, etc., and sonant or voiced

or vocal, as b, d, v, z, etc. (sometimes wrongly distinguished

as hard and soft, as stromj and iveak, as sharp andjiat.

See these various terms, and syllable.and so on).

The cases . . . where the prime of one compound tone COnSOnantal (kon'so-nan-tal), O. [< consonant
coincides with one of the partials of the other, may be j^ _^^j

-.

i^elating to or of the nature of a con-
termed ""solute ™^,^»m,.c..^_^^

^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^_^_ ^^^^^^. ^^^^^.^^^ ly consonant sounds.

Often the ring of his [Browning's] verse is sonorous, and
2. A state of agreement or accordance ; con- overcomes the jagged consonantal diction with stirring

gruity ; harmony ; consistency : as, the conso- lyrical effect. Stedman, Vict Poets, p. 802.



consonantic

consonantic (kon-so-nau'tik), a. [< consonant
+ -ic.'\ Consonantal. [Bare.]

Consonantic bases, or, of the vocalic, those which end
in u (oX a vowel of a decided cotismiatitv: quality, are most
apt to preser\-e the intlections in their unaltered form.

Chainbem'g Kncijc.

The language [Chilian] evinces some tendency towards
nasalization of the ro/wo/wiMftc elements. Science, III. 5o0.

COnsonantism (kon'so-nan-tizm), n. [< cotiso-

nant + -ism.] The consonantal sounds of a
language collectively considered, or their spe-
cial character

;
pronunciation or phonology of

consonants.

In treating of the vocalisni, the pronunciation of the
early empire is made tlie starting-point, the deviations of
earlier and later periods being noted. Tlie same is true
ot consonantUnt. Amer. Jour. PhiloL,\ll. 247.

consonantly (kon'so-nant-li), adv. Harmoni-
ously ; in agreement ; consistently.

This as consonantly it preacheth, teacheth, and deliver-

eth, as if but one tongue did speak for all. Hooker.

consonantness (kon'so-nant-nes), n. Harmo-
niousness ; agreeableuess ; consistency.

consonating (kon'so-na-ting), a. [Ppr. of
*coiisonaU\ assumecf from consonant, q. v.]

Sounding together with anothersounding body

;

responding sympathetically to the vibrations
of another sounding body of the same pitch.

—

Consonating cavities, cavities resounding to certain
notes oriiiiuating outside of them.

COnsonOUS (lion'so-nus), a. [< L. consonus,
sounding together, agreeing, < com-, together,
-f- sonare, sound, sonus, a sound: see souncl^.']

Agreeing in soiuid ; symphonious. [Bare.]

consopiatet (kon-s6'pi-at), V. t. An improper
form of consopite.

consopiationt (kon-s6-pi-a'shon), B. [< conso-
2>iate.'i A lulling asleep.

One of his lordship's maxima is that a total abstinence
from intemperance ... is no more philosophy than a to-

tal consopiation of tlie senses is repose. Pope, To Digby.

consopitet, "• '• [< L. consopitus, pp. of conso-
pire, lull to sleep, < com- + sopire, sleep, < so-

por, a deep sleep : see sopor.'] To compose

;

lull to sleep.

By the same degree that the higher powers are invigo-
rated, the lower are consopited and abated.

Glanmlle, Pre-existence of Souls,

consopitet, a. [< L. consopitus, pp. : see the
verb.] Calm; composed; lulled.

Its clamorous tongue thus being consopite.
Dr. H. More, Fsychathanasia, III. iii. 43.

con sordini (kon sor-de'ne). [It., with the
mutes or dampers : con, < L. cum, with ; sor-
dini, pi. of sordino, mute, damper, low-sound-
ing pipe, < sordo, deaf, < L. surdus, deaf : see
com- and surd.] In mtisic, a direction to per-
form a passage, if on the pianoforte, with the
soft pedal held down, and if on the violin and
brass instruments, with the mute on. It is

sometimes abbreviated C. S.

consort^ (kon'sort), n. [= P. consort, m., as-
sociate, consort (usually in pi. consorts, associ-
ates, husband and wife), OF. consort, m., con-
sorte, f., = Sp. Pg. It. consorte, < L. consors (con-
sort-), a partner, brother or sister, ML. a neigh-
bor, a wife, lit. sharing property with, < com-,
together, + sors {sort-), a lot : see sort. Cf . as-

sort, and see consort^, consort^. ] 1 . A compan-
ion; a partner; an intimate associate

;
particu-

larly, a wife or a husband ; a spouse.

These were great companions and consorts together.
Co}-yat, Crudities, I. 66.

My worthy Consort Mr. Ringrose commends most the
Guiaquil Nut. Dampier, V'oyages, I. 60.

Wise, just, moderate, admirably pure of life, the friend
of peace and of all peaceful arts, the cotisort of the queen
has passed from this troubled sphere to that serene one
where justice and peace reigii eternal. Thackeray.

The snow-white gander, invariably accompanied by his
darlser consort.

Darwin, Voyage Round the World, ix. 200.

2. Naut., a vessel keeping company with an-
other, or one of a number of vessels sailing in

conjunction.
We met with many of the Queenes ships, our owne con-

sort and divers others.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 105.

Prince consort, a prince who is the husband of a queen
regnant, but lias himself no royal authority.— Queen con-
sort, the wife of a Icing, as distinguished from a queen refi-

nant, who rules in person, and a queen dowayer, the widow
of a king.

consort^ (kon-sort'), V. [< consort^, n. Cf. con-
sort"^.] I. intrans. To associate ; unite in com-
pany; keep company; be in harmony: followed
by with.

Waller does not seem to have consorted with any of the
poets of bis own youth.

E. Oosse, From Shakespeare to Pope, p, 50.
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The famous sepulchral church [of Bourgl . . . lies at a

fortunate distance from the town, which, thuugji inoffen-
sive, is of too common a stamp Ut coni<ort with such a
treasure. //. James, Jr., Little Tuur, p. 242.

II, trans. 1. To join; marry; espouse.

He, with his consorted Eve,
The story heai'd attentive. Milton, P. L., vii. 50.

2. To unite in company; associate: followed
by with

.

What citizen is that you were consorted with ?

B. Jonson, Eveiy Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

Consort me quickly with the dead !

M. Roydon (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 283).

He begins to consort himself with men.
Locke, Education.

3. To unite in symphony or harmony.
Consort both heart and lute, and twist a song
Pleasant and long. G. Herbert, Easter.

4. To accompany.
Sweet health and fair desires consort your grace !

Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1.

And they
Consorted other deities, replete witli passions.

Chairman, Iliad, viii. 385.

[In all its transitive senses rare or obsolete.]

consorf'^t, M. [< OF. consorte, f., a company,
var. of OF. consorce, f., < ML. consortia, f. ; cf.

Sp. Pg. consorcio = It. consorzio, m., < L. con-
sortium, neut., fellowship, society, commtmity
of goods, < consor{t-)s, a partner: see consort^
(with which consort"^ is partly confused), and
cf. consortium, consortion. See also consort^.]

1. An assembly or company.
Great . . . boats which divide themselves into divers

companies, five or six boats in a consort.

HakluyVs Voyayes, I. 478.

In one consort there sat

Cruell Revenge, and rancorous Despight,
Disloyall Treason, and hart-burning Hate.

Spenser, i\ Q., II. vii. 22.

Do you remember me? do you remember
When you and your consort travell'd through Hungary ?

Fletcher (and another). Queen of Corinth, ii. 4.

Specifically— 2. A company of musicians ; an
orchestra.

My music ! give my lord a taste of his welcome. [A strain
played by the consort.] Middleton, Mad World, ii. 1.

A consort of roarers for music.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, Ind.

3. Concert; concurrence; agreement.

I'll lend you mirth, sir,

If you will be in consort.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iii. 2.

Consort of viola. .Same as chest of viols (which see, under
cAes(i).~To keep consortt, to keep company.

You, tliat will keep consort with such fiddlers,

Pragmatic flies, fools, publicans, and moths.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, ii. 1.

consort^t (kon-s6rt'), n. A former spelling of
concert, by confusion with consort^.

Ay caroling of love and jollity.

That wonder was to heare their trim consort.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iii. 40.

consortable (kon-s6r'ta-bl), a. [< consort^ +
-able.] Companionable ; conformable. [Bare.]

A good conscience and a good courtier are consortable.
W. Mmitayue, Devoute Ess.iys, p. 98.

consortert (kou-s6r'ter), n. One who consorts
with another; a companion; an associate. JSp.

Burnet.
consortia! (kon-s6r'shal), a. [= F. consortial;

as consortium + -al.] Of or pertaining to a con-
sortium ; of the nature of or resulting from an
association or union.

The remaining 600,000,000 [lire] to be employed in with-
drawing from circulation that amount of the consortial or
union notes. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 466.

consortiont (kon-s6r'shon), n. [< L. consor-
tio(n-), fellowship, partnership, < consors (con-

sort-): see consort^, and ct. consort^.] Fellow-
ship ; companionship.

Be critical in thy consortion.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 9.

COnsortism (kon's6r-tizm), n. [< consort^ +
-ism.] In hiol., the vital association or union
for life of two or more different organisms, as
a plant and an animal, each being dependent
upon the other in its physiological activities

;

SJTnbiosis. Consortism is a kind of consortion or fel-

lowship more intimate and necessary tlian that of com-
mensals or inquilines, and differs from parasitism in that
each organism needs the other for its well-being. See
symbiosis.

The fungi which are concerned in the constitution of
lichens maintain with the algal components throughout
life relations of consor(i«»i. Encyc. Brit., XVIH. 266.

consortium (kon-s6r'shi-um), n. [< L. consor-
tium, fellowship : see consort"^.] Fellowship

;

association ; union ; coalition.

conspicable

The consortium of the banks came to a close on the 30th
June 1881, and the '

' consortial " notes actually current are
formed into a direct national debt.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 466.

consortmentt (kon-sort'ment), ?(. [< consort^
+ -ment.] A keeping or consorting together;
association as consorts.

The rest of the ships shall tacke or take off tlieir sailes
in such sort as they may meete and come together, . . .

to the intent to keepe the consortinent exactly in all poynts.
HakluyVs Voya'jes, I. 296.

COnsortship (kon'sort-ship), n. [< consort^ +
-ship.] 1. The state of being a consort or eon-
sorts

;
partnership ; fellowship.

Accordingly articles of consortship were drawn between
the said captains and masters.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I, 3.

But to return to our Voyage in hand ; when both our
Ships were clean, and our Water filled, Captain Davis and
Captain Eaton broke off Consortships.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 129.

2t. An association ; a company.
Morton thinking himself lawless, and hearing what gain

the fishermen made of trading of pieces, powder and shot,
he, as head of this consortship, began the practice of the
same in these parts.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 138.

consonnd (kon'sound), ». [A corruption of F.
cojisoude = Pr. consouda, cossouda = Sp. consd-
Uda = Pg. consolda = It. consoUda, < LL. ML.
consolida, comfrey (so called from its supposed
healing power), < L. consolidcire, make solid:

see consolidate.] A name formerly given to
several plants, as the comfrey, the daisy (Bellis

perennis), the bugle (Ajuga reptans), and the
wild larkspur (Delphinium Consolida).

conspecies (kon-spe'shez), n. [NL., < con- +
species.] In soiil., a subspecies or variety ; a
climatic or geographical race belonging to the
same species as another ; a form recognizably
different fi'om another, yet not specifically dis-
tinct.

Linnseus . . . experienced the inadequacy of his system
to deal binomially with those lesser groups than species,
commonly called varieties, now better designated as con-
species or subspecies. Coues, Key to N. A, Birds, p. 79.

COnspeciflc (kon-spe-sif'ik), a. [< conspecies;
as con- + specific] Belonging to the same spe-
cies ; more particularly, having the character
of a conspecies.

conspectablet (kon-spek'ta-bl), a. [< ML. as if

"conspectabilis, < conspectare, see, freq. of L. con-
spicere, pp. conspecttis, look at: see conspicu-
ous.] Easy to be seen. Bailey.

conspectiont (kon-spek'shon), «. [< OF. con-
spection, < LL. conspectio(n-), < L. conspicere,

pp. conspectus, look at : see conspicuous. Cf. in-

spection.] A beholding. Cotgrave.

COnspectuityt (kon-spek-tu'i-ti), n. [Irreg. (cf.

conspicuitij) < L. conspectus, a view, sight: see
consjiectus.] Sight ; view ; organ of sight ; eye.
[Ludicrous.]

M'hat harm can your bisson conspectuities glean out of
this character? Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

conspectus (kon-spek'tus), n. [= F. conspect,

a general view, = It. conspetto, look, appear-
ance, < L. conspectus, a view, mental view, sur-
vey, < conspicere, pp. conspectus, look at: see
conspicuous, and cf. prospectus, 2>rospect, retro-

spect.] 1. A viewing together ; a comprehen-
sive survey.— 2. A grouping together so as to
be readily seen at one time, or the items so
grouped ; a digest or r6sum6 of a subject : used
chiefly of scientific or other technical treatises.

A conspectus of the bad spellings which are common is

often helpful for the emendation of difficult glosses.

Tram. Avur. Philut. Ass., XV. 126.

There is no book extant in any language which gives a
conspectus of all those well-marked and widely-varying
literary forms which have differentiated themselves in the
course of time. S. Lanier, Tlie English Novel, p. 2.

=:Syn. 2. Conii)endium, Compend, etc. Hee abridyment.

consperse (kon-spers')) a. [< L. conspei-sus,

pp. of conspcrgere, sprinkle, < com-, together, -I-

spargere, sprinkle : see sparse, and cf. asperse,

disperse.] Sprinkled ; spotted. Speciflcally, in
entoin. : (a) Thickly and irregularly strewn, so as to be
crowded in some places and scattered in othei's ; as, con-
sperse dots or punctures, (b) Thickly and irregularly
sprinkled with minute colored dots : said of a surface.

COnspersiont (kon-sper'shon), n. [< OF. con-
spersion, consparsion, < LIJ. conspersio(n-), < L.
consjiergere, sprinkle: Bee consperse.] A sprin-

kling.

The conspersion and washing the door-posts with the
blood of a lamb did sacrameiitallv preserve all the first-

born of Goshen. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), I. 136.

COnspicablet, a. [< LL. conspicabiUs, -visible, <

L. con.tpicari, see, descry, < conspicere, look at,

see: see conspicuous.] Evident; easy to be
seen. Ash.



conspicuity

COnspicuity (kon-spi-ku'i-ti), n. [< L. as if

''ajiispici(itii(t-).i, < conspicuus, conspicuous: see

conspicuous!] 1. Conspicuousness. [Bare.]

How inevitably it [modern religion] depresses all that

is sweet, and modest, and unexacting in manners, and
forces into conspicuity whatsoever is forward, ungenerons,

and despotic. //. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 24.

2t. Brightness ; luminosity.

Midnight may vie in conspicuity with noon.
GlanvUU, Seep. Sci.

conspicuous (kon-spik'u-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

cotiapintn, < L." cotisjjiciiKS, open to the view,

attracting attention, distinguished, < eonspi-

cere, look at, see, obser\'e, < com-, together, +
specere, look, see, = OHG. spelton, watch, > ult.

E. spy : see species, spectacle, spi/, etc., and cf.

perspicuous.] 1. Open to the view; catching

the eye ; easy to be seen ; manifest.

It was a rock
Of alabaster, piled up to the clouds.

Conspicuous far. Milton, P. L., iv. 545.

8. Obvious to the mind ; readily attracting or

forcing itself upon the attention; clearly or

extensively known, perceived, or understood

;

striking.

Even now it remains the most conspicuous fact about

the Christian Church that tlie name of the world-state

Kome is stamped upou the largest branch of it.

J. H. Sedey, Nat. Religion, p. 181.

Hence— 3. Eminent; notable; distinguished:

as, a man of conspicuous talents; a woman of

conspicuous virtues.

The liberal education of youth passed almost entirely in-

to their [the Jesuita] hands, and was conducted by them
with conspicuous ability. Macanlay, Hist. Eng., vi.

= Syn. 3. Illustrious, eminent, celebrated, remarkable,

marked, notable.

conspicuously (kgn-spik'u-us-li), adv. In a
conspicuous manner, (a) Obviously; prominently;
in a manner to catcli the eye or the attention.

Among the Teutonic settlers in Britain, . . . Angles,

Saxons, and Jutes stand out conspicuously above all.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 30.

(6) Eminently ; remarkably.

conspicuousness (kon-spik'u-us-nes), n. 1.

Openness or exposure to the view ; a state of

being clearly visible.— 2. The property of be-

ing clearly discernible by the mind ; obvious-

ness.— 3. Eminence; celebrity; renown.

Their writings atti-act more readers by the author's eon-

tpicuousness. Boyle, Colours.

conspiracy (kon-spir'a-si), n. ; pi. conspiracies

(-siz). [< Mill, couxp'iracie, < OF. conspiracie,

conspiralie, < ML. as if "conspiratia, < L. con-

spirare, pp. conspirntxts, conspire : see conspire.

Ct. conspiration.] 1. A combination of persons
for an evil purpose ; an agreement between two
or more persons to commit in concert some-
thing reprehensible, injurious, or illegal

;
par-

ticularly, a combination to commit treason, or

excite sedition or insurrection ; a plot ; concert-

ed treason, in legal usage a conspiracy is a combina-
tion of two or more persons, by some concerted action, to

accomplish some criminal or unlawful purpose, or to ac-

couiplislt 8«jme purixjsc not in itself criminal or unlawful
by criminal or unlawful means. The term was former-
ly used in English law more specifically to designate an
agreement Ijetween two or more persons falsely and mali-

ciously to indict, or procure to be indicted, an innocent
person of felony.

They were more than forty which had made this con-

tpiracy [to kill I'aul]. Acts xxiii. V.i.

1 had forgot that foul conspiracy
Of the beast Caliban, and his confederates,
Against my life. Shak., Tempest, Iv. 1.

It is evident that on both sides they began with a league
and ended with a conspiracy.

Dryden, Post, to Hist, of League.

Hence— 2. Any concurrence in action; com-
bination in bringing about a given result.

When the time now came that misery was ripe for him,
there was a ctnispiracy in all heavenly and earthly things
... to lead him intu it. Sir P. Sidney.

People seem to lie in a consinraot to impress us with
their iniiividuality. 0. W. Hotuics, Old Vol. of Life, p. 18.

= 8yiL 1. Intrigue, cabal, machination.

conspirant (kon-spir'ant), a. [< F. eonspirant
= hj). Pg. It" consjiirante, < L. conspiran(t-)s,

ppr. of conspirare, conspire : see conspire.]

Conspiring; plotting; engaging in a conspiracy
or plot.

Thou art a traitor . . .

Conspirant 'gainst this higli illustrious prince.

Shak, Lear, v. 3.

conspiration (kon-spi-ra'shon), n. [< ME. con-

.''ptnicioii, -cioun, < OF. conspiracion, conspira-

tion, V. conspiration = Pr. cospiratio =: Sp. con-

spiracion = Pg. conspira^So = It. conspirazione,

<. L. connpiratio(n-), < conspirare, pp. eonspira-

tus, conspire; see conspire.] 1. Conspiracy.
[Bare.]
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As soon as it was day certaine Jews made a conspiracion.
J. Udall, On Acts xxiii.

2. Concurrence ; mutual tendency in action.

[Rare.]

Rebellion is to be pimished by the conspiration of heaven
and earth, as it is hateful and contradictory both to God
and man. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. ISS.'i), I. 63.

In our natural body every part hiis a necessary sympa-
thy with every other, and all together form, by their har-
monious conspiration, a healthy whole. Sir W. Hamilton.

conspirator (kon-spir'a-tgr), n. [= F. conspi-

rfl/fMC = Sp. Pg. conspiirador = It. conspiratore,

< ML. conspirator, < L. conspirare, pp. conspi-

ratus, conspire: see conspire.] One who con-
spires or engages in a conspiracy or is concern-
ed in a plot ; a joint plotter ; specifically, one
who conspires with others to commit treason.

Ahithophel is among the conspirators with Absalom.
2 Sam. XV. 31.

Stand back, thou manifest conspirator;
Tliou that contriv'dst to murder our dead lord.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 3.

conspiratress (kgn-splr'a-tres), n. [< conspira-

tor + -ess ; = F. conspiratrice, etc.] A female
conspirator. E. D.
conspire (kgn-spir'), r. ; pret. and pp. conspired,

ppr. conspiring. [< ME. conspiren, < OF. con-

spirer, F. conspirer = Sp. Pg. conspirar = It.

conspirare, < L. conspirare, blow or breathe to-

gether, accord, agree, combine, plot, conspire,

< com-, together, + spirare, blow, breathe : see

spirit. Cf. aspire, expire, inspire, perspire, re-

spire, transpire.] I. intrans. 1. Literally, to

breathe together (with) ; breathe in unison or

accord, as in singing. [Rare.] [A modem use
imitating the literal Latin sense.]

The angelic choir
In strains of joy before unknown conspire.

Byroin, Christmas Hymn.

I dilate and conspire with the morning wind.
Emerson, Nature.

2. To agree by oath, covenant, or otherwise to

commit a reprehensible or illegal act ; engage
in a conspiracy ;

plot; especially, hatch treason.

Then, when they were accorded from the fray.

Against that Castles Lord they gan conspire.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ix. 17.

The servants of Amon conspired against him, and slew
the king in his own house. 2 Ki. xxi. 23.

3. Figuratively, to concur to one end ; act in

unison ; contribute jointly to a certain result

:

as, all things conspired to make him prosperous.

All the world,
I think, conspires to vex me.
Fletcher (and another). Elder Brother, iv. 1.

The very elements, though each be meant
The minister of man, to serve his wants.
Conspire against him. Courper, The Task, ii. 139.

Nature is made to conspire with spirit to emancipate us.

Emerson, Nature, p. 61.

=Syn. 2. To intrigue.— 3. To combine, concur, unite, co-

operate.

n. trans. To plot; plan; devise; contrive;

scheme for.

Ipray you all, tell me what they deserve
That do conspire my death with devilish plots

Of damned witchcraft. Shak., Rich. III., iii. 4.

Wicked men conspire their hurt.
Milton, Apology for Smectyranuus,

conspirer (kon-spIr'6r), n. One who conspires

or plots ; a conspirator.

conspiringly (kon-spir'ing-li), adv. In the

manner of a conspiracy ; by conspiracy.

con spirito (kon spe'ri-to). [It., with spirit:

con,<h. cum, with; spirito, < lu.spiritus, spirit:

see cum- and spirit.] In music, with spirit ; in

a spirited manner.
conspissatet (kgn-spis'at), V. t. [< L. conspis-

saliis, p. a., pressed together, < com-, together,

+ spissatus, pp. of sjnssare, thicken, < spissus,

thick.] To thicken; make thick or viscous;

inspissate.

For that which doth conspissate active is.

Dr. H. More, Infinity of Worlds, St. 14.

COnspissationt (kon-spi-sa'shon), n. [< L. con-

spis.fatio(n-), a thickening, < conspissatus, thick-

ened: see conspissate.] The act of making
thick or viscous ; inspissation.

COnspurcationt (kon-sp6r-ka'shon), n. [< L.

conspurcare, pp. couspurcatus, defile, < com- (in-

tensive) + spurcare, defile.] The act of de-

filing; defilement; pollution. Bp. Hall.

constable (kun'sta-bl), n. [Early mod. E. also

cuHsl^ible; < ME. constable, cunstabul, contr. of

conestable, cuncstable, < OF. conestablc, cuncsta-

ble, connestable, F. connetablc = Pr. conestable =
Sp. eondestable = Pg. condestable, condestavel =
It, coneatabile, conestabole, contestabile, < ML.

constable-wick

conestabulus, consiabulus, conestdbulis, constabi-
lis, comestabuliis, comestabilis, comistabnii, a con-
stable (in various uses), orig. comes stabuli, lit.

' count of the stable,' master of the horse : L.
comes, a follower, etc. ; stabuli, gen. of stabu-
lum, a stable: see counts and stable"^.] 1. An
officer of high rank in several of the medieval
monarchies. The Lord High Constable of England was
the seventh officer of the crown. He had the care of the
common peace in deeds of arms and matters of war, being
a judge of tlie court of chivalry, or court of honor. To
this officer, and to the earl marshal, belonged the cogni-
zance of contracts touching deeds of arms without the
realm, and combats and blazonry within the realm. His
power was so great, and was often used to such improper
ends, that it was abridged by the 13th Richard II, , and was
afterward forfeited in the person of Edward Stafford, Duke
of Buckingham, in the reign of Henry VIII. It has never
been granted to any person since that time, except on a
particular occasion. The office of Lord High Constable

of Scotland is one of great antiquity and dignity. He had
formerly the command of the king's armies while in the
field, in the absence of the king. He was likewise judge
of all crimes or offenses committed within four miles
of the king's person, or within the same distance of the
parliament or of the pri\'y council, or of any general con-
vention of the states of tlie kingdom. The office has
been hereditary since 1314 in the family of Hay, earls of
Erroll, and is expressly reserved in the treaty of union.
The Constable of France was the first officer of the kings
of France, and ultimately became commander-in-chief of

the army and the highest judge in all questions of chivalry
and honor. This office was suppressed in 1627. Napoleon
reestablished it during a few years, in favor of his brother
Louis Bonaparte. The constable of a castle was the keeper
or governor of a castle belonging to the king or a great
noble. This office was often hereditary ; tlius, there were
constables or hereditary keepers of the Tower, of Norman-
dy, and of the castles of Windsor, Dover, etc.

The constabill of gude Dundfe,
The vanguard led before them all.

Battle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, VIL 185).

The Constables of France repeatedly shook or saved the
French throne. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 139.

2. An officer chosen to aid in keeping the peace,
and to serve legal process in cases of minor im-
portance. In England constables of hundreds, or high
constables (now in many districts called chief constables),

are appointed either at quarter-sessions or by the justices

of the hundred out of sessions
;
petty constables, or con-

stables of vills or tithings, are annually swoni into the of-

fice at quarter-sessions for each parisli, upon presentment
of the vestry, and are subordinate to the high or chief con-
stables. In the United States the constable is an official

of a town or village, elected with the other local officers,

or, as a special constable, acting under a temporary ap-

pointment. The constal>le was formerly of much more
consequence both in England and the colonies, being the
chief executive officer of the parisli or town.

The constable was formerly the chief man in the parish,

for then the parish was responsible for all robberies com-
mitted within its limits if the thieves were not appre-
hended. . . . But this state of tilings has long passed
away ; . . . and although constables are in some few in-

stances still appointed, their duties are almost entirely

performed by the county police. And it was provided by
an Act of 1872 that for the future no parish constable

should lie appointed unless the County Quarter Session or
the Vestry should determine it to be necessary.

A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Goveraed, p. 69.

Chief constable, high constable. See above, 2,— Par-
ish constable, in KliKland, u intty culistiible exercising

his fmictioiis within agiveii iiarisli. -Special constable,
a person sworn to aid the conslitutcil anthnritics, mili-

tary or civil, in maintaining the imblic iioace on occasions

of exigency, as to quell a riot.- To outrun the con-
Stable. («) To escape from the subject in dispute when
one's arguments are exhausted. S. Butler. (6) To live be-

yond one's means. In this latter sense also overrun the

constable. [Colloq.]

"Harkee, my girl, how far have you overrun the con-

stable ?" I told him that the debt amounted to eleven

pounds, besides the expence of the writ,

Smollett, Roderick Random, xxiiL

Poor man ! at th' election he tlirew, t'other day.

All his victuals, and liquor, and money away ;

And some people think with sucli haste he began,
That soon lie the cotutabte greatly outran.

C. Anstey, New Bath Guide, viL

COnstablery (kun'sta-bl-ri), n.
;
pi. constableries

(-riz). [< ME. consiabilrie, < OF. constablcrie,

conestablerie, < ML. consiabularia, the office or

jurisdiction of a constable, a company of sol-

diers, prop. fem. of constabniarius, pertaining

to a constable: see constabulary.] 1. The dis-

trict in charge of a constable ; specifically, a
ward or division of a castle under the care of a

constable. Eom. of the Rose.— 2. Same as con-

stahulary. [Rare in botli senses.]

constableship (Imn'sta-bl-ship), n. [< constable

+ -ship.] The office of a constable.

COnstablesst, »• [< OF. conestablesse ; as con-

stable + -ess.] A female constable ; the wife

of a constable. [Rare.]

Dame Hermengild, constaUesse of that place.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 441.

COnstablcwick (kun'sta-bl-wik), n. [< constable

+ wick as in bailiwick': see wick^.] The dis-

trict to which a constable's power is limited.

[Bare or obsolete.]



constablewick

If directed to the constable of D., he is not bound to exe-

cute the warrant out of the precincts of his constableunck.
Sir M. Hale, Pleas of Crt)wn, i.

constablish (kon-stab'lish), r. t. [< con- +
stablish.~\ To establish along with, or with
reference to, another or others. -ConstabUshed
barmony, in Sicedenborginnism, tlie harmonious opera-
tion of the laws by which the different orders of creation
are controlled.

constabulary (kon-stab'u-la-ri), a. and n. [<

ML. constabularius, pertaining to a constable
(fern, constahularia, the office or jurisdiction of

a constable, a company of soldiers), < cotista-

bulus, a. constable: see constable.'\ I, a. Per-
taining to constables ; consisting of constables

;

involving the functions of constables : as, a con-

stabulary force.

The police eonsists of a well organised constabulary
force. M'Culloeh, Geog. Diet., Ireland.

II. n.
;
pi. constabularies (-riz). The body of

constables of a district, as a town, city, or coun-
ty; a body or class of officers performing the
functions of constables: as, the constabulary of

Ireland.

constancet, "• [ME. : see constancy. '\ An ob-

solete form of constancy. Chaucer.

constancy (kon'stan-si), n. [< ME. Constance, <

OF. Constance, F. Constance z=Pv. Sp. Pg. constan-

cia = It. constama, costanza, < L. constantia,

steadiness, firmness, unehangeableness, < con-

stan(t-)s, steady, constant: see constant.'] 1.

Fixedness ; a standing firm ; hence, immuta-
bility; unalterable continuance ; a permanent
state.

As soon
Seek roses in December, ice in June

;

Hope cuiistatwy in wind, or corn in chaff.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

Every increment of knowledge goes to show that con-

stancy is an essential attribute of the Divine rule : an un-
varyingness which renders the eclipse of a hundred years
hence predicable to a moment

!

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 53.

2. PHxedness or firmness of mind
;
persevering

resolution ; steady, unshaken determination
;

particularly, firmness of mind luider sufferings,

steadfastness in attachments, perseverance in

enterprise, or stability in love or friendship.

Obstinacy in a bad cause is but cojistancy in a good.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 25.

Alas ! they had been friends in youth

;

But whispering tongues can poison truth ;

And constancy lives in realms above.
Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

3t. Certainty; veracity; reality.

But all the story of the night told over . . .

More witnesseth than fancy's images.
And grows to something of great constancy.

Shak., M. N. D.,v. 1.

= Sytt. 1. Permanence; uniformity: regularity.— 2. In-
dustry, Application, etc. (see assiduity) ; Faithfulness, Fi-
delity, etc. (see firmness), steadfastness, tenacity.

constant (kon'stant), a. and n. [< F. constant

= Sp. Pg. constante = It. constants, costante, <

L. constan{t-)s, steady, firm, constant, ppr. of

constare, stand together, stand firm, endure, be
established or settled, < com-, together, + stare

= E. stand.'] I. a. 1. Fixed; not varying; un-
changing

;
permanent ; immutable ; invariable.

The world's a scene of changes, and to be
Constant, in nature were inconstancy;

Cowley, Inconstancy.

It is a law of psychological mathematics that the con-

stant force of dulness wilt in the end overcome any vary-

ing force resisting it. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 184.

Specifically— 2. Innat. hist., notsubject to vari-

ation ; not varying in niunber, form, color, ap-

pearance, etc. , in the species or group ; always
present: as, the middle stria is constant, though
the lateral ones are often absent ; the reniform
spot is constant, but the other markings are sub-
ject to variation.— 3. Continuing for a long or

considerable length of time ; continual ; endur-
ing; lasting in or retaining a state, quality, or

attribute ; incessant ; ceaseless : as, constant

change.
My constant weary pain.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 218.

There is not only a constant motion of the ice from the

pole outwards, but a constant downward motion as layer

by layer is successively formed on the surface.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 221.

4. Regularly recurring; continually renewed or

reiterated; continual; persistent: as, the coh-

stant ticking of a clock ; the constant repetition

of a word ; constant moans or complaints. [Now
used only with nouns of action.]

At this time constant Rumour was blown abroad from all

parts of Europe, that the Spaniards were coming again
against Englaml. Baker, Chronicles, p. 38.3.

6. Fixed or firm in mind, purpose, or principle

;

not easily swayed ; unshaken ; steady ; stable

;
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firm or unchanging, as in affection or duty;
faithful; true; loyal; trusty.

If I could pray to move, prayere would move me

:

But I am constant as the northern star

Of whose true-flx'd and resting quality
There is no fellow in the firmament.

Shak., J. C, iii. 1.

The constant mind all outward force defied,

By vengeance vainly urged, in vain assail'd by pride.
Crahbe, Works, IV. 186.

And the love
I told beneath the evening influence.

Shall be as constant as its gentle star.

X. P. Willis.

6t. Fixed in belief or determination ; insistent;

positive.

The augurs are all constant I am meant.
B. Jonson, Catiline, 1 1.

7t. Fixed; stable; solid: OTpposed to fluid.

You may turn these two fluid liquors into a constant
body. Boyle, Hist, of Firmness.

8t. Strong; steady.

Prithee, do not turn me about ; my stomach is not con-

stant. 5Aa^., Tempest, ii. 2.

9t. Consistent; logical; reasonable.

I am no more mad than you are ; make the trial of it in

any constant question. Shak., T. N., iv. 2.

lot. Indisputably true ; evident.

It is constant, without any dispute, that if they had
fallen on these provinces in the beginning of this month,
Charleroy, Neville, Louvaine, &c., would have cost them
neither time nor danger.

Sir W. Temple, Works, ii. 35 (Ord MS.).

= Syn. 1 and 3. Steadfast, stable, unchanging, unaltera-
ble, invariable, perpetual, continual ; resolute, firm, stanch,

unshaken, unwavering, determined
;
persevering, assidu-

ous, unremitting; trusty.

II. n. That which is not subject to change

;

something that is always the same in state

or operation, or that continually occurs or re-

curs.

Human progress, as it is called, is always a mean be-

tween tile two constants of innovation and conservatism,
new conceptions of truth and the tried wisdom of experi-

ence. Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 44.

Specifically— (a) In math., a quantity which is assumed
to be invariable throughout a given discussion ; in the
differential calculus, a quantity whose value remains fixed

while others vary continuously. Although the constants

do not vary by the variation of those quantities that are at

first considered as variables, some or all of them may be
conceived to vary in a second kind of change, called the
variation of constants. A quantity which upon one sup-

position would remain constant becomes variable by the
introduction of another supposition. Thus, taking into

account the earth's attraction only, the longitude of the
moon's node is constant, but by the attraction of the sun
and planets its place is slowly changed. In this case one of

the constants is said to vary. In algebra the unknown quan-
tities are considered as variables, the known quantities and
coefllcients as constants, (b) In physics, a numerical quan-
tity, fixed under uniform conditions, expressing the value
of one of the physical properties of a certain substance.

Thus, the physical comtants of ice are the values of its spe-

cific gravity, melting-point, coefficient of expansion, index
of refraction, electrical conductivity, etc. Similarly, in the
case of a physical instrument a constant is a fixed value
depending upon its dimensions, etc. 'Thus, the constant
of a tangent galvanometer is the radius of its coil divided
by the number of coils into 6.28318+.

The strength of a current may be determined in "abso-
lute " units by the aid of the tangent galvanometer if the

constants of the instrument are known.
S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 166.

Arbitrary constant. See arbitrary.— Oiicviia.T con-
stant. See circiitor.— Constant of aberration, that one
constant by the determination of which the aljerriition is

obtained from its known laws at any given time.— Con-
stant ofintegration, the new unknown constant which
has to be introduced into every result of mathematical in-

tegration.— Constants Of color. See color, 1.— Gravi-
tation constant, the absolute modulus of gravitation,

tlie acceleration per unit of time produced by the gravi-

tathig attraction of a unit nuiss at the unit of distance.

The gravitation constant is about 0,0000000668 of a c. g. 8.

tmit.— Indeterminate constant, a constant the value
of which is unsettled, and which therefore differs from a
variable only in not being regarded under that aspect.

Constantia (kon-stan'shia), n. A wine (both

red and white) produced in the district around
the town of Constantia in Cape Colony, South
Africa.
Constantinopolitan(kon-stan''ti-no-pol'i-tan),
a. and n. [<LL. Conjftantinopolitanus, pertain-

ing to ConstantinopoUs, < Gr. KuvaravTivov 7t6?.ic,

Constantinople, the new name given by the

Roman emperor Constantino to Byzantium,
upon transferring thither the seat of empire

:

KuvaravTivov, gen. of KiJvaTavTlvo(; (< L. Constnn-
tinus, Constantlne) ; nolig, city.] I. a. Relat-
ing or belonging to Constantinople, the present
capital of Turkey, or to its inhabitants; pro-

duced in or derived from Constantinople.

It was natural that the Venetians, whose State lay upon
the borders of the Greek Empire, and whose greatest com-
merce was with the Orient, should be influenced by the
Constantinopolitan civilization.

Howells, Venetian Life, xxi.

constellation

Constantinopolitan Council, one of the several church
councils held at Constantinople. The most famous of
these are three general or ecumenical councils, namely:
the second general council, under Theodosius, in A. I>. 381,
which condemned Macedonianism, authorized the creed
commonly called the Nicene, and gave honorary prece-
dence to the see of Constantinople next after that of Rome ;

the fifth general council, under Justinian, in 653, wliich
condemned the Nestorian writings known as "the Three
Chapters," and the Origenists ; and the sixth general coun-
cil, under Constantino Pogonatus, 080, against Monothe-
litism, celebrated for its condemnation of Pope Honorins.
The Roman Catholics also regard as ecimienieal the eighth
council, held in 869. The council commonly known as the
Quinisext, because regarded as complementary to the fifth

and sixth councils, was held at Constantinople under Jus-
tinian II. in 691, in the truUus or domed ban(iucting-haU
of the palace, from which it was also called the Trullan
Council. Its canons are received by the Greek Church,
and were confirmed by the second Nicene Council. A
council held at Constantinople under Constantine Copro-
nymus in 754, favoring the Iconoclasts, claimed to be
ecumenical, but its decrees were reversed by the second
Sicene Council in 787. See council, 7.— Constantino-
politan creed. See Niccne.— Constantinopolitan lit-

urgy. See liturgy.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Constan-
tinople.

COnS'tantly (kon'stant-li), adv. In a constant
manner, (a) Unifonnly ; invariably. (S) Continually.
(<) Firmly ; steadfastly ; with constancy.

Tlie City of London sticks constantly to the Parliament.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 50.

((/) Perseveringly ; persistently.

She constantly affirmed that it was even so. Acts xii. 15.

COnstantness (kon'stant-nes), n. Constancy.

Constant, madam ! I will not say for constantness.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

constat (kon'stat), n. [L., it appears, it is es-

tablished ; 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. act. of con-

stare, be established: see constant.] In Eng-
land : (a) A certificate given by the auditors of

the Exchequer to a person who intends to plead

or move for a discharge of anything in that

court. The effect of it is to certify what ap-

pears upon the record respecting the matter
in question. (6) An exemplification under the

great seal of the enrolment of letters patent.

constate (kgn-staf), I!, t.
;
pret. and pp. constat-

ed, ppr. constating. [< F. constater, verify, take
down, state, < L. constatus, pp. of constare,

stand together, be fixed, be certain : see c«n~

slant and constat.] 1. To verify; prove.— 2.

To establish.

A corporation has all the capacities for engaging in

transaetious which are expressly given it by the constat-

ing instruments. Bryce, Ultra Vives, p. 41.

constellate (kon-stel'at or kon'ste-lat), v.;

pret. and pp. "constellated, ppr. constellating.

[< LL. constellatus, starred, studded with stars,

< L. com-, together, + stcllatus, pp. of stetlare,

shine, < stella, a star: see star, stellate.] I.f

intrans. To join luster ; shine with united radi-

ance or one general light.

The several things which engage our affections . . .

shine foi'th and constellate in God. Boyle.

II. trans. It. To unite (several shining bod-
ies) in one illumination.

A knot of Lights constellated into

A radiant Throne. J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 3.

There is extant in the Scripture, to them who know how
to constellate those lights, a very excellent body of moral
precepts. Boyle, Works, II. 285.

2. To form into or furnish with constellations

or stars.

The constellated heavens. J. Barlow.

3. To place in a constellation or mate with
stars.

Thirteen years later, he [Herschel] described our sun
and his constellated companions as surrounded "by a mag-
nificent collection of innumerable stars."

.1. M. Gierke, Astroii. in 19th Cent., p. 25.

4. To group in or as if in a constellation:

as, the constellated graces of faith, hope, and
charity.

Your Grace's person alone, which I never call to mind
but to rank it amongst ye Heroines, and constellate with
the Graces. Evelyn, To the Duchesse of Newcastle.

constellation (kon-ste-la'shon), M. [< ME. con-

stcUacion, -eioun, < OF. consiellacion, F. constel-

lation= Sp. constelacion = Pg. constellagao = It.

costellazione, < LL. constellatie>{n-), a collection

of stars, < constellatus, set with stars : see con-

stellate.] 1. A gi'oup of fixed stars to -which a
definite name has been given, but which does
not form a part of another named group. See
asterism. Forty-eight constellations are mentioned in

the ancient catalogue of Ptolemy, the majority of which
appear to date from 2100 B. c. or earlier. They are distrib-

uted as follows : (1) North of the zodiac : Ursa Minor(the
Little Bear, said to be formed by Tliales, probably from the

Dragon's wing), Ursa Major (the Great Bear, the Wain, or

the Dipper), "Draco (the Dragon), Cepheus, Bootes (the



constellation

Bear-keeper or Plowman), Corona Borealis (the Northern
Crown), Hercules (in the original the Man Kneeling), Lyra
(the Harp), Cyt'nns (the Swan, in the original the Bird), Cas-

siopeia (the Laiiy in the Chair), Perseus, Auriga (the Char-

ioteer or Wagoner), Ophiachus or Serpentarins (the Ser-

pent-bearer), Serpens (the Serpent), Sagilta (the Arrow),

Aquila et Antinous (the Eagle and Antinoiis), Delphinus
(the Dolphin), Equulus or Equuleus (the Colt or the Horse's

Head), Pegasus or Equus (the Horee), Andromeda, Trian-

gulum Boreale (the Northern Triangle). (2) In the zodiac :

Aries (the Ram), Taurus (the Bull), Gemini (the Twins),

Cancer (the Crab), I^o (the Lion), Virgo (the Virgin), Libra

(the Balance), Scorpius or .Scorpio (the Scorpion), Sagit-

tarius (the Archer), Capricornns (Capricorn, or the Goat),

Aquarius (the Water-bearer), Pisces (the Fishes). (3) South
of the zodiac : Cetus (the Whale), Urion, EridanusorFluvius
(the River Po or the River), Lepus (the Hare), Canis .Major

(the Great Dog), Canis Jlinor (the Little Dog). Argo Navis
(the Ship .\rgo>. Hydra, Crater (the Cup), Corvus (the Crow
or Raven), Centaurus (the Centaiu'). Lupus (the Wolf), Ara
(the Altar), Corona Australia (the Southern Crown), Piscis

Anstralis (the Southern Fi.sh). Coma Berenices (the Hair
of Berenice) is an ancient asterism, which was not reckoned
as a constellation by Ptolemy. Antinoiis, mentioned by
Ptolemy as part of the conatellatiou Aquila, is said to

have been made a separate constellation by Firmicus in

the fourth century. Crux (the Crozier or Southern Cross)

appears to be mentioned by Dante. The navigators ot the
sixteenth century added a number of southern constella-

tions. Twelve of these appear in the important star-atlas

of Bayer (A. D. 1B03), namely : Apus (the Bird of Para-
dise), Chameleon, Dorailo (the Goldflsh ; or Xiphias, the
Swordflsh), Grus (the Crane), HyJrus (the Watersnake),
Indus (the Indian .Man), Musca or Apis (the Ily or the
Bee), Pavo (the Peacock), Phoenix, Triangulum Australe
(the Southern Triangle), the Toucan (also called Anser
Araericanus), and VolatH (the Flying-flsh). Columba (the

Dove of Noah) was made by Petrus Plancius early in the
sixteenth century. Bartschius in 1624 added several con-

stellations, of which Cimelopardalis (the Camelopard) and
Monoceros (the Unicorn) are retained by modern astrono-

mers. Hevelius in 1030 added Canes Venatici (the (Grey-

hounds), Lacerta(the Lizard), Leo Minor (the Small Lion),

Lynx (the Lynx), Scutum Sobiescii (the Shield of Sobieski),

Sextans(the Sextant), and V'ulpecula et Anser(the Fox an»i

the Goose). Finally, Lacaille in 17.^2 added Antlia Pneu-
matica (the Air-pump), Cielnni (the Graver), Circinus(the
Compass), Foniax (the Furnace), Horologium (the Clock),

Mons Mensie (the Table-mountain), Microscopinm (the

Microscope), Norma (the (Quadrant), Octans (the Octant),

Equus Pictorius (tlie Painter's Easel), Reticulum (the Net),

Sculptor, and Telescopium (the Telescope). 'The ancient
constellation .\rgo was i)roken up by Lacaille into the
Stem, the Keel, the Sail, and the Mast. There are, thus,

eighty-flve constellations now recognized. The names of

the constellations are mostly ilerived from Greek and Ro-
man mythology. The practice of designating by the letters

of the Greek alphabet (a, fi, y, etc.) the stars which com-
pose each constellation, in the order of their brilliancy,

originated with Bayer.

2. Figuratively, any assemblage of persons or

things of a brilliant, distinguished, or e.xalted

character: as, a constellation of wits or beau-
ties, or of great authors.

Such a eoiiKteUation of virtues, in such amiable persons,
produced in me the highest veneration.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 10.

Tlie constellation of genius had already begun to show
it«elf . . . which was to shed a glory over the meridian
and close of Philip's reign. Pregeott.

3t. The influence of the heavenly bodies upon
the temperament or life.

Ire, siknesse, or cmutellacioun . . .

Causeth ful ofte to doon amys or speken.
Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 5.3.

COnstellatory (kon-stel'a-to-ri), a. [< L. con-

stellatus (see constellate^ +' -ory.'] Pertaining
to or resembling a constellation.

A table or a joint-stool, in his [the actor Munden'g) con-
eeption, rises into a dignity equivalent to Cassiopeia's
chair. It is invested with conntellatory importance.

Lamb, Elia, p. 249.

constert, f. (. An old form of construe.

Yet all, by his own verdit, must be coimterd Reason in

the King, and depraved temper in the Parlament.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xviii.

consternate (kon'sttr-nat), ti. t. [< L. conster-

natus, pp. of consternarc, throw into confusion,
terrify, dismay, intensive form of consternerc,

throw do^^^l, prostrate, bestrew, < com-, toge-
ther, + sterwfre, strew : see «fra(M)«.] To throw
into confusion ; dismay ; terrify. [Obsolete or
rare.]

The king of Astopia and the Palatine were strangely
rnnittemntfid at this association. Pagan Prince (ItiUO).

cons'ternation (kon-ster-na'shon), «. [= F.
consternation = Sp. consternadon = Pg. consttr-

na^So = It. costcrnazione, < L. consternatio{n-),

< consternarc, pp. constcrnatus, throw into con-
fusion: see consternate. '\ Astonishment com-
bined with terror; amazement that confounds
the factilties and incapacitates for deliberate
thought and action ; extreme surprise, with con-
fusion and panic.

The ship struck. The ahoclt threw us all into the ut-
most consternation. Cottk, Voyages, I. ii. 4.

In the palpable night of their terrors, men under con-
ttemation suppose, not that it is the danger which by a
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sure instinct calls out their courage, but that it is the
courage which produces the danger.

Burke, A Regicide Peace, i.

= Syn. Appreheimon, Fright, etc. See alarm.

constipa'te (kon'sti-pat), v. 1.; pret. and pp.
constipated, ppr. constipating. [< L. constipa-
tus, pp. of constipare (> F. constiper = Pr. costi-

par = Sp. Pg. constipar = It. costipare), press
or crowd together, < com-, together, -I- stipare,

cram, pack, akin to stipes, a stem, stipulus, firm:
see stipulate. Cf. costive, ult. < L. constipatus,

pp.] 1. To crowd or cram into a narrow com-
pass ; thicken or condense. [Archaic]

Of cold, the property is to condense and conxtipate.
Bacon.

As to the movements of the constipated vapours forming
spots, the S]>ectroscope is also competent to supply infor-

mation. A. M. Gierke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 202.

2. To stop by filling a passage ; clog.

Constipating or shutting up the capillary vessels.
Arltuthnot, Aliments.

3. To fill or crowd the intestinal canal of with
fecal matter; make costive.

constipated (kon'sti -pa-ted), p. a. [Pp. of
constipate, i'.] Costive.

constipation (kon-sti-pa'shon), «. [= F. con-
stipation = Sp. constipacion = Pg. constipagSo
= It. eostipazione, < LL. constipatio(n-), < L. con-

stipare, pp. constijiatus, press together: see con-

stipate.'] If. The act of crowding anything into

a smallercompass; a cramming or stuffing; con-
densation.

All the particulars which time and infinite variety of
human accidents have been amassing together are now
concentred, and are united by way of constipation.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 336.

2. In med., a state of the bowels in which, on
account of diminished intestinal action or secre-
tion, the evacuations are obstructed or stopped,
and the feces are hard and expelled with diffl-

ctilty ; costiveness.

COnstipulationt (kon-stip-u-la'shon), «. [<
ML. constipulatio(n-), < L. com-, together, + sti-

pulatio(n-), agreement : see stipulation.] A mu-
tual agreement ; a compact.

Here is lately brought us an extract of a Magna (Hiarta,

so called, compiled between the Sub. planters of a West-
Indian Island ; whereof the first Article of constipulation
firmely provides free stable-room and litter for all kinde of
consciences. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 4.

constituency (kon-stit'a-en-si), n.
;
pi. constit-

uencies (-siz). [? constituent : see -ency.] 1. A
body of constituents or principals, especially a
body of persons voting for an elective officer,

particularly for a municipal officer or a member
of a legislative body; in a more general sense,
the whole body of residents of tiie district or
locality represented by such an officer or legis-

lator. Hence— 2. Any body of persons who
may be conceived to have a common represen-
tative ; those to whom one is in any way ac-

countable; clientele: as, the constituency of a
newspaper (that is, its readers) ; the constitu-

ency of a hotel (its guests or customers).

constituent (kon-stit'u-ent), a. and n. [= F. con-
stituatit =^ Sp. constituyente = Pg. constituente,

constituinte = It. constituente, costituente, < L.
constituen(t-)s, ppr. otconstitiiere, establish: see
constitute.] 1. a. 1. Constituting or existing as

a necessary component or ingredient; forming
or composing as a necessary part; component;
elementary: as, oxygen and hydrogen are the
constituent parts of water.

Body, soul, and reason are the three cojistituent parts of
a man. l>ryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

For the constituent elements of an organism can only be
truly and adequately conceived as rendered what they are
by the end realised through the organism.

T. II. Oreen, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 79.

If we could break up a molecule, we [should] sever it into
its constituent atoms. A. Daniell, Prin. of Phys., p. 215.

2. Having the power of constituting or appoint-
ing, or of electing to public office: as, a con-
stituent body.

A question of right arises between the constituent and
representative Ixxly. Junius.

Constituent Assembly. Same as National .iasembltf

(which see, under assembly).— CO'DStXtUQUX whole, in

logic, a genus considered as the sum of its .species, or a
Jipecies as the sum of it.s individuals ; a potential whole

:

o\i\tii^^\U} constituted ivhole {_whic\\ Hie, nntiiiv constituted).

In every case the parts as such constitute the whole as

such, and not convereely : but the constituent whole is

supposed to l>e constituent of the nature of the parts as
substances.

II. n. It. One who or that which constitutes

or forms, or establishes or determines.

Their first coniposure and origination requires a higher
and nobler constituent than chance.

Sir M. Uale, Orig. of Mankind.

constitution

2. That which constitutes or composes as a
part, or a necessary part; a formative element
or ingredient.

The lymph in those glands is a necessary constituent of
the aliment. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

Exactly in proportion to the degree in which the force of
sculpture is subdued will be the importance attached to
colour as a means of effect or constituent of beauty.

liuskin.

His humor is distinguished by its constituent of feeling.
D. J. Hill, Irving, p. 209.

3. One who constitutes another his agent; one
who empowers another to transact business for
him, or appoints another to an office in which
the person appointed represents him as his

agent.— 4. One who elects or assists in elect-

ing another to a public office ; more generally,
any inhabitant of the district represented by
an elective officer, especially by one elected to

a legislative body: so called with reference to

such officer.

An artifice sometimes practised by candidates for offices

in order to recommend themselves to the good graces of
their constituents. W. Melmoth, tr. of Cicero, xii. 10, note.

They not only took »ip the complaints of their constitu-

ents, but suggested new claims to be made by them.
J. .idams. Works, IV. 526.

Conjugate constituents of a matrix. See conjugate.
— Constituent of a determinant, in math., one of the
factor.s wliich eomiiose the elements of the determinant.
Thus, in theileterniiniint ai ^^— «_> ^i, the constituents &re

«1> 02. *! . *2-— Constituent of a pencil, of lines or rays,

a ray or plane uf tlie pencil.— Constituent of a range,
in math., a i>oint of tlie range.

constituently (kon-stit'u-ent-li), adv. As re-

gards constituents, [feare.]

Cojistittiently, elementally the same, Man and Woman
are organized on different bases.

O. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 232.

constitute (kon'sti-tiit), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. con-

stituted, ppr. constituting. [< L. constitutus, pp.
of constituere (> F. constituer = Pr. Sp. Pg. con-

stituir = It. constituire, costituire = D. Jconstitu-

eren = G. constituiren = Dan. konstituere = Sw.
konstituera), set up, establish, make, create,

,
constitute, < com-, together, -i- statuere, set,

place, establish : see statute, statue, and ef. in-

stitute, restitute.] 1. To set; fi^x; establish.

We must obey laws appointed and constituted by lawful
authority, not against the law of God.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

This theorem, . . . that the demand for labour is con-
stituted by the wages which precede the production, . . .

is a proposition which greatly needs all the illustration it

can receive. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. v. § 9.

2. To enter into the formation of, as a necessary
part; make what it is; form; make.
Truth and reason constitute that intellectual gold that

defies destruction. Johnson.

The prevalence of a bad custom cannot constitute its

apology. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

How Oliver's parliaments were constituted was practi-

cally of little moment ; for he possessed the means of con-
ducting the administration without their support and in
defiance of their opposition. Macaiday, Hist. Eng., i.

3. To appoint, depute, or elect to an office or
emplojTnent; make and empower: as, a sheriff

is constituted a conservator of the peace; A has
constituted B his attorney or agent.

Constituting officers and conditions, to rule ouer them.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True 'Travels, II. 5.

constituted (kon'sti-tu-ted), p. a. [Pp. of
constitute, v.] Set; fixed; established; made;
elected; appointed.

Beyond . . . the fact . . . that in 1187 there was at Ox-
ford a great school with diverse faculties of doctors, ergo
a constituted University, we know little or nothing of Uni-
versity life here so early.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 141.

Constituted authorities. See a utAon'^j/.- Constituted
whole, in logic, a whole which is actually and not merely
potentially made up of its parts ; either a definite, a com-
posite, or an integrate whole : opposed to constitu^it whole
(which see, under constituent).

COnstituter (kon'sti-tu-t^r), n. One who con-
stitutes or appoints.

constitution (kon-sti-tu'shgn), n. [< ME. con-

stitucion, < OF. constitucion, -lion, F. constitu-

tion = Sp. constitucion = Pg. constitui^ao = It.

constituzione, costituzione = D. konstitutie = G.
constitution = Dan. Sw. konstitution, < L. consti-

tutio(n-), a constitution, disposition, nature, a
regulation, order, arrangement, < constituere,

pp. constitutus, establish: see constitute.] 1.

The act ofconstituting, establishing, orappoint-
ing; formation.— 2. The state of being consti-

tuted, composed, made up, or established ; the

assemblage and union of the essential elements
and characteristic parts of a system or body,
especially of the human organism ; the composi-
tion, make-up, or natural condition of anything

:

as, the physical constitution of the sun ; the con-



constitution

stitution of a sanitary system; a weak or irrita-

ble constitution.

He defended himself with . . . less passion than was ex-
pected from his constitution. Lord Clarendon.

The Chaos, and the Creation ; Heaven, Earth, and Hell

;

enter into the Constitution of his Poem.
Addiso7i, Spectator, No. 315.

What is that constitution or law of our nature without
which government would not exist, and with which its

existence is necessary ? Calhoun, Works, I. 1.

A good constitution; such a constitution received at
birth as will not easily admit disease, or will easily over-
come it by its own native soundness.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 228.

8. A system of fundamental principles, max-
ims, laws, or rules embodied in -written docu-
ments or established by prescriptive usage, for

the government of a nation, state, society, cor-

poration, or association: as, the Constitution of
the United States; the British Constitution; the
Constitution of the State of New York ; the con-
stitution of a social club, etc. in American legal

usage a constitution is the oi^^anic law of a State or of the
nation, the adoption of which bythe people constitutes the
political organization, as distinguished from the statutes
made by the political organization acting under the order
of things thus constituted.

Without a constitution— something to counteract the
strong tendency of government to disorder and abuse, and
to give stability to political institutions— there can belit-

tle progress or permanent improvement.
Calhoun, Works, I. 11.

A federal constitution is of the nature of a treaty. It is

an agreement by which certain political communities, in
themselves independent and sovereign, agree to surrender
certain of the attributes of independence and sovereignty
to a central authority, while others of these attributes
they keep in their own hands.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 190.

4. A particular law, ordinance, or regulation,
made by the authority of any superior, civil or
ecclesiastical; specifically, in Rom» ImOy what
an emperor enacted, either by decree, edict,

or letter, and without the interposition of any
constitutional assembly : as, the constitutions of
Justinian.

Constitutions (constitutiones), properly speaking, are
those Apostolic letters which ordain, in a permanent man-
ner, something for the entire church or part of it.

U. B. Smith, Elem. Eccles. Law (5th ed.), I. 26.

Of the canons and constitutions made in these [English
ecclesiastical] assemblies, many have come down to our
own times. Theseformakindof national canon law. . . .

They are principally taken up in such matters as peculiarly
belonged to the . . . consideration of a national assembly
of the clergy.

Reeves, Hist. Eng. Law (Finlason, 1880), 11. 340.

5. Any system of fundamental principles of

action : as, the New Testament is the moral
constitution of modern society.— Apostolic Con-
stitutions. See aiwaio/ic.— British Cousutution, a col-

lective name for the principles of public policy on whicli
the government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland is based. It is not formulated in any par-
ticular document or set of documents, but is the gradual
development of the political intelligence of the English
people, as embodied in concessions forced from unwilling
sovereigns, in the results of various revolutions, in nu-
merous fundamental enactments of Parliament, and in
the established principles of the common law. The char-
acter of the government has become increasingly demo-
cratic, and the power of the sovereign, great in the
time of the Tudors, Stuarts, and earlier, is now much
abridged. The controlling force in the movement has been
the gradually acquired supremacy of Parliament (now re-
siding almost entirely in the House of Commons) over
the executive powers of government, so that the principal
function of the sovereign is now that of simple confirma-
tion. The chief muniments of the British Constitution,
as a growth of liberal representative government, are the
Magna Charta and its successive extensions, the Habeas
Corpus Act, and the Bill of Bighta, the principles of which
have been incorporated in all the written constitutions of
the English-speaking race. (See these terms.)— Consti-
tution coin, a German coin struck according to the Leip-
aic rate of coinage, 8 rix-doUars weighing a Cologne mark
of silver, 14 loths 4 grains fine, and 13^ florins weighing
one mark, 12 loths fine. This rate, adopted by some states
in 1690, was established throughout tlie empire from 1738
to 1763.—Constitution of the United States, or Fed-
eral Constitution, the fundamental or organic law of
the United States. It was framed by the Constitutional
Convention which met in Philadelphia May 25th, 1787, and
adjourned September 17th, 1787, and it went into efi'ect

March 4th, 1789 (although Washington, the first presi-
dent under it, was not inaugurated till April 30th), hav-
ing been ratified by eleven of the thirteen States, the
others, North Carolina and Rhode Island, ratifying it No-
vember 21st, 1789, and May 29th, 1790, respectively. It
is a document comprised in seven original articles and
fifteen amendatory articles, or amendments. Of the ori-
ginal articles, the first deals with the legislative body, pre-
scribing the method of election to the House of Represen-
tatives and the Senate, the qualifications of members, the
methods in which bills shall be passed, and those subjects
on which Congress shall be qualified to act; the second
relates to the executive department, prescribing the
method of election and the qualifications and duties of
the President ; the third relates to the judicial department,
providing for the supreme court and such inferior courts
as Congress may think necessary; the fourth deals with
the relations between the general government and the
separate States, and provides for the admission of new
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States; the fifth relates to the power and method of
amendment to the Constitution ; the sixth, to the national
supremacy ; and the seventh, to the establishment of the
government upon the ratification of the Constitution by
nine of the States. The amendments, according to one of
the methods provided, were proposed by Congress and rati-

fied by the States. The first twelve were submitted under
acts passed in 1789-90, 1793, and 1803 ; the last three, after
the civil war, under acts of 1865, 1868, and 1870. The most
important of them are the twelfth, which changed the
method of election of President and Vice-president ; the
thirteenth, which abolished slavery ; the fourteenth, which
disqualifies any one who has been engaged in rebellion
against the government from holding office unless his dis-
qualification be removed by Congress, and prevents the
assumption and payment of any debt incurred in aid of
rebellion ; and the fifteenth, which prohibits the denial to
any one of the right to vote because of race, color, or pre-
vious condition of servitude.—Constitutions of Claren-
don, in Eng. MM., certain propositions defining the limits
of ecclesiastical and civil jurisdiction, drawn up at the
Council of Clarendon, near Salisbury, held by Henry 11.

,

A. D. 1164.

By the Constitutions of Clarendon, he [Henry II.] did
his best to limit the powers of the ecclesiastical lawyers
in criminal matters and in all points touching secular in-
terests. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 303.

Decree of constitution, in Scots law, any decree by
which the extent of a debt or an obligation is ascertained

:

but the term is generally applied to' those decrees which
are requisite to found a title in the person of .the creditor
in the event of the death of either the debtor or the origi-
nal creditor.

constitutional (kon-sti-tu'shon-al), a. and «.

[= F, constitutionnel = Sp. Pg. constitucional
=. It. costituzionale, < NL. *^constitutionalism < L,
constitutio(n~)y constitution.] 1, a. 1. Pertain-
ing to or inherent in the constitution (of a per-
son or thing) ; springing from or due to the
constitution or composition: as, a constitutional
infirmity; constitutional ardor or apathy.

Contrast the trial of constitution which child-bearing
brings on the civilized woman with the small constitu-
tional disturbance it causes to the savage woman.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 28.

2. Beneficial to, or designed to benefit, the
physical constitution : as, a constitutional y^s^k.— 3. Forming a part of, authorized by, or con-
sistent with the constitution or fundamental
organic law of a nation or state, in English law
the question whether an act is constitutional turns on its

consistency with the spirit and usages of the national pol-
ity, and an innovation departing from that standard is not
necessarily void. In the United States the question turns
on consistency or conformity with the written constitu-
tion, and an act in contravention of tliat is void.

To improve establishments , . . hy constitutional ruGtins.

Bp. Hurd, Sermon before the House of Lords.

As we cannot, without the risk of evils from which the
imagination recoils, employ physical force as a check on
misgovernment, it is evidently our wisdom to keep all the
constitutional checks on misgovernment in the highest
state of efficiency. Macaulay.

The lord's petty monarchy over the manor, whatever it

may have been formerly, is now a strictly constitutional
one. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 43.

4. Having the power of, or existing by virtue
of and subject to, a constitution or funda-
mental organic law: as, a constitutional gov-
ernment.

It requires the united action of both [rulers and the
ruled] to prevent the abuse of power and oppression, and
to constitute, really and truly, a constitutional govern-
ment. Calhoun, Works, I. 381.

A constitutional sovereign, Dom Pedro 11. , rules in Bra-
zil, and the thriving state of the country is owing to its

free institutions. Westminster liev., CXXV. 68.

5. Relating to, concerned with, or arising from
a constitution.

The ancient constitutional traditions of the state.

Macaulay.

The history of the three Lancastrian reigns has a double
interest ; it contains not only the foundation, consolida-
tion, and destruction of a fabric of dynastic power, but,
parallel with it, the trial and failure of a great constitu-
tional experiment. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 300.

Medieval London still waits for its constitutional histo-
rian. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 64.

Constitutional convention, in the United states : («)
The body of delegates from the several States which framed
the federal Constitution, sitting in Philadelphia from May
25th to September 17th, 1787. (b) A body of delegates
meeting under authority of Congress to frame a constitu-
tion of government for a new State ; or such a body con-
vened by a State legislature, in the prescribed manner,
to revise the existing constitution of the State.— Consti-
tutional monarchy. See monarchy.— Constitutional
Union party, in ll. S. hist., a party-name assumed in
the electoral contest of 1860 by the southern Whigs, wlio,
unwilling to join either the Republican or the Democratic
party, ignored the slavery (luestion in their public declara-
tions and professed no other political principles tlian at-
tacliment to the Constitution and the Union.

II. n. [Short for constitutional walk or exer-

cise. See I., 2.] Exercise by walking, for the
benefit of health.

Even the mild walks which are dignified with the name
of exercise there, how unlike the Cantab's constitutional
of eight miles in less than two hours.

C. A. Bristed, English University (2d ed.), p. 45.

constitutive

constitutionalism (kon-sti-tu'shon-al-izm), n,

[= F. constitution nalism e ; as constitutional +
4sm. ] 1 . The theory or prin ciple of a constitu-
tion or of constitutional government ; constitu-
tional rule or authority ; constitutional princi-
ples.

Louis Philippe became nearly absolute under the forma
of constitutionalism.

W. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser.
, p, 94.

The house of Guelph had no more natural love for con-
stitutionalism than any other reigning house.

The Century, XXVII. 69.

2. Adherence to the principles of constitu-
tional government.
constitutionalist (kon-sti-tii'shon-al-ist), n.

[= F. constitutionnaliste ; as constitutional +
-ist,'\ 1. A supporter of the existing constitu-
tion of government.— 2. An advocate of con-
stitutionalism, as opposed to other forms of
government,

Tlie alliance between the Holy See and the Italian Con-
stitutionalists was inconsistent with the principles of ab-
solutist rule to which Austria stood pledged.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 70.

Specifically— 3. {a) A framer or an advocate
of the French Constitution of 1791.

The revolutionists and constitutionalists of France.
Burke, To a Noble Lord.

(&) pi. [cap.'] A name assumed by a party in
Pennsylvania, about 1787, which favored the
retention of the State Constitution of 1776, and
opposed the substitution for it of a stronger
form of government.
Meantime the Anti-Federalists of Kew York and Vir-

ginia were pressing the Pennsylvania Constitutionalist

s

to rally once more, in the hope of reversing the favorable
action of that State.

J, Schouler, Hist. United States, I. 61.

(c) [c«7>.] A name assumed by the more mod-
erate faction of the Democratic-Republican
party in Pennsylvania during a few years after
1804: opposed to the ** Friends of the People"
or ''Conventionalists."

constitutionality (kon-sti-tu-shon-al'i-ti), n.

[= F. constitutionnalite, etc.; k^ constitutional
•^ -ity."] The quality of being constitutional, (a)
Inherence in the natural frame or organization : as, the
constitutionality of disease. [Rare.] (b) Conformity to the
constitution or organic laws and fundamental principles
of a constitutional government.

constitutionalize (kon-sti-tu'shon-al-iz), r. i.

;

pret. and pp. constitutionalized, ppr. constitu-

tionalizing, [< constitutional, w., 4- -i^e.'] To
take a walk for health and exercise, in the Eng-
lish universities, where this term originated, the usual time
for constitutionalizing is between 2 and 4 o'clock p. m.

Tlie most usual mode of exercise is walking— constitu-
tionalizing is the Cantab for it.

C. A. Bristed, English University (2d ed.), p. 19.

constitutionally (kon-sti-tu'shon-al-i), adv.
1. In accordance with, by virtue of, or with
respect to the natural frame or constitution of
mind or body ; naturally.

The English were constitutioiially humane. Hallam.

On the whole, the facts now given show that, though
habit does something towards acclimatisation, yet that the
appearance of constitutionally different individuals is a
far more effective agent.

Darxmn, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 305.

2. With a view to the benefit of one's physical
constitution.

livery morning the regular water-drinkers, Mr. Pick-
wick among the number, met each other in the pump-
room, took their quarter of a pint, and walked constitu-
tionally. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxvi.

3. In accordance with the constitution or frame
of government ; according to the political con-
stitution.

Even in France, the States-General alone could con^itu-
tionally impose taxes. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

constitutionary (kon-sti-tu'shon-a-ri), a. [=
F. constitutionnaire, < LL. cons'titutionarius,

prop. adj. (as a noim, one who has to do with
the copying of the imperial constitutions), < L.
constitutio{n-), constitution: see co7istitution.^

Constitutional. [Rare.]

COnstitutionist (kon-sti-tu'shon-ist),«. [< C07i~

stitution + -ist,^ One who adheres to or upholds
the constitution of the country; a constitution-

alist.

Const itntionists and anti-constitutionists.
Lord Bolitigbroke, Parties, xix.

constitutive (kon'sti-tii-tiv), a. [= F. consti-

tutif =z Sp. Pg. It. constitutivOj < L. as if *con-
stitutivuSy < constitutuSj pp. : see C07i3titute,'] 1.

Constituting, forming, or composing; constitu-
ent; elemental; essential.

An intelligent and constitutive part of every virtue.
Barrow,



constitutive

Individuality is as much a coiutitutice t^t of each human
Ijeing as la the trait which he siiowa in common with his

fellows. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. -228.

2. Having power to enact or establish ; insti-

tuting Constitutive difference. Same as comple-

tive difference (which see, under cumplelive).— Constitu-

tive mark, in logic, an essential mark ; one of the niarlis

containeil in the definition of a tiling.— Constitutive

principles. («) In lo(/ic .- (l) The two premises and tliree

terms of a syllogism : called maleriul constitutive princi-

ples. (2) The mood and flgure of syllogism : called/ormaf

coiutilulice principles. In both senses distinguished from

rerjulatim and reductive principles (which see, under the

adjectives). ((>) In the ^an!ui« jyAite., principles accord-

ing to which an object of pure intuition can be construct-

ed a priori : opposed to re<iulativc principles (whicli see,

under regiUaiive).— Constitutive use of a conception,
in the KaiUian philos., the holding of a conception to be

true as a matter of fact : opposed to the regulative use,

which consists in acting as if It were true.

constitutively (kon'sti-tu-tiv-li), adv. In a

constitutive manner.
constitutor (kon'sti-tii-tgr), n. [< L. constitu-

tor, < eoiistituere, pp. comtitiUus, constitute : see

constitute.^ 1. One who or that which consti-

tutes or makes up ; a constituent.

Elocution is only an assistant, bnt not a eonstitutor of

eloquence. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 7.

2. One who promises to pay the debt of another.

Rapalje and Lawrence.

constrain (kon-strau'), »• '• [< ME. constraiiien,

coHstreynen, "constreignen, < OP. constraindre,

constreindre, cunstraindre, costreindre, F. con-

traindre = Pr. costraigner = Sp. constreHir =
Pg. constranger, constringir = It. constringerc,

costrignere, < L. constringere, pp. constrictus (>

E. constringe and constrict, q. v.), bind together,

draw together, fetter, constrict, hold in check,

restrain, constrain, < com-, together, + strin-

gere, pp. strictus, draw tight: see strict, strin-

gent, strain^. Ct. distrain, restrain.'] 1. In gen-

eral, to exert force, physical or moral, upon,

either in urging to action or in restraining

from it; press; urge; drive; restrain. Hence
— 2. To urge with irresistible power, or with a
force suificieut to produce the effect ; compel

;

necessitate ; oblige.

The seke men be not constreyned to that Fast.
ilandeville. Travels, p. 134.

Me thynketh, syre Reson,

Men (holde eoiutreyne no clerke to knauene werkes.
Piers Plowman (C), vi. M.

1 was contlrained to appeal unto Cajsar. Acta xxviii. 19.

Cruel need
CoMtrain'd at, bat a better time has come.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Pardon us, c&natrained to do this deed
By the King's will.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I, 115.

3. To confine or hold by force ; restrain from
escape or action ; repress or compress ; bind.

How the atrait stays the slender waist constrain. Gay.

He binds in chains
The drowsy prophet, and his limbs constrains.

Ihyden.

4. To check; repress; hinder; deter.— 5t. To
force.

Her spotless chastity,

Inhuman traitors, you ctmstraiti'd and forc'd.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 2.

COnstrainable (kon-stra'na-bl), a. [< constrain

+ -tihic : = F. contraignable.] That may be
constrained, forced, or repressed; subject to

constraint or to restraint ; subject to compul-
sion.

Before Novatian's uprising, no man was constrainable to

confess publicly any sin. Hooker, Eecles. Polity, vi. 4.

constrained (kon-strand'), p. a. [Pp. of con-

strain, f.] Produced by constraint, especially

in opposition to nature ; manifesting constraint,
especially internal constraint or repression of

emotion : as, a constrained voice ; a constrained

manner.
The scars upon your honour ... he
Does pity, as constrained blemishes,
Nut as lieserv'd. Shak., A. and C, iii. 11.

constrainedly (kon-stra'ned-li), adr. By con-
straint ; by compulsion.
constrainer (kon-8tra'n6r), n. One who con-
strains.

constraint (kon-stranf), «. [< ME. constreint,

constreyntt; constrent, < OF. "constrainte, con-

trainte, F. contrainte, orig. fem. of "constraint,

contraint, pp. of constraindre, constrain : see

constrain.'] 1. Ii-resistible force, or its effect

;

any force or power, physical or moral, which
compels to act or to forbear action ; compul-
sion ; coercion ; restraint.

Feed the flock of God, . . . taking the oversight thereof,
not by constraint, but willingly. 1 Pet. v. 2.

Thro' long imprisonment and hard constraint.
Spenur, F. Q., I. x. 2.
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Commands are no constraints. If I obey them,
I do it freely. Milton, 8. A., 1. 1372.

Specifically— 2. Repression of emotion, or of

the expression of one's thoughts and feelings

;

hence, embarrassment : as, he spoke with con-

straint.

The ambassador and Fernandes were received by the
Benero with an air of constraint and coolness, though with
civility. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 315.

3. Inanalytical mech., the product of the mass of

a particle into the square of that velocity which,
compounded with the velocity the particle

would have if free, would give the actual velo-

city.— Degree of constraint, a one-dimensional geo-

metric condition Imposed upon the possible displacement
of a body or system of bodies. Thus, if one point of the

system be forced to remain on the surface of a given

sphere, one degree o/constraint is introduced ; if one point

be fi-xed, three degrees of constraint are introduced, etc.

—

Kinetic constraint, the condition that a point of a sys-

tem shall move in a given way.— Principle Of least con-
straint, in analytical mech., the principle that, when
there are connections between parts of a system, the mo-
tion is such as to make the sura of the constraints a mini-

mum.
The maximum and minimum principles have at last

assumed their final form in the Principle of Least Con-
straint establl-shed by Gauss. According to him, the move-
ments of a system of masses, however the masses may be
connected together, take place at every moment in the

utmost possible agreement with tiieir free movement, and
therefore under the least constraint. As measure of the

constraint, is taken the sum of the products of every mass
into the square of its departure from free motion.

Quoted in Mii\d, IX. 458.

= Syn. 1. Violence, necessity, coercion. See/orce, n.

constraintivet (kon-stran'tiv), a. [< constraint

+ -ifc] Having power to compel.

Not through any constraining necessity, or constrain-

live vow, but on a voluntary choice.
R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 127.

constrict (kon-strikt'), v. t [< L. constricttis,

pp. of constringere, draw together : see constrain,

constringe.
'i

1. To draw together in any part

or at any point by internal force or action ; con-

tract; cause shrinkage or diminution of bulk,

volume, or capacity in : as, to constrict a canal

or a duct.— 2. To compress in one part by ex-

ternal force ; squeeze ; bind ; cramp.

.Sucli things as co;w/ric( the fibres. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

constrict (kon-strikt ' ), a. [< L. constrictus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Same as constricted.

cons'fcricted (kon-strik'ted), p. a. [< constrict

-i- -c</'-2.] Drawn together ; compressed or con-

tracted; straitened; cramped: as, the middle

of an hour-glass is constricted. Specifically— (a) In

M. and med., contracted or tightened so as to be smaller

in some parts than in others : as, a constricted pod ; a con-

stricted urethra.

Some among the cells in the microscopic fields are seen

to be elongated and constricted into an hour-glass shape

in the middle. S. B. Uerrick, Plant Life, p. 32.

(6) In entom. : (1) Suddenly and disproportionally more
slender in any part : as, an abdomen constricted in the

middle. (2) Much more slender than the neighboring

parts : as. a constricted joint of the antenna.

constriction (kon-strik'shon). n. [= F. con-

striction = Pr. constriccio = Sp. constriccion =
Pg. constricfSo = It. costricione, < LL. constric-

tio{n-), < L. constringere, pp. constrictus, con-

strict: see constrain, constrict. '\ 1. The act

or process of constricting; the state of being

constricted, (a) A drawing together or into smaller

compass by some intrinsic means or action ; shrinkage in

one or more parts ; contraction. (4) The operation of com-
pressing by external force ; a squeezing or cramping by

pressing upon or binding; compression by extraneous

means.
2. The result of constricting; a constricted or

narrowed part.

Constrictipedes (kon-strik-ti-pe'dez), n. pi.

[NL. , < L. constrictus, drawn together, constrict-

ed (see constrict), + pes, pi. pedes, = E. foot.'\

In ornith., a subclass of birds, proposed by
Hogg in 1846 upon physiological considera-

tions : opposed to his Inconstrictipedes, and cor-

responding approximately with the Altrices of

Bonaparte and with the Psilopcedes or Gymno-
pwdes of Sundevall. [Not in use.]

constrictive (kon-strik'tiv), a. [= F. constric-

tif = Pr. costri'ctiu = Sp. Pg. constrictivo = It.

coslrettico, < LL. constrictivus, < L. constrictus,

pp. of constringerc, constrict: see constrain,

constrict.'] Tending to constrict, contract, or

compress.
constrictor (kon-strik'tor), n. and a. [= F. con-

stricteur = Spi'Pg. constrictor = It. constrittore,

costrittore, < NL. constrictor, < L. constringere,

pp. constrictus, constrict: see constrain, eon-

strict.'] I. n. 1. That which constricts, con-

tracts, or draws together ; specifically, in anat.,

a muscle which draws parts together, or closes

an opening; a sphincter: as, the constrictor ot

the esophagus.

construction

He supposed the constrictors of the eyelids must be
strengthened in the supercilious. Martinus Scriblerus.

2. A large serpent which envelops and crushes
its prey in its folds : as, the bosi-constrictor. See
boa.— 3. The technical specific name of the
common black-snake of North America, Basca-
nion constrictor. See cut under black-snake.—
Constrictor arcuum, one of the muscles connecting bran-
chial arches of each side in some of the lower vertebrates,

as ^»y)/i»Mi.— Constrictor Isthml faucium, the pala-
toglossus : a small muscle of tlie soft palate and tongue,
forming the posterior pillar of the fauces.— Constrictor
pharyugls superior, medlus, Inferior, the upper, mid-
dle, and lower pharyngeal constrictors, three muscles form-
ing most of the fieshy wall of the human pharynx, having
several attachments to the base of the skull, the lower jaw,
hyoid bone, larynx, etc.

H. «. Acting as a constrictor; constricting:

as, a constrictor muscle.
Constrictores (kon-strik-to'rez), n. pi. [NL.,

pi. of constrictor : see constrictor .~] In Oppel's

system of classification (1811), the constrictors,

a family of ophidians ; the boas and pythons of

the genera Boa and JSryx. See Boidcv, Fytho-

nida:

constringe (kon-strinj'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. con-

stringed, -pyr"constriuging. [< L. constringere,

draw together: see constrain, constrict.'] To
cause constriction in ; constrict or cause to con-

tract or pucker ; astringe.

Strong liquors . . . constringe, harden the fibres, and
coagulate the fluids. Arbuthnot.

On tasting it [water from the Dead Sea], my mouth was
constringed as if it had been a strong allum water.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 36.

constringent (kpn-strin'jent), a. [= F. con-

stringent = Sp. tg. constringente = It. costri-

gnente, < L. constringen(t-)s, ppr. of constringere,

constrict: see constrain, constringe.] Causing
constriction; having the quality of constrict-

ing, contracting, or puckering; extremely as-

tringent.

construct (kon-stmkt'), ''• [< L- constructus,

pp. of coHstruere (> It. costruire, construire = Sp.

Pg. construir = Pr. F. construire (> D. konstrue-

ren =' G. construiren = Dan. konstruere = Sw.
konstruera) ; cf . construe), heap together, build,

make, construct, connect grammatically (see

construe), < com-, together, + struere, heap up,

pile: see structure.] I. trans. 1. To put to-

gether the parts of in their proper place and
order; erect; build; form: as, to construct an
edifice or a snip.

Bivalve shells are made to open and shut, but on what
a number of patterns is tlie hinge constructed, from the

long row of neatly Interlocking teeth in a Nucula to the
simple ligament of a Mussel

!

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 187.

2. To devise and put into orderly arrangement

;

form by the mind ; frame ; fabricate ; evolve
the form of: as, to construct a story.

He constructed a new system. Johnson.

3t. To interpret or understand; construe.— 4.

To draw, as a figure, so as to fulfil given condi-

tions. See construction, 4. = syn. 1. To fabricate,

erect, raise.— 2. To invent, originate, frame, make, insti-

tute. See construe.

n. intrans. To engage in or practise con-

struction.

Demolition is undoubtedly a vulgar task ; the highest

glory of the statesman is to cmistruct.
Macaulay, Mirabeau.

construct (kon ' strukt), a. [< h. constructus,

pp. : see the verb.] In gram., constituting or

expressing connection as governing substan-

tive with the substantive governed— Construct
state, in Hebrew and other Semitic languages, the form
of a noun, generally characterized by shortened or changed
vowels, used before another uoun which in Indo-European
languages would be in the genitive case, or preceded by

of. It may therefore be translated by o/appended to the

governing noun, and the distinctive peculiarity, as com-
pared with the fanuly of languages last named, is that it

IS the governing and not the governed noun which is al-

tered in form.

Bel's consort was named Bellt (for belat III R. 7, col. I

3, on account of the preceding e), construct state of beltu,

"lady.
" Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 269.

constructor (kon-struk't6r), n. Same as con-

structor.

construction (kon-struk'shon), n. [= D. kon-

struktie = G. construction = Dan. Sw. konstruk-

tion, < F. construction = Pr. constructio, costructio

= Sp. construceion = Pg. construcqao = It. co-

struzione, < L. constructio{n-), < construere, pp.
constructus, construct: see construct, v.] 1.

The act of building or making; the act of de-

vising and forming ; fabrication.

From the raft or canoe ... to the coTistruction of a

vessel capable of conveying a numerous crew with safety

to a distant coast, the progress in improven\ent Is immense.
Hobertson.



construction

2. The way or form in which a thing is built

or made ; the manner of putting together the
parts, as of a building, a ship, a machine, or a
sj-stem; structure.

An astrolabe of peculiar coiistrtictioH. Whetcell.

3. That which is constructed ; a structure.

The period when these old coiistructions [mounds] were
deserted is . . . far back in the past.

J. D. Baldwin, Anc, America, p. 51.

4. In geotn., a figure drawn so as to satisfy

given conditions ; the method of drawing such
a figure with given mathematical instruments,
especially with rule and compasses.

Pi-opositions in geometry appear in a double form : they
express that a certain figure, drawn in a certain way, sat-

isfies certain conditions, or they require a figure to be so
constructed that certain conditions are satisfied. Tlie

first form is the theorem, the second the problem, of con-

struction. Petersen, tr. by Haagensen.

Two simple harmonic motions at right angles to one
another, and having the same period and phase, may be
compounded into a single simple harmonic motion by a
construction precisely tlie same as that of the rectangular
parallelogram of velocities.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 89.

6. In gram., syntax, or the arrangement and
connection of words in a sentence according to

established usages or the practice of good writ-

ers and speakers ; syntactical ari'angement.

What else there is, he jumbles together in such a lost

construction as no man, either letter'd or unletter'd, will

be able to piece up. Milton, Apology for Smectyranuus.

6. The act of construing; the manner of un-
derstanding or construing the arrangement of

words, or of explaining facts ; attributed sense
or meaning ; explanation ; interpretation.

He shall find the letter ; observe his construction of it,

Shak., T. N., ii. 3.

Fool wresting, and impossible construction.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

Wherein I have heretofore been faulty.

Let your constructions mildly pass it over.
Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 2.

Religion . . . produces ^ood will towards men, and
puts the mildest construction upon every accident that
befalls. Spectator, No. 483.

Specifically— 7. In law: (a) Interpretation; in-

telligent readingwith explanation, such as to de-

fine the meaning. (6) An altered reading of the
text of an instrument, designed to make clear an
ambiguity or uncertainty in its actual expres-
sion, or to show its application to, or exclusion
of, matters which upon its face are not clearly

included or excluded.— 8. Naut., the method
of ascertaining a ship's course by means of

trigonometrical problems and diagrams.— 9.

In music, the composition of a work according
to an appreciable plan.— 10. In the Kantian
philos., a synthesis of arbitrarily formed con-
ceptions— Construction of equations, in alrr., the
construction of a flKure representing the equation or equa-
tions.— Pregnant construction. See pregnant.

constructional (kon-struk'shon-al), a. [< con-

struction + -a?.] Pertaining to construction, in

any sense of that word; specifically, deduced
from construction or interpretation.

Symbolical grants and constructional conveyances.
WaterlanU, Charge on the Eucharist, p. 40.

But iron no longer greatly interests us except for interior
constructional expedients. Tfie Century, XXyill. 511.

COnstmctionally (kon-struk'shon-al-i), adv. 1.

In a constructional manner or use ; in construc-
tion.

The use of wood constructionallj/ should be discarded.
Workshop lUceipts, 2d ser., p. 292.

2. With reference to verbal construction; by
construing.

constructionist (kon-struk'shon-ist), n. [<
construction + -««<.] One who construes or
interprets law or the terms of an agreement,
etc.: generally with a limiting adjective.

—

Strict constructionist, one who favore exact and rigid

construction, as of laws ; specifically, in U. S. tiist., one who
advocates a strict construction of the provisions of the
Constitution of the United States, with especial reference
to the rights of the individual States. Tlie Anti-i'ederalist

party, the Democratic Republicans who succeeded them,
and the Democratic party have in general been strict con-
structionists ; the Federalists, Whigs, and modern Repub-
licans liave been chiefly l>road or loose constructionists.

construction-way (kon-struk'shon-wa), ». A
temporary way or road employed for the trans-
portation of the materials used in constructing
a railroad.

constructive (kpn-stmk'tiv), a. [= OF. and
F. comtructif= Pt. constrtictiu = Pg. eonstruc-

tivo, < L. as if 'constructivus, < constructus, pp.
of coftsfrtt^re, construct: see construct, v. '\ 1.

Capable of constructing, or of being employed
in construction ; formative ; shaping.

The constructive fingers of Watt, Fulton, Arkwright.
Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. SO.
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Emerson was not a great philosopher, because he had no

constructive talent,— he could not Ijuild a system of phi-

losophy. Ttie Century, XXVII. 925.

2. Relating or pertaining to the act or process
of construction; of the nature of construction.

He IMarkquard] brought in the received constructive

form of his day. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 65.

Architectural ornament is of two kinds, constructive and
decorative. By the former are meant all those contrivances,
such as capitals, brackets, vaulting shafts, and the like,

which serve to explain or give expression to the construc-
tion. J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 31.

Statistics are the backbone of constructive history.
The Athenwum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 47.

3. Afirrmative ; inferring a result from a rule
and the subsiunption of a case under the rule

:

applied to arguments.— 4. Deduced by con-
struction or interpretation; not directly ex-
pressed, but infen-ed; imputed, in contradis-
tinction to actual : applied, in law, to that which
amounts in the eye of the law to an act, irre-

spective of whether it was really and inten-
tionally performed.

Stipulations, expressed or implied, formal or construc-
tive. Paley.

The doctrine of constructive treason was terribly exem-
plified in the cases of Burdett, Stacy, and Walker.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 373.

Constructive contempt, delivery, dilemma, escape,
eviction, fraud, imprisonment, malice, mileage, no-
tice, trust, etc. Set- tlic nuuiis.— Constructive total
loss, in -marine insurancf, occurs wlicn the tiling insured
and damaged is not actually wholly lost, but recovery is

highly improbable, or recovery and repairs would cost

more than the thing would be worth after being repaired.
A right to recover against the insurers for a constructive
total loss is secured by notice of abandonment given by
the owners to the insurers.

constructively (kon-struk'tiv-li), adv. In a con-
structive manner. .Specifically— (a) By way of con-
struction or interpretation; by fair inference.

A neutral should have had notice of a blockade, either
actually, by a formal notice from the blockading power, or
constructively, by notice to his government.

Chancellor Kent, Com., I. § 147.

Ceremonials may be immoral in themselves, or construc-
tively immoral on account of their known symbolism.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 214.

(b) For the purpose of building or construction.

The Babylonians and Assyrians never seem to have used
stone constructively, except as the revetment of a terrace
wall.

'

J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 188.

COnstructiveness (kon-struk'tiv-nes), n. In
X>hren., the tendency to construct in general,

supposed not to be an independent faculty, but-
to take its particular direction from other fac-

ulties. It is said to be large in painters, sculp-

tors, mechanicians, and architects. See cut
under phrenology.

constructor (kon-struk'tor), n. [= F. construc-

teur (> D. konstrukteur = Dan. konstruktor) =
Sp. Pg. constructor = It. costrtittore, < ML. con-

structor, < L. construere, pp. constructus, build,

construct: see construct, v.'] 1. One who con-
structs or makes ; specifically, a builder.

A constructor of dials. Johnson, Rambler, Jso. 103.

Social courage is exactly the virtue in which the con-

structors of a government will always think themselves
least able to indulge. J. Morley, Burke, p. 140.

At present no question is exciting more attention among
our constructors than that of the strength of materials.

Science, III. 312.

2t. One who constructs or interprets.
Seeing no power but death can stoji the chat of ill

tongues, nor imagination of mens minds, lest my owne
relations of those hard euents might by some constructors

bee made donbtfuU, I haue thought it best to insert the
examinations of those proceedings.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 208.

Sometimes written constructer.

CMef constructor, in naval administration, the officer

charged with the general supervision of construction for

the navy. In the United States he is the head of the
Bureau of Construction and Repairs in the Navy Depart-
ment.— Naval constructor, an officer in the U. S. navy
bearing the relative rank of lieutenant.

constructure (kon-struk'tur), n. [< OF. con-

strncture = It. costruttura, < "ML. *constructura, <

L. construere, construct : see construct, and cf

.

structure.'] 1+. Construction; structure; fabric.

They shall the earth's constructure closely bind.
Blackmore.

2. In Scots law, a mode of industrial accession,

whereby, if a house be repaired with the ma-
terials of another, the materials accrue to the
owner of the house, full reparation, however,
being due to the owner of the materials.

construe (kon'stro or kon-stro'), v. t.; pret. and
pp. construed, ppr. construing. [Early mod. E.
often conster; < ME. construen, constrewen, con-
strue, interpret, < L. construere, construe, con-
struct: see construct, v.] 1. To arrange the

words of in their natural order; reduce the

words of from a transposed to a natural order.

consubstantiation

so as to demonstrate the sense; hence, inter-
pret, and, when applied to a foreign language,
translate : as, to cotistrue a sentence ; to con-
strue Greek, Latin, or French.

Children beeth compelled for to leve hire owne langage,
and for to construe hir lessouns and here thynges in
Frenche. . . . Now [A. D. 1387] ... in alle the graniere
scoles of Engelond, children leveth Frenche, and constru-
eth and lerneth an (in] Englische.

Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, ii. 159.

He [Virgil] is so very figurative that he requires, I may
almost say, a grammar apart to construe him.

Dryden, Pref. to Second Misc.

Hence— 2. To interpret; explain; show or un-
derstand the meaning of ; render.

If prophetic fire

Have warm'd this old man's bosom, we might construe
His words to fatal sense. Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

His [Stuyvesant's] haughty refusal to submit to the ques-
tioning of the conmiissioners wae construed into a con-
sciousness of guilt. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 299.

=Syn. Interpret, Render, etc. (see translate). Construe^
Construct. "To construe means to interpret, to show the
meaning ; to cotistruct means to build : we may construe a.

sentence, as in translation, or construct it, as in composi-
tion." A. S. Hill, Rhetoric, p. 50.

constupratet (kon'stu-prat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

constuprated, ppr. constuprating. [< L. constu-
pratus,pp. of constuprare, < com- (intensive) +
stuprare, ravish, < stuprum, defilement.] To
violate; debauch; deflower. Burton.

COnstuprationt (kon-stu-pra'shon), n. [= F.
constupration (obs.), < L. as if *c6nstupratio(n-),

< constuprare, pp. constupratus, ravish : see con-
stuprate.'] The act of ravishing; violation; de-
filement. Bp. Hall.

COnSUbsist (kon-sub-sisf), v. i. [< con- + sub-

sist.] To subsist together. [Rare.]

Two consubsisting wills.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. xxvi.

consubstantial (kon-sub-stan'shal), a. [=F.
consubstanticl = Sp. consitstancial = Pg. consub-

stancial = It. consustanziale, < LL. consubstan-

tialis, < L. com-, together, + substantia, sub-
stance : see substance, substantial.] Having the
same substance or essence ; coessential.

Christ Jesus, . . . coeternal and C07isubstantiai with the
Father and with the Holie Ghost.

Bradford, in Foxe's Martyrs, p. 1058.

" Consubstantial with the Father " is nothing more than
" really one with the Father," being adopted to meet the
evasion of the Arians.

J. II. Ne^cman, Gram, of .-Vssent, p. 138.

consubstantialism (kon-sub-stan'shal-izm), n.

[< consubstantial + -ism.] The doctrine of eon-
substantiality.

consubstantialist (kon-sub-stan'shal-ist), n.

[< consubstantial + -ist.] One who believes that
the Fatlier, tlie Son, and the Holy Ghost exist

in consubstantiality.

consubstantiality (kon-sub-stan-shi-al'j-ti), n.

[= F. consubstantialitc = Sp. consustuntialidad
= Pg. consubstanciulidade = It. consusianzialitA,

< LL. consubstantialita(t-)s, < consubstantiulis,

consubstantial: see consubstantial.] The qual-

ity of being consubstantial ; existence in the
same substance

;
participation in the same na-

ture : as, the coetemity and consubstantiality ot
the Son with the Father.

Can the answerer himself unriddle the secrets of the
Incarnation, fathom the undivided Trinity, or theco7wt/6-

stantiality of the Eternal Sou, with all his readings and ex-

aminations ? Dryden, Duchess of York's Paper Defended.

COnsubstantially (kon-sub-stan'shal-i), adv.

In a consubstantial manner.
consubstantiate (kon-sub-stan'shi-at),f.; pret.

and pp. comtttbstantiatcd, ppr. consubstantiating.

[< NL. consubstantiatus, pp. of consubstantiare,

< L. com-, together, -t- substantia, substance : see

substance, substantiate, and cf. consubstantial.]

I. trans. To unite in one common substance
or nature, or regard as so united. [Rare.]

They are driven to consuhstantiate and incorporate
Christ with elements sacramental, or to transubstantiate

and change their substance into his ; and so the one to

hold him really, but invisibly, moulded up with the sub-

stance of these elements— the other to hide him under
the only visible shew of bread and wine, the substanje
whereof, as they imagine, is abolished, and his succeeded
in the same room.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 5 67 (Ord MS.).

II. intrans. To profess the doctrine of con-

substantiation.

The consubstantiating Church and priest

Refuse communion to the Calvinist.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, 1. 102(i

consubstantiate (kon-sub-stan'shi-at), a. [<

ti\j.ronsubstantiatus,pp.: see the verb.] Same
as consubstantial. Feltham.

consubstantiation (kon-sub-stan-shi-a ' shon )

,

H. [= F. consubstantiation = Sp. consustand-

acion = Pg. consubstanciagao = It. consuatanjii-



consubstantlation

azione, < NL. cotisubstantiatio{n-), < consubstanti-

are: see consitbstantiate, c] The doctrine that
the body and blood of Christ coexist in and
with the elements of the eucharist, although
the latter retain their nature as bread and wine

:

opposed to the Koman Catholic doctrine of tran-

Sllbstailtiatioil. The term cuiisubslaiilialioti yfas em-
ployed in the doctrinal controversies of the Reformation
by non-Lutheran writers, to designate the Lutheran view
of tlie Saviour's presence in the Holy Supper. The Lutheran
Church, however, has never used or accepted this term to
express her view, but has always and repeatedly rejected
it, and the meaning it conveys, iu her official declarations.

They [the Lutherans] believe that the real body and
blood of our Lord is united in a mysterious manner,
through the consecration, with the bread and wine, and
are received with and under them in the sacrament of the
Lord's supper. This is called co/WMft^fa/jfrnfjon. Hooker.

They, therefore, err, who say that we believe in impa-
nation, or that Christ is in the bread and wine. Nor are
tliose correct who charge us with believing subpanation,
that Ciirist is under the form of bread and wine. And
equally groundless is the charge of coiutubstantiatioji, or
the belief that the body and blood of Christ are changed
into one substance with the bread and wine . . . But
the Lutheran Church maintains that the Savior fulfils his
promise, and is actually present, especially present in the
Holy Supper in a manner not comprehensible to us and
not defined in the Scriptures. Mogheiiii (trans.).

consuetude (kon'swe-tiid), n. [< MK. consue-
tude, < OF. consuetude, consietude = OSp. consue-
tud = It. consuetudine, < L. consuetudo (-tudin-),

custom: see custom.'] 1. Cvistom; usage.

I may notice that habit is formed by the frequent repe-
tition of the same action or passion, and that this repe-
tition is called connuetude or custom.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., x.

A series of consistent judgments [in Roman law] of this
sort built up was in the strictest sense a law based on con-
tttetude. Encyc. Brit., XX. 698.

2. That to which one is accustomed ; habitual
association ; companionship.

Let us sucic the sweetness of those affections and con-
guetudfi that grow near us. These old shoes are easy to
the feet. ' Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 218.

consuetudinal (kon-swe-tu'di-nal), a. [< OF.
consuetiidinal, < ML. "con»uetudinaUs (in adv.
consuetudinaliter, according to custom), < L.
consuetudo (-tudin-), custom : see consuetude,
custom.] Customary.
consuetudinary (kon-swe-tu'di-na-ri), a. and n.

r= OF. consuetiidinaire, V. consuetudinaire =
Sp. Pg. It. consuetudinario, < LL. consuetudi-
narius, < L. consuetudo (-tudin-), custom: see
con.iuvtude, custom.] I. a. Customary Con-
suetudinary "r customary law (in contradistinction
to writtfn or gtntnfory law), that law which is derived liy

immemorial custom from remote antiquity. Such is tlie

common law of Scotland.

These provinces [Navarre and the Basque], until quite
recently, rigidly insisted upon compliance with t'leir con-
ttutudinary law. Encyc. Brit., IX. 810.

H. n. ; pi. consuetudinaries (-riz). [< ML.
eonsuetudinarius (sc. L. liber, a book), a ritual
of devotions: see I.] A book containing the
ritual and ceremonial regulations of a monas-
tic holise or order; an ordinal or directory for
religious houses, or for cathedrals and colle-
giate churches observing monastic discipline.
[Bare.]

A ennmutudinarii of the Abbey of St. Edmunds Bury.
Baker, MS. Catalogue by Masters, Cambridge, p. 61.

Without noticing the title of St. Usmund's hook, our
chronicler describes its object to l»e that of regulating the
ecclesiastical service ; and he ranks it among those writ-
ings which, by the usage of the period, were known under
one indiscriminating appellation, Cfm^uetudinary.

Mock, Church of our Fathers, i. 11.

consul (kon'sul), m- [< ME. consul = OF. and
F. consul = Pr. consol, cossol = Sp. Pg. consul
= It. console, consolo = D. konsul = G. consul =
Dan. Sw. konsul, < L. consul, OL. consol, cosol,

a consul
;
prob. < consulere, deliberate, consult

:

see consult, counsel.] 1. One of the two chief
magistrates of the ancient Koman republic, an-
nually chosen in the Campus Martius. in the
first ages of Rome they were both elected from patrician
or noble families, but about 367 B. c. the i>eople obtained
the privilege of electing one of the consuls frtnu among
themselves, and sometimes both were plebeians. The office
of consul was retained under the empire, but was confined
chiefly to judicial functions, the presidency of the sen-
ate, and the charge of public games, and was ultimately
stripped of all power, though remaining the highest dis-
tinction of a subject ; it was often assumed by the emper-
ors, and finally disappeared in the sixth century A. D.

2. In French hint., the title given to the three
supreme magistrates of the French republic
after the dissolution of the Directory in 1799.
.Napoleon Bonaparte had the title of first consul, and his
colleagues were Cambaci^rts and Lebrun. The first con-
sul was the chief executive ; he promulgated laws, named
members of council of state, ministers, and ambassadors,
etc.. the secoTid and third consuls having only a delibera-
tive voice. By popular vote .\a[>olcon was chosen consul
for life August 2<l, 1802, ami by a vote of the senate, May
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18th, 1804, consular government was abolished, and he
was proclaimed emperor.

3. In international law, an agent appointed and
commissioned by a sovereign state to reside in
a foreign city or town, to protect the interests
of its citizens and commerce there, and to col-
lect and forward information on industrial and
economic matters. He does not usually repre-
sent his government as a diplomatic agent in
any sense.

The commercial agents of a government, residing in
foreign parts and charged with the duty of promoting the
commercial interests of the state, and especially of its in-
dividual citizens or subjects, are called consuls.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 95.

4t. A senator of Venice.
Many of the consuls . . .

Are at the duke's already.
Shak., Othello, i. 2.

COnsulaget (kon'sul-aj), n. [< OF. consulage,
consulaif/e ; as consul + -age.] A consulate.
At Council we debated the buisiiiesse of the Consulage

of Leghome. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 8, 1672.

consular (kon'gu-lar), a. and «. [(ME. cotisu-

ler, n., a consul) = F. consulaire = Sp. Pg. con-
sular = It. consolare, consulare, < L. consularis,
<. consul, a, consul: see consul.] I. a. 1. Per-
taining to the consuls in ancient Rome, or in
recent times in France, or to their office

;
per-

taining to or characterized by the office of con-
sul : as, the consular power ; a consular govern-
ment. See consul.— 2. In international law,
pertaining to or having the fimctions of a con-
sul (see consul, 3) : as, the consular service.

—

Consular agent, an officer of a grade subordinate to that
of consul, stationed at foreign ports of small commercial
importance, and charged with duties similar to those of
a consul, or vice-consul.— Consular fees, the privileged
fees or perquisites charged by a consul for his official cer-
tificates.

U. n. 1. In ancient Rome: (a) An ex-con-
sul, and also, under the empire, one who had
held the insignia of a consul without the office.

Juli Cesar first being eomulor & eft sone the first em-
prowr of Ronie. -^oye, Exposicion of Daniel.

(ft) The governor of an imperial province.

—

2t. A consul.

The pride of the consulers.
Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 6.

consulate (kon'su-lat), n. [= F. co«*ttte< = Sp.
Pg. consulado = It.consolato = D. konsulaat =
G. con^ulat = Dan. Sw. konsulat, < L. consula-
tus, office of a consul, < consul, a consul: see
consul and -atcS.] 1. The office of a consul, in
either the political or the legal sense of that
word.

After the Alexandrian expedition the Venetians, whose
commerce was suffering, ])revailed on Peter to treat for a
peace with Egypt, which was to establish Cypriot cojisu-

lates and reduce the customs in the ports of the Levant.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 105.

2. In international law : (a) The office or juris-

diction of a consul.

By this [the law of 1865] the President was ordered to
make new appointments to all the consulates, which were
thereby declared vacant.

Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 45.

(ft) The premises officially occupied by a con-
sul.— 3. Government by a consul or consuls;
specifically, the government which existed in
France from the overthrow of the Directory,
November 9th, 1799, to the establishment of
the empire, May 18th, 1804. See consul, 2.

Would not the world have thought . . . that the cour-
age I exerted in my consulate was merely accidental ?

H'. Melmoth, tr. of Cicero, VI. i.

consulate-general (kon'su-lat-jen'e-ral), n.

The office or jurisdiction of a consul-general.

The Italian Government has from time immemorial re-

fused to recognize a consul as a diplomatic officer, and
even, until Mr. Marsh induced them to relax the rule, to
allow the consulate-(jeneral of any foreign country to be
established in the same place as its legation.

The Nation, Dec. 6, 1883.

consul-general (kon'sul-jen'e-ral), n. A dip-
lomatic oiKcer having the supervision of all the
consulates of his government in a foreign coun-
try ; a chief consul. Abbreviated C. G.
The .salaries of the comtttls-r/eneral vary from $4,000, as

at -Antwerp, to $10,000, as at Cairo and Calcutta.
Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 94.

consulship (kon'sul-ship), n. [< consul+ -ship.]

The office or the term of office of a consul, in

either the political or the diplomatic sense of the
word: as, the consulship of Cicero. See consul.

consult (kon-sulf), V. [< F. consulter = Sp.
Pg. consuliar = It. consultnre, < L. consultare,

deliberate, consult, freq. of consulere, pp. con-
sultus, deliberate, consider, reflect upon, con-
sult, ask advice, < com-, together, + -.lulere, of
uncertain origin: see consul and counsel,] I,

consultatory

trans. 1. To ask advice of; seek the opinion
of as a guide to one's own judgment ; have re-
course to for information or instruction : as, to
consult a friend, a physician, or a book.
They were content to consult libraries. Whewell.

He gives an account of this episode in his career, which
is well worth consulting. A. Dobson, Int. to Steele, p. xxxv.

2. To have especial reference or respect to, in
judging or acting; consider; regard.

We are ... to consult the necessities of life, rather than
matters of ornament and delight. Sir R. L'Estrange.

The senate owns its gratitude to Cato,
Who with so great a soul consults its safety.

Addison, Cato, ii. 3.

Ere fancy you consult, consult your purse.
Franklin, Way to Wealth.

3f. To plan, devise, or contrive.

Thou hast consulted shame to thy house by cutting off

many people. Hab. ii. 10.

II. intrans. 1. To seek the opinion or advice
of another, for the purpose of regulating one's
own action or judgment: followed by with.

Rehoboam consulted with the old men. 1 Ki. xii. 6.

He who prays, must con^Ut first with his heart.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvi.

2. To take counsel together; confer; deliber-
ate in common.

Let us consult upon to-morrow's business.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

COnsultt (kon-sulf or kon'sult), n. [= F. con-
suite = Sp. Pg. It. consulta, < ML. consultus, a
council, consulta, deliberation, L. consuUnm, a
consultation, a decree, resolution, masc, fem.,
and neut., respectively, of L. consultus, pp. of
consulere, consult: see consult, v.] 1. A meet-
ing for consultation or deliberation ; a council.

But in the latter part of his [Charles II. 's] life ... his
secret thoughts were communicated but to few ; and those
selected of that sort who were . . . able to advise him in
a serious consult. Dryden, Ded. of King Arthur.

Immediately the two main Iwdies withdrew, under tlieir

several ensigns, to the farther parts of the library, and
there entered into cabals and consults upon the present
emergency. Swi/t, Battle of Books.

2. The act of considting; the effect of consul-
tation; determination.

All their grave consults dissolved in smoke.
Dryden, Fables.

COnsultable (kon-sul'ta-bl), a. [= F. consulta-
ft/f, etc.; a,s consult, v., + -able.] Able or ready
to be consulted.

consultant (kgn-sul'tant), «. [< F. consultant,
orig. pp. of cmisulter, consult : see consult, v.] A
physician who is called in by the attending phy-
sician to give counsel in a case.

consultary (kon-sul'ta-ri), a. [< consult +
-«n/i.] Relating to consultation Consultary
response, the opinion of a court of law on a special case.

consultation (kon-sul-ta'shon), «. [= F. con-
sultation = Sp. consultacion = Pg. consultafao
= It. consultazione, < L. consultatio(n-), a con-
sultation, < consultare, pp. consultatus, consult:
see consult, v.] 1. The act of consulting; de-
liberation of two or more persons with a view
to some decision ; especially, a deliberation in
which one party acts as adviser to the other.

He [Henry I.] first instituted the Fonn of the High Court
of Parliament ; for before bis Time only certain of the No-
bility and Prelates of the Realm were called to consulta-
tion about the most important Affairs of State.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 40.

Thus they their doubtful consultations dark
Ended. Milton, P. L., ii. 4£6.

2. A meeting of persons to consult together;
specifically, a meeting of experts, as physicians
or counsel, to confer about a specific ease.

A consultation was called, wherein he advised a saliva-
tion. Wiseman, Surgery.

Writ of consultation, in Eng. law, a writ whereby a
cause, removed by prohibition from the ecclesiastical couii.
to the king's court, is sent back to the former court : so
called because the judges, on consultation or deliberation,
and comparison of the libel with the suggestion of the party
at whose instance the removal is made, find that the sug-
gestion is false, and that the cause has been wr<tngfully
removed.

consultative (kon-sul'ta-tiv), a. [= F. consul-
tat if. < Ij. as if "consultativus, < consultatus, pp.
of consultare, consult: see consult, v., and cf.

consultive.] Pertaining to consultation; hav-
ing the function of consulting ; ad-visory.

He laid down the nature and power of the synod, as only
considtative, decisive, and declarative, not coactive.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 331.

Evidence coming from many peoples in all times shows
that the considtative body is, at the outset, nothing more
than a council of war. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 491.

consultatory (kon-sul'ta-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

*consultatorius, i consultatus, pp. of considtare,

consult: see consult, v., a,ndi -atory,] Advisory.



consolter

COnsulter (kon-sul'ter), «. One who consults,

or asks counsel or information : as, a consulter

with familiar spirits.

consulting (kon-sul'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of con-

sult, i: ; in comp. the verbal n. of consult, v., used

attributively.] Acting in consultation or as an
adviser; making a business of giving profes-

sional ad\nce: as, a consulting barrister; a con-

sulting/ physician ; a consulting accountant.

COnstdtive (kon-sul'tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. con-

sultiro; as consult + -ire. Cf. consultative.']

Pertaining to consultation ; determined by con-

sultation or reflection ; maturely considered.

He that remains in tlie grace of God sins not by any de-

liljerate, consultive, knowing act.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), I. 770.

consultivelyt (kon-sul'tiv-li), adv. In a con-

sultive manner ; "deliberately.

consumable (kgn-su'ma-bl), a. [=JP. consu-
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I consume

In languishing affections for that trespass.
Ford, Broken Heart; iii. 2

2. To be destroyed as by use, burning, etc. : as,

the fire was lighted, and the wood consumed
away.

apace, but he must & would keepe sufficient for them
selves & their returne.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 79.

consumptive

COnsummator (kon'sum-a-tor), n. [= F. con-

sommateur = Sp. consumador = Pg. consumma-
dor = It. consummatore, < LL. consummator,
< L. consummare, pp. corisummatus, complete

:

see consummate, v.] One who consummates,
completes, or brings to perfection.

What heard they daly? . . . that victells eormnned conSUmmatoiTV (kon-sum'a-to-ri), a. [< con

summatc -t- -ori/.] Tending or intended to con-

summate or make perfect. Donne. [Rare.]

consumedly (kon-su'med-li), ad,: [Said to be consumptt. «. [ME.,< L. consumptus, consumed,

a"orruptionofco««Mmmate4.] Greatly; huge- pp^of^c<"'S«»«ere, consume : see consume.-] Con-

ly; mightily. [Slang.]

I believe they talk'd of me, for they laugh'd consumedly.
Farqidiar, Beaux Stratagem, iii. 1.

consumeless (kon-siim'les), a. [< consume +
-less.] Unconsumable. [Bare.]

How the purple waves
Scald their consumeless bodies !

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 14

mable, etc.; kscoivsume + -able.] Capable of consumer (kon-sii'mfer), n. 1. One who con
being consumed, dissipated, or destroyed ; de

structible.

Asbestos doth truly agree in this common quality as-

cribed unto both, of being incombustible, and not consum-

able by flre. Bp. Wilhins, Math. Magick.

consumah, consumar (kon'sum-a, -ar), «.

[Also -VNTitteu coniiummah, consummar, and con-

sammar; repr. Hind. Ichansdmdn, a house-stew-

ard or butler, perhaps < khwdn, a tray, + samdn,

effects.] In the East Indies, a servant having

charge of the supplies; especially, a house-

steward or butler.

The kansaniah may be classed with the house-steward

and butler, both of which offices appear to unite in this

servant. T. Williamson, East India Vade Mecum.

consume (kon-sum'), ''•
;
pret. and pp. consumed,

ppr. consuming. [< ME. consumen = D. konsu-

meren = G. consumiren= Dan. honsumere = Sw.
consumera, < OF. coMumer, F. consumer = Sp.

Pg. consumir = It. conswmare, < L. consumere,

eat, consume, use up, destroy, lit. take together

or wholly, < com-, together, + sumere, take,

contr. of *subimere, < sub, under, from under,

+ emere, buy, orig. take : see emption. Cf. as-

sume, desume, presume, resume.] I. trans. 1.

To destroy by separating into parts which can-

not be reunited, as by decomposition, burning,

or eating; devour; use up; wear out; hence,

destroy the substance of; annihilate.

A vulture or eagle stood by him, which in the day-time

gnawed and coiisxtmed his liver.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii.

Where two raging fires meet together,

They do eonsumt the thing that feeds their fury.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

Fear and grief

Convulse us and consume us day by day.

Shelley, Adonais, xxxix.

Specifically— 2. To destroy by use ; dissipate

or wear out (a thing) by applying it to its natu-

ral or intended use : as, only a small part of the

produce of the West is consumed there ; in an
unfavorable sense, waste ; squander: as, to con-

sume an estate.

Ye ask, and receive not, because ye ask amiss, that ye

may consume it upon your lusts. Jas. iv. 3.

Italy with Silkes and Velvets consume our chiefe Com-
modities. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 128.

It would require greater sumes of money to furnish such

a voiage, and to fltt them with necessaries, then their con-

sumed estats would amounte too.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 26.

There are numerous products which may be said not to

admit of being consumed otherwise than nonproductively.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. iii. § 5.

3. Tb cause to waste away ; make thin.

He became miserably worn and consumed with age.

Bacon, Moral Fables, ii.

He was consumed to an anatomy, . . . having nothing

left but skin to cover his bonea.
R. Knox (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 352).

4. To bring to utter ruin ; exterminate.

Let me alone, . . . that I may consume them.
Ex. xxxii. 10.

I'll be myself again, and meet their furies,

Meet, and consume their mischiefs.

Fletcher (and another). False One, iv. 2.

5. To make use of; employ the whole of; fill

out ; spend : with reference to time.

Thus in soft anguish he consumes the day.
Thotnson, Spring, I. 1033.

The day was not long enough, but the night, too, must
be amsuined in keen recollections.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 159.

= SyiL Devour, etc. (see eat); swallow up, use up, engulf,

absorb, lavish, dissipate, exlmust

n. intrans. 1. To waste (away); become
wasted or attenuated.

Their flesh, . . . their eyes, . . . their tongue shall con-

tume away. Zech. xiv. 12.

sumes, destroys, wastes, or spends ; that which
consumes.
Time, the consumer of things, causing much time and

paines to bee spent in curious search, that wee might pro-

duce some light out of darknesse.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 337.

The consumers of the energy stored in the fly-wheel of

an engine are the machines in the mill.

R. S. Ball, Exper. Mechanics, p. 267.

2. Specifically, inpolit. econ., one who destroys

the exchangeable value of a commodity by
using it : the opposite of producer.

No labour tends to the permanent enrichment of society

which is employed in producing things for the use of un-

productive consumers. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ. , I. iii. § 5.

consumingly (kon-su'ming-li), adv. In a con-

suming manner.
consummah, consummar, «. See consumah.

consummate (kou-sum'at or kon'sum-at), v. t.
;

prot. and pp. cousummated, ppr. consummating.

[< L. consummatus, pp. of consummare (> It. con-

summare = Pr. Sp. consumar = Pg. consummar
= F. consommer), sum up, make up, finish, com-
plete, < com-, together, -t- summa, a sum : see

sum"^, summation.] 1. To finish by completing

what was intended
;
perfect ; bring or carry to

the utmost point or degree ; carry or bring to

completion ; complete ; achieve.

During the twenty years which followed the death of

Cowper, the revolution in English poetry was fully co7i-

summated. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

Samuel Adams . . . had done more than any one man
to consummate the ideas of the New England leaders, and

to advance the progress of Revolution.
Ttieodore Parker, Historic Americans, iv.

Specifically— 2. To complete (a marriage) by
sexual intercourse.

consummate (kon-sum'at), a. [= Sp. consu-

ado = Pg. consummado = It. consummato, <

1,. consummatus, y-p.: see the verb.] Complete;
perfect ; carried to the utmost extent or de-

gree: as, consummate felicity; consummate hy-

pocrisy.

The bright consummate flower. Milton, P. L., v. 481.

A Person of an absolute and consummate Virtue should

never be introduced in Tragedy.
Addison, Spectator, No.

"""

sumed.
It is nat seven to knowe hem that ben dede and con-

sumpt. Chaucer, Boijthius.

Slayn thanne the aduersaries with a great veniaunce,

and vnto the death almost consumpt.
Wyclif. Josh. X. 20 (Oxf.).

consumpt (kon-sumpf), n. [< ML. as if "con-

sumptus, consumption (cf. L. sumptus, expense),

< L. consumptus, pp. of consumere, consume:
see consume.] Consumption : as, the produce
of grain is scarcely equal to the consumpt. [Old

Eng. and Scotch.]

consumption (kon-sump'shon), n. [= F. con-

somption = Pr. consumpcio = Sp. consuncion =
Pg. consump^do = It. consunzione, < L. consump-
tio(n-), a consuming, wasting, < consumere, pp.
consumptus, consume: see consume] 1. The
act of consuming ; destruction as by decompo-
sition, burning, eating, etc. ; hence, destruction

of substance; annihilation. Specifically— 2.

Dissipation or destruction by use ; injtolit. econ.,

the use or expenditure of the products of in-

dustry, or of anything having an exchangeable
value.

Every new advance of the price to the consumer is anew
incentive to him to retrench . . . his consutnptinn,

Burke, A Regicide Peace, iii.

The distinction of Productive and Unproductive is appli-

cable to Consumption as well as to La\x)ur. All the mem-
bers of the community are not labourers, but all are con-

sumers, and consume either unproductively or produc-

tively. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. iii. $ 5.

The first proposition of the theory of consumption is, that

the satisfaction of every lower want in the scale creates a

desire of a higher character. Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 46.

3. The state of being wasted or diminished.

The mountains themselves [Etna and Vesuvius] have not

suffered any considerable diminution or consumption.
Woodward.

4. In med. : (a) A wasting away of the flesh

;

a gradual attenuation of the body
;
progressive

emaciation: a word of comprehensive signifi-

cation. (6) More specifically, a disease of the

lungs accompanied by fever and emaciation, of-

ten but not invariably fatal : called technically

phthisis, or phthisis pulmonaris. See phthisis

and tuberculosis.

Such are Kingseuils, Dropsie, Gout, and Stone,

Blood-boyling Lepry, and Consumption.
Syh-ester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.,The Furies.

COnsumptionalt (kqn-sump'shon-al), a. [< con-

sxtmption + -al.\ Consumptive. Fuller.

COnsumptionaryt (kqn-sump'shon-a-ri), a. [<

consumption + -ary^.] Consumptive.

His wife being eonsumptionary, and so likely to die with-

out child. Bp. Gauden, Bp. Brownrigg, p. 20«.

An accomplished hypocrite ... who had acted with COnSUmptionert (kon-sump'shon-6r), ». l< COn

consummate skill the character of a good citizen and a

good friend. Macaulay, History.

By one fatal error of tactics he [Fox] completely wrecked

his cause, while the young minister who was opposed to

him conducted the conflict with consummate judgment
as well as indomitable courage.

Lecky, Eng. in ISth Cent., xv.

consummately (kon-sum'at-li), adv. Com-
pletely; perfectly.

consummation (kon-su-ma'shon), »i. [= F.

consommation = Sp. consumacion = Vg. consum-

ma<;ao = It. consumazione, < L. con»ummatio(n-),

< consummare, pp. consummatus, finish: see

consummate, v.] Accomplishment; completion;

end; the fulfilment or conclusion of anything:

as, the consummation of one's wishes, or of an
enterprise.

By a sleep, to say we end
The heart-ache, and the thousand natural shocks

That flesh is heir to—'tis a conaummation
Devoutly to be wish'd. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

The just and regular process . . . from its original to

its consummation. Addison, Spectator.

Consummation of marriage, in law, its completion by

sexual intercourse.— Consummation of the mass, in

the (Jiillican liturgies, the last |.cist-conimunion prayer.

COnsummati'Ve (kon-sum'a-tiv), a. [= Sp. con-

sumativo, < L. as ii*consunmatiinis, < consumma-
tus, pp. of consummare, finish : see consummate,

v.] Pertaining to consummation; consummat-
ing ; final.

The final, the consummative procedure of philosophy.
Sir W. Hamilton.

sumption + -f?-l.] ' 1. One who consumes; a

consumer. Davenant. [Rare.]— 2. A retailer.

These duties, which were in addition to the ordinary

customs duties, were to be paid by the consumptioner, as

the retailer wag termed.
S. Dovxll, Taxes in England, II. 35.

COnsumpti'Ve (kqn-snmp'tiv), a. and n. [= F.

consomptif= Sp" It. consuntiro = Pg. consump-

tiro, < L.'as if 'consumptivus, < consumptus, pp.

of consumere: see consume.] I. a. 1. Destruc-

tive; wasting; exhausting; having the quality

of consuming or dissipating.

Consumptive of time.
Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, Pref.

A long consumptive war is more likely to break this grand

alliance than disable France. Addison, State of tlie \\ ar.

2. In med., pertaining to or of the nature of

consumption, or phthisis pulmonaris.— 3. Af-

fected with a consuming disease ; specifically,

having or predisposed to consumption: a.s, a

consumptive person ; a consumptive constitution.

The lean consumplitv. wench, with coughs decayed.

Is called a pretty, tight, and slender maid. Dryden.

While that [the Body] droops and sinks under the bur-

den, the Soul may !« as vigorous and active in such a con-

sumptive state of the Body as ever it was before.

Stillinrj^rleft, Sermons. I. xu.

4. Relating to or designed for consumption or

destruction ; specifically, in recent use, pertain-

ing to or designed for consumption by use : as,

a consumptive demand for hops.



consumptive

They that make consumptive oblations to the creatures

;

as the Coliyridians, who olfered cakes, and those that

burnt incense or candles to the Virgin ilary.
Jer. Taylor, Works (e(l. 1S85), I. 577.

H. n. One who suffers from consumption, or

phthisis Consumptlve's-weed, the bears-weed of

California, Kriudtjcti'ni ghttiiiosum, an evergreen resinous

shrub, of the natural order HydrophiiUacece.

consumptively (kon-sump'tiv-ll), adv. In a
consumptive manner ; in a way ciiaracteristie

of or tending to consumption.
consumptiveness (kon-sump'tiv-nes), «. The
state of being consumptive, or a tendency to

consumption.
consute (kon-suf), a. [< L. consutus, pp. of eon-

suerc, sew together, stitch, < com-, together, +
suere = E. sew.'] In entom., having one or more
regular series of slight and somewhat distant

elevations differing in color from the rest of the

surface, so as to resemble lines of stitching, as

the elrtra of certain beetles.

consutilet, « [< L. 'comutiUs. sewed together,

< coKSitlux, pp. of consuere, sew together: see

consute.] Stitched together. Bailey.

contabescence (kon-ta-bes'ens), n. [= F. con-

tabescence ; as contaiescent + -ce^: see -ckcc]

1. In meil., a wasting disease; atrophy, maras-
mus, or consumption.— 2. In bot., an abnormal
condition of flowers, in which the anthers be-

come defective and the pollen becomes inert

or wanting.
contabescent (kon-ta-bes'ent), a. [= F. conta-

bescent, < L. contabescen{t-)s, ppr. of contabes-

cere, waste away gradually, < com- (intensive)

-f- tabescere, waste away, < tabes, a wasting: see

tabes.^ 1. Wasting away.— 3. In bot., char-

acterized by contabescence.

In several plaits, . . . many of the anthers were either

shrivelled or contained brown and tough or pulpy matter,

without any good iwllen-grains, and they never shed their

contents ; they were in the state designated by Gartner as

mtUabeiceiit. Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 193.

contabulatet, v. t. [< L. contabulatus, pp. of

contuhidare, cover with boards, < com-, together,

-t- tabula, a board, table : see table, tabulate.]

To plank or floor with boards. Jiaileij. Also
cotabuUite.

contabulationt, «• [*^ L- contabulatio(n-), <

eontabulare, pp. eonta6«/«tM*', coverwith boards:
see contabulate.] The act of laying with boards,
or of flooring ; the floor laid. E. Phillips, 1706.

contackt, ». See conteck.

contacourt, «. See conteckour.

contact (kon'takt), n. [= F. contact= Sp. Pg.
contacto = It. contatto, < L. contactus, a touching,
< contingere, pp. contactus, touch closely, < com^,

together, -t- tttngere, touch: see tangent, tact,

and of. contagion, contiguous, contingent.] 1.

A touching ; touch ; the coincidence of one or

more points on the surface of each of two
bodies without interpenetration of the bodies

;

apposition of separate bodies or points without
sensible intervening space.

When several metals at the same temperature are sol-

derml to each other so a-s to form a continuous chain, the
dilference of potentialn of the extreme metals is the same
as if these two metals are in direct contact.

Atkinson, tr. of Ma^cart and Joabert, I. 177.

2. Specifically, in math., coincidence, as of
two curves, in two or more consecutive points

;

the having a point and the tangent plane at

that point in common.— 3. The act of making
one body abut against another; the bringing
together so as to touch.— Angle of contact, in

math., the angle of contingence or ctirvature ; the angle
between a curve and its tangent.— Chords Of contact.
See chord.— Contact action, the action by wliich a
substance causes rhangcs in other substances which are
brought into contact with it, apparently witliont itself

taking part in the changes, or at least without )>eing i>er-

manently altered by them. Tlilis, platinum black will

cause a combination between oxygen and hydrogen gases
when they are brought together with it, but is not itself

altered. See catati/jftM, 2, and ca/rt/.vfiV.— Contact de-
posit, a metalliferous deposit, or aggregation of ore, usu-
ally accompanied by more or less veinstone, and occupy-
ing a position between or at the junction of two rocks of
different lithological character. The copper-mines in Con-
necticut and New Jersey, the first worked in the United
States, were oi>ened on deposits of this kind, which occu-
pied a position Ifctweeti the trappean rock and tlie sand-
stone, or Ijetweeu the latter and the underlying crystal-

line masses.— Contact goniometer, ^et: yoniometcr.—
Contact of surfaces, contact of plane sections of the
8Urfai:es ; tiie existence of a double jMiint in the curve of
mutual intersection of the surfaces. But if either surface
lias a double point at the double point of the curve of
intersection, it is furtlier requisite that the surface not
having the double point shall l>e capable of being so moved
that the intersection sliould begin to move away from the
double point by a motion along that surface. If Imth sur-

faces have d<iuble points at the double point of the inter-

section, contact consists in having the same tangent jdane
and the same point of tangelicy.— Contact of the nth
order, in math., coincidence ot n + \ consecutive points
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— Contact of two curves, in math,, coincidence of two
or more of their consecutive points.— Contact resis-
tance, in elect., the resistance due to the want of perfect
union between two comiecting surfaces in the circuit.-
Contact series of the metals. .Same :us etectromotire
js'crc.v (which .see, under ftectromolire).— Contact theory
Of electricity, see eUrtrieity.— Multiple contact, con-
tact at many points.— Stationary contact of two sur-
faces, the existence of a stationary point on their curve of
intersection.

contact (kon'takt), v. i. [< contact, «.] To be
together or in contact ; touch; abut. [Rare.]

To prevent contact with two or more [electrical] plates
at the same time, their contactinrj portions are so arranged
that no two consecutive plates are in the same vertical
line. Greer, Diet, of Elect., p. 21.

After the drifthas passed once through the hole, it should
be turned a quarter revolution, and again driven through,
and then twice more, so that each side of the drift will have
contacted with each side of the hole.

J. Rose, Pract. Machinist, p. 328.

contact-breaker (kon ' takt - bra " k6r), n. In
elect., a contrivance for breaking and making
an electrical circuit rapidly and automatically,
like that used with the induction-coil ; an inter-

rupter.

COntactiont (kon-tak'shon), n. [< L. as if *con-
tactio{n-), < con tingere, pp. contactus, touch : see
contact, «.] The act of touching.

That deleterious it may be at some distance, and de-
structive without corporal corUaction, there is no high im-
probability. Sir T. Broxcne, Vulg. Err.

contact-level (kon'takt-lev"el), K. An instru-

mentused for determining minute differences in

length, and consisting of a very delicate spirit-

level, accurately ground to a curve of given
radius and pivoted transversely at the middle.
See contact-lever.

contact-lever (kon'takt-lev'fer), n. A lever
which is moved by the abutment of two mea-
suring-bars, and in moving turns a graduated
spirit-level, called a contact-level, by which the
amount of motion can be measured.— Contact-
lever goniometer. .See yoniometer.

COntactual (kon-tak'tu-al), n. [< L. contactus

{contactii-), contact, + -ill. Cf. tactual.] Per-
taining to contact ; implying contact.

Contagion may be said to he immediate, contactual, or
remote. Pop. Encyc.

COntadina (kon-ta-de'nS), n.; pi. contadine (-ne),

contadinas (-naz). [It., fem. of contadino, q.

v.] 1. In Italy, a peasant woman; a female
rustic.

II appiness to dance with the contadinas at a village feast.

Hawthorne, Marble Faun, ix.

2. A rustic dance.
contadino (kon-ta-de'no),«.; pi. co»trtdi«t(-ne).

[It., < contado, country,'county, shire, =E. comm-

ty^, q. v.] In Italy, a coimtryman or peasant;
a rustic.

The produce of tlie orchard is divided equally Itetween
contadino ami landlord. Encyc. Brit-., XIII. 452, note.

contagia, ". Plural of contagium.

contagion (kon-ta'jon), n. [= F. contagion =
Sp. contagion = Pg"eontagiSo = It. contagione,

< L. contagio(n-), also contagium (see contagi-

um), a touching, contact, particularly contact
with something unclean or infectious, contami-
nation, < contingere (contag-), touch : see con-

tact, contingent.] 1. Infectious contact or com-
munication ; specifically and commonly, the
communication of a disease from one person or
brute to another. A distinction between contagion and
infection is souketimes adopted, the former being limited
to the transmission of disease by actual contact of the dis-

eased part with a healthy absorbent or abraded surface,

and the latter to transmission through the atmosphere by
floating germs or miasmata. There are, however, cases of
transmission which do not fall under either of these divi-

sions, and there are some which fall under both. In com-
mon use no precise discrimination of the two words is at-

tempted. See epiileniic and endemic.

The miserable prey of the contagion of disease, and the
worse contagion of vice and sin.

Smnner, Prison Discipline.

Hence— 2. The communication of a state of

feeling, particularly ofmoral feeling, or of ideas,

from one person to another; especialljf, the
communication of moral evil; propagation of

mischief; infection: as, the oo« to</»o» of enthu-
siasm ; the contagion of vice or of evil example..

Tills Babylonian Idoll — whose cotUagion infected the
East with a Catholike Idolatrie.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

The scandal and contagion of example. Bp. Oavden.

3. Contagium.—4. Pestilential influence ; ma-
larial or poisonous exhalations.

Will he steal out of his wtiolesome bed,

To dare the vile contagion of the night?
SItai., J. C, 11. 1.

contain

From the Contagion of Mortality,
No Clime is pure, no Air is free.

Conyreve, Imit. of Horace, II. xiv. 2.

contagioned (kgn-ta'jond), a. [< contagion +
-f(/2.] Affected by contagion.
contagionist (kon-ta'jon-ist), n. [= F. conta-
gionniste; as contagion + -ist.] One who be-
lieves in the contagious character of certain
diseases, as cholera, typhus, etc.

contagious (kon-ta'jus), a. [= F. contagieux
= Sp. Pg. It. contagioso, < LL. contagiosus, con-
tagious, < L. contagio{n-), contagion: see con-
tagion.] 1. Communicable by contagion ; that
may be imparted by contact or by emanations

;

catching: as, a contagious disease. [In this

sense sometimes distinguished from infectious.

See contagion, 1.]

In the two and twentieth Year of his [Edward III.'s)

Reign a contagious Pestilence arose in the East and South
Parts of the World, and spread it self all over Christen-
dom. Baker, Clironicles, p. 131.

The disease [empusa] is contagious, because a healthy
fly coming in contact with a diseased one, from which the
spore-bearing fllaments protrude, is pretty sure to carry
off a spore or two. It is " infectious " because the spores
become scattered about all sorts of matter in the neigh-
bourhood of the slain flies, lluxtey. Lay Sermons, p. 372.

2. Containing or generating contagion; poison-
ous; pestilential: as, coHto^'oM* air; contagious
clothing.

Breathe foul, contagious darkness in the air.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

3. Propagated by influence or incitement ; ex-
citing like feeling or action ; spreading or liable

to spread from one to another: as, contagious
example ; a co« tagious speculation.

The rout
Of Medes and Cassians carry to the camp
Contagioit^ terror. Glover, Leonidas.

Too contagious grows the mirth, the warmth
Escaping from so many hearts at once.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 06.

4. Arising from or due to contagion, in either
sense ; brought about by propagation or incite-

ment: as, a con tepioMS epidemic. [Kare.]

In the morn and liquid dew of youth
Contagious biastments are most imminent.

Shak., Handet, i. 3.-

contagiously (kon-ta'jus-li), adv. By conta-
gion.

contagiousness (kon-ta'jus-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being contagious.

contagium (kon-ta'ji-imi), n.
;
pi. contagia (-ii).

[= F. contage = Sp. Pg. It. contagia, < L. con-

tagium, a collateral form of contagio(n-), con-
tagion : Bee contagion.] 1. Same as cow foi/iow.

— 2. The morbific matter conveyed from the
.sick to the well in the spread of communicable

Now contagia are living things, which demand certain
elements of life just as inexorably as trees, or wheat, or
barley. Tyndall, Int. to Life of Pasteur, p. 35.

But even the most cleanly people would'contract chol-

era, syphilis, or small-pox, if the contagium were in their
midst. The Sanitarian, XV. 293.

contain (kon-tan'), V. [< ME. eontainen, con-
teinen, conienen, conteynen, eunteynen, < OF. con-

tenir, cuntenir, F. contenir = Pr. contener, con-

tenir = Sp. contener = Pg. conter = It. contenere,

< L. continere, hold or keep together, comprise,
contain, < com-, together, + tenere, hold: see
tenable, tenet, tenure, etc., and cf . detain, pertain,

retain, sustain. Hence (from L. continere) con-

tinent, continence, countenance, content^, content^,

continue, continuous, eta.] I. trans. 1. To hold
within fixed limits ; comprehend ; comprise

;

include ; hold.

Behold, the heaven and heaven of heavens cannot con-

tain thee. 1 Ki. viii. 27.

For there lie many things which of their own nature
contain no pleasantness ; yea, the most part of them much
grief and sorrow.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 7.

What thy stores co7ttain, bring forth.

MUton, P. L., v. 314.

I saw an exceeding huge Basiliske, wliich was so great
that it would easily contayne the body of a very corpulent
man. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 126.

2. To be capable of holding; have, as a vessel,

an internal volume equal to: as, this vessel con-

tains two gallons.— 3. To comprise, as a writ-

ing ; have as contents.

Here's another [sonnetl

Writ in my cousin's hand, stolen from her pocket,
Containing her affection unto Benedick.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 4.

4t. To hold in opinion ; regard (with).

Who, for the vain assiimings

Of some, quite worthless of her sovereign wreaths.

Contain her worthiest prophets in contempt.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.



contain

5t. Reiiexively, to conduct or deport (one's

self) ; hence, to act ; do.

And Merlyii toke the kynge in counseile, and seide that
he sholde conlene hym-seff rayrily.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 77.

6t. To put restraint on; restrain; retain;

withhold.

That oath would sure contnyne them greatlye, or the
breache of it bring them to shorter vengeaunce.

Spender, State of Ireland.

Others, when the bagpipe sings i' the nose,
Cannot cantairi their urine. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

To contain the spirit of anger is the worthiest discipline

we can put ourselves to. SteeU, Spectator, No. 438.

I can no longer cmUain the expressions of my gratitude.
Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, lit

7. Reflexively, to keep within bounds ; hold in;

moderate.
Fear not, my lord ; we can contain ourselves.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., 1.

Indeed I am angry.
But I'll contain myself. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

We . . . resolve, by God's help, to coiitain ourselves

from seeking to vindicate our wrongs.
y. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 201.

8. In math., to be di'visible by, without a re-

mainder. One integer is said to contain a second with
respect to a third when it is the sum of two parts divisi-

ble respectively by the second and third. = Syn. 1 and 2.

To embrace, inclose.

II. intrans. 1. To restrain or control desire,

action, or emotion.
If they cannot cojUain, let them marry. 1 Cor. vii. 9.

He could contain no longer, but hasting home, invaded
his territories, and professed open war.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 168.

Yea, I was now taken with the love and mercy of God,
that I remember I could not tell how to contain till I got
home. Bunyan, in Southey's Life, p. 23.

2t. To exist ; be held or included ; be or remain.

The general court being assembled in the 2 of the 9th
month, and Unding, upon consultation, tliat two so oppo-
site parties could not contain in the same body without
apparent hazard of ruin to the whole, agreed to send away
some of the principal.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 292.

St. To conduct one's self; appear in action ; be-
have.

That quen & hire dougter & Meliors the schene
Wayteden out at a windowe wilfuUi in-fere.

How that koraeli knigt kunteyned on liis stede.
William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3301.

containable (kou-ta'na-bl), a. [< contain +
-able.'] That may be contained or comprised.
COntainantt (kon-ta'nant), n. [< contain +
-ant^. Cf. F. contenani, ppr. of contenir, con-
tain, and see continent.'] One who or that
which contains ; a container.

container (kou-ta'nfer), n. One who or that
which contains.

containment (kon-tan'ment), ». [< contain +
-ment. ] That wiiich is contained or comprised

;

extent; contents. [Bare.]

The containment of a rich man's estate.
Fuller, Church Hist., IX. iv. 9.

COntakt, COntaket, n. See conteck.

con'takion (kon-ta'ki-on), M.
;

pi. contakia (-a).

[MGr. KovraKiov, of imcertain origin ; tradition-

ally identified with novrdiaov, a scroll, because,
according to the legend, the Theotoeos appear-
ed to Romanus and gave him a scroll (kovtuiuov)

to eat, after which he had power to compose
these hymns. Otherwise referred to MGr. kovto.-

Kiov, dim. of Kovra^, a shaft, < Gr. kovt6c, a pole,

shaft, or to MGr. kovtoc, short, or to L. canti-

c«»j, asong.] In the (Jr. C.'i . : (a) A short hymn
in praise of a saint, introduced into a canon of

odes. This class of hymns is said to have been
the invention of St. Romanus, about A. D. 500.

(6) A service-book containing only the liturgies

of St. Chrysostom, St. Basil, and the Presancti-
fied, as distinguished from the Euchologion,
which adds the forms for other sacraments and
offices.

contanunable (kon-tam'i-na-bl), a. [=F. con-

taminuhle= Pg. contaminavet=It. contaminabile,

< LL. contaminaMlis, < L. contaminare, contami-
nate : see contaminate, v.] Capable of being
contaminated.
contaminate (kon-tam'i-nat), V. t.

;
pret. and

pp. contaminated, ppr. contaminating. [< L. co»-
taminatus, pp. of contaminare (> F. contamincr
= Sp. Pg. contaminar=: It. contaminare), touch
together, blend, mingle, corrupt, defile, < con-
tdmen (contdmin-) (found only in LL.), contact,
defilement, contagion, for "contagmen, < contin-
gere (contag-), touch: see contagion, contact.]

To render impure by mixture or contact ; de-
file

;
pollute ; sully : tarnish ; taint ; corrupt

:

usually in a figurati\(e sense.

1222
shall we now

Contaminate our fingera with base bribes ?

Shak., J. C, iv. 3.

I would neither have simplicity imposed upon, nor vir-

tue contaminated. Goldsmith, Vicar, xv.

There is no practicable process known whereby water,
once contaminated by infected sewage, cau be so purihed
as to render its domestic use entirely free from risk.

E. Frankland, Exper. in Cliem., p. 612.

= Syil. To infect, poison, corrupt. See taint.

contaminate (kon-tam'i-nat), a. [< L. contami-
Jifl^H*-, pp.: see the verb.] Contaminated; pol-

luted ; defiled ; tainted ; corrupt. [Archaic]
And that this body, consecrate to thee.
By ruffian lust should be contaminate

!

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2.

This filthy rags of speech, this coil

Of statement, comment, query, and response,
Tatters all too contaminate for use.
Have no renewing.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 179.

Ten pounds of the most corUayninate . . . tinned fruits.

Scieru;e, III. 338.

contamination (kon-tam-i-na'shon), n. [= F.
contamination = Sp. contaminacion = Pg. con-

taminagao = If. contaminazione, < LL. contami-
natio(n-), < L. contaminare, pp. contaminatus,
defile: see contaminate, v.] The act of con-
taminating, or the state of being contami-
nated; pollution; defilement; taint.

To be kept free from the touch or contamination of those
who may be felons. * Sumner, Prison Discipliue.

Though chemistry cannot prove any existing infectious
property, it can prove, if existing, certain degrees of sew-
age contamination. F. Frankland, Exper. in Chem.

, p. 611.

COntaminati'^e (kon-tam'i-na-tiv), a. [< con-

taminate + -ice.] Tending to contaminate.
contango (kou-tang'go), «. [Origin obscure.]
On the Lonilon stock exchange, the charge
made by a broker for carrying over a bargain
to the next fortnightly settling-day ; the con-
sideration paid by the buyer of stock for the
privilege of deferring settlement until the next
settling-day.

Contango is just the opposite of backwardation, for it

is used to denote the rate which is charged if one cannot
pay for the stock one has purchased on tlie settling day,
and so postpones the payment until the next account.

N. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 468.

Contango day, the day on which contangos are fixed

;

the second day before settling-day. Also called continua-
tion day.

contankerous (kon-tang'ke-rus), a. Same as
cantankerous.

conteckt, "• [ME. , also contek, conteke, contack,

contak, cuntake, also contakt, < OF. (AP\) con-

tec, contek, conteck, m., also conteke, f., con-
tention, quarrel, resistance ; cf. contekier, con-

tequier, contecquier, contecMer, contichier, touch,
appar. < con- + *tek (as in tek, teke, teqtie, teche,

taiche, etc., a mark, etc.), with the verbal sense
'fasten upon, touch,' as in the related attach,

attack: see attach, attack, tatch, tetch, tetchy,

touchy. The word seems to have been notion-
ally associated with ME. content, < OF. content,

cuntent, contend, contant, etc., dispute, quarrel-
ing, contention, < eontendre, dispute, quarrel,

contend: see contend, content^. Hence, prob.,

contankerous, cantankerous, q. v.] 1. Conten-
tion; dispute; strife; quarreling.

Contek with bloody knyf and scharp manace.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1145.

Of conteke and fool-hastifnesse
He hath a right gret besiiiesse.

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 316.

Ne in good nor goodnes taken delight,

But kindle coales of conteck and yre.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

2. ni treatment ; contumely ; abuse.

Thei . . . token this kyngis seruauutis, and punishiden
with conteke and killiden hem.

Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 49.

conteckt, v. i. [ME. contecken, conteken, < con-

teck, n.] To contend ; strive.

This two schires hem niette.

And ctinteckede for this lioly bodi, and faste togade ere sette.

Life of St. Jfenctoi (Early Eng. Poems, ed. Furnivall), I. 309.

conteckourt, n. [ME., iXso contekour, contacour
(contacowre) ; < conteck, v., + -our.] A quar-
reler; a quarrelsome person; a disturber of

the peace.

A Coward, and Contacowre, manhod is the mene

;

A wrecche, and wastour, mesure is be-twene.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 66.

COntectiont (kon-tek'shon), n. [< L. as if *con-

tectio{n-),<.contegere,'p-p. contectus, cover, < com-,

together, + tegere, cover: sestegumen.] A cov-
ering.

Fig-leaves . . . aptly formed for . . . contectimi of those
parts. Sir T. Browne, Miscellaneous Tracts, p. 16.

contekt, «. See conteck.

contemplant

contemeratet (kon-tem'e-rat), V. t. [< L. coii-

temcratus, pp. ot contemerare, defile, < eo>B- (in-

tensive) + temerare, treat rashly, violate: see
tcmerous, temerity.] To violate ; pollute. Bailey.

contemerationt, «• l<. contemerate + -io7i.] A
violation. Coles, 1717.

contemn (kon-tem'), V. t. [< L. contemnere, pp.
contemptus, despise, < com- (intensive) + tem-

nere, despise.] 1. To consider and treat as
contemptible and despicable ; despise ; scorn.

Ha ! are we contemned 1

Is there so little awe of our disdain ?

B. J&nson, Cyntliia's Revels, v. 3.

It is a brave act of valour to contemn death.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 44.

Noble he was, contemning all things mean.
Crabbe, Parish Register.

We learn to contemn what we do not fear ; and we can-
not love what we contemn.

J. II. Neunnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 304.

2. To slight or disregard; neglect as unworthy
of regard ; reject with disdain.

Wlierefore doth the wicked contemn God? Ps. x. 13.

What is there the Soveraigns & Princes of the eartli do
more justly resent . . . than to have their Laws despised,
their Persons affronted, and their Authority contemned?

StillingJieet, Sermons, I. ii.

= Syn. Disdain, Despise, etc. (see scorn) ; look down upon,
spurn.

Contemnedly (kon-tem'ned-li), adv. Contempt-
ibly; despicably. Sylvester.

contemner (kon-tem 'ner), n. One who con-
temns ; a despiser ; a scomer.

He was, I Iieard say, a seditious man, a contemner of

common prayer. Latimer, Misc. Selections.

contemningly (kon-tem'ning-li), adv. In a con-
temptuous manner; slightingly.

contempert (kon-tem'per), f. t. [= Sp. con-

temperar = It. contanperare, < L. contemperare,

moderate by mixing, < coto-, together, -f- tem-

perare, mix, temper: see temper, v.] To mod-
erate

;
qualify ; temper.

The leaves qualify and c&ntemper the heat.
Ray, Works of Creation.

COntemperamentt (kgn-tem'pfer-a-ment), n.

[= It. contemperamento, < L. as if "contempera-
mentum,<. contemperare, contempeT; after tem-

perament.] Modification or qualification la de-

gree; proportion.

An equal contemperament of the warmth of our bodies
to that of the hottest part of the atmosphere.

Derham, Physico-Theology, i. 2, note 3.

COntemperatet (kon-tem'per-at), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. contemperated, ppr. contemperating. [< L.

contemperatus, pp. of contemperare, contemper:
see contemper.] To temper; bring to another,

especially a lower, degree with respect to any
quality, as warmth ; moderate.

Tlie mighty Nile and Niger . . . ctyntemperate the air.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

contemperationt (kon-tem-pe-ra'shgn), n. [=
F. contemperation, < LL. contemperaiio(n-), < L.

contemperare, pp. contemperatus, moderate: see

contemper.] 1. The act of moderating or tem-
pering.— 2. Proportionate mixture ; combina-
tion.

I would further know why this contemjx>ration of liglit

and shade, that is made, for example, by the skin of a ripe
cherry, should exhibit a red and not a green.

Boyle, Works, I. 696.

COntemperaturet (kon-tem'per-a-tur), n. [< L.
contemperare, after temperature.'] The quality

of being contempered; proportion; tempera-
ture.

The different co7Uem.perature of the elements.
South, Works, IX. Ix.

A mixture
And fair contemi>erature extracted from
All our best faculties.

Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, iv.

COntemplable (kon-tem'pla-bl), a. [< LL. con-

templabilis (found only iii sense of 'taking
aim'), < L. contemplari, look at: see contem-

plate.] Capable of being contemplated or
thought about. Feltham.

COntemplamen (kon-tem-pla'men), n. [NL.,<
Ii. contemplari, look at: see contemplate.] An
object of contemplation. Coleridge.

COntemplancet, « [ME., < OF. contemplance, <

contempler, ppr. contemplant, contemplate: see

contemplate.] Contemplation. Chaucer.

contemplant (kon-tem'plant), a. [< L. eon-

templan(t-)s, ppr. of contemplari, contemplate:
see contemplate.] Contemplating; observant.
[Rare.]

Contemplant Spirits ! ye that hover o'er

With untired gaze the immeasurable foimt
Ebullient with creative Deity.

Coleridge, Religious Musings.



contemplate

contemplate (kou-tem'plat or kon'tem-plat),
V.

;
pret. aud pp. contemplated, ppr. contemplat-

ing. [< L. contemplatm, pp. of contemplari (>

It. contempture = Sp. Pg. contcmplar = F. con-

templer), look at, view attentively, observe,
consider, orig. an angnrial term, mark out a

templum, a space for observation, < com- + tem-

pliim, a temple : see temple, and ef. contemple.']

1. trans. 1. To view, look at, or observe with
continued attention.

The territory of Iximbanly ... I contemplated round
about from tlii-s tower. Conjat, Crudities, I. 118.

2. To consider with continued attention ; re-

fleet upon ;
ponder ; study ; meditate on.

Troth, I am takeu, sir.

Whole with these studies, that contemplate nature.
B. Joiu^on, Alchemist, iv. 1.

There is not much difficulty in confining the mind to
^»Htemptate what we have a great desire to Ivnow. Watts.

He contemplated the past witli interest and delight, not
because it furnished a contrast to the present, but because
it Iiad led to tlie present. Macautay, History.

3. To consider or have in view, as a future act
or event ; intend.

There remain some particulars to complete the iufomia-
tion contemplated by those resolutions.

Hamilton's Report.

If a treaty contains any stipulations which contemplate
a state of future war, . . . they preserve their force and
obligation when the rupture takes place.

Chancellor Kent, Com., I. § 176.

4. To regard ; consider.

Between the constituents of a knowledge of succession
there can be no succession : so long as certain events are
^xntemplated as successive, no one of them is au object to
consciousness before or after another.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 56.

=Syil. 2. To consider, meditate upon, muse upon, reflect

up*jn, ponder; dwell upon, think about.—-3. To design,
plan, purpose.

II. in trans. To think studiously ; study

;

muse ; meditate ; consider deliberately.

So many hours must I take my rest

;

So many hours must 1 contemplate.
' SAot., 3Hen. VI., ii. 5.

When in oi)8cure and dangerous places, we must not con-
template, we must act, it may be on the instant.

Dr. J. lirourn, Spare Hours, 3d ser.
, p. 74.

contemplation (kon-tem-pla'shon), n. [< ME.
contemplacinn, < OF. contemplacion, F. contem-
plation = Pr. contemplatio = Sp. contemplacion
=z Pg. contemplagUo = It. contempla:ione, < L.
contemplatio(n-), < contemplari, pp. contempla-
t««, look at, consider : see contemplate.'] 1. The
act of looking attentively or steadfastly at any-
thing.

As Ui the gentlemen, each of them tranquilly smoked
his pipe, and seemed lost in contemplation of the blue and
white tiles with which the fireplaces were decorated.

Irving, Knickerl>ocker, p. 171.

2. The act of holding an idea continuously be-
fore the mind ; mental vision ; the thinking long
of anything in a somewhat passive way.

If I could have remembered a gilt counterfeit, thou
wouldst not have slipped out of my contemplation.

Shak., T. and C, ii. 3.

The next faculty of the mind ... is that which I call

retention, or the keeping of those simple ideas which from
sensation or reflection it hath received. This is done in
two ways : Firet, by keeping the idea which is br<iught
into it for some time actually in view, which is called con-
templation. Locke, Human Understanding, II. x. § 1.

Were pure contemplation the business ((f life, were it

enough to think and feel a)>out things, the logical end of
it would b« a self-annihilating ecstasy.

Maudtley, Body and Will, p. 174.

3. Continued or steadfast thinking in general,
without reference to a particular object ; mus-
ing; reverie.

Contemplation makes a rare tiu'key-cock of him !

Shak., T. N., li. 5.

And Wisdom's self

Oft seeks t(t sweet retired solitude
;

Where, with her best nurse. Contemplation,
She plumes her feathers, and lets grow her wings.

Milton, C'onius, I. 377.

The mind . . . diffused itself in long contemplation,
musing rather than thinking. H. Choate, Addresses, p. 04.

Falling into a still delight,
And luxury of contemplation.

Tennyson, Eleiinore.

4. Religious meditation.
And that done euery man yaue hym to prayer, eontein-

placyon, and deuocion.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 38.

When holy and devout religious men
Are at their beads, 'tis much to draw them thence ;

So sweet is zealous eonternplatifm.

.Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

6. The act of intending, purposing, or consid-
ering, with a view to carrying into eflEect; ex-
pectation with intention.

In contemplation of returning at an early date, he left,

leaving his house undismantled. Reid.
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COntemplatistt, ». [< contemplate + -ist.] One
who couteniplates. Jer. Taylor. [Bare.]
contemplati've (kon-tem'pla-tiv), a. aud n. [<
ME. coiitemplatif"=: D. koiitemplatief = Dan.
hontcmplativ, < OF. contemplatif, F. contempla-
tif ~ Pr. contemplatiu = Sp. Pg. It. contempla-
tiio, < L. contemplatirus, < eontemplattts, pp.
of contemplari, contemplate: see contemplate.]
1. rt. 1. Given to or characterized by contem-
plation or continued and absorbed reflection

;

employed in reflection or study; reflective;
meditative ; thoughtful : as, a contemplative
mind.
Contemplatyf lyf or actyt lyf Cryst wolde men wroujte.

Pierg Plou^nan (B), vi. 251.

My life hath been rather contemplative than active.

Bacon.

The studious and contemplative part of mankind.
Locke, Human Understanding.

In his dark eyes . . . was that placidity which comes
•from the fullness of contemplative thought— the mind

. not searching, but beholding.
George Eliot, Middlemarch, II. 35.

2. Marked by contemplation ; manifesting re-
flection or a studious habit.

Fix'd and contemplative their looks.
Still turning over nature's books.

Sir J. Denham.

3. Relating or pertaining to contemplation or
thought, as distinguished fi-om action : as, con-
templative philosophy ; the con templative facility

(that is, the faculty of cognition).

II. «. 1 . One given to contemplation or deep
thought, especially on religious subjects ; a re-
cluse ; a hermit.

Among the older religions of the world, the pantheistic
character of Buddhism made it the natural home of mys-
ticism, and hence it has produced at all times a host of
monks and coniemplatives.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 359.

2. Eccles., a friar of the order of Mary Magda-
lene.

contemplatively (kon-tem'pla-tiv-li), adv.
With contemplation; attentively; thoughtfully;
with close attention.

Contemplatively looking into the clouds of his tobacco-
pipe. Cartyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 12.

COn'templati'veness (kqn4em'pla-tiv-nes), n.

The state or quality of feeing contemplative.

Mawkish sentinientjilism and rapturous contemplative-
ncgs, that disdain conmion duties, fin<l no nourishment or
support In rabbinical theology. X. A. Rev,, CXXVI. 307.

COntemplator (kon'tem-pla-tor), n. [= F.
contcmplateiir = Pr. Sp. Pg. contemplador = It.

contemplatore, < L. contemplator, < contemplari,

pp. contemplatiis, contemplate: see contemplate.']

1. One who engages in contemplation or reflec-

tion; one who meditates or studies.— 2. One
who merely observes affairs, without taking
part in them. [Rare.]

Some few others sought after Him, but Aristotle saith,
as the geometer doth after a right line only, ... as a
contemplator of truth ; but not as the knowledge of it is

anyway useful or conducible to the ordering or bettering
of their lives. Hammond, Works, IV. 642.

contemplaturet, «. [< contemplate + -ure.]

The habit of contemplation ; oontemplative-
ness.
Loue desired in the budde, not knowing what the blos-

some were, may delight the conceiptes of the head, but it

will destroye the contemplature of the heart.
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 270.

COntemplet (kon-tem'pl), V. t. [< F. contem-
pler = Sp. Pg. contemplar = It. contemplarc, <

L. contemplari, contemplate : see contemplate.]
To contemplate.

I may at rest contemple
The starry arches of thy spacious temple.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

contemporalt, a. [< LL. contemporalis, contem-
j)orary, < L. com-, together, -I- temporalis, < tem-
pua (trmpor-). time: see tetnporal.] Of the
same time ; contemporary. Bailey.

con'temporaneity (kon-tem"po-ra-ne'i-ti), re.

[= F. contemporaneite ^= Sp. conteniporatieidad^
Pg. contemporaneidade, < L. as if *contempora-
neita{t-)s, K. contemporaneus, contemporaneous:
see contemporaneous.] The state of being con-
temporaneous ; contemporariness.

While on the one hand M. Mariette stoutly asserts that
they [the monuments of Egypt] show none of Manetho's
ilynasties to have been contemporary, all other Egyptolo-
gers declare that they prove contemjxtraneity in several
instances. G. Rawlinson, Origin of Nations, p. 28.

contemporaneous (kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us), a.

[= F.contemjiorain = Sp. contempordneo = Pg.
It. contemporaneo, < L. contemporanetis, < com-,
together, -I- tempus (tempor-), time: see tempo-
ral.] Living or existing at the same time ; con-
temporary. Also cotemporaneom.

contempt
The steps by which Athenian oratory approached to its

finished excellence seem to have been almost contempo-
raneous with those by which tlie Atiienian character and
the Athenian empire sunk to degradation.

Macauiay, Athenian Orators.

The birds and the reptiles come in together as allied and
contemporaneous groups.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 116.
= S3ni. See coeval,

contemporaneously (kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us-li),
adv. At the same time with some other per-
son, thing, or event.

It is lucky for the peace of great men that the world
seldom finds out contemporaneously who its great men
are. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 49.

contemporaneousness (kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us-
nes), «. The state or fact of being contempo-
raneous.

The three imperfect tenses, then, convey, in addition to
standpoint and stage of action, a third idea, that of con-
temporaneousness. Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. G6.

contemporariness (kon-tem'po-ra-ri-nes), n.

Existence at the same time ; contemporaneous-
ness. Howell. [Rare.]

Contemporariness with Columbus.
The American, VIII. 252.

contemporary (kon-tem'po-ra-ri), a. and n.

[Also written coiemporary ; < L. con- or co-,

together, -I- temporariits, pertaining to time, \

tempus (tempor-), time: see temporary, and cf.

contemporaneous.] I. o. 1. Living, existing,
or occurring at the same time ; contemporane-
ous: said of persons, things, or events.

It is Impossible to . . . bring ages past and future to-

gether, and make them contemporary. Locke.

We know from contemporary witnesses what were the
Institutions of not a few Greek cities.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 257.

Specifically— 2. Living or existing at the same
time with one's self.

Let me no longer waste the night over the page of an-
tiquity, or the sallies of contemporary genius.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 4.

3. Of the same age; coeval. [Rare.]

A neighbouring wood, born with himself, he sees,

An'd loves his old contemporary trees.

Cowley, Claudlan's Old Man of Verona.

[In all senses absolutely or with with, for-
merly to.]

II. M.
;
pi. contemporaries (-riz). One living

at the same time (with another).

From the time of Boccaceand of Petrarch the Italian has
varied very little ; . . . the English of Chaucer, their con-
temporary, is not to be understood without the help of an
old dictionary. Dryden, Ded. of Troilus and Cressida.

Don Quixote and Sancho, like the men and women of
Shakespeare, are the contemporaries of every generation,
because they are not products of an artificial and transi-

tory society. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 172.

contemporize (kon-tem'po-riz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. contemporized, ppr. contemporizing. [= Sp.
contemporizar = Pg. contemporisar ; with added
suffix, < LL. conteniporare, be at the same time,
< L. com-, together, + tempus (tempor-), time.]
To make contemporary; place in, or contem-
plate as belonging to, the same age or time.
Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]

Mr. Carlyle has this power of contemporizing himself
with bygone times.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 258.

contempt (kon-tempf), n. [< ME. contempt, <

OF. contempt, < L. contemptus, scorn, < contcm-
nere, pp. contemptus, scorn, despise: see con-
temn.] 1. The act of despising; the feeling
caused by what is considered to be mean, vile,

or worthless ; disdain ; scorn for what is mean.
O, what a deal of scorn looks beautiful
In the contempt and anger of his lip !

Shak., T. N., iii. 1.

Those who survey only one half of his [Bacon's] character
may speak of him with unmixed admiration, or with un-
mixed contempt. Macauiay, Lord Bacon.

2. The state of being despised: shame; dis-

grace.

Remove from me reproach and contempt. Ps. cxix. 22.

3. In Imv, disobedience to, or open disrespect

of, the rules, orders, or process of a court or

of a legislative assembly, or a disturbance or

interruption of its proceedings: called in full,

when used in relation to judicial authority, con-

tempt of court. Contempts committed out of court are
punishable by order to sliow cause or attachment, on the
return of which the offender may be fined or imprisoned ;

and contempts done before the court or judge, termed
contempts in immediate view and presence, may be pun-
ished or repressed in a summary way, by immediate com-
mitment to prison or by fine. The power of enforcing their

process, and of vindicating their authority against open ob-

struction or defiance, is incident to all superior courts.

Both strangers and members are now severely punished
for contempts of the House and its jurisdiction. Brougham.



contempt

Constnictive contempt, in law, a contempt not com-
mitted in the pivsence of the court, hut teiuling to ob-

struct justice ; tiiat which amounts in the eye of the law
to contempt, irrespective of whether the act was really

and intentionally i>erfornied as a contempt.— Criminal
contempt, a wilful disohedieuce or disorder in detlance

of the court, as distinguished from a (iisobedieme merely
hindering the remedy of a party.— Direct contempt, a
contempt committed in the presence of the court, or so

near to it as to interrupt the proceedings, in which case

punishment may be administered sumnmrily, upon the
view and personal knowledge of the judge, without taking
evidence.—In contempt, in law, in the condition of a

person who has couuiiitted a contempt of court and has not
purged himself : such a person is not entitled to proceed
in the cause generally, but only to make such application

as may be necessary to defend his strict right. =Syn. 1.

Derision, mockery, contumely, neglect, disregard, slight.

See scorn, v,

contemptftllt (kon-tempt'ful), a, [< contempt
+ -Jul, 1.] Full "of contempt; despicable; con-
temptible ; disgraceful.

The stage and actors are not so contetnp^ul
As every innovating puritan
WoiJd have the world imagine.

Chapmftn, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

contemptibility (kon-temp-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [<

LL. cont€mptibiUta(t-)Sf < contemptibiliSj con-

temptible: see contemptible.'] The quality of

being contemptible. ^
Contemptibility and vanity. Speed, Edw. II., Ix. 11.

contemptible (kon-temp'ti-bl), a. [= Sp. con-

temptiblej now contentible = Pg. contempiivel

= It. contentibilej < LL. contemptibiliSj < L. con-

temj)ttts, pp. of contemnereydespise: see C07it€7nn.'\

1. Worthy of contempt ; meriting scorn or dis-

dain; despicable; mean: said of persons or

things.

Despised by all, I now b^n to grow contemptible even
to myself. Goidsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

A most idle and contemptible controversy had arisen in

France touching the comparative merit of the ancient and
modem writers. Afacaulay, Sir Wm. Temple.

2. Not -worthy of consideration ; inconsider-

able
;
paltry ; worthless : generally used with

a negative.

His own part in the enterprise was by no means con-

temptible. A. Dobson, Int. to Steele, p. xxx.

3. Held in contempt ; despised; neglected.

Till length of years
And sedentary numness craze my limbs
To a conteinptlUe old age obscure.

MUton, S. A., 1. 572,

4t, Contemptuous: as, to have a contemptible

opinion of one. [In this sense now avoided.]

If she should make tender of her love, 'tis very possible

he'll scorn it : for the man . . . hath a contemptible spirit.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

It contributed a good deal to confirm me in the con-

temptible idea I always entertained of Cellarius,

Gibbon, Misc., V. 286.

= Syn. 1. Contemptible, Despicable, Paltri/, Pitiful, ahjecty

base, worthless, son'y, low. ConteinjMble is unworthy
of notice, deserving of scorn, for littleness or meainiess

;

it is generally not so strong as despicable, which always
involves the idea of great baseness : as, a contemptible
trick; despicable treachery. Paltry and pitiful are ap-
plied to things which from their insignificance hardly de-

serve to be considered at all : as, a paltry excuse ; a sum
of money pitifully small. In pitiful, the pity seems to

apply to the one foolish enough to offer, etc., the pitifxd

thing. Pitifxd is often applied to persons. What is pal-

try Is of no consequence ; what is pitiful is absurdly un-
equal to what it should be. See pitiftd.

All sublunary joys and sorrows, all interests which know
a period, fade into the most contemptible insignificance.

R. Hall, Death of Princess Charlotte.

You found the Whig party . . . decent, at least in pro-

fession ; left it despicable in utter sharaelessness.
H'. Phillips, Speeches, p. 260.

Turn your forces from this paltry siege,

And stir them up against a mightier task.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

The one thing wholly or greatly admirable in this play
is the exposition of the somewhat pitiful but not unpiti-

able character of King Richard.
Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 38.

contemptibleness (kon-temp'ti-bl-nes), n. The
state of being contemptible, or of being de-

spised ; meanness ; vileness.

If Demosthenes, after all his Philippics, throws away
his shield and runs, we feel the contemptibleness of the
contradiction. Loivell, Rousseau.

contemptibly (kon-temp'ti-bli), adv. 1. In a

contemptible manner; meanly; in a manner
deserving or contempt.— 2\. Contemptuously.
See contemptible^ 3.

Anaides . . . stabs any man that speaks more co?i(emp(-

ibly of the scholar than he.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

= Syn. Meanly, basely, abjectly, vilely, despicably. See
contemptible.

contemptuous (kon-temp'tu-us), rt. [< L. as
if *coHtemptuosu8,\ contemptus, contempt: see
contempt] 1. Manifesting or expressing con-
tempt or disdain ; scornful : said of actions or

feelings: as, contemptttovs language or manner.
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A proud, contemptuous behaviour.

Hammond, Works, IV. 607.

Rome . . . entertained the most contemptuous opinion
of the Jews. Bp. Atterbury.

The University . . . acknowledged the receipt of the
kings letter in a most contem^ptuous way, forwarding their

letter of thanks by a bedell.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 5.

2. Apt to despise; contumelious; haughty; in-

solent : said of persons.

Some much averse I found, and wondrous harsh,
Contemptumis, proud, set on revenge and spite.

Milton, S. A., I. 1462.

3t. Worthy of contempt ; contemptible.

And, to declare a contemptuouse chaunge from religion

to supersticion againe, the prestes had sotlainly set up all

the aulters and ymages in the cathedrall churche.
Bp. Bale, The Vocacion.

Those abject and contemptuous wickednesses.
Questions of Profitable and Pleasant Concernings.

= Syn. Disdainful, supercilious, cavalier, contumelious.

contemptuously (kon-temp'tu-us-li), adv. In
a contemptuous manner; with scorn or dis-

dain; despitefully.

The apostles and most eminent Christians were poor,
and used contemptuously. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

Tlie surest way to make a man contemptible is to treat

him contemptuously.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 104.

One of a despised class contemptuously termed "the
great unwashed." //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 252.

contemptuousness (kon-temp'tu-us-nes), n.

Disposition to contempt ; expression of con-
tempt; insolence; scornfillness; contumelious-
ness ; disdain.

COntenancet, «. A Middle English form of

countenance.

contend (kon-tend'), v. [= OF. contendre =
Sp. Pg. contender = It. contendere^ contend, <

L. contenderCj stretch out, extend, strive after,

contend, < com-j together, + tendere, stretch:

see tend, and cf. attend, extend, intend, subtend.

Hence content^, contention,] I, intrans. 1. To
strive ; struggle in opposition or emulation

:

used absolutely, or with against or with.

Distress not the Moabites, neither contend with them in

battle. Dent. ii. 9.

For never two such kingdoms did contend
Without much fall of blood. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

In ambitious strength I did
Contend agaijtst thy valour. Shak. , Cor. , iv. 5.

There may you see the youth of slender frame
Co7itend u*ith weakness, weariness, and shame.

Crabbe, Village.

2. To endeavor; use earnest efforts, as for the
purpose of obtaining, defending, preserving,

etc.: usually with/or before the object striven

after.

Cicero him selfe doth contend, in two sondrie places, to

expresse one matter with diuerse wordes.
Aschain, The Scholemaster, p. 103.

Beloved, . . . contend for the faith which was once de-

livered unto the saints. Jude 3.

All that I contend for is, that I am not obliged to set out
with a definition of what love is.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 37.

Two spirits of a diverse love
Contend for loving masterdom.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cii.

3. To dispute earnestly ; strive in debate

;

wrangle : as, the parties contend about trifles.

They that were of the circumcision contended with him.
Acts xi. 2.

The younger perswaded the souldiers that he was the
elder, and both contended which should die.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 321.

II. trans. 1. To dispute; contest. [Rare.]

When Carthage shall contend the world with Rome.
Dryden, ^neid.

And on the green contend the wrestler's prize.

Dryden, ^neid.

2. To assert; affirm; maintain: as, I contend
that the thing is impossible.

Edward III. [in urging his claim to the throne of France]

. . . admitted that the French princess, who was his

mother, could not succeed, but he contended that he him-
self, as her son, was entitled to succeed his maternal grand-
father. Maine, Early Law and Oustoni, p. 93.

COntendent (kon-ten'dent), n. [= F. conten-

dant = Sp. coriiendiente'= Pg. It. contendenie, <

L. contenden{t-)s, ppr. of contendere, contend:
see contend.] An antagonist or opposer; a con-

testant.

contender (kon-ten'd^r), n. One who contends

;

a combatant ; a disputer ; a wrangler.

Those who see least into things, are usually the fiercest

contenders about them. Stillingjleet , Sermons, II. vi.

contending (kon-ten'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of con-

tend, v.] 1. Striving; struggling in opposition

;

debating.

content

Pale
With conflict of contending hopes and fears.

Cou'per, The Task, i. 668,

2, Clashing; opposing; conflicting; rival: as,

contending claims or interests.

COntendress (kon-ten'dres), n. [< contender +
-ess.] A female contender. [Rare,]

A swift cu^itendress. Chajnnan.

COntenement (kon-ten'e-ment), n. [< con- +
tenement.] In law, that which is connected
with a tenement or thing holden, as a certain
portion of land adjacent to a dwelling necessary
to its reputable enjoyment.
content^ (kon-tenf), a. and n. [< ME. content,

< OF. content, F. content = Sp. Pg. It. contento,

< L. contentus, satisfied, content, prop. pp. of
continere, hold in, contain: see contain.] I.

a. Literally, held or contained within limits;

hence, having the desires limited to present
enjoyments; satisfied; free from tendency to
repine or object; willing; contented; resigned.

Having food and raiment, let us be therewith content.
1 Tim. vi. 8.

If yell be content wi' me,
I'll do for you what man can dee.

Leesonie Brand (Child's Ballads, II. 344).

He is content to be Auditor, where he only can 8peake»
and content to goe away, and thinke himselfe instructed.

Bj?. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Modest Man,

Content indeed to sojourn while he must
Below the skies, but having there his home.

Cowper, ITie Task, vi. 913.

Content, non-content, or not content, words by which
assent and dissent are expressed in the British House of
Lords, answering to the aye and no used in the House of
Commons.

Among the Whigs there was some unwillingness to con-
sent to a change. . . . But Devonshire and Portland de-
clared themselves content: their authority prevailed ; and
the alteration was made. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

= Syn. Content, Satisfied. See contentinent.

II, n. One who votes " content " ; an assent-

ing or affirmative vote.

Supposing the numt>er of contents and not-contents

strictly equal in number and consequence, the possession,

to avoid disturbance, ought to carry it,

Burke, Act of Uniformity.

content^ (kon-tenf), V. t. [< OF. eontenter, F.
contenter = H^.V%. contentar = It. conten tare,

< ML, contentare, satisfy, < L. contentus, satis-

fied, content : see contenf^, a.] 1. To give con-
tentment or satisfaction to ; satisfy

;
gratify

;

appease.
Beside contentinge me, you shall both please and profit

verie many others. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 20.

Is the adder better than the eel,

Because his painted skin contents the eye ?

Shak., T. of theS., iv. 3.

Truth says, of old the art of making plays
Was to content the people.

B. Jonson, Prol. to Epicceue.

And no less would content some of them [his disciples],

than being his highest Favourites and Ministers of State.

Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. xii.

2, Reflexively, to be satisfied.

Do not content yourself w'xWi obscure and confused ideas,

when clearer are to be attained. Watts, Logic.

The scientific school, as such, contents itself with criti-

cism, and makes no atfimisftion in respect of religion.

J. IL Seeley, Nat. Keligion, p. 69,

= Syn. 1. Content, Satiate, etc. See sati-^fy.

content^ (kon-tent')j "• [< OF. contente, con-
tent, contentment, < contenter, coriiQut: see con-

tentX, v.] 1, That state of mind which results

from satisfaction with present conditions ; that
degree of satisfaction which holds the mind in

peace, excluding complaint, impatience, or fur-

ther desire ; contentment.
'Tis better to be lowly born,

And range with humble livers in content.

Than to be perk'd up in a glistering grief,

And wear a golden sorrow.
Shak., Hen. VIIL, ii. 3.

In all my life I have not seen
A man, in whom greater cojitents have been,

Than thou thyself art.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 3.

Ask thou this heart for monument,
Anil mine sliall be a large content. Aird.

A strange content and happiness
Wrapped him around.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 99.

2, Acquiescence; submission. [Rare.]

Their praise is still— the style is excellent

;

The sense, they humbly take upon conttnit.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 308.

3. That which is the condition of contentment

;

desire; wish.
So will I

In England work your grace's full content.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 3.

4t. Compensation; satisfaction.

Tell me what this is, I will give vou any content for your
pains. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 42.



content
Heart's content, full or complete satisfaction.

I wish jour ladjship all heart'f content.
Shak., M. of v., iii. 4.

The first thing we did on boarding Privateer was to get
such things as we could to gratitie our Indian Guides for
we were resolved to reward them to their hearts content.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 23.

content^ (kon'tent or kon-tent'), n. [< L. con-
lentus, pp., in lit. sense, contained: see con-
teiit'-, a.] 1. That which is contained; the
thing or things held, included, or comprehended
within a limit or limits: usually in the plural

:

as, the contents of a cask or a bale, of a room or
a ship, of a book or a document.

I have a letter from her,
Of such contents as you will wonder at.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 6.

The finite spirit itself, with all its content, becomes one
of the contingent unconnected facts of experience.

Adatnson, Philos. of Kant, p. 6.

2. In geom., the area or space included within
certain limits. [In this and the next sense
most frequently singular.]

The geometrical conteiit of all the lands of a kingdom
Graunt, Obs. on Bills of Mortality.

3. In logic, the sum of the attributes or notions
which constitute the meaningand are expressed
in the definition of a given conception : thus
animal, rational, etc., form the content of the
conception man. The content ofcognition is the
matter of knowledge, that which comes from
without the mind.

Tlie basis and content of all experience is feeling
6. U. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. § 12.
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contented (kon-ten'ted), p. a. [Pp. of content^
r.\ 1

. Possessing or characterized by content-
ment

; satisfied with present conditions ; not
given to complaining or to a desire for anything
further or different; satisfied: as, a contenUdman

;
a person of a contented disposition.

Desiring this man's art, and that man's scope.
With wliat I most enjoy contented least.

Shak., Sonnets, xxix.

2. Fully disposed; not loth; willing; ready;
resigned; passive.

"^

'

.„S'i'''.
''»'"''''•/''• ^hich our Lord Jesus Christ was

the cro^
l^etrayed and to suffer death upon

Sook of Common Prayer, ColWct for Good Friday.

tJ^^Zn ^?"'™'<^
*P

be laughed at for their wit, but notfor theu- folly. Swift, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

iii,'f"'7'fff ""^luifcence in the chronic absence of be-lief IS as little creditable to the intellect as to the heart
H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 276.

contentedly (kon-ten'ted-li), adv. In a con-
tented manner

;
quietly ; without concern.

Passed the hours contentedly with chat.
Drayton, Poets and Poesy.

contentedness (kon-ten'ted-nes), n. The state
ot being contented ; satisfaction of mind with
any condition or event.
Miracles

.
.met with a passive willingness, a confraf-edness in the patient to receive and believe them.

Uammmid, Worlcs, IV. 622.

The attempt [to discriminate the objective from the
subjective elements) would only be possible on the ground
that we could, at any time and in any way, disengage
Thought from its content. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos,, I. 50.

So, w-hile we are all along preferring a more pleasurable
state of consciousness before a less, the content of our con-
sciousness IS continually changing ; the greater pleasure
still outweighs the less, but the pleasures to be weighed
are either wholly different, or at least are the same for us
"" '"'""O- J- Ward, Encyc. lirit., XX. 72.

4. The power of containing; capacity; extent
within limits.

Baitings of wild beasts, as Elephants, Rhinoceros Ti-
gers, Leopards and others, which sights much delighted
the counnon people, and therefore the places required tobe large and of great content.

Puttenliam, Arte of Eng. Poesie. p. 30.
This island had then fifteen hundred strong ships of

great content. * ^^^^^
6. In the customs, a paper delivered to the
searcher by the master of a vessel before she
IS cleared outward, describing the vessel's des-
ignation and detailing the goods shipped, with
other particulars. This content has to be com-
pared with the cockets and the indorsements

fill*'',''''?,"^*'^
thereon Linear content or con-

tents, length along a straight, curved, or broken line —
Solid content or contents, the number of solid units
contained in a space, as ,.f ciibii- irjcbes, feet, yards etc •

volume^ Superficial content or contents the measure'
01 a surface 111 square measure; area.— Table Of con-
tents, a statement or summary of all the matters treated
in a book, arranged in the order of succession, and (gener-
ally) prefixed to it.

Content3t, ». [< ME. content, < OF. content, cun-
tent, contend, contant, contetis, contans, contems
contemps, contamps{= Pr. eonten). dispute, quar-
reling, contention, < contendre, dispute, quarrel
contend: see contend. Content is related to
contend as extent to extend, ascent to ascend, etc.]
Contention; dispute; strife; quarrel.
Whereapon, the sayde John Brendon stode in a con-

tent ayenst the sayde Master and Wardonys, to be nrevyd
perjored, EnglUh OUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 323.

contentablet (kon-ten't»-bl), a. [< content^, v+ -«/-fr-.] Able to satisfy; satisfying,
contentationt (kon-ten-ta'shon), n. [< ME
contenhtcion, < OF. contentacion','< ML. contenta-
tw(n-), < contentare, pp. contentatus, content-
see content!, V.'} 1. Content; satisfaction.
Not only contentation In minde but quietnesse in con

science. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 138.
Happinegs therefore is that estate whereby we atUlii

. . . the full possession of that which simply for itself is
to be desired, and containeth in it, after an eminent sortthe contentation of our desires.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 11.

.1.^^ Proini»e<i to please her miml, and so tooke in handthe setting of her ruffs, which he performed to her greatcontentation &nA liking.
is»>=»f

St\Mje», Anat. of Abuses (ed. 1595), p. 43.

2. Discharge or payment ; satisfaction, as of a
claim. '

fh'l!lL'irvi'''f
''"'^ Somme for full contentacion of the saidChapell Waigies for oone hole Yere ys = xxxv( xv»
Quoted in Bailees Hook (E. E. T. S.), p,' xciv.

™,"''/' they hauenon goods nercatelle8,8ufilcia'nt to thecontentaconol sommes s., forfet. then to haue auctorite

«eni?'then, "'"'" '^'ir'^JK V??'""
»'' «>"»'acleiulamayenst them. Kivjhsh GxUlt (E. E. T. S,), p. 404.

contentfult (kon-tent'ful), a. [< contents, n., +
-Jul, 1.] Full of contentment.

Contentffd submission to God's disposal of things.
Barrow, Works, III. vi.

contention (kon-ten'shon), n. [< ME. conten-
cion, < OF. coHtencion, F. contention = Sp. con-
tencion = Pg. contengSo = It. contenzione, < L
contentto(n-), < contendere, pp. contentus, con-
tend: see contend.'^ 1. A violent effort to ob-
tain something, or to resist physical force,
whether an assault or bodily opposition

; physi-
cal contest ; struggle ; strife.

But when your troubled country called you forth
Your flaming courage and your matchless worth

'

To fierce contention gave a prosperous end.
Waller, To my Lord Protector.

2. Strife in words or debate ; wrangling ; an-
gry contest; quarrel; controversy; litigation.
A fools lips enter into contention. Prov. xviii. 6.

Avoid foolish questions, and genealogies, and eonten-
turns, and strivings aljout the law. m. jji, 9.

3. Strife or endeavor to excel ; competition

;

emulation.

No quarrel, but a slight contention.

Shak., 8 Hen. VI., i. 2.

4t. Effort; struggle; vehement endeavor.
Tills is an end which, at first view, appears worthy our

utmost contention to obtain. itoyers.

5. That which is aflJrmed or contended for; an
argument or a statement in support of a point
or proposition

; a main point in controversy.
But my contention is that knowledge does not take its

rise in general conceptions.
G. H. Leuxs, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iv. § 25.

German history might be quite as remunerative to us asours IS to the Germans, Such has always been my conten-
"""• Stublis, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 62.

I am most anxious that my contention in writing as Ihave done should not be misunderstood.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 450.

Bone Of contention. See 6o?i«i . = Syn. 1 and 2 Discus-
sion.^v.inance, disagreement, feud, wrangle, altercation.

contentious (kon-ten'shus), a. [= P. conten-
iieux = Sp. Pg. contencioso = It. contenzioso, <
Li. co»fe»tto«its, quarrelsome, perverse, < conten-
tioyn-), contention.] 1. Apt to contend; given
to angry debate; quarrelsome; perverse; liti-
gious.

A continual dropping in a very rainy day and a cmten-
tious woman are alike. Piov. xxvii. 15.

(They) had entorteined one Hull, an excommunicated
person and yery contentious, for their minister.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 121.

/^e book ["Refutation of Deism "] may be regarded as
the last development of that contentious, argumentative
side of Shelley s nature which found expression at an
earlier time in the letters addressed by him under feigned
names to eminent champions of orthodoxy.

E. Dowden, Shelley, 1. 398.

2. Relating to or characterized by contention
or strife ; involving contention or debate.

Not for malice and contentious crynies.
But all for ])rayse. and proofe of manly might
The martiall brood accustomed to fight.

Spenser, K. Q,,III. i. 13.

When we turn to his opponents, we emei-ge from the
learned obscurity of the black-letter precincts to the more
cheerful, though not less contentious, regions of political
"""• Brougham, Burke.

conterminant
To go into questions of gun manufacture here, probablythe most co»(e«(unM of all subjects under the siin is ofcourse impossible. Contemporary Rev., lA m.

3. In law, relating to causes between contend-
ing parties.

. ^l''?,'?r'' <='"ef justices and judges have a contentimu,
jurisdiction; but the lords of the treasury andu'e commissioners of the customs have none, bein| mere y judgesof accounts and transactions. Chambers.
In cmitentious suits it is difficult to draw the line be^tween judicial decision and arbitration.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 87.
Contentious argument, an argument which is framedonly to deceive or to put down an opponent, not to advance truth. =Syn. 1 and 2. Pugnacious, d sputatious
captious, wrangling, litigious, factious.

^^'.ous,

COntentiousIy (kon-ten'shus-U), adv. In a con-
tentious manner; quarrelsomely; perverselv
with wrangling.
The justices were to apprehend and take all such as did

contentiously and tumultuously.
Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1548.

contentiousness (kon-ten'shus-nes), ». A dis-
position to wrangle or contend; proneness to
strife; perverseness

; quarrelsomeness.
Conteyitioujmess in a feast of charity is more scandalthan any posture. G. Herbert, Country Parson, xxii.

COntentivet (kon-ten'tiv), a. [< content! + -4ve;
= F. contentif, etc.] Producing or giving con-

They shall find it a more contentive life than idleness or
perpetual joviality.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, 67 (Ord MS.).

COntentlessl (kon-tent'les), a. [< content! n.,+ -tes.] Discontented; dissatisfied; uneasy.
[Rare.] •'

Him we wrong with our contentlesse choyce
John Beaumont, Congratulation to the Muses.

C0ntentless2 (kon'tent-les), a. [< content^ -I-

-lexs.J Void of content or meaning.
So far the Idea remains contentless. Mind, XI. 429.

contentlyt (kon-tent'li), adv. In a contented
way.

Come, well away unto your country-house
And there we'll learn to live contently.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. 3.

contentment (kon-teut'ment), n. [< F. conten-
tement = Sp. co'ntentamiento = Pg. It. contenta-
niento, contentment; as content!, v., + -ment.l
1. That degree of happiness which consists in
being satisfied with present conditions ; a quiet,
uncomplaining, satisfied mind; content.

The noblest mind the best contentment has.
Spenser, F. Q., 1. i. 35.

Contentment without external honour is humility.
N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra.

Con^entnunt is one thing; happiness quite anotherIhe former results from the want of desire ; the latterfrom Its ^titlcation. The one arises from the absence
01 pain

; the other from the presence of pleasure.
L. F. Ward, Dynam. Sociol.j II. 207.

2. Gratification, or means of gratification ; sat-
isfaction.

You shall have no wrong done you, noble C«!sar,
But all eontentmeru. B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 4.

At Paris the pi-ince spent one whole day, to give hismind some contentment in viewing a famous city.

Sir II. Wotton.
= 8yn. Contentment, Sati^aetion. Contentment is pas-
sive

; satisfaction is active. The former is the feeling ofone who does not needlessly pine after what is beyfmd
lis reach, nor fret at the hardship of his condition; the
latter describes the mental condition of one who has allhe desires,,and feels pleasure in the contemplation of his
situation. A needy man may be contented, but can hardly
be satisfied. See satisfy, happiness.

contents (kon'tents or kon-tents'), n. pi. See
content^.

COnteritiont, n. [An erroneous form of contri-
tion, q. v.] A rubbing or striking together.

He being gone, Francion did light his torch again by themeans of a flint, that by contention sparkled out flre.

Comical Hist, of Francion.

COnterminable (kon-t6r'mi-na-bl), a. [< con-
+ terminable.^ 1. Capable of' being limited or
terminated by the same bounds.— 2. Limited
or terminated by the same bounds; contermi-
nous. [Rare.]
Love and life are not conterminable.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiffi, p. 477.

conterminal (kon-t6r'mi-nal), a. [< con- -{- ter-
minol.'l 1. Conterminous'.'— 2. In entom., at-
tached end to end : said of the parts of a jointed
organ when each has its base attached to the
apex of the preceding one so that they form a
regular line.

conterminantt (kon-ter'mi-nant), a. [< LL.
con1rrmin(in{t-)s, ppr. of conierminare, border
on

:
see conterminate.'] Having the same limits

;

conterminous.



conterminant

Suburban and eontemUnant fabrickes,

. Uoivell, Vocall Forrest.

If liaply your dates of life were conterminant.
Lamb, Elia.

conterminate (kon-tfer'mi-nat), a. [< LL. con-
teniiiitntiis, pp. of conterminare (> It. contermi-
nare), border on, < L. cmn-, together, + termi-
nus, a border: see terminate.'] Same as eonter-
minous.

A strength of empire fixed
Conterminate witli lieaveu.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriei-s.

conterminous (kon-ter'mi-nus), a. [= Sp. Pg.
It. co)itermiiio, < L. conterininits, bordei-ing upon,
< com-, together, + terminus, a border : see ter-

minate, conterminate.'] 1. Having the same
limit; bordering; touching at the boundary;
contiguous.

This conformed so many of them as were cotitermiTwus
to the colonies and garrisons to the Roman laws.

Sir M. Hale.

Because speculation is conterminous at one side with
metempirics, it has frequently been carried by its ardor
over its own lawful boundaries into that nebulous region
where all tests fail.

6. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. § 47.

Canaan, E<^pt, Nubia, and Ethiopia— taken in its wid-
est use— are in a certain sense conterminous, and form the
southern boundary of the world as known to the Hebrews.

G. Rawlinson, Origin of Nations, p. 197.

2. Having the same borders or limits, and hence
of the same extent or size ; of equal extension.

Our English alphabet is a member of that great Latin
family of alphabets whose geographical extension was ori-

ginally contenninous, or nearly so, with the limits of the
Western Empire. Isa<Lc Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 71.

3. In zool., having the same limitation or def-
inition: said of classificatory groups. Thus, a
genus which is the only one of a family is conterminous
with it ; the modern gl-oup Ichthyopsida is cmiterminous
with the two classes Pisces and Amphibia. Also conter-
minate.

As applied by Linnseus, the name cactus is almost con-
tenninous with what is now regarded as the natural order
Cactaceje, which embraces several modern genera.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 626.

Also coterminous.

COnterraneant (kon-te-ra'ne-an), a. [As con-
terrane-ous + -an,'] Conterraiieous.

If women were not conterranean and mingled with men,
angels would descend and dwell among us.

Quoted in Howell's Letters, iv. 7.

COnterraneousf (kon-te-ra'ne-us), a. [= Sp.
Pg. It. conterraneo, < L. conterraneus, < com-, to-
gether, + terra, earth, country.] Of the same
earth or world or country.

COntesset, ». An obsolete form of countess^.

conteseerationt (kon-tes-e-ra'shqn), n. [< LL.
contesseratio{n-), contracting of friendship, <

contesserare, pp. contesseratus, contract friend-
ship by means of square tablets, which were
divided by the friends in order that in after
times they or their descendants might recog-
nize each other, < L. com.-, together, + tessera,

a tablet: see tessera.'] A harmonious assem-
blage or collection ; a friendly union.

The holy symbols of the eucharist were Intended to be a
contesseration and an union of Christian societies to God
and with one another. Jer. Taylor, Keal Presence, § 1.

contest (kon-tesf), «'• [< F. contester, contest,
dispute, = Sp. Pg. contestar = It. contestare,

notify, refer a cause, < L. eontestari, call to wit-
ness, bring an action (ML. contestare litem, con-
test a case), < com-, together, -f- testari, bear
witness, < testis, a witness : see test^.] I, trans.

1. To make a subject of emulation, contention,
or dispute ; enter into a competition for ; com-
pete or strive for : as, to contest a prize; to con-
test an election (see contested).

Homer is universally allowed to have had the greatest
invention of any writer whatever. The praise of judg-
ment Virgil has justly contested with him. Pope.

2. To contend or strive for in arms ; fight or
do battle for; strive to win or hold; struggle
to defend : as, the troops contested every inch of
ground.

The matter was contested by single combat.
Bacon, Political Fables, ix.

West-Saxon Ceawlin, like Hebrew Joshua, went on from
kingdom to kingdom, from city to city. As he did unto
Cirencester and her icing, so did he unto Gloucester and
her king. But every step was well contested.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 128.

3. To argue in opposition to ; controvert ; liti-

gate ; oppose; call in question; challenge ; dis-
gute : as, the advocate contested every point

;

is right to the property was contested in the
courts.

"Cogitoergo sum." Few philosophical aphorisms have
been more frequently repeated, few more contested than
this, and few assuredly liave been so little nnderstooil by
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those who have held up its supposed fallacy to the great-
est ridicule. J. Z). Murell.

The originality and power of this [the dramatic litera-

ture of the period] as a mirror of life cannot be contested.
Whipple, Ess. and Rev,, II. 13.

= Sto. 3. To debate, challenge.

il. intrans. 1. To strive; contend; dispute:
followed by with.

The difficulty of an argument adds to the pleasure of
contesting with it, when there are hopes of victory.

Bp. Burnet.

2. To vie ; strive in rivalry.

I ... do contest
As hotly and as nobly mith thy love.
As ever in ambitious strength I did
Contend against thy valour. Shak., Cor., iv. 6.

Man who dares in pomp toith Jove contest.

Pope, Odyssey.

contest (kon'test), Ji. l< contest, v.] 1. Strife;
sti-uggle for victory or superiority, or in de-
fense ; a struggle in arms.

What dire offence from amorous causes springs.
What mighty contests rise from trivial things

!

Pope, R. of the L., i. 1.

The late battle had, in effect, been a contest between
one usurper and another. Hallam.

2. Dispute ; debate ; controversy ; strife in ar-
gument; disagreement.

Leave all noisy contests, all immodest clamours and
brawling language. Watts.

Great contest follows, and much learned dust
Involves the combatants ; each claiming truth,
And truth disclaiming both.

Cowper, The Task, iii. 161.

= Syn. 1. Cmijiict, Combat, etc. (see battle^), encounter.
See strife.— 2. Altercation ; dissension

; quarrel.

contestable (kon-tes'ta-bl), a. [< F. contestable

(= Sp. contestable— 'Pg. contestavel), < contester,

contest : see contest and -at)le.] That may be
disputed or debated ; disputable ; controverti-
ble. [Eare.]

COntestableness (kon-tes'ta-bl-nes), n. Pos-
sibility of being contested. " [Bare.]

contestant (kon-tes'tant), n. [< F. contestant
= Pg. It. coniestante,' < L. contestan(t-)s, ppr.
of eontestari, call to witness, etc. : see contest,

v.] One who contests ; a disputant ; a litigant

:

commonly used of one who contests the result
of an election, or the proceeding for probate of

a will.

contestation (kon-tes-ta'shgn), n. [= F. con-
testation = Sp. contestacion = Pg. contestagao
= It. contestazione, < L. contestatio(n-), an ear-
nest entreaty, an attesting, LL. entering of a
suit, < eontestari, pp. contestatus, call to wit-
ness, etc.: see contest, v.] If. The act of con-
testing or striving to gain or overcome ; con-
test ; emulation, competition, or rivalry.

Never contention rise in cither's breast.
But contestation whose love shall be best.

Beau, and Fl., Four Plays in One.

There is no act in all the errand of Gods Ministers to
man-kind, wherein passes more loverlike contestation be-
tweene Christ and the Soule of a regenerate man lapsing,
then before, and In, and after the Sentence of Exconmui-
nication. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

2t. Strife ; dispute.

His domestical Troubles were only by Earl Godwyn and
his Sons, who yet after many Contestations and Affronts
were reconciled, and Godwyn received again into as great
Favour as before. Baker, Chronicles, p. 18.

After years spent in domestic ,

found means to withdraw.
contestations, she

Clarendon.

Those . . . that are in perpetual contestation and close
fightings with sin. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 90.

3t. Joint testimony; proof by witnesses; attes-

tation.

We as well are baptised into the name of the Holy Spirit
as of the Father and Son : wherein is signified, and by a
solemn contestation ratified, on the part of God, that those
three joyned and confederated (as it wei'e) are conspiringly
propitious and favourable to us. Barrow, Works, II. xxxiv.

4. In the Gallican liturgies, the Vere Dignum,
or clause beginning "It is very meet, right,

and our bounden duty," at the beginning of
the euoharistic preface ; in a wider sense, the
whole preface.

contested (kon-tes'ted), p. a. [Pp. of contest,

v.] 1. Disputed. As applied to elections; (a) In
Great Britain, involving a contest at the polls, more than
one candidate having been nominated.

In four out of the six contested wards the Land League
candidates were rejected.

London Daily Telegraph, Nov. 26, 1881.

(&) In the United States, involving a contest or dispute
as regards the result of balloting, on the part of the un-
successful candidate, before a court or a legislative body

:

called in Great Britain a controverted election.

2. Litigated : as, a contested case at law.
COntestingly (kon-tes'ting-li), adv. In a con-
tending manner.

contexture

The more contestingly they set their reason to explain
them, the more intricate they, perhaps, will find them.

W. Mtyiitagite, Devoute Essays.

contestless (kon'test-les), a. [< contest +
-less.] Not to be disputed; incontrovertible.
[Rare.]

Truth contestless. A. Hill.

context (kgn-teks'), v. t. [< L. contexere, weave
together, < com-, together, -t- texere, weave : see
text. Cf. context, v.] To weave together.

Either by the plastic principle alone, or that and heat
together, or by some other cause capable to contex the
matter, it is yet possible that the matter may be anew
contriued into such bodies. Boyle, Works, II, 529.

COntextf (kgn-teksf), v. t. [< L. contextus,-pp.
of contexere, join or weave together: see con-
tex.] To knit together ; connect.

If the subject be history or contexted fable, then I hold
it l)etter put in prose or blanks. Feltham, Resolves, i. 71.

contextt (kon-teksf), a. [< L. eontextus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Knit or woven together ; close

;

firm.

The coats . . . are context and callous,
Derham, Physico-Theology, iv. 3.

context (kon'tekst), n. [= F. contexte = Sp.
Pg. contexto = It. contesto, < L. eontextus, a
joining together, connection, < contexere, pp.
eontextus, join or weave together: see contex,

context, v.] If. Texture ; specifically, the en-
tire text or connected structure of a discourse
or writing.

The skillful gloss of her reflection
But paints the context of thy coarse complexion.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 6,

Being a point of so high wisdome and worth, how could
it be but that we should find it in that book within whose
sacred context all wisdome is infolded ?

Milton, Church-Government, Pref.

We should not forget that we have but stray fragments
of talk, separated from the context of casual and unre-
strained conversations. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 9.

2. Less properly, the parts of a writing or dis-

course which precede or follow, and are directly
connected with, some other part referred to or
quoted.

CEBsar's object in giving the Crastinus episode seems to
have been, judging from the immediate context, an illus-

tration of the fiery zeal of his soldiers.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XV. 46.

contextual (kon-teks'tu-al), a. [< L. eontextus,

context (see context, n.), -f -al.] 1. Pertaining
to or dealing with the context.

So as to admit of a contextual examination.
The Congregatimiali^t, March 12, 1885.

The argument is not grammatical, but logical, and con-
textual. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLIII. 71.^.

2. Conforming to or literally agreeing with the
text : as, a contextual quotation.

contextually (kon-teks'til-al-i), adr. Agreea-
bly to the text; verbatim et literatim: as, an
extract contextuaUi/ quoted.

contextural (kon-teks'tu-ral), a. [< contexture
+ -«/.] Pertaining to contexture.

contexture (kon-teks'tur), n. [=F. contexture
= Sp. Pg. contextura = It. contestura, < ML. as if

*contextura, < L. eontextus, pp. of contexere, join

together: see context, v. and n.. and texture.]

1+. A weaving or joining, or the state of being
woven or joined together.

A perfect continuance or contexture of the thread of the
narration. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 126.

2. The manner of interweaving several parts
into one body; the disposition and union of the
constituent parts of a thing with respect to one
another ; composition of parts ; constitution

;

complication.

The first doctrine is touching the contexture or configu-
ration of things.

Baco7l, Advancement of Learning, ii. 161.

Pray let's now rest ourselves in this sweet shady arbour,
which nature herself has woven with her own fine fingers ;

'tis such a contexture of woodbines, sweetbrier, jasmine,
and myrtle. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 207.

View his whole life ; 'tis nothing but a cunning contex-
ture of dark arts and unequitable subterfuges.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

Sella hung the slippers in the porch
Of that broad rustic lodge, and all who passed
Admired their fair contexture. Bryant, Sella.

3t. Context.

In a contexture, where one part does not always depend
upon another, . . . there it is not always very probable
to expound Scripture, and take its meaning by its propor-
tion to the neighbouring words.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5), II. 330.

4. In Scots law, a mode of industrial accession,

arising when material, as wool or yam, belong-
ing to one person is woven into cloth belong-
ing to another, and is carried therewith as ae-



contexture

cessory. In principle it is similar to construc-
tiiie (which see).

COnteztured (kon-teks'turd), a. [< contexture
+ -e</-.] Woven ; formed into texture. [Eare.]

A gannent of Flesh (or of senses) contextured in the loom
of Heaven. Carlyte, Sartor Resartus, i. 10.

COnticent (kon'ti-sent), a. [< LL. c.onticen(t-)s,

ppr. of conticere, be silent, < L. com- (intensive)
+ tacere, be silent : see tacit. ] Silent ; hushed

;

quiet. [Rare.]

The servants have left the room, the guests sit eontxcent.
Thackeray, The Virginians, li.

COntignationt (kon-tig-na'shpn), n. [= F. con-
tigiiatioii =Sj>. eontigiiacion,<.'L. co)itignatio(n-),

a iloor, a story, < contignare, pp. contignatus,
join with beams, < com-, together, + tignum, a
beam.] 1. A frame of beams; a story; the
beams that bind or support a frame or story.

The uppermost eontirmation of their houses.
J. Gre(jQry, Works, I. 10.

An arch, the worke of Baltazar di Sienna, built with
wonderfull ingenuity, so that it is not easy to conceive
how it is supported, yet it has some imperceptible con-
tiffnationg w«* do not betray themselves easily to the eye.

Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 25, 1644.

2. The act of framing together or uniting beams
in a fabric.

Their own buildings . . . were without any party.wall,
and linked hy contitjnation into the edifice of France.

Burke.

COntiguatet (kon-tig'u-at), a. [< ML. eontigu-
atiis, contiguous, ppr. of contiguari, be con-
tiguous, < L. contiguus, contiguous: see contigu-
ous.'] Contiguous.

The two e-vtreniities are cOH?i*/Ma(e, yea, and continuate.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 817.

contiguity (kon-ti-gu'j-ti), n. [= F. contiguite
= Sp. contiguldad = P'g. contiguidade = It. con-
tiguita, < ML. contiguita{t-)s, < L. contiguus,
contiguous: see contiguous.'] 1. Actual con-
tact ; a toucliing ; the state of being in con-
tact, or within touching distance; hence, prox-
imity of situation or place; contiguousness

;

adjacency.

Regard is justly had to contiffuity, or adjacency, in pri-
vate lands and possessions. Bacon, Fable of Perseus.

In a community of so great an ext«nt as ours, contitfrnty
Incomes one of tlie strongest elements in forming party
combinations, and distance one of tlie strongest elements
In repelling them. Calhimn, Works, I. 233.

Phail)e'8 presence, and the contiynity of her fresh life

to his bligtited one, was usually all that he required.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, Ix.

Hence— 2. A series of things in continuous
connection; a continuity.

O for a lodge in some vast wildemeBS,
Some I>oundle88 contiguity of shade

!

Cowi>er, The Task, ii. 2.

3. In psychol., the coexistence or immediate
sequence of two or more impressions or ex-
periences. The law o/cunliauity is that law of mental
association according to which an idea which has been
accompanied or followed by another is more likely to be
accompanied or followed by that other on any occasion of
reproduction, and that this tendency is stronger the oftener
and the closer the contiguity (»f the ideas luis Iteen. The
law al*) includes the tendency of ideas to recall ideas that
have imniettiately preceded them —if there is such an ele-
mentary tendency, which is disputed. <'ontignity is the
most charact^'ristic of the principles of association. It was
stated by Aristotle, and was revived by David Hume, who
used the word contii/uily to translate Aristotle's term i6
avvtyyv^.

The qualities from which this association arises, and by
which the mind is after this manner convey 'd from one
idea to another, are three, viz. : Resemblance, Contiifuity
in time or place, and Cause and Effect

Hume, Treatise of Human Nature (1739), I. i 4.

The contitjiiity in time and place must mean that of
the sensations

; and so far it is affirmed that the order of
the Ideas follows that of the sensations. Crmliijiiily of two
sensations in time means the successive order. Contiguity
of two sensations in place means the synchronous order.

James Mill, Analysis of Human Mind, iii.

contiguous (kon-tig'i"i-us), a. [= F. contigu =
Sp. Pg. It. coiitiguo, < L. contiguus, touching,
< conliiigcre (contig-), touch: see contingent,
contact, contagion.] 1. Touching ; meeting or
joining at the surface or border ; hence, close
together ; neighboring ; bordering or adjoining

;

adjacent : as, two contiguous bodies, houses, or
estates : usually followed by to.

I saw two severall Castles built on a rock, which are so
near together that they are even contiguowt.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 93.

A picturesque house contiguous (o the churchyard, which
In Queen ElizalKth's time was a palace and was visited by
that sovereigi has now become a dairy.

W. Winter, English Rambles, p. 45.

Specifically— 2. In entom.: (a) So thickly
strewn as to be close together or touch, but
without coalescing: as, contiguous spots, dots,
or punctures, (li) Almost or quite touching at
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the base: a.9, contiguous antennee Contiguous
angles. Sfa angk:i,l.=Syn. Adjoining, etc. See adjacent.

contiguously (kon-tig'u-us-li), adv. In a con-
tiguous manner ; by contact ; without interven-
ing space.

The next of kin contiguously embrace

:

And foes are sunder'd by a larger space.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 31.

contiguousness (kon-tig'u-us-nes), n. A state
of contact; close tiniou of surfaces or borders.
The suspicious houses, as if afraid to be infected with

more misery than they have already, by contigiiomnem to
others, keep otT at a distance, having many waste places
betwixt them. Fuller, Holy War, p. 276.

continence, continency (kon'ti-nens, -nen-si),
n, [< ME. continence, < OF. continence, #. con-
tinence = Pr. contenensa = Sp. Pg. continencia
= It. continen:a, < L. continentia, holding back,
moderation, temperance, < continen(t-)s : see conn
tinent.] 1. In general, self-restraint with re-
gard to desires and passions ; self-command.

A harder lesson to learn Continence
In joyous pleasure than in grievous paine.

continently
sions (also separately called continents) of the western
continent, and are hardly more iniited than were Africa
and Asia before the cutting of the Suez canal.

4. leap.] in a special sense, in English litera-
ture, the mainland of Europe, as distinguished
from the British islands : as, to travel on the
Continent.

[He] kindly communicated to her, as is the way with
the best-l)red English on their first arrival "on the Conti-
nent," all his impressions regarding the sights and persons
he had seen.

Thackeray, Paris Sketch Book, A Caution to Travellers.

5t. Land in a general sense, as distinguished
from water; terra tirma.

The carcas with the streame was carried downe.
But th' head fell backeward on the Continent.

Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 25.

Make mountains level, and the continent.
Weary of solid llrmness, melt itself
Into the sea I Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

To conduct them through the Red Sea, into the con(t-
mnt of the Holy Land. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 159.

6. [cap.] Same KaHncratite— Old continent. See
old.

He knew . . . when to leave off— a conMn<>K;e which is
practised by a few writers. Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

2. In a special sense, the restraint of the sex-
ual passion within due bounds, whether abso-
lute, as in celibacy, or within lawful limits, as
in marriage ; chastity.

Chastity is either abstinence or coTUi-nerice ; abstinence
is that of virgins or widows ; continence tjiat of married
j)ersons. Jer. Taylor.

3. Capacity for holding or containing: as, a
measure which has only one half the continence
of another.— 4t. Continuity; uninterrupted
course.

Lest the continence of the course should be divided.
Ayliffe, Parergon.

continent (kon'ti-nent), a. and n. [I. a. < ME.
continent, < OF. (aiid F.) continent = Sp. Pg.
It. continente, < L. contiuen(t-)s, holding back,
temperate, moderate, also hanging together,
continuous, uninterrupted, ppr. of continere,

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 1. continental (kon-ti-nen'tal), a. and n. [< con-
tinent, n., + -al; = F. continental, etc.] Ii o. 1.
Relating or pertaining to, or of the nature of,

a continent ; entitled to be considered a conti-
nent.

Greenland, however insulated it may ultimately prove
to be, is in mass strictly continental.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 225.

2. Characteristic of a continent : opposed to
insular: as, a contittental cliina,te. See below.— 3. Specifically, of or belonging to the conti-
nent, as distinguished from adjacent islands,
and especially to the continent of Europe : as,
the continental press; the continental Sunday, fn
Amer. hist. : (a) Pertaining to the government anil altairs
of the thirteen revolutionary colonies during and imme-
diately after their struggle against England : as, the C<m-
tinental Congress ; continental money (the paper currency
issued by Congress during the revolutionai-y war).

The army before Boston was designated as the conti-
nental anuy, in contradistinction to that under General
Gates, which was called the ministerial army. Jrving.

hold back, check, also hold together: see con- C'O Inclined to favor a strengthening of the general gov-

tain. n. n.Indef.II.,3,early mod.E.co««(«<?>!te
»•"-••' - ..,...«...»..» — .v„ ..„,._=._

= F. continent = Sp. Pg. It. continente = D. l(on-
tinent = G. continent, kontinent = Dan. konti-
nent, < ML. NL. continen{t-)s, a continent, that
is, a continuous extent of land, in ML. applied
also to a broad continuous field, prop. aA]. (sc.
L. terra, land, or ager, field), L. continen(t-)s,
continuous, unbroken: see above. In defs. 1
and 2 the noun is directly from the adj.] I. a.
1. Restrained; moderate; temperate.

ernment and an increase of unity among the colonies.—
Continental climate, in phys. geog., the climate of a
part of a continent, regarded as owing its peculiarities to
this fact. Such a climate is subject to great fluctuations
of temperature, both diurnal and seasonal. An insular
climate, on the other hand, is mucli more equable. This
difference is most marked in the case of a small island re-
mote from all other land, as contrasted with the central
portions of a great continental mass like Asia. Places near
the sea, but more especially if surrounded by the sea, and
in proportion as they are distant from the land, enjoy a
more eqnaljle or insular climate. At a gi-eat distance
from the sea, and especially if the land-area is very large,

I pray you have a continent forbearance, till the speed ""^ summer is abnormally hot and the winter proportion-
ot his rage goes slower. Shak., Lear, i. 2. ^"^ "^"'''i '^hile the difference between the temperatures

of night and day is also very marked. The interiors of the
continents have in general a smaller rainfall than their

, iii. 2.

,
iv. 3.

2. Moderate or abstinent in the indulgence of
the sexual passion ; maintaining continence

;

chaste.
My past life

Hath been as continent, as chaste, as true.
As I am now unhappy. Shak., W. T.

3t. Restraining; opposing.
My desire

All continent impediments would o'erbear,
That did oppose my will. Shak., Macbeth

4t. Containing; being the container: -with of.— 5t. Continuous; connected; not interrupted.
.Some. . . thiuke it was called Anglia of Angulus, which

is in English a corner, for that it is l)ut a corner in respect
of the mayne and continent land of the whole world.

Grafton, Briteyn, iv.

The north-east part of Asia is, if not continent with
the west side of America, yet certaiuly . . . the least dis-
joined by sea of all that coast. Brerewood, Languages.

Continent cause. See cause, i.

II. ". It. That which contains or comprises;
a container or holder.

Here's the scroll.

The continent and summary of my fortune.
Shak., M. of v., 111. 2.

edges. Continental pronimclatlon, or system of
pronunciation, of Latin and Greek. See pronunciation.— Continental system, in modem hist., the plan of the
emjjeror Napoleon for excluding the nierchaiulise of Eng-
land from all parts of the continent of Europe. It was
instituted by the decree of Berlin, issued November 21st,
1806, which declared the British islands in a state of block-
ade, and made prisoners of war all Englishmen found in
the territories occupied I)y France and her allies.

U, «. 1. A native or an inhabitant of a con-
tinent, specifically of the continent of Europe.

It appears that Englishn]en at all times knew better than
Continentals how to maintain their right of free and inde-
pendent action. English GiUis (E. E. T. S.), p. Ixxix.

2. In Amer. hist., a soldier of the regular army
of the revolted colonies in the war of indepen-
dence— Not worth a continental, not worth as nmch
as a piece of paper money issued by the Continental Con-
gress in the revolutionary war, and hence, from the depre-
ciation of that money, of little or no value ; worthless ;

good for nothing.

The quaint term "Continental " long ago fell into disuse,
except in the slang phrase not worth a Cotitinental, which
referred t^> the debased condition of our currency at the
close of the Revolutionary War.

J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 104.
2t. That which is contained or comprised ; con-
tents ; the amount held or that can be held, as COntmentalert (kon-ti-nen'tal-6r), n. Same as

cnntiniiitdl, 2.

continentalist (kon-ti-nen'tal-ist), n. [< con-
tinental + -ist.] 1. A native or an inhabitant of
a continent ; a continental.

Robinson Crusoe and Peter "Wilkins could only have
been written by islanders. No continentalist could have
conceived either tale. Coleridge, Table-Talk, p. S09.

2. In U. S. hist., one who, just after the close of
the revolutionary war, desired a stronger union
of the States.

by a vessel

Great vessels into less are emptied never.
There's a redundance past their continent ever.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, ii, 1.

3. In 2^hys. geog., one of the largest land-
masses of the globe. From the most general point
of view there are two continental masses, the eastern
and the western, the old world and the new world. In
breaking these up into lesser divisions, Europe and Asia
t4>gether naturally constitute one mass, conveniently des-
ignated as Eurasia, though each is conmionly reckoned
a separate continent. Africa, formerly attached to Asia Continently (kon'ti-nent-li), adv. In a conti-
very slightly by the i.sthmus of .Suez and now artificially nent manner; chastelV ; moderately; temper-
severed from it by the Suez canal, forms another conti- „f„i,, . ,,,^1. „l\t ^oot-o'i^f

^oiii^'c.

nental mass. Australia is regarded by many as a third "•''''y i
wiin seii-resiraini.

continental subdivision of the eastern land-mass (or a When Paul wrote this epistle, it was lykely enough that
fourth, reckoning Europe and Asia separately). North the man would live confincnM;/.. . ., North
and South America form the two great natural subdivi. T. Martin, Marriage of Priestes (l.'>54), x. 1.



contmge

continget (kon-tinj'), r. i. [< L. eontingere,

touch: see contingciit.'i To touch ; reach ; hap-

pen. Bailey.

contingency, contingence (kon-tiu'jen-si,

-Jens), «.; p\. contingeHcies, contingences (siz,

-jen-sez). [= F. contingent= Sp. Pg. conUngen-

eia= It. contingema, < ML. contingetitia, < L. coh-

tingen{t-)s : see contingent.'] 1. The mode of

existence of that which is contingent; the pos-

sibility that that which happens might not have
happened; that mode of existence, or of com-
ing to pass, which does not involve necessity

;

a happening by chance or free will ; the being

true of a proposition which would not under all

circumstances be true.

Tlieir credulities assent unto any prognosticks which,

cousideiing the continr/ency In events, are only in the pre-

science of God.
'

Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err.

I deny not but, for great causes, some opinions are tc be

quitted : but . . . how few do forsake any ; and when any

do, oftentimes they choose the wrong side, and they that

take the righter, do it so by contingeiwji.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885X Ded., I. 4.

It is a blind contingence of events.
Dryden, Amphitryon.

Aristotle says, we are not ... to build certain rules

upon the contingency of human actions.
South, Works, I i.

The contingency of the future is thus really reduced to

the necessity of the past. Sir W. Hamilton, Held, note U.

What is Contingency ? It is the ideal admission that

certain factors now present may be on any other occasion

absent ; and when they are absent the result must be dif-

ferent from what it is now.
G. U. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. 1. 1 170 a.

2. A casualty ; an accident ; a fortuitous event,

or one which may or may not occur.

Christianity is a Religion which above all othera does

ann men against all the contingencies and miseries of the
life of man. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. vi.

The remarkable position of the queen rendering her
death a most important contingency. HaUam.

The superiority of force is often checked by the pro-

verbial contingencies of war.
Sumner, Trxie Grandeiu: of Nations.

If no blow is ever to be struck till we have a cut-and-

dried scheme ready to meet every contingency, we shall

never have any contingency to meet.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 444.

3t. A touching ; a falling together ; contact

:

as, "the point of contingency," J. Ch-egory.—
Angle of contingence, the inflnitesimal angle between
two tangents to a curve at consecutive points.

contingent (kon-tin'jent), o. and n. [= P. con-

tingent = Sp. Pg. It. contingente, < ML. confin-

gen{t-)s, adj., possible, contingent (tr. Gr. ivSe-

Xifevov), prop. ppr. of L. eontingere, pp. con-

tactus, touch, meet, attain to, happen : see
contact.'] I, a. 1. Not existing or occurring
through necessity ; due to chance or to a free

agent ; accidentally existing or true ; hence,
without a known or apparent cause or reason,

or caused by something which would not in

every case act ; dependent upon the will of a
human being, or other finite free agent.

When any event takes place of which we do not discern

the cause, [or] why it should have happened in this man-
ner, or at this moment rather than another, it is called a
corntiTvjejit event, or an event without a cause : as, for ex-

ample, the falling of a leaf on a particular spot, or the
tumuig up of a certain number when dice are thrown.

Is. Taylor, Elements of Thought, p. 69.

Mathematical propositions become inexact or contin-

gent whenever they are applied to cases involving con-

ditions not included in the terms.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. § 60.

Of all regions it [the antarctic] is the one where the
physical conditions are most unifonn and least under the

influence of contingent circumstances.
J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 206.

Things, as objects of scientific cognition, are contingent,

dependent— not grounds of their own existence.

Adamson, Philos. of Kant, ill.

2. Dependent upon a foreseen possibility
;
pro-

visionally liable to exist, happen, or take effect

in the future ; conditional : as, a contingent re-

mainder after the payment of debts ; a goumey
contingent upon the receipt of advices ; a con-

tingent promise.
If a contingent legacy be left to any one when he attains

the age of twenty-one, and he dies before that time, it is

a lapsed legacy. Blackstone, Com.

She possessed only a contingent reversion of the crown.
Premott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

Contingent cause, n cause which may or may not act.

It would puzzle the greatest philosopher ... to give

any tolerable account how any knowledge whatsoever can
certainly and infallibly foresee an event through uncertain
and ci/ntingent causes. Tillotson, Sermons, xlviii.

Contingent line, in dialing, the intei-section of the plane
of the dial with a plane parallel to the equinoctial.— Con-
tingent matter, in logic, the matter of a proposition
which is true, but not necessarily so.

When is a proposition said to consist of matter contin-

gent! BlundemlU, Arte of Logicke (1599), iii. 3.
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. In contingent matter, an Indefinite is understood as a
particular. Whateley, Logic, II. ii. § 2.

Contingent remainder, truth, etc. See the nouns.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Chance, Cfasnal, etc. See accidental.

11. n. 1. An event dependent either upon
accident or upon the will of a finite free agent;
an event not determinable by any rule.

His understanding could almost pierce into future con-

tingents. South, Sermons.

All contingents have their necessary causes, but are

called contiiiifents in respect of other events upon which
they do not depend. Ilobbes.

The conviction of this impossibility led men to give up
the prescience of God in respect of futiu'e contingents.

Sir W. Hamilton, Keid, note U.

2. That which falls to one in a division or ap-
portionment among a number; a quota; spe-

cifically, the share or proportion of troops to be
furnished by one of several contracting powers

;

the share actually furnished : as, the Turkish
contingent in the Crimean war.

They sunk considerable sums into their own coffers, and
refused to send their contingent to the emperor.

Swift, Conduct of Allies.

France has contributed no small contingent of those

whose purpose was noble, whose lives were healthy, and
whose minds, even in their lightest moods, pure.

ilarg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent, p. 284.

They wer« attacked by the rebels of the Gwalior cmi-

tingent. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 276.

Future contingent, something which may or may not
be brought about in the future by the voluntary action of

a man or men : a phrase used in tlie discussion of divine

prescience.

contingently (kgn-tin'jent-li), adv. Fortuitous-

ly ; by possibility ; as may happen.

Albeit there are many things which seem unto us to be
contingent, yet were they so indeed, there could have been
no prophecy, but only predictions, which were contin-

gently true or false. N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, iv. 6.

COntingentness (kon-tin'jent-nes), n. The
state of being contingent ; fortuitousness.

continua, ». Plural of continuum.

COntinuable (kon-tin'ii-a-bl), a. [= OF. con-

tinuable, continual, = It. continuabile; as con-

tinue + -able.] Thatmay be continued. [Rare.]

Their President seems a bad edition of a Polish King.
He may be elected from four years to four years, for life.

Reason and experience prove to us that a chief magis-

trate so COntinuable is an officer for life.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 266.

continual (kon-tin'u-al), a. [Early mod. E. con-

tinuall, < ME" contimiel, < OF. continuel, F. conti-

nuel, < L. continuus, continuous: see continuous

and -al.] 1. Proceeding without interruption

or cessation ; not intermitting ; unceasing ; con-

tinuous.

He that is of a merry heart hath a continual feast.

Prov. XV. 15.

Full of repentance.
Continual meditations, tears, and sorrows.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

A sweet attractive kinde of grace,

A full assurance given by lookes,

ContinuaXl comfort in a face.

M. Roydon, Astrophel.

2. Of frequent recurrence ; often repeated

;

very frequent : as, the charitable man has con-

tinual applications for alms.

Yet because this widow troubleth nie, I will avenge her,

lest by her cotitinual coming she weary me. Luke xviii. 6.

Continual claim. See ciaijiii.— Continual fever, or

continued fever, a fever which, while it may vary some-

what in intensity, neither intermits nor exliibits such de-

cided and regular fluctuations as characterize typical re-

mittent fever.— Continual proportionals, the terms of

a geometrical progi-ession. = Syn. Incessant, Perpetual,

etc. (see irKessant), constant, uninterrupted, unintermit-

ted, interminahle, endless.

continually (kon-tin'u-al-i), adv. [< ME. con-

tinuely, -eUiche"; < continual + -ly"^.] 1. With-
out cessation or intermission ; unceasingly.

A country [Persia] where the open air continually in-

vites abroad, adorned with almost perpetual verdure,

and hemmed in by lofty blue mountains.
N. A. Rev., CXL. 330.

2. "Very often; at regular or frequent inter-

vals ; from time to time ; habitually.

Thou Shalt eat bread at my table continually.
2 Sam. ix. 7.

He comes corUinually to Piecomer ... to buy a saddle.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

If you are lost in his city (and you are pretty sure to

be lost there, continually), a Venetian will go with you
wherever you wish. Ilowells, Venetian Life, xx.

=Syn. Continuously, constantly, incessantly, perpetually.

COntinualness (kon-tin'u-al-nes), n. The char-

acter of being continual.

continuance (kon-tin'u-ans), n. [< ME. contin-

uaunce, < OF. continuance, continuence = Sp.

(obs.) It. continuanza, < L. continuan(t-)s, con-

tinuing: Bee continuant.] 1. A holding on, re-

maining, or abiding in a particular state, or in

continuation

a course or series; permanence, as of habits,

condition, or abode ; a state of lasting ; continu-

ation ; constancy
;
perseverance ; duration.

Patient continuance in well-doing. Rom. U. 7.

They are cloy'd
With \oas continuance in a settled place.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5.

No more now, but desiring a Continuance of your Bless-

ing and Prayers, I rest your dutiful Son, J. H.
Howell, Letters, I. v. 32.

Nature ... Is entirely opposed to the contimcance of
paths through her forests. Harper's Mag., LXXI. 221.

2. Uninterrupted succession or continuation;
indefinite prolongation

;
perpetuation.

I make not love to the continuance of days, but to the
goodness of them. Bacon, Death.

They made suite to the Gov tohave some portion of land
given them for contvmut^ice, and not by yearly lotte.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 167.

The brute immediately regards his own preservation or
tlie continuance of his species. Addison, Spectator.

3. Progression of time.

In thy book all my members were written, which in con-

tinuance were fashioned. Ps. cxxxix. 16.

4. In law : (a) The deferring of a trial or hear-
ing, or the fixing of a future day for the parties

to a suit to appear or to be heard. Specifical-

ly— (6) In the United States, the deferring of

a trial or suit from one stated term of the court
to another.

It is on accomit of the long intervals between terms that
continuances tyjhich now constitute the chief means of the
" postponement swindle ") are so eagerly sought.

The Century, XXX. 331.

5f. Continuity; resistance to a separation of
parts; a holding together ; ductility.

Wool, tow, cotton, and raw silk have, Ijeside the desire

of continuance in regard to the tenuity of their thread, a
greediness of moisture. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 845.

= Syil. lands. Continuity, etc. See continuation.

continuant (kon-tin'ii-ant), n. [< L. continu-

an{t-)s, ppr. of contihuare, continue: see con-

tinue.] In math., a determinant all whose con-

stituents vanish, except those in the principal

diagonal and the two bordering minor diago-

nals, while all those of one of these minor di-

agonals are equal to negative unity : as.

1

b 1

-1 e

—

1

Also cumulant.

COntinuatet (kon-tin'u-at), r. t. [<L. co)i<tHi«i-

tus, pp. of coniinuate, ^oin together, make con-

tinuous : see con tinue.] To join closely together.

Abp. Potter.

COntinuatet (kon-tin'u-at), a. [< L. continuatus,

pp. : see the verb.] '

1. Immediately united

;

closely joined.

We are of him and in him, even as though our very flesh

and bones should be made contiiiuale with his.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. !)6.

A general cause, a continuate cause, an inseparable ac-

cident, to all men, is discontent, care, misery.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 170.

2. Uninterrupted; unbroken; continuing for

an indefinite length of time ; continued.

O, 'tis a dangerous and a dreadful thing
To leave a sure pace on continuate earth.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, i. 1.

Untirable and continuate goodness. Sha]c.,T. of A., i. 1.

COntinuatelyf (kon-tin'u-at-li), adv. Continu-
ously ; without interruption.

The water ascends gently and by intermissions, but it

falls continuately. Bp. Wilkins, Archimedes, xv.

continuation (kon-tin-u-a'shon), n. [= F. con-

tinuation = Sp. 'continuation = Pg. continuagao

= It. continuazione, < L. continuatio{n-), < conti-

nuare, pp. continuatus, continue: see cotitinue.]

1. The act or fact of continuing or prolonging

;

extension of existence in a line or series.

These things must needs be the works of Providence for

the continuation of the species. Ray.

Preventing the continuation of the royal line.

Macaiday, Hist. Eng., xxiv.

2. Extension or carrying on to a further point r

the thing continued: as, the continuation of a
story.— 3. Extension in space; a caiTving on
in length; prolongation: as, the contimmtion

of a line in surveying.— 4. In math., a process

in fluxions equivalent to integi'ation by parts.

— 5. pi. Trousers. [Slang.] — Continuation day.
Same as conian(iodaii{v!'h\ch see, under cotfrtHf/o).— Con-
tinuation of days. In Scots law. the summons in a
civil process fonnerly authorized tlie defender to be cited

to appear on a certain day, with continuation of days,

and he might be brought into court either on the day

named or later, as the party chose, unless the diet were
forced on by protestation. =Syn. Continuation. Continu-

ance. Continuity, Continuousness, prolongation, protrac-



continuation

Hon. Continuation is used properly of extension in space,

continuaiu-e of time, continuity of substance, ami cafltinu-

omnegs of freedom from interruption in space or time.

Tlius we speak of tlie contimiatiuji of a line of railroad

(that is. tlie construction of it beyond a certain point, or

the part tlius constructed) ; tlie cmtinimnce of suiferins

;

the continuitii of fibers (that is, their cohesion or preserva-

tion of relations). A ferry would break tlie co7itinuou*w;ss

of a line of railroad. See continuous.

The rich country from thence to Portici . . . appearing

only a continuation of the city. Brydone.

There is re<iuired a continuance of warmth to ripen the

best aud noblest fruits. Dryden, Ded. of Virgil's Ueorgics.

Wlien a limb, as we say, "goes to sleep," it is because the

nerves supplying it have been subjected to pressure suffi-

cient to destroy the nervous continuitti of the fibres.

Huxley and Youmanii, Physiol., § 320.

COntinuative (kon-tin'u-a-tiv), fl. and n. [=
Pg. It. coiitinuati'vo, < Lli. coiitinuatifus, < L. con-

tinuatus,jp\>. of continuare, continue: see con-

tinue.
'i L a. Having the character of continu-

ing, or of causing continuation or prolongation.

[Rare.]

n. H. 1. An expression noting permanence
or duration.

To these may be added continuatives : as, Rome remains
to this day ; which includes at least two propositions, viz.

Rome was and Rome is. Watts, Logic.

2. In gram., a loose or imemphatic copulative

;

a conneetive.

Continuatics . . . consolidate sentences into one con-

tinuous whole, Harrie, Hermes, il.

continuatively (kon-tin'u-a-tiv-li), adv. In a
continuative manner; in continuation.

COntinuator (kon-tin'ii-a-tor), n. [= F. con-

tiiiiiateur = Sp. tg. continuador = lt. continua-

iore, < L. as if *continuator, < continuare, pp. con-

tinitatius, continue: see continue'^ One who or

that which continues or carries forward : as, the

COntinuator of an unfinished history.

The purely chronological or annalistic method [of his-

toi-y], tliouj:h pursuetl by the learned Baronius aud his

coiUinuatoTg, is now generally abandoned.
Schaf, Hist. C'luist. Church, I. § 4.

continue (kon-tin'ii); V. ;
pret. and pp. continued,

ppr. continuing. [< ME. continuen, contunen, <

OF. continuer, F. cotitinucr =z Pr. Sp. Pg. coh-

tinuar = It. continuare, < L. continuare, join,

unite, make continuous (in space or time), <

eontinuus, continuous, unbroken : see continu-

ous.^ I. tran.s. If. To connect or unite; make
continuous.

I'he use of the navel is to eontifuu the infant unto the
mother. Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., v. 5.

2. To extend from one point to another ;
pro-

duce or draw out in length : as, continue the line

from A to B; let the line be continued to the
boundary.— 3. To protract or carry on ; not to

cease from or terminate.

Ser, if it please your goodnesse for to hire [hearl,

WiUi yow I haue a/ntijnued my sernice

In pese and rest. titnerydet (E. E. T. S.), 1. 577.

O coniinue thy lovingkindneas unto them that know
thee. Ps. xxxvi. 10.

4. To persevere in ; not to cease to do or use

:

as, to continue the same diet.

The seizing Shipwrackt-men has been also a custom at
Pegu, but whether still continued 1 know not.

Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 8.

You know how to make yourself happy, by only continu-
ing such a life as you have been long accustomed to lead.

Pope.

5. To carry on from the point of suspension
;

resume the course of ; extend in the same
course: as, to continue a line of railroad from
its present terminus; the story will be contin-

ued next week.— 6. To suffer or cause to re-

main as before; retain: as, to continue judges
in their posts.

Disturbances in the celestial regions ; though so regu-
lated and moderated by the power of the .Hun, i>revailing

over the heavenly bodies, as t^j continue tlie world in its

state. Bacim, Physical J-'ables, i., Expl.

Let us pray that Ood maintain and continue our most
excellent king here present, true inheritor of this onr
realm. Latimer, 1st .Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

7t. To keep enduringly
;
prolong the state or

life of.

If a child were continued in a grot or cave under the
earth until maturity of age, and came suddenly abroad,
he would have strange arid absurd imaginations.

Jlacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 22S.

But Bamardinc must die this afternoon ;

And how shall we cfmtinue Claudio ?

Shak., M. for M., Iv. .1.

n. in trans. 1. To go forward or onward in
any course or action

;
proceed : the opposite of

cease : as, he continued talking for some minutes
more.

Alscj the grett tempest contymncd so owtrageowsly, that
we war never in such a fer in all our lyff.

Torkington, biarie of Eng. Travell, p. 62.
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"A good and truly bold &\t\T\t," continued he, "is ever

actuated by reason, and a sense of honour and duty."
Steele, Spectator, >'o. 350.

2. To persevere ; be steadfast or constant in

any course.
If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples in-

deed. John viii. 31.

3. To remain in a state or place ; abide or stay
indefinitely..

The multitude . . . continue with me now three days,

and have nothing to eat Mat. xv. 32.

These men, ... to excuse those Gentlemens suspicion

of theii* running to the Salvages, returned to the Fort and
there continued.

Quoted in Capt. Jolm Smith's True Travels, I. 218.

Hopelessly continuing in mistakes, they live and die in

their absurdities. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Those early years which, no matter how long we con-

tinue, are said to make up the greater portion of onr life.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 116.

4. To last ; be durable ; endure ; be permanent.
Thy kingdom shall not continue. I Sam. xiii. 14.

God is the soule, the life, the strength, and sinnew.

That quickens, moues, and makes this Frame continue,
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

= Syn. 3. Sojourn, etc. See abided.

continued (kon-tin'ud), p. a. [Pp. of continue, t'.]

1. Drawn out; protracted; produced; extend-

ed in length ; extended without interruption.

A Ijridge of wondrous length
From hell continued, reaching the utmost orb
Of this frail world. Milton, P. L., ii. 1029.

2. Extended in time without intermission
;
pro-

ceeding without cessation; continual: as, a con-

tinucd fever.— Continued bass, s^ee rifmrM bass, un-
der baxi-i, and thoroughbasx.—CorMnuei fever. See
continual/emr, under continual.— Continued fives. See
;!pe.— Continued fraction, in alij., an expression of the
form (introduced by Lord Brouncker, 1668)

b+l
« + T

d + i

c -t- etc,

where a, b, c, d, e, etc., and a, p, y, S, etc., are usually

taken to represent whole numbers. A proper continued
fraction is one in which a = ^=y=6 = etc. = 1. Au
improper continued fraction is one in which these quan-
tities are all —1. The quantities a, b, c, d, e, etc., are

termed the quotients or incomplete quotients. A tenninat-

inij ctmtinued fraction is one having a Unite number of

quotients. A periodic or recurriwi continued fraction is

one in which the quotients constitute a finite series re-

curring over aiui over iigain without ceasing.— Contin-
ued or continual proportionals, a series of three or

more quantities compared tcjgcther. so that the ratio is

the same between every two adjacent terms, viz., between
the first and second, the second and third, the third and
fourth, etc. : as, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc., where the terms con-

tinually increase in a double ratio. Such quantities are

also said to be in eontinoed jtrojuirtion. and a series of

continued profwrtionals is otherwise called a geometrical

proflrejwtuw.— Continued voyage, or continuous voy-
age, a voyage prosecuted to completion. In the law of

prizes, a voyage of a vessel carrying contraband of war,

or carrying goods intended for a lilockaded port, although
in fact :lided by stopping short (ff the unlawful destina-

tion and making a transhipment in order to evade the law,

is treated by some courts as if continued, thus bringing
upon the vessel and cargo the same liability as if it had
continued the voyage and effected the unlawful purpose.

continuedly (kpn-tin'ud-li), adv. Without in-

terruption ; without ceasing.

By perseverance, I do not understand a eontinuedly uni-

form, e«(nal course of obedience, and such aa is not inter-

rupted with the least act of sin. Sorris.

continuer (kon-tin'u-6r), n. 1. One who con-

tiuues ; one who has the power of perseverance.

I would my horse had the speed of your tongue ; and so

gootl a continuer. Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

2. One who carries forward anything that had
been begun, or takes up a course that had been
pursued, by another or others; a continuator:

as, the continuer of a history.

Mr. Winthrop is a distinguished contimter of the mem-
orable line of occasional orators in which Massachusetts
has Ijeen ... so fruitful.

Sew York Evening Post, Oct. 30, 1886.

continuing (kon-tin'u-ing), ;). a. [Ppr. of con-

tinue, r.JKeinaining fixed or permanent; abid-

ing; lasting; enduring; persevering.

Here have we no continuing city. Heb. xili. 14.

Continuing guaranty. See guaranty.

continuingly (kon-tin'u-ing-li), adv. Without
interruption; continuously.

He sayth that the sayd vii slepers were closed in that

caue, the first yere of Decius, and so sleped cuntynuyngly
to the last time or yeres of Theodocius the yonger.

l''abyan, Chron., I. ccxiv.

continuity (kon-ti-nii'i-ti), n. [< F. continuity

= Hp. continuidad = Pg. continuidade = It. con-

tinuity, continnitate, < L. continuita{t-)s, < con-

tinutis, continuous: see continuous.l 1. Unin-
terrupted connection of parts in space or time

;

uninterruptedness.

continuous

To this habit of continuity of attention, tracing the first

simple idea to its remoter consequences, the philosophical
genius owes many of its discoveries.

/. D'lsrmli, Lit. Char., p. 178.

To break the continuity of tlie land, and afford the easier
and readier intercourse of water conveyance.

D. Webster, .Speech, June 5, 1828.

Fire will live in it [vapor of the grotto del Cani] no long-
er than in water, because it wraps itself . . . about the
flame, and by its continuity hinders ... air and nitre from
coming to its succour. Addison, Italy.

2. In math, and pjiilos., a connection of points
(or other elements) as intimate as that of the
instants or points of an interval of time : thus,
the continuity of space consists in this, that a
point can move from any one position to any
other so that at each instant it shall have a
definite and distinct position in space. This state-

ment is not, however, a proper definition of continuity,
but only an exemplification drawn from time. The old
definitions~ the fact that adjacent parts have their limits
in common (Aristotle), infinite divisibility (Kant), the fact
that between any two points there is a third (which is true
of the system of rational numbers)— are inadequate. The
less unsatisfactory definition is that of G. Cantor, that con-
tinuity is the perfect concatenation of a system of points
— words which must be understood in special senses. Can-
tor calls a system of points concatenated when any two of
them being given, and also any finite distance, however
small, it is always possible to find a finite number of other
points of the system through which by successive steps,

each less than the given distance, it would be possible to
proceed from one of the given points to the other. He
terms a system of points perfect when, whatever point not
belonging to the system be given, it is possible to find a
finite distance so siiiuU that there are not an infinite num-
her of points of the system within that distance of the
given point. As examples of a concatenated system not
perfect. Cantor gives the rational and also the in-ational

numbers in any interval. As an example of a perfect sys-

tem not concatenated, he gives all the numbers whose ex-
pression in decimals, however fai- carried out, would con-
tain no figures except and 9.

The simplest of the Concrete Sciences, Astronomy and
Geology, yield the idea of continuity witii great distinct-

ness. I do not mean continuity of existence merely ; I mean
continuity of caus.ation ; the unceasing production of etl'ect

— the never-ending work of every force.

//. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 322.

The motion of a material particle which has continuous
existence in time and space is the type and exemplar of

every form of continuity.
Clerk Maxuiell, Matter and Motion, Art. xxv.

3. In zool. and anat., that part of a thing

which lies between the two ends, as the shaft

of a long bone, or its diaphysis, as distin-

guished from its condyles or epiphyses, or the

middle portion of the bill of a bird, as dis-

tinguished from the base and apex. [Chiefly an

anatomical term, and especially a surgical one : as, the

fracture of a bone in its coiidnuifi/. J —Continuity Of

forms, in the Kantian philos., the doctrine that if A
and B are two concepts such that A includes the whole

content of B and more, there will always be a third con-

cept C, such that .k includes the whole content of C and
more, while C includes the whole content of B and more.
— Equation of continuity, in hydrodynamics, the equa-

tion which expresses that any change in the quantity of

fluid within any closed surface is, in the absence of sources

or sinks within the surface, due to the flow of fluid through

the surface. In its differential form the equation is

dp ripu dpv dpw _ Q
di Hx dy dz

where t is the time, p the density, x, y, z the rectangular

coordinates, and ti, v, w the coilesponding components
of the velocity.—Law Of continuity, the doctrine that

continuous changes in conditions will be accompanied by

continuous changes in the results. This law was firet set

forth by Leibnitz in 1687, and employed to show that the

properties of tlie paralwla may be deduced from those of

the ellipse, the laws of rest from those of motion, etc.

Later he declared it applicable to such questions as

whether there is an uninterrupted series of species from

the highest to the lowest. The doctrine has often been
understood as implying that there are no abrupt varia-

tions in nature.

From the knowledge of the complete state at any instant

of a thing whose motion obeys the law of continuity, we
can calculate where it was at any past time, and where it

will be at any future time. 11'. A'. Clifford, Lectures, I. 122.

Solution of continuity, rupture; separation of parts

intimately connected. = Syn. ConKimonce, etc. See con-

linliation.

continuous (kon-tin'i>-us), a. [= F. continu=
Pr. continu = Sp. Pg. It. continno, < L. eontinuus,

joined, connected, uninterrupted (in spat-e or

time), < continere, hold together: see continent

andcoB<aiM.] 1. Characterized by continuity;

not affected by disconnection of parts or inter-

ruption of sequence; having uninterrupted ex-

tent, substance, or existence ; unbroken.

By changes In tlie form of the land and of climate, ma-
rine areas now continiwtLs must often have existed within

recent times in a far less continuous and uniform condi-

tion than at present. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 169.

It [Carlyle's "History of Frederick the Great"] is a

bundle of lively episodes rather than a continuous narra-

tive. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 147.

I am more tlian I was yesterday. This " more " repre-

sents the growth which I said was implied in the very con-

ception of personality, of the continuous individual.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 87.



continnons

2. tJnintermitted, or constantly renewed; con-
tinual.— 3. In bot., not deviating from unifor-

mity: the reverse of interrupted. Thus, a stem
which has no joints is said to be coiitmuous.—
Continuous bearings, chains of timber laid under the
rails of a railroad for their support, in place of stone or
wooden sleepers lixed at certain intervals. The chains
of timber, or longitudinal sleepers, are secured to cross-

transoms fixed to piles.— Continuous brake, girder,
impost, etc. See the nouns.— Continuous fimction, a
function whose dilfereutial coetticient is nowliere infinite,

so tliat an infinitesimal increment of the variable produces
an iiiflnilesimal increment in the value of the function.

—

Continuous-service certificate, a certificate issued to

enlisted men in tlie United States navy who reenlist at

the expiration of their term of service.— Continuous
voyage. See continued voyage, under con(m««(f. =Syn.
Cuntinuoug, Incei^ant, C<mtinual, etc. See incessant.

continuously (kon-tin'u-us-li), adv. With con-
tinuity or continuation ; without interruption;

nnbrokenly.

Species of animals are supposed to be separated from
each other by well-marked lines of difference, and they
have not the power of so intermixing witli each other as

to produce cmitinuonsly fertile progeny.
Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 134.

continuousness (kon-tin'u-us-nes), n. The state

or quality of being continuous ; uninterrupted-
ness. =Syn. Continuity, etc. ^q& continuation.

continuum (kon-tin'u-um), n.
;
pi. continua (-a).

[L., neut. of continuus, continuous: see continu-

ous.'] A continuous spread or extension ; a con-
tinuity; a continuous quantity. See continuity.

The animal world is a coTitinuum of smells, sights,

touches, tastes, pains, and pleasures.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iii. § 12.

It is interesting to note that all possible sensations of

colour, of tone, and of temperature constitute as many
groups of qualitative c&ntinua. By continuum is here
meant a series of presentations changing gradually in qual-

ity, i. e., so that any two differ less the more they approx-
imate in the series. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 51.

COnt-line (kont'lin or -lin), n. [For *cant-line, <

crtMfl -f Hne^.] 1. Naut., the space between the
bilges of casks which are stowed alongside of one
another.— 2. The space between the strands
on the outside of a rope, which in worming is

filled up, so as to make the rope nearly cylin-

drical. E. S. Knight.

conto (kon'to), n. [Pg., a million, also a story,

tale, lit. an account, a count, = E. count^, «.]

A Portuguese money of account, in which large

sums are calculated, equal to 1,000,000 reis, or

$1,080. A conto of contos is a million contoB. In Brazil,

owing to the smaller value of the milreis, the conto is equal
to only $546.

ContopUS (kon'to-pus), n. [NL., < MGr. koi^6(,

short, -f- Gr. rroi'c (ttoS-) = E. foot.'] A genus
of small clamatorial birds, of the family Tyran-
nidce, charac-
terized, among
the little tyrant
flycatchers, by
their extremely
small feet. The
common wood-pe-
wee ofNorth Amer-
ica, C. virens, is the
type. The genus
also contains the
northern flycatch-
er (C. borealis),

Coues's flycatcher
(C. pertinax), and
other species,
chieflyofthewarm-
er parts of Amer-
ica.

contomiate
(kon-tor'ni-at),

a. and it. [Also
written contourniate, also, as It., conUtrniato; =
F. contomiate, < It. contorniato, contomiate, <
contorno, circuit, circumference : see contour,
M.] I. a. Having a furrowed circumference or
circular furrow.

H. n. A coin or medal having such a circum-
ference : a term applied by numismatists to cer-

tain Boman
copper pieces,
which are
characterized
by having on
each side a
circular fur-

row. They bear
on one face a head
(of Nero, Trajan,
etc.), and on the
other a subject
generally relating
to the games in

the circus or am-
phitheater. They
were doubtless is-

sued at Rome in

Reverse.

Contomiate with head of Trajan.— British
Museum. (Size of the original.)

Wood-pewee {Contopus virens).
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the fourth and
fifth centuries A.

P., but their an-
cient appellation
is unknown, and
the purpose for
which tiiey were
employed is un-
certain. It has
been supposed
that they were
given as tickets or
certificates to suc-
cessful competi-
tors in the games.

contorsion,
contorsion-
ist. Old spell-

ings of contor-

tion, contor-
tionist.

contort (kon-tdrt'), v. t. [< L. contortus, pp. of
contorquere (> It. contorcere), twist, < com-, toge-
ther, -t- torquere, twist, turn round : see tort, tor-

ture.] To twist, draw, bend, or wrench out of
shape ; make crooked or deformed.

The vertebral arteries are variously contorted. Ray.

The olive-trees in Provence are . . . neither so tall, so
stout, nor so richly contorted as . . . beyond the Alps.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 168.

contorted (kon-tor'ted), p. a. [Pp. of contort,

v.] Twisted; drawn awry; distorted; twisted
on itself: in 6of., usually the same as convolute,

with reference to estivation.

contortion (kon-t6r'shon), n. [= F. contorsion
= Sp. contorsion = Pg. contorsao = It. contor-
sione, < L. contortio(n-), < contorquere, pp. con-
torttis, twist: see contort.] 1. The act of twist-
ing or wrenching, or the state of being twisted
or wrenched ; specifically, the act of writhing,
especially spasmodically ; a twist ; wry mo-
tion ; distortion : as, the contortion of the mus-
cles of the face.

When Croft's *' Life of Dr.Young " was spoicen of as a good
imitation of Dr. Johnson's style, " No, no, "said he [Burke],
" it is notagood imitation of Johnson ; it has all his pomp,
without his force ; it has all the nodosities of the oak,
without its strength ; it has all the contortions of the si-

byl, without the inspiration." Sir J. Prior, Burke.

His [M. Stahl's] attributing to the hyphte a faculty of
contortion or spirally coiling themselves, which from their
nature they do not and cannot possess, is calculated to in-

validate all that he otherwise observed and depicted.
Encyc. Brit., XIV. 66r>.

2. In surg., a twisting or wresting of a limb or
member of the body out of its natural situation

;

partial dislocation.

contortionist (kon-t6r'shgn-ist), «. [< contor-

tion + -ist.] One who practises gymnastic feats
requiring great suppleness of the joints and
involving contorted or unnatural postures.

COntortiouS (kgn-tor'shus), a. [< contortion +
-ous.] Affectedby contortions; twisted. [Rare.]

COntortive (kon-t6r'tiv), a. [< contort + -ire. ]

Pertaining of relating to contortion ; express-
ing contortion.

COntortuplicate (kon-tor-tii'pli-kat), a. [< L.
contortvplicatus, reg. contortipticatus, < contor-

tus, twisted (see contort), + plicatus, pp. of pli-

care, fold : see plicate.] 1. In bot., twisted and
plaited or folded.— 2. In zool., crinkled, as the
hair of a negro.

contour (kon-tor' or kon'tor), n. [< F. contour

(= Sp. Pg. It. contorno), circuit, circumference,
outline, < contourner= Sp. contornar = Pg. con-

tornear = It. contornare, < ML. contornare, go
round, turn round, < L. com- (intensive) + tor-

nare, turn: see turn, and of. tour.] The outline

of a figure or body; the line that defines or
bounds anything ; the periphery considered as

distinct from the object : used chiefly in speak-
ing of rounded or sinuous bodies.

The magnetic action of a closed current is equal to that
of a magnetic shell of the same contour.

Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 429.

All her contours and all her movements betrayed a fine

muscular development.
O. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, i.

.Specifically— (a) In the /«« arte, a line or lines represent-
ing the outline of any figure.

In the best polychromy great use is made of outlines or
contours. 0. N'. Rood, Modern Chromatics, p. 311.

(6) In /ort., the horizontal outline of works of defense.
When the conformation of the ground or works is de-
scribed by contours or horizontal sections, these sections
are taken at some fixed vertical interval from each other
suited to the scale of the drawing or the subject in hand

;

and the distances of the surface, at each interval, above
or below some assumed plane of comparison, are given in

figures at the most convenient places on the plan, (c) In
surv., a curve of equal elevation on a map ; a contour,
line, id) In math., a closed curve considered as inclos-

ing an area.—Area of a contour. See area. =Syn. Pro-
file, etc. See outiine.
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contour (kon-tor'), r. t. [< contour, «.] To
make a contour or outline of ; markwith contours
or contour-lines : as, contoured maps.
contour-feather (kon-tor'feTH"er), n. In or-

nith., one of tiie feathers which determine the
details of contour of a bird

;
pi. , the general plu-

mage which appears upon the surface, as distin-

guished from hidden down-feathers, etc.

Contour-feathers, pennse or plnma? proper, have a per-
fect stem composed of calamus and rhachis, with vanes of
pennaceous structure, at least in part, usually plumula-
ceous toward the base. These form the great bulk of the
surface plumage. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 85.

contour-hair (kon-tor'har), n. One of the hairs
of the general superficial pelage of a quadruped,
which to some extent determines the contour
of the animal : distinguished from the hidden
under-fur. The fur of the seal or beaver when dressed
for use in garments, etc., is deprived of its contour-hairs.

The various forms of hairs, whether woolly or contour-
hairs, seta3 or spines, are merely modifications of one and
the same early condition.

Geyenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 420,

contouring (kon-tor'ing), )(. [Verbal n. of con-
tour, v.] The act of forming or determining a
contour or contour-line. See contour-line.

In true contouring, regular horizontal lines, at fixed ver-
tical intervals, are traced over a country, and plotted on
to the maps. R. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 280.

contour-line (kon-tor'lin), n. In sun:, a line

joining points of equal elevation on a surface

;

a line or level carried along the surface of a
country or district at a uniform height above
the sea-level, when laid down or plotted on a map or
plan, such lines show tile elevations aud depressions of the
surface of the ground, the degree of accuracy depending
on the number of lines or levels taken. In the maps of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey of the United States the con-
tour-lines are generally given for every 20 feet of elevation.
It is essential to the completeness of a contour-line that it

should be carried on till it returns to the point wiience it

started, thus describing a closed curve. "The littoral cor-

don or outline of the sea forms a natural cont<jur-line.

The system of rei)resenting the form of the earth's surface
by means of horizontal lines at equal vertical distances
was probably invented by Philippe Buache in 1744.

Contour-lines, eighty feet apart vertically, were run

;

aud intermediate forty-foot contours were interpolated by
means of slope-raeasurements in the steeper parts, and by
running curves in the more level portions.

Science, III. 365.

Contour-line map, a map in which the elevations are in-

dicated tiy contour-lines, which may be drawn at any dis-

tance apart, according to the scale adopted and the accu-
racy with which the surveys have been made. Where the
slope is steep the lines are more crowded together, and
vice versa. This is, on the whole, the most advantageous
metliod of representing topography where the scale adopt-
ed is large.

C0nt0urn6 (kon-tor-na'), a. [F., pp. of con-
tourner, turn round: see contour, «.] In her.,

turned toward the sinister : said of an animal
used as a bearing.

contourniate (kon-tor'ni-at), a. and n. Same
as contomiate.

contr. An abbreviation of contracted and con^
tract'ton.

contra (kon'tra), adi). and prep. [L. contra, <

cum, OL. com, with (see com-), -I- -trd, ablative
fern, of a compar. suffix -terus = E. -ther in

o-tlier, hi-ther, etc., -ter in af-ter, etc. Cf . L. in-

tra, ex-trd, similarly formed. From L. contra,

through F., comes E. counter-, counter^, encoun-
ter, and country, q. v.] A Latin adverb and
preposition (and prefix), meaning 'against,'

over against,' 'opposite,' 'in front of,' orig.
' in comparison with ' : used in the phrase per
contra, and, abbreviated, in pro and con ; also

in various legal phrases, as contra bonos mores;
usually as a prefix in words taken from the
Latin or Bomance languages, or formed analo-
gously in English. In introducing a legal cita-

tion it means 'to the contrary.' See contra-.

contra-, [L. co»iro-, prefix: see co«<ra.] A pre-
fix of Latin origin, meaning 'against,' 'over
against,' 'opposite'; doublet of coMHfcr-. See
contra and counter-. Specifically— (a) In the com-
pound names of musical instruments, a prefix signifying a
large form or variety, yielding tones an octave lower than
the typical form : as, contrabass, cmitrafagotto, etc. See
double, (b) In her., contrary.

contra-arithmetical (kon ''' tra - ar -ith -met ' i -

kal), a. Usi'd only in the following phrase:
Cbntra-arithmetical proportion, the relation between
the three quantities a, b, and c when a— 6:a— c = c:&
— that is, when a = fc -f c. The series of phyllotactic num-
bers, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, etc., are in continued contra.arith-
nietical proportion.

contraband (kon'tra-band), a. and n. [= D.
contrabande = 6. contraband, contrcband= Dan.
kontraband = F. contrebande, < It. contrabbando
= Sp. Pg. contrabando (ML. contrabannum),
prop, contrary to proclamation, < L. contra,

against, + ML. bandutn, bannum, a proclama-
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tion, ban: see han^j h,] I. a. Prohibited or
excluded by proclamation^ law, or treaty.

Men who pa'" subsistence by contraband dealing,

And a mode of abstraction strict people call "stealing."
Barhani, Iiigoldsby Legends, I. 308.

To restrain contraband intelligence and trade, a system
of searches, seizures, permits, and passes had been intro-

duced, I think, by Gen. i'reniont.

L\}\coln, in Raymond, p. 404.

Articles by general consent deemed to be contraband
are such as appertain inuuediately to the uses of war.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 179.

Contraband goods, such goods as are prohibited to be
imported or exported by the laws of a particular kingdom
or state, or by the law of nations, or by special treaties.

In time of war, arms and munitions of war, and such other
articles as may directly aid belligerent operations (called

contrabatid of war), are not permitted by one belligerent

to be transported by neutrals to the other, but are under
ttie law of nations held to be contraband and liable to cap-

ture and cuudemnation.

Contraband of war perhaps denoted at ilrst that which
a belligerent publicly prohibited the exportation of into

his enemy's country, and now those kinds of goods which
by the law of nations a neutral cannot send into either of

the countries at war without wrong to the other, or which
by conventional law the states making a treaty agree to

put under this rubric.
Woolgey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 178.

In the very first commercial treaty made by the United
States, that with France, . . . the definition of cOTi(ra6a/w/

goods was also laid down as being solely munitions of war.
E. Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 368.

H. n, 1. Illegal or prohibited traffic.

Persons most bound ... to prevent contraband.
Burke, State of the Nation, App.

This [the ocean] Is a prodigious security against a direct
contraband with foreign countries ; but a circuitous con-

traband to one state, through the medium of another,
would be both easy and safe.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 12.

2, Anything by law prohibited to be imported
or exported.

At this date the hawker bore a bad character for dealings
In contraband. S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 35.

3. In the Unifed States, during the civil war, a
negro slave, especially an escaped or a captured
slave : so called from a decision of General B. F.
Butler, in 1861. that slaves coming into his lines

or captured were contraband of war, and so sub-
ject to confiscation.

What I have said of the proportion of free colored per-
sons to the whites in the District [of Columbia] is from the
census of 1860, having no reference to i>ersoii8 called con-
trabands. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 326.

Occasional contraband, gofnls treated as contraband by
a Ix'lligerent, upon the pretext or justification that, though
not ordinarily contraband, tliey are in effect such by rea-
8<jn of the peculiar circumstances of the occasion ; doubt-
ful articles put into the list of contraband by a belligerent
merely because they are not the product of the exporting
country, or because they are intended for a naval or mili-
tary port, or for simllai- reasons.

The doctrine of occaMorud contraband, or contraband ac-
cording to circumstances, ia not sufficiently established to
be regarded as a part of the law of nations.

Woolgey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 180.

COntrabandt (kon'tra-band), r. /. [< contra-
bandj a.^ 1. To declare prohibited ; forbid.

The law severely contrabaiuh
Our taking business off men's hands.

S. ButUr, Hudibras.

2. To import illegally, as prohibited goods;
smuggle.

Christian shippes . . . are there also searched for con-
cealed Slaucs, and goods contrabanded.

Sandyg, Travailes, p. 87.

COntrabandism (kon'tra-ban-dizm), n. [< con-
traband + -ism.l Trafficking in contravention
of the customs laws ; smuggling.
contrabandist (kon'tra-ban-dist), «. [== Sp.
Pj;. coiitrdhandista ; as contraband + -i8t.'\ One
who traffics illegally ; a smuggler.

It was proved thatone of the contrabandists had provided
the vessel in which the ruffian O'Brien had carried Scum
Goodman over to France. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiii.

contrabass (kon'tra-bas), a. and m. [See con-
trabanso.'] l, a. In music^ sounding an octave
lower than another instrument of the same
class, or furnishing the lowest tones in a family
of instruments : an, a contrabass trombone, sax-
horn, etc— Contrabass tuba. See tuba.

H, n. The largest instrument of the viol
class; the double-bass (which see). Also con-
trabasm.

COntrabassist (kon'tra-bas-ist), n. [< contra-
bass + -ist.\ A performer on the contrabass
or double-buss.
contrabasso (kon-tra-b&s'so), n. [It., < contra
(see contra-) 4- basso, bass : see fea^»3.] Same as
contraba.Hs.

contra bonos mores (kon'trji bo'nos mo'rez).
[L. : contra, a;;:iiiist ; bonoSj aec.pl. masc. of
bonus, good; morrs, ace. pi. of mos (tnor-). cus-
tom, etc.: see contra^ bona, and morals,'] Op-
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posed to or inconsistent with good morals ; im-
moral : frequently used in legal discussions

:

as, if not an infraction of law, it is certainly
contra bonos mores.

Contracts contra bonos mores are void.
Rapalje and Lawrence, Iaw Diet., I. 270.

contract (kon-trakf), v. [= F. coyiiracter =z Sp.
Pg, contractarj contratar = It. contrattare, < L.
contractus, pp. of contrahere, draw together, col-

lect, occasion, cause, make a bargain, < corn-, to-

gether, + trakere, draw: see tract. Cf. attract,

detract, extract, protract, retract,'] I, trans. 1.

To draw together or closer ; draw into a smaller
compass, either by compression or by the omis-
sion of parts; shorten; abridge; condense;
narrow; lessen: as, to contract a space or an
inclosure ; to contract the period of life ; to con-
tract a word or an essay.

But I must contract my thoughts . . . that I may have
room to insist on one plain, useful inference.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ix.

It is painful to hear that a state which used to be fore-

most in acta of liberality . . , ia contractinff her ideas,

an(l pointing them to local and independent measures.
Washinf/ton, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 422.

A government which contracts natural liberty leas than
others is that which best coincides with the aims attrib-

uted to rational creatures. Brougham.

2. To draw the parts of together; wrinkle

;

pucker.
Thou cry'dst, Indeed ?

And didst contract and purse thy brow together.
Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

3. In gram., to shorten by combination of con-
current vowels into one long vowel or a diph-
thong,— 4. To betroth; affiance.

I'll be marry'd to Morrow, I'll be contracted to Night.
Congrece, Way of the World, iii. 5.

He has undertaken, should it be necessary, to swear and
prove that Charles Is at this time contracted by vows and
lionour to your ladyship.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

5, To make, settle, or establish by contract or
agreement.

They say there is an Alliance contracted already 'twixt
Christian V. and the Duke of Sax's Daughter.

Howell, Letters, I. vL 2.

6. To acquire, as by habit, use, or contagion;
gain by accretion or variation ; bring on ; in-

cur: as, to contract vicious habits by indul-
gence; to contract debt by extravagance; to
contract disease.

Each from each contract new strength and life. Pope.

lie had apparently contracted a strong and early passion
for the stage. Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xix.

It is a bad thing that men should hate each other : hut
it is far worse that they should contract the habit of cut-
ting one another's throats without hatred.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

To contract a pair formed of two members of a linear
series, in math., to put the prior meml)er one place later
in the series and the ixisterior member one place earlier.

—

To contract marriage, to enter into marriage, as dis-

tinguished from iiiiikiiig an engagement or precontract of
marriage. =Syn. 1. To condense, reduce, dindnish.

H, intrans. 1, To be drawn together; be re-

duced in compass ; become smaller, shorter, or
narrower; shrink.

Whatever empties the vessels gives room to the fibres

to contract. ' Arbuthnot, Aliments.

Years contracting to a moment. Wordsworth.

2. To make a bargain; enter into an agree-
ment or engagement ; covenant: as, tocort^rac^

for a load of flour; to contract to carry the
mail.

This Dutchman had contracted with the Genoese for all

their marble. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 19, 1676.

3. To bind one's self by promise of marriage.

Although the young folks can contract against their pa-
rents' will, yet they can Ije hindered front possession.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, iii. 5.

= Syn. 1, Diminish, Iht'indle, etc. Hee decrease.

contractt (kon-trakf), a. [< L. contractus, pp.

:

see the verb.] 1, Condensed; brief.

I have bene y» larger in these things, . . . (thoug in

otlier things I shal labour to be more confracte), that
their children may see with what dithculties their fathers
wrastled. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 58.

2. Concrete.

Number is first divided as yon see,

For number abstract, and number contrcu:t.

T. Hylle (1600).

3, Contracted; affianced; betrothed.

First was he contract to Lady Lucy—
Your mother lives a witness to his vow.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

Contract forms, contract conjugation, contract
verba, forms, etc., exhibiting contraction of different

vowels into a long vowel or diphthong.

contract

contract (kon'trakt), n. [= F. contrat == Sp.
Pg. contrato = It. contratto = D. kontraJct = 6.
contract = Dan. Sw. Icontrakt, < L. contractus, a
drawing together, LL. a contract, agreement,
< contrahere, pp. contractus, draw together, aon-
tY^at'.^eo contract, v.] If. A drawing together;
mutual attraction ; attractive force.

For nearer contracts than general Christianity, had made
us so much towards one, that one pait cannot escape tlie

distemper of the other. Donne, Lettei-s, vi.

2. An agreement between two or more parties
for the doing or the not doing of some definite
thing. Parsons, Contracts, I. 6. See def. 5.

Every Law is a Contract between the King and the Peo-
ple, and therefore to be kept. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 65.

We may probably credit the Church with the compara-
tively advanced development of another conception which
we find here— the conception of a Contract.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 56.

A contract is one of the highest acts of human free will

:

it is the will bending itself in jegard to the future, and
surrendering the right to change a certain expressed in-

tention, so that it becomes morally and jurally a wrong to
act otherwise ; it is the act of two parties in which each
or one of the two conveys power over himself to the other,
in consideration of something done or to be done by the
other. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 97.

Specifically— 3. Betrothal.

Glo. Touch'd you the bastardy of Edward's children ?

Buck. I did ; with his contract with Lady Lucy.
Shak., Rich. IIL, iii. 7.

4. The writing which contains the agreement
of parties, with the terms and conditions, and
wluch serves as evidence of the obligation.

The interpretation of contracts is controlled, according
to the prevailing opinion, by the law and custom of tlie

place of performance. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 72.

5. Specifically, in Jaw^ an interchange .of legal
rights by agreement, (a) in the most general sense,
any agreement or obligation whereby one party becomes
bound to another, whether by record or judgment, or by
assent, or even impliedly, to do or to omit to do an act.

In this sense it is used in contradistinction to obligations
arising out of torts or wrongs. (6) The legal obligation
resulting from the drawing together of minds until they
meet in an agreement for the doing or the not doing of aa
act. In its narrowest use in this sense it implies an agree-
ment where both partiea become bound. Contracts of this
sort are sometimes called bilateral, to distinguish them
from unilateral contracts, which bind but one party, (c)

An agreement in which a party undertakes to do or not to
do an act. In this sense it includes unilateral contracts,
such as promissory notes, (d) In tlie most strict sense, an
agi'eement enforcible by law; an agreement upon suffi-

cient consideration, and in such form, and made under
such circumstances, that a breach of it is a good cause of
action. In this sense it includes the idea of validity, as dis-

tinguished from those contracts which lack some element
necessary to constitute a legal obligation, (e) In civil law,
aa defined by modern authors, the union of two or more
persons resulting in an accordant declaration of the will,

with the object of creating a future obligation between
them. In the Pandects the generic word was conventio,
and the word contractus was used for those particular con-
ventions which were accompanied by such fonnalities as
to fall within one of the classes recognized by the law as
binding; the other conventions, tlie rtcot^mition (»f which
was of later growth, and which \v<iv nf ini|ierfect effect,

were called jxtcta.^ Accessory contract, aleatory con-
tract, bare contract, commutative contract, etc. See
theadjectives.— Contract of record, ii contract made and
entered of record before a judicial triliunal, as a judgment,
recognizance, etc.— Executed contract, a contract in re-
spect of which the thing agreed lias been done ; n. contract
by or under which the jiossession of and right to the chose
or tiling are transferred together, as a deed conveying land.
— Executory contract, a contract in respect of which tlie

tiling agreed renniins yet to be done, as a contract to convey
land at a future day. A mutual contract (which see) may
be executed as to one p.irty, anti remain executory as to the
other.—Express contract, a contract in which the agree-
ment is made in express words or by writing.—Gambling
contract, a contract to pay at a certain future time aa
amount cijual to any rise in the market price of any article
(tf oninu-rce, in consideration that the other party will
jiay the amount equal to any full. Bixbee and Simonds.—
Implied contract, a contract which the law Imputes or
raises by construction, by reason of some value or service
rendered, and because common justice requires the party
to be treated as if he had agreed : as, where one person re-

ceives the money of aniithcr, a amtnict to pay it over may
be tmpiiVrf.— Indeterminate contract, a contract the
terms of which caTinot be fl.ved by all the parties acting for
their true interests, because the circumstances are such
that no agreement (nor acquiescence in a non-agreement)
can be reached until other motives act.— Innominate con-
tracts. See nominate contracts, below.^ Joint contract,
a contract in which the contractors are jointly lionnd to

perform the promise or obligation therein contained, or en-

titled to receive tlie benefit of such promise or obligation.

Bouvier.—Literal contract, in Rom. law, an agreement
the valitiity of wliich was recognized by the tribunals pro-

vided the agreement was entered in the account-book of
one, or it may have been of both, of the parties.— Mari-
time contract. See ^mn'/iHic— Marriage contract.
See JHnjrm,'/''.— Mutual contract, a contract in which
each party assumes his obligation in consideration of the
obligation assumed by the other. Gyt«/j<7/n7.— Nominate
contracts, in Scots law, are loan, commodate, deposit,

pledge, sale, permutation, location, society, and mandate.
Contracts not distinguished by special names are tenued
innominate, all of which are ol)Iigatory on the contracting
parties from their date.— Open contract, in Eng. con-
veyancing, a contract for the sale of real property which
does not by special conditions restrict the extent to which
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the vendor must (rive evidence of his title.— Oral con-
tract. Same as verbal contract.— Parole or simple con-
tract, a contract not by specialty or under seal, whether
in writing or by word of mouth. Stephen.— Real con-
tract, in Rom. /air, an agreement the validity of which
was recognized by the courts l)ecause it related to a thing,

and the thing had l>een delivered pursuant to it.— Social
contract (F. contrat social], a supposed expressed or im-
plied agreement regulating the relations of citizens with
one another and with the government, and forming the
foundation of political society : the phrase used as a title

to a treatise on government by J. J. Rousseau, which ex-

ereiseil a great influence in France and elsewhere previous
to the revolution.— Special contract. («) A sealed con-
tract, (b) A written conti'act specifying in detail what is

to be done, as a building-contract with specifications.

—

To count on contract. See counfi.— Verbal contract,
a contract made by word of mouth, in contradistinction
t^> one embodied in writing. Also called oral contract.—
Voidable contract, a contract which is liable to be made
void by a party or a third person, but which meanwhile is

binding.—Void contract, a contract which has no legal
efficacy to bind either party. =Syn. 2. Obligation, conven-
tion.

contractable (kon-trak'ta-bl), a. [< cotitract,

i:, + -able.] Capable of being contracted or
acquired: as, contractable diseases.

Influences which we call moral, which are usually imi-
tative, and which are contractable by imitation.

B. W. Jiichardson, Prevent. Med., p. 447.

contractant (kon-trak'tant), n. [= P. contrac-
tant; as contract + -ant^.'] In law, a contract-
ing party.

That trading vessels of any of the contractantu, under
convoy, shall lodge with the commander of the convoying
vessel their passports and certificates or sea-letters, drawn
up according to a certain form.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 191.

contractationt (kon-trak-ta'shon), n. A con-
tract ; the act of making a contract.

In euery ship euery man's name is taken, and if he haue
any niarke in the face, or hand, or arme, it is written by a
notarie (as well as his name) appertaining to the contrac-
tation house, appointed for these causes.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 862.

contracted (kqn-trak'ted), p. a. [Pp. of con-
tract, V.'] 1. IJrawn together or into a smaller
or narrower compass ; shrunk.

To whom the angel with contracted brow.
Milton, P. L., viii. 660.

2. Narrow ; mean ; selfish : as, a man of a con-

tracted soul or mind.
Men may travel far, and return with minds as contracted

as if they had never stirred from their own market-town.
Macaulay, History.

3. Narrow or restricted in means or opportuni-
ties; restricted, as by poverty; scanty; needy.

He passed his youth in contracted circumstances.
Lamb, Old Benchers.

4. Arranged for or disposed of by contract;
speciflcally, betrothed.

Here are the articles of contracted peace.
Between our sovereign and the French king Charles,
For eighteen months concluded by consent.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

I press me none but good householders, yeomen's sons:
inquire me out contracted bachelors, such as had been
asked twice on the bans. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

Contracted vein, in hydraul., a phrase denoting the
diminution which takes place in the diameter of a stream
of water issuing from a vessel at a short distance from the
discharging aperture, owing to the momentum of the
particles toward the center of the orifice.

COntractedly (kon-trak'ted-li), adv. In a con-
tracted manner ; with contraction.

Pillar is to be pronounced contractedly, as of one sylla-

ble, or two short ones.
Bp. Newton, Note on Paradise Lost, il. 302.

contractedness (kon-trak'ted-nes), ». 1. The
state 6f being contracted ; conciseness.

Brevity or contractedness of speech in prayer.
South, .Sermons, II. iv.

2. Narrowness; meanness; extreme selfish-

ness.
Wherever men neglect the improvement of their minds,

there is always a narrowness and contractedness of spirit.

A. A. Sykes, Sermon at St. Paul's, p. 9(1724).

COntractibility (kon-trak-ti-bil'i-ti), «. [<
contractible : see -bility.'\ Capability of being
contracted ; the property of admitting of con-
traction : as, the contractibility and dilatability

of air.

contractible (kon-trak'ti-bl), o. l<.contract, v.,

+ -ible/] Capable of contraction.

Small air-bladders dilatable and contractible.

Arimthnot, Aliments.

Contractible pair, in alg.,tvfo not contiguous members
of a linear series.

contractibleness (kon-trak'ti-bl-nes), n. The
quality of feuffering contraction; contracti-
bility.

COn'tractile (kon-trak'til), a. [< F. contractile

= Sp. Pg. contractu = It. contrattile, < L. as
if 'contracting, < contractus, pp. of contrahere,

draw together: see confroc^, f.] 1. Susceptible
of contraction ; havingthe property ofcontraet-
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ing or shrinking into a smaller compass or
length: as, contractile muscles or fibers.— 2.
Producing contraction ; capable of shortening
or making smaller.

The heart's contractile force.

Brooke, Universal Beauty, iv.

Observation of the ascent of water in capillary tubes
shows that the contractile force of a thin film of water
is about sixteen milligrammes weight per millimetre of
breadth. Thomson and Tait, Nat. Phil., I. ii., App. (F).

Specifically— 3. In entom., capable of being
doubled in close to the lower surface of the
thorax, and fitting into grooves so as to be
hardly distinguishable from the general sur-
face: said of the legs, etc., of insects. This
structure is found in many Coleoptera which feign death
on being alarmed. The body of an insect is said to be
contractile when the prothorax and head can be folded
down on the trunk, as in certain Coleoptera and Hyme-
noptera.— Contractile vacuole. See vacuole.

contractility (kon-trak-til'i-ti), n. [= F. con-
tractiUte ; as contractile { -ity.'] The inher-
ent property or force by which bodies shrink
or contract; more specifically, in pi'i/siol., the
property which belongs to muscles of contract-
ing under appropriate stimuli. The stimulus nor-
mally comes through the nerves, and may be accompanied
by volition or not ; but it may also be applied artificially,

either indirectly through the nerves or directly to the mus-
cle itself, as by electricity, mechanical violence, or chemi-
cal action.

It is not pure tliought which moves a muscle ; neither
is it the abstraction contractility, but the muscle, which
moves a limb.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. ii. § 3.

The central cord, to whose contractility this action is

due, has been descritied as muscular.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 439.

contracting (kon-trak'ting), a. [< contract +
-ing'^.'] 1. Making or having made a contract
or treaty; stipulating: as, the contracting par-
ties to a league.
The Contracting parties came, in short, to an under-

standing in each case ; but if they went no further, they
were not obliged to one another.

Maine, Ancient Law, p. 315.

2t. Binding a contract
;
given in confirmation

of a bargain or an agreement.
The promises of immortality and eternal life, of which

the present miraculous graces of the Holy Spirit were an
earnest, and in the nature of a contracting penny.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 265.

contraction (kon-trak'shon), n. [= F. con-
traction = Sp. contraccion = Pg. contracgSo =
It. contrazione, < L. contractio{n-), contraction,
< contrahere, pp. contractu.'^, draw together : see
contract, v.'] 1. The act of drawing together or
shrinking; the condition of becoming smaller
in extent or dimensions through the nearer ap-
proach to one another of the parts ; the state of
being contracted ; a decrease in volume, bulk,
or dimensions, as from loss of heat. All bodies,
with very few exceptions, expand by the application of
heat, and contract when heat is withdrawn. (See expan-
sion and heat.) Contraction also takes place when a gas is

condensed to a liquid, and in most cases when a liquid is

changed to a solid ; there are, however, some exceptions,
as water, which expands on solidifying.

Contraction of the pupil takes place not only under
the stimulus of light, but also in looking at very near
objects. The reason of this is, that correction of spheri-
cal aberration is thus made more perfect.

Le Conte, Sight, p. 40.

3. The act of making short, of abridging, or of
reducing within a narrower compass by any
means; the act of lessening or making smaller
in amount; the state of being so lessened; re-

duction; diminution; abridgment: as, a con-
traction of the currency.

He rtlie farmer] has done his best to become rich ; he has
mortgaged, and he has repudiated his mortgages ; ... he
has tried inflation, and contraction too; and yet he can-
not make more than seven or eight per cent.

The Nation, July 16, 1875.

Specifically— 3. A shortening of a word in
pronunciation or in writing : as, can't is a con-
traction of cannot. In writing, contraction takes
place, as in pronunciation, primarily by the omission of
intermediate letters : but also by writing in a snialier
character the last letter above the word contracted, by
running two or more letters into one character, Ijy using
symbols representing syllables or words, and by the use
of initial letters : as, reed, for received ; q'^tn for quAivi

;

<fc for et. Specifically, in Gr. gram., the union of the con-
current vowels of two syllables into one long vowel or
diphthong— that is, of ow into w, of ee into ei, etc. See
abbreviation, 2.

4. In anc. pros., the use of a single long time
or syllable in place of two short times. Thus,
in the dactylic hexameter, a spondee (-^ —) can be substi-

tuted in the first four feet for a dactyl (-^ ^ ^), one long
being metrically equivalent to two shorts; but such a
substitution is admissible only in certain kinds of verse
and in certain parts of a foot or line, according to special

rules. In the dactylic hexameter, for example, the fifth

foot must ordinarily be a dactyl, not a spondee. The con-
verse of contraction is resolution.

contracture

5t. The act of making a contract ; the state of
being under a contract, especially one of mar-
riage.

Suph an act
. . . makes marriage vows

\8 false as dicers' oaths : O, such a deed
As from the body of c&ntratition plucks
The very soul. Shak., Hamlet, iil. 4.

6. In surg. , an abnormal and permanent altera-
tion in the relative position and forms of parts,
arising from various causes, as in ankylosis, dis-
tortion, clubfoot, wryneck, etc.— 7. In math.,
any device for abridging the mechanical labor
of making calculations by diminishing the num-
ber of characters written down.— 8. The act
or process of contracting or acquiring: as, the
contraction of a debt Dupuytren's contraction
[named after Dupuytren, a French surgeon, 1777-1885),
in pathol., the fixed flexion of one finger or more, due
to the contraction of the palmar fascia. It usually af-

fects the little finger fii-st, is more frequent in males than
in females, and seems to be favored by the gouty dia-
thesis.— Hour-glass contraction, an irregular, local,
transverse contraction of the uterus, at the internal os or
above, occurring after the delivery of the child, and de-
laying the delivery of the placenta. = Syn. 3. Abbreviation,
Co7itractitm. See abbreviation.

contractional (kon-trak'shon-al), a. [< con-
traction + -al.'] i. Of, relating'to, or of the na-
ture of contraction.

Mr. Robert Mallett, a zealous supporter of the contrac-
tional hypothesis, estimated that the diameterof the earth
is now about 189 miles less than it was when entirely
fluid. Anier. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXX. 251.

The contractional theory here finds a cause for all the
diminution of interior volume demanded by the wrinkling
of the crust in mountain ranges. Science, V. 388.

2. Causing or caused by contraction.

COntractionist (kon-trak'shon-ist), n. [< con-
traction + -ist.'] One who advocates contrac-
tion of the currency, especially of the paper
currency, of a country : the opposite of infla-

tionist.

As regards the Republican party, its own desire is to
please everybody— both contractionist and inflationist,

the solvent and insolvent, tlie creditor and the debtor.
The Nation, Aug. 19, 1875.

contraction-rule (kon-trak'shon-rol), n. A
pattern-makers' rule, longer than the standard
rule by an amount equal to that which the
metal to be used for a casting contracts in cool-
ing from the molten state. For cast-iron the
rule is 24J inches for a length of two feet.

contractive (kon-trak'tiv), o. [< contract +
-ire.'\ Tending to contract.

The heart, as said, from its contractive cave.
On the left side ejects the bounding wave.

Blackmore, Creation.

contractor (kon-trak'tor), n. [< LL. contrac-
tor, one who makes a contract, < L. contrahere,

pp. contractus, contract: see contract, t'.] 1.

One who contracts ; one of the parties to a
contract, bargain, or agreement ; one who cov-
enants with another to do or to refrain from
doing a particular thing.

All matohes . . . are dangerous and inconvenient where
the contractors are not equals. Sir R. L^Estrange.

Specifically— 2. One who contracts or cove-
nants, either with a government or other pub-
lic body or with private parties, to furnish
supplies, or to construct works or erect build-
ings, or to perform any work or service, at a
certain price or rate: as, a paving-fon trac-

tor; a labor-contractor.— 3. A muscle which
contracts or lessens the size of a part; a con-
strictor.— Contractor trachese, in omith., the con-
tractor of the windpipe, a muscle lying along the trachea,
whose action shortens the windpipe by drawing the tra-

cheal rings closer together, and also drags the whole struc-
ture backward by being attached to the clavicle or ster-

num. See stemotrachealis.— Independent contractor,
as distinguished from servant or employee, a iierson fol-

lowing a regular independent employment, who offers

his services to the public to accept orders and execute
commissions for all who may employ him in a certain
line of duty, using his own means for the purpose, and
being accountable only for final performance. Cooley,
Torts (ed. 1878), p. 649.

contractual (kon-trak'tu-al), a. [= F. contrac-
tuel, < L. contractus {contractu-), a drawing to-

gether, LL. a contract: see contract, n., and -a^]
Arising from a contract or agreement; con-
sisting in or of the nature of a contract: as,

a contractual liability.

The recognition of simple consent as creative of a con-

tractual bond. Encyc, Brit., XX. 703.

It [the German Salic law] elaborately discusses contrae-
tnal obligations. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 373.

contracture (kon-trak'tur), w, [= F. contrac-

ture = It. coriirattura ; as contract + -ure.']

1 . Contraction, as of muscles ; contortion pro-
duced by muscular contraction ; specifically, a
permanent shortening of a muscle.



contracture

Massage is of more value in the prevention than in the
•cure of contract-ureg, stitfness, and anchylosis.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 658.

A strong contracture of the foot produced in one of
them certainly reappeared in the other.

E. Gurney, Mind, XII. 420.

2t. Taking; catching: a,s, contracture ota,te\er.

contractured (kon-trak'turd), a. [< contrac-

ture + -erf'-.] Suffering from or affected by
contracture ; constricted.

A preliminary stretching of the contractured canal.
Med. yews, XLVII. 617.

contra-dance (kon'tra-dans), n. [Modified
from F. contreclanse (= Sp. contradanza = Pg.
contradanga = It. contraddama), < contre, op-
posite, + danse, dance: see contra and dance.']

A dance by four couples placed opposite each
other and making the same steps and figures.

See country-dance.

contradict (kon-tra-dikf), V. [< L. contradic-
tus, pp. of contradicere (> P. contredire = Pr.
contradire = Sp. contradecir= Pg. contradizer ==

It. contraddire), in class. L. two words, contra
dicere, speak against: contra, against; dicere,

speak: see contra and diction.] I. trans. 1, To
assert the contrary or opposite of ; deny direct-
ly and categorically : as, his statement was at
once contradicted.

What I am to say must be but that which contradicts
my accusation. Shak., W, T., iii, 2.

I have more Manners than to contradict what a Lady
has declared. Congreve, Love for Love, i. 11.

It has often been said that in no country are land-own-
ers so ignorant of their legal position or so dependent on
legal advice as in England ; and I believe it cannot be
contradicted. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 4.

2. To deny the words or assertion of ; address
or speak of in contradiction : as, he contradict-
ed the previous speaker; I contradicted him to
his face.

When another asserted something that I thought an
error, I deny'd myself the pleasure of contradictint} him
abruptly. Franklin, Autobiog., 1. 243.

3. To oppose ; act or be directly contrary to

;

be inconsistent with : as, the statement which
was made contradicts experience.

No truth can contradict another truth. Hooker.

The impugner of that veracity (of our sensuous faculties]
contradicts himself, since the veracity of the senses is

doubted by him on account of his acceptance of the tes-
timony of his senses. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 113.

4t. To speak or declare against ; forbid.

'Tis she is sub-contracted to this lord.
And 1, her husband, contradict your banns.

Shak., Lear, v. 3.

= Syn. 1. To gainsay, impugn, controvert, dispute.— 2.
To contravene.

H. intrans. To utter a contrary statement
or a contradiction ; deny.
The Jews . . . spake against those things which were

spoken by Paul, contradictimj and blaspheming.
Acta xiil. 45.

COntradictable (kon-tra-dik'ta-bl), a. [< con-
tradict + -able.] That may Ibe contradicted;
deniable; disputable.

contradictor (kon-tra-dik't^r), k. [= F. con-
tradicteur = Bp. contradictor, contraditor = Pg.
contraditor = It. contraddittore, < LL. contra-
dictor, < L. contradicere, pp. contradicttis, speak
against: see co«<rarfict and -^l.] One who con-
tradicts or denies; an opposer. .AJso contra-
dictor.

If a gentleman happen to be a little more sincere in
his representations, ... he is sure to have a dozen con-
tradictors. Suri/t, State of Ireland.

contradiction (kon-tra-dik'shon), 71. [= F. con-
tradiction = Sp. a>ntradiccion= Pg. contradic-
yifci = It. contraddi:iotie, < L. contradictio{n-),
< contradicere, pp. contradictus, speak against:
see contradict. L. contradictio(n-) in the strict
logical sense was first used by Boethius to trans-
late Gr. avriipaate,. ] 1 . An assertion of the direct
opposite to what has been said or affirmed;
denial ; contrary declaration.

I make the assertion deliberately, without fear of eon-
traduction, that this globe really was created, and that it
is composed of land and water.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 50.

2. Opposition, whether by argument or con-
duct.

Consider him that endured such contradiction of sin-
ners against himself. Heb. xlL 3.

That tongue,
Inspir'd with cojUradiction, durst oppose
A third part of the gods. Milton, P. L., vi. 155.

8. Direct opposition or repugnancy; absolute
inconsistency; specifically, the relation of two
propositions which are so opposed that one
must be false and one must be true.
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If truth be once perceived, we do thereby also per-

ceive whatever is false in contradiction to it.

N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra.

The character of the Italian statesman seems, at first

sight, a collection of contradictions, a phantom as mon-
strous as the portress of hell in Milton, half divinity,
half snake, majestic and beautiful above, grovelling and
poisonous below. Maeaulay, Machiavelli.

4. Figuratively, a person who or a thing which
is self-contradictory or inconsistent.

Woman's at best a contradiction still.

Heaven, when it strives to polish all it can
Its last best work, but forms a softer man.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 270.

Contradiction in terms, a sell-contradictory phrase,
as "a siiuare circle. '—Principle Of contradiction, the
principle that nothing can be both true and false in the
same sense and in the same respects. Modern formal logic
demonstrates that this principle enters into a large part
of our reasoning, but forms the hinge only of a few very
simple inferences(not of direct syllogism). Formerly many
logicians regarded the law of contradiction as the govern-
ing principle of all demonstrative reasoning. According-
ly, it is often referred to as such without regard to its ex-
act signification. The law was enunciated by Aristotle,
but its name was perhaps first given to it by Ramus.
The proposition that no subject can have a predicate

which contradicts it is called the principle of contradic-
tion. It is a general though negative criterion of all truth.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Miiller, p. 151.

The highest of all logical laws, in other words the supreme
law of thought, is what is called the principle of contra-
diction, or, more correctly, the principle of non-contradic-
tion. It is this : A thing cannot be and not be at the same
time. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxxviii.

contradictionalt (kon-tra-dik'shou-al), a. [<
contradiction + -al.] Coiitradictofy';' inconsis-
tent.

"We have tri'd already, and miserably felt . , . what
the boisterous and contradictional hand of a temporall,
earthly, and corporeall Spiritualty can availe to the edi-
fying of Christs holy Church.

Milton, Reformation In Eng., ii.

contradictious (kon-tra-dik'shus), a. [< con-
tradicti-on + -ous.] 1 ." Inclined to contradict

;

disposed to deny, dispute, or cavil. [Kare.]

Bondet was argumentative, contradictious, and irascible.
Bp, of Killala's Narrative, p. 54.

2. Filled with contradictions; self-opposed

;

inconsistent. [Rare.]

Contradictious inconsistentness.
Dr. H. More, Infinity of Worlds, st. 49.

How, then, is it possible for institutions, admitted to be
so utterly repugnant in their nature as to be directly de-
structive of each other, to be so blended as to form a gov-
ernment partly federal and partly national ? What can
be more contradictious / Caltioun, Works, I. 152.

contradictiously (kon-tra-dik'shus-li), adv. In
a contradictious manner'; contrarily. [Rare.]

**No, I sha'n't," said old Featherstone contradictiously.
George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxxii.

contradictiousness (kon-tra-dik'shus-nes), n.

1. Disposition to contradict^ dispute, or cavil.— 2. Contradictoriness ; inconsistency; inner
contrariety. [Rare in both uses.]

This opinion was, for its absurdity and contradictious-
ness, unworthy of the refined spirit of Plato. Norris.

C0ntradicti'7e (kon-tra-dik'tiv), o. [< contra-
dict + -ire.] Containing contradiction ; con-
tradictory; inconsistent; opposed. [Rare.]
Though faith be set on a height beyond our human per-

spicience, I can believe it rather super-elevated than con-
tradictiee to our reason. Fellharn, Resolves.

COntradictively (kon-tra-dik'tiv-U), adv. By
contradiction.

contradictor (kon-tra-dik'tor), n. Same as con-
Iradictir.

contradictorily (kon-tra-dik'to-ri-li), adv. 1.
In a contradictory manner ; so as to contradict,
or be self-conflicting.— 2. Contentiously; with
opposition ; specifically, upon contest or litiga-

tion in opposition, as distinguished from pro-
ceeding by default or consent.

The suit was then revived, and afterwards conducted
contradictorilij with the administratrix.

Chief Justice Waite.

contradictoriness (kon-tra-dik'to-ri-nes), n.

Direct opposition ; contranety in assertion or
effect.

Confounding himself by the contradictoriness of his own
ideas. Whitaker, Gibbon, Ix.

COntradictorionst (kon'tra-dik-to'ri-us), a. [<
LL. contradictimus : Bee "contradictory.'] Dis-
posed to contradict or deny ; contrary.

This is therefore a contradictorious humour in you, to
decry the partliment in 1649 that you may extoll the par-
liament in 1641. Slate Trials, Lt.-Col. Lilburne (1649).

COntradictoriouslyt (kon''''tra-dik-t6'ri-us-li),

adr. In a contradictorious manner.
contradictory (kon-tra-dik'to-ri), a. and n.

[= F. contradictoire = Pr. coniradictori = Sp.
contradictorio = Pg. contraditorio = It. contrad-
dittorio, < LL, contradictorius,<. contradictor, one

contragredient

who opposes: see contradicter.] I, a. 1. Deny-
ing that something stated or approved is com-
pletely true ; diametrically opposed. [This is
the meaning of the word in logic]

Contradictorie propositions can neither be true nor false
both at once : for if one be true, the other must needs be
false, whether the matter be naturall, or contingent ; as.
Every man is just ; Some man is not just.

Blundeville, Arte of Logicke (1599), iii.

2. Inconsistent; logically antagonistic; inca-
pable of being true together (though both may
be false).

Schemes. . . absurd, andcontrodicfory to common sense.
Addison, Freeholder.

In his present agitation he could decide on nothing; he
could only alternate between contradictory intentions.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 13.

= ^ni. Contrary, Inconsistent, etc. See co^iirnry.

II. n.
;
pi. contradictories (-riz). A proposition

of a pair inconsistent with each other, or each
of which precisely denies or falsifies the other.

It is common with princes (saith Tacitus) to will con-
tradictories. Bacon, Empire.

How shall I, or any man else, say "amen" to their
prayers, that preach and pray contradictories ?

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 285.

No man is certain of a truth, who can endure the thought
of the fact of its contradictory existing or occurring : and
that not from any set purpose or effort to reject it, but,
as I have said, by the spontaneous action of the intellect,

J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 187.

contradistinct (kon''''tra-dis-tingkt'), a. [< con-
tra- + distinct.] Distinguished by opposite qual-
ities. [Rare.]

A contradistinct term. Goodwin, Works, IV. iv. 31.

contradistinction (kon''tra-dis-tingk'shon), n.

[< contra- + distinction.] Distinction by oppo-
site qualities ; direct contrast : generally pre-
ceded by in and followed by to.

We speak of sins of infirmity, in contradistinction to
those of presumption. South.

It is impossible to give a complete and perfect definition
of a plant, in contradistinction to what is to be regarded as
an animal. R, Bentley, Botany, Int., p. 4.

COntradistinctive (kon'''tra-dis-tingk'tiv), a.

and n. [< contra- + distinctive.] I. a. 1. Hav-
ing the quality of or characterized by contra-
distinction; opposite in qualities.— 2. Distin-
guished by opposites.

This diversity between the contradislinctive pronouns
and the enclitic is not unknown even to the English
tongue. Harris, Hermes, i. 5.

II. H. A mark of contradistinction. Harris.
contradistinguish (kon ' tra - dis - ting ' gwish),
V. t. [< contra- + distinguish.] To distinguish
not merely by differential, but by opposite qual-
ities ; discriminate by direct contrast.

Our idea of body . . . is [of] an extended solid substance,
capable of communicating motion by impulse : and our
Idea of soul ... is of a substance that thinks, and has
a power of exciting motion in body, by ^11 or thought.
These . . . are our complex ideas of soul and body, as
contra-distinguished.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxiii. 22.

Revelation makes creation, as contradistinguished from
redemption, a purely objective work of God.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 78.

COntrafactiont (kon-tra-fak'shon), n. A coun-
terfeiting. Blount.

COntrafagOttO (kon'tra-fa-got'to), n. [It., <
contra (see contra-) + fagotto.] 1. A double
bassoon.— 2. An organ reed-stop made to imi-
tate the tones of the double bassoon.

contrafissure (kon'tra-fish-ur), n. [< contra- +
fissure.] In surg., a fissure or fracture in the
cranium caused by a blow, but on the side op-
posite to that which received the blow, or at
some distance from it.

COntrafocal (kon-tra-fo'kal), a. [< contra- +
focal.] In math., having, as two conies or
conicoids, the differences of the squared axes
of one equal to those of the other.

contrageometric (kon-tril-je-o-met'rik), a. [<
contra- + geometric] lumath., the distinctive
appellation of two kinds of proportion and
mean, represented by the formulas

b '.c = h — c '.a — h,

a :b = b — c : a — b.

COntragredience (kon-tra-gre'di-ens), n. [< con-
tragredient : see -cnce.] In math., the relation
of contragredient sets of variables.

contragredient (kon-tra-gre'di-ent), a. [< L.
contra, against, + gradicn(t-)s, ppr. of gradi (in
comp. -gredi), go: see gradient, and cf. ingre-

dient.] In math., said of a set of variables sub-
ject to undergo linear transformation simulta-
neously with another set (to which the first is

said to be contragredient), the two transforma-
tions being inverse to one another. Thus, let the



contragredient

two sets of variables be x, y, z, and f , ij, ^ ; and let the
first set be transformed to X, V, Z by the equations

a: = oX + 6Y + cZ,

y = dX+eY +/Z,
z = gX + hY + I'Z;

then the contragredience of the two sets will consist in the
second set f , it, i being subject to undergo a simultaneous
traosformation to E, H, Z, defined by the equations

E = at + ili, + gi,
H = h( + eri + hi,
Z = <•! + /l + ii-

A system of variables is said to be contragredient to an-
other when it is subject to undergo simultaneously with
the latter linear transformations of the contrary kind from
it. That is to say, the matrix of transformation is turned
over about its principal diagonal as an axis.

J. J. Sylvester.

COntraharmonical (kon'tra-har-mon'i-kal), a.

[< contrti- + lianiionical.'] Opposed to or tlie op-
posite of harmonieal Contraharmonlcal mean
and proportion, the mean and proportion determined by
the formula »t : c = (6 — c);{a— b).

COntrahentt (kon'tra-hent), a. and n. [< L. coti-

trahen( t-)s, ppr. of com trahere, contract : see con-
tract, t).] I. a. Contracting; covenanting;
agreeing: common in diplomatic documents
of the time of Henry VIII.

The treatise concluded at London, betwixt the king's
highness, the emperour, and the French king, as princes
contrahentg. Strype, Records, No. 12.

H. «. One who enters into a contract, cove-
nant, or agreement.
COntraindicant(kon-tra-in'di-kant), n. [< con-

tra- + indicant.^ In ined., a symptom or indi-

cation showing that a particular treatment or
course of action which in other respects seems
advisable ought not to be adopted.

Tiiroughout it was full of contraindicants. Burke.

COntraindicate (kon-tra-in'di-kat), i: t. [< con-

tra- + indicate.'] In med., to indicate the con-
trary of— that is, a course of treatment or ac-
tion different from or opposed to that which is

customary or is called for by the other circum-
stances of the case.

Opiates are contraindicated when fatal accumulation of
blood in the air-passages is threatened.

Buck'H Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 467.

contraindication (kon"tra-in-di-ka'shon), n.

[< contra- + indication.'] In med., an indica-

tion from some peculiar symptom or fact that
forbids the method of cure which the main
symptoms or nature of the disease would other-

wise call for. Also counter-indication.

I endeavour to give the most simple idea of the distem-
per, and the proper diet, abstracting from the complica-
tions of the firet, or the contraindications to the second.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

COntrainte par corps (k6n-trant' par kor). [F.:

contrainte, constraint, arrest
;
par (< L. per),

by ; corps, body.] In civil law, arrest ; attach-
ment of the person ; imprisonment for debt.

contrairet (kon-trar'), a. and n. An obsolete
variant of contrary.

contrairet (kon-trar'), v. t. An obsolete va-
riant of contrary.

And first, she past the region of the ayre
And of the fire, whose substance thin and slight

Made no resistance, ne could her contraire.
Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 7.

contrairet (kon-trSr' ), ^rep. [< contraire, a. (by
omission of to).] Against.

Like as I wan them, sae will I keep them,
Contrair a' kingis in Cliristentie.

Sang o/ the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 35).

Con'tralateral (kon-tra-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. con-

tra, against, -I- latits (later-), side: see contra
and lateral.] Occurring on the opposite side.

contra-lode (kon'tra-lod), «. Same as counter-

lode.

contralto (kon-tral'to), n. and a. [It., < contra,

counter, -1- ato, alto: see contra and alto.] I.

«. ;
pi. contralti (-te). 1. In modern music, the

voice intermediate in quality and range be-
tween soprano and tenor, having a usual com-
pass of about two octaves upward from the F be-
low middle C ; the lowest of the varieties of the
female voice, in medieval tnwiic, in which the melody
was either in a middle voice or passed from one voice to
another, and which utilized only male singers, the upper
voice was naturally called alius. As music for mixed
voices developed, that female voice which was nearest the
altus, and thus most contrasted with it, was called contr'
alto. Also alto.

2. A singer with a contralto voice.

n, a. Pertaining to, or possessed of the qual-
ity of, a contralto: as, a contralto voice.

contramure (kon'tra-mur), n. [< L. contra,
against, -f- murus, wall.] Same as countermure.

contranatural (kon-tra-nat'u-ral), a. [< L.
contra, against, -I- natura, nature, •+• -al.] Op-
posed to nature. [Bare.]
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To be determined and tied up, either by itself, or from

abroad, is violent and contranatural [for an arbitrary
opinion]. Bp. Rust, Discourae on Truth, § 6.

contranitencef, contranitencyt (kon-tra-ni'-
tens, -ten-si), h. [< contra- + nitence, niteney.]
Reaction ; resistance to force. Bailey.

contra-nnage (kon'tra-nii-azh'), a. [< eontra-
-i- tillage] In her., same as escalloped.

contra-octave (kon'tra-ok'tav), n. [< contra-
+ octave] In music, the 16-foot octave of the
organ, the notes of which are denoted by CC,
DD, etc. ; on the piano, the lowest octave be-
ginning with C, the notes of which are denoted
by C^, Dj, etc. ; on other instruments, the oc-
tave corresponding to these.

contraplex (kon'trar-pleks), a. [< L. contra,
against, -t- plexus, pp., woven : see plexus.] An
epithet applied to the simultaneous transmis-
sion of telegraph messages along the same wire
in opposite directions : as, contraplex teleg-
raphy.
contrapose (kon-tra-p6s'), V. t.; prat, and pp.
contraposed, ppr. contraposing. [< contra- +
pose'i, after L. contraponere (> Sp. contraponer),

pp. contrapositus, place opposite, < contra,
against, + jioncre, place.] If. To set in oppo-
sition.

We may manifestly see contraposed death and life, jus-

tice and injustice, condemnation and justification.

SalkelU, Paradise (1817), p. 235.

2. In logic, to transpose, as antecedent and
consequent or subject and predicate, with nega-
tion of both terms.
contraposita (kon-tra-poz'i-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
prop, iieut. pi. of L. contrapositus, pp. of com-
</-(y)0)iCj-e, place opposite : »ee contrapose.] In
logic, two propositions which can be transform-
ed into each other by the inference of contra-
position.

contraposition (kon''tra-po-zish'on), n. [= F.
contreposition = Sp. contraposicion = Pg. con-
traposifSo = It. contrapposizione, < LL. contra-
positio{n-), < L. contraponere, pp. contrapositus,

place opposite : see contrapose.] A placing
over against ; opposite position ; in logic, the
mode of inference which proceeds by transpos-
ing subject and predicate, antecedent and con-
sequent, or premise and conclusion, with nega-
tion of the transposed parts. Thus, the proposition.
If the ink will make a black spot, you will not spill it,

gives by contraposition. If you will spill it, the ink will

not make a black spot.

contraprogressist (kon-tril-prog'res-ist), n. [<
contra- + progress + -ist.] A person opposed
to the leading tendencies of the times, or to what
is commonly considered to be progress. [Rare.]

contraprovectant (kon'''tra-pro-vek'tant), n.

[< contra- + provectant.] In math., a covariant
considered as generated by the operation of a
provector on a covariant.

COntraprovector (kon"tra-pro-vek'tor), n. [<
contra- + j'rooector.] In math., an operator ob-
tained by replacing f, r/, etc., in any contra-
variant by Sx, 6y, etc.

contraption (kon-trap'shon), n. [< con- -t-

trap^ + -tion ; assuming the guise of a word of

L. origin. Cf. cantrap, cantrip.] A device ; a
contrivance: used slightingly. [CoUoq., U. S.]

For my part, I can't say as I see what's to be the end of
all these new-fangled contraptions.

J. C. Neat, Charcoal Sketches.

COntrapun'tal (kon-tra-pun'tal), a. [< It. con-

truppunto, counterpoint (see counterpoint'^), +
-al.] In music, pertaining to counterpoint, or
in accordance with its rules; having an inde-
pendent motion of the voice-parts.

COntraptintally (kon-tra-pun'tal-i), adv. In a
contrapuntal manner.
contrapuntist (kon-tra-pun'tist), n. [= F. con-

trapontists = Pg. contrapontista, < It. eontrap-

puntisla, < contrappunto, counterpoint: see
counterpoint^.] One skilled in the rules and
practice of counterpoint.
Counterpoint is certainly so much an art, that to be what

they call a learned contrapuntist is with harmonists a title

of no small excellence. W. Mason, Church Musick, p. 209.

contr'arco (kon-trar'ko), n. [It., lit. against
the bow: contra, against; arco, bow: see contra

and «rcl.] Incorrect or false bowing on the
violin, violoncello, etc.

COntraregnlarity (kon"tra-reg-u-lar'i-ti), «.

[< contra- -t- regularity.] Contrariety to rule

or to regularity. [Rare or obsolete.]

It is not only its not promoting, but its opposing, . . .

so that it is not so properly an irregularity as a contra-
regularity. Norris.

Contrarelated (kon''tra-re-la'ted), a. [< con-

tra- + related.] In analytical mech., having as
kinematical exponents contrafocal ellipsoids.

contrarions

C0ntraremonstrant(kon'''tra-re-mon'8trant),n.
[< contra- + remonstrant.]" One who remon-
strates in opposition oranswer to a remonstrant

;

specifically (usually with a capital), one of those
who issued or supported the counter-remon-
strance against the remonstrance of the Ar-
minians prior to the Synod of Dort. See re-

monstrant.

They did the synod wrong to make this distinction of
contra-remonstrants and remonstrants ; for in the synod
there was no contra-remon^rant, and no man was call'd
thither under that name, whereas they hi their letters
came under the name of remonstrants.

Hales, To Sir D. Cailton (1618).

COntrariant (kon-tra'ri-ant), a. and n. [For-
merly, as a noun, also contrarient ; < F. contra-
riant, < ML. contrarian(t-)s, ppr. of contrariare

(> F. contrarier), contradict, run counter: see
contrary, v.] I. a. Opposing; opposite; con-
tradictory ; inconsistent. [Rare.]

A law COntrariant or repugnant to the law of nature and
the law of God. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81.

Without one hostile or contrariant prepossession.
Southey.

In the time of Henry the Eighth, he [Cranmer] made his
manuscript collections of things contrariant to the order
of the realm. Jt. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

II. n. A contradictor : ini'ni/. Hst., the name
given to Thomas, Earl of Lancaster, and the
barons who took part with him against King
Edward II., because, on account of their great
power, it was not expedient to call them rebels
or traitors.

COntrariantly (kon-tra'ri-ant-li), adc. Con-
trarily. Coleridge. [Rare.]

contrariet, ''• t. An obsolete spelUng of co;i-

trary.

contrarientt, n. See contrariant.

contrariety (kon-tra-ri'e-ti), n.; pi. contrarie-
ties (-tiz). [< F. contrariete= Sp. contrariedad
= Pg. contrariedade = It. contrarieta, < LL. con-
trarieta{t-)s, contrariness, < L. contrarius, con-
trary: see contrary, a.] 1. The state or quality
of being contrary; extreme opposition; the
relation of the greatest unlikeness within the
same class.

Sedentary and within-door arts . . . have in their nature
a contrariety to a military disposition.

Bacon, Kingdoms and Estates.

As there is by nature
In everything created contrariety.
So likewise is there unity and league
Between them in their kind.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 3.

So mayest thou more naturally feel the contrariety of

vice unto nature. Sir T. Broume, Christ. Mor., i. 35.

There is a contrariety between those things that con-
science inclines to and those that entertain the senses.

South.

2. Something contrary to or extremely unlike
another; a contrary.

How can these contrarieties agree?
Shak., 1 Hen VI., ii. 3.

The contrarieties, in short, are endless.
Bushnell, Nature and the Supernat., p. 71.

Contrariety of motion, the relation of two changes
along the same course but in opposite directions, as heat-
ing and cooling. Also called ctmtrai-iety of access and
recess.— Contrariety of position, the relation of two
positions the furthest possible from each other, as ol
two antipodes on the earth.— Contrariety of proposi-
tions, the relation of two inconsistent universal proposi-
tions having the same terms.- Contrariety Of quality,
the relation of two extremely opposed qualities, as lieat

and cold, freedom and bondage, straightness and curva-
ture. =Syn. 1 and 2. Contradictoriness, antagonism.

contrarily (kon'tra-ri-li), adv. [< ME. contra-
rili ; < contrary + -iy".] In a contrary manner

;

in opposition; antagonistically; in opposite
ways ; on the other hand.

Contrarily, the . . . Spaniards cried out according to
their maner, not to God, but to our Lady.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 288.

contrariness (kon'tra-ri-nes), n. 1. Contrari-
ety; opposition; antagonism.— 2. Perverse-
ness ; habitual obstinacy.

I do not recognize any features of his mind— except per-

haps his contrariness.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 34.

COntrarioUS (kon-tra'ri-us), a. [< ME. contra-

rions, contrarius = OF. contrarios, contraltos

= Pr. contrarios = It. contrarioso, < ML. con-

trariosus, an extension of L. contrarius, con-
trary: see contrary, a.] Opposing; antagonis-
tic; contrary; rebellious. [Rare.]

The goddes ben contrarious to me.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1360.

Orlando, what contrarious thoughts be these,

"rhat flock with doubtful motions in thy mind?
Greene, Orlando Furioso.

She flew contrarious in the face of God
With bat-wings of her vices. Mrs. Brovmin^.



contrarious

The contrarious aspect both of nature and man (con-

cordant and discordant with the Divine perfection) has
given rise, as the reader well knows, to a great amount
of unsatisfactory speculation.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 143.

COntrariously (kon-tra'ri-us-li), adv, Contra-
rily; oppositely. [Rare.]

Many things, having full reference
To one consent, may work contrariotisly.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

contrariwise (kon'ti*a-ri-wiz), adv. [< contrary
+ -wis€.'\ On the contrary ; oppositely; on the

other hand.

Not rendering evil for evil, or railing for railing; but
cotUrariicuie, blessing. 1 Pet. iii. 9.

The Law lately made, by which the Queen of Scots was
condemud, was not made (as some maliciously have
imagin'd) to ensnare her, but contraryici^e, to forewarn
and deter her from attempting any thing against it.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 370.

COntra-rotationt (kon'''tra-ro-ta'shon), n. [<

contra- + rotation.'] Rotation in a contrary
direction.

Some have thought that by the Contrariety of the
Strophe and Antistropht^, they intended to represent the
Contrarotatioii of the Primum Mobile.

Congrece, The Pindarique Ode.

contrarotulatort (kon - tra - ro ' tu - la - tor), n.

[ML. : see controller.] A controller; one whose
business it was to observe the money which the
collectors had gathered for the use of the king
or the people. Cowell.

contrary (kon'tra-ri), a, and n. [< ME. eoti-

trarie, also contraire, < OF. contraire, F. con-

traire = Pr. contrari = Sp. Pg. It. contrariOj < L.

contrariitSj opposite, opposed, contrary, < con-

tra, against: see contra and counter^.'} I, a,

1. Opposite; opposed; at the opposite point or

in an opposite direction.

Slippers which his nimble haste had falsely thrust upon
contrary feet. Swift.

2. In hot. J at right angles to : as, a silique com-
pressed contrary to the dissepiment (that is, in

a direction at right angles to it, in distinction

from a parallel direction).— 3. Extremely un-
like ; the most unlike of anything within the
same class: thus, hot and cold, up and doicn,

sage and/oo/, heaven and hell, are cow frary terms.
In logic two propositions are contrary when the one denies

every possible case of the other; as, All cows are black;
No cows are black. They are contradictory when, one
being universal, the other denies some only of the things
asserted in the first: as, All men are wise ; Some men are
not wise.

Qur critics take a contrary extreme

;

They judge with fury, but they write with phlegm.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 661.

I discovered that he was most violently attached to the
contrary opinion. GokUmith, Vicar, ii.

4. Adverse ; hostile ; opposing ; antagonistic

;

opposite; conflicting.

Blotting out the handwriting of ordinauces that was
against ub, which was contrary to us. Col. 11. 14.

That he that is of the contrary port may be ashamed.
Tit. ii. 8.

5. Given to contradiction; acting in opposi-
tion ; captious

;
perverse ; intractable ; unac-

commodating.
Yes, he was always a little contrar;/, I think.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 34.

Contrary or opposite motion, in mtuic, progression of
parts in opposite directions, as when one part ascends and
another descends. =Syn. 4. Inconmntent, Contrarrj, Con-
tradictory, discordant, comiter, antagonistic, conflicting,

inimical. In common use inconxUtent is the weakest of

these, and contradictory the strongest. Incotmintent simply
asserts a failure to agree— generally, however, in an ir-

reconcilable way. Contrary asserts a general opposition :

as, the two statements are quite contrary (that is, they
point in ditferent directions or lead to opposite beliefs).

Controiiictorif is active and emphatic ; contradictory asser-

tions are alwolutely antagonistic and mutually exclusive.

In every department of our nature, save our perishable
bodies, we find something which seems to i>oint beyond
our three-score years and ten --something iiicoruti^tent

with tile hypothesis that those years complete our intended
existence. F. P. Cohbe, Peak in Darien, p. 281.

But the numbers of poetry and vocal ntusick are some-
times so contrary, that in many places I have been obliged
to cramp my verses, and make them rugged to the reader,
that they may l>e harmonious to the hearer.

Dryden, Ded. of King Arthur.

The Duke of Wellington once said that the true way to
advance contradictory propositions was to affirm both ve-

hemently, not attempting Xa prove either.

A. Phdj})t, Eng. Style, p. 130.

5. Wilful, Vntoicard, etc. See wayward.

U. ».; pi. contraries (-riz). 1. One of a pair
of objects placed at opposite points or seen in
opposite directions ; an opposite.

But men seen another Sterre, the cnnfrarie. to him, that
is toward the Southe, that is dept Antartyk.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 180.

2. One of a pair of characters, propositions,
statements, or terms, the most different pos-
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sible within the same general sphere or class.

See L, 3.

No contraries hold more antipathy
Than 1 and such a knave. Shak,, Lear, ii. 2.

If conscience be a proof of innate principles, contraries
may be innate principles, since some men, with the same
bent of conscience, prosecute what others avoid.

Locke, Hiunan Understanding, I. iii. § 8.

In the language of logicians, as in that of life, a thing has
only one contrary— its extreme opposite ; the thing far-

thest removed from it in the same class. Black is the con-
trary of white, but neither of them is the contrary of red.
Infinitely great is the contrary of infinitely small, but is

not the contrary of finite. J. S. Mill.

3. A contradiction; a denial. [Rare.]— 4t.
An adversary.

Whether he or thou
May with his hundred, as I spak of now,
Slen his contrarye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1001.

In COntraryt, in opposition ; to the contrary.

Who so maketh god his aduersarie.
As for to werche any thing in contrarie
Of his wil, certes neuer shal he thryue.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 758.

Mediate and Immediate contraries, in logic, such
contraries, respectively, as do or do not admit of a third
term intermediate between them.

Of contraries immediate there is a necessity that one of
them should be in a capacious subject. So of necessity
every number must be even or odd. Of mediates, no ne-
cessity for either of them ; because the medium itself may
occupy the subject : for it is not necessary that a body
should be black or white ; because it may be red or green.

Burgersdicixis, tr. by a Gentleman.

On the COntrary» in precise or extreme opposition to
what has been stated.

It must not be supposed, that the repose of the two ar-

mies was never broken by the sounds of war. More than
one rencontre, on the contrary, with various fortune, took
place. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 14.

To the contrary, to the opposite or a different effect ; in

opposition, contradiction, or reversal of something stated.

Have you heard any imputation to the contrary ?

Shak., M. of v., i. 3.

We wonder
To hear you speak so openly and boldly,

The king's command being publish d to the contrary.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, iii. 2.

contrary (kon'tra-ri), adv. [< contrary, a.] 1.

In a contrary way; with a contrary result.

And if ye walk contrary unto me, and will not hearken
unt<) me, I will bring seven times more plagues upon you
according to your sins. Lev. xxvi. 21.

Our wills and fates do so contrary run.
That our devices still are overthrown.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

2. In fter., oppositely; contrariwise: said of two
bearings each of which is in some sense the re-

verse of the other. Thus, contraryJlected &igr\ifies bent
or bowetl in opposite directions ; contrary invected or in-

veeked means having both sides invected and in opposite
senses ; and contrary unde means und6 on both the upper
and under sides.

contrary (kon'tra-ri, formerly kon-tra'ri), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. contraried, ppr. con trarying. [Ear-
ly mod. E. also contrarie, contrarye, also con-

traire ; < ME. contraricn, < OF. contrarier, con-

tralier, F. contrarier = Pr. Sp. Pg. contrariar =
It. contrariare, < ML. contrariare, oppose, go
against, < L. contrarius, opposite: see contrary^

a.] To oppose ; contradict. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial.]

In al the court ne was ther wif ne mayde
Ne wydwe, that contraried that lie sayde.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 188.

Yf preest-hod were parflt and preyede thus the peuple
sholde amende,

That now contraricn Cristes lawes and Cristendom de-

gpisen. IHers Ploxvman (C), xviii. 251.

Proude wittes, that loue not to be contraryed, but haue
lust to wrangle or trifle away troth.

Ascham, The Scholeraaster, p. 43.

You must contrary me ! Shak., R. and J., i. 5.

To contrary, *' to oppose." Still used in the Cumberland
Mountains in Tennessee, and elsewhere in East Tennessee
perhaps. A typical expression there would be "quit con-

traryin' that child. " Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVII. 37.

contrary-minded (kon'tra-ri-min'^ded), a. Of
a different or opposite mind or opinion.

contrast (kon-trasf), v. [< F. contraster = Pr.

Sp. Pg. conirastar = It. contrastare, < ML. con-

trastare, stand opposed to, withstand, < L. con-

tra^ against, + stare = E. stand. Cf. rest^, ar-

restf presty where also -st represents L. stare.]

I, trans. 1. To set in opposition, as two or

more.objects of a like kind, with a view to show
their differences ; compare by observing differ-

ences of character or qualities : used absolutely

or followed by with : as, to contrast two pictures

or statues; to contrast the style of Dickens
with that of Thackeray.
To contrast the goodness of God nith our rebellion will

" tend to make us humble and thankful. Clark.

The generosity of one person is most strongly felt when
contrasted with the meanness of another.

CrabO, English Synonymes, p. 225.

contravene

2. In the fine arts, to exhibit the differences or
dissimilitude of; heighten the effect of, or show
to advantage, by opposition of position, atti-

tude, form, or color.

The figures of the groups must not be all on a ride, . . .

but must contrast each other by their several positions.
Quoted in Dryden's Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

= Syn. Compare, Contrast, etc. See comparel.

II. intrans. To stand in contrast or opposi-
tion ; exhibit diversity on comparison.

The joints which divide the sandstone contrast finely

with the divisional planes which separate the basalt into
pillars. tyell.

Whether some false sense in her own self

Of my contrasting brightness, overbore
Her fancy dwelling in this dusky hall.

Tennyson, Geraint.

contrast (kon'trast), n. [< F. contraste = Pr.

contrast= Sp. Pg. contraste= It. contrasto; from
the verb.] If. Opposition; dispute.

He married Matilda the daughter of Baldouin, the flft

Earl of Flaunders, but not without contrast and trouble.
Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 26.

In all these contrasts the Archbishop prevailed, and
broke through mutinies and high threats.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 209.

2. Opposition in respect of certain qualities;

antagonistic difference ; direct opposition : as,

the contrasts and resemblances of the seasons.

The loose political morality of Fox presented a remark-
able contrast to the ostentatious purity of Pitt.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

Some of his [Emerson's! audience . . . must have felt the
contrast between his utterances and the formal discourses
they had so long listened to. O. W. Holmes, Emerson, v.

3. Comparison by exhibiting the dissimilitude

or the contrariety of qualities in the things com-
pared; the placing of opposites together in or-

der to make the antagonism of their qualities

more apparent.

All the talents and all the accomplishments which are
developed by liberty and civilisation were now displayed,
with every advantage that could be derived both from co-

operation and from contrast. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

4. In the fine arts, opposition of varied forms
or colors, which by juxtaposition magnify the
effect of one another's peculiarities.

COntrarStimulant (kon*tra-stim'u-lant), a. and
n. I. a. Counteracting a stimulant.

II. n. In 7ned., a remedy which tends to coun-
teract the effect of a stimulant.

COntrastive (kon-tras'tiv), a. [< contrast+ -ive.]

Of the nature of or arising from contrast; due
to contrast.

Their admiration is reflex and unconsciously contrastive.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 241.

COntrat (F, pron. kon-tra'), «. [F. : see con-

tract, ».] A contract.—contrat al6atoire, in civil

law, same as aleatory/ contract (which see, under alea-

tory).— CoutT&t de vente, in n'vH law, contract of sale.

— Contrat social. Hame as social contract (which see,

under con^mcO— Contrat synallagmatlque, in civil

law, reciprocal contract.

contrate (kon'trat), a. [< ML. ^contratiis (cf,

fem. contrata, > ult. E. country), < L. contra, op-

posite : see contra, and cf. contrary.] Having
cogs or teeth arranged in a manner contrary to

the usual one, or projecting parallel to the axis

:

as, a contrate wheel : used chiefly of wheels in

clockwork. See crown-wheel.

contra-tenor (kon'tra-ten-or), n. [Also, as It.,

contra-tenore : see contra^ tenor, and counter-

tenor. Cf. contralto.] 1. In music, a middle
part between the tenor and the treble ; counter-
tenor.— 2. One who sings this part.

In his [Dr. Croft's] time there was a veiy fine contra-
tenor in the Royal Chapel, called Elford.

W. Mason, Church Musick, p. 136.

contravallation (kon'*'tra-va-la'shon), n. [Also
countervaUation ; < F. contrevallation = Sp. con-

travalacion = Pg. contravallacao = It. contraval-

lasione, < L. as if *contravallatio{n-)y < contra,

against, + vallum^ a rampart : see icall.] In

fort., a chain of redoubts and breastworks,

either unconnected or united by a parapet,

raised by the besiegers about the place invest-

ed, to guard against sorties of the garrison.

contravariant (kon-tra-va'ri-ant), n. [< contra-

+ variant.] In math.j a function which stands

in the same relation to the primitive function

from which it is derived as any of its linear

transforms to an inversely derived transform of

its primitive. J. J. Sylvester— Primitive contra-
vaiiant, the contravariant of a primitive form divided by
the greatest common divisor of the minor determinants of

tiie matrix which is the discriminant of that form.

contravene (kon-tra-ven'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

contravened, ppr. contravening. [= F. contreve-

nir = Pr. Sp. contravenir = Pg. contravir = It.

contravvenirCy < LL, contravenire, oppose, ML.
break (a law), < L. contra, against, + venire.



contravene

cotue, = E. come, q. v.] 1. To come or be in

conflict with ; oppose in principle or effect ; im-
pede the operation or course of.

Laws that place the subjects in such a state c&jitravene
the first principles of the compact o( authority ; they ex-

act obedience and yield no protection.
Johnwii, Jour, to Western Isles.

The right of the weak to be governed by the strong, of
the blind to be led by those who have eyes, in no way con-
tracftifs the right of life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-
piness. The Century, XXVI. 637.

The underlying principles upon which its [quarantine's]
workings are based are the modes of transmission and
the period of incubation of the disease to be contravened.

Science, VI. 24.

2. To act so as to combat or violate ; trans-
gress : as, to contravene the law.

The former [the house of Lancaster] contravened the con-
stitution only when it was itself in its decrepitude.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 363.

He [the materialist] knows that, with more knowledge
and power, he could overcome thera [difficulties], and this

without contravening natural laws.
Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 32.

=Syn. To cross, run counter to, militate against, contra-
dict, defeat, nullify, neutralize.

COntravener (kon-tra-ve'nfer), «. One who con-
travenes ; one who antagonizes or violates.

The measures he was bent on taking against that rash
COntravener. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 2.

contravention (kon-tra-ven'shon), «. [= F.
contravention = Sp. coniravencion = Pg. contra-
vengao = It. contramemione, < ML. as if *con-
traventio{n-), < LL. contravenire, contravene:
see contravene.'] 1. The act of opposing, an-
tagonizing, or obstructing; counteraction.

There may be holy contradictions and humble contra-
ventions. Artif. Handsomeness, p. 57.

2. The act of transgressing or violating ; viola-

tion : as, the proceedings of the allies were in

contravention of the treaty.

He was pursued by a couple of hundred Englishmen,
taken prisoner, and, in contravention of the truce, lodged
in the castle of Carlisle.

Int. to Kinmont WiUie (Child's Ballads, VI. 68).

In eontravetition of all his marriage speculations.
Motley.

Specifically— 3. Violation of a legal condition
or obligation by which the contravener is bound

:

especially applied, in Scots law, to an act done
by an heir of entail in opposition to the provi-
sions of the deed, or to acts of molestation or
outrage committed by a persoji in violation of

law-burrows.
contraversion (kon-tra-v6r'shon), n. [= Pg.
contravcrsdo, < LL. &sii*contrdversio(ii-), < con-

traversus, turned against, < L. contra, against, +
versus, pp. of vertere, turn : see verse.~\ A turn-
ing to the opposite side ; antistrophe. [Bare.]

The second Stanza was call'd the Antistrophe, from the
<!ontraversion of the Chorus ; the Singers, in performing
that, turning from the Left Hand to the Right.

Conffreve, The Pindarique Ode.

contra'Violino (kon'tra-ve-o-le'no), n.
;
pi. cott-

traviolini (-ne). [It., < contra (see contra) +
violino.l The double-bass.

COntrayerva (kon-tra-y6r'va), M. [NL., also
contrajerva = F. eonirayervd = It. contrajerba,

-va, < Sp. contrayerba (= Pg. contralierva), lit.

a counter-herb, antidote, < contra, against, +
yerba (= Pg. herva), < L. herba, an herb: see
herb.] An aromatic bitterish root exported
from tropical America, and used as a stimulant
and tonic, it is the product of Dorstenia Contrayerva
and D. Brasiliensis, plants belonging to the natural order
Urticacece. The name is said to be given in Jamaica to
species of Aristolochia.

contre^t, v. t. An obsolete form of counter^.

contre^t, n. An obsolete form of country.

contra-. [ME. contre-, OF. and F. contrc- : see
counter-.'] A form of counter-, either obsolete
(Middle English) or as modern French (pron.
kon'tr, F. koii'tr), in some words not natural-
ized in English.

COntre-carteld (kon'tr-kar-te-la'), a. [F.]

Same as counter-quarterly.

COntre-COUp (kon'tr-ko), M. [F. : see counter-
and coup*.] In surg., a fracture or an injury re-

sulting from a blow struck on some other part,

as a fracture at the base of the skull from a
blow on the vertex.

contrectationt (kon-trek-ta'shon), n. [< L. con-
trectalio(n-), < contrectare, touct, handle, < com-
+ tractare, touch, handle : see treat.] A mutual
touching or handling.

The greatest danger of all is in the contrectation and
touching of their hands.

Chilmead, tr. of Ferrand's Love and Melancholy (1640),

[p. 264.

contre-dance (kon'tr-d&ns), n. [F. contredanse:
see contra-dance and country-dance.] 1. A
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French dance, named from the position of the
dancers (originally only two), who stand oppo-
site one another, it is a polite and graceful dance,
and not to be confounded with country-dance, which is a
species of English branle, and on being introduced into
France was also called contredanse from the confusion of
sounds. See country-dance.

The French contredanse made its first appearance in
English society, under the name of quadrille, shortly after,

or about the time of, the peace of 1815.

N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 463.

2. A musical composition in duple or sextuple
rhythm, and divided into strains of 8 measures
each, suitable for such a dance.
contre-ermine (kon'tr-er'min), «. Same as
ermines.

contrefac6 (kon'tr-fa-sa'), a. Same as coun-
terfuccd.

contrefetet. A Middle English form of counter-
feit. Chaucer.
contrefort (kon'tr-fort), n. [F. : see counter-

fort.] In fort., a brickwork revetment for ram-
parts on the side of the terreplein, or for counter-
scarps, gorges, and demi-gorges, and for sides
or ends of bomb-proof magazines.

contre-lettre (kon-tr-let'r), n. [F. : see coun-
ter- and letter.] A deed of defeasance ; a coun-
ter obligation. It commonly implies a secret
qualification of an apparently absolute transfer.

C0ntrepal6 (kon-tr-pa-la'), a. Same as cou7i-

terpaled.

contrepointfi (kon-tr-pwan-ta'), a. Same as
countcrjiointe.

contretemps (kon'tr-ton), ». [F., = Sp. con-
tratienipo = Pg. contratempo = It. contrattem-
po, < L. contra, against, + tempiis, time : see
contra and temporal.] An unexpected and un-
toward event; an embarrassing conjuncture;
a "hitch."

contre-vair (kon-tr-var'), a. [F.] Same as
countcr-tairy.

COntrevet, v. An obsolete form of contrive^.

contribual (kon-trib'u-al), a. [< L. com-, to-

gether, H- tribus {tribu-)',\-nbe, + -al.] Belong-
ing to the same tribe.

COntributable (kon-trib'u-ta-bl), a. [< contrib-

ute + -able. Cf. F. contribuable.] Capable of
being contributed.

contributaryt (kon-trib'u-ta-ri), a. [= F. con-
iributaire, n. and a. ; as contribute + -ary'^.

Cf . tributary. ] Contributory ; tributary.

It was situated on the Ganges, at the place where the
river received a contributary stream. DWnviUe (trans.).

COntrib'Ute (kon-trib'ut), V.
;
pret. and pp. con-

tributed, -p^r" contributing. [< L. contributus,

pp. of eontribuere (> It. contribuirc = Sp. Pg.
contribuir = F. contribuer), throw together,
unite, contribute, < com-, together, + tribuere,

grant, assign, impart: see tribute.] I. trans.

To give or grant in common with others
;
give

to a common stock or for a common purpose

;

furnish as a share or constituent part of any-
thing: as, to contribute money to a charity; to
contribute articles to a magazine.

England contributes much more than any other of the
allies. Addison, State of the War.

It is for each nation to consider how far its institutions

have reached a state in which they can contribute their
maximum to the store of human happiness and excel-

lence. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 176.

The union of the political and militiiry departinents in
Greece contributed not a little to the splendour of its early
history. Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

II. intrans. To give or do a part ; lend a por-
tion of power, aid, or influence ; have a share
in any act or effect.

There is not a single beauty in the piece to which the
invention must not contribute. Pope, Pref. to Iliad.

Both the poets you mention have equally contributed to
introduce a false taste into their respective countries.

Goldsmith, Vicar, viii.

contribution (kon-tri-bii'shon), n. [= D. kon-
tributie = G. contribution = ban. Sw. Contribu-

tion, < F. contribution = Sp. contribucion = Pg.
contribuigSo = It. contribuzione, < LL. contribu-

tio{n-), < L. eontribuere, pp. contributus, contrib-

ute: see contriftjyte.] 1. The act of giving to a
common stock, or in common with others ; the
act of promoting or affording aid to a common
end ; the payment by each of his share of some
common expense, or the doing by each of his

part of a common labor.

So nigh lost in his esteem was the birthright of our Lib-

erties, that to give them back againe upon demand stood
at the mercy of liis Contribution. Milton, Eikonoklastes, v.

A cheerful contribution to those . . . that need our.

charity. Abp. Sharp, Works, I. iii.

2. That which is given to a common stock or

done to promote a common end, either by an

centrist

individual or by many ; something furnished as
a joint share or constituent part.

of Aristotle's actual contributions to the physical sci-

ences I have spoken in the history of those sciences.
Whewell, Philos. of Discovery.

The inner arcades and the west doorway [of a little

duomo] are worthy of real study, as contributions to the
stock of what is at any rate singular in architecture.

E. A. Freeman, Veidce, p. 207.

Specifically— 3. A writing furnished as a dis-

tinct part of a periodical or other joint literary

work.—4. Mint., an imposition paid by a fron-
tier country to secure itself from being plunder-
ed by the enemy's army ; an imposition upon a
country in the power of an enemy, which is

levied under various pretenses and for various
purposes, usually for the support of the army.

The people 'twixt Philippi and this ground
Do stand but in a forc'd affection ;

For they have grudg'd ua contribution.
Shak., J. C, Iv. 3.

5. In law, a payment made by each of several,
having a common interest, of his share in a
loss suffered, or in an amount paid, by one of
the number for the common good : as, for in-

stance, a payment levied on each of the several
owners of a vessel for equalizing the loss aris-

ing from sacrifices made for the common safety
in sea voyages, where the ship is in danger of
being lost or captured Action or suit for contri-
bution, in law, a suit at law or in equity brought by one
of several parties, who has discharged a liability common
to all, to compel the others to contribute thereto propor-
tionally.

contributional (kon-tri-bii'shon-al), a. [< con-

tribution -t- -al.] Pertaining to or making a con-
tribution.

COntributive (kon-trib'u-tiv), a. [= F. contribu-

tif = Pg. It. contributivo ; as contribute + -ive.]

Tending to contribute ; contributing ; having
the power or quality of giving a portion of aid
or influence ; furnishing a joint part or share.

We challenge to ourselves something as contnbutive to
handsomeness. Artif. Handsomeness, p. 99.

contributor (kon-trib'u-tor), n. [= F. con-
tributeur = lt.'contributore"< L. as if "contri-

butor, < eontribuere, pp. contributus, contrib-
ute: see contribute.] 1. One who contributes;
one who gives or pays money or anything
else of value to a common stock or fund ; one
who aids in effecting a common purpose ; spe-
cifically, one who furnishes literary material
to a journal or magazine, or other joint lit-

erary work.— 2t. One who pays tribute ; a trib-

utary.

Himselfe as rich in all his Equipage as any Prince in
Christendome, and yet a Contributor to the Turke.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 45.

contributory (kpn-trib'u-to-ri), a. and n. [< con-

tribute + -ory. Cf. contributary.] I. a. 1. Con-
tributing to the same stock or purpose

;
promot-

ing the same end ; bringing assistance to some
joint enterprise, or increase to some common
stock.

The collecting of a most perfect and general library,

wherein whatsoever the wit of man hath heretofore com-
mitted to books of worth may be made contributory to

your wisdom. Bacon, in Spedding, I. 335.

I do not pretend that no one was contributory to a sub-

sidy who did not possess a vote. Hallam.

It should not be a ground of offence to any school of
thinkers, that Darwinism, whilst leaving them free scope,

cannot be made actually contributory to the support of

their particular tenets.

E. R. Lankestcr, Degeneration, p. 69.

2t. Paying contribution ; tributary ; subject.

Tarn. Where are your stout contributory Kings?
Tech. We have their crowns— their bodies strew the field.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine the Great, I., iii. 3.

Contributory negligence, negligence on the part of a
person injured, wlncli directly conduced to, or formed part
of, the immediate cause of the injury.

II. n. 1. One who or that which contributes.

Every one of them to be contributories, according to their

goods and lands, towards the building of the fortresses.

Strype, Memorials,

The principal additional contributories had been the
articles of general consumption, tea, malt, and spirits.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 364.

2. In recent Eng. law, one who, by reason of

being or having been a shareholder in a joint-

stock company, is bound, on the winding up of

the company, to contribute toward the payment
of its debts.

contristt (kon-trisf), r. t. [< F. contrister =
Pr. Sp. Pg. contristnr = It. contristarc, < L. con-

tristare, make sad, < com-, together, + tristis,

sad: see trist.] To make sorrowful ; sadden.

In the condition I am in at present, 'twould be as much
as my life was worth to deject and contrist myself with so

sad and melancholy an account.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii., Author's Pref.



contristate

COntristatet (kou-tns'tat), v. t. [< L. conlris-

tatuf.; pp. of eon'tristare, make sad : see conirist.'i

To make sorrowful
;
grieve ; contrist.

Let me never more contrUtate thy Holy Spirit.

Spiritual Cimquest, i. 64.

COntristationt (kon-tris-ta'shgn), ». [= F. con-

tristation = It. contristazione, < LL. contrista-

tio{n-), < L. contristare, pp. contristatus, make
sad : see contrist.^ The act of making sad, or

the state of being sad.

lu spacious kuowieclge there is mucli contrigtatimi.
Bacmi, Advaucement of Learning, i. 7.

Pangs of fear and contristation.

J. Robinson, Eudoxa, p. 41.

contrite (kon'trit), a. and n. [= F. contrit =
Sp. Pg. It. contrito, < LL. contritus, penitent,
L. bruised, rubbed, worn out, pp. of conterere,

bruise, rub, wear out, < com-, together, + terere,

pp. trit'is, rub: see trite.'\ I, «. If. Bruised;
worn.

Their stren^hs are no greater tlian a cofntrite reed or a
strained arm. Jer. Taylor, Worlcs (ed. 1835), I. 911.

Hence— 2. Broken in spirit by a sense of guilt

;

eonseienee-stricken ; humbled ; penitent : as, a
contrite sinner.

A brolten and a contrite heart, God, thou wilt not de-

spise. l*s. IL 17.

I Richard's hody have interred new

;

And on it Iiave bestow'd more contrite tears
Than from it issued forced drops of blood.

SAai-., Hen. V., iv. 1.

=Syn. 2. Repentant, sorrowful. For comparison, see re-

penta ywc.

II. n. A contrite person ; a penitent. Hooker.
COntritet (kon-trif), v. t. [After contrite, a., <

L. contritus, pp. of conterere, bruise : see con-
trite, a.] To make humble or penitent.

1 awoke in the night, and my meditations, as I lay,

were on the goodness and mercy of the Lord, in a sense
whereof my heart was contrUed.

John Wootman, Journal (17i>7), p. 98.

contritely (kon'trit-U), adv. In a contrite man-
ner; with humble sorrow ; with penitence.

Contritely now she brought tlie case for cure.
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 117.

contriteness (kon'trit-nes), n. The state of be-
ing contrite ; contrition.

contrition (kon-trish'on), M. [< ME. contricion,
-cionn, < OF. contriciun, F. contrition = Pr. con-
tritio, contriiio = Sp. contricion = Pg. contri^So
= It. eontrisione, < LL. contritio{n-), grief, con-
trition (not found in L. in lit. sense of bruising
or grinding together), < L. conterere, pp. con-
tritus, bruise, rub, wear out: see contrite. Cf.
attrition.'] If. The act of grinding or rubbing
to powder ; attrition.

Beduceable into powder by contritiftn.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., H. 1.

Serpents . . . are curious to preserve their heads from
contrition or a bruise.

Jer. Taylor, Works (e<i. 1835), I. 885.

2. Brokenness of spirit for having given of-
fense ; deep sorrow for sin or guilt

;
pious com-

punction ; sincere penitence.

Fruits of more pleasing savour, from thy seed
Sown with contrition iii liis heart.

Jfi7(0)i, P. L., xi. 27.

Contrition is an holy grief, excited by a lively sense, not
only of the jiuni-tiiment due to our gni'lt (that the schools
call attrition), but likewise of the illtlnite goodness of God,
against which we have offended.

Bp. Attertniry, Sermons, I. x.

= SyiL 2. Penitenre, Compunction, etc. .See repentance.

contriturate (kon-trit'u-rat), r. t.; pret. and
pp. contriturated, ppr. contrittirating. [< con-
+ triturate. Cf. contrite, ».] To puJverize to-
gether; triturate.

COntrivable (kon-tri'va-bl), a. [< contrive^ +
-ubli .] That may be contrived ; capable of be-
ing planned, invented, or demised.

Perpetual motion may seem easily contricalite.

Bp, Witkinjt, Oiedalus, xv.

contrivalt (kon-tri'val), n. [< contrive^ + -aZ.]

Contrivance.

All)cit some might have more benefit by so large a vol-
ume, yet more may have some benefit by this compendi-
ous rontrirnll. Cleaver, Proverbs, Epistles, etc. (Ord MS.).

contrivance (kon-tn'vans), «. [< contrive^ +
-««C6-.] 1. The act o? contriving, inventing,
devising, or planning the disposition or com-
bination of things or acts, for a particular pur-
pose.

I look upon the Disposition and ContrivaTice of the Fa-
ble to be the Principal Beauty of the Ninth Book.

Addison, .Spectator, Xo. 351.

The machine which we are inspecting demonstrates, by
its construction, cttntritance and design. Contrivance must
have had a contriver. I'aley, Sat. TheoL, IL
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Plotting covetousness and deliberate contrivance in or-

der to compass a selfish end are nowhere abundant but in
the world of the dramatist.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, L 3.

2. The thing contrived, planned, or invented

;

a device, especially a mechanical one ; an arti-

fice ; a scheme ; a stratagem.
Government is a contrivance of human wisdom to pro-

vide for human wants. Burke.

For every difllculty lie [Warren Hastings] had a contri-
vance ready ; and, whatever may be thought of the justice
and humanity of some of his contrivances, it is certain that
they seldom failed to serve the purpose for which they
were designed. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Party nicknames, in nine cases out of ten, are simply a
contrivajKe for exciting odium or contempt.

//. y. Oxenkam, Short Studies, p. 4.

= Syn. 2. Plan, invention, design; machination, strata-
gem ; Device, Shi/t, etc. See expedient, n.

contrive! (kon-triv')> " ;
pret. and pp. contrived,

ppr. contriving. [< ME. contriven, contreven, con-
troeven, controven, find out, contrive, < OF. con-
trover, F. conirouver (= It. controvare), < con- +
trover (= It. trovare), find: see trover, trove, trou-
hadotir. Cf. retrieve, formerly retrive, retreve,

also ult. < OF. trover.'] I, trans. 1. To invent;
devise

;
plan.

I went to St. Clement's, that pretty built and contriv'd
church. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 28, 1684.

Our poet has always some beautiful design, which he
first establishes, and then contrives the means which will
naturally conduct him to his end. Dryden.

Parasites, external and internal, torture helpless hosts
by means of carefully contrived implements for securing
their hold and aiding their progress.

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 241.

2. To manage, by a device, stratagem, plan, or
scheme : with an infinitive as object : as, he con-
trived to gain his point.

Sheridan, when he concluded, contrived, with a know-
ledge of stage effect which his father might have envied,
to sink back, as if exhausted, into the arms of Burke.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

The old town clerks did not spell very correctly, but
they contrived to make pretty intelligible the will of a free
and just community. Emerson, Misc., p. 86.

=Syn. 1. To design, project, plot, concoct, hatch, form,
frame, brew.

U, intrans. To form schemes or designs;
plan; scheme.

If thou read this, O Ciesarf thou mayst live

;

If not, the Fates with traitors do contrive.

Shak., J. C, iL 3.

COntrive^t (kon-triv'), v. t. [Irreg. made from
L. conterere, pp. contritus, wear away : see con-
trite, a. The L. perf. is contrivi ; but the E.
form is prob. due to confusion with contrive^.']

To wear away; spend.
That sage Pylian syre, which did survive
Three ages, such as mortall men contrive.

Spenser, ¥. Q., II. ix. 4?^.

Please ye we may contrive this afternoon,
And qnaff carouses to our mistress' health.

Shak., T. of the S., i. '2.

contrivementt (kon-tnv'ment), ». [< contrive^

+ -ment.'\ Contrivance; invention; plan; de-
•vice; scheme.

Royall buildings, which though perhaps they come sliort

of the Italian for contrivement, yet not in costly curious-
uesse. Sandys, Travaiies, p. 25.

To my contrivement leave the welcome care
Of making sure that he, and none but he.
To Potipher's estate do prove the heir.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 189.

The admirable coniriveinent and artifice of this great
falirick of the universe.

Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, p. 176.

COntrivenf. An arbitrary variant of contrived,

past participle of contrive^.

Reverend Edicts vpon Mount Sina given,
How-much-fould sense is in few words contriven .'

.Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

contriver (kon-tn'v^r), «. An inventor; one
who plans or devises ; a schemer.

I, the mistress of your charms.
The close contriver of all harms,
Was never call'd to bear my part.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 5.

control (kon-trdl'), n. [<; ME. conterrolle = D.
kontrole = Or. controlle = Dan. kontrol = Sw.
kontroll, < OF. contrerole, F. contrdle, < ML.
con trarotulum, a counter-roll or -register used to

verify accounts, < L. contra, against, opposite,

counter, -I- ML. rotulus, L. rotula, a roll: see
counter-roll, coun ter-, and roll. The later senses

(2 and 3) depend partly on the verb.] It. A
book-register or account kept to correct or
check another account or register ; a counter-
regi.ster. Johnson.— 2. Check; restraint: as, to

speak or act without control; to keep the pas-
sions under con trot.

If the sinner . . . lay no restraint upon his lusts, no
control upon his appetites, he is certainly too strong for

the means of grace. South, Sermons.

controller

If angels were to govern men, neither external nor in-
ternal controls on government would be necessary.

Madison, The Federalist, No. 51.

3. The act or power of keeping under cheek
or in order

;
power of direction or guidance

;

authority; regulation; government; command.
Keep it ours, O God, from brute control

;

O Statesmen, guard us, guard the eye, the soul
Of Europe, keep our noble England whole.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington, yii.

A dominant class arising does not simply become unlike
the rest, but assumes control over the rest.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 216.

Board of control, a board of six members established in
1784 by Pitt for the government of British India. I'he
president of the lx)ard was a chief minister of the crown
and a member of the ministry. This board was abolished
in 1858, when the government of India was transferred to
the crown. =Syn. 3. Injluence, Ascendancy, etc. (see au-
thority), direction, charge, regulation.

control (kon-trdl'), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. controlled,

ppr. controlling. [= D. kontroleren = G. con-
trolliren ='Dan. kontrollere = 8w. kontrollera, <
F. contr6ler, register, control, < contrdle, n.: see
control, n.] 1. To check or ascertain the ac-
curacy of, as by a counter-register or double
account, or by experiment.— 2t. To prove by
counter-statements ; confute ; convict.

The duke of Milan,
And his more braver daughter, could control thee.

Shak, Tempest, 1. 2.

Tills account was controlled to be false. Fuller.

3. To exercise control over; hold in restraint
or check ; subject to authority ; direct ; regu-
late; govern; dominate.

Give me a staff of honour for mine age.
But not a sceptre to control the world (

Shak., Tit. And., i. 2.

High degrees of moral sentiment control the unfavor-
able influences of climate. Emerson, Civilization.

The controllitvj influence of public sentiment in groups
which have little or no organization is best shown in the
force with which it acts on those who are bound to avenge
murders. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 466.

4. To have superior force or authority over

;

overpower. [Rare.]

A recital cannot control the plain words in the granting
part of a deed. Johnson's Reportx.

Controlling experiment, in chem., a corroborating or
confirmatory experiment.

For a controlling experiment, the gas may be passed for
a short time through the alcoholic ammonia alone.

W. R. Bowditch, Coal Gas, p. 149.

To control the point, in /encing, to bear or beat the
point down ; hence, to have the advantage over.

I*rate again, as you like this, you whoreson foist, you

!

You'll control the point, you !

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 5.

=Syn. 3. Rule, Regulate, etc. (see govern), curb, restrain,
direct.

control-experiment (kon-tr6reks-per"i-ment),
n. An experiment made to establish the con-
ditions under which another experiment is

made.
OOntroUable (kon-tro'la-bl), a. [< control +
-tiblc.] Capable of being controlled, checked,
or restrained; subject to regulation or com-
mand.

Passion is the drunkenness of the mind, and therefore,
in its present workings, not controllable by reason. South.

controller (kon-tro'lfer), n. [Often written,
in the second sense, comptroller, in accordance
with a false etymology from cotnpt^, an old
spelling of count^; < ME. conterrollcr, countroU
lour (only in sense 1), < AF. countrerouler, OP.
contreroUur, F. controleur (> D. kontroletir =
G. eontrolleur = Dan. Sw. kontrollor), < ML.
contrarotulator, lit. the keeper of a counter-roll
or cheek-list, < contrarotulum, a counter-roll:
see control, n. In the third sense now practi-

cally < control, r., 3, + -<t1.] If. One who has
charge of the receipt and expenditure of money.

Ther-fore tlio countrollour ...
Wrytes vp tlio soninie as euery day.
And lielpes to count.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 317.

Specifically— 2. An officer who has certain
duties to perform in examining the accounts
and managing the financial affairs of a public
or private cor])oration, or of a city, state, or
government. Three controllers are employed by the
government of the United States. The Jirsf controller

examines and revises all civil accounts except those relat-

ing to custimis and the jxistal service, and the latter also

on appeal, and countersigns all warrants drawn by the
Secretary of the Treasury for receiving and paying money,
except those connecte<i with post-office operations. 'Vhe
second controller has the same duties with reference to
the accounts and warrants of the War and Navy depart-
ments. The controller o/ the currency adniini.sters the
laws relating to the national banks. Some States and
cities also have officers styled controllers, with similar
duties. [In this sense often spelled comptroller, a false

form (see etymology).]



controller

3. One who controls or restrains; one who has
the power or authority to govern or control

;

one who governs or regulates.

The great controller of our fate
I>eign\l to be nmn, and lived in low estate.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 460.

Clerk controller of the king's household. See clerk.
— Controller of the household, in England, an officer

at court, ranlving next .alter tlie treasurer of the Iionsehoid,
who investigates the accounts and' maintains discipline
among the servants of tlie royal llousehold. His duties,
like those of tlie treasurer and lord steward, are now com-
monly performed by the master of the household. He is

usually a peer, or the son of a peer, and a privy council-
or, and beai-s a white staff as his badge of authority.

The sewer will not take no men no dishes till they be
commanded by the controller.

Pattan Letters (ed. 1841), I. 144.

On the 18th of February Gloucester arrived with about
eighty horsemen, and was met a mile out of town by the
. . . treasurer and . . . the controller of the king's house-
hold, who bade lUm retire at once to his lodgings,

St-ubbs, Const. Hist., § 343.

controller-general (kon-tr6'16r-jen'e-ral), n.

An officer charged witR the immediate control
or direction of some branch of administration.
It has been the title of many officers of the French gov-
ernment, chiefly connected with the revenues. The con-
troller-general of the finances was originally subordinate
to the superintendent of the finances, but from 1661 to
1791 was himself the liead of the treasury. The title was
given to the two officers appointed by the French and
English governments, under the arrangement of 1879, for
thejoint siipei-vision of the finances of Egypt.

COntrollership (kgn-tro'lfer-sMp), n. [< con-
troller + ship.'] The office of a controller.
Also written comptrollership.

COntrolling-nozle (kou-tr6'ling-noz"l), n. A
device for regulating the size of a stream issu-

ing from a uozle. it consists of a rotating sleeve which
thrusts forward or retracts a cone-valve, so as to close
the opening altogether or in part, or to leave it unob-
structed, as may be desired.

COntrolinent (kon-trol'ment), n. [< control +
-ment.] 1. The power or act of controlling;
the state of being restrained ; control ; restraint.

E.xcept for the publique behoofe, euery man to be free
and out of controlment. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 426.

They made war and peace with one another, without
COntrolinent. Sir J. Davien, State of Ireland.

2t. Opposition ; resistance ; refutation.

"Was it reason that we should suffer the same to pass
without controlment ? Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. § 7.

COntrovet, controvert. Middle English forms
of contrive^, contriver.

It is siune to cfyntrove

Thyng that is for to reprove.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 754.5.

COntroversalf (kon-tro-v6r'sal), a. [< L. con-
troversiis, turned in an opposite direction (see
controverse, v.), + -al.] 1. Turning different
ways.
The Temple of Janus with his two cimtroversal faces

might now not unsigniflcantly be set open.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 5^.

2. Controversial.

I may perhaps have taken some pains in studying con-
traversal divinity. Boyle, Love of God, p. 122 (Ord MS.).

COntrO'Versaryt (kon-tro-v6r'sa-ri), a. [< con-
troverse + -ar^l.] Pertaining to controversy;
controversial ; disputatious.

Controversary points. Bp. Hall, "Works, II. 370.

COntrO'Verset (kon-tro-v6rs'), V. t. [= F. con~
traverser, < L. controversari, dispute, < contro-

versus, turned in an opposite direction, disputed,
controverted, < contro-, another form (neut. ab-
lative) of contra, opposite, -I- versus, pp. of vcr-

tere, turn: see verse.] To controvert; dispute.

In litigious and con^royerged causes . . . the will of God
is to have them [men] to do whatsoever the sentence of
judicial and final decision shall determine.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., vi.

COntroverset (kon'tro-v6rs), n. [< F. contro-

verse, < Li. controversa, pi., disputed points, orig.

neut. pi. of controversus, turned against : see
controverse, v., and cf. controversy.] Contro-
versy.

_
So fitly now here commeth next in place,

' After the proofe of prowesse ended well,

The controverse of beauties soveraine gi-ace.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 2.

controversert, controversort (kon-tro-vfer'sfer,

-sor), n. One who controverts ; a disputant.

In which place, Iwulted before to the bran by many con-
traversers, mine adversary hath learned ... to triumph
above measure.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, p. 29.

COntrO'Versial (kon-tro-vfer'shal), a. [< L. con-
troversia, controversy (see controversy), -I- -al.]

Of or pertaining to controversy ; characterized
by or connected "with disputation ; disputatious

:

as, a controversial discourse.

1238
No controversial weapon, from the gravest reasoning to

the coarsest ribaldry, was left unemployed.
Macaulay, Warren Hastings,

controversialist (kon-tro-v6r'shal-ist), n. [<
controversial + -ist.] One who" carries on a
controversy ; a disputant.

What shall we say to a controversialist who attributes
to the subject of his attack opinions which are notoriously
not his? Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 494.

controversially (kon-tro-vfer'shal-i), adv. In a
controversial manner.
controversiont (kon-tro-v6r'shon), n. [< ML.
controversio(n-), < L. controversus, disputed : see
controverse, v.] The act of controverting.
Hoolcer.

controversioust, a- [< controversy (L. contro-
vcrsia) + -ous.] Full of controversy. Bailey.

controversort, n. See controverser.

controversy (kon'tro-ver-si), n.
;
pi. controver-

sies (-siz). [= Pr. Sp. Pg. It. controversia, < L.
controiersia, debate, contention, controversy,
< controversus, turned in an opposite direction

:

see controverse, v.] 1. Disputation; debate;
agitation of contrary opinions ; a formal or pro-
longed debate ; dispute.

Without controversy, great is the mystery of godliness.
1 Tim. iii. 16.

In learning, where there is much controversy there is

many times little inquiry.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 239.

But this business of Death is a plaine case, and admitts
no controversie. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

Two of his [Pythias's] phrases, by their obscure and
archaic diction, have given rise to repeated controversies.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 71.

Specifically— 2. A suit in law; the contention
in a civil action ; a case in which opposing par-
ties contend for their respective claims before
a tribunal.

And by their word shall every controversy and every
stroke be tried. Deut. xxi. 5.

3. A matter in dispute ; a question to settle.

The Lord hath a controversy with the nations.
Jer. XXV. 31.

4t. Antagonism; resistance. [Rare.]

The torrent roar'd, and we did buffet it

With lusty sinews, throwing it aside
And stemming it with hearts of controversy.

Shak., J. C, i. 2.

Adoption controversy. See adoptionimi.— Bangortan
controversy. See iianjorian.—Filloque controversy,
in eccles. hist., the controversy whether the Nicene Creed
should declare merely that the Holy Ghost proceeds from
the Fatlier (John xv. 26), or should add *' and from the
Son " (Latin fdioque). The Western Church adopted and
retains tlie latter, the Greek Churcll the former.—Ma-
loristic controversy. See Afa>ri««c.—Qulnquarticu-
lar controversy. See the Five Articles and the Five
Points, luider article. — Syn. 1. Controversy, Dispute, con-
test, disputation, altercation, wrangle, strife, quarrel. A
dispute is commonly oral ; hence it is generally of short
continuance, and tends to lose the character of a dignified
debate in heated assertions, if not in bickering, so that
the word is now used more frequently in this latter sense.
(See argue.) A controversy may be oral, but, as compared
with a dispute, is generally in writing, and may tlierefore

continue for a long period, with many participants, but
not always with coolness or dignity ; as, the celebrated
Boyle and Bentley controversy.

The controversies about the Immaculate Conception are
older than the Reformation, but have only just been de-
cided. Pusey, Eirenicon, p. 91.

In all disputes, so much as there is of passion, so much
there is of nothing to the purpose. Sir T. Brotvne.

controvert (kon-tro-v6rt'), V. t. [= Sp. con-
trovertir = Pg. coniroverter = It. controvertere,

< L. as if *controvertere (assumed from contro-
versus : see controverse, v.), < contro-, against,
+ vertere, turn.] To dispute ; oppose by argu-
ment ; contend against in discussion ; deny and
attempt to disprove or confute : as, to contro-
vert opinions or principles; to controvert the
justness of a conclusion.

It is an insolent part of reason, to controvert the works
of God. Sir T. Broume, Keligio Medici, 1. 54.

It is more our business to exhibit the opinions of the
learned than to controvert them. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

His conclusions, though controverted when they were first

presented, are now substantially adopted by scholars.
Sumner, John Pickering.

controverter (kon-tro-v6r't6r), n. One who
controverts ; a controversial writer.

Some controverters in divinity are like swaggerers in the
taverne, that catch that which stands next them ; the can-
dlesticke, or pots ; tume everything into a weapon.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

controvertible (kon-tro-ver'ti-bl), a. [= Sp.
controvertible = It. controvertibile ; as controvert
+ -i6/e.] Capable of being disputed; disput-

able ; not too evident to exclude difference of

opinion : as, a controvertible point of law.

We find the matter controvertible, and with much more
reason denied then is as yet afiirmed.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

contumelious

controvertibly (kon-tro-v6r'ti-bli), adv. In a
controvertible manner.
controvertist (kon-tro-ver'tist), n. [< contro-
vert + -ist. Cf. F. controversiste = Sp. Pg. It.

controversista.] One who controverts; a dis-
putant; a man versed or engaged in contro-
versy or disputation.

This mighty man of demonstration, this prince of con-
trovertists. Tillotson.

COntrusion (kon-tro'zhon), ft. [< L. contrusus,

pp. of contrudere, press together, < com-, toge-
ther, + trudere, press. Cf. extrude, intrude, ob-
trude, protrude.] A crowding together. [Rare.]

Pressure or contrusion of the particles of the water.
Boyle, Works, III. 617.

COn't-splice (kont'splis), n. [Cf. cont-line.] A
splice made by cutting a rope in two, laying
the end of one part on the standing part of the
other, and pushing the ends through between
the strands in the same manner as for an eye-
splice. This forms a collar or an eye in the bight of the
rope. It is used for pennants, jib-guys, upper shrouds,
etc. Also called cut splice and bight-splice.

contubernalt, contubemialt (kon-tu'ber-nal,
kon-tu-ber'ni-al), a. [ME. contiibernial ; < L.
contubernalis, < contubernium, companionship in
a tent, < com-, together, -t- taberna, a tent : see
tavern.] Dwelling in the same tent ; living as
comrades

; hence, intimate ; familiar.

And therefore seith Seneca . . . humble folk ben Cristes
freendes ; they been contubernyal with the Lord.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

contumacious (kon-ta-ma'shus), a. [With suf-
fix -ous (as in audacious, vivacious, etc.), = F.
contumax = Pr. Sp. Pg. contumnz = It. contu-
mace, < L. contumax (contumac-), stubborn, in-
solent (found unchanged, contumax, in ME.);
origin uncertain

;
perhaps connected with con-

temncrc, despise : see contemn and contumely.]
1. Headstrong; insolent; hence, resisting le-

gitimate authority, whether civil, ecclesiastical,

military, or parental ; stubbornly disobedient
or rebellious: as, a contumacious child.

Most obstinate cotitumacious sinner.

Hammond, Fundamentals.

Richard fell before the castle of a contumacious vassal.

Milman, Latin Christianity, ix. 5.

If he were contuumcious, he might be excomnmnicated,
or, in other words, be deprived of all civil rights and im-
prisoned for life. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Specifically— 2. In law, wilfidly disobedient
to a lawful order of a judicial or legislative

body, or showing wilful contempt of its au-
thority. = Syn. 1. Stubborn, Refractory, etc. (see obsti-

nate), proud, headstrong, unmanageable, ungovernable,
unruly, wilful, perverse.

contumaciously (kon-tu-ma'shus-li), adv. Ob-
stinately; stubbornly; perversely; in disobedi-
ence of orders.

This justice hath stocks for the vagrant, ropes for felons,
weights for the contumaciously silent.

Bp. Hall, Peacemaker (Ord MS.).

contumaciousness (kon-tu-ma'shus-nes), n.

Perverseness ; stubbornness ; obstinate dis-

obedience ; contumacy.
contumacity (kon-tu-mas'j-ti), n. [< L. con-
tuyuax {contum<ie-) + -ity. See contumacious.]
Same as contumacy. [Rare.]

Such a fund of contumacity. Carlyle, Misc., I'V. 80.

contumacy (kon'tu-ma-si), n. [= F. contumace
= Pr. Sp. Pg. It. contumacia, < L. contumacia,
< contumax (contumac-), contumacious : see con-
tumacious.] 1. Wilful and persistent resis-

tance to legitimate authority of any kind ; un-
yielding disobedience ; stubborn perverseness
in an illegal or wrong course of action.

He disobeys God in the way of contumacy who refuses
his signs, his outward assistances, his ceremonies which
are induced by his authority. Donne, Sermons, ii.

Such acts

Of contumacy will provoke the Highest
To make death in us live. Milton, P. L., x. 1027.

In consequence of his fArchbishop Laud's] famous proc-
lamation setting up certain novelties in the rites of pub-
lic worship, fifty godly ministers were suspended for con-
tumacy in the course of two years and a half.

Emerson, Misc., p. 35.

Specifically— 2. In law, wilful disobedience to

a lawful order of a judicial or legislative body,
or wilful contempt of its authority ; a refusal to

appear in court when legally summoned. =syn.
1. stubbornness, perverseness, wilfulness, intractability.

For comparison, see obstiimte.

COnt'Umelious (kon-tu-me'li-us), a. [= Sp. Pg.
It. contumclioso, < L. contumeliosus, < contumelia,
insult: see contumely.] 1. Indicating or ex-
pressive of conttimely ; haughtily offensive

;

contemptuous ; insolent ; rude and sarcastic

:

said of acts or things.



contumelious

Contumelious language. Suri/t.

Assail him with contumelious or discourteous language.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 0.

Curving a contumelious lip. Tennyson, Maud, xiii.

2. Haughty and contemptuous ; disposed to

taunt or to insult ; insolent ; supercilious : said

of persons.

There is yet another sort of contumelious persons, who
are not chargeable with ... ill employing their wit ; for

tliey use none of it. Government of the Tongue.

3t. Reproachful; shameful; ignominious.

As it is in the highest degree injurious to them, so is it

contumelious to him. Decay of Christian Piety.

= Syn. 1 ariil 2. -See list under abusive.

contumelioiisly (kon-tu-me'U-us-U), adv. In a

contumelious manner ; with arrogance and con-

tempt; insolently.

Fie, lords 1 that you, being supreme magistrates,

Thus contumetioustu should break the peace !

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 4.

contumeliousness (kon-tu-me'li-ns-nes), »(.

Insolence ; contempt ; contumely.

contumely (kon'tu-me-li), ».; pi. contumelies

(-liz). [< ME. coiitunielie, < OF. contumelie =
Sp. Pg. It. contumelia, < L. contumelia, abuse,

insult, reproach; origin uncertain; prob. con-

nected with confi/Miajj: see contumacious.} 1.

Insolently offensive or abusive speech ; haugh-

tiness and contempt expressed in words; over-

bearing or reviling language ; contemptuous-
ness ; insolence.

The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely.
Shale., Hamlet, iii. 1.

I left England twenty years ago under a cloud of disas-

ter and contumely. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 173.

2. A contumelious statement or act ; an exhi-

bition of haughty cont«mpt or insolence.

A good man bears a cmtumety worse
Than he would do an injury.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, ii. 3.

Here be also some Jews, ... a people scattered through-

out the whole world, . . . subject to all wrongs and con-

tumelies. Sandys, Travailes, p. 114.

=83^1. 1. Abuse, rudeness, 8corn._

contumulatet (kon-ta'mu-lat), v. t. [< L. con-

tumulatus, pp. of contumulare, furnish with a

mound, bury, < com-, together, + tumulare,

bury, < tumulus, a mound, tomb: see tumulus.']

To lay or bury in the same tomb or grave.

Coniumulale both man and wife.

Old poem, in Theatrum Chemicum, p. 178.

COntumulationt (kon-ta-mii-la'shon), n. [<

mnlumul'iti- : see -ation.'} The act di laying or

burying in the same tomb or grave.

contundt (kon-tund'), V. t. [= F. contondre =
Sp. Pg. ciiiiiundir = It. contundere, < L. contun-

dere, bruise, beat together, < com-, together, +
tundere, beat, bruise, z= Skt. / tud (for 'stud),

strike, sting, = Goth, stautan, strike. Cf. con-

tuse.] To beat ; bruise
;
pulverize by beating.

1239 convection

The bones, in sharp colde, wax brittle ; and all contu-
sions, in hard weather, are more difficult to cure. Bacon.

contusi're (kgn-tii'siv), a. [< contuse + -ice.]

Apt to cause contusion ; bruising.

Shield from contusive rocks her timber limbs.
And guide the sweet Enthusiast [a boat] as she swims

!

Poetry of Antijacobin, p. 150.

Conularia (kon-u-la'ri-a), ». [NL., < L. cotius,

a cone, wedge, + dim. -m^ + -ariQ,.] A large

genus of fossil thecosomatous or shelled ptero-

pods, of the family ThecidiB, or typical of a family
Conulariida;, extending from the Silurian to the convalescence, convalescency (kon -va-les'-
Carbouiferous. C. elongata and C. sowerbyi are ex- ens, -en-si), I!. [< F. convulesccncCj= Pr. con-

Pg. convalescer, < L. convalescere, begin to grow
strong or well, grow stronger, < com- (intensive)
+ ralescere, inceptive of valere, be strong or
well : see valiant and avail^.] To grow better
after sickness; make progress toward the re-

covery of health.

He found the queen somewhat convalesced.
Knox, Hist. Reformation, v., an. 1566.

He had a trifling illness in August, and as he convalesced,

he grew impatient of the tenacious life which held him to
earth. llowells, Venetian Life, xiii.

amples. Some of these mollusks are nearly two feet long.

They have a four-sideu shell, whose apex is partitioned by
narrow close-set septa resembling a nest of cones or pyra-

mids placed one within another, whence the name of cone-

in-cone.

conulariid (kon-u-la'ri-id), n. A pteropod of the
family Coiiulariidw.

Conulariidae (kon"u-la-ri'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Conularia + -idee.] A family of fossil thecosoma-
tous pteropods, typified by the genus Conularia.

vakscencia = Sp. convalccencia = Pg. convale-

scent = It. convalescenza = G. convalescenz, <

LL. convalescentia, < L. convalescen(t-)s, ppr.

:

see convalescent.] The gradual recovery of

health and strength after sickness ; renewal of

health and vigor after sickness or weakness.

Emaciated, shadow-like, but quite free from his fever,

the deacon resigned himself to the luxury of convalesceiKe.

Harper's Mag.

conundrum (ko-nun'drum), n. [Orig. slang, convalescent (kon-va-les'ent), a. and n. [=

Carolina Parrakect {C<murus carcli-
Hensis).

Also called Co-

All which lieing flnely c<m(u7irfcd, and mixed in a stone conns (ko'nus), «. ; pi. con » (-ni). [NL., < L
•gUss mortar. JfW</(e(on, Mad World, iii. 2.

(.o„„s, a cone : see con«.] 1. In ana*., a eoni
His [Don Quixote's] muscles were so extended and con-

tundtd tliat he was nut corpus mobile.
Gayton, Notes on Don Quixot«, III. 2.

COntunet, ''• A Middle English form of continue.

Love Cometh of dame Fortune
That litel while wolc contur^e

For it shal chaungen wonder scone.
Bom. o/ the Rose, 1. 6332.

contuse (kon-tuz'), V. t. ; pret. &nA^^. contused,

ppr. contusing. [< L. contususQ F. contus = Sp.

Pg. It. contuso, bruised), pp. of contundere : see

contund. Ct.intiise, obtuse, pertuge,retuse.] If.

To beat ; bruise
;
pound

;
pulverize by beating.

Boota, barks, and seeds . . . conttised together.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., $ 574.

2. To injure the flesh of, by impact of a blunt
surface, with or without a breach of the integu-

ment ; bruise by violent contact or pressure.
If the injury is accompanied l)y a breaking of the skin, it

la called a contused wound ; if not, a contusiim.

The ligature contuses the lips in cutting them.
Wiseman, Surgery.

contusion (kon-tu'zhon), n. [=¥ . conttmion =
Sp. (•oH(iMi<»n'=Pg. contiuido^W .eontusione = (i. conusablet, conusancet, etc
contusion='Da.n.'6\v.koHtusion.<.l,.contusio(n-). „i~ahU: etc.
< contundere, pp. contusus, bruise : see contuse.] Oonusidsf (ko-nii'si-de), n. pi. [NL., irreg. <

1. The actof beating and bruising, or the state (•<>««.< -(- -idee.] Same as Conidw. Vleminq, 1828.

of being bruised.— 2. The act of reducing to convailt, ''. »• [< ME. convalen, < L. as ff "eon-
powder or fine particles by beating or pounding, i-alere, < com- (intensive) + valere, be strong or

Cone.«hell ( Omus marmo-
reus).

Take a piece of glass and reduce it to powder. It acquir-

ing by eontxuion a multitude of minute surfaces.
Boyle, Colours.

3. In surq., a bruise ; a hurt or injury to the
flesh or some part of the body without breach
of integument or apparent wound, as one in- convalesce (kon-va-les'), iJ. «•; pret. and pp. con

flieted by a blunt instrument or by a fall. calesced, ppr. convalescing. [= Sp. eonvalecer =

F. convalescent = Sp. conval'eciente = Pg. It. con-

valescentc, < L. convalescen{t-)s, ppr. of convales-

cere, grow strong or well : see convalesce.] I. a.

1. Recovering health and strength after sick-

ness or debility.— 2. Pertaining to convales-

cence ; adapted to a state of convalescence.

II. re. Onewhoisrecoveringhealthorstrength
after sickness or weakness— Convalescent hos-
pital, a hospital intermediate between the ordinary hos-

pital and the homes of the patients, e.stal>lislRH] witli the

view of developing convalescence into perfect health by
the influences of pure air, gentle exercise, and a nourish-

ing, well-regulated diet.

A bird of the genus Conurtts. convalescently (kon-va-les'ent-li), adv. In a
convalescent manner.
COnvallamarln (kon-va-lam'a-rin), n. [< NL.
Convall(aria) + L. amarus, bitter, + -in^.] A
bitter glucoside (C23H44O12) obtained from
Convallaria.

Convallaria (kon-va-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. con-

vallis, a valley inclosed on all sides, < com-, to-

gether, -1- vallis,

a valley : see
I'ale, valley.] A
genus of plants,

of the natural
order Liliacece.

The only species in

the genus is C. ma-
jalis, the lily-of-the-

valley, a perennial
stemless herb, with
a creeping ruut
stock, two or three
leaves, and a many-
flowered raceme of

white, drooping,
bell-shaped, fra-

grant flowers. It

blossoms in May,
grows in woods and
on heaths througli-

out Europe and
northern Asia, and
is also found native
in the AUeghanies.
It is a favorite in

cultivation, and
several varieties

have been produced.

convallarin
(kon-val'a-rin),

n. [< NC Convallaria + -in^.] A glucoside

(C34H31O11) obtained from Convallaria. It oc-

curs in rectangular prisms.

COnvanesce (kon-va-nes'), V. i.; pret. and pp.
convanesced, ppr. cdnvanescing. [< L. eon-, toge-

ther, -H vanescere, vanish: see vanish, evanesce.]

In math., to disappear by the running together

of two summits, as of solid angles: said of the

edge of a polyhedron. Kirkman, 1857.

{.rA^itnvoSrvreSn' convanescible (kon-va-nes'i-bl), a. [< corera-

tia of the testis.- ConuB arte- "c«ee + -Me.] Capable of convanesemg.-Con-
rlOBua .Same as arterial cone vanesclWe edge, an edge of a polyheilron that can dis-

(which see, under arterial).— appear by the running togetberof the twosumnnts it joms.

bonus medullarls (the nied- convection (kon -vek ' shgn), n. [< LL. convec-
ullary cone), the tapering part tioin-), < L. cbnveliere, pp. convectus, carry to-

hnnimr'Si'gement'"'""'
"'" gather, convey, < com-, together, + vehere, carry

:

lumbar i niai gement.
^^^ rehicU.] The act of carrying or conveying

;

specifically, the transference of heat or elec-

tricity through the change of position of the

heated or electrified body : distinguished from
conduction (which see). When a portion of a liquid

or a gas is heated above the temperature of surrounding

portions, it increases in volume, and, thus becoming spe-

ciflcally lighter, rises, while the cooler portions of the fluid

rush in from the siiles and descend from the upper parts

of the vessel. Conceclion currents are thus produced, and
the liquid or gas is soon heated throughout. This princi-

ple is used in heating a house by a hot-air furnace. The
Gulf .Stream is a grand convection current, caiTying tho

heat of the equator toward the pole. (See heat.) .Simllai--

ly, electricity may be transmitted by convection by the mo-

prob. a made word of a pseudo-Latin form, like

panjandrum, hocus-pocus, etc. Skeat suggests

that it may be a corruption of L. conandum, a
thing to be attempted, neut. ger. of conari, at-

tempt: see conation.] If. A conceit; a device;

a hoax.
I must have my crotchets,

And my conundrums '. B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 7.

2. A riddle in which some odd resemblance is

proposed for discovery between things quite

unlike, or some odd difference between similar

things, the answer often involving a pun.

conure (kon'ur), n.

P. L. Sclater.

Con'urus (ko-nu'-
rus), re. [NL., <

Gr. Kuvo^, a cone,
+ ovpa, taU.] 1.

In ornith., a large
genus of Ameri-
can parrots or
parrakeets, . of

moderate and
small size, chiefly

green and yellow
coloration, and
having the cere
feathered : so
named from the
cuneate form of
the tail. The Car-
olina parrakeet,
Conurus caroli-

nensis, is a char-
acteristic exam-
ple.— 2t. In en-

tom., a genus of rove-beetles
nosoma.

cal or conoid structure or organ.— 2. ^cap.] In
conch., the typical genus
of the family Conidw
(which see), and in some
systems conterminous
with it: so named from
the conical figure of these
shells. The cone-shells are
numerous and many of them
very beautiful ; they are found
in southern and tropical seas,

and include fossil forms going
back to the Chalk formation.
Cunus gloria-maris is a mag-
nificent species. C.marmoreus
is a common and characteris-

tic example.— Conl vascu-

Lily-of-Uie-valley {Convallaria ma-
jalts).

Old forms of cog-

well. a. convalesce.] To grow strong; increase

in strength.
First as the erth incresith populus,

.So conralit variance and vicis.

Boohe of PreeedeiKe (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), 1. 93.
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tion of the electrifleil body itself, as when the electricity convenience (kon-ve'niens')
of a conductor is disclmi-ged by a point, it being cairied „„„„„ _ p.. ^onilomVu/W/r" ^^l,
oB by a stream of electritled air-particles.

nance _ fi
.
convemencia, eon

The term convection is applied to those processes by
which the diffusion of heat is rendered more-rapid by the
motion of the hot substance from one place to another,
though the ultimate transfer of heat may still take place by
conduction. Clerk Maxwell, Heat, p. 10.

When a hot txxly is placed in air. it sets up a number of
convection currents. A. Daniell, Priu. of Physics, p. 364.

convective (kon-vek'tiv), a. [< L. convectus,

pp. of conveliere, convey (see convection), + -H'e.j

Resulting from or caused by convection : as, a
convective discharge of electricity. Faraday.
The significant point is, that convective neutralization is

a gradual process, requiring time. Science, IV. 413.

COnvectively (kon-vek'tiv-li), adv. In a convec-
tive manner ; by means of convection : as, heat
transferred conrectivclij.

convellentt(kon-verent),a. l<'L.conveJkn(t-)s,
ppr. of con vellere, pull up, tear up, wrench away

:

see cotifuUe.} Tending to pxUl up or extract

:

as, a conveUent force. Todd and Bowman.
COnvenableH (kon've-na-bl), a. [< F. conre-
tiable, OF. co«i-e)ia6/e' (earlier covenahle, > ME.
covenahle : see covenable) (= Pr. convenable =
Sp. eonvenible (obs.) = Pg. convinhavel ^ It. eon-
venevolc), agreeable, suitable, < convenir, agree,
suit, formerly also convene, < L. convenire, con-
vene, come together: see convene and conve-
nient, and cf. covenable, the older form of con-
venable.'] Suitable; fit; consistent; conform-
able.

This place that was voyde at the table of loseph be-to-
keneth the place tliat Matbeu fulfilde; and, sir, thus be
these two tables convenable. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 69.

And with his word his worke is convenable.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Another ancient romance says of its hero, " He every

n. [= F. conre-

, convinensa = Sp. Pg.
convemencia = It. convcnienza, conveniemia, <
L. convcnienUa, < conremen(t-)s, ppr., suitable,
convenient: see convenient.^ If. A coming to-
gether; assemblage; conjunction; joinder.

Of byrth she was hyghest of degre.
To whom alle angelles did obedience.
Of Dauides lyne which sprong out of lesse,
In whom alle verteu is by iust connenience.

Political Poemx, etc. (ed. Kurnivall), p. 47.

2. The state or character of being convenient;
fitness; suitableness; adaptation; propriety.

To debate and question the convenience of Divine Ordi-
nations is neither wisdom nor sobriety.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvii.

3. Freedom from discomfort or trouble; ease
in use or action ; comfort.

All
That gives society its beauty, strength.
Convenience, and security, and use.

Coivper, The Task, ii.

4. That which gives ease or comfort; that
which is suited to wants or necessity; that
which is handy ; an accommodation.
A man alters his mind as the work proceeds, and will

have this or that convenience more, of which he had not
thought when he began. Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

Trade has a strong influence upon all people, who have
found the sweet of it, bringing with it so many of the Con-
venieiwes of Life as it does. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 116.

Excellent I What a convenience ! They [the negroes]
seemed created by Pi-ovidence to bear the heat and the
whipping, and make these flue articles [sugar, coffee, to-
bacco]. Emerson, Misc., p. 154.

5. A convenient appliance, utensil, or other
article, as a tool, a vehicle, etc.

What sport would our old Oxford acquaintance make at
a man packed up in this leathern convenience with a wife
and children ! Graves, Spiritual Quixote, xii. 11

conventicle

2. With ease ; without trouble or difficulty.

Ho sought how he might conveniently betray him.
Mark xiv. 11,

conventt (kgn-venf), v. [< L. conventus, pp.
of convenire, come together: see convene.'] 1,
intrans. 1 . To meet ; concur.

?^Lll.'^T'"' "' '•'"""=^"8 «"» "' ^""S* ">»' "'« '"<•;?« 6t. Agreement
; consistency.-At (one's) conve-coulde thmk were convenable for a noblenjan to conne. " nlenceTwhen it Is Convenient : asfdo i* t huTfy.bSt d' it

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 10. „( your convenience.

convenable^ (kon-ye'na-bl), a. [< convene + COnveniencv (kon-ve'nien-si).
Capable of being convened or assem-

Suitably

;

-able.']

bled.

convenablyt (kon'vo-na-bli), adv.
conveniently. Lydgate"
convene (kon-ven'), v.; pret. and pp. contieneof,

ppr. convening. [= F. convenir = Sp. convenir
= Pg. convir— It. convenire, < L. convenire, come
together, join, fit, suit, < com-, together, -t- ve-

nire = E. come. Cf. convenient, and advene,
supervene.'] I. intrans. 1. To come together;
meet; unite: said of things. [Bare.]

The rays [of light] converge and cmivene in the eyes.
Newton, Optlcks.

2. To come together ; meet in the same place

;

assemble, as persons, usually for some public
purpose or the promotion of some common in-
terest: as, the legislature will convene in Jan-
uary ; the citizens convened in the city hall.

On Wednesday, that fatal day,
The people were convening.

Willie's Sroivned in Gamery (Child's Ballads, II. 183).

=SyTL 2. To congregate, muster, gather.

II. trans. 1. To cause to assemble ; call to-
gether; convoke.

On festivals, at those churches where the Feast of the
Patron Saint is solemnized, the masters convene their
scholars. Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. liv.

And now the almighty father of the gods
Coyivenes a council in the blest abodes.

Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, i.

Frequent meetings of the whole company might be con-
vetted for the transaction of ordinary business.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 111.

2. To summon to appear, as before a public
(especially a judicial) officer or an official body.

By the papal canon law, clerks . . . cannot be convened
before any but an ecclesiastical judge. Ayliffe, Parergou.

Foker, whom the proctor knew very well, . . . was
taken, . . . summarily convened and sent down from the
university. Thackeray, Pendennis, xviii.

3. In civil law, to sue. Bapalje and Lawrence.
convenee (kon-vf-ne'), n. [< convene + -eel.]

One convened or summoned with others.
[Bare.]

convener (kon-ve'nfer), n. 1 . One who convenes
or meets with others. [Bare.]

I do reverence the conveners [at th"- Synod of Dort] for
their . . . worth and learning.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ciesar, p. 70.

Same as con-
venience. [Formerly common, but now nearly
obsolete.]

That imitation wherof poetry is, hath the most conue-
niency to Nature of all other.

Sir P. .Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Rather intent upon the end of God's glory than our own
conveniency. Jer. Taylor.

You think you were marry'd for your own Recreation,
and not for my Convenieney.

Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 7.

convenient (kon-ve'nient), a. [< ME. conve-
nient = F. convenant = Sp. Pg. It. conveniente, <
L. convenien{t-)s, fit, suitable, convenient, ppr.
of convenire, come together, suit : see convene,
and cf. covenant, ult. a doublet of convenient.]
1. Fit; suitable; proper; becoming: used ab-
solutely or with to or for.
Thou were as a God of the Sarazines : and it is convenyent

to a God to ete no Mete that is mortal le.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 230.

At that soper were thei served so well as was convenient
to so myghty a prince as was the kynge Arthur.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 614.

Feed me with food convenient for me. Prov. xxx. 8.

Neither ftlthiness, nor foolish talking, nor jesting, which
are not convenient. Eph. v. 4.

2. Affording certain facilities or accommo-
dation ; commodious ; serviceable ; rendering
some act or movement easy of performance or
freeing it from obstruction : as, a very conve-
nient staircase ; a convenient harbor.

Because the Cells were cut above each other, some higher
some lower in the side of the Rock ; here were convenient
Stairs cut for the easier communication betwixt the upper
and nether Regions.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 118.

Exchange may be often convenient ; and, on the other
hand, the cash purchase may be often more convenient.

D. Webster, Speech on Tariff, April, 1824.

When we speak of faculties of the soul, it is but a con-
venient mode of expression to denote different classes of
its acts. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 213.

3. Opportune; favorable: as, a C0KfeHJe«thour.

When a convenient day was come, . . . Herod on his
birthday made a supper. Mark vi. 21.

When I have a convenient season, I will call for thee.
Acts xxiv. 25.

4. At hand ; easily accessible ; readily obtained
or found when wanted; handy. [Colloq.]

Olistinate heretics used to be brought thither convenient
for Ijurning bard by. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, iii.

2. One who convenes or calls a meeting; in conveniently (kon-ve'nient-li), «rft>. 1. Fitly;
suitably; with adaptation to the desired end

Scotland, one appointed to call together an
organized body, as a committee, of which he
is generally chairman : as, the convener of the
Home Mission Committee.

Ye dainty Deacons and ye douce Conveners.
Bums, Brigs of Ayr.

or effect: as, the House was not conveniently
situated for a tradesman.

Courtship, and such fair ostents of love
As shall conveniently become you there.

Shak., M. of V.,

All our surgeons
Convent in their behoof.

Beau, and Fl., Two Noble Kinsmen.

2. To serve; agree; be convenient or suitable.

When that is known and golden time cfmvcnts,
A solemn combination shall be made
Of our dear souls. Shak., T. N., v. 1.

II. trans. 1. To call together ; convoke; con-
vene.

By secret messengers I did convent
The English chiefetaines all.

Mir. for Mags., p. 620.

There were required the whole number of seuentie and
one, in determining the going to Warre, in adding to a.
Citie, or the reuenues of the Temple, or in connenting the
ordinarie Judges of the Tribes.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 112,

2. To call before a judge or tribunal.

What he with his oath.
And all probation, will make up full clear.
Whensoever he's convented. Shak., M. for M., v. 1,

Even this morning.
Before the common-council, young Malfato,

—

Convented for some lands he held, suppos'd
Belong'd to certain orphans. Ford, Lady's Trial, ii. 2,

And letters missive were dispatched incontinently, to-
convent Mr. Cotton before the infamous High Commission
Court. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iii. 1.

convent (kon'vent), n. [< OF. convent, covent
(> ME. covent, q. v.), F. convent = Pr. covent,
coven = Sp. Pg. It. convento, < L. conventus,
a meeting, assembly, union, company, ML. a-

convent, < convenire, pp. conventus, meet toge-
ther: see convene.] If. A meeting or an as-
sembly.
These eleven witches beginning to dance (which is an

usual ceremony at their convents or meetings).
B. Jonson, Masque of Queens.

2. An association or a community of persons
devoted to religious life and meditation ; a so-
ciety of monks or nuns. The term is popu-
larly limited to such associations of women.

One of our contien(, and his [the duke's] confessor.
Shak., M. for M., iv. 3.

3. A house occupied by such a community; an
abbey; a monastery or nunnery. The parts of a
convent are : (1) the church

; (2) the choir, or that por-
tion of the church in which the members say the daily
oflice; (3) the chapter-house, a place of meeting, in which
the community business is discussed

; (4) the cells
; (6>

the refectory
; (6) the dormitory

; (7) the infirmary
; (8) the

parlor, for the reception of visitors ; (9) the library ; (10>
the treasury ; (11) the cloister

; (12) the crypt. Cath. Diet.

conventical (kon-ven'ti-kal), a. [< convent -(-

-ical.] Of or belonging to a convent Conven-
tical prior, an abbot.

conventicle (kon-ven'ti-kl), n. [< ME. conven-
tieul = F. conventicule = Sp. conventiculo = Pg.
conventiculo= It. conven ticolo, < L. conven ticulum,
a meeting, place of meeting, ML. esp. a meeting
of heretics, dim. of conventus, a meeting: see
convent, n.] 1. An assembly or gathering ; es-
pecially, a secret or unauthorized gathering for
the purpose of religious worship.

I shal not gadere togidere the conventieulis [Latin con-
venticida] of hem of blodes. Wyclif, Ps. xv. 4.

The people were assembled togither in those hallowed
places dedicate to their gods, because tbey had yet no-
large halles or places of conuenticle.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, -p. 24.

It behoveth that the place where God shall be ser^'ed by
the whole Church be a public place, for the avoiding of
privy conventicles. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 12,

Tliey are commanded to abstain from all conventicles of
men whatsoever. Ayliffe, Parer^n.

Specifically— 2. In Great Britain, a meeting
of dissenters from the established church for
religious worship, in this sense it is used liy English
writei-s and in English statutes. It was especially applied,
as a term of opprobrium, to the secret meetings for reli-

gious worship held by the Scottish Covenanters, when they
were persecuted for their faith in the reign of Charles II.

An act recently passed, at the instance of James, made
it death to preach in any Presbyterian conventicle what-
ever, and even to attend such a conventicle in the open
air. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. A building in which religious meetings or
conventicles are held.

In hall,

Court, theatre, conventicle, or shop.
Wordsicorth, Prelude, vii.

Permission to erect, at their own expense, a church or
other religious conventicle.

B. Anderson, Hawaiian Islands, p. 173.

4t. Connection; following; party.

The same Theophilus, and other bishops which were oE"

his conventicle. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 6,



conventicle

Conventicle Act, an English statute of 1670 (22 Charles
II., c. 1), which forbade the assembling of five or more per-
sons over sixteen years of age at any meeting or conven-
ticle for the exercise of religion in any other manner than
accoriling to the liturgy and practice of the Church of
En^'land.

conventicle (kon-ven'ti-kl), r. «. ;
pret. and pp.

conventicled, ppr. conventiding. [< conventicle,
n.] To belong to or meet in a conventicle

;
prac-

tise the holding of conventicles for religious
worship. [Rare.]

CimventicUng schools, ... set up ami taught secretly
by fanatics. South, Works, V. i.

conventicler (kon-ven'ti-kler), n. One who
supports or frequents conventicles ; specifical-
ly, a Scottish Covenanter.
Having run a mile through such difficult places, he was

quite spent, and the cotiverUicterg hard at his heels.
Swift, Jlemoir of Capt. Creichton.

convention (kon-ven'shon), «. [= D. konven-
tie = G. comeiiiioH = Dan. 1;onrention, < F. con-
vention = Sp. convencion = Pg. convengSo = It.
conrenzione, < L. confentio(n-), a meeting, agree-
ment, covenant, < convenire, pp. conventus, meet,
agree : see convene.^ 1. The act of coming to-
gether; coalition; union.
The conventions or associations of several particles of

matter into bodies. Boyle,

1241

2. A gathering of persons ; a meeting; anas
sembly.

To-morrow morn
We hold a great cmvention.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Specifically—3. A formal, recognized, or statu-
tory meeting or assembly of men for civil or re-
ligious purposes; particularly, an assembly of
delegates or representatives" for consultation
on important concerns, civil, political, or re-
ligious, (a) In the United States, in particular : (1) A
body of delegates convened for the formation or revision
of a constitution of government, as of a State called a
constitutional co«renaoa(which see, under comtitiMmal)
(2) A meeting of delegates of a political party to nomi-
nate candidates for national. State, or local offices, and to
formulate its principles of action. State nominating con-
ventions arose alxwt 1823, superseding legislative caucuses
Ihe Hrst national convention to select presidential candi-
dates was held by the Antimasonic party in Baltimore in
Septeinl)er, 1831, and all presidential nominations have
since been made by such conventions. (3) A meeting of
representatives of a national. State, or other general as-
sociation, or of a number of persons having a common In-
terest, for the promotion of any common object (4) The
tneniilal assembly of the Piotestant Episc.pal Church
called the Gnu-nil Connention, consisting of the House of
Bishops and the House of Clerical and Lay Deputies • also
the annual assembly of each diiwese. called a diocesan cm'-
ventwn. (6) [cap.] In Freiu-h hist., the sovereign assembly
called speclflcally the Xatimial Conmntion, which sat from
September 21st, 1792, to Octolwr 2tith. 1795, and governed
France after aljolishing royalty, (c) In Great Britain an
extraordinary assembly of the estates of the realm held
without the kings writ, as the assembly which restored
Charles II. to the throne (also known as the Convention
I-arliament or Free Parliament) and that which declared
the throne to have been alKlieatcd by James II. (dt) In
the Iniversity of Cambridge, England, a clerical court
consisting of the master and fellows of a college sitting
in the combination room to pass judgment on offendere
against the laws of soberness and chastity.
4. An agreement or contract between two par-
ties; specifically, in diplomacy, an agreement
or arrangement previous to a definitive treaty.A military conventiun is a treaty made between the com-manders of two opposing armies concerning the terms onwhich a temporary cessation of hostilities shall take nlacebetween them. '

So to the 'Change, and there bought 32*. worth of things
for Mrs. Knipp, my Valentine, which is pretty to see howmy wife is come to convention with me that whatever Ido give to anybody else, I shall give her as much.

I'epys, Diary, III. 80.
And first of all. It is worth while to note that properly

the word Treaty is applied exclusively to political and com-
mercial objects; while the less pretentious though longer
denomination of Convention is Irestowed on special agree-
ments of all kinds— as, for instance, Intel-national arrange-
inents aUjut postage, telegraphs, or literary rights.

Blaclncood's Mag.
The same thing is true of treaties of peace as of all otheromwn/iojw that they are of uo validity where the govern-ment exceeds lU constitutional powers in making them

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 151.

5. General agreement; tacit understanding;
common consent, as the foundation of a custom
an institution, or the like.

A useful convmtimt gradually restricted the arbitrary
use of these phonograms.

Isaac Taylor, The Aljihabet, I. 65.
The poet is by nature a fiery creature, incapable of ton-

ing down his spontaneous feelings to the rules of social
convention. y. a. Rev., CXXXIX 581.

6. A customary rule, regulation, or require-
ment, or such rules collectively; something
more or less arbitrarily established, or required
by common consent or opinion ; a convention-
ality

; a precedent.

i,}^hT^"i I*" '^"T^ ""' ™'«' "' movement along theheight and base of an inclined plane in terms of the rate

along the hypothenuse, we must adopt some convention
which will abbreviate such an account as we have just
8'ven. J. Trowbridge, New Physics, p. 58.

Yet certain conventions are indispensable to art.
Stedman, Poets of America, p. 407.

7. In civil law : (a) In general, the agreement of
several persons, who by a common act of the Will
determine their legal relations, for the purpose
either of creating an obligation or of extin-
guishingone. (6) In a narrower sense, the agree-
ment of several persons in one and the same
act of will resulting in an obligation between
them.- Convention of estates, the meeting of the es-
tates of the kingdom of Scotland, before the union with Eng-
land, upon any special occasion or emergency These con-
ventions consisted of any numljer of the estates that mi"ht
be suddenly called together, without the necessity of a for-
mal citation such as iv.as rc(iuireil in summoning a regu-
lar parliament.-^CouvenUon ofroyal burghs, the year-
ly meeting held in Edinburgh by commissioners from the
royal burghs, to treat of certain matters pertaining to thecommon good of the burghs. Their deliberations are in
general ilirccte.l to matters of no public importance —
Convention treaty, a treaty entered into between dif-
ferent states, uniler which they severally bind themselves
to observe certain stipulations contained in the treaty —
Joint convention, in the United States, a meeting in one
lx>iiy of both brandies of Congress or of a State legislature,
q- National convention, nominating convention.

conventional (kon-ven'shon-al), a. [= D. l-on-
rentioneel = G. conventioheU = Dan. konien-
tionel, < F. conventionnel = Pr. conventional =
Sp. Pg. convencional = It. convenzionale, < LL.
conventionalis, pertaining to an agreement, < L.
conventio{n-), an agreement: see convention.^
1. Relating or pertaining to a convention, or
formal meeting of delegates.

I know that what he has said will be understood as in-
timating, at least, that this Conventional movement of
ours was stimulated by South Carolina, and was the re-
sult of concert between certain South Carolina [and Mis-
sissippi] politicians.

Quoted in //. von Hoist's John C. Calhoun, p. 324.

2. Stipulated; covenanted; established by
agreement.— 3. Arbitrarily selected, fixed, or
determined: as, a conventional sign.— 4. Aris-
ing out of custom or usage; sanctioned by
general concurrence; depending on usage or
tacit agreement ; not existing from any natu-
ral growth or necessity

; generally accepted or
observed ; formal.

I too easily saw through the varnish of conventional re-
finement. Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 190.
There is no way of distinguishing those feelings which

are natural from those which are conventional, except bv
an appeal to first principles.

H. Silencer, Social Statics, p. 190.
The very earliest ilialects are as exclusively conventional

as the latest; the savage has no keener sense of etymo-
logical connection than the man of higher civilization.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 297.

Specifically— 5. In the fine arts, depending on
accepted models or traditions, irrespective of
independent study of nature ; traditionally or
purposely deviating from natural forms, al-
though properly retaining the principles which
underlie them: as, the conventional forms of
birds, beasts, flowers, etc., in heraldry and on
coins.- 6. In late, resting in actual contract:
as, the conventional relation of landlord and ten-
ant, as distinguished from the implied obliga-
tion to pay for use and occupation, incurred
by occupying another's land without agree-
ment.
Conventional services reserved by tenures upon grantsmade out of the crown or knights service.

'

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law of Eng.
Conventional estates, those freeholds, not of inheri-
tance or estates for life, which are created by the express
acts of the parties, in contiadistinction to those which
are legal, and arise from the i.i)ci-ation and construction
of law.— Conventional obligations, obligations result-
ing from the aitual iiKieemeiit of parties, in contradistinc-
tion t.j nii(iir:il ..r l.i;al obligations.

ConventionaUsm (kon-ven'shon-al-izm), n. [<
conventional + -ism.'i 1. Adherence or the ten-
dency to adhere to conventional usages, regu-
lations, and precedents ; conventionality ; for-
malism.
Nothing endures to the point of conventionalism which

is not based upon lasting rules.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 182.

Conventionalism, Indeed, is the modern name for that
which stands here for the opposite of religion ; and we can
judge from this in what way religion itself was conceived,
for the opjKjsite of conventionalism is freshness of feeling'
enthusiasm. J. R, Seeley, Nat. Keligion, p. 123!

2. That which is received or established by con-
vention or agreement ; a conventional phrase,
form, ceremony, etc. ; something depending on
conventional rules and precepts.
We must be content with the conventionalisms of vile

solid knots and lumps of marble, instead of the golden
cloud which encircles the fair human face with its waving
BiynUiry. Ruskin.

conventual

conventionalist (kon-ven'shon-al-ist), n. [<
conventional + -ist.] 1. One'wlio adheres to
conventional usages; a formalist.— 2. One who
adheres to a convention or treaty.— 3. leap.'}
In U. S. hist., a name assumed by the more radi-
cal faction of the Democratic-Republican partym Pennsylvania during several years succeed-
ing 1808. They had previously also borne the
title of "Friends of the People."
conventionality (kon-ven-shon-al'i-ti), n.

; pi.
conventionalities (-tiz). [< conventional + -ity.']
The character of being conventional as op-
posed to natural; artificiality; a conventional
custom, form, term, principle, etc.

It is strong and sturdy writing ; and breaks up a whole
legion of conventionalities. Lamb, To Coleridge.

Conventionalities Sixe all very well in their proper place
but they shrivel at the touch of nature like stubble in the
''''^- Lowell, Study Windows, p. 163.

conventionalization (kon-ven"shon-al-i-za'-
shou), n. [< convcntional'he + -ation"] The
act or the result of conventionalizing.
The trim of the doors is also in enameled wood, fluted

and carved with the shell ornaments, which is a conven-
tionalisation from tlie honeysuckle of the Greeks.

Art Age, IV. 45.

conventionalize (kon-ven'shon-al-iz), V. t.;
pret. and pp. conventionalized, ppr'.' convention-
alizing. [< conventional + -ize.'] 1. To render
conventional

; bring under the influence of con-
ventional rules; render observant of the forms
and precedents of society. Specifically— 2. In
the fine arts, to render or represent in a con-
ventional manner—that is, either by exact ad-
herence to a rule or in a manner intentionally

"

incomplete and simplified.
The fact is, neither [leaves nor figures] are idealized

but both are conventionalized on the same principles and
in the same way. Ri^hin.

conventionally (kon-ven'shon-al-i), adti. In a
conventional manner.

1 should have replied to this question by something con-
veiUionally vague and polite.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xiv.

conventionary (kon-ven'shon-a-ri), a. [< con-
vention + -aryl.^ Acting uiider contract; set-
tled by covenant or stipulation; conventional:
as, conventionary tenants.
In the case of the peciUiar conventionary holdings of the

Cornish mining country, where the tenant has an inherit-
able interest, but must be re-admitted every seven years
something like proof of a Celtic origin is attainable.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 204, App.

convention-coin (kon-ven'shon-koin), n. 1. A
German coin adopted by most of the German
states in 1763. A Cologne mark of silver, 13
loths 6 grains fine, was coined in SJ rix-doUars.— 2. A German coin struck according to a con-
vention of 1857 between Austria, Prussia, and
other states. A mint pound or 500 grams of
fine silver was coined into 30 thalers or 52*
gulden.

convention-dollar (kon-ven'shon-dol"ar), n.
Same as (•oiirciilion-coin, 2.

COnventionist (kon-ven'shon-ist), «. [< con-
vention + -ist.'] (5ne who makes a bargain or
contract. [Rare.]
The buyer (if it be but a sorry postchaise) cannot go

forth with the seller thereof into the street, . . but
he views his canventionist ... as if he was going along
with him to Hyde Park Corner to fight a duel

Sterne, Sentimental Journey.

conventual (kon-ven'tu-al), a. and n. [= F.
conrentucl = Vv. Sp. Vg.'conventual =1!%. conven-
tiiale, < MXi. conventualis, < conventus, a convent:
see cotivent.] I. a. Belonging to a convent

;

monastic : as, conventual priors.

The Ablrot and monkes conuentuall.
Rom. o/Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3410.

Conventual regularity. Thackeray.
Conventual church, the ehui-ch attached or belonging
to a convent.

In southern Italy . . . even a metropolitan church was
not likely to reach, in point of mere size, to the measure
of a second-class cathedral or conventual church in Eng-
land, or even in .Normandy. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 297.

Conventual mass. See «ia*si.

n. n. 1. One who lives in a convent; a
monk or a nun.
The venerable conventual. Addison, Spectator, No. 165.

2. [cap.'] A member of one of the two great
branches of the Franciscan order, the other
being the Observants. See Franciscan. They
live in convents, follow a mitigated rule, wear a black
habit and cowl, and do not go barefooted.

Tlie Franciscans . . . had so far swerved from the obli-
gations of their institute, which interdicte<l the posses-
sion of property of any descrii>tion, that they owned large
estates. . . . Those who imiulged in this latitude were
called conventuals, while the comparatively small num-



conventual

ber who put the strictest construction on the nile of their
order were denominated oi>8ervantes, or brethren of tlie

observance. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 5.

converge (kon-v6rj'), v. ; pret. and pp. converg-
ed, ppr. conrerging. [= P. converger = Sp. Pg.
converger = It. convergere, < LL. convergere, in-

cline together, < L. com-, together, + vergerc,

incline, turn, bend: see verge, v. Cf. diverge.^

I. intrans. To tend to meet in a point or line;
incline and approach nearer together, as two
or more lines in the same plane which are not
parallel, or two planes which are not parallel

;

tend to meet if prolonged or continued ; figur-

atively, to tend or lead to a common result,

conclusion, etc. : opposed to diverge.

Colours mingle, features join,
And lines converije.

Akenside, Pleasures of Imagination, iii.

The mountains converffe into a single ridge. Jefferstm.

From whatever side we commence the investigation, our
paths alilte converge toward the principle of which this

theory [of equity] is a development.
i/. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 499.

As the tree grows, the outer leaves diverge, and get far-

ther from the tree and from each other ; and two extremi-
ties that have once diverged never converge and grow to-

gether again. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 89.

H. trans. To cause to approach, or meet in a
point.

For, on observing what happens when the axes of the
two eyes are converged on an object, it will be perceived
that we become conscious of the space it occupies, and of
the closely-environing space, with much more distinctness
than we are conscious of any other space.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 119.

To obtain a knowledge of the behaviour of crystalline
• plates in converging polarised light, a polarising appara-

tus constructed by Dubosq is employed.
Lommct, Light (trans.), p. 325.

convergence, convergency (kon-ver'jens, -jen-

si), ». ;
pi. convergences, cotivergencies (-ien-sez,

-siz). [< F. convergence (= Sp. Pg. convergent
da = It. convergenza), < convergent: see conver-
gent.'] 1. The character or fact of converging;
tendency to one point ; the fact of meeting in

a point.— 2. In math.: (a) The gradual and
indefinite approximation of the sum of an infi-

nite series toward a finite value. (6) The sca-
lar part of the result of performing upon any
vector function the operation

dx
j^+ k^
dy dz

It is so called because, if the vector function be consid-
ered as representing the velocity and direction of a flow-
ing fluid, the surface integral of this function over a closed
surface, or the flow inward through that surface, is equal
to the volume integral of the convergence within the
surface. See curl.— Circle Of convergence, a circle so
drawn in the plane wiiose points represent all imaginary
values of the variable that all the points within it repre-
sent values for which a given series is convergent, and all

points without it represent points for which the series
is divergent. But of points on the circumference of the
circle, some are generally of oTie class and some of the
other.—Magnetic points of convergence. See mag-
Tietic.

convergent (kon-ver'jent), a. and n. [< P.
convergent = Sp. Pg. It. convergente, < LL. con-
vergen{t-)s, ppr. of cotivergere: see converge.']

I. a. Tending to meet or actually meeting in

a point ; approaching each other, as two lines

;

figuratively, tending to a common result, con-
clusion, etc. : as, convergent lines ; convergent
theories.

Artistic beauty and moral beauty are convergent lines
which run bacic into a common ideal origin.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 273.

Convergent fraction. Same as convergent, n.

—

Conver-
gent-nerved. .Same as converginerved.— Convergent
series. Same as converging gerien (which see, under con-
verging).

II. ». A fraction expressing the approximate
value of a continued fraction, when only some
of the first incomplete quotients are used. Thus,
the convergents to the ratio of the circumference of a circle

to its diameter are,
J, V. ??!3, ?f p, etc., these beingapproxi-

mations to the contmued fraction representing this ratio.

.See continued fraction, under continued.

converginerved (kon-v6r'ji-nervd), a. [Irreg.

< L. convergere, converge, -I- ner-

vtis, nerve, -- -ed^.] In hot., having
longitudinal nerves convergent at

the ends: applied to leaves.

converging (kon-v6r'iing), p. a.

[Ppr. of converge, v.] Tending to
meet in a point; in general, ap-
proaching each other Converging
light, light transmitted in converging,
in distinction from parallel, rays.

—

Con-
verging series, in math., an infinite se-

ries the sum of whose terms, beginning
witli the first, approximates indefinitely
toward a limit as more and more of these terms are taken
Into account. Thus,

Coaverginerved
Leaf.

1 + X-i- :

1.2.3 1.2.3.4
+

L2.3.4.5

1242
is a converging series for all values of x. But

X -i- i x2 -{. i xs + i xi
-i- i x5, etc.,

is only converging for a value of x whose modulus is less
than unity. Also called convergent series.

conversable (kon-ver'sa-bl), a. [< p. conver-
sable = Sp. concersable = Pg. conversavel = It.

convcrsabile, < ML. conversabiUs, < L. conversari,
converse: see converse'^; v.] X. Qualified for
conversation, or disposed to converse; ready
in or inclined to mutual communication of
thoughts; sociable; communicative.
The ladys here are very convemablc, and the religious

women not at all reserv'd. Evelyn, Diary, May 21, 1645.

Your intervals of time to spend
With so convernable a friend.

Swift, Reason for not Building at Drapier's Hill.

Mrs. Bardell let lodgings to many conversable single gen-
tlemen, with great profit, but never brought any more ac-
tions for breach of promise of marriage.

Dickens, Pickwick, Ivii.

2t. Capable of being conversed with; open to
conversation.

Kings should not always act the king : that is, should be
just, and mix sweetness with greatness, and be conversible
by good men. I'enn, No Cross, No Crown, ii.

Also written convei'sible.

conversableness (kon-v6r'sa-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being conversable ; disposition or
readiness to converse ; sociability ; affability.

conversably (kon-v6r'sa-bli), adv. 1. In a con-
versable manner; affably.— 2t. In conversa-
tion; colloquially.

Nor is there any people, either in the Island, or on the
Continent, that speaks it [pristine Greek] conversably.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 27.

conversance, conversancy (kon'v6r-sans, -san-
si), n. [< conversant: see -ance, -ancy.] 'the
state of being conversant ; familiarity ; familiar
intercourse or acquaintance. [Bare.]

The greater number of its stories embody such passages
in the personal history of the eminent men and women
of Europe as the author came to the knowledge of by con-
versance with the circles in which they moved.

N. P. Willis, People I have Met, Pref.

Cotiversancy with the books that teach.
The arts that help.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 325.

conversant (kon'v6r-sant), a. [< p. conversant
= Sp. Pg. It. conversante, < L. conversan(t-)s, ppr.
of conversari, live with, converse : see converse'^,

v.] 1. Having frequent or customary inter-

course; intimately associating; familiar by
companionship ; acquainted : followed by with,

formerly also by among.
Thei seide she was not worthi to be conuersaunt a-inonge

peple. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 422.

The strangers that were conversant among them.
Josh. viii. 35.

But the men were very good unto us . . . as long as we
were conversant with them. 1 Sam. xxv. 15.

Never to be infected with delight,

Nor conversa7it with ease and idleness.

Shale, K. John, iv. 3.

What I pretend by this dedication is an honour which I

do myself to posterity, by acquainting them that I have
been conversant with the first persons of the age in which
I lived. Dryden, Ded. of King Arthur.

2. Acquainted by familiar use or study ; hav-
ing a thorough or intimate knowledge or pro-
ficiency : followed generally by with, formerly
and still occasionally by in.

The learning and skill which he had by being conversant
in their books. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. § 8.

Among men long conversant with books, we too fre-

quently find those misplaced virtues of which I have been
now complauiing. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

His eye is both microscopic and telescopic ; conversant
at once with the animalculie of society and letters, and the
larger objects of human concern.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 14.

3. Having concern or connection ; concerned,
occupied, or engaged: followed by with or about.

Education is conversant about children.
Sir H. Wotton, Education of Children.

Moral action is conversant almost wholly ^cith evidence
which in itself is only probable.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 93.

= Syn. 2. Versed (in), skilled (in), proficient (in).

conversantly (kon'v6r-sant-li), adv. In a con-
versant or familiar manner.
conversation (kon-ver-sa'shon), n. [< ME.
conversacion, -cioun = D. konrersatie = G. con-

versation = Dan. Sw. konversation, < OF. con-

versacioti, -Hon, P. conversation = Sp. conversa-

cion = Pg. conversagdo = It. conversazione, < L.
conversatio{n-), conversation, manner of life, <

conversari, pp. conversatus, live with, converse:
see converse'^, v.] 1. General course of actions
or habits ; manner of life ; behavior ; deport-
ment, especially with respect to morals. [Ob-
solescent.]

converse

Noo . . . persoun shalbe admitted unto this Glide but
if a bee founde of goode name and fame, of good conuersa-
con, and houeste in his demeanour, and of goode rule.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 190.

Be ye holy in all manner of conversation. 1 Pet. i. 15.

The hunters and hawkers among the clergy [were] re-
called to graver conversation.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., il.

2. Familiar intercourse ; intimate acquain-
tance or association; commerce in social life.

[Obsolescent.]

It has been my study still to please those women
That fell within my conversation.

Shirley, Hyde Park, ii. 3.

Conversation, when they come into the world, soon gives
them a becoming assurance. Locke, Education.

3t. Familiar acquaintance from using or study-
ing.

Much conversation in books. Bacon.

4. Informal interchange of thoughts and sen-
timents by spoken words ; informal or familiar
talk. [Now the most general use of the word.]
One of the liest rules for conversation is never to say a

thing which any of the company can reasonably wish we
had rather left unsaid. Sterne.

Wise, cultivated, genial conversation is the last flower of
civilization, and the best result which life lias to offer us
— a cup for gods, whicli has no repentance.

Emerson, Misc., p. 340.

5. A meeting for conversation, especially on
literary subjects; a conversazione.
Lady Pomfret has a charming conversation once a week.

Walpole, Letters (1740), I. 71.

6. Sexual intercourse : as, criminal coni'ersafeon

(which see, under criminal) Conversation-tube,
a tube for enabling conversation to be carrieil on easily
with deaf people ; an ear-trumpet. .See s]>eaking-tube.

conversational (kon-ver-sa'shon-al), a. [< con-
versation + -al.] Of, pertaining to. or charac-
teristic of conversation : as, conversational pow-
ers; a, conversational style.

Richardson's novels deserve special mention, as being
a rich store of the conversational dialect of their author's
age. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 320.

conversationalist (kon-v6r-sa'shon-al-ist), n.

[< conversational + -ist.] A talker; especial-
ly, an agreeable and interesting talker ; a con-
verser ; one who excels in conversation.

People who never talked anywhere else were driven to
talk in those old coaches ; while a ready conrer«a(tonaiMt,
like Judge Story, was stimulated to incessant cerebral dis-

charges. Josiuh Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 191.

conversationally (kon-ver-sa'shon-al-i), adv.
In a conversational manner,
conversationedt (kon-ver-sa'shond), a. [< con-
versation + -ed'^.] Having a certain behavior
or deportment.

Till she be better conversation'd,
. . . I'll keep

As far from her as the gallows.
Beau, and Ft., The Captain, i. 1.

COnversationism (kon-ver-sa'shon-izm), n. [<
conversation + -ism.] A word or phrase used
in familiar conversation ; a colloquialism.

conversationist (kon-ver-sa'shgn-ist), n. [<
conversation + -ist.] A talker; a converser; a
conversationalist.

I must not quite omit the talking sage.
Kit Cat, the famous conversationist.

Byron, Don Juan, xiii. 47.

From a poet of unusual promise, he [Fitz-Greene Hal-
leck] relapsed into a mere conversationist.

D. J. Hill, Bryant, p. 64.

conversative (kon-v6r'sa-tiv), a. [< convei'se},

v., + -ative; = tt. cotiversativo.] Belating to
mutual intercourse ; social : opposed to con-
templative, [Bare.]

She chose rather to endue him with conversative qualities
and ornaments of youth. Sir H. Wotton, Buckingham.

conversazione (kon-ver-sat-si-6'ne), «. ;
pi. con-

versazioni (-ne). [It., = E. conversation, q. v.]

A meeting for conversation, particularly on
literary subjects.
These conversazioni [at Florence] resemble our card-

assemblies. Drumniond, lYavels (1754), p. 41.

converse^ (kon-vers'), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. con-

rersed, ppr. conversing. [< ME. conrersen = D.
konverseren = Dan. konversere = Sw. konversera,

< OF. (and P.) converser = Pr. Sp. Pg. conversar
= It. conversare, < L. conversari, live, dwell, live

with, keep company with, passive (middle) voice
of conversare, turn round, freq. of convertere,

pp. converstis, turn round : see conrcrt, v.] 1.

To keep company; associate; hold intercourse:
followed by with. [Now chiefly poetical.]

God . . . conversed with man, in the very first, in such
clear, and certain, and perceptible transaction, that a man
could as certainly know that God was as that man was.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I.. Pref.

God shall be born of a Virgin, and converse with Sinners.
HouxU, Letters, iv. 43.



converse

For him who lonely loves

To seek the distant hills, and there converse
With nature. Thomson, Summer, 1. 1381.

2. To talk informally with another ; have free

intercourse in mutual communication of opin-

ions and sentiments by spoken words; inter-

change thoughts by speech; engage in dis-

course: followed by icith before the person ad-

dressed, and on before the subject. [Now the

most general use of the word.]

With thee concersinff, I forget all time ;

AU seasons, and their change, all please alike.

MUton, P. L., iv. 639.

Words learn"d by rote a parrot may rehearse.

But talking is not always to converse,
Coicper, Conversation.

Many men infinitely less clever converse more agreeably
than he does, because he is too epigrammatic, and has ac-

customed himself so much to make brilliant observations

that he cannot easily descend to quiet, unlaboured talk.

OrevUle, Memoirs, Kov. 30, 1818.

In any knot of men conversing on any subject, the per-
son who knows most about it will have the ear of the com-
pany, if he wishes it, and lead the conversation.

Emerson, Eloquence.

3t. To have sexual commerce. Gitardian. =syn.
2. To speak, discourse, chat.

converse' (kon'vers), «. [< converse^, «.] 1.

Acquaintance by frequent or customary inter-
course ; familiarity : as, to hold converse with
persons of different sects, or to hold converse
with terrestrial things.

The old ascetic Christians found a paradise in a desert,
and with little converse on earth held a conversation in
heaven. Sir T, Brounie, Christ. Mor., iii. 9.

There studious let me sit.

And hold high converse with the mighty dead.
Thomson, Winter, 1. 432.

'Tis but to hold
Converse with Nature's charms. Byron.

St. Conversation; familiar discourse or talk;
free interchange of thoughts or opinions.

Form'd by thy converse happily to steer
From grave to gay, from lively to severe.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 379.

Thy converse drew us with delight.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, ex.

3t. Sexual commerce.
The Souldier corrupted with ease and liberty ; drowned

in prohibited wine, enfeebled with the continuall converse
of women. Sandys, Travailes, p. 39.

converse^ (kon'vfers), o. and n. [= F. converse
= Pg. It. converso, < L. conversus, turned round,

£p. of convertere, turn round: see convert, r.']

, a. Turned about ; transposed ; reciprocal.

The rule is purely negative ; no weight at all is given to
the converse doctrine that whatever was Venetian should
be Italian. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 42.

n. «. 1. Apart answering or corresponding
to another, but differing from it in nature and
required to make it complete ; a complement

;

a counterpart: as, the noUows in a mold in
•which a medal has been east are the converse of
the parts of the medal in relief. [Converse is

often used incorrectly in the sense of reverse—
that is, the opposite, the contrary.

"John Bruce " was written uncompromisingly in every
line of his face, just the converse of Forrester, whom old
maids of rigid virtue, after seeing him twice, were irre-

'flistibly impelled to speak of as "Chai-ley." Lawrence,]

2. In logic : (a) Either of the pair of relations
which subsist between two objects, with refer-
ence to each other: thus, the relation of child to
parent is the converse of the relation of parent
to child. (6) One of a pair of propositions hav-
ing the same subject and predicate or antece-
dent and consequent, but in the reversed order.
Thus, the proposition that every isosceles triangle has two
of its angles equal is the converse of the proposition that
every triangle having two angles equal is isosceles. .See

conversion, 2.

The given proposition is called the converted or converse ;
the other, into which it is converted, the converting. There
is, however, much ambiguity, to say the least of it, in the
terms commonly employed by logicians to designate tlie

two propositions— that given, and the product of the logi-
cal elabi^tation. Sir W, Hamilton, Logic, xiv.

conversely (kon'v6rs-li), adv. In a converse
manner ; as the converse ; by conversion. See
converse'^, n,, and conversion.

As whatever of the produce of the country is devoted to
production is capital, so, conversely, the whole of the capi-
tal of the coimtry is devoted to production.

J, S, Mill, Pol. Econ., I. iv. j 2.

Colloids take up, by a power that has been called " capil-
lary affinity," a large quantity of water. . . . Conversely,
with like readiness, they give up this water by evapora-
tion. U, SjieiKer, Prin. of Biol., 1 11.

converser (kon-v6r's6r), n. One who converses,
or engages iii conversation.

In dialogue, she wasagood conr«r«<>r.' her language . . .

was well chosen ; . . . her information varied and correct.
Charlotte Bronte, .Shirley, xll.
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conversiblei (kon-vfer'si-bl), a. [= F. conversi-
ble = Pg. conversivel, < LL. conversibilis (also
convertibilis : see convertible), changeable, < L.
convertere, pp. conversus: see convert, v., eon-
verse^.'\ Capable of being converted, or trans-
formed into the converse.

This conversible . . . sorites.

Hammond, Works, IV. 603.

conversible^ (kon-vSr'si-bl), a. [< converse'^,

v., + -ibk.'] Same as conversable.

conversing (kon-v6r'sing), n. [Verbal n. of con-
verse^, v.^ Conversation; intercourse; dealing.

It were very reasonable to propound to ourselves, in all

our conversings with others, that one great design of doing
some good to their souls. Whole Duty of Man, § 16.

If, however, from too much conversing with material
objects, the soul was gross, and misplaced its satisfaction
in the body, it reaped nothing but sorrow.

Emerson, Essays, Istser., p. 164.

conversion (kon-ver'shgn), n. [= F. conversion
= Pr. cotuersio = Sp. conversion = Pg. conversao
= It. conversione, < L. conversio{n-), \ convertere,

pp. conversus, convert: see convert, v.2 1. In
general, a turning or changing from one state
or form to another; transmutation; transfor-
mation : sometimes implying total loss of iden-
tity: as, a conversion of water into ice, or of
food into chyle or blood; the conversion of a
thing from its original purpose to another; the
conversion of land into money.
The conversion of arable land into pasture, which was

the chief agrarian grievance, was much mo;'e universal
among Catholics than among Protestants.

Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvL

Specifically— 2. In logic, that immediate in-
ference which transforms a proposition into
another whose subject-term is the predicate-
term, and whose predicate-term the subject-
term, of the former. Simple, proper, or direct con-
version is that in which the quantity and quality of the
propositions remain unchanged : as, No good ma.i is un-
happy; hence (by conversion), No unhappy man is good.
Conversion per aeeidens (by accident) is that in which the
quality of the first proposition is unchanged while its

quantity is changed : as, All cockatrices are non-existent

;

hence (by conversion). Some non-existent things are cock-
atrices. Conversion by contraposition is where the quantity
and quality are preserved, but the terms are infinitated :

as, Some Chinamen are not honest; hence, Some non-
honest persons are not non-Chinamen. The traditional
rules of conversion are embodied in the verses,

Sinipliciter/eH, convertitur eva per acci.
Astro per contra, sicut conversio tota,

where the vowels of feci, eva, astro, show the kinds of
propositions which can be converted in the three ways.
(See ^1,2(6).) KdiminrLte conversion is a con version of a
proposition such that the consequent a'iserts less than
the antecedent ; as. All lawyers are honest, and therefore
some honest men are lawyers. An improper or reductive
conversion is a conversion per aeeidens or by contraposi-
tion. A universal conversion is an inference by conversion
whose conclusion is a universal proposition ; a partial con-
version, one whose conclusion is a jmrticular proposition.
(The Latin conversio was first used in this sense by Appu-
leius to translate Aristotle's amnnpo'ttri-]

3. In theol., a radical and complete change,
sudden or gradual, in the spirit, purpose, and
direction of the life, from one of self-seeking
and enmity toward God to one of love toward
Orod and man.
The secnnd, the sonday after the fest of the conuersioun

of seynte Poule. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

_
If we look through all the examples we have of conver-

sion in Scripture, the cfmversion of the Apostle Paul and
the Corinthians, and all others the apostles write to, how
far were they from this gradual way of conversion by con-
tracted habits, and by such culture as Tumbull speaks of

!

Edwards, Works, II. 548.

4. Change from one religion to another, or
from one side or party to another, especially
from one that is regarded as false to one that
is regarded as true.

They passed through Phenice and Samaria, declaring
the conversion of the Gentiles. Acts xv. 3.

That conversion will be suspected that apparently con-
curs with interest. Johnson,

5. Milit. : (a) A change of front, as of a body
of troops attacked in flank. (6) The applica-
tion of condemned stores to uses other than
that originally intended.— 6. In ordnance, the
alteration of a smooth-bore gun into a rifled

gun by inserting a lining-tube of wrought-iron
or steel.— 7. In law : (a) An unauthorized as-

sumption and exercise of the right of owner-
ship over personal property belonging to an-
other in hostility to his rights ; an act of do-
minion over the personal property of another
inconsistent with his rights; unauthorized ap-
propriation, (ft) A change from realty into

personalty, or vice versa. See equitable con-

version, under equitable.— 8. Naut., the reduc-
tion of a vessel by one deck, so as to convert
a llne-of-battle ship into a frigate, or a crank

convert

three-decker into a good two-decker, or a ser-
viceable vessel into a hulk. [Eng.] — 9. In
dyeing. See extract.

Under the name of conversion is designated a certain
modification of the shade of any colour produced on cloth
by means of the intervention of some chemical agent.

W, Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 319.

Center of conversion, in mech,, the point in a body about
which it turns as a center, when a force is applied to any
part of it, or unequal forces are applied to its different
parts.— Conversion of equations, in aiff., the reduction
of equations by multiplication, or the manner of altering
an equation when the quantity sought, or any member of
It, is a fraction ; the reducing of a fractional equation into
an integral one.— Conversion ofproportions, in math,,
is when of four proportionals it is inferred that the first

is to its excess above the second as the third to its excess
above the fourth ; and the four terms when thus arranged
are said to be proportionals by conversion.— Conversion
of relief, a pseudoscopic effect by which an alto-rilievo is

changed to a basso-rilievo, and conversely : first used by
Wheatstone.

By simply crossing the pictures in the stereoscope, so aa
to bring before each eye the picture taken for the other,
a conversion of relief is produced in the resulting solid
image. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 31.

Conversion of St. Paul, a festival of the Roman Catholic
and of tlie Anglican Church, observed on the 25th of Jan-
uary, in commemoration of the conversion of St. Paul the
Apostle, as related in the ninth chapter of Acts. =Syn. 3.
Conversion, Regeneration, Conversion is generally em-
ployed to express the voluntary act of the individual in
turning from sin to seek the pardon and grace of God,
while regeneration is employed to express the divine act
exerted by the Spirit of God on the soul of man. But this
distinction is by no means always observed even in theo-
logical writings, and the two terms are often used synony-
mously.

He oft
Frequented their assemblies, whereso met.
Triumphs or festivals ; and to tliem preach'd
Conversion and repentance, as to souls
In prison, under judgments imminent.

Milton, P. L., xi. 724.

Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but
according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of re-
generation and renewing of the Holy Ghost. Tit. iii. 5.

conversivel (kon-ver'siv), a. [< L. conversus,

pp. of convertere, turn round (see convert, v.), +
-ive.l Capable of being converted or changed

;

convertible. [Rare or obsolete.]

COnversive^ (kon-v6r'siv), a. [< converse^ +
-H'e.] Conversable; social. [Bare or obsolete.]

To be nide or foolish is the badge of a weak mind, and
of one deficient in the conversive quality of man.

Feltham, Resolves, it 75.

convert (kon-vfert'), "• [< ME. converten = F.
Pr. Sp. convertir = Pg. converter = It. conver-
tire, < L. convertere, pp. conversus, turn round,
turn toward, change, convert, < co7n-, together,
+ rertere, turn : see verse, and cf . advert, avert,

evert, invert, pervert, revert.'] I. trans. If. To
cause to turn ; turn ; turn round.
Convert thy thoughts to somewhat else, I pray thee.

B, Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

That a kingfisher, hanged by the bill, sheweth in what
quarter the wind is, by an occult and secret propriety, con-
verting the breast to that point of the Horizon from whence
the wind doth blow, is a received opinion, and very strange.

Sir T, Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 10.

2. To change or turn, as into another form or
substance or, by exchange, into an equivalent
thing ; transmute ; transform : as, to convert
grain into spirits ; to convert one kind of prop-
erty into another; to convert bank-notes into
gold.

If the whole atmosphere was converted into water, it

would make no more than eleven or twelve yards water
about the earth. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, i. 3.

We congratulate you that you have known how to con-
vert calamities into powers, exile into a campaign, present
defeat into lasting victory. Emerson, Misc., p. 362.

It wassomething different from mere condensation which
converted Promos and Cassandra into Measure for Mea-
sure. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., 1. 119.

3. To change from one state or condition to
another: as, to convert a barren waste into a
fruitful fleld ; to convert rude savages into civ-

ilized men.
That still lessens

The sorrow, and converts it nigh to joy.
Milton, S. A., \. 1664.

Emancipation may convert the slave from a well-fed ani-
mal into a pauperised man. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 21.

4. In theol., to change the purpose, direction,
and spirit of the life of (another) from one of
self-seeking and enmity toward God to one of
love toward God and man ; turn from an evil
life to a holy one.

Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins
may be blotted out. Acts ill. 19.

He which converteth the sinner from the error of his way
shall save a soul from death. Jas. v. 20.

5. To change or turn from one religion to an-
other, or from one party or sect to another,
especially from one that is regarded as false to

one that is regarded as true.



convert

In amveriing Jews to Christians, you raise the price of

porlc Shak., M. of V., iii. 5.

'Twas much wished by the holy Robinson that some of

the poor lieathen had been converted before any of them
had been slaughtered. C. Mather, Slag. Ciiris., i. 3.

No attempt was made to convert the Moslems. Prescott.

6. To turn from one use or destination to an-
other; divert from the proper or intended use;
specifically, in /flw, of personal property, un-
lawfully to assume ownership of, or to assert

a control over, inconsistent with that of the
owner; appropriate witliout right to oue^s own
use, or intentionally deprive of its use the one
having the right thereto.

Which [lands and possessions] are nowe, and have bene
of longe tyme, conttei-ted as well to dedes of charyte and to
the commen-welth there, as hereafter shall appere.

English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 248.

When the Monks of Canterbury had displeased him about
the election of tlieir Archbishop, lie seized upon all their

Goods, and converted them to his own Use.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 73.

7. In logiCj to transform by conversion. See
conversion, 2.— 8t. To turn into or express in

another language ; translate.

Which story . , . Catullus more elejrautly converted.
B. Jonson, Masque of Queens.

Converted iron, iron which has been made into steel by
the process of cementation, or steel wbic-li Iiiis a^uin been
subjected to such a treatment.— Converted proposi-
tion, in logic, a proposition subjected to the oi)cration of
conversion ; the premise of the immediate inference.

—

Converting proposition, the conclusion of an inference
of conversion.

II.t intrans. 1. To turn in course or direc-

tion; turnabout.

I make hym soone to converte.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1412.

I have spoken sufficiently, at least what I can, of this

Nation in generall : now concert we to the Person and
Court of this Sultan. Sandys, Travailes, p. 57.

2, To be changed; undergo a change.

The love of wicked friends converts to fear

;

That fear, to hate. Shak., Rich. II., v. 1.

3, To experience a change of heart; change the
current of one's life from worldliness or selfish-

ness to love of God and man.

We preach many long sermons, yet the people will not
repent nor convert, Latitner, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Lest they . . . understand with their heart, and con-
vert, and be healed. Isa. vi. 10.

Whenever a man converts to God, in the same instant
God turns to him. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 423.

convert (kon'vert), w. [< convert^ v.] 1. A
person who is converted from one opinion or
practice to another ; one who renounces one
creed, religious system, or party, and embraces
another: used particularly of those who change
their religious opinions, but applicable to any
change from one belief or practice to another.

As some one has well said, the utmost that severity can
do is to make hypocrites ; it can never make converts.

II. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 203.

2. In theol.f one who has been changed, as to
the purpose and direction of his life, from sin
to holiness.

Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and her converts
with righteousness. Isa, i. 27.

3. In monasteries, a lay friar or brother admit-
ted to the service of the house, without orders,
and not allowed to sing in the choir,— Clinical
convert. See clinical. =SyiL 1. Neophyte, Convert, Prose-
lyte, Pervert, Aj^state, Renegade. A neophyte is a convert
who is still very new to the doctrine or duties of his re-

ligion ; hence, figuratively, the word stands for a novice
in any line ; it does not at all suggest the abandonment of

any other faith for the present one. A convert may or may
not be from some other faith ; the word expresses a radical
change in convictions, feelings, purj)0se8, and actions, and
therefore suggests the sincerity of the subject ; it is rarely
used with a sinister meaning, but it may mean only acqui-
escence in a new faith proposed for nominal adherence :

as, they were offered the choice of death or becoming con-
verts to the fit^th of the conqueror, A j/roxelyte is gener-
ally from some other faith or alliance, primarily in reli-

gion, but also in partizanship of any kind ; proselytism
does not necessarily imply conviction ; the tendency is to

use only convert in the good sense, and ajtply proselyte to
one brought over by unworthy motives, viih\ prosclytizer to
one who seeks recruits for his faith without being particu-
lar as to their being converted to it. J'ervert as a noun is

new, and confined chiefly to England ; it is a paronomasia
for convert, and a controversial word, stigmatizing one who
abandons the Church of England, or one of the other Prot-
estant churches, for the Iloman Catholic Church. Apos-
tate isa strong term for an utter, conspicuous, and presum-
ably base renouncer of the Christian religion, or of any
denominational, political, or other faith and affiliation. A
renegade is one who, presumably without conversion of
mind or heart, and from sheer interest, goes over from
one faith or party to another ; hence, a mere runaway or
deserter. Tlie terra covers as much abhorrence and repro-
bation as apostate, and more contempt.
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St. Paul makes a difference between those he calls

neophytes— that is, newly grafted into Christianity— and
those that are brought up in the faith.

Bacon, Speech on the Union of Laws.

The pagan coterie who got hold of him [the Emperor
Julian] soon discovered the importance of their convert.

Smith ami Wace, Diet. Christ. Biog., III. 494.

Woe xmto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye
compass sea and land to make one proselyte, and, when he
is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than
yom'selves. Mat. xxiii. 15.

This is a creature,
Would she begin a sect, might quench the zeal
Of all professors else ; make proselytes
Of who she but bid follow. Shak., W. T., v. 1.

That woiorioM^ pervert, Henry of Navarre and France.
Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, i.

Hopeful looked after him, and espied on his back a pa-
per with this inscription, *' Wanton professor and damna-
ble apostate." Bunyan, Pilgi'im's Progress, i.

The ballads themselves laughed at one another for de-

serting their own proper subjects, and becoming, as it

were, renegades to nationality and patriotism.
Ticknor, Span. Lit, I. 134.

convertend (kon-v^r-tend'), ?^ [= F. conver-
tentCy < L. convertenduSy gerundive of converters
convert: see convert, t*.] That which is to be
converted; specifically, in logic, a proposition
which is or is to be transformed by conversion;
the premise of the immediate inference of con-
version. See conversion, 2.

converter (kon-v^r'ter), w. 1. One who con-
verts ; one wiio makes converts.

The zealous converters of souls and labourers in God's
vineyard. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. i.

The illustrious converter appealed to the Pope.
National Baptist, XIX. 3.

2. A vessel in which metals or other materials
are changed or converted from one shape or con-
dition to another.
Specifically, in metal.,
an oval-shaped vessel
or retort, hung on an
axis, made of iron and
lined with some refrac-
tory material, in which
molten pig-iron is con-
verted by the Bessemer
process into what is gen-
erally called steel. See
steel. Also spelled con-
vertor.

convertibility(kou-
ver-ti-bil'i-ti), n.

[= F. convertibilite-

= Sp, convsrtibili-

dad, < ML. converti-

mhta{t-)Sj<. LLi. con-

vertibiliSf changeable : see convertible and -bil-

ity,'\ The condition or quality of being con-
vertible, (ff) The capability of being converted, trans-
muted, or transformed frimi one form or state to another,
or exchanged for an equivalent : as, the convertibility of
water into oxygen and hydrogen.

The mutual convertibility of land into money and of
money into land. Burke, Kev. in France.

I hold the immediate convertibility of bank notes into
specie to be an indispensable security to tlieir retaining
their value. D. Webster, Speecli, Senate, March 18, 1854.

{b) Capability of being applied or turned to a new use. (c)

Tlie quality of being interchangeable: as, the convertibility

of certain letters, (d) In logic, capability of being trans-
formed by conversion.

convertible (kon-ver'ti-bl), a. [= F. Pr. Sp.
convertible = Pg. convertirel = It. cotivertibile, <

LL. convertibilis (also conversibilts : see conver-

sible)j < L. convertere, turn, change : see convert^

t'.] 1. Capable of being changed in form, sub-
stance, or condition; susceptible of change;
transmutable ; transformable: as, iron is con-

vertible into steel, and wood into charcoal.

Also, by reason of the affinitie which it hath with mylke,
it is convertible into blonde and fiesh.

Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, ii.

2. Capable of being turned into an equivalent
by exchange; transformable by mutual trans-

fer: as, bonds or scrip convertible into other
securities ; convertible property.— 3. Specifi-

cally, in banking and com., capable of being con-
verted or changed into gold of similar amount
at any time: applied to bank-notes and other
forms of paper money: as, a convertible paper
currency.—4. Capable of being applied or

turned, as to a new use.

He sees a thousand things, which, being ignorant of

their uses, he cannot think convertible to any valuable
purpose. Goldtnnith , Criticisms.

Tiie labour of the miner, for example, consists of opera-
tions for digging out of the earth substiinces convertible

by industry into various articles fitted for human use,

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. ii. § 3.

6. So constituted as to be interchangeable;
equivalent in certain or all respects.

The law and the opinion of the judge are not always
convertible terms. Blackstone, Com., I., Int., § 3.

Convex or
Plano-con-
vex Lens.

convey
With the Deity right and expedient are doubtless con-

vei-tible terms. //. Spender, Social Statics, p. 11.

But it should be remembered that this line [of eipht syl-

lables] is at all times convertible with one of seven sylla-

bles. Geneaig ajid Exodus (E. E. T. 8.), I'ref., p. xxxvii.

6. In logic, true, or asserted to be true, after
conversion or the interchange of subject and
predicate. See conicrsion, 2.

He had need be well conducted that should design to
make Axioms convertible, if he make them not withal cir-

cular and non-promovent, or incurring into themselves.
Bacon, Works (ed. Spedding), IH. 407.

Convertible bonds. See ftojidi.

COnvertibleness (kon-ver'ti-bl-nes), n. Con-
vertibility.

convertibly (kon-ver'ti-bli), adv. Reciprocally

;

with interchange of terms ; by conversion.

COnvertite (kon'v6r-tit), n. [< It. convertito (=
P. converti), a convert, prop. jip. of convertire, <
L. convertcre, turn round: see convert, i:'] A
convert. [Obsolete or rare.]

It was my breath that blew this tempest up,
Upon your stubborn usage of the pope

;

But, since you are a gentle convertite,

My tongue shall hush again this storm of war.
Shak., K. John, v. 1.

Pardon him, lady, that is now a convertite

:

Yoiu- beauty, like a saint, hath wrought this wonder.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

I do not understand these half convertites. Jews chris-

tianizing— Christians judaizing— puzzle me.
Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

converter, n. See converter, 2.

convex (kon'veks), a. and re. [= D. konveks =
G. convex = Dan. Sw. konvex, < F. convexe= Sp.
Pg. convexo = It. convesso, < L. C07i-

vexus, vaulted, arched, rounded, con-
vex, concave, prop. pp. (collateral to

convecius) of convehere, bring toge-
ther: see convection.'] I. a. 1. Curved,
as a line or surface, in the manner of

a circle or sphere when viewed from
some point without it ; curved away
from the point of view ; hence, bound-
ed by such a line or surface : as, a convex mirror.
A curved line or surface is regarded as convex when it falls

between the point of view and a line joining any two of its

points. See concave.

Half the convex world intrudes between.
Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 342.

Specifically— 2. In 200I. and anat., elevated
and regularly rounded ; forming a segment of

a sphere, or nearly so : distinguished from gib-

bous, which is applied to a less regular eleva-

tion.—Convex lens, in optics, a lens having either one
or both aides convex. See lens.— Convex mirror, in

optics. See mirror.

II. n. [< L. convexum, prop. neut. of con-

vexus, adj.: see above.] A convex body or
surface.

Through the large Convex of the azure Sky , . .

Fierce Meteors shoot their arbitrary Light.
Prior, Carmen Seculare, st. 40.

Half heaven's convex glitters with the Hame. TickeU.

COnvexed (kon'vekst), a. [< convex + -ed^.]

Made convex; protuberant in a spherical form.

COnvexedly (kon-vek'sed-li), adv. In a convex
form.

COnvexedneSS (kgn-vek'sed-nes), 11. Same as
convexity, 1.

convexity (kgn-vek'sj-ti), n. [= D. konveksi-

teit = Dan. konvexitet" <. F. eonvexite = Sp. eon-

vexidad = Pg. eonvexidade= It. convessita, < L.
eonvexita{t-)s, < convexus, convex: see convex,

a.] 1. The character or state of being con-
vex ; roundness ; sphericity. Also sometimes
convexness, convexedness.

The very convexity of the earth. Bentleti.

2. The exterior surface or form of a convex
body.
COnvexly (kon' veks-li), adv. In a convex form

:

as, a body convexly conical.

convexness (kon'veks-nes), n. Same
as convexity, 1.

convexo-concave (kon-vek'so-kon'-
kav), a. Having a convex opposite
to a concave surface ; having a hol-

low or incui'vation on one side cor-

responding to a convexity on the cave Lens,

other : said of bodies— Convexo-con-
cave lens, a lens having a convex and a concave surface,

the radius of curvature of the former being less than that
of the latter. Also called meniscus.

convexo-convex (kou-vek'so-kon'-
veks), a. Convex on both sides, as

a lens : otherwise termed double-

convex.

convexo-plane (kon-vek'so-plau),
a. Same as plano-convex.

convey (kon-va'), v. [< ME. con- ^

veyen, conveten, < OF. conveter, also vex Lens.



convey

convoier, F. convoyer (> north. ME, convoien, E.
eonroij, q. v.). = Sp. convoijar = Pg. comboiar =
It. eonviare (obs.), < ML. coin-iare, accompany
on the way, < L. com-, together, + via = E.
way.] I. trans. 1. To carry, bear, or transport.

I will convei/ them by sea in floats. 1 Ki. v. 9.

There was one contxyed out of my house yesterday in
this basket. Shak., SI. \V. o( W., iv. 2.
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convitlous

,

Doth not the act of the parent, in any lawfull graunt or convirimiQt CtoTi viat, '„ = \conufyaimce, bind tlie heyres for ever thereunto? "".T^T: °' >'^?Il-viSli us),

Spenser, State of Ireland.

(6) The instrument or document by which prop-
erty is transferred from one person to another

;

specitically, a written instrument transferrins • , ''"''^" ! '""Jesty commaundeth all maner her sub-

l^„l°:?f^f'^iLfJ",^! P^°P«rty between livin| {S^s^e co.VS«°Z..rS^t,^"p'i^fei°ci^^^^^^

..a. [Also written
< L. convieium, convitium, abuse

(see cnnvidate), + -ous.J Eeproachful; oppro-
brious.

persons
; a deed ot laud. It is sometimes used seismatike, or .

I saw great preparations of conduits of lead, wherein ^? including leases, mortgages, etc., and some
the water sliall be conveiijhed. Coryat, Crudities, I. 36.

2. To transmit; communicate by transmission

;

carry or pass along, as to a destination.

A divine natural riglit could not be mnveyed down, with-
out any plain, natural, or divine rule concerning it. L<jcke.

The blessing, therefore, we commemorate was great

;

and it was made yet greater by the way in which GckI was
pleased to coiieey it to us. Bp. Alterbury, Sermons, I. vii.

3. In law, to transfer
;
pass the title to by deed,

assignment, or otherwise : as, to convey lands
to a purchaser by bargain aud sale.

He preaches to the crowd that power is lent,
But not convey'd, to kingly government.

Dryden, Tile Medal, 1. 83.

The land of a child under age, or an idiot, might, with 5t. A device: an artifice: hence secret nracthe consent of a general cour| be_COT.«y«i^away. tiees : clever or underhand n,«T>»^»,r.o„t
^

, I. 334.

Men conveyed themselves to government for a defliiite
price— fixed accurately in florins and groats, in places and
pensions. MMey, Butch Republic, IH. 392.

4. To transmit; contain and carry ; carry as a
medium of transmission : as, air conveys sound

;

words convey ideas.

i'ull well the busy whisper, circling round,
Convey'd the dismal tidings when he frownd.

(jolditnith, Des. Vil., 1. 204.

A» the development of the mind proceeds, syinlwls, in-
stead of being employed to convey images, are substituted
for them. MacaiUay, Dryden.
An ordinary telegraph wire could convey the whole en-

ergy of Niagara i'alls, and convey it to any distance; but
the wire would lie at so high a potential that sparks
would fly from it into the sumiuniling air.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 626.

6. To impart ; communicate through some me-
dium of transmission.

Poets alone found the delightful way
Mysterious morals gently to convey
In charming numbers.

Dryden, Essay on Satire, I. 8.

To ... convey our thought* in more ardent and intense
phrases. AddUon, Spectator, No. 405.

So long as an accurate impression of facts is conveyed, it
does not matter in tlie least by what words— that is, by
what sounds— that impression is conveyed. Itiat is, it
does not matter as far as the facts are concerned.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 39.

6t. To steal ; lift
;
purloin. [Old slang.]

And take heede who takes it (a spoon] vp, for feare it be
convutyde. Babeea Jlook (E. E. T. S.), p.

Convey, the wise it call: Steal! foh; a flco for
phrase. Shak., M. W. of W.,

7t. To manage ; carry on ; conduct.
He thought he had conveyed the matter so privily and

so closely that it should never have lieen known nor have
come to light. Latiiner, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI,, 1650.

I will . . . convey the business as I shall And means.
„ „ Shak., Lear, i. 2.

of. To trace ; derive.

'ITie son and grandson of Nicholas, the elder brother are
not inheritable to John the Earl, because, tho' tliey are
lx)tli Denizens liorn, yet Nicholas, their father, through
whom they must convey their pedigree, was an alien.

Sir M. llaU (1673).

II.t intrant. To steal. [Old slang.]
I will convey, crossbite, and cheat upon Siinplicius.

Marnton,

COnveyf, n. [< convey, v. Cf. convoy, «.] 1. A
conveyance or transfer.

any such like words ot reproche.
Queen Elizabeth, Injunctions, an. 1659.

convict (kon-vikf), v. t. [< ME. convicten, < L.
coHvictus, pp. of conrinccre, overcome, conquer,
convict of error or crime, convince: see con-
vince.] 1. To prove or find guilty of an offense

^- . ("targed; specifically, to detei-mino or adjudge
one place to another ; specifically, a carriage or *" be guilty after trial before a legal tribunal, as„^„„i,

. „ „„i.:„i„ „« ,.=_ J by the verdict of a jury or other legal decision:
as, to convict the prisoner of felony.
One captain, taken with a cargo of Africans on board

his vessel, has been convicted of tlie highest grade of of-
fense under our laws, tlie punishment of which is death.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 175.

2. To convince of wrong-doing or sin ; bring
(one) to the belief or consciousness that one has
done wrong; awaken the conscience of.

They which heard it, being convicted by their own con-
science, went out one by one. John viii. 9.

3. To confute; prove or show to be false.
Although not only the reason, but experience, may well

conmct it, yet will it not by divers be rejected.
Sir T. Broione, Vulg. Err.

4t. To show by proof or evidence.
Imagining that these proofs will conmct a testament to

have tliat in it which other men can nowhere by reading
""<•. Iluokef.

times in contradistinction to them.
The very conveyances of his lands will hardly lie in this

'«"'• Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

3 That by which anything is carried or borne
along; any instrument of transportation from
one place to another ; specifici

"

coach ; a vehicle of any kind.
These pipes, and these conveyances of our blood.

Shak., Cor., v. 1

4t. The act of removing ; removal.
Tell her thou mad'st away her uncle Clarence
Her uncle Rivers ; ay, and, for her sake,
Mad'st quick conveyance with her good aunt Anne

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

tiees ; clever or underhand management
Have this in your minds, when ye devise your secret

fetches and conveyances.
Latiiner, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1650.

Since Henry's death, I (ear there is conveyance
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 3.

In one [picture] . . . there is the exquisitest conveyance
that ever I saw, which is a prety little picture drawen in
the forme of an handkerchief . . . and inserted into an-
""'"' Coryat, Crudities, I. 186.

Derivative conveyance, in law, a secondary deed an
ln.strumeiit modifying an estate already created, as a COnvict (as a. kon-vikt', as «. kon'vikt) a andrelease, conflrniation, snrrciu er consiimment or riefea «, r/ Tvii7 j ci ' ^? *""'/i "• """
sauce.- Fraudulent convevaii™ "

S?„v!.v„'„°/„ ..±t «: [< ^E- convicts Sp. Pg. convicto = It. eon-
t'iHto,_ convicted, < L. convictus, pp.: see the

sance.— Fraudulent conveyance, a conveyance calcu
lated to de|>iive creditors of their full and just remedies— Gratuitous conveyance or deed, .>iie in:ulc without
any value being given for it.— Innocent conveyance, in
olit tny. law, a conveyance of such form, as lease and re-
lease, bargain and sale, and covenant to stand seized, that
it did not purport to transfer anything more than the
grantor actually had, so that it could not be tortious as
was a fcotfmeut made by a person vested only with a less
estate than the fee. .See en(a,7.—Mesne conveyance,
mesne encumbrance, a conveyance or encumbrance
made or attaching to a title, intermediate to otliers: as,
he derived title from the original paU-ntee through sever-
al tnesrus cumvyances.—oiOiiiaxy conveyance, in law,
a deed of transfer which is entered into lietween two or

verb.]

vieted
I. a. 1. Proved or found*guilty; oon-
[Obsolete or poetical.]

Of malefactors convict by witnesses, and thereupon
either adjudged to die or otherwise chastised, their cus-
tom was to e.\act, as Joshua did of Achan, open confession.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 4.

Nor witness hired, nor jury pick'd.
Prevail to bring him in convict.

Swi/t, Death of Dr. Swift

2t. Overcome; conquered. Chaucer.
, ^ „„. II. n. A person proved or found guilty of

more persons without an assurance in a superior court of an offense alleged against him ; especially one
™b''bi7,y°JS?^„ conveyance, a transfer without found guilty, after trial before a legal trifemial,

conveyancer (kon-va'an-s6r), «. [< convemnce ll 'i"!
^'"'"^'"^ °^ ^ 1""^ '?'" °"'«"" ^^S^^ decision

;

+ -cA.] One w'ho is engaged iu the business ^^^t?:,tJf,.^"
™'^"?'"°^ P""^^ servitude

;
a

of conveyancing.
conveyancing (kon-va'an-sing), n. _ , .. .. -„,, - [< convey-
ance + -i«(/i.] 1. The act or practice of draw-
ing deeds, leases, or other writings for trans-

the ferring the title to property from one person
i. 3. to another, of investigating titles to property,

and of framing the deeds and contracts which

convicted prisoner.-convlct-lease system, a sys-
tem employed in some of the southern United .States of
letting out the labor of convicts to contractora for em-
ploymeut in gangs on public works or in other outdoor
labor, the contractor taking full charge of them.— Con-
vict system, the method in wliich a state disposes of its
convicts or their labor ; specifically, the system of tlans-
IKirtiiig convicts to penal settlements, as from Russia to
.Siberia, and formerly from England to Australia.

govern and define the rights and liabilities of conviction (kon-vik'shon), ». [= F. conviction
families and individuals.— 2. The system of = ^P- eonviccion = Pg. coniic^ao = It. convin-
law affecting property, under which titles are ^ione, < LL. convictio{n-), demonstration, proof,
held and transferred. < L. conviitCerc, pp. convictus, convict, convince

:

conveyer (kon-va'6r), H. l. One who conveys; see connct, r., and cojit^ince.] If. The act of
one who or that which conveys, carries, trans- convincing one of the truth of something; espe-
ports, transmits, or transfers from one person <^.ially, the act of convincing of error ; confuta-
or place to another. Also sometimes conveyor. *'"" [Karo.]— 2. The state of being convinced

or fully persuaded ; strong belief on the ground
of satisfactory reasons or evidence; the con-
scious assent of the mind ; settled persuasion

;

a fi-\ed or firm belief: as, an opinion amount-
ing to conviction; he felt a strong conviction of

On the surface of the earth, ... the dense matter is
Itself, in great part, the conveyer of the undulations in
which these agents [light and heat] consist.

H*. R. Grove, Corr. of Forces, p. 138.

2. Specifically, a mechanical contrivance for
carrying objects

Though the presumptuous assc . . . make a eonvtv of
""^teriala to upper stories of warehouses or shops' or

all his lands to the usurer. buildings in course of erecticm. Also applied to those
&'r<en<. Quip for an Upstart Courtier(Harl. Misc., v. 403).

"" '^

2. An escort ; a convoy.
TTie day following, we were faine to hire a strong convey

carrying objects. Applied to those adaptations of coming deliverance. [As a philosophical term

S,'et^!t.rhrr,?ct,:l'.!vL"^rSntmil,ror
[hrltots.]'"""''*'''

'""^ ^'^^'^ -f.ardfe., of

It [deliberate assent] is sometimes called a convietioni a
word which commonly includes in its meaning two acts,
both the actof inference, and the actof assent consequent
upon the inference.

arrangenienta of carriages traveling on ropes by which
hay lifted by the horse-fork Is conveyed to distant parts
of a bsrn or mow, or materials are carried to a building
E. II. Knitiht.

3tof alxjut m Hrel(x:ks to guard us through the Cork woods,
Evelyn, Memoirs.

COnveyable(kpn-va'a-bl). a. [< convey + -able]
Capable of being coiiveyed or transferred,

conveyance (kon-va'ans),«. \_<convey + -ance.l
1. The act of conveVing; the act of bearing COnveyor (kon-va'pr), n.

carrying, or transporting, as by land or water^
""'""'"='+"* i).r.„.^;.\,';.^

or through any medium ; transmission ; trans-
ference

; transport ; convoy.
The care is properly but an instrument of conueyance

for the miude, to apprehend the sencc by the sound.
I'uttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 164.

I shaU send you Account by Conveyance of Sfr. Symus.
Howell, Letters, I. i, 28,

The long Journey was to be performed on horseback —
tne only sure mode of conveyance. I'reacott.

2. In law : (a) The act of transferring property
from one person to another, as by "lease and
release," " bargain and sale " ; transfer.

An impostor; a cheat; a thief.

Bolitvj. Go, some of you, convey him to tlie Tower.
K.Rich. O, good ! Convey? Canrpi/er« are you all.

That rise thus nimbly by a true klugs'fall.
Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

Beo conveyer, 1.

COnviciatet (kon-vfsh'i-at), V. t. [Also written
convitiate; < L. conviciatus, convitiattis, pp. of
conviciari, convitiuri, reproach, rail at, < convi-
eium, convitium, a loud cry, clamor, abuse ; ori-
gin uncertain.] To reproach; rail at; abuse.
To conviciate instead of accusing. Laud.

COnvicinityt (kon-vi-sin'i-ti), n. [= It. convi-
vinita; as con- + vicinity" Cf. iih. convicinium,
vicinity, < convicinus (> Sp. convecino), neigh-
boring, < L. com-, together, + vicinus, neigh-
boring: aeevicinity.] Neighborhood; vicinity.
The eunmcinity and contiguity of the two parishes.

T. Wartun, Hist. Kiddiugton, p. 18.

J. II. Neuman, Gram, of Assent, p. 173.

Without earnest convictions, no great or sound litera-
ture is conceivable.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 7.

There is no one of our surest convictions which may not
be upset, or at any rate modified, by a further accession
of knowledge. Huxley, On the "Origin of Species, " p. 131.

Specifically— 3. The state of being convinced
that one is or has been acting in opposition
to conscience ; the state of being convicted of
wrong-doing or sin ; strong admonition of the
conscience ; religious compunction.
The manner of his conviction was designed, not as a

peculiar privilege to him, but as a . . . lasting argument
for the cimvictimi of others. Rp. Atterbunj.

Tlie awful providence, ye see, had awakened him, and
his sin had been set home to his soul ; and he was under
sucli conviction, that it ail had to come out.

//. R. Sloive, Oldtown, p. 21.

4. The act of proving or finding guilty of an
offense charged; especially, the finding by a
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jury or other legal tribunal that the person on
trial is guilty of the offense charged: some-
times used as implying judgment or sentence.— 5. The 8tat« of being convicted or confuted

;

condemnation upon proof or reasoning; con-
futation.

For all his tedious tallc is but vain boast,
Or subtle shifts conviction to evade.

MUtm, P. R., iv. 308.

Summary conviction, a conviction had without trial

by jury, as in cases of contempt of court, of attempt to
corrupt or witlihold evidence, of malversation by persons
intrusted with tlie criminal police of tlie country, of cer-
tain offenses against tiie revenue laws, and in proceedings
before sheriffs and justices of the peace for minor offenses.—Under conviction, in a state of compunction and re-
pentance forsin, preliminary to conversion: usedinMeth-
odistandBai)tist " revivals. " = Syn. 2 and 3. Belie/, Faith,
etc. See ^/eriy^uasion.

COnvictism (kon'vik-tizm), n. [< convict, n., +
-ism.'i The convict system (which see, under
convict, n.).

The evils of convicti»m. W. Homitt.

convictive (kon-vik'tiv), a. [< convict + -ive.']

Having the power to convince or convict.
[Eaire or obsolete.]

The most close and convictive method that may be.
I>r. //. More, Antidote against Idolatry, Pref.

convictiveljr (kon-vik'tiv-U), adv. In a convic-
tive or convincing manner.

The truth of the gospel had clearly shined in the sim-
plicity thereof, and so convictively against all the follies
and impostures of the former ages.

l/r. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 141.

convictiveness (kon-vik'tiv-nes), n. Power of
convicting.

convictor (kon-vlk'tor), n. [= It. convittore, <
L. convictor, one who lives with another, a table-
companion, messmate, < eonvivere,\\ve together:
see convive, d.] A member of the University of
Oxford who, though not belonging to the foun-
dation of any college or hall, has been a regent,
and has constantly kept his name on the books
of some college or hall from the time of his ad-
mission to that of taking his master's or doctor's
degree.

convince (kou-vins'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. con-

vinced, ppr. convincing. [= F. convainore, OP.
convenquer, convencer = Pr. Sp. Pg. convencer =
It. convincere, < L. convincere, overcome, con-
quer, convict of error or crime, show clearly,
demonstrate, < com- (intensive) -I- vincere, con-
quer: see victor and vanquish, and cf. convict.']

1 . To persuade or satisfy by argument or evi-

dence ; cause to believe in the truth of what is

alleged; gain the credence of: as, to convince
a man of his errors, or to convince him of the
truth.

For he mightily convinced the Jews, . . . shewing by
the scriptures that Jesus was Christ. Acts xviii. 28.

Argument never convinces any man against his will.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 18.

2t. To evince ; demonstrate
; prove.

And, which ctmvinceih excellence in him,
A principal admirer of yourself.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's E«vels, v. 3.

Yet this, sure, methinks, convinces a power for the sov-
ereign to raise payments for land forces.

Quoted by Hallam,

3t. To refute ; show to be wrong.
God never wrought miracle to convince atheism, because

his ordinary works convince it. Bacon, Atheism.

Mine eyes have been an evidence of credit
Too sure to be conviTiced.

Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.

4t. To overpower; conquer; vanquish.

His two chamberlains
Will I with wine and wassel so convince.
That memory, the warder of the Ijrain,

Shall be a fume. Shak., Macbeth, t 7.

5t. To convict
;
prove or find guilty.

A great number of . . . Historiograpliei-s and Cosmog-
raphers of later times . . . are by euident arguments con-
uinced of manifold errors.

Hakluyt'g Voyages, To the Reader.

If ye have respect to persons, ye commit sin, and are
conviTKed of [byj the law as trangressors. Jas. ii. 9.

Drag hence
This impious judge, piecemeal to tear his limbs
Before the law convince him. Webster.

=Syn. 1. ConrAnce, Pertnmde. To convince a person is

to satisfy his understanding as to the truth of a certain
statement ; to persuade him is, by derivation, to affect liis

will by motives; but it has long been used also for con-
vince, as in Luke xx. 6, " they be persuaded that John was
a prophet." There is a marked tendency now to coniine
persuade to its own distinctive meaning.

When by reading or discourse we find ourselves thor-
oughly C07imnced of the truth of any article, and of the
reasonableness of our belief in it, we should never after
suffer ourselves to call it in question.

Addison, Spectator, No. 465.
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We do not wish to force them Into the right path, but

to persuade them.
Smith and Wace, Diet. Christ. Biog., III. 504.

You begin by believing things on the authority of those
around you, tlien learn to tliink for yourself without slirink-
ing from the closest, severest scrutiny, wliich may proba-
bly bring you to be convinced, not permadetl, of tlie things
you first believed. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 119.

convincement (kon-vins'ment), n. [< convince
+ -mcnt.] The act, process, or fact of con-
vincing, or of being convinced ; conviction.

They taught compulsion without amvlncemcnt.
Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

It was not in vain that he [George Fox] travelled ; God,
in most places, sealing his commission with the convince-
ment of some of all sorts, as well publicans as sober pro-
fessors of religion. Pom, Rise and Progress of Quakers, v.

His address was much devoted to the conmru;enwnt of
his hearers. The American, VIII. 341.

COnvincer (kon-vin'sfer), n. One who or that
which convinces, manifests, or proves.
For the divine light was now only a convincer of his

lAdam's] miscarriages, but administered nothing of the
divine love and power.

Dr. U. More, Def. of Moral Cabbala, iii.

convincible (kgu-vin'si-bl), a. [= Sp. convenci-
ble = Pg. convencivel ; as convince + 4ble.'] 1.
Capable of being convinced.— 2t. Capable of
being disproved or refuted.

Conviiycible falsities. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. En*., iii. 9.

3t. Capable or worthy of being convicted ; cul-
pable.

Now to determine the day and year of this inevitable
time is not only convinciltle and statute-madness, but also
manifest impiety. Sir T. Broune, Religio Medici, i. 46.

convincingly (kon-vin'sing-li), adv. In a con-
vincing manner; in a manner to compel as-
sent, or to leave no room for doubt.
convincingness (kon-vin'sing-nes), n. The
power of convincing.
convitiatet, v. t. See conviciate.

convitioust, «• See.conrociows.

convivalt (kon-vi'val), a. and n. [= Pg. con-
vival = It. convivale, < L. convivalis, pertaining
to a feaster or guest, < conviva, a fcaster, guest

:

see convive, v., and cf. convivial.'] I. a. Same
as convivial.

The same was a convival dish.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 25.

II. n. A guest.

The number of the conuiuals at priuate entertainments
exceeded not nine, nor were vnder three.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 78.

convivet (kon-viv'), v. i. [= Pg. conviver, be
sociable, = It. convivare, eat together, < L. con-
vivari, dep., also act. convivare, feast, carouse
together, < conviva, one who feasts with another,
a table-companion, guest, < convivere, live toge-
ther, < com-, together, -t- vivere, live : see vital,

vivid, victual, and cf. convivial.'] To feast.

First, all you peers of Greece, go to my tent

;

There in the full convive you. Shak., T. and C., iv. 5.

convive (kon'vev or -viv), n. [< P. convive =
Pg. It. conviva, < L. conviva, a guest, a table-
companion: see convive, v., and cf. convival, con-
vivial.] A boon companion ; one who is con-
vivial ; a guest at table.

Yet where is the Host?— and his convives—where?
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 191.

It is to be believed that an indifferent tavern dinner in
such society [wits and philosophers] was more relished by
the convives than a much better one in worse company.

Emerson, Clubs.

convivial (kon-viv'i-al), a. [= F. convivial =
It. conviviale, < L. convivialis, pertaining to a
feast, < convivium, a feast (cf. convivaUs, per-
taining to a feaster (< conviva, a feaster), equiv.
to convivialis: see convival), < convivere, live to-

gether: see convive, v.] Relating to or of the
nature of a feast or an entertainment ; festal

;

social; jovial.

Your social and convivial spirit is such that it is a hap-
piness to live and converse witli you. Dr. Newton.

I was the first who set up festivals ; . . .

Which feasts, convivial meetings we did name.
Sir J. Denham, Old Age, iii.

COnvivialist (kon-viv'i-al-ist), n. [< convivial
-t- -iit.] A person of convivial habits.

Here met the . . . politician, the filibuster, the convivi-
alist. G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 224.

conviviality (kon-viv-i-al'i-ti), n. [= F. con-
vivialits ; as convivial -{- -iiy.] 1. A convivial
spirit or disposition.— 2. The good humor or
mirth indulged in at an entertainment; good-
fellowship.

These extemporaneous entertainments were often pro-
ductive of greater conviviality than more formal and pre-
meditated invitations. Malone, Sir J. Reynolds, p. 51.

convoke

COnvivially (kon-viv'i-al-i), adv. In a spirit of
conviviality ; iii a convivial manner ; festively:
as, COnvivially inclined.

COnvocant (kon'vo-kant), n. [< L. convocan{U)g,
ppr. of convocare,' convoke : see convoke, eonvo-
cate.] One who convokes ; a convoker. [Bare.]
This body was uncanonically assembled ; owning no

higher convocant than Tricoupi, Minister of Worship, and
Schinas, of Education. J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, i. 80.

COnvocatet (kon'vo-kat), V. t. [< L. convocatus,
pp. of convocare, convoke: see convoke.] To
convoke ; call or summon to meet ; assemble by
summons.

Archiepiscopal or metropolitan prerogatives are those
mentioned in old imperial constitutions, to convocate the
holy bishops under them within the compass of their own
provinces. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 8.

St. James . . . was president of that synod which the
apostles convocated at Jerusalem,

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 152.

convocation (kon-vo-ka'shon), n. [= P. con-
vocation = Pr. conrocatio = Sp. convocacion =
Pg. convocagao = It. convocazione, < L. convoca-
tio{n-), < convocare, pp. convocatus, call together

:

see convoke.] 1. The act of calling together or
assembling by summons.
Diaphantus, making a general convocation, spake . . .

in this manner. Sir P. Sidney.

2. An assembly.
In the first day there shall be an holy cotivocation.

Ex. xlL 16.

3. leap.] An assembly of the clergy of the
Church of England for the settlement of certain
ecclesiastical affairs. There are two Convocations,
viz., of the provinces of Canterbury and York, summoned
by writs from the crown to the archbishops. Each body
contains an upper house of bishops with the archbishop as
president, and a lower house, composed of deans, archdea-
cons, and elected proctors. Constitutions for i)oth Convo-
cations were established in the thirteenth century ; later an
unsuccessful attempt was made to incorporate them with
Parliament. In 1533, by the Act of Submission, their legis-
lative powers were restricted, and tlieir acts have since
been dependent upon special warrant from the crown.
The Convocation of Canterbury was the more important
and regular; but after its prorogation in 1717, although
its meetings were continued for a time, it received no
new royal warrant till 1861. The Convocation of York has
generally been less regular in its proceedings than that of
Canterbury. Both Convocations now meet at each par-
liamentary session, and the proctors are renewed at each
parliamentary election.

In England, the Ecclesiastical body called the Convoca-
tion, which grew up in the reign of King Edward I., grad-
ually attained tlie position which had Ijecn formerly oc-
cupied, and executed some of the functions which had for-
merly been discharged, by Provincial .Synods, consisting of
Bishops. Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 204.

The convocations of the two provinces, as the recognised
constitutional assemblies of the English clergy, have un-
dergone, except in the removal of the monastic members
at the dissolution, no change of organisation from the
reign of Edward I. down to the present day.

Stitbbs, Const. Hist, § 38a

4. In the University of Cambridge, England,
an assembly of the senate out of term time.
A grace is immediately passed to convert such a convo-
cation into a congregation, after which its business pro-
ceeds as usual. Cam. Cal.—House Of Convocation, in
the University of Oxford, an assembly which enacts and
amends laws and statutes, and elects burgesses, many pro-
fessors, and other officers, etc. It is composed of ail mem-
bers of the university who have at any time been regents,
and who, if independent members, have retained their
names on the books of their respective colleges. = S3TL 2.
Meeting, gathering, convention, congress, diet, synod,
council.

COnvocational (kon-vo-ka'shon-al), a. [< fon-
vocation + -al. ] Relating to a convocation.
[Rare.]

convocationist (kon-v6-ka'shon-ist), n. [< Con-
vocation, 3, -f- -ist.] In the Ch. of Eng., one
who supports Convocation; an advocate of
Convocation ; one who favors the revival of its

powers.
convoke (kgu-vok'), v. t.; pret. and pp. con-
voked, ppr. convoking. [= F. convoquer = Pr.
Sp. Pg. convocar = It. convocare, < L. convocare,
call together, < com-, together, + vocare, call, <
vox (voc-), voice : see voice, vocal, and cf. avoke,
evoke, invoke, provoke, revoke.] 1. To call toge-
ther; simimon to meet ; assemble by summons.

An active partisan, I thus convoked
From every oliject pleasant circumstance
To suit my ends. Wordsworth, Prelude, xL

From March, 1629, to April, 1640, the houses of parlia-
ment were not convoked. Never in our history had there
been an interval of eleven years between parliament and
parliament. Macautay, Hist. Eng., L

2. To call or draw in by claim or demand; ap-
propriate as a right or power ; claim as apper-
taining.

The aula regis, consisting of the king and council, sought
to convoke to itself the judicial business. Am. Cyc. , V. 147.

=Syn. 1. Invite, Sumnwn, etc. See colli.



Convolute Co-
tyledonsof Caiy-
canthus.

Convolnta

Convoluta (kon-vo-lu'ta), n. [NL., fem. of

L. convolutus, rolled together: see convolute.'\

The typical genus of the family Convolutidce.

C. paradoxa, of the North Sea and the Baltic,

is an example.
The genus Coni'oiu^a . . . comprises small worms which.

have the thin lateral portions of their bodies curled over

on to the ventral side. Stand. Sat. Hist., I. 190.

convolute (kon'vo-lut), a. and «. [= F. con-

volute = Pg. It. convoluto, < L. convolutus, pp.
of convolvere, roll together: see

convolve.'i I. a. Rolled together,

or one part over another, in hot.,

specittcally applied to a leaf in the bud
which is rolled up longitudinally in a
sinKle coil, one margin being within the
coil, the other without, as in the cherry;
also, with reference to estivation, to a co-

rolla which is similarly rolled up, the pet-

als successively overlapping one another,
with one margin covered and the other exterior, as in the
Maivacece. The epithet contorted or ttcisted is frequently
used in the same sense, though in most cases no actual

twist occurs. Also c(mvotutii>e.— Convolute shell, in

conch., a shell with an enlarged final whorl embracing
most or all of the previously formed ones, such as that of

the CyprceUiee, nautiliform shells, etc.

H. n. That which is convoluted.— Convolute
to a circle, the curve which would be traced on the plane
of H wlieel rolling on a rail by a point fixed on, above, or
below the rail. Sylvester.

convoluted (kon'vo-lu-ted), a. [As convolute +
-fd'-.] Same as convolute.

Beaka recurved and convoluted like a ram's horn.
Pennant, British Zool., Chama.

Convoluted antennse, in entom. , antennae that are curled
inward at the ends, a.s in many Pompilida;.— Convoluted
bone, in anot., a srroll-like or turbinated bone; a tur-

binal. Three such bones are distinguished in man, the
ethmoturbinal, maxilluturbiiial, and sphenoturbinal. See
these words.—Convoluted wings, in entom., wings which
in repose embrace the body from above downward, inclos-

ing it as in a tul>e.

Convolutidae (kon-vo-li'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Convoluta + -((iff.] A family of rhabdoccelous
turbellarians having no alimentary canal, and
with the ovaries and yolk-glands not separate

:

typified by the genus (.'orwoluta.

convolution (kon-vo-lii'shon), n. [< L. as if

*convolutw(n-), < convolvere, pp. convolutus, roll

together: see conrotee.] 1. The act of rolling

or winding together, or of winding one part
or thing on another ; the motion or process of

winding in and out.

O'er the calm sea in convolution swift
The feather'd eddy floats.

Thoiimm, Autumn, 1. 839.

2. The state of being rolled upon itself, or

rolled or wound together.

Convolved fibres of vessels, . . . their convotution being
contrived for the better separation of the several parts of
the blood. A . Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, i. 5.

3. A turn or winding; a fold; a gyration; an
anfractuosity ; a whorl : as, the convolutions of

a vine; the convolutions of the intestines.

I have seen
A curious child, who dwelt ui>on a tract

Of inland ground, applying to his ear
The conwiutums of a smooth-lippeil shell.

Wordmforth, Excursion, Iv.

4. In anat., specifically, one of the gyri, gyres,

or anfractuosities of the brain, especially of the
cerebrum. See cuts under brain and corpus.—
6. In math., such a connection between the re-

lations of any asyzygetic system that each is

applied alternately in the aggregate of the re-

maining relations— Broca's convolution, the in-

ferior fro?ital convolution of the brain.— Convolutions
of the brain. See brain, fntnttt, and tfulcti-)t.

Convolutive (kon'vo-lii-tiv), a. [= P. convolu-

tif; as convolute + -it-e.] In bot., same as con-

volute.

convolve (kon-volv'), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. con-

volved, ppr. convolving. [= It. conrolgere, con-

volvere, < L. convolvere, pp. convolutus, roll to-

gether, < com-, together, + volvere, roll: see
voluble, volute, and cf. involve, evolve, revolve."]

To roll or wind together; roll or twist (one
part or thing) on another.

Then Satan first knew pain.

And writhed him to and fro conmlved.
Hilton, i: L., vi. 328.

Newly hatched maggots . . . can convolve the stubborn
leaf. Derham.

Mina. thunders dreadful under-ground.
Then ponra out smoke in wreathing curls convolved.

Addison, i£neid, iii.

convolvent (kon-vol'vent), a. [< L. convoU
ven(t-)s, ppr. of convolvere, roll together: see
convolve.} Rolling; winding; inwrapping: spe-
cifically applied, in entom., to the tegmina of an
orthopterous insect when, in repose, the anal
areas lie horizontally one over the other on the
back of the insect, while the rest of the teg-
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mina are vertical, covering the sides and lower
wings, as in the katydid.

Convolvulaceae (kon-vol-vu-la'sf-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Convolvulus + -acece.] A large natural
order of monopetalous exogens, consisting of
herbs or shrubs usually twining or trailing, and
often with milky juice, exemplified by the genus
Convolvulus. It is allied to the Solanacece and Scrophula-
riaceiB, from which it is distinguished by the general habit,
the alternate leaves, and the comparatively large solitary
or geminate seeds filled with a crumpled embryo. There
are about 30 genera and 800 species, of temperate and tropi-
cal regions, including the morning-glory (Ipomoea), the
bindweed (Convolvulus), the dodder \Cuscuta), etc. Many
possess purgative qualities, and some are used in medicine,
as jalap and scannnony. The principal food-product of
the order is the sweet potato, Ipomoe.a Batatas.

convolvulaceous (kqn-vol-vu-la'shius), a. [<
Convolvulvicea.] In l>ot., belonging or relating
to the natural order Contiotewfacete; resembling
the convolvulus.
convolvulic (kon-vol'vu-lik), a. [< Convolvulus
+ -ic.l Pertaining to or derived from plants of
the genus Convolvulus Convolvulic acid. Same
as conroli'ulinic acid.

convolvulin (kgn-yol'vu-lin), n. [< Convolvulus
+ -jh2.] A glucoside, the active purgative prin-
ciple of jalap.

convolvulinic (kon-vol-vu-lin'ik), a. [< con-
volvulin -I- -ic] ^Pertaining to or derived from
plants of the genus Convolvulus Convolvulinic
add, an acid derived from the resin of jalap, Convolvu-
lus Jalapa of Linnasus, now known as Ezogonium Purga.
Also convolmdic acid.

Convolvulus (kon-vol'vu-lus), n. [= F. con-
volve, convolvulus = Sp. convdlvulo = It. convol-

volo = Dan. konvolvolus, < L. convolvulus (dim.
form), bindweed (in reference to their twining
habit), < convolvere, roll together, entwine : see
convolve.'] 1. [NL.] One of the principal genera
of the natural order Con-
volvulacecE, of about 150
species, natives of tem-
perate and subtropical
regions, and especially
abundant in the eastern
Mediterranean region.
They are slender, twining herbs,
with showy trumpet-shaped
flowers. The more common spe-

cies of the fields, as C. sepium
and C. arvewsis, are popularly
known as bindweed. C. Scam-
rnonia, of the I.,evant, yields the
purgative drug scammony.
2. [/. c] A plant of the
genus Convolvulus.

llie lustre of the long convolvu-
luses

That coil'd around the stately
stems, and ran

Ev'n to the limit of the land.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

convoy (kqn-voi'), t;. «. [<
ME. (nortli. ) convoien,con-
voycti, < OF. convoier (F.

convoyer = Sp. convoyar
= Pg. comboiar = It. con-

vogliarc), another form of conveier, > E. convey :

see ooHKC^, which is a doublet of convoy.] 1.

To accompany on the way for protection, either

by sea or land ; escort : as, ships of war con-
voyed the Jamaica fleet ; troops convoyed the
baggage-wagons.
We embarqued In a Dutch Fregat, bound for Flushing,

convoyed and accompanied by five other stoute vessells.

Evelyn, Diary, July 21, 1641.

She is a galley of the Gran Duca,
That, through the fear of the Algerines,
Convoys those lazy brigantines.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, v.

2. To accompany for safety or guidance ; at-

tend as an escort on a journey.

But hark I a rap comes gently to the door ;

Jenny, wha kens the meaning o' the same,
Tells how a neibor lad cam o'er the moor,
To do some errands, and convoy her hanie.

Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night.

3t. To convey.
Imagination's chariot convoyed her
Into a garden where more Beauties smil'd

Than Aphrodisius's Groves false face did wear.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 194.

convoy (kon'voi), n. [< convoy, v. Cf. convey,

«.] It. Conveyance.
Let him depart ; his passport shall be made,
And crowns for convoy put into his purse.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 3.

2. The act of accompanying and escorting for

protection or defense ; escort.

Such fellows . . . will learn you by rote where services

'were done ; ... at such a breach, at such a convoy.
Stiak., Hen. V., iii. 6.

lielng safely come to the Marine, in Convoy of his Ma-
jesty's Jewels. ilowell. Letters, I. iii. 39.

Bindweed {CohvoIvuIhs
stpium). (From Le Maout
and Decaisnc's " Traiti mi-
neral de Botanique."

)

convulsionary

3. The protection afforded by an accompany-
ing escort, as of troops, a vessel of war, etc.

A goodly Pinnace, richly laden, and to launch forth un-
der my auspicious Convoy. Congreve, Old Batchelor, v. 7.

The remainder of the journey was performed under the
convoy of a numerous and well-armed escort.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

To obtain the convoy of a man-of-war. Macaulay.

4. An escort or accompanying and protecting^
force ; a convoying vessel, fleet, or troop.

Doubtless they have fitted out a convoy worthy the noble
temper of the man and the grandeur of his project.

Everett, Orations, I. 157.

To prevent these annoyances [of search at sea], govern-
ments have sometimes arranged with one another that
the presence of a public vessel, or convoy, among a fleet

of merchantmen, shall be evidence that the latter are en-
gaged in a lawful trade.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 191.

The next morning [I] proceeded to La Grange with no
convoy but the few cavalrymen I had with me.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 386.

5. The ship, fleet, party, or thing conducted
or escorted and protected; that which is con-
voyed: as, in the fog the frigate lost sight of
her convoy. [The most common sense in nau-
tical use.]— 6. A friction-brake for carriages.
E. H. Knight.
con'vulse (kon-vuls'), v. t.; pret. and pp. con-
vulsed, ppr. convulsing. [= F. convulser = Sp.
Pg. convulsar, < L. convulsus, convolsus, pp. of
convellere (> It. convellere), pluck up, dislocate,

convulse, < com-, together, + vellere, pluck,
pull.] 1 . To draw or contract spasmodically or
involuntarily, as the muscular parts of an ani-
mal body; affect by irregular spasms: as, his
whole frame was convulsed with agony.— 2.
To shake ; disturb by violent irregular action

;

cause great or violent agitation in.

Convulsing heaven and earth.
Thomson, Summer, 1. 1143.

Tlie two royal houses, whose conflicting claims had long
convulsed the kingdom, were at length united.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const, Hist.

convulsible (kon-vul'si-bl), a. [= F. convulsi-
ble, < L. convuhus, pp. of convellere, convulse
(see convulse), + -ihle.] Capable of being con-
vulsed; subject to convulsion. Emerson.
con'vulsion (kon-vul'shon), n. [= F. convulsion
= Sp convulsion ^Vg. convulsaoz=\t. convulsione
= D. konvulsie = Or. convulsion = Dan. Sw. kon-
vulsion, < L. cotivulsio(n-), convolsio{n-), cramp,
convulsion, < convulsus, pp. of convellere, con-
vulse : see convulse.] 1 . A violent and involun-
tary contraction of the muscular parts of an
animal body, with alternate relaxation ; a fit.

Infants are frequently affected with convulsions, the body
undergoing violent spasmodic contractions, and feeling
and voluntary motion ceasing for the time being.

If my hand be put into motion by a convtdsion, the in-

ditfereucy of that operative faculty is taken away. Locke.

2. Any violent and irregiJar motion; turmoil;
tumult; commotion.
Whether it be that Providence at certain periods sends

great men into the world, ... or that such at all times-

latently exist, and are developed into notice by national
cotivulsions, . , , the fact is undeniable that the great
men who effected the American and French revolutions
. . . left behind them no equals. W. Chambers.

3. Specifically, in geol., a sudden and violent
disturbance and change of position of the strata

;

a geological event taking place rapidly and at
one impulse, instead of slowly and by repeated
efforts: nearly the same as catastrophe or cata-

clysm.— 4t. Violent voluntary muscular effort.

Those two massy pillars

With horrible convulsion to and fro

He tugg'd. Milton, S. A., 1. 1649.

Crowing convulsions, a popular name of laryngismus
stridulus, or spasm of the larynx ; false croup ; spasmodic
croup. =Syn. 2. I>isturbance, perturbation, throe.

COn'VUlsional (kpn-vul'shon-al), a. [< convul-

sion + -al.] 1. Relating to or of the nature of
con'vulsions ; cataclysmic.— 2. Subject to con-
vulsions. [Rare in both senses.]

convulsionary (kon-vul'shon-a-ri), a. and n.

[= F. convulsionnairc = It. convtdsionario, < NL.
convulsionarius, < L. convulsio{n-), convulsion:
see convulsion.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to convul-
sion ; of the nature of muscular convulsions

:

as, convulsionary struggles.— 2. Causing or re-

sulting from violent disturbance or agitation.

Whatever was convulsionary and destructive in politics,

and above all in religion.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 210.

n. n. ; pi. convulsionaries (-riz). One who is

subject to convulsions; specifically [cap.], one
of a class of Jansenists in France who gained
notoriety by falling into convulsive spasms and
by other extravagant actions, supposed to be
accompanied by miraculous cures, in response



convulsionary

to a supposed miraculous influence emanating
from the tomb of a pious Jansenist, Frani;ois de

Paris, in the cemetery of St. M6dard near Paris,

who died in 1727. They continued to exist for

more than fifty years.

convulsionist (kon-vul' shon-ist), n. [= F. cou-

vulsioiini^te (in sense 1) ; as convulsion + -tst.]

1. A convulsionary.

A change came over him [Conrad Beissel, founder of the

order of the Solitary) tliat brought him into contact with

the ranting eoiwiUtionist Fredericit Roclc . . . and others

of the awaliened. The Century, XXIII. 216.

2. In geol., a catastrophist.

There were tlie concuMonists, or believers in the p,ara-

mount efficacy of subterranean movement.
Geikie, Geol. Sketches, ii. 5.

convulsive (kon-vul'siv), a. [=F. convtilsif=
Sp. Pg. It. comndsivo, < L. as if *eo7ivul»ivus, <

convulsus, pp. of convellere, convulse: see con-

vulse and -ire.] 1. Producing or attended by
convulsion : tending to convulse: as, "convul-

sive rage," Dryden, Aurengzebe.
In Silence weep

;

And thy convidsioe Sonows inward keep.
Prior, Carmen Seculare, st. 8.

2. Of the nature of or characterized by convul-

sions or spasms.

In certain cases convulsive attacksare congenital. Quain.

convulsively (kon-vul'siv-li), adv. In a con-

vulsive manner; with convulsion; spasmodi-
cally.

As the blood la draining from him [the dying gladiator],

he pants and looks wild, and the cheat heaves convulsively.

F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 303.

cony, coney (ko'ni or kun'i), n.
;
pi. conies, co-

neys (ko'mz or kun'iz). [Early mod. E. and
later also conie, canny, conney, connie, cunny, cun-

nie, < ME. cony, conny, conyng, conninge, conig,

cunig, etc. (> W. cwning) (the normal type be-

ing "conin, the final consonant being subse-

quently dropped, or passing into ng, as in "co-

ning, conyng, mod. cunning'^ as a fish-name, and
in cunningaire (see conyger) and the surname
Cunningham, also spelled Conyngham : see be-

low), = MD. cunin, later konijn, D. konijn = Sw.

Dan. kanin ^ MLG. kanin = MG. kanyn (> G.

kanin, now dim. kaninchen ; MHG. kiiniclin, later

kuniglin, kiinlin, kiingele, kiinele, konigle, koni-

glein, etc., after L.), < OF. conin, connin, con-

gnin, coning, counin, by-form of conil, connil, co-

gnil, counil, = Pr. conil = Sp. conejo = Pg. coelho

= It. coniglio = Gr. KOvinXog, nvvculo^, < L. cuni-

culus, a rabbit; said to be of Hispanic origin.

The historical pron. is kun'i; ko'ni is recent conyngt, «
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I nmst coney-catch ; I must shift.

Shak, M. W. of W., i,

trans. To trick ; impose upon ; cheat.II.

I'll cony-catch you for this.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, iv. 3.

But, wenches, let's be wise, and make rooks of them that

I warrant are now setting pursenets to conycatch us.

Dektser and Webnter, Westward Ho, v. 1.

conycatcliert, coneycatchert, n. [< cony, co-

ney, 7, + catcher.} One who catches or takes

in dupes ; a cheat ; a sharper ; a swindler.

We are smoked for being cotiey-catchers.

Massiwjer, Renegado, iv. 1.

conycatcMngt, coneycatchingt, «• and a. [Ver-

bal n. of conycatch, coneycatch, «.] I. n. Cheat-
ing; swindling.

Master R. G., would it not make you blush if you sold

Orlando Furioso po the queenes players for twenty nobles

cook

COOCCupant (ko-ok'u-pant), a. [< co-^ + occu-

pant.] Jointly occupying.

The republic of Hayti, cooccupanl with San Domingo of

the island, was disposed to look askance at the intrusion

upon its shores of so powerful a neighbor.
G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 128.

COOChee (ko'che'), v. t. [Imitative; cf. coo,

chuck^, cluck, etc.] To call (poultry) by an imi-

tation of clucking. [Rare.]

The voice of Mrs. General Likens coocheeing the poultry
to their morning meal, ordering the servants in their du-
ties. W. M. Baker, Xew Timothy, p. 92.

COOCh-grasst, n. See couch-grass.

COOer (ko'er), n. A dove or pigeon ; in the
plural, the Gemitores, the second order of birds

in Macgillivray's system : so named from their

characteristic note. See Columbcc.

COOey, «. and V. See cooie.

and, when they were in' the country, sold the same play cOOf"(kuf), «. [Also written cuif; origin un-
to Lord Admiral's men, for as much more? Was not this jmo^n.] A lout ; a coward. [Scotch.]
plain coney-catchinrj ? ' Defence of Coneycatching (1592).

II. a. Cheating.

coney-catching Cupid.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iv. 4.

cony-fisb, coney-flsh (ko'ni-fish), «. A local

English name of the burbot. It appears to be de-

rived from the fish's habit of lurking in holes of river-

banks, as a cony or rabbit does on land. Day,

cony-gartht, coney-gartht, n. [Late ME. co-

nyngerthe (written connynge erthc, as if ' cony-
earth,' in Prompt. Parv., p. 90) ; < cony, coney,

+ garth^.] An inelosure for conies; a eony-

Ye see yon birkie, ca'd a lord,

Wha struts, an' stares, an' a' that

;

Tho' hundreds worship at his word.
He's but a coof for a' that.

Bums, For A' That.

The cry

conyge't, conyngert. n. [E. dial, conigar (and •=°°iei «r»!yjl?l:-,?
Conigree as a local name); Sc. cumngar, cun-

ningaire ; early mod. E. conyger, connynger,

counyngar, also conigree, conigrea, conniegrea,

connigrey, a.nd even cunnigreene,• K'M.'E. conyger,
_ ^.

connyngere, < OF. conniniere, coninyere (adapted COO-in-ne'W (ko in-nu )

cooie, COOey (ko'i), n. [Imitative.]

or call of the Australian aborigines.

In Australia, as we have seen, loud cooeys are made on
coming within a mile of an encampment— an act which,
while primarily indicating pleasure at the coming reunion,

further indicates those friendly intentions which a silent

approach would render doubtful.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 346.

To cry or call like the

aboriginesof Australia.

COOingly (ko'ing-li), adv. In a cooing manner.

O thou ! for whose soul-soothing quiet, turtles

Passion their voices cooingly 'mong myrtles. Keats.

[Australian.] A
to connin), later also conilliere, = It. conigliera, useful verbenaceous timber-tree of Australia,

conenliera, < ML. cunicularia, a rabbit-warren Gmelina Leichhardtii. The wood has a flue silvery

In-rrin fom nfnfli »r,/ninulnriii^ Tiprt.fliniTio- to grain, and is much prized for flooring and for the decks of
(prop. tern, ot adj. cunicuiartut,, pertaimng to

J^^^^j ^ j^ j^ ,.ep„ted never to shrink after a moderate
the rabbit; cf. L. cumculanus, a miner: see C!<- seasoning.

nicular), < cuniculus, > OF. conin, connin, etc., > cooja (ko'ja), n. A porous earthenware water-
ME. conyng, conig, cony, etc., a rabbit: see cony, vessel witfi a wide mouth, used in India, espe-
The form conyger, conynger, with g repr. y, orig. ciallv in Bombay.
i, seems to have been partly confused with the cook^ (kiik), v. [< ME. coken (cf. AS. gecocnian,

e(\m\. cony-garth, ^.y.] A rabbit-warren; a cook) = T).koken = OSG. cochdn,chochdn, choh-
cony-warren.

With them that perett robbe conygerys.
Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 174.

Warens and conygers and parkis palyydde occupie moche
grounde nat inhabitaunt, leporaria sive lagotrophia.

Ilorman, Vulgaria (ed. Way).

An obsolete form of cony. Rom.
and follows the spelling cony. The word is very of the Hose.

frequent in early mod. E. (and in OF., etc.) in conyngert, n. See conyger^

various deflected or allusive senses (see def. 6).

The name of the cony enters into a number of

local names and surnames, as Coney, Coneyheare,

Coningsby, Conington, Conyngham, Cunningham,
Conythorp, etc.] 1. A rabbit; a burrowing ro-

dent quadruped of the genus Lepus, as X. cuni-

culus of Europe.

Connjjgez in cretoyne [a sweet sauce] colourede fulle faire.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 197.

Ah sir, be good to hir, she is but a gristle
;

Ah sweete lambe and coney

!

Udall, Bolster Doister, i. 4.

2. A daman, or species of the family Hyracidce,

order Hyracoidea. So used in the English Bible (Lev.

xi. 6 ; Dent. xiv. 7 ; Ps. civ. 18), where cony is used to

translate the Hebrew shaphen, now identified with the

Syrian hyrax or daman (Hyrax syriacus or H. daman), and
applied to other species of the genus. The same animal is

also called ashkoko, ganam, and wabber. See hyrax and
duinan.

The conies are but a feeble folk, yet make they their

houses in the rocks. Prov. xxx. 26.

3. The fur of conies or rabbits, once much
used in England.— 4. The pika, calling-hare,

or little chief hare, Lagomys princeps, of North
America.
The miners and hunters in the West know these oddities

as conies and " starved rats." Stand. Nat. Hist., V. 81.

5. In lier., a rabbit used as a bearing.— 6. In

ichth., the nigger-fish.— 7t. A simpleton; a
gull; a dupe.

The system of cheating, or, as it is now called, swindling,

was carried to a great length early in the seventeenth

century ; . . . a collective society of sharpers was called a

warren, and their dupes rabbit-snckers (that is, young rab-

bits) or conies. Nares.

cony-burrow, coney-burrow (k6'ni-bur'''6), n.

[Formerly also cunnyhurrow, -burrough.] A
place where rabbits burrow in the earth; a

cony-warren.
conycatcbt, coneycatcht, «. [< conycatcher,

coneycatcher.] I. intrans. To cheat ; trick.

See conycatcher. [Thieves' slang.]

cony-'wool, coney-'wool (ko'ni-'sml), n. The
fur of rabbits, extensively used in the manu-
facture of hats.

Conyza (ko-ni'za), n. [NL., < L. conyza, < Gr.

KovvZa, fleabane.] A genus of composite plants

of warm regions. The plants known as flea-

bane, which were formerly referred to it, are

now placed in the genus Inula.

coo (ko), V. [Imitative of the sound, which is

also variously represented by the equiv. (Sc.)

croo, croodle; cf . Icel. kurra (> Sc. curr, coo, purr:

see curr) = Dan. kurre = D. korren = MHG.
gurren, gerren, G. girren, coo ; Sw. knurla, kut-

tra, coo ; P. roucouler, coo ; Hind, kuku, the coo-

ing of a dove; Pers. huhH, a dove. Cf. cook"^,

cuckoo.] I. intrans. 1. To utter a low, plain-

tive, murmuring sound (imitated by the sound
of the word) characteristic of pigeons or doves.

Tlie stock-dove only through the forest cooes

Mournfully hoarse. Thomson, Summer, 1. 616.

The dark oakwood where the pigeons cooed.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 219.

Hence—2. To converse affectionately, like coo-

ing doves; make love in murmuring endear-

ments: commonly in the phrase to bill and coo.

See bill^, v. i.

What are you doing now,
Oh Thomas Moore?

Sighing or suing now,
Rliyming or wooing now.
Billing or cooing now.
Which, Thomas Moore?

Byron, To Thomas Moore.

II, trans. 1. To utter by cooing.

In answer cooed the cushat dove
Her notes of peace and rest and love.

Scott, L. ot the L., iii. 2.

2. To call. [Prov. Eng.]

coo (ke), n. [< coo, v.] The characteristic mur-
muring sound uttered by doves and pigeons.

A rarer visitant is the turtle-dove, whose pleasant coo

... I have sometimes heard.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 19.

hon, MHG. chochen, kochen, G. kochen = Dan.
koge = Sw. koka, boil, cook (the verb in Tent,

being in part from the noim), = F. cuire = Pr.

cozer, coire = Sp. cocer (cf. Pg. cozinhar) = It.

cuocere, cook, < L. coquere, cook (bake, boil,

roast, etc. : see coet, concoct), = Gr. niTr-rciv, cook
(see peptic), = Skt. •/ pach, cook : see cook^,

«.] 1. trans. 1. To make fit for eating by the

action of heat, as in boiling, stewing, roasting,

baking, etc. ; especially, to prepare in an ap-

petizing way, as meats or vegetables, by vari-

ous combinations of materials and flavoring.

Most of the meats are cooked with clarified butter.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 180.

Hence— 2. In general, to subject to the action

of heat.— 3. To dress up, alter, color, concoct,

or falsely invent (a narrative, statement, ex-

cuse, etc.), for some special purpose, as that of

making a more favorable impression than the

facts of the case warrant; falsify: often fol-

lowed by up : as, to cook up a story.

The accounts, even if cooked, still exercise some check.
J. S. MiU.

He . . . had told all the party a great bouncing lie, he
Cook'd up. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 193.

4. To disappoint
;
pimish. Brockett. [Prov.

Eng.] —To cook one's goose, to kill or ruin one ; spoil

one's plan ; do for one. [Slang.]

II. intrans. To prepare food for eating; act

as cook.
COOkl (kuk), n. [< ME. cook, coke, cok, coc, <

AS. coc = OS. kok = D. fcoi-=OHG. choh, MHG.
G. koch = Dan. kok = Sw. kock = It. cuoco, < L.

coquus, also cocus, early L. coquos, a cook, < co-

quere, cook: see cook^, t'.] One whose occupa-

tion is the cooking of food.

Stuarde, coke, and snrueyour,
Assenten in counselle, with-outen skome,
How tho lorde schalle fare at mete tho monie.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 316.

And the cook took up the shoulder . . . and set it be-

fore Saul. 1 Sam. ix. 24.

COOk^ (kok), V. i. [= Hind, kukna, cry as a

cuckoo; imitative of the sound. Cf. cuckoo,

coo, cock^, etc.] To make the noise uttered by
the cuckoo. [Rare.]

COOk^ (kuk), j\ i. [Also -nritten fOMt. Ctkeek.]

To appear for a moment and then suddenly dis-

appear ; appear and disappear by turns : as, he

cookit round the comer. [Scotch.]



cook

[The brook] whiles glitter'd to the nightly rays,

Wi' bickerin', dancin' dazzle ;

WTiiles amtrit underneath the braes,

Below the spreadinw hazel,

Unseen that night. Bums, Halloween.

cook* (kuk), f. t. Same as eiick^.

cook-book (kuk'buk), n. A book containing

recipes and instructions for cooking. [U. S.]

COOk-COnner (kuk'kun"6r), n. [< cook (appli-

cation not clear) -I- Conner'^. Cf. cook-wrasse.
"i

Same as cook-wrasse.

cookee (kiik'e), ». [< cook^ -f- -eel, as in coachee,

etc.] 1. A female cook. [CoUoq.]— 2. A
male assistant to a male cook, as in a lumber-
ers' camp. [Local, U. S.]

cookeite (kuk'it), «. [Named after J. P. Cooke,

of Harvard College.] A variety of lithium
mica, occuning in minute scales on rubelUte
at Hebrun in the State of Maine.
cooker (kiik'^r), «. One who or that which
cooks : as, a steam cooker,

cookery (kuk'e-ri), n.
;
pi. cookeries (-riz). [<

ME. cokerie (="D. kokerij = LG. kokerie) ; < coofcl

-I- -eri/.] 1. The art or practice of cooking and
dressing food for the table.

The curate turned up his coat-cuffs, and applied himself

to the cookerij with vigor. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, ii.

2. A place for cooking or preparing meats, etc.

;

in the quotation, a place for trying out oil.

Formerly the Dutch did try out their train-oyl in Spitz-

bergen, at Smeerenberg, and about the Cookenf of Harlin-

gen. Quoted in C. -W. Scaiiinwnn .Marine ilannuals, p. 200.

3t. A cooked dish ; a made dish ; a dainty.

His appetite was gone, and cookeries were provided in

order to tempt his palate.

Koffer North, Lord Guilford, II. 205.

4t. Material for cooking.

There are estemed to bee (in Cairo] 16000. lewes. 10-

000. Cookes which carry their Cookerie and boile it as they
goe. Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 588.

cookey, ". See cooky.

cook-house (kuk'hous), n. An erection on a
ship's deck for containing the caboose or cook-

ing apparatus ; the galley.

cookie, «. See cooky.

cookish (kiik'ish), a, [< cook^ + -i«W.] Like a
cook.

I cannot abide a man that's too fond over me— so cook-

igh. Middletan and Dekker, Roaring Girl, iii. 2.

cook-maid (kiik'mad), n. A maid or female ser-

vant who dresses food; an assistant to a cook.

cook-room (kuk'rSm), It. A room for cookery

;

a kitclien ; in ships, a galley or caboose.

cook-wrasse (kiik'ras), n. [< cook (application

not clear) -H icras«e. Ct. cook-conner.'i An Eng-
lish name of the striped wrasse, Labrus mixtus.

Also called cook-con iter.

cooky (kiik'i), «.; pi. cookies (-iz). [Also writ-

ten cookey, cookie; < D. koekje, dim. of. koek, a
cake: see cafcel.] A small, flat, sweet cake:
also used locally for small cakes of various
other forms, with or without sweetening.

He's lost every hoof and hide, I'll bet a cookey !

Bret llarte. Luck of Roaring Camp.

COOU (kol), a. [< ME. cool, cole, col, < AS. col

(= D. koel = LG. kol = OHG. chuoli, MHG.
fc«e/e, G. kUhl = Dan. kol), cool, < calan (pret.

'col, pp. calen) = Icel. kala, be cold (a strong
verb, of which ceald, E. cold, is an old pp. adj.)

;

akin to L. gelus, gelu, cold, frost, (jelidus, cold,

gelare, freeze (see cold, chill^, gelid, gelatin, con-

geal, jelly) ; OBulg. golotu, ice.] 1. Moderate-
ly cold; being of a temperature neither warm
nor very cold : as, cool air ; cool water.

Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so l)right,

The bridal of the earth and sky.
O. Herbert, Virtue.

Fresh-wash'd In coolett dew. Tennyson, Fair Women.

See, as I linger here, the sun grows low

;

Cool airs are murmuring that the night is near.
Bryant, Conqueror's Grave.

2. Having a slight or not intense sensation of

cold. See cold, a., 3.— 3. Not producing heat
or warmth

; permitting or imparting a sensa-
tion of coolness; allowing coolness, especially
bjr facilitating radiation of heat or access of cool

air, or by intercepting radiated heat: as, a cool

dress.

r nder the cool shade of a sycamore. Shak. , L. L. L. , v. 2.

The British soldier conquered under the cool shade of
arist^jcracy. Sapier, Peninsular War.

In figurative uses:— 4. Not excited or heated
by passion of any kind ; without ardor or visi-

ble emotion ; calm ; unmoved : as, a cool tem-
per ; a ami lover.

O gentle son,
Upon the heat and flame of thy distemper
Sprinkle cti«I patience. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.
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Carry her to her chamber

:

Be that her prison, till in cooler blood
I shall determine of her.

Massinfjer, Roman Actor, iv. 2.

While she wept, and I strove to be cool.

He fiercely gave me the lie.

Tennyson, Maud, xxiii.

5. Not hasty ; deliberate : as, a cool purpose.

Lovers and madmen have such seething brains.
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than cool reason ever comprehends.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1.

6. Manifesting coldness, apathy, or dislike
;

chilling; frigid: as, a coo( manner.— 7. Quietly
impudent, defiant, or selfish ; deliberately pre-
suming : said of persons and acts. [Colloq. ]

That struck me as rather cool. Punch.

8. Absolute ; without qualification ; round : used
in speaking of a sum of money, generally a
large sum, by way of emphasizing the amount.
[CoUoq.]

I would pit her for a cool hundred.
Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, i. 58.

"A cooi four thousand.". . . I never discovered fromwhom
Joe derived the conventional temperature of the four thou-
sand pounds, but it appeared to make the sum of money
more to him, and he had a manifest relish in insisting on
its being cool. Dickens, Great Expectations, Ivii.

A cool hand. See hand.— Cool as a cucumber. See
C'/rf///(A''*-, -Syn. 4. Composed, Collected, etc. (see coZml),

dispjissioiiate, self-possessed, unruflled, undisturbed.— 6.

Unconcerned, lukewarm, indifferent ; cold-blooded, repel-

lent.

COoU (kol), n. [< coo^i, a.] A moderate or re-

freshing state of cold; moderate temperature
of the air between hot and cold.

The same euynnynge the wynde began to blowe a ryght
good coole in oure waye.

Sir ii. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 72.

The Lord God walking in the garden in the cool of the

day. Gen. iii. 8.

One warm gust, full-fed with perfume, blew
Beyond us, as we entered in the cool.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

COOll (kol), r. [< ME. colen, become cool, trans,

make cool, < AS. colian (= OS. kolon = D. koe-

len = OHG. 'chuoljan, chuolan, MHG. kuelen, G.
kiihlen = Dan. kole = Sw. kyla), become cool,

< col, cool : see coofl, a., and cf. kceP.] I. trans.

1 . To make cool or cold ; reduce the tempera-
ture of : as, ice cools water.

We talk'd : the stream beneath us ran.

The wine-llaak lying couch'd in moss.
Or cool'd within the glooming wave.

Tennyson, In Memorlam, Ixxxix.

2. To allay the warmth or heated feeling of

;

impart a sensation of coolness to ; cause to feel

cool.

Send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his linger in

water, and cool ray tongue. Luke xvi. 24.

3. To abate the ardor or intensity of; allay, as

passion or strong emotion of any kind ; calm,

as anger ; moderate, as desire, zeal, or ardor

;

render indifferent.

My lord Northumberland will soon be coold.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Hi. 1.

Disputing and delay here cools the courage.
Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

4t. To mitigate—To cool one's coppers. See cop-

per, 3.—To cool the heels, to wait in attendance: gen-

erally applied to detention at a great man's door.

I looked through the key-hole and saw him knocking at

the gate ; and I had the conscience to let him atol his heels

tliere. Dryden, Amphitryon, i. 2.

II. intrans. 1. To become cool ; become less

hot ; lose heat.

Come, who is next? our liiiuor here cools.

B. Jonson, Entertainment at Highgate.

2. To lose the heat of excitement, passion, or

emotion; become less ardent, angry, zealous,

affectionate, etc. ; become more moderate.

My humour shall not cool. Shak., M. W. of W., 1. 3.

Great frielul and servant of the good,
Let cool a while thy heated blood.

And from thy mighty lal)our cease.

B. Jonson, Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue.

This eccentric friendship was fast coolinij. Never had
there met two persons so exquisitely fitted to plague each
other. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

COOl^t, n. An obsolete spelling of cole^.

cool-cup (kSl'kup), n. A cooling beverage.

cooler (ka'ler), n. 1. That which cools; any-

thing tliat abates heat or excitement.

He told me that his affliction from his wife stirred him
up to action abroad, and when success tempted him to

pride, the bitterness in his bosom comforts was a cooler

and a bridle to him.
Quoted in Winthrop's Hist. New England, I. 78.

Acid things were used only as coolers.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

2. Any vessel or apparatus for cooling liquids

or other things, by tne agency of ice, cold wa-

coolness

ter, or cold air. it may be a large double-skinned jar
in which iced water is surrounded by a non-conducting
material, a tub iu which bottles are packed in broken ice,

an ice-chamber through which a liquid is caused to pass
by a coil of pipe, a pan with a false bottom beneath which
is placed ice or a circulation of cold water, a shallow vat in
which the heated liquid is exposed to the air, or any kin-
dred device. Such a contrivance, used for cooling wort,
beer^ wine, milk, or other liquid, is sometimes termed a
liquid-cooler, and one for cooling water is specifically
called a water-cooler.

3. A jail. [Thieves' slang.]

COOley, n. A corruption of coulie.

cool-headed (kol ' hed " ed), a. Not easily ex-
cited or confused; possessing clear and cahn
judgment ; not acting hastily or rashly.

The old, coot-headed general law is as good as any devia-
tion dictated by present heat.

Burke, To the Sheriff of Bristol.

coolie, COOly^ (ko'li), n. and a. [Anglo-Ind.

;

also written coolee, < Beng., Canarese, Malaya-
lam, Telugu, Tamil, etc., kUli, Hind, quli, a day-
laborer ; orig. Tamil, where it means also ' daily

hire
'

; cf . kuliydl, a day-laborer. According to

Fallon, orig. Turki quli; he derives it, in a
variant form, koli, from kol, send. In another
view, originally a member of a hill tribe of
Bengal, called Kolis or Kolas, who were much
employed as laborers and in menial services.]

I. n. A name given by Europeans in India,

China, etc., to a native laborer employed as a
burden-carrier, porter, stevedore, etc., or in

other menial work : as, a chair-cooKe, a house-
coolie; hence, in Africa, the West Indies, South
America, and other places, an East Didian or

Chinese laborer who is employed, under eon-
tract, on a plantation or in other work.

Whole regiments of sinewy, hollow-thighed, lanky coolies

shuttle along under loads of chairs, tables, hampers of beer
and wine, bazaar stores, or boxes slung from bamboo poles
across their shoulders.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 229.

II. a. Of or pertaining to coolies or a coolie,

especially when under contract for service out
of his own country: as, coolie labor; the coolie

trade.

[The 'gentleman] had purchased large estates between
Santos and San Paulo, which he had determined to work
with slave instead of coolie labour.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, 1. iv.

Coolie orange, the Citrus auraniiwin, or common orange.

cooling (kir ling),;;, a. [Ppr. of coo/1, ^•.] Adapt-
ed to cool and refresh : as, a cooling drink.

Tlie cooling brook. QiMsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 360.

Cooling cardt. See cardi.

cooling-cup (ko'ling-kup), n. A vessel, con-
sisting of a cylindrical cup into which another
conical cup may be plunged, used for reducing
the temperature of liquids. The liquid is placed
in the outer vessel, and a solution of nitrate of anunonia
in tlie inner. The chemical action of the solution ab-

sorljs the heat of the surrounding liquid, and thus lowers
its temperature.

cooling-floor (ko'ling-flor), n. A large shallow
wooden tank in which wort is cooled. E. H.
Kniijht.

coolly (kol'li), adv. 1. Without heat; with a
moderate degree of cold : as, the wind blew
coolly through the trees.— 2. With a moderate
sensation of cold.

They may walke there very coolely even at noon, in the
very hottest of all the canicular days.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 192.

3. Without haste or passion ; calmly; deliber-

ately : as, the design was formed coolly and
executed with firmness.

When the matter comes to be considered impartially

and coolhf, their faults . . . will admit of much alleviation.

Bp. Hurd, Foreign Travel, Dial. 8.

4. In a cool or indifferent manner; not cor-

dially ; carelessly ; disrespectfully : as, he was
coolly received at court.— 5. With quiet j)re-

sumption or impudence ; nonchalantly ; im-
pudently : as, he coolly took the best for him-
self.

coolness (kol'nes), n. 1. A moderate degree

of cold ; a temperature between cold and heat

:

as, the coolness of the summer's evening.— 2.

A moderate or refreshing sensation of cold.

We supped on the top of the house for coolness, accord-

ing to their custom.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 69.

Weary to bed, after having my hair of my head cut

shorter, even close to my skull, for coolness, it being

mighty hot weather. Pepys, Diary, II. 374.

3. Absence of mental confusion or excitement

;

clearness of judgment and calmness of action,

particularly in an emergency: as, the safety

of the party depended on his coolness.

A cavalier possessed of the coolness and address requi-

site for diplomatic success. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., iL 1.



coolness

4. Absence of ardor or intensity; want of pas-
sion, zeal, cordiality, or affection; indifEerenee.

They parted with . . . coolness. Clarendon.

6. Quiet and unabashed impudence ; noncha-
lance ; eflfrontery; presumption. [Colloq.]

COOl-tsinkard (kol'tang'kard), n. An old Eng-
lish beverage of various composition, but usu-
ally made of ale with a little wine, or wine
and water, with the addition of lemon-juice,
spices, and borage, or other savory herbs.
Also called cold-tankard.

coolweed (kol'wed), n. The clearweed, Pilea
pumila : so called from its succulent pellucid

stems and its habit of growing in cool places.

COOlwort (ksrwert), n. In the United States,

the popular name of a saxifragaceous plant,

Tiarella cordifolia, the properties of which are
diuretic and tonic. Also called miterwort.

coolyi (ko'li), a. [< oool^ + -^i.] Cool; some-
what cold. [Rare.]

Keeping my sheepe amongst the cooly shade.
Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 68.

cooly^, ". See coolie.

cooml (kom), n. [A dial. var. of culrn^, q. v.]

1. Coal-dust; culm. [Scotch.]— 2. Soot.— 3.

The matter that works out of the naves or

boxes of carriage-wheels.— 4. The dust and
scrapings of wood produced in sawing. Brock-
ett. [Prov. Eng.]
coom^ (k6m), n. An old English dry measure
of 4 bushels, or half a quarter (equal to 141

liters), not yet entirely disused. Also spelled
coomb.
COOmbl (kom), n. Same as comlfi.

COOmb^, n. Same as conib^.

coomb^, n. Same as coom^.

coomie (ko'mi), n. [Native term.] A large
present, in place of customs-duty, demanded
by the kings and chiefs on the Bonny and oth-

er west African rivers from supercargoes of

ships, for permission to trade with the natives.

COoms (komz), n. pi. See come, 3.

coon (kon); n. [Abbr. of racoon, q. v.] 1. The
racoon, Procyon lotor : a popular abbreviation.— 2. [^cap.'i In U. S. hist., a nickname for a
member of the Whig party in the earlier part
of its history.

Fust place, I've ben consid'ble round in barrooms an
saloons

A getherin' public sentiment, 'mongst Demmercrats and
Coons. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser.

3. A sly, knowing person : often strengthened
by prefixing old. [Colloq., U. S.] —a coon's age,
a long time : as, I haven t seen you for a coon's arje.

{Slang or colloq., II. 8.]—A gone coon, one who is in a
very bad way; one in a hopeless position or condition.
[Slang, U. S.J

coon (kon), V. i. [< coon, ».] To creep, as a
coon along a branch of a tree; creep, cUnging
close. [Colloq., U. S.]

Trying to coon across Knob Creek on a log, Lincoln fell

in. The Century, XXXIII. 16, note.

coon-bear (kon'bar), n. The English name of
^luroptis melanoleucus. See Mluropus.
coonda-oil (kon'da-oil), n. Same as kunda-oil.

coon-heel (kon'hel), n. A long slender oyster:
so called in Connecticut.
coon-oyster (kon'ois't^r), n. A small oyster.
Alonj; the southern coast of the United States the name is

specifically applied to oysters growing in clusters along
the salt marshes. At Cape May, Kew Jersey, it is re-
stricted to young oysters occurring on the sedges. [U. S. ]

COOnskin (kon'skin), n. The skin of the racoon
di'essed with the fur on, used chiefly for mak-
ing caps. [U. S.]

COOntan (kon'ta), n. Same as coontie.

Harold discovered a fine patch of coontah or arrowroot,
from which a beautiful flour can be manufactured.

F. It. Goulding, Young Marooners, xxvi.

COOntee (kon'te), n. [Hind, khunti, a peg, pin,
JIarathi khunti, a peg, pin, stump of a tree used
as a landmark.] In India, a kind of harrow
drawn by bullocks, used to follow the eoorgee
and cover in the seed, and also for weeding.

coontie, COOnty (kon'ti), n. [Also coontah;
prob. Amer. Ind.] The Zamia integrifoUa, or
arrowroot-plant of Florida, the only species of
the Cijcadacece native in the United States ; also,

the arrowroot produced from it.

coop (kop), n. [< ME. *coop or *cope, a box or
cask, not found (cf. ME. cupe, a basket, < AS.
eypa, a basket, = LG. kiipe, kipe, > G. kiepe, a
basket (see kipe) ; ME. coop for coppe = cuppe,
a cup), = 08. kopa = D. kuip, a tub, = OHG.
chuofa, MHG. kuofc, G. ku/e, a coop, tub, vat,
< ML. copa, by-form of L. cUpa (> E. cuve =
Pr. Sp. Pg. Cuba), a tub, vat, cask, = Gr. kvttti,

a hole, hut, = Skt. kapa, a pit, well, hollow.
Akin to cup, q. v. Cf. W. cwbiar, a hen-coop.]
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1 . A box, usually with grating or bars on one
side or more, in which poultry are confined for

fattening, transportation, exhibition, etc., or
in which a hen with young chicks is shut for
shelter and to keep her from straying.— 2.

A pen ; an inclosed place for small animals,
poultry, etc. Hence— 3. Any narrow, confin-
ing place of abode, as a house or room. [Col-

loq.]— 4. A cask; a barrel, keg, tub, pail, or
other vessel formed of staves and hoops, for
containing liquids.— 5. A Dutch corn-measure
equal to about one tenth of a Winchester peck.
— 6. A tumbrel or close cart. [Scotch.]

coop (kop), V. t. [< coop, «.] 1. To put into a
coop ; confine in a coop ; cage ; hence, to shut
up or confine in a narrow compass : often fol-

lowed by up : as, the poor of the city are cooped
up in crowded tenements.

As Citizens, in some intestine braul,
long cooped vp within their Castle wall.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

A sense of church-yard mould, a sense of being boxed
in and cooped, made me long to be out again.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 236.

2t. To make or repair (a vessel formed of staves
and hoops) ; hoop (a vessel).

Shaken tubs ... be new cooped. HoUand.

= Sj^. 1. To inclose, imprison, hem in, cage.

cooper (ko'per), «. [Early mod. E. also couper,
cowpcr (hence the surnames Cooper and Cowper);
= MD. kuyper, D. kuiper = MHG. kuefer, G.
kilfcr, cooper, = Dan. kyper = Sw. kypare, wine-
cooper, cellarman (cf. ML. cuparius, cooper);
as coop (ML. cupa, etc.) -t- -frl.] 1. One whose
occupation is the making of barrels, tubs, and
other vessels formed of staves and hoops.— 2.

[So called from the practice at breweries of al-

lowing the coopers a daily portion of stout and
porter. Cf.^^ortej-S, a malt liquor.] A popular
London beverage, consisting half of stout and
half of porter.— Dry cooper, a cooper who makes
casks for holding all kinds of goods not in a liquid state,
such as flour, sugar, etc.— Wet or tight cooper, a cooper
who makes casks for liquids.—White cooper, a cooper
who makes tubs, pails, churns, etc.

cooper (ko'per), «;. [< coojjer, «.] I. in irons. To
do the work of a cooper ; make barrels, hogs-
heads, casks, etc.

II. trans. To mend or put in order: as, to
cooper casks.

cooperage (ko'p6r-aj), n. [< cooper + -age.'\

1 . The work or business of a cooper.— 2. The
price paid for coopers' work.— 3. A place
where coopers' work is done,
COOperant (ko-op'e-rant), a. and n. [< LL. co-

opcran(t-)s, ppr. of "cooperari, work together:
see cooperate.^ I. a. Operating or working to-

gether.

Graces prevenient, subsequent, or co-operant.

£p. J^icholson, Expos, of Catechism, p. 60.

I see in part
That all, as in some piece of art,

Is toil cooperant to an end.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxviii.

H. n. That which cooperates.

In gravity the units of mass and distance are the sole
cO'Operants.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, L iv. § 68.

cooperate (ko-op'e-rat), V. i. ;
pret. and pp.

cooperated, ppr. cooperating. [< LL. coopera-
tus, pp. of cooperari (> F. coop6rcr = Sp. Pg.
cooperar = It. cooperare), work together, < L.
CO-, together, + operari, work: see co-1 and
operate.'] 1. To act or operate jointly with
another or others to the same end ; work or en-
deavor with another or together to promote the
same object : as, Russia cooperated vi-ith Great
Britain, Austria, and Prussia in reducing the
power of Napoleon.

The works of Milton cannot be comprehended or en-
joyed, unless the mind of the reader co-operate with that
of the writer. Maeaulay, Milton.

2. To unite in producing the same effect

;

tend to the same result : as, natural and moral
events cooperate in illustrating the wisdom of

the Creator.

Whate'er cooperates to the common mirth.
Crashaw, The Name above every Name.

cooperation (ko-op-e-ra'shpn), n. [= F. coope-
ration = Sp. cooperacion = tg. coopera<;ao = It.

cooperazione, < LL. cooperatio(ii-), < cooperari,

pp. cooperatus, work together: see cooperate.']

1 . The act of working together to one end, or
of combining for a certain purpose

;
joint oper-

ation or endeavor ; concurrent effort or labor

:

as, the cooperation of several authors; the co-

operation of the understanding and the will.

coopt

I hope we have reached the end of unbelief, have oome
to a belief that there is a divine Providence in the world,
which will not save us but through our own co-operfition.

Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law, p. 230,

If, instead of using the word co-operation in a limited
sense, we use it in it* widest sense, as signifying the com-
bined activities of citizens under whatever system of reg-
ulation ; then these two [Liberals and Tories] are dellna-
ble as the system of compulsory co-operation and the sys-
tem of voluntary co-operation.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 1.

Specifically— 2. In polit. econ., a union of per-
sons, especially of a number of laborers or
small capitalists, for purposes of production,
purchase, or distribution for their joint bene-
fit ; the act of uniting in, or the concurrent
labor or action of, a cooperative society. See
cooperative.

Co-operation in industry means the equitable distribu-
tion of all gain among those who earn it.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 158.

COOperationist (ko-op-e-ra'shon-ist), n. [<
cooperation -i- -ist.] 1. !A. member of a cooper-
ative society.

English cooperationists are pledged to "promote the
practice of truthfulness, justice, and economy."

The Aniericau, VIII. 325.

2. In South Carolina, before the civil war, one
who opposed secession unless carried out with
the cooperation of other southern States.

And even South Carolina . . . gave a " Cooperation
"

majority of over 7,000 on the popular vote, electing 114
" Cooperationists" to 54 unqualified " Secessionists."

H. Greeley, Amer. C'onflict, I. 211.

cooperative (ko-op'e-ra-tiv), a. [= F. coop^ra-.

tif = Sp. Pg. c'oopefatiio, < LL. as if "coopera-
tivus, < cooperatus, pp. of cooperari, work toge-
ther: see cooperate.] Operating, laboring, or
striving jointly for the attainment of certain
ends.— Cooperative society, a union of individuals,
commonly of laiiorers or small capitalists, formed for the
purpose of obtaining goods, especially the necessaries of
life, at rates lower than the market prices, by means of
cooperative stores, or for the prosecution in common of
a productive enterprise, the profits being shared in ac-
cordance with the amount of capital or labor contributed
by each member. — Cooperative store, a joint-stock
store at which the owners and regular buyers obtain their
goods at wholesale or nearly wholesale rates, and the
profits of which are divided among the shareholders ac-
cording to the amount held by each. Such stores are not
connnon in the Ignited States, but have become very nu-
merous in Great Britain.

COOperator (ko-op'e-ra-tor), n. [= F. coop6ra-
teur — Sp. Pg. cooperddor = It. cooperatore,

< LL. cooperator, < cooperari, pp. cooperatus,
work together : see cooperate.] One who acts,

labors, or strives in conjunction with ano-
ther or others for the promotion of a common
end ; specifically, a member of a cooperative
society.

The building stands at the head of Toad Lane, the nar-
row hilly street in which the cooperators first opened a

store. R. J. IJinton, Eng. Radical Leadera, p. 255.

And this is the truth which has been firmly grasped by
the cooperators, who form the other great branch of the
industriiil movement in England.

The Century, XXVIII. 134.

COOpercnlum (kd-o-p6r'ku-lum), n.; pi. cooper-
cufa (-la). [ML., < L. coopercidmn, a cover, <

cooperire, cover: see cover^, and cf. covercle,

ult. < L. cooperculum.'i Eccles., the cover of the
pyx or ciborium.
coopering (ko'pfer-ing), n. [Verbal n. of cooper,

v.] 1. The art of manufacturing or repairing
casks, barrels, and other vessels composed of

staves and hoops.— 2. See extract. [Local,
Eng.]

" Cooperiny," as the practice of having smacks fitted out
for the sale of spirits and tobacco is called [in Suffolk].

Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 386.

COOper's-WOOd (ko'perz-wud), n. The wood of
Atphitonia exceha, a tall rhamnaceous tree of
Australia. It becomes dark with age, and is

used for various purposes.
COOpery (ko'per-i), «. [< cooper + -y: see -ery,]

1. The trade of a cooper; cooperage.— 2. Ves-
sels made by a cooper, collectively: in the quo-
tation used attributively.

Steep the wheat within certaine cooperie vessels made
of wooti. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 7.

codpt (ko-opf), r. t. [= P. coopter. < L. cooptare,

contr. coptare, receive or elect into some body,
< CO-, together, + optare, choose : see option, and
ct. adopt. See cooptate.] To choose conjointly;
elect ; select by joint choice ; specifically, to

elect to membership in a committee, boai-d, or
society by the choice of its existing members.

The mayor, with the assent of the town meeting, nom-
inated two of the twenty-four, and two of the common
council ; these four chose four more out of each bo<iy

;

and these eight co-opted two more, and" the ten two more.
Stubbs, Const. Hist.. § 422.



codpt

The board of classical studies, augmented by the new
language professors, and certain eminent men coopted

for that purpose, would form the acting council or com-
mittee. J. \y. Donaldson. Chissical Scholarship, p. 198.

cooptate (ko-op'tat), r, t
;
pret. and pp. coop-

tatedy ppr. cooptating, [< L. cooptatuSj pp. of

cooptarCj coopt: seecoojyt.l Tochoose conjoint-

ly; coopt.

COOptatlOn (ko-op-ta'shon), n. [= F. coaptation

= yp. cooptacion = Pg. c<fopta^ao, < L. coopta-

tio{)t-), < coojHare, pp. coojHatuSj coopt: see co-

opt, cooptate.'] 1 . Choice ; selection in general

;

mutual choice.

The first election and co-optation of a friend.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 19.

Specifically— 2. Cooperative choice; election;

especially, election to membership in a com-
mittee, board, or society by its existing mem-
bers.

I would venture to suggest that the exclusive adoption
of the method of coaptation for filling the vacancies which
must occur in your bo<ly appears to me to be somewhat
like a tempting of Providence.

Huxley, Amer, Addresses, p. 123.

The bishops elected two earls, the earls two bishops

;

these four elected two barons ; and the six electors added
by co-optationt\fteen others, the whole number being twen-
ty-one. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 251.

Nevertheless they [guilds] continued to choose the ma-
gistrates by co-optativn among themselves.

Eiicyc. Brit,, XV. 33.

coorbasht, coorbatchf, n. and v. See koorbash.

coordain (ko-or-dan'), c. t. [< co-1 + ordain,}

To ordain or appoint for some purpose along
with another or others.

For the heir is the end of the inheritance, as well as he
is the lord of it. And so must Christ be of all the crea-

tures appointed and coordained with him.
Goodwin, Works, II. ii. 114.

coordinal (ko-6r'di-nal), a, [< L. co-^ together,

+ ordo {ordin~)j order, + -al: see ordinal,'} In
hot., belonging to the same natural order.

COdrdinance (ko-6r'di-nans), n. [< co-^ + ordi-

nana','] Joint ordinance.

coordinate (ko-or'tli-nat), v. f.
;
pret. and pp.

coordinated^ ppr. coordinating, [< ML. coordi-

natusj pp. of coordinare (> It. coordinare = Sp.
coordinar = Pg. coordenar = F. coordonnerj for

*coordiner), arrange together, < L. co-, together,

+ ordinarey arrange : see co-l, and ordain, ordi-

nate,] 1. To place or class in the same order,

division, rank, etc. ; make coordinate.— 2. To
place, arrange, or set in due order or proper rel-

ative position ; bring into harmony or proper
connection and arrangement.

The different parts of each being must be co-ordinated
in such a manner as to render the total being possible.

WheweU.

This task of specifyiug and classifying the concretes of
Experience is the purpose of Science; and Metaphysics,
accepting the generalized results thus reached in the sev-

eral departments of researcli, ctfordinateH them into a sys-

tem. G. H. Lewes, Prolw. of Life and Minil, 11. iv. §97.

3. Specifically, to combine in consistent and
harmonious action, as muscles.

Thinking is an active process ; it is one mode of conduct,
and therefore its perfection must consist In tlie harmony
with which its various actions are co-ordinated to its prop-
er end. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 12.

codrdinate (k6-6r'di-nat), a. and n. [= Sp.
C't'/rdituitlo = Pg. cmtrdenado = It. coordinator <

yL\j.coordinatu.H,'p\>.: seethe verb.] I.rt. 1. Be-
ing of the same order, or of the same rank or

degree ; not subordinate : as, two courts of co-

ordinate jurisdiction ; coordinate clauses.

I can become coordinate with that, and not merely sub-
ordinate thereto.

Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons on Religion.

Step by step, the houses [Lords and Commons] estab-
lished their positions as powers co-ordinate with one an-
other and with the king.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 3fi9.

2. In math,f using or pertaining to systems of

coordinates.— Coordinate Keometry, the method of
treating geometry by mi-uns t*! syst4.MiiH of coonlinates;
analytiial geonn-try.

II. n. X. Something of the same order, de-
gree, or rank with another or others.

The idea of coiirdinates excludes that of superior and
subunlinate, and, necessarily, implies that of equality.

Calhoun, Works, I. 242.

2. In math., a magnitude belonging to a system
of magnitudes serving to define the positions
of points, lines, planes, or other spatial ele-

ments, by reference to a fixed figure; hence,
also, a magnitude of a system serving to define
the elements of a continuum, in general, as
geometrical coordinates do positions in space:
thus, the latitude, the longitude, and the height
above the mean sea-level are the three coordi-
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nates commonly used to define the position of

a meteorological station. See Cartesian.

Moreover, our various bodily movements and their com-
binations constitute a network of co-ordinates, qualita-
tively distinguishable, but geometrically, so to put it, both
redundant and incomplete. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 53.

Area! coordinates, a special variety of trilinear coordi-
nates, coiisistiug of the areas of the three triangles having
the variable point for a common vertex, and the other
vertices two of the three fundamental points. These areas
are taken as affected by such algeliraioal signs as to sum
up to the area of the fundamental triaiijile.— Axes of co-
ordinates. Seeoxwi.— Barycentrlc coordinates. See
triangular coordinates, below.— BiangUlar coordinates^
the two angles PAB and PBA, wliere P is a variable point
in a plane, while A and B are fixed points. Sometimes the
cotangents of these angles are taken as the coordinates.

—

Bicircular coordinates, two quantities serving to define
the position of any point in a plane by reference to two
series of circles which cut one another under a constant
angle. There are two principal kinds of bicircular coor-
dinates. In the first kind, a point having been assumed
whose coordinates are to be infinite, two lines are drawn
through it (conunonly at right angles), and all the coor-
dinate circles have their centers on these lines and pass
through their intersection. One circle of each of these se-

ries passes through the variable point. If a is the distance
from the point of infinite coordinates at which either of
these circles passes through the line of centers of the cir-

cles of the same series, the corresponding coordinate is

A-+-l/a, where A is a constant belonging to this coordi-
nate. In the second kind two fixed points, A and B, are
assumed. Then, every circle of one series passes through
both the points A and B, while each of the second series
has its center on the line AB, and cuts all of the first

series orthogonally. One coordinate is the angle at A
between the line AB and the circle of the first series pass-
ing through the variable point, while the second coordi-
nate is P -(- Qlog(l/« + 1/S), where 8 is the distance from
A to the point at which the circle of the second series
passing through the variable point cuts the line AB, S is

the distance AB, and P and Q are arbitrary constants.

—

Bilinear coordinates. («) Same as vectorial coordinates.
See below. (&) Cartesian coordinates, or tangential coordi-
nates based on Cartesian coonlinates.— Binary coordi-
nates, non-homogeneous coordinates of points or lines in
a plane.— Bipunctual coordinates, coordinates fixing
the positions of points or lines in a plane by re'erence to
two fixed tx>ints and a
fixed direction of mea-
surement. Bipunctual
coordinates are of two
kinds, line coordinates
and point coordinates.
Bipunctual line coordi-
nates are the distances of

a variable line from two
fixed points measured in
a constant direction. Bi-

punctual point coordi-
nates are, each, the nega-
tive of the reciprocal of
the distance measured in

a fixed direction (the same for both coordinates) from
one of two fixed points of the line joining the variable
point to the other fixed point. In the figure, S and T
being the two fixed points, SM and TN are the coordi-

nates of the line MN ; and the negatives of their recip-

rocals are the coordinates of tlie point P, the intersec-

tion of MT and SN'.—Boothian coordinates [named
after their inventor, the Knglish nmtheinatieian .Tames
Booth], rectangular tangential coordinates. See tawjen-
tial ctxirdinates, below— Cartesian coordinates. See
CaW?rft«n.— Curve coordinates, coor<linates defining
curvcK.— Curvilinear coordinates, quantities used to

define the jHKsitionsuf pttints on a given curved surface.—
^liptiC coordinates, a system of coordinates f< ir defining

curves upon an eUii»4oid by means of the intersections of

two syst*tiis of conforal liyperboloids.— Generalized co-
ordinates, in (tnnlijticfd rneeh., any system of quantities
serving to define the positions of the jtarticles of a system,
and treated in a general manner without specifying what
they are.— Homogeneous coordinates, a system con-

taining one crjonliniito more than is sufficient for defining
thesjmtial element. One fixed non-homogeneous equation
subsists between tlie coordinates, antl every other equa-
tion between them is taken as homogeneous.—Ignoration
of coordinates, the leaving out of account of some of the
coordinates of a complicatetl mechanical system : an omis-
sion which is permissible under certain circumstances.
Thus, in the kinetical theory of gases the coordinates of

the individual molecules are not considered.- Isother-
mal coordinates, any pair of quantities sening to define

the positions of iM^ints in a plane by means of two series

of curves rutting one another at right angles.—Line
coordinates, a homogeneous system of six coordinates
fixing the jxisition of a variable line in space.— Oblique
system of coordinates, in analytical ffeoni., a system
in which the couidinjite axes are obli()ue to each other.

—

Origin of coordinates, a point whose coordinates are
equal to zero; tlie intersection of the axes of coordinates.
— Orthotomic coordinates, a system of three quantities

deternuiiinu the positions of points in space by reference to

three series of surfaces cutting one another ortliogonally.
— Point or punctual coordinates, snch coordinates as

determine the positions of points.— Polar coordinates
in a plane, a system of coordinates consisting of a radius
vector, or tlie length of a line from the variable point to

be defined to a fixed point termed the oriffin, and a vecto-

rial angle, or an^'le between the radius vector and a fixed

line through the oriy;iTi, called the initial line, or polar
axis.— Polar coordinates in space, a system of coordi-

nates consistingof a radius vect«»r, a plane vectorial angle,

and a dihedral angle. A radius vector and three direc-

tion-cosines used to determine the position of points in

space are also Honietimes called polar coordinates. —Quad-
rlplanar coordinates, homogeneous point cobrdmates
in space defining a varnible point by its distances from
four fixed planes, these distances lieing measured in fixed

directions.- Rectangular coordinates, a system of

quantities serving to determine positions by a reference

Bipunctual Coordinates.
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to two axes in a plane, or three in space, which cut one
another at right angles.— Rodrlgues's coordinates, a
certain system of quantities serving to define the position
of a rigid body which has one point fixed. Such a body
can be brought from any assumed position to any possible
position by means of a rotation round an axis through the
fixed point. Three of Rodrigues's coordinates are the di-
rection-cosines of this axis, and tlie fourth is the angle of
rotation.— Spherical coordinates, quantities analogous
to latitude and longitude, used to determine tlie positions
of points on a given sphere.—Tangential coordinates.
coordinates defining the positions of lines in a plane or of
planes in space.— Tetrahedral coordinates, or bary-
centrlc coordinates in space, quadriplanar coordi-
nates whose fixed equation is

X -Y y -\- z^w = T,

X, y, z, w being the coordinates,— Triangular or bary-
ceiltrlc coordinates, trilinear coordinates the fixed
equation of which is

X + t/ + 2 = T,

where x, y, z are the coordinates.—Trillnear coordi-
nates, a system of homogeneous coordinates defining the
positions of points in a plane in which the fixed figure of
reference is a triangle, called the fundamental triangle or
triangle of reference, and the coordinates are the distances
of the variable point from the sides of this triangle mea-
sured in three fixed directions.—Vectorial coordinates.
the distances of a variable point in a plane from two fixed

points. Also bilinear coordinates.

COordinately (ko-6r'di-nat-li), adv. In the
same order or rank; in equal degree; without
subordination.
coordinateness (ko-6r'di-nat-nes), n. The
state of being coordinate ; equality of rank, au-
thority, or degree.

coordination (ko-6r-di-na'shon), n. [= F. co-

ordination = Sp. coordinacion = Pg. coordenagUo
= It. coordinazione-j < ML. as if ^coordinatio{n-),

< coordinare^ pp. coordinatus, arrange together:
see coordinatCj v.] The act of rendering or the
state or character of being coordinate. («) The
act of arranging in the same order, rank, or degree ; the
relation subsisting among things so arranged, (b) The act
of arranging in due order or proper relation, or in a sys-

tem ; the state of being so ordered.

In this high court of parliament there is a rare co-ordi-

nation of power.
Howell, Pre-eminence and Pedigree of Parliaments.

(c) In physioL, the normal combination of the functions
of musc.uiar or of secretory tissues.

By making co-ordination the specific characteristic of
vitality, it involves the truths that an arrest of co-ordina-

tion is death, and that imperfect co-ordinatioii is disease.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 24.

codrdinative (ko-6r'di-na-tiv), a. [< coordinate
+ -ire] Expressing or indicating coordination.

COordinatory (ko-6r'di-na-to-ri), a. [< coordi-

nate H- -oryT] Relating to or helping coordina-
tion; coordinating.

The coordinatory system of the lower nervous segments.
Alien, and Neurol., VI. 409.

COOrgee (kor'ge), n. [E. Ind.] A species of
plow used in India, fitted with a drill for plant-
ing rice, wheat, etc.

COOrong (ko'rong), n. [Australian.] The Fre-
nela robusta.a, coniferous tree of Australia. The
wood is used formany purposes, that of the root
being much employed for veneers.

COOrthogonal {kd-6r-thog'o-nal), a. [< co-^ +
orthogonal.] Cutting one "another at right an-
gles, as four small circles on a sphere may do,

COOSinf, n. and a. An obsolete form of cousin,

COOSSification (ko-os^i-fi-ka'shon), n, [< coos-

sify: see -fy and -ation. Cf. ossification.] In
anat., the bony union of two previously sepa-
rate parts.

COOSSify (ko-os'i-fi), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. eoossi-

ficd, ppr. coossifying. [< co-l + ossify,] To
unite into one bone : said of two previously or
usually separate bones.

The tenninal caudal vertebrae are greatly enlarged ver-

tically, and co-ossified into a mass.
k. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 197.

COOSSO, n. See cusso.

COOSt (kust). An old English preterit of casf^,

still used in Scotch.

They before the beggar wan.
And coost them in his way.

Robin Hood and the Beygar (Childs Ballads, V. 196)l

They reel'd, they set, they cross'd, they cleeklt.

Till ilka carline swat and reekit.

And coost her duddies to the wark,
.And linket at it in her sark ! Bums, Tarn o' Shanter.

coot (kot), n. [< ME. coote, cote, a coot ; cf. B.
koet, a coot; prob. Celtic: cf. W. cwtiar, a coot,

< cwta, short, bobtailed, connected with cwtog^

bobtailed, cictiady cwtyn, a plover: see cut, cut-

ty.] 1. A lobiped grallatorial and natatorial

bird, of the genus FuUca and family RallidWy

having the toes broadly lobate, the culmen of

the bill extended on the front as a boss or casque,

short wings, a very short, cocked-up tail, or bob-
tail, and thick and duck-like plumage on the

under surface of the body, in the coots the body is



coot

more depressed than in the rails and gallinules, their near-
est relatives. They swim with ease, build a lai'ge coarse
nest of reeils and rank herbage by the water's edge, and
lay numerous creaniy eggs spotted in dark colors. There

-iMx

Europeau Coot {Fuiica atra).

are 12 or more species, of most parts of the world, rauclx

resembling one another, all being blackish or slate-colored,

and al>out 15 inches long. The common or bald coot of

Europe is F. atra ; that of America is F. americana, some-
times called shuj^er. The flesh is edible.

3. The foolish guillemot, i(W»w«</o«7e. [Local,

Scotch.]— 3. A scoter; one of the large black
sea-ducks of the genera (Edemia, Pelionetla,

and Melanetta. The black scoter, (Edemia anuri-
cana, is called black coot, and the velvet scoter, Mela-
netta /u^a velvetina, is the white-winged coot. [New
Eng.l

4. A simpleton; a silly fellow. [Prov. or
coUoq.]
COOter (ko'ter), n. 1 . The common box-turtle,

Cistudo Carolina, of the United States: so
called in the Southern States.— 2. A turtle

of the family Clemmyidce, Pseudemys concinna,

also known as the Florida cooler.

COOtfoot (kot'fiit), n. The red or gray phala-
rope, Phalaropus fiUicarius : so called from
the fringes of the toes, like those of a coot.

coot-footed (kot'fut"ed), a. Having the toes
margined with membrane, like those of a coot

:

specifically applied to a phalarope, originally

called by Edwards the coot-footed tringa.

coot-grebe (kot'greb), «. A sun-bird, sun-
grebe, or flnfoot. See Heliornithidce.

COOth (koth), n. [Sc. (Orkney) also cuth, a
young coalfish.] A local British name of the
coalfish.

cootie (ko'ti), a. [See cutikins.'] Rough-legged

:

an epithet applied to birds whose legs are clad
with feathers. [Scotch.]

Ye cootie moorcocks, crousely craw

!

V Burns, Tam Samson's Elegy.

COpi (kop), n. [< ME. cop, dat. coppe, top, esp.
of a hUl, head (of a person), < AS. cop (copp-),

top, summit (a rare word), = OS. *copp (in deriv.
coppod, crested: see copped) = MD. kop, head,
D. kop, head, pate, person, man, = MLG. Jop,
LG. kopp, head (> G. koppe, kuppc, head, top,
summit; cf. OF. dim. coj)et, coupet, summit),
= MHG. G. kopf, head, pate: see the vari-

ant cofel. There appears to have been an
early confu.sion of the forms and senses of cnp^
with those of cup and cope^ = cape"^ = cap'^i

see these words.] 1. The head or top of a
thing; especially, the top of a hill. [Old and
prov.]

Tho gan I up the hill to gon.
And fond upon the cop a won [dwelling].

Chavxer, House of Fame, 1. 1166.

For cop they [the BritonsJ use to call

The tops of many hills.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxx. 147.

2. A tuft on the head of birds.— 3. A round
piece of wood fixed on the top of a beehive.
[Prov. Eng.]— 4. A mound or bank; a heap
of anything. [North. Eng.]— 5. An inclosure
with a ditch around it. [Prov. Eng.]— 6. A
fence. Malliwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 7. A merlon,
or portion of a battlement.— 8. The conical ball
of thread formed on the spindle of a wheel or
spinning-frame. Also called co;)/>«n.— 9. A tube
upon which silk thread is sometimes wound, in-
stead of being made into skeins.— 10. A mea-
sure of peas, 15 sheaves in the field and 16 in
the barn. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

cop^t (kop), «. [< ME. cojrpe (= MD. koppe,
kobbe), appar. an abbr. of attercoppe, < AS. dt-
tercoppe, a spider; or else a particular applica-
tion of cop^, a head: see attercop, and copweb
= cobweb.^ A spider.

COp^t, n. An obsolete form of cup.
cop* (kop), n. [Origin obscure.] A policeman.
[Thieves' slang.]
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cop* (kop/, V. t.
;

pret. and pp. copped, ppr.
copping. [< cop*; n.} To capture or arrest
as a prisoner : as, he was copped for stealing.
[Thieves' slang.]

cop" (kop), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. copped, ppr. cop-

ping. [E. dial. ; cf. coi/jpl.] To throw under-
hand. [Prov. Eng.]
copaiba (ko-pa'bii), «. [Also written copaiva,
copayva; Sp. and' Pg. copaiba (F. cnpahu) (It.

copiba, Florio), < Braz. cupauba.'] Tlie balsam
or resinous juice flowing from incisions made
in the stem of a plant, Copaifera officinalis, and
several other species of the genus, growing in
Brazil, Peru, and elsewhere. See Copaifera.
It. has a peculiar aromatic odor, and a Ititterish, persis-
tently acrid, and nauseous taste. It consists of an acid
resin dissolved in a volatile oil which has the composition
ami general chemical properties of oil of turpentine, but
with a higher boiling-point. The balsam is used in medi-
cine, especially in aifections of the mucous membranes.
It is also employed in the arts, as a medium for vitriflable

colors used in china-painting. Also called capivi.

Copaifera (ko-pa'fe-rii;, n. [NL., < copai(ba)
+ L. fcrre = E. ftearl.] A genus of legumi-
nous shrubs and trees, natives of tropical Amer-
ica, with the exception of two African species.
They have abruptly pinnate coriaceous leaves, whitish
apetalous flowers, and one-seeded pods, and are the source
of the balsam of copaiba. The principal species from which
the balsam is derived are C. Langsdorffii, of KraKil ; C. ojfi-

Flowering Branch of Copai/era officinalis.

cinaliSy of Venezuela and Central America ; and C. Martii
and C. Guianensis, of Guiana and northern Brazil. The
wood of C Martii, known as prirpleheart, is of a beauti-
ful purple color when freshly cut, and has great strength
and durability. The African species yield various kinds
of cojial.

copaiva (ko-pa'va), n. Same as copaiba.

copaivic (io-pa'vik), a. [< copaiva + -tc]
Pertaining to or derived from copaiba Copai-
vic acid, an acid obtained from the non-volatile part, or
oieoresin, of copaiba balsam. It is soluble in alcohol, and
forms crystalline salts with the alkalis.

C0paiy6-W00d (ko-pa'ya-wud ), n. [<.copaiyiS,

repr. the native name, + wood^.'] The wood of

Vochysia Guianensis, a tree of British Guiana.
It is compact, but not durable.

copal (ko'pal), «. [= D. F. Sp. Pg. copal = G.
Dan. kopal, < Mex. copalli, a generic name of

resins.] A hard, transparent, amber-like resin,

the product of many different tropical trees,

melting at a high temperature, and used in the
manufacture of varnishes. Some of the softer kinds
are also called anime. Copal may be dissolved by diges-
tion in linseed-oil, with a heat a little less than suiticient

to boil or decompose the oil. This solution diluted with
spirit of turpentine forms a beautiful transjiarent varnish,
which, when properly applied and slowly dried, is exceed-
ingly durable and hard. There are vai-ions methods of pre-
paring it. The most highly prized copal is that obtained
from Zanzibar and Mozambique, the i>roduct of legumi-
nous trees, Trachylobium Homeinannianuin and T. Mo-
zambicenne, and often dug from the ground in a semi-fossil
state. Several varieties are obtained from the western
coast of Africa, all probably furnished by species of Co-
paifera. Manila or Indian copal is obtained from Valeria
Indica. Kauri copal, from New Zealand and New Cale-
donia, is found in the soil in large masses, the product of

species of Af/athis (Damniara). South American copals
are obtained from Hymemjea Courbaril and other allied

leguminous trees, as well as from some burseraceous spe-
cies. (See anime.) The Mexican copal-trees are species
of Burnera or other genera of the same order.— Chacaze
copal. See extract.

The raw, or true, copal is called chackaze, corrupted by
the Zanzibar merchant to jackass copal.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVI. 34a

FoBSil COpaL Same as Hiijhgate resin. See copaiin.

copalche, COpalcbi (ko-pal'che, -chi), n. 1.

The Croton niveti.s, a euphorbiaceous shrub of
Mexico and Central America. Its bark has
the color and taste of cascarilla, and probably

cope

possesses similar properties.— 2. A Brazilian
tree, Strychnos Pseudo-Quina, the bark of which
is largely used in Brazil as a febrifuge.

copaiin, COpaline (ko'pal-in), n, [< copal +
-in'^, -ine'^.'] Highgate resin ; a fossil resin found
in roundish lumps in the blue clay of High-
gate Hill in London, England, resembling copal
resin in appearance and some of its character-
istics.

COpalm (ko'pam), n. A name for the sweet-
gum tree of North America, Liquidambar Sty-
racijlua.

coparcenary (ko-par'se-na-ri), n. [< co-i +
parcenary. Cf. coparcener/^ Partnership in in-
heritance; joint heirship

; joint right of succes-
sion, or joint succession, to an estate of inheri-
tance in lands, in English law the term is used only
of females, because if there are sons the eldest takes the
whole estate. In nearly all the United States the word is

superseded by its equiv.alent tenancy in common.
coparcener (ko-piir'se-ner), n. [< co-1 -I- par-
cener.~\ A coheir ; one who has an equal por-
tion of the inheritance in lands of his or her
ancestor with others; in Eng. law, a female co-
heir, or a coheiress. See coparcenary.
Where a person seized in fee-simple . . . dies and his

next heirs are two or more females, . . . they shall all in-
herit, . . . and these co-heirs are then called coparceners;
or, for brevity, pjirceners only. Blackstone, Com., § 187.

coparceny (ko-par'se-ni), n. [< coparcen-er
+ -?/.] An equal share of an inheritance.
See coparcenary.

copartt (ko-piirt'), V. [< co-l + part.'] I.
trans. To share.

For of all miseries I hold that chief,
Wretched to be when none coparts our grief.

Webster and Rowley, Cure for a Cuckold, v. 1.

II, intrans. To take a share
;
partake.

How say you, gentlemen, will you copart with me in
this my dejectednesse? Heywood, Royal King.

copartimentt (ko-par'ti-ment), n. [Var. of
compartment.] A compartment.

Black cop^irtiments show gold more bright.
Webster, Devil's Law-Case, i. 2.

copartmentt (ko-part'ment), n. [Var. of

compartment.] A compartment.
\;;

In a copartment . . . are his initials.

N Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, iii. 391.

copartner (ko-part'ner), n. [< co-^ + part-
ner. Ct. coparcener.] A partner; a sharer;
a partaker : rarely used of partners in busi-
ness.

So should I have co-partn£rs in my pain ;

And fellowship in woe doth woe assuage.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 789.

Thus, as a brother,
A fellow, and co-partner in the empire,
I do embrace you.

Fletcher {ayid another ?), Prophetess, ii. 3.

copartnership (ko-part'n^r-ship), n. [< copart-
ner + -ship.] A partnership in an euterprise,
political, commercial, etc. : as, to form a copart-
nership in business.

This close copartnership in government.
Burke, A Regicide Peace.

copartnery (ko-part'nfer-i), n. [< copartner +
-y.] In ScotJi law, a contract of copartnership.
copastorate (ko-pas'tgr-at), «. [< co-l -I- pas-
torate.] A joint pastorate. [Rare.]
With us, copastorate* or assistant ministries do not work

well. Xational Baptist, iVII. 740.

copatalnt (kop'a-tan), a. [< OF. capitain, cap-
tain, < ML. capHaneus, lit. pertaining to the
head (see captain), the E. form being influenced
by copl, head.] High-crowned

;
pointed. [Rare.]

Also spelled copotain Copatain hat, a hat with
a tall and somewhat conical crown, worn in the seven-
teenth century. It is the form of hat generally identified
with wizards and witches.

fine villain ! A silken doublet ! a velvet hose ! a scar-
let cloak ! and a copatain hat ! Shak., T. of the S., v. 1.

COpatriot (ko-pa'tri-ot), n. [< eo-^ + patriot.
Cf. compatriot.] Same as compatriot.

copayva (ko-pa'vii), «. Same as copaiba.

cope' (kop), n. [Formerly also coape; < ME.
cope, < AS. *cd2) or *cdpe (in comp. cantcl-cdpas,

ME. cantelcape, canturcope, var. of cantercappa,
a priest's robe, a dalmatic), also (in glosses) cop
(= Icel. kdpa = Sw. kdpa = Dan. kaabe, a cope),
var. forms of cappe, catppe, a cape, all ult. (like

ME. cape, < OF. cape, etc.) < L. cappa. cajm, a
cape, cope : see cape"^ and cap'^, of which cope^

is a doublet.] If. A large outer garment; a
cloak; a mantle.

1 kenne hym noght, but he [Judas] is cladde in a cope,

He cares with a kene face vncomly to kys.
York Plays, p. 228.

The side robe or cope of homely and course clothe, soche
as the beggerie philosophiers and none els vsen to weare.

Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 47
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2. Eccles.. a large mantle of silk or other materi-

al worn by priests or bishops over the alb or sur-

plice in processions, at solemn lauds or matins,

at benedictions, and on other occasions. It is

usually semicircular in shape, ami is fastened in front at

the height of the shoulders by a clasp called a morse.

Originally it had a hood, and the piece of embroidery de-

scending from the back of the neck is still called the hood.

The cope is one of the vestments which vary in color

with the festival or season. The straight edge is usually

ornamented with a broad orphrey or border of embroidery.

Copes,

A. Probably Dr. Robert Langton, Queen's College, Oxford ; i, 1. 1,

collar and ends of amice ; 2, cope ; 3, clasp ; 6, 6, sleeves of the alb,

with their apparels. B. Figure from Pugin's Glossary: 2,2,2, cope;

3, 3, stole ; 4, apparel of the alb
; 5, collar or apparel of the alb ; 6, 6,

sleeves of the alb, with their apparels
; 7, maniple.

As distinguished from the chasuble, the coi>e is a proces-
sional or choral vestment, while the chasuble is sacrificial

or eucharistic. !n the Church of England the cope was
sometimes used instead of the chasuble, and at the time
of the Reformation the chasuble itself was often called
a cope. The 24th canon of 1603 (still in force) orders
the cope to be worn by the celebrant in all cathedral and
collegiate churches. It continued to be worn at the eu-
cbarist and at other times till the middle of the eighteenth
century, especially in cathedrals, but had fallen gradually
more and more into disuse till revived in recent times.
A decision of the judicial committee of the l*rivy Council
in 1871 limited its use to that enjoined in the canon of

' 1603. In England in the middle ages a long open black
mantle sewn t<^etber in front over the neck and chest
was worn by canons, and called the catum'a cope. See
fnandyas and pluvial.

They [the clergymenl walked partly in coapes . . . and
partly in surplices. Coryat, Crudities, I. 37.

It had no Kubrick to be sung in an antick Coape upon
the Stage of a High Altar.

Hilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

3. In the University of Cambridge, England, the
ermined robe worn by a doctor in the senate-
house on Congregation day.—4. Anything
spread or extended over the head, as the arch
or concave of the sky, the roof or covering of

a house, or the arch over a door; specifically,

in arch., a coping.

Till the dark cope of night with kind embrace
Befriends the rout, and covers their disgrace.

Addison, The Campaign.

Over them vast and high extended the cope of a cedar,
Swinging from its great arms the trumpet-flower and the

grape-vine. Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 2.

6. In founding, same as ca«e2^ lo. See cut
under flask.

cope^ (kop), V.
;
pret. and pp. coped^ ppr. coping.

[' ME. copen (in def. 2) ; from the noun.] I.
trans. 1. To provide with a cope or cloak ; cover
with a cloak ; cloak.

Thenne com ther a confessour coped as a frere.

Piers Plovman (C), iv. 38.

2. To cover as with a cope ; furnish with a cop-
ing.

A very large bridge, that is all made of wood, and coped
overhead. Addigon, lYavels in Italy.

H, intrans. In arcA., to form a cope or coping;
bend as an arch or vaiilt. The soffit of any pro-
jection is said to cope over when it slopes down-
ward from the wall.

Some bending down and copinn toward the earth.
Hotiand, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 13.

I rather fancy the old wooden form (of cofRn] was not
what is called coped, exactly, but asexagonal straight-slope,
the coffin and lid being each of three boards joined, as still
used abroad. N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 20H.

COpe''^ (kop), V. [< ME. copen, buy, pay for, bar-
gain, < D. koopCHj buy, = E. cheap ^ r., buy, bar-
gain : see cheap, v., chop^, r., and chappy v. Cf.
cope^.] I. trans. If. To bargain for ; buy.— 2.
To make return for ; reward. [Archaic]

I and my friend
Have^ by your wisdom, been this day acquitted
Of grievous penalties ; in lieu whereof,
Three thousand ducats, due unt^j the Jew,
We freely cope your courteous pains withal.

Shak., M. of v., Iv. 1.
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Ye be not all to blame,

Saving that you mistrusted our good King
WouUi handle scorn, or yield thee, asking, one
Not lit to cojie your quest.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

H.t intrans. To bargain.

For some good Gentleman, that hath the right
Unto his Church for to present a wight,
Will cope with thee in reasonable wise

;

That if the living yerely doo arise
To fortie pound, that then his yongest sonne
Shall twentie have, and twentie thou hast wonne.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale.

COpe^ (kop), V. ; pret. and pp. coped, ppr. coping.

\\ late ME. copen, prob. a var. of coupen (E.

coupi ; cf . cope^j the same word in a technical
sense ), strike, fight, appar. later associated with
ME. copen, buy, pay for, bargain; the notion
of * strive, contend' easily arising from that
of * bargain, chaffer.' See cotqA, coj>e2.] I,

intrans. To strive or contend on equal terms

;

meet in combat ; oppose : often with a preced-
ing negative or word of negative import, the
verb then implying * oppose with success': fol-

lowed by with.

I challenge ... all the Persian lords
To cope with me in single fight.

if. AntUild, Sohrab and Hustum.

A man who has persuaded himself that we are the crea-
tures of circunKstance, or tliat we are the victims of a
necessity u%th which it is impossible for us to cope, will

give up the battle with J^ature and do nothing.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 57.

The small fishing vessels, which were all'that the Eng-
lish ports could provide, were unable to cope udtk the
large war vessels now used by the Danes.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 386.

IVo heads of evill he has to cope ivith, ignorance and
malice. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

Host co2}'d vntk host, dire was the din of war. Philips.

H. trans. To meet in contest or contention;
oppose ; encounter.

I love to cope him in these sullen fits.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1.

Horatio, thou art e'en as just a man
As e'er my conversation cop'd withal.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

cope* (kop), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. An an-
cient tribute due to the king or the lord of the
soil out of the lead-mines in Derbyshire, Eng-
land.

In measuring the ore at the present time (1811), every
twenty-fifth dish which is measured is taken or set aside,

as the king's lot, cope, or duty. Farey.

2. See coper^.

COpe^ (kop), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. coped, ppr. cop-

ing. [Var. of coiqA, q. v.] hifalconry, to cut,

as the beak or talons of a hawk. Encyc. Brit.

copeck, kopeck (ko'pek), n. [Also written co-

peek; = F. copeck = G. kopekc, etc., repr. Kuss.
kopieika, also spelled kopeika, a copeck, < kopati

(= OBulg. kopati, etc.), cut, grave, dig.] A de-

nomination of Russian silver and copper coins.

Copeck of Emperor Nicholas, in the British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

The coins of this name current since 1855 are : in silver,

the 25-copeck piece, and pieces of 20, 15, 10, and 5 copecks

;

in copper, pieces of 1, 2, and 3 copecks. The copeck, reck-

onerl A'i the hundredtli part of a ruble, is worth alK>uttwo
thirds of a United States cent.

Oopelatae, Oopelata (ko-pe-la'te, -ta), n. pi.

[NL., pi. of copelata (or, in form Coj)elata,

neut. pi., accom. to -ata*^), < Gr. KUTTTjT'.dn]^, a
rower {KtyKrj'Aarri^ ttoXv-kov^, the nautilus : see
polyp), < k6tt7), a handle, esp. of an oar. also the
oar itself (prob. akin to E. haft, q. v.), + kld-

TT)^, a driver, < klaivuv (f/'-o-), drive.] A prime
division of ascidians or tunicaries, distinguish-

ing the tailed ascidians or AppendicularUdce
from the ordinary sea-squirts or Acopa.

COpelate (ko'pe-lat), a. [< Copelata, accom. to

adjectives in -a^l.j Of or pertaining to the
Copelata^.

copemant (kop'man), n, [< D. koopman = E.
chapman : see chapman, chap^.'\ A chapman

;

a dealer.

He would have sold his part of Paradise
For ready money, had he met a cope-man.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 5.

Side View of a Female Cyclops,
a typical Copepod, carrying a pair
of ovisacs. (Magniiied.)

/', eye ; //', antennule ; ///', an-
tenna ; /A", mandible; f^', first

maxilla; 1^/', second maxilla; i,

s. 3, 4. 5, thoracic limbs ; R, ros-

trum ; /&, labrum.

Copemicia

Copenhagen (ko-pn-ha'gn), ». [Named from
Copcniiagen (Dan. Kjobenhavn), the capital of
Denmark.] 1. A hot drink made with spirit,

sugar, and beaten eggs.— 2. A children's game
in which the players form a circle with their
hands on a rope, and one inside the circle tries

to touch the hands of any other player and kiss

that one before he or she can get inside the
rope.

copepod (ko'pe-pod), a. and «. I. a. Of or per-
taining to the Copepoda. Also copepodous.

Almost every fish has some form of these Copepod para-
sites, either on its sliin, its eyes, or its gills.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 664.

II. n. One of the Copepoda.
Also copepodan.

Copepoda (ko-pep'o-da), n. pi. [NL., more cor-

rectly Copopoda, q." v., < Gr. kutt?/, an oar, prop.
the handle of an oar, any handle, + troix (ttoJ-) =
E. /oot] An order of minute entomostracous
fresh-water and marine Crustacea: so named be-
cause their Ave pairs of feet are mostly used for

swimming. The body is divided into several rings, the
cuirass or carapace covei-s

the head and thorax, and
themoutli is furnished with
foot-jaws. The females car-
ry their eggs, when they
are expelled from the ova-
rium, in two bags at the
base of the tail. The young
present a form differing

greatly from that of the
parents. The limits of the
order vary with different
authors to some extent,
the Epizoa (siphonosto-
mous and lenueoid para-
sitic crustaceans) being, in
part or as a whole, often
included, and then distin-

guished as Parasita or
Siphonogtomata from the
Gnathostomata or Eucope-
poda, or copepods proper

;

in this case the Copepoda
may be defined as entomos-
tracous crustaceans with
elongated and usually well-
segmented body, without
shell-forming reduplica-
ture of the skin or abdom-
inal appendages, and with

biramous swimming-feet (Ctaus). The order is commonly
known as that of the oar- footed crustaceans. Some forms,
as Sotodelphys^ are commensal in the branchial sac of as-
cidians. A species, Cetochiltttt freptentrionalis, forms much
of the food of whales. Also Copopoda.

copepodan (ko-pep'o-dan), a. and n. Same as
copepod.

copepodous (ko-pep'o-dus), a. [As copepod +
-oj(.s.] Same as copepod.

copepod-stage (ko'pe-pod-staj), n. In zool., a
stage in the development of
some of the stalk-eyed crusta-
ceans, as a prawn, when the
larva (a zoea) resembles an
adult copepod.

In this stage [of Pe-neus], which an-
swers to the so-called Zoea-form of
other Podophthalmia, the principal
locomotive organs are the antenuffl
and antennules, and the resemblance
to an adult copepod is so striking
that it may be termed the copepod-
stage. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 301.

COper^t, «. -An obsolete spell-

ing of copper.

COPer^t (ko ' p6r), «. [<. COpe^ stageof a Prain(/'t-

-I- -frl.] A seller ; a dealer. IT' '"^''^' ""^"'"

coper^t, «. [< cope* + -ej'i.]

A miner : so called from his working at a certain
price or cope per ton or load of ore mined.
Farey. [North. Eng.]
Copernican (ko-p6r'ni-kan), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to Copernicus (originally Kopper-
nigk, 1473-1543), a Prussian Pole and a cele-

brated astronomer, who, in a work published
in 1543, promulgated the now received theory
that the earth and the planets revolve about the
sun; pertaining to or in accord with the astro-
nomical doctrines of Copernicus. - Copernican
system, the solar system as conceived by Copernicus, with
the sun in the center. Copernicus did not conceive the
planets to move in ellipses, as they are now known to
move, but in epicyclic orbits.

II. n. An adherent of the astronomical doc-
trines of Copernicus.
Copemicia (k6-p6r-nig'i-a), n. [Named in honor
of the astronomer Copernicus (a Latinized form
of Kopperniffl; a name of Polish origin).] A
genus of tall, handsome fan-palms, of tropi-

cal America, including eight species. The most
important species is the carnauba or wax-palm of Brazil,

C. ceri.fera, the young leaves of which are coated with a
hard wax. The trunk furnishes a very hard wood used
for building, veneering, and other purposes.

Zofia- or Copepod-



coperon

coperont, coperountt, «• [ME., also eoperun,
coproun, copunic, coporanc, < OF. couperon, the
summit of a mountain, tree, etc; ult. < MLG.,
etc., kop, top: see co/>i.] The top or peak.

Cof)onif or coporour [var. coperone, eoperun] of a thynge,
eapitellum. Provipt. Farv., p. 91.

COpesmatet (kops'mat), n. [Irreg. < C02>e^, c,
with poss. ending, + »«atel.] One who copes
with another in friendly offices ; a companion
or friend.

Ne ever stayd in place, ne spake to wight,
Till tliat the Foxe, his copemiate, he had found.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale.

Misshapen Time, copesmate of ugly Night.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 925.

If I should use extremity with her I might hang her,
and her copesinate my drudge here.

Chapman, All Fools, iv. 1.

copestone (kop'ston), «. [< cope^, n., 4, + stone.']

The upj)er or top stone ; a stone forming part
of a coping.

Life lies behind us as the quarry from whence we get
tiles and cope-^tmies for tlie masonry of to-day.

Einerson, Misc., p. 84.

COphosiS (ko-fo'sis), H. [NL., < Gr. Kixfiuaig,

deafness, < nu^av, deafen, < Ku(j>6g, deaf.] In^a-
thoJ., diminution or loss of hearing; deafness.

cophouse(kop'hous), n. [Formerly co^jjeAoM^c

;

< cop (origin unknown) + house.'] In manuf.,
a receptacle for tools. Weale.

Copht (koft), n. Same as Copt^.

Cophyla (kof'i-la), «. [NL., < Gr. K<^g, dumb,
dull, deaf, + NIJ'. Hyla, q. v.] A genus of tail-

less amphibians, typical of the family Copliy-

lidee.

COphylid (kof'i-lid), ». A toad-like amphibian
of the family CophijlUhv.

Cophylidae (ko-fil'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Cophyla
+ -idee. ] A family of firmisternial salient am-
phibians, typified by the genus Cophyla, with
teeth in the upper jaw and dilated sacral dia-

pophyses, and without precoracoids.

copia" libelli deliberanda (kd'pi-ii, li-bel'i

de-lib-e-rau'da). [L. (ML.), lit. a copy of the
complaint to be delivered : copia, copy ; libelli,

gen. of libellus, a writ, complaint ; deliberanda,
fem. ger. of delibcrare, deliver: see copy, libel,

deliver.] In old Eng. law, the name, adopted
from its characteristic words, of a writ com-
manding an ecclesiastical court to furnish a
defendant therein with a copy of the complaint
against him.

COpiapite (ko'pi-a-pit), n. [< Copiapo, in Chili,

+ -ilei.] A hydrous iron sulphate, occurring
in cry.stalliue scales of a sulphur-yellow color.

Also called yelloto copperas and misy.

copia verborum (ko'pi-a v6r-b6'rum). [L.

:

copia, abundance ; verborum, gen. pi. of verbum,
a word : see copy, n., and eerft.] An abundance
of words ; a rich or full vocabulary.

COpiet, «• An obsolete form of copy.

copier (kop'i-er), n. [Formerly also copyer;
< copy, V. t., + -erl.] 1. One who copies; one
who writes or transcribes from an original or
form ; a transcriber.

A coin is in no danger of having its characters altered
by copiers and transcribers. Addison, Ancient Medals.

2. An imitator ; a plagiarist.

This order has produced great numbers of tolerable
copyers in painting. Taller, No. 166.

coping (ko'ping), n. [Verbal n. of cope'^, v.]

1. The top or co\er of a wall, usually made
sloping to shed the water. A coping over is a pro-
jecting worit Ijeveling on its under side. Flat coping is

called parallel coping, and is used uj>on inclined surfaces,

as on the gables and parapets of houses, and also on the
tops of garden and otlier walls. Feather-edged coping has
one edge thinner than the otiier. Saddle-back coping is

thicker in the middle than at the edges.

Costly stones, according to the measures of hewed stones,
sawed with saws, within and without, even from the foun-
dation unto the coping. 1 Ki. vii. 9.

2. In ship-building, the turning of the ends of
iron lodging-knees so as to hook into the beams,
and thus ease the strain upon the necks of the
bolts when the vessel rolls.

copious (ko'pi-us), a. [< ME. copiom, copyous,
< OF. *copios, copieux, mod. F. copieux = Sp.
Pg. It. copioso, < L. copiosus, plentiful, < copia,

plenty: see copy, n.] 1. Abundant; plentiful;

ample; large in quantity or number: as, copi-

ous supplies ; a copious feast ; copious notes of

a lectm'e ; copious rain.

So copious &nd diffusive was their knowledge, that what
they knew not by experience, they comprehended in

thought. Bacon, Moral Fables, vii., Expl.

Hail, Son. of God ! Saviour of men I Thy name
Shall be the copious matter of my song.

Milton, P. L., iii, 413.

1254
The tender heart is animated peace,

And . . . pours its copious treasures forth
In various converse. Thomson, Spring, 1. 942.

2. Exhibiting abundance or fullness, as of
thoughts or words.

Pitt had refused to be one of the conductors of the im-
peachment ; and ixis commanding, copious, and sonorous
eloquence was wanting to that great muster of various tal-

ents. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

3. Having an abundant supply; abounding;
plenteous ; liberal.

He was copiouse of langage in his disporte for the ioly-

nesse that was in hym and the myrtlie.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 475.

The all bounteous King, who shower'd
With copious hand, rejoicing in their joy.

Milton, P. 1., V. 641.

= Syn. Ample, Copious, Plenteous (see ample)^ rich, full,

exuuerant, overliowing, profuse.

copiously (ko'pi-us-li), adv. 1. Abundantly;
plentifully

;
profusely.

You are so copiously fluent, you can weary any one's Ears
sooner than your own Tongue. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iii.

Tlie boy being made to drink cojnously of tar-water, this
prevented or lessened the fever,

Bp. Berkeley, Farther Thoughts on Tar-water.

2. Largely; fully; amply; diffusely.

I have written more copiously of Padua than of any oth-
er Italian citie whatsoever saving Venice.

^ Coryat, Crudities, I. 194.

These several remains have been . . . copiously described
by . . . travellers. Addison.

copiousness (ko'pi-us-nes), n. 1. Abundance;
plenty

;
great quantity ; full supply.

There are many in wiiom you liave not to regret either
elegance of diction or copiotntness of uari-ative, who have
yet united copiousness with Ijrevity.

Milton, To Lord H. De Bras, July 16, 1657.

2. Diffuseness of style or manner in writing or
speaking, or superabundance of matter.

With what a fluency of invention, and copiousness of ex-

pression, will they enlarge upon every little slip in the be-
haviour of another

!

Addison, Lady Orators.

Percival got nothing from Shelley but the fatal cojnous-
ness which is his vice. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 1S2.

= Syn. 1. Exuberance, richness, profusion.

COpiStf (kop'ist), «. [= D. kopii'st = G. copist =
Dan. hopist, < F. copiste (= Sp. Pg. It. copista),

< copier, copy: see copy, v. Cf. copyist.] A copi-

er ; a copyist.

A copist after nature.
Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. § 3.

coplanar (ko-pla'nar), a. [< eo-^ + plane +
-«)•-.] Lying in one plane.

COplanation (ko-pla-na'shon), n. [< co-l -I-

plane + -ation.] In math., the process of find-

ing a plane area equal to a given curved surface.

Copland (kop'land), «. [< copl + land.] A
piece of ground terminating in a cop or acute
angle.

coplantt (ko-planf), "• t. [< co-i + plant^.] To
plant together or at the same time.

The Romans quickly diffused and rooted themselves in

every part thereof [France], and so co-planted their lan-

guage. Howell, Letters, iv. 19.

copolar (ko-po'lar), a. [< co-'>- + pole^ + -ar^.]

Having the same pole.— Copolar triangles, two or

more triangles, .\BC, A'B'C, A"B"C", sucll that correspoiui-

iiig vertices, as A, A', A", lie in one straight line, and all

three such lines, AA', BB', CC, meet in one point. It is a
theorem that coplanar triangles are also coaxial.

Coponautse (ko-po-na'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. />«-

rrr/, a handle, esp. of an oar, the oar itself, -I-

L. nauta, a sailor.] The pteropods : a synonym
of Pteropoda.

CopopodTa (ko-pop'o-da), n. pi. [NL. : see Co-
jiCj}oda.] Same as Copepoda.

copopsia (ko-pop'si-a), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.

/coTTOf, toil, weariness, -I- oi/iff, sight; otherwise
for "cophopsia, < Gr. Ku<p6(, dull, esp. of the

senses, deaf, dumb, dim-sighted, -I- oilitg, sight.]

In pathol., weakness or fatigue of sight.

COportiont (k6-p6r'shon), n. [< co-l + portion.]

An equal share.

My selfe will beare a part, coportion of your packe.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 47.

COpOS (kop'os), n. [NL. , < kStto^, a striking, beat-

ing, toil, weariness, fatigue, < k^tttsiv (y *ko7t),

strike.] In pathol., a morbid lassitude.

copotaint, «. Same as copatain. Fairholt

;

Plitnclie.

CO-poursuivant (ko-por-swe-von'), «• [F., <

CO-, together, -t- poursuivant : see co-l and pur-
suivant.] In French laiv, a eo-plaintiflf.

coppelf, n. An obsolete form of copl.

COppe^t, M. A Middle English form of cop2.

COppe't, ". An obsolete form of cm^.

C0pp6 (ko-pa'), a. [AF., appar. pp. ot coper,

couper, cut, appar. assimilated to E., as if < E.

cop (ME. coppe) + -4; equiv. to E. copped.] In

copper

her., having the head raised above its natural
position.

copped (kopt), a. [Also spelled copt; < ME.
copped, pointed, crested, < AS. copped, found
only in privative sense, having the top cut off,

polled, as a tree, but also prob. crested (= OS.
coppod (in a gloss), crested), < cop {coprn-), cop,
top, -I- -ed : see copi and -ed'^.] 1. Pointed;
crested ; rising to a point or head ; conical.

With high copt hattes and fethers flaunt a flaunt.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. ArberX p. 83.

The maine land, being full of copped hils.

Hakluyt's Voyages, h 327.

Copt Hall, more properly Coppt'd Hall, was a name pop-
ularly given to houses conspicuous for a high-pitched
peaked roof. N. andQ., 7th ser., II. 334.

2. Convex. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. In Aer., same as
copjje.

Also coppled.
Cap coppedl Seecopi.

coppehouset, «• -A^n obsolete form of cophouse.
Weak:

coppel (kop'el), n. Same as cupel.

coppe-melt, adv. An obsolete form of cup-meal.
copper (kop'er), n. and a. [Early mod. E. coper,

<ME . coper, < AS. coper, copor= I), koper=MLG.
LG. kopper = OHG. chtij^ar, MHG. G. kupfer =
Icel. koparr = Sw. koppar = Dan. kobber = F.
c««Te= Sp. Pg. cobre (> Ar. go6ros),< ML. ctipcr,

LL. cuprum, copper, contr. of L. cyjtrium, cop-
per, usually Cyprium ces, i. e., Cyprian brass, <

Gr. KiiTzptog, Cyprian, < Kvizpoq, C>'prus, an island
in the Mediterranean, whence the Eomans got
their best copper: see Cyprian, The It. word
is rame = Wall, arame = Sp. arambre, alambre
=Pg. arame= Pr. aram= F. uirain, prop, yellow
copper, brass, < LL. ceramen, copper, bronze, < L.
(B«((er-), copper, bronze: see «•«. The Gr. name
was ;t;<''^'"^f : see c/ia/cife, etc.] I. «. 1. Chemi-
cal symbol, Cu; atomic weight, 63.6. A metal
distinguished from all others by its peculiar red
color. Its crystalline form is that of the cube or regular
octahedron (isometric). Its specific gravity is nearly nine
times that of water (8.838 native copper, 8.958 electrotype
copper). Among the metals in conimou use, it stands next
to gold and silver in malleability and ductility, and next
to iron and steel in tenacity. Its melting-point is a little

below that of gold and considerably above that of silver.

Copper is one of the most widely diffused metals, and
occurs in the native state, as well as in a great variety of
sulphureted and oxidized combinations. Native copper
is not unfrequently met with in the superficial portions
of cupriferous lodes, but usually only in small amount.
In two regions, however, this metal is mined exclusively in
tlie native state : namely, the south shore of Lake Superior,
and Corocoro in Bolivia ; but of the two the former is by
far tlie more important, and produces about one sixth

of the total yield of the world. In the Lake Superior re-

gion the copper occurs in regular fissure-veins, and also
in a conglomerate of volcanic origin, forming the cement by
which tlie pebbles are held together. In the fissure-veins

large masses of native copper have frequently been found,
one such mass weigiiing over three hundred tons. Most
of the copper of the world, previous to the opening of this

region, was produced from ores consisting of comtnnations
of the metal with certain niineralizers, such as sulphur
and oxygen, and especially sulphur. The most abundant
ore is the so-called " yellow copper ore " or copper pyrites,
the ctialcopyrite of the mineralogist, which is composed
of copper, iron, and sulpliur, and contains, when chemi-
cally pure, 34.6 per cent, of copper. The estimated total

copper-production of the world for the year 18;»7 was
412,050 tons ; and tliat of the Ignited States, 227,763 tons.
Tlie copper of the United States conies chiefly from Lake
Superior, Arizona, and Montana. Spain, Chile, Prussia,

and Australia are other large producers of this metal.
Copper has been known from the remotest ages, and was
mined extensively on Lake Superior before the advent
of Europeans. Its uses are manifold. The most im-
portant of them was, before tlie very general use of iron
111 snip-huiidiug, as a sheathing metal, first by itself, and
later as a part of the alloy called yellow metal, a variety

of brass. On account of its electric conductivity, copper
is largely used for induction-coils and all kinds of electri-

cal apparatus, and for the cores of telegraph-cables. For
these uses very pure copper is required ; a slight admix-
ture of iron gi-eatly increases its electrical resistance. For
domestic purposes copper is made up in a great variety of

forms, either by itself, or tinned in order to prevent corro-

sion by acid liquids. The electrotyping process depends
on the deposition liy the galvanic current of pure coj'per

from a solution of one of its salts, the metal deposited
forming an exact reproduction in copper of an oliject sus-

pended for that purpose in the bath. The alloys of cojiper

are of great importance, and one of them, bronze, is oi high

antifiuity. The salts of copper are also numerous, and are

invaluable in tlie arts. Copper sulphate, or blue vitriol,

is largely used in calico-printing, in electro-nietiillurgy,

and in the preparation of the copper pigments Scheele's

green, Schweinfurt green, and Paris green, tlie latter be-

ing much used as an insecticide, principally for the Colo-

rado potato-beetle. See brass, bronze, and yellow metal
(under metal).

2. A vessel made of copper, particularly a large

boiler ; specifically, in the plural, the large ket-

tles or boilers in a ship's galley for boiling food
for the ship's company. These boilers were formerly

of copper, iuit are now usually of iron. The boilers used
in various manufacturing operations, though frequently

of other metals, still often retain the name copper.



per-eolored belly. Baird and Girard.
A soldering-iron

copper 1255

The resident landlords, for the most part, did their duty copperbcU (kop'er-bel), ».

well— establishing soup coppers and distributing coolied ],fud, 1.

food. W. S. Oregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Keadei-s, p. lo2.
goppgrljelly (kop'er-bel"i)

Hence—3. j)?. .The mouth, throat, and stomach,

as the receptacle and digester of food. See

Ao< coppers, below. [Slang.]

A fellow cant enjoy his breakfast after that [devilled

bones and mulled port) without something to cool his cop- cnDer-bit (kop'er-bit), n,

fere. T. Hughes, lorn Brown at Oxford „.. ^OVpST^ I
^^^^^^^^

.^^J,

4. A copi)er coin; a penny; a cent; coUec- - • "^ ••

tively, copper money ; small change.

My friends filled my pockets with coppers.

FratMin, Autobiog., I.

If this is tb be done out of his salary, he will be a twelve-

month without a copper to live on.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 321.

5. In faro, a check, small disk like a coin, or

other "convenient object, used to copper with.
, . i i ./ j %

8^rcopper,v.,2.-6.pl. Copper butterflies. See COpper^COlored/kop'er-kuVgrd), e

butterfly.— 7. A reel used by wire-drawers to

wind wire upon Azure copper ore. .Same as azu-

Same as copper-

copping-rall

I shall he presented by a sort of copper-laccd scoundrels

of you. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

_^^ ^ TO, The popular copper-nickel (kop'er-nik"el), n. Same as ««;-

name of a common harmless serpent of the colite.

United States, the Coluber or Tropidonotus or coppemose (kop'er-noz), n. The copper-nosed

Nerodia erijthrogaster, having a uniformly cop- suntish, Lepomis pallidus.

copper-nosed (kop'er-nozd), a. Having a red

or copper-colored nose— Oopper-nosed hream, a

sunfish, L''poiiiis pallidus. Also called coppemose, blue

coppef-bottomerf (kop'er-bot/umd), a. Hav-
copperplatr'(kop'6r-plat), ». and a. I. n. 1.

iiiry tl.o Vinttmii slinat>iB(l with cntmBT. as a ^'"I'i'^^i""'"" V .i" - _^ _ '' ,. ,copper, as aing the bottom sheathed with
wooden ship,

copper-captain (kop'er-kap"tan), n. One who
calls himself a captain without any right to the

title.

To this copper captain . . . was confided the command
of the troops. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 314.

Of a cop-

per color : applied especially to the American
Indians, from the color of their skin.

rite 1.— Black copper. <') I'" etlned copper in %yhich COpper-faCCd (kop er-fast), a. laced with

copper Copper-faced type, a printing-type the face

of which is protected by a thin film of copper deposited

upon it by means of the galvanic battery, to increase its

durability.

copper-fastened (kop'6r-fas"nd), a.

the planking of a ship.

copper-glance (kop'6r-glans)

Ctifitr

Same as chal-

United States, Trigonocephalies or Aneistrodon

contortrix. It is of rather small size, generally under
two feet in length, and of a dull pale-chestnut or hazel

color with numerous (16-25) inverted, Y-shaped, dark

.J^
•^>

this metal has not lK.i;n deprived (.f all its impurities in

the proces.s of smelting. ('() The native black oxid mela-

conite.— Blanched copper. See bhmched.— Blue cop-

Mr ore. Sacne as KJHrifp, I.— Bimgtown copper, a spu-

rious coin counterfeiting the English copper halfpenny.

It never was a legal coin. [New England.)

Wait till the flowers is gone, . . . they [herbs] wouldn't

fetch a butigtown copper. S. Judd, Margaret,
'

Anti-slavery professions Just hefore an election ain't

worth a £!(Hf/('Jini copper, ioueii, Biglow Papers, p. 147. /. t, jn r/ « i. i,„„,7 .

Chesay copper, a very l«autiful crystallized variety of Copperhead (kop^^r-hed), n. \< copper + head;

azurite or blue cailxmate of copiwr, found at Cliessy, near

Lyons, France. Also called c/icwi/'''''.— Copper mica.
Same as chalcophytlite.— Copper pyrites. S"uie as chat-

copyrite,—Copper 'Vitriol, hydrous cojiper sulphate in

blue triclinic crystals. When occuiring native, it is the

mineral chalcantliit«. Also called ci/auose or cyanosile.

— Emerald copper, the i^pular nauje of dioptase.—

Enamelers' copper, tin- fine co]iper used as the basis of

enaiuekd .Ual-plates.— Gray copper. See tetrahedrUe.

— Hot coppers, a parched condition of the mouth, throat,

and stomai'h resulting from excessive indulgence in strong

drink. Hi-e copper, n., 3. [Slang.]— Hydrated copper
OXld, Cu(0H)2, a pale-bine oxid precipitated when the so-

lution of a protosalt of cop|)er is mixed with caustic al-

kali in excess. If this niixUue is raised to the boiling-

point or Iwyond, the hyilrate is decomposed even in the

presence of water, and a black anhydrous copper oxid is

formed. The hydrated oxid is used, mixed with glue or

size and a little chalk or alumina, as a blue pigment or

color for paper-staining. Itsoon acquires a gnenisb tinue.

Also called Brenuni Ijlue or W«e tvrrii'tcc- IndlgO-COp-

ver. Same as co/W/i'n.—Mass copper. Hei: Ixinel-uork.

— Purple or variegated copper. Same as iMirmif.—

Red copper, native oxid of copper of various shades of

red. See ciipriV.-.— Stannate of copper. Same as «en-

<e<«!r'/re«i(»hichsee, under (/'e»'/0—VelvetC0pper ore.

See ci/ano^ric/ii/e. -Vitreous copper. See chakocile.—

White copper. Same as puckfuwj.

n. rt Consisting of or resembling copper.

I have heard the priuce tell him . . . that that ring was
eoppe)-. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3.

I had as lief Helen's golden tongue had commended
Troilus for a copper nose. Shak., T. and C, I. 2.

All in a hot and copper sky
The bloody sun, at noon,
Bight up above the mast did stand,

No bigger than the moon.
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ii.

Copper bit or bolt. See fti'd.— Copper butterflies. See

l.iitf.-rrt't.

«opper (kop'^'r), t'. t. {< copper, v.] 1. To cov-

er or sheathe with sheets of copper: as, to cop-

per a ship.— 2. In faro, to place a copper (cent)

or other token upon (a card), to indicate that

the player wishes to bet against that card ; bet

afcainst: as, to copper a card ; to C(ipper a bet.

COpperah (kop'e-ra), 71. Same as copra.

copperas (kop'"e-'ras), «. [Formerly copras,

copres, coppresse, < ilE. coperose, < OF. coupe-

rose, F. couperose = Sp. eaparrosa, cappar6s,

formerly virith the Ar. art., alcaparrosa, = Pg.

caparro.sa, capparosa = It. copparosa, < ML,

A plate of polished copper on which a writing,

picture, or design is made in sunien lines by
engraving or etching. From this plate, when charged

with suitable ink, impressions of the design may be pro-

duced on paper or vellum by pressure. See engraving.

2. A print or an impression from such a plate.

n. a. Engraved or etched on copper, or

printed from a copperplate: as, a copperplate

engra'viug.

COpper-pO'Wder (kop'or-pou'dfer), n. A bronz-

ing-powder made by saturating nitrous acid

with copper, and precipitating the latter by the

addition of iron. The precipitate is then thor-

oughly washed.

E-QctB^BH copper-rose (kop'er-roz), n. The red field-pop-
rasieneu

. x\g,(, coprose, cuprose. [Prov. Eng.]
with copper instead of iron or steel bolts, as

coppersmith (kop'er-smith), n. 1. A worker
m copper ; one whose occupation is to manu-
facture copper utensils.

Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil.

2 Tim. iv. 14.

so called from the bright-reddish color of its 3. A book-name of the tambagut.
head.] 1. A common venomous serpent of the coDOer-'Wall {kop'6r-wal), ». la sugar-making,

Copperhead (
TrigOHOcephatus contortrix).

blotches. The ground color is brighter-reddish on the head,

the sides of which present a cream-colored streak. It be-

longs to the same geims as the water-moccasin (7*. mscivo-

ru»), but is not ai|natic. Unlike the rattlesnake, the cop-

perheati has the habit of striking » ithont previous move-

ment or warning, whence its name is a synonym of hidden

danger or secret hostility. Also called copperbell and red

viper.
1 TT . J

Hence— 2. During the civil war m the United

States, a northern sympathizer -with the rebel-

lion: so called by the Unionists.

Moreover, the copperheads of the North have done every-

thing in their power to render It [the draft] inoperative.

H. W. HaUeck, N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 500.

3t. A term of ridicule or contempt applied to

the early Dutch colonists of New York.

The Yankees sneerlngly spoke of the round-crowned

burghers of the Manhattoes as the Copperheads.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 402.

copperheadism (kop'^r-hed-izm), n. [< copper-

head, 2. + -ism.'] In the period of the civil war
in the United States, northern sympathy with

the rebellion.

There is the contest within the party between its best

and its worst elements, the representatives of a new era

and of a future, and the exponents of the copperlieadum

of the war and the traditions and issues of the past.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 40.

an obsolete arrangement of boilers or open pans

for the evaporation of cane-juice, consisting

of five iron boilers called teaches, which were
walled in one row and heated by a common fire.

The juice from the crushing-mill was conducted into the

boiler furthest from the fire, and ladled successively from
one boiler to another, until in tliat nearest the fire the

evaporation was completed.

copperwing(kop'6r-wing), n. A copper-winged
butterfly ; a copper butterfly.

copperwork (kop'6r-w6rk), n. Work executed

in copper, or the part of any structure -wrought

in copper.
COpper-'WOrks (kop'er-w^rks), n. sing, or pi.

A place or places where copper is wrought or

manufactured.
COpper-'WOrm (kop'6r-w6rm), w. 1. The ship-

worm. Teredo iiavalis.— 2f. "A motli that fret-

teth garments." Johnson. [Not identified ; ap-

parently some tineid or its larva.]— 3t. "A
worm breeding in one's hand." Johnson. [Not

identified; apparently the itch-insect or itch-

mite, Sarcoptes scabiei.'\

coppery (kop'er-i), a. [< coi)per + -j/l.] Con-

taining or resembling copper; having any
quality of copper: as, a coppery solution; a

coppery taste.

If the eclipse [of the moon) becomes total the whole disk

of the moon will nearly always be plainly visible, shining

ivith a red, coppery light.

Newcomb and Holden, Astron., p. 171.

, ^^ ,. """

porosa, cuperosa, cuprosa, a corruption of 'cupri

rosa (> MD. koper-roose), lit. rose of copper: cu-

pri, gen. of LL. cuprum, copper; L. rosa, rose coppering (kop'^r-ing), n

(i. e., 'flower' in chem. application): see cop- per, c] 1 "'^" ""* "* "

^
'

'" - MHG. G •

•

per and rose. Cf. MLG. kopperrok -.

hupferrauch = OSw. koparroker, Sw. kopparrok,

copperas, lit. 'copper-vapor': see reek. Cf. Gr.

xa/jiaM)i, copperas, lit. ' copper-flower.'] Green
vitriol, the sulphate of iron, or ferrous sulphate,

FeS04.7H20, a salt of a peculiar astringent

taste and of various colors, green, gray, yellow-

ish, or whitish, but more usually green. It is

much used in dyeing black. In making ink. In medicine as

a tonic, in photography as a developing agent, etc. Dis

solved in water, in the propfjrtion of a poun<l i

to the gallon. It Is also used as a disinfectant

sewers, etc. The copperas of conmierce is usually made
by the decomposition of iron pyrites. The term copjxras

was formerly synonymous with vitriol, and included the

green, blue, and white vitriols, ><r the sulphates of iron,

copiier, and zinc.— Blue COPPeras. Same as blue-stone, 1.

-Copperas-black. »i--c binck. White copperas. See

TOf/HimWte and goslarite.—YeUo-W copperas. Same as

eopiapite.

[Verbal n. of cop-

fhe act°of covering or sheathing

with copper, as the bottom of a ship.— 2. The
sheathing itself : as, the coppering of a ship's

bottom.— 3. In gambling, the act of wagering

tliat a certain card will lose.

copperish (kop'fer-ish), a. [< copper + -!«/il.]

Containing copper; like or partaking of copper.

copperization (kop"6r-i-za'shou). «. [< copper-

coppi, n. Plural of coppo.

coppice, copse (kop'is, kops), n. [The form

copse is a contr. of coppice ; cf. E. dial, coppy,

not found in ME., taken as a sing, of the sup-

posed plural coppice (formerly also coppies);

< OP. eopeiz (also copeau), wood newly cut,

hence prob. underwood, coppice (> ML. oopecia,

copicia, underwood, coppice), < coper, copper,

F. couper, cut: see cok»i.] A wood or thicket

formed of trees or bushes of small growth, or

consisting of imderwood or brushwood; espe-

cially, in England, a wood cut at certain times

for fuel. The most common trees planted or used there

for this pui-pose are the oak, chestnut, maple, birch, ash,

and willow. Wlien copsewood is cut down, new plants

shoot up from the roots and form the next crop.

Near yonder copse where once the garden smiled.
Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 137.

The sweet myrtle here often attains the height of fifteen

or twenty feet, and forms an almost impenetrable cowice,

liurthening the air with its fragrance. Poe, Tales, I. 53.

When first the liquid note beloved of men
Comes flying over many a windy wave
To Britain, and in April suddenly
Breaks from a coppice gemm'd with green and red.

Tennyson, Geramt.

;( -I- -at ion.'] Impregnation with copper, or goppjce (kop'is), v. t. Same as copse

with some preparation containing copper - " '

Sd'anda hlli copporize (kopV^r-iz), v.t ; pret. andpp. copper- j^ (kop'i_„ .

fSnt for sinks' i~ed,-ppT.copperizing. [< copper + -ize.] Toim- nf^Jf *co/>i, i).] Same as copi

coppilt, V. t. See cupel.
' 'in), n. [Prob. for *copping, verbal

I copping-

a solvent for paiwr, cotton, and other forms of cellulose

Al.s<:i called cujfro-aminonium.

copper-laced (kop'6r-last), a. Trimmed or dec

orated -with copper lace, instead of gold lace.

pregnate with copper, or with some preparation copping-plate (kop'ing-plat), n. The cop

containing copper— Copperized ammonia, am- rail of a throstle-machane. E. S. Knight
m.inia holding in solution copiier hydrate. It_ is used as

gopping-rail (kop ' ing-ral), n. In spinning-

mach., the rail or bar on which the bobbin

rests, and by which the roving or yarn is evenly

distributed by an up-and-do-wn motion.



Coppinia

Coppinia (ko-pin'i-a), n. [NL., from a jproper

name, Coppin.'] The typical genus of the tamily
Coppiniidce. C. arcta is a greenish-yellow spe-

cies incrusting the stems of other zoophytes.

Coppiniidae (kop-i-ni'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Cop-
2)inia + -«to.] A family of calyptoblastic or

thecophorous hydroid polyps, represented by
the genus Coppinia.

coppleif (kop'l), H. [Dim. of copi.] Anything
rismg to a point or summit; a hill.

It is a low cape, and upon It is a copjiie, not very high.
Uakluyfs Voyages.

copple^ (kop'l), n. Same as cupel.

COpple-crown (kop'l-kroun), n. [< copple^ +
croifH.] 1. The crested crown or head of a
bird.

Like the copple-crown
The lapwhig has. Randolph, Amyntas, ii. 8.

2. A hen with a crest or top-knot. Also cropple-

erown. [New Eng.]
coppled (kop'ld), a. [< copple^ + -ed^. Cf.

(Oj)ped.'\ Same as copped.

copple-dust (kop'l-dust), n. Same as eupel-

duat.

copplestone (kop'l-ston), n. Same as cohhle

or cobblestone. See cobble^.

COppo (kop'po), n.
;
pi. coppi (-pi). [It., a pitch-

er: see cup."] 1. In ceram.. a large Tuscan
earthenware vessel used for holding oil, grain,

etc.— 2. An Italian oil-measure, equal in Lucca
and Modena to 26| United States (old wine)

gallons: but in the Lombardo-Venetian sys-

tem of 1803 the coppo or cappo was precisely a
deciliter.

coppy (kop'i), n.
;
pi. coppies (-iz). A dialectal

form of coppice.

copra (kop'ra), n. [Native name.] The dried

kernel of the eocoanut, one of the principal ar-

ticles of export from the islands of the Pacifie

to Europe, where the oil is expressed. It is fre-

quently used as an ingredient of curry. Also
written cobra, coprah, and copperah.

We saw also . . . coprah, or dried coooa-ntit kernels,

broken into small pieces in order that they may stow bet-

ter. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xiv.

copraemia, copremia (ko-pre'mi-a), n. [NL.
copr(emia,< Gfr. adirpo^, dung, ordure, + aifia,

blood.] In pathol., a polluted condition of the

blood caused by the absorption of fecal matter
in cases of obstruction of the bowels.

The effect of this form of blood-poisoning, to which the

term coprcemia may not improperly be applied, is seen in

the sallow, dirty hue of the skin.

Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 604.

copremesis (ko-prem'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. k6-

TTpog, dung, feces, + ificaiQ, vomiting, < c/idv,

vomit: see vomit, emetic.'] In pathol., the vom-
iting of fecal matter ; stercoraceous vomiting.

copremic (ko-pre'mik), a. [< coprcemia + -ic]

Affected with copraemia.

copresbyter (ko-pres'bi-tfer), n. [< co-^ + pres-

byter.] A fellow-presbyter; a member of the

same presbytery with another or others.

copresence (ko-prez'ens), ». [< co-'>- + presence.]

The state or condition of being present along

with others ; associated presence.

The coiyregence of other laws. Emerson.

I should be glad to think that the co-presence of opposite

theologies among men apparently committed to the same
was attrilratable simply to ambiguous and illogical expres-

sion of doctrine in the Creeds. Contemporary Rev., L. 14.

Copridae (kop'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Copris +
-idw.] In some systems of classification, a

family of lamelUoom dung-beetles, typified by
the genus Copris, and related to or merged in

the Scarabwida. They have convex bodies, large heads
with projecting clypeus, and, in the males, projections

also of the thorax.

Coprinse (ko-pri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Copris +
-iiue.] The typical subfamily of Copridw, con-

taining the largest and handsomest species, it

is especially an American group, though also represented

in the old world. The first two joints of the labial palpi

are dilated (except in Canthidium) ; the first is longer than

the second, and the third is distinct. The antennss are

9-jointed, the head is free in repose, and the hind coxje

are obconic ; the fore tarsi are present or absent, chiefly as

a sexual character, their absence being most frequent with
the males.

Coprimas (ko-pri'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. Kdrrpoc,

dung.] A genus of hymenomyeetous fungi,

many species of which grow upon dung. The
gills after maturity deliquesce and form an inky
fluid. Coprinus comatus is edible.

Copris (kop'ris), n. [NL., < Gr.'n&JTpoQ, dung.]

A genus of lameUicom beetles, of the family
Scnrab(Bid<e, or made the type of a family Cop-

ridcB, having the lamellse of the antennal club
alike, an expansive clypeus, a punctate pro-
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Female Carolma Tumble-bug l^Cofris Carolina), natural size.

thorax, and striate elytra, c. lunaris is a black
European dung-beetle. C. Carolina, C. anaglyptictts, and
C. viinutus are species of the eastern United States.

COprolite (kop'ro-llt), n. [< Gr. Ko^rpoc, dung,
+ 'Itdoq, a stone. * Cf. coprolith.] A hard round-
ish stony mass, consisting of the petrified fecal

matter of animals, chiefly of extinct reptiles or

sauroid fishes, in variety of size and external form
the coprolites resemble oblong pebbles or kidney potatoes.

They for the most part range from 2 to 4 inches in length,

and from 1 to 2 inches in diameter ; hut 8<mie few are

much larger, as those of the Ichthyosauri, within whose
ribs masses have been found in situ. They are found
chiefly in the Lias and the coal-measures. They contain in

many cases undigested portions of the prey of the animals
which have voided them, as fragments of scales, shells,m, as iraguiems oi scales, Biifiis, „^_-ii_V i'b^Tl'o*it^
etc. Coprolites thus indicate the nature of the food, and COpsllCK_l,Kop scik;

to some extent the intestinal structure, of the animal
which voided them. They are found in such quantities in

some localities, as parts of .South Carolina, that the mining
of the phosphatic rock formed by them for manure con-

stitutes an important industry.

coprolith (kop'ro-lith), «. [< Gr. Kdirpog, dung,
+ /Moi, a stone.] 1. A ball of hardened feces

or other impacted mass in the bowels ; a scyba-
lum.— 2. A coprolite.

coprolitic (kop-ro-lit'ik), a. [< coprolite + -ic]

Composed of, resembling, or containing copro-
lites.

One of the

Coptocycla

3. To inclose as in a copse.

Nature itself hath copeed and bounded us in.

Farindon, Sermons (1057), p. 439.

H, intrans. To form a coppice
;
grow up again

from the roots after being cut down, as brush-
wood. [Rare in all its uses.]

Also coppice.

copsewood (kops'wud), n. A low growth of

shrubs and bushes; wood treated as coppice
and cut down at certain periods. See cop})ice.

The side of every hill where the copsewood grew thick.

Macaulay, Hist. £ng., iii.

Copsichus (kop'si-kus), m. [NL. ; also written
Copsichos, and improp. Copsychos; < Gr. kotjiixoc,

another form of Kdaaixjioc, Attic k6ttv(Skjq, a sing-

ing bird, prob. the blackbird, or black ouzel,

Turdus mertda.] 1 . A genus of turdoid or den-
tirostral oscine passerine birds, of uncertain
limits and systematic position, it is now com-
monly referred to the family Turdidce, and restricted to
the dayals or magpie-
robins of India and the
East Indies, such as the
Indian C. sautaris, the
Ceylonese C. ceylonen-
sis, etc.

2. The ring-ouzels
of Europe : a syno-
nym of Merula. J.

J. Kaup, 1829.

Dayal, or Magpie-robin {Cefsichus
sauiaris).

COprophagan (ko-prof'a-gan), n.

Coprophagi.

Coprophagi (ko-prof'a-ji), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

coprophagus : see coprophagoiis.] The tumble-
bugs, dimg-beetles, dimg-feeding scarabs, or

shard-borne beetles; a section of lameUicom
beetles, typified by the sacred beetle (Scara-

n. [G. kopfstiick, <

kopf (= AS. coi>, E.

cop^), head, + stiick

(= AS. styece),

piece.] An old sil-

ver coin used in

many parts of Ger-
many, worth 16f
cents United States
money after 1763, and previously nearly 2 cents
more. It generally bore the same device as
the rix-doUar.

copsy (kop'si), a. [< copse + -J/l.] Having
copses; covered with coppice or copses.

The Flood
And trading Bark with low contracted Sail,

Linger among the Reeds and copsy Banks.
Dyer, Fleece, i.

copti, a. Another spelling of copped.
bmm) of the Egyptians, and corresponding to q^^j, (jjopt), n. [Also written Copht (ML.
the Co/)n(7a! (which see).

^ Cophti,-p\.); \eTn&<i\jL\ax Kubt, Kubti, At. QoU,
Kibti. Origin uncertain ; variously referred to
Gr. M-yvTTT-of, Egypt; or to Gr. Ko-r<if, Kotttu,

mod. Kobt or Koft, an ancient town of Egypt,
near Thebes; ortoGr.'IaKu/i/rw, Jacobite.] A
native Egyptian ; an Egyptian Christian, espe-
cially one of the sect of Monophysites. The
Copts are descendants of the ancient Egyptians, and for-

merly spoke the Coptic language. After the Council of

Chalcedon (A. D. 451) the majority of Egyptian Chi-istians

separated from the Orthodox Church, and have ever since

had their own succession of patriarchs. Their number is

now very small. The Abyssinian or Ethiopic Church is a
part of the Coptic communion, and its abuna or metran is

always chosen and consecrated by the Coptic patriarch.

See Monophysite.

The Copts begin their reckoning from the era of Diocle-

tian, A. D. 284. E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 279.

coproptagist (ko-prof'a-jist), n. [^Aacopropha-

gous + -ist.] An animal that eats dung.

But there are real coi^rophagists or dung-eaters among
birds. W. Marshall, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 605.

COprophagOUS (ko-prof'a-gus), a. [< NL. co-

prophagus, < Gr. KOJi-poi^dyof, dung-eating, < ii6-

npoq, dung, + (j>ayuv, eat.] Feeding upon dung
or filth : applied to various insects, and specifi-

cally to the Coprophagi.

Insects are carnivorous, insectivorous, . . . copropha-

ffoiis. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 358.

Coprophilida (kop-ro-fil'i-da), 11. pi. [NL.
(Heer, 1839), < Coprophiltis + -ida.] A tribe of

beetles, of the family Staphylinidw and subfam-

^X^"^I<St^^^oS^S^^'l!i^^ Coptic (kop'tik), a. and «. [< NL. Copticus<--• • • ' '" '
' ML. Cophti, Copts.] I. a. Pertaining to thelast palpal joint, and recurved borders of the abdomen.

There are 5 genera, mainly of European species. Also
CoprophUini (Erichson, 1839) ; CoprophiliiM (Heer, 1841)

;

Coprophilides {^Lacordaire, 1854).

coprophilous (ko-prof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. K(5jrpof,

dung, -H 0(/<of, loving.] 1. Growingupon dung:
said of many fungi.— 2. Fond of dung, as an
insect; eoprophagous.
Coprophilus (ko-prof'i-lus), m. [NL. (Latreille,

1829), < Gr. KOTrpof, dung, + ipiM, loving.] The
typical genus of Coprophilida,cont&ming 5 spe- j,.uiiuj,uj =.^c; v..^

cies, of Europe, Africa, and South America, as as well as Coptic.
,• . „9 -.

C. sfriate^MS, a European species living under COptine (kop tm), „. [<.Coptis+-ine^.]

Copts, as distinct from the Arabians and other

inhabitants of modem EgjiJt. See II.

II. n. 1. A Copt.— 2. The language of the

Copts, descended from the ancient Egyptian
(of the Hamitic family of languages), and used
in Egypt till within the last two centuries, but
now superseded as a living language by Arabic.
The two chief dialects are the Memphltic and Thebaic.

It is still the liturgical language of the Coptic (Egyptian
Monophysite) Church, but the lections are read in Arabic

stones.

COproself, « An obsolete form of copperas.

COprose'-* (kop'ros), re. Same as copper-rose.

COprOStasiS (ko-pros'ta-sis), n. [< Gr. Kdirpoq,

dung, feces, + ardffif, standing : see static] In

pathol., costiveness.

copse (kops), n. See coppice.

copse (kops), V.
;
pret. and pp. copsed, ppr. cops-

ing. [< copse, n. See coppice.] I. trans. 1. To
cut or trim, as brushwood, tufts of grass, and
the like.

By copsing the starvelings in the places where they are

new sown, [you may] cause them sometimes to overtake

even their untouched contemporaries.
Evelyn, Forest Trees, iii.

2. To plant or preserve, as underwoods.

The neglect of copsing wood cut down hath been of very

evil consequence. Swift, Address to Parliament.

___^ ^ ^ ^ _ An al-

kaloid, crystallizing in colorless crystals, ob-

tained from the plant Coptis trifolia.

Coptis (kop'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. kotttciv, cut: in

reference to the division of the leaves.] A
small genus of plants, natural order Sanuncu-
laceai, natives of the north temperate zone,

consisting of low smooth perennials with di-

vided root-leaves and small white flowers on
scapes. A decoction of the leaves and stalks of C. tri-

folia, found in Canada and the northern parts of the

United States, is used by the Indians for coloring cloth

and skins yellow. The yellow, thread-like rhizomes,

whence the common name of goldthread, are used in medi-
cine as a pure bitter tonic, the root of C. Teeta. of China
and India, known as Mishmi bitter, has been long in re-

pute in India as a remedy for diseases of the eye, and is still

in use as a bitter tonic. The species are found to contain

an unusual percentage of berberine.

Coptocycla (kop-to-sik'la), n. [NL. (Chevrolat,

1834), < Gr. Konrdf, chopped small, pounded



Coptocycla

(< KOTvrnv, cut, chop), + KinAog, circle, a round.]

A genus of phytophagous tetramerous beetles,

of the family Cassididce, c. clavata is a common New
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2. Sexual connection ; coition.

Sundry kinds, even of conjugal coptilatioti, are. prohib-
ited as unhonest. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. § 11.

Copulation of parts, in lo<jic, such a junction that the
end of one part is tlie beginning of another, as with the
parts of time.

copulative (kop'u-la-tiv), a. and n. [= F. eo-

pulatif = Sp. Pg. It. copulatirn, < LL. copulatl-

vus, < L. copulare,pj>. copulatus, join together

:

see copttlate, v.] I. o. 1. Uniting or coupling;
serving to unite or couple.

If Hegel's * being ' were the mere infinitive of the copula
Ms,' as Erdraann thought, not only would whatever cop^t-

latice force it might retain still presuppose two terms to

be connected, but it is impossible to empty the word of all

notion of existence. G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 163.

2. Eelating or pertaining to copulation Copu-
lative conjunction, in gram., a conjunction joining
together two coordinate clauses, or coordinate members
of a clause; the conjunction ajwi, and any other, as also,

having a nearly like office: as, he went and she came;
riches atid honors are temptations to pride.— Copula-
tive propositloXL See proposition,

II. «. 1. A copulative conjunction.— 2t.
Connection.

A fourth wife, which makes more than one copulative in

the rule of marriage.
Rycaut, Greek and Armenian Churches, p. 307.

3. One who copulates. [Rare.]

I press in here, sir, amongst the rest of the country
coptUatires, to swear, and to forswear, according as mar-

, . . , ,. riafie binds, and blood breaks. Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

England potato-beetle. C. aunchalcea is known as the ,.,.., ,, ,- ,- ,. ,.x , t
golden tortoise-beetle. Both feed upon the sweet potato, COpulatlVely (kop u-la-tiv-ll), adv. In a copu-
momlng-glory, and other convolvulaceous plants. lative manner. Hammond.

In a spinning-machine, copulatory (kop'u-la-to-ri), a. [< cojmlate +

Golden Tortoise-b«tle [COftecycIa aurichalcra

a larva, natural size, covered with its dung, which it carries about

on the organ known as the dung-fork ; b, same enlarged and with the

dung taken from the fork ; c. pupa ; d. beetle. (Lines show natural

sizes.1

cop-tube (kop'tub), «.

the tube or spindle on which the cop of thread

or yarn is formed.
CopturUS (kop-tu'rus), n. [KL. (Schonherr,

1838), irreg. < Gr. kdnrnv, cut, + ohpa, tail.] A
genus of curculios, containing numerous spe-

cies, of North and South America and the West
Indies. The rostrum reaches to the fore border of the

metastenium,which often presents a depression into which

it fits ; the prothorax iir grooved across the fore border

;

the eljlra are plane, triangular, or oval, usually short,

sometimes spiny at the end ; and the body is very thick,

and rliomlwidal in shape.

copula (kop'u-lii), n.
;
pi. copuhts, copula; (-lilz,

-le). [< L. eopidti, a band, bond, link, contr. of

"co-apida, dim., < <•'>-, together, -I- apere, in pp.

aptus, join: gee apt. Hence (from the L.) ult.

couple, which is thus a doublet of cojmla.] 1.

In gram, and logic, that word or part of a propo-

sition which expresses the relation between the

subject and the predicate. 'Ihus, in the proposition

"Kcligion is indispensable to happiness," is is the copula

joining reli'iiim, tlie subject, with indispensahU to happi-

ness, the predicate, anil itself expressing merely tlie pred-

ication or assertion which is the essential element of a

sentence. Any other verb is capable of lieing analyzed

into the copula and a predicate: thus, "he lives" into

*'he is living," and so on.

2. In an organ, same as coM/)ter.— 3. Jnanat.,

some coupling or connecting part, usually dis-

tinguished by a qualifying term ; especially, a
median bone or cartilage connecting hyoidean
and branchial arches, and also uniting opposite

halves of these arches respectively, as a basi-

branchial.

All the branchial arches are united ventrally by azygos

pieces—the copula.
Oegmbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 469.

4. In law, sexual intercourse—Balanced copula,
in logic, a copula which signirtes a relation of tqiiiita-

rance between subject and predicate.— Copula hyoidea,
copula lingualiB, in anat., the basis of tnc iiyoid lione

;

the basiliyaf considered as the piece connecting tiH'oi)po-

site halves of tlie hyuidean gill-arch.— COPUla Of Inclu-
sion, in logie, a copula which signifies that the objects

denoted by the subject are among those denoted by the
preilicate.

COpular (kop'u-lar), a. [< copula + -ar^.'i In

gram, and (ojrVc, relating to or of the nature of

a copula.

copulate (kop'u-lat), t'.
;
pret. and pp. copu-

lated, ppr. coputating. [< L. citpulatim, pp. of

eopulare (> It. copulare=z Sp. Pg. copular = F.

copuler), unite, couple (> ult. couple, v.), < co-

pula, a band, bond : see copula, couple.'] I.t

trans. To join together. Bailey.

n. intrans. To unite as a pair; especially,

to unite sexually.

Not only the persona so copulating are infected, but also

their children. Wiseman, Surgery.

[< L. copulatus, pp.

:

Bacon Copulate ex-
copulatet (kop'u-lat), a.

see the verb.] Joined,
treme. -See extreme.

copulation (kop-u-la'shon), n. [= F. copula-

tion = It. copulazione, < Ij. copulatio{n-), < copnr-

lare, pp. cnptdatus, unite: see copulate.^ i\] 1

The act of coupling; conjunction; union.

His copulation of monosyllables supplying the quantity
of a trisyllable to his intent.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie.

-ory.] 1. Relatingor pertaining to copulation:

speeifleally, in sool., applied to the accessory
generative organs.— 2. Uniting; copulative.

—

Copulatory pouch, in entotn., a cavity or sac in the ab-

domen of a female insect, destined to receive the fertiliz-

ing fluid during copulation ; a kind of spermatheca.

Copurus (ko-pii'rus), n. [NL. (Strickland,

1841), < Gr. 'kuttt/, handle, + ovpd, tail.] A ge-

nus of South American clamatorial birds, of

the family Tyrannidte or tyrant flycatchers : so

called from the extraordinary development of

the tail. The type is C. colonus (or platurus or

Jilicauda).

copy (kop'i), n.
;
pi. copies (-iz). [Early mod.

E. also coppy, coppie, copie ; < ME. copy, copie,

< OF. copie, abimdanee, plenty, a transcript,

copy, F. copie ( > D. kopij= G. copie= Dan. Sw.
kopi), a transcript, copy, = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. copia,

abundance, a transcript, copy, < L. copia, abun-
dance, plenty, multitude, facilities, opportuni-

ty, hence also, in ML. (from the notion of abun-
dance, plenty), a transcript, copy

;
prob. contr.

from "co-opia, < co-, together, -t- opes, riches

(cf. inopia, want) : see opulent.] If. Abun-
dance; plenty; copiousness.

This Spayne . . . hath grete copy and plento of cas-

teliresl, of hors, of metal, and of bony.
Trevisa, Works (cd. Babington), I. 301.

It is the part of every obsequious servant to be sure to

have dally about him copy and variety of coloiu^.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

Now l>ecause they speak all they can (however unfitly),

they are thought to have the greater copy.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Food for horse in great copie. Strype, Records.

2. A duplication, transcription, imitation, or

reproduction of something; that which is not

an original.

Good captain, will you give me a copj; of the sonnet you
writ to Diana in behalf of the Count Kousillon?

Shak., All's Well, iv. 3.

Corlnna frowns awhile.

Hell's torments are but cojiies of liis smart.
Quarles, Emblems, iv. 5.

A copy after Haffaelle is more to be commended than an

original of any indifferent painter.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

Specifically— 3. A completed reproduction, or

one of a set or number of reproductions or imi-

tations, containing the same matter, or having

the same form and appearance, or executed in

the same 'style, as an exemplar; a duplicate;

a transcript : as, a copy of the Bible.

My copy of the book printed neare 60 yeares ago.

Evelyn, Diary, April 24, 1694.

4. The thing copied or to be copied; something

set for imitation or reproduction; a pattern, ex-

emplar, or model ; specifically, an example of

penmanship to be copied by a pupU.
Such a man

Might be a copi) to these yimnger times,

Which, foUow'd well, would demonstrate them now
But goers backward. Shak., Alls Well, i. 2.

He was the mark and glass, eoitji and book,

That fashion'd others. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 3.

6. In printing, written or printed matter given

to the printer to be reproduced in type.

copyhold

I would not deface your copy for the future, and only
mark the repetitions. Pope, To H. Cromwell, Nov. 29, 1707.

6t. Bight to the use of literary manuscript;
copyright.

I use the word copy, in the technical sense in which
that name or term has been used for ages, to signify an
incorporeal right to the sole printing and publishing of

somewhat intellectual communicated by letters.

Lord Mansfield, quoted in Drone.

It . . . will bring me in three hundred pounds, exclu-

sive of the sale of the copy. Sterne, Letters, No. 55.

7t. A copyhold tenure ; tenure in general.

Macb. Thou know'st that Banquo, and his Fleance, lives.

Lady M. But in them nature's copy's not cterne.
Shak., Macbeth, iii. 2-

I flnde that Waltham Abbey (for Benedictines at the

first) had its copie altered by King Henry the Second, and
bestowed on Augustinians. Fidler, Ch. Hist., vi. 1.

8. A size of writing-paper measuring 16 X 20

inches. E. H. iTx it/ftt.— Blind copy. See blindi.—

Certified copy. Same as office copy (which see, below).

— Copy of one's coimtenancel, a mask ; a pretense.

But this [acquiescence], as he afterwards confessed on
his death-bed, . . . was only a copy of his countenance.

Fielding, Jonathan Wild, iii. 14.

If this application for my advice is not a copy of your
countenance, a mask, if you are obedient, I may yet set

you right. Foote, The Autlior, ii.

Dead copy, in printing, copy that has been set up in type.

— Exemplified copy. See exemiAify.—Toul copy, the

first rough draft of any writing, defaced with alterations,

corrections, obliterations, etc. : opposed to fair or clean

eopy.—Of&ce copy, in lato, a transcript of a proceeding

or record in the proper office of a court, authenticated by
the officer having custody of the record, and usually un-

der the seal of such office. Also called certified copy.—To
cast off copy. See cas».— To change one's copyt,
to alter one's conduct ; adopt a different course.

Methinks Euphues chaunging so your colour, vpon the
sodeine, you wil soone chaunge your coppie.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 80.

To hold copy, to act as a copy-holder, or a proof-reader's

assistant. See copy-holder"^, 1.—To set a copy, to pre-

pare something to serve as a copy or model, as across the

top of the page of a writing-book.

We took him setting of boys' copies.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2.

copy (kop'i), V. ;
pret. and pp. copied, ppr. copy-

ing. [.< ME. copien (= D. Icopieren= G. copiren

="l)an. lopiere = Sw. kopiera), < OF. copier, F.

copier = Sp. Pg. copiar = It. copiare, < ML.
copiare, copy (cf. LL. copiari, furnish one's

self abvmdantly with something), < copia, a
copy, L. abundance: see copy, «.] I. trans.

1. To Imitate; follow as a model or pattern.

To coj>y her few nymphs aspired.

Her virtues fewer swains admired. Swift.

To copy beauties forfeits all pretence
To fame ;— to copy faults is want of sense.

Churchill, Rosciad, 1. 457.

My future will not copy fair my past
On any leaf but Heaven's.

Mrs. Brouming, Sonnet.

2. To make a copy of; duplicate; reproduce;
transcribe: sometimes followed by out, espe-

cially when applied to writing: as, to copy out

a set of figures.

There can be no doubt but that laws apparently good
are (as it were) things copied out of the very tables of

that high everlasting law. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 16.

These are also proverbs of Solomon, which the men of

Hezekiah king of Judah copied out. Prov. xrv. 1.

Copying camera. See camera.

fit. intrans. To imitate, or endeavor to be like,

something regarded as a model; do something
in imitation of an exemplar: sometimes fol-

lowed by fl/fer ; as, to copy after bad precedents.

Some . . . never fail, when they copy, to follow the

bad as well as the good.
Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

copy-book (kop'i-buk), n. A book in which
copies are written or printed for learners to

imitate.

Fair as a text B in a copy-book. Shak.. L. L. L., v. 2.

COpyer, n. See copier.

copyhold (kop'i-hold), n. [< copy + hold.] 1.

In England, a tenure of lands of a manor, ac-

cording to the custom of the manor, and by
copy of court-roll ; or a tenure for which the

tenant has nothing to show except the rolls

made by the steward of the lord's court, which

contain entries of the admission of the original

or former tenant, his surrender to the use of

another, or alienation, or his death, and the

claim and admission of the heir or devisee.

There are two sorts of copyhold : the first is styleii an-

cient demesne, or a customary freehold ; and the second

a base tenure, or mere copyhold. Copyhold property can-

not be now created, fi>r the foundation on which it rests

is that the property has been possessed time out of

mind by copy of court-roll, and that the tenements are

with the manor. Copyholds now descend to the heir at

law, according to the rules that regulate the descent ol

all other kiniU of estate in land.



copyhold

Abiff. Oh, win you kill me?
Roff. I do not think I can

;

You re like a copyhold, with nine lives in 't.

Beau, mtd Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 1.

There was even a manor court which took cognizance
of their rights, and in which the ancient, tliough inferior,

title of eopi/hold, or a right to land by virtue of a copy of
the roU of the manor court, may be said to have been in-

vented. British Quarterly Rev., LXXXIII. 274.

2. Land held in copyhold.

Item, to the th>Tde we saye that no Coppy-holder that
doeth suiTender hys coppyholde oughte to paye any hcr-
ryott vpon the surrender of hys coppyholde excepte yt be
in extremis of deathe. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 441.

EnftancMsement of copyhold lands. See enfran-
chise meiu.

copyholder^ (kop'i-hoFder), n. [< copyhold +
-eel.] One who is possessed of land in copy-
hold.

A copyholder is a tenant of a manor who is said to hold
his tenement " at the will of the lord according to the
custom of the manor. " This means that the tenant's rights
are nominally dependent on the will of the lord ; but the
lord is bound to exercise his will according to the custom,
so' that the tenaut is really as safe as if he were an abso-
lute owner. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 43.

A copyholder is not a hirer but an owner of land.
Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 322.

copy-holder^ (kop'i-h61"d6r), n. 1. Inprinting,
a proof-reader's assistant, who reads the copy
aloud or follows it while the proof is read, for
the detection of deviations from it in the proof.—2. A device for holding copy in its place, as
on a printer's frame or on a type-writer.

copying-ink (kop'i-ing-ink), n. 1. A writing-
fluid, containing sugar or some other viscous
substance, used for writings intended to be du-
plicated by a copying-press.— 2. A printing-
ink used in printing blanks, letter-heads, etc.,

from which letter-press copies may afterward
be taken.

copying-machine (kop'i-ing-ma-shen'), ».

Same as copying-press.

copying-paper (kop'i-ing-pa"per), n. Thin un-
sized paper used in duplicating writings by a
copying-press.

copying-pencil (kop'i-ing-pen"sil), n. A pencil
composed of graphite, kaolin or gum arable,

and blue-violet aniline. Marks made with it can
be reproduced in the copying-press like those
of copying-ink.
copying-press (kop'i-ing-pres), n. A machine
for copying any piece of writing in facsimile, or
for producing duplicates of letters, invoices,

and other manuscripts. There are several varieties,
but generally the original document is written with a
special kind of ink, and a copy is obtained from it on thin
paper which has been dampened, by means of pressure.
Also called copying-machine.

COpsdng-ribbon (kop'i-ing-rib"on), n. A ribbon
prepared with copying-ink, for use in a type-
writer when the copy is to be duplicated.
copyism (kop'i-izm), n. [< copy -t- -ism.'] The
practice of copying or imitating; mere imita-
tion. [Rare.]

MM. Gaucherel, Kajon, and Brunet-Debaines have in-

terpreted some of the most difficult amongst the later
works of I'urner in a manner which recalls them vividly
to our recollection, which is far better than heavy, iinin-

telUgent copyism. Hainerton, Graphic Arts, p. 444.

copyist (kop'i-ist), n. [< copy + -ist, after F.
copiste : see copwt.] A copier; a transcriber;
an imitator ; specifically, one whose occupation
is to transcribe documents or other manu-
scripts.

No original writer ever remained so unrivalled by suc-
ceeding copyists as this Sicilian master [Theocritus].

J. Warton, Essay on Pope, i. 9.

copy-money (kop'i-mun"i), ». Money paid for
copy or copyright; compensation for literary
work. Boswell.

They [papers on electricity] swelled to a quarto volume,
which has had five editions, and cost him [the publisher]
nothing for copy-money. Franklin, Autobiog., I. 345.

COpyopia (kop-i-6'pi-a), n. In pathol., fatigue
or weariness of vision ; weakness of sight; co-
popsia.

copyright (kop'i-rit), n. [< copy + right, «.]
fixelusive right to multiply and to dispose of
copies of an intellectual production (Drone)

;

the right which the law affords for protecting
the produce of man's intellectual industry from
being made use of by others without adequate
recompense to him (Broom and Hadley). it is a
right given by law for a limited number of years, upon cer-
tain conditions, to the originator of a book or other writing,
painting, sculpture, design, photfjgraph, musical composi-
tion, or similar production, or to his assignee. It corre-
sponds to the patent of an invention. In the United
States the term is 28 years, with the privilege of renewal
for 14 years; in England it is 42 years, or the period
of the author's life and 7 years additional, which-
ever period is the longer.— International copyright
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an international arrangement by which the right of an
author residing in one country may be protected by
copyright in such other countries as are parties to the
arrangement.

copyright (kop'i-rit), v. t. To secure a copy-
right of, as a book or play, by complying with
the requirements of the law; enter for copy-
right.

copweb (kop'web), n. An obsolete or dialec-
tal form of cobweb.

coque (kok), n. [P., lit. a shell: see coch*:,

cockle"^.] A small bow or loop of ribbon used
in decorative trimming.
coquelicot (kok'li-ko), ». [Also written coque-
lico; F. coquelicot, formerly coquelicoq, wild
poppy: so called from its resemblance in color
to a cock's crest, the word being a variant of
coquelicoq, coquelicon, coquerico, an imitation of
the cry of a cock, eockadoodle-doo : see coci-l.]

Wild poppy; corn-rose; hence, the color of
wild poppy ; a color nearly red, or red mixed
with orange.
coquett, ". and a. See cocket'^ and coquette.

coquet (ko-kef), v.
;

pret. and pp. coquetted,
ppr. coquetting. [= D. koketteren = G. coquet-
tiren = Dan. kokettere = Sw. kokettera, < F. co-

queter, coquet, ilirt, orig. swagger or strut like

a cock, < coquet, a little cock, hence a beau,
fern, coquette, a coquette, as adj. coquettish

:

see cocket^, coquette.'] I. trans. To attempt,
out of vanity, to attract the notice, admiration,
or love of; entertain with compliments and
amorous flattery ; treat with an appearance of
amorous tenderness.

You are coquetting a maid of honour. Swi/t.

H. intrans. 1. To trifle in love ; act the lover
from vanity ; endeavor to gain admirers.

Young ashes pirouetted down.
Coquetting with young beeches.

Tennyson, Amphion.

Hence— 2. To trifle, in general; act without
seriousness or decision.

The French affair had dragged on. Elizabeth had co-

quetted with it as a kitten plays with a ball.

Frotide, Hist. Eng., viii.

coqnetoon (kok-e-ton'), n. An antelope of west-
ern Africa, Cephalophus rufilatus. P. L. Sclater.

coquetry (ko'ket-ri), n.
;

pi. coquetries (-riz).

[CF. coquetterie, < coquette, a coquette.] Effort
to attract admiration, notice, or love, from van-
ity or for amusement ; affectation of amorous
tenderness ; trifling in love.

Women . . . without a dash of coqtietry.

Addison, Spectator.

Coquetry, with all its pranks and teasings, makes the
spice to your dinner— the mulled wine to your supper.

D. G. Mitchell, Reveries of a Bachelor, ii.

= 8301. Bee^rtation.

Coquetta bark. See bark^.

coquette (ko-kef), n. and a. [Formerly also
coquet (originally applied to men as well as to
women) ; < F. coquette, a coquette, a flirt, a pert
or flippant woman, prop. fem. of coquet, a beau,
as adj. coquettish, flirting, lit. a little cock : see
cocket^, whiehisthe same word in earlier form.]
1. n. 1. A woman who endeavors to gain the
admiration of men ; a vain, selfish, trifling wo-
man, who endeavors to attract admiration and
advances in love, for the gratification of her
vanity ; a flirt ; a jilt.

A cold, vain and interested coqrw^tte . . . who could ven-
ture to flii-t with a succession of admirers in the just con-
fidence that no fiame which she might kindle in them
would thaw her own ice. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xix.

The slight coquette, she cannot love.

Tennyson, Early Sonnets, vii.

2. 2)1. A group of crested humming-birds, of the
genus Lophornis (which see).

Il.t a. Coquettish ; like a coquette.

Coquet and Coy at once her Air,

Both study'd. Congreve, Amoret.

He was last week producing two or three letters which
he writ in his youth to a coquette lady.

Addison, The Man of the Town.

coquettish (ko-ket'ish), a. [< coquette + -ish.]

Luce a coquette ; of or pertaining to or charac-
terized by or practising coquetry.

A coqu£ttish manner.
//. Swinburne, Travels through Spain.

She meant to weave me a snare
Of some coquettish deceit.

Tennyson, Maud, vi.

COquettishly (ko-ket'ish-li), adv. In a coquet-
tish manner.

COquilla|;e (F. pron. ko-ke-lyazh'), n. [F., a
shell-animal, a shell, < coquille, a shell : see co-

quille, cockle'^.] In decorative art, an imitation
of shells, or the use of forms borrowed from

coracias

shells. This motive of decoration was common
in the Louis XV. style. See rococo.

coquilla-nut (ko-ke'lya-nut), n. The fruit of
the palm Attalea funifera, one of the cocoanut
group, a native of Brazil. The nut is 3 or 4 inches
hjng, oval, of a rich brown color, and consists of a very
hard, thick shell with two small kernels in the center.
The shell is extensively used in turnery, and especially for
making ornamental ends for umbrella-handles. See pias-
sam.
coquille (ko-kel'), n. [F., lit. a shell: see
cockle'^.] A part of the guard of a sword-hilt.
See hilt and shell.

coquillo (ko-kel'yo), n. [Sp., a small shell, a
cocoanut, etc. : see cockle^.] The physic-nut,
Jatropha Curcas.

coqnimbite (ko-kim'bit), n. [< Coquimbo (see
def.) + -ite^.] A hydrous sulphate of iron, of
a white or yellowish color, forming beds in a
trachytie rock in the province of Coquimbo,
Chili. Also called white copperas.

coquimbo (ko-kim'bo), n. [S. Amer.] The
burrowing owl of South America, Speotyto cu-
nicularia. See Speotyto, and cut under owl.

coquina (ko-ke'na), n. [< Sp. coquina, shell-
flsli in general, also cockle, dim. < L. concha, a
shell : see conch, cockle'^.] A rock made up of
fragments of marine shells, slightly consolidat-
ed by pressure and infiltrated calcareous mat-
ter. The name is chiefly applied to a rock of this kind
occun-ing on the east coast of Florida, and used to some
extent as a building material.

COqVlitO (ko-ke'to), n. [Sp., a small cocoanut,
dim. of coco, cocoanut.] The Jub<ea spectabi-
lis, a very beautiful palm of Chili, allied to the
cocoanut, and growing to a height of 40 or 50
feet. It bears numerous small edible nuts, and the sap,
obtained i>y felling the trees, is Ijoiled to a sweet syrup,
which, under the name of palm-honey {iniel de paima), is

highly esteemed in the domestic economy of the Chilians.

COrl (k6r), n. [L. cor (cord-) = Gr. KapSia =
E. heart: see corel and heart.] The heart, in
the anatomical sense ; the physiologically cen-
tral organ of the system of blood-vessels Cor
Caroll. [NL. : L. cor = E. heart; Caroli, gen. of ML.
Carolus, Cliarles (in sense (6) with reference to Charles's
Wain): see heart and carl.] (a) A heart made of silver
or gold, sometimes set with jewels, symlxilizing the heart
of King Charles I. of England. It was worn or carried
by enthusiastic royalists, {b) A yellowish star of the
third magnitude, below and behind the tail of the Great
Bear, designated by Flamsteed as 12 Canum Venaticorum,
but treated as a constellation on the globe of Senex (Lon-
don, 1740) and by some other English astronomers.

—

Cor
Hydrae (L. (NL), the heart of Hydra: cor = E. heart;
Uydrce, gen. of Hydra], a star of the second magnitude in
the southern constellation Hydra. See cut under Hydra.
— Cor Leonis[L. (NL.), the heart of Leo : cor = E.heart:
leonis, gen. of leo, a lion : see lion], another name for Re-
gulus, a star of the first magnitude in the constellation
Leo. See cut under Leo.—Cor Scorpionis [L., the heart
of Scorpio : cor = E. heart ; scorpionis, gen. of scorpiQ(7i-),

a scorpion, the constellation Scorpio], another name for
Antares, a star of the first magnitude in the zodiacal con-
stellation Scorpio.

—

Cor villoaum [NL., villous heart], a
heart the external surface of which is made rough and
shaggy by a pericarditic fibrinous exudation.

Cor^t, n. See core^, corps'^.

COr^t, n. [Origin obscure.] A kind of fish.

A salmon, cor, or chevin.
Will feed you six or seven.

B. JoTison, The Honour of Wales.

cor* (kor), n. [Heb.] A Hebrew and Phenician
oil-meastrre, supposed to be equal to 96 United
States (old wine) gallons. The cor (translated
measure) is mentioned in Luke xvi. 7 as a dry
measure. Also chor.

Concerning the ordinance of oil, the bath of oil, ye shall
offer the tenth part of a bath out of the cor, which is an
homer of ten baths. Ezek. xlv. 14.

cor-. Assimilated form of com-, con-, before r.

See cmn-.

Oor. An abbreviation of Corinthians.

COra, H. See corah.

coracacromial (kor'ak-a-krd'mi-al), a. Same
as coraco-acromial.

Coracia (ko-ra'si-ii), n. [NL. (Brisson, 1760),
< Gr. Kdpa^, a raven, a crow: see Corax.] A
genus of corvine birds, including the chough
or red-legged crow, C. graculus, usually called
I'yrrhocorax or Fregilus graculus. See cut un-
der chough.

coracias (ko-ra'si-as), n. [Gr. KopOKlaq, a kind
of raven or crow, < K<ip<rf (KopaK-), a raven, a
crow: see Corax.] If. An Aristotelian name
of some bird described as being like a crow and
red-billed : either the red-legged chough, Pyr-
rhocorax graculus. or the alpine, P. alpinus.—
2. l^cap.] [NL.] In modern orniih. : (nf) Same
as Coracia. 'Fieillot, 1816. (6) The typical ge-
nus of the family Coraciidce, containing the true
rollers, such as Coracias garrula of Europe and
Africa, and other species, not related to crows,
nor even of the same order of birds. See roller.
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CommoD Roller ( Coracias £-arru/'t ).

Coraciidae (kor-a-sl'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cora-
cias, 2 (6), 4- -idw.'i A family of picarian birds,

non-passerine and not related to the crows, be-
longing to the group of coceygomorphs, and
typified by the genus Coracias. it contains the
forms known as rollere, of the genera Coracias, Eurynto-
miai, Le-ptoitoniwi, Brachypteracias, Atel&rnis, and Geobi-
astes, of Africa, Asia, and Europe. The Coraciidce are
flssirostral, ^nd related to the broadbills, todies, and mot-
mots. The terra has sometimes been made to cover an as-

semblage of all these birds together, but is now definitely
restricted as above. Also written Caracidte, Coraciadoe,
Coracin<i!ihv,

Coraciinse (ko-ras-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cora-
cias, 2 (b), + -»n<c.] The typical subfamily of
the CoraciidtJB, distinguishing the rollers proper
(of the genera Coracias and Eurystomus) from
the isolated Madagascau forms of the genera
Leptosomus and Bruchxjpteracias, which respec-
tively represent other subfamilies. G. 11. Gray.
Also Coracince, Coraeianie, Coraciana, Coracia-
diiue. See cut under Coracias.

Coracinat (kor-a-si'na), n. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816),
< L. corax (corae-), a raven, crow : see Corax and
coraeitie.] A genus name under which Vieillot
grouped a number of heterogeneous species of
birds, including certain fruit-crows of South
America with some campophagine forms of the
old world. It has been applied by other authors to sun-
dry species of Giimuodeniue, Campephagidoe, etc. The
type was Giitiinoderuif ffjetidHx,

Coracinae^t (kor-a-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < L. corax
(corac-), a raven, crow, + -iruc. Cf. Coracitm
and coraci>ie.'\ A term applied by Swainson in
1831 to the South American fruit-crows, of the
subfamily Gymnoderinw of the family Cotint/ida:

Also Coraciniiite.

Coracinae^ (kor-a-si'ne), ». pi. [NL.] Same
as ('(iraeiince.

coracine't (kor'a-sin), n. [< L. eoracinus, < Gr.
KOfiaKiviii;, also KofKtKivo^, a fish Uke a perch, found
in the Nile, so called from its black color (cf.

Kopaidvoi, a young raven), < nojidKivo^, adj., like a
raven, < K6pa^ (ko/mk-), a raven : see Corax.'] A
fish anciently called coracinus, generally iden-
tified with the Chromis chromis, a species of the
family Pomacentridw. By the older authors it was
identified with the Scueita or C&rvina umbra or nUjra or
with the Umhrina cirrhom.

Tlie golden-headed coracine out of Egypt.
Middleton, Game at Chess, v. 3.

COracine^t, a. [< L. coracinus, < Gr. mpaKivoc, like
a raven, raven-black, < adpa^ {Kopaa-), a raven:
see Corax.] Black; raven-black.

Coracininaef (ko-ras-i-ni'ne), n. pi. Same as
Coraciiup^. lionaparte, 1837 ; Cahanis, 1847.

COracioid (ko-ras'i-oid), a. [< Coracias + -oid.]

Roller-like ; specifically, related to the Cora-
ciidir, or belonging to the Coracioidem.

Ooracioideae (ko-ras-i-oi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Coracias + -oidew.] A superfamily of birds, in-

cluding the {amilies Steatornitltid<e, Podargidw,
Caprimiiltiida; Coraciidce, and Leptosomatida;,
or the oil- birds, podargues, goatsuckers, rollers,

and kirumbos. See coracioid.

Ooracirostres (ko-ras-i-ros'trez), ti.pl. [NL.,
< L. corax {corac-}, a raven, crow (see Cm-ax), +
rostrum, beak.] A general name of the corvine
birds, considered as an
order of Passeres. A.
E. Brehm.

•coracle fkor'a-kl),n. [<
W. coricgl, also cwruyl, a
coracle, < corwg, cwrwg,
a frame, carcass, boat,
= Ir. curachan, a skiff:

see curracli.] A fisher-

man's boat used in

Wales and on many
parts of the Irish

coast, made by covering
a wicker frame with
leather or oil-cloth ; a
kind of bull-boat. Also
spelled COrracle. Fisherman witi Coracle.
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And, as a Coracle that braves
On Vaga's breast the fretful waves,
This shell upon the deep would swim.

Wordsworth, Blind Highland Boy.

COraco-acromial (kor'a-ko-a-kro'mi-al), a. [<
coraco(id) -I- acromion + -al.] In anat., per-
taining to the eoracoid and the acromion. Also
co)-afac)-o/»(«?.— coraco-acromlal ligament, a stout
ligament which connects the acromion with the eoracoid,
and is one of the accessory structures which defend the
shoulder-joint.

coracobrachial (kor"a-k6-bra'ki-al), a. and n.

[< Nil. coracobrachiafis, q. v.] li' a. In anat.,
pertaining to the eoracoid and the brachium or
upper arm, or to the humerus: applied to the
coraeobrachialis.

II. 11. The coraeobrachialis.

coraeobrachialis (kor"a-k6-brak-i-a'lis), a.
used as ii.

;
pi. coracobrdchialcs (-lez). [NL., <

coracoides, eoracoid, + L. brachium, arm: see
eoracoid and brachial.'] A muscle which arises
from the eoracoid in common with the long
head of the biceps, and is inserted into the
shaft of the humerus, its inner border forms for
some distance the surgical guide to the brachial artery

;

its action tends to extend the upper arm. See cut under
itiu^tcle.

COracoclavicular (kor'a-ko-kla-vik'u-lar), a.

[< coraco(id) + clavieula + -arS.] Indnat., per-
taining to the eoracoid and the clavicle Cora-
COClavlCUlar ligament, a strong fibrous band passing
between and binding together the clavicle and the eora-
coid. It is divided into two portions, called from their
shape conoid and trapezoid.

coracocostal (kor"a-kd-kos'tal), a. Same as
co.'<f(H-(fnfroid.

C0racohumeral(kor"a-k6-hii'me-ral), a. [<
coraco(id) + humerus + -al.] In «««(.', pertain-
ing to the eoracoid and the humerus Coraco-
humeral ligament, a fibrous band which forms a part of
the i-ap.sular lij-'amciit of the slioulder-joint.

eoracoid (kor'a-koid), a. and n. [< NL. cora-
coides, coracoideus, < Gr. KopaKociSr/i;, like a raven
or crow, < icdpof (nopan-), a raven or crow (see
Corax), + clSo^, form.] I. a. 1. Shaped like a
crow's beak.— 2. Pertaining to the eoracoid

;

connected with the eoracoid: as, the eoracoid
ligament— Coracoid bone. Same as II.— Coracoid
fontanelle, a space or vacuity between or among several
coracoid elements, as In batrachians.

—

Coracoid pro-
cess, the coracoid of a mammal above a monotreme.

II. II. The distal or ventral element of the
scapular arch, extending from the scapula to
or toward the sternum, of whatever size, shape,
or position : so named from the fact that in
adult man it somewhat resembles the beak of a
crow in size and shape. See cut under scapula.
In reptiles, birds, and nionotreniatous mammals the cora-
coid is a comparatively large, distinct, and independent
Iwne, articulated at one end with the shoulder-blade and
at the other with the sternum. (See cuts under hypocli-
dium and pectoral.) In all mammals above the mono-
treraes it is much reduced, becoming a mere process of
the scapula, firmly ankylosed therewith and having no
connection with the sternum, but normally having an in-

dependent center of ossification. In amphibians the cora-
coid varies in condition and relations, but when present
conforms to the aljove definition. In batrachians the
coracoid is divided by a lai-ge membranous space or fon-
tanel into a coracoid proper, which lies behind this space,
a persistently cartilaginous epicoi-acoid, which bounds the
space internally, and a precoracoid in front of it. In fishes
the term coracoid has been applied to several different
parts, on the assumption of their homology with the cora-
coid of the higher vertebrates (see cut under scapulocora-
coid) : (a) by C'uvier and his followers, to the teleotem-
poral ; (6) by Owen and others, to the prescapula

;
(c) by

Parker and other late writers, to the hypocoracoid
; (</)

by Gill, to the inner cartilage of the scapular arch and
the bones into which it Is disintegrated in the higher
fishes. See these names, and also ectocoracoid, epicora-
mill, hypfrritracoid, precoracoid, procoracoid.

coracoidal (kor-a-koi'dal), a. [< coracoid +
-al.] (Jf or pertaining to the coracoid.

coracoideus (kor-a-koi'df-us), a. used as ?(.

;

pi. coracoidei (-1). [NL. : see coracoid.] The
coracobrachial muscle.
coracomandibular (kor'a-ko-man-dib'ti-lar), a.

[< coraro{id) + mandibula + -ar^.] In anat.,

pertaining to the coracoid bone and the mandi-
ble or lower jaw-bone : as, a coraeomanMbular
mu.scle.

coracomandibularis (kor"a-ko-man-dib-u-la'-
ris), a. used as ?/.; pi. coracomandibulares (-rez).

[NL. : see coracomandibular.] A coracoman-
dibular muscle of some animals, as sharks,

arising from the pectoral arch, and inserted
into the lower jaw.

coracomorph (kor'a-ko-m6rf), n. One of the
Coraciimorphce ; a crow form.

Ooracomorphae (kor"a-k9-m6r'fe), n.pl. [NL.
(Huxley, 1867), < Gr. Kdpa^ (nopaK-), a raven, a
crow, + /iop<l>ri, form.] One of two great groups
of birds (Cypselomorpha; being the other) into

which Huxley divided his JEgithognathw. it cor-

responds to the Linneau Passeres or the Cuvierian Pas-

coral

serinm divested of certain non-conformable types, to the
Volmres of Sundevall, and to the Passeres of most modern
authors. It is an immense assemblage, containing a ma-
jority of all birds. They exhibit the typical passerine
structure, or the "crow form." Their technical charac-
ters are : an segithognathous palate ; no basipterygoid pro-
cesses ; a forked manubrium sterni ; the sternum single-
notched behind and with short costiferous extent (with
few exceptions) ; usually a hypoclidium ; an accessory
scapulohumeral boue ; a mobile insistent hallux directed
backward ; a normal ratio of digital phalanges (2, 8, 4, 6)

;

one carotid, the left ; a syrinx presenting every degree of
complexity ; a nude oil-gland ; and aftershafted plumage.
Huxley was inclined to divide this great group primarily
into two, one containing Menura (to which add Atrichia),
the other all the rest. See Passeres.

coracomorphic (kor"a-ko-m6r'fik), a. [< Cora-
comorphce + -ic] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Coracomorphm.
coracopectoral (kor"a-k6-pek'to-ral), a. In
anat., connected witt or connecting the cora-
coid and the thorax: as, a coracopectoral mus-
cle.

COracopectoralis (kor"a-k6-pek-to-ra'lis), a.

used as n.
;

pi. coracopectorales (-lez). [NL.

;

as coraco(id) + pectoral.] The lesser pectoral
muscle, or pectoralis minor, arising from the
front of the chest, and inserted into the cora-
coid. Coucs.

coraco-procoracoid (kor"a-k6-pr6-kor'a-koid),
a. [< coraco{id) + procoracoid.] Pertaining to
the coracoid and the procoracoid : as, a coraco-
procoracoid symphyseal ligament.
coracoscapular (kor"a-k6-skap'u-lar), a. and ».

[< coraco{id) + scajmlar.] I. a. 1. Of or per-
taining to the coracoid and the scapula.— 2.
Consisting of a coracoid and a scapula.

The pectoral arch [of an osseous fish] always consists of
a primarily cartilaginous coracoscapular portion— which
usually ossifies in two pieces, a coracoid below, and a
scapula above— and of sundry membrane bones.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 137.

Coracoscapular angle, in omith., the inclination of the
axes of the coracoid and of the scapula toward each other.
It is normally less than 90", as in nearly all birds, but in
the ratite birds approaches 180°, thns affording one of the
strong diagnostic marks of Ratitoe as compared with Can-
natm.— Coracoscapular foramen. See .foramen.

II, w. That which consists of a coracoid and
a scapula.

Cartilages which are placed side by side and articulate
with the coracoscapular. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 138.

Also scapulocoracoid.

coracosteal (kor-a-kos'tf-al), a. [< coracosteon
+ -dl.] Of or pertaining to the coracostea : as,

a coracosteal ossification.

coracosteon (kor-a-kos'te-on), «. [NL., < Gr.
Kopa^ (aopoK-), a raven, + bartov, bone.] In or-
nith., a separate ossification of the sternum, or
breast-bone, in relation with the coracoid: a
term correlated with lophosteon, pleurosteon,
metosteon, and urosteon. Parker.
COracovertebral (kor"a-k6-ver'te-bral), a. [<
coraco{id) + vertebra -f -al.] Belonging to the
coracoid bone and the vertebrae : applied to that
angle of the scapula which is formed by its

coracoid and vertebral borders, in man the pos-
tero-superior angle.

coradicate (ko-rad'i-kat), a. [< co-l -I- radi-
cate, a.] In philol., of the same root; of the
same ultimate origin. Skeat.

coraeet, «• and v. An obsolete form of courage.

corah, COra (ko'ra), n. [< Hind, kord, new,
plain (as silk undyed).] An India-pattern silk

handkerchief

—

Corah silk, a light washable silk from
the Ea.st Indies, of creamy-wliite color.

Corahismt (ko'ra-izm), n. [< Corah, Korah (LL.
Core), mentioned in Num. xvi. 1, etc., + -ism.]

A factious, contentious, or rebellious spirit : in
allusion to the factious action of Corah and
his company as recounted in Numbers xvi.

[Rare.]

There are some, not thoughtless persons, who, in nu-
merating the troublesome and scandalous things that have
disturbed us in our New-English wilderness, have com-
plained of a crime which they have distinguished by the
name of corahisiH, or that litigious and levelling spirit
with which the separation has been leavened.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vii. 1.

coral (kor'al), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also
corall, corral, corrall, < ME. coral, < OP. e^tral,

P. coral, corail = Pr. coralh = 8p. Pg. coral =
It. corallo= D. koraal = G. koralle = l5an. koral
= Sw. korall= OBulg. koralya = Serv. kraliyesh,

kralish = Pol. koral = Euss. koraliki, korallu,

dial, krali, = Lith. koralus, karelkis= Lett, krele

= Hung, kolaris. Maris, < LL. corallum (NL.
corallium), L. corallius, prop, coralium, curalium,

< Gr. KopaXAiov, Ionic Kovpakiov, coral, esp. red
coral ; ult. origin uncertain.] I. w. 1. A general
term for the hard calcareous skeleton secreted
by the marine coelenterate polyps for their sup-
port and habitation (polypidom). The coralpro-
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dacing zoophytes are usually compound animals, young
buds sprouting from the body of the parent polyp and
remaining connected with it on the same sjKit even after
it is dead ; so that a piece of coral may be regarded as
the abode either of one compound animal or of a mul-
titude of individuals. The coralline structure sometimes
branches like a shrub, sometimes spreads like a fan, or
assmues the appearance of a brain, a flower, a mushroom,
etc. (See cut under brain-coral.) These structures some-
times, as in the Pacillc and southern parts of the In-
dian ocean, form reefs from 20 yards to several miles in
breadth, extending for hundreds of miles along the coasts,
and also the peculiar coral Islands known as atolls. (Sec
atoll.) The more abundant reef-builders, at tlie more

1. Sea-fan Cora.l(GorjsvMiaJfadti/um). a. Madrepore Cora] ( Afadre-
pora cervicornis). 3. Mushroom Coral {Fungia dtntata).

moderate deptlis, are tlie madrepores, astrseids, porites,
and meandrines, and, at depths of Irom 15 to 20 fathoms, the
millepores and seriatopores— the great fluid of coral-de-
velopment thus lying between low water and 20 fathoms.
Coral is nearly a pure calcium carbonate, mixed with more
or less horny or gelatinous matter. The fine red coral of
commerce, much used for ornaments, is a sclerobasic coral,

in appearance somewhat resembling a tree deprived of its

leaves and twigs. It is found chiefly in the Mediterranean,
where several coral fisheries exist, as off' the coasts of
Provence, Sardinia, etc. See CoralUgeiia, Corallium, Octo-
coralla, Sclerobasica, Sclerodermaia.

2. A child's toy, consisting of a branch ofsmooth
coral with a ring attached, and usually with the
addition of small bells and a whistle.

I'll be thy nurse, and get a coral for thee,
And a fine ring of bells.

Beau, and FL, The Captain, iii. 5.

Her infant grandame's coral next it gi"ew,

The bells she jingled and the whistle blew.
Pope, R. of the L,, v. 93.

3. The unimpregnated roe or eggs of the lob-

ster, which when boiled assume the appearance
of coral.— 4. A fleshy-leafed crassulaeeous
house-plant, Rochea cocclnea, native of South
Africa, bearing bright-scarlet flowers Black
coral, sclerobasic coral of the family Antipathidce.—
Blue coral, a coral of the family Ilelioporidte, Heliopora
coerulea, occurring in many of the coral reefs of the Pacific

ocean.

—

Cup-COraL (a) A coral of the UimWy Ci/atho2}ftyI-

lidie. (b) Same as coraUite, 2.— Eporose, perforate, ru-
gose, tabulate, tubulose corsu. Sec Ej>»rom, Perfo-
rata, Rugoxa, Tahutata, Tiibutosa.— 'NlillepOTecOTal. See
Hydroco'ralli)K£, Mitle/JorUke.— TSSMShXOOm. COral, coral
of the family Fungiidce.— Organ coral. organ-pipe
coral, tubiporaceous coral; coral of the family Tubipo-
rwite.— Pink coral, a pale variety of red coral, used for
ornaments.

—

Red COral, Corallium rubruni, an important
genus of sclerobasic corals belonging to the order Alcyo-
Tiaria, the polyps possessing eight fringed tentacles. Red

' coral is highly valued for tne manufacture of jeweliy, and
is obtained from the coasts of Sicily, Italy, and other parts
of the Mediterranean. See cut under Coralligena.— Star
coral, coral of the family AatrceidcB.

n, a. 1. Made of coral ; consisting of coral

;

coralline: as, a coral ornament; a coral reef.— 2. Making coral ; coralligonous : as, a coral

polyp.— 3. Containing coral; coraled ; coral-

liferous: as, a coral grove.— 4. Resembling
coral; especially, of the color of commercial
coral; pinkish-red; red: specifically, in her.j

used of that color when described in blazoning
a nobleman's escutcheon according to the sys-

tem of precious stones. See blazon, w., 2.

Forth from her Coral Lips such Folly broke.
Congreve, Lesbia.

In ancient times the juggler, when he threw off his

mantle, appeared in a tight scarlet or coral dress. Brewer,

Coral bean. See 6eani.— Coral Insect, a coral polyp;
one of the individual animals a colony of which makes a
coral polypidom : a popular designation, now avoided by
careful writers, the animal not being an "insect."— CoraJ
island, an island the formation of which Is due to the
deposition of coral by polyps. See atoll.— Goral lacquer,
coral lac, ornamental work In which the surface is carvecl

in the thickness of a red lacquer, which is applied upon a
foundation, usually of wood. See looguer.— Coral ore, a
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curved lamellar variety of hepatic cinnabar from Idria.
Carniola.— Coral reef, a reef of coral. See I., 1.— Coral
shoemaker, a flsh of the family Teuthididce and genus
Teuthin or Acanthurus, living in the coral reefs of the
Seyclielles.

coral-berry (kor'al-ber'^'i), w. The Sifruphori-
carpos miJgaris, a shrub resembling the snow-
berry, but having the berries dark-red and
clustered in the axils of the leaves.

coraled, coralled (kor'ald), a. [< coral + -cf?2.]

Furnished with coral ; covered with coral.

coral-fish (kor'al-fish), n. 1. A fish of the fami-
ly Ch(ptodontidw.— 2. A fish of the family Poma-
ccnfridw.

corallaceous (kor-a-la'shius), a. [< coral (LL.
coraUum) + -aceousj] Belonging to or of the
nature of coral.

Gorallaria (kor-a-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < LiL.

coraUum, coral (see coral)^ + -aria.} A former
name of coral polyps and some other actino-
zoans : a loose synonym of Coralligena, or even
of Actinozoa,

coralled, a. See coraled.

coralliferous (kor-a-lif'e-ms), a. [<LL. coral-

lum, coral (see coral), + '\j.ferre = E. hear^. Cf.

coralligerous.'] Containing or bearing coral

;

producing coral. Also coralligerous.

coralllform (ko-ral'i-fSrm), a. [< LL. coral-

him, coral (see 'coral), + L. forma, form.] Re-
sembling coral in structure or shape.

Coralligena (kor-a-lij'e-na), n.pl. [NL., neut.
pi. of coralligemis": see coralHgcnous.~\ In some
systems of classification, one of the primary di-

visions of the Actinozoa, the other being the
Ctenopkora. The mouth always has one or more cir-

clets of tentacles, slender and conical, or short, broad,
and fimbriated. The enterocoele is divided into 6, 8,

or more intermesenteric chambers communicating witli

cavities in tlie tentacles ; the mesenteries are thin and
membranous, each ending aborally in a free edge, often
thickened and folded, looking toward the center of tlie

axial chamber ; and the outer wall of the body has no large
paddle-like cilia. Most Coralligena are fixed and may give

A genus of calcare-

Red Coral of commerce, Coratlintn rnbrutn : portion of a branch
of the sclerobasic polypidom or zoanthodeme, the cocnosarc divided
longitudinally and partly removed, with two of the anthozo6ids in

section. ( Magnified.

)

W, j4, ccenosarc or sclerobase, with deep lonffitudinal canals, /,/",

and superficial irregular reticulated canals, A. A. P, hard axis of the
coral, with longitudinal grooves, g, answering to the longitudinal
vessels. B, an anthozooid or polyp, with expanded tentacles, d; k,

mouth ; m, gastric sac ; i. its inferior edge ; J, mesenteries. B' , an-
thozoSid retracted in its cup, the tentacles, rf, withdrawn into the in-

termesenteric chambers ; a.festoonededgescf the cup; *, part of the
body which forms the projecting tube when the actinozoan is pro-

truded ; c, orifices of the cavities of the invaginatcd tentacles ; e, cir-

cumoral cavity.

rise by gemmation to zoanthoderaes of various shapes.
The great majority have a hard skeleton, composed chiefiy

of carbonate of lime, in some of its forms known as coral,

which may be deposited in spicula in the body, or fonn
dense networks or plates of calcareous substance. The
chief divisions of the Coralligena are the Uexacoralla and
the Octocoralla (or Alcyonaria). The Coralligeiut, include
all the Actinozoa which form coral, and many which do
not, as the sea-anemones, dead-men's-fingers, etc. Nearly
all

'

' corals " of ordinary language are hexacoralline ; not,

however, the red coral, with which the name is most popu-
larly associated.

The Actinozoa comprehend two groups— the Coralligena
and the Ctenophora. ... In the Coralligena the outer
wall of the body is not provided with bands of large pad-
dle-like cilia. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 138.

coralligenous (kor-a-lij'e-nus), a. [< NL, cor-

alligenus, < LL. coraUum, coral (see coral), + L.
-i/enMS, producing: see -genous.'] 1. Producing
coral : as, coralligenous zoophytes.— 2. Spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Coralligena;

actinozoic.

coralligerous (kor-a-li,i'e-ru8), a. [< LL. coral-

lum, coral (see coral), +"L. gerere, bear, carry.]

Same as cordlliferovs.

Goralliophila

Goralllidse (kor-a-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < CoraU
Hum + -ida:'\ A family of corals, represented
by the genus Corallium, containing the well-
known red coral of commerce, C. rubrum. There
is a hard homogeneous sclerobasic axis, on which the
value of the coral depends. There are eight jjinnately
fringed tentacles and other characters separating the fam-
ily so widely from most corals that it does not belong to
the same order, but to the alcyonarian or octocoralline
division of the Coralligena, many of which are not cor-
alligenous; and its affinities are with the gorgoniaceous

djolyiiB. as the sea-fans, etc. See Corallium, Coralligena.

oralliinaB (kor'-'a-li-i'ne), «. p?. [NL., < Co-
rallium + -j'n^e.] The Coralliidce regarded as a
subfamily of Gorgoniidw. J. D. Dana, 1846.

Corallimorphidae (kor^'a-li-mor'A-de), n. pi,
[NL., < Corallimorplia +"-ida'.'] A family of hex-
SiXaQTOUQ Actiniw, with a double corona of tenta-
cles, a corona of marginal principal tentacles
and a corona of intermediate accessory tenta-
cles. The septa are slightly differentiated, and are all
furnished with reproductive organs. The muscular system
is weak in all parts of the body, and there is no circular
muscle.

CoralllmorpllUS (kor-^a-li-mdr'fus), ». [NL.
(Mosely, 18/7) ;

prop. doralUomorphus ; < Gr. ko~
paX/iiov, coral (see coral), + fiop(p7/, form.] The
typical genus of the family CorallifnorpkidcE.

corallin, n. See coralline, 3,

Corallina (kor-a-li'ha), «. [NL., fem. of LL,
corallinus : see coraUi7ie.~\

ous algsB, with erect fili-

form articulated fronds
and opposite branches.
There are over 30 species, most-
ly tropical, the most common
species, C. oMcinalis, ranging
far northward! It grows every-
where within tide-mark, and
forms an object of great beauty
in rock-pools, from its graceful
structure and beautiful rose-col-
on-d or purple hues.

Corallinacese (kor * a - li -

na'se-e), «. ^jZ. [KL., <
Corallina + -acece.'] Same
as CorallinecB.

Corallinaet, «.i?Z. The cor-
allines, indiscriminately.

coralline (kor'a-lin), a.

and «. [< LL. corallinus,

coral-red, < cwa?/Mm, coral:
see coral and w'wel.] I. a.

1. Consisting of or containing coral; resem-
bling coral; coral. Specifically— 2. Having a
color somewhat resembling that of red coral

;

red, pinkish-red, or reddish-yellow.

A paste of a red coralline color, pale when broken, and
. reddish yellow under the fracture.

Birch, Ancient Pottery, iv. 5.

Coralline deposits. See rf«po^7.— Coralline ware,
pottery made in the south of Italy during the seventeenth
and eiylUeeiith centuries, having a red paste resembling
that of the classical Samian ware. The vessels have, in
general, fantastic shapes. H. Syer Cmhiin*/.— Coralline
zone, a depth of the sea in which corallines abound, in

some classifications the third from the shore, extending
from 15 or 25 to 35 or 50 fathoms, in the north temperate
seas.

II, K. 1. A seaweed with rigid calcareous
fronds : so called from its resemblance to coral.

See Corallina.— 2. A coral or other zoophyte
or actinozoan: a term extended also to poly-
zoans or moss-animalcules, and to some of the
hydrozoans.— 3. [In this sense commonly cor-
allin.'} A dye, prepared commercially by heat-
ing together phenol, anhydrous oxalic acid, and
oil of vitriol, and producing a very unstable
color. It forms a reddish-green mass which yields a yel-
low powder, consisting of aurin (CJ9H14O3) with other
similar substances. It is insoluble m water, but soluble
in hydrochloric acid and alcohol. Its presence in articles

of clothing has sometimes caused serious cutaneous erup-
tions. Red corallin, or peony-red as it is sometimes called,

is produced from yellow corallin by the action of ammo-
nia at a hi^rli temperature.

Corallineae (kor-a-lin'e-e), 7i.pJ. [NL., < Coral-
lina + -€ce.] A suborder of algae, including
nearly all the calcareous Floridew, and classed
by the earlier writers with the corals. They are
rose-colored or purple, foliaceous or filiforni, jointed or
inarticulate, with the highly differentiated organs of fruc-
tification borne in distinct conceptacles either externally
or immersed in the fronds. They are especially abundant
in the tropics. Also CoralHnacece.

COrallinite (kor'a-lin -it), w. [< coralline +
-i(e^.'\ A fossil coralline ; the fossil polypidom
of coral polyps ; fossil coral. Also corallite,

corallinoid (kor'a-Hu-oid), a, [< corallins +
-oi'rf.] Same as coralloid.

A broken, granulose or corallinoid crust.

JC. Tuckerman, N. A. Lichens, i. 127.

Ooralliophila(kor''''a-li-of'i-la), n, [NL.(Adam8^
1858), < Gr, Kopa/.?uov, coral (see coral), + 0/Xoc,

loving.] A genus of rhachiglossate pectini-

Corallina officinalis.

I. Portion of a frond, about
one half natural size. 2. Tip
of a branch, bearing a con-
ceptacle and cut longitu-
dinally, exposing the carpo-
spores.



Coralliophila

branchiate gastropodous mollusks, of the fam-

ily CoraUio]>liiUda'.

Coiralliophilidae (kor"a-li-6-fU'i-de), «. pL
[NL., < Coralliophila + -idce.'\ A family of gas-

tropods, typified by the genus Coralliophila.

corallite (kor'a-lit), «. [< coral (LL. corallum)

+ -(te2,] 1. game as corallinite.— 2. The cal-

careous secretion or hard skeleton of a single

individual coral polyp in a composite coral

mass, compound coral, or coral polypidom.

Also called cup-coral.

The skeleton thus formed, freed of its soft parts, is a

"cup coral," and receives the name of a corallite. . . .

The coraUitea may l)e distinct and ccmnected only by a

substance formed by calcilication of the cojnosarc, which
is termed ccenenchyma ; or tile thecK may be imperfectly

developed, and the septa of adjacent corallitet run into

one another. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 139.

COrallitic (kor-a-lit'ik), a. [< corallite + -ic]

Containing or resembling coral.

Tlie cara/i7i'c[marble] resembling ivory, from AsiaMinor.
C. O. ituUer, Manual of Archajol. (trans.), § 309.

Corallitun (ko-ral'i-um), )(. [NL. (Lamarck,

1801) (cf. LL.' corallum, L. coralium, curalium),

< Gr, mpa'A/.mv, Ionic novpa'/.iov, coral, esp. red
coral: see cora^] The typical genus of corals

of the family CoralUida:, containing only one
species, C. rubrum, the red coral of commerce.
See cut under Coralligerta.

COralloid (kor'a-loid), a. and n. [< coral +
-oid.] 1. a. Resembling coral in form; branch-
ing or otherwise shaped like coral ; coralliform

.

Also corallinoid, coralloidal.

II. n. A polyzoan or moss-animalcule, as

some of the corallines, likened to a coral polyp.

coralloidal (kor-a-loi'dal), a. [As c»ralloid +
-al.'] Same as coralloid. Sir T. Browne.

Oorallorhiza (kor 'a-lo-ri'za), «. [NL., < LL.
corulluin ((jr. KopalAiov), coral (see coral), + Gr.

pi'Ca, a root.] A small genus of plants, natu-

ral order Orchidaee(e, consisting of brown or

yellowish leafless herbs, parasitic on roots, and
found in shady woods in the northern hemi-
sphere. The species are popularly known as corairoot,

from the coral-like rootstocks. C.in?Mi(a is the most com-
mon European species, while C. muUiJiora and C. odonto-

rhiza are fre<iuent in the United States.

COrallnm (ko-ral'um), n. [LL., red coral: see

coral.] Coral; a coral; the skeleton of a coral

polypidom ; the calcified tissue of the coralli-

genous actinozoans.

coral-mud (kor'al-mud), M. Decomposed coral

;

the sediment or mud formed by the disintegra-

tion of coral.

coral-plant (kor'al-plant), n. The Jatropha
multifida, a tall euphorbiaceous plant, fre-

quently cultivated in the gardens of India for

its handsome scarlet flowers and deeply cut

foliage.

coral-rag (kor'al-rag), n. In geol., a provincial

terra for the Highest member of the middle
oolitic series, a variety of limestone containing
an abundance of petrified corals.

coralroot (kor'al-rSt), n. A plant of the genus
t'lirallorhica. Also called coralwort.

coral-snake (kor'al-snak), n. One of many dif-

ferent serpents, some of which are venomous
and others not, which are marked with red
zones, suggesting the color of coral, (a) The spe-

cies of the ^nus Elaps, aa E. fidviiut, the harlequin-

i^ ?s..

Coral-siialEe {Etafs coratlina).

«nake of the southern United States, beautifully ringed
with red, yellow, and black, and especially E. corallina.

Tliese serpents are i)oi8oiious. (b) Various innocuous colu-
brine serpents, as of tlie genera Oxifrftttpug, Ophibolim,
ErythrotamprU, and IHiocercug. (r) .Some tortricine ser-

|)«nts, as Tortrix leytale of South America.
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coral-stitcll (kor'al-stich), n. A stitch used in
embroidery, which gives an irregular branched
appearance like that of fine coral, the thread
being laid upon the surface and held in place
by stitches taken at intervals.

coral-tree (kor'al-tre), n. A plant of the legu-
miuous genus jirytlirina. There are several species,

natives of, Africa, India, and America. They are shrubs
or trees with trifoliolate leaves, and scarlet spikes of pa-
pilionaceous flowers, followed by long constricted pods
inclosing bright-red seeds. The coral-tree of India is

E. Indica ; of the West Indies, E. Corallodendron.

coral-wood (kor'al-wM), n. A fine hard cabi-
net-wood of South American origin, suscepti-

ble of a fine polish. When first cut it is yel-

low, but it soon changes to a beautiful red or

coral.

coralwort (kor'al-w6rt), n. 1. The popular
name of Dentaria hulbifera, a cruciferous plant
foimd in woods and coppices in the southeast of

England. Also called toothwort or tooth-violet.— 2. Same as coralroot.

coral-zone (kor ' al - zon), n. The depth of the
sea at which corals abound ; a sea-zone in which
corals flourish.

corami (ko-ra'mi), n. pi. [It., pi. of corame (>
ML. corameii), orig. abide, < h.corium, leather:

see corium.~i Wall-hangings of leather. They
were in general use in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies, and also at an earlier period. Such hangings are
sometimes decorated with stamped patterns similar to
those used for bookbindings, and sometimes are richly
embossed with a pattern in relief, colored, gilded, and
silvered. The separate pieces of leather are necessarily
small, and it is common to secure them at the comers Ijy

a l)oss or nail-head, which holds the corners of four squares
at once.

coram judice (ko'ram jo'di-se). [L. : coram,
prep., before the eyes, in presence, in sight,

perhaps < c-, appar. a relic of some prep., ' at' or
'before,' -t- os (or-), the mouth, face, or the re-

lated ora, edge, border (orig. lip, mouth?) (see

oral)
;
judice, abl. ofjudex (judic-), a judge : see

judicial, judge, «., etc.] Before a judge having
legal jurisdiction of the matter.

coram nobis (ko'ram no'bis). [L. : coram, be-
fore ; nobis, abl. of nos, we, pi. of ego, I : see co-

ram judice and ego.] Before us (that is, con-
structively, the king or queen) : a term used in

certain writs issued by the English Court of

King's or Queen's Bench.
coram non judice (ko'ram non J6'di-se). [L.

:

see coram judice and non.] Before one not the

proper judge ; before one who has not legal ju-

risdiction of the matter: a law term.

coram paribus (ko'ram par'i-bus). [L. : coram,
before

;
paribus, abl. pi. of par, equal : see

coram judice, and j)ar, peer.] Before equals;
before one's peers : formerly used of the attes-

tation of deeds, which could be done in this

way only.

coram populo (ko'ram pop'u-16). [L. : coram,
before

;
populo, abl. of populus, people : see co-

ram judice and popular.] Before the people

;

in sight of spectators.

COran^t, ». See currant^.

Ooran^, ». See Koran.
coranach, «. See coronach.

corance't, «• Same as cranis.

Wlien thou hadst stolen her dainty ro8e-coran«.
Chapman (V), Alphonsus, Emperor of Qermany, v. 2.

COrance^t, »• See currant^.

corant't, " and n. See courant^, current^.

corant^t, ». See eourant^.

corant't, «• An obsolete form of currant^.

COranto^t, »• See courant^.

coranto^, n. See courant^.

Oorax(k6'raks), n. [NL., <L. coraa:, < Gr. K6pa^,

a raven or crow, akin to L. corvus, a crow : see

Corrus, corUe.] 1. A genus of ravens ; the spe-

cific name of the common raven, Corvus eorax,

made a generic name by Bonaparte, 1850. See
cut under raven.— 2. A provisional genus name
applied to certain minute triangular solid fossil

sharks' teeth, chiefly of the Cretaceous age.

Agassiz, 1843.— 3. In entom., a genus; same as

Steropus.

corazint, corazlnet (kor'a-zin), n. [< ML. cora-

zina,< It. corazza = F. cuirasse, cuirass: see

cuirass.] A defensive garment for the body;
the broigne or the gambeson. See these words.

COrbl (korb), n. [=D. korf= OHG. corb, chorb,

corp, chorp, MHG. chorb, choreb, korp, G. korb

= Dan. kurv = Sw. korg, perhaps < L. corbis, a
basket.] If. A basket; an alms-basket. Spe-

cifically— 2. In mininq, a vessel of sheet-iron

used in raising coal from the bottom of the

shaft ; a corf.

corb^ (k6rb), n. [Also corbe, abbr. of corbel^,

q. v.] In arch., a corbel.

corbel

A bridge ybuilt in goodly wize
With curious Corbes and pendants graven faire.

Spenser, ¥. Q., IV. x. 6.

COrb^t (korb), n. An abbreviated form of cor-

ban.

corban (kor'ban), n. [Heb. korban, an offer-

ing, sacrifice, < karab, approach, bring, offer.

Cf. corbana.] 1. In Judaism, an offering of

any sort to God, particularly in fulfilment of a
vow. To the rules laid down in Lev. xxvii. and Num.
XXX. concerning vows, the rabbins added the rule that a
man might interdict himself by vow not only from using
for himself any particular object, for example food, but
also from giving or receiving it. The thing thus inter-

dicted was considered as corban. A pereon might thus
release himself from any inconvenient obligation under
plea of corban— a practice which Christ reprehended, aa

annulling the spirit of the law.

But ye say. If a man shall say to his father or mother, It

is Corban, that is to say, a gift, by whatsoever thou might-
est be profited by me ; he shall be free. Mark vii. 11.

Origen's account of the corban system is that children
sometimes refused assistance to parents on the ground that
they had already contributed to the poor fund, from which
they alleged their parents might be relieved.

W. SmUh, Bible Diet.

2t. Same as cwbana.

The ministers of religion, who derive their portion of

temporals from his title, who live upon the corban, and
eat the meat of the altar.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 64.

3. In the Coptic liturgy, the eucharistic oblate
or host, divisible into nine parts, the central

one of which is called the spoudicon. See des-

poticon smA pearl.

corbana (k6r-ba'na), n. [ML., var. of LL. cor-

bona, perhaps < Seb. korban: see corban, 2.]

In the early church, the treasury of the basilica,

into which the alms and offerings of the faith-

ful were carried, and whence they were trans-

ferred to the bishop's house. Walcott.

corbeif, ". -An obsolete form of curb.

COrbe^t, n. See corb^.

corbel! (kor'bel), n. [< F. corbeille, OF. cor-

beille, f. (OF. also corbeil, m.), < LL. corbi-

cula, dim. of L. corbis, a basket: see corb^,

and cf. corbel^.] 1. In fort., a small basket
or gabion, to be
filled with earth
and set upon a
parapet, to shel-

ter men from the
fire of besiegers.
—2. Inarc/j.and
decorative art, an
ornament in the
fonn of a basket
containing flow-

ers, fruits, etc.

corbeille (kor'-

bel), n. [F.]

Same as corbeil.

corbeil (kor'-

bel), n. [Also
corbeil, corbil,

corbill (cf. cor-

beil), < OF. cor-

bel, F. corbeau, a
corbel, prop, a
little basket, =
Pg. corbelha, f.,

= It. corbello, <

ML. 'corbellus,

m., corbella, f.

(also corbulus,

m.), dim. of L.
corbis, a basket:
see corfel, corb^,

corbeil. Cf. Cor-

bet.] l.laarch.,
a piece of stone,

wood, or iron

projecting from
the vertical face of a wall to support some su-

perincumbent object. Corbels are of great variety

in form, and are ornamented in many ways. They are

much used in medieval architecture, forming supports lor

the beams of floors and of roofs, the machicolations of

fortresses, the labels of doors and windows, etc.

The corbells were carved grotesque and grim.
Scott, L. of L. M., ii. 9.

From the grinning corbeh that support the balconies

hang tufts of gem-bright ferns and glowing clove-pinks.

J. A. .Vymondu, Italy and Greece, p. 199.

2. The vase or drum of the Corinthian column

:

so called from its resemblance to a basket.— 3.

In entom., the truncated oval tip of the tibia,

when, as in manv Ehynchophora, the insertion of

the tarsus is a little above the tip on the inner

side. The corbel is fringed with stiff hairs, and takes va-

rious foi-ms, which are important characters in classifica-

tion. It is said to be open when it is broken on the inner

2

Corbels.

I, from palace of St. Louis, Paris, igtb

century ; 9, from ciiurch of Saint-Gilles-lez-

Arles, France, 12th century.



Corbel-Steps.— Castle of SchalThau-
sen, Switzerland.

Corbel-table.— Cathedral of Chaitres,
France, 12th century.

corbel

side by the articuiar cavity of the tarsus; closed, when the
cavity does not attain it and the oval margin is complete

;

cawrnoge, when the external margin is produced and
cun*ed over the corbel, like a roof.

corbel^ (kor'bel), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. corbeled or

corbelled, ppr. corbeling or corbelling. [< corbel^,

n.] 1. To support on corbels.— 2. Inarch.,
to expand by extending each member of a se-

ries beyond the one below.

corbel^ (kor'bel), )(. [< ME. 'corbel, corbyal, <

OF. corbel, F. corbeau, a raven, dim. of corp,

corb, corf, < L. corriis, a raven, a crow : see Cor-
viis, corbie.'] A raven or crow ; a corbie.

corbeling, corbelling (kor'bel-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of corbel^, c] In building, an overlap-
ping arrangement of
stonee, bricks, etc.,

each course project-
ing beyond the one
below it.

corbel-piece (k6r'-

bel-pes), H. A wood-
en support or brack-
et ; a bolster ; a cor-

bel.

corbel-steps (k6r'-

bel- steps), n. pi.

Steps into which the
sides of gables from
the eaves to the apex
are sometimes form-
ed. Also called cor-

bie-steps and erow-
steps.

corbel-table (kor'-

bel-ta"bl), n. A pro-
jecting course,
a parapet, a tier

of windows, an
arcade, an en-
tablature, or
other architec-
tural arrange-
ment, which
rests upon a se-

ries of corbels.

corbett, n. [<
ME. Corbet, <

OF. corbete, corbette, courbette, a sort of orna-
mental edging, appar. equiv. to corbeP- in arch.,

but in form as if fem. dim. of eorbe, eourbe, < L.
curvtts, bent, arched: see corfti, curve, a.] Same
as corbel^.

Corbetz and imageries. Chaucer, Hoase of Fame, 1. 1804.

corbicula^ (k6r-bik'u-la), n. [Nli., < LL. cor-

bicula, a little basket, fem. dim. of L. corbis, a
basket: see corftl.] 1. In
entom., same as corbiculum.— 2. leap.] A genus of

siphouate bivalve mol-
lusks, of the family Cy-
renidce (or Cycladidm or
Corbiculidw). C. consobrina
is an example.
corbicula^, ». Plviral of cor-

hicidum.

corbiculate (kor-bik'u-
lat), a. [< corbiculum, cor-

In entom., flat, smooth, and
fringed with strong incurved hairs, forming a
kind of basket in which pollen is carried : ap-
plied to the posterior tibia of a bee, as of the
hive-bee and bumblebee.
Corbiculidse (kor-bi-kii'li-de), n. pi. [NL., <

CorliicnUt^, 2, + -wte.] A family of bivalves,

typified by the genus Corbicula: same as Cy-
renidte.

corbicnlom (k6r-bik'vi-
lum), n.; pi. corWciila

(-la). [NL., neut. dim.
of L. corbis, a basket. Cf

.

orbieuJa^.'] In entom., a,

smooth or concave space,
fringed with stiff hairs,

on the inner side of the
tibia or basal joint of the
tarsus of a bee. It serves
as a receptacle for the
pollen which the bee col-

lects and carries to its

nest. Also corbicula.

corbie, corby (kor'bi),
n.

;
pi. corbies (-biz). [A reduced form of cor-

bin, q. v.] A raven or crow. [Scotch.]

As 1 was walking all alane,
I heard twa corbies making a mane.

The Twn Corbies (Child's Ballads, III. 61).

Corbicula consobrina

bicula^, + -atel.]

Bee's Le^, enlarfred. a, fe-

mur; b, tibia; c, corbiculum.
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Corbie messenger, a messenger who returns either not
at all or too late : in allusion to the raven sent out of the
ark by Noah, which did not return. [Scotch.] — Corbie
oats, a species of black oats.

corbie-steps (kor'bi-steps), n.pl. [Altered from
eorbil-steps ; also called crow-steps, as if steps
for corbies or crows to sit on.] Same as corbel-

steps. [Scotch.]

COrbil (kor'bil), n. See corbel^.

COrbint, n. [In mod. use only as 8e. corbie, q.

V. ; ME. corbin, corbun, < OF. corbin, a raven or

crow, dim. (cf. OF. corbin, adj., < L. corvinus:

see corvine) of corp, corb, corf, < L. corvus, a
raven or crow: see Corvus, and cf. corbel^.

"i
A

raven ; a crow.
Corbinse (kor-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Corbis +
-ina;.~i A subfamily of lucinoid bivalves, typi-

iied by the genus Corbis. . The shell is generally
ovate, the muscular impressions are subequal and broad-
ly ovate, and the ligament is external.

Corbis (k6r'bis), n. [NL., < L. corbis, a basket

:

see corb^.'i A genus of siphonate bivalve mol-
lusks, of the familyXm-
cinidcB, having an oval
ventricose sculptured
shell with denticulate
margin, simple pallial

line, and two large
and two lateral teeth
in each valve.

corbivau (k6r-bi-v6'),

«. [< P. corbiveau,

name of the bird in
Le Vaillant's "Oiseaux

corbiscu ans
d'Afrique " ; < corbeau,

or uc cs-^ns.

a raven (see corbel'^, corbie, Corvus), + vauteur,

a vulture : see Corvultur.'] A large corvine bird
of Africa, Corvultur albicollis.

corbula (k6r'bu-la), n. [NL., < L. corbula, a
little basket, dim. of corbis, a basket : see
corftl.] 1. Vl.corbulai {-le). In Hydrozoa, a,a in

the genus Aglaophenia of the family Plumula-
riidw, a common receptacle in which groups of

gonangia are inclosed, it is formed by the union of
lateral processes from that region of the hydrosoma which
bears the gonophores, these processes being in some re-

spects comparable to the hydrophyllia of the Calycopho-
ridce. Huxley.

Certain of the branches or pinn» [in PlumiUariidce] are
at times replaced by cylindrical structures which are cov-

ered with rows of nematophores, and are the cups or bas-

kets in which the generative zooids are developed ; they
are termed corhulce, and in some genera are metamor-
phosed branches, while in others they are modified pinnfe.

Stand. Nat. Hint., I. 87.

2. [cap."] A genus of siphonate bivalve mol-
lusks, of the family Myidas, or type of a family
CorbtiUda;, related to the common cob or clam.

Corbulacea, Corbulacese (k6r-bu-la'se-a, -e), n.

pi. [NL., < Corbula, 2, -^ -acca, -acecc.J Same
as Corbulidw.

Corblllidae (k6r-b1i'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Corbu-
la, 2, -f- -idw.'] A family of bivalve mollusks,
typified by the genus Corbula. The animal has
the mantle mostly closed and the siphons united, short
and fringed ; the shell is inequivalve and gapes in front,

and its hinge has a recurved tooth in one valve fitting

into a gosset in the other. There are numerous species,

living in the mud or sand of the sea-shore or estuaries.

Also Corbvlacea, Corbulaceoe.

COrbuloid (kor'bu-loid), a. and n. [< Corbula,

2, -f- -oid.'\ I. a. Characteristic of or relating

to the Corbiilidce.

II. n. One of the Corbulidm.

corcass (kSr'kas), n. [< Ir. and Gael, corcach, a
marsh, moor, Ir. corrach, currach, a marsh, bog.
Cf .W. cars, a bog, fen.] In Ireland, a salt marsh:
applied to the salt marshes which border on the
estuary of the Shannon, and on other rivers.

Corcborus (kor'ko-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. nopxo-

poQ, also KopKopof, a wild plant of bitter taste.]

1. A genus of tropical plants, natural order
Tiliacew. They are herbs or small shrubs witli serrated

leaves and small yellow flowers. Tliere are several species,

of which the most remarkalde .and most widely diffused

is C. olitorius, wliich is cultivated in Egypt as a pot-herb.

It is sold by the Jews about Aleppo, and hence it is some-
times called Jews''mallow. This and a closely allied spe-

cies (C capsularis, Chinese hemp) are much cultivated in

India and eastern Asia, for the fine, soft, and silky fiber

of the inner bark, which is known as jute- orgunny-flber.
It is much used in the manufacture of carpets and gunny-
bags, and is the material of which the genuine Algerian
curtains, cloths of Smyrna, and tapestries of Teheran and
Herat are made. C. sili^uostis is a common species of the
West Indies and Central America. Heejute.

Q. [I.e.'] An ornamental shrubby plant of Japan,
Kerria Japnnica, of the natural order Rosacece,

with showy, usually double, yellow flowers, fre-

qtiently cultivated in gardens.

corclet, corcnlet (k6r'kl, -kill), n. [< L. cor-

culum, dim. of cor (cord-) = E. heart.] In bot.,

an old name for the cor seminis (heart of the
seed), or embryo.

cordage

COrculumt (kor'ku-lum), n.; pi. corcula (-la).

[L. : see corele.] Same as corcle.

COrd^ (kord), n. [Also chord, now convention-
ally preferred in certain senses (see chord) ; <

ME. cord, corde, a string, rope, < OF. corde, F.
corde, a string, cord, chord, cord (of wood), =
Pr. Pg. It. corda = Sp. euerda, < ML. corda, L.
chorda, a string, < Gr. x°P^V, the string of a mu-
sical instrument

;
prop, a string of gut, catgut,

pi. guts, akin to xoAaAt:^, guts, L. haru-spcx, in-

spector of entrails, leel. gorn, garnir, guts, E.
yarn.] 1. A string or small rope composed of
several strands of thread or vegetable fiber,

twisted or woven together.

She [Rahabj let them down by a cord through the win-
dow. Josh. ii. 15.

Thus, with my cord
Of blasted hemp, by moonlight twin'd,
I do thy sleepy body bind.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iii. 1.

2. Something resembling a cord inform or func-
tion. Specifically— (a) A string of a stringed musical
instrument, {b) In anat., a part reseml>ling a cord ; a
chorda : as, the spinal cord ; the umbilical cord ; the vocal
cords. See below.

3. A quantity of firewood or other material,
originally measured with a cord or line ; a pile

containing 128 cubic feet, or a pile 8 feet long, 4
feet high, and 4 feet broad. There have been some
local variations in England : thus, in Sussex it was 3 by 8
by 14 feet, coming substantially to the same solid contents

;

in Derbyshire there were cords of 128, 155, and 162i cubic
feet. Similar measures are in use \n other countries. In
France, before the adoption of the metric system, it was
likewise called a corde; there were three kinds, contain-
ing respectively 64, 56, and 112 French cubic feet. In Ger-
many the similar measure is called a klafter; in Gotha
and Brunswick it is 6 by 6 by 3 local feet.

4. A measure of length in several countries.
In Spain the euerda is 81 varas, or equal to 23§ English
feet. At Botzen, Tyrol, the corda is 8 feet 10 inches Eng-
lish measure.

5. A measure of land. In Brittany it was 73.6
English square yards.— 6. Figuratively, any
influence which binds, restrains, draws, etc.

:

a frequent use of the term in Scripture : as, the
cords of the wicked (Ps. cxxix. 4) ; the cords of

his sins (Prov. v. 22) ; cords of vanity (Isa. v. 18)

;

the cords of a man— that is, the bands or influ-

ence of love (Hos. xi. 4).

Lower'd softly with a threefold cord of love
Down to a silent grave. Tennyson, FairWomen.

7. A strong ribbed fustian ; corduroy.

My short, black, closely buttoned tunic and cord riding-

breeches seemed to fill them with amazement.
O'Donovan, Merv, xvi.

8. In fancy weaving, the interval between two
vertical lines of the design— False vocal cordB,
prominent folds of mucous membrane on either side of
the larynx, above the true vocal cords, inclosing the su-

perior thyro-arytenoid ligaments, forming the superior
boundary of the opening into the ventricles of the larynx,
and not directly concerned in the production of vocal
sound.— Genital cord, in embryoL, a structure resulting
from the xniion (»f a Miillerian and a Wolffian duct in the
female, as in most manmials, includuig the human spe-

cies.— Maltland cord, in u'eavin[i, a cord extending along
the wooden shafts of leaves, to which the beddles are
fastened with knots. E. H. Knight.— Spermatic cord,
iuffljiflf., the bundle of tissues by which the testicle hangs,
consisting essentially of a vas deferens or sperm-duct,
the spermatic blood-vessels, nerves deiived from the sym-
pathetic, and a cremaster muscle with its vessels and
nerves, bundled together with connective tissue.— Spi-
nal cord. .See spinal.— Umbilical cord, the navel-
string, funis, or funicle, by which a fetus is attached to
the placenta and so to the womb, consisting essentially
of the umbilical blood-vessels, together with a quantity of
gelatinous tissue called the jelly of Whart4)n, bound up in

the amniotic membrane.

—

Vocal cords, the free median
borders of two folds of mucous membrane within the
larynx, bounding the anterior two thirds of the glottis

on either side. Each is formed by the free median edge
of an elastic (inferior thyro-arytenoid) ligament running
from the angle of the thyroid cartilage to the vocal pro-
cess of the arytenoid, and covered witli thin and closely-

adherent nuicons membrane. When they are approxi-
mated and tightened, the air forced through them from
tlie lungs causes them to vibrate and produce vocal sound.
Also called true rocal cords and inferior vocal cords.

cord^ (kord), r. t. [< cord^, n.] 1. To bind with
cord or rope ; fasten with cords : as. to cord a

trunk.— 2. To pile up, as wood or other ma-
terial, for measurement and sale by the cord.
— 3. In bookbinding, to tie (a book) firmly be-
tween two boards until it is dry, so as to insure
perfect smoothness in the cover.

COrd^t (kord), V. i. [ME. corden, short for acor-

den, E. accord, q. v.] To accord; harmonize;
agree.

For if a peyntour wolde peynte a pike
With asses feet, and hedde it as an ape.

It cordetk naught. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1043.

cordactes, «. Plural of cordax.

cordage (kor'daj), n. [< F. cordage (= Sp. cor-

daje = Pg. cordagem), < corde, cord, -I- -age:

see cord^, n., and -age.] Hopes and cords, in a
collective sense ; especially, the ropes or cords
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in the rigging of a ship ; hence, something re-

sembling ropes, as twisted roots or vines.

If our sinews were strong as the cordage atthefootofan
oak. • Jer. Taylor, Works (eil. 1835), I. 631.

A cluster of trees, with tangled cordafje of grape vines.

Loiu)/ellou\ Evangeline, ii. 3.

The cordatje crealis and rattles in the wind.
Lowell, Columbus.

COrdaicanthns (kdr-di-kan'thus), n. [Nil., ir-

reg. < Corda{ites) + Gv. axav^of, acanthus.] The
name proposed by Grand' Eury for fossil flow-

ers of various species of Cordaites,

COrdaicarpns (kdr-dl-lsar'pus), «. [NL., irreg.

< Corda{itcs) + Gr. Kapirdg, fruit.] The name
given by Grand' Eury to certain seeds found
among the remains of Cordaites, andnow known
to be the fruit of that genus. See Cordaites.

Cordaites (k6r-da-i'tez), n. [NL. ; named by
Unger from A. 3. Corda, a German botanist

(1809-49).] Agenus of fossil plants,widely dis-

tributed, very characteristic of the Carbonifer-

ous epoch, and especially of the coal-measures
of that age. They were arborescent planU, sometimes
attaining a great size (120 to 130 feet in altitude and 18

to 20 inches in diameter), irregularly Ijrancliing, and hav-
ing ribbon-lilce leaves. They are now generally admitted
to be dicotyledonous gymnosperms, and to belong to the
order of tile Cycadeof, of which they constitute a distinct

family intermediate in character between them and the
Ctmi/erte. Some of the coals of central France are said by
Grand' Eury to be entirelymade up of the remains of spe-

cies of Cordaites.

cordal (kdr'dal), n. [< OF. cordal, cordail, m.
(cf. cordaille, f.), cord, < corde, cord. Cf. cor-

delle.'] In her., a string of the mantle or robe
of estate, blazoned as of sUk and gold threads
interwoven like a cord, with tassels at the ends.
Berry.

cordate (k6r'dat), a. [= F. cord6, < NL. eor-

dtitug, heart-shaped (cf. classical L. cordatug,

> Sp. Pg. cordato, wise, pru-
dent), < L. cor(d-) = E.
heart.'} Heart-shaped, with
a sharp apex; having aform
like that of the heart on
playing-cards: applied to
surfaces or flat objects : as,

a cordate leaf.

cordate-lanceolate (k6r'-

dat-lan'se-o-lat), a. Of a
heart shape, but gradually
tapering toward the extremity, like the head of

a lance.

cordately (k6r'dat-li), adv. In a cordate form.

cordate-oblong (k6r'dat-ob'16ug), a. Of the
general sliape of a heart, but somewhat length-
ened.

cordate-sagittate (k6r ' dat - saj ' i - tat), a. Of
the shape of a lieart, but with the basal lobes
somewhat elongated downward.
cordax (kor'daks), «.; pi. cordactes (kdr-dak'-

tez). [L., < Gr. xii/O'iaf.] A dance of wanton
character practised in the ancient Greek Bac-
chanalia.

Silenus as a eordax-dancer.
C. O. MiiUer, Manual of Archawl. (trans.), { 386.

cor-de-chasse (kdr'dfe-shas'), «. [F. : cor, < L.
contu = E. horn; de, < L. de, of; chasse, E.
chase.} A hunters' horn ; specifically, the large
horn, bent in a circular curve and overlapping
so as to form a spiral of about one turn and a
half, which is worn around the body, resting
upon the left shoulder; a trompe.
corded (kdr'ded), p. a. [Pp. of corrfi, f.] 1.

Bound, girded, or fastened with cords.— 2.
Piled in a form for measurement by the cord.

—

3. Made of cords ; furnished with cords.

This night, be meaneth with a corded~7 ladder
To climb celestial Silvia's chamber-win-

dow. Shak., T. O. of v., ii. 6.

4. Ribbed or furrowed, as by
cords : as, corded cloth ; a corded
pattern.— 5. In her., represent-
ed as bound about, or wound
with cords, as the cross in the
accompanying figure. Hales, etc.,

when bandaged or bound with conTs, are blazoned cart/^rf.

The cords are often borne of a different tincture from the
rest of the t)earing. — Corded fabric, muslin, etc. .See

tti<- nouns.

cordel (kor-dal'), n. [8p., a cord, line, measure,
= Pg. cordel =z OF. "cordel, F. cordcau, a line,

cord, masc. dim. of ML. corda (> 8p. cuerda =
Pg. corda = F. corde), a cord : see cord.} A Span-
ish long measure. In the rastilian system it was 50
varas; but there was a cordel mesteiioof iDvaras. In Cuba
it is 24 ('utian varas, or 72 English feet.

Cordelier (k6r-de-ler'), «. [F. cordelier, OF.
cordelir C> ME. cordilerc), cttrdelour {also cor-

iel6) (= It. cordigliero), < 'cordel, F. corrleau, a

Cordate L.ea£

A Class Corded.
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cord (see eordX, n.); in reference to the girdle

worn by the order.] 1. In France, one of the
regular Franciscan monks : so called from the
girdle of knotted cord worn by that order. See
Franciscan. Hence— 2. pi. The name of one of
the Parisian political clubs in the time of the
revolution, from its holding its sittings in the
chapel of an old convent of the Cordeliers. It
especially flourished in 1792, and among its most famous
members were Danton, Marat, Camille Desmouiins, and
Hel>ert.

cordeliftre (k6r-de-liar'), n. [< F. cordelikre,

the cord of the Coi-delier: see Cordelier.} In
her., a cord representing the knotted cord of St.

Francis of Assisi, sometimes worn surrounding
a shield, a cipher, a crest, or the Uke, and gen-
erally considered as peculiar to widows.

cordelingt, cordellingt (k6r'del-ing), a. [< F.
cordeter, twist (< OF. "cordel, dim., a cord: see
cordel), + -ing^.} Twisting.
COrdelle (kor'del), n. [< F. cordelle, dim. otcorde,
a cord: see cord^, n., and cf. cordel.} 1. A
twisted cord; a tassel.— 2. In the western
United States, a tow-line for a barge or canal-
boat, etc. See the verb.

cordelle (kor'del), v.
;

pret. and pp. cordelled,

ppr. cordelling. K cordelle, n. Cf. F. holer d, la

cordelle, tow.] I. trans. To tow (a boat) by
hand with a cordelle, walking along the bank

:

a common expression in the western and south-
western United States, derived from the Cana-
dian voyageurs.

To get up this rapid, steamers must be cordelled, that is,

pulled up by ropes from the shore.
U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, II. 37.

n. intrans. To use a cordelle.

cordellingt, a. See cordeling.

cordent, «. -An obsolete form of cordwain.

cordenert, "• -Aji obsolete form of cordwainer.

corder (k6r'd6r),n. \icord^,n., + -er^.} An at-

tachment to a sewing-machine for placing cords
or braids on or between fabrics to be sewed.
COrde'Wanet, »». A Middle English form of cord-
wain.

cord-grass (kdrd'gr&s), n, A common name of
grasses of the genus Spartina.

Cordia (k6r'di-a), «. [NL., named in honor of

E. and V. Cordiis, German botanists of the 16th
century.] A large genus of plants, natural order
Boraginacew, consisting of about 200 species,

scattered over the warm regions of the world,
especially in tropical .America. They are trees or
shrubs with alternate simple leaves. The fruit is drupa-
ceous, and that of some species, as 8el)esten, C. Myxa. of
India, is eaten. Home species yield a good timber, and
tlie soft wo(xi of C. Myxa is said to have been used by tlie

Egj'ijtians for tlieir mummy-cases.

cordial (kor'dial), a. and n. [< P. cordial = Pr.

Sp. Pg. cordial = It. eordiale, < ML. cordialis,

of the heart, < L. rx>r(d-) = E. heart.} I. a. 1.

Of or pertaining to the heart. [Rare.]

The e(fect of the indulgence of this human affection is a
certain cofrdial exhilaration. Emertion, Friendship.

2. Proceeding from the heart or from kindly
and earnest feeling ; exhibiting kindly feeling

or warmth of heart; hearty; sincere; warmly
friendly; affectionate.

With looks of cordial love. Milton, P. L., v. 12.

That comely face, that cluster'd brow.
That cordial hand that bearing free,

I see them yet. M. Arnold, A Southern Night.

He was so genial, so cordial, so encouraging, that it

seemed as if the clouds . . . broke away as we came into

his presence. O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 62.

3. Reviving the spirits; cheering; invigorat-

ing; imparting strength or cheerfulness.

This cordial julep here.

That flames and dances in his crystal bounds.
Milton, Comus, L 672.

The cordial nectar of the bowl
Swelled his old veins, and cheer'd his soul.

Scott, L. of L. M., ii.

= Syil. 2. .'Sincere, etc. See hearty.

il. n. [< ME. cordial, < OF. cordial, F. cordial

= Sp. Pg. cordial = It. eordiale, n. ; from the
adj.] 1 . Something that invigorates, comforts,
gladdens, or exhilarates.

Charms to my sight and cordials to my mind. Dryden,

And staff in hand, set forth to share
The soijer cordial of sweet air.

Cowper, The Moralizer Corrected.

In good health, the air is a cordial of incredible virtue.

Emerson, Misc., p. 17.

2. A medicine or draught which increases the

action of the heart and stimulates the circula-

tion ; a warm stomachic ; any medicine which
increases strength, dispels languor, and pro-

motes cheerfulness.

For gold In phisik is a cordial.

Chaueer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 44S.

cording

3. A sweet and aromatic liquor, certain cordials
are, or were originally, made in great monastic estab-
lishments, whence the names are taken, as Benedictine,
Cliailreuse, Certosa, and the like ; otiiers are named from
the place, or a former place, of manufacture, as Curavoa

;

and others from their flavoring or composition, as mara-
schino, anisette. See liqueur.

Sweet cordials and other rich things were prepar'd.
CatsHn's Garland (Child's Ballads, VIII. 179).

cordiality (kdr-di-al'i-ti), n. [< F. cordiality=
Sp. cordialidad = Pg. cordialidade = It. cordia-
lita, < ML. cordialita{t-)s, < cordialis, cordial:
see cordial.} If. Relation to the heart.

Cordiality or reference unto the heart.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 4.

2. Genuinely kind feeling, especially the ex-
pression of such feeling ; sympathetic geniality

;

hearty warmth ; heartiness.

The old man rose up to meet rae, and with a respectful
cordiality would have me sit down at the table.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 114.

The ill-fated gentlemen had been received with appa-
rent cordiality. Motley.

COrdialize (kdr'dial-iz), V.
;
pret. and pp. cor-

dialised, ppr. cordializing. [< cordial + -ize.}

1. trans. 1. To make cordial; reconcile; ren-
der harmonious.— 2. To make into a cordial

;

render like a cordial. [Rare in both senses.]

II. intrans. To become cordial ; feel or ex-
press cordiality; harmonize. Imp.thct. [Rare.]

cordially (k6r'dial-i), adv. With cordiality;

heartily ; earnestly ; with real feeling or affec-

tion.
In love's mild tone, the only musick she
Could cordially relish. .7. Beaum&nt, Psyche.

Dennis the critic could not detest and abhor a pun, or
the insinuation of a pun, more cordially than my father.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 12.

COrdialness (k6r'dial-nes), n. Cordiality ; hearty
good will.

Cordiceps, «. See Cordyceps.

cordierite (k6r'difer-it), «. [After Cordier, a
French geologist (1777-1861).] Same as iolite.

cordies (kor'di-ez), n. [Origin obscure.] A
kind of. felt hat made of wool, or of goat's or
camel's hair.

cordiform (k6r'di-f6rm), a. [< NL. cordiformis,

< L. cor(d-), = E. heart, + forma, shape.]
Heart-shaped ; having nearly the form of the
human heart ; oviform, but hollowed out at the
base, without posterior angles Cordiform fora-
men, in herpet., an opening in the pelvis which corre-
sponds to the space between the brim of the pelvis and a
line drawn from the marsupial l>ones, or else from the ilio-

pectineal eminence to tiie pubic symphysis ; tlie obturator
foramen of reptiles.— Cordiform tendon, in anat., the
central tendon or trefoil of tlie diaphragm.

Cordileret, M. Same as CordeHec, l. Bom. of the

Ilose.

cordillas (kor-dil'az), n. A kind of kersey.
E. II. Knight.

Cordillera (k6r-dil-y^a'ra), n. [Sp.,= Pg. cordi-

Ihcira, a chain or ridge of mountains, formerly
also a long, straight, elevated tract of land, <

OSp. cordilla, cordieto, a string or rope (mod. Sp.
cordilla, guts of sheep), = Pr. It. cordellu = F.

cordelle, a string, dim. of Sp. Pg. It. corda = F.
corde, a string: see cord^, «., and cordelle, ».] A
continuous ridge or range of mountains. As a
name, it was first applied to ttie ranges of the Andes ("las
CJordilleras de los Andes," the chains of the Andes), then to

the continuation of these ranges into Mexico and furtlier

north. For convenience, it is now agreed among physi-
cal geographers to call the complex of ranges embraced
between and including the Rocky Mountains and tiie Si-

erra Nevada, and their extension n<n-th into British Co-
lumi)ia, tlie Cordilleras ; those ranges occupying a similar
continental position in South America are called simply
the Andes. The entire western mountain side of tiie con-
tinent of North America is called the Cordilleran region.

In its broadest part it has a development of a thousand
miles, east and west, and emljraces, besides the Rocky
Mountains and the Sierra, a large nnmlier of subordinate
mountain-cliains, some of which are little, if at all, infe-

rior to siirii cliains as the Pyrenees in leni.'tli and elevation.

Cordilleran (kor-dil-ya'ran), a. Pertaining to or

situated in the Cordilleras Cordilleran region.
See Cordillera,

cordinert (k6r'di-n6r), n. An obsolete form of
cordwaincr.

cording^ (kor'ding), n. [< cordl + -ingi.} 1.

The ribbed surface of a corded fabric. See
corded, 4.

The draught and cording of common fustian Is very sim-

ple, being generally a regular or unbroken tweel [twill] of
four or five leaves. Ure, Diet., II. 524.

2. In a loom, the arrangement of the treadles so

that they move in such clusters and time as may
be required for the production of the pattern.

COrding^t, adv. [By apheresis for according : see

according and corrP.} According.

In Janyveer or Feveryere no wronge
Is graffyng hem, but cordyng to thaire kynde
If lande be colde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 212.



Cordons.—uKi SUi

cordite

cordite (kor'dit), H. [Seethedef.] The smoke-

less powder adopted in the English military and

naval service for small arms and guns of all

calibers. It wag patented by Sir F. A. Abel and Mr. J.

Dewar It is brown in color, and is composed of SS parta

of nitroglvccrin, 37 parts of guncotton, and 5 pans of

mineral jelly (vaseline). The nanie is derived from the

fact that it is made in the forms of cords or cylinders by

pressing the composition thlousll holes of varying s-ize.

The cylinders for lieavv guns are made tubular. Cordite

imparts a hisrh velocity to tlie projectile witliout undue

pressure, is very stalde under extreme climatic conditions,

and its ballistic properties are not seriously attected by

moisture. The ol.jecticn to it is that the hich degree of

heat develope 1 Upon combustion causes rapid erosion of

the bore of the gun. ,. , .

cord-leaf (kdrd'ief), ». A name applied by

Lindlev to plants of the natural order Restiaceie.

cord-machine (kord'ma-shen"), 1. A machine

used tor making cords,"fringes, and trimmings.

cordon (kor'don), H. [< F. cordon (= Sp. cor-

don = Pg. cofdSo = It. cordone), aug. of corde

= Sp. Pg. It. corda. cord: see corrfl, «.] 1. In

fort. : (a) A course of stones jutting before tlie

rampart and the base of the parapet, or a course

of stones between the wall of a fortress which
lies aslope and the parapet which is perpendic-

ular: introduced as an ornament, and used only

in fortifications of stonework (6) The project-

ing coping of a scarp wall, which prevents the

top of a revetment from being saturated with
water, and forms an obstacle to an enemy's es-

calading par-

ty. — 2. In
arch., a mold-
ing of incon-
siderable pro-
jection, usu-
ally horizon-
tal, in the face
of a wall

:

used for orna-
ment, or to in-

dicate on the
exterior a divi-

sion of stones,

etc. Compare
baiid^, 2 (e).

— 3. Mint., a
line or series

of military posts or sentinels, inclosing or guard-

ing any partictilar place, to prevent the passage
of persons other tnan those entitled to pass.

Hence— 4. Any line (of persons) that incloses

or guards a particular place so as to prevent
egress or ingress.

As hunters round a hunted creature draw
The cordon close and closer toward the death.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

6. Any cord, braid, or lace of fine material form-
ing a part of costume, as around the crown of
a hat or hanging down from it, or used to secure
a mantle or the like.— 6. In Iwr., a cord used
as a bearing accompanying the shield of an ec-
clesiastical dignitary, and usually hanging on
each side, cardinals have a cordon gules which is divided,
forming lozenge-sliaped meshes, and having 15 tufts or tas-

sels in 5 rows ; arclibishops have one of vert, which bears
only 10 tufta in 4 rows ; that of bishops is also vert, with
6 tufts in 3 rows. See cut under cardinal.

7. A ribbon indicating the position of its wearer
in an honorary order. A cordon is usually worn as a
scarf over one shoulder and carried to the waist on tlie

opposite side ; it is especially the marie of a higher grade of
an order.

8. In hort, a plant that is naturally diffusely
branched, made by pruning to grow as a single
stem, in order to force larger fruit Cordon
Xtlen. (a) The watered sky-blue ribbon, in the foi-m of a
scarf, worn as a badge by the knights grand cross of the
old French order of the Holy Ghost, the highest order of
chivalry under the Bourbons, (b) By extension, a person
wearing or entitled to wear this ha<lge. (c) Hence, from
this lieins the highest badge of knightly honor, any per-
son of great eminence in his class or profession: as, the
cordons bleiis of journalism, (d) In specific use. a first
class cook.— Cordon rouge, the red ribbon or scarf con-
stituting the badge of tlie old French order of St. Louis,
and now of the Legion of Honor ; hence, by extension, a
person wearing or entitled to wear this badge.— Orand
cordon, the broad ribbon or scarf distinguishing the high-
est class of any kniijhtly or honorary order ; by extension,
a member of the highest class of such an order, equiva-
lent to gra7id com//ia«(ter.— Knights of the Cordon
Jaune. See ort/^c— Littoral cordon, in Imdn,,,., the
shore-line.— Sanitary cordon, a line of tn«i|,s or mili-
tary posts on the borders of a district of country infected
with disease, to cut off communication, and thus prevent
the disease from spreading.

cordonette (k6r-do-net'), n. [See cordonnet, «.]
An filirint; made of a small cord or piping.
cordonnet (k6r-do-na'), n. [F., silk twist, a
milled edge, dim. of cordon, a string, cord : see
cordon.l A raised edge or border to the pat-
tern of point-lace. Compare crescent.
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cordonnier (k6r-do-nia'), «. [F., a cobbler : see
cordiriiiiicr.^ The cobbler-fish or thread-fish,
lUctiharis rrinitus.

cordovan (kor'do-van), n. [Early mod. E. also
cordcraii ; < Sp. cordovan, now cordohan = Pg.
cordorSo, cordovan leather: see cordn-ahi, the
earlier form in English.] 1. Spanish leather.
See cordwain.

Whilst every shepherd's Iwy
Puts on his lusty green, with gaudy hook.
And hanging scrip of finest cordemn.

Fletcher, Faitliful Sliepherdess, i. 1.

2. Leather made from horse-hide. [Eng.]

—

Cordovan embroidery, a kind of embroidery made by
means of an application of the imitation leather known
as American cloth upon coarse canvas, the edges being
stitched with crewel or other thread.

cord-sling (kord'sling), n. A sling with long
cords or straps, which are grasped directly in

the hand : distinguished from staff-sling.

cord-stitch (kord'stich) , )i. A stitch used in em-
broidery, consisting of two interlacing lines

producing a pattern somewhat like a chain.

corduasoy (kor-dwa-soi' ), n. [Appar. a eoiTup-
tion of a F. *corde de soie or *corde a sole, cord
of or with silk: soie, silk.] A thick silk woven
over a coarse cord in the warp.
corduroy (kor'du-roi), n. and a. [Also spelled
corderoy ; appar. repr. F. "corde du roi, lit. the
king's cord (see cord^, de^, and roy) ; but the
term is not found in F. Cf. duroy.~i I. n. 1.

A thick cotton stuff corded or ribbed on the sur-

face. It is extremely durable, and is especially used for

the outer garments of men engaged in rough labor, field-

sports, and the like.

2. A corduroy road. See II., 1.

I bed to cross bayous an' criks (wal, it did beat all natur').

Upon a kin' o' corderoy, fust log, then alligator.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 13.

II. a. 1. Like corduroy; ribbed like cordu-
roy: as, a cordMro)/ road.— 2. Made of corduroy.
— Corduroy road, a roail constructed with small logs

laid together transversely through a swamp or over miry
ground. [U. S.J

corduroy (kor'du-roi), V. t. [< corduroy, «., 2.]

To make or construct by means of small logs
laid transversely, as a road.

The roads towards Corinth were corduroyed and new
ones made. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 372.

cordwain (kord'wan), n. [< ME. cordwane,
cordetcane, cordewan, corduane, corden = D. kor-

dtiaan = G. corduan = Dan. Sw. korduan, cord-

wain, < OF. cordowan, corduban, etc., = Ft. cor-

doan = It. cordovano (ML. cordoanum), < Sp. cor-

dohan, formerly cordonnw = Pg. cordovclo, Span-
ish leather, prop, (as also in OF., etc.) an adj.,

Cordovan, < Cordoba, formerly Cordova, L. Cor-
diiba, ML. Cordoa, a town in Spain where this

leather is largely manufactured. Cf. cordovati.'i

Cordovan or Spanish leather, it is sometimes goat-
skin tanned and dressed, but more fre(iuently split horse-

hide: it differs from morocco in being prepared from
Iieavy skins and in retaining its natural grain. During the
middle ages the finest leather came from Spain ; the shoes
of ladies and gentlemen of rank are often said to be of
cordwain.

His schoon of cordewane. Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 21.

Figges, Reysins, Hony and Cordoweyne

:

Dates, and Salt, Hides, and such Marchandy.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 189.

Buskins he wore of costliest cordwayTie.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 6.

COrdwainer (kord'wa-nfer), n. [Formerly also

cordiner, cordener ; < ME. cordwaner, corduener,

cordynere, < OF. cordouanier, cordoanier, etc., F.
cordonnier (= Pr. cordoneir = It. cordovaniere,

a cordwainer, = Pg. cordovaneiro, a maker of

cordwain), < cordowan, etc., cordwain: see cord-

tcain.l A worker in cordwain or cordovan lea-

ther ; hence, a worker in leather of any kind ; a
shoemaker.

The Maister of the crafte of cordynerez, of the fraternyte
of the blyssed Triny te, in the Cyte of Exceter, hath diuerse
tymez, in vmble wise, sued to the honorable Mayour, bay-
liffs, and commune couusayle.

English Gilds (E. E, T. S.), p. 331.

COrdwainery (k6rd'wa-n6r-i), n. [< cordwain
+ -ery.1 The occupation of working in lea-

ther; specifically, shoemakihg.

The task of a daily pair of shoes, coupled even with some
prospect of victuals, and an honourable Mastership in

Cordwainertt, . . was nowise satisfaction enough to such
a mind [as that of George Fox]. Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus.

COrd-WOOd (kord'wud), n. 1. Cut wood sold

by the cord for fuel ; specifically, firewood cut
in lengths of four feet, so as to be readily mea-
sured by the cord when piled.

One strong verse that can hold itself upright (as the
French clitic Rivarol said of Dante) with the bare help of

the substantive and verb, is worth acres of . . . dead
cordwood piled stick on stick, a boundless continuity of

dryness. Lowell, N. A. Rev., CXX. 33».

Caterpillar-fungus f Cifrciyceps militaris),
enlargen.

a, a, mature fruiting tM>dies, in which are
embedded the perithecia, which appear as
minute warts on the surface ; b, b, pedicels

:

c, c. younger fruiting bodies.

2. Wood conveyed to market on board of ves-

sels, instead of being floated. [Scotch.]

cord-work (kord'werk), «. Fancy-work made
with cords of different materials and thick-

nesses ; especially, needlework made with fine

bobbin or stout thread, so as to produce a sort

of coarse lace.

Cordyceps (kor'di-seps), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
Kopdv/.T/, a club, -I- L. -ceps, < caput, a head : see
caput.^ A genus
of pyrenomyce-
tous fungi, of
which a few
growupon other
fungi, but by
far the greater
number are par-
asitic upon in-

sects or their
larv8B. The spores
enter the breath-
ing-openings of the
larva, and the my-
celium grows until
it fills the interior
and kills the insect.

In fructification a
stalk rises from the
body of the insect,
and in the enlarged
extremity of this
the perithecia are
grouped. Twenty-
eight species from
all parts of the
world have been
enumerated. A spe-
cies of Cordyceps
occurs on wasps in

the West Indies

;

the wasps tiius at-

tacked are called
gu^pes vigilantes,

or vegetating wasps. Sometimes spelled Cordiceps.

cordyle (kor'dil), n. A book-name of lizards
of the genus Cordylus.

Oordyline (kor-di-li'ne), n. [NL., < Gr. KopSiilrj,

a club.] A genus of arborescent palm-like lili-

aceous plants, of 10 species, native in the East
Indies, Australia, and the Pacific islands. The
stem is simple, l>earing a head of long, narrow, drooping
leaves, and ample panicles of small flowers. They are fre-

quently cultivated in greenhouses, under the name of Dra-
ccena. The more common species are C. australis and C.

indivisa, from New Zealand. Sometimes called jmlm.lilies.

Gordylophora (k6r-di-lof'o-ra), n. [NL., < Gr,

Kop6v/jj, a club, a lump, -f- -<j)6po<;, -bearing, <

<S>epeiv = E. iewrl.] A genus of HydropoJypina,
of the family Clavidw, including fresh-water di-

oecious forms, as C. lacustris, having a branched
stock, oval gonophores covered by the perisarc,

and stolons growing over external objects.

Oordylura (kor-di-lfl'ra), ». [NL. (Fallen,

1810), < Gr. KopSi'f.Ti, a club, -I- ovpd, a tail.] The
typical genus of Cordyluridw. The flies are found
by orooks, in meadows and on bushes. The metamorpho-
ses are unknown, l)ut the species are probably parasitic.

Cordyluridse (k6r-di-iu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Macquart, 1835), < Cordyhtra + -idw.'] A fam-
ily of dipterous insects, typified by the genus
Cordylura. The species are all parasitic, so far as
known, like the Anthomyidte, to which they are closely
related. They have the head large, with sunken face ; the
mouth bordered witli l)ristles ; the abdomen long, in the
males thickened behind and with extended genitalia ; the
wings moderately short, with the first longitudinal vein
doubled, and the hinder basal and anal cells well develop-
ed ; tlie antennre and legs long; and the femora Ijristled.

Corel (kor), K. [< ME. core, a core, < AF. core,

OF. cor, coer, cuer, mod. F. cceiir, heart, = Pr.

cor= Sp. cor (obs. )= Pg. cor (in de cor, by heart)
= It. cuore, < L. cor (cord-) = E. heart: see
heart.'\ 1. The heart or innermost part of any-
thing ; hence, the nucleus or central or most
essential part, literally or figuratively : as, the
core of a question.

Or ache [parsley] seede, & askes of samient [vine-cuttings]
Whereof the flaume hath lefte a core exile.

The body so, not alle the l)ones, brent.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 201.

Whose core

Stands sound and great within him. Chapman.

Give me that man
That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him
In my heart's core, ay, in my heart of heart.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

2. Specifically— (a) The central part of a fleshy

fruit, containing the seeds or kernels : as, the
core of an apple or a quince.

One is all Pulp, and the other all Core.
Congreve, Way of the World, i. 5.

(6) In arch., the inner part or fiUiug of a wall
or column, (c) In med., the fibrous innermost
part of a boil, (d) In molding, the internal mold
of a casting, which fills the space intended to

be left hollow. Cores are made of molding-sand, mixed



core

with other ingredients to give strength and porosity, and
are usually baked before being used, (e) In teleg,,

the central cord of insulated conducting wires
in a submarine or subterranean cable. (/)
The iron nucleus of an electromagnet. ((7) In

rope-making, a central strand around which
other strands are twisted, as in a wire rope or a

cable. {It)lnhydraul. engin., an impervious wall
or structure, as of concrete, in an embankment
oi»dike of porous material, to prevent the pas-

sage of water by percolation. (») The cylin-

dricalpieeeofrock obtained in boring bymeans
of the diamond drill or any otherboring-machine
which makes an annular cut. Also called car-

rot. (J) The bony central part of the horn of

a ruminant ; a horn-core, or process of the fron-

tal bone.

ITie sheathing of the e&res in the Bovidse, and nakedness
in tlie Cervidae, ... is in curious relation to their habitat
and to their habits.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 200.

(k) In prehistoric archceol., a piece of flint, ob-
sidian, or similar material, from which knives
and other stone implements have been chipped.
— 3t. The center or innermost part of any open
space.

In the cor« of the square she raised a tower of a furlong
high. Raleigh, Hist. World.

4. A disorder in sheep caused by worms in the

liver.— 5. An internal induration in the udder
of a cow. [Local, U. 8.]

A cow won't kick when she Is milked unless she has
either core in her dugs or chopped tits, and is handled
roughly. S. Jvdd, Margaret, ii. 7.

False core, in braei/ounding, a loose piece of the mold

:

called by iron-founders a drowlxKAr.—Loam-and-sand
core, in metal-ca^timj, a core made of sharp dry sand,

loam, and horse-manure, the loam being used to render the
compound strong and adhesive.— Resin core, iafounding,
a dry-sand core containing resin, which is occasionally
added to give increased tenacity.

COre^ (kor), V. t. ; pret. and pp. cored, ppr. coring.

[< core^, «.] 1. To make, mold, or cast on a
core.

This iron {hard iron] cannot be drilled, or chippiMl, or
filed, and the bolt-holes must be cored.

Sci. Amer.,'3\Ay\», 1884.

2. To remove the core of, as of an apple or
other fruit.— 3. To roll in salt and prepare for
drying : applied to herrings.

Core^ (kor), n. [A dial, (unassibilated) form of

chore^ = char^, a job : see c/mrl, cAorel.] h\
mining, the number of hours, generally from
six to eight, during which each party of miners
works before being relieved. The miner's day
is thus usually divided into three or four cores or
shifts.

COre*|- (kor), n. [Also cor; a more phonetic
spelling of cor]/s^, < F. corps, &\>ody. see cor}>s.']

1. A body.— 2. A body of persons ; a party; a
crew ; a corps. Bacon.

He left the cor.

And never fac'd the field.

Battle qf Tranent-Muir (Child's Ballads, 'VTI. 172).

There was ae winsome wench and walie,
That night enlisted in the core,

Burwt, Tam o' Shanter.

COro*+, coren^t, PP- [ME. : see chosen.'] Chosen

;

directed.
In a blessud tym then was I bore,
Wlien al my loue to the is core.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.X p. 196.

Oorean (ko-re'an), a. and ». [< Corea or Korea,
Latinized from Kao-U (pron. kou'le'), the Chi-
nese name of the countiy.] I. a. Pertaining or
relating to Corea or its inhabitants Corean
pottery, a name given l^y collectors to a pottery of me-
dium hardness, having a cloudy white surface, coarsely
painted with geometrical and conventional patterns in
black, dark red, etc. The products of Corea not being
perfectly known, many varieties of ceramic ware have been
improperly called by this name. The art has greatly de-
teriorated, the earlier examples showing very characteris-
tic and effective qualities, especially in the treatment of
color, and affordini; models much esteemed by the pot-
ters of Japan and China.

H, n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Corea,
a peninsular kingdom situated northeast of
China, to which it is tributary.— 2. The lan-
guage of Corea.

Also Korean.
core-barrel (kor'bar'el), «. In gun-construc-
tion, a long cylindrical tube of cast- or wrought-
iron closed at the lower end, used in cooling
cast guns from the interior. The exterior is Huted
longitudinally fur the escape of gas, steam, etc. When
prepared for use the exterior is covered with a closely
coiled layer of small rope, over which is placed an adher-
ent layer of molding-conipositiun, thoroughly dried. A
gas-pipe, inserted thnjugh tlio cap at the top and extend-
ing nearly to tlie bottom, allows the itiMux of the water
for cooling, and a short pipe extending a little distance
through the cap furnishes an exit for the heated water-
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In casting, the axis of the core-barrel is coincident with
that of the gun.

core-box (kor'boks), n. The box in which the
core, or mass of sand producing any hollow part
in a casting, is made ; specifically, a hoUow me-
tallic model cut symmetrically in halves, em-
ployed to give the proper form to the exterior
surface of the cores used in the fabrication of
hollow projectiles.

coreciprocal (ko-re-sip'ro-kal), a. Reciprocal
one to another— Coreciprocal screw, one of a set
of six screws such that a wrench about any one tends to
produce no twist round any of the others.

coreclisis (kor-e-kU'sis), n. [NL., less prop.
coreeleisis, < Gr. Kdpj;, the pupil of the eye, +
Kkdatc, closing, < K?xiciv, close : see closed, ».] In
surg., the obliteration of the pupil of the eye.

Also corocUsis.

corectasis (ko-rek'ta-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. K6pri,

the pupil of the eye, + luraai^, extension : see
ectasis.] Dilatation of the pupil of the eye.
Dunglison.
corectome (ko-rek'tom), n, [< Gr. K6pri, the pu-
pil, + iK,-o/ioc, verbal adj. of £KTi/iveti>, cut out, <

CK, out, of, + refiveiv, ra/jeiv, cut.] A surgical
instrument used in cutting through the iris to

make an artificial pupil ; an iridectome.

corectomia (kor -ek- to 'mi -a), n. [NL., as
corectome, q. V. Cf. anatomy.^ In swrgr., iridec-

tomy.
corectomy (ko-rek'to-mi), n. Same as corec-

tomia.

COrectopia (kor-ek-to'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ic6p^,

the pupU, + f/croTTOf, out of place, < tf, out, -I-

rdTToc, place: see topic] An eccentric position
of the pupil in the iris.

coredialysis (kor^'e-di-ari-sis), ». [NL., irreg.

< Gr. KOpii, the pupil, + iia}.vaic, separation : see
dialysis.] Separation of the iris from the cili-

ary body of the eye.

co-regent (ko-re'jent), n. [< co-i + regent.] A
joint regent or ruler.

Tile co-rege-nts ventured to rebuke their haughty part-
ner, and assert their own dignity.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., IL 25.

Ptolemy IX.
117.

. . was eo-regent with his father B.0. 121-
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 717.

Coregonids (kor-e-gon'i de), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
regonus + -idee.] The whiteflshes, Coregoninoe,

classed as a family of malacopterygian or iso-

spondylous fishes.

Ooregoninae (kor'e-go-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
regonits + -inm.] A subfamily of Salmonidte,

with the mouth small, jaws toothless or with
only small teeth, the scales of the body rather
large, and the color plain : commonly called in

the United States tcldtefish. in Great Britain spe-

cies of Coregtmitue are called vendace, gwyniad, pollan, and
/renh-water herring. Nearly all are generally referred to
one genus, Coregonui. See cut under whitejleh.

coregonlne (ko-reg o-nin), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to or ha'ving'the characters of the Core-
goninw or whitefish.

n. «. A fish of the subfamily Coregonince;
a whitefish.

Ooregonus (ko-reg'o-nus), n. [NL., of uncer-
tain formation. ] Tfi'e typical and leading genus
of the subfamily Coregonina, characterized by
a small mouth, large scales, and very weak
dentition, the teeth being reduced to a mere
roughness or wanting entirely. The species reach
a length of one or two feet or more. They inhabit clear

lakes, rarely entering streams except to spawn, and hence
are locally restricted to the lake-systems of the various
countries they inhabit. Of American species C. clupei-

formiif, the common whitefish, is the largest, and tlie

finest as a food-fish. C. ^mlliai»«ini is the Rocky Moun-
tain whitefish. C. mtadrilateralis, the Menomonee white-
fish, is also called puot-Jieh, round-Jtuh, and ifhad-waiter. C,

labradorieiis is the Miuquaw river whitefish or lake-whit-
ing. C. artedii and C. hoyi are known as ciscoes or lake-

herring. (See citco.) C. nigripinnii is the bluejin of Lake
Michl^n. C. tuttibee is the mongrel whitefish. Otsego
bats is an established misnomer of the common whitefish.

See cut under •whitefish.

Coreidse (ko-re'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coreus +
-idw.] A family of heteropterous insects, of
the group Geocores or land-bugs, remarkable
for their size and grotesque shapes, and abound-
ing chiefly in tropical regions. Their technical
characters are 4-jointed antennae, a small triangular scu-
tellum, and numerous hemelytral nervures. Diactor
(Anisoscelis) bilineattcs of Brazil has singular foliaceous
appendages of the posterior tibial joints. The species of
temperate regions are comparatively small and inconspic-
uous. I'he Coreidee are divided into 6 subfamilies, Aniso-
sceliiue, Coreinee, Diseogattrarimie, Alydiiue, Leptocorisi-
rux, and Pseudophloeina. Also Coreoda, Coreodes.

CoreinS (kor-e-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Coreus +
-ina:] The typical subfamily of Corcidw, con-
taining such forms as the common squash-bug,
Anasa tristis. See out under squash-bug.

S&Jsr

core-piece

co-relation (ko-rf-la'shon), ». [< co-1 -t- rela-

tion. Of. correlation.] Corresponding relation.
See correlation. [Rare.]

co-relative (ko-rel'a^tiv), a. [< co-^ + relative.

Cf. correlative.] Saving a corresponding rela-
tion. See correlative. [Rare.]
CO-relatively (ko - rel ' a - tiv - li) , adv. In con-
nection ; in simultaneous relation. [Rare.]
What ought to take place co-relatively with their [the

students'] executive practice, the formation of their taste
by the accurate study of the models from" which they
draw. Ruskin, Lectures on Art, § 165.

coreless (kor'les), a. \_<core^ + -less.] Wanting
a core; without pith; hence, poetically, weak;
without vigor.

I am gone in years, my liege, am very old,
Coreless and sapless.

Sir H. Taylor, Isaac Coninenus, ii. 1.

core-lifter (k6r'lif'''t^r), «. A device forraising
the core left by a diamond drill in a boring.

coreligionist (ko-re-lij'on-ist), n. [< co-^ +
religian + -ist.] One of the same religion
as another ; one belonging to the same church
or the same branch of the church. Also corre-

ligionist.

In that event the various religious persuasions would
strain every efltort to secure an election to the council of
their co-religionists. Sir W. Hamilton.

His [Samuel Morley's] co-religionists , . . form an im-
portant element of the Liberal party.

if. J, Hinton, Eng. Kadical Leaders, p. 182.

Corella (ko-rel'a), n. [NL., dim. of eora, < Gr.
/c(i/M7, girl, pupil, doll.] A parrot of the genus
Nymphicus. The
Australian corella,

N. novoe-kollan-
dice, is about 12
inches long, with
a pointed crest
somewhat like a
cockatoo's, long-
exserted ' middle
tail-feathers, and
dark plumage with
white wing-cov-
erts, yellow crest,

and orange auricu-
lars.

corelysis (ko-

rel'i-sis), h.

[NL., irreg. <

Gr. Kdp)/, the pu-
pU, -I- Xtxrif, sep-
aration, < Alctv,

loosen, sepa-
rate.] In surg.,

the operation
of breaking up
adhesions between the edge of the pupil and
the capsule of the lens of the eye.

coremorphosis (kor-e-m6r'fo-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kdpti, pupil, H- /i6p(jHjaiQ, formation, < ixop(j>ovv,

form, < fiop^ii, a form.] In surg., an operation
for forming an artificial pupU ; iridectomy.

corenlf, pp. See core^.

coren^t, «• -Aji obsolete form of currant"^.

corenclisis (kor-en-kli'sis), n. [NL., less prop.
corenclcisis, < Gr. Kdpr;, the pupil, + h, in, -I- K?.el-

atg, closing, < K^^ieiv, close : see closed, v.] In
surg., an operation for forming an artificial pu-
pil by drawing a portion of the iris through an
incision in the cornea and cutting it off.

Ooreoda, Coreodes (ko-re'o-da, -dez), n. pi.

[NL.] Same as Coreidw.

coreoid (kor'e-oid), a. Resembling or related
to the Coreidw; of or pertaining to the Coreoi-

dca.

Coreoidea (kor-f-oi'de-a), n.pl, [NL., < Corerts

+ -oidea. ] A superfamily or series of heterop-
terous insects, corresponding to the family Co-

reidee in the widest sense. As used by St41, Uhler,
and other systematists, the term covera the families Co-

reidee, Ben/tidce, Lygceitlfe, Pyrrhoeoridce, Capsidie, Acan-
thiidce, Tmgitidfe, Aradidoe, and Phymatidce, each of

which is itself subdivided into several subfamilies.

Coreopsis (ko-rf-op'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. K6pic

(Kopt-, Kopc-), a, hedhng, + i^(?, resemblance: in

allusion to the form of the seed, which has two
little horns at the end, giving it the appearance
of an insect.] A genus of plants, of the natural

order Compositw, Most of the species are herbaceous
perennials, with opposite leaves and yellow or party-col-

ored rays. The fruit is an achene, fiat on one side and
convex on the other, slightly winged, and usually has two
or three awns, but often none. The genus is closely re-

lated to Bidens, which differs from it in having the achene
always awned and the awns barbed. There are over 50

species, mostly of the United States and Mexico, with some
in the Andes, .South Africa, and the Sandwich islands.

Several of the American species are in common cultivation

for their showy, handsome flowers.

core-piece (kor'pes), «. In rope-making, a yam
run through the center of a rope to render il

solid ; a core ; a heart.

Australian Corella {Nymphicus
nm/a-hifUandia).
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coreplastic (kor-e-plas'tik), a. [< coreplasty +
-fc] Of the nature of coreplasty: as, a core-

plastic operation.

coreplasty (kor'f-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. K6pri, pu-
pil, + -Aaaroc:, verbal adj. of TrMaaew, form

:

see plastic.'] in surg., any operation for form-
ing an artificial pupil.

core-print (kor'print), n. In molding, a piece
whion projects from a pattern to support the
extremity of a core.

corer (kor'fer), «. An instrument for cutting
the core out of fruit : as, an apple-corer.

coreses (kor'e-sez), ji. j)l. [NLi., appar. an in-

correct pi. of Gr. K6ptc (pi. Kdpng), a bedbug:
from the resemblance in shape and color.] In
bot., dark-red, broad, discoid bodies, foimd be-
neath the epicarp of grapes.

CO-residaal (ko-re-zid'u-al), n. [< co-2 + re-

sidual.] In math., apoiiit on a cubic curve so
related to any system of four points on the cubic
(of which system it is said to be the eo-residnal)

that, if any conic be described through those
fixed points, the co-residual lies on a common
chord of the cubic and conic.

co-respondent (ko-re-spon'dent), n. [< co-^ +
respondent.] In law, a joint respondent, or one
proceeded against along with another or others

in an action ; specifically, in Eng. law, a man
charged with adultery, and made a party toge-

ther with the wife to the husband's suit for di-

vorce.

COret (ko'ret), n. [< NL. Coretus (Adanson,
1757).] A kind of pond-snail of the family Lym-
nmicUe and genus Planorbis (which see).

coretomia (kor-e-to'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. K6pii,

the pupil of the eye, + to/i^, a cutting, < ri/xvciv,

cut. See anatomy.] Same as coretomy.

coretomy (ko-ret'5-mi), n. [< NL. cwetomia,
q. v.] In surg., an operation for forming an
artificial pupil, in which the iris is simply cut
through without the removal of any part of it.

Coreus (ko're-us), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1803), <

Gr. (cdpjf, a bedbug: see Coris and Corisa.] A
genus of bugs, typical of the family Coreidce.

C. marginatus is an Example.
core-valve (kor'valv), n. A valve formed by a
plug of circular section occupying the same re-

lation to its seat or surrounding easing as the
core of a faucet does to the casting itself. The
plug has a rotary motion in its seat.

core-wheel (kor'hwel), n. A wheel having re-

cesses into which the cogs of another wheel
ma^ be inserted, or into
which cogs may be driv-

en. It is made by placing
cores in the mold in wliich it

is cast, which form the open-
ings or recesses.

corf (korf ), n. [A var. of
corfti, a basket: see corlA.]

1. In coal-mining, a box
in which coals are con-
veyed from the working-
place to the shaft. This
was formerly done in

wicker baskets, whence
the name. Also cauf.
[Eng.] —2. A local Eng- ^ ^^^
Ush measure of coal. In

"^ """'

Durham it is 4 bushels, or 3J hundredweight;
in Derbyshire, 2J level bushels, or 2 hundred-
weight.
Also corve.

corf-house (kdrf'hous), n. In Scotland, a tem-
porary shed where the nets and other material
used in salmon-fishing are stored, and where
the fish are cured and packed.
Corfiote, Corfute (k6r'fl-6t, kdr'fut), re. A na-
tive or an inhabitant of Corfu, the most norther-
ly of the Ionian islands in Greece.

COlia, n. Plural of corium.

Ooriacea (ko-ri-a'se-a), re. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of LL. coriaceus, of leather: see coriaceaiis.]

A division of pupiparous Diptera, corresponding
to the family Hippoboscidce with the addition
of the BrauUdw. Also Coriacew.

coriaceous (ko-ri-a'shius), a. [= F. coriace, <
LL. coriaceus (> also ult. E. ctdrass), < L. co-

rium, leather: see corium.] 1. Consisting of
leather.— 2. Resembling leather in texture,
toughness, pliability, or appearance ; leathery.
Specifically applied— (a) in bot., to a leaf, calyx, capsule,
etc.; (6) in ifmith., to the tough-skinned l>ills and feet of
water-birds, in distinction from the usually hard, horny

f
tarts of land-birds; (c) in entom., to the elytra, etc., of
DSects

; (d) in conch., to the marginal tegument of the
chitons, into which the plates are inserted.

coriamyrtin (k6"ri-a-m6r'tin), n. [< Coria-
(ria) + myrt{ifolia) 4- -irfi.] A white, erystal-
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line, odorless, very bitter, and very poisonous
substance, found in the fruit of Coriaria myrti-
folia. It is a glueoside.

coriander (k6-ri-an'd6r), re. [Earlier coliander,

< ME. coliaundre, caliawndyre, < AS. coliandre,

also entendre = OHG. chullantar, cullentar, kul-

landar, colUnder, etc. (< ML. coliandrum, coleun-

drum, coUandrus) ; = D. G. Dan. Sw. /coriander,

= F. coriandre = F^. eoriandre, coliandre = Sp.
It. coriandro = Pg. coentro; < L. coriandrum,
ML. also coriander, coriannum (also coliandrum,
etc. : see above), < Gr. Kopiawov, also adpiov, cori-

ander ; said to be < nopi^, a bedbug, with allu-

sion to the smell of the leaves.] 1. The popu-

CoHander {Coriandrum sativutn).

lar name of the umbelliferous plant Coriandrum
sativum. The fruit (popularly called coriander-seeds) is

globose and nearly smooth, and pleasantly aromatic ; it is

used for flavoring curries, pastry, etc., and in medicine as
a stimulant and carminative.

Coriai\der last to these succeeds.
That hangs on slightest threads her trembling seeds.

Cowper, tr. of Virgil, TTie Salad.

2. The fruit of this plant.

To represse fumes and propulse vapours from the Brain,
it shalbe excellent good after Supper to chaw ... a few
graynes of Coriander. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 210.

Corlander-seedt, money. Nares. [Slang.]

The spankers, spur-royals, rose-nobles and other cori-

ander seed with which she was quilted all over.
Ozell, tr. of Rabelais.

Coriandrum (ko-ri-an'drum), n. [NL. use of
L. coriandrum: see coriander.] A genus of
plants, natural order TJmhelliferce, containing
two species. They are slender annual herbs with white
flowers, natives of the Mediterranean region. C. sativum,
the officinal coriander, is cultivated on account of its

seeds, or rather fruits. The other species is C. tordy-
lioidea, of Syria. See coriander.

Coriaria (ko-ri-a'ri-a), ». [NL.] A small ge-
nus of pol}rpetalous exogens, the sole repre-
sentative of the natural order Coriariea;, slmib-
by natives of the Mediterranean region, India,

New Zealand, and Peru. The best-known species is

C. myrtifolia of southern Europe, the leaves of which are
strongly astringent and bitter, and are employed for dye-
ing black and in tanning ; hence its name of tanners' or
cnrriers' sumac. The leaves contain a poisonous princi-

ple, coriamyrtin. The toot-poison of New Zealand is fur-

nished probably by C. sarmentosa, the wineberrj'-shnib of

the settlers, which bears a berry-like fruit, the juice of
which is made int^ a wine like that from elderberries.

Corimelsena (kor"i-me-le'na), ». [NL., < Gr.
K6pic, a bedbug, + fiilai-

va, fem. of fifAag, black.]
A genus of heteropter-
ous hemipterous insects,

of the family Scutelleri-

dce. Adam White, 1839.

Corimelseninae (kor-i-
mel-e-ni'ne), re.j)?. [NL.,
< Corimelcena + -inw.] A
subfamily of Scutelleri-

dce, typified by the genus iiguTe shows natural s'ize.T

Corimelwna, containing
mostly black hemispherical bugs, species of
which are common in all parts of the United
States.

COrindont, re. Same as corundum.
COrinne (ko-rin'), n. [< F. corinnes, used in pi.

as a quasi-generic name (Lesson, 1832).] One
of a group of humming-birds with long lance-
like bills and very brilliant coloration. Lejmlo-
larynx mesoleucus, of Brazil, is a beautiful species, 4i

Flea-like Negro-bug ( Cori-
tntlafta pulicaria). (Small

Corinthian Helmet.

Bust of Pallas in Glyptothek,
Munich.

Oorinthian

inches long, green, with a white line along the under parts,
white flank-tufts, a wlnte line under the eye, and the gor-
get crimson. The bill is straight and twice as long as the
head.

corintht, w. A *' restored" form of currant^.

The chief riches of Zante consist in corinths.
W. Broome, Notes on the Odyssey.

Corintlliac (ko-rin'thi-ak), a. [< L. Corinthia-
€us, < Gr. KoptvOiaKScj < K6ptvdo^ : see Corinthian,^
Corinthian, »

Gorintlliail (ko-rin'thi-an), a. and n. [< L, Co-
rinthiuSj < Gr. Kopivdioc, pertainingto KdpivOoc^ L.
Corinthus, Corinth,^ I, a. 1. Pertaining to Cor-
inth, a powerful city of ancient Greece, noted
for the magnificence of its artistic adornment,
and for its luxury and licentiousness. Hence— 2. Licentious; profligate.

And raps up, without pity, the sage and rheumatic old
prelatess and all her young Corinthian laity.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

3. Amateur: as, a Corm^Aiaw yacht-race (that is,

a yacht-race in which only amateurs handle the
boats). See II., 3, 4.

—Corinthian brass, an
erroneous expression for
Corinthian bronze: used
colloquially for excessive
impudence or assurance.
Compare brass'^, 8.— Co-
rinthian loronze, an al-

loy produced at Corinth,
famous in antiquity, espe-
cially among the Romans,
for its excellent quality
and the artistic charactei
and technical perfection
of the utensils and art-ob-
jects made of it.— Corin-
thian helmet, a type of
Greek helmet the origin
of which was attributed
to Corinth, though its use
was by no means peculiar
to that city. It had cheek-
pieces continuous with
the back, extending be-
neath the chin, and sepa-
rated in front by a narrow
opening in part closed by
a nasal and extending to
the eye-holes. The convex
upper portion projected
beyond the lower portion,
and commonly bore the
long upright crest of the
usual form. When the wearer was not in action the hel-

met was pushed back on the head for greater comfort,
the cheek-pieces resting on the forehead.— Corinthian

order, in arch., the most or-

nate of the classical orders,
and the most slender in its

proportions. The capital is

shaped like a bell, adorned
with rows of acanthus-leaves,
and less connnonly with
leaves of other plants. ITie
usual form of abacus is con-
cave on each of its sides, the
projecting angles l-eing sup
ported by graceful shoots of

acanthus, foiming volutes
which spring from caules or
stalks originating among the
foliage covering the lower
part of the capital. These
caules also give rise to lesser
stalks or cauliculi, and to the
spirals called helices, turned
toward the middle, and sup-
porting an anthemionorother
ornament in the middle of

each side of the abacus. In
the best Greek examples the
shaft is fltited like the Ionic,

and the base called Attic is

usual. The entablature also

resembles the Ionic. The
Corinthian order is of very

early origin, though it did not come into favor among the
Greeks until comparatively late. The legend of the evolu-

tion of the Corinthian capital by Callimachus, in the fifth

century B. C, from a calathus (woman's basket) placed on
a maiden's tomb and covered with a tile, about which the
leaves of a plant of acanthus had
grown, is a fable. Among nota-

ble Greek examples of the order
are the Tholos of Polyclitus at
Epidaurus (fifth century b. c),
the choragic monument of Ly-
sicrates at Athens (335-4 b. c),
and the temple of the Olympian
Zeus at Athens, finished by Ha-
drian. The rich characterof the
order commended it to the Ro-
mans, who, as well as their fol-

lowers of tlie Renaissance, used
it freely, and modified it in ac-

cordance with their taste.

—

Co-
rinthian pottery, Corinthian
ware. See Corhithiaii style.—
Corinthian style, in ancient
Greek vase-painting, an early
style, existing prior to the black-
figured style proper, the decora-
tion being taken directly from
Oriental embrtiideries and similar work. It consists of

bands of fantastic animals, human-headed birds, winged

Roman Corinthian Order.

Greek Vase, decorated in

the Corinthian style.
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limnan figures, rosettes, conventionalized foliage, and the

lilie, painted in blaclt and dull red or violet upon the clay

of tile vase as a ground.

H, n. 1. An inhabitant of Corinth. Hence
— 2. A gay, licentious person; an adventur-

er ; a ruffian ; a bully. [Old slang.]

A Corinthian, a lad of mettle. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Who is this gallant, honest Mike?— is he a Corinthian
— a cutter lilie thyself? Scott, Kenllworth, iii.

3. A member of the aristocracy ; specifically,

a gentleman who steers his ownyaeht or rides

his own horses. [Eng. slang.] Hence— 4. An
amatevir ; specifically, an amateur sailor.

It is to canoeists . . . that the yachtsman may look for

some of the most valuable additions to the ranks of Co-

rinthians, as those who follow canoeingdo so from pure love
of sport. Forest and Stream, XXI.

Epistles to the CorlntMans, the two epistles written by
the apostle Paul to tlie church at Corinth. The first epis-

tle to the Curintliiaus gives a clearer insight than any other
portion of the Sew Testament into the institution, feel-

ings, and opinions of the church of the earlier period of

the aposUjlic age. The second epistle is e<iually impor-
tant in relation to the history of the apostle himself. Often
abljievi.ited C<'r.

Corinthianize (ko-rin'thl-an-iz), v. i.; pret. and
pp. Corinthiajiized, ppr. C6rinthiani:ing. [< Co-

rinthian + -ize.'] To live like the Corinthians

;

hence, to lead a life of licentiousness and de-

Taauchery.

The sensuality and licentiousness which had made the

word corirUhianize a synonym for self-indulgence and
wantonness became roota of bitterness, strife, and immo-
rality. Eneyc. Brit., VI. 399.

COriourt, n. An obsolete form of currier.

CoripMlus (ko-rif'i-lus), n. [NL. (Wagler,

1830); more correctly Coriophilus, Sundevall,

1873; also Cnryphilus, Gould, and Corythophi-

lus, Agassiz; < Gr. ndpig, a bedbug, + ^'/tof,

fond.] A genus of diminutive parrots, of the

subfamily Lorinm or lories, of brilliant colora-

tion. Tlie leading species is C. laitiensis of Tahiti in the
Society islands ; C. sinaragdinis of the Marquesas islands

is another.

OoriS (kor'is), ». [NL., < Gr. K6pi^, a bedbug,
also a kind of St. Jolin's-wort, and a kind of

fish.] 1. A genus of plants, natural order Pri-

mulacew. There is only one species, the blue maritime
coris, C. Afonspetiensis, which grows in the Mediterranean
region. It is a thyme-like plant with a dense terminal
raceme of purplish flowers.

2. \_l. f.] A plant of the genus Coris.

Corisa (kor'i-sa), n. [NL. (Amyot and ServiUe,

1843), irreg. <'Gr. /ciipif, a bedbug.] The typi-

cal genus of Corisidw; a
large genus of aquatic
bugs, including a ma-
jority of the family. C
interrupta is a common
American species, fotvnd

in pools from New York
to Brazil.

Oorisidae (ko-ris'i-de),

n. pi. [NL., < Corisa +
-idce.'i A family of het-
eroptierous hemipterous
insects, the most aber-
rant group of Hctet-opte-

ra, typified by the genus
Corisa. The head overlaps
the front of the prothorax, the
two parts being closely coap-
tated ; the fore tarsi or palie are blade-like, beset with
bristles on the edge, and ending in a slender claw ; and
tlie short flat mouth is directed obliquely backward and
downward.

corium (ko'ri-nm), n.
;
jJ. coria (-a). [< L. co-

rium, a hide, leather. Hence ult.t. coriaceous,

cuirass, quarry^, q. v.] 1. In anat., the inner-

most layer of the skin ; the cutis vera or true
skin, as distinguished from the cuticle or scarf-

skin; the derma, as distinguished from the epi-

dermis ; the enderon, as distinguished from the
ecderon. See cut under skin.— 2. In entom.,
the basal portion of the hemielytrum of a het-
eropterous insect, distinguished by its homy
texture from the terminal portion or membrane.
See cut under clarus.

corival (ko-ri'val), n. [< eo-^ + rival, n. Of.

corrival.^ A rival or fellow-rival ; a competitor

;

a corrival.

A competitor and co-rttwi2 with the king.
Bacon, Charge at Session for the Verge.

Co-rival, though used as synonymous with rival and cor-

rival, is a different word. Two persons or more rivalling
another are the only true co-rivaU. Latham.

corivalt, V. t. See corrival.

corivalryt, corivalshipf. See corrivalry, cor-

rivahliif).

COrfcl (kdrk), n. and a. [< ME. cork (in comp.
cork-hark, cork-tre) = D. kork, kurk = G. kork=
Dan. Sw. kork, < Sp. corcho, cork, < L. cortex

Corisa interrufta.

( Line shows natural size.

)
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(cortic-^, bark, particularly the bark of the cork-

tree (wMeh was called suber, > suher, cork) : see
cortex.'] I. m. 1 . A species of oak, Quercus Suber,

growing in the south of Europe (especially in

Spain and Portugal) and in the north of Africa,

having a thick, rough bark, for the sake ofwhich
it is often planted. It grows to the height of from
20 to 40 feet, and yields bark every 6 to 10 years
for 150 years.— 2. The outer bark of this oak,

which is very light and elastic, and is used for

many purposes, especially for stoppers for bot-

tles and casks, for artificial legs, for inner soles

of shoes, for floats of nets, etc. it grows to a
thickness of one or two inches, and after removal is re-

placed by a gradual annual growth from the original cork
cambium. Burnt cork or Spanish black is used as an
artists' pigment, and was formerly employed in medicine.
Finely powdered cork has been used as an absorbent,
under the name of suberin.

3. In hot., a constituent of the bark of most
phsenogamous plants, especially of dicotyle-

dons. It constitutes the inner growing layer known as

cork cambium, cork raeristem, or pheUogen, the outer
dead portion constituting the bulk of the bark. (See

bark^.) It may also occur within the stem itself, and is

often formed in the repair of wounds in plants.

4. Something made of cork. SpecificaUy— (a) A
cork heel or sole in a shoe.

When she gaed up the tolbooth stairs.

The corks frae her heels did fiee.

The Queens Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 118).

(b) A stopper or bung for a bottle, cask, or other vessel, cut

out of cork ; also, by extension, a stopper made of some
other substance ; as, a rubber cork, (c) A. small float of

cork used by anglers to buoy up their fishing-lines or to

indicate when a fish bites or nibbles ; by extension, any
such float, even when not made of cork.— Fossil cork.
See/ossU.—Mountain cork^ a variety of asbestos.

—
'Vel-

vet cork, the best quality of cork-bark. It is of a pale-

reddish color and not less than an inch and a half thick.

H. a. Made of or with cork ; consisting wholly
or chiefly of cork,— Cork carpet. See kaviptulicon.
— Cork jacket, a contrivance in the form of a jacket
without sleeves, padded with pieces of cork, designed to

buoy up a person in the water.—Cork lace. See lace.

corfci (k6rk), r. t. [< cork^, n.] 1. To stop or

bung -with a piece of cork, as a bottle or cask

;

confine or make fast with a cork.— 2. To stop

or check as if with a cork, as a person speak-
ing; silence suddenly or effectually: generally
with up : as, this poser corked him up ; cork

(yourself) up. [Humorous slang.] — 3. To
blacken 'with burnt cork, as the face, to repre-

sent a negro.

cork^t, » [So. corkie ; < ME. corke."] A bristle

;

in the plural, bristles ; beard.

His berde was brothy and blake, that tllle hisbrestrechede,
Grassede as a mereswyne with corkes fulle huge.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1091.

cork^ (kdrk), n. A corruption of calk^. [U. S.]

cork* (k6rk), n. [Also written korker; < Norw.
korkje ; supposed to be a corruption of orchil

:

see orchil.i The name given in the Highlands
of Scotland to the lichen Lecanora tartarea,

yielding a crimson or purple dye. See cudbear.

corkage (kor'kaj), 71. [<. cork^ + -age.] 1. The
corking or uncorking of bottles; hence, the

serving of wine or other bottled beverages in

hotels and inns. Specifically— 2. A charge
made by hotel-keepers and others (a) for the
serving of wine and liquors not furnished by
the house, or (6) for the corking and re-serving

of partly emptied bottles.

cork-bark (kork'bark), ». [ME. corkbarke; <

corA-i + liark^.] Same as cork^, 2.

cork-black (kdrk'blak), n. See black.

cork-board (kSrk'bord), n. A kind of straw-

board or cardboard in which ground cork is

mixed with the paper-pulp. It is light, elastic,

and a non-conductor of heat and sound.

corkbrain (k6rk'bran), ». A light, empty-head-
ed person. Nares.
We are slightly esteem'd by some giddy-headed cork-

brains. John Taylor, Works (1630).

cork-brained (kdrk'brand), a. Light-headed;
empty-headed ; foolish. John Taylor.

cork-cutter (kork'kuffer), n. 1. One whose
trade is the making of corks.— 2. A tool for

cutting cork; specifically, a hard brass tube

sharpened at one end for cutting corks from
sheet-cork.

corked (korkt), p. a. [< cork^ + -ed2.] 1.

Stopped with a cork.— 2. Fitted with cork;

having a cork heel or sole.

A corked shoe or slipper. Huloet.

And tread on corked stilts a prisoner's pace.
Bp. Itall, Satires, iv. 6.

3. Having acquired the taste of cork; corky:

as, corked wine.
A bottle of claret was brought. . . . Philip, tasting his

glass, called out, "Faugh! It's corkedl" "So It is, and
very badly corked," growls my lord.

Thackeray, PhlUp, xviii.

corm

corker (k6r'k6r), m. 1. One who or that which
corks.— 2. In manuf., an instrument to stretch
women's shoes.— 3. [Literally, that which corks
or stops the discussion.] An unanswerable fact
or argument ; that which makes further discus-
sion or action unnecessary or impossible ; a set-
tler. [Slang.]— 4. A successful examination

;

a "rush." [College slang, U. 8.]
cork-fossil (k6rk'fos'''il), n. A variety of am-
phibole or hornblende, resembling vegetable
cork. It is the lightest of all minerals.

corkiness (kor'ki-nes), n. [< corky + -ne«s.]

The quality of being like cork; lightness with
elasticity.

corking-pin (k6r'king-pin), n. A pin of a large
size, said to have been formerly used for fixing

a woman's head-dress to a cork mold.

She took a large corking-pin out of her sleeve, and with
the point directed towards her, pinned the plaits all fast

together a little above the hem. Sterne.

cork-leather (k6rk'leTH''6r), n. Afabric formed
of two sheets of leather with a thin layer of

cork between them, the whole being glued and
pressed together.

cork-machine (kdrk'ma-shen''), n. A machine
for making corks.

cork-oak (kork'ok'), n. See cork-tree.

cork-press, cork-presser (kork'pres, -pres'Sr),

n. A device for compressing corks, to cause
them to enter the necks of bottles easily.

cork-pull (kork'pul), n. A device for extract-

ing corks from bottles when they have fallen

below the neck.
corkscre'w (kork'skro), n. and a. I. n. A tool
consisting of a heUcoidal piece or " screw" of

steel, with a sharp point and a transverse han-
dle, used to draw corks from bottles.

II. a. Having the form of a corkscrew; spi-

ral : as, a corkscrew curl.

She came down the corkscrew stairs, and found Phoebe
in the parlor arranging the tea-things.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxzil.

corkscre'w (kork'skro), V. t. [< corkscrew, «.]

To cavise to move like a corkscrew ; direct or
foUow out in a spiral or twisting way.

Catching sight of him, Mr. Bantam corkscrereed his way
through the crowd, and welcomed him with ecstasy.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxv.

cork-tree (kdrk'tre), ». [< ME. cork-tre.] The
Quercus Suber, the outer bark of which is the
substance cork. Also called cork-oak Brazil-
ian cork-tree, abignoniaceous shrub, rafee&ufa «itf^»o«a,
the soft wood of which is used as a substitute for cork.

—

East Indian cork-tree, MilUngtonia hortensis, a large
tree of the same order, with large white fragrant flowers,

cultivated in avenues and gardens.

cork'wood (kdrk'-wnd), n. One of several West
Indian trees with light or porous wood, as the
Anona palustris, Ochroma Lagopus, Paritiumtili-

aceum, and Pisonia obtusata—corkwood cotton.
See cotton^.

corky (k6r'ki), o. [< corfci + -yK] 1. Of the
nature of cork ; resembling cork ; hence, shriv-

eled; withered.

Bind fast his corky arms. Slmk., Lear, iii. 7.

The layers of the bark are rarely well marked, and
they generally become soon obliterated by irregular corky
growths in the substance of the bark itself.

BesBcy, iiotany, p. 448.

2. Tasting of cork; corked: usually said of
wines : as, a corky flavor.

corle'wt, n. An obsolete form of curlew.

corm (k6rm), n. [< NL. cormus, < Gr. aopiid^,

the trunk of a tree with the boughs lopped off, <

aeipuv (/ *iccp, 'nop), cut, lop, shear: see shear.]

<r<i

Corm of Crocus, entire and cut tongitudinally.

1. In bot, a bulb-like, solid, fleshy subterra-

nean stem, producing leaves and buds on the up



corm

per surface and roots from the lower, as in the
cyclamen. Some corms are coated with the sheathing
bases of one or two leaves, as in the crocus and gladiohis,

and are then often called solid bulbs. There are all gra-

dations between the true naked corm and the bulb con-
sisting wholly of coats or scales,

2. In sool., a cormus.
corme (korm), n. [< F. corme (= Sp. corma),

service-apple, sorb-apple, cormier, service-tree,

sorb-tree ; according to liittr6 repr. L. corntim,

whicli means, however, the cornel cherry ; Prior
says "from an ancient Gaulish name of a ci-

der made from its (the service-tree's) fruit, the
Koipfti of Dioscorides "

: Gr. novpfu (Dioscorides),
also Kdpiia (Atheneeus), a kind of beer, an Eg^-
tian, Spanish, and British drink.] The service-

tree, Purus domestica.

cormeille (k6r-mel'), n. Same as carmele.

cor. mem. An abbreviation of corresponding
member.
COrmi, n. Plural of cormus.

cormogen (kor'mo-jen), n. [< Cormogena.']

Same as cormophyie.

CormogenSB (k6r-moj'e-ne), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kopfidc, a trunk (see corm), + -yei^f (L. -genu),

producing : see -genoiis.'\ Same as Cormophyta.

cormogeny (k6r-moj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. Kopfiig, a
trunk (see corm), + -ycvifg, producing. See
Cormogence.'] The history of the development
of races or other aggregates of individuals, as
communities and families. [Rare.]

cormophyly (k6r-mof'i-li), n. [< Gr. Kop/id^, a
trunk (see corm), + <p'vAov, tribe.] Tribal his-

tory of races, communities, or other aggregates
of individual living organisms. [Bare.]

Cormophyta (k6r-mof'i-ta), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of cormophytum : see cormbphyte.1 One of two
primary divisions of the vegetable kingdom as

arranged by Endlicher, comprising aU plants
that have a proper axis of growth (stem and
root), and including all phaenogamous plants as

well as the higher vascular cryptogams. The
other division was named Thallophyta. Also
Cormogence.

cormophyte (kdr'mo-fit), «. [< NL. cormophy-
tum, < Gr. Kop/idg, the trunk of a tree (see corm),

+ <Pvt6v, a plant.] A plant of the division Cor-

mophyta; a plant having a true axis of growth.
Also cormogen.
cormopliytic (k6r-mo-fit'ik), a. [< cormophyte
+ -sc] Having the characters of a cormophyte
or of the Cormophyta; having stem or leaves
more or less distinctly differentiated.

Oormopoda (k6r-mop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kopfi6g, a trunk (see corm), + irohg (irod-) = E.

foot.^ 1. A synonym of LamelUhranchiata.
Bunneister, 1843.— 2. A synonym of Aretisea.

cormorant (kor'mo-rant), n. and a. [< ME. cor-

merawnt, < OF. cormoran, cormorande, also cor-

man, F. cormoran = Pr. corpmari = Cat. cori-

mari = Sp. cuervo marino = Pg. corvomarinho =
It. corvo marino, < ML. corvus marinus, lit. sea-

erow: see Corvus and marine. The F. spelling

appears to have been modified by Bret, morvran
(= W. morfran), cormorant, lit. sea-crow, < mor,

sea, + hran, crow.] I. ». 1 . A large totipalmate
swimming and diving bird of the family Phala-
crocoracidcE (which see for technical characters).
There are about 25 species, of all parts of the world, much
resembling one another, and all usually comprised in the

single genus Phalacrocorax. They are mostly maritime,
but some inhabit fresh waters ; they are gregarious, and in

the breeding season some species congregate by thousands
to breed on rocky ledges over the sea, or in swamps, build-

Common Cormorant {Phalacrocorax carbo).

Ing a rude bulky nest, and laying from 1 to 3 whole-col-
ored greenish eggs coated with a white chalky substance.
Their principal food is fish, and their voracity is prover-
bial. ITie common cormorant of America, Europe, and
Asia, Phalacrocorax carbo, which may be taken as the type
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of the whole, is about 3 feet long and 6 in extent, with a
heavy body, long sinuous neck, a stout hooked bill about
as long as the head, a naked gular pouch, stout strong
wings, and 14 stiff tail-feathers denuded to the bases. The
color is lustrous black, bronzed on the back, where the fea-

thers have black edges ; the feet are black ; in the breed-
ing season there is a white flank-patch ; and on the head
are scattered white thready plumes. The same or a simi-

lar species is domesticated by the Chinese and Japanese
and tought to fish. A smaller species, the crested cormo-
rant, P. cristatus, is found in Europe, and is known as the
shag, a name also used for cormorants at large. The com-
monest North American species is the double-crested cor-

morant, P. dilophus, having only 12 tail-feathers (the num-
ber usual in the genus), the gular sac convex behind, and
a crest on each side of the head. The Florida cormorant,
which breeds by thousands in the mangrove swamps, is a va-

riety of the last. On the Pacific coast of the United .States

several other species occur, as the violet-green cormorant
(P. vwlaceus\ the red-faced (/*. bicristatus), the tufted
(P. penicillatus), and others. The Mexican cormorant,
P. mexicamts, is a small species which extends into the
United States. A few species are largely white, and oth-

ers are spotted.

Thence up he [Satan] flew ; and on the Tree of Life,

The middle tree and highest there that grew.
Sat like a cormorant, Milton, P. L,, iv, 196.

2t. A greedy fellow ; a glutton.

Light vanity, insatiate comwrant,
Consuming means, soon preys upon itself,

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1.

Next, here's a rich devouring cormorant
Comes up to town, with his leathern budget stuff'd

Tin it crack again, to empty it upon company
Of spruce clerks and squalling lawyers.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, i. 2.

3t. [In this use also sometimes written corvo-

rant (as if < corn^ + vorant, devouring) and
commorant (as if < corn^ + "movant, delaying:
see moration), and associated with cornmudgin,
curmudgeon, q. v.] A very avaricious person;
a miser; a curmudgeon.

When the Comwrants
And wealthy farmers hoord up all the graine.

He empties all his garners to the poore.
No-body and Some-body (1600), L 320 (ed. Palmer).

The covetous cormorants or corn-morants of his time.
W. Smith, The Blacksmith (1606).

II. a. Having the qualities of a cormorant;
greedy; rapacious; insatiable.

When, spite of comwrant devouring time,

Th' endeavour of this present breath may buy
That honour, which shall bate his scythe's keen edge.

Shah., L. L. L., i. 1.

It underwent the process of "annexation" to the cor-

in&rant republic of ancient times. 5wm?wr,White Slavery.

Cormostomata (k6r-mo-st6'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. Kopiidg, a trunk (see corm), + 076/10, mouth.]
One of three suborders into which the Entomos-
traca are divided by Dana. It contains the
epizoic or parasitic crustaceans, and is approx-
imately equivalent to the Siphonostoma.

cormns (kor'mus), re. ; pi. cormi (-mi). [NL., <

Gr. Kop/id^, the trunk of a tree with the boughs
lopped off: see corm.2 1. In hot., same as corm.
— 2. In zool., the common stock of a compound
animal, as an ascidiarium, a zoanthodeme, and
the like, when divided into colonies of zooids,

as may be variously effected by gemmation or

other more or less complete division.

com^ (kom), re. [< ME. corn, coren, come, < AS.
corn, a grain or seed, grain, com, = OS. OFries.

korn= D. koren, koorn = ML6. koren, LG. koren,

koorn = Icel. Dan. Sw. kom = OHG. chorn, cho-

ron, corn, MHG. G. korn = Goth, kaurn, grain, a

grain, = L. granum (> ult. E. grain) = OBulg.
zriino = Slov. Serv. Bohem. «r«o = Pol. ziarno

= Sorbian zorno, eerno = Little Russ. and Russ.

zerno = OPruss. zyrne = Lith. zhirnis = Lett.

zirnis, grain. Hence dim. kernel, q. v.] 1. A
single seedof certain plants, especiallyof cereal

plants, aswheat, rye,barley,and maize; a grain.

[In this sense it has a plural, corns.']

Except a com of wheat fall into the ground and die, it

abideth alone. John xii. 24.

2. The seeds of cereal plants in general, in

bulk or quantity; grain: as, corn is dear or

scarce, in this sense the word comprehends all the

kinds of grain used for the food of men or of horses, but in

Great Britain it is generally applied to wheat, rye, oats,

and barley, and in Scotland generally restricted to oats.

In the United States it is by custom api)ropriated to maize
(specifically, Indian com) ; hence it is usual to say the crop
of wheat is good, but that of com is bad ; it is a good year
for wheat and rye, but bad for com. [In this sense there
is no plural.]

3. The plants which produce com when grow-
ing in the field; the stalks and ears, or the
stalks, ears, and seeds after reaping and before
threshing : as, a field of corn ; a sheaf or a shock
of corn ; a load of corn. The plants or stalks

are included in the term corn until the seed is

separated from the ears.

They Lrende alle the cornea in that loud.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. ii.

corn-badger

In one night, ere glimpse of mom,
Bis shadowy flail hath thresh'd the com
That ten day-labourers could not end.

Milton, L'Allegro, L Iflft

Swift Camilla scours ihe plain.

Flies o'er th' unbending com, and skims along the main.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 373.

4. A small hard particle ; a grain. [Now rare.]

Not a com of true salt, not a grain of right mustard,
amongst them all. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

Coffee-corn or guinea-corn, a variety of Sorghum mtl-
gare extensively cultivated in many warm countries for its

grain. The name guinea-corn is also applied in the West
Indies to several grain-bearing species of Panicum.—In-
dian com. See maize.— Popped corn. See pop-corn.—
Round corn, a trade-name for the grain of a class of yel-

low maize with small, roimd, very hard kernels.— Sweet
com. See maize.—To acknowledge the com, to ad-
mit or confess something charged or imputed ; especially,

to admit that one has been mistaken, beaten, etc. [Slang,

U.S.]

The " Evening Mirror" very naively comes out and ae-

knowledges the com, admits that a demand was made.
New York Herald, June 27, 1846.

You are beat this time, anyhow, old feller
;
you just oc-

knowledge the com— hand over your hat I

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 211.

comi (k6m), V. [< corn^, re.] I, trarm. 1. To
preserve and season with salt in grains; lay
down in brine, as meat: as, to corn beef or

pork.— 2. To granulate; form into small
grains.

The old flrework-makers were obliged to have recourse
to trains of corned gunpowder.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 481.

3. To feed with oats, as a horse. [Scotch.]

When thou wast com't an' I was mellow,
We took the road aye like a swallow.

Bums, The auld Farmer's Salutation to his anld Mar&

4. To plant with com. [Rare.]

Those hundreds of thousands of acres of once valuable
Southern lands, corned to death, and now lying to waste
in worthless sage grass.

U. S. Cons. Sep., No. Ix. (1886), p. 40.

5. To render intoxicated; make drunk, as with
whisky. [Colloq.]

The lads are weel corned. Jamieson.

Tobias was just clearly on thewrong side of the line which
divides drunk from sober ; but Hardy was "royally corned

"

(but not falling) when they met, about an hour by sun in
the afternoon. Georgia Scenes, p. 161.

H. intrans. To beg com of farmers on St.

Thomas's day, December 21st. [Eng.]

com^ (k6m), re. [< P. eorne (also cor), a horn,
a hard or homy swelling on a horse, < L. comu,
a horn, a homy excrescence, a wart, etc., = E.
horn: see horn.] 1. A thickening or callosity

of the epidermis, usually with a central core or
nucleus, caused by undue pressure or friction,

as byboots, shoes, or implements of occupation

.

Corns are most common on the feet.— 2t. -Any
homy excrescence.

Comes that wol under growe her [their] eye.

That but thou lete hem oute, the sight wol die.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E, E. T. S.), p. 22.

Comacese (k6r-na'se-e), n.pl. [NL., < Comus +
-acea;.'] A natural order of polypetalous exo-
gens, mostly of northern temperate regions,

grouped in 12 genera of shrubs or trees, nearly
allied to the monopetalous order Caprifoliacece.

The principal genera are Comus and Nyssa.

COrnaceoUS (k6r-na'shius), a. [< NL. eorna-

ceus : see Cornaceee.'] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the natural order Cornaeece.

Cornacuspongise (kdr-nak-u-spon'ji-e), n. pi.

[NL.,< L. corHH, horn,+ a««, needle,+ .^orefiria,

sponges.] In Lendenfeld's system of classifi-

cation, the fourth order of sponges, it contains
SUicen with soft mesoglcea, the supporting skeleton com-
posed of bundles of monaxial, not tylostylar, spicules, and
strengthened by spongin, which cements the spiciUes. The
spicules may be entirely wanting when the skeleton con-

sists of spongin ; sometimes the skeleton also disappears.

The order contains all the Ceratospongiw, together with
those monactinellids and Myxospongice which do not be-

long to the Chondroi^pongicE.

cornage (kdr'naj), «. [< AF. cornage (ML. cor-

nagium),(. OF. come, a horn : see confi, horn.]

1. An ancient North English tenure of land,

which obliged the tenant to give notice of an
invasion of the Scots by blovdng a horn. By
this tenure many persons held their lands in the district

adjoining the Kcts' wall. This old service was .ifterward

paid in money, and the sheriffs accounted for it under the

title of cornagium.

2. In feudal law, a tax or tribute on homed cat-

tle. Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community.
comalinef, n. An obsolete form of camelian.

comallt, ". -Aji obsolete form of coronal.

comamutet, »• Same as cornemuse. Drayton.

com-badger (k6m'baj'6r), n. A dealer in eom-
See badger^.



corn-ball

corn-ball (korn'bal), II. A ball made of popped
corn, eemeuted with white of eggs, and sweet-
ened with molasses or sugar. [U. 8.]

corn-beetle (kom'be'tl), n. The Cucujus tes-

laceus, a miuute beetle, the larva of which is

often very destructive to the stores, particu-

larly of wheat, in granaries. The larva is

ocher-colored, with a forked tail ; the perfect

insect is of a bright tawny color.

corn-bells (korn'belz), n. The bell-shaped fun-

gus Cyathus vernieosus, which sometimes grows
in grain-fields.

COmbind (korn'blnd), h. A local name of the
bindweed (species of Convolvulus), and of the
climbing buckwheat, Polygonum Convolvulus.

combottle (k6m'bot''l), n. The bluebottle,

Centaurea Cyanus.

combrash (kom'brash), «. In geoh, the looal

name of a subdivision of the tJurassic series,

belonging in the upper portion of the so-called

Great Oolite of the Knglish geologists. The for-

mation consists of clays and calcareous sandstones, and is

very persistent, retaining its lithological and paleonto-
logical character from tlie southwest of England nearly
as far as the Uuniher.

corn-bread (kom'bred'), n. A kind of bread
made of the meal of Indian corn. See corn-
dodger, jolinny-cakc, and corn-pone. [U. S.]

com-cadgert, «• [Se. ; also corn-cauger,'\ A
dealer in corn ; a peddler of corn.

Like gentlemen ye must not seem,
But look like corn-cauqertt gawn ae road.

Jock 0' the Side (Child's Ballads, VI. 83).

corn-cake (kdm'kak), n. A cake made of In-
dian-corn meal. [U. S.]

corn-chandler (k6rn'chand''16r), n. A dealer
in corn. See chandler.

corn-cleaner (k6rn'kle"n6r), n. A machine in

which the cobs of maize are separated from the
shelled corn, and the com is cleaned, by means
of a rolling screen and suction-fan.

corn-cob (kdm'kob), n. The elongated, woody,
chaff-covered receptacle which, with the grain
embedded in it in longitudinal rows, constitutes

the ear of maize. [U. S.]

corn-cockle (k6rn'kok''l), ». See cockle^, 2.

corn-cracker (kdrn'krak'^r), n. 1 . A nickname
for a Kentuckian. [U. S.]— 2. A name given
to a low class of whites in the southern United
States, especially in North Carolina and Geor-
gia. See cracker, 7.— 3. A name of the corn-
crake, Crex praten.^is.— 4. A ray of the family
Myliobatidte, Rhinopttra quadriloba, with trans-
versely hexagonal pavement-like teeth and a
quadrilobate snout. [Southeastern U. S.]

corn-crake (kom'krak), 11. A common Euro-
pean bird of the rail family (Eallidce), the Crex
pratensis, or land-rail : so called because it fre-

quents corn-fields. See crake^.

A corn-crake, moving cautiously among the withered
water-grasses. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 202.

corn-crib (kom'krib), n. A Btinicture the side
walls of which are formed of slats, with spaces
between them for the circulation of air, used
to store unshelled Indian com. The slats arc com-
monly slanted outward from the floor to the roof &» a
means of preventing rain from beating in, and the struc-
ture Btautts free from the ground on posts, for safety from
rats and mice. [U. S.]

COm-CUtter'^ (k6m'kut'6r), n. A machine for
reaping com, or for cutting up stalks of com
for food of cattle.

COm-CUtter^ (k6rn'kiit"er), n. One who cuts
corns or indurations of the skin ; a chiropodist.

.Soldiers ! comctttterg,
But not so valiant ; they ofttimes draw blood.
Which you durst never do. Ford, Broken Heart, i. 2.

COm-dodger (kdru'doj^^r), n. A kind of cake
made of the meal of Indian corn, and baked
very hard. [Southern U. S.]

He opened a p<juch which he wore on his side, and took
from thence one or two corn-doditers and half a boiled rab-
bit. //. B. Stom, Dred, II. 170.

The universal food of the peojde of Texas, both rich and
\xyoT, seems to be corn-dodger and fried bacon.

Otnuted, Texa^.

corn-drill (kora'dril), n. A niachine for sow-
ing corn in drills.

cornea (k6r'ue-a), n. [NL., fem. of L. comeus,
horny: see corneous.'] 1. The firm, transpa-
rent anterior portion of the eyeball, it is of
circular outline, concavo-convex, with the convexity for-
ward, bounding the anterior chamber of the eye in front,
by its margin continuous with the sclerotic, and having its

outer surface, as a rule, covered with a delicate layer of
the conjunctiva. In the human eye it forms about one
sixth of the entire eyeball. Its convexity is greater than
that of the sclerotic, forming a comparatively larger por-
tion of a smaller sphere than the sclerotic. The cornea
is so called from On hardness, being likened to horn ; it is

also known as the tunica cornea pellucida or pellucid horny
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coat of the eye, in distinction from the sclerotic. See cut
under eye.

2. In entom., the outer surface of an insect's
compound eye. it is generally smooth, but may be
hairy. The word is also used to designate the outer trans-
parent lens of each facet of a compound eye, and the
surface of an ocellus or simple eye. See cornea-lens.—
Abscission of the cornea. See absdmion.

corneal (kor'ne-al), a. [< cornea + -a/.] Per-
taining to the cornea : as, corneal cells ; corneal
convexity ; a corneal ulceration.

The corneal surface of the eye is transversely elongated
and reniform, and its pigment is black.

Uuxley, Crayfish, p. 237.

Bowman's corneal tubes, the tubular passages formed
in the flbrous layers of the cornea by forcible injection.

cornea-lens (kor'ne-a-lenz), n. A facet of the
cutieular layer of the compound eye of an ar-

thropod; the superficies of an ocellus; a cor-
neule.

Faceted cutieular layer, each facet of which forms a cor-

nea-leiiJi. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 266.

corn-eater (k6m'e"ter), n. A name formerly
given to those of the North American Indians
who submitted readily to the influences of civil-

ization.

corned (kornd), a. [< L. cornu, = E. horn, +
-erf2; equiv. to cornute.'] In her., homed; pro-
vided with horns.

COmeitis (k6r-ne-i'tis), n. [NL., < cornea +
-itis.'i Inflammation of the cornea. Also called
ceratitis.'

cornel (kor'nel), n. [Early mod. 'E.cornell, cor-

nill ; = D. kornoelje = OHG. cornul {cornul-

boum), G. kornelle = Dan. kornel{-tr(B) = Sw.
kornel(-bar), < OF. cornille, cornoille, corno-
aille, F. cornouille = Sp. cornejo (cf. Pg. cor-

niso) = It. corniolo, < ML. cornolium, comel-
troe, corniola, cornel-berry, with terminations
of dim. form, < L. cornus, a cornel-tree (cornum,
the cornel-fruit) (whence by adaptation AS.
corn-tredw, comel-tree), < cornu z= E. horn : in
reference to the hardness of the wood.] The
cornelian cherry or dogwood, a common Euro-
pean species of Cornus, C. mas, a small tree

producing clusters of small yellow flowers in

spring before the leaves, followed by numerous
red berries, llie wild or male cornel is C. aangtiinea, a
shrub with red bark and black berries. The wood is free
from grit, and for this reason is used by watch-makers to
make instruments for cleaning flue machinery or lenses.

In North America the bunchberry, C. Carutdensis, is some-
times called the low or dirar/ cornet, and C. circinata the
round-leafed cornel. The name may be applied generally
to species of the genus Cornug. Also comel-tre£, cornelian
tree.

cornelian^, «. See camelian.

cornelian'-^ (kor-ne'lian), a. [An extension
(appar. based on the L. proper name Cornelius)

of cornel.'] Pertaining to or resembling cornel.
Cornelian cherry. See cAcrryi.—ComeUan tree.

.See cornel.

cornel-tree (kor'nel-tre), n. Same as cornel.

COrnemuset, ». [Also written, improp., corna-
miite; < ME. cornemiise, cormuse, < OF. corne-

mu.v, F. cornemuse, dial, cormuse, cormense (=
Pr. Sp. Pg. It. comamusa, > ML. cornamusa,
cornemusa),<. OF. corne (= Pr. coma, etc.), horn
(< L. cornu = E. horn, q. v.), -I- muse (Pr. mtisa),

pipe; lit. horu-pipe.] A bagpipe.

Loude mynstralcies
In comemttse and in shalniyes.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1218.

comeocalcareous (kdr'nf-o-kal-ka're-us), a. [<
L. Cornells, homy (see corneous), + calcareous.]

1. Formed of a mixture of homy and calcare-

ous substances, as some shells, sueh as Jplysia.
— 2. Homy on one side or part and calcareous
on the other, as the opereula of some shells,

such as TurbinidcB.

comeosilicious (k6r"ne-6-8i-lish'u8), a. [< cor-

neous -t- .•(iUcious.] Consisting of or containing
both homy fibrous and sandy or silieious sub-
stances; ceratosilicious or ceratosilicoid, as a
sponge.
corneous (kor'ne-us), a. [= Sp. cdrneo = Pg.
It. cornco, < L. comeus, homy, < cornu = E.
horn. Ct. cornea.] Horny; like horn; consist-

ing of a homy substance, or a substance re-

sembling horn.— Corneous lead. Same as phosge-
nite.— Corneous mercury. Same as calomel.

comer (kor'ner), n. [< ME. corner, cornyer, <

OF. cornier, corniere, comere, coumiere, comer,
angle, F. corniere, corner-gutter (> ML. corne-

rium, corneria, a comer, nent. and fem. forms
of adj. *corneriw, spelled corneirus, pertaining
to an angle or comer), < corne (> ML. coma),
a comer, angle, lit. a horn, a projecting point,

< L. cornu, a horn, a projecting point, end, ex-

tremity, etc., = AS. horn, E. horn. Cf. W.
cornel = Corn, comal, a corner, < corn = E.

corner-drill

horn; Ir. ccarn, cearna, a corner; AS. hyrne,
ME. heme, Iturne, huirne (= OFries. heme =
Icel. hyma (cf. hyrning) = Dan. hjorne = Sw.
horn), a corner, < horn, horn : see com"^ and
liorn. The L. term was angulus : see angle^.
The noun corner in the commercial sense (def.

9) is from the verb.] 1. The intersection of

two converging lines or surfaces ; an angle,
whether internal or external: as, the corner of
a building; the four corners of a square; the
corner of two streets.

ITiey [hypocrites] love to pray standing in the . . . comers
of the streets, that they may be seen of men. Mat. vi. 5.

Upon the comer of the moon
There iiangs a vaporous drop, profound.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 5.

2. The space between two converging lines

or svirfaces; specifically, the space near their

intersection: as, the four corners of a room.
Hence— 3. A narrow space partly inclosed;

a small secret or retired place.

This thing was not done in a comer. Acts xxvi. 26.

4. Indefinitely, any part, even the least and
most remote or concealed : used emphatically,
involving the inclusion of all parts : as, they
searched every corner of the forest.

Might I but through my prison once a day
Behold this maid : all comers else o' the earth
Let liberty make use of. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

I turned and try'd each comer of my bed.
To find if sleep were there, but sleep was lost.

Dryden.

5t. The end, extremity, or margin.
Ye shall not round the corners of your heads, neither

Shalt thou mar the comers of thy beard. Lev. xix. 27.

They shall not make baldness upon their head, neither
shall they shave off the comer of their beard. Lev. xxi. 5.

8. In bookbinding : (a) A triangular tool used
for decorating the corners of a book. Also cor-

ner-piece. (6) The leather or other material used
in the comers of a half-bound book, (c) One
of the metal guards used to protect the comers
of heavily bound books.— 7. A metallic cap or
guard nsed to protect the comers of furniture,

trunks, boxes, etc.— 8. In surv., a mark placed
at a corner of a surveyed tract. [U. S.]

We have frequently heard the old surveyors along the
Ohio say that they ofteu met with his [Col. Crawford's]
comers. Quoted in S. De Vere's Americanisms, p. 173.

9. A monopolizing of the marketable supply
of a stock or commodity, through purchases
for immediate or future delivery, generally by
a secretly organized combination, for the pur-
pose of raising the price : as, a corner in wheat.
[U. S.] — Four comers, (a) The limits of the contents
of a document. The phrases *' within the/our comers of a
deed," "to take an instrument by the ./'our confer*," origi-

nated in the use of only one side of a single sheet of parch-
ment for writing a deed, and refer to what may be learn-

ed from the face of the instrument itself, {h) A place
where two main highways intersect each other at right

angles : sometimes used in names of places in the United
States : as, Chatham Four Comers in Columbia county.
New York.— The Corner, among English sporting men,
Tattersall's horse-repository and betting-roonts in London

:

so called from its situation, which is at Hyde Tark Comer.

comer (kor'nfer), v. [< comer, n. Cf . cornered.]

1. trans. X. To drive or force into a corner, or

into a place whence there is no escape. Hence— 2. To drive or force into a position of great
difficulty ; force into a position where failure,

defeat, or surrender is inevitable
;
place in a

situation from which escape is impossible : as,

to corner a person in an argument To comer
the market, to force »ip the price of a stock or conmiod-
ity by purchases for immediate or future delivery, initil

the wh<jle available supply is nearly or quite monopolized.
[U. S.]

II. intrans. 1. To meet in a comer or angle
;

form a corner. [Bare.]

The spot where N. Carolina, S. Carolina, and Georgia
comer. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXI. 6.'i3.

2. To be situated on or at a corner; impinge
or be connected at an angle: as, the house
corners on the main street, or (when standing
comerwise) to the street or road; Sweden cor-

ners on Russia at the north.

COmer-capt (kor'nfer-kap), n. The academic
cap : so called from its square top.

A little old man in a gowne, a wide cassock, a night-cap,

and a corner-cap, by his habit seeming to be a Divine.
Breton, A Mad World, p. 8.

The name of a gallant is more hateful to them than the

sight of a corner-cap. Middletm, Family of Love, iv. 1.

corner-chisel (kdr'nfer-chiz'el), n. See chisel^.

corner-cutter (k6r'ufer-kut"6r), n. A cutting-

press used in trimming the comers of blank
books and cards and shaping the blanks of

paper boxes.
corner-drill (k6r'n6r-dril), n. Same as angle-

brace (6).



6ornered

Cornered (kor'n^rd), a. [< ME. cornered; < cor-

ner, >!., + -t'rf2.] Having comere or angles; spe-

cifically, having three or more angles : chiefly

in composition : as, a three-cornered hat.

Corsica is cornered with many forloiuis [forelands] schet-

jTige [shooting, projecting] in to the see.

Ttevisa, Works (ed. Babington), I. 305.

Whether this building were square like a castle, or cor-

nered like a triangle, or round like a tower.
Axtgtin, Hffic Homo, p. 75.

comerer (k6r'n6r-6r), n. One who comers or

buys up all the available supply of a commod-
ity for the pm-pose of inflating prices. [U. 8.]

cofnering-maclline (kor'ner-ing-ma-shen"), n.

A machine used for rounding off the comers of

woodwork.
corner-piece (kdr'nfer-pes), n. 1. AnL-shaped
casting or forging used to strengthen a joint.

—

2. In bookbinding, same as corner, 6 (a).

corner-plate (kor'nfer-plat), n. An iron angle-

plate or knee on the outer comer of the body
of a freight-car, used to strengthen it and pro-

tect the sills and sheathing from injury in case

of a collision.

comer-stone (kor'ner-ston), n. 1. The stone
which lies at the comer of two walls, and unites

them ; specifically, the stone built into one cor-

ner of the foundation of an edifice as the actual

or nominal starting-point in building, in the
case of an important public edifice or monumental struc-

ture the laying of the corner-stone is usually accom-
panied by some formal ceremony, and the stone is com-
monly hollowed out and made the repository of historical

documents, and of objects, as coins and medals, cliarac-

teristic of tlie time. Also called memorial-stoTte.

Who laid the comer-stone thereof? Job xxxviii. 6.

See you yond' coign o' the Capitol
;
yond' corner-stone ?

Shak., Cor., v. 4.

Hence— 2. That on which anything is founded

;

that which is of the greatest or fundamental
importance ; that which is indispensable.

Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner-stone.
Eph. ii. 20.

So it is that educated, trained, enlightened conscience

is the comer-stone of society.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 201.

corner-tooth (k6r'ner-toth), n. In vet. surg.

andfarriery, the lateral incisor of a horse, above
and below ; the outermost incisor on each side

of either jaw, four in all. They appear when
the horse is 4i years old.

comerwise (kor'nfer-wiz), adv. [< corner +
-wise.'] Diagonally; with the comer in front;

not parallel.

cornet^ (kor'net), n. [Under this form are in-

cluded two different Rem. forms : (1) Cornet, a
horn, etc. (defs. 1-6), < ME. cornet, a hom (bu-

gle), < OF. cornet, P. cornet, a hom, a bugle, a
paper in the form of a hom, an inkhorn, etc.,

= Pr. cornet = Sp. cornete, m., a little hom, =
It. cornetto, a little hom, a bugle, an inkhorn,

a cupping-glass, < ML. eornetim, a horn (bugle),

a kind of hood ; mixed with a fem. form, OF.
cornette, F. cornette, a kind of hood, = Sp. Pg.

corneta = It. cornetta, a horn (bugle), < ML.
corneta, a kind of hood, lit. little hom, dim. of

L. cornu (> OF. come, etc.), a hom : see cor»2,

corner, etc., and cf . horn. (2) Cornet, a standard

or ensign, a troop of horse, an officer (def. 7)

(not in ME.), < F. cornette = Sp. Pg. corneta =
It. cornetta, a standard or ensign (orig. having
two points or horns), hence a troop of horse
bearing such a standard, and the officer com-
manding the troop; orig. same as OF. cornette,

etc., dim. of come, etc., < L. cornu, horn: see

above.] 1. In music: (a) Originally, a musi-
cal instrument of the oboe class, of crude con-
struction and harsh tone.

David and all the house of Israel played before the

Lord ... on comets. 2 Sam. vi. 6.

(6) Same as cornet-d-pistons. (c) An organ-stop
having from 3 to 5 pipes to each key, and giving
loud and somewhat coarse tones: now rarely

made. A mounted comet is such a stop with its pipes

raised upon a separate sound-board, so as to make its tone
more prominent: an echo comet is a similar stop, but of

much more delicate quality, usually placed in the swell-

organ. Also cornet-stop, ((jf ) A pedal reed-stop of 2-

or 4-feet tone.— 2. A little cap of paper twisted

at the end, inwhich retailers inclose small wares.
— 3. The square-topped academic cap.— 4. (a)

A woman's head-dress or a part of it, probably
named from its angular or pointed shape, as the

end or comer of the tippet of the chaperon in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. J. R.
Planche.

I never sawe my lady laye apart
Her comet blacke, in cold nor yet in heate,
Sith fyrst she linew my grief was growen so greate.

Surrey, Complaint.
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(i) That part of the head-dress worn in the
seventeenth century that hung down beside
the cheek; a flap, a pendent strip of lace, or

the like. See pinner. Also eaUed bugle-cap.—
5. In dressmaking, the shaping of a sleeve near
the wrist : so calledfrom its resemblance to what
is known as trumpet-shape.— 6. Same as cor-

nette.— 7. Milit. : (a) A flag or standard. Espe-
cially— (1) A flag borne before the king of France, or dis-

played when be was present with the army. It was either

plain white or white embroidered with golden fleurs-de-lis.

(2) A flag of a company of cavalry.

The comet white with crosses black. Macaulay, Ivry.

(6) The officer of lowest commissioned grade
in the cavalry, to whose charge this flag was
confided : a term equivalent to ensign in the in-

fantry. The office of comet is now abolished in Eng-
land, and is nearly represented by that of second lieuten-

ant or sub-lieutenant, (c) A company of cavalry,

named in like manner from the standard car-

ried at its head.

A body of five comets of horse.
Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

Bass comet, an obsolete large, deep-pitched brass instru-

ment.

cornet^ (kfir'net), n. Same as coronef^, 6.

cornet^t, v. t. [< cornet^, re., = coronet^, 6.] To
let the blood of (a horse).

cornet-i-pistons (k6r'net-a-pis'tonz), «.; pi.

cornets-d-pistons. [F., a cornet with pistons:

see cornet^ and piston.]

A miisieal instrument
of the trumpet class,

having a cupped mouth-
piece and a conical

ijrass tube, the length
of which may be in-

creased and the tone
chromatically lowered
by opening valves into

little crooks or bends
of tubing (whence the
name). The compass is

about two octaves, including
all the semitones. The fun-
damental tone or key is usu-
ally Btj or Eh, but other tones
are used. The quality of the

Com-fly ( Chlorops tanioptts).

(Cross shows natural size.)

Comets-k-Pistons.

. Ordinary shape. 2. Circular
shape.

tone is penetrating and unsympathetic, by no means equal
to that of the true trumpet, for which it is commonly sub-

stituted. Also comet, and rarely cornopean.

COrnetcyl (k6r'net-si), n. [< cornet'^, 7 (6), -t-

-ey.l The commission or rank of a cornet.

See cornef^, 7 (6).

A cometcy of horse his first and only commission.
Cticstcrjield.

corneter (k6r'net-er), 11. [< cornef^, 1 (6), +
-cj-l.] One who blows a comet.

Mr. King could see . . . the cometers lift up their horns
and get red in the face.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 34.

cornet-stop (kor'net-stop), re. In music, same
as cornet^, 1 (c)

.

cornette (kor-nef), n. [F., fem. dim. of corne,

a horn: see horn, corneti.'\ In metal., the little

tube of gold left when the alloy of silver and
gold taken from the cupel is rolled and boiled

in nitric acid to remove the former metal.

Also spelled comet.

cornettist (kor'net-ist), n. [< cornet^, 1 (6), +
-ist.] A player upon a cornet-a-pistons.

corneule (kor'ne-^), re. [= F. corneule, < NL.
corneula, dim. di cornea, q. v.] One of the mi-

nute transparent segments which defend the
compound eyes of insects; the cornea of an
ocellus; a cornea-lens.

corn-exchange (kom'eks-chanj'), re. A place

or mart where grain is sold or bartered, and
samples are shown and examined. [Eng.]

corn-factor (korn'fak"tor), n. Onewho traffics

in grain by wholesale, or as an agent. [Eng.]

COm-fleld (korn'feld), n. In Great Britain, a
field in which corn of any kind is growing; a

grain-field; in the United States, a field of

Indian corn or maize.

corn-flag (kdrn'flag), n. The popular name of

the plants of the genus Gladiohi.i, bearing red

or white flowers, and much cultivated as orna-

mental plants.

corn-floor (kdm'flor), re. A floor for com, or for

threshing com or grain. Isa. xxi. 10.

corn-flower (k6rn'flou"er), n. A flower or plant

growing in grain-fields, as the wild poppy, and
especially the bluebottle, Centaurea Cyanus.

There be certain com-Jiowers which come seldom or

never in other places, unless they be set, but only amongst
corn : as the blue-bottle, a kind of yellow marygold, wild

poppy, and fumitory. Bacon, Nat Hist.

Cornice-hook

corn-fly (kom'fll), n. An insect of either of

the genera Chlorops and Oscinis, of the family
Muscidce : so called
from the injury they
inflict on growing
crops. ChloropA t<eniojni8,

tlie most destructive of Brit-

ish corn-flies, is al)Out li
lines in length, and of a yel-

low color striped witli idack.

It deposits its eggs i»etween
the leaves of wheat- and bar-
ley-plants, and its larvai, by
extracting the juices, pro-
duce the disease called
gout, from the swelling of

the joints of the plants.

COm-fritter (kom'frifer), n. A fried batter-

cake made of grated green Indian com, milk,

and eggs.

corn-^ater (k6rn'gra"ter), re. A roughened
surface used for rasping corn (maize) from the

cob.

corn-growing (k6m'gr6"ing), a. Producing
corn : as, a corn-growing country.

corn-hook (kom'huk), re. A blade somewhat
resembling a short scythe, and set in a handle
at an angle a little greater than a right angle,

used to cut standing corn (maize).

corn-husker (k6rn'hus"ker), re. A machine
for stripping the husks from ears of maize.

corn-husking (k6m'hus"king), re. A social

meeting of friends and neighbors at the house
of a farmer to assist him in stripping the husks
or shucks from his Indian com ; a husking-bee
(which see). Also corn-shucking. [U. S.]

COrnic (kor'nik), a. [< Corniis + -ic] Existing

in or derived from the bark of Cornus florida.
— Comic acid. Same as cornin.

cornice (kor'nis), n. [Early mod. E. also Cor-

nish ; = D. kornis = G. carniesz ( > Dan. Sw. kar-

nis, > Russ. karnizu),

< OF. cornice, F.
corniche, < It. cor-

nice (= Sp. comisa;
cf. Pg. cornija), <

ML. comix {comic-),

a border, a contr.

(appar.) of coronix,

a square frame (the

ML. comix, coronix

being simulations of

L. comix, a crow),

< Gr. Kopuvi;, a
wreath, garland, a
curved Une or flovir-

ish at the end of a
book, the end, com-
pletion, prop, adj.,

curved, < Kopuvdc,

curved; akin to L.
corona, > ult. E.

crown : see corona,

crown."] 1. In arch.,

any molded projec-
tion which crowns
or finishes the part
to which it is affix-

ed; specifically, the
third or uppennost
division of an entab-
lature, restingon the
frieze. (Seecolumn.)

Doric Cornice Construction, Assos.
( From Papers of the Archieol. Inst, of
America, I., 1882.)

^, cornice; B, frieze: C, archi-

trave ; A stylobate ; i', stereobate.

When the crowning course of a wall is plain, it

is usually called a coping.

The cornice is as indispensable a termination of the wall

as the capital is of a pillar.

J. Fergusson. Hist. Arch., I. 32.

2. An ornamental molding, usually of plaster,

running round the walls of a room just below
the ceiling.— 3. In upholstery, an ornamental
band or molding which covers and conceals

the rod or hooks from which curtains, etc., are

hung.— 4. A molding or strij) of wood, plain

or gilded, fastened to the walls of a room, at

the proper height from the floor, to serve as a
support for picture-hooks ; a picture-coniice.
— Architrave cornice. See architrave.— 'Block cor-

nices. See Wfwi-i.— Comice-rlng, the riiis in a cannon
next twliind the muzzle-riiiK.—Horizontal comice, in

arch., the level cornice of a pediment under tlic two in-

clined cornices.

corniced (kor'nist), a. [< cornice + -ed^.]

Having a comice.
The corniced shade

Of some arched temple door or dusky colonnade.
Keats, I.amia, i.

cornice-hook (k6r'nis-huk), re. A double hook
used in hanging picturesupon a picture-cornice.

One part of the hook catches the cornice, and
the other forms a support for the picture-cord.



comlce-plane

cornice-plane (k6r'nis-plan), n. A carpenters'

plane properly shaped for working moldings

;

an ogee-plane.

COmichon (F. pron. kor-ne-shon'), »• [F-, a

little horn, a deer's horn newly grown, dim. of
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aer,<eornu,='E.lwrn,+ gerere,hea.T.'\ Homed; com-meter (k6rn'me"t6r), ». One who mea^

bearing horns ; comiferous.

Nature, in other comigerous animals, hath placed the

horns higher. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., v. 19.

comimusef, n. See comemuse.
eorne, a horn: see horn.^ In her., a branch, as

^^j^j^ (kor'nin), n. [< Cornus + -m»2.] A bit

of the horns of a stag.

cornicle (k6r'ni-kl), «. [< L. corniculmn, dim

of cornu, = E. horn, q. v.] 1. A little horn
;
a

<;ornillglk6r'ning), n. [Verbal n. of cor»l, v. t]
eomiculum. Sir T.^Browne. [Rare or obsolete. J ^ ^^^ process of salting and seasoning beef

„i ,A„„¥.^„c,r, a wn
g^jjjj pQj.]5^ foy preggrvation.— 2. The process of

sures com ; an official grain-measurer.

corn-mill (korn'mil), n. 1. A mill for grind-

ing com. More generally called a grist-mill.—
2. A small mill with a runner and concave of

iron, used for grinding Indian corn on the cob

for feeding stock.

— 2. In cftto/w., a honey-duet; one of the two

horn-like tubular organs on the back of an

aphid or plant-louse, from which a sweet, honey-

like fluid exudes ; a nectary or siphuncle.

corniculal (kor-nik'u-la), n.
;
pi. corniculce (-le).

[NL., fern. (ef. L. cdrniculum, neut.) dim. of L.

cornu, a horn: see cornicle.^ In certain alg»,

as Vaacheria, the young antheridium, which re-

sembles in shape a small horn.

COrnicula^, n. Plural of corniculum.

comiculart (kor-nik'u-lar), n. [ME. corniculere,

< L. cornicularius, a lieutenant, adjutant, prop,

one who had been presented with a corniculum

and thereby promoted, < corniculmn, a little

horn, a horn-shaped ornament upon the hel-

met, presented as a reward of bravery: see

cornicle.'] 1. A lieutenant or assistant of a

superior officer.— 2. The secretary or assistant

of a magistrate ; a clerk ; a registrar.

Oon Maximus, that was an officere

Of the Prefectes, and his comicultre.
Chaxtcei; Second Nun's Tale, L S69.

comiculate (k6r-nik'u-lat), a. [< LL. cornicti^

latus, < L. corniculum, a little horn: see corni-

cle.] 1. Homed; having horns, (a) la ))o(., bear-

ing a little horn-like spur or appendage ; bearing pods, as

the Crucifera. (6) In zoiil., having cornicula; having

knobs or other processes like or likened to horns.

2. Figuratively,crescent-shaped; havinghoms,
as the moon.
Venus moon-like groTvs eomimlaU.

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, III. lU. 62.

ter crystalline principle discovered in the bark corn-mint"(kdrn'mint), n. See mint^.
ot Cornus florida. Also called corwjc add. ^ com-moth (kom'moth), m. A small moth, the

2'iMea (/randto, exceedingly destmctive to grain-

sheaves in the
field, and to

stored grain,

among which
it lays its eggs.
The larva, which
from its voracity
is called the wUf,
eats into the
grains, and joins

them together by
a web. Salt, fre-

quent turning, and
many other ex-

pedients are em-
ployed to destroy
the eggs.

n. [Also written

for 'corn-mudging (prob.

man or fellow, the proper

granulating gunpowder. E. H. Knight.

coming-house (kor'ning-hous), n. A house or

place where powder is granulated.

comiplume (kor'ni-plbm), n. [< L. cornu, = E.

horn, + pluma, feather.] In ornith., a plumi-

com ; a tuft of feathers on the head of a bird,

erectile or erected like a horn, as those upon
the head of "horned" or "eared" owls. [Rare.]

Comislll (kor'nish), a. and n. [< Corn-, in

Cornwall, + -ish^. Cornwall is a modification of

AS. Corn-wealas, Cornwall, prop, the inhabi-

tants of Cornwall, lit. 'Corn-Wales,' wealas

(repr. by mod. Wales) being prop. pi. of wealh,
,, . , •„. ^

a foreigner, esp. a Celt: aee Welsh and walnut.] cornmudgint (kom mu/in)

I, a. Pertaining to ComwaU, a counter of Eng- corne-mutlgm,a,pTpa.T.

land, forming its southwestern extremity, cele-

brated for its mines, especially of tin and cop-

Corn-moth ( Tinfa g:ra>ulta).

(Cross shows natural size.)

per Comlah bit. See iiid.— Cornish chough, (a)

See choui/h. (b) In her., same as ni/fr/.— Comlsh clay.

Same as china-stone, 2.--Comisll crow, diamonds, hug,

moneywort, salmon, Bteam-boller, steam-engine,
etc. See the nouns.

II. n. The ancient language of Cornwall, a

dialect of the Cymric or British branch of the

Celtic languages. It became extinct as a spoken
language about the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury.

comisll^ (kor'nish), n. An obsolete or provm-
eial form of cornice.

Ten small pillars adjoyning to the wall, and sustaining

the comith. Sandys, Travailes, p. 166.

[< cornish^ + -ed^.]

In her., adorned with a cornice: said of any
bearing that is capable of receiving one. as a

cross.

Oomishman (kdr'nish-man), n.; pi. Comishmen
(-men). [< Cornish'^ + ihan.] A native or an
inhabitant of Cornwall, England ; speciflcallir,

a man'

COmiculeret, «. A variant form of cornieular . , ^ fkdr'nisht) a
corniculum (kdr-nik'u-lum), n.

;
pi. cormcuia cornl^^ed^^^^^^^^J^Vi;

«

(-la). [L., a little horn: see cornie/e.] In zoo/,

and anat., a little horn; a little knob, boss, or

spur resembling or likened to a small hom. as

that on the upper eyelid of the homed puffin,

hence called Pratercula corniculata; specifi-

cally, the lesser horn of the human hyoid bone,

as distinguished from the cornu or greater

hom. Mivart comlcula laryngls, two small car-

tilaginous nodules articulated to the summits of the ary-

tenoid cartilages. Also called cartilages of SanUtrini and
etrmwi lar^rngis.

corniferous (k6r-nif'e-ms), o. and n. [< L.

cornu. =¥j. horn, + fe'rre = ¥.. hear"^.] I. a. Lit-

erally, producing or containing horn : applied,

in geol., to a group of rocks belonging to the
corjiluice"(k6ra'io8), n. Whisky made from

lower portion of the Devonian series, because Xdiancom; hence, whisky in general. [Slang,
they contain seams of homstone. The corniferous tt o -i

group extends through New York and Canada, and is also ^_vJ .,_ ,i.a_'.,;*\
an important formation further west and southwest. It COm-Sniie (KOm mi;
is Inplaces very rich in coralline remains.

n. n. [cap.] The group of rocks so charac

orig. as an adj., so. —
., , ^ ^

noun form being *corn-mudger or *corn-mucher,

-micher), < cort^ -H "mudging, ppr. of "mudge,

a var. of 'much, mouch, mooch, also mich, meach,

chiefly a dialectal word, orig. hide, conceal,

hoard : see corn^ and mich, mouch. Hence, bv
corruption, curmudgin, curmudgeon, q. v. Ci.

cormorant, 3.] A corn-merchant who hoards

corn to raise its price.

Being but a riche come-miulnin [Latin frumentarius),

that with a quart (or measure of come of two pounds) had
bought the freedome of his fellow-citizens.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 160.

Com-muUer (k6m'mul"6r), n. [< coml + muU
ler.] A pestle for grinding com.

ITie stone with a hole in the center, which is called a
eorn-muUer, I found about 80 yards from the grand mound.

Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 612.

COrnmuset, »• -A. variant of comemuse.

COrno di bassetto (kor'no de bas-set'to). [It.

:

corno, < L. cornu = E. Iiorn; di, < L. de, of;

bassetto, counter-tenor, dim. of basso, bass : see

horn. bdssS.] Same as basset-horn.
tant of Cornwall, Knglana; specincaiiy, ^^ (k6r'non), n. [< corn{ef) + aug. -on,

belonging to the ongmal stock of Cornish ^j^
_p^^^V|

^ a comet.— 2. A brass wind-in-
people. strument invented in 1844,

I have told yon that the Comishmen kept their own comopcan (kor-no'pe-an), n.

Welsh language for many hundred years^a^ter this time^
pistons. [Rare.]

The comet-S,-

K. A. Freeman, Old Eng. Hist., p. 96.

comist (kdr'nist), n. [< P. comiste, < come, a

hom, + -iste : see horn and -ist] A performer

on the comet or horn,

You might just as well have stopped in the cabin, and

played that conwveaJi, and made yourself warm and com-

fortable. W. Black, Princess of Thule, p. 249.

corn-oyster (k6m'ois"t6r), n. A fritter of In-

dian com, which has a flavor somewhat like

that of an oyster. [U. S.]

In this secret direction about the mace lay the whole

mystery of com-otjsters. II. B. Stowe, in the Independent.

terized.

COmific (k6r-nif'ik), a. [< L. cornu, = E. horn,

-f -ficus, < facere, make.] 1 . Producing homs.
— 2. Producing hom or homy substance ; caus-

ing to become corneous or eomified: as, cor-

nifie tissue ; a cornific process.

COrnification (k6r"ni-fi-ka'shgn), n. [< cornify

:

see -fy and -ation.] Production of hom; con-

version into hom ; the process or result of be-

coming horny or corneous.

An Insulficient comification of the nail-cells.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 103.

COmiform (k6r'ni-f6rm), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. corni-

forme, < NL. corniformis, < L. cornu, = E. hom,
+ forma, shape.] Shaped like the hom of an
ox; long, tapering, and somewhat curved: in

entom., applied especially' to large processes on
the head and thorax, which by their position as

well as form resemble homs ; in bot., applied to

the nr-ctary of plants.

cornify (kor'ni-fi). v. t.
;
pret. and pp. eomified,

ppr. comifying. [< L. cornu, = E. horn, -f -ficare,

< facere, make: see -fy.] To make or convert

into horn; cause to resemble hom.

When the eomified layers |in Reptiiia] increase in thick-

ness, various kinds of plates, knobs, and scale-like struc-

tures are developed.
Oegenbaur, Conip. Anat. (trans.), p. 418.

The whalebone . . . consists of nothing more than mod-
ifled papillie of the buccal mucous membrane, with an

excessive and eomified epithelial development.
Encijc. BrU., XV. 394.

comigerous (kdr-nij'e-ms), a. [= F. cornigere

= Sp. cornigero = Pg. It cornigero, < L. comi-

1. A long-bladed
and widening to the com-parsley (k6m'pars"li), n. Seeparsley.
standing Indian com. corn-pipe (korn'pip), n. A pipe made by slit-

ting the joint of a green stalk of com.

The shrill corn-pipes. Tickell.

A machine

.„. planting Indian com. It opens the ground

to receive the seed, drops it in hills, and then

throws back the soil and rolls it smooth.

It

knife, slightly curved
point, used for cutting si

— 2. A small sharp knife with a blunt point,

for paring and removing eoms.
^ „^ _. , j,.^„.

corn-land (kdrn'land), n. Land appropriated
„_.-i„i,ter (kflra ' plan n^r), n

or suitable to the production of com or grain.
''?™X^tirS^Indian com It onei

corn-law (k6rn'la)r«. A legislative enactment tor planting Indian com. It opei

relating to the exportation or importation of

grain ; specifically, in £ng. hist., one of a series -7-
-T-gter (k6m'plas"t6r), n. A small plas.

of laws extendmg from 1436 to 1842 re^M^^^^
^°er Cfa hole Fn the center, made of yel

l^fti^tr re?e° 1 o^'IKnflti^y^^'e'^^lLfrSlfhi lowwax, frgundy pitch, turpentine, and some-

ex^rt «id i^Tiwrt wa^ the sulijec of elatorate and vary- times with the addition of verdigris, applied to

ing legislation, which consisted in levying protective or
g, com on the foot, to promote its softemng and

prohibitory duties, or in imiwsing restrictive conditions, j-gmoyal
or in granting government l""i"ti'^»_ '';.'•« .en™"!'*;'^

com-pone (k6m'p6n), n. Indian-corn bread,
ment of exportjition. After a prolonged agitation for t

repeal of the corn-laws by the Anticornlaw League (or-

ganized in 1839), Parliament in 1846, under the ministry

of Sir Robert Peel, passed an act for a large immediate

reduction of the duty on imported grain, and providing

for a merely nominal duty after 1849, which was sutise-

quently entirely removed.

comless (kdm'les), a. [< corn^ + -less.] Des-

titute of com: as, eornless dwelling-places.

[Rare.]

corn-lift (k6m'lift), «. A contrivance for rais- ^^ r-rrj v r-^ -- ^ _ -4.-t>-*-
ing sacks of grain to the upper floors of a mill corn-rent (korn'rent), n. In trreat Uritain, a

or gran.irv. rent paid in com instead of money, vaiying

com-loft (k6m'16ft), n. A loft for storing com ; in amount according to the fluctuations of the

a granary. price of com.
, . 1 -j n

corn-marigold (kdm'mar'i-gold), n. See man- corn-rig (l'?™'"f)i"^
[<com + ng^ridge^]

f/old.

c'om-mastert (kem'mis'tfer), n. One who cul-

tivates corn for sale.

made with milk and eggs, and baked in a pan.

See pone. [Southern U. S.]

He has helped himself to butter and hot com-pone.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 191.

corn-popper (k6rn'pop"6r), n. A covered pan

of woven wire, with a long handle, in which a

particular kind of Indian com is popped over

a fire. See pop-corn. [IT. S.]

corn-poppy (kora'pop''i), n. See poppy.

I knew a n.)bleman, . . . a great grasier, a great sheep-

master, a great timber-man, a great collierj^a greatco™
tnaster, and a grvat leadman .

^> -.- -

A ridge or strip of growing barley or other grain.

[Scotch.]
It was upon a Lammas night.

When corn-rigs are bonnie.
Bums, Kigs o' Barley,

See cockle^, 2.barnn, Eichea. com-rose (k6ra-roz;, n.



corn-salad

corn-salad (kom'sal' ad), H. The eommon name
of i'edia or Valerianc\la olitona, a plant eaten
as a salad, found in grain-lields in Europe and
rarely in America.
com-sawfly (kom's&'fli), ». A terebrant hy-
menopterous iuseotof the family Tenthredinida;
Cepliu^ pygmu'K.i, whieli injures corn in Europe.
Tlie lai'va bores into the stalk of the cereal, weakens it, and
prevents the tilling: of the ears. The genus C^phus is repre-
sented in the Uniteil .states, but none of its species there
have precisely the sjime habit.

com-sheller (kdm'sheFfer), n. A machine for

shelling Indian com— that is, removing the
grain from the ear.

com-sliucking (k6m'shuk"ing), n. Same as
coni-liutskiiiff. [Southern U. S.]

corn-snake (kom'snak), ?i. A popular name
in the United States of the Scotophis guttatus,

a large harmless serpent. Baird and Girard.

corn-starcll (kom'starch' ), «. 1 . Starch made
from Indian corn.— 2. A flour made from the
starchy part of Indian corn, used for puddings,
etc. [IT. S.]

COmstone (kdm'ston), TO. [< corn^ + stone.'\

In geoL, a name given in England to a sand-
stone containing calcareous concretions, very
characteristic of some of the older Ked Sand-
stone formations.

corn-thrips (kom'thrips), m. The popularname
in England of PhUeothrips cerealium. its eggs are
laid on wheat, oats, and grasses, and the insects are found
in the ears as soon as these begin to form. It is undoubt-
edly injurious, although asserted by some observers to feed
on aphides. An insect indistinguishable from this species
is found in the United States, but seems there to be con-
fined to oats and wild grasses.

cornn (kor'nu), TO.
;
pi. cortma (-a). [L., = E.

horn: see co)'h2, cornel, corner, cornefi, etc., and
horn,'] 1. Horn; a horn.— 2. Something re-

sembling or likened to a horn, (a) in zool. and
aimt., a horn-like part, as the incisi.>r tooth of the narwhal,
the process on the head of the horned screamer, etc. (6)

In Diatomacece, a horn-like projection upon a valve. Cor-
nua are also called tubuli. (c) A horn of an altar. See
phrases below, id) A decorative vessel in the shape of a
horn ; specifically, a chrismatory or cruet in that shape.

—

Comua laryngls. Same as cornicula laryngis (which see,

under corniciduni).—Comu Auunonis. (a) In anat.y the
hippocampus major (so called from its resemblance to a
ram's horn), a curved elongated elevation on the floor of the
middle or descending cornu of the lateral ventricle of the
brain. (6) Same as ammonite,— Comua Of the COCCyx,
two small processes projecting upward (forward) from
the posterior surface of the coccyx to articulate with the
sacral comua.— Comua Of the hyoid bone, the horns
of the hyoid bone, in man known as the greater cornu and
lesser comu, the former being the thyrohyal, the latter

the ceratohyal. (See cut under skull.) A similar relation
of the parts is found in other mammals ; in birds, how-
ever, the parts of the hyoid commonly called comua are
the thyrohyals, consisting of at least two bones on each
side, the apohyals and ceratohyals of Macgillivray, the
hypobranchials and ceratobrauchials of Owen, or the cera-
tobranchials and epibranchials of Parker and Coues.

—

Comua of the sacrum, or sacral comua, the stunted
pair of postzy^apuphyses of the last sacral vertebra, ar-

ticulating with the coruua of the coccyx.—Comua Of the
thyroid cartilage, superior and inferior, processes above
and below at the posterior border of the thyroid cartilage
on each side.— Cornua Of the ventricles of the brain,
three prolongations, anterior, middle, and posterior, of
the general latei-al ventricular cavity, observed in well-

formed brains, as that of man.— Comua Uteri, the horns
of the womb. In the human species they are observable
chiefly on section, as processes of the cavity leading into

each Fallopian tube ; but in sundry mammals they are
very conspicuous from the outside, as a partial division of
the uterus into two, such a uterus being called two-horned
or bicomute.

—

Cornu eplstoll, the epistle-horn of aChris-
tian altar. See horn.— Corau evangelii, the gospel-horn
of a Christian altar. See horn.— Comu of the fascia
lata, a reflection of the iliac portion of the fascia lata from
the spine of the pubes downward and outward, forming
the outer boundary of the saphenous opening.

cornnal (k6r'nu-al), a. [< cornu + -al.'] Per-
taining to the cornua of the gray matter of the
spinal cord.—Anterior comual myelitis, in pathol.,
inflammation of the anterior cornua of the gray matter of

the spinal cord. Also called anterior poliomyelitis.

COrnubianite (k6r-nii'bi-an-it), n. [< Cornubia,
Latinized name of Cornwall (see Cornish^), +
-i<e2.] The name given by Boase to a hard
dark-bluish and purple rock, sometimes of a uni-
form color, but occasionally with dark stripes,

spots, or patches, on a light-blue base, and com-
posed of the same ingredients as granite, it is

a form of contact-metamorphism of gneiss or granite, de-
veloped at the junction of those rocks with the slates,

and resembling to a certain extent, both in nature and
origin, the " capel " of the Cornish miner. See capel.

cornucopia (k6r-nu-k6'pi-il), TO. [ALL. accom.,
as a single word, of L. comu copw, lit. horn of

plenty; cornu = E. horn; copiw, gen. of copia,

plenty: see horn and copy.^ 1. In classical

anHq., the horn of plenty (which see, under
horn).

Achelous in great pain and fright, to redeem his horn,
presentA Hercules with the comu-copia.

Bacon, Political Fables, Ix.

1272

Hence— 2. A horn-shapod or conical vessel or
receptacle ; especially, such a vessel of paper or
other material, filled or to be filled with nuts
or sweetmeats.— 3. [caj).] [NL.] A genus of

grasses whose spikes resemble the cornucopia
in form.
Cornulaiia (k6r-nu-la'ri-ii), }(. [NL. (La-
marck), < LL. cornulum, dim. of L. cornu = E.
horn, + -aria.'\ The typical genus of the family
Comulariidm. C. crassa is an example.

cornularian (k6r-nu-la'ri-an), a. anan. [< Cor-
nularia + -an.'] I. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Cornulariidce.

II. n. One of the Cornulariidce.

Cornulariidae (k6r"nu-la-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Cornularia + -idee.'] K family of alcyonarian
polyps, of the order Alcyoniacece, having the
ectoderm coriaceous and contractile, without
sclerobase, and the individual animals con-
nected by basal buds and root-like processes,
instead of forming digitate or lobate masses as
in the Aleyoniidce.

cornulite (kor'nu-lit), n. [< Cornulites.'] A
petrifaction of the genus Cornulites.

Cornulites (kor-nu-fi'tez), m. [< NL. (Schloth-
lieim, 1820), < L. cornu, = E. horn, + Gr. HBoc,

stone.] A genus of tubicolous annelids, highly
characteristic of the Silurian formation. C.

scrpularius is a wide-ranging species.

cornupete (k6r'nu-pet), a. [< LL. cornupeta, <

L. cornu = E. horri.'] In archwol., goring or push-
ing with the horns: said of a horned animal,
as a bull, represented with its head lowered as
if about to attack with the horns.
Cornus (kor'nus), to. [L., the dogwood-tree, <

cornu = E. horn ; in reference to the hardness
of the wood: see cornel.] A genus of plants
of the natiiral order Cornacece, consisting of

shrubs, trees, or rarely herbs, with usually
small white or yellowish flowers and ovoid
drupes. There are about 26 species, mostly of the north-
ern hemisphere, 15 belonging to the United States. The
bark, especially of the root, lias tonic and slightly stimu-
lant properties, and is used as a remedy in intermittent

Dogwood {CornusJfariWa).

fevers, etc. The flowering dogwoods, C.fiorida of the At-
lantic States and C. Nuttallii on the Pacific coast, are
small trees and very ornamental, having the small cyme
surrounded by a large and conspicuous involucre of four

white bracts. The wood is very hard, close-grained, and
tough, and is used as a substitute for boxwood for mak-
ing bobbins and shuttles for weaving, and also in cabinet-

work. Some of the species, as C. Canadensis (the bunch-
berry) and C. Suecica, are dwarfed and herbaceous, with
similar showy flowers followed by clusters of red berries.

See cornel.

Cornuspira (k6r-nu-spi'ra), TO. [NL., < L. cor-

nu, = E. horn, + spira, spire.] A genus of im-
perforate foraminifers, of the family Miliolidce.

C. planorbis is an example.

If the tendency of growth is to produce a spiral, it re-

sults in the beautiful Cornuspira, which greatly resembles
the mollusc planorbis. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 15.

cornute (k6r-niit'), a. [= Sp. cornudo = Pg. cor-

nudo, cornuto=lt. comutn, < L. cornutns, < cornu
= E. /(or«.] 1. Furnished with horns ; homed.— 2. In hot., furnished with a horn-like pro-

cess or spur.— 3. Taking the shape of a horn:
as, cornute locks (thick locks of hair tapering
to a point).

Also cornuted.
Cornute larva, a larva having a horn-like appendage
over the anal extremity.— Comute thorax or head, in

entvm., a thorax or head bearing hom-like processes.

cornutet (k6r-niit'), V. t. [< cornute, a.] To
put horns upon— that is, to make a cuckold.

But why does he not name others? ... As if the horn
grew on nobody's head but mine. ... I hope he cannot
say . . . that my being cornuted has raised the price of

post-horns. Sir R. L'Estrange, tr. of Quevedo's Visions.

cornuted (kor-nii'ted), o. Same as comute.

corolla

COmutot (kor-nii'to), n. [It., < Ij. rornulu.s : see
cornute.] A cuckold.

The peaking cornuto, her liusband.
Shah., M. W. of W., iil. .s.

cornutort (k6r-nu'tor), n. [< cornute, v., + -or.]

A cuckold-maker. Jordan.
COrnutUS (kor-nti'tus), n. [L., having horns:
see cornute.] An ancient sophismi like the fol-

lowing : What you have not lost, you have

;

you have not lost horns; therefore you have
horns. See etymology of ceratine^, a.

corn-van (kom'van), TO. A machine for win-
nowing com. Pope.
corn-'violet (k6m'vi'''o-let), TO. See violet.

corn'wallite (k6rn'wal-it), TO. [< Cornwall (see

Cornish^) + -ite^.'} A hydrous arseniate of cop-
per resembling malachite in appearance, found
in Cornwall, England.
corn-weevil (koru'we'-sdl), n. The Calandra
yranaria, an insect very injurious to grain. See
Calandra, 2.

COm-'WOnn (k6m'werm), n. Same as holl-worm.

COrnyl (kor'ni), a. [<.corn^ + -y^.] 1. Of the
nature of corn; furnished with grains of com.
By constant Journies careful to prepare
Her [the ants] Stores ; and bringing home the Corny Ear.

Prior, Solomon, i.

2. Producing corn ; abounding with com.
Tares in the mantle of a corny gromid.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, iv.

3. Containing com.
They lodge in habitations not their own.
By their high crops and corny gizzards known.

Dryden.

4. Produced from com; tasting strongly of
com or malt.

Now have I dronke a draughte of corny ale.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 170.

5. Intoxicated; tipsy; corned. [Colloq. or vul-

gar.]
[Rare in all uses.]

C0rny2 (kdr'ni), a. [< L. comeus, homy, < cornu
= 'E. horn. Cf. corneous.] Horny ; corneous

;

strong, stiff, or hard, like a horn.

Upstood the corny reed
Embattl'd in her fleld. Milton, P. L., vii. 321.

COro (ko'ro), n. [Brazilian.] A fish of the fam-
ily HcemulonidcE, Conodon nohilis, marked by 8

cross bands, inhabiting the Caribbean sea and
Brazilian coast.

coroclisis (ko-ro-kli'sis), TO. [NL.] Same as
coreclisis.

corocore (kor'o-kor), TO. [Native name.] Aboat
of varying form used in the Malay archipelago.
That used in Celebes is propelled by oars, and has a cu-

rious apparatus projecting beyond the gunwale, and also

beyond the stern, on which a second row of rowers is

placed. It is often manned with sixty men. Others, as
those used in the Moluccas, are masted vessels, broad, with
narrow extremities, from 50 to 65 feet long, and covered
throughout about four filths of their length with a sort of
roof or shed of matting.

corody (kor'o-di), TO.
;
pi. corodies (-diz). [Also

vmtten corr'ody ; < ML. corrodium, corredium,
corredum, conredium, conredum, corody, provi-

sion, furniture, eqmpment ; OF. conroi, > ult. E.
curry^, q. v.] 1. Formerly, in England, a right

of sustenance, or of receiving certain allot-

ments of victual and provision for one's main-
tenance, in virtue of the ownership of some
corporeal hereditament; specifically, such a
right due from an abbey or a monastery to the
king or his grantee.

Most of the houses [religious] had been founded by their
forefathers ; in most of them they had corrodies and other
vested interests. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., v.

2. The sustenance or allotment so received.

corol (kor'ol), n. The Anglicized form of co-

rolla.

corolla (ko-rol'il), n. [A NL. use of L. corolla,

a garland, a little crown, dim. of corona, a
crown: see co-

rona, crown.]
In hot., the en-
velop of a flow-

er, within the
calyx and im-
mediately sur-

rounding the
stamens and
pistil, usually
of delicate tex-
ture and of

some other col-

. „ or than green.
Corollas. , « ii

Polypctalous Corollas : a, caryophyllace- andformmgthe
ous; *. papilionaceous; f, cruciate. Ganio- mOSt COnspiCU-
petalous Corollas :(/, personate ;?, liRulate; „.,„ -„„_*. -^i^ *i,-.

X labiate. OUS part 01 the



corolla

flower, tt shows an extreme diversity .if forms, which
are distinguished as eitlier pohipelalous oi- ffamopetalotis.
A polypetalous corolla (also called clioripet(Uous, diah/pel-
aloux, or eleutheropetaluus) has its several parts or petals
distinct. A gamopetaloiis (or monopetaloitg or tt'impeta.'
tmix) corolla has its parts more or less coalescen't into a
cup or tube. The corolla is often wanting, and when pres-
ent is not rarely inconspicuous.— Fugacious COroUa,
a corolla tliat is soon shed.— Spurred corolla, a corolla
which has at its liase a hollow prolongation like a horn, as
in the f^enus Antirrhinum.

COrolIaceous (kor-o-la'shius), a. [< corolla +
-flccotts.] Pertaining to or resembling a co-
rolla; inclosing and protecting like a wreath.
A coroUaceoug covering. J^ee.

corollary (kor'o-la-ri), n.
;

pi. corollaries (-riz).

[< ME. corolarie = F. eorollaire = Sp. corolario
= Pg. It. corollario, < LL. corollarium, a corol-
lary, additional inference, L. a gift, grattiity,
money paid for a garland of flowers, prop. neut.
of *corollarms, pertaining to a garland, < co-
rolla : see corolla.} 1. In mart*., a proposition
incidentally proved in proving another; an
immediate or easilj' drawn consequence ; hence,
any inference similai-ly drawn.

All the corollaries in our editions of Euclid have been
inserted by editors ; they constitute, in fact, so many new
propositions ditfering from the original ones merely in the
fact that the demonstrations have been omitted.

Hirnt, in Braude and Cox's Diet.

An archangel could infer the entire inorganic universe
as the simplest of corollaries. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, iv.

2t. A surplus ; something in excess.
Kow come, my Ariel : bring a corollary
Rather than want a spirit. SAot., Tempest, iv. 1.

[As used ui this sense, some etymologists derive the word
immediately from Latin corollarium, a garland of flowers,
a present, and explain it as meaning something given be-
yond what is due, and hence something added, or super-
fluous.)= S3m. 1. C'r„ic(i/«on, etc. See tn/erence.

coroUate, coroUated (kor'o-lat, -la-ted), a. [<
corolla + -alel {+ -trf2).] lubot., UkeacoroUa;
having corollas.

CoroUet (korVlet), «. [< corolla (> F. eoroUe)
+ dim. -e<.] In hot., one of the partial flowers
which make a compound one ; the floret in an
aggregate flower.

COrolliferous (kor-o-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. co-
rolla, q. v., -f- L. ferre = E. ftearl.J In hot.,
bearing or producing a corolla ; having a co-
rolla.

The most specialized, complex, and therefore highest in
rank, are complete, corolli/erotu, irregular flowers, with a
definite number of members.

A. Gray, .Struct. Botany, ^ 330, footnote.

Corolliflorse (ko-rol-i-flo're), n. pi. [NL., <
corolla, q. v., 4- h.Jlos (JU>r-), flower.] .One of
the great subdivisions of exogenous plants in
the system of De Candolle, distinguished by the
corolla being gamopetalous, inserted below the
ovary, and free from the calyx, and by the sta-
mens being inserted on the corolla. The aster
heath, primrose, gentian, verbena, etc., are included in
this division. Also known as Oamopetalce.

coroUifliorous, coroUifloral (kor-o-lif 'lo-ms,
ko-rol-i-flo'ral). a. [As Corolliflorce + -ous, -al.']
Including or belonging to the Corolliflorw.
COroUiform (ko-rol'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. corolla,
q. v., -I- h. forma, form.] Having the appear-
ance of a corolla.

COrolline (ko-rol'in), a. [< corolla -I- -»nel.]
In hot., of or belonging to a corolla.
COroUist (ko-rol'ist), n. [< a/rolla + -ist.'] One
who classifies plants by their corollas. Bees')!
Cyc.

Goromandel wood. See wood.
corona (ko-ro'na), «. ; pi. coronas, corona;
(-naz, -ne). [< L. corona, a crown, a garland:
see crown.] 1. A crown. Specifically— 2.Among the Romans, a crown or garland be-
stowed as a reward for distinguished military
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or organ likened to a crown, (d) In echino-
derms, the body-wall of an echinus, exclusive
of the peristome and of the periproet.
The rest of the body is supported by a continuous wall,

made up of dlstnict more or less pentagonal plates, usu-
ally flrraly united by their edges, which is called the
'^"Tona. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 48.i.

(e) In ornith., the top of the head ; the cap or
pileum. Coues. (/) The trochal lUsk of a roti-
fer, (gr) In sponges, specifically, an irregular
spicule, in the form of a ring, bearing rays or
spines.— 6. [NL.] In hot. : («) A crown-like
appendage on the inner side of a corolla, as in
plants of the genus Silene, and in the passion-
flower, oomfrey, and daffodil. (6) A crown-
like appendage at the summit of an organ, as
the pappus on the seed of a dandelion, (c)
The ray or circle of ligulate florets surrounding
the disk in a composite flower.— 7. A halo;
specifically, in astron., a halo or luminous circle
around one of the heavenly bodies ; especially,
the portion of the aureola observed during
total eclipses of the sun which lies outside the
chromosphere, or region of colored promi-
nences.

In every illuminated manuscript of the Anglo-Saxon
period, each figure of a saint we behold with a circle of
glory round the head. For such a disk of golden bright-
ness, "nimbus" is the niodern, corona the olden name

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 147, note.
During a total solar eclipse, when the sun is obscured

by the moon's shadow, the dark disc is seen to be sur-
rounded by a " glory," or fringe of radiant light, which
is called the corona. Huxley, Physiography, p. 367.

The corotM as yet has received no explanation which
commands universal assent. It is certainly truly solar to
some extent, and very possibly may be also to some extent
meteoric. c. A. Yomuj, The Sun, p. 19.

8. A peculiar phase of the aurora borealis,
formed by the concentration or convergence of
luminous beams around the point in the heavens
indicated by the direction of the dipping nee-
dle.— 9. Same as corona lucis (which see, be-
low).

A dazzling ornament of an Anglo-Saxon minster was
the corona. Often was to be seen suspended, high above
this ciborium, a wide-spreading crown of light.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 205.

10. In music, an old name for /erroa^o.—co-rona Australis, the Southern Crown, an ancient south-
ern constellation about the knee of Sagittarius, repre-

ConstellationofCorona AustTalis. Constellation of Corona Borealis.
( From Ptolemy's description. ) ( From Ptolemy's description.

)

service. The cormue were of various kinds, as the cunma
CTiJMM, of oak-leaves, bestowed on one who had saved the
life of a citizen

; the cortma vatlaris or castremtis, of gold
Ijestowed on him who first mounted the rampart or entered
the camp of the enemy ; the corona muralts, given U) onewho first scaled the walls of a city ; the corona navalin tohim who first Ijoarded the ship of an enemy ; and the corona
obmdionalis. given to one who freed an army from a block-
a/le, and made of grass growing on the spot.
3. In arch., a member of a cornice situated be-
tween the bed-molding and the cymatium. it
consUteof a broad vertical face, usually of considerable
projection lu soffit is generally recessed upward to
facilitate the fall of rain from its face, thus sheltering the
wall below Among workmen it is called the drip: thefrench call it larmier, and this tenn is often used by V.nx-
lish writers. See column.
4. [LL.] Eccles.j the horizontal stripe run-
ning around a miter at the lower edge, sur-
rounding the head of the wearer. See miter.—
o. [NL.] In zoiil. and anal.: (a) The crown of
the head. (6) The crown of a tooth ; the body
of a tooth beyond the cingulum. (c) Some part

scnted by a garland.- Corona Borealis, an ancient north-em constellation" lietween Hercules and Bootes repre-
sented by a garland with two streamers.— Corona Clll-
arls, the ciliary ligament. See ci/ian/.— Corona Clerl-
callB, the clerical crown: same as (otito re.— Corona
glandls, the raised rim of the glans penis.- Corona
lucis (literally, a
crown of light), a
chandelier or luster
having the lights ar-
ranged in a circle, or
in several circles
whose centers come
upon the same verti-
cal axis, suspended
from the roof or
vaulting of a church
and lighted on cere-
monialoccaslons. In
the larger and richer
examples, however,
the genei-al disposi-
tion only is circular,
this form being bro-
ken by lolies, cusps,
and the like, along
which the lights
are arranged. The
bounding line is usu-

f',"' ,""¥'', *"; ,» Corona Lncis.
broad band of metal,
ornamented with repouss^ work, enamel, etc., and having
sacred texts inscribed upon it : to this band the separate
candlesticks are attached. Also called corona.— Corona
nuptlallsf , a nuptial crown ; a crown placed upon the
head of a bride or groom at the time of the marriage
ceremony. In the marriage rite in Western churches
this usage is to be traced only in the wreath worn by
the bride ; but in the Greek, the Coptic, and other Oriental
churches, both bride and groom wear crowns of metal
and among the Armenians each wears a wreath of flowers!

coronary
— Corona, radiata, in anat., the radiating mass of white
hber passing upward from the internal capsule to the
cerebral coi-te.x. Also called fibrous cone.— Corona, vene-
"^•, *.*/;'"' "' n'"* sometimes left on the forehead after
syphilitic necrosis of the bone.

coronach, coranach (kor'6-, kor'a-nak), n.
[Also written corrinach, cor'anich ; < Gael, cora-
nach, corranach (= Ir. coranach), a crying, a
lamentation for the dead, < Gael. Ir. comh (=
L. cum, com-), with, -(- Gael, ranaich (= Ir. ra-
nach), a crying, roaring, < ran, roar, cry out, =
Ir. ran, a roaring.] A dirge ; a lamentation
tor the dead. The custom of singing dirges at funerals
was formerly prevalent in Scotland and Ireland, especially
111 the Highlands of Scotland.

He (Pennant] tells us in the same Place " that the Cora-
nicA, or singing at Funerals, is still in Use in some Places
Ihe Songs are generally in Praise of the Deceased ; or a
Kecital of the valiant Deeds of him or Ancestors."

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 27, note.
The village maids and matrons round
The dismal coronach resound.

Scott, L. of the L., Hi. 15.

coronse, w. Plural of corona.
coronal (kor'o-nal), a. and n. [I. a. = F. coro-
nal = Sp. Pg. coronal = It. coronale, < LL.
coronalts, pertaining to a crown (NL. and Eom.
chiefly in mod. technical senses), < L. corona, a
crown: see corona and crown. II. n. < ME. cor-
onal, coronall, corounal, curonall, cornall, later
coronel, cronel (sometimes also coronet, cronet:
see coronet, cronet, cornet^), a crown, wreath,
point of a lance, etc. ; = F. coronal = Sp. Pg.
coronal = It. coronale (NL. coronalis, n.), chiefly
in mod. technical senses; from the adj.: see
above.] I, a. 1. Pertaining to a crown ; relat-
ing to the crown or to coronation. [Bare or ob-
solete.]

The Law and his Coronal Oath require his undeniable
assent to what Laws the Parlament agree upon.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, vi.

2. In anat. and eool., pertaining to a corona, in
any sense of the word ; coronary. Specifically -
(a) Pertaining to the corona or top of the head • as the '

coronal suture (that is, the frontoparietal suture); coronal
feathers of a bird. (4) Corresponding to the coronal su-
ture (that is, transverse and longitudinal) in direction •

said of any plane or section of the body exteiiding from one
side to the other through or parallel with the long axis •

distinguished from sayittal: as, a coronal section of the

3. Of or pertaining to a corona, or halo around
one of the heavenly bodies; specifically, per-
taining to the corona of the sun.
Looking through the sun's coronal atmosphere in an

eclipse, we pierce seven or eight hundred thousand miles
of hydrogen gas. J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 139.

Coronal suture. See coronary sutxire, under coronary.
11. n. 1. A crown, wreath, or garland.
In that Contree, Wominen that ben unmaryed, tliei han

lokenes on hire Hedes, lyche Coronales, to ben knowen
for unmaryed. Mandeville, Travels, p. 209.

Now no more shall these smooth brows be begirt
With youthful coronals, and lead the dance.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 1.

And let the north-wind strong,
And golden leaves of autumn, be
Thy coronal of Victory
And thy triumphal song.

Whittier, To Pennsylvania.

2. (a) The head of a tilting-lance of iron, fur-
mshed with two, three, or four blunt points,
which give a good hold on shield or helmet when
stnking, but do not penetrate. (6) The tilting-
lance itself. [In these uses also formerly coro-
net.']— Z. In anat., the coronal or frontoparie-
tal suture. See cut under shull.—'i. In biol., a
coronal or crowning cell; one of the ectoblasts
of a segmented ovum in certain stages of its
development.
Four coronals were present in some specimens, making

with the azygos five cells, and in others five and six coro-
lulls were observed.

A. Hyatt, Proc. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXIII. 72.

coronally (kor'o-nal-i), adv. In the shape or
outline of a crown; circularly. [Rare.]
As the oil was pomed coronally or circularly upon the

head of kings, so the high-priest was anointed decussa-
tively, or in the form of a x

.

Sir T. Brmime, Garden of Cyrus, i.

coronamen (kor-o-na'men), n. [NL., < LL.
coronamen, a wreathing, crowning, < L. coro-
nare, crown: see crown, v.] In zoiil., the supe-
rior margin of a hoof, called in veterinary sur-
gery the coronet.

COronard (kor'o-nard), n. [P., < L. corona,
crown, + F. -ard : see crown and -ard. ] A name
given by Cuvier to the great short-winged crest-
ed eagle or harpy of South America, Thrasyaetus
harpyia.

coronary (kor'o-na-ri), a. and n. [= F. coro-
naire = Pr. coronari = Sp. Pg. It. coronario, <
L. coronarius, < corona, a crown: see corona,



coronary

crotcn.'] I. a. Pertaining to a crown or to some
part likened to a crown ; resembling a crown

;

encircling ; wreathing about.

The corollary thonis . . . did pierce his tender and sa-

cred temples. Bp, Pearson, Expos, of Creed, iv.

Coronary arteries, the two arteries which suppl.v the
muscular substance of the heart. They arise behind two
of the seni ilunar valves of the aorta.— Coronary bone, in

vet. sur'i., the small pastern or median phalanx of a hoi*se's

foot ; so called from its relation to the coroTiet. See hoof.

—CoronaryCirculation, the circulation in the substance
of the heart.— Coronary ligament, (a) Of the liver, a
reflection of the peritoneum around a somewhat triangu-
lar area on the posterior surface of the liver, which is im-
mediately adherent to the diaphragm. It is continuous
with the lateral ligaments, (b) Of the knee-joint, one of

the fibrous bands connecting the semilunar cartilages with
the general capsular investment of the joint, (c) Of the
elbow, the orbicular ligament which encircles the head
of the radius.— Coronary odontomes. &ee odontomes.
— Coronary sinus, the venous trunk receiving the veins
of the subst.anoe of the heart aiul emptying into the right

auricle.— Coronary or coronal suture, the frontoparie-

tal suture, connecting the frontal bone with both the pa-
rietals. Seecutunder«*iiZ(.— Coronary valve, asemilu-
nar fold of the lining membrane of the lieart, guarding the
orifice of the coronary sinus.— Coronary veins, the veins

of the substance of the heart, especially the great coronary
vein, the largest of these vessels, lying in the auriculoven-
tricular groove.— Coronary vessels, the coronary arte-

ries and veins.

H. n.
;
pi. corollaries (-riz). 1. The small pas-

tern of a horse's foot.— 2t. A plant bearing
coronate flowers.

Jouquills, ranunculas, and other of our rare cortmai-ies.

Evelyn, To Mr. Wotton.

coronate, coronated (kor'o-nat, -na-ted), a.

[< L. coronatus, pp. of coronare, crown: see
crown, v., corona.'] Having or wearing a crown
orsomething like one. Specifically- (n) In hot., pro-
vided with a corona, (b) In cotkA., applied to spiral shells

which have their whorls more or less surmounted by a row
of spines or tubercles, as in several volutes, cones, miters,
etc. (c) In ornith., having the coronal feathers lengthened
or otherwise distinguished ; crested, (d) In entom., hav-
ing a circle of spines, bristles, or filaments around the apex.
— Coronate eggs, in entom., eggs having apical rings
of filaments wherel)y they clasp one another in such a
manner as to form strings, as those of the water-scorpion
(A'epa).— Coronate nervtire or nervulet, in entom., a
short nervure of the wing ending abruptly in a puncture
somewhat broader than the nervure itself, as in many
CAaiciaidce.— Coronate prolegs, in entom., prologs hav-
ing a complete ring of little hooks or claws around the
apex or sole.

coronation (kor-^-na'shon), n. [< ME. corona-
eion = Pr. coronatio = Sp. coronacion = Pg. co-

ronaqdo = It. coronazione, < L. as if *corona-

tio(n-), a crowning, < coronare, erown : see crown,

«., and cf. crowaaton.] 1. The act or ceremony
of investing with a crown, as a sovereign or the
consort of a sovereign. The ceremony is generally
religious as well as political, and includes the anointing of

the sovereign, originally in several parts of the body, and
still in a solemn and ceremonious way ; the investing with
certain garments forming a consecrated dress; the be-

stowal or assimiption of the scepter, sword, and orb ; and
the placing of the crown upon the head. At different pe-

riods in the history of Europe coronation has been essen-
tial to entrance upon kingly dignity and power ; but where
the order of succession is perfectly established, the author-
ity of the new sovereign is considered as beginning with
the death of his predecessor, and the coronation is only a
ceremonial consecration.

It will be two of the clock ere they come from the coro-

nation. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 6.

8. The scene or spectacle of a coronation.

In pensive thought recall the fancied scene.
See coronations rise on every green.

Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount (after the Coronation), 1. 34.

3. In the Gr. Ch., the sacrament of matrimony

;

especially, that part of the marriage service

which constitutes the nuptials, as distinguished
from the preliminary office of betrothal. It is

so called because the principal ceremony consists iu the
priest's placing garlands or crowns on the heads of the
bridegroom and bride. In Greece garlands of olive-

branches, twined with white and purple ribbon, are used
for this purpose ; in Russia, metal crowns belonging to the
church, and preferably of gold or silver. This ceremony
is mentioned by St. Chrysostom and other early Christian
writers.

4t. [An accommodated form, explained as hav-
ing reference to the use of carnations in mak-
ing garlands. Cf. the ML. name Vettonica coro-

naria.1 The carnation, Dianthns Caryophyllus.

See carnation^, 3.

coronation-oath (kor-6-na'shon-6th), n. The
oath taken by a sovereign at liis or her corona-
tion.

coronation-roll (kor-o-na'shqn-rol), n. In Eng"-

land, a roll of vellum upon wliich are engrossed
the particulars of the ceremony of a royal cor-

onation, with the proceedings of the commis-
sioners appointed to regulate the expenses, etc.,

and the names of those who did homage, to-

gether with the oath taken and subscribed by
the king or queen when crowned.
corone^ti »• A Middle English form of crown.
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COrone^ (ko-ro'ne), n. [NL., < Grr. mpinni, the
chough or sea-crow (L. comix), also (prob.) the
carrion-crow, also anything hooked or curved,
as the handle on a door, a kind of crown, etc.]

1. In zoo}., a crow; specifically, the common
carrion-crow of Europe, Vorvus coronc : made
a generic name by Kaup, 1829. See cut under
crow.— 2. In anat., the coronoid process of the
lower jaw-bone, into which the temporal muscle
is inserted : so named from its remote resem-
blance in shape to a crow's beak.

coronelif, n. An obsolete form of coronal, 2.

COronel^t, «• The earlier form of colonel.

Coronella (kor-o-nel'a), n. [NL., dim. of L.
corona, a crown : see corona, crotcn.'] A genus
of snakes, of the family Colubridw, or giving
name to a family Coronellidtv. C. austriaca
is a common European species, and there are
many others.

Coronellidae (kor-o-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Coronella + -idee.'] A cosmopolitan family
of colubriform serpents, typified by the genus
Coronella, closely related to Colubridce proper
and often merged in that family. They have a body
tapering at both ends, a head separated from the body by
a constricted neck, and scales generally smooth and in
from 13 to 23 rows. The family includes many and vari-

ous harmless terrestrial snakes of such genera as Ophibo-
Ins, Diadophis, lleterodon, etc.

COronelline (kor-o-nel'in), a. Of or pertaining
to the Coronellidce.

coroner (kor'6-ner), m. [< ME. coroner, < AF.
coroneor (mod. F. coroner, from E. ), < ML. (AL.

)

coronator, a coroner, lit. a crowner, one who
crowns (< L. coronare, crown: see crown, i\ ; in

later E. also called crowner: see crowner), hut
used as equiv. to ML. coronarius, prop, adj., a
crown officer, < L. corona, a crown : see crown,
n.] A county or municipal officer formerly
charged with the interests of the private prop-
erty of the crown, but whose main function in
modem times is to hold inquest on the bodies
of those who may be supposed to have died vio-

lent deaths. His functions are now generally regulated
by statute. He is often the substitute of the sheriff in cases
where the latter is disqualified to act. See inijitest, infjui-

sition.— Coroner of the royal household, iu England,
an officer having jurisdiction, exclusive of the county
coroner, to take inquisitions upon the bodies of all persons
slain in the palace or in any house where the sovereign
may happen to be.— Coroner's court, a tribunal of rec-

ord, where the coroner holds his inquiries.— Coroner's
inquest, the inquisition or investigation held by a coro-

ner, usually with the aid of a coroner's juiy called and
presided over by him. The verdict of the jury as to the
cause of death is not conclusive, but may be the foundation
of a criminal prosecution against the person charged.

C0ronetl*(kor'o-net), n. [Also in some senses
contracted cornet, cronet; < OF. coronette, coro-

nete, coronnete, couronnete (= It. coronetta), a
little crown, dim. of coronc, a crown: see crown,
and of. corona, coronal, etc.] 1. A coronal, cir-

clet, or wreath for the head.

She his hairy temples then had rounded
With coronet of fresh and fragrant flowers.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

Under a coronet his flowing hair
In curls on either cheek play'd ; wings he wore.

Milton, P. L., iii. 640.

2. A crown representing a dignity inferior to

that of the sovereign. The distinction between the
coronets of different ranks of nobility as it now exists

throughout Europe is of very modern origin. In England,
the coronet of the Prince of Wales is composed of a cir-

English Coronets.

I, of Prince of Wales : a, of younger princes and princesses ; 3, of a
dulce ; 4, of a marquis ; 5, of an earl ; 6, of a viscount.

cle or fillet of gold, on the edge four crosses pattee alter-

nating with as many fleurs-de-lis, and from the two side

crosses an arch surmounted with a mound and cross ; the

coronet of a duke is adorned with strawberry-leaves ; that

of a marquis has leaves with pearls (that is, silver balls)

interposed ; that of an earl has the pearls raised above the

leaves ; that of a viscount is surrounded with pearls only

;

that of a baron has only six pearls. See pearl, and cut un-

der baron.

eoronnle

3. In modern costumv, a decorative piece form-
ing a part of a woman's head-dress, especially
a plate or band, as of metal, broad in the mid-
dle and half encircling the head in front.— 4t.
Same as coronal, 2.— 5. In entom., a circle of
spines, hairs, etc., around the apex of a part,
as around the end of the abdomen.— 6. The
lowest part of the pastern of a horse, running
about the coffin and distinguished by the hair
that joins and covers the upper part of the hoof.
Also cornet. See cut under hoof.
COronetl (kor'o-net), V. t. [< coronet^, n.] To
adorn as with a coronet. Scott, Bridal of 'Trier-
main, iii. 5.

coronet^ (kor'o-net), n. An erroneous form of
cornet^, 7.

Taking two coronets and killing forty or fifty men.
BattaUe near Newbury in Berkshire, Sept. 20, 1643, p. 2.

coroneted (kor'o-net-ed), a. Wearing or enti-
tled to wear a coronet.

COroniclet, "• An obsolete form of cornice.

COroniform (k6-r6'ni-f6rm), a. [= F. Sp. Pg.
coroniformr, { L. corona, a crown, + forma,
shape.] Having the form of a crown.
COronilla^ (ko-ro-nel'ya), n. [Sp., the erown of

the head, a crown (coin), dim. of corona, crown

:

see crown.] A Spanish gold dollar.

Coronilla^ (kor-o-nil'a), n. [NL. (appar. with
allusion to the umbels), dim. of L. corona, a
erown: see corona, crown.] A genus of annual
or perennial plants, natm-al order Leguminos(E,
with stalked umbels of yellow flowers and joint-

ed pods, natives chiefly of the Mediterranean
region. C. Emertcs (scorpion-senna) is a common plant
all over the south of Europe. It has bright-yellow flowers,

and its leaves act as a cathartic, like those of senna. The
leaves of C. varia have a diuretic action on the system, and
also purge. The species of this genus are numerous, and
all adapted for ornamental cultivation.

coronis (ko-ro'nis), n. [< Gr. Kopimic, a curved
line or stroke, a final flourish, end, etc., prop,
adj., curved: see cornice and crown.] 1. In
paleography, a curve, double curve, or flourish,

used to mark the end of a paragraph, a section,

or a whole book. Hence— 2t. The end general-
ly ; the conclusion ; the summing up.

The coronis of this matter is thus : some bad ones in this

family were punish'd strictly, all rebuk'd, not all amended.
Bp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, il. 38.

3. In Gr. gram., a sign of crasis or contraction
(') placed over the contracted vowel or diph-

thong, as Kav for naX av.

coronium (ko-ro'ni-um), n. [< L. corona : see

corona.] See the extract.

Prof. Nasini tells us he has discovered, in some volcanic

gases at Pozzuoli, that hypothetical element coronium,

supposed to cause the bright line 6,316.9 in the spectrum
of the sun's corona. Analogy points to its being lighter

and more diffusible than hydrogen, and a study of its

properties can not fail to yield striking results.

Sir W. Crookes, Address to the British Assoc. 1898.

COronize (kor'6-niz), V. t. ; pret. and pp. coro-
ntzed, ppr. corbnizing. [< L. corona, a cro^wn

(see crown), + -ize.'] To erown; invest with a
coronal. Also spelled coronise. [Rare.]

To coronise high-soar'd gentility.

Ford, Fame's MemoriaL

coronofacial (ko-ro-no-fa'shal), a. [< NL. coro-

na + L. fades, face: see corona, 3 (a), and
face, n.] Eclating to the erovm or top of the
head and to the face Coronofacial angle, the
angle between the facial line of Camper and the plane pass-

ing through the coronal suture. See facial and crani-

ometry.

coronoid (kor'o-noid), a. [=F. coronoide, < Gr.
Kn/Mvr/, a crow (see coronet), + eUoc, form.] Re-
sembling the beak of a crow : specifically, in

anat., applied to certain parts of bones Coro-
noid fossa of the humerus, the fossa which receives the
coronoid process of the ulna in strong flexion of the fore-

arm. See cut under /iiij/wnts.- Coronoid process, (a)

Of the lower jaw, that process which gives insertion to the
temporal muscle. See cut under skull, (b) Of the ulna,

that process which gives insertion to the brachialis anticus

muscle, and takes part iu forming the articular head of

the l)one. See cut under /oreann.

Coronula (ko-ro'n-a-la), n. [NL. (Oken, 1815),

< L. coronula, dim.
of corona, a crown:
see corona, crown.]

In gooL, the typical

genus of the family
Coromdidte, contain-
ing such species as

C. diadema of the
Arctic ocean.
coronule (kor'o-nul),

H. [< L. coronula:
see Coronula.] In
hot., a coronet or little crown of a seed; the
downy tuft on seeds.

Barnacle •^Coronula diadftna).
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Coronulidse (kor-6-nu'li-de), n.pl. [NL., < Coro- wide as the altar itself, so that it could easily be drawn
nula + -irfiB.] A family of operculate non-pe- '"'*'' '^e chalice and host, and entirely veil them,

duuculate thoracic, eirripeds, having the scuta .
^°'*' Church of our Fathers, i. 266.

and terga freely movable but not articulated COrporaP Ck6r'po-ral), n. [A corruption by con-
with one another, and the two gills each of two fusion with corporal^ or (as in D. korporaal =
' " " - ~ . - . . Q Dsin. Sw. horporaJ) with corps^ " "
folds. Coroiiula, Tuhicinella, and Xenobakmus
are genera of this famUy.

Corophiidse (kor-o-fi'i-de), n. pi. [NX/., < Coro-
phiitm + -j(te.] A famUy of amphipod crus-
taceans. Tlieir technical characters are : a body not lat-
erally compressed; tlie posterior antenna; more or less
pediform ; and the coxal joints of the legs normally very
small. The species move rather by walking than leaping,
and often burrow in the ground or live in tubes. Represen-
tative genera are Corophiura, Cerajjus, and Podocerus.
Corophium (ko-ro'fl-um), n. [NL. (Latreille).]
The tj-pical

genus of the
family Coro-
phiidw, hav-
ing the poste-
rior antennae ' ' \
long and pedi- cmthtum sfimom,. V
form. Coro- '

phium Inngicorne is a burrowing species which
digs passages in the mud.

coroplast (kor'o-plast), n. [< Gr. KoponMarri^,

, „ . . - .,- , cf. P. ca
poral = Rouchi coporal, corporal = Sp. (obs.)
Pg. caporal, < It. caporale, a corporal (cf . ML.
caporalis, a chief, a commander), < capo, the
head (cf. captain and cJiief, of the same ult.
origin), < 1,. caput, the head: see cape^, caput,
and head.'] The lowest non-commissioned of-
ficer of a company of infantry, cavalry, or artil-
lery, next below a sergeant. He has charge of a
squad, places and relievei sentinels, and has a certain
disciphnary control in camp and barracks.

Now my whole charge consists of ancients, eorporaU,
lieutenants, gentlemen of companies.

SAa*.,lHen. IV., Iv. 2.

Corporal's guard (mmt.), a small detachment under
anns, such as that usually placed, for various purposes,
under the command of a corporal : sometimes used deri-
sively; hence, any very small following, attendance, or
party

; specifically, in ir, s. hist., the small number of sena-
tors and congressmen who supported tlie administration
of President John Tyler, 1841-5.— Ship's corporal, on
board United States men-of-war, a petty officer under the
master-at-arms.

figures, < *.^/>7, a maiden (hence, the figure of a
maiden: a usual subject for these figurines),
+ Tz'/Maanv, verbal a(y. nlaard^, model, form.]
In Gr. antiq., a maker of terra-eotta figurines
and the like.

in classical Gr.' KoponMOo^, a modeler of small COrporal-case (k6r'p6-ral-kas), n. [Formerly
' - - - jjjjjQ corporas-, corporacc-, corporax-case ; < cor-

poral^, n., + case^.] Eecles. : (a) A bag or casem which to lay the folded corporal. (6) A bag
or case put over the corporal-cup for its protec-
tion.

corporal-cloth (k6r'po-ral-kl6th), n. Same as
corporal'^.

corporal-cup (kor 'po - ral - kup), n. [Formerly
corporas-, corporax-cup;"< corporal, n., + cup.]
A vessel used to contain a portion of the con-
secrated elements reserved for the communion
of the sick. It was sometimes suspended by
chains near the altar.

The MjTina;an coroplagts or manufacturers of terra-
cottas were certainly influenced by the models of their
brethren in Tanagra. The Nation, Oct. 1, 1885, p. 286.

coroimet, corownet, n. Obsoleteforms of crown.
coroya (ko-ro'ya), n. [S. Amer. J] The name
of Crotophaga major, one of the anis or tick-
eaters.

COrozo (ko-ro'zo), n. [S. Amer.] 1. A palm
which bears oil-producing nuts, as the ^ito/ea corporale (k6r-p6-ra'le), ». ;

pi. corporalia
Cohiine, etc.—2." Same as ivory-nut.

corphun (kdr'fun), M. [E. dial. (Halliwell);
origin unknown.] A local English name of the
young herring, Clupea harengus.
corpora, ». Pltiral of corpus.
corporacet, n. An obsolete form of corporal^.
corporall (kor'po-ral), a. and n. [= F. corpo-
rel = Pr. Sp. Pg. corporal = It. corporate, < L.
corporalis, bodily, < corpus (corpor-), body:
see corpse, coips.] I. o. 1. Pertaining or relat-
ing to the body; bodily; physical: as, corporal
pain ; corporal punishment.

1 would I had that corporal soundness now.
Shak., All's Well, L 2.

2. Material; not spiritual; corporeal. [Rare
or obsolete.]

A corporal heaven where the stars are. Latimer.
Virtue

(-li-ii). [Mil.] Same as corporal^.
corporalityt (k6r-po-ral'i-ti), n. [= F. corpo-
ra!ite = iip. corporalidad = Pg. corporalidade =
It. corporalita, < LL. corporalita(t-)s, < L. cor-
poralis : see eorporan.] 1. The state of being
a body or embodied; the character of being
corporal : opposed to spirituality.

If this light hath any co>7»roJtti/, . . . [it is] most subtle
and pure. Raleigh, Hlat World.

2t. Corporation ; confraternity.

A corporality of griffon-like promoters and apparators.
Milton, Keformation in Eng., i.

corporally (kdr'po-ral-i), adv. Bodily; in or
with the body : as, to be corporally present.

Altho' Christ be not corporally in the outward and vis-
ible signs, yet he is corporally in the per8<in8 that duly
receive them. Sharp, Sennons, VII. xv.

.^T • 'Xt,'Adt:cl^„'t''o'iL"^SgrKS' COrporaltyt(k6r'p6-ral-ti),„. [Qee corporality.]

3T„ .„ "I _i X ...L 11 , , A body a band of persons.
. In root., pertaining to the thorax and ab- corporast n.

' - - -

w?;H*LKf"^''^^"^^''"°*''''^'''''^•,'^','^"• corporatet (k6r'po-rat), v.
feet, and other appendages: as, corporal colors - *'•.".
or marks— Corporal oatht, an oath ratified by touch-
ing a sacred object, as an altar or corporal-cloth (see II
below), and especially the New Testament, as dlstin-
gulslied from a merely siwken or written oath : thus, an
old tnglish coronation-oath, " so helpc me Ood, and these
holy euangelists by me bo<Uly touched vppon this hooly
awter. '

We flrmely command, and streightly charge you, that
you doe receiue of euery particular marchant ... a cor-
forat oath upon Gods holy Euangelists.

Hakluyt'a Voyages, L 144.

Sir William Fitz-Williams and Doctor Taylor were sent
to the Lady Begent, to take her corporal oath.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 274.

Spiritual and corporal works of mercy. See mercy.
=Sra. I'hymcal, Corjmreal etc. See b<Klily.

n. n. [In early mod. E. corporas, corporate,
corporax, < ME. corporas, corporasse, earlier cor-
poraus, eorporcaus, corporeals, pi. (sing. *cor-
porcal, not in ME.), < OF. corporal, pi. corpo-
raux,F. corporal = Pr. Sp. Pg. corporal= It. cor-
porate, < ML. eor2)orale (> mod. E7 corporal, also
written, as ML., corporate), prop. neut. (sc. L.
pallium, pall, cover) of L. corporalis, adj., < cor-
pus (corpor-), the body: from its being regarded
as covering the body of Christ.] Ecdes., in the
Koman Catholic and Anglican churches, the
fine Unen cloth spread on the altar during the
celebration of the eucharist. Upon it are placed
the cliahce and (in front of this) the paten. The right-hand
end of the corporal is turned back to cover the paten when
on the altar (except ihlring oblation and consecration), the
"

ifi u "'^ <=">'•'«'' ""t' the pall, or, after communion,
with the post-communion veil, sfnnetimeg also called a
corporal. Also corporal-cloth, corporale.

Over the purple pall were spread out three or more
linen cloths, of which the uppermost was especially called
the corporal, not small like ours, but as long and twice as

An obsolete form of corporal^.

, r'po-rat), v. [< L. corporatus,
pp. of corporare, make into a body, < corpus
(ci/rpor-), body : see corpse.] I. trans. To in-
corporate; embody.
To be corporated in my person.

Stow, Hen. VIII., an. 1546.

n. intrans. To become united or be incor-
porated.

Though she (the soul) corporate
With no world yet, by a just Nemesis
Kept off from all.

Dr. 11. More, Sleep of the Soul, U. 19.

corporate (k6r'pp-rat), a. [< L. corporatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] 1. United in a body in the le-
gal sense, as a number of individuals who are
empowered to transact business as an individ-
ual; legally incorporated; constituting a cor-
poration: as, a corporate assembly or society;
a corporate town.— 2. Of or pertaining to a
corporation ; belonging to an organized com-
munity : as, corporate rights or possessions.
The gi-ants of land to the burghers and their successors

were sulllciently early to prove that there was no recog-
nized bar to the possession of corporate property even in
the fourteenth century. Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), § 810.

3. In general, of or relating to any body of
persons or individuals united in a company or
community; common; collective.

They answer in a joint and corporate voice.
Shak., T. of A., ii. 2.

Our national welfare and ever-increasing empire can
only be maintained by an adherence to those principles
of corporate discipline and individual sacrifice which are
the pride of our sons and brothers when they go to fight
our battles abroad. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 161.

4. Forming or being a body of any kind; em-
bodied ; combined as a whole.

corporation-stop
Such an organism as a crayfish is only a corporate unity

made up of innumeiable partially independent individuals.
Huxley, Crayfish, p. 128.

Body corporate. See body politic, under body.

—

Corpo-
rate franchise. See /rancAise.—County corporate
See countyl.

corporately (k6r'po-rat-li), adv. 1. In a cor-
porate capacity.
The tribe, as a whole, is held to be responsible corporately

for the acts of each of its members, and hence it is neces-
sary that the acts and beliefs of every one of the members
should be subject to the approval of the tribe.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 239.

2. As regards the body; in the body; bodily.
He [King Stephen] founded the Abbey of Feueraham

. . . where he now corporately resteth.
Fabyan, Chron., I. ccxxxiii.

corporateness (kor'po-rat-nes), n. The state
of being a body corporate.
corporation (kor-po-ra'shon), n. [=F. corpora-
tion = Sp. corpordcion ="Pg. corporaqSo = It.
corporazione = D. korporatie = G. corporation
= Dan. Sw. Corporation, < LL. corporatio(n-),
assumption of a body (used of the incarnation
of Chi-ist), < L. corporare, pp. corporatus, form
into a body: see corporate, v.] 1. An artificial
person, created by law, or under authority of
law, from a group or succession of natural per-
sons, and having a continuous existence irre-
spective of that of its members, and powers
and liabilities different from those of its mem-
bers. Corporations have sometimes been treated by the
law as Actions, intangible and invisible, existing only in
contemplation of law ; and sometimes rather as associa-
tions of individuals who may act together in the use of
powers conferred by law, under responsibilities more lim-
ited than if acting as individuals. A corporation aggre-
gate is a corporation consisting of several members at the
same time, as a railroad company or the governing body
of a college or a hospital. Corporations aggregate are
formed, in England and her colonies and in the United
States, only by express permission of law, either by special
charter or upon complying with the foi-ms and regula-
tions prescribed by some general statute ; and their rights,
duties, and manner of organization and dissolution are
generally minutely regulated by statute. A corporation
sole is a corporation which consists of but one pereon at a
time, as a king, or a bishop and his successors, regarded
for some pm'poses as a single individual.

Therewas no principle in the [Roman] Imperial policy
more stubbornly upheld than the suppression of all cor-
porations that might be made the nuclei of revolt.

Lecky, Etirop. Morals, I. 438.
The marks of a legal corporation . . . are . . . the right

of perpetual succession, to sue and be sued by name, to
purchase lands, to have a common seal, and to make hj-
law8. Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), § 810.

2. The body, generally large, of a man or an ani-
mal. [CoUoq. and vulgar. ] _ civil corporation, a
term sometimes used in English law to designate a corpo-
ration which is neither ecclesiastical nor eleemosynary.—
Close corporation. See ciose^.— corporation Act. an
English statute of 1661 (13 Car. II. , St. 2, c. 1),which required
all officers of municipal corporations to take the oat lis of al-
legiance and supremacy, and a special oath against resis-
tance to the king, and to subscribe a declaration against
the "Solemn League and Covenant," under penalty of re-
moval ; it also made ineligible to such offices all personswho
had not partaken of the sacrament of the Lord's supper, as
admiiiistcrcd liy the Church of England, within one year —
Corporation cotmseL See cowtwe/.— Corporation
court. 111 several of the United States, a local miniiuipal
court having suinetiiiK-s both civil and criminal jurisdic-
tion.— Domestic corporation, a corporation which owes
its existence to the law of the state in which its opera-
tions are carried on, or legal cognizance is taken of it.—
Ecclesiastical corporation, a corporation of which the
members are spiritual persons, ami the object of the insti-
tution is also spiritual. Kent. In the United States cor-
porations with this object are called religious corporations.
See below.—EleemoBjmary corporation, aprivale char-
ity constituted for the perpetual distiiliution (,f tlie alms
and bounty of the foumler. Kent. - Foreign corporation,
a corporation which owes its existence To the laws of a
state other than that in which it is under consideration.— Joint-stock corporation, a corporation the ownership
of which is divided into shares, the object usually, if not
always, being the division of prottts among the members
in proportion to the number of shares held hy each.— Lay
corporation, a non-ecclesiastical corporation : it may be
either civil or eleemosynary.- Moneyed corporation, a
corpi iratioii having banking powei-s.or po» er to make loans
on pledges or deposits, or authorized by law to make insur-
ances.— Municipal corporation, a corporation formed
from the members of a town or other comnmnity for pur-
poses of local goverjiment; an Incorporated city or other
siinilardivision of the state; a puljlic corporation.—Muni-
cipal Corporations Act, an English statute of 1836 (5 and
6 \Vm. IV7, c. 7S) dissolving many of the ancient muni-
cipalities, and prescribing a system of organization and
govemnient of municipal corporations under the title of
mayor, aldermen, and burgesses.— Private corporation,
any corporation not pulilic— Public corporation, a cor-
poration created for political purposes, a.s counties, cities,
towns, and villages. Kent.— Quasi corporation, an or-
ganization established by law without the franchises of a
corporation generally, but having capacity to sue and be
sued as an artificial person. In some of the United States
towns and counties are only j/wan corporations.— Reli-
gious corporation, in Arnertcan law, a private corpora-
tion formed l>y or imisuant to law, to hold and administer
the tcmporiilities of a cliurcli.

corporation-stop (k6r-po-ra'shon-stop), n. A
stop in a gas- or water-main for the use of the
gas- or water-company only. [U. S.]
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corporative (kdr'po-ra-tiv), a. [As corporate +
-ive; = F. corporaiif.'] Corporate; having the
character of a corporation.

Xo citizen can be taxed except as allowed by this law,
by the law relating tho provincial diets, and by the cor-

porative guilds. The ^Yatton, Dec. 1, 1S70, p. 364.

corporator (kor'po-ra-tor), «. [< NL. corpora-
tor, < L. corporare, pp" corporatus, corporate:
see corporate, «.] A member of a corporation;
specifically, one of the original members named
in the act or articles of incorporation.

It [the camp-meetiiiisl is the fruit of a chartered associa-
tion, witli corporate rights and franchises. ... Of course,
the corporators are religious men.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 623.

corporatnret, ». [= Pg. corporatura, volume of
a body, = It. corporatura, corpulence, figure,

form, < ML. corporatura, bodily exercise, lit.

bodily form, < L. corporare, pp. corporatus, form
into a body: see corporate.^ 1. The fashion
or constitution of the body. Minslieu, 1617.

For whose corporature, leneaments of body, behaviour
of manners, aud conditions of mind, she must trust to
others. Strype, Sir T. Smith, App., iv.

2. In astrol. , the physical traits, temperament,
etc., of a person, as determined by the planet
in the ascendant at his nativity.

Corporature.— He [Jupiter] signifies an upright, straight,
and tall stature ; . . . in Ids speech he is sober and of grave
discourse. W. Lilly, lutrod. to Astrology, p. 39.

3. The state of being embodied. Dr. H. More.
corporaxt, «• An obsolete form of corporal^.

corporeal (k6r-p6're-al), a. [< L. corporetis,

bodily (< corpus (corpor-), body: see corpse), +
-al. Cf. corporeous, corporal^.'] 1. Of a ma-
terial or physical nature ; having the charac-
teristics of a material body; not mental or
spiritual in constitution.

His omnipotence.
That to corporeal substances could add
Speed almost spiritual. Milton, P. L., viii. 109.

Though the corporeal hand was gone, a spiritual mem-
ber remained. Hawthorne, Ethan Brand,

2. Relating to a material body or material
things ; relating to that which is physical : as,

corporeal rights.

Temperance is corporeal piety.

Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons.

Corporeal form. See /ori».— Corporeal heredita-
ments or property, in law, such as may be perceived
by the senses, in contradistinction to incorporeal rigkln,

which are not so perceivable, as obligations of all kinds.
— Corporeal rights, rights to corporeal property. = Syn.
Physical, Corporal, etc. See bodily.

corporealism (k6r-p6're-al-izm), n. [< corpo-
real + -ism.'] The priaciples of a corporeahst;
materialism. [Rare.]

*

The Atheists pretend, . . . from the principles of cor-
porealigm itself, to evince that there can be no corporeal
deity, after this manner. Cudworth, Intellectual System.

COrporealist (k6r-p6're-al-ist), n. [< corporeal
+ -ist.l One who denies the existence of spirit-

ual substances ; a materialist. [Rare.]

Some corporealists and mechanics vainly pretended to
maice a world without a God. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, § 259.

corporeality (kor-po-rf-al'i-ti), n. [< corpore-
al -h -ity.'] The state of being corporeal.

corporealization (k6r-p6"re-al-i-za'shon), ».

[< corporealize + -ation.] Emtiodiment ; incor-
poration.

corporealize (k6r-p6're-al-iz), V. t.
;
pret. aud

pp. corporealized, ppr. co'rporealieing. [< corpo-
real + -ize.] To fonn into a body; incorporate.

corporeally (k6r-po're-al-i), adv. 1. In the
body ; in a bodily or material form or manner.— 2. With respect to the body.

It should l>e remembered that men are mentally no less
than corporeally gregarious.

Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 140.

corporealst, «. pi. See corporal^.

corporeity (k6r-p6-re'i-ti), n. [= F. corporeity
= Sp. corporeidad = Pg. corporeidade = It. cor-

poreitH, < ML. corporeita{t-)s, < L. corporeus,
corporeal: see corporeal.'] The character or
state of having a body or of being embodied

;

corporeality ; materiality.

The one attributed corporeity to God. StUlin^Jleet.

Tlie corporeity of angels and devils is distinguished [l)y

Fludd] on the principle of rarum et densum, thin or tliick.

/. D'luraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. Sl^.

Angels dining with Abraham, or pulling Lot into the
house, are described as having complete corporeity.

II. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol.
, § 93.

Form of corporeity. See form.

corporeonst (kdr-pd're-us), a. [= Sp. corp&reo
= Pg. It. corporeo, { L. corporeus, bodily, <

corpus {corpor-), body: see corpse, corpus, and
of. corporeal.] Corporeal.

So many corporeoug shapes. Hammond, Conscience.
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corporificationt (kor - por"i - fi - ka'shon) , H . [<
corporify (see -ation), after F. corporifieation.]
The act of corporifying, or giving body to;
specifically, the process by which a soul is sup-
posed to create for itself a body.
COrporifyt (k6r-por'i-fi), V. t. [= F. corporifier
= Pg. corporificar, < L. corpus (corpor-), body,
+ -ficare, ifacerc, make: sen-fy.] To embody;
form into a body ; materialize.

The spirit of the world corporified. Boyle, Works, 1. 495.

COrporispiritual (k6r"po-ri-spir'i-tu-al), a. [<
L. corpus {corpor-), body, + spiritus', spirit: see
corporal, spiritual.] Of a nature intermediate
between matter aud spirit. [Rare.]

It has been stated that tliere is, somewhere or another,
a world of souls which coinnumicate with their bodies by
wondrous filaments of a nature neitlier mental nor ma-
terial, but of a tertium quid fit to be a go-i)etween ; as it

were a corporispiritnal copper enclosed in a spiritucorpo-
real gutta-percha.

De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 377.

COrporosity (k6r-po-ros'i-ti), n. [< L. corpus
{corpor-), a body, + -osity.] A living body
considered as a mass of matter ; bodily bulk,
especially of a person : as, his huge corporosity.

[Colloq. and humorous.]
corposant (kor'po-zant), n. [Also written,
corruptly, corpusance, coinposant, compasant;
< Pg. corpo santo = OSp. corpo santo, Sp. cuer-

po santo = It. corpo santo, holy body (cf. ME.
corsaint, -seint, -sant, -saunt, a saint, his body,
esp. as a holy relic, < OF. cors saint), < L. corpus
sanctum, holy body, or corpus sancti, body of

a saint: see corpse aud saint, and cf. corsaint,

a doublet of corposant.] A ball of light, sup-
posed to be of an electrical natm'e, sometimes
observed in dark tempestuous nights about the
decks and rigging of a ship, but particularly at

the mastheads and yard-arms; St. Elmo's light

or fire. Also called corpse-liyht.

Upon the main top-gallant mast-head was a ball of light,

which the sailors call a corposant (corpus sancti). . . . Sail-

ors have a notion that if the corposant rises in the rigging
it is a sign of fair weather, but if it conies lower down
there will be a storm.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 405.

Aft there are the helmsman and the officer of the watch
to keep you company, with a composant burning at the
fore-yardarm. W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xx.

COrps^t (korps), n. The older spelling of corpse.

Fortliwith her ghost out of lier corps did flit.

Spender (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 258).

What trial can be made to try a prince?
I will oppose this noble corps of mine
To any danger that may end the doubt.

Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

COrps^ (kor), n. [When first introduced (late

in 17th century), sometimes spelled, after E.
analogies, cor, core (see eore^) • ,< P. corps
(pron. kor), < OF. corps, the body, > ME. corps,

mod. corpse: see coips^, corpse.] 1. A body; a
visible object: only in the legal phrase corpjs

certain (which see, below).— 2. A body or
niunber of persons conventionally or formally
associated or acting together: as, the diplo-

matic corps. See Corps Legislatif, 'below, and
esprit de corps, under esprit.— 3. Milit.: (a) A
part of the army expressly organized accord-
ing to the Articles of War, and having a head
and members, as a regiment or an independent
company, or any other nailitary body having
such organization : as, the Marine Corps ; the
Corps of Topographical Engineers ; hospital
corps, etc. (6) More specifically, the tactical

unit of a large army next above a division.
It is usually composed of several divisions of infantry and
cavalry, contingents of artillery and other branches of the
service, and is to a large degree complete in itself. France
has 20 corps d'armee, 18 in the country, and 2 in Algeria
and Tunis, and Germany has an even larger number. The
number of men varies from about 18,000 to about 40,000.

See anny^orps.
4. In the German universities, a students' so-

ciety.

A corps has no existence outside of its own university ;

it has no alfiliations, no " chapters,"
J. M. Hart, German Universities, iv.

Corps badges. See hadgeA.— Cores certain [F.], in

French laic, a specific object, in contradistinction to one
which is not identified and distinguishable from othei-s of

the same nature, and wliich cannot be replaced, as the sub-

ject of an agreement, by any other object : thus, a speci-

fied horse or ship, etc., is a corps certain, but so many tons
of hay or grain are not.— Corps de ballet [ F. ], the corps
of dancers who perform ballets.— Corps debatallle[F.],
the main body of an army drawn up between the wings for

battle.— Corps de garde [F.|, a post occupied liy a body
of men on guard ; also, the body wliich occupies it.— Corps
de reserve [F.J, a body of troops kept out of action, and
held in readiness to be brought forward if their aid should
be required.— Corps diplomatique [F.], the diplomatic

corps (which see, under diplomatic).— Corps Legislatif
[F.], in French hist., the representative assembly diiriiiy

the first empire and tile years immediately precediiij;.

corpse-sheet

The tei-m was again used during ilie second empire, repla-
cing the Chamber (d Deputies.— Corps of cadets, in the
United States Military Academy at West Point, a corps
made up of cadets, one being art>oiuted from eacli con-
gressional district, one from each territory, and one from
the District of Columbia, in addition to ten appointments
at large made by the Resident from the District of Co-
lumbia, from among the sons of officers of the army and
navy, or such others as he may select.— Corps Of engi-
neers, a part of the United States army forming a sepa-
rate bureau of the War Department, whose officers and
subordinates are controlled by a chief of engineers with
the rank of brigadier-general. It has charge of all forti-

fications, military reconnoissances and surveys, the con-
struction of lighthouses, aud the improvement of rivers
and harbors, and in time of war supplies miners, sappers,
and pontoniers.— Corps volant [F. 1, a flying corps ; a body
of troops intended for rapid movements.— Diplomatic
corps. See di;<((i»ia((<;.—Esprit de corps [F.]. See
esprit.— Marine corps, a body of troops enlisted for ser-
vice at naval stations and on board men-of-war. The men
are drilled as infantry, and when ashore perform the duties
of land troops; when on board ship they perform guard duty,
and in action serve as sharp-shootei-s.— Ordnance Corps,
the Ordnance Department. See department.— Signal
Corps, a corps charged with the general signal service of
the United States army, and with the erection, equipment,
and management of field-telegraphs used with military
forces in the field ; with constructing and operating lines of
military telegraph ; and with establishing and maintain-
ing signal stations at lighthouses and at liie-saving sta-
tions. Under the law which went into effect July 1, 1891,
the commissioned force of the signal corps consists of a
chief signal-officer, with the rank of brigadier-general,
one major, four captains, and four first lieutenants. The
enlisted force consists of fifty sergeants. There is a
school for instruction in military signaling at Fort Riley,
Kansas. Formerly the signal corps had charge of the
taking of meteorological observations and the predicting
of the weather, but this work was transferred to the De-
partment of Agriculture in 1891. See weather.

corpse (korps), n. [Early mod. E. also corps;
< ME. corps, also cors (> corse, q. v.), a body,
esp. a dead body, < OF. corps, also cors, V.
corps (see corps'^) = OSp. corpo, Sp. cuerpo =
Pg. It. corpo, < L. corpus {corpor-), the body
(see corpus, corporal^, corporeal, etc.), = AS.
hrif, the bowels, the womb: see midriff.] It.

A living body; the physical frame of an ani-

mal, especially of a human being.

Therefore where-ever that thou doest behold
A comely corpse, with beautie faire endewed.
Know this for certaine, that the same doth hold
A beauteous soule, with faire conditions thewed.

Spenser, In Honour of Beautie.

To stuff this maw, this vast un-hidebound corpse.

Milton, P. L., X. 60L
Look, how many plumes are placed

On her huge corps, so many waking eyes
Stick undemeatli. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Women and maids shall particularly examine them-
selves about the variety of their apparell, their too much
care of their corps. Richcome.

2. A dead body, especially, and usually, of a
human being: originally with the epithet dead
expressed or implied in the context. \^Dead
corpse is now regarded as tautological.]

AUe the liretherin and sistrin shullen ben at then en-
teryng of the dede corps, and otferin at his niesse.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

His [the Duke of Gloucester's] Corps the same Day was
conveyed to St. Albans, and there buried.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 188.

The dead corps of poor calves and sheep.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, ii. 2.

3t. Eccles., the land with which a prebend or
other ecclesiastical office in England is en-

dowed.
Tlie prebendaries, over and above their reserved rents,

have a corps. Bacon, Liber Kegis, p. 133.

= Syn. 2. Remains, coi-se (poetic).

corpse-candle (korps'kan'dl), »i. l. A candle
used at ceremonious watchings of a corpse be-
fore its interment, as at lich-wakes. Candles
are set at the head and feet, and often one is

set upon the corpse itself.— 2. The will-o'-the-

wisp, or ignis fatuus, a luminous exhalation
which, when seen in a churchyard, is supposed
to portend death, and to indicate by its course
the direction the corpse-bearers will take. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]
corpse-gate (korps'gat), n. A covered gateway
at the entrance to churchyards, erected to af-

ford shelter for the coffin aud mourners while
they wait for the coming of the officiating

clergyman. Also called lich-gate.

corpse-light (kdrps'lit), n. [< corpse + light.

Cf. corpse-candle and corposant.] 1. Same as
corposant.— 2. The ignis fatuus or will-o'-the-

wisp ; a corpse-candle.

The corj^se-lightg dance— they're gone, and now— !

No more is giv'n to gifted eye ! Scott, Glenfinlas.

corpse-plant (korps'plant), n. The Indian-pipe,
Monotropa uniflora: so called from its pale
waxy appearance.
corpse-sheet (korps ' shet), n. A shroud or
winding-sheet.



corpse-sheet

She wears her corpse-sheet drawu wee! up.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian.

corpulence, corpulency (kdr'pu-lenc, -len-sl),

n. [= D. korpulcntie = Gr. horpuUnz= Dan. kor-

pulentSj < F. corpulence = Sp. Pg. corpuUncia
= It. corpolenza, eorpuletiza, < L. corpulentia,

< corpulcniuSj corpulent: see corpulent'] 1.

Bulkiness or largeness of body; Mlness of

form, usually due to great fatness; fleshiness;

portliness.
Not all

Minims of nature ; some of serpent kind,

Wondrous in length and corpulence, Involved
Their snaky folds, and added wings.

Milton, P. L., vii. 483.

2t. Density or solidity of matter ; body.

The heaviness and corpulency of the water requiring a
great force to divide it. /ioy, Works of Creation.

corpulent (kor'pu-lent), a. r=D. korpulent=G,
corptdent = Ds^n. korimleyitj \ F. corpulent= Sp.

Pg. It. corpulento, < L. corpulentm^ fleshy, fat,

large, in LL, also equiv. to corporeus^ physical,

corooreal,< corpus, the body : see corpus, corpse,]

1. Fleshy; portly; stout; fat; having a large,

fleshy body.
They provided me always of a strong horse, because I

was very corpulent and heavy. IJakluyt's Voyages, 1. 112.

"So much motion," continues he (for he was very cor-

pulentX **ia ao mach unquietness.
'

Sterne, Triatraiu Shandy, vii. 13.

2t. Solid; dense; opaque.

The overmuch perspicuity of the stone may seem more
corpulent. Holland.

3t. Relating to the body or to material things

;

corporeal; of the flesh; material.

How can the minister of the Gospel manage the corpu-
lent and secular trial of bill and process in things merely
spiritual? Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

To think anything pleasure which is not corpulent and
carnal. Hammond, Works, IV. vii.

corpulently (k6r'pu-leut-li), adv. In a corpu-
lent manner.
corpus (kdr'pus), n.

;
pi. corpora (-po-ra). [L.,

the body : see corpse, corps^, corps^j corscy corpo-

rally corporate, corposantj corsaint, etc] Lit-

erally, a body; matter of any kind. («) in anat.:

(1) The entire physical body of an animal. See soitia. (2)

Some part of the body specified by a qualifying term.
See phrases below. (&) A collection, especially a complete
one, or an account of such a collection.

The best scholars were ready voluntarily to give their

labors towards the completion of . . . a corpus of Oriental
numismatics. Atheiuxum, Ho. 3068, p. 211.

(e) The whole content; the material substance.

The grant by the Legislature of an exclusive right to the
water power of a navigable stream does not give title to

the corpus of the water.
Opinion quoted by Justice Hoar (Sanitary Engineer,

[Sept., 1887).

Corpora alblcantla (whitish bodies), the bulbs of the
fornix ; two small rounded eminences, white without,
gray within, situated at the base of the brain, behind the
tuber cinereuni, and formed by a folding of the anterior
pUlars of the fornix. Also corpora mam m illarin. See cut
below, and cut under6rai?i.— Corpora amylacea (amyla-
ceous bodies), small round l>odif.s, huinuKt-Mu-ous or laniel-

lated in structure, sometimes found in the prostate gland,
cerebrospinal axis, and elsewhere. Tiiey strike a l)lue cobir
with iodine, or with iodine and sulphuric acid. Though a))-

normal, they do not necessarily indicate any jjruve depart-
ure from health in the tissues. Al*j calle<l a <i}At.fCiilaamy-
lacea and amyloid corpuscles.— CJorpora Arantil (Aran-
zi's bodies), fibrocartilaginous nodules situated one in the
center of the free edge of each of the segments of the
aortic and pulmonary valves. Also called noduli Arantii
and corpora sesamoidea. Named from Aranzi, an Italian

anatomist, 1530-89.— Corpora cavernosa (cavernous
bodies), two cylindroidal bodies of erectile tissue, forming
the lai^er part of the penis. In the liody of the penis they
lie side by side, but diverge behind to become attached
to the rami of the puljes. The clitoris contains similar
bodies of smaller size.— Corpora geniculata (kneed or
knotted bodies), a pair of smalt flatt-ii'-'l cildonj,' protuber-
ances on the outer side of the rorpora quadrigemina, in
relation with the optic thalami ; tluy are external and tTi-

terno/.— Corpora mammlllaria ununnnillary bodies).
Same as corpora alhicatifia.- CovpoTB. oUvaria (olive-

shapcd lM)<Iies), a pair of pruniinent oval ganglia of the
medulla <ililotiyata, sitiiat^-d behimi the anterior pyramids.
— Corpora pyramidalla (pyramidal bodies), the ante-
rior pyramids of the medulla oblongata, coiiiiisting of the
upward prolongation of the direct and <.rus-st_'d pyranii-

dal tracts of the spinal cord. -COTPOTB. ouadrif^emina
(fourfold bodies), the optic lobes of the hijfher vertebrates,
when, as In man, they present two pairs of eminences, the
nates and testes. Tliey are i)rimitively bigeminous (right
and left), and when not become quadrigeniinous by ad-
ditional development ; or not presenting four eminences
separated by a cruciform depression, they are the corpora
bigeraina. See cut below.— Corpora restlformia (cord-
like bodies), the large pair of bundles (»f white fibers which
pass upward on the dorsal side of the medulla oblongata
to form tlie posterior peduncles of the eerel>ellum.— Cor-
pora sesamoldea. Same as corpora Arantii.—^Corpora
striata (striped bodies), large ganglia of the brain, of
mixed white and tiray sttlwtance, situated beneath the an-
terior horn of eaeli lateral ventricle of the cerebrum.
Corpus adlposum (fatty iKxly), in entom., a tissue, com-
jMJsed of adii»"se cellrt, wliicli i>* intimately connected with
the functinn-i of diKestion and :u!flimllation. It is espe-
cially developed toward the end of the larval state, and
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it disappears, for the most part, during tlie pupa period,
so that only a few traces of it are found in Insecta in their
perfect state. It is usually of a white or a dirty-yellow
color, but is also observed of a green, red, or orange hue.
—Corpus bigeminum (twofold body), one of the twin
bodies of the brain ; one of the corpora quadrigemina ; one
of the pair of optic or postoptic lobes.— Corpus caUosum
(callous lx)dy), the great white commissure of the hemi-
spheres of the brain ; the co*nmissura magna, or trabs
cerebri. This structure is peculiar to the Mammalia; it

is first found in a rudimentary state in the implacentals,

Vertical Loii{fitudiaal Bisection of Human Brain, showing median
aspect of right half.

av, arbor vitae of cut cerebellum, Ctr. ; C, C, cerebrum, convoluted,
uncut, being that surface of the right hemisphere which is applied
against its fellow; cc, corpus callosum, its cut surface; cq, corpora
quadrigemina, cut ;/", fornix : between the corpus callosum and the for-

nix is the septum lucidum ; *«, medulla oblongata, cut ; al, a corpus
albicans; on, optic nerve; //, pineal body, or conarium ; pt, pitui-

tary body; pv, pons Varolii, cut; s, soft or middle commissure con-
necting the optic thalami ; c, paracentral lobule ; fM, cuneus ; pr, prse-

cuneus; or, anterior commissure.

and increases in size and complexity to the highest mam-
mals, coincidently with a decrease of other special cere-
bral commissures. Also called caiio^w/n.— Corpus can-
dlcans (whitish body). See corpora alMcantia.— Cor-
gus Christ! (body of Christ), a festival of the Church of

onie, kept on the next Thursday after Trinity Sunday, in
honor of the eucharist.

In deep contrition scourged himself in Lent,
Walked in processions with his head down bent.
At plays of Corpus Ckristi oft was seen.

And on Palm Sunday bore his bough of green.
Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Torquemada.

Corpus Christ! cloth. Same as pyx-cloth.— Corpus ci-
llare. (a) The ciliary boily of the eye. (&) Same as cor-

pus dentaium (&).— Corpus delict!(body of the transgres-
sion), in law, the substance or essential actual fact of the
crime or offense charged. Thus, a man who is proved to
have clandestinely buried a dead body, no matter how
suspicious the circumstances, cannot thereby be convicted
of murder, without proof of the corpus delicti— that is, the
fact that death was feloniously produced by him.— Cor-
pus dentatum (dentate body), (rt) A plicated capsule
of gray matter, open anteriorly, situated within the white
substance of each cerebellar hemisphere. Also called
ganglion of the cerebellum and nucleus dentatus. (6) A
somewhat similar mass of gray matter in each olivary
body. Also called corpus ciliare.— CorpUS epltheliale,
the epithelial body of tlie eye of a cephalopod ; the ciliary

body.— Corpus flmbriatum (fringed body), the ta;nia

hippocampi, a narrow band, the lateral edge of the pos-
terior pillars of the fornix, continuous with the inner bor-
der of the hippocampus major as this descends into the
middle horn of the lateral ventricle of the brain.— Cor-
pus Highmorlanuin (body of llighmore, after Nathaniel
HJKhniore of dxford, Eiiuland, 1613-84), the mediastinum
testis, an. incomplete fibrous septum reflected into the
interior of the gland from the tunica alboginea.— Cor-
pus juris, a b«ly, or the body, of law. See the follow-

mg phrases.— Corpus Juris Canonicl, a collection of
canon laws.— Corpus Juris (31vlliB, or Corpus JurlB,
the collective title of the wliob- l-..dy of Roman law em-
braced in the Digest(|>r I'an(ieet,s), the Institutes, the Code,
and the Novella) of Justinian.— Corpus luteum (yellow
body), a firm yellow substance formed in a Graafian vesi-

cle after the discharge of an ovum. Two liinds are dis-

tinguished : the corpus luteum of pregnancy, or true corpus
luteum, and the false cor/nts luteum,— Corpus pineale,
the pineal body, or conarium. See conarium.— Corpus
pltuitarlum, the pituitary b'.dy, or hypophysis cerebri.

See /(.V7w/V*.*/XM.— Corpus spongiosum (spongy body),
the erectile tissue surrounding the urethra in both sexes,

constituting in the male the glans i)enis and the fibrous
trabecular structure in which this tissue is contained.

—

Corpus trapezoides, the trapezoid body. See trapezium.

The ventral face of the metencephalon [of the rabbit]

presents on each side, behind the posterior margin of the
pons Varolii, flattened rectangular areso, the so-caUed cor-

pora trapezoidea. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p, 64.

Corpus uteri, the bmly of the uterus ; that portion of the
uterus which is between the cervix uteri and the oviducts
or Fallopian tubes.— Corpus vltreum (glassy body), the
vitreous humor of the eye.

COrpusancet, «• Same as corposant

corpuscle (k6r'pus-l), n. [= F. corpmcule= Sp.
corpusculo = Pg. It. corpusculOj < L. corpuscu-

lum, dim. of corpus, a body: see corpus.] 1.

A minute particle, molecule, or atom of matter.

It will add much to our satisfaction, if these corpuscles

can be discovered by microscopes. Newton, Opticks.

2. In zoot and anat., some small body regard-

ed by itself and characterized by a qualifying

terra : usually a body of microscopic size ; a
cell. See phrases below.— 3. In hot, specifi-

callyt one of several large cells within the endo-
sperm and near the summit of the embryo sac

iu gynonosperms, from which after fertiliza-

tion an embryo is developed : so named by R.
Brown. They are styled by Sachs archegonia, and are

corradial

considered by him to be of the same nature as the arche-
gonia of the higher cryptogams. They have also been
called secondary embryo-sacs,

4t. Same as corposant—Amyloid corpuscles. See
corpora amylacea, under corpus.— Blood corpuscle. See
blood-corpuscle.— C0XV^^<^\Q of Purkinje, a bone-cell.—
Corpuscles of Vater. See Pacinian corpuscles, below.
— Corpuscles OfZimmermann. See blood-plate.—Qtsji-
dry corpuscle, a kind of taste-bud or nerve-ending in the
tongue of a duck. See extract.

The Grandry corpuscles, being a description of that spe-
cial form of corpuscle by which the nerve is terminated
in the tongue of the duck, which M. Grandry distinguished
in 1869 from the corpuscles of Herbst (or Pacini's with
other animals). Nature, XXX. 327.

Gustatory corpuscles, corpuscles of taste, taste-
buds, or taste-corpuscles, little bodies buried in the
substance of the circuiuvallate papillae and of some of the
fungiform papillse of the tongue, of fiask-like shape, with
the broad base resting on the corium, and the neck opening
by an orifice between the epithelial cells. They are believed
to be special organs of taste.— Lymph corpuscle. See
lymphcorpuscle.—T/Lalpis'iiiSin. corpuscles, (a) Of the
spleen, the splenic corpuscles, minute bodies in the sub-
stance of the spleen, of somewhat opaque appearance and
gelatinous consistency. They are outgrowths of the lym-
phoid tissue forming the out«r coat of the small arteries
of the spleen. (6) Of the kidney, small globular masses of
dark-red color, found in the cortical substance of the
oi^an, consisting of a central glomerulus of blood-vessels
(the Malpighian tuft), and of a membranous capsule
which is the beginning of a uriniferous tubule.—Melss-
ner's corpuscles. Same as tactile corpuscles.—VdJAsX^Jl
corpuscles, corpuscles of Vater, little bodies attached
to and inclosing nerve-endings in various parts of the
body, in the Imman suljject chiefly in the subcutaneous
tissue of the fingers and toes, and foi-ming little bulbs
with the axis-cylinder of the nerve running into them.
Between their concentric layers capillary vessels may be
traced.— Palpation-corpuscles. Same as tactile cor-

puscles.— Tactile corpuscles, small oval bodies ^ of
an inch long and -^1-^ of an inch thick, composed of con-
nective tissue, and supplied with one or more nerve-
flbei-s which are branched and convoluted within the cor-
puscle. They are found in certain papillEe of the skin of
the hand and foot, and elsewhere. Also called corpu^cula
tactus, touch-corpuscles, touch-bodies, palpation-corpuscles

,

Meissner's corpuscles, and Wagner's corpuscles.— Taste-
corpuscles. Same as ^u*(a(orj/corpw*de*.— Touch-cor-
puscles. Same as tactile corpuscles.- VfSLSneT'S cor-
puscles. Same as tactile corpuscles. =Syn. Molecule, etc.
i^t'Q !.artid'\

corpuscula, ». Plural of corpusculum.
corpuscular (kdr-pus'ku-lar), a. [= F. corpus-
culaire = Sp. Pg. corpuscular = It. corpusculare,
< NL. ^corpuscularis, < corpusoulum, a corpus-
cle : see corpuscle.] Pertaining or relating to
corpuscles ; consisting of or separable into cor-

puscles, or minute ultimate particles. Also
corpusculous— Corpuscular force. See /orc^.— Cor-
puscular philosophy. See philosophy.— Corpuscular
theory. Sr*- Hjiht.

COrpUSCUlarian (k6r-pus-ku-la'ri-an), a. and n.

[< corpuscular + -i-an.] I, a. Relating to cor-

puscles, or to the corpuscular philosophy j cor-

puscular.

I do not expect to see any principles proposed more
comprehensive and intelligible than the corpusculaHan
or mechanical. Boyle.

H, n. One who favors or believes in the cor-
puscular philosophy.

He [Newton] seems to have made a greater prognsss
than all the sects of corpuscidarians together had done
Iwfore him. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, § 245.

corpuscularity (k6r-pus-ku-lar'i-ti), n. [< cor-

puscular + -ity,] The character or state of be.

mg corpuscular. [Rare.]
corpusculated (k6r-pus'ku-la-ted), a. [< cor-
puscule + -ate'^ + -ed^.] I'rovided with corpus-
cles; containing corpuscles : as, a corpusculated
fluid.

ITie fiuld [found in the hard shell of Echinus] closely
resembles sea-water, but is, nevertheless, richly corpuscu-
lated. Romanes, Jelly Fish, etc., p. 26C.

COrpuscule (kor-pus'kul), n. [< P. corpuscule,

< L. corpusculum : see corpuscle.] Same as cor-

puscle.

corpusculous (kdr-pus'ku-lus), a. [< corpus-
cule + -ous.] Same as corpuscular.

He [M. Pasteur] then varied the mode of infection. He
inoculated healthy [silkjworms with the corpusculous
matter, and watched the consequent growth of the dis-

ease. Tyndall, Fragments of Science, p. 294.

corpusculum (kor-pus'ku-lum), n.
;
pi. corpus-

cula (-la). [L., a httle body, usually in ref. to

atoms, dim. of corpus^ body: see corpuscle, cor^

fmsctde.] Same as corpuscle.

corr (kor), H. Same as carynele.

corracle, n. See coracle,

corradet (ko-rad'), v. t [< L. corradere, con-
radere, scrape or rake together, < com-, together,

+ radere, scrape, scratch, rub, gra^e : see rase.]

To scrape or rake together; accumulate labori-

ously.

Wealth corroded by corruption.
Dr. Ji. Clarke, Sermons, i). 480.

corradial (ko-ra'di-al), a. [< L. com-, together,

+ radius, a ray: see ray, radius*] Badiatiug



corradial

from or to the same center or point. Coleridge.

[Rare.]

corradiate (ko-ra'di-at), v. t.; pret. and pp.
eorradiated, ppr. eorradiaUng. [< L. com-, to-

gether, + radiatus, pp. of radiare, beam: see
radiate.'] To converge to one point, as rays of

Ught.
corradiation (ko-ra-di-a'shon), n. [< corradi-

ate, aft«r radiatioti.'] A conjunction or con-
vergence of rays in one point. Bacon ; Holland.

corral (ko-ral'), n. [< Sp. corral = Pg. curral,

a pen or inelosure for cattle, a fold (whence
also perhaps S. African D. kraal: see kraal),

< Sp. Pg. corro, a circle or ring, a place to bait

bulls, < correr, < L. currere, run: see current.]

1. A pen or inelosure for horses or cattle.

[Common in Spanish America and parts of the
United States.]

On the hillsides a round corral for herds would occa-

sionally be seen. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 73.

About a hundred horses were driven into a large corrcU,

and several gauchos and peons, some on horseback and
some on foot, exhibited their skill with the lasso.

Lady Brasses, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. vi.

2. An inelosure, usually a wide circle, formed
of the wagons of an ox- or mule-train by emi-
grants crossing the plains, for encampment
at night, or in case of attack by Indians, the

horses and cattle grazing within the circle.

See corral, v. t. [Western U. S.]— 3. A strong
stockade or inelosure for capturing wild ele-

phants in Ceylon.
corral (ko-rar), v. t.; pret. and pp. corralled,

ppr. corralling. [< corral, m.] 1. To drive into

a corral; inclose and secure in a corral, as live

stock.

Their cultivated farms and corralled cattle were appro-
priated as though the Indian owners had been so many
wild beasts. ^eiv PriTiceton liev., II. 228.

2. To capture; make prisoner of ; take posses-

sion of ; appropriate ; scoop : as, they corralled

the whole outfit—that is, captured them all.

[CoUoq., western U. S.]

The disposition to corral everything, from quicksilver to

wheat, from the Comstock lode to the agricultural lands,

... is a great obstacle to California's healthy develop-

ment. S. Bowlett, in Merriam, II. 387.

3. Figuratively, to comer ; leave no escape to

in discussion; comer in argument. [CoUoq.,
western U. S.]— 4. To form into a corral;

form a corral or inelosure by means of. See
extract.

They corral the waggons ; that is to say, they set them
in the form of an ellipse, open only at one end, for safety

;

each waggon locked against its neighbour, overlapping it

by a third of the length, like scales in plate armour ; this

ellipse being the form of defence against Indian attack
which long experience in frontier warfare had proved to

the old Mexican tradera in these regions to be the most
effective shield. When the waggons are corralled the oxen
are turned loose to graze.

W. Hepworth Dixon, New America, xiii.

COrrasivet, « and ». [Formerly also corasive;

appar. orig. an error for corrosive, but in form
< L. corrasxK, pp. of corradere, scrape or rake
together (see corrade), + -ive.] I. a. Corrosive.

II. n. A corrosive.

1«« M. Come on, Sir, I will lay the law to you.
id M. O, rather lay a coi-raiive ; the law will eat to the

bone. Webster, Duchess of Malfi, iv. 2.

COrrasivet, "• t. [< corrosive, m.] To eat into;

corrode ; wear away.
Till irksome noise have cloy'd your ears,

And corrasiv'd your hearts.
Webster, Duchess of Malfl, iv. 2.

correal (kor'f-al), a. [< ML. 'correalis, < LL.
correus, conreui, a partaker in guilt, an accom-
plice, < L. com-, together, -1- reus, one accused, <

res, a thing, ease, cause: see real, res.] Having
joint obligation or guilt— Correal obligations, in

Rom. law, obligations where, notwithstanding a plurality

of creditors or debtors, there exists but one debt, so that,

while each creditor has the right to ask payment of the

whole debt and each debtor is bound to pay it, payment
to only one discharges the others. They were generally

founded by express stipulation, as, in the absence of such
stipulation, the general rule was that each party had only
to pay or could only ask his proportionate share of the
whole debt.

correct (ko-rekf), v. t. [< ME. correcten, corec-

ten, corretien, < L. correctus, conreetus, pp. of cor-

rigere, conrigere (> It. correggere = Sp. corregir

= Pg. correger = F. corrigcr), make straight,

make right, make better, improve, correct, <

emn-, together, + regere, make straight, rule:

see regular, rector, right.] 1. To make straight

or right; remove error from; bring into accor-

dance with a standard or original; point out
errors in.

Betracts his Sentence, and corrects his count,
Makes Death go back for fifteen yeers.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.
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This is a defect in the make of some men's minds which

can scarce ever be corrected afterwards.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, Pref.

The sense of reality gives new force when it comes in

to correct the vagueness of our ideals.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 147.

If you would correct my false view of facts— hold up
to me the same facts in the true order of thought, and I

cannot go back from the new conviction.
Emerson, Eloquence.

2. Specifically— (n) To note or mark errors or
defects in, as a printer's proof, a book, a manu-
script, etc. , by marginal or interlinear writing.

(6) To make alterations in, as type set for print-
ing, according to the marking on a proof taken
from it ; make the changes required by : as, to

correct a page or a form; to correct a proof.
[The latter phrase is used both of the marking of the er-

rors in a proof and of making the changes in the type
indicated l)y the marks ; but in the first sense printers
usually speak of readinrj or marking proofs.]

3. To point out and remove, or endeavor to re-

move, an error or fault in : as, to correct an as-

tronomical oliservation.—4. To destroy or frus-

trate ; remove or counteract the operation or
effects of, especially of something that is un-
desirable or injurious ; rectify : as, to correct

abuses ; to correct the acidity of the stomach
by alkaline preparations.

Heaven has corrected the boundlessness of his voluptu-
ous desires by stinting his strength. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

There was a time when it was the fashion for public
men to say, "Show me a proved abuse, and I will do my
best to correct it." Lord Palmerston.

5. Specifically, in optics, to eliminate from (an
eyepiece or object-glass) the spherical or chro-

matic aberration which tends to make the im-
age respectively indistinct or discolored. See
aberration, 4. With respect to chromatic aberration,

the glass is said to be over-corrected or under-corrected, ac-

cording as the red rays are brought to a focus beyond or
within that of the violet rays.

If we suppose a person to be blind to the extreme bhie
and the violet rays only of the spectrum, to him an over-

corrected object-glass would be perfect. Science, III. 487.

6. To endeavor to cause moral amendment in

;

especially, punish for wrong-doing ; discipline.

Correct thy son, and he shall give thee rest.

Prov. xxix. 17.

"Speak cleanly, good fellow," said jolly Robin,
" And give better terms to me ;

Else lie thee correct for thy neglect.
And make thee more mannerly."

Robin Hood and the Tanner (Child's Ballads, V. 225).

=Syn. Improve, Better. See amend.

correct (kg-rekt'), a. [= !>• Dan. Sw. korrekt
= G. correct = F. correct = Sp. Pg. correeto =
It. corretto (obs.), < L. correctus, conreetus, im-
proved, amended, correct, pp. of corrigere, con-

rigere : see correct, t:] In accordance or agree-
ment with a certain standard, model, or origi-

nal ; conformable to truth, rectitude, or pro-
priety; not faulty; free from error or misap-
prehension; accurate: as, the correct time.

Always use the most correct editions.

Felton, On Reading the Classics.

Mr. Hunt is, we suspect, quite correct in saying that
Lord Byron could see little or no merit in Spenser.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

If the code were a little altered, CoUey Cibber might be
a more correct poetthan Pope. Macaiday, Moore's Byron.

Correct inference. See inference. =Syn. Exact, Precipe,

etc. (see accurate), right, faultless, per^ct, proper.

correctt (ko-rekf), n. [< correct, v.] Correc-
tion.

Past the childish fear, fear of a stripe.

Or school's correct with deeper grave impression.
Ford, Fame's Memorial.

correctable, correctible (ko-rek'ta-bl, -ti-bl),

a. l<correct,v., + -able,-il)le.] Capable of be-
ing corrected ; that may be eoiTected or coun-
teracted.

The coldnesse and windinesse, easily correctable with
spice. Fuller, Worthies, Gloucestershire.

COrrectant (ko-rek'tant), a. and n. [< correct

+ -ant^.] I. a. Corrective. [Rare.]

II. ». A correcting agent.

It [creasote] is not only a correctant of the salicylic

acid, but also the best adjuvant we can find.

Med. News, XLIX. 437.

correctible, a. See correctable.

correctifyt (ko-rek'ti-fi), v. t. [< correct, a., +
-fy. Gi. rectify.] To make correct ; set right.

It is not to be a justice of peace.
To pick natural philosophy out of bawdry.
When your worship's pleas'd to correctify a lady.

Fletcher (and another). Elder Brother, ii. 1.

correctingly (ko-rek'ting-li), adv. In a correct-

ing manner ; by way of correction.

"Matthew Moon, mem, " said Henry Fray, correctingly.

T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, x.

correcting-plate (ko-rek'ting-plat), ». Same
as compensator (a).

corrective

correction (ko-rek'shon), n. [< ME. correc-
cion, -ioun, < OF. correction, F. correction = Sp.
correccion = Pg. correcgSo = It. correzione, <

L. correctio(n-), conrectio(n-), amendment, im-
provement, correction, < corrigere, conrigere,

pp. correctus, conreetus, amend, correct: see
correct, v.] 1. The act of correcting, or of
bringing into conformity to a standard, model,
or original : as, the correction of an arithmetical
computation ; the correction of a proof-sheet.

Nowe Marche is doon, and to correctioun
His book is goon, as other did afore.

Palladim, HuslMndrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 139.

2. The act of noting and pointing out for re-
moval or amendment, as errors, defects, mis-
takes, or faults of any kind.

Another poet, in another age, may take the same liberty
with my writings ; if, at least, they live long enough to
deserve correction. Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

3. The change or amendment indicated or ef-

fected; that which is proposed or substituted
for what is wrong; an emendation: as, the cor-
rections on a proof.

Corrections or improvements should be adjoined, by way
of note and commentary, in their proper places. Watts.

4t. Correctness. [Bare.]
So certain is it that correction is the touchstone of writ-

ing. Johnson, Greek Comedy.

5. In math, and physics, a subordinate quantity
which has to be taken into account and applied
in order to insure accuracy, as in the use of an
instrument or the solution of a problem.— 6.
The act of counteracting or removing what-
ever is undesirable, inconvenient, or injurious

:

as, the correction of abuses in connection with
the public service ; the correction of acidity of
the stomach.— 7. In optics, the elimination of

spherical or chromatic aberration from an eye-
piece or object-glass ; also, loosely, the error
produced by aberration of the two kinds.

The correction of an object-glass may be lessened by sep-
arating the lenses. Science, III. 487.

8. The rectification of faults, or the attempt to
rectify them, as in character or conduct, by the
use of restraint or punishment ; that which cor-
rects; chastisement; diseipUue; reproof.

My son, despise not the chastening of the Lord, neither
be weary of his correction. Prov. iil 11.

Wilt thou, pupil-like,

Take thy correction mildly? Idss the rod?
Shttk., Rich. II., V. 1.

Their ordinary correction is to beat them with cudgels.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 144.

Commissioners of charities and correction. See
commissioner.— Correction of a fluent, in math., a pro-
cess in fluxions equivalent to the determination of the con-
stant of integration.— Correction of the press, the
maridng of errors or defects in proof-sheets to be cor-

rected by the printers in the tj-pe from which they were
taken.—House of correction, a place of confinement
intended to be reformatorj- in character, to which persons
convicted of minor offenses, and not considered as belong-
ing to the class of professional criminals, are sentenced for
short terms.— Under correction, as subject to correc-
tion ; as liable to error.

Biron. Three times thrice is nine.

Cost. Not so, sir ; under correction, sir ; I hope it is not
so. Shot., L. L. L., V. 2.

I speak under correction ; for I do not pretend to look at
the subject as a question of psychology, but simply for the
moment as one of education.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 17.

correctional (ko-rek'shon-al), a. [= F. correc-

tionnel = Sp. Pg. correcciohal, < ML. correctio-

nalis, < L. correctio{n-), improvement : see cor-

rection.] Tending to or intended for correction

or reformation.

When a state has a number of correctional institutions.
The Century, XXXII. 167.

correctionert (kg-rek'shon-er), n. [< correction
-^- -cri.] One who is or has been in a house
of correction.

You filthy, famished correctioner I

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., v. 4.

correcti've (ko-rek'tiv), a. and ». [= F. correc-

.

fif= Sp. Pg. correctivo — It. correttivo, < L. as

if *correctivus, < correctus, pp. of corrigere, cor-

rect: see correct, v., and -ire.] I. a. Having
the power to correct ; having the quality of re-

mo'vdng or counteracting what is wrong, errone-

ous, or injurious; tending to rectify: as, cor-

rective penalties.

This corrective spice, the mixture whereof maketh know-
ledge so sovereign, is charity.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L a

Mulberries are pectoral, corrective of bilious alkali.

Arbuthnot

Patiently waiting, with a quiet corrective word and ge»
ture here and there. Jour, of Education, XVIII. 404.

II. n. 1. That which has the power of cor-

recting or amending; that which has the qual-



corrective

ity of removing or counteracting what is wrong
or injurious : as, alkalis are correctives of acids

;

penalties are correctives of immoral conduct.

fie hopes to find no spirit so nmcti diseased,

But will with such fair correctives be pleased.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, Prol.

Some corrective to its evil . . . the French monarchy
must have received. Burke, Rev, in France.

2t. Limitation; restriction.

Witli certain correctives and exceptions.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

correctively (ko-rek'tiv-li), adv. In a correc-

tive manner ; as a corrective ; correctingly.

correctly (ko-rekt'li), adv. In a correct man-
ner ; in conformity with truth, justice, rectitude,

or propriety; according to a standard, or in

conformity with an original or a model ; exact-
ly ; accurately ; without fault or error : as, to

behave correctly ; to ivrite, speak, or think cor-

rectly ; to weigh or measure correct ; to judge
ayrrectly.

Such lays as neither ebb nor flow,

Correctly cold, and regularly low.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 240.

correctness (ko-rekt'nes), «. The state or
quality of being correct, or in conformity with
truth, morality, propriety, or custom ; conform-
ity to any set of rules orwith a model ; accuracy,
exactness, or precision: as, correctness of life

or of conduct ; correctness in speech or in writ-
ing; correctness of taste or of design; the cor-

rectness of a copy.

If by correctness be meant the confonning to rules

purely arbitrary, correctness may be another name for
dulncss and absurdity. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

Formal correctness, in loffic, the character of an infer-

ence which conforms to logical rules, whether the prem-
ises are true or noL. =SyiL Accuracy, exactness, regulari-

ty, precision, propriety, truth.

corrector (ko-rek'tpr), fl. [= p. correcteiir =
Sp. Pg. corrector = It. correttore, < L. corrector,

< corrigcre, pp. correctus, correct: see correct,

e.] 1. One who or that which sets right, or
renders conformable to a certain standard,
usage, or rule, or to an original or a model ; one
who corrects errors.

He cries up the goodness of the paper, extols the dili-

gence of the corrector, and is transported with the beauty
of the letter. Addison, Tom Folio.

2. One who or that which counteracts or re-

moves whatever is injurious, obnoxious, or de-
fective: as, a corrector of abuses; a corrector
of acidity, etc.—3. One who amends or cor-
rects, or seeks to amend or correct, the charac-
ter or conduct of another, by criticism, reproof,
or chastisement.

O great corrector of enormous times

!

Shaker of o'er-ranlc states, that healest with blood
The earth when it is sick, and curest the world
O" the plurisy of people.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

Corrector of the press, one whose occupation is to find
and mark errors in proof-hlKH'ts ; a pn^jt-rcadtT. [Now
only in literary use. |

— Corrector Of the staplet, an of-

ficer or a clerk belonging to the staple, who recorded the
barKains of merchants tlierc made. Minsheu, 1617.

correctoryt (ko-rek'to-ri), a. and n. [< correct
+ -ory.] I. a. Containing or making correc-
tion; corrective.

Things odious and correctory are called stricta} in the law,
and that which is favourable is called res ampla.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubltantlum, 11. 406.

H. «. A corrective.

To resist all lustful desires, and extinguish them by
their proper correctories and remedies.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 197.

corregidor (ko-rej'i-ddr; Sp. pron. kor-ra-he-
dor'), «. [Sp. (= Pg. corrcgedor), a corrector,
< corregir = Pg. correger, < L. corrigere, cor-
rect: see correct, c.] 1. In Spain, the chief
magistrate of a town.

They shall both trot like thieves to the correoidor.
Shirley, The Brothers, v. 3.

Since that time the king has had no officer of any Idnd
In the lord8hip,'except his corre<jidor.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 312.

2. In parts of America settled by Spaniards

:

(a) A magistrate having jurisdiction of certain
special cases prescribed by law. B. W. Hal-
leek. (6) The chief ofBcer of a eorregimiento.
F. C. Brightley.

eorregimiento (ko-rej'i-mi-en'to; Sp. pron.
kor-ra-he-me-an'to), n. [Sp., < corregir, cor-
rect: see correct, ».] In parts of America set-
tled by Spaniards, a geographical division of a
province; the district of a corregidor. F. C.
Uriijhtley.

COrrei (kor'i), n. See corrie.

correlatable fkor-e-la'ta-bl), a. [< correlate +
-able.} Capable of being correlated.
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correlate (kor-f-laf), v.; pret. and pp. corre-
lated, ppr. correlating. [== Pg. correlatar, < ML.
*correlatns, pp. adj.,< L. com-, together, + rela-
tus, related, pp. of referre, refer, relate : see re-

fer, relate.) 1. trans. To place in reciprocal
relation; establish a relation of interdepen-
dence or interconnection between, as between
the parts of a mechanism ; bring into intimate
or orderly connection.

That singular Materialism of high authority and recent
date which makes Consciousness a physical agent, cor-

relates it with Light and Nerve force, and so reduces it

to an objective phenomenon.
W. K. Cliford, Lectures, II. 162.

Another imx>ortant principle is the law of correlated va-
riation. ... A change in any one letter constantly pro-
duces related changes in other letters.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, ii. 364.

Correlated bodies, in analytical mech., bodies whose
klneniatical exponents are confocal ellipsoids.

II. in trans. To be reciprocally related ; have
a reciprocal relation with regard to structure
or use, as the parts of a body.

correlate (kor'f-lat), a. and n. [= Sp. corre-
lato, < ML. *correlatm, pp. adj.: see correlate,
f.] I. a. Reciprocally related in any way;
having interdependence, interconnection, or
parallelism in use, form, etc. ; correlated : as,

the correlate motions of two bodies.
U. n. The second term of a relation ; that to

which something, termed the relate, is related
in any given way. Thus, child is the correlate,
in the relation ot paternity, to father as relate.

Whatever amount of power an organism expends in any
shape is the correlate and equivalent of a power that was
taken into it from without. //. Spencer, Priu. of Biol.

, § 23.

Freedom is consequently the necessary correlate of the
consciousness of moral law.

Adamson, Philos. of Eant, p. 116.

correlation (kor-e-la'shon), n. [= F. correla-
tion = Sp. correladOH = Pg. correla^do = It.

correlazione, < ML. corrclatio(n-), < *correlatu.i,

reciprocally related: see correlate, v., and re-

lation.'] 1. Reciprocal relation; interdepen-
dence or interconnection.

llie term correlation, which I selected as the title of my
Lectures in 1843, strictly interpreted, means a necessary
mutual or reciprocal dependence of two ideas, inseparable
even in mental conception ; thus, the idea of height can-
not exist without involving the idea of its correlate, depth

;

the idea of parent cannot exist without involving the idea
of offspring. W. R. Grove, Corr. of Forces, p. 183.

There is a correlation l)etween the creeds of a society
and its political and social organization.

Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. $ 13.

2. The act of bringing into orderly connection
or reciprocal relation.

If there exists any chief engineer of the universe, who
knows all its powers and properties, such a person could
work miracles without eiui, l>y new correlations of forces
and matter. Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 32.

3. In physiol., specifically, the interdependence
of organs or functions ; the reciprocal relations
of organs.

Every movement In k muscle presupposes the existence
of a nerve ; and l)oth of these organs presuppose the ex-
istence of a nutrient system. In tllis way one function
has an intimate connection with other apparently dis-
similar functions. This relation ... is known as corre-
lation. Qegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 67.

Some instances of correlation are quite whimsical : thus,
cats which are entirely white and have blue eyes are gen-
erally deaf. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 26.

It is an ascertained fact, that when one part of an ani-
mal is modified, some other parts almost always change,
as It were in sympathy with it. Mr. Darwin calls this
" correlation of growth."

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 310.

4. In geom. , such a relation between two planes
that to each intersection of lines in either
there corresponds in the other a line of junc-
tion between points corresponding to the inter-
secting Unas in the first plane ; also, a relation
between two spaces such that to every point
in either there corresponds a plane in the other,
three planes in either intersecting in a point
corresponding to the plane of the three points
in the other space to which the three intersect-
ing planes correspond ; more generally, a rela-
tion between figures, propositions, etc., deriv-
able from one another m an «-dimensional
space by interchanging points with (n— l)-di-

mensional flats— Correlation ofenergies or forces.
See enerny.

correlative (kq-rel'a-tiv), a. and n. [= F. cor-
rMatif= Sp. fg. It. correlativo; as correlate -(-

-ive; or < L. cor- + rclativus : see correlate and
relative.'] I, a. 1. Being in correlation; re-

ciprocally related or connected; interdepen-
dent ; mutually implied.

Man and woman, master and servant, father and son,
prince and subject, are correlative terms.

Hume, Essays, xi., note 10.

correspond
Under any of its forms, this carrying higher of each in-

dividuality implies a correlative retardation in the estab-
lishment of new individualities.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., | 326.

2. In proOT., having a mutual relation; answer-
ing to or complementing one another. Thus,
either and or, where and there, are correlative conjunc-
tions

; the one and tcho are correlative pronouns ; Latin
quantus and tantus are correlative adjectives.— Cor-
relative flgures, figures derivable from one another by
substituting for every point connected with either a
plane similarly connected with the other.— Correlative
method, in^eoni., the method of deriving projective the-
orems by substituting in known propositions "plane" for
"point," and conversely.- Correlative propositions,
in projective geom., propositions either of which is con-
verted into the other by substituting throughout " point

"

for "plane," and "lying in" for "intersecting in," and
conversely. Thus, tlie following propositions are correla-
tive : any two lines which intersect in a point lie in one
plane ; any two lines which lie in one plane intersect in
a point.— Correlative terms, a pair of terms implying
a relation between the objects they denote, as parent and
child.

II. n. Either of two terms or things which
'are reciprocally related; a correlate. Careful
writers distinguish the terms as correlatives, the things as
correlates. In the medieval Latin, which has greatly in-
fluenced English terminology, this distinction is constantly
maintained.

Difference has its correlative in resemblance: neither is

possible without reflecting the other.
G. H. Lewes, Pioljs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. § 14.

The common use of the term influence would seem to
imply the existence of its correlative eflluence.

0. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, xx.

correlatively (ko-rel'a-tiv-li), adv. In a correl-
ative relation.

correlativeness (ko-rel'a-tiv-nes), ». The state
of being correlative.

correlativity (ko-rel-a-tiv'i-ti), n. [< correla-
tive + ity.'] The character or state of being
correlative ; correlativeness.
In like manner, the thinker who has fully seen into the

correlativity of given opposites has reached a new attitude
of thought in regard to them. E. Caird, Hegel, p. 163.

correligionist (kor-f-lij 'on-ist), ». [< cor- +
religion -I- -ist.] Same as coreligionist.

correptt (ko-repf), " [< L. correptus, re-
proached, blamed, pp. of corripere, reproach,
blame, seize upon, snatch, < com-, together,
-I- rapere, seize: see rapine.] Blameworthy;
reprehensible.

If these corrept and corrupt extasies or extravagancies
be not permitted to such fanatick triflers.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 212.

correption (ko-rep'shon), n. [< ME. correp-
cioun = F. correption (in sense 2), < L. correp-
tio(n-), < corripere, pp. correptus, seize upon, re-
proach: see corrept.] If. Chiding; reproof;
reprimand.

If it (reproof) comes afterwards, in case of contumacy,
to be declared in pul)lic, it passes from fraternal correption
to ecclesiastical discipline.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 763.

Angry, passionate correption being rather apt to provoke
than to amend. Hammond, Fraternal Admonition, § 15.

2. In anc. pros., the treatment as metrically
short of a syllable usually measured as a long:
opposed to protraction.

correspond (kor-e-spond'), V. i. [= D. borre-
sponderen = G. correspondiren = Dan. korre-
spondere = Sw. korrespondera, < F. correspondre
= Sp. Pg. corresponder= It. corrisponderc, < ML.
as if "correspondere, < L. com-, together, mutu-
ally, + respondere, answer: see respond.] 1.
To be in the same or an analogous relation to
one set of objects that something else is to an-
other set of objects; to be, as an individual
of a collection, related to an individual of
another collection by some mode of relation in
which the members "of the first collection gen-
erally are related to those of the second: fol-
lowed by to. Thus, the United .States House of Repre-
sentatives corresponds to the New York Assembly— that
is, it has an analogous function in government.
More generally— 2. In math., to be, as an in-
dividual of a set, related to an individual of
another (or the same) set in a way in which
every individual of the first set is related to a
definite number of individuals of the second
set, and in which a definite number of individ-
uals of the first set is related to each individual
of the second set.— 3. To be in conformity or
agreement; have an answering fonn or nature

;

be reciprocally adapted or complementary;
agree ; match ; fit : used absolutely or followed
by with or to : as, his words and actions do not
correspond ; the promise and the performance
do not correspond with each other ; his expen-
ditures do not correspond to his income.
Words Ijeing but empty sounds, any further than they

are signs of our ideas, we cannot but assent to them as
they correspond to those ideas we have, but no farther
than that. Locke.



correspond

4. To communicate by means of letters sent

and received ; hold intercourse with a person
at a distance by sending and receiving letters

:

absolutely or folio-wed by with.

An officer

Bose up and read the statutes, such as these

:

Not for three years to eorregpond with home, . . .

JS'ot for three years to speak with any men.
TennysoUy Princess, ii.

6t. To hold communion: followed by tciWt.

Self-knowing ; and from thence
Magnanimous to correfixnul with Heaven.

Hilton, P. L., vii. 511.

= Syn. (Of correspond to.) To suit, answer to, accord with,

harmonize with, tally with, comport with.

correspondence (kor-e-spon'dens), n. [= D.
korrespondentie = G. correspon'denz = Dan. hor-

respondenU, < P. correspondanee = Sp. Pg. cor-

respondencia = It. corrispondenza, < ML. *cor-

respondentia, < *corresponden{t-)s, ppr. : see cor-

respondent.'] 1. A relation of parallelism, or

similarity in position and relation. See corre-

spondent, a., 1, and correspond, 1.

A corresponderu:e l)etween simultaneous and successive

changes in the organism. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 28.

2. A relation of conformableness or congruity

;

the state of being adapted or reciprocally re-

lated in form or character ; a condition of agree-

ment or relative fitness.

The very essence of truth or falsehood is the cmregpon-
dence or non-correspondence of thought with objective re-

ality. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 171.

3. In math., a mode of relation by which each
individual of one set is related to a definite

number of individuals of another (or the same)
set, and a definite number of individuals of the

first set is related to each individual of the

second set. If M is the first number and N the

second, the relation is said to be anN toM cor-

respondence.— 4. That which corresponds to

something else ; one of a pair or series that is

complementary to another or others. [Chiefly

used in the plural by Swedenborgians. See
doctrine of correspondences, below.]— 5. Inter-

course between persons at a distance by means
of letters sent and answers received.

To facilitate corresijondenee between one part of Loudon
and another was not originally one of the objects of the

post-offlcc. Macaxday, Hist. Eng., iii.

Hence— 6. The letters which pass between cor-

respondents : as, the correspondence of Goethe
and Schiller is published.

The inside of the letter is always the cream of the cor-

respondence. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv. 1.

7. Priendh' intercourse ; reciprocal exchange
of offices or civilities ; social relation.

Let military persons hold good correspondence with the

other great men in the state.

Bacon, oeditious and Troubles.

To towne to visit yo Holland Ambassf, with whom I had
now contracted much friendly c&rrespondence.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 22, 1667.

To show the mutual friendship and good correspondence

that reigns between them.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 89.

Committees of correspondence, in u. s. hist , com-
mittees appointed during tlie revolutionary period, first

by the towns of New England, tlien by tlie legislatures of

the colonies, to prepai'e and circulate statements of Ameri-
can grievances, and to discuss and c(jncert with one ano-

ther measures of redress.—Conormal correspondence.
See c(mor)n«(.— Cremonlan correspondence. See Cre-

monian.—Doctrine of correspondences, in the theology
of Swedenborg, the doctrine tliat everything in nature cor-

responds with and symljolizes some speciftc spiritual prin-

ciple, of which it is an embodiment, and that those books
of the Bible which constitute the word of God are written
according to such correspondences, or according to the
invarial^Ie si>iritual significance of the words used.

COirrespondency (kor-e-spon'den-si), n. Same
as correspondence, 1, 2, 3.

correspondent (kor-e-spon'dent), o. and n.

[= D. Dan. Sw. korrespondent = G. correspon-

dent, < F. eorrespondant= 8p. correspondicnte =
Pg. correspondente = It. corrispondente, < ML.
'corresponden(t-)s, ppr, of 'correspondere, corre-

spond: see correspond.'] I. a. 1. Having the

relation of correspondence, (a) Occupying similar
positions or Iiaving snnilar relations. See correnpond, 1.

(6) Conformable ; congruous ; suited ; similar : as, let be-

havior be correspondent to profession, and both be corre-

spondent to ,?ood morals.

As they have base fortunes, so have they base minds
correspondent. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 215.

Nor tmly do I think the lives of these, or of any other,

were ever correspondent, or in all points conformable unto
their doctrines. Sir T. Browne, Ueligio Medici, i. 66.

Things . . . which excite in us the passion of love, or

some correspondent affection. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

2t. Obedient ; conformable in behavior.

I will he correspondent to commaitd,
Ami do my spriting gently.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.
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3t. Kesponsible. [Eare.]

We are not correspondent for any but our owne places.

Chapman, Widow's Tears, v.

H. n. One who corresponds ; one with whom
intercourse, as of friendship or of business, is

carried on by letters or messages ; specifically,

one who sends from a distance regular commu-
nications in epistolary form to a newspaper.
A negligent correspondent.

W. Uelmoth, tr. of Cicero, xi. 26.

We are not to wonder, if the prodigious hurry and flow

of business, and the immensely valuable transactions they
had with each other, had greatly familiarised tlie Tyrians
and Jews with their correspondents the Cushites and Shep-
herds on the coast of Africa.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 472.

1 a:n delighted to hear of your proposed tour, but not
so well pleased to be told that you expect to be bad corre-

spondents during your stay at Welsh inns.

Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 234.

Special correspondent, a person employed by a news-
paper to record from personal observation, and transmit
for publication, items of local news from another place,

at home or abroad, as the details of a battle, or circum-
stances of an expedition, etc.

correspondential (kor"e-spon-den'8hal), a.

[< correspondence (ML. *correspondentia) + -al.']

Pertaining to correspondence. [Bare.]

The place being the head of a Washington editorial and
correspondential bureau for the Tribune, and of course

one of much responsibility and influence.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 173.

correspondently (kor-e-spon'dent-li), adv. In
a corresponding manner.
corresponding (kor-e-spon'ding), p. a. [Ppr.

of corresiwnd, v.] 1. Related by correspon-

dence, (a) Similar in position or relation. See corre-

spond, 1.

The religion spoken of in- art becomes the Higher Pa-

ganism. What is the corresponding religion which stands

related to conduct or morality as this religion is related

to art? J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 157.

All the keys in the instrument, whether one or more oc-

taves, have corresponding reeds and actuating magnets.
G. B. Prescott, Elect. Invent., p. 154.

(6) Conformable ; agreeing ; accordant.

And they converse on divers themes, to find

If they possess a corresponding mind.
Crabbe, Tales of the Hall.

2. Carrying on intercourse by letter.s.- Cor-
responding fluxions. See jiuxion.— Corresponding
hemianopsia. See hemianopsia.— Corresponding
memberof a society, a member residing at a distance who
corresponds with the society on its special subject, but gen-

erally has no deliberative voice in its administration. Ab-
breviated cor. )««)«.— Corresponding points, in math.,

points of the Hessian of a c\ibic curve whose tangents
meet on the cubic. Cayley, 1857.— Corresponding sec-
retary. See secretary.

correspondingly (kor-e-spon'ding-li), adv. In
a correspondmg manner or degree.

Reflecting that if the tradesmen were knaves, the gentle-

men were correspondingly fools. Froude, Sketches, p. 243.

corresponsion (kor-e-spon'shon), n. [= Sp. cor-

responsion (obs.), < ML. as if *corresponsio(n-),

< *correspondere, correspond: see correspond^

The character of being correspondent, or the

state of corresponding; correspondence: as,

the corresponsion of two correlative particles

in a Greek sentence. [Bare.]

The early Latin seems to be poor in expressions of tem-

poral corresponsion. Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 503,

COrresponsive (kor-e-spon'siv), a. [< corre-

spond, after responsive.] Responsive to effort or

impulse; answering; corresponding. [Bare.]

Massy staples,

And COrresponsive and fulfilling bolts.

Shak., T. and C, Prol.

A study by the ear alone of Shakespeare's metrical pro-

gress, and a study by light of the knowledge thus obtained
of the COrresponsive progress within.

Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 25.

COrresponsively (kor-e-spon'siv-li), adv. In

a COrresponsive or corresponding manner.
[Rare.]

corri, n. See corrie.

corridor (kor'i-d6r or -dor), n. [= D. corridor

= Dan. Sw. korridor, < !P. corridor, < It. corri-

dore, a corridor, gallery, a runner, a race-horse

(= Sp. Pg. corridor, a runner, race-horse, cor-

ridor), < correre = Sp. Pg. correr = F. courir,

< L. currere, mn: see current, and cf. currour.]

1. In arch., a gallery or passage in a building.

Full of long-sounding corridors it was.

That over-vaulted grateful gloom.
Tennyson, Palace of Art.

2. In fort., a covered way carried round the

whole compass of the fortifications of a place.

Wilhelm, Mil. Diet.— 3. See the extract.

A high covered carriage-way with a tessellated pave-

ment and green plastered walls . . . (corridor, the Creoles

always called it) opened into a sunny court surrounded
with narrow parterres.

Q. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 876.

corrivate

corrie, corri (kor'i), ». [Also written correi;

< Gael, corrach, steep, precipitous, abrupt.] A
hoUow space or excavation m the side of a hill.

See co»»o3. [Scotch.]

The graves of the slain are still to be seen in that little

com, or bottom, on the opposite side of the bimi.
Scott, Waverley, xvi.

Carries are scooped out on the one hand, and naked pre-
cipices are left on the other. Geikie, Encyc. Brit., X. 374.

A remarkable feature of the granite hills of Arran is the
corries. . . . They generally present the appearance of a-

volcanic crater, part of one side of which has disappeared.
A, C. Ramsay, Geology of Arran, v.

Corrigan's button, disease, pulse. See the
nouns.
corriget, i'- t- [ME. corigen, < OF. corriger, <

L. corrigere, correct : see correct.] To correct.

Chaucer.

corrigendum (kor-i-jen'dum), w.
;
pi. corrigenda

(-da). [L., ger. of corrigere, correct: see cor-

rect, «'.] Something, especially a word orphrase
in print, that is to be corrected or altered.

corrigent (kor'i-jent), a. and n. [< L. corri-

gen{t-)8, ppr. of corrigere, correct: see correct,

v."] I. a. In med., corrective.

II. n. In med., a corrective: specifically ap-
plied to an ingredient of a prescription design-
ed to correct some undesirable effect of ano-
ther ingredient.

COrrigibility (kor"i-ji-biri-ti), n. [= p. corri-

gibilite = Sp. corregibilidad ; as corrigible +
-ity : see -bility.] The character or state of be-
ing corrigible.

corrigible (kor'i-ji-bl), a. [< P. corrigible =
Sp. corregible = Pg. corrigivel = It. corrigibile,

< ML. corrigibilis, < L. corrigere, correct: see
correct, v., and corrigent.] 1. Capable of being
corrected or amended : as, a corrigible defect.

Provided allway, that yf ony of the said articlis be con-
trary to the liberte of the said cite, or old custumes of the
same, thath hit be reformabyll and corrigabill by the
Mayre, Bailiffs, and the comen counsayle of the citee.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 337.

A Turn of Stile, or Expression more Correct, or at least

more Corrigible, than in those which I have formerly writ-

ten. Congreve, Way of the World, Ded.

2. Capable of being reformed in character or

conduct: as, a corrigible sinner.— 3t. Pimish-
able ; that may be chastised for correction.

He was . . . adjudged corrigible for such presumptuous
language. Howell, Vocall Forrest.

4t. Having power to correct ; corrective.

The power and corrigible authority of this lies in our
wills. Shak., Othello, i. 8.

Bo I not bear a reasonable corrigible hand over him ?

B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

corrigibleness (kor'i-ji-bl-nes), «. The charac-

ter or state of being corrigible.

COrrival (ko-ri'val), n. and a. [= P. corrival,

< L. corrivalis, a joint rival, < com-, together, -t-

rit'afe, rival. Ct.corival.] I. n. 1. A rival; a
competitor.

The Geraldina and the Butlers, both adversaryes and
corryvalls one agaynst the other.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

While they [persecutors] practise violence to the souls

of men and make their swords of steel currivals witli the
two-edged spiritual sword of the Son of God, the basis of

their highest pillars, the foundation of their glorious pal-

aces are but dross and rottenness.
Roger Williams, quoted in Tyler's Amer. Lit, L 25B.

2t. A companion. [Rare.]

The Prince of Wales, Lord John of Lancaster,

The noble Westmoreland, and warlike Blont

;

And many more corrivals, and dear men
Of estimation. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

II. a. Having contending claims; emtilous.

A power equal and corrival with that of God.
Bp. Fleetwood, Miracles.

corri'val (ko-ii'vr,!), v. [< corrival, «.] I. trans.

To rival
;
pretend to equal.

II. intrans. To pretend to be equal; com-
pete.

*

But with the sunne corrivalling in light.

Shines more by day than other stars by night.

Fitz-Gcoffrey, Blessed Birthday.

corrivalityt (kor-i-val'i-ti), «. [< corrival +
-ity.] Rivalry; corrivalry. [Rare.]

Corrivaiity and opposition to Christ.
Bp. Hall, Works, V. xxL

corrivalry (ko-ri'val-ri), n. [< corrival + -ry.]

Competition
;
joint'rivalry. Bp. Hall.

corrivalshipt (ko-ri'val-sMp), n. [< corrival +
-ship.] Rivalry; corrivalry.

Men in kindness are mutually lambs, but in corrivalship

of love lions. Ford, Honour Triumphant, ii.

corrivatef (kor'i-vat), v. t. [< L. corrivatus, pp.
of corrivare, draw (water) into one stream, <

com-, together, + rivare, draw off (water), <
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rivus, a brook : see rival. Cf. derive, derivaie.'i corroboratory (ko-rob'o-ra-to-ri), a. [< corrob-m. i i c, i—
^
T,_ J : « _„„^„_i_ o^j^j Tending to' strengthen; corrob-To form a stream of (water) by drawing from

several sources.

Rare devices to corrivato ivaters.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 276.

COrrivationt (kor-i-va'shpn), n. [< corrivate +
-ion.] The running of different streams into
one.

Corrivatiotui of water to moisten and refresh barren
grounds. Burton, Anat. of Mel,, To the Reader, p. 60.

-corroborant (ko-rob'o-rant), a. and n. [< L.
corroboran(t-)s, ppr. of corroborare, strengthen:
see corroborate.'i I. n. Strengthening; having
the power or quality of giving strength ; as, a
corroborant medicine.

Refrigerant, corroborant, and aperient.
Bacon, Nat. Hist.

II. H. A medicine that produces strength
and vigor ; a tonic.

A dislocated wrist, unsuccessfully set, occasioned advice
from my surgeon, to try the mineral waters of Aix in COrrodO (ko-rod') V
Provence as a (rorro6ora»(. y€^<?r«OK, Autobiog., p. 58.

"- -

corroborate (ko-rob'o-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

corroborated, ppr. corroborating. [< L. cor-
roboratus, pp. of corroborare, conroborare (> It.

corroborare = Sp. Pg. corroborar = F. corrobo-
rer), strengthen, < com-, together, + roborare,
strengthen, < robur (robor-), strength: see ra-
bust.'i 1. To strengthen; make strong, or im-
part additional strength to: as, to corroborate
the judgment, will, or habits. [Obsolescent.]
The nerves are corroftorated thereby. Watts.

2. To confirm ; make more certain; give addi-
tional assurance of: as, the news is corrobo-
rated by recent advices.

From these observations, corroborated by taste and judg-
ment, he formed an ideal pattern.

Goldsmith, Cultivation of Taste.

He does not see fit to corroborate any fact by the testi-
mony of any witness.

D. Webster, Goodridge Case, April, 1817.

When the truth of a person's assertions is called in ques-
tion, it is fortun.ate for him ... if he have respectable
friends to corroborate his testimony.

Crabb, English Synonymes (ed. 1826).

COrroboratet (ko-rob'o-rat), a. [< L. corrobora-
<««,pp.: see the verb.]' Corroborated; strength-
ened ; confirmed.
Except it be corroborate by custom.

Bacon, Custom and Education.

corroborator (ko-rob'o-ra-tfer), n. One who or
that which corrbboraies, strengthens, or con-
firms.

COrroboratict (ko-rob-o-rat'ik), a. and «!. [As
corroborate + -ic] I.' a. Strengthening; cor-
roborant.

H. «. That which strengthens.
Get a good warm girdle, and tic round you ; tis an excel-

lent corroboratick to strengthen the loins.

Tom Brorni, Works, 11. 18«.

corroboration (ko-rob-6-ra'shon), n. [= F. cor-
roboration = Sp. corroboracidh = Pg. corrobo-
ra^ao = It. corroborazione, < L. as if "corrobora-

orate -i-

orative,

corroboree, corrobory (ko-rob-o-re', ko-rob'o

corrosivity

kind of cement applied to the outside of vessels
to make them water-tight, or laid at the bottom
of reservoirs, etc., to keep the water from perco-
lating downward.

ri),H. [Also eono6<T</; native name.] Awar- corrosibility (ko-ro-si-bil'i-ti), n. r< corrosi-
dauce or dancing-party of the aborigines of ble : see -bility.']

" Same as "corrodibility.
Australia and New Zealand. corrosible (ko-ro'si-bl), a. [< L. corrosvs, pp.

Tliese men [natives of Tasmania], as well as those of the of con'orfe>-c,"corrode (see corrode), + Able.']
tribe belonging to King Georges Sound, being tempted Same as corrodible.
by tlie offer of some tubs of rice and sugar, were persuaded pnrrnoiKloTioaii I'tn -rn'oJ -ki «„„\ .. rro, i,
to hold a corrober,/, or great dancing party

COrrOSlDienCSS (KO-ro Sl-bl-nes), n. The char-
Bartrin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 240. acter or property of bemg con-odible.

corrosion (kg-ro'zhon), H. [= F. corrosion =
Pr. corrosio," corrosko = Sp. corrosion = Pg.

corroboree, corrobory (ko-rob-6-re', ko-rob'6-
ri), r. i.

;
pret. and pp. corroboreed, corroboried,

ppr. corroboreeing, corroborying. [< corroboree,
corrobory, «.] To hold a corroboree; be used
for that purpose.

The ilenura Albert! scratches for itself shallow holes,
or, as they are called by the natives, corroborying places,
where it is believed Ijoth sexes assemble.

Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 102.

pret. and pp. corroded,
ppr. corroding. [= F. corroder = Pr. corroder
— Sp. Pg. corroer = It. corrodere, < L. corro-
dere, gnaw, gnaw to pieces, < com-, together,
+ rodere, gnaw: see rodent. Cf. erode.] I.
trans. Literally, to eat or gnaw away gradually

;

hence, to wear away, diminish, or disintegrate
(a body) by gradually separating small par-
ticles from (it), especially by the action of a
chemical agent: as, nitric acid corrodes cop-
per : often used figuratively.

We know that aqua-fortis corroding copper

corrosao = It. corrosione, < ML. corrosio{n-),
< L. corrodere, pp. corrosus, gnaw, corrode

:

see corrode.]; Literally, the act or process of
eating or gnawing away; hence, the process
of wearing away, disintegrating, or destroying
by the gradual separation of small parts or
particles, especially by the action of chemical
agents, as acids: often used figuratively of
the destructive influence of care, grief, time,
etc.

tio{n-), < corroborare, pp. corroboratus, strength-— see corroborate, v.] 1. The act of strength-en
ening; addition of strength. [Obsolete otar-
chaic]

For corroboration and comfortation, take such bodies as
are of astringent quality, without manifest cold.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 981.

2. The act of confirming ; verification ; confir-
mation: as, the corroboration of the testimony
of a witness by other evidence.

Having considered the evidence given by the plays them-
selves, ... let us now enquire what corroboration can be
gained from other testimony.

Johnson, Sbakespeare's Playi.

3. That which corroborates Bond of corrob-
oration. .Sei- ImulK

corroborative (ko-rob'6-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= F.
corroboratif— Sp. Pg. It. corroborativo, < L. as
if "corroborativits, < corroboratus, pp. otcorrobo-
rare, strengthen: see corroborate, v., and -ioe.]

1. a. 1. Having the power of giving strength
oradditionalstrength.— 2. Tending to confirm fervUtidi^rsocUk

_

or establish the truth of something; verifying,
corrodiatet (ko-ro di-at), v.

If you think there lie anything explanatory or corrobo-
ralice of what I say, ... be so gomi as to transcritw those
passages for me. Bp. Warburton, Letter to Bp. Hurd.

n. n. That which corroborates, (a) A medi-
cine that strengthens ; a corroborant.
An apothecaries shop . . . wherein are all remedies,

. . . alteratives, corrottoratives, lenitives, etc.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 280.

(6t) Corroborative testimony.
He that says the words of the fathers are not sufficient

to determine a nice question, stands not against him who
aays they are excellent corrnljoralires in a question already
•determined. Jer, Taylor, Works (ed. 183i), II. 146.
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to reduce it to a green blue solution. Boyle, Colours.

Should jealousy its venom once diffuse.
Corroding every thought, and blasting all
Loves paradise. Thomson, Spring, 1. 1079.

That melancholy which is excited by objects of pleasure
. . . soothes the heart instead of corroding it.

Goldmnith, Vicar, xxiv.

In all Catholic countries where ecclesiastical influences
have been permitted to develop unmolested, the monas-
tic organizations have proved a deadly canker, corroding
the prosperity of the nation.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 100.

= Sjra. To canker, gnaw, waste.

H. intrans. 1. To gnaw; eat or wear away
gradually.

Thou shew'st thyself a true corroding vermin.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

There have been long intervening periods of compara-
tive rest, during which the sea corroded deeply, as it is

still corroding into the land.
Dannn, Geol. Observations, ii. 218.

2. Figuratively, to become gradually impaired
or deteriorated; waste away.
The fiery and impatient spirit of the future illustrious

commander was doomed for a time to fret under restraint,
and to corrode in distasteful repose.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 869.

3. To act by or as if by corrosion or canker,
or a process of eating or wearing away.
By incautiously suffering this jealousy to corrode in her

breast, she began to give a loose to passion.
Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 7.

corrodent (ko-ro'dent), a. and n. [< L. corro-
den(t-)s, ppr. of corrodere, corrode : see corrode.]
I. «. Haying the power of corroding; acting
by corrosion. [Rare.]

II. n. Any substance that corrodes.

The physick of that good Samaritan in the Gospel, where-
in there was a corrodent and a lenient, compunction and
consolation. Bp. King, Vitis Palatina, p. 17.

Corrodentia (kor-o-den'shi-a), n. pi. [NL.,
ueut. pi. of L. corroden(t-)s,"ypr. of corrodere,
gnaw : see corrodent, corrode.] A group of
neuropterous (pseudo-neuropterous) insects.
They have the following technical characteristics: the
antennae many-jointed ; the wings with few nervures,
sometimes quit« without transverse venation ; the head
strongly mandibulate ; and the tarsi two- or three-jointed.
The lii.iits of the group vary ; it contains the Psocidce or
book-lice, and the Kmbiitlo', to which some authors add
the Termitid^ or white ants, by others made type of a
group Isoptera. (See these words.) The best-known rep-
resentative of the group is the death-watch, Atropos (or
Troctes) jmlsatorius, a pest of insect-collections. By some
the Corrodentia are regarded as an order composed of the
TemUtidce, Psocidie, and Mallophaga.

Corrosion is a particular species of dissolution of bodies,
either by an acid or a saline menstruum. Quincy.
Though it [peevishness] breaks not out in paroxysms of

outrage, ... it wears out happiness by slow corrosion.
Johnson, Rambler, No. 74.

They [Grecian art and literature] have carried their
own serene and celestial atmosphere into all lands, to
protect them against the corrosion of time.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 112.

is wont corrosive (ko-ro'siy, formerly kor'o-siv), a. and

obsolete form of corrode.

corrodibility (ko-ro-di-bil'i-ti), n. [< corrodi-
ble: see -bility.] The character or property of
being corrodible. Also corrosibility.

corrodible (ko-ro'di-bl), a. [< corrode + -ible.

Cf. corrosible.] Capable of being corroded.
Also corrosible.

Metals . . . corrodible by waters.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

corrody, n. See corody.

corroi (kor'oi), n. [< F. corroi, a puddle, ce-
ment, also currying, OF. conroi, corroi, appa-
ratus, gear, preparation, etc. : see curry''-.] A

«• [= F. corrosif — Pr. corroziu, corrossiu =
Sp. Pg. It. corrosivo, < IML. as if 'corrosivus, <
L. corrosus, pp. of corrodere, corrode: see cor-
rode. Cf. corsive.] I. a. Literally, eating or
gnawing; hence, destroying as if by gnawing
away; wearing away or disintegrating by sep-
arating small parts or particles, especially un-
der chemical action, as of acids: often used
figuratively of immaterial agents, as care, time,
etc., absolutely or with of.

The soft delicious air,

To heal the scar of these corrosive fires.

Shall breathe her balm. Milton, P. L., ii. 401.

The sacred sons of vengeance, on whose course
Corrosive famine waits. Thomson, Spring, L 126.

I should like, if I could, to give a specimen of their as.
sumptions and the reasonings founded on them, which in
my *' Apologia"! considered to be corrosive of SiW religion.

J. II. Nemnan, Contemporary Rev., XLVIII. 481.

Corrosive sublimate, the bichlorid of mercuiy (HgCl2),
prepared by sul)IiiHing an intimate mixture of equal parts
of common salt and mercuric sulphate. It is a white
crystalline solid, and is an acrid poison of great virulence.
The stomach-pump and emetics are the surest preventives
of its deleterious effects when swallowed ; white of egg
has also been found serviceable in allaying its jmisonous
influence upon the stomach. It requires 20 parts of cold
water, but only 2 of boiling water, for its solution. It is
used in surgery as an antiseptic, and in medicine inter-
nally in minute doses. It is also used to preserve ana-
tomical preparations. Wood, cordage, canvas, etc., when
soaked in a solution of it, are found to be less destructible
on exposure.

II. re. Anything that corrodes, especially a
chemical agent, as an acid ; anything that wears
away or disintegrates; figuratively, anything
that has an analogous influence upon the mind
or feelings.

The violence of his disease, Francisco,
Must not be jested with ; 'tis grown infectious,
And now strong corrosives must cure him.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 1.

Poverty and want are generally corrosives to all kinds
of men. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 216.

Corrosives are substances which, when placed in contact
with living parts, gradually disorganize them.

Dunglison, Diet, of Med. Science.

COrrosivet (ko-ro'siv, kor'o-siv), v. [< corro-
sive, «.] I, trans. To corrode.

Thy conscience corrosiv'd with grief.

Drayton, Barons' Wars.

II. intrans. To act by corrosion.

The peril that arises to the Iieart from passion is the
fixedness of it, when, like a corrosiving plaister, it eats
into the sore. Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iv.

. 1. In a corro-
sive manner; by corrosion.— 2. Like a corro-
sive.

, . , corrosively (ko-ro'slv-li), adv.An improper and ^^^^ manrier: 'by corrosion.—

At first it tasted somewhat corrosively. Boyle, Saltpetre.

COrrosiveness (ko-ro'siv-nes), re. 1. The prop-
erty of corroding, eating away, or disintegrat-
ing ; figuratively, an analogous property in some
immaterial agent.— 2. Some property charac-
teristic of a corrosive substance, as its taste.
[Rare.]

Saltpetre betrays upon the tongue no corrosiveness at
all, but coldness. Boyle, Saltpetre.

COrrosi'Vity (kor-o-siv'i-ti), «. [= F. corrosively

;

as corrosive + -iiy.] Corrosiveness. [Rare.]



corroval

COJTOVal (kor'o-val), n. An arrow-poison of the
Uiiitod States of Colombia, which produces gen-
eral muscular and cardiac paralysis.

COlTOValine (kor'6-val-in), «. [< corroval +
-int-.'\ An alkaloid derived from corroval, prob-
ably identical with curarine.

con'ugant (kor'ij-gant), a. [< L. corrugan{t-)s,
ppr. of forn/j/are, "wrinkle : see corrugate, r.]

Having the power of corrugating, or contract-
injr into wrinkles or folds. Johnson.
corrugate (kor'o-gat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. cor-

rugated, ppr. corrugating. [< L. corrugatus, pp.
of corrugare, conrugare (> It. corrugare = bp.
corrugar), wrinkle, < com-, together, + rugare,

wrinkle, < ruga, a wrinkle, fold.] To wrinkle

;

draw or contract into folds
;
pucker: as, to cor-

rugate the skin ; to corrugate iron plates for use
in building.

Cold and dryness do both of them contract and corru-

gate. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

corrugate (kor'6-gat), a. [< L. corrugatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] 1. Wrinkled; contracted; puck-
ered.

Extended views a narrow mind extend

;

Push out its corrugate, expansive make.
Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 1384.

2. In zool. and hot., having a wrinkled appear-
ance : applied to a surface closely covered with
parallel and generally curved or wavy sharp
ridges which are separated by deep and often
depressed lines.

corrugated (kor'9-ga-ted), j>. a. [< corrugate
+ -cd'^.^ Wrinkled ; bent or drawn into paral-

lel furrows or ridges : as, corrugated iron.

Not level and smooth, but corrugated; tossed into moun-
tains and reefs of sand, seamed witli sliallow ravines, and
enclosing in the sweep of the sand-liills immense plains.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 34.

Corrugated Iron. See iron.

corrugation (kor-p-ga'shon), n. [= F. corruga-
<joh7< L. as if *corrugaU6{n-), < corrugare, wrin-
kle: see corrugate.l A wrinkling; contraction
into wrinkles ; a wrinkled, furrowed, or puck-
ered state or condition.

corrugator (kor'9-ga-tgr), n.
;

pi. corrugatores
{kor"o-ga-t6'rez). [= P. comigateur = Sp.
corrugador = It. corrugatore, < NL. corrugator,

< L. corrugare, pp. corrugatus, wrinkle: see
corrugate, ».] In anat., a muscle the action of

which contracts into wrinkles the part it acts
upon : as, the corrugator supercilii, one of a
pair of small muscles situated on each side of

the forehead, which contract or knit the brows.
— Corrugator cutis atiI^ tiie wrinltler of the skin of the
anus, a tlnn layer of involuntary muscular fibers radiating
from the anus, which by their contraction cause folds of

skin radiating from the orifice.

corrugent (kor'o-jent), a. [Improp. for cwrur
gant^ In anat., drawing together; contracting.
— Corrugent muscle. Same as corrugator. Imp. Diet.

Corrumpt (ko-rump'), V. t. and i. [ME. corrum-
pen, corumpen, corompen, < OF. corrumpre, cor-

rompre, F. corrompre = Sp. Pg. corromper =
It. corrompere, < L. corrumpere, conrumpere, pp.
cormptus, conruptus, corrupt : see corrupt.2 To
corrupt.

The clothred blood, for eny leche-craft,
Corrumpeth. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1888.

It is nat hoot and moist as eir; for eir corrumpith a
thing a-noon, as it schewith weel by generacioun of flies,

and areins [spiders], and siche othere.
Book of Qtdnte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 2.

corrumpablet (ko-mm'pa-bl), a. [ME. (Halli-

well), < OF. corrumpable, corrompable, F. cor-

rompable (= Sp. corrompiile= It. corrompevole),

< corrumpre, corrompre, corrupt: see corrump.']

Corruptible. Lydgate.

comunptiont, «. [ME. corrumpdoun, an erro-

neous form of corruption, after corrurrtp.1 Cor-
ruption.

The elementes alle sal be clene
Of alle corrumpciouns that we here se.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 6352.

corrupt (ko-mpf), V. [< ME. corrupten, corup-
ten, <L. corruptus, conruptus, pp. of corrumpere,
conrumpere, destroy, ruin, injure, spoil, corrupt,

bribe, < com-, together, + rumpere, break in

pieces: see rupture. Cf. corrump.'^ I. trans.

If. To injure; mar; spoil; destroy.

Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where
motli and rust doth corrupt. Mat. vi, 19.

2. To vitiate phj-sically ; render unsound ; taint

or contaminate as with disease ; decompose

:

as, to corrupt the blood.

Some there were that died presently after they got
ashore, it being certainly the quality of the place either
to kill, or cure quickly, as the bodies are more or lesse cor-

rupted. Quoted in Cajtt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 156.

3. To change from a sound to a putrid or pu-
trescent state ; cause the decomposition of (an
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organic body), as by a natural process, accom-
panied by a fetid smell ; change from a good to

a bad physical condition, in any way.— 4. To
vitiate or deprave, in a moral sense; change
from good to bad; infect with evil; pervert;
debase.
What force ill companie hath, to corrupt good wittes, the

wisest men know best. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 52. •

Evil communications corrupt good manners.
1 Cor. XV. 33.

Thrice is he arm'd that hath his quarrel just

;

And he but naked, tliough lock'd up in steel.

Whose conscience wjth injustice is corrupted.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

Conversation will not corrupt us, if we come to the as-

sembly in our own garb and speech, and with the energy
of health to select what is ours and reject what is not.

Emerson, Society and Solitude.

Plenty corrupts the melody
That made thee famous once, when young.

Tennyson, The Blackbird.

5. To pervert or vitiate the integrity of ; entice
from aUegiance, or from a good to an evil covirse

of conduct ; influence by a bribe or other wrong
motive.

Heaven is above all yet ; there sits a Judge
That no king can corrupt. Shak., Hen. VIH., iii. 1.

The guards, comtpted, arm themselves against
Their late protected master.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 2.

The money which the King received from France had
been largely employed to corrupt members of Parliament.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

6. To debase or render impure by alterations

or innovations ; infect with imperfections or er-

rors ; falsify; pervert: as, to corrupt language

;

to corrupt a text.

In like manner have they corrupt the scripture.

Tyndate, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 44.

=Syn. 2. Spoil, taint.— 4. Contaminate, deprave, demor.
alize. See taint, v. t.

II. intrans. To become putrid
;
putrefy; rot.

The aptness of air or water to corrupt or putrefy.
Bacon, Nat. Hist, Int. to ix.

= Syn. Decay, Putrefy, etc. See rot.

corrupt (ko-rupf), a. [< ME. corrupt, corupt
= Sp. Pg. corrupto =lt. corrotto, < L. corruptus,

pp.: see the verb.] 1. Decomposing, or show-
ing signs of decomposition

;
putrid ; spoiled

;

tainted; vitiated.

My wounds stink and are corrupt because of my foolish-

ness. Ps. xxxviii. 5.

Corrupt and pestilent bread. Knolles.

2. Debased in character; depraved; perverted;
infected with evil.

They are corrujit ; they have done abominable works.
Ps. xiv. 1.

At what ease
Might corrupt minds procure knaves as corrupt
To swear against you? Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1.

The word corrupt means broken together, dissolved into

mixture and confusion— which is the opposite of purity.
Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 265.

3. Dishonest ; without integrity
;
guilty of dis-

honesty involving bribery, or a disposition to

bribe or be bribed : as, corrjy^i practices ; a cor-

rupt judge.

If political power must be denied to working men be-

cause they are corrupt, it must be denied to all classes

whatever for the same reason.
//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 248.

4. Changed for the worse ; debased or falsified

by admixture, addition, or alteration ; errone-

ous or full of errors: as, a corrupt text.

Of the Massacre of Paris (of which only a single early

edition exists, in a corrtipt condition and without date) it

is unnecessary to say much.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., 1. 192.

Corruptand Illegal Practices Prevention Act, a Brit-

ish statute of 1883 (46 and 47 Vict., c. 61) intended to se-

cure tile purity of elections to Parliament.

corrupter (ko-mp'tfer), n. One who or that
which corrupts. Also written corruptor.

Tliey knew them to be the main corruptors at the king's

elbow, Milton, Eikonoklastes.

corruptful (ko-rupt'ful), a. [< corrupt + -fid,

irreg. suffixed to a verb.] Tending to corrupt

;

corrupt; corrupting; vitiating. [Rare.]

Boasting of this honourable borough to support its own
dignity and independency against all corruptful encroach-
ments. J. Baillie.

corruptibility (ko-rup-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [< LL.
corrupiibiUta(t-)s, < L. corruptibiUs, corruptible:

see corruptible.'] The capability of being cor-

rupted, in any sense of the word; corruptible-

ness.
Frequency of elections . . . has a tendency . . . not to

lessen corruptibility. Burke, Independence of Parliament.

corruptible (ko-rup'ti-bl), o. [= F. corruptible

= Pr. Sp. corruptible =Pg. corruptivel = It. cor-

ruttevole, corruttibile, < LL. corruptibilis, conrup-

corruptlon

tibilis, < L. corruptus, pp. of corrumpere, corrupt

:

see corrupt, v.] 1 . That may be corrupted ; sub-
ject to decay, putrefaction, or destruction : as.,

this corruptible body.
This corruptible must put on Incorruption, and this mor-

tal must put on immortality. 1 Cor. xv. 53.

2. That may be contaminated or vitiated in
' qualities or principles ; susceptible of being de-
praved, tainted, or changed for the worse : as,

manners are corruptible by evil example.— 3.
Open to bribing; susceptible of being bribed:
as, corruptible voters.

corruptibleness (ko-mp'ti-bl-nes), n. Suscep-
tibility of corruption ; corruptibility.

corruptibly (ko-rup'ti-bli), adr. In such a
manner as to be corrupted or vitiated.

It is too late : the life of all his blood
Is touch'd corruptibly. Shak., K. John, v. 7.

OorrupticolsB (kor-up-tik'o-le), n. pi. [LL., <
L. corruptus, corrupt (in reference to the al-

leged corruptible nature of Christ's body), -I- co-

lere, worship.] The name given by Western
writers to the Phthartolatra?, a Christian sect
of the sixth century, which held that the body
of Christ was necessarily and naturally corrup-
tible, in opposition to another Monophysite
sect, the Aphthartodocetee.
corruption (ko-rup'shon), n. [< ME. corrup-
cion, corrupcioun, corupcion = D. corruptie =
Dan. korruption, < OF. corruption, corrupcion,

F. corruption = Pr. corrupcio = Sp. corrupcion
= Pg. corrupqao = It. corruzione, < L. corrup-
tio{n-), conru2)tio(n-), < corrumpere, pp. corrup-
tus, coTTMpt: Bee corrupt, r.] 1. The act of cor-

rupting, or the state of being corrupt or putrid

;

the destruction of the natural form of an organic
body by decomposition accompanied by putre-
faction

;
physical dissolution.

Lyve thou soleyn, wermis corupcioun '.'

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 614.

Corruption is a proceeding from a being to a not being,
as from an oak to chips or ashes. BlunderilU.

Neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corrup-
tion. Ps. xvi. 10.

2. Putrid matter
;
pus.

For swellings also they vse small peeces of touchwood,
in tlie forme of clones, which pricking on the griefe they
iiume close to the tiesh, and from thence draw the corrup-
tion with their mouth.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, 1. 137.

3. Depravity ; wickedness
;
perversion or ex-

tinction of moral principles ; loss of purity or
integrity.

Having escaped the corruption that is in the world
through lust. 2 Pet. i. 4.

4. Debasement or deterioration.

After my death I wish no other lierald, . . .

To keep mine honour from corruption.
But such an honest chronicler as Griffith.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

5. Perversion; vitiation: as, a corruption of

language.
At this day, by corruption of the name, it is called Lom-

bardy. Coryat, Crudities, I. 109.

The general corruption of manners in servants is owing
to the conduct of masters. Steele, Spectator, No. 107.

His [Shakspere's] works have come down to us in a con-
dition of manifest and admitted corruption in some por-
tions, while in others there is an obscurity.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 172.

6. A corrupt or debased form of a word: as,

"sparrow-grass" is a corruption of "aspara-
gus."— 7. A perverting, vitiating, or deprav-
ing influence ; more specifically, bribery.

Corruption wins not more than honesty.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

Blest paper credit ! last and best supply

!

That lends corrtiption lighter wings to fly.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 40.

Corruption in elections is the great enemy of freedom.
J. Adams.

Corruption essentially consists ... in distributing the
appointments and favours of the State otherwise than
with a sole regard to merit and rapacity.

W. It. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 41.

8. In law, taint ; impurity or defect (of herit-

able blood) in consequence of an act of attain-

der of treason or felony, by which a person is

disabledfrom inheriting lands from an ancestor,

and can neither retain those in his possession

nor transmit them by descent to his heirs. This
penalty, along witll attainder iti^elf, has been abolished in

Great Britain, and never existed in the I nited States.

It is to be hoped that this corruption of blood . . . may,
in process of time, be abolished by act of Parliament.

Blackstone, Com., IV. § 389 (Harper, 1852).

No attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood.
Const. U. S., iii. S.

=Syn. 1. Putrefaction, putrescence,— 4. Pollution, de-

filement, contamination, vitiation, demoralization, foul-

ness, baseness.



corraptionist

COmiptionist (ko-nip'shgn-ist), )(. [< corrup-
tion + -ist.'] 1. A defender of corruption or

wickedness. Sydney Smith.— 2. One who en-

gages in bribery and other corrupt practices.

The invention and rapid diffusion of the word comtp-
tionistn as a designation for men who take bribes, or sup*
port those who take them, is a sign of the times worth
noting. The Nation, IX. 241 (1869).

These silent men [who submit to party influence] are to-

day the worst enemies of the Republic. They make it safe

to defraud. They render it practically impossible to over-
throw con^uptionistg. N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 327.

corruptive (ko-rup'tiv), a. [= F. corruptif =
Pr. corruptiu = Sp. Pg. corruptivo = It. eorrot-

tivo, corruttivo, < LL. carruptivus, < L. corruptus,

pp. of corrumpere, corrupt : see corrupt, «.]

Having the power of corrupting, tainting, de-

praving, or vitiating.

It should be endued with . . . some comiptice quality.

Hay, Works of Creation.

cormptlesst (ko-rupt'les), a. [< corrupt +
-less.] Not susceptible of corruption or decay.

All around
The borders with corruptless myrrh are crowned.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xv.

corruptly (kg-mpt'li), adv. 1. In a corrupt
manner ; witfi corruption ; viciously ; wickedly

;

dishonorably.

We have dealt very corruptly against thee. Xeh. i. 7.

O, that estates, degrees, and offices.

Were not deriv'd corruptly

!

Shak., M. of V., ii. 9.

2. In law, with the intent of gaining some ad-
vantage inconsistent with official or sworn duty,
or the legal rights of others, by bribery or other
corrupt means.
corruptness (ko-rupt'nes), n. 1. The state of

being corrupt
;
putrid state; corruption.— 2. A

state of moral impurity : as, the corrupttiess of a
judge.— 3. A vitiated state ; debasement ; im-
purity : as, the corruptness of language.
corruptress (ko-mpt'res), «. [< corrupter +
-ess.'] A female who corrupts. [Eare.J

Peace, rude bawd

!

Thou studied old eorruptreng, tye thy tongue up.
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 3.

corset, n. A Jliddle English form of curse^.

corset, >'. A Middle English form of corse^.

corset, «• An obsolete form of course^.

corsac, «. See corsak.

corsage (k6r-sazh'), n. [< F. corsage, bust,
trunk, bodv, < OF. cors, body : see corse^, cor-

set, corpse.'] H (kor'saj). The body.— 2. The
body or waist of a woman's dress; a bodice:
as, a corsage of velvet.

A drawing of a corsage or bodice in pale green silk.

Fortnightly Rev., N. .S., XLII. 285.

COrsaintt, ». [ME., also corseint, -sant, -saunt,

< OF. cors saint, < L. (ML.) em-pus sanctum, holy
body, or corpus sancti, body of a saint: see
corposant.] A holy body or person ; a saint.

Chaucer.

In especiall of the blessed corneynt and holy VirgjTie and
Martir Seyut Kateryn. EnglUh Oilda (E. E. T. S.), p. 188.

corsair (kor'sar), n. [Early mod. E. also cor-
sarie, after Sp. Pg. ; < P. corsaire, < Pr. corsari
= Sp. Pg. corsario = It. corsaro (> Turk, qur-
sdn), a corsair, < Pr. corsa = Sp. Pg. corso = It.

corsa, a course, cruise, = F. course, > E. course,

q. v. Cf. courser^.] 1. One who cruises or
scours the ocean with an armed vessel, without
a commission from any sovereign or state, seiz-

ing and plundering merchant vessels, or mak-
ing booty on land ; a pirate ; a freebooter.

He left a corsair'g name to other times,
Linked with one virtue and a thousand crimes.

Byron, The Corsair, iii. 24.

S. A piratical vessel ; sometimes, a privateer.

There are many Corearies or Pyrats which goe coursing
alongst that coast, robbing and spoiling.

Hakluyt'e Voyages, II. 217.

Barbary a>r«air< infested the coast of the Mediterranean.
Pregcott.

Joining a corsair's crew,
O'er the dark sea I ilew
With the marauders.

Longfellow, Skeleton in Armor.

Nearly 800 corsairs had sailed, during the war, from
Dunkirk to prey upon English and Dutch conmierce.

Leclcy, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

3. A scorpsenoid fish, Sebastichthys rosaceus,
with smooth cranial ridges, moderate-sized
scales, and pale blotches surrounded by pur-
plish shades on the sides. It is about 12 inches
long, and one of the most abundant species of the genus,
inhabiting rather deep water along the Californian coast.
.See cut in next column.

corsak, corsac (kor'sak), «. [Native name.]
A species of fox of a yellowish color, Vulpea
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Corsair {Sebastichthys rosaceus).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission. 1884.)

corsac, found in Tatary and India, it is gregari-
ous, prowls by day, burrows, and lives on birds and eggs. It

Corsak ( Vuipes corsac).

resembles and is a near relative of the little kit or swift
fox of North America, Vulpe% vdox. Also called adive.

corse^ (k6rs), n. [< ME. corSj a body, esp. a
dead body, < OF. cors = Pr. cors; parallel to
the full form, corpse, < ME. corps, < OF. cofps

:

see corpse.'] If. The living body or bodily
frame of an animal, especially and usually of
a human being ; the person.

Be-war, as dere as ye haue youre owne corse and youre
honoure and also the honour of two kynges, that ye go
not oute to bataile agein hem, ffor ye sholde haue to grete
losse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii, 306.

For he was strong, and of so mightie corge.

As ever wielded speare in warlike hand.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 42.

2. A dead body, especially and usually of a
human being; a corpse. [Now archaic or po-
etical.]

The Dene . . . wamyn the brethren and sistren to come
to the derige and gon with the Cortt to the kirke.

Etiglish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

And as the soldiers bore dead bodies by
He caird them untaught knaves, unmannerly,
To bring a slovenly unhandsome corse
Betwixt the wind and his nobility.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

'Twas not those souls that fled in pain
Which to their corses came again.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, v.

A melancholy group collected about his corse, on the
bloody height of Albohacen. Irviiig, Granada, p. 70.

3t. The body or main part, as the hull of a ship
or the trunk or stem of a tree or vine.

Ffor, as he saithe, the ror« [of a vine] I delve in grounde,
The rootes wol alH>unde and all confounde.

Palladitis, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 73.

And all they thought none other but that the cors of the
galye shulde in lykewyse haue fallen to the rok at the next
surge of the see, and s<> haue ben loste.

Sir R. Guylforde, P>igrymage, p. 76.

4t. Same as corset, 1.— 6. A plaited or woven
silk ribbon used for vestments. M, E. C, WaU
cott.

corse^t, i\ A Middle English form of curse^,

corse^f, w. An obsolete form of course'^.

corse'^t, V. i. [Early mod. E., also corce, coce,

coasc, < cwser, courser, a horse-dealer, a trader

:

see courser^.'] To trade; traffic. Hutchimon.
cor. sec. An abbreviation of corresponding sec-

retary.

corseintf, n. See corsaint.

corselet, corslet (kdrs'let), n. [= It. corsaletto

= 8p. corselefe = Pg. corsolete, < F. corselet, a
corselet, dim. of OF. cors, body: see corse^,

corpse^ and cf. corset.'] 1. Armor for the body,
in use after the perfecting of plate-armor ; spe-
cifically, in the sixteenth century, the breast-
and back-pieces taken together.

God guide thy hand, and speed thy weapon so
That thou return triumphant of thy Fo.
Hold, take my Corslet, and my Helm, and Launce,
And to the Heav'ns thy happy Prowes aduance.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

The Strings of which [Hearts], in Battles Heat,
Against their very Corsletjf beat. Prior, Alma, i.

2. The breastplate taken by itself.

The corslet p\&te that guarded his breast
Was once the wild bee's golden vest.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, st. 25.

Corselet (def. 3),
consisting of back
and breast, two rows
of tassets, ^ and mo-
rion, »i. The gaunt-
lets are of leather.

—

Dress of German or
Flemish pikeman
about 1600, from con-
temporary engrav-
ing.

corsive

8. The complete armor of a pikeman, musket-
eer, etc. , consisting of breast and
back, gauntlets and tassets, -with
a morion or open headpiece.—4. In zool. : (a) In entom., the
thorax of an insect ; that part to
which the wings and legs are
attached. in Coleoptera the part
usually so called is the prothorax, hear-
ing only the fli-st pair of feet, and great-
ly surpassinjr the other two segments of
the thorax in extent, (ft) In ichth.,

a zone or area of scales, larger
than the rest, developed behind
the head and about the pectoral
fins of certain scombroid fishes,

as in the tunnies, albicores,
bonitos, and frigate-mackerels,
(c) In conch., a ridge in the hinge
of bivalves with an external
ligament, with which the liga-

ment is connected. [Rare.]

corselet, corslet (kors'let), v. t.

[< corselet, corslet, n.] To encir-
cle with or as with a corselet.

[Bare.]
Her arms,

Able to lock Jove from a synod, shall.

By warranting moonliglit, corslet thee.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

corsementt, «. See cursement.

corse-presentt (kdrs'prez'gnt), n. A mortuary
or recompense formerly paid at the interment
of a dead body, it usually consisted of the best beast
belonging to the deceased, and was conducted along with
the corpse and presented to the priest.

The Payment of Mortuaries is of great Antiquity: It
was antiently done by leading or driving a Horse or Cow,
&c. before the Corps of the Deceased at his Funeral. It
was considered as a Gift left by a Man at his Death, by
Way of Recompence for all Failures in the Payment of
Tithes and Oblations, and called a Corse-present.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 25.

corseriet, n. [ME., < corser, courser, a trader:
see corse*, courser^.] Trading; traffic.

It semeth, that alle doyng in this mater is cursed corse-
rie of symonie, jevynge the sygne of holy ordris for tem.
peral drit. Wyclif, .Select Works (ed. Arnold), III. 283.

corsesque (k6r-sesk'), n. [= F. corsesque, <
It. corsesca, < Corsica (L. Corsica, also Corsis, F.
Corse), because the weapon was used in that
island. See Corsican.] An old weapon like a
spear, having on each side of the central blade
anothereurved one, the two curved blades form-
ing together a crescent with the sharp edge on
the concave side. Sometimes, however, these
blades had a secondary or outward curve sharp-
ened on both sides.

corset (kor'set), n. [< ME. corsete, eorsette (def.

1), < OF. corset (> It. corsetto, ML. corsetus), a
close-fitting garment (def. 1), F. corset (def. 3),
dim. of cors, body: see corse^, corpse, and cf.

corselet. Cf. bodice, of similar origin.] If. In
the middle ages, a close-fitting body-garment.
The term seems to have been always applied to a garment
having skirts and sleeves, but may have been used for the
upper part, or what might be called the bodice of such
garments. In this sense also corse.

2t. A similar garment stuffed and quilted to
form a garment of fence; a piece of armor,
similar to the gambeson, worn by erossbowmen
and foot-soldiers about 1475.— 3. A shaped,
close-fitting body or waist, usually made of
quilted satin jean, stiflfened by strips of steel

or whalebone, and so designed as to admit of
tightening by lacing, worn chiefly by women
to give shape and support to the figure ; stays.
Often in plural, corsets.

corset (kor'set), V. t. [< corset, n.] To inclose
in a corset.

corseyt (k6r'si), n. An obsolete form of corsive.

Corsican (k6r'si-kan), a. and n. [< Corsica (L.
Corsica, also Corsis, > It. Corsica, F. Corse) +
-an.] I. a. Belonging or relating to Corsica, an
island of the Mediterranean, north of Sardinia
(formerly dependent on different states of

Italy, but belonging to France since 1769, and
now one of its departments), or to its inhabi-
tants.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Cor-
sica ; specifically, a member of the indigenous
race of Corsica, of Italian affinity.— 2. The dia-

lect of the Italian language spoken by Corsicans.

corsite (kor'sit), n. [< F. Corse, Corsica, +
-ite^.] A name given by Zirkel to rocks eom-
?osed essentially of anorthite and hornblende,
he name was taken from a typical occurrence of rocks of

this class on the Island of Corsica. It has never come
into general use.

corsivet (kor'siv), a. and n. [A contraction of

corrosive.] I. a. Corrosive.



corsive

But now their Madness challengeth a stout

And corsive cure ; Thy Hand must do the Deed.
J. BeaumojU, Psyche, iv. 221.

TT, n. A corrosive.

That same bitter corsiite, which did eat

Her tender heart. Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 14.

From commonwealths and cities 1 will descend to fam-

ilies, which have as many corsives and molestations, as

frequent discontents, as the rest.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 69.

corslet. «. and '•• See corselet.

corsnedt (kdrs'ned), n. [Also corsnced; repr.

AS. comnced, a term used in the laws (see def.)

;

< cor-, base of coren, pp. of cedsaii, choose (see

choose), + sn^d, a bit, a piece cut off, < snidan

(= G. schneiden), cut. Equiv. to OFries. Icor-

bita, < kor- (= cor-, above) + hita = E. Ufl-.l

In Anglo-Saxon laic, the morsel of choosing or

selection, being a piece of bread consecrated

by exorcism and caused to be swallowed by a
suspected person as a trial of his innocence.
If the accused was guilty, it was supposed that the bread

would, in accordance with the prayer of the exorcism, pro-

duce convulsions and paleness, and find no passage ; if

he was innocent, it would cause no harm.

COrssy (kor'si), a. Corrupt. Dunglison.

cortandt, «. See courtant.

cortege (k6r-tazh'), n. [P., < It. corteggio, a
train, retinue, < corte, a court: see court, m.]

A train of attendants; a company of followers;

a procession.

Henry and Isabella, each attended by a brilliant cortige

of cavaliers and nobles. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

1284 coruscation

The cortUe in front of the church contains several fres-

coes. C. -£'. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 12,
cate."] If. A family of corals inhabiiing a fixed,

branching polypary, whose fleshy substance is

spread like the branch of a tree over a central 2. Any area, court, or courtyard.
r,.,

, •- the barked COrtlna (kor-ti'na), ».; pi. cor«i»KE (-ne). [NL.
use of LL. cortina, a curtain : see curtain.'] In
hymenomycetous fungi, a marginal veil rup-
tured at its connection with the stipe, and

solid, calcareous, or corneous axis

;

corals. It includes the polyps forming the red coral

of commerce, much used for necklaces, etc. The species

propagate by buds and eggs. Otherwise called ^(cj/ojiaria

or sderobasic Zoantharia. See cut under Coralliyena.

2. A higher grade of Protozoa in Lankester's

classification, as the Gregarinw and Infusoria.
It is divided into five classes : (1) Lipoatoma (Grerjarina),

(2) Suctoria (Acinetix), (3) Ciliata (ciliate Infusoria), (4)

Flagellata (flagellate Jnfusoria), and (o) Proboscidea (Noc-

tilucce). The term is little used, and the arrangement im-

plied is seldom followed.

3. A division of the Porifera or sponges, repre-

sented by the genus Tlietya.

corticate, corticated (kor'ti-kat, -ka-ted), a.

[< L. corticatus, pp. adj., covered with bark, <

cortex {cortic-), bark : see cortex, cork, and-afei.]

1. Having a cortex; coated with bark or a bark-

like covering ; having a rind, as an orange.

—

2. ~ "
the Corticata.

hanging from the pileus as a shreddy mem-
brane. Also called curtain.

COrtinarious (k6r-ti-na'ri-us), a. [< NL. corti-

narius, < cortina, q. v.] Same as cortinate.

Cortinarius (kor-ti-na'ri-us), n. [NL. ,< cortina:

see cortinarious.'i A large genus of terrestrial

hymenomycetous fungi, of the family Agaricini,

characterized by rusty-ocher spores and a vini-

versal veil consisting of cobweb-like threads. In
general appearance the species resemble those
of Agaricus, to which they are closely aUied.

cortinate (kor'ti-nat), a. [< NL. cortinatus, <

cortina, q. v.] In hot., provided with or per-
Also COrtinarious.^- -. ."'

, V . ii 1 J.
~ c tainintr to a cortina

Pertammg to or having the characters of
^ortinet, n. An obsolete form of curtain.

Corticata.
coitlnic (kor-tin'ik), a. [Contt. ot corticinic,

q. v.] Same as corticinic.

Gorton (F. pron. k6r-t6u'), n. A red wine of

Burgundy, grown in the immediate neighbor-

hood of Beaune, department of Cote-d'Or

By far the most common sponge in the chalk-mud is the

pretty little hemispherical corticate form, Tisiphonia agari-

ciformis. Sir C. W. Tliomton, Depths of the Sea, p. 167.

Filaments . occasionally corticated.

Farlow, Marine Algce, p. 70.

corticatlng (k6r'ti-ka-ting), a. [As
-t- -ing'^.] Constituting or serving as a cortex,

bark, rind, or outer covering.

COrticatlon (k6r-ti-ka'shon), n. [As corticate +
ion.'] The formation of a cortex.

T"'J„„,„ Cortusa (kor-tu'sa),"^. [NL., after Cortusi, an
coruuiK

jfjjiijju ijotanist of the sixteenth century.] A

Cortes (kdr'tes), n. pi. [Sp. and Pg., pi. of ^

corte, court: see court, ».] 1. The national cortices, n. Plural of cortex.

assembly or legislature of Spain, consisting of corticic (k6r-tis'ik), a. [< L. cortex {corUc-),

a senate and chamber of deputies. The senate is bark, cork, -I- -ic]
composed of not over 360 members, one half princes of the ^q gork
blood, grandees, and certain ex-offlcio and nominated mem- .„_4.j„:fl_ /VAr tis'i-fpr> n T— F cortidfUre
bers, knd one half elected. The chamber of deputies is COTtlClter (kor-tis l-ter>, ra. I-J . COJ W«/e[C>

composed of members in the proportion of one for every < L. cortex (corttc-), bark, -I- Jerre = H.. bcar'-.i

50,000 Inhabitants, elected for 5 years. One of the Corticata ; a barked coral.

2. The parliament or legislature of Portugal, corticiferous (k6r-ti-sif'e-rus), a. [As cortici-

consisting of an upper house of hereditary, life^ fer + -ous.] Producing bark or something
and elective peers, and a lower house of 146

deputies elected by the people for 4 years.

cortex (kdr'teks), n.
;
pi. cortices (-ti-sez). [L.

:

see cork.] 1. In hot.: (o) Bark, as of a tree.

See bark^. (6) In Chara and some algee, a cov-

ering of tubular or other cells inclosing the axis

;

in lichens, the cortical layer (which see, under
cortical).— 2. SpeciflcaUy, in med., Peruvian
bark.— 3. In anat. and zool., some part or

structure likened to bark or rind; cortical sub-

stance : as, the cortex of the brain. Specifically—

(a) A thin, fleshy expansion of coenosarc upon the sclero-

base of a polyp. (0) The exterior investment of a sponge.

See the extract.

analogous to bark
corticuomi (k6r-tis'i-f6rm), a.

genus of plants, natural order Prinmlacew, con-

taining a single species, C. Mathioli (bear's-ear

saniele), found in the alpine districts of the old

world. It is a low, flowering, herbaceous perennial, with
monopetalous campanulate flowers of a flne red color, re-

sembling the primrose.

Derived from or relating cortusal (kor-tu'sal), a. [< Cortusa + -al.] In
bot., relating or pertaining to, or having the

characters of, the genus Cm-tusa.

corumt, «• An obsolete spelling of quorum.

COrundopMlite (ko-run-dof'i-lit), n. [< NL.
corundum, q. v., -f- Gr. ipi'Ko^, loving, + -ite^.]

A species of chlorite occtirring with corundum
at Chester in Massachusetts.

F. cortici- corundum (k6-i-un'dum),». [NL.; formerly also[=

In the higher forms of Sycons the radial tubes no longer

arise as simple outgrowths of the whole sponge-wall, but
rather as outgrowths of the endoderm into the mesoderm,
which, together with the ectoderm, exhibits an indepen-

dent growth of its own ; and this results in the formation

of a ttiick mvestment, Itnown as the cortex.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 414. ^... from It by alco
Cortex of the brain, the layer of gray matter mvesting fJorticlum (kor-tish'i-um), n.
most of the surface of the bram and dipping down nito the T. '..^7. VT-.-i.. „„„*„Z .

forme, < L. cortex (cortic-), bark, -1- forma,
shape.] Resembling bark.

corticlid (k6r-tis'i-id), n. A sponge of the

family Corticiidw.

Cortlciidae (k6r-ti-si'i-de), M. pi. [NL., < Cor-

ticium, 2, + -id(B.] A famUy of sponges, of the

order CJiondrospongim, typified by the genus
Corticium,

cortlcine (k6r'ti-sin), n. [< F. eorUeine = Sp.

It. corticina, < NL. corticina, < L. cortex {cortic-),

bark : see cortex, cork, and 4n'^, -ine^.] An al-

kaloid obtained from the bark of the Populus
trcmula.

corticinic (k6r-ti-sin'ik), a. [< L. cortex (cor-

tic-), bark, cork, + -ire^ -1- -ic] Eclating to or

derived from bark. Also cortinic— Corticinic
acid, an acid (CiaHioOg) existing in cork and extracted

jhol.

most of the surface of the brain and dipping <

sulci between the gyri. See brain.— Cortex of the kid-

ney, the outer, investing, or cortical, as distinguished from
the medullary substance of the kidney. See cut under
kidney.

cortlialt (k6r'thal), n. Same as courtant.

Cortlan (k6r'ti-an), a. Pertaining to or dis-

covered by Buoiiaventura Corti, an Italian sci-

entist (1729-1813) Cortlan fibers. Sue fibers of Cor-

ti, xinder fiber.— COTtlaa organ. See orjraji.— Cortlan
rods. See rods of Corti, under rod.— Cortlan tunneL
See tunnel of Corti, under tunnel.

cortical (k6r'ti-kal), a. [= P. cortical = Sp.

Pg. cortical = It" corticale, < NL. corticalis, <

L. cortex (cortic-), bark, rind : see cortex, cork,

and -aJ.] Belonging to or consisting of bark or

rind; resembling bark or rind; hence, exter-

nal; belonging to the external covering: in

anat., specifically applied to several envelop-

ing or investing parts, in distinction from me-

dullary : as, the cortical substance of the brain

(cortic-), bark: see cortex, cork.] 1. A largo

genus of hymenomycetous fungi, of the family

Auricularini, having an even, fleshy hymenium,
which collapses when dry. The species grow
on dead wood.— 2. The typical genus of the

famUy Corticiidce, having candelabra, and hav-
ing the spicules simply scattered through the

mesoderm, not forming a continuous skeleton.

C. candelabrum is an example. Oscar Schmidt,

1862.

corticole (kor'ti-kol), a. [< L. cortex (corUc-),

bark, 4- colere, inhabit.] Growing on bark;
corticolous.

With respect to corticole lichens, some prefer the rugged
bark of old trees (e.g., Ramalina, Pannelia, Stictei) and
others the smooth bark of young trees and shrubs (e. g.,

Graphidei and some Lecidea;). Encyc. Brit., XIV. 562.

corindon; < flind. kurand, corundum.] Alumi-
na, or the oxid of the metal aluminium, as foimd
native in a crystalline state, it crystallizes in the

rhombohedral system, often appearing in tapering hexag-

onal pyramids, and also occurs massive and granular. In

hardness it is next to the diamond. Its specific gravity is

about 4. In color it is blue, red, yellow, brown-gray, and
white. The transparent varieties are prized as gems, the

blue being the sapphire, the violet the Oriental amethyst,

the red the ruby, and the yellow tlie Oriental topaz. Com-
mon corundum includes the opaque varieties and those of

a dull, dark color. When pulverized it is used for grind-

ing and polishing other gems, steel, etc. Emery is granu-

lar corundum, more or less impure, generally containing

magnetic iron. The best sapphires, rubies, etc., come from
Burma, India, China, and Ceylon; common corundum,
from China, the Urals, Sew Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
North and South Carolina ; emery, from Asia Minor, the

islands of Naxos and Samos near Ephesus in Asia Minor,

and also from Chester in Massachusetts. Also called ada-
vmntiiie spar, diamond-spar.

[NL., < L. cortex corundum-point (ko-run'dum-point), ». Aden-

corticoline (kor-tik'o-lin), a.

ine^.] Same as corticolous.

[As corticole +

or kidney. See cortex Cortical epilepsy. See corticolous (kor-tik'o-lus), a. [As corticole -I-

epilepsy.— Cortical layer, in lichens, a multiple layer

of cells forming a false parenchyma at the surface of the

thallus, inclosing and protecting the less dense structure _, f ' ___j.j „_ /•tA«'+^ Trna L-no^ «
within. In horizontal frondose lichens there is an upper COrtlCOSe, COItlCOUS (^or^ tl-KOS, -Kus;, a

and a lower cortical layer. In some fuuKi a denser and '
" '

- - - --

firmer tissue at the surface is so called. Tlie latter is also

called the pellicle or (ru(i».— Cortical paralysis, paraly-

sis due to a lesion of the cortex of the brain.— Cortical
sheath, in 6oe., a phrase applied by Nageli to the whole „. „ ,

of tlie primary bast-bundles. See 6a«(i.— Cortical sub- cortilc (k6r-te'le), «. [It., < cor^e, court: see

tists' tool, used on the end of a drill-spindle for

grinding and abrading with emery.

corundum-tool (ko-run'dum-tol), n. A grind-

ing-tool made of a block composed of emery, or

faced with such a block. It is used largely for

dressing the surface of millstones.

coruscant (ko-rus'kant), a. [< L. coruscan(t-)s,

ppr. of corus'care, flash : see coruscate.] Flash-

ing; coruscating; lighting by flashes. [Bare.]

His Praises are like those coruscant Beams
Which Phoebus on high Hocks of Crystal streams.

Howell, Letters, iv. 49.

coruscate (ko-rus'kat or kor'us-kat), f. i. ; pret.

and pp. coruscated, ppr. coruscating. [< L. co-

ruscatus, pp. of coruscare, move quickly, vibrate,

flash, glitter.] To emit vivid flashes of light

;

flash ; lighten
;
gleam.

Flaming fire more . . . coruscating . . . than any other

matter. Greenhill, Art of Embalming, p. 331.

Syn. Sparkle, Scintillate, etc. See ^lar*.

-OUS.] Growing on Wrk: applied to lichens, coruscation (kor-us-ka'shon), n. [= F. corus-

fungi, etc.

lorticose, corticous (k6r ' ti-kos, -kus), a. [<

L. corticosus, barky, < cortex (cortic-), bark: see

cortex, cork.] 1. Barky; resembling bark in

structure, as the hard pod of Cassia Fistula.—
2. Having a cortex; corticate or corticiferous.

stance of cells and unicellular animals, ectoplasm ; outer
cell-substance ; the thicker, tougher, and less gi-anular

protoplasm upon the exterior of a cell, as distinguished

from the medullary substance. The formation of cortical

substance is an advance in the organization of protozoans,

giving them more consistency and a more definite or more
persistent shaped

Oorticata (k6r-ti-ka'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of L. corticatus, covered with bark: see corti-

court, n., and curtilage.] 1. In arch., a small

court inclosed by the divisions or appurte-

nances of a building. The cortile was an impor-

tant adjunct to early churches or basilicas, and was usually

of a square form ; in Italy at the present day it is often

embellished with columns and statues.

The cortile, or hall, is Morisco-Italian.
Thackeray, Book of Suobs, xliii.

cation = Pr. coruscacio = Pg. coruscagSo = It.

coruscazione, < LL. coruscatio(n-), < L. coniscare,

pp. coruscatus, flash: see coruscate, v.] 1. A
flash or gleam of light ; a burst or play of light,

as the reflection of lightning by clouds or of

moonlight on the sea.

Lightnings and coruscati&ns. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 115.

Watching the gentle coruscations of declining day.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 135.

The smoke, tarnish, and demoniac glare of Vesuvius easi-

ly eclipse the pallid coruscations of the Aurora Borealis.

De Quincey, Rhetoric.

2. Figuratively, a flash or gleam of intellectual

brilliancy.



coruscation

"Love's Labonr Lost" is generally placed at the bottom
of the list. There is, indeed, little interest in the fahle,
but there are beautiful coruscatioiig of fancy.

Hallam, Introd. to Lit. of Europe, II. vi § 38.

= Syn. 1. See glare, v.

corve (korv), n. Same as corf.

corvee (k6r-va'), n. [F., < OF. corvee, courvee,
crowee, croee, croeie, ete.,< ML. corvata, corvada,
coracla (also corveia, etc., after OF.), corvee,
orig. corrogata (se. opera, work), forced or com-
manded labor, a field cultivated by such labor,
cultivated land, fem. of L. corrogatus, pp. of cor-
rogare, bring together by entreaty, collect (ML.
command?), < com-, together, + rogare, ask:
see rogation.'} In feudal law, an obligation im-
posed upon the inhabitants of a district to per-
form certain services, as the repair of roads,
etc., for the sovereign or the feudal lord.

One-fourth of the working-days in the year went as cor-
vees, due to the king, and in part to the feudal lord.

H. Spencer, Pop. ScL JIo., XX. 16.

corvent. The Middle English preterit plural and
past participle of carrel.

corvesert, corvesort, « [Early mod. E. also
con-isor, corridor, < ME. eorveser, corviser, < OF.
eorveser, eorvisier, corviser, corveisier, corvoisier,
etc. (ML. corvesarius), also corvesour, a shoe-
maker.] A shoemaker.
And that the carvetera bye ther lether in the seid yeld

hslle- Enfftith Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 371.

COrvett, n. See curvet.

corvette (kor-vef), «• [= D. Dan. Sw. Icorvet =
G. corvette, < F. corvette, < Sp. corveta, corheta =
Pg. corveta = It. cori'eito (> Turk, qurvet), a cor-
vette, < L. corbita, a slow-sailing ship of burden,
< corbis, a basket: see corftl.] A wooden ship
of war, flush-decked, frigate-rigged, and having
only one tier of guns. The term was originally ap-
plied to vessels of Ijurden, with reference to the corbita, or
basket, carried at the mastheads of Egyptian grain-ships.

A corvette, as he called it, of Calais, which hath been
taken by the English. Sidttey, State Papers, II. 438.

corvetto (k6r-vet'o), n. [It. corvetta, fern. : see
curvft.'\ Same as curvet.

Corvidae (k6r'vi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Corvus +
-id(e.^ A group of oscine passerine birds, in-
cluding the common crow, presenting a struc-
ture which has been regarded as specially typi-
cal of Passeres, and indeed as representative
of all the higher birds ; the crow family. The
technical characters are : a stout, moderately long, conical,
cultrate Ijcak ; the nasal fossa; attypically filled with dense
antrorse plumules hiding the nostrils ; wings with 10 pri-
maries

; tail with 12 feathers ; and the tarsus scutcllate
and laniiniplantar, but normally filled in with small plates
along the sides. The limits of the family have fluctuated
widely, but it is now usually restricted to tlie con-ine birds
proper, such as the crows, ravens, rooks, jackdaws, choughs,
nutcrackers, magpies, and jays. About 50 genera, with
200 species, have been admitted ; they are found in all
parts of the world. The leading divisions of the family
are the Corcintr awl Oarruliiue. The relationships of the
family arc nearest with the old-world sturnoid Passereg.
COrviform (kor'vi-form), a. [< NL. corviformis,
< L. corvus, a raven (a crow), + forma, shape.]
1. In form like a crow; having the corvine or
crow-like structure.— 2. In a wider sense, re-
lated to or resembling a crow ; of corvine af-
finities.

Corviformes (k6r-vi-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of corviformis : see eorviform.'\ In ornith., in
SundevaU's system, a superfamily of corvine
birds, equivalent to Coliomorplue and Ambula-
torca.

corvina (kor-vi'na), n. [< L. corviniis: see cor-
fiHf.] A southern Califomian scirenoid fish,
Cynoscion parvipinne, related to the weakfish
of the eastern coast of the United States, it
has two anal spines, and the color of the body is mostly
of a clear steel-blue, but silvery below ; the upper fins are
dark, the lower yellowish or dusky. It is about 2J feet in
length, and is an excellent food-flsll. Also called blu^h.
Corvlnae (kor-vi'ne), n. i)l. [NL., < Corvus +
-ina. Cf. corvine.l The typical subfamily of
the family CorvitUe, containing the crows, ra-
vens, rooks, etc., as distinguished from the jays
and pies, or Garrulince. They normally have the
wingslong and pointed, much exceeding the tail in length
the feet stout, fitted for walking as well as for perching •

the gait ambulatory, not saltatorial ; and the plumage as a'
rule somber or uiivariegated. But there is no distinct di-
viding line between this and other divisions of the family.
See cut under croie^.

coryine (k6r'vin), a. [< L. corvinus, of or per-
taining to the raven, < corvus, a raven : see Cor-
vus.'} Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Corvinw or the Corridw ; related to or re-
sembling a crow ; corviform.

Perhaps a blue jay shrills cah-cah in his corvine trebles.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 51.

corvisert, corvisort, n. Same as eorveser.
corvorantt, «. An obsolete and erroneous form
of cormorant, 3.
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CormltTir (k6r-vul'ter), n. [NL. (E. P. Les-
son, 1831), < L. cor{vus), a raven, -t- vultur, vul-
ture. ] A genus of African ravens of somewhat
vulture-like character, with an extremely stout
bUl. C. albicollis, the corbivau, is the type.
Also Corvivtiltur.

Corvus (kor'vus), ». [L., a raven, akin to corax,
< Gr. Kopa^, a raven, a crow: see Corax.'] 1.

In astron., an
ancient south-
em constella-
tion, the Ka-
ven. It presents
a characteristic
configuration of
four stars of the
second or third
magnitude.
2. [I. c] In
Bom. antiq.

:

(a) A kind of
The Constellation Corvus. frranTinl iionri

(From Ptolcmys description.)
grapnel USCtt

. m marine war-
rare. It consisted of a piece of iron with a spike at the
end, which by means of hoisting apparatus was raised to a
certain height, projected out from the vessel's side and
then allowed to fall upon the first hostUe galley that came
within Its range, and which was thus either disabled or
grappled with, (ft) A ram, used for demolishing
walls, consisting of a beam bearing a pointed
ironheadwith a heavyhook : distinctively called
the corvus demolitor.S. [NL.] In zool., the
central and typical genus of the Corvinw and of
the Corvidm. it was formeriy of indefinite limits, but
18 now restricted to such forms as the raven (C. corax) the
carrion-crow (C. carone), the common crow of America (C
amencamis), the fish-crow of the same locality (C. ossifra-
gns), the European rook (C. /nigileijus), and the daw (C
imnedula). The species are numerous, and are found in
most parts of the world. They much resemble one ano-
ther, except in size, being as a rule glossy-black, with black
bill and feet. See cut under crow^.

COrybant (kor'i-bant), n.; pi. coryban's, eory-
bantes (-bants, kor-i-ban'tez). [< L. Corybantes,
pi. (sing. Corybas), < Gr. Kopvjiavm, sing. Kopii-
/tec-] [cap. in the first use.] One of the mys-
terious spirits or secondary Asian divinities,
akin to the Dactyli and the Telchines ; or, with-
out clear distinction from the former, a priest
of the goddess Cybele, who conducted her mys-
teries with wild music and dancing; hence, a
frantic devotee ; a wild, reckless reveler. See
Cybele. Sometimes written korybant.

Ther is a manere of poeple that hihte coribandet, that
weenen that when the moene is in the eclypse, that it be
enchaunUd, and therfore for to rescowe the moene they
betyn hyr basyiis with strokes.

Chaueer, Boethius, iv. meter 5.

COrvbautiasm (kor-i-ban'ti-azm), n. [< Gr. ko-
pvJiavTiaaiidq, corybantie frenzy, < Kopvj}avnav,
celebrate the rites of the Corybants, < Kopii^^, a
Corybant: »ee corybant.'} Samenscorybantism.
corybantie (kor-i-bau'tik), a. [< corybant +
-ic. ] 1 . Madly agitated ; inflamed like the cory-
bants.— 2. Affected with or exhibiting cory-
bantism.
COrybantism (kor'i-ban-tizm), n. [< corybant
+ -ism.} In pathol., a sort of frenzy in which
the patient has fantastic visions. Also cory-
bantiasm.

Corycaeidse (kor-i-se'i-de), n. pi, [Nil., < Cory-
cwiis + -idw.} A family of parasitic siphonos-
tomous copepod crustaceans. The technical char-
acters are

: anterior antenna; short, few-jointed, and alike
in both sexes; the posterior ones unbranched, hooked, and
usually difrerentiate<l according to sex ; mouth-parts often
arranged for piercing ; and sometimes lateral eyes in ad-
dition to the median one. The representative genera are
Con/ccgu-s and Sapphiriiui.

CorycaeUS (kor-i-se'us), n. [NL., < Gr. KupvKalo^,
a spy, lit. one of the inhabitants of Corycus
in Lydia, Asia Minor (L. Cory-
cus, < Gr. KupDKof), who had the
reputation of spying out the des-
tination and value of ships' car-
goes, and then piratically seizing
them.] A genus of Copepoda
having two large lateral eyes in
addition to the median one, some-
what chelate antennee, and a
rudimentary abdomen. It is the
typical genus of the family Cory-
c(vidce; C'.ctonffa<«s is an example.
Corycia (ko-ns'i-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. sapvKoc, a leatliern sack, wal-
let, or quiver.] A wide-spread ge-
nus of geometrid moths, species tS^^'^i^'",'-
of whicn occur in Asia, Europe, •?=» ''""=5 natural

and North America, in temperate
*'^°'

or mountainous regions. They have the bodyrobust,
sericeous, and wlKiIe-colored ; the proboscis and palpi slen-
der ; the legs smooth and slender ; and the abdomen ending
in a conical point. The wings are eutire, rounded, smootli

Corylus
and satiny, and white, with few markings, if any. The
hind tibia! have 4 long spurs. The antenna) of the female
are setaceous, and those of the male slightly incrassated

Corydalidaet (kor-i-dal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Corydalis + 4dai.} A famUy of Neuroptera,
named from the genus Corydalus. Burmeister,
1839. Also Corydalida (Leach, 1817) and Cory-
dalides.

corydalina (kor"i-da-li'na), n. [NL., also called
corydaha, < corydalis : see Corydalis and -m2,
-ine^.} 1. A vegetable base which is found in
the root of the plants Corydalis bullosa and C.
fabacea. Also called corydaline.— 2t. [cap.} A.
genus of fringilline birds : a synonym of Cala-
mospiza. J. J. Audubon, 1839.
corydalinei (ko-rid'a-lin), a. [< Corydalis +
-wiel.] Resembling the flower of Corydalis.
corydaline^ (ko-rid'a-lin), n. [< Corydalis +
-i«e2.] Same as corydalina, 1.

Corydalis (ko-rid'a-lis), ». [NL. (so called
from the resemblance of the spur of the flower
to that of a lark), < Gr. KopvSalXi^, one of several
extended forms of KopvS6g, the crested lark (cf

.

Corydalus, Corydon), < Kopv^, {Kopvd-, aopvd-), hel-
met, crest.] 1. A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous
plants, natural order
Fumariacem. The species
are mostly small, glaucous
herbs, with divided leaves
and tuberous or fibrous
roots. It closely resembles
Dicenlra, except that the
smaller flowers have but one
spur. About 70 species are
known, especially numerous
in the Mediterranean region.
There are several species in r- a^,- , ^
the United States, the golden

'^"'J-'^^l'^- Inflorescence,

corydalis, C. aurea, being the most common. The tuber-
ous roots of various foreign species contain a peculiar
pnnciple (corydalina), and are considered anthelmintic
and eminenagogic.

2. [I.e.} A plant of this genus.— 3. In entom.,
same as Corydalus, 1.— 4t. In ornith. : (a) A
genus of African larks : same as Certhilauda.
(b) A genus of warblers: same as Locustella.
Corydalus (ko-rid'a-lus), n. [NL. (Latreille,
1804), < L. corydalus, < Gr. KopvdaU(, KopvdaMd^
the crested lark: see Corydalis.} 1. A genus
of planipennine neuropterous insects, of the
family Sialidce. its technical characters are : 3 ocelli,
placed in the front, almve the antenna) ; mandibles very
large, protruding far beyond the head in the male ; anten-
na) monihform

; and the fourth tai-sal joint small and en-
tire. C. eonmtus is the common North American species
whose larva is popularly known as the hellgrammile. The
larvse are aquatic, and ordinarilyliveunder stones in swift-
running streams. It possesses both branchiie and spira-
cles, and is much used for bait by anglers, who call it dob-
ton and crawler. Also Corydalis.

2. II. c.} An insect of this genus: as, the homed
corydalus.

Corydomorphae (kor^i-do-mdr'fe), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Ko^wfSof, the crested lark, -I- pop(t>>/, form.]
A superfamily of normal oscine passerine birds,
represented by the lark family Alaudidw, hav-
ing the feet scuteUiplantar. Coues, 1888.
Corydon (kor'i-don), n. [NL. (cf. L. Corydon,
Gr. Kopvd(jv, a proper name), < Gr. Kopviiiv,
another form of KopvSd^, the crested lark, < K6pv^
(Kopve-, KopvS-), helmet, crest.] 1. In ornith.:
(a) A genus of broadbills or Eurylcemidw, con-
taining one species, C. sumatranns. Lesson,
1828. (6) A genus of larks: a synonym of Me-
lanocorypha. Gloger, 1842. (c) A genus of cock-
atoos : a synonym of Calyptorhynchtis. Wagler,
1830.— 2t. In entom. : (a) A genus of buprestid
beetles. (6) A genus of butterflies, of the fam-
ily Papilionida:. Hewitson, 1869.
Corydonyx (ko-rid'o-niks), «. [NL. (Vieillot,
1816), < Gr. KopvSdg, the crested lark (cf. Cory-
don), -t- 6vtif, nail.] A genus of spur-heeled
cuckoos peculiar to Madagascar, as C. toulou :

in some uses synonymous with Coua (which
see). Also, incorrectly, Corydonix.
Corylaceae (kor-i-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cory-
lus + -<tcea:.} A former occasional name of
an order of plants including Corylus, Ostrya,
and one or two other genera, now considered
as forming a tribe of the order Cvpuliferw.
Corylophidae (kor-i-lof 'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Corylophus + -idw.} A family of clavicom
Coleoptera. The dorsal segments of the abdomen are
partly membranous ; the ventral segments free ; the tarsi
4-jointed

; the wings fringed with hairs ; and the posterior
coxa) separate and not laminate.

Corylophus (ko-ril'g-fus), «. pSTL. (Leach,
1829), < Gr. Kdpvf, a helmet, -I- 16<pog, a crest.]
A genus of clavicom beetles, typical of the fam-
ily Con/lophida:

Corylus (kor'i-lus), n. [NL., < L. corylus, also
corulus, usually referred to an unauthorized



Corylus

Gr. *ii6pv?.oc, the hazel, and this to nSpvc, a hel-

met (in reference to the shape of the involucre)

;

but the proper L. form is coruhis, for orig. *co-

suliis= AS. /ifp«f/, E. hazel : see hazel.'] A genus
of shrubs or small trees, natural order Coryla-
cea', including the common hazel. There are seven
species, natives of the temperate regions of the northern
hemisphere, one of which is found in tlie Atlantic .States

and a second on the Pacific coast of North America. The
common hazel of Europe, C. Avellana, yields the varieties

of hazelnut, filbert, cobnut, etc. Some ornamental forms
of this species are frequently cultivated. Turkey fllberta,

or Constantinople nuts, from Smyrna, etc., are the fruit
of C. Colui-na.
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corymb (kor'imb), n.

Corymb of Prii>tus Mahaleb.

[= F. corymbe, < L. co-

rymbus, < Gr. K6pvfijio(,

the uppermost point,

head, cluster of fruit

or flowers, < Kopv^, a
helmet.] In l)ot.: (a)

Any flat-topped or con-
vex open flower-clus-

ter. (6) In a stricter

and now the usual
sense, a form of in-

determinate inflores-

cence differingfrom the
raceme only in the rel-

atively shorter rachis
and longer lower pedi-
cels.

corymbed (kor'imbd), a. Same as corymbose.

corymbi, ». Plural of corymhns.

corymbiate, corymbiated (ko-rim'bi-at, -a-

ted), a. [< LL. corymbiatus, < corymbus, a clus-

ter: see corymb.'] In bot., producing clusters

of berries or blossoms in the form of corymbs

;

branched like a corymb ; corymbose.
COrymbiferous (kor-im-bif 'e-rus), a. [< L.
curymbifer (> F. corymbifdre), bearing clusters

(an epithet of Bacchus) (< corymbus, a cluster

(see corymb), + ferre = E. bear'^), + -ons.] In
bot., producing corymbs ; bearing fruit or pro-
ducing flowers in corymbose clusters.

Corymbites (kor-im-bi'tez), n. [NXi., < Gr.
KopvuSog, top, head, cluster (see corymb), + -irw,

E. -iie"^.] A genus of click-beetles, of the family
Eluieridce. The species are numerous, those of the
United States being more than 70 in number ; C. resplen-

de)is and C. cylindnformis are examples.

corymbose (ko-rim'bos), a. [< corymb + -ose.]

In bot., relating to, having the characters of, or
like a corymb. Also corymbed.

COrymbosely (ko-rim'bos-li), adv. In a corym-
bose manner; in the shape of a corymb; in

corymbs.
COiymbous (ko-rim'bus), a. [< corymb + -otis.']

Consisting of corymbs.
corymbulose, coiymbulous (ko-rim'bu-los,
-lus), a. [< NL. "corymbultis (dim. of L. co-

rymbus, a cluster: see corymb) + -ose, -oiis.]

Having or consisting of little corymbs.
corymbus (ko-rim'bus), «.; pi. corymbi (-bi).

[Li.,<. Gr.Kdpv/ilioc: aee corymb.] In Gr.antiq.,

a roll, knot, or tuft of hair on the top of the
head, a mode practised especially by girls and
young women.
dorymorpba (kor-i-m6r'fa), n. [NL., short for
Corynomorpha, < Gr. Kopimj, a club, a club-like

bud, + iiop(l>Ti, form.] The typical genus of the
family Corymorphidce. It is sometimes placed
with others in the family Tubulariida.

The dredge frequently brings up delicate pink or flesh-

colored hydroids consisting of single stems, each support-
ing a single hydranth. This hydranth hears two sets of

arms, those around the free end of the proboscis being
much shorter than those nearer the hase. This form was
called by Agassiz Corymorpha pendvla.

Stand. Nat. Hist, I. 81.

Corymorphidae (kor-i-m6r'fi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Corymorpha + -idle.] A family of gymno-
blastictubularianhydroids, typifiedby the genus
Corymorpha, in which the stalk of the solitary

polyp is clothed with a gelatinous periderm,
attaches itself by root-like processes, and con-
tains radial canals which lead into the wide
digestive cavity of the polyp-head. The freed
medusa is l>ell-shaped, with one marginal tentacle, and
bulbous swellings at the end of the other radial canals.

Coryne (kor'i-ne), ». [NL., < Gr. nopvvTi, a club,

a club-like bud or shoot.] A genus of gymno-
blastic Hydromedns(B, typical of the family Co-
rynidw. Lamarck, 1801.

corynid (kor'i-nid), n. One of the Corynidw ot
Corynida ; a coryniform hydroid.

Corynida (ko-rin'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Coryne
+ -ida.] An order of hydroid hydrozoans,
the corynids or coryniform hydroids, otherwise
known as the gymnoblastie or tubularian hy-
droids, or pipe corallines. See Gymnoblastea.

Coryne mirabitis.

I. A colony of the polyps on a bit of seaweed, natural size. s. Free
stage (formerly catted Sarsiau somewhat reduced.

Corynids (ko-rin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coryne
+ -idic] A family of gymnoblastie or tubu-
larian hydroids, represented by the genus Co-
ryne, Also Corynaidw, Corynoidai.

corynidan (ko-rin'i-dan), a. and n. [< Corynida
+ -an.] I. a. Tubularian, as a hydroid ; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Corynida ; co-
ryniform, in a broad sense.

II. «. A tubularian hydroid, as a member of

the Corynida.

coryniform (ko-rin'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Coryne,

q. v., + 'L. forma, shape.] Eesembling or re-

lated to the Corynidw.

Some medusoids, such as Sarsia prolifera and Willsia,

. . . which are probably coryniform, produce medusoids
similar to themselves hy budding.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 120.

Corynodes (kor-i-no'dez), n. [NL. (Hope, 1840),
< Gr. Kopw66r/g, club-like, < Kopvvii, a club, + tldoc,

form.] Agenus of beetles, of the family Chryso-
melidw, characterized among related forms by
the subconvex front with a strong groove at the
internal superior border of the eyes, dilated to-

ward the top of the head, it is a large and impor-
tant group, found in Africa, Asia, the East Indies, and
Australia. The most typical species are confined to China
and the islands of the Malay archipelago.

corynoid (kor'i-noid), a. [_< Coryne + -oid.] Ke-
sembling a corynid; coryniform.
Corypba (kor'i-fa), n. [NL., < Gr. nopvfij, the
head^ top, highest point: see colophon.] 1. A
genus of palms with gigantic fan-shaped leaves,

natives of tropical Asia. The principal species are

C. Taliera of Bengal, and C. umbraculi/era, the talipot-

palm of Ceylon. The leaves of the former are used by the
natives to write upon, and of the pith of the latter a sort

of bread is made. Hee fan-palm, talipot-palm.

2. In zool. , a genus of African larks : a synonym
of Megalophonus. C ajMates is an example. G.
R. Gray, 1840.

coryphaei, n. Plviral of coryphceus.

Corypbaena (kor-i-fe'na), n. [NL., < Gr. Kopv-

(paiva, a certain fish, assumed to be < Kopv^, a
helmet, + (jiaivetv, give light, shine ; but prob. <

Kopvip)/, the head, -1- -awa, a fem. suflix : see Cory-

'.'tj/ii/yzAt, .

Coryphtena eguisetis.

pha.] 1. A genus of aeanthopterygian fishes,

including the dolphins, and representing the
family Coryphwnidw.— 2. A genus of cetaceans.

Corystes

coryphaenid(kor-i-fe'nid), n. Afishofthefam-
ily Citriij>ha')iida'.

Ooryphaenidae (kor-i-fe'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Coryphwna + -ida:.] A family of aeanthoptery-
gian fishes, tj-pified by the genus Coryphwna, of
varying limits in different classifications, (a)
It was originally detached from the ScombroideJ! of Cu-
vier to receive the species with a very long entire dorsal
fin. (b) In GUnther's final system it enilu-aced Acnnthopte-
rytfii coito-ncombriformeg, with unarmed cheeks, dorsal fin

without a distinct spinous portion, head and body com-
pressed, vertebra; in increased imniber, and no esophageal
teeth. It thus included the typical Coryphcenidce as well
as the Bramida;, Lamprididm, Luvaridce, and MeniUcB of
other authors, (c) In the latest systems it is restricted
to the genus Coryphama. The species are large fishes in-
habiting the high seas of the warmer regions, swift and
active in their movements, and celebrated for their vary-
ing hues when taken out of water and dying.

Coryphaenina (kor"i-fe-ni'na), «. pi. [NL., <
Coryphwna + -ina^.] ' In GUnthePs early sys-
tem, the fifth group of Seombridw, having one
long dorsal fin without distinct spinous division
and no teeth in the esophagus. Subsequently
it was raised by him to the rank of a family.

Coryphaeninae (kor"i-fe-ni'ne), «. 2>l. [NL., <
( 'oryphwna + -inw.] The coryphaenids as a sub-
family of Seombridw. See Coryphwnidw.
corypnaenine (kor-i-fe'nin), a. and n. I. a.

Of or relating to the Coryphwninw.
II. n. A fish of the subfamily Coryphwninw.

COryphaBnoid(kor-i-fe'noid), a.andn. I. a. Of
or relating to the Coryphwnidw.

II. n. A coryphKuid.
coryphaeus, corypheus (kor-i-fe'us), «. ; pi.

coryphwi, coryphei (-i). [< L. coryphwus, < Gr.
Kopvijialog, the leader of the chorus in the Attic
drama, < Kopixpi/, the head, top.] 1. The leader
of the chorus in the ancient Greek drama;
hence, in modern use, the leader of an oper-
atic chorus, or of any band of singers.— 2. An
oflicer in the University of Oxford, originally
intended to assist the cnoragus. The office is

now merely nominal.— 3. A leader, in general.

That noted corypheus [Dr. John Owen] of the Indepen-
dent faction. South, Sermons, v. 49.

coryphee (ko-re-fa'), n. [F., < L. coryphanis:
see coryphwus.] 1. A ballet-dancerwho takes
a leading part.

Six tall candles in silver candlesticks, each ornamented
by a little petticoat of scarlet silk, wliich gave them the
appearance of diminutive coryphees liirouetting on one
slender wax leg. Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 193.

2. In ornith., an African bush-creeper, a spe-
cies of Thamnobia, T. coryphwa.
corypbene (kor'i-fen), n. A book-name of the
fish of the genus Coryphwna.
corypheus, n. See coryphwus.

Coryphodon (ko-rif'o-don), «. [< Gr. KopiKpfi,

top, point, summit, -f 6<5(ji;, Ionic for mhvc
(ooovT-), = E. tooth.] A genus of fossil Eocene
quadrupeds, of the subungulate series, by some
referred to the AmMypoda (which see). It wag
originally based by Owen in 18-16 upon a jaw found in the
London clay, but subsequently represented by many speci-
mens from the Eocene of Europe and the United States,
indicating quadrupeds ranging in size from that of the
tapir to that of the rhinoceros. The feet were all 5-toed,
the teeth 44 in number, the canines large and sharp in
Iwth jaws, and the molars obliquely ridged. The genuB
is typical of a family Coryphodontidte.

coryphodont (ko-rif'o-dont), a. and n. [< Co-
ryphodon{t-).] I, a. Having the cusps of the
teeth developed into points, as in the genus Co-
ryphodon.

II. n. A species or an individual of the ge-
nus Coryphodon.
Coryphodontidae (kor"i-fo-don'ti-de), «. pi.

[NL., < Coryphodon(t-) -i- -idw.] A family of
fossil mammals, represented by the genus Co-
ryphodon : synonymous with Lophiodontidw.

corysteria, n- Plural of corystcrimn.

corysterial (kor-is-te'ri-al), a. [< corysterium
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the corysterium:
as, a corysterial secretion.

corysterium (kor-is-te'ri-um), «.; pi. cory-

steria (-il). [NL., appar. < Gr. Kopvari/c, one
having a helmet : see Corystes.] In entom., an
organ analogous to the coUeterium, found in
the abdomens of certain female insects. It

secretes a kind of jelly which serves as a cov-
ering and protection for the eggs.

Corystes (ko-ris'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Kopvarf/c,

a helmed man, warrior, < K6pv(, helm, helmet.]
1. A genus of crabs, giving name to the family
Corystidw. In the male the chelas are about
twice as long as the body. Latreille, 1802. See
cut undeT Corystidw.— 2. In entom.: (a) Age-
nus of ladybirds, of the family Coccinellida; con-
taining one species, from Cayenne in French
Guiana. Mulsant, 1851. (?)) A genus of the hy-
menopterous family iJracoHiito. Eeinhard, 1865.



Oorystidae

CorystidsB (ko-
ris'ti-de), n. pi.
[JTL., < Corystes
+ -Jd(B.] A fam-
ily of braehyu-
rous decapo-
doiis crustace-
ans, typified by
the genus Co-
rystes. contain-
ing the long-
armed crabs.

Corystoidea
(kor-is-toi'de-
'&),n.pl. [NL'.,

< Corystes +
Ccrysus cassiv,tanus.

' '^''^''\ ^ ®^-
pertamily group

or series of braehyurous decapod crustaceans,
resembling the Maioidea. but having longer an-
tenna? and a very short epistome.

Corsrthaix (ko-rith'a-iks), n. [NL. (lUiger
ISll), < Gr. Kopii6ai^, fielmet-shaking, i. e., witli
waving plume8,< Kdpv^ (>coiJi«-), helmet,+ 6,aaeiv,
shake.] A generic name of the touracous, pi-
canau birds of the family Mnsophagklai : a syn-
onym of Turacus, which antedates it in use
~°^'"^clia (kor-i-thu'kii), n. [NL. (St41,
1«/J), also Corythuca; < Gr. mpvc (nopve-), hel-
met, + cx^'v, have.] A genus of h«teropter-
ous insects, of the familv TingitkUe, contain-
ing small weak bugs which gather in great
numbers upon the leaves of plants, as C. arcu-
ata on the oak, the white C. ciliata on the syca-
more, C. juglandis on the butternut, and C. aos-
syim on the cotton-plant.
COryza (ko-ri'za), ». [LL., < Gr. Koiwia, a ca-
tarrh, perhaps < K6pvc, the head.] In patliol.,
an acute inflammation of the mucous mem-
brane of the nostrils, eyes, etc. ; a cold in the
head. See ozeena:

cost, «. See cos«2.

COS. An abbreviation of cosine.
cosat, II. [It. : see coss'^.'] Same as co««2.
cosalite (ko'sa-Ut), n. [< Cosaki (see def.) +
-ite-.^ A native sulphid of bismuth and lead
oeeiimng massive, of a metallic luster and
lead-gi-ay color, first found in a silver-mine at
Cosala in Mexico. Bjelkite is a variety from
Sweden.

Goscinodiscns (kos'i-no-dis'kus), n. [NL <
Gt. KOGKivov, a sieve, +' Hoko^, a round plate
a disk: see disk.'\ A genus of minute diato-
maceous alga?, with simple disk-shaped frus-
tules, remarkable for the extreme beauty of the
markings on their surface. About .w species l.ave

^u^l^r,^'^' "^'S"*"
"lh»l'it'""s of the sea, t,!il some lie

o«,er localitieT •'^ '"
^'"''''"'''' ""^ ^"^^'^<^' ^nd

COSCinomancy (kos'i-no-man-si), n. [< Gr k6-
cKivov, a sieve, -f- ijavrda, divination: of. Koaiu.
v6j,avTi^, a diviner by a sieve.] An old mode
of divination, consisting in suspending a sieve
or fixing It to the point of a pair of shears
then repeating a formula of words and the
names of persons suspected of some crime or
otiier act. If the sieve moved when a name
wa^ repeated, the person named was deemed
guilty.
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JSlii'lil^tTr' ^"5"""'"^" ^T«'
"Mong. black withoutmetallic luster, and sparsely clothed alwve with whitish

Dominican Case-beaicr (Coscmop^era dominicana).

, larva, extracted from case

/lead of larva, enlarged, seen from beneath ^ ^

c

Cosecant.

., *S^.^'"K *= ""Sl^. "I"! ra-
tio of LC to DC or AC is the
cosecant

: or, DC bcine equal to
unity, it is the line LC.

H,Tm,^.K? «»""<'?w»«y. or. as it is described inHiidlbras, ' th oracle of sieve ai.d shears, that turns uscertji.n as the spheres." E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. lie!

Ooscinopora (kos-i-nop'6-ra), n. [NL. < Gr
K6aiuiK,v a. sieve, -f- -rfpof.'a pore.] The typical
genus of the family Cosciiioporida:. Goldfuss

COSClnoporid (kos-i-nop'o-rid), «. a sponge
ot tlie family Coscmoporidce.

OoscillOporidae(kos'i-n6-por'i-de), n.pl [NL
< (o..r,,,op,m, +-kUB.-\ Afamilyofdictyonine
hexactinelhd sihcious sponges, of calyculate or
expansive form, whose walls are traversed bv
straight infundibuUform canals opening alter-
nately on either surface, and covered only by
the perforated limiting membrane, it includes

foMil ' ^ * ""*'" '"™; ""= "theri are

Ooscinoptera (kos-i-nop'to-ra), «. [NL < Or
->o^«..o.., a sieve, + ^r.pdv, wing.] A genus
of Chrysomrhdfe or leaf-beetles, of the group
tlythnm, characterized by separate front coxffi.
oval and not emarginate eves, and elytra with
punctures not arranged in rows. The s.^des arenot numerous, and inhabit the new worhl. 'IlTe eL il

to Tcav''^' ;,';
'"' ^"""''""titious covering, and is rast?ne

thrift TK \^ "? ''','»"'* '> """"» of a »l>ort silkenthrea.
. The larva is always found in ants' nests wliere

n Ihe t-tlffi ^S""";!''
;"="•"'• ^"^ <^""">'o"est'»pSin the I niteu .States, C. domimcaim, the Dominican case-

*, larva, with case ; c, beetle, en-..._ ,
_-

jg. enlarged:

Ind Ve'v ?otpfcu"o^!s°"
^^ ""'" "'"« ''^"^ """*"—

COSCOrob (kos'ko-rob), n. [Trinidad.] A fish
of the genus C(o/,taw,„a (family Cichlidce): so
called in the island of Trinidad. Two species arethere known, C. Imua and C. pulchra. They fomewhat

sm^ti'"'"''""'' "' "'^ ^-''o'' Stated,r/Svi
cosei, n. and v. See coze.
C0Se2 (koz), v.t.; pret. and pp. cosed, ppr. cos-
tiiff. [Var. of eorse^:, q. v.f To excCge or
barter. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

COsei;. An abbreviation of cosecant.
cosecant (ko-se'kant), «. l< co-2 + secant.-] Infwonom the secant of an angle or arc equal
to the difference between a given angle or arc

(whose cosecant it is)
and 90°; the secant of
the complemect of the
given angle or arc. See
complement, it is the ratio
to the radius of the distance
from the center to the in-
tersection of one side of the
angle with the tangent to
the circle parallel with the
other side ; or, if the radius
of the circle be taken as uni-
ty, it is this distance itself.
Like all other trigonometri-

„.>_._.it >
'^''' fuiw^tions, the cosecant is

^^?f ""X expressed numerically, in terms of the radius asunity. See trigotunnetrtcalfunctioiu, under trigmametri-ml. Abbreviated cosec.

COSectional (ko-sek'shon-al), «. [< oo-l -f sec-
tional. ] In 6o<. , belonging to the same natural
section or group.
coseismal (ko-sis'mal), a. [< co-l -f Gr aci-
ofiiK, an earthquake, + -al : see seismic! The
term used by Mallet to designate the curve or
line along which a wave of earthquake-shock
simultaneously [synchronouslv] reaches the

earth s surface"; the crest of a wave of shock.
See homoseismal, isochrone, isoseismal.
The coteitmalzone ofmaximum disturbance. Jt. Mallet.

coseismic (ko-sis'mik), a. [< co-l + seismic!
Same as coseismal.

Circles called " Isoseisnilc " or "amhmie" circles.
J. mine, Earthquakes, p. 10.

COSenH, «. and V. An obsolete form of cousin^
COSen^, V. See eozen^.
COSenage, n. See cosinage.
COSentient (ko-sen'shient), a
ticiif.2 rerceiving together.

cosey, a. and b. See cozy.
COshi (kosh), n. [E. dial., < ME. cosh, cosche,
cosshe ; ongm obscure. Hardly related to eosh^ 1A cottage ; a hovel. [Prov. Eng.]

Coote, lytylle howse (var. coth, cosche, cimhe].
Prompt. Pan.

Cosshe, a sorie house, [P.] cauerne. Palsgrave.

C08h2 (kosh), a. [See cozy.-] Neat; snug:
quiet; comfortable. [Scotch.]

C08h3 (kosh), «. The husk of com. Halliwell.
[Prov. Eng.]

CO-sheath (ko-sheTH'), v. t.' [< co-l -t- sheath.']
To sheath two or more things together. [Bare ]

COSherl (kosh'fer), r. t. [Appar. a freq. form <
co.th, comfortable : see cosh^ and cozy. ] To feed
with dainties or delicacies; coddle; hence to
treat kindly and fondly ; fondle

; pet. [Collo'q.]
Thus she coshered up Eleanor with cold fowl and port

""'e. Trollope, Barchester Towers, xxili.

C0sher2 (kosh'^r), v. t. [< Ir. cosair, a feast, a
banquet.] To levy exactions upon; extort en-
tertainment from. See coshering.

A very fit and projier house. Sir
For such an idle guest to cosher.

The Irish Iludibras (1689).

[< 00-1 + sen-

cosmetic

cosher^, a. See Icosher.

'c°ot?i1^g!'°[t?sh']'^'
"• ^'^^ ^^" P-««-''

«?^?Sdn^ssa^«^:
Macaulay.

?.ffT^f (kosh'6r-ing), „. [Verbal n. of cosh-

fIcf\ •°'''^

f.
^^^

,"? ""^^ '''^"tled to lodge andfeast himself and his followers at a tenant's
nouse. It was the petty abuse of a right of all feudallords everywhere to be entertained by the r vassals whentraveling near the vassals' territories. This tribute or exaction was afterward commuted for quit'reii"
Cosherings were visitations and progresses made bv theloi-d and his followers among his tenants

; wherdn he dideat them out of house and home.
>iieiein ne oia

Sir J. Dai-ies, .State of Ireland.
Sometimes he contrived, in defiance of the law to livebyooMm.,;,, that is to say, by quartering himse» on thlold tenants of his family. Macaulay, Hist Ei°g!, v^

coshery(kosh'er-i), «. [< cosher^ + -yi.] Same
as coshering. " * '^"'"°

cosiet, a. See cozy.
COSiert (ko'zher), n. [Also written cozier; prob.
ult. < ML. cusire, cosere (> OF. cousdre, F.cou-
dre = Pi', coser, cuzir = Sp. coser, ctisir = Pg
coser = It. cudre), contr. of L. consuere, sew to-
gether: see consute.] A cobbler.

Do you make an alehouse of my lady's house that v,>

r=^j^ofsr'"^'"=''''^''^"'"-&figil
cosignatary (ko-sig'na-ta-ri), n. Same as con-
signatary.

cosignatory (ko-sig'na-to-ri), a. and ». r< co-l+ signatorj/.] I. «. tJniting with another or
others m signing, as a treaty or agreement: as
cosignatory powers. '

U. «.; pi. cosignatories (-riz). Onewho unites
with another or others in signing a treatv or
agreement. ° o j "'

It was clear Ui the cosigtuitories of the treaty of 1856 thatthe only hope of tranquillity for Turkey was non-interfer-ence m Its internal affairs. .V. A. Hev., CXXVII 394.

cosigniflcative (ko-sig-nif'i-ka-tiv), a. [< co-i
-^^^^'yii'Jicative.] Having the same signifiea-

COSily, (tdr. See cozily.

COSint, «. aud c. An obsolete form of co!m«l
cosinage, cosenage (kuz'n-aj), «. [< me c'o-
siiiage, cousinage, < OF. cosinage, cousinaqe <
co*8H,co«<«in, cousin, kinsman: swcousin^.] In
taw .• (a) Collateral relationship or kinship bv
blood; consanguinity, (hi) A writ to recover
possession of an estate in lands when a stranger
had entered and abated, after the death of the
tresail (the grandfather's grandfather) or other
collateral relation,

cosine (kd'sin),«. [< co--^ + sine^. A word in-
vented by the English mathematician Edmund

Gunter about 1620.] In
trigonom., the sine of the
complement of a given
angle (whose cosine it
is). If from the vertex ot the
angle as a center a circle is
described with any radius, the
cosine is the ratio of the dis-
tance from the center to the
foot of a perpendicular let fall
from the point of intersection
of one side with the circle upon
the other to the radius ; or if

^'nglr?v;?s?n^^^i^'f''''<''r™'^•"^-'-'-»^

X

c
Cosine.

ACB being the ansrle, the
ratio of FC to BC, or that ofBK to CD, IS the cosine: or,CD l»eing equal to unity, it is
the line BK.

/cog u .

d«.
u

00

Hyperbolic cosine. .See hyperbolic.

COSmete (kos'met), n. [< Gr. Koc^i,TT,q, an ar-
ranger, an adorner, < Koaiiuv, order, adorn : see
cosinetic] In Gr. antiq., a high officer of statewbo had supreme direction of the college of
ephebes. °

cosmetic (koz-met'ik), a. and n. [= F. cos-
metique = Sp. cosmetico= Pg. It. cosmetico'i Gr
KoaiiriTiKdi, skilled in decorating, < KoaiiTirig, ver-
bal adj. of Koa/jetv, adorn, decorate, < k6<tiwc, or-
der, ornament: see co«/«o«l.] I. a. Pertaining
to beauty; beautifying;,improving beauty, par-
ticularly the beauty of the complexion. Also
cosmetical.

And now, unvcild, the toilet stands displayed
Kach silver vase in mystic order laid

J'vm',!'"''?''
"' "'''^' "'« "yn'P'' '"t^iit adores

>v 1th head uncover d, the comielic powei-s.
Pope, K. of the L, i. 124."



cosmetic

H. H. 1. Any preparation that renders the
skin soft, pm-e, and white, or helps or professes
to be able to help to beautify or improve the
complexion.

Barber no more—a gay perfumer comes,
On whose soft cheek his own cosmetic blooms.

Crabbe,

2t. The art of anointing or decorating the hu-
man body, as with toUet preparations, etc.

For Cosmetic, it hath parts civil, and parts eflfeminate

;

for cleanness of body was ever esteemed to proceed from
a due reverence to God, to society, and to ourselves.

Bacon, Works (London, 1857), III. 377.

cosmetical (koz-met'i-kal), a. Same as cosmetic.

Cosmetidae (kos-met'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Cos-
metii.-i + -(</«'.] A family of opilionine araeh-
nidaus, of the order Phalangidea, represented
by the genus Cosmetiis.

cosmetology (koz-mf-toro-ji), ». [< Gr. KoafiTi-

76f, well-ordered (see' cosmetic), + -7xiyia, < ?J}'tiv,

speak : see -ology.'] A treatise on the dress and
cleanliness of the body. Dunglison.

Oosmetomis (kos-me-t6r'nis), «. [NL., < Gr.
Koa/ji}T6c, well-ordered, trim, adorned (see cos-

metic), + opvic, a bird.] A genus of beautiful
caprimulgine birds, the African standard-bear-
ers, having a pair of the inner flight-feathers

enormously extended and expanded, as in C.

vexillarius and V. burtoni. G. B. Gray, 1840.

Semiophorus is a synonym.
Oosmetus (kos-me'tus), n. [NL. (Perty, 1830),

< Gr. Koa/a/rdg, well-ordered, trim : see cosmetic,^

The typical genus of the family Cosmetidce. C.

ornatns is an example.
Cosmia (kos'mi-a), n. [NL. (Ochsenheimer,
1816), < Gr. K6afiio(, well-ordered, regular, < k6-

B/ioc, order, ornament : see cosmos^.l A genus

Cosmia trapteina. ( Line shows natural size.

)

of noctuid moths, sometimes made the type of

a family Cosmiidce. C. trapezina is an example. Spe-
cies are found in all quarters of the globe. The larvae are
naked, with small raised warts, and feed on the leaves of

trees.

cosmic, cosmical (koz'mik, -mi-kal), a. [= F.

eosmique = Sp. Pg. It. cosmico, < L. *cosmicus,

cosmicos, < Gr. K0Bfun6g, < Koa/^oc, the universe,

order, as of the universe: see cosmos^.'] 1. Of
or pertaining to the universe, especially to the
universe regarded as subject to a harmonious
system of laws. But in the older writers it marks
rather an opposite conception of the universe, as governed
wholly by mechanics, and not by teleological principles.

I can also understand that (as in Leibnitz's caricature
of Newton's views) the Creator might have made the cos-

mical machine, and, after setting it going, have left it to

itself till it needed repair.
Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 490.

By a cosmic emotion— the phrase is Mr. Henry Sidg-

wlck's— I mean an emotion which is felt in regard to the
universe or cum of things, viewed as a cosmos or order.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 263.

Hence— 2. Pertaining to universal order; har-
monious, as the universe ; orderly : the oppo-
site of chaotic.

How can Dryasdust interpret such things, the dark,
chaotic dullard, who knows the meaning of nothing cos-

mic or noble, nor ever will know ? Carlyle.

3. Forming a part of the material universe,
especially of what lies outside of the solar sys-

tem.
And if we ask whence came this rapid evolution of heat,

we may now fairly surmise tliat it was due to some pre-
vious collision of cosmical bodies.

J. Fiake, Cosmic Philos., I. 896.

4. In osiron., visible for the first time before sun-
rise : only in the phi'ase the cosmical setting of a
star.— 5. Inconceivably prolonged or protract-
ed, like the periods of time required for the
development of great astronomical changes

;

immeasurably extended in space ; universal in
extent.

The human understanding, for example— that faculty
which Mr. Spencer has turned so skilfully round upon its

own antecedents— Is itself a result of the play between
ortfanism and environment through cosmic ranges of time.

Tyndall.
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6. Of or pertaining to cosmism: as, the cosmic
philosophy— Cosmical bodies. See regular body, un-
der body.— Cosmic dust, matter in fine pai-ticles falling
upon the earth from an extra-terrestrial source, like me-
teorites. The existence of such dust, in any sensible
amount, is in great doubt; but particles of iron, etc.,

called by this name have been collected at various times,
particularly from the snow in high latitudes. Much so-

called cosmic dust is only volcanic dust, which has been
ejected from a volcano during its eruption ; such parti-

cles may remain suspended in the upper atmosphere for a
long period of time. See cryoconite.

The microscopic examination of these Oceanic sedi-

ments reveals the presence of extremely minute parti-

cles, . . . which there is strong reason for regarding as
cosmic dust. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 706.

cosmically (koz'mi-kal-i), ad'i). 1. With refer-

ence to or throughout the cosmos or universe

;

universally.

The theory of Swedenborg, so cosmically applied by him,
that the man makes his heaven and hell.

Emerson, Literature.

2. With the sun at rising or setting: as, a star

is said to rise or set cosmically when it rises or
sets with the sun
COSmics (koz'miks), n. [PI. of cosmic : see -ics.'\

Cosmology. [Bare.]
Cosmiidse (kos-mi'i-de), 11. pi. [NL., < Cosmia
+ -irfa'.] A family of noctuid moths, typified

by the genus Cosmia. They have the body moder-
ately stout or rather slender ; the proboscis elongate, rare-

ly short ; antenna; simi>le or nearly so ;
palpi ascending

;

hind tibife with long spurs ; fore wings moderately broad,
various in color, often acute at the tips, and with the ex-

terior border slightly oblique or undulating. The larvce

have 16 legs ; they are elongate, bright-colored, and live

wrapped in leaves like tortricids. The pupa; are Bhort,
pyriform, acute at the anus, often covered with a bluish
etllorescence, and are wrapped in leaves or moss on the
ground. Usually written Cosmidoe. Guen^e, 1852. See
cut under Cosviia.

cosmism (koz'mizm), n. [< cosmos^ + -ism.']

A name applied to the system of philosophy
based on the doctrine of evolution as enunci-
ated by Herbert Spencer. See philosophy of
evolution, under evolution.

Cosmo-. [NL., etc., cosmo-, < Gr. Koa^uj-Q, order,

good order, ornament, hence (from the notion
of order, arrangement) the world, the universe

:

see cosmos^.] An element in some words of

Greek origin, meaning ' the world ' or ' the uni-

verse.'

Cosmocoma (kos-mok'o-ma), n. [NL. (Fors-
ter, 1856), < Gr. K6a/ioc, order, ornament, + Kd/it},

hair. ] A genus of spiculiferous hymenopterous
insects, of the family Froctotrypida;. They have
the tarsi 4-jointed ; the antennal club not jointed ; the
abdomen petiolate ; and thft fore wings widening gener-*

ally, with the marginal vein in the form of a dot. The
species are very minute, and all are parasitic. Several
are European, and one is North American.

COSmocrat (koz'mo-krat), «. [< Gr. Kdafioc, the
world, + Kparelv, govern; with term, as in am-
tocrat, autocrat, democrat, etc.] Euler of the
world: in the extract applied to the devil.

[Rare.]

You will not think, great Cosmocrat

!

That I spend my time in fooling
;

Many irons, my Sire, have we in the fire.

And I must leave none of tlieni cooling.
Southey, The Devil's Walk.

COSmocratic (koz-mo-krat'ik), a. [As cosmo-
crat + -ic ; with term, as in aristocratic, demo-
cratic, etc.] Of or pertaining to a universal
monarch or monarchy : as, cosmocratic aspira-
tions or aims.

cosmogonal (koz-mog'o-nal), a, [As cosmogony
+ -al.] Cosmogonic.
The stupendous and cosmoffonal philosophy of the Bhag-

vat Geeta. Thoreau, Walden, p. 318.

COSmogoner (koz-mog'o-nfer), n. [As cosmogony
-l--e»'l.] Smne as cos-mogonigt.

cosmogonic, cosmogonical (koz-mo-gon'ik, -i-

kal), a. [= P. cosmogonique = Sp. cosmogonico
= Pg. It. cosmogonico ; as cosmogony + -ic] Of
or pertaining to cosmogony.
The remarkable cosmogonical speculation originally pro-

mulgated by Immanuel Kant.
Uualey, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 201.

cosmogonist (koz-mog'6-nist), n. [< cosmogony
+ -j.sf.] One who originates or expounds a cos-

mogony; one versed in cosmogony; specifically,

one who holds that the universe had a begin-
ning in time. Also cosmogoner.

Wherefore those Pagan Cosmogonists who were theists,

being Polytlieists and 'Iheogonists also, and asserting, be-

side the one supreme unmade Deity, other inferior mun-
dane gods, generated together with the world.

Cudworth, Intellectual System (ed. 1837), I. 344.

cosmogony (koz-mog'o-ni), n. [= F. cosmogo-
nic = Sp. cosmogonia = Pg. It. cosmogonia, < Gr.
Koafioyovla, the creation or origin of the world,

< Koauoydvof, creating the world, < Kda/iog, the

world, + -yovoi, < -^ *yev, produce.] 1. The

cosmology

theory or science of the origin of the universe,
or of its present constitution and order; a doc-
trine or account of the creation; specifically,

the doctrine that the universe had a beginning
in time.

If we consider the Greek cosmogony in its entirety, a»
conceived and expounded by Hesiod, we shall see thai it

is diametrically opposed to the astronomy of the Babylo-
nians. Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 281,

2. The origination of the universe ; creation.
[Rare.]

The cosmogony, or creation of the world, has puzzled the
philosophers of all ages. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

Every theory of cosjnogony whatever is at l>ottom an out-
come of nature expressing itself througli lumian nature.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 231.
= S5T1. See cosmology,

cosmographer (koz-mog'ra^ffer), n. [As F. cog-
mographe = Sp. cosmdgrafb = Pg. cosmographo
= It. cosmografo, < LL. cosmograph us, a cosmog-
rapher, < Gr. Koa/ioypu<(ioc, describing the world

:

see cosmography and -er.] One who investi-
gates the problems of cosmography; one versed
in cosmography.
The cosmographers, which first discovered and described

the roundness of the earth. Bacon, Filum Labyr., § 7.

cosmographic, cosmographical (koz-mo-graf'-

ik, -i-kal), a. [= F. cosmographique = Sp. cos-

mogrdfico = Pg. cosmographico = It. cosmo-
grafico ; as cosmography + -jc] Relating to
or dealing with cosmography ; descriptive of or
concerned with the world or the universe.

An old cosmographical poet.
Selden, On Drayton's Polyolbion, Pref.

COSmographically (koz-mo-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
In a cosmographic manner ; with regard to or
in accordance with cosmography.
The terella, or spherical magnet, cosmographically set

out with circles of the globe.
Sir T. Brotme, 'Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

COSmographist (koz-mog'ra-fist), n. [< cosmog-
rapliy + -ist.] Same as cosmographer.
cosmography (koz-mog'ra-fi), «. [= F. cosmo-
graphie = Sp. cosmografia =:Pg. cosmographia=
It. cosmografia, < LL. cosmographia, < Gr. ko-

a/ioypa<pia, description of the world, < Koa/ioypd^og,

describing the world (> LL. cosmographus, a
cosmographer), < Koofioc, the world, -I- ypaijiciv,

'vrrite, describe.] 1. The science which de-
scribes and maps the main features of the
heavens and the earth, embracing astronomy,
geography, and sometimes geology.

He now is gone to prove Cosmography,
That measures coasts and kingdoms of the earth.

Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, iii. 1.

Cosmography
Thou art deeply read in ; draw me a map from the Mer-

maid. Fletcher, Wit without Money, ii. 4.

Nature contracted, a little cosmography, or map of the
universe. South.

2. The science of the general structure and re-

lations of the universe. =syn. See cosmology.

COSmolabe (koz'mo-lab), n. [= F. cosmolabe =
Pg. cosmolabio, < Gr. ndBfioc, the world, -I- -7MJiav,

< Mfifidveiv, ?Mi3clv, take: see astrolabe.] An
early instrument, essentially the same as the
astrolabe, used for measuring the angles be-
tween heavenly bodies. Also called pantacosm.
COSmolatry (koz-mol'a-tri), w. [< Gr. Kdaiiog,

the world, -1- 'Aarpeia, divine worship.] Worship
paid to the world or its parts.

cosmoline (koz'mo-lin), n. [< cosm(etic) + -ol

-h -ine^.] The trade-name of a residuum ob-
tained after distilling off the lighter portions
of petroleum, it is a mixture of hydrocarbons, melts at
from 104° to 125° F., and is a smooth unctuous substance,
used in ointments, etc.

COSmological (koz-mo-loj' i-kal), a. [As F. cos-

mologique = Sp. cosmoWgico = Pg. It. cosmo-
logico, < Gr. Koa/xoXoytKog, pertaining to physical
philosophy, < *KoaftoAoyia : see cosmology and
-^al.] Pertaining or relating to cosmology.

A comparison between the probable meaning of the
Proem to Genesis and the results of cosmological and
geological science. Gladstone, Pop. Sci. Mo.,XXVIII. 618.

cosmologically (koz-mo-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In
a cosmological manner ; from a cosmological
point of 'view.

Not long since, cosmologically speaking, Jupiter was
shining with cloudless self-luminosity.

Winchell, World-Life, p. 434.

COSmologist (koz-mol'o-iist), ji. [< cosmology
+ -ist.] One who investigates the problems of

cosmology ; one versed in cosmology.

CosmologiMs have built up their several theories, aque-
ous or igneous, of the early state of the earth.

Dawson, Origin of World, p. lia

cosmology (koz-mol'o-ji), n. [= F. cosmologit

= Sp. cosmologia = fg. It. cosmologia, < Gr. as



cosmology

if "KmjfioT.oyia (cf. adj. Koc!fio?.oytK6(, pertaining to
physical philosophy : see cosmological), < Koaixo^,
the world, + -/jiyia, < /ijc/r, speak: see-ology.'\
1. The general science or theory of the cosmos
or material universe, of its parts, elements, and
laws

;
the general discussion and coordination

of the results of the special sciences.
The facts of the External Order, which yield a cosmology,

are supplemented by the facts of the Internal Order which
yield a psychology, and the facts of the .Social Order, which
yield a sociology. G. IJ. Lewei, Pop. Sci. Mo., XHI. 414.

2. That branch of metaphysics which is con-
cerned with the a priori discussion of the ul-
timate philosophical problems relating to the
world as it exists in time and space, and to the
order of nature.-RaUonal cosmology, a philosophy
of the material nniverse founded largely or wholly on a
priori or metaphysical principles, and not mainly on ob-
servation. = Syn. Cosmogony, Connolorr/, Cosmography.
Cosmogony treats of the way in which the world or the
universe came to be; cownoiw?!/, of its general theory or of
Its structure and parts, as it is found existing ; cosmogra-
phy, of its appearance, or the structure, figure, relations,
etc., of its parts. Each of these words may stand for a
treatise upon the corresponding subject. Cosmology and
cosiiin,rraph<i are not altogether distinct.

cosmometry (koz-mom'e-tri), «. [='F. cos-
mometrie, < Gr. /cou/iof, the world, -t- -ue-pla, <
fierpov, a measure.] The art of meastiring the
world, as by degrees and minutes of latitude or
longitude.

cosmoplastic (koz-mo-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. ko-
a/jo-^Auarr/g, the framei- of the world, < koo/xott'/m-
ffTfiD, frame the world, < Koafiog, the world, +
rrXaaaav, form, frame : see plagfic.} Pertain-
ing to or concerned with the formation of the
universe or world ; cosmogonic.
The opinion of Seneca signifies little in this case, he be-

ing no better than a cogmojdaslick atheist ; 1. e., he made
a certain plastick or spennatick nature, devoid of all
annuality or conscious intellectuality, to be the highest
principle in the universe.

Ilallywell, Melamproncea (1681), p. 84.

COSmopollcy (koz-mo-pol'i-si), n. [< cosmopo-
lite, after policyl.J Cosmopolitan or universal
character; universal polity ; freedom from pre-
judice. [Rare.]

I have finished the rough sketch of my poem. As I
have not abated an iota of the intldelitv or cosmapolicti of
It, sufflcient will remain, exclusively of Itinumerable faults
Invisible to partial eyes, to make it very unpopular.

Shelley, in Dowden, 1. 341.

cosmopolitan (koz-mo-pol'i-tan), a. and n. [As
cosmo/iolite + -an, after metropolitan.'] 1 a. I
Belonging to all parts of the world; limited or
restricted to no one part of the social, political,
commercial, or intellectual world; limited to
no place, country, or group of individuals, but
common to all.

1289
The wild-goose is more of a cosmopolite than we : he

breaks his fast in Canada, takes a luncheon in the Ohio
and plumes himself for the lught in a southern bayou.

Thoreaa, Walden, p. 342.

n. a. Universal
; world-wide ; cosmopolitan.

English is emphatically the language of commerce, of
civilization, of social and religious freedom, of progressive
intelligence,

. and, therefore, beyond any toii|ue ever
used by man, it is of right the cosmopolite speech

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., i.

COSmopolitical (koz^mo-po-lit'l-kal), a. [<
cosmopolite, after political.'] Universal; cos-
mopolitan.

To flnde himselfe Cosmopolites, a citizen and member
of the whole and onely one mysticall citie vniuersall and
so consequently to meditate of the Cosmopoliticall noa-ernment thereof. Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 6.

Kant says somewhere that, as the records of human
transactions accumulate, the memory of man will haveroom only for those of supreme cosmopolitical importance.

Lowell, Harvard Oration, Nov. 8, 188«!

cosmopolitism (koz-mop'o-li-tizm), n. [< cos-
mopolite + -ism.} Same as cosmopolitanism.
The cosmopoliti»m of Germany, the contemptuous na-

tionality of the Englishman, and the ostentatious and boast-
ful nationality of the Frenchman. Coleridge.

COsmorama (koz-mo-rii'ma), n. [NX,., < Gr. k6-
T/Joc, the world, -t- o'pa/ia, a'View, < 6pdv, see.] A
view or series of views of the world; specifi-
cally, an exhibition of a number of drawings
paintings, or photographs of cities, buildings!
landscapes, and the like, in different parts of
the world, so arranged that they are reflected
from mirrors, the reflections being seen through

The temples, and saloons, and cosmoramas, and foun-
tains glittered and sparkled before our eyes.

Dickens, Sketches by Boz, xiv.

Cossus

Capital is becoming more and more cotmopolitan.
J. 5. Mill.

We revere in Dante that compressed force of lifelong
passion which could make a private experience cosmopoli-
tan In its reach and everlasting In its significance.

Loicell, Among my Books, 1st »er., p. 171.

Hence— 2. Free from local, provincial, or na-
tional ideas, prejudices, or attachments; at
home all over the worid.— 3. Characteristic
of a cosmopolite : as, cosmopolitan manners
4. Widely distributed over the globe : said of
plants and animals.
n. n. One who has no fixed residence ; one

who is free from provincial or national preju-
dices

; one who is at home in every place ; a
citizen of tlie world; a cosmopolite.
cosmopolitanism (koz-mo-pori-tan-izm), n
[< cosmopolitan + -ism.] ' The state of being
coamopolitan; universality of extent, distribu-
tion, feeUng, etc.; especially, the character
of a cosmopolite, or citizen of the world. Also
called cosmopolitism.

He [Comte] preached cotmopolitanitm, but remained
the quintessence of a Frenchman. N. A. Hev., CXX. 24«.

After the overthrow of the great .Napoleonic Empire a
reaction Rgiimt cosmopolitanism and a romantic enthusi-asm for nationality spread over Europe like an epidemic.

D. M. II allace, Russia, p. 413.

cosmopolite (koz-mop'6-lit), «. and a. [= F
cosmopolite = Sp. Pg. ft. cosmopolita, < Gr. aoI
iT//oTo/jn?f, a citizen of the world, < k6<7;w(, the
world, -J- -Ro^iriK, citizen: see politic, polity.]
1. n. 1. A citizen of the world; one who is
cosmopolitan in his ideas or life.

I came tumbling into the world a pure cadet a trueconnopolUe; not bom to land, lease, house, or offlce.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 60.

His air was that of a cosmopolite
In the wide universe from sphere to sphere.

Lowell. Oriental A]K)logue.

2. An animal or a plant existing in many or
niost parts of the world, or having a wide range
of existence or migration.

cosmoramic (koz-mo-ram'ik), a. [< eosmorama
+ -ic] Relating to or like a eosmorama.

COSmosl (koz'mos), n. [Also kosmos; < NL.
cosmos, cosmus, ML. cosmus, < Gr. Kdafiof, order,
good order, form, ornament, and esp. the world
or the universe as an orderly system.] 1.
Order; harmony.

Hail, brave Henry : across the Nine dim Centuries, we
salute thee, still visible as a valiant Son of Co«mw and Son
of Heaven, beneficently sent us !

Carlyle, Frederick the Great, ii. 1.

Hence— 2. The universe as an embodiment of
order and harmony ; the system of order and
law exhibited in the universe.

If we take the highest product of evolution, civilized hu.man societv, and uk to what agency all its marvels must
be credited, the Inevitable answer is— To that i:nknown
Cause of which the entire Cosmos is a manifestation.

U. Spencer, Pop, Sci. Mo., XXV. 471.

3. Any system or circle of facts or things con-
sidered as complete in itself.

Each of us is constantly having sensations which do not
amount to perceptions (andj make no lodgment in the cos-
mos of our experience.

T. II. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, { 14,^

4. [cap.] [NL.] A small genus of Compositce,
related to the dahlia, ranging from Bolivia to
Arizona. C. eaudatus is widely naturalized through the
tropics. C. bipinnatut and C. dicersifolius are frequently
cultivated. '

COSmos^t, n. [A corrupted fonp (appar. for
'comos) of Tatar kumiz: see kumiss.] Fer-
mented mare's milk: same as kumiss.
Their drinke called Cosnms, which is mares milke is

prepared afU'r this maner. Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 97.
They rthe Tatars] then cast on the ground new Cosmos

and make a great feast. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 414.

COSmoscope (koz'mo-skop), «. [< Gr. xda/zof, the
universe, + moveiv, view.] An instrument de-
signed to show the positions, relations, and
movements of the sun, earth, and moon; an
orrery.

COSmosphere (koz'mo-sfer), n. [< Gr. Koofto^,
tlie world. -(- a<j>aipa, a sphere.] An apparatus
for showing the position of the earth at any
given time with respect to the fixed stars, it
consists of a hollow glass glolie, on which are depicted the
stars forming the constellations, and within which is a ter-
restrial globe.

COSmotheism (koz'mo-the-izm), n. [< Gr. k6-
"ftor, the world, -t- Gctif,' God, + -ism: see theism.]
Deification of the cosmos ; the system which
identifies God with the cosmos; pantheism.
COSmothetic (koz-mo-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. Kdapog,
the world, -I- eeriKo^, < forfif, verbal adj. of ti-
Oivai, put, assume, = E. do: see thesis.] Sup-
posing the existence of an external world;
aflirming the real existence of the external
world.

To the class of comnothetic idealists the great majority
of modern philosophers are to be referred.

.Sir W. Hamilton.
Cosmothetlo idealism. Idealist. See the nouns.

Gosne (kon
, «. a red wine grown in the de-

partment of Nievre in France, similar in flavor
to Bordeau-x, and improving with age
COSOVereign (kd-suv'e-ran), n. [< co-l -I- sov-
ereign.] A joint sovereign.
Peter being then only a boy, Sophia, Ivan's sister of thewhole blood, was joined with them a^ regent, under the

title of co-sovereign. ^
'&„ugham.

cospecific (ko-spe-sif'ik), a. [< co-l h- sijecific]
Ot the same species; conspeciflc.

COSSH, n. [ME., < AS. coss, a kiss : see kiss, n.
and v.] A kiss.

'

The queen thus acorded with the Cros
Aseiis hym spak nomore speche ;

'

The lady saf the cros a cosse.
The lady of love longe loue gan seche

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 207.

cosset (kos), n . [In phrase rule of coss, an early
name for algebra, a half-translation of It. re-
gola di cosa, lit. the rule of the thing: regola
<h. regula, rule ; di, < L. de, of; cosa, a thing
(< L. causa, a cause, LL. a thing), being the
unknown quantity, x : see rule, chose'^, and x
as an algebraic symbol.] The unknown quan-
tity in an algebraic problem. Also cos, cosa.—
Rule of coss, an elementary algebraic method of solvinc
problems; algebra. *

C0SS3 (kos), n. [Also written kos, repr. Hind.

f,-=
^®°^- ^'''*' * *'<>^^' ^ Skt. kroca, a call,

ealhng-distance (e. g.. Hind, gau-kos, the dis-
tance at which one can hear the lowing of a
cow), < •/ krng, call, cry out.] In India, a road-
measure of variable extent, ranging from 1 to
2 miles (rarely more), being usually about U
miles, especially in Bengal.

I determined to keep to the road and ride round to the
next bungalow at Narkunda which is ten coss, or
about fifteen miles away.

»'. //. Russell, Diary in India, II. 164.

Cossack (kos'ak), n. [Russ. Kozaku, Eazakti, a
Cossack; cf. Turk, kazdk, a robber; said to be
of Tatar origin.] One of a military people
inhabiting the steppes of Russia along the lower
Don and about the Dnieper, and in lesser num-
bers in eastern Russia, Caucasia, Siberia, and
elsewhere. Their origin is uncertain, but their nucleus
18 supposed to have consisted of refugees from the ancient
limits of Russia forced by hostile invasion to the adoption
of a military organization or order, which grew into a more
or less free tribal existence. Their independent spirit
has le<l to numerous unsuccessful revolts, ending in their
subjection, although they retain various privileges. As
light cavalry they form an element in the Russian army
yeiy valuable in skirmishing operations and in the pro-
tection of the frontiers of the empire

cpssas (kos'az), n. pi. [E. Ind.] Plain East
Indian muslins, of various qualities and widths.

cossee (kos'e), «. [Of E. Ind..origin.] A brace-
let.

cosset (kos'et), n. [Cf . Walloon cosset, a suck-
ing pig.] 1. A lamb brought up by hand, or
without the aid of the dam ; a pet lamb.

Much greater gyfts for guerdon thou shalt gayne
Ihen Kidde or Cosset. Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

2. A pet of any kind.
Q«ar. Well this dry nurse, I say still, is a delicate man.
«r«. Lit. And I am for the cosset his charge: did you

ever see a fellows face more accuse him for an ass?
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

cosset (kos'et), ti. *.
l<. cosset, n.] To fondle:

make a pet of; nurse fondly.
I have been cosseting this little beast up, in the hopes

you d accept it as a present.
H. Kingsley, Geoffry Hanilyn, xxvL

Every section of political importance, every interest in
the electorate, has to be cosseted and propitiated by thehumouring of whims, fads, and even more substantial de-
"i»"ds. Fortnightly liev., N. S., XL. 145.

COSsict, COSsicalt (kos'ik, -i-kal), a. [= It. eos-
sico ; as coss'^ + -ic, -ical. Tlie true derivation
having been forgotten, it was, later, ignorantly
connected with L. cos, a whetstone.] Relating
to algebra ; algebraic.
There were sometimes added to these numbers certain

signs or algebraic figures, called cossical signings.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 414.

Cosslc algorism, an algebraical process of determining
the value of an unknown quantity.— CosslO numbers
powers and roots.

'

Cossidae (kos'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Cossus +
-ida'.] A family of nocturnal Lejridoptera or
moths, taking name from the genus Cossus : sy-
nonymous with £pialidai ^which see).

COSSistt (kos'ist), n. [< coss^ -»- -ist.] An al-
gebraist.

cossoletisf, ». Same as cassolette.

COSSUm (kos'um), «. A malignant ulcer of the
nose, often syphilitic. Dmiqlison.
Cossus (kos'us), n. [NL., < L. cossus, a kind of
larva found under the bark of trees.] 1. A
genus of moths, of the family Epialidw (or
CossidcB)

; the ghost-moths, cossus ligniperda, one



Oossns

Goat-moth ( Clusus Ugniperda ), reduced about one third.

of the largest of the British moths, is called the goat-moth,
from the disagreeable hircine mlor of the larvaj ; it ex-
pands 3 to 3J inches, and is of variegated coloration,

2. [/. c] Same as acne.

COSSyphene (kos'i-fen), n. [< F. cossi/phhie
(Latreille).] A beetle of the genus Cossyphus,
or of some allied genus.
cossyphore (kos'i-for), n. Same as cossyphene.

Cosssrphus (kos'i-fus), n. [NL., < Gr. KdaaxHpoc,

a singing bird, perhaps the black ouzel ; also a
sea-fish.] 1. In entom., a genus of atracheliate
heteromerous insects, of the family Tenebrio-
nidw. Fabricius, 1792.— 2t. In ornith., a genus
of sturnoid passerine birds : same as Acrido-
theres. Dumerii.— 3. In ichth., a genus of per-
coid fishes. Valenciennes.

cossyrite (kos'i-nt), n. [< Gr. Koffai'pof, also
Koaaovpa, an island between Sicily and Africa,
now called Pantellaria, + -ite^.] x mineral
related to amphibole in form and composition,
occurring in tricliuic crystals in the liparite of
the island of Pantellaria.

COStl (kost), n. [< ME. cost, < ONorth. cost, <
leel. Icostr, m., choice, chance, opportunity, con-
dition, state, quality, = AS. cyst, f., choice,
election, a thing chosen, excellence, virtue, =
OS. kust = OFries. Tcest, choice, estimation,
virtue, = MD. D. Icust= OHG. chust, cust, MHG.
kust, G. kurst, f., choice, = Goth, k-ustus, m.,
gakiists, f., test, proof; with formative -t, <
Goth, kiusan = AS. cedsan (pp. coren), etc.,

choose: see choose.^ If. Manner; way and
means.

Bi-knowe alle the costee of care that he hade.
Sir Gawayne and the Oreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2496.

2t. Quality ; condition
;
property ; value ; worth.

Who-so knew the costes that knit ar therinne [in the girdle]
He wolde hit prayse at more prys, parauenture.

Sir Gavxcyne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1849.

Chief men of wortli, of mekle cost,

To be lamentit sair for ay.
Battle of Harlaw (Cliild's Ballads, VII. 188).

At all costs, by all means ; at all events. [This phrase
was formerly in dative singular, without the preposition :

We ne majen aire cogte halden Crist bibode.
Old Eng. Homilies, p. 21.

It is now usually associated with cost^.]— Needes COStt,
by all means ; necessarily.

The night was schort, and faste by the daye
That needes cost he moste himselven hyde.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 619.

C0St2 (k6st), V. t.; pret. and pp. cost, ppr. cost-

ing. [< ME. costen, < OP. coster, couster, P. coA-
ter, cost, = Pr. Sp. costar = Pg. custar= It. cos-
tare (= D. kosten = OHG. 'choston, MHG. kosten,
G. kosten = Dan. koste = Sw. Icel. kosta, after
Bom.), < ML. costare, contr. of L. constare, stand
together, stand at, cost, < cojh-, together, + stare,

stand: see constant.'] 1. To require the ex-
penditure of (something valuable) in exchange,
purchase, or payment; be of the price of; be
acquired in return for : as, it cost five dollars.

Tliough it had coste me catel [wealth].
Piers Plowman (B), Pro!., 1. 204.

There, there I a diamond gone, cost me two thousand
ducats in Frankfort

!

Shak., M. of V., iii. 1.

To have made a league of road among such rocks and
precipices would have cost the state a years revenue.

Froude, Sketches, p. 78.

2. In general, to require (as a thing or result to
be desired) an expenditure of any specified
thing, as time or labor; be done or acquired at
the expense of, as of pain or loss ; occasion or
bring on (especially something evil) as a result.

If it should cost my life this very night,
I'll gae to the Tolbooth door wi' thee.

Archie of Ca'Jield (Child's Ballads, VI. 91).

He enticed
Israel in .Sittim, on their march from Nile,
To do him wanton rites, wliich cost them woe.

Milton, P. L., i. 414.

Difference In opinions has cost many millions of lives.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 5.

The President has paid dear for his White House. It
has commonly cost him all his peace, and the best of his
manly attributes. Emerson, Compensation.
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To cost dear, to require a great outlay, or involve or en-
tail much trouble, suffering, loss, etc.

Were it known that you mean as you say, sm-ely those
wordes might cost you dear.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref. to ii., note.

'T has often cost the boldest Cedar dear
To grapple with a storm.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 89.

cost^ (kdst), n. [< ME. cost, const, F. coAt, cost,
= Pr. cost, cosia = Sp. costo, costa = Pg. custa
= It. costo = D. kost=i OHG. chosta, MHG. koste,

G. kost = Dan. Sw. kost (ML. costa), cost, ex-
pense ; from the verb.] 1. The equivalent or
price given for a thing or service exchanged,
purchased, or paid for; the amount paid, or
engaged to be paid, for some thing or some
service: as, the cost of a suit of clothes; the
cost of building a house. Nothing has any cost until
it is actually attained or obtained ; while price is the
amount which is asked for a service or thing.

By Flames a House I hir'd was lost
Last Year : and I must pay the Cost.

Prior, A Dutch Proverb.

Value is the life-giving power of anything; cost, the
quantity of labour required to produce it ; price, the
quantity of labour which its possessor will take in ex-
change for it. liuskin, Munera Pulveris, § 12.

2. That which is expended; outlay of any kind,
as of money, labor, time, or trouble ; expense or
expenditure in general ; specifically, great ex-
pense : as, the work was done at public cost.

Have we eaten at all of the king's cost } 2 .Sam. xix. 42.

Let foreign princes vainly boast
The rude effects of pride and cost.

Waller, Her Majesty's New Building,

Passing to birds, we find preservation of the race se-
cured at a greatly diminished cost to both parents and off-

spring. //. Speneer, Prin. of Sociol., § 275.

3. pi. In law : (a) The sums fixed by law or
allowed by the court for charges in a suit,

awarded usually against the party losing, and
in favor of the party prevailing or his attorney.

Nobody but you can rescue her, . . . and you can only
do that by paying the costs of the suit— both of plaintiff
and defendant. Dickens, Pickwick, xlvii.

(6) The sum which the law allows to the at-
torney, to be paid by his client At all costs.
See COStl.— Costs Of the cause or of the action, in law,
the aggregate of costs to which the prevailing party is en-
titled against his adversary on reaching fin.il judgment in
the cause.— Costs Of the day, in Eng. law, interlocutory
costs imposed on a party in respect to an incidental pro-
ceeding at the time it is taken or determined, as, for in-
stance, an adjournment, in contradistinction to general
costs of the cause- Dives costs, in Eng. legal parlance,
costs which one allowed to sue without liability to costs
voluntarily pays to his attorney, and is therefore, if suc-
cessful, allowed to tax against his adversary.— To count
the cost. See coMjjd.—To one's cost, with inconve-
nience, suffering, or loss; to one's detriment or sorrow:
as, that some one had blundered, he found to his cost.

What they had fondly wished, proved afterwards, to
their costs, over true. Knolles, Hist. Turlss.

Oh frail estate of human beings.
And slippery hopes below !

Now to oar cost your emptiness we know.
Dryden, Threnodia Augustalis, L 401.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Expense, Worth, etc. See price.

costs (kost), n. [< L. costa, a rib, side: see
coast.] It. A rib or side.

Made like an auger, with which tail she wriggles
Betwixt the costs of a ship, and sinks it straight.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iii. 1.

2. In her., same as cottise.

COSt*t (kost), n. [ME. cooste, costmary ; = Pr.
cost = Sp. Pg. It. costo, < L. costos, costum., < Gr.
KocToc, an aromatic plant, < Ar. kost, kust, Hind.
kushth : see costmary.] Costmary.
costa (kos'tii), n.

;
pi. eost(e (-te). [NL., < L.

costa, a rib, a side : see cost'^ and coast, n.] 1. In
anat. : (a) [L.] A rib. (6) A border or side
of something : specifically applied to the three
borders or costee of the human scapula or shoul-
der-blade— the superior or coracoid, the poste-
rior or vertebral, and the anterior or axillary,
(c) A ridge on something, giving it a ribbed ap-
pearance.— 2. In zooL: (a) In entom.: (1) A
broad, elevated longitudinal line or ridge on a
surface. (2) The anterior border of an insect's
wing, extending from the base to the apex or
outer angle. Hence— (3) The space on the
wing bordering the anterior margin. (4) The
costal or anterior vein, (b) In conch., the ridge
or one of the ridges of a shell, (c) In Actino-
zoa, an external vertical ridge marking the site

of a septum within, (rf) In Crinoidea, a row of
plates succeeding the inferior or basal portion
of the cup.— 3. In bot., a rib or primary vein ; a
midrib or midnerve of a leaf or frond.

costaget, "• [ME., also coustage; < OF. costage,
coustage (= Pr. costatge; ML. costayium), < cos-

ter, cost: see cost"^ + -age.] Cost; expense.

cost-book

Thare fore I telle yow schorttely, how a man may goon
with lytel costage and scliortte tyme.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 125.

For more solempne in euery mannes syght
This teste was, and gretter of costage,
Than was the reuel of hir mariage.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale (ed. Skeat), I. 1126.

costal (kos'tal), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. costal = It. cos-
tale, < NL. costalis (ML. 'costalis, in neut. cos-
tale, the side of a hiU), < costa, a rib, the side,
etc. : see costa, coast, n.] 1. In anat. : (a) Per-
taining to the ribs or the side of the body: as,
costa? nerves. (6) Bearing ribs; costiferous:
applied to those vertobrffi which bear ribs, and
to that part of the sternum to which ribs are
attached.— 2. In entom., pertaining to the costa
or anterior edge of an insect's wing; situated
on or near the costa.— 3. In bot., pertaining to
the costa or midrib of a leaf or frond.

Veins . . . forming a single costal row of long areolae.

Syn. Fil, p. 623.

Costal angle, in entom., the tip of the wing.— Costal
area, in entom., a part of the wing or tegminum bordering
the anterior margin and extending to the subcostal vein.
In many of the Orthoptera it has a different texture and
appearance from the rest of the wing.— Costal cartilage.
.See cartilage.— Costal cells, in entom., the cells nearest
the costa, generally numbered from the base of the wing
outward. One of them
is frequently opaque,
and is then called
the pterostigma. But
many authors include
in the term costal only
one or more cells be-
tween the pterostig-
ma and the base of tlie

wing.— Costal mar-
gin, in entom. , the cos-

Wing of Bee, showing costa. or costal
vein, a, and subcostal vein, b. The space
inclosed by a and * is the costal celh

ta or anterior margin of the wing.— Costal plate, in Che-
Ionia, one of a series of expanded dermal plates of bone,
ankylosed with a rib, forming a part of the carapace. See
cut under Chelonia.— Costal processes, in ornith. : (a)
The unciform processes given off by many ribs, overlap-
ping succeeding ribs, (b) Certain parts of the sternum
with which the ribs articulate. They are very prominent
in passerine birds. See cut under cariiiate.—COBtal vein,
in entom., a large longitudinal vein or rib nearly parallel
to, and frequently touching, the anterior margin, but in
the Odonata separated from it by the marginal vein.

COStally (kos'tal-i), adv. In entom. : (a) Toward
the costa or front margin of the wing: as, a
band produced costally. (b) Over the costal
vein : as, a line costally angulated.
COStal-ner'Ved (kos'tal-nervd), a. In bot., hav-
ing the secondary nerves of the leaf springing
from the costa or midrib. Also costatovenose.

costardt (kos'tard), n. [< ME. costard, an apple,
orig. a 'ribbed' apple, a var. (accom. to -ard)
of *costate (first found in later use), < ML. cos-
tatus, ribbed, < L. costa, a rib: see cost^, and
cf. costate. Cf. also custard, ult. a var. of crus-
tate. See -ard. Hence costard- or costermonger
and coster.] 1. An apple.

The wilding, costard, then the well-known pom-water.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xviiL

2. The head. [Humorous.]
Take him on the costard with the hilts of thy sword, and

then throw him into the malmsey-butt, in the next room.
Shak., Kich. III., i. 4.

Also costerd.

costardmongert (kos'tard-mung''g6r), ». Same
as costermonger.

Edg. Have you prepared the costardmmiger ?

Night. Yes, and agreed for his basket of pears.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 1.

costate, costated (kos'tat, -ta-ted), a. [< L.
costatus, ribbed, < costa, rib: see costa, cost^t

Cf. costard.] 1. Having a rib or ribs ; ribbed.— 2. Having a ridge or ridges; ridged, as ii"

ribbed. Speciflcally— (a) In entom., having several
broad elevated lines or ridges extending in a longitudinal
direction. (6) In bot., having one or more primary longi-
tudinal veins or ribs, as a leaf, (c) In conch., having ridges
crossing the whorls and parallel with the mouth of the
shell, as in univalves, for example Harpidte, or radiating,
as in bivalves, for example most Cardiidce.— Costnte
eggs, in entom., those eggs which have raised ribs run-
ning from end to end.

COS'tatO'7enose (kos-ta-to-ve'nos), a. [< L. cos-

tatus, ribbed (see costate), -f- venosus, having
veins : see venous.] Same as costal-nerved.

COStayt, V. A Middle English form of coast.

Dounward ay in my pleiyng.
The ryver syde costeiyng.

Rom. of the Base, 1. 134.

COS't-book (kSst'biik), «. [< cost for costean +
book.] In Cornish mining, a book containing
the names of all the joint adventurers in a mine,
with the number of shares each holds. A share-
holder who wishes to leave the company can do
so by getting his name removed from the cost-
book.— cost-book system,in Comish minm*/, amethod
of keeping mining accounts and managing a joint-stock
company, by which anyone of the adventurers can with-
draw on due notice, the accounts being kept in such a man*
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ner that the exact flnaucial condition of the mine may be

at aliv time easily miuie out. , „ ^, ,

COStean (kos-ten'), v. i. [< Com. eothas, drop-

ped, + steait (LL. stannum), tin.] In mimiig,

to endeavor to ascertain the position of a lode

bv sinkius pits through the soil to the bed-rock.

The aeneial .liiection of the lode having been, as supposed,

approximately ascertained l.y means of work already 'to«,

the object of costeauing is to trace the lode still /"rther

tlirough ground where its outcrop is not visible ou the sur-

COSteaning (kos-te'ning), m. [Verbal n. of cos-

tean, c] In mining, the process of sinking pits

to discover a lode. [Cornwall.]

COStean-pit (kos-ten'pit), «. In Cormsh mtn-

int), a pft sunk to the bed-rook in costeaning.

[Cornwall.]

costeiet, > See eostay, coast.

COStella, n. Plural of costellum.

costellate (kos-tel'at), a. [< NL. costellatus, <

costdlum, a little rib: see costellum.'] 1. In bot.,

finely ribbed or costate.— 2. In anat. and zool.,

finelv ridged, as if ribbed with costella.

costellum (kos-tel'um), ». ;
pi. costella {-%).

[NL., neut. dim. of L. costa, a rib: see Costa,

coast.} In anat., a small or rudimentary rib.

COSterl (kos't^r), H. [Abbr. of costermonger.i

Same as costermonger.
" Feyther " had been " a cmter, " and, in Lizbeth's phrase,

had "got a breast trouble," which, witli other troubles,

had sent the poor soul to the churchyard.
Harper i Mag., LXXvI. 140.

C0Ster2 (kos'tfer), n. [< ME. coster, also (with

excrescent -d) costerd, < OF. cosiiere (> ML. eos-

terium), a side hanging, prop, adj., < ML. *cos-

tarius, of or at the side, < L. costa, side: see

costa, coast.] 1. Eccles., the side hangings of

an altar, (a) That part of the altar-cloth which hangs

down at either »nd. ('j) One of the side curtains which

serve to inclose the altar and to protect it from drafu.

2t. A piece of tapestry or carpeting used as a

small hanging, as the valance of a bed, the hang-

ing border of a tablecloth, and the like.

Also called costering,

coster-boy (kos'ter-boi), n. A boy who sells

costards, fruit, vegetables, etc., in the streets.

Davies. [Eng.]

Laying down the law to a group of coster-boyt, for want

of better audience. Kingtley, Two Years Ago, xxiv.

costerdif, «. Same as costard.

costerd'-t, "• An obsolete form of coster^.

COSterilt, "• Same as costrel.

costering (kos't6r-ing), n. [< coster^ + -ing.]

Same as coster^.

costermonger (kos'tfer-mung'gfer), n. and a.

[For rosterdmonger, for costardmonger, < costard

+ monger. Sometimes shortened to coster.]

I. «. A hawker of fruits and vegetables. Also

coster, and formerly costardmonger.

Virtue is of so little regard In these cottemumger't times,

that true valour is turned bearherd.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

And then hell rail, like a rude cotlermonger,

That schoolboys had couzened of his apples.

Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, Iv. 1.

n. a. Mercenary; sordid. Nares.

costevoust, a. Same as costious.

cost-free (kost'fre), adu. Free of charge ; with-

out expense.

Her duties iHjing to talk French, . . . ami her privileges

to live coi<-fre« and . . . to gather scraps of knowledge.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, ii.

COStfult, a. [ME. costeful; < cost^ + -ful.]

Costly.
A coste/utU clothe is tokyn of poverte.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumtvall), p. 31.

COSticartilage (kos-ti-kar'ti-laj), «. [< L. costa,

rib. -I- rnrtiltii/c.] Acostal cartilage; asternal

ril), when not' ossified. B. G. Wilder.

COSticartilaginOUS (kos-ti-kiir-ti-laj'i-nus), a.

[< costirarlilagc (-gin-) + -ous.] Of or pertain-

ing to a COSticartilage.

costicervical (kos-ti-sfer'vi-kal), a. [< L. costa,

rib, -I- ceriix (cervic-), neck, + -al.] In anat.,

pertaining to the ribs and neck : as, a costicer-

ricfd muscle: specifically said of the costicer-

viciilis.

costiferous (kos-tif'e-rus), a. [= F. cosUfbre;

< L. costa, rib, -I- ferre, = E. bear^, -H -ous.] In

anat., rib-bearing: applied to those vertebrse,

as the dorsal vertebra; of man, which bear free

articulated ribs, and to those parts or processes

of the stenium of some animals, as birds, to

which ribs are jointed.

Tlie sUrnuin has no costi/eroiin median backward pro-

longation, all the riljs being attached to its sides.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 163.

COStiform (kos'ti-fflrm), a. [< L. costa, rib, +
forma, shape.] 1. In anat., formed or shaped

like a rib.—2. In entom., having the form of a

costa or ridge: as, a costiform interspace be-

tween striee.

costifoust, «. Same as costious.

COStilet, »• [ME., < OF. eoustille, a short sword,

a sort of dagger or poniard: see coistril.] A
dagger; a poniard.

Gaffray hym smote vppon the hanche so

Wyth a costile whicli in hys sleffe gan hold that his les-

seron failed and breke to.

Mom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4334.

costile-iront, «• [ME. costile-yre : see costile.]

Same as costile.

Thorewly passyng the costile-yre cold

;

Hastily the Mode lepte out and ran tho.

Mom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4336.

COStioust, a. [ME. costifous, costevous, costious,

costyous, costuous, coustous, < OF. costeous, cous-

teus, F. couteux, costly, < coste, cost: see cost"^,

n., and -ous.] Costly.

He that makethe there a Feste, be it nevere so costifous,

and he have no Neddres, he hathe no thanke for his tra-

vaylle. Mandeville, Travels, p. 208.

COStispinal (kos-ti-spi'nal), a. [< NL. cosHspi-

nalis.] In anat., of or pertaining to the ribs and

spinal column; costovertebral. Coues.

costive (kos'tiv), a. [Early mod. E. costyfe; <

OF. costeve, i. e., costevi (mod. F. restored con-

stipe), < L. constipatus, crammed, stuflfed, pp.

of constipare, press together, > costever, costiver,

costicver, cram, constipate: see constipate.] 1.

Suffering from a morbid retention of fecal mat-

ter in the bowels, in a hard and dry state ; hav-

ing the excrements retained, or the motion of

the bowels sluggish or suppressed ; constipated.

— 2. Figuratively, slow in action; especially,

slow in giving forth ideas or opinions, etc.;

uncommunicative; close; improduetive. [Ob-

solete or archaic]
Who is.

Indeed, sir, somewhat costice of belief

Toward your stone ; would not be gulled.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, li. 1.

While faster than his costioe Brain indites,

Fhilo 8 quick Hand in Bowing Letters writes.

Prior, On a Person who wrote 111 against Me.

You must Ije frank, but without indiscretion : and close,

withouUbeing costive. Lord Chesterfield.

3t. Hard and dry; caked.

Clay in dry seasons is costive. Mortimer, Husbandry.

4. Producing costiveness. [Rare.]

Blood-twyling Yew, and costiue Misseltoe

:

With ycecold Mandrake, and a many mo
Such tatall plants. ,„._„.
Sylvester, tr. of Uu Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Furies.

costively (kos'tiv-li), adv. With costiveness.

costiveness (kos'tiv-nes), «. 1. A morbid re-

tention of fecal matter in the bowels. See con-

stipation.

Costiveitess has 111 effects, and is hard to be dealt with

by physick, Locke, Education.

2. Figuratively, slowness in action; especially,

slowness or difficulty in giving forth or utter-

ing, in a general sense; closeness; reticence.

[Obsolete or archaic]

In the literary and philosophical society at Manchester

was once a reverend disputant of the same costiveness in

publick elocution with myself. Wakejietd, Memoirs, p. 216.

costless (k6st'le8), a. [= D. kosteloos; < eosf^,

H., + -less.] Costing nothing; not involving

expense.
costlewt, "• [ME., < cosfi + -lew, an ad], term.,

also in drunkelew, q. v.] Costly; sumptuous.

Chaucer

costovertebral

It is only by the rich that the costly plainness which at

once satisllea the taste and the imagination is attainable.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 322.

2. Lavish; extravagant. [Bare.]

A dagger, in rich sheath with jewels on it, . . .

At once the costly Sahib yielded to her.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

= Syn. 1. Precious, etc. See valuable.

costly (kost'li), adv. In a costly manner ; ex-

pensively; richly; gorgeously.

Wi\y dost thou pine within and suffer dearth,

Painting thy outward walls so costly guy ?

Shak., Sonnets, crivL

COStmary (kost'ma-ri), «. [In Palsgrave (1530),

cost mary, translated by F. coste marine. Cf.

rosemary, where -mary = marine. The second

element, however, is usually understood as re-

ferring to the Virgin Mary (as if ML. *costus

Maria;) ; the orig. form said to be ML. "costus

amariis : L. costus, a plant (see cost^) ;
amarus,

bitter.] A perennial plant, Tanacetum Balsa-

mita, of the natural order Composita;, a native of

the south of Europe, long cultivated in gardens

for the agreeable fragrance of its leaves.

The purple Hyacinthe, and fresh Costmarie.

Spenser, tr. of Virgil's Gnat.

Costmarie is put into ale to steep. Gerarde.

COSto-. Combining form, in some recent scien-

tific compounds, of Latin (New Latin) costa, a

rii).

costo-apical (kos-to-ap'i-kal), a. [< NL. costa,

a rib, + L. apex {apic-), apex, -t- -al.] In en-

tom., near the outer or apical end of the costal

margin of the wing: as, a costo-apical spot.

COStOcentral (kos-to-sen'tral), a. [< L. costa,

a rib, -t- centrum, center, + -al] Same as cos-

tovertebral.

And at the west dore of Powles was made a costlew pa-

irent renning wyn, red claret and whit, all the day of the

inan'iage. AmoWs ChronicU (1502), p. xll.

costliness (kdst'li-nes), n. The character or

fact of being costly; expensiveness ; richness;

great cost or expense ; sumptuousness.

Alas alas that great city, wherein were made rich all

that had ships in the sea by reason of her costliness!

Rev. xvui. 19.

Though not with curious cotttinest, yet with cleanly

sufllciency, it entertained me. Sir P. Sidney.

costly (kdst'li), a. [< ME. costily, for co.stely

(= D. kostelijk = MHG. kostelich, G. kostlich =
Dan. kostelig = Sw. kostlig = Norw. kosMeg =
Icel. kostligr, kostuligr); < cost^ -I- -ly\.] 1.

Of great price ; acquired, done, or practised at

much cost, as of money, time, trouble, etc. ; ex-

pensive; rich; occasioning great expense or

expenditure: as, a co«««/ habit ; co»«j/ furniture;

costly vices.

Then took Mary a pound of ointment of spikenard, very

costly.
John ""• ^^

In itself the distinction between the aftirmative and the

negative is a step perhaps the most costly in elfort of any

that the human mind is summoned to take.

De (iuincey, Herodotus.

wieru'uitii.

costoclavicular (kos"t6-kla-vik'u-lar), a. [<

L. costa, a rib, -I- NL. clavicula, clavicle.] In

anat., pertaining to the first rib and to the

clavicle: applied to the rhomboid (costocla-

vicular) ligament which connects these parts.

COStOCOlic (kos-to-kol'ik), a. [< L. costa, a rib,

-H colon, colon: see colonS, colic] In a)iat.,

Sertainlng to ribs and to the colon— Costocollc

gament, a fold of peritoneum forming a kind of mesen-

tery for the spleen, and passing from the left colic flexure

to the under surface of the diaphragm, opposite the tenth

and eleventh ribs.
, .,x r/ t

COStocoracoid (kos-to-kor a-koid), a. [<. Jj.

costa, a rib, + NL. coracoides, coracoid.] In

atiat., pertaining to the ribs and to the coracoid

process of the scapula : applied to a dense mem-
brane or thick sheet of deep fascia, continuous

with that of the arm and breast, attached to

the clavicle and coracoid process of the scapula,

inclosing the pectoralis minor and subclavius

muscle, protecting the axillary vessels and

nerves, and pierced by the cephalic vein and

other vessels. Also coracocostal.

costomt, «• and V. An obsolete form of custom.

COStomaryt, « and ». An obsolete form of cus-

tomary. ^,j -c-

costorett, »• Same as costrel. Solon, Old Lng.

Potter, p. 10.

costoscapular (kos-to-skap'u-lar), a. [< L. cos-

fa, a rib, -t- scapula, scapula, -I- -ar^.] In anat.,

pertaining to ribs and to the scapula; connect-

ing these parts, as a muscle : specifically said

of the costoscapularis.

costoscapularis (kos-to-skap-u-la'ris), a. used

as n.
;
pL costoscapularcs (-rez). [NL., < L. cos-

ta, a rib, + scapula, scapula.] A muscle of the

thorax arising from many ribs, and inserted

into the vertebral border of the scapula. Also

called serratus magnus. See serratus.

COStOSternal (kos-t6-st6r'nal), a. [< L. costa, a

rib, + NL.steriiMJH, breast-bone, -t- -al.] Inanat.,

pertaining to a rib or costal cartilage and to the

sternum: applied to ligaments connecting these

parts, or to articulations between them.

COStotome (kos'to-tom), n. [< L. costa, a nb,

+ Gr. Toudi, cutting, verbal adj. of refivciv,ja-

iielv, cut.] A knife, chisel, or shears used m dis-

section for cutting through the costal cartilages

and opening the thoracic cavity; a cartilage-

knife. ,. . , T
costotransverse (kos"t6-trans-vers ),a. [<L.

costa, a rib, -t- transversus, transverse.] in

anat., pertaining to a rib and to the transverse

process of a vertebra: applied to the interos-

seous ligaments connecting these parts.

costovertebral (kos-to-ver'te-bral), a. [NL.,

< L. costa, a rib, -f- vertebra, a joint, vertebra,

-1- -al.] In anat., pertaining to a rib and to

the body of a vertebra: applied to the stel-

late ligaments connecting these parts. Also

costocentral.



costoxiphoid

COStoxiphoid (kos-to-zifold), a. [< L. casta, a

rib, + Gr. ^KjioeidijQ, ensiform: see xiphoid.'] In
anat., pertaining to costal cartilage and to the
xiphoid process of the sternum : as, a costoxiph-

oid articulation.

COStredt) "• Same as costrel.

COStrel (kos'trel), n. [Also costril, < ME. cos-

trel, costrelle, costril, also costret, costrcd, a
drinking-cup or flask (ML. costrellus, costcrcl-

lum), < W. costrel, a cup, flagon.] A flask,
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costus-root (kos'tus-rot), m. [< Costus, KL. cota (ko'ta), n.
;
pi. cote (-te). [ML. : see cote^,

specific name from native name, + rooi.] The coat'^.'] 1. A coat.— 2t. The filibeg,

root of Saussurea Lappa (Aucklandia Costus), a cotabulatef (ko-tab'u-lat), v. t. [< co-^ + tabu-

composite plant of Cashmere. It is collected in late.] Same as contabulate.
enormous quantities for the Chinese market, and is used cotSB, n. Plural of cota.
largely as a medicine in India. It has a pungent aromat- cotaget, «. An obsolete spelling of cottage.
ic taste, and an odor like that of orris-root,

COSUbordinate (k6-sub-6r'di-nat), a. [< co-^

+ subordinate.] Equally subordinate ; equiva-
lent as suborders: as, cosubordinate groups in

zoology. Mivart.

Cotalpa (ko-tal'pa), n. [NL.] A genus of
lamelUcorn beetles, of the family Scarabwidw.

flagon, or bottle; specifically, such a vessel of cosnpreme (ko-su'-prem'), a. and n. [< co-i +
supreme] I. a. Equally supreme.

II, n. A partaker of supremacy.

The phoenix and the dove,
Co-supremen and stars of love.

Shak., The Phceuix and Turtle, 1. Bl.

cosurety (ko-shor'ti), n. ;
pi. cosureties (-tiz).

[< co-^ + surety.] One who is surety with an-
other or others.

cosy, a. and m. See cozy.

C0S3?Tlt, n. and a. Middle English for cosin, now
cousin'-.

coti (kot), n. [Intimately connected with cofci,

a different form, differently used, but closely

related : (1) Cot^, < ME. cot, kot, a cot, cottage,

chamber, cell (cott for cote once in comp. schep-

cott, a sheep-cote), < AS. cot, neut., pi. cotu, a
cot, cottage, a chamber (used in Mat. xxi. 13

to translate L. spelunca, a den, sc. of thieves),

Costrels,

1, old form, of leather ; 2, old fomi, of earthenware ; 3, modem form
(West of England), of earthenware.

leather, wood, or earthenware, often of a flat-

tened form, and generally with ears by which
it may be suspended, used by British laborers

in harvest-time. Sometimes called jiilgrim's

bottle.
Therwithal a costrel taketh he tho,

And seyde, " Hereof a draught or two
Gif hyni to drynke."

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2666.

A youth, that, following with a costrel, bore
The means of goodly welcome, flesh and wine.

Tennyson, Geraint.

costrellt, costrellet, costrilt, «• Obsolete

forms of costrel.

cost-sheet (kost'shet), n. A statement showing
the expense of any undertaking.

costume^t, "• An obsolete form of custom.

costume^ (kos-tiim' or kos'tum), n. [= D. kos-

tuum = G. costUm = Dan. kostume, < F. costume

(the orig. F. word being coutume) ='Pt . costmn,

eostmna, < It. costuma = OSp. costume = Cat.

eostum = Pg. costume (cf. Sp. costumbre), < ML.
costuma, ult. < L. consuetudo (-din-), custom: see

custom, which is a doublet of costume.] 1. Cus-
tom or usage with respect to place and time,

as represented in art or literature ; distinctive

character or habit in action,, appearance, dress,

etc. ; hence, keeping or congruity in represen-

tation. [This is the sense in which the word
was first used in English, in the latter part of

the eighteenth century.]

Sergius Paulus wears a crown of laurel: this is hardly
reconuileable to strict propriety, and to the costume, of

which Kalfaele was in general a good observer.

Sir J. Reynolds, Discourse 12.

The cruzado was not cuiTent, as it should seem, at Ven-

ice, though It certainly was in England at the time of

Shakespeare, who has here indulged his usual practice of

departing from national costume.
Dyce, 111. of Shakespeare, II. 270.

2. Mode of dressing ; external dress. Specifically

— (a) An established mode or custom in dress ; the style of

dress peculiar to a people, tribe, or nation, to a particular

period, or to a particulivr character, profession, or class of

people, (b) A complete dress assumed for a special occa-

sion, and differing from the dress of every-day life : as, a
court costume (the dress required to be worn by a person

who is presented at court), (c) A complete outer dress

for a woman, especially one made of the same material

throughout : as, a waiklng-eostume.

All costume oft a man is pitiful or grotesque. It Is only

the serious eye peering from and the sincere life passed

within it, which restrain laughter and consecrate the cos-

turn* of any people. Thoreau, Walden, p. 29.

costume^ (kos-tum'), V. t.\ pret. and pp. cos-

tumed, ppr. costuming. [< costume"^, n. ; = F.

costuvter, etc.] 1. to dress; furnish with a

costume; provide appropriate dress for: as, to

Goldsmith-beetle {Cotalpa lanigera).

a, imago; ^, pupa; c, larva. (All natural size.)

Their technical characters are : 10-jointed antennae ; the
clypeus sutured from the front ; the thorax margined at
the base ; the elytra not margined ; and the tarsal clawa
unequal. C. lanigera, the goldsmith-beetle of the ea.stern

United States, is a light-yellow species nearly an inch long.

= ONorth. cot, cott, neut., a cot, a chamber, = cotangent (ko-tau'ient), n. [< co-'^ + tangent. A
MD. D. A;o< = MLG. LG. fcot = MG. tot (> O- "

' ' "'
hot, kothj = leel. OSw. ODan. kot, a cot, hut.

(2) Cote'^, formerly sometimes also coat, < ME.
cote, a cot, cottage, a chamber, often in comp.,
fold, coop, pen, sty (see dove-cote, hen-cote,

sheep-cote, swine-cote), < AS. cote, fem.,pl. cotan,

a cot, cottage, more frequently with umlaut
(o > y), cyte, a cot, cottage, chamber, cell, =
MD. kote = MLG. kote, kotte, kate, LG. kote,

kate = MG. fcoic (>G. kote) = Icel. kyta, kytra, a
cot, hut. Co<l and cofcl are thus respectively cotarnine (ko-tar'nin), n.

neut. and fem. forms of the same word. Hence [Transposed from narco-

(from E.) Gael, coi = W. cw<, a cot; and (from - • -

Teut.) ML. cota, a cot, cotagium, E. cottage:

OBuIg. kotici, a cell; also (with change of

meaning like that in cassock and chasuble, both
ult. < L. casa, a cottage), OF. cote, etc., a coat,

> ME. cote, E. coat : see cote^ and coat^. The
sense of ' a small bed' is modern. Hence ult.

word coined by the English mathematician Ed-
mund Gunterabout 1620.] In trigonom.,the tan-
gent of the complement of

a given arc or angle. Ab-
breviated cot. See the fig-

ure— Cotangent at a close-
point of an algebraical sur-

face, the tangent of the simple
branch of the curve of intersec-

tion of the surface witli its tan-

gent plane at the close-point. c A
Cotangent,

ACB t)eing the angle, the
ratio of DL to DC, or that of

AC to AH, is the cotangent

;

or, DC beinff taken as unity,

it is the line DL.

tine.] An organic base
(C12H13NO3 + H2O)
formea from narcotine
by the action of oxidizing agents, as manga-
nese dioxid. It is nonvolatile, and has a bitter

taste and faintly alkaline reaction.

cot-bed (kot'bed), n. Same as cof^, 2.

cottage, cotter^, etc.] 1. Asmall house; a cot- cotbetty (kot'bef'i), «.; -pi. cotbetties {-iz). [<

tage ; a hut ; a mean habitation.

No trust in brass, no trust in marble walls

;

Poor cots are e'en as safe as princes' halls.

Quarles, Emblems, iii, 12.

Behold the cot where thrives the industrious swain,

Source of his pride, his pleasure, and his gain. Crabbe.

2. A small bed or crib for a child to sleep in

;

also, a portable bed formed of canvas, webbing,
or other material fastened to a light frame, of-

ten made cross-legged to permit folding up.

Also called cot-bed.

In the pleasant little trim new nursery ... is the

mother, glaring over the cot where the little, soft, round
cheeks arc pillowed. Thackeray, Philip, xxxvi.

cot (as In cotqueaii) + betty.] A man who med-
dles with the domestic affairs of women ; a
betty. [U. S.]

COtel (kot), n. [< ME. cote, < AS. cote : see fur-

ther under co*i.] If. A hut ; a little house ; a
cottage: same as cof^, 1.

Albeit a cote in our language is a little slight-built coun-
try habitation.

Verslegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence, viil.

2. A sheepfold.

Hezekiah had exceeding much riches and honour : and
he made himself . . . stalls for all manner of beasts, and
cotes tor flocks. 2 Chron, xxxii. 28.

The folded flocks penn'd in their wattled cotes.

Milton, Comus, 1, 344.

[In this sense now used chiefly in composition,

as dove-cote, hen-cote, sheep-cote, swine-cote, etc.]

A former spelling of coat^.

3. Naut., a swingingbed or hammock of canvas,
stiffened by a wooden frame, and having up-
right sides of canvas to protect the sleeper, it

is slung on lanyards called "clues," and seciu-ed to hooks cotC^I n.
in the carlines or deck-beams. It differs from the ham- „„4.»3iVknt'> 11 / r< F cfltouer ?0 bv the side
mock in the frame and upright sides, and in not being ca- COte^KKOt;, V. T. l\ r . wwyei, go u\ me siuB

pable of being rolled up and stowed in the nettings. It is of, < OF. costoier, > also E. coast : see coast, v.]

now rarely used except in the sick-bay aboard a man-of- To pass on one side of
;
pass by

;
pass.

war Init was very common in crowded quarters for officers ^ ^^^ ^^^ ,^5^,,^^ „^ „, ^„„,i„
in the American navy up to 1865,

, ,^
, . SAa*., Hamlet, ii. 2.

4. A leather cover for a finger, used to protect
,-, ^ ^ -, rm. ^ c \. .

the finger when it is injured or sore, or to shield C0te3+, n. [< cote^,v.] The act of passmg by

,

it from injury, as in dissecting; a finger-stall. " ""'"

— 5. A sheath or sleeve, as the clothing for a
drawing-roller in a spinning-frame.

COt^ (kot), n. [E. dial., formerly also cote; ef . cot-

ton'^. ILenae cotgare.] 1. Refuse wool. Knight;
Mattiwell.— 2. A fleece of wool matted toge-

ther; a lock of wool or hair clung together.

Wedgwood.

wXme'a play7''c(WteTOe"(jlnbla7k,"C/wWo^ cot^ (kot), n. [< Ir. cot, a smaU boat.]

Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvii.— 2. Reflexively, to put tie boat. [Insh.

J

an unusual dress on ; dress for a special occa-

sion.

Attic maidens in procession, or costuming themselces

therefor. C. 0. Mutter, Manual of Archieol. (trans.), § 96.

costtuner (kos-tti'mfer), n. One who prepares

or arranges costumes, as for theaters, fancy cot*t (kot), n.

balls, etcT; one who deals in costumes.

COStumic (kos-tu'mik), a. [< costume''^ + -ic]

Pertaining to costume or dress ; in accordance
with the prevailing mode of dress. [Rare.]

A noble painting of Charles 11. on horseliack, in costu-

mic armour. Quoted In N. and Q., 7th ser., I. 457.

Cymochles of her questioned
Both what she was, and what that usage ment.
Which in her cott she daily practized ?

" V'aine man " (saide she), . . .

My little boat can safely passe this perilous bourne.
Spenser, F. Q., II, vi. 9.

[Abbr. from COJguean.] An ef-

feminate person,

Some nifiy think it below our hero to stoop to such a

mean employment, as the imet has here enjoined him, of

holding the candle ; and that it looks too much like a citi-

zen, or a cot, as the women call it. Hist. Tom Thumb.

cot. An abbreviation of cotangent.

a going by. Drayton.

Cote*t (kot), V. t. [< F. coUr, < OF. quoter, > E.

quote, q. v.] To quote.

Tile text is throughout coted in the margin. L'dalt, Prcf.

Thou art come . . . from eoting of ye scriptures, to

courting with Ladies,
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p, 320.

COte^t, »• -Aji obsolete form of cot^.

A lit- cote-a-pyet, «. See courtcpy.

cote-armourt.cote-armnret,"- Obsolete forms
of coat-armor.

COte-hardiet, «. [OF.] A garment worn by
both sexes throughout the foui-teenth century.
That of the men corresponded nearly to the cassock ; that

of the women was generally cut somewhat low in the neck,

fitting the body closely above the waist, but very full and
long in the skirt. The sleeves varied greatly in fashion

;

those worn by the woinen were at first close-fitting .and but-

toned ; but toward 1380 the sleeves of the cote-hardie for

either sex were loose and long.

Tliey [streamers from the ell)ow] first appear as narrow
elongations from the sleeve of the upper-tunic or cot<r-

hardie.

Booke 0/ Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 108, not*.



cotelaine

cdtelaine (ko'te-len), «. Same as cdteUne.

Cdtel6 (ko'te-la), a. [F., ribbed, tdt.< L. *co.5-

ti'lliitus : see costellate.^ In decoratire art,

bounded by many sides, straight or cm-ved, in-
stead of a continuous curved outline : said of a
dish, plaque, or the like.

cdtelette (ko-te-lef), «• [F.] See cutlet.

COteline (ko-te-len'), n. A kind of white muslin,
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cothurni^ m. Plural of cothurnus.
Oothurma (ko-ther'ni-a), n. [NL., < L. cothtir
iius, a buskin: see cotliurn.^ An extensive ge-
nus of peritrichous ciliate iofusorians, of the
family VorticcUida: and subfamily Vaginicolina:,
founded by Ehrenberg. The species inhabit
fresh and salt water, as C. imherbis and C. mari-
tima.

cotemporaneous, cotemporary. Less usual
forms of contemporaneous, contemporary.

cotenancy (ko-ten'an-si), )(. [< co-l + «e»-

anci/.J The state of being a cotenant orcoten-
auts

;
joint tenancy.

T)if " Judgments of Co-Tenancy " is a Brehon law-tract,
still unpublished at the time at which I write, and pre-
senting, in its present state, considerable difficulties of
interpretation. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 112.

cotenant (ko-ten'ant), n. [< co-1 + tenant.']

A tenant in common with another or others ; a
joint tenant.

coterie (ko'te-re), n. [F., a set, circle, coterie,
< OF. coterie, cotterie, company, society, asso-
ciation of people, cotter tenure, < ML. coteria,

an association of cottei-s to hold any tenure, <
cota, a cottage : see cot^, cote^, cotter''-.^ A set
or circle of persons who are in the habit of
meeting for social, scientific, or literary inter-
course, or other purposes ; especially, a clique.

In the scientitlc eateries of Paris there is just now an
American name well known— that of Benjamin Franklin.

D. G. ilitchell, Bound Together, iv.

The danger, the bloodshed, the patriotism, had been
blending coteriett into commimities.

Arch. Forbeg, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 145.

cotset

South American manakins : appUed to sundry
cotingiue birds, (o) [cap.] Applied in 1760 by Brisson
to the blue purple-breasted manakin of Edwards, thus be-
coming in ornithology a genus having this species, Am-
pelis cotinga (Linnajus), or Cotinga coeruka, as its type -

since made the typical genus of the family Cotingitta.
(b) [cap.] Applied in 1786 by Merrem to a genus of relat-
ed birds, the cocks-of-the-rock (.Kupicoliiue), of the genua
Fhoenicercun.

2. Any bird of the family Cotingidw.*""—""'- "so-tin'ji-de), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
id(e.'\ A family of South Ameri-

can passerine birds, proposed by Bonaparte in
1849, of uncertain definition and nosition, con-
taining the cotingas, manakins, cocks-of-the-
rock, bell-birds, fruit-crows, etc. The term is
used in varying senses by different authors, and is inex-
tricably confused with Pipridce, Aiiipelidae, Bmnbycillidce,
etc. By G. R. Gray (1869) it is made to cover 62 genera
and 166 species, divided into 7 subfamilies : TUyrinae, Co-
tingiiue (the cotingas proper), Lipaugince, Gymnoderince
(the fruit-crows, as the averanos, ar'apungas, bell-birds,
umbrella-birds, etc.), Piprinoe (the manakins proper),
Rupicolinm (cocks-of-the-rock), and Phytotoinince. The
group thus constituted is a highly diversified one, con-
taining many beautiful and interesting forms, character-
istic of the South American fauna. In a common usage,
Cotingidoe are exclusive of the Pipridoe and P/iytolomidce
as separate families.

Cotinginae (kot-in-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
tinga (a) + -inw.'] The typical subfamily of
the family Cotingidw, represented by such gen-
era as Cotinga, I'hibalura, and Ampelion.
COtingine (ko-tin'jin), a. [< cotinga + -ine^.']

Like or likened to a cotinga; specifically, of or
pertaining to the Cotingidw or Cotinginw; pip-

- . I 11 .-,. , .t . rine: ampeline.
mistake the stilte for the cofAumtM, as Chapman and Web- „„Hoo on+ioo,? a„a »„«.-„« „„«j„.,j
ster too often do. Lowell, Study Windows n. 317

COjl^®'
i'PP^®?- ,^®^ COttlse, cotitsed.

by the Koinans to be a
characteristic part of
the costume of tragic
actoi-s, whence cotkur-
nun is sometimes fig-

xiratively used for tra-
gedy. The Greeks, how-
ever, called the shoe of
tragic actors iFfidt or
€ Ffiar-q. It Is shown by
monuments to have
been a closed shoe, like
a usual form of the
liimting-buskin, but
differing from this in
having a very thick
sole ; and, like the
hunting-buskin, it was
probably laced high on
the leg, though this is

not certain. Also co-
tkum.

In their tragedies
they (Shakspere's con-
temiMjrariea] become
heavy without gran-
deur, like Jonson

Cotbumus.— Figure of Arteniis, from
Punfication of Orestes on a Greek red-
figured vase.

COthy (ko'thi), a. [< coth^ + -yi.] Sickly;
_. „ J faint. [Prov. Eng.l
The House developed a marked tendency to split up into mtifot (lr«f'iu> « Tt, l.^. <.»«,„ „„ .,„«•„

a number of cliques and coteriai, banded together for the
COtlCet (kot IS), n. In her., same as cotttse.

propagation of some crotchet. COtlCe (KOt-l-sa ), a. In her., bendwise
Fortnightly Jtev.,^.S., XL. 1S3.

coterminous (ko-ter'mi-nus), a. [< co-1 -1- ter-

viinoun, after conterminous.^ Same as conter-
minous.

With the fall of these fGreek] communities, there came
in the Stoic conception of the universal city, coterniinoiig
with mankind. G. P. Fiiher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 173.

Cdte-rdtie (k6t'r6-te')> «. [F.] An excellent
red wine produced in the vineyards of the same
name on the Rh6ne near Lyons, France

COtland (kot'land), n. [< cot^ + land.'\ Land
appendant to a cottage.
COtnar (kot'nar), n. Same as catnar.
coto (ko'to), n. [Sp., a cubit: see cubit.'\ A
Spanish measure of length, the eighth part of a
vara (which see).

Goto bark (ko'to bark). A bark of unknown
botanical origin, obtained from Bolivia. It is
used in medicine as a remedy in cases of diar-
rhea.

COtoin (ko'to-in), n. [< Coto (bark) -I- -!n2.]
A substance, cijstallizing in yellowish-white

COtidiant,cotidlent. a. and „. Obsolete forms c&ifkftS>-|;! '^'"'[Nl'mL., var. of L

said
especially of small parts.

COticnlar"(ko-tik'u-lar), a. [< L. coticula, dim.
of ens (cot-), a whetstone.] Pertaining to whet-
stones ; like or suitable for whetstones.

COtidal (ko-ti'dal), a. [< co-^ + tidal.'] Mark-
ing an equality of tides.- Cotldal lines, imaginary
lines on the surface of the ocean, throughout which high
water takes place at or alx)ut the same time.

of (/uotidian.

Cotesian (ko-te'zhi-an), a. Pertainingtoordis- °°**«"*<'
(''^'^""y^V' " [See corfmtac] A

covered by the English mathematician Roger
Cotes (1682-1716).-CotesiaJi theorem. Same as
Cotes a pro/ierties of the circle (which see, under circle).

^ 'ne-a), n. [NL. ML., var. of _
cydonia, qmnce-tree : see codiniac, coin^, quince.]
The quince-tree. Bailey.conserve prepared from quinces not entirely n '/^^'"'"^^ ,r--f- - ^;*a n rxrr . t.tt

ripe. It fs stomachic and astringent. Dun- Cptoneaster (ko-to-ne-as't^r) «. [NL., < NL.npe.
j/!i,ton.

cotgare (kot'gar), n. [< co<2 -I- 'gare, perhaps Ootlle (ko'ti-le), n. [NL. (Boie, 1822); often
'- -. r. . . „ i

1 erroneously 6'oh/te; < Gr./ajri7.j?, fem. of KUTi'P.of,

chattering, prattling, babbling; of a swallow,
twittering; cf. Kuri'/Jteiv, chatter, prattle.] A
genus of swallows, of the family Hirundinidw,

for gear.] Refuse wool, flax, etc"
COthlf (koth), n. [< ME. coth, cothe, < AS. cothu
(pi. cotha), cothe (pi. cothan), disease.] 1. A
disease.

Thise ar so hidos with many a cold colh.

Towneley Mysteriet, p. 31.

2. A fainting.

Cothe or swownynge, sincopa. Prompt. Parv., p. 96.

COth^t. An obsolete form of quoth.
cothe (koTH), r. i.

;
pret. and pp. cothed, ppr.

cothing. [E. dial. ; also written coathe; < coth^.
n.] To faint. [Prov. Eng.]

C0thisht(k6'thish),a. [< cotAl + -i«Al.] Sickly;
faint. .NVr T. Browne.
COthon (ko'thon), n. [Gr. kuBuv, applied to
the inner harbor at Carthage, otherwise to a
drinking-vessel.] A quay or dock ; a wharf.
Worcester.

COthum (ko-th^rn'), «. [= F. cothurne = Sp.
It. cotnrno = Pg. cothurno = G. cothurn = Dan.
kothurne, < L. cothurnus, < Gr. aodopvo^, a bus-
kin.] Same as cothurnus, which is more com-
monly used.

The moment had arrived when it was thought that the
mask and the cothurn might be assumed with effect.

Motley.

COthnmal (ko-thfer'nal), a. [< cothurn + -al.]
Pertaining to or characteristic of the cothurnus
or buskin ; hence, relating to the drama ; tragic

;

cothumate.
The scene wants actors ; 111 fetch more, and clothe it
In rich eothunuU pomp. Lutt's Dominimi, v. 2.

cothumate, cothumated (ko-th*r'nat, -na-
tcil), <i. [< L. rotlinrnatus, < cothurnus: see co-
</(«/•« and -«tei.] 1. Buskined.—2. Tragical;
solenm or stilted : applied to style.

Desist, O blest man, thy cothumate style,
And from these forced iambics fail awhile.

UeyuMod, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 348.

cothurned fko-th6md'), a. [< cothurn + -ed^.]
Bu.skined. [Rare.]

I'essants in blue, red, yellow, mantled and cothurned.
Uarperi Mag., LXV. 5SS.

cotonea, quince (see quince), + L. term, -aster.]
A genus of small trees or trailing shrubs, nat-
ural order Rosacea; resembling the medlar, c.
vulgaris is a common European species, having rose-col-
ored petals and the margins of the calyx downy. The other
species are natives of the south of Europe and the moun-
tains of India and Mexico. They are all adapted for shrub-
beries.having a small tuft of feathers isolated at the -„*™„ /i,- t„_/-\ rxi ^- i a

bottom of the tarsus, a slightly forked tail, the *^°J^^* l"!-.-.:"'
"^' ^^*'^^ ''^'"^•^ ^ ''^'"^

edge of the outer primary not serrate, and °i '"!
ffe-te-Vanlain mouse-irrav and white nlnmno-e. -n,. ,.„„

copoye (KO to ya^plain mouse-gray and white plumage, xiie type '^'i'^H^lTT].Z^^ll- ^
^

*Tk'
^"""^

^l """''f'U the well-known bank-swallow, 6. Hpa^, widely dis^
COtgUeanf (kot kwen), n. [A word of popular

'-" "•" "-— -— --•^ - " , . '. . origin, < *co<, of uncertain origin (conjectured
by some to stand for cocfcl, equiv. to 'male'),
+ quean, a woman. Cf. cotbetty and cuckquean.]
1. A man who busies himself with the affairs
which properly belong to women.

Cap. Look to the bak'd meats, good Angelica

:

Spare not for cost.

Aurse. CJo, you cot-quean, go,
Get you to bed. S/io*., R. and J., iv. 4.

I cannot abide these apron husbands ; such cotqueam.
Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl, iii. 2.

A stateswoman is as ridiculous a creature as a cotquean;
each of the sexes should keep within its bounds. Addison.

2. A coarse, masculine woman ; a bold hussy.

Scold like a cotqtiean, that's your profession.
Ford, Tis Pity, i. 2.

COtqueanityt (kot'kwen-i-ti), n. [< cotqiiean +
-ity.] The character or conduct of a cotquean.
We tell thee thou augerest us, cotijuean ; and we will

thunder thee in pieces for thy cotqueanity.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

COtriple (ko-trip'l), a. [< eo-i -I- triple.] In
math., connected with a triple branch of a
curve.—Cotriple tangent, the tangent' at a close-point
of a sni-face, of the triple branch of the curve of intersec-
ti«iu of the surface and its tangent.

cotrustee (ko-trus-te'), «• [< co-^ + trustee.]

A joint trustee.

cotsett, «. [ML. cotsctus, cothsettis, Latinized
forms of AS. 'cotswta (Somner—not authen-
ticated) (= MLG. kotsete, kotse, koste = 6. koth-
sasse, kossasse, also kossate, kossat, kotse) ; AS.
also cotsetla (spelled kotsetla, kotesetla) (ML.
cotsetle), with term, -la equiv. to -ere, E. -er (as
MLG. kotseter, kotser, koster), < cot or cote, a
cottage, -I- swta (= G. saase), a settler, dweller

tributed in the northern hemisphere. See cut under '{unit-
swallow. The proper name of the genus is Clivicola (which
see).

cotillion (ko-til'yon), «. [Also, as F., cotillon
(E. -Hi- repr. the (former) sound of F. -11-), a
sort of dance, Ut. a petticoat, dim. of OF. cote,
F. cotte, a coat : see coat^. ] 1 . A lively French
dance, oripnated in the eighteenth century,
for two, eight, or even more performers, and
consisting of a variety of steps and figures;
specifically, an elaborate series of figures, often
known in the United States as tie german.
The term is now often used as a generic name
for several different kinds of quadrille.— 2.
Music arranged or played for a dance.—3. A
black-and-white woolen fabric used forwomen's
skirts.

cotinga (ko-ting'ga), n. [NL., from S. Amer.
native name.] 1. The native name of several

Blue Cotinga {Cotinga c<truUa).



cotset

(< sittan, pret. pi. swton, sit), or setla, a settler,

dweller, < setl, a seat : see cot^, cote^, and seta,

settle, «»<.] See the extract, and that under cot-

setler.

That record [Domesday Survey] attests the existence of

more than 25,000 servi, who must be understood to be, at

the highest estimate of their condition, landless labour-

ers ; over 82,000 lx)rdarii ; nearly 7,000 cotarii and cotseti,

whose nam*is seem to denote the possession of land or
houses held by service of labour or rent paid in produce

;

and nearly 110,000 villani. Above these were the liberi

homines and sokemanni, who seem to represent the medi-
eval and modern freeholder. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 132.

cotsetlerti «• [An aeoom. book-form of AS.
cotsetlu : see cotset.] Same as cotset.

The Kote-Setlan or cotgetters mentioned in Domesday
Book are generally described as poor freemen suffered to

settle ou the lord's estate, but they were more probably
freemen who had settled on their share of the common
land, of which the lord had legally the dominion, but un-
der the feudal system in many cases claimed to have the

fee. W. K. SulUixtn, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. clvii.

Ootswold (kots'wold), n. [< cot^, cote''-, pi.

cots, cotes, + tcold^: see woMi.] Literally, a
wold where there are sheep-cotes: the name of

a range of hUls in Gloucestershire, England.

—

Cotswold sheep, a breed of sheep remai'kable for the
length of their wool, formerly peculiar to the counties of

Gloucester, Hereford, and Worcester, in England.

COttt, n. A former spelling of co<l.

cotta (kot'a), n.; pi. cottas. [ML. cotta, cota,

> It. cotta = F. cotte, OP. cote, > K. coaf^, q. v.]

1. A short surplice, either sleeveless or hav-
ing half-sleeves.— 2. A sort of blanket made
of the coarsest wool. Draper's Diet.

COttabus (kot'a-bus), n. [L., < Gr. K(irra/3of.]

An ancient Greek game, which consisted in

throwing portions of wine left in drinking-cups
into a vessel or upon a specified object, as a
plate of bronze, so as to produce a clear sound
and without scattering the fluid. From the suc-

cessful performance of this feat good fortune,

especially in love affairs, was augured.

cottage (kot'aj), n. [< ME. eotage (ML. cota-

gium),<. cot (see cot''-) + -age. P. cottage is from
E.] 1. A cot; a humble habitation, as of a
farm-laborer or a European peasant.

They were right glad to take some comer of a poor cot-

tage. Hooker.

A peasant bred up in the obscurities of a cottage.

South.

The new tax, imposed upon every inhabited dwelling-
bouse in England and Wales except cottages, i. e. houses
not paying to church and poor-rates.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 194.

2. A small country residence or detached sub-
urban house, adapted to a moderate scale of

living.

He passed a cottage with a double coach-house,
A cottage of gentility.

And he owned with a grin
Tliat his favourite sin

Is pride that apes humility.
Southey, The Devil's Walk.

Books, the oldest and the best, stand naturally and
rightfully ou the shelves of every cottage.

Tlioreau, Walden, p. 112.

Hence— 3. A temporary residence at a water-
ing-place or a health- or pleasure-resort, often

a large and costly structure. [U. S.]— 4. In
old Eng. law, the service to which a cotset or

cotter was bound.
They held their land of the Knight by Cottage, as the

Knight held his of the King by Knight service.

Booke oS Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 38.

Cottage allotments, in Great Britain, portions of ground
which are allotted to the dwellings of country laborers for

the purpose of being cultivated by them as gardens. See
allottnent system, imder allotment.— CottSiSe Cheese.
See ckeesel.— Cottage china, English pottery of a cheap
sort, especially that produced at Bristol. The name is

generally given to table utensils decorated with small
iHjuquets and the like. PriKW.— Cottage hospital. See
hoxpital.— CottSLge piano, a small ufint'Iit piano.— Cot-
tage right, in the early history of Massachusetts, an in-

ferior right of commonage granted by certain towns to in-

habitants not included in the original body of proprietors.

COttaged (kot'ajd), a. [< cottage + -ed^.] get
or covered with cottages.

Humble Harting's cottaged vale. CoUina, Ode to a Lady.

cottagelyt (kot'aj-li), a. Eustie ; suitable to a
cottage.

They envy others whatever they enjoy of estates, houses,

or ornaments of life, beyond their tenuity or cottagely ob-

scurity. Artij. Handsomeness, p. 172.

cottager (kot'a-j6r), n. [< cottage + -erl.] 1.

One who lives in a cottage, in any sense of that
word.

Kesolve me why the cottager and king, , .

Disquieted alike, draw sigh for sigh.

Young, Night Thoughts, vii.

It has ceased to be fashionable to bathe at Newport.
Strangers and servants may do so, but the cottagers have
trtUidrawn their support from the ocean.

C. D. Warner, I'helr Pilgrimage, p. 104.
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2. In Eng. laic, one who lives on the common cottier (kot'i-6r), n. See cotter'-.

'svithout paying any rent or having land of his COttierism (kot'i-fer-izm), n. f< cottier + 48111.2

own. The cottier system of land tenure. See cottier

If a state run most to noblemen and gentlemen, and tenure, under cotter'^.

that the husbandmen and ploughmen be but as their work- cottiform (kot'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Cottus, q. v.,
folks and labourers, or else mere cottapers, which are but , t t,^„,„ oiior^o T TTQxriT>^*liQ ^^..rr, /^f <S,i,qo
housed beggars, you may have a good cavklry, but never + L- Jorma, shape.] Having the form of fishes

good stable bands of foot. of the genus Cottus; of or pertaining to the Cot-
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII. (Bohn ed.), p. 360. toidea ; cottoid.

COttah (kot'a), }(. [E. Ind.] A measure of land Cottina (ko-ti'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Cottus +
in Bengal, equal to 720 English square feet. -i«a.] In Giinther's early system, the third

cottar (kot'ar), n. A Scotch spelling of cotter'^. gi'oup of Triglida:. The spinous part of the dorsal fin

cottar-town (kot'ar-toim), n. Same as cot-

town.

cottellt, n. An obsolete form of cuttle.

cotter! (kot'fer), n. [Also written cottar (Sc),

and in technical or historical use also cottier ;

early mod. E. cottier, cottyer, < ME. cotijer, <

AF. *cotier, < ML. cotarius, cottarius, coterius

(of. MLG. hoter, koterer, MG. koder (= G. kother,

koter), MLG. also Jcotenere, G. kothner, kotner),

< cota, a cot : see cof-, cote''-.'] A cottager ; in

Scotland, one who dwells in a cot or cottage
dependent upon a farm. Sometimes a piece of cottine (kot'in), a. and n,

land is attached to the cottage. to the Cottinw.

Himself goes patched, like some bare cottyer. II. n. A fish of the subfamily Cottina.
Bp. Hall, Satires, iv. 2. cottlst, «• Same as cottise.

These peasants proper, who may be roughly described (.Qttjgg (kot'is), ». [Formation obscure, but
as small farniers or co««r«, were distmgmshedfrom^the

^^^^^ connected with equiv. cos(3, F. c6te, <

is less developed than the soft part, or than the anal ; the
1 lody is naked, or covered with ordinary scales, or incom-
pletely cuirassed with asingle series of plate-like scales; and
the pyloric appendages are four in numl)er. It was later
raised l)y Giinther to the rank of a family. See Cottidce.

CottinSB (ko-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Coitus + -ince. ]

A subfamily of Cottidce, to which different limits

have been assigned. <a) Cottids with ventral flns

and spinous dorsal well developed, thus embracing almost
all tlie family. (It) Cottids having the preceding characters
and further limited by the form of the spinous part of the
dorsal being oblong and not concentrated and elevated.

It includes the ordinary forms of the family.

I. a. Of or relating

free agricultural laborers in two respects

:

sessors of land in property or usufruct, and they were
members of a rural Commune.

D. M. 'Wallace, Russia, p. 460.

Cottars, who seem to have been distinguished from their

fellow-villeins simply by their smaller holdings.

L. costa, a rib.] In her., a diminutive of the
bend, being one fourth its width, and half the
width of the bendlet. a single one is often called a
cost, but in the plural cottises is always used. Also spelled
cotise, and fonnerly cotice, cottis.

J. R. Green, Con(i. of Eng., p. 319. cottlscd (kot'ist), a. In her., ac-

companied by two or more cot-

tises, as a bend. Also cotised, co-

toy^ Cottlsed double, having two
cottises on each side.— Cottlsed treble,
having three cottises on each sidt

Cottier tenure or system, a tenure of land by which
a laborer rents a portion of land directly from the owner,
and the conditions of the contract, especially the amount
of rent to be paid, are detennined not by custom, but by
competition. This system was at one time especially char-

acteristic of Ireland, and is not yet entirely extinct there.

The tenancy was annual, and the privilege of occupancy COttlO (kot ' 1), n. [Etym. un-
was put up at auction, the consequence being excessive known.] A part of a mold used
competition and exorbitant rents, since the cotter was , newtorArR in the fnrmation of P»"'<=<' ^
obliged to get the land at any price in order to live. In Dy pewterers in ine lormauon 01 gendiets.

an act passed in 1860 to consolidate and amend the law of tiieir wares. Imp. JJtct.

landlord and tenant in Ireland, cottier tenancies are de- cottoid (kot'oid), a. and n. [< Cottus + -oid.'\

fined to be cottages with not more than half an acre of j_ „ Qf ^j, relating to the Cottoidea; cottiform.

A Bend Cottised,
a bend accom-

two

land, rented by the month at not more than £5 a year.

cotter^ (kot'er), n. [Origin obscure.] Inmech
a wedge-shaped piece of wood
or iron used as a wedge for

fastening or tightening. In the
adjoining (Igure, a is a cotter connect-
ing the end of the rod b with the pin
or stud c, by means of a wrought-iron
strap d d, and adjustable bushes ; the
tapered cotter a, passing through cor-

responding mortises both in the butt
b and the strap d d, serves at once
to attach them together and to ad-
just the bushes to the proper dis-

tance from each other. Also called

cotterel,

cotter-drill (kot'fer-dril), n. A
drill used in forming slots.

II. n. A cottid.

Cottoidea (ko-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Cottus
+ -oidea.] A superfamily of acanthopterygian
fishes, to which different limits have been as-

signed, (a) Corresponding to the mail-cheeked fishes of

the old authors, {b) Kestricted to the mail-cheeked fish-

es with the post-temporals simply articulated with the
cranium, one pair of dentigerous epipharj'ngeals, hyper-
coracoid and hypocoracoid separated by the intervention

of actinosts, and ribs fitting into sockets of the vertebrae.

It thus includes the families Cottidce and Hemitripteridce.

cottoidean (ko-toi'de-an), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to or having'tlie characters of the Cot-

toidea.

II. n. A fish of the superfamily Cottoidea.

It first bores a COttolene (kot'o-len), n. A substance made

hole, and then by a lateral motion works out

the slot.

cottered (kot'Srd), a. [< cotter"^ + -ed'^.] Keyed
together by wedges.

cotterel (kot'er-el), n. [Formerly also cotteril :

see cotter'^.] 1. In mech., same as cotter^.— 2.

A small iron bolt for a window. [Prov. Eng.]
— 3. A trammel to support a pot over a fire.

Brockett. Also cottrcl.— 4. The horizontal bar

from beef suet and cotton-seed oil.

cotton^ (kot'n), n. and a. [< ME. cotoun, co-

tune, cotin = MD. kottoen, kattoen, D. katoen (>
MHG. kottun, G. kattun = Sw. Dan. kattun =
mod. leel. kotun), < OF. colon, F. colon = Pr.
colon = It. cotone, formerly cotono, < Sp. colon

= Pg. cotao, cotton, printed cotton cloth, Sp.
algodon = Pg. algodao, cotton (> ult. E. acton,

q. v.), < Ar. al, the, + qictun, qutn, cotton. Cf.

Gael, colan = W. cotwm, cotton, from E.] I. n.

1. The white fibrous substance clothiig the
in an old English chimney. See back-bar.

COtter-flle (kot'6r-fil), n. A file used in form-
ing grooves for the keys, cotters, or wedges used seeds of the cotton-plant ( Gossypiwn). See cut

in fixing wheels on their shafts. It is narrow and under cotton-plant, it consists of simple delicate tu-

almost flat on the sides and edges, thus presenting nearly

the same section at every part of its length.

cotter-plate (kot'6r-plat), w. In founding, a Up
or flange of a mold-box. E. H. Knight.

cottid (kot'id), n. A fish of the family Cot-

tidce.

Cottidae (kot'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Coitus +
-idle.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Coitus, of varying limits

in different classifications, (a) In early systems,

a family of Acantliopterygii, having the head variously

mailed and protected, and especially a suborbital bone
more or less extended over the cheek and articulated be-

hind with the preoperculum. Thus understood, it em-
braced all the mail-cheeked fishes, and answered to the

"joues cuirass^es" of Cuvier. (6) In Giinther's system,

a family of Acanthopterygii cotto-scombri/ormes, having
a bony stay for the angle of the preoperculum, which is

aiTOed (the bone arising from the infraorbital ring), ami
the body naked, or covered with ordinary scales, or incom-
pletely cuirassed with a single series of plate-like scales.

In this sense it embraces not only the true Cottidce, but
also the Platycephalidce, Hoplichthyidce, Triglidce, and
Jlhamphocotttdai of other authors, (c) In Gill's system, a

family of Cottoidea with a well-developed rayodome, un-

interrupted cranial valleys behind, and the spinous part

of the dorsal shorter than the soft part. It includes nu-
merous species of northern fishes, popularly known as scul-

pins, bullheads, miller'B-thumbs, etc. See cutunder scitf/^tn.

bular hair-like cells, flattened and somewhat twisted. Its

commercial value depends upon the length and tenacity

of the fiber. It is the clothing material of a large pro-
portion of the human race, its use dating back to a very
early period. In commercial importance cotton exceeds
all other staples. Great Britain ranks fii"st in the con-

sumption of the raw material, the United States l»eing

second, and then France. Cotton consists of nearly pure
cellulose, and when acted upon by nitric acid yields a
nitro-compound known as guncotton, which is a power-
ful explosive, and when dissolved in ether and alcohol

foi-ms collodion. Cotton is very extensively used in the
manufacture of thread, and for many purposes in the arts.

In surgery it is employed for many pni-poses, and especial-

ly as a dressing for burns, scalds, etc. See cotton-plant,

Gossypium.

Theise men ben the beste worcheres of Gold, Sylver, Co-

tmin, Sylk. and of alle snche thinges, of ony other, that be
in the World. Manderille, Travels, p. 212.

2. Gloth made of cotton, it was originally obtained

in Europe from India, always famous for the excellence

and fineness of its cotton fabrics, as in the Dacca muslins,

and has long been in use throughout the East. In 1700

the importation into England was prohibited, and in 1721

fines were imposed upon the venders and wearers of cot-

ton, because it was thought to interfere with the home
manufacture of woolens and linens. Modem inventions
facilitating its mantifacture by machinery have built up
.in inunense industry in Europe and the United States.

See cotton-gin, epinning-jenny.



cotton

8. Thread made of cotton: as, a spool of cotton

contains 200 yards.— 4t. The wick of a candle.

LuciijnM, . . . wcekes or co»o»s of candles. Florio.

5. The cotton-plant; cotton-plants collectively.
— Absorljent cotton, cotton freed from fatty matters, for

use in suriicry.— Corkwood cotton. .See silk-cotton, be-

low.— Cotton famine, a term used to describe the dis-

astrous depression produced in liritish manufactures by

the American civil wai-, v.hich hindered the exportation

of cotton from the southern United States.— CottOn
States in IT. S. hist., those States in which cotton is

mainly produced, especially South Carolina, Georgia, Flor-

ida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Te.vas, and Arkansas

:

to these Xortli Carolina and Tennessee are often added.—

Frencll cotton, the silky down of Calotropis procera, an

asclepiadactous plantof Africa and southern Asia.—Gray
cotton, a commercial name for unbleached and unilyed

cotton cloth. Also called itray ,7ooi;«.— Lavender-cot-
ton, the popular name of Santolina Chani^cyparissus, a

dwarf composite shrub of southern Europe, clothed with

a dense hoary pubescence.—Marine cotton. Same as

orfeiws.— Mineral cotton, a fine glossy fiber, common-
ly called mineral icuo/.— Philosophic cotton, flowers of

zinc, which resemble cottoii.~Sea-island COtton, the

cotton grown on the islands and .se:i-coa.«t in the southern

United States, especially between Charleston and Savan-

nah.— Silicate cotton, furnace-slag changed into a

fibrous mass resembling wool by a strong jet of steam
turned upon it iis it runs from the furnace. Also called

«ia!/-iTOiV.— Silk-cotton, the silky covering of tlie seeds

ot Erio<ieiuir('nunnarti'ijsum,ot Bombax Malabariciim, of

Ochroma Lai/uinisi (&Ut> called corticood cotton), and other

bombaceous'trees of the tropics. It is used for stutnng

cushions and for other similar purposes, but is of no value

for textile use.— Soluhle cotton, guncotton. soluble in

ether or ether and alcohol. See coUodion.— Upland cot-

ton, cotton grown on the uplands of the southern United

States.

H. a. Made of cotton ; consisting of cotton

:

as, cotton cloth.

He brought to her a cotton gown.
Rob Roy (Child's Ballads, VI. 205).

Cotton batting, a preparation of raw cotton for stufBiig

or iiuilting, usually iu rolls.— Cotton damask, a ma-
terial, woven in dilfcient colors, used for curtjiins and
upholstery.— CottOn flanneL Same as Ccintmi fiannel

(which see, unAevjianivl).— CottOn parchment, a parch-

ment-like material made .from cli.'aned cotton fiber by di-

gesting it in a solution of sulphuric acid, glycerin, and
water, and then rolling it into sheets.— Cotton prints,

cotton cloth printed in various colors and patterns. See

calico.- Cotton rep, a heavy colored cotton cloth used

for the lining of curtains, etc.— Cotton velvet, a cotton

fabric made in imitation of silk velvet, u-sed for dresses,

etc., now called Mrelefn.— Cotton wadding, a prepared

sheet or roll of raw cotton, similar to the batting, only

much thinner and inclosed between glazed surfaces, used

for interlining and quilting.

cotton^ (kot'n), V. [< cotton^, «.] I. intrans.

To rise with a nap, like cotton.

It cottons well ; it cannot choose but bear
A pretty nap. Middleton, Family of Love, iii. 2.

n. trans. To envelop in cotton; hence, to

coddJe ; make much of. [Rare.]

Already in our society, as it exists, the bourgeoU U too

much cottoned al>out for any zest in living.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 477.

cotton^ (kot'n), f. i. [Common E. dial., also

written cotten; origin uncertain. Wedgwood
connects it with cot, a fleece of wool matted to-

gether, a lock of wool or hair clung together:

see eot^.'] 1. To agree ; suit ; fit or go well to-

gether.

Ud's foot, I must take some pains, I see, or we shall

never have this gear cotten. J. Cook, Oreen'» Tu Quoque.

How now, latis ? does our conceit cotton t

Middleton, Family of Love, v. 3.

2. To become closely or intimately associated

(with) ; acquire a strong liking (for) ; take (to)

:

absolutely or with to, formerly xeith. [CoUoq.]

A quarrel will end in one of you lieing turned off. In

which case it will not be easy to cotton tcith another.
Swi/t.

For when once Madam Fortune deals out her hard raps.

It's amazing to think
How one cotton* to Drink !

Barham, Ingoldaby Legends, I. 312.

COt'tonade (kot-n-ad'), n. [< cotton^ + -ade^.']

A name given to different varieties of cotton
cloth, generally to inferior, coarser, and less

durable kinds.

He H as dressed in a suit of Attakapas cottonade.

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 95.

COttonaryt (kot'n-a-ri), a. Pertaining to or
made of cotton.

Cottoiutry and woolly pillows. Sir T. Tiroinie.

cotton-blue (kot'n-bli)), «. A coal-tar color

similar to soluble blue, used in dyeing. See
hhif, n.

cotton-broker (kot'n-bro'kfer), «. A broker
w)io (leals in cotton.

cotton-cake (kot'n-kak), n. The cake remain-
ing after the oil has been expressed from the
seeds of the cotton-plant. It is used as food for
cattle.

cotton-chopper (kot'n-chop'fer), «. An imple-
men'i for cutting openings in a row of growing
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cotton-plants, so as to leave them in bunches
or hills.

cotton-cleaner (kot'n-kle'ner), n. Same as

cotton-picker, 2.

COttonee (kot-n-e'), «. [< cotton^ + -ee.] A
Turkish fabric of cotton and silk satinet.

COtton-ele'Vator (kot'n-el''''e-va-tor), n. In a
eotton-mill, a tube through which cotton is

raised to the upper floors by means of an air-

blast or by straps armed ^7ith spikes.

cotton-floater (kot'n-fl6'''ter), M. An india-rub-

ber cover in which bales of cotton are placed
to be floated down rivers.

cotton-gin (kot'n-jin), n. A machine used in

separating the seedt from cotton fibers. The
earliest cotton.gin was the saw-gin, invented l>y Eli Whit-

ney (17B5-1825) in 1792.

In this the fiber rests
upon or against a grid,

into the openings of

which project the teeth
of a gang of saws mount-
ed upon a revolving man-
drel. The teeth of the
saws catch the fibers and
draw them away from
the seeds. The latter,

being too large to pass
through the openings,
roll downward and out of
the machine. The fibers.

cotton-tree

and south of the equator. All the species are perennial
and become somewhat shrubby, but in cultivation they are
usually treated as annuals. They have alternate stalked
and lobed leaves, large yellow flowers, becoming reddish
on the second day, and a three- or five-celled capsule,
which bursts open when ripe through the middle of the
cells, liberating the numerous black seeds covered with
the beautiful filamentous cotton. The species yielding th©

Cotton-Kin.

removed from the saws by a revolving brush, pass between
rollers, and are delivered from the machine in the form
of a lap. Other and similar machines have projecting

needles, or hooked or covered wire teeth, instead of saws.

In the roller-gin the fibers are drawn between rollers

guarded by blWles which prevent the passage of the seeds.

Another form lias an intermittent action, the fibers being
held between nipping blades and the seeds pushed clear

from them, fiber and seed being delivered in different di-

rections.

cotton-grass (kot'n-gras), n. Thepopularname
of plants of the genus Eriopliorum, natural or-

der Cyperacete. They are rush-like plants, common
in swampy places, with spikes resembling tufts of cotton.

The cottony suiistance has been used for stuffing pillows,

making candle-wicks, etc. Also cotton-rush, cotton-sedge.

Cottonian (ko-to'ni-an), a. Pertaining to or

founded by Sir Robert Bruce Cotton (1571-

1631).— Cottonian library, a famous library in Eng-
land, founded by Sir Robert Bruce Cotton early in the
seventeenth century, increased by liis son and grandson,
and then han<le4t over to trustees for the benefit of the

nation. It is now in the British Museum.

COttonize (kot'n-iz), f. t.
;
pret. and pp. cotton-

ized, ppr. cottonizing. [< cotton^ + -ize.'] To
reduce to the condition of cotton, or cause to

resemble cotton, as flax, hemp, etc.

(X>ttonizlng (kot'n-i-zing), n. [Verbal n. of cot-

tonize, v.] A process applied to many fibers,

as flax, hemp, etc., reducing them to a short sta-

ple which can be worked on cotton-machinery.

cotton-lord (kot'n-16rd), n. A rich cotton-man-
ufacturer ; a magnate of the cotton industry.

cotton-machine (kot'n-ma-shen'), n. A ma-
chine for carding or spinning cotton.

cotton-manufactory, cotton-mill (kot'n-man-
u-fak'to-ri, -mil), «. A building provided
with machinery for carding, ro\ing, spinning,

and weaving cotton, by the force of water or

steam.
COttonmouth (kot'n-mouth), n. A venomous
serpent of the southern United States, a spe-

cies of moccasin or Trigonoccphalus : so called

from a white streak along the lips.

COt'tonocracy (kot-n-ok'ra-si), «. [< cotton'^

+ -o-cracy, as in aristocracy, democracy, etc.]

Those planters, merchants, and manufactvirers,
collectively,who control the cotton trade; espe-

cially, in U. S. hist., before the civil war, the

eotton-planting interest in the slave States.

[Cant.]

cotton-opener (kot'n-d'''pn-6r), n. A machine
for picking, shaking, and blowing baled cotton,

and forming it into a fleecy lap.

COttononst (kot'n-us), a. [< cotton^ + -oits.'i

Same as cottony.

There is a Salix near Darking in Surrey, in which the
Julua bears a thick cottonous substance.

Evelyn, Sylva, xx. § 8.

cotton-picker (kot'n-pik''6r), n. 1. A machine
for picking cotton from the bolls of the plant.

— 2. A machine used to open cotton further

and clean it from dirt and other extraneous
matter, after it comes from the cotton-opener.
It effects this by subjecting the cotton to the action of

rapidly revolving beaters and toothed cylinders, and to a
blast. The cotton as it passes out is woimd into a lap. Also
cottnn-clentier.

cotton-plant (kot'n -plant), n. The popular
name of several species of Gossypiuin, nattiral

order Malvacew, from which the well-known tex-

tile substance cotton is obtained. The genus is in-

digenous to iMjth hemispheres, and the plants are now cul-

tivated all over the world witliin the limits of 36° north

Branch of Cotton-plant IGossyfium kerbaceum).

a, opened boll or capsule.

cotton of commerce are: G. Barbadense, known as sea-

island cotton, with a fine, soft, silky staple nearly two
inclies long; (?. herbaceum, yielding the upland or short-

staple cotton of the United States ; and G. arborettm. Slany
varieties of these species are known. The kidney, Peru-
vian, Brazil, and Bahia cottons of commerce are all pro-

duced by varieties of G. Barbadense. Nankin cotton is a
naturally colored variety. Cotton-seed, after the removal
of the fiber, yields upon pressure a large amount of yellow
oil, with a bland, nut-like taste, closely resembling olive-

oil, as a substitute or adulterant for which it is largely

used. Tlie residue after the extraction of the oil, called

cotton-cake, is valuable as food for cattle and as a manure.
The bark of the root is used in medicine, acting upon the
uterine system in the same manner as ergot. Also called

cotton-shrub.

cotton-planter (kot'n-plan'tfer), n. 1. One
who plants or raises cotton.—2. A machine for

planting cotton.

cotton-powder (kot'n-pou'''d^r), ». An explo-

sive prepared from gimcotton, of greater den-
sitv tha'n the latter, and safer for dry storage.

COt'fcon-press (kot'n-pres), n. A press used for

compressing cotton into bales. The forms are

numerous, embracing nearly all the devices for

obtaining great pressure.

cotton-rat (kot'n-rat), n. A common indige-

nous rodent quadruped, Sigmodon Mspidus, of

the family Murida: and subfamily Jfwri'na', found
in the cotton-fields and other lowlands of the

southern United States. It superficially resem-
bles the common Norway rat, but is only about
two thirds as large. See Sigmodon.

cotton-rush (kot'n-rush), n. Same as cotton-

grass.

cotton-scraper (kofn-skra^'pfer), n. A form of

cultivator which scrapes the earth around cot-

ton-plants or away from them, as may be re-

quired. It is sometimes attached to the stock

of the cotton-plow.

cotton-sedge (kot'n-sej), n. Same as cotton-

grass.

cotton-seed (kot'n-sed), n. The seed of the
cotton-plant Cotton-seed cleaner. («) A machine
which jjulls the fiber from cotton-seed, (b) A machine
which compresses the fiber upon the seed, so that it can
be sown by an ordinary machine.— Cotton-seed mill, a
mill for grinding cotton-seed.— Cotton-seed Oil, oil ex-

pressed from the seed of the cotton-plant. See cotton-

plant.

cotton-shrub (kot'n-shrub), n. Same as cotton-

pjiint.

COtton-stainer (kot'n-sta''n6r), n. A familiar

heteropterous insect or bug of the fajiily Pyr-
rhoeoridw, Dysdercus suturellus : so called from
its staining cotton an indelible reddish or yel-

lowish color.

COtton-S'Weep (kot'n-swep), «. A small plow
used in cultivating cotton-plants.

cottontail (kot'n-tal). n. The popular name,
especially in the South, for the common rabbit

of the United States, Lepus sylvaticus : sonamed
from the conspicuous fluffy white fur on the un-

der side of the taU. -Also called molly cottontail.

See cut on following page.

cotton-thistle (kot'n-this"!), n. The popular

name of Onopordon Acanthium, a stout hoary

thistle found in the south of England, and natu-

ralized in New England : so called from its cot-

toTiv white stem and leaves.

cotton-tree (kot'n-tre), n. 1. The Bombax
Malahiirirum, native in India. The silky hairs

surrounding the seeds are used for stuffing cush-

ions, etc.— 2. The cottonwood of America.



cotton-waste

Cottontiul, or Wood-r.iM'it , Lffits jylvaticus),

cotton-waste (kot'n-wast), n. Refuse cotton
yarn used to wipe oil and dust from machinery,
and as packing for axle-boxes, etc.

The color in a state of fine powder is dusted on the
oiled surface with fine cotton-wagte.

C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 90.

COttonweed (kot'n-wed), n. A plant of either

of the genera Gnaphalium and Filaflo : so named
from the soft white pubescence that covers it.

Cottonwood (kot'n-wud), M. The name of sev-

eral species of the genus Fopxilus in the United
States, from the light cottony tuft at the base
of the numerous small seeds. The common eastern

species are P. monUi/era and the swamp- or river-cotton-

wood, P. heteropkylla. West of the Rocky Mountains the
cottonwoods are P. angiistifolia, P. Fremontii, and P. tri-

chocarpa, Tlie wood is very liglit, soft, and close-grained,

liable to warp »nd difficult to season, but largely used in

the manufacture of paper-pulp, and for bairels, packing-
cases, woodenware, etc. Cross-sections of the trunk of P.
tnoniU/era are used as polishing-wheels in glass-grinding.

cotton-wool (kot'n-wul'). "• Raw cotton; cot-

ton fiber either on the boll or prepared for use.

The principall commodity of Smyrna is Cottcn-wooU,
which there groweth in great quantity.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 12.

Among other goods, much cotton-wool was brought into

the country from the Indies. Everett, Orations, 11. 80.

cotton-worm (kot'n-w6rm), n. The larva of

Aletia xylino (Say), an insect very destructive

to the cotton-crop of the United States and of

Central and South America. The parent moth is of

a buff color, inclining to olivaceous ; the eggs are flattened,

and are laid on tlie under side of tlie leaves of tlie cotton-

plant. The larva is a semi-looper, and the chrysalis is

Cotton-wonn {Aletia xytina), natural size.

«, egg, enlai^ed ; *, worm, one third (^own ; c, side view of fuU-giown
worm ; d, top view of worm ; e, cocoon ; /, chrysalis ; g, moth.

formed in a loose cocoon within a folded leaf. It is con-

fined to plants of the genus Gossypium, and in some years

causes a loss of many millions of dollars to the cotton-

growers of the United States. It has been a subject of

government investigation, and exhaustive reports have
been published upon it.

cottony (kot'n-i), o. [< cotton^ + -yi.] Like
cotton ; downy ; nappy. Also formerly cotton-

oiis.

Oalcs bear also a knur, full of a cottony matter, of wliich

they antiently made wick for their lamps and candles.
Evelyn, Sylva, iil. § 17.

The cotttmy substance seems to the eye to consist of

bundles of fine fibers. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 591.

Gotto-scombriformes (kot - 6 - skom - bri -f6r '-

mez), n. yl. [NL., < Cottus, q. v., -t- Scomber,
q. v., -t- ii. forma, form.] In Giinther's classi-

fication of fishes, the eighth division of Acan-
thopterygii. The technical characters are: spines de-
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veloped in one of the fins at least ; the dorsal fins either
continuous or close together; the spinous dorsal fin, if

present, always short, sometimes modified into tentacles
or into a suctorial disk; the soft dorsal lin always long,

if the spinous is absent, both sometimes terminating in

flnlets ; ventral thoracic or jugular flu, if present, never
mollified into an adhesive apparatus ; and no prominent
anal i)ai>illa.

cot-town (kot'toun), n. In Scotland, a small
village or hamlet occupied by cotters depen-
dent on a considerable farm. Also called cot-

tar-town.

cottrel (kot'rel), n. Same as cotterel, 3.

Cottus (kot'us), n. [NL., < Gr. k6tto(, a fish,

perhaps the bullhead or miller's-thumb.] A ge-

nus of fishes with an enlarged depressed head,
typical of the family Cottidm. The name has been
used in ditferent senses at different periods. Formerly it

was very comprehensive, including not only all the Cot-

tidce, but various other forms ; but by successive restric-

tions it has been limited by most authors to the sculpins
and closely related marine species, and by others to the
miller's-thumb, a fresh-water species. See cut under scul-

pin.

cotult, «• [< L. cotula, a vessel, a measure:
see cotyle.'] Same as cotyle, 1.

Of that thei doo
VIII cotuls in a steine famphora] of wynes trie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 102.

Cotula (kot'u-la), n. [NL. ; more prop. Cotyla;

< Gr. KoTvlr;, a hollow, cup, socket : see cotyle.^

A genus of weedy composites, allied to Anthc-
mis, natives of extra-tropical South America,
South Africa, and Australia. The Cotula of phar-
macy is the mayweed, Anthemis Cotula, and is used thera-
peutically like camomile.

COtunnite (ko-tun'it), n. [Named after Dr. Co-
tugno, an Italian physician (1736-1822).] Lead
chlorid occurring in white acicular crystals,

with adamantine luster, first found in the cra-

ter of Vesuvius after the eruption of 1822.

CotumicopS (ko-ter'ni-kops), n. [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1854), < IJ. coturnix (-nic-), a quail, -t- Gr.
uijj, eye, face (appearance).] A genus of small
American crakes, of the family liallidce, con-
taining the little yellow rail, C. noveboracensis.

Cotumlculus (kot-er-nik'u-lus), n. [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1838), dim. of L. coturnix, a quail.] A
genus of small American finches, of the family
Fringtllidce ; the grasshopper-sparrows, ofwhich
there are sev-
eral species,

as the yellow-
winged (C.

passerinus),
Henslow's(C.
henslowi), and
Le Conte's
(C lecontii),

of diminutive
size, with tur-

gid bills, short
wings, acute
tail-feathers,

and a gener-
al appearance
suggestive of

miniature quails, whence the generic name.
coturnix (ko-ter'niks), n. [L., a quail.] 1.

An old nanie of the common migratory quail

of Europe ; specifically, the Perdix coturnix, ge-

nerically Coturnix communis, vulgaris, or dacty-

lisonans.— 2. leap.'] [NL.] A genus of quaUs,
of which C. commtmis is the type.

COtutor (ko-tii'tor), ». [< co-^ + tutor.'] A
joint tutor; one joined with another or others

in the education or care of a child. [Rare.]

If every means be ineffectual, a special tutor or co-tutor

is assigned to watch over the education of the children.
Sir W, Hamilton-

cotyla (kot'i-la), n.
;

pi. cotylw (-le). [NL.]
Same as cotyle, 2.

cotyle (kot'i-le), «. ;
pi. cotylm or cotyles (-le,

-lez). [Gr. KoTvXi) (> L. cotula, NL. cotyla), a
vessel, cup, socket, any hollow.] 1. PI. cotylw

(-le). In Gr. antiq. : (a) A small drinking- or

dipping-vessel, the exact form of which is un-
certain. (6) An ancient Greek unit of capacity,

varying from less than half a pint to a quart,

United States (old wine) measure. The Attic cotyle,

being the 144th of a metretes, was, according to extant
measuring-vessels, 0.269 liter. That of Egypt under tlie

Ptolemies was about tlie same. The cotyle of ^Egina was
probably 1.42 of the Attic, or 0.382 liter. The Pergamenian
cotyle is said to be V of the Attic, or 0.462 liter. The co-

tyle of Laconia, according to a standard found at Gythiuni,
wa80.954 liter. At least half a dozen different cotylfe were
in use in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, and there were
probably many others throughout the Greek world.

2. In anat. and rod'/., a cup-like cavity ; an ace-

tabulum, (a) The socket of the femur ; the acetabulum
of the haunch-bone, receiving the head of the thigh-bone.

Cotyledons, separate (enlarged) and in
their seeds.

I. Monocotyledon (seed of Arum macu-
latum). 2. Dicotyledon (seed o{ PaptiVer
Rheras). 3. Polycotyledon (seed of Finns
syl-vestris)-

Yellow-winged Grasshopper-sparrow
(
Coturni-

culus passerinus).

Cotylophora

(6) One of the suckers or disks on the arms of an acetabu-
liferous cephalopod. (c) One of the suckers, disks, or Ijoth-

ria of the head of various worms, as leeches, cestoids, and
trematoids. (ci) The cotyloid or coxal cavity of an insect.

3. [ca^).] [NJj.] In orMJife., an erroneous form
of Co tile.

cotyledon (kot-i-le'don), n. [NL. (L., a plant,

navelwort), < Gr. Korv'/riSiiv, any cup-shaped hol-

low or cavity, a socket, a plant (prob. navel-
wort), < KOTv/.ti, a hollow: see cotyle.] 1. The
seed-lobe or rudimentary leaf of the embryo in

plants. There may be only one, as in all monocotyledu-
nous or endogenous plants, or two, as in neai'ly all dicotyle-

donous or exogenous
plants, or several in

a whorl, as in most
Coni/eroe. In many
cases the cotyledons
are large as com-
pared with the rest

of the embryo, be-
ing a storehouse of
nourishment forthe
young plant in its

earliest stage of
growth, or they may
be small, as in most albuminous seeds, in which the albu-
men is a supply of food. The arrangement of the cotyle-

dons within the seeds is very various. The more important
modifications of position are those of accinnbent cotyle-

dons, in which the radicle is laid against the back of the
cotyledons, and incumbent, whereitis ajiplied to the edge.

2. [(?fy).] [NL.] A genus of plants, natural
order Crassulacea; with very thick fleshy leaves
and showy flowers. iLiny species are in cultivation,

especially for bedding purposes, chiefiy Mexican species
formerly referred to Echeveria. The navelwort of Europe
is C. Umbilicus.

3. In anat., one of the distinct patches in which
the villi of a cotyledonary placenta are gath-
ered upon the surface of the chorion.

COtyledonal (kot-i-le'don-al), a. [< cotyledon

+ -al.] In bot., of or belonging to the cotyle-

don; resembling a cotyledon.

cotyledonar (kot-i-le'don-iir), a. [< cotyledon

+ -or2.] Same as cotyledonal.

cotyledonary (kot-i-le'don-a-ri), a. [< cotyle-

don + -ary"^.] Provided with, or as if with,

cotyledons; specifically, in anat., tufted: said

of the placenta when the villi are gathered in

distinct patches or cotyledons upon the surface

of the chorion.

cotyledonoid (kot-i-le'dgn-oid), n. [< cotyledon

+ -oid.] In bryology, a filament produced by
the germination of a spore: so called on the
supposition that it is analogous to a true coty-

ledon, but more properly called protonema.

COtyledonous (kot-i-le'don-us), a. [< cotyledon

+ -OMS.] Pertaining to cotyledons ; having a
seed-lobe : as, cotyledonous plants.

Ootylidea (kot-i-lid'e-a), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr. KOTvlti,

a hollow, a cup, a socket, -t- -id-ea.] A large

group of worms, of uncertain extent : so called

from the possession of suckers or cotyles. In
some usages it is a synonym of the class Platyelmintha ; in

others it unites the leeches {Hirudinea) with the trema-

toids and cestoids.

COtylifonn (ko-til'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. cotyla, a
cotyle, -I- Ij. forma, form.] Izi physiol., having
the"form of a cotyle ; shaped like a cup, with a

tube at the base.

COtyligerouS (kot-i-lij'e-rus), a. [< NL. cotyla,

a cotyle, + L. j/erere," carry.] 1. Furnished
with cotyles.— 2. Same as cotylophorous.

cotyloid (kot'i-loid), a. and n. [< Gr. kotv?.?/, a
socket (see cotyle), + c'idog, form.] I. a. 1.

Cupped ; cup-like : in anat., specifically applied

to the acetabulum or socket of the thigh-bone

;

acetabular: in entom., applied to the cavity in

which the coxa orbasal joint ofthe legis inserted.
— 2. Pertaining to or connected with a cotyle.
— Cotyloid bone, a small bone which in some animals
forms the ventral part of the floor of the cotyloid fossa

:

it has not been found in man.— Cotyloid cavity or

fossa, tlie acetabulum.— Cotyloid ligament, a thick

fibrocartilaginous ring around the margin of the acetabu-

lum and bridging the cotyloid notcli.— Cotyloid notcb,
the notch in the anterior lower part of the acetabulimi,

which transmits vessels and nerves.

II. n. In entom., one of the coxal cavities or

hollows in the lower surface of the thorax in

which the eoxro are articulated. Also called

acctabidum.

COtyloidal (kot-i-loi'daJ), a. Same as cotyloid.

Cotylophora (kot-i-lof'o-rii), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of cotylophonts : see 'cotylophorous.] In Htix-

ley's classification, the typical ruminants. The
term is coextensive with the suborder Jiuminantin wnth-

out the Tragididm and the Camelidae. It is derived from
the gathering of the villi of the fetal placenta into coty-

ledons, which are received into persistent elevations of

the mucous membrane of the uterus.

Tlie Cotylophora are represented in all parts of the world
excepting" the Australian and Xovo-Zclauian provinces.

They have not yet been traced back farther than the mio-

cene epoch. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p 328.



cotylophorons

cotylophorous (kot-i-lofo-rus), a. [< NL. coty-

iophorus, < Gr. kotv'Ati, a hollow, a cup, a socket
(see cotyU), + -<l>6p<K, -bearing, < (pepav = E.
Aearl.] Having a cotyledonary placenta, as a
ruminant ; specifically, of or pertaining to the

Cotylophoru. Also cotyligerous.

COUa (ko'a), n. [F., from the native S. Amer.
name.] 1. An American cuckoo of the genus
Coceyziis or subfamily Coccyzinw.— 2. \cap.']

[NXi.] A genus of Madagasoan cuckoos, typical

of the subfamily Couiiiie.

COUardt, n. An obsolete form of coward.

coucal (ko'kal), H. [Mentioned prob. for the
first time in IJeVaillant's "Oiseaux d'Afrique,"

beginning about 1796; perhaps native African.]

An African or Indian spur-heeled cuckoo: a
name first definitely applied by Cuvier in 1817
to the birds of the genus Centropm (Dliger).

COUCh^ (kouch), r. [< ME. couchen, lay, place,

set, refl. lay one's self down, iutr. lie down,
< OF. coucher^couchier, colcher, F. couclier =
Pr. colcar, eolgar = It. eolcare, collocare, lay,

place, < L. collocare, place together, < com-, to-

gether, + locare, place, < locus, a place : see lo-

cus, locate, and cf. collocate.'^ I. trans. 1. To
lay down or away; put in a resting-place or in

a repository of any kind ; place ; deposit. [Ar-
chaic]

Sacriflse solemne, besoght at that tyme, . , .

And the carcaa full clanly kowchit on the auter.
Dentruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11789.

It is at this day in use, in Gaza, to couck potsherds, or
vessels of earth, in their walls, to gather the wind from
the top, and pass it down in spouts into rooms.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 776.

Can reason eoueh itself within that frame ?

Shirley, The Traitor, 1. 2.

The waters courk themselves, as close as may be, to the
centre of this globe in a spherical convexity.

r. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

Specifically— 2. To cause to recline or lie upon
a bed or other place of rest ; dispose or place
upon, or as upon, a couch or bed.

Where unbruised youth, with unstuflf'd brain.
Doth couch his limbs, there golden sleep doth reign.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 3.

3. In brewing, to spread out upon a floor, as
steeped barley, in order to promote germina-
tion.— 4. In 2>aper-making, to take (a sheet of

pulp) from the mold or apron on which it has
been formed, and place it upon a felt.— Sf. To
lay together closely.

Worke wel knit and couched togither.
yomenclaUn- (1585).

6t. To cause to hide or seek concealment;
cause to lie close or crouch.

A falcon towering in the skies
Coucheth the fowl below with his wings" shade.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 507.

7. To include in the meaning of a word or state-
ment; express; put in words; especially, to
imply without distinctly stating ; cover or con-
ceal by the manner of stating : often, in the lat-

ter sense, with under : as, the compliment was
couched in the most fitting terms ; a threat was
couched under his apparently friendly words.
Speech by meeter is a kind of vtterance, more cleanly

couched and more delicate to the eare than prose la.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 5.

Ignominious words, though clerkly couch'd.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

There is scarcely a garden in China which does not con-
tain some fine moral, couched under the general design.

Qoldamith, Citizen of the World, xxxi.

To this communication Perth proposed an answer coiorAcff

in the most servile tenns. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

8. To lower (a spear) to a horizontal position

;

place (a spear) under the right armpit and
grasp (it) with the right hand, thus presenting
the point toward the enemy. The use of the
rest was of late introduction, and was not essen-
tial to the couching of a spear.

His mighty speare he couched warily.
SiKmer, ¥. Q., III. vii. 38.

And as I placed in rest my spear
My hand so shook for very fear,

I scarce could couch it right.

Scott, Mannion, iv. 20.

Then in the lists were couched the pointless spears.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 217.

9. In surg., to remove (a cataract) by insert-
ing a needle through the coats of the eye and
})ushing the lens downward to the bottom of
the vitreous humor, so as to be out of the axis
of vision; remove a cataract from in this man-
ner. See cataract, 3.

Some artist, whose nice hand
Coucheg the cataracts, and clears his sight. Dennis.

lOt. To inlay; trim; adorn.
82
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His coote-armure was of cloth of Tars,
Cowched with perles whyte and rounde and grete.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1303.

Couched harp, the spinet.

II. intra ns. 1. To lie in a place of rest or
deposit ; rest in a natural bed or stratum.
[Archaic]
Blessed of the Lord he his land, for the . . . dew, and

for the deep that coucheth beneath. Deut. xxxiii. 13.

2. To lie on a couch, bed, or place of repose

;

lie down ; take a recumbent posture.

Madam, if he had couched with the lamb.
He had no doubt been stirring with the lark.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, i. 4.

When Love's fair goddess
Couched with her husband in his golden bed.

Dryden.

3. To lie as in ambush; be hidden or conceal-
ed ; lie close ; crouch.

We'll couch i' the castle-ditch, till we see the light of our
fairies. Shak., M. W. of W., v. i.

I saw a bright green snake, . . .

Green as the herbs in which it couched.
Close by the dove's its head it crouched.

Coleridye, Christabel, ii.

4. To lie down, crouch, or squat, as an animal.
Fierce tigers couched around. Dryden.

The chase neglected, and his hound
Couch'd beside him on the ground.

M. Arnold, Tristram and Iseult.

5. To bend or stoop, as under a burden.
An aged .Squire . . .

That seemed to couch under his shield three-square.
As if that age badd him that burden spare.

Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 4.

Issachar is a strong ass couching down between two bur-
dens. Gen. xlix. 14.

6. In embroidery, to lay the thread on the sur-
face of the foundation and secure it by stitches
of fine material. See couching^, 5.

COUChl (kouch), «. [< ME. couche, cowche, lair,

< OF. couche, colche, F. couche = Pr. colga, a bed,
couch ; from the verb.] 1. A bed ; a place for
sleep or rest.

O thou dull god [Sleep], why liest thou with the vile.

In loathsome beds, and leav'st the kingly couch ?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Approach thy grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

2. A long seat, commonly upholstered, having
an arm at one end, and often a back, upon
which one can rest at full length ; a lounge.

There they drank in cups of emerald, there at tables of
ebony lay,

Rolling on their purple couches In their tender effeminacy.
Tennyson, Boadicea.

3. Any place for retirement and repose, as the
lair of a wild beast, etc
The beasts that ronne astraye, seketh their accustomed

couches. Bp. Bate, Pref. to Inland's Journey, sig. D, 2.

Beast and bird.
They to their grassy couch, these to their nests.
Were slunk. Milton, P. L., iv. 601.

His [the otter's] couch, which is generally a hole com-
municating with the river. Jincyc. Brit., XII. 396.

4. The frame on which barley is spread to be
malted.— 6. A layer, coating, or stratum. Spe-
cittcally— (a) In matting, a heap of 8teei)ed barley spread
out on a floor to allow germination to take place, and so
convert the grain into malt, {fi) In paintinfj and gilding, a
ground or preliminary coat of color, varnish, or size, cover-
ing the canvas, wall, leather, wood, or other surface to be
painted or gilded, (c) In the industrial arts, a bed or layer
of any material, as one thickness of leather where several
thicknesses are superimposed, as in bookbinding and the
like.

COUCh^ (kouch), n. [Short for couch-grass, q. v.]

Couch-grass.
COUCh^ (kouch), V. t. [< couch^, n.] In agri.,

to clear, as land, from couch-grass.

COUchancy (kou'chan-si), n. l<. couchant.'i The
act or state of eoucliing or lying down. [Eare.]

COUchant (kou'ehant), a. [< F. couchant, ppr.
of coucAer, lie down : see coucftl, t'.] 1. Lying
down ; crouching ; not erect.

He that like a subtle beast
Lay couchant, with his eyes upon the throne.
Ready to spring, Tennyson, Guinevere.

And couchant under the brows of massive line.

The eyes, like guns beneath a pai'apet.

Watched, charged with lightnings.
Lowell, On Board the '76.

2. Sleeping in a place ; staying.

\ .^ The . . . farme of hushandrie where
this officer is coM(rAan( and abiding.

Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 77.

3. In her., lying down with the
head raised, which distinguishes
the posture of couchantfiozn that
of dormant, or sleeping : applied

A Lion Couchant. to a Uon or Other beast, some

Two Chevrons
Couched.

conching
writers confuse couchant and dormant,'Rnd give the term
sejant to tl\e beast lying down with head raised ; but this
is rare. Also harbored and lodged.

His crest was covered with a couchant Hownd.
Spenser, F. Q., Ill, ii. 25.

Levant and couchant, in law, rising up and lying down

:

applied to beasts, and indicating that they have been long
enough on land not belonging to their owner to lie down
and rise up to feed, or for a day and night at least.

couche (ko-sha'), a. [P., pp. of coucher, lie
down : see couch''-, t'.] In her., partly lying
down; not erect: said of a shield used as an
escutcheon, as in a seal or the like, when the
shield is generally represented hung up by the
sinister corner.

couched (koucht), j). a. [Pp. of couch^, «.] 1.
In her., lying on its side, as a
chevron represented as issuant
from either side of the escutch-
eon.— 2. In embroidery. See
couching'^, 5.

coucheet, coucli6et (ko-sha'), «.

[F. couchce, prop. fem. of couche,

pp. of coucher, lie down: see
couch^, t).] Bedtime ; hence, a
reception of visitors about bedtime : opposed
to levee.

The duke's levies and couch^es were so crowded that
the antechambers were full.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1684.

None of her sylvan subjects made their court

;

Levies and coucMes pass'd without resort.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, 1, 576.

Baby Charles and Steenie, you will remain till our cmt-
chee. Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, x.xxiii.

coucher^ (kou'cher), n. [< ME. coucheour (def.

1), cochoure, appar. for "couchoure (def. 2).] If.
A couch-maker or -coverer.

Carpentours, cotelers, couchcours fyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S,), 1. 1597.

2t. An incubus. [The sense is uncertain.]

He mayketh me to swell, both flesh and veyue.
And kepith me low lyke a cochoure.

Political Poems, etc. (ed, Fnrnivall), p. 217.

3t. A setter dog. E. Phillips. 1706.— 4. Inpa-
]>er-mdking, one who couches the sheets of pulp,
or transfers them from the apron to the felt.

Encyc. Brit., XVIU. 225.-5. One who couches
cataracts.

COUCher^t (kou'ehfer), n. [Ult. < ML. collecta-

rius, a factor, LL. a money-changer, banker,
< collecta, a collection, tax, etc., < L. colligere,

pp. coUectus, collect: see collect, v. Cf. couch-
er^.'} In old English statutes, a factor; one
who resides in a country for traffic.

COUCher^t (kou'chfer), n. [Ult. < ML. collecta-

rium, book of collects: see collectarium.~] Ec-
cles. : (a) A book of collects or short prayers.

The ancient service books, . . . the Antiphonei-s, Mis-
sals, Grailes, Processionals, Manuals, Legends, Pics, Por-
tuises. Primers, Couchers, Journals, Ordinals, and all

other books whatsoever, in Latin or English, written or
printed. /{. W. Dixon, Hist. Chm'ch of Eng,, xvi.

(6) A book or register in which the particular
acts of a corporation or a religious house were
set down.
couch-fello'w (kouch'feFo), n. A bedfellow;
a companion in lodging. [Rare.]

couch-grass (kouch 'gras), n. [Also cooch-,

cutch-grass ; a corruption of quitch-grass : see
quitch.'] 1. The popular name of Triticmn re-

pens, a species of grass which infests arable
land as a troublesome weed, it is perennial, and
propagated both by seed and by its creeping rootstock,
which is long and jointed. It spreads over a field with
great rapidity, and. because of its tenacity of life, is eradi-
cated with ditliculty. The root contains sugar, and has
been used as a diuretic.

2. The stoloniferous variety of florin, Agros-
tis alba— Black couch-grass. Same as black bent,

Alopecxirus agrestis.

couching^ (kou'ching), «. [Verbal n. of couch^,
v.] 1. The act of stooping or bowing.

l"hese coachings and these lowly courtesies.
Shak., J. C, iii. 1.

2. In surg., an operation in cases of cataract,

consisting in the removal of the opaque crys-

talline lens out of the axis of vision by means
of a needle : now rarely practised.

Persuaded the king to submit to the then unusual oper-
ation of couching, and succeeded in restoring sight to one
of his eyes. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii.

3. In maltitig, the spreading of malt to dry af-

tersteeping. See co«c/(l, i'. t.,3.— 4. Injjaper-
malcing, the removal of the fiake of pulp from
the mold on which it is formed to a felt.— 5.

A kind of embroidery in which silk, gold thread,

or the like is laid upon the surface of the foun-
dation instead of being drawn through it. in
litain couching the threads or cords are simply laid side

by side, covering the whole width of the leaf, flower.



couching

or other figure, and fastened doB-n by stitches of finer
material. Jiai^ed couchintj is made by sewing twine or
similar material to the ground, and then laying the em-
broidery-sillt upon it, pro<Uicing a pattern in relief. Bas-
ket couchiiig is a raised couching in whicli the texture of
basket-worlc is imitated. Viamoiid couchiii'j ami diago-
nal eouchinif are made by laying threads of floss-silk or
chenille side by side, and holding them down by threads
of different material, in stitches which form a diamond
pattern or zigzags ; the angles of this pattern are some-
times marked by a spangle or other glittering object.
Shell couching is similar, the stitches that hold it taking
the lines of scallop-shells. In spider couching and wheel
couchitig the stitches form radiating lines resembling the
spokes of a wheel or the radii of a coljweb.

couching^ (kou'ching), 11. [Verbal n. of couch^,
«.] In agri., the operation of clearing land
from couch-grass.

COUChing-needle (kou'cliing-ne"dl), n. A nee-
dle-like surgical instrument used in the opera-
tion of couching.
couchless (kouch'les), a. [< couch^, n., + -less.']

Having no couch or lied.

coucumbert. «• See cucumber.
coud^t, coudeif. [Preterit of can^.'] Obsolete
forms of could.

coud-t, COUde^t. [Past participle of ca«i.] Same
as couth.

I sey not that she ne had knowynge
What harme was, or elles she
Had koud no good, so thenketh me.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, I. 997.

COUde^ (kod), n. [F., elbow, = Pr. code = Sp.
codo, coto = Pg. cuhito = It. cubito, < L. cubi-
tiini, the elbow: see cubit.'] Same as coudUre.
coud6 (ko-da'), a. [F., pp. of couder, bend at
right angles, < coude, elbow: seecowrfe^.] Bent
at right angles : applied to astronomical instru-
ments (usually transits or equatorials) in which
the rays are bent at right angles by one or more
totally reflecting prisms or mirrors, so as to
bring the image to one end of the axis, where
the eyepiece is placed.
coudi4re (ko-di-ar'), n. [F., < coude, elbow: see
coude'^i.] The piece of armor which protected
the elbow. Specifically— (n) A piece of forged iron
having the shape of a blunt cone with slightly rounded
surface, or of tteehive shape, adjusted to the elbow over
the sleeve of the hauberk or gambeson, and secured by
straps or the like, (b) When the brassart had reached
tolerably complete development, that part of it which
protected the elbow behind and at the sides. The shape
of this varied greatly at different times. Also coude.

COUdou, n. See koodoo. G. Cuvier.

cou6 (ko'a), «. [F. coui, ult. < L. cauda, tail:

see cduda.'} In her., same as coward, 2.

cougar (ko'gar), n. [Also couguar, cougouar
(after P.), cuijuar = F. couguar= Sp. cuguardo
= G. Dan. kuguar, etc. ; contr. of native South
Amer. name cuguacuara, cuguacuarana.'] A
large concolorous feline carnivorous quadruped
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sometimes found in the east, though now most common
in the Kocky Mountains and otller mountains of the west.
Also called puma, panther or '^painter," red tiger, tnoun-
tain lion, American lion, and catamount.

COUgh^ (k6f), V. [< ME. coughen, cowghen, coghen,
couwen, kowhen, etc., in AS. with added forma-
tive cohhetan, cough (cf. ceahhetan, laugh), =
D. kugchen, cough, = MHG. kitchen, G. keichen,

keuchen, gasp, pant, G. dial, kitchen, kogen,
cough

;
prob. imitative, and related to kink^ =

chink''^, chinoough, etc. The final guttural gh
has produced mod. // cf. draft, dwarf, quaff.]
I. intrans. To make a more or less violent ef-

fort, accompanied with noise, to expel the air
from the respiratory organs, and force out any
matter that irritates the air-passages, or renders
respiration difficult.

Smoke and smolder smyteth in his eyen,
Til he be blere-nyed or biynde and hors in the throte,
Cougheth, and ciu^eth. Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 325.

Thou hAst quarrelled with a man for coughing in the
street. Shak., R. and J., iii. 1.

H. trans. To expel from the air-passages by
a more or less violent effort with noise and
usuallywith expectoration : followed by up : as,

to cough up phlegm— To cou^h down, to stop, as an
unpopfilar or tedious speaker, by simulated coughing.

COUgni (k6f), n. [< ME. cough, cowghe, cowe =
D. kitch, a cough ; from the verb.] An abrupt and
more or less violent and noisy expiration, ex-
cited by some irritation of the respiratory or-
gans. It is an effort to drive outwith the expelled breath
secreted or foreign matters accumulated in the air-pas-
sages. The violent action of the muscles serving for ex-
piration gives great force to the air, while the cofitraction
of the glottis produces the sound. A cough is partly volun-
tary and partly involuntary, and, according to its character,
is syntptomatic of fnany bronchial, pulmonary, nervous,
and other diseases, often of comparatively slight impor-
tance.

Adepts in the speaking trade
Keep a cough by them ready made. Churchill.

COUgh^t, V. t. [Appar. another spelling and use
of coff, buy. By some supposed to be developed
from, coffer.] To lay up for; store as in. a coffer.

[Bare.]
If every man that hath beguiled the king should make

restitution after this sort, it woiild cough the king twenty
thousand pounds.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1650.

COUgher (kd'fer), n. One who coughs,
coughing (kd'fing), n. [Verbal n. of cough\ r.]
A violent and sonorous effort to expel the air
from the lungs.

Coughing drowns the parson's saw.
Shak., L. L. L.,v. 2 (song).

Any wandering of the eyes, or of the mind, a coughing,
OT the like, answering a question, or any action not pre-
scribed to be performed, must be strictly avoided.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 92.

COUghwort (kof'wert), n. [A translation of the
L. name tussilago (< tussis, cough) and the Gr.
name jifixtov (< /J^f (fiix-), cough).] A natne
given to the coltsfoot, Tussilago Farfara, from
its use in allaying coughs.
COUgnar(kog'nar),». [Malay.] A three-masted
Malay boat, rigged with square sails. It is broad,
sits low in tlie water, may be decked or open, sails well,
atid carries a lifr<;e cargo.

cougouar, couguar (ko'gij-ar), n. Same as cou-
gar.

couhage, «. See cowhage.
Couinse (ko-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Coua, 2, -I-

-!««.] A subfamily of cuckoos, typified by the
genus Coua, peculiar to Madagascar. Less cor-
rectly written Couante. G. It. Gray, 1870.

coult, n. See co!f/i, cowV^.

coula (kud). [The I has been improperly in-

troduced into this word after the assumed
analogy of would and should, where the I, though
now silent, is historically correct. The his-

torical orthography is coud, < ME. coude, <. AS.
cUthe: see further under can^.] Preterit of

[F., a slide, orig. pp. of coulcr.

Written.

Cougar [Fftis concotor).— I-rom a pfiotograpti by Dixon, London.

peculiar to America, Felts concolor, belonging
to the family Felidce and order Ferm. it is about as
large as the jaguar, but is longer-limbed, and is not so
heavy in body. A not unusual weight is 80 pounds ; the
length over all is about 80 inches, of which the head affd

body are 50 inches afid the tail 30 inches, the statfdifig

height at the shoulders 29 inches, and the girth of the chest
27 inches ; the color is unifonnly tawfiy, whitentftg off the
ffnder parts, and the tip of the tail is Idack. This great cat
bears nifich rescfnblance to afi ungfown lioness. It is ffoted
as having the most extefisive latitftdinal range of any of
the FelidcE, its habitat extending frofn British America to
Patagonia. It was formerly commcm in wooded and espe-
cially monntaiffous parts of the United States, and is still

^-^^^^

Played,

-1—^
C0ul6(k6-la'), «.

slide: see coteji-

der.] In mtcsic:

(«) A slur, (b)

An ornament
in harpsichord-
music; a kind
of appoggiatura. Also called dash, (c) A
gliding step in dancing.
C0Ul6e (ko-la'), n. [P., orig. pp. fem. of couler,

flow, filter: see colander.] 1. A dry ravine or
gulch; a channel worn by running water in
times of excessive rainfall or by the sudden
melting of the snow, it is a word frequently heard
iff Montana, Dakota, affd the adjacefit regions, and is a
relic of the former temporary occtfpatioti of that part of
the country by the employees of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany. Also coulee, coulie.

council

The deep coulees or ravines that, cutting through the
rounded spurs of tife hills, run down to tlfe edge of the
trail. Harper's Hag., LXXI. 192.

2. A flow: usedprincipally, by some geologists,
of lava-flows.

couleur (ko-ler'), «. [P., color : see color, n.]
1. In the game of solo, a name for any selected
suit of cards, bids in which are of twice as much
value as in any other suit.— 2. In the game of
ombre, a suit composed of spades Couleur de
rose IF.: couleur, color; de, < L.de, of; rose, a rose: see
color, n., and rose], literally, rose-color ; hence, as an ad-
verbial phrase, in an attractive asjKct; in a favorable
light : as, to see everything couleur de rose.

We are not disposed to draw a picture couleur de rose of
the condition of our people, any more than we are willing
to accept OUT author's silhouette en noir.

W. It. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 143.

coulisse (ko-les'), «. [P., a groove, slide, side
scene, running-string, etc., < couler, glide, slide:
see CMfli«2. ] x^ a. piece of channeled or grooved
timber, as one of the slides in which the side
scenes of a theater run, the tpright post of a
flood-gate or sluice, etc. See cullis^. Hence— 2. One of the side scenes of the stage in a
theater, or the space included between uie side
scenes.

Capable of nothing higher than coulisses and cigars,
private theatricals and white kid gloves. Kingsley.

3. A flute or groove on the blade of a sword.
COuUart, «• A medieval military engine, ap-
parently an early form of bombard.

couloir (ko-lwor ), n. [P., < couler, glide, slide,
run: see colander.] A steeply ascending gorge
or g^ly : applied especially to gorges near the
-Alpine summits.
Our noble couloir, which led straight up into the heart

of the mountain for fully one thousand feet. E. Whyniper.

coulomb (ko-lom'), n. [From C. A. de Coulomb,
a French physicist (1736-1806).] The unit of
quantity in measurements of current electri-

city; the quantity furnished by a current of
one ampere in one second. See ampere.

The name of coulomb is to be given to the unit of quan-
tity, called in these lessons "one welfer."

S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 410.

coulomb-meter (k6-lom'me''t6r), n. An instru-
ment for measuring in coulombs the quantity
of electricity which passes through a conductor
in a given time. Otfe fomt of the instrument is based
upon the amoufft of electrolytic actiofi, as in depositing
metallic copper from copper sfflphate, performed by a
branch currefft which is a knowff fraction of the tfiain cur-
rent in use.

coulter, n. See colter.

COUlure (ko-lOr'), n. [P., a dropping, falling
off, running out, < couler, flow, run, slide : see
colander.] Sterility in plants, or failure to pro-
duce fruit after blossoming, owing to the wash-
ing away of the pollen by excessive rains.

COUmaric (ko'ma-rik), a. [< coumar'in) -h -ic]
Derived from or pertaining to coumarin Cou-
maxlc acid, CgHgO.-^, afi acid derived fronf coumarin,
afid ifftifnately related to salicylic acid, being converted
ifito the latter by fusion with potassium hydrate.

COUmarilic (ko-ma-ril'ik), a. [< coumar(in) +
-il + -ic] Derived from coumarin.— Couma-
rUic acid, CgHgO.^, a monobasic acid obtained from cou-
fnarin. It is moderately soluble iff water and extremely
soluble in alcohol.

coumarin, coumarine (ko'ma-rin), «. [< cou-
marou + -in^, -inc'-^.] A vegetable proximate
principle (CgHg02) obtained from the Dipteryx
{Coumarouna) odorata or Tonka bean, and also
occurring in melilot and some other plants, to
which it gives its characteristic odor, it has twen
ffsed in fffedicine, and it gives flavor to the Swiss cheese
called schahzieger. Also spelled cuvtarin.

COUmarou (kS'ma-rS), w. [The French repre-
sentation of the native name.] The Tonka-
bean tree, Dipteryx (^Coumarouna) odorata.

council (koun'sil), n. [Early confused in sense
and spelling with the different word counsel (as
also councilor with counselor), the separation
being modem ; early mod. E. also connect, coun-
cell, < ME. counceil, counceill, counseil, counselle,

consail, consayle, coneell, etc., an assembly for
consultation, < OF. concile, concire, cuncilie, P.
concile = Pr. concili = Sp. Pg. conciUo = It. con-

cilio, formerly also conciglio. < L. concilium, an
assembly, esp. an assembly for consultation, a
council, < com-, together, + (prob.) cala re, call:

see calends. Hence (from L. concilium) concili-

ate, eta. a. counsel.] 1 . Any assembly of per^
sons summoned or convened for consultation,

deliberation, or advice : as, a council of physi-
cians ; a family council.

The happiness of a Nation nfffst needs be firmest and
certainest iff a full afid free Council of thir own electing,

where no single Person, but Reason only, sways.
Milton, Free Commonwealth



council

2. A body of men specially designated or se-

lected to advise a sovereign in the administra-

tion of the government ; a privy council : as,

the president of the council; m English history,

an order in council. Seejyrivy councilj below.

The king (Henry IV'.] named six bishops, a duke, two
earls, six lords, including the treasurer and privy seal, and
seven commoners, to be his great and continual council.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 307.

3. In many of the British colonies, a body as-

sisting the governor in either an executive or
a legislative capacity, or in both.— 4. In the
Territories of the United States, the upper
branch of the legislature. The term was used to

denote a kind of upper house during the colonial period,
and was retained in this sense for a few years by some of

the States.

5. A common council. See below.— 6. In the
New Testament, the Sanhedrim, a Jewish court
or parliament, with functions partly judicial,

partly legislative, and partly ecclesiastieaL See
Sanhedrim.

The chief priests . . . and all the council sought false

witness. Mat. xxvi. 59.

7. In eccles, hist.: (a) An assembly of prelates
and theologians convened for the purpose of
regulating matters of doctrine and discipline
in the church. Ecclesiastical councils are diocesan,
provincial, national, general, or ecumenical. A diocesan
council is composed of the ecclesiastics of a particular
diocese, with the bishop at their head ; a provincial or
metropolitan council, of the bishops of an ecclesiastical
province, with the archbishops at their head ; and a na-
tional or plenary council, of the bishops and archbishops
of all the provinces in tlie nation. Gt'n^.ral council and
ecumenical council are ordinarily regarded as equivalent
terms, but strictly speaking a general council is one called
together by an invitation addressed to tlie church at large,

and claiming to speak in the name of the whole church.
Suchacouncil is ecumenical only if received l>y the Catho-
lic Church in general. None of the general councils most
widely accei)ted as ecumenical consisted of even a ma-
jority of orthodox Ijishops present in person or by deputy.
The sul)sequent consent of tlie church at large marked
them as ecumenical, especially their reception by the
next general council held after the first violence of con-
troversy had somewhat abated and opposition had be-
come local in character. Both emperors and fxjpes have
summoned general couticilti. According to Roman Catho-
lic teaching, a council to be regarded as ecumenical must
have been called together by the pope, or at least with
his consent, and its decrees must be confirmed by the
pope. There are seven ecumenical councils recognized
as such by both the Greek and Latin or IU>man Catholic
churches, and to some extent also by some Protestant
theologians : they are the first Coimcil of Nice, held in
32.^ ; the first Council of Constantinople, HHl ; the Council
of Ephesus, 431 ; the C()uncil of Chalceilon, 451 ; the sec-

ond (^uncil of Constantinople, :>:ui; the third Council of
Constantinople, (WO; and the seconci Council of Nice, 787.

Other imptjrtant councils regarded i>y the Kotnan Catho-
lic, but nut by either the Greek or the Protestant comnui-
nion, as ecumenical are the Council of Trent (1M5 (i'l) and
the Council of the Vatican (1869 - 70). The Anglican Church
receives the first six councils, (i) An advisory as-
sembly of clerical or clerical and lay mem-
bers in certain Reformed denominations.— 8.
Any body or group of persons wielding politi-

cal power.

Henry's ambition, like Wolsey's, was mainly set upon
an influential place in the counriln of Kurope.

StubbM, ^Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 253.

9f. Same as counsel. See counsel Academic
council, in universities, originally, a committee of the
faculty or of a nation appointed to prepare and submit
a project; now, In some universities, the convocation of
the different faculties. See <jeneral council ofthe univertnty,
below.—Apostolic COtmcil, the meeting of apostles and
elders in Jerurtub-m iirsrrib--d in Acts xv.^AuUc Coun-
cil. See au^>.— Books of Council and Sesalon, in Scot-
land, the records belonging; to tiie College of Justice, in
which deeds and other writs are inserted.— Cabinet COUn-
ClL See m/>i «/"(.—Common council, the local legisla-

ture of a city, corporate t<jwn, or Iwrough, when it consists
of a single Ixxly, as a tward of aldermen, or sometimes
one of two chanil>ers when it is so divided, or the collec-
tive title of both chambers. In Philadelphia the Common
Council is the second of two city councils, the first l)eing
the Select ('omicil ; together they are called the CounciU.
— Congregational COimcil, a iKxly called by a Congre-
gational cliunb to give advice respecting the settlement
or dismissal of a pastor, or other matters of importance,
and consisting usually of representatives of neighboring
churches. It is an advisory \an\y, without ecclesiastical
authority. The Congregational ists of the United States
have also in recent years organized a representative body
hearing the name Nafimial Council, which meets every
three years for consultation, l)ut without ecclesiastical au-
thority.— Constantinopolitan Council. iyeeCmistarUi-
nopolitan.— Cotmcll of administration (mint.), a coun-
cil of officers, sis at ;* niilitiiry i>ost, fonvi-ned by the com-
manrllng officer for the transaction of business. At a mili-
tary post of the United States army such a council is

called at least once in two months on nnister-days, and is

cbmp^wed of the three regimental or company officers next
in rank to the commanding officer. A regimental council
consists of three officers on duty at head(|uarter8 and next
in rank to the comtnanding orftctr. Council Of An-
cients. See ancienti. - Council of Appointment. s«,e

afivointnwnt.—CouncH of censors. See c/jjior.— Coun-
cil of defense, in France, an advisory military council
convened by the commanding officer of a besieged place,
and consisting of the officer next in rank and the senior
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officers of engineers and of artillery.— Council of Five
Himdred, In French hist., during the government of the
Directory (1795-99), an assemltly of 50U meml>ers, forming
the second branch of the Legislative Body, the first branch
being the Council of Ancients.— CotmcU Of Revision, a
council existing in tlie State of >iew York from 1777 to
1821, consisting of the governor, chancellor, and judges of
the .Supreme Court, and vested with a limited veto power.-
Council of safety, in (f. S. kixt., a council formed for the
provisional government of an American State during the
war of independence.- Council Of State [F. conaeil d'etat],

in France, an advisory body existing from early times, but
developed especially under Philip IV. (1285-1314) and his
sons. It was often modified, particularly in 1497, and in
1630 under Richelieu, and played an important part dur-
ing the first empire. Under the present republican govern-
ment it comprises the ministei-s and about ninety other
members, part of whom are nominated by the president,
and the remainder are elected by the legislative assembly.
Its chief duties are to give advice upon various adminis-
trative matters and upon legislative measures.— Council
Of Ten, in the ancient republic of Venice, a secret tribu-
nal instituted in 1310, and continuing down to the over-
throw of the republic in 1797. It was composed at first of
ten and later of seventeen members, and exercised unlim-
ited power in the supervision of internal and external af-

fairs, often with great rigor and oppressiveness.- Council
of War(mi7i(. and juival), an assemldy of officers called to
consult with a commandiiig officer about matters concern-
ing which he desires their advice. Councils of war are
ordinarily called only in serious emergencies. The power
of such a council is merely advisory.— Family COUncH.
See /aHii/y.— General council of the university, in

Scotch universities, a body consisting of the chancellor,
the members of the university court (that is, the rector,
principal, and four assessors), the professors, masters of
arts, doctors of medicine, etc. The council meets twice a
year, and its duties are to deliberate upon any question
affecting the university, and make representations regard-
ing it to the university court.— Governor's council, in
some of the United States, a body of men designated to
advise the governor, as In Miissacbusetts and Maine.

—

High Coimcil, in the Slormon Church, a body of twelve
high ]»ricsts set apart for the purpose of settling impor-
tant ditficulties which may arise. Mormmi Catechiitm,

p. 17.— Indian Councils Act, an English statute of
1861 (24 and 25 Vict., c. 67) reorganizing the Councils of
the Governor-General of India.— Lords of Council and
Session, the name given to tlie jutlgt-s or senators of the
College of Justice in Edinburgh.— National Council. See
Congregational council, above.— Orders in council. See
order. — Privy COUUCll, a board or select body of personal
councilors of a chief magistrate in the administration of
his office; specifically, in England, the principal body of
advisers of the sovereign; the name borne since the fif-

teenth century by the ordinary council, which superseded
the ancient curia regis in the reign of Edward I. The
privy councilors are nominated at the pleasure of the sov-
ereign, excepting certain persons appointed ex officio, and
include at present princes of the blood, principal members
of existing and past governments, the archbishops, and
many of the nobility— in all, over 200 members. Its ad-
ministrative functions are exercised chiefly by commit-
tees, as the Board of Trade, the Local Government Board,
etc. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, com-
posed of the lord president, the lord chancellor, and oth-
ers, has high appellate jurisdiction. Politically the im-
p4jrtance of the l*rivy Council has been superseded by a
committee of ministers belonging to it, called the Cabinet.
Privy councilors have the title of "right honorable," and
rank immediately after knights of the Garter. Similar
txMlies formerly existed under this name in several of the
American colonies and States. =Syn. Meeting, congress,
convention ; board.

council-board (koun'sil-bord), H. The board
or table around which a council holds its ses-

sions; hence, a council in session; an assem-
bled board of councilors.

He hath commanded
To-morrow morning to the council-board
He l>e convented. Shak., Hen. VIII., V. 1.

When vile Corruption's brazen face
At council-board shall take her place.

Chatterton, Prophecy.

council-book (koun'sil-buk), n. In England,
tho book in which the names of privy council-
ors are entered.

Halifax was informed that his services were no longer
needed, and his name was struck out of the council-book.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

council-chamber (koun'sil-cham'b^r), n. An
apartment occupied by a council, or appropri-
ated to its deliberations.

Tlie councU chamber for debate.
Poj)€, Duke of Marlborough's House.

COUncil-housO (koun'sil-hous), n. A house in
whicli a council or deliberative body of any
kind holds its sessions.

Mine uncle Beaufort and myself,
With all the learned council of the realm,
Studied so long, sat in the council-house

Early and late, debating to and fro

How France and Frenchmen might be kept in awe.
SAaA:.,2Hen.VI., I. 1.

COUncilistt (koun'sil-ist), «, [< council + -ist.']

A member of a council ; hence, one who exer-

cises advisory functions.

I will in three months be an expert councUist.
Milton, Apology for Smectynit^us.

councillor, n. See councilor.

councilman (koun'sil-man), n.
;

pi. councilmen
(-meu). A member of a municipal council. Also

counsel

called common-councilman when the body is a-

common council.

councilor, councillor (koun'sil-or), «. [< ME.
councelour, counselour, councellerj connselleVj
counsellor, counseilerj counceyller, conseilere, con-
seyleVy conseiller, counsailour, etc., earliest form
kunsiter, being the same as counselor, ult. < L.
consiUarius, a counselor, adviser: see counselor.
The distinction of form and sense {councilor,
one of a council, counselor, one who counsels)
is modem; there is no OF. or L. form corre-
sponding to councilor (L. as if ^conciliarius) as
distinguished from counselor (L. consiUarius).

'\

1. A member of a council ; specifically, amem-
ber of a common council or of the British Privy
Council. See council.

The wages of the members should be moderate, espe-
cially those of the lords and the spiritual councillors.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 365.

2. One who gives counsel or advice.— councilor
of a burgh, in Scotland, a member of the governing body
of a burgh, not a magistrate. See toion-council.— Privy
COtmcilor, a member of the private or personal council of
a sovereign or other person in high authority ; specifical-
ly, a member of the British Pi'ivy Cduncil.

council-table (koun'sil-ta''''bl), w. Same as
council-board.

He [Edward IV.] also daily frequented the Council-
Table, which he furnished for the most Part with such
as were gracious amongst the Citizens, whom he employs
about References and Businesses of private Consequence.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 205.

co-unet (ko-un'), V. t. [< L. co-, together, +
unus = E. one.'} To combine or join into one.

Not that man hath three distinct souls: for . . . [they]
are in man one and co-^tned together.

Feltham, Resolves, i. 95.

CO-unitet (ko-u-nif), V. t. [< co-i + U7nte.'] To
unite

;
join together.

These three are Ahad, ^on, Vranore

:

Ahad these three in one doth co-unite.
Dr. II. More, Psychozoia, L 39.

CO-unitet (ko-ii-nit'), a. [< co-unite, v.} Con-
joined; combined; united.

Our souls be co-unite
With the world's spright and body.

Dr. II. More, Psychathanasia.

counsel (koun'sel), n. [Early mod. E. also coun-
sell, counsil, council, councel, etc., < ME. counseitj

consail, conseil, conseyl, cunsail, counceil, etc.,

counsel, consultation, purpose (also in sense of
council, from which counsel was not distin-

guished in ME.), < OF. conseil, cunseil, consel,

consoil, consaly etc., F. conseil = Pr. conselh =
Sp. consejo = Pg. conselho = It. consiglio, < L.
consiUuMj deliberation, consultation, coimsel,
advice, understanding; in a concrete sense, a
body of persons deliberating, a council (whence
the confusion in ML., where consilium, in this

sense, and conciliunt, a council, are often inter-

changed, and in Rom. andE., of the two words,
E. counsel and council), < consulere, consult : see
consult. Cf. council.} 1. Consultation; delib-
eration; mutual advising or interchange of
opinions.

We took sweet counsel together. Ps. Iv. 14.

2. Advice ; opinion or instruction given, as the
result of consultation or request ; aid or instruc-
tion given in directing the judgment or conduct
of another.

There is as much difference between the counsel that a
friend giveth and that a man giveth himself, as there is

between the counsel of a friend and of a flatterer.

Bacon, Friendship.

Ill counsel had misled the girl. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

3. Prudence ; due consideration ; wise and cau-
tious exercise of judgment ; examination of con-
sequences.

They all confess that in the working of that first cause,
counsel Is used, reason followed, and a way observed.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. § 2.

O how comely is the wisdom of old men, and under-
standing and counsel to men of honour ! Ecclus. xxv. 5.

4. Deliberate purpose ; design ; intent ; scheme

;

plan.

To shew unto the heirs of promise the Immutability of
his counsel. Heb. vi. 17.

5t. A private- or secret opinion or purpose;
consultation in secret ; concealment.

'Tis but a pastime smll'd at
Amongst youfselves in counsel; but beware
Of being overheard. Ford, Fancies, i. 3.

Who 8 your doctor, Phantaste?
Nay, that's counsel, Phllautla ;

you shall pardon me.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, il. 1.

6. One who gives counsel, especially in mat-
ters of law ; a counselor or advocate, or sev-

eral such, engaged in the direction or the trial



counsel

of a cause in court : ai, the plsiptUFs or defen-

dant's counsel. [In this sense the word is either

singular or plural.]

Tliia ia my |>li<i>, on tlili I reat mv caiiae—
What aaith my couintrt, Ifiirticil In thu luwa?

Piijf, Imlt. iif lloruw, II. I. 14'J.

Tha klutf fount! hia comuel an rttfrartory iia lita iuil(;i-H.

Macautay, IlUt. \\\\n., vi.

7t. Same as council, but propurly n (litTorcnt

word, tho two boing ponfuscd. Hoo council.—
Corporation counsel, tin' titiv kIvuu in anniu <if (ho
rnitt'tl siiitfH to till* lt't;iil coiniai!! of » nmnii^ipiillty.

Evangelical counsels, the thi-eu vowm of a monk In the
Kiiintni Catholic Church, ninuoly, voluntary jiovcrty, jmt-

IH'tual chaMtity, itntl ciitli-c ohudlunce to un ecclcHlaKtIciil

aupi'ilor. Qu'aen'B (or king's) counsel, in DiiKlaml, in-
lanil, ami the hrltlKh colouics, harrlHtei-M uiipoiiited iih

oonniiei to the cr>>wn,on the nomliuitlon of thi' lord elian-

oelloi-, taking preeetleiu'e over onllnary harrlMtei'H, un<l dU-
tlnuniHhed Ity having the privilege of wcarhiK a Hllk kowii

a* their pi-ofeHHliHial rohe, that of other harrlHtci-tt lietu^of

atui". 'I'fierc Ih no salary attached tti tlKdroilIci;, mid they
eamiotjdcad aKahmt the erovvil without pciiuIkhIou. TO
buy Off counsel. >see imi/. -To keep one's own coun-
eli nut tu dliicloHo onu'M opinion ; he reticent.

On the oeean ho di-en

She hf^r evuncit tliit kft'iK

Thr iroi/mii Warrior (ChildB llallmU, VII. 2M).

Clint opened his heart and eoiithleil everythiiiK to i'hil,

but I'hil krpt tiitt own coiinsrl.

./. T. TroH'hr'uhjr, ('ou]i4Ui ItumlB, p. '21t».

To take counsel, to eonault; tieek advice; dellhenito: lut,

tlu*y look rountirl to^etlier ; lio took I'ounurt of IiIk fears.

-Syn. 2. HiiKKeHtiou, reeoinniendution, iHlmonltloii.

counsel (lioini'Hel), r.
;
prot. aiiil pp. couimeU'd

or counselled, ppr. couuKcling or couimelling. [<

ME. comisellcn, coanMcilcn, conseilcn, concetlcii,

etc., < OF. coimcillcr, conscilcr, conncillicr, cunscil-

/er, etc., F. connciller = Pr. conHcUhar, comellmr
= op. connejar = Pg. conncthar = It. coiiniijliarc,

< L. coHnilidii, takd counwol, < consilium, coun-
sel: see counsii,n.] I, trans. 1. To give coun-
sel or advice to; advise; admonish; instruct.

And Crist (•outmailrth tlnm, and eomaundeth liotlio

'i'o leredo lluiirnedl and to lewede | unlearned I
for to loue

oure enemya. J'ierg J'lotvtuan {i'), xx\i. 111*.

1 couiuel thou to huy of mo tiold tried in the tire.

Key, HI. 18.

I may he courutlUii, ami will alwaya follow my frienil's

advico where I Hml it reaaonahle, hut will never part with
tile power of the militia.

Vryilen, I'ref. to Alhlon and AlhaniuH.

Tliey that will not be coutuelUd cannot he lieliied.

Frankiin.

2. To advise or recommend ; urge the adop-
tion of.

Wherefore coaae wo then ?

,tay they who couiutl war ;— wo are decreed,
iteserveti, and doatined to eternal woo,

j»/i«on, r. L., 11. 180.

TL,intrajts. To consult; take counsel; delib-

erate.
Bo thia was done, kouio Kcntillinen
Of noble kin and blood,
To couTuett with thir lonils boKano,
Of matteria to coneluide.
Battle of lialriniun (IJhlld'a Ilallada, VII. 223).

COUnselable (kotin'sel-o-bl), a. [Also written
counncUablc ; < F. conseillablc = Sp. consejabtc :

800 counsel and -able.'] 1. Willing to receive
counsel; disposed to follow tlio advice or bo
guided by tlio judgment of others. [Kare.]

Very few men of so Kreat parts were . . . more eouruet-
Mile than he llxjrd UlKhy|.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion, I. 344.

2. Suitable to be counseled or advised ; advi-
sable; wise; expedient. [Rare.]

He did not believe it couiuieUable.

Clareiulon, Life, I. 178.

counsel-keeper (koun'sel-ke'pftr), n. One who
can keep a secret.

counsel-keeping (koim'sol-ke'ping), a. Keep-
ing secrets; observing secrecy.

With a happy aUirm they were surpris'd,

And curtuin'd with a cminsel-kreiihif/ cave.
Shak., Tit. And,, 11. !!.

counselor, counsellor (koun'sel-or), n. [< MK.
counseloiir, CDUiicelour, counseilcr, counsciller,

eounseller, cimnecllcr, counsellor, counsailour,

earliest form kunsiler (not distiiiguislied from
councilor), < OF. consellier, e.unseiltrr, V. eoiiseil-

Icr = Sp. conscjcro, eonsiliurio = I'g. rdiisclliriro,

consiliario = It. consiylicre, < L. roiisilinriiis, a
counselor, adviser, prop, adj., ]ii rl.iiiiiiif; to

counsel, advising, < (v>«w7/h)h, counsel: xee («««-

sel, n. Cf. councilor, which is how diseriminated
from counselor. Tlie s]ielling counsellor (and so
councillor) with two I'n, as in elinncetlor, is preva-
lent in England, but tlio double ( is not origi-

nal, as it is in chancellor. The proper liistorical

spelling would bo counscler (with -<r, < L. -ari-

«#).] 1. Any person who gives counsel or ad-
vice; an adviser : as, in Great Britain the peers
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of the realm are hereditary counselors of the
crown.

'I'liomaa Wentworth, Karl of Ktriiiroril, a man of (treat

nbilltioR, oloqilence, and coiii-aKc, but of a cnu-l and ini-

periouH nature, wan the rountitUitr moHt IruMteil In politl-

eal ami military alfitlrH. Mnaiulon, IliHt. I'.iitf,, i.

2. A counseling lawyer; a barfislcr; specifi-

cally, ill some of the United Slates, an attorney
admitted to jinictiHO in all the courts: called
distinctively a counselor at low.— 3t. Same as
councilor, but jiroperly a difTei-ent word,tli(( two
being eonfiised. See councilor.

counselorship, counsellorshlp (komi'sel-or-
sliip), H. (< counselor, eiinnsillor, + -sliij).} Tlie
oHU'e of counselor.

count' (kount), V. [< MK. e^unten, < OP. cunter,
conter, \<\ eonler = I'r. com tar, condnr = Hp. Pg.
conttir = It. conliirc, < L. eoM))ut<ire, count, com-
pute : see comiiute, which is a doublet, of eimnO.
Vt. conii)l^.'\ I, trans. 1. To numbei-; assign
IJie numerals one, two, three, etc., successively
and in order to all the individinil objects of (a

collection), one loeach; enumerate: as, toeouut
the years, days, and hours of a man's life; to

count tho stars.

Who can count tho duat of .laeob? Num. xxiii. 10.

H<tnie tribes of t*ude natioim count their years by the
comluK of certain birds anions them at their certain sea-

sous and leaving them at otiicrs. Locke.

Wo livo in deeds, not years ; In thoughts, not breaths ; . . .

We ahould count time by hcartthrolm.
J'. ./. Itaitt'if, l''cMtu«, A Country 'J'own.

2. To ascertain the number of by more com-
plex processes of computation ; compute ; reck-
on.

'I'hls bokesheweth the manner of me:isurtnKof all maner
of laiide . . . and conijiti/n!/c th(^ true iiomiiie of uercs of
the Hanu\ ' Sir Ji. ttciume (lihoMt l()liO).

3. To reckon to the credit of another; place
to an account ; ascribe or impute ; consider or
esteem as belonging.

He [Abraham] believed in the I.ord; and he counfsd ft to
him for riij^hteousnoss. (Jen. xv. U.

4. To account; estoein; think, judge, deem, or
consider.

Nulthor roM>i« I my lite dear unto myself. Acts xx. 24.

"riH all one
To be a witch as to be counted one.

Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, 11. 1.

I count tho fH'ay barbarian lower than the ('liristian child.
TennijHon, Locksley Hall.

Henceforth let clay be counted nlKht,
Ami miihiiuht i-illcil the inoni.

T. li. .llttricft, Two .Souks from the Persian.

6f. To recount.

Therefore liathe it befallen many tymca of o thing, that
I have herd cownted, whan I was goiiK.

Mandeinllc, Travels, p. 18.3.

To count a coup, see eoui)*. — To count kin, to reck-
on up or trace relationship.

No kni^iit in Cumberland so pood,
Hut WllUaiu limy count with him kin and blood.

.Scoll, I,, of L. M., Iv. ia.

To count one's chickens before they are hatched.
See chicken'. TO Count OUt, to defeat by a fraudulent
misirount <if the ballots cast : as, to count out a calidi4lat(\

- To count out the House, III tlie Krltlsli House of Com-
mons, to brtUK a sitting to a close by the deduratiou of the
Hpeaktu- (after countiUK) that fewer than 40 membi-rs (a

(liiorum), iiicludiuK the .Speaker, are present: as, tlie lioime
wait counted out last night at nine o clock.

It miKht periiaps be worth consideration whether divi-

sloiis should be taken or the Iloioie counted out between
seven o'cloc'k and nine. Kdintmrtjh lice, CLXV. 2J)a.

To count the cost, to consider hefcuehand the jirobable
expense, tntuble, or risk.— TO COUnt the house, to as-

eertaiil the number present, as of spectators at a pi'rform-

aiice In a theater, of members of a IcKislative body, etc.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Covijmte, lieckon, etc. (see calculate), enu-
inernte, tell off.— 4. To reftard, deem, hold.

II. intrans. 1. To ascertain tho number of
objects in a collection by assigning to tlu^m in
order the numerals one, two, thr<'(^, etc. ; d<v
termine the number of objects in a group by a
process partly inoclianical and partly arithraei-

ical, or 111 any way whatsoever; number.— 2.
To 1)6 able to reckon; bo expert in numbers:
as, he can read, write, and c.ounl.— 3. To take
account; enter into consid(Tation : of a thing
(obsolete), with a person.

No man countu ()/"her beauty. Shak., T. O. of V., 11. 1.

It was clear that the artist was some one who must be
counted with ; . . . but he was reproached with a desire
to be slnKUlar and extraordinary. Kiwi/c. licit., XIII. 7r>.

4. In niuMe, to keep time, or mark tho rhythm
of a piece, by naming the successive pulses,
accents, or beats.— 6. To bo of value; bo
worth reckoning or taking into account; swell
the number: as, every vote counts.— 6. To
reckon; depend; rely: with o» or lyjoii.

count

MyitaybSMwUIIW prolonKitd for a week or two lunger,
and I osunt Ufwn •Ming you uKaln.

J, K. Cisikc, VliKlnla Comedians, I. xxiii.

Virtue, when tried, may count n^Hm help, secret re-

freshinus that come in answer to prayer friends jirovl-

duiitiully sent, iierhaps Kuardlun aiiKels.

./. /(. .Scclci/, Nat. KellKlon, p. (11.

7. In law, to plead orally; argue a matter in
court; recito the cause of action. To count on
contract or In tort, Ui plead a cause of action as arisiiiK

on an ai{reenieut or on a wront;.

count' (kount), n. [< MK. counte, < OF. ctinle,

conte, F. compte = I'r. eotnvte, coinle = Hp. cu-
ento, euenia = I'g. conia = It. eonto, < }Aj. cotn-

putus, count, reckoning; from the verb.] 1.

Iteckoning; the act of numbering: as, tliis is

the number according to my count.

lly my count,
I was your mother much upon these years
That you are now a iiialil. Hhak., K. and .1., 1. 3.

2. Tho total number; the number whicli rep-
resents the result of a process of counting ; tho
number signilled by tlic numeral assigned to
the last unit of a collection in tho operation of
counting it; the magnitude of a collection as
determined by counting.

Of blessed Kuints for to Increase the count.
S/ieiiKer, Kpithalamion, 1. 42.').

llla count of ycara la full, his allotted task is wroiiKht.
Di-yant, Waiting by the Oal<'.

3. Account; estimation; value.

They make no counte of generall councela.
Ancham, The Hcholemaater, p. 82.

Borne other, that In liaril lutsalea

Were cowards knowne, and litlo count did hold.
Hjienaer, V. g., IV. x. la

In proportion as the years both lessen and shorten, I

set more count upon their periods. Lamti, New Year's live.

4. In late, an entire or integral charge in an
indictment, com])laint, or other pleading, sot-

tiiig forth a cause of complaint. There may be
different counts in the same pleading.

DressiiiK up the virtues of tho piuit, as a count In the in-

dictment iiKainst their own cunt<'iu)iorHrie8.

Urote, Hist. Greece, II. 17.

6. In music: (a) Rhythm; regularity of accent
or pace, (fc) The act of reckoning or naming
tho pulses of tho rhythm: us, to keeii strict

count, (c) A particular jmlse, accent, or boat:
as, the first count of a measure.- Count and
reckoning, the technical nameKtven to a form of process
in Scots law, hy which oik; party nuiy compel another to
account with him. and to pay the baluiice which may an-
pear to be due.— To keep COtmt, to asslKn numbers In
re^cular order to all the individual events or objects of a
scries, one by one, as fast as they occur.

count''* (kount), n. [Not in MK. except in fom.
form countess, q. v.; < t)F. conic, comic, F.
cotnte =z Pr. corns = Sp. Pg. condc = It. conic, <

Li. comes (comit-), a companion, later a title of

office or honor (cf. constable), < com-, together,
-I- ire, supine «(«»!, go, = (Jr. 'ihai, go: see f/o.]

A title of nobility in France, Italy, Spain, and
Portugal (corresponding to earl in Great Brit-

ain and graf in Germany), whence tho name
county, originally ajipUed to the domain apper-
taining to the holA^r of such a title. I'nder the
Koniaii repuhlica count was a coinpanionor an assistant of
a proconsul or propretor in his foreign government ; under
the empire, an otlicer of the imperial househidd, or an at-

tendant upon the emiieror in his ottleial duties, the title

being ultimately extended to olllcers of various grades in

ditfertsnt parts of the emi»ire. Among early Teutonic
races the count or K'af was the oltlcer set by a sovereign
over a district or umi, chaiKctl with the preservation of

tho king's authority, in t'rance, under Charles the Itald,

a system of government hy counts as personal agents of
the sovereign was developed. Later, with the growth of
the feudal system, they became the feudal proprietors of

lands ami territories, and thus not merely royal officers,

but nobles, and, as such, heri-ditury rulers. At the jires-

eiit time the title, inhellted alike by all the sons of acount
or oonforreil by tho sovereign, serves merely to Indicate
nobility. As a title, count docs not occur in the noinen-
claturo of the Knglisli nobility, except as in count jiata-

tine ; but the feminine form countem Is the recognized
feminino ei|ulvalent of earl.

Tile jirinco, the count, . . . and all the gallants of the
town, are come. Shak., Much Ado, ill. 4.

Khire is a Saxon word signifying a divisiim ; but a county,
i-omltatus, Is plainly derived from comes, the count of the
Franks, that is, the carl or alderman (as tiie Saxons calletl

him) of tlie shire. lituckntone. Com., Int., $ 4.

Count palatine. («) originally, the Judge and highirst

ottlcer of the lierman kings, afterward of the Cerman
emperors and arclulukes ; at a later date, an officer dele-

gated hy tho Oerman emperors to exercise certain Im-
perial piivlleges. (b) Fonnerly, in Kngland, the |>roprie-

tor of a county, who exercised regal prerogatives within
his county, in virtue of which he llad his own courts of

law, ap))olllted Judges and law officers, and eiuihl pardon
nmrtlers, treasons, an<l felonies. All writs and Judicial

ju'ocesses pro<:eeded In his name, while the king's writs

were of no avail within the jialatiiiate. The Karl of

Cliester, the Itisliop of Durham, and the I>uke of I.ancas-

ter were the counts palatine of Kngland. The iiueen is

now Duchess and Countess ralatlne of Liuicaster. The
earldom palatinate of Chester, siintlarly restricted, U veated



count

In thft cMeat roii of ttiti iiMirituch, or in tli«< niortMrrh hfm*
m^lf whcri ttifi'c U no I'riii' <- of WitU-n. Ifurltiini ht'i'iiiiiH

« |iululliiitt<' III tlin liiiii! of Wlllliiiii Uif i'oiii|iii'i'iii', mill

llli) •IlKlllly rolltlrill'-il in I'Olllllirtloll Wtth tilt) lllkhl/IM-lr

till \KMi, wlii-ii It wuA vi'hIi-'I lit tliii (-rowii, Htui pttliUiiie,

ultil r-iitnli/ /Htliitiw, iiiiiIm fitunty.

countable' (kouii'la-ljl), a. [< muHtl,v,, +
alilr. )

( 'ii\m\iUt lit hfiii((c(>uiilu<l, iiamitutmi, nt
ri<<:kiiii>Hl.

'I'lm •vllU )*lili li you ilculri) li> \m ruwdiiitwl «rit very

liiMiiy, ttiiil ttlliit<»t tnuntahU with tlMHMi timt wera liliMtiti

iu till' luukiat of I'mnlom. .tjinttui', Htulii of Iruliiii'l.

I'hcy Hitf rttunlnlitf liy titti tliouMiiiMl miil tliu iittlllijii,

who hiivi' »utrci'i-il rnii-I wroiitf,

t:ii,liilr, KriJiH'li Itjjv,, II. Ix, I,

COUntablO'''t (koun' Ui-Ul), n. lliy ttpli«i'i-HiM

from acr/iimtJthla, \ Ai!<!oiiiiti(l>lo,

Hiiuh u rHIuloiia jiKlua «• l> ho <o whom I Mil cuunlaltU,
llUmi, Vtiivkn, II, IH7.

COUntantf (koun'tflnt), «, [< OK. mnttmt, lul.«r

n/miiliinl, ppr. of luiiilir, romjiUr, uoiliit, (,'f. «(•-

iv>unliint.\ Ar<'Oiiii(iil(l<).

For hi' iiitiir|w n '
'

1 Mritt i)e[xM4-<l

My futlii^r III I. iiiixy,

I'oi- »hli:h In: :

.

/«<,

I/,,,„„„„, ....rkKfwI. Mil, .. ...

COUnt-bookf (komit'hi'jk), m. An a<'coiiiit-book,

lot itM-<' u cHp, It ri/uiU^HUilf, iM'ii and ink,

CupfiJi iifi/lf tlirt', /t. Jimnim, Vol(HHM', v. I,

countenance (koiiii't<;-nuiiN), n. [< MK. »>»«-
Uniiiinrv , luinUiiancit, cuiitiiniwr/i, -uunw, < OK.
ruiiliniinKi; roiili:niinr.r, V. atnUrniliirf, < Ml/.
ctmlininliii, (roiiiit.<!iiiiiico, <l<!i(i<)Uiior, ({uHluro,

li. rmxIiTHlloii, I'oiilliK'iK^n: »<!<( coiillnt:na;] 1,

TliM fiMMi; llii) whold form of tlio fai!« j tli<! foa-

tur«H, <;oiiHi<l<!r<!il iiH II wholly; lliit viHunfn,

Ud U ijiy fHther, Mir : hii'I, iM>oth Ui mmv,

In ct/unt«iuiiuit HrtiivwIiMt ilotli rtfiM'inhlii you.
Mluik.,T. Ill UioH., 1». i.

Tb«ii li«r ti»uiit€iutiu-* Mil tivrr

fala iMtalii lu ilonth <tl>l |>rov«.

'J'tniii/miH, l»ril of Hurltilvh,

And |MNUi«, llki) KUtiiitiii'* Mioonlltflit. cloUietl

Jlla tritliouU eiiuitUnaiu'f.

WMIlUr, T\m K«1I'«.

2, Tlj« <'hani<!t<TlMt|i' a|iiMtiiraii<M'or(iX|iri-itNi')ii

of till) fii4;it ; look ; uitixxa ; fiuiiul Hjijx-uruiM'it.

K</r « iiiMnJi euunUitatiitc* oftM tyiiiitii ilUcloM^th ulttl liU

tl><w«tit. liahu, lUmk (K. v.. I'. H.>, |(. 71).

Ji« not, M tli« Iiyti<x:r1t««, of n mimI fmintiinaiirii.

Mat. vl. I«,

WliaUo«v<rr Kuod or Iw/I uchlriit or fortuiin Iwf*! Iilm,

giAuit In or cuuiliig iiui, Motrrat^n atlll k(i|/i tlitf miiii« niuH'
Unaiif: Uurton, Atmt. of M«l., |(. IIWE,

3, AniXfi't or 'H confKrrml ; Hin-iuiiiK

imimrutil U> i liy wnnlH or ••oinliu'l.

ill ruKuni to ti . i"-. <" |oil u X'xxl or u hiul »/un>
Utnuiice U|Kjii itiiyUiiiiK,

I •li<-wa><l no hIkii of It laiiilvtyl t/i illwoumvn luy (.'on-

virU, hut iniMlti a V^rtiui (;f N*'('«iMlty, ainJ |Mit a gooil
(.'oufitfiutrurii i/ii tho Matt«r. JfamifUr, Voya^Mi, I. 4tt6.

4, Ajj|)i!;iriiin'« of fiivor or Koml will ; NU|)|>«rt

HlToriltMl \iy friomlly ui;I1om ; i'M(!oiiriiK(!iii«iit

;

j)iitroiiiii(i>.

TImhi liaal iiiaiU liliii iU'-*i«llMg glail with Oiy etmiUf-
naiu-j!. ('*, ixl. <t.

>|i|M)«r offmii'o hi Ui,
IIIm ' Iii!»t alchyuiv.
W|]| . nlmk.,l,a.,i,»,

Noim uiA. hU riiulUtnaneJl

Hut Uxjaa wttoiu w;tual iiiorlt illil tuiiiuuM,
W'htirr, M4)aiim«atal cotann.

I aay tlmt till*—
KIm I wlUwlraw farour au<l rounUmanMt
tttmt yuu tut youn foravar aliall rou do.

Tttmyvm, AyliuaKa Itald.

Cf. AjMunuid kpp«Br»ne« ; ii«<!iniri((; itbowipre-
t«UIH).

l<rwiMl« of •ffa'it ajid fr«ud<! of nmitUwuuf.
t.'hawf/, Kortufi«, I. 34.

'Mm ultu-liim IfwIiMf d<#n«, \ut tuiulti muiti*iutnff of ifrfat

dl»''#(it«iil tli«r«fat. AMrhaiii, Tim H4.-holtiriiA»t«r.

J fiiaila tt aitiHt0niiTW,i: aa tf I would I'al lilui allva.

HwIJi, i;iilllv<-r'a Trauli, I. 2.

6. Ill iilil late, crwlH or (tatimution \>y rnuMoii of
oik-'h i^atHti), aii'l wllli ii'lfUiuiw to IiIh coiuii-

tloll ill iiflt.

't\vAUf.r j/HiU', Ix-liitfi: t;ii-it of i^otHl Wflth" and r.mtn't

wtnfji. Hiu/IUh Ulliliil',. V,. 1. H,),
J(.

'Mli.

TUm foiintMitaiWf 111 * rli'li rtri't rti' n:< iiiiuimmi of a po</r
ffftati; di/tli Mljak« no 'xh'a !>• '

giloUd III // - Collty, *ll, 6,

H<!ii<r«— 7t. Kavor ri'hii ^ .,,iit ftNtlmtttion

or rupiito ; tniat; >toiiliili!ii';<!.

I tt*vv. you Kuu-nttwiw* , crvdlt for your 'tialu,

V'Hir aillla, y/ur glaaa«a, your iiial«rlal>.

H. Jmiaim, AhJianiUl. I- 1.

O/urUirn tliat llva ii|x/n roufjnuiwr niuat wll tliair

liHtgUKt. HliirUy, liird In a Cane, v. 1.

8t. (UxA Hpiinaranc'f!
;

|fr»iMiiitttbl«u«iHi,

•K'soi

Toiiohlnii tliH aliiiithat iiiiiat ko, aliA must oh««rva tliU

urdtrr. Hliti miiiit W- n Hhip of i-fiuntnuiiw.i'.

i'antjitiin (Ailn'i'ii V.n%. IJariivr, I. ftf»).

Copy of on«'i couDtenano**. »"« "'w/. In counte-
SUtntM. (") III tfood fill <; ; 111 u itoiiiiKM/id aaijurt; III 11 Ntati}

frifu from ulianiu or confiialoii.

It piita tliM Ifarii*-'! tn nitinti-Hnw^, mid Kivca tlieiii a
[ilaiuj iiiuoiitf tliii faithlonulilit jitirt of mHiikiiiil.

Ailitluiin, KroidioldBr.

(//) 111 favor; In eathiiution.

If tliti iirofwMlon of riillKloii wi^m In riiunlnvitwi aiiiniiK

liMii uf aUtliu.'tluu, tt would liavu ii hu|i|iy elfout on ikI-
«ty, y. Wnliiler, l>li:t, (ud, IMiH).

Out of COUntaiUnM, wllli tlm loUutaimiMU i:olifuaad or
nuil floNvn ; dlitiionrui'uid ; aluwlifd ; not holil or anaurad :

UNvd Willi /till.

Yuu liavo jiut nni out iif riiimlmiiiwr.
Hliuk., 1-, I,. I„, V. %

II1011 oittfht'ii til ha m'Mit BNliam'd thy wtf, wIikii thou
liaat put miothur »uf iif t^ftuntrmiiwi'.

Cmir-i!-, Way of tlm World, I. (I.

To k4«P onii'i ifl-cacrvti a (-aim, 1:0111.

Iioitcd, or iiiii< /'iin cxiiri'Mkiiiu aorrow,
iiiii^cr, Joy, nil, < motion, liy iinangifit of
, ,'illlt4;liun'-lf.

Kv'ii *•''/// hfr I'liunt'tuitwe, wlitfii tha lid raniovad
Diw lo<ii:d tliu huart unfortunatalv lovail.

Dryiien, Hlg. and (Jula,, I, Oai,

"•yu. H<'i!/«w, n.

countenance (koiiii't>|-iiaiiH), v. t.; pri't. and
jip. munt«nani;i!it, |ijir. iiiuiitinniiHiin, [< nmii-
Omaneii, n,\ 1. To u|i|ii-ur frloti<lly or favorii-

blnto; fuvor; i)ii<'oiiruf{«; ui'l ; Niijijiort; ubnt.

NtfltliKf ahalt tlu;u ci/untniiuiu:!- a |>oor inilii hi hia raiiac.

I'.i, Klllll. H.

Varhiiu iiaaaaifi:* In It (lila i-orrua|ioiidiriM»'| /•minlttuiiuin

tha aumioflUlon that Ilia tiitir waa partly iiiidi'rtaki'ii for
(folithraf piirjiotti:N. Itiiiiiain, InuohUhy l,4iu<:ii'lit, If. W.

Oo(| forhid I ahollld rifUHt^naiu-f NiK'li lujiiath-a.

l'rr,iMtl, firii. and l»a., I. .1.

2t. To uiako a uliow of; {iri:l4!iiil,

Tliav wi^ra two kiilKlita of |M'i'<di-iHM- iiiilMiaiiiuw, . .

Wlilrh to tliaao I.U'llaM lovo iliii niuntfiutHiwn,
Himurr, f, n., II, 11. lA,

3f, To i^ivo utlnttt to; act auitably to; Ix) in

ki^njilMK with.

Aa from your gravaa riai* ufi.-7
'I'o r//M;if^/uiifcr'« thia horror ! <i .'i.

COuntenancer (konn'ti;-ni|ii-H/'r), n. ()ii>< wlio
coiiiilirniiiKMW, favorit, or iiiK^onruKci*.

Ara you liar Orai:«'a rf/f4ri/cit/jn/*i>r, laily?

lUtau. lilui yt
,
Ifoiifat Man'a Kortuna, Iv. I.

TbiiM liiKanuoua „ i i„ avar tlia

aaunlaiuitu-'r« of vm i

" tyninuua,

counter' (konn'Urr), «. f< MK. niiitilt:ri;mwn-

Irrr, luiunliiur, a I'onutKr, iriMiitiiri-r, alao a coin,

< OK. ninlror, mnU:ur, rounlour, a i'oiiiit««r, t'oin-

putj'r, ttlwi uii ailvo<:at<', InU-r n|)<-II<«I mmiitrar,
mixl. K. r.iimiiU:ur, motor, inilii'ator (<-f, K. rtim-

jiululeur,i:iim\iuU-r), m Hji. I'k. iimluilur im W.
conluliirf.i \i, iioinjwiiiliir, onit wlio <'om|iiit«a,

< rMmjiu/iiri; jip. e/iiiijiultituii, (!ompiit<i, count:
N<>0 otunO, v., and cf. lom/iulalnr. Cimnltir )»

now roK"""''"'' •"• couuli + -/r',J I. One wbo
countN or r«ckon«; a cuinpiilcr; an aiulitor,

Adaiu of Ardarna waa ita 1 li<:f niunliiur.

liiilitrt .// t/louftlfr, ji. 63K,

3. An upparatiiN for kcnplng count of rovolu>
tiomt or otiii-r iiiovcnufntN.

J^ ^ _
.I...U ^..,1. i...,,i. II,.. .„/.,. 1...-1,..,.,,

foragi' ,i,A

•lid In ' 'I" I

uiliiaa, I. „ ..: L,,'. otalii

alwft uf tlia mill, ur u< tlia atrukva of tiia tilauin.

1,'rt, llii't,, III. 4li»,

3. A tliinK iiHod ill coiinfinK; tliut wliicli indi-

caU'M a niimlicr; tliat which Ih mtcd t<i kccji an
account or n ( i ^ ' ;ih In Kariicn; Hpcciltcally,

a piece of to' wood, or ollii-r material,

or a Npiiri'jii J^ilion coin, \unid for thin

puri>oiMt.

What (oiiiaa tlia wool U1I ... I ''(timit do 't trltlxHil

ruunirr: Hhak., W. T., 1». i.

Valmt nicn Ilka CouHim or KlKuro* In nunilii'rIiiK and
caatliiu ai'i'oiiuta, J'urrhat, I'llKrlinagi.', p. M.

Worda arc wlm man 'a riiunlert tUvy dii iMit raakoii hy
tlumi hut they ara Ilia luonay of foola.

Iliililim, Tli« I.avlallian.

Ilooka m ttMmOfMyof U(«r*tur«, hut only Oiu mini.
uri III IttHmum. Ilutlri/, Onlvaraltlca.

4f. A pioco of monoy ; a coin ; in plural, money,
'I'liav hraka coffara and t'l'ik truaoura,
liol'l and allvar and fiiuiibittrt,

HUluinl tWr </• lAim (Welwr, Matr. Koiu.), I. IIXW.

\vi .

-I ,. ; .
i ,.

! iida,

)> .11.,

Iiu.1. Mio I,, J.I. . .
' ;i7„/A

,
.(. i;., Iv, ;j.

6. In ixirly Enij. law, an attorney or ncrjcant at

law retained Ui conduct a <:ttuit<i in court.

counter
Cmmltiri *t« aarjiunla nkllfiil In tha lawi uf thx raklin,

who Ni:i'vi) till! I'oniiiioii tM-o|ili', lo ilciilnri) mid ih:fiiiid ac-
tloiiM III Jiidifini'iit, for tlioKii who linvd nci'd of tlutin, for
I h"lr fi!o».

W. Itiinlim, tr. of lloriia'a MImdrdea Jiiatl«ea(l7«8),p. dS.

counter''' (koun'tAr), «. [Karly mod. K. iiIho

luiuiiluri; < MM, fiiunlimr, mwnlwrn, < Ol''. c»«-
tiilr, later miHiilolr, the ciiiiitiiiK-i'ooiii, -lalile,

or -bench of a meridiaiit or banker, mod. K,
luimpliiir, a Mhop-couritcr, liar, Imiik, < Mli. niim-
liulitliiriniii, u,i-iiiiid[ui(-ri)i>m or -bench, < \i.cimi-

/iiiliirr, p|), miHiiul'iluH, count, '•ompiile : h«»
ii>uiit\ciimiiulc, (,'f. <;«u«firi.J If. Acounting-
room.

Ilia iHHikita and hanKca iiiiiny ooti,

lie hath liyforn lilni on IiIh rimnli't liord
;

Kor rl<:lm waa lili trraor and IiIm lioril,

Kor whlrlio fill faat lila I'ltnnloiir lUii'ii ha Ni.'liatta.

I'hiiiifi'r, Hhliniiana 'lain, I. H',!.

S. A tablo or board on which money iHcoiinted

;

a table In a Hhop on which f(Uodit aro laid for
exaiiiiiialioii by jiiiri^hiiKerit.

'riifi HiiiiM/lli fiK-i'il, Hniih-noiHMl rogiiii would ti'aii from Ida
I'liiinlfr ttiiii till. Tnvntiutni , .Miiml, 1. J.'l,

'rurnhiK round u|Kin lila alool hchliid thu ctmntfr, Mr.
(JUla luuliud out Hinoiitf tlm Inaliunmnta In thu whidiiw,

lliilcent, liomlwy and Mon (IM»), \<, •».

3. Konncrly, In Kii|{liiiid, 11 deblorn' jirlMon

;

ilMcd eKpei'lally iiM the name of two iirlMoiiM for

ilebtorH In the (Uty of London, iiiki uf one in

Huuthwark.
'Ilia iniitaliia of tlila liiauri'ai.'tliin

llavif tun« tjii-iimi'lvcH til armiiM, and cum hut now
To hoth III, I'oiini'in, whiir they liuvu relaaat
NuiMlrlu IikIi lili'il inlaoiiitra.

/'tat/ 11/ '^ii" 't'luiiiuiH Miii'it (llarl. Mlai!.).

yiva Jaylea or pilaona are In Koiithwarkn iilaeed,

Tlui Cuunttr (oiii» Mt. Margrela iliunh) ihifued.
Jiiliit Titi/Ior (WMi),

That word IIMiidJ daunted a eraatiire (IrcaMtd Ilka a
aeariN-row, fainfllar with rom/iti'm and aiiunuhiK hoiiaea,

and oerfeelly ftiiallfled tii deride on the i-omparatlve mer'
Ita of the Comnioii Hide in the Kliig'a Itein-h priaon and of
Mount Heoundiel In the Kieet.

JUtiiraiitiif/, lliiawell'a Joliiiaoii.

counter'* (koun'W-r), mill.
J
Not in MK. except

aH a jirellx (itee muiifi:r-); i l'\ roiitri', iixaliiHt,

< |j, iiinlrii. ii){ainHt: nee r.iinlm, rimtrii-A I,

(,'ontrary ; in oppoitition; in an oppoNit.«(lircc,>

tlon : uxed chiclly with run or f/o: iih, to nut
louiiinr U> the riilcH of virtue; he want tutunlr.r

to hlH own intereiit.

Tha prai'tlea of men holda not an eijiial paea
;
yaa, and

oftau runt euunUr {41 their tiieory.

Htr T. Ilriiuw, Itellgto Medlel, I, 6ft,

Hia aiigir, or ratliar tha duration of It, axtiu'iiully run
niunlrr to ail conjeeture, Hlnrif, Trlatrani Hliandy, v. H,

It la a hard matter, and la thought a ureat ami iiolilu

ai-t. for men who live in the piiliile world Ui do what tliey

iMdleve to he their duly iti Ood, ill a Ntraiijlit-forward way,
ahollld the opliiloii of aiieli'ly alxint it hiiiiiieii til run
ivffin/i'r to tlieiii, ,/. //, Seii'itiitn, I'miim hlalHerniona, i, I,'JU.

2. In the wronx way; nonlrary to llm rlnht
coume; in the reverne direction ; cuntrarlwlMH.

Ilounda arn aaid Ui hunt iimnter whaii they hunt haik-
ward tlia way tlw uliaan lanie,

llalUwM, Met. ut Anhalii Worda,

8f, Direelly in front; in or at tlifl foitn.

They hit liiie another with durta, , , . which thaynavar
lliriiW rininli'T, hut ut Ilia liai'k of tha llyer.

Hiiiutyi, Tmvallaa,
To bunt counttr. Hen hunl.

counter'' fkonn't/'r). It. (< riiunlif; jireflx, or
iiiuiilir, mill,; licliiK the prellx or iwlvcrb iiaed

aciiarulely an an adjei^live,) Advei'M'; ojipo-

itite; contrary; oppoMinx; aidaKonlHtii-,

liiiiiiiiii mlile fii'lit ulti HtliiFi tile timnlvr prilK'Iph',

/». Taiiliir.

W« rroat
hitwi-i-it I he liiki-H, uiiil 1 tiiniOei d half way up
Tha ftiunlur aide, Teiiiiumni, 'I'lin lioldeii Year,

COOnter^'t (koun'tf-r), iinii. (MK. countur, < OV.
ciinlrn, aKainat: we imunlrr'*, mit).] A((ainit;

<!ontrary or antat{oniMti<! to.

Tliera aa (ha laiiila la weeta In aonier ai'ii^iiii

;

And other wey tii wlri'lie U tiiiiHtfr reuaoii.

I'lUliulUi; lliMhondrled',. I',. T. n.), p. I».

counter'* (koun'tz-r), n. (< i:itunltir'i>, a., and
rimiili:f-, prellx. | 1. That which i» counter or
antaKoniittic; an oppoHite.

Ill have fouiidi'il my Hound 'I'ahln In tlin Hortb,
And wliataix'vi-r IiIh </wii knluhta have aworn
My kniglitit have itworii llie nwnli'r Ui It.

Tfnntih'tn, iMni Toiirnaniant.

2. In ihuhIi; any volce-pai't net In contriiNt to

a iirlncipal melody or jmrt; Hpeidllcally, th«
counler-litnor ; the hixh tenor or ulto. Hume-
tiincH IhiN (iiirl la miiii({ an octave higher Ihan
it In written, Ihmt beoiminx a lilxh aoprano,
— 3. Tlial part of a horue'H breaxt which lieN

between the KhoulderH and under the lutck.—



Frame of Ship inside of Stem.

I, I, pointers; a, a, quarter-timbers; 3,3,
counter-timbers; 4, counter-timber knee ;

5, main transom.

counter

4. That part of a ship which lies between
the water-line and the knuckle of the stem.
The counter-tim-

bers are short tim-
bers in the stem,
used to strength-
en the counter.

Once again , ttirough
the darkness, we
heani the cry under
our counter, and
again all was silent

but the noise of the
sea and of the storm.
W. H. RtuteU, Diaiy

[in India, I. 20.

6. The Stiff lea-

ther forming the
back part of a
shoe or boot sur-

rounding the heel of the wearer. See cut un-
der boot.— 6. In fencing, a parry in which the

sword's point makes a complete curve, return-

ing to its original position. The various counters

are named with reference to the thrust to be parried, as

the counter of carte, of tierce, etc.

7. Sscrae &a counter-lode Bass counter. See!«i8«3.

—BuW and counter. See imhl.

counter* (koun'tfer), v. [< counter^, adv. and ».]

I. intrans. In boxing, to give a return blow
while receiving or parrying the blow of an an-

tagonist.
Bis left hand countered provokingly.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xiv.

H. trans. 1. In boxing, to meet or return by
a counter-blow: as, to counter a blow.— 2. In
shoemaking, to put a counter upon; furnish

with a counter: as, to counter a shoe.

COUnter*t (koun't6r), v. [< ME. counturen, coun-

tren, coutren, encounter; by apheresis for en-

counter, q. v.] I. trans. To come against ; meet

;

encounter.
Gatfray cam faste contring the Geaunt then.

As moche and as faste as hys courser niyght ren.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3030.

n, intrans. To come into collision ; encoun-
ter.

with the erle of Kent thei countred at Medeweie.
Langloft, Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 38.

COUnter^t (koun'ter), n. [By apheresis for en-

counter.'] A meeting; an encounter.

Kindly counter under Mimick shade.
Spenser, Tears of the Muses, 1. 207.

counter-. [<ME. counter-, countre-, < OF. contre-,

<.\j. contra-: see counter^ anA contra-.] A pre-

fix of Latin origin, being a doublet of contra-,

and appearing in words of Middle English ori-

gin, or in later words formed on the analogy of

such. Considered merely as an English prefix,

counter- is to be referred to counter^, adv., or

counter^, a. See counter^.

counteract (koun-t6r-akt'), V. t. [< counter- +
act.] To act in opposition to ; hinder, defeat,

or frustrate by contrary agency.
" Alas ! " continued my father, " as the greatest evil has

hefall'n him, I must courUeract and undo it with tlie

greatest good." Stei-ne, Tristram Shandy, Iv. 8.

What this country longs for is personalities, grand per-
sons, to counteract its materialities.

Emerson, Misc., p. 417.

= Syn. To thwart, check, contravene, cross, neutralize.

COUnteractant (koun-ter-ak'tant), n. [< coun-
teract + -««<!.] A counter-agent ; that which
counteracts.

He is certainly the sort of a hard and countercictant
most needed for our materialistic, self-assertive, money-
worshipping Anglo-Saxon races.

Watt Wttitnmn, in Essays from The Critic, p. 42.

counteraction (koun-ter-ak'shon), n. [< coun-
teract + -ion.] Action in opposition; hin-
drance ; resistance.

A power capable of resisting and conquering the conn-
teraction of an animal nature. Sir W. Hamitton.

counteractive (koun-t6r-ak'tiv), a. and n. [<
counteract + -ive.] I. a. Tending to counter-
act or oppose.
n. n. One who or that which counteracts.

COUnteractively (koun-t^r-ak'tiv-li), adv. By
countoraction.

counter-agent (koun't6r-a-jent), n. Anything
which counteracts, or acts in opposition; an
opposing agent.

The unexpected development of genius has no such
counter-agent to the admiration which it naturally ex-

cites. Brougham.

counter-appeal (koun't6r-a-pel"), «• In law,

an appeafiii opposition to or in counteraction
of an axjpeal taken by an adversary.
counter-appellant (koun'tSr-a-pel'ant), n.

In law, one who takes a counter-appeal; one
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against whom an appeal has been taken by an
adversary, and who in turn takes an appeal
against the adversary.

Of the counter-appellants of 1397, Nottingham and Wilt-
shire were dead ; the rest were waiting with anxious hearts
to know whether Henry would sacrifice or save them.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 303.

counter-approach (koun'tfer-a-proch"), n. In
fort., a work consisting of lines and trenches
pushed forward from their most advanced
works by the besieged in order to attack the
works of the besiegers or to hinder their ap-
proaches.— Line of counter-approach, a trench
which the besieged make from their covered way to tlie

right and left of the attacks in order to scour the enemy's
works.

counter-arch (koun'tfer-areh), n. In fort., an
arch connecting the tops of the counterforts.
Wilhelm, Mil Diet.

counter-attired (koun'ter-a-tird'), a. In her.,

having horns in two opposite directions : said
of an animal having double horns, used as a
bearing.

counter-attraction (koim't6r-a-trak'''8hgn), n.

Opposite attraction ; an attraction opposite and
equal, according to the law of action and reac-
tion ; attraction of an opposite kind or in an
opposite direction.

counter-attractive (koun'tfer-a-trak'tiv), a.

Attracting in an opposite direction or by op-
posite means.
counterbalance (koun-ter-bal'ans), V. t.

;
pret.

and pp. counterbalanced, ppr. counterbalancing.
[Formerly also counterballance, < P. contre-ba-

lancer = Sp. contrabalan^ear = Pg. contrabalan-
cSr = It. contrabbilanciare : see counter- and
balance, v.] To weigh against with an equal
weight ; act against with equal power or effect

;

countervail ; serve as a counterpoise to ; offset

;

make up for.

There was so much air drawn out of the vessel, that the
remaining air was not able to counterbalance the mercu-
rial cylinder. Boyle.

The study of mind is necessary to counterbalance and
correct the influence of the study of nature.

Sir W. Hamilton,

Isabella, whose dignity and comraandingcharactermight
counterbalance the disadvantages arising from the unsuit-
ableness of her sex. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

counterbalance (koun'tfer-bal-ans), n. [For-
merly also counterballance, < F. contre-balance

:

see the verb.] 1. Equal weight, power, or in-

fluence acting in opposition to anything.

Money is the counter-balance to all .

chasable.
. things pur-

Locke.

Z. In mech., a weight used to balance the vi-

brating parts of machinery upon their axis, so
as to cause them to turn freely and to require
little power to set them in motion; also, a
weight by which a lever acted upon by an in-

termitting force is returned to its position, as
in the ease of the beam of a single-acting steam-
engine; a counterpoise.

counter-battery (koun'ter-bat-6r-i), n. Milit.,

a battery raised so as to play against another.

The interior crest of the parapet is made nearly
parallel vrith the interior crest of the parapet
to be attacked.

Wee made a counterbattery against our enemies.
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 123.

counter-battled (koun-t^r-bat'ld), a. In her.,

same as counter-embattled.

counter-beam (koun'tfer-bem), n. A beam at-

tached to the platen of a printing-machine by
rods which communicate to the platen a recip-

rocating motion.
counterblast (koun'ter-blast), n. An opposing
blast, literally or figuratively.

counter-bond (koun'ter-bond), n. A bond of

indemnification given to one who has become
security for another.

counterbrace (koun'tfer-bras), ». 1. Naut.,
the lee brace of the foretopsail-yard.— 2. In a
frame, a brace which transmits a strain in an
opposite direction from a main brace.

counterbrace (koun-t6r-bras'), ». t.; pret. and
pp. counterbraced, ppr. counterbracing. Naut., to

brace in opposite directions : as, to counterbrace

the yards (that is, to brace the head-yards one
way and the after-yards another, as while im-
der wajr, for the pilrpose of checking headway
or heaving to).

counter-brand (koun'tfer-brand), n. A mark put
on branded cattle, effacing the original brand.

counterbuff (koun-ter-buf '), V. t. To strike

back ; meet by a blow in an opposite direction

;

drive back ; stop by a blow or a sudden check
in front.

counter-claim

Whom Cuddye doth counterbuff with a byting and bitt«r

proverbe Spenser, .Shep. Cal., February, Embleme.

counterbuff (koun'ter-buf), n. A blow in an
opposite direction ; a stroke that stops motion
or causes a recoil.

It shall rest
Till I conclude it with a cuuTUerbuf
Given to these noble rascals.

Chapman, All Fools, iv. 1.

Where they give the Komanist one buffe, they receive
two counterbuffs. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

counter-camp (koun't^r-kamp), a. In her.,

same as counter-compony

.

counter-carte (koun'ter-kart), n. In fencing,

a counter-parry in carte. See counter'^, n., 6.

COUnter-castt (koun'ter-k^st), n. A delusive

contrivance ; a contrary cast.

He can devize this counter-cast of slight.

To give faire colour to that Ladies cause in sight.

Speruer, F. Q., VI. iii. 16.

COUnter-castert (koun't^r-kis'tfer), n. A caster
of accounts ; a reckoner ; a bookkeeper : used
in contempt.

This counter-caster.

He, in good time, must his lieutenant be.

Sliak., Othello, i. 1.

COUnterchange (koun-tfer-chanj'), v, t.
;

pret.

and pp. counterchanged, ppr. counterchanging.

[= F. contre-changer.] To give and receive in

exchange ; cause to change places ; cause to

change from one state to its opposite; cause
to make alternate changes ; alternate.

A sudden splendour from behind
Flush'd all the leaves with rich gold-green,
And, flowing rapidly between
Their interspaces, counterchanged
The level lake with diamond-plots
Of dark and bright. Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

COUnterchange (koun'ter-chanj), n. [= F.
contre-change.] Interchange; reciprocation.

Posthumus anchors upon Imogen ;

And she, like harmless lightning, throws her eye
On him, her brothers, me, her master, hitting
Each object witli a joy ; the counterchange
Is severally in all. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

counterchanged (koun-t^r-chanjd'), p. a. 1.

Exchanged.— 2. [F. contre-chang^.] In her.,

having one tincture carried into

another and the second into the
first. Thus, in the illustration, that
part of the bearing which falls upon
the gules is or, and that part which falls

upon the or is gules. Also cottnter-

changing, counter-colored.

CoutUer-changed, in heraldry, is

when there is a mutual changing of
the Colours of the Field and Charge in

an Escutcheon, by reason of one or
more Lines of Partition.

Dooke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra
[ser.), i. 114.

counterchanging (koun-t6r-chan'jing), J), a. In
her., same as counterchanged.

countercharge (koun-tfer-oharj'), ». t.
;

pret.

and pp. countercharged, ppr. countercharging.

[< F. contre-charger.] To charge in return;
make an accusation against (one's accuser).

countercharge (koun'ter-eharj), n. An oppos-
ing charge ; specifically, a charge made by an
accused person against his accuser.

COUntercharm (koun'tfer- charm), n. That
which has the power of opposing or counter-

acting the effect of a charm ; an opposite charm,
as of one person in contrast with another.

COUntercharm (koun-ter- charm'), r. t. To
counteract the effect of a charm or of charms
upon ; affect by opposing charms.

countercheck (koun-ter-chek'), v. t. To op-
pose or frustrate by some obstacle ; check.

What we most intend is counfer-check'd

By strange and unexpected accidents.
Middleton, Family of Love, iv. 4.

countercheck (koun'ter-chek), n. Counter-
action of a check; a cheek matching a check.

If I sent him word again . . . |his beard] was not well

cut, he would say, I lie: This is called the "Ci'unlercheck

quarrelsome." Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

Many things perplex,
With motions, checks, and counterchecks.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

counter-cheveronny (koun "ter-shev-e-ron ' i )

,

a. In her., cheveronny and divided palewise,

the half chevrons alternating in tinctures

:

properly, cheverontiy counterchanged : said of

the field. Often used as equivalent to chereronny.

counter-claim (koun'ter-klam), H. A claim in

tlie nature of a cross-action set up by the de-

fendant against the plaintiff in a lawsuit. The
term is sometimes used to include jfcNoj/and recovpineut,

and sometimes only those cross-claims which can be made
the subject of an aflirmative award in favor of the defen-

dant.

Counterchanged.

Per pale gules and
or : a boar passant
counterchanged.



Or, a bend counter-
compony.

counter-clockwise

counter-clockwise (koun'ter-klok-wTz), a.

Contrary to the direction of rotation of the hands
of a clock: frequently used in physics to define

the direction of rotation ; as, the amperian eur-
. rents about the north-pointing pole of a mag-
net are connter-clockunne.

counter-clockwise (koun'tfer^klok-wiz), adc
In a direction contrary to that of the movement
of the hands of a clock.

counter-colored (koun-ter-kurord), a. In her.,

same as counterdianged, 2.

COUnter-Compon6, a. In her., same as counter-
coiiiponi/.

COUnter-Compony (koun'ter-kom-po'nl), o. [<
F. contre-compone : see counter-

and compone.'l In her., com-
posed of small squares in two
rows and of two tinctures alter-

nating. See compone. Also
counter-cnmpone, counter-camp.

counter-couchant (koun - 16r -

kou'chant), a. In her., having
the heads In contrary direc-

tions : applied to animals borne couchant.

COUnter-COUrant (koun-t6r-ko'rant), a. In
her., ruimiug in contrary directions: applied
to animals.

counter-current (koun't^r-kur-ent), n. [<
counter- + current^; = F. eontre-courant. CI.

counter-eourant.'] A current in an opposite di-

rection.

counter-deed (koun'ter-ded), n. A secret writ-

ing, either before a notary or under a private
seal, which destroys, invalidates, or alters a
pubUc deed; a defeasance.

counter-distinction (koun't^r-dis-tingk'shon),
«. Contradistinction.

counter-drain (koun't^r-dran), n. A drain
rim alongside of a canal or embanked water-
way, to intercept and convey to a culvert or
receptacle the water which may soak through.

counterdraw (koun-ter-dra'), «-'• '•; pret. coun-
terdrew, pp. counterdrawn, ppr. comtterdrawing.
In painting, to trace, as a design or painting,
on fine linen cloth, oiled paper, or other trans-
parent material.

counter-earth (koun'tAr-trth), n. In the Pyth-
agorean philos., a planet in some sense opposite
to the earth, required to make up the sacred
number of ten planets. Some commentators 8up-
pose the counter-earth to Ije on the opposite Bule of the
central dre : others that it is on the same suie, but facing
toward tlie central fire instead of away from it.

counter-embattled (koun'tfer-em-bat'ld), a
her., embattled on the opposite
side also; embattled on both
sides. Also counter-battled and
buttled counter.

counter-embowed (koim ' tfer -

em-bod'), a. In her., embowed in
opposite directions.

counter-enamel (koun ' t6r - e -

nam'el), «. The enamel applied
to the back or reverse side of an enameled plate
of metal. Thus, in a plaque of Limoges enamel the
back is generally covered with a thin coat of enamel of
uniform color. .\lso called by the French term contre-
einail.

counter-ermine (koun't6r-6r-min), n. In her.,

same as ermiue.i.

counter-escalloped (koun't^r-ea-kol'opt), a.

In her., same as i scalloped.

counter-evidence (koun't6r-ev-i-den8),n. Con-
trary or rebutting evidence ; evidence or testi-

mony which opposes other evidence.
counter-extension (koun'tfer-eks-ten'shon), n.

[= F. contre-exten.iioti.'] In surg., the force ap-
plied to the part of a limb above a fracture or
luxation as a counterpoise to the act of exten-
sion. See extenmon.

COUnterfaced (koun-ter-fast'), a. In her., di-
vided barwise into several pieces, and again
divided palewise, the half bars or half bar-
rulets having their tinctures alternately : said
of the field. Same as barry per pale counter-
rhdnf/erl. Also counter-fessy, eontrcfaci.

counterfaisancet, « See counterfesance.

COUnter-faller (koun'ter-fa-ltr), n. In a spin-
ning-machine, a wire supported by counter-
weighted arms, which passes beneath the yams
and serves to keep an even tension upon them
when depressed by the faller-wire during the
distributing of the yam upon the cop.

counterfeit (koun'ter-fit), a. and n. [< ME.
'vountrefet, contirjet, a., countrcfete, n., < OF.
contrefuit, mod. F. contrefait (= 8p. conlra-
hecho = Pg. contrafeito = It. contrafatto), < ML.
contrafacttis, counterfeit, pp. of contrafacere, >

In

Ardent, a fesse
counter- embattled
gules.
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OF. contrefaire, mod. F. eontrefaire = Pr. contra-

far = OSp. contrafacer, Sp. contrahacer = Pg.
contrafaser = It. contraffare, imitate, counter-
feit, < L. contra, against, + facere (> F. faire,

etc.), make: see counter-, contra-, and fact, feat.
The same radical element -feit occurs also in

surfeit, benefit. Ct.eounterfeit,v.'] I. «. l.Made
in semblance or imitation of an original ; imi-
tated; copied; factitious.

Look here, upon this picture, and on this

;

The cQunterJtit presentment of two brothers.
SJiak., Hamlet, lii. 4.

2. Specifically, made in imitation of an origi-

nal, with a view to defraud by passing the false

copy as genuine or original; forged; spurious;
as, counterfeit coin ; a counterfeit bond or deed;
a counterfeit bill of exchange.

The lewes, seeking to be reuenged of this counterfeit
ilosea, could no where tinde him.

Furclias, Pilgrimage, p. 159.

3. Feigned; simulated; false; hypocritical: as,

a counterfeit friend.

Yet can I weep most seriously at a play, and receive
with a true passion the counterfeit griefs of those known
and professed impostures.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 5.

4t. Counterfeiting; dissembling; cheating.

Why, this is an airant counterfeit rascal ; . . . a bawd,
a cutpurse. SAaAr., Hen. V., iiL 6.

5t. Deformed; unnatural.

And [she] hadde brought be-fore hir on hir sadell a
dwerf, the moste contirfet and foulest that eny hadde sein.

ilertin(E. E. T. S.), iii. 835.

Counterfeit Medals Act, an English statute of 1883 (46
and 47 Vict.,c. 45)wliich i)roliibits the manufacture, pos-
session, and sale of medals resembling coins. = Syn. 1-3.
Suppovititioug, etc. (see sjntriou^), forged, feigned, sim-
ulated, fictitious, sham, mock.

n. «. 1. Aji imitation; a copy; something
made in imitation of or strongly resembling
another ; rarely, a likeness ; a portrait ; an
image.
AUe tho that ben maryed han a Countrefete, made lyche

a mannes foot, upon here Hedes.
Mandecille, Travels, p. 218.

What Hnd I here?
Fair Portia's counterfeit 1

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2.

They hane no Beards but counterfeits, as they did thinke
ours also was.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 107.

2. Specifically, an imitation or copy designed
to pass as an original, in Inw: (a) A spurious imi-
tation of a thing which has legal value, and fashioned or
intended to be used in lieceit by passing it as genuine, as
a coin made of base metal in the likeness of a gold coin.

(6) Less strictly, any imitation of such a tiling and for such
a purpose, as a genuine farthing gilded to pass for a sov-
ereign, or a coin clipped at the edges and then milled, to
give it the appearance of a fresh coin, or a fraudulent imi-
tation of a ttank-note. It has been held that a bank-note
printed from a genuine plate, but having false signatures
affixed in imitation of genuine ones, is more appropriately
called afortjery ; tliat such a note having fictitious or im-
ag nary names affixed is more appropriately called spuri-
ous ; and that only a note phnteil from a false plate is ap-
propriately called a counterfeit note. Hut according to
the strictest usage, it would be proper to say, in these sev-

eral cases, respectively, that the milling was counterfeit,
that the false signatures .vere counterfeit, and that naming
the bank falsely with imaginary officers was a counterfeit-
ing ; and the tietter opinion is that a statute prohibiting
counterfeiting may be deemed violated if any of the fea-
tures of the genuine thing is counterfeited so as to serve
the false purpose.

I am no counterfeit : to die is to be a counterfeit ; for
he is but the counterfeit of a man who hath not the life of
a man. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4.

There would be no emmterfeitt but for the sake of some-
thing real. Tillotson.

3t. One who feigns or simulates ; a coimter-
feiter; an impostor.

Now when these counterfeits were thus uncased.
Out of the fore-side of their forgerie.

And in the sight of all men deane disgraced.
S/ienser, V. Q., V. iii. 39.

They [scomersl evidently saw that some who set up for
greater purity, and a demurer shew and face of religion
tliim their neighlKiurs, were really counterfeitt, and meant
nothing, at the bottom, but tlieir own interest.

Bp. Atterbury, .Sennons, I. v.

counterfeit (koun't6r-flt), v. [< ME. counter-
feten, coiitrefeten ; from the adj. and noun, after
OF. contrefaire, pp. contrefait: see counterfeit,

a. and h.] I. trans. 1. To make a semblance
of; make or bo a copy of ; copy; imitate; re-
semble ; be like.

Of alle maner craftus I con counterfeten heor tooles.

Of carpunters and keruers. Piers Plowman (A), xl. 133.

Glowing embers through the room
Teach light to ctninterfeit a gloom.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 80.

2. Specifically, to make a copy of without au-
thority or right, and with a view to deceive or
defraud by passing the copy as original or gen-

counterfort

ulne ; forge : as, to counterfeit coin, bank-notes,
a seal, a bond, a deed or other instrument in
writing, the handwriting or signature of an-
other, etc.— 3. To feign; make a pretense of;
simulate; pretend; put on a semblance of: as,

to counterfeit piety.

Full well they laughed, with counterfeited glee.
At all his jokes, for many a joke had he.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 201.

4t. To make in imitation, or as a counterpart
of something else.

And countrefeted was fill subtilly
Another lettre.

Cliaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 648.

5t. To feign or pretend to be (what one is not).

The deepest policy of a Tyrant hath bin ever to counter-
fet Religious. Milton, Eikonoklastes, L

= Syn. Mimic, Ape, etc. (see imitate), forge, simulate,
sham, feign.

II, intrans. To feign; dissemble; carry on
a fiction or deception.

flow ill agrees it with your gravity.
To counterfeit thus grossly with your slave.

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2.

He who counterfeiteth, acts a part.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 20.

counterfeiter (koun'ter-fit-6r), K. 1. One who
counterfeits ; one who copies or imitates ; spe-
cifically, one who illegally makes copies of cur-
rent bank-notes or coin.— 2. One who assumes
a false appearance, or who makes false pre-
tenses: as, "counterfeiters of devotion," Sher-
wood.
counterfeiting (koun't6r-fit-ing), n. [Verbal
n. of counterfeit, v.'] In laic, the crime of mak-
ing or uttering false or fictitious coins or paper
money.
COUnterfeitly (koun 't^r- fit -li), adv. By for-
gery ; falsely ; fictitiously ; spiu'iously.

COUnterfeitness (koun'tfer-fit-nes), n. The
quality of being counterfeit ; spuriousness.

COUnterfeituret, »• [ME. contrefaiture : see
contrefete, E. counterfeit, and -ure.'] Counter-
feiting; hypocrisy.

Al his contrefaiture is colour of sinne and host.
Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 336.

counterfesancet, counterfaisancet (koun'tfer-

fe-zans, -fa-zans), n. 1. The act of forging;
forgery.— 2. A counterfeiting ; dissimulation;
artifice.

For he in counterfesannce did excell.

And all the wyles of wemens wits knew passing well.
Spenser, F. Q., HI. viii. 8.

The outward expression and counterfaisance of all these
is the form of godliness,

Bp. Hall, Sermons, The Hypocrite.

COUnter-fessy (koun-tfer-fes'i), a. Same as couii-

terfaced.

COlinter-fissure (koun't^r-fish-ur), 11. In surg.,

a fracture of the skull situated opposite to the
point struck.

C0unter-fleur6, a. In her., same as counter-

flory.

COUnter-flory (koun-t^r-flo'ri), a. [< counter- +
flor.), F. fleure, pp., < fleur, flower.] In her.,

charged with flowers, such as
fleurs-de-lis, which are divided
and separated by the whole
width of the bearing so charged.
Thus, in the illustration the
tressure is counter-flory, having
half of each fleur-de-lis within
and half without.
counter-flowered (koun - ter -

flou'erd), a. In her., same as
counter-flory.

COUnterioil (koun't^r-foil), n. [< counter- +
foil'^.] 1. That part of a tally formerly struck
in the English Exchequer which was kept by
an oflicer in that court, the other, called the
stock; bein^ delivered to the person who had
lent the king money on the account. Also
called counterstock.— 2. A part of a document,
such as a bank-check or draft, which is retained
by the person giving the document, and on which
is written a memorandum of the main partic-
ulars contained in the principal document; a
stub.

counterfort (koun't6r-f6rt), n. [< counter- +
fort; attev F. conire-fort.'] 1. In arc7(. : (a) A
portion projecting from the face of a wall; a
buttress.

There is a saving of masonry (though in general but a
small one) by the use of counterforts. liankine.

(b) In medieval milit. arch., a redoubt or an in-

trenchment thrown up by the besiegers of a
place as a defense against sorties or attempts

$ '*• y

4 h

A double tressure
flory and counter-
flory.



counterfort

to relieve the place from -without.— 2. A spur

or projecting part of a mountain.

COOntergage (koim'tfer-gaj), n. In carp., a

method used to measure joints by transferring

the breadth of the mortise to the place where
the tenon is to be made, in order to make them
fit each other.

counter-gear (koun't6r-ger), n. Driving-gear

sepai'ate from the machine to be driven and
connecting witli it by a belt.

counter-guard (koun'ter-giird), n. [< counter-

+ yiiard ; after F. contre-garde.~\ 1. In fort., a
small rampart or work, properly a work raised

before the point of a bastion, consisting of two
long faces parallel to the faces of the bastion,

and making a salient angle.— 2. A certain part

of a sword-hilt, (a) In general, any part of the hilt,

other than the cross-guard, which serves to protect the

hand. In this sense the basket-hilt and knuckle bow
are counter-guards. See cut under hilt, (b) According
to some wTiters, that part which covers the back of the

han<l, as distinguished from the guard protecting the An-

gers. See 'Tuard. •

COUnter-hurter (koim'ter-her-tfer), n. [= F.
eontre-heurtoir.'] In gun., a piece of iron bolted

to the top of the chassis-rails, at the rear end,

to check the recoil of the gun-carriage. In some
carriages spiral or rubber springs attached to the rear

transom answer the same purpose. Similar devices at the
front end of the chassis are called kurterg.

counter-indication (koun't6r-in-di-ka"shgn), n.

[= F. coHtre-indifution = Sp. eontraimiicacion

= Pg. coiitraindica^ao = It. contraindicazione :

see counter- and indication.'] Same as contra-

indication.

counter-influence (koun-tSr-in'flQ-ens), v. t.
;

j)ret. and pp. couiiter-inftueiiccd, ppr. counter-in-

finencing. To check or control by opposing in-

fluence.

Their wickedness naturally tends to effeminate them

;

and will certainly do it, if it be not strongly ajunter-in-

jtueiiced by the vigour of their bodily temper.
Scott, Sermon (1680).

counter-irritant (koim't6r-ir-i-tant), a. and n.

1. a. Producing artificial irritation designed to

counteract a morbid condition.

H. «. In med., a substance or an appliance
employed to produce an irritation in one part of

the body, in order to counteract or remove a
morbid condition existing in another part. The
terra is more specifically applied to such irritating sub-
stances as, when applied to the skin, redden or blister it,

or produce pustules, purulent issues, etc. The common-
est counter-irritants are mustard, turpentine, canthari-

des or Spanish flies, croton-oil, tartar emetic, aetons, tinc-

ture of iodine, and cautery.

counter-irritate (koun-ter-ir'i-tat), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. counter-irritated, ppr. counter-irritating.

In tned., to produce an artificial inflammation or

congestion in order to relieve a morbid condi-
tion e.xisting in another part.

counter-irritation (koun'ter-ir-i-ta"shon), ».

In med., the production of an artificial inflam-
mation or congestion in order to relieve a
morbid condition existing in another part. See
counter-irritant.

counter-jumper (koun't^r-jum'pfer), ». [< coun-
ter'^, 2, + jumper.] A salesman in a shop, es-

pecially in a draper's or dry-goods shop. [Hu-
morous.]

Clerks and eoujUer-junipers a'n't anything.
0. W. Holmes, Professor, vii.

counter-light (koun'ter-lit), n. A light oppo-
site to any object, and causing it to appear to
disadvantage : a term used in painting.

counter-lode (koun't6r-16d), n. In mining, a
lode running in a direction not conformable
with that of the principal or main lodes of the
district, and therefore intersecting them. Also
called contra-lode, caunter-lode, or simply coun-
ter or counter.

COUnterly (koun'ter-li), adv. In her., same as
parti/ pur pale (wliich see, under ^ar<(/).

countermand (koun-ter-mand'), V. t. [< F. con-
tremtmder (= Sp. Pg. contramandar = It. con-
trammandare), < ML. eontramandare, coimter-
mand, < L. contra, against, -t- mandare, com-
mand: see mandate,] 1. To revoke (a com-
mand or an order) ; order or direct in opposition
to (an order before given), thereby annulling it

and forbidding its execution.

Domineering, now commanding and then cmtniemiand-
ing. Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

2. To oppose by contrary orders or action;
contradict the orders of.

This Garden wa« made long after Semlramis' time, by a
King wliich herein seemed to lord it oner the Elements,
mud countermand Nature. Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 56.

My heart shall never counterma-nd mine eye.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 276.
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St. To prohibit ; forbid.

Avicen countennands letting blood in choleric cases,
Harvey.

countermand (koim'tfer-mand), n. [< F. con-
trcmand (now usually F. contrc-mandat = Sp.
contramandato = Pg. contramandado = It. con-
trammandato, < ML. contramandatum) ; from
the verb.] A contrary order ; a revocation of

a former order, command, or notice.

Have you no countermand for Claudio yet,

But he must die to-morrow ?

SAaJt., M. forM.,iv. 2.

It was by positive constitution pronounced void, and no
more; and, therefore, may be rescinded by the counter'

mand of an equal power.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 196.

COUntermandable (koun-ter-man'da-bl), a. [<

countermand + -able] That maybe counter-
manded.
The best rule of distinction between grants and decla.

rations is, that grants are never countermaiuiahle ; . . .

whereas declarations are evermore counteruiaintable in

their natures. Bacon, Law Maxims, xiv.

countermarch (koun-tfer-march'), V. i. [= Sp.

Pg. contramarchar,<. F. contre-marcher; as coun-

ter- + march^.] 1. To march back.

We all stood up in an instant, and Sir Harry filed off

from the left very discreetly, counter-inarching; behind the
chairs towards the door; after him. Sir Giles in the same
manner. Addiaon, Country Etiquette.

lights and shades
That marched and countermarched aliont the hills

In glorious apparition. Wordsicorth, Pi-elude, xii.

2. Jfj/if., to execute a countermarch. Seecoun-
tertnarch, «., 2.

countermarch (koun'tfer-march), n. [= Sp. Pg.
contramarclia = It. contrammarcia, < F. contre-

marche; from the verb.] 1. A marching back

;

a returning.

How are such an infinite number of things placed with
such order in the memory, notwithstanding the tumults,
marches, and countermarches of the animal spirits ?

Jeremy Collier, Thought.

2. Milit., a change of the wings or face of a body
of men, so as to bring the right to the left

or the front to the rear, and retain the same
men in the front rank : or a rear rank may be-
come a front rank by countermarching round
the end of the latter, which remains stationary.
— 3. Figuratively, a complete change or rever-
sal of measures or conduct.

They make him do and undo, go forward and backwards,
by such countermarches and retractions as we do not wil.

lingly impute to wisdom. T. Burnet, Theory of the Eai-th.

countermark (koun'ter-mark), n. [= P. contre-

marque = Sp. Pg. contramarca = It. contram-
marca; as counter- + marl:.] 1. A mark or to-

ken added to a mark or marks already existing

for greater security or more sure identification,

as a second or third mark put on a bale of goods
belonging to several merchants, that it may
be opened only in the presence of all the own-
ers ; specifically, the mark of the Goldsmiths'
Company of London, added to that of the artifi-

cer, to show the metal to be standard.— 2. A
small device, inscription, or numeral, stamped
upon a coin subsequent to its issue from the
mint. Such marks are found on coins of all periods, and
have generally been added in order to alter the original
value of the coin or to give it currency in a foreign coun-
try.

3. An artificial cavity made in the teeth of

horses that have outgrown their natural mark,
to disguise their age.

countermark (koun-tfer-mark'), I', t, [< coun-
iermark, n.] To add a countermark to, in any
sense of that word.
countermine (koun'ter-min), n. [= F. contre-

mine = Sp. Pg. contramina = It. contrammina

;

as counter- + mine^.] 1. Milit., a mine driven
from defense-works by the besieged, counter
to a mine driven toward the defense-works by
besiegers, the object being to meet and destroy
the works of the latter party. Sometimes the two
parties carry their opposing galleries so far as to meet and
fight in the subterranean passages.

Hence— 2. A secret plan designed to frustrate

the plans of an opponent; any antagonistic
action or plan.

He, . . . knowing no cown(e7*nii«« against contempt but
terror, began to let nothing pass . . . without sharp pun-
ishment. Sir P. Sidney.

If he arm, arm ; if he strew mines of treason.
Meet him with countermines.

Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, iii. 1.

countermine (koun-tfer-min'), v.
;
pret. and pp.

countermined, ppr. countermining. [= F. contre-

miner = Sp. Pg. contraminar = It. contrammi-
nare; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To mine
counter or in opposition to ; resist by means

counterpane

of a countermine, as a besieging enemy or his

works.

They countermined the assailants, and, encountering
them in the subterranean passages, drove them back.

Prescott, t'erd. and Isa., i. 13.,

2. To counterwork; frustrate by secret and
opposite measures.

When sadness dejects me, either I countermine it with
another sadness, or 1 kindle squibs about me again, and
fly into sportfulness and company. Donne, Letters, xxvii.

Thus infallibly it must be, if God do not miraculously
countermine us, and do more for us than we can do against
ourselves. Decay of Christian Piety.

II, intrans. To make a countermine; coun-
terplot ; work against one secretly.

'Tis hard for man to countermine with God. Chapman.

The enemy had countermined, but did not succeed in

reaching our mine. U. S. Grant, Personal SIcmoirs, 1. 549.

counter-motion (koun't^r-mo-shon), n. An
opposite motion ; one motion counteracting an-
other.

counter-motive (koun'tfer-mo-tiv), «. [= F.

contre-moiif.] An opposite or counteracting
motive.
countermove (koun'ter-mSv), Ji. A counter-
movement.

This is one of the excellent results of the moves, the
counter-moms, the manoeuvres, which are incident to our
curious system of party government.

Westminster Mev., CXXV. 443.

countermove (koun-tfer-mov'), ". *'. or t.
;
pret.

and pp. countermoved, ppr. countermoving. [<
counter^, adv., + move.] To move in a con-
trary direction, or in antagonism to.

counter-movement (koun'tcr-mov-ment), n.

A movement in opposition to another.

COUntermure (koun'ter-mtir), n. [Also contra-

mure; < F. contre-mur (= Sp. Pg. contramuro =
It. contramuro), < contre, against, + mur, < L.
mums, a wall.] In fort. : (a) A wall raised be-
hind another to supply its place when a breach
is made. [Rare.] (b) A wall raised in front

of another partition wall to strengthen it; a
contramure.

The city hath a threefolde wall about it ; the innermost
very high, the next lower then that, and the third a coun-
tennure. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 308.

COUntermure (koun-tfer-mur'), '-• <•; pret. and
pp. countermured, ppr. couniermuring. [< F.
contre-murer, < contre-mur : see countermure, «.]

To fortify (a wall) with another wall.

They are plac'd in those imperial heights,
Where, countermurd with walls of diamond,
I flnd the place impregnable.

Kyd, Spanish Tragedy.

COUnter-naiant(koun-ter-na'yant), a. Jnher..

represented as swimming in opposite directions

:

said of fishes used as bearings.

counter-natural (koun'ter-nat-u-ral), a. Con-
trary to nature. [Rare.]

C0Unter-nebul6 (koun"ter-neb'u-la), a. In
her., nebul6 on the opposite side also.

counter-negotiation (koun'ter-ne-go-shi-a'-
shon), n. Negotiation in opposition to other
negotiation.

counter-noise (koun't^r-noiz), n. A noise or
sound by which another noise or sound is dead-
ened or overpowered.
counter-opening (koun'ter-6p-ning), n. An
aperture or vent on the opposite side, or in a
different place; specifically, in »urg., an open-
ing made in a second part of an abscess oppo-
site to a first.

counter-pace (koun'ter-pas), n. [= F. contre-

pas = Sp. contrapaso = Pg. contrapasso = It.

contrappasso ; as counter- + pace.] A step or
measure in opposition to another; a contrary
measure or attempt.

When the least counterpaces are made to these resolu.

tions, it will then be time enough for oin- malecontents.
Swi/t.

COUnterpaled (koun-ter-pald'), a. In her., said

of an escutcheon divided into an equal num-
ber of pieces palewise, and divided again by a

line fessewise, having two tinctures counter-
changed. Also contrepale, counterpaly.

COUnterpaly (koun-ter-pa'li), a. In her., same
as counlcrjiiilcd.

counterpane^ (koim'tfr-pan), «. [Acomiption
of conntcrjiointl, in allusion to the jjohcs or

squares of which bed-covers are often com-
posed. Ct. counterpane''^.] Abed-cover; a cov-

erlet for a bed ; a quilt ; now, specifically, a cov-

erlet woven of cotton with raised figures, also

called Marseilles quilt.

Her dear, long, lean, little arms lying out on the counter-

pane. Tennyson, In the Children's Hospi^ftL.



counterpane

COUnterpane^t (koun't^r-pan), «. [Also coun-
krpaiiic, < OF. contrepan (also contrepant), a
pledge or pawn, < contre, against, + pan, a
pledge or pawn, ult. the same as j'nn, a pane:
see paicn^ and pane.'] One part of an inden-
ture; a copy or counterpart of tlie original of
an indenture.

Asiijie, Art should not, like a ciirtizan,
Change habits, ilressinf; graces every day

;

But of her ternies one stable coinUerpane
Still keepe, to shun ambiguous allay;
That Vouth, in defiuitiuns once rec'eiv'd
(As in Kings' standards), might not be deceiv'd.

Fulke GreviUe, Humane Leaniiug.
Have yon not a eountfrpane of your obligation '

Grcent ami Loihje, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

counter-paradox (koun'ter-par-a-doks), n. A
facetious opinion or puzzling statement con-
trary to another opinion or statement of the
same kind.

COUnter-parol (koun'ter-pa-roF), n. Milit., a
word in addition to the password, which is given
in any time of alarm as a signal.
counter-parry (koim'ter-par-i), H. In fencing,
a parry of the kind known as counter. See
counter^, 6.

counterparry (koun-t^r-par'i), r. i. ; pret. and
pp. coiiiiferjjarricd, ppr. counterparrying. In
Jcncing, to parry by means of a counter.
counterpart (koun't^r-part), n. [= p. contrc-
p<trUc= .Sp. Pg. contraparte = It. contraparte;
as counter- + part.] 1. A correspondent part

;

a part that answers to another, as the several
parts or copies of an indenture correspond-
ing to the original; a copy; a duplicate.—
^. Ihe complement, as a certificate of hiring
given by a tenant to his landlord on receiving
from him a certificate of letting, or a bought
note given to the seller on receiving the sold
note.— 3. A person or thing exactlv resembling
another or corresponding to another in appear-
ance, character, position, influence, and the
like; a representative; a match; a fellow.
Herodotus is the munterpart of some ideal Pandora,by the universality of his accomplishments.

l>e (iuiiKty, Herodotus.

r-i,'^."'.'-
'? • • '**. recognized and evident univereality

Christ 5 human nature is » itliont a counterpart.
I'rogremnve Orthodoxy, p. 20.

4. One of two parts which fit each other, as a
cipher and its key, or a seal and its impression •

hence, a thing that supplements another thing
or completes it, or a person having (lualities
wanting in another, and such as compensate for
the othei-'s deficiencies.

r., ,^
Oh counterpartW our soft sex ; well are you made our lords ;So bold, so great, so gmllike are you formedHow can you love so silly things as women ? Dryden.

Opinion is but the cmmter,mrt of condition - merelyexpresses the degree of civilization to which we have at-"""" H- Speiuxr, Social Statics, p. 196.

5. In music, the part to be arranged or used in
connection with another: as, the bass is the
counterpart to the treble.
counter-passant (koun-ter-pas'ant), a r< F
conlre-jia.isant ; as counter'^ + paii'nant.] In Iwr

'

passant in contrary directions: said of beasts
used as bearings.

counterpedal (koun'ter-ped-al), a. Opposite
or correlative to pedal.- Coiiiiterpedal surfa^in »m,/, the h^cus of the interseS^fTth^or^^^
tnve,, surface with the planes through a fixed ji^h t a^il"!lei Icj the tangent planes. '

counterpeiset, «. and v. An obsolete form of
couulcrjmisc.

counter-pendent (koun-tfer-peu'dent), a. In
/«•/•., liaiiKing on each side. See pendent.

counterpeset, «. and v. An obsolete form of
CoiiNtn-jjoixc.

counter-piston (koun'ter-pis-ton), H. A pistonon winch a pressure is ajiplied opposite in di-
rection to tliat on a connected main piston
counter-plea (koun'ter-ple), «. In laic, a rep-
lication to a plea or request.

counterplead (koun-t^r-pled'), v. t. [ME. coun-
ir<plr,ln,, countreplften, < OP. contrcpleder, coun-
ticplcder; as counter- + plead.] io plead thecontrary of; contradict; deny.

Countreplede nat conscience ne holy kirke ryghtes.
J'ierg Plomnan (C), ix. 53.

Let be thyn arguynge,
ror love ne wol not coutitrepleted be
In ryght ne wrong.

Chaucer, Good Women, I. 476.
counterpledet, counterpletet, r. t. Obsoletetonus of ((iiinlerjihftd.

counterplot (koun-tcr-plof), r. 1. ; pret. and pp.1"»"n;lottcd, ppr. cnmterplotting. [< count,^-
1- plot''.] To oppose or frustrate by another
plot or stratagem.
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All plots that Envy's cunning aim'd at HerHe counterplotted with profounder skill.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i, 66.

counter-plot (kouu'ter-plot), n. A plot or ar-
tihce advanced in opposition to another
COUnterpointif (koun'ter-point), w. [Nowcor-
rupteil to counterpane^ q. v. ; ME. counturpynt,
< Ot. contrejmnte, contrepoinct, a quilt; cor-
rupted, in simulation of contrepointer, work the
backstitch (< contre -(- pointe, a bodkin), from
coutrepomte, eoutepoint (P. courte-pointc), < ML
cidtnta puncta, a counterpane, lit. a stitched
quUt: L. culcitra, ML. culcita (> OP. coutre,
cotre, cuilte, > E. quilt, q. v.); puncta, fern, of
punctus, pricked, stitched: see j'oint.] A cov-
erlet ; a counterpane.

In ivory coffers I have stuff'd my crowns

;

In cypress chests my jirras, coxmterimnts
Costly apparel, tents, and canopies.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

counterpoints (koun't6r-point), n. [< p. contrc-
point = Sp. contrapunto = Pg. contraponto = It
coiitrappunto ( > D. contrapunt; cf. Gt. contrapunkt= Dan. Sw. lontrapunlt), < ML. 'contrapunctum
(in music, cantus contrapunctus ; cf. pricksonq),
< L. contra, against, + punctus, pricked, dotted
punctum, point: seecownter- and ^oi/i*. Infor-
mer times musical sounds were represented by
dots or points placed on the lines, and the added
part or parts were written by placing the proper
points under or against each other— »i(HcfMMj
contra punctum, point against point.] If An
opposite point.—2t. An opposite position or
standpomt.

Affecting in themselves and their followers a certain
angelK-al purity, fell suddenly into the very cou,UerpoiM of
justifying bestiality. Sir K. Sandys, State of K^iglon
3. In music: (a) The art of musical compositionm general. (6) The art of polyphonic or con-
certed composition, in distinction from homo-
phonic or melodic composition, (c) Specifically,
the art of adding to a given melody, subject,
theme, or canto fermo, one or more melodies
whose relations to the given melody are fixed by
lutif't ?"^'., "!;.''!'" '^o'""<''T><>int, which began to be
cultivated in the thirteenth century, and attained greatex-
tension and perfection in the fifteenth, is usually divided
into several species ; (1) note a-jaimt note, in which to each
note of the cantus is added one note in the accompanying
part or parts

; (2) two agaimt one, in wliich to eacli note ofthe cantus two notes aie added ; (3) /our af/ainst one, inwinch four notes are added
; (4) mjncopated, in which to

eacli note of the cantns one note is added after a con-
slant rhythmic interval

; (5) jlorid ur figured, in which theadded part or paits are variously constructed. The me-
lodic and harmonic intervals permitted in each species areminutely llxed by rule. Counterpoint is two-part whentwo voices or parU are used, three-jmrt when three are
used, etc It is titigle when the added part uniformly liesalMve or twlow the cantus ; double when the added part
is so constructed as to be usable both alxive and below the
cantus by a uniform transposition of an octave, a tenth or
sonie other interval ; ami triple when three melodies kre
so fitted as to Ih; mutually usable alwve and below oneanother by transposition. Among the forms of counter-
jxdnt the canon and the fugue are the most important
(See these words.) Next to a pure and natural use ofmelodic intervals, various kinds of imitation between the
voices are specially sought, such a.s augmentation, diniinu.ton, inversion, reversion, etc. (See these words.) Theprac-
tlce of counterpoint was specially prominent in the Oallo-
lielglc school of musicians from the thirteenth to the six-teenth century ami it has been a part of musical trainingand accomplishment ever since. It is a necessary basis
for all polyphonic comi»sition, although in modern music
tiie strictness of its early rules has lieen much relaxed.
(rt) A voice-part of independent character poly-
phomcally combined with one or more other
parts.— strict countenjoint, counterpoint in which theuse of unprepared discords is forbiililen.

counterpoints (koun-ter-poin'ta), a. [= P
coutrciiointc.] In Iter., meeting at the points ":

said of two chevrons, one in the
usual position and the other in-
verted.

counterpoise (koim't6r-poiz), n.

[< ME. countcrpcse, < OF. contrc-
pois, P. contre-poids = Pr. con-
trapes = Sp. contrapeso = Pg.
contrapcM = It. contrappeso, <
ML. 'contrapcnsum (confrape

counter-quarterly

Hence —2. Any equal power or force acting in
opposition

; a force sufficient to balance another
lorce.

They (the second nobles] are a counterpoise to the higher"""'"'y- Sacon, Empire.
He was willing to aid the opposite party in maintaining

fbat^f tile '"Th"
°f ^t'-'"'gt'' to form IcounterXi^d

that of the confederates. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3

to^^idifl'f'.'.nr' T' despondency, is the true counte^ois'e
to misfoitune. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 311.

3. ThestateofbeinginequiHbrium with another
weight or force.

The pendulous round earth, with balanced air
In counterpoise. Milton, P. L., iv. 1001.

4. In the manege, aposition of the rider in which
his body IS duly balanced in his seat, not in-
clined more to one side than the other ; equi-
librium.- counterpoise bridge. See bridgel
counterpoise (koun-ter-poiz'), t: t.; pret. and
VV- counterpoised, ppr. counterpoising. [Early
mod. t^.-asuaXly counterpcise, counterpese, < ME
counterpeiseii, counterpesen, < OF. contrepeser=
Pr. Pg. C07itrapezar = Sp. contrapesar = It.
eontrappesare, < ML. 'contrapensare, counter-
poise; from the noun.] 1. To act in opposi-
tion to, or counteract, as a eountei-poise ; coun-
terbalance; be equiponderant to; equal in
weight.

anrti:e?ourhftoVr'l^?p"Sc:i""^'''''^°""'"^^^^^^^
Sir K. LHgby, Kature of Man's Soul.

The heaviness of bodies must be counterpoised by aplummet fastened about the pulley to the axis.

Bp. Wilkins.
Hence— 2. To act against in any manner with
equal power or effect; balance; restore the
balance to.

The Turk is now counterpoised by the Persian.
Raleigh, Hist. World.

So many freeholders of English will be able to beard andto cotmlerpoise the rest. Spenser, State of Ireland.
I hold it not meet, that a few coniectures should coun-

terpoise the generall consent of all ages.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 4:.

millllir"'''^^
"^ """PPy- ""'Ji'^rpoising our hearts in allmiseries. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 69S.

counter-poison (koun'tfer-poi-zn), n [= F
coiitrc-poison ; as counter- -^ poison.] A poison
that destroys the effect of another; a poison
used as an antidote to another ; anything ad-
ministered to counteract a poison ; an antidote.

=o:^inif'Jh"'fliM''
'™"'«'l an antidote and counterpoison

against the filthy venomous water.
/(. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 402).

COUnterponderate (koun-ter-pon'de-rat), r t
pret. and pp. coun terpondcrated, l>vr"counterpon'-
derating. To counterbalance ; weigh against
counter-potent (koun-ter-po'tent), a. In her
charged with a pattern composed of tau-shaped
figures supposed to represent the tops of tau-

h.»,?.!:l
The figures are called in English ;»(«ir». The

&ai;ifc?r'''se'S". " "^""""" '^"""'' "'""'"^ ""'

counter-practice (koun'tfer-prak-tis), n. Prac-
tice in opposition to another.
counter-pressure (koun't^r-presh-ur), n. Op-
po.sing pressure

; a force or pressure that acts
in antagonism to another and is equal to it
counter-project (koun't^r-proj-ekt), n. A pro-
ject, scheme, or proposal of one party advanced
in opposition to that of another, as in the nego-
tiation of a treaty.

narl'}'! vw ""i?
'"'""8'" forward a counterproiect pre-pared by himself. Macaulay, Hist, fng." ix.

chevrons coumcr-
point^ gules.

sium after Rom. ; also in diff. form contrapon-
dus), < L. contra (> P. contre, etc.), against +
penaum {> OF. pois, F. poids), a weight, a por-
tion, a pound: see counter- and poise. Cf. tlie
verb.] 1. A weight equal to and balancing or
counteracting another weight ; specifically, a
body or mass of the same weight with another
opposed to it, as in the opposite scale of a bal-
ance.

Fastening that to our exact balance, we put a metalline
coujUerpovw into the opposite scale.

!""• " "iciaiiine

Boyle, Spring of the Air.

counter-proof (koun'ter-prof), n. A reversed
impression taken from a freshly printed proof
ot an engraved plate, by laying a sheet of damp-
ened paper upon it and passing it through the

COUnterprove (koun-tfer-prov'), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. rouuterprorcd, ppr. counterproviiig. To take
;i counter-proof of. See counter-proof.
counter-punch (koun'ter-punch), n. X. A tool
held beneath a sheet of metal to resist the blows
of a hammer and forma raised boss on the sur-
face of the sheet.— 2. In type-founding, the
steel die or punch which makes the counter or
unprinted part of the letter subsequently en-
graved on the punch. The first process in type-
making IS making the countor-punch.
counter-quartered (koun-tfer-kwar't^rd), a. In

ifr;;tl'^T 1:^ eounter-quarterly.-CTOsi counter-
quartered, .see cross.

counter-quarterly (koun-tdr-qw4r't<T-li) a
In /(cr.:(o) Having the quarters also (luar-
tered. (ft) More rarely, having the quarters
divided in any way, as per pale and the like.
Also contre-cartele, counter-quartered.



connter-ragnled

counter-ragnled (koun't^r-rag-uld'), a
her., raguled ou the opposite side also.

counter-rampant (koun-tfer-ram'pant), a. [=
F. contre-rampant.\ lu her., rampaut in oppo-
site directions: said of animals used as bear-

1306

In countersecure (koun'tfer-se-lmr'), ti. <. ;
pret.

and pp. countersecured, ppr. ioimtersecuring. To
give additional security to or for.

What have the regicides promised you in return, . . .

wliilst you are giving tllat pledge from the throne, and
engaging parliament to counterxecure it?

Burke, A Regicide Peace.
ings. It is more usual to describe two animals counter-
rampant as rampant combattani or rampant afroiUe
when represented face to face, and rampant indorsed counter-secunty (koun't6r-se-kii''ri-ti),

»

curity given to one who has entered into bonds
or become surety for another.

COUn'uer-sense (koun't6r-sens), n. [= F. contre-

sens; as counter- + sense.'] An opposite or con-
trary meaning. [Bare.]

There are some Words now in French which are turned
to a Countersenne. Howell, Letters, iv. 19.

[= F. coutre-rerolution = Sp. contra-revolu-
counter-shaft (koun'ter-shaft), «. A shaft= It. contra-nvoluzwne; as counter- + rero-
^^j^g.^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ gearing running from an-
other opposite and parallel shaft Reversing
counter-shaft, a shaft capaijle of rotation in either di-

rection, in order to reverse the direction of the motion of

the machine which it drives.

countersign (koun-t^r-sin'), V. t. [< OF. coti-

tresigner, F. contre-signer = Sp. contraseUar =
Pg. eontrasenhar = It. contrassegnare ; as coun-
ter- + sign.'] 1. To sign opposite to another
signature ; sign additionally ; superadd one's

signature to by way of authentication, attesta-

tion, or confirmation: as, charters signed by
a king are countersigned by a secretary.— 2.

Figuratively, to attest in any way ; confirm

;

corroborate. [Rare.]

What he [Paterculus] remarked, what he founded upon
a review of two nations and two literatures—we may now
counterHffn by an experience of eight or nine.

De Quineey, Style, iii.

As to dictionaries, the Dean writes of them as if he sup-
posed their contents were countersifftied beyond the stars.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 153.

countersign (koun'tfer-sin), TO. [< OF. contre-

sign, contresigne = F. contre-seing = Sp. coti-

traseHa = Pg. contrasenha = It. contrassegno

;

from the verb.] 1. A private signal, in the
form of a word, phrase, or number, given to

soldiers on guard, with orders to let no one
pass unless he first gives that sign ; a military
watchword.

Friendship, not Fame, is the countersign here

;

Make room by the conqueror crowned in the strife

For the comrade that limps from the battle of life !

0. W. Holmes, My Annual (1866).

2. The signature of a secretary or other subor-
dinate officer to a writing signed by the princi-

pal or superior, to attest its authenticity; a
counter-signature. =Syn. 1. See parole, 3.

counter-signal (koun'tfer-sig-nal), TO. [= F.
contre-signal ; a,s counter- + signal.] A signal
used as an answer to another.
counter-signature (koun'ter-sig-na-tur), n.

The name of a secretary or other subordinate
officer countersigned to a writing.

Below the Imperial name is commonly a counter-gigna-
ture of one of tlie cabinet ministers. Tooke.

when back to back.

counter-reflected (koim't6r-re-flek'ted), a. In
her., turned in contrary directions each from
the other.

Counter-remonstrant (koun ' t^r - re -mon '-

strant), ?i. Same as Antiremonstrant.

counter-revolution (koim'ter-rev-o-lii"shon),

n.
"

don
luHon.] A revolution opposed to a preceding
one, and seeking to restore a former state of

things.

counter-revolutionary (koun ' t6r - rev - o - lii'-

shon-a-ri), a. Pertaiiiing to a counter-revolu-

tion.

counter-revolutionist (koun ' tfer - rev - o - lii
'-

shon-ist), n. One engaged in or advocating a
counter-revolution.

COUnterroll (koun't6r-r61), n. [< counter- +
roll, repr. OF. contrcrole: see control.] In old

Eng. law, a counterpart or copy of the rolls

relating to appeals, inquests, etc., kept by an
officer as a check upon another officer's roll.

COUnterrolmentt (koun'tfer-rol-ment), n. [.Also

contrarolment ; < counterroll + -ment.] A coun-
ter-account.

counter-round (koun'tfer-round), n. [= F. con-

tre-ronde = Sp. contrarronda, Pg. contraronda

;

as counter- + round^, «.] Milit., a body of offi-

cers going the rounds to inspect sentinels.

counter-salient (koun-ter-sa'li-ent), a. In her.,

salient in opposite directions.

COUntersayt, r. t. [ME. countreseggen ; < coun-

ter- + say^ (after L. contradicere : see contra-

dict).] 'To contradict.

c ich countreseqge the nat, Cleregie, ne thy connynge.
t Scripture;

It ho so doth by joure doctrine doth wel, ich leyue.

Piers Plowman (C), xii. 224.

the' ir8Calet(koun't6r-skal), ». A counterbal-

morbid co'jarison. [Bare.]
term is more s;. University to yours, were to cast New-
stances as, wlieii apiti, Christ-Church College.
or produce pustules, ^ Howell, Letters, I. i. 8.
est counter-UTitants ar>.

, ,/ v t
des or Spanish flies, croton-Cn-t6r-skol opt), a. Ill

tare of iodine, and cautery.

counter-irritate (koun-t6r-i-f)^ „. Same as
and pp. counter-irritated, ppr. i

Inmcrf., to produce an artificial 1. r_ p. con-
congestion in order to relieve a T^r;ounter- +
tiou e.xisting in another part. . slope of

counter-irritation (koun'ter-ir-i-ta'^arth of
In mcd., the production of an artificial... pvered

r^lTiL^o^droltrin^in^lt'thlrp:!;^'^^^^
counter-irritant.

counter-jumper (koun'tfer-jum'per), TO. [< coun-

ter^, 2, + jumper.] A salesman in a shop, es-

pecially in a draper's or dry-goods shop. [Hu-
morous.]

Clerks and counter-jumpers a'n't anytiling.

O. W. Holmes, Professor, vii.

V. t.; pret. and
y^. countersunk, \>Tj)T. countersinking. 1. To form
by drilling or turning, as a cavity in timber or
other materials, for the reception of the head
\ a bolt or screw, a plate of iron, etc., in order
^,t it may be nearly or quite flush with the

ha\ace : as, to countersink a hole for a screw.

—

valilo cause to sink in any other body so as
^y- nearly or quite flush with its surface

:

^' ^countersink a screw or bolt by making a
horseLion f^T its head,
to disg„„,7.

-Countersimk bolt, nail.

counter-light (koun't6r-lit), n. A light oppo-
site to any object, and causing it to appear to
disadvantage: a term used in painting.

counter-lode (koun'ter-16d), n. In mining, a countei'nk (koun'ter-siugk), n. 1. A drill or
lode running in a direction not conformable tcrmnrk, for countersinking, variously made,
with that of the principal or main lodes of the sense of as n
district, and therefore intersecting them. Also COUnternised - - ^ ell '^

called contra-lode, caunter-lode, or simply coun- mine = Spn,
tcr or counter.

COnnterly (koun't6r-li), adv. In her., same as
partji jiiir pale (wliich see, vinAeT party).

countermand (koun-ter-mand'), V. t. [< F. con-

tremander (= Sp. Pg. contramandar = It. con-
trammandare), < ML. contramandare, counter-
mand, < L. contra, against, + mandare, com-
mand: see mandate.] 1. To revoke (a com-
mand or an order) ; order or direct in opposition
to (an order before given), thereby annulling it

and forbidding its execution.

Domineering, now commanding and then cfmntermand-
ing. Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

2. To oppose by contrary orders or action;
contradict the orders of.

as counter
from defeiA
to a mine (H-

besiegers, t"'

the works oi

parties carry tin

fight in the subt screw. Q>) A blacksmiths' punch or a
Hence— 2. A for chamfering a hole punched or

the plans of ''^) ^ cutting-tool fitted to a drill-stock

action or plan;,'^""'" °? "'-<' *!"'" 'o™"'<i.">' "."' '^''"1

a, a. Countersinks of which the sides are
chamfered to receive an ordinary wood-screw.
b. Countersink for flat-head screw,or bolt-head.
c. Countersink used in watch-making, d. Coun-
tersink-bit.

He, knowii.
terror, began to let

ishment.

nt of a hole to receive the head
t. E. H. Knight.— 3. The re-

er of a gun into which the rim

If he arm, arr,ts.

This Garden was made long after Semiramis' time, by a
King which herein seemed to lord it oner the Elements,
and CKmnlemiand Nature. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. f>6.

My heart shall never countermand mine eye.
Shak., Lucrece, I. 276.

Meethim witan'ter-slop), TO. 1. An over-
Fletchi^ a wall with a counter-slope.

countermine (ko'*-, the inclination of the sole

countermined, pp.pward and outward from the

miner = Sp. Pg. '-distinction to the downward
nare; from the ,int usually given to the soles

counter or in opries.

counter-trench

Embrasures for guns firing with great angles of eleva-

tion may receive a counterslope, giving the sole nearly the
same inclination from the sill upward? as the least angle
of elevation under which it may be required to aim the
piece. Tidbalt, Artillery Manual, p. 398.

counter-stand (koun't^r-stand), n. Something
which serves as a ground for opposition or re-

sistance ; opposition ; resistance.

Your knowledge has no counterstand against her.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vii. 85.

counter-statement (koun'tfer-stat-ment), «.

A statement made in opposition to another ; a
denial ; a refutation.

counter-statute (koun'tfer-stat^ut), n. A con-
trary statute or ordinance ; a law antagonistic
to another.

His own antinomy or counterstatute. Milton, Divorce.

counter-step (koun'tfer-step), TO. An opposite
step or procedure.

counterstock (koun'ter-stok), TO. Same as coun-
terfoil, 1.

counter-stroke (koun'tfer-strok), n. A stroke
or blow given in return for one received ; a re-

turn stroke or blow.

He met him with a counterstroke so swift,

That quite smit otf his arnie as he it up did lift.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 7.

counter-subject (koun 't6r- sub -jekt), TO. In
music, specifically, in a fugue, a theme intro-

duced as an appendage to the subject, and in
counterpoint to the answer, or vice versa. A
counter-suijject is distinguished from a second stibject by its

depen<ient position when first used, although it may be
subseijuently used as an episodal subject.

counter-surety (koun'tfer-shSr-ti), n. [< F.
contre-surete ; as counter- + surety.] A coun-
ter-bond, or a surety to secure one who has
given security.

counter-swallowtail (koiui'tfer-swol-o-tal), n.

In fort. , an outwork in the form of a single te-

naille, wider at the gorge than at the head.

counter-sway (koun't6r-swa), n. Contrary
sway ; opposing influence.

By a countersway of restraint curbing their wild exor-
bitance almost in the other extreme ; as when we bow
things the contrary way, to make them come to their nat-
ural straightness. Milton, Divorce.

counter-tally (koun'ter-tal-i), n. [< ME. coun-
tertale, countretaille, < OF. contrctaille, countre-
taille, F. contre-taille ; as counter- + tally.] A
tally serving as a check to another.

counter-taste (koun'ter-tast), to. Opposite or
false taste. [Bare.]

There is a kind of counter-taste, founded on surprise and
curiosity, which maintains a sort of rivalship with the
true. Stienstone.

counter-tendency (koun 'ter- ten -den -si), TO.

An opposite or opposing tendency.

The Hegelian system recognizes every natural tendency
of thought as logical, although it be certain to be abol-
ished by counter-tendencies. Pop. Sci. Mo., XII. 12.

counter-tenor (koun'tfer-ten-or), «. [< ME.
counter-tenur, < OF. contreteneiir, < It. contra-
tenore ; as counter- + tenor.] In music, a high
tenor or an alto voice ; the part sung by such
a voice, it is the highest adult male voice, having its

easy compass from tenor G to treble C, and music for it is

written on the alto or C clef on the middle line of the staff.

The lowest voices of females and boys have about the same
register, and are sometimes inaccurately called counter-
tenor. The correct term is (dto or contralto.

counter-term (koun'ter-term), TO. A term op-
posed or contrary to another term; an anti-
thetical term.

No ill, no good ! such counter-terms, my son,
Are border-races, holding each its own
By endless war. Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

counter-tierce (koun't6r-ters), ». In fencing,
a counter-parry in tierce.

counter-timber (koun't^r-tim-b&r), «. See
counter^, n., 4.

counter-time (koun'tfer-tim), n. [< counter- +
time, after F. contre-temps : see contretemps.]

1 . In the manege, the resistance or hindrance of

a horse that inten-upts his cadence and the mea-
sure of his manage, occasioned by lack of skill

in the rider or the bad temper of the horse.
Hence— 2. Besistance ; opposition.

Let cheerfulness on happy fortune wait.

And give not thus the counterfime to fate.

Dryden, Aurengzebe.

counter-traction (koun'tfer-trak-shon), n. Op-
posite traction.

The treatment [of dislocations] was by traction and coui^
tertraction, circumduction, and other dexterous manipu-
lation. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 873.

counter-trench (koun't^r-trench), n. In fort.,

a trench made by the defenders of a place to
render ineffectual one made by the besiegers.



counter-trippant

COUnter-trippant (koun-ter-trip'ant), a. In
her., trippant iu opposite directions : said of

animals used as a bearing.

counter-tripping (kouu-ter-trip'ing), a. In
her., same as counter-trippant.

COUntertum (koun'tfer-tern), k. The culmina-
tion of the plot of a play. See the extract.

The eatastasis called by the Romans status, the heig:ht

aiid full growth of the play, we may call properly the

couiUertuni, which destroys that expectation, embroils

the action in new difficulties, and leaves you far distant

from that hope in which it found you.
Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

counter-type (koun'ter-tip), n. A correspond-

ing type.

Almost all the vernacular poetry of the middle ages has
its Latin counter-type. Mitinan, Latin Christianity, .\iv. 4.

countervail (koun-ter-val'), V. t. [< ME. cotin-

trecaUeu, contrevailen, < OF. eontrevaleir, contre-

raloir = Pr. contracaler, < L. contra, against, -I-

valere, be stroug, avail : see counter-, vail, avail.']

1. To act against or antagonize with equal force

or power; act or avail with equivalent effect

against ; counteract.

Amen, amen ! but come what sorrow can.

It cannot countervail the exchange of joy

That one short minute gives nie in her sight.

Shttk., R. and J., iL 6.

Its velocity is certainly over two hundred miles a sec-

ond, and is probably miich more : and this speed is such
as to countervail the attractive force of all the stars in the
known universe, since it is greater than such attractive

force can produce. The Century, XXVII. 916.

Hence— 2. To be or furni.sh an equivalent of

or a compensation for ; make good ; offset.

Mine opinion is, that all the goods in the world are not
able to countervail man's life.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

What he wants in years and discipline

His industry and spirit countervails.

Beau, imd PI. (?). Faithful Friends, v. 2.

countervail (koun'tfer-val), n. [< countervail, v.]

Counterbalancing power or weight sufficient

to obviate or counteract any effect ; equal effi-

cacy or value ; compensation ; requital.

Surely the present pleasure of a sinful act is a poor
eoutUervail for the bitterness of the review, which begins
where the action ends, and lasts for ever.

South, Sermons.

countervailing (koun-t^r-va'ling), p. a. [Ppr.

ot countcrrail, v.} Equalizing; compensatory;
requiting.

Pain is the one sapreme evil of the existence of the
lower animals ; an evil which (so far as we can see) has
no coantervaitinff good.

F. P. Cobtie, Peak In Darien, p. 147.

Counterrailing duties, in Great Hritain, duties imposed
on articles imported from the Isle of .Man and other spe-

citied places in outlying British territ/>ry, to equalize the
charges imposed on them with those imposed on articles

manufactured at liome or imported from abroad. .An-

other such duty is the duty of 17«. an ounce on gold plate
imported from abroail, and 1*. Gd. on silver plate, to coun-
tervail tlie charge made by the Goldsmiths' Hall for
stamping' those metals.

counter-vair (koun't6r-v5r), o. In her., same as
counter-rairy.

counter-vairy(koun-t6r-var'i),o. Inker., charg-
ed with a pattern differing from
vair in having each cup or unit
of the diaper doubled, pointing
down as well as up. This bear-
ing is considered one of the
furs. See fur. Also counter-
vair, contre-vair.

countervallation (koun't«r-
va-la'shou), n. Same as con-
tiavalhilion.

countervie'w {koun't6r-vii), «.

or opposing view or opinion.

M. Peisse ha-i ably advocated the countcrvific in his
preface and appendix. Sir W. Hamilton.

2t. Contrast.

I desired that the senate of Rome might appear before
me in one Iar;;e chanii»er, and a miMlern representative in
eounterview in another. Swi/t, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 7,

I have drawn some lines of Linger's character, on pur-
pose to plaice it in counterview or contrast with that of the
other company. Swi/t.

COUntervote (koun-t6r-v6t'). '•. t-
;
pret. and pp.

countervotcd, ppr. counterroting. To vote in op-
position to ; outvote ; overrule. [Bare.]

The law in our minds being counterooted by the law in
our numbers. J. Scott, Christian Life, I. iii.

COUnterwaitt, v. t. [ME. counterwayten ; < coun-
ter- + ifrtit.] To watch against; be on one's
guard against. Chaucer.

counterweight (koun-t6r-wa'), r. 1. trans. To
wci(r)i a^ain.st ; couutcrbalanee; counterpoise.

II, intrans. To have a counterbalancing ef-

fect.
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Counter.Tairy.

1. A contrary
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If "Wrights had ten feUowships of St. John's, it would

not counterweigh with the loss of this occasion.
Ascham, To Raven.

counterweight (koun'tfer-wat), n. A weight in

the opposite scale ; a counterpoise.

COUnterwheel (koun-ter-hwel'), V. i. or t. To
wheel, or effect by wheeling, in an opposite di-

rection.
The falcon charges at first view
With her brigade of talons, through
Whose shoots the wary heron beat
With a well counterwheel'd retreat.

Lovelace, Lucasta.

COUnter-'Windt (koun'ter-wind), n. A contrary
wind.

Like as a ship . . .

Is met of many a counter winde and tyde.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. xii. 1.

counterwork (koun-ter-werk'), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. counterworked, counterwrought, ppr. counter-
working. To work in opposition to ; counteract

;

hinder by contrarj- operations.

Each individual seeks a several goal

;

But Heaven's great view is one, and that the whole,
That cminter-workg each folly and caprice.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 239.

While we hold that like causes will produce like effects,

... we must remember that one set of causes is often
countericorked by another set, in which case the results
will be different. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 211.

counterwork (koun'ter-wferk), M. 1. Opposing
work or effort ; countervailing action ; active
opposition.— 2. Something made or done in

opposition to or refutation of something else.

Strauss applied a more formidable solvent to the frame-
work of Christianity in the mythical theory of his Leben
Jesu. And this, a few years later, called for the counter-
work of N'eander. Quarterly Rev.

countess^ (koun'tes), n. [< ME. countese, coun-
tes, countas, contas, contesse, cuntesse, etc., <

OF. contesse, cuntesse, F. comtesse = Pr. con-

tessa = Sp. condesa = Pg. condessa = It. contes-

sa, < ML. comitissa, comitessa, fem. of L. comes
(comit-), count: see count^.~\ 1. The title, in

English, of the wife of any nobleman on the
continent of Europe bearing a title equivalent
to English count : commonly extended also to

the daughters of such noblemen as a prefix to
their personal names.— 2. In the British peer-
age, the wife or widow of an carl, or a woman
f
assessing an earldom in her own right. The
atter case is very rare. A notable instance is that of the
Countess of Beaconsfleld, invested with the dignity inde-
pendently of her husband, Benjamin Disraeli, who was
made Karl of Beaconsfleld after her death.

2d Gent. I take it, she that carries up the train
Is that old noble lady, duchess of Norfolk.

lit Gent. It la ; and all the rest are cottntesseg.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

COOntess^ (koun'tes), n. [Origin obscure.] A
roofing-slate 20 inches long and 10 inches wide.
counting-house (koun'ting-hous), n. A build-
ing or office appropriated to the bookkeeping,
correspondence, business transactions, etc., of

a mercantile or manufacturing establishment.
counting-room (koun'ting-rom), «. A room
appropriated to the same purpose as a counting-
house.

countless (kount'les), a. [< count^,n., + -less.']

Incapable of being counted ; without ascer-
tained or ascertainable number; innumerable.

Man's inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn !

Burns, Man was Made to Mourn.

countort, countourt, n. Obsolete forms of
counter^, counter^.

count-out (kount'out), n. In the British House
of Commons, the act of the Speaker when he
counts the number of members present, and,
not finding forty, intimates that there is not a
quorum. The sitting then stands adjourned.
countret, v. An obsolete form of counter^.

coun'tre-t. See counter-.

COUntrify (kun'tri-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. conn-

trifud, ppr. countrifying. [< country + -fij.]

To make like the country, as opposed to the
city ; impart the characteristics of the country
or of rural life to; make rustic, as in aspect or
manners.

As being one who had no pride.

And was a deal too countrijied.

Lloyd, Temple of Favour.

country (kun'tri), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also countrey, countrie, countree, countray, <
ME. countre, cuntre, mintrei, contre, contree, con-
iraye, contreye, etc., < OF. cuntrce, contree, con-
trie, F. contree = Pr. OSp. contrada = It. con-
trada.Olt. contrata, < ML. contrata, contrada,
country, region, lit. that which is over against
or before one, prop. adj. (sc. L. regio, region),

fem. of "contratua (> E. contrate in a literal

country-tred

sense), with suffix -atus (E. -afei), < L. contra,
over against : see contra, and cf. counter'^, coun-
ter-, etc. Compare the equiv. G. gegend, MHG.
gegende, gegenote, alaogegene, gegen, gegin, coun-
try, < gegen, against: see gain-, again.] I. «.;
pi. countries (-triz). 1. A region; a district

of indefinite extent present to the view or
thought, being or considered as the locality of
residence, travel, exploration, or other action,
or of description: as, a new country; a wild
country; a rugged cownfr//; an unexplored coun-
try; the countries of central Asia.

The shipmen deemed that they drew near to some coun-
try. Acts xxviL 27.

They desire a better country, that is, an heavenly.
Heb. xi. 16.

Something after death.
The undiscover'd country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

2. The territory of a nation ; an independent
state, or a region once independent, and still

distinct in name, population, or institutions, as
England, Scotland, and Wales in Great Britain,

the several states of the Austrian and German
empires, etc. Many countries once distinct have been
absorbed in larger territories, and have entirely lost their
separate character.

And all the countre of Troya is the Turkes owne coun-
tre by inherytauce, and that countre is properly called
nowe Turkey, and none other.

Sir R. Guylford, Pylgrymage, p. 13.

They require to be examined concerning the descriptions
of those countries of which they would be informed.

Bp. Sprat.

3. The rural parts of a region, as opposed to
cities or towns.

I see them hurry from country to town, and then from
the town back again into the country. Spectator.

God made the country, and man made the town.
Coivper, Task, i. 749.

4. The place of one's nativity or citizenship

;

one's native soil ; the land of one's nationality
or allegiance by birth or adoption.

A steady patriot of the world alone.
And friend of every country save his own. Canning.

5. The inhabitants of a country ; the people

;

the public.

All the country wept with a loud voice. 2 Sam. xv. 23.

All the country, in a general voice.

Cried hate upon him. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

Specifically— 6. In law, the public at large, as
represented by a jury : as, a trial by the coun-
try ; his plea concluded to the country (that is,

it ended by requiring the submission of the is-

sue to a jury).—7t. In law, any place other than
a court: as, a deed in the country, as opposed
to an alienation by record—that is, in court.
Mapalje and Lawrence.— 8. In mining, the rock
adjacent to the lode; the formation in which
any mineral vein or deposit is inclosed. Some-
times called country-rock.— 9. Naut.,th&t part
of an apartment on board ship used in common
by all officers of the same mess : as, the ward-
room country— Blaclt country, a designation of those
parts of the midland district of England which are in a
measure blackened and deprived of veniure hy the coal
and iron industries.— Conclusion tO the country. See
corwlwfion.— Old country, a name given in the United
States and the colonies to Great Britain and Ireland by
emigrants from those countries, and also used of other
countries in relation U} their colonies. — Ward-room
country, steerage country (naut.), the open space in
the midlife of a ward-room ()r steerage of a man-of-war not
occiipied by berths t>r state-rooms,

II. a. If. Pertaining or peculiar to one's own
country; national; native.

The fire which they call holy and etemall was caried
before vpon siluer Aultars, and the Priestes of their Lawe
weute next sluginge after their countrey manner.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, iii.

She . . . spake in her country language. 2 Mac. vii. 27.

2. Pertaining or belonging to the country or to
the rural parts of a region ; being or living in
the country; rural; rustic: as, country roads;
country customs; a, country gentleman; country
cousins; a country life; the country party, as
opposed to the city party.

A little beauty.
Such as a cottage breeds, she brought along with her

;

And yet oui- country eyes esteem'd it nmch too.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 2.

3. Characteristic of the country or rural re-

gions; hence, rustic; rude; unpolished: as,

country manners.— Country almonds, cause, mal-
low, etc. See the nouns.

country-base (kun'tri-bas), ». The game of
prison-bars or prison-base.

Lads more like to run
The country base, than to commit such slaughter.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 3.

country-bred (kim'tri-bred), a. Bred orbrought
up in the country.



country-dance

country-dance (kun'tri-dans), h. [< country
+ dance. Of. contre-datwe.^ A dance in which
the partners are arranged opposite each other
in lines, and dance in couples down the lines

and back to their original places.

A minuet I could have forpven — I should not have
maided that— I say I should not have regarded a minuet
— but country-dances

!

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

countryman (kun'tri-man), 71, ;
pi. countrymen

(-men). [< ME. contraiman, cuntreman; < coun-
try + man.'] If, An inhabitant or a native of

a particular region.
At whose come the cHM(re-)wen [Trojans] comford were all,

And restoret the stithe fight stuernly agayn.
Destruction of Troij (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5884.

Tra. What coun^rynirtn, I pray?
Ped, Of Mantua.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2.

2. One bom in the same country with another.

In journeylngs often, in perils of waters, in perils of rob-
bers, in perils by mine own countrymen. 2 Cor. xi, 26.

3. One "who dwells in the country, as opposed
to the town; hence, a rustic; a farmer or hus-
bandman.

A simple countryman^ that brought her flgs.

Shak., A. and C, v. 2.

country-rock (kun'tri-rok), n. In miningj the
rock in which a mineral lode occurs; the coun-
try. See country^ 8.

The gi'eat diversity of character exhibited by different
sets of fissure veins which cut the same country rock seems
incompatible with any theory of lateral secretion.

Quoted in Sci. Amer. Supp., No. 446.

country-seat (kun'tri-set), n. A dwelling in
the country; a country mansion.

COUntryshipt (kun'tri-ship), n. [< country +
-ship.'] Nationality, Verstegan.

country-side (kun'tri-sid), n. 1. A section of

coimtry ; a piece ot land ; a neighborhood.
Like some great landslip, tree by tree.

The country-side descended.
Tennyson, Amphion.

2. The inhabitants or dwellers of a district or

section of country; a neighborhood: as, the
whole country-side was aroused by the news.
countrywoman (kun'tri-wum''''an), n.

;
pi. coun-

trywomen (-wim^en). If. A female inhabitant
or native of a particular country or region.— 2.

A woman born in the same country with an-
other person.— 3, A woman belonging to the
country, as opposed to the town.
COUntship (kount'ship), n. [< count^ + -ship.]

The rank or dignity of a count ; lordship.

He addressed several remarks to him in a half jesting,

half biting tone, saying, among other things, that his count-
skip might have spared him the trouble of making this

long journey in his old age. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 113.

count-wheel (kount'hwel), n. A wheel with a
notched edge which governs the stroke of a
clock in sounding the hours.
COUntyi (koun'ti), n, and a, [Early mod. E.
countiCj < ME. countee, counte, < OF. countCy con-
tee, F. comte = Pr. comtat, contat = Sp. Pg. con-
dado = It. contadOj < ML. comitatus, the office

or jurisdiction of a count or earl, L. an escort,

company, train, retinue (see comitatus), < comes
(eo7nit-)j a companion, ML. a count : see count^.]

1. n.
;
pi. counties (-tiz). 1. (a) Originally, the

domain or territory of a count or earl, (ft) Now,
a definite division of a country or state for po-
litical or administrative purposes, in the United
states the county is the political unit next below the
State (except in Louisiana, which has an analogous divi-
sion into parishes). Each county has, generally speaking,
one or more courts, a sheriff, treasurer, clerk, and various
officials engaged in the administration of justice, etc. The
number of counties varies greatly in the different States.
England has 40 counties (the gi-eater number of which are
also called shires), Wales 12, Scotland 33, and Ireland 32.

For administrative i^ni-poses several of the histoiical coun-
ties of England are divided, and tlie county of London is

added, bringing the t'»tal for England up to 50. An Eng-
lislt county has a lord lieutenant, a custos rotulorum or
keeper of records, a sheriff, and other officials- Certain
larger British cities are counties in themselves, or coun-
ties coi-porate. Abbreviated Co. or co.

The town and the county have shaped the life of the
States of the Union, In this respect there are three classes
of States ; those in which the town is the political unit

—

the six States of New England ; the second, those in which
the county is the unit— the States of the South ; the third,
those of the "compromise system," as it has been called— a mixed organization of county and township, prevailing
in the Middle States and the West.

Austin Scott, Johns Hopkins Univ. Studies, III.

2. Collectively, the inhabitants of a county.

—

Countycorporate, in England and Ireland, a city or town
possessing the privilege of beinggovemed by its own sheriffs
and other magistrates, irrespective of the county or coun-
ties in which it is situated, as Bristol, Newcastle, Dul)lin,
etc.—County palatine, in England, formerly, a county
distinguished by particular privileges : so called because
the owner or holderhad royal powers, or the same powers in
the administration of justice as the king had in his palace
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(see palatine); but all such powers are now vested in the
crown. The counties palatine in England are Lancaster,
Chester, and Durham, which were no doubt made separate
regalities on account of their respective proximity to Wales
and to that turbulent Northumbrian province which could
be accounted a portion neither of England nor of Scotland.

II. «. Of or pertaining to a county : as, county
families; coxmty society—Board of county com-
missioners, an elective board to which, in most counties in
tiie United States, theadministrationof many important af-

fairs of the county is intrusted. In some States it consists of
the supervisors of the townships (or towns) comprised with-
in tlie county. The duties of the board vary in different lo-

calities.— County clerk. See clerk.-— CoxaLty court, a
court having jurisdiction for a county, usually over actions
foralimited amount, and often having some administrative
powers, established to facilitate minor litigation. In early
English history the county court was a local parliament,
containing, in its full session, the archbishops, bishops, ab-
bots, priors, earls, barons, knights, and freeholders, with
representatives from each township and each borouglj.
It sat once a month, but these monthly sessions were at-

tended by none but those who had special business, and
by the officers of the townships witli their qualified jury-
men. The existing county courts of England were estab-
lished under a statute of 1846, each comprising a defined
circuit, and sitting usually once a month in each of certain
divisions called county-court districts. They have juris-

diction for the recovery of small debts, and also certain
powers in equity and bankruptcy, and sometimes in admi-
ralty. In the United States each county has a county court
for local jurisdiction. In some of the States it is formed
by associating all the justices of the peace of the county,
and is charged with the administration of county police.

See police.— COMnty rates, in Great Britain and Ire-
land, rates which are levied upon the county, and col-

lected by the boards of guardians, for the purpose of de-
fraying the expenses to which counties are liable, as re-

pairing bridges, jails, houses of correction, etc.— County
sessions, in England, the general quarter sessions of the
peace for each county, held four times a year.—County
town, tlie chief town of a county ; a county-seat.

C0Unty2+ (koun'ti), n. [An extension of count^,]
A coimt ; an earl or lord.

Tlie gallant, young, and noble gentleman,
The county Paris. Shak., R. and J., iii. 5.

county-seat (koun'ti-set), n. The seat of gov-
ernment of a county ; the town in which the
county and other courts are held, and where
the county officers perform their functions.

The original "camp " in many places became a county-
seat, though still retaining strong evidence in local cus-
toms of its growth and previous history.

C. II. Skinn, Mining Camps, p. 5.

The county-seat village of Moscow.
E. Eggleston, The Century, XXXV. 42.

COUp^ (koup), x\ [Also written cowp; < ME.
coupen^ coiopeUj caupen, cawpen, strike, fight, <

OF, couper, coper, colper, F. coiiper, cut, cleave,
slit, carve, hew, etc. (orig. to strike, cut with
a blow), = Sp. Pg. golpear = It. colpirCj strike,

smite, hit ; in Rom. from the noun, "but in E. re-
garded rather as the source of the noun: see
couiA, n. This verb and its variant cope^ seem
to have been confused with forms of chop (D.
koppen, etc.) : see cope'^, andef. chojA.] I, trans.

If. To cut; slash: in the extracts, with refer-
ence to shoes ornamentally slashed.

His squiers habite he had
Withoute couped shone [shoon, shoes].

Torrent of Portugal (ed. Halliwell), I. 1191.

As is the kynde of a knyght that cometh to be doubed,
To geten hus gilte spores or galoches y-couped.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 12.

2. To upset; overturn; tilt over; turn upside
down; dump: as, to coupt the cart. [Scotch.]

stocks are coupet wi' the blast.

Bums, 3d Epis. to J. Lapraik.

To coup the crans, to be overturned, subverted, over-
thrown.— To coup the creels, (a) To tumble head over
heels. (6) To die.

II, intrans. If. To give or exchange blows;
fight.

He keppit hym kenely, and [thai] coupid to-gedur.
That bothe went bakward & on bent lay.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7231.

2. To upset; be overturned; fall or tumble
over, [Scotch.]

I drew my scythe in sic a fury,
I near-hand coupit wl' my hurry.

Burns, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

The brig brak and the cart coupit.
E. Hamilton.

3t. To swoop.
Thane wandyrs the worme [dragon] awaye to hys heghttez,
Comes glydande fro the clowddez, and cowpez fulle evene.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 799.

COUp^ (koup), n. [In Sc. also written cowp; < ME.
coupj caupt < OF. coup, caup, cop, colp, F. coup =
Pr. colp, cop = Sp. Pg. golpe = It. colpo, < ML.
colpus, a blow, stroke, a reduced form of L.
colaphus, a blow with the fist, buffet, cuff, < Gr.
K67>M^og, a blow with the fist, "buffet, cuff, < Kola-

nreiv, peck, strike: see coup^, v.] If, A blow;
a stroke.

Polydamas the pert preset to Vlixes,
With the caupe of a kene swerd kerue on his helme.

Destruction ofTroy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10141.

conpe

2f. A trick; a snare.

With much pain he [David] could quit himself from the
wretched coup that the devil had once brought him good
luck of. Bp. Hooper.

3. The act of upsetting or overturning, or state
of being overturned ; the act of dumping.— 4.
A tumble; a fall.— 5. A fault in a seam of coal.— 6. A cart-load. [Scotch in senses 3, 4, 5, and
6.] —Free coup, the lil^erty of dumping earth or rubbish
in a particular place without paying for the privilege.

coup2 (koup), V. t. [< Icel. Icaiipa = Sw. kopa,
buy, bargain, = E. cheap, v., = D. Jcoopen, > E.
cope^ : see cheap, v. , and cope^.] To barter ; buy
and sell, as horses or cattle. [Scotch.]
C0up3, n. An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch) form
of cup.

COUp^ (k()), n. [F., a stroke, blow : see coup\
n.] 1. A stroke or blow, especially a sudden
stroke, implying promptness and force : a
French word used in English in various French
phrases, or singly, with conscious reference to
its French use.— 2. Specifically, with reference
to the northwestern tribes of the Indians of
North America, a stroke that captures the
weapon or horse of an enemy ; hence, victory
over an enemy.
Now, when all the presents had been given to the Sun,

each warrior in turn counted his coups— that is, his suc-
cesses in war. Forest and Stream.

He followed closely on the trail of the savages, bided his
time, struck his coup, and recovered a pair of packhorses,
which was all he required. Life in the Far West,

3. A coup d'etat ; a stroke of policy. See below,
A tyranny . . . which it required the bloodshed and

the coup of the 9th Thermidor to overthrow.
W. Ii. Grey, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 105.

Coup d'archet (ko dar-sha'), in music, a stroke of a bow.
— Coup de fouet (ko d6 fo-a'), in fenciny, the act of lash-
ing the adversary's extended blade by a firm dry beat or
jerk, in order to disarm him. Rolando (ed. Forsyth).—
Coup de gr&ce (ko d6 gras) (literally, a stroke of mercy),
tlie finishing stroke, as in despatching a condemned man
with a single blow, or an animal that is mortally wounded,
to put it out of its misery; hence, a quietus; anything
tliat thoroughly defeats or silences an opponent.— Coup
de main (kO d6 man) (literally, a stroke with the hand),
in war, a sudden attack by main force ; hence, any sudden,
energetic action intended to effect a purpose by surprise.
— Coup de SOleil (ko d6 so-lay'), a sunstroke.- Coup
d'etat (ko da-tii) (literally, a stroke of state), a sudden
decisive measure in jwlitics; a stroke of policy; specifi-
cally, an important and usually unlooked-for change in
the forms and methods of government, by the ruling
power or by a party, effected illegally or by forced inter-
pretation of law, or by violence or intrigue, for the benefit
of an individual or a cabal. The principal coups d'etat in
French history, distinctively so called, are that of Novem-
ber 9th, 1799(18th Bruniaire, year VIII., in the republican
calendar), when Napoleon Bonaparte forcibly suppressed
the Directory, and that of December 2d, 1851, when Louis
Napoleon as president broke up the National Assembly
by force of arms and made himself temporarily dictator,
preparatory to becoming emperor as Napoleon III. a year
later.

The news of the coup d'etat took England by surprise.
A shock went through the whole country. Never probably
was public opinion more unanimous, for the hour at leajt,

than in condemnation of the stroke of policy ventured on
by Louis Napoleon, and the savage manner in which it was
carried to success. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, xxii.

Coup de th^&tre (ko d6 ta-a'tr), a theatrical hit ; a bril-

liant or exciting turn or trick in a play ; hence, any sud-
den and showy action having the effect of exciting surprise
or admiration by means more or less sensational.- Coup
d'oeil (ko d6y). (a) A glance of the eye ; general view.

An acacia tree or two on the eastern side, and behind it

a wall-like line of mud-houses, finish the coup d'oeil.

R. F. Burton, El-iledinah, p. 241.

Specifically— (&) Milit., that talent for rapid observation
and generalization by which an officer is enabled by a
glance to estimate the advantages and disadvantages of
a field of battle for attack and defense, and thus to post
his troops without delay so as to make the most of it.

—

To count a coup, to be credited with a victory won in
battle : said of the northwestern tribes of North Ameri-
can Indians.

Singularly enough, the taking of a scalp does not count
a cou]), neither does the killing of an enemy. To count a,

coup, the person must take a bow or weapon or the horse
of an enemy, and must have witnesses present to prove it.

He must also bring with him the arms by which he counts
his coups. Forest and Stream.

COupablei, «. A Middle English variant of cut-

pahle. Chaucer.

COUpe^t, V. and n. An obsolete form of coup^,

COUpe^t, ». A Middle English form of coop.

COUpe^ (kt>p), n. [ME., < OF. coupe, F. coupe^
a cup: see cup,] If. An obsolete form of cup,— 2. [F.] A shallow open cup or bowl of sil-

ver, gold, or bronze, used as a mantel orna-
ment.— 3. A dry measure used in parts of Swit-
zerland before the introduction of the metric
system, in Geneva it was equal to 2^ Winchester bush-
els, and in Basel to 85. There was also formerly a coupe
in Lyons, otlierwise called a quart, containing nine tenths
of a Winchester peck.

coupe^t, «• [ME., < OF. coupe, < L. culjia, fault:
see culp€f culprit.] Fault; guilt.



A Lion's Head
Couped.
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Now by-gynneth Gloton for to go to shryfte,

And kayres hym to-kirke-ward his coupe to shewe.
Piers Plowman (C), viL 351.

C0Up6 (k6-pa'),n. [F., prop. pp. of couper, cut:

see coujA, f.] 1. The front compartment of a
French stage-coach or diligence ; an end com-
partment of a European first-class railway-car-

riage, generally seated for four.— 2. A low,

short, four-wheeled, close carriage without the
front seat, and carrying two inside, with an out-

side seat for the driver.— 3. Same as coujiee.

couped (kopt), a. [E. pp. from F. couper, cut.

SeecoK;ji.] \nher.: (a) Cut off evenly: saldof
the head or limb of an animal, the
trunk of a tree, etc. : in opposi-
tion to erased (which see). (V)

Not extending to the edge of the
escutcheon : said of an ordinary,

as a cross, bend, etc. Seehumet-
tee. Also coupee Couped close,
cut short ; said of a head wlien no part
of the neck is visiiile. Also close-coufied.

coupee (ko-pe'), n. [Also, as F., coupe; < F.
coupe, a coupee, prop. pp. of couper, cut: see
coupe.'] In dancing, a movement which a dan-
cer makes resting on one foot and passing the
other forward or backward, making a sort of

salutation. Also spelled coupe.

coupee (kii-pe'), i'. i. [< coupee, ».] To make
a sort of bow or salutation in dancing.
You shall swear, I'll sigh ; you shall sa ! sa ! and I'll

coupee. Farquhar, Constant Couple, iv. 1.

couple (ko-pa'), a. [F. coupe (masc.) : orig. pp.
of couper, cut: see coup^, ».] In her., same as
coupca.

coupe-gorge (kop'gdrzh), n. [F., lit. cut-
throat; < couper, cut, + gorge, throat: see
coup^, v., and gorge.] If. A cutthroat. Coles,

1717.— 2. Mint., a position affording an enemy
80 many advantages that the troops who occupy
it must either surrender or be cut to pieces.

couper^ (ko'pfer), n. [Appar. < coujA, v., cut,

overturn, -f -erl.] A lever on the upper part of

a loom, used to lift the harness.

couper^ (ko'pfer), n. [Also coper; < coup"^ +
-er^.] One who buys and sells; a dealer: as,

a horse-coHotr. [rtov. Eng.]
Coupler's blue. See blue.

couple (kup'l), n. [< ME. couple, cupple, cow-
]iul, etc., < OF. cujile, cople, couple, F. couple =
Sp. edpula = Pg. copula = It. coppia, couple
(copula, copula), = Fries, keppcl = T>. koppcl =
MLG. LG. koppel = MHG. kopcl. kuppel, G. kop-
pel = Dan. kobbel= Sw. koppel, < L. copula (ML.
also cupla, after OF.), a band, bond, ML. a
couple: see copula."] 1. Two of the same class

or kind connected or considered together; a
brace: as, a couple of oranges; "a couple of
shepherds," Sir P. Sidney.

Make me a couple of cakes. 2 Sam. xiii. 6.

Our wat«h to-night . . . have ta'en a couple of aa ar-
rant knaves as any in Messina. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 5.

Though by ray vow it costs me 12d. a kiss after the first,

yet I did adventure upon a couple. Pepys, Diary, II. 208.

By adding oue to one, we have the complex idea of a
couple. Locke.

Specifically— 2. (a) A man and woman asso-
ciated together, whether by marriage or by be-
trothal, or accompanying each other on a given
occasion, as at a party : as, a loving couple; a
young couple.

Whan thei were clothed worthli in here wedes,
Alle men vpon mold mist sen a fair coupel
Than was bi-twene William &. this worttil mayde.

WiUiam qf Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), L 8203.

Next, with their boy, a decent couple came,
And cali'd him Robert, 'twas his father's name.

Crabbe, Parish Kegister.

A couple, fair

As ever painter painted.
Tennyeon, Aylmer's Field.

(6) A pair of forces, equal, parallel, and acting
in opposite directions : they tend to make the
body acted upon rotate. [A term introduced
in French by Poinsot in 1804.]

The three forces, of which one is the resultant of the
equal and parallel forces acting at a point, and the other
two constitute a couple of which the moment is the same
as the resulting moment, with reference to the jKiint, fully
represent any system of forces in their tendency to pro-
duce rotation and translation.

Peirce, Anal. Mechanics (1855), p. 41.

(c) In elect., a pair of metallic plates in contact,
used as a source of an electrical current, as in
one of the cells of a voltaic battery (a voltaic
couple), or in a thermo-electric battery (a ther-
mo-electric couple). See electricity s.a^ thermo-
electricity.

A cmijile consists of the whole of the bodies which exist
between two zincs— that is to say, zinc, coi)per, water.
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zinc. It may be supposed that each of the zinc plates is

the half of two successive couples.
Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 252.

(d) pi. In carp., rafters framed together in pairs

by means of a tie at or near their lower ends.

To bye hewed stone, & tymbre for to make couples and
beanies for the houses. 2 Chron. xxxiv. 11 (1551).

3. pi. Association by twos; junction of two.

I'll go in couples with her. Shak., W. T., ii. 1.

'Sdeath I you perpetual curs,

Fall to your couples again, and cozen kindly,
And heartily, and lovingly, as you should.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

It is in some sort with friends as it is with dogs in
couples: tliey should be of the same size and humour.

Sir R. L'Estranffe.

Couple of rotations, two equal rotations in opposite
(Urections about parallel axes.— Moment Of a COuple
(offerees). Aee moment. =Qyjl. I. Brace, etc. See pair.

couple (kup'l), V.
; pret. and pp. coupled, ppr.

coupling. [< ME. couplcii, cuplen, cowplen, < OF.
cupler, copier, coupler, F. coupler = Sp. Pg. copti-

lar = It. copularc = Fries, kejila = D. koppelen
= MLG. koppelen = MHG. kopelen, G. koppeln =
Dan. koble= Sw. koppla, < L. copularc, bind, con-
nect, < copula, a band, bond: see couple, n.] I.

trans. 1. To link or connect, as one thing with
another ; fasten together, especially in a pair or
pairs; unite: as, to couple cars.

For alle that comen of that CajTii a-cursed thei weren,
And alle that couplede hem to that kuu [kin] Crist hem

hatede dedliche. Piers Plounnan (A), x. 151.

The five curtains shall be coupled together one to an-
other. Ex, xxvi. 3.

They lost no opportunity of coupling his name with the
names of the most hateful tyrants of whom history makes
mention. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. To marry; join together as husband and
wife ; unite in matrimony.
A parson who cou})les all our beggars. Swift.

3. In organ-playing, to connect by means of a
coupler, as two keys or keyboards. See cou-
pler (a).

H. intrans. 1. To embrace, as the sexes;
copulate.

Thou with thy lusty crew . . .

Cast wanton eyes on the daughters of men.
And coupled with them and begot a race.

Milton, P. R., ii. 181.

Why then let men couple at once with wolves.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. In organ-playing, to be susceptible of con-
nection by means of a coupler, as one key or
keyboard with another.

COUple-beggart (kup'l-beg'ar), n. [< couple,

v.t.,+ obj . beggar. ] One who makes it his busi-
ness to unite beggars in marriage; a hedge-
priest.

No couple-beggar in the land
E'er join'd such numbers hand in hand. Swift.

In another Dublin newspaper of 1744 [Faulkener's Jour-
nal, Oct. 6th and 9th] we read, *'Thislastterm a notorious
couple beggar . . . was excommunicated in the Consistory
Court by the Vicar-General of this diocese on account of
his persisting in this scandalous trade, which he had taken
up to the undoing of many good fami-
lies. He was so keen at this mischie- ^^ 7
vous sport of marrying all people that
came in his way, that he has been
known to refuse three times a higher
fee not to solemnise a clandestine mar-
riage than he was to receive or did re-

ceive for doing it."

Lecl^, Eng, in 18th Cent,, vii,

couple-close (kup'l-klos), n. 1.
In arch., a pair of spars for a
roof; couples.— 2. In her., the
fourth of a chevron, never borne
but in pairs unless there is a chevron between
them. Also written eouple-closs.

Coupled Windows.
Building on Washington street, Boston.

coupling

coupled (kup'ld), p. a. [Pp. of couple, v.]

United, as two things
;
joined ; linked ; specifi-

cally, in her., same as con/oinerf.—Coupled col-
umns, columns united in pairs, the capitals anu bases of-

ten running together. The device is usual in Komanesque
architecture and in later medieval work, particularly in
Italy, and is much employed by Henaissance architects.
See cut in preceding
column,— Coupled
windows, a pair of
windows placed side

by side, and so unit-

ed as to form an ar-

chitectural whole :

a disposition usual
in medieval archi-

tecture of widely
diiferent periods.

Among the canon-
ical buildings on tlie

south side of the
church is one , , .

with a gi-and range
of Romanesque cou-
jded windou'S, bear-
ing date 1250.

E. A. Freeman,Ven-
lice, p, 108.

couplement
(kup'1-ment), H.

[< C)F. coiiplemcnt, < coupler, couple : see couple,

f.,and -ment.] 1. The act of coupling; union.

Joy may you liave, and gentle hearts content
Of your loves couplement. Spenser, Prothalamion.

2. A pair.

Anon two female forms before our view
Came side by side, a beauteous couplement.

Southey.

[Rare in both uses.]

coupler (kup'lfer), «. One who or that which
couples, joins, or unites. Specifically— (a) In organ-
building, a mechanical contrivance by which tlie keys of
one keyljoard are so connected with corresponding keys
of another that wlien the former are depressed the latter
are also depressed, and thus both can be played by a sin-

gle motion. Manual couplers connect manual keyboards
with each other; pedal couplers connect the pedal key-
board to a manual. Unison couplers connect keys of the
same pitcli ; octave couplers (sometimes loosely called
super-octave or sub-octave) connect keys an octave apart.
Octave couplers are sometimes arranged between the keys
of a single keyboard, so that it may be coupled with itself.

Couplei-s operate in only one direction ; that is, the second
keyboard may be coupled with tlie first, but not the re-
verse. Also copula, (b) A ring which slides upon the
handles of a nipping tool of any kind to maintain its grip
upon tlie work, (r) Same as coupling, 4 (6),

couplet (kup'let), n. [< P. couplet, a stanza,
verse, dim. of couple, a couple : see couple, n.]

1. In pros., two lines in immediate succession,
usually but not necessarily of the same length,
fonniiig a pair, and generally marked as such
by riming with each other. A pair of lines joined
by rime is considered a couplet, whether it forms part of
a stanza or constitutes a metrical group by itself. See
distich.

Thoughtless of ill, and to the future blind,
A sudden couplet rushes on your mind.
Here you may nameless print your idle rhymes.

Crabbe.

2. In music, two equal notes inserted in the
midst of triple

rhythm to occupy
the time of three

;

a temporary dis-

placement of tri-

ple by duple rhythm.-
twins; a twin.

^m-
Couplet.

-3t. One of a pair, as of

Argent, a cherron
azure between two
couple-closes gules.

Coupled Columns, isth century.— Cathedral of Monreale, SicUy.

Anon, as patient as the female dove,
When that her golden couplets are diaclos'd,
His silence will sit drooping. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1,

[Cottplets in this use corresponds to triplets.)

coupling (kup'ling), n. [Verbal n, of couplet
r.] 1. The act of uniting or joining.

Lufe propirly es a full cuppillynge of the lufande and
the lufed to-gedyre as Godd and a saule in-to ane.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

2. The act of marrying.

There's such cmtpling at Pancraa, that they stand behind
one another, as 'twere in a Country Dance.

Conffreve, Way of the World, i. 2.

3. The act of embracing sexually ; copulation.
— 4. That which couples or connects, as raf-

ters in a building.

Even to the artificers and builders gave they it, to buy
hewn stone, and timber for couplings. 2 Chron. xxxiv. 11.

Specifically— (a) In music: (1) A couplet. (2) A couple.

(6) The general name for a great variety of mechanical
appliances for uniting i)art9 of constructions or parts of

machines, for the purpose of adding strength, of trans-

mitting motion from one part to another, or of making
a continuous passage, as for a liquid, a gas, or an electric

current. A buckle, binding-screw, or fish-plate may illuft-

trate the first : a clevis, a bell-coupling, sliaft-coupling, or
car-coupling, the second ; a pipe-coupling or binding-post,
the last. In a narrower sense a coupling is ; (1) A device
for uniting the ends of shafting, or a coupling-box. (See
cut under coupling-box.) Such couplings arc divided lat'O
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two simple classes, those that are fixed permanently on
the shafting and those that are adjustable, connected or
not at will, or working automatically under variations of
the power. Those operated by hand, whatever the par-
ticular application of the power, are called shi/tinfi cou-
piiiiffft. The automatic couplings depend chiefly on friction,
the adjustment being such that under a certain load the
power is communicated, while a sudden additii>n to the
load may exceed the friction and throw the coupling out of
operation. (2) A device for nniting two railroad-cars in a
train. The form at one time used almost exclusively in the
United States, and still occasionally employed in freight-
cars, is a single link or sliacklc tltting into jaws at the ends
of the draw-bar and held in position by pins. This has
been supei-seded on passenger-cars by self-actingcouplings,
consistiug usually of hooked jaws, which slide past each
other and are self-locking by means of springs or their
own weight. Levers are also used to operate the couplings
from the car platform. Also called coupler, (c) Tlie part
which unites the front and rear axles, or the axle-bolster,
of a carriage; the perch or reach. In some carriages the
bottom of the carriage forms the only coupling, (rf) The
space between the tops of tiie shoulder-blades and the tops
of the hip-joints of a dog.

The term denotes the proportionate length of a dog,
which is spoken of as short or long in the couplings,

V. Shaw, Book of the Dog.

Ball-and-socket coupling. See ;»a«i.— Differential
coupling, an extensible coupling designed for varying
the speed of that part of the macliinery which is driven.
— Disk coupling, a kind of permanent coupling which
consists of two disks keyed on the connected ends of
the two shafts. In one of the disks there are two re-
cesses, into which two corresponding projections on the
other disk are re-

ceived, and thus the
two disks become
locked together. This
kind of coupling wants
rigidity, and must be
supported by a jour-
nal on each side, but
it possesses the double
advantage of being
easily adjusted and
disconnected. — Dy-
namometer cou-
pling. See dt/na-
inoineter.— Tleja.hle coupling, a device for joining pieces
of shafting which are not exactly in line, or of which the
relative direction is varied in the course of the work, as
iu a dental engine. It consists of pairs of jointed arms
united by universal johits, or of spiral springs fastened
at each end to the two pieces of shafting that are to be
united, or of plugs or rods of rubber fitted to the shafting.— Flexible pipe-coupling, a pipe-connection consisting
of two bell-shaped joints with a short pipe between tJiem,
which (Its into eacli bell and enables the two pipes to be
laid out of line while yet keeping the joints tight.— Half-
hose coupling, a coupling which has a sleeve at one end
with an internal thread to receive a pipe, while a hose is

bound on a corrugated tube-shaped portion at the opposite
end.— Half-lap coupling, a kind of permanent coupling
in which the boss-ends of the connected shafts are made

semi-cylindrical, so that
they overlap each other.
The coupling-box is a
plain cylinder bored to
fit, and is kept in its

place by a parallel key
or feather, as shown
in tlie annexed figure.

—

Right-and-left cou-

Coupling-box.

Disk Coupling.

HalMap Coupling.

a turn-buckle.— Sleeve coupling, a tube within

Slip-clutch Coupling.

pling, ,

which the abutting ends of sliaftingare coupled together.
—Slip-clutch coupling, a form of coupling belonging to
the class of friction-couplings. It is represented in its best
form In the annexed
figure. On the shaft B
is fixed a pulley, which
is embraced by a fric-

tion-band a as tightly
as may be required.
This band is provided
with projecting ears,
with which the prongs
6 6 of a fixed cross rf on
the driving-shaft A can
be shifted into contact.
This cross is free to
slide endwise on its

shaft, but is connected
to it by a sunk feather,
so that being thrown forward into gear with the ears of
the friction-band, the shaft being in motion, the band slips
round on its pulley until the friction becomes equal to the
resistance, and the pulley gradually attains the same mo-
tion as the clutch. The arms and sockets c c, wliich are
keyed fast on the shaft A, are intended to steady and sup-
port the prongs, and to remove the strain from the shift-
ing part.— Square coupling, in mill-work, a kind of per-

manent coupling of
which the coupling-
box is made in halves
and square, corre-
sponding to the form
of the two connected
ends of the shafts. The
two halves of the box
are bolted together on
th(; opposite sides, as
Thimble coupling,

Square Coupling.

represented in the annexed figure. ^ „,
a kind of permanent coupling in which the coupling-box
consists of a plain ring of metal, supposed to resemble
a tailor's thimble, lx)red
to fit the two connected
ends of the shafts. The
connection is secured
either by pins passed
through the ends of the
shafts and the thimble,
or by a parallel key or Thimble Coupling.
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feather bedded in the boss-ends of the shafts, and let into
a corresponding groove cut in the thimble. This last is

now the more common mode of fitting. This kind of
coupling is also known under the names of riiig coupling
and jump-couplinff.

coupling-box (kup'ling-boks), w. In rnach., the
box or ring of metal con-
necting the contiguous ends
of two lengtiis of shaft. See
coupling, 4.

coupling-link (kup ' ling-
liugk),?i. Alink for connect-
ing or attacliing together
two objects, as railroad-
cars, or for rendering a section of a chain de-
tachable. See connecting-link,

coupling-pin (kup'ling-pin), n. A pin used for
coupling or joining railroad-cars and other ma-
chinery.

coupling-pole (kup'ling-pol), n. A pole which
connects the front and back parts of the gear
of a wagon. See cut under hounds.
coupling-strap (kup'ling-strap), n. A strap
passing from the outer bit-ring of one horse of
a span through the inner, and attached to the
harness of his mate : used in some double har-
nesses to act as a curb for an unruly horse.
coupling-valve (kup'ling-valv), n. A valve in
the hose-eoupling of an air-brake.

coupon (ko'pon), n. [< F. coupoUj a remnant, a
coupon, < couper, cut : see coup^j ^.] A printed
certificate or ticket attached to and forming
part of an original or principal certificate or
ticket, and intended to be detached when used.
Specifically --(rt) An interest certificate printed at the bot-
tom of a bond running for a term of years. There are as
many of these certificates as there are i)ayments to be made.
At each time of payment one is cut off and presented for
payment. In the United States coupons are negotiable
instruments on which suits may be brought though de-
tached from the bond. A purchaser of an over-due coupon
takes only the title of the seller. Negotiable coupons are
entitled to days of grace, {b) One of a series of conjoined
tickets which bind the issuer to make certain payments,
perform some service (as transportation over connecting
railroad lines), or give value for certain amounts at differ-
ent periods, in consideration of money received. At tlie

settiementof each claim a coupon isdetached and given up.

I was sent to a steamboat office for car tickets. ... A
fat, easy gentleman gave me several bits of paper, with
coupons attached, with a warning not to separate them.

L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 14.

Coupon bond, a bond, usually of a state or corporation,
and usually payable to the bearer, for the payment of
money at a future day, with severable tickets or coupons
annexed, each representing an instalment of interest,
which may be conveniently cut off for collection as they
fall due, without impairing the principal obligation.—
Coupon-killer, a popular name applied to either of two
acts of the State of Virginia, the first of which was passed
January 14th, 1882 (Acts of Assembly, 1881-2, c. 7), declar-
ing certain coupons purporting to be from State bonds to
be fraudulent, and forbidding their acceptance in payment
of taxes ; and the second, June 26th, 1882(Acts of Assembly,
1881-2, c. 41), in effect prohibiting the receipt of coupons
from any bonds of the State for taxes. See Viri/inia cou-
pon cases, under easel.- Coupon ticket, a ticket of ad-
mission to a place of amusement, entitling the holder to a
specified seat, and printed in two parts, of which one is

torn off and returned to the holder on entering.—Virginia
coupon cases. See casel,

COUpure (ko-pur'), n. [F., < coujyer, cut: see
coMpl, r.] 1. MiUt.i (a) An intrenehment or
fOSS made by the besieged behind a breach, with
a view to defense, (b) A passage cut through
the glacis in the reentering angle of the cover-
ed way, to facilitate sallies of the besieged.^
2. In math., a cutting of a Riemann's surface.

courage (kur'aj), «. [Early mod. K. also coragc,
< ME. coragCf < OF. corage, curagCy courage^
coraigc, heart, mind, thought, inclination, de-
sire, feeling, spirit, valor, courage, F. courage,
spirit, valor, courage, = Pr. coratge = Sp. co~
raje = Pg. coragem = It. coraggio (ML. cora-
gium after Rom.), < L. cor, = E. heart, > OF.
coTj cuer, etc., heart : see core^, heart, and -age,']

If. Heart; mind; thought; feeling; inclina-
tion; desire.

Swiche a gret corage
Hadde this knight to ben a wedded man.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 10.

And ther-fore telle me what wey ye purposeth yow to
go, and after I shall telle yow my corage, and why I have
sentefortospeke withyowandmy cosins youre bretheren.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 190.

I had such a courage to do him good.
Shak., T. of A., iii. 3.

2t. State or frame of mind ; disposition ; con-
dition.

In this courage
Hem [olive-treesj forte graffe is goode, as sayen the sage.

Pailadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 190.

My lord, cheer up your spirits ; our foes are nigh,
And this soft courage makes your followers faint.

5Aaifc.,3Hen. VI., ii. 2.

3. That quality Cf mind which enables one to

encounter danger and difficulties with firmness,

courant

or without fear or depression of spirits ; valor

;

boldness; bravery; spirit; daring; resolution:
formerly occasionally used in tJie plural.

In this Battel, the young Prince Henry, tho' wounded in
his Face with an Aitow, yet was not wounded in his Cow-
rage, but continued Fighting still.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 162.

If number English courages could quell,
We should at first have shunned not met our foes.

Dryden.
Courage that grows from constitution very often for-

sakes a man when he has occasion for it ; . . . courage
which arises from the sense of our duty . . . acts always
in a uniform manner. Addison, Guardian.

Few persons have courage enough to appear as good as
they really are. J. C. and A. W. Hare, Guesses at Truth.

Dutch courage. See Dufc/t. =Syn. 3. Fortitude, fear-
lessness, daring, hardihood, gallantry, spirit, pluck. For
comparison, see brave.

COUraget (kur'aj), V. t [Early mod. E. also
corage, < OF. coragier, couragier, encourage, <
corage, heart, courage : see courage^ n. In part
by apheresis from encourage, q. v.] To ani-
mate ; encoiu'age ; cheer.

He lacketh teaching, he lacketh coraging.
Aschain, The Scholemaster, p. 36.

He will fetch you up a couraging part so in the garret
that we are all as feared, I warrant you, that we quake
again. Beau, and FL, Knight of Burning Pestle, Ind.

courageous (ku-ra'jus), a. [Early mod. E. also
conragious; < ME, corageus, coragous, corajous,
Icorajous, curajows, < OF. corageus, F. courageujc
{= Pr. coratjos, coratgos = Sp. (obs.) Pg. cora-
joso = It. coraggioso), < corage: see courage,
n., and -ous.'] Possessing or characterized by
courage; brave; daring; intrepid.

Thesehem receyved well as noble men and gode knyghtea
that weren full bolde and hardy and coraiouse in armes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 398.

Be strong and cotirageous; be not afraid nor dismayed
for the king of Assyria. 2 Chron. xxxii. 7.

Horses, altiiough low of stature, yet strong and coura-
gious. Sandys, lYavailes, p. 13.

= Syn. Gallant, Valiant, etc. See brave.

courageously (ku-ra'jus-li), adv. "With cou-
rage ; bravely ; boldly ; intrepidly.

Here standeth Thomas Mowbray, duke of Norfolk, . . .

Courageously, and with a free desire.

Attending but the signal to begin. Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

COUrageousness (ku-ra'jus-nes), n. The char-
acter or quality of being courageous ; bravery ;

valor.

The manliness of them that were with Judas, and the
COUrageousness that they had to fight for their country.

2 Mac. xiv. 18.

courant^ (ko'rant), a. and n. [< F, courant,
running (OF. curant), ppr. of
courir, OF. curre, corre, < L. cur-

rere,Tuii: see cwrrenii, formerly
curranO-, the same word^ but of
older introduction.] I, a. Run-
ning: in her.y specifically said
of a horse, stag, or other beast
so represented. See currant^,
current^,

'"""

II.+ n. [P. cordeau courant, a running-string,
a gardeners' or carpenters' line.] A running-
string.

A whole net, . . . together with the cords and strings
called Courants, running along the edges to draw it in
and let it out. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xiv. 1.

courant^ (ko-ranf), «. [Early mod. E. also co-
rant (and, after It., coranto, courantOj corranto,
curranto, caranto), < F. couranfe, f., a dance,
the air to which it is danced (> It. coranta,
corranta), prop. fem. of courant, ppr. of courir,

run: see courant^, current^.'] 1. A kind of
dance, consisting of a time, a step, a balance,
and a coupee.

At a solemn Dancing, first you had the grave Measures,
then the Corrantoes and the Galliards.

Selden, Table-Talk. p. 62.

2. A piece of music taking its rhythm and form
from such a dance, specifically— («) A piece in rather
rapid triple rhythm, changing sometimes to sextuple,
consisting of two repeated strains abounding in dotted
notes and usually of polyphonic structure. (6) A piece in
triple time and with many runs and passages. The first

form was much used as a component of the old-fashioned
suite, usually following the allemande, while the second
is the commoner Italian form.

courant^ (ko'rant or ko-rant'), w, [Early mod,
E. also corranie, corranto, coranto, curranto; a
particular use of courant, running, current;
that is, the gazette containing the current
news, or the news of the cuiTent week or
month.] A gazette ; a news-letter or news-
paper. [Obsolete except as a name for some
particular newspaper.]

The weekly courants with Paul's seal ; and aU
Th' admir'd discourses of the prophet Ball.

£. Jonsotiy Underwoods.



courant

I would set up a press here in Italy, to write all the co-

rantoes for Christeiutoiu.
Fletcher and another. Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 2,

I am no footpost,

No pedlar of avisos, no monopolist
Of forg'd corantos, monger of gazettes.

Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 1.

COnrap (ko-rap'), n. [E. Ind.] A disease in

the East Indies, of a herpetic character, in

which there is perpetual irritatioit of the sur-

face, and eruption, especially on the groin, face,

l»roast, and armpits.

courbach, «. See kourhaeh.

COUrbaril (kor'ba-ril), n. [From S. Amer.
name.] Same as aniine, 3.

courbet, « and v. A Middle English form of curb.

courcheft, «• An obsolete form of kerchief.

Wright.

courgon (F. pron. kor-son'), n. [F., < court, < L.
curtits, short (cf . short).~\ An iron hoop or band
employed to strengthen and hold together a
cannon-mold during casting.

coure^t, !'• » An obsolete form of cou-er.

COUre-t, I'. '• [< ME. coueren, i. e., coreren, cov-
er ; an archaism (appar. misread as one sylla-

ble) in Spenser.] To cover; protect; cherish.

He cmtrd it tenderly, . . .

As chicken newly hatcht.
Spenser, F. Q., II. viil. 9.

courier (ko'rifer), n. [= D. koerier = 6. cou-

rier = Dan. kurer = Sw. kurir, < OF. courier,

F. courrier = It. corriere = Sp. correo = Pg.
eorreio, < ML. "currarius, curreriun, a runner,
a messenger, < L. currere, run: see current^.

The older form was currour, q. v.] 1. A mes-
senger sent express with letters or despatches.

I attend
To hear the tidings of my friend
Which every hour his couriers bring.

Tennyson, In Meraoriam, cxxvi.

The establishment of relays of couriers to carry de-
spatches between the king and his brother is regarded as

the first attempt at a postal system in Kngtand.
Stubbs, Const. Hist., | 369.

2. A traveling servant whose especial duty is

the making of all arrangements at hotels and
on the journey for a person or party by whom
he is employed.
A French Cowier— best of servants and most beaming

of men I

I)U-kens, Pictures from Italy, Going through France.

Problem ofthe couriers, in ahj., an ancient Indian prob-
lem tile data of which are tliat two couriers set out simul-
taneously from two station.s. either in the same or in con-
trary directions, at given rate's of speed : the problem is to
find wlien and wlieru lliey will meet.

cooril (ko'ril), H. [Bret.] In Brittany, one of
the tiny fairies reputed to frequent druidical
remains and to delight in beguiling young girls.

COUrlan (kor'lan), n. [I . form of S. Amer.
name.] The book-name of birds of the genus
Aramus: as, the scolopaceous courhin, Aramus
scolopaccun, of South America. Also called
carau, crying-bird, and Umpkin.
COnrlett ( kor'let), H. In her., a cuirass or breast-
plat(^ used as a bearing.

COUnui, CUrmi (kor'mi), n. [Gr. Koipftt, also
Kopaa, a kind of beer; of foreign origin.] A
fermented liquor made from barley ; a kind of
ale or beer. Dunglison.

COUrol (ko'rol), n. [F. form of native name.]
A Madagascan bird of the genus Leptosomus and
family Leptosomatidee. G. Cuvier.

conronne (kS-ron'), n. [F., lit. a crown, < L.
corona, a crown: see crown, n., and corona.'] A
crown : a French word used in En'glish in some
special senses, (a) In lacemakinrf, a decorative loop
used as part of an ornamental tiorder, whether of the
whole piece of lace or of a leaf or flower in the pattern.
A row of couronnes often hiia the effect of a row of battle-
ments. (6) A French coin. (1) The couronne d'or, or gold
crown, coined about lato, and worth aboutj?3.50. (2)'I'he«'c«

Ala couronne, wortlx aljout^i.ttT when first coined in 13»4 :

but successive issues were lighter, and during the fifteenth
century the usual value was :?2.20. (8) The dt'nier d la
couronne and ffros d la couronne, coins of silver or billon.

worth from 2 to 7 United .states cents, (c) A vt'tietiible

tracing-paijer, 14 x 11) inches in size.— Couronne des
tasses (F., lit. a crown or circle of cuiw : see crown, n.,
coronal, and tass, tasse], a simple kind of voltaic Ijattery
inveiilc<l by Volta, long since superseded by more power-
ful apparatus. It consists of a series of cups arranged in a
circle, each containing salt water or dilute sulphuric acid,
with a plat« of silver or copi>er and a plate of zinc im-
mersed in it, the silver or copper of each cup being con-
nected with the zinc of the next, and so on. When a wire
is led from the silver or copper of the last to the zinc of
the lirst, a c-urrent of electricity passes throu'.rh the circuit.
'I'liis was tlic Hrst liquid battery invented. See battery, 8.

COnronn^ (kO-ro-na'), a. [F., pp. of cnuronner,
< L. coronare, crown : see coronate and ermcn,
».] In her., same as crowned.
COUrouCOU (k8'ro-ko), n. [F. spelling; in E.
curueui, q. v.] A trogon ; any bird of the fam-
ily Trogonidce.
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courrort, n. Same as curror.

course^ (kors), n. [< ME. cours, course,<OF. curs,

cors, cours, m., course, f., F. cours, m., course, f.,

= Pr. cors, m., corsa, f., = Sp. Pg. curso, m., =
It. corso, m., and corsa, f., a course, race, way,
etc., < L. cursus, m., ML. also cursa, f., a course,
running, < currere, pp. cursus, rim : see cur-
re«<l.] 1. A running or moving forward or
onward; motion forward; a continuous pro-
gression or advance.
The sonier Castyll Chambers, Dores, wyndows, and all

maner of bordys, that the wynde myght have hys cowse att

more large. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 62.

Pray . . . that the word of the Lord may have free
course, and be glorified. 2 Thes. iii. 1.

Then let me go, and hinder not my course:
I'll be as patient as a gentle stream,
And make a pastime of each weary step.

Shak.,T.G. of V., it. 7.

Thither his course he bends. Milton, P. L., iii. 573.

2. A running in a prescribed direction, or over
a prescribed distance ; a race ; a career.

I have finished my course. . . . Henceforth there is laid
up for me a crown. 2 Tim. iv. 7.

Stand you directly in Antonius' way.
When l>e doth run his course. Shak.,J. C, i. 2.

Yet fervent had her longing been, through all

Her course, for home at last, and burial
With her own husband. M. Arnold.

3. The path, direction, or distance prescribed
or laid out for a running or race ; the ground
or distance walked, run, or sailed over, or to be
walked, run, or sailed over, in a race : as, there
being no competition, he walked overthe course.

The same horse has also run the round course at New-
market (which is al>out 400 yards less than 4 miles) in 6
minutes and 40 seconds.

Pennant, Brit. Zoology, The Horse.

The King was at Ascot every day ; he generally rode on
the course, and the ladies came in carriages.

GreHlle, Memoirs, June 4, 1820.

Hence— 4. The space of distance or time, or
the succession of stages, through which any-
thing passes or has to pass in its continued
progress from first to last ; the period or path
of progression from beginning to end : as, the
course of a planet, or of a human life.

A man so various that he seemed to be
Not t»ne, but all mankind's epitome

;

Stiff in opinions, always in the wrong,
Was everything by turns, and nothing long

;

But in the course of one revolving moon
Was chyinifit, fiddler, statesman, anii buffoon.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 649.

There are many men in this country who, in the course
of ten years, have married as many as twenty, thirty, or
more wives. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 229.

Through the long course of centuries during which time
was reckoned in Olympiads, the triumphs of war . . .

were forever supplying the motive and the material for
new dedications at Olynipia, most of which were in the
form of statues of Zeus and other deities.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 325.

6. The line or direction of motion; the line in
which anything moves: as, the course of a pro-
jectile through the air; specifically (naut.), the
direction in which a ship is steered in making
her way from point to point during a voyage

;

the point of the compass on which a ship sails.
When referred to the true meridian, it is called the true
course ; when to the position of the magnetic needle by
which the ship is steered, it is called the compass course.

6. In suriK, a line run with a compass or tran-
sit.— 7. The continual or gradual advance or
progress of anything; the series of phases of
a process; the whole succession of characters
which anything progressive assumes: as, the
course of an argument or a debate ; the course
of a disease.

The course of true love never did run smooth.
Shak., M. N. D., i. 1.

Time rolls his ceaseless course. Scott, L. of the L., iii. 1.

The course of this world is anything but even and uid-
form. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 18.

8. In tilting, a charge or career of the contes-
tants in the lists; a bout or round in a tourna-
ment ; hence, a round at anything, as in a race

;

a bout or set-to.

And Agrauadain brake his spere on Segramonrs han-
berke at the same cours. Merli7i (E. E. T. S.), iii. 569.

The bull is brought to the bailiff's house in Tutbury, and
there collared am] roped, and so conveyed to the bull-ring
in the High-street, where he is baited with dogs ; the first

course allotted for the king, the second for the honour of

the town, and the third for the king of the minstrels.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 374.

On the 14th day of May they engage to meet at a place
appointed by the king, armed with the "hameis there-
unto accustomed, to keije the flelde, and to run with every
commer eight courses."

Strutt, .Sports and Pastimes, p. 458.

9. Order ; sequence ; rotation ; succession of one
to another in office, property, dignity, duty, etc.

course

"When and how this custom of singing by course came up
in the Church it is not certainly known.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 39.

He [Solomon] appointed . . . the course* of the priests.

2 Chron. viii. 14.

They . . . wente out with a nett they had bought, to
take bass & such like fish, by course, every company know-
ing their tume. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 137.

10. Methodical or regulated motion or pro-
cedure; customary or probable sequence of
events ; recurrence of events according to cer-
tain laws.

Day and night.
Seed time and harvest, heat and hoary frost,

Shall hold their course. Milton, P. L., xi. 900.

The guilt thereof [sin] and punishment to all.

By course of nature and of law, doth pass.
Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, viiL

Or as the man whom she doth now advance.
Upon her gracious mercy-seat to sit.

Doth common things of course and circumstance
To the reports of common men commit.

Sir J. Davies, Nosce Teipsum.

11. A round or succession of prescribed acts
or procedures intended to bring about a par-
ticular result : as, a course of medical treatment

;

a course of training.

My Lord continues still in a Course of Physic at Dr.
Napier's. Howell, Letters, I. v. 19.

12. A series or succession in a specified or
systematized order ; in schools and colleges, a
prescribed order and succession of lectures or
studies, or the lectures or studies themselves ;

curriculum : as, a course of lectui-es in chemis-
try, or of study in law.

A course of learning and ingenious studies.
Shak.,T. of theS.,i. 1.

13. A line of procedure ; method; way; man-
ner of proceeding ; measure : as, it will be
necessary to try another course with him.
Now see the cours howe thai [bees] goo to and froo.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 147.

If she did not consent to send her Son [the Duke of
York], he doubted some sharper Cowrsf! would be speedily
taken.

,

Baker, Chronicles, p. 222.

They refuse to doe it [pay], till they see shiping pro-
vided, or a course taken for it.

John Itobinson, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth
[Plantation, p. 48.

14. A line of conduct or behavior ; way of life

;

personal behavior or conduct : usually in the
plural, implying reprehensible conduct.

I am grieved it should be said he is my brother, and take
these courses. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

And because it is impossible to defend their [sinners'J

extravagant courses by Reason, the only way left for them
is to- make Satyrical Invectives against Reason.

Stillingjieet, Sermons, II. iiL

You held your course without remorse.
Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de "Vere.

15. That part of a meal which is served at
once and separately, with its accompaniments,
whether consisting of one dish or of several:
as, a course of fish ; a course of game ; a dinner
of four courses.

They . , . com in to the halle as Kay hadde sette the
flrste cours be-fore thekynge Arthur.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. C19.

16. A row, round, or layer. Specifically -(«) In
building, a continuous range of stones or bricks of the same
height throughout the face or faces, or any smaller archi-
tectural division of a building.

Betweene euery course of bricks there lieth a course of
mattes made of canes. Hakluyf's Voyages, II. 269.

The lower courses of the grand wall, composed of huge
blocks of gray conglomerate limestone, still remain.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 74.

(6) In cutlers' work, each stage of grinding or polishing on
the cutler's lap or wheel, (c) In mining, a lode or vein.

They [veins of lead] often meet, and frequently form at
such points of intersection courses of ore.

Ure, Diet., IIL 271.

(d) Each series of teeth or l>urs along the whole length of
a file. The first cutting forms a series of sharp ridges
called the first course ; the second cutting, across these
ridges, forms a series of teeth called the second course.

17. In musical instruments, a set of strings

tuned in unison. They are so arranged as to

be struck one or more at a time, according to

the fullness of tone desired.— 18. Naut., one
of the sails bent to a ship's lower yards: as,

the mainsail, called the main course, the fore-

sail or fore course, and the cross-jack or mizzen
course. See out under sail.

The men on the topsail yards came down the lifts to the
yai-d-arms of the courses.

H. H. IJana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 204.

The fore course was given to her, which helped her a
little ; but . . . she hardly held her own against the sea.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 235.

19. pi. The menstrual flux ; catamenia.— 20.
In coursing, a single chase ; the chase of a hare,

as by greyhounds.



course

Vk'hen it pleaseUi the States to hunt for their pleasure,

thitlier they resort, ami haue their courses witli gray-

homuls. Haklvyt's Voyages^ II. 150.

We were entertained with a long course of an hare for

neere 2 miles in sight. Ewlyn, Diary, July 20, WH.

A matter of course, something which is to be expecteil,

as pertaining to the regular order of things; a natural

sequence or accompaniment.

So accustomed to his freaks and follies that she viewed
them all as matters of course.

llaivthorne, Twice-Told Tales, I. 170.

Clerk of the course. Same as cursitor, 1.— Course of

a, plinth, the continuity of a plinth in the face of a wall.

— Course of crops, the rotation or succession in which
Hjrops follow one another in a prescribed system of plant-

ing. —Course of exchange, in com. see exchange.—
Course of nature, the natnnil succession of events ; the

inevitable seiiiuMu-e of natural phenomena, as of the sea-

sons, of birth, growth, and death, etc.— Course of the
fece of an arch, in arch., that face of the arch-stoiics in

which their joints radiate from the center.—Course Of
trade, (o) Class of merchandise ; article or commodity
trailed in.

He . . . gave it (£500) to this colony to be laid out in

<:attle, and other course of trade, for the poor.

Wirithrop, Hist. New England, II. 90.

<6) Line of business or business transactions.

In our letter we also mentioned a course of trade our
merchants had entered into with La Tour.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 220.

(c) The regular succession of events in the conduct of

business, (rf) The tendency or direction of trade or of the

markets.— In course. («) In due or usual order.

The next meeting was m course to be at New Haven in

the beginning of September.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 301.

0) Of course. (CoUoq. or prov.]— In course Of, during
the progress of ; in process of ; undergoing.

They [volunteers to serve a sufticient time] will main-
tain the public interests while a more permanent force

shall be in course o/ preparation.
Jefferson, Works, VIII. 69.

Margin of a course. See margin.— OI COUTSe, by conse-

.quence ; in regular or natural order ; in the common man-
ner of proceeding ; without special or exceptional direc-

tion or provision, and hence, as was expected ; naturally

;

in accordance with the natural or determinate order of

procedure or events ; as, this effect will follow o.f course.

They both promis'd with many civil expressions and
words of course upon such occasions.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 16, 1651.

It was ofcouise that parties should, upon such an occa-

sion, rally under different banners.
Story, Speech, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

Of course, the interest of the audience and of the orator
•conspire. Emerson, Eloquence.

Blng course, in an arch, an outer course of stone or brick.

— Springing-course, in arch., the horizontal course of

stones from which an arch springs or rises.—To take
courset, to take steps or measures ; decide or enter upon
a course or a specitlc line of action or proceedings : as, he
took the wrong course to bring them to terms.

This they had heard of, and were much affected there-

with, and all the country in general, and took course (the

-elders agreeing upon it at that meeting) that supply should
be sent in from the several towns.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 4.

=Syn. 3. Way, road, route, passage.— 9. Rotation.

—

12. Series, succession.— 13. Procedure, manner, method,
n>ode.

course^ (kors), v. ; pret. and pp. coursed, ppr.

coursing. [< coMr«el, n.] I. trans. 1. To hunt;
pursue; chase.

My men shall hunt you too upon the start,

And course you soundly.
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, iil. 2.

Adown his pale cheek the fast-falling tears

Are coursing each other round and big.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 57.

The strange figures on the tapestry . . . seemed to his

bewildered fancy to course each other over the walls.

J. II. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, i.

2. To cause to run ; force to move with speed.

Course them oft, and tire them in the heat.

May, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics.

3. To run through or over: as, the blood
courses the winding arteries.

The bounding steed courses the dusty plain. Pojye.

Rapid as fire

Coursing a train of gunpowder.
Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, iii. 8.

U. intrans. 1. To run; pass over or through
a course; run or move about: as, the blood
courses.

Swift as quicksilver, it courses through
The natural gates and alleys of the body.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

It were tedious to course through all his writings, which
are so full of the like assertions.

Hilton, Reformation in Eng., 1.

We coursed about
The subject most at heart, more near and near.

Tennyson, The Gardener's Daughter.

2. To engage in the sport of coursing. See
coursing.

Both [acts! contain an exemption in respect of the pur-
suit and killing of hares by coursing with greyhounds, or
by hunting with beagles or other hounds.

S. Dovxll, Taxes in England, III. 277.
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He rode out to the downs, to a gentleman who had
courteously sent him word that he was coitrsing with
greyhounds. J. H. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, i.

3t. To dispute in the schools. Davies.

COUrse^t, «• An obsolete spelling of coarse.

COUrse^t, v- and n. An obsolete variant of curse^.

COUrse*t, ''• '• [Early mod. E. also coresen, < ME.
*coreseu, < coreser, mod. courser, a groom: see

courser^, and ef . corse*, the same word as course*,

but in a more literal sense.] To groom.
Here be the best core^ed hors.
That ever yet sawe I me.

Lytell Geste of Itobyn llode (Child's Ballads, V. 62).

coursed (korst), a. Arranged in courses.

—

Coursed masomfy, that kind of masonry in which the
stones are hiid in courses. See course, n., 10 (rt).

courser^ (kor'ser), n. [< ME. courser, coursere,

corsour, curser, cowrcer, < OF. cnrsier, conrsier,

F. coursier = Pr. corsicr = Sp. Pg. cored = It.

corsiere, < ML. cursarius, corserius, cnrserius,

< cursus, m., ML. also cursa, f ., > P. course, etc.,

a course, running : see course''-, n. Cf . L. cursor,

a runner, LL. cursorius, pertaining to a runner:
see cursory, Cursores.'] 1. A swift horse; a
runner ; a war-horse : used chiefly in poetry.

And Slerlin rode on a grete grey courser and bar the
baner of kyuge Arthur be-fore all the hoste.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 685.

"Take hym a gi*ay courser," sayd Robyn,
"And a sadell newe."

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 58).

The impatient courser pants in every vein.

J*ope, Windsor Forest, I. 151.

2. One who hunts; one who pursues the sport

of coursing.

A leash is a leathern thong by which a falconer holds
his hawk, or a courser leads his greyhound.

Sir T. llanmer.

3t. A discourser ; a disputant.

He was accounted a noted sophister, and remarkable
courser ... in the public schools. Life of A. Wood, p. 109.

4. In ornifli. : (a) A bird of the genus Curso-

rms: as, the cream-colored courser, Cursorius
isahelUnus. (b) pi. The birds of the old group
Cursores; the stnithious birds, as the ostrich,

etc.

COUrser'^t, «• [Early mod. E., < ME. courser, cor-

ser, coresur, < OP. coretier, coratier, couraticr,

couletier, mod. P. courtier = Pr. corratier = Sp.
corredor= Pg. corretor= It. curattiere, a broker,

agent, huckster, < ML. corratarius, curaterius,

corraierius (cf. L. curator, > E. curator), < L.
curare, pp. curatus, take care of: see cure, cu-

rate, curator . Hence cottrse*, corse*.] 1. A bro-
ker; an agent; a dealer; especially, a dealer in

horses.—2. A groom.
Foles [foals] with hande to touche a corser weyveth

;

Hit hurteth hem to handel or to holde.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 135.

courseyt, «• [Earlier coursie, < P. eoursie (see

extract) (= It. eorsia), < cours, course, course

:

see course.^ Naut., a space or passage in a
galley, about a foot and a half broad, on both
sides of which the slaves were placed.

Coursie [F. ], part of the hatches of a galley, teamied the
Coursey ; or, the gallery-like space on both sides whereof
the-seats of tlie-steves are placed. Cotgrave.

coursie^t, n. See coursey.

coursie'-^ (kor'si), a. In her., same as voided.

coursing (kor'sing), n. [< course^ + -ing'^.']

1. The sport of pursuing hares or other game
with greyhovmds, when the game is started in

sight of the hounds.

It would be trieii also in flying of hawks, or in coursing

of a deer, or hart, with greyhounds. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2t. Disputing in the schools. See courser'^, 3.

180 bachelors this last Lent, and all things carried on
well; but no coMr«m£^, which is very bad. LifeofA. Wood.

3. In coal-mining, regulation of the ventilation

of a mine by systematically conducting the air

through it by means of various doors, stop-

pings, and brattices.

coursing-hat (kor' sing-hat), n. In medieval

armor, a tilting-helmet.

coursing-joint (kor'sing-joint), n. A joint be-

tween two courses of masonry.
coursing-trial (k6r'sing-tri'''al), K. A competi-

tive trial of the speed and hunting qualities of

coursing dogs.

court (kort), «. and a. [< 5IE. court, cort, curt,

< AP. court, OP. cort, curt, court, P. cour = Pr.

cort = Sp. Pg. It. corte, < ML. cortis, a court-

yard, yard, villa, farm, palace, retinue, < L.

cor(*-)s, contr. of cohor(J-)s, a place inclosed

(see cohort) ; akin to E. yard, garth, garden, q.

V. ; hence courteous, courtesy, courtier, courte-

san, etc.] I. n. 1. An inclosed space connected
with a building or buildings of any kind, and

court

serving properly for their particular uses or
service; a courtyard. It may be surrounded wholly
or in part by a wall or fence, or Ijy buildings, and is

Court of Lions, Alhambra, Spain.

sometimes covered over entirely or partially with glass,

as is common in the case of the central courts of large

French buildings.

A faire quadrangular Court, with goodly lodgings about
it foure stories high. Coryat, Crudities, I. 31.

Four courts I made. East, West, and Soutli and North,
In each a squared lawn. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

2. A short arm of a public street, inclosed on
three sides by buildings : as, the former Jaun-
cey court on Wall street in New York.— 3. A
smooth, level plot of ground or floor, on which
tennis, rackets, or hand-ball is played. See
tennis-court.

Tell him, he hatli made a match with such a wrangler,
Tliat all the courts of France will be disttirb'd

Withchaces. SAoAr., Hen. V., i. 2.

4. A palace ; the residence of a sovereign or

other high dignitary ; used absolutely, the place
where a sovereign holds state, surrounded by
his official attendants and tokens of his dignity

:

as, to be presented at court.

The same night sothely, sais nie the lettur.

The corse caried waa to courtte of tlie knight Paris.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 10751.

Men so disorder'd, so debosh'd and Iwld,

That this onr court, infected with their manners.
Shows like a riotous inn. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

The Persian, . . . finding he had given offense, hath
made a sort of apology, and said that illness had prevented
him from going to court. Greville, Memoil*s, June 25, 1819.

5. All the siirrotmdings of a sovereign in his

regal state ; specifically, the collective body of

persons who compose the retinue or council of

a sovereign or other princely dignitary.

Love rules tlie court, the camp, the grove.
Scott, L. of L. M., ilL 2.

Her coitrt was pure ; her life serene ;

God gave her peace ; her land reposed

;

A thousand claims to reverence closed
In her as Mother, Wife, and Queen.

Tennyson, To the Queen.

6. The hall, chamber, or place where justice is

administered.— 7. In laio, a tribunal duly con-
stituted, and present at a time and place fixed

pursuant to law, for the judicial investigation

and determination of controversies. The court is

not the judge or judges as individuals, but only when at

the proper time and place they exercise judicial powers.
Courts are of record (that is, such that their proceedings
are enrolled for perpetual memory) or not of record, gen-
eral or local, of first instance or appellate, etc. The ju-

dicial system differs in different States and countries, and
is constantly being modified. See phrases below.

8. Any jurisdiction, clistomary, ecclesiastical,

or military, conferring the power of trial for

offenses, the redress of wrongs, etc. : as, a ma-
norial eo!<r*/ an archbishop's ooMr^; acowrimar-
tial.— 9. A session of a court in either of the

two last preceding senses.

The archbishop . . .

Held a late court at Dunstable.
Sliak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

10. The meeting of a corporation or the prin-

cipal members of a corporation : as, the court

of directors ; the court of aldermen. [Eng.]—
11. Attention directed to a person in power

;

address to make favor; the art of insinuation;

the art of pleasing; significant attention or

adulation: as, to make court (that is, to attempt
to please by flattery and address) ; to pay court

(to approach with gallantries, to woo).

Him the Prince with gentle court did bord.
Spenser, F. Q., II. is. 2.

Flatter me, make thy court. Dryden, Anreng^ebe.

A court in banc. See hanc.—K friend at or in court.
See /rfejirf.— Archdeacon's C9,urt, the lowest in the se-

ries of English ecclesiastical courts.— Court Christian,



court

a generic term used in the English courts of common law
to designate the ecclesiastical courts ; specifically, the ap-
propriate ecclesiastical court to which a common-law court
might refer a question.

jiany issues of fact were referred by the royal tribunals

to the court Ch)i)ftian to be decided there, and the inter-

lacing, so to speak, of the two jurisdictions was the occa-

sion of many disputes. Stubb«, Const. Uist., § 399.

Court leet. See court-iefit.-— Court martial, a court
consisting of military or naval officers summoned to tiy

cases of desei-tion, mutiny, breach of ordere, etc.— Court
of Arclies, a court of appeal belonging to the Archbishop
of Canterbury, and held by the Dean of the Arches, as the
official representative of the archliisliop.— CoUTt Of as-
sistauce, the governing body in some old English par-

ishes, corresponding: to the selectmen in the United States.
— Court ofAssistants, the highest judicial courtof Mas-
sachusetts in the colonial period up to 169*2. It consisted
of the governor, deputy-governor, and assistants, and was
also called the Great Quarter Court.— CoUTt Of Attach-
ments, a court formerly held in England, before the ver-

derers of the forest, to attach and try offenders against
vert aud venison.— Court of Brotherhood, an assembly
of the mayors or other chief officers of the principal towns
of the Cinque Ports of England, originally administering
the cliief powera of those ports : now almost extinct. See
Cinque Ports, under ci/i^iic.— Court of Claims, (a) A
United States court, sitting in Washingto'ii, for the inves-
tigation of claims against the government, (b) In some
States, a county court charged with the financial business
of the county.— Court Of Common Pleas, originally, in

England, a court for the trial of civil actions between sub-
jects. It was one of the three superior courts of common
law, but now forms the Common Pleas division of the High
Court of Justice. Courts bearing this title exist in several
of the United States, having in some cases both civil and
criminal jurisdiction over tlie whole State, while in others
the jurisdiction is limited to a county.— CoUTt Of equity.
See eqmty.— Court Of guard. Ca) The guard-room of a
fort, where soldiers lie. 5cott, L. of the L., vl. 2. (6)

The soldiers composing the guard.

A court of guard about her. Partheneia Sacra (1633).

Cotirt Of Guestllng, or of Brotherhood and Guestling,
an assembly of the members of the Court of lirntherhood,
together with otlit-r representatives of tlie corporate meni-
Ijers of the Cinque I'orts of England, invited to sit with
the mayors of the seven jjrincipal towns.- Court Of High
Comn^ssion, or High Conunlssion Court, an English
ecclesiastical court established by Queen Elizabeth and
abolished for abuse of power in 1G41.

The abolition of those three hateful cnurtg, the North-
ern Council, the Star Chamber, and the Iliffh Commission,
would alone entitle the Long Parliament to the lasting
gratitude of Englishmen. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

Court of inoiulry) a court established by law for the pur-
pose of examining mt<.) the nature of any transaction of, or
accusation or imputation against, any officer or soldier of
the ai-my. Its proceeding is not a trial, but an investigation,
generally preliminaiy to determining whether the accused
shall be biought before a court martial for trial. Ive».—
Court of King's (or Queen's) Bench (so called because
the sovereign used to sit in person), formerly, the su-
preme court of common law in England, now a 4livision

of the High Court of Justice.— CoUTt Of Lodemanaget,
an ancient tribunal of the Cinque P.irts of Eni:land hav-
ing jurisdiction over pilots or lodernen.— Court of oyer
and terminer. Seeo.»/T.— Court of Erobate Acts, see
Probate Act, under probate.— Court of Session, the su-

preme civil court of Scotland, consisting of the president
and senators of the College of Justice, thirteen in nuni})er
altogether, eight forming the inner house, which sits in
two divisions, and five the outer house.— COUTt Of the
clerk of the market, a court incident to an Etmlisti lair
or market.— Court Of the Lord High steward of Great
Britain, a court instituted for the trial, during the recess
of Parliament, of peers or peeresses indicted for treason or
felony, or for misprision of either. Stephfn.— Court Of
the ordinary, a court held by an English bishop, exer-
cising immediate jurisdiction as such.-Court Of Trail-
baston, a special conmiission instituted by Edward I. for
administering crinunal justice.— Customary COUTt, for-

merly, in ETiL'land, a court-baron when sitting to deal with
the rights of the copyholders, the custom of tlie manor be-
ing the rule of decision. In this form of the ctmrt-barou
tenants probably sat only as jurors.—Days In COUrt. See
da?/*.— Forest cotirt, in England, a court for the govern-
ment of a royal forest.— Freeholders* court. See court-
baron.— Qenerzl Court, tlie designation given in colo-
nial times, and subsequently by the constitutions of those
States, U> the legislatures of Massachusetts and New Hamp-
shire. They are so called because the colonial legislature of
Massachusetts grew out of the general court or meeting of
the Massachusetts Company.— High Court Of Justice,
in England, a division of the Supreme C<jurt having origi-
nal and some appellate jurisdiction. The lord cliief jus-
tice is its presiiienl— Inferior COUTt. See inferior.—
Landed Estates Court, a tribunal created by the Irish
Land Act of 1870, to facilitate the acquisition of title to
land by the tenantry in Ireland.— Lord Mayor's Court,
a court of civil jurisdiction held before the lord mayor oi
l4>ndon, and dealing with cases in wliich the whole cause
of action arises within the city of LoikIou.- Manorial
court See co«r(-6rtmft.^ Maritime courts, such courU
as have power and jurisdiction to determine maritime
causes, or matters arising uiwn the high seas, whether civil
or criminal, and whether arising out of contract or tort.
JVinor.— Merchants' Court. See strangers' Court, be-
low.— Moot court, a fictitious trial, organized for the
puri>ose of atfording practice in the trial or argument of
causes to those who are studying law.— Municipal court
a court whose territorial limits of juris<licti<>n are conter-
minous with those of a municipal corporation, and having
civllorcrimlnal jurisdiction, or both.— Old Coiirt party
NewCotirtparty.twoopp^jsing parties in Kentucky p.Ti-
tics about lS2.=i. The legislature had abolished the Su-
preme Court, on account of an obnoxious decision against
a law to relieve debtors and help a banking enterprise,
and sul>8tituted a new court in its place ; hence the divi-
sion.— Parish COtirt, in Lrjuislana, one of a class of local
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courts having general jurisdiction in probate, guardian-
ship, etc.— Strangers' or Merchants' Court, a court
of the Massachusetts colony existing until 1092, consist-

ing of the governor, deputy governor, and two magis-
trates, instituted for the benefit of strangers trading in

the colony.— Superior Court, (a) In England, a gen-
eral designation of the courts of Chancei-y, Queen's Bench,
and former Common Pleas and Exchequer, which are
now, however, divisions of the Supreme Coui*t. In Scot-
land the superior courts are the Court of Session, Court
of Justiciai-y, and Court of Exchequer, (b) A designa-
tion frequently prescribed by law, particulai'ly in the

' United States, for a local court in a particular county
or city, superior in jurisdiction to the lower class of in-

ferior courts existing in the counties and towns through-
out the State : as, the Sujterior Court of the city of New
York ; the Superior Court of Cincinnati ; the Superior
Court of Cook county (Chicago). In Connecticut and
Georgia the highest court of original jurisdiction is term-
ed the Superior Court. In Kentucky the name is given
to an intermediate court of appeal.—Supreme Court,
the designation usually prescribed by law for the high-
est court of the state or nation which has any original ju-

risdiction of a general nature. In the United States the
name is usually given to the court having a general appel-
late jurisdiction over inferior courts, and original jurisdic-

tion to supervise tlie proceedings of inferior courts and of

public officers, by the special writs of mandamus, certiora-

ri, prohibition, habeas corpus, quo waiTanto. and the like.

The term has no fixed general meaning apart from the stat-

ute conferring it. For instance, in many States the juris-

diction of the Supreme Court is purely appellate and super-
visoiy. In England theSupreme Court includes the various
divisions. Chancery. Queen s Bench, etc. (formerly called the
Superior Courts, which have original and appellate juris-

dictlonX and the Court of Appeal (which has no original
jurisdiction, but reviews the proceedings of the various di-

visions); and the decisions of the Court of. Appeal are in

turn reviewed by appeal to the House of Loi-ds. In New
York the name is given to the court having general original
jmisdiction at law and In equity throughout the State, of
all classes of actions, civil and criminal, except such minor,
local, and peculiai* matters as for reasons of convenience are
confined in the first instance to inferior coui-ts; and its

final judgments are for the most part subject to review in
the I'ourt of Appeals. But it has also appellate jurisdiction
over many inferior courts. In New Jersey the Supreme
Court has both original and appellate jurisdiction at law,
while the e<iuity jurisdiction is vested in theCourt of Chan-
cery, and lH)th are subject to review in the Court of Er-
roi-8 and Appeals. In Connecticut the court of general ori-

ginal jurisdiction in law and equity is tei me<l the Superior
Court, and the appellate court is termed the Supreme Court
of Errors. In Kentucky the term Superior Court is given
to an appellate court, whose decisions are in turn reviewed
by a Court of Appeals. The Supreme Court of the Unit-
ed States has original jurisdiction in cases affecting am-
bassadors and other public ministers and consuls, and those
in which a State is a party. Its principal business Is In
the exercise of its appellate jurisdiction, which includes
(subject to complex restrictioiis in many classes of causes)
civil cases in the courts established by act of Congress;
federal questions detennincd in Stat« courts of last resort
adversely to a claim of federal right; and a supervisory
Jurisdiction over criminal proceedings In United States
circuit courts when two judges are disagreed.— Surro-
gate's court, in some of the I'nited States, a probate court.
—The courts of the Lord, the temple at Jerusalem;
hence, a church or public place of worship.

My soul longeth, yea, even fainteth for the courts o/ the
Lord. Ps. UxxiT. 2.

To fence the court. See fenee. (For other courts, see
the word characterizing the title, as admiralty, augmenta-
tion, circuit, county, etc.)

n. «. Pertaining to a court ; adhering to a
royal court; characteristic of courts: as, court
manners; the court party in the civil wars of
England— Court holy-watert, flattery; flue word*
without deeds. Nares.

O nuncle, court holy-water in a dry house is better than
this rain-water out o' door. Shak., Lear, iii. 2.

court (kort), V. [< courtj m.] I. trans. 1. To
pay court to; endeavor to gain the favor of;
try to win over by plausible address; seek to
ingratiate one^s self with, as by flattery or
obsequious attentions.

When the king was thus courting his old adversaries, the
friends of the church were not less active. Macaulay.

2. To seek the love of; pay addresses to; woo

;

solicit in marriage.

He [the captain] fell in love with a young Gentlewoman,
and courted her for his Wife. Howell, Letters, I. vI. 20.

A thousand court you, though they court in vain. Pope.

3. To attempt to gain by address ; solicit ; seek

:

as, to court commendation or applause.
It is a certain exception against a man's receiving ap-

plause, that he visibly courts it Steele, Tatler, No. 202.

What can C'ato do
Against a world, a base, degenerate world,
That courts the yoke, and bows the neck to Cajsar?

Addison, Cato, i. 1.

They might almost aeem to have courted the crown of
martyrdom. Prescott.

4. To hold out inducements to ; invite.

On we went; but ere an hour had pass'd,
We reach'd a meadow slanting to the north

;

Down which a well-worn pathway courted us
To one green wicket In a privet hedge.

Tennyson, The Gardener's Daughter.

H. intrans. If. To act the courtier; imitate
the manners of the court.

courtepy

Tis certain the French are the most Polite Nation In
the World, and can Praise and Court with a better Air
than the rest of Mankind. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 4.

2. To pay one's addresses; woo.
What kissing and courting was there,
When these two cousins did greet

!

Bobin Hood and the S'^ran^er (Child's Ballads, V. 407).

COUrtagef (kor'taj), n. Brokerage.
COUrtalt, «• See curtalj n.j 3.

courtantt, «• See curtai, n., 3.

court-baron (korfbar'^'on), n. A domestic court
in old English manors for redressing misde-
meanors, etc., in the manor, and for settling
tenants' disputes, it consisted of the freemen or free-
hold tenants of the manor, presided over by the lord or his
steward. It had also some administrative powers, suc-
ceeding within its limits to the powers of the former court
of the hundred. Also baron-court, freeholders' court, ma-
norial court.

court-bred (kort'bred), a. Bred at court.

court-card (kort'kard'), w. A corruption of
coat-card (which see).

court-chaplain (k6rt'chap''''lan), n. A chaplain
to a king or prince.

The maids of honour have been fully convinced by a fa-

mous court-chaplain. Swift.

courtcraft (kort'kr^t), «. Conduct adapted to
gain favor at court; political artifice.

court-cupboard (kort'kub -^ard), n. A cabinet
or sideboard having a number of shelves for the
display of plate, etc. See ctqyboard.

Away with the joint-stools, remove the court clipboard,
look to the plate. Shak., R. and J., i. 5.

Here shall stand my court-ctipboard, with Its furniture
of plate. Chapman, Mons. D'Olive.

court-day (kort'da), n. A day on which a court
sits or is appointed to sit to administer justice.

court-dress (kort'dres' ), w. The costume, made
according to strict regulations, which is worn
on state occasions connected with the court of
a sovereign, or at ceremonious festivities con-
ducted by the chief of the state. Such costumes
are either peculiar to persons having a certain rank or
holdlnga certain oftlee, and are uniforms strictly apper-
taining to their position, or they are ordered for every
person presenting himself or herself, and vary according
to the occasion. The rules concerning court-dress differ
greatly in cliaracter, minuteness, and strictness of enforce-
ment.

court-dresser (kort'dres^^r), n. A flatterer ; a
courtier. [Kare.]

Such arts of giving colours, appearances, and resem-
blances, I>y this court-dresser, fancy. Locke.

courteous (k^r'te-us or kor'tius), a. [Early
mod. E. also curleouSy eurtese^ etc. ; < ME. cur-
teousj a rare form of the common type curteis
or carteiSj also variously spelled curtais, curtays,
ctirtascy curtese, ciirteys, curtots, etc., cortais,

etc.,< OF. curteiSj corteiSy cortois^ etc., F. courtois
= Pr. Sp. Cortes = Pg. cortez= lt. cortese^ < ML.
as if ^cortettsis, < cortis, court: see courts w.]

Having court-like or elegant manners ; using or
characterized by courtesy; well-bred; polite:
as, a cmirteous gentleman ; courteous words ; a
courteous manner of address.

I have slain one of the courteousest knights
That ever bestrode a steede.

Childe Maurice (Child's Ballads, II. 318).

Which flue poyntes, whether a scholemaster shall work
8o[o]ner in a childe, by fearefull beating, or curtese han-
dUng, you that be wise, iudge.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 42.

Sir, I waa courteous, every phrase well-oil'd.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

= Syn. Civil, Urbane, etc. (see polite), obliging, affable,
attentive, respectful.

courteously (k6r'te-us-li or kor'tius-li), adv.
[< ME. curteisly, cortaysly^ cortaisUcli€y etc. ; <

courteous + -ly^-!] In a courteous manner ; with
obliging civility or condescension

;
politely.

Than seide Gawein that thei dide nothlnge curteisely as
worthi men ne that wolde he not suffre.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 489.

The King courteously requested him [the Duke of Glou-
cester) to go and make himself ready, for that he must
nee<ls ride with hlin a little Way, to confer of some Busi-
ness. Baker, Chronicles, p. 148.

courteousness (kfer'te-us-nes or kor'tius-nes), n.

The quality of being courteous ; complaisance.

Godly menne . . . mnste moue and allure all menne with
cottrtiousnesse, ientlenesse and beneflcialnesse . . . toloue
and to Concorde. J. Udall, Pref. to Mat, v.

COUrtepyt, «• [ME. , also courtpicj courtby^ cowrte-

by ^arly mod. E. also cote-a-pye, simulating
eote^ = coat^)j prob. < OD. kort^ short, + pij =
LG. pij pige^ a thick cloth : see pea-jacketT] A
short cloak of coarse cloth.

Ful thredbare was his overest courtepy.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 290.

And ketten [cut] here copes and courtpies hem [them]
made. Piers Plowman (B), vi. 191.



courter

COUrter (kor't^r), ». [< court, v., + -er^. Cf.

courtier.'] 1. One who courts, or endeavors to

gain favor ; a courtier.

Queen Elizabeth, the greatest courter of her people.

An Anfwer to Baxter, p. 28.

2. One who woos ; a wooer.

A courter of wenches. Sherwood.

From the Isle of Man a courier came,
And a false young man was he.

Mantaret of Craiijiiargat (Chikl's Ballads, VIII. 251).

courtesan, courtesanslup. See courtezan, cour-

tezanship.

courtesy (k6r'te-si), m.
;

pi. courtesies (-siz).

[Early mod. E. also courtesie, curtesy, court'sy,

curt'sy, curtsy, etc., whence, in the sense of 'a

movement of civility,' and in some legal senses,

the present archaic spelling curtey or CMrteSf/, in
... ^.. ........-.», ..^

^',°r'," , - /.- \

com^monusealongwirh^«L^;<ME.c„.^...COurte^za^^^^^^^^

tizcm ; < ME. courtezane, < F. courtesan, cortisan

(16th century), now courtisan, < It. cortegiano
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eldest son of Lord Lovat. In these legal uses often writ-

ten c«r(ej*i/.=Syn. 1. Courteousness, urbanity, good breed-

ing. For comparison, see polite.

courtesy (k^rt'si), v.; pret. and pp. courtesied,

ppr. courtesyinff. [< courtesy, «.] I. intrans.

To make a gesture of reverence, respect, or

civility; make a courtesy: now said only of

women.
The petty traffickers,

That curt'sy to them, do them reverence
Shak., M. of V.,i. 1.

Lowly louted the boys, and lowly the maidens all courte-

sied.

Longfellow (trans.X Children of the Lord's Supper.

Il.t trans. To treat with courtesy or civility.

[Rare.]

The prince politely courtesied him with all favours-

Sir It. Williams, Actions of the Low Countries, p. i).

curteisie, corteysye, cortaysye, rarely courtesie, <

OF. curteisie, cortmsie, etc., F. courtoisie {= Pi-.

Pg. eortezia = Sp. cortesia. It. cortesia), cour-

tesy, < curteis, etc., courteous: see courteow.]

1. Courtliness or elegance of manners; polite-

ness; civility; complaisance; especially, polite-

ness springing from kindly feehng.

And [he] brought with hym grete plente of Itnyghtes,

ffor he was full of feire courtesie and a feire speker.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 469.

Usefulness comes by labour, wit by ease

;

Courtesie grows in courts, news in the citie.

Get a good stock of these.
G. Herbert, The Church Porch.

What a fine natural courtesy was his

!

His nod was pleasure, and his full how bliss.

Lowell, Int. to Biglow Papers, lat ser.

2. An act of civility or respect ; an act of kind-

ness, or a favor done with politeness ; a gracious

attention.

Dame, seth god hath ordeyned yow this honour to haue

cortigiano = Sp. eortesan = Pg. cortezSo (ML.
cortesanns), masc, a courtier; F. courtisane =
It. cortegiana, eortigiana = Sp. Pg. cortesana =
Pg. cortezana, fem., a court lady, a gentlewo-
man, hence, orig. in cant use or mock euphe-
mism, in It. and F. (now the only sense in F.),

a prostitute ; < It. corteggiare (= Sp. Pg. corte-

jar = F. courtiser, obs.), court, pay court to,

< corte (= Sp. Pg. corte), court : see court, n.]

If. A courtier.

The fox was resembled to the prelates, courtesans,

priests, and the rest of the spiritualty.
Foxe, Book of Martyrs (ed. 1641), I. 511.

2. A prostitute.

I endeavoured to give her [Virtue] as much of the modern
ornaments of a fine lady as I could, witliout danger of be-

ing accused to have dressed her like a courtezan.

_
Boyle, Occasional Reflections.

sofeire'a'companycsomecijrtesi'cmosteldoforthelove courtezaUSlUD. COUrtesansMp (k6r'- or kor'
of hem, and also for the love of youreself.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 483.

Make them know
That outward courtesies would fain proclaim

Favours that keep within. Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

Hail, ye small sweet courtesies of life, for smooth do ye

make the road of it ! Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 51.

3. A gesture of reverence, respect, or civility: court-fool (kort'fol'), «• A buffoon or jester

formerly used for both sexes; now, in a re- formerly kept by kings, nobles, etc., for their

stricted sense, a kind of obeisance made hy a amusement.
woman, consisting in a sinking or inclination court-fmmpf, w. A snub of favor, or a rebuff at

of the body with bending of the knees: in this court.

sense now usually pronounced and often writ

ten curtsy (kfert'si), Scotch also curchie.

With capp and knee they courtsey make.
Dutchess ofSugolKs Calamity (Child's Ballads, VIL 302).

Witli honourable action.

Such as he hath observ'd in nolde ladies, . . .

With soft low tongue and lowly courtesy.

Shak.,'£. of theS.,Ind.,i.

Some cotmtry girl scarce to a court'sy bred.
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi.

With blushing cheek and courtesy fine

She turned her from Sir Leoline.
Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

4. Favor; indulgence; allowance; common
conventional as distinguished from

1. A building in
legal right: as, a title by courtesy; the courtesy COUrt-house^ (kort'hous)

of England. See phrases below.

Such other dainty meates as by the curtesie & custome
enery gest might cany from a common feast home with

him to his owne liouse.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 47.

Courtesy (or curtesy) of England, the title of a hus-

band to enjoy for life, after his wife s decease, heredita-

ments of the wife held by her for an estate of inheritance, .. „ . ,,., . ry-utT-. .J- J

of which there was seizin during the wife's life, provided COUrtier (kor'tifer), n. [<ME. "courtier, courteom

they have had lawful issue able to inherit. Such^a hold- (Gower), < OF. courtier, a judge, prob. also a
Ing is called tenami/ by the courtesy of England. It exists

in some of the United States. A right of tenancy by tlie

courtesy is said to l)e initiate when by marriage and birth

of issue the husband has acquired an inchoate or expec-

tant right ; it is consummate when by the death of the

wife his life-estate in lands of which she was seized has
become at)solute. The courtesy of Scotland is of a similar

kind, and is called curialitas Sco««!.— Courtesy of the
Senate, in the Senate of the United States, special con-

sidei-ation required by custom to be shown to the wislies

of individual members or former members of the Senate
on certain occasions. Specifically— (a) Tlie custom of

yielding to the wishes of senators from a particular State

with regard to the confirmation or rejection of appoint-

ments to office within that Sta'e made l)y the President,

(ft) The custom of confirming the nomination to an office

by the President of a member or former member of the
Senate without the usual reference to a committee.

—

Courtesy title, a title to which one has no valid claim,

but which is assumed l)y a person or given Ijy popular con-

sent. Thus, when a British nobleman has several titles,

it is usual for one of his inferior titles to be assumed by
his eldest son. The eldest son of the Duke of Bedford,
for example, is Marquis of <ravi8tock, and the Duke of

Buccleuch's eldest son is Earl of Dalkeith. The younger

courtress

Prince Schwartzenberg in particular had a stately as-

pect, . . . beautifully contrasted with the smirking saloon-

activity, the perked-up courtierism, and pretentious nul-

lity of many here. Carlyle, Misc., IV. 196.

COUrtierly (kor'tier-li), a. [< courtier + -?^1.]

Courtier-like ; cfiaracterized by courtliness.

His courtierly admirers, plying him with questions.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 344.

courtieryt (kor' tier -i), n. [< courtier + -y^.

Cf. courtry.] The manners of a courtier.

In his garb he savours
Little of the nicety,
In the sprucer courtiery,

B. Jonson, The Satyr.

courtint, courtinet, n. Obsolete forms of cur-

tain. Wright.

court-lands (kort'landz'), n. pi. In Eng. law,

a demain, or land kept in the lord's hands to

serve his family ; a home farm.

COUrtledge (kort'lej), «. A perverted form (as

if court + ledge^) of courtilage, usually curtilage.

A ramljling courtledge of barns and walls.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xiv.

COurt-leet (kort'let), n. An English court of

record held in a particular hundred, lordship, or

manor, before the steward of the leet, for petty

offenses, indictments to higher courts, and some
administrative functions. It has now fallen

into general disuse.

Where the ancient machinery of court-leet and court-

baron had worn itself out the want of magisterial experi-

ence or authority had been supplied by an elected council.

Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), § 8:o.

courtlesst, a. [< court + -less.'] Uncourtly;
not elegant.

These answers by silent curtsies from you are too coMrt-

less and simple. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii 2.

court-like (kort'lik), a. Courtly; polite; ele-

gant.
'Fore me, you are not modest,

Nor is this court-like .'

Beau, and Fl., Double Marriage, iv. 2.

courtliness (kort'li-nes), «. The quality of

being courtly; elegance of manners; grace of

mien ; complaisance with dignity.

COUrtlingt (kort'ling), n. [< court + -iin^rl.] A
courtier ; a retainer or frequenter of a court.

Although no bred courtling, yet a most particular man.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

courtly (kort'li), a. [,< court + -ly^.] 1. Per-

taining or relating to a court or to courts.

To promise is most coitrtly and fashionable.
Shak., T. of A., v. 1.

Ellen, I am no courtly lord,

But one wlio lives by lance and sword,
Whose castle is his helm and shield.

His lordship, the embattled field.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 19.

2. Elegant; polite; refined; courteous: as,

"courtly accents fine," Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

— 3. Disposed to court the great; somewhat
obsequious; flattering. Macaulay.

courtly (kort'li), adv. [< court + -ly^.'] In the

manner of courts; elegantly; in a gracious or

flattering manner,
court-mant, «• A courtier,

court-marsnal (kort'mar'shal), n. One who
, .

,

_ acts as marshal at a court.
which courts of law are held ; a building ap- court-martial (kort'mar'shal), v. t. To arraign
propriated to the use of law-courts.— 2. In the g.y^^ ^^y by court martial (as an officer of the
southern United States, the village or town in army or navy) for offenses against the militant
which such a building is situated; a county- ornavallawsof the country. See court 7»artial,

seat: common in the names of places: as, Cul- un,jer court.
pepCT Court-Bouse, in Virginia. Abbreviated court-inouriling (kort'mor'ning), n. Mourning

worn for the death of a prince, or for one of the

royal family or their relatives.

cotirtnallt, «. [Appar. a var. of *courtner, <

court + -n-er, as in citiner.] A courtier.

Good fellowe, I drinke to thee.

And to all courtnalls that courteous be.

King aivi MUler of Mansjield (Child's Ballads, VIIL 36X

courtoist, ". A Middle English form of cour-

teous.

court-passaget, «• A game at dice for two
players.

I've had a lucky hand these fifteen year

At such court-passage, with three dice in a dish.

Middktan, Women Beware Women, ii. 2.

COUrtpiet, « Same as courtepy.

te-zan-ship), ». [i courtezan, courtesan,-^ -ship.]

The' character or practices of a courtezan.

COUrt-fa'TOr (kort'fa'vor), n. A favor or bene-
fit obtained at court

;
good standing at court.

We part with the blessings of both worlds for pleasures,

court-favours, and commissions. Sir R. L Estrange.

Yon must look to be envied, and endure a few court-

frum2>s for it. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

court-guide (kort'gid'), n. A directory or book
containing the addresses of the nobility and
gentry, ftlng.]

court-nand (kort'hand), n. The old so-called

"Gothic" or "Saxon" hand, or manner of writ-

ing, used in records and judicial proceedings
in England.
He can make obligations, and write cottrt-hand.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, iv. 2.

By this hand of flesh.

Would it might never write good court-hand more,
If I discover. B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

C. H.

courtier, < ML. *cortarius, "curtarius, lit. be-

longing to a court (cf. curtarius, n., the posses-

sor of a farm or villa), < cortis, curtis, a court,

yard, farm, villa, etc.: see court. As an E.

word courtier may be regarded as < court + -i-cr

(,-yer), as in collier, grazier, lawyer, etc.] 1. One
who attends or frequents the court of a sov-

ereign or other high dignitary.

Chloe. Are we invited to court, sir?

Tib. You are, lady, by the great Princess Julia, who longs

to greet you with any favours that may worthily make
you an often courtier. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

of a disappointed statesman, perliaps of a disappointed
courtier. Tifkiwr, Span. Lit., I. 363.

2. One who courts or solicits the favor of an-

other; one who possesses the art of gaining
favor by address and complaisance.

There was not among all our princes a greater courtier

of the people than Richard III. Suckling.

sons of dukes and marquises have the courtesy' title' of cOUrtierism (kor' tier-izm), n. [< courtier +
iord prefixed to their Christian names: as, Lorrf ^^ illiiim . -, mu

^ nraoHnps nr ohnrncter of a
Lennox. In Scotland the eldest son of a viscount or baron **"'•'. ^ tie arts, practices, or cnaracier 01 a

ha< the courtesy title of Master : as, the Master of Lovat, COurtier.

In this and other passages there is something of tlic tone court-ulaster (kort 'plas'' ter), fl. [So called
„ .,.. i„f„.i .,„,..„„,. „„..,,„„. „f „ .,u».,,nint™i

^g^j^^^g originally applied by ladies of the court

as ornamental patches on the face.] Black,

flesh-colored, or transparent silk varnishedwith

a solution of isinglass to which benzoin or gly-

cerin, etc., is sometimes added, used for cover-

ing slight wounds.
C0\5i;resst, «• [< courter, courtier, + -ess.] A
court lady.

If plain, stale slnt, not a courtress.

Greeiu, Verses against the Gentlewomen of Sicilla.



court-rolls

court-rolls (kort'rolz'), ii.pl. The records of

a court. See roll.

courtryt, »• [< «""'' + -''y-l The whole body
of courtiers.

There was an Outlaw in Ettricke Foreste,

Counted him nought, nor a' liis courtrie gay.

Sail!/ 0/ the Outlaw Murray (fliilils Ballads, VI. 23).

court-shift (kort'shiff), "• A political artifice.

Milton.

courtship (kort'ship), «. [< court + -sMp.'] 1.

The act of paying court to dignitaries, espe-

cially for the purpose of gaining favors; the

paying of interested respect and attention ; the

practices of a courtier. [Obsolete or rare.]

A practice of courtship to greatness hath not hitherto,

in me, aimed at thy thrift. Fard, Fancies, Ded.

The .Magistrate whose Charge is to see to our Persons.

and Estates, is to bee honour'd with a more elaborate and
personall Courtship, with large .Salaries and Stipends.

Milton, Keformation iu Eng., ii.

He paid his courtship with the crowd,
As far as modest pride allow'd. Swift.

2. The wooing of a woman ; the series of atten-

tions paid by a man to a woman for the pur-

pose of gaining her love and ultimately her

hand in marriage, or the mutual interest en-

gendered and avowed between them, antece-

dent to a declaration of love or an engagement
of marriage.

There is something excessively fair and open in this

method of courtship: by this both sides are prepared for

all the matrimonial adventures that are to follow.

Goldsmith.
Discussing how their courtship grew, . . .

And how she look'd, and what he said.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

3t. Courtly behavior ; refinement ; elegance of

. manners, speech, etc., such as is becoming at

court.

Whiles the young lord of Telemon, her husband,
Was packeted to France to study courtship.

Ford, Fancies, i. 1.

Sweet lady, by your leave. I could wish myself more full

of courtship for your fair sake.
Beau, and Fl., King and 'So King, i. 2.

One Tylo, brought up at the court, cunningly sewing
together all the old shreds of his coMr(«Ai'/>, . . .pretended
to be Frederick the emperour. Fuller, Holy War, p. 205.

4t. Political artifice ; court policy ; finesse.

(The queeni l)eing composed of courtship and Popery,
this her unperformed promise was the first court holy wa-
ter which she sprinkled among the people. Fuller.

courtshipmentt (kort'ship-ment), n. Behavior
at court ; artificial manners.

Girdles her in home spunne bays.
Then makes her conversant in layes

Of birds, and swaines more innocent
That kenne not guile nor courtshipment.

Lovelace, Lncasta.

court-sword (kort'sord'), n. A light dress-

sword worn as a part of a gentleman's court-

dress.

courtyard (kort'yard), «. A court or an inclo-

sure about a house or adjacent to it.

A long passage led from the door to a paved courtyard
about forty feet square, planted with a few flowers and
shrubs. O'Donovan, >Ierv, xi.

COUry (kou'ri), n. [The native name.] A su-

perior kind of catechu made in southern India
by evaporating a decoction of the nuts of Arcca
Catechu.

COUS-COUS (kos'kos), n. [Also written cou:-

COU-, kiius-kous; the native name.] A favorite

west African dish, consisting of flour, flesh or

fowls, oil, and the leaves of Adamonia digitata,

or baobab. Also called by the natives lalo.

COUSCOUS (kos'kos), ». [F. spelling, as coescoes.

tiie D., and (hisciiJi, the NL., spelling of the na-
tive name: see CitsciW.] The native name of a
kind of phalanger, the spotted phalanger of the
Molu(«(a8. Also written coescoes. See Ctiscus.

COUSCOUSOU (kos'kd-s6), n. A dish in vogue in
Barbary, similar to the cous-cous of west Africa.
See coi(.i-cou.i.

COUSeranitO (ko'ze-ran-it), n. A mineral oc-
curring in square prisms, probably an altered
form of the species dipyre of the scapolite group,
originally obtained from the district of Couse-
rans, department of Ari^ge, France.

C0U8illl(kuz'n),«. anda. [Early mod. E. also co-
siu, cozin, cosen, cozen, coosin, coosen; < ME. cou-
sin, cosin, eosijn, also cousine (which is sometimes
used as fem., distinguished from masc. cousin),

< OF. cosin, ciisin, cousin, F. cousin (> G. cousin
= Sw. ktisin) = Pr. cosin = It. cugino, m. (OF.
cosine, cousine, F. cousine (> G. cousine = Dan.
kusine = Sw. kusin) = Pr. cozina = It. cuyina.
fem.), < ML. cosinus (fem. "cosina), contr. of
L. consobrinus (fem. consobrina), the child of a
mother's sister, a cousin, a relation, < com-, to-
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gether, + sohrinus, fem. sobrina, a cousin by the
mothei-'s side, for 'sororimts, *sosorinus, < soror

(for 'sosor), sister, = E. sister, q. v. Cf . cousin^,

cozen.'i I. «. 1. In general, one collaterally re-

lated by blood more remotely than a brother or

sister; a relative; a kinsman or kinswoman;
hence, a term of address used by a king to a
nobleman, particularly to one who is a member
of the council, or to a fellow-sovereign, in Eng-
lish royal writs and commissions it is ajiplied to any peer
of the degree of an earl— a practice dating from the time
of Henry IV., who was related or allied to every earl hi

the kingdom.

And [she] myste kisse the kynge for cosyn, an she wolde.
Piers Plowman (B), ii. 182.

Twenty-four of my next cozens
Will help to dinge him downe.

Old Robin of Portingale (Child's Ballads, III. 35).

Behold, thy cotmn Elizabeth ["Elisabeth, thy kinswo-

man," in the revised version], she hath also conceived a

son. Luke i. 36.

We here receive it

A certainty, vouch'd from our cousin Austria.
Shak., All's Well, i. 2.

My noble lords and cousins all, good morrow.
Shah., Rich. 111., iii. 4.

Specifically, in modem usage— 2. The son or

daughter of an uncle or an aunt, or one related

by descent in a diverging line from a known
common ancestor. The cliildren of brothers and sis-

ters are called caucus, cousins yennan, first cousins, or

full cousins; children of first cousins are called second
cousins, etc. Often, however, the term second cousin is

loosely applied to the son or daughter of a cousin yerman,
more properly called & first cousin once removed.

You are my mothers own sister's son ;

What nearer cousins then can we be?
Bold Pedlar ami Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 251).

Cousin german « F'. cousin yermain: see cousin^ and
german'i], a cousin in the first generation; a first cousin.

It might perhaps seem reasonable unto the Church of

God, following the general laws concerning the nature of

marriage, to ordain iu particular that cmtsin-yermans shall

not marry. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 9.

Thou art, great lord, my father's sister's son,

A cousin-yerman to great Priam's seed.
Shak., T. and C, iv. 5.

To call COUalnst, to claim relationship.

He is half-brother to this Witword by a former wife, who
was sister to my Lady Wishfort, my wife's mother ; if you
marry Millamant, yon must colt coumns too.

Conyreve, Way of the World, i. 5.

My new cottage ... is to have nothing Gothic about it,

nor pretend to call eou^ns with the mansion-house.
WalpoU, Letters (1752), I. 262.

To ha've no COUSlnt, to have no equal.

So lieer are pardons half a dozen.
For ghostely riches they have no cosen.

Heywood, Four Ps.

II.t a. Allied; kindred.

Her former sorrow into suddeiu wrath.
Both coosen imssions of distroubled spright
Converting, forth she beates the dusty path.

Spenser, V. Q., 111. iv. 12.

COOSill^ (kuz'n), V. t. [< cousin^, n. Cf. cousin^

= cozen^, cheat, ult. the same word.] To call
" cousin "

; claim kindred with. See cousin^, n.

COUSin-'t, '• An obsolete spelling of cozen^.

COUSinageH, «• [ME. cousinage; < cousin^ -I-

-agc. Cf. cosinage.} The relationship of cou-
sins ; collateral kinship in general. Chaucer.

COUSinage'-'t, «. -An obsolete spelling of cozen-

"(/'''

COUsinert, ». .An obsolete spelling of cozener.

COUSiuesst (kus'n-es), n. [< ME. cosynes ; <

coKsidi -I- -€«».] A female cousin.

Ther-for, curteise eogynes, for loue of crist in heuene,
Kithe nou3 thi kindenes <fe konseyle me the liest.

Waiiam ofPaterne(E. E. T. 9.), L 625.

COUSinhood (kuz'n-hiid), n. [< cousin^ + -hood.]

1. Kelationship as of cousins.

Promotion proceeds not by merit, but by cash and
cousinhood. London Daily A'ews, May 11, 1857.

2. Cousins, or persons related by blood, collec-

tively.

There were times when the cousinhood, as it [the Temple
connection] was nicknamed, would of itself have furnished

almost all the materials necessary for the construction of

an efflcient Cabinet. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

cousinly (kuz'n-li), a. [< cousin'^ + -ly'^.'] Like

or becoming to a cousin.

No one finds any harm, Tom,
In a quiet cousinly walk. Praed.

She was not motherly, or sisterly, or cousinly.
The Century, XXV. 691.

COUSinry (kuz'n-ri), «. [< cou.'Hnl + -ry.] Cou-
sins collectively; relatives; kindred.

Of the numerous and now mostly forgettable cmisinry

we specify farther only the Mashams of Otes in Essex.
Carlyle, Cromwell, 1.

COUSinship (kuz'n-ship), w. [< cousiiil -I- -ship.]

The state of being cousins; relationship by
blood; cousinhood.

couvre-nuQue

However, this cousinship with the duchess came out by
chance one day. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Iii.

COUSiny (kuz'ni orkuz'n-i), a. [< cousin^ + -)/l.]

Pertaining to cousins or collateral relationship.

As for this paper, with these cousiny names,
1— 'tis my will — commit it to the flames. Crabbe.

COUSnerti »*• -A^n obsolete form of cozener.

COUSSinet (F. pron. ko-se-na'), n. [F., dim. of
coussin, a cushion: see cushion.'] In arch., a
member of the Ionic capital between the abacus
and the echinus.

COUSSO, n. See kousso.

COUSU (ko-su'), a. [F. (< L. consntus), pp. of
coudre, sew, < L. consuere, sew together : see
consMte.] In her., same as rempli, but admit-
ting in some eases of two metals or two colors

being carried side by side, contrary to the usual
custom : as, a chief argent covsu or.

COUteau(ko-t6'), »•; \>l. cotttcaux C-toz'). [For-
merly coutel ; locally in United States cuttoe;

P. couteau, < OF. coutel = Pr. coltelh, cotelh =
Sp. cuchillo = Pg. cutela = It. cuUello, colteUo,

< L. cultellus, dim. of culler, a knife: see colter

and cutlass.] A knife or dagger; specifically,

a long, straight double-edged weapon carried

in the middle ages by persons not of the mili-

tary class, as on journeys, or by foot-soldiers

and attendants on a camp— Couteau de Briche,
a variety of the partizan or hallierd, a weapon resembling
a short, broad sword-blade fixed on a statT.— CouteaU de
Cbasae, a hunting-knife, or hunters' knife, especially for

breaking or cutting up the quarry.

COUtht, COUthet (koth), ijret. [< ME. couth,

couthe, coude,<. AS. cUtke, pret.: see could, ca«i.]

Knew ; was able : an obsolete form of could.

AUe the sciences vnder Sonne and alle the sotyle craftes

I wolde I knewe and couth kyndely in niyne herte

!

Piers Plowma7i (B), xv. 49.

Well couth he tune his pipe and frame his stile.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., January.

COUtht (koth), pp. and a. [< ME. couth, < AS.
cAth, pp. See catt^, and cf. uncouth, kithe.]

Known ; well-known ; usual ; customary : an
obsolete past participle of can^.

William tliel receyued,
With clipping & kesseng it alle couthe dedes. ,

yrHliam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), I. 3659.

COUthie, COUthy (ko'thi), a. [An extension of

couWi, known.] Kindly ; neighborly ; familiar.

[Scotch.]
Fu' weel can they ding dool away

Wi* comrades coutfiie.

Feryusson, Kising of the Session.

COUthie, COUthy (ko'thi), adv. [< couthie, couthy,

a.] In a kindly manner; lovingly. [Scotch.]

I spier'd [asked] for my cousin tvi' couthy and sweet.
BurTis, Last May a Braw Wooer.

COUtil (ke'til), n. A heavy cotton or linen fab-

ric, much like canvas, used in the manufacture
of corsets.

COU'Vade (kiJ-vad'), «. [P., a brooding, sitting,

cowering, < couver, hatch, brood, sit, cower, < L.
cubarc, lie down : see cove'^, covey'^.] A custom,
reported in ancient as well as modem times
among some of the primitive races in all parts

of the world, in accordance with which, after

the birth of a child, the father takes to bed,
and receives the delicacies and careful atten-

tion usually given among civilized people to the

mother. The custom was observed, according to Diodo-
ms, among the Corsicans ; and .Strabo notices it among the
Spanish Ba.s<ines, by whom, a.s well as by the Gascons, it

Is said still to l)e practised. Travelers, from Marco Polo
downward, have reported a sfuiiewhat similar custom
among the Siamese, the Dyaks of Borneo, the negroes, the
aboriginal tribes of North and South America, etc.

COU'Vert (ko-var'), n. [F., plate, napkin, spoon,
knife, and fork, of each guest, also the spoon
and fork only, lit. a cover, < couvrir, cover : see
covcr^, covert.] See coverl, 6.

couverte (kS-vart'), n. [F. (= Pr. cuberta =
Sp. cubierta =Pg. coberta, cuberta), glaze, deck,

lit. a cover, orig. pp. fem. ot couvrir, cover: see

corer^, covert.] In ceram., same as glaze.

COUVeuse (ko-v^z'), n. [F., fem., < couver, brood,

hatch : see couvade, cove"^.] 1. A brooder.— 2.

An apparatus for the preservation of infants

prematurely born, it is designed iirincipally to pro-

tect the child from the immediate iiitlucnce of the atmo-

sphere, preserving a uniform temperature approximating

to tliat (if till! human body, and to provide for an adequate

supply of pure warmed air.

COU'VTe-nuque (ko'vr-ntik), n. [F., < couvrir,

cover (see cover'^)+ nuqne. the nape of the neck.]

In armor, that part of a helmet which protects

the neck. Such appendages were rare in classical an-

tiquity, and were apparently unknown to the Roman le-

gionary. In the early time of the middle ages the neck
was protected by the caniail, and the fully developed ar-

met, following the form of the person accurately, pro-

tected the nape of the neck by a plate of steel, of which the

edge fitted a groove In the gorgerin, allowing a free side-



couvre-nuqne

wise tnovenient. (See antu^t.) In the headpieces of the

sixteenth century, after theabamlonnient of the full pano-

ply* of steel, the couvre-nuque was a large plate secuieil to

the lower edge of the helmet behind, or more coinmoaly a

series of plates, like the tassets, moving one upon another
aud secured to a lining of leather or some other material

by rivets.

cooxia (ko'sW-a), n. 1. Same as coiixio.— 2.

The Pithecia sdtanus, or blaok-bearded saki.

COnxio (k6'slii-6\ II. The red-backed saki,

Fithecia chiropoies, a South American monkey
of the subfamily Pitheciina.

COVado (ko-va'do), n. [Pg., also coto, a cubit,

ell Flemish, < L. cubitum, cubitus, a cubit : see

cwfcit.] A cloth-measure of Portugal ; a cubit.

It is theoretically 24 Portuguese inches ; hutin retail trade

the eovado amiUajado is employed, which is variously said

to be from J to IJ inches longer. It has no doubt varied.

Taking it at 24} inches (the usual statement), it is equal
to 28.T English inches. The same measure was used in

Brazil ; but both couutries have now adopted the metric
system.

COVariant (ko-va'ri-ant), n. [< co-1 + variant.2

In math., a function which stands in the same
relation to the primitive function from 'which

it is derived as any of its linear transforms to

a similarly derived transform of its primitive

;

a function of the coefficients and variables of a
given quantic, such that when the quantic is

Bnearly transformed, the same function of the
new variables and coefficients is equal to the old

function multiplied by some power of the modu-
lus of transformation. Covariants were discov-

ered by Cayley, and so named by Sylvester, 1852.

cove^ (kov), n. [A word with a wide range of
meanings: < ME. *cove (not recorded), < AS.
eofa, a chamber, room (applied also to the ark),

ONorth. eofa, a chamber, also a cave, = Icel.

kofi, a hut, shed, cell, = Norw. kove, a closet,

= Sw. dial, kove, a hut, = MLG. kove, kave, kofe,

LG. kave, koioe, a pen, a sty, stall, = MHG.
kobe, G. koben (G. also kofen, < LG.), a cabin,

stall, cage (cf . MHG. kobel, a little cottage, and
OHG. chubisi, a hut) ; Goth, form not recorded.
Perhaps akin to cub^, a stall, cubby, a snug, con-
fined place (see cub^, cubby^), but not to cave^,

coop, cup, or alcove, with which last word cove is

often erroneously connected. In the architec-

tural sense, cove corresponds to It. cavetto, lit.

a little hollow.] 1. A small inlet, creek, or
bay ; a recess or nook in the shore of any con-
siderable body of water.

On both sides every halfe myle gallant Cmtes, to con-
taine in many of them 100 sayle.

Quoted in Capt, John Smith's True Travels, I. 111.

At length I spied a little cove on the right shore of the
creek, to which with great pain and difficulty I guided
my raft. Ve/oe, Kobinson Crusoe, p. 39.

Waves that up a quiet cove

Boiling slide. Tennyson, Eleanore.

Hence— 2. Ahollow, nook, or recess in a moun-
tain, or among mountains. The word cove is used
with this meaning in various regions, especially in the
Lake district of England, and in parts of the Appalachian
range in the United States. The coves of the Blue Ridge
in Virginia are oval, almost entirely inclosed, valleys, and
are a prominent topographical feature of that part of the
Appalachian system.

3. In arch., a concavity; any kind of concave
molding; the hollow of a vault. The term is com-
monly applied to the curve which is sometimes used to
connect the ceiling of a room with the walls, and which
springs from above the cornice. See coved ceitinff, under
coved.

4t. In ship-building, a curved or arched mold-
ing at the bottom of the taffrail. An elliptical

molding above it was called the arch of the cove.

cove'- (kov), V. t. and i.
;

pret. and pp. coved,
ppr. coving. [< cove^, m.] To arch over.

The brook ploughed down from the higher barrows, and
the coving banks were roofed with furze.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxvii.

covert (kov), V. t. [< OF. cover, F. couver (= It.

covare), brood, hatch, < L. cubare, lie down, in
comp. incubare, brood, incubate: see cubation,
incubate, etc., and cf. couvade and covey^.J To
brood, cover, or sit over.

>'ot being able to cove or sit upon -them [eggs], . . . she
bestoweth them in the gravel.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 800.

cove^ (kov), n. [Also covey, in old slang writ-
ten cofe (whence euffiri), gipsy cova, a thing,
covo, that man, cooi, that woman.] A man; a
person ; a fellow : generally preceded by some
adjective : as, an old cove; a rum cove; a flash
cove, etc. [Slang.]

There's a gentry coiw here. Wits' Recreations (1654).

A hen cove, a brave cove, a gentry culBn.
Mtddleton and Dekker, Koaring Girl, v. 1.

cove-bracketing (k6v'brak''''et-ing), n. The
wooden skeleton forming a cove : applied chief-
ly to the bracketing for the cove of a ceiling.
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coved (kovd), p. a. [< corcl, 3, + -c^.] Form-
ing an arch ; arched ; curving ; concave.

The mosiines and other buildings of the Arabians are
rounded into domes and coved roofs.

U. Swinburne, Travels through Spain, xllv.

That singular coved cornice which seems to have l)een

universal in Roman basilicas, though not found anywhere
else that I am aware of. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 414.

Coved celling, a ceiling formed in a coved or arched
manner at its junction with the side walls. Such ceilings

Coved Ceiling.—Louvre Palace, Paris.

are frequently elaborately ornamented with panels en-

riched with moldings or carvings.

COVellin, COVelline (kov'el-in), n. [Perhaps
from a proper name, Covell.'] Native copper
sulphid (CuS), usually occurring massive, of an
indigo-blue color, hence called indigo-copper.

COvellite (kov'el-it), n. Same as covellin.

coven^t, n. See covwi*:

COVen^t, '1. See covent.

COVenablet, «. [< ME. covenable, contr. conable,

and by corruption comenable, < OF. covenable,

cuvenable, also convenable, mod. P. convenable

(> E. convenable, q. v.) = Pr. convenable, coven-
hable ^zVg. convinhavel, < ML. convenabilis, irreg.

< L. convenire (> OF. covenir, cmenir, convenir,

F. convenir), come together, agree : see convene,

convenient.^ 1. Suitable; fit; proper; due.

Thei [herbs and trees] waxen faste in swiche places as ben
covenable to them. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 2.

Wherfor and a couenable name he putte to the place.
Wycti/, Ex. XV. 23.

Weche foure and twenty sholde, to the couenabte so-

maunse [summons] of the forseyde meyre, come.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 349.

2. Accordant; agreeing; consistent.

The witnessingis weren not couenable.
Wyclif, Mark xiv. B6.

covenablenesst, n. [< ME. covenablenesse ; < cov-

enable + -ness.'] Suitableness; fitness; oppor-
timity.

To alle nede time is and couenablenesse [var. cesoun,
Purv.]. Wyclif, Eccl. viii. 6.

COVenabletyt, «. [< ME. covenablele, < OF. cove-

nablete, cuvenablete, convenablete, < covenable : see
covenable &nd -ty.'\ Suitableness; fitness; suit-

able time or opportunity.

Fro that tyme he sougte couenablete [var. oportttnytc,

Purv.] for to bitake him. Wyclif, Mat. xxvi. 16.

[< ME. eovenably, covenabli;
Suitably; conveniently; pro-

covenablyt, adv.

< covenable, a.]

portionately.

He souste how he schulde bitraye him couenahly.
Wyclif, Mark xiv. 11 (Oxf.).

Thei ban grete Leves, of a Fote and an half of lengthe

:

and thei ben eovenably large [wide].

Mandeville, Travels, p. 49.

covenant (kuv'e-nant), n. [Early mod. E. also
covnant, < WSl." covenant, covenaunt, covenand,
rarely convenant, contr. covnant, cownand, co-

nant, conand, and by corruption comcnaunt, <

OF. covenant, cuvenant, couvenant, couvenent,

covinent, also convenant, F. convenant (= Pr.
convinent, covinent= lt. convencnte), agreement,
< covenant, cuvenant, etc., adj.,< L. convcnien(t-)s,

agreeing, agreeable, suitable, convenient, ppr.
ot convenire (>0P. covenir, cuvenir, etc.), agree:
see covenable, and cf. convenient, of which cove-

nant is ult. a, doublet. Ci.eqniy. covent.'] 1. A
mutual compact or agreement of two or more
persons to do or to refrain from doing some
act ; a contract ; a compact.

I made cmtenaunt, true to be,
Firste whanne y baptisid was.

Uymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 35.

Tx)ve prays. It makes covenants with Eternal Power in

behalf of this dear mate. Emervon, Essays, 1st ser., p. 168.

2. In law : (a) In general, an agreement under
seal; a specialty; any promise made by deed.

Let specialties be therefore drawn between us.

That covenants mar be Itept on either hand.
SAot., T. oftheS., ii. 1.

covenant

Covenants are to be understood according to the plain

meaning of the words, and not according to any secret

reservation. Stillingjieet, Sermons, II. v.

(6) More particularly, a subordinate stipulation

forming part of the same sealed instrument
with the agreement to which it is incidental

:

as, a covenant of warranty of title in a deed.

—

3. In Biblical usage, the free promise of God,
generally, though not always expressly, accom-
panied by the requirement of the fulfilment of

certain conditions on the part of man.
I do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a token

of a covenant between me and the earth. Gen. ix. 13.

4. Eccles., a solemn agreement between the
members of a church, as that they will act to-

gether in harmony with the precepts of the
gospel. Specifically, in Scottish hixt., the bond or engage-
ment 8ubscril>ed in 1638, and often called the National
Covenant, based upon the covenant or oath for the oljserv-

ance of the confoesion of faith drawn up in 1581 (preceded
by a similar one in 1557), which was signed and enjoined
upon all his subjects by James VI. (afterward James I. of

England), and renewed in 1590 and 1596. Its object was
the maintenance of the Presbyterian or Reformed religion

against popery, and its particular cause was the attempt
of Charles I. to force a liturgy upon Scotland. At the
restoration of episcopacy in 1662, both the National Cove-
nant and the Solemn League and Covenant of 1643 (see

below) were proscriljed, and liberty of conscience was not
regained until after the revolution of 1688.

5t. Specifically, an indenture; an article of ap-
prenticeship.

Euery prentes of the sayd craft that is inrolled and
trewly seructhe his cownaiid, shall pay a spone of selver.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 318.

At Michalmas next my cov'nant comes out,
"When every man gathers his fee.

Jolly Finder [pound-keeper] of Wakefield (Child's
[Ballads,V. 206X

Action of covenant, or covenant merely, the common-
law form of action by which a plaintiff claims damages
for breach of covenant or contract under seal.

—

Breach
of covenant. See (weacA.— Concurrent covenant.
See dependent covenant.— CoyenaM against encum-
brances. See encumbrance.— Covenant Of redemption,
in theoL, a covenant which the Father is thought by cer-

tain theologians to have made with the Son, whereby the
former agreed to give to the latter the elect, provided the
latter would do and suffer all that he afterward did and
suffered for their redemption.—Covenant Of 'VOrks,
in theol., the covenant before the fall, conditioned on
obedience : distinguished from the covenant of grace, or
the covenant after the fall, conditioned on faith.

—

Cove-
nant real, a covenant by which a person covenants for
his heirs as well as for himself, as is usually the case
in covenants for title, thus binding them to the perform-
ance of the covenant if they should inherit assets from him,
but not otherwise.—Covenants which run 'with the
land, covenants relating to real property, such that either

the liability to perform or the right to take advantage
passes to the transferee of the estate of either party.

—

Covenant to stand seized to uses, a covenant by which
an owner of land covenants, in consideration of blood or
marriage, that he will stand seized or possessed of the
same to the use of his wife or a near relative. This, under
the statute of uses, which declared the ownership to be in
the person beneficially interested, operated as a convey-
ance to the latter.— Covenant with Christ, the covenant
into which the members of mo.st non-liturgical churches
publicly enter on uniting with the church, to live as loyal
and faithful followers of Jesus Christ.— Covenant With
the church, a covenant similar to the preceding, to walk
in harmony with the particular church of which the one
covenanting desires to become a member, and to labor
for its peace and prosperity.— Dependent or concur-
rent covenant, a covenant which will not sustain an ac-

tion in case of breach, without a performance or tender of

performance of the covenant on the other side.— Half-
way covenant, a practice which prevailed for a time in
the Puritan churches in New England, in the seventeenth
century, according to which persons who had been bap-
tized in their infancy were admitted to the privileges and
prerogatives of church-membership, provided they as-

sented to the doctrines of faith, entered into covenant
with the church, and did not lead scandalous and immoral
lives, although they gave no evidence of conversion and
made no profession of Christian experience.

—

Indepen-
dent covenant, a covenant which nnist be performed,
and the breach of which will sustain an action, irrespec-

tive of whether the covenantee has performed the cove-

nants upon his part in the same instrument or agi-eement.

—

National Covenant. See coromnf, 4.— Solemn League
and Covenant, a solemn contract entered into betw-een
the General Assembly of the Chnrch of Scothaaul and com-
missioners from the English Parliament in 1643. having for

its object a uniformity of doctrine, worship, and discipline

throughout Scotland, England, and Ireland, according to
tlie Presbyterian standards. It was opposed to both i)opery
and prelacy.—The Old Covenant, the New Covenant,
the Jewish and Christian dispensations rcspccti\ely : the
designations of the tw-o parts of the Biltle, commonly called

the Old and the New Testament. Sec tcrtament. = Syn. En-
gagement, etc. (see promise, «.); Covenant, Contract, com-
pact, bargain, convention, mutual pledge. Covtnant, as
now used (apart from its legal meaning), carries with it the
idea of solemnity, and is generally used of religious mat-
ters, no civil penalty necessarily following the infraction
of it, while contract has a much wider sense as applied to

some agreement between two or more. As law teruis, cove-

nant generally implies an agreement in writing, signed
and sealed, whereas contract includes verbal agreements
or such as are not signed and sealed.

covenant (kuv'e-nant), V. [< covenant, «.] I.

intrans. To enter into a formal agreement;
contract ; bind one's self by contract ; agree
formally or solemnly : as, A covenants with. B

i



covenant

to convey to him a certain estate : with /or be-

fore the thing or price.

They covenanted with him /or thirty pieces of silver.

Mat. xxvi. 15.

I had covenanted at Montriul to pive him a new hat witll

silver button and loop. Stenw, SentimentiilJonrney, p. 9C.

II. trtins. 1. To agree or subscribe to or

promise by covenant ; engage by a pledge.

According to the word that I covenanted with you.
Hag. ii. 5.

To the Irish hee so farrcondiscended. as first to tolerate

in privat, then to covnant op'uiy, the tolerating of Popery.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xiii.

We were ask&d to covenant that we would malce no
change without the consent of the laity: btit neither could
they malce any change without tlie consent of the bishops
and clergy. Conteviporary Jtev., XLIX. 310.

2t. To demand as a condition or stipulation

;

stipulate.

Imprimis then, I covenant tliat your Acquaintance be
general ; ttiat you admit no sworn Confident, or ItUimate
of your own Sex. Coiup-eve, Way of tiie World, iv. 5.

Covenanted elvU service. See cipi7.— Covenanted
mercies, in tttCoL, divine mercies pledged in some specific

divine promise, as to those tliat have received baptism, for

example, in contradistinction to vneovenanted mercies—
that is, mercies not so specifically promised.

covenant-breaker (kuv'e-nant-bra'ker), n.

Out-' who violates a covenant. Hilton.

covenanted (kuv'e-nan-ted), a. [< covenant

+

-erf-.] Holding a position, situation, or the
like, under a covenant or contract.

We shall beoliliged henceforward to have more natives in

the service, and the duties of the covenanted civilians sent
from Eurojje will Ije more and more tliose of supervision
and wise guidance. Contemporary Itev., LI. 27.

covenantee (kuv"e-nan-te'), n. [< covenant +
-€«1.] The party to a covenant to whom the
performance of its obligation is expressed to be
clue.

covenanter (kuv'e-nan-tfer), «. [< covenant +
-trl.] 1. One who makes a covenant; a party
to an agreement or contract.

A covenant to do any action at a certain time or place
is then dissolved by the covenanter.

Uobbei, De Corpore Politico, i. 2.

2. [cap."] In Scottish hist., one of those who in

the seventeenth century, particularly in 1638
and 1643, bound themselves by solemn cove-
nant to uphold and maintain the Presbyterian
doctrine and polity as the religion of the coun-
try, to the exclusion of both prelacy ami popery.
The name continued U) lie applieif to tliose wlio dissented
from the final settlement in 16»S, more definitely calle<l

Caineroniane, and afterward iie/oriHed Pretttyteriant. See
covetiant, n., 4.

1 ara sorry to hear of new oathes in Scotland between
the covenanters, who they say will have none but Jesus
Christ to reign over them. Sir U. Wotton, Letters.

covenanting (kuv'e-nan-ting),/). a. [< covenant
+ iitifi.'\ 1. Of or pertaining to the Covenant-
ers: as, the covenanting cause.— 2. Belonging
to the extreme party of Presbyterians, known
as Covenanters, who dissented from the final

settlement of the matters at issue between the
Scottish church and the king, and afterward
formed the Reformed Presbyterian Church : as,

a covenanting minister.

Strike this day as if the anvil
Lay Ijeneath your blows the while,

Be they Covenantiiur traitors.

Or the brood of false Argyle !

Aytoun, Burial March of Dundee.

covenantor (kuv'e-nan-tor), n. [< covenant +
-or; equiv. to coecnanter.'\ In /««;, that party
to a covenant, agreement, or contract bywhom
the obligation expressed in it is to be per-
formed.
COVenoU8t (kuv'e-nus), a. See covinotui.

COVentt, n. [Also, rarely, coven, covin, < ME.
cuvcnt, corantl, covaund (= MLG. kovent, kavent,
convent), < OF. covent, covant, couvaiit, chou-
vent, chourant, also convent, counvent, = Pr. co-
vent, coven = Sp. Pg. It. convento, < L. conven-
tus, a meeting, assembly, agreement, covenant,
Mil. also a convent: see convent, of which co-
tent is a doublet, the older form in E. In the
sense of ' covenant,' in part confused with cove-
nant. Ct. covin-tree.'\ 1 . A meeting ; a gather-
ing ; an assembly.

If ther shal entre Into soure ament, or gederynge to-

gydere, a man. Wycli/, Jas. 11. 2 (Oxf.).

Thou hast defendid me fro the couent of warleris,
Wycti/, !». Ixiil. 3 (Oxf.).

2. A convent or monastery; the monks or nuns
collectively.

All the CoverUe standing aliout y Herse, without tlie

rayles, sinKing dluerse antems.
Booke o/ Precedence (E. E. T. H., extra ser.X I. 34.

The abbot sayd to his covent.
I.ytell Qette o/ IMjyn JIuUe (Chlia'i Ballads, V. CO).
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We were met by two Franciscan Friers, who'saluted and

conveyed us to their covent. Sandys, Travailes, p. 120.

[Hence the name of Covent Garden, in London, a garden
formerly attached to a convent or monastery, now the site

of a celebrated theater of that name ; also of the city of
Covent )-y.]

3. An agreement ; a covenant.
Serve thou thy wife, as tlii covaunde was.

Reliquice Antiqiue, II. 280.

Thyne covandes for to fulfille. MS. in Ualliwett.

Coventry Act, to send to Coventry. See act,

scud.

COVentry-bell (kuv'en-tri-bel), n. [The name
Coventrij, JIE. Coven'tre, is generally explained
from the convent (ME. covent) established there
by Earl Leofric, 11th century, but the AS. form
Cofentrcd, Cofantred means ' tree of the cove or
cave ' (gen. of cofa, acove, a chamber (see cove^,
+ tred, tree), or perhaps 'tree of Cofa '.(a proper
name).] A name for the canterbury-bell, Cam-
panula Medium.
COVentry-blue (kuv'en-tri-blo), «. Blue thread
of a superior dye made at Coventry in England,
and used for embroidery.

I have lost my thimble and a skein of Coventry blue.

B. Jonsun, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

COVentry-rape (kuv'en-tri-rap), n. The Cam-
pan ula Mapunculus, having tuberous turnip-like
roots.

cove-plane (kov'plan), n. A molding-plane
cutting out a quarter-round or scotia. E. U.
Knigh t.

cover1 (kuv'6r), V. [< ME. euveren, coveren,
l-uveren, also keveren, kiveren (> mod. dial, kiver),

< OF. covrir, aivrir, couvrir, F. couvrir = Pr.
cohrir, cubrir = Sp. cubrir = Pg. cobrir = It.

coprire, < L. cooperire, cover, < co- (intensive)
+ operire, shut, hide, conceal : see coiiperculum,

etc., and cf. aperient, apei-t.'] I. trans. 1. To
put something over or upon so as to protect,
shut in, or conceal; overlay; overspread or
envelop with something ; specifically, to put a
cover or covering (designed for the purpose)
upon : as, to cover a dish ; to cover a chair with
plush ; to cover a table with a cloth ; to cover
the body with clothes.

The locusts . . . shall cover the face of the earth.
Ex. X. 6.

The valleys are covered over with com. Ps. Ixv. 13.

Go to thy fellows ; bid them cover the table, serve in the
meat, and we will come to dinner. Stiak., M. of V., ill. 5.

2. To hide or screen as by something overspread
or intervening, either literally or figuratively

;

cause to be in^nsible or unobserved; put out
of sight or consideration : as, the top of the
mountain was covered by a cloud ; they sought
to cover their guilt : often followed by vp ; as,

the thieves covered tip their tracks.

If I say. Surely the darkness shall cover me, even the
night shall be light about me. Ps. cxxxlx. 11.

Charity shall cover the multitude of sins. 1 Pet iv. 8,

No monument,
Tliough high and big as Pelion, sliall be able
To cover this base murder.

Beau, and Fl., Phllaster, v. 3.

How come others only to make use of the pretence of
vertue to deceive, and of honesty and integrity to corer
the deepest dissimulation ? StiUingfteet, .Sermons, II. iii.

3. To pai^ion or remit : a scriptural use.

Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin

is covered. Ps. xxxiL 1.

Thou hast covered all their sin. Ps. Ixxxv. 2.

The sin or defilement is covered, a legal term which Is

often equivalent to atonement.
Bible Commentary, Ps. xxxlL 1.

4. Reflexively and figuratively, to invest or
overspread (one's self or one's reputation with)

:

as, he covered himself with glory.

In the whole proceedings of the powers that covered
theinnelvei with everlasting infamy by the partition of
Poland, there is none more marked for selfish profligacy.

Brotigham.

6. To shelter
;
protect ; defend : as, a squadron

of horse covered the retreat.

And the soft wings of peace cover him around.
Cowley.

The loss of the Spaniards, covered as they were by their
defences, was inconsiderable.

Preaeott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

6. To pnt the usual head-covering on; replace
the hat on.

For U the woman be not covered, let her also be shorn.
1 Cor. xi. 6.

Nay ; pray be covered. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 3.

7. To travel or pass over ; move through : as,

the express covered the distance in fifteen min-
utes.— 8. To copulate with: said of male ani-
mals.— 9. To be equal to ; be of the same
e.^ctent or amount; be coextensive with; bo

cover

equivalent to : as, the receipts do not cover the
expenses.— 10. To include, embrace, or com-
prehend : as, an offense not covered by any
statute ; the explanation does not cover all the
facts of the case.

We cannot say that the vague term "the beginning" cov-
'

era the geological ages, because there is no chaotic condi.
tion between these and the human period.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 84.

11. To aim at directly; bring into effective
range and aim, as of a rifle or other firearm

:

as, he covered the thief with his pistol; hence,
to command, in a military sense ; occupy a com-
manding position with regard to.

The king was encamped in Shoa, covering and keeping in
awe his Mahometan provinces. Fatigar and Dawaro.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 146.

12. To brood or sit on, as a hen on eggs or
chicks.

Where finding life not yet dislodged quight,
He much rejoyst, and courd it tenderly,
As chicken newly liatcht, from dreaded destiny.

Spenser, V. Q., II. viii. 9.

Whilst the hen is covering her eggs, the male generally
takes his stand upon a neighoouring bough.

Addison, Spectator.

13. To counterbalance: compensate for: as,

to coi'tr one's loss.— 14. To contain; comprise.
— Covered battery. See battery.— Covered consecu-
tives. See co7isecittice.— Covered money. See money.—
Covered way. (a) in fort., an open corridor bordering
the ditch, ana ranging round the outworks, so as to form
a continuous line of communication, masked from the en-
emy by a parapet, which in modern use is regularly formed
by an embankment. The covered way is the most in-

dispensable of all the outworks to b besieged garrison,
because it alfords them a covered position beyond the
ditch from which to make a sortie, oi to guard the ditch
and the communications. If repulsed in a sortie, the cov-
ere<l way atiords the garrison a secure point of retreat.
{b) In arch., a recess left in a brick or stone wall to re-

ceive the roofing. Givilt. Also covert-way.—To cover
into, to transfer to : as, to cover the balance of an appro-
priation inio the Treasury,

There remains a considerable sum (about ?2,600) to cover
into the treasury. Science, V. 374.

To cover shorts or short sales, on the stock exchange,
to buy in such stocks as have been s<)ld short, in order to
meet one's engagements or for protection against loss. See
short.—To cover the buckle, to execute a peculiar and
difHcnlt step in dancing. [Colioq.]

Triplet played like Paganini, or an intoxicated demon.
Woffliigton covered the buckle in gallant style ; she danced,
the children danced. C. Heade, Peg Wofflngton, vill.

To cover the feet. See foot. = Syn. 2. To disguise, se-

crete, screen, shield, mask, cloak, veil, shroud.

II. intrans. 1. To envelop or be spread over
something so that it is invisible: specifically

said of opaque paints (those having " body"),
which readily conceal the material upon which
they are spread.

The product [white lead] covers as well as the best sub-
stance made by the Dutch process, and better than that
made by the French, being (lenser and of a finer grain.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser,, p. 421.

2. To lay a table for a meal; prepare a banquet.

To cofer courtly for a king. Greene, Friar Bacon, p. 169.

Lor. Bid them prepare dinner.
Laun. That is done, too, sir : only, cover is the word.

Shale., M. of v., ill. 6.

3. To put one's hat on.

COVer'^ (kuv'^r), n. [< cover^, v. Cf. covert.l

1. Something which is laid, placed, or spread
over or upon another thing to inclose, close,

envelop, or protect it : as, the cover of a box or a
dish; the cover of a bed; the cover of a book.

The Latins celebrate<l the mass of the resurrection, and
at Gloria in excelsls a cover was let down, and the tapes-
try on the front of the holy sepulchre appeared, repre-
senting the resurrection.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 18.

The canvas cover of the buggy had been folded away
under it. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 125.

2. Something which veils, screens, or shuts
from sight; an obstruction to vision or per-
ception; a concealment ; a screen; a disguise:

as, to address a letter under cover to another
person ; he assumed the disguise of a merchant
as a cover for his design.

Their bluntness, as it is the seeming effect of sincerity,

is the best cover to artifice. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

The main Iwdy retired under cover of the night. Ilay.

3. Shelter of any kind ; defense, as against the
weather or an enemy; protection: as, the troops
fought under cover of the batteries.

By being compelled to lodge in the field, which grew
now to l)e very cold, whilst his army was under cover, they
might be forced to retire. Clarendon, (Jreat Rebellion.

1 went under cover of this escort to the end of their

march. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoii-s, I. 386.

4. Shrubbery, woods, thicket, underbrush, etc.,

which shelter and conceal game : as, to beat a

cover ; to ride to cover.



cover

The game w«s then driven from the cover.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 79.

I steal by lawns and grassy plots,

I slide by hazel coverg.

Tennyson, The Brook.

6. In roofing, that part of a slate, tile, or shin-

gle which is covered by the overlap of the course
above.— 6. [Cf. F. couvert, with same sense:
see convert.'] The utensils, such as plate, knives,

forks, spoons, napkin, wine-glasses, etc., re-

quired at table by one person : so called be-
cause originally brought together in a case, or
in compact form, for transportation, traveling,

or the like : as, the traveling cover of KingGeorge
IV. in the Jones collection at South Kensington

;

to lay a cover.— 7. The cap-head or end-piece
of an upright steam-cylinder To break cover.
See breai.—To draw a COVer. See draw.=Syn. See
coverinfr.

COVer^t, V. [< ME. coveren, cuveren, kuveren, kev-

eren, < OF. cobrer, coubrer = Pr. Sp. Pg. cobrar,

< ML. *cuperare (cf. deriv. cuperamentum) for

recuperare, recover : see recover and recuperate.']

1. trans. 1 . To gain ; win
;
get ; obtain.

I schulde kexter the more comfort to karp yow wyth.
Sir Gatmym and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1221.

2. To restore ; recover ; heal ; cure.

Quen that eomly he keuered his wyttes.
Sir Gaivayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1756.

I scholde covere agayn my sigght. Seven Sages, 1. 357.

Here may men fynde a faythfuU frende,
That thus has couered vs of oure care.

York Plays, p. 199.

II. intrans. 1. To get on; advance.

Thei keuered with clene strengthe with him to towne.
naiiam o/Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3647.

2. To recover; get well.

Than were we covered of oure cares colde.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 762.

coverclet, «• [< ME. coverkyl, covercle, < OF.
corercle, F. couvercle, < L. coopercnlum, a cover,

< cooperire, cover: see cover'^, v.] A small cov-
er; a lid; an operculum.

A litel roundel as a sercle.

Paraventre brode as a covercle.

Chaucer, Uouse of Fame, 1. 792.

The covercle of a shell-flsh.

Sir T. Browne, Misc. Tracts, p. 11.

cover-cloth (kuv'6r-kl6th), n. A covering for

a lace-maker's pillow. Each pillow has three cover-
cloths. The first is a part of tile ])iliow itself, and the
pattern is adjusted upon it; the otiiers are detachable.
One Is used to protect the lace as it is finished, and the
other is fastened under the bobbins, and is thrown over
the pillow when not in use, to keep it clean. Vict, of
Needlework.

coverer (kuv'^r-6r), n. One who or that which
covers or lays a cover.

Coustantyn shal be here cook andcou^rer ofhere churche.
Piers Plowman (C), vi. 176.

cover-glass (kuv'fer-glas), n. Aslip of thin glass
used for covering a microscopical preparation.
Also called cover-slip.

Pure cultures of Bacterium lactis were found to be pres-

ent in every one, as was easily ascertained by cover-glass
preparations. Med. News, XLIX. 514.

covering (kuv'6r-ing), n. [< ME. coveryng, kov-
ering ; verbal n. of cowj'l, v.] 1. That which
covers, as a lid or canopy; a cover; something
spread or laid over or wrapped about another,
as for concealment, protection, or warmth ; spe-
cifically, clothing: as, feathers are the natural
covering of birds.

Noah removed the coveriiig of the ark. Gen. vlil. 13.

They cause the naked to lodge without clothing, that
they have no covering in the cold. Job xxiv. 7.

The human mind, fed by constant accessions of know-
ledge, periodically grows too large for its theoretical cov-

erings, and bursts them asunder to appear in new habili-

ments. Huxley, Man's Place in Nature, p. 72.

2. The act or process of placing a cover upon
something ; specifically, in bookbinding, thepro-
cess of putting covers on a book, in pampldet-
binding covering is done by gluing or pasting the paper
cover on the back of the sewed sheets. In leatlier-work
it is effected by drawing the leather over the lK)ards at-

tached to the sides of the lK>ok, and turning it in over the
edges of the boards and bacli. The covering of cloth-

bound books is technically known as casing.

3. In ceram., same as glazc.^Byn. Screen, vei\,

disguise, mask, cloak ; envelop, wrapper, integument, case,
cover, vesture.

covering-board (kuv'er-ing-bord), n. Naut.,
same as plank-sheer.

The deep ship, pressed down pretty nearly to her cover-
ing-board by the weight of her whole topsails.

W. C. Jtussell, Jack's Courtship, xxiii.

covering-seed (kuv'6r-ing-sed), «. An old
popular name for comfits. Nares.
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covering-strap (kuv'6r-ing-strap), n. In sMp-
buililiny, a plate put under and riveted to two
meeting plates in a strake, to connect them.
coverlet (kuv'er-let), «. [Accom. form, as if

< cover^, n., + dim. suffix -let, of ME. coverlyte,

< OF. covrelit, F. couvre-lit, a bed-covering, <

covrir, couvrir, cover, -I- lit, < L. lectus, a bed:
see covcr^, v., and Icctual. Cf. coverlid.] Origi-
nally, any covering for a bed ; now, specificaUy,
the outer covering.

They have loos'd out Dick o' the Cow's three ky.
And tane three co'erlets atf his wife's i>ed.

Dick o' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 69).

The Heroes Bed,
Where soft and silken Coverlets were spread.

Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

Every man stretches his legs according to the length of
his coverlet. Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 4.

coverlid (kuv'er-lid), n. [Accom. form, as if <
cotwr^ + lid, of coverlet, F. couvre-lit : see cover-

let.] A corruption of coverlet.

The silk star-broider'd coverlid
Unto her limbs itself doth mould.
Tennyson, Day-Dream, Tlie Sleeping Beauty.

cover-point (kuv'fer-point), n. 1. A fielder in
the game of cricket who stands a little to the
right of and behind point, and whose duty it is to
stop andreturnallballsbattedtowardhim. See
cricket^.— 2. In the game of lacrosse, a player
who stands just in front of point, andwho should
prevent the ball from coming near the goal.

co-versed (ko-versf), a. l<. co-^ + versed.] Used
only in tlie phrase co-versed sine (which see, un-
der sine).

COVer-shamet (kuv'6r-sham), n. Anything used
to conceal shame or infamy, or prevent disgrace.

Does he put on holy gal'ments for a cover-shame of lewd-
ness ? Dryden, Spanish Friar.

Those dangerous plants called cover-shame, alias savin,
and other anti-conceptive weeds and poisons.

Reply to Ladies and Bac/ielors Petition (Harl. Misc.,
[IV. 440).

cover-side (kuv'6r-sid), n. A country or region
having covers in it ; a hunting-region.
cover-slip (kuv'er-slip), n. Same as cover-glass.

cover-slutt (kuv'er-slut), n. [< cover'^-, v. t.,

+ obj. slut.] Something to hide sluttishness.

[Rare.]

Rags and coversluts of infamy. Burke, A Regicide Peace.

covert (kuv'ert), a. and ». [I. a. : < ME. covert, <

OF. covert, cuvert, couvert, P. couvert = Sp. cu-

bierto = Pg. coberto, cuberto = It. coperto, co-

verto, covered, < 1^. coopertus, pp. oi cooperireQ
OF. covrir, cuvrir, couvrir, P. couvrir, etc., cover:
see cover^, v.). II. n. : < ME. covert, coverte, < OF.
covert, couvert (P. covert), m., coverte, couverte,

f., cover, covert, P. couverte, f., deck, glazing,

= Sp. cubierta = Pg. coberta, cuberta = It. co-

perta, coverta, f., cover; < ML. coopertum, a
cover, covert (of woods), etc., cooperta, a cov-
er, covered place, deck, etc. : neut. and fem.
respectively of L. coopertus, pp. of cooperire,

cover: see above. Cf. couvert, couverte, and
cover^, n.] J. a. 1 . Covered ; hidden

;
private

;

secret; concealed; disguised.

How covert matters may be best disclos'd.

Shak., J. C, iv. 1.

By what best way,
"Whether of open war or covert guile.

We now debate. Milton, P. L., ii. 41.

An ugly covert smile
Lurked round the captain's mouth.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 306.

2. Sheltered ; not open or exposed : as, a cov-

ert place.

You are, of either side the green, to plant a covert alley,

upon carpenters' work. Bacon, Gardens.

On one side are covert branches hung,
'Mong which the nightingales have always sung
In leafy quiet. Keats, Epistle to G. ¥. Mathew.

3. In law, under cover, authority, or protec-
tion: said of a married woman. See/e»ie co-

vert, under/ewe. = SJTI. Latent, Occult, etc. See secret.

II. «. 1 . A protection ; a shelter ; a defense

;

something that covers and shelters.

His cuntre keppit in cou^rt & pes
To the last of his lyf, as a lord shuld.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13652.

A tabernacle . . . for a coveri from storm and from rain.

Isa. iv. 6.

The shepherd drives his fainting flock

Beneath the cot'er( of a rock.
Dryden, tr. of Horace, I. xxlx.

2. Something that conceals or hides; a screen;
a disguise ; a pretext ; an excuse.

It is the custom of bad men and Hypocrits to take ad-
vantage at the least abuse of good things, that under that
covert tney may remove the goodness of those things
rather then the abuse. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvi.

coverture

3. A thicket; a shady place or a hiding-place

;

a cover for game.
She came down by the covert of the hill. 1 .Sam. xxv. 20.

When titey couch in their dens, and abide in the covert

to lie in wait. Job xxxviii. 40.

Enforst to seeke some covert nigh at hand,
A shadie grove not farr away they spide,
That promist ayde the tempest to withstand.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 7.

Together let us beat this ample field,

T'ry what the open, what the covert yield.
Pojie, Essay on Man, i. 10.

Pensive as a bird
Whose vernal coverts Winter hath laid bare.

Wordsworth, Calais, August 7, 1802.

The joyous wolf from covert drew.
Scott, L. of the L., iii. 9.

4. Same as coverture, 3.

To this the plaintiff only replied, that she was now only
under covert, and not liable to any debts contracted when
she was a single woman.

Addison, Trial of Ladies' Quarrels

5. In /owKng', a company; a flock.

A covert of cootes. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.

6. pi. In ornith., feathers covering the bases,
or more, of the large feathers of the wing or

tail ; the tectrices. They are divided into superiot
and inferior, or upper and lower, coverts. The upper wing-
coverts are divided into jyrimary, which overlie the bases
of the primaries, and secondary, which overlie the bases
of the secondaries. The last-named set are subdivided
into the greater coverts, a single row projecting furthest
upon the secondaries ; the median coverts, a single row
coming next in order ; and the ksser or least coverte, in-

Upper Surface of Sparrow's Wing, showing coverts and other
feathers. (From Coues's Key to N. A. Birds.")

at, alula or bastard wing; /, nine primaries; s. six secondaries

;

t, three inner secondaries, commonly called tertiaries or tertials

;

scf, a row of scapularies ; fc, the primary coverts, overlying the pri-

maries; gsc, greater secondary coverts, furthest overlying tne secon-
daries: msc, middle secondary coverts, or median coverts, next over-
lying the secondaries ; isc, lesser secondary coverts, or least coverts,

in several indistinguishable rows.

eluding all the remainder, without distinction of rows.
The secondary coverts are also antebrachial or cubital, be-

ing situated upon the forearm ; the primary coverts are
manual, situated upon the manus. The under wing-cov-
erts and the upper and under tail-coverts are not sul>di-

vided. Tail-coverts of either set sometimes project far be-

yond the tail-feathers, forming, for instance, the gorgeous
train of the peacock. The extent to which the upper wing-
coverts overlie the secondaries is avaiiai)Ie as a character
in classification ; it is least in the Passeres, the highest
.birds. See tectrices.— In covert, in secret ; covertly.

.So fit Agents of State are Women sometimes, that can
transact a Business tn Covert, which if Men should attempt,
they would soon be discovered. Baker, Chronicles, p. 208.

To hreaJC covert. See break.

covertt, V. t. [< ME. coverten, < covert, a cover:
see covert, «.] To cover.

This is husbondrie
To covert hem with sumwhat whille thay drfe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. IB.

covert-baron (kuv'ert-bar'on), n. Same as
feme covert (which see, under feme).
cbvertical (k6-v6r'ti-kal), a. In geom., having
common vertices.

covertly (kuv'6rt-li), adv. Secretly; closely;

in private ; insidiously.

Whan Blase herde Merlin thus couertly speke he thought
longe on these wordes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iL 306.

That monarch, with his usual insidious policy, had
covertly dispatched an envoy to Barcelona.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa. , i. 2.

COVertness (kuv'fert-nes), n. Secrecy
;
privacy.

coverture (kuv'^r-tur), «. [< ME. coverture,

corertoure (= MLGtr koverture), < OF. coverture,

couverture, F. couverture = Pr. cubertura = Sp.

Pg. cobertura = It. copritura, < ML. coopertura,

< L. cooperire, pp. coopertus, .cover: see cover'^,

v.] If. A cover or covering.

The covertoures of hir veyn aparayles.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 2.

MTiose dismall brow
Contemnes all roofes or civill coverture.

Marstoji, Sophonisba, iv. 1.

The couverture is of quilted work.
J, Hewitt, Ancient Armour, I. 341.



coverture

2. A covert or shelter; covering; protection;

disguise; pretense. [Obsolete or rare.]

All this is done but for a sotilte.

To hide your falshede vntler a coverture.

But he shall dye to niorow be ye sure.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1539.

Agaynst his cniell scortching heate,

Where hast thou coverture ?

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

He . . . saw their shame that sought
Vain covertures. Milton, P. L., x. 337.

3. Specifically, in law, the status of a married
woman considered as under the cover or pow-
er of her husband, and therefore called a feme
covert. At common law coverture disabled a woman
from makina contracts to the prejudice of herself or her
husband without his allowance or conflrmation. Also
covert.

covert-way (kuv'ert-wa), n. Same as covered

way (which see, under cover^, v. t.).

covet (kuv'et), c. [Early mod. E. also cuvet;

< ME. coveten, eoveiten, coreyten, < AF. cuveiter,

OF. coveiter, eovoiter, F. convoiter (with inserted

?i) = Pr. cobeiiar, cubitar (cf. Sp. eodiciar = Pg.
cobi^ar, eubigar, covet, < Sp. codicla = Pg. co-

bifa, cubiga, < ML. cupiditia : see covetisc) = It.

cubitare, covet, < ML. as if *cupiditarc, desire,

covet, < cupidita(,t-)s, desire (>ult. E. cupidity),

cupidm, desirous, < ciipere, desire: see ctipidous,

Cupid.] I. trans. 1. To desire or wish for with
eagerness ; desire earnestly to obtain or possess

:

in a good sense.

Me lilieth it well for that thow coveytest prowesse and
valour. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 621.

Covet earnestly the best gifts. 1 Cor. xii. 31.

The nature of man doth extremely covet to have some-
what iu his understanding fixed and immovable.

Bacon, Advancement of Iteaming, 11. 222.

They [the salmon] covet to swim, by the instinct of na-

ture, about a set time. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 123.

2. To desire inordinately or without due re-

gard to the rights of others; wish to gain pos-

session of in an unlawful way ; long for, as that

which it is unlawful to obtain or possess.

Thou Shalt not covet thy neighbour's house. Ex. xx. 17.

O l)Iinde desire : oh Iligh aspiring harts.

The country Squire doth couet to be Knight.
Oascoigne, Steele Olas (ed. Arlier), p. 61.

=SyiL 1 and 2. To long for, hanker after, aspire to.— 2.

To hist after.

II. intrans. To have or indulge inordinate
desire.

The love of money is the root of all evil ; which while
some coveted after, they have erred from the faith.

1 Tim. vi. 10.

I'll rather keep
That which I have, than, coveting for more,
Be cast from possibility of all. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

covetable (kuv'e-ta-bl), a. [< covet + -able.']

Thiit may be coveted.

COVeter (kuv'e-t6r), n. [< ME. coveytere ; < covet

+ -(•).] One who covets.

W't; ben no coueyteri* of yuelis. Wycl\f, 1 Cor. x. 6.

COVetingly (kuv'e-ting-li), adv. With eager
desire to possess.

Most COVetingly ready. B. Jonson, Cynthia's ReTete.

COVetiset, «• [< ME. coretise, coveitise, < AF.
'cuveitise, OF. coveitise, F. convoitise = Pr. cu-

biticia = OSp. cobdicia, Sp. codicia = Pg. cobiga,

cubiga = It. cupidigia, cupidfzza, < ML. cupidi-

tia, equiv. to L. cupiditu(t-)s, desire, < cupidus,

desirous: see cupidity and covet.] Covetous-
ness ; avarice ; avaricious desire.

Couetise to coniie and to knowe sciences
Putte oute of paradys Adam and Eue.

Piers Plowman (C), xviL 223.

A clergyman must not be covetous, much less for covetise

must he neglect his cure.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 241.

COVetiveness (kuv'e-tiv-nes), n. [< "covetive

(< covet + -ive) + -nesg.] In phren., same as
acr/ui.'fitiveness, 2.

covetous (kuv'e-tus), a. [< ME. coveitous,

covaitoug, covetou.1, covetu,i, etc., < AF. "cuveitus,

covcitug, OF. covoitoug, F. convoiteux = Pr. eo-

beitog, cubitos (ef. Sp. codicioso = Pg. cobigogo)

= It. cubitoso, < ML. as if *cupiditosug (cf. cupi-
diosug, cupidinogiis), < L. cupiditu(t-)g, desire:
see covet.] 1. Very desirous ; eager for ac-
quisition : in a good sense : as, covetoug of wis-
dom, virtue, or learning.

The bretouns pressed to the bateile as thei that were
desirous to luste and covetouse to do chiualrie.

Mtrlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 645.

Saba was never
More covetous of wisdom, and fair virtue,

Than this pure soul shall \>e.

SAoi.,Hen. VIII., v. 4.

I must much value the frequent Respects you have
shewn me, and am very covetous of the Improvement of
this Acquaintance. lioweli. Letters, iL 47.

patient, not a brawler, not
1 Tim. iii. 3.

2. Specifically, inordinately desirous ; exces-
sively eager to obtain and possess, especially

in an unlawful or unjust way ; carried away by
avarice.

A bishop then must be .

covetous.

He is so base and covetous.
He'll sell his sword for gold.

Fletcher {and another). False One, iv. 2-

covetously (kuv'e-tus-li), adv. With a strong
or inordinate desire to obtain and possess; ea-
gerly; avariciously.

If he care not for 't, he will supply us easily : If he cov-

etously reserve it, how shall 's get it?

SAafc.T. of A:,iv. 3.

cove'tousness (kuv'e-tus-nes), n. [< covetous +
-nesg. The ME. equiv. term was covetige, q. v.]

1. Strong desire; eagerness. [Bare or obso-
lete.]

\Vhen workmen strive to do better than well,

They do confound their skill in covetousness.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

2. The character of being covetous, in an evil

sense ; a strong or inordinate desire of obtain-

ing and possessing something, without regard
to law or justice ; overbearing avarice.

Both parties had an inordinate desire to have that they
liad not, and that is covetousness.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Out of the heart of men proceed evil thoughts, . . . cov-

etousness. Mark vii. 22.

The character of covetousness is what a man generally
acquires more through some niggardliness or ill grace in

little and inconsiderable things than in expenses of any
consequence. Pope, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

= Syu. 2. Avarice, Cupidity, etc. (see avarice), greediness,
hankering.

covetta (ko-vet'a), K. [See cove^, coving.] A
carpenters' plane for molding framework; a
quarter-round.
coveyi (kuv'i), n. [Early mod. E. also covie,

< ME. covey, cove, < OF. coveye, eovee, F. couv4e

(= It. covata; also cova, covo, and aug. covone—
Florio), a brood, a flock of birds, esp. of par-
tridges, < cover, F. couver (= It. covare), brood,
sit on, lurk, or lie hid : see cove'^, and cf. cou-

rade, a doublet of COTcyl.] 1. In /n<« tin)/, spe-
cifically, a flock of partridges ; hence, in gen-
eral use, a flock of any similar birds.

The Sport and Race no more lie minds

;

Neglected Tray and Pointer lie ;

And Copies unmolested fly. Prior, Alma, i.

Tliere would be no walking in a shady wood without
springing a covey of toasts. Addison, Guardian.

Mr. Harrison scared up some coveys of the frankolin, a
large bird resembling the pheasant.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 251,

2. A company; a party; a bevy.

lliou Shalt have a monopoly of playing confirmed to

thee and thy covey, under the emperor's broad seal.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

=8yil. Pack, Brood, etc. See flock.

COVey^ (ko'vi), n. [< eov&* + dim. -ey^.] Same
as cove^,

CO-'Vibrate (ko-vi'brat), V. I. [< co-^ + vibrate.]

To vibrate along with another or others.

[Rare.]

Wlien the vibrations are so rapid that there are sixteen

complete movements back and forth in a second, an en-

tirely different sensation is produced, which we call sound ;

... a special nerve— the auditive— is organized to re-

spond to or co-vibrate with them.
Le Conte, Sight, Int., p. 12.

covid (ko'vid), n. [< Pg. covado, also coto = Sp.

codo = F. coude, a cubit, < L. cubitum, a cubit

:

see covado, cuint.] A variable measure of length
in use in India and neighboring countries. The
covids of Bataviu, Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta are stat-

ed at fiom 18 to 18.6 inches : tliose of Mocha and Sumatra
at from 15 to 16 inches. The covid of China is the chih,

equal to 14.1 inches.

CO'Vin't (kuv'in), n. [Also covine, coven, < ME.
covin, covine, covyne, coveyne, < AF. covine, OF.
covine, covaine, eouvaine, later couvine, a se-

cret agreement, a plot, < covenir, come together,

agree: see covenant.] 1. A secret agreement;
secret fraud; collusion.

Ye shall tniely and plainly disclose, open, vtter and re-

ueale, and shew the same vnto this said fellowship, with-
out fraude, colour, couin, or delay.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 262.

Specifically— 2. In law, a collusive agreement
between two or more to prejudice a third per-

son ; deceitful contrivance.

In 1383 they issued a proclamation forbidding all con-
gregations, covins, and conspiracies of workmen in gen-
eral. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), Int., p. cxlvi.

CO'Vin'^t, n. Same as cogent.

coving (ko'ving), n. [Verbal n. of cove'^, v.]

In building, an arch or arched projecture, as

when a house is built so as to project over the

coward

ground-plot, and the turned projecture is arched
with timber, lathed, and plastered.

The covings were formerly placed at right angles to the
face of the wall, and the chimney was finished in that
manner. Gtvitt, Encyc. of Arch., p. 949.

Covings of a fireplace, the vertical sides which connect
tlie j:uni)s with the l)rcaat.

COVinoust (kuv'i-nus), a. [< covin + -oug.] De-
ceitful; collusive; fraudulent. Also spelled
covenoug.

CO'vin-treet, n. [< covin^, coverfl, for covent, a
meeting, + tree.] A tree marking a place of
appointed or customary meeting; a trysting-
tree ; specifically, such a tree in front of a man-
sion or castle, marking the spot where the laird

received and took leave of his guest. [Scotch.]

I love not the castle when the covin-tree bears such
acorns as I see yonder. Scott, Quentin Durward, I. 38.

cowl (kou), n.
;
pi. cows (kouz), old pi. kine (kin).

[< ME. cotv, how, cou, cu, ku, pi. ky, kye, hie,

kuy (> mod. Sc. kye), also in double pi. form
(with suffix -en as in oxen), kyn, kin, kyen, kuyn,
kiyn. Men, kine (> modern kine), < AS. cu, dat.

sing, and nom. ace. pi. cy, a cow, = OS. ku,

ko, kuo = OFries. ku = D. koe = MLG. ko, ku,

LGr. ko = OHG. chuo, chua, MHG. kuo, ku, G.
kuh = Icel. kyr (ace. kii) = Sw. Dan. ko (Goth,
not found), a cow, = Olr. bo = Gael, bq, a cow,
= W. biw, cattle, kine, = L. bos (bov-), m.,
also f . (the fem. being also more distinctly ex-
pressed by bos femina, or else by another word,
vacca, a cow, related to E. ox), an ox, a bull or

cow (whence ult. E. beef (which is thus a doub-
let of cow), bovine, etc.), = Gr. /3oi>f {fioF-), m. and
f., an ox, a bull or cow, = Skt. go, a cow, a bull.]

1 . The female of the genus Bos or ox (the male
of which is called a bull, or in a restricted

sense an ox). See ox.— 2. The female of vari-

ous other large animals, the male of which is

termed a bull, as of many ruminants, of eared
seals, etc.—3t. A timid person ; a coward.

The veriest cow In a company brags most.
Cotgrave (under crier).

Humble cow. See humble.

COW- (kou), V. t. [<ME. 'couen (?), not found,
< Icel. kiiga, cow, force, tyrannize over, = Sw.
kufva, check, curb, subdue, = Dan. kue, bow,
coerce, subdue; further connectionsunknown.]
To depress with fear ; cause to shrink or crouch
with fear; daunt the spirits or courage of; in-

timidate; overawe.
Accursed be that tongue that tells me so.

For it hath coiv\l my better part of man !

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

= Syn. To overawe, intimidate, abash, daunt.

COW^ (kou), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. In min-
ing, a wedge placed behind a crab or gin-start

to prevent it from revolving.— 2. A kind of

self-actingbrake formerly employed on inclined
planes; a trailer. E. H. Knight.

CO'W* (kou), n. [A reduced form of cowU, q. v.]

The top of a chimney which is made to move
with the wind; a cowl. See comjU, 3.

COW^t (kou), V. t. [A var. of coll: see coW-.]

To cut; clip. [Scotch.]
But we will cow our yellow locks,

A little abune our bree.

Wedding of Itobin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads,
(V. 184).

COW*t (kou), »!. [< cow^, v.] A cut or clip,

especially of the hair: as, he has gone to the

barber's to get a cotv. [Scotch.]

COWage, »• See cowhage.

cowan (kou'an), H. [Origin unknown.] 1. One
whose occupation is the building of dry stone

walls : used especially of one who has not

been regularly trained in the mason's trade.

[Scotch.] Hence— 2. One who is not a Free-

Mason.
coward (kou'iird), n. and a. [< ME. coward, cou-

ard, cueard (= OFlem. kuwaerd = Pr. coart =
OSp. couarde, cobarde, cobardo, Sp. cobarde =
Pg. cobarde, covarde = It. codardo, a coward,
cowardly ; all these being appar. derived from
or adapted from the OF.), < AF. couard, couart,

cuard, OF. couard (coiiard), coward, couart, cu-

art, coart, F. couard, a coward, orig. as an epi-

thet of the timid hare (called la cotmrde ou la

court cowe, 'the bobtail'; > OFlem. kuwaerd,

ME. Cuwaert, Eyivart, as the name of the hare in
'
'Reynard, the Fox," tr. by Caxton ; ML. cuardug,

a hare), with allusion also perhaps to a cowed
dog with its tail between its legs (cf. OF. lion

couard, in heraldry, a lion with its tail between
its legs), orig. an adj., with the depreciative

suffix -ard, 'having a (short, drooping, or other-

wise ridiculous) tail' (cf. OF. couarde, f., a tail,

couart, m., a rump or haunch, as of venison),

< OF. coue, cowe, coe, F. queue = Pr. coa = Sp.



coward

P^. It. coda, < L. Cauda, LL. ML. also coda,

tail: see cauda, cue^, queue. The word coicard

has been more or less associated in E. with
ooifi, the animal ('one afraid of a cow,' or 'hav-
ing the heart of a cow,' whence the accom. form
cotchcart: see coifl, h., 3), with cowherd^ (as-

sumed to be a timid person ; whence the accom.
spelling of cowherd'^, cowheard^), with coic'^, in-

timidate, and with cower, crouch as with fear.]

1. n. 1 . One who lacks courage to meet danger

;

one who shrinks from exposure to possible
harm of any kind; a timid or pusillanimous
person ; a poltroon ; a craven.

Wlien Merlin saugh that he dide abide, he cried lowde,
" What, citward, wher-fore a-bideste thow ? wlii dost« thow
not that thow haste vndirtal^en, for it is sene that thow
arte a-ferde." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 221.

Cawarde die many times before tlieir deatlis

;

The valiant never taste of death but once.
Shak., J. C, ii. 2.

2. In her., an animal represented with the tail

hanging down, or turned up between the legs,

as a lion or other beast of prey. Also coue.

=«Syn. 1. Coward, Poltroon, Craven, Dastard, Pusillani'

mmts (person) express an ignoble quality of fear, or fear

showing it*elf in dislionoralile ways. Coward is the gen-
eral word, covering tile others, is most often used, and
is least opprobrious. Poltroon, craven, and dastard are
highly energetic words, used only in tlie effort to nialte a
person's cowardice seem contemptible. Tlie distinction
between them is not clearly marked. A poltroon has some-
what more of the mean-spirited and contemptible in his

character; a craven skullvs away, accepts any means of
escape, however dishonorable, from a dangerous position,

duty, etc. ; a dastard is base, and therefore despicable, in

his cowardice. Dastard is the strongest of these words,
A pttsillanimoits person is, literally, one of little courage ;

his cowardice is only the most conspicuous part of a gen-
eral lack of force in mind and character, making him spir-

itless and contemptible.

I was a coward on instinct. Skak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Nor ... is the peace principle to be carried into effect

by fear. It can never be defended, it can never be execut-
ed by cowards. Enwrson, Misc., p. 197.

West. My heart for anger burns, I cannot brook it.

jr. Hen. Be patient, gentle Earl of Westmoreland.
Clif. Patience is for poltroons, and such as he ;

He durst not sit there had your father liv'd.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1.

Yonder comes a knight.
... A craven ; how he hangs his head.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Ton are all recreants and dastards ; and delight to live

In slavery to the nobility. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 8.

The pnMUaniniotts monarch knew neither when to pun-
ish nor when to pardon. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. S.

U, a. 1. Lacking courage; timid; timorous;
fearful ; craven : as, a coward wretch.

coward conscience, how dost thou afflict me !

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

Is there, for honest poverty.
That hangs his head, an' a' that ?

The coward slave, we pass him by.

We dare be poor for a' that.
Sums, For A' That.

2. Of or pertaining to a coward; proceeding
from or expressive of fear or timidity: as, a
coward oiy; coward tremors.

Be men of spirit

!

Si)um coward passion

!

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 3.

He had no painful pressure from without.
That made him turn aside from wretchedness,
With coward fears. Wordsworth.

CO'wardt (kou'iird), 0. t. [< ME. cowarden, cou-

arden, < OF. coarder, F. couarder; from the
noun.] To make afraid.

Which eowardeth a man's heart.
W. Swinderby, Letter in Foxe's Martyrs.

cowardice (kou'ar-dis), ». [< ME. cowardis,

•ise, -yse, < OF. couardise, F. couardise (= It.

cndardigia), cowardice, < couard, etc., coward

:

see coward, m.] Want of courage to face dan-
ger, difficulty, opposition, etc. ; dread of expo-
sure to harm or pain of any kind ; fear of con-
sequences; pusillanimity; dishonorable fear.

Ye be come hider to hide yow for cowardise.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 404.

'Tis not his arm
That acts such wonders, but our cowardice.

Lust's Dominion, iv. 2.

Full of cowardice and guilty shame.
Tennyson, Princess, iv,

=83m. Poltroonery, dastardliness, cowardliness.

cowardiet, n. [ME., < OF. couardie, cuardie (=
Pr. coardia = Sp. cohardia = Pg. cobardia =
It. codardia), cowardice, < cotiard, etc., coward

:

see coward, n.] Cowardice. Chaucer.
COWardize (kou'ar-diz), V. t. [< coward + -ize.']

To render cowardly. [Obsolete or rare.]

Wickedness naturally tends to dishearten and cowardize
men. J. &o((, Sermon liefore the Artillery Company (1680).

cowardlike (kou'ijrd-lik), a. Like a coward:
eowsttdly; pusillanimous. [Kare.]
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If I should c&wardlike surrender up
The interest. Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy.

cowardliness (kou'ftrd-li-nes), «. Want of
courage; timidity; cowardice.

I know not whether he more detests cowardliness or
cruelty. Bp. Hall, Characters, The Valiant ilan.

cowardly (kou'ard-li), a. [< coicard + -?i^l.]

1. Wanting courage to face danger, or to in-

cur harm or pain ; timid ; timorous ; fearful

;

pusillanimous.

Faithless alike to his people and his tools, the King did
not scruple to play tlie part of the cowardly approver, who
hangs his accomplice. Macanlay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. Proceeding from fear of danger or harm;
mean; base; befitting a coward: as, a cowardly
action.

The policy of reserve has been stigmatized, and some-
times justly, as cowardly, but it is usually safe.

//. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 77.

= Syn. Bastardly, craven, faint-hearted, chicken-hearted.

cowardly (kou'ard-li), adv. [< coward + -ly^.'i

In the manner of a coward; dishonorably;
basely.

He sharply reproved them as men of no courage, who
had most cowardly turned their backs upon their enemies.

Knolles.

cowardoust (kou'ar-dus), a. [< coward + oiis.']

Cowardly. Barret.

Come, you're as mad now as he's coivardous.
Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, iii. 1.

COWardryt (kou'ard-ri), n. [Early mod. E. cow-
ardrie, cowardree ; < coward + -ry.] Cowardice.

Be therefore counselled herein by me,
And shake off this vile harted cowardree.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale.

COWardship (kou'ard-ship), n. [< coicard. +
-ship.'] The state or fact of being a coward.
[Rare.]

A very dishonest paltry boy, and more a coward than a
hare : his dishonesty appears in leaving his friend here in
necessity, and denying him ; and for his coivardship, ask
Fabian. Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

cowbane (kou'ban), n. A popular name of the
Cicuta rirosa, or water-hemlock : sonamedfrom
its supposed injurious effect upon cows. See
Cicuta.— Spotted cowbane, a similar species of the
United States, C. macxdata.

cow-beck (kou'bek), n. [Origin unknown.] A
preparation of hair and wool used for hats.

cow-bell (kou'bel), n. 1. A bell (usually of

a rounded oblong shape and dull, heavy tone)
designed to be attached to the neck of a cow
to indicate her whereabouts.— 2. An Ameri-
can name of the bladder-campion, Sileneinflata.

cowberry (kou'ber"i), n.
;

pi. cowberries (-iz).

[< cowl -I- herry^. Cf. bilberry.'] A name of

the plant Vaccinium Vitis-Idcea or red huckle-
berry. See Vaccinium.
cow-bird (kou'b^rd), «. 1. An oscine passe-
rine bird of America, belonging to the family
Icteridce and genus Molothrus ; especially, M.
ater or M. pecoris, so called from its accompany-

ing cattle. It is

polygamous and
parasitic, deposit-
ing its eggs in the
nests of other
birds, like the
European cuckoo,
and leaving them
to be hatched by
the foster-parents.

The male is from 7i
to 8 inches long,
j^lossy black with
metallic sheen and
a chocolate-brown
head ; the female
is smaller and
dull dark-brown-
ish. This species is

very abundant in
the United States.

The bronzed cow-bird, M. emeus, is a lirger species, found
in Texas and southward ; there are several others in the
warmer parts of America, Also cow-blackbird and cow.
hxmting.

2. A name sometimes given in Great Britain to
the rose-colored pastor, Pastor (Thremmaphilus)
roseus. Macgillivray.

cow-blackbird (kou'blak'b^rd), n. Same as
cow-bird, 1.

cow-blakes (kou'blaks), n.pl. Dried cow-dung
used as fuel.

cow-boy (kou'boi), n. 1. A boy who takes
charge of cows or drives them to and from
pasture.— 2. On the great plains of the west-
em United States, a man employed by a stock-

man or ranchman in the care of grazing cattle,

doing his work on horseback.

Colorado is not a State of homes, and it never will be a
poiiulous State, Like Nevada, it is a district of miners'
cabins and of cow.boys' huts. X. A. Rev., CXLII. 462.

cowheard

3. One of a band of marauders during the

American revolution, chiefly refugees belong-
ing to the British side, who infested the neu-
tral ground between the British and American
lines in the neighborhood of New York, and
plundered the wMgs or revolutionists.

West Chester County . . . was now [1780] almost wholly
at the mercy of the revolutionary banditti called the Cow-
boys. Lecky, Eng. in ISth Cent,, xiv.

cow-bunting (kou'bun'ting), n. Same as cow-
bird, 1.

cow-calf (kou'kaf), ». A female calf. See/re«-
martin.

COW-ca'tcher (kou'kach'fer), n. A strong frame
in front of a locomotive, for removing obstruc-
tions, such as strayed cattle, from the rails.

It is generally made of wrougbt-iron in the form of a
coned wedge, having a flat wedge-shaped bottom bar placed
a few inches above, and extending across and a little be-

yond, the rails. Also called pilot.

COW-chervil (kou'cher'^vil), n. A popular name
of Chterophyllum sylvestre, an umbelliferous
plant of Europe, found in hedge-banks and
woods, and said to be eaten by cattle. Also
called cow-parsley, cow-weed. See chervil.

cow-cress (kou'kres), n. A coarse kind of cress,

Lcpidium campcstre.

COWCUmber (kou'kum-ber), n. A form of cu-

cumber, once in regular literary use, but now
regarded as only provincial.

COWdie-gnm (kou'di-gum), n. Same as kauri-

gum.
COW-doctor(kou'dok''tor),n. A veterinaryphy-
sician. Also called cow-leech.

cower (kou'fer), V. i. [< ME. couren, < Icel. Mra
= Sw. kura = Dan. kure, lie quiet, rest, doze

;

prob. related to Icel. kyrr, older form kvirr,

quiet, = Sw. quar, remaining, = Dan. iT<w,

silent, quiet, = Goth, kwairrus, gentle, = MHG.
kiirre, G. kirre, tame. G. kauern, squat in a cage,

is from kaue, a cage (see cave^, cage). W. cwrian,

cower, is prob. from the E.] To sink by bend-
ing the knees ; crouch ; squat ; stoop or sink
downward, especially in fear or shame.

To hur [their] God Seraphin the gomes [people] gon all

Koure doune on hur knees [*] karpen these wordes.
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), L 558.

Our dame sits cowering o'er a kitchen fire. Dryden.

She cowered low upon the ground,
With wild eyes turned to meet her fate.

Williani Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 39.

cow-feeder (kou'fe'''der), n. One who feeds

cows ; a dairyman ; a cowherd.
cow-fish (kou'fish), m. A name of various fishes

and other marine animals. («) A sea-cow or sire-

nian. (6) A dolphin or porpoise, (1) The Tursiops ffiUi, a
porpoise of the i&va\\y Delithimdce, of the western coast of

tlie United States, (2) The grampus, Globicephalus melon.

[New England,] (c) An ostraciontoid fish, Ostracion qua-

Cow-bird ^Molothnts ater).

Cow-fish t,OstracioH quadricemt).

dricome, with strong antrorse supraocular spines, like

horns, common in tropical Atlantic waters, and occasionally

found along the southern coast of the United States. Also
called cuckold, (d) A local name in Orkney of sundry oval

bivalve shell-fish, as clams,

cow-gate (kou'gat), n. Eight of pasture for

cattle. See gate.

I scarcely ever knew a cow-gate given up for want of

ability to olitain a cow.
A. Hunter, Georgical Essays, II. 126.

cow-grass (kou'gras), «. 1. A species of clover,

Trifolium medium, resembling the common red

clover, at one time much cultivated in England.
— 2. Same as knot-grass, Polygonum avicidare.

COwhage (kou'aj), n. [Also wiitten couhage,

cowagc, and co'witch (an accom. form, as if <

C0M)l" + itch), < Hind, kawdnch, koditch, cow-
hage.] 1. (a) The hairs of the pods of a legumi-

nous plant, Mucuna pruriens. The poii is covered

with a thick coating of short, stiff, brittle brown hairs,

which are retrorsely serrate toward the top. They easily

penetrate the skin, and produce an intolerable itching.

They are employed medicinally as a mechanical vermifuge,

(fc) The entire pods of M. prurieus. (c) The
plant itself.— 2. In the West Indies, a euphor-
biaceous shrub, Acidoton urcns, bearing cap-

sules covered with stinging hairs. The twining
cowhage of the same region is a woody climber of the same
order, Trarria volubitis, with hispid capsules.— Cowhage
cherry, see Barbados cherry, under cherrjt^.

cowheard^t, «• An obsolete form of cow/iertP.



cowheard

cowheard^t. «. See cowherd^, coward.
COWheart (kou'hart), n. [An aeeom. form of
coward, q. v.] A coward. [Prov. Eng.]
cowhearted (kou'har"ted), a. [See cowheartA

I iinid.

cow-heel (kou'hel), n. The foot of a cow or
ealf boiled to a gelatinous consistency.
cow-herb (kou'ferb), n. The field-soapwort, Sa-
poiiaria Vaccaria.
COWherdl (kou'hSrd), n. [Early mod. E. also
coulward; < coicl + herd^A One whose occu-
pation IS the care of cattle.
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And for her sake lier cattell fedd awhile
And for her sake a coiihearU vile became'
The servant of Admetus. cowheard vile.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 39.

COWherd^t, n. [Early mod. E. also cowheard:
see coward, «.] A former false spelling of cow-
ard, simulating cowherd^. See eotcard.
cowhide (kou'hid), «. and a. I. n. 1. The skin
of a cow prepared for tanning, or the thick
coarse leather made from it.— 2. In the United
States, a stout flexible whip made of braided
leather or of rawhide.

II. a. Made of the leather called cowhide

:

as, heavy cowhide boots,
cowhide (kou'hid), f. t.

; pret. and pp. cowhided,
ppr. cowludiiig. [< cowhide, n., 2.J To beat orwhip with a cowhide.
He got hisskin well beaten -cowhuUd, as we may say-by Charles XII. carlyle. Misc., IV.m

cow-hitch (kou'hich), n. Naut., a slippery or
lubl>erly liitch or knot.
cow-hocked (kou'hokt), a. With the hocks
turning inward like those of a cow : said of dogs
cow-house (kou'hous), «. [< me. couhousf <cowl + house.;] A house or building in which
cows are kept or stabled.
COWishl (kou'ish), a. [In form < cowl- + -ishl

;the sense imported from coward.l Timorous
fearful; cowardly. [Rare.]

It is the cowish terror of his spirit
That dares not undertake. Shak., Lear, iv. 2.

COWish^ (kou'ish), n. [Prob. of Amer. Ind
origi II.] A plant found in the valley of the Co-
lumbia nver, probably some species of Peuce-
danum. The root is of the size of a wahiut
and resembles in taste the sweet potato
COWltch (kou'ich), n. Same as cowhaqe.
cow-keeper (kou'ke'per), «. One whose busi-
ness IS to keep cows ; a dairyman ; a herdsman.

Here's my master, Victorian, yesterdayacow-iMpfr andtoday a centleman. Longfellow, Spanish StudeViti 12
cow-killer (kou'kiH^r), «. One who or thatwhich kills cows.- C!ow-ldllerant a Texan snecies ofhymenopterous insects, of the fau.iiy^f ",Wrf^ ZeaU^Ifrom the popular belief that these wasp., which siwrflcially resemble anta, kill cattle by their stinging '

COWH (koul), «. [< ME. cowle, coule (also covel,
coiele (^itten couel, couele), and cuvel, kuvele
appar. after the Icel. kujl), < AS. cule, cuhU,
eugle, cugele (the form 'cufl given in some dic-
tionanes is not authenticated) = D. kovel =illM kogel, koggel, kagel, also kovel, LG. kagel= OHG. cugela cugula, MHO. kugele, G. kugel,
toffW = Icel. ^-«« (anpar. from the Celtic, orIrom the supposed AS. form •cufl) = OF. coideMle = Pr. coguk, = Sp. coguUa = Pg. cogula =
It. cuculla, cocolla, formerly also cucula, t, also
eueutlo, formerly cucuglio, cuculio, m = W
cwcwll, cwfl = Ir. cochal, < L. cucuUus'm., Ll!
HlBo cuculla t, a covering (for the head, for
the feet, or for merchandise), a cap or hood fas-
tened to a garment, in ML. esp. a monk's hood.Hence (from L.) cuctdlaie, etc.] 1. A hoodattached to a gown or robe, and admitting of be-ing dra^ over the head or of being wor£ hang-ing on the shoulders: worn chiefly by monkiand characteristic of their dress or profession!

What differ more (you cry) than crown and cottl

'

Pope, Eaaay on Man, It. 199.

2 A garment with a hood (vestis caputiata)
black or gray or brown, varying in length in
different ages and according to the usages of
different orders, but having these two perma-nent characteristics, that it covered the head
^Z,,. ,. !}''''fl

""'^ '^'"'* 't ^i^s without sleeves.
Lath. Did. Hence— 3. A monk.

Ere yet, In scorn of Peter's-pence,

», „ J'"™''"'''"' ''e»d, and shrift,
BIuB Harry broke into the spence.
And tumd the cowU adrift.

Tmnyton, Tatting Oak.

f;,r.\''''^t^'^'
0"?>pa"y cowl-shaped, for thetop of a chimney or the upper end of a soil-pineor ventilating shaft, maX to turn with JEewind, and intended to assist ventilation.— 5,

A wire cap or cage on the top of a locomotive-
funnel.
C0W12 (koul), n. [Formerly spelled coul; < ME.

co«e<, earlier cuvel (in comp. cuvel-staf, cowl-
staff), < OF. cuvel, later cuveau, a little tub, dim.
ol cuve, a tub, vat, < L. cupa, a tub, vat, cask,
later a cup: see cup, coop.'] An old name in
some parts of England for a tub or large vessel
for holding liquids

; specifically, a large vessel
tor water, to be carried on a pole between two
persons.

That the comyns haue the Cowle to mete ale with
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 371.

COW-ladyt (kou'la'di), n. An insect of the fam-
ily t occmellidfc; a ladybird or a ladybug.

A paire of buskins they did bring
Of the cow-ladyes corall wing.

Musarum Delicice (1656).

cowled (kould), a. [< cown + -eda.] 1 Wear-
ing a cowl ; hooded.

Yet not for all his faith can see
Would I that cowled churchman be.

Emerson, The Problem.

fliiYJ*''® \'^ observing, the measure of enjoyment was
n .ni?„ y "" ""bargained spectacle of a white-co^fej

Setoif,
'^^ %*

"r"*''
"'^** «"»"<» into the gate ofthe town. a. Javies, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 212.

2. Shaped like a cowl; cucuUate: as, a cowUd
leaf.

cow-leech (kou'lech), n. Same as cow-doctor.
cow-leeching (kou'le'ching), «. The act or art
ot healmg the distempers of cows.
cow-lick (kou'lik), ». A tuft of hair which pre-
sents the appearance of hair that has been
licked by a cow, as on herseU or on a calf, out
of Its proper position and natural direction.
Also called calf-lick.

cowl-muscle (koul ' mus ' l), n. The trapezius
muscle

:
from its other name cueullaris (which

see). ^

COWlstaflft (koul'staf), M.; pi. cowUtaves (-stavz).
[Also written, erroneously, colestaff, coltstaff,
coUtaff; ME. cuvelstaf, < cuvel, coul,\ cown,+
staf,E. staff.] A staff or pole on which a tub
or other vessel or weight is supported between
two persons.
Oo take up these clothes here, quickly: where's the

cowl-staf, shk^., iCk otw!, lii! s!
Instead of bills, with colstaves come : insteail of spears, with

»P'"- B. Janson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 2.

To ride upon a CO^Stafft, to Iw henpecked, as husbandswho allow themselves to be abused by their iives.

„}1'"'7, i""""" T."'.l"^ "'"' *"» '""-ns and ride dailyK ^f fh''T-
'','" this proceeds not so often from the

Lnni.^ V"^ '"T'"' ^ "'" «"''»<^8S of the husband, whoknows not how to manage a wife. HoweH, Letters, iv. 7.

cow-man (kou'man), n. A stock-owner; anowner of cattle ; a ranchman. [Western U. S.]
A gloomy outlook for the future of the cow-man.

New York Evening Post, Jan. 14, 1887.

COW-masst (kou'mas), n. A pageant on St.John s day, June 24th, at Dunkirk in French
t landers (formerly held by the English).

<„T!!'"i."'"''"*
"" «?«™««. « show scarce exceeded by anyin the known world. Tmm and Country Magazine, 17w.

cow-milker (kou'mil'k^r), n. One who milks
cows

;
any mechanical device for milking cows

co-work (k6-w6rk'), p. i. [< co-i -»- work.] Towork jointly ; cooperate.
co-worker (k6-w6r'k6r), n. [< co-1 -^ worker.]
One who works with anoth€*; a cooperator.
Co.imrker, with God. South, Sermons, III. xl.

cowp (koup), V. and n. See coupi.
cow-paps (kou'paps), »i. A local English name
ot an alcvonanan polyp, Alcyonarium digitatum.
Also called dead^men's-fingers.
cow-parsley (kou'pars'li), n. Same as cow-
cheritl.

cow-parsnip (kou'Dars-'nip), n. A wild umbel-
literous plant of the genus Heracleum (which
see).

cow-path (kou'path), n. A path or track made
by cows.

f-,1w?''^ '*"*"
•
.V

"** nothing uncommon or heroic infollowing a corff-patk.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 194.

cow-pea (kou'pe), n. A plant, Vigna Catianq.
See pea. •'

cowpen-bird (kou'pen-b^rd), n. Same as cow-
hird.

Cowperian (kou- or ko-pe'ri-an), a. Pertaining
to or discovered by William Cowper, an English
anatomist (1666- 1709).- Cowperian glands In va-

Xl^,u"',Tl\ ". ",""• '>/,«<^'=''«"--J' l"-'«taticT ur'e hralglands of lobulated or follicular structure, which nour amucous secretion into the urethra. In man they are small

mr'ion oMh^"' ?,>'<''-''"'»; 'i""™"' the nien,bra"o s

tSniT. ,>
"^,""a. close behind the bulb, an.l enip-t/iag into the bulbous portion of the tract. TheU- size,

cowslip

whb^h tiri
PO^it'onjafy i" different animals, in some of

Ilso cali^,T ^^„T' " ',"".? highly developed than in manAlso called Cou'iicr s glands and glandulm Cowperi
cow-pilot (kou'pi 'lot), «. A fish, Pomacentrus
saxaMis,ot a, greenish-olive color, with 5 or 6
vertical blackish bands rather narrower than
their interspaces, common in the West Indies,
Jf^.^^tending along the southern coast of theUnited States.

cow-plant (kou'plant), n. The Gymnema lacti-
Jera, an asclepiadaceous woody climber of Cey-
lon the milky juice of which is used for foodby the Singhalese.
cowpock (kou'pok), n. One of the pustules ofeowpox.
<=0'%-POison (kou'poi"zn), n. The Delphinium
ttolliifohum of California, a native larkspur
cow-pony (kou'po"ni), n. A pony used in herd-mg cattle. [Western U. S.]

briskly doTn"hl''vluey!"""'
""'' """'"^''- "'"^ ""^

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 86.

cowpox (kou'poks), n. A vaccine disease
which appears on the teats of a cow, in the form
of vesicles of a blue color, approaching to livid.These vesicles are elevated at the margin and depresse<i

ei„?.in r"'-
t.hey are surrounded with inflammation, aiidcontain a limpid fluid or virus which is capable of communicating genuine cowpox to the human subject and ofconferrinR, ii, a great majority of instances, i completeand permanent security against smallpox. Also c&ledvaecima. See vaccination.

cow-quakes (kou'kwaks), n. Same as quaking-
grass. ^ "

cowrie, n. See cowry.
cowrie-pine (kou'ri-pin), «. See kauri.
cowry (kou'ri), n.; pi. cowries (-riz). [Also
written cowrie, sometimes kouree, repr. Hind
kauri, Beng. kari, a cowry.] 1. The popularname of Cyprwa
moneta, a small
yellowish-white
shell with a fine
gloss, used by
various peoples
as money, it is

abundant in the
Indian ocean, and
is collected in the
Maldive and East
Indian islands, in
Ceylon, in Siam, and on parts of the African coast It was
heJorp'fh ;V A "'f,""""

of exchange in primitive times,before the introduction of a metallic currency, and &\mIn Bengal, where, as late as 1864, 5,120 cowries were reck-oned as equal to a rupee. It is still so employed in Africaand in the countries of Further India. In Siam 6 400 cowlnes are equal to about 1». 6d. of English money.
The small shells called cowries are considered preserva-

tives agamst the evil eye.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 323.

2. In general, any shell of the genus Cuprcea
or family Cyprwida;.
cow-shark (kou 'shark), n. A shark of the
taiiiilv Hcxanchidai or Notidanidce.
cowslip (kou'slip), n. [Early mod. E. also cow-
slippe; < ME. cowslyppe, couslyppc, cowslowpe,
cowslope, cowslop, corruptly cowyslepe (&nA cow-
slek (Prompt. Parv.), 'cow's leek'), < AS. cu-
slyppe, also cusloppe, cowslip, in one passage as-
sociated with oxanslyppe, oxan slyppe, i. e. oxslip,now written oxUp, as cowslip is taken as 'cow's
lip ( 'because the cow licks this flower up with
her hps '— Minsheu), < cu, cow, -f slyppe, sloppe
(in this form onl;r in the above compounds),
the sloppy droppings of a cow (ME. sloppe, a
puddle, E. slop\ q. v.), akin to slype, slipe, a
viscid substance, < slopen,jm. of slUpan, dis-
solve : see slopl and slip. The name alludes to

Money Cowry {Cyprtea montia),
natural size.

the common habitat of the flower, in pastures
and along hedges. In ME. it seems to have
been applied to several different plants.] 1.

• The popular name of several varieties of Pri-
mula »m,v, a favorite wild flowerfound in British
pastures and hedge-banks, and cultivated in the
United States, it has umbels of small, bnff-ycMow,
scented flowers on short pedicels. Its flowers have beenused aa an anodyne.

The cowslips tall her pensioners be

;

In their gold coata spots you see.

Shak., M. N. D., il. 1.

2. In the United States, the more common
name of the marsh-marigold, Caltha palustris.—
American cowslip, Dodecatheon Meadia. aprimulaceous
plant of the micMle and southwestern United State.'i alsoknown as the nhooting-star—BxielOBB or Jerusalem
cowslip, the lungwort. Pulmonaria omdnalis.— CoWBllD
ale, ale flavored with the blossoms of the cowslip il'n-mula liens), adiled after the fermentation. Sugar is added
before bottling. Bickcrdgkc.^ CowbUv Wine, a winemade by fermeTitlng cowslips with .sucar. It is used as adomestic soporific.-- French or mountain cowsUp, theyellow auricula of the Ali«, Primula Auricula.-V^kln-
lan cowslip, the Mertensia Virginica, from its rcfem-
blanoo to the Jerusalem cowslip.



Leg: of Caraboid Beetle, enlarged.

a, coxa; *, trochanter: c, femur;

cowslipped

COWSlipped (kou'slipt), a. [< cowslip + -crf2.]

Adorned with cowslips.

From rushes green, and brakes, and cowslipped lawns.
Kfats.

cow-stone (kou'ston), ». A boulder of the

greensand. [Local.]

COWt (kout), M. [Also cowte: see colt.'] A colt.

[Scotch.]

Yet aft a ragged eowte's been known
To make a noble aiver. Bums, A Dream.

cow-tree (kou'tre), n. A name of various trees

having an abundance of milky juice, especially

of a South American tree, Brosimum gakicto-

dendron, natural order Urticacea; and allied to

the fig-tree, when the trunk is incised, a rich, milky,

nutritious juice, in apjKarance and quality resembling

cows milk, is dischai-ged in such abundance as to render

it an important food-product to the natives of the region

where it grows. The tree is common in Venezuela, grow-

ing to the height of 100 feet. The leaves are leathery,

about 1 foot long and 3 or 4 inches broad. The cow-tree

of Pari is a sapotaceous tree, Mimusops elata, the milk of

which resembles cream in consistence, but is too viscid to

be a safe article of food. Also called milk-tree.

COW-troopial (kou'tro'pi-al), n. Same as coMi-

bird. See troopial.

cow-weed (kou'wed), n. Same as cow-chervil.

cow-wheat (kou'hwet), n. The popular name
of plants of the genus Melampijrum.

COXt (koks), «. [Abbrev. from coxcovib.'] A cox-

comb.

Go ; you're a brainless cox, a toy, a fop. Beau, and Ft,

coxa (kok'sa), n.
;
pi. coxcE (-se). [L.] If. The

femur or thigh-bone.— 2. In ana*.: (a) The hip-

bone, 08 coxse or os innominatum. (6) The
hip-joint.— 3. In entom., the first or basal joint

(sometimes called
the hip) of an in-

sect's leg, by which
it is articulated to
the body, it may be
entirely uncovered, as in
many flies, or received
into a coxal cavity or
deep hollow in the lower
surface of the thorax, as

in most beetles. Coxse are said to be contiguous when
those of a pair are close together, separate when there

is a space between them, distant when they are widely

separate, prominent when they protrude from the coxal

cavities, globose when they are shaped like a ball, trans-

verse when they lie across the body with the succeeding
joint of the leg attached to the inner end, etc. These dis-

tinctions are of great value in classification. Sometimes
the coxa has a small accessory piece called the trochanter,

which, however, is not a true joint. Some of the older
entomologists included the first two joints of the leg in

the term coxa, the first being distinguished as the patella

and the second as the trochanter.

4. The basal joint of the leg of a spider or

a crustacean; a coxopodite (which see).

COZagra (kok-sag'ra), n. [NL., < L. coxa, the
hip, -t- 6r. ay/ja, a taking (used as in chiragra,

podagra, etc.).] In pathoL, pain following the
sciatic nerve. Dunglison.

coxal (kok'sal), a. [< coxa + -al.'] Pertaining
to the coxa : as, a coxal segment ; a coxal artic-

ulation.— Coxal cavities, in entom., hollows of the
lower surface of the thorax, in which the coxse are artic-

ulated. They are distinguished as anterior, median, and
posterior, and are said to be entire when they are com-
pletely closed behind by the junction of the sternum and
epiniera, open when a space is left protected only by
membrane, separate when the sternum extends between
them, and confluent when the sternum is not visible

between them. Much use is made of these characters
in classification.— Coxal lines, in entom., two curved,
slightly prominent lines on the first ventral abdominal
segment of certain Coleoptera, ijehind the coxa?. They limit
a space which is inclined toward the base of the abdomen,
passinii under the coxie.

cozalgia (kok-sal'ji-a), n. [NL., < coxa, the
hip, + Gr. a?.yo<:, pain.^ In pathol., pain of the
hip or haunen.
coxalgic (kok-sal'jik), a. [< coxalgia + -ic]
Pertaining to or of the nature of coxalgia ; af-

fected with coxalgia.

coxarthritis (kok-sar-thri'tis), n. [NL., < L.
coxa, the hip, + Gr. a(>6pov, joint, + -itis.'] Same
as coxitis.

coxcomb (koks'kom), n. [For codcscomb, i. e.,

cocVs comb: see cockscomb.'] If. The comb of

a cock. See cockscomb, 1.— 2. The comb, re-

sembling that of a cock, which licensed fools

formerly wore in their caps; hence, the fool's

cap itself.

There, take my coxcoTnb. Why, this fellow has banished
two of his daughters, and did the third a lilessing against
his will ; if thou follow him, thou must needs wear my
coxcomb. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

Here is all

We fools can catch the wise in— to unknot.
By privilege of coxcombs, what they plot.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii. 3.

8. The top of the head, or the head itself.

1322 coy

and an epimeron : applied by Huxley to the ar-

ticular membranes between thecoxopodites and
. , , epimera of certain somites of the crawfish.

Afop; a vam, showy fellow; a conceited and coxofemoral (kok-s6-fem'o-ral), a. [< coxa +

We will belabour you a little better,

And beat a little more care into your coxcombs.
Fletctier, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 2.

pretentious dunce
1 cannot think I shall become a coxcomb,
To ha' my hair curled by an idle finger.

Beau, and Ft., Wonian-Uater, iii. 1.

As a coxcomb is a fool of parts, so is a flatterer a knave
of parts. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

Coxcombs and pedants, not absolute simpletons, are his

game. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

5t. A kind of silver lace frayed out at the edges.

Davies.

It was as necessary to trim his light grey frock with a
silver edging of coxcomb, that he might not appear worse
than his fellows. C. Jotinston, Chrysal, xi.

6. Same as cockscomb, 2.=syn. 4. Coxcomb, Fop,
Vaiuiy, Exquisite, Beau, prig, popinjay, jackanapes. The
first five are used only of men. The distinguishing char-

acteristic of a coxcomb is vanity, which may be displayed

in regard to accomplishments, looks, dress, etc., but per.

femur (femor-) + -al.] In anat., pertaining to

the OS innominatum or coxa and to the femui'

:

as, a coxofemoral articulation or ligament.

COXOnt (kok'sn), n. A contracted form of cock-

swain.
Aliout two o'clock in the morning, letters came from

London l)y our coxon, so they waked me.
Pepys, Diary, March 25, 1660.

coxopodite (kok-sop'6-dit), n. [< L. coxa, the

hip, -I- Gr. 5Toi'c (to(!-), = E.Jfoot, + -ite^.] In Ar-
thropoda, as a crustacean, the proximal joint of

a developed limb by which the limb articulates

with its somite or segment of the body. Morpho-
logically it may be a protopodite, or a coxopodite and a
basipodite together may represent a protopodite. See

extract under 2>ro(o/>o(/tfe. Milne-Edwards ; Huxley. See
cut under Podoplithalmia.

in regaru LO acco[iiuiisiiiiieiiL», luoha, mesa, etc., wut i^ci- j... ,, i - j-i./-i \ r/ -.,««,7.-*«
haps most often as to accomplishments. Fop is not quite COXOpodltlC (kok-sop-o-dit ik), O. [< coxopodite

so broad as coxcomb, applying chiefly to one who displays

vanity in dress and pertness in conversation, with a ten-

dency to impertinence in manner. Dandy is applied only
to one who gives excessive attention to elegance and per-

haps affectation in dress. An exquiMte is one who prides

himself upon his superfine taste in dress, manners, lan-

guage, etc., when a fair judgment would be that his taste

is overwrouglit, petty, or affected. (See quotation from

-t- -fc] Of or pertaining to a coxopodite : as,

eoxopoditic setee. Huxley.
COXOStemal (kok-so-ster'nal), a. [< coxa +
sternum + -al.] Of or pertaining to the coxa
and the sternum of an arthropod.

coxswain, n. See cockswain.
is overwrouglit, pelly, or anectea. (.>ee quotation irom „^„i ,, • v' „ r-/ TVf1? «™/ h^„ / CtV i*m r,ttr.i

Bulwer, under sxjuMite.) £eo« is an 6ld name for one who COyl (koi), a. [< ME. coy,koy, < Ol • CO*, 9«o«,

has too much understanding to be a mere dandy, but still quel, coy, quoy, cott, quoit, qmet, still, calm,
overdoes in the matter of dress, sometimes cairying it to

an extreme, as Beau Nash, Beau Brununel. Beau Brum-
mel might perhaps be called the typical fop.

Most coxcombs are not of the laughing kind

;

More goes to make a fop tha.n /ops can find.

Dryden, Pilgrim, Prol., 1. 15.

Gods ! shall the ravisher display your hair,

While the fops envy and the ladies stare ?

Pope, R. of the L., iv. 104.

The all-importance of clothes . . . has sprung up in the
intellect of the dandy without effort, like an instinct of

genius. Carlyte, Sartor Eesartus, iii. 10.

Such an exquisite was but a poor companion for a quiet,

plain man like me. T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney.

Why round our coaches crowd the white-gloved beaux ?

Pope, R. of the L., v. 13.

coxcombical, coxcomical (koks-kom'i-kal), a.

[< coxcomb + -ic-ul.] Like or characteristic of

a coxcomb ; conceited ; foppish.

John Lylly, . . . who wrote that singularly coxcomical
work called " Euphues and his England," was in the very
zenith of his absurdity and reputation.

Scott, Monastery, xiv.

Studded all over in coxcombical fashion with little brass

nails. Irving.

coxcombically, coxcomically (koks-kom'i-
kal-i), adv. After the manner of a coxcomb

;

foppishly.
But this coxcombically mingling
Of rhymes, unrhyming, interjingling.

For numbers genuinely British,

Is quite too finical and skittish.

Byrom, Remarks.

COXCOmbity (koks'ko-mi-ti), 11. [< coxcomb +
-ity.] That which is in keeping with the char-

acter of a coxcomb. [Bare.]

Inferior masters paint coxcombities that had no relation

to universal modes of thought or action.

C. Knight, Once upon a Time, II. 140.

COXCOmblyt (koks'kom-li), a. Like a coxcomb.

My looks terrify them, you coxcombly ass ! I'll lie judged
by all the company whether thou hast not a worse face

than I. Beau, and Fl., Jlaids Tragedy, i. 2.

You are as troublesome to a poor Widow of Business as

a young coxcombly rhiming Lover.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, i. 1.

coxcombry (koks'kom-ri), n. [< coxcomb + -ry.]

1. Coxcombs collectively.— 2. The manners of

a coxcomb ; foppishness.

The extravagances ot coxcombry in manners and apparel

are indeed the legitimate, and often the successful, ob-

jects of satire, during the time when they exist.

,Scott, Monastery, Int., p. xv.

coxcomical, coxcomically. See coxcombical,

coxcombically.

COXCOmicality (koks-kom-i-kaVi-ti), n. [< cox-

comical + -ity.] The character of a coxcomb;
coxcombry. Sir J. Mackintosh.

COXendix (kok-sen'diks), m.
;

pi. coxendices

(-di-sez). [L.] The hip; the haunch-bone.

coxitis (kok-si'tis), n. [NL., < L. coxa, the hip,

+ -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the hip-

joint. Also coxarthritis.

tranquil, slow (to do a thing), private, secret,

mod. F. coi, quiet, still, = Pr. quetz = Sp. Pg.
quedo, quieto = It. cheto, quieto, < L. quietus,

quiet, still, calm, whence directly E. quiet,

which is thus a doublet of coy : see quiet, a.]

If. Quiet; still.

He be-heilde his [Merlin's] felowes, that were^tille and
koy, that seiden not o worde. Merlin (E. E. T. S,), ii. 318.

2. Manifesting modesty; shrinking from fa-

miliarity; bashful; shy; retiring.

Coy or sobyr, sobrius, niodestus. Prompt. Parv., p. 86.

To be in love, where scora is Ixiught with groans

;

Coy looks with heart-sore sighs. Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1.

Nor the coy maid, half willing to be pressed,

Shall kiss the cup to pass it to the rest.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., I. 249.

Her air, her manners, all who saw admired

;

Courteous though coy, and gentle though retired.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

3. Disposed to repel advances ; disdainful.

'Twas told me, you were rough, and coy, and sullen.

Shak., T. of the H., ii.

=Syn. 2. Shrinking, distant, bashful, backward, diflident,

demure.
coyi (koi), V. [< ME. coyen, coien, < cm/, a. Cf

.

accoy (of which coy, v., is prob. in part anabbr.),
and see decoy, v., which is peculiarly related to

coy, v.] I. trans. If. To quiet; soothe.

I coye, I styll or apayse, le acquoyse. I can nat eoye

hym, je ne le puis pas acquoyser. Palsgrave.

Coye hem that they seye noon harme of me.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 801.

2. To caress with the hand; stroke caressingly.

Coyyn, blandior. Prompt. Parv., p. 86.

He raught forth his right hand & his [the steed's] rigge

[back] frotus [rubs].

And coies hym as he kan with his dene hands.
Alisamuler of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1175.

Come, sit thee down upon this fiowery bed.

While I thy amiable cheeks do coy.

.S/iat.,M. X. D.,iv. 1.

3. To coax; allure; entice; decoy. See de-

coy, V.

Coynge [read coyynge, that is, coying] or styrunge to

werkyn [var. sterynge to done a werke], instigacio.

Prompt. Parv., p. 86.

Now there are sprung up a wiser generation, . . . who
have the art to coy the fonder sort into their nets, who
have now reduced gaming to a science.

Bp. Jiainbou; Sermons, p. 29.

II. intrans. 1. To be coy; behave with coy-

ness or bashfulness; shrink from familiarity:

with an indefinite it.

He comes to woo you, see you do not coy it.

Massinger, New Way to Pay Old Debts, iii. 2.

One kiss— nay, damsel ! coy it not.

Scott, Harold the Dauntless, 11. 9.

2. To make difficulty; be slow or reluctant.

Nay, if he coy'd

To hear Comhiius speak, I'll keep at home,
Shak., Cor., t. 1.

[Obsolete or rare in both uses.]

coxocerite (kok-sos'e-iit), n. [< L. coxo, the coyif (koi), «. [< ME. oojc; from the verb.] 1,

hip, + Gr. KcpaQ (Kcpar-), horn, + -ite^.] In ' '
^ "

'-"^ '

Crustacea, the basal joint of an antenna, con-

sidered as answering to the coxopodite of an
ambulatory leg.

coxoceritic (kok-sos-e-rit'ik), a. [< coxocerite

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to a coxocerite.

COXO-epimeral (kok'"s6-o-pim'e-ral), a. [< coxa

+ epimera + -al.] Pertaining to a coxopodite

A stroke or noise made to coy or quiet an ani-

mal, as a horse ; a soothing sound or utterance.

No man may on that stede ryde
But a blonian [black man), . . .

For he hym maketh with moche pryde
A nyse coye.

The coye is with bys handys two
Clappynde togedere to ami fro,

Octovian, 1. 1344 (Weber's Metr. Eoiu., IIL)l



coy

2. A decoy. See decoij, n.

Till the great mallani be catch't in the coy.

Bp. Hackel, Abp. Wiiliiims, ii. 133.

C0y2 (koi), «. [E. dial., prob. < MD. kni/e, D.
kooi, a coop, cage, fold, hive, hammock, berth
(cf. koiiiv, a cage), = E. Fries, koje, kooi, a
hammock, berth, also an inclosiire, = MLG.
LG. koje, a cage, stall, berth, > prob. G. koje, a
berth, = Dan. koje, a berth, hammock. = Sw.
koja, a berth, hammock, also a cage, jail; all

ult. < L. cavea (ML. cariii), a cage, whence
also E. cage: see erige, eoirl, coe^.'] A cage or
pen for lobsters. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
COy-duckt (koi'duk), n. A decoy-duck.

His main scope is to show that Grotius . . . hath acted
the part of a coy-ducky willingly or unwillingly, to lead
the Protestants into Popery.

Abp. Bmmhall, Works, III. 504.

COyish (koi'ish), a. [< co^l + -4«7*1.] Some-
what coy or reserved.

This coyiith paramour. Drant, tr. of Horace, ii. 3.

coyly (koi'li), adv. [< ME. coyly ; < coy^ + -ly^.]

It. Quietly.
A messengere cam the Brehaignons vnto,
Entred hrehaigae without tarying,
Ful ettpiy and preualy within entring.

ajin. 11/ Partenaxj (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2184.

2. In a coy manner j shyly ; demurely.
As she coyly bound it round hia neck,
And made hira promise silence. Coleridge.

COynet, "• Set coigne^.

coyness (koi'nes), n. The quality of being coy

;

shyness; modest reserve; bashfulness ; unwill-
ingness to become familiar.

When the kind nymph would coyness feign.
And hides but to be found again. Dryden.

=SyiL Dijidenee, Shyness (see bash/tilness), reserve, de-
murenesfi.

coynie, «. Same as coigne^.

coyntet, «. Same as quaint.

coyote (ko-yo'te), n. [< Sp. coyote, < Mex. co-
yoli.^ The Spanish and now the usual name of
the common prairie- or barking-woLf of west-
em North America, Canis latraiis, abundant al-

C'lyote
( Ctinis ialratu).

most everywhere from the great plains to the
Pacific. It is alKjut as large as a pointer dog, with full
pelage, bushy tail, upright ears, and rather sharp nose, of
a grayish color, reddening on some parts and darkened
with blackish on the back, and is noted for its monotonous
and reiterated howling at night. Also spelled cajole, co-
yote, and kiiiti\

coypou, COypn (koi'pS), «. The native name
of a South American rodent mammal, the Myo-
potamus coy/nis. Itt head is large and depressed, ita
neck short and stout, its limbs short, ita tail long and

Coypou {Myfffcrfimttj eeyfitts).

round, and It swims with great eiise. It Is valued for Us
fur, which was tonnerly uwd largely in the manufacture
of hats. The lenath ot a full-grown coyiKiu is about 2 feet
6 inches. See Myopotamits.

We look to the waters, and we do not And the beaver or
musk-rat, butthecoy^and capybara. roilents of the Amer-
ic.in tj-pe. Darwin, Origin of Species, II. 349.

coystrelt, coystrilt, »• Same as coistril.

You . . . braggitig coystril /

B. jomoti. Every Man In his Humour, Iv. 1.

COZ (kuz), n. [Abbr. of cosen^, now usually
spelled cousin.'] A familiar or fond contraction
of cousin^.
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My dearest coz,

I pray you, school yourself.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2.

I'll not (letaiu you, coz. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

coze, cose (koz), H. [Formed from cory, a.] Any-
thing snug, comfortable, or cozy; specifically,

a cozy conversation, or tete-a-tete. [Rare.]

They might have a comfortable coze.

Jane Aitsten, Mansfield Park, xxvi.

coze, cose (koz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. cozecJ^ cosed,

ppr. cozing, cosing, [Like coze^ «., formed from
cozy, a.] To be snug, comfortable, or cozy;
cuddle. [Rare.]

The sailors cose round the fire with wife and child.
KintjMep, Two Years Ago, iii.

COZen^t, M. An obsolete spelling of cousin^.

COZen^ (kuz'n), i\ [Early mod. E. also coseHj co-

sin, coozen, coosen, coosin, couzen, cousen, cousin,

being orig. identical in form and connected in
sense with cousin, a relative; < F. consiner, call

"cousin," claim kindred for advantage, sponge,
< cousin, cousin : see cousin^, n. and v.] I, trans*

1. To cheat; defraud.

A statelier resolution arms my confidence,
To cozen thee of honour, Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 4.

O lover, art thou grown" too full of dread
To look him in the face whom thou feared'st not
To cozett of the fair thinjf he liad got?

William Morrut, Eartlily Paradise, II. 364.

2. To deceive ; beguile ; entice.

Children may be cozened into a knowledge of the letters.

Locke, Education.

n. intrans* To practise cheating; act dis-

honestly or deceitfully.

Some cogging, cozening slave. Skak., Othello, iv. 2.

What care I to see a man nni after a Sermon, if he
Couzen and Cheats aa soon as he comes home ?

Selden, Table- lalk, p. 76.

cozenage^ t, «• See cousinage^.

cozenage- (kuz'n-aj), «. [< cozen^ + -age.']

Trickery; fraud; deceit; artifice; the practice
of cheating.

All that their whole lives had heap'd together
By cozenage, perjury, or sordid thrift.

Maasinger, Duke of Milan, iii. 1.

The art of getting, either by violence, cozenage, flattery,

lying, or by putting on a guise of religion.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

Betray not by the cozenage of sense
Thy votaries. Word»xcorih, Power of Sound, vi.

cozener (kuz'n-6r), n. [Early mod.E. also cos-

ener, coosener, cousiner, cousner, etc. ; < cozeii^ +
-eri.] One who cozens; one who cheats or de-
frauds.

Sir, there are eozenert abroad ; therefore it behoves men
to be wary, Skak., W, T., iv. 3.

cozening (kuz'n-ing), n. [Verbal n. of cozen^,
r.] Cheating; defrauding.

COZiert, «. See cosier.

COZily, cosily (ko'zi-li), adv. In a cozy man-
ner; snugly; warmly; comfortably.

coziness, co^ess (ko'zi-nes), w. The quality
or state of being cozy.

cozy, cosy (ko'zi), a. and «. [Also written cozey,
cosf'ij, eozir, cosie; orig. Sc, and perhaps related
to cosh, neat, snug, comfortable, quiet, social:
see coah^.] I, a. Snug; comfortable; warm;
social.

Some are cozic i' the neuk,
And fonnin' assignations.

Bums, Holy Fair.

After Mr. Bob Sawyer had informed him that he meant
to be very cottcy, and that his friend Ben was to be one of
the party, they shook hands and separated.

Dickeufi, Pickwick, xxx.

How cozy and pleasant it is here

!

Harper's Mag.

H. «. A kind of padded covering or cap put
over a teapot to keep in the heat after the tea
has been infused.

C. P. An abbreviation of Common Pleas and
of Court of Probate.

C. P, 0. An abbreviation of Clerk of the Privy
Council.

0. P. S. An abbreviation of the Latin Custos
Privati Sigilli, Keeper of the Privy Seal.

Or. 1. A common abbreviation of credit and
creditor.— 2. In chcm., the symbol for chro-
mium.

C. R. An abbreviation {a) of the Latin Custos
Uotulorumj Keeper of the Rolls

; (6) of the Latin
Carolus Rex, Charles the King, or of Carolina
Regina^ Caroline the Queen.

crait*^ (krab), w. [Early mod. E. crahbe, < ME.
crahhe, < AS, crabba = D. Icrab = MLG. krabbe (>
G. krabbe, and prob. the earlier G. form krappe,
= F. crabc) = Icel. krabbi = Sw. krabba = Dan,
krabbe = (with diff. suffix) OHG. chrebiz, crebiz

(> ult. E. crawfish, crayfish, a. v.), MHG. kre-

beZf krchezCi G. kreha (>l)an. krebs) = D. kreeft

crab

= Sw. krdfta, a crawfish. Perhaps connected
with OHG. chrapfOj a hook, claw, and thus ult.

with E. cramp'^ ; ef. W. €7'af, claws or talons,
crafu, scratch, crafanc, a crab. The L. carabus
(see Carabus) is not akin.] 1. A popular name
for all the stalk-eyed, ten-footed, and short-
tailed or soft-tailed crustaceans constituting
the subclass Podophthalmia, order Decapoda,
and suborders Brachyura and Anomura: dis-
tinguished from lobsters, shrimps, prawns,
crawfish, and other long-tailed or macrurous
ci-ustaceans, by shortness of body, the abdomen
or so-called tail being reduced and folded un-
der the thorax and constituting the apron, or
otherwise modified. See cut under Brachyura.
Tlie anterior limbs are not xised for progression, being che-
late or furnished with pincer-like claws, and constituting
chelipeds. The hinge-like joints of the ambulatory limbs
are so disposed that the animal can move on land in any
direction without turning ; but its commonest mode of pro-
gression is sidewise, either to the right or tlie left. The
eyes are compound and set on movable eye-stalks or oph-
thalmites. (See cut under stalk-eyed.) The common edi-
ble crab of Eurojw is Cancer paguru-s. A smaller species

Red CraXi {Cancerfiroductus).

also eaten is the shore-crab, or green crab, Carcinus mm-
nas. The common blue or edible crab of the United States
is Lupa diacantha, now called Callinectes hastatus or Nep-
tunus hastattis ; when molting, it is c&Med soft-shelied crab.
The small crabs found in oysters are species of Pinnotheri-
d€e, c&Wed pea-crabs. Thosewhich havesofttailsandlivein
univalve shells are hermit-crabs, Paguridce. Tree-crabs are
of the genus Biraus. Land-crabs constitute the family Ge-
cardnidcB. Spiaer-crabs are of the genus Maia, as M. squi-
nado, the corwich of Europe; and the name is extended to
manyotherniaioid forms, among them the largest of crabs,
sometimes from 12 to 18 feet across the outstretched legs.

Fiddler-crabs belong to the genus Gelasimus, of the family
Ocypodidoe, which also contains the racer-crabs or horse-
men, species of Ocypoda, so called from their swiftness.
Bock-crab is a name of various species of Cancridm proper.
Box-crabs belong to tlu' family Calappidce. Porcelain -crabs
are small bright-colored species of Porcellanidce. Some
handsome species of Portunidce are called lady-crabs ; and
members of this family are also known as swimming
crabs, paddle-crabs, shuttle-crabs, etc., the hinder legs
being broadened and flattened to serve for swimming, as
in our common edible crab. The red crab is Cancer pro-
ducttts. Many other cral)s are distinguished by qualify-
ing terms. See the compounds and the technical names.

Crabbe is a manere of fissce in there sea.

Old Eng. Homilies, p. 51.

You yourself, sir, should be old as I am, if, like a crab,

you could go backward. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

2. Some crustacean likened to or mistaken
for a crab: as, the glass-^a6*; the king-crrtft*.

See the compounds.— 3. A crab-louse.— 4,
[cap.'] Cancer, a constellation and sign of the
zo<fiae. See Cancer, 2.— 5t. An arch.

This work is isett upon sixe crabbes [Latin cancros\ thewe
of hard marbilston.

Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, I. 221.

6, ^;?. The lowest cast at hazard.

I . , . threw deuce-ace ; upon wliich the monster in the
chair bellowed out '*Crabs,"&nd made no more ado, but
swept away all my stakes. T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, I. vi.

7. A name of various machines and mechanical
contrivances, (a) An engine with three claws for
launching ships and heaving them in the dock, (b) A pil-

lar sometimes used for the same puriwae as a capstan.
It is an upright shaft, having several holes at the top,
tlirough which l)earing-levers are thrust, (c) A kind of
portable windlass or
machine for raising
weights, etc. Crabs
are much used In
building operations
for raising stones or
other weights, and
in loading and dis-

chai^ng vessels.
They are also ap-
plied in raising the
weights or rammers
of pile-driving en-
gines, (rf) A machine
used in rope-walks
for stretching the
yam to its fullest

Crab {c).

extent before it is worked Into strands, (e) A claw used
to temporarily secure a portable machine to the ground.
Also called crab-winch. (/) An iron trivet to set over a
fire. [Prov. Eng.]— Crab's claws, iu materia medica,
tlie tips of the claws of the common crab, formerly used



crab

as absorbents.— Crab's eyes, in mnleria mtdica, concre-

tions formed in tlie stomach of the crawfish, formerly in

much repute in a powdered state as antacids.—TO catcb
a crab, (.a) To miss a stixilce in rowing and fall backward.
(b) Among pi-ofessional oai-smen, to sink tlie oar-bla<le so

deeply in the water that it cannot be lifted easily, and
hence tends to throw the rower out of the boat.

crab^ (krab), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. crabbed, ppr.

crabbing. [< crab^, n. Cf. MLG. freq. krabbetn,

creep about.] 1. To fish for or catch crabs:

as, to go crabbing.— 2. Figuratively, to act like

a crab in crawling backward ; back out; "craw-
fish": as, he tried to crab out of it. [CoUoq.,
U.S.]
crab^ (krab), n. [< ME. crabbe, < Sw. (in oomp.)
krabb-aple, a crab-apple; perhaps < krabba, a
crab (crustacean), in allusion to the astringent
juice. Cf. crabbed.'i 1. A small, tart, and
somewhat astringent apple, of which there are

several varieties, cultivated chiefly for orna-
ment and to be made into preserves, jelly, etc.

;

the crab-apple.

She's as like this as a crab's like an apple.
Shak., Lear, i. 5.

Go home, ye knaves, and lay crabhes in the fyre.

Playe 0/ Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 426).

2. The tree producing the fruit, iiie wild species

of northern Europe is the original of the common apple,

Pi/rus Mollis. Of the cultivated crabs, the Siberian crab

(A prun(fotia), the Chinese crab (/". spectabilis), and the
cherry-crab (P. baccata) are all natives of northern Asia.

Several species of Pyrus in the United States are also

known as crab-apples, but are of no value. See apple, 1.

3. A walkiug-stick or club made of the wood
of the crab-apple ; a crabstick.

Out bolts her husband upon me with a fine taper crab
in his hand. Oarrick, Lying Valet, i. 2.

crab^ (krab), V.
;
pret. and pp. crabbed, ppr. crab-

bing. [E. dial, also crob, q. v. ; < ME. *crabben,

found only in pp. adj. crabbed, q. v.
;
prob. =

MD. D. krabben = MLG. LG. krabben, scratch,

scrape, = Icel. krabba, scrawl (freq. MD. krab-

beleii, scratch, scrawl, D. krabbelcn, scrawl, =
MLG. krabbeln, crawl about); in a secondary
form also MD. kribben, scratch, D. kribben,

quarrel, be peevish or cross (freq. D. kribbelen,

scrawl, be always quarrelsome, = G. kribbeln,

tickle, irritate, fret); whence, from the same
base, MD. D. kribbig, peevish, cross, crabbed, =
MLG. kribbisch = G. kreppisch, peevish, cross,

crabbed. In E. the word, most familiar in the
form crabbed, has long been associated with
crab^, a sour apple, crabbed being understood
as 'sour.'] I. trans. 1. To irritate; fret; vex;
provoke; make peevish, cross, sour, or bitter,

as a person or his disposition ; make crabbed.

Whowbeit he was vcrie hat [hot] in all questiones, yit

when it twitched his particular, no man could crab him.
J. iletciUe, Diary, 1578 (VVoodrow Soc), p. 6.5.

Tis easier to observe how age or sicknesse sowers and
crabbes our nature. Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, iv.

2. To break or bruise. [Prov. Eng.]
n, intrans. 1. To be peevish or cross.— 2.

In falconry, to seize each other when fighting

:

said of hawks. Encyc. Brit., IX. 7.

crab^ (krab), n. [< crab^, a. ; with allusion to

crab^, H.] A crabbed, sour-tempered, peevish,
morose person. Johnson. [Rare.]

crab*t (krab), a. [Partly < crab^, v., and crab-

bed, partly < crab^, n.] Sour; rough; harsh to

the taste.

She speakes as sharply, and lookes as sowerly, as if she
had beene new squeased out of a crab orenge.

Marston, The Fawne, iii.

Better gleanings their worn soil can boast
Than the crab vintage of the neighb'ring coast.

Dryden,

crab-apple (krab'ap'l), n. [< ME. crabbe ap-
pulle (= Sw. krabbdple); as crab^ + apple.']

Same as cra62.

crabbet, «• An obsolete form of crafil, crab^.

crabbed (krab'ed), a. [< ME. crabbed, crab-

bid; associated with the verb erab^, q. v.] 1.

Sour or harsh to the taste.— 2. Perverse; cross;

peevish; morose; springing from a sour tem-
per or character: as, a crabbed man.

I toke ful gode hede
How tbow contraryedest Clergye with crabbed wordes.

Piers Ploiffman (B), xii. 157.

Craibbed age and youth cannot live together.
Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, xii.

Lee-lang nights, wi' crabbit leuks.
Pore owre the devil's pictur'd beuks [cards].

Bums, The Twa Dogs.

8. Difficult; perplexing; uninviting: as, a
crabbed author or subject.

Whate'er the crabbed'st author hath.
Be understood b' implicit faith.

S. Butler, Uudibras, I. i. 129.
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How charming is divine philosophy

!

Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose;
But musical as is Apollo's lute.

Milton, Comus, 1. 477.

To be lord of a manor is to be the lord of a secular ruin,

in which he that knows the secret of the crabbed spell-

book may call up the ghosts of a vanished order of the
world. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 11.

4. Very intricate or irregular; difficult to de-
cipher or understand : as, crabbed handwriting;
crabbed characters.

The document in question had a sinister look, it is true

;

it was crabbed in text, and from a broad red ribbon dan-
gled the great seal of the province.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 215.

crabbedly (krab'ed-li), adv. Peevishly ; morose-
ly

;
perversely ; with asperity ; with perplexity.

So crabbedlie iumbled them both together.
Holinshed, Chron., Ireland, i.

crabbedness (krab'ed-nes), n. [< ME. crabbed-

nesse; < crabbed + -ness.'] 1. Perversity; peev-
ishness ; asperity ; moroseness ; bitterness

;

sourness ; harshness of temper or character.

These misfortunes . . . "increased the natural crabbed-

ness of his wife's temper." Everett, Orations, II. 131.

2. Difficulty; perplexity; unintelligibility.

The mathematics with their crabbedness.
Howell, Letters, I. i. 9.

crabber (krab'fer), n. One who catches crabs;
a crab-catcher.

crabbery (krab'e-ri), n.
;
pi. crabberies (-riz). [<

crab^ + -ery.'] "A resort or breeding-place of

crabs. .

The wide expanse of water is choked up by numerous
great mud-banks, which the inhabitants call Cangrejales,

or crabberies, from the number of small crabs.

Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, I. 102.

crabbing'^ (krab'ing), n. [Verbal n. of craftl,

t!.] The act or art of fishing for crabs.

crabbing^ (krab'ing), n. [< crab'^ -f -»«£rl.] The
operation of removing completely all dirt and
grease from stuffs by soap and alkalis before
they are subjected to dyeing. It is usually per-

formed by passing the fabrics through vats containing de-

tergent liquids, and then sciueezing tliem between rollers.

crabbit (krab'it), a. A Scotch form of crabbed.

crabbyt (krab'i), a. [< crab^ + -y^ ; an altera-

tion of crabbed.] Difficult; perplexing; crab-
bed; disagreeable.

Persius is crabby, because auntient.
Marston, Scourge of Villany, Prol.

crab-catcher (krab'kach"er),n. 1. One who or
that which catches crabs.— 2. A name of sun-
dry birds: in Jamaica, the small green heron,
Butorides virescens ; in South America, the boat-
billed heron, Caneroma cochlearia. See Can-
croma.
crab-eater (krab'e't^r), n. 1. The least bittern

of Europe, Ardetta minuta.— 2. The cobia or
sergeant-fish, Elacate Canada. Dr. S. L. MitcMll.

Also called cubby-yew.

crabert, »• The aquatic vole or water-rat of

Europe, Arvicola amphibia. I. Walton.

crab-iacedt (krab'fast), a. Having a sour, dis-

agreeable look : as, " a crab-faced mistress,"
Beaumont.
crab-farming (krab'far'ming), «. A system of

protecting or preserving crabs by keeping them
in pens in salt-water shallows, where they are

fattened for market.
crab-grass (krab'gras), n. 1. An annual grass,

Fanicum sanguinale, common in cultivated and
waste grounds. It affords good pasture and hay,

but, from its rapid growth, is a noxious weed in culti-

vated fields. Some other species of Panicum, as also the
Eleusine Indira, are known by the same name.

2. The Salicornia herbacea, a low, succulent,
chenopodiaoeous plant, growing upon the sea-

shore and supposed to be eaten by crabs.

crabi'te (krab'it), «. [< crafti -1- -j(f2.] A name
sometimes given to a fossil crab or crawfish.

crab-lobster (krab'lob'ster), ». An anomurous
crustacean of the genus
I'orcellana.

crab-louse (krab'lous),

». Akindoflouse, Pedi-
culus or I'hthirius pubis
or inguinalis, found at

times in the hair of the
pubis and periufflum,

and sometimes on other
portions of the body,
clinging with great te-

nacity, and diSicult to

eradicate : so called from its shape and gener-
al appearance. It is destroyed by mercurial
ointment.

crab-oil (krab'oil), n. [Appar. < crab^ + oil, but
prop, an accom. of carap-oiU] An oil extracted

cracche

from the nuts of Carapa Guianensis. See Ca-
rapa.

crab-pot (krab'pot), n. A device for catching
crabs, consisting of a frame of wickerwork open
at the top.

Crabro (kra'bro), n. [NL., <L. crafero, a hornet

:

see hornet.] The typical genus of the family
Crabronidce, containing large black-and-yellow
species, as C. cephalotes. A characteristic American
form is C. sexmaculatus, with six yellow spots on the

Crab-touse {Phthirius fubij).
enlarged.

Crabro interrupla, ( Line shows natural size.

)

subpedunculate abdomen. The name of the genus is also

the specific name of the connnon hornet, Vespa crabro,

of a different family. C. intemipta is a common North
American species, extending from Canada all through the
eastern United States.

crab-roller (krab'ro^'ler), n. In printing, a
small roller which distributes printing-ink on
the ink-cylinder of the Adams printing-press

;

so called because its motion is sidewise and
apparently diagonal. Also known as the duc-
tiir or doctor.

Crabronids (kra-bron'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Crabro{n-) -1- -ida;.] A family of fossorial acu-
leate hymenopterous insects, related to the
Vespidw, or wasps and hornets, and having short
antennffi and a large truncate head. The species
burrow in the ground, in decayed wood, etc., and the sting
of some of them is very painful. The genera are al}OUt 20
in number, and the species are very numerous. They are
generally known as sand-wasps and wood-wasps.

crab's-cla'W (krabz'kla), n. The water-soldier,
Stratiotes aloides: so called from the shape of
its leaves.

crabs'-eyes (krabz'iz), n.2il. A name for the
seeds 01 Abrus precatorius.

crabsidle (krab'si'dl), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. crab-

sidled.^\>]yr. crabsidling. {<. erab^ + sidle.] To
move sidewise, like a crab.

Others crabsidUng along. Soiithey, Letters (1800), 1. 105.

crab-spider (krab'spi"der), )i. 1. Alaterigrado
spider, as one of the family Thomisidte: so
called from its habit of moving sidewise.— 2.

A scorpion.

crabstick (krab'stik), n. [< cralfi + stick.] A
walking-stick or club made of the wood of the
crab-tree ; hence, such a stick of any wood.
Adams, brandishing his cra&£f f'cA:, said he despised death

as much as any man. Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

crabstock (krab'stok), n. A wild apple-tree
used as a stock to graft upon.

Let him tell wh.v a graft, taking nourishment from a
crabstock, shall have a fruit more noble than its nurse and
parent. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 435.

crabstone (krab'ston), re. A chalky mass or
calcareous concretion developed on either side

of the stomach of crustaceans, as the decapods,
previous to the casting of the shell, and sup-

posed to be a deposit stored up for the calcifi-

cation of the new shell.

crab-tree (krab'tre), n. and a. [< ME. crab-tre;

< cra62 -(- tree.] I. n. The tree which bears
crabs, or crab-apples.

We have some old crab-trees here at home that will not
Be grafted to your relish. Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

II. a. Made of the wood of the crab. The
wood is used principally by millwrights for the

teeth of wheels.

The tinker had a crab-tree staff.

Which was both good and strong.

Bobin Hood and the Tinker (Child's Ballads, V. 23S).

crab-'winch (krab'winch), n. Same as crab^,

7(e).

crab-'WOOd (krab'wud), re. [Appar. < crnb^ +
icood^, but prop, an accom. of carap-wood.]

The wood of Carapa Guianensis. See Carapa.

crab-ya'WS (krab'yaz), n.pl. The name applied

to the tumors of framboesia (yaws) when they
appear on the soles of the feet and palms of the

hands. In these places the thicker epidermis

forms hard, callous lips, and the tumors are

painful.

craccbet, v. t. A Middle English form of cratchK



CracidsB

Oracidffl (kras'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Crax(Crac-)

+ .idie.] A family of gallinaceous birds pecu-

liar to the warmer parts of America, irterme-

diate between the fowls proper and the pigeons,

and forming with the o\d-viOTldMegapo(htcla;,or

mound-birds, the suborder J'eristeropodes, or pi-

geon-toed fowls, so caUed because the hind toe

is insistent as iu the pigeons. The famUy contains

the numerous and Uiversifiea forms known as curassows,

hoccos Kuana, etc. It is divided into three subfamilies

:

K^^roper, the curassows and hoccos, with 4 genera

and mpicies; OreophadiuB, with a single genus and spe-

cies; !,nd Pe,ielopi,i<ie. the guans, with 7 genera and about

40 species. The chachalaca, Ortalula vetula maccalh,^

the only representative of the family m the United States.

See cuts under cnra8«ow and .oruan.
//^_„„ \

Oracinae (kra-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Crax (Crac-)

+ -iii(e.'\ The typical subfamily of the family

crack (krak), V. [Earlv mod. E. eraeke, crakke,

< ME. crakken, craken, < AS. eracian (also trans-

posed, cearcian, > ME. charken, cherkin, t..

eharkh a. v.), crack, = D. kraken, crack, creak,

krakken, crack, = MLG. LG. kraken (> F. cra-

guer) = OHG. chrahhon, MHG. G. krachen,

crack; cf. Gael, crac, crack, break, crac, a crack,

fissure. Prob. an imitative word : see chark>-,

a doublet of crack, and cf . creafci, crick^, crake^,

cluck, click, cluck, knack, crash, etc. Hence

crackle, etc.] I. intrans. 1. To break with a

sudden sharp sound ; be or become shattered

or shivered.

Dear Girdle, help ! shouldst heavnly Thou be slack,

Soon would my overstretched heart-strings crack.

J. Beaunwnt, Psyche, iii. 227.

SpUnter'd apear-shafts croci and fly. ^ , . ,

Tennyton, Sir Galahad.

2. To burst ; split; open in chinks or fissures;

be or become fractured on the surface; become

chapped or chopped.

My lips gyn crake. Cocenfry Mytteriei, p. 325.

Had I your tongues and eyes, Id use them so

That heaven's vault should crack. AAat., Lear, v. 3.

3. To fail or be impaired ;
give way. [CoUoq.]

The credit ... of exchequers crack) when little comes

in and much goes out. Dryden.

4. In racing slang, to give out; fail; fall be-

hind: saidof ahorse.— 5. To give forth a loud

or sharp, abrupt sound; crackle as burning

brushwood ; snap : as, the whip cracks.

I will board her, though she chide as loud

As tlmnder, when the clouds in autumn era**.

SKak., T. of the h., i. 2.

6. To call out loudly; shout; bawl.— 7. To

boast; brag; talk exultingly.

Etbiops of their sweet complexion crack.

Sliak., h. L. L., IV. 3.

Galen crackt how many several cures he hath performed

lu this kind by use of batlis alone.
, « , „ »<»

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 288.

I wonder if yon poor sick chap at Moss Brow would

fancy some o' my sausages. They're something to crack

on for they are made fra an old Cumlierland receipt.
'

Mrg. Gatkell. .Sylvia's Lovers, viii.

8. To chat ; talk freely and familiarly. [Old

Eng. and Scotch.]
" What, howe, mate ! thow stondyst to ny,

Tliy felow may nat hale the by "

;

Thus they begyn to crake. „ „ „ „ ^ , ,„
Pilyriins Sea- Voyage (E. E. T. S.), 1. 16.

Gae warm ye, and crack with our dame.
Hamtay, Poems, ii. 522.

n. trans. 1. To break; sever; sunder.

In dties, mutinies ; in countries, discord ; In palaces,

treason : and the bond cracked twixt son and father.

Shak., Lear, 1. 2.

2. To break in pieces ; smash; split.

Thou wilt quarrel with a man for cracking nuts.

Shak., R. and J., ill. 1.

3. To break with grief ; affect deeply. [Rare

or obsolete, rend or break being now used.]

O madam, my old heart is eroded ! Shak., Lear, ii. 1.

4. Specifically, to break or cause to burst into

chinks; break partially, or on the surface;

break without entire separation of the parts

:

as, to crack glass or ice.

I had lever to crackr thy crowne.

LyIfU Gette of Rubyn Hood (Child s Ballads, V. 72).

Honour is like that glassy bubble,

That finds philosophers such trouble

;

Whose least part crack d, the whole doth fly.

.S. Bnller, Hudlbras, II. ii. 387.

Crackd the helmet through. Tennyton, Geralnt.

6. To open and drink: as, to crack a bottle of

wine.
They went to a tavern and there they dined.

And bottles cracked most meirilie.

Bold Pedlar and BMn Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 251).

You'll crack a quart together. Ha 1 will you not, mas-

ter Bardolph? Shnk., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3.
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6. To mar ; impair ; spoil ; hence, when applied

to the brain, to dement.

Alas, his care will go near to crack him.

B. Jomon, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

He thought none poets till their brains were crackt.
Roscommon.

One story disproved crncis all the rest.

G. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 472.

7. To make a snapping sound with ; cause to

make a sharp, sudden sound: as, to crack a

whip.
He neither cracked his whip, nor blew his horn.

Wordsworth, Hart-Leap Well.

8. To boast or brag in regard to; exult in or

about
For then they glory ; then they boast and crack that

they have played the men Indeed, when they have so

overcome as no other living creature but only man could :

that is to say, by the might and puissance of wit

!

.Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), u. 10.

9t. To use in utterance; talk: as, to "crack

Latin," Wyclif.

Or crack out bawdy speeches and unclean.

B. Jonson, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

A nut to crack. See nut.— to crack a crib, to break

into a house; commit burglary. (Thieves' slang.)— To
crack a Joke, to make a jest ; say or relate something

witty or sportive.— To crack up, to cry up ; extol ; puff.

(Colloq.)

" Mexico " the bricklayer said, " is not what it has been

cracked up to be." The American, VII. 334.

crack (krak), n. [< ME. erak, a loud noise, din,

= D. fcrat = LG. krak (> F. crac) = OHG.
chrac, MHG. G. krach ; from the verb.] 1. A
chink or fissure; a narrow fracture; a crev-

ice ; a partial separation of the parts of a

substance, with or without an opening or dis-

placement: as, a crack in a board, in a wall,

or in glass.

He restlessly watched the stars through the cracks of the

boarded roof. Bret Harte, Shore and Sedge, p. 31.

Hence— 2. A moral breach, flaw, or defect:

as, there is a decided crack in his character or

reputation.
I cannot

Believe this crack to be In my dread mistress.

Shak., W. T., i. 2.

Her faults

Or eraeka in duty and obedience.
MiddUlon, Chaste Maid, 1. 1.

3. A sharp or loud sound, more or less sudden,

explosive, or startling ; the sound of anything

suddenly rent or broken : as, a crack of thun-

der ; the crack of a whip.

He unconcerned, would hear the mighty crack,

And stand secure amidst a falling world.
Addison, tr. of Horace, iii. 3.

4. A sharp, resounding blow : as, he gave him

a crack on the head.
His steep fall.

By how much it doth give the weightier crack.

Will send more wounding terror to the rest.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 2.

5t. A gun: as, "crakys of war," Barbour.— 6.

A broken, changing, infirm, orotherwise altered

tone of voice, as that of youth verging on man-

hood, or of old age.
Though now our voices

Have got the mannish croc*.*
Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

7. Mental aberration ; mania ; crankiness : as,

he has a crack.

I saw my friend the upholsterer, whose crack toward

politics I have heretofore mentioned. „ ,.,o
Steele, Tatler, No. 178.

8. A crazy person; a crank. [Colloq.]

I cannot get the Parliament to listen to me, who look

upon me, forsooth, as a Cract and a Projector.
' Addison, London Cries.

9t. Onewho excels; one of superior merit ; the

best.

1st Gent. What dost think. Jockey?

2d G«ne. The croc* o' the fteldl's) against you.

Shirley, Hyde Park, Iv. 3.

10. A lie ; a fib. [Old slang.]

That's a damned confounded crack.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, il.

lit. A boast.

Great labour hath been about this matter ; great cracks

hath been made, that all should be well.

Latimer, Ist Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Out of this fountain proceed all those cracks and brags.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 183.

12t. A boaster.— 1 St. A prostitute. Johnson.

—14t. A boy, generally a pert, lively boy.

When he was a crack, not thus high.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ill. 2.

Nay Cupid, leave to speak Improperly ; since we are

turned cracks, let's study to be like rroc*» ; practise their

hmmiage and behaviours, and not with a dead imitation.
* * B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, U. 1.

cracker

16. An instant : as, I'll be with you in a crack.

[Old Eng. and Scotch.]

He turnd his back, and in a crack

Was cleanly out of sight, man.
Battle o/ TranentUuir (Child's Ballads, VII. 170).

Puts spurs to his hack.

Makes a dash through the crowd, and is oft In a crack

!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 69.

16. Free, familiar conversation; a comfortable

chat. [Scotch.]

Good-morrow, nibour Synion ; come sit down
Aud gie's your cracks.— What's a' the news in town?

Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, ii. 1.

She was the wit of the village, and delighted in a crack

with her master, when she could get it.
,_

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, vu.

What is crack in English ? A chat. The synonym is as

perfect as possible ; yet the words are subtly distinguished

by a whole hemisphere of feeling. A chat, by comparison
" wi' a crack," is a poor, frivolous, shallow, altogether

heartless business. A crack is ... a chat witli a good,

kiiully human heart in it. P. P. Alexander.

The crack of doom. See doom.
_

crack (krak), a. [< crack, n. and v., in sense ol

'boast.'] Excellent; first-rate; having quab-

ties to be proud of; in definite use, the best

or most excellent: as, a crack shot; a ci-ack

regiment ; the crack player of the band. [Col-

loq.]
You've seen Mr. Kean,
I mean in that scene

Of Macbeth— by some thought the crack one of the piece.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 30.

Cox's, I fancy, is the crack hotel of London. Lady Byron •

boarded there then.
. . „ „ , ««

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 69.

crack-brained (krak'brand), a. Having an im-

paired intellect ; more or less demented.

A race of odd crack-brained schisniaticks do croak in

every corner. Hoivcll, Letters, iv. 44.

cracked (krakt), p. a. [Pp. of crack, v.] 1.

Burst or split; rent; partially severed: as, a

cracikcd pitcher.— 2. Broken or changing, as the

voice of youth verging on manhood, or of old

age.

His name was Gania ; crackd and small his voice.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

3. Blemished, as an impaired reputation.

The reputation of an intrigue with such a cracked

pitcher does me no lionour at all.^
Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

4. Imperfect, as a doubtful title.

Three things cause jealousy : a miglity state, a rich trea-

sure a fair wife ; or, where there is a cracked title, much
tyranny and exactions. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 565.

6. Impaired intellectually ; crazy.

I was ever of opinion that the philosopher's stone, and

an holy war, were but the rendezvous of crncted brains.

Bacon, Holy War.

cracker (krak'fer), n. 1. One who or thatwhich

cracks or breaks (transitively). Speciftcally — (a)

In flint-manuf., a man who breaks the flint stones into

flakes, and sorts the fragments according to size, (d) In

anthracite mining, a coal-breaker or -crusher, (c) A ma-

chine with grooved rollers for crushing and grinding raw

rubber, (rf) A tooth.

2. One who or that which cracks (intransi-

tively). Specifically- (a) A small kind of firework

filled with powder or combustible matter, which explodes

with a smart crack or with a series of sharp noises in quick

succession ; a flre-cracker. (6) A noisy, boasting fellow ;

a talker. [Rare or obsolete.) Formerly also crater.

Great crakers were never great fighters.

R. Edwards, Damon and Pythias.

What cracker is this same, that deafs our ears

With this abundance of superfluous breath?
Shak.,K. John, iL 1.

3. A boast; a lie. [CoUoq.]— 4. A thin hard

or crisp biscuit. [American.]

students at the necessary duty of eating brown Boston

crackers. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 14.

I've been sitting for hours among distinguished people,

listening to excellent discourse ; but I had a cracker in my
coat pocket, which I wanted to eat and didn't dare.

Quoted in ilerriam's Life of Bowles, II. 414.

5. A bird, the pintail duck, Dafila acuta.—6.

pi. The parrots as an order, Emicleatores.— 7.

One of an inferior class of white hill-dwellers

in some of the southern United States, espe-

cially in Georgia and Florida. I'he name is said

to have been applied because cracked corn is their chief

article of diet ; it is as old in Georgia and Florida as the

thiies of the revolution. Also called sand-hUter.

This being inhabits the Southern States under various

names. . . . In Virginia he is known as the "mean white

or "poor white," and among the negroes as poor white

trash
" In North Carolina he flourishes under the title of

"conch." In South Carolina he is called "low-downer

In Georgia and Florida we salute hini with the crisp and

Bigniflcant appellation of crncArcr. ,

J. S. Bradford, Lippincott s Mag., VI. 457.

"I was amused enough," said Nina, "with Old Hun-

dred's indignation at having got out the carriage and

horses to go over to what lie called a Cracker funeral.

H. B. Stowe, Dred, 1. 152.



cracker

It would not be easy to convince a Mohammedan of
Algiers, a Christian oJ Rome, or a cracker of .Mississippi.

X. A. Jiev., CXXVII. 485.

crack-hempt (krak'hemp), n. [< crack, v., +
obj. hemp.] One destined to stretch a rope—
that is, one who deserves to be hanged ; a wretch
fated to the gallows. Also called crack-rope.

Come hither, crad-Acmp. . Come hither, you rogue.
SAot., T. of theS.,v. 1.

cracking (krak'lng), n. [< ME. crakkyng; ver-
bal n. of crack, r.] 1. The act of breaking;
a breaking or snapping.
Ther was gret noise and crakkynge of speres, and many

oon throwe to grounde bothe horse and man, and that
dured longe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 248.

2t. A more or less loud sound of breaking or
snapping; a resounding noise.

Then the first cors come with crakkyyig of trumpes.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 116.

crackle (krak'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. crackled, ppr.

crackling. [< ME. crakelen, crackle, quaver in
singing, = MLG. krakelen, make a loud cry,
cackle; freq. of crack, r.] I. intrans. 1. To
make slight cracks, or sudden sharp, explosive
noises, rapidly or frequently repeated; crepi-
tate : as, burning thorns crackle.

Had I a Wreath of Bays about my Brow,
I should contemn that flourishing Honour now.
Condemn it to the Fire, and joy to liear
It Kage and Crackle there,

Cowley, Death of Mr. Wm. Harvey, st. 9.

A thousand villages to ashes turns,
In crackling flames a thousand harvests bums.

Addison, The Campaign.

The tempest crackles on the leads,
Tennyson, Sir Galahad,

2. To quaver in singing. Cuckoo and Nightin-
gale, 1. 119.—-3. In lute-playing, to play the
tones of a chord in succession instead of si-

multaneously. See arpeggio.

II, tratis. To cover with a network of minute
cracks, as porcelain or glass.

Some of it [Chinese porcelain] is crackled, not acciden-
tally, but by a careful process. Encyc. BrU., XIX. 634.

crackle (krak'l), n. [(.crackle, v. "] 1. One of a
series of small, sharp, quickly repeated noises,
such as are made by a burning fire ; crackling.

From the same walls Savonarola went forth to his tri-

umphs, short-lived almost as the crackle of his martyr-
dom. Lowell, Among my Boolcs, 2d ser., p. 2.

2. A small crack; specifically, a network of
cracks characterizing the surface-glaze of some
kinds of porcelain and fine pottery, it penetrates
the glaze, and is produced artificially by causing the glaze
to shrink more than the body of the ware : as, a fine
crackle showing purple lines ; a coarse crackle with black
lines, etc. Some of tlie most delicate crackles are said to
be produced by the heat of the sun, to which the newly
applied glaze is exposed ; dry color is then rubbed over
the piece, filling up the cracks, and the piece is afterward
fired.

crackle-china (krak'l-cM^na), n. Same as
crackle-porcelain.

crackled (krak'ld), a. [< crackle + -ed^.'\

Covered with a network of small cracks : as,
crackled porcelain or glass.

The soft creamy-looking crackled glaze adds an addi-
tional charm. Encyc. Brit., Xlll. B90.

Crackled waxe, porcelain or faience decorated with
crackle.

crackle-glass (krak'l-gl&s), n. An ornamented
glass made by plunging a mass attached to the
end of a blowpipe, while at a glowing red heat,
into hot water, and then opening and blowing
it out. Its surface is filled with minute craeks, so that it

resembles a mass of thawing ice, and is beautifully pellu-
cid. Also called ice-glass.

crackle-porcelain (krak'l-p6rs"Ian), n. A va-
riety of ceramic ware in which the enamel is

covered with fine cracks ; crackled ware. See
crackle, n., 2. in Chinese ware the crackled effect is

restricted to certain portions of the glaze, leaving the
remaining portions plain, thus producing ornamental ef-
fects. Also called crackle-china, crackle-ware, and cracklin.

crackless (krak'les), a. [< crack + -less.']

Without crack, seam, or opening.

Behind was a solid blackness— a crackless bank of it.

S. L. Clemens, Life on Mississippi, p. 571,

crackle-ware (krak'l-war), ». Same as crackle-
porcelain.

cracklin (krak'lin), n. [For crackling.'] Same
as crackle-porcelain.

crackling (krak'ling), n. [Verbal n. of crackle,
V. Cf . D. krakeling = MLG. krackelinge, a cake,
cracknel: see cracknel.'] 1. The making or
emitting of small, abrupt, frequently repeated
cracks or reports.

The crackling of thorns under a pot, Eccl, vii, 6,

The blaze of papers, the melting of seals, and crackling
Ot parchments, made a very odd scene.

Addison, Vision of Justice.
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Small, busy flames play through the fresh-laid coals,
And their faint cracklings o'er our silence creep.

Keats, To my Brothers,

2. The browned skin of roast pig.

For the flrst time in his life (in tile world's life indeed)
he tasted crackling. Lamb, Hoast Pig.

3. pi. In the United States, the crisp residue
of hogs' fat after the lard has been tried out.
Bartlett.— 4. In Great Britain, a kind of cake
used for dogs' food, made from the refuse of tal-
low-melting.— 5. Three stripes of velvet worn
on the sleeve by members of St. John's College,
Cambridge, England.
cracknel (krak'nel), n. [< ME. crakenelle, an al-

teration of F. craquelin, < D. krakeling = MLG.
krackelinge, a cake, cracknel (= E. crackling), <
kraken, crack : see crack, v.] 1. A small, brittle
fancy biscuit shaped in a dish ; a hard, brittle
cake or biscuit.

Whan the plate is bote, they cast of the thyn paste
thereon, and so make a lytic cake in maner of a crakenell,
or bysket. Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. xvii.

Take with thee ten loaves, and cracknels, and a cruse of
honey. i Ki, xiv. 3.

2. pi. Small bits of fat pork fried crisp.

—

Cracknel bread, bread in which pork cracknels are
mixed : a luxury among the negroes of the southern United
States. Also called goody-bread. [U. S.]

crack-ropet (krak'rop), n. [< crack, v., + obj.
rope.] Same as crack-hemp.

Away, you crack-ropes, are you fighting at the court
gate? R. Edwards, Damon and Pythias,

Ha ! ha ! you do not know the mystery ; this lady is a
boy, a very crackrope boy. Shirley, Love in a Maze, iv. 3.

crack-skull (ki-ak'skul), n. A person whose
intellect is disordered ; a hare-brained fellow.
cracksman (kraks'mau), ». ;

pi. cracksmen
(-men). [< crack's, poss. of crack, + man.] A
burglar. [Slang.]

Wliom can I herd with? Cracksmen and pickpockets,
BtUwer, What will he Do with it? viL 5.

crack-tryst (krak'tnst), n. [< crack, v., + obj.
tryst.] One who fails to keep his engagements
or trysts. [Scotch.]
cracky (krak'i), a. [Sc, < crack, v., + -i/l.]

1 . Talkative : often used to express the loqua-
city of a person in liquor.

Dryster Jock was sitting cracky,
Wi' Pate Tamson o' the HilL

A. Wilson, Poems, p, 3,

2. Affable ; agreeable in conversation.
Cracovian (kra-ko'vi-an), a. and n. [< Cracoic
-t -ian, after F. Craiovien.] I. a. Of or be-
longing to the city of Cracow, capital of Poland
for several centuries, now in the province of
Galicia— Cracovian catechism. See catechism, 2.

II. n. A person belonging to Cracow.
CracCTienne (kra-ko-vi-en'), n. [F., fem. of
Cracovien, Cracovian.] 1. A Polish dance of
graceful and fanciful character, somewhat like

the mazurka.— 2. Music written for or in imi-
tation of the movement of such a dance, in du-
ple rhythm with frequent syncopations.
cracffwt (krak'6), n. [ME. cracowes, erakowis;
so called from Cracow in Poland ; G. Krakau,

"PohKrakov.] A long-toed boot
or shoe introduced into Eng-
land in the reign of Richard
II., and named from the city

of Cracow. Also called, from the
name Poland, pollyiis. F'or the same
form used in armor, see pollyiis and
solleret.

Cracticus (krak'ti-kus), n.

[NL., < Gr. KpaKTindq, noisy, <
Kpal^cLv, croak, scream, shriek.

Cf. crake'^ and Crax.] A genus
of shrikes peculiar to the Aus-
tralian and Papuan islands,
having as its type C. robustus or
C. personatus. See Barita and
Vanga. ViHllot, 1816.

-cracy. [= F. -cratie, < L.
-cratia, < Gr. -uparia (in comp.
apiaro-Kpana, aristocracy, iJ^/io-

Kparia, democracy, etc.), with
adj. in -Kparrndg (L. -craticns,

F. -cratique, E. -cratie, whence mod. nouns in F.
-crate, E. -crat as in arifiocrat, democrat, etc.),

< Kparccv, rule, < Kparvc, strong, hard, = E. hard,

q. v.] An element in some words of Greek
origin, meaning ' government,' ' rule,' as in aris-

tocracy, democracy, theocracy, etc. : also used
as an English formative with the preceding
vowel -0-, as in moboeracy, or without it, as in

bureaucracy (French bureaucratic). The accom-
panying adjective is in -cratie, -cratical, whence the noun
in -crat, signifying one who represents or favors the sys-

Cracows, from the
Harleian MSB.

cradle

tem or government referred to, as aristocrat, democrat,
bureaucrat, etc.

cradle (kra'dl), «. [< ME, cradel, cradilj cre-

del, < AS. cradol, cradel, cradulj a cradle, < Ir.

craidhal = Gael, creathall, a cradle, a grate (cf.

W. crydj a cradle); akin to L. cratis, a hurdle
(> E. crate and ult. grate^ a,ndgrilU)j and to E.
hurdle: see crate^ grate^^ grUl\ hurdle.'] 1. A
little bed or cot for an infant, usually mounted
on rockers, or balanced or suspended in such
a manner as to admit of a rocking or swinging
motion.

A squyer hym [the child] bar in a litill cradell, hym be-
fore, vpon his horse nekke. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 296.

No sooner was I crept out of my cradle
But I was made a king, at nine months old.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 9.

This child is not mine as the first was ; . , .

Yet it lies in my little one's cradle,

And sits in my little one's chair.

Lowell, The Changeling.

Hence— 2. The i>laee where any person or
thing is nurtured in the earlier stage of exis-

tence: as, Asia, the cradle of the human race;
the cradle of liberty, etc.—3. A standing bed-
stead for wounded seamen.—4. A name of vari-

ous mechanical contrivances, (a) That part (jf the
stock of a crossbow where the missile is put. (6) In tturg.

,

(1) A case in which a broken leg is laid after being set,

(2) A semicircular case of thin wood, or strips of wood,
used for preventing the contact of the bedclothes with the
injured part, in cases of wounds, fractures, etc. (c) In
ship-building, a frame placed under the bottom of a ship
for launching. It supports the ship, and slides down the
timbers or passage called the ways, (d) A frame placed
under the bottom of a ship to support her while being
hauled up on a marine railway, (e) In etigraving, a steel

tool shaped like a currycomb, with sharp teeth, used in
laying mezzotint grounds. Also called rocker. (/) In
agri., a frame of wood with a row of long curved teeth
projecting above and parallel to a broad scythe-blade,
for cutting oats and other cereals and laying them in a
straight swath as they are cut.

A brush sithe [scythe] and grass sithe, with rifle to stand,
A cradle for barlle, with rubstone and sand.

Tusser, Husbandrie, p. 37.

(fj) In arch., a centering of ribs latticed with spars, used
for building culverts and other arches, (h) A large wooden
frame in which a canal-boat or bai^e may l)e floated in
order to be raised or lowered by pulleys, without the aid
of the usual locks, (i) In mining: (1) In gold-mining, a
machine for separating gold from auriferous gravel or

Mininy-L-raaie.

sand. It resembles in form a child's cradle, and, like it,

has rockers; hence also called a rocker, and sometimes a
cradle-rocker. This apparatus for washing gold is next in

simplicity to the pan. It was extensively used in Cali-

fornia and Australia in the early days of gold-washing, but,
except among Chinese miners, it has now almost entirely
disappeared, its place having been taken first by the tom,
and later by the sluice. (2) A suspended scafl'old used in

shafts, (j) In carp., the rough framework or bracketing
which foiTus ribbing for vaulted ceilings and arches in-

tended to be covered with plaster, (k) In life-saving ap-

paratus, a basket or car running on a line, in which persons
are transferred from a wreck to the shore. (0 A chock
used for supporting boats on board ship, (vi) In hat-mak-
ini7, a circular iron frame with pegs projecting inward, on
which hats are hung and lowered into the dye-vessel to

be colored.

5. An old game played by children: same as
ca^'s-<*rfff77e.—Armor-plate cradle. See armor-plate.

— Cone-and-cradle mill. See jntVi.— Cradle printing-
machine, a i)rintiiig-m:uliine in wliich the cylinder has
only a half-revolution, which gives it a rocking or cradle-

like motion. [Eng.] Known in America as the oscillating

machine.

cradle (kra'dl), r. ; pret. and pp. cradled^ ppr.

cradling, [< cradle, w.] I. trans. 1. To place



cradle

or rock in a cradle
;
quiet by or as if by rock-

ing.
O little did my raother ken,
That day she cradled me,

The lands I was to travel in^

Or the death I was to die !

The Queen:) Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 119).

To view the fair earth in its summer sleep.

Silent, and cradled by the glimmering deep.
Bi-yant, To the Apennines.

2. To nurse in infancy.

Cain, . . . cradled yet in his fathers honshold.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 34.

3. To cut with a cradle, as grain.

Yet are we, be the moral told,

Alike in one thing— growing old.

Ripened like summer's cradled sheaf,
Halteck, Tlie Recorder.

4. To wash in a miners' cradle, as auriferous

gravel.

n. iniratis. To lie in or as if in a cradle.

Wither'd roots, and husks
Wherein the acorn cradled. 5Aa*., Tempest, i. 2.

cradle-bar (kra'dl-bar), n. In mech. construc-

tion, a bar forming part of a cradle-shaped mem-
ber or device.

cradle-cap (kra'dl-kap), n. A cap worn by a
verv young child.

cradle-clothes (kra'dl-kloSHz), n.pl. 1. Clothes
worn by a young child in the cradle.

O, that it could be prov'd
That some night-tripping fairy had exchang'd
In cradle-clothes our children where they lay

!

SAa*.,lHen. IV., I. 1.

2. Blankets and other coverings for a child

while lying in the cradle.

cradle-nole (kra'dl-hol), «. 1. A rut or slight

depression in a road; specifically, such a de-

pression formed in snow which covers a road.
— 2. A spot in a road from which the frost is

melting. [U. S. in both senses.]

cradle-rocker (kra''dl-rok''6r), ». See cradle,

4 (0 (1).

cradle-scythe (kra'dl-siTH), n. A broad scythe
used in a cradle for cutting grain.

cradle-vault (kra'dl-valt), ». Same as barrel-

vault.

cradle-walkt (kra'dl-w&k), n. A walk or an
avenue arched over with trees.

The garden is just as Sir John Germain brought it from
Holland ; pyramidal yews, treillagcs, and square cradle-

walks with windows clipped in tlicni.

Walpole, Letters (1763), II. 461.

cradling (kra'dling), n. [Verbal n. of cradle, r.]

1. The act of rocking in a cradle ; henee, nur-
ture in infancy ; the period of infancy.

From his cradling
Begin his service's first reckoning.

Otia Sacra (1648X p. 33.

2. In carp. : (a) Timber framing for sustain-

ing the laths and plaster of a vaulted ceiling, (b)

The framework to which the entablature of a
wooden shop-front is attached.— 3. In cooper-
age, the cutting of a cask in two lengthwise, so
as to enable it to pass through a narrow place,
the pieces being afterward united.

craftl (kraft), n. [< ME. craft, crceft, creft, pow-
er, skill, cunning, guile (sense of 'vessel' not
found), < AS. crceft, power, skill, etc., rarely a
vessel, = OS. kraft = OFries. kreft = D. krach t

= OHG. chraft, MHG. G. kraft = Icel. kraptr,

kraftr = Sw. I)an. kraft, power, might, great
force, skill; root unknown.] If. Stre^th;
power; might.
She . . . made his foomen al his [Samson's] cra/t espien.

Chaucer, Monli's 'Tale, 1. 7s.

He that conquerid the Crosse be craftez of armes.
That Criste was on cruciflede, that kyng es of hevene.

MarU Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 28,'i.

And many other thinges thel don, be era/t of hire En-
chauntementes. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 238.

2. Ability; dexterity; skill ; especially, skill in
making plans and carrying them into execu-
tion; dexterity in managing affairs; adroit-
ness

;
practical cunning.

Poesy Is his (the poet's] skill or craft of making.
B. Jonson.

The craft
Of a shrewd Counsellor, eager to protect
The Church. Wordsteorth, Kccles. .Sonnets, ii. 16.

3. Specifically, cunning, art, skill, or dexterity
applied to bad purposes ; artifice

;
guile ; sub-

tlety.

The chief priesti and scrilMjs sought how they might take
him by cra/t, and put him t^j death. Mark xiv. 1.

The tradesman, tlie attorney, comes out of the din and
era/t of the street, and sees the sky and the woods, and is

« man again. Hincrson, Misc., p. 22.

4t. A device ; a means ; an art ; art in general.

The lyf so short, the craft so long to lerne.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 1
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The plajrner parte of flfraunce a cra/te hath fonde
To repe in litei space a worlde of londe.

Patladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 159.

5. A trade, occupation, or employment requir-

ing the exercise of special skill or dexterity,

especially of manual skill ; a handicraft.

That no man set vp the cra/te of bakyng from hensforth,
with-yathe said Cite . . . on*less that he be a franchessid
man. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 337.

Ye know that by this craft we have our wealth.
Acts xix. 25.

IngloriousimplementsofcTiit/^ and toil, . . . you would I

extol. Wordsworth, Excursion, v.

6. The members of a trade, collectively; a
guild.

They schalle . . . chese theym ilj. of the said cr^te, of
the most abilist persons. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 335.

7. -ATawf., a vessel; collectively, vessels of any
kind.

Right against the bay, where the Dutch fort stands, there
is a navigable river for small craft.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

8. See the extract.

The whole outfit of the [whalelboat has two general and
rather indefinite names, *'boat gear "and "craft"; but
the word craft applies particularly to the weapons imme-
diately used in the capture.

C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 226.

The craft, freemasonry. = Syn. 6. See occupation.

craft^t (kraft), V. [< ME. craften, play tricks,

also attain (as by skill), < craftj n.j I. intrans.

To play tricks.

You have crafted fair. Shak. , Cor. , iv. 6.

H. trans. 1. To use skill upon; manipulate.

And they bene laden, I vnderstand.
With wollen cloth all maner of colours
By dyers crafted full diuers, that ben ours.

HakluyVs Voyages, I. 193.

2. Specifically, to build.

Let crafte it [a cistern] up pleasaunt as it may suffice

Unto thi self, as best is broode and lunge.
Pailadius, Huslwndrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 16.

craft- (kraft), n. A Scotch form of croft.

craft-guildt (kraft'gild), n, A guild formed by
the members of a craft ; a trade-union.

The principal object of the Craft-Gilds was to secure
their meral>ers in the indeptjndent, unimpaired, and regu-
lar earning of their daily iiread by means of their craft.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxxv.

craftily (kr&f'ti-li), adv, [< ME. craftily^ cra/t-

ili, -liK% -Uchej etc. (also craftlyy < AS. crceftlice)^

= OS. icraftigliko — MHG. kreftecltche; as crafty
+ 'ly^'l It. Skilfully.

Cranes and curlues craftyly ro8te<l.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 196.

To-morow I muste to Kyrkesley,
Craftely to be leten blode.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Mode (Child's Ballads, V. 123).

2. With cunning ; artfully ; cunningly ; wilily.

Either you are ignorant,
Or seem so, craftily ; and that's not good.

Shak.,U. forM.,ii. 4.

craftiness (kr&f'ti-nes), n. [< crafty + -ness.']

The quality or character of being crafty ; art-

fulness ; dexterity in devising and effecting a
purpose ; cunning ; artifice ; stratagem.

He taketh the wise In their own craftiness. Job v. 13.

Not walking in craftiness, nor handling the word of God
deceitfully. 2 Cor. iv. 2.

No one knew better than he [Machiavelli] that it was not
by fraudulent diplomacy or astute craftiness t\\3.tV\orencQ

had attained her incomparable renown.
S. Anios, Science of Politics, p. 36.

craftless (kraft'les), a. [< craft^ + -less.']

Free from craft or cunning. [Rare,]

Covctousness . . . undoesthose who si>ecially belong to
God's protection : helpless, craftless, and innocent people.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, § 6.

craftsman (krafts ' man), w.
;

pi. craftsmen
(-men), [< craffSj poss. of craft^, + man.'}

A member of a craft ; an artificer ; a mechan-
ic ; one skilled in a manual occupation.
craftsmanship (krafts'man-ship), n. [< crafts-

man + -ship.] The skill or vocation of a crafts-

man; the state of being a craftsman ; mechani-
cal workmanship.
One of tlie ultimate results of such craftmnanship might

be the pnHluction of pictures as l)rilliant as painted glass,

as delicate as the most subtle water-colours, and more
permanent than the Pyramids.

Jiuskin, Lectures on Art, $ 128.

I have rarely seen a more vivid and touching embodi-
ment of the peculiar patience of mediajval craftsmanship.

If. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 268.

craftsmasterf (krafts'mas^t^r), n. [< craffs,

poss. of fraft^j + master,] One skilled in a
craft or trade.

It is a signe that such a maker is not copious in his owne
lan(<uage, or (as they are wont to say) not halfe his crafts
maister. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 67.

craggy
Hee is not his crafts-master, hee doth not doe it right.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2 (1623).

crafty (kraf'ti), a. [< ME. croftyj crafte, crafti^

creftif < AS, crwftig (= D. hrachtig = MLG.
krachtichj krechtichy LG. hrachtig = (DHG. chref-
tig, kreftig, MHG. kreftic, G. krdftig=: Icel. krop-
tiigr— Sw. Dan. kraftig), < craft, strength, craft

:

see craft^j w.] 1 . Possessing or displaying skill,

especially manual skill or art: as, ^'crafty
work," Fiers Plowman. [Archaic. ]

He was a noble craftie man of trees.

Wyclif, Ex. xxxviii. 23.

I found him a judicious, crafty, and wise man.
Evelyn, Diary, May 28, 1656.

It [the People's Palace] will fill that lad's mind with
thoughts and make those hands deft and crafty.

Contemjiorary liev., LT. 231.

2. Skilful in devising and executing schemes,
especially secret or evU schemes; cunning; art-

ful; wily; sly.

The crafty enemy, knowing the habits of the garrison
to sleep soundly after they had eaten their dinners and
smoked their pipes, stole upon them at the noontide of a
sultry summer's day. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 221.

Crafty, yet gifted with the semblance of sincerity, com-
bining the piety of pilgrims witli the morals of higliway-
men. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 149,

3. Characterized by or springing from craft or
deceit: as, crafty wiles. =syn. 2. Artful, Sly, etc.

(see cmining^), insidious, designing, deceitful, plotting,
scheming.

cragi (krag), «. [= Sc. crag, craig ; < ME. crag,

< W, craig =z Gael, creag, a rock, crag, = Ir.

craig, a rock (ef. carrach, rocky) ; ef. W, cai'eg,

a stone, = Gael, carraig, a rock, cliff, = Bret.
karrek, a rock in the sea ; from the noun repr.
by Gael, carr, a rocky shelf, = W. caer, a wall,
fort. From the same ult. source are chert and
cairn.] 1. A steep, rugged rock; a rough,
broken rock, or projecting part of a rock.

That witty werwolf went ay bi-slde,

& kouchid him vnder a kragge to kepe this tvo berls.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 2240.

Here had fallen a great part of a tower.
Whole, like a crag that tumbles from the cliff.

Tennyson, Geraint.

A heap of base and splintery crags
Tumbled about by lightning and frost.

Loieell, Appledorc.

2. In geol., certain strata of Pliocene age occur-
ring in the southeastern counties of England.
They consist of sandy and shelly deposits similar nt char-
acter to those now forming in the North Sea, and contain
numerous fossils. There are three divisions of the crag,
the white, red or Suffolk, and Norwich, the latter contain-
ing many bones of the elephant, mastodon, hippopotamus,
rliinoceros, and other large mannnals.— Crag-and-tail,
in geol., rocks whicli have a moderate and smooth slope on
one side, and a steeper, rougher face on the other. Tbis
peculiar arrangement is Ijelieved to have been, in most
cases at least, caused by moving ice.

crag'-^ (krag), n. [So, also craig, neck, throat (>
Ir, craig, throat, gullet) ; appar. < MD. krage,
neck, throat, D. kraag, neck, collar, = MLG.
krage, neck, throat (> Icel, kragi = Sw, krage
= Dan. krave, collar, shirt-front, bosom), =
MHG. krage, G. kragen, collar, orig, neck or
throat : see craw^, which is ult. identical with
crag^ (cf. draw and drag), and cf. earcanct.]

It, The neck; the throat; the scrag.

They looken bigge as Bulls that bene bate,
And l>earen the cragge so stiffe and so state,
As cocke on his dunghill crowing cranck.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

The devil put the rope about her crag.
Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, i, 2.

2. The craw. [Prov. Eng.]
cragged (krag'ed), a. Full of crags, or broken
rocks; rough; rugged; abounding with sharp
prominences and inequalities.

These wayes are too voxx^h, cragged and thornie for a
daintie traueller. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 572.

Must oft into its cragged rents descend.
The higher but to mount. J. Baillie.

craggedness (krag'ed-nes), n. The state of
abounding with crags, or broken, pointed rocks.

The craggedness or steepness of that mountain maketh
many parts of it in a manner inaccessible.

Brerewooil, Languages, p. 176.

cragginess (krag'i-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being craggy.

The craggirwss and steepiness of places up and down
. . . makes them inaccesstlUe.

Howell, ForreineTravell, p. 132.

About Ben Nevis there is barrenness, cragginess, and
desolation. The Century, XXVII. 112.

craggy (krag'i), a. [< ME. craggy ; < crag'^ +
-yi.J Full of crags; abounding with broken
rocks ; rugged with projecting points of rock.

Mountaineers that from Severus came.
And from the craggy cliffs of Tetrica. Dryden.



craggy

From the crojrm; ledge the poppy hangs in sleep,
Tennygon, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song).

cragsman (kragz'man), n.
;
pi. cragsmen (-men).

[< fr(j</l + man.'] " One who is dexterous in

climbing crags ; specifically, one who climbs
clififs overhanging the sea to procure sea-fowls
or their eggs. Also craigsman.

A bold eragtman, scaling the steepest cliffs.

Harper s Mag., LXIV. 889.

craifisht, n. An obsolete form of crawfish.

craig"^ (krag), n. Same as crag^^ [Scotch.]

Sleg was deaf as Ailsa Crai{i. Bums, Dnacan Gray.

craig^ (krag), ». Same as crag^.

The knife that nicket Abel's craig.
He'll prove you fully,

It was a faulding jocteleg.
Burnt, Capt. Grose's Teregrinations.

craiget (kra'get), a. [Sc, < craig^ + -e< = E.
-e(P.] Necked: as, a lang-craijrct heron.

craig-fluke (krag'flok), n. A local name of the
pole, Gli/ptoccphalus microcephalus. [Scotch.]

craigie (kra'gi), n. [Sc, dim. of craig^.] The
necK ; the throat : same as crag^.

If e'er ye want, or meet wi' scant,
May I ne'er weet my craigie.

Bums, Jolly Beggars.

craigsman (kragz'man), n. Same as cragsman.
craik(krak),n. aude." Scotch spelling of craA;e2.

crail (kral), n. Same as creel.

crail-capon (kral'ka'pgn), n. A haddock dried
without being split. [Scotch.]

craisey (kra'zi), n. [E. dial. ; origin obscure.
According to one conjecture it is a corruption
of Christ's eye, a medieval name of the marigold
and transferred to some Rannnculacew.'] A lo-

cal name in England for the buttercup.

crake^t, f• i- [An obsolete or archaic form of
crack, q. v.] Same as crack.

All the day long is he facing and craking
Of his great actes in fighting and fray-making,

Udall, Roister Doister, i, 1.

Then is she raortall borne, how-so ye crake.
Spenser, K. Q,, VII. viL BO.

crake^t, »• [An obsolete or archaic form of

crack, n. See crake'^.l A boast.

Leasinges, backbytinges, and vain-glorious crakes.
Spenser, F. CJ., II. xi. 10.

Crake^ (krak), n. [In Sc. spelling craik; < ME.
crake, a crow, < Icel. kraka = Sw. krdka = Dan.
hrage, a crow; imitative, like the associated
verb croak, q. v. (see crake^ = crack). The
crakes (rails) are so called, independently, from
their peculiar note ; cf . NL. Crex, < Gr. Kpe^, a
sort of land-rail, named from its cry ; cf. Crax,
Cracidw.'] 1 . A crow ; a raven. Compare »ig'/j<-

erake. [Prov. Eng.]

Fulflld es now the crakes crying
That tald bifore of al this thing.

Seven Sages, 1. 3893,

2. A general name for the small rails with short
bills shaped somewhat like that of the domestic
hen. They are of the family Hallidce, subfamily HaUince,
genera Crex, Porzana, etc,, and are found in most parts of
the world. Among the best-known species are the small
spotted crake of Europe, Porzana pnrzana, and the Caro-
lina crake, sora, or soree of North America, P. Carolina.
(See cut under Porzana.) Another Is the land-rail or corn-
crake, Crex pratensis, whose singular note, "crek, crek,"
is heard from fields of rye-grass or com in the early sum-
mer. The cry may be so exactly imitated by drawing the
blade of a knife across an indented Irone, or the thumb
over a small-toothed comb, tliat by these means the bird
may be decoyed within sight. It is pretty, the upper part
of the body being mottletl with darkish-brown, ashen, and
warm chestnut tints. It weighs about 6 ounces, and is 10
inches long. These birds make their appearance in Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland in the month of April, and
take their departure for warmer climates before the ap-
proach of winter. They are occasionally seen on the east-

em coast of the United States.

Mourn, clam'ring craiks, at close o' day,
'Mang fields o' flow'ring clover gay.

Burns, On Capt. Matthew Henderson,

crake^ (krak), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. eraked, ppr.

craking. [Ult. identical with cralce^, crack : see
crake^, n.] To cry like a crake ; utter the harsh
cry of the corn-crake.

crakeberry (krak'ber''''i), n.
;

pi. crakeberries

(-iz). [< crake^, a crow, + herry^: so called
from its black color.] A species of Empetrum,
or berry-bearing heath; the crowberry, E. ni-

grum.— Vortugal crakeberry, the Corema alba.

crake-herring (krak ' her'' in g), «• -An Irish

name for the scad. Day.
crakelt, v. An obsolete form of crackle.

crake-needles (krak'ne^'dlz), ». Same as crow-
needles.

crakert, n. An obsolete form of cracker, 2 (6).

crallti V. i. An obsolete spelling of crawfl.
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cram (kram), r. : pret. and pp. crammed, ppr.
cramming. [< ME. crammen, crommen (also
cremmen, < Icel. kremja), < AS. crammian, cram,
stuff, = Icel. kremja, squeeze, bruise, = Sw.
krama, squeeze, press, strain, = Dan. kramme,
crush, crumple (cf. G. krammen, claw) ; in form
a secondary verb, < AS. crimman (pret. cramm,
cram), press, bruise: see crim, and cf. cramjA,
crimp. Cf. Icel. kramr, bruised, melted, half-

thawed, = Sw. Norw. kram, wet, clogged (ap-
plied to snow), from the same ult. source. Cf.

clam^, to which cram is related as cramp to
clamp^.'] I. trans. 1. To press or drive, par-
ticularly thrust (one thing), into another forci-

bly; stuff; crowd: as, to cram things into a
basket or bag.— 2. To fill with more than can
be properly, conveniently, or comfortably con-
tained ; fill to repletion ; overcrowd : as, to

cram a room with people.

Cram our ears with wool. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

This ode is . . . crammed with effete and monstrous con-
ceits. E. Gosse, From Shalcespeare to Pope, p. 122.

However full, with something more
We fain the bag would cram.

Whittier, The Common Question.

3. To fill with food beyond what is necessary,
or to satiety ; stuff.

Children would ... be freer from diseases ... if they
were not crammed so much ... by fond mothers,

Locke, Education, § l.'J.

4. To endeavor to qualify (a pupil or one's
self) for an examination, or other special pur-
pose, in a comparatively short time, by storing
the memory with information, not so much with
a view to real learning as to passing the exam-
ination; coach.

I can imagine some impertinent inspector, having
crammed the children, ... to put ... us old people
out to show our grammatical paces. Blackwood's Mag.

5. To tell lies to; fill up with false stories.

[Slang.]

II. intrans. 1. To eat greedily or to satiety;
stuff one's self.

Swinish gluttony . . .

Crams, and blasphemes his feeder.
Milton, Comus, 1. 779.

2. To store the memory hastily with facts, for
the purpose of passing an examination or for
some other immediate use ; in general, to ac-
quire knowledge hurriedly by a forced process,
without assimilating it : as, to cram for a civil-

service examination; to cram for a lecture.

Knowledge acquired by cramming is soon lost.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 109.

The successful expositor of a system of thought is not
the man who is always cramming, and wlio perhaps keei)s
but a few weeks in advance of the particular theme which
he is expounding. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 137.

cram (kram), n. [< cram, v.] 1. In weaving,
a warp having more than two threads in each
dent or split of the reed.— 2. The act or the
result of cramming the memory ; infoi-mation
acquired hurriedly and not assimilated.

It is the purpose of education so to exercise the facul-

ties of mind that the infinitely various experience of after-

life may be observed and reasoned upon to the best elfect.

Wliat is popularly condemned as cram is often the best-

devised and best-conducted system of training towards
this all-important end. Jevons, Social Keform, p. 100.

The very same lecture is genuine instruction to one boy
and mere cram to another. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 253.

3. A lie. [Slang.]— Cram-paper, a paper on which
are written all the questions likely to be asked at an ex-

amination.

cramasiet, »• Same as cramoisie.

crambambuli (kram-bam'bu-li), to. Burnt rum
and sugar.

crambe (kram'be), n. [L.,< Gr. Kpd/zjSr/, cabbage,
cole, kale.] If. Cabbage.

I marvel that you, so fine a feeder, will fall to your
crambe. Calfhitl, p. 120.

2. leap.'] rNXi.] A genus of cruciferous plants,

of which there are several species in Europe
and western Asia. The sea-cabbage or sea-kale, C.
maritima, is a perennial herb with white honey-scented
flowers, growing on tlie sea-coast. It lias lieen in use
as a pot-lierb from early times, and since tlie middle of the
eighteentli century lias come into common cultivation in
England. Tlie young shoots and blanched leaves are
cooked and served like asparagus, and are esteemed a
choice delicacy.

3t. Same as cramho.
Orambessa (kram-bes'a), n. [NL. ; as Cram-
bus -I- fem. term, -essa."] The typical genus of
tlie family Crambessidce. Haeckcl, 1869.

Crambessidse (kram-bes'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

CrambcHsa + -idee.] A ta,mi\y ot Discomedusw,
without central mouth and tentacles, with a
single central subgenital porticus, and with
dorsal and ventral suctorial cusps and eight
mouth-arms.

Crambux vutgiTjagetlus. slightly
enlarged.

crammer

Crambidse (kram'bi-de), n. pi. [NL. , < Crambm
-I- -ida:] A family of pyralid microlepidopter-
ous insects, taking name from the genus Cram-
bus; the grass-moths. The technical characters are :

palpi similar in both
sexes, long, stretched
forward horizontally

;

maxillary palpi brush-
shaped ; fore wings
with 12, rarely 11,

veins, the first not
forked ; hind wings
with an open middle
cell, and the hinder
middle vein hairy at the
base. It is a large and
homogeneous family of
small moths which fly

among grass and are
usually found in open

flelds. Tlie numerous species are widely distributed over
the globe ; the larvie feed on various cultivated cereals, as
well as other grasses, often doing much damage. Also
Cramhidi, Crambinae, and Crambites.

Crambinse (kram-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cram-
bus + -inw.] A subfamily of moths, of the fam-
ily Crambidw.
crambo (kram'bo), TO. [Origin obscure ; said to
be made from L. crambe ( < Gr. KpapPri), cabbage,
in the proverbial expression crambe repetita,
' cabbage warmed over,' for anything repeated

:

see crambe. Otherwise explained as perhaps
an abbr. of caramhole (q. v.), a term in billiards.

The technical names of old games are often
transferred with altered sense to new ones.]
1. A game in which one person or side has to
find a rime to a word which is given by an-
other, or to form a couplet by matching with
a line another line already given, the new line

being composed of words not used in the other.

Get the Maids io Crambo in an Evening, and learn the
knack of Khiming. Congreve, Love for Love, i. 1.

A little superior to these are those who can play at
crambo, or cap verses. Steele, Spectator, Ko. o04.

2. A word which rimes with another.

And every crambo he could get. Swift, To Stella.

Dumb crambo, a game in which the players are divided
into two sides, one of which must guess a word chosen by
the other from a second word which is told them, and which
rimes with the first. In guessing, it is not allowable to
speak the words, but the guessing party have to act in

pantomime one word after another until tliey find the
right one.

crambo (kram'bo), v. i. [< crambo, n.] To rime
as in the game of crambo. [Rare.]

Change my name of Miles
To Guiles, Wiles, ... or the foulest name
You can devise to crambo with for ale.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. I.

crambo-clink (kram'bo-klingk), TO. Bime ; rim-
ing. [Scotch.]

A' ye wha live by sowps o' drink,
A' ye wha live by crambo-clink, . . .

Come mourn wi' me.
Bunui, On a Scotch Bard.

That old metre of Provence, . . . saved by the Scottish
poets out of the old mystery-plays to become the crambo-
clink of Ramsay and his circle, of Fergusson and of Bums.

Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 603.

crambo-jingle (kram'bo-jing'gl), TO. Same as
cramOo-clink.

Amaist as soon as I could spell,

I to the crambo-jingle fell.

Burns, 1st Epistle to Lapraik.

Crambus (kram 'bus), to. [NL. (Fabricius,
1798), < Gr. Kpdfif}o(, *y, parched, shriveled.] A
genus of pyralid moths, giving name to a fam-
ily Crambidw or a subfamily Crambinte, ha\'ing
the wings in repose rolled around the body in
tubular form. They are known as vcTieers or grass-
maths, from their living in the grass. The species are
numerous. The vagabond, C. vulgivagellus, of North
America, is a characteristic example. See cut under
Crambidie.

crame (kram), n. [Sc, also written krame, crwme,
craim, cream, a booth or stall, wares, = Icel.

kram, toys (wares), = Sw. Dan. kram, wares
(in comp. kram-bod, a shop, booth), < D. kraam,
a booth or stall, wares, = MHG. kram (also

krame), G. kram, a booth, wares, prop, the cov-
ering of a booth, awning.] 1. A merchant's
booth ; a shop or tent where goods are sold ; a
stall.

Booths (or as they are here called, craims) containing
hardware and haberdashery goods are erected in great
numbers at the fare [fair],

P. Lesswlen, Roxb. Statist. Ace, x. 207.

2. A parcel of goods for sale ; a peddler's pack.

Ane pedder is called an marchand, or creamer, qhua
liearis ane pack or creame vpon his back. Skene, Verb. Sig.

3. A warehouse. Imp, Diet.

crammer (kram'fer), to. 1. One who prepares
himself or others, as for an examination, by
cramming.



crammer
The slightest lapse of memory in the bad crammer, (or

instance, the putting of wrong letters in the diagram, will

disclose the simulated character of his work.
Jewns, Social Reform, p. 84.

2. A lie. [Slang.]

crammesyf, «. and n. See cramoisie.

cramoisie, cramoisy (kram'oi-zi), a. and n.

[Also written crammesy, etc., now crimson: see

crimson and carmine.'] I. a. Crimson. [Ar-

chaic]
A splendid seignior, magnificent in cramoiey velvet.

Motley.

He gathered for her some velvety cramoisy rosea that

were above her reach. Mrs. Gaskell, North and South, iii.

H.t n. Crimson cloth.

My love was clad in black velvet.

And I my sell in cramasie.
Waly, Waly, but Love be Bonny (Child's Ballads, IV. 134).

Aurora, to mychty Tithone spous,
Ischit of hir safferon bed and euyr hous,
In cramtnesy clede and granit violate.

Gacin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 399.

crampl (kramp), n. [< ME. *cramp, cronip, a
claw, paw (the mechanical senses are not found
in ME., and are prob. of D. origin), < AS.'cramp,
*eromp (only in deriv. adj. crompeht, glossed /o-
lialis, wrinkled) = MD. krampe = MLG. LG.
kranipe {> G. krampe) = OHG. chrampha, cliran-

pho (G. "krampfe displaced by krampe) = Dan.
krampe = Sw. krampa, a cramp, cramp-iron,
hook, clasp ; cf. It. grampa, a claw, talon, = OF.
crampe, deriv. crampon, F. crampon, ML. cram-
po(n-), a cramp, cramp-iron : from the Teut.

;

Gael, cramb, a cramp-iron, holdfast, from the
E. ; cf. grampel; ult., like the nearly related
cramp^, n., a spasm, and cramp^, a., from the
pret. of the verb represented by MD. krimpen
= MLG. LG. krimpen = OHG. chrimphan, MHG.
krimpfen, contract, cramp: see crimp, v., and
crimple, crump, crumple, etc., and cf. crim, cram,
and cf. clanqA and cte>»l as related to cramp^
and cram.] If. A claw; a paw.

Lord, send us t!ii lomb
Out of the wildernesses ston,
To fende V8 from the lyon cromp.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 139.

2. A piece of iron bent at the ends, serving to
hold together pieces of timber, stones, etc.; a
clamp; a cramp-iron. See cramp-iron.

I saw some pieces of grey marble about it [the temple
of Apollo], which appeared to have been joined with iron
crampe. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 7.

3. A bench-hook or holdfast.— 4. A portable
kind of iron press, having a screw at one end

and a movable shoulder at the
other, employed by carpenters
and joiners for closely com-
pressing the joints of frame-

joinen' Camp. work. — 5. A piece of wood
having a curve coiTesponding to

that of the upper part of the instep, on which
the upper-leather of a boot is stretched to give
it the requisite shape.— 6. That which hinders
motion or expansion ; restraint ; confinement

;

that which hampers. [Bare.]
A narrow fortune is a cramp to a great mind.

Sir jL L'Bgtrange.

Lock-filers' cramp, a pair of leaden or brazen cheeka for
a vise. E. II. Knight.

crampl (kramp), a. [Not found in ME., but
prob. existent (cf. OF. crampe, grampe, bent,
contracted, cramped, of Teut. origin : see cramp-
ish), = OHG. chramph, chramf, cramf, bent,
cramped, = Icel. krappr (for 'krampr), cramped,
strait, narrow : derived, like the associated
nouns, crampi and cramp^, from the pret. of the
verb represented by crimp: see cramp^, «., and
cramp'^, «.] 1. Contracted; strait; cramped.— 2. Difficult; knotty; hard to decipher, as
writing; crabbed.

What's here ! — a vile cramp hand I T cannot see
Without my spectacles. Sheridan, The Rivals, Prol.

crampl (kramp), V. t. [Not found in ME. (where
it is represented by crampish, q. v.); = G.
krampftn, fasten with a cramp ; from the noun.
Cf. Icel. krcpjia, cramp, clench, < krappr, cramp-
ed: see cramp^, n., and cf. crimp, v., of which
crampl, v., may be regarded as in part a secon-
dary form.] 1. To fasten, confine, or hold with
a cramp-iron, fetter, or some similar device.

Tliou art to lie in prison, cramp'd with irons.
B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 8.

2. To fashion or shape on a cramp : as, to cramp
boot-legs.— 3. To confine as if in or with a
cramp; hinder from free action ordevelopment;
restrain; hamper; cripple.

Why should our Faith l)e crampd by such incredible
Mysteries as these, concerning the Son of Ood's coming
into the World ? StiUingjUet, Sermons, III. ix.

84
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A lad of spirit is not to be too much cramped in his

maintenance. Steele, Tatler, No. 25.

crampd (kramp), n. [< ME. crampe, craumpe.
< OF. crampe, P. crampe (ML. crampa), < MD.
krampe, D. kramp = MLG. krampe, LCJ. kramp
= MHG. cramph, kramph, G. krampf = Dan.
krampe = Sw. kramp, cramp, spasm; derived,
like the nearly related crampl, n., from the
pret. of the verb represented by crimp : see
cramjA, n. and v.~\ An involuntary and painful
contraction of a muscle; a variety of tonic
spasm. It occurs most frequently in the calves of the
legs, butalso in the feet, hands, neck, etc., is of short dura-
tion, and is occasioned by some slight straining or wrench-
ing movement, by sudden chill, etc. Cramp is often asso-
ciated with constriction and griping pains of the stomach
or intestines. It is commonest at night, and also often at-

tacks swimmers. See spasm.

The craurmpe of deth. Chaucer, Troilui.

Leander . . . went but forth to wash him in the Helles-
pont, and, being taken with the cramp, was drowned.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

Accommodation cramp, spasm of the ciliary muscle of
the eye.— Writers' cramp, scriveners' cramp. See scriv-
ener.

crampd (kramp), V. t. [< crampd, m.] To affect
with cramps or spasms.

Heart, and I take you railing at my patron, air,

I'll cramp your joints !

Middleton (and others). The Widow, ii. 2.

cramp-bark (kramp ' bark), n. In the United
States, the popular name of the Viburnum Oxy-
cocciis, a medicinal plant having antispasmodic
properties.

cramp-bone (kramp'bon), n. The knee-cap of
a sheep: so named because it was considered
a charm against cramp.

He could turn cramp-bones into chessmen.
Vickens, David Copperfleld, xvii.

cramp-drill (kramp'dril), n. A portable drill

liaviug a cutting and a feeding motion, in the
figure sJiown, the feed-screw is in the upper
portion of the cramp-frame, and forms a
sleeve around the drill-spindle, which ro-
tates withiii it. K. II. Knight.

crampet, crampettet, n. See cram-
pit. I'lanclir.

cramp-fish (kramp'fish), n. The elec-

tric ray or torpedo. See torpedo, cramp-driu.

Also called cramp-ray, numb-fish, and wrymouth.

The torpedo or cramp-fish also came to land.
.Sir T. Uerbert, Travels, p. 384.

cramp-iron (kramp'i'^rn), «. An iron clamp;
specifically, a piece of metal, usually iron, bent

or T-shaped at each end, let

into the surfaces, in the same
plane, of two adjoining blocks
of stonCj across the joint be-

Cramp-iiDns. twcBU them, to hold them firm-
ly together. Cramp-irons are com-

monly employed in works requiring gi-eat solidity, and in
such ordinary structures as stone copings and coniices,
and are inserted either in the upi>er surface of a course
or between two courses or beds of stones. Also called
crnmp aiici craiiipit.

crampisht (kram'pish), V. t. [ME. crampishen,
craumpi.i)ien, contract, < OF. crampiss-, stem
of certain parts of crampir, be twisted, bend,
contract, < crampe, twisted, bent, contracted,
cramped: aee cramp, n.] To contract; cramp;
contort.

She . . . crampisheth [vat. cramnpiissheth] her lymes
crokedly. Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 171.

crampit (kram ' pit), n. [Also written cram-
pti, and (accom.) cramp-bit; appar. < Gael.
crambaitl, crambait, crampaid in same sense
(def. 1) ; cf. Gael, cramb, a cramp-iron ; but
the Gael, words are prob. of Teut. origin : see
crampl.] 1. A cap of metal at the end of
the scabbard of a sword; a chape.— 2. (a) A
cramp-iron. (6) A piece of iron -with small
spikes in it, made to fit the sole of the shoe,
for keeping the footing firm on ice or slippery
groimd. [Scotch.]— 3. In her., the represen-
tation of the chape of a scabbard, used as a
bearing.

cramp-joint (kramp'joint), n. A joint ha-ving
its parts bound together by locking bars, used
where special strengtli is required. See cramp-
iron.

crampon, crampoon (kram'pon, kram-p8n'),
«. [I'\ crampon, a cramp-iron, calk, frost-nail,

prop, fulcrum: see crampd, «.] 1. An iron in-

strument fastened to the shoes of a storming
party, to assist them in climbing a rampart.

—

2. An apparatus used in the raising of heavy
weights, as timber or stones, and consisting
of two hooked pieces of iron hinged together
somewhat like double calipers.

Cranchiidse

Man with his crampons and harping-irons can draw
ashore the great Leviathan. Uowell, Parly of Beasts, p. 7.

3. In bot., an adventitious root which serves as
a fulcrum or support, as in the ivy.
cramponee (kram-po-ne'), a. [< F. cramponnS,
pp. of cramponner, fasten with a cramp, < cram-
pon, a cramp-iron, also a cramponee : see
crampoti.] In her., having a cramp or square
piece at each end: applied to a cross.
crampoon, n. See crampon.
cramp-ray (kramp'ra), n. Same as cramp-fish.
cramp-ring (kramp 'ring), n. A ring of gold or
silver, which, after being blessed by the sover-
eign, was formerly believed to cure cramp and
faUing-sickness. The custom of blessing great
numbers on Good Friday continued down to the
time of Queen Mary. [Eng.]

The kinge's majestic hath a great helpe in this matter,
in hallowing crampe ringes, and so given without money
or petition. Borde, Breviary of Health (ed. 1598), cccxxvii.

cramp-stone (kramp'ston), n. A stone former-
ly worn upon the person as a supposed preven-
tive of cramp.
crampy (kram'pi), a. [< crampd + -?yl.] 1.
AflJicted with cramp.— 2. Inducing cramp or
abounding in cramp.
This crampy country. Howitt.

Cran (kran), n. [< Gael, crann, a measure of
fresh herrings, as many as fill a barrel.] A local
Scotch measure of capacity for fresh herrings,
equal to 34 United States (old wine) gallons.
Also crane—To coup the crans. See coupi^.

cranage (kra'naj), n. [< cra«e2 -I- .ajjrg.] 1. The
liberty of using at a wharf a crane for raising
wares from a vessel.— 2. The price paid for
the use of a crane.
cranberry (kran'ber''i), n.

;
pi. cranberries (-iz).

[That is, 'craneberry (= G. kranbeere (or kranich-
beere) = Sw. tranbdr = Dan. tranebcer, a cran-
berry), < crane^ + berry^. The reason of the
name is not obvious.] 1. The fruit of several
species of Vaccinium. in Europe it Is the fruit of V.
Oxycoccus, also called bogwort, mossberry, or moorberry, as
it grows only in peat-bogs or swampy land, usually among
masses of sphagnum. The berry, when ripe, is globose and
dark-red, and a little more than a quarter of an inch in
diameter. The berries form a sauce of fine flavor, and are
much used for tarts. The same species is called in the
United States the smalt cranberry, in distinction from the

3

Cranberry {l^acciniutH macrocarpon).

much larger fruit of the V. macrocarpon, which is ex-
tensively cultivated and gathered in large quantities for
the market. The cowberry, V. Vitis-Idcea, is sometimes
called the rrumntain-cranberry.

2. The plant which bears this fruit High cran-
berry, or bush cranberry. See cranberry-tree.

cranberry-gatherer (kran'ber-i-gai'H''''6r-6r), n.

An implement, sliaped somewhat like a rake,

used in picking cranberries.

cranberry-tree (kran'ber-i-tre), n. The high or
bush cranberry. Viburnum Opulus, a shrub of

North America and Etu'opc, bearing soft, red,

globose, acrid drupes or berries. The cultivated
form, with sterile flowers having enlarged corollas, is

known as the snowball or guelder-rose.

crance (krans), «. Naut., an old name for any
boom-iron, but particularly for an iron cap at-

tached to the outer end of the bowsprit, through
which the jib-boom passes.

cranch (kranch), V. t. Same as craunch.

Cranchia (kranch ' i - a), n. [NL. (Leach), <

Cranch, a,n E. proper iiame.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Cranchiidw.

cranchild (kranch'i-id), n. A eephalopod of the
family I'rnnchiida;.

Cranchiidae (kranch -i'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cranchia + -irfo,'.] A family of acetabuliferous
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• or dibraneMate oephalopods, represented only
ty the genus Crancliin, having a short, rounded
body with two posterior fins, a small head with
large eyes, the corneas of which are perforated,
and two rows of suckers on the arms and eight
rows on the long tentacles.

crandall (kran'dal), n. [Prob. from the proper
name Crandall.'] A masons' tool for dressing
stone. It is formed of a
numberof thin plates with
sharp edges, or of pointed
steel bars, clamped toge-
ther, somewhat in tlie

shape of a hanmier.

crandall (kran'dal),
^'"*"'-

r. t. [< crandall, »i,] To treat or dress with
a crandall, as stone.— Crandalled stonework, an
ashler having on its surface lines made with a crandall.

It is said to be cross-crandalled when other rows cross the
first at right angles.

crane^ (kran), n. [< ME. crane, < AS. cran =
MD. kraene, D. kraan{-^ogel) = MLG. krdn,

krone, LG. kran = MHG. krane; also with suf-

fix: AS. cornoch = OHG. eranuh, chranih, MHG.
cranich, kranech, 6. kranich = (with change
of kr to tr) Icel. Irani = Sw. trana = Dan.
trane = W. garan = Com. Bret, garan (the

Gael, and Jr. word is different, namely, corr)

= Gr. -yipavo^ (see geranium) = OBulg. eeravi

= Lith. gerwe, a crane. L. grus (> It. grua
= Sp. dim. grulla = Pg. grou = Pr. grua = F.
grue), a crane, is perhaps related. Root un-
known. See crane'^.] 1. A large grallatorial

bird with very long legs and neck, a long
straight bill

with pervi-
ous nostrils

near its mid-
dle, the head
usually na-
ked, at least

in part, the
hind toe el-

evated, and
the inner
secondaries
usually en-
larged; any
bird of the
family Grui-
dm. There are
about 15 close-

ly similar spe-
cies, found in
many parts of
the world, most
of them includ-
ed in the ge-
nus Grus. The
common crane
of Europe is G.

cinerea; it is about 4 feet long. (.See cut under Grits.)

The common Am*ican or sand-hill crane is G. canadensis.
A statelier and larger species is the whooping crane, G.
amencana, which is white, with black primaries. The gi-

gantic crane of Asia is 0. teucogeranus, and a common In-

dian crane is G. antigone. 'Tne wuttled crane of South
Africa is Gt^us (Bugeranus) carunculata. The crown-crane,
or crowned crane, is of the genus Balearica. The Numid-
ian crane, or demoiselle, and the Stanley crane are ele-

gant species of the genus Anthropoides.

Nor Thracian Cranes forget, whose silv'ry Plumes
Give Pattern, which employ the mimick Looms.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid"s Art of Love.

2. Popularly and erroneously, one of sundry
very large grallatorial birds likened to cranes,
as herons and storks. Thus, the great blue heron of

North America (Ardea herodias) is popularly known as
the blue crane ; and the name gigantic crane has been er-

roneously given to the adjutant-bird.

3. [cajj.] The constellation Grus (which see).— 4t. Same as crinet, 1.

crane^ (kran), V.
;
pret. and pp. craned, ppr.

craning. [< crane^, ».] I. intrans. 1. To be
stretched out like the neck of a crane.

Three runners, with outstretched hands and craning
necks, are straining toward an invisible goal.

Ilarpefs Mag., LXXVI. 248.

Hence— 2. In hun ting, to look before one leaps

;

pull up at a dangerous jump.

But where was he, the hero of our tale? Fencing? Cran-
ing? Hitting? Missing? Is he over, or is he under? Has
he killed, or is he killed? Disraeli, Young Duke, ii. 9.

H. trans. To stretch or bend (the neck) like

a crane : as, he craned his neck to see what was
on the other side of the pillar.

crane'-' (kran), n. [A particular use of crane'^,

the arm of the contrivance being likened to the
neck of a crane. This use is not found in ME.
or AS., and is prob. of D. origin : cf. MD. kraene,
D. kraan = LG. kran ( > also G. krahn= Sw. Dan.
kran)= F. crdne, a crane (a machine), = G r. yipa-

voi, a crane (a machine), a particular use of the

Whooping Crane (
Grus amtricana ).
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word for crane, a bird. The resemblance of
Gael, and Ir. erann, a beam, mast, bar, tree, >

crannachan, a crane (Ir. also a craner), is prob.
accidental.] 1. A machine for moving weights,
having two motions, one a direct lift and the
other horizontal. The latter may be circular, radial,

or universal. The parts of the simple crane are an upright
post having a motion on its vertical axis, a jib or swinging
arm jointed at its lower end to tlxe post and tied to the
post at its outer or upper end, and hoisting tackle con-
necting the motive power at the foot of the post with the
load to be lifted, which is suspended from the end of the
jib. Cranes are, however, made in a variety of forms,
differing more or less from this type. Thus, a rotary
craiie is a crane in which the jib has simply a rotary mo-
tion al>out the axis of the post, moving with the post ; a
traveling crane is a crane in which the load can be given
successively two horizontal motions at right angles with
each other. Rotary cranes, again, have several forms, as

that in which the load is suspended from the end of the

Traveling Crane.

jib, and the more complex kind, in which the load is sus-

pended from a carriage that travels on a horizontal arm
at the top of the jib, and gives the load a movement along
the radius of the circle fonned by the rotation of the jib.

Another minor type is the derrick-crane, which employs
guys to hold the post in position. Walking and locomotive
cranes are portable forms, which are also called traveling

cranes. Cranes are operated by any kind of power and
with any form of hoisting apparatus suited to the work
to be done. See also cut under abutment-crane.

.Some from the Quarries hew out massie Stone,
Some draw it up with Cranes, some breath and grone,
In Order o'er the Anvil. Cowley, Davideis, ii.

2. A machine for weighing goods, constructed
on the principle of the preceding. Such ma-
chines are common in market-towns in Ireland.

See craner^.— 3. An iron arm or beam attached
to the back or side of a fireplace and hinged so

as to be movable horizontally, used for sup-

porting pots or kettles over a fire.

Over the fire swings an iron crane, with a row of pot-

hooks of all lengths hanging from it.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 18.

4. pi. Naut., supports of iron or timber at a

vessel's side for stowing boats or spars upon.

In some cases it has been found indispensably necessary

to keep a willful and refractory officer's boat "on the
cranes." ... A more summary punishment could not be
administered to a game whaleman than to be kept on
board as an idle spectator of the exciting pursuit and
capture. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 258.

5. A siphon or bent pipe for drawing liquor

out of a cask.— Hydraulic crane. See hydraulic.—
Overhead crane, a crane which travels on elevated
beams in a workshop, or on high scaffolding above a

structure.

crane^ (kran), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. craned, ppr.

craning. [_<. crane^, n.] To cause to rise as by
a crane: followed by )(/). [Rare.]

crane^ (kran), n. Same as cran.

crane-fly (kran'fli), n. A common name of the
dipterous insects of the family Tipulidm (which
see). In Great Britain it is also called daddy-lmig-legs, a
name given in America to certain arachnidans. The com-
mon crane-fly or daddy-long-legs of Europe is Tiputa ole-

racea.

crane-ladle (kran' la "dl), n. In founding, a
pot or ladle used for pouring melted metals
into molds, supported by a chain from a
crane.

crane-line (kran'lin), «. Naut., a line fasten-

ing two backstays together.

crane-necked (kran'nekt), a. Having a long
neck like a crane's. Carhjle.

crane-post (kran'post), n. The upright post
on which the arm or jib of a crane works.
Also called crane-shaft and cranc-.italk.

craneQUint, «. [OF., also crnnneqitiii, crenequin,

crennequin {see def.),<OD. *kraencken,kraeneke,

an arbalist, prop. dim. of kraene, a crane : see

crane^.'] 1 . An implement for bending the stiff

bow of the medieval arbalist, consisting of a
ratchet working on a small wheel turned by
a windlass. Also called a rolling purchase.
Hence— 2. The arbalist itself: as, a hundred
men armed with cranequins.

craniid

cranequiniert, n. [OF., <cranequin.'] A cross-
bowman who carried the large arbalist worked
by means of the eranequin ; especially, a moimt-
ed man so armed : used about 1475.

craner^ (kra'nSr), n. [< crane^, v., + -erl.]

1. In hunting, one who cranes at a fence. See
cranel, f. i., 2. Hence— 2. One who flinches be-
fore difficulty or danger ; a coward.
craner^ (kra'nfer), n. [< crane^ + -erl.] An
official in charge of a public crane for weigh-
ing.

Some country towns of Ireland have in the market-
place a crane for the weighing of goods, produce, etc. An
official, popularly the craner, has charge of the machine,
who gives a certificate of weight to all concerned, a dic-
tum uncontrovertible. This is called the craner's note,
and when any one makes an assertion of the " long-bow "

nature, a sceptic auditor will say, "Very nice; but I
should like the craner^s note for that."

N. and Q., 4th ser., VIII. 123.

crane's-bill, cranesbill (kranz'bil), «. 1. The
Eopular name of plants of the genus Geranium,
•om the long, slender beak of their fruit. See

Geranium.

Is there any blue half so pure, and deep, and tender, as
that of the large crane's-bill, the Geranium pratense of
the botanists ? fT. £to<:A-, Phaeton, xx.

2. A pair of long-nosed pincers used by sur-
geons— Stinking crane's-bill Same as herb-robert.

crane-shaft, crane-stalk (kran'shaft, -stak),
n. Same as crane-jwst,

cranett (kra'net), n. Same as crinet, 1.

crang, n. See krang.

Crangon (krang'gon), n. [NL., < Gr. Kpayyuv,

a kind of shrimp or prawn.] A genus of ma-
erurous crustaceans, typical of the family Cran-
gonidw. The best-known species is the com-
mon shrimp of Europe, C. rxdgaris.

Crangonidse (krang-gon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Crangon + -idw.'] The family of shrimps typi-

fied by the genus Crangon: often merged in

some other family.

crania^, n- Plural of cranium.

Crania^ (kra'ni-a), n. [NL. (Retzius, 1781), <

ML. cranium, skiill.] A genus of Brachiopoda,
typical of the famUy Craniidce, See cut under
Craniidw.

The genus Crania appeared for the first time during the
Silurian period, and has continued to be represented up
to the present time. Davidson, Encyc. Brit., IV. 194.

craniacromial (kra"ni-a-kr6'mi-al), a. [< cra-

nium + acromion + -a/.] In anat., pertaining
to the skull and shoulder, or the pectoral arch

:

specifically applied to a group of muscles repre-
sented in man by the stemocleidomastoideus
and trapezius.

Oraniadse (kra-ni'a-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same as
Cruniid(e. J. E. Gray, 1840.

cranial (kra'ni-al), a. [< NL. cranialis, < cra-

nium, the skull: see cranium.] 1. Relating in

any way to the cranium or skull.

The cartilaginous craninl mass contracts in front of the
orbits. Oicen, Anat., vi.

Specifically— 2. Pertaining to the cranium
proper, or to that part of the skull which in-

closes the brain, as distinguished from the face

:

opposed to facial— Cranial angle. See craniometry.
— Cranial bones, the bones of the cranium proper, aa
distinguished from those of the face and jaws. In man they
are reckoned as eight in nimiber : the occipital, the two pa-
rietals, the two temporals, the frontal, the sphenoid, and
the ethmoid ; but all these are compound bones, except-

ing the parietals ; even the frontal consists of a pair. See
cut under cranio/aciai.— Cranial nerves, those nerves
which make their exit from the cranial cavity through
cranial foramina, whether arising from the brain or the
spinal cord. They are regarded as forming from three

to twelve pairs. When twelve are enumerated, they are

(in the order given) the olfactory, the optic, the motor
oculi, the pathetic or trochlear, the trigeminal or trifa-

cial, the abducent, the facial, the auditory, the glossopha-
rvngeal, the pneumogastric, the spinal accessory, and the

h'yjioglossal. The lowest vertebrate (of the genus Amphi-
ozus) has the trigeminal, the pneumogastric (with the glos-

sopharyngeal and spinal accessory), and the hypoglossal.
— Craniil segments, certain divisions of the cranium
proper. They are the occipital segment, consisting of the

occipital bone alone; the parietal, consisting of parts of

the sphenoid and the parietal bones ; and the frontal, con-

sisting of parts of the sphenoid and the frontal bones.

These coiTespond with the three cerebral vesicles of the

embryo.— Cranial vertebrae, certain divisions of the

whole sknll, theoreticallv supposed to represent or to be
modified vertebra;. In Owens view they are four in num-
ber : the epencephalic or occipital, the mesencephalic or

parietal, the prosencephalic or frontal, and the rhinen-

cephalic or nasal. They include the bones of the face and
jaws, .and even of the fore limbs.

Craniata (kra-ni-a'ta), «. pi. [NL., < cranium,

q. v., -t- -ato2.] Same as CraMJoto.

craniid (kra'ni-id), n. A brachiopod of the

family Craniidce.
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Craniidse (kra-ni'i-de), H. pi. [NL.,< Crania +
-kite.} A family of lyopomatous brachiopods.
They are attached by
a greater or less ex-
tent of the ventral
valve, or free; the
brachial appendages
are soft, spirally
curved, and directed
toward the bottom of
the dorsal valve ; the
valves are orbicular or
limpet-like ; and the
shell-substance is cal-

careous and perfo-
rated by minute ca-
nals. Four genera are
known, only one of
which (Cranm) has
living representatives.
Also Craniadte.

craniocele (kra'ni-o-sel), n
skull, + ar/?.;/, tumor.]
glisoii.

cranioclasm (kra'ni-o-klazm), n. [< Gr. Kpaviov,
the skull, + 'K/.aafioCy'a breaking, < k/Mv, break.]
Theoperation of craniotomy. Jkmgliaon.

Cranioclast (kra'ni-o-klast), H. [< Gr. Kpaviov,
the skull, + K^jiaro^, verbal adj. of k>m.v, break.]
A powerful forceps employed in the operation
of craniotomy for seizing, breaking down, and
withdrawing the fetal skull,

craniofacial (kra"ni-o-fa'shial), a. [= F. era-
uio-facial, < ML. cranium, q. v., + L. fades, the
face.] In anat., pertaining to the cranium and
the face.— Craniofacial angle, in human anat. and
muhropol., the angle inchuleil between the basifacial axis

Dorsal Valve of Crania aHomala,
slightly enlarged, with mantle removed
to show brachial appendages, etc.

,
, - [< Gr. Kpaviov, the
Encephalocele. hun-

Longittidjnal Verticil Bisection of Human Skull, right side, showing
raniOfaC'^l anwi.. in thic ^..c— ..1 . o I—

:

.i-_ ._ I .
^—;-&"-—•.•> . ...w.,.., u i:>t:i. null oi Human sKuii. rignt Sine, showing

craniofacial angle, in this case about go", being the angle between
the heavy straight lines, whereof the one descending forward is the
bastfacia) axis, the other the basicranial axis.

a, alisphenoid
; au. internal auditory meatus in petrous part of

rmporal tione : M. basinrrioiti,! • Ar KaEirnh....niH . J i.,i.„i

-, -.»,...,..».„ uH, iiiiciiiai auuiiory meatus in petrous part ofUmporal bone
;
to. basioccipiul ; tj, basirphenoid ; <, occipital con-

dyle; c, cnstagalli: cjt, condyloid foramen: /, frontal; mr, mes-euimoid
;

tnjr, maxillary ; n, nasal ; o, supraoccipital
; /, parietal

;

yt, palatal
; //. hamulate process of internal pterygoid ; j, frontal

tuius ; tf, squamosal ; /, maxilloturbinal ; t; vomer.

and the basicranial axis. (See these terms, under axial
and craniomelrp.) It varies with the extent to which the
(ace lies In front of or lielow the anterior end of the cra-
nium, from less than 90 to 120'. When it is great, the faceu imynathmu; when it is small, the face ia oHhcgna-
thmu. HuxUy.— Craniofacial notch, in anat., a defect
of parts in the midline between the orbital and nasal
cavities.

craniognomic (kra^'ni-og-nom'ik), a. [< cra-
niognomy + -if.] Pertaining to craniognomy;
phrenological.

craniognomy (kra-ni-og'no-mi), n. [<Gr. Kpa-
vtov, the skull, + -,vuii7i, opinion, judgment.]
Cranial physiognomy ; the doctrine or practice
of considering the form and other characteris-
tics of the skull as indicating the disposition
or temperament of the individual : a modifica-
tion of phrenology.
craniograph (kra'ni-o-grM ), n. [< Gr. Kpaviov,
the skull, + ypa<f>i:tv, write.] In craniom., an
instrument for making drawings of the skull,
such as projections which shall exhibit the top-
ographical relations of various points.
craniograpby (kra^ni-og'ra-fi), n. [= F. cra-
niof/rapliie; as craniograph"+ -^3.] x descrip-
tion of the skull.

cranioid (kra'ni-oid), a. [< Crania + -oirf.]
Pertaining to or having the characters of the
brachiopod family Craniidce.

craniolite (kra'm-o-lit), ». [< Gr. Kpaviov, the
skull (see Crania), '+ /j'flof, stone.] A fossil bra-
chiopodof the genus CraMJaorsomerelatedform.

cranlolith (kra'ni-o-lith), n. Same as craniolite.
craniological (kra'ni-6-loj'i-kal), a. [< cra-
Hiohi/!/ + -ical; cf. P. craniologique.'] Per-
taining to craniology.

craniologist (kra-ni-ol'o-jist), n. [= F. cranio-
logistc ; < craniology + -ist] One versed in cra-
niologv.

craniology (kra-ni-ol'o-ji). «. [= P. cranioloqie
= bp. craneologia = Pg. It. craniologia, < ^fLl.
eraniologia, < Gr. Kpavim; the skull, -I- -loyia. <
Aixf"', speak : see -ology. ] That branch of anat-
omy which deals with the study of crania or

•^331
skulls

; the smn of human knowledge concern-
ing skulls.

craniometer (kra-ni-om'e-ter), re. [= F. cra-
niometre = It. craniometro, < Gr. Kpaviov, the
skull, + jiirpov, measure.] An instrument for
measuring the dimensions of the skull.
craniometric, craniometrical (kra"ni-o-met'-
rik, -ri-kal), a. [=F. craiiiometriqice; ascraniom-
eter _+ -ic, -ical.^ Pertaining to craniometry.
craniometry (kra-ni-om'et-ri), n. [= F. cra-
niometric = It. craniometria ; as craniometer +
-y.^ The measurement of skulls; the topo-
graphical relations ascertained by such mea-
surements. The following are the points of measure-
ment, lines, and angles upon which craniometry is based;
the o(oco;or point, the point at the middle of the edge
of the upper jaw, between the middle two incisors (A)-
the agtenon. the point behind the ear where the parie-
tal, temporal, and occipital bones meet (B); the auricu-
lar point, the center of the orifice of the external audi-
tory meatus (C) ; the banon, the middle point of the an-
terior margin of the foramen magnum, corresponding in
position to D; the bregma, the point of meeting of the
coronal and sagittal sutures (£) ; the dacryo7i, the point
on the side of the nose where the frontal, lacryraal and
superior maxillary bones meet (/') ; the glabella, the pointm the median line between the superciliary arches
marked by a swelling, sometimes by a depression (0); the
ffonion, the point at the angle of the lower jaw (H); themum, the external occipital protuberance (7) ; the jugal
point, the point situated at the angle which the posterior
border of the frontal branch of the malar bone makes
with the superior border of its Eygomatic branch (,/); the
lambda, the point of meeting of the sagittal with the
lambdoidal suture (A'); the malar point, a point situated
on the tubercle on the external surface of the malar bone
or, when this is wanting, the intersection of a line drawn
(nearly vertically) from the external extremity of the
frontomalar suture to the tubercle at the inferior angle
of the malar and a line drawn nearly horizontally from
the inferior border of the orbit over the malar to the su-
perior iKirderof the zygomatic arch(f-); the maximum
oecipilat jmnt, or occipital point, the posterior extremity
of the anteroposterior diameter of the skull measured
from the glabella in front to the most distant point be-
hind in the neighborhofxl of O; flie mental point, the
middle point of the anterior lipof the lower border of the
lower jaw(/>); the metopic point, a point in the middle
line between the two frontal eminences (Q); the nagion
or natal point, the middle of the frontonasal suture at
the root of the nose (iJ); the obelion, the part of the
sagittal suture between the two parietal foramina (S)-
the ophnjon, the middle of the supraorbital line which
drawn across the narrowest part of the forehead, separates
the face from the cranium; also called the supraorbital
and mpranaaal (T); the opinthion, the middle point of
the posterior border of the foramen magnum ((/)• the
ptenon, the place where tlie frontal, parietal, temporal
and sphenoid bones come together (O; the atephanion
the point where the coronal suture crosses the temporal
ndge (H'K the tubnasal point, the middle of the inferior
border of the anterior nares at the liase of the nasal spine
also called »]tinal point (.V); and the supra-auricular
point, the point vertically over tlie auricular point at the
root of the zygomatic process. The following craniomet-
rical lines are distinguished ; the facial line of Camper
a line tangent to the glabella and to the anterior sur&ce

cranioscopist

of the incisor teeth
(1 1); the llju of
I>anbenton, a line
drawn through the
opisthion and the
projection (on the
median plane of
the skull) of the
lower border of the
orbit (2 2); the
bairi-alreolar line, a
line drawn through
the basion and al-

veolar point (3 3)

;

the minimum
frontal line, the
shortest transverse
measurement of
the forehead (not
shown in the fig-

ure); the naso-al-
veolar line, the line
passing through

Flf. a.

Side and Front Views of Skull, Illustrating
Craniometry.

the nasal and alveolar points (4 4) ; and the nasobasilar
line, the line drawn through the basion and nasal point
(5 6). An alveoloconiiylean plane is also distinguished
it is the plane passing through the alveolar point, and
tangent to the condyles, represented by the line 6 8 The
following are the craniometrical angles ; the banlar an-
gle, that between the nasobatilar and basi-alveolar lines
(RDA); the angle of the condyle), the angle which the

plane of the occipital foramen forms with the plane of
the basilar groove

; the coronofanal angle of tiratiolet the
angle which the facial line of Camper forms with the
plane passing through the coronal suture; the facial an-
gle of Camper, the angle between the facial line of Cam-
per (1 1) and the line (7 7) drawn through the auricular
and subnasal points ; the facial angle of Cloouet, the an-
gle between the line drawn through the ophryon and the
alveolar point and the auriculo-alveolar line (9 9)— that
IS, the angle TAC ; the faded angle of GeoffroiJ Saint-
Hilaire, the angle between the facial line of Camper and
the line (10 10) drawn through the auricular point and
the edge of the incisors; the facial angle of Jacquart, the
angle between the line drawn through the subnasal point
and the glabella and the line (7 7) drawn through the sub-
nasal and auricular points; the frontal angle, the angle
iti, formed by lines drawn from the auricular point (O
(that IS, the projection of the auricular points on the me-
dian plane) to the ophryon (T) and to the bregma (E) ; the
metafacml angle of Serres, the angle which the ptery"-oid
processes form with the base of the skull ; the nasobasal
angle ofjfelcker, the angle /(.I'D, between the nasobasi-
lar and nasosubnasal lines ; the occipital angle of Broca
the angle BUD, or that between the lines drawn from the
opisthion ((7) to the basion and nasal points; the occipt-
tal angle of Daubenton, tile angle which the line of Dau-
benton (2 2) makes with the line joining the basion (D)
and opisthion (fj) ; the parietal angle, the angle formed
by the two lines ZS and ZS (flg. 2) drawn through the
extremities of the transverse maximum or bizygomatic
diameter and the maximum transverse frontal diameter
(it is called positive when it opens downward, neqative
wlien the lines meet below the skull and it opens upward) •

the angles of Segond, angles formed between lines drawn
from the basion (D) to the various other craniometrical
points, the facial angle of Segond being the angle PDT or
that between the line passing through the basion (D) and
mental point (P) and the line passing through the basion
^U) and ophryon (r), and the cerebral angle ofSegond being
the angle UDT, or that between the line passing through
the basion (,D) and ophryon (T) and (he line passuig
through the basion (K) and opisthion (JJ) ; the sphenoi-
dal angle, the angle between lines drawn from the basion
and nasion to a point in the median line where the slop-
ing anterior surface of the sella turcica passes over
into the horizontal surface of the olivary eminence the
symphysian angle, the angle which the profile of the
symphysis of the lower jaw makes with the plane of the
inferior border of the lower jaw ; and the total cranial
angle, the angle UCT, measuring the cranial cavity, be-
tween lines drawn from the auricular point to the oph-
ryon and to the opisthion. The following craniometri-
cal diameters are distinguished : the maximum antero-
posterior, the distance from the glabella to the furthest
point of the occipital lione (the maximum anteroposterior
diameter of Welcker is the anteroposterior metopic of
Broca, and is the distance from the metopic point to the
furthest point behind); the maximum transverse, the
greatest transverse diameter of the cranium, wherever
found

; and the vertical diameter, ordinarily tile distance
of the basion from the bregma, or, what is nearly equiva-
lent to it, the distance from the basion to the point where
the line through the basion at right angles to the alveolo-
condylean plane intersects the cranial vault (but some-
times the line is drawn at right angles to the plane of the
foramen magnum). The following craniometrical indices
are distinguished : the alveolar or basilar index, the ratio
of the surface of that part of the projection of the skull
on the median plane which lies in front of the basion to
the surface of the whole projection, multiplied by 100;
the cephalic index, or index of breadth, the ratio of the
maximum transverse to the maximum anteroposterior
diameter of the skull, multiplied by 100 ; the cephalo-or-
bUal index, the ratio of the solid contents of the two or-
bita to the contents of the cranial cavity, multiplied by
100; the cephalospinal index, the ratio of the measure
of the foramen magnum in square millimeters to that of
the cranial cavity In cubic centimeters, multiplied by 100-
the cereltral index, the ratio of the greatest transverse to
the greatest anteroposterior diameter of the cranial cav-
ity, multlplieil by 100 ; the facial index, the ratio of the
distance of the ophryon from the alveolar point to the
transverse diameter measured from one zygoma to the
other, multiplied by 100 ; the gnathic or alveolar index,
the ratio of the distance between the basion and alveolar
point to the distance between the basion and nasal point,
multiplied by 100 ; the nasal index, the ratio of the maxi-mum breadth of the anterior orifice of the nose to the
distance from the nasal to the subnasal point, multiplied
by 100 ; the orbital index, the ratio of the vertical to the
transverse diameter of one of the orbits, multiplied by
100 ; and the vertical index, or index of height, tlie ratio
of the vertical diameter of the skull to the inaximum an-
teroiiostcrior diameter, multiplied by 100.

craniopagUS (kra-ni-op'a-gus), n. [NL., < cra-
nium + L. pangere W'pag), fasten, fix: see
pact.'\ In teratol., a pair of twins whose heads
are adherent.

craniopharyngeal (kra'ni-6-fa-rin'je-al), a. [<
Gr. Kpaviov, the skull, + <pipvy^, throat (pha-
rynx).] In anat., pertaining to the cranium
and to the pharynx ; connecting tho cavity of
the skull with that of the mouth, as a canal.
craniophore (kra'ni-o-for), n. [< Gr. Kpaviov,
the skull, -I- -^po^, -bearing, < ipkpuv = E. ftearl.]
A skull-bearer. Specifically -(o) An apparatus for
holding and fixing skulls in a given or required jiosition
for craniological purposes. (6) A mechanical device for
taking projections of the skull.

cranioplasty (kra'ni-o-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. Kpa-
viov, the skull, + Tr'Aaardc, verbal adj. of n-Aad-
aew, form : see plastic.'] In surg., an operation
for restoring or supplying the place of defi-
ciencies in the cranial structures.

cranioscopist (kra-ni-os'ko-pist), n. One skilled
or professing belief in era'nioscopy ; a phrenol-
ogist. Coleridge. [Rare.]



cranloscopy

cranioscopy (kra-ni-os'ko-pi), n. [= P. cranio-

scopie = Pg. cranioscopia, < NL. craniosconia,

< Gr. Kpaviov, the skull, + okokuv, view.] The
examination of the configuration of the skull

;

phrenology. [Rare.]

craniospinail (kra'ni-o-spi'nal), a. [< ML. cra-

nium + L. spina + -ai.J In anat., pertaining
to the skull and the backbone : as, the cranio-

spinal axis. Also craniovertebral.

Craniota (kra-ni-6'ta), «. j)^ [NL., < cranium,
skiill : see cranium.'] A primary di\ision of the
rertebrata, including those which possess a
skull and brain, or the whole of the Vertebrata

excepting the Leptocardia or Acrania. Also
Craniata.

The Skulled Animals or Craniota (Man and all other
Vertebrates). Uaeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 416.

craniotabes (kra'ni-o-ta'bez), n. [NL., < ML.
cranium + L. tabes,' a wasting, decline.] In
pathol., a condition of infants characterized by
the thinning and softening of the cranial bones
in spots. Some eases seem to be connected
with rachitis and some with syphilis.

craniotomy (kra-ni-ot'o-mi), n. [= F. cranio-

tmnie, < Gr. Kpaviov, the skull, + To/ti/, a cutting,

< Te/ivuv, cut: see anatomy.'] In obstet., an oper-

ation in which the fetal head is opened when
it presents an obstacle to delivery.

craniovertebral (kra"ni-6-ver'te-bral), a. [<

ML. cranium + L. vertebra, vertebra, + -aZ.]

Same as craniospinal.

cranium (kra'ni-um), n, ; pi. crania (-a). [Also
formerly cranion (after Gr.) and crany; ML.
NL. cranium (> It. cranio = P. crdne), ML. also

cranea, craneum (> Sp. crdneo = Pg. craneo);

< (Jr. Kpaviov, the skull, akin to Kapa, the head,
Kaprrvov, the head, L. cerebrum, the brain: see

cerebrum.'] 1. The skull of a human being,
or, as now
used, of any
animal ; the
bones of the
head, collec-

tively. It is

possessed by all

vertebrates ex-
cept the Acra-
nia or Lep-
tocardia, and
by vertebrates
only. It is sup-
posed by some
anatomists to be
a series of modi-
fied vertebraj
consisting of
three or four
segments, each a
modified verte-
bra, and there-
fore serially ho-
mologous with
the spinal col-

umn : by others
it is supposed to

be a distinct superaddition to the vertebra?, and there-

fore only analogous to the spinal column. In a broad
sense the hyoid and branchial arches are a part of the cra-

nium.

2. More exactly, the brain-box ; the bony case

of the encephalon, as distinguished from those

bones of the skull which support the face and
jaws, ^eo cranial.— 3. In en <»»»., the integu-

ment of an insect's head excluding the antennee,

eyes, and oral apparatus, and including the epi-

cranium, gula, and occiput.

crank^ (krangk), a. [Not found in ME., except
as in the prob. deriv. crank'^, n., q. v.

;
prob.

ult. < AS. crincan, pret. crane (also cringan,

pret. crang), fall, yield, succumb, appar. orig.

bend, bow; cf. crank^, v., and see crinch, cringe.

The words here given under the form crank,

though here separated as to sense and histori-

cal relations into six groups, are more or less

involvedin meaningand cross-associations, and
appear to be ult. from the same verb-root. On
account of the dialectal, colloquial, technical,

or slang character of most of the senses, the

records in literature are scanty, only one group,

that of crank^, appearing in ME. or AS.] 1.

Crooked ; bent ; distorted : as, a crank hand

;

cran/t-handed.— 2. Hard; difficult: as, a crank
word. [Scotch in both senses.]

crank^ (krangk), V. [Not found in ME., but
appar. in part orig. a secondary form of *crink

(in crinkle), ult. of AS. crincan, pret. crane,

faU, yield, orig. bend, bow ; crank, crankle, be-

ing related to 'crink (crinch, cringe), crinkle, as

crampl, crumple, to crimp, crimple. In part the

verb crank^ depends on the noun. See cra7ik^,

a., and crank^, ».] I. intrans. To run in a wind-
ing course ; bend ; wind ; turn.

Human Cranium or Calvarium, from above.

Fr, Pa, Oc, frontal, parietal, and occipital

bones ; Fr' , Cr, Sa, La, frontal, coronal, sagit-

tal, and larabdotd sutures.
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He [the hare] cranjbsand crosses with a thousand doubles.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 682.

See how this river comes me cranking in,

And cuts me, from the best of all my land,
A huge half-moon, a monstrous cantle out.

SAoit.,1 Uen. IV.,iii. 1.

II. trans. To mark crosswise on (bread and
butter), to please a child. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
crank^ (krangk), n. [< crank^, a., or crank^, v.]

1. A bend; a turn; a twist; a winding; an in-

volution.

I [the belly] send it [food] through the rivers of your blood.
Even to the court, the heart, to the seat o' the brain,

And through the cranks and offices of man.
Shak., Cot., i. 1.

Meet you no ruin but the soldier in

The cranks and turns of Thebes?
Fletcher {and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 2.

2. A twist or turn of speech ; a conceit which
consists in a grotesque or fantastic change of

the form or meaning of a word.
Quips, and cranks, and wanton wiles.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 27.

3. [In this sense now associated with crank^,

»., 2.] An absurd or unreasonable action caused
by a twist of judgment ; a caprice ; a whim ; a
crotchet ; a vagary.

Violent of temper; subject to sudden cranks. Carlylc.

4. pi. Pains ; aches. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
crank^ (krangk), n. [< ME. cranke ; perhaps <

AS. 'crane, in comp. *crane-staf, an unauthen-
ticated form in Somner, defined as "some kind
of weavers instrument"; appar. < crank^, a.,

bent, crooked, which is, however, not recorded
in ME. or AS.: see crank^, a.] 1. A bent or
vertical arm attached to or projecting at an
angle from an axis at one end, and with pro-

vision for the application of power at the other,

used for communicating circular motion, as in a
grindstone, or for changing circular into recip-

rocating motion, as in a saw-mill, or recipro-

cating into circular motion, as in a steam-en-
gine. The single cratiJc (1) can be used only on the end
of an axis. The double crank (2) is employed when it is

necessary that the
axis should be ex-

tended on both
sides of the point
at which the re-

ciprocating motion
is applied. An
exemplification of Cranks,

this arrangement is

afforded by the machinery of steam-vessels. The bell-

crank (3), so called from its ordinary use in bell-hanging,

perforins a function totally different from that of the

others, being used merely to change the direction of a re-

ciprocating motion, as from a horizontal to a vertical line.

He ground the whole matter over and over and over

again in his mind, with a hand never off the crank of tlie

mill, by day nor by night.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 275.

2. An iron brace for various purposes, such

as the braces which support the lanterns on
the poop-quarters of vessels.— 3. An iron at-

tached to the feet in curling, to prevent slip-

ping. [Scotch.]—4. An instrument of prison

discipline, consisting of a small wheel, like the

paddle-wheel of a steam-vessel, which, when
the prisoner turns a handle outside, revolves

in a box partially filled with gravel. The labor

of turning it is more or less severe, according

to the quantity of gravel—Disk crank, a disk car-

rying a crank-pin, and substituted for a crank.

crank2 (krangk), V. t. [< crank^, n.] 1. To
make of the shape of a crank ; bend into a crank
shape.— 2. To provide with a crank ; attach a

crank to.

Connected with its axle, which was cranked for the pur-

pose. Thurston, Steam-Engine, p. 166.

3. To shackle; hamshackle (a horse). [Scotch.]

crank^ (krangk), a. and n. [Not found in this

sense in ME. or AS., the alleged AS. *cranc,

weak, infirm,beingunauthenticated,and*cran<jt,

as adj., dead, killed, an error; first in ear-

ly mod. E., the noun (11., 1) being a cant

word, indicating its origin from the D. : < MD.
kranck, weak, feeble, infirm, sick, also, of things,

weak, poor, insipid, D. krank, sick, ill, poor, =
OFries. kronk, crone, North Pries, crone, sick,

= MLG. krank, weak, infirm, miserable, bad,

sick, LG. krank, sick, = OHG. *chranch (not

recorded, but cf. deriv. *chranchal6n, krankolon,

become weak),MHG. kranc, weak, thin, slender,

poor, bad, small, later esp. weak in body, feeble,

sick, G. krank, sick (whence, from G. or LG.,

Icel. krankr, also krangr = Norw. Sw. Dan.
krank, ill, sick) ; the adj. being also used as a

noun, MD. kranck, etc., or with inflection, MD.
krancke, D. kranke = G. kranke, etc., a sick per-

son, a patient ; whence the noun used in E., orig.

crank

with the epithet counterfeit, in ref. to persons
who feigned sickness or frenzy (cf. D. krank-

hoofdig, krankzinnig, crazy) in order to wring
money from the compassion or fears of the
beholder; prob. from the pret. of an orig. Teut.
verb preserved only in AS. crincan, pret. crane
(also cringan, pret. crang), fall, yield, succumb,
orig. bend, bow, to which also crank^, crank^,

cranio, and cra«i5 are referred: see cranfcl, etc.,

and crinch, cringe.] I.t a. Sick; ill; infirm;

weak. [North. Eng.]
She lodg'd him neere her bower, whence
He loued not to gad,

But wa.ved cranke for why ? no heart
A sweeter layer had.

Warner, Albion's Eng. , vii. 36.

II. n. It. A sick person: first used with the
epithet counterfeit, designating a person who
feigned sickness or frenzy in order to wring
money from the compassion or fears of the be-
holder. See etymology and quotations.

Baser in habit, and more vHe in condition, than the
Whip-iack, is the Counteract craiike; who in all kind of
weather going halfe naked, staring wildly with his eyes,

and appearing distracted by his lookes, complayning onely
that he is troubled with the falling sicknes.

Dekker, Belman of London (cd. 1608), sig. C 3.

The Groundworke of Cony-catching ; the manner of their
Pedlers— French, and the meanes to vndei-stand the same,
with the cunning sleights of the Counterfeit Cranke.

Greene, Plays (ed. Dyce), Int., p. ex.

Thou art a counterfeit crank, a cheater.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 436.

2. [In this sense derived from the preceding,
but appar. also associated with crank^, n., 3, a
whim, crotchet, caprice, and also, more or less,

with ccanfcl, a., and erank^, crank^, cranlfi, as
if involving the notions of crooked, irregular,

giddy, etc.] A person whose mind is ill-bal-

anced or awry ; one who lacks mental poise ; one
who is subject to crotchets, whims, caprices, or

absurd or impracticable notions ; especially, a
person of this sort who takes up some one im-
practicable notion or project and urges it in sea-

son and out of season ; a monomaniac. [Col-

loq., U. S.l
But if he should be a mere cranJc, and the act a mere

whim, and the defendant able to control his conduct,
then you should find him guilty.

Judge Wylie, Charge to a Jury, 1883.

The person who adopts "any presentiment, any extrava-
gance as most in nature," is not commonly called a Tran-
scendentalist, but is known collociuially as a crank.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, p. 150.

crank^ (krangk), a. and n. [Not in early use,

but prob. another application of the orig.

crank^, bent, ult. < AS. crincan, pret. crane,

fall: see crank^ and crank^. Cf. D. krengen =
Sw. kranga = Dan. krwnge, heave down, heel,

lurch, as a ship; of the same ult. origin.] I. a.

1. Naut., liable to lurch or to be capsized, as a
ship when she is too narrow or has not suffi-

cient ballast to carry full sail : opposed to stiff.

Also crank-sided.

The ship, besides being ill built and very crank, was,
to increase the inconveniency thereof, ill laden.

Hubbard, quoted in Winthrop's Hist. New England,
[II. 400, note.

Towered the Great Harry, crank and tall, . . .

With bows and stern raised high in air.

Longfellow, Building of the Ship.

Hence— 2. In a shaky or crazy condition;

loose; disjointed.

For the machinery of laughter took some time to get in

motion, and seemed crank and slack, Carlyle.

In the case of the Austrian Empire, the crank machinery
of the double government would augment all the difficul-

ties and enfeeble every effort of the State.

London Times, Nov. 11, 1876.

II. w. A crank vessel; a vessel overmasted
or badly ballasted. Halliwell.

crank" (krangk), a. [Early mod. E. also cranck;

a dial, word, not in early use
;
prob. a particu-

lar use of crank*, liable to be overset, shaky

:

see crank-*, and cf. crank^.] Brisk; lively; jolly;

sprightly; giddy; hence, aggressively positive

or assured ; self-assertive. [Now perhaps only
in the last use.]

He who was a little before bedred and caried lyke a dead
karkas on fower mannes shoulders, was now cranke and
lustie. J. Udall, On Mark ii.

Thou crank and curious damsel

!

Turberville, To an old Gentlewoman that Painted her Face.

You knew I was not ready for you, and that made
you so crank: I am not such a coward as to strike

again, I warrant you.
iliddleton. Trick to Catch the Old One, L 3.

How came they to grow so 'extremely crank and confi-

dent? South, Sermons, VI. i.

crank^t (krangk), adr. [< crank^, a.] Briskly;

cheerfully; in a lively or sprightly manner.
Like Chanticleare he crowed crank.
And piped fid merily. Drayton,



Cranked Tool.

crank

Crank^ (kratigk), V. i. [Perhaps in part imita-

tive (cf. crack, creak), but appar. associated
with craiik^, with allusion to the creaking of

a crank or windlass.] To creak. HalUwell.
[North. Eng.]

crank*' (krangk), H. [< crank^, r.] 1. A creak-
ing, as of an ungi'eased wheel.— 2. Figurative-
ly, something inharmonious.

When wanting thee, what tuneless cranks
Are my poor verses. Bums.

[Scotch in both senses.]

crank-axle (krangk'ak^sl), H. 1. An axle which
bends downward between the wheels for the
purpose of lowering the bed of a wagon.— 2.
In locomotives with inside cylinders, the driv-

ing-axle.

crank-bird (krangk'bferd), n . [< craiik^ + hiriP-.']

The Exiropean lesser spotted woodpecker, Picus
minor.

crank-brace (krangk'bras), n. The usual form
of carpenters' brace, which has a bent shank by
which it is rotated. E. H. Knight.
cranked (krangkt), a. [< crank^ + -ecP.I Hav-
ing a bend or crank : as, a
cranked axle Cranked tool, a
turners' cutting-t4joI, the slmnk of
which, near tlie cutting end, is bent
downward, and then again outward
toward tlie work. Tlie rest, a, pre-
vents the tool from slipping away
frum the work.

crank-hatches (krangk'haeh"-
ez), n. j>l. Hatches on the deck of a steam-
vessel raised to a proper elevation for covering
the cranks of the engines.
crank-hook (krangk'huk), n. In a turning-
lathe, the rod connecting the treadle and the
fly-

crankiness (krang'ki-nes), n. The state or
quality of being cranky, in any sense of the
word.
There is no better ballast for keeping the mind steady

on its keel, and saving it from all risks of crankiness, than
business. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 235.

crankiest (krang'kl), V. [Freq. of crank'^, v.

Cf. crinkle.^ I. intrans. To bend, wind, or turn,
as a stream.

Serpegffiare, ... to go winding or crankling in and out.
Ftorio.

Meander, who is said so intricate to be.
Hath not so many turns nor crankling nooks as she [the

river Wye]. Drayton, Polyolbion, vii. 198.

n. trans. To break into bends, turns, or an-
gles; crinkle.

Old Vaga's stream,
Forc'd by the sudden shock, her wont«d track
Forsook, and drew her humid train aslope,
Crankling her banks. J. Philips, Cider, i.

crankiest (krang'kl), n. [< crawWel, v.] Abend
or turn ; a crinkle ; an angular prominence.
crankle^ (krang'kl), a. [Cf. crank^, a., crank-*,

a., and cranky^'} Weak: shattered. HdUivoell.
[North. Eng.]

crankness (krangjk'nes), n. The state of being
crank, in any of its senses.
crankous (krang'kus), a. [< crank^, crooked,
distorted (or crank^), + -ous.'] Irritated ; irri-

table ; cranky. [Scotch.]
crank-pin (krangk'pin), «. A pin connecting
the ends of a double ciank, or projecting from
the end of a single crank. In either case it

serves for the attachment of a pitman or con-
necting-rod. E. H. Knight.
crank-plane (krangk'plan), n. 1. A plane the
bed or tool-stock of which is moved by a crank
and pitman. It is used for metals.— 2. A spe-
cial machine for planing engine-cranks.
crank-shaft (krangk'shaft), n. A shaft turned
by a crank.

crank-sided (kraugk'8i"ded), a. Same as
craii/:*, 1.

crank-wheel (krangk 'hwel), «. In mach., a
wheel having near the periphery a wrist or pin
for the end of a connecting-rod which imparts
motion to the wheel, or receives motion from
it ; a disk-crank.
cranky^ (krang'ki), a. [< crnnk^, n., + -y^.'\ 1.
Having cranks or turns ; checkered. [North.
Eng.]— 2. [With ref. to crankl, n., 2, 3, and
with allusion also to crank'^, n., 2.] Full of
cranks ; full of whims and crotchets ; having
the characteristics of a crank.
William then delivered that the law of Patent was a

cruel wrong. . . . I said," William Butcher, are youcranAy.'
You are sometimes cranky." William said, " No, John, I
teil you the truth."

Dickens, A Poor JIan's Tale of a Patent.

I would like some better sort of welcome in the evening
than what a cranky old brute of a hut-keeper can give nie.

a. Kingsley, Oeotfry Hamlyn, xxvii.
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cranky2 (krang'ki), a. [< cranks + .yl, Cf.
cranky^, cranky^, cranky*.'] Sickly; ailing.
Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
cranky3 (krang'ki), a. [< crank* + -j>l.] 1.
Naut., liable to be overset: same as crank*, 1.

Sitting in the middle of a cranky birch-bark canoe, on
the Restigouche, with an Indian at the bow and another
at the stern. St. Nicholas, XIII. 746.

2. In a shaky or loose condition ; rickety.

The machine, being a little crankier, rattles more, and
the performer is called on for a more visitde exertion.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 131.

cranky* (krang'ki), a. [< CT-a«fc5 + -1^1.] Merry;
cheerful : same as crank^.

cranky^ (krang'ki), n. ; pi. crankies (-kiz). [Ori-
gin uncertain.] A pitman. [North. Eng.]
crannied (kran'id), a. [< cranny'i- + -ecft.] Hav-
ing crevices, chinks, or fissures.

Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies.

Tennyson, Flower in the Crannied Wall.

crannog (kran'og), n. [It. crannog = Gael.
crannag, a pulpit, crosstrees of a ship, round
top of a mast, etc., < Ir. and Gael, crann, a tree,

a mast: see crane'^.'] An ancient lake-dwell-
ing in Ireland. Such dwellings were sometimes built
entirely of stone or wood, but more usually of a combina-
tion of stones and piles. Some, however, were made of
basketwork and sod, and some stood on platforms like
the Swiss lake-dwellings. They were invariably roundish
or Irregularly oval in form, and were built in lakes and
morasses. In these crannogs are found articles of various
kinds, from the rudest flint implements to highly finished
nni:iniL-iits of gold. Also crannoge.

crannuibh, n. [Ir., < crann, a tree.] In archieol.,

a form of Celtic javelin to which a long thong
was attached, that it might be drawn back after
being hurled.

crannyi (kran'i), n.
;
pi. crannies (-iz). [Early

mod. E. crannie, cranie, < ME. crany, appar. a
dim. of *cran, < OF. cran, cren, mod. F. tra»
(Walloon cren), m., OF. also crene, crenne, f., =
It. dial, cran, m., crena, f., a notch (cf. OHG.
chrinna, MHG. krinne, G. dial, krinne = LG.
karti, a notch, groove, crevice, cranny, appar.
not an orig. Teut. word); prob. < L. crena, a
notch, found in classical L. only once, in a
doubtful passage in Pliny, but frequent in lat-

er glossaries : see crena, crenate, and cf. camel,
crenel, crenelle, from the same ult. source.] Any
small narrow opening, fissure, crevice, or chink,
as in a wall, a rock, a tree, etc.

We neede not seeke some secret cranie, we see an open
gate. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 28.

In a Arm building, the cavities ought to be filled with
brick or stone, fitted to the crannies. Dryden.

He peeped into every cranny. Arbuthnot, John Bull.

Their old hut was like a rabbit-pen : there was a tow-
head to every crack and cranny.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 109.

Wall-weed sweet,
Kissing the crannies that are split with heat.

Swinburne, St. Dorothy.

cranny! (kran'i), v. i. ; pret. and pp. crannied,
ppr. crannying. [i cranny^, n.] 1. To become
intersected with or penetrated by crannies,
clefts, or crevices.

The gi'ound did cranny everywhere.
And light did pierce the hell. A. Golding.

2. To enter by crannies ; haunt crannies.

All tenantless, save by the crannying wind.
Byron, Childe Harold, ill. 47.

cranny2 (kran'i), a. [Appar. a var. of canny
or cranky*.'] Pleasant ; brisk ;

jovial. [Local.]
cranny-* (kran'i), «. ;

pi. crannies (-iz). [Origin
uncertain.] A tool for forming the necks of
glass bottles. E. H. Knight.
cranock (kran'ok), n, [Also, as W., crynog, <
W. crynog, an 8-bushel measure.] A Welsh
measure for lime, equal to 10 or 12 Winchester
bushels.

cranreuch (kran'ruch), «. [Also written cran-
rciigh, crandruch, crainroeh, derived by Jamie-
son from Gael, 'cranntarach, hoar frost, but
the nearest Gael, word for 'hoar frost ' appears
to be crith-reodhadh, < crith, tremble, shake, +
reodhadh. freezing, < reodh, freeze.] Hoar frost.

[Scotch.]
And infant frosts begin to bite.

In hoary cranreuch drest.

Bums, Jolly Beggars.

crantara (kran'ta-ra), n. [Repr. Gael, crann-
tara, -taraidh, also "called croistara, -taraidh,
lit. the beam or cross of reproach, < crann, a
beam, shaft, etc. (see crane^, crannog), or crois,

cross (see cross^), + tair, reproach, disgrace.]
The fiery cross which in old times fonned the
raUying-symbol in the Highlands of Scotland
on any sudden emergency: so called because
neglect of the symbol implied infamy.

crape

crantsf (krants), n. [Early mod. E. also co-
raiice; prob.taken from Scand. orD. : Icel. fo-aji^

= Sw. Icrans = Dan. Icrands = T>. krants, krans,
< G. kram, MHG. OHG. kranz, a garland. Vari-
ous emendations have been proposed by differ-
ent editors. Cf. crance.] A garland carried
before the bier of a maiden and hung over her
grave.

But that great command o'ersways the order,
She should in ground unsanctifled have lodg'd
Till the last trumpet ; for charitable prayers,
Shaids, flints, and pebbles should be thrown on her.
Yet here is she allow'd her virgin crajits,

Her maiden strewments, and the bringing home
Of bell and burial. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1 (Quarto, 1604).

crany (kra'ni), n. [< ML. NL. cranium: see
cranium.] The skiill; the cranium. Sir T.
Browne. [Rare.]

cranyt (kra'ni), «!. t. [Appar. < crany, n.] To
cause to give a dull, hollow sound.

The laxness of that membrane [the tympaneum] will
certainly dead and crany the sound.

Holder, Elements of Speech.

crapl (krap), n. [A dial, form of cro2), in its

several senses.] 1. The highest part or top of
anything. [Scotch.]— 2. The crop or craw of
a fowl : used ludicrously for a man's stomach.
[Scotch.]

He has a crap for a' corn. Jiamsay's Scotch Proverbs.

3. A crop of grain. [Scotch and western U. S.]
crapl (krap), V. i.j pret. and pp. crapped, ppr.
crapping. [<cra»i,n.] To raise a crop. [West-
em U. S.]

crap2 (krap), n. [< ME. crappe, also in pi.

crappes, erappys, craps, chaff; in some cases
of uncertain meaning, perhaps buckwheat ; cf

.

ML. crappw, pi., also crapinum, OP. crapin,
chaff; perhaps < OD. krappen, cut off, pluck
off: see crop, v. and ».] 1. Darnel. [Prov.
Eng.]— 2. Buckwheat. [Prov. Eng.]
crapaudine^ (krap'a-din), n. [F. crapaudine,
an ulcer on the coronet of a horse, a grating,
valve, socket, sole, step, also (lit.) a toadstone,
< crapaud, a toad; origin uncertain.] In far-
riery, an ulcer on the coronet of a horse's
hoof.

crapaudine^ (krap'a-din), a. [F. crapaudine,
a socket, sole, step, etc. : &ee crapaudine^ .] In
arch., turning on pivots at the top and bottom:
said of doors.

crape (krap), n. [The same word as F. cr^e,
recently borrowed (in 18th century), but
spelled (perhaps first in trade use) after E.
analogies, = D. krep, krip = G. krepp = Dan.
krep = Pg. crepe, < F. cr^je, formerly erespe,

crape, a silk tissue curled into minute wrinkles,
< OP. erespe, curled, frizzled, crisped, < L. cris-

pus.crisp: BeecriS2>,a.a,ndn.] 1. Athin,semi-
transparcnt stuff made of silk, finely crinkled or
crisped, either irregularly or in long, nearly par-
allel ridges. It is made white, black, and also colored.
The black has a peculiarly somber appearance, from its

rough surface without gloss, and is hence considered es-

pecially appropriate for mourning dress. Japanese crape
is in general of the character above described, but is often
printed in bright colors, and is sometimes used for rich
dresses.

A saint in crape is twice a saint in lawn.
Pope, Moral Essays, i. 136.

When in the darkness over me.
The four-handed mole shall scrape.

Plant thou no dusky cypress-tree,
Nor wreathe thy cap with doleful crape.

Tennyson, To , iii,

2t. One dressed in mourning; a hired mourner

;

a mute.
We cannot contemplate the magnificence of the Cathe-

dral without reflecting on the abject condition of those
tattered crajtes said to ply here for occasional burials or
sermons with the same regularity as the happier drudge»
who salute us with the cry of " coach I

"

(?. Cohnan, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 126.

Australian crape, a French goods made of cotton and
wool in imitation of crape. E. //. Knight.— Bird's-eye
crape, a tlnn material made for F.ast Indian markets.

—

Canton crape, China crape, a material manufactured in'

the same way as connnon ci-ape, but heavier, much more
glossy, and smoother to the touch. The corded threads
have a peculiar twisted, knotty appearance, which is said
to be produced by twisting two yarns together in the re-
verse way. It is used especially for shawls, which are
often embroidered with the needle.— Victoria crape, a
cotton crape imitating crape made of silk.

crape (krap), v. t.: pret. and pp. craped, ppr.
craping. [< F. creper, crisp, curl: see O'ape, «.,

and cf. crisp, v.] 1. To curl; form into ring-
lets ; crimp, crinJde, or frizzle : as, to crai)e the
hair.

Tlie hour advanced on the We#nesday8 and Saturdays
is for curling and craping the hair, which it now requires
twice a week. Mme,. D'Arblay, Diary, III. 29.

2. To cover or drape with crape.



crape-cloth

crape-cloth (krap'kloth), «. A woolen mate-
rial, lieavier and of gi-eater width than erai)e,

but erimped and crisped in imitation of it, used

for mourning garments.
crape-fish (krap'fish), n. [< crape (obscure) -I-

jisTi.'} Codfish salted and pressed to hardness.

crape-hair (krap'hSr), ». Loose hair used by
actors for making false beards, etc.

craplet, «. An obsolete variant of grapple.

They did the monstrous Scorpion vew
With ugly eraplei crawling in their way.

Spenser, F. Q., V. viii. 40.

crapnelt, »• An obsolete variant of grapnel.

crappet, »• An obsolete form of crap^.

crappie (krap'i), H. [Origin obscure. Cf. F.

crape, the crabfish.] A sunfish, Pomoxys annu-

laris, of the family Centrarchidw, found in the

Mississippi. It has a compressed body, incurved pro-

file, and the relative positions of the dorsal and anal fins
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an imitative variation (with Craspedocephalus (kras'pe-do-sef a-lus), «.

h: cf. clash, dash, smash, etc.) [NIj., < Gr. HiidamSov, edge, border, -I- Keipa'/.^,

- ~ ~ head.] A genus of very venomous serpents of

the warmer parts of America, of the faniily C'ro-

falidce. C. lanceolatiis is a large and much dreaded West
Indian species, 5 or 6 feet long, known i^i\\e /er-de-lance.

See cut ill preceding column.

Craspedota (kras-pe-do'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of craspedoUis, < Gr. as if *Kp<umt6uT6^, bor-

dered, < KpacTvcioi'v, stuTOund with a border, <

KpdaT!cSov, edge, border.] The naked-eyed or
gymnophthalmous medusae; the Uydromedusm
proper, as distinguished from the Acraspeda

:

so called from their muscular velum.

break, shatter,

change of « to

of crasen, break: see craze.'] I. intrans. To
make a loud, clattering, complex sound, as of

many soUd things falling and breaking toge-

ther ; fall down or in pieces with such a noise.

Sinks the full pride her ample walls enclos'd

In one wild havoc cragh'd, with burst beyond
Heaven's loudest thunder. Mallet, Excursion.

Thunder crashes from rock
To rock. M. Arnold, Rugby Chapel.

H. trans. To cause to make a sudden, violent

sound, as of breaking or dashing in pieces ; dash
down or break to pieces violently with a loud
noise ; dash or shiver with tumult and violence.

He shak't his head and crashl his teeth.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, vii. 52.

All within was noise
Of songs, and clapping hands, and boys

Tliat crask'd the glass and beat the floor.

Tennyson, In Memoriani, Ixxxvii.

Crash^ (krash), n. [< crash^, ».] 1. A loud.

The term Craspedota refers to those [Medusce} in which
a well marked velum is fomid, the Acraspeda where the
same is absent. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 94.

craspedote (kras'pe-dot), a. and «. I. o. Per-
taining to the Craspedota.

The Hydroidea and .Siphonophora are craspedote, the
Discophora are supposed to be destitute of a veil, and are

therefore acraspedote. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 94.

II. n. One of the Craspedota.
harsh, multifarious sound, as of solid or heavy craspedototal (kras"pe-d6-t6'tal), a. [< Gr. as
things falling and breaking together : as, the - . . - , .

•

.
••„ ....

crash of a falling tree or a falling house, or any
similar sound.

Crappie I^Pomcxys annularis).

are oblique— that is, not directly opposite. There are

from 6 to 8 spines in the dorsal and 6 in the anal fin. Its

color is a silvery olive with brassy sheen, and mottled with

greenish. It is common in the Jlississippi valley and the

.Southern States, and is sometimes esteemed as a food-flsh.

Also called cnmpheHUe, newliqht, and bachelor.

crappit-head (krap'it-hed), n. [< So.crappit,

All thro' the crash of the near cataract hears
The drumming thunder of the huger fall

At distance. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. A falling down or in pieces with a loud noise

of breaking parts ; hence, figuratively, destruc-

if *KpaaTTedaiT6(, bordered (see Craspedota), +
ov( (o>T-), ear, 4- -al.] Having velar otoliths, as

a medusa.
In both Trachomedusffi and Narcomedusffi the marginal

bodies belong to the tentacular system ; . . . while in the
Leptoniedusas, the only other order of craspedototal Me-
dusa; in which marginal vesicles occur, these bodies are
genetically derived from the velum.

GUI, Smithsonian Report, 1880, p. 340.

pp. of crap, stuff, lit. fill the crap or crop (see °^^"? i^^~^r

a commercial undertaking ; financial ruin.— 3
A basket filled with fragments of pottery or

glass, used in a theater to simulate the sound
of the breaking of windows, crockery, etc.

n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A

per. [Scotch.]

craps^ (kraps), n. pi. [ME. crappes, craps, chaff

;

prop.pl.ofw«i>2,q.v.] 1. Chaff. [Prov. Eng.]

2. The seed-pods of wild mustard or char-

lock. [Scotch.]— 3. The refuse of hogs' lard

burned before a fire. [Prov. Eng.]

craps^ (kraps), n. pi. A game of chance played

with dice. Itdependsnpon the numbers thrown. Tlius

on the first throw seven and eleven are winning and two,

three, and twelve losing numbers. [Local, U. S.)

crapulat (krap'u-la), n. [L., < Gr. Kpanzalrj, a<

drunken sickness, intoxication.] Same as crap-

ulence.
The drunkard now supinely snores ; . . .

Yet when he wakes, the swine shall find

A crapvZa remains behind.
Cotton, Night, Quatrains.

crapulet (krap'ul), n. [F., < L. crapula, drunk-

enness: see crapula.'] Same a,s crapulence.

crapulence (krap'u-lens), n. [< crapulent : see

-e«cf.] Drunkenness; a surfeit, or the sick-

ness following drimkenness.

crapulent (krap'u-lent), a. [< LL. crapulentus,

for packing, and for dancing-cloths to cover
carpets.— 2. A piece or covering of this mate-
rial, as a dancing-cloth.

crasis (kra'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kpamc, a min-
gling, < Kepawvvai, {\/*Kpa), mix, > also E. crof-

ter.'] 1. In met?., the mixture of the constituents

of a fluid, as the blood ; hence, temperament

;

constitution.

[He] seemed not to have had one single drop of Danish
blood in his whole crasis. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 11.

2. In gram., a figure by which two different

Vowels are contracted into one long vowel or
into a diphthong, as alethea into alethe, tei-

chcos into teichoiis. It is otherwise called syne-

rcsis. Specifically, in Gr. gram., the blending or con-
traction of the final vowel-sound (vowel or diphthong) of

one word with the initial vowel-sound of the next, so as

to form a long vowel or diphthong. The two words are
then written as one, and the sign (

'
) called a coronis, simi-

lar in appearance to a smooth breathing, or instead of the
coronis the rough breathing of the article or relative pro-

noun if these stand first, is written over the contracted
vowel-sound, as rayadd for rd aya9d, Kav for (tal iv, dvTlp

..»^ ^ i .,.,,.. * ^ toT 6 dyrip.

drunk, <L. crapwio, drunkenness: see crapata. J gj-a^gt (krask), a. [< ME. crasl; perhaps <
Same as crapulous. OF. eras, < L. crassus, fat, thick: see crass.]

crapulous (krap'u-lus), a. [= F. crapuleux, < Y&i ; lusty ; hearty ; in good spirits. [Prov.
LL. crapulosus, drunken, < L. crapula, drunken- Eng.]
ness : see crapula.] Drunken ;

given up to ex- graspeda, n. Plural of craspedum.
cess in drinking; characterized by intemper- Oraspedacusta (kras'pe-da-kus'ta), n. [NL.,
anee. [Rare.] < Gr. KpdaneSov, edge, border, + a/toWr^f, a hear-
I suppose his distresses and his erapmous habits will - ' -

not render him difficult on this head.
Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 434.

Rather than such cockney sentimentality as this, as an
education for the taste and sympathies, we prefer the most
erapulout group of boors that Teniers ever painted.

George Eliot, Essays, p. 142.

crapy (kra'pi), a. [< crape + -^1.] Like crape

;

having the appearance of crape— that is, hav-
ing the surface crimped, crisped, or waved,
either irregularly or in little corrugations
nearly parallel.

Her . . . delicate head was encircled by a sort of crapy
cloud of bright hair. //. B. Stowe, Chimney Corner, x.

craret (krar), n. [Also written crayer and cray;

Sc. crayar, crear ; < ME. crayer, krayer = OSw.
krejare, a small vessel with one mast, < OF.
craier, ML. craiera, creyera, etc. ; origin ob-

scure.] A slow unwieldy trading-vessel for-

merly used.

Cogsez and crayers, than crossez thaire mastez,
At the commandment of the kynge, uncoverde at ones.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 738.

A certain crayer of one Thomas Motte of Cley, called
the Peter (wherein Thomas Smith was master).

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 168.

What coast thy sluggish crare
Might easiliestjiarbour in ?

• Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

crasef, v. and n. See craze.

crash! (krash), r. [Early mod. E. crasshe, <

ME. crasshen, craschen, gnash, grate, as teeth.

tion ; breaking up ; specifically, the failure of craspeduin(kras'pe-dum),«.; pi. cra.?peda (-da).
;_i ,._j„_i.„i £ ..„i o

[NL., < Gr. Kpaa-KeSov, edge, border.] One of

the long convoluted cords attached to and pro-

ceeding from the mesenteries of Aetinozoa, and
bearing thread-cells.

Craspemonadina (kras-pe-mon-a-di'nS), n. pi.

[NL., for * Craspedomonadina, < Gr. lipdanedm,

edge, border,+ pova^ {povad-), a unit (see monas),
+ -ina^.] In Stein's system (1878), a family of

flagellate infusorians, represented by the gen-

era Codonosiga, Codonocladium, Codonodesmus,
and iialpingaica, and corresponding to some ex-

tent with the order later named Choanoflagel-

lata.

crass (kras), a. [= P. crasse, OF. eras = Sp.

craso = Pg. It. crasso = Dan. Arras, < L. crassus,

thick, dense, fat, solid, perhaps orig. 'crattus,

with sense of 'thickly woven,' and akin to

cratis, a hurdle, and cartilago, cartilage: see

crate and cartilage, and cf. crash. Connection
with gross is very doubtful.] 1 . Thick ; coarse

;

gross ; not thin nor fine : now chiefly used of

immaterial things.

Does the fact look crass and material, threatening to de-

grade thy theory of spirit ?

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 277.

The most airy subjective idealism and the crassest ma-
terialism are one and the same. Adanismi, Fichte, p. 115.

2. Gross; stupid; obtuse: a,a, crass ignorance.

A cloud of folly darkens the soul, and makes it crass and
material. Jer. Taylor, Sermons (1653), p. 208.

There were many crass minds in Middlemarch whose
reflective scales could only weigh things in the lump.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 171.

Give me the hidalgo with all his crack-brained eccentri-

cities, rather than the crass animalism of Sancho Panza.
J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 344.

crassamentt (kras'a-ment), n. [Improp. crassi-

ment; < L. crassamentum, thickness, thick sedi-

ment, dregs, < crassare, make thick, < crassus,

thick: see crass.] Thickness.

Now, as the bones are principally here intended, so also

all the other solid parts of the Iwdy, that are made of the

same crassiment of seed, may be here included.

J. Smith, Solomon's Portraiture of Old Age, p. 179.

crassamentum (kras-a-men'tum), «. ;
pi. cras-

samenta (-tii). [L., thickness, thick sediment:
see crassamcnt.] A clot ; a coagulum ; specifi-

cally, a clot of blood consisting of the fibrinous

portion colored red from the blood-corpuscles

entangled in it.

crass-headed (kras'hed'ed), a. [< crass+ head
+ -erf2.] Thick-headed ; obtuse. [Rare.]

The imminent danger to which cras9.headed conserva-

tives of our day are exposing the great rule of prescription.

The Nation, Dec. 23, 1869, p. 558.

crassilingual (kras-i-ling'gwal), a. [< L. cras-

sus, thick, -f- lingua, tongue, -1- -al.] In herpet.,

having a thick fleshy tongue.

crassimentt, »• See crassamcnt.

crassiped (kras'i-ped), a. and n. I, a. In conch.,

having a thick fleshy foot.

II. H. One ot the'Crassipedia.

Crassipedia (ki-as-i-pe'di-a), n. pi. [NL. (La-

marck, 1807), < L. cr«S6«s;' thick, heayj', + pes
(ped-), foot.] In conch., a section of dim.viariau

bivalves having a thick fleshy foot. It was

er, < aKovardg, verbal adj. of anovtiv, hear: see

acoustic] A remarkable genus of fresh-water

jelly-fishes, the only one known, characterized

by the development of otoliths and velar ca-

nals : referred by Lankester to the family Feta-

sidwot Trachymedusa;, andbyAllman to the Lep-

tomedusw. The only species, Craspedacustasowerbii, also

known as Limnocodiumvictoria,vrEiS discovered by Sowerby
in a warm-water tank in London, in which the plant \'ic-

toria reqia was growing, and was described almost simul-

taneously by Lankester and Allman, under the two names
above given. Nature, June 17 and 24, 1880.

Fcr-de-Iance
( Craspedocefhatus lanceolatus).



Crassipedia

framed for the Tubicoke, Pholadaria, Solenacea,

and Miliaria.

Crassitherium (kras-i-the'ri-um), n. [NXi., <

L. erassus, thick, + Gr. Or/plov, a wild beast, <

dr/p, a wild beast.] A genus of fossil sirenians,

founded by Van Beneden upon a part of a skull

discovered in Belgium.
crassitude (kras'i-tud), «. [< L. crassitudo, <

crassus, thick: see crass.] Coarseness; thick-

ness ; denseness. [Bare.]

The greater craiisUude and gravity of sea-water.

Woodu'ard^ Ess. towards a Nat. Hist, of tlie Eartli.

crassly (kras'li), adv. In a crass manner;
coarsely

;
grossly ; stupidly ; ignorantly.

Even tlie workingman instinctively re-acts against the
narrowing tendencies of raacliine-woric and special skilled

employment, and speculates wildly and crassly about po-

litical, social, or religious problems.
O. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 302.

crassness (kras'nes), n. The quality of be-

ing crass; coarseness; thickness; denseness;
heaviness; grossness; stupidity.

The ethereal body contracts crasgnesg, ... as the im-
material faculties abate in their exercise.

Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, p. 113.

Orassula (kras'u-la), «. [NL. (so called in ref-

erence to their ttick, succulent leaves), dim.
of L. crassus, thick: see crass.'] A genus of

plants, natural order Crassulacece, consisting of

succulent herbs and shrubs, chiefly natives of

South Africa. Various species are cultivated
for the beauty of their flowers and for bedding
purposes.

Orassillacese (kras-u-la'sf-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Crussida + -acete.'] The houseleek family, a
natural order of polj-petalous exogens. It con-
sists of succulent plants with herbaceous or shrubby
stems and annual or perennial routs, growing in hot, dry,

exiM)sed places in the more temperate parts of the world,
but chiefly in South Africa. Many species of Crassxda,
jRochea, Semtfen'iruin, Sedum, and Cotyledtm are culti-

vated for their showy (lowers and especially for bedding
effects. The American species belong mostly to the genera
Sedum and CoUfledon, and are especially abundant on the
western side of the continent.

crassulaceous (kras-u-la'shius), a. Belonging
to or characteristic of the order Crassulacex.

crastinationt (kras-ti-na'shon), H. [< ML. cra^-

tiitatio(n-), in sense of 'holiilay,' but lit. a put-
ting off till to-morrow, < L. crastinus, of to-mor-
row, < eras, to-morrow. Cf. procrastination.]

Procrastination ; delay.

-crat. Bee -cracy.

Cratseeus (kra-te'gus), H. [NL., < Gr. Kparaiyo^,

a kiuuof flowering thorn.] A rosaceous genus
of trees and shrubs, of about 30 species, natives
of northern temperate regions, and about equal-
ly divided between North America and the old

world. All are armed with short woody spines, and are
hence commonly known as thorns. The fruit, called a
haw, containing several hard, lx)ny cells, is often edible.

The wocmI is heavy, hard, and close-grained. The haw-
thorn, C. Ozyacantha of Europe, is often cultivated for

ornament, in several varieties, and is largely used for
hedges, etc. Other species are sometimes cultivated. See
thorn.

Oratseva (kra-te'vS), n. [Nil., after Gr. Kpa-
revaz, L. Cratceras, name of a Greek herbalist.]

A genus of East and West Indian plants, natural
order Capparidacew. The fruit of C. gynandra has
a peculiar alliaceous odor, whence it has received the
name of garlic-pear.

Cratch^t (krach), V. t. [< ME. cratchen, cracch-
eii, scratch, prob. for "cratsen, = Sw. kratsa
= Dan. kradse, scratch, scrape, claw, = Icel.

krassa, scrawl, = MD. kratsen, kretsen, D. kras-

sen = MLG. LG. kratzen, krassen, scratch,
scrape, all prob. (the E. and Scand. through
LG.) < OHG. chrazzon, chrazon, crazon, MHG.
kratzen, kretzcn, G. kratzen (> It. grattare = 8p.
Pg. grattar = F. gratter, > E. grate : see grated,
scratch, scrape, = 8w. kratta = Dan. kratte,

scratch, scrape (perhaps also from 6., after the
Rom. forms) ; cf. Icel. krota, engrave, orna-
ment. The OHG. chrazzon is perhaps orig.

Teut., but is derived by some from LL. charax-
are, ML. caraxare, < Gr. x'^P"'"'^'^, scratch, en-
grave: see character. In mod. E. cratch^ is

represented by scratch, q. v.] To scratch.

With that other paw hym was cracching
All hys Arniure he to-breke and tere.

Bo tK>th on an hepe fill, both knyght and l)ere.

Rom. o/ J'artenay (E. E. T. .S.), 1. 6892.

cratch^t (krach), n. [< ME. cratche, eracche,
rrrcclie. < OF. creche, a crib, manger, F. crdphe, a
crib, manger, rack, = Pr. crepcha, crepia = It.

grtiinia, < OHG. crijijxt. chripha, for 'chrijipja,

MHG. G. krijipe, a crib, = E. crib, of which
cratch^ is thus ult. a doublet.] 1. A grated
crib or manger.
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He encradled was

In simple cratch, wrapt in a wad of hay.
Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, I 226.

I was laid in the cratch, I was wrapped in swathling-
cloaths. HakewUl, Apology.

2. A rack or open framework.
In Bengo and Coanza they are forced to set vp, for a

time, houses vpon cratcheg, their other houses being taken
vp for the Riuers lodgings. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 696.

cratch-cradle (kraeh'kra"dl), n. [< cratch"^ +
cradle; but prob. an accom. of cat's-cradle,

q. V. ] Same as cat's-cradle.

cratches (kraeh'ez), n.pl. [PI. of "cratch^, n.,

< cratch^, v., after G. krdtze, the itch, cratches,

< kratzen, scratch : see cratch'^.] A swelling on
the pastern, under the fetlock, and sometimes
under the hoof, of a horse.

crate (krat), n. [< L. cratis, wickerwork, a
hurdle ; akin to cradle and hurdle, q. v. Doub-
let grate^.] 1. A kind of basket or hamper
of wickerwork, tised for the transportation of
china, glass, crockery , and similar wares; hence,
any openwork casing, as a box made of slats

used for packing or transporting commodities,
as peaches.
A (luantity of olives, and two large vessels of wine, which

she placed in the crate, saying to the porter. Take it up,
and follow me. Arabian Niffhts (tr. by Lane), I. 121.

2. The amount held by such a casing.

crater (kra't^r), n. [= F. cratere = Sp. crd-
ter = Pg. cratera = It. cratere, cratera = D. G.
Dan. krater, a crater (def. 2), < L. crater, a
bowl, < Gr. Kpart/p, a vessel in which wine was
mixed with water, a basin (in a rock), the crater
of a volcano, < lupawiivai (-v/ "Kpa), mix.] 1.

_^_^_^^^^^,^_^ p[. crateres (kri.-

te'rez). Inctos-
sical antiq., a
large vessel or
vase in which
water was mix-
ed with wine
according to

accepted for-

mulas, and
from which it

was dipped out
and served to

the guests in the
smaller pour-
ing-vessels (oi-

nochoe). The
typical form of the

crater is open and Ijell-like, with a foot, and a small han-
dle placed very low on either side. Many beautiful Greek
examples are preserved, especially in tlie red-figured pot-
tery. Also written krater. Compare oxybaphon.

Very interesting is the group of vases, a crater, two am-
phorse, and numerous Itowls.

C. 0. Mailer, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), 8 301.

A fine early Corinthian crater, found atCsereand now in

the Louvre, with black figures representing Heracles feast-

ing witlx Eurytius. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 610.

2. hxgeol., the cup-shaped depression or cavity
of a volcano, forming the orifice through which
the erupted material finds its way to the sur-

face, or has done so in former times if the vol-

cano is at present extinct or dormant. Such a
depression is usually surrounded by a pile of ashes and
volcanic debris, which forms the cone. Some craters have
a very regular form ; others are broken down more or less
on one side.

3. Milit., a ca\'ity formed by the explosion of
a military mine.— 4t. Any hollow made in the
earth by subterranean forces. [Bare.]

Then the Craters or breaches made in the earth by hor-
rible earthquakes, caused by the violent eruptions of Fire,
shall he wide enough to swallow up not only Cities but
whoie Countries. Stillingjieet, Sermons, I. xi.

6. [cap.] An ancient southern constellation
south of Leo and
Virgo. It is supposed
to represent a vase
with two handles and
abase.— 6. In elect.,

a hollow eavitjr

formed in the posi-
tive carbon of an arc-

lamp when contin-
uous currents are
used.

cratera (kra-te'ra),

n.
;
pi. cratera- (-re).

[L., a fem. form of

crater, a basin: see

crater.] In bot., the
cup-shaped receptacle of certain lichens and
fungi.

crateral (kra't6r-al), n. [< crater + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of the crater of

a volcano.

Crater of Euphionios, Louvre Museuin.-
Ureek red-ft^red pottery.

The CoTtstellation Crater,—From
Ptolemy's description.

cravat

After a volcano has long been silent and the large crater
has been more orless filled, . . . renewal of activity through
the old channel may give rise to the formation of a new
cone seated within the old crateral hollow.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 194.

crateres, ». Plural of crater, 1.

crateriform (kra-ter'i-f6rm), a. [= F. crateri-

forme, < L. crater, a crater, -t- forma, shape.]
Having the form of a crater ; couicallyhollowed

;

formed like a wine-glass without the base, or
nearly like an inverted truncate cone with an
excavated base. As specifically used in entomology,
it differs from calathiforni in implying less dilated sides,
and from itifundibuli/orm in implying a less deep and
regular hollow. In botany it signifies basin- or saucer-
shaped.

This hill [in St. Jago] is conical, 450 feet in height, and
retains some traces of having had a crateriform structure.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, i. 11.

craterlet (kra'tfer-let), n. [< crater + -let.] A
small crater.

Later a little pit or craterlet made its appearance [on the
moon], less than a mile in diameter, according to the first

observations ; still later, towards the end of 1867, it had
grown larger and was about two miles in diameter.

New Princeton Rev., I. 57.

Ten Mile Hill, half-way between Charleston and Suni-
merville, developed craterlets and " crateriform " orifices.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXII. 389.

Crateropodidse (kra'te-ro-pod'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Crateroptis {-j)6'd-)'+ -ida;.] A family
of oscine passerine birds of the old world, of
which the genus Crateropus is the leading one.
They include the most typical babblers, notable for their
large, clumsy feet and claws, and strong, rounded wings;
but in manyrespects they resemble thrushes, and neither
tlie composition
nor the position of
the family is set-

tled. These birds,

as a rule, are grega-
rious, and not good
songsters.

Crateropus
(kra-ter'o-pus),
n. [NL.; < Gr.
Kparepo^, strong,
stout, + Toi'f

(7ro(5-) = E./oo<.]
Agenusof chief-

ly African os-
cine passerine
birds, known as
babblers, and
commonly re-

ferred to the Cra,^../.sfl,Mus.
family Pycnono-
tidic, as type of a subfamily Crateropodinw, or
giving name to a family Crateropodida'. As at
present used, thegenus includes 15 species, ranging through
Africa beyond the Sahara and in India. The example fig-

ured is a dark race of C. plebeius from the Zambezi.

craterOQS (kra't6r-us), a. [< crater + -ous.]

Belonging to or like a crater. B. Browning.
[Rare.]

-cratic, -cratical. See -cracy.

Cratinean (kra-tin'f-an), a. and n. [< Gr. Kpa-
rivcioc, < KpoTifof, L. Cratinus.] I. a. Of orper-
taining to the Greek comic poet Cratinus, who
lived about 520-423 B. c. : as, Cratinean verse
or meter.

II. «. A logaoedic meter frequent in Greek
comedy^, composed of a first Glyconic and a
trochaic tetrapody catalectic, the first foot of

the latter being treated like a basis— that is,

having both syllables common : thus.

See Eupolidean, n.

craumplsht, v. t. Same as crampish.

crauncn (kranch), V. t. [Also written crunch,
and in other forms, due to imitative variation,

crunch, scrunch, scrunch, q. v.] To crush with
the teeth; crunch. See crunch.

She can cranch
A sack of small-coal, eat you lime and hair.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

She would eraunch the wings of a lark, bones and all,

between her teeth.

Smi/t, Gulliver's Travels, Brobdingnag, Hi.

Cra'vantt, a. An obsolete form of a^acen.

cravat (kra-vaf), n. [Also formerly crabbat;
= G. crarate, < F. cravate (= It. craratta, Cro-

atia), a cravat, so called because adopted (ac-

cording to Menage, in 1636) from tlie Cravates
or Croats in the French military service, < Cra-
vate, a Croat: see Croat.] A neckcloth; a

piece of muslin, silk, or other material worn
about the neck, generally outside a linen col-

lar, by men, and less frequently by women.
When first introduced, it was commonly of lace, or of linen
edged with lace. At the beginning of tlie seventeenth cen-
tury it was worn very long, and it is often seen in pictures
passed through the buttonhole of the coat or waistcoat.



cravat

(See ftelnkirk.) The nioJern cravat is rather a necktie,

passed once round the neck, anil tied in front in a bow,
or. as atx>ut lS-10 and earlier (when the cravat consisted
of a triangular silk kerchief, usually black), twice round
the neck, in imitation of the stock. Formerly, when
starched linen cravats were worn, perfection in the art of

tying them was one of the great acconiplishments of a
dandy. The ci-avat differs properly from the scarf, which,
whether tied, or passed through a ring, or held l)y a pin,

lian$3 down over the shirt-front. In England neckcloth is

the usual word in this sense.

The handkerchief ahout his neck,
Canonical crabat of Smeck.

S. Butter^ Hudibras, I. iii.

" Perhaps, Louisa," said ilr. Dombey, slightly turning
his head in his cravat, as if it were a socket, "you would
have preferred a Are?" Dickens, Dombey and Son, v.

cravat (kra-vaf), r. i. or t.; pret. and pp. era-

ratted, ppr. cravatting. [< crarat, «.] To put
on or wear a cravat ; invest with a cravat.

I redoubled my attention to dress ; I coated and era-

ratted. Bulwer, Pelham, xxxiii.

To come out washed, eravatted, brushed, combed, ready
for the breakfast-table.

W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 90.

cravat-goose (kra-vat'gos), «. A name of the
common wild goose of America, Bernicla cana-
densis, from the white mark on the throat.

cravat-Stringt (kra-vat'string), n. A cravat.

And the well-ty'd cravat-strinq wins the dame.
Tom Bromi, Works, IV. 223.

crave (krav), V.
;
pret. and pp. craretJ, ppr. crav-

ing. [< ME. craren, < AS. crafian = Icel. krefja

= Sw. krdfia = Dan. Jcrceve, crave, ask, demand

;

cf. Icel. krafa, a demand.] I. trans. 1. To ask
with earnestness or importunity ; beseech ; im-
plore ; ask with submission or humility, as a
dependant ; beg or entreat for.

Joseph . . . went in boldly unto Pilate, and craved the
body of Jesus. Mark xv. 43.

I crave leave to deal plainly with your Lordship.
Howell, Letters, I. iv. 25.

That day Sir Lancelot at the palace craved
Audience of Guinevere.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. To long for or eagerly desire, as a means
of gratification; require or demand, in order to

satisfy appetite or passion.

For e'en in sleep, the body, wrapt in ease.
Supinely lies, as in the peaceful grave

;

And, wanting nothing, nothing can it crave.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, iii. 110.

3. To demand a debt; dun: as, I craved him
wherever I met him. [Scotch.] = syn. Ask, lie-

quest. Beg, etc. (see ask), to yearn for, desire ; to pray for.

Et. intrans. To ask earnestly; beg; sue;
plead: with /or.

On the lower ground was the agora, where the Epidam-
nian exiles craved /or help, and pointed to the tombs of
their forefathers. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 356.

craven (kra'vn), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also
crarent, cravant; < ME. cravant, cravaunde (for
orig. *cravante, in three syllables, the accented
final -e being later lost, as in costive, q.v.), con-
quered, overcome, cowardly, < OF. cravante,
cravente, pp. of cravanter, craventer, crevanter,

gravanter, earvenier, break, break down, over-
throw, overcome, conquer, mod. F. dial. (Norm.)
cravanter, gravater,accravater, crush with a load,
craventer (Bouchi), overwhelm, craventer (Pi-
card), tire out (cravente, tired out), = Sp. Pg.
quebrantar, break, pound, move to pity, weak-
en, < ML. as if 'erepantare, freq. (< crepan(t-)s,
§pr.) of L. crepare (> F. crever = Pr. crehar =
p. Pg. quebrar = It. crepare), break: see crep-

itate, decrepit, and ef. crevice, crevasse, from the
same ult. source. The etym. has been much
debated, being usually associated by etymolo-

fists, and to some extent in popular appre-
ension, with (1) crave, the form craven, ME.

cravant, cravaunde, being assumed to be the
ppr. of this verb (in ME. prop, cravant, cravend);
or with (2) ereant, recreant, ME. creant, creaunt,
recreant, recreaunt, used like craven in acknow-
ledging defeat, prop, ppr., yielding, submitting,
lit. believing, or accepting a new faith, ult. < L.
creden(t-)s, believing : see creant, recreant. The
confusion with these words seems to have ex-
isted from the ME. period, and has somewhat
aflfeetedthe meaning of craren.] I. a. It. Over-
come ; conquered ; defeated. See to cry craven,
below.

Al ha cneowen ham cravaTit and ouercumen [they all
knew them to be conquered and overcome].

Legend of St. Katharine, p. 132.

2. Cowardly; pusillanimous; mean-spirited.
Haa ; crauaunde knyghte, a coward the scmcz.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. .S.), 1. 133.

The poor cracen bridegroom said never a word.
Scott, Young Lochiuvar.
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Wherever the forces of the . . . [English and French]

nations met, they met with disdainful conlldence on one
side, and with a craven fear on the other.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

To cry cravent [orig. to cry "craven!"!. e.'(Iam)con-
quercd : 'J, to yield in submission ; be defeated ; fail.

When all human means cry craven, then that wound
made by the hand of God is cured by the hand of His Vice-
gerent. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. vi. 33.

II. n. A mean or base coward ; a pusillani-
mous fellow ; a dastard.

A'. lien. Is it fit this soldier keep his oath?
Flu. He is a craven aiul a villain else.

Sliak., lien. V., iv. 7.

Her anger, leaving Pelleas, burn'd
Full on her knights in many an evil name
Of craven, weakling, and thrice-beaten hound.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

= Syn. Poltroon, Dastard, etc. See coward.

craven (kra'vn), V. t. [< craven, a.] To make
craven, recreant, weak, or cowardly.

Against self-slaughter
There is a prohibition so divine
That cravens my weak hand.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4.

Sense-conquering faith is now grown blind and cold
And basely craven'd, that in times of old
Did conquer Heav'n itself. Quarles, Emblems, i. 1.1.

craver (kra'ver), n. One who craves or begs;
a suppliant. [Rare.]

I'll turn craver too, and so I shall 'scape whipping.
Shak., Pericles, ii. 1.

cra'Ting (kra'ving), «. [Verbal n. of crave, v.]

Vehement or urgent desire or longing; appe-
tite; yeai'ning.

While his [Voltaire's] literary fame filled all Europe, he
was troubled with a childish craving for political distinc-
tion. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

Internal tranquillity came, no doubt, in gi-eat measure,
from the exhaustion of the country, from that craving for
peace and order which follows on long periods of anarchy.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 417.

cra'Tingly (kr3'ving-li), adv. In an earnest or
craving manner.

cra'Vingness (kra'ving-nes), n. The state of
craving.

cra'wi (kra), n. [< ME. crawe (not in AS., where
crop was used : see cro})), prob. < Sw. krdfva,
dial, krce, = Dan. kro, the craw, akin to Sw.
krage = Dan. krave, collar, = D. kraag, the neck,
collar : see cragr^.] l. The crop or first stom-
ach of a bird, technically called the ingluvies.

We have seen some [buzzards] whose breast and belly
were brown, and only marked across the craw with a large
white crescent. Pennant, Brit. Zoology.

2. Figuratively, the stomach of any animal.
[Rare.]

As tigers combat with an empty craw.
Byron, Don Juan, viii. 49.

3. The ingluvies or enlarged extremity of the
esophagus in certain insects. See cut under
Blattidee.

cra'W^ (kra), V. and n. Scotch form of crow'^.

cra'W^ (kra), n. Scotch form of crotv^.

cra'W-bonet (kra'bon), «. The collar-bone.

cra'wflsh, crayflsh (kra'-, kra'fish), n. [Early
mod. E. also craifish, crafish, crejisli, accom.
forms (simulating fislO-) of crevis, crevice, cre-

vyssh, < ME. erevise, creveys, crevis, creves, < OF.
crevice, crevisse, escrevisse, F. ecrevisse, a craw-
fish, < OH6. chrebiz, MHG. krebez, G. krebs, a
crab : see crab^."] 1 . The common name of the
small fluviatile long-tailed decapod crustaceans
of the genera ^«toci(6- and Camburus; especially,

in Great Britain, the Astacus fluviatiUs ; and by
extension, some or any similar fresh-water crus-
tacean. See cuts under Astacidce and Astacus.— 2. The name in the west of England and
among the London fishmongers of tlie small
spiny lobster, I'aUnurus vulgaris. Also called

sca-craivfisli.

cra'Wfish (kra'fish), v. i. To move backward or
sidewise like a crawfish ; hence, to recede from
an opinion or a position ; back out or back
down. [CoUoq., U. S.]

cra'wll (kral), r. i. [Early mod. E. also crall ;

not found in ME. ; < Icel. krafla, paw, scrabble,

crawl,= Sw. krafla, grope, = Dan. kravle, crawl,
creep ; ef . D. krabbelen, scratch, scrawl, = MLG.
G. krabbeln, crawl (see crab^, v.) ; cf. Sw. krdJa,

crawl, dial, kr&la, crawl, kralla, creep, also Sw.
dial, krylla, swarm out, as insects, krilla, crawl,
D. krielcn, swarm, crowd.] 1. To move slow-
ly by thrusting or drawing the body along the
ground, as a worm ; creep.

Doctor, I will see the combat, that's the truth on 't

;

If I had never a leg, I would crawl to see it.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ii. 4.

PYom shaded chinks of lichen-crusted walls,
In languid curves, the gliding serpent craiels.

0. W. Holmes, Spring.

crayon

.2. To move or walk feebly, slowly, laboriously,
or timorously.

He was hardly able to crawl about the room.
ArbuUiiiol..

Sometimes along the wheel-deep sand
A one-horse wagon slowly crawled.

Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

A black-gowned pensioner or two crawling over the
quiet square. Thackeray, Kewcomes, vii.

3. To advance slowly and secretly or cunningly

;

hence, to insinuate one's self
;
gain favor by

obsequious conduct.
One

Hath crawl'd into the favour of the king.
.S'/iafc, Hen. Vlir, iii. 2.

4. To have a sensation like that produced by
a worm crawling upon the body: as, the flesh

crawls—To crawl Into one's hole. See ;(o(ei. = syn.
Crawl, Creep. So far as these words are differentiated,
crawl is used of a more prostrate or slower movement than
creep, as that of a worm or snake, or a child prone on the
ground, in contrast with that of a short-legged reptile, a
crouching animal, or a child on its hands and knees. A
person is said either to era wi or to crc^/j in his walk, as from
inertness, age, or debility, according to the greater or less

degree of slowness or feebleness. Running or climbing
plants creep, but do not crawl. The distinction between
the words is more strongly marked in their figurative
application to human actions, crawl expressing cringing
meanness or servility, and creep stealthy slyness or malig-
nity. Creep alone is used in all senses in the Bible, Bhak-
spere, etc.

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls.
Tennyson, Tlie Eagle.

'Tis sweet to listen as the night-winds creep
lYom leaf to leaf. Byron, Don Juan, i. 122.

I did not properly creep, knowing that it would not do
to raise my back ; I rather swam upon the ground.

J. W. De Forest, Harper's Mag., XXXV. 342.

cra'wl'- (kral), n. [< crawl^, v.'] The act of
crawling; a slow, crawling motion : as, his walk
is almost a crawl.

crawl^ (kral), n. [< D. kraal, an inclosure, a
cattle-pen: see kraal, which is also in E. use in
South Africa

;
prob. ult. identical with corral,

q. v.] A pen or inclosure of stakes and hurdles
on the sea-coast, for containing fish or turtles.

On their return all hands enter the craivl and beat out
the now -rotted fleshy part of the sponge.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 179.

crawl-a-bottom (kral'a-bofum), n. The hog-
sucker. [Local, U. S.j

crawler (kra'lfer), n. 1. One who or that which
crawls; a creeper; a reptile.

Unarm'd of wings and scaly oare,

Unhappy crawler on the land.
Lovelace, Lucasta.

2. A dobson or hellgrammite ; the larva of a
neuropterous insect of the family Sialido', as of
Corydalus corntitus. Stand. Xat, Hist., II. 156.

Also called clipper.

cra'wley-root (kra'li-rot), ji. [Prob. a corrup-
tion of coralroot.'] The coralroot, Corallorhiza
odontorhiza.

cra'wlingly (kra'ling-li), adv. In a crawling
manner.
cra'Wly (kra'li), a. [< crawU + -yl.] Having
a sensation as of the contact of crawling things.
[CoUoq.]

It made you feel crawly. The Century, XXIX. 26S.

Orax (kraks), «. [NL., formed after Crex, q. v., <
Gr. Kpal^ew, later npa^uv, croak as a raven : see
crnA-el, croak.1 The typical genus of birds of
the family Cracidw. it was formerly conterminous
with the Cracince, and contained all the curassows and
hoccos ; but it is now restricted to the former. The head
is crested and the base of the bill sheathed. The type is

C. alector. See cut under curassow.

craylf, "• Another form of erare.

cray2 (kra), «. An elevation or stracture ex-
tended into a stream to break the force of the
•nater, or to prevent it from encroaching on the
shore ; a breakwater.
cray*t (kra), «. [•< late ME. rray, < OF. crayc,

in mal de craye, a disease of hawks, lit. chalk-
disease: craye, <. L. creta, chalk: see crayon.^
A disease of hawks, proceeding from cold and
a bad diet.

With mysfedynge she [the hawk] shall haue the Fronse,
the Rye, the Cray, and many other syknesses that bring
theynt to the Sowse.
Juliana Berners, Treatyse of Fysshyngewythan Angle,

[fol. 2.

crayert, n. See crare.

crctyfisn, )(. See crawfish.

crayon (kra'on), n. and a. [< F. crayon, < crate,

chalk, < L. creta, chalk: see cretaeeous.'S I. m.

1 . A pencil-shaped piece of colored clay, chalk,
or charcoal, used for dra'wing upon paper. Cray-
ons are made from certain mineral substances in their nat-
ural state, such as red or black chalk, but they are n)ore
commonly manufactured from a flue paste of chalk or pipe-
clay colored with various ]>igments. and consolidated by
means of gum, wax, soap, etc. Crayons vary in l:ardness.



crayon

The soft crayons and the lialf liarcl are used through the

medium of a stump, while the hard are used as a lead-

pencil. See pastel.

Let no day pass over you without . . . givingsome strokes

of the pencil or the crai/on.

Drijdin, tr. of Dufresnoys Art of Painting.

2. Apencil made of a composition of soap, resin,

wax, and lampblack, used for drawing upon
lithographic stones.— 3. One of the carbon-
points in an electric lamp.

II. a. Drawn with crayons: as, a crayon
sketch.

crayon (kra'on), V. t. [= F. crayonner; from
the noun.] 1. To sketch or draw with a crayon.
Hence— 2. To sketch in general

;
plan; com-

mit to paper one's first thoughts.

He soon afterwards comix)sed that discourse conform-
ably to the plan which he had crayoned out.

Maloae, Sir J. Ueynolds, note.

crayon-drawing (kra'on-dra'ing), «. The act

or art of drawing with crayons.

crayonist (kra'on-ist), «. [< crayon + -ist.'i

One who draws or sketches with crayons.

The charming crayonUta of the eighteenth century.
LitteU'g Lioing Age, CtXI. 73.

Robert Nanteuil (1623-1678), a crayonM, and one of the
most eminent of French line engravers,

Encyc. BrU.,X\Il. 173.

craze (kraz), r.; pret. and pp. erased, ppr. craz-

ing. [Early mod. E. also erase, < ME. crascn,

break, break to pieces, < Sw. Irasa = Dan.
krase, crackle, orig. break (cf . Sw. slA i kras =
Dan. slaa i kras, break to pieces)

;
prob. imita-

tive. F. ^eraser, break, shatter, is also of Scand.
origin.] I. intrans. If. To break; burst; break
in pieces.

To cablys craven and begj'nne to ifolde.

Anc. Metrical jTa/e* (ed. Hartshorne), p. 128.

2. To crack or split ; open in sUght cracks or
chinks; crackle ; specifically, in pottery, to sep-

arate or peel off from the body : said of the glaze.

See crazing, 2.— 3. To become crazy or insane;
become shattered in intellect; break down.

For my tortured brain begins to craze.

Be thou my nurse. Keatg, Endymion, iv.

Leave help to God, as I am forced to do !

There is no other course, or we should craze.

Seeing such evil with no human cure.
Browning, King and Book, IL 41.

n. trans. If. To break ; break in pieces

;

crush : as, to craze tin.

The wyndowes wel yglased
Ful clere, and nat an hole ycraxed.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 324.

The flue Christall is sooner craned then the hard Marble.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 39.

God looking forth will trouble all his host,

And craze their chariot-wheels.
Milton, P. L., xii. 210.

2. To make small cracks in ; produce a flaw or
flaws in, literally or figuratively.

The glaaae once erased, will with the least clappe l>e

cracked. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 58.

The title's craz'd, the tenure is not pood,
That claims by th' evidence of rtesli and blood.

Quarlen, Emblems, ii. 14.

The vawlt of the same tower is so crayxed as, for doubt
of fallinge thereof, ther is a prop of wod set upe to the
same. Quoted in X. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 491.

3. To disorder ; confuse ; weaken ; impair the
natural force or energy of. [Obsolete except
with reference to mental condition.]

Giue it out that you l>e crazed and not well di.sposed, by
means of your travell at Sea. Unkluyt's Voyages, II. 172.

There is no ill

Can craze my health that not assails yours first.

Beau, aiul Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, ii. 3.

Till length of years
And sedentary numuesa craze my limbs.

Milton, S. A., 1. .571.

4. To derange the intellect of ; dement ; render
insane ; make crazy.

Grief hath craz'd my wits. Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

Every sinner does wilder and more extravagant things
than any man can do that is crazed and out of his wits.

Tillotmn.

craze (kraz), «. [< craze, tt.] 1. A crack in
the glaze of pottery; a flaw or defect in gen-
eral.— 2. Insanity; craziuess; any degree of
mental derangement.— 3. An inordinate de-
sire or longing; a passion.

It was quite a craze with him [Bums] to have his Jean
dressed genteelly.

J. Wilson, Genius and Char, of Burns, p. 200.

4. An unreasoning or capricious liking or afTec-
tation of liking, more or less sudden and tempo-
rary, and usually shared by a number of persons,
especially in society, for something particu-
lar, uncommon, peculiar, or curious; a passing
whim : as, a craze for old furniture, or for rare
coins or heraldry.

1337
A quiet craze touching everj'thing that pertains to Na-

poleon the Great and the Napoleonic legend.
Fortnightly Ken., N. S., XLII. 284.

crazed (krazd), p. a. [Pp. of craze, f.] 1. Bro-
ken down; impaired; decrepit. [Obsolete or
poetical.]

O I they had all been saved, but crazed eld
AnnuU'd my vigorous cravings. Keats.

2. Cracked in the glaze: said of pottery.— 3.
Insane ; demented.

Forms like some bedlam statuary's dream.
The craz'd creations of misguided whim.

Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

crazedness (kra'zed-nes), «. A broken or im-
paired state ; decrepitude ; now, specifically, an
impaired state of the intellect.

He returned in perfect health, feeling no crazednesse
nor infirmity of body. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 66.

People in the crazedness of their minds, possessed with
dislike and discontentment at things present, . . . imagine
that any thing . . . would help them ; but that most,
which they least have tried. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref.

craze-millt, crazing-millt (kraz'-, kra'zing-
mil), n. A mill for crushing tin ore; a crush-
ing-mill. [Cornwall.]

The tin ore passeth to the crazing-inill, which, between
two grinding-stones, bruiseth it to a fine sand.

Ji. Carcw, Survey of Cornwall.

crazily (kra'zi-li), adr. In a broken or crazy
manner.
craziness (kra'zi-nes), H. It. The state of be-
ing broken or impaired ; weakness.

What can you look for

From an old, foolish, peevish, doting man
But craziness of age? Ford, Broken Heart, v. 3.

There is no crasinesse we feel, that is not a record of
God's having been offended by our nature.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. x. 2.

2. The state of being mentally impaired ; weak-
ness or disorder of the intellect ; insanity.

It is a curious fact that most of the great reformers in

history have l)een accounteci by the men of their time
crazy, and perhaps even more curious that their very cra-
ziness seems to have given them their great force.

Stilti, Stud. Med. Htst., p. 344.

= 8yil. Madness, Delirium, etc. See insanity.

crazing (kra'zing), n. [< ME. crasynge ; verbal
n. of craze, r.] If. A cracking; a chink or rift.

The crasyng of the wallis was stoppid.
Wycli/, 2 Chron. xxiv. 13 (Purv.).

He schal entre into chynnis [chines] ethir [or] crasi/nges

of stoonys. }Vycli/, Isa. ii. 21 (Purv.).

2. In pottery, a separating of the glaze from
the body, forming blisters which are easily

broken.
This homogeneity [of a*hard china body, in porcelain

manufacture] prevents any crazing, but the process is one
of much hazard. Fng. Encyc.

crazing-millt, «. See craze-mill.

crazy (kra'zi), a. [Early mod. E. crasig, crasie;

< craze + -yl
; substituted for earlier crazed.^

1. Broken; impaired; dilapidated; weak; fee-

ble : applied to any structure, but especially to
a building or to a boat or a coach : as, a crazy old
house or vessel.

Utere arrineii with this ship diners Gentlemen of good
fashion, with their wiues and families; but many of them
crasie by the tediousnesse of the voyage.

Quoted iu Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 156.

We are mortal, made of clay.

Now healthful, now crasie, now sick, now well.

Now line, now dead, lieywood, If you Know not Me, ii.

They with difficulty got a crazy l>oat to carry them to
the island. Jeffrey.

Z. Broken, weakened, or disordered in intel-

lect; deranged; insane; demented.
Over moist and craztf brains.

.S'. Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 1323.

3. Caused by or arising from mental derange-
ment; marked by or manifesting insanity: as,

a crn,cy speech ; erar// actions.

Whatever crazy sorrow saith.

No life that breathes with human breath
Has ever truly long'd for death.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

crazy-bone (kra'zi-bon), n. Same &s funny-hone.

crazy-quilt (kra'zi-kwilt), «. A quilt or cover
tor a bed, sofa, etc., made of crazy-work.
crazy-weed (kra'zi-wed), «. A name given to
various plants growing in the western United
States, the eating of which by horses and cat-
tleproduces emaciation, nervous derangements,
and death: often called loco-weed (which see).

Among them are species of Astragalus, Oiy-
trojH.i, and perhaps some plants of other genera.
crazy-work (kra'zi-w6rk), n. A kind of patch-
work iu which irregular pieces of colored silk

and other material are applied upon a founda-
tion, in fantastic patterns, or without any reg-
ular pattern, and their edges are stitched and
embroidered in various ways.

cream

creablet (kre'a-bl), a. [= p. creable = Sp. cie-

abh', < L. creabilis, < creare, create: see create.l

That may be created. Watts.

creach, creagh (krach), n. [< Gael, creach, plun-
der, pillage.] A Highland foray; a plunder-
ing excursion ; a raid.

Creadion (kre-ad'i-on), n. [NL. (Vieillot,

1816) ; also Creadium and erroneously Creadio ;

< Gr. Kpeddiou, a morsel of meat, dim. of Kpea^,

flesh.] 1. A genus of sturnoid passerine birds
peculiar to New Zealand, having as its type
C. carunculatus.— 2t. A genus of melipliagine
birds, named by Lesson, 1837 : a synonym of
Antliocluvra.

creagh,". See creach.

creaghtt, «. [Appar. < Ir. and Gael, graigli,

graidli, a herd, flock, = L. grex (greg-), flock:

see gregarious.'] A herd of cattle. Halliwell.

creaghtt, t'. ' [<.creaght,n.'] To graze on lands.

Davics.

creak^ (krek), r. [Early mod. E. also creek, also,

as still dial., crick ; < ME. creken, make a harsh,

grating sound (ef. D. krieken, chirp, kriek, a
cricket) ; an imitative var. of crack : see crack,

chark^, and crick^, cricket^.'] I. in trans. Tomake
a sharp, harsh, grating, or squeaking sound,
as by the friction of hard substances : as, the
gate creaks on its hinges ; creaking shoes.

Leath. You cannot bear him down with your base noise,

sir.

Busy. Nor he me, with his treble creeking, though he
creek like the chariot wheels of Satan.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, v. 3,

No swinging sign-board creaked from cottage elm
To stay his steps witli faintness overcome.

Wordsworth, Guilt and Sorrow, xvi.

II. trans. To cause to make a sharp, harsh,
grating, or squeaking sound. [Rare.]

I shall stay here . . ,

Creaking my shoes on the plain masonry.
Shak., Alls Well, ii. 1.

creak^ (krek), n. [< creak^, i'.] A sharp, harsh,
' grating sound, as that produced by the friction

of hard substances.

A wagging leaf, a puff, a crack,
Yea, the least creak, shall make thee turn thy back.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartus's Weeks, ii., 'i'he Lawe.

The loath gate swings with rusty creak.

Lowell, Palinode.

creak^ (krak), n. A dialectal variant of crakc'^.

creaky (kre'ki), a. [< crcak^ + -^i.] Creak-
ing ; apt to creak.

A rusty, crazy, creaky, dry-rotted, damp-rotted, dingy,
dark, and miserable old dungeon.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, p. 296.

cream^ (krem), tt. [< ME. creme, sometimes
spelled craynie, < OF. cresme, prop, creme, F.
crime = Pr. Sp. It. crema = Pg. creme, < ML.
crema, cremum, cream, another use of LL. cre-

mum, equiv. to L. cremor, thick juice or broth.
Not connected with AS. redm, E. ream, cream :

see rcam'^.~i 1. The richer and butyraceous
part of milk, which, when the milk stands un-
agitated in a cool place, rises and forms an oily or
viscid scum on the surface ; hence, in general,
any part of a liquor that separates from the rest,

rises, and collects on the surface. By agitating
the cream of milk, butter is formed.

Blawnche creme, with anuys [anise] in confete.
Booke 0/ Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i, 92.

Nor robb'd the farmer of his bowl of cream.
Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. Something resembling cream ; any liquid or
soft paste of the consistency of ereasi : as, the
cream of ale ; shaving-cream.

Pour water to the depth of about three-fourths of ai>

inch, and then sprinkle iu . . . enough plaster of Paris to
fomi a thick cream. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 24.

3. In shot-making, a spongy crust of oxid taken
from the surface of the lead, and used to coat
over the bottom of the colander, to keep the lead
from running too rapidly through the holes.

—

4. The best part of a thing; the choice part;
the quintessence : as, the cream of a jest or story.

Welcome, O flower and cream of knights-errant.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, ii. 31.

But now mark, good people, the cream of the jest.

Catskins (ilarland (Child s Ballads, VIII. 174).

The cream of the day rises with the sun.

O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 230.

5. A sweetmeat or dish prepared from cream,
or of such consistency as to resemble cream : as,

an iced cream, or ice-cream; a chocolate cream.

Tlie remnants of a devoured feast — fragments of dis-

sected fowls— ends of well-notched tongues— creamshM
demolished. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, I. vii.

6. A name given to certain cordials because
of their thick (viscid) consistency, with per-
haps some reference to their reputed excellence.
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The state or qual-

sel for milk to stand iii till the cream rises to

the top. Also cream-pan.

cream-jug (krem'jug), n. A small jug or
pitelier for holding cream at table. creasel (kres), «.
cream-laid (krem'lad), a. Of a cream color and h„ ^,.»,£. n„i.i •

laid, or bearing linear water-lines as if laid:

applied to papei'. See laid.

Take ... a piece of quite smooth, but not sliiuing, note-

paper, creaui-laid, etc. liunkin, Elein. of Drawing, p. 24.

— Clotted cream, clouted cream. See rfo(i.— Cold creaminess (kre'ml-nes), «
cretim. Sec roirf-cream.— Cream of lime, tlic scum of itv of beine creamy
lime-»at*r, or that part of lime which, after being liis- __^_„j__ „_ /i,..;;<' :„„ „„„\ ,, a .i„;-„,,„„
solveJ in its caustic state, separates from the water in the Creaming-pan (kre ming-pan), 11. A dairy ves-

mild state of chalk or limestone.— Cresim Of tartar, the
scum of a boiling solution of tartar ; purified and erystal-

lixed potassium bitartrate. Cream of tartar exists in

grapes and tamarinds, and in the dregs of wine. Mi.xed
with boracic acid or sodium borate, it is rendered much
more soluble, and it is then called soluble cream of tartar.

It has a pleasant acid tast«, and is employed in medicine
for its mildly cathartic, refrigerant, and diuretic proper-
ties ; also as a substitute for yeast in bread-making in com-
bination with sodium bicarbonate, as a mordant in dyeing
wool, etc. See ori/oji.— Cream-of-tartar tree, the Aus-
tralian baobab-tree, or gouty-stem, Adaiisonia Gretjorii, „„.__, «„4. /!,„;;«,'„, .4.\ « rri^« ^,,4- ^f jf^^fh^t
so named because the pSlp of the fruit has an agreeable Cream-nut (krem nut) 11. The nut of Berthol-

acid taste like that of cream of tartar. It is also known letia excelsa, the Brazil-nut.
as four-fiourd. In South Africa the same names are given creamomcter (kre-mom'e-tfer), n. [= F. cre-

n » »i ri.' „i...« .v„ ;„
jiiQiiigtig^ (_ c-cme,^. cream, + Li.metru7)i, &iiiea,-

sure.] An instrument used to measure the
quantity of cream present in milk, it consists of

a hollow graduated glass tube which accurately registers

the amount of cream thrown up from a measured quantity
of milk within it.

The cream is determined by means of the creamometer.
Sci. Amer., July 19, 1884.

Same as creaming-

Same as

to A. diffitata.—Cieam of the cream [F. crtmf de la

crime], the best or most select portion, especially of

society.— Cream of the valley, a fine kind of English

gin.

cream^ (krem), V. [< creairi^, ».] I. trans. 1.

To take the cream from by skimming ; skim

:

as, to cream milk.— 2. To remove the quint-

essence or best part of.

Such a man, truly wise, creatrui off nature, leaving the
sour and dregs for philosophy and reason to lap up.

Swi/t, Tale of a Tub, ix.

3. To add cream to, as tea or coffee.

II. intrans. 1. To form a layer of cream upon

cream-pan (krem'pan), n.

pan.
cream-pitclier (krem'pioh"6r)
cream-jug.

the surface; 'become covered with a scum of cream-pot (ki-em'pot), k. A vessel for holding

any kind ; froth ; mantle.
Some wicked beast unware

That breakes into her Dayr" house, there doth draine
Her creaming pannes. Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 48.

There are a sort of men, whose visages
Do cream and mantle, like a standing pond.

Shak., M. of V., 1. 1.

Our ordinary good cheer creamed like a tankard of beer.

S. Judd, Margaret, iii.

2. To rise like cream. [Rare.]

When the pre-requisite of membership is that a man
must have creamed to the top by prosperity and success,

such eligibility will soon put an end to the clubableness
of any gathering. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 67.

cream^ (krem), V. t. A dialectal variant of

crim.

cream^t, ". An obsolete variant of christn.

cream* (krem), n. Same as crame.

cream-cake (krem'kak), ». A cake filled with
a custard made of eggs, cream, etc.

cream-cheese (krem'chez'), n. A kind of soft

rich cheese prepared from curd made with new
or unskimmed milk and an added quantity of

cream, the curd being placed in a cloth and
allowed to drain without pressure ; also, any
cheese made with an extra proportion of cream.
From its cloying richness and delicacy, the term cream

cream m quantity,

cream-slice (krem'sUs), n. 1. A sort of wooden
knife with a blade 12 or 14 inches long, used
for skimming cream from milk.— 2. A wooden
knife for cutting and serving ice-cream. E. H.
Knight.

cream-ware (krem 'war), «. Cream-colored
china pottery-ware, especially the Wedgwood
ware known by that name. See ware.

cream-white (krem'hwit), a. Cream-colored.

In mosses niixt with violet

Her creani-ivlute nnile his pastern set.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Guinevere.

cream-wove (krem'wov), a. Woven of a cream
color : applied to paper. See weave.

creamy (kre'mi), a. [< cream + -yl.] 1. Like
cream ; having the consistence or appearance
of cream ; cream-colored ; viscid ; oily.

Your creamy words but cozen.
Fletctier {and another). Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

To watch the crisping ripples on the beach.
And tender curving lines of creamy spray.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song, v.).

2. Containing cream.

There each trim lass, that skims the milky store.

To the swart triljcs their creamy bowls allots.

Collins, Pop. Superstitions in the Highlands.

cAeese has been variously used in ridicule of extreme fas- „_.„_-., /i „;r/„„„v „ n?„»l,,«,^/l TT a1on nr^f
tidiousness of taste, overwrought elegance of language Creancet (kre ans), «. [Early mod. E. also wnt
or manner, and the like: as, the Rev. Mr. Creamctieese ; ten creaunce, and, esp. m def. 3, criance, cry
there is more cream-cheese than bread in the fare that he
sets before his readers. See cheese'^.

cream-colored (krem'kul'ord), a. Having or

resembling the peculiar pale yellowish-white
color of cream.

The State coach, drawn by eight cream-coloured horses,
conveying the Queen. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 59.

Cream-colored courser, Cursorius isabellinus, a plover-

like bird, having the head slate-grav or lavender, and the
lining of the wings black. It inhabits Africa, breeding
in the northern parts of that continent, and sometimes
extending its range to Great Britain, Arabia, Persia, Ba-
luchistan, the Panjab, Sind, and Rajputana.

cream-cups (krem'kups), n. A name given in

California to Platystemon Californicus, a pretty
poppy-like plant with small, cream-colored
flowers. ^

creamer (kre'mer), n. 1. An apparatus for

the artificial separation of cream from milk.

It is usually made on the centrifugal principle.— 2. A small vessel for holding cream at table

;

a eream-jug. [CoUoq.]
creamery (kre'me-ri), n.

;
pi. creameries (-riz).

[< cream + -ery.'] An establishment, usually
a joint-stock concern, in which milk obtained
from a number of producers is manufactured
into butter and cheese. [U. S.]

Dairymen make a distinction between a butter-factory
and a creamery ; tlie first is whei'e butter only is made,
the skimmed milk going back to patrons as food for do-
mestic animals, or . . . otherwise disposed of than in a
manufactured product ; the creamery is a place where milk
is turned into butter and " skim-cheese."

Encyc. Amer., II. 522.

cream-faced (krem'fast), a. White
;
pale ; hav-

ing a coward look.
Thou cream-fac'd loon !

Where gott'st thou that goose look V

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3.

cream-fruit (krem'frot), n. An edible, cream-
like, juicy fruit, found in Sierra Leone, western
Africa, said to be produced by some apocyna-
ceous plant.

ance, criants, crians, < ME. creance, creaunce, <

OF. creance, faith, confidence (used also as in

def. 3), F. creance = Pr. creansa = Sp. creencia

= Pg. crenga, < ML. credentia, faith, confidence,

credence : see credence, and cf. creant^.'] If.

Faith; belief. Chaucer.

Wherfore it seniethe wel, that God lovethe hem and is

plesed with hire Creance, for hire gode Dedes.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 292.

2. Credit; pledge; security.

By creaunce of coyne ffor castes of gile.

Richard the Redeless, i. 12.

3. In falconry, a fine small line fastened to a
hawk's leash when it is first lured.

To the bewits was added the creance, or long thread, by
which the bird in tutoring was drawn back, after she had
been permitted to tiy. Strtitt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 91.

creancet (kre'ans), v. i. [ME. creauncen, < cre-

aunce, belief, credit : see creance, m.] To bor-

row. Chaucer.

creantlf (kre'ant), a. [ME., also creaunt (< OF.
"creant), also'and appar. orig. recreant, < OF.
recreant, tired, faint-hearted, also appar., as in

ME., conquered, yielding, < ML. rccreden(t-)s,

ppr. of recredere, refl., to own one's self con-

quered, lit. believe again, accept another faith

creat

creant^ (kre'ant), o. [< L. crean(t-)s, ppr. of cre-

are, create: see create.] Formative; creative.

[Rare.]
We

Sprang very beauteous from the creant word
Which thrilled behind us.

^frs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

[First in early mod. E. ; cf.

Sc. creis, curl ; perhaps of Celtic origin ; cf.

Bret, kriz, a crease, a wrinkle, kriza, crease,

wrinkle, fold ; W. crych, a wrinkle, crych, adj.,

wrinkled, crychu, rumple, ripple, crease. There
is prob. no connection with G. kraus, curled,

crisp, Sw. krus, a curl, etc. : see crouse.'i 1. A
line or long thin mark made by folding or dou-
bling; hence, a similar mark, however pro-
duced.

A sharp penknife would go out of the crease, and dis-

figure the paper. • Swift.

2. Specifically, one of certain lines used in the
game of cricket. The bowling-crease is a line 6 feet 8
inches in length, drawn upon the ground at each wicket,
so that the stumps stand in the center ; the return-crease,

one of two short lines drawn at either end of the bowl-
iug-crease, within which the bowler must be standing
wiien he delivers his ball : and the popping-crease, a line 4

feet in front of the wicket, and parallel with the bowling-
crease, and at least of the same length. (See cricket^.) The
space between the popping- and bowling-creases is tlie

batsman's proper ground, passing out of which he risks

being put out of the game by a touch of the ball in the
hands of one of the opposite side.

3. A split or rent.—4. A curved tile.— 5. The
top of a horse's neck. [In the last three senses
prov. Eng.] — Gluteofemoral crease. See gluteofem-
orat.

crease^ (kres), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. creased, ppr.

creasing. [< crease'^, «.] 1. To make a line or
long thin mark in, as by folding, doubling, or
indenting.— 2. To indent, as a cartridge-case,

for the purpose of confining the charge ; crimp.— 3. In hunting, to wound by a shot which flat-

tens the upper vertebrse, or cuts the muscles
of the neck, and stuns, but does not kill.

crease^ (kres), v.
;
pret. and pp. creased, ppr.

creasing. [< ME. crescn, crescen, by apheresis
from encresen, increase : see increase, and cf.

eresce.'] I. intrans. To increase
;
grow.

As fatter lande wol crece and thrive.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

II. tra7)s. To increase; augment.
[Now only prov. Eng.]

crease^t, "• [< ME. ores, *crese, by apheresis
from encrese, increase : see increase, n., and cf.

crease'^, r.] Increase
;
proflt.

In theyre ocupacion they shoulde have no cres,

Knyghthode shoulde nat floure in his estate.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 19.

crease^ (kres), n. A less common spelling of

creese.

creaser (kre'sfer), n. l. A tool for creasing or

crimping cartridge-eases.— 2. In bookbinding,

a tool which creases and sharply defines the

width of the bands of books, and fixes the posi-

tion of lines on the backs and sides, the lines

being afterward covered by a blind roU or blind

stamp.— 3. An attachment to a sewing-ma-
chine for making a crease to serve as a guide
for the next row of stitching.

creasing (kre'sing), B. [Verbal n. of crease^, «.]

In arch., same as tile-creasing.

creasing-hammer (kre'sing-ham"6r), n. Aham-
mer with a narrow
rounded edge, used
for making grooves
in sheet-metal.

creasing-tool (kre'-

sing-tol), n. In metal-

working, a tool used
in making tubes and
cylindrical moldii-gs.
It consists of a stake or
small anvil, with grooves
of different sizes across its

surface. The metal is laid

over these, and by means
of a wire, or a cylinder of metal corresponding to the inner
dimensions of the curve required, is driven into the con-

cavity of the proper groove.

Creasing-tools.

a is an adjustable double creaser
having two springe-jaws which are
set open by means of a screw, so ;is

to make the guide-lines at any re-

quired distance apart, i is used
by slieet-iron workers for rounding
small beads and tubes.

see recreant, and ef. miscreant. The word creant

in ME. was used in the same way as, and was creasol "«• See creosol.
appar. confused in form and sense with, the adj. creasote, «. and r. See creosote.

/Tin:. ^^. „„„ , (j] Ovcr-
^.j.gg^gj.^ gj,gg^gtg^^_ Obsoleto spelliugs of CTesf,

crested. .Spen.icr.

creasy (kre'si), a. [< crease'^ + -^i.] Full of

creases; marked by creases.

From her lifted hand
Dangled a length of ribbon and a ring

To tempt the Ijabe, who rear'd his creasy arms,
Caught at and ever miss'd it. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

creat (kre'at), H. [< F. creat, < It. creato, a crea-

ture, pupil, servant, = Sp. Pg. criado, a servant,

client, < L. creatus, pp. of creare, make, create

:

craven (ME. cravant): see craven

come; conquered; yielding.

Yelde the til us also creant.

Ywain and Gaivain, 1. 317.S.

The thef that had grace of god on Gode Fryday as thow
speke.

Was, for he jelt hym creaunt to Cryst on the crosse and
knewleched hym gulty. Piers Plowman (B), xii. 193.

To cry creantf, to cry '*(I am) conquered," "I yield."

Compare to cry craven, under craven, a.

On knees he fel doune and cryde *' creaunte !

"

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 5819.



Croat

see create, r. Cf. creoU.I In the manage, an

usher to a riding-master.

treatable (kre-a'ta-bl), a. [< create + -a6?«.]

That may he "created.

create (kre-af), r.
;

pret. and pp. created, ppr.

creating. '[< L. creatus, pp. of create (> It. cre-

are, cr'iare = Sp. Pg. crear, criar = F. cr^er),

make, create, akin to Gr. npaivuv, complete, Skt.

^kar, make.] I. trans. 1. To bring into being

;

cause to exist; specifically, to produce without

the prior existence of the material used, or of

other things like the thing produced
;
produce

out of nothing.

In the beginning, God created the heaven and the earth.

Gen. i. 1.

I was all ear,

And took in strains that might create a soul

Under the ribs of death. Milton, Comus, 1. 5«1.

It is impossible for man to create force.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 295.

2. To make or produce from crude or scattered

materials ; bring into form ; embody : as, Peter

the Great created the city of St. Petersbtirg;

Palladio created a new style of architecture.

Untaught, unpractis'd, in a barbarous age,

I found not, but created fli"st the stage.

Dryden, Prol. to lYoilus and Cressida, 1. 8.

As nature create) her works.
Sir J. Rejfiwldi, Discourses, xiv.

3. To make or form by investing with a new
character or functions; ordain; constitute; ap-

point: as, to create one a peer.

I create you
Companions to our person.

Shah., Cymbeline, v. 5.

On the flrst of September this Year, the King, being at

Windsor, created Anne BuUen Marchioness of Pembroke,
friviug her one thousand Pounds Land a Year.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 281.

4. To be the oooasion of ; bring about ; cause

;

produce.
Was it tolerable to be supposed a liar for so vulgar an

object as that of creating a stare by wonder-making?
Ve Quincey, Herodotus.

It was rumoured that the Company's servants had cre-

ated the famine [in India] by engrossing all the rice of the

country. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

5. To beget
;
generate ; bring forth.

This shall l)e written for the generation to come : and
the people which shall Ije created shall praise the Lord.

Ps. cii. 18.

II. intrans. To originate ; engage in origina-

tive action.

The glory of the farmer is that, in the division of labor,

it is his part to create. Emerson, Farming.

create (kre-af), a. [< ME. ereat, create; < L.
creatus, pp.: see the verb.] Begotten; com-
posed; created. [Poetical.]

With hearts create of duty and of zeal.

.S'Ao*., Hen. V., li. 2.

CreatlC (kre-at'ik), a. [< Gr. Kpeaq (apcar-), flesh,

+ -ic.'] delating to flesh or animal food.

—

Creatic nausea, abhorrence of flesh food : a symptom in

some diseiises.

creatine, kreatine (kre'a-tin), «. [= F. crea-

tine, < Gr. K/jfOf {Kf)eaT-)j flesh, -I- -ine^.'] A neu-
tral orystallizable organic substance (C4H9N3
O2) obtained from muscular tissue. See extract

under creatinine. Also spelled creatin, kreatin.

creatinine, creatmin(kre-at'i-nin or -nin,-nin),

«. [=F. creatinine; <.crcatine+ -ine^,-in'^.'\ An
alkaline crystallizable substance (C4H7N3O)
obtained by the action of acids on creatine, and
found in urine and muscle extract. Also spelled

kreatinine, kreatinin.

This substance [creatinine], which also forms prismatic
crystals, moderately soluble in water, differs considerably
from creatine in its chemical relations. . . . The relations

of these two sul>stances, both chemical and piiysiological,

pretty clearly indicate that creatinine is to l>e regarded as

a derivative from creatine ; for whilst the latter predomi-
nates in the Juice of flesh almost to the exclusion of the
former, the former predominates in the urine almost to
the exclusion of the latter.

H'. B. Carpenter, Prin. of Human Pliysiol., J 60.

creation (kre-a'shon), ». [< ME. creation, -cion,

< OF. creation, F. creation = Pr. creatio, crea:o
= Sp. Creadon = Pg. criaq3o = It. creazione, < L.
creatio(n-), < creare, pp. creatus, create: see cre-

ate, ».] 1. The act of creating or catising to
exist ; especially, the act of producing both the
material and the form of that which is made;
production from nothing; specifically, the ori-

ginal formation of the universe by the Deity.

Chaos lieard his voice : him all his train
Follow'd in tfriglit procession to Itehokl
Creation, and the wonders of his might.

Milton, P. L., vil. 223.

2. The act of forming or constituting ; a bring-
ing into existence as a unit by combination of
means or materials; coordination of parts or
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elements into a new entity : as, the creation of

a character In a play.

The creation of a compact and solid kingdom out of a
number of rival and hostile feudal provinces.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 226.

3. That which is created ; that which has been
produced or caused to exist ; a creature, or crea-

tures collectively ; specifically, the world ; the
universe.

For we know that the whole creation groaneth and tra-

vaileth in pain together until now. Bom. viii. 22.

As subjects then the whole creation came.
Sir J. Denham, Progress of Learning.

4. An act or a product of artistic or mechani-
cal invention ; the product of thought or fancy:

as, a creation of the brain ; a dramatic creation.

A false creation.

Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain.
Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1.

Choice pictures and creations of curious art. Disraeli.

5. The act of investing a person with a new
character or function ; appointment ; as, the

creation of peers in England.

So formal a creation of honorarie Doctors had seldome
ben scene, that a convocation should be call'd on purpose
and speeches made by the Orator.

Evelyn, Diary, July 15, 1669.

WTienever a peerage became extinct, he [the king] might
make a creation to replace it. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., ii.

Creation money, a customary annual allowance or pen-
sion from the crown in England, in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, to each newly created peer, the sum
varying with the dignity of the rank, commonly at least

£40 to a duke, £35 to a marciuis, £20 to an earl, and 20

marks to a viscount.

The duke generally received a pension of forty pounds
per annum on his promotion, which was known as creation

money. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 428.

The days of creation. See dayi.—Theory of si>ecial
creations, in biol., the view that the different species, or
higher groups, of animals and plants were brought into
existence at different times suljstantially as they now ex-

ist; opposed to tile theory of evolution. = QyT^ 3. Wiyrld,

etc. .See unirerse.

creational (kre-a'shon-al), a. [< creation + -al.']

Pertaining to creation.

creationism (kre-a'shon-izm), n. [< creation +
-ism.} 1. The doctrine that matter and all

things were created, substantially as they now
exist, by the fiat of an omnipotent Creator, and
not ^ludually evolved or developed: opposed to

evolutionism.—2. The doctrine that Grod imme-
diately creates out of nothing anew soul foreach
individual of the human family, while for the
human body there was but one creative fiat.

See traducianism.

creationist (kre-a'shon-ist), n. [< creation ¥
-ist.'\ One who holds' or favors the doctrine of

creationism, in either sense of that word.
creative (kre-a'tiv), a. [= Sp. It. creativo; &i

create + -icf.] Having the power or function
of creating or producing; employed in creat-

ing ; relating to creation in any sense : as, the
creaWfe word of God; crea <(oe power; a, creative

imagination.

Or from the power of a peculiar eye,

Or by creatice feeling overborne.
Even in their flx'd and steady lineaments
He traced an ebbing and a flowing mind.

Wordsworth.

The rich black loam, precipitated by the creative river.

De Quincey, Herodotus.

Without imagination we might have critical power, but
not creative power in science.

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 34.

Creative imagination, plastic imagination ; the power
of imagining ol)ject8 different from any that have been
kncjwn Ity experience.

creativeness (kre-a'tiv-nes), n. The character
or faculty of being creative or productive ; ori-

ginaUiy.

All these nations [French, Spanish, and English] had the
same ancient examples tefore them, had the same rever-

ence for anticiuity, yet they involuntarily deviated, more
<»r less happily, into originality, success, and the freedom
of a living creativeness. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 219.

creator (kre-a'tor), n. [< ME. creator, creatour,

creatur, < OF. 'creator, creatour, F. criateur =
Pr. creator = Sp. Pg. criador = It. creatore, <

L. creator, a creator, maker,< creare, pp. creatus,

make, create: see create, r."} 1. One who cre-

ates, in any sense of that word, or brings some-
thing into existence ; especially, one who pro-

duces something out of nothing; specifically

(with a capital letter), God considered as hav-
ing brought the universe into existence out of

nothing.

Hemember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth.
Eccl. xii. 1.

It is the p<jets and artists of Greece who are at the same
time its i)roi<het8, the creators of its divinities, and the

revealers of its theological beliefs. J. Caird.

creaturely

Such a man, if not actually a creator, yet so pre-emi-
nently one who moulded the creations of others into new
shapes, might well take to himself a name from the su-

preme deity of his creed. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 140.

2. Figuratively, that by means of which any-
thing is brought into existence ; a creative me-
dium or agency: as, steam is the creator of

modem industrial progress.

creatorship (krf-a'tor-ship), n. [< creator +
-ship.} The state or condition of being a cre-

ator.

creatress (kre-a'tres), n. [< creator + -ess; after

F. creatrice = It. creatrice, < L. creatrix (crea-

tric-), lem. oi creator : see creator.] A woman
who creates, produces, or constitutes.

Him long she so with shadowes entertain'd.

As her Creatresse had in charge to her ordain'd.
Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. 10.

creatrix (kre-a'triks), n. [L. : see creatress.}

Same as creatress.

creatural (kre'tur-al), a. [< creature + -al.]

1. Pertaining or relating to creatures or cre-

ated things.— 2t. Creative.

Self-moving substance, that be th' definition

Of souls, that 'longs to them in generall

:

This well expresseth that common condition
Of every vitall center creaturall.

Dr. H. More, l^ychathanasia, I. ii. 25.

Creatural dualism, the doctrine of a distinction be-

tween the spirit and the natural soul.

creature (kre'tur), n. and a. [< ME. creature,

< OF. creaturc,¥. creature= Pr. creatura = Sp.

Pg. criatura = It. creatura, < LL. creatura, a
creature, the creation, < L. creare, pp. creatus,

create : see create, v.] I. n. 1. A created thing;

hence, a thing in general, animate or inanimate.

O 3e creaturis vnkynde ! thou iren, thou steel, thou scharp
thora

!

How durst 36 sice oure best frend ?

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furflivall), p. 209.

God's first creature was light. Bacon, New Atlantis.

As the Lord was pleased to convert Paul as he was in

persecuting, etc., so he might manifest himself to him as

he was taking the moderate use of the creature called to-

bacco. Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 325.

The rest of us were greatly revived and comforted by
that good creature — fire.

P. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 140.

2. Specifically, and most commonly, a living

created being ; an animal or animate being.

For so work the honey-bees ;

Creatures that by a rule in nature teach
The act of order to a peopled kingdom.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

There is not a creature bears life shall more faithfully

study to do you service in all offices of duty and vows of

due respect. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth
Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep.

Milton, P. L., iv. 677.

3. In a limited sense, a human being : used ab-
solutely or with an epithet (poor, idle, low, etc.,

or good, pretty, sweet, etc.), in contempt, com-
miseration, or endearment : as, an idle creature;

yfh&t a, creature ! & pretty creature ; a, sweet crea-

ture.
The world hath not a sweeter creature.

Shak., Othello, iv. 1.

4. Something regarded as created by, spring-

ing from, or entirely dependent upon some-
thing else.

That this English common law is the creature of Chris-

tianity has never been questioned.
A. A. Hodge, New Princeton Rev., III. 40.

6. Specifically, a person who owes his rise and
fortune to another ; one who is subject to the
will or influence of another; an instrument; a
tool.

Am not I here, whom you have made your creature ?

That owe my being to you? B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

By his subtlety, dexterity, and insinuation, he got now
to be principal Secretary ; absolutely Lord Arlington's

creature, and ungratefuU enough.
Evelyn, Diary, July 22, 1674.

6. Intoxicating drink, especially whisky.
[Humorous, from the passage 1 Tim. iv. 4,

"Every creature of God is good," used in de-

fense of the use of wine.]

I find my master took too much of the creature last

night, and now is angling for a Quarrel.
Dryden, Amphitryon, iii.

That you will turn over this measure of the comfortable
creature, which the carnal denominate brandy.

Scott, Old Mortality, iii.

II. a. Of or belonging to the body : &s, crea-

ture comforts.

creaturelesst (kre'tur-les), a. [< creature +
-less.] Without creatures.

God was alone

And creatureless at flrst.

Donne, To the Countess of Bedford.

creaturely (kre'tur-li), a. [< creature + -?(/i.]

Of or pertaining " to a created or dependent



creaturely

being; having the character and limitations of
a creature. [Rare.]

Some, not keeping to the pure gift, have in crealurety
cunning and self-exaltation sought out many inventions.

John IVoolman, Journal, iv.

Christianity rested on the belief that God made all

things very good, and that the evil in the world was due
to sin— to the perversity of the creaturely will.

Prof. Flint.

creatnreship (kre'tur-ship), n. [< creature +
-shi2>.'i The state of being a creature. [Rare.]

The state of elect and non-elect, afore or without the
consideration of the fall, is that of creatureship simply
and absolutely considered. Goodwin, Works, II. iv. 134.

creaturizet(kre'tur-iz), v. t. [< creature + -izc.']

To give the character of a created being or
creature to ; specifically, to animalize.

This sisterly relation and consanguinity . . . would . . .

degrade and creaturize that mundane soul.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 594.

creauncef, ». and v. See creance.

creatmtt, a. See creant^.

creaze (krez), ». [Origin obscure
;
perhaps for

•(•(•flje, < craze, v.] In mining, the work or tin

in the middle part of the buddle in dressing tin
ore. Pryee. [Cornwall.]

crebricostate (kre-bri-kos'tat), a. [< L. creber,

close, + casta, a rib, + -atel.] In conch., mark-
ed with closely set ribs or ridges.

crebrisulcate (kre-bri-sul'kat), a. [< L. creber,

close, + sulctis, a furrow, + -ate^.J In conch.,
marked with closely set transverse furrows.

crebritudet (kreb'ri-tud), n. [< LL. crebritudo,

< L. creber, close, frequent.] Frequentness

;

oftenness. Bailey.

crebrity (kreb'ri-ti), n. [< L. crebrita{t-)s, close-
ness, frequencyJ'< creber, close, frequent.] Close
succession ; frequent occurrence ; frequency.
[Rare.]

I guess by the erebrity and number of the stones remain-
ing. A. L. Lewis, Jour, of Anthrop. Inst., XV. 16C.

crebrous (kre'brus), a. [< L. creber, close, fre-

quent, + -Otis.'] Near together ; frequent; fre-

quently occurring. [Rare.]

Assisting grace, stirred up by crebrous and frequent acts,
grows up into an habit or facility of working.

Goodwin, Works, V. i. 175.

crfeche (krash), n. [F., < OF. creche, a crib, >
E. cratch'^, q. v.] 1. A public nursery where
the children of women who go out to work are
eared for dvunng the day, usually for a small
payment.— 2. An asylum for foundlings and
infants which have been abandoned.
Creciscus (kre-sis'kus), n. [NL., < Crex (Crec-)
+ dim. -iscus.'] A genus of very small dark-
colored crakes, containing such species as the
little black rail of North America, Creciscus ja-
maicensis. Cabanis, 1856.

credence (kre'dens), n. [< ME. credence, < OF.
credence, credance (also creance, etc.), faith, =
It. eredenza, faith (also a cupboard, etc.), < ML.
credenWa, faith, < L. cre(?en(«-)s, belie\'ing: see
credent and credit, v. Cf. creance, a doublet of
credence.'] 1. Belief; credit; reliance of the
mind on evidence of facts derived from other
sources than personal knowledge, as from the
testimony of others.

I can not sei what he is, but wele he semed a wise man,
and therfore I yaf to his counseile credence.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 47.

Tliese fine legends, told with staring eyes.
Met with small credence from the old and wise.

O. W. Holmes, The Island Ruin.

Their kings suspect each other, but pretend
Credence of what their lying lips disclose.

Ji. U. Stoddard, History.

2. That which gives a claim to credit, belief,
or confidence; credentials: now used only in
the phrase letter of credence (a paper intended
to commend the bearer to the confidence of a
third person).

He left his credence to make good the rest. Tyndale.

The foresaid llaster general which now is hath caused
vs his messengers to be sent with letters o.f credence vnto
your Maiestie. Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 148.

What Sign, what Powers, what Credence do you bring?
Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 3.

3t. Some act or process of testing the nature
or character of food before serving it, as a pre-
caution against poison, formerly practised in
royal or noble households.

Credence is vsed, & tastynge, for drede of poysenynge.
Balms Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 196.

Tasting and credence (or assaying) belong to no rank
under that of an Earl.
Booke of Precedeme (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 17, note 3.

4t. In medieval times, a side-table or side-
board on which the food was placed to be tasted
before serving; hence, in later use, a cupboard

Credence, i6th century.

From a carving in Amiens Cathe-
dral. ( From VioUet-le-Duc's " Diet,
du Mobilier fran^ais.")

Same as
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or cabinet for the display of plate, etc.— 5.
Eccles., in the Roman Catholic and Anglican
churches, a small
table, slab, or shelf
against the wall of
the sanctuary or
chancel, near the
epistle side of the
altar (on the right of
one facing it). On the
credence are placed the
cruets, the vessel (canister,
pyx, or ciborium) for the
altar-breads, the lavabo-
basin and napkin, etc.

Sometimes a niche in tlie

sanctuary-wall serves the
same purpose. At high
mass in the Roman Catli-

olic Church, and at &11

celebi-ations in the Angli-
can Church, the elements
are taken from the cre-
dence at the time of the
offertory. In the Greek
Church there is no cre-
dence, the table in the
chapel of prothesis (see
prothesis) serving Instead,
Also called credence-table.
= Syn. 1. Confidence,
trust, faith.

credence! (kre'dens),
r. t. [< credence, n.]

To give credence to;
believe.

In credensinp his tales.

Skelton, Why Come ye not
[to Court?

credence-table (kre'dens-ta"bl), «.
credence, 5.

credencive (kre-den'siv), a. [< credence + -ive.]

Having a strong impulse to believe and act
upon testimony. [Rare.]
credenciveness (kre-den'siv-nes), n. A social
impulse to conformity or acquiescence ; a ten-
dency to believe any testimony. [Rare.]
credend (krf-dend'), n. Same as credendum.
credendum (kre-den'dum), n.; pi. credenda
(-da). [L., neut. gerundive of credere, believe

:

see creed.] In theol., something to be believed

;

an article of faith ; a matter of belief, as dis-
tinguished from agendum, a matter of practice

:

usually in tlie plural.

credent (kre'dent), a. [< L. creden{t-)s, ppr.
of credere, believe: see credit. Cf. creant, a
doublet of credent, and grant, which is closely
related.] 1. Believing; inclined to believe or
credit ; apt to give credence or belief ; credu-
lous.

If with too credent ear you list his songs.
Shak., Hamlet, i. S.

2. Having credit; not to be questioned.

My authority bears of a credent bulk

;

That no particular scandal once can touch.
Shak.,M.. forM., iv. 4.

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]
credential (kre-den'shal), a. and n. [< OF.
credencial, < ML. *credetiiialis, < credentia, faith,

credit : see credence, n.] I. a. (Jiving a title to
credit or confidence.

Credential letters on both sides.

Camden, Elizabeth (trans.), an. 1600.

II. n. 1. That which gives credit ; that which
gives a title or claim to confidence. [Rare in
the singular.]

For this great dominion here.
Which over other beasts we claim.

Reason our best credentiul doth appear.
Buckiiighamvhire, Ode on Brutus.

2. pi. Evidences of right to credence or au-
thority; specifically, letters of credence; testi-

monials given to a person as the warrant on
which belief, credit, or authority is claimed for
him, as the letters of commendation and au-
thorization given by a government to an am-
bassador or envoy, which procure for him rec-
ognition and credit at a foreign court, or the cer-
tificate and other papers showing the appoint-
ment or election of an officer.

To produce his credentials that he is indeed God's am-
bassador. Trench.

He felt that he had shown his credenticds. and they were
not accepted. G. W. Curtis, Int. to Cecil Dreeme, p. 2.

Etiquette, however, demands that the audience for pre-
senting credentials should take place as early as possible.

E. Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 136.

In very many cases the [medieval] letters were little

more than crede7itials. The real news was carried by the
bearer of the letter.

Sfubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 128.

credibility (kred-i-bil'i-ti), n.
;

pi. credibilities

(-tiz). [= OF. creableti, croiableti, F. crSdibilitv

credit

= Sp. credibilidad = Pg. credibilidade — \t. cre-
dibilita, < L. as if *credibilita{t-)s, < credibilis,

credible: see credible.] 1. The capability or
condition of being credited or believed; that
quality in a person or thing which renders him
or it worthy of credence ; credibleness

;
just

claim to credit : as, the credibility of a witness

;

the credibility of a statement or a narrative.

llie credibility of the Gospels would never have been
denied, if it were not for the philosophical and dogmatic
skepticism which desires to get rid of the supernatural
and miraculous at any price.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 78.

2. That which makes credible; evidence of
truth; proof. [Rare.]

We may be as sure that Christ, the first-fruits, is already
risen, as all these credibilities can make us.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), II. 68.

3. Credence; credit; belief. [Rare and inac-
curate.]

Pleasing fantasies, the cobweb visions of those dream-
ing varlets, the poets, to which I would not have my ju-
dicious readers attach any credibility.

Irviny, Knickerbocker, p. 262.

Historical credibility, the validity of testimony, as de-
pendent on tlie trustworthiness of the witness, or on the
proiialiility of the fact testified.

credible (kred'i-bl), a. [< ME. credible, < OF.
credible (also croidible and credable, creable, cre-
aule, creaiie, P. croyable) = Sp. creible = Pg.
crivel = It. credibile, credevole, < L. credibilis,

worthy of belief, < credere, believe: see credit.]

1. Worthy of credit or belief, because of known
or obvious veracity, integrity, or competence

:

applied to persons.

Aftur they ben duly warned or required by ij. credWU
persones of the seid cite.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 377.

No one can demonstrate to me that there is such an isl-

and as Jamaica ; yet upon the testimony of credible per-
sons I am free from doubt. Tillotson.

2. Capable of being credited or believed, be-
cause involving no contradiction, absurdity, or
impossibility; believable: applied to things.

In Japan . . . ceremony was elaborated in books so far
that every transaction, down to an execution, had its va-
rious movements prescribed with a scarcely credible mi-
nuteness. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 429.

The notions of the beginning and end of the world en-
tertained by our forefathers are no longer credible.

Huxley, Science and Culture.

Credible witness, in laio: (a) A competent witness: as,
a will must be attested l)y two or more credible witnesses,
ib) A witness not disqualified nor impeached as unworthy
of credit : as, the fact was established on the trial by the
testimony of several credible witnesses.

credibleness (kred'i-bl-nes), n. Oedibility;
worthiness of belief; just claim to credit.
[Rare.]

The credibleness of . . . these narratives.
Boyle, Works, I. 435.

credibly (kred'i-bli), adv. In a manner that
deserves belief; upon good authority; by cred-
ible persons or witnesses.

And so at the Necquebars, English men have bought,
as I have been credibly informed, great quantities of very
good Ambergriese. Dampier, Voyages, I. 73.

Philip was seen by one credibly informing us, under a
strong guard.

Mr. Dudley, in New England's Memorial, p. 436.

A covering of snow, which, by-the-by, is deep enough, so
I am credibly informed, to drive the big game from the
[Yellowstone] park during the winter months.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 677.

credit (kred'it), V. t. [< L. creditus, pp. of cre-
dere, believe, trust, confide, = Ir. cret-im =
Gael, creid, believe (perhaps from L.), = Skt.
^rad-dadhami, I believe (pp. <;rad-dadhat, trust-
ing, ^raddha, trust, faith, desire), < ^ad, mean-
ing perhaps 'heart' (= Gr. KapSia L. cor(d-)
= E. heart), + y/ dhd (= Gr. 6iS6vai = L. dare,
give) : qrad being used only in connection with
this verb. In some senses the E. verb, like F.
creditcr (> G. creditiren = Dan. Ireditere), is

from the noun. Hence (from L. credere) also
credit, n., credible, credent, credence, creant, cre-

ance, miscreant, recreant, creed, grant, etc.] 1.

To believe; confide in the truth of; put cre-
dence or confidence in : as, to credit a report or
the person who makes it.

Now I change my mind.
And partly credit things that do presage.

Shak., J. C, V. 1.

'Tis an easy and necessary belief, to credit what our eye
and sense hath examined.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 9.

For politeness' sake, he tried to credit the iJivention, but
grew suspicious instead.

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 239.

2. To reflect credit upon ; do credit to
;
give

reputation or honor to.



credit

Gru. Thou, it seems, . . . callest for company to coun-
tenance her.

Curt. I call them forth to credit her.
Shak.,T. of theS., Iv. 1.

May here her monument stand so,

To credit this rude age.
Waller, Epitaph on Lady Sedley.

3. To trust; sell or lend in confidence of future
payment: as, to crerfii goods or money.— 4. To
enter upon the credit side of an account

;
give

credit for: as, to credit the amount paid; to

credit the interest paid on a bond.=Syn. 1. To
give faith to, confide in, rely upon.

credit (kred'it), II. [= D. krediet= G. Dan. Sw.
kredit, < F. credit = Sp. credito = Pg. It. credito,

< L. creditum, a loan, credit, neut. of creditus,

pp. of credere, trust, believe, confide. The other
senses are directly from the verb : see credit, r.

Cf. creed.^ 1 . Belief ; faith ; a reliance on or
confidence in the truth of something said or
done : used both subjectively and objectively.

This faculty of credit, and accepting or admitting things
weakly autliorized or warranted, is of two itinds.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 48.

There is no composition in these news.
That gives them credit. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

Mrs. Pindust behaved herself with such an air of inno-
cence tliat she easily gained credit and was acquitted.

Addison, Trial of the Dead in Keason.

What though no credit doubting wits may give?
The fail' and innocent shall still believe.

Pope, R. of the L., i. 39.

As slaves they would have obtained little credit, except
when falling in with a previous idea or belief.

I)e Quincey, Herodotus.

2. Repute as to veracity, integrity, ability, re-

liableness, etc. ; right to confidence or trust

;

faith due to the action, character, or quality of

a person or thing; reputation: as, the credit

of a historian; a physician in high credit with
the profession ; the credit of the securities is at

a low ebb.
To-morrow, sir, I wrestle for my credit ; and he that es-

capes me without some broken limb sliall actiuit him welL
Shak., As you Like it, i. 1.

How many wounds have Ijeen given, and credits slain,

for the poor victory of an opinion !

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, li. 3.

3. Good repute; favorable estimation; trust-
ful regard or consideration.

Nothing was judged more necessary by him [oar Sa-
viour} than Ut bring the vanities of this World ont of that
credit and reputation tliey liad gained among foolish men.

StillingjUet, Sermons, I. iii.

Yes, wliile I live, no rich or noble knave
.Shall walk the world in credit to his grave.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IL I. 120.

4. That which procures or is entitled to belief
or confidence ; authority derived from charac-
ter or reputation : as, we believe a story on the
credit of the narrator.

We are content to take this on your credit. Hooker.

Authors of so good credit that we need not to deny them
an historical faith. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 41.

Exactly bo, upon my credit, ma'am.
Sheridan, School for .Scandal, iv. 3.

6. One who or that which brings or reflects
honor or distinction.

Charles may yet be a credit to his family.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 3.

He [Frederic} also served with credit, though without
any opp^irtunity of acquiring brilliant distinction, under
the command of Prince Eugene.

ilacaulay, Frederic the Great.

6. Influence derived from the good opinion or
confidence of others ; interest

; power derived
from weight of character, from friendship, ser-
vice, or other cause : as, the minister has credit
with the prince ; use your credit with your friend
in my favor.

Whose credit with the judge . . .

Could fetch your brother from the manacles
Of the all-binding law. Shak., M. for JI., ii. 4.

Credit with a god was claimed by the Trojan, . . . not
on account of rectitude, but on account of oblations made

;

as is shown by Chryses' prayer to Apollo.
//. Spencer, Priu. of Socio!., } 344.

7. In com. : (a) Trust ; confidence reposed in the
ability and intention of a purchaser to make
payment at some future time either specified or
indefinite: as, to ask or give credit; to sell or
buy on credit. Wlicn a merchant gives a credit, he sells
his wares on an expressed or imiilied promise that the pur-
chaser will pay for them at a future time. Tlie seller tie-

lieves in the s()lvency or probity of tlie purchaser, and de-
livers his goods on that belief or trust ; or he delivers
them either on the credit or reputation of the purchaser
or on the strength of approved security.

The circulation of money was large. This circulation,
iieing ttl paper, of course rested on credit ; and this credit
was founded on l>anking capital, and bank deposits.

D. Webiter, .Speech, Senate, March 18, 1834.

1341
Manufactures were rude, credit almost unknown; society

therefore recovered from tlie shock of war almost as soon
as the actual conflict was over. Macaulay.

As it is, he has to buy on a credit, an uncertain one at that,
all his store things. The merchant, he puts on so mucli
over an' above, because it's a credit liargain.

)('. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 231.

(6) The reputation of solvency and probity
which entitles a man to be trusted in buying
or borrowing.

Credit supposes specific and permanent funds for the
punctual payment of interest, with a moral certainty of
tlie final redemption of the principal.

A. Hamilton, Continentalist, No. iv.

8. In bookkeeping, the side ofan account onwhich
payment is entered : opposed to deWi ; as, this
article is carried to one's credit and that to one's
debit. Abbreviated Cr.— 9. A note or bill is-

sued by a government, or by a corporation or
individual, whicli circulates on the confidence
of men in the ability and disposition of the is-

suer to redeem it : distinctively called a bill of
credit.— 10. The time given for payment for
anything sold on trust: as, a long credit or
a short credit.— 11. A sum of money due to
some person ; anything valuable standing on
the creditor side of an account : as, A has a
credit on the books of B; the credits are more
than balanced by the debits.

Credits of warehouse receipts and bills of lading.
The American, VIL 166.

12f. A credible or credited report.

I could not find him at tlie Elephant

:

Yet there he was ; and there 1 found this credit,
Tliat he did range the town to seek me out.

Shak., T. N., iv. 3.

Bill Of credit. See def. 9, and bim.— General credit of
a witness, his credibility, or general cliaract^T for veraci-
ty, irresi>ective of any particular bias in tlie case in which
he is called.— Letter of credit, an order given oy bankers
or others atone piace to euable a person, at his option, to
receive money at aiiotlier place. In legal effect, it is a re-
quest tliat credit to an amount stated be given the person
mentioned, coupled with ttie engagement that, if credit
is given, the writer will be responsible for any default
on the part of tlie holder. Letters of credit are of two
kinds ; yeneral when addressed to any and all persons,
and special when addressed to some particular individual
or company.— 0p6n credit, in ^naiice, a credit given to
a client, against wliich lie is at lliierty to draw, although
he has furnislied neitlu-r jiersonal guaranties nor a de-
posit of securities.— Public credit, tlie confidence wiiicll

men entertain in the ability and disposition of a nation
or community to make good its engagements witli its

creditors ; or, the estimation in wliich individuals hold tlie

public promises of payment, as affecting the security of
loans, or the rate of premium or interest on them. Tlie
phrase is also used of the general financial reputation of
a community or country.— To open a credit. See open.

creditability (kred'i-ta-bil'i-ti), ». [< credi-

table : see -bility.} The quality of being credi-
table.

creditable (kred'i-ta-bl), a. [< credit + -able.'}

If. Worthy of credit or belief; credible.

And there is an instance yet beliinde, wliich is more
creditable than either, and gives probability to them all.

Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxi.

Creditable witnesses. Ludlow, Memoirs, III. 74.

2. Reputable; bringing credit, honor, repu-
tation, or esteem ; respectable ; of good re-
port.

.\ creditable way of living. Arbuthnot, John Hull.

creditableness (kred'i-ta-bl-nes), n. Reputa-
bleness ; creditable character, condition, or es-
timation; the character of being admired or
imitated.

Among all these snares, there is none more entangling
than the creditableness and repute of customary vices.

Decay of Christian Piety.

creditably (kred'i-ta-bli), adv. Reputably;
with credit ; without disgrace.

He who would be creditably, and successfully, a villain,

let bim go whining, praying, and preaching to his work.
South, Sermons, V. 218.

crMit foncier (kra-de' fdu-sya'). [F., lit. land
credit : crcilit, credit

;
foncier, landed, pertain-

ing to land, < fonds, ground, landed property,
cash, funds: see credif, n., and/unrf.] An asso-
ciation that lends money on the pledge of real
estate. Such associations are of two kinds : (a) Those in
whicli tlie association lends money on real estate at a fixed
rate of interest, and issues stock based on the property tliiis

pledged, promising to pay a fixed rate of interest thereon,
rhe stoclt may be bought by any person. The purcliaser,
in etTect, buys the stock on ttie promise of the borrower
cfiiipied with the pledge of his property, and on the fur-
ther promise of the association. Tliis form is common in
Oerniany. (6) Those in wliich the loan is repaid by instal-
ments or annuities extending over a period of years, gen-
erally fifty. Associations of this kind are common in
France.

Credit Mobilier (kred'it mo-be'lifer; F. pron.
kra-de' nio-be-lya'). [F., lit. personal credit:
credit, credit; mobilier, personal (of property),

<

credulity

»!o6ife, movable : see credit, n., and >Mo6t7e.] 1.
In French hist., a, banking corporation formed in
1852, under the name of the "Soei6t6 g4n6rale
du Credit Mobilier," with a capital of 60,000,000
francs, for the placing of loans, handling the
stocks of aU other companies, and the transac-
tion of a general banking business. It engaged
in very extensive transactions, buying, selling, and loaning
in such a manner as to bring into one organized whole all
tlie stocks and credit of France, and was apparently in a
most prosperous condition until it proposed to issue bonds
to the amount of 240,000,000 francs. This amount of paper
currency frightened financiers, and the government for-
bade its issue. From this time the company rapidly de-
clined, and closed its affairs in 1867, with gieat loss to all
but its proprietors.

2. In U. S. hist., a similar corporation chartered
in Pennsylvania in 1863 with a capital of 12,-
500,000. In 1867, after passing into new hands, and in-
creasing its stock to g!3,7.'JO,000, it became a company for
tlie building of the Union Pacific railroad. For a few
years it paid large dividends, and its stock rose in value.
In a trial in Pennsylvania in 1872 as to the ownership of
some stock, it was shown that cei-tain congressmen secretly
possessed stock, and both houses of the Congi-ess that met
in December of that year appointed committees of inves-
tigation. The Senate committee reconiniended the ex-
pulsion of one member ; but the Senate did nothing. The
House committee recommended the expulsion of two of
its members ; but the House, instead, passed resolutions
of censure.

creditor (kred'i-tor), n. [= OF. crediteur, credi-
tour = Sp. aereedor = Pg. acredor, credor =
It. creditore = G. creditor = Dan. Sw. kreditor,

< L. creditor, a creditor (def. 2), < credere, pp.
creditMS, trust, believe : see credit, ».] If. One
who believes ; a believer.

,The easy creditors of novelties.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iii. 84.

2. One to whom any return is due or payable

;

specifically, one who gives credit in business
transactions; hence, one to whom a sum of
money is due for any cause : correlative to
debtor. Abbreviated Cr.

My creditors grow cruel, my estate is very low.
Shak., M. of V., Iii. 2.

Creditors have better memories than debtors.
Franklin, Way to Wealth.

Catholic creditor, seem« o; ic— Creditor exchanges.
See c;ra/i'ii,i;-/iu««i?.— Creditor's action, or creditor's
bill. («) An action or a bill in etiuity, by one or more
creditors, in many cases in lielialf also of all other credi-
tors wlio shall come in under the judgment or decree, to
reach assets such as could not be sold on execution at
law, for an account of tlie assets and a due settlement of
the estate : commonly called a strict creditor's bill. (6) A
similar action or bill to set aside a fraudulent transfer of
assets which may be sold on execution : commonly called
a bill in the nature of a creditor's bill, or a bill in aid of an
execution.— 'ExecatOT creditor. See executor.— 'Pt^
fejrred creditor, a creditor who by law is entitled to an
advantage, as in the time or amount of payment, not pos-
sessed by other creditors.— Secondary creditor, in Scots
law, an expression used in contradistinction to catholic
creditor.— TO delay creditors. See delay.

creditress (kred'i-tres), «. [< creditor + -ess:
see eriilitrix.'] A female creditor.

creditrix (kred'i-triks), n. [= It. creditrice, <
LL. ereditrix (creditric-), fern, of L. creditor:
Bee creditor. Cf. creditress.'] A female creditor.

The same was granted to Elizabeth Bludworth, his
principal ereditrix. I. Walton, Cotton.

credit-union (kred'it-ii''nygn), n. A coopera-
tive banking society, formed for the purpose
of lending its credit or money to its members
on real or personal property, and of dividing
among them any profit that may be made. See
credit foncier.

crednerite (kred'nfer-it), n. [After the German
geologist H. Credncr (bom 1841).] An oxid of
manganese and copper, occurring in foliated
masses of an iron-black or steel-gray color.

credo (kre'do), n. [L., I believe: see creed.]
1. Thecreedin the service of the Roman Cath-
olic and Anglican churches.— 2. A musical
setting of the creed, usually in canon or fugue
form. It comes between the Gloria and the
Sancttis.

credulity (kre-du'li-ti), n. [< P. ci-eduUte= Sp.
crcdulidad ='Pg. credulidade = It. credulitd, <

L. credulita(t-)s, < creduhis, credulous : see cred-

ulous.'] A weak or ignorant disregard of the
nature or strength of the evidence upon which
a belief is founded; in general, a disposition,
arising from weakness or ignorance, to believe
too readily, especially impossible or absurd
things.

Wearied from doubt to doubt to flee.

We welcome fond credulity,
Guide confldent, though blind.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 30.

There is often a portion of willing credulity and enthu-
siasm in the veneration which the most discerning men
pay to their political idols.

Uacavlay, Hallam's Const. Hiat.



credulity

Credulitii, as a mental and moral phenomenon, mani-
fests itself in widely different ways, according as it chances
to be the daughter of fancy or terror.

LovxU, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 81.

=Syil. Fanaticism, Bigotry, etc. See sttperittition.

credalous (kred'u-lus), a. [= F. credule = Sp.
eredulo = Pg. It. credulo, < L. creduUts, apt to
believe, < credere, believe : see creed.l 1. Char-
acterized by or exhibiting credulity; uncritical
with regard to beliefs ; easily deceived

;
gull-

ible.
A credtdouB father, and a brother noble,
"Whose nature is so far from doing harms
That he suspects none. Shah., Lear, i. 2.

Cliildren and fools are ever crednlous,
And I am both, I thinlc, for I believe.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 4.

2t. BeUeved too readily. [Hare.]

'Twas he possessed me with your credulous death.
Beau, and Fl.

credulously (kred'u-lus-li), adv. With credu-
lity.

The Queen, by her Leiger Ambassador, adviseth the
King not too credulously to entertain those Reports.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 394.

credulousness (kred'u-lus-nes), n. Credulity;
readiness to believe without sufficient evidence

;

gullibility.

Beyond all credulity ... is the credulousness of Athe-
ists, whose belief is so absurtlly strong as to believe that
chance could make the world, when it cannot build ahouse.

Clarke, Sermons, I. i.

creed (kred), «. [< ME. crede (sometimes, as
L., credo), < AS. creda = Icel. kredda (also, af-
ter L., kredo) = MHG. crede (cf. Gael, ere) ; in
other languages usually in L. form, OF. F. Pf.
Sp. Pg. It. credo, creed; < L. credo, I believe,
the first word of the Latin version of the Apos-
tles' and Nicene creeds ; Ist pers. sing. pres. ind.
act. of credere, believe, trust, confide : see credit,

t'.] 1. A statement of belief on any subject,
religious, political, scientific, or other ; especial-
ly, a formal statement of religious belief ; a
"form of words, setting forth with authority
certain articles of belief which are regarded by
the framers as necessary for salvation, or at
least f(«• the well-being of the Christian Church "

{Schaff, The Creeds of Christendom, I. i.). in the
Protestant churches the authority of creeds is relative
and limited, and always subordinate to the Bible as the
only infallible rule of faith and practice. In the Greek
and Koman Catholic churches the creed of the church
is regarded as of equal authority over the believer with
the Bible. The principal historical creeds of Christen-
dom are the following : the Apostles' Creed (see apostle)
and the Nicene Creed (see Nicene), both originating in
the fourth century, and generally accepted by Christian
churches, Protestant, Greek, and Koman Catholic ; tlie.4fA-
anasian Creed (see Athanasian), retained by the Church
of England, but not by the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the United States, nor by other Protestant connnuni-
ties ; the Decrees of the Council of Trent (A. D. 1663), the
great symbol of Romanism (see Tridentine) ; the Orthodox
Confession ofMogilas (S2ve»teenth century), and the creed
ratified by the Synod of Jerusalem (1672), both recognized
by the Greek Church; the Augsburg Confession (1530),
the symbol of the Lutheran Church ; the l/elmtie Confes-
sions (two confessions, a first and a second Helvetic Con-
fession, 1536, 1566), adopted by Swiss theologians as a state-
ment of the reformed faith of the Swiss churches ; the West-
minster Confession of Faith (1647), the symbol of the Pres-
byterian Church ; the Canons of the Synod of Dort (1619),
aimed especially at Arminianism, and still regarded as a
symbol of doctrine by the Reformed Church of the Nether-
lands and the Reformed (Dutch) Church in America ; the
Thirty-nine Articles (1563-71) of the Church of England
and (revised in 1801) of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the United States ; the Savoy Confession (1658), a Con-
gregational symbol, and formerly generally accepted by
Congl-egationalists ; and the Twenty-five Articles of the
Methodist Episcopal Church (1784), of which the first

twenty-four were prepared by John Wesley, on the basis
of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England. A
number of other special declarations of faitli by other
Protestant bodies are of less historical significance. The
word creed, however, in its strict sense applies only to
comparatively brief formulas of profession of faith (as the
Apostles' Creed), beginning with the words "I believe"
or "We believe," and intended to be used at baptism or
reception of converts, or in public worship.

Also wher the Postyllys [Apostles) made Crede of ower
feyth. Torkington, Warie of Eng. Travell, p. 29.

And the Creed was commonly then called the Rule of
Faith. Stillingjteet, Sermons, III. ii.

Men of science do not pledge themselves to creeds.

Huxley, Origin of Species, p. 146.

2. What is believed ; accepted doctrine ; espe-
cially, religious doctrine.

Necessity is the ai-gnment of tyrants, it is the creed of
slaves. W. Pitt, Speech on the India Bill, Nov., 1783.

Our estimate of the actual creed of Lessing, now that
all the materials are before us, is very difBcult to fix.

Prof. Cairns, Unbelief in the IStli Century, p. 215.

creedt (kred), v. t. [< creed, »., or directly < L.
credere, believe: see creed, re., and cf. credit, ».]
To credit; believe.
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I marvelled, when as I, in a subject so new to this age,

concealed not my name, why this author defending that
part which is so creeded by the people would conceal his.

Milton, Colasterion.

creedal (kre'dal), a. [< creed + -ai.] Of or
pertaining to creed ; founded upon creed : as,
creedal unity. [Rare.]

Four columns . . . advocate formal or creedal unity,
and two editorials the opposite.

Church Union, Jan. 11, 1868.

creedless (kred'les), a. [< creed + -fess.]

Without creed, or definite formula of belief.

creedsmau (kredz ' man), n.
;

pi. creedsmen
(-men). [< creed's, poss. of creed, + man.] A
maker of or believer in a creed or creeds. The
Independent (New York), May 25, 1871.

creefcl (krek), «. [In the United States common-
ly pronounced and sometimes written crick; ear-
ly mod. E. creek and crick, < ME. crcke (a doubt-
ful spelling), reg. crike, cryke, cryk (with short
vowel), an inlet, cove, like F. crique, a creek, of
Seand. origin : < Icel. kriki, a nook, = Sw. dial.
krik, a bend, nook, comer, creek, cove, = D.
kreek, a creek, bay, = AS. *crecca, a creek, pre-
served in the proper names Creccageldd, now
Cricklade in Wiltshire, and Creccanford, Crec-
ganford, now Crayford in Kent. See crick'^.']

1. A small inlet, bay, or cove ; a recess in the
shore of the sea or of a river, or of any consid-
erable body of water.

He knew wel alle the havenes, as thei were, . . .

And euery cryke [var. cryk, 1 MS. ; creke, TjTwhitt] in Bre-
tayne and in Spayne.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 409.

And as Almyghty God and theyr good hap wolde, on
Tewysdaye in the nyght the rage of the sayd tempest put
theym into a lytell kryke bytwene .ij. hylles at the shore.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 76.

We crossed the plain near the sea, and came to a very
small bay, or creek. . . . This creek is the old harbour
Metallum, or Jletalia, now called Matala.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 250.

On the bank of Jordan, by a creek.
Where winds with reeds and osiers whispering play.

Milton, P. R., ii. 26.

2. A small stream ; a brook ; a rivulet. [Com-
mon in this sense in the United States and
Australia, but now rare in England.] See
crick^.

Lesser streams and rivulets are denominated creeks.

Goldsmith.

3t. A turn or vdnding.

The passage of alleys, creeks, and narrow lands.
Shak., C. of E., iv. 2.

Hence— 4t. A device; an artifice; a trick.

The more queynte crekes that they make.
The more wol I stele. Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1.131.

5. A small seaboard town of insufficient im-
portance to have a customs-station of its own.
[Eng.] E. D.

creefcif (krek), V. i. [< creefci, «.] To twist and
wind ; form a creek.

The salt water so creeketh about it, that it almost insu-
lateth it [a town]. Holland, tr. of Camden.

creek^t, i'. and ?<. An obsolete spelling of creak^.

creek-fish (krek'fish), «. A local name in the
United States of the chub-sucker.
creeky (kre'ki), a. [< creek^ + -^i.] Contain-
ing creeks ; full of creeks ; winding.

A water, whose outgushing flood
Ran bathing all the creakie shore aflot.

Spenser, Visions of Bellay, st. 9.

creel (krel), re. [8c. creel, creil, ereill, crail, <

ME. crelle, < Gael, craidhleag = Ir. craidhlag, a
basket, creel, related to Gael, creathall = Ir.

craidhal, a cradle. Less prob. < Gael, and Ir.

criol, a chest, coffer, Ir. crilin, a box, chest,
coffer, pyx.] 1. An osier basket or pannier.
Specifically— (a) A basket for carrying on the back or sus-
pended from the shoulder ; as, a flsh-wife's creel ; an an-
gler's creel ; a miner's creel.

We hae three hundre' [herring] left in the creel.

C. Reade, Christie Johnstone, ii.

(6) A basket or cage for catching lobsters or crabs.

2. In angling, fish that are placed in a creel

;

the catch.— 3. In a spinning-machine, a frame-
work for holding bobbins or spools.—4. A kind
of frame used for slaughtering sheep upon.
[North. Eng.]
Also crail.

To be in a creel, or to have one's wits In a creel,
to labor under some temporary confusion or stupefaction
of mind. [Scotch.]— To COUp the creels. See coiqA.

creel (krel), v. t. [< creel, ».] In angling, to
put into the creel; hence, to capture: as, he
creeled fifty trout.

creel-frame (krel'fram), n. In a spinning-ma-
chine, a frame for holding the bobbins of rov-
ings which are to be spun.

creeper

creem (krem), V. t. See crim.

creep (krep), v. i.; pret. and pp. crept, ppr.
creeping. [< ME. crepen (pret. crep, crap, crojie.

pi. crupe, cropen, crope, pp. cropen, crape), <
AS. credpan (pret. credp, pi. crupon, pp. cropen),
creep, crawl, = OS. kriopan = OFries. kriapa =
D. kruipen = MLG. LG. krupen = Icel. krjupa =
Sw. krypa = Dan. krybe = (with eh from k =
;)) OHG. chriochan, MHG. G. kriechen, creep.]
1. To move with the body near or touching the
ground, as a reptile or an insect, a cat stealthily
approaching its prey, or an infant on hands and
knees.
We wol noujt krepe of [out of] these skinnes lest vs

schathe tidde (harm befall us].

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3084.

The slow-worm creeps, and the thin weasel there
Follows the mouse. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. In hot. : (a) To grow prostrate along the
ground or other surface, (b) To grow below
the surface, as rooting shoots. A creeping
plant usually fastens itself by roots to the
surface upon which it grows.

Oh, a dainty plant is the ivy green.
That creepeth o'er ruins old.

Dickens, Pickwick, vi.

3. To move alon^, or from place to place,
slowly, feebly, or timorously ; move impercep-
tibly, as time.

Now age is cropen on me ful stille.

And makith me oold & blac of ble,

And y go downeward w^th the hille.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

The whining schoolboy, with his satchel.
And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

Hour after hour crept by.
Whittier, Cassandra Southwick.

4. To move secretly; move so as to escape
detection or evade suspicion; enter unob-
served.

Of this sort are they which creep into houses, and lead
captive silly women. 2 'Tim. iii. 6.

The idea of her life shall sweetly creep
Into his study of imagination.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

The sophistry which creeps into most of the books of
argument. Locke.

5. To move or behave with exlreme servility

or humility; move as if affected with a sense
of humiliation or terror.

They creepe a little perhaps, and sue for grace, till they
have gotten new breath and recovered their strength
agayne. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Like a guilty thing I creep.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, vii,

6. To have a sensation as of worms or insects
creeping on the skin: as, the sight made my
flesh creep.— 7. To move longitudinally: said
of the rails of a railroad.

The south track, under an eastward traffic of 4,807,000
tons, crept east 414 feet on the approach, and 240 feet on
the ijridge, in the same time. Science, V. 345.

= Syn. Crawl, Creep. See crawll.

creep (krep), n. [< creep, v.'] 1. The act of
creeping. [Rare.]

A gathering creep. Loirell.

2. In coal-mining, the apparent rising of the
floor, or under-clay, of the mine between the
pillars, or where the roof is not fully supported,
caused by the pressure of the superincimibent
strata, if the under-clay is very soft and the pillars are
not sufficiently large, a colliery may thus be entirely de-
stroyed.

3. j>l. A sensation as of something crawling
over one ; a sensation as of shivering. See
creep, v. i., 6. Also called creepers.

They [locusts] got into one's hair and clothes, and gave
one the creeps all over.

Lady Brassey, "Voyage of Sunbeam, I. vi.

4. Same as creeper, 6 (b). G. E. Armstrong,
Torpedoes and Torpedo-vessels, p. 134.

creeper (kre'per), «. [< ME. crepere, a creeper,

< AS. credpere, a cripple, < credpan, creep : see

creep, v., and -erl.] \. One who or that which
creeps.— 2+. One who cringes; a sycophant.

A Courtly Gentleman to be loftie and curious in coun-
tenaunce, yet sometimes a creeper, and a curry fauell with
his superiours. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 245.

3. In bot., a plant which grows upon or just

beneath the surface of the ground, or upon
any other surface, sending out rootlets from the
stem, as ivy and couch-grass, the common Vir-

ginia creeper (Ampclopsisquinqiiefolia), and the
trumpet'-creeper {Tecoma radicans). See cut
under Bignoniaceee. The term is also popularly ap-
plied to various plants which are more properly called
climbers, as the Canary creeper {Tropceolum adwumm),
etc.



creeper

Virginia Creeper {Ampelopsis quinquefotia). a, an expanded
flower ; o, diagram of flower.

(From Gray's " Genera of tlie Plants of tlie United States.")

Winders or creepers, as ivy, briony, and woodbine.
Bacon.

The little cottages embowered in creepers.

British Quarterly Iter., LXXXIII. 419.

4. In ornith., a term applied to very many birds,

mostly of small size and with slender bill,

which creep, climb, or scramble about in trees

and bushes. Specifically— (a) Any bird of the family
Certhiidce, in any sense of the word. The common or

brown creeper is Certhia familiaris. (&) Some bird of the
American family Sylvicolidce or Mniotiltul<e : as, the ijlacli-

and-white creeper, Mnwtitta varUi; the "pme-creeper. Den-
drceca pinus. (c) Some bird of the American family Doc-
ni4<e or Cterebid(e, commonly called horiey-ereepers. (d)

Any bird of the South American family VendrocolaptUiiB
or A.iiabatid<K, commonly called tree-creepers.

5. A specimen of a breed of the domestic fowl
with legs so short that they walk slowly and
with difficulty, and do not scratch like common
fowls.— 6. A name of various mechanical de-

vices and utensils . (o) An iron used to slide along the
grate in kitchens. (&) An instrument of iron with hooks
or claws for dragging tlie Ijottom of a well, river, or har-

bor, and bringing up what may be there. [In this sense
often used in the plural.] (c) An iron bar joining two and-
irons, (d) A spiral within a revolving cylindrical grain-

screen, designed to imi>el the grain toward the discharge
end ; a conveyer or spiral on the inner surface. E. ti.

Kniffht. (c) In a earding-machine, an emlless moving
apron, or two aprons placed one over the other, by which
fibers are fed t^.> or from the machine. Also called a creep-

ing-sheet. (/) A small cooking utensil of iron, with short
legs. Also called spider, (if) pi. Iron frames, containing
spikes, attached to the feet and legs to assist In climbing
a tree or a telegraph-pole ; climbers. (A) An iron attached
to the boot-heel to prevent slipping upon ice. (t) A low
stool. [Prov. Eng.]

7. A low patten worn by women. Wright.

[Prov. Eng. J — 8. pi. Same as creep, 3.

The first unpleasant sensations of chilliness are the so-

called creepers running down the spine.
Sci. .iHier., N. S., LIV. 329.

9. Same as creepie^ True creepers, the birds of

the subfamily CcrfAiinoE.— Wall-creeper, the bird Ti-

chr/droina muraria.

creep-hole (krep'hol), n. 1. A liole into which
an animal may creep to escape notice or dan-
ger. Hence— 2. A subterfuge; an excuse.

creepiei, creepy^ (kre'pi), n. [E. dial, and Sc,
appar. dim. from creep.'] A low stool ; a cricket.

AJso called creeper, creepiestool, and creepie-

ehair, and in Scotland sometimes denoting the
stool of repentance.
The three-legged creepie-stools . . . were hired out at a

l>enny aa hour to such market women as ciime too late to

find room on the steps. Mrs. Qaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

creepie-, creepy^ (kre'pi), ». A small speckled
fowl. .S'. .S. naUteman. [Local, U. S.]

creeping (kre'ping), H. In submarine work, the
act of dragging with creepers or grapnels to

recover a lost object ; specifically, dragging
with a creeper or grapnel for the electric cables
by which a submarine mine-field is exploded.

creeping-disk (kre'ping-disk), n. The sole of
the foot of a rnollusk. as a slug or a snail.

creeping-jack (kre'ping-jak), n. The stonecrop,
Sednm ni'V-.

creeping-jenny (kre'ping-jen'i), n. Money-
wort or herb-twopence, Lysimachia nummula-
ria.

creepingly (kre'ping-li), adv. By creeping;
slowlv; with the motion of an insect or a rep-
tile.

creeping-sailor (kre'ping-sa'lor), n. The beef-
steak saxifrage, Saxifrtidu sarmentnsa.
creeping-sheet (kre'pin'g-shet), n. The feed-
ing-apron of a carding-maehine. E. H. Knight.
See crccjur. 6 (r).

creeping-sickness (kre'ping-sik'nes), n. The
gangrenous form of ergotism. See ergotism.
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creeplet (kre'pi), n. [Dial, form of cripple,

resting on the mod. form of the orig. verb
creep: see cripple.] 1. A creeping animal ; a
reptile ; a serpent.

There is one creeping beast, or long creepie (as the name
is in Devonshire), that hath a rattle at his tail that doth
discover his age. Morton.

2. A cripple.

Thou kuowest how lame a creepie the world is.

DonTie, Anat. of World, v. 238.

creep-mouse (krep'mous), o. Still; quiet. [Col-

loq.l

It will not much signify if nobody hears a word you say

;

you may be as creep-niouse as you like, but we must have
you to look at. Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xv.

creepyl (kre'pi), a. [< creep + -y^.] Chilled
and crawling, as with horror or fear.

One's whole blood grew curdling and creepy.
Brotminy, The Glove.

creepy^, creepy^. See creepie^, creepie^.

creese, kris (kres, kris), «. [Also written crease,

cris, criss, kris, kriss, and formerly creeze; <

Malay kris, kris, a dagger. Cf. clich.] A short
sword or heavy dagger in use among the Malays
of Java, Sumatra, and the Malay peninsula.
It is peculiar in having a waved blade, and a handle which
is rarely in the prolongation of the blade, but forms a more
or less oblique angle with it.

Their [the Javans'j Crisses or Daggers are two foote long,
waued Indenture fashion, and poysoned. that few escape.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 542.

By his side he wore a gold-handled kriss, and carried in

his right hand a be-flagged lance with its tip sheathed—
the wedding staff.

//. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 218.

creesh, creish (kresh), «. [Sc; also written
creisch ; < Gael, creis, grease: see grease.]

Grease ; tallow.

creesh, creish (kresh), v. t. [Sc, < creesh, creish,

n.] To gi'case— To creesh one's loof, literally, to
grease one's palm ; give one a consideration for some bene-
fit conferred or expected ; bribe one.

creeshy (kre'shi), a. [Sc, < creesh -f- -yl. Cf.

Gael, creissidh, greasy.] Greasy.

Kilmarnock wabsters, fldge and claw,

An' pour your creeshie nations. . . .

Swith to the Laigh Kirk ane an" a'.

Burns, The Ordination.

crefisht, «• An obsolete form of crawfish.

creirgist, «. [W., < cralr, a relic (cf. creirfa, a
place for relics, a reliquary, a museum), -f- cist,

a chest: see cist^.] A reliquary: used with
reference to reliquaries which exist in Wales
and the west of England.

creish, «. and r. See creesh.

crekeif, ". An obsolete form of creek^.

creke'-'t, '. An obsolete form of creak^.

cremaillere (kre-mal-yar'), H. [< F. cremail-

lere (> Sp. gramallera), pot-hook, rack, iron
plate with holes, < OP. cremeille, < ML. crama-
culus, a pot-hook, dim. of Teiit. (D.) kravi, a
hook, cramp-iron : see crawj^l.] Infield-fortifi-

cation, the inside line of the parapet, so traced
as to resemble the teeth of a saw, in order to

afford the advantage of bringing a heavier tire

to bear upon the defile than if only a simple
face were opposed to it.

cremaster (kre-mas'tfer), n. and a. [NL., < Gr.
Kiir/ianT!/i), a suspciuler, one of the muscles by
which the testicles are suspended, < Kpe/iawvvai,

Kpe/iav (= Goth, hramjan), suspend, hang.] I.

n. 1 . The muscle of the spermatic cord ; the
suspensory muscle of the testicle, consisting of

a series of fibers derived from the internal ob-
lique muscle of the abdomen, and let down in

loops upon the cord.— 2. In entom., a name
given by Kirby to little hook-like processes on
the posterior extremity of many lepidopterous
pupse, by which they suspend themselves during
pupation ; hence, the tip of the abdomen of the
pupa of any insect which undergoes complete
metamorphosis, serving for the attachment of

the pupa. It is the homologne of the anal plate of the
larva, and its form is foreshadowed in that of the anal
plate.

3t. A hook for hanging a pot or other vessel

over a fire.

H. a. Suspensory; pertaining to the cre-

master: as, the cremaster muscle.

cremasteric (krem-as-ter'ik), a. [< cremaster
+ -ic] In anat., pertaining to the cremaster:
as. a rmndsteric artery; cremasteric fibers.

cremate (kro'mat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. cremated,

ppr. cremating. [< L. crematus, pp. of cremare,

bum, used particularly of burning the dead

;

perhaps akin to carbo, coal (see carbon), Skt.

^ i;ri, roast, boil.] To burn up or destroy by
heat; specifically, to consume (a dead body)
by intense heat, as a substitute for burial.

cremor

cremation (krf-ma'shon), n. [< L. erematio{n-),
< cremare, pp. cremaius, bum: see cremate.]
The act or custom of cremating ; a burning, as
of the dead ; incineration ; incremation. The burn-
ing of the dead was common in antiquity, the corpse be-
ing imperfectly consumed on a funeral pyre, and the ashes
and bones afterward placed in an urn. (.See cinerary urn,
under cinerary.) The revival of the practice in a more
efficient manner has been advocated in recent times for
sanitary reasons, and to some extent effected. Various
methods of cremation have been proposed, the great diffi-

culty being to consume the Itody without permitting the
escape of noxious exhalations, and v;ithout defiling the
aslies with foreign substances. In W. Siemens's apparatus
(a modification of the plan of Sir Heni-y Thompson) the
body is exposed to the combined action of highly heated
air and combustible gases, so as to be entirely consumed
without foreign admixture, while the furnace is so con-
structed that no noxious effluvium escapes from it.

The Mexicans practiced cremation; and when men killed
in battle were missing, they made figures of them, and
after honouring these, burnt them and buried the ashes.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 156.

cremationist (kre-ma'shgn-ist), n. [< crema-
tion + -ist.] One who advocates or upholds
the practice of cremation of the bodies of the
dead as a substitute for burial.

cremator (krf-ma'tor), n. [< LL. cremator, a
burner, consirmer by fire, < L. cremare, pp. cre-

niatus, bum: see cremate, andcf. crematorium.]
A furnace for consuming dead bodies or refuse
matter ; a crematory.

A company proposes to erect two cremators, at an ex-
pense of ten thousand dollars, for this purpose [the disposal
of garbage], claiming that the running expenses will not.

exceed $15.50 per diem. Scietu!e, IX. 309.

crematorium (kre-ma-to'ri-um), 71. ;
pi. crema-

toria (-ii). [< NL. crematorium : see crematory.]
A crematory.
crematory (kre'ma-to-ri), a. and n. [< NL.
*crematorius (neut. crematorium, n.), < L. cre-

mare, pp. crematus, bum: see cremate.] I. a.

Serving to bum or consume by fire ; connected
with or employed in cremation : as, a crematory
furnace.

II, n.
;
pi. crematories (-riz). An establish-

ment for burning the bodies of the dead, in-

cluding the furnace and its adjuncts.

crembalum (krem'ba-lum), ».
;

pi. crembala
(-la). [NL., < Gr. Kpe/jfia/.ov, a rattling instru-

ment to beat time with in dancing, like a Cas-

tanet.] An old name for the jew's-harp.

Cremnitz white. See white.

cremocarp (krem'o-karp), n. [< Gr. Kpe/iavvvvai,

KptfiHn (see cremaster), hang, + /capirdf, fruit.] A
fruit, as that of
the TJmbellifera:,

consisting of
two or more in-

dehiscent, infe-

rior, one-seeded
carpels, separat-
ing at maturity
from each other
and froni the Cremocarp.
slender axis. Al- a, fruit of Critkmum ntaritimum ; b,

ar\ noH^^ /-ff^-nn- Section of same, showing the two distinct"so caueu carpo-
„„e.seeded carpels.

aclium.

Cremona^ (kre-mo'na), n. [For Cremona riolin

:

see def . ] Any violin made at Cremona, Italy,

by the Amati family, in the latter part of the
sixteenth and in the seventeenth century, and
by Stradivarius at the beginning of the eigh-
teenth century. These instruments are considered to
excel all others, and are highly prized. The name is often
improjierly applied to any old Italian violin.

cremona^ (lie-mo'na), n. [Corruption (in imi-
tation of Cremona^) ot cromorna, F. cromorne,
itself a corruption of G. krummhorn : see krumm-
horn.] Same as cromorna.
Cremonese (kre-mo-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [<
It. Cremonese, < Cremona.] I. a. Of or pertain-

ing to Cremona, a city of northern Italy for-

merly famous for its violins. See CremoiuA.

The term "a Cremona," or "a Cremonese violin," is of-

ten incorrectly used for an old Italian instrument of any
make. Grove, Diet. Music, I. 416.

II. n. sing, and pi. A native or natives of

Cremona.
At the beginning of the thirteenth century the ilantuans

had repulsed the Cremonese.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int.

, p. xxvii.

Cremonian (kre-mo'ni-an), a. Pertaining to the
Italian geometer Luigl Cremona Cremonian
congruency. See confjruen^y. — Cremonian corre-
spondence, a one-to-one con'cspondcnce of the points

in two planes, such that to every straight line in either

plane there corresponds a conic in the other. There are
three Cremonian.foci in each plane, where uU the conies
in that plane corresponding to right lines in tlie other in-

tersect.

cremort (kre'mdr), n. [L. cremor, thick juice

or broth, ML. cream, etc. : see cream^.] Thick.



cremor

juice, or a substance resembling it: as, "chyle
or cremor^" Ray.

cremosint, cremosinet (krem'o-zln), n. Obso-
lete forms of criimon.

crems, «• See krems.

crena (kre'na), n.
;
pi. crenw (-ne). [NL., < L.

creiia, a notch : found only once, in a doubtful

passage in Pliny (11, 37, 68, ^ 180), but frequent

in later (LL. ML.) glossaries (and appar. the

source of It. dial, crena, f., cran, m., =0F. crene,

crenne, f., cren, cran, P. cran (Walloon cren), m.,

and ult. of E. cranny, a crevice : see cranny'^)
;

perhaps orig. "cretna, a out (ef. curtus, cut short,

short: see cttrt), connected with Skt. •/ Icart,

cut.] 1. In entom., a small, linear, raised mark
resembling a wrinkle ; one of the projections

of a crenate surface or margin.— 2. In anat.,

one of the small projections by which the bones
of the skull tit together in the sutures.

crenatel (kre'nat), a. and n. [< NL. crenatus, <

L. crena, a notch: see crena.'] 1. a. 1. Notched;
indented; scal-
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The ereneUated surface of the sea, modelled with rare
delicacy and elaboration, adds to the charm of a capital

specimen of modern English landscape painting.
Atherueu-in, No. 3073, p. 377.

Also crenate, crenated, crenelled.

crenelation, crenellation (kren-e-la'shon), n.

[< crenelaie, crcncllate, v., + -ion.] 1. The act

of rendering a building defensible by the addi-
tion of battlements or by the cutting of loop-

holes. See crenelaie, v.

The usage of fortifying the manor-houses of the great
men . . . went along way towards making every rich man's
dwelling-place a castle. The fortification or crenellation

of these houses or castles could not be taken in hand with-

out the royal licence. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 472.

2. The state or condition of being crenelated.
— 3. A battlement.

The platforms, the bastions, the terraces, the high-

perched windows and balconies, the hanging gardens and
dizzy crenellations of this complicated structure, keep you
in perpetual intercourse with an inmiense horizon.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 46.

4. Any notch or indentation.

cr^nele (kra-ne-la'), a. [P., pp. of creneler :

see crenelaie, r.] In Jier., same as embattled.

crenelet (kren'e-let), n. [Dim. of OF. crenel,

P. creneau, battlement : see crenelle.'] A small
crenelle.

The sloping crenelete of the higher towers.
C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xlili.

Many bastions and crenates. H. Copp^e.

crenate^ (kre'nat), M. [< cren(ic) + -ate'>-.] A
salt of crenic acid.

crenately (kre'nat-li), adv. In a crenate man-
ner ; with crenatures.

crenation (kre-na'shon), n. [< crenate + -ion.]

Same as crenature.

From three to five of the crenations being usually visible.

//. C. Wood, Fresh-water Alga;, p. 119.

crenature (kren'a-tur), n. [< NL. crenatura, <

crenatus, crenate':' see crenate^.] In boL, a tooth

of a crenate leaf, or of any other crenate part.

crenclelf, v. A Middle English form of crinUe.

crenels^ (kreng'kl), «. Same as crmgle (a).

crenel (kren'el), n. [< OF. crenel, a notch, em-
brasure, P. creneau = Pr. cranel, < ML. crenel-

lus, dim. of (L.) crena : see crena. Cf. camel and
crenelle. See also cranny^.] If. The peak at

the top of a helmet.— 2. Same as crenelle.— 3.

In ioi., a tooth of a crenate leaf ; a crenature.

crenelate, crenellate (kren'e-lat), v.; pret.

and pp. crenelated, crenellated, ppr. crenelating,

crenellating. [< ML. as if *crenellatus, pp. of

*crenellare (OP. creneler), < crenellus, an embra-
sure: see crenel, crenelle.] I. trans. 1. To fur-

nish with battlements or embrastires; render
defensible by adding battlements, as a house.
— 2. To cut loopholes through, as a wall.

n. intrans. To add crenelations ; render a
place defensible by battlements.

The licence to crenellate occaaionally contained the per-

mission to euclose a park and even to hold a fair.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 472.

crenelate, crenellate (kren'e-lat), a. Same as

cren II lute.

crenelated, crenellated (kren'e-la-ted), jj. a.

1. Same as embattled. See also crenelate, v.—
2. Furnished with crenelles, as a parapet or

breastwork : specifical-

ly, in arch., applied to

a kind of embattled or
indented molding of

frequent occurrence in

Norman work.

The snow still lay in islets

on the grass, and in masses
on the l>ough8 of the great
cedar and the crenelated cop-
ing of the stone walls,
Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda,

[xxxv.

3. Fluted; channeled;
covered with indenta-

loped. (fl)labot.,
having the margin
cut into even and
rounded notches or
scallops, as a leaf.

When the scallops
have smaller ones
upon them, the
leaf is said to be crenellate, crenellated, etc See crenelate, etc.
doubly crenate. crenelle (kre-nel'), «. [< OP. crenelle, fem. of

their margins being crenel, < ML. crenellns, an embrasure, battle-

ment: see crene?.] One of the open spaces of a
battlemented parapet which alternate with the

merlons or cops. See battlement. Also crenel.

The Sultan Abd el Hamid, father of Mahmoud, erected

a neat structure of cut stone, whose creTiei^s make it look
more like a place of defence than of prayer.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 251.

There it stands, big, battlemented, buttressed, marble,
with windows like creneiies. T. irinf/iro;>, Cecil Dreeme, ii.

„»„„„.„„ ^~ y, ~. Same as crenelated.

The king was asked to establish by statute that eveiy
man throughout England might make fort or fortress,

walls, and creTKlled or embattled towers, at his own free

will. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 472.

crengle (kreng'gl), n. Same as cringle (a).

creniC (kre'nik), a. [< Gr. npfjvri, Doric Kpava, a
spring ; cf . Kpovvdq, a spring.] Of or pertaining

to a spring : used only in crenic acid, a white,

uncrystallizable organic acid existing in vege-
table mold and in the ocherous deposits of fer-

ruginous waters. By oxidation it forms apo-
crenio acid (which see, under apocrenic).

Crenllabrus (kren-i-la'brus), ». [NL., < L.

crena, a notch (see crena), 4- lahrum, a lip.]

A genus of fishes, of the section Acanthopiery-
gii and family Labridw, to which the gilthead

or goldenmaid and the goldfinny or goldsinny
belong. Several species have English names. C. melops
or tinea is the Conner, gilthead, or goldenmaid ; C. cor-

nubicus or norvegicus is tlie goldfinny or goldsinny ; C.

rupestris is Jago's goldsinny ; C. mtUtidentatus is the cork

Crenate and Doubly Crenate Leaves.

The cells are elongated, ...
straight in the Yucca and Iris, but minutely sinuous or

crenated in the Indian corn.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 377.

(b) In entom., having indentations, not sufficient to be
called teeth , the exterior outline of which is rounded : said

of a margin.

2. In fort., same as crenelated. See also cre-

nelle.

Aiso crenated.
, ^,..

n. n. A zigzag or tooth-shaped work, or
—knelled ftoen'eld') a

notch, in a wall or line of fortifications • a ere- creneiiea (Kren eia;, a.

nelle. [Rare.]

ling, corkwing, or Ball's wrasse ; C. !7iW)u« is the gibbous '"",' "•
/t,; =/i= „„•> _ v/ ^<,„lt,

wrasse; C luscus, the scalerayed wrasse ; and C. micro- CrCOlean (kre-o le-an), a. [< creoie

iitoii\a, the small-mouthed wrasse or rock-cock.

crenkle (kreng'kl), n. Same as cringle (a).

Crenuchina (kren-u-ki'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Cre-

nuchus + -ina.] In Giintker's system of classi-

fication of fishes, a group of Characinidm. The
technical characters are : an adipose dorsal fin, teeth in

both jaws well developed, dorsal fln rather elongate, gill-

openings wide (the gill-membrane not being attached to

the isthmus), belly rounded, and no canine teeth. Of crCO^

creosote

The markings at the sides of the petals [in Extracrinui]

are much more delicate than in Pentacrinus, having more
the character of striae or cre?mia(i«n than of coarse ridges.

Science, IV. 223.

creodont (kre'o-dont), a. and n. I. a. Pertain-
ing to the Creodonta.

11. n. One of the Creodonta.

Creodonta (kre-o-don'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kpfof, flesh, + 66oix (o<!oin--) = E. tooth; cf. Gr.

KpsoiiuToi;, carnivorous.] A group of fossilmam-
mals, considered by Cope a suborder of his

Bunotheria, containing forms ancestrally re-

lated to existing Carnivora, and divided by him
into the five families Arctocyonidm, Miaddce,
Oxy<enid(B, Amblyctonidai, and Meronychidce.

Creodonta were not such dangerous animals as the car-

nivora, with some possible exceptions, because, although
they were as large, they generally had shorter legs, less

acute claws, and smaller and more simple brains.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVII. 610.

Creole (kre'ol), n. and a. [= D. l-reool = G.
kreole = Dan. kreol, < P. Creole = Pg. crioulo =
It. creolo, < Sp. criollo, a Creole; said to be a
negro corruption of Sp."madJHo, dim. of criado,

a servant, follower, client, lit. one bred, brought
up, or educated (see creat), pp. of criar, breed,

beget, bring up, educate, lit. create, < L. creare,

create: see create.] I. n. 1. In the West Indies

and Spanish America: (a) Originally, a native

descended from European (properly Spanish)
ancestors, as distinguished from immigrants of

European blood, and from the aborigines, ne-

groes, and natives of mixed (Indian and Euro-
pean, or European and negro) blood, (b) Loose-
ly, a person bom in the country, but of a race

not indigenous to it, irrespective of color.— 2.

In Louisiana : (a) Originally, a native descended
from French ancestors who had settled there

;

later, any native of French or Spanish descent

by either parent; a person belonging to the

French-speaking native portion of the white

race.

Many Spaniards of rank cast their lot with the Creoles

(of Louisiana]. But the Creoles never became Spanish

;

and in society balls where the Creole civilian met the

Spanish military ofllcial, the cotillon was French or Span-

ish according as one or the other party was the stronger.

G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, xvi.

(6) A native-born negro, as distinguished from
a negro brought from Africa.

II. «. 1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of a Creole or the Creoles : as, Creole songs ; Cre-

ole dialects.

Among the people a transmutation was going on. French
fathers were moving aside to make room for Creole sons.

G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, v.

2. Of immediate West Indian growth, but of

ultimate European or other foreign origin:

as, Creole chickens ; Creole roses— Creole dialect,
the broken English of the Creoles of Louisiana and the

neighboring region.— Creole negro, a negro horn in a

part of the West Indies or the United States now or

originally Spanish or French.— Creole patois, the cor-

rupt French spoken by the negroes and Creole negroes of

Louisiana.
-ean.]

Creole.

tions.

Crenelated Molding.

Norman doorway, Kenilworth
church,Warwickshire, England.

two known species, one is South American and the other

African.

Crenuchus (kren'u-kus), n. [NL. (Giinther,

1863).] The typical genus of Crenuchina.

crenula (kren'u-la), n. ;
pi. crenulw (-le). [NL.,

dim. of L. crewa, a notch: see crena.] In zool.,

a little notch ; a little curved wrinkle on a sur-

face ; one of the teeth of a erenulate edge.

The rudiments of feet resembling obsolete tubercles or

crenulce. Say.

erenulate, crenulated (kren'u-lat, -la-ted), a.

[< crenula + -ate^ (+ -ed^).] Notched ; marked
as with notches.

In most parts it [phonolite] has a conchoidal fracture,

and is sonorous, yet it is crenulated with minute air-cavi-

ties. Darwin, Geol. Observations, i. 96.

Specifically— (a) In hot., having the edge cut into very

small scallops, as some leaves. Also crenelate, crenellate.

(b) In conch., an epithet applied to the indented margiu
of a shell. The fine saw-like edge of the shell of the cockle,

which fits nicely into the opposite shell, is a familiar exam-
ple, (c) In entom., finely crenate or waved : as, a erenulate

margin.

crenulation (kren-u-la'shon), n. [< erenulate

+ -ion.] 1. The state of being crenulated;

a series of notches ; specifically, the crenate

marking of the margin of some leaves. See cut

under crenate.— 2. Pine striation. [Bare.]

Pertaining to or resembling Creoles

[Rare.]

creoliant (kre-6'li-an), n. and a. [< Creole +
-ian.] I. n. "a Creole. Goldsmith.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling Creoles.

You are born a manorial serf or creolian negro.
Godunn, On Population, p. 472.

(kre-of'a-gus), a. [< Gr. Kpeo^yoc,

flesh-eating, < i^pia^, flesh, -t- (jMyeiv, eat.] Plesh-

eating; carnivorous.

It is conceivable that some of these are exceptional cre-

ojihagoui Protophytes, parallel at a lower level of struc-

ture to the insectivorous Phanerogams.
E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 831.

CreqpMlae (krf-of'i-le), «. p?. [NL., < Gr. kpc-

af, fl^sh, -H ii'^f, lo-sang.] In Latreille's classifi-

cation of insects, a subtribe of Muscides, having
very large alulets, nearly covering the balan-

cers, represented by such genera as Echinomyia,
Ocyptera, and Musca, and including the flesh-

flies.

creosol, creasol (kre'o-, kre'a-sol), n. [Ascreos-

ote, creas-ote, + -ol.]' A colorless oily liquid

(C8H10O2) of an agreeable odor and a burning

taste.

creosote, creasote (kre'o-, kre'a-sot), ji. [= P.

creosote = Sp. creosota = It. creosoto = D. kreo-

soot = G. Dan. kreosot, < NL. creosota, < Gr. Kpiac

(combining form prop, ^pto-), flesh, -t- aar- in

aoTT/p, preserver, < ci61;eiv, preserve, save.] A
substance first prepared from wood-tar, from
which it is separated by repeated solution in

potash, treatment with acids, and distillation.

It is also obtained from crude pyroligneous acid. In a pure

state it is oily, heavy, colorless, refracts light powerfully.



creosote

and has a sweetish, burning taste, and a strong smell as of

peat-smoke or smoked meat. It is so powerful an anti-

septic that meat will not putrefy after being plunged into

a solution of one per cent, of creosote. Wood treated with
It is not subject to dry-rot or other decay. It has been
used in surgery and medicine as an antiseptic with great
success, but it is now almost superseded hy the cheaper and
equally efficient carbolic acid. It is often added to whisky,
to give it the peat-reek flavor. Also written kreosote, hre-

amti'.

creosote, creasote (kre'o-, kre'a-sot), v. t.; pret.

and pp. creosoted, creasoted, ppr. creosoting, cre-

asoting. [< creosote, creasote, «.] To apply cre-

osote or a solution of creosote to ; treat with
creosote : as, to creosote wood to prevent its de-

cay.

An equally favorable and decisive result was obtained
from the pieces of flr creosoted at Amsterdam.

Pop. Sci. Mo., 111. 555.

creosote-bush (kre'o-sot-bush), «. The Larrea
Mexicana, a zygophyllaceous evergreen shrub
of northern Mexico and the adjacent region,

very^ resinous, and having a strong, heavy odor.
An infusion of the leaves is used by the Mexicans as a
remedy for rheumatism and also to give a red color to
leather.

creosote-water (kre'o-sot-wfi.'ter), n. A one
percent, solution of creosote in water : the aqua
creosoti of the pharmacopoeia.
crepance, crepane (kre'pans, -pan), n. [< L.
crepare, ppr. crepan{t-)s, HieSbk: see crepitate,

and of. craven, crevice^."] Awound in a hind leg
of a horse caused by striking with the shoe of
the other hind foot, in the vice called "inter-
fering."

crSpe (krap), n. [F.i aee crape. 1 Crape,
crepelt, ». A Middle English form of cripple.

crepe-llSSe (krap'les'), ». [F., smooth crape:
crepe, crape; lisse, smooth.] A fine thin silk

material, used for women's ruchings, dresses,

etc.

crepera (krep'e-ra), n.
;
pi. creperw (-re). [Nli-,

fem. of L. creper, dusky, dark : see creptiscle.^

In entom., an undefined portion of surface hav-
ing a paler color on
a dark groimd ; a
pale mark fading at
the edges into the
ground-color.

crepida (krep'i-da),

n.
;
pi. crepidw (-de).

[L.,< Gr. Kpipric, ace.

Kpt/nlSa, a kind of
boot or shoe : see
def.] In classical

antiq., a foot-cover-
ing or shoe varying
much in type, qual-
ity, and use ; spe-

cifically, a Greek sandal, of which the upper
portion, inclosing the foot, was a more or less

close network, chiefly of leather thongs.
crepidoma (kre-pi-dd'ma), n.

;
pi. crepidomata

(-ma-ta). [Gr. KprfniSufut, < xpiprl^ {Kpr/Ktd-), a
foundation: see crepida.'\ The entire founda-
tion of an ancient temple, including the stereo-
bate and the stylobate.

Crepidula (kre-pid'u-la), n. [NL., < L. crepi-

duUt, a, small sandal, dim. of crepida, a sandal,
< Gr. Kpriiric (Kpr/TTid-), a half-boot

:

see crepida.'] A genus of ttenio-

glossate pectinibranchiate mol-
lusks, of the family Cabjptrwidce
or bonnet-shells; the slipper-lim-
pets. They have an oval, very convex
shell, within which is a shelf-like parti-
tion. There are many species, of most
parts of the world. C. fomicata and C.
plana are two commou speclea of the
United .States.

crepilt, n. A Middle English form
of cripple. Chaucer.

crepinet, »• Same as erespine. Cotgrare.
Orepis (kre'pls), n. [NL., < L. crepis, an un-
known plant, < Gr. Kpr/7ri(, found only in sense
of 'boot, base, foundation,' etc.: see crepida.]
A genus of plants, natural onler Composita;, con-
taining numerous species of herbaceous annuals
with milky juice, natives of Europe and Asia,
with several species in western North America

;

the hawk's-beard. Tlie leaves are radical, and the flow-
ers numerous, small, yellow or purplish, with the corollas
all ligutate and the pappus white and soft.

crepitaculam (krep-i-tak'u-lum), n.
;
pi. crepi-

tacula (-lit). [L., a rattle, < crepitare, pp. crepi-
tafM», rattle: see crepitate.] 1. An ancient in-
strument resembling the castanets.— 2. In
zoiil., a rattle or rattling-organ, as that on the
tail of a rattlesnake. See cut under rattlesnake.—-3. A tale-like spot at the base of the upper
wings of certain Lbcustidce. Pascoe.

8.5

Crepidae.— From statue of Sophocles,
in the Lateran Museum, Ron

Slipper-limpet.
Crefiidula/orni-
cata.
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crepitant (krep'i-tant), a. [= F. crepitant =
Sp. Pg. It. crepitante,<. L. crepitan{t-)s, ppr. of

crepitare: see ereintate.] 1. Crackling: spe-
cifically applied, inpathol., to the pathognomic
sound of the lungs in pneumonia.— 2. In en-

tom., having the power of crepitation.

crepitate (krep'i-tat), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. ci-epi-

tated, ppr. crepitating. [< L. crepitatu^, pp. of

crepitare (> F. crepiter = Sp. Pg. crepitar = It.

crepitare), creak, rattle, clatter, crackle, etc.,

freq. of crepare, pp. crepitus, creak, rattle, etc.,

burst or break with a noise, crash. Cf. craven^,

crevice'^, from the same ult. source.] 1. To
crackle; snap with a sharp, abrupt, and rap-
idly repeated sound, as salt in fire or during
calcination.

Policy and principle . . . would have been crepitating
always in their declivity.

Bu^hnett, Sermons on Living .Subjects, I. 28.

Specifically— 2. To rattle or crackle; use the
crepitaculum, as a rattlesnake.—3. In entom.,
to eject suddenly from the anus, with a slight

noise, a volatile fluid having somewhat the ap-
pearance of smoke and a strong pungent odor,
as certain bombardier-beetles of the genus
Brachinns and its allies.

crepitation (krep-i-ta'shon), n. [= F. crepita-

tion = Sp. crepitacion = Pg. crepitagSo, < L.
as if *crepit4itio{n-), < crepitare, pp. crepitatus,

crackle: see crepitate.] 1. A crackling noise,
resembling a succession of minute explosions,
such as the crackling of some salts in calcina-
tion, or the noise made in the friction of frac-
tured bones when moved in certain directions

;

also, in pathol., the grating sensation felt by
the handTwhen applied to fractured bones under
movement; crepitus.

The pent crepitation of dozens of India ftre-crackers,
which the youth of Pierpont were discharging all about
the village green. H. W. Preston, Year in Eden, x.

Specificallv— 2. Inpathol., certain sounds de-
tected in the lungs by auscultation ; the pecu-
liar crackling sound which characterizes pneu-
monia; crepitant rales.—3. The action of a cre-
pitaculum, as of that of a rattlesnake ; stridu-
lation.— 4. In entom., the act of ejecting a pun-
gent fluid from the anus, with a slight noise.
See crepitate, 3.

crepitative (krep'i-ta-tiv), a. [;< crepitate +
-ivc.] Having the power of crepitating; crepi-
tant.

The Indians north of Hudson's Bay designate the aurora
Edthin (reindeer cow), because it shares the crepitative
quality of that animal's hide when it is rubbed, and gives
otf sparks. Edinhurgh Rev., CLXIV. 433.

crepitus (krep'i-tus), n. ; pi. crepitus. [L., a
rattling, a crackling noise, < crepare, crackle,
etc. : see crepitate.] 1 . A crackling noise ; crep-
itation. Specifically— 2. The sound heard or
grating sensation felt when the fractured ends
of a broken bone are rubbed against each other.

prepon (krep'on), n. [= It. crepone, < F. cr^on,
< cripe, crape : see crape.] A stuff resembling
crape, but not so thin and gauzy, made of wool
or silk, or of silk and wool mixed.

creppint, «. Same as erespine.

crept (krept). Preterit and past participle of
creep.

crepult, n. A Middle English form of cripple.

Chaucer.
crepnscle, crepuscule (kre-pus'l, -kul), «. [=
F. crepuscule = Sp. cnpusculo = Pg. It. crepus-
cuU>, < L. crepusculum, twilight, < creper, dusky,
dark; said to be of Sabine origin.] Twilight;
the light of the morning from the first dawn to
sunrise, and of the evening from sunset to dark-
ness. [Now rare.]

The sturdy long-lived Crepuscule of our southern climes
is unborn and unknown here.

W. II. Ruisell, Diary in India, I. 103.

crepuscular (kre-pus'ku-lar), a. [= F. crejms-
culaire = Sp. tg. crepuscular, < L. *crepuscu-
laris, < crepusculum, twilight: see crepuscle.]

1. Pertaining to or resembling twilight
;
glim-

mering.

The tree which has the greatest charm to Northern eyes
is the cold, gray-green ilex, whose clear, crepuscular shade
is a delicious provision against a Southern sun.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 163.

2. In zool., flying or appearing in the twilight
or evening, or before sunrise : as, the crepuscu-
lar or nocturnal Lepidoptera.

Tlie tree-toad, or Hyla, being crepuscular in habits, was
found difficult to study. Science, III. 66.

Those [flying-squirrels] that I have seen, near home, are
so strictly cre^mxcular that only the initial movements of
their nocturnal journeys are readily traced.

Pop. Sci. Mo.. XXVIII. 640.

crescent

Orepuscularia (kre-pus-ku-la'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of L. *crepuscularis : see crepuscular.]
In entom., in Latreille's system, the second fam-
ily of Lepidoptera ; the sphinxes or hawk-moths,
corresponding to the Linnean genus Sphinx,
and divided into four sections, Hesperisphin-
ges, Sxthingides, Sesiasides, and Zygwnides, cor-
responding to the Fabrician genera Castnia,
Sphinx, Sesia, and Zygcena, and nearly to mod-
ern families of similar names. They connect the
diurnal with the nocturnal Lepidoptera, but are now ranged
with the Ileterocera as distinguished from Rhopalocera.

crepuscule, «. See crepuscle.

crepusculine (kre-pus'ku-liu), a. [As crepuscule
+ -inei.] Crepuscular. [Bare.]

High in the rare crepusculine ether.
//. P. Spofford, Poems, p. 7.

crepusculous (krf-pus'ku-lus), a. [< crepuscule
+ -ous.] Pertaining to twilight; glimmering;
imperfectly clear or luminous.

The beginnings of philosophy were in a crepusculous ob-
scurity, and it is yet scarce past the dawn.

Glanville, Seep. Sci., xix.

crepusculum (kre-pus'ku-lum), n. [L., twi-
light, dusk: see crepuscle.] Twilight.

cres., cresc, in music, common abbreviations
of crescendo.

crescet, v. i. [ME. crescen (also cresen, in part
by apheresis from encresen, increase : see
crease^) = OF. crestre, croistre, F. croitre = Pr.
crescer, creisser = Sp. crecer = Pg. crescer = It.

crescere, < L. cresccre, increase, grow, inceptive
verb, < creare, make, create: see create. From
L. crescere are ult. E. accrease = accresce, en-
crease = increase, decrease, crescent, increscent,

decrescent, excrescent, etc.] To grow; increase.

crescencet (kres'ens), «. [= OF. crescence,
creissance, croissance, F. croissance = Sp. cre-

cencia = Pg. crescenga = It. crescenza, < L. cre-
scentia, an increase, < crescen(t-)s, ppr. : see
crescent.] Increase

;
growth. E. D.

crescendo (kre-shen'do), a. and n. [It., ppr. of
crescere, < L. crescere, increase : see cresce.] I.

a. In music, gradually increasing in force or loud-
ness; swelling. Often abbreviated to cres. or
cresc, or represented by the eliaracter -=d.

—

Crescendo pedal, in or^aji-fiMifdin^.- (a) a pedal by which
the various stops may be successively drawn until the full

power of the instrument is in use. Generally this mecha-
nism does not affect the stop-knobs, so that it may start
from any given combination, and by the use of the dimin-
uendo pedal may return to the same. (6) The swell pedal.

H. ». A passage characterized by increase
of force.

crescent (kres'ent), a. and n. [I. a. = OF.
creissqnt, croissant, P. croissant = Sp. creciente

= Pg. It. crescente, < L. crescen{t-)s, ppr. of cj'C-

scerc, come forth, grow, increase : see cresce.

II. n. Now spelled to suit the adj. and the orig.

L. form; early mod. E. also cressant, < ME.
cressent, cressaunt, < OF. creissant, croissant, F.
croissant = Sp. creciente = Pg. It. crescente, the
new moon, a crescent, < L. crescen(t-)s, sc. luna,
the increasing moon : see the adj.] I. a. 1. In-
creasing; growing: specifically applied to the
moon during its first quarter, when its visible
portion is increasing in area, in the curved form
called a crescent (see II.).

Astarte, queen of heaven, with crescent horns.
Hilton, P. L., i. 439.

There is many a youth
Now crescent, who will come to all I am,
And overcome it. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Our sympathy from night to noon
Rose cre«cen( with that crescent moon.

Locker, Castle in the Air.

2. Shaped like the appearance of the moon
during its first quarter— Crescent fissure, a Assure
of the brain which indents the dorsomesal margin of the
hemisphere near the fore end, so as to appear upon both
the dorsal and the mcsal aspect, its length in these two
aspects being approximately equal, and its dorsal part
being at a right angle with the meson ; the frontal flssure
of Owen; the crucial sulcus of others. It is one of the
most constant and well-marked sulci of the brain of the
Camivora and the higher mammals generally.

H. n. 1. The period of apparent growth or
increase of the moon in its first quarter: as,

the moon is In its crescent.— 2. The increasing
part of the moon in its first quarter, or the sim-
ilarly shaped decreasing part in its last (quar-

ter, when it presents a bow of light terminat-
ing in points or horns : as, the crescent of the
moon. Hence— 3. The moon itself in either

its first or its last quarter ; the new or the old
moon. [Poetical.]

Jove in dusky clouds involves the skies.

And the faint crescent shoots by fits before their eyes.
Dryden.

4. Something in the shape of the crescent
moon ; a crescent-shaped object, construction.



Heraldic Cres-
cent.

crescent

device, or symbol. SpeciflcaUy— (o) The Turkish stan-
dard, which bears tlie ilgure of a crescent, and, flgiiratively,

the Turlcish military power itself. The use of the cres-

cent as the Turkish emblem dates from the conquest of
Constantinople (1453); it had l>eeu considered in a sense
an emblem of the city, and was assumed by the Turltish
sultans in commemoration of their signal conquest.

The cross of our faith is replanted.
The pale, dying crescent is daunted.

Ca»ipbeU, Song of the Greeks.

The eraeent glittering on the domes which were once
consecrated by the venerated symbol of his faith.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

(6) In A«r., a bearing in the form of a young or new moon,

^ ^ usually bomehorizontally with thehoms
*

' uppermost. See decrescent and incres-

cent.

A second son differences his anus with
a crejicent.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra
[ser.), i. 114.

(c) In arch., a range of buildings in the
form of a crescent or half-moon : as,

Lan.sdowne Crescent in London.

6. A Turkish military musical instrument with
bells or jingles.— 6. A defect in a horse's foot,

when the coffin-bone falls down. E. D.— 7.

In lace-making, a eordonnet of considerable pro-
jection inclosing part of the pattern of point-
lace, giving it relief, and separating it from the
ground or from other parts of the pattern. Thus,
if a leaf is made of cloth-stitch, it may be suiTounded by
a crescent one eighth of an inch thick and with half as
much projection, and this again by a ring of ornamental
loops or couronnes.

8. A small roU of bread of various kinds, made
in the form of a crescent.

At noon I bought two crisp crescents ... at a shop
counter. The Century, XXXII. 939.

Crescent City, the by-name of the city of New Orleans,
from the crescent-shaped bend of the Mississippi river in

its front.—Crescent reversed, in her., a crescent with
the horns turned downward.— Crescents Of Glanuzzl,
in anat., the peculiar crescentiform bodies found lying in

the alveoli of salivary glands, between the cells and the
membrana propria. Al.so called demilunes of Heidenhain.
— Order of the Crescent, a Turkish order instituted in

1799, and awarded only for distinguished bravery in the
naval or military service. It was abolished in 1851. An
order of the crescent was founded by Charles of Anjou in
Sicily in 1268, hut had a short existence. Ren6 of Anjou,
count of Provence and titular king of Naples and Sicily,

founded another short-lived order of the crescent in the
Ofteenth century,

crescent (kres'ent), «. t. [< crescent, n.'] 1. To
form into a crescent.— 2. To surround partly
in a semicircular or crescent form. [Rare.]

A dark wootl crescents more than half the lawn.
Seward, Letters, vi. 195.

crescentade (kres-en-tad'), n. [< crescent +
-ode, formed after crusade.] A war or military
expedition under the flag of Turkey, foi^the de-
fense or extension of Mohammedanism. See
crescent, n., 4 (a), and compare crnsa^^.
crescented (kres'en-ted), a. [< crescent+ -ed^.'\

1. Adorned with a crescent; in 7ter., decorated
with crescents at the ends : said of any bearing
that may receive them, as a cross or saltier.

—

2. Bent like or into a crescent.

Phoebe bent towards him crescented. Keats.

Crescentia (kre-sen'shia), n. [NL., after Cre-
scenti, an old writer on botany.] A small ge-
nus of trees or large shrubs, natural order Big-
noniacecB, natives of the tropics. The principal

Branch of Calabash-tree i^Crescentia Cujete), with flower and fruit.

species is the calabaah-tree, C. Cujete, of tropical America,
bearing a gourd-like fruit, the hard shell of which is

applied to many domestic uses, and is often elaborately
carved or painted.
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crescentic (kre-sen'tik), a. [< crescent, n., +
-ic] Having the form of a crescent.

In the shade of a very thick tree-top the sun-flecks are
circular like the sun ; but during an eclipse they are creji-

centic, or even annular. Le Conte, Light, p. 27.

Douglas Bay, with its romantic headlands, crescentic
shores, etc. Harper's Mag., LXXV. 620.

crescentically (kre-sen'ti-kal-i), adv. In a
crescentic manner or shape; crescentwise.
crescentiform (kre-sen'ti-form), a. [< L. cres-

cen{t-)s, crescent, + forma, shape.] Crescen-
tic in form ; shaped like a crescent : in zool.,

said specifically of various parts, as joints of the
antenneB or palpi of insects.

crescentoid (kres'en-toid), a. [< crescent +
-Old.] Crescent-liUe ; crescentiform.

Neither kind of tubercles crescentoid, but united in

pairs. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 2.'j0.

crescent-shaped (kres'ent-shapt), a. Shaped
like a crescent ; lunate ; crescentiform.
crescentwise (kres'ent-wiz), adv. In the shape
of a crescent.

crescive (kres'iv), a. [< cresce + -t»e.] Increas-
ing; growing; crescent. [Archaic]

The prince obscur'd his contemplation
Under the veil of wildness ; which, no donbt.
Grew like the summer grass, fastest by night.
Unseen, yet crescive in his faculty.

Shak., Hen. V., 1. 1.

The great and crescive self, rooted in absolute nature,
supplants all relative existence, and ruins tlie kingdom of
mortal friendship and love. Emerson, Experience.

creset, "• See crease^.

creshawk (kres'hak), n. [< creg- (prob. due ult.

to F. cresserelle,crecerelle—Cotgrave), a kestrel

:

seehestrela,ndihawk^.'\ The kestrel. Montagu.
cresmet, »• and v. A Middle English form of
chrism.

cresol (kre'sol), n. [< cres-, for creosote, + -ol.']

A phenol having the formula C7H3O, occurring
in coal- and wood-tar. When pure it forms a
colorless crystalline mass. .Also cresylic acid
and eressol.

cresotic (krf-sot'ik), a. [For creosotic, < creo-

sote + -jc] Relating to or containing creosote.
— Cresotic acid, CgHgOs, an acid derived from cresylic
alcohol.

crespt, V. An obsolete form of m™.
crespinet, »• [OF., also crepine, F. orSpine, a
fringe, caul, kell, < crespe, lawn, eyprus, crape

:

see craj>e.'] A net or caul inclosing the hair,

used as a head-dress in the early part of the fif-

teenth century, it is represented as projecting greatly,
in bosses or in horn-shaped protuberances, in front of the
ears. Also crisp, crispine, crespinette.

crespinettef , n. [OP., dim. of crespine : see cres-

pine.'\ Same as crespine.

cress (kres), n. [Early mod. E. also kerse, karse,

kars; < ME. cresse, cres, also transposed, kerse,

kers, carse, < AS. cresse, cerse, cwrse = D.
kers = OHG. cresso, cressa, MH6. G. kresse,

cress; the Scand. forms, Sw. krasse = Dan.
karse, are prob. borrowed from LG. or HG. , as
are also OF. kerson, creson, F. cresson = Pr.
creissoun = It. crescione = Cat. crexen, < ML.
cresso{n-), cresco{n-), later also crisonium (the
Romance forms being popularly referred to
L. crescere, grow: see cresce), and Slov. kresh,

kresha = Lett, kresse, cress. Origin of Teut.
word doubtful; possibly from verb repr. by
OHG. chresan, MHG. kresen, creep.] The com-
mon name of many species of plants, most of
them of the natural order Cruciferce. Watercress,
or Nasturtium ojicinale, is used as a salad, and is valued
in medicine for its antiscorbutic qualities. The leaves
have a moderately pungent taste. It grows on the brinks
of rivulets and in moist grounds. The American water-
cress is Cardamine rotundifolia ; bitter cress is a name of
other species of the genus. Common garden-cress, also
called pepper-,town-, or golden cress, is Lepidium sativum;
cow-cress is L. campestre ; bastard cress or penny-cress,
Tblaspi arvense ; tower-cress, Arabis Turrita. Other spe-
cies are known as rock- or wall-cress ; winter, land-,
Belleisle, or Normandy cress, Barbarea vulgaris or B. proe-

cox; tooth-cress, a species of '/>ett(an'«; Peter's or rock-
cress, Crithmum maritimum ; and swine- or wart-cress,
Senebiera Coronopus. Among other orders belong the dock-
cress or nipplewort, Lapsana communis, of the Cmnposi-
tee, and the Indian cress, Tropoeohim rnajus, of the Gera-
niacere, so named from the pungent, cress-like taste of the
leaves.

Poure folke for fere tho fedde Hunger genie
Withcreym and with crodde8,with carses and other herbes.

Piers Plomnan (C), ix. 322.

I linger by my shingly bars

;

I loiter round my cresses.

Tennyson, The Brook.

cressantt, cressanntt, ». Obsolete forms of

crescent.

cressedt, ». An old form of cresset.

cresselle (kre-sel'), n. [F. cricelle, OF. creeclle,

creeerelle (Roquefort), a rattle.] A wooden rat-

crest

tie once used in the Roman Catholic Church
during Passion week instead of a bell.

cresset (kres'et), n. [<ME. cresset, < OF. cresset,

craisset, craicet, crasset, yax. crusset, crucet, croi-

set, creuset, F.creu-
set, a cresset ; a
modification, with

S^^aSrl X'*^ <rt\*Ki ether dim. suffix

SS^'SSi f ^\ ^"ClHr -et, of OF. crassel,

croisel, eroissel,

crucel, cruceau,
croissol, croisuel, a
cresset, < OD. kruy-
sel, a hanging
lamp, dim. of
krityse, a pot, cup.

Cressets. cruse, D. krocs

:

see cruse.'] 1. A
cup of any incombustible material mounted
upon a pole or suspended from above, and
serving to contain a light often made by the
burning of a coil of pitched rope. Compare
beacon.

From the arched roof,

Pendent by subtle magic, many a row
Of starry lamps and blazing cressets, fed
With naphtha and asphaltus, yielded light.

Milton, P. L., L 728.

The cresset was a large lanthoni fixed at the end of a
long pole, and carried upon a man's shoulder. The cres-

sets were found partly by the different companies.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 464.

A cresset, In an iron chain,
Which served to light this drear domain.
With damp and darkness seemed to strive.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 18.

2. An iron frame used by coopers in heating
barrels, to clear the inside and make the staves
flexible.— 3. A kitchen utensil for setting a pot
over the fire. [Local.]— 4. A chafer or small
portable furnace upon which a dish can be set
to be kept hot.

cresset-hgbt (kres'et-lit), n. A lamp or bea-
con of which a cresset forms the chief part.

cresset-stone (kres'et-ston), n. A large stone
in which one or more cup-shaped hollows are
made to serve as cressets.

eressol (kres'ol), n. See cresol.

cress-rocket (kres'rok'et), »i. The popular
name of / 'ellapseiidocytisus, a cruciferous plant
with yellow flowers, indigenous to Spain and
cultivated in EngUsh gardens.
cressy (kres'i), a. [< cress + -yi.] Aboimding
in cresses.

The cressy islets white in flower.

Tennyson, Geraint.

crest (krest), n. [Early mod. E. also creast,

< ME. crest, crestc, rarely creest, crist, < OF.
creste, creiste, F. cr£te = Pr. 8p. It. cresta =
Pg. crista, < L. crista, a comb or tuft on the
head of a bird or serpent, a crest.] 1. A tuft

or other natural process growing upon the top
of an animal's head, as the comb of a cock, a
swelling on the head of a serpent, etc. Siee

crista.

With stones, and brands, and fire, attack
His rising crest, and drive the serpent back.

C. Pitt, tr. of Vida s Art of Poetry.

Crests proper belong to the top of the head, but may be
also held to include such growths on its side. . . . Crests

may be divided into two kinds : 1, where the feathers are
simply lengthened or otherwise enlarged ; and 2, where
the texture, and sometimes even the structure, is altered.
Nearly all birds possess the power of moving and elevat-
ing the feathers on the head, simulating a slight crest in

moments of excitement. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 99.

2. Anything resembling, suggestive of, or oc-
cupying the same relative position as a crest.
(rt) An article of dress or ornament ; specifically, in an}wr,
an upright ornament ol a helmet, especially when not long
and floating like a plume of fea-

thers or a cointoise, as a ridge of
metal, hair, bristles, feathers, or
the like. Crests of diverse forms
were usual on ancient helmets,
and have been more or less

closely imitated in the various
forms of crest affixed to the hel-

mets of some modern moimted
troops, etc. Stiff crests of hair
or feathers were often worn
by knights in the middle ages.
(Compare aigret.) The crest in

medieval armor was early affect-

ed by heraldic considerations
(see (&)), whether formally, as
being the heraldic crest itself, or by the necessity of using
a ba4lge or cognizance, whether temporary or j)emianent

:

thus, the tilting-helmet was often sunuounted by an elab-

orate structure in cuir-bouilli or even in thin metal, rep-
resenting an animal or the head of an animal, or a human
flgm-e.

A golden Viper . . . was erected vpon the crest of his

helmet. Coryat, Crudities, I. 120.

Helmet and Crest.—Frwm
the frieze of tile Parthenon.



A lion sejant, affront^ .the
royal crest of Scotland).

crest

She stood xipon the castle wall, . , .

She watch'd my crest among them all, . . .

She saw me tight, she heard me call.

Tennyson, Ballad of Oriana.

(6) In her., a part of an achievement borne outside of and
above the escutcheon. There are sometimes two crests,

which are borne on the sides.

When the crest is not specially

mentioned as emerging from a
coronet, chapeau, or the like, it

is assumed to be borne upon a
wreath. A crest is not properly
borne by a woman, or by a city

or other corporate body, as it is

always assumed to be the orna-
ment worn upon the helmet.

The crest is a raised arm, hold-
ing, in a threatening attitude, a
^rawii sabre.

Sumner^ True Grandeur of
[Nations.

(c) The foamy, feather-like top of

a wave.

The towering crest of the tides

Plunged on the vessel. Tennyson, The Wreck.

(d) The highest part or summit of a hill or mountain-
range. («) In fort., the top line of a slope. </) In arch.,

any ornamental finishing of stone, terra-cotta, metal, or
wood, which surmounts a wall, roof-ridge, screen, canopy,
orother similar part of a building— whether a battlement,
open carved work, or other enrichment ; the coping on the
parapet of a medieval building; a cresting (which see).

The name is also sometimes given to the flnials of gables

and pinnacles, (j?) In anat., specifically, a ridge on a
bone: as, the occipital cr««<; the frontal cr^«(; the tibial

crest. See phrases below, and crista, (h) In zool., any
elongate elevation occupying the highest part of a surface.

Specifically— (1) A longitudinal central elevation, with an
irregular or tuberculose summit, on the prothorax of an in-

sect, especially of a grasshopper. (2) A longitudinal ele-

vated tuft of hairs or scales on the head, thorax, or abdom-
inal segments of a lepidopterous insect, (i) In bot. : (I)

An elevated line, ridge, or lamina on the surface or at the
summit of an organ, especially if resembling the crest of

a helmet. (2) An appendage U» the upper surface of the
leaves of certain Hepatwe, whicli in ditferent genera has
the form of a wing, a fold, or a pouch.

3. The rising part or the ridge of the neck of

a horse or a dog.

Throwing the base thong from his bending crest.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 395.

4, Figuratively, pride ; high spirit ; courage
;

daring.
litis is his uncle's teaching, . . .

wiiich makes him prune himself, and bristle up
The crest of youth against your dignity.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1.

Auditory crest. See aurf i7<>ri/. -Dicrotic wave or

crest, -^ee dicrotic— TrontaX crest, (a) in anat., a
median longitudinal grooved ridge on the cerebral sur-

face of the frontal bone, which lodges a part of the superior
longitudinal sinus, and whose lips give attachment to the
falx cerebri. (6) In ornith. , a crest of feathers rising from
the front or forehead. Such crests are among the most
el^ant which birds possess. The cedar-bird or Carolina
waxwing and the cardinal re«l-))ird exhibit such crests.

They are often recurveii, as in tlie plumed quail of tlie

genus LopAorti/j.— niac crest, the crest of the ilium.

See crista Uii, under crwfo. I^crymal crest, a verti-

cal ridge of bone on the orl>ital surfart- of the lacrymal,
dividing it into two parts.— Nasal crest, a ridge on tlte

nasal ^ne by which it articulates with its fellow and
with the nasal spine of the frontal and perjiendfcular
plate of the ethmoid twne.— Occipital crest. (a) A ver-

tical median lidgc on the outer surface of the occipital

bone, from the inion or occipital protuberance to the fora*

men. A corresjjonding ridge on the inner surface of the
bone is the internal occipital cresi. {li) A transverse ridge
on the hinder part of the skull of some animals, separat-
ing the occipitfil portion from the parietal or vertical por-
tion, (c) In ornith., a tuft of feathers growing fr<.>ni the
hindhead.— Parietal. Interparietal, or sagittal crest,
a median lengthwise ridge on the surface of the skull, ex-

tending from the occipital crest (6) for a varying distance
forward. It is often very prominent, as when the tem-
poral fossae of opposite sides extend to the midline of the
skull. Its total absence marks the skull of man and some
other animals whose vertex is expansive or inflated.

—

Pubic crest, the crista pubis (which see, under crista).—

Tibial crest, the crista tibia) (which see, under crista).

-Turbinated crest, a contimious ridge along the nasal
Hurl'u>:rs of tht: >supruinaxillar>' and-palate bones, for the ai'-

ticuliition of the inferior turbinal bone, or maxiUoturbinal.

crest (krest), V. [Eariy mod. K. also creast; <

ME. cresten; < crest, «.] I, trans, 1. To furnish
with a crest ; serve as a crest for ; surmount as

a crest.
His rear'd arm

Crested the world. Shak., A. and C, v. 2.

Mid groves of clouds that crest the mountain's brow.
Wordsvjorth.

2. To mark with waving lines like the plumes
of a helmet ; adorn as with a plume or crest.

Like as the shining skie, in summers night, . . .

Is crecuted all with lines of firie light.

Spenser, F. Q,, IV. i. 13.

H, intrans. To reach, as a wave, the highest
point; culminate.

The wave which carried Kant's philosophy to Its greatest
height crested at his centennial in 1H81, and will now fall

down to its proper level. New Princeton Rev., I. 27.

crested (kres'ted), a. [< crest + -cf/2.] i.

Wearing or having a crest ; adorned with a
crest or plume : as, a created helmet.

Cresting.— Buttress of Notre Dame, Di-
jon. 13th century. ( From Viol let-le-Due's
'•Diet, de r Architecture.*')
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The crested cock, whose clarion sounds

The silent hours. Milton, P. L., vii. 443.

The bold outline of the neighboring hills crested with
Gothic ruins. Longfellow, Hyperion, i. 5.

2. In her., wearing a comb, as a cock, or a nat-

ural crest of feathers, as any bird having one.
— 3. In anat. and zoiil., cristate; having a cen-
tral longitudinal elevation : said especially of

the prothorax of an insect.—Chapoumet crested.
See chapmirnet.

crestfallen (kre8t'fa"ln), o. [That is, having
the crest fallen, as a defeated cock.] 1. De-
jected; bowed; chagrined; dispirited; spirit-

less.

As crest-fallen as a dried pear. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 5.

Being newly come to this Town of Middleburgh, which
is much crest-fallen since the Staple of English Cloth was
removed hence. Howell, Lettere, I. i. 11.

2. In the manege, having the upper part of the

neck hanging to one side : said of a horse.

cresting (kres'ting), M. [< crest + -ing^.'] In
arch., an orna-
mental finish to

a wall or ridge

;

a crest, as the
range of crest-

tUes of an edi-

fice.

crestless(krest'-
les), a. [< crest,

M., + -less.'i

Without a crest,

in any sense of
that word ; not
dignified with coat-armor ; not of an eminent
family; of low birth.

His grandfather was Lionel, Duke of Clarence. . . .

.'Spring cre*tless yeomen from so deep a root?
Shak., X Hen. VI., ii. 4.

crestolatry (kres-tora-tri), «. [< crest + Gr.

'MTpeia, worship; after idolatry, etc.] Liter-

ally, worship of crests as signs of rank or

station; lience, snobbishness; toadyism; tuft-

hunting.
crest-tile (krest'til), n. One of the tiles cover-

ing the ridge
of a build-

ing, sometimes
formed with a
range of orna-
ments rising
above it.

cresyl(kre'sjl),
n. [< cre(o)-

s{ote) + -yl.]

In chem., a
radical (C7H7)
which cannot

be isolated, but which exists in a group of com-
pounds of the aromatic series.

cresylic (kre-sil'ik), a. [< cresyl + -jc] Of or
pertaining to cresyl Cresylic add. Same as pre

siil.— Cresylic alcohol, or hydrate of cresyl, C-rHgO, a
colorless liquid occurring in coal-tar creosote ana In tlie

tar of ilr-wood. It is homologous with phenyl hydrate
(i:«H«0).

cretaceal(kre-ta'8e-al),a. Cretaceous. [Rare.]

cretaceous (Itre-ta's'Eiius), a. and n. [< L. cre-

liici-us, ciialky, < creta, chalk, > It. creta = 8p.
Pg. greda (Pg. also ere) = F. craie (> ult. E.

crayon) = OHG. cridd, MHG. kride, G. kreide

= D. kTijt = MLG. krite, LG. krit = Icel. krit =
Sw. krita = Dan. kridt, chalk. The L. creta is

said to signify lit. 'Cretan' (earth), from Creta,

(!rete, Candia; but this is doubtful.] I. a. 1.

Chalky, (a) Having the qualities of clialk ; like chalk ;

resembling chalk in appearance ; of the color of chalk,

(ft) .\bounding with chalk.

2. Found in chalk; found in strata of the cre-

taceous group.— Cretaceons sroup, in ijeol., the
group of strata lying l»etween the Jurassic and the Ter-

tiary : so called from tlie fact that one of its most important
memiiers in nortliweatern Europe is a tliick mass of white
chalk, (^ee chalk.) This formation is of great importance
in both Europe and America, on account of the wide area
wtiicli it covers and its richness in organic remains.

II. II. [Prt/'.] In geol., the cretaceous group.

cretaceously (kre-tS'shius-li), adv. In the man-
ner of chalk; as chalk.

Oretan (kre'tan), a. and n. [< L. Oretanus, usti-

ally ('retensi,'i, also Creticus and Cretceiis, adj., of

Creta, Gr. Kpi/TTi, Crete.] I. a. Of or pertain-

ing to the island of Crete or to its inhabitants.
•-Cretan carrot. See carro(.~ Cretan lace, a name
given to an old lace made commonly of colored material,
whether silk or linen, and sometimes embroidered with
the needle after the lace was complete.

II. «. 1. A native or an inhabitant of the
island of Crete, south of Greece, pertaining to

Turkey since 1669; specifically, a member of

Crest-dies.—Temple of Athena, .^gina.

crevasse

the indigenous Grecian population of Crete. In
the New Testament the form Cretians occurs
(Tit. i. 12).— 2. The name of an ancient soph-
ism. A Cretan is supposed to say that Cretans always lie,

which leads to the conclusion that he must be lying when
he says so. The accusation being thus refuted, the testi-

mony of Cretans may be accepted, and in particular that
of this Cretan. For another variation, see liar.

cretated (kre'ta-ted), a. [< L. cretattts, < creta,

chalk: see creteceoits.] Rubbed with chalk.

cr§te (krat), n. [P., a crest: see crest.'S In
fort. : (a) The crest of the glacis or parapet of
the covered way. (6) The interior crest of a
redoubt. See parapet.

cretefaction (kre-te-fak'shon), n. The format
tion of or conversion into chalk, as tubercles
into cretaceous concretions. Dunglison.

Cretic (kre'tik), a. and n. [< L. Creticus (sc.

pes = E. foot), < Gr. Kpt/rmd^ (sc. ttov^ = E./oot),

a Cretan foot: see Cretan.'] I. a. Cretan: spe-
cifically (without a capital letter) applied to a
form of verse. See lit

Trochaic verse . . . had three beats to the measure,
dactylic four beats, cretic five beats, ionic six beats.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI. 79.

II. n. [I. c] Inane, pros.: (a) A foot of three
syllables, the first and third of which are long,
while the second is short, the ictus or metri-
cal stress resting either on the first or on the
last syllable (-^ w — or - w -£). The cretic has a
magnitude of five times or morse, each long being equiva-
lent to two shorts. It is accordingly pentasemic. The
word glo'rl'fy may serve as an English example of a cretic.

Also, but less frequently, called an amphimacer. (J^ pl^
Verses consisting of amphimacers.

Creticism (kre'ti-sizm), n. [< Cretic, Cretan,
+ -ism.'] A falsehood; a Cretism.

cretify (kre'ti-fi), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. cretified,

ppr. cretifying. [< L. creta, chalk, + -ficare, <

facere, make: see cretaceonx a,ni -fy.] To be-
come impregnated with salts of lime.

cretin (kre'tin), «. [< F. cretin, a word of ob-
scure origin, prob. Swiss; by some identified

ult. with F. Chretien = E. Christian, used, like

E. innocent and simple, of a person of feeble

mind.] One of a numerous class of deformed
idiots found in certain valleys of the Alps and
elsewhere ; one afflicted with cretinism.

The large deformed head, the low stature, the sickly

countenance, the coarse and prominent lips and eyelids,

the wrinkled and pendulous skin, the loose and flabby

muscles, are the physical characters belonging to the cre-

tin. Cyc. of Practical Medi^ne.

cretinism (kre'tin-izm), n. [< F. crStinisme, <

cretin + -isme.] In pathol., a condition of im-
perfect mental development or idiocy, with a
corresponding lack of physical development, or

deformity, arising from endemic causes, found
among the inhabitants of the valleys of Swit-
zerland and Savoy, and elsewhere.

cretinoeenetic (kre''ti-no-je-net'ik), a. [As
cretin + gerietic.] Giving rise to cretinism.

[Rare.]

Cretism (kre'tizm), «. [< Gr. Kp^ia/jdf, lying,

< KpririCeiv, speak like a Cretan, i. e., lie, <

Kpvf (Kp;?r-), a Cretan.] A falsehood; a lie:

from the fact that the inhabitants of Crete were
in ancient times reputed to be so much given
to mendacity that Cretan and liar were con-
sidered synonymous terms.

cretonne (kre-ton'), n. [F., originally a strong

white fabric of hempen warp and linen weft:
named from the first maker.] A cotton cloth

with various texttires of surface, printed on one
side with patterns, usually in colors, and used
for curtains, covering furniture, etc. It is cus-

tomary to denote by this term stuffs that have an un-
glazed surface. Compare chintz^.

cretose (kre'tos), a. [< L. cretosus, < creta,

chalk: see creteceOM.?.] Chalky.

creutzer, «. See kreutzer.

crenx (kre), «. [F., a hollow (= Pr. cros; ML.
crosiim, crotiim), < creux, adj., hollow, = Pr.

crtt«, hollow; origin uncertain.] In scm?;^,, the

reverse of relief; intaglio. To engrave en creux
is to cut below the surface.

crevacet, «. An old form of crevice^.

crevasse (kre-vas'), "• [F.: see crevice^.] 1.

A (isstiro or crack : a term used by English writ-

ers in describing glaciers, to designate a rent

or fissure in the ice, which may be of greater or

less depth, and from an inch or two to many feet

in width.— 2. In the United States, a breach
in the embankment or levee of a river, occa-.

sioned by the pressure of water, as in the lower
Mississippi.

A crevasse is commonly the result of the levee yielding

to the pressure of the river's waters, heaped up against

it often to the height of ten or fifteen feet above the level

of the land. 0. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, xxxv.
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Now mate is blind and captain lame,
And iialf tiie crew are sick or dead.

Tennyson, Tlie Voyage.

(6) The company or gang of a ship's carpenter,

gunner, boatswain, etc.— 4. Any company or

gang of laborers engaged upon a particular

work, as the company of men (engineer, fire-

man, conductor, brakemen, etc.) who manage
and run a railroad-train. = Syn. 2. Band, party,

herd, mob, horde, tlirung.

5om;strc"fowl,-of "uniform ilossy-black color, "e?^'*
(^^;en^ "'rPeAKf^ST- D

withafuUcrest,andacombformmgtwopomts crewjl^Ck™ ey,«. ^t^^^^^^^

crevassed

crevassed (kre-vasf), a. [< crevasse + -ecP.']

Intersected by crevasses ; fissured.

The displacement of the point of maximum motion,

through the curvature of the valley, makes the strain upon

the eastern ice preater than that upon the western. The

eastern side of the glacier is tlierefore more creniKsed tlnin

the western. Tyndall, forms of Water, p. 111.

crfevecoeur (F. pron. krav'ktr'), »• [F. crdve-

Cttur, lit. heart-break, < crever, break, + caur,

heart: see crevice and oorcl.] A variety of the

or horns. It is of French origin, of large size,

and valuable both for eggs and for the table.

crevest, " A Middle English form of craw-

fish. ^ , ,

crevet (krev'et), «. [A var. of cruet.\ 1. A
cruet. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A melting-pot used

bv goldsmiths.

Cfevettina (krev-e-ti'na), M. pi. [NL.] In some

systems, a tribe of ampLipods, with small head

and eyes and multiarticulate pediform maxilli-

peds. It is contrasted with Lamoilipoda (oftener made

a higher group) and Hyperina. It contains such families

as Corophiida, OrcheMidce, and Gammarida.

creveyst, »• A Middle English form of craw-

lish.

(ievicei (krev'is), «. [< ME. crevice, cremsse,

crevesse, cravas, crevaee, crevasse, also cravas,

craytes, < OF. crevaee, F. crevasse (> mod. E.

crevasse), a chink, crevice, < crever, break,

burst, < L. crepare, break, burst, crack: see crewels (kro'elz), n

crepitate, craven.'] 1. A crack; a cleft; a ula: see scro/M7a.]

fissure; a rent; a narrow opening of some
length, as between two parts of a solid surface

of thread: see clue, clew.] 1. A kind of fine

worsted or thread of wool, used in embroidery
and fancy work.

Ha, ha : he wears cruel [a pun : in some editions, crewel]

garters ! . . . Wlien a man is over-lusty at legs, then he

wears wooden nether-stocks. Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

Here and tliere a tuft of crimson yarn,

Or scarlet creicel in tlie cushion flx'd.

Cowper, The Task, i. 64.

2t. Formerly, any ornamented woolen cord,

thread, tape, or the like. See caddis'^. Fairholt.

[An] old hat
Lined with vellure, and on it, for a band,
A skein of crimson crewel.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman.

3. The cowslip. Dunglison Crewellace, a kind

of edging made of crewel or worsted thread, intended as

a border or binding for garments.

crewel^t, «. -An obsolete spelling of cruel.
'

pi. [< F. ccrouclles, scrof-

8crofulous swelling ; lym-

phadenitis of the" glands of the neck. Also

spelled cruels. [Scotch.]

or between two adjoining surfaces: as, a crmc« crewel-stitch. (kro ' el - stich), n. A stitch in

in a wall, rock, etc.

It gau out crepe at som crevaee.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2086.

I pry'd me through the crevice of a wall.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 1.

The mouse
Behind the mouldering wainscot shriek'd.

Or from tlie crevice peer'd about.
Tennyson, Mariana.

2. Specifically, in lead-mining, in the Missis-

sippi valley, a fissure in which the ore of lead

occurs. = Syn. 1. Chink, interstice, cranny.

crevicei (krev'is), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. creviced, criancef, «. Same as creance, 3.

ppr. crevicing. [< crevice^, «.] 1. To make criandet, i>i^''- A Middle English form of cr^inff.

crevices in; crack; flaw.— 2t. To channel; or- criantst, "• Same as creance, 3.

nament with crevices. Nares. crib^ (krib), ». [< ME^ crih, erihbe, < AS. crib,

crevice^t, «. An obsolete form of cran^/is/i.
-

' " "
"'

creviced (krev'ist), a. [< crevice^ + -ed^.]

embroidery by which a band of rope-like or

spiral aspect is produced. It is common in

crewel-work, whence its name.
crewel-work (kro'el-werk), n. A kind of em-
broidery done with crewel usually upon linen,

the foundation forming the baekgroimd.

crewett, crewettet, «. Obsolete spellings of

Crex (kreks), ti. [NL. (Bechstein, 1803), < Gr.

xptf , a sort of land-rail : see crake^.] A genus

of small short-billed rails, containing such as

the corn-crake, C. pratensis. See crake^.

Having a crevice or crevices; cracked; cleft;

fissured.

Some (tendrils of plants] being most excited by contact

with fine fibers, others by contact with bristles, others

with a flat or creviced surface.
Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 365.

crevin (krev'in), n. [E. dial.: see crevice^.]

A crevice ; a chink. [Prov. Eng.]

crevist, »• -A-n obsolete form of crawfish.

crevisse (kre-ves'), »• [OF., a crab, crawfish:

gee craivfish.] In medieval armor, any piece

whichconsists of plates of steel sliding one over

the other, as in the culets, tassets, and gaunt-

lets. This kind of armor is qualifled in French as A queue

d'ecrevisse, and also d queue de homard. See cut under

arjnor (fig. 3).

crewl (kro), n. [Formerly also erae;' < late

ME. crewe, a clipped form of "acretve, accrewe,

later accrue, an accession, a company : see ac-

crue, ».] It. An accession ; a reinforcement ; a

company of soldiers or others sent as a rein-

forcement, or on an expedition. See accrue, n.

The Frensh kynge sent soone after into Scotland a crewe

of Frenshemen. Fabyan, Chron., ii. fol. 98.

2. Any company of people; an assemblage;

a crowd: nearly always in a derogatory or a

htmiorous sense.
There a noble crew

Of Lords and Ladies stood on every side.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 7.

I see but few like gentlemen
Aniang yon frighted crew.

Battle o/lAen/-JfMir (Child's Ballads, VII. 261).

His words ir^ipression left

Of much amazement to the infernal crew.
Milton, P. R., i. 107.

Mirth, admit me of thy crew.
Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 38.

3. Naut. : (a) The company of seamen who man
a ship, vessel, or boat; the seamen belonging

to a vessel; specifically, the common sailors of

a ship's company, in a broad (but not properly nauti-

cal) sense the word comprises all the officers and men on
board a ship, enrolled on the books. It has received this

fnterpretatiuD in law.

eryl) — OS. hriihia= MD. TcriVbe, D. Icrih = MLG.
LG. krihhe, knibbe = OHG. crippea, crippa (>

OF. creche, > E. cratch^, q. v.), also chripfu,

krippha, MHG. krippe, kripfe, G. krippe = Icel.

krubba = Sw. krubba = Dan. krybbe, a crib,

manger. In senses 14-16, the noun is from the

verb.] 1. The manger or rack of a stable or

house for cattle; a feeding-place for cattle;

specifically, in the Mom. Cath. Ch., a represen-

crib-biting

The platform and cribs were put together and secured

under the vessels as they rode at anchor, the oxen were
attached to the cables, and one alter another the largest

of the vessels were hauled liigh and dry upon the shore.

Harper's Ma<i., LXXVI. 376.

10. A solidly built floating foundation or sup-

port.— 11. -An inner lining of a shaft, consist-

ing of a frame of timbers and a backing of

planks, used to keep the earth from caving in,

prevent water from trickling through, etc. Also

called cribbing.— 12. A reel for winding yam.
— 13. A division of a raft of staves, containing

a thousand staves. [St. Lawrence river.]

Tliese rafts cover acres in extent. . . . Sometimes they

are composed of logs, sometimes of rough staves. The
latter are bound together in cribs.

R. B. Roosecell, Uame-Fish (1884), p. 190.

14. In the game of cribbage, a set of cards made
up of two thrown from the hand of each player.

See cribbage.— 15. A theft, or the thing stolen;

specifically, anything copied from an author

without acknowledgment.
Good old gossips waiting to confess

Their cribs of barrel-droppings, candle-ends.
Brouminij, Fra Lippo Lippi.

16. A literal translation of a classic author for

the illegitimate use of students. [Colloq.]

When I loft F.ton ... I could read Greek fluently, and
even translate it tlirougli the medium of the Latin version

technically called a crib. Butwer, Pelhain, ii.

17. The bowl or trap of a pound-net—To crack

a cril). See erac*.

cribl (krib), V.
;
pret. and pp. cribbed, ppr. crib-

bing. [= MHG. krippen, lay in a crib, G. krip-

pen, feed at a crib; from the noun.] I. trans.

1. To shut or confine as in a crib; cage; coop.

Now, I am cabin'd, cribb'd, confln'd, bound in

To saucy doubts and fears. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

2. To line with timbers or planking: said of a

shaft or pit.

A race possessing intelligence to sink and afterward

crib the walls of these primitive oil wells had certainly

arrived at a sufficient state of civilization to utilize it.

Cone and Johns, Petrolia, ill.

3. To pilfer; purloin; steal. [Colloq.]

Child, being fond of toys, cribbed the necklace.
Dickens, Pickwick, xxxii.

Nor cribs at dawn its pittance from a sheep,

Destined ere dewfall to be butcher's meat

!

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 243.

There is no class of men who labor under a more per-

fect delusion than those . . . who think to get tlie wea-

ther-gauge of all mankind by cribbing sixpences from the

bills they incur, passing shillings for quarters, and never

giving dinners.
H'. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 320.

4. To translate (a passage from a classic) by
means of a crib. See crib^, n., 16.

II. intrans. 1. To be coniined in or to a crib.

To make . . . bishops to crib to a Presbyterian trundle-

Bp. Gauden, Anti-Baal-Berith (1661), p. 35.

See
bed.

2. To make use of cribs in translating,

crib^, n., 16
tation of the manger in which Christ was bom. ^^.^2 '(kr'ib),"?i. Short for cribble.

[Tj

See bambino.

And a lytel before the sayde hyghe aulter is the cribbe

of oure Lorde, where our blessyd Lady herdere sone layde

byfore the oxe and the asse.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 3,.

The steer and lion at one crib sliall meet.
Poiie, Messiah, 1. 79.

2. A stall for oxen or other cattle; a pen for

cattle.

Where no oxen are, the crib is clean. Prov. xiv. 4.

3. A small frame with inclosed sides for a

child's bed.—4t. A small chamber; a small

lodging or habitation.

Why rather, sleep, liest thou in smoky cribs, . . .

Than in the perfum'd chambers of the great '?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

5. A situation ; a place or position: as, a snug

crib. [Slang.]— 6. A house, shop, warehouse,

or public house. [Thieves' slang.]

Tlie style of the article, in imitation of the sporting ar-

tide of that time, proves that prize-flghting had not yet

died out, and that the cribs (public-houses) kept Ijy the

pugilists were still frequented by not a few "Corinthians
"

and patrons of the Noble Art.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 63.

7. A box or bin for storing grain, salt, etc. See ^ribber (krib'^-r), ».

corn-crib.-H. A lockup. HaUiicell.-Q. KhoMA cribbing (krib ing), «.

structure of timber or logs (see cribwork) se-

cured under water to serve as a wharf, jetty,

dike, or other support or barrier; also, a foun-

dation so made with the superstructure raised

upon it, as the crib in Lake Michigan from
which water is supplied to Chicago.

The water supply was entirely cut off by ice accumula-

tion in the tunnel between the lake crib and the pumping
station. Sci. Amer., N. S., LIV. 80.

cribbage (krib'aj), n. [< crtfti, »i., 14, + -age.]

A game of cards played with the full pack, gen-

erally by two persons, sometimes by three or

four. Each player receives six cards, or in a variety of

the game ilve, two of which he tlirows out, face down-

ward, to form the crib, which belongs to the dealer. The
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Diagram of Cribbage-board.

cards in connting have a value according to the number
of pips or spots on them, the face-cards being counted as

ten-spots. Each player strives, with the cards in his hand,

with the one turned up from the undealt pack, and with

the crib when it is his turn to have it, to secure as many
counting combinations as possible, as, for instance, se-

quences, pairs, cards the spots on which will equal 16, etc.

The counting is done by moving a peg forward on the

cribbage-board as many holes as the player secures points,

that player winning who first advances his peg the length

of the board and back to the end hole.

cribbage-board (krib'Sj-bord). n. A board used

for marking in the game of cribbage.

One who cribs.

[< cnftl + -ing^.] 1.

Same a's m'fcl, 11.— 2. Same as crib-biting.

crib-biter (krib'bi"t6r), «. A horse addicted

to crib-biting. . .

crib-biting (krib'bi"ting), ». An injurious hab-

it of horses which are much in the stable, con-

sisting in seizing with the teeth the manger,

rack, or otherobject, and at the same time draw-

ing in the breath with a peculiar noise known

as wind-sucking. Also called cribbing.



cribble

cribble (krib'I), «. [Formerly erible; < ME. cri-

bil, in comp. cribil-bredc (see cribble-bread), < F.

erible, a sieve, < LL. cribcllum, dim. of L. cri-

brum, a sieve, akin to cernere, separate : see ccr-

iJiin. The sense of ' coarse flour' and the ap-

par. adj. sense ' coarse ' are due to the use of

criftftte, sieve, in composition.] 1. Acorn-sieve
or riddle.— 2. Coarse meal, a little better than
bran. Bailey.

cribble (krib'l), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. eribblcd,

ppr. eribbling. [< cribble, «.] To sift; cause to

pass through a sieve or riddle.

cribble-bread (krib'l-bred), n. [Formerly cri-

ble-breud (Cotgrave), < ME. cribilbrede (Halli-

well) ; < cribble + bread.'] Coarse bread.

\Ve will not eat common cribble-bread.

Bullinf/er'g Sermons (trans.), p. 243.

crib-dam (krib'dam), n. A dam built of logs,

in the manner of the walls of a log house, and
backed with earth.

Cribella (ki'i-bel'a), n. [NL., < LL. cribellum, a

smallsieve: see cribble, ii.'] 1. A genus of star-

fishes, of the family Solastridw : same as Eehi-
naster. C. sanguinolenta is a common New Eng-
land species. C. sexradiata is exceptional in

having six arms.—2. [/. c] A species of this ge-
nus: as, the rosy m6e((a,CrJ6c(/a rosea. Agassi:.

Also Cribrella.

cribellum (kri-bel'um), ». ;
pi. cribella (-a).

[NL. use of LL. cribellum, a small sieve: see
cribble, n.] An additional or accessory spin-

ning-organ of certain spiders. Also cribrellum.

Tlie Cinffionidaj . . . have in front of the spinnerets an
additional spinning^organ, called the cribelhim. It ia

covere<l with fine tuljes, much finer than those of the spin-

nerets, set close together. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 115.

cribld (kre-bla')> «• [F., ult. < erible, sieve : see
cribble, n.] Decorated with minute punctures or
depressions, as a surface of metal or wood : as, a
bronze covered with arabesques in erible work.
It usually implies that the outlines of the subject are in-

dicated by dots, and that any shading or filling in is formed
also ity dots, of a different size, usually smaller.

crib-muzzle (krib'muz'l), n. A muzzle to pre-
vent horses from crib-biting.

cribratet (krib'rat), V. t.; pret. and pp. cribrat-

ed, ppr. cribrating. [< L. cribratus, pp. of cri-

brarc, sift, < cribrum, a sieve: see cribble, «.]
To sift.

I have eribrated, and re-eribrated, and post-enV^ra/erf the
sermon. Donne, Letters, Ixxv.

cribrate (krib'rat), a. [< NL. cribratus, adj.,

< L. cribrum, a sieve; cf. cribrate, ».] Perfo-
rated like a sieve : cribrose.

cribrate-punctate (krib'rat-pungk'tat), a. In
entom., markedwith very deep, cavernous punc-
tures, giving a sieve-like appearance.
cribration (kri-bra'shon), n. [= F. cribration,

< L. as if *cribratio{n-), < cribrare, pp. cribratus,

sift: see cribrate.'] In }ihar., the act or process
of sifting or riddling.

Cribratores (krib-ra-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., lit.

sifters, < L. mirarp, pp.cW6ra<iw, sift: see crib-

rate.] In Macgillivray's classification, an or-

der of birds, the sifters, as the geese and ducks:
equivalent to the family Jna<irf<B, or the anserine
birds : so named from their manner of feeding
as it were by sifting or straining edible sub-
stances from the water by means of their la-

mellate bills. [Not in use.]

cribriform (krib'ri-form), a. [= F. cribriforme,
< L. cribrum, a sieve (see cribble, n.), + fnrma,
form.] Sieve-like; riddled with small holes.
Specifically applied, in an/if.: (o) To the horizontal lamella
of the ethmoid bone, which is perforated with many small
openings for the passage of the filaments of the olfactory
nen'e frr»m the cavity uf the cranium into that of the nose.
See cut under natal, (ft) To the deep layer of the super-
ficial fascia of the thigh in the site of the saphenous open-
ing, iiiercecl for the passage of small vessels and nerves.

—

Cribriform plate, {a) In echinoderms, a finely porous
dorsal iuterrailial plate through the orifices of which the
genital glands open upon the surface, as in many starfishes.
\b) Thecrittriform lamella of the ethmoid, alwvedescribeil.

Cribrilina(krib-ri-li'na),M. [NL.] The typical
genus of C,rihrilinid(e.

Oribrilinidse (krib-ri-lin'i-de), n. pi. [XL., <
Cribrilina + -id(v.] A family of chilostomatous
polyzoans, typified by the genus Cribrilina. The
zoarium is crustaceous anil adnate, of the character called
lepralian.oT erect and nnilaminar— that ls,heme;icharan.
The zo<£cia form either transverse or radiating fissures, or
rows of punctures. The mouth is simple, suborhicular,
sometimes mucronate, and is with or without a median
suboral pore.

cribrose (krib'ros), a. [< NL. cribrosus, < L.
cribrum, a sieve: see cribble, n.] Perforated like
a sieve; cribrate; cribriform; ethmoid Crib-
rose lamina, in anat. .See lamina.

cribrum (krib'rum), n. [L., a sieve: see crib-
ble, ».] In math., the sieve of Eratosthenes,
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a device for discovering prime numbers. See
sierc.

crib-strap (krib'strap), n. A strap fastened
about the neck of a horse to prevent him from
cribbing.

cribwork (krib'werk), re. A construction of
timber made by piling logs or beams horizon-
tally one above another, and spiking or chain-
ing them together, each layer being at right
angles to those above and below it. The structure
is a usual one for supporting wharves and inclosing sub-
merged lands which are to be reclaimed by filling in, in
which uses the cribs are anchored by being filled in with
stone, and are further held in place by piles driven down
within them and along their faces.

eric (krik), n. [F. eric, a screw-jack. Cf. crick*.]

In a lamp, an inflecting ring on the burner,
curved inward and serving to condense the
flame. E. H. Knight.

Cricetinee (kris-e-ti'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Cricetus
+ -ime.] A subfamily of rodents, of the family
Muridce, the hamsters, characterized by having
cheek-pouches. There are three genera, Cricetus, Sac-
costomttSj and Cricetomys, the species of which are Euro-
pean. Asiatic, and African. See cut under hamster.

cricetine (kris'e-tin), a. Resembling or re-
lated to the hamster; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Cricetinee.

Cricetodon (kri-set'o-don), n. [NL., < Cricetus
-^ Gr. odoig (MovT-) = E. tooth.] A genus of
fossU Muridce, related to the hamsters.
Cricetus (kri-se'tus), n. [NL., origin not as-
certained.] The typical genus of Muridce, of
the stibfamily Cricetince, containing the ham-
sters proper, as C. vulgaris. They have 16 teeth,
ungrooved incisors, cheek-pouches, a stout form, short tail

and liuil)S, and fossorial habits. See hamster.

crichtonite (kri'ton-it), n. [So called from Dr.
Crichton, physician to the Emperor of Russia.]
A variety of titanic iron or menaccanite found in
Dauphiny, France. It has a velvet-black color,

and crystallizes in small acute rhombohedrons.
cricket (krik), V. i. [A var. of creak^; < ME.
creken = MD. kricken, creak, crack, D. krieken,

creak, chirp, > F. criquer, creak: see creak^.]

To creak.

cricket (krik), «. [= MD. kriek, creaking; from
the verb: see mcfcl, f. Ct. creak^, n.] A creak-
ing, as of a door.

crick^ (krik), n. [< ME. cryk, cryke, crike, < Icel.

kriki, a crick, creek, bay : see creek^, the common
literary form of the word.] 1. An inlet of the
sea or a river: same as crcefci, 1.— 2. A small
stream ; a brook : same as creek^, 2, which is the
usual spelling, though generally pronounced
in the United States as crick.— 3. A crevice;
chink; cranny; comer. [CoUoq.]

A general shape which allows them admirably to fill up
all the cricks and corners lietween other plants.

G. Allen, Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 65.

crick^ (krik), «. [< ME. cricke, erykke, a crick
in the neck, appar. orig. a twist or bend, being
ult. the same as criek"^, creek'^, q. v. Cf. crick*.]

A painful spasmodic affection of some part of
the body, as of the neck or back, in the nature
of a cramp or transient stiffness, making mo-
tion of the part difficult.

Have I not got a crick in my hack with lifting your old
books '! Three Hours after Marriage.

Fall from me half my age, but for three minutes.
That I may feel no crick

!

Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, iii. 2.

They have gotten such a crick in their neck, they cannot
look backward on what was behind them. Fuller.

crick* (krik), Ji. [Cf. mc and mcJ;3.] A small
jackscrew. E. H. Knight.

cricket^ (krik'et), n. [Early mod. E. also creket,

< ME. creket, enjkett, erykctte, < OF. crequet,

later cricquet, P. criquet = mod. Pr. cricot,

a cricket; with dim. term, -et (-ot), equiv. to
MD. D. krekel = MLG. krikcl, krekel, > G.
kreckel, a cricket (cf . W. cricell, a cricket) : ult.

imitative (like P. cri-cri, a cricket, F. dial.

crikion, crekion, OF. crisnon, crinon, erignon,

crineon, crinchon, F. dial, erignon, crinchon, a
cricket or cicada, and MD. kriecker, krieckerken,

a cricket, lit. 'creaker,' 'little creaker'), from
the imitative verb, P. criquer, creak, E. crick^,

creak^: see crick^, ereak^.] Any saltatorial or-

thopterous insect of the family Gryllidce (or

Achetidee), or of a group Arhetina : sometimes

cricket-bat

extended to certain species of the related fam-
ily Locustidce. in both these families the antenna; are
very long and filamentous, with sometimes upward of 100
joints, and the ovipositor is often very large. It is to
the saltatorial forms, as distinguished from the AcridiidcB
(grasshoppers), that the name cricket is usually applied.
The best-known species is the common house-cricket,
Acheta or Gryllus domestica. The field-cricket is Acheta
or Gryllus campcstris; the mole-cricket, Gryllotalpa vul-
garis; the grand cricket of New Zealand, Anostostoma or
Dinacrida heteracantha. See also sand-cricket.

cricket^ (krik'et), n. [The game is first men-
tioned in A. D. 1598; prob. < OF. criquet, a stick
which serves as a mark in the game of bowls
(Roquefort) ; orperhaps another use oi cricket^,

a low stool (applied to the wickets?). The word
is certainly not from AS. crice, cryce, a staff,

crutch, as usually asserted.] An open-air game
played with bats, ball, and wickets, long pe-
culiar to England, but now popular through-
out the British empire, and somewhat less so
in the United States and elsewhere, it is played
by two opposite sets or sides of players, numbering 11
players each. Two wickets of 3 stumps 27 inches high,
with 2 biiils each 4 inches long on top, are placed in the
ground 22 yards apart. A line known as the bowling-crease
is drawn through and parallel to the stumps, 6 feet 8 inches
in length, behind which the bowler must stand. Four
feet in front of this is another line, known as the popping-
crease, of at least as great a length as the bowling-crease

;

between these two the batsman stands. After the rival

sides have tossed for the choice of taking the bat or field-

ing, two men are sent to the wickets, bat in hand. The
opposite or fielding side are all simultaneously engaged

:

one (the bowler) being stationed behind one wicket for the
purpose of bowling his ball against the opposite wicket.

s, in s3
s
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House*cricket {AcHtta domtjtica), natural size.

Cricket-field.

I, bowler ; a, wicket-keeper ; 3, long-stop ; 4, slip ; 5, point ; 6, cover-
slip; 7, cover-p>oinl ; 8,miU-off ; g, lon^-Ieg ; 10, square-leg; ii,inid-on ;

S, S, batsmen ; U, U, umpires ; a, a, popping-creases ; b, b, bowling-
creases.

where another player (the wicket-keeper) stands ready
to catch the ball should it not be batted ; the other field-

ers are placed in different parts ni the field, so as to catch
or stop the ball after it has been struck l»y the batsman
or missed by the wicket-keeper. Their positions and names
are sliown in the diagram. It is the object of the batsman
to prevent the ball delivered l)y the bowler from knock-
ing the l>ai]s off his wicket, either by merely stopping the
ball with his iMit or driving it away to a distant part o(

the field. Should the ball be driven to any distance, or
not 8topi>ed by the wicket-keeper, the two batsmen run
across and exchange wickets once or more. Each time
this is done is counted as a " run," and is marked to the
credit of the striker. If the batsman, however, allows
the ball to carry away a bail or a stump, either when the
ball is bowled or while he is running from wicket to

wicket, if he knocks down any part of his own wicket, if

any part of his person stops a ball that would otherwise
have reached his wicket, or if he strikes a ball so that it

is caught by one of the opposite party before it reaches
the ground, he is "out" — that is, he gives up his place to

one of his own side ; and so the game goes on until 10 of

the 11 men have played and been put out. This consti-

tutes an *' innings." The side in the field then take their

turn at the bat. Generally after two innings have been
played by both sides the game comes to an end, that side

winning which has scored the greater number of runs. A
rude form of the game is known to have been played in

the thirteenth century.

From the club-ball originated . . . that pleasant and
manly exercise, distinguished in modem times by the
name of cricket Sti^tt, Sports and I'astimes, p. 175.

cricket^ (krik'et), v. i. [< crielct^, «.] To en-

gage iu the game of cricket
;
play cricket.

They boated and they cricketed ; they talk'd

At wine, in clubs, of art, of pnlitios.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

cricket^ (krik'et), n. [Origin uncertain
;
per-

haps a particular use of F. criquet, a small horse,

also (a different word) a grasshopper. The
word crock^y a low stool, seems not to be re-

lated.] A small, low stool ; a footstool.

A barrister is de8cril)o<l fAntobiographyof Roger North,

p. 92] as "putting cases and mooting with the studenta

that sat on and before the crickets." This was circa 1680.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 224.

cricket-ball (krik'et-bal), n. The ball used in

phi viii<; cricket.

cricket-bat (krik'et-bat), n. A bat used in the

game of cricket.



cricket-bird

cricket-bird (krik'et-b^rd), n. The grasshop-
per-warbler, Sylma locustelUi or Locustella Tue-

via : so called from the resemblance of its note
to that of a cricket.

cricket-club (krik'et-klub), «. An association
organized for the purpose of playing the game
of cricket.

cricketer (krik'et-6r), M. One who plays at

cricket.

Most of the professional erickeUrs wore tall hats dur-
ing a match. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 59.

cricket-frog (krik'et-frog), n. A name of sun-
dry small tree-frogs of the genus Hylodes : so

called from their chirping notes like those of a
cricket.

cricketingS (krik'et-ingz), n. pi. Twilled flan-

nel of good quality, used for cricketing-cos-

tumes, etc.

cricket-iron (krik'et-i'6m), ». An iron sup-
port which upholds the seat of a railroad-car.

crico-arytenoid (kri "ko-ar-i-te'noid), a. and ».

[< NL. crico-arytenoideus, q. v.] I. a. In anat.,

pertaining to or connected with the cricoid and
arytenoid cartilages : said of a muscle or liga-

ment.
H, n. Same as crico-arytenoidetis.

crico-arytenoideus (kri"k6-ar'i-te-noi'de-us),

n.
;
pi. crico-arytenoidei (-i). [NL. ; as crico(id)

+ arytenoideus.'} One of the muscles which in

man act upon the vocal cords and glottis. The
crico-anftenouieus lateralU arises from the upper l)order

of the side of the cricoid cartilage, a7id is inserted into
tlie outer angle of the base of the arytenoid cartilage. The
crico-arytenoideus posticus lies behind the foregoing ; it

arises from the posterior surface of the cricoid cartilage,

and its converging fibers are inserted into the outer angle
of the base of the arytenoid cartilage. The former of these
muscles closes the glottis, while the latter opens it

cricoid (kri'koid), a. and n. [< Gr. KpiKoeiSt/i,

ring-shaped, < (cpkof, a ring (see circus), + eMof,

form.] I. a. In anat., ring-like : as, the cricoid

cartilage. See II.

H. n. The more or less modified and special-

ized first tracheal ring or cartilage, coming next
to the thyroid cartilage of the larynx, in man it

resembles a signet-ring, being expanded posteriorly. It is

connected with the thyroid cartilage by the cricothyroid
membrane and other structures.

cricophaiyngeal (kri"k6-fa-rin'je-al), a. [<
crico{id) -h pharyngeal.'] In anat., pertaining
to the cricoid cartilage and the pharynx.
cricothyroid (kri-ko-thl'roid), a. and re. [< cri-

co{id) + thyroid.] I. a. In anat., pertaining to
or connected with the cricoid and thyroid carti-

lages: as, a cricothyroid artery, membrane, or
muscle.
In some of the Balsenoidea . . . the cricoid cartilage

and the rings of the trachea are incomplete in front, and
a large air-sac is developed in the cricothyroid space.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 339.

Cricothyroid artery, a small but surgically important
branch uf the superior thyroid artery, running across the
cricothyroid membrane.

H. ». A muscle which extends from the cri-

coid to the thyroid cartilage.

cricothsrroidean (kri'ko-thi-roi'de-an), o. Same
as cric'ithi/roid.

cricoth3rroideus (kri'kd-thi-roi'de-us), n. ;jil.

cricothyroidei{-\). [I"
"

cricothyroid muscle,
crkothyroidei (-i). [NL. : aee cricothyroid.V'^e

cried (krid). Preterit and past participle of cry.

crier (kri'6r), n. [Also cryer; < ME. cryour, cry-
ar, < OF. crieor, crieuVj F. crieur (= Pr. cridador
= Sp. gritador = It. gridatore), a crier, < crier^

cry: see ery.'] One who cries; one who makes
an outcry or utters a public proclamation.
The person and office of this cryer in Uie wilderness.

Atterbury, Sermons, III. li.

Specifically

—

(a) An officer whose duty is to proclaim the
orders or commands of a court, announce the opening or
adjournment of the court, preserve order, etc.

The queen sate lord chief justice of the hall,

And bade the crier cite the criminal.
Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale.

(b) One who makes public proclamation of sales, strays,
lost goods, etc. ; a town crier ; an auctioneer.

Good folk, for gold or hire
But help me to a cryer.
For my poor heart is run astray
After two eyes, that pass'd this way.

Drayton, The Cryer.

crim (krim), v.\ nret. and pp. crimmedj ppr.
crimming. [E. dial., also (in senses 1, 2, 3, more
commonly) creamy creem; ult. < AS. crimman
(pret. cramm, cram, pi. *Grummon, pp. crummen,
in comp. d€rumm€n)y press, bruise, break into
fragments, crumble: see cram (of which crim
is appar. in part (cream,^ creem) a secondair
form) and crumlAy n. and v., crumble, and ci.

crimp as related to cramps. In form crim may
be compared with OHG. chrimman^ MHG. krim-
men (pret. kramm)^ also grimmeUj G. krimmen,
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grimnien (pret. krimmte), gripe, seize with the
claws. See cramps, n. and ??., and crimp.'] I.

trafis. 1. To press or squeeze ; crumble (bread).— 2. To press or squeeze out; pour out.— 3.
To convey slyly.— 4. To froth or curdle.

II. intram. To shiver. [Prov. Eng.]
crim. con. An abbreviation of the legal phrase
criminal conversation. See criminal.

crime (krim), n. [< ME. crimCj cryme, < OF. crime,

crim, F. crime = Pr. crim = Sp. crime^i = Pg.
crime = It. crimine, a crime, s L. crimen {cri-

min-),an accusation, a charge,the thing charged,
a fault, crime

;
prob, at first a question for judi-

cial decision (ef. Gr. Kpifuty a question for deci-

sion, a decision, sentence), < cernere (-y/ *m) =
Gr. KpiveiVj decide : see certain and critic, and cf

.

discriminate.'] 1. An act or omission which the
law punishes in the name and on behalf of the
state, whether because expressly forbidden by
statute or because so injurious to the public as
to require punishment on grounds of public
policy; an offense punishable by law. in its

general sense "it includes every offense, from the highest
to the lowest in the grade of offenses, and includes what
are called misdemeanors as well as treason and felony

"

{Taney). The latter are commonly called high crimes. Vio-
lations of municipal regulations are not generally spoken
of as crimes.

And 3if the Kyng him self do ony Homycydie or ony
Cryme, as to sle a man, or ony suche caa, he schalle dye
therefore. Mandeville, Travels, p. 287.

A crime is a harm I do to another with malice prepense.
Forgery and murder are crimes.

N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 187.

2. Any great wickedness or wrong-doing; ini-

quity; wrong.
No crime was thine, if 'tis no crime to love.

Pope, Ode on St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 95.

For there never was a religious persecution in which
some odious crime was not, justly or unjustly, said to be
obviously deducible from the doctrines of the persecuted
party. Macaulay, Hallam'a Const. Hist.

Capital crime. See capital offense, under capital^.—
Crune against nature, sodomy.— Infamous crime.
See iti/ainoxis.— Occult crimes, in Scots law, crimes com-
mitted in secret or in privacy. =Syn. Wrong, Sin, Crime,
Vice, Iniquity, Transyression, Trespass, Delinquency. (See
offeTute.) Wrong is the opposite of right ; a wrong is an in-

fringement of the rights of another. Sin is wrong viewed
as infraction of the laws of God. Criine is the breaking
of the laws of man, specifically of laws forbidding things
that are mischievous to individuals or to society, as theft,

forgery, murder. Vice is a matter of habit in doing that
which is low and degrading. Iniquity is great wrong.
Transgression is an act of "stepping across," as trespass is

an act of "passing across," the boundary of private rights,

legal requirements, or general right. Delinqueticy is fail-

ure to comply with the demands of the law or of duty. See
criminal.

To foi^ve wrongs darker than death or night; . . .

This ... is to be
Oood, great, and joyous, beautiful and free.

Shelley, Prometheus, iv.

The very sin of the sin is that it is against God, and
every thing that comes from God.

Bv^knell, Nat. and the Supernat., p. 143.

The complexity and range of passion is vastly increased
when the offence is at once both crime and sin, a tvrong
done against order and against conscience at the same
time. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 98.

Civilization has on the whole been more successful in

repressing crime than in repressing vice.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 157.

War in man's eyes shall be
A monster of iniquity.

C. Mackay, Good Time Coming.

The brutes cannot call us to accoimt for our transgres-
sions. F. P. Cobbe, Peak in Darien, p. 143.

In faith, he's penitent,
And yet his trespass, in our common reason,

... is not almost a fault

To incur a private check. Shak. , Othello, iii. 3.

A tribunal which might investigate, reform^ and punish
all ecclesiastical delinquencies. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Crimean (kri-me'an), a. [< Crimea (also called
the Krim) (= F.'Crim^e), < NL. Crimea = G.
Kriynvi or Krym, < Russ. Kruimu (Krym), of
Tatar origin: Turk. Kirim, Tatar Erim.~\ Of
or pertaining to the Crimea, a large peninsula
in southern Bussia, separating the Black Sea
from the sea of Azov, inhabited by Tatars since
the thirteenth century Crimean war, a war be-
tween Great Britain, France, Turkey, and Sardinia on the
one hand, and Russia on the other, chiefly carried on in
the Crimea. It began in the spring of 1854 and lasted to
the peace of Paris, March 30th, 1856.

crimefalt (knm'ful), a. [< crims + -ful, l.]

Criminal ; wicked ; contrary to law or right.

Tell me
Why you proceeded not against these feats
So crimefvX. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

crimelesst (krim'les), a. [< crime + -less.'] Free
from crime ; innocent.
criminal (krim'i-nal), a. and n. [= D. krimi-
neel = G. criminal"^ Dan. kriminal, adj., < F.
eriminel = Pr. Sp. Pg. criminal = It. criminale^

criminal

< LL, criminaliSf < L. crimen (crimin-), crime:
see crime.] 1, a* 1. Of or pertaining to crime;
relating to crime ; having to do with crime or
its punishment : as, a criminal action or case

;

a criminal sentence ; a criminal code ; criminal

law ; a criminal lawyer.
The privileges of that order were forfeited, either in con-

sequence of a erimitial sentence, or by engaging in some
mean trade, and entering into domestic service. Brougham,.

2, Of the nature of crime ; marked by or in-

volving crime
;
punishable by law, divine or

human : as, theft is a criminal act.

Foppish and fantastic ornaments are only indications of
vice, not criminal in themselves. Addison.

Doubt was almost universally regarded as criminal, and
error as damnable ;

yet the first was the necessary condi-
tion, and the second the probable consequence, of enquiry.

Lecky, Rationalism, I. 78.

3. Guilty of crime ; connected with or engaged
in committing crime.
However criminal they may be with regard to society

in general, yet with respect to one another . . : they have
ever maintained the most unshaken fidelity. Brydone.

Unsystematic charity increases pauperism, and unphilo-
sophical leniency towards the criminal class increases that
class. N. A. Rev., CXL. 293.

Criminal action. See action, 8.— Criminal cases, (a)

Prosecutions in the name of the state for violations of the
laws of the land. (&) Charges of offense against the public
law of the state or nation, as distinguished from violations
of municipal or local ordinances.— Criminal contempts
See contempt.—Criminal conversation, in law: (a) Adul-
tery; specifically, illicit intercourse with a married wo-
man. (6) The husband's action for damages for adultery.
This action has been abolished in England by 20 and 21
Vict., Ixxxv. 59, but the husband, in suing for a divorce,
may claim damages from the adulterer. The action has not
been abolished in the United States. Often abbreviated
crim. COM.- Criminal Information, a prosecution for
crime instituted by the attorney-general, in the name of
the crown or the people, without requiring the sanction
of a grand jury.— Criminal law, the law which relates to
crimes and their punislnnent. Certain matters of a quasi-
criminal character, such as indictments for nuisances, re-

pair of roads, bridges, etc., informations, the judicial de-
cisions of questions concerning the poor-laws, bastardy,
etc., are also often treated as jjart of the criminal law.

—

Criminal letters, a form of criminal prosecution in Scot-
land, corresponding to a criminal information in England,
drawn in the form of a summons, and in the supreme court
running in the name of the sovereign, in the sheriff-court
in that of the sheriff.— Criminal prosecution, the pro-
ceeding by which a person accused of a crime is brought
or attempted to be brought to trial and judgment. Some-
times confined to prosecution by indictment— Criminal
psychology. See psychology.— ^yn.. 2. Illegal, Criminal,
Felonious, Sinful, Immoral, Wicked, Iniquitous, Depraved,
Dissolute, Vicimis, agree in characterizing an act as con-
trary to law, civil or moral. All except illegal &nd feloni-
ous are also applicable to persons, thoughts, character, etc
Illegal is simply that which is not permitte<i by human
law, or is vitiated by lack of compliance with legal fonns

:

as, an illegal election. It suggests penalty only remotely,
if at all. Criminal applies to transgressions of human
law, with especial reference to penalty. Feloniou^s B.pplieK

to that which is deliberately done in the consciousness that
it is a crime ; its other uses are nearly or quite obsolete.

Sinful and the words that follow it mark transgression of
the divine or moral law. Sirtful does not admit the idea
that there is a moral law separate from the divine will,

but is specifically expressive of " any want of conformity
unto, or transgression of, the will of God " (Shorter Cate-
chism, Q. 14). As such, it applies to thoughts, feelings,

desires, character, while human law looks no further back
of action than to intent (as, a criminal intent), and at-

tempts to deal only with acts. Hence, though all men
are sinful, all are not criminal. Immoral stands over
against sitiful in emphasizing the notion of a moral law,
apart from the question of the divine will ; its most fre-

quent application is to transgressions of the moral code
in regard to the indulgence of lust. Wicked bears the
same relation to moral law that felonious bears to civil

law ; the wicked man does wrong wilfully and knowingly,
and generally his conduct is very wrong. Iniquitous is

wicked in relation to others' rights, and grossly unjust ; as,

a most iniquitous proceeding. Depraved implies a fall from
a better character, not only into wickedness, but into such
corruption that the person delights in evil for its own
sake. Dissolute, literally, set loose or released, expresses
the character, life, etc., of one who throws off all moral
obligation. Vicimis, starting with the notion of being ad-
dicted to vice, has a wide range of meaning, from cross to
wicked ; it is the only one of these words that may be ap-
plied to animals. See crime, atrocious, nefarious, and iV-

religiou^.

A subject may arrest for treason : the King cannot; for,

if the arrest be illegal, the party has no remedy against
the King. Quoted in Macaulay, On Hallam's Const. Hist.

But negligence itself is criminal, highly criminal, where
such effects to life and property follow it

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 27, 1834.

O thievish Night,
Why shouldst thou, but for some felmiious end,
In thy dark lantern thus close up the stars?

Milton, Conms, 1. 196.

Sinful as man is, he can never be satisfied with the wor-
ship of the sinful. Faiths of the World, p. 171.

Considered apart from other effects, it is immoral so to

treat the body as in any way to diminish the fulness or
vigour of its vitality. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 31.

To do an injury openly is, in his estimation, as tricked

as to do it secretly, and far less profitable.

Macaulay, MachiavelH.

He [Strafford] was not to have punishment meted out
to him from his own iniquitous measure.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hisi.
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All sin has its root in the perverted dispositions, de-

sires, and affections which constitute the depraved state

of tlie will. A. A. Uodije, Outlines of Theology, xvi. § 4.

Though licentious and careless of restraint, he could

hardly be called extremely dissolute.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 276.

He [Wycherley ] appears to have led, during a long course

of years, that most wretched life, the life of a vicious old

boy about town. Macaulay, Comic Dramatists.

And Guinevere . . . desired his name, and sent

Her maiden to demand it of the dwarf

;

Who being vicious, old, and irritable, . . .

Made answer sharply that she should not know.
Tennyson, Geraint.

II. n. A person who has committed a pun-
ishable offense against public law; more par-

ticularly, a person convicted of a punishable
public offense on proof or confession.

The mawltish sympathy of good and soft-headed women
with the most degraded and persistent criminals of the
male sex is one of the signs of an unhealthy public senti-

ment. N. A. Rev., CXL. 293.

Habitual criminal, in law, one of a class recognized by
moilern legislation as punishable by reason of criminal past
history and continued criminal associations and demoral-
ized life maintained without means of honest subsistence,

as distinguished from adequate evidence of any single new
specific offense ; or, if not punishable solely therefor, lia-

ble to arrest on suspicion of criminal intentions. = Syn,
Culprit, malefactor, evil-doer, transgressor, felon, convict.

criminalist (krim'i-nal-ist), n, [= F. crimina-

liste = Sp. Pg. It. criminalista ; as criminal (law)
+ -ist.^ An authority in criminal law; one
versed in criminal law.

Experienced criminalists vowed they had never seen
such a shamelessly impudent specimen of humanity.

Lowe, Bismarck, II. 434.

criminality (krim-i-nal'i-ti), n. [= F. crimina-

lite = Sp. criminalidad= Pg. criminalidade= It.

criminalitA, < ML. criminalita{t-)s, < LL. erimi-

nalis, criminal: see crimitial and -ity.'i The
quality or state of being criminal ; that which
constitutes a crime

;
guiltiness.

With the single exception of the Jews, no class held that
doctrine of the criminality of error which has been the
parent of most modem persecutions.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 475.

A very great distinction obtains between the conscience
of criminality and the conscience of sin, between the mere
doing of evil*and the feeling oneself to be evil.

//. James, Subs, and .Shad., p. 180.

Not only have artificial punishments failed to produce
reformation, but they have in many cases increased the
criiniTMlity. H. Spencer, Education, p. 177.

criminally (krim'i-nal-i), adv. In a criminal
manner or spirit ; with violation of public law

;

with reference to criminal law.

A physician who, after years of study, has gained a com-
petent Icnowledge of physiology, pathology, and therapeu-
tics, is not held criminoi/j/ responsible if a man dies under
his treatment. //. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 77.

criminalness (krim'i-nal-nes), n. Criminality.

criminate (krim'i-nat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. crim-
inated, ppr. criminaHng. [< L. criminatus, pp.
of criminari (> It. criminare = Sp. Pg. criminar
= OF. criminer), accuse of crime, < crimen (cri-

min-), crime: see crime. Cf. accriminate, incrim-
inate, recriminate.'] 1. To charge with a crime

;

declare to be guilty of a crime.

To criminate, with the heavy and ungrounded charge of
disloyalty and disaffection, an incorrupt. Independent, and
reforming Parliament.

Burke, On the Speech from the Throne.

2. To involve in the commission or the conse-
quences of a crime ; incriminate ; reflexively,

manifest or disclose the commission of crime
t>y.

Our municipal laws do not require the offender to plead
guilty or criminate himself. Scott.

3. To censure or hold up to censure ; inveigh
against or blame as criminal ; impugn. [Rare.]

As the spirit of party, in different degrees, must be ex-
pected to infect all political bodies, there will be, no doubt,
perwuis in the national legislature willing enough to ar-
raign the measures and criminate the views of the major-
ity. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. xxvi.

He [Sir John Eliot] descends to criminate the duke's
magnificent tastes; he who had something of a congenial
nature ; for Eliot was a man of fine literature.

/. D Israeli, Curios, of Lit., IV. 379.

To criminate one's self.to furnish evidence of one's own
guilt, or of a fact which may be a link in a chain of evi.

dence to that effect : said of an accused person or of a wit-
ness.

crimination (krim-i-na'shon), n. [= OF. crimi-
nation = Sp. criminacion (obs. ; now acrimina-
cion) = Pg. criminaqSo = It. criminazione, < L.
eriminatio(n-), < criminari, pp. eriminatus, crimi-
nate: see criminate.'] The act of criminating,
in any sense of the word ; accusation ; charge.
The pulpits rung with mutual criminations.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xi. 2.

The time of the Privy Council was occupied by the crim-
inatimis and recriminations of the adverse parties.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.
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criminati'7e (krim'i-na-tiv), a. [< criminate +
-ivc.'\ Kelating to or involving crimination or
accusation; accusing.

criminator (krim'i-na-tor), n. [= Sp. acrimi-
nador = Pg. criminador = It. criminatore, < L.
criminator, an accuser, < criminari, pp. crimi-

natus, accuse : see criminate.'] One who crimi-
nates ; an accuser ; a calumniator.
He may be amiable, but, if he is, my feelings are liars,

and I have been so long accustomed to trust to them in
these cases that the opinion of the world is not the likeliest
criminator to impeach their credibility.

Shelley, in Dowden, I. 234.

criminatory (krim'i-na-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

*criminat«rius, < criminator, an accuser: see
criminator.] Involving accusation; crimina-
tive.

*^

crimine, crimini (krim'i-ne, -ni), interj. [Appar.
a mere ejaculation, but perhaps a variation of
gemini, which is similarly used.] An exclama-
tion of surprise or impatience.

Oh ! crimine ! Congreve, Double Dealer, Iv. 1.

Crimini, jimini.
Did you ever hear such a nimminy pimminy

Story as Leigh Hunt's Rimini? Byron.

criminologist (krim-i-nol'o-jist), n. [< L. cri-

men (crimiti-), a crime, + Gr. -Xoym, < liyciv,

say, discuss: see crime and -ology.] One who
studies crimes with reference to their origin,

propagation, prevention, punishment, etc.

The point of view of the two schools of criminologists
in Italy, the classical or spiritualistic school, and the an-
thropological school, which differ not only in their theo-
retical conceptions, but also in their practical conclusions
upon the application of punishment. Science, IX. 220.

criminology (krim-i-nor9-ji), n. The science
of crime.

criminous (krim'i-nus), a. [= OF. crimineux
= Sp. Pg. It. criminoao, < L. criminosus, full of

reproaches, accusatory, ML. criminal, < crimen
(crimin-), accusation, crime : see crime.] Involv-
ing or guilty of crime ; criminal ; wicked.

No marvel then, if being as deeply criminous as the Earle
himselfe, it stung his conscience to adjudge to death those
misdeeds whereof hlmselfe had bin the chiefe Author.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, it

We have seen the importance which the jurisdiction

over criminous clerks assumed in the first quarrel between
Becket and Henry II. Stul>bs, Const Hist, S 399.

criminonslyt (krim'i-nus-li), adv. Criminally

;

wickedly.

criminousnesst (krim'i-nus-nes), n. Criminal-
ity-

crimosinf; «. and a. An obsolete form of crim-
son.

crimp (krimp), V. [< ME.'crimpen (foimd only
as in freq. crimple and other derivatives) = MD.
D. krimpen = MLG. LG. krimpen = OHG. chrim-
phan, hrimfan, MHG. krimphen, krimpfen (a
strong verb, pret. kramp, pp. krumpen), bend
together, contract, shrink, shrivel, diminish (cf.

Sw. krympa = Dan. krympe, shrink, prob. from
LG. ) : in form the orig. verb of which cramp^,
crump, crimple, crumple are secondary or deriv.

forms : see cramjA, r. and n. , and cf . crim, cram.]

I. trans. 1 . To bend back or inward ; draw to-

gether ; contract or cause to contract or shrink

;

corrugate. Specifloally— 2. To bend (the up-
pers of boots) into shape.— 3. To indent (a
cartridge-case), or turn the end inward and
back upon the head, in order to confine the
charge ; crease.—4. To cause to contract and
pucker so as to become wrinkled, wavy, or
crisped, as the hair; form into short curls or

ruffles; flute; ruffle.

The comely hostess in a crimped cap. Irving.

To crimp the little frill that bordered his shirt collar.

Dickens.

6. In cookery, to crimple or cause to contract
or wrinkle, as the flesh of a live fish or of one
just killed, by gashing it with a knife, to give it

greater firmness and make it more crisp when
cooked.
My brother Temple, although he Is fond of flsh, will

never taste anything that has been crimped alive.

J. Moore, Edward.

Those who attempted resistance were crimped alive, like

fishes. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 422.

6. To pinch and hold; seize. [Eng.] Hence— 7. To kidnap ; decoy for the purpose of ship-

ping or enlisting, as into the army or navy. See
the extract.

The crimping of men is the decoying them into a re-

sort where they can be detained until they are handed
over to a shipper or recruiter, like fish kept in a stew till

wanted for the table. N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 616.

n. intrans. To be very stingy. [Prov. Eng.]
crimp (krimp), ». [< crimp, v.] 1. That which
has been cnmped or curled ; a curl or a waved

crimson-'warm

lock of hair : generally used in the plural.— 2.
A crimper.—3. One who brings persons into a
place or condition of restraint, in order to sub-
ject them to swindling, forced labor, or the like

;

especially, one who, for a commission, supplies
recruits for the army or sailors for ships by ne-
farious means or false inducements ; a decoy

;

a kidnapper. Such practices have been sup-
pressed in the army and navy, and made high-
ly penal in connection with merchant ships.

The kidnapping crimp
Took the foolish young imp

On board of his cutter so trim and so jimp.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 292.

Great numbers of young men were inveigled or kid-

napped by crimps in its [the East India Company's] service,

confined often for long periods, and with circumstances
of the most aggravated cruelty, in secret dep6ts which ex-

isted in the heart of London, and at last, in the dead of

night, shipped for Hindostan.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, xiil.

4t. A certain game at cards.

Laugh and keep company at gleek or crimp.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, 11. 1.

crimpt (krimp), a. [Related to crimp, v., as
crowpi, a., to eramp^, v.] 1. Easily crumbled

;

friable; brittle; crisp.

The fowler . . .

Treads the crimp earth.
J. Philips, Cider, ii.

2. Not consistent ; contradictory.

The evidence is crimp, the witnesses swear backwards
and forwards, and contradict themselves.

Artmthnot, John Bull.

crimpage (krim'paj), «. [< crimp + -age.] The
act of crimping, llaunder.
crimper (krim'p6r), n. One who or that which
crimps or corrugates. Specifically— (a) A machine
for stretching and forming the uppei-s of boots and shoes.

(6) An apparatus for bending leather into various shapes,
used in harness-making, (c) A double pin or other de-
vice for crimping the hair, {d) An apparatus consisting
of a pair of fluted rolls for ruffling or fluting fabrics, {e) A
machine for bending wire into cori'ugations previous to
weaving it into wire cloth. (/) A stamping-press for
forming tinware, {g) A machine for swaging the ends of
blind-slats, (h) A tool for crimping cartridge-cases.

crimping-board (krim'ping-bord), ». A piece
of hard wood used to raise the grain of leather
in the process of tanning ; a graining-board.

crimping-h.O'OSe (krim'ping-hous), n. A low
resort to which men are decoyed for the pur-
pose of confining and controlling them, and
forcing them to enter the army, navy, or mer-
chant service. See crimp, n., 3.

Climping-iron (krim'piii^-i''6m), n. 1. An im-
plement for fluting ruffles on garments.— 2.
Aji implement for crimping the hair.

crimping-machine (krim'ping-ma-shen"), n. A
machine for crimping or fluting.

crimple (krim'pl), v. <^ pret. and pp. crimpled,

ppr. crimpUng. [< ME. crimplen (spelled crym-
plyn), freq. of crimp, q. v.] To contract or
draw together ; cause to shrink or pucker ; curl

;

corrugate.

He passed the cautery through them, and accordingly
crimpled them up. Wiseman, Surgery.

Crimplet, n. [< ME. crympylle ; from the verb.]
A rumple.
crimp-press (krimp ' pres), n. A crimper or
crimpuig-machine.— Pad crimp-press, in harness-
making, a pad-crimp.

crimson (krim'zn), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also crimosin, cremosin, < ME. crimosin, with
many variants, cramosin, cremosyn^ crimisine,

etc., < OF. *cramoisi>i, cramoisyne, crimson, car-

mine: see further under carmine, which is a
doublet of crimson.] I. n. A highly chromatic
red color somewhat inclining toward purple,
like that of an alkaline infusion of cochineal,
or of red wine a year or two old ; deep red.

A maid yet rosed over with the virgin crinuon of mod-
esty. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

U. a. Of a red color inclining to purple

;

deep-red.
Beauty's ensign yet

Is crimson in thy lips and in thy cheeks.
Shak., R. and J., v. 3.

The crimson stream distain'd his arms. Dryden,

crimson (krim'zn), v. [< crimson, ».] I. trans.

To dye with crimson ; make crimson.

And felt my blood
Glow with the glow that slowly crimson'd all

Thy presence. Tennyson, Tithonus.

II. intrans. To become of a deep-red color

;

be tinged with red ; blush: as, her cheeks m»i-
soned.

Ancient towers . . . beginning to crimson with the ra-

diant lustre of a cloudless July morning. De Quincey.

crimson-'Warm (krim'zn-w&rm), a. Warm to

redness.
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crinal (kri'nal), a. [< L. erinalis, < erinis, hair

:

see crinf.2 feelonging to hair.

crmate (kri'nat), «. [Var. of crinite\ with suffix

-<jf<>i for -»te2.] Same as erinifci, 2.

crinated (kri'na-ted), a. [As crinate + -cd2.]

Having hair ; hairy.

crinatory (krin'a-to-ri), a. Same as crinitory.

Clinch (krinch), r. 'A dialectal form of cringe.

crincumt, crincomet, «• [Old slang.] Vene-
real infection. [Vulgar.]

Get the erineomet, go. _ „ „ ,

Shirle;/ and Chapman, The Ball, iv.

Jealousy is but a kind

Of clap and crincum of the mind.
S. Staler, Hudibras, III. i. 704.
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crinicultural (krin-i-kul'tur-al), a. [_<!,. erinis, crlnkleroot (knng kl-rot), n. The pepperroot,

hair (see criwe), + CMtora, culture, + -«;.] Ee- Dentana diphylla. ,^ „„
lating to the growth of hair. [Rare.] crinkly (krmg'kli), a. [< m«We + -yi.] lull

criniSre (krin-iar'), n. [OF., < crin, < L. erinis, of crinkles ; wrmkly ; cnmpy ; like a ermkle.

hair: seecrjnc] In ornjor, that part of the bards crinkum-crankum (knng kum-krang kum), n.

of a horse which covered the back of the neck. It [A humorous Latin-seemmg word, made from
was generally formed of overlapping plates, lilce the tas-

cets. It was not introduced until late in the fifteenth cen-

tury. Also critiet. See cut under bard.

Criniger (krin'i-j6r), ». [NL., < L. criniqer,

hairy: see crinigerous.^ 1. Agenus of turdoid

or dentirostral oscine passerine birds (so called

from the hair-like filaments with which some

a-in = Pr. Sp. erin —
L. erinis, hair.] Hair.

crinet (krin), n. [< F.

Pg. crina = It. erine, <

[Bare.]
Priests, whose sacred cnne

Felt never razor. Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartaa.

crined (krind), a. [< crine + -e(ft ; equiv. to

crinitel, q. v.] In her., wearing hair, as the

head of a man or woman, or wearing a mane, as

the head of a horse, unicorn, etc. These additions

are often borne of a different tincture from the head,

which is then said to be crined of such a tincture.

crineU (kri'nel), n. [< OF. *erinel, dim. of erin,

< L. erinis, hair: see erine.'\ Same as erinet, 1.

Booth.
crinet (kri'net), n. [< OF. *crinet, dim. of erin,

< L. erinis, hair: see crine, and of. erinel.'] It.

A fine, hair-like feather; one of the small, bris-

tly black feathers on a hawk's head. Halliwell.

Also erane, eranet, erinel.— 2. Same as erini^re.

cringe (krinj), v. ;
pret. and pp. cringed, ppr.

cringing. [= E. dial. (North.) crinch, crouch ; <

ME. *crinchen, crenehen, crengen (?), twist or

bend, < AS. eringan, sometimes erincan (pret.

erang, *crane, pi. crungon,*cruncon, pp. erungen,

*entneen) (cf. swing, with the assibilated form
swinge), fall (in battle), yield, succumb, orig.

prob. 'bend, bow' (cf. the orig. sense of equiv.

succumb). The verb is but scantly recorded in

early literature, but it appears to be the ult.

source of crinkle, cringle, as well as of crank in

all its uses.] I. intrans. To bend; crouch; es-

pecially, to bend or crouch with servility or

from fear or cowardice ; fawn ; cower.

Who more than thou
Once fawn'd and cringed, and servilely adored
Heaven's awful Monarch? Milton, P. L., iv. 969.

Those who trample on the helpless are disposed to cringe

to the powerfuL Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

He cringes to every phantom of apprehension, and obeys

the impulses of cowardice as thougli they were the laws

of existence. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 117.

Criniger phaocephalus.

=Syn. To stoop, truckle.

U. trans. To contract ; distort. [Rare.]

Whip him, fellows,

Till, like a boy, you see him cringe his face,

And whine aloud for mercy.
Shak., A. and C. 11.

cringe (krinj), n. [< cringe, ».] A servile or

fawning obeisance.

My antic knees can turn upon the hinges
Of compliment, and screw a thousand cringes.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 3.

He mtut be under my uslier, who must teach him the
postures of his body, how to make legs and cringes.

Shirley, Love Tricks, iii. 5.

cringeling(krinj'ling),n. l<.cringe+ -ling.'] One
who cringes; a fawner; a sycophant; a shrink-
ing coward. [Rare.]

cringer (krin' jer), n. One who cringes ; one
characterized by servility or cowardice ; a syco-
phant.
cringingly (krin'jing-li), adv. In a cringing
manner.
cringle (kring'gl), n. [In naut. sense also writ-

ten erengle, crenkle, crencle ; of LG. or Scand.
origin : MLG. kringel, kringele, a ring, circle, a
cracknel, = Or. kringel, a cracknel, dial, a circle,

= Icel. kringla, a msk, circle, orb; dim. of the
simple form, D. kring = MLG. krink,

a ring, circle, = Icel. kringr, in pi. krin-

gar, pulleys of a drag-net; cf. Icel.

kringr, adj., easy (orig. round, kring,

adv., around). Perhaps ult. connected
with Icel. kringr = AS. hring, E. ring :

see nngrl. Cf. crinkle.'] A ring or cir-

cular bend, as of a rope. Specifically— (o)

Naut., a strand of rope so worked into the bolt-
rope of a sail as to form a ring or eye. Cringles
are named according to the purpose for wliich

Crinfle. they are intended : as, head-crinf/les, which are
placed at the upper corners of the sail, for lash-

ine them to the yards ; reef-cringles, on the leeches of the
sail, for passing the reef-earings through. (6) A withe or
rape for fastening a gate. |Eng.]—Earing-cringle, the
cringle through which an earing is passed.

of the feathers end), containing a large number
of chiefly African and Asiatic species : some-
times referred to the family Pycnonotidce. It is

also called Trichas and Triehophorus.— 3. [I- "•]

A book-name of the species of the genus Crini-

ger : as, the yellow-bellied criniger, C. flaviven-

tris.

crinigerous (kri-nij'e-rus), a. [< L. criniger

(doubtful), having long hair, < erinis, hair (see

eriyie), + (jrerere, bear.] Hairy; covered with
hair; crinated. [Rare.]

CriniparOUS (kri-nip'a-rus), a. [< L. cririis,

hair (see crine), + pareire, produce.] Producing
hair ; causing hair to grow. [Rare.]

Bears' grease or fat is also in great request, lieing sup-

posed to have a criniparous or hair-producing quality.

Poetry of Antijacobin, p. 83, note.

crinitei (kri'nit), a. [< L. erinitus, haired, pp.
of erinire, provide with hair, < erinis, hair: see

crine.1 1. Having the appearance of a tuft of

hair.
Conmte, crmite, caudate stars.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xiv. 44.

2. In lot. and entom., having long hairs, or hav-

ing tufts of long, weak, and often bent hairs, on
the surface. Also crinate.

crinite^ (kri'nit), n. [< Gr. Kpivov, a lily, + -ite^.

Ct encrinite.} A fossil crinoid; an encrinite

or stone-lily.

crinitory (krin'i-to-ri), a. [< erinite^ + -ory.']

Pertaining to or consisting of hair. Also spelled

crinatory.

When in the morning he anxiously removed the cap,

away came every vestige of its crinitory covering.

T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, II. ilL

crinkle (kring'kl). v.; pret. and pp. crinkled,

ppr. crinkling. [< ME. erenclen (rare), bend,

tm-n, = D. krinkelen, turn, wind; freq. of *erink,

repr. by cringe, and, with change of vowel, by
crank (cf. crankle): see cringe, cringle, and
cranfcl.] I. trans. To form or mark with short

curves, waves, or wrinkles ; make with many
flexures; mold into corrugations; corrugate.

The ilames through all the casements pushing forth.

Like red-hot devils crinkled into snakes.
Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, viii.

II. intrans. 1. To turn or wind; bend; wrin-

kle ; be marked by short waves or ripples ; curl

:

be corrugated or crimped.

The house is crinkled to and fro.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2012.

All the rooms
Were full of crinkling silka.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, v.

A breath of cheerfulness runs along the slender stream

crinkle or crank.] A winding or crooked line or

course; a zigzag.

Ay, here's none of your straight lines here— but all taste

— zigzag —crinkuni-crankum— in and out.

Colman and Garrick, The Clandestine Marriage, ii. 2.

crino (kn'no), n. [NL., < L. erinis, hair: see

crine.] 1. PI. mnones(kri-n6'nez). Acutieular

disease supposed to arise from the insinuation

of a hair-worm under the skin of infants.— 2.

leaj}.] A genus of Entoeoa, found chiefly in

horses and dogs.

crinoid (kri'noid), a. and n. [<, Crinoidea.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Crinoidea; contain-

ing or consisting of crinoids; encrinital.

II, n. One of the Crinoidea; an encrinite

;

a stone-lUy, sea-lily, lily-star, feather-star, or

hair-star.

The greater number of criiwids belong to the oldest pe-

riods of the history of the earth (the Cambrian, Silurian,

Devonian and Carboniferous formations). Existing forms
live mostly at considerable depths.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 289.

crinoidal (kri-noi'dal), a. [As crinoid + -al.]

Same as crinoid.

Crinoidea (kri-noi'de-a), n.2)l. [NL. , < Gr. Kptvo-

firf^f , like a lily, < Kpivov, a lUy,+ eWof, form.] 1

.

A class of Echinodermata containing globular

or cup-shaped echinoderms, having, normally,

jointed arms furnished with pinnides, and
stalked and fixed during some or all of their

lives : so called from the resemblance of their

rayed bodies, borne upon a jointed stem, to a
lily or tulip. The body or calyx of the ventral surface

is directed upward ; the stalk is attached to the aboral,

dorsal, or inferior surface, which is provided with plates

;

and the ambulacral appendages have the form of tentacles

situated in the ambulacral grooves of the calyx and of the

segmented arms. The class is divided into three orders

:

the Blastoidea, which are without arms ; the Cystoidea,

which are globular, and have arms ; and the Crinoidea,

which are cup-shaped, and provided with arms. All the

representatives of the first two orders, and most of the

third order, are extinct. The fossil forms are known as

stone-lilies and encrinites. See stone-lily and encrinite.

2. The typical order of the class Crinoidea, hav-

ing the body cup-shaped or calyx-like, the dor-

sal or aboral surface furnished with hard calca-

reous plates, the ventral or oral aspect coria-

ceous, and the body stalked and rooted, at least

for some period if not continuously, and provid-

RhixocriHus lofotensis.

I. The entire animal : a, enlarged upper joint of stem ; *, larral

joints of stem ; c, c, cirri ; d. d, brachia. II. Summit of stem, beanng
calyx and brachia : a, as before ; s. s, first radials; »-2. rt, second ra-

dials; r*, r3, third radials; /,/, pinnules. III. Oral surface of calyx,

seen obliquely : -v. lower part of visceral mass;j^, tentacular grooves

;

o, 0, oral valves; t, oral tentacles; an, anus.

ed with five or more radiated segmented arms
bearingTiinnules and disconnected from thevis-

ceral cavity. All the ordinary encrinites, stone-lilies,

lily-stars, etc., belong to this division, which abounded in

early, especially Paleozoic, times, and is still represented

by six living genera. These arc Antedon (or Comatula),

Actinometra, Comaster, Pentaerinus, Rhizocrimui, and
Holopus. The order Crinoidea is by some divided into

two suborders, Artieulata and Tesselata. the latter all fos-

sil ; by others into the families Encrinidw and Comatuli-

dce, the former containing the ordinary encrinites or stone-

lilies, as well as some living sea-lilies, and the latter com-
Also called i>rrtcA»(7/fl.prisinsj the featlter-stars. -

of his [Skelton's] verse, under which it seems to ripple and crinoidcan (kri-noi'de-an), ». [< Crinoidea +
—-''- catching and casting back the sunshine like a

_^^^-^ q^^^ ^^ ^^^ Crinoidea; a crinoid.crinkle,

stream blown on by clear western winds.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 132.

2t. To cringe.

He that hath pleased her grace
Thus far, shall not now crincle for a little.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

crinkle (kring'kl), n. [= D. krinkel, curve,

flexure ; from the verb. Cf. cringle, with var.

crenkle, etc.] A wrinkle ; a turn or twist ; a rip-

ple ; a corrugation.

The crinkles in this glass making objects appear double.

A. Tucker, L^ht of Nature, II. xxvi.

crinoline (krin'6-lin or -lin), «. and a. [< F.

crinoline, hair-cloth, crinoline, < L. erinis, hair,

+ linum, flax: see crine, line^^, linen.] I. »i. 1.

A stiff material originally made wholly or in

part of horsehair, whence the name. It was used

alinut 1852 for stiff skirts, and, when this fashion was
followed by that of wearing greatly projecting skirts of

wire or steel springs, the word continued to be used gen-

erally for the latter. Crinoline is still in use tor stiff lin-

ing and the like, in the manner of buckram.

Hence— 2. A skirt made of this stuff or of any
stiffened or starched material.— 3. A fram^-



crlnoUne

work of fine steel or other hoops or springs, used
for distending the dress j a hoop-skirt. See/ac-
thingale and hoop-skirt.

"One can move so much more quietly without crino-
liw." ... A mountain of mohair and scarlet petticoat
remained on the floor, upborne by an overgrown steel
mouse-trap. Hisg Yonge, The TriaL
CrlnoUne-steels, thin and narrow ribbons of steel used
fur making Iioup-t-kirts.

n. a. Pertaining to or resembling a crinoline
in structure.
The "Monarch," one of the ships experimented upon,

. . . was considered to have been made almost impregna-
ble against any attack l)y a strong crinoline framework of
booms and spars built up round her. Ure, Diet., II. 207.

crinon (kri'non), n. [< L. crinis, hair: see crine.']
A eriniger ; a bird of the genus Criniger of Tem-
minek. Gf. Curier.

crinones, n. Plural of crino, 1.

crinose (krj'nos), a. [< L. crinis, hair (see crine),
+ -ose. Cf. ML. criniosus, hairy.] Hairy.
[Rare.]

crinosity (kri-nos'i-ti), n. [< crinose + -ity.']

Hairiness. [Rare.]
Crumm (kn'num), «. [NL., < 6r. apivov, a lily.]
A genus of tall bulbous plants, natural or-
der Amaryllidaeetf, of which there are about
60 species, natives of tropical and subtropical
regions. They are very beautiful greenhouse-plants,
with strap-shaped leaves and a solid scape bearing an
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asparagus-beetle, C. asparagi, is an example.
See cut under asparagus-beetle.
criosphinx (kri'o-sfingks), n. [< Gr. Kpid^, a
ram, + afiy^, sphinx.] One of the three va-
rieties of the Egyptian sphinx, characterized by

Criospliinx.

'^^iSi^'^^'nt-
CrinufH.

nmbel of flowers. The genus differs from the common
AiiiaryllU in the long tube of the flowers, which also are
sessile in the umbel instead of pedicellate. The Asiatic
polson-bulb, C. Asiaticum, a native of the East, has a bulb
above ground, which is a- powerful emetic, and is often
used By the natives to produce vomiting after poison has
been taken.

criocephalous (kri-o-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL. crio-
ce/ihalm, < Gr. Kpioi, a ram, -I- Ke<j>a'/.i, head.]
HaWng a ram's head : as, a criocephalous sphinx.
Criocephalus (kri-o-sef a-lus), ».; p\. crioccphati
(-li). [XL.: see criocep7(a/oiM.] Aram-headed
being or animal. See criosphinx.

Hillocks humped and deformed, squatting like the crio-
cephalus of the tombs.

i. Heam, tr. of Gautler's Cleop. Nights, p. 6.

Orioceras (kii-os'o-ras), n. [NL., < 6r. xpiS^, a
ram,+ idpac, horn. ] A genus of
tetrabranchiate cephalopod8,of
the family,4 »!mo«irt<f<r, ormade
type of a family Criocera tidw,
containing discoidal ammon-
ites having the whorls dis-
crete : so called from the re-
semblance to a ram's horn.
The species are numerous. Al-

criocrraseriitatum. "o Criocero, Ctioceratites, and
Criocerus.

criocerate (kn-os'e-rat), a. Same as enocera-
titic.

crioceratid (kri-o-ser'a-tid), n. A cephalopod
of the family Cnoceraiidfe.
Crioceratidae (kri'o-se-rat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
< Crioceras {-ccrat-)'+ -j<f<r.] A family of fossil
cephalopods, typified by the genus Crioceras;
the ram's-horn ammonites or crioceratites.

crioceratite (kri-o-ser'a-tit), n. [< Crioceras
(-rcriit-) + -ite2.] A fossil of the genus Crio-
crras; a ram's-hom ammonite.

crioceratitic (kn-o-ser-a-tit'ik), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Crioceratidm.
Also criocerate, crioceran.
Crioceridse (bi-o-ser'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Crio-
ccns -I- -iVte.] A family of phytophagous te-
tramerous coleopters, taking name from the
genus Crioceris. They are related to the Chn„mn,lid<r
and are sometimes merged in that family. They have ail
Oblong body, and the posterior femurs are frequently en-
larged, whence the term Euprxia applied by Latrcille
Ihey include many aquatic beetles. Also Criocerida. Crio-
rerulejt, Cnoceriteg.

Crioceris (kri-os'e-ris), n. [NL. (Geofifroy,
1/64), < Gr. Kpior, a ram, -I- ntpa^, a horn.] The
typical genus of the family Criocerida. The

having the head of a ram, as distinguished from
the androsphinx, with the head of a human
being, and the hieracosphinx, or hawk-headed
sphinx. See sphinx.

crioust (kri'us), a. [ME. erious; < cry + -ous.}
Clamorous.
A fool womman and criotis. Wycli/, Prov. ix. 13 (Oxf.).

cripling, n. See crippling.

crippawn (kri-pan'), n. [Appar. a corruption
of au Ir. word.] A disease of cattle. [Local,
Ireland.]

crippint, «. Same as crespine.

cripple (krip'l), n. and a. [Cf. dial, creeple ; <MK cripel, crepel, crepul, crypel, cnipel, etc., <
ONorth. crypel (in comp. eorth-crypel, a para-
lytic, lit. a ground-creeper) (z= OFries. kreppel.
North Fries, krebel, krabel = MLG. kropel, kre-
pel, LG. kriipel = D. kreppel, kropel, kreupel =
OHG. kruppel, MHG. krtippel, M6. krupel, kro-
pel, G. kriippel = leel. kryppill = Dan. krobbel
(found only as adj. and in comp.), dim. krob-
Img; at. Sw. krympUng, akin to E. crump) • with
suffix -el, < AS. creopan (pp. cropen), creep:
see creep, and cf. creeper.'] I. n. X. One who
creeps, halts, or limps ; one who is partially or
wholly deprived of the use of one or more of
his limbs; a lame person: also applied to ani-
mals.

Thay myjt not fyjt mare oloft.
But creped aljout in the "croft,"
As th^ were croked crepyls.

TumamerU (^Tottenham (Percy s Eeliques, p. 178).
And there sat a certain man at Lystra, impotent in his

feet, being a cripple from his mother's womb, who never
had walked. Acta xiv. 8.

A good dog must . . . understand how to retrieve his
birds judiciously, bringing the cripples first.

R. B. RooKvelt, Game Water-Birds (1884), p. 335.

2. A dense thicket in swampy or low land ; a
patch of low timber-growth. [Local, U. S.]
The Ruffed Grouse often takes refuge from the sports-

man amidst the thickest cripptej), deepest gullies, and
densest foliage, where it is impossible to get at them.

Sporttman'i Gazetteer, p. 129.

3. A rocky shallow in a stream : so called by
lumbermen. [Local, U. S.]

II. a. Lame; decrepit.

Chide the cripple tardygaited night.
Shak., Hen. V., Iv. (cho.X

cripple (krip'I), V.
; pret. and pp. crippled, ppr.

crippling. [< ME. crivelen (= LG. G. kropeln),
intrans., creep, crawl; prop. freq. of crepen,
creep, but resting partly on crepel, eripel, etc.,
a creeper, cripple: see cripple, n. As trans.,
cripple, v.. is from the noun.] I.t intrans. To
walk haltingly, like a cripple.
He crepeth cripelande forth. Bestiary, 1. 130.

n. trans. 1. To make (one) a cripple; partly
disable by injuring a limb or limbs ; deprive of
the free use of a limb or limbs, especially of a
leg or foot ; lame.

Thou cold sciatica,
Onpple our senators, tliat their limbs may halt
As lamely as their manners ! Sliak., T. of A., iv. 1.

Knots upon his gouty Joints appear.
And clialk is in liis criirpled fingers found. Dryden.

2. To disable in part ; impair the power or ef-
ficiency of- weaken by impairment : as, the fleet
was crippled in tlie engagement ; to cripple one's
resources by bad debts.
More serious embarrassments of a different description

were crippling the energy of the settlement in the Bay.
Pal/rey.

crisp

crippling (krip'ling), ». [Verbal n. of cripple,
D.

;
likened to a cripple's crutches. ] One of a set

of spars or timbers set up as supports against
the sides of a building. Also spelled cripling.

cripst, a. A Middle English transposition of
crisp.

cris, n. See creese.

crises, n. Plural of crisis.

Crisia (kris'i-a), M. [NL. (Lamarck, 1812).] The
typical genus of the family Crisiidce. C. eburnea
is an ivory-white calcareous species found on
seaweeds.
Crisidia (kri-sid'i-a), n. [NL., < Crista.] A
genus of polyzoans^ of the family Crisiidce.

Crisiidse (kri-si'i-de), n. p>l. [NL., < Crisia +
-idm.] A family of gymnoltematous ectoproe-
tous polyzoans, representing the articulate or
radicate division of Cyclostomata. Also written
Crisiddw.

crisis (kri'sis), n.
;
pi. crises (-sez). [= F. crisc=

Sp. crisis= Pg. crise= It. crisc, crisi, < L. crisis, <
Or. Kpiai^, a separating, decision, decisive point,
crisis, < Kplvuv, separate, decide: see critic,
crime, certain.] 1. A vitally important or de-
cisive state of things ; the point of culmination

;

a turning-point; the point at which a change
must come, either for the better or the worse,
or from one state of things to another : as, a
ministerial crisis; a financial crisis ; a crisis in
a person's mental condition.

This hour 's the very crisis of your fate.
Dryden, Spanish Friar, iv. 2.

Nor is it unlikely that the very occasions on which such
defects are shown may be the most important of all— the
very tuaea of crisis for the fate of the country.

Brougham.
The similarity of the circumstances of two political

crises may bring out parallels and coincidences.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 86.

2. In mcd., the change of a disease which in-
dicates the nature of its termination; that
change which prognosticates recovery or death.
The term is sometimes also used to denote the
cymptoms accompanying the condition.
In pneumonia the natural termination is by a well-

marked crisis, which may take place as early as the fifth
day, or be deferred to the ninth. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 819.

Cardiac crisis. See cardiac. = ^ya. Emergency, etc. See
exigency.

crislet, v. i. An obsolete form of crizzle.
crisp (krisp), a. and n. [< ME. crisp, crips.
kyrsp, < Ab. crisp, *cirps, cyrps = OF. crespe, P.'"^" " ^

^, q.. V.) = Sp. Pg. It. crespo, <

Debt, which consumes so much time, which so cripples
and disheartens a great spirit with cares that seem so base.

Emerson, Nature.
= S3m. 1. ^fmm, Disfigure, etc. See mtitUate.

crippledom (krip'l-dom), «. [< cripple ¥ -dom.]
1. The state of being a cripple; crippleness.

I was emerging rapidly from a state of crippledom to one
of comparative activity. W. H. Russell, Ischia.

2. Cripples collectively. [Rare in both uses.]
crippleness (krip'l-nes), n. Lameness. [Rare.]
cnppler (krip'16r), n. [Prob. for "crimpler.
Cf. crimping-board.] Same as graining-board.

cr^pe (> E. crape, ,. .., _ „^. ^^. _. ,,,„^„, ,
L. crispus, curled, crimped, wavy, uneven, trem-
ulous.] I. a. 1. Curled; crimpled; crimped;
wrinkled; wavy; especially (of the hair), curl-
ing in small stiff or firm curls.

Critpe-herit was the kyng, colouret as gold.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3757.

His hair is crisp, and black, and long,
His face is like the tan.

Long/ellow, Village Blacksmith.

2. In lot. curled and twisted: applied to a leaf
when the border is much more dilated than the
disk.— 3t. Twisted; twisting; winding.
You nymphs, called Naiads, of the winder'ing brooks . .Leave yonr crisp channels. Shak., Tempest, I'v. 1.

4. Brittle
; friable ; breaking or crumbling into

fragments of somewhat firm consistence.
The cakes at tea ate short and crisp.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xvi.

5. Possessing a certain degree of firmness and
vigor

; fresh ; having a fresh appearance.
It llaurel] has been plucked nine months, and yet looks

as hale and ciisp as if it would last ninety years.

ax,.,,., Leigh Hunt.
6. Bnsk; hvely.
The snug small home and the crisp Are. Dickens.

7. Having a sharp, pleasantly acrid taste.
Your neat crisp claret Beau, and Ft.

8 Lively in expression; pithy; terse; spar-
kling.

The lessons of criticUm which he himself (Ooethe] has
taught me in the crisp epigrams of his conversations with
Eckermann.

R. 11. JIulton, Essays in Literary Criticism, Pref.

9. In entom.. same as crispate.

Il.t n. 1. A material formerly used for veils,
probably similar to crape; a veil.

Upon her head a silver crisp she pind,
Loose waning on her shoulders with the wind.

Hudson, Judith, iv. 51.

2. Same as crespine. Planche.
crisp (krisp), V. [< ME. cris])en, crespen (partly
after OF.), < AS. 'crispian, *cirpsian, cyrpsian;
cf. OF. cresper, mod. F. criper, also crisper =
8p. crespar = Pg. en-erespar = It. crespare, < L.
crispare, curl, < crisjms, curled: see crisp, a,] I.
trans. 1. To curl; twist; contract or form into



crisp

waves or ringlets, as the hair ; wreathe or inter-

weave, as the branches of trees.

The blue-eyed Gauls,
And crigped Germaus. B. Jottson, Sejanus, iii, 1.

The crisped shades and bowers. Milton, Comus, 1. 984.

2. To wrinkle or curi into little undulations

;

crimp; ripple; corrugate; pucker: as, to m«j>
cloth.

From that sapphire fount the crigped brooks,
Rolling on orient pearl and sands of gold, . . .

Ran nectar, visiting each plant.
Milton, P. L., Iv. 237.

n. intrans. 1. To form Uttle curls or undu-
lations; curl.

The babbling runnel eritpeth. T&nnyaon, Claribel.

Dry leaf andsnow-rime crisped beneath his foremost tread.

WhUtier, Bridal of Pennacook, iii.

2. To become friable ; crackle.

crispate, crispated (kris'pat, -pa-ted), a. [<

L. erispatus, pp. of erispare, curl: see cri^p, v.']

Havinj; a crisped appearance, (a) In bat., same
as crisp, 2. (b) In entoiii., specittcally applied to a margin
which is disproportionately large for the disk, so that it is

uneven, rising and falling in folds which radiate toward
the edge. If these folds are curved, the margin is said to

be umiulate ; if they are angular, corrugate. Also crisp.

dispation (kris-pa'shqn), «. \=Y . erispation,

;

as crispate + -ion.'] if. The act of curling, or
the state of being curled or wrinkled.

Heat causeth pUosity and crispation.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 872.

2. In surg., a sUght morbid or natural contrac-
tion of any part, as that of the minute arteries

of a cut wound when they retract. Mayne.—
3. A minute wave produced on the surface of

a liquid by the vibrations of the supporting
vessel, as when a moistened finger is moved
around the rim of a glass, or when a glass plate
covered by a thin layer of water is set in vibra-

tion by a bow.
crlspature (kris'pa-tur), n. [As crispate +
-Mre.] A curling; the state of being curled.

crisper (kris'per), n. 1. One who or that which
crisps, corrugates, or curls. Specifically— 2.

An instrument for crisping the nap of cloth ; a
crisping-iron or crisping-pin. E. H. Knight.

Crispin (kris'pin), n. [< L. Crispinus, a Roman
surname, lit. having curly hair, < crispus, curl-

ed: see crisp, a.] 1. A shoemaker: a familiar
name, used in allusion to Crispin or Crispinus,
the patron saint of the craft. Specifically— 2.
A member of the shoemakers' trade-union call-

ed the Knights of St. Crispin. [U. S.]_st. Cris-
pin's day, October 25th.

crispinet, « Same as erespine. Planch^.

crisping-iron (kris'ping-i"6m), «. An iron in-

strument used to crisp or crimp hair or cloth.
SpeciOcally—(a) Same ascrisper, 2. (o) A crimping-iron.

For never powder nor the crisping-iron
Shall touch these dangling locks.

Fletcher (and another). Queen of Corinth.

crisping-pin (kris'ping-pin), n. Same as crisp-

ing-iron.

crispisulcantt (kris-pi-sul'kant), o. [< L. cris-

pi.fulcan{t-)s, a ppr. form, "< crispus, curled,
wavy, + sulcare, ppr. sulcan(t-)s, make a fur-
row, < sulcus, a furrow.] Wavy; undulating;
crinkly.

crisple (kris'pl), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. crispled,

ppr. crispling. [Freq. of crisp, v. Hence by
corruption crisle, crizzle : see crizzle.] To curL
[Prov. Eng.]

crisple (kns'pl), ». [< crisple, e.] A curl.

[Prov. Eng.]
crisply (krisp'li), adv. With crispness ; in a
crisp manner.

crispness (krisp'nes), «. The state of being
crisp, crimped, curled, or brittle.

crispy (kris'pi), a. [< crisp + -yl.] 1. Curled

;

formed into curls or little waves.

Turn not thy crispy tides, like silver curl,

Back to thy grass-green banks.
Kyd, tr. of Gamier's Cornelia, ii.

2. Brittle; crisp.

A black, crispy mass of charcoal.
J. R. Nichols, fireside Science, p. 92.

criss, n. Same as creese.

Crissal (kris'al), a. [< crissum + -al.'\ In or-
nith.: (a) Having the under tail-coverts con-
spicuous in color: as, the crissal thrush. (6)
Of or pertaining to the crissum : as, the crissal

region ; a crissal feather.

crisscross (kris'krds), n. and a. [Corrupted
from Christ-cross, Christ's cross.'] I. «. 1. Same
B8 christ-cross.— 2. A crossing or intersection;
a congeries of intersecting lines.

The town embowered in trees, the country gleaming
With silvery crisscross of canals.

C. De Kay, Vision of Nimrod, vli.
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3. A game played on a slate, or on paper, by
children, in which two players set down alter-

nately, in a series of squares, the one a cross,
the other a cipher. The object of the game is

to get three of the same characters in a row.
Also ea.ned tit-tat-to. [U. S.]

II. a. Like a cross or a series of crosses

;

crossed and recrossed
;
going back and forth.

The poem is all zigzag, criss-cross, at odds and ends.
Stednian, Vict. Poets, p. 304.

crisscross (kris'krds), V. i. [< crisscross, n.]

To form a crisscross ; intersect frequently.

The split sticks are piled up in open-work crisscrossing.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 19.

The sky is cobwebbed with the criss-crossing red lines
streaming from soaring bombshells.

S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 376.

crisscross-row (kris'kr68-r6'),». 8ameascfem«-
cross-row.

crissum (kris'um), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811), <

L. crissare or crisare, move the haunches.] In
ornith., the region between the anus and the
tail of a bird; especially, the feathers of this

region, the vent-feathers or under tail-coverts,

collectively. See cut imder bird.

Crissum is a word constantly used for some indefinite
region immediately about the vent ; sometimes meaning
the flanks, sometimes the vent-feathers or under tail-cov-

erts proper. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 96.

crista (kris'ta), n.
;
pi. cristce (-te). [L., a crest:

see crest.] 1. In zool. and anat., a crest, in
any sense ; a ridge, prominence, or process like

or likened to a crest or comb.— 2. In ornith.,

specifically— (a) The crest of feathers on a
bird's head. (6) The keel of the breast-bone
of a carinate bird; the crista stemi Crista
acustica, the acoustic ridge ; a ridge in the ampuUse
of the ear on which rest the end-organs of audition.

—

Crista deltoidea, the deltoid ridge of the humerus.
— Crista fomicis, the crest of the fornix, observable in
various inauiinals ; a hemispherical or semi-oval elevation
of the posterior surface of the fornix just above the re-
cessus aulse, between the portae and opposite the fore con-
vexity of the middle conunissure of the brain : continuous
with the carina fomicis.— Crista galli, tlie cockscomb,
a protuberance of the mesethmoid or perpendicular me-
dian plate of the ethmoid, al>ove the horizontal or cribri-

form plate, serving for tlie attachment of the falx cerebri.
See cut under craniofacial.— Crista llil, the crest of the
ilium ; in hunuin anat., tlie long sinuate-curved and arched
border of that bone, morphologically its proximal extrem-
ity.— Crista pectoralis,the pectoral ridge of the humerus.
— Crista pubis, tlie crest of the pubis, the portion of the
bone included between the spine of tlie pubis and the sym-
physis.— Crista steml, the crest, keel, or carina of the
breast-bone of a bird.— Cnrista tibiae, the crest of the tibia;

the cnemial crest or ridge of the sliin-bone ; the sharp .ante-

rior border, or shin, of the bone.— Crista urethriae, the
crest of the urethra ; a longitudinal fold of mucous mem-
brane and subjacent tissue on the median line of the floor

of the prostatic urethra, about three quarters of an inch
in length and one quarter of an inch in height where it

is greatest. On the summit open the ejaculatory ducts.
Also called colliculus seminalis, caput gatlinaginis, and
verunKintanuni.— Crista vestlhuli, a ridge of bone on
the inner wall of the vestibule of the ear, forming the
posterior limit of the fovea hemielliptica.

cristalf, n. and a. An obsolete spelling of
cry.^tal.

cristate (kris'tat), a. [< L. cristatus, < crista,

a crest: see crest.] 1. In hot., crested; tufted;
having some elevated appendage like a crest
or tuft.— 2. In zooL, crested; having a crest

or tuft, particularly on the head ; having a tuft,

mane, or ridge on the upper part of the head,
body, or tail. Crested is more commonly used.
— 3. Carinate or keeled, as the breast-bone of

a bird.

cristated (kris'ta-ted), a. Same as cristate.

Cristatella (kris-ta-tel'a), n. [NL., < L. cris-

tatus, crested, + dim. -ella.] The typical genus
of the family CristatelUdw. C. mucedo is a Euro-
pean species about two inches long, somewhat resembling a
hairy caterpillar, found creeping sluggishly in fresh water.

Cristatellidae (kris-ta-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cristatella + -ddce.] A family of fresh-water
phylaetoleematous polyzoans, represented by
the genus Cristatella.

Cristellaria (kris-te-la'ri-a), «. [NL.] A ^e-
nus of perforate foramiriifers, of the family
Nummulinidce.
cristellarian (kris-te-la'ri-an), a. [< Cristel-

laria + -an.] Of or pertaining to the genus
Cristellaria.

Among the "perforate" Lagenida, we find the "nodosa-
rian "and the cristellarian types attaining a very high de-
velopment in the Mediterranean. Encyc. Brit., IX. 38.S.

Cristellaridea, Cristellariidae (kris*te-la-rid'-

e-a, -ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cristellaria +
-idea, -idee.] A group of perforate foramini-
fers with a finely porous calcareous test, of
nautiloid figure, taking name from the genus
Cristellaria. See Nummulinidce.

critic

cristent, a. and «. The older form of Christian'-.

Chaucer.

cristendomf , «. The older form of Christendom.
cristiform (kris'ti-ffirm), a. [< L. crista, a crest
(see crest), -I- /ormo, form.] Havingthe form of
a crest; shaped like a crest. Also crestiform.

cristimanous (kris-tim'a-nus), a. [< L. crista,

a crest (see crest), -I- manus, hand.] Having
crested claws : specifically said of .such cralw
as the calappids, formerly put in a section
Cristimuni.

Oristivomer (kris-ti-v6'm6r), ». [NL., < L.
crista, a crest (see crest), + vomer, a plow-
share (NL., the vomer): see vomer.] A genus
of salmonoid fishes, containing the great lake-
trout, C. namaycush. Gill and Jordan, 1878.

cristobalite (lais-to-bal 'it), n. [< Cristobal

(see dof.) + -ite^.] A form of silica found in
small octahedral crystals Ln cavities in the
andesite of the Cerro San Cristobal, Mexico.
It may be pseudomorphous.
criterion (kri-te'ri-ou), n.; pi. criteria (-a).

[Also less commonly criterium; = G. Dan. kriie-

rium = F. criterium= Sp. Pg. It. criterio, < NL.
criterion, criterium, < Or. Kptrijpiov, a test, a means
of judging, < KpiT^c, a judge, < npivtiv, judge : see
critic] A standard of judgment or criticism;
a law, rule, or principle i-egarded as universally
valid for the class of cases under consideration,
by which matters of fact, propositions, opin-
ions, or conduct can be tested in order to dis-

cover their truth or falsehood, or by which a
correct judgment may be formed.

Exact proportion is not always the eriterimi of beauty.
Goldsmith, Criticisms.

The upper current of society presents no certain crite-

rion by which we can judge of the direction in which the
imder current flows. Macaulay, History.

Nor are the designs of God to be judged altogether by
the criterion of human advantage as understood by us,
any more than from the facts perceptible at one point ot
view. Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 30.

Criterion of truth, a general rule by which truth may be
distinguished from falsehood. See Cartetdan eriterimi of
truth, under Cartesian.—External criterion Of truth,
the fact that others' minds arrive at the same conclusion
as our own.— Formal criterion of truth, a rule for
distinguishing consistent from inconsistent proposition*.
— Material criterion of truth, a rule for distinguish-
ing a proposition which agrees with fact from one which
does not.—Newtonian criterion, one of the quantitie*
b^—ae, c2— 6rf, etc., in an equation of the form

n/ii— 1)
aa?' + »6«"— 1-f --^-g—

• ex" -2 -I- etc. = 0.

Peirce'S criterion (after Benjamin Peirce an American
mathematician, 1809-80), a certain rule for preventing
observations from being rejected without sufHcient rea-
son. =Syn. Measure, rule, test, touchstone.

criterional (kri-te'ri-on-al), «. [< criterion +
-al. The proper form would be *criterial.] Ee-
lating to or serving as a criterion. Coleridge.
[Rare.]

criterium (kri-te'ri-um), n.; pi. criteria (-a).

[NL.] Same as criterion.

crith (krith), n. [< Gr. KpiB^, barley, a barley-
corn, the smallest weight.] The mass of 1,000
cubic centimeters (or the theoretical liter) of
hydrogen at standard pressure and tempera-
ture. Since the atomic weights of the simple gases ex-
press also their densities relatively to hydrogen, and since
the densities of compound gases, referred to the same
unit, are half of their molecular weights, it is easy to cal-

culate from the weight of the crith the exact weight of
any gaseous chemical substance.

crithomancy (krith'6-man-si), n. [< Gr. KpiBii,

barley, -I- /javrela, divination; cf. Kpi66fiavri(,

one who divined by barley.] A kind of divina-
tion practised among the ancients by means of
cakes offered in sacrifice, or of meal spread over
the victim.

critic (krit'ik), n. and a. [Formerly critick, cri-

tique; < F. critique, a critic, criticism, adj. crit-

ical, critic, = Sp. critico, a critic, adj. critical,

critic, critica, criticism, = Pg. It. critico, a crit-

ic, adj. critical, critic, critica, criticism, = D.
kritiek, criticism, adj. critic, critical, kritikus, a
critic, = G. Dan. Sw. kritik, criticism, G. Dan.
kritiker, Dan. Sw. kritikus, a critic (cf. D. G.
kritisch = Dan. Sw. kritisk, critical, critic), <

L. criticus, adj., capable of judging, n. a critic,

fem. (NL.) critica, n., criticism, critique, <

Gr. KpiTiKdg, adj., fit for judging, decisive, crit-

ical, n. a critic, < Kpirr/c, a judge, < Kplvsiv, sep-
arate, judge: see crisis, crime, certain.] I. n.

1. A person sMUed in judging of merit in some
particular class of things, especially in literary
or artistic works ; one who is qualified to discern
and distinguish excellences and faults, especial-
ly in literature and art ; one who writes upon
the qualities of such works.



critic

Josephus Scaliger, a great Critick, and reputed one of

the greatest Linguists in the world.
Purchase Pilgrimage, p. 249.

It will be a question among critiques in the ages to come.
Bp. of Lincoln, Sermon at Funeral of James I.

'• To-morrow," he said. " the critics will commence. You
know who the critics are? The men who have failed in

literature and art." Disraeli, Lothair, xxxv.

2. One who judges captiously or with severity

;

one who censures or finds fault ; a carper.

When an author has many beauties consistent with

virtue, piety, and truth, let not little critics exalt them-
selves, and shower down their ill-nature.

Watts, Improvement of Mind, v.

3. The art or science of criticism.

If ideas and words were distinctly weighed, and duly
considered, they would atford us another sort of logic and
critic. Locke.

Kant had introduced Critic, name and thing ; it was a
branch of analysis, like Logic, but having for its special

purpose to determine the atlequacy of the Reason to its

problems, its power to perform what it spontaneously un-
dertook. i/od^«on. Philosophy of Reflection, Pref., p. 17.

4t. An act of criticism ; a critique.

A severe critick is the greatest help to a good wit.

Dryden, Defence of Epilogue, Conquest of Granada, ii.

Bnt you with pleasure own your errors past,

And make each day a critic on the last.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 571.

= 8yil. 1 and 2. Judge, censor, connoisseur ; censurer.

n. a. Of or pertaining to critics or criticism.

Alone he stemmed the mighty critic flood.

Churchill, Rosciad.

Critic learning flourish'd most in France.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 712.

critict (krit'ik), v. i. [= P. critiquer, criticize

;

from the noun.] To criticize
;
play the critic.

Nay, if you begin to critiek once, we shall never have
done. A. Brewer (?), Lingua, v. 9.

They do but trace over the paths that have been beaten
by the antients ; or comment, critiek, and flourish upon
them. Sir W. Temple.

critical (krit'i-kal), a. [As critic + -a/.] 1.

Involving judgment as to the truth or merit of
something; judicial, especially in respect to lit-

erary or artistic works; belonging to the art

of a critic; relating to criticism; exercised in

criticism.

Critienl skill, applied to the investigation of an author's
text, was the function of the human mind as unknown in
the Greece of Lycurgus as in the Oennany of Tacitus, or
the Tongataboo of Captain Cook. De Quineey, Homer, i.

A critical instinct so insatiable that it must turn upon
itself, for lack of something else to hew and hack, becomes
incapable at last of originating anything but indecision.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 215.

Ancient History exercises the criticnl faculty in a com-
paratively narrow and exhausted field.

Stufjt/s, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 95.

2. Having the knowledge, ability, or discern-
ment to pass accurate judgment, especially
upon literary and artistic matters.

It is submitted to the judgment of more critical ears to
direct and determine what is graceful and what is not.

Holder.

3. Inclined to make nice distinctions ; careful
in selection ; nicely judicious ; exact ; fastidi-

ous
;
precise.

Virgil was so crt^ica^ in the rit«s of religion, that he woulti
never have brought in such prayers as these, if they had
not been agreeable to the Roman customs. StiUingJieet.

4. Inclined to find fault or to judge with sever-
ity ; given to censuring.

I am nothing if not critical.

Shak., OtheUo, ii. 1.

5. Of the nature of a crisis in affairs ; decisive

;

important as regards consequences : as, a criti-

cal juncture.

The sessions day ia critical to thieves.
Marlowe, Jew of Ualta, IL 2.

Every step you take is decisive— every action you per-
form is critical -~ every idea you form is likely to become
a principle, influencing your future destiny. Fletcher.

It is, I think, an observation of St. Augustine, that those
periods are critical and fonnidable when the power of put-
ting questions runs greatly in advance of the pains to an-
swer them. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 98.

6. In med., pertaining to the crisis or turning-
point of a disease.

A common critical phenomenon Is a prolonged, sound,
and refreshing sleep. Quain, Med. iHct., p. 319.

7. Formed, situated, or tending to determine
or decide ; important or essential for determin-
ing: as, criHcai evidence ; a critical post.— 8.
Being in a condition of extreme doubt or dan-

fer ; attended with peril or risk ; dangerous

;

azardous : as, a critical imdertaking.
Our circumstances are Indeed critical ; but then they

re the critical circumstances of a strong and mighty na-
tion. Burke, Late State of the Nation.

At all the different periods at which his (the Duke of
York's] state was critical, it was always made known to
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hin\, and he received the intimation with invariable firm-

ness and composure. Grecille, Memoirs, Jan. 5, 1827.

9. In math., relating to the coalescence of dif-

ferent values.— 10. Distinguished by minute or

obscure differences : as, critical species in bot-

any.— Critical angle. See aiu/le^ and reflection.— Criti-

cal function, a symmetric function of tlie dilferences of

the roots of a quantic— Critical phUosophy, the philo-

sophical system of Iramanuel Kant (1724-1804) : so called

from the fact that it was based upon a critical exiimination

of the cognitive faculties, with especial reference to the
limits of knowledge concerning the objects of metaphysi-
cal speculation. Kant's general conclusion was that meta-
physics as a dogmatic science is impossible ; but that the

ideas of God, free will, etc., are valid from a practical

(that is, ethical) point of view. His most important doc-

trines are that space and time are merely a priori forms
of sense, and the categories (causality, etc.) a priori forms
of the understanding. His principal works are " Criticism

of the Pure Reason" (1781), "Criticism of the Practical

Reason " (1788), and " Criticism of the Judgment " (1790).

Seern(ejory, a priori, and Kantian.— Critical point. («)
A point in the plane of imaginary quantity at which two
values of a function become equal ; a point of ramification.

(6) In physics, the temperature fixed for a given gas, above
which it is Iwlieved that no amount of pressure can reduce
it to the liquid form : thus, for carlxm dioxld (COo) the
critical point is about 31° C. At this point the substance
is said to be in a critical »(a(«.— (Critical suspension of
Judgment, a refraining from forming an opinion, with a
view to further examination of the evidence : opposed to
skeptical suspension of judgment, which is accompanied
with no intention of ever coming to a conclusion. =Syn.
3. Nice, accurate, discriminating.—4. Captious, faultfind-

ing, carping, caviling, censorious.

criticallty (krit-i-kal'i-ti), n. [< critical +
-rfy.] 1. The quality of being critical.

Nor does Dr. Bastian'a chemical criticallty seem to be of

a more susceptible kind.
Huxley, quoted in New York Independent, Nov. 10, 1870.

2. A critical idea or observation. [Rare.]

I shall leave this place in about a fortnight, and within
that time hope to despatch you a packet with my criticali-

ties entire. Oray, Letters, I. 299.

critically (krit'i-kal-i)j adv. 1. In a critical

manner; with just discernment of truth or
falsehood, propriety or impropriety ; with nice
scrutiny ; accurately ; exactly.

For to understand critically the delicacies of Horace is

a height to which few of our noblemen have arrived.

Dryden, Ded. of Cleomenes.

2. At the crisis; opportunely; in the nick of time.

Coming critically the night before the session. Burnet.

I have just received my new scarf from London, and you
are most critically come to give me your Opinion of it.

Cibber, Careless Husband, ii. 1.

3. In a critical situation, place, or condition;
so as to command the crisis.

criticalness (krit'i-kal-nes), n. 1. The state
of being critical or opportune; incidence at a
particular point of time.— 2. Exactness ; ac-
curacy ; nicety; minute care in examination.

criticaster (krit'i-kas-tSr), n. [= Sp. criticastro

= D. G. kritikaster, < NL. "criticaster, < L. criti-

cxis, a critic, -t- dim. -aster.'] An inferior or in-

competent critic ; a petty censurer.

The criticaster, having looked for a given expression in

his dictionary, but without finding it there, or even with-

out this preliminary toil, conceives it to be novel, unau-
thoriied, contrary to analogy, vulgar, superfluous, or what
not. F. Hall, False Phllol., p. 1.

criticisable, criticise, etc. See criticizable, etc.

criticism i krit'i-sizm), n. [= F. criticisme = Sp.

It. cnticismo; as critic + -ism. Cf. criticize.]

1. The art of judging of and defining the quali-

ties or merits of a thine, especially of a literary

or artistic work : as, the rules of criUoism.

In the first place, I must take leave to tell them that
they wholly mistake the nature of criticism who think its

business is principally to flnd fault. Criticism, as it was
first instituted by Aristotle, was meant a standard of judg-
ing well ; the chiefest part of which is, to observe those ex-

cellencies which should delight a reasonable reader.
Dryden, State of Innocence, Pref.

Fixed principles in criticism are useful in helping us to

form a judgment of works already produced, but it is

questionable whether they are not rather a hindrance than
a help to living production.

Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 341.

2. The act of criticizing ; discrimination or dis-

cussion of merit, character, or quality; the ex-

ercise or application of critical judgment.

Criticism without accurate science of the thing criti-

cised can indeed have no other value than may belong to

the genuine record of a spontaneous impression.
Swinburne, .Shakespeare, p. 8.

He has to point out that Spinoza omits altogether criti-

cismof the notion of nmtual determination— that is to

say. omits to examine the nature and validity of the no-

tion for our thinking. Adamson, Flchte, p. 133.

The habit of unrestrained discussion on one class of sub-

iects begets a similar habit of discussion on others, and
lence one indispensable condition of attaining any high
excellence in art is satisfied, namely, free criticism.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 133.

3. In a restricted sense, inquiry into the origin,

history, authenticity, character, etc., of literary

croak

documents. Higher criticism concerns writings as a
whole ; lower criticism concerns the integrity or character
of particular parts or passages.

One branch of this comprehensive inquiry [the relation
of science to the Bible] is Criticism— the investigation of
the origin, authorship, and meaning of the several books
of the Bible, and of the credibility of the history which it

contains. G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 392.

4. A critical judgment; especially, a detailed
critical examination or disquisition ; a critique.

There is not a Greek or Latin critic who has not shewn,
even in the style of his criticisms, that he was a master
... of his native tongue. Addison, Spectator, No. 291.

5. The critical or Kantian philosophy (which
see, vmder critical)— External criticism, the ex-

amination of particular passages in a writing, with a view
to the correction of the text.— Higher Criticism, lower
Criticism. See above, 3.

criticist (krit'i-sist), «. [< critic + -ist.] An
adherent of the critical philosophy of Kant.
See critical philosophy, under critical.

criticizable, criticisable (krit'i-si-za-bl), a.

Capable of being criticized.

criticize, criticise (krit'i-siz), v.
;
pret. and pp.

criticized, criticised, ppr. criticizing, criticising.

[The form criticise is more common even in the
United States than criticize, which is, however,
the proper analogical spelling, the word being
formed directly < critic + -ize.] I. trans. 1.

To examine or judge critically ; utter or write
criticisms upon

;
pass judgment upon with re-

spect to merit or demerit ; animadvert upon

;

discover and weigh the faults and merits of:

as, to criticize a painting; to criticize a poem;
to criticize conduct.

Happy work

!

Which not e'en critics criticise.

Cowper, Task, iv. 51.

Specifically— 2. To censure; judge with sever-
ity

;
point out defects or faults in.

Nor shall I look upon it as any breach of charity to
criticise the author, so long as I keep clear of the person.

Addison, Spectator, No. 262.

n. intrans. 1. To act as a critic; judge of
anything critically ; utter or write critical opin-
ions.

Cavil you may, but never criticise.

Pope, Essay on Oitlcism, 1. 123.

2. To animadvert ; express opinions as to par-
ticular points : followed by on. [Bare.]

Nor would I have his father look so narrowly into these
accounts as to take occasion from thence to criticise oh
his expenses. Locke.

criticizer, criticiser (krit'i-8i-z6r), «. One who
criticizes; a critic. [Rare.]

critickt, n. An obsolete spelling of critic.

cri'tickin (krit'ik-kin)^ n. [< critic + dim. -kin.]

A petty critic ; a criticaster. [Rare.]

Critics, critickiTis, and criticasters (for these are of all

degrees). Southey, The Doctor, Interchapter xlx.

criticule (krit'i-kul), ». [< critic + dim. -ule.]

A criticaster; a petty critic. [Rare.]
critique (kri-tek'), n. [< F. critique = Sp. cri-

tica = Pg. It. critica, < NL. critica, n., critique,
prop. fem. of criticus, critical: see critic] 1.
A critical examination or review of the merits
of something, especially of a literaty or artistic
work; a critical examination of any subject:
as, Addison's critique on "Paradise Lost."— 2.
The art or practice of criticism ; the standard
or the rules of critical judgment : as, Kant's
" Critique of the Pure Reason." Also critic.

[Bare.]— 3t. An obsolete spelling of critic, 1

and 2.

critizet (krit'iz), v. To criticize. Donne.
Crittenden compromise. See compromise.

critter (krit'6r), n. A vulgar corruption ot
creature. [U. S.]

crizzle (kriz'l), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. erizzled, ppr.

crizzliiig. [Formerly crisle; a corruption of

crisple, q. v.] To become wrinkled or rough
on the surface, as glass, the skin, etc.

I begin
To feel the Ice fall from the erided skin

Ford, Sun's Darling, v. 1.

crizzle (kriz'l), «. [< crizzle, v.] A roughness
on the surface of glass which clouds its trans-

parency. Also crizzel.

crizzling (kriz'ling), «. Same rb crizzle. Also
crizzeting.

crot, «• [Gael. It. cro, blood, death.] In old

Scots law, the satisfaction or compensation for

the slaughter of a man, according to his rank.

croak (krok), v. [< ME. 'eroken, crouken (also

as repr. by crake^ and crake^,ji.v. ), < AS. crdcet-

tan, croak (> verbal n. crwcetung, croaking,

of ravens); prop, cracettan (with short a), <



croak

OHG. ehrovkezan, MHG. krochsen = Or. Iracheen,
croak ; cf. L. crdcitdre (> It, crocitare, crocidare
= Sp. (obs.) eroeitar = Pg. crodtar), croak,
fpeq. of erocire, croak, = Gr. KpiiZuv, croak; F.
croasser, OP. croaquer, croak, = Sp. (obs.) croa-
jar, croak. All imitative words, akin to crack,

crake^, creak^, crow^, cluck, etc., q. v. See also
eoajcation.'] I. intrans. 1. To utter a low,
hoarse, dismal cry or sound, as a frog, a raven,
or a crow : also used humorously of the hoarse
utterance of a person having a heavy cold.

He [the raven] crouke^ for comfort when carayne lie

fyndej. Atliteratim Poenis (ed. Morris), ii. 459.

Loud thunder to its bottom shook the bog,
And the hoarse nation croak'd.

Pope, Dunciad, i. S30.

2. To speak with a low, hollow voice, or in dis-

mal-accents; forebode evil; complain; grum-
ble.

Marat . . . croaks with such reasonableness, air of sin-

cerity, that repentant pity smothers anger.
Carlyle, French Eev., III. ii. 1.

3. To die : from the gurgling or rattling sound
in the throat of a dying person. [Slang.]

A working man slouches in and says, "The old woman's
dead," or, "The young un's croaked"

Philadelphia Press, July 11, 1881.

n. trans. 1. To utter in a low, hollow voice

;

murmur dismally. [Bare.]

Marat will not drown ; he speaks and croaks explanation.
Carlyle, French Rev., III. ii. 1.

2. To announce or herald by croaking. [Rare.]

The raven himself is h(^se
That croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 5.

croak (krok), «. [< croak, t>.] A low, hoarse
guttural sound, as that uttered by a frog or a
raven.

Was that a raven's croak or my son's voice? Lee.

His sister's voice, too, naturally harsh, had, in the
course of her sorrowful lifetime, contracted a kind of
croak, which, when it once gets into the human throat,
is as ineradicable as sin. Uawthonie, Seven Gables, ix.

croaker (kro'ker), n. 1. A bird or other animal
that croaks.— 2. One who croaks, murmurs, or
grumbles; one who complains unreasonably;
one who takes a desponding view of every-
thing ; an alarmist.

There are croakers in every country, always boding its

ruin. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 101.

3. A corpse. [Slang.]— 4. A name of various
fishes, (a) A fish of the genus Ilcemulon. Also called
grtinter. [Local, U. .S.) (6) A salt-water scisenoid fish

Micropogon undulatus, common in the southern United

Croaker {Micropogon undulatus).

States, of moderately elongate compressed form, with sil-

very-gray back and sides, and narrow, irregular, undulat-
ing lines of dots, (c) A fresh-water scifenoid fish, Uaplo-
ditwtus grunniem, inhabiting the United States. Also
called thunder-pumper, (d) A Californian embiotocoid
fish, Diirema jacksoni ; a kind of surf-flsh. See cut under
Ditretnidce.

croaking (kro'king), p. a. [Ppr. of croak, «.]

1. Uttering a low, harsh, guttural sound.— 2.
Foreboding evil; grumbling— Croaking lizard.
See lizard.

croaky (kro'ki), a. [< croak + -i/i.] Having or
uttering a croak, or low, harsh, guttural sound

;

hoarse.

A thin eroaky voice. Carlyle, in Froude, II. 97.

Croat (kro'at), n. [< F. Croate = G. Create,
Kroat (NL. Croata), etc., G. also Krahat, <
OBulg. Khruvatinii = Slav. Khrvat (> Hung.
Horvdt = Alb. Hervat) = Pol. Karwat — Kuss.
Khrovate, Kroate, Croat.] 1. A native or an
inhabitant of Croatia, a titular kingdom of the
Austrian monarchy, lying southwest of Hun-
gary; specifically, a member of the Sla-vio race
which inhabits Croatia, and from which it takes
its name.— 2. In the Thirty Years' War, one
of a body of light cavalry in the Imperialist ser-
vice, recruited from the Croats and other Slavs,
and from the Magyars.
Croatian (kro-a'shian), a. and n. [< Croatia
(NL. Croatia, Russ. Kroatsiya, etc.) -f -an.'] I,
a. Of or pertaining to the Croats or Croatia.
n, n. 1. A Croat.— 2. The Slavic dialect of

the Croats, closely allied to Servian.
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croc (krok), n. [OF., a hook: see crook."] In
old armament: (a) The hooked rest from which
the harquebuse or musket was fired. (6) A mace
of simple form, (c) A cutting weapon with a
hook-shaped blade, or with a hook attached to
the blade, as in some forms of halberd or parti-
zan which had a sharp hook at the back.

crocet, «• A Middle English form of cross^,

cross^.

croceous (kro'shius), a. [< L. croceus, adj., <

crocHg, saffron: see crocus.] Saffron-colored;
of a deep yellow tinged with red.

crocert, croceret, »». Obsolete forms of crozier.

crocetin (kro'set-in), n. [< crocus + -et + -in^.]

In chem. : (a) Crocin. (6) A doubtful deriva-
tive from crocin.

croche^t, '«. -An obsolete form of crutch'''.

creche^ (kroch), n. [< OF. croche, a hook, fern,

form of croc, a hook : see crook. Cf. Gael, croic,

a deer's horn.] A little knob about the top of
a deer's horn.

croche^t, ». A variant of cross^.

crochet (kro-sha'), n. [F., dim. of croc, a hook

:

see croche, crook.~\ 1. A kind of knitting by
means of a needle with a hook at one end.

—

2t. An old hagbut or hand-cannon. Wilhelm,
Mil. Diet.— 3. In fort., an indentation in the
glacis, opposite a traverse, continuing the cov-
ered way aroimd the traverse.

crochet (ki'o-sha'), v.
;
pret. and pp. crocheted

(kro-shad'), ppr. crocheting (kro-sha'ing). [<
crochet, n., 1.] I. intrans. To produce a close
or open fabric by hooking a thread of worsted,
linen, silk, etc., into meshes with a crochet-

needle.

II. trans. To make in the style of work called
crochet: as, to crocftet a shawl ; crocheted eiigmg.
crocheteer, n. See crotclieteer.

crocheteurt, »• [F., a porter, < croclieter, hang
on a hook, < crochet, a hook : see crochet, n.] A
porter; a carter.

Rescued ! 'slight, I would have hired a crocheteur for
two cardecues to have done so much with his whip.

Beau, and FL, Honest Man's Fortune, iii. 2.

crochet-needle (kro-sha'ne'dl), n. A long nee-
dle of any convenient size, with a hooked end,
used in crocheting.

crochet-type (kro-sha 'tip), n. Printing-type
made to represent patterns of crochet-work.
crochet-'WOrk (kr6-sha'w6rk), B. Work done
with a crochet-needle. See crochet,

crociary (kro'shi-a-ri), n.
;
pi. crociaries (-riz).

[< ML. *crociarius : see crazier.'] Eccles., the
official who carries the cross before an arch-
bishop.

crociatet, n. An obsolete variant of crusade^.

crocidolite (kro-sid'o-lit), n. [< Gr. Kpoidc (/cpo-

Ktd-), improp. for KpoKvc (KpoKvS-), the flock or
nap of cloth (< KpuKr/, thread, the thread passed
between the threads of the warp, < Kpineiv,

weave, strike the web with the ntpKi^ or comb,
lit. strike -with a noise), -t- a'Soq, a stone.] A
mineral consisting principally of silicate of iron
and sodium, occurring in asbestos-like fibers of
a delicate blue color, and also massive, in Gri-
qualand, South Africa, and in theVosges moun-
tains of Prance and Germany. Also called hliie

asbestos. The name is also given to a silicious mineral
(tiger-eye) of beautiful yellow color and fibrous structiu-e,

much used for ornament, which has resulted from the nat-
ural alteration of the original blue crocidolite of South
Africa.

A beautiful series of the . . . so-called crocidolite cat's-

eyes (also called tiger-eyes), , . . really a combination of
crocidolite fibers coated with quartz. This incasing ren-
ders it harder than unaltered crocixlolite.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 828.

Crocidura (kros-i-du'ra), n. [NL. (Wagler,
1832); prop. Crocydura; < Gr. Kpo/cif (kpokikS-),

the flock or nap of woolen cloth, a piece of
woolen cloth (see crocidolite), + ohpa, tail.] A
genus of terrestrial shrews having 28 to 30 white
teeth and a moderately long, scant-haired tail.
It contains nearly all the white-toothed shrews of the old
world, upward of 00 species in all, divided into sundry
subgenera by the systematists. The best-known are C.
aranea and C. suamolens of Europe ; and the large C. imli-
cus, commonly known as the nuiskrat, has been placed
in this genus.

Crocidurinae (kros'i-du-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Crocidura + -ince.] A subfamily of shrews,
of the family Soricidce, containing all the ter-
restrial white-toothed species of the old world,
of the genera Crocidura, Diplomesodon, and
Anurosorex. The group is not represented in
America.
crocin (kro'sin), n. [< crocus + -j»2.] A red
powder (CjeHigOg) formed, together with sugar
and a volatile oil, when polychroite is decom-
posed by dilute acids.

crocket

Crocin is a red colouring matter, and it is surmised that
the red colour of the [saifron] stigmas is due to this re-
action taking place in nature. Eiicyc. Brit., XXI. 146.

crocitationt (kros-i-ta'shon), H. [< L. as if *cro-
citatio{n-), < crocitare, pp. crocitatus, croak: see
croak.] A croaking. Bailey.

crockl (krok), n. [(1) < ME. erode, crokke,
crokk, < AS. crocca, also crohha, rarely crocc, a
crock, = OFries. krocha = LG. krukc = Icel.

krukka = Sw. kruka = Dan. krukke, a crock.
There are two other related words, applied to
earthen vessels of various shapes

; (2) AS. croh,
crog, early ME. croh, a pot, pitcher, etc. , =OHG.
kruag, chruag, crog, MH(j. kruoc, G. krug ; (3)
AS. criice (pi. crO/ian), ME. crottke = D. kruik =
MHG. kruche, G. dial. A-rawcAe, apot, etc. These
groups stand in an undetermined relation vrith
(are perhaps ult. derived from) the Celtic forms

:

Gael, crog, a pitcher, jar, crogan = Ir. crogan,
a pitcher, = W. crochan, a pot ; cf . crtcc, a
bucket, pail. The Celtic forms are prob. re-
lated to Corn, crogen, a shell, skull, = W. and
Bret, cragen, a shell. The Romance forms, F.
cruche, an earthen pot, a pitcher (> ult. crucible,

q. v.), Gascon cruga, Pr. crugo, OF. cruye (>
prob. E. dim. cruet), are of Teut. or perhaps of
direct Celtic origin. Ct. cruse.] 1. An earthen
vessel; a pot or jar (properly earthen, but also
sometimes of iron, brass, or other metal) used
as a receptacle for meal, butter, milk, etc., or
in cooking.

A brasen krocke of ij. galons.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 320.

Where there is store of oatmeal, you may put enough
in the crock. Ray, Eng. Proverbs (1678), p. 362.

2. A fragment of earthenware; a potsherd,
such as is used to cover the hole in the bottom
of a flower-pot.

crocki (krok), V. t. [< crock'^, n.] To lay up in
a ci'ock : as, to crock butter. HaUiwell.
crock^ (krok), n. [Origin imcertain; perhaps
the same as E. dial, croke, refuse, ME. croke,
crok, a husk, hull, fig. refuse ; cf. LG. krak, krdk,
a thing of no value : see crocks.] Soot, or the
black matter collected from combustion on pots
and kettles or in a chimney ; smut in general, as
from coloring matter in cloth. [Colloq.]

The boy grimed with crock and dirt, from the hair of his
head to the sole of his foot.

Dickens, Great Expectations, vii.

crock^ (krok), V. [< crock^, «.] I. trans. To
black with soot or other matter collected from
combustion ; by extension, to soil in any simi-
lar way, particularly by contact with imper-
fectly dyed cloth: as, to crock one's hands.
[Colloq.]

Blacking and crocking myself by the contact.
Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xlii.

n. intrans. To give off crock, smut, or color:
as, stockings warranted not to crock.

crock^ (krok), 11. [Origin obscure. Cf. cricket^,
of same sense.] A low seat; a stool. [Prov.
Eng.]

I . . . seated her upon a little crock at my left hand.
Taller, No. 116.

crock* (krok), n. [A var. of crook, q. v. Cf.
crocket.] 1. A little curl of hair; in the plural,
the under hair on the neck.— 2. Same as crook,
7. [North. Eng.]

Y8 crolc]ks of a bouse, bijuges.
Levins, Manipulus Vocabulorum.

crock^ (krok), r. i. [E. dial., perhaps a var.
of crack. Cf. a-oek^ and crock^.] To decrease

;

decay. [Prov. Eng.]
crock^ (krok), n. [Sc. andE. dial.; prob. =LG.
krakke, an old horse, an old decayed house, =
OD. kraccke, an old decayed house

;
perhaps

ult. a var. of crack.] An old ewe.
CrockerIf (krok'er), n. [ME. croekere, crokkere;
< crock^ + -«rl. The word survives in the
proper name Crocker.] A potter.

As a vessel of the croekere [in the authorized version, "a
potter's vessel "]. Wycli/, Ps. ii. 9 (Oxf.).

Crocker^ (krok'er), n. [Perhaps a var. of croak-
er.] The laughing-gull, Larus or Chroicocepha-
lus ridihundus. Montagu.
crockery (krok'e-ri), n. [< crocJl + -ery.]

Earthen vessels collectively ; earthenware ; spe-

fifically, articles for domestic use made of

glazed pottery or stoneware.
crocket (krok'et), n. [< ME. eroket, a roll or

lock of hair, < OF. croquet, another form of cro-

chet, a hook (see crochet, crotchet), dim. of croc

(ME. crok), a lock of hair (OPlem. kroke, curled
hair, > ML. crocus), lit. a hook, crook : see crook,
crocki. Crocket is thus a doublet of crotchet,



crocket

and both are ult. dims, of crook.^ If. A large

roll or lock of hair, charaeteristio of a manner
of dressing the hair common in the fourteenth

century. It cnnsisted of a stiff roll, probably made over

a piece of stuff, like the "rats "worn by women during the

nineteenth century.

They kembe her crokettes with christall.

Political Poems, I. 312.

2. One of the terminal snags on a stag's horn.
— 3. In medieval arch., a pointed decoration, an
ornament most frequently treated as recurved
foliage, placed on the angles of the inclined

o»'ii

I. Crockets in detail, from Porte Rouge, Notre Dame, Paris, a.

Crockets applied on a pinnacle. {From Violiet-le-Duc's "Diet, de
rAjchitecture.") Both examples, 13th century.

sides of pinnacles, canopies, gables, and other
members, and on the outer or convex part of

the curve of a pastoral staff or other decorative
work. Sometimes crockets were carved in the
forms of animals.

.

With crochetes on corners with knottes of golde.
Pierg Plounimn'g Crede (E. E. T. S.), I. 174.

crocketed (krok'e-ted), a. [< crocket + -cfT-^.]

Furnished with crockets; ornamented with
crockets.

The high-pitche<l roof [of the castle of Chenonceauxl con-
tains three windows of beautiful design, covei-ed with em-
broidered caps and Howerinj? into crocketed spires.

//. Jaims, Jr., Little Tour, p. 54.

crock-saw (krok'sa), 71. A long-toothed iron
plate like a saw, which hangs at the back of the
fireplace to carry the pots and crocks. DavieSj
Supp. Eng. Glossary.

crocxy (krok'i), a. [< crock^ + -yl.] Smutty;
sooty.

crocodile (krok'o-dil), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also crocodil ; altered, to suit the mod. F. and
L., from ME. cocodriU, cokadrilly cokedrily etc.,

= Pr. cocodrilh = Sp. Pg. cocodrilo = It. cocco-
drillo = MHG. kokodrille (ML. cocodrillus, coca-
drillus)j etc., corrupted from the normal form,
now in part restored, F. crocodile = Sp. Pg. It.

crocodilo = D, krokodil = G. krokodil = Dan,
krokodille = Sw. krokodilj < L. crocodilusj < Gr.
KpoKddet/.ocy a lizard, a crocodile; ulterior origin
unknown. Cf. cockatric€.'\ I, n. 1. An animal
of the order Crocodiliaj and especially of the
family Crocodilidce (see these words). The name,
originally signifying some large lizard, was first specifical-
ly given to the Nile crocodile, Crocodilug niloticus or vul-
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swers coiTectly his question, Am I going to restore the
child ? If the father says Yes, the crocodile eats the chikl
and tells the father he is wrong. If the father says No,
the reply is that in that case the child cannot be restored,
for to do so would violate the agreement, since the father's

answer would then be incorrect.

II, a. Like a crocodile, or like something
pertaining to a crocodile— Crocodile tears, false

or simulated tears : in allusion to the fiction of old travel-

ers that crocodiles shed tears over those they devour.

crocodilean, a. and n. See crocodilian.

crocodile-bird (krok'o-dil-berd), «. A name of
the Egyptian black-fieaded plover, Pluvianus
wgyptius, one of several plovers which have
been supposed to answer to the trochilus of
Herodotus : so called from its association with
the crocodile. See cut under Pluvianus.
Grocodili (krok-o-di'li), n, pi, [NL.] Same as
CrocoiUUa. Wa'gler, 1830.

Crocodilia (krok-o-dil'i-a), n. pi, [NL,, < L.
crocodilua, crocodile.] An oMer of Reptiliaj
formerly included with Lacertilia in Sauria, now
separated as the
highest existing
reptiles. They are
lizard-like in form,
with long tails and
four well-developed
limbs, the anterior
shorter tha n the pos-
terior and with five

complete digits, and
the posterior four-
toed. With a single
exception, the liv-

ing species have
nails on the three
radial and tibial

digits; the feet are
webbed ; the nos-
trils are at tlie end
of along snout, and
can be closed ; and
the tympanic mem-
branes are exposed,
but a cutaneous
valve can be shut
down over them.
The skin is loricate,

the dermal armor
consisting of bony
scutes covered with
epidermal scales
of corresponding
form; the anus is

longitudinal, as in
the chelonians; the
penis is single, and
lodged in the cloa-

Loneitudinal Vertical Section of Hinder
Part of Skull of a Crocodile, showing many
cranial peculiarities of Crocorfi/w.

/u. Eustachian tube, dividing into a, an
anterior, ami /, a posterior branch ; the two
tympana communicating with the cavity of
the mouth by three canals— a large one
opening in the middle line, and two smaller
lateral ones on the base of the skull behind
the posterior nares: it is this lateral one
which subdivides into a and /. P, pituitary
fossa ; PJV, posterior nares. opening very far
back ; Pf, pterygoid ; Pa, parietal : Pr, fron-
tal ; OS, orbitosphenoid (? ); ^S, alisphe-
noid ; BS, basisphenoid ; HO, basioccipital

;

EO, exoccipital ; SO, supraoccipital ; Pro,
proOtic ; A'/O, epiotic; OfiO, opi^otic,
united with ZfO,* asc,psc, anterior and pos-
terior semicircular canals; V, y^///,exitso{
fifth and eighth nerves.

Crocodile {Crocodiius niiottcus).

f/arig, the member of the order which has been longest and
beat known, and was afterward extended to sundry related
species. Thus, the Gangetic crocodile is the gavial, Gavi-
alig fjaivfeticxut. A true crocodile, CrocudUwf americanus,
occurs in Horida.

Sume men seyn, that whan thei will gadre the Peper,
thei maken Fuyr, and brennen aboute, to make the Ser-
pentes and the Cokairillett to flee.

MandevxlU, Travels, p. IflO.

2. In logicj a sophism of counter-questioning.
Thus, in the old example, a crocodile has stolen a child,
and promises to restore it to the father if the latter an-

the teeth are distinctly socketed ; the lungs are con-
fined to the thorax ; the heart is completely four-cham-
bered, but the aortic arches communicate by the foramen
Panizzae, so that venous and arterial blood commingle out-
side the heart ; the spinal colunui is well ossified ; the ver-
tebriB are mostly proctelous, as in all tlie existing species,
aniphiccclous or opisthocoilous in some extinct forms ; the
sacral vertebne are reduced to two ; the cervical bear free
ribs ; the ribs are bifurcated at tlu-ir proximal ends ; there
is a series of so-called abdominal ribs disconnected from
the vertebne; and the skull is well ossified, with an inter-
orbital septum, large alisphenoids and parotic processes,
large fixed <juadrat«8, ect<:ipterygoids, completely bony
tympanic cavities, rudimentary orbitosphenoids, if any,
and no parietal foramen. The order ranges in time from
the Oolitic strata to the present day, and contains all the
huge saurians known as crocodiles, alligators, caymans,
jacar^s, gavials^ etc. All the species are more or less

atjuatic, though none of the living ones is marine. The
order has been divided into the five families .^WiV/a/ortd<F,

Crocodilidce, Gam/tluite, Teleomvrid(e-, and Belodontidoe,
the last two including only extinct forms. Other names
of the order are Loricata, Empdoitanria, and Ilydromuria.
Other divisions of the order than those above given are:
(1) by Owen, into three suborders, Procoelia, Amphicosliay
and Opiifthocmlia ; and (2) by Huxley, likewise into three
suborders, I'aramchia, Mesosuchia, and Eusuchia.

crocodilian (krok-o-dil'i-an), a, and n, [< croco-

diled -ian.'] I. a. Relating to or of the nature
of the crocodile ; hence, in allusion to crocodile
t«ars, hypocritical. See crocodilCj a.

O, what a crocodilian world is this,

Composed of treach'ries and insnaring wiles

!

She clothes destruction in a formal kiss,

And lodges death in her deceitful smiles.
Quartes, Emblems, i. 3.

H, w, A crocodile ; one of the Crocodiliu.

Also, improperly, spelled crocodilean.

crocodilid (krok-o-dil'id), V. A reptile of the
family Crocodilidfe.

Crocodilidse (krok-o-dil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Vrocodilu.H 4- -ida;.']

' The typical family of the
order Crocodilia. it is characterized by procoeloua
vertebrje

; pterygoids Iwunding the posterior nares below

;

nasal bones composing the narial aperture to some extent

;

a straight maxillo-premaxillary suture or one convex back-
ward; a mandibular symphysis not extending beyond the
eighth tooth and not involving splenial elements; the
cervical scutes distinct or not from the tergal ones; the
teeth unequal, the firet mandibular tooth biting into a
fossa, the fourth into a groove ; and the head sliorterthan
in (?rtyia/id<r. but longer than in Alliqatoridce. The family
includes two genera: Crocodilug, represented by the croc-
odile of the Nile, C. niloticutt, and other species ; and Me-
cistopa. See cut« under crocodile and Crocodilia.

croft

crocodiline (krok-o-dil'in), a. [< crocodile +
-ine^.] Like a crocodile.

CrOCOdilini (krok'^o-di-li'ni), n. pi. [NL., <
Crocodilus + -ini.'] A family of squamate sau-
rians : same as the modem order Crocodilia.
Oppel, 1811.

crocodilitet (krok'o-di-Ut), n. [< crocodile +
~ite'^.^ A sophism of cross-questioning. See
crocodile, 2.

The crocodolite is when, being deceived by sonie crafty
manner of questioning, we do admit that which our ad-
versary turneth again upon us, to our own hindrance, as
in the fable of the crocodile, whereof this name crocodo-
lite proceedeth. Bhindeville, 1599.

crocodility (krok-o-diri-ti), 7i, [< crocodile, 2,

+ -ity,"] m logic, a captious or sophistical mode
of arguing. See crocodile., 2, [Rare.]

Crocodillims (krok''''o-di-lu'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
KpoKddetlog, crocodile, + ovpd, tail.] A genus of

fissilingual lizards, of the family Ameividce.

Crocodilus (krok-6-di'lus), n. [NL., < L. croco-

dilus, crocodile.] 'The typical genus of the fam-
ily CrocodilidcB.

crocoisite (kro-ko'i-sit), w. Same as crocoite.

crocoite (kro'ko-it), «. [Irreg. < Gr. KpoKdeig,

saffron-colored '(< KpdKoc, saffron: see crocus),

+ -ite'^.'] A mineral, a native chromate of lead
or red-lead ore, found in brilliant red crystals
in the Urals and Brazil, and also massive.
croconate (kro'ko-nat), w. [< crocon{ic) +
-ate^.\ A yellow salt formed by the union of
croconic acid with a base.

croconic (kro-kon'ik), a. [< crocus + -on + -ic]
Of or pertaining to saffron ; saffron-yellow.

—

Croconic acid, C5H2O5, an acid obtained as a potassium
salt when dry carbonic-acid gas is passed over heated po-
tassium and the resulting potassium carboxid is thrown
into water. It forms yellow crystals, and tastes and reacts
strongly acid.

crocota (kro-ko'ta), n.
;
pi. erocotw (-te). [L.

(sc. vestis, garment), < Gr. KpoKurSc (sc. ;i:ir^v,

garment), a saffron-colored frock, prop, adj.,

saffron-dyed, < KpSmg, saffron: see crocus.'] In
classical antiq., a garment, originally of a yel-
low color, connected with the ceremonial of the
cult of Bacchus, it is referred to sometimes as a man-
tle and sometimes as a tunic, and was probably intermedi-
ate between tlie two garments, and worn in the form of a
sleeveless tunic over the ordinary tunic. It was worn by
Bacchus himself, by women, and by men considered ef-

fennnate.

crocus (kro'kus), n. [Cf. AS. croh, saffron; D.
G. Dan. krokus = F. crocus = Sp. Pg. It. croco,

< L. crocus, m., also cro-

cum, neut., < Gr. KpoKoc,

crocus, safEron. Perhaps
of Eastern origin : cf.

Heb. karkom = Ar. kar-
kam, kurkum, saffron;
Skt. kunkuma, saffron.]

1 . A plant of the genus
Crocus.

The spendthrift crocus, burst-
ing through the mould.

Naked and shivering with his
cup of gold.

O. W. Holmes, Spring.

2. leap.] [NL.] A ge-
nus of beautiful irida-

ceous plants, consisting
of many hardy species,

some of which are among
the commonest oma- crocus sattvus.

ments of gardens. They
are dwarf herbs, with fibrous-coated corms, and grass-like
leaves appearing after the flowers. Crocuses are found
chiefly in the middle and southern parts of Europe and
the Levant, and are especially abundant in Greece and
Asia Minor. Some of the species are vernal and others
autumnal. The varieties in cultivation are veiy numerous.
but mostly of vernal species, as these are the earliest of

spring flowers. C. sativus yields the saffron of commerce,
which consists of the oi-ange stigmas of the flowers.

3. Saffron, obtained from plants of the genus
Crocus, See saffron,— 4. A polishin^-powder
prepared from crystals of sulphate of iron, cal-

cined in crucibles, it is the calcined powder taken
from the bottom of the crucible, where the heat is most
intense. The powder in the upper part is called rouge.
Crocus is of a purple color, is the harder, and is used for
ordinary work. Kouge is of a scarlet color, and is used
for polishing gold- and silver-work and specula. See coh
cothar.

crodet, ». [< OF. crot, a crypt (< Pr. crota,

cropta), same as grotte, a grot, cave: see grot,

grotto, and crypt, doublets of erode.] A crypt.

The Chirche of the holy Sepulcre . . . hath . . . Crodea
and vowtes, Chapellys hygh and lowe, in grett nowmber,
and mervell it ys to see the many Deferens and secrete
places with in the sayd temple.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 39.

croft (kr6ft), n. [= Sc. craft, croft, < ME. erofi,

< AS. croft, a small inclosed field, = MD. kroft,

krocht, high and dry land, krocht, crochty a field



croft

on the downs, high and dty land, D. troft, a

hillock. Perhaps Celtic : ef . Gael, crott, aliump,

hillock, croft ; eruach, a pile, heap, stack, hill,

verb cruaeh, pile up, heap up ; Ir. croit, a hump,

a small eminence ; cruaeh, a pile, a rick, verb

cruachaim, I pile up; W. crug, a hump, hillock.]

A small piece of inclosed ground used for pas-

ture, tillage, or other purposes; any small tract

of land ; a very small farm : applied especially

to the small farms on the western coast and isl-

ands of Scotland.

Bi this lyHoae (liveliliood] 1 mot lyuen til Lanimasse tynie

;

M that, ich hope forte haue heruest in my cro/«.

PUTS Plowman (A), vii. 277.

Tending my floclM hard by 1' the hiUy cro/is.

That brow thU bottom-glade. MUton, Comus, 1. 531.

A little croft, we owned— a plot of com,

A garden stored with peas and mint and thyme,

And flower* for posies.
Wordsworth, Guilt and Sorrow, st. 24.

croft (kr6ft),».«. {< croft, n.^ To bleach (linen)

after bucking or soaking in an alkaline dye, by

exposing to the sun and air.

Later methods [of bleaching linen) have been introduced

in which the time of exposure on the grass, or croftmg, as

it is termed, is much shortened.
. ., „ „ so

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 68.

crofter (krdf't6r), n. [< croft + -erl.] One who
occupies or cultivates a croft ; specifically, a

small farmer on the western coast and islands

of Scotland. The Scotch crofter is a small land-tenant,

whose holding is not large enough to be called a fam or

to support him by tillage. He is the counterpart of the

Irish cottier. „ .,

crognett, n. [A corrupt form of cronet, cornet^.]

Same as coronal, 2. Wright.

crohol (kro'hol), n. [Swiss.] The old crown

of Bern in Switzerland, equal to about 90 Unit-

ed States cents.

crointer (kroin't^r), n. Same as croonach.

croist «• [ME. crois, croys, croice, croyce, croiz,

eroyz, ereoiz, < OF. crois, croiz, croix, F. croix,

a cross: see further under eross^.'] 1. A gib-

bet : same as cross^, 1.

He toke his -ieth upon the crow.
, i o„

Cower, Conf . Amant. , I. 272.

2. A structure or monument in the form of a

cross: same as cross^, 2.

A croiz ther stod in the wei.

Life of St. Christopher (Early Eng. Poems, ed. Furnivall),

3. A crucifix: same as cross^, 3.-4. A mark or

sign in the form of a cross: same as cross^, 4.

Heo made the signe of the crois.

Seyn Julian (ed. Cockayne), 1. 76.

croist, "• *• [ME. eroisen, croicen, croiden, <

OF. croiser, eroisier, creisier, F. croiser, cross, se

croiser, take the cross, engage in a crusade;

from the noun : see crois, n., and cf. cross\ v.,

of which crois is ult. a doublet.] 1. To mark
the sign of the cross upon: same as cross^, 3.

He nolde forsete nost ... ,,,.,_
To croici thrie (thrice) his foreheued & his breost also.

St. Edmund the Confessor (Early Eng. Poems, ed.

tFurnivall), 1. 27.

2. To mark or designate with the sign of the

cross, as a pilgrim or a crusader.

croisadet, «• [-Also croisado, croysado (a false

form, after crusado), < F. croisade, a crusade

:

see crusade.'] 1. A crusade.

A Dope of that name [Urban] did first institute the crot-

sado. Bacon, Holy War.

The croisade was not appointed by Pope Urban alone,

but by the council of Clement. Jortin, On Eccles. Hist.

2. A cross.
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Eries & barons & knigtes thereto

Habbeth bisoust the pope croiseris biginne

Upe [the] & thine. Sobert o/ Gloucester, p. 602.

Crist tauate not to his heerde [shepherd] to reise up a

croueeric and kille his sheep.
Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 367.

croislett, ». A crucible. See crosslet^.

croissant, croisant, o. and m. [< OF. crois-

sant, F. croissant, crescent: see crescent.] I.t

a. (jrescent.

CroMsanf or new moone.
.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 119.

So often as she (the Moone] is scene westward after

the sunne is gone downe, ... she is croisant, and in her

first quarter. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 32.

n. n. If. A crescent.

In these pavilions were placed fifteen Olympian Knights,

upon seats a little embowed near the form of a croisant.

Beaumont, Masque of Inner-Temple

Like the rich crmsade on th' imperiall ball,

As much adorning as surmounting all.

Zouch, The Dove (1613, Wright).

croisadet, »«• See croisade.

croisant, a. and n. See croissant.

croiset, croiseet, »• [< F. croise, a crusader,

prop. pp. of croiser, cross, se croiser, take the

cross, engage in a crusade : see crois, v.] A
soldier or pilgrim engaged in a crusade and

wearing a cross ; a crusader.

The necessity and weakness of the croises.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist.

When the English crotsee* went into the East in the first

Crusade, A. D. 1096, they found St. George ... a great

warrior-saint amongst the Christians of those parts.

Archoeologia, V. 19.

croisedt, a. [< crois + -ed^.] Wearing a cross,

as a crusader.

The inliabitants thereof . . . were by the crowed knights

. . . conuerted vnto the Christian faith.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 226.

croiseet, n. See croise.

croiseryt, n. [ME. croiserye, croiserie, creysery,

crey-ieryc, < OF. croiserie, a crusade, < crois, cross

:

see cruis and cross^.] A crusade.

2. [F. pron. krwo-soii'.] In armor, the gusset

of plate when crescent-shaped: a form which

was adopted in the early part of the fifteenth

century, especially for the defense of the arm-

pit.

crokardt, »• [Origin obscure.] A name given

to base coins imported into England by foreign

merchants in the thirteenth century. They were

made of alloyed silver, and were meant to imitate the sil-

ver pennies then legally current in England.

crokert (kro'k^r), ». One who cultivates or

deals in saffron (crocus). Solinshed.

crokett, «• -An obsolete spelling of crocket.

croma (kro'mS,), n. [< It. croma, < L. chroma

:

see chroma.] "In music, an eighth note, or qua-

ver. Also crome, and formerly chroma.

crombec (krom'bek), n. [F.] 1. A book-name
of a small sylviine bird of South Africa of the

genus Sylvistta, the -S. rufescens.— 2. A specific

name of the Madagascan eom'ol, Leptosomus dis-

color. It was made byVon Eeichenbach (1849) a

generic name of this bird, in the form Crombus.

crombie (krom'i), ». Same as crummie.

cromchruach, n. [Ir., appar. < crom, a god,

an idol, + cruaeh, red.] An idol worshiped in

Ireland before the conversion of the Irish to

Christianity. It is described as a gold or sil-

ver image surrounded by twelve little brazen

ones. . ,^T

cromeif, n. A Middle English form of crumlA.

crome2 (krom), n. [E. dial., also crombe, croom

;

< ME. crome, crombe, crowmbe, a hook, crook, <

AS. crumb, bent : see crumj>\ of which crome"^ is

ult. a doublet.] A hook; a crook; a staff with

a hooked end; specifically, a sort of rake with

a long handle used in pulling weeds, etc., out

of the water. [Prov. Eng.]

As soon as a sufficient quantity [of weeds) are collected

on the dam, they .ire drawn out by crombes, forks, &c.

A. Hunter, Georgical Essays, II. 361.

crome^, "• Same as croma.

cromlech (krom'lek), n. [< W. cromlech (=
Ir. cromleac = Gael, cromleac, cromleachd), <

crom (= Ir. Gael, crom), bent, bowed, + llech,

= Ir. leac = Gael, leac, leachd, a fiat stone.]

In archceol., a
structure con-
sisting of a
large, flat, un-
hewn stone
resting hori-

zontally upon
1, c 1 .1 three or more

cromlech .. Lanyon. Com-all, E,«la„d. ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^

of common occurrence in parts of Great Britain,

as in Wales, Devonshire, Cornwall, and Ireland,

and in Brittany and other parts of Europe.
From cromlechs having been found in the heart of burial-

mounds or barrows, with their rude chambers abound-

ing with sepulchral remains, as skeletons or urns, they

are supposed to have been sepulchral monuments. Also
" ' dot

crook

the struggle with Charles I. of England, and in

1653 was chosen lord protector of the common-
wealth of England, with sovereign powers.

The most influential [in shaping the multiform charac-

ter of England] were the men of the Elizabethan and Crom-

wellian, and the intermediate periods.

S. Smiles, Character, p. 36.

n. n. An adherent of Oliver Cromwell; a

soldier who fought under Cromwell.

cronacb (kro'nak), re. A variant of coronach.

crone (kron), n. [Early mod. E. also croane, <

ME. crone, an oldwoman ; cf. OD. kronie, an old

ewe. Origin unknown ; hardly, as some sug-

gest, < Ir. crion, dry, withered, old, sage,= Gael.

erion, dry, withered, mean, etc^Ir. crionaim, I

wither, = Gael, crion, wither, = W. crinio, with-

er. See crony.] 1. A feeble and withered old

woman: used depreciatively, and sometimes

applied, with increased contempt, to a man.

This olde sowdanesse, this cursed cro?i«,

Hath with her frendes doon this cursed dede.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 432.

A few old battered croTW* of office.
.

Disraeli, Conmgsby, u. 1.

Withered cronM abound in the camps, where old men
are seldom seen. B. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 322.

2. An old ewe.

called dolmen.

That gray king, whose name, a ghost,

Streams like a cloud, man-shaped, from mountain peak,

And cleaves to cairn and cromlech still.

Tennyson, To the Queen.

One mighty relic survives in the monument now cidled

Kit's Coty House, a cromlech, which had been linked in

old days by an avenue of huge stones to a burial groun-i

some few miles off, near the village of Addington.

J. R. Green, Making of Eng., p. 34.

crommet, « A Middle English form of crumh^.

cromorna (kro-mor'na), n. [Sometimes cor-

rupted to cremona (see cremona^); < F. cro-

morne, < G. krummhorn, lit. crooked horn : see

krummhorn.] In organ-building, a reed-stop, or

set of pipes with reeds, giving a tone like that

of a clarinet.

Oromwellian (krom'wel-i-an), a. and re. [<

Cromwell + -kin.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658), who became com-

mander-in-chief of the parliamentary forces in

Fresh herrings plenty Michell brinp,

With fatted crones and such old things.

Tusser, Farmer's Daily Diet

cronebane, «. A copper coin or token in circula-

tion in Irelandtoward the close of the eighteenth

century. It was of the value of a halfpenny.

cronel (kro'nel), re. [Var. of coroneU, coronal.]

In her., the coronal when used as a bearing.

cronet (kro'net), re. [Var. of coronet, cornet"^.]

1 . The hair which grows over the top of a horse's

hoof.— 2. In her., same as cronel.

cronger (krong'g^r), re. [E. dial.; origin ob-

scure.] A local English (Warwickshire) name
of the crucian carp.

Cronian (kro'ni-an), a. [< L. Cronius, neut. Cro-

nium, sc. mare, dr. Kp6vio( i>Keav6(, the north-

ern or frozen sea, lit. the Satumian sea, < C'ro-

nus, Gr. Kpdvoi, Saturn.] An epithet applied

to the north polar sea. [Rare.]

As when two polar winds, blowing adverse

Upon the Cronian sea, together drive

Mountains of ice. Milton, P. L., x. 290.

cronk (krongk), n. [Imitative.] The cry of the

wild goose. Also honk (which see).

cronnog, re. Same as cranock.

cronstedtite (kron'stet-it), re. [< A./. Cro«-

stedt, a Swedish mineralogist (1722-()5), +
-ite^.] A black to dark-green mineral with mi-

caceous cleavage, occurring in tapering hex-

agonal prisms or fibrous diverging groups ;
a

hydrous silicate of iron and manganese, found

at localities in Bohemia and in Cornwall, Eng-

land.

Cronus, «. [L-] See Kronos.
. ^ „,

crony (kro'ni), re.; pi. cronies (-niz). [Var. ot

crone.] If. A feeble and withered old woman

;

a crone.

Marry not an old crony or a fool for money. Burton.

2. An old familiar friend; an intimate com-

panion ; an associate.

To oblige your crony Swift,

Bring our dame a New-year's gift.

Swift, To Janus, on New-year's Day.

At his elbow, Souter Johnny,
His ancient, trusty, drouthy crony

;

Tam lo'ed him like a vera brither.

Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

croo (kro), V. i. [Imitative var. of coo : see coo

and crood.] To coo. [North. Eng.]

crood (krSd), I', i. [Also -written croud, crotcde;

cf. croo, coo; all imitative words.] To coo;

croodle. [Scotch.]

Thro' the braes the cushat crood*

Wi' waillu' cry.

Bums, To William Simpson.

croodlel (kro'dl), r. i.
;
pret. and pp. croodled,

ppr. croodling. [Also written croudle; freq. of

crood!, coo.] To coo like a dove ; hence, to coax

or fawn. [Scotch.]

croodle^ (kro'dl), V. i. ;
pret. and pp. croodled,

ppr. croodling. [E. dial.; perhaps a freq. of

crowd, press close together.] 1. To cower;

crouch; brood; cuddle; lie close and snug.

[Prov. Eng.]
O whaur hae ye been a' the day.

My little wee croodlin doo?
The Croodlin Doo (Child's Ballads, II. 36.1).

As a dove to fly home to her nest and croodle there.
hiniisley..

2. To feel cold. [Prov. Eng.]
, , . „

crook (kruk), re. [< ME. croke, erok, prob. < Ab.

*crdc (not found) = MD. broke, krooke, U. kreuk,.



crook

a bend, fold, •wrinkle, = MLG. hroke, krake, a
fold, wrinkle, = Icel. krokr = Sw. krok = Dan.
krog, a crook, hook. The Eom. forms, Pr. croc

= OF. croc, F. a-oc, a hook (ML. crocus), and
OF. and F. croche, a hook (ML. croca) (> ult.

E. croeltet, crotchet, crazier, q. v.), are of D. or

Scand. origin. Cf. Gael, crocan, a crook, hook,
= W. crwg, a crook, hook, crwca, crooked, =
(prob. ) L. crujc {cruc-), a gibbet, cross : see crogs^,

cross^, crutch^, crutch^, crouch^, crouch^. It is

possible that the Teut. forms are of Celtic ori-

gin ; the Celtic and Latin forms may have lost

an initial s, in which case they would appear
to be cognate with G. schrdg, MHG. schrege,

obUque, crosswise, > G. schragen = D. schraag,
a trestle, prob. akin to MHG. schranc, a lattice,

inclosure, G. «cAra«i-, a cabinet.] 1. Any bend,
turn, or curve; a curvature; a flexure: as, a
crook in a river or in a piece of timber.

These sapphire-coloiired brooks,
Which, conduit-like, with curioua crooks,
Sweet ialaods make. Sir P. Sidney.

A crook is in his back,
And a melancholy crack
In his laugh.

O. W. Holmes, The Last Leaf.

2. A bending of the knee ; a genuflection.

He is now the court god ; and well applied
With sacrifice of knees, of crooks, and cringes.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 1.

8. A bent or curved part ; a curving piece or
portion of anything: as, the crook of a cane
or of an imibrella-handle.—4. An instrument
or implement having a crook, or distinguished
by its curved form. Specifically— (a) A shepherd's
statf , curving at the end ; a pastoral staff.

Alexis . . . lost his Crook, he left his Flocks

;

And wand'ring thro' the lonely Rocks,
He nourish'd endless Woe.

Prior, Despairing Shepherd.

(6) The pastoral staff of a bishop or an abbot, fashioned in
the fonn of a shepherd's staff, as a symbol of his sway
over and care for his flock. Such staves are generally gilt,

ornamented with jewels, and enriched by carving, etc.
Compare paxtoral staf, under staff, (c) A hook hung in an
open chimney to support a pot or kettle ; a iwthook or
trammel. [.Scotch.) (rf) In 7nimc; (I) A short tube, either
curved or straight, that may be inserted into various metal
wind-instruments so as to lengthen their tube, and thus
lower their fundamental tone or key. (2) The curved metal
tube between the mouthpiece and the body of a baasoon.
(«t) A sickle.

' Quen come is coruen with crokez kene.
AUiteralive Poenu (ed. Morris), i. 40.

6t. A lock or curl of hair. Compare crocket.

Tho3 gur cruue be ischave, fair beth gur crokes.

Bel. Antiq., II. 176.

6f. A gibbet.

But Terpine . . .

Slie caused to be attacht, and forthwith led
Unto the cr<joke, . . .

Where lie full shamefully was hanged by the hed.
Spenser, F. Q., V. v. 18.

7t. A support consisting of a post or pile with
a cross-beam resting upon it; a bracket or
truss consisting of a vertical piece, a horizontal
piece, and a strut.

The ancient Free School of Colne was an antique bnild-
ing, supported upon crooks.

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, H. 29.

8. An artifice ; a trick ; a contrivance.

For all your bragges, hookes, and crookes, you have such
a fall as you shall never be able to stand upright again.

Cranmer, To Bp. Gardiner.

9. A dishonest person ; one who is crooked in
conduct; a tricky or underhand schemer; a
thief; a swindler. [CoUoq.]— By hook or by
crook, by one means or another ; by fair means or foul.

In hope her to attaine by hooke or crooke,

Spenser, F. Q., III. 1. 17.

They will have it, by hook or by crook. Mede.

This phrase derives its origin from the custom of certain
manors where tenants are authorized to take flre-bote by
hook or by crook ; that is, so much of the underwood as
may be cut with a crook |a sickle], and so much of the low
timber as may be collected from the boughs by means of a
hook. Barllelt, Fam. Quot., p. 63".

CFOOk (kruk), V. [< ME. croken = MD. kroken,
krooken, D. kreuken = Dan. kroge, also kroge,
bend, kroget, crooked, = Sw. kroka, bend, crook,
krokna, become crooked ; from the noun.] I.
trang. 1. To bend; cause to assume an angular
or a curved form ; make a curve or hook in.

There is but little lalmur of the muscles required, only
enough for bowing or crooking the tail.

Derham, Physico-Theology, v. 11, note.

2t. To curl (hair). Ayenbite of Inwit, p. 176.— 3. To turn; pervert; misapply.
Whatwiever affairs pass such a man's hands, he crooketh

them to his own ends. Bacon, Wisdom for a JIan's Self.

4t. To thwart—To crook the elbow, to drink ; be-
come drunk.

| Slang. J— To crook the mouth, to distort
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the mouth, as if about to cry, or as indicating anger or
displeasure. [Scotch.]

II. intrans. 1. To bend or be bent ; be turned
from a right line ; curve ; wind.
Th' other [circle] which (crossing th' 'Vniuersall Props,
And those where Titans whirling Chariot sloaps)
Rect-angles forms : and, crooking, cuts in two
Heer Capricorn ; there burning Cancer too.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columuea.

T'he eagle might live much longer, but that her upper
l)eak crooketh in time over the lower, and so she faileth
not with age but with hunger.

J. Gregory, Posthuma (1650), p. 207.

Specifically— 2. To bend the knee ; crouch.
Sertis, Marie, thou will haue me schamed for ay.
For I can nowthir croke nor knele. York Plays, p. 168.

crookback (kruk'bak), n. One who has a crook-
ed back or round shoulders; a hunchback. Also
erouchhaek.
Ay, crook-back ; here I stand to answer thee.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

crook-backed rkruk'bakt), a. Having a crooked
back; hunchbacked.
A man that is brokenfooted, or brokenhanded, or crook-

backt, or a dwarf. Lev. xxi. 20.

A dwarf as well may for a giant pass,
As negro for a swan ; a crookback'd lass
Be call'd Europa,

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

crooked (as adj., kruk'ed), p. a. [Pp. of crook,
V. ; = Dan. kroget, crooked.] 1. Bent; having
angles or curves ; deviatingfrom a straight line

;

curved; curving; winding.
other of them may have crooked noses ; but to owe such

straight arms, none. Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 1.

He and his brother are like plum-trees that grow crooked
Over standing pools. Webster, Duchess of Malfl, i. 1.

2. Not straight, in a figurative sense, especially
as regards rectitude of conduct ; not upright or
straightforward ; not honest ; wrong

;
perverse

;

cross-grained.
His clannes [cleanness] & his cortaysye croked were neuer.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), I. 65S.

They are a perverse and crooked generation.
Deut xxxii. 5.

For, though my justice were as white as truth,
My way was crooked to it ; that condemns me.

Fletchtr, Valentinian, v. 3.

Hence— 3. Made or sold in secret, without the
payment of the taxes or submitting to the
regulations or inspection required by law : as,
crooked whisky. [Colloq.]

And another house testified that it manufactured two
hundred and twenty-five thousand gallons a month, and
that half its entire annual product was crooked.

N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 301.

= Syn. 1. Bowed, awry, askew, deformed, distorted.— 2.
Deceitful, tricky, dishonorable, knavish. See irregular.

crookedly (kruk'ed-li), adv. In a crooked,
bent, (ir perverse manner,
crookedness (kruk'ed-nes), ». 1. A 'winding,
bending, or turning; curvature; inflection.

A variety of trout which is naturally deformed, having
a strange crookedness near the tail. PennatU, Brit. Zotil.

2. Want of rectitude; dishonesty; perverse-
ness ; obliquity of conduct.
The very essence of Truth is plainnesse and brightnes

;

the darknes and crookednesse is our own.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

My will hath been used to crookedness and peevish mo-
rosity in all virtuous employments.

Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. | 6.

3. Physical deformity.

A severe search to see if there were any crookedness or
spot, any uncleanliness or deformity, in their sacrifice.

Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

crookent (kruk'n), v. t. [< crook + -enl. Cf.
Sw. krokna, become crooked.] To make crook-
ed; pervert.
Images be of more force to crooken an unhappy soul

than to teach and instruct it.

Homilies Against Idolatry, ii.

crookesite (kruks'it), «. [After W. Crookes,
an English chemist.] A rare metallic mineral
consisting of the selenids of copper, thallium,
and silver.

Crookes's tubes. See vacuum, and radiant en-
ergy, under enen/y.

crookneck (kruk'nek), a. Having a crooked
neck: applied to several varieties of squash
having a long recurved neck.

crook-rafter (kruk'rif'''t6r). n. Same as knee-
rafter.

crool (krSl), V. i. [Imitative ; cf. croodle, crood,
croon, croo.l To mutter. Minsheu, 1617.

Frogs, from all the waters aromid, crooled, chubbed, and
croaked. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 14,

croon (krdn), V. [Introduced from Sc. ; 8c.
also written erune, croyn, crone; < ME. croynen,
hum (sing), = D. kreunen, groan, lament. The
word in its present form is regarded as imita-

n,
hum;

crop

tive. Cf. croo, crood, croodle, coo.J I. intrans.
1 . To utter a low continued murmuring sound
resembling moaning or lamenting. Hence—
2. To sing softly and monotonously to one's
self; hum softly and plaintively.

O'er the roof
The doves sat crooning half the day.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 103.

Here an old grandmother was crooning over a sick child,
and rocking it to and fro. Dickens.

3. To utter a low mufled roar ; bellow monoto-
nously. [Rare.]

"Thou hear'st that lordly Bull of mine.
Neighbour," quoth Brunskill then ;

" How loudly to the hills he crunes.
That crune to him again." Southey.

trans. To sing in a low humming tone

;

affect by humming.
Whiles crooning o'er some auld Scots sonnet.

Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

The fragment of the childish hymn with which he sung
and crooned himself asleep. IHckens.

They [catbirds] differ greatly in vocal talent, but all have
a delightful way of crooning over, and as it were rehears-
ing, their song in an undertone.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 10.

croon (krSn), «. [< croon, ».] A low, hollow
moan or bellow. [Scotch.]

The dell, or else an outler quey [unhoused heifer],
Gat up an' gae a croon. Burns, Halloween.

Croonach (kro'nak), n. [Sc, equiv. to crooner
and croonyal; so called (as ult. gurnard) from
the grunting sound it makes ; < croon, crone,
croyn, grunt, hum, purr, croon, etc. : see croon,
V. Another Sc. name (Frith of Forth) is croin-
ter, of similar origin.] A Scotch name of the
gray gurnard, Trigla gumardus.
crooner (kro'nSr), n. [Sc, also written croto-
ner: see crootiach.'] Same as croonach.
crooning (kro'ning), «. [Verbal n. of croon,
t).] The act of one who croons; a low hum-
ming or murmuring sound.

Her dainty ear a fiddle charms,
A bag-pipe's her delight

;

But for the croonings o' her wheel
She disna' care a mite.

J. Baillie, Tlie Weary Fund o' Tow.

croonyal (krS'nial), «. Same as croonach.
crop (Krop), n. [< ME. crop, croppe, the top or
head of a plant, crop of grain, tne craw of a
bird, the maw, < AS. crop, cropp, the top or head
of a plant, a sprout, a bunch or cluster of flow-
ers, an ear of com, the craw of a bird, a kidney,
= MD. krop, an excrescence, esp. on the neck,
struma, the craw, maw, gullet, stomach, D.
krop, the gullet, craw, maw, stomach, gizzard,
= MLG. krop, an excrescence, esp. on the neck,
struma, the craw, gullet, the trunk of the body,
LG. kroj), an excrescence on the neck, struma,
the craw, maw, = OHG. chroph, kropf, an ex-
crescence, esp. on the neck, the craw, MHG.
G. kro^>f, the craw, G. dial, kropf also the ear
of grain, a thick round head as of lettuce or cab-
bage, also a thick, short, dumpy person, man or
child, etc., and in numerous other senses, = Icel.

kroppr, a hunch on the body (cf . kryppa, a hump,
himch), = Sw. kropp-, Dan. krop-, craw (in comp.
Sw. kroppdufva, Dan. kropdue, pouter-pigeon,
'i* 'crop-dove '), while Sw. kropp, Dan. krop, anlit.

excrescence on the neck, struma, and the same
in the sense of ' trunk of the body, body, car-
cass,' are appar. borrowed from L6. Hence
(from LG. or Scand.) OF. crope, croupe, top of a
hill, croup, or cruppe, F. croupe (> E. croup and
cnqyper), the hinder parts of a horse ; and (from
G.) It. groppo, > F. groupe, > E. group, a knot,
cluster, company: see crope'^, croup'^, crupper,
group. Hence also (from E.) W. cropa, craw
(but It. Gael, sgroha, craw, are appar. different).
The word has a remarkable variety of special
senses, appar. all derived from an orig. mean-
ing 'a rounded projecting mass, a protuber-
ance'; hence (a) the rounded head or top of a
tree or plant, and sprouting or growing plants
in general (including by a laterdevelopment the
idea of plants (grain) to be cropped or cut : defs.

1, 2, 3) ;
(ft) a physical excrescence on an animal

or plant, esp. the craw of a bird, whence the
developed senses 'gullet, maw, stomach,' etc.

(defs. 4, 5) ; (c) from the norm in the sense of
' top or head of a plant,' the verb crop, to take
off or pluck the head, hence cut, etc., whence
the later secondary noun senses (defs. 6-14).]
If. The top or highest part of anything, espe-
cially of an herb or a tree.

Grete trees . . . with croppes brode.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 424.

ITie lilie croppes one and one . . .

He smote of. Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 249.



crop

And In the cnyp of that tre on hight
Amm childe he saw full right,

Lapped all In clathes clene.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 69-

2. Com and other cultivated plants grown and
garnered ; the produce of the ground ; harvest

:

as, the crops are 10 per cent, larger than last

year; in a more restricted sense, that which is

cut, gathered, or garnered from a single field,

or of a particular kind of grain or fruit, or in a
single season: as, the wheat-crop; the potato-

crop.

Croppe of come yn a yere, annona.
Prompt. Pan., p. 104.

For plenty of crop and come to Ceres.
PtUtenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 28.

3. Com and other cultivated plants while grow-

ing: as, a standing crop; the crop in the ground

;

the crops are all backward this year.

Enriching shortly, with his springing Crop,

The Ground with green, the Husbandman with hope.

Sytvesler, tr. of Du Bartas's Weelts, i. 3.

They turned in their stubble to sow another croppe of

wheate in the sanie place. Coryat, Crudities, I. 161.

A full card crop and thriving, rank and proud

!

Prepost'rous man first sow'd, and then he plough'd.
Quarles, Emblems, i. 2.

But let the good old crop adorn
The hills our fathers trod.

Whittier, The ComSong.

4. The first stomach of a fowl; the craw: thein-

gluvies : sometimes used humorously oi the hu-
man maw or stomach.

In birds there is no mastication . . . of the meat ; . . .

bat ... it is immediately swallowed into the crop or craw.

The knave crommeth is crop

Er the cok crawe.
Political Sonffi (ed. Wright), p. 238.

The Cock was of a larger egg
Than modern poultry drop,

Stept forward on a firmer leg.

And cramm'd a plumper crop.
Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

6. In insects, an anterior dilatation of the ali-

mentary canal, succeeded by the proventricu-

lus. See cut under Blattidce.— 6. Anything
gathered when ready or in season: as, the ice-

crop.

This bush of yellow beard, this length of hair, . . .

Guiltless of steel and from the razor free,

Shall fall a plenteous crop reserved for thee.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 354.

7. The act of cutting or clipping off, as hair

:

as, he has given you a pretty close crop.— 8.

An ear-mark.— 9. The hair of the head when
thick and short, forming a sort of cap.

Her hair . . . she wore it in a crop— curled in five dis-

tinct rows. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, ix.

10. A wig of rough, short hair.— 11. In viiti-

in<7, the outcrop of a lode. See outcrop. [Cor-

diileran region.]— 12. In tanning, an entire un-
trimmed hide, struck for sole-leather. Also
"ailed crop-hide.— 13. A fi^ed weight in differ-

' "'calities for sugar, tobacco, and other sta-

crop hogshead ot tobacco is from 1,000

2. To marimds net.— 14. A kind of whip used
cross, as a piln the hunting-field, consisting of a

croisadei, «. L-i straight staff having a crooked
form, after crusop of leather at the end. it is

see crusade.] 1 ^ and differs from the common whip
, ... , Also called hunting-crop.

Apopeof that namefi. ,, . j, j ,i, ,.,

,ado nd-ivory-handled cutting whip
. . . xpect, she carried a light but

The crmsade waa not app ']jahers Mag., LXXVI. 207.
but by the council of Clemerti . „^
_ . v-jroiny,— Course Ofcrops.
a. A cross. tjie whole of anything.

Like the rich croisade on ntilesse.
As much adorning as surm^'is i. 8 (in some MSS.).

2<««;A,Thi^„„,,

Croisadot, ». See croisade. ^re failis.

Croisant, a. and n. See croissm Furnivall), p. 202.

croiset, croiseet, »• [< F. croify.^ " its growing

prop. pp. of croiser, cross .. cr-'-^'ri^rcfuZg
cross, engage in a crusade : se6o_ altogether ; at

soldier or pilgrim engaged in a »y.

wearing a cross ; a crusader. it of this ware-

The necessity and weakness of the croi«c».' .P*'"?'''",'? *°

Burke, Abridg. ^'P-Chandler.

When the English cn){«e«»went into theEaf«rain-cropa,

Crusade, A. D. 1096, they found St. George .
" lose their

warrior-saint amongst the Christians of those ^\™.^*™
^IrcAceoiojihich will

J ry . . m -1 TIT . -o fodder
croisedt, a. [< crots + -ed^.^ Wearing

.

as a crusader. some-
The inhabitants thereof . . . were by the croiaed oppen,

. . . conuerted vnto the Christian faith.
. krop-

Ilakluyt's Voyage ^^p _
croiseet, n. See eroise. '\

jj^
croiseryt, « [ME. croiserye, croiserie, C\^n^ <
crc'y«en/e, < OF. crowerie, a crusade, <croi« 2 3]
see crois and cross^.'] A crusade. j'

^f /^
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plant); cut off the ends of; eat off; pull off;

pluck; mow; reap: as, to oroj) flowers, trees,

or grass ; to crop fruit from the tree.

Ther [where] it growed croppe a plante of peche.
Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

The first leaves are cropped off to feede the silke wormes
withall. Coryat, Crudities, I. 151.

A fairer rose did never bloom
Than now lies cropp'd on Yarrow.

The Dome Dens of Yarrow (Child's Ballads, III. 68).

And Gascon lasses, from their jetty braids.
Crop half, to buy a ribbon for the rest.

Bryant, Spring in Town.

While force our youth, like fruits, untimely crops.

Sir J. Denham, Cato Major of Old Age, iv.

2. To cut off a part of (the ear of an animal) as

a mark of identification, or for other reasons.
— 3. To cause to bear a crop

;
plant or fill with

crops ; raise crops on : as, to crop a field.

Where in the world besides [in Connaught] could there

be found a field of not two acres, cropped in precise equal-

ity with oats and weeds, and a cow, at mid-day, standing
in the midst? Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 557.

II. inirans. 1. To sprout; appear in part,

and apparently by accident or undesignedly,
from beneath the surface or otherwise from
concealment; become partly visible or obvi-

ous: with out, sometimes up or forth. .Specifl-

cally— (a) In mining, to appear at the surface : said of a
vein or mass of ore when it shows itself distinctly at the

surface of the ground ; also, but less frequently, in geol-

ogy, witli regard to stratified rocks in general.

Some of the islets are composed entirely of the sedimen-
tary, others of the trappean rocks— generally, however,
with the sandstones cropping out on the southern shores.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 425.

(6) To appear incidentally and undesignedly; come to light

or to the surface ; as, his peculiarities crop out in his work ;

the truth cropped o«( in spite of him.

Any wild trait unexpectedly cropping out in any of the
domestic animals pleased him [Thoreau] immensely.

J. Burroughs, Essays from The Critic, p. 15.

All such outrages crop forth
T the course of nature.

Broiiming, Ring and Book, I. 56.

2t. To yield harvest. Shale., A. and C, ii. 2.

crope^. -An obsolete or dialectal preterit and
past participle of creep.

Another witness crope out against the Lord Stafford.

Roger North, Examen (1740), p. 217.

crope^t (krop), n. [< OF. crope, croupe, the top
of a hill, also the rump or croup: see crop,

cro«j[j2.] The top of anything ; a finial.

crop-ear (krop'er), n. 1. A horse with cropped
ears.

What horse? a roan, a crop-ear, is it not?
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3.

I'll lay a thousand pounds upon my crop-ear.

Beau, aiul Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 3.

2. A person whose ears have been cropped.

crop-eared (krop'erd), a. Ha'ving the ears

cropped.

A crop-ear'd scrivener this. B. Jonson, Masques.

cropent. Obsolete past participle of creep.

cropert, n. An obsolete form of crupper. Chau-
cer.

crop-fish (krop'fish), n. A local English name
of fishes of the genus Lagocephalus.

cropful, crop-full (krop'ful), a. Having a full

crop or belly ; satiated.

Then lies him down the lubbar fiend.

And, stretch'd out all the chimney's length.

Basks at the fire his hairy strength

;

And crop-full out of doors he flings.

Ere the first cock his matin rings.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 113.

crop-hide (krop'hid), n. Same as crop, 12.

crop-ore (krop'or), n. In mining, tin ore of the

first quality, after it is dressed or cleansed for

smelting. Pryce. [Cornwall.]

cropped (kropt), p. a. [Pp. of crop, v.] Cut
off short, as the hair. Specifically— (a) In bookbiitd-

ing, having the margins unnecessarily cut down in binding.

When cut into the print, the book is said to bleed, (fi) In
rope-making, stripped, as hemp, of its short fibers or tow
by the smaller lieckles, to render it suitable for use in fine

work. Also spelled cropt.

cropper ^^ (krop'er), «. l<crop,n.,i, + -er^.'\ A
breed of pigeons with a large crop. See pouter.

There be tame and wild pigeons ; and of tame there be

croppers, carriers, runts. /. Waltoti, Complete Angler.

cropper^ (krop'fer), n. [< crop, v., + -crl.] 1.

A machine for facing cloth.— 2. A powerful

hand-tool for cutting off bolts or iron rods.— 3.

A plant which furnishes a crop : qualified by
large or small, heavy or light, etc.

Tobacco, N. macrophylla pandurata, ... a heami crop-

per, and especially adapted for the manufacture ot good
snuff. Spons* Enci/c. Manu.f. , p. 1325.

4. One who raises a erop or crops on shares

;

one who cultivates land for its owner in consid-

eration of part of the crop.

croquette

cropper^ (krop'fer), n. [Origin uncertain.] A
fall, as from horseback; especially, a fall in

which the rider is thrown neck and crop over
the horse's head ; hence, failure in an imder-
taking. [Slang.]

This is the man that charged up to my assistance when
I was dismounted among the guns. . . . What a cropper I

went down, didn't I? H. Eingsley, Ravenshoe, Ivii.

cropping (krop'ing), n. [Verbal n. of crop, ».]

1. The act of cutting off.

It is not a cropping, a pilling, a retarding of the growth
of the vine that is threatened, but a devouring, though but
from little foxes. Donne, Sermons, x.

2. The raising or gathering of crops.— 3. In
geol., the rising of i-oek strata to the surface of

the ground. See outcrop.

cropple-crown (krop'l-lo'oun), n. Same as cop-
ple-crown, 2.

croppy (krop'i), n.
;
pi. croppies (-iz). [< crop,

cut, + dim. -1/2.] 1. A person whose ears have
been cut off, as formerly for treason. [Eng.]—
2. One whoso hair is cropped, or cut close to

the head. Specifically— (a) In former use, an Irish

rebel. [Eng.]

They sent up the hillside three shouts over the demoli-
tion of the croppy's dwelling. Banim.

Wearing the hair short and without powder was, at this

time, considered a mark of French principles. Hair so
worn was called a "crop." Hence Lord Melbourne's
phrase "crop imitating wig" (Poetry of Antijacobin. p.

41). This is the origin of croppies as applied to the Irish

rebels of 1798. Sir G. C. Lewis, Letters, p. 410.

(6) One who has had his hair cropped in prison. [Slang. ]

(ct) A Roundhead.

crop-sickt (krop'sik), o. Sick or indisposed
from a surcharged stomach ; sick from a surfeit

in eating or drinking ; overgorged.

My merit doth begin to be crop-sick

For want of other titles.

Middleton, Game at Chess, ill. 1.

Strange odds ! when crop-sick drunkards must engage
A hungry foe, and armed with sober rage.

Tate, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xv.

crop-sicknesst (krop'sik'nes), n. Sicknessfrom
repletion of the stomach.

Every visitant is become a physician ; one that scarce
knew any but crop-sickness cryeth. No such apothecary's
shop as the sack-shop !

Whitlock, Manners of English People (1656), p. 126.

crop'Weed (krop'wed), n. The knapweed, Ce»-
taurea nigra.

croquet (kro-ka'), "• [Appar. < F. as if "cro-

quet, var. of crochet, a hook, turn, bend, dim. of

croc, a hook, crook (see crotchet, crochet, crook),

with allusion to the hoops or arches, or to the
mallets.] 1. A game played on a lawn or a
prepared piece of ground, with mallets, balls,

pegs or posts,

and a number
of iron hoops
or arches ar-

ranged in a cer-

tain order. The
order differs, but
that most com-
monly employed in

^.— ^-.<^,,^ the United States
/""^—

^^^""i^!"*\ *^ shown in the il-

I \A i/ • lustration. It can
^^-.-.^^^ ^jT^ be played by two

"^"^^^^^^ .-i^'^ or more, and, in

/rj\ the case of several

\P ^1 playing, they may
j^^k^^^""^

"""^-^ either be divided

/^•^•iC^ ">^^ i"*o two parties or(A Q 1 play each for him-
^^—J*-*..,.^ ^'^•*'*

—

self. The object of
^r^^ the players Is,

it 71 starting from one

% end of the field, to
drive the balls be.

longing to their
own side through
the hoops to the
peg at the opposite
end of the field,

and then back
again to the first

peg, or winning.
peg. Tlie side doing this first wins the game. In playing,

each person in turn strikes his own ball once ; if his ball

passes through a wicket, or hita the turning-peg, he is

allowed another stroke: and if he hits one of the other
balls, he may drive that away l)y placing his own against

it and striking liis own, after which he has another stroke.

2. In the game of croquet, the act of a player,

upon hitting a second ball with his own, of

driving that one away by a stroke on his own,
which he holds firmly with his foot, after he
has placed the two in contact.

croquet (kro-ka')i "• t- [< croquet, «.] In the

game of croquet, to drive off by a croquet, as

an adversary's ball. See croquet, «., 2.

croquette (kro-kef), «• [F., < croquet, a crisp

cake, < croquer, crunch.] A mass of finely

minced and seasoned meat or fish (or rice, po-

.i

Plan of Croquet'^TOund.
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croquette

tato, etc.) made into a small ball or other regu-
lar form, and fried crisp and brown.
croquis (kro-ke'), ». [F., < croquer, crunch:
see croquette.'] A sketch or first draft; a study.

crore (krOr), n. [Also written krore, kror, repr.
Hind, kror, karor (with peculiar r alternating
with cerebral d) ; Hind, also koti (with cerebral

<), < Skt. koti (with cerebral t), ten millions.]
In the East Indies, ten millions; one hundi-ed
lakhs : as, a crorc of rupees.

When the olil rupees were called in, some time back,
tlie authorities at the mint, linowing that between forty
and fifty crores Iiatl i>een strucic off, were alarmed lest the
establisliment should be overwhelmed in the first rush.

W. H. Rustell, Diary in India, I. 86.

crosert, «. See crozier.

croshabellt, ». A prostitute ; a strumpet.
irum this brilliant height the reckless poet [George

Peele] quickly slid down to a much less respectable posi-
tion, and acquired renown of a different kind by his clever
tricks on creditors, tavern keepers, ViivX croshabelln.

Eficijc. Brit., XVIII. 457.

crosier, crosiered. See crozier, croziered.

croslet, n. See erosslet^, crosslet^.

cross! (kros), n. [The word appears in three
different forms, all derived, through different
channels, from the L. crux: (1) E. cross, < ME.
cros, crosse, sometimes croce, < Pr. cros, crotz
(cf . crusade, from same source) ; hence (from
E.) Icel. kross = Sw. Dan. kors; (2) ME. crois,

croys, eroice, croyce, croiz (see crois), < OF. erois,

croiz, croix, earlier cruiz, mod. F. croix = Pr.
cros, crotz (cited above) = Sp. Pg. cruz = It.

croce; (3) E. crouch^, < ME. crouche, cruche, <
AS. criic, dat. erOce, ace. (as L.) crucem (rare,
the reg. word being rorf, rood : see rood), =0S.
krUci = OFries. krioce, kriose, North Fries, kriitz.

East Fries, kriis, NFries. krjues = MD. kruce, D.
kruis = MLG. kruze, kruse, kruce, LG. kriize, kriiz

<> Sw. krys = Dan. Ary^fe) = OHG. criici, chrUci,
chrize, MHG. kriuze, G. kreuz ; all (and prob.
also W. crog, a cross, = Gael, croich = Ir. croc, a
cross, gibbet, with verb, W. crogi = Gael, crock
= Ir. crochaim, liang, crucify) < L. crux (criic-,

with short vowel, later also with long, criic-), in
classical use
a gibbet, a
cross on which
criminals were
hanged, hence
(with adj. ma-
la, fem. of
malus, evil:

see malum),
torture, tor-

ment ; later
esp. of the
cross of Christ.
L. crux (cruc-)

is prob. related
to E. crook :

see further
under crook.
Hence ult.

crusade^, eru-
sade^. Cf.
eross'i, crozier,

etc. In soine
later senses
the noun crons'^

depends on the
verb.] 1. A structure consisting essentially of
an upright and a erosspieee, anciently used as
a gibbet in punishment by crucifixion, now, in
various reduced or representative forms, as a
symbol of the Christian faith. There are four prin-
cipal forms of the cross : (1) the Latin crott, or crux itn-
Tiiitm or ra;»i(n(a (the form supposed to have l)een used
in the crucifixion of Christ), in which the upright is longer
than the transverse beam, and is crossed by it near the top

;

<2) the crux tUrutrnta (decussate cross), or St. Andrew g
craa, made in the form of an X : (3) the crvx cnmwitm
or .S(. A nihnnyii crou, made in the form of a J (4) the
Grtek cmw, an upright crossed in the njiddle at rightangles
by a beam of the same length. The other forms are, for the
most irart, inventions for ecclesiastical, hierarchic, or simi-
lar ends. .Seethe plirases below, and crucifixion.

Also in the same Chapcll, vpon the left honde of the
seyd hyc Auter, in a lyke wyndow, ys the place where
longe remayned the holy Cngw. of ower Savyor Criste
aftyr that Scyut Elyne fond it, and now ther reniayne noli
"' "• TorlciivjUm, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 41.

Those blessed feet
Which fourteen hundred years ago were naii'd
Kor our advantage, on the bitter croM.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 1.

2. A structure or monument in the form of a
cross, or with a cross upon it, set up by the way-
side, in mnrket-places, etc., in Greek and Ro-
man Catholic cotmtries, to excite devotion. Such
crosses are made in various forms, according Ui the occa-
sion or pur|K)se of their erection, freadiing-crostet are

11 i» IS iV
FormB of Crosses.

I. Cross of Calvary. 2. Latin cross. 3. Tati-
cross (so called from betne formed like the
Creek letter T,tat4),oT cross of St. Anthony.
4. Crost of Lorraine. 5. Patriarchal cross.
*. St. Andrew's cross, or crux decussata. 7.
Greek cross, or cross of St. George, the na-
tional saint of England. 8. Papal cross. 9.
Cross nowy quadrant. 10. Maltese cross, the
t>adKc; of the Knights of Malta. The eight
[Kfints of this form of cross are said to sym-
bolize the eight V>eatitudes (Mat. v.). 11,
Cross fourche. 12, Cross forray or pattt. 13.
Cross potent, or Jerusalem cross. The four
conjoined crosses are said to l>e syinMIical of
the displacement of the Old Testament by the
Cross. 14. Cross Dory,

Monumental Cross, Eyara, Derby-
shire, England.
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generally quadraiiRular or hexagonal, open on one or both
sides, and raised on steps. They were used for the delivery

of sermons in the open
air. See jyreaching-cross.

Market-crosses consisted
originally of a long shaft
raised on a series of steps
and surmounted with a
cross. Subsequently an
arched or vaulted struc-
ture supported on pillars
was erected round the
central shaft. See mar-
ket-crosB. Weeping-crosses
were so called because pen-
ances were finished before
them. Crosses of memo-
rial, or memorial crosses,

were raised on various
occasions, as, for example,
in attestation of some
miracle said to have been
performed on the spot.
Another class is the mon-
umental or sepulchral
cross, erected over a grave,
or where a corpse was set
down on the way to burial,
like those erected by King
Edward I. at the several
places where the corpse of
his queen, Eleanor, rested
in its progress from Lin-
colnshire to the place of

interment in Westminster. The palm-cross was a monu-
mental cross decorated with palm-branchps on Palm Sun-
day. Boundary crosses were erected as landmarks.

She doth stray about
By hoiy crosses, where she kneels and prays.

Shak., M.of v., v. 1.

Dunedin's cross, a pillar'd stone,
Rose on a turret octagon.

Scott, Marmion, v. 25,

Chafferings and chatterings at the niarket-cross.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

3. A small cross with a human figure attached
to it, as a representation of Christ crucified ; a
crucifix.

We take from off thy breast this holy cross.
Which thou hast made thy burden, not thy prop.

Beau, aiid Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

From Easter morning till the Ascension, a CroM of Crys-
tal, or beril, was carried in all processions; just as the
blood-red wooden cross had been borne throughout Lent.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. il. 254.

4, Something resembling a cross, or some de-
vice in the form of a cross, specifically— (o) The
mark of a cross made, instead of a sig-
nature, upon a deed or other document,
t)y one who cannot write, (b) In her. : (1)
An ordinary consisting, when charged,
of a fesse and a pale, or, when having
no charges ui>on it, of a bar and a i)alet,
meeting in either case about the fesse-
point. (2) A bearhig having the shape of
a cross, but in many varieties of form
and size. Thus, a cross may be aiguis*^,

anchored, annulate, bottony, huniett^,
etc. See these words ; see also below.

ifically— (o) The

TTT

Argent, a Cross
Gules.

5. In England, formerly, any coin bearing the
representation of a cross. The common re-
verse type of English sijver coins from William
I. to James I. was a cross.

For they will have no losa
Of a jienny nor of a crogg.

Skelton, Colin Clout, 1. 981.

Mat. You have no money ?
Boh. Not a croM by fortune.

B. Jomon, Every Man in Ills Humour, iv. 9.

6. The crucifixion of Christ ; the sufferings and
death of Christ as a necessary part of his mis-
sion ; the atonement.

For the preaching of the crnsg is to them that perish
fixilislincss

; but unto us which are saved it is the power
of God. 1 Cor. i. 18.

That he might reconcile both unto God in one Iwdy by
the cross, having slain the enmity thereby. Eph. ii. 1«.

7. The Christian religion, or those who accept
it; Christianity; Christendom.

A pure and humble religion gently insinuated itself into
the minds of men, grew up in silence and obscurity, de-
rived new vigor from opptjsition, and finally erected the
triumphant banner of the cross on the ruins of the capitol.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xv.

Before the cross has waned the crescent's day.
Scott.

8. Any suffering voluntarily borne in Christ's
name and for Christ's sake.

He that taketh not his cross, and followeth after me Is
not worthy of me. Mat. x. 38.

9. Anything that thwarts, obstructs, perplexes,
or troubles; hindrance; vexation; misfortune;
opposition ; trial of patience.

I meet with nothing hut crosses and vexations.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 2.

It was a permanent cross that was fought throughout
lite between Socrates and his o)»equious antagonists.

De Quincey, Style, ii.

cross

I roused the unfortTmate army surgeon who had charge
of the hospitals, and who was trying to get a little sleep af-
ter his fatigues and watchings. He bore this cross very
creditably. O. H'. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 37.

10. A mixing of breeds in the production of
animals ; an animal of a cross-breed.

The breed of Spanisii horses, celebrated in ancient times,
had been gi'eatly improved by the cross with the Araliian.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

11. In iot., a cross-breed in plants, produced
by cross-fertilizing individuals of different va-
rieties of the same species.

Mr. Laxton has made numerous crosses, and every one
has been astonished at the vigour and luxuriance of the new
varieties [of plants] whiclx lie has thus raised and after-
wards fixed by selection.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 163.

1 2. A four-way joint or connection in awrought-
or east-iron pipe.— 13. In elect., the accidental
contact of two wires or conductors belonging
to different circuits, or of two parts of the
same circuit, in such a manner that a portion
of the cuireut flows from one to the other.
When such a cross exists between two Unes or
circuits, they are said to be cross-circuited.—
14. In sporting, a contest decided dishonestly,
through one of the parties allowing himself to
be beaten, for the sake of gaining money by
betting or bribery.-Adoration of the cross. See
arfuro/io«.— Anaate cross. .See crux ansnta, under crux.
—Archbishop's or archlepiscopal cross, the pastoral
stall' sunuounted by a cross. See crozier and pastoral.—
Bishop's cross. Same as pastoral sto/ (which see, under
s/rt/).—BuddMst cross. Same as (conijnodton.— Cal-
vary cross, a cross mounted on three steps or degrees,
which are considered as symbolizing Faith, Hope, and
Charity.— Capital cross, in her., a cross each extremity
of which is finished with a projecting member like an
architectural capital or cornice. It
is also called a cross capital, a cross
corniced at each end, a cross headed
after the Tuscan order, and a cross
brick-axed, because the ends resemble
the brick-axes used by masons.—Capu-
chin dross, a cross each of whose arms
is terminated by a disk, ball, or other
rounded form : commonly a cross worn
as a jewel, made of plain flat bands of
gold, the tennination of each arm being Capital Cross.
a blunt cone with a single diamond or
other stone set in it.— Consecratlon-cross. See conse-
cration.— Cioa& and pile, an old game with money, at
which the chance was decided according as the coin fell
with that side up wliich bore the cross, or tlie other, which
was called pile, or reverse : equivalent to the heads and
tails of the present time.

Item, paid to Henry, the king's barber, for money w hicb
he lent to the king to play at cross and vile, five shillings.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 439.

Cross I win. Pile you lose.

Shadwell, Epsom Wells (1673), 1. 1.

Cross annulate, in her. See (inn«(n(?.— Cross anse-
rated, in her. See anserated.— Cioas avellane, in lier.
See oiv«a?ie.— Cross baton, in her., same as cross potent—
Cross bezanty, in /icr., across composed of bezants touch-
ing, but not overlapping, one another.— CroSB bretess^,
in her., same as cross crossed.— Ciozs cabled, in her., a
cross composed of two jjieces of rope, one laid upon the
other.— C*OBS catoosed, in her., a cross adorned with
scrolls at the extremities — Cross commlsse. Same as
<aK-cro»».— Cross counter-quartered, in tier., a crossoc-
cupying the center of the escutcheon, which latter is quar-
tered, the tinctures being counterdianged.— Cross cri-
nele, in her., same as cross crossed.— ClOBa crossed, in
her., the cross as an ordinary, with each arm crossed, dif-
fering from a cross crosslet in reaching the edges of the
escutcheon and in occupying much more of the field.
Also called cross bretessf, cross creneU.— Closa crossed
Patte, in her., a cross whoso aims arc crossed patt<;. Also
caUed a cross crosslet patU.— Cross crosslet. See cross-
fe«i.— Cross degraded and conjoined, in her., a plain
cross having Its extremities placed nfion a step or steps
joined to the sides of the slueld.- Cross double, in her.,
a cross whose iipjier arm consists of a cross tau.— CroSB
double-parted, in her., a cross supposed to be cut into
four (luarters, separated one from the others. Also called
cross sarceU.— CTOBB estoU^, in her., a cross having its
four arms sharply pointed, or a star of four points. This
may also be blazoned a cross fitchiS of all four.— Cross fil-
let, in her., a cross composed of the fillet set palewise and
barwise, the name denoting merely the width of the amis
of the cross.— Cross fltchi. See Jilck^.— CTOBS fleury
Same as cross Jlory.— Cross flory, a cross whose anns have
floriated ends. It differe from the cross patonce in having
the sides of the arms parallel for a certain distance, and
then curyingsuddeidy outward at the floriated end.— Cross
tOTmy, in her., sanieascro^a patt^ (Mhiclisee, under j^aft.').— Cross gTlngol6, in her. , same as n-oss anserated.— Cross
In the hawse {naut.), a phrase expressing the condition
arising when a ship moored with two anchors swings the
wrong way, so that one cable lies across the other.— Cross
Uunbeaux, in her., EL cross set upon a label. The partic-
ular kind of cross must be named in the blazon.- Cross
masoule. See wicr«;«(^.— Cross miller, in Aer. Seecro»»
™«(i/i«.— Cross mollne, in her., a cross whose ends are
divided and curved backward : so named from the resem-
blance to the moline of a millstone. When the imitation
of the moline is very exact, it is sometimes called cross
miller. Also called cross nyle.— Cross nowv, in her., a
cross having a rounded projection in each angle, forming
a disk, from which the arms radiate.- Cross nowyed
in tier., a cross having projections from the sides of its
anns.— Cross nowy quadrant, in her., a cross having
each angle filled with an angular projection forming »



cross

square, from which the arms radiate.— Cross nyle, in
her., same as crwts molUie.— CTOSS of Chains, in her., a
cross composed of four chains tt\ed to an annulet in the
center.— Cross Of four leaves, iu her., same as cross

qufitre/oil.— Cross Of Jerusalem, (a) A cross wliose

tour anus are each capped witli a cross-bar : it may be
considered as four tau-crusses forming a cross. (6) The
scarlet lychnis, Lychm\t Chatci'donica, from the form and
color of the flower.— Cross Of Lorraine, a cross hav-
ing two horizontal arms, the upikt one shorter than the
other. See patriarchal cross.— Cross Of Malta, or Mal-
tese cross, a cross supposed to be made uf four barbed
arrow-heads meeting at their points : the sides of the
arms are therefore eight lines radiating from a common
center, and the ends of the arms form deep reentrant
angles.— Cross Of St. Andrew. See def. 1.— Cross of
St. Anthony. See def. 1.— Cross of St. George, the
Greek cross, as used in the flag of Great Britain. It is red
on a white ground, the ground in the present standard be-

ing indicated by a mere ttmbriation or border of white sep-

arating the red cross from a blue ground, made necessary
by the combination of the Scottisli with the English flag.

See unionjacky under union.—Cross of St. James, a Latin

cross, the longest arm of which represents the blade of a
sword, the opposite one the hilt, and the two othera the
cross-guard, the last three being floriated at their extremi-
ties. When used as a badge of the Order of St. James of

Compostella, it is red with a nan-ow gold etige, and has a
scallop-shell at the intei-seetion.— CrosS of St. Julian,
a cross like the cross of St. Andrew, with the arms crossed.
— Cross of St. Patrick, a cross like that of St. Andrew,
but red.— Cross of thunder, in her., a cross composed
of thuu<lerlK)lts : it is sometimes represented as a kind of

star having forkeil bolts between the flames.- Cross Of
Toulouse, a cross resembling the Maltese cross, except
tliat between the barbs of the arrow-heads there is a third

point or projection, as if representing the socket.— CrOSS
pal in her., a cross in the form of a Y, used jis a bearing.
— Cross patt^. See patt^.— Cross portate, in her., a
tau-cross with the upright shown bendwise, as if seen in

perspective : supiwsed to be taken from the appearance
of a cross when carried on the shoulder.— CrOSS potent,
in her., a cross each of whose arms terminates with a
crosshead. Also called cross baton and baton-cross.—
Chross quarter-pierced, in her., a cross of which the cen-

ter is entirely removed, leaving the four amis touching at

the angles.— Cross quatrefoil, in her., a cross composed
of four leaves, or a four-leafed clover arranged as a cross.

Also called cross of/our leaves.— Gross saitler, in her.,

same as saltier: an erroneous blazoning.— CrOSS saltier-
wise, in her., any cross other than the ordinary, when
borne diagonally on the field.— Cross sarcel6, in her.,

same as crosK double-parted. — Cross sarceled resar-
celed, in her., a cross twice parted, consisting therefore

of four barrulets or palets to each arm, the field showing
between.—Exaltation Of the Cross, a festival observed
in the Roman Catholic Church, the Greek Church, and the
Armenian andother Oriental churches, on September 14th,

in commemoration of the apparition of the cross in the
heavens toConstantine, and the subsequent recovery of the
supposed true cross by Heraciius, A. D. 628, from the Per-

sians.—Fiery cross, in Scotland, a signal transmitted in

early times from place to place, as a summons to arms
within a limited time. It consisted of a cross of light wood,
the extremities of which were set on fire and then extin-

guished in the blood of a freshly slain goat.—Grand
cross, a member of the highest class of an honorary order

:

so named from the greater size of the badge (usually a
cross) denoting this class: equivalent to grand command-
er (which see, under coimnander).— Greek CTOSS. See
def. 1.— Holy Cross, (a) The name of several orders in

the Roman Catholic Church, as Regular Canons of the Con-
gregation of the Holy Cross, Congregation of the Holy
Cross, Sisters of the Holy Cross. (&) A society formed by
clerical members of the extreme ritualistic section of the
English Church.- Invention of the Cross, a festival ob-
Bei-ved in the Roman Catholic Church on May 3d, and as-

signed to the same date in the calendar of the English
prayer-book, instituted in commemoration of the discov-

ery at Jerusalem, A. D. 326, by the empress Helena, of

what was believed to be the true cross.— Latin cross.
See def. 1.— Order of the Biirgundian Cross. SeeBwr-
fitnrftan.- Papal cross, a cross with three transoms.

—

atriarchal cross, a cross with two transoms or cross-

bars.—^ Pectoral cross, the cross worn hanging on the
breast by ii^jman Catholic and Greek bishops as one of the
insignia of tlieir rank. See C7iCoZpion.— Processional
cross, a cross placed on a long staff of wood or metal,
and carried at the head of ecclesiastical processions.—
Red cross, the cross of St. George, the national saint of

England.— Sign Of the cross, in the Roman Catholic
and Easteni churches, an outline of a cross made by mo-
tions of the right hand on the forehead, or from the fore-

head to the breast and from shoulder to shoulder, made by
officiating priests as a motle of blessing, and by the laity

as a sign of reverence on entering a church, passing the
host, and on other occasions.— Southern Cross, a con-
stellation. See crua;.— Spanish CrOSS, in music, the sign

of thedouble sharp, X.— Tau-crOSS. Same a^ cross of St.

Anthony. See def. 1.—To hear a cross, to endure with
patience a discomfortor trial.— To be under one's cross.
See extract.

In some parts of Wales the phrase he is under his cross

is a pretty common substitute for "he is dead."
AthencBum, No. 3069, p. 245.

To live or 1)6 on the cross, to live by stealing : opposed
to to live on the square. [Thieves' slang. ]—To preach the
cross. See preach.— to take the cross, in the middle
ages, to pledge one's self to become a crusa^ler. This was
generally symbolized by a small cross of cloth or other
material attached to the shoulder of the cloak or other
garment. In the later part of the nuddle ages, those who
went on crusade against the Turks often had across brand-
ed on the bare shoulder.— To take Up the crosS, to sub-
mit to troubles and afflictions from love to Christ.

cross^ (kr6s), a, [< cross^, n. ; in part by apher-
esis from across. There is no distinct line of

division between cross as an adjective and cross

as a prefix. As a prefix, it often represents
the adv. cross^, or the prep, crossly across.'} 1,
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Transverse
;
passing from side to side ; falling

athwart: as, a cross beam {cross-beam).

The cross refraction of a second prism. Newton.

The vision is rather dazzled than assisted by the nu-
merous cross lights thrown over the path.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13, note.

2. Passing or referring from one of two ob-
jects, parts, groups, etc., to the other; estab-
lishing a direct connection of some kind be-
tween two things; as, a cross cut (cross-cut),

or a short path between two places ; a cross

reference.

The closest affinities of this genus are evidently with
Cyllene, but there is an equally evident cross affinity iu

the direction of Elaphidion. J. L. Le Conte.

3. Adverse; opposed; thwarting; obstruct-

ing; untoward: sometimes with to: as, an
event cross to ova inclinations.

It is my fate

;

To these cross accident^ I was ordain'd,
And must have patience.

Beau, and FL, King and No King, iv. 4.

A very cross accident indeed.
Sheridan (?), The Camp, i. 1.

4. Peevish ; fretful ; ill-humored
;
petulant

;

perverse: applied to persons.

What other Designs he had I know not, for he was
commonly very Cross. Dam.pier, Voyages, I. 364.

I would have thanked you before, my dear Aunt, as I

ought to have done, . . . but, to say the truth, I was too
cross to write. Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 327.

5. Proceeding from a peevish or bad temper;
expressing ill humor: as, a cross look; cross

words.— 6. Contrary; contradictory; perplex-
ing.

These cross points
Of varying letters, and opposing consuls.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 5.

There was nothing, however cross and perplext, brought
to him by our artists, which he did not play off at sight

with ravishing sweetnesse. Evelyn, Diary, March 4, 1656.

7. Proceeding from an adverse party by way of

reciprocal contest: as, a cross interrogatory.

See below.— 8. Produced by cross-breeding, as
an animal or a plant.—As cross as two sticks, ex-

tremely cross or perverse.

We got out of bed back'ards, I think, for we're as cross

as two sticks. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxix.

Cross bill, in law, a bill filed by a defendant against
the plaintiff or a co-defendant, or both, in an already
pending bill, and seeking affirmative relief touching mat-
ters in such pending bill. A cross bill must be limited
to matters in the original bill and matters necessary to

be determined in order to an adjudication of the mat-
ters in that bill.— Cross interrogatory, an interroga-

tory proposed by the party against whom a deposition is

sought to be taken by the admini-stration of interroga-

tories.— Cross marriages, marriages made by a bro-

ther and sister with two persons who are also sister and
brother.

Cross marriages between the king's son and the arch-
duke's daughter, and again between the archduke's son
and the king's daughter. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Cross nervure, cross vein, in entom., a transverse ner-

vure connecting two longitudinal nervures of the wing, or
dividing a wing-cell ; specifically, the nervure connecting
the median and submedian veins, and forming the outer
boundary of the discal cell in the wings of Lepidoptera.—
Cross pile. See pile.— CrOSS sea, a sea which does not
set in the direction of the wind ; a swell in wliich the waves
nm in different directions, owing to a sudden change of

wind, or to the crossing of winds and currents.— Cross
vein. See cross nervure. =%yxi. 4. Peevish, Fretful, etc.

(see petulant), snappish, touchy, ill-natured, morose, sul-

len, sulky, sour.

crossif (kros), adv. [< eross^j a. ; in part by
apheresis from across.'] Transversely; contra-

riwise ; adversely ; in opposition.

It standeth cross of Cynthia's way.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

Therefore God hath given us laws, which come cross and
are restraints to oiu* natural inclinations, that we may
part with something in the service of God which we value.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 52.

cross^ (kr6s), v. [In early use in three forms
according to the noun: (1) E. cross, < ME.
crossen = Icel. krossa = Sw, Jcorsa = Dan.
horse; (2) ME. croiseuy croisien, croicien, creoi-

sien, creoicien, creysien, < OF. croiser, cruisier,

F. croiser = Pr. crozar = Sp. Pg. crxizar = It.

crociare, crudare; (3) E. crouch^, < ME. crouch-

en, crowchen, cruchcn = D. kriiiscn (> E. cruise)

= G. kreuzen, cross, = Dan. krydse = Sw. krys-

sa, cross, cruise; all from the noun. See
eross^, n,] I, trans. 1. To draw or run a line

athwart or across (a figure or surface); lay or

pass a thing across (another); put together
transversely : as, to cross the letter t; the two
roads cross each other.

Why dost thou cross thine arms, and hang thy face
Down to thy bosom?

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 4.

2. To erase by marking one or more lines or
crosses on or over; cancel: often followed by

cross

off or out : as, to cross or cross off an account
;

to cross out a wrong word.

It was their [the cnisaders') very judgment that here-
by they did both merit and supererogate, and, by dying
for the cross, cross the score of their own sins, sc^ore up
God as their debtor. Fuller^

3. To make the sign of the cross upon, as in
devotion.

O for my beads ! I cross me for a sinner.
Shak., C. of E., ii, 2.

They cross'd themselves for fear.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, iv.

4. To pass from side to side of
;
pass or move

over transversely : as, to cross a road ; to cross

a river or the ocean.
No narrow frith

He had to cross. Milton, P. L., ii. 920.

We had cloudy weather and brisk winds while we were
crossing the East Indian Ocean.

Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 4.

How didst thou cross the bridge o'er Giall's stream?
M. Arnold, Balder Head.

5. To cause to go or pass over ; transport across
a body of water.

On the 6th Sherman arrived at Grand Gulf and crossed
his command that night and the next day.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 493.

6. To thwart; obstruct; hinder; oppose; con-
tradict ; counteract ; clash with : as, to be crossed
in love.

A man's disposition is never well known till he be crossed.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 125.

All my hopes are crost,

Checked and abated. B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.

Parthenophil, in vain we strive to cross

The destiny that guides us.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iii. 2.

7. To debar or preclude. [Rare or obsolete,]

' Would he were wasted, marrow, bones, and all,

That from his loins no hopeful branch may spring.
To cross me from the golden time I look for I

Shak., S Hen. VI., iii. 2.

He in y« end crost this petition from taking any further
effecte in this kind.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 329i.

8. To cause to interbreed ; mix the breed or
strain of, as animals or plants.

Those who rear up animals take all possible pains to
cross the strain, in order to improve the breed.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxii.

Species belonging to distinct genera can rarely, and those
belonging to distinct families can never, be crossed.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 164.

9. Naut.j to hoist from the deck and put in

place on the mast, as any of the lighter yards
of a square-rigged vessel.

Toward morning, the wind having become light, we
crossed our royal and skysail yards, and at daylight we
were seen under a cloud of sail, having royals and sky-

sails fore and aft.

iJ. IT. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 35.

10. To meet and pass. [Rare.]

Men shun him at length as they would doe an infection,

and he is neuer crost in his way, if there be but a lane to

escape him. Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A 8harke.

To cross a check, to indoi-se it. See crossed check, under
check'^.—To cross hookst, to cancel accounts.

So the money was produced, releases and discharges
drawn, signed and sealed, books crossed, and all things
confirmed. Bunyan, Mr. Badman.

To cross one's hand, to make the sign of the cross on
another's hand with a piece of money; hence, to give
money.

I have an honest dairy-maid who crosses their [the gip-

sies"] haiuls with a piece of silver every summer; and
never fails being promised the handsomest young fellow

in the parish for her pains. Addison, Spectator, No. 130.

To cross one's mind, to enter one's mind, as an idea

;

come into one's thought suddenly, as if in passing athwai-t

it.

The good old monk was within six paces of us, as the
idea of him cross d my mind.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 21.

To cross one's path, to thwart, obstruct, oppose, or hin-

der one's interest, purpose, or designs ; stand in one's way.

Yet such was his [Cromwell's] genius and resolution that

he was able to overpower and crush everjthing that crossed

his 2)ath. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

To cross swords, to fight with swunls in single combat

;

hence, to engage in controversy.— To cross the cudgels,
to lay the cudgels down, as in piling arms, in token of de-

feat ; hence, to give in ; submit ;
yield.

He forced the stubbom'st for the cause
To cross the cudgels to the laws.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. ii. 39.

Tl. iti trans. 1. To lie or be athwart or across

:

said of two or more things in their relation to

one another: as, the lines cross: the roads cross,

— 2. To move or pass laterally or from one side

toward the other, or transversely from place to

place.— St. To be inconsistent.



cross

Men's actions do not always cross with reason.
Sir P. Sidney.

4. To interbreed, as cattle ; mix breeds.

If two individuals of distinct races cross, a third is in-

variably produced different from either. Coleridge.

5t. To happen (upon) ; come (upon).

In this search I have crossed upon another descent,

which I am talcing great pains to verify.

Walpole, Letters, II. 121.

cross! (kros), prep. [By apheresis from across.']

Athwart ; over ; from side to side of, so as to

intersect : as, to ride cross country. [Colloq.

or obsolete.]

Passing cross the ways over the country
This morning, betwixt this and Hamstead heath.
Was by a crew of clowns robbed, bobbed, and hurt.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 5.

And erots their limits cut a sloping way.
Dryden. tr. of Virgil's Georgics.

Cross lots, across lots; by a short cut directly across

the fields or vacant lots, and not by the public or recog-

nized path or road ; in a bee-line. [CoUoq.]

The subject unexpectedly goes cross lots, by a flash of

short-cut, to a conclusion so suddenly revealed that it has
the effect of wit. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 38.

Croes^t (krds), n. [ME. crosse, eras, croce, also

croche, = D. krootse, < OF. croce, crosse, croche,

F. crosse = Pr. erossa = OSp. croza, a bishop's
staff, = It. croccia, a crutch, < ML. croeia, cro-

cea (erochia, croca), a curved stick, a bishop's
staff; appar. < ML. crocus, croca, OF. croc,F.
croc, etc., a crook ; but early confused with and
perhaps in part due to L. crux (cruc-), a cross

(a cross being the mark of the archbishop's
staff, as distinguished from the crook of the
ordinary bishop's staff). The ME. and Rom.
words for cross, crook, and crutch were much in-

volved in form and senses: see crook, cross^,

crutch^, crutch^, and cf. crosse and crozier.j

The staff of a bishop ; a crozier.

Dobest here sholde the bisshopes croce [vat. cro8se\.

Piers Plowman (C), %\. 92.

Crosse for a bishop, [F.] -crosse. Palsffrave.

cross-action (krds'ak'shon), n. In law, an ac-
tion brought by one who is a defendant in a
previous action against the plaintiff therein,
or a co-defendant, or both, touching the same
transaction.

cross-aisle (krds'il), ». A transept-aisle of a
cruciform church.

The cross-aisles of many of our old churches lent them-
selves admirably to such an object ; but when this was
not so, the founder had to build his own chantry-chapel.

Itock, Church of our Fathers, 111. i. 110.

Crossarchinae (kros-ar-ki'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Crossarckm + -inte.'] A subfamily of Viverri-

dw, including those viverrine quadrupeds, as
the mangues and suricates, which have more
rounded or ventricose heads, with a more elon-
gate snout, than the ichneumons, and 36 teeth,

the false grinders being 3 on each side of each
jaw. It is con.stituted by the genera Crossarchus
and Snricata (or Khyzcena).

Crossarchus (kro-sar'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. Kma-
aoi, a fringe, border, + apxiK, the rectum.] The
typical genus of the subfamily t'rossarchince,

containing the mangue, C. obscurus. See cut
under maiifiiie.

cross-armed (krds'armd), a. 1. Having the
arms crossed.

To sit cross-arm'd and sigh away the day.
Beau, and Ft., Philaster, li. 3.

2. In hot., having branches in pairs, each of
which is at right angles with the next pair
above or below.
cross-axle (krds'ak'sl), n. 1. A shaft, wind-
lass, or roller worked by opposite levers. E.
H. Knight.— 2. In a locomotive, a driving-axle
on which the cranks are set at an angle of 90°
with each other.

cross-banded (kr6s'ban'ded), a. In arch., said
of a hand-railing when a veneer is laid upon its

upper side, with the grain of the wood crossing
that of the rail, and the extension of the veneer
in the direction of its fibers is less than the
breadth of the rail.

cross-banister (kr68'ban''is-t6r), n. In her., a
cross consisting of four balusters, each crowned.
Also called hniiister-cross.

cross-bar (kros'bar), n. 1. A transverse bar;
a bar laid or fixed across another ; in an anchor,
a round bar of iron, straight or bent at one or
both ends, inserted in the shank.— 2. A small
bar in the mechanism of a break-joint breech-
loading firearm, which presses out the extractor
when the barrels are falling.

cross-barred (kros'bard), a. 1. Marked by
transverse bars, whether of material or color

:
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as, a cross-harred pattern ; a cross-barred grat-
ing; cross-barred jnuslin.— 2. Secured by trans-
verse bars.

Some rich burgher, whose substantial doors,
Cross-barr'd and bolted fast, fear no assault.

Milton, P. L., iv. 190.

3. In zoo!., barred crosswise, or marked by
transverse bars of color ; fasciate ; banded.
crossbar-shot (kr6s'bar-shot), n. A projectile

so constructed as to expand on leaving the gun
into the form of a cross with one quarter of the
ball at each of its radial points, formerly used
in naval actions for cutting the enemy's rigging
or doing general execution.
cross-bated (kr6s'ba"ted), a. Cross-grained.
[Prov. Eng.]

In Craven, when the fibers of wood are twisted and
crooked, they are said to be cross-bated. HalliwelL

crossbeak (kros'bek), n. Same as crossbill.

cross-beam (kros'bem), «. A large beam going
from wall to wall, or a girder that holds the
sides of a building together; any beam that
crosses another, or is laid or secured across
supports, as in machinery or a ship.

cross-bearer (kros'bar'^r), ». l. Same as cro-

ciarij.— 2. The bars which support the grate-
bars of a furnace.

cross-bearings (kr6s'bar"ingz), n. pi. Naut.,
the bearings of two or more objects taken from
the same place, and therefore crossing each
other at the position of the observer. They are
used for plotting a ship's position on a chart
when near a coast.

cross-bedding (kr6s'bed''ing), n. See/otee bed-

ding, MiiOLer false.

cross-belt (kros'belt), n. Milit., a belt worn
over both shoulders and crossing the breast,

usuallv by sergeants.

crossbill (kros'bil), n. A bird in which each
mandible of the biU is laterally deflected, so
that the tips of the two mandibles cross each
other when the beak is closed. The crossbills con-
stitute the genus Loxia (or CurtArostra) ot the family

French Crossbow, 15th century.
(From VioUet-le-Duc's " Diet, du
Mobilier fran<^js."}

Red CrassUU {Loxia curvirostra).

FringUlida, and present a case unique among birds.
There are several species, the best-known i>eing the com-
mon red crossbill of Europe and America {Loxia curvi-
rostra). tlie parrot-crossbill of Europe (L. pityopsittaca),
and the white-wingedcrossbill(L.ieu«opfera). HeeLoxia.
Also calli-'l rrosjtWak.

cross-billed (krds'bild), a. Having the man-
dibles crossed ; metagnathous, as a bird of the
genus Loria. See crossbill.

cross-birth (krds'bferth), n. A birth in which
the child lies transversely within the uterus.

cross-bit (krds'bit), n. Same as crosspiece, 2 (6).

crossbitet (krds'bit), t'. t. To cheat; swindle;
gull; trick; entrap.

Perfect state poUecy
Can eroMse-bite even sence.

Marston, What you Will, ill. 1.

The next day his comerades told him all the plott, and
how they crosse-bitt him. Avbrey.

crossbitet (krds'bit), n. [< crossbite, ».] A de-
ception ; a cheat ; a trick ; a trap.

The fox, . . . without so much as dreaming of a cross-

bite from so silly an animal, fell himself into the pit that
he hail digged for another. Sir B. L^Estrange.

crossbitert (kr6s'bi"ter), n. One who cross-
bites ; a cheat ; a trickster.

Coney-catchers, cooseners, and crosse-biters.

Greene, The Black Book.

cross-bond (krds'bond), ». In arch., a bond in
wliich a course composed
of stretchers, but with a I I

1 1

^^ 1

|

half-stretcher or a head- '—'—'-' '

—

^

er at one or both ends, is

covered by a course
in which headers and Cross-bond.

stretchers alternate, and ^.^. headers ;«.», stretchers.

I
1 T

I
±I
I

crosscut

this by a course of stretchers, of which each
joint comes over the middle of a stretcher in

the first-named course. See bond^, 12.

cross-bone (krds'bon), n. 1. In ornith., the os
transversale or pessulus of the syrinx. Coues.
See pcssulus.— 2. pi. The representation of two
bones, generally thigh-bones, crossed like the
letter X, and usually accompanied by a skull.

See skull and cross-bones, under skull.

No carved cross-bones, the types of Death,
Shall show thee past to Heaven.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

crossbow (kros'bo), n. 1. A missive weapon
formed by a bow fixed athwart a stock inwhich
there is a groove or bar-
rel to direct the mis-
sile, a notch or catch
to hold the stringwhen
the bow is bent, and a
trigger to release it;

anarbalist. As a weapon
of war and the chase, the
crossbow was in very gen-
eral use in Europe during
the middle ages. It was
unknown as a hand-weapon
among the ancients, and
rare, though not unknown,
among Eastern nations. For
a description and cut of the
medieval crossbow, see ar-
balist.

The cross-bowwas used by
the English soldiery chiefly
at sieges of fortified places,
and on ship-board, in bat-
tles upon the sea.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes,
[p. 114.

2. Figuratively, a
crossbowman.
The French Army was di-

vided into three Battels ; in
the first were placed eight thousand Men at Arms, four
thousand Archers, and fifteen hundred Cross-bows.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 170.

Barreled crossbow, a crossbow which instead of a groove
has a barrel like a gun, through which the missile glides.

—Crossbow-belt, a waist-belt or a baldric for carrying
a crossbow and its appurtenances, such as the trousse or
quiver in which the quarrels were carried, and the hook
or other implement by which the bow was bent.

crossbower (kros'bo'er), n. A crossbowman.
crossbowman (kr6s'b6''man), n.

;
pi. crossbow-

men (-men). One who uses a crossbow.
Crossbovrmen were considered a very necessary part of a

well-organized army. Hatlaiu, Middle Ages, ii. 2.

cross-bred (kros'bred), a. Produced by cross-
breeding ; bred from different species or varie-
ties; hybrid; mongrel.
cross-breed (kros'bred), n. A class or strain
of animals produced by cross-breeding, or of
plants resulting from hybridization; a mongrel
or hybrid breed.

cross-breeding (kros'bre'ding), n. The cross-
ing of different breeds, stocks, or races of ani-
mals ; the practice or system of breeding from
individuals of different breeds or varieties: the
opposite ot pure or straight breeding.

cross-bun (krds'bun), n. A bun indented with
a cross, used especially on Good Friday.
cross-buttock (kr6s'but"ok), n. A peculiar
throw practised by wrestlers, especially in
Cornwall, England; hence, an unexpected over-
throw or repulse.

Many cross-buttocks did I sustain.
Smollett, Roderick Random, xxvii.

cross-chock (kros'chok), n. In ship-building, a
piece of timber laid across the deadwood amid-
ships, to make good the deficiency of the lower
heels of the futtock.

cross-cloth (kr6s'kl6th), n. A part of the head-
dress worn by women with the coif in the seven-
teenth century. Fairholt.

cross-clout (krSs'klout), «. Same as cross-cloth.

cross-country (kros'kun'tri), a. Lying or di-

rected across fields or open country; not con-
fined to roads or fixed lines : as, a cross-country

himt.

A wild cross-country game. Athenaum, Jan. 28, 1888.

cross-course (krds'kors), n. In mining, a vein
or lode that crosses or intersects the regular

lode at various angles, and often heaves or

throws the lode out of its regular course— Cross-
course spar, in mining, radiated (juartz.

cross-curve (krfis'k^rv), n. In math., the locus

of points in a plane (having a correspondence
with another plane), which have, each of them,
two of their corresponding points in the other
plane coincident.

crosscut (krds'kut), f. t; pret. and pp. cross-

cut, ppr. crosscutting. To cut across.

k
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Cross-fertiliz.ition is effected by the agency of insects, and
of tlie wind, water, etc. Also called allo<fnmy and cross-

polfination. Crossing between plants of dilferent species

is distinguished as hybridization.

Cross-fertUisation always means a cross between dis-

tinct plants which were raised from seeds and not from
cnttings or bnds.

Dnricin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 10.

cross-fertilize (krOs'f^r'ti-liz), v. t. To fertil-

ize, as the ovules of one flower, by the pollen

of another flower.

The flowers of Hottonia are cross-fertilised, according

to Miiller, chiefly by Diptera.
Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 51.

cro&S-flle (kros'fil). V. A file with two convex
cutting faces of different curvatures, used in

dressing the arms or crosses of small wheels.

crcss-fire (kros'fir), n. Milit., lines of fire from
two or more parts of a work which cross one
another: often used figuratively : as, to under-

go a cross-fire of questions.

His picture would hang in cramped back-parlors, be-

tween deadly cross-fires of lights, sure of the garret or

the auction-room ere long. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 62.

croSS-flsh (kros'fish), n. A starfish of the ge-

nus Asteracanthion or Urastcr, as A. or V. ru-

bcns.

cross-flower (kr6s'flou'''er), n. The common
milkwort of Europe, I'ohjgala vulgaris, so called

, , .. from its flowering in cross-week.
2. Marked by a line drawn across; canceled; cross-flucan (kros'flo'kan), n. In mining, a
erased: generally with o«;.— 3. Placed or laid crevice or fissure running across the regular
across or crosswise: as, crossed arms.— 4. lodes of the district, and filled, not vrith ore, but
Thwarted; opposed; obstructed; coimteracted. -^j^jj flucan, or ferruginous clay. See flucan.
—Cross crossed. See crossi.— Crossed belt, check, rrornwall 1
dispersion, .see the. nouns.- Crossed Mars^^Same

^)^l^_^^^ (ilros'foks), «. _ A variety or subspC;

cross-cut

CrOSS-cnt (kr6s'kut), w. and a. I. n. 1. A direct

course from one point to another, crosswise or

diagonal to another or the usual one ; a short-

ened road or path.— 2. In mining: (a) A level

driven across the "country," or so as to con-

nect two levels with each other. (6) A trench

or opening in the surface-detritus or -soil, at

right angles to the supposed course of the lode,

made for the purpose of ascertaining the exact

position and nature of the latter.

n. o. 1. Adapted or used for cutting anything
crosswise: as, a cross-cut saw or chisel.— 2.

Cut across the grain or on the bias : as, cross-cut

crape.

cross-days (kros'daz), n. pi The three days
preceding the feast of the Ascension.

Crosse (kros), H. [F., a crozier, a hockey-stick,

butt-end of a gun : see cross'K ] The imple-

ment used in the game of lacrosse. It consists of

a wooden shank about 5 feet long, with a shallow net-like

arrangement of catgut at the extremity, on which the ball

is caught and carried off by the player, or tossed either to

one of his own side or toward the goal. Often called a

lacrosse-stick. See lacrosse.

crossed (krost), ». a. [< cross^ + -eiP.^ 1.

Made or put in the shape of a cross ; bearing a

cross. Speciflcally— (n) In her., borne crosswise or in

cross, or forming a cross : said of charges. (i<) In zoiil.,

cruciate ; speciflcally, in entoin., lying one over the other

diagonally in repose, as the wings of certain insects.

See the nouns.

-

crutched friars (which see, under .friar).-

nicols. See jwtenjadon.— Crossed out, said of the web
of a clock- or watch-wheel when it consists of four spokes

or arms, the rest of it having been sawed or filed away.

crosset, crossette (kros'et, kro-set'), ». [< F.

crossette, crosset, dim. of crosse, a crozier, butt-

end of a gun, etc. : see

crosse.'i 1. Inarch.:
(a) One of the later-

al projections, when
present, of the lintel

or sill of a rectangu-
lar door- or window-
opening, beyond the
jambs. Also called

ear, elbow, ancon, truss,

and console. (6)A pro-

jection along the up-
per side of a lateral

cies of the common fox, having a longitudinal

^mm
Crossets [a, a) fai a medieval

Creplace. (FitMO VioUet-le-Duc's
** Diet, de r Architecture.'")

face of a block of stone, fitting into a corre-

sponding recess in the stone coming next to it.

Stones are often so hewn for flat arches of considerable

span, and arches and vaults of normal profile are sometimes
constructed of such blocks. Such construction eliminates

the properties of the true arch or vault, and the result is cross-froe fkrds'froe), n. See froq.
M.tw^„a\1,, ar,„iva^r,T,t atoti^QU V t/^ fl lin t/^l Ol- fl flat ^pjl inff. ^* ^^^^ " "& V ... PV' ,,-x ''t

Cross-fox, a variety ot the common fox ( Vutpesfitlvus'),

dark dorsal area decussating with a dark area

across the shoulders. The pelt is more beautiful than
that of the common fox. It represents a step or stage in

a series of color-changes to which the foxes both of Eu-

rope and of America are subject, ending in the silver-black

condition. See silver-fox.

virtually equivalent, statically, to a lintel or a flat ceiling.

2. Same as crosslef^.

cross-examination (kr6s'eg-zam-i-na'shon), n.

The examination or interrogation of a witness
called by one party by the opposite party or his

counsel.

His [Erskine's] examination-in-chief was as excellent as

his cross-examination. Brougham, Erskine.

Strict cross-examination, cross-examination confined

cross-lode

a telescope or a microscope, so as to form with

another a cross : used to define the point to

which the readings of the circles or micrometer
refer. Also applied to threads inserted for the same
purpose, but not forming a cross. Also called cross-icire

and rtlf^r-crosg.

cross-hatching (kr6s'hach''ing), n. In draw-
ing and engraving, the art of hatching or shad-

ing by parallel intersecting lines.

cross-head (kros'hed), «. l. A person whose
skull is marked with the crossed coronal and
sagittal sutures ; a skull so marked.

Among whites, the relative abundance of cross-heads

(liaving permanently unclosed the longitudinal and trans-

verse suture on the top of the head) is one in seven.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 600.

2. In median. , a beam or rod stretching across

the top of something ; specifically, the bar at

the end of a piston-rod of a
steam-engine, which slides

on ways or guides fixed to the

bed orframe of the engine, and
connects the piston-rod with |"jp i / ^,
the connecting-rod, or with ' J ^w

a sliding journal-box moving
in the cross-head itself.

On the tops of these columns stands Cross-head,

a heavy casting, from which are sus-

pended two siiie-screws, cairying the top crosshead, to

which one end of the specimen to be examined may be at-

tached. Science, III. 314.

Cross-head guides, in a steam-engine, parallel bars Iw-

twecn which the cross-head moves in a right line with the

cyliuiler. Sometimes called motimi-bars.

cross-hilt (krSs'hilt), n. The hilt of a sword
when made with a simple cross-guard or pair of

quillons, and with no other defense for the

hand. In such a case the blade and barrel and the cross-

guard or ijuillons make a complete I.atin cross. This was
the usual form of swords in Europe in the middle ages.

See cut under claymore.

crossing (kros'ing), n. [Verbal n. of fro»sl, v.]

1. The act of passing across something: as,

the crossing of the Atlantic— 2. Intersection

:

as, the crossing of bars in latticework.-— 3. The
place at which a road, ravine, mountain, river,

etc., is or may be crossed or passed over: as,

the crossings of streets.

Jo sweeps his crossing all day long.
Dickens, Bleak House, xvi.

4. In railroads, the necessary arrangement of

rails to form a communication from one track-

way to the other.— 5. The act of opposing or

thwarting; contradiction.

Cousin, of many men
I do not bear these crossings.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

6. The act of making the sign of the cross:

as, with many protestations and crossings.— 7.

The act or process of cross-breeding or cross-

fertilizing; hybridization

—

Grade crossing, a

place at which a common road crosses a railroad on the

same level : usually required by statute to be protected by

a flagman or a signal, or by gates in charge of a keeper.

Also called a level crossing.

cross-furrow (kr6s'fur"6), n. In agri., a fur-

row or trench cut across other furrows, to in-

tercept the water which runs along them, in

order to convey it off the field.

cross-garnet (kros'gar'net), n. Ahinge shaped

like the letter T. The longer part is fastened to the crOSS-jack (kr6s'jak, by sailors kro'jek), n. A
leaf or door, the shorter to the frame, the joint being at

the meeting of the two. Called in Scotland cross-tailed

hinge.

to the competency and credibility of the witness and the crOSS-gartcred (kros gar " terd), O. Wearing
matters touching which he was examined by the party

"• .-. >

calling him, as distinguished from cross-examination open-

ing new subjects material to the issues.

cross-examine (kros'eg-zam'in), V. t. To ex-

amine (a witness of the adverse party), as when
the defendant examines a witness called by the

plaintiff, and vice versa ; hence, to cross-ques- doss-grained (krfis'grand), a.

tion. See cross-examination

There's guilt appears in Gight's ain face,

Ye'll cross-examine Geordie.
Gighfs Lady (Child's Ballads, VIII. 289).

The opportunity to cross-examine the witnesses has been
expressly waived. Chancellor Kent.

cross-examiner (krds'eg-zam'inr^r), to. One
who cross-examines.

cross-eye (kros'i), «. Obliquity of -vision ; want
of concordance in the optic axes ; strabismus

;

squint; specifically, that sort of squint in which
both eyes turn toward the nose, so that the

garters crossed upon the leg.

He will come . . . cross-gartered, a fashion she detests.

Shak., T. N., U. 5.

Had there appeared some sharp cross-garter'd man,
Whom their loud laugh might nickname Puritan.

Ilolyday.

1. Having an
irregular gnarled grain or fiber, as timber.

i 4.1 /i > /i ts

If fhe stuff proves cross-grained in any part of its length, CTOSSletl.^ CrOSlet_\^(kroS let), n.

then you must turn your stuff to plane it the contrary

way, so far as it runs cross-grained. Moxon.

Hence— 2. Perverse; iintractable; crabbed;

refractory.

With crosse-grain'd words they did him thwart.

Robin Hood Rescuing Will S(tt«j/ (Child's Ballads, V. 290).

The spirit of contradiction in a cross-grained woman is

incurable. Sir R. L'Estrange.

A cross-grained, old-fashioned, whimsical fellow, with

an ugly face. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 2.

rays of light, in passing to the eyes, cross each cross-guard (kros'gard), n. 1. The guard of
other; internal strabismus

cross-eyed (kros'id), a. Affected with obliquity

of vision ; squint-eyed.

cross-fertilizable (kros'fcr'ti-li za-bl), a. Ca-
pable of cross-fertilization.

Blossoms cross-fertilizable by insects.

Eclectic Mag., XXXV. 735.

cross-fertilization (kr6s'ffer-ti-li-za'shon), n.

In bot., the fertilization of the ovules of one

a sword when made in the form of a bar at right

angles with the blade. The swords of the middle

ages commonly had a cross-guard without other defense

for the hand, which was protected by the gauntlet. See

hilt &nd cross-hilt ; &\so counter-giiavd.

2. A similar defense mounted upon the shaft of

a spear, usually not far below the head, iiunt-

ing-spears were sometimes fitted with such a guard, to

prevent the too deep penetration of the spear and admit

of its immediate extrication.

large square sail bent and set to the lower

yard on the mizzenmast

—

Cross-jack yard, the

lower yard on the mizzenmast.

cross-legged (kros'leg'ed), a. Having the legs

crossed; characterized by crossing of the legs.

In an arch in the south wall of the church is cut in

stone the portraiture of a knight lying cross-legged, in

armour of mail. Ashmole, Berkshire, i. 16.

The pilot was an old man with a turban and a long grey

beard, and sat cross-le.qged in the stern of his lK)at.

R. Curzon, Slonast. in the Levant, p. 2.

[< cross^ +
dim. -let.'] A small cross.

Then Una gan to aske, it ought he knew.
Or heard abroad, of that her champion

trew,
Tliat in his armour bare a croslet red ?

Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 36.

Cross crosslet, in her. , a cross having the

ends crijssed.

crosslet^t, croslet^t (kros'let), «.

[ME. cro.'iselct, croslet, a modification of OF.
croisel, a pot, crucible: see cresset and cruti-

ble.] A crucible.

And this chanoun into the croslet caste

A poudre, noot I whereof that it was
Ymaad. Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 136.

Your crosslets, crucibles, and cucurbites.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 3.

Cross Ci-osslet.

cross-lode (kros'lod), n. In mining, a lode or

vein which does not follow the regular and or-

dinary course of the productive lodes of the

„„.., ..^ .- . „.. - district, but intersects them at an angle. In

flower by the pollen of another, on the same cross-hair (krds'har), n. A very fine strand ot gome important mining districts there are two sets of

plant or on another plant of the same species, spider's web stretched across the focal plane of veins, each preserving a certain amount of parallelimn



cross-lode

among themselves. Of these two sets the less important
and proiiuctive would be called the crosx-lodea.

cross-loop (kros'lop), n. In medieval fort., a
loophole cut in the form of a cross, so as to give
free range both horizontally and vertically to

an archer or arbalister.

cross-loophole (kros'lop "hoi), n. Same as
crosii-loop.

crossly (kros'li), adv. 1. Athwart; so as to

intersect something else.

A piece of joiner}*, so crossly indented and whimsically
dovetailed. Burke, American Taxation.

2. Adversely; in opposition ; contrarily.

Thy friends are fled to wait upon thy foes,

And crosdy to thy good all fortune goes.
Shak., Kicll. II., ii. 4.

3. Peevishly; fretfully.

cross-multiplication (kr6s ' mul - ti - pli - ka '-

shon), H. See multiplication.

crossness (krds'nes), ». 1. Transverseness

;

intersection.

Lord Petersham, with hia hose and legs twisted to every
point of crossness. WalpoU, Letters, II. 211.

2. Peevishness; fretfulness; ill humor; per-

verseness.

.She will die if he woo her, rather than she will 'bate one
breath of her accustomed crossness.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

Crossopinae (kros-o-pl'ne), «. pi. [NL., < Cros-
sopus + -i«<s.] A subfamily of aquatic shrews,
of the family Soricidee, containing the genera
Crossopus, h'eosorex, and Nectogale. They are

known as water-ihreics, oared shrews, a,nAfringe-
footed shrews. Properly Crossopodince.

Crossopterygia (kro-sop-t«-rij'i-a), n.pl. [XL.]
1. In Cope's early system of classification, a
subclass of fishes. Their technical characters are : a
hyomandibular l)one articulated with the cranium ; the
opercular Iwnes well developed ; a single ceratohyal : no
pelvic elements ; and limbs having the derivative radii of
the primary series on the extremity of the basal pieces,
which are in the pectoral fin the metapterygium, mesop-
terygium, and prupterygimn.

2. In Cope's later system (1887), a superorder
limited to teleostomous fishes having dorsal,

anal, pectoral, and ventral basilar segments
for the fins, those of the dorsal and anal numer-
ous and each articulating with a single ele-

ment, if any, and the actinosts numerous in the
pectorals and ventrals. it includes, as orders, the
CUuUstia, Ilaplistm. and Taxistia. The polypterids {Cla-
distia) are the only living rci»resentatives.

3. [I. f.] Plural of crossopteryffiuni.

crossopterygian (kro-sop-te-rij'i-an), a. and h.

lAri Cronsojitt^rygia + -an.'] I, a. ^nichth.,he-
louging to or of the nature of the Crossopterygia
or C'rossopterygidw ; pertaining to the Crossop-
terygia. Also crossopterygious.

It la a remarkable circumstance that, while the Dipnoi
present ... a transition t»etween the piscine and the am-
phibian types of structure, the spinal column and the
limits should be not only piscine, but more nearly related
to those of the most ancient Crossopteryirian Ganoids than
tu those of any other fishes. Uuxtey, Auat. Vert., p. 148.

n. H. One of the Crossopterygia.

Crossopterygids (kro-sop-to-rij'i-de), n. pi.

[N'L.,Ccrof:sopterygia+ -idw.'i A suborderofga-
noid fossil and recent fishes, so called from tho
fin-rays of the paired fins being arranged so as
to form a fringe round a central lobe. It includes
the greater number of the Old Bed .Sandstone fishes, while
the living genus Polypterus, also belonging to it, inhabits
the Nile and other African rivers. As thus defined, it em-
braces dipnoans as well as true crossopt«rygiana. See cut
uii'ler Iliihtjitiirhiiis.

Crossopterygli (kro-sop-te-rij'i-i), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of crossiipterygius : see crossopterygious.]
Same as Crossopterygia.

crossopterygious (kro-sop-te-rij'i-ug), a. [<
NL. croKsiiptirygius, < Gr. Kpoaaoi, tassels, fringe,
-I- -rf'/'tf (^rqivy-) or Trreptyiov, a wing, fin.]

Same as eronsojiterygian.

crossopterygium (kro-soi)-te-rij'i-um), ».; pi.

crossopterygia (-ii). [NL., neut. of crossoptery-
giuH : see cros.sopterygious.] A form of pecto-
ral orventral fins, havinga median jointed stem,
beset bifariously with series of jointed rays.

Crossopus (kro8'o-pus),». [NL.(Wagler,1832),
< Or. Kpoaaoi, tassels, a fringe, + ttovq {irod-) =
E. foot.] A genus of old-world fringe-footed
aquatic shrews, with the feet not webbed, 30
teeth, and a long tail with a fringe or crest of
hairs. The best-known species is C. fodicns,
the water-shrew or oared slirew of Europe.
crossorhinid (kros-o-rin'id), n. A selachian of
the family Crossorhinidee.

Crossorhinidse (kros-6-rin'i-de), ». pi. [NL.,
< Crossorhinus + -ida:] A family of anarthrous
sharks, represented by the genus Crossorhinus.
The head and front of the IxMly are depressed ; the mouth
is nearly terminal ; the teeth are long and aleDder ; the
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first dorsal is behind the ventrals, and the anal close to the
caudal ; the nasal cavities are confluent with the mouth.
The species are inhabitants of the western Pacific and
especially Australian seas.

Crossorhininae (kro8"o-ri-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Crossorhinus + -inee.] Same as Crossorhinidte.

Crossorhinus (kros-o-ri'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kpoaaoi, fringe, + pivr/, a shark.] A genus of

sharks with fringed lips, representing, in some
systems of classification, a special family, the
Crossorhinidw.

crossover (kr6s'6''ver), n. In calico-printing, a
superimposed color in theform of stripes, bands,
or cross-bars.

Pi'inted as a crossover, it darkens the indigo where it

falls, but the yellow shade of the colour gives a greenisli
hue to it. Ure, Diet., IV. 327.

crosspatch (krds'paeh), n. An ill-natured per-
son. [CoUoq.]

Crosspatch, draw the latch.
Sit by the fire and spin. Nursery rime.

I"m but a cross-patch at best, and now it's like as if I
was no good to nobody. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxvL

cross-pawl, cross-spall (kros'pal, -spal), n. In
ship-carp., one of the horizontal pieces of tim-
ber used to brace the frame of a ship during
construction. Also cross-spale.

crosspiece (krds'pes), n. 1. In general, a piece
of material of any kind placed or fastened across
anything else.— 2. Naut.; (a) A rail of timber
extending over the windlass of a ship, furnished
with pins with which to fasten the rigging, as
occasion requires, (i) A piece of timber bolted
across two bits, for the purpose of fastening
ropes. In this sense also cro«s-6i<.— 3. In anaf.,

the great white transverse commissure of tho
brain; the corpus oallosum, or trabs cerebri.

See corpus.— 4. A small cross-guard of a sword
or dagger, hardly large enough to protect tho
hand, as in most Roman swords. Hewitt.— 5t.
Same as crosspatch.

cross-piled (lords'pild), a. Piled crosswise, as
bars of iron.

cross-pollination (krds'pol-i-na'shon), «. Same
as cross-fertilization.

cross-purpose (kros'ptr'pus), ». 1. An op-
posing or counter purpose ; a conflicting inten-

tion or plan ; a plan or course of action run-
ning counter to the plan or course of action
purposed by another: most frequently in tho
plural: as, they are pursuing cross-purposes.

To allow Iwneflt of clergy, and to restrain the press, seems
to have something of cross-purpose in It. Sha/tesbury.

2. pi. A sort of conversational game ; a game
of words or phrases used at random At cross-
purposes, pursuing plans or courses of action tending to
niterfere with each other, though intended for the same
end ; unintentionally antagonizing each other : said of
jK-rsons.

cross-quarters (krds'kw^r'tferz), w. In arch.,

an ornament of tracery resembling the four
petals of a cruciform flower ; a quatrefoil.

cross-question (kros'kwes'chon), V. t. To ques-
tion minutely or repeatedly; put the same ques-
tions to in varied forms; cross-examine.

They were so narrowly sifted, so craftily examined, and
cross-qiustioned by the Jewish magistrates.

Killingbeck, Sermons, p. 127.

cross-reference (kr6s'ref'6r-ens), n. A refer-

ence in a book to another title, phrase, or pas-
sage in it for further treatment or elucidation
of a subject.

cross-road (kr6s'r6d), «. 1 . A road that crosses
from one main road to another; a by-road.

—

2. A road that crosses another, especially a
main road, or one of two or more roads that
cross each other.—3. pi. Two or more roads so
crossing; the point where they intersect, cross-
roads (or a cross-roads, the word in this sense being often
used as a aingular) often form the nucleus of a village,

having a general store, a blacksmith's shop, etc., and be-
ing a resort or 8t<jpping-place for the rural population.
Hence the term ia often used in the United States (some-
times attributively) with an implication of provincialism
or insignificance.

I refer to your old companions of the n-oss-roads and the
race-course. W. M. Baker, New Tiniotlty, p. 17t).

cross-rcw (krds'ro), n. The alphabet. See
christcross-row.

He hearkens after prophecies and dreams.
And from the cross-row plucks the letter G.

Shak., Rich. IIL, i. 1.

cross-ruff (krds'ruf), n. In whist, a double
ruff ; a see-saw (which see).

cross-section (krds'sek'shon), n. A section of
sometliiug made by a plane passed through it

at right angles to one of its axes, especially to
its longest axis ; a piece of some body cut or
sliced off in a direction perpendicular to an axis
of the body : as, a cross-section of a tree cut out

Cross-spider {Efeirn diatUma),
size.

crosstree

to show the grain ; a drawing of the cross-sec-
tion of a ship.

Low-water widths are only known where the cross-sec-
tion and range have been determined.

Ilumphreys and Abbott, Rep. on Miss, River.

cross-set (kr6s'set), a. Directed across any
line or course ; running across.

A cross-set cuiTcnt bore them from the track. J. Baillie.

cross-shed (krds'shed), n. The upper shed of
a gauze-loom. E. H. Knight.

cross-sill (kr6s'sil), n. In railroads, a block of
stone or wood laid for the support of a sleeper
when broken stone is used as filling or ballast.

cross-somer, «. See cross-summer.
cross-spale (kr6s'spal), n. Same as cross-pawl.

cross-spall, n. See cross-pawl.

cross-spider (kros'spi'der), n. A name of the
common British garden-spider, or diadem-spi-

der, Epeira
diadema : so
called from
the colored
cross on top
of the abdo-
men.
cross-spine
(kros ' spin),

H. A dwarf
leguminous
shrub of Por-
tugal, iStowra-
canthxisaphyU
lus, ' with
handsome
flowers : so
called from
its thorns,
which are
branched in
the form of a
cross.

crosSrSpringer (krfis'spring'fer), «. In groined
vaulting, a rib which extends diagonally from
one pier to another, across the vault; an are
ogive.

crOSS-S'taff (krds'staf), n. 1. An instrument
formerly used to take the altitude of the sun
or stars. It was superseded by the quadrant.
Also called /ore-«ta^'.

At noon our captain made observation by ihecross-staf,
and found we were in forty-seven degrees thirty-seven min-
utes north latitude. Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 11.

2. In sun'., an instrument consisting of a staff

carrying a brass circle divided into four equal
parts or quadrants by two lines intersecting
each other at the center. At the extremity of each
line perpendicular sights are fixed,"with holes below each
slit for the better discovery of distant objects. It is used
for taking offsets.

3. Same as crazier, 1 Bishop's cross-staff. See
episcopal staf, under slaf.

cross-stitch (krds'stich), n. In needlework, a
stitch of the form X . It consists of two stitches
of tho same length, the one crossing the other
in tho middle.
cross-stone (krds'stdn), n. 1. Chiastolite.

—

2. A name of the minerals staurolite and har-
motome, both of which often occur in com-
pound or twin crystals having more or less the
shape of a cross.

cross-summer (krfls'sum'er), n. A cross-beam.
See summer. Also cross-somer.

cross-tail (krds'tal), n. In a back-action steam-
engine, the crosspiece which connects the side-
bars at the opposite end from the cross-head.
The connecting-rod in such engines reaches
from the cross-tail to the crank Cross-tail gud-
geon, hinge. See the nouns.

cross-tie (krds'ti), n. In a railroad, a timber
or sill placed under opposite rails as a sup-
port and to prevent them from
spreading; a tie or sleeper.

cross-tining (kros'ti'ning), n.

In agri., a mode of harrowing
crosswise, or in a direction

across the ridges.

crosstree (kr6s'tre), ». Naut.,
one of the horizontal pieces of

timber or metal, supported by
the cheeks and trestletrees, at

the upper ends of the lower
masts in fore-and-aft rigged
vessels, and at the topmast-
heads of square-rigged vessels.
Their use is t4:> extend tlie topmast- or
topgallant-riggitig, and to afford a
fitanding-place for seamen. They are
let into the trestletrees, and bolted
to them. .rf, A, Crosstiees.



cross-valve

cross-valve (krds'valv), w. A valve placed
where two pipes intersect, or where a pipe di-
verges into two rectangular brandies.
cross-vaulting (krds'val'ting), n. In arch.,
vaulting formed by the intersection of two or
more simple vaults. When the vaults spring at the
same level, and rise to the same height, the cross-vaulting
is t«rmeil a <rroin.

cross-vine (krSs'vin), ». The Bignonia caprco-
lata of the southern United States, from the
cross-like arrangement of medullary tissue, as
shown in a transverse section of the older
stems.
cross-way (kros'wa), n. A cross-road.

There are so many crogs-ways, there's no following her.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 1.

crossways (kr6s'waz), adv. Same as cross-
wise, 2, 3. [Rare.]

cross-webbing (kros'web'ing), n. In saddlery,
webbing drawn over the saddletree to strength-
en the foimdation of the seat of the saddle.

cross-week (kr6s'wek), M. Rogation week; the
week beginning with Rogation Sunday: sup-
posed to be so called from the medieval custom
of carrying the cross about the parish in pro-
cession at that season. See rogation.

The parson, vicar, or curate, and church-wardens, shall
... in the days of the rogations commonly called Cram-
week or Gang-days, walk the accustomed bounds of every
parish. Abp. Grindal, Kemains (Parkor Soc), p. 141.

cross-wire (kros'wir), n. A wire placed trans-
versely to another ; specifically, same as cross-
hair.

crosswise (krds'wiz), adv. [< cross^ + -wise.']

1 . In the form of a cross.

The church is built crosswise, with a fine spire.
Johnson, To Mrs. Thrale, Aug. 12, 1773.

2. Across; transversely: absolutely or foliowed
by to before an object: as, the timbers were
laid crosswise; the woof runs crosswise to the
warp.— 3. Figuratively, contrary to desire ; at
cross-purposes; against the grain: as, every-
thing goes crosswise to-day. In last two senses
also crossways.

crosswort (kr6s'w6rt), n. A name of plants of
various genera, particularly Galium cruciatum
(see Galium), Eupatorium perfoliatum (more
commonly called honeset), Lysimachia quadri-
folia, and plants of the genus Crucianella.
crotal (kro'tal), n. [< crotalum.} A jingling
ornament formerly used in clerical vestments.
See crotalum.

crotala, n. Plural of crotalum.
Crotalaria (kro-ta-la'ri-a), ». [NL. (so called
because the seeds rattle in the pod if shaken),
< Gr. Kpora/Mv, a rattle.] A very extensive ge-
nus of plants, of the natural order Leguminosa,
containing several hundred known species

;

rattlewort. The species are all natives of warm cli-

mates, but have been long cultivated in hothouses. A kind
of hemp is made from the inner bark of C. juncea, which
is called sunn-hemp, etc. (see tnmn); other species yield
useful fibers. The rattlebox, C. sagittalis, is a common
species of the eastern United States.

crotalid (kro'ta-lid), n. A snake of the family
Crotalidce.

Orotalidse (kro-tal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Crotalus
+ -idee.'] A family of venomous serpents, of
the group Solenoglypha of the order Ophidia,
having a dilatable mouth with perforated poi-
son-fangs, and poison-glands, and differingfrom
Viperida chiefly in having a deep pit on each
side of the head between the eye and the nos-
tril, whence they are also called Bothrophera;
the rattlesnake family : so called from the crepi-
taculum or rattle with which the tail ends in
many of the species. The family contains most of the
venomous serpents of the warmer parta of Asia and Ameri-
ca, such as the rattlesnakes, moccasins, copperheads, bush-
masters, etc., of the genera Crotalus, Triffonocephulus,
Bothropg, Cenchris, Trimeremrus, Craspedocephaliis, etc.

crotaliform (kro-tal'i-form), a. [< NL. Cro-
talus, q. v., + l!i. forma, shape.] Resembling
or related to the rattlesnake ; solenoglyph ; vi-
peroid: specifically said of venomous serpents,
as of the family Vrotalidw, in distinction from
eobriform. The crotaliform serpents are the Soleno-
fllypha, including the families Camidm, Atractaspididce,
Viperidoe, and Crotalidce.

OrotalinsB (kro-ta-U'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Crota-
lus + -iruB.] A subfamily of Crotalida;, con-
taining the rattlesnakes, characterized by hav-
ing the tail ending in a rattle or crepitaculum.
See Crotalidee and rattlesnake.
crotaline (kro'ta-lin), a. [< Crotalus + -ine^.]
Having a rattle, as a rattlesnake ; specifically,
pertaining to or having the characters of the
Crotalime or Crotalidw.

characteristic species of the southwestern portions of the
T'nited .States, sometimes attaining a lengtli of nearly a
foot, liaving a slender form, long tail, riclily variegated
coloration, and great activity.

crotch (kroch), n. [< ME. crotche, croche, a
shepherd's crook, with var. croke, crook; mixed
with croche, prop, cruche, erucche, a crutch, and
with croce, a crozier : see crook, crocheS, crutch^,
cross^, crozier, and cf. crotchet, ult. a dim. of
crotch.] 1. A fork or forking ; a point or line
of divergence or parting, as of two legs or
branches : as, the crotch of a tree (the point of
separation of the main stem into two parts) ; a
piece of timber with a crotch.— 2f. A shep-
herd's crook.
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The venom of the crotaline snakes can be subjected to

the temperature of the boiling of water without com-
pletely losing its poisonous power.

The American, VI, 173.

Crotalini (kro-ta-li'ni), n. pi. [NL. (Oppel,
1811), < Crotalus -f- -ini.] The pit-vipers or
crotaliform snakes of the genera Crotalus and
Trigonocephalus, in a broad sense.

crotalo (kro'ta-lo), n. [< Gr. Kp6Ta7j,v, a rattle,
clapper, a sort of Castanet, used in the worship
of Cybele.] A Turkish musical instrument,
corresponding to the ancient cymbalum.
Crotalophorus (kro-ta-lof'o-rus), n. [NL., <
Gr. Kpora'Aov, a rattle, clapper, -f- -<l>6pog, < fepew
= E. fteoj-l.] A genus of rattlesnakes, having
the top of the head covered with nine large
symmetrical plates, as in ordinary innocuous
eolubrine snakes, it includes the small rattlesnakes
of North America, such as tlie ground-rattlesnake (C. mi-
liarius), the prairie-rattlesnake or massasauga (C. terge- ^^^
7Hmus), the black massasauga (C. kirtlandi), etc. Some of „_„4.„t,.j /v

" tV\ „
these are commonly known as "sidewipers, " from their *-iOlil.ueQ (urocai), a.

habit of wriggling sidewise. They are comparatively
small, but very venomous. See Crotalus.

crotalum (kro'ta-lum), m.
; pi. crotala (-la).

[L., < Gr. /cpiiraW, a rattle.] 1. A rattle "or
clapper, made of wood or bone, anciently used
in Egypt and Greece.
Part of one metope [Phigaleia] retains the torso of a

mienad with krotala in her right hand, as if ready for
the dance. A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 178.

2. A name given to bells of the form of sleigh-
bells or grelots. Such bells, when very small, were
used for hawks, and, as hawk-bells, often appear in her-
aldry. Larger ones are occasionally seen, which have
been handed down from the middle ages, and are still
utilized in certain curious local customs.

Crotalus (kro'ta-lus), n. [NL., < Gr. Kp6Tahm,
a rattle.] The typical genus of rattlesnakes of
the subfamily Crotalince, having most of the top
of the head covered with scales like those of

M//

Figr. I. Skull of Rattlesnake (Cro/a/wj), illustrating extreme of so-
lenoglyphic dentition. Fig. s. Cross-section of Skull at point ff in fig. i,
showing T, the persistent cartilaginous trabeculas. The maxilla, Afx,
bearing the enormous poison-fang, is drawn as if transparent, showing
through it the anterior half of the palatine bone, PL Mn, mandible,
or lowerjaw ; Qu, quadrate : Pt, pterygoid, its anterior part, marked
Bt, bearing three teeth. BO, basioccipital ; EG, exoccipital ; FO,
fenestra ovalis ; Sg, squamosal ; V, exit of fifth nerve ; BS, basisphe-
noid ; PSph, presphenoid ; //, exit of optic nerve ; La. lacrymal bone,
on which the maxilla rocks ; Lf, lacrymal foramen ; Na, nasal ; Pmp,
the small toothless premaxilla. Ine unshaded bone above Bt and
PI is the transverse bone.

the back, a well-developed rattle, and the scutes
under the tail (subcaudal) entire, it contains the
largest rattlers, as C. durissus, the banded rattlesnake,
and C. adamanteus, the diamond rattlesnake, two species
found in eastern parts of the United States ; C. confluen-
tus, the commonest and most widely distributed rattler
of the western parts of the United States; C. m^lossus,
the black rattlesnake; C. pyrrhus, the rare red rattle-
snake

; and others. Also sometimes called Ca^idisona ; in
this case the name Crotalus is transferred to the genus
otherwise called Crotalophorus. See also cut under rattle-
snake.

crotapbe (kro'ta-fe), n. [< Gr. Kpdraifiog, the side
of the head, pi. the temples.] A painful pul-
sation or throbbing in the temples.
crotaphic (kro-taf'ik), a. [< LGr. Kpora^iKd^, <
Gr. Kporaipo^, the side of the head, pi. the tem-
ples.] In aKfli., temporal; erotaphite. [Bare.]
crotaphite (kro'ta-fit), a. and n. [< Gr. apora-
(pirr/c, relating to the temples, < RpdrcujioQ, tem-
poral region, pi. the temples, < Kporelv, strike,
cause to rattle.] I. a. In aMrt?., relating to the
temples ; temporal : as, the crotaphite depres-
sion of the skull, the temporal fossa; the cro-
taphite muscle, the temporalis. [Rare.]

The [rattle]snake "strikes": by the simultaneous con-
traction of the crotaphite muscle, part of which extends
over the poison-gland, the poison is Injected into the
wound. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 207.

Il.t ". A temporal muscle. Coles, 1717.

Crotaphytus (kro-ta-fl'tus), n. [NL., prop.
"Crotaphitiis, * Crotdphites, < Gr. KporafiT^g, re-
lating to the temples : see crotaphite.] A genus
of lizards, of the family Iguanidce, containing crotcbetiness (kroeh'et-i-nes), «. The state or
large and handsome species, as C. collaris, C. quality of being crotchety; the character of a
Wislizeni, and C. reticulatus. They are abundant and ci'otcheteer.

Croke [var. crotche, croche] or seheype hoke, pedum, cam-
buca, podium. Prompt. Pan., p. 104.

3. Naut., same as crutch^, 3 (d).—4. In billiards,
a space, generally 4^ inches square, at a cor-
ner of the table.

[< crotch -t- -crf2.] 1.
Having a crotch ; forked.
Which runneth by Eetridinodoch, a erotched bpooke.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, xiv.

2. Peevish; cross; crotchety. [Local, andpron.
kroch'ed.]
crotchet (kroch'et), n. [< ME. crochett, a little

hook, also a crotchet in music, < OP. crochet, a
little hook, a crotchet in music, dim. of croc, a
hook: see crook a,udi crotch.] 1 . A little hook

;

a hook.
Two beddys . . .

That henget shalle be with hole sylour
With crocheites and loupys [loops] sett on lyour.

Book 0/ Curtasye, 1. 446.

Specifically— 2. In anat., the hooked anterior
end of the superior occipitotemporal cerebral
convolution.— 3. In entom., a little hook-like
organ or process, generally one of a series;
specifically, one of the minute homy hooks on
the prolegs of many caterpillars.— 4. One of
the pair of marks, [ ], used in writing and
printing, now more commonly called brackets.
See bracket^, n., 4.

The passages included within the parentheses, or crotch-
ets, as tlie press styles them.

Boyle, Works, II. 3, The Publisher to the Reader.

5. A curved surgical instrument with a sharp
hook, used to extract the fetus in the opera-
tion of embryotomy.— 6. In music, a not* equal
in length to half a minim or one fourth of a
semibreve; a quarter note. See note.—7. A
piece of wood resembling a fork, used as a sup-
port in building.

The crotchets of their cot in columns rise.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Baucis and Philemon, 1. 160.

8. Milit., a peculiar arrangement of troops, in
which they are drawn up in a line nearly per-
pendicular to the line of battle.— 9. In firt.,
an indentation in the glacis of the covered way
at a point where a traverse is placed.— 10. A
singular opinion, especially one held by a per-
son who has no special competency to form a
correct opinion ; an unusual and whimsical no-
tion concerning a matter of fact or principle of
action; a perverse or odd conceit.

Some crotchet has possessed him,
And he is fix'd to follow 't.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, i. 2.

Many of the things brought forward would now be called
crotchets, which is the nearest word we have to the old
"paradox." But there is this difference, that by calling
a thing a crotchet we mean to speak lightly of it.

De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 2.

Dr. Eenn, exemplary as he had hitherto appeared, had
his crotchets— possibly his weaknesses.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vii. 4.

Crotchet-rest, in vutsic, a quarter rest.

crotchett, «'• t. or i. [< crotchet, n.] To play
or sing in quick rhythm.
These cantels and morsels of scripture warbled, quaver-

ed, and crotchetted, to give pleasure unto the ears.
llarmar, tr. of Beza's Sermons (1587), p. 267.

Drawing his breath as thick and short as can
The nimblest crotcheting musician.

Dontie, Jealousy.

crotcheted (kroch'et-ed), a. [< crotchet + -ed^.]
Marked or measured by crotchets.
crotcheteer (kroeh-et-er'), n. [< crotchet +
-eer.] A crotchety person; one devoted to
some favorite theory, crotchet, or hobby.
Nobody of the slightest pretensions to influence is safe

from the solicitous canvassing and silent pressure of social
crotcheteers. Fortnightly Rev.

Till Adam Smith laid the foundations of modern eco-
nomics, the fiscal policy of the Government was a game of
perpetual see-saw between rival cro[t]chetrers.

Westminster Rev., CXXVl. 156.



crotchety

crotchety (kroch'et-i), o. [< crotch^ + -^1.]

Characterized by odd fancies or crotchets;

fantastic or eccentric in thought ; whimsical.

This will please the crotchety radicals.

Saturday Rev., Feb. 4, 1865.

If you show yourself eccentric in manners or dress, the

world . . . will not listen to you. You will be considered

as crotchety and impracticable.
//. Spencer, Univ. Prog., p. 98.

crotet, crottt, «. [< ME. crote, croote, < OF.
crote, crotte, F. crotte (= Pr. crota), mud, dirt,

dung.] 1. A clod.

Crote of a turfe, glebicula. Prompt. Pan:

2. Dung; excrement.
Croton (kro'ton), n. [NL., < 6r. KpoTuv or Kpo-

ruv, a tick, also the shrub bearing the castor-

berry, which was thought to resemble a tick.]

1. A genus of euphorbiaeeous plants, compris-

ing about 500 species, natives of warm and espe-

cially of tropical regions, many of which possess
important medicinal properties. Croton TinKum,
a native of several parts of the East Indies, possesses

Flowering 3ranch of Crctim TigHum.

a, section of staminate flower; b, section of pistillate flower.

most active and dangerous purgative properties ; every
part— wood, leaves, and fruit— seems to participate equal-

ly in the energy. Croton-oil is extracted from the seeds

of this species, which are of about the size and shape
of field-beans. C. Elniteria, of the Bahamas, yields cas-

cariUa bark. (See cwscarilla.) C. niveug yields a similar

aromatic bitter bark, known as copalche bark. Some
other species are used on account of their aromatic and
halsaniic properties, or for their resinous products.

2. [I. c] A foliage-plant of the genus Codiaum :

80 named by florists. — Croton-chloral hydrate
(so named because formerly Itelieved to lie reiateifto cro-

tonicaciil), more properly called butyl-chloral hydrate. It

forms crystalline scales having a pungent txiur, little solu-

ble in cold water, easily soluble in alcohol and glycerin.

It is somewhat used in medicine for cephalic neuralgia.

crotonate (kro'ton-at), n. [< croUm(ic) + -afel.]

In chem., a salt formed by the union of crotonio
acid with a base.

croton-bug (kro' ton-bug), n. [< Croton (in

reference to the Croton aqueduct, from the
Croton river in Westchester
county. New York, to the
city of New York; perhaps
because they became abun-
dant in New York about
the time that Croton water
was introduced (1842), or
because theywere supposed
to have come through the
water-pipes) + buffi.'] A
commonname in the United
States for Blatta (Ectnbia)
<7ermf<«i>«, a roach, original-
ly imported from Europe.
It is much smaller and of a light-

er color than Perij/taneta orien-

talis, the black-beetle of England.
(See cut under Blattidte.)

crotone (kr^-to'ne), n.

[NL., < Gr. upoTurv, a tick.]

1. A fungous Excrescence
on trees, caused by an in-

sect. Hence

—

2.1npathol.,
a small fungous excrescence on the periosteum.

crot«»nlc (kro-ton'ik), o. [< cro?o« -H -ic] Per-
taining to or derived from plants of the genus
CVotoji. — Crotonic add^ ''411,(02, an acid discovered
bj- Telletier and Caventou in tlie seeds of the plant Croton
Thjlium, and obtainal)le from croti>n-oil. It has a pun-
gent and nauseous smell and a burning taste, and is very
p«iis'inous. ItM salts are termed crotonaten.

crotonin, crotonine (kro'ton-in), n. [< rroton
+ -iii'^, -(/»-.] A vegeto-alkali found in the
seeds of Criiton Tiglium.

croton-oil (krd'ton-oil'), n. A vegetable oil

expressed from the seeds of the Croton Tiglium.
See Croton. it is a valualile article of the materia
nifilica. and is so strongly j>urgatfve that one drop is a
dose. When applied externally it causes irritation ami
suppuration. It is of great sen'ice in cases where other
purgatives fall.

Croton-tnig {Blatta gtr.
manuai, natural size.
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crotonylen (kro-ton'i-len), n. [< croton + -yl

+ -CH.] A gaseous hydrocarbon (C4H(j) found
in illuminating gas. It can be separated as a
solid by cold and compression.
Crotophaga (kro-tof'a-ga), n. [NL., short for

*Crotonophaga, '< Gt" KpoTuv or Kporuv, a tick,

-t- (payelv, eat.] The typical and only genus of

birds of the subfamily Crotophaginm. The lead-

ing species are C. ani and C. nulcirostris, both of which
occur in the United States and the warmer parts of Amer-
ica generally. .See ani.

Crotophaginae (kro-tof-a-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Crotophaga + -ina;.'] A subfamily of Cuadidce,

pectiliar to America; the anis or keel-billed

cuckoos. They have a long tail of only eight graduated
feathers, and an extremely compressed bill. The upper
mandible rises into a high, sharp crest or keel with very
convex profile, its sides being usually sulcate, and its tip

is deflected. The plumage is of a uniform lustrous black.

The feathers of the liead and neck are lengthened and
lanceolate, with distinct scale-like margins ; the face is

naked. There is but one genus, Crotophaga. See ani.

crottles^ (krot'lz), M. jjZ. [< ME. crofeZ; dim. of

crote, q. v.] 1. Crumbs. [Prov. Eng.]— 2.

Dung ; excrement, as of the sheep, goat, or hare.

crottIes2(krot'lz),n.pZ. [< Gael, croto?, also cro-

ton, a general name for lichens, especially those
used for dyeing.] A name given in Scotland
and in some parts of England to various spe-
cies of lichens used in dyeing, distinguished as
black, brown, white, etc., crottles. Underthis name
are included Parmetiu physode^, P. caperata, P. gaxatilis,

Sticta pulnionaria, and Lecanora pallegcens.

CIQXiXia\ (krouch), v. [Also dial, erooch; < ME.
crouchen, crucchen (for "crUchen t), unassibilated
crouken, crouch, bend ; a var. of croken, crook,
bend, the unusual change of vowel (o to m= ou)
being due perhaps to the influence of crouchen,

cross (see crouch"^), or of crucche, crutch (see

crutch^). Cf. crutch^.'] I. tn<ran«. 1 . To bend

;

stoop low ; lie or stoop close to the ground, as
an animal in preparing to spring or from fear

:

as, a dog crouches to his master ; a lion crouches
in the thicket.

You know the voice, and now crimch like a cur
Ta'en worrying sheep.

Fletcher {and another). Love's Cure.
There crouch, . . .

Lit by the sole lamp suffered for their sake.

Two awe-struck flgiu'es.

Broivniny, Ring and Book, I. 46.

2. To bow or stoop servilely; make slavish

obeisance ; fawn ; cringe.

Every one that is left in thine house shall come and
crouch to him for a piece of silver. 1 Sam. ii. 86.

Other mercenaries, that crouch unto him in fear of hell,

though they term themselves the servants, are Mideed but
the slaves of the Almighty.

6'ir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 52.

On the other side was a great native population, help-

leas, timid, accustomed to crouch under oppression.
Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

n. trans. To bend or cause to bend low, as

if for concealment, or in fear or abasement.
[Bare.]

She folded her arms across her chest.

And crouched her head upon her breast,

And looked askance at Christabel.
Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

crOUCh^t (krouch), n. [< ME. crouche, cruche, a
cross: see cross^, »., etym. (3).] A cross; a
crucifix; the sign of the cross; the cross on a
coin, or the coin itself. See cross^, n.

In ye honoiu* of ihesu cryst of heuene, and of his modir
seynte marie, and of alle holy halwyn, and specialeke of

ye exaltacion of ye holy crouche.
Kngliih GUde (E. E. T. S.), p. 64.

(^otich^t (krouch), t'. t. [< ME. crouchen, cruchen,

cross, etc.: see cross^, v., etym. (3).] To sign
with the cross ; bless.

I crimche thee from elves and from wightes.
Chaucer, Millers Tale, 1. 29.'!.

crouchback (krouch'bak), n. Same as crook-

back.

crouch-clay (krouch'kla), n. An old name for
the white Derbyshire clay.

(nrouchedt (krouch'ed), p. a. [Pp. of crouch'^, ti.]

Marked with, bearing, or wearing the sign of

tlie cross Crouched friars. Same as crutchedfriars
(which see. under/nar).

(arouchie (krou'chi),fl. [Dim. of croucftl.] Hav-
ing a humpbi>X!k ; hunchbacked. [Scotch.]

Croia-hic Merran Huniphie. Burne, Halloween.

cronchmasf, «. [< ME. erowchemesse, < crowche,

crouche, cross, + mcsse, mass. Cf. Christmas,

etc.] Rogation week. See rogation.

Ye ferde [fourth meeting! schaltien on ye Sunday after

crowchemcxHe dai. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. IID.

(TOUCh-ware (krouch'war), n. 1. A kind of

fine pottery mailo with an admixture of pipe-
clay in Staffordshire. It is well finished, and its

paslte is very dense. The earliest crouch-ware

crouse

was of a greenish tint. Solon, The Old Eng.
Potter, p. 154.— 2. A name given to the salt-

glazed stoneware made at Burslem in Stafford-
shire from a very early time, this being the ear-

liest ware of that description made in England.
croud^t, n. An obsolete form of crowd^. Spenser.

croud'-'t, «. [Also written croude, crowde, < OP.
croute, crote, < L. crypta, a crypt: see crypt, and
cf . erode (a var. of croud), and grot, grotto. ] The
crypt of a church.
crouger (krou'ger), n. A local English (War-
wickshire) name of the crucian-carp.

crouket, « [ME.: see crock^, etym. (3).] An
earthen vessel; a crock. Chaucer.
croupl (krop), n. [Introduced from Sc. (by
Francis Home, an Edinburgh physician, in a
treatise on croup, in 1765) ; Sc. croup, croop, <

croup, crowp, crupe, crope, croak, cry or speak
with a hoarse voice

;
prob. imitative, and in so

far related to Sc. roup, cry out, cry hoarsely,
rouj), «., hoarseness, also croup. Hence (from
E. ) F. croup. See rmtp^ and roop.'] A name ap-
plied to a variety of diseases in which there is

some interference at the glottis with respira-

tion. True or membranoxts croup is inflammation of the

larynx (laryngitis) with fibrinous exudation forming a
false membrane. Many if not all cases of true croup are
diphtheritic in nature. False croup is simple or catarrhal

laryngitis, not resulting in the formation of a membrane,
but inducing at times spasm of the glottis. Spasmodic
croup, or larynffisjnus stridulus, is a nervous affection

characterized by attacks of laryngeal spasm independent
of local irritation : popularly called crowing convulsions.

croup2 (krop), n. [Also dial, crup, early mod.
E. also croope, < ME. croupe, < OF. croupe, F.
croupe, the croup, rump ; of Seand. origin : see
crop. Hence ult. crupper.'\ 1. The rump or
buttocks of certain animals, especially of a
horse ; hence, the place behind the saddle.

This cartere thakketh his hors upon the croupe.
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 261.

So light to the croupe the fair lady he swung.
So light to the saddle before her he sprung

!

Scott, Young Lochinvar.

2t. A hump or hunch on an animal's body.
croupade (kro-pad'), «. [F., < croupe, the
haunch : see croup^.^ In the manege, a leap in

which the horse draws up his hind legs toward
the belly, without showing his shoes.

croupal (kro'pal), a. [< croup^ + -al.'] Per-
tainmg to or o? the nature of croup ; croupous

:

as, croupal dyspnoea.

He thought acute croupal cases unsuitable for operation.
Medical News, XLIX. 53.

crouper (kro'p6r), n. Same as crupper, 2.

croupier (kro'pi-6r), «. [F. croupier, a partner
or assistant at a gaming-table, < F. croupe, the
rump or hinder part (the principal taking the
croupier, as it were, behind him).] 1. One who
collects the money at a gaming-table.— 2. One
who at a public dinner-party sits at the lower
end of the table, as assistant chairman.

Sir James Mackintosh . . . presided ; Cranstoun was
croupier. Cockburn, Memorials, vi.

croupi^re (kro-pi-ar'), n. [F.: see crupper.']

Armor for the croup of a horse. See bard^.

(nroupiness (krij'pi-nos), n. The state of being
croupy or having a tendency to croup.

croupous (kro'pus), a. [< croup^ + -ous.'] In
pathoL, pertaining to, of the nature of, or re-

sembling croup; involving the formation of a
false membrane on a mucous surface Croup-
ous inflammation, inflammation attended with the for-

mation on a mucous surface of a fibrinous membranifonn
exudation, which can be easily stripped off from the un-
derlying tissues.

Croupous or superficial diphtheritic injlammation of the
larynx or trachea. Therapeutic Gazette, XI. 348.

Croupous pneumonia, lobar pneumonia. See j^ieu-

initnia.

croupy (kro'pi), a. [< croup'^ + -f^l.] 1. Per-
taining to or resembling croup.— 2. Affected
with or predisposed to croup; also, somewhat
sick with croup; having false croup: as, a
croupy child.

crouse (krus), a. [Also written croms, crowse,

crawse, < ME. crous, crus, bold, indignant, prob.

= MD. kruys, kroes, D. kroes, cross, lit. crisp,

curled, = LG. krus = G. kraus = Dan. Sw. lerus

(in comp.), crisp, curled: see curl. A similar

change of sense from 'curled, crisp,' to 'brisk,

lively,' appears in cri^p.] Brisk ; frisky ; full

of heart; self-satisfied; appearing courageous

;

saucy. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Yet, for all his cracking crouse.

He rewd the raid o' the Reitlswire.

Raid o' the ReUswire (Child's Ballads, VI. 133).

Crawing, crawing.
For my crmcse craw ing,

I lost the beat feather i" my wing.
Burning of Auchindown (Child's Ballads, VI. 161).



cronse

Now, they're croupe and cantie baith I

Ha, ha, the wooing o't
Burns, Duncan Gray.

crousely, crously (krus'li), adv. In a orouse
maimer; self-assertively ; saucily

;
proudly

;

boldly. [Scotch.]

I wat they bragged right croii»Uie.

Billie Archie (Child's Ballads, VI. 96).

Ye cootie moorcocks, croxtsely craw I

Burns, Tain Samson's Elegy.

crow^ (IfTo), V.
;
pret. and pp. crowed, formerly

crew, ppr. crowing. [= Se. craw, < ME. crowcn,
crawen (pret. crew, crewCj pp. crowen, crowe)^ <

AS. crdwan (strong verb, pret. creow., pp. *crd-

tcen) =: (weak verb) D, kraaijen = LG. I'reien

= OHG. chrdjan, MHG. krajen, G. krdhen, crow,
as a cock- Hence AS. *'cred (= MLG. krat), in

corap. hancred = OS. hanocrdd = OHG. hana-
chrdt, MHG. hanekrdt, cock-crow {hana, cock).

Orig. used in a general sense, including the
croaking of the crow (see o'ow'^), the cry of the
crane, etc.

;
prob. imitative, like croak, crake^,

etc.] I. intrans. 1„ To cry as a cock; utter

the characteristic cry of a cock.

In that same place seynt Peter forsoke cure Lord thries,

or tlie Cok creio. Maiuieville, Ti-avels, p. 91.

My lungs began to crow like chanticleer, . . .

And I did laugh sans intermission
An hour by his dial. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

2. To boast in triumph ; vaunt; vapor; swag-
ger: absolutely, or with over or about.

Joas at first does bright and glorious show ;

In Life's fresh Morn his Fame did early crmv.
Coit'ley, Davideis, ii.

Selby is crovring, and, though always defeated by his

wife, still crowing on. Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison.

To telegraph home to father and croia over him.
Harper's Mag., LXV. 601.

3. To utter a shouting sound expressive of

pleasure, as an infant.

The mother of the sweetest little maid
That ever crow'd for kisses.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Crowing convulsions. See conmdsion and croup^.

Il.t trans. To announce by crowing.

There is no cock to crowe day.
Gower, Conf. Amant., II. 102.

May I ne'er craw day ! Scotch proverb. (Jamieson.)

CrOW^ (kro), n. [< crow^, «?.] The characteris-

tic cry of the cock : sometimes applied to a simi-

lar cry of some other bird.

Many a time ... a moor-fowl arose from the heath,
and shot along the moor, uttering his bold crow of defiance.

Scott, Abbot, X,

crow^ (kro), ». [< ME. crow, craw, crowe, craive,

< AS. crdwe = OS. krdia = D. kraai = MLG.
krd, krdge = OHG. ehrdja, chrdwa, chrda, chrd,

MHG. krd, krwje, G. krdhe, a crow, a raven;
from the verb, AS. crdwan, etc., crow (orig. in a
general sense). Cf. E. dial, crake^ a crow, Icel.

krdka, a crow: see crake% croak, etc.] 1. Agen-
eral name including most birds of the genus
Corvus and of the family Corvidw ; especially,

one of the Corvince. See these three words.
The lai^er kinds of crows are called ravens, especially

those which have the throat-feathers lengthened, lanceo-
late, and discrete. The term, used absolutely, means in

Great Britain the carrion-crow, Corvus corone, and iti the
United States the common American crow, C. ameri^aniis.
The two species are so similar in all respects that they are
only distinguished by slight technical characters. T!»e plu-

mage is jet-black,
with a purplish
and violet gloss
or sheen, espe-
cially onthe back,
wings, and tail

;

the bill and feet

are ebony-black ;

the base of the
upper mandible
is covered for
a long distance
with a bundle of
antrorse bristly

feathers, filling

each nasal fossa
and hiding the
nostrils. The eyes
are bright and

intelligent, of a hazel-brown color. The feet are stout,

with strong curved claws and scaly tarsi and toes. Tlie

tail is of moderate length, a little rounded or fan-shaped,
of 12 broad plane feathers. The wings are lengthened and
pointed, with 10 primaries, and when folded their tips
fall nearly opposite the end of the tail. The length of
these crows is 18 or 20 inches. Crows are among the most
omnivorous of birds, eating almost everything from car-

rion to fruits. Some species, hence called fish-crows, are
lond of fish and shell-fish, as moltusks and crustaceans.
Crows usually nest in trees, where they build large bulky
nests of sticks, and lay greenish eggs heavily spotted with
dark colors, generally to the number of 4, 5, or 6. They
are noted for their sagacity, and in populous countries be-
come extremely wary and knowing birds, their instinct of
self-preservation being developed to the liighest degree
by the incessant persecution to which they are subjected.

CatTJon-crow (
Corvus corone).
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Opinions differ as to their being on the whole most bene-
ficial or most injurious to the agriculturist, l>ut they are
generally classed as "vermin," and in some places a legal

price is set upon their heads. Crows are eminently socia-

ble birds, and however widely they may be dispersed in

pairs in the breeding season, they flock at other times

;

and in winter, in many places in the United States, vast

bands numbering hundreds of thousands assemble night-
ly to roost together, often flying 20 to 40 miles back to

these crow-roosts at night after foraging over the coun-
try for food during the eaiiier hours of the day. The com-
mon American flsh-crow is C. ossi/ragiis or C nmritimus,
an undersized species inhabiting southerly parts of the
I'uited States, especially coastwise, and feeding nmch on
shell-flsh. The northwestern ftsh-crow is C. catirinus, a
similar though distinct species. The white-necked crow
or raven is C. cri/ptoleucus, of western parts of the United
States, in which the plumage of the neck beneath the itlack

surface is snowy-white. A number of small crows resem-
bling the flsh-crow inhabit the West Indies, as C. jamai-
censis. In some of these the face is partially naked, a
character which is also conspicuous in the European rook,
a kind of crow, C.frugilegus. The European daw, C. mo-
nedvda, is another kind of crow. See also phrases below.

The gallant Grahams cam from the west,
Wi' their horses black as ony craiv.

Battle of Pentland Hills (Child's Ballads, VII. 241).

The many-winter'd crow that leads the clanging rookery
home. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

2. A name of several birds of other families.

See the phrases below.— 3. [cap.] The constel-
lation Corvus.— 4. The mesentery or ruffle of

a beast: so called by butchers.— 5. One who
watches or stands guard while another commits
a theft ; a confederate in a robbery. [Thieves'
slang.]— 6, A crowbar.

Ant. E. Go, borrow me a crow.
Dro. E. A cro?*' without feather; master, mean you so? . . .

Ant. E. Go, get thee gone, fetch me an iron crow.
Shak.,C. of E.,iii. 1.

Use all your Art, apply your sledges, your levers, and
your iron crows, to heave and hale your mighty Polyphem
of Antiquity to the delusion of Novices.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

7. A device for holding a gas- or water-main in
position while it is tap-

ped for a serxdoe-pipe.

—

Alpine crow, J'yrrhororax
aipinus.—As the crow flies,

in a straight line.— Blue
crow, an American crow-
like jay, Gytnnocitta cyano-
cephala. See Gymnocitta.—
Bunting-crow, the hooded
crow, Corvus comix ; so called
from its variegated color.—
Cape crdW, Cormts (Hetero-
corax) capensis, of South Afri-

ca.— Carrion crow, Seecar-
Wo?i-crow'.— Chaplain crow,
Corvus comix capellanus, a
variety of the hooded crow
found in Persia, Mesopotamia,
and parts of India.— Chat-
tering crow, the small crow

of Jamaica, Corvus jamaicensi.'<. Similar species iiilial)it

other West Indian islands, as C. solitarius of fian iJomiugo,

C. leucognaphalus of Porto Rico, and C. nasicus of Cuba.

—

Clarke's crow, the Ameiican nutcracker, Puncormis co-

/ww&ia»us.— Corbie-crow, the carrion-crow.— Cornish
crow. See rcd-U'iified crow, below.— Dun-crow, Corvus
comix.—Flsh-crow, Corvus ossifragus or C. cattrinus,

of America.- Flesh-crow, the carrion-crow.— Florida
crow, Corvus fioridanus, a supposed large-billed variety of

the common crow of America, found in Florida.— Fruit-
crows, the South American birds of the subfamily Gym-
noderinfe, family Cotiufjidce.— Gor-crow, the carrion-

crow.- Gray crow, gray-backed crow, heedy crow,
hooded crow, Cori;(Wcoryi''x, having the Itodygrsiy and the
head, wings, and tail black.—King-croW, a name of the
Dicrurus macrocercus, a kind of drongo-sbrike.— Laugh-
ing crow, a name of the Garrulaz leucolophit».— M.exi-
can crow, Cormts mexicanus, a small species with the
wing only about 9 inches long, found in Mexico.— Mid-
den-CTOW, a name given in some parts of England to

the common crow.— Piping crows, the birds of the sub-

family Streperinae, family Corvidce.— Purple crow, one
of several species or cotispecies of small lustrous crows
of the East Indies and Papua, as C. enca, C. orru, and
C. mo^acert.— Red-legged or Comish crow, the Cornish
chough, Pyrrhocorax gracuhu9.— B.oyBtiOU. crow, Cormis
comix.—Scapular or Senegal crow, Corvus scapidat us,

an African species, with the neck, mantle, and breast pure
white.—To eat crow, to do or accept what one vehement-
ly dislikes and has before defiantly declared he would
not do or accept ; swallow one's words ; submit to some
humiliating defeat; be compelled to do or sutler some-
thing disagreeable or mortifying. [Slang, U. S.]—To have
a crow to plucli, pull, or pick with one, to have an
explanation to demand from one ; have some fault to find

with one ; have a disagreeable matter to settle.

He that hir weddyth hath a croive to p\dl.

Barclay, Ship of Fools.

If a crow help us in, sirrah, we'll pluck a crow together.
Shak., C. of E., iii. 1.

If you dispute, we must even pUtck a crow about it.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Tree-crows, the blnls of the subfamily Calleatirue, fam-
ily Cori'Mi(«.— White-breasted crow, Corvus dauuricus,
of northern Asia, Cliina, and Japan.

crow-bait (kro'bat), w. An emaciated or de-

crepit horse, as likely soon to become carrion,

and so attractive to crows. [Colloq.]

crowbar (kro'bar), n. A bar of iron with a
wedge-shaped end, sometimes slightly beift and

crowd

forked, used as a lever or pry. Also called sim-
ply crow.

Masons, with wedge and crowbar, begin demolition.
Carlyle, French Rev., III. v. 3.

crow-bells (krd'belz), n. 1, The daffodil, 2^ar-

cissus J'beudo-Narcissus.— 2, The bluebell,

Scilla nutans.

crowberry (kro'ber*i),n.
; pi. crotcherries (-iz).

The fruit of Empetrum nigrum, so called from
its black color ; the plant itself, a heath-like

evergreen shrub common on heaths in Scotland
and the north of England, and foimd in the
northern United States and arctic America.
Also called hlack crowberry and hcatkberry.—
Broom-crowberry, of the United states, Corema Con-
radii.

crow-blackbird (kro'blak'bferd), n. A name
of the purple graekle, Quisealus ptirpureus, an
American passerine bird of the family Icteri-

dce and subfamily Quiscalincej common in the

Crow-blackbird {Quisealus purpureus).

eastern United States: so called from its large
size and dark color, whieh give it somewhat the
appearance of a crow. The male is about is inches
long and 17J inches in extent of wings. The plumage is

richly iridescent, with green, blue, violet, purple, and
bronzy tints ; the bill and feet are ebony-black ; the iris

is straw-yellow ; the tail is somewhat boat-shaped. The
female is blackish and quite lustrous, in this differing

from some related species, and also a little smaller than
the male. A variety has a perfectly brassy back and
steel-blue head ; it is sometimes distinguished as the
bronzed crow-blackbird. The name is extended to the
other species of the same genus. Q. major is a larger

species of the southern United States, known as the boat-

tailed crow-btofkbird or graekle, and locally called jack-

daw. The tail is much carinated, an d the disproportion
in size of the sexes is very great, the female being only
about 13 inches long, while the male is 1^ to 17 ; the pecu-
liar development of the tail is lacking in the female, and
the color is plain grayish-brown, the male being richly

iridescent black. A still larger species, the /an-taite<t

crow-blackbird, Q. macrtirus, also called Texas graekle, in-

habits the Gulf States and Jlexico; the male attains a
length of 18 inches, while the female is much smaller.

All these birds are gregarious, nest in trees and bushes,

sometimes in holes, and lay 6 or 6 greenish eggs, clouded,

veined, and scratched with various dark colors,

crowchemesset, "• See crouchmas.

crow-corn (kro'kfim), n. The colic-root, Aletris

furinosa, the white mealy flowers of which
somewhat resemble kernels of grain.

crowdl (kroud), V. [< ME. crowden, crouden, crii-

(len, push, shove, drive, press forward, < AS.
"crMan, push, press, drive (usually cited as
*crc6dan, which, however, could not produce the
E. form ; neither inf. occurs, but only 3d pers.

sing. ind. erydeth and pret. eredd, occurring

once each ; the pret. pi. would be *crudoti, the

pp. frodev, > croda, n., and gecrod, n., in the

joetical compounds linderoda, the shock of

shields (battle), lindgecrod, the shielded throng
(warriors), Mothgecrod, the heaped throng
(clouds), etc.), = MD. Iruyden, contr. Irvyen,

D. kriiijen, drive, push in a wheelbarrow (cf.

def. I., 2). Other connections not found.] I.

trans. 1 . To push ; force forward ; shove

;

impel.
O flrste moevyng cruel firmament.
With thy diurnal sweigh that crowde^t ay
And hurlest al from Est til Occident.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 198.

2. To push or wheel in a wheelbarrow. [Prov.

Eng.]— 3. To press close, or closely together;

push or drive in ; squeeze ; cram : as, to a-oicd

too much freight into a ship ; to crowd many
people into a small room.

The time misorder'd doth, in common sense,

Crowd us and crush us to this monstrous form.
Skak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

There was so great a Press of People that Sir John Black-

wel. Knight, was croicded to Death.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 105.



crowd

4. To fill to excess ; occupy or pack with an
unusual or inordinate number or quantity : as,

the audience crowded the theater; to crowd a

ship's hold.

The balconies and verandas were crowded with specta-

tors. Prescott.

Tlie circular beehive house into which I was shown was
instantaneously crowded almost to suffocation.

O'Doiiovan, Merv, xvi.

6. To throng about; press upon; press as by
a multitude : as, we were most uncomfortably
crowded.

Here the Palaces and Convents have eat up the Peoples
Dwellings, and crouded them excessively together.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 7.

6. To encumber or annoy by multitudes or ex-

cess of numbers.
Why will vain courtiers toil

And croitd a vainer monarch for a smile ?

Gra7iville.

I would rather sit on a pumpkin and have it all to my-
self, than be crowded on a velvet cushion.

Thoreati, Walden, p. 41.

7. To urge
;
press by solicitation ; importune

;

annoy by urging : as, to crowd a debtor for im-
mediate payment. [Colloq.]—To crowd out, to

press or drive out.

According as it [the sea) can make Its way into all those
subterranean cavities, and crowd the air out of them.

T. Buriiet, Theory of the Earth.

To crowd sail, to make an extraordinary spread of sail,

witli a vifw to accelerate the speed of a ship, as in chas-

iuK or escaping from an enemy ; carry a press of sail.

II, itt trans. 1. To press in numbers; come
together closely ; swarm : as, the multitude
crowded through the gate or into the room.
The whole company crowded about the fire. Addison.

In his fierce heart, thought croxcded upon thought.
WUliani Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 264.

2. To press forward ; increase speed ; advance
pushingly, as against obstacles: as, to crowd
into a full room, or into company.

That schup bigan to crude.
The wind him bleu iude,
hithinne daies Hue
That schup gan ariue.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1293.

crowd'^ (kroud), n. [< crowd^y v. ; cf. AS.
nouns crodOf gecrod, a throng, used in comp.

:

see n'Oirr/l, r.] 1. A collection; a multitude:
a large number of things collected or grouped
together; a number of things lying near one
another.

A crowd of hopes,
That sought to sow themselves like wluged seeds
Born out of everything I heard and saw,
Flutter'd about my senses and my soul.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

The hi|;hest historical value of the book [of the gospels]
consists in the crowds of signatures scattered through its

margin. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 38.

2. A large number of persons congregated to-

gether, or gathered into a close body without
order; a throng.

Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife,

Their sober wishes never learnt to stray.

Oray, Elegy.

Crowds that stream from yawning doors.
7'ennyson, In Meraoriam, Ixx.

3. Any group or company of persons: as, a
jolly crowd, [Colloq.]—4. People in general

;

the populace; the mass; the mob.
The crowd turned away in disgust from words which

presented no image to their minds. Macaxday.

5t. Same as crorfc. =Syn. 1 and 2. Throng, etc. (see
multitude), host, swarm, concourse, shoal.

crowd^ (kroud), n. [Also spelled croud and
crowth (and sometimes, as W., crwth)^ < ME.

crowdCj croitde^ also
crouthe, cr(mth,<.W. crwth,

a crowd, violin, fiddle, =
Gael, cruit, a violin, harp,
OTnbal, = Olr. crot^ >

Ml. chrotta, a crowd

:

prob. so called from its

rounded or protuberant
form, being ult. identical
with W. crwthj a hump,
bulge, belly, trunk, ct'ow,

womb, calf of the leg.]

An ancient Welsh and
Irish musical instrument,
the earliest known speci-
men of the viol class—that
is,of stringed instruments
played with a bow. it had
a shallow rectangiilar iKKly
with two circular sound-holes.
through one of which passed

Crowd. *»"*-' '"ot "' the bridge. The
( From ViolleMe-Duc-s " Diet, strings were perhaps only tliree

du Mobiiier fran^ais."] at first, but In later times were

1369
six, of which two were played lutewise, by pinching or
twitching. The tuning of the strings is disputed, but the
compass of the instrument was probably from two to three
octaves upward from about tenor G.

The pipe, the tabor, and the trembling Croud.
Spenser, Epithalamion.

A lacquey that runs on errands for him and can . . . war-
ble upon a crowd a little. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

crowd^t (kroud), r. i. [< crowds, w.] To play
on a crowd or fiddle.

Fiddlers, crowd on, crowd on ; let no man lay a block in

your way.
Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, v. 1.

crowdedly (krou'ded-li), adv. In a crowded
manner or situation ; in a crowd or multitude

;

closely together.

The only injury they [lichens] can inflict upon them
[trees] is by slightly interfering with the functions of res-

piration, or, when growing very crowdedly up,.!! the
branches of orchard trees, by checking the development
of buds. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 560.

crowderf (krou'der), «. [< ME. crowdere ; <

crowd"-^ 4- -eri.] A player on the crowd; a fid-

dler.

Yet is it sung but by some blinde Croitder, with no
rougher voyce then rude stile.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie,

crowdie, crowdy (krou'di), n. [Sc, possibly
connected with grouty coarse meal.] 1. Meal
and cold water, or sometimes milk, stirred to-

gether so as to form a thick gruel; hence, any
porridge.

My sister Kate cam' o'er the hill,

Wi" crowdie unto nie.

Battle of Sherif-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 261).

2. Curds from which the whey has been pressed
out, mixed with butter.

crowdie-time (krou'di-tim), n. Breakfast-time.
[Scotch.]

Then I gaed hame at crowdie-time,
And soon I made me ready.

Quoted in Jamieson.

crowdy, n. See crowdie,

crowfeet. ». Plural of crowfoot.

crow-fligut (kro'flit), », 1, A flight of crows.— 2. A direct journey or course ; a bee-line.

We clambered over the hills and spurs in the usual croiv-

Jlight of the Karens. Science, VI. 108.

crow-flower (kr6'flou^6r), n. In hot : (a) The
ragged-robin. Lychnis Flos-cuculi. {h) The but-
tercup or crowfoot.

There with fantastic garlands did she come,
Of crow-Jioieers, nettles, daisies, and long purples.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

crowfoot (kro'fut), n.
;

pi. crowfeet (-fet), 1.

Xaut. : (a) A device consisting of small lines

rove through a block of wood, fastened to the
backbone of an awning, to keep it from sagging

Awnii^ Furled and Suspended by Crowfoot.

in the middle. A similar arrangement was
formerly used to keep the foot-ropes of top-
sails from chafing against the top-rim. (6) In
a ship-of-war, an iron stand fixed at one end
to a table and hooked at the other to a beam
above, on which the mess-kids, etc., are hung.
— 2. In 6of., the name of the common species
of Ranunculus or buttercup, having divided
leaves and bright-yellow flowers. See Ranun-
culus.

All the valley, mother, 'ill be fresh and green and still,

And the cowslip and the crowfoot are over all the hill.

Tennysotif May Queen, L

3. A caltrop Crowfoot-halyard. See halyard.

crow-keepert (krd'ke'per), n. 1. A person em-
ployed to keep crows from alighting on a field.

That fellow handles his bow like a crow-keeper.
Shak., Lear, iv, 6.

Practise thy quiver, and turn crowkeeper.
Drayton, To Cupid.

2. A stufifed figure set up as a scarecrow.

Scaring the ladles like a crow-keeper.
Shak., R. and J., I. 4.

crowl (kroul), v. *. [Cf. growl.'] To rumble or
make a noise in the stomach.
crowling (krou'ling), n. [Verbal n. of crowl,

v.] Humbling; borboiygmus. Dunglison,

crown (kroun), n. and a. [< (a) ME. crowne,
crouncj earliest form crutie = MD. krurWf kronCf

Victorian Crown of
Eiijjiaiitl.

crown

D. Iruhij kroon = OFries. krone = MLG. krone^
krunCj LO. krone = MHU. krone, kron, G. krone
(but OHGr. corona, corone) = Icel. kruna, krona
= Norw. kruna = OSw. kruna, krona, Sw. krona
= Dan. krone; (b) later ME. in full form, co-
rown, coroun, coroune, corone, < OF. corone,
coronne, ctirone, curune, F. couronne = Pr.
Sp. It. corona = Pg. coroa, a crown ; all < L.
corona, a garland, wreath, crown, = Gr. Kopuv?/,

the curved end of a bow; cf. Kopuv'iq, Kopuvdg,

curved, bent, = Gael, cruinn = W. crwn, roxind^

circular, Gael, crun, a boss. See curve. Hence
(from L.) coronal, coronet, coroUa, etc.] I. n.

1. An ornament for the head ; originally, among
the ancients, a wreath or garland ; hence, any
wreath or garland worn on the head ; a coronal.
Crowns, made at first of grass, flowers, twigs of laurel,

oak, olive, etc., but later of gold, were awarded in ancient
Rome to the victors in the public games, and to citizens

who had done the state some distinguished service. See
corona, 2.

You nymphs call'd Naiads, of the windering brooks,
With your sedg'd crowns. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

Last May we made a crown of flowers.
Tennyson, May Queen, ii.

2. An ornament or covering for the head worn
as a symbol of sovereignty, crowns were of very
varied forms till heralds devised a regular series to mark
the grades of rank, from the imperial crown to the baron's
coronet, (Seecoroneii, 2.) The crown of England is a gold

»
circle, adorned with pearls and pre-
cious stones, from which rise alter-

nately four Maltese crosses and four
' ^ fleurs-de-lis. From the tops of the

crosses spring imperial arches, clos-

ing under a nunind and cross. Within
the crown is a crimson velvet cap
with an ermine border. The crown
of Charlemagne, which is preserved
in the imperial treasury of Vienna,
is composed of eight plates of gold,
f<Mir lai^e and four small, connected
by hinges. The large plates are stud-
ded with precious stones, the front
one being surmounted with a cross

;

the smaller ones, placed alternately
with these, are ornamented with enamels representing
Solomon, David, Uezokiah, and Isaiah, and Christ seated
between two flaming seraphim. The Austrian crown ia

a sort of cleft tiara, having in the middle a semicircle of
gold supporting a
mound and cross

;

the tiara rests on
a circle with pen-
dants like those
of a miter. The
Russian crown is

a modified form
of the same im-
perial crown. The
royal crown of
France is a circle

ornamented with
eight fieurs-de-

lis, from which
rise as many (juar-

ter-circles closing
under a double
fleur-de-lis. The
triple crown of
the popes is more
commonly called
the tiara. (See
diadem.) In her-
aldry the crown is iised as a bearing in many forms. When
a coronet or open crown is used to alter or differentiate
a bearing, whether on the escutcheon or as a crest or sup-
porter, it is not blazoned by itself, but the l>earnig is said to
be crovmed ; when it is placed around the neck of an ani-

mal, the animal is said to be gorged.

ge come to goure kyngdom er ge ^oure-self knewe,
Crouned with a croune that kyng vnder heuene
Migte not a better haue boujte, as I trowe.

Richard the Redeless, i. 33.

3. Figtiratively, regal power; royalty; kingly
government.

Thou wert born as near a crotcn as he.
Fletcher (and another). False One, iv. 3.

A very solemn oath of allegiance was then taken by
the lords, who swore ... to do their best to secure the
croivn to the male line of the kings descendants.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 353.

4. The wearer of a crown; the sovereign as-

head of the state.

From all neighbour crowris
Alliance. Tennyson, (Enone.

5. Honorary distinction ; reward; guerdon.
Look down, you gods.

And on this couple drop a blessed crown.
Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

Let merit crowns, and justice laurels give.

But let me happy by your pity live.

Dryden, Epistles.

6. A crowning honor or distinction ; an exalt-

ing attribute or condition.

A virtuous woman is a crown to herhusband. Prov. xii. 4.

The croum and comfort of my life, your favour.
Shak., W. T., iii. 2.

Where the actors of mischief are a nation, there and
amongst them to live well is a crown of immortal com-
mendation. Ford, Line of Life.

Imperial Crown (Charleniagnc's).
Austrian Crown. 3. Russian Crown.
French Crown.



crown

7. The top or highest part of something ; the
uppermost part or eminence, likened to a
crown.

One of the shiniug winged powers
Showed me vast cliffs with crotcn of towers.
Tennyson, Stanzas pub. in The Keepsake, 1851.

It [the tower] is the crotvn of the whole raass of build-
ings rising from the water.

-K. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 211.

Specifically— (a) The top part of the head; hence, the
head itself.

I'll have this crown of mine cut from my shoulders.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 2.

Hurled the pine-cones down upon him,
Struck him on his brawny shoulders,
On his crown defenceless struck him.

Loncffellow, Hiawatha, xviii.

<6) The top of a hat or other covering for the head.

The chief officers of Berne, for example, are known by
the crowns of their hats, which are much deeper than
those of an inferior character.

AddUon, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 527.

(c) The summit of a moimtain or other elevated object.

The steepy crown
Of the bare mountains. Dryden, ^Eneid.

<d) The end of the shank of an anchor, or the point from
which the arms proceed ; the part where the arms are
joined to the shank. See cut under anchor, (e) In lapi-
daries' work, the part of a cut gem above the girdle. See
cut under brilliant. (/) In mech,, any terminal flat mem-
ber of a structure, (g) In arch., the uppermost member
of a cornice ; the corona or larmier. (A) The face of an
anWl. (i) The highest or central part of a road, cause-
way, bridge, etc.

On the crown of the bridge he turned his horse.
It. D. BlackmorCy Lorna Doone, p. 326.

(j) The crest, as of a bird.

8. Completion; consummation; highest or
most perfect state ; acme.

Make Cressid's name the very crown of falsehood
If ever she leave Troilus

!

Shak., T. and C, iv. 2.

This is truth the poet sings,
That a sorrow's crotvn of sorrow is remembering happier

things. Tennyson, Locksley Uall.

The natives regarded it [the temple of Claudius] as the
•crown of their slavery, and complained that the country
was exhausted in providing cattle for the sacrifices.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 308.

9. A little circle shaved on the top of the head
as a mark of ecclesiastical office or distinction

;

the tonsure.
Suche that ben preestes,

That have nother konnynge ne kyn, bote a corone one
[only]. Piers Plownian (C), xiv. 113.

10. That part of a tooth which appears above
the gum ; especially, that part of a molar tooth
which opposes the same part of a tooth of the
opposite jaw.

The teeth of reptiles, with few exceptions, present a
simple conical form, with the crown more or less curved.

Owen, Anat.

11. In geom,y the area inclosed between two
concentric circles.— 12. In bot.y a circle of
appendages on the throat of the corolla, etc.
See corona, 6.— 13, A coin generally bearing
a crown or a crowned head on the reverse. The
English crown Is

worth 5 shillings
or $1.22, and was
Issued by Edward
VI. in 1551, and
by his successors.
The obverse type
of the crowns
of Edward VI.,
James I., and
Charles I. is the
king on horse-
back, but from
Charles II. to Vic-
toria the obverse
typeistheheatlof
ttie kingor queen.
The rare piece
known as the
Oxford crown
was made, under
Charles I., by the
engraver Raw-
lins, and bears
on the obverse a
small view of Ox-
ford, in addition
to the ordinary
type. The j)eti-

tion-crown fs a
pattern or trial-

piece for a crown
of Charles 11.,

bearing the peti-
tion of its en-
graver, Thomas
Simon, praying
the king to com-
pare the coin with
the crown of the
Dutch engraver
John Roettier, by Reverse.

h?pn™«?^"" *1^H
Crown of Charles II.. British Museum.

been superseded
( Size of the original.

)

Obverse.

Petition-crown of Master Thomas Simon,
British Museum. (Size of the original.)

1370
at the English mint. The crown of the rose, crown of the
double rose, double crown, Britain-croton, and thistle-croivn
were English gold
coins. The crown
of the rose was
first introduced
by Henry VIII.
in 1526, and was
made current for
4s. Qd. The
crowns of Den-
mark, Norway,
and Sweden are
now worth 26.8
cents. The old
crown of Den-
mark was 4 marks
of crown money,
or 81.23. The
crown of Holland
was 87 cents; that
of Brabant, 81.07;
that of France,
$1.12 (that is, the
4cu at the begin-
ning of the eighteenth century; but the old 4cu de la
couronne, properly so called, varied from §1.50 to 82.20);
that of Bern, 90 cents; that of Zurich, 89 cents; that of
Basel, 85 cents. The silver crown of Portugal is 81.08.

The new Austrian gold crown is worth about 21 cents.
The name was also often used in English to translate the
Italian sciido.

Crowns in ray purse I have, and goods at home.
Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

14. (a) In Great Britain, a printing-paper of
the size 15 X 20 inches : so called from the
water-mark of a crown, once given exclusively
to this size. (&) In the United States, a writ-
ing-paper of the size 15 X 19 inches.— 15.
Naut., a kind of knot made with the strands of
a rope. See crown^ v. t, 9— Antique crown, in her.
See antig-we.—Archduke's crown, in her., a circle of gold
adorned with eight strawberry-leaves, and closed by two
arches of gold set with pearls meeting in a globe crossed,
as in an emperor's crown.— Atef-CTOwn. See afe/.—Cap
in crown. See cap^.— Celestial crown. See celestial.

—Civic crown. See cuic. Clerk of the crown. See
c?er^.—Crown Derbyporcelain, ^i-t- parcelai7i.— Crown
escanement. See escapemeiit.—Crovm of aberration.
See aberration.— Crown Of an arch, in arch., the vertex
or highest point.— Cro'wm of a root, in bat., the summit
of the root from which the stem arises; the collum.

—

Crown of cups. See couronne des tasses, under couronne.— Crown problem, the problem which King Hiero set
to Archimedes : namely, to ascertain whether a crown os-
tensibly made of gold was or was not alloyed with silver,

and, if it was, with how much. Archimedes is said to have
solved the problem by immersing the crown in water, but
whether by observing the rise of the waterin the vessel, or,

as seems more probable, by ascertaining the loss of weight,
is a pointof disagreement among the authorities.—Mural
crown. See mwrai.-Naval crown, among the ancient
Romans, a crown adorned with figures of prows of ships,
and confeiTed on a naval commander who had gained a
signal victory, or on the person who first l>oarded an ene-
my's ship. In heraldry the naval crown is formed of the
sterns and square sails of slni)s placed alternately upon the
circle or fillet.—Nortbem Crown. See Coroiia Borea-
lis, under corona.— Obsidional crown, in Rom. anti(^., a
wreath made of grass, given to him who held out a siege
or caused one to be raised.— Order Of tbe CrOWn, the
title of several honorary orders founded by sovereigns
in the nineteenth century, each including as part of its

name that of the country to which it belongs, (a) The Order
of the Crown of Bavaria, founded by King Maximilian Jo-
seph I. In 1808. It is granted to persons who have attained
distinction in the civil service of the state, (b) The Imperial
Order of the Crown of India, founded in 1878 for ladies^ at
the time of the assumption by Queen Victoria of the title

Empress of India. It includes a number of Indian women
of the highest rank, (c) The Order of the Crown of Italy,
founded by King Victor Emmanuel in 1868. (rf) The Order
of the Crown of Prussia, founded by King William I. on
his coronation in 1861. (e) The Order of the Crown of Ru-
mania, founded by King Charles on assuming the "royal
title in 1881. (/) The Order of the Crown of Saxony,
founded by King Frederick Augustus in 1807, soon after
his assumption of the kingly title. It ia of but one class,

and limited to persons of high rank, (fj) The Order of the
Croivn of Siam, founded in 1869. (A) The Oi-der of the
Crown of WUrtemberg, founded by King Willijun I. in

1818.— Papal crown. See (iara.— pieas Of the crown.
See capital offense, under capital^.— ^ovXtiQTn. Crown,
See Corona Australis, under corona. — To keep the
crown Of the causey, to go in the middle of the road
or street; hence, to appear openly, with credit and re-
spectability. [Scotch.]

Truth in Scotland shall keep the crown of the causey yet.
Rutherford, Letters, II. 24.

To take the crown of the causey, to appear with pride
and self-assurance. [Scotch.]

My friends they are proud, an' my mither is saucy,
My oulde auntie taks ay the crown o' the caume.

Remains of NUhsdale Song, p. 93.

II. a. Relating to, pertaining to, or connect-
ed with the crown or tojqX possessions and au-
thority: as, the croivn jewels Crown agent, in
Scotland, the agent or solicitor who, under tlie lord advo-
cate, takes cliarge of criminal prneeeilings.— Crown bark.
See bark'-i.— Crown cases reserved, rriininjil ranscs re-

served on questions of law for the coiir^ideratinii of the
judges. [Eng.]— Crown colony, see ciUoni/.— CTOvm.
court, in £nfj. Imv, the court in which the crown or crim-
inal business of an assize is transacted.— Crown debt,
in England, a debt due to the crown, whose claim ranks
before that of all other creditors, and may be enforced by a
summary process called an extent.-Crowu or demesne
lands, the lands, estate, or other real property belonging

crownation

to the crown or sovereign. The lands belonging to the
British crown are now usually surrendered to the country
at the beginning of every sovereign's reign, in return for

an allowance fixed at a certain amount for the reign by
Barliantent. They are placed under commissioners, and
the revenue derived from them becomes part of the con-
solidated fund.

The additional allowances thus granted by Parliament
to the Prince and Princess of Wales, and other members
of the Royal Family, amount to an annual charge of
£156,000 ; and when it is remembered that the Crown lands
alone surrendered to Parliament yield an annual income
of nearly £380,000, it will be evident that the charge njfon
the nation for the support of the dignity of Koyalty is by
no means extravagant, as interested persons would some-
times have us believe.

A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, p. 15.

Crown law, that part of the common law of England
which is applicable to criminal matters.— Crown lawyer,
in England, a lawyer in the service of the crown ; a law-
yer who takes cognizance of criminal cases.— Crown Of-
fice, in England, a department of the Queen's Bench divi-

sion of the High Court of Justice. It takes cognizance of
criminal causes, from high treason down to trivial misde-
meanors and breaches of the peace. The office is com-
monly called the crown side of the Court of Queen's
Bench.— Crown solicitor, in Great Britain, in state pros-
ecutions, the solicitor who prepares the prosecution. In
England this is done by the solicitor to the treasm-y. In
Ireland a solicitor is attached to each circuit, who gets
up every case for the crown in criminal prosecutions.

crown (kroun), v, t. [(a) < ME. crownen, crou-
nien, crunien (in contr. form) = D. kroonen =
MLG. LG. kronen = MHG. G. kronen (but OHG.
chronon, coronon) = leel. kruna = Sw. krona =
Dan. krone; (h) ME., in full form, corownen,
corounen, coronen, < OF. coroner, F. couronner=
Pr. Sp. coronar = Pg. coroar= lt. coronare, < L.
coronare, crown ; from the noun, ME. crowne,
etc., L. corona : see crown, w.] 1. To bestow a
crown or garland upon

;
place a garland upon

the head of.

Hast thou with myrtle-leaf crown'd him, O pleasure ?

M. Arnold, A Modern Sappho.

There's a crotchet for you, reader, roimd and full as any
prize turnip ever yet crowned with laurels by great agri-
cultural societies I De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

2. To invest with or as if with a regal crown

;

hence, to invest with regal dignity and power.

If you will elect by my advice,
Croicn him, and say, " Long live our emperor I"

5/(aib.,Tit. And., i 8.

3. To cover as if with a crown.

Sleep, that mortal sense deceives,
Crown thine eyes and ease thy pain.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 2.

4. To confer honor, reward, or dignity upon

;

recompense ; dignify ; distinguish ; adoyn.

Thou . . . hast crowned him with glory and honour.
Ps. viii. 5.

Urge your success ; deserve a lasting name.
She'll crowns, grateful and a constant flame.

Roscommon, On Translated Verse.

5. To form the topmost or finishing part of;
terminate

J
complete; fill up, as a bowl with

wine; consummate; perfect.

He said no more, but crown'd a bowl unbid

;

The laughing nectar overlook'd the lid.

Dryden, Iliad, i. 784,

Crown'd
A happy life with a fair death.

Tennyson, Geraint.

To crown the whole, came a proposition embodying the
three requests. Motley.

6. Mint., to effect a lodgment and establish
works upon, as the crest of the glacis or the
summit of a breach.— 7, In the game of check-
ers, to make a king of, or mark as a king: said
of placing another piece upon the top of one
that has been moved into an opponent's king-
row. See checker^, 3.— 8t. To mark with the
tonsure, as a sign of admission to the piiest-

hood.

Should no clerk be crouned bote yf he ycome were
Of franklens and free men. Piers Plowman (C), vi. 63.

9. Naut,, to form into a sort of knot, as a
rope, by passing the
strands over and un-
der one another.
crown-antler
(kroun 'ant''''ler), n.

The topmost branch
or antler of the horn
of a stag. See antler.

crown-arch (kroun'-
arch), )i. The arched
plate which supports
the crown-sheet of
the fire-box of a
boiler.

crownationt, n. [A var. of coronation (cf.

rrotvncr'^, var. of coroner), as if directly < crown
+ -ation.'\ Coronation.

A Three-Stranded Rope Crowned.

a shows the arrangement of the
strands before, and d after hauling



crownation

This book was given the king and I at our crownatum.
ilarie E. Quoted in S. and Q., 7th ser., III. 616.

crown-badge (kroun'baj), «. A device or cog-

nizance worn in England by certain officials de-

pending immediately upon the sovereign, it

is sometimes an open crown, and sometimes a rose or

other royal emblem surmounted or crossed by a crown.

Tlie yeomen of the guard (beefeaters) wear such a device

embroidered on the breast.

crown-bar (krouu'bar), M. One of the bars on
which the crown-sheet of a locomotive rests.

crown-beard (kroun ' berd), n. A name for

species of Verbesina, a genus of coarse com-
posites, chiefly Mexican.
crown-crane (kroun'kran), «. The demoiselle,

Anthropoides rirgo.

crowned (kround), p. a. [Pp. of crown, t'.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a sovereign; sovereign;

consummate.
Min herte, to pitous and to nice,

AI innocent of his croxined malice, . . .

Graunted him love.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 518.

2. In^odV., coronat*; cristate; crested; having
the top of the head marked or distinguished in

any way, as by color, texture, or size of the

hairs, feathers, etc. : as, the ruby-crowned wren.
— 3. In her.: (a) Having a crown or coronet

on the head, as an animal used as a bearing:

when the kind of crown is not specially men-
tioned, it is supposed to be a ducal coronet.

(6) Surmounted or surrounded by a crown: said

of bearings other than animals, as a cross, a
bend, or the like. Also couronne.— 4t. So hurt
or wounded in the knee by a fall or any other
accident that the hair falls off and does not
grow again: said of a horse. Bailey Crowned
cup. (a) A cup surmounteii by a garland, (p) A bumper

;

a cup so full of liquor that the contents rise aijove the sur-

face like a crown. Sare^.

He shall, unpledged, carouze one croumed cup
To all these ladies' health. Chapman, All Fools.

crow-needles (kro'ne'dlz), n. Venus's-comb,
Heamlix I'ecten, an umbelliferous plant of Eu-
rope : so called from the long beaks of the fruit.

Also crake-needles.

crowner^ (krou'ner), n. [< crown, v., + -«rl.]

One who or that which crowns or completes.

O thou mother of delights,

Crowtter of all happy nights.
Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 1.

cro'wner^t (krou'ner), n. [Appar. < crown +
-er^, but really a modification of coroner, ult. <

L. (LL.) coronator, lit. one who crowns, equiv.

to coronarius, pertaining to a crown, hence a
crown officer: see coroner.'] A coroner. See
coroner.

The crowner hath sate on her, and finds it Christian
burial. ShaJc., Hamlet, v. 1.

Crowner^s quest, an old variation of coroner's inquest,

now often used humorously, especially in the phrase
crowner's quest law, implying irregular procedure, or dis-

reeard of the settled forms or principles of law.

crowner* (krou'nfer), n. Same as croonaeh.

crow-nest, «. See crow's-nest.

crow-net (kro'net), «. A net for catching wild
fowl. [Eng.]

crownett (krou'net), «. [A var. of cronet, coro-

net, aecom. coronet to crown: see coronet, cor-

»iet2.] 1. A coronet.

The High Priest disguised with a great skinne, his head
hung round with little skinnes of Weasills and other Ver-
mine, with a croumet of Feathers.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 764.

Another might have had
Perhaps the hurdle, or at least the axe.

For what I have this crowtiet, robes, and wax.
B. Jonson, Fall of Mortimer, i. 1.

2. A crowning aim or result; ultimate reward.

Whose bosom was my crownet, my chief end.
Shak., A. and C, iv. 10.

crown-face (krotm'fas), n. A face of a poly-
hedron produced by the removal of a summit
not in the base. Kirkman, 1855.

crown-gate (kroun'gat), n. The head gate of
a canal-lock. E. H. Knight.

crcwn-glass (kroun'glas'), n. A good quality
of common blown window-glass. It Is used in
connection with tlint-glass for dioptric instruments, in or-

der to ilestroy the ellect of chromatic aberration. Now
largely superseded by cylinder-glass. .See (floss.

We embarked on the Main, and went by I.ohr belonging
to Mentz ; near it there is a manufacture of crown glass,
which they make eight feet long and five wide.

rococke. Inscription of the East, 11. ii. 216.

Crown fflass was, in the early part of the present cen-
tury, tlie only form of window glass made in Great Brit-

iiiri. Eitcyc. Brit., X. 660.

crown-grafting (kroun'grif'tiug), n. BeegrafU
ing, 1.

1371

crown-head (kroun'hed), n. In the game of

checkers, the first row of squares on either side

of the board; the king-row. See checker^, 3.

crown-imperial (kroun'im-pe'ri-al), n. A lili-

aceous garden-plant, Fritillaria imperialis, cul-

tivated for its beautifid flowers. Also called

crown-thistle.
Bold oxlips, and

The crown-imperial. Shak., W. T., iv. S.

cro'wning (krou'ning), n. [< ME. crouninge, co-

rouninge, etc.; verbal n. of crown, t'.] 1. The
act or ceremony of investing with a crown or

regal authority and dignity ; coronation.

I mean, your voice— for crowninq of the king.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 4.

The first of all his knights.
Knighted by Arthur at his crounnng.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

2t. The tonsure of the clergy.

Bisshopes and bachilers botbe maisters and doctors.

That han cure vnder cryst and croitfnynge in tokne.
Piers Plowman (C), i. 86.

3. Something that crowns, terminates, or fin-

ishes, (a) In arch. , that which tops or terminates a mem-
ber or any ornamental work. (6) Naut., the finishing

part of a knot or interweaving of the strands. See crown,
n., 15.

4. Something convex at the top : as, the crown-
ing or crown of a causeway; specifically, the
biilge or swell in the center of a band-pulley.

—

5. In fort., a position on the crest of the glacis

secured by the besiegers by means of the sap
or otherwise, it is protected by a parapet, and places

the besiegers in a situation to become masters of the cov-

ered way.

crowning (krou'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of crown, ».]

Completing; perfecting; flnishmg.

A croitmintj mercy. Cromwell.

Tlie crowning act of a long career.
Buckle, Civilization, I. i.

cro'wnland (kroun'land), n. [< crown + land;

= Q. kronland.] One of the nineteen great ad-
ministrative provinces into which the present
empire of Austria-Hungary is divided.

crownless (kroim'les), a. [< crown + -less.]

Destitute of a crown ; without a sovereign
head or sovereign power.

The Niol>e of nations ! there she stands.

Childless and croumUts, in her voiceless woe.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 79.

crownlet (kroim'let), n. [< crown + -let.] A
small crown. Scott.

crcwn-net (krotm'net), n. A particular variety
of fishing-net.

crO'Wn-palm (kroun'pam), n. A tall paUn of

Jamaica and Trinidad, Maximiliana Carihcea,

with pinnate leaves and drupaceous fruit, allied

to the cocoanut-palm.
cro'wn-paper (kroim'pa''p6r), n. Same as crown,

14.

crown-piece (kroun'pes), n. 1. A British silver

coin worth five shillings, or the fourth part of a
pound sterling. See crown, n., 13.— 2. A strap

in a bridle, head-stall, or halter, which passes
over the head of the horse and is secured by
buckles to the cheek-straps.

crown-pigeon (kroun'pij'gn), n. A pigeon of

the genus (ioura, as G. coronata of New Guinea.

crown-post (kroim'post), n. In building, a post
which stands upright between two principal

rafters, and from which proceed struts or braces
to the middle of each rafter. Also called ling-

post, king's-piece, joggle-piece.

cro'wn-prince (kroun'prins'), n. The eldest

son or other heir apparent of a monarch : ap-

plied more especially to German princes (trans-

lating German kronprinz). [Commonly as two
words.]
cro'wn-saw (krovm's&), n. A circular saw form-
ed by cutting teeth in the edge of a
cylinder, as the surgeons' trepan.

crown-scab (kroun'skab), n. A pain-

ful cancerous sore on a horse's noof.

CrO'Wn-Slieet (kroun ' shet), n. The
plate which forms the upper part of

the fire-box of the furnace of a steam-
boiler,

urown-sa..

crown-shell (kroun'shel), n. A barnacle.

crown-sparroW (kroun'spar'6), n. An Ameri-
can finch of the genus Zonotrichia, of which
there are several species, of large size among
sparrows, having the crown conspicuously col-

ored, whence the name. Tlie best-known are the
common white-crowned and white-throated sparrows of

eastern North America, Z. leucophrys and /.. albicoltis

;

the golden-crowned sparrow is Z. coronata of the Pacific

side of the continent. Harris's or the black-crowned spar-

row of the Missouri and other interior regions is Z. har.

Crown-wheel of
Watch.

Crown-work.

croze

crown-summit (kroun'sum'^it), n, A summit
of a polylieiiron lying only in crown-faces—
that is, not on a face collateral or syuacral with
the base.

crown-thistle (kroun' this ""'l), ». Same as
crown-imperial.

cro'wn-tile (kroun'tn), n. 1. A
flat tile; a plain tile.— S. A
large bent or arched tile, usu-
ally called a hi})- or riflge-tile.

Such tiles are used to finish roofs which
are covered with either pan-tiles or flat

tiles. Compare crest-tile.

crO'Wn-val'Ve (kroun'valv), n. A
dome-shaped valve which is ver-

tically reciprocated over a slot-

ted box.
crown-wheel (kroun'hwel), n.

A wheel having cogs or teeth

set at right angles 'with its

plane, as, in certain watches,
the wheel that is next the
crown and drives the balance.
It is also called a contrate wheel
or face-wheel.

crcwn-WOrk (kroim'werk), n. In fort., an out-

work running into the field, consisting of two
demi-bastions (a a)

at the extremes, and
an entire bastion (6)
in the middle, with
curtains (c c). It is

designed to secure a
,• hill or other advan-

tageous post and
cover the other
works.

crow-quill (kro'kwil), «. A crow's feather cut
into a pen, used where fine writing is required,

as in lithography, tracing, etc. ; also, a fine

metallic pen imitating the quill.

crow-roost (kro'rost), n. A place where crows
in large numbers come to roost. See crow^.

crow's-bill (kroz'bil), n. In surg., a form of

forceps used in extracting bullets and other
foreign substances from woimds.
crow's-foot (kroz'fut), n. 1 . A wrinkle appear-
ing with age under and around the outer comer
of the eye : generally used in the plural.

So longe mot ye lyve and alle proude.
Til crmoesfeet ben groweu imder youre eye.

* Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 403.

Whose pious talk, when most his heart was dry,

Made wet the crafty crowfoot round his eye.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

2. In mech., a device for holding the drill-rod

of a tube-well in position while
it is fitted to a new section of the
drill.— 3. Milit., a caltrop.— 4.

A three-pointed silk embroidery-
stitch, often put on the comers of

pockets and elsewhere for orna-
ment.— Crow's-foot lever. See lever.

crow-shrike (ki'o'shrik), ». A
bird of the subfamily Gymnorhi-
ntna;; a piping crow. Ch/mnorhina
tibicen is an example. Other genera are Stre-

pera and Cracticiis.

crow-silk (kro'silk), n. A name of various con-

fervaceous algte, from their fine thread-like fila-

ments.
crow's-nest, crow-nest (kroz'-, kro'nest), h.

A barrel or box fitted up on the maintopmast-
crosstrees or maintopgallant-crosstrees of an
arctic or whaling vessel, for the shelter of the

lookout man. Also called bird^s-nest.

Lieutenant Colwell took his post in the crow's-nest with
the mate. Schley and Soley, Kescue of Greely, p. 69.

crow-S'teps (kro'steps), n. pi. [< crow^ + step.

Cf. corbie-steps.] Same as corbel-steps. [Barely
in the singular.]
The houses have the old crow-step on the gable, a series

of narrow staii*s whereby the little sweeps in times past

were wont to scale the chimneys.
The Century, XXVU. 331.

crowstone (kro'ston), n. 1. The top stone of

the gable-end of a house.— 2. A hard, smopth,
flinty gritstone. [North. Eng.]

crowth (krouth), «. Same as crowds.

crow-toe (kro'to), n. A plant, the Lotus corni-

culatus, so called from its claw-shaped spread-

ing pods : commonly as a plural, crow-toes.

Bring the rathe primrose that forsaken dies.

The tufted crow-toe, and pale jessamine.
Milton, Lycidas, 1. 143.

croylstone (kroil'ston), n. Crystallized cauk.
Woodward.

croze (kroz), n. [Earlier written crowes, croes ;

origin unknown.] 1. The cross-groove in the

6. Section
Crow's-foot.
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staves of a cask or ban-el in which the edge crucian, cmsian (krS'shian), n. [An accom.

of the head is inserted.— 2. A coopers' tool for form, with suffix -ian, = D. l;ar<its (Kihan) =
'^- '- " -Q. karauscUc, tor-

appar. < V. carassin
entting a cross-groove

in staves for the head of

a cask. It resembles a
circular plane.

croze (kroz), V. t.
;
pret.

and pp. erozed, ppr.

erozing. [< croze, n.]

Coopers' Croze.

To make a croze or

groove in, as a barrel.— 2. In hat-making, to re-

fold (a hat-body) so that different surfaces may
in turn be presented to the action of the felt-

ing-machine.
crozier, crosier (kro'zhfer), n. [< ME. eraser,

croccr, croijser, croycer, a bishop's pastoral staff,

a crozier, lengthened (with -er) from eras, crosse,

croce, a bishop's pastoral staff, a crozier: see

cross^. Often referred, erroneously, to cross^,

which is only remotely connected.] 1. A staff

about 5 feet long, ending in

a hook or curve, or, in the

case of an archbishop's cro-

zier, surmounted by an or-

namented cross or crucifix,

borne by or before a bishop

or archbishop on solemn
occasions. The staff is hollow,
commonly gilt, and highly orna-

mented. Early croziers were ex-

ceedingly simple. The patriarch's

staff bears a cross with two trans-

verse liars, that of the pope one
with three. See patriarchal cross,

processional cross, papal cross, \m-

der cro^sl. Also called cj-os«-«(ajf.

Sw. karussa, Dan. karusse

merly karutsch, also kara.

(> also the NL. specitic name carassius), a cru-

cian, = It. coracino, a crucian, < L. coraeinus,

< Gr. KopaKlvog, a fish like a perch (so called from
its black color), lit. a young raven, dim. of ku-

/Kif, a raven: see coracine, Corax.'] A short,

thick, broad fish, of a deep-yellow color, the

cruciferous

We have to do with a God that delights more in the
prosperity of his saints than in the cruciation and liowl-

ing of his enemies. Bp. Hall, Soul's Farewell to Earth, § 7.

2. The state of being cruciate or cruciform;

decussation.
cruciatoryt (kro'shi-a-to-ri), a. [< LL. crueia-

toriiis, < cruciator, a tormentor, < L. criiciare, pp.
cruciatus, torment: see a'uciate^, v.J Torturing.

These cruciatortj passions do operate sometimes with

sncli a violence that they drive him to despair.

Howell, Parly of Beasts, p.
"

Carassius carassius,OT German carp, of the fam-
gj^gj^jie (kro'si-bl), n. [Formerly also spelled

ily Cyprinidce. It differs from the common carp

having no barbels at its mouth. It inhabits lalies, ponds,

and sluggish rivers in the north of Europe and Asia, and
has been found in the Thames in England. It is an excel-

lent food-flsh. Also called Prussian carp. A variety is

known as C. gibelio, a name, however, also applied to the

true crucian. See carpS.

Crucibles.

His [the Bishop's] Episcopall

staffe in his hand, bending round

Crucian-carp [Carassius carassius).

crucian-carp (kro'shian-karp), ». A book-name
of the fish Carassius "carassius or vulgaris, the

Croziers.

I, from tomb of Arch'
bishop Warham;
bury, England

"

drawing m "
seum.

at the toppe, called by US English Orucianella (kr6"8i-a-nel'a), n. [NL., dim. <

Canter-
from

British Mu-

men a Croisier.

Conjat, Crudities, I. 37.

But instead of a parliament, the

Lord Deputy summoned an eccle-

siastical assembly, in whicli the

rival croziers of Ai-raagh and Dublin, of the Primate of all

Ireland and the Primate of Ireland, encountered one an-

other in his presence.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

2t. One who bears the crozier or the cross ; a

cross-bearer.

Tlie canon law that admitteth the crosier to heare the

crosse before his archbishop in another province.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Ireland, an. 1311.

3. [cap.J In astron., a constellation, the South-

ern Cross. See Crux, 2.

croziered, crosiered (kro'zherd), a. [< crozier,

crosier, + -cd'^.'i Bearing or entitled to bear a

crozier: as, croziered prelates.

crozzle (kroz'l), «. [E. dial, also crozzil; cf.

crozzle, f.] A half-burnt coal.

The spear-head bears marlis of having been subjected

to a hot fire, the point especially hav^ngbeen burnt to^^a

erozzil.
''

'

'^

To bum to a

. 823.

crozzle (kroz'l), V. i. _

ppr. crozzling. [Cf. crozzle, »(.]

coal; char; coke.

Some of the coal is of a crozling or coking nature.
Ure, Diet., I,

cruces. «• Latin plural of crux.

crucial (krS'shial), a. [< F. crucial, < L. as if

*cruciaUs, < cr'itx (cruc-), a cross: see crosgl.]

1. Having the form of a cross; transverse;

intersecting; decussating: as, a crucial inci-

sion.— 2. Gi atiat., specifically applied to two
stout decussating ligaments in the interior of

the knee-joint, connecting the spine of the tibia

with the intercondyloid fossa of the femur.

—

3. Decisive, asbetween two hypotheses; finally

disproving one of two alternative suppositions.

This meaning of the word is derived from Bacon's phrase

instantia crucis, wliich he explains as a metaphor from a

flnger-post (crux). The supposed reference to a judicial
" test of the cross," as well as tliat to the testing of metals

in a crucible, which diffei ent writers have thought they

found in the expression, are unknown to as learned a law-

yer and a cliemist as Bacon and Boyle. These supposed

derivations have, however, influenced some writers in

their use of the word.

It is true that we cannot find an actually crucial in-

stance of a pure morality taught as an infallible revela-

tion, and so in time ceasing to be morality for that reason

alone. •!'. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 227.

It is these thousand millions that will put to a crucial

L. crux (cruc-), a cross: so called from the ar

rangement of the leaves.] A rubiaceous genus

of herbs, natives of the Mediterranean region,

with slender funnel-shaped flowers. C. stylosa

is sometimes cultivated in gardens under the

name of crosswort.

cruciatt, »• -A^n obsolete form of crusade^.

cruciate! (kro'shi-at),);. t.; pret. and pp. crjto-

atcd, ppr. cruciating. [< L. (and ML.) cruciatus,

pp. of cruciare, torture (in ML. also to mark
with a cross), < crux {cruc-), a cross, torture

:

see cross^, n. and v., and cf. cruciate^, crusade^,

crusade^. Ct. excruciate.'] To torture; torment;

afflict with extreme pain or distress ; excruci-

ate. [Rare or obsolete.]

Tliey vexed, tomiented, and cruciated the weake con-

sciences of men. Bp. Bale, On Revelations, i. 6.

African Panthers, Hyrcan Tigres fierce, . . .

Be not so cruell, as who violates

Sacred Humanity, and cruciates

His loyall subiects.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's liVeeks, i. 6.

N. 'and Q.,~7th ser., III. 422. cruciate^ (kro'shi-at), a. [< L. cruciatus, tor-

pret. and pp. crozzled, mented (ML. also marked with a cross, NL.
- ~ - also cross-shaped, cruciform), pp. of o-MCJare:

see the verb.] 1. Tormented; excruciated.

[Rare.]

Immediately I was so cruciate, that I desired . . . deth
i„i C'v 7' Vtii/it TliA rinvprii

to take me. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 12.

2. luhot, ha-ving the form of a cross with equal

arms, as the flowers of mustard,

etc. ; cruciform : applied also to

tetraspores of red marine algK.

See tetraspore.— 3. In zool., cru-

cial or cruciform ; crossed or

cross-shaped ; specifically, in en-

tom., crossing each other diago-

nally in repose, as the wings
of many hymenopterous insects

and the hemelytra of the Eete-
roptera Cruciate anther, an anther attached to the

filament at tlie middle, ami witli the free extremities sagit-

tate.— Cruciate protliorax or pronotum, in entom., a

prothorax or pronotum having two strongly elevated

lines or crests wliicll approach each other angularly in the

middle, forming a figure something like a St. Andrew's

cross, as in certain Ortttoptera.

cruciate^t, «. An obsolete form of crusade'^.

cruciate-complica'te (kro'shi-at-kom'pli-kat),

a. In entom., folded at the ends and crossed

one over the other on the abdomen, as the wings

in many Coleoptcra.

crusible; < ML. crucibulum, crucibolum, crucibti-

lus, cruciboltis, crocibulum, crocibalum, crusibu-

lus, a melting-pot, also a hanging lamp; an
aceom. form (as if dim. of L. a-ux (cruc-), a

cross; hence often associated with crucial,

with ref . to a crucial

test), < OF. cruche,

an earthen pot, a
crock: see crock^,

and cf . cresset, cruse,

and CTMSoi/e.] 1. A
vessel or melting-
pot for chemical
purposes, made of

pure clay or other material, as black-lead, por-

celain, platinum, silver, oriron, and so baked or

tempered as to endure extreme heat without fus-

ing. It is used for melting ores, metals, etc. Earthen
crucibles are shaped upon a potter's wheel with the aid

of a templet or molding-blade, or under pressure in a
molding-press. Metallic crucibles, especially those of pla-

tinum, are chiefly used in chenncal analyses and assays.

Some that deal much in the fusion of metals inform me
that the melting of a great part of a crucible into glass is

no great wonder in their furnaces. Boyle, Works, I. 490.

2. A hollow place at the bottom of a chemical
furnace, for collecting the molten metal.— 3.

Figuratively, a severe or searching test: as, his

probity was tried in the crucible of temptation.

O'er the crucible of pain
"Watches the tender eye of Love.

Whittier, The Shadow and the Light.

Historians tried to place all the mythologies in a cruci-

ble of criticism, and hoped to extract from them some
golden grains of actual fact. Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 2,

Crucible steel. Same as cast-steel— tleasia]! crucible,

a cnuilile made of the liest flre-clay and coarse sand. It

is used in the tUlited States in all experiments where
fluxes are needed. E. //. Knirihl.

crucifer (kr6'si-f6r), n. [< LL. crucifer, n. : see

cruciferous.'] 1. A cross-bearer; specifically,

one who carries a large cross in ecclesiastical

processions.

At half-past ten the choir entered, preceded by the cru-

cifer and followed by the . . . rector.

The Clmrehman, LIV. 613.

2. In bot., a plant of the order Crucifera:

CruciferSB (kro-sif'e-re), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.

(sc. L. planta;, plants) of crucifer: see crucifer-

ous.] A very extensive natural order of dico-

tyledonous plants, of about 175 genera and 1,500

species, found in all countries, but least abun-

dant in the tropics. They are annual or perennial

herbs, with acrid or pungent juice, cruciform flowers, six

stamens, of which two are shorter than tlie others, and
mostly two-celled pods, either opening by two valves (rare-

Cruciate Flower.

test the absorbing and assimilating powers of Christian- cmciate-inCUmDent (kro sbi-at-in-Ktim Deni;,

Ity. Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 143.
a. In entom., laid flat on the back, one over

the other, but not folded, as the wings in most
heteropterous Hctniptera.

cruciately (kro'shi-at-li), adv. In a cruciate

manner; so as to resemble a cross: as, "cru-

ciately parted," Farlow, Marine Alga?, p. 151.

5. Pertaining to or like a cross as an instru- cruciation (kro-shi-a'shon), n. [< LL. crucia-

ment of torture for eliciting the truth ; exces- ti«{n-), < L. cruciare, pp. cruciatus, torment: see

gively strict and severe: said of a proceeding cruciate^, v.] It. The act of torturing; tor-

ofinquiry. [Eare.]-Cruclalllgaments.Seedef.2. ment; excruciation.

4. Of or pertaining to a crucible ; like a heated

crucible as a utensil of chemical analysis.

And from the imagination's crucial heat
Catch up their men and women all a-flame

For action. Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh,

Crtdci/fra.

a. flower-cluster of cabbage : *. flower with sepals and petals re-

moved ; <-, pod ; d, same. dehisciDg : f. section of seed, showins con-

duplicate cotyledons.

ly indehiscent) or transversely jointed. The order includes

many important vegetables and condiments, as the cabbage,

turnip, mustard, radish, cress, horseradish, etc. It fur-

nishes also many favorite ornamental and fragrant flower-

ing plants, as the stock and gilliflower, rocket, sweet alys-

siiin, and candytuft. The larger genera are A rabis, Draba,

Almsum. Brassica, Nasturtium. Sisymbnum. Erysimum,

Heliophila, and Lepidium. The order is equivalent to

the Linnean class Tetradynamia.

cruciferous (kro-sif'e-rus), fl. [< NL. (ML.)

crucifer, adj., bearing a cross (a later adj. use of



cruciferous

LL. crucifer, n., a cross-bearer, < L. crux (cruc-),

a cross, + ferre = E. bear^), + -oiis.l 1. Bear-
ing the cross; resembling a cross.— 2. In bot.,

pertaining to or having the characters of the
natural order Crucifera:

crucifler (kro'si-fi-er), n. [< ME. cnicyfyer, <

crui-iticii, crucify: see crucify.'i A person who
crucifies ; one who puts another to death on a
cross.

I.oiie them, and pray for them, as Christ did for his eru-
cijirrs. Tyndate, Works, p. 210.

crucifix (kro'si-fiks), n. [< ME. crucifix, < OF.
crucefix, F. crucifix = Pr. crucific = Sp. crucifijo
= Pg. crucifixo = It. crucifisso, crocifisso = D.
krucifiks = G. crucifix = Dan. Sw. krucifix, <
ML. crucifixum, a crucifix, prop. neut. of LL.
crucifixus, pp. of crucifigere, crucify : see cruci-

fix, r.] 1 . A cross, or representation of a cross,
with the crucified fig-

ure of Christ upon
it. Crosses witli a repre-
sentation of the crucified
Christ seem not to have
Ijeen made previous to
tlie nilitli century ; upon
tliose made for similar
purposes before this date
is painted or carved at
tile intersection of the
.irnis of tlie cross the
Lamb with or witliout the
crossed Hag, the sacred
monogram, or some oth-
fr emblem. Byzantine
crucifixes of bronze exist
of as early date as the
tenth century, in which
the fiat surface of the
cTosa is decorated witii
enamel, having the sun
and moon as emblematic
of creation witnessing
the crucifixion ; in these
the lx)dy of Christ is gen-
erally partly clothed with a garment indicated in colored
enamel. Crucifixes are used in many ways in the devo-
tions and ceremonies of tJie Roman Catholic Church, be-
ing conspicuously displayed in religious houses antl other
situations, and worn upon the person by ecclesiastics and
others.

Tlie Cnicifix, before which the barbarian bowed, was
the emblem and witness of all-sulTering love.

Chaniiing, Perfect Life, p. 230.

Xo erucifiz has been found in the catacombs ; no certain
allusion to a crucifix is made by any Christian writer of
the first four centuries. Cath. Diet.

2. The cross of Christ ; hence, the religion of
Christ. Jer. Taylor. [Rare.]—Jansenlst crud-
tll, a crucifix in wliich the aims of tlie .Saviour hang down
fn.iii the shouliiers, instead of being outstret<,'hed. Lee.

1373 cruel

crucify (kro'si-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. crucified,

ppr. crucifying. [< ME. crucifien, < OF. cruci-
fier, F. crucifier = Pr. Sp. Pg. crucifiear, an
adapted form (as if < LL. "crucificare) of LL.
crucifigere (> It. crocifiggere), prop, separate,
cruci figere, fasten on a cross: see crucifix, «•.]

1. To put to death by nailing or otherwise af-
fixing to a cross. See crucifixion.

But they cried, saying. Crucify him, crucify him.
Luke xxiii. 21.

They crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh.
Heb. vi. 6.

2. Figuratively, in /Scrip., to subdue ; mortify;
kill ; destroy the power or intluenee of.

BronzeCrucifix.—Romanesque style,
decorated with enamels.

crucifixt (kro'si-fiks), v. t. [In E. dependent on
the noun; < LL. crucifixus, pp. of crucifigere,
prop, separate, cruci figere, fasten to a cross:
L. cruci, dat. of crux {cruc-), a cross; figere, pp.
fixits, fasten, fix: see crux, cross], and fix. Cf.
crucify.'] To crucify.

Mock'd, beat, banisht, buried, eruci-fixt,
For our foule sins.

SylceslfT, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

crucifixion (kro-si-fik'shon), n. [< ML. *cruci-
fixio(ii-), < LL. crucifixus,'jip. of crucifigere, cru-
eity: see ^ruciftx, r., crucify.] 1. the act of
fixing to a cross, or the state of being stretched
on a cross : an ancient Oriental mode of inflict-

ing the death-penalty, applied in rare instances
by the Greeks and more commonly by the Ro-
mans, by both Greeks and Romans considered
an infamous form of death, and reserved in
general for slaves and highway robbers. Among
tlie Koinans, the instrument of death was properly either
11 cross in tlie form now familiar, or the cross known as
.St. Andrew's: sometimes a standing tree was made to
serve the purpose. The person execute<l was attached to
the cross either by nails driven through the hands and
feet or by cords, and was left to die of exhaustion or re-
ceived the mercy of a quicker death, accordiug to circum-
stances.

Specifically— 2. The putting to death of Christ
upon the cross on the hill of Calvary.

This eartluiuake, according to the opinion of many
learned men, happened at our Saviour's cniciftxion.

Addition, Travels in Italy.

Hence— 3. Intense suffering or afiBiction; great
mental trial.

Say, have ye sense, or do ye prove
Wliat crucifixions are in love ?

Herrick, Hesperidcs, p. 169.

cruciform (kro'si-f6rm), a. [< L. crux (cruc-),
cross, + forma, shape.] Cross-shaped; cruci-
ate; disposed in the form of a cross: as, in
anatomy, the cruciform ligament of the atlas.

It (the Image) appeared to he secured . . . by . . . pins
driven through the feet and palms, the latter of which
were extended in a cruciform position.

Barham, Iiiguldsby Legends, I, 145.

ness; hence, exhibiting lack of knowledge or
skill; imperfect: said of things: as, a crude
painting; a crude theory; a crude attempt.

Absurd expressions, crude, abortive thoughts.
Moscom man. On Translated Vers?.

Cntde undigested masses of suggestion, furnishing rather
raw materials for composition and jotting for the memory,
than any formal developments of the ideas, describe the
quality of writing which must prevail in journalism.

De Quincey, &tyle, I.

5. Characterized by lack of sufficient know-
ledge or skill; unable to produce what is fin-

ished, polished, or complete : said of persons.
Deep versed in books, and shallow in himself;
Crude, or intoxicate, collecting toys.

Milton, P. R., iv. 328.

Let your greatness educate the crude and cold compan-
ion. Emergon, Essays, 1st ser., p. 197.

= Syn. 1. Raw, Crude. See rmv.

crudely (krod'li), adv. Without due knowledge
or skill ; without form or arrangement.

The question crudely put, to shun delay,
"Iwas carry'd by the major part to stay.

_ , , . ^, - . Dryden, Hind and Panther.

l" reare'l^
"" " "'"'' crudeness (krod'nes), ». 1. Rawness; unripe-

" -• ness; an unprepared or undigested state: as,
the crudeness of flesh or plants.

The meate remaininge raw, it corrupteth digestion &
maketh crudenes in the values.

Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, ii.

2. The character or state of being ignorantly,
inexactly, or unskilfully made or done ; imma-
turity; imperfection: as, the crudeness of a
theory.

Yon must temper the crudeness of your assertion.
ChUlingworth, Relig. of Protestants.

crudity (kro'di-ti), n.
;

pi. crudities (-tiz). [=
F. erudite = Pr. cruditat = It. cruditd, < L.
crudita(t-)s, indigestion, overloading of the
stomach, < crudus, raw, undigested.] 1. The
quality or state of being crude, in any sense
of that word.— 2t. Indigestion.

For the stomachs crudity, proceeding from their usual
eating of fruits and drinking of water, is thereby con
eocted. Sandys, Travailes, p. 64.

3. That which is crude ; something in a rough,
unprepared, or undigested state : as, the ervdu
ties of an untrained imagination.
The Body of a State being more obnoxious to Cruditieg

and Ill-humors than the State of a natural Body, it is im-
possible to continue long without Distempers.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 24.

They are oppressed with . . . learning as a stomach with
crudities. Hammond, Works, IV. 660.

„ . , ., The niodestest title I can conceive for such works wouldo how impatience cramps my cracked veins, be that of a certain author, who called them his crudities.And cruddles thicke my blood with boiling rage

!

Shaftesbury
Marstoti, Antonio and Mellida, I., ii. 1. crudlc, f. Same as cruddle^.

cruddle^ (kmd'l), v. «. ; pret. and pp. cruddled, crudyi, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of
ppr. cruddling. [E. dial., = Se. crowdle, freq. curdy.
oferowrfl.] To crowd ; huddle. [Prov. Eng.] crudy^t (kr6'di),a. [Extended from erwrfe, per-
cruddy, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of haps through Influence of crudy'^.] Crude;
curdy. raw.

Whose clawes were newly dipt in eruddy blood. Sherris-sack . . . ascends me into the brain ; dries me
Spenser, F. Q., III. iii. 47. there all the foolish and dull and crudy vapours which en-

crude (krod), a. [< ME. crude (rare), < OF. "'"" "
. , ,

*""'*'
"
^^"- ^^- '' =<•

crnd, cru, F. cru = Pr. cru = Sp. It. crudo = Pg cruet, «. An obsolete spelhng of creujl.

cru, crudo, < L. crudus, raw, unripe, immature,' crue-herring (kro'her'ing), «. The pUchard.
rough, lit. bloody, for "cruidus, akin to cruor,

[Local, Scotch.]

blood, = W. crau = Ir. cru, era = Gael, era, ''^^'- ,r™ f}h
" [Early mod. E. also crewel,

blood (see cro), = Lith. kraujas, blood: see raw. £,''«"'•«"/ < ME- cruel, cruwel, crewel, < OF. cruel.

Hence cruel, etc.] 1. Being in a raw or unpre- * • '^""^ = y- cruzel, cruel = Sp. Pg. cruel =
pared state; not fitted for use by cooking, manu- ^i-.cudele, < L. crudehs, hard, severe, cruel,

facture, or the like ; not altered, refined, or pre- **"" *° crudus, raw, crude : see crude.] 1. Dis-

pared by any artificial process; not -wrought: P°?.<^^ *" inflict suffering, physical or mental;
as, crude vegetables ; the crude materials of the ";a>"erent to or taking pleasure in the pain or

They that are Christ's have crucified the flesh, with the
affections and lusts. Gal. v. 24.

St. To vex; torment; excruciate.

I would so crucify him
With an innocent neglect of what he can do,
A brave strong pious scorn, that I would shake him.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, ii. 1.

The foreknowledge of what shall come to pass, crucifies
many men. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 221.

4.
cross.

I do not despair, gentlemen
; you see I do not wear my

hilt in my eyes, crucify my arms.
Shirley, Bird in a Cage, iL 1.

crucigerous (kro-sij'e-rus), a. [< L. cnix (cruc-),
a cross, + gerere, carry, + -ous.] Bearing a
cross.

The crucigerous ensigne carried this figure ... in a
decussation, after the form of an Andrian or Burgundiau
cross which answereth this description.

Sir T. Broume, Garden of Cyrus, i.

crucily, crusily (kro'si-li), a. [< OF. as if

"croissille, ML. *cruciliatus, < ML. crucilia, OF.
croisille, a little cross, such as were erected at
cross-roads, dim. of L. crux (cruc-), a cross.] In
her., strewed (sem6) with small crosses. Also
crusille, crusuly.

The pliailonion, . . . formerly worn by . . . Bishops,
. . . was distinguished from that of a simple Priest by be-
ing crusuly. J. 31. Aeale, Eastern Church, i. 312.

Crucirostra (krS-si-ros'tra), n. pi. [NL., < L.
crux (cruc-), cross, + rostrum, beak.] Same as
Curvirostra. See Loxia. Curier.

crnd (krud), n. and v. An obsolete or dialectal
form of curd^.

Will ye go to the Highlands, Lizie Lindsay,
And dine on fresh eruds and green whey ?

Lizie Lindsay (Child's Ballads, IV. 63).

cruddlel (krud'l), v. An obsolete or dialectal
form of curdle.

earth ; crude salt ; crude ore.

Common crude salt, barely dissolved in common aqua-
fortis, will give it power of working upon gold. Boyle.

No fruit, taken crude, has the intoxicating quality of
wine. Arlmthnot, Aliments.

While the body to be converted and altered is too strong
for the efficient that should convert or alter it, whereby
it holdeth fast the first form or consistence, it is crude and
inconcoct. Bacon, Nat. Hist., §838.

2. Unripe; not brought to -a mature or perfect
state ; immature : as, crude fruit.

I come to pluck your berries harsh and crude,
Milton, Lycidas, 1. 3.

Hence— 3. Unrefined ; unpolished ; coarse
;

rough; gross: as, crtule manners or speech; a
crude feast.

A perpetual feast of nectar'd sweets.
Where no crude surfeit reigns.

Milton, Conius, 1. 479.

His cruder vision admired the rose and did not miss the
dewdrop. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreenie, vii.

4. Not worked into the proper form ; lacking
finish, polish, proper arrangement, or complete-

distress of any sentient being ; willingorpleased
to torment, vex, or afflict ; destitute of pity,
compassion, or kindness; hard-hearted; piti-
less.

So be-gan the medle [battle] on bothe parteis crewcll and
fellenouse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 118.

They are cruel, and have no mercy. Jer. vi. 23.

Ah, nymph, more cruel than of human race !

Thy tigress heart belies tliy angel face.
Dryden, tr. of Theocritus, The Despairing Lover, 1. 36.

2. Proceeding from or exhibiting indifference
to or pleasure in the suffering of others ; caus-
ing pain, grief, or distress; performed or exerted
in tormenting, vexing, or afflicting: as, a cruel
act ; a cruel disposition ; .the cruel treatment of
animals.

The tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.

Prov. xii. 10.

This most cruel usage of your queen
. . . will ignoble make you,

Yea, scandalous to the world. Shak., W. T., ii. 3.

If mankind find delight in weeping at comedy, it would
lie cruel to abridge them in that or any other innocent
pleasure. Goldsmith, The Theatre,



crael

=Syil. Barbarous, savage, ferocious, brutal, merciless,
unmerciful, pitiless, unfeeling, fell, ruthless, truculent,
bhMHiihirsty, inexorable, unrelenting.

cruel (kro'el), arff. Very; extremely. [CoUoq.
or prov. Eng.]

I would now aske ye how ye like the play,
But as it is with school boya, can not say.

I'm cruel fearful.

FUtcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, Epil.

Met Captain Brown of the Rosebush : at which he was
ertiel angry. ^epyts. Diary, July 31, 1662.

cruellt, ». An obsolete form of cretceU.

cruelly (kro'el-li), adv. [< ME. crueliche, crew-
elly ; < cruel + -?y2.] 1. In a cruel manner;
with cruelty ; inhumanly ; mercilessly.

Because he cruelly oppressed, ... he shall die in his

iniquity. Ezek. xviii. 18.

2. Painfully ; with severe pain or torture.

The Northern Irish-Scotts, . . . whose arrowes . . .

enter into an armed man or horse most cruelly.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

8. Mischievously ; extremely
;
greatly. [CoUoq.

or prov. Eng.]
Which shows how cruelly the country are led astray in

following the town. Spectator, No. 129.

Cruelness (kro'el-nes), n. [i ME. criielnesse ; <

cruel + -ness.] Cruelty; inhumanity. [Bare.]

Shames not to be with guiltlesse bloud defylde,
But taketh glory in her cruelnesee.

Spenser, Sonnets, xx.

cruels, n. pi. See creiceU.

cruelty (kro'el-ti), »i. : pi. cruelties (-tiz). [<

ME. crueltie, cruelte, < OF. cruelte, crualte, cru-

aute, F. cruaute = Pr. crueeltat, crueltat = Sp.
crneldadz=Pg. crueldade = It. crudeltd, crudelita,

< L. crudeUta{t-)s, < crudelis, cruel : see cruel, o.j

1. The quality of being cruel; the disposition

to inflict suffering, physical or mental ; indiffer-

ence to or pleasure in the pain or distress of

others; inhumanity.
There Is a cruelty which springs from callousness and

brutality, and there is the cruelty of vindictiveness.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 140.

2. A cruel act; a barbarous deed ; specifically,

in law, an act inflicting severe pain and done
with wilfulness and malice.

Cruelties worthy of the dungeons of the Inquisition.
Macaulay.

During the wars just before the reformation, especially
those of the French invasions of Italy, the cruelties of war
seemed to revive, and the religious animosities of the cen-
tury and a half afterwards did not extinguish them.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 128.

St. Harshness or strength of physical impres-
sion ; strength as of a smell.

And whenne the moone is downe also thai telle

Hem [them, sc. garlic] if me sowe, and pulle hem uppe also.
Of crueltee noo thing wol in hem smelle.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 210.

= S3m. Inhumanity, barbarity, savageness, ferocity, bru-
tality.

cruentatet (kro'en-tat), a. [< L. cruentatus, pp.
of cruenture, make bloody, < cruentus, bloody:
see crMe»toM«.] Smeared with blood; bloody.

Passing from the cruentate cloth or weapon to the wound,
and being incorporated with the particles of the salve.

Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxi.

cruentatedt, «• Same as cruentate. Bailey.

cruentOUSt (kro-en'tus), a. [< L. cruentus,
bloody, < cruor, blood : see crude.'] Bloody.

A most cruel and cru£ntous civil war.
A Venice Looking-glass (1648), p. 9.

cruet (kro'et), n. [Formerly also crewet and
crevet (see crevet) ; < ME. cruet, cruette, crewet,
crowet, a small pitcher, water-bottle, prob. dim.
of OF. cruye, a pitcher : see crocfcl.] 1. A vial
or small glass bottle, especially one for holding
vinegar, oil, etc. ; a caster for liquids.

Thys blode in two cruettes loseph dyd take.
Joseph of Aritnathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 38.

He took up a little crxtet that was filled with a kind of
inky juice, and pouring some of it out into the glass of
white wine, presented it t(t me.

Addison, Trial of the Wine-brewers.

Specifically— 2. Eccles., one of the two vessels
holding respectively the wine and the water
for the eueharist and for the ablutions of the
mass. In the Roman Catholic Church the name burette,
borrowed from the French, is often used. Older names
are anux or amuUl, ampulla, Jiola or phiola, geinellio, and
urceohis or urceota.

cruet-stand (kro'et-stand), n. A frame, often
of silver, for holding cruets and casters. The
frame, cruets, and casters together are com-
monly called casters, the casters, or a caster.

cruise^ (kroz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. cruised, ppr.

cruising. [< D. kruisen, cross, crucify, also
cruise, traverse hither and thither (= G. kreu^
zen = Dan. krydse = Sw. kryssa = F. croiser =
8p. Pg. cruzar, cruise, lit. cross), < kruis, cross:
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see eross^, v. andn.] To sail to and fro, or from
place to place, with a definite purpose and un-
der orders, open or sealed ; specifically, to sail

in search of an enemy's ships, or for the protec-
tion of commerce, or as a pirate : as, the admiral
cruised between the Bahama islands and Cuba

;

a pirate was cruising in the gulf of Mexico.
" We cruise now for vengeance !

Give way I
" cried Estienne.

Whittier, St. John.

cruise^ (kroz), n. [< cruise^, v.] A voyage
made in various courses, as in search of an
enemy's ships, for the protection of commerce,
or for pleasure.

In his first cruise, 'twere pity he should founder.
SmoUett, Reprisals, Epil.

cruise^ (kroz), n. Same as cruse.

cruiser (kro'zer), n. [< cruise^ + -er^; = D.
kruiser, etc.] A person who or a ship which
cruises ; specifically, an armed vessel specially
commissioned to prey upon an enemy's com-
merce, to protect the commerce of the state to
which it belongs, to pursue an enemy's armed
ships, or for other purposes. Cruisers are commonly
classed as armored, protected, and unprotected. The first

carry armor of considerable thickness bat not as lieavy nor
as complete as that of a battle-ship, while the second rely

for defensive strength chiefly up<m a protective deck.

The profitable trade . . . having been completely cut
off by the Portugeeze cruisers.

Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, vi. 1.

Vessels designed for Confederate cruisers had been al-

lowed to sail from English ports.
0. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 119.

cruisie (kro'si), n. [Dim. of cruise"^ = a-use.]
A simple form of lamp, consisting of a shallow
metal or earthen vessel, shaped somewhat like a
gravy-boat, inwhich is placed a similarly shaped
saucer of oil containing a wick. [Scotch.]

The simple form which was used down to the end of
the 18th century, and which as a cruisie continued in
common use in Scotland till the middle of this century.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 246.

cruisken, crniskeen (kros'ken, -ken), ». A
little cruse or bottle ; a measure (especially
of whisky) in Scotland and Ireland.

cruive, cruve (kniv), ». [Perhaps < Gael, cro,

gen. crotlia, a sheep-cote, a wattled fold, a hut,
hovel, cottage.] 1. Asty; amean hovel.— 2.
A sort of hedge formed of stakes on a tidal

river or the sea-beach, for catching fish. When
the tide flows the fish swim over the wattles, and they
are left by the ebbing of the tide. [Scotch in both senses.]

cruller, kruUer (krul'er), n. [Of D. or LG.
origin (D. *kruller not found, but cf. MD. krol-

Icr, one who curls ; cf. MLG. krulle-koken, a
roll or cake, LG. kroll-koken, wafer-cakes), lit.

'curler,' < D. krullen, MD. krullen, krollen =
MLG. krullen, LG. krollen, curl : see curl. ] A
cake cut from rolled dough made of eggs, but-
ter, sugar, flour, etc., fried to crispness in boil-

ing lard.

The crisp and crumbling cruller.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 440.

crumbl (krum), n. [The 6 is excrescent, as in
limb; < ME. crumme, croinme, crume, crome
(sometimes with long vowel, crume, crowme),
< AS. cruma, a crumb (= MD. kruyme, D.
kruim, crumb, pith, = MLG. krotne, LG. krome,
kraume, krome, krom, also krume (> G. krume),
= Dan. krumme = Sw. dial, krumma, a crumb),
< crummen, pp. of crimman (pret. cratn, pi.

"crummon, pp. crummen, in comp. a-crummen),
break into fragments, crumble : see crim, and
cf. crumiA, crumple.'] 1 . A morsel ; specifically,

a minute piece of bread or other friable food
broken off, as in crumbling it ; hence, a very
small fragment or portion of anything.

Desiring to be fed with the crumbs which fell from the
rich man's table. Luke xvi. 21.

As you seem willing to accept of the crumbs of science,
... it is with pleasure I continua to hanil them on to
you. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 335.

2. The soft inner part of a loaf of bread or
cake, as distinguished from the crust.

Dust unto dust, what must be, must

;

If you can't get crumb, you'd best eat crust.

Old song.

Take of manchet about three ounces, the crumb only
thin cut. Bacon.

Under the cover of her shawl she slipped a half crown
deep into the crumb of the cake.

Mrs. Gatikell, Sylvia's Lovers, xliv.

To pick or gather up one's crumbs, to improve physi-
cally ; recover health and strength.

Thank God I have passed the brnnt uf it [illness], and
am recovering and picking up my Crumbu apace.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 1.

crummy
The latter, however, had picked up his crumbs, was

learning his duty, and getting strength and confidence
daily. /{. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 274.

crumbl (krum), V. t. [< ME. crummen = LG.
kromen = G. krumen, kriimen ; from the noim.]
1 . To break into small pieces with the fingers

:

as, to crumb bread into milk.

If any man eate of your dish, crom you therein no
Bread. Bubees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

2t. To crumble bread into
;
prepare or thicken

'with crumbs of bread.

The next was a dish of milk well crumbed.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress.

Mrs. Bibber here took pity on me, and crtimm'd me a
mess of gruel. Dryien, Wild Gallant, i. 1.

3. In cookery, to cover or dress with bread-
crumbs, as meat, etc. ; bread.
crumb^t, a. Same as crump'^.

crumb-brusll (krum 'brush), n. A brush for
sweepiug crumbs off the table.

crumb-clotll (krum ' kloth), n. 1. A cloth,
chiefly of a stout kind of damask, laid under a
table to receive falling fragments and keep the
carpet or floor clean. It is often made to ex-
tend over the greater part of a dining-room
floor.— 2. A stout kind of damask used for
stair-coverings.

crumb-knife (krum'nif), n. A knife used in-
stead of a brush for removing crumbs from a
table.

crumble (kmm'bl), v.; pret. and pp. crumbled,
ppr. crumbling. [E. dial, also crimble (cf. crimb);
= D. kruimeien = G. kriimeln = LG. kromeln,
crumble ; freq. of crumlA, v.] I. trans. To
break into small fragments ; divide into minute
parts or morsels.

He with his bare wand can unthread thy joints.

And crumble all thy sinews. Milton, Comus, 1. 614.

H. intrans. 1. To fall into small pieces;
break or part into small fragments; become
disintegrated.

close to the temple was the castle-gate,
Doorless and crumbling.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 325.

In the house forever crumbles
Some fragment of the frescoed walls.

Brouming, De Gustibus.

Dr. King witnessed the crumbling process whilst drying
some perfect [worm] castings. . . . Mr. Scott also remarks
on the crumbling of the castings near Calcutta.

Darmn, Vegetable Mould, p. 270.

2. To fall into desuetude ; decay; become frit-

tered away ; disappear piecemeal.

One hundred and forty thousand pounds had crumbled
away in the most imperceptible manner.

Disraeli, Young Duke, iv. 9.

One error after another silently crwiHW^rf into the dust.
Story, Speech, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1826.

crumble (krum'bl), n. [Dim. of crumb^, n.] A
small crumb; a fragment; a particle; a mor-
sel. [Local, Eng.]
crumbly (krum'bli), a. [< crumble + -jl.] Apt
to crumble; brittle; friable: as, a crumbly
stone; crumbly "iycea-A. TroUope.

All saw the coffin lowered in ; all heard the rattle of the
crumbly soil upon its lid.

Hawthorne, Blithedale Roniance, p. 278.

crumb-of-bread (kmm'ov-bred'), n. A name
given to a sponge, Halichondria panicea, which
when dried and bleached is as white and light

as a crumb of bread.

crumby, a. See crummy.
crumen (kro'men), w. [< L. crumena, also cru-

mina, a purse, bag, perhaps for *scrumena, akin
to scrotum, a bag.] The tear-bag or suborbital
lacrymal gland of deer and antelopes.

crumenalt (kro'me-nal), «. [< L. crutnena, a
purse : see crumen.] A purse.

The fatte Oxe, that wont ligge in the stal.

Is nowe fast stalled in her [their] crttmenall.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Thus cram they their wide-gaping cmmenal.
Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, i. 19.

cmmmable (krum'a-bl), a. [< crumb^, v., +
-able.] That may be broken into morsels or
crumbs.
crummet (krum'et), a. [So., equiv. to crump-
ed.] Having crooked horns, as a cow.

crummie (krum'i), n. [Sc, equiv. to "crum-
ple, dim. of "crump.] A cow with crooked horns.
Also crombie, crummock.
crummock (kmm'ok), «. [Sc dim., equiv. to

*crumpock, dim. oi crump^. Cf. crummie.] 1.

Same as crummie.— 2. A staff with a crooked
head for leaning on. Also called crummie-
stiek.

crummy, crumby (krum'i), a. [< crum, crumb,
+ -i^i.J 1. Full of crumbs.— 2. Soft, as the
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crumb of bread is; not crusty: as, a crummy
loaf.

crumplt (knimp), a. [< ME. *crump, crumb,
croume, crooked, < AS. (only in glosses) crump,
crumb, crooked (with verbal noun crymbiiig, a

bending), = OS. krumb = OFries. Irumb = D.
krom = OHG. chrumb, MHGt. krump (also OHG.
MHG. krumpf), G. kriimm =Dan. krmn, crook-
ed, = Sw. kriim, compassing (cf. Icel. kruirima,

a crooked hand, kritmmi, a name for the raven,
erookbeak?); in normal form crumb (mod.
pron. krum), but with accom. termination, as
if related to E. cramp (= OHG. chramph),
crooked, and crimp (= MHG. krimpf), crooked,
being appar. from the pp. (as cramp^ from the
pret. and crimp from the present) of the verb
represented by crimp: see crimp, and ef. also

cramp, crumb^. Prob. akin to W. crom, erwm,
bending, concave, =Corn. Ir. Gael. cj'0»i, crook-

ed, bent. Hence crome, a hook: see erome^.']

Crooked; bent.

All those steep Mountaines, whose high homed tops
The misty cloak of wandring Clouds enwraps,
Vnder First Waters their crump shoulders hid,

And all the Earth as a dull Pond abld.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartaa's Weeks, i. 3.

Crooked backs and crump shoulders.
Artif. Hatuisomenees, p. 44.

crumpet (krump), n. [< erump^, a.] A deformed
or crooked person. Davies.

That piece of deformity ! that monster ! that crump !

Vanbrugh, .Esop, ii.

crumpl (krump), r. j. [< ME. *crumpen, crom-
pen, as in def. 3 ; otherwise not found in ME.,
except as in freq. crumple, and perhaps crum-
pet, q. v. ; < crunijA, a. Hence freq. crumple.
Cf. crimp, v., and crampl, ».] If. To bend;
crook.

But yoHr clarissimo, old round-back, he
Will crump you [dative of reference] like a hog-louse, with

the touch. B. Jonsan, Volpone, v. 1,

2. To be out of temper. [Prov. Eng.]— 3t. To
become perverted or corrupt.

And the cause was they vsed the unlefulle synne of
lecherye, the which stinkithe and crompithe vnto heuene,
and mistornithe the ordre of nature.

Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 71.

crumps (krump), n. [A var. of cramp'^, after
crumps, a. and ».] The cramp. [Prov. Eng.]
cromp^ (krump), v. i. [Sc, imitative like the
equiv. crunch. Cf. clump^.'i To make a crunch-
ing noise, as in eating what is hard and brittle

;

emit a creaking sound, as snow when crushed
under the feet; crunch.
ciTunp^ (krump), a. [E. dial, and Sc. Ct.crupi
and crumpet.] Brittle ; crusty ; dry-baked

;

crisp.

crumpet (krum'pet), n. [Perhaps < ME. crom-
pid (i. e., "crumped), a hard cake, appar. orig.

a ' roll,' pp. of "eriimpen, E. crump, bend.
Otherwise referred to crumj)3, brittle, crisp.

Prob. not connected with W. crempog, also
crempogen, and cremog, cremogen, a i>ancake, a
fritter; cf. W. crammwyth, in same sense.] A
sort of tea-cake, less light and spongy than the
muilin, and usually toasted for eating.

Muffins and crumpets . . . will also bake in a frying-
pan, taking care the fire is not t<x> fierce, and turning
them when lightly browned.

H'. Kitchener, Cook's Oracle, p. 456.

crumple (krum'pl), c. ; pret. and pp. crumpled,
ppr. crumpling. [< ME. crumplen, cromplen,
make crooked; freq. from crump^, but mixed
in sense with the related crimple and crimp :

see crumpl, crimp, crimple.] I. trans. 1. To
make crooked; deform; distort into curves.
[Obsolete or archaic]

God had sent on him a wrake,
That in the palaye he gan schake
And was cromirylde and crokyd therto.

Le Bone Florence (.Metr. Rom., ed. Kitaon, III. 1977).

This is the cow with the crumpled horn.
Nursery rime.

The little crumpled boy appeared to be cured of his de-
formity ; he walked erect, the hump had fallen from his
back. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 14.

2. To draw or press into irregular folds ; rum-
ple; wrinkle.

Plague on him, how he has crumpled our bands

!

Massinrjer and Field, Fatal Dow^, Iv. 1.

My friend Sir Roger alighted from his horse, and ex-
posing bis palm to two or three that st/jod by him, they
crumjiled it into all sba[>es, ami diligently scanned every
wrinkle that could be made in it.

Addison, .Spectator, No. 130.

The cnwt of the earth, crumjtled and Assured, has been,
W) to speak, perforated and cemented together by molten
matter driven up from below.

OeiHe, Oeol. Sketches, li. 36.
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II. intrans. To contract into wrinkles;
shrink; shrivel.

It [aqua-vita;] keepeth the sinues from shrinking, the
veins from crumpling. Holinshed, Ireland, ii.

How much the muslin fluttered and crumpled before
Eleanor and another nymph were duly seated

!

Trollope, The Warden, ix.

crumple (krum'pl), n. [< crumple, v.] That
which is crumpled, shriveled, or pressed into
wrinkles ; an irregular fold or wrinkle.

Crumples or anticlinal rolls, which are so frequently
found in e.xtensive basins. Science, VI. 184.

crumpler (krum'plfer), n. A cravat. [Colloq.]

The fit of his crumpler and the crease of his breeches.
Ji. D. Blacktnore, Lorna Doone, iii.

crumpling (krum'pling), n. [< crumple, shrink,
shrivel, + dim. -ing.] A degenerate or shriv-
eled apple. Johnson.

crumply (krum'pli), a. [< crumple, n., + -j/l.]

Full of crumples or wrinkles.

crumpy (krum'pi), a. [< crump^ + -^1.] Easi-
ly broken ; brittle ; crisp ; crump. [Prov. Eng.]
crunch (krunch), v. [Also in var. forms craunch,
cranch, scrunch, scranch : see these forms, and
also crumpS; all appar. orig. imitative.] I.

trans. To crush with the teeth ; chew with vio-
lence and noise : as, to crunch a biscuit ; hence,
to crush or grind violently and audibly in any
other way.
A sound of heavy wheels crunching a stony road.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, ii. 14.

Our wheels went crunching the gravel
Of the oak-darkened avenue.

Lowell, An Ember Picture.

n. intrans. 1. To chew.— 2. To act or pro-
ceed with a sotmd of crushing or crackling;
produce a noise as from crunchmg anything.

The ship crunched througli the ice. Kajie.

crunch (krunch), n. [< crunch, v.] The act of
crunching; the act of penetrating, forcing a
passage through, or pressing against anythmg
with a crushing noise.

What so frightfully old as we ourselves, who can, if we
choose, hold in our memories every syllable of recorded
time, from the first crunch of Eve's teeth in the apple ?

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 13.

cnme (kr6n), r. Another spelling of croon.

crunkt (krungk), v. i. [= Icel. krunka, croak
as a raven, < krunk, a croak. Cf. cronk, the note
of wild geese. Imitative words.] To cry like

a crane.

The crane erunketh, gruit grus.
Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 20.

crunklel (krung'kl), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. crunkled,

ppr. crunkling. [Var. of crinkle. Cf. crumple.]
To rumple; crinkle or wrinkle. [Prov. Eng.]
crunkled (krung'kl), f.t. [Freq. of crunfc.] To
cry like a crane.

crunodal (kro'no-dal), a. [<
crunodc + -ah] Having a cru-

node. ( X C

crunode (kro'nod), n. [Irreg.

< L. crux (crttc-), cross, + no-
dus = E. knot : see cross and
node. Cf. acnode.] A point
at which a curve crosses itself ; a double point
on a curve with two real tangents.

cruor (kro'or), n. [L., blood, gore: see crwde.]
Gore ; coagulated blood.

cruorin, cruorine (kro'o-rin), n. [< L. cruor.

c, Crunode.

blood, + -in^, -ine2.] "The red coloring matter
of blood-corpuscles. It may be obtained In the form
of a brick-red powder. Now called hemoglobin (which
see).

Previous to the introduction of spectrum analysis, red
and purple cruorine were perfectly unknown.

J. N. Lockyer, Spectroscope, p. 85.

cnipi (krup), a. [E. dial, (south.), prob. =
crump^, brittle, with loss of the nasal.] 1.

Short; brittle: as, "crup cake," Todd.— 2.
Snappish; testy: as, "a crup answer," Todd.
[Prov. Eng. in both uses.]

crup2 (krup), n. [< F. croupe : see croup^ and
crupper.] Same as croup^.

crupper (krup'er), n. [< P. croupiire, < croupe,
the buttocks of a horse: see croup^.] 1. The
buttocks of a horse ; the rump.

Both gaue strokes so sound,
As made both horses cruppers kisse the ground.

Sir J. Ilarington, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, xlvi. 100.

2. A strap of leather which is buckled at one
end to the back of a saddle, or to the saddle of
a harness, and at the other passes by a loop
under the horse's tail, to prevent the saddle
from slipping forward. Also crouper. See cut
under harness.

Holding on for the dear life by the mane and the crup-
per. Thackeray, Barry Lyndon, xviii.

crus

crupper (krup'Sr), v. t. [< crupper, n.] To
put a crupper on : as, to crtipper a horse.

cruppin (krup'in). A dialectal (Scotch) vari-
ant of cropen, past participle of creep.

crura, «. Plural of crus.

crurseus (kro-re'us), re. [NL., < L. crus (crur-),

leg.] The principal and middle mass of mus-
cle on the front of the thigh, forming a part of
the great extensor of the leg, inseparable from
the lateral portions of the same muscle called
vastus internus and vastus externus. These three
muscles, or parts of one muscle, arise from most of the
front and sides of the femur ; and their tendinous parts
unite with the tendon of the rectus femoris to embrace
the patella or knee-cap, and thence proceed, as the so-

called ligamentum patell(e, to insertion in the tuberosity
of the tibia. The crurseus and the two vasti togetlier com-
pose the muscle called triceps extensor cruris ; when the
rectus is included therewith, the whole is known as the
quadriceps extensor cruris. The crarseus proper of man is

also called medicruroeus, when the two vasti are known as
the extracrurceus and intracrtirceus respectively, and the
rectus as the recticrurceus. See these words ; also sarti-

crurcev^, gubcrurceus.

crural (kro'ral), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. crural = It.

crurale, < L. cruralis, < crus (crur-), the leg.]

1. Pertaining to the leg or hind limb: as, a
crural artery or vein ; the anterior crural nerves

;

the crural arch, or Poupart's ligament.— 2.
Pertaining to the leg proper, or crus, as dis-

tinguished from the thigh; cnemial; tibial.

—

3. Pertaining to the crura or peduncles of the
brain.— 4. Shaped like a leg or root— Cniral
arcll, the ligament of the thigh. Also called inguinal
arch, ligament of Poupart, etc.— Crural area. See
area cruralis, under area.— CJrural artery, the femoral
artery.— Crural canal, the passage through whichafem-
oral hernia passes. It lies on' the inner side of the iliac

vein, between it and the criu^ sheath, and extends from
the crural ring to tlie upper part of the saphenous open-
ing. It is a quarter to a half inch in length.— Crural
hernia. Same as femoral hernia (which see, under her-
nia).^ Crural nerve, the largest branch of the lumbar
plexus, formed chiefly from the third and fourth lumbar
nerves, with a fasciculus from the second, in the substance
of the psoas muscle, and dividing into a large leash ol
nerves which supply all the muscles of the front of the
thigh, excepting the tensor vagina: femoris, and some
other 'muscles, as the iliacus and pectiiiicus, and also
sending cutaneous nerves to the front an*! inner side of
the thigh and to the leg and foot.— Crural pores, open-
ings in the integument of the hind limbs of lizards, as in
the genus Scelopuru^, which takes its name therefrom.
They are situated in the femoral, not the crural, segment
of the limb. Also called femoral pores.

In the Saurii, the so-called crural pores lead into glands,
which look like compound tubes, and which secrete cells

which harden and fill up the lumen of the glands.
Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 420.

Cniral ring, the upper opening of the crural canal, lead-
ing into the abdominal cavity. It is bounded in front by
Poupart's ligament and the deep crural arch, behind by
the pubes, internally l)y the deep crural arcll, Gimbernat'a
ligament, and the conjoined tendon of the transversalis and
internal oblique nni.scles, and externally by the femoral
vein.— Crural septum, the layer of subperitoneal con-
nective tissue wliich spans the crural ring in a normal
state.— Crural sheath, the sheath which incloses the
femoral vessels as they leave the attdonien. It is a con-
tinuation of the fjiscia; lining the abdomen, and becomes
closely adherent to the femoral vessels al)out an inch be-
low the saphenous opening ; but above it is larger, and
contains some areolar tissue, and frequently a lympliatic
gland.— Crural vein, the femoral vein.— beep crural
arch, a thickened band of fibers arching over the liegin-

ning of the crural sheath. It arises from the middle of
Poupart's ligament, and is inserted into the iliopectineal
line.

cms (krus), n.
;
pi. crura (kro'ra).

luanat. and^ooX: (a) The low-
er leg ; the part of the hind
limb between the knee and
the ankle; the second seg-
ment of the hind limb, corre-
sponding to the forearm or
antebrachium of the fore
limb, represented by the
length of the tibia or shin-
bone. (6) Some part likened
to a leg, as one of a pair of
supporting parts ; a pillar; a
peduncle.

Vacuole about in the centre of

each crus, filled with moving gran-
ules.

//. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algaj,

[p. 107.

Crura cerebelll, the peduncles of
the cerebellum.— Crura cerebelll
ad cerebrum, the superior pcduu-
clos of the cerebellum.— Crura ce-
rebelll ad corpora quadrigeml-
na, the superior pedun(^Ies of the
ten biiluni.— Crura cerebelll ad
medullam, tiie infcrinr peduncles
of tlie ctTebellum. Cnira cere-
belll ad pontem, tlie middle pe-
duncles of the cerebelhnn.— Crura
fomicls, the iK)Sterior liillai-s of
the fornix.— Crura of the dia-
phragm, tlu: right and left ten<ii-

nous attaclniients of the diaphragm to the sides of the
bodies of lumbar vertebree, uniting above to biclose the

[L., the leg.]

«i-U ttu

Front View of Bones of
Right Human Crus.

c, crest of tibia : etu.
external tuberosity of
tibia ; itn, internal mal-
leolus ; ilu. internal tu-

berosity of tibia ; s,

spine, :«nd t, tubercle of
same ; /, fibula ; h, its

he.id ; tin, external mal-
leolus.
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aortic opening.— Cms anterlus medullSB oblongatffi.
Same as cnis cerebri.— Cms cerebelll superius, one of

the superior peduncles of tlie ciTubLiluin.— Crus cere-
bri, tile peduncle of the brain ; tlle hkiss of wliite nerve-
tissue formiui? with its fellow the lower portion of tlie j i /i .. -/J-^ cat
mesencephalon and in part of the thalaniencephalon, and CrUSadO^t (KTO-za do), n. [Also cruzado ; a var.,

extending from the pons Varolii to the optic tract.— Crus after Sp. Pg. cruzada (fern.), of crusade: see

Some grey crusacling knight M. Arnold.

As in the East, so in the West, the crusading spirit was
kept alive and made aggressive by the monks and tlie

knights. SlilU, Stud. Med. Uist., p. 354.

© Cerebello ad medullam, the inferior peduncle of

the cerebellum. See pedutide.—CrVLB fomicls anterl-
us, the columna fornicis, or anterior pillar of the for-

nix.—Cms medium, the middle peduncle of the cerebel-

lum; a mass of white nerve-tissue pjissing down on each
side from the ccrelielluni to form the pons Varolii.— Crus
oUkctorlum, crus rMnencephall, what is improperly
called, in human anakuuy, the olfactory nerve or tract,

being a contracted portion of the brain itself, between the
prtwencephalon and the rhinencephalon.—Cms penis,
the posterior fourth of one of the corpora cavernosa,
which, diverging from its Jellow, is attached to the pubic
and ischial rami.

crusade^ (kro-sad'), «. [Early mod. E. also cru-

sado, croisade, croisado, croysado, earlier cruci-

ade, late ME. cruciate, cruciat (being various-

ly accom. to the ML., Sp., or F.); = F. croi-

sade (after Pr.), OF. croisce (also in another
form croiserie) = 'Pr.crosada, crozada — Sp. Pg.
cruzada = It. crociata, < ML. crueiata, a crusade,

lit. (sc. expeditio(n-)) an e.xpedition of persons

marked with or liearing the sign of the cross,

prop. fem. pp. of cruciare, mark with the cross,

< L. crux (cruc-), cross: see cross\ n. and v.,

and cruciate. The earlier ME. word for 'cru-

sade ' was croisery : see croisery.'] 1 . A military

expedition under the banner of the cross ; spe-

cifically, one of the medieval expeditions un-
dertaken by the Christians of Europe for the
recovery of the Holy Land from the Mohamme-
dans. The crusading spirit was aroused throughout Eu-
rope in 109.5 by the preaching of the monk Peter tlie Her-
mit, wlio with Walter the Penniless set out in 1096 with
an immense rabble, who were nearly all destroyed on the

way. The first real crusade, under Godfrey of Bouillon,

1096-9, resulted in the capture of Jerusalem and the es-

tablishment of a Christian kingdom in the Holy Land ; the

second, 1147, preached by St. Bernard, was unsuccessful

;

the third, 1189-92, led Ijy the princes Frederick Barba-
rossa of Germany, Ricliard the Lion-hearted of England,

and Philip Augustus of France, failed to recover Jerusa-

lem, which the Mussulmans had taken in 1187 ; the fourth,

1202-4, ended in the establishment of a Latin empire in

Constantinople, under Count Baldwin of Flanders, one of

iU leaders; the fifth, 1228-9, under the emperor Fred-
erick II., the sixth, 1248-50, under St. Louis (Louis IX. of

France), and the seventh and last, 1270-71, also under St.

Louis, were all unsuccessful. There were other expedi-

tions called crusades, including one of boys, 1212, " the

children's crusade," in which many thousands perished

by shipwreck or were enslaved. The cost of the crusades
and the loss of life in them were enormous, but they
stimulated commerce and the interchange of ideas be-

tween the West and the East. Tlie expeditions against

the Albigenses under papal auspices, 1207- 29, were also

called crusades.

For the crusade preached through western Christendom,
A. D. 1188, it was ordained that the English should wear a
white cross ; the French a red ; the Flemish a green one.

Quoted in Ruckts Church of our Fathers, III. i. 448, note.

The Crusades, with all their drawbacks, were the trial

feat of a new world, a reconstituted Christendom, striving

after a better ideal than that of piracy and fraternal

bloodshed. Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 222.

2. Any vigorous concerted action for the de-

fense or advancement of an idea or a cause, or

in opposition to a public evil : as, a temperance
crusade ; the crusade against slavery.

Tlie unwearied, unostentatious, and inglorious crusade
of England against slavery may probably be regarded as

among the three or four perfectly virtuous acts recorded
in the history of nations. Leekij, Europ. Morals, I. 161.

crusade^ (kro-sad'), v. i.; pret. and pp. crusaded,

ppr. crusading. [<. crusade^, n.} To engage in

crusade^.'] 1. A crusade.

If you suppose it [the style of architecture] Imported
into that kingdom by those that returned from the crusa-
dofs, we must of course set it down as an eastern inven-
tion. //. Swbiburne, Travels througli Spain, xliv.

2. A bull issued by the pope urging a crusade,
promising immediate entrance into heaven to

those who died in the service, and many indul-

gences to those who survived.

Pope Sixtus quintus for the setting forth of the foresaid

expedition . . . published a Cruzado, with most ample
indulgences which were printed in great numbers.

HakluyVs Voyages, I. 594.

crusado^, cruzado (kro-za'do), n. [Also cru-

sade = D. hrusaet (Kilian) = Gr. crusade, etc., <

Sp. Pg. cruzado, a coin, prop. pp. of cruzar, mark
with a cross, < cruz, a cross: see cross^, n. and
v., and cf. cru-

sade^, cruciate.^

A money and coin
of Portugal. The
old crusado, now a
mere name, was 400
reis, or 43 United
States cents. The new
crusado is 480 reis, or
52 cents. Tlie Portu-
guese settlements of
the east coast of Afri-
ca reckon with a cru-
sado of only 17 ceuts.
Also crusade.

I had rather have
lost my purse

Full of cruzadoes.
Shak., Othello, iii. 4.

I was called from
dinner to see some
thousands ofmy Lord's
crusados weighed, and
we find that 3000 come
to about 63M. or 40
generally.
Pepys, Diary, June 5,

11662.

The King's fifth of
the mines yields an-
nually thirteen mil-
lions of crusadoes or
half dollars.

Jefferson, Correspon-
[dence, II. 110.

Reverse.

Silver Crusado of John V.— British Mu-
seum. (Size of the original.)

cruse (kros), n.

[Also written improp. cruise; < ME. cruse, crnce,

crouse, crus, a pot, < leel. JcrOs, a pot, tankard, =
Sw. Dan. krus = D. kroes, OX), kruyse, a cup,

pot, crucible, = MHG. kriise, G. krause, an
earthen mug. Perhaps ult. connected with
ccocfcl, q. V. Hence, ult., the dim. cruset and
cresset."] An earthen pot or bottle; any small
vessel for liquids.

David took the spear and the cruse of water from Saul's

bolster. 1 Sam. xxvi. 12.

In her right hand a crystal cruse filled with wine.

B. Jonson, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

This cruse of oil, this skin of wine,
These tamarinds and dates are thine.

T. B. Aldrich, The Sheik's Welcome.

cruset (kro'set), n. [< F. creuset, OF. creuset,

cruset, etc. : see cresset and cruse."] A gold-,--, - -- ... smiths' crucible or melting-pot.
a^crusade; support or oppose any cause with

^.j^^j^ (k^ush), v. [< U^. cruschen, crousshen,

< OF. cruisir, croissir = Pr,zeal,

Cease crusading against sense. M. Green, The Grotto.

crusade^ (kro-sad'), «. Same as crusado^.

crusader (kro-sa'der), n. [Cf. equiv. croisee."]

A person engaged in a crusade. The crusaders of

the middle ages bore as a badge on the breast or the

shoulder a representation of the cross, the assumption of

which, called " taking the cross," constituted a binding
engagement and released them from all other obliga-

tions.

If other pilgrims had their peculiar marks, so too had
the crusader. For a token of that vow which he had plight-

ed, he always wore a cross sewed to his dress, xmtil he
went to, and all the while he stayed in, the Holy I,,aiid.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 446.

With all their faults these nobles [of Cyprus] were bona
flde Crusaders; men who, like the first champions, were
ready to cast in their lot in a Promised Land, and not, like

the later adventurers, anxious merely to get all they could
out of it, to make their fortunes.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 200.

crusading (kro-sa'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of crusade^
v.] Of or pertaining to the crusades; engaged
in or favoring a crusade or crusades.

In how many kingdoms of the world has the crusading
sword of this misguided saint-errant spared neither age,

or merit, or sex, or condition.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii, 17.

cruisir, croissir = Jr'r. cruar, crmssir,

croissir = Sp. crujir. Cat. croxir = It. croseiare

(ML. cruscire), crush, break; cf. Sw. krossa,

bruise, crack, crush, prob. of Romance origin.

The Komance words are prob. from a Teut.
verb: Goth, kriustan, gnash with the teeth,

grind the teeth, deriv. *A;ra«s(;'a»= Icel. kreista,

kreysta = Sw. krysta = Dan. kryste, squeeze,

press.] I. trans. 1. To press and bruise be-
tween two hard bodies; squeeze out of shape
or normal condition.

The ass . . . crushed Balaam's foot against the wall.

Num. xxii. 25.

2. To bruise and break into fragments or small
particles, either by direct pressure or by grind-

ing or potinding: as, to crush quartz.—3. To
force down and bruise and break, as by a super-

incumbent weight : as, the man was crushed by
the fall of a tree.

Vain is the force of man, and beav'n's as vain.

To cni»h. the pillars which the pile sustain.
Dryden, .Eneid.

4. To put down; overpower; subdue abso-
lutely; conquer beyond resistance : as, to cr«s/t

one's enemies.

cnisoile

Lord, rise, and rouse, and rule, and crush their furious
pride. Quarles, Emblems, i. 15.

These Disorders might have been crught, if Captain Swan
had used his Authority to Suppress them.

Dumpier, Voyages, I. 371.

Speedily overtaking and crushing the rebels. Scott.

On April 16, 1746, the battle of Culloden forever crushed
the prospects of the Stuarts.

Lecky, Eng. In 18th Cent., iii.

5. To oppress grievously.

Thou Shalt be only oppressed and crushed alway.
Deut. xxviil. 33.

6. To crowd or press upon.
When loud winds from diff'rent quarters rush.
Vast clouds encounfring one another crush.

Waller, Instructions to a Painter.

7. To rumple or put out of shape by pressure
or by rough handling : as, to crush a bonnet or
a dross. [CoUoq.]— Angle of crushing. Seennr/fes.
— To crush a cup (or glass), to drink a cup of wine
together; "crack a bottle": probably in allusion to the
custom, prevalent in wine-growing countries, of squeezing
the juice of the grape into a cup or goblet as required.

If you be not of the house of Montagues, I pray, come
and crush a cup of wine. Shak., R. and J., i. 2.

Come crush a glass with your dear papa.
S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6.

To crush out. (o) To force out by pressure.

Bacchus, that first from out the purple grape
Crush'd the sweet poison of misused wine.

Milton, Comus, 1. 47.

(6) To destroy ; frustrate : las, to crush out rebellion.

=Syn. 1. Mash, etc. See dash.— 2. To break, pound, pul-

verize, crumble, bray, disintegrate, demolish.— 4. To over-

power, prostrate, conquer, quell.

II. intrans. To be pressed out of shape, into

a smaller compass, or into pieces, by external
force : as, an egg-shell crushes readily in the
hand.
crush (krush), n. [< crush, ti.] 1. A violent
collision or rushing together; a sudden or vio-

lent pressure ; a breaking or bruising by pres-
sure or by violent collision or rushing toge-
ther.

Some hurt, either by bruise, crush, or stripe.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxix. 6.

Unhurt amidst the wars of elements.
The wrecks of matter, and the crush of worlds.

Addison, Cato, v. 1.

2. Violent pressure caused by a crowd ; amass
of objects crowded together; a compacted and
obstructing crowd of persons, as at a ball or
reception.

Strove who should be smothered deepest in

Fresh crush of leaves. Keats, Endymion, iii.

Great the crush was, and each base.

To left and right, of those tall columns drown'd
In silken fluctuation and the swaml
Of female whisperers. Tennyson, Princess, vi.

crushed (krusht), p. a. [Pp. of crush, ?).] 1.

Broken or bruised by squeezing or pressure:
as, cr!t«7ie(i strawberries.— 2. Broken or bruised
to powder by grinding or pounding

;
pulverized

;

comminuted : as, crushed sugar ; crushed quartz.
— 3. Crumpled ; rumpled

;
pressed out of shape,

as by crowding: as, a crushed hat or bonnet.

—

4. Overwhelmed or subdued by power; pressed
or kept down as by a superincumbent weight.
Hence— 5. Oppressed.
crusher (krush'er), n. 1. One who or thatwhich
crushes or demolishes: as, his answer was a
crusher. [CoUoq.]— 2. A policeman. [Slang.]

crusher-gage (krush'er-gaj), n. A registering

instrument, exposed in the bore of a gun, to

measure the pressure developed by the explo-
sion of a charge. E. H. Knight.

crush-hat (krush'haf), M. 1. A hat which can
be folded withoTit injury and carried in the
pocket.
" No, don't," said Sir Mulberry, folding his crush-hat to

lay his elbow on. Dicketis, Nicholas Nickleby.

2. Colloquially, an opera-hat.

crushing (krush'ing), J), a. [Ppr. of crush, r.]

Having the power or tending to crush; over-

whelming; demolishing.

The blow must be quick and crushing.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xviii.

crushing-machine (kri-.sh'ing-ma-shen''), )(. A
machine constructed l.o pulverize or crush stone

and other hard and brittle materials ; a stone-

crusher.

crush-room (krush 'rom), n. A saloon in a
theater, opera-house, etc., in which the audi-

ence may promenade between the acts or dur-

ing tlie intervals of an entertainment; a foyer.

crusian, n. See crucian.

crusill^, crusily, a. See cruHly.

crusoilet, «. [< OF. crusol, cruzol, croiseul, a
var. of croisel, cruseau. a crucible, melting-pot:

see cresset and crucihU.] A crucible ; a melt-

ing-pot.
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Thou scumme of his melting-pots, that wert christned
in a cntaoile with Mercuries water.

Marston and Barkated, Insatiate Countess, i.

crust (krust), «. [< ME. crust = D. korst =
MLG. kroste, LG. korste, koste = OHG. crusts,

MHG. G. kruste = OF. crouste, F. croute = Pr.

Fg. It. crosta = Sp. costra, < L. crusta, the hard
surface of a body, rind, shell, crust. Inlaid

work; cf. Gr. xpiof, frost: see crystal.] 1. A
liard external portion, of comparative thinness,

forming a sort of coating over the softer inte-

rior part ; any hard outer coat or coating : as,

the crust of frozen snow ; the crust of a loaf of

bread ; a thin crust of politeness.

I have Icnown an emperor quite hid under a cnutt of
dross. Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

If the wind be rough, and trouble the crust of the water.
W. Lauson (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 194).

Specifically— 2. IngeoL: (a) The exterior por-
tion of the earth ; that part of the earth which
is accessible to examination. (6) The solid

portion of the earth, as opposed to its fused
interior, many geologists and physicists believ-
ing that the interior of the earth must be in a
more or less fluid condition.— 3. Matter col-

lected or concreted into a solid body ; an in-

crustation ; specifically, a deposit from wine,
as it ripens, collected on the interior of bot-
tles, etc., and consisting of tartar and coloring
matter.

From scalp to sole one slough and crust of sin.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

4. A piece of an outer coating or incrustation

;

specifically, an external or a dried and hard
piece of bread.

Give me again my hollow tree,

A crust of bread, and litjerty I

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. vi. 221.

5. In zool., a shell ; a test ; the chitinous or
other hard covering of various animals, as crus-
taceans and insects.— 6. In anat. a,n<i pliysiol.,

a coat or covering harder or denser than that
which is covered ; a pellicle ; a crusta : as, the
bufiEy coat or crust of inflammatory blood ; the
crust of a tooth.—7. The part of the hoof of a
horse to which the shoe is fastened Crust cof-
fee. See coffee,

cmst (krust), I'. [< ME. crusten, < crttst, n.] I.
trans. 1 . To cover with a crust or hard exte-
rior portion or coating ; overspread with any-
thing resembling a crust ; incrust.

Their legs, and breasts, and bodies stood cr\iited with
bark. AddUon,

With blackest moss the flower-pots
Were thickly crusted, one and all.

Tennyson, Mariana.

The hilt of the sword was covered, and the scabbard was
crusted witli lirilliants. First Year oja Silken tieiffn, p. 232.

2. To coat or line with concretions. See crust,

n., 3.

Foul and crusted bottles.
Swi/t, Directions to Servants, Butler.

n. intrans. 1. To thicken or contract into a
hard covering; concrete or freeze, as superficial
matter.

The place that was burned crusted and healed.
Sir W. Temple.

The chilly frost, beneath the silver beam.
Crept, gently crusting, o'er the glittering stream.

Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

2. To crust-hunt. [American.]
cmista (krus'tii), n.

;
pi. crustm (-te). [L., a

crust: nee crust, n.'] 1. In decornhrc ar(, some-
thing prepared for application or inlaying, as a
small chased or sculptured ornament made for
the decoration of vessels of silver or other metal.— 2. In bot., the brittle crustaceous thallus of
lichens.— 3. In zoiil., a crust.— 4. In anat.:
(a) A crust, (b) The smaller and lower of two
parts into which each cms cerebri is divisible,
the other being called the tegmentum. The
upper boundary of the substantia nigra is the
boundary between the two.— 6. In physiol. and
jiiithnl., a crust.— 6. A cocktail served in a glass
lined with the rind of half a lemon and having
its rim inerusted with sugar.— Crusta fibrosa,
the cement of a tooth. .See cement n., 4.— Crusta In-
Sammatoria, the bntfy coat. .See huffy.— Crusta lac-
tea, ill ]">th"l., eczema pustulosura, as met with on the
fai.' ami luad of infants at the breast; milk-crust.—
Crusta petrosa, the stony crust of a tooth ; the cement.
.See cement, n., 4.

A mass of true Ixme, which takes the place of the crusta
]H'trom. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 41.

Crusta phloglstlca, the buffy coat. See buffy.

Crustacea (krus-ta'shia), n, pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of cru.'itacfus, having a crust : see crustaceous.
Cf. h. crustata, shell-fish : .see crustate.] A class
of Arthropoda ; one of the prime divisions of
articulated animals with articulated lees, as

87 ^ '
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distinguished from Insecta, Myriapoda, and
Arachnida respectively. They are mostly aquatic
arthropods witli (generally) two pairs of antennae and nu-
merous thoracic as well as (usually) abdominal articulated
appendages, and breathing by means of branchia;. The
body is covered with a hard chitinous test or crust, whence
the name. It is segmented into head, thorax, and abdo-
men, the two former of which are more or less completely
united into a cephalothorax, shielded with a continuous
carapace ; the abdomen is usually segmented and mobile,
presenting the appearance of a tail. A typical segment
or somite of the body consists, at least theoretically, of a
dorsal portion or tergite of two pieces, a ventral portion
or sternite, also of two pieces, an epimeron ou each side
above, and an episternum on each side below. The shell
sends inward sundry hard processes or partitions called
apodemata. The typical niunber of segments in the higher
Crustacea is 21, actually or theoretically. The crustaceans
shed their shells (exoskeletons), in some cases with ex-
traordinary frequency, and they possess great reparatory
powers in the reproduction of lost parts. Most of them
pass through several larval stages, the best-marked of
which are those of the forms called the nauplius, zoea, and
viegalopa. The crustaceans include all kinds of crabs and
lobsters, shrimps, prawns, crawfish, etc., among the higher
forms ; and among the lower, a gi'eat variety of creatures
known as sand-hoppers, beach-fleas, wood-lice, fish-lice,

barnacles, etc. Leading types, in more technical teniis,
are the thoracostracan, podophthalmic, or stalk-eyed
crustaceans, as crabs and crawfish ; the edriophthalmous
or sessile-eyed crustaceans, as lajmodipods, amphipods,
and isopods (all the foregoing being sometimes grouped
together as malacostracous crustaceans); the entomos-
tracous crustaceans, as the copepods, ostracodes, cladoce-
rans, phyllopods, etc., the trilobites and their related
forms being often brought under this division ; the epl-
zoans, ichthyophthirians, or fish-lice ; and finally, the cir-

ripeds. Great as is the difference between extremes in
any of these forms, they are closely related by connecting
forms, and naturalists are by no means agreed upon the
formal division of the class. The older divisions which
have been made are now mostly superseded, and even the
modem ones are seldom exactly conterminous. A series of
subclasses sometimes now ailopted is : (1) Cirripedia or
Pectostraea, with three or four orders ; (2) Epizoa or ich-
thyophthiria : (3) Untommtraea, with such orders as Cope-
poda, Ostracoda, Cladocera, Phyllopoda, .Xiphura, Tnlo-
hita, Eurypterida; (4) Edriopbthalma, with Lifmodipoda,
Amphipoda, and Isopoda; (.i) Podophthalma, with Stoina-
tojmda and Decapoda ; to which some add (6) Podosomata,
often considered to be arachnidans. Tlie fourth and fifth

of these are often united as one subclass, Malacitstraca.
The trilobites with the eurypterygians and king-crabs some-
times constitute one prime division called Gi-jantostraca.
Haeckcl uses Carides as a substitute for Crustacea.

crustacean (krus-ta'shian), a. and ». [< Crus-
tacea + -an.'] I, a. Of or pertaining to the
Crustacea.

H. n. One of the Crustacea.

crustaceological (kms-ta'she-o-loj'i-kal), a. [<
crustuceology + -ical.'] Pertaining to crustace-
ology.

crustaceologist (krus-ta-she-ol'o-jist), n. [<
crustuct'oUigy + -ist.] One versed in crustace-
ologj- ; a carcinologist. J. O. Westwood.
crustaceology (krus-ta-she-ol'o-ii), n. [< NL.
Crustacea, q. v., + Gr. -'/Myia, < 'Aeyeiv, speak:
see -ology.'] That branch of zoology which
treats of crustaceous animals; careinology.
crustaceorubrin (krus-ta'she-6-ro'brin), n. [<
NL. Crustacea, q. v., + L. ruber (rubr-), red, +
-in2. ] A red pigment found in certain crusta-
ceans.

crustaceous (krus-ta'shius), a. [< NL. crusta-
<•<««, < L. crusta, a crust : see crust, n., crusta.']

1 . Pertaining to crust ; like crust ; of the na-
ture of a crust or shell.

That most witty conceit of Anaximander, that the first

men and all animals were bred in some warm moisture,
inclosed in crustaceous skins, as if they were . . . crab-
flsh and lobsters

!

Bentley, Sermons, iv.

2. In sool. : (a) Having a crust-like shell ; be-
longing to the Crustacea; crustacean. (6) In
en tarn., having a somewhat hard and elastic tex-
ture, resisting slight pressure, but not rigid

:

said of parts of the integument.— 3. In bot.:

(«) Hard, thin, and brittle. (6) In lichenology,

forming a flat crust in or upon the substratum,
and adhering to it firmly by the whole under sur-
face, so as not to be separable without injury

:

applie<l to the thallus of lichens.

crustaceousness (krus-ta'shius-nes), n. The
character or quality of having a crust-like
jointed shell.

crustacite (krus'ta-sit), m. [< crustac{eous) +
-itt'^.] A fossil crustacean.

crusts, n. Plural of crusta.

Crustal (knis'tal), a. and n. [< crmt + -al.]

1. «. 1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of
crust; crustaceous. [Kare.]

The increased rate of thickening [of the crust of the
moon] would result both from the increased rate of gen-
eral cooling and from the atldition of crustal layers upon
the exterior. Wittchell, World-Life, p. 402.

2. Of or pertaining to a crustal.

H. n. One of the superficial particles of any
given order which collectively form the crust
of a particle of another order : a term used by

crutch

the translator of Swedenborg's " Principles of
Natural Philosophy."
crustalogical (kms-ta-loj'i-kal), a. [< erustaU
ogy + -ical.] Same as crustaceological.

crustalogist (krus-tal'o-jist), M. [< anstalogy
-I- -ist.] Same as crustaceologist.

crustalogy (krus-tal'o-ji), n. [Irreg. for *erus-
tology, < L. crusta, crust, + Gr. -Aoyia, < Myetv,
speak : see -ology.] Same as crustaceology.

crustate (krus'tat), a. [< L. crustatus (neut.
pi. crustata (sc. animalia, animals), shell-fish—
Pliny), pp. of crustare, crust, < crusta, a crust:
see crust, n., crusta, and cf. custard.] Covered
with a crust : as, crustate basalt.

crustated (krus'ta-ted), a. [As crustate + -ed^.]

Same as crustate.

crustation (krus-ta'shon), n. [As crustate +
-ion.] An adherent crust ; an incrustation,

cruster (krus'ter), n. One who crust-hunts for
game ; a crust-hunter. [American.]

So long as dogs and crusters are forbidden, the deer will
remain abundant. Forest and Stream.

crust-hunt (krust'hunt), V. i. To hunt deer,
moose, or other large game on the snow, when
the crust is strong enough to support the hun-
ter but not the game, which is in consequence
easily overtaken and killed. [American.]
crust-hunter (krust 'hun"ter), n. One who
crust-hunts. [American.]
crust-hunting (krusfhun'ting), n. [Verbal n.
of crust-hun t, v.] The method of hunting large
game, in the winter, on the crust of the snow.
[American.]

It was the constant endeavor,. . . to make it appear
that the opponents of water-killing were staunch advo-
cates of January crust-hunting and June floating.

Forest and Stream, XXIV. 425.

crustiflc (krus-tif'ik), a. [< L. crusta, a crust,
+ -^cus, < facere, make : see -fie, -fy.] Pro-
ducing a crust or skin. [Hare.]

crustily (krus'ti-li), adv. Peevishly; morosely;
surlily.

crustiness (krus'ti-nes), n. 1. The quality
of being crusty; hardness.— 2. Peevishness;
snappishness ; surliness.

crusting (krus'ting), n. [Verbal n. of crust, v.

i.,2.] The practice of crust-hunting. [Ameri-
can.]

crust-lizard (krust'Uz"ard), n. A book-name
of the varanoid lizard, Heloderma horridum.
Also called Gila monster.

crustose (krus'tos), a. [< ML. crustosus, full of
crusts, < L. crusta, crust.] Crust-like; crusta-
ceous.

crusty (krus'ti), a. [< o-ust + -j/1.] 1. Like
crust ; of the nature of crust ; hard : as, a crusty
surface or substance.

Seekanauk, a kinde of crusty shel-flsh.

Ifakluyt's Voyages.

A crusty ice all about the sides of the cup.
Boyle, Works, II. 715.

2. [In this sense supposed by some to have
arisen as an accom. of curst in a like sense.]
Peevish ; snappish ; surly ; harshly cui't in man-
ner or speech.

How now, thou core of envy?
Thou crusty batch of nature, what's the news ?

Shak., T. and C, v. 1.

His associates found him sometimes selfish and some-
times crusty. The sweeter and mellower traits needed
years and experience for their full ripening.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, I. 34.

crusuly, a. In her., same as cruelly.

crutl (ki-ut), n. A dwarf. Brockett. [North.
Eng.]
crut^ (krut), n. [Perhaps < F. croiite, crust:
see crust.] The rough shaggy part of oak-bark.

Crut^ (krut), n. [Ir. : see tron'(/2.] An ancient
Irish musical instrument. See crowd^.

One can scarcely resist the conclusion which forces it-

self on the mind in reading over the references to the
Crut scattered through Irish manuscripts, that that in-
strument was a true harp, played upon with the fingers,

and without a plectrum.
W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. cxix.

crutch^ (kruch), n. [< ME. crutche, crucche,

cruche, < AS. crycc, less prop, spelled cricc, gen.
dat. ace. crycce, cricce, = MD. krucke, D. kruk =
MLG. krucke, krocke, LG. krukke, kriick= OHG.
chrtickjd, chrucha, MHG. kruche, krucke, G. krucke
= Dan. krykke= Norw. krykkja= OSw. krykkia,

Sw. krycka, a crutch. Akin to crook, with which
in the Romance tongues its derivatives are min-
gled: ML. croccia, crueia, crucca, etc., >It. croc-

cia, also gruccia, a crutch ; ML. crocia, crochia,

crocea, etc., a crozier: see crook and cros.^^, cra-

zier, and cf . crotch.] 1 . A support for the lame



cmtch
in walking, consisting of a staff of the proper
length, with a crosspiece at one end so shaped
as to fit easily under the armpit. The upper part of
the staff is now commonly divided lengthwise into two
parts, separated by an inserted piece used as a handle.

The broken soldier, kindly bade to stay, . . .

Shouldered his crutch, and showed liow fields were won.
GoldmiUh, Des. Vil., 1. 158.

He [Euripides] substituted crutches for stilts, bad ser-

mons for odes. Macaulay.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, old age. [Bare and
poetical,]

Beauty doth varnish age, as If new-bom,
And gives the crutch t£e cradle's infancy.

Shak., L. L. L., Iv. 3.

3. Any fixture or mechanical device resem-
bling a crutch or the head of a crutch, (a) A
forked rest for the leg on a woman's saddle. (6) The cross-

handle of a ladle for molten metal, (c) The fork at the
arm supporting the anchor-escapement of a clock, (d)

A'aut. : (1) A forked support for the main-boom of a sloop,

brig, or cutter, etc.. and for the spanker-boom of a sliip,

when their respective sails are stowed. (2) A piece of
knee-timber placed inside a ship, for the security of the
heels of the cant-timbers abaft. (3) A stanchion of wood
or iron in a ship, the upper part of which is forked to re-

ceive a rail, spar, mast, yard, etc., when not in use. [In
these uses also written crotch. ] (e) In goap-making, a perfo-
rated piece of wood or iron attached to a pole, used to stir

together the ingredients. (/) In inilit. tnining, an upriglit

piece of wood having a crosspiece at its upper end, used
for holding up the cap-sill of a gallery-case, while excava-
tions for the rest of the frame are made.

The crutches [twol are set up, and an excavation made
large enough to admit the cap of the next case, which is

laid oil the projecting ends of the crutches, and, being sup-
ported l)y them, prevents the earth over the roof of the
gallery from falling while the excavation is continued to
admit the remainder of the new case.

Ernst, Manual of Milit. Engineering, p. 362.

07) A rack : as, a bacon-cr«(cA.— Crutch-escapement.
See escapement.

crutch^ (kruch), v. t. [< crutch'^j «.] 1. To sup-
port on crutches; prop or sustain.

Two fools that crutch their feeble sense on verse.
Dryden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 409.

The genius of Moli^re, long undiscovered by himself, in

its first attempts in a higher walk did not move alone ; it

was crutched by imitation, and it often deigned to plough
with another's heifer.

/. D Israeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 409.

2, In soap-niakingy to stir forciblywith a crutch.

See crutch^, n., 3 (e),

cmtcll^t (kruch), n. [A var. of crouch^j < ME,
croHcfw, a cross : see crouch^, cross^. The word
in this form is more orless confusedwith crutch^,

q. v.] A cross. See cross^.

cmtch-backt (kruch'bak), n. A humped or
crooked back. Davies,

cmtclied (kruch'ed), a. A variant of crouched.
— Crutched fWars. See friar.

cmtcliet (kruch'et), n. [E. dial. (Warwick-
shire); origin uncertain.] The common perch.

cmtch-liandle (kruch'han''''dl), n. A handle, as
of a spade, which has a crosspiece at the end.

crutch-handled (krueh'han''''dld)^ a. Having a
crutch-handle

.

cruve, n. See cruive.

Cruveilhier's atrophy. See atrophy.

crux (kruks), ?*. ;
pi. criixes^ cruces (kruk'sez,

kro'sez). [L., across: see cros^i, «.] 1, Across.
See phrases below. Specifically— 2. [cap.]
The Southern Cross, the most celebrated con-
stellation of the southern heavens, it was erected
into a constellation by Royer in 1679, but was often spoken
of as a cross before ; there even seems to be an obscure al-

lusion to it in Dante. It is situated south of the western
part of Centaurus, east of the keel of Argus. It is a small
constellation of four chief stars, arranged in the form of
a cross. Its briglitest star, the southernmost, is of about
the first magnitude ; the eastern, half a magnitude fainter

;

the northern, of about the second magnitude ; and the west-
ern, of the third magnitude and faint. The constellation
owes its striking eff^ect to its compression, for it subtends
only alMJut 6° from north to south and still less from east
to west. It looks more like a kite than a cross. All four
stars are white except the northernmost, which is of a
clear orange-color. It contains a fifth star of the fourth
magnitude, which is very red.

3. The cross as an instrument of torture

;

hence, anything that puzzles or vexes in a
high degree ; a conundrum.

Dear dean, since in cruxes and puns you and I deal,
Pray, why is a woman a sieve and a riddle?

Sheridan, To Swift.

One yet legally unsolved crux of ritualism is the proper
preaching vestment. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 172.

Ctmx ansata, a cross with a handle ; the tau-cross with
an additional member at the top in the form of a loop
or stirrup. See ankh.— Crux commissa. Same as (aw-
cro»« (which see, under cro««i).— Crux decussata. Same
as croxs of St. Andrew or St. Patrick; a saltier.— Crui
stellata, a cross the arms of which end in stars of five or
six iKfints.

cruyshage (kro'shaj), n. [Origin obscure.] A
shark, Lamna cornubica.

cruzado, n. See crusado^.
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crwth (kroth), n. The modem Welsh form of
crowd^.

cry (kri), tK
;
pret. and pp. cried, ppr. crying.

[Early mod. E. also crycj crie ; < ME. crien =
MHG. krien, < OF. crier, F. crier = Pr. cridar
= OSp. cridar, Sp. Pg. gritar = It. gridare, cry,
shriek (ML. cridare, clamor, cry, also proclaim),
prob. < L. quiritare, cry, lament, shriek, freq.
of queri, lament, complain, > also ult, E. quar-
rel^ and querulous, q. v. Cf. W. creu, cry, cri,

a cry; prob. from E.] I. intrans. 1. To speak
earnestly or with a loud voice ; call loudly

;

exclaim or proclaim with vehemence, as in an
earaest appeal or prayer, in giving public no-
tice, or to attract attention: with to or unto,
formerly sometimes on or upon, before the per-
son addressed.

The people cried to Pharaoh for bread. Gen. xli. 55.

Go and cry in the ears of Jerusalem. Jer. ii. 2.

No longer on Saint Dennis will we cry.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 6.

With longings and breathings in his soul which, he says,
are not to be expressed, he cHed on Christ to call him,
being "all on a fiame " to be in a converted state.

Southey, Bunyan, p. 22.

2. Specifically, to call for or require redress or
remedy ; appeal ; make a demand.

ITie voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto me from the
ground. Gen. iv. 10.

3. To utter a loud, sharp, or vehement inartic-
ulate sound, as a dog or other animal.

In a cowslip's bell I lie

:

There I couch when owls do cry,

Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

How cheerfully on the false trail they cry .'

O, this is counter, you false Danish dugs.

'

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5.

And farther on we heard a beast that cried.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 26.

4. To call out or exclaim inarticulately ; make
an inarticulate outcry, as a person under ex-
citement of any kind ; especially, to utter a
loud sound of lamentation or suffering, such as
is usually accompanied by tears.

Whan he com be-fore the town he be-gan to make grete
sorow, and cried high and cleer that thei with-ynue vpon
the walles myght wele it here.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 261.

Esau . . . cried with a great and exceeding bitter cry.

Gen. xxvii. 34.

Hence— 5. To weep; shed tears, whether with
or without sound.

The ministers for the purpose hurried thence
Me, and thy crying self. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Her who still weeps with spungy eyes,
And her who is dry cork, and never cries. Donne.

6t. To bid at an auction.

To our office, where we met all, for the sale of two ships
by an inch of candle (the first time that ever I saw any of
this kind), where I observed how they do invite one an-
other, and at last how they all do cry, and we have much
to do to tell who did cry last. Pepys, Diary, I. 120.

To cry against, to utter reproof or threats against with
a loud voice or earnestly ; denounce.

Arise, go to Nineveh, , . . and cry against it.

Jonah i. 2.

To cry back, (a) In hunting, to return as on a trail

;

hark back, {b) To revert to an ancestral type. See extract.

The effect of a cross will frequently disappear for several
generations, and then appear again in a very marked de-
gree. This principle is known to physicians as Atavism,
and amongst breeders of stock such progeny is said to
cry back— a term derived from a well known hunting
expression. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 27.

To cry out. (a) To exclaim ; vociferate ; clamor.

And, lo, a spirit taketh him, and he suddenly crieth out.

Luke ix. 39.

She was never known to cry out, or discover any fear, in
a coach or on horseback. Swift, Death of Stella.

(6) To complain loudly ; utter lamentations; expostulate

:

often with against.

When any evil has been upon philosophers, they groan
as pitifully, and cry out as loud, as other men. TUlotson.

(ct) To be in childbirth.

K. Hen. What, is she crating out?
Lov. So said her woman ; and that her sufferance made

Almost each pang a death. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1.

H. trans. 1. To utter loudly; sound or noise
abroad; proclaim; declare loudly or publicly.

Let heaven, and men, and devils, let them all,

All, all, cry shame against me, yet III speak.
Shak., Othello, v. 2.

Then of their session ended they bid cry
With trumpets' regal sound the great result.

Milton, P. L., ii. 514.

These are the men that still cry the King, the King, the
Lord's Anointed. Milton, Church-Government, ii., Con.

2, To give notice regarding; advertise by cry-
ing; hawk: as, to cry sl lost child; to cr^ goods.

I am resolv'd to ask every man I meet ; and if I cannot
hear of him the sooner, I'll have him cried.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, v. 4.

cry

Everything, till now conceal'd, files abroad in public
print, and is cried about the streetes.

Evelyn, Diary, December 2, 1688.

You know how to cry wine and sell vinegar.
Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 4.

3. To publish the banns of; advertise the mar-
riage of.

What have I to expect, but, after a deal of flimsy prep-
aration with a bishop's license, and my aunt's blessing,
to go simpering up to the altar ; or perhaps be cried three
times in a country-church, and have an unmannerly fat
clerk ask the consent of every butcher in the parish to
join John Absolute and Lydia Languish, spinster !

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

4t. To call.

The medes [meadows] clensed tyme la now to make,
And beestes from nowe forth from hem [them] to crie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 44.

6t. To demand ; call for.

The proud sheryfe of Notyngham
Dyde crye a full fayre play.

Lytell Geste of Itobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 93).

The affair cries haste. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

This is a new way of begging, and a neat one

;

And this cries money for reward, good store too.

Fletcher, l*he Pilgrim, i. 2.

To cry aim. Seenim,r.i.—To ciy cockles. See coc!Jki«2.

—To cry cravent. See craven.— To cry down. («) To
decry; depreciate by words or in writing; belittle; dis-
praise ; disparage.

Men of dissolute lives cry down religion, because they
would not be under the restraints of it. TUlotson.

Some great decorum, some fetish of a government, some
ephemeral trade, or war, or man, is cried up by half man-
knid and cried dovrn by the other half, as if all depended
on this particular up or down. Emerson, Misc., p. 87.

(6) To overbear
; put down.

I'll to the king

;

And from a mouth of honour quite cry down
This Ipswich fellow's insolence.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1.

To cry halves. See half, n.—To cry mewt. See the
extract.

With respect to crying mew, it appears to have been an
old and approved method of expressing dislike at the first

representation of a play. Decker has many allusions to
the practice ; and, what appears somewhat strange, in his
Satiromastix, charges Jonson with mewing at the fate of
his own works. "When your plays are misliked at court
you shall not cry mew, like a puss, and say you are glad
you write out of the courtier's element."

Gifford, Note to B. Jonsou's Every Man out of his
[Humour, Ind.

To cry (one) mercy, to beg (one's) pardon.

Forthi I connseile alle Cristene to C7%e Crist merd.
And Marie his moder to beo mene bi-twene.

Piers Ploicman (A), viii. 182.

I cry you mercy, madam ; was it you ?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 3.

Sir, this messenger makes so much haste that I cry you
mercij for spending any time of this letter in other em-
ployment than thanking you for yours.

Donne, Letters, xli.

To cry one's eyes out. to weep inordinately.—To cry
up. (a) To praise ; applaud ; extol : as, to cry up a man s
talents or patriotism, or a woman's beauty ; to cry up the
administration.

Laughing loud, and crying up your own wit, though
perhaps borrowed. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

Thus finally it appears that those purer Times were no
such as they cry'd up, and not to be foUow'd without sus-
picion, doubt, and danger. Milton, Reformation in Eng., t

(6t) To raise the price of by proclamation : as, to cry up
certain coins.

cry (kn), n.; pi. cries (kriz). [< ME. cry, crye,

crie, cri = MHG. krie, krei, < OF, cri, cride, crie,

F. cri = Pr. crit, crida = Sp. Pg. grito, grita =
It. grido, grida, a cry (ML. crida, clamor, proc-
lamation); from the verb.] 1. Any loud or
passionate utterance ; clamor; outcry; a vehe-
ment expression of feeling or desire, articulate
or inarticulate: as, a cry of joy, triumph, sur-
prise, pain, supplication, etc.

And there shall be a great cry throughout all the land
of Egypt. Ex. xi. 6.

He forgetteth not the cry of the humble. Ps. ix. 12.

One cry of grief and rage rose from the whole of Protes-
tant Europe. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. A loud inarticulate sound uttered by man
or beast, as in pain or anger, or to attract at-

tention.

I could have kept a hawk, and well have hoUoa'd
To a deep cry of dogs.

Fletcher (and another), Two Xoble Kinsmen, ii. 4.

One deep cry
Of gi-eat wild beasts.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

3. Loud lamentation or wailing j hence, the
act of weeping; a fit of weeping.
And than a-noon be-gan so grete a noyse and sorowfull

crye, that all the court was trowbled.
Merlin (E, E. T. S.), 1. 63.

Oh ! would I were dead now,
Or up in my bed now,
To cover my head now,
And have a good cry .'

Hood, A Table of Errata.



cry

4. Public notice or advertisement by outcry,

as hawkers give of their wares
;
proclamation,

as by a town crier.

Also yf ther be ony man that hangith not out a lanteme
with a candel brennyng therin acording to the Mayrs crye.

Arnold's Chronicle, 1502 (ed. 1811, p. 91).

At midnight there was a cry made, Behold, the bride-

groom Cometh. Mat. xxv. 6.

5. Public or general accusation; evil report

or fame.
Because the cry of [against] Sodom and Gomorrah is

great, ... I will go down now, and see whether they have
done altogether according to the cry of it.

Gen. xviil. 20, 21.

6. A pack of dogs.

You common cry of curs ! Shak., Cor., iii. 3.

A cry of hell-hounds never ceasing bark'd.
MUtan, P. L., ii. 654.

Hence— 7. In contempt, a pack or company
of persons.

Would not this . . . get me fellowship in a cry of play-

ers? Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

8. A word or phrase used in battle, as a shout
to encourage or rally soldiers ; a battle-cry or

war-cry.
Enter an English Soldier, crying A Talbot ! A Talbot ! . . .

Sold. The cry of Talbot serves me for a sword.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 1.

Ho ! friends ! and ye that follow, cry my cry

!

Wiltutm Morrig, Doom of Xing Acrisius.

9. A party catchword; an object for the at-

tainment of which insistence and iteration are
employed for partizan purposes; some topic,

event, etc., which is used, or the importance
of which is magnified, in a partizan manner.

" And to manage them [a constituency] you must have a
good eri/," said Taper. "All now depends upon a goml
cry." Disraeli, Coningsby, ii. 3.

If the project fails in the present Reichstag, it would
certainly be a bad cry for the government at the next
elections. ^Contemporary Hev., XLIX. 290.

10. The peculiar crackling noise made by me-
tallic tin when bent—A far cry, a great distance ; a
long way.

It's a/ar cry to Lochawe. Proverb.

We must not be impatient ; it is a far cry from the
dwellers in caves to even such civili^tion as we have
achieved. Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

Oreat cry and little wool, nmch ado alwnt nothing ; a
great show and jiretense with little or no result.— Hu6alld
cry. See hue'^.— to. full cry, in full pursuit : said of the
dogs in a hunt when all are un the scent and are baying in

chorus: often used flgurativt-ly.

The dunces hunt in full cry, till they have run down a
reputation. Gfoldgviith, citizen of the World, xx.

cryalt (kri'al), n. [Cf. W. cregyr, a heron, a
screamer; creydd, creyr, a heron; cnjchydd, a
heron, a ruffler.] The heron.

CEyancet, «. Same as creance, 3.

cryer (ki-i'^r), «. 1. Same as crier.— 2. The
female or yoimg of the goshawk, Agtur paluni-
barius, called falcon-gen tie.

crying (kn'ing),
J),

a. [Ppr. of cry, v. •., in def.

2.] 1. Demanding attention or remedy; no-
torious; unendurable.
Those other cn/ui^ sins of ours. . . pull . . . plagues and

miseries upon oiir beads. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 86.

2. Melancholy; lamenting.

Who shall now sing your crying elegies,

.-\nii strilve a sad soul into senseless pictures?
lieau. and Fl., I'hilaster, iii. 2.

crying-bird (kri'iug-bferd), n. The courlan or

ciirau. Animus pictus.

crying-OUtt (kri'lng-ouf). n, [See to cry out (c),

under cry, v. ».] The confinement of a woman

;

labor.

Aunt Nell, who, bv the way, was at the crying-oxU.

liichardson. Sir Charles Orandison, VT. 323.

crymodynia (kri-mo-din'i-a), n. [NTj., < Gr.

Kini/id^, cold, a cold, a chill, + oSimi, pain.]

Chronic rheumatism. Dunglison.

crynog, ". Same as cranock.

cryoconite (kri-ok'o-nit), n. [< Gr. uplio^, cold,

frost, + Kovi^, dust, + -ite2.] The name given
by NordenskjBld to a gray powder noticed by
him in various places in Greenland on the sur-
face of the inland ice, at a great distance from
earth or rock, and which he considered to be of
cosmic (meteoric) origin. This view was based In
part on the occurrence, in addition to ma^etite, of fine
particles of metallic iron in the powder. The theory of
the cosmic origin of cryoconite does not appear as yet to
have been generally admitted.

cryogen (kri'6-jen), n. [< Gr. upho^, cold, frost,

+ -yti^f, producing: see -gen.'] That which pro-
duces cold ; a freezing-mixtmre ; an appliance
or contrivance for reducing temperature below
0° C. /•'. Guthrie.

cryolite, kryolite (kn'o-lit), «. [< Gr. Kpio^,

cold, frost, + '/ido^, stone.] Afluorid of sodium
and aluminium found in Greenland, where it
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forms an extensive bed. it occurs In cleavable
masses, also in distinct crystals, and has a glistening vitre-

ous luster, and a pale grayish-white, snow-white, or yel-

lowish-brown color. It is important as a source of the
metal aluminium, and is also used for making soda and
some kinds of glass. Cryolite has also been discovered at
Miask in the Ural mountains, and in small quantities in
Colorado.— Cryolite glass, or hot-cast porcelain, a semi-
transparent or milky-white glass, made of silica and cryo-
lite with oxid iif zinc, melted together. Also called milk-
glaxs and fu^ihte porcelain.

cryophorUS (kri-of'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. Kpvo(,

cold, frost, -I- -0(5pof, -bearing, < ipcptiv = E.
6eorl.] An instrument for showing the fall of
temperature in water by evaporation. One fonu
consists of two glass globes united by a tube. Water is

poured into one globe and boiled to expel the air, and
while boiling the apparatus is hermetically sealed. When
cool, the pressure of the included vapor is reduced to that
due to the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere.
The empty gloi)e is then surrounded by a freezing-mixture,
the vapor is condensed, and rapid evaporation takes place
from the other globe, which is soon frozen by the lowering
of its temperature.

cryophyllite (kri-o-fil'it), n. [< Gr. nphoc, cold,

frost, + (pi'/.'/M!, leaf, + -ite^.'] A kind of mica
occurring in the granite of Cape Ann, Massa-
chusetts.

Crypsirhina (krip-si-ri'na), n. [NL., orig.

Crypsirina (Vieillot, 1816), also, and more cor-

rectly, Crypsirrhina (on another model, Crypto-
rhina), < Gr. KpvivTew, hide {Kpiipu;, a hiding),
-I- piq, i)iv, nose.] A genus of tree-crows, of
the subfamily Calleeatinoe, having as its type C.

varians, the temia or so-called variable crow
of Java. The genus is extended by some authors to in-

clude the Callceatince at large, or birds of the genera Teni-
nurus, Dendrocitla, and Vayabunda.

crypsis (krip'sis), «. [Also krypsis, < Gr. Kpvfic,

concealment, < KpviTTttv, conceal: see crypt.]

Concealment. See extract.

The Tiibingen divines advocated the krypsis or conceal-
ment, that is, the secret use of all divine attributes.

' Schaf.

crypsorchid^ crypsorchis (krip-sfir'kid, -Ms),
». [< Gr. KpvTTTciv (future Kpiiijiciv), hide, + opxic,

testicle.] Same as cryptorchis.

crypt (knpt), n. [= Dan. krypte = P. crypte =
Pr. cropta (also crota) = Sp. cripta = Pg. crypta
= It. critta, < L. crypta, < Gr. Kpv-:TTri or Kpvn-r^,

a vault, crypt, fem. of Kpimrdc, hidden, secret,

verbal adj. of Kprnrew, hide, keep secret, akin
to Kokv-KTnv, cover, hide. See erode, croud, and
grot, grotto, ult. doublets of crypt.] 1. A hid-
den or secret recess; a subterranean cell or
cave, especially one constructed or used for the
interment of bodies, as in the catacombs.
What had been a wondrous and intimate experience of

the soul, a flash into the very crypt and basis of man's na-
ture from the fire of trial, had become ritual and tradition.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 237.

2. A part of an ecclesiastical building, as a
cathedral, church, etc., below the chief floor,

Crypt.— CiiUicdr.il uf Uuui^c^, I-rjiiijc.

commonly set apart for monumental purposes,
and sometimes used as a chapel or a shrme.

My knees are bow'd in crypt and shrine.
Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

A crypt, as a portion of a church, had its origin in the
subterranean chapels known as "confessiones," erected
around the tomb of a martyr, or the place of his martyr-
dom. Jincyc. Brit., VI. 667.

3. In anat., a follicle ; a small simple tubular
or saccular secretory pit; a small glandular
cavity : as, a mucous cry\)t (a follicular secre-

CryptobrancMdae

tory pit in mucous membrane). See follicle.

Also crypta— Crypta of Lieberkiihn, the follicles of
Lieberktilm in the intestines.— MultilOCUlar crypt, a
racemose glandular follicle ; a secretory pit with brandies
or diverticula.

crypta (krip ' tii), n.
;

pi. cryptw (-te). [NL.
use of L. crypta: see crypt.] In anat., same as
cnjpt, 3.

Cryptacanthodes (krip''ta-kan-th6'dez), n.

[NL., < Gr. Kptmrdc, hidden (see crypt), + aKavda,

spine, -4- tldoQ, form.] A genus of blennioid
fishes, typical of the family Cryptucanthodidce.

cryptacanthodid (krip-ta-kan'tho-did), n. A
fish of the family Cryptacanthodidw.
Cryptacanthodidae (krip'''ta-kan-thod'i-de), n.

pi. [NL., < Cryptacanthodes 4- -idw.] A fam-
ily of fishes, typified by the genus Cryptacan-
thodes. They are blennioid fishes with an eel-like as-

pect, a long dorsal fin sustained by stout spines only, no
ventrals, and an oblong cuboid head. Two species inhabit
the northwestern Atlantic, and have been called wry-
mouths, and one inhabits the Alaskan seas. Also Ci-ypta-
canthoid(e.

cryptae, n. Plural of crypta.

cryptal (krip'tal), a. [< crypt + -al.] In anat.
and physiol., pertaining to or derived from a
crypt. See crypt, 3.

Therfise of the cryptal or follicular secretion is to keep
the parts on which it is poured supple and moist, and to
preserve them from the action of irritating bodies with
which they have to come in contact. Dunglison.

cryp'ted (krip 'ted), a. [< crypt -t- -ed^.] In
arch., vaulted. [Rare.]

A crypted hall and stair lead to the chapter-house.
A. J. C. Hare, Russia, iii.

cryptic (krip'tik), a. and n. [< LL. crypticus,

< Gr. KpvTTiKu^, hidden, < Kpv-Tog, hidden : see
crypt.] I. a. Hidden; secret; occuJt.

This cryptic and involved method of his providence have
I ever admired. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 17.

The subject is the receiver of Godhead, and at every
comparison must feel his being enhanced by that cryptic
might. Emerson, Experience.

Cryptic syllogism, a syllogism not in regular form, the
premises being transposed, or one of them omitted, or
both omitted, and only the middle term indicated. 'The
following is an example of the last kind : "The existence
of Joan of Arc proves that true greatness is not confined
to the male Sex."

Il.t M. The art of recording any discourse so
that the meaning is concealed from ordinary
readers.

There be also other diversities of Methods, vulgar and
received ; as that of Resolution or Analysis, of Constitu-
tion or Synstasis, of Concealment or Cryptic, etc., which
I do allow well of.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning (Original English ed.),

(Works, III. 407.

cryptical (krip'ti-kal), a. Same as cryptic.

cryp'tically (krip'ti-kal-i), adv. Secretly; in
an occult manner.
We take the word acid in a familiar sense, without crt/p-

tically distinguishing it from those sapors that are akin
to it. Boyle.

Crypticus (krip'ti-kus), n. [NL.,< LL. crypticus,

covered, concealed: see cryptic] In rod/. : (a)

A genus of atracheliate heteromerous beetles,
of the family Tenebrionida: C. quisquilius, a Eu-
ropean species, is an example. Latreille, 1817.

(6t) A genus of birds, of the family Momotidm,
or sawbills. Swainson, 1837.

crypto-. [L., etc., crypto-, < Gr. Kpimri^, hidden,
secret: see crypt.] An element in words of
Greek origin, meaning ' hidden, concealed, not
evident or obvious.' See calypto-.

cryptobranch (krip'to-brangk), a. and n. I. a.
Same as cryptohrancliiatc.

H. n. An animal with covered or concealed
gills, as a crustacean, moUusk, or reptile.

Cryptobranchiata (krip-to-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

pi. [NL., neut. pi. of cryptobranehiatus, liaving
concealed gills : see cryptobranchiate.] A group
of animals having concealed ^Us. .Specifically—
(a) A division of crustaceans, including the decapods. (6)
A division of gastropods (the typical Dorididce) having
the branchiffi combined in a single retractile crown, (c) A
subclass of gastropods, containing most of the class : con-
trasted with Puliiiiihranchiata and Svdibranchiata. J. E.
Gray, 1S21. ((0 Tiie pteropods considered as a suborder
of ditecious gastropods. Deshayes, 1830. ie) A division of
unxlcle aniplti1)ians. Also Cryptobranehia in all senses.

cryptobranchiate (krip-to-brang'ki-at), a. [<
NL. cryptobranehiatus, < Gr. KpvirTo^, hidden, -1-

jipayxia, gills.] Having hidden gills ; having
the branchiaa concealed ; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Cryptobranchiata in any sense.

Also cry]>t(>brnnch.

Oryptobranchidae (krip-to-brang'ki-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cryptobranchus + -idw.] A family of
cryptobranchiate or derotreme urodele amphib-
ians: synonymous with Meiiojionudw (which
see). It contains the genera .Inijihiuma, Meno-
poma, and Sieboldia or Cryptobranchus.
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Cryptobranchus(ki'ip-t9-brang'kus), n. [NL.,
< Or. Kpimrdg, hidden, + flpd-)xoc, iu pi. equiv.
to ^payxui, gills.] The typical genus of the
family Cryptobranehidce, containing the gigan-
tic salamander of Japan, Cryptobranchus niari-
miw, -which sometimes attains a length of 6 feet,
and is the largest living amphibian. The genus
is better known under the name of SieboUUa.
ClTptO-Oalvinist (kriptd-kal'vin-ist), n. [<
Gr. Kpv-Toi;, hidden, secret, + Calvinist.'] One
who is secretly a Calvinist: a term applied in
Germany in the sixteenth century by the ortho-
dox Lutherans to the Philippists or Melanch-
thonians, followers of Philip Melanchthon. They
were accused of being secretly Cilvinists, because they
luaiiitaineii tlie Calvinistic view of the eucharist, rejecting
Luther's doctrine of consubstautiatiun (as it was called by
them).

CryptO-Calvinistic (krip'to-kal-vin-is'tik), a.

[\ Crypto-Calvitiist + -j'c] Of or pertaining
to the Crypto-Calvinists : as, Crypto-Calvinistic
doctrines; the Crypto-Calvinistic aontvoYeiTsy {&
violent debate carried on during nearly the
last fifty years of the sixteenth century).
cryptocarp (krip'to-kiirp), ». [< Gr. Kptra-rdf,

hidden, -t- /capn-of, fruit.] In ulgology, same as
ciistocarp.

Cryptocarpae (krip-to-kar'pe), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. KpvTTToQ, hidden, + Kapird^, fruit.] One of
two prime divisions of acalephs, made by Esch-
scholtz in 1829, containing those with inward
or concealed genitalia. They are more fully called
Dixcophorce oyptocarpce, as distinguished from JHncopho-
r<e phanerocarpce, and correspond to tlie modern group
Hydromedusce, though the character implied in the name
does not always exist. Apodes is a synonym.

cryptocarpic (krip-to-kar'pik), a. [< crypto-
carp + -ic] Pertaining to or effected by means
of eryptocarps or cystoearps.

crSTJfcocarpous (krip-to-kar'pus), a. [As Cryp-
tocarpw + -o««.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cryptocarpw ; not phanero-
carpous.

Cryptocephalidae (krip"to-se-fal'i-de), ». jjZ.

[NL., < Cryptocephalus +' -idee.'] A family of
phytophagous tetramerous beetles, typified by
the genus C'-yptocephalus. It is related to the
ChrysomeJidce, in which it is sometimes merged.

crjrptocephalous (krip-to-sef 'a-lus), o. [As
Vryi>tocephal-m + -ous.] iHaving the head con-
cealed.

Cryptocephalus (krip-to-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kpv-TOQ, hidden, + Ke(fiaKii, head.] 1. A
genus of beetles, referred to the family Chry-
somelidcB, or made
the type of a family
Cryptocephalidce. c.
seric\i^ is a small beetle,
alKiutaquarterofan inch
long.of a brilliant golden-
green color, abundant in
Great Britain. C. litxeola

is a glossy blacic species,
with red elytra bordered
with black.

2. II. c] In teratol.,

a monster whose
head is excessively
small and does not
appear externally.
Dunglison,

Oryptocerata (krip-
to-ser'a-tii), m. pl. [NL., < Gr. Kpmrdg, hidden,
-(- Kepa(', pl. Kepara, horn.] A division of hete-
ropterous hemipterous insects, including the
aquatic families Notrniectidw, NepidiE, and Gal-
gulidte: oppoaei to Gymnocerata. Also called
HydrocoriscB.

Cryptocerous (krip-tos'e-ms), a. [< Gr. xptwrii?,

hidden, -t- Kcpac, horn, '+ -0!(«.] Having con-
cealed antennae ; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Cryptocerata.

Oryptochinis (krip-to-ki'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kpv-Tof, hidden, + x<^^P, fhe hand.] A genus of
brachyurous decapod crustaceans, of the series
Ocypodoidea. The species live on corals, and are pro-
vided with a kind of pouch for the eggs and young.
Cryptochirus prefere to make his home in the more

solid corals, where the young, settling down in the centre
of a young polyp, kills it, while the surrounding polyps
continuing to grow soon build a tubular dwelling for the
crab. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 64.

Cryptochiton (krip-tok'i-ton), ». [NL. (J. E.
Gray, 1847), < Gr. Kpvwrdg, hidden, + ;i-'™''> chi-
ton.] A genus of polyplacophorous mollusks,
or chitons. C. stelleri is an example.

CTjrptO-Christian (krip"t6-kris'tian), n. [<
Gr. Kprnrdc, hidden, secret, + Christian.} One
who is secretly a Christian.
Those Jews became Christians in apostolic times who

were already what may be called crypto-Christiam.
J. 11. Newman, Oram, of Assent, p. 403.
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Cryptocochlides (krip-to-kok'li-dez), n. pi.
[NL. (Latreille, 1825), < Gr. Kpra-r<if, hidden, +
Kox?^ic, shell.] A section of pectinibranchiate
gastropods, proposed for the genus Sigaretus.

cryptocrystalline (krip-to-kris'ta-lin), a. [<
Gr. KpimToq, hidden, secret, -t- crystalline.] In- Cryptogamian (krip-to-ga'mi-an), a. [< Cryp-
distinctly or imperfectly crystalline: used of tog'miid. + -an.] Same as cryptogamous.
a mineral whose structure is so fine that its cryptogamic (krip-to-gam'ik), a. [As cryptog-
crystalline character is not apparent to the am-ous + -ic] Pertaining or relating to the

Alga, Lichenes, and Funrri. By recent authorities the
Lictienes are merged with the Fum/i. The number of
known species is very large. In Great Britain the Fungi
alone arc nearly twice as numerous a« the phajnogams. It
is prcjhalile that in less explored regions many species are
yet nndisrovc-red.

eye, or which is semi-amorphous; also of a
rock, or of its base, in which no definite charac-
ter is discernible in the constituent particles,
even with the microscope. See microcrystalUne.
cryptocrystallization (krip"t6-kris"ta-li-za'-
shpn), n. [< Gr. Kpvirrdg, hidden, + "crystal-
HzatioH.] Crystallization yielding a crypto-
crystalline structure.

Cr^tO-deist (krip"t6-de'i8t), ». [< Gr. Kpvnrd^,
hidden, + deist.] One who is secretly a deist.

He [Thomas Paine] was already a crypto-deist.
II. N. Oxenliam, Short Studies, p. 244.

Cryptodibranchia(krip"t9-di-brang'ki-a),M.2'i.

Cryptogamia; orjrptogamous : as, cryptogamic
botany.

There is good reason to believe that the first plants
which appeared on this earth were cryptogamic.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 400.

cryptogamist (krip-tog'a-mist), n. [< Crypto-
gamia + -ist.] One wlib is skilled in crypto-
gamic botany.
cryptogamous (krip-tog'a-mus), a. [< NL.
cryptogamus, having an obscure mode of fertili-
zation, < Gr. KpvTTTOf, hidden, obscure, + ydfio^,
marriage.] Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the Cryptogamia. Also cryptogamian.

[NL. (De Blainville, 1814),'< Gr. KprnrSc, liidden, cryptogamy (krip-tog'a-mi), n. [< NL.' *cryp
togamiu, < Gr. Kpv-Tog',' hidden, + -ya/io^, mar-
riage.] Obscure fructification, as in plants of
the class Cryptogamia. See Cryptogamia.
cryptogram (krip'to-gram), n. [< Gr. Kpv-r6(,
hidden, + ypd/ipa, a writing, < ypcujiciv, write.]
A message or writing in secret characters or
otherwise occult; a cryptograph.

+ NL. Dibranchia.] An order of eephalopho-
rous mollusks containing all the cephalopods

:

later called Cryptodibranchiata, and limited in
range.

Cryptodibranchiata (krip"t6-di-brang-ki-a'-
ta), n. pl. [< Gr. Kpvn-T^c, hidden, -I- NL. Di-
branchiata,q.\.] In De Blainville's system of . .» „ .

classification (1824), an order of cephalopods, cryptograph (krip'to-gi'af), n. [< Gr. Kprnrdc,

containing the dibranehiate forms: same as tiddeu, secret, -fypd^ai', write.] 1. Something
Acetabulifcra aTxd Dibranchiata. written iu secret characters or cipher.— 2. A
cryptodibranchiate (krip"t6-di-brang'ki-at), a. system of secret writing; a cipher.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the cryptographalt (ki-ip-tog'ra-fal), a. [As cryp-
Cryptodibranchiata; dibranehiate or aoetabu- 'ograpli -h -rd.] Cryptographic. Boyle.
liferous, as a cephalopod. crytographer (krip-tog'ra-fer), ». [<. crypto-

cryptodidymus (krip-to-did'i-mus), n. [NL., < O'lph + -erl.] One who writes in secret char-
Gr. Kpv-Tog, hidden, -I- iiAvpog, a twin.] In tera- meters.

toi., a monstrosity in which one fetus is found cryptpgraphic, cryptographical (krip-to-
contained in another. Dunglison.
cryptodirOUS (krip-to-di'i-us), a. [< Gr. Kpmrd^,
hidden, + ieip?/, the neck, throat, + -ous.]
Having a concealed or concealable neck, as a
tortoise in which the neck is so completely

graf'ik, -i-Kal), a. ['As cryptograph + -ic, -icat.]

1. Written in secret characters or in cipher: as,
a cryptographic despatch.— 2. Designed or con-
trived for writing in secret characters: as, a
cryptographic machine.

retractile that the head can be directly with- cryptography (krip-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. /tpujrTiJf,

pleurodirous. liiaden, secret, + ypapia, < ypdijieiv, write.] 1.

Cryftocephaliis conj^stus.
(Line shows natural size.)

drawn into the shell : opposed to pleurodirous.
Cryptodon (krip'to-don), n. [NL., < Gr. npv-

KTdg, hidden, -I- bSoh^, Ionic bi'iuv (oSovt-), = E.
tooth.] A genus of siphonate bivalve mollusks,
of the family Lucinidie, having no hinge-teeth,
whence the name.
cryptodont (krip'to-dont), a. [< NL. crypto-
don(t-), having concealed (or no) teeth, < Gr.
KpVTTTdc, hidden, + bdoiig (odovr-) = E. tooth.]
Having concealed teeth, or not known to have
teeth; specifically, pertaining to the Crypto-
donta or Cryptodontia.
Cryptodonta (krip-to-don'ta), n. pl. [NL.,
neut. pl. (as Gr.) of cryptod6n{t-): see crypto-
dont.] In conch., a section or order of paleo-
zoic bivalve mollusks, having the thin shell
cryjitodont, two ciboria, and entire pallial line.

Cryptodontia (krip-to-don'shi-a), n. pl. [NL.,
neut. pl. (as L.) of 'cryptodon(t-): see crypto-
dont.] In Owen's system of classification, a
family of extinct reptiles, of the order Anomo-
dontia, having both jaws toothless. It contains

The act or art of writing in secret characters.— 2. A system of secret or occult characters;
that which is written in cipher.

The strange cryptography of Gaffarel In his Starry Book
of Heaven. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, iiL

All which relates to the spirits, their names, speeches,
shows, noises, clothing, actions, &c., were all cryptog-
raphy: feigned relations, concealing true ones of a very
different nature.

Hooke, in I. Disraeli's Amen, of Lit., 11. SIX.

C^ptohypnus (krip-to-hip'nus), n. [NL.
(Eschscholtz, 1836), irreg. < Gr. Kpvwrdf, hidden,
-I- vTTvog = L. somnus, sleep.] A genns of click-
beetles, of the family Elaterida; distinguished
principally by the distinctly securifoi-m termi-
nal joint of the palpi, and the very short and
oval, almost round, scutellum. it is a very large
and wide-spread genus, comprising upward of 100 species,
of which 24 are from North America, l-he smallest spe-
cies of the family are found in this genns, C. minutiisi-
mug measuring less than one millimeter in length. The

^^...,^, .cvixg ^..^ ja„, .uu.M.t:ss. ^u contains ,i2i^+''i'il™"7v""""/"'rff''
'"' y^""'"*-"™""- ...

the genera Rhynchosaurus and Oudenodon, thus *^*^^1?fl """?
to-lit), «. [< Gr ,.pi|7rr<i<:, hid-

distinguished from Dicunodon. ^^^' t '''™f' »!^^^-^ A phosphate of cerium,

;ryptogam (krip'to-gam), «. [< NL. crypto-
pecnrrmg in minute crystalsorgrams embedded

ga,nns^- see cryUgimoul] A 'cryptogSus
cryptoS'*(l^p-lT''^^^^^^^ [< Gr. Xpt'TTTfif,

Se-hidden, secret, + -?.oyta, < ?.iytiv, speak!]
cret or occult language ; cryptography.
Cryptomonadina (krip-to-mon-a-di'na), n. pl.
[NL., < Gr. KpvTTToc, hidden, -t- /j'ovdg (/Jovad-), a
unit, + -ina^.] 1. In Ehrenberg's system of
classification (1836), a family of loricate infu-
sorians of persistent form, undergoing com-
plete fission and lacking an intestine and ap-
pendages.— 2. In Stein's system (1878), a fam-
ily of flagellate infusorians, represented by the
genera Cryptomonas, Chilomonas, and Nephro-
sclmis.

plant; a plant of the class Cri/ptogamia.
Cryptogamia (krip-to-ga'mi-ii), n. pl. [NL.,
neut. pl. of 'cryptogamius, equiv. to cryptoga-
mus, having an obscure mode of fertilization

:

see cryptogamous and cryptogamy.] In bot., in
the Linnean system of classification, the second
great series and final class, which included all
plants in which there were no stamens and
pistils, and therefore no proper flowers: thus
distinguished from the first series, Phamo-
gamia. The name remains jn general use, and the
group is further characterized by the absence of a seed
containing an embryo. The organs and methods of re-
production vary greatly, in some cases being closely anal- cryptomOUadine (krip-to-mon'a-din), a. Per-
ogous to those of pluenogamous plants, while in the lowest tainillB- to or haviii<r the characters of the Cnin
no sexual cliaracter whatever is distinguishaljle. As im- \°^^^^S i.o or naving tne cnaraccers or tne Lryp-
provements in the microscope have made possible a more wmonaama.
thorough study of the Cryptogamia, their classification CryptomorphltO (krip-to-mor'fit), n. [< Gr.
has been gradually modified and perfected, but it still re- Kpinrrdc, hidden, -f iwpofi' foTm, + -itf- ] A hv-

Te'l^t i:io^r'\"'d;;Sil'=S^fa';,i'yrt;." drous borate of caleium.and soclium, occurring
togam^ is often made, corresponding to the aetheogamous '" white kernels with microcrystalhne texture,
and amphigamous classes of De Candolle's arrangement, CryptoU, ». See kn/pton.
otherwise known !is acrogens and thallogens. The first Cryptonemie8e(krip"t6-ne-mi'e-e), n. nl. [NL.,
group are either vascular (including the /.TCc8K,i?.yHi'8Pto-

< Gr AVWTTiir hidden '+ v'ijun t'hrpad 1 A siihcea, and their allies, also called Pteridophyta) or cellular ^
,

' ''/'"^™f> "','1"?"' ^ "W' tlreau.J A SUD-
(including tlie //epaKccB and 3/Mri, unitedly called Bri/o- order of the Flortdrse among Algs: including
phi/ta). The lower cryptogams are wholly cellular, and iibout 150 species, mostlvinliabitingwarm seas,
are variously subdivided, the usual division being into They are of purplish or rose-red color, with generally a
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filiform, gelatinous, or cartila^iiioiis frond, composed
whi:)lly or in part of cylintirical cells connected tojjetlier

into lilanuMits. Also Cn/ptujiemeie and Cryptonemiacece.

Cryptoneura (krip-to-nu'rii), n. pi. [KL
.
, neut.

pi. of cryptoneurus : see cryptoneurous.'] A
term applied by Rudolphi to certain low organ-
isms in which nerves were not known to exist:
practically synonymous with Acrita.

cryptoneurous (krip-to-nii'rus), a. [< NL.
cryptoneurus, < Gr. Aptrn-rdc, hidden, secret, +
veiipov, nerve.] Having no obvious nervous sys-
tem, or not known to have any nerves.
Oryptonychinae (krip'to-ni-ki'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Vryptonyx (-onych-) '+ -iruB.'] A subfamily
of gallinaceous birds, named from the genus
Vryptonyx: synonymous with iJoHuKHte. Also
Cryptonyxw.
cryptonym (krip'to-nim), n. [< 6r. K/Dwrrdf,

hidden, secret, + ovofia, dial, dvvfia, = E. name.]
A private, secret, or hiddenname ; aname which
one bears in some society or brotherhood.
Mons. E. Aroux . . . gravely assures us that, during

the Middle Ages, Tartar was only a cryptonym by which
heretics knew each other.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 16.

Cryptonyx (krip'to-niks), n. [NL. (C. J. Tem-
minck, 181.5, as Cryptonix), < Gr. kpvtzto^, hid-
den. -I- uwi (bwx-), nail, claw.] A genus of
gallinaceous birds: a synonym of Jiollulus.

Orypton3ntaB (krip-to-nik'se), 71. pi. Same as
Cryptonyrliina: Temminck.

Cryptopentamera(krip'to-pen-tam'e-ra),n.p?.
[NL., neut. pi. of cryptopentamerus" see cryj)-

topentamerous.'] An artificial section of cole-
opterous insects, now abandoned, including
species in which all the tarsi have five joints,

of which the fourth is very minute and con-
cealed under the third. Westwood substituted
for this the name Pseudotetramcra.
cryptopentamerous (krip'to-pen-tam'e-rus),
a. [< NL. cryptopentanierus, < Gr. /cpiirr^f, hid-
den, + TTcura/irpi/f;, in five parts, < rrivre, = E.
fire, + /jip<K, part.] In entom., having all the
tarsi five-jointed, but one of the joints minute
or concealed; subpentamerous

;
pseudotetram-

erous ; specifically, pertaining to the Cryptopen-
tamera.

Cryptophagidae (krip-to-faj'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cryptopluifjus + -(</«;. j A family of clavicom
Coleoptera or beetles. The dorsal segments of the
aUloinen are |>artly membranous ; the ventral segments
are free ; the t^rsi are five-joiiited ; the mentum is moder-
ate or small ; the palpi approximate at base ; the anterior
coxie are rounded or oval and not prominent ; U\e poste-
rior coxae are not sulcate, and are separated ; the ventral
segments are subequal ; the middle coxal cavit ies are closed
by the sterna; the prosternum is prolonge<l, meeting the
niesosteriiuiu ; and the anterior coxal cavities open be-
hin.l.

CryptophagUS (krip-tof 'a-gus), n. [NL. (so
called from feeding on cryptogams), < crypto-

(gamus), crypto^m, + Gr. ifiayelv,

eat.] The typical genus of the
family Cryptojihagidw, containing
beetles of minute size.

Oryptophialidae (krip'to-fi-al'i-

de), H. ]>l. [NL., < Cryptophiahus
+ -id<E.] A family of abdominal
CirripedUi, with no thoracic limbs,
three pairs of abdominal appen-
dages, two eyes, an extensile
mouth, and the sexes distinct, the
male being very different from
the female. The species, like other
Cirripedia abdomhuUia, burrow in shells.
Tliere are but one or two genera of the

family. A species of Cochlorine is found burrowing in
omiers. Sec Cri/pttifthtatujt.

Oryptophialus (krip-to-fi'a-lus), n. [NL., <
Gr. /./jt-rof, bidden, -f- ^(dJj/, "a bowl : see phial,
rial.] The typical genus of the family Cryp-
tophialida. The only known
S|»ecles, C minutnK, is about
a tenth of an inch long, and
is lodged in a tiask-shaped
carapace. The two early stages
of development are passed
through in an egg-like state
within the sac of the parent,
and in the third the limbless
larva moves alxuit by means of
its ariteiinje, iMjfore it l>ecome8
fixed in its i>urrow in a shell.

Cryptophyceae (krip-to-
fis e-e), n. pi. [NL. (so
called with reference to
their truly cryptogamic
character), < Gr. KpirJTo^,

hidden, + <^vko^, seaweed:
see Fhcuh.] The lowest
order of AUjre, in which
sexual reproduction is

aot known to occur. They
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are composed of cells, either isolated, as in Proiococcus,
embedded in mucus, as in Clathrocystin, or aiTanged in
filaments, as in Nostoc. The only mode of reproduction
that has yet been observed is by means of non-sexual
spores and hormogonia. The color is bluish-green, or
sometimes brown, piu'ple, or pink, caused by the presence
of a peculiar coloring matter, phycocyan, which obscures
the chlorophyl. Also called Cyanophycea, Phyfochro-
macete, and Phycockromophyce(E.

crj^topia (krip-to'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. xpu-
-Tof, hidden, + omov, opium.] Cryptopine.

cryptopine (krip'to-pin), n. [As cryptopia +
-j«e'-2.] A colorless and odorless alkaloid of
opium (C2iH25NOg), crystallizing in minute
prisms and having strongly alkaline properties.
Cfryptoplax (krip'to-plaks), n. [NL., < Gr. Kpv-

-rof, hidden, -I- -Xaf, anything flat and broad,
as the tails of some crustaceans.] One of the
leading genera of Chitonidai.

Cryptopoda (krip-top'o-da), n. pi. [< Gr. upv-

-roc, hidden, -I- Trotf (7ro(!-)"= E.foot.] A group
of crabs, having the legs mostly concealed when
folded beneath the carapace.
cryptoportiCUS (krip-to-p6r'ti-kus), n. [L., <
Gr. Kpv-T7], a crypt, -1- L. porticus, porch: see
porch, portico.'] laBom. antiq.: (a) A portico
placed before a crypt or an alley between two
walls, receiving light and air only by means of
arches or windows^ as illustrated in the villa of
Diomed at Pompeii. (6) In the country-houses
of the rich, as interpreted from ancient allu-
sions, as in Pliny, a covered gallery of which
the side walls were pierced with wide openings,
as distinguished from a crypt, of which the
openings were small and made in one wall only.
The cryptoportiCUS of the second kind was a favorite tie-

vice for securing cool, fresh air ; that of the first kind not
only served the same purpose, but was occasionally used
for the storage of provisions, etc.

Cryptoprocta (krip-to-prok'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kpv-Tuf, liid<ien, + jrpu/crdf, the anus, the hinder
parts.] The typical and only genus of the fam-

ouUnCalij.

(Une shows nat-
aral st2e.

)

Cryftephialus miHttttts,
eoIarKed.

I. Female, with outer intcg-
unient removed ; e, labriiiii

;

/. palpi ; j^, outer maxilla ;

A. rudimentary maxiltiped
;

c, c, r, wall of sac continueil
into rim of the aperture a,/> ;
t, m, atMlominal cirri ; A, ap-
peodages- a. Male.

Foussa iCrypto/rocta/erox).

ily Cryptoproctidee, containing one species, C.

ferox, peculiar to Madagascar, it is a remarkable
animal, resembling a civet-cat in some respects, but more
nearly relateti to the true cats.

cryptoproctid (krip-to-prok'tid), n. A carniv-
orous Miuimiuil of the family Cryptoprnctidce.

CryptoproctidaB (krip-to-prok'ti-de), «. pi.

[NL., < Cryptoprocta + -ida;.] A family of
feline carnivorous quadrupeds, of the order
Ferce, related to the family Felidw, but differing

from it in having the body elongated and viver-
riforra, the feet plantigrade with the palms and
soles bald, and no aUsphenoid canal in the skull.
It represents a peculiar Madagascan type, formerly re-

ferred to the ytvfrridte. There is but one genus, Crypto-
procta. See A-lluroidea.

Cryptops (krip'tops), n. [NL., < Gr. Kptmro^,

hidden, -f- irf (u^-), eye.] A genus of chilopod
myriapods, of the family Geophilida;, having
17-jointed antenna) and 21 body-segments, each
limb ending in a single-jointed tarsus. The
species are blind, whence the name.
crrptorchid (krip-t6r'kid), H. Same as cryptor-
chin.

cryptorchidism (krip-t6r'ki-dizm), n. [< cryp-
torchid + -inni.] Same as cryptorehism.

cryptorchis (krip-tdr'kis), n. [NL„ < Gr. /cpii-

-rw;, liidden, + op;f(f, testicle.] One whose
testes have not descended into the scrotum.
Also cryptorchid, crypsorchid, crypsorchis.

cryptorcnism (krip-t6r'kizm), n. [<NL. cryp-
torchismus, q. v.] Retention of the testicles in
the cavity of the abdomen, owing to the failure
of the organs to descend from their primitive
position into the scrotum. Also cryptorchidism,
rryptorcliixmu.'i.

crjrptorchismus (krip-t6r-kiz'mus), «. [NL.,
< cryptorchis, q. v.] Same as cryptorehism.

Orypturus

Crytltorhyucllides (krip-to-ring'ki-dez), n.pl.
[NL., < Cryptorhynchm + -Ides.] A division of
the family CiircuUonidw, or weevils, the species
of which are chiefly distinguished by possess-
ing a groove in which the rostrum may be re-
ceived. Schonherr, 1S26. Also Cryptorhynchida.
Cryptorhsmchus (kri^-to-ring'kus), «. [< Gr.
KpvTTTdi, hidden, 4- pvyxoi, snout.] A genus
of weevils, of the family Curcnlionidw, giving
name to a group Cryptorhynchides. Illiger.

Cryptornis (krip-t6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kpv-
Trrdf, hidden, -f- dpvic, a bird.] A genus of fossil

birds, found in the Upper Eocene : so called be-
cause its affinities are not evident. It has been
supposed to be related to the hombills.
Cryptostegia (krip-to-ste'ji-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. KpvTTTog, hidden, -1- ariyo;, areyr/, a roof.] In
Reuss's classification, a group of perforate fo-
raminifers.

Cryptostemma (krip-to-stem'a), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kpv-To^, hidden, -1- areppa" a, fillet.] The
typical genus of the family Cryptostemmidce.
C. westermanni inhabits Guinea. Gnerin, 1838.

Cryptostemmatidae (krip"to-ste-mat'i-de), n.

pi. [NL., < Crypto8temma(t-) + -ida;.] A fam-
ily of tracheate arachnidans, of the order I'ha-
langida or Opilionina, typified by the genus
Cryptostemma. Also written Cryptostcmmidce
and Cryptostem mides.
Cryptostemmidae (krip-to-stem'i-de), n.pl.
[NL., < Cryjitostemma + -iila;.] Same as Cry^j-

tostcmmatida:

cryptostoma (krip-tos'to-ma), «. ;
pi. crypto-

stomata (krip-to-sto'ma-ta)." [NL., < Gr. spv-

Trrdf, hidden, -I- ardpaij-), mouth.] In certain
algSB, as Fucus, a small pit or cavity from which
arise groups of hairs.

Cryptotetramera (krip'to-te-tram'e-ra), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of cryptoteiramerus : see crypto-
tetramcroiis.] An old section of coleopterous
insects, including species with four joints to all

the tarsi, the third being concealed, it contains
such families as Coccinellidce and Endoniycltidie, usually
grouped under Trimera, antfc called trimerous. It was
named r.-i(>wiotn'me>-a by Westwood.

CryptotetramerOUS (krip"t6-te-tram'e-rus), a.

[? NL. cryptoteiramerus, < (jr. Kpimrdc, hidden,
+ TtTpapepijQ, in four parts, < Ttrpa-, = E. four,
+ pipo(, a part.] In entom., subtetramerous

;

pseudotrimerous ; having all the tarsi four-joint-
ed, but one of the joints minute or concealed.
cryptous (krip'tus), a. [< Gr. Kprnrd^, hidden:
see cri/pt.] Hidden; concealed. Worcester.
[Rare.]

cryptozygosity (krip''t6-zi-g08'i-ti), n. [As
crypto:ygous + -ity.] the character of being
cryptozygous.
cryptozygous (krip-toz'i-gus), a. [< Gr. Kpv-
TTTo^, hidden, + l^vyiv = li.jugum = E. yoke.] In
craniol., so constructed that the zygomatic
arches are not seen when the skull is viewed
from above.
Crsrpturi (krip-tu'ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Cryp-
turus, q. v.] The tinamous, or the family Tli-

namidw, considered as a superfamily or prime
division of carinate birds, having the palate
dromsBOgnathous : synonymous with Droma-
ognathir,

Crypturidae (krip-tu'ri-de), ». pi. [NL., <
Cryptunis + -idee.] The tinamous as a family
of gallinaceous birds: a synonym of Xinamidw.
Orypturinae (krip-tu-n'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Crypturus + -ina;.] The tinamous as a sub-
family of gallinaceous birds of the family Te-
traonidw. See Tinamidee.

Orypturus (krip-tu'rus), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811),
< Gr. KpvTTTAi, hidden, + ovpd, tail.] The tina-

Plteated Tinamou i^Crypturut fiteatus).

mous as a genus of birds: so called from the
extreme shortness of the tail, the rectrices of
which are in some species hidden by the coverts.
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Tile name Is retained as the designation of one of the sev-

eral jieuera into which the family TiiKimidtr is now divided,
containing sneh species as C. cinereui, C. pUeatugy C. ta-

taufMt, etc. See Tinamus,

Cryiptns (krip'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. Kpturroc, hid-
den: see crypt.] A genus of ichneumon-flies,

Cryfiius extrematis,

a, female of C. extremafis (line shows natural size): *, enlai^ed
abdomen of C. ftuMcius, female ; c, enlarged abdomen of C fxtre-
imatis, male ; d, enlarged portion of wing of same.

of the family Ichneumonidw, typical of the sub-
family Cryptinw. C. extrematis is a specieswhich
infests the American silkworm.
crystal (kris'tal), «. and a. [Formerly cristal,

also often erroneously chrystal, christal, etc.,

now aecom. to L. spelling ; < ME. cristal, cris-

tall, < OF. cristal, F. cristal = Pr. Sp. cristal =
Pg. crystal = It. cristallo = AS. cristalla = D.
kristal = OHG. cliristalld, MHG. kristalle, fern.,

kristall, masc, G. krystall, kristall, masc, =
Dan. krystal = Sw. kristall, < L. crystallum, ice,

crystal, < Gr. Kfivarallog, clear ice, ice, also rock-
crystal (so called frbm its resemblance to ice,

of which it was supposed to be a modified and
permanent form), < KpvaTaiveiv, freeze, < Kpvoc,

cold, frost.] I. n. 1. In cliem. and mineral., a
body which, by the operation of molecular at-

traction, has assumed a definite internal struc-
ture with the form of a regular solid inclosed
by a certain number of plane surfaces arranged
accfirdins to the laws of symmetry. The internal
structure i-f exhibited in the cleavage, in the behavior of
sections in polarized li.ght, etc. The external form is dis-
cussed under crystaUo<jraphy (which see). Crystals are ob-
tained in the lalx)ratory either by fusing substances by
heat and allowing them gradually to cool, or by dissolving
them in a fluid and then abstracting the latter by slow
evaporation ; also by the direct condensation of a vapor
produced by sublimation, as in the case of arsenious oxid,
in the same way that snow-crystals are formed directly
from water-vap<jr in the upper atmosphere. The name
was first applied to the transparent varieties of quartz,
specifically called rock-crygtal.

There was a sea of glass like unto crygtal. Kev. iv. 6.

The term crystal is now applied to all symmetrical solid
shapes assumed spontaneously by lifeless matter.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 59.

2. Glass, (a) Glass of a high degree of transparency
and freedom from color. It is heavier than ordinary glass
because containing much oxid of lead, (ii) Fine glass used
for table-vessels or other table-service, or for ornamental
pieces. The term is sometimes used as synonymous with
cut glasi. (c) The glass cover of a watch-case.

3. A substance resembling rock-crystal or glass
in its properties, especially in transparency and
clearness.

Every man in this age has not a soul of crystal, for all
men to read their actions through.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, i. 1.

4. In her., the color white : said of that color
when described in blazoning a nobleman's es-
cutcheon, according to the system of blazoning
by precious stones; pearl, however, is more
commonly used.— 5. A very fine wide white
durant, once used for making nuns' veils.

—

Axis of a crystal. See axigl ana crystalloqraphy.—
Charcot's crystals, in pathoL, colorless octahedral or
rhomlxjidal crystals found in the sputum of asthmatic
and bronchitic patients.— Crystals of Venus, crystal-
lized neutral acetate of copper. [ Venua is here used as a
symljol of copper (with allusion to Cyprus). ] — Distorted
crystal, a crystal whose form varies more or less from the
ideal geometrical solid which its symmetry requires. This
Is due to the extension of certain faces at the expense of
others during the growth of the crystal, but in general
without altering the interfacial angles. In fact, all crys-
tals are more or less distorted.— Embedded crystals,
crystals enveloiwd within the mass of a rock or other
mineral.— Geniculated crystal, a twin or compounil
crystal, consisting of two or more parts bent at an angle
to one another, as is common with the mineral rutile.—
Iceland crystal, a variety of calcit« or crystallized cal-
cium carlmiiate brought from Iceland, remarkable for its
transpttrency.- Implanted crystals, crystals which pro-
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Ject from the free surface of a rock upon which they have
been formed.- Negative crystal, (a) A cavity in a min-
eral mass huvinj; the form of a crystal, commonly that
peculiar to the mineral itself. (6) In optics. .See refrac-
tion.— Pink crystals. Same as ^inA: *af(«. iee salts.—
Plastic crystal, a trade-name for a kind of Portland ce-

ment composed of silica and alumina and traces of oxid of
il-on, lime, magnesia, and some alkalis.— Positive crys-
tal, in optics. See re/rac(io«.—PseudOmOrphOUS crys-
tal. See pBeudomorph.— Replaced crystal, a crystal
having one plane or more in tlie place of each of its edges
or angles.—Kock-crystal, or mountain crystal, a gen-
eral name for all the transjiarent crystals of quartz, par-
ticularly of limpid or colorless quartz. From their bril-

liancy such crystals are often popularly called diamotids,
as Lake George diamonds, Bristol diamonds, etc.— Twin
crystal. See tvnn.

II. a. Consisting of crystal, or like crystal;
clear; transparent; pellucid.

His mistress
Did hold his eyes lock'd in her crystal looks.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 4.

By crystal streams that murmur through the meads.
Dryden.

In crystal currents of clear morning seas.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Crystal Palace, the large building, composed chiefly of
glass and iron, erected in Hyde Park, London, for the uni-
versal exhibition of 1851, and subsequently re-erected at
Sydenham, near London, as a permanent institution for
public instruction and entertainment. The name has since
been applied to other structures of like character.—Crys-
tal violet, a coal-tar color used in dyeing, resembling or-
dinary methyl violet in its application.

Crystallic (kris-tal'ik), a. [< crystal + -ic]
Pertaining to crystals or crystallization: as,

crystallic force. Ashburner.
crystalliferous (kris-ta-lif'e-ms), a. [< L.
crystallum, crystal, + feirre, =l5. hear^, + -ous.']

Bearing or containing crystals.

crystalligerous (kris-ta-Uj'e-rus), a. [< L.
cryatallum, crystal, + gerere, bear, + -ous.'\

Bearing crystals : specifically applied to those
spores of radiolarians which contain crystals.

In those individuals which produce crystalligerous
swarm-spores, each spore encloses a small crystal.

E. B. Lankesler, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 852.

crystallin (kris'ta-lin), n. [< crystal + -m^.]
1. An albuminoid substance contained in the
crystalline lens of the eye: same as globulin.—
2. In chem., an old name for aniline.

crystalline (kris'ta-lin or -lin), a. and n. [= F.
cristallin = Pr. cristallin = Sp. cristalino = Pg.
crystallino = It. cristallino = D. kristallijn =
MHG. kristallin, G. krystallin (of. Dan. krystal-
Utisk, G. krystallinish ; Sw. kristallisk), < L. crys-
tallinus, < Gr. KfivaraAlivo^, < KpharaX^oq, clear
ice, crystal: see crystal.'] I, o. 1. Consisting
of crystal.

Mount, eagle, to my palace crystalline.

Shak., Cyrabeline, v. 4.

2. Relating or pertaining to crystals or crystal-
lization.

Snow being apparently frozen cloud or vapour, aggre-
gated by a confused action of crystalline laws. Wheicell.

3. Formed by crystallization; of the nature
of a crystal, especially as regards its inter-
nal structure, cleavage, etc. : opposed to amor-
phous.

The most definite of the properties of perfect chemical
compounds is their crystalline structure.

Whewell, Hist. Scientific Ideas, II. 28.

It [ice] is composed of crystalline particles, which, though
in contact with one another, are, however, not packed to-
gether so as to occupy the least possible space.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 252.

4. Resembling crystal
;
pure ; clear ; transpa-

rent; pellucid: specifically applied in anatomy
to several structures, as the crystalline humor,
cones, etc. See below.

He on the wings of cherub rode sublime.
On the crystalline sky. Milton, P. L., vi. 772.

5. In entom., reflecting light like glass: spe-
cifically applied to the ocelli or simple eyes
when they are apparently colorless, resembling
glass— Crystalline cones. See crystalline rods.—
Crystalline heavens, in the Ptolemaic system of as-
tronomy, two spheres imagined between the primum mo-
bile, or outer circle of the heavens, which by its motion
was supposed to carry around all within it, and the fir-

mament.- Crystalline htunor or lens, a lentiform pel-
lucid body, composed of a transparent firm substance,
inclosed in a membranous capsule, and situated in front
of the vitreous body and behind the iris of the eye. It is

doubly convex, but the posterior surface is more convex
than the anterior. The central part is more dense and
firm than the exterior parts, and is made up of concentric
lamellae. It is of high refracting power, and serves to pro-
duce that refraction of the rays of light which is neces-
sary to cause them to meet in the retina and form a per-
fect image there. See cutunder ei/e.- Crystalllnerods,
crystalline cones, cells specially modiflcil as retractive
bodies, forming the end-organs of the nervous apparatus
of vision of the Arthropoda.

Each group separates off a transparent highly refractive
substance, wliich forms the so-called crystalline eotie.

Oegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 264.

crystallize

Crystalline style, a flexible, transparent tady of gristly

appearance and unknown function, contained in the pha-
ryngeal caecum of bivalve moUusks, as species of Mactra.
— Crystalline ware, a name given by Josiah Wedgwood
to fine pottery of his manufacture veined in imitation of
natural semi-precious stones, the veining generally going
through the paste. Compare granite-ware, agatf-ware.

II. «. A crystallized rock, or one only par-
tially crystallized, as granite,

crystallinity (kris-ta-liu'i-ti), n. [< crystalline

+ -ity.'] The character or state of being crys-
talline ; crystalline structure.

The tendency to crystallinity observable in large masses
of cast metal. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 355.

crystallisability, crystallisable, etc. See
crystaUi::(ibility, etc.

crystallite (Ims'ta-lit), n. [< Gr. KpvaraXKo^,

crystal, -f- -ite^.] 1. Whinstone cooled slowly
after fusion.— 2. The term suggested by Vogel-
sang as a general name for aggregations of
globulites in various forms. See cumulite, mar-
garite, and longulite. These terms are used exclu-
sively in describing various groupings of minute drop-like
bodies (globulites), seen under the microscope in thin sec-
tions of rocks. See globidite.

crystallitis (kris-ta-li'tis), n. [NL., < 6r. Kpii-

ara'A'koq, crystal (crystalline lens), -t- -iW«.] In
pathol., phaeitis. IJunglison.

crystallizability (kris"ta-li-za-biri-ti), ». The
quality of being erystallizaljle ; capability of
being crystallized. Also spelled crystallisability.

The ready crystallisability of alum. Ure, Diet., 1. 125,

crystalUzable (kris'ta-li-zar-bl), a. [= F. eris-

tallisable = Sp. cristdlizable ; as crystallize +
-able.'] Capable of being crystallized or of as-
suming a crystalline structure. Also spelled
crystallisable.

crystallization (kris'ta-li-za'shon), n. [= F.
cristallisation = Sp. cristalizacion = Pg. crystal-

lizafao = It. cristallizzazione = D. kristallisatie

;

as crystallize + -ation.] 1. The process by
which the molecules of a substance which is in
the state of a liquid (or vapor) unite in regular
(crystalline) form when it solidifies by cooling
or evaporation, if the process is slow and undisturbed,
the molecules assume a regular arrangement, each sub-
stance taking a determinate form according to its natural
laws ; but if the process is rapid or disturbed, the external
form may be more or less irregular. An amorphous solid
body may also undergo partial crystallization by a molec-
ular rearrangement, giving it a more or less complete
crystalline structure, as, for instance, in the iron of a rail-
road-bridge after long use. See crystallography.

2. The mass or body formed by the process of
crystallizing.

Also spelled crystallisation.
Alternate crystallization, a species of crystallization
which takes place wlien several erystallizaljle substances
having little altinity for one another are present in the
same solution. The substance which is largest in quantity
and least soluble ci-ystallizes first, in part ; the least solu-
ble substance next in quantity then begins to crystallize ;

and thus different substances, as salts, are often deposited
in successive layers from the same solution.— Water Of
crystallization, water which is held by certain salts as a
part of their crystalline structure, but is not inherent in
the molecule. Thus, common soilium carbonate, when it

crystallizes from a solution, contains for each molecule of
sodium carbonate ten molecules of water. This is so weakly
held that it escapes as vapor in dry air at ordinary tem-
peratures. The crystalline form of the salt often depends
on the number of molecules of water which the crystals
contain. Water of crystallization ditfers from combined
water in that it does not belong to the molecular structure,
but only to the crystalline structure, of the substance.

crystallize (kris'ta-liz), r.
;
pret. and pp. crys-

tallized, ppr. crystallizing. [= F. cristalliser =
Sp. cristulizar= Pg. crystallizar = It. cristalliz-

zare = D. hristalliseren = G. krystallisiren =
Dan. krystallisere = Sw. k-ristallisera; as crystal

+ -ize. Cf . Gr. KpvcTaXkil^eiv, be clear as crys-
tal.] I. trans. 1. To cause to assume a crys-
talline structure or shape ; form into crystals

:

often used figuratively.
Bodies which are perfectly crystallized exhibit the most

complete regularity and symmetry of fonn.
Whewell, Hist. Scientific Ideas, I. 365.

Around the Academy are crystallized several literary
enterprises, the fame of which is reflected upon it

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 28.

2. To change to the state of crystal. [Rare.]
When the Winters keener breath began
To crystallize, the Baltike Ocean,
To glaze the Lakes.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartass Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts

H. intrans. 1. To be converted into a crys-
tal ; unite, as the separate particles of a sub-
stance, and form a regular solid.— 2. Figura-
tively— (a) To assume a definite form and fi.xity.

as an opinion, view, or idea, at iirst indetenni-
nate or vague; take substantial and definite
shape : as, public opinion on this subject is be-
ginning to crystallize.

There is ever a tendency of the most hurtful kind to
allow opinions to crystallize into creeds.

Jemms, PoL Econ., p. 298.



crystallize

(J) To assume (as a number of opinions, views,

or ideas, at first unsettled or diverse) a definite

form, and become concentrated upon or collect-

ed round a given subject.

Also spelled erystalHse.

crystallizer (kris'ta-li-zer), n. That which
causes or assists in crystallization ; something
employed in a process of crystallization. Also
spelled crystalUser.

They [boilersi may be emptied at pleasure into lower
receivers, called crystallUern, by means of leaden syphons
and luiiK-necked funnels. Ure, Diet., I. 100.

crystalled (kris'ta-lod), «. [< erystal{l) +
od.] The od of crystals, or a supposed odic
force derived from crystallization. See od.

Instead of saying the "od derived from crystallization,"
we may name this product cri/titaUod,

lieichenhach, Dynamics (trans. 1851), p. 224.

crystallo-engraving (kris'ta-16-en-gra'ving),

n. A method of ornamenting glass by means
of casts of a design which are placed on the
inner surface of the metal mold in which the
glass vessel is formed, become embedded in

the surface of the glass, and are removed with
it. When the material forming the cast is separated
from the glaits vessel, the desi(.'n is left in inta^dio.

crystallogenic, crystallogenical (kris"ta-lo-

jen'ik, -i-kal), «. [< cryatalloycny + -ic, -ical.']

Kelatiug to crystallogeny ; crystal-producing

:

as, crystalloficnic attraction.

crystallogeny (kris-ta-loj'e-nl), n. [= F. cris-

talloycnie, < Gr. njiraTaXAor, crystal, -t- -yeveia,

< -yei-t/^, producing.] In crystal., that depart-
ment of science which treats of the production
of crystals.

crystallographer (kris-ta-log'ra-f6r), n. [As
cryataUixjnii'hy + -eA.~\ One who describes
crystals or the manner of their formation.

In the present condition of science, minerals, con-
sidered as such, and not as geological materials, fall

rather within the province of the cliemist and crystallog-
rapher. E. Forbes, Literary Papers, p. 166.

crystallographic, crystallographical (kris'-

ta-lo-graf'ik, -i-kal), a. [= F. cristallogra-

phiquc ; as cryatalioijrapluj + -ic, -ieal.^ Of or
pertaining to crystallography.

When a beam of light passes . . . through Iceland
spar parallel to the crystaiiwtraphic axis, there is no
double refraction. fyiidall, Light and Elect., p. 103.

crystallographlcally (kris'ta-lo-graf'i-kal-i),

adv. With regard to crystallography or its

principles; as iu crystallography, fiiiewell.

crystallography (kris-ta-log'ra-fi), n. [= F.
cristulloijraiiliie =iip. cristaloyrafia = Pg. crys-

tallographia = It. cristallografia = D. kristallo-

grafie = Dan. krygtallografi, < Gr. Kpvara'/J.o^,

crystal, -t- -jpa^/n, < ypaipciv, write.] 1. The
science of the process of crystallization, and of
the forms and structure of crystals. The follow-
ing are the generally adopted systems of crystallization,
based upon the degree of symmetry which characterizes
the different forms, but defined according to the length

and inclination of the as-

sumed axes : (a) the iso-

metric, characterized by
three rectangular axes,
all of equal length: (b)

the tetra'fonat, by three
rectangular axes, two
of which are of equal
length ; (c) the hexagonal
(and rhomhohedrfU\ by
four axes, thr«e of equal
length, in the same
plane, and inclined to
one another at an angle

Forms illustrating Crystallization.

of 60*, the fourth of different length, and at right angles„ ,
rigl „___

to the plane of the other three ; (d) the orthorhomhic, liy

three rectangular axes of unequal length
; (e) the miino-

clinic, liy three axes, two at right angles to each other, and
the third perpendicular to one and oblique to the other ;

and (/) the triclinic, by three axes, all oblique to one
another. (.See these names.) Insteadofiwni«(nc, the terms
moiunnetri^, cubic, and regular are sometimes used ; in-
stead of tetragonal, dimetric ; instead of orthorhonMc,
trimetric or rhomtiic ; instead of monoclinic, moKom/mmet-
ric or obtujue ; and instead of triclinic, asymmetric or an-
orthic. ITie isometric, tetragonal, and orthorhomhic sys-
tems are sometimes spoken of collectively as orthumetric,
anil the monoclinic and triclinic ag clinotnetric ; similarly,
the tetragonal and hexagonal systems have been called
isodiaiMlric. The study of crystallography is of great im-
portance tti the chemist and mineralogist, as the nature
of many substances may tie ascertained from an inspection
of the forms of their crystals.

2. A discourse or treatise on crystals and crys-
tallization.

crystalloid (kris'ta-loid), a. and n. [= F. cris-
talhidc = It. crisUilluide, < Gr. KfivaTaA/midii^, <
npivTa'/.'/or, crystal, -I- eidof, shape.] I. a. Re-
sembling a crystal.

The grouping ... of a numl«r of smaller cru'taltoid
molecules. //. Upetuer, l>rln. of Biol., § ij.

II. «. 1. The name given by Professor Gra-
ham to a class of bodies which nave the power,
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when in solution, of passing easily through
membranes, as parchment-paper, and which he
found to be of a crystalline character. Metallic
salts and organic bodies, as sugar, morphia, and oxalic
acid, are crystalloids. Tliey ai-e the opposite of colloids,

which have not this permeating power. See colloid.

The relatively small-atomed erystalloidshSiye immensely
greater diffusive power than the relatively large-atomed
colloids. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 7.

2. A protein crystal— that is, a granule of pro-
tein in the form of a crystal, differing from an
organic crystal in the inconstancy of its angles
and in its property of swelling when immersed
in water. Such crystalloids are of various
forms and usually colorless.

crystalloidal (kris-ta-loi'dal), a. [< crystal-

loid -i- -a/.] Of or pertaining to or of the na-
ture of a crystalloid.

The same condition could be produced by nearly all

crystalloidal substances.
B. W. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 90.

crystallology (kris-ta-lol'o-ji), n. [= F. eris-

tuUologic z= Pg. crystallologia, < Gr. KpvaraM.oc,
crystal, -I- -/.o}ia, < /.eyeiv, speak: see -ology.']

The science which considers the structure of
bodies in inorganic nature so far as it is the
result of cohesive attraction, it embraces crystal-
lography, which treats of the geometrical form of crys-
tals, and crystallogeny, which discusses their origin and
method ^pf formation.

crystallomagnetic (kris^'ta-lo-m'ag-net'ik), a.

[< Gr. Kjjvara'A'Ao^, crystal, + ftdyvr/^ {fiayvjjT-),

magnet, + -ic.'] Pertaining to the magnetic
properties of crystallized bodies, especially the
behavior of a crystal in a magnetic field: as,
" cryst^illomagnetic action," Encyc. Brit., XVI.

crystallomancy (kris'ta-lo-man-si), «. [= F.
cristallomancic, < Gr. upvaraT/M^, crystal, + ftav-

Tcia, divination.] A mode of divining by means
of a transparent body, as a precious stone, crys-
tal globe, etc., formerly in high esteem. The
operator first muttered over, the crystal (a beryl was pre-
ferred) certain fonuulas of prayer, and then gave it into
the hands of a young man or a virgin, who thereupon, l>y

oral communication from spirits in the crystal, or by writ-
ten characters seen in it, was supposed to receive the in-
f(jriiiati,ni dt-sired.

crystallometry (kris-ta-lom'e-tri), n. [= F.
cristallometrie, < Gr. xpi'oraX/lof, crystal, + -^e-

Tpia, < fiirpov, a measure.] The art or process
of measuring the forms of crystals.

Crystallometry was early recognized as an authorized test
of the difference of the substances which nearly resembled
each other. WhewM.

crystallotvpe (kris'ta-lo-tip), n. [< Gr. Kpixnak-
'fjx;, crystal, -I- riiTrof, impression.] Inphotog., a
photographic picture on a translucent material,
as glass.

crystallurgy (kris'ta-16r-ji), «. [< Gr. Kpuara?.-
fj>r, crystal, -(- Ipyov = E. work.'] The process
of crystallization.

crystalwort (kris'tal-wirt), n. One of the He-
paticw of the suborder Ricciacece.

Cfs. The chemical symbol of ccesium.

0. S. An abbreviation of (a) Court of Session ;

(6) Clerh of the Signet; (c) Custos Sigilli, Keeper
of the Seal

;
(d) con sordini (which see).

0. S. A. An abbreviation of (a) Confederate
States of America ; (6) Confederate States Army.

C. S. N. An abbreviation of Confederate States
Xary.
C-spring (se ' spring), n. A carriage-spring
shaped like the letter C.

ct. An abbreviation of (a) cent; (6) count; (c)
miirt.

Ctenidia, n. Plural of ctenidium.

Ctenidial (te-nid'i-al), a. [< ctenidium + -al.]

Pertaining to or having the characters of a cte-
nidium: as, cfeniV/jai gills or plumes; ctenidial
respiration.

Ctenidiobrancllia (te-nid'i-o-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. KTtvidtnv, a little comb (see"ctenidi-
um), + (ipdyx'a, gills.] Same as Ctenidiobran-
chiata.

Ctenidiobranchiata (te-nid'i-o-brang-ki-a'ta),
n. pi. [XL., neut. pi. of ctenidiobranchiatus

:

see ctenidiobranchiate.] 1. A suborder or su-
perfamily of zygobranchiate gastropods, hav-
ing paired ctenidia functioning as gills. It

contains the Ilaliotidm and Fissurellidce, or sea-
ears and keyhole-limpets.— 2. A suborder of
palliate or tectibranchiate opisthobranchiate
gastropods, containing those which retain the
ctenidia as functional gills, as the Tornatellidee,
Bullidce, Aplysiidai, etc.

ctenidiobrancMate (te-nid'i-o-brang'ki-at), a.

[< NL. ettnidiohranchiiitus ; aaCtenidiobranchia
+ -atus: see -afel.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Ctenidiobranchiata.

Ctenodactylus

ctenidium (te-nid'i-um), ». ;
pi. ctenidia (-S).

[NL., < Gr. KTcvidiov, dim. of xre/f (ktev-), a
comb.] One of the gill-combs, gill-plumes, or
primitive branchial organs of moUusks ; the
respiratory organ of a moUusk in a generalized
stage of development. A ctenidium is always a gill,

but a gill may not be a ctenidium, since a respiratory
function may be assumed by some part of the Ijody which
is not ctenidial in a morphological sense.

On either side of the neck there may be seen an oval
yellowish body, the rudimentary gills or ctenidia.

Trans. Roy. Soc. of Edinburgh, XXXII. 604.

Cteniza (te-ni'za), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. KTtvi-

L,eiv, comb, < KTc/f {arev-), a comb.] A genus of
spiders, of the family Mygalidw. The species are
of large size, and are among those known as trap-door
spiders, such as C. cenientaria of Europe and C. califor-
nica of the western United States. They are remarkable
for forming in the ground a habitation consisting of a long
cylindrical tube, protected at the top by a circular door,
which is connected to the tube by a hinge. The lid is

made of alternate layers of earth and web, and when shut
can scarcely be distinguished from the surrounding soil.

Ctenobranch (ten'o-brangk), a. and n. [< Cteno-
braiichia.] I. a. Having a pectinate gill; cteno-
branchiate.

n. n. A etenobranchiate gastropod ; one of
the Ctenobranchiata.

Are we to accept this view of Lankester and to consider
the gill as we find it in most ctenobranchs derived from a
ctenidium by modification, or shall we regard the common
form of ctenobranch gill as the most primitive?

Biol. Lab. of Johns Hopkins, III. 44.

Ctenobranchia (ten-o-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. KTf/f {ktsv-), a comb, + jipayxia, gills.]

Same as Ctenobranchiata.

Ctenobranchiata (ten-o-brang-ki-a'tii), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of ctenobranchiatiis : see eteno-
branchiate.] InVan derHoeven's classification,
the tenth family of mollusks, characterized by
spiral shells, and by having the branchial cav-
ity (in which there are sometimes three bran-
chite, sometimes two, and sometimes only one)
composed of numerous leaves like the teeth of
a comb, and contained in the last turn of the
shell. They have two tentacles and two eyes, the latter
often pediculate. The sexes are separate, and the external
organs of generation are distinct. There are both fresh-
and salt-water species. The whelk is the best-known
memlter of the family. The Ctenobranchiata are now re-

garded as a sulwrder of prosobranchiate gastropods, con-
taining upward of 20 families. Also called Pectinibranchi-
ata (which see).

etenobranchiate (ten-o-brang'ki-at), a. [< NL.
ctenobranchiatus ; as Ctenobranchia + -atus:
see-afcl.] Having pectinate gills; specifically,

pertaining to the Ctenobranchiata.

Ctenocyst (ten'o-sist), n. [NL., < Gr. /crt/f {ktiv-),

comb, -I- KudTic;', a bladder (cyst).] The charac-
teristic sense-organ of the ctenophorans, re-
garded as probably an auditory capsule ; a large
vesicle situated at the aboral pole, with a clear
fluid and vibratile otoliths. See Ctenophora.
ctenodactyl, ctenodactyle (ten-o-dak'til), n.

An animal of the genus Ctenodactylus.

Ctenodactylinae (ten-o-dak-ti-li'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Ctenodactylus + -inee.] A subfamily of
hystricomorphic rodents, of the family Octodon-
tidce ; the comb-rats, so called from the comb-
like fringing of the toes. They arc exceptional among
the hystricine animals in not having four liack teeth above
and below on each side. In Ctenodactylus the molars are
three in each half jaw above and below, there being no
premolars ; and in Pectinator, the only other genus, these
teeth are minute. The CtenodactyHtue have some rela-
tionship with the jerboas, though totally different in ap-
pearance. They are conffned to Africa.

Ctenodactylus (ten-o-dak'ti-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. A.Tt/f (KTfc-), a comb, + SoKrv'/.o^, a finger or

Comb-rat ( CtettMtactylus massonii.



Ctenodactylus

toe.] The typical genus of the subfamily Cteno-

dfiCiyUju:^, There is but one species, C. mas^oni, ilasson's

comb-rat, also called ^mntti, al>out the size of a lur^e inein-

ber of the genus Arvicola, with very small eai-s, a mere
stump of a tjiil, and lengthened hind limbs.

Ctenodipterids (ten'o-dip-ter'i-de), n. pi.

[ML., short for * Ctenodontodipterida: < Cteno-

dus {-dont-) + Dipterus + -ida:.'] In Gilnther's

system of classification, a family of dipnoous
fishes, including forms with a heterocercal cau-

dal fin, gular plates, cycloid scales, and two
pairs of molars, as well as one pair of vomerine
teeth. The species are extinct, and, so far as is

known, were peculiar to the Devonian age.

ctenodipterine (ten-o-dip'te-rin), n. One of

the Vtenoiiijiterini.

Otenodipterini (ten-o-dip-te-ri'ni), n. pi. [NL..
short tor *Cteiiodoniodipt(Tim,<CteHodus(-dont-)

+ Dipterus (these two genera composing the

group) + -ini.] In Huxley's system of classi-

fication, a grouj) of crossopterygian fishes, with

ctenodont dentition, cycloid scales, and two
dorsal fins.

Ctenodiscus (ten-o-dis'kus), n. [NL., < Qr.

icrf/f (KTev-), a eomt), + dlaKO(, disk.] A genus
of starfishes, of the family Asterilda;, or Astro-

pectmidm, having a pentagonal form with very

short arms. C. erispatus is a North Atlantic

species.

ctenodont (ten'6-dont), a. [< Gr. /crtif {xrev-),

comb, + bdoii {oSovT-) = E. tooth.l Possessing

ctenoid teeth. Huxley.

Otenodns (ten'o-dus), «. [NL. (Agassiz, 1838),

< Gr. KTEi'c ('""fi'-), comb, + bdoix (bSovr-) = E.

tooth.^ In ichth., a genus of dipnoSus fishes

having the transverse crests of the teeth armed
with short teeth and thus somewhat resem-

bling a comb. The species lived during the

Carboniferous and Permian periods.

ctenoid (ten'oid), a. and n. [< Gr. ktcvouSk,

comb-shaped, < (crfif (urcv-), a comb, + titfof,

form.] I. a. 1. Comb-like; pectinate : specifi-

cally applied— (a) to a form of scales in fishes

in which the posterior margin is pectinated, or

beset with small spinules (see cut under scale)

;

(6) to a form of dentition in fishes in which the

teeth have comb-like ridges.— 2. Pertaining to

the Ctenoidei ; having ctenoid scales, as a fish.

n. n. A fish with ctenoid scales ; one of the

Ctenoidei.

Ctenoidean (te-noi'df-an), a. and n. I. a. Be-
longing to the order Ctenoidei.

II. n. A fish of the order Ctenoidei.

Also ctenoidian.

Ctenoidei (te-noi'de-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ktc-

vouSiji;: see ctenoid'.'\ In L. Agassiz's system
of classification, one of four orders of the class

fishes, containing those in which the scales are

ctenoid or pectinate. It was the third order of Agas-

siz's early classification, and contrasted with othei*s called

Cycloidei, Ganoidei, and Placoidei. It comprised most of

the acanthopterygians, but proved to be an entirely arti-

ficial Kroup, and is not now in use.

ctenoidian (te-noi'di-an), a. and n. Same as

ctenoidean.

Ctenolabrids (ten-o-lab'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /cr«'f (/cTfv-), a comb, + NL. Labridw.'i A
family of acanthopterygiau fishes, supposed to

be allied to the Labridw, but having ctenoid
scales: a disused synonym of Pomacentridw.

Ctenolabroid (ten-o-lab'roid), a. and n. [< Cte-

nolabrus + -ojV?.] I. a. Pertaining to or hav-
ingthe characters of the Ctenolabridw.

n. n. A fish of the family Ctenolabridw; a
Jjomaoentrid. Sir J. Richardson.

tenolabms (ten-o-la'brus), 11. [NL., < Gr.
KTfiV (arev-), a oom^, + lAibrus.1 A genus of
fishes, of the family Labridm, closely related to

Labrus, but having a pectinate preopereulum,
whence the name. The common cunner is C.

adspersus. See cut under cunner.

Otenomys (ten'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. KTtiq

(KTt-v-), a comb, ¥ five = E. mouse.'i A genus

TucB-tDCii iCttnmv" bratititnsU).
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of hystricomorphie rodents, of the family Octo-

dontidw and subfamily Octodontinai : so named
from the comb-like fringe of bristles on the

hind feet. It contains several South American species

of grayish or brownish animals, usually from 8 to 10 inches

long, with a tail from 2 to 3 inches in length, small eyes,

rudimentary ears, and a stout form. They resemble go-

phei-s, and are highly fossorial, burrowing lilte moles, or

like the Qeomyidce, which they represent in their econ-

omy. The best-known species is C. brasiliensis, called

tucu-tticu. Another is C. magellanicus.

ctenophor (ten'o-for), a. [< NL. ctenoplwrus,

< Gr. ATf/f (KTfv-), comb, + -^6poq, -bearing, <

<(ic(iciv = E. bear^.^ Comb-bearing : applied to

the type of structure represented by the ete-

nophorans among coelenterates.

The ctetiopfior type has fundamentally the form of a

sphere, beset with eight meridional rows of vibratile

plates, which, working like oars, serve for locomotion.
Claits, Zoology (trans.), I. 211.

Otenophoral (te-nof'o-ra), )(. [NL., fem. sing,

of ctenopliorus : see ctenophor.'] 1. A genus of

crane-flies, of the family TipuUdw, character-

ized by the lateral processes of the antermal
joints of the male, whence the name. There are

9 European and 7 North American species. The larvaj live

in dead wood. The genus was founded by Meigen in 1803.

2. A genus of spiders, of the family Theridiida;,

based by Blackwall iu 1870 upon a Sicilian

species, C. monticola.

Otenophora^ (te-nof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. ot ctetiophorus : see ctenophor.'] A class of

Cwlenterata; formerly, an order of acalephs.
They are i)ellucid gelati-

nous marine organisms,are
radially symmetrical, and
swim by means of eight
meridional ciliated bands,
rows of pectinations or
ctenophores, whence the
name. In form they are
spheroidal or cylindroidal,

rarely cestoid. They pos-

sess an esophageal tube
and a gastrovascular sys-

tem, and often two lateral

retractile tentacles, but
no corallum. They are
hermaphrodite, reproduc-
tion being by ova dis-

cliarged through the
mouth. A localized sense-

organ called a ctenocyst
is present. True neraato-
cysts are usually wanting,
but are represented by or-

gans known as fixing or
prehensile cells, the base
of which is a spirally coil-

ed thread, while the free

extremityis enlarged, pro-
jecting, and glutinous.

The Ctenophora are divided by some into four orders,

Lobatce, Tceniatce, Saccatai, and Eurygtomata; by others

directly into a number of families. Such forms as Eu-
rhamphcea. Cestum, Cydippe, and Beroti are severally char-

acteristic of the main divisions. Also called Ciliograda.

ctenophoral (te-nof'o-ral), a. [As ctenophor +
-a/.] Comb-bearing : applied to the parts or sys-

tem of organs of the ctenophorans which bear
the fringes.

ctenophoran (te-nof'o-ran), o. and re. [< Cte-

nophora + -an.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Ctenophora ; having the characters of the Cte-

nophora; etenophorous.

II. n. One of the Ctenophora.

An Actinia with only eight mesenteries, and these ex-

ceedingly thick, whereby the intermesenteric chambers
would be reduced to canals ; with two aboral pores in-

stead of the one pore which exists in Cereanthus ; and
with eight bands of cilia corresponding with the reduced
intermesenteric chambers, would have all the essential

peculiarities of a Ctenophoran.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 154.

Ctenophore (ten'o-for), n. [< NL. ctenophorus

:

see cte)iophor.] 1. One of the eight fringed or
ciliated comb-bearing locomotive organs pecu-
liar to the Ctenophora.— 2. A member of the
class Ctenophora; a ctenophoran.
ctenophoric (ten-o-for'ik), a. [As ctenophor
+ -ic] Harae a,8 etenophorous.

etenophorous (te-nof'o-rus), a. [As ctenophor
+ -ous.] Pertaining to or resembling the Cte-

nophora.

In early life . . . the Alciopids are parasitic in the
ctenophoroits coelenterates, but later become free.

Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 428.

Ctenophyllum (ten-o-fil'um), n. [NL., < Gr.
uTeiq {K-tv-), comb, + <j>o?^?Mv, a leaf.] A genus
of fossil plants, named by Sohimper in allusion

to the comb-like appearance of the leaflets on
the frond. It belongs to the cycads, and occurs in rocks
of Liassic and Jurassic age in various parts of Europe.
Tile genus Ctenophyllum as instituted by Schimper in-

cludes various forms previously refen-ed by authors to

I'terophylluin, Pterozamiten, and Zainiteg.

Otenoptychins (ten-op-tik'i-us), «. [NL., <

Gr. xreif (/CTCV-), a comb, + Ttrvxil, a fold.] A

Diagram of Pleurobrachia. one of
the Ctenophora.

a, mouth ; b, stomach : c, infunditi-

ulum ; d, horizontal canal ; e, one
of its branches, dividing at / into

two branchlets which open into the
longitudinal canals gg, £g, parallel

with which the ciliated areas run

;

h, sac of tentacle, i, with one of its

branches, *,' /, canal parallel with
stomach ; m, tentaculigerous canal

:

n, n, canals opening at the aboral
apertures, o, o, on each side of/, the
ganglion and lithocyst or ctenocyst.
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genus of fossil selachians of the Devonian and
Carboniferous periods, containing sharks now
referred to the family Petalodontida, but for-

merly to Cestraciontidw.

Ctenostomata (ten-o-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. M£/f (KTCV-), comb, + aro/ia (oTo/iar-),

mouth.] A division of gymnoleematous poly-

zoans having the cell-opening closed by mar-
ginal setae, and no vibraeula nor avieularia.

It is represented by the families Fesiculariidee

and Alcyonidiidw.

ctenostomatous (ten-o-stom'a-tus), a. [<

Ctcnontomata + -ous.] Pertaining to or hav-

ing tlie characters of the Ctenostomata : as, a
ctenostomatous polyzoan. Also ctenostomous.

Otenucha (te-nu'ka), n. [NL. (Kirby, 1837),

< Gr. KTeig {ktcv-), a comb, + e;i:f«', have.] A
genus of moths, of the family Lithos-iidee, having
3-jointed palpi, longer than the head, with the

first and second equal and the third shorter.

It is distinctively a new-world genus, and the

species are found in North and South America.

Cthalamidae (tha-lam'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cthalamus + -idw.] A family of thoracic cir-

ripeds.

Cthalamus (thal'ii-mus), n. [NL., an irreg.

form, perhaps a transposition of *chthaniolus,

< Gr. ;ft(a/iaA<if, near the ground, low, akin to

;j;ouai', on the ground : see c/ja»(e/eo«, etc.] The
tyjjical genus of the family Cthalamida;.

Ou. The chemical symbol of copper (Latin eit-

prum).
CUadra (kwa ' dra), n. [Sp., a square, < L.
quadra, a square, a bit, piece, prop. fem. of

(LL.) quadrus, square: see quadrate, square.]

A linear measure of the states of Spanish South
America, but unknown in Spain, and conse-

quently to the metrological handbooks. It was
originally 400 feet of Castile, afterward 333J, and now
contains in different states 166, 150, and 80 varas. In

the provinces of the Argentine Republic it contains 150

local varas, except in Tucuman, where it has 166. In
the United States of Colombia, Uruguay, etc., it contains
100 varas. It is also used as a square measure. The
Argentine cuadra contains over 4 English acres, the Uru-
guayan barely 2.

cuamara (kwa-ma'ra), n. [Native name.] The
wood of Dipteryx odorata, a leguminous tree of

British Guiana, which yields the Tonka bean.
It is hard, tough, and very durable, and is

used for shafts, mill-wheels, cogs, etc.

cuartas (kwar'tiis), n. [< Sp. cuarta, a fourth

part, quarter: see quart, quarter.] An infe-

rior kind of Cuban tobacco, used as a filling for

cigars. Also called cuartel.

CUartilla (kwiir-te'lya), n. [Sp., dim. of ciiarto,

fourth: see quart, qxiarter.] 1. A Spanish
measure of capacity, especially for liquids:

not to be confounded with the cuartillo. It cor-

responds to the Arabian niakuk, being gV of the moyo
(Arabian muid) of Valladolid. It derives its name from
being the fourth part of the cantara. According to the
standard of Toledo it contains 1.06 United States (old wine)
gallons (previous to 1801, 4.125 liters); but on the basis of

the arroba menor, used for oil, it is equivalent to ouly 0.83

of the same gallon.

2. A Spanish dry meastu'e, one fourth of a
fanega, equal in Castile to 13.7 liters, or If
Winchester pecks. In Buenos Ayres, where it is the

chief dry measure, it is 34.32 litere. or 0.97 Winchester
bushel.

" In Entre Rios it is 34.41 liters.

3. A South American measure of land equal
to 25.000 square varas.

cuartillo (kwar-te'lyo), n. [Sp., masc. dim. of

cuarto, fom-th. Cf. cuartilla.] 1. A Spanish
liquid measure, one fourth of an azumbre : not
to be confounded with the cuartilla. In the last

system of Spanish measures it was equal to 0.5042 liter,

or 1.06 United States (old wine) pints (previous to 1801, to

0.516 liter) ; but milk was sold by a cuartillo one fourth
larger. The cuartillo of Alicante was lai'ger, being 0.722

liter, or 1.525 United States pints.

2. A dry measure of Spain, one fourth of a
celamine, equal to 1.142 liters, or about one
sixth of a Winchester peek.— 3. A Mexican
and South American coin, the foui'th part of

a real, or about 3i cents.

cuarto (kwiir'to), n. [Sp., fourth: see quart,

quarter.] 1. A copper coin struck in Spain for

circulation in Manila, cun-ent as the 160th part

of a dollar.— 2. A measure of land in Buenos
Ayres, since 1870 one fourth of a hectare.

cub^ (kub), n. [Origin obscure ; not recorded
in ME. ; perhaps Celtic, < Ir. cuih, a cub, whelp,
dog (cf. Gael, cuain, a litter of whelps), < Ir.

Gael, cu = W. ci, a dog, = E. hound. The na-
tive E. word for cub is teheljy, q. v.] 1. The
young of certain quadrupeds, especially of the

bear, fox, and wolf, also of the lion and tiger

(more commonly whelp), and rarely of the dog
and some others; a puppy; a whelp.— 2. A
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coarse or uncouth boy or girl : in contempt or

reprobation.

O, thou dissembling cub ! what wilt thou be
Wheu time Iiath suwii a grizzle on thy case ?

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

Hence— 3t. An assistant to a physician or sur-

geon in a hospital. [London, Eng.]

At St. Thomas's Hospital, anno 1703, the grand commit-
tee resolved

'
' that no surgeon should have more than tflree

Cubbi." N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 307.

CUb^^ (knb), V.
;
pret. and pp. cubbed, ppr. cub-

bing. [< cul)l, w.] L trans. To bring forth, as
a cub or cubs.

n. intrans. Contemptuously, to bring forth

young, as a woman—To cub it, to live as or act the
part or a cub. [Rare.]

L<jng before Romulus cubbed it with wolves, and Remus
scorned earth-works. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreerae, iv.

CUb^ (kub), n. [E. dial., prob. a var. (the more
orig. form) of chub in the general sense of

'roundish lump': see chttb, and cf. cob"^, which
is in part a var. of cub^. Cf. e«63.] a lump;
a heap ; a confused mass. [Prov. Eng.]
Cub^ (kub), n. [To be considered with the dim.
cubby^, q. v.

;
prob. of LG. origin ; cf. LG. hubje

(dim., > E. ctibbij^). to-J:uhje, also kiibbung, a
shed orlean-to for cattle ; bekubbelt, narrow, con-
tracted, crowded for room; cf. also J), hub,

kubbe, a fish-trap, which suggests a connection
with cubby^, a creel. In the sense of ' cupboard,'
cub may be an abbr. of the old form cubbord.^
1. A stall for cattle ; a crib.

I would rather have such in cub or keunel than in my
closet or at my table. Laiidor.

2. A chest ; a bin.

When the ore [in copper-smelting] is sufficiently calcined,
it is let down into the cubtt or vaults beneath.

£ncyc. Brit., VI. 348.

3. A cupboard.

The great leidger-book of the statutes is to be placed in
archivls among the university charters, and not in any
cub of the library.

Ahp. Laud, Chancellorship at Oxfoi-d, p. 132.

[Local or obsolete in all uses.]

cub^t (kub), V. t. [See cub^, n.] To shut up or
confine.

To be cubbed up on a sudden, how shall he be perplexed,
what shall become of him? Burton. Anat. of Met, p. 211.

Art thou of Bethlera's noble college free,

.Stark stai-ing mad, that thou wouldst tempt the sea,
Cubb'd in a cabinV Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, v.

Cuba bast. See hast^, 1.

cubage (ku'bai), k. [< cube + -age.l 1. The act
or pro(_-es3 of determining the cubic contents of
something; cubature.

The next chapter on the cubage of the cranial cavity.

Nature, XXXIII. 4.

2. The cubic contents meastired.

Cuban (ku'ban), a. and n. [< Cuba + -an.]

1. o. Of or pertaining to Cuba, a large island
of the West Indies belonging to Spain.
n. «. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Cuba.— 2. [?. c] Same as cubanite.

cubangle (kub'ang'gl), ». [< L. cubus, cube,
-f- (iiiijiilu.1, angle.] The solid angle formed by
tline lines meeting at right angles to one an-
other, as in a corner of a cube.
CUbanite (ki\'ban-it), n. [< Cuban + -ite^.'] A
sulphid of copper and iron, of a bronze-yellow
color, intermediate between pjTite and chalco-
pyritf, first found in Cuba. Also called cuban.
CUbationH (ku-ba' shon), n. [< L. cubatio(n-), <
cuhiirf, lie down.] 'The act of lying down; a
reclining. Ash.

CUbation'^ (ku-ba'shon), n. Same as cubature.
cubatoryt (ku'ba-to-ri), a. and n. [< ML. *cu-
battirius (neut. cubatorium, n., bedstead, bed-
roomj, < LL. cubator, one who lies down, < L.
cubarc, lie down.] I. a. Lying down ; reclin-
ing; recumbent.

II, n. A place for lying down ; a bedroom
;

a dormitory. Bailey.

cubature (kii'ba-tur), n. [< NL. as if 'cubatura,
< L. cubus, cube.] 1. The act or process of
finding the solid or cubic contents of a body

;

cubage.
Hitherto anthropologist* have chiefly employed solid

particles, such as shot or seeds. In the cubature of skulls.

ScieiKe, V. 499.

2. The cubic contents thus found,
cubbordt, «. An obsolete spelling of cupboard.
cubbridge-head (kub'rij-lied), n. [< cubbridgc,
perhaps for *eubbordage (< eubbord for cupboard
+ -<igc), + head.] Naut., a partition made of
boards, etc., across the forecastle and half-deck
of a ship.

cubby! (kub'i), n.; pi. cubbies (-iz). [Usually
in comp. cubbyhole; prob. of LG. origin; <
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LG. iubjc : see cubS.~\ A snug, confined place;
a cubbyhole. [Rare or obsolete.]

cubbyl (kub'i), a. [Cf. cubby^, «.] Snug;
close.

CUbby2 (kub'i), n.
;
pi. cubbies (-iz). [See cub^.]

A creel or basket of straw carried on the back
and fastened by a strap across the chest : used
in the Orkney and Slietland islands.

cubbyhole (kub'i-hol), n. A small, close apart-

ment, or inclosed space ; a closet, or any simi-

lar confined place; hence, humorously, a very
small house ; a cot.

One place, a queer little ^^ cubbif-hole,'* has the appear-
ance of having l>een a Roman Catholic chapel.

0. W. Holmes, Our Hundred Days iu Europe, iv.

cubby-house (kub'i-hous), «. A little house, as
a doll-house, built by children iu play.

We used to build cubby-houses and fix 'em out with
broken chiny and posies.

R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 6.

cubby-yew (kub'i-u), n. [A corruption of co-

bia.] Same as crab-eater, 2.

cub-drawn (kub'dran), a. Drawn or sucked
by cubs ; exhausted by sucking ; hence, fiercely

hungry. [Rare.]

This night, wherein the cub-draitrn bear would couch.
The lion and the belly-pinched wolf
Keep their fur dry, unbonneted he runs.
And bids what will take all. Shak., Lear, iii. 1.

cube (kub), «. [< F. cube = Sp. Pg. It. cubo =
G. Dan. kubus, Dan. also kube = Sw. kub, < L.
cubus, < Gr. KvjSo^, a die, a cube, a cubic num-
ber.] 1. In geom., a regular
body with six square faces;

a rectangular paraUelopiped,
having all its edges equal. The
cube is used as the measuring unit
of solid content, as the square is of
superficial content or area. Cubes
of different sides are to one another
as the third power of the number of
units in one of their sides. Cube.

2. In arith. and alg., the pro-
duct obtained by multiplying the square of a
quantity by the quantity itself ; the third power
of a quantity : as, 4 x 4 X 4 = 64, the cube of 4

;

a3 is the cube of a, or x^ of x Cube root, the
number or quantity of which a given number or quantity
is the cube. The easiest way of extracting a cube root is

by Homer's method, ^cetnfthod.— Cyclical cube. See
iq/cJioii.— Duplication of the cube. See dupUmtion.
— LesUe'fl cube, a cubical vessel filled with hot water
and used, under varjitig conditions, in measuring the re-
flecting, radiating, and al>sorbing powers of ditferent sub-
stances.— Truncated cube, a tessarescffi-decahedron (or
fourteen-sided body), fonned by cutting off the faces of
the cube parallel to those of the coaxial octahedron far
enough to leave them regular octagons, while adding eight
triangular faces. It is one of the thirteen Archimedean
solids.

cube (kiib), V. t.; pret. and pp. cubed, ppr. cub-
ing. [_<. cube, n.] To raise to the cube or third
power. See cube, n., 2.

cubeb (kti'beb), n. [ME. corruptly cueube, qui-
bibe; = F. cubebe= Pr. Sp. cubeba = Pg. cubeoas,
cobebas, pi., = It. cubebe. < ML. cubeba, < Ar.
Pers. kahdba, Hind, kabdbn, kabdb-chini.'] The
small spicy berry of the Vii>er Cubeba, a climbing
shrub of Java and other East Indian islands. It
resembles a grain of pepper, but is somewhat longer. Iu

V fkj /

Cubeb i,Pifer Cubeba).

aromatic warmth and pungency cubehs are far inferior to
pepper ; but they are nnu:li valued for tlieir use in diseases
of the urinary system and of the bronchial tnl)es. Some-
times called cubeb pepper.— African cubebs, the fruit

of Piper Clusii, which has the hot taste and odor of black

cubicula

pepper, without the peculiar medicinal properties of East
Indian cubei)S.

CUbebic (ku-beb'ik), a. [< cubeb + -jc] Per-
taining to or derived from cubebs Cubeblc
acid, C14H16O4, an amorphous yellow substance con-
tained in cubebs, to which the diuretic effect of the drug
is said to be due.

cubebin (kii'beb-in), n. [< c^tbeb + -h(2.] An
odorless substance (CipHj^oOs) crystallizing
in small needles or scales, found in cubebs.
Physiologically it seems to be inactive.

cube-ore (ktib'or), n. A mineral crystallizing

in cubic crj'stals of a greenish color ; a hydrous
arseniate of iron. Also caUetipharmacosiderite.

cube-powder (kiib'pou"der), «. Gunpowder
made iu large cubical grains, and burning more
slowly than small or irregular grains, used in

heavy ordnance. It is made by cutting press-cake in

two directions at right angles to each other, so as to pro-
duce cubes with edges 0.75 inch in length. There are
about 72 grains to the pound. Also called cubical pou-der.

cube-spar (kiib'spar), n. Anhydrous sulphate
of calcium ; anhydrite.

CUbhood (kub'hiid), n. [< cuftl -I- -hood.] The
character or condition of a cub; the state of

being a cub.

The shaping of the earth from the nebulous cubhood
of its youth ... to its present form.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 243.

cubic (kii'bik), a. and 11. [= F. cubique = Sp.
ciibico = Pg. It. cubico, < L. cubicus, < Gr. Kv(ii-

KOQ, < Ki<f}oc, a die, cube: see cube.] I, a. 1. Hav-
ing the form of a cube.— 2. Solid; three-dimen-
sional : said of a unit of volume related to a unit
of length of the same name as a cube is re-

lated to its edge. Thus, a cubic yard is the volume or
solid contents of a cube whose edges are each a yard long.
Abbi'eviated c.

3. In alg. and geom., being of the third order,
degree, or power— Cubic alum. See aiKiH.— Cubic
curve. See curve.— Cubic or cubical determinant.
See determinant.— Cubic elliptois, a curve whose e(iua-
tionisfli/y = x-{b— a-). It is acusitidul cubic tangent to the
line at ihflnity.— Cubic equation, in alrf.,an equation in
which the highest i)ower of llie unknown (luantity is a
cube.— Cubic number, cubic quantity. Same as cube,
2.— Cubic surface, a surface wliose point-equation is

of the third degree; a surface cut by every line in space
in three points, real or imaginary.— Cubic system, in
crystal., same .is isotnetric system. See c^-ystalloijraphy.—
Plane cubic parabola, a cubic of the form a"-i =»/:*. It

is a cubic of tne tliird class, having a cusp at infinity and
a single point of intlection (which is a center).-Twisted
cubic curve. See twisted cubic, below.

n. «. In math., a cubical quantic, equation,
or curve— Binary, ternary, quaternary cubic, a
homogeneous entire function of the tbiid dewTce. contain-
ing two, three, or four variables.— Characteristic of a
cubic. See characteristic.— Circular cubic, cuspidal
cubic. See the adjectives.— Twisted cubic, a curve in
space which is cut by every plane in three points, real or
imaginary.

cubica (kii'bi-kii), n. [Origin uncertain.] A
fine kind of shalloon used for linings, ranging
in width from 32 to 36 inches. Vict, of Needle-
work.

cubical (Irii'bi-kal), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a
cube.— 2. Cubic.— Cubical coefficient of expan-
sion. See coefficient.— CvHAcaX ellipse, hyperbola, hy-
perbolic parabola, parabola, twisteii cuiiics distin-

guished by their ilitei-sections with the plane at intlnity;

the ellipse having only one real intersection, the hyper-
bola three, all distinct, the hyperbolic parabola three, of
which two fall together, and the parabola three, all coin-
cident.— Cubical figrure, a figure iu three dimensions.—
Cubical powder, same as cube-puuder.

CUbically (kii'bi-kal-i), adv. In a cubic man-
ner; by cubing; with reference to the cube or
its properties.

Sixty-four, . . . made by multiplying . . . four cubically.
Dr. U. More, Conjectura Cabbalistica, p. 217.

cubicalness (ku'bi-kal-nes), n. The character
of bc'iiit,' cubical.

CUbicite, cubizite (kii'bi-sit, -zit), n. [< cubic
+ {:eol)ite, or < cubi{c) + z{eol)ite.] Cubic zeo-
lite, or analcim.

CUbiclet (kii'bi-kl), n. [Also cubicule ; < L. cubi-
culutn, a bedroom, < cubare, lie down.] A bed-
room ; a chamber. [Bare.]

Two messengers from the flock of cardinals, invading
the sanctity of his [Pole's] nightly cubicle, broke his slum-
bers with the news of his proffered designation.

R. W. Dtxon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.

CUbicone (ku'bi-kon), n. [< cubi(c) + cone.]

A eonjcal surface of the third degree.

CUbicontra'rariant (Im-bi-kon-tra-va'ri-ant), n.

[< cubi(c) + contracariant.] A contravariant
of the third degree.

CUbicovariant (kii"bi-k6-va'ri-ant), n. [< c«-
bi(c) + covariant.] A covariant of the third
degree.

CUbicriticoid (kii-bi-krit'i-koid), n. [< ctibi(c)

+ criticoid.] A eriticoid of the third degree,
cubicula, «. Plural of cubiculum.
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CObicnlar (ku-bik'iVlar), a. [< L. cubicttUiris,

also eiibicularius : see cubiculary.'] Belonging
to a bedchamber

;
private.

Tho' there be Rules and Rubrics in our Liturgy suftlcient
to guide every one in the performance of all holy duties,
yet I believe every one hatli some mode and model or for-
mulary of his own, especially for his private cubicular de-
votions. Howell, Letters, I. vl. 32.

cnbiculaiy (ku-bik'u-la-ri), a. and n. [ME.
cubicularie,n.; = OF.' cubiculaire = Pr. cubicii-

lari = Sp. Pg. cubiculario = It. cubieolario, < L.
eubiciilarius, of or pertaining to a bedchamber,
as a noun a chamber-servant, valet-de-cham-
bre, < cubiculitm, a bedchamber: see cubicle.']

1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a bedchamber.— 2. Fitted for the posture of lying down.
[Rare.]

Custom, by degrees, changed their cubicvlary beds into
discubitory. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 6.

H.t M. A chamberlain. Wyclif.

cnbicule (kii'bi-kul), n. [See cubicle.^ Same
as cubicle.

cubiculot (ku-bik'u-16), n. [For It. cubicolo, <

li. cubiculum : see cubicle.] A bedchamber; a
chamber.
Sir AtuL Where shall I find you?
Sir To. We'll call thee at the cubiculo.

Shak., T. N., iii. 2.

cnbicnlnm (ku-bik'u-lum), n.
; pi. cubicula (-la).

[ML., < L. euhiculum, a bedchamber : see cubi-
cle.'] 1. In arclueol., a burial-chamber having
round its walls loculi or compartments for the
reception of the dead. See catacomb.— 2. A
mortuary chapel attached to a church.
cubiform (ku'bi-form), o. [< L. cubits, cube, +
forma, shape.] Having the form of a cube

;

cubic.

The genus Amphitetras ... is chiefly characterized by
the cubi/orm shape of its frustules.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 293.

cnbinvariant (kub-in-va'ri-ant), 11. [< cub(ic)
+ iin-ariant.'] In math., an invariant of the
third degree in the coefficients of a quantio.
cubit (ku'bit), n. [< ME. cubit, cubite = OF.
comic, eoute, cute, P. coude = Pr. coide, code,
elbow, = OSp. cobdo, Sp. codo, elbow, a mea-
sure, ciibito, the ulna, = Pg. cubito, the ulna, a
measure, covado, an ell (cf . coto, a small piece),
= It. cubito, cubit, elbow, angle, = Wall, cot,

< L. cubitum, rarely cubitus, the elbow, the dis-
tance from the elbow to the end of the middle
finger, an ell, earlier in Gr. kvjSitcv, also KvfiriTTov,

described as Sicilian (the Attic word being uAi-
Kpavov or u/jivri = L. ulna = E. ell), prob. from
OL., lit. a bending, < cubare (bend), recline, lie,

= Gr. Kinrmv, bend ; cf. Gael, eubach, bent.] 1.
In anat.: (a) The forearm or antebrachium

;

the arm from the elbow to the wrist.

Putte thou elde clothes . . . vndur the cubit of thin
hondis [translation of Latin stib cubito].

Wyclif, Jer. xxxviii. 12 (Purv.).

(6) The inner bone of the forearm ; the ulna.

—

2. A linear unit derived from the length of the
forearm. The natural cubit used for measuring cloth
was probably originally the length from the end of the
thumb-nail to the elbow, though no cubit so short is known.
The royal Egyptian cubit is, of all units of measure or
weight, that one whose use can be traced back in history
the furthest ; for it was employed in the construction of
the pyramids of Oizeli, perhaps 3600 B. c. From a num-
ber of Ej,'yptiaii measuring-sticks found in the tombs, this
cubit is ascertained to be equal to 20.64 English inches, or
624 millimeters. It was divided into seven palms, instead
of six as the ordinary cubit was ; and this was probably
owing to measurements along walls with the forearm hav-
ing Iteen made by placing the hand behind the elbow
and leaving it on the wall until the arm was laid down
again, llie Egyptian and Roman are the only ancient
cubits of importance whose lengths are undisputed. The
Roman cubit was IJ Roman feet, or 17.4 English Inches.
Two cubits are mentioned in the Bible, for Ezekiel speaks
of a cubit which is a cubit and a hand-breadth. The
shorter of these cubits was probably that which in Deuter-
onomy is called the cubit of a man ; the longer one, that
which In Chronicles is called the cubit after the first mea-
sure— that is, the most ancient cubit. Julian of Ascalon
speaks of two cubits in the ratio of 28 to 25. But we have no
accurate knowledge of the lengths of the Hebrew cubits,
since the cubit of the temple is estimated variously by
high authorities, as from 19 to 26 inches. There are many
cubits, ancient and modern, of widely different values.

And gee schulle undirstonde, that the Cros of oure Lord
was eyglit Cubytes long, and the overthwart piece was of
lengthe thre Cvbytet and an half.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 12.

Four eubiti [was) the breadth of It [Og's Iron bedstead],
after the cubit of a man. Dent. iii. 11.

3. In entom., one of the veins, nerves, or ribs
of an insect's wing ; a cubital rib, succeeding
the radius or sector. See phrases under cubitus.
cubital (ku'bi-tal). a. [< L. cubitalis, < cubitum,
elbow: see cubit.'] 1. In ana<., pertaining to
the forearm, or to the ulna; antebrachial ; ul-
nar: ao, the cubital artery, nerve, vein, muscle.
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— 2. In entom., pertaining to the cubit or cu-
bitus of an insect's wing: as, cubital cells ; the
cubital rib.— 3. Of the length or measure of a
cubit.

Cubital stature. Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err., iv. 11.

4. Growing on the cubit, antebrachium, or fore-
arm, as feathers of a bird's wing: as, the cubital
coverts. See covert, n., 6.

The principal modes of imbrication of the cubital cov-
erts, as observed in healthy living birds of all the leading
carinate forms. Mature, XXXIII. 621.

cubital (ku'bi-tal), n. [< L. cubital, an elbow,
cushion, < cubitum, elbow: see cubit, and cubital,

a.] 1. A bolster or cushion to rest the elbow
upon, as used by persons reclining at meals in
Boman antiquity, and by invalids, etc.— 2. [<
cubital, a.] The third joint of the pedipalp of
a spider. It is generally short.

cubit-bone (ku'bit-bon), n. The cubital bone

;

the ulna.

cubited (ku'bi-ted), a. [< cubit + -ed^.] Hav-
ing the measure of a cubit: used in composi-
tion. [Rare.]

The twelve-cuM(«(J man. Sheldon, Miracles, p. 303.

cubit-fashion (ku ' bit - fash "on), adv. In the
mode of measuring with the forearm, on which
the cubit is founded.
The olchine was roughly spoken of as equal to the Rus-

sian arshine, and measured cubit-fastiioii, from the elbow
to the end of the forefinger.

Laiudell, Russian Central Asia, II. 36.

cubiti, n. Plural of cubitus.

cubitidigital (ku"bi-ti-dij'i-tal), a. [< L. cubi-
tum, elbow, -f- digitus, finger, 4- -al.] In anat., of
or pertaining to the forearm and to the fingers.

CUblti^re (F. pron. kil-be-tiar'), n. [F., < L. cu-
bitum, elbow: eee cubit.] \n medieval armor, &
general name for the defense of the elbow when
forming a piece separate from the covering of
the arm. in the thirteenth century it consisted of a
roundel, slightly hollowed in the form of a cup, and held
over the hauberk or broigne by a strap passing round the
elbow-joint; later it became more conical, and in the
fourteenth century another plate was added, covering
the side of the elbow-joint. When the complete bras-
sart was introduced, toward the close of the fourteenth
century, the cubitifere formed a part of this, and was reg-
ularly articulated ; but the old cup-shaped form or some
modification of it was retained by those who could not
afford the expense of the brassart of plate. See cuts un-
der armor.

CUbitOcarpal (kii"bi-t6-kar'pal), a. [< L. cu-
bitum, elbow, + NL. carpus, q. v., -t- -al.] In
anat., pertaining to the cubit or forearm and
to the carpus or wrist : as, the cubitocarpal ar-
ticulation. In man this joint is called radio-
carpal.

cubitus (kii'bi-tus), n.
;
pi. cubiti (-ti). [L. : see

cubit.] Same as cubit— Cubitus anticus, in entom.,
the anterior cubital or discoidal rib.— Cubitus posticus,
in entom., the posterior cubital or submedian rin. Claris,

cubizite, n. See cubicite.

cubla (kub'la), n. [NL., perhaps of South Afri-
can origin.] A book-name of a South African
shrike, the Dryoscopus cubla. Also cubla-shrikc.

CUbo-biquadratic (ku'bo-bi-kwod-rat'ik), a.
In math., of the seventh degree.
cuboctahedral (kab"ok-ta-he'dral), a. [< cu-
boctahedron + -al.] Relating to or having the
shape of a cuboctahedron. Also cubo-octahedral.
CUboctahedron (kub"ok-ta-he'drpn), ». [<
cube + octahedron.] A solid' with fourteen faces
formed by cutting off the comers of a cube
parallel to the coaxial octahedron far enough
to leave the original faces
squares, while adding eight «„,
triangular faces at the trunea- Mi'
tions. The same result is obtained
by cutting off the corners of the octa-
hedron far enough to leave the origi-

nal faces triangles. It is one of the
thirteen Archimedean solids. Also
CMiw-ocfaAedron.— Truncated CU- Cuboctahedron.
boctabedron, a solid with twenty-
six sides foraied by the faces of the coaxial cube, octahe-
dron, and rhombic dodecahedron, in such proportions that
the faces belonging to the cube become regular octagons,
those belonging to the octahedron hexagons, and those be-
longing to the dodecahedron squares. It is one of the thir-
teen Archimedean solids.

cubo-cube (ku'bo-kub), n. [< NL. cubocubus, <

LGr. Kvji6iiv(in^, the product of two cube num-
bers, < Gr. iiv(ioq, cube, + Kvftoi;, cube.] In math.,
the sixth power of a number; the square of
the cube : thus, 64 is the cubo-cube of 2.

CUbocubic (ku-bo-ku'bik), a. In math., of the
sixth degree— Cubocublc root, a sixth root.

CUbo-CUbO-CUbe (ku'b6-ku"b6-kub), n. [< NL.
eubocubo-cubus, < Gr. Khfioi + Kvjiog -H Kt'/Jof,

cube.] In math., the ninth power of a number;
the cube of the cube : thus, 512 is the cubo-cubo-
cube of 2.

cucking-stool

CUbo-CUneiform (ku-bo-ku'ne-i-form), a. [<
cubo{id) + cuneiform.] In anat., pertaining to
the cuboid and to the cuneiform bones: as, a
cubo-cunciform articulation or ligament.
CUbo-dodecahedral (ku"b6-d6"dek-a-he'dral),
a. l<h.fubus,fuhe, + dodecahedral.'^ Present-
ing the two forms, a cube and a dodecahedron.
cuboid (ku'boid), a. and n. [< Gr. Kvfioeidj/^,

cfcbe-shaped, < Kvjio^, cube, -1- elSoQ, form.] I.
a. Resembling a cube in form.

II. n. In anat., the outermost bone of the dis-
tal row of tarsal bones, or bones of the instep,
supporting the heads of the fourth and fifth

metatarsal bones: so called from its cubic form
in man. it is regarded as consisting of or as represent-
ing the fourth and fifth distal tarsal bones of the typical
tarsus. See cut under /oo(.

cuboidal (kii-boi'dal), a. [< cuboid + -al.]

Same as cuboid.

True cork is destitute of intercellular spaces, its cells be-
ing of regular shape (generally cuboidal) and fitted closely
to each other. Beseey, Botany, p. 125.

CUboides (kii-boi'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvjioeidfj^,

cuboid : see cxiboid.] In anat., the cuboid bone

;

the cuboid.
cuboite (kii'bo-it), n. [< L. cubus, a cube, +
-ite'^: so called because it sometimes occurs in
cubic crystals.] Same as analcite.

CUbomancy (ku'bo-man-si), n. [< Gr. /a'/3of, a
cube, die, + fiavreia, divination.] Divination
by means of dice ; dioe-thi-owing.

Cubomedusae (ku"bo-me-du'se), H. pi. [NL.,
< L. cubus, a cube, + l^L. Aledu,sa:, q. v.] A
family of acraspedal medusans or jelly-fishes,

having a somewhat cubical figure in conse-
quence of the arrangement of principal parts
in fours. Thus, there are four perradial marginal bodies,
containing endodermal otocysts, acoustic clubs, and one
or more eyes; four wide square perradial pouches of the
gastral cavity; ami four pairs of leaf-shaped gonads, de-
veloped from the subumbral endoderm of the gastral
pouches, fixed by their margins to the four interradial septa
and freely projecting into the gastral cavity. Preferably
written Cubomedusidas, as a family name.
cubomedusan (ku"bo-me-du'san), a. and n. I.

a. Having the cuboid cliaracter of the Cubome-
dusie; of or pertaining to these aealephs.

II. 11. A jelly-fish of the family CH6o»ierf««(B.

cubo-octahedral (ku-bo-ok-ta-he'dral), a. [<
cubo-octahedron + -al.] Same a.s euboctahedral.

CUbo-Octahedron (kii-bo-ok-ta-he'dron), n. [<
L. cubus, cube, + NL. octahedron, q. v.] Same
as cuboctahedron.

Cubostomse (ku-bos'to-me), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Ki'/3of, cube, + arofia, mouth.] A suborder of
Discomedusoi having the parts in sets of four or
eight, and the mouth simple, at the end of a
rudimentary manubrium, and without any pro-
cesses. It is represented by such forms as
Xausithoe. Preferably written Cubostomata.
CUbOStomoUS (ku-bos'to-mus), a. [< Cubosto-
mm + -ous.] Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the Cubostomce.

CUCa (ko'kii), n. A variant form of coca^.

The pretious leaf called cuca. De La Vega.

CUCaine (ko'ka-in), n. [< cuca + -ine^.] A va-
riant form ot cocaine.

CUchia (ku'ehi-a), »i. [NL.; from native name.]
A fish, Amphipnous cuchia, found lurking in
holes in the marshes of Bengal, of a sluggish
and torpid nature, and remarkable for tenacity
of life. See Amphipnous.

CUCk^t, ''. '• [ME. *cucken, "culcken, "coken; re-
corded only in the verbal n. cucking, and in

comp. cucking-stool, cuck-stool, q. v.; prob. <

Icel. kaka, equiv. to E. cack : see cack*.] To
ease one's self at stool.

CUCk^t, r. t. [Inferred from cucking-stool, after
the assumed analogy of rf«cA-l as related to

ducking-stool.] To put in the cucking-stool.

Follow the law ; and you can cuck me, spare not.

Middleton and Dekker, Roaiing Girl, v. 2

CUCk^t, V. i. [A var. of cookK] To call, as the
cuckoo.

Clucking of moor fowls, cucking of cuckoos, bumbling
of bees. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 13.

CUCk* (kuk), V. t. [E. dial., also cook; origin
obscure.] To cast; throw; chuck. [North.
Eng.]
Cook me the b.ill. Grose.

CUCking-stOOl (kuk'ing-stol), n. [< ME. cuck-
ing-stol, cukkynge-, cokinge-stole, etc. ; cf. equiv.
cuck-stool, < ME. cuckestolc, kukstole, cokestole,

etc., orig. in the form of a close-stool (in the
earliest mention called cathedra stercoris); <

cucking, verbal n. of cuck^, r., + stool. ] Former-
ly, a chair in which an offender, as a common
brawler or scold, or a woman of disorderly life.



cucking-stool

or a defaulting brewer or baker, was placed, to

be hooted at or pelted by the mob. The cuckiiuj-

stool has been frequently confounded with the duckin'j-

stool ; but the former did not of itself admit of the ducking
of its occupant, although in conjunction with the tinnbrel

it was sometimes used for that purpose.

I had been tyed to silence,

1 should have beene wortliy the cuckiwj-stoole ere this

time. MarMonand Barksted, Insatiate Countess, ii.

These, mounted in a chair-curule,
Which moderns call a cuckiiiff-gtool,

March proudly to the river side.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. ii. 740.

cuckle, «. A corrupt dialectal form of cockle^.

cuckold^ (kuk'old), n. [Early mod. E. also
cockwold, cockward, cokward, etc. ; < ME. co-

kolde, cokewold, cockewold, kiikwald, kukeweld,
etc., with excrescent -d, < OF. coucuol, couquiol,

mod. F. coca = Pr. cugol, a cuckold, lit. a
cuckoo (so called with opprobrious allusion to

the cuckoo's habit of depositing her eggs in

the nests of other birds), < L. cucidus, a cuckoo

:

see cuckoo.'i 1. A man whose wife is false to

him ; the husband of an adulteress.— 2. A book-
name of the cow-bird, Molothrus ater : so called
from its parasitic and polygamous habits. [tJ.

S.]— 3. A name of the cow-fish, Ostracion qua-
dricorne : apparently so called from its horns.
See cow-fish (c).

cuckold^ (kuk'old), )'. t. [< cuckold^, «.] To
dishonor by adultery: said of a wife or her
paramour.

If thou canst cuckold liim, thou dost thyself a pleasure,
me a sport. 5Aai;., Othello, i. 3.

But suffer not thy wife abroad to roam,
Nor strut in streets with Amazonian pace;
For that's to cuckold thee before thy face.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

cuckold^ (kuk'old), ». A corrupt form of

cuckoldize (kuk'ol-diz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
cuckoldized, ppr. cuckoldizing. [< cuckold^ ¥
•ize.'] To make a cuckold.

Can dry bones live ? or skeletons produce
The vital warmth of eiickoldizing juice ?

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 339.

cuckoldly (kuk'old-li), a. [< cuckold + -ly^.1

Having the qualities of a cuckold.
I'ucir riirbddhj knave ! Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

cuckold-maker (kuk'old-ma'k^r), n. One who
commits adultery with another man's wife.

cuckoldom (kuk'ol-dum), n. [< cuckold^ +
-</<!«(.] The state of being a cuckold; cuckolds
collectively.

TIjinkiuK of nothing but her dear colonel, and conspir-
ing nickoldoin against me. Dryden, Spanish Kriar, iv. 1.

cuckoldry (kuk'old-ri), n. [< cuckold^ + -ry.]

Adultery ; adultery as
affecting the honor of the
husband.

Tliey have got out of Chris-
tendom into the land — what
sliall I call it?

—

of cuckoldry—
the I'topia of gallantry, where
pleasure is duty, and the man-
ners perfect freedom.

I.aiiib, Ella, p. 240.

cuckold's-knot (kuk'-
oldz-not), n. \aut., a
loop made in a rope by
crossing the two parts
and seizing them toge-
ther.

cuckold's-neck (kuk'oldz-nek), n,

cuckotrfs-knot.

cuckoo (kuk'ii), n. [Early mod. E. also cuckoe,
cueknic : < ME. cucko, ciikkow, cocotc, coekou, coc-
cou, in earliest form cuccu (partly from OF.),
= MD. kockock, kockkock, kuyckuck, kuyckkuyck,
D, koekoek = North Fries, kukuut = OLG. cuc-
ciic, ML»}. ktickuck, kukuk, L6. kuckuck, kukuk=
MHG. cukuk, also gukuk, gukuck, gukguk, gug-
giik, G. kuckuck, kuckuk, guckguck, usually ku-
kuk, = Dan. kukker = Sw. Icuku (the Teut. forms
being partly conformed to the L. and Rom.

)
; =:

OF. coucou, cocu, F. coucou = Pr. cogul (cf. co-
cuc, the cuckoo's cry) = Sp. cuco, also dim. cu-
clillo, = Pg. cuco = It. cucco, also cucolo, cuculo,
cucuglio, coccolo, < ML. cucm, L. only in dim.
form cuculus, a cuckoo (cf. L. cucus, a daw) ; =
Gr. KdnKv^ (see coccyx), MGr. ko'vko^, NGr. mmo;
= W. cwcw, also cog, = Gael. Ir. cuach, also
cubhag; = OBulg. kukatitsa = Serv. kukavitsa,
= Bohera. kukachka = Pol. kukulka = Russ. ku-
kushka= Albanian kukatvitse (cf . Russ. kukovati,
cry as a cuckoo, kukati, murmur, = Bohem.
Serv. kukati = Lith. kaukti = Lett, kaukt,
howl); = Skt. kokila (> Hind, kokila, kokia), a
cuckoo; cf. Hind, kuk, the cry of a cuckoo or
peacock, kuka, the cooing of a dove, koko, a.

Cuckold's-knot.

Same as
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crow ; also found in older Teut. form (OHG.
MHG. gouch, G. gauch = AS. gedc = Icel. gaukr,
> E. gowk, a cuckoo: see gowk) and in many
other tongues, in various forms of the type ku-

ku, being a direct imitation of the characteristic

cry of the bird. A similar imitation occurs also

in coo, cook^, cock^, caw, etc. (see these words).
The forms,being imitative, do not conform close-

ly to the rules of historical development. In ear-

ly superstitions the cuckoo was regarded as of

evil omen, and enters into various imprecations
and proverbs as an embodiment of the devil.

It was also a term of reproach or contempt
equivalent to fool (cf. goick, in similar use), and
with reference to its habit of laying its eggs in
other birds' nests is the subject of endless al-

lusion in early literature : see cuckold^.'] 1. A
bird of the family CucuUdw, and especially of

the subfamily Cnculime or genus Cuculus : so
called from its characteristic note. The common
cuckoo of Europe is Cuculus canonui, about 14 inches
long, with zygodactyl feet, broad rounded tail, curved

r

Common CucLoo { Cucutus caturus)^

bill, and ashy plumage varied with black and white. It

is notorious for its parasitism, having the habit common
to many birds of the family of de{x>siting its eggs in the
nests of other birds, chiefly smaller than itself, and caus-
ing its young to Iks reared by the foster-parents— a con-
dition generally entailing the destruction of their own
progeny. The remarkable cries which have given the bird
imitative names in many languages are the love-notes,

uttered only during the mating season. The species
of cuckoos are very numerous, and are found in most
parts of the world ; they are not all parasitic. There are
several subfamilies of Cueulid<e, and many genera. (See
Cuculidte.) The American ()r tree-cuckoos are arboricole,
not parasitic, and are confined to America ; they are also

called hook-billeil cuckoos, a term not of special perti-

nence. The ground-cuckoos are American birds of terres-

trial habits. The crested cuckoos are old-world forms, as
are also the coucals, lark-heeled or spur-heeled cuckoos,
also called pheasant-cuckoos.

The citckoo builds not for himself. Shak., A. andC.,ii. 6.

2. A simpleton; a fool: used in jest or eon-
tempt, like the ultimately related gowk.

Prince. Why, what a rascal art thou, then, to praise
him so for running I

Fahtnf. A' horseback, ye cuckoo! but afoot, he will

not huilgc a foot. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Hombill cuckoo. Same as channelbill.

CUckoo-aie (kiik'o-al), «. A provision of ale or
strong beer foi-merly drunk in the spring of the
year. The signal
for broaching it

seems to have
been the first cry
of the cuckoo.

cuckoo-bee (kiik'-

o-be), n. A bee
of the family Api-
da; and of a group
variously called
Cuculinw or No-
tnadte, represent-
ed by the genus
Nomada. The cuck-
oo-bees are richly
colored, and make no
nest, depositing their
eggs in the nests of
other bees, whence
their name. The larvte on emerging devour the food des-
tined for the proi>er occupants of the nest, wliich often
starve to death.

CUCkoo-budt (kuk'o-bud), n. Probablv a bud of
the cowsliportho buttercup: only in Shakspere.

Cuekoo.lnuig of yellow hue. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2 (song).

CUckoo-do'Ve (kiik'8-duv), «. A dove of the ge-
nus Macro]>ygia (which see).

cuckoo-fisli (kuk'o-fish), n. 1 . A Cornish name
of the striped wrasse.— 2. An English name of
the boar-fish.

CUCkoO-flo'vrer (kuk'o-flou'fer), n. 1. In old
works, the ragged-robin. Lychnis Flos-cuculi.

Cuckoo-bee [Catioxyt texana).
snows natural size.)

{Cross

Cucujus

Harlocks, hemlock, nettles, cuckoo-jlowers.
Shak., Lear, iv. 4.

2. Now, more generally, the lady's-smock, Car-
damine pratensis.

By the meadow-trenches blow the faint sweet cuckoo-flow-
ers. Tennyson, May Queen.

cuckoo-fly (kuk' 0-fli), n. 1. A name of sundry
parasitic hymenopterous insects, as the Chrysis
ignita, of the family Chrysididw.— 2. pi. A gen-
eral name of the pupivorous iehneumon-flies,
the females of which deposit their eggs in the
larviB or pupee of other insects.

cuckoo-grass (kiik'o-gras), n. A grass-like

i-ush, Lunula campestris, flowering at the time
of the cuckoo's song.

cuckoo-gurnard (kuk'o-ger"nilrd), «. An Eng-
lish name of the JHgla cuculus.

cuckoo-pint (kiik'o-pint), n. [< ME. cokkupyn-
tel, coke-pintel (also gauk-, gokko-, gek-pintel), <

cokku, etc. (or gek, etc., < AS. gedc: see gowk),
cuckoo (in allusion to the fact that the cuckoo
and the plant appear in spring together), + pin-
tel, a coarse word, descriptive of the spadjx.]
The wake-robin, Arum maculatum.
The root of the cuckoo-pint was frequently scratched out

of the dry banks of hedges [by birds], and eaten in severe
snowy weather. Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, xv.

CUCkoo's-bread (kuk'oz-bred), «. [ML. panis
cuculi ; F. j)ain de coucou: so called from its

blossoming at the season when the cuckoo's cry
is heard.] The wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella.
Also called cuckoo's-meat.

CUCkoo-sbell (kuk'o-shel), n, A local name at
Youghal, Ireland, of the whelk, Buccinum un-
datum.
cuckoo-shrike (kuk'6-shrik), n. A bird of the
family t'anqioplmgidw. Also called caterpillar-
catcher.

CUCkoo's-maid (kuk'oz-mad), n. Same as cuck-
oo's-mate.

CUCkoo's-mate (kuk'oz-mat), ». A local Eng-
lish name of the wryneck, Yunx torquilla, from
its appearing in spring about the same time as
the cuckoo.
CUCkoo's-meat (kuk'oz-met), n. Same as cuck-
oo'.i-brcatt.

cuckoo-spit, cuckoo-spittle (kuk ' a - spit,

-spit'l), II. 1. A froth or spume secreted by
sundry homopterous insects, as the common
frog-hopper, Aphrophora or Ptyclus »pumarius.
Also called froth-spit.

In the nnddle of May you will see, in the joints of rose-
mary, thistles, and almost all the larger weeds, a white
fermented froth, which the country-people call Cuckrow's
Spit ; in these the eg^s of the grasshopper are deposited.

/. H alton. Complete Angler, p. 73, note.

2. An insect which secretes a froth or spume,
as a frog-hopper : called in full cuckoo-sjntfrog-
hopper.

cuckqueant (kuk'kwen), w. [Also written ctic-

queaii, cuckqueane ; < cuck(old) + quean; prob.
as a modification of cotquean.'] A woman whose
husband is false to her: correlative to cuckold.

Celia shall be no cuckqueane, rtiy heire no begger.
Marstan, What you Will, iii. 1.

Cuequean Juno's fury. Qtiarles, Emblems, i. 6.

CUCk-Stoolt (kuk'stol), n. [< ME. cuckestoole,
kuk.itole, etc. : see cucking-stool.'] Same as cuck-
ing-stool.

cucqueant, «. See cuckquean.
CUCUJid (kii'ku-jid), n. A beetle of the family
Curujida.'.

Cucujidae (ku-ku'ji-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cucujus
+ -idw.'} A. family of clavioom Coleoptera or
beetles. The
dorsal segments
of the abdomen
are partly mem-
branous ; the
ventralsegments
are free ; the tar-

si are 5-joint-

ed ; the mentum
is moderate or
small ; the palpi
are appro.ximate
at the base ; the
anterior coxre are
rounded or oval, Cucujus davipa.
and not promi- «, larva; ». beetle (lines show natural sizesl;
nent ; the poste- c. i, enlarged back and side views of anal joint

rior coxse are not <>' i*""" ; ''. head, enlarged,

sulcate and are
separated ; the ventral segments are subeqtlal ; and the
middle coxal cavities open externally. The Oncujidce are
mostly small, dark-colored beetles, living under bark or
in decaying wood ; some, however, infest food-stuffs, espe-
cially those of a farinaceous character. The family has
been divided into Pasitandrince, Cueujince, HeniijH-plinoe,

Rronlifinte, and Si/tvanime.

Oucu^US (kii'ku-jus), «. [NL. ; of S. Amer.
origin.] The typical genus of the family Cu-
cujidw, having the first tarsal joints very short.



Oucujos

C. davipes U a characteristic example. It is scarlet above
with flnely punctured surface ; the eyes aud antennse are
black.

Cuculi (ku'ku-U), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. cucttlus,

a cuekoo: see cuckoo and Cuculus.} A super-

family of coccygomorphie birds, of the conven-
tional order PlC^lri(e, including several families

related to the Cuciili<]<e.

Cnctllidse (ku-ku'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cueulus
+ -Kte.] A family of yoke-toed picarian birds,

typical of the group Coccygomorphw or Cuculi-

J'orntes; the cuckoos. The feet are permanently
zygodactyl by reversion of the fourth toe, yet the birds

are not of scansorial habits. The bill is moderate, gen-

erally curved, with a dellected tip and no cere ; the palate

is desraognathous ; the logs are liomalogouatous ; the ca.

rotids are two in number ; the oil-gland is nude ; and cieca

are present. It is a large and important funnly, with about
200 species, showing various minor modiflcations of strnc-

tur© corresponding in a measure with faunal areas ; it is

otmseqaently divided into a number of subfamilies. The
Cauint* are a peculiar Madagascan t.vpe. The Phcenico-

phama are confined to the old world, as are the Centra-

vodina or spur-heeled cuckoos, and tlie Cuc%dinee or typ-

ical cuckoos. (See cut under cuckoo.) America has three

types, those of the Coccyziiue or tree-cuckoos, the Sauro-
therina or ground-cuckoos, and the Crotopha(fiiug or gre-

garious cuckoos. (See cuts under an?", Coccyzus, and chapar-
ral-cock.) The birds of the genus htdwator, sometimes in-

cluded in the family, are now usually elevated to the rank
of a distinct family. In their economy the Cuculidce are
noted for their parasitism, which runs through many,
though not all, of the genera composing the family.

CUCUlifonn (ku'ku-li-f6rm), a. [< NL. cttculi-

formis, < L. cueulus, a cuckoo, + forma, shape.]
Cucnline; cuckoo-like in form or structure;

coccygomorphie.
Ouculiformes (ku'ku-li-fdr'mez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of cucutiformis : see cuculiform.'] A super-
family of cuculiform picariau birds, approxi-
mately equivalent to Coccygomorphee, separat-

ing the cuculine or cuckoo-like birds on the one
hand from the Cypseliformes, and on the other

from the Picifornies. it contains the whole of the
conventional order Picarice, excepting the goatsuckers,
swifts, and humming-birds, and the woodpeckers and wry-
necks.

Clicillmse (ku-ku-ll'ne),«.^l. [NL., < Cueulus +
-ina:.'] 1. In ornith. : (a) A subfamily of Cucu-
lUUe, including the typical cuckoos, such as the
Cueulus canorus of Europe. See cutunder cuckoo.

(6) In Nitzsch's sj'stem of classification, a ma-
jor and miscellaneous group of picarian or cu-

culiform birds of no fixed limits, including, be-
sides cuckoos, the trogons, goatsuckers, and
sundry others. [Not in use in this sense.]— 2.

Inentom., a well-marked group of naked, some-
times wasp-like, parasitic bees, having no pol-

Uniferous brushes or plates; the cuckoo-bees.
See cuckoo-bee.

cuculine (ku'ku-lin), a. [< NL. cuculinus, < L.
cueulus, a cuckoo : see cuckoo, and cf. Cuculinw.']

Cuckoo-like ; cuculiform ; coccygomorphie
;
per-

* taining or related to the cuckoos.

CucuUsea (kii-ku-le'a), n. [NL., < L. cucullus, a
cap, hood: see cotcfi.'} A genus of asiphonate
bivalves, of the family Arddce, or ark-shells,

having a somewhat square gibbous shell with
hinge-teeth oblique at the middle and parallel

with the hinge at the ends. The species are
chiefly fossil.

CUCUllaris (ku-ku-la'ris), n.; pi. cucullares (-rez).

(NL., < L. cucullus, a cap, hood: see cowU.~i
The cowl-muscle or trapezius of man : so called
because, taken with its fellow of the opposite
side, it has been likened to a monk's hood or
cowl. See trapezius.

CUCUllate, CUCuUated (ku-kul'at, -a-ted), a.

[< LL. cueullatus, < L. cucullus, a cap, hood: see
cotcH.] 1. Hooded; cowled; covered as with
a hood.— 2. In bot., having the shape or sem-
blance of a hood ; wide at the top and drawn to
a point below, in the shape of a cornet of paper

;

likfe or likened to a hood : as, a cucullaie leaf or
nectary. In mosses it is specifically applied to

a conical calj^itra cleft at one side.— 3. InzooL,
hooded; having the head shaped, marked, or
colored as if hooded or cowled : specifically ap-
plied, in entom., to the prothorax of an insect
when it is elevated or otherwise shaped into a
kind of hood or cowl for the head.
They [the cicada and the grasshopper] are differently

eucuUated or capuched upon the head and back.
.Sir T. Urowrte, Vulg. Err., v. 3.

cucullately (ku-kul'at-li), adv. In a cucuUate
manner ; m the shape or with the appearance
of a hood.
cucullifonn (ku-kul'i-fdrm), a. [< L. cucullus,
a cap, hood (see cowl^), + forma, shape.] Re-
sembling a hood or cowl in form or appear-
ance; cucullate.

cncnliitet (kii-kul'it), n. [< NL. cueullites
(SchrSter, 1764, in form cucuUtes), < L. cucullus,
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a cowl: %6^ cucullus.'] A name formerly given
to fossil species of cones or cone-like shells.

cucullus (kfi-kul'us), w. [L., a cowl: see
coicl^.] 1. A cowl or monk's hood: as in the
proverb Cucullus nonfaeit monachuvi (the cowl
does not make the monk). Seefcood.— 2. [NL.]
In zool. and anat.. a formation or coloration of

the head like or likened to a hood.
Ouculoidese (kii-ku-loi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Cueulus + -oirfeff.] The' Cuculidw and Muso-
phagida; or cuckoos and touraeous, combined
to constitute a superfamily.

Cuculoides (ku-ku-loi'dez), n. ]>l. [NL., < L.
cueulus, cuckoo, + Gr. ti(!of, form.] In Blyth's
system (1849), a superfamily of his Zygodactyli,

in which the Leptosomatidai and Bueconidce are

tmited with the Cuculidce proper.

Cueulus (kii'kii-lus), n. [NL., < L. cueulus, a
cuckoo: see cuckoo.~\ The typical genus of

the family Cuculidce, formerly more compre-
hensive than the family as at present consti-

tuted, but now restricted to forms congeneric
with Cueulus canorus, the type of the genus.
See cut under cuckoo.

cucumber (kii'kum-bfer), ». [E. dial, cowcumber,
formerly in good literary use, being the proper
mod. representative of the ME. form (cucumber,
being a reversion to the L. form); < ME. cu-

cumber, cucumer, cocumber = OF. cocombre, F.
concombre = Pf. cogombre = Sp. cohombro = It.

cocomero, < ML. cucumer, L. cucumis (cucumer-),

a cucumber.] 1. A common running garden-
plant, Cucumis sativus. it is a native of southern
Asia, but has been, cultivated from the earliest times in all

civilized countries. See Cucumis.
Thi seedes with cocumber rootes grounde
Lete stepe, and save of evry mysse [mishap] thai are.

Palladiug, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

2. The long, fleshy fruit of this plant, eaten as

a cooling salad when green, and also used for

pickling. (See gherkin). The stem-end is usu-
ally very bitter, as is the whole fruit in some un-
cultivated varieties.

We remember the fish which we did eat in Egypt freely

;

the cucumbers, and the melons. Num. xi. 6.

3. A common name of various plants of other
genera—Bitter cucumber, the colocynth, Citrullua
Colocynthis.— Cool as a cucumber, very cool ; figura-

tively, collected ; entirely self-possessed.

When the wife of the great Socrates threw a . . . tea-

pot at his erudite head he was as co(A as a cucumber.
Colman the Younger, Heir-at-Law.

Creeping cucumber, Melothria pemlula, a delicate low
cucurbitaccous climber of tlie sontliern United States,

bearing oval green berries.— Cucumber-oU, a drying-oil
obtained from tlie seeds of the punipkin, squash, melon,
etc.— Indian cucumber. See .cucumber-root.— One-
seeded or star cucumber, the conmion name in the
United States of the Sicyos angulatus, a climbing cucurbi-
taceons annual, bearing clusters of dry, ovate, prickly,

one-seeded fruits.— Serpent-cucumber, a variety of the
common muskmelon with very long fruit.— Snajce-cu-
cumber, the Trichosanthes Anyuina, a tall cucurbita-
ceous climber of the East Indies, with ornamental flmbri-

ate-petaled flowers and a snake-like fruit, S or 4 feet long,

turning red when ripe.— Squirting or wild CUCUmber,
the Ecballium Elaterium. See Ecballiuin, (See also sea-

cucumber.)

cucumber-root (kii'kum-bfer-rot), n. A lilia-

ceous plant of the United States, Medeola Vir-

ginica, allied to Trillium, having two whorls of

leaves on the slender stem, and an umbel of re-

curved flowers. The tuberous rootstock has the taste
of tile encumber, whence the common name of Indian cu-
cumber. It lias been used as a remedy for dropsy.

cucumber-tree (ku'kum-ber-tre), n. 1. The
common name in the United States for several
species of Magnolia, especially M. acuminata
and M. cordata, from the shape and size of the
fruit. The long-leafed cucumber-tree is M.
Fraseri; the large-leafed, M. maerophylla.— 2.

The bilimbi, Averrkoa Jiilimbi, of the East In-

dies. See Averrkoa.

CUCUmlform (kii'kii-mi-f6rm), a. [< L. cu-

cumis, a cucumber, + forma, shape.] Shaped
like a cucumber; cylindrical and tapering to-

ward the ends, and either straight or curved.

Cucumis (ku'ku-mis), n. [NL., < L. cucumis, a
cucumber: see cucuinber.'] A genus of plants,

natural order Cucurbitacece, containing about
25 species, natives of warm regions. They are
annual or perennial herbs, with hairy stems and leaves,
running over the ground or climbing. They have yellow
flowers, and a round or roundish, cylindrical, or angular
fleshy fruit. The most widely known species are C. sativus,
the cucumber, and C. Melo, which yields all the different
varieties of the muskmelon. The fniits of some of the
species have a very bitter taste and are reputed to be pur-
gative.

CUCUpha (kii'ku-fa), n. A sort of coif or cap,
with a double bottom inclosing a mixture of
aromatic powders, having cotton for an excipi-
ent. It was formerly used as a powerful cepha-
lic. I>unglison.

cucurbitive

cucurbit!, cucurbite (kt)-k6r'bit), n. [< F. cu-

curbite, < L. cucurbita, a gourd: see gourd.]

1. A chemical vessel originally shaped like

a gourd, but sometimes shallow, with a wide
mouth, used in distillation, it may be made of

copper, glass, tin, or stoneware. With its head or cover

it constitutes the alembic. See tUembic.

I have . . . distilled quicksilver in a cucurbite, fltted

with a capacious glass-head. Boyle, Colours.

2. A gourd-shaped vessel for holding liquids.
Oriental water-jars are often of this form, and porcelain

and earthenware vases of Cliina and Japan are frequently
so shaped.

3. A cupping-glass.

cucurbit^ (ku-ker'bit), n. A plant of the natu-
ral order Cucurbitacece.

Cucurbita (ku-ker'bi-ta), n. [NL., < L. cucur-

bita, a gourd, whence lilt. E. gourd : see gourd.]
A genus of plants, natural order Cucurbita-

cece. There are about a dozen species, annuals or per-

ennials, inhabiting the wanner regions of the world.

They are creeping herbs, with lobed and cordate leaves,

large yellow flowers, and fleshy, generally very large, fruits.

Nearly all the perennial species are natives of Mexico and
the adjacent regions on the north, and have usually large

tuberous or fusiform roots. The three annual species

Flowerin)^ Branch of Cucurbita Pfpo.

originated probably in southern Asia, have long been in
cultivation, and have developed many very different

forms. It is nearly certain that these species were also

extensively cultivated in America long before its discov-
ery by Columbus. C. Pepo and its varieties yield the
pumpkin, the warty, long-neck, and crookneck squashes
and vegetable marrow, and the egg- or orange-gourd. C.
maxima yields the various varieties of winter squash, often
of great size, the turban-squash, etc. C moschata is the
source of the musky, China, or Barbary squash.

CucurbitaceSB (ku-ker-bi-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cucurbita + -acece.] A natural order of poly-
petalous dicotyledonous plants, with the petals
more or less united into a monopetalous co-

rolla, and containing climbing or trailing spe-

cies with unisexual flowers, scabrous stems and
leaves, and a more or less pulpy fruit. An ac-

rid principle pervades the order ; when this principle is

greatly diffused the fruits are edible, often delicious, but
when concentrated, as in the colocynth and bryony, they
are dangerous or actively poisonous. The order includes
80 genera and about 600 species, the most useful genera
being Cucumis (the encumber), Cucurbita (the pumpkin
and squash), Citrullus (the watermelon and colocjnith),

and Larfenaria (the gourd). Species of various other
genera yield edible fruits or possess medicinal properties.

CUCUrbitaceous (ku-ker-bi-ta'shius), n. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Cu-
curbitaecw.

CUCUrbital (kii-ker'bi-tal), a. [< Cucurbita +
-al. ] Of or pertaining to the genus Cucurbita or
the order Cucurbitacece : as, the cucurbital aUi-

ance of Lindley.
cucurbite, «. See cucurbit^.

Oucurbiteffl (kii-ker-bit'e-e), n. 2>l. [NL., < Cu-
curbita + -ecv.] A tribe of Cucurbitacece.

CUCUrbitin (ku-ker'bi-tin), n. [< Cucurbita +
-in^.] A doufetftil alkaloid from the seeds of
Cucurbita Pepo.

CUCUrbitinus (ku-kfer-bi-ti'nus), n.
;

pi. cticur-

bitini (-ni). [NL., < L. cueurbitinus, a., like a
gourd, < cucurbita, a gourd: see gourd.] A
joint or link of a tapeworm ; a cestoid zo6id

;

a proglottis.

cucurbitive (kn-kSr'bi-tiv), a. [< L. cucurbita,

a gourd, + -ive.] Shaped like the seeds of a

fourd: said specifically of certain worms. Imp.
Hct.



Cudbear-plant (Lfca'
nora tartarea).

cud

cud (kud), «. [< ME. cudde, aide, code, var.

quidc, quede{> E. quid, q. v.), < AS. cudu, cwidu,

cud (def. 1), also in liwit cudu (also hwit cwudu,
cwidu. eweodti, gen. cwidues, cweodowcs), mastic,

lit. ' white cud
'
; usually derived, as ' that which

is chewed,' from ceowaii, E. chew ; but the orig.

form of the word is cwidu (whence the mod.
form quid, q. v. ), and neither cudu nor cwidu can
be formed from ceownu. Tent. / *ku, "kiu, by
any regular process. The word agrees more
nearly (though the connection is doubtful) with
AS. cwitli = OHG. quhiti = Icel. kridltr = Goth.
kwitlius, stomach, belly, womb (in AS. only in

last sense), prob. = L. venter = Gr. jaart/p =
Skt. jatliara, belly: see renter, rentral, etc.,

flastric, etc .'] 1. A portion of food volimtarily
forced into the mouth from the first stomach
by a ruminating animal, and leisurely chewed
a second time. See ruminate, rumination.— 2.
A quid—To chew the cud. See chew.

cudbear (kud 'bar), «. [After Dr. Cuthbert
Gordon, who first brought it into notice.] 1.

A purple or violet powder, used in dyeing
violet, purple, and crimson, prepared from va-
rious species of lichens, especially from Leca-
nora tartarea, which gi'ows on rocks in north-
ern Europe, it is iiaitially soluble in lioiliiit' water,
aiul is red with acids and viulet-blue with alkalis. It is

prepared nearly in the same way
as arehil, and is applied to silks

and woolens, having no nflinity for
cott^>n. Tlie color obtained from
cudbear is somewhat fn^'itive, and
it is used chiefly to give strength
and brilliancy to blues dyed with
indigo.

2. The plant Lecanora tar-

tiin'ii. Also called cudweed.
cuddenlf (kud'n), H. [Ct. cuddy^.'] A clown;
a dolt ; an idiot.

Tlie slavering rudden, propp'd upon his staff,

Stood ready gaping with a grinning laugh.
Uryden, Cyin. and Iph., 1. 179.

CUdden^ (kud'n), n. [Sc, also written euddin,
and pquiv. to cuiliUe = cuddy'^ and enth : see
cuddji'i. Cf. cudding.'] A local English name
of tlu^ coalfish.

Cliddie, n. See cuddy^.

cudding (ku(^'ing), «. [Cf. eudden-.'] The char
(a fish). [Scotch.]

cuddle (kud'l), f.
;
pret. and pp. cuddled, ppr.

cuddling. [Origin uncertain
;
perhaps freq. of

ME. 'eudden for cuththen (only once, in pret.
kuihthed), otherwise ketlithen, embrace (rare in
this form and sense), another spelling or a
secondary form of reg. ME. cutlien, kuthen, later
kithen (pret. cudde, kidde, kcdde). make known,
manifest (hence, be familiar), < cuth, couth,
known: see couth and kithe. Cf. E. dial, cuttle,

talk, cutter, fondle, etc., Sc. cuitlc, wheedle (see
cuttle^, cutter^, cuttle); OD. kudden, come toge-
ther. Hock together, D. kudde, a flock.] I. trang.
To hug; fondle; embrace so as to keep warm.

He'll niak' mickle o' you, and dandle ami nuldle you like
ane of his ain dawties. Tnmant, Cardinal ileaton, p. 26.

n. intrans. 1. To join in a hug; embrace.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]— 2. To lie close or
snug; nestle.

She |a partridge) aiddlet low behind the Brake

:

Nor would she stay : nor dares she fly.

Prior, The Dove.

By the social fires

Sit many, cuddling round their toddy-sap.
Tfiiiiant, Austcr Fair, ii. 70.

It [Cortona] is a pretty little village, cuddU'd down among
the hills. Loifell. Fireside Travels, j). i76.

cuddle (kud'l), M. [< cuddle, r.] A hug; an
embrace.
CUddle-me-tO-yOU (kud'l-me-to'ii), n. Same as
C(tU-tlH'-tO-iJOU.

cuddyi (kud'i), n.
;
pi. cuddies (-iz). [E. dial,

and Sc. (Sc. also cuddie, eomp. cuddy-ass), prob.
a particular use of Cuddy, a proper name, fa-

miliar abbr. of Culhbert. Cf. neddy and jack^.l
1 . An ass ; a donkey.

Just simple Cuddii an' her foal

!

Du_f, Poems, p. 9*i. (./aiitiemn.)

While studying the pons asinornni in Kuclid, he suffered
every cuddie ui)on the common to trespass uiwn a large
field belonging to the Laird.

.Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, ix.

2. A stupid or silly fellow; a clown.

It costs more tricks and troubles by half,
Than it takes to exhibit a six-legged calf
To a boothful of country cuddien.

Ilftftfl, Miss Kilmansegg.

3. A lever mounted on a tripod for lifting
stones, leveling up railroad-ties, etc. ; a lever-
jack. E. II. Knight.
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cuddy2 (kud'i), n.
;

pi. cuddies (-iz). [Origin
obscure. Cf. c«66!/l.] 1. Naut., a room or
cabin abaft and under the poop-deck, in which
the officers and cabin-passengers take their
meals ; also, a sort of cabin or cook-room in
lighters, barges, etc. ; in small boats, a locker.
[Obsolescent.]
He threw liiniself in at the door of the cuddy.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 40.

Hence— 2. .Any small cupboardor storehouse
for odds and ends.
cuddy3 (kud'i), n.

;
pi. cuddies (-iz). [E. dial.

(North.) and Sc. cuddie; also written eudden,
euddin, cuth, and cooth, the coalfish ; cf. Gael.
cudaig, cudainn, Ir. cudainn, a small fish, sup-
posed to be the young of the coalfish.] A
name of the coalfish.

cuddy* (kud'i), «.; pi. cuddies (-iz). [E. dial.,

prob., like cuddy^, a familiar use of the homely
proper name Cuddy, abbr. of Cuthbert. Cf. E.
dial. (Devon.) cuddian, a wren.] The gallinule,
Giillinuhi chloropus. Montagu. [Local, British.]

cuddy-legs (kud'i-legz), n. A local English
name of a large herring.

cudgel (kuj'el), 11. [< ME. kuggel, of Celtic
origin ; W. cogyl, a cudgel, club ; orig. perhaps
'distaff'; cf. W. cogail, a tnmcheon, distaff, =
Gael, cuaille, a club, cudgel, bludgeon, cuigeal, £r

distaff, = li.cuaill,a, pole, stake, staff, cuigeal,

coigcal, a distaff; cf. Ir. cuach, a bottom of
y^arn, cuachog, a skein of thread. So E. distaff
IS named from the bunch of flax on the end.]
A short thick stick used as a weapon ; a club;
specifically, a staff used in cudgel-play.

ilid te holie ro<le steaue. thet him is lothest kufijel, leie

on the deonel dogge. [With the staff of the holy rood,
which is to him the hatefulest cudgel, lay on the devil dog. J

A ncren Riwle, p. 292.

.Some have been beaten till they know
What wood a ciulqel's of by the blow.

S. Butler, Hudihras, II. i. 222.

To cross the cudgels. See cro».«i.— To take up the
CUdgelB, to engage in a contest or controversy (in self-

defense or in behalf of another) ; accept the gage.

The girl had been reading the ** Life of Carlyle," and she
Vmk up ttie cudgeU for the old cumindgeon. as King called
him. C. I). Warner, Their Pilgrimage, j). 96.

cudgel (kuj'el), V. t. ; pret. and pp. cudgeled or
cudgelled, pyi. cudgeling or cudgelling. [< cud-
gel, «.] To strike with a cudgel or club ; beat,
in general.

If he were here, I would cudgel him like a dog.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 3.

At length in a rage the forester grew.
And ewlgelid bold Robin so sore.

Itoljin Ilu>,d and the /ia«./fr (Child's Ballads, V. 209).

To cudgel one's brains. See brain.

CUdgeler, cudgeller (kuj'el-6r), n. One who
strikes with a cudgel.

They were often lyable to a night-walking cudgeller.
.\tiiti/n. Apology for Smectymnuus.

cudgeling, cudgelling (kuj'el-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of cudi/el, r.] A beating with a cudgel.

He must fight singly to-morrow with Hector; and is so
prophetically pn>ud of an heroical cudf/etling that he raves
in saying nothing. Shak., T. and C, iii. 3.

cudgel-play (kuj'e)-pla), n. 1. A contest with
cudgels.

Near the dying of the day
There will be a cudgel-play,
"Where a coxcomb will l>e broke.
Ere a good word can be spoke.

WitiC Recreations, 1664. {Sare».)

2. The science or art of combat with cudgels.
It includes the use of the quarter-staff, back-sword, shil-

lalah, single-stick, and other similar weapons. .See these
woi-ds.

cudgel-proof (kuj'el-prof), a. Able to resist
the blow of a cudgel ; insensible to beating or
not to be hurt by it.

His doublet was of sturdy buff,

And though not sword, yet eudyel proof.
S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 306.

CUd'Weed (kud'wed), n. 1. The popular name
of the common species of Gnaphalium. Also
called chafeweed.
There is a plant, which our herbalists call "herbam im-

piam." or wicked cudweed, whose younger branches still

yield flowers to overtop the elder.

Bp. nail, Remains, Profaneness, ii. § 9.

2. Same as cudbear, 2— ChUding cudweed, Grm-
phalinm Germanicuui : so calleil fi-oni its tin-owing out a
circle of shoots at the base, likened to a family of children.
— Golden cudweed, of Jamaica, the Pterocaulon virga-
turn, a white tonientose herb resembling plants of the ge-
nus Gnaphnliuin. (See also nea-cudweeA.)

CUel (kii), H. [Formerly also kuc, and (in def.
.T) r/« ; also often as F., queue; < F. queue, < OF.
coue, coe = Pr. coa = Sp. coda, now cola = pg.
Cauda, coda = It. coda, < L. coda, Cauda, a tail:

see Cauda, caudal. Cf. coward, from the same
ult. source.] 1. The tail; something hanging

cuerpo

down like a tail, as the long curl of a wig or a
long roll or plait of hair. In this sense also
queue. See pigtail.

Each of those cues or locks is somewhat thicker than
common whip-cord, and they look like a parcel of small
strings hanging down from the crown of their heads.

Cook, Voyages, IV. iii, 6.

2. Anumber of persons ranged in aline, await-
ing their turn to be served, as at a bank or a
ticket-office. In this sense also gaewe.— 3. (a)
Theat., words which when spoken at the end of
a speech in the course of a play are the signal
for an answering speech, or for the entrance of
another actor, etc.

You speak all your part at once, cues and all.— Pyramus,
enter

;
your cue is past ; it is "never tire."

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 1.

When my cue comes, call me, and I will answer.
Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

(l>) In music, a fragment of some other part
printed in small notes, at the end of a long rest
or silence occurring in the part of a voice or an
instrument, to assist the singer or player in be-
ginning promptly and correctly. Hence— 4.
A hint ; an intimation ; a guiding suggestion.

"The Whig papers ai'e very subdued," continued Mr.
Rigby. "Ah! they have not the cue yet," said Lord Esk-
dale. Disraeli, Coningsby, i. 5.

Such is the cue to which all Rome responds.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 319.

5. The part which one is to play; a course of
action prescribed, or made necessary by cir-

cumstances.

Were it my cue to fight, I should have known it

Without a prompter. Shak., t)thello, i. 2.

The fiexible conclave, finding they had mistaken their
cue, promptly answered in the negative. Prescott.

6. Humor ; turn or temper of mind.
When they work one to a proper cue,

What they forbid one takes delight to do. Crabbe.

Was ever before such a grinding out of jigs and waltzes,
where .nobody was in the cue to dance?

Ilau'thonie, Seven Gables, xix.

My uncle [was] in thoroughly good cue.

Dickens, Pickwick, xlix.

7. A straight tapering rod tipped with a small
soft pad, used to strike the balls in billiards,

bagatelle, and similar games.— 8. A support
for a lance ; a lance-rest.

cueif (kii), V. t. [< cue^, «.] To tie into a cue
or tail.

They separate it into small locks which they woold or
cue round with the rind of a slender plant, . . . and as
the hair grows the wooldiug is continued.

Coo*, Voyages, IV. iii. 6.

cue^ (ku), n. [Formerly also qu ; < ME. cue, cu,

or simply q. standing for L. quadrans, a far-
thing, though the cue seems to have been used
for half a farthing. See extract from Minsheu,J.
1. The name of the letter Q, q.—2i. (a) A
farthing ; a half-farthing.

A cue, i. [i. e.] halfe a farthing, so called because they
set down in the Battling or Butterie bookes in Oxford
and Cambridge the letter q. for halfe a farthing, and in
Oxford when they make that cue or g. a farthing, they
say. Cap. my q. and make it a farthing, thus, ". But in
Cambridge they use this letter, a little s, . . . for a
farthing. Minsheu, 1017.

(6) A farthing's worth; the quantity bought
with a farthing, as a small quantity of bread
or beer.

With rumps and kidneys, and cues of single beer.
Beau, and Ft., Wit at several Weapons, ii. 2.

Cry at the buttery-hatch. Ho, Launcelot, a cue of
bread, and a cue of beer ! Middletoii, The Black Biiok.

cue-ball^ (ku'bal), ». In billiards and similar
games, tlie ball struck by the cue, as distin-
guished from the other balls on the table.

cue-ball^ (ka'bal), a. A corruption of skew-
bald. [Prov. Eng.]

A gentleman on a crw-ball hoi-se.

II. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxix.

cue-rack (kii'rak), H. A rack or stand for
liolding billiard-cues.

cuerda (kwer'da), H. [Sp., a measure of length
(see def.), lit. a cord, = E. cord : see corrfl.] 1

.

The name of several different Spanish units of
length, nie cuerda of Castile was variously SJ and SJ
varas, or 22 feet 7.3 Indies and 23 feet 3.7 inches. The
cuerda of Valencia was equal to 122 English feet. The
cuerda of iiueiins Ayres is l.'il varas of Castile, or 140 yards
1 inch, Knglish measure,

2. In the province of La Mancha in Spain,
a measure of land, one half of the seed-ground
for a fanega of com.
cuerpo (kwer'po), «. [Sp., < L. corpus, body:
see corpse.'i The body.

Host. Cuerixt ! what's that ?

Tip. Ligbt-skiiiping hose and doublet,
Tlie horse-boy's garb ! B. Jonson, New Inn, ii, 2.



cnerpo

In (or en) cuerpo, without a cloak or upper garment, or
without the formalities of a full dress, Bo that the shape
of the body is exposed ; heuce, figuratively, naked or un-
protected.

So they unmantled him of a new Plush Cloke, and my
Secretary was content to go home quietly, and en cuerpo.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 17.

cuff 1 (kuf), (f. [Appar. < Sw. kuffa, thrust, push,
said to be freq. of tw/ro, subdue, suppress,
cow: see coic^.] I. tran^. 1. To strike with
or as with the open hand.

Cuff him soundly, but never draw thy sword.
SAa*.,T. N.,iii. 4.

2. To buffet in any way.
The budded peaks of the wood are bow'd.

Caught and cuff'd by the gale. Tenny$on, Maud, vl.

II.t intrans. To fight ; scuffle.

The peers cuff to make the rabble sport. Dryden.

cuff 1 (kuf), n. [< cup-, t!.] 1. A blow with the
open hand; a box; any stroke with the hand or

fist.

This mad-brain'd bridegroom took him such a cuff.

That down fell priest and book.
Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2.

2t. A blow or stroke from or with anything.

With wounding cuff of cannon's fiery ball.

Mir. for Mags., p. 834.

cnff3 (kuf), ». [Early mod. E. cuffe, < ME.
cuffe, coffe, a glove or mitten, prob. < AS.
ciiffie, found once in sense of 'hood' or 'cap,'

< ML. cojia, cofea, cuffa, cuphia, > also It.

cuffia = P. coiffe, etc., a cap, coif : see coif.']

If. A glove ; a mitten.

He caste on his clothes i-clouted and i-hole.

His cokeres and his coffus for colde of his nayles.
Pierg Plowman (A), vii. 56.

Cuffe, glove or metyne [var. mitten], mitta, ciroteca.
Prompt. Parv., p. 106.

2. (a) A distinct terminal part of a sleeve at

the wrist, intended for embellishment. The cuff

was made originally by turning back the sleeve itself and
showing either the same material as that of the sleeve or
a different material used as a lining. In the fifteenth cen-
tury a prominent part of the dress was the large cuff,

which could be turned down so as to cover the hand to the
finger-tips, and when turned back reached nearly to the
ellx>w. Ill modem times the coat-sleeve has been some-
times made with a cuff which can be turned down over
the hand, though not intended to be so used, and some-
times with a semblance of a cuff, indicated by braid and
buttons, or by a facing of velvet or other material, or mere-
ly by a Une or lines of stitching around the sleeve. (6) A
band of linen, lace, or the like, taking the place
of, and covering a part of the sleeve in the same
manner as, the turned-up cuff, in the seventeenth
century such cuffs, worn by ladies, were often extremely
rich, of expensive lace, and reached nearly to the elbow.
Plain linen cuffs were also worn about 1640, and were
especially affected by the Puritans in England. Wlien
the plain linen wristband worn attached to the shirt by
men first came into use, in the early part of the nineteenth
century, it was commonly turned back over the sleeve,

and was a true cuff, (c) In recent times, a sepa-
rate band of linen or other material worn about
the wrist and appearing below the end of the
sleeve. As worn by men, it is buttoned to the
wristband of the shirt.— 3. That part of a long
glove which covers the wrist and forearm, es-
pecially when stiff and exhibiting a cylindrical
or conical form.
The cuff) of the gauntlets.

J. Hewitt, Ancient Armour, II. p. vii.

cuffs (kuf), n. [Sc., cited by Jamieson from
Gait; perhaps for scruff, confused with cuff'^.']

The scruff of the neck; the nape.
cuff-frame (kuf'fram), n. A special form of
knitting-machine for making the cuffs of knit-
ted garments.

Cnfic, Eufic (ku'fik), a. and n. [< Cufa -H -jc]

I. a. Of or pertaining to Cufa, or Kiiia, an old
city south of Babylon, the capital of the califs

before the building of Bagdad, which contained
the most expert and numerous copyists of the
Koran : specifically applied to the characters of
the Arabic alphabet used in the time of Moham-
med, and in which the Koran was written.

H. n. The Cufic characters collectively.

He . . . made notes of all that I told him in the quaint
character used by the Mughrebbins or Arabs of the West,
which has considerable resemVdance to the ancient Cufic.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 23.

Sometimes written Cuphic.
ca^ar (ko'gar), n. Same as cougar.
cui bono (ki bo'no). [L. cui est bonof to whom
is it (for) a benefit? cui, dat. of quis, who; est,

3d pers. sing. pres. ind. act. of esse, be ; bono,
dat. of bonum, a good: see who, 6el, and bona.']

For whose benefit ? popularly, but incorrectly,
for what use or end?
The point on which our Irreconcilability was greatest,

respected the cui bono of this alleged conspiracy.
De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

culf (k8f), ». Same as cooj.
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cuilleron (kwe'lye-ron), «. [F., bowl of a
spoon (= It. cucchiajone, a large spoon, a ladle),

aug. of cuiller (= It. cucchiajo), m., also F.
cuillere (= Sp. cuchara = It. cucchiaja), {., a
spoon, < L. cocleare, cochleare, a spoon: see
cochleare, etc.] Same as alula, 2 (6).

CUinage (kwin'Sj), «. [An old form of coinage.]

In £ng. mining, the making up of tin into pigs,

etc., for carriage.

cuirass (kwf-ras' or kwe'ras), n. [Early mod.
E. also cuirasse, curace; = MP. kuris, kurisse,

D. kuras = MLG. kuresser, korisser, koritz =
LG. kurrutz = MHG. hiirisz, G. kiiris, kiirass

= ODan. kbrritz, kyrritz, < Dan. kyrads = Sw.
kyrass (the mod. Teut. forms after F.), < P.
cuirasse, OF. cuirasse, cuirace = Pr. coirassa,

euirassa = Sp. coraza = Pg. eouraga, coiraga =
It. corazza, < ML. coratia, coratium (aXso curatia,

curacia more like OP.), a breastplate, orig. of

leather, < L. coriaceus, of leather, < corium (>

OF. and P. cuir, leather), skin, hide, leather
(for 'scorium, cf. scortum, a hide, skin), = Gr.

X&piov (for *aK6piov), a membrane, ^ OBulg.
skora, a hide, = Lith. skurd, skin, hide, leather;
prob. from the root of E. shear, q. v. From
L. also coriaceous (a doublet of cuirass), and
quarry^, game.] 1. A piece of defensive ar-

mor covering the body from the neck to the
girdle, and combining a breastplate and a back-
piece. Such a protection was used among the ancients in

various forms, but under different names (see breastplate,

thorax), and is still worn by the heavy cavalry speciflcal-

Ancient Greek Cuirasses.— Cup of Sosias, 5th century B.C., in Berlin
Museum.

ly called cuirassiers in the French and other European
armies. The cuirass seems to have been first adopted in
England in the reign of Charles I., when the light cavalry
were armed with buff coats, having the breast and back
covered with steel plates. Subsequently this piece of
armor fell into disuse, and was resumed by the English
only after the battle of Waterloo, where the charges of
the French cuirassiers were very effective.

2. Any similar covering, as the protective ar-

mor of a ship ; specifically, in zool., some hard
shell or other covering forming an indurated
defensive shield, as the carapace of a beetle or
an armadillo, the bony plates of a mailed fish,

etc.—Double cuirass, the usual form of cuirass of the
first half of tlie fifteenth century, consisting of a plastron
and a pansifere moving freely one over tlie other.

cuirassed (kwe-rasf or kwe'rast), a. [< cuirass
+ -cf/2.] Furnished with a cuirass or other
protective covering: as, cuirassed ships; cui-

rassed fishes.

The cuirassed sentry walked his sleepless round.
0. W. Holmes, On Poetry, ii.

To make the steel plates necessary for cuirassed vessels.

New York Weekly Post, April 8, 1868.

cuirassier (kwe-ra-ser'), n. [< P. cuirassier, <

cuirasse, cuirass. ^ A mounted soldier armed
with the cuirass. The cavalry of the time of the Eng-
lish civil wars was commonly so arnted. The word was
introduced in the seventeenth century to replace pistolier
(which see). In modern European armies there are gen-
erally one or two regiments of cuirassiers. See cuirass.

Cuirassiers, all in steel for standing fight.

MUton, P. R., iii. 328.

I conducted him with a guard of honour, consisting of
a squadron of the first Cuirassier regiment, to Bellevue.

Quoted in Lowe's Bismarck, I. 561.

CUirassine, n. [OP., dim. of cuirasse, cuirass.]
In armor, an additional thickness put upon the
breastpiece of a corselet, or a plate of steel
secured to the brigandine to give additional
defense. Compare mammelikre, 2, plastron,
placcate, pectoral.

cuir-bouilli, cuir-bouilly (kwer-bS'lyi), n. [P.
cuir bouilli (> ME. curbouly, quirboily, etc.), lit.

boiled leather: see CMJra««and ftoti^.] Leather
prepared by boiling and pressing, so that it be-
comes extremely hard and capable of preserving

cul-de-lampe

permanently the shape and surface-decoration
given it, and can afford considerable resistance

to sword-cuts and other violence, it lias been much
used from the middle ages to the present day for armor,
crests, helmets, and ornamental utensils of many kinds.

For elatjorate work it is now prepared by boiling and then
pressed in molds ; for common work it is merely soaked in

hot water before pressing.

His jambeux were of quirboily. Chaucer, Sir Thopas,

cuirtan (kw6r'tan), n. White twilled cloth
made in Scotland from fine wool, for imder-
garments and hose. Planche.

cuishes (kwish'ez), n. pi. [Also cuisses; < ME.
quischens (for "quisches) (Wright), cushies (Hal-
liwell), < OP. cuissaux (Cotgrave), pi. of ctiissel

(= It. cosciale), also cuissere and cuissart (>
mod. P. cuissard), also cuissots, pi., armor for

the thighs (mod. P. cuissot, a haunch of veni-

son) (= Sp. quijote, formerly quixote (whence
the name of the famous Don Quixote : see quix-

otic) = Pg. coxote, armor for the thighs ; ML.
cuissellus, cuisserius, cuissetus, after the OF.
forms), < cuisse, P. cuisse = Pr. coissa, cuyssa
= Pg. coxa = It. cosda (ML. cuissia), the thigh,

< L. coxa, the hip : see coxa.] Armor for the
thighs; specifically, plate-armor worn over the
chausses of mail or other material, whether in
a single forging or in plates lapping over one
another, in the fully developed plate-armor of the fif-

teenth century the cuishes became baiTels of steel, each
in two parts, divided vertically, hinged on one side, and
fastening on the other with hooka, turn-buckles, or the
like. See second cut under armor.

I saw young Harry, with his beaver on,
His cuisses on his thighs, gallantly arm'd.
Rise from the ground like feather'd ilercury.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

And how came the cuishes to be worse tempered than
the rest of his armour, which was all wrought by Vulcan
and his journeyman t Dryden, Epic Poetry.

All his greaves and cuisses dash'd with drops
Of onset. Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur,

Cuishes to culsheat, in close order in the marcli of cav-
alry. Grose.

cuisine (kwe-zen'), ». [P., = Pr. cozina = Sp. eo-

cina = Pg. cozinha = It. cudna, < ML. cocina, L.
coquina, a kitchen (> also AS. eycene, E. kitchen),

orig. fem. of coquinus, of or pertaining to cook-
ing, < coquere, cook: see cook^, and kitchen,

which is a doublet of cuisine.] 1. A kitchen.— 2. The culinary department of a house, hotel,

etc., including the cooks.— 3. The manner or
style of cooking; cookery.

cuissartst, n. pi. Same as cuishes.

cuisses, n.pl. See cuishes.

cuisshent, n. A Middle English form of cushion.

cuitikins, n. x>l. See cutikins.

cuitle (kilt'l), V. t. ; pret. and pp. cuitled, ppr.
cuitling, [Sc. ; also written cuittle, cuth; prob.
= E. WiHe, tickle : see kittle, v.] 1. To tickle.

And mony a weary cast I made,
To cuittle the moor-fowl's tail.

Scott, Waverley, xi.

2. To wheedle ; cajole ; coax.

Sir William might just stitch your auld barony to her
gown sleeve, and he wad sune cuitle another out o' some-
body else. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xiv.

-cula. See -cuius.

CUlch (kulch), n. [E. dial. Cf. cultch.] Bub-
bish; lumber; stuff. Grose.

CUldet. An obsolete spelling of could, preterit
of ca«l.

Culdean (kul'de-an), a. [< Culdee + -an.]
Pertaining or belonging to the Culdees : as, the
Culdean doctrines. Stormonth.
Culdee (kul'de), n. [< ML. Culdei, pi., also in
accom. form Colidei, as if 'worshipers of God'
(< L. colere, worship, -1- deus, a god) ; also, more
exactly, Keldei, Keledei, < Ir. ceilede (= Gael.
cuilteach), a Ciildee, appar. < ceile, servant, -t-

De, of God, gen. of Dia, God.] A member of a
fraternity of priests, constituting an irregular
monastic order, existing in Scotland, and in
smaller numbers in Ireland and Wales, from
the ninth or tenth to the fourteenth or fifteenth
century.

CUl-de-four (ktU'dfe-for'), »•; pi. culs-de-four.
[P., lit. bottom of an oven: cui, bottom, < L.
cuius, the posterior, bottom; de, < L. de, of;

four = Pr. forn = Sp. horno = Pg. It. forno, <
L. fornus, furnus, hearth, oven : see furnace.]
In arch., a vault in the form of a quarter sphere,
often used to cover a semidome or to terminate
a barrel-vault, especially in Eoman, Byzantine,
and Romanesque architecture.

cul-de-lampe (kill'de-lomp'), «. ; pi. culs-de-

lampe. [P., a pendant, bucket, tailpiece, lit.

bottom of a lamp : cui de (see cul-de-four)
;

lampc = E. lamp, q. v.] ).. In book-decoration,
an ornamental piece or pattern often inserted
at the foot of a page when the letterpress stops



cul-de-lampe

short of the bottom, as at the end of a chapter.
The name is deriveil from the most common form, which
is a series of scrolls broad above and terminating in a
jwint below, suggestive of an ancient lamp.
Hence— 2. In other decorative work, an ara-
besque of a similar form.
cul-de-sac (ktU'd^-sak' ), n.

;
pi. cuU-desac. [¥.,

lit. the bottom of a bag: cul de (see citl-de-four)

;

sac, < L. saccus, sae^ bag: see sack.'\ 1. A
street or alley which has no outlet at one end

;

a blind alley ; a way or passage that leads no-
where.

It [El-Medinah] contains between fifty and sixty streets,
including the alleys and culs-de-sae.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 239.

The north of the Pacific ocean is very much more of a
cul-de-sac than that of the Atlantic.

J. J. Rein, Hist. Japan (trans.), p. 24.

Specifically— 2. In anat. and zooL, a divertic-
ulum ending blindly; a c»cum or blind gut;
some tubular, saccular, or pouch-like part open
only at one end.— 3. An inconclusive argu-
ment.—4. Milit., the situation in which an
army finds itself when it is hemmed in and has
no e.'cit but by the front— LeBser cul-de-sac.
Same as antrum pylori (which see, under antrum).

-CUle. [F. and E. -cule, < L. cuius : see -c?c and
-culm.'] A diminutive termination of Latin
origin, as in animalcule, reticule, etc. See -cle
and -cuius.

culei, «. Plural of culeus.

Ctlleraget, « An obsolete form of eulrage.
CUlet (ku'let), n. [OF., < cul, < L. cuius, the
posteriors.] 1. In armor, that part which pro-
tects the body behind, from the waist down.
The word was nut used in this sense until the fifteenth
century, and implies generally a system of sliding plates
riveted toalining or to straps underneath, and corresi>ond-
ing to the cuissart in front. See Almain-rivet and tasget.

2. In jewelry, the small flat surface at the back
or bottom of a brilliant. Also called cutlet,
collet, and lower table. See cut under brilliant.

CUlette (ku-lef), n. Same as culet.

culeus (ku'le-us), «.; pi. culei (-i). [L., also cul-
leus, a leather bag.] 1. In Horn, antiq. : (a) A
leather wine-skin. (6) A measure of capacity
equal to 20 amphoraa. (c) The " sack "

: a pim-
ishmeut appointed for parricides, who, after
being flogged and undergoing other indigni-
ties, were sewed up in a leather bag and cast
into the Bed,, under the empire a dog, a monlcey, a cocit,
and a viper were placed in the sack with the criminal.
2. The scrotum. Dunglison.
Culez (ku'leks), n. [NL., < L. culex, a gnat.]
The typical genus of the family CuUcida:, or
gnats. A common species is C. pipiens. See
f/nat, mosquito.

ciolexifuge (ku-lek'si-fiij), n. Same as culici-
fuf/c.

CUlgee (kul'ge), n. [E. Ind.] In India, a
plume with a jeweled fastening; an aigret.

culi^ «. .Same as lyuli.

Culicidae (ku-lis'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Culex (Cu-
Uc-) + -iiUe.] A family of nemocerous dipter-
OU.S insects, containing the gnats, midges, mos-
qiutos, etc. They have a long slender proboscis of
seven pieces, filiform or plumose antennse, contiguous
eyes without ocelli, and wings with few cells. The eggs
are laid on substances In the water, in which the larva;
live. The latter are jirovided with respiratory organs at
the hinder end of the lio<iy. and consequently swim head
downward. There are alxjut 160 species of the famUy. See
cuts under '/»««, mittye, and mosquito.

CUliciform (ku-lis'i-fdrm), a. [< NL. cuUcifor-
nus, < L. euler. (culic-), a gnat or flea, + forma,
shape.] Resembling a gnat ; having the char-
acters of the Culicidw or Culiciformcs.
Ouliciformes (ku-lis-i-fdr'mez), n. pi. [NL.,
[>[. of culiciformis: see culiciform.] A group of
gnat-like insects, including such genera as Chi-
ronomus and Corethra, equivalent to a family
Chironomidm, coming next to the CuUcida.

CUlicifuge (ku-lis'i-fuj), n. [< L. culex {culic-),
a gnat. + ftujare, drive away.] An antidote
against gnats and mosquitos. Also ctdexifunc.
OullciTOra (ku-li-siv'6-ra), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1827), < L. culex (c.ulic-% a gnat, -t- vorare, eat,
devour: see voracioiui.] 1. A genus of South
American clamatorial flycatchers, of the family
TijrannuUe. The type is C. stenura, a Brazilian
species.-— 2. A genus of American oscine pas-
serine birds ; the gnatcatchers : a synonym of
Pohnptila. Swainson, 1837.
Oulilawan bark. See bark^.
culinarily (ku'li-na-ri-li), adv. In the manner
of a kitchen or of cookery ; in connection with,
or in relation to, a kitchen or cookery.
culinary (ku'li-na-ri), a. [= F. culinaire = Sp.
Pg. culmario, < L. culimriwi, < culina, OL. c6-
Kna, a kitchen; origin uncertain. Hence (from
L. culina) E. kiln, q. v.] Pertaining or relating
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to the kitchen, or to the art of cookery ; used
in kitchens or in cooking : as, a culinary vessel

;

culinary herbs.

She was . . . mistress of all cufinary secrets that North-
ern kitchens are most proud of.

O. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, i.

culisst, n. See cullis^.

CUUI (kul), V. t. [< ME. cullen, gather, pick, <
OF. cuilUr, cuellir, coillir (> E. coil''-), cull, col-
lect, < L. colUgere, collect, pp. collecttis, > E. col-
lect : see collect, and coil', which is a doublet
otcuin.'] 1. To gather; pick; collect.

And much of wild and wonderful,
In these rude isles, might Fancy cuXl.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 22.

No cup had we

:

In mine own lady palms I cull'd the spring
That gather'd trickling dropwise from the cleft.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. To pick out ; select or separate one or more
of from others : often with out.

Come knights from east to west.
And cuU their flower, Ajax shall cope the best.

Sliak., T. and C, ii. 3.

Go to ray wardrobe.
And of the richest things I wear cull out
What thou think'st fit.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iii. 1.

Steel, through opposing plates, the magnet draws.
And steely atoms cuUs from dust and straws.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

The eye to see, the hand to cttll

Of common things the beautiful.
Whittier, To A. K.

culmen
Perish all such cuUions !

Massinger, The Guardian, ii. 4.

cullionlyt (kul'yun-li), a. [< culUon H- -lyi.]
Like a cullion; mean; base.

I'll make a sop o' the moonshine of you, you whoreson
culbonly barber-monger. Draw. Shak., Lear, ii. 2.

cullislf (kul'is), n. [Also cullies, culiss; early
mod. E. also colless, coleis, ME. culice, coleis, <
OF. and F. coulis, cullis, < couler, run, strain:
see colander.'] Broth of boiled meat strained.
Gold and themselves [usurers] to be beaten together, to

make a most cordial cuUis for the devil.
Webster, White Devil, v. 1.

3. To inspect and measure, as timber. [Can-
ada.]

culll (kul), n. [< cuin, v.] Something picked
or culled out ; specifically, an object selected
from among a collection or aggregate, and
placed on one side, or rejected, because of in-
ferior quality : usually in the plural : as— (a) in
lire-stock l/reeding, inferior specimens, unfit to breed from,
(ft) In lumbering, inferior or defective pieces, boards
planks, etc.

CulPt, V. t. A Middle EngUsh form of UlV-.
CulPt, V. t. A variant of coH2.

Cull, kiss, and cry "sweetheart," and stroke the headW hich they have branch'd, and all is well again !

Ford, Broken Heart, 11. 1.

cull* (kul), n. [Contr. of cully, q. v.] A fool

;

a dupe. [Slang.]
CUllS (kul), n. [E. dial. (Gloucestershire), per-
haps a particular use of cull^, a fool, dolt.] A
local English (Gloucestershire) name for the
fish miller's-thumb.

cullender, «. See colander.
cullengey, «. A weight of the Carnatic, equal
to 81^ grains troy.

CuUeock, n. See cullyock.

culler (kul'^r), n. 1. One who picks, selects,
or chooses from many.— 2. An inspector ; in
Massachusetts, in colonial times, a government
officer appointed for the inspection of imports
of fish

; also, one appomted to inspect exports of
staves.— 3. One who cidls timber ; an inspec-
tor and measurer of timber.

culletl (kul'et), n. [Perhaps ult. < F. couler,
flow, run; cf. cuHwl, cullisX Cf. cuin.] In
fflass-manuf., refuse and broken glass, espe-
cially crown-glass, collected for remelting.

cullet'-' (kul'et), n. Same as culet, 2. Grose.
culleus, n. See culeus.

cnllibilityt (kul-i-bil'i-ti), ». [< cully ¥ -bility,
after gullibility.] Credulity; readiness to be
duped; gullibility.

Providence never designed him [Gay] to be above two
and twenty, by his thoughtlessness and cullibility.

Su-i/t, To Pope.
If _tliere is not a fund of honest cullibitity in a man, so

S<er»«, Sentimental Journey, p. 94.much the worse,

culliblet (kul'i-bl), a. [< culia, after gullible.]
CJuUible ; easily cheated or duped,

culling (kul'ing), n. Anything selected or sep-
arated from a mass, as being of a poorer qual-
ity or inferior size : generally in the plural.
Those that arc bigst of bone I still reserve for breed.
My cuttings I put otf, or for the chapman feed.

Drayton, Nymphidia, vi. 1496.

cullion (kul'yun), n. [Early mod. E. also cull-
yon, coillen, < F. couillon = Pr. coillon = Sp.
cojon = It. coglione, testicle (hence It. coglionc,
dial, cojon (> Sp. collon = F. coion, >ME. coiijoun,
cugioun, conimm, etc. : see conjoun), a mean
wretch), < L. coleus, scrotum, same as culeus, cul-
leus, a'bag. Cf. cully.] It. A testicle. Cotgrave.— 2. A round or bulbous root ; an orchis ; spe-
cifically, in plural form (cullions), the stander-
wort, Orchis viascula.— 3t. A mean wretch; a
low or despicable fellow.

Away, base cullions! Shak., 2 Hen. VI., 1. 3,

I counsel you to a warm breakfast upon a culiss, which
shall restore the tone of the stomach.

Scott, Kenilworth, iii.

cullis^ (kul'is), n. [< F. coulisse, a groove (see
coulisse), < couler, run, glide : see colander, and
cf. cullis^ and portcullis.] In arch. : (rt) A gut-
ter in a roof. (6) Any channel or groove in
which an accessory, as a side scene in a the-
ater, is to run.
cuUisent, culllsont, cuUizant (kul'i-sen, -son,
-zan), n. Corruptions of cognizance, 3"(a).
But what badge shall we give, what cutlism t

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iv. 4.

A blue coat without a cullizan will be like habberdine
without mustard. Owles Almanack, 1618.

CuU-me-to-you (kul'me-to'u), n. Same as call-
me-to-yoH.

CUllock (kul'ok), «. See cullyock.
CUllumbmet, ». An obsolete form of columbine^.
Spenser.

cully (kul'i), n.
;
pi. cullies (-iz). [Old slang, an

abbr. of cullion, 3, with sense modified appar.
by association with gull. According to Leland,
of gipsy origin— "Sp. Gypsy chttlai, a man,
Turk. Gypsy khulai, a gentleman."] A fellow;
a "cove"; especially, a verdant fellow who is
easily deceived, tricked, or imposed on, as by
a sharper, jilt, or strumpet; a mean dupe.
[Slang.]

Thus, when by rooks a lord is plied,
Some cuUy often wins a bet

By venturing on the cheating side.

Swift, South Sea Project.
I have learned that this fine lady does not live far from

Covent Garden, and that I am not the first cully whom she
has passed upon for a countess. Addison.

cully (kul'i), V. t.; pret. and pp. cullied, ppr.
cullying. [< cully, n.] To deceive ; trick, cheat,
or impose upon; jilt; gull. [Slang.]
Tricks to cully fools.

PomSret, Divine Attributes, Goodness.

CuUjrtsm (kul'i-izm), n. [< cully -I- -is»».] The
state of being a cully. [Slang.]
Without dwelling upon these less frequent instances of

eminent cullvistn, what is there so common as to hear a
fellow curse his fate that he cannot get rid of a passion to
* ]•" 1 Addison, Spectator, No. 486.

cullyock (kul'i-ok), n. [Origin obscure.] A
bivalve mollusk. Tapes pullastra, better known
&s pullet. Also culleock, cullock. [Shetland.]
culmi (kulm), n. [Also dial, coom; appar. <
ME. cubne, colm, soot, smoke, > culniy, coltny.]
1. Coal-dust; slack; refuse of coal. [Penn-
sylvania.]— 2. In mining, a soft or slaty and
inferior kind of anthracite, especially that oc-
curring in Devonshire, England.— 3. The name
given by some geologists to a series of rocks
which occupy the position of the Carboniferous
limestone (see car6oni/ero«s),but which, instead
of being developed in the form of massive cal-
careous beds, are made up of slates, sandstones,
and conglomerates, and occasional beds of coal,
usually of inferior quality. The fauna of the culm
IS in general much less abundant than that usually found
111 the Carboniferous limestone proper ; its flora is how-
ever, in some regions exceptionally rich. The rocks desig-
nated as culm occur extensively along the borders of Rus-
sia, Poland, and Austria; and sindlar ones, in the same
geological jHisition, are found developed on a considerable
scale in Scotland, and also in Ireland. In the last-named
country they are locally known as calp. See catp.

CUlm^ (kulm), n. [< L. culmus, a stalk ; cf. cala-
mus, a stalk (see calamus), = E. haulm, q. v.]
In bot., the jointed and usually hollow stem of
grasses. It is in most cases herbaceous, but is woody in
the bamboo and some other stout species. The term is also
sometimes applied to the solid jointless stems of sedges.
culm-bar (kulm'bar), ». A pecuMar bar used in
grates designed for burning culm or slack coal,
culmen (kul'men), m. Pj. : eee culminate.] 1.
Top; summit.
At the culmen or top was a chapel.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 227.

2. [NL.] Specificallv, in ornith., the median
lengthwise ridge of the upper mandible. See
first cut under bill.

The culmen is to the upper mandible what the ridge is
to the roof of a house ; it is the upper profile of the bill—
the highest middle lengthwise line of the bill. . In a



cnlmen

CTcat many birds, especially those with depressed bill, as

ail the ducks, there is really no culmen ; but then the me-

dian lengthwise line of the surface of the upper mandible

takes the place and name of culmen.
CoMS, Key to X. A. Birds, p. 104.

3. [Nil.] In an<jf., the upper and anterior por-

tion of the monticuhis of the vermis superior of

the cerebellum. Also called cacumen.

culmicolous (kul-mik'6-lus), a. [< L. culmus,

a stalk, culm (see eufrn'^), + colere, inhabit.]

Growing upon culms of grasses: said of some

cnlmiferousl (kul-mif'e-rus), a. [< E. eulm^ +
Ij.finc, = K. heaA, + -o«s.] Containing culm.

See citlm^. .

CUlmiferous2 (kul-mif'e-rus), a. [= F. culmt-

fere = Sp. culmlfero = Pg. It. culmifero, < L.

cuJmus, a stalk (see culm"), + ferre = E. ftearl.J

Bearing culms, as grasses. See culm^.

cnlminal (kul'mi-nal), a. [< L. culmen (cul-

min-) + -a?.] Of or pertaining to the culmen

or summit; uppermost; apical.

culminant (kul'mi-nant), a. [< ML. eulmi-

cultivate

tion for a particular person or thing : as, the
Shaksperian cult.

Every man is convinced of the reality of a better self,

and of the cult or homage which is due to it.

Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. § 1.

2. A system of religious belief and worship;

especially, the rites and ceremonies employed
in worship. Also cultus.

Cult is a term which, as we value exactness, we can ill

do without, seeing how completely religion has lost its

original signification. F. JIall, Mod. Ehk., p. 172.

3. A subject of devoted attention or study;

that in which one is earnestly or absorbingly

interested.

CUltch (kulch), n. [Cf. culch.'] The materials

used to form a spawning-bed for oysters ; also,

tlie spawn of the oyster.
Carltjle, French Rev., III. vii. 1. cultelf (kul'tel), n. [OF. Cllltel, < L. cultellus,
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cal opening of the Mini6 and other early pro-

jectiles, i-'arroic. Mil. Encye.— 2. In decorative

art, a roimded form, like a calyx or the sheaf

of a bud, from which issue scrolls or fhe like.

cnlottic (ku-lot'ik), a. [< F. culotte, breeches,

-I- -ic. Cf. sansculottic.} Having or wearing

breeches; hence, pertaining to the respect-

able classes of society : opposed to sanaculottic.

[Bare.]

Young Patriotism, Culottic and Sansculottie, ru.shes tor-

y/i^rA. Carlyle, French Rev., II. vi. S.

culottism (ku-lot'izm), 11. [As culott-ic + -ism.']

The principles or influence of the more respect-

able classes of society. See sansculottism.

He who in these epochs of our Europe founds on garni-

tures, formulas, culoUiums of wliat sort soever, is founding

on old cloth and sheepskin, and cannot endure.

culpability (kul-pa-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. culpaU-

lite — Sp. culpabilulad = Pg. culpahilidade, < L.

a,sii*culpahHita{t-)s, < culpabilis: see culpable.]

The state of being culpable or censurable;

blamablenessiiiiii»i n***w V — —„— -'/ .- . .. uiamaui«u«&».
«a«(<-)s, ppr. of culnnnare: see culminate, v.]

g^^pabie (kul'pa-bl), a. and n. [< ME. culpable,

Culminating; reaching the highest point.

I did spy

Sun, moon, and stars, by th' painters art appear,

At once all eulmnant in one hemisphere.
A. Brome, To his Mistress.

2t.

culminate (kul'mi-nat), V. i. ;
pret. and pp. cul-

minated, ppr. culminating. [< ML. culminatus,

pp. of culminare (> It. culminare = Sp. Pg. cul-

minar = P. culminer, > D. kulmineren = G. cul-

miniren = Dan. lulminerc), < L. culmen {culmin-)

(> It. culmine = Sp. culmen = Pg. culme), the

highest point, older form columen, > ult. E.

column, q. v.] 1. To come to or be on the

meridian ; be in the highest point of altitude,

as a star, or, according to the usage of astrono-

mers, reach either the highest or the lowest

altitude.
As when his beams at noon

Cuimijiote from the equator.
MUton, P. L., iii. 617.

The regal star, then culminatijiij, was the sun.

Dryden, Vind. of Duke of Guise.

The star of Guise, brilliant with the conquest of Calais,

now cu/minated to the zenith.
Motley, Dutch Republic, 1. 190.

2. To reach the highest poiat, apex, or summit,

literally or figuratively.

The mountains forming this cape mlminate in a grand

conical peak. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 189.

Both records [the biblical and the scientific] give us a

grand procession of dynasties of life, beginning from the

lower forms and culminating in man.
Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 119.

culminate (kul'mi-nat), a. [< ML. culminatus, C«lPetj ^
pp. : see the verb.] Growing upward, as dis-

tinguished from a lateral growth: applied to

the growth of corals. Dana.
culminating (kul'mi-na-ting), p. a. [Ppr. of

culminate, v.] 1. Being at or crossing the
_ _,^

meridian ; being at its highest elevation, as a
-i .

planet.— 2. Being at its highest point, as of 'r,;P™,;;

rank, power, magnitude, numbers, or quality.

Tliis Madoima, with the sculpture round her, represents

the culmitMting power of Gothic art in the thirteenth

century. Rvskin.

Beauty is, even in the beautiful, occasional— or, as one

has said, culminating and perfect only a single moment,
before which it is unripe, and after which it is on the wane.

Emerson, Domestic Life.

Culminating cycle. See cycle.

culmination (kul-mi-na'shgn), n. [= F. culmi-

nalion (> U. kulminatie= d. culmination = Dan.
kulmination) = Sp. culminacion = Pg. culmina-

f3o = It. culminazione, < ML. *culminatio{n-), <

culminare, pp. culminatus : see culminate, v.] 1.

The position of a heavenly body when it is on
the meridian; the attainment by a star of its

highest or lowest altitude on any day.— 2. The
highest point or summit ; the top ; the act or fact

of reaching the highest point : used especially

in figurative senses.

We . . . wonder how that which in its putting forth

was a flower should in its growth and culminatiun become
a thistle. Farindon, Sermons, p. 429.

Lower or upper culmination, the attainment by a

star of its lowest or highest altitude on any day.

cnlmlnicom (kul-min'i-k6rn), n. [< Ij. culmen

(culmin-), top, + cornu = E. horn. Coues, 1866.]

In ornith., the superior one of the homy pieces

into which the sheath of the bill of some birds,

as albatrosses, is divided ; the piece which in-

cases the culmen of the bill.

The cidminicam is transversely broad and rounded.
Couet, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1868, p. 175.

colmy (kul'mi), a. and n. Same as eolmy.

cnlot (ku'16), n. [F., < cul, < L. cuius, posteriors,

bottom.] 1. An iron cup inserted in the coni-

dim. oi culter, a knife: see colter and cutlas.]

A long knife carried by a knight's attendant.

cultellarius (kiU-te-la'ri-us), n. ;
pi. cultellarii

(-i). [ML., < L. cultellus, a knife: see cultel.]

1. In the middle ages, an irregular soldier

whose principal weapon was a heavy knife or

short sword. Cultellarii were often attendants upon
a knight, and foUoweii him to battle. .See couteau. Also

formerly custrel.

2. A bandit or outlaw.

cultellation (kul-te-la'shon), n. [< L. cultel-

lus, a knife, + -ation.] The determination of

the exact point on the ground vertically beneath

a point at some height above it, by letting fall

a knife or other pointed object ; also, the use

of this method in measuring land on a hillside

so as to obtain the measures projected upon a

horizontal plane.
Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 243. cultcUuS (kul-tel'us), n.

;
pi. cultelU (-5). [L.,

a knife: see ctiltcl.] In entom., one of the lan-

cet-like mandibles of a mosquito or predatory

fly-

culter (kul'ter), «. Same as colter.

CUltirostral (kul-ti-ros'tral), a. An erroneous
form of Cidtrirostral.

Cultirostres (kul-ti-ros'trez), n.pl. An errone-

ous form of Cultrirostres.

cultism (kul'tizm), «. [< cult + -ig)n.] The
pedantic style of composition affected by the

cultists.

coulpable, coupable, < OF. culpable, colpable, cow

pable, F. coupable = Pr. colpable = Sp- culpable

= Pg. culpavel = It. colpabile, < L. culpabilis,

blameworthy, < culpare, blame, condemn, < cul-

pa, t&ult, erime, mistake. Seeculpe.] 1, a. 1.

Deserving censure; blamable; blameworthy:
said of persons or their conduct.

That he had given way to most cidpable indulgences, I

had before heard hinted.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 181.

A permission voluntarily given for a bad act is culpaUe,

as well as its actual performance.

Guilty,

These being perhaps adpable of this crime.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

The Mayor of London sat in Judgment upon Offenders,

where many were found culpable, and lost their Heads.
Baker, Clironicles, p. 139.

Culpable homicide. See Ao»i«;i<Je. = Syn. 1. Censura-

ble, reprehensible, wrong, sinful.

Il.t n. A culprit. North.

culpableness (kul'pa-bl-nes), n. Blamable-

ness; culpability.

culpably (kul'pa-bli), adv. Blamably; in a
manner to merit censtire; reprehensibly.

culpatory (kul'pa-to-ri), a. [< L. culpatus, pp.

of culpare, blame"(see culpable), + -onj.] Incul-

patory; censuring; reprehensory.

Adjectives . . . commonly used by Latin authors in a

cidpatory sense.
. ,

Walpole, Catalogue of Engravers, Postscript.

[ME., < OF. culpe, coipe, coupe, F.

coulpe = Pr. It. colpa = Sp. Pg. culpa, < L.

cidpa, fault, error, crime, etc. : see culpable.]

The cultism of Gdngora, the artifice of which lies solely

in the choice and arrangement of words.
Mncyc. Brit, XXII. 360.

cultist (kul'tist), n. [< cult + -ist; equiv. to

Sp. cultero, culterano, an affected purist.] One
of a school of Spanish poets who imitated the

pedantic affectation and labored elegance of

&6ngora y Argote, a Spanish writer (1561-1627).

A century earlier the school of the ctdtists had estab-

ephemeral, as it soon appeared, butlished a dominion, . .

.

A fault • guilt. Chaucer. absolute while it lasted. Lmcell, Study Windows, p. 391.

To deprive a man, beyiig banished out of the realnie cultivable (kul'ti-va-bl), a. [= F. cultivable =
' '---•-- - "•-

fi,p_ cultivable = Fg. cultivavel z= It. coltivabile,

< ML. as if *cultivabilis, < cultivare, till : see cul-
without'deserte, without ciU;m, and without cause, of his

inheritance and patrimony. Hall, Hen. IV., fol. 4.

^ n. [< ME. culpe, a fragment, chip, also

culpown, culpen, < OF.*colpon, coupon (F. coupon,

> mod. E. coupon, q. v.), < couper, cut : see coup^.]

1. Something cut off ; apiece; shred; clipping.

Ful thinue it [hair] lay, by culpons on and oon.

Chaucer, Gen. I'rol. to C. T., I. 679.

2. Something split off; a splinter.

To hakke and hewe
The okes olde, and leyc hem on a rewe
In culp&ns wel arrayed for to brenne.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 2009.

culpont, »• *• \< culpon, n.] To cut up; split.

tivate.] Capable of being tilled or cultivated;

capable of improvement or refinement.

Tlie soils of cultivable lands hold in a greater or less pro-

portion all that is essential to the growth of plants.

J. R. Mchols, Fireside Science, p. 131.

The descendant of a cultivated race has an enhanced
aptitude for the reception of cultivation ; he is more cul-

tivable. Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIIL 766.

cultivatable (kul'ti-va-ta-bl), a. [< cultivate +
-able.] Cultivable.

Large tracts of rich ndtivatable soiL

British and Foreign Rev., No. ii., p. 265.

culprit (kul'prit), n. [Prob. (with intrusive cultivate (kul'ti-vat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. culti-

r) for "culpat, < L. culpatus (law Lat. for the ^ated, ppr. cultivating. [< ML. cultivatus, pp. of

accused'), pp. of culpare, blame, censure, re - • -
- „ ~ .

prove: see culpable.] 1. A person arraigned

for a crime or offense.

An author is in the condition of a culprit ; the publick are

his judges. Prior, Solomon, Pref.

Neither the culprit nor his advocates attracted so much
notice as the accusers. Maeaulay.

2. A criminal; a malefactor; an offender.

The culprit by escape grown bold

Pilfers alike from young and old. Moore.

CUlrage (ktil'raj), n. [Early mod. E. also cule-

raqe, killridge; < ME. culrage, culraige, culrayge,

ctilrache, culratche, < OF. culrage, curage, F.

curage, < cul (< L. cuhis), the posteriors, +
rage, < L. rabies, madness, rage ; equiv. to the

E.' name arse-smart.] The water-pepper or

smartweed. Polygonum Hydropipcr.

cult (kult), n. [< F. culte = Sp. Pg. It. culto, <

L. cultus, cultivation, worship, < colere, pp. cul-

tus, till, cultivate, worship. Cf. cultivate, cul-

ture, etc., colony, etc.] 1. Homage; worship;

by extension, devoted attention to or venera-

cultiva're (> It. cultivare, coltivare = Sp. Pg. cul-

tivar = OF. cultiver, coltiver, coutiver, curtiver,

etc., P. cultiver), till, work, as land, < cultivus,

tilled, under tillage, < L. cultus, pp. of colere,

till: see cult.] 1. To till; prepare for crops;

manure, plow, dress, sow, and reap; manage
and improve in husbandry : as, to cultiva te land

;

to cultivate a farm.

I h.ive had a lai-ge, a fair, and a pleasant field ; so fer-

tile that, without my cultivating, it lias given nie two

harvests in a summer. Dryden, To Sir R. Howard.

2. To raise or produce by tillage : as, to cultivate

com or grass.— 3. To use a cultivator upon;

run a cultivator through : as, to cultivate a field

of standing com. See cultivator (c). [U. S.]

— 4. To improve and strengthen by labor or

study
;
promote the development or increase of;

cherish; foster: as, to cMi«i'n^c talents; to ctji-

tivate a taste for poetry.

As your commissioners our poets go.

To ndtimte the virtue which you sow.

Dryden, University of Oxford, Prol., L 18.



cultivate

5, To direct special attention to ; devote study,
labor, or care to ; study to understand, derive
advantage from, et<3. : as, to cultivate literature

;

to cultivate an acquaintance.

The ancient philosophers did not neglect natural sci-

ence, but they did not cultivate it for the purpose of in-

creasing the power . . . of man. J/ocautoJ/, Lord Bacon.

He who cultivates only one precept of the Gospel, to the
exclusion of the rest, in reality attends to no part at all.

J. H. Xeiemaji, Parochial Sermons, i. 309.

The study of History is, . . . as Coleridge said of Poetry,
its own great reward, a thing to be loved and cultivated

for its own sake.
i:>tubb8, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 24.

6. To improve; meliorate; correct; civilize.

To cultivate the wild licentious savage.
Addison, Cato, i. 4.

CtQtivated (kul'ti-va-ted), p, a. Produced by
or subjected to cultivation; specifically, cul-

tured; refined; educated.

My researclies into cultivated plants show that certain
species are extinct, or becoming extinct, since the histori-

cal epoch.
De CatidoUe, Orig. of Cultivated Plants (trans.), p. 459.

In proportion as there are more thoroughly cultivated

persons in a community will the finer uses of prosperity
be taught and the vulgar uses of it become disreputable.

Lowell, Oration, Harvard, Xov. 8, 1886.

cultivating (kul'ti-va-ting), p. a. Engaged
in the processes of cultivation; agricultural.

[Rare.]

The Russian Village Communities were seen to be the
Indian Village Communities, if anything in a more archaic
condition than the eastern cuitivatiivf group.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 240.

cultivation (kul-ti-va'shon), n. [= F. culti-

vatiotif OF, coutiveisun, coutivoisoHy cultivoison,

etc., = Sp. cnltivacion = Pg. cidtiva^ao = It. cul~

tivazionej < ML, *ctUtivatio{n-), < cultivarej cul-

tivate: see cultivate.'] 1. The act or practice
of tilling land and preparing it for crops ; the
agiacultural mauagement of land; husbandry
in general.

Such is the nature of Spain ; wild and stern the moment
It escapes from cultivation ; the desert and the garden are
ever side by side. Irving, Alhambra, p. 278.

2. Land in a cultivated state ; tilled land with
its crops. [Rare.]

It is curious to observe how defined the line is l>etween
the rich green cuUivaXion and the barren yellow desert.

E. Sartorius, In the Soudan, p. 12.

3. The act or process of producing by tillage

:

as, the cultivation of com or grass.— 4. The use
of a cultivator upon growing crops.— 5. The
process of developing; promotion of growth or
strength, physical or mental : as, the cultivation

of tht oyster; the cultivation of organic germs,
or of animal virus; the cultivation of the mind,
or of virtue, piety, etc.

No capital is better provided [than Madrid] with sundry
of the higher means to cultivation, an its Royal Armory,
its Arch^ological Museum, and its glorious Picture Gallery
. . . remind one, Lathrop, Spanish \' istas, p. 26.

6. The state of being cultivated ; specifically, a
state of moral or mental advancement ; culture

;

refinement; the union of learning and taste.

You cannot have people of cultivation, of i>ure character,
, . . professing to be in communication with the spirit
world and keeping up constant intercourse with it, with-
out its gradually reacting on the whole conception of that
other life. 0. If. Holmes, The Professor, i.

Fractional cultivation. See the extract.

Fractional cultivation consists in the attempt to isolate

by successive cultivations the different organisms that
have been growing previously in the same culture.

E. Klein, Micrtf-Organisms and Disease, p. 26.

= SyiL 5. Training/, Discipline, Edxication, etc. See in-
gtrucfion.~fi and 6. iiejinement, etc. See culture.

cultivator ;kul'ti-va-tor), n. [= F, cultivateury

OF. cultireovj coutiveoVj etc., = 8p, Pg. culti-

vador= It. coltivatorej < ML. as if *'cultivatorf

< cultivare, cultivate : see cultivate."] One who
or that which cultivates, (a) One who tills or pre-
gares land for crops, or carries on the operations of hus-
andry in general ; a farmer ; a husbandman ; an agricul-

turist, {b) A producer l»y cultivation; a grower of any
kind of products: as, a cultivator of oysters.

It has been lately complained of, by some cultivators of
clover-grass, that from a great quantity of the seed not
any giaas springs up. Boyle.

(c) An agricultural implement used to loosen the earth and
Uproot the weeds about growing crops which are planted
in rows or hills. It consists of points or shares attached
to a framework, usually adjustable in width, and having
draft-wheels which govern the depth to whicli the ground
is broken up. It is drawn Itetween the rows of plants by
a horse. There are also light forma which are operated
by hand, (d) One who devotes siMJcial attention, care, or
study to some person or pursuit.

The most successful cultivators of physical science.
Buckle, Civilization, I. 1.

cultrate, cultrated (kul'trat, -tra-ted), a. [<
L. cuUratus, knife-shaped, < culteVf a knife: see

88

Cultrirostral Bill <tf Heron.
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colter, cultel.'] Sharp-edged and pointed; colter-
shaped, or shaped like a pruning-knife, as a
body that is thick on one edge and acute on the
other: as, a cultrate leaf; the beak of a bird is

convex and cultrate.

Cultriform (kul'tri-form), a. [= P. cultriformc,

< L. cutter, a knife, + forma, shape.] Cultrate :

specifically applied, in zool., to a tapering or
elongate part or organ when it is bounded by
three sides meeting in angles, one of the sides
being shorter than the other two, so that the
section everywhere is an acute-angled triangle.

cultrirostral (kul-tri-ros'tral), a. [< NL. cultri-

rostris, < L. eulter, a knife, + rostrum, a beak,
+ -ai.] 1. Having a cul-

trate bill; having a bill

shaped somewhat like
the colter of a plow, or
adapted for cutting like

a knife: as, cultrirostral
oscine birds.— 2. Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cultrirostres.

Also, erroneously, cultirostral.

Cultrirostres (kul-tri-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL., pi.

oicultrirostris: see cultrirostral.'] 1. InCuvier's
system of classification, a famUy of GralUe, in-
cluding the cranes, courlans, herons, storks,
and sundry other large waders, as distinguished
from the Pressirostres or plover group, and the
Longirostres or snipe group. [Not in use.]— 2.
In some later systems, a group of laminiplan-
tar oscine passerine birds, as the crows and
corvine birds generally.

Also, erroneously, Cultirostres.

cultrivorous (kul-triv'o-rus), a. [= Sp. cul-

trivoro, < L. eulter, a kiiife, + vorare, swallow,
devour.] Swallowing or seeming to swallow
knives. Dunglison. [Bare.]

cnlturable (kul'tOr-a-bl), a. [< culture -f-

-ahle.'] 1. Adapted to culture; cultivable: as,

a eulturahle area.

R«cent explorers affirm that there is no reason why
these canals should not be again tilled from those rivers,
when the intervening country , . . would become cuU
turable. Encyc. Brit, XVI. 43.

2. Capable of becoming cultured or refined,
[Rare in both uses.]

cultural (kul'tur-al), a. [= F. cultural; < cul-

ture + -al.~} Pertaining to culture ; speciiScally,

pertaining to mental culture or discipline ; edu-
cational

;
promoting refinement or education.

In every variety of cultural condition.
Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 172.

In its cultural development, China stands wholly for
itself. Science, IV. 21.

cultnratet,
turare.

ture: see culture, «.]

Smith.

culture (kul'tur), n. [< F. culture = Pr. 8p.
Pg. cultura = It. cultura, coltura = G. Dan.
kultur, < L. cultura, cultivation, tillage, care,
culture, < cultus, pp. of colere, till, cultivate

:

see cult.'] 1. The act of tilling and preparing
the earth for crops ; tillage ; cultivation.

So that these three last were slower than the ordinary
wheat of itself ; and this culture did rather retard their
advance. Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum, § 402.

In vain our toil,

We ought to blame the culture, not the soil.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 14.

2. The act of promoting growth In animals or
plants, but especially in the latter; specifically,
the process of raising plants with a view to the
production of improved varieties.

One might wear any passion out of a family by culture, as
skillful gardeners blot a colour out of a tulip that hurts
its beauty. Tatter.

These bud variations . . . occur rarely under nature,
but they are far from rare under culture.

Dancin, Origin of Species, i.

Hence— 3. In hactrriology : (a) The propaga-
tion of bacteria or otlier microscopic organisms
by the introduction of the germs into suitably
prepared fluids or other media, or of parasitic
fungi upon living plants. Also called cultiva-

tion.

The only thing to be done now was to take advantage of
what had previously been learned as to the attenuation of
virus, and endeavor, through successive cultures, to pro-
gressively lessen the harmfulness of the rabid poison.

Sci. Ainer. Supp., p. 8692.

(6) The product of such culture.

This bacillus [of typhoid fever] is difficult to stain in tis-

sues, wliilc i>\ire cnlturen stain readily with the usual dyes.
Buck's Handbook o/ Med. Sciewes, IV. 766.

4. The systematic improvement and refine-

ment of the mind, especially of one's own.

ratet, r. t. [< ML. culturatus, pp. of cul-

e, cultivate, < L. cultura, cultivation, eul-

To cultivate. Capt.John

culture-cell

[Not common before the nineteenth century,
except with strong consciousness of the meta-
phor involved, though used in Latin by Cicero.]

Kather to the pomp and ostentacion of their wit, then
to the culture and profit of theyr mindes.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 14.

The c\dture and manurance of minds in youth hath such
a forcible (though unseen) operation as hardly any length
of time or contention of labour can countervail it after-
wards. Bacon, Advancement of Learning (Original

[English ed.), Works, III. 415.

O Lord, if thou suffer not thy servant, that we may pray
before thee, and thou give us seed unto oiu* heart, anil
culture to oiu" understanding, that there may come fruit
of it, how shall each man live that is corrupt, who bearetli
the place of a man ? 2 Esd. viii. 6.

Culture, the acquainting ourselves with the best that
has been known and said in the world, and thus with the
history of the human spirit.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Pref.

5. The result of mental cultivation, or the state
of being cultivated; refinement or enlighten-
ment ; learning and taste ; in a broad sense,
civilization : as, a man of culture.

Culture or Civilization, taken in its wide ethnographic
sense, is that complex whole which includes knowledge,
belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabili-
ties and habits acquired by man as a member of society.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, i. 1.

Culture iu its widest sense is, I take it, thorough ac-
quaintance with all the old and new results of intellec-
tual activity in all departments of knowledge, so far as
they conduce to welfare, to correct living, and to rational
conduct. W. K. Brooks, Law of Heredity, p. 272.

6. The training of the human body.

Amongst whom [the Spartans] also both in other things,
and especially in the culture of their lx)dies, the nobility
observed the most equality with the commons.

Ilobbes, tr. of Thucydides, 1.

7. The pursuit of any art or science with a
view to its improvement.
Our national resources are developed by an earnest

culture of the ai'ts of peace. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. Int.

8t. Cultivated ground.

Proceeds the caravan
Through lively spreading cultures, pastures green.
And yellow tillages in opening woods.

Dyer, The Fleece.

Gelatin culture, a growth of bacteria in a medium made
of the consistence of jelly by means of gelatin,— Pure cul
ture, in bacteriology, a growth of one kind of bacteria fix^
from admixture of other varieties.— Solid culture, a cul-

ture of bacteria, etc., for which the medium is a solid i.t

ordinary temperatures, usually gelatin or a preparation,
such as agar-agar, made from algee.— Test-tube cul-
ture, a growtli of bacteria iu a test-tube. =:Syn. 4-6. lie-

jineiueiit, Cultivation, Culture. Each of these words may
represent a process or the result of that process. Only
rejinement can, when unqualified, represent a process or
result carried too far. Refinement is properly most nega-
tive, representing a freeing from what is gross, coarse,
rude, and the like, or a bringing of one out of a similar
condition in which he is supposed to have been at the
start. Cultivation and culture represent the person or
the better part of him as made to grow by long-continued
and thorough work. Refinement and cultivation, as thus
representing the more negative and the more positive
aspects of the improvement of man, were much more
common until within thirty years ; since then culture
has largely supplanted cultivation : this change, coming
when great attention was concentrating about the sub-
ject of the development of all the departments of the
nature of man, produced a great enlargement of the defi-

nition of culture, for a time the improvement and grati-
fication of taste being magnified in undue proportion by
some, and tjy others the mere acquisition of knowledge.
The word is now applied to the improvement of the whole
man, l)odily, mentally, and spiritually, although bodily
training is not prominent unless specially mentioned ; the
moral and the spiritual are jealously included. Culture
may be used of the state of society as well as of the man ;

refijietnent and cultivation refer primarily to the state of
the individual. As referring to either, culture in its

broadest sense may be called the highest phase of civili-

zation.

What do we mean by this fine word Culture, so much in
vogue at present? What the Greeks naturally expressed
by their irat&tia, the Homaus by hunianitas, we less hap-
pily try to express by the more artificial word Culture.
. . . When applied to the human being, it means, I sup-
pose, the *'cducing or drawing forth [()f] all that is poten-
tially in a man," the training [of] all the energies and capa-
cities of his being to the highest pitch, and directing them
to their true ends. Shairp, Culture and Religion, i.

culture (kul'tur), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. cultured,

ppr. culturing. [< culture, n. Cf. ML. culti

rare: see culturate.] To cultivate: as, "cul-
tured vales," Shetistone, Elegies, xxv.

culture-bulb (kul'tur-bulb), n. A bulb-shaped
culture-tube. Volley, Bacteria Investigation,

p. 76.

culture-cell (kul'tur-sel), n. A small moist
chamber for the microscopic observation of the
culture of organic germs, it is usually made by
fixing to a microscopic slide a short glass cylinder; upon
the latter a cover-glass is placed, and the culture is made
in a drop of fluid on the lower surface of the cover-glass,
thus being available for microscopic examination at all

times without disturbance. The culture is kept moist by
water iu the bottom of the ceU.



Falcon and culver^ on each tower,

Stood prompt their deadly hail to shower.
Scott, L. o£ L. M.,

cultured

cultured (kiil'turd), (J. Having culture; refined.

The sense of beauty in nature, even among cwZtiired peo-

ple is less often met with than other mental endowments.
Is. Taylor.

culture-fluid (kul'tur-flS'id), n. A fluid culture-

medium.
Diluting the cuUun-jluid containing the various species

to a verj' large extent with some 8t«rile indifferent fluid.

E. Klein, Micro-Organisms and Disease, p. 27.

cultureless (kul'tur-les), a. Without culture

;

uiu-tiltured.

culture-medium (kul'tur-me'di-um), n. A sub-

stance, solid or fluid, in'which bacteria or other

mieroseopie organisms are cultivated. Among „,,i_oriTi rViil'v^r-in'* « r-

the frequently nse^d culture-media are meat-broths, de- ^V®"^,.^''^ coukuvHne I
coctions of dung, hay, and various vegetable substances, colouirine, H . couteuvnne, ^

sugar-solution, orange-juice, boiled potatoes, gelatin, and
gelatin-like preparations of alg», as agar-agar.

culture-oven (kul'tur-uv'n). n. A small warm-
ed chamber, kept at a uniform temperature, in

which certain bacterial cultures are made. See

culture, 3 (a).

culture-tube (kul'tur-tub), ». A tube in which
bacteria, etc., are cultivated.

CUlturist (kul'tur-ist), n. [< culture + -ist-J 1.

A cultivator ; "one who produces anything by
cultivation.

The oyster industry is rapidly passing from the hands of

the fisherman into those of the oyster cvlturUt.
Eiuyc. Brit., XVIII. 108.

1394 cumber

CUlvertailed (kul'ver-tald), a. United or

. , fastened, as pieces of timber, by a dovetail
'^

joint; dovetailed: used by shipwrights.

culver-dung (kul'v6r-dtmg), w. The droppings culvertshipt, «• [ME. kuliwrtscliijie ; < culvert^

of pigeons. -t- -«/»>.] Falsehood ; wickedness.

CUlverfOOt (kul'v&r-fvit),n. [< culver'^ +foot.^ Efterthe illte time thet ure Louerd themiide brouhte

A species of crane's-bill. Geranium columbimim, so to grunde his [the devils] kointe ktUuertuchipe & his

the leaves of which are cleft like a bird's foot, prude strencthe. Ancren JtiwU, p. 294.

CUlver-houset (kul'v6r-hous), ». [< ME. cut- culverwort (kul'ver-wfert), «. [< culver^ +
ver-, colver-hous ; < cuUer'^ + house.'] A dove- wort^.} The columbine, Aquilegia vulgaris : so

2. An advocate of the spread of culture or the

education of the intellectual and esthetic pow-
ers ; especially, one who regards culture in this

sense rather than religion as the central element
in civilization.

The Culturists . . . say that, since every man
his ideal— material and selfish, or unselfish and spiritual

— it lies mainly with culture to determine whether men
shall rest content with grosser aims or raise their tliouglits

to the higher ideals. Shairp, Culture and Religion, i.

cultus (kul'tus), n. [= G. kultus, etc., < L.

cm/*«*, care, culture, refinement : see cm?*.] 1.

cote.
Under thi colver hous in alle the brede
Malie mewes tweyne.

Palladim, Busbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

< OF. couleumine,

ML. colubrina, a

culverin, dim. of colubra (> OF. couleuvre), a

culverin, lit. a serpent, < L. colubra, fem. of

coluber, a serpent: see Coluber.'} An early name
of the cannon, (a) Loosely, any small gun : especially

so used in the earliest days of artillery, (b) In the six-

teenth century, the heaviest gun in ordinary use, as on
shipboard or the lilse, corresponding nearly to the long 18-

pounders of later times. It is also mentioned as throw-

ing a shot of 15 pounds' weight. In the seventeenth cen-

tury the name was retained for this piece, though much
heavier guns were in use. Also called culver and whole
culverin. See demi-culverin. Sometimes spelled cuiuenne.

Hurrah ! the foes are moving 1 Hark to the mingled din

Of fife, and steed, and trump, and drum, and roaring cul-

verin. Macaulay, Ivry.

The Constable advanced with four pieces of heavy ar-

tillery, four culverines, and four lighter pieces.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 177.

Bastard culverin, in the sixteenth century, a cannon
smaller tlian the culverin, firing a projectile usually from
5 to 8 i)ounds in weight.

musthave Culverinecr (kul"ver-in-er'), « [< culverin +
-cer.'\ One who had charge of the loading and
firing of a culverin.

Even as late as the 15th century a guild was founded
at Ghent, composed of the culverineers, arquebusiers, and
gunners, in order to teach the burgesses the use of fire-

arms. Bncyc. Brit., XI. 260.

A system of religiotis belief and worship : same culverkev (kul'v6r-ke), n. [Appar. < culver'^,

as euXt, 2.

Buddhism, a missionary religion rather than an ances-

tral cultus, eagerly availed itself of the art of writing for

the propagation of its doctrines.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 843.

Pure ethics is not now formulated and concreted into a

etdtut, a fraternity with assemblings and holy-days, with
song and book, with brick and stone.

Eviersm, N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 417.

2. The moral or esthetic state or condition of

a particular time or place.

CuTtus-COd (kul'tus-kod), n. [Said to be < Chi-

nook (-«;?«,«,wortliless, of little value, -i- E. co(P.'\

A chiroid fish, Ophiodon elongatus, of a length-

named from the resemblance of its lowers to

the heads of little pigeons around a dish. See

cut imder columbine.

culy, »• See Iculi.

cumt, V. An obsolete spelling of come.

Cuma (ku'ma), n. [NL., appar. for *Cyma (see

cyma, in other senses) , < Gr. Khfia, awave, awaved
molding, etc. : see cjma, cyme.] 1. Inc<»icA.,a

genus of rhaehiglossate pectinibranchiate gas-

tropods, of the family MuricidtB. Humphreys,
1795.— 2. A genus of crustaceans, of the family
CumidtB, also giving name to a group Cumaeea.
Also Cyma.
Cumaeea (ku-ma'se-a), ». pi. [NL., < Cuma +
-acea.'\ A group of thoracostracous crusta-

ceans, of which the type is the genus Cuma.
The Cumaeea resemble the arthrostracons Crustacea in

having eyes without a movable stalk ; but they closely re-

semble the Schizopoda in the form of the body, thus cor-

responding with the lower developmental stages of the

decapodous crustaceans.

The Cumaeea . . . are very rentarkable forms allied to

the Schizopoda and Nebalia on the one hand, and on the

other to the Edriophthalraia and Copepoda ; wliile they
appear, in many respects, to represent persistent larvae of

the higher Crustacea. Buxley, Anat. Invert., p. 308.

cumacean (kii-ma'se-an), a. and n. I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Cumaeea. Also cumaceous.

II. )(. A member of the Cumaeea.
cumaceous (ku-ma'shius), a. Same as cuma-
cean.

Cumaean (ku-me'an), a. Of or pertaining to

Cumse, an ancient city on the coast of Campa-
nia, reputed the earliest of the Greek settle-

ments in Italy.—Cumaean sibyl, one of the legen-

dary prophetic women whose authority in matters of

divination was acknowledged by the Romans. See sibyl.

cumarin (kii'ma-rin), n. Same as coumarin.

Cultus-cod {Ophiodon elongatus).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

ened form, with a long pointed head and many
dorsal spines and rays, it reaches a length of from
S to 4 feet and a weight of from 30 to 40 pounds. It

abounds along the Pacific coast of the United States, and
U one of the most important food-fishes of that region.

Also called green-cod, and by many other names.

cnlurt, «• A Middle English form of color.

-cuius, -CUla, -culum. [L., m., f., neut., re-

spectively, of -cuius, a compound dim. term.,

consisting of -c, an adj. term, used as dim. (see

-jc), -f- -ul-us, a dim. term. : see -ule, -el, -le, etc.]

A diminutive termination in Latin words, some
of which have entered English without change,
tks fasciculus, curriculum, operculum, opiisculum,

tenaculum, vinculum, etc., but which have usu-
allv taken the form -cule, as in animalcule, reti-

a dove, + key, the husk containing the seed of

an ash (or maple : see ash-key and maple-key)

;

but the connection of culver^, a dove, with the

ash-tree is not obvious. Columbine and culver'^, ....
however, are (prob.) etymologioally related CUmbent (kum'bent), a. [< L. *cumben(t-)g,

- - - - , , - ppj._ jj£ *cumbere (only in comp. concumbere,

incumbere, etc.), nasalized form of cubare, lie

down : see cubit, and cf. accumbeni, incumbent,

procumbent, recumbent.'] Lying down; reclin-

ing; recumbent. [Rare.]

At the fountaines are as many cumbent figures of mar-
ble under very large niches of stone.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 12, 1644.

A handsome monument of Caen stone, being a cumbent
effigy on an altar-tomb, was placed on the north side of

the chancel [in Whalley church] in 1842.

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 7, note.

cumber (kum'ber), V. t. [< ME. cumbren, com-
bren, < OF. combrer, hinder, obstruct, common-
ly in comp. encombrer, F. encombrer = Pr. en-

combrar = It. ingmnbrare, < ML. incumbrare,

hinder, obstruct, encumber, < L. in- + ML.
*eumbrus, combrus, obstruction, etc., < L. cumu^
lus, a heap: see cumber, »., and cf. encumber,

of which cumber, v., is in part an abbreviated
form.] 1. To burden or obstruct with or as
with a load or weight, or any impediment ; load
excessively or uselessly; press upon; choke
up ; clog.

Behold, these three years I come seeking fruit on this

fig tree, and find none : cut it down ; why cumbereth it the

ground ? Luke xiii. 7.

A variety of frivolous arguments cumbers the memory
to no purpose. Locke.

The fallen images
Cumber the weedy courts.

Bryant, Hymn to Death.

(ult. < L. Columbus, a dove) : see culver^.] 1.

A bunch of the pods of the ash-tree.— 2t. A
meadow-flower, probably the bluebell, Scilla

nutans.

Looking down the meadows, [I] could see, here a boy
gathering lilies and lady-smocks, and there a girl cropping
culverkeys and cowslips. /. Walton, Complete Angler, xi.

Purple narcissus like the morning rays.

Pale gander-grass, and azure ctdverkeyes.

J. Davors, quoted in I. Walton's Complete Angler, i.

Culver's-physic (kul'vferz-fiz'ik), n. [After a
Dr. Culver, who used it in his practice.] The
popularnameof Veronica {Leptandra) Firginica.
The thick, blackish root has a nauseous, bitter taste, act-

ing as a violent emeto-cathartic, and has long been in use
in medicine.

Culver's-root (kul'v6rz-r6t), n. Same as Cul-

ver's-physic.

culvert! (kul'vfert), n. [Appar. an accom., in

imitation of covert, a covered place, of F. cou^

louere, a channel, gutter, also a colander, < cou-

ler, run, drain : see cunts'^, colander.'] An arched
or flat-covered drain of brickwork or masonry
carried under a road, railroad, canal, etc., for

the passage of water.

culvert^t, a. [ME., also culvart, culvard, < OF.
culvert, cuilvert, cuivert, cuvert, couvert, colvert,

also collibert, coUbert (ML. collibertus, also, af-

ter F., culverta), low, servile, as noun a serf,

vassal; see collibert.'] False; villainous.

The porter is culuert and felun.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

The king hede a stiward
That was fel ant culvard.

Chron. of Eng. (Ritson's Metr. Rom., II.), 1. 787.
cuU, etc., or more frequently -cle, as in article,

auricle, particle, conventicle, versicle, ventricle, culvertage (kul'v6r-taj), n. [< OF. culvertage.

etc. See -cule, -cle.

culver^ (kul'v6r), n. [< ME. culver, colver, col-

rere, cfilfre, culfre, < AS. culfre, cidufre, a dove,
prob. a corruption of L. columba, a dove : see

Columba'^.'] A dove; a pigeon. [Now only local.]

Crye to Crist that he wolde hus colu^re sende.

The whiche is tlie holy gost that out of heuene descendede.
Piers Plowman (C), xviii. 246.

Lyke as the Culver, on the bared bough.
Sits mourning for the absence of her mate.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixxxvill.

culver^ (kul'vfer), n. [Short for culverin, per-
haps with reference to culver^, a dove, as guns
were sometimes called by the names of birds

;

e. g., falcon and aaker.] Same as culverin.

cuvertage, couvertage (ML. culvertaglum), < cul-

vert, serf, vassal : see culvert'^.] In early Eng.
law, the forfeiture by tenant or vassal of his

holding and his position as a freeman, result-

ing in a condition of servitude.

Vnder paine of Culuertage and perpetuall servitude.

Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 116.

In early times attendance at the posse comitatus was
enforced by the penalty of culvertage, or turntail, viz., for-

feiture of property and perpetual servitude.
Encyc. Brit., VIII. 446. cumber (kum'ber), n. [This noim, though later

culvertail (kul'v6r-tal), n. [< culver^ + tail^. than the verb in E., and derived from it, is in

Cf. dovetail.] In joinery and carp., a dovetail the other tongues the orig. of the verb. For-

joint, as the fastening of a ship's carlings into merly also ^vritten comber ; OF. conibre, an ob-

the beam. struction of stakes, etc., in a river to catch

The whole slope is cumbered by masses of rock.
Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 44.

2. To be a clog to; hinder by obstruction;
hamper in movement.

Why asks he what avails him not in fight.

And would but cumber and retard his flight?
Dryden.

3. To trouble
;
perplex ; embarrass ; distract.

For gif thou comest agein Concience thou cumbrest thi-

seluen.
And so witnesseth godes word and holiwrit bothe.

Piers Plowman (A), x. 91.

Domestic fury, and fierce civil strife,

Shall cumber all the parts of Italy.

Shalt., J. C, iii. 1.



cumber

fish fbut eomp. encombre = Pr. encomhre = It.

ingombro, hindrance, embarrassment, distress,

verbal n. (ef. decombres, rubbish), < encombrer,

etc.: see encumber), same as OF. comble, a heap,
top, summit (see cumhle), =Pg. combro, Comoro,

a heap of earth, = Pi-, comol, heap ; ML. (< OF.,

etc.) combra, eumbra, an obstruction in a river

to catch fish, combri, pi. of combriis, a heap of

felled trees obstruetiiig a road, comblus, a heap
;

hence (< ML. "cumbrus, combrus) MHG. dum-
ber, rubbish, burden, oppression, trouble, need,
G. Dan. kununer, trouble, grief, G. dial, rub-
bish, = D. komnier, trouble, grief, dung of a
hare ; all ult. < L. cumulus, a heap : see cumu-
lus. For the change of vi to vtb, of. number,
chamber, etc. ; for the change of I to r, at. chap-
ter.] If. That which cumbers; a burden; a
hindrance ; an obstruction.

Thus fade thy helps, and thus thy cumbers spring.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, ii. 73.

The stooles & other ctymber are remov'd when y« assem-
bly rises. Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

2. Embarrassment; disturbance; distress; trou-
ble. [Archaic]

Fleet foot on the correi.
Sage counsel in cumber.

Red hand in the foray,
How sound is thy slumber I

Scolt, L. of the L., lit 16.

cnmberground (kum'b^r-ground), n. [< cum-
ber, v., + obj. ground^.'] Anything worthless.
Mackai/.

crunberless (kum'ber-les), a. [< cumber, n., +
-less.'] Free from care, distress, or encum-
brance. [Rare]

Bird of the wilderness,
Blithesome and cumbertess.

Hogg, The Skylark.

CUmbennentt, «. [^ ME. comberment, combur-
ment ; < cumber + -ment. Cf. encumberment.']
Same as cumber.

Who-so wole halle henen to his hire,

Kepe he him from the deuelis combirment.
Ihjinm tit Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 56.

cumbersome (kum'ber-sum), a. [< cumber +
-somf.'] 1. Burdensome; troublesome; em-
barrassing; vexatious: as, "cumbersome obe-
dience," Sir P. Sidney.

God guard us all, and guide us to our last Home thro'
the Briars of this cumbersome Life. Howell, Letters, ii. 53.

2. Inconvenient ; awkward ; unwieldy ; un-
manageable ; not easily borne or managed

:

as, a cumbersome load; a cumbersome machine.
The weapons of natural reason . . . are as the armour

of Saul, rather cumbersome aliout the soldier of Christ
than needfnll. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

cumbersomely (kum'bfir-sum-U), adv. In a
ctmibersome manner.
Humane [human] art acts upon the matter from without

eumljernomfhf and tnoliininously, with tumult and hurli-
burly. Cudu-orth, Intellectual System, p. 179.

CUmbersomeness (kum'b^^r-sum-nes), n. The
quality of being cumbersome or troublesome.
Cumber-worldt (kum'b6r-w6rld), «. [< ME.
combre-world ; < cumber, v., + obj. world.J, Any-
thing or any person that encumbers the world
without being useful.

A cumber-world, yet in the world am left,

A fruitless plot witll brambles overgrown.
Drayton, Eclogues, ii.

COmbi (kum'bi), n. [S. Amer.] A superior
kind of cloth made in Peru and Bolivia from the
wool of the alpaca.

Cnmblet, »• [y OF. comblc, a heap, top, summit,
F. comble, top, summit, < L. cumulus, a heap:
see cumber, n., and cumulus.1 Top; summit;
culmination.

But this word Souveraln, clean contrary, hath raised it-

self to that e«>n*fe of greatness, that it is now applied only
to the king. Howell, Epist. Ded. to Cotgrave s Diet.

CTUnbly (kum'bli), n. In India, a coarse woolen
wrap or blanket worn as a cloak in wet weather.
Also spelled combly and cumly.

The Natives quivering and quaking after Sunset, wrap-
ping themselves in a Combly or Hair-cloth.

Fryer, New Account of East India and Persia, p. 54.

cnmbrancet (kum'braus), n. [< ME. cumbranse,
coinfiraiise, combraunse, combraunce, by apher-
esis from encumbrance, q. v.] t. That which
cumbers or encumbers; an encumbrance; a
hindrance ; an embarrassment.

By due proportion measuring ev'ry pace,
T' avoid the cuml/raiwe of each hindering doubt.

Drayton, Barons' Wars.
The two kings, for the eomhranee of their traines, were

constrained to diss«uer themsclues for time of their iour-
oey- Ilakluyfa Voyayet, II. 21.
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2. The state of being cumbered, overburdened,
obstructed, hindered, or perplexed; cumber;
trouble.

Colde care and cumbraunce is come to ous alle.

Pi^rs Plowman (C), xxi. 278.

Hir robe that she was in clad was so grete that for com-
braunce she niyght not a-rise. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 298.

Cumbrian (kum'bri-an), a. [< Cumbria, Latin-
ized name of Cumberland.'] Of or pertaining to
the early medieval British principality or king-
dom of Cumbria or Strathelyde, or to Cumber-
land, a northern county of England, which con-
stituted a part of it.

cumbrous (kum'brus), a. [< ME. combrous,
comberous, comerous; < cumber, n., + -ous.] X.
Burdensome; hindering or obstructing; ren-
dering action difficult or toilsome; clogging;
cumbersome.
The lane was full thlkke and cmnberouse to come vp or

down for the rokkes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 464.

Swift to their several quarters hasted then
The cumbrous elements, earth, flood, air, fire.

Milton, P. L., iii. 715.

The processes by which that evolution [of organized be-
ings] takes place are long, cumbrous, and wasteful pro-
cesses of natural selection and hereditary descent.

W. E. Clifford, Lectures, I. 213.

2. Causing trouble or annoyance; trouble-
some ; vexatious.

A cloud of cumbrous gnattes doe him molest.
Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 23.

3. Difficult to use ; characterized by unwieldi-
ness or clumsiness ; ungainly ; clumsy.

The cumbrous and unwieldy style which disflgures Eng-
lish composition so extensively. De Quincey, Style.

It [a ship] had a ruined dignity, a cumbrous grandeur,
although its masts were shattered, and its sails rent.

G. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 90.

cumbrously (kum'brus-li), adv. In a cum-
brous manner.

Capitals to every substantive are cumbrously intrusive
upon the eye. Seward, Letters, i. 164.

cumbrousness (kum'bms-nes), n. The char-
acter or quality of being cumbrous.
cumene (kum'en), ». [< L. cum(inum), cumin,
+ -enc.] Same as cumol.

cumfortt, ''. and n. A former spelling of comfort.
cumfortablet, a. A former spelling of comfort-
able

.

cumfrey, ". See comfrey.

cum grano sails (kum gra'no sa'lis). [L.,lit.

with a grain of salt: cum, with; grano, abl. of
granum, grain (= E. corn) ; salis, gen. of sal,

salt : see com-, grain, sal, salt^.] With a slight

qualification ; with some allowance ; not as lit-

erally true : as, to accept a statement cum gra-
no salis.

cumic(kum'ik), a. [< cum{in) + -ic] Derived
from or pertaining to cumin Cumlc acid, Cjo
H12O2, an acid prepared from the oil of cumin, forming
colorless tabular crystals, which may be sublimed without
decomposition.

cumin, cummin (kum'in), n. [Early mod. E.
reg. aimmin, < ME. cummin, comin, < AS. cumin,
cymen, cymin = D. komijn = MLG. komen, ka-
men, komin, kamin, kamcn = OHG. chumin, cu-
min, also chumil, MHG. kiimel, G. kiimmel (OHG.
also chumi, cumi, also chumick, cumich, MHG.
kumieh, kiimich, G. dial, kiimmich) = 8w. kum-
min = Dan. kummen, cumin, caraway, = OF.
comin, cumin, F. cumin = Sp. Pg. comino = It.

comino, cumino = ORuss. kjuminu, Russ. kimi-
nii, ktninii, tminii = Serv. komin = Bohem. Pol.
kmin = Lith. kminai = Albanian kjimino =
Hung, komeny, < L. cumimim, cyminum, < Gr.
Ku/uvnv, < Heb. kammon. At. kammun, cumin,
cumin-seed.] 1. A fennel-like umbelliferous
plant, Cuminum Cyminum. it is an annual, found
wild in Egypt and Syria, and cultivated time out of mind
for the sake of its fruit. See def. 2.

Xowe comyn and aneyse is fatte ysowe
In dounged lande and weeded wel to growe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 86.

2. The fruit of this plant, commonly called cum-
in-seed. This fruit is agreeably aromatic, arui, like that of
caraway, dill, anise, etc., possesses well-marked stimulat-
ing and carminative properties. It is used in India as a
condiment and as a constituent of curry-powder.

Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye
pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and have omitted
the weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and
faith. Mat. xxiii. 23.

3. A name of several plants of other genera.

—

Black Cimiln, tlle pungent seeds of Niyella sativa.— Es-
sence of cumin, a substance obtained from cumin-seeds.
It contaiiLs cuniinol iind cymene, a hydrocarbon (C10H14)
and a terpene (CjcIIir,). — Oil Of oumln, an oxygenated
essential oil ohtanied from the seeds of cumin. See cum-
tn«;.— Sweet cumin, the anise, Pimpinella Anisum.— Wild cumin, tlie Laijwcia cuminoides, a low umbellif-
erous plant of southeastern Europe.

cumulative

CUminol (kum'i-nol), n. [< cumin -{- -ol, < L.
oleum.] A colorless oil (C1QH12O), cumin (or
cumyl) aldehyde, obtained from the seeds of
cumin. It has an agreeable odor and a burning taste, is
lighter than water, and boils at a temperature of 430° F.

CUmllngt, n. Same as comeling.
cumlyIf, a. An obsolete spelling of comely.
CUmly2, n. See cumbly.
cummer (kum'6r), ». [So., also kimmer: see
kimmer and commere.] 1. A gossip; a friend
or an acquaintance.

A canty quean was Kate, and a special cummer of my
ain may be twenty years syne. Scott, Monastery, viii.

2. Any woman ; specifically, a girl or young
woman.— 3. A midwife.— 4. A witch.
cummerbund, kamarband (kum'6r-btmd), «.

[Anglo-Iud. cummerbund, Hind. prop, kamar-
band, < kamar, the loins, -I- band, also bandh, a
band, tie, < Skt. -^Z bandh, tie, = E. fiwidi, q. v.]
A shawl, or large and loose sash, worn as a belt.
Such a waist-band is a common part of East Iiulian cos-
tume, and, besides serving as a girdle, is useful as a pro-
tection to the abdomen.

White-turbaned natives, with scarlet and gold ropes fas-
tened round the waist, glided about in the halls ; and some
of the more important added to the dignity of tlieir ap-
pearance by wearing large daggers in their cummerbunds.

W. H. liussell. Diary in India, I. 113.

cummin, n. See cumin.
dimming (kum'ing), n. [Cf . coynb"^ = coomh^,
a measure, E. dial, comb, a brewing-vat.] A
vessel for holding wort. E. H. Knight.
cummingtonite (kum'ing-ton-it), «. [< Cum-
mington (see def.) + -ite'^.] i. A variety of rho-
donite or manganese silicate, occurring at Cum-
mington, Massachusetts.— 2. An iron-magne-
sia variety of amphibole from the same locality.

cnmnauntt, «• and v. A Middle English form
of covenant.

cumol (kum'ol), n. [< L. cum(inum), cumin, -1-

-ol.] A coal-tar product, C6H5C3H7. A mixture
of hydrocarbons prepared from coal-tar js used in the arts
under this name as a solvent for gums, etc. Also called
cumene,

CUmpanyf, n. An obsolete spelling of company.
CUmpanyablet, a. See companiable.
cumpast, cumpasset, « and v. Obsolete spell-
ings of ciimpatif:.

cumplinet, « An obsolete spelling of complin.
CUmquat, kumquat (kum'kwot), «. [The Can-
tonese pronunciation of Chinese kin keu, golden
orange, the native name of the fruit.] A very
small orange of about the size of a pigeon's egg,
the fruit of the Citrus Aurantium, var. Japonica,
very abundant in China and Japan, with a sweet
rind and sharp acid pulp. It is used chiefly in
preserves. Also spelled cumquot.
cumshaw, kumshaw (kum'shft), n. [Chinese
pigeon-English: said to be a corruption of E.
commis,^ion, an allowance or consideration ; but,
according to Giles, the Amoy pronunciation of
Chinese kanseay, grateful thanks.] A present
of any kind; a gift or douceur; bakshish.
cumulant (kii'mu-lant), n. [< L. cumulan(t-)s,
ppr. of cumulare, heap up: see cumulate.] The
denominator of the simple algebraical fraction
which expresses the value of a simple continued
fraction. Same as continuant.

cumulate (kii'mii-lat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. cumv^

lated, ppr. cumulating. [< L. cumulatus, pp. of
cumulare, heap up, < cumulus, a heap : see cumu-
lus. Cf. accmnulate.] 1. To gather or throw
into a heap or mass ; bring together ; accumu-
late. [Now rare.]

A nian that lieholds the mighty shoals of shells bedded
and cumulated heap upon heap among earth will scarcely
conceive which way these could ever live. Woodioard.

All tile extremes of worth and beauty that were cumu-
lated in Camilla. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 6.

2. In Louisiana law, to combine in a single ac-
tion : applied to actions or causes of action.

cumulation (ku-mu-la'shou), n. [= F. cumula-
tion = Sp. cumulacion = Pg. cumula^do = It.

cumuluzione, < L. as if *cumulatio(n-), < cumu-
lare, heap up: see cumulate.] 1. The act of
heaping together or piling up ; accumulation.— 2. That which is cumulated or heaped toge-
ther; a heap.— 3. In civil law, and thence in
Scots and Louisiana late, combination of causes
of action or defenses in a single proceeding;
joinder, so that all must be tried together. The
right to have several defenses proponed and discussed
severally and without cumulation is the right to put in one
at a time and liave it disposed of, and then if necessary to
put ill aniitlu'r, and so on.

cumulatist (kii'mu-la-tist), n. [< cumulate +
-ist.] One who accumulates or collects. [Rare.]
cumulative (kii'mu-la-tiv), o. [= F. cumulatif
= Sp. Pg. It. cumulatiio ; as cumulate + -ive.] 1.
Adding to ; increasing the mass, weight, num-



cumulatiTe

ber, extent, amoxmt, or force of (things of the
same Mud): as, cumulatire materials; cuniiita-

tive ai^uments or testimouy. See below.— 2.

Increasing by successive additions: as, the cu-

mulative action of a force.

I cannot help thinking: that the indefinable something
which we call charactt'r is cumulative — that the inlluence

of the same climate, scenery, and associations for several
generations is necessary to its gathering head, and that
tbe process is disturbed by continual change of place.

Liywelt, Fireside Travels, p. 96.

No modem writer save De Quincey has sustained him-
self so easily and with such cumulative force through pas-
sages which strain the reader's mental power.

StedmaHy Vict. Poets, p. 401.

3t. Composed of aggregated parts; composite;
brought together by degrees.

As for knowledge which man receiveth by teaching, it

is cumtdative and not original.

Bacwi, Advancement of Learning, ii. 147.

Camulative action, in med., the property of producing
considerat)le, and more or less sudden, effect after a lai-ge

number of app.irently ineffective doses, as of a drug or poi-

son.— Cumulative argument, an argumentation whose
force lies in the concurrence of different ]trobal)le ar-

guments tending to one conclusion.— Cumulative divi-
dend. Seedii'irfpKd.— Cumulative evidence, evidence
of which the jiarts reinforce one another, producing an ef-

fect stronger tlian any part taken by itself.—Cumillatlve
legacies, several legacies in tlie same will to tlie same per-
Bonwhich,though expressedin the samcorsimilar language,
are such as to be deemed additional to one another, and not
merely a repeated expression of one intention already ex-

pressed.—Cimiulatlve offense, in law, an offense com-
mitted by a repetition of acts of the same kind, on the same
dayorondiflerent daj s. Ilea rd.—Ciunulatlve sentence,
in laic, a sentence in which several fines or several terms of
imprisonment are added together, on account of conviction
of several similaroffenses.—Cvmjulatlve system ofvot-
ing, in elections, that system by which each voter has the
same number, or within one of the same number, of votes
as tliere are persons to be elected to a given office, and can
give them all to one candidate or distribute then], as ho
pleases. This variety of proportional or minority repre-
sentation is practised in elections to the Illinois House of
Representatives, and to some extent in British elections.

cumulatively (ku'mu-la-tlv-li), adv. In a cu-

mulative manner; increasingly; by successive
additions.

As time goes on and our knowledge of the planetary
motions becomes more minutely precise, this method [of de-
termining the parallax of the sun] will become continually
and cumulatively more exact. C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 41.

cumuli, M. Plural of cumulus.
cumuliiorm (ku'mu-li-form), a. [< L. cumulus, a
heap, + forma, form.] Having the form of cu-
muli ; cumiilous ; cumulose : applied to clouds.
[Rare.]

cumulite (iu'mu-lit), n. [< L. cumulus, a heap,
+ -i'te.] An aggi-egation of globulites (see glob-

ulite) with more or less spherical, ovoid, or flat-

tened rounded forms: a term introduced into
microseopieal lithology by Vogelsang.
cumulo-cirro-stratus (ku"mu - 16 - sir "6 - stra'-

tus), n. [Nil., < cumulus + cirrus + stratus.']

A form of cloud. See cloudX, 1.

cumulose (kil'mu-los), a. [< L. as if "cumulo-
sus, < cumulus, a heap: see cumulus.~i Full of

heaps, or of cumuli.
CUmulo-stratus (ku"mu-16-stra'tus), n. [NL.,
< cumulus + stratus.] A form of cloud. See
cloud^, 1.

cumulous (kii'mu-lus), a. [< L. as if *eumulo-
sus: see cumulose.'] Resembling cumuli; cu-
muliform ; cumulose : applied to clouds.

A series of white cumuloug clouds, such as are frequently
seen piled up near the horizon on a summer's day.

Neuxoittb and Uolden, Astron., p. 345.

cumulus (ku'mu-lus), n.
;
pi. cumuli (-li). [< L.

cumulus, a heap, whence ult. cumhle, cumber, n.,

and cumulate, accumulate, etc.] 1. The kind
of cloud which appears in the form of rounded
heaps or hills, snowy-white at top with a darker
horizontal base, characteristic of mild, calm
weather, especially in summer; the summer-
day cloud. See cut under cloudX, 1.

The vapours rolled away, studding the mountains with
small flocks of white wool-like cumuli.

W. H. Russell, Diary In India, II. 106.

2. In anat., a heap of cells surrounding a ripe
ovum in the Graafian foUicle, and constituting
the discus proligerus.

CUmyl (kum'il), n. [< L. cum(inum), cumin, -t-

-yl, < Gr. vAri, matter.] The hypothetical radi-
cal (CiqHij^O) of a series of compounds pro-
cured from cumin-seed.
cnmylic (ku-mil'ik), a. [< cumyl + -ic.] De-
rived from or pertaining to cumyl Cumyllc
acid, Cif,Hj202, a monobasic acid which crystallizes in
brilliant prisms, insoluble in water.

Cun'- (kun), V. An obsolete or dialectal form of
eon^, canX.

cun2 (kim), V. t. An obsolete or dialectal form
of co»2.

cnn3 (kun), 0, t. A variant of co»3.
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cuuabula (ka-nab'u-la), «. [L., neut. pi., dim.
of (•«««, f. pi., a cradle.] A cradle; hence,
birthplace or early abode. [Rare.]

Leipzig is in a peculiar sense the eunabula of German
socialism and spiritualism.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 74.

Ciinabular (ku-nab'-n-lar), a. [< L. cunabula,
a cradle, -I- -ar,] Of or pertaining to the cradle
or to childhood.

Ounantha (ku-nan'tha), ». [NL. (Haeckel,
1879), < L. cunce, a cradle, nest, -I- Gr. avBoq, a
flower.] The typical genus of Cunanthinm.
Cunautlliuae (ku-nan-thi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cti-

nantha + -ina;.] A group of Traehymedusince
with broad pouch-shaped radial canals, and
'with otoporpa, typified by the genus Cunantlui.

cunctatiout (kungk-ta'shon), ». [< L. cuncta-
tio{n-), contatio(n-), delay, < cunetari, contari,

delay action, hesitate.] Delay; cautious slow-
ness ; deliberateness.

Such a kind of Cunctation, Advisedness, and Procrasti-
nation, is allowable also in all Councils of State and War.

Howell, Letters, ii. 17.

Festina lente, . . . celerity should always be contem-
pered with cunctation. Sir T. Browne, "Vulg. Err., v. 2.

cunctative (kimgk'ta-tiv), a. Cautiously slow;
delaying; deliberate. [Rare.]
CUUCtator (kungk-ta'tor), n. [= P. cunctateur,

< L. cunctator, a delayer, lingerer (famous as a
surname of the dictator Quintus Fabius Maxi-
mus), < cunetari, delay : see cunctation.] One
who delays or lingers: as, Fabius Cunctator
(the delayer). [Rare.]

Unwilling to discourage such cun^tators.
Hammond, Works, I. 494.

CUnctipO'tent (kungk-tip'o-tent), o. [< LL.
cunctipotcn(t-)s, all-powerful, i L. cunctus, all,

all together(oontr. of "cojmictus, conjunctus, join-

ed together: see conjunct, conjoint), + poten{t-)s,

powerful.] All-powerful; omnipotent. [Rare.]

O true, peculiar vision
Of God cunctipotent

!

J. M. Neale, tr. of Horse Novissimse.

cunctitenentf, a. [< L. cunctus, all, + tenen(t-)s,

ppr. of tenere, hold: see tenant.] Possessing all

things.

CUUdt, V. t. An obsolete variant of con^.

Ctmditt, cunditht, «. Obsolete forms of con-
dtiit^.

CUndurangO (kun-du-rang'go), n. [The Peruv.
name, said to mean 'eagle-'vine.'] An ascle-
piadaceous woody climber of Peru, the bark of

which had a brief reputation as a cure for can-
cer. It is a simple aromatic bitter. The plant is usually
referred to Marsdenia cunduranf/o, but specimens under
cultivation have been identified as belonging to the genus
Macroscepis. It is probable that the drug is obtained from
more than one species. Also written condurango.

CUndy (kun'di), n. A dialectal form of conduit^.
Brockett.

CUneal (ku'ne-al), a. [< L. cuneus, a wedge:
see cuneus and cone.] Wedge-shaped; cunei-
form ; specifically, having
the character of a cuneus.
cuneate, «uueated (ku'ne-
at, -a-ted), a. [< L. cunea-
tus, pp. of cuneare, wedge,
make wedge-shaped, < cune-
us, a wedge : see cuneus.]
Wedge-shaped; truncate at
one end and tapering to a
point at the other : properly
applied only to flat bodies,
surfaces, or marks : as, a cu-

neate leaf.

cuneately (ku'ne-at-li), adv.

In the form of a wedge.
At each end suddenly cuneately sharpened.

H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algffi, p. 108.

cuneatic (kii-ne-at'ik), a. [< euneate + -ic.]

Same as cuneate. [Rare.]

cuneator (kii'ne-a-tor), n. [ML., < cuneare,
coin, L. make wedge-shaped, wedge, < cuneus,

a wedge : see cuneus.] An official formerly in-

trusted with the regulation of the dies used in

the mints in England. The office was abolished
with the abolition of the provincial mints.

The offlce of cuneator was one of great importance at a
time when there existed a multiplicity of mints.

Encyc. Brit, XVI. 480.

cunei, n. Plural of cuneus.

cuneiiorm (ku'ne- or ku-ne'i-f6rm), a. and «.

[Also improp. cuniform; < NL. cuneiformis, <

L. cuneus, a wedge, -I- forma, shape.] I. a. 1.

Having the shape or form of a wedge ; cuneate.
Specifically— (a) Applied to the wedge-shaped or arrow-
headed characters, or to the inscriptions in such charac-
ters, of the ancient Mesopotamians and Persians. See
arrow-headed.

Cuneate Leaf.
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Tlie cuneiform inscriptions of this period INebuchad-
nezzar's] are not of historical import, like the Assyrian,
but have reference only to the building works of the king.

Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 88.

(6) In entom., said of parts or joints which are attached
by a thin but broad base, and thicken gradually to a sud-
deidy truncated apex, (c) In anat., applied to certain
wedge-shaped carpal and tarsal bones. See phrases below.

2. Occupied with or versed in the wedge-
shaped characters, or the inscriptions writ-
ten in them: as, "a cuneiform scholar," Sir H.
Raivlinson— Cimelform bone, in anat. : (a) A carpal
bone at the ulnar side of the proximal row. Also called
the triquetrum and 2'yramidale, from its shape in the
human subject. See cut under liand. (6) One of three
bones of the foot, of the distal row of tai'sal bones, on the
inner or tibial side, in relation with the first three meta-
tarsal bones. The cuneiform bones are distinguished from
one another as the inner, middle, and outer, or the ento-
Cuneiform; mesocunei/orm, and ectocunei/orm ; also as
the entosphenoid, m^sosphenoid, and ectosphenoid. In the
human foot they are wedged in between the scaphoid, the
cuboid, and the heads of three metatarsals, and fitted to
one another like the stones of an arch. These Ixjnes con-
tribute much to the elasticity of the arch of the instep.
See cut under /oo<.~ Cuneiform cartilage. See rortt-
iajre.— Cuneiform columns, r.nrdiulis columns (which
see, under column).— Cuneiform deformation of the
SkulL See deformation.— Cuneiform palpi, those palpi
in which the last joint is cuneiform.— Cimelfonn tuber-
cles, the cartilages of Wrisberg.

H. n. A cuneiform bone : as, the three cunei-

forms of the foot.

CUneiforme (kii"ne-i-f6r'me), n.; p\. cuneiformia
(-mi-a). [NL., neut. (sc. as, bone) of cuneifor-
mis : see cuneiform.] One of the cuneiform
bones of the wrist or of the instep : more fully
called OS cuneiforme, plural ossa cuneiformia.
The three tarsal cuneiform bones are distin-
guished as cuneiforme internum, medium, and ex-

ternum.

Cuneirostrest (ku'nf-i-ros'trez), n.i)l. [NL.,
< L. cuneus, a wedge, -I- rostrum, beak.] In
Blyth's system of classification (1849), a series
or superfamily of his Picoides, consisting of the
woodpeckers, honey-guides, and barbets: op-
posed to Levirostrcs.

cuneocuboid (ku'ne-o-ku'boid), a. [< cune-
(iform) + cuboid.] In anat., pertaining to the
cuneiform bones and the cuboides.
CUneoscaphoid (ku"ne-6-skaf'oid), a. [< cune-
(iform) + scaphoid.] In anat., pertaining to
the cuneiform bones and the scaphoid.
cunette (kii-net'), n. [F., appar. dim. formed
from L. cuneus, a wedge.] In fort. : (a) A deep
trench sunk along the middle of a dry moat, to
make the passage more difficult. (6) A small
drain dug along the middle of the main ditch, to
receive the surface-water and keep the ditch dry.

cuneus (ku'ne-us), n. ; pi. cunei (-i). [NL., <

L. cuneus, a wedge, ML. also a comer, angle,
a stamp, die, > OF. coin, > E. coin: see coin^.

'Rence cuneate, ameiform, etc.] 1. InaHa^,the
triangular lobule on the median sm-face of the
cerebrum, bounded by the parieto-occipital and
calcarine fissures. See cerebrum.— 2. IiiCHtom.,

a triangular part of the hemielytrum found in

certain heteropterous insects, inserted like a
wedge on the outer side between the corium and
the membrane. It is generally of a more or less cori-

aceous consistence, and is separated from the corium by a
flexible suture. Also called appendix.

CUniculate (ku-nik'u-lat), a. [< L. cuniculus, a
passage undergrotind, a ca'vdty, < cuniculus, a
rabbit: see cuniculus.] In bot., traversed by a
long passage open at one end, as the peduncle
of TrorKeolum.

cuniculi, n. Plural of cuniculus.

CUniculous (ku-nik'u-lus), a. [< L. cuniculus, a
rabbit, cony : see cuniculus.] Relating to rab-
bits. [Rare.]
cuniculus (kil-nik'u-lus), «.; pi. cuniculi (-li).

[L., also cunictdum, a canal, ea'vity, hole, pit,

mine, an underground passage, lit. a (rabbit-)

burrow, < cuniculus, a rabbit, cony, whence ult.

E. cony, q. v.] 1. In arclucol., a small under-
ground passage ; specifically, one of the under-
ground drains which formed a close network
throughout the Roman Campagna and certain

other districts of Italy. Tliey were constructed by a
race that was dominant before the age of Roman suprem-
acy, and are now known to have remedied the malarious
character of those regions, which has returned since they
were choked up.

2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of lemmings, of the
family Muridw and subfamily Arricolinw: so
called because the animals somewhat resemble
small rabbits. The cranial and dental characters are
diagnostic : there are no ol>vions external ears, the feet

ami tail are short and densely furred, the poUex is rudi-
mentary, and the two middle fore claws are prodigiously
enlarged, and often duplicated by a secondary deciduous
growth of homy substance. C. hudsoniu-s (or torqvatus)
is the Hudson's Bay lemming or hare-tailed rat of arctic

America, Greenland, or corresponding latitudes in the old
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world, 4 to 6 inches lonj^, the tail, with its pencil of hairs,

1 inch ; in summer the pelage is dappled with chestnut-
red, IWack, gray, and yellowish ; in winter it is pure white.
The genus was founded by Wagler in 1830.

3. In med., a burrow of an itch-insect in the skin.

cuniform (ku'ni-f6rm), a. An improper form
of cuneiform.

Cunila (ku-ni'la), n. [L. cunila, conila, a plant,

a species of Origanum.l A labiate genus of the
eastern United States, of a single species, C.

Mariana, distinguished by the very hairy throat
of the calyx, the small bilabiate corolla with
spreading lobes, two divergent stamens, and
smooth nutlets. It is a gently stimulant aro-
matic. It is commonly Imown as dittany.

CUningart, « Same as conyger.

cunn (kun), n. A local Irish name of the pollan,
Corcf/on us pollan.

cvmne^t, i'- An obsolete form of can'^.

cunne-t, v. t. An obsolete form of co?»2.

cunner (kun'fer), n. [Also cornier : see Conner''^.']

Tlie blue-perch, Ctenolabrus adspersus. It attains
a length sometimes of 12 inches ; it has about 18 dorsal

Cunner (Cttnolabruj adtpertus).

spines, conical teeth in several rows, serrate preopercu-
lum, and scaly cheeks and opercles. It is found most
abundantly alxmt rocks in salt water. Also called ber-
fjaU, chfKjset, nipjter, sea-perch, etc. [New England.]

It was one of the days when, in spite of twitching the
line and usin? all the tricks we could think of, the cun-
ners would either eat our bait or keep away altogether.

S. O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 151.

CUnniet (kun'i), ». An obsolete spelling of cony.

CUnniegreat, »• Same as conyger.

cunning^ (kun'ing), n. [< ME. cunning, ctin-

nyng, connyng, kunnyng, coning, conyng, etc., in
form and use the verbal noun (not found in
AS.) of cunnen, pres. ind. can, know (cf. Icel.

kunmindi, knowledge, < kunn/i, know), but in
form and partly in sense as if < AS. cunnung,
trial, test, < cunnian, try, test, > E. eun^, coifi.

Cunning^, while thus the verbal noun, associ-
ated with cunning^, the ppr., of can, know, also
includes historically the verbal noim of cun^,
con^, which is now separated, as conning, in
mod. sense, the act of studying.] If. Know-
ledge; learning; special knowledge: sometimes
implying occult or magical knowledge.
A tree of kunnyiuj of good and yuel. Wyclif, Gen. ii. 9.

ITiat alle the folke that ys alyve
Ne han the kunni/ivre to discryve
The thinges that I herde there.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2056.

I believe that all these three persons [in the Godhead]
are even in power, and in cunning, and in might, full of
grace and of all goodness.

Thrope, Confession, in Foxe's Book of Martyrs.

2. Practical knowledge or erperience; skill;
dexterity.

If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget
her cunniny. Vs. cxxxvii. 5.

3. Practical skill employed in a secret or crafty
manner ; craft ; artifice ; skilful deceit.

The continual habit of dissimulation is but a weak and
sluggish cunning, and not greatly politic.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 343.

Nor did I use an engine to entrap
His life, out of a slavish fear to combat
Youth, strength, or cunning.

Ford, The Broken Heart, v. 3.

This is a trap, isn't it? a nice stroke of cunning, hey?
Sheridan, llie Duenna, ii. 1.

4. Disposition to employ one's skill in an art-
ful manner ; craftiness

;
guile ; artifice.

We take cunning for a sinister and crooked wisdom ; and
certainly there is great difference ijetween a cunning man
and a wise man, not only in point of honesty, but in point
of ability. Bacon, Cunning.

5. The natural wit or instincts of an animal:
as, the cunning of the fo.x or hare. =8yii. 3 and 4.
Craft, craftiness, shrewdness, subtlety, finesse, duplicity,
intritrue, guile.

CUnningl (kim'ing), a. [< ME. cunning, cun-
nyng, connyng, conyng, kunning, konnyng, konyng,
etc., also in earlier (North.) form cunnand (af-
ter Icel., no AS. form "cunnande being found)
(= MHO. kunnend, kiinnent, G. konnend (as adj.
chiefly dial.) = Icel. kunnnndi, knowing, learn-
ing, cunning); prop. ppr. of AS. cunnan, ME.
cunrwH (= OHG. kunnan, MHG. kunnen, kiinnen,
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kdnnen, 6. konnen = Icel. kunna), pres. ind. can,
know, mod. E. can, be able: see cfl«l. Cun-
ning'^, «., is thus the orig. ppr. of ca«l (obs.
forms cun, con) in its orig. sense 'know.' Cf.

cunni}ig'^,n.2 If. Knowing; having knowledge

;

learned; having or concerned with special or
strange knowledge, and hence sometimes with
an implication of magical or supernatural
knowledge. See cunning-man, cunning-woman.
He wil . . . that they be ctmnaiid in his seruiss.

Metr. Homilies, p. 93.

Though I be nought all cunning
Upon the forme of this writing.

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 83.

She did impart,
Upon a certain day.
To him her cunning magic art.

The Se ven Champions of Christeiulom (Child's Ballads, 1. 85).

2. Having knowledge acquired by experience
or practice; having technical knowledge and
manual skill; skilful; dexterous. [Now chiefly
literary and somewhat archaic]
Esau was a cunning hunter. Gen. xxv. 27.

Aholiab, ... an engraver, and a cunning workman, and
an embroiderer in blue, and in purple, and in scarlet, and
flue linen. Ex. xxxviii. 23.

We do not wonder at man because he is cunniruj in pro-
curing food, but we are amazed with the variety, the su-
perlluity, the immensity of human talents.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iii.

3. Exhibiting or wrought with ingenuity ; skil-
ful ; curious ; ingenious.

Apollo was god of shooting and Author of cunning play-
ing vpon Inatrumentes. Aecham, The Scholemaster, p. 64.

All the more do I admire
Joints of cxtnning workmanship.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iv.

4. Characterized by or exercising crafty inge-
nuity; artfvdly subtle or shrewd; knowing in
guile; guileful; tricky.

Oh you're a cunning boy, and taught to lie

For your lord's credit I

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii. 3.

Hinder them [children], as much as may be, from being
cunning ; which, being the ape of wisdom, is the most dis-
tant from it that can lie. Locke, iiducation, § 140.

6. Marked by craftyingenuity; showingshrewd-
ness or guile ; expressive of subtlety : as, a cun-
ning deception; cunning looks.

Accounting his Integrity to be but a cunning face of
falsehood. Sir P. Sidney.

O'er his face there spread a cunning grin.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 316.

6. Curiously or quaintly attractive ; subtly in-
teresting; piquant: commonly used of some-
thing small or young: as, the cunning ways of
a child or a pet animal. [U. S.]

As a child she had been called cunning, in the popular
American use of the word when applied to children ; that
U to say, piquantly Interesting.

E. Eggleston, The Oraysons, i.

= 8yn. 4. Cunning, Art/ul, Sly, Subtle, Shrewd, Tricky,
Adroit, Wily, Crafty, Intriguing, sharp, foxy. All these
words suggest something underhand or deceptive. Cun.
ning,^ literally knowing, and esi)ecially knowing how, now
implies a disposition to cunipass one's ends byconcealment;
hence we speak of a fox-like cunning. Artful indicates
greater ingenuity and ability, the latter, however, being
of a low kind. Sly is the same as cunning, except that it

is more vulgar and implies less ability. ("A col-fox, ful
of sleitjh iniquity." Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, I. 395.^
(" Envy works in a sly, imperceptible manner." Watts.)
Subtle implies concealment, like cunning, but also a mark-
ed ability and the power to work out one's plans without
being suspected ; hence, while cunning is applicable to
brutes, subtle is too high a word for that, except by figu-

rative use. The rabbit is cuiuitnt^ enough to hide from the
dog ; Mephistopheles ia subtle. (For the favorable mean-
ings of sttbtle, see astute. For the good senses of shretvd,
see acute.) In its unfavorable aspects shrewd implies
a penetration and judgment that are somewhat narrow
and worldly-wise, too much so to deserve the name of
sagacity or wisdom. i9>ee astute.) TricAry is especially a
word of action ; it expresses the character and conduct of
one who gets the confidence of others only to abuse it by
acts of selfishness, especially cheating. Adroit, in a bad
sense, expresses a ready and skilful use of trickery, or fa-

cility in performing and escaping detection of reprehen-
sible acts. (See adroit.) Wily is appropriate where a per-
son is viewed as an opponent in real or figurative war-
fare, against whom wiles or stratagems are employed : a
icily adversary is one who is full of such devices ; a uHly
politician is one who is notably given to advancing party
interests by leading the opposite side to commit blun-
ders, etc. A crafty man has less ability than a subtle

man, and works more by deception or knavery than the
shrewd man; he is more active than the cunning man,
and more steadily active than the sly man ; he is on the
moral level of the trickish man. Intriguing is applied
where the plots are secret arrangements made with
othei-s, perhaps against a third party, and especially of a
complicated character.

cunning^ (kun'ing), n. [< ME. connyng, coning,
conyng, var. of cony, conig, etc., whence mod. E.
cony, coney, q. v. The form cunning remains in

moil, use only as applied to the lamprey, and
in the proper names Cunningham, Conyngham,

cup

Conington, etc. See cony.} If. A variant of
cony._—2. The river-lamprey. [Local, Eug.]
cunningairet, «. Same as conyger.

Cunninghamla (kim-ing-ham'i-a), n. [In honor
of Vmutingliam, an English explorer in Austra-
lia.] A genus of coniferous trees of China and
Japan, of two species, resembling in their stiff,

pungent, linear-lanceolate leaves the Arauca-
ria, but more nearly allied to the Sequoia of
California. The wood of the Chinese species,
C. Sinensis, is used especially for tea-chests and
ooflins.

Ciuminglieadt, «. [ME. connynghede; < ctin-

ning^, a., + -head.~\ Cunning; knowledge; un-
derstanding.

Barayne is my soul, fauting [lacking] connynghede.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 5.

cunningly (kun'ing-li), adv. 1. Skilfully; clev-
erly; artistically.

A stately Pallace built of squared bricke.
Which cunningly was without morter laid.

Spenser, ¥. Q., I. iv. 4.

And there is the best armour made in all the East, of
Iron and Steele, cunningly tempered with the iuice of cer-
taine herbes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 385.

We have a privilege of nature to shiver before a painted
flame, how cunningly soever the colors be laid on.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 369.

2t. Shrewdly; wisely.

Wliere euer this barne has bene
That carpys thus conandty. York Plays, p. 162.

3. Artfully ; craftily ; with subtlety ; -vrith

fraudulent contrivance.
We have not followed cunningly devised fables.

2 Pet. L 16.

4. Prettily; attractively; piquantly. [U.S.]
CUnning-manf (kun'ing-man), n. A man who
is reputed or pretends to have special or oc-
cult knowledge or skill ; especially, one who
pretends to tell fortunes, or teach how to re-
cover stolen or lost goods.
Do ye not think me a cunning Man, that of an old

Bishop can make a young Earl ? Baker, Chronicles, p. 62.

The cunning-men in Cow-lane . . . have told her her
fortune. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

The lady . . . paid me much above the usual fee, as a
cunning-man, to find her stolen goods.

Steele, Tatler, No. 246.

cunningness (kun'ing-nes), n. The character
of boin^ cunning.
CUnning-'WOinant (kun'ing-wum'an), n. A fe-
male fortune-teller. See cunning-man.

Dancer. I am buying of an oftlce, sir, and to that pur-
pose I would fain learn to dissemble cunningly.

For. Do you come to me for that? you should rather
have gone to a cunning woman.

Fletcher {and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 2.

And then her going in disguise to that conjurer, and
this cunning woman

!

B. Jonson, Epiccene, ii. 1.

cunnyt, n. See cony.

cunnycatcht, cunnyca'fcchert, etc. See cony-
catch, etc.

Ounonia (ku-no'ni-a), n. [Nli., named in honor
of J. C. Cuno, a German botanist of the 18th
century.] A small genus of plants, natural

CuMOHia Captnsis.

order Saxifragacem. One species is found in South
Africa, and there are five in New Caledonia. Tliey are small
trees or shrubs, with compound leaves and dense racemes
of small white flowers. The bark is used for tanning.

cuntakf, n. See conteck.

cunt-line (kunt'lin or -lin), «. Same as cont-Une.

cuntryet, cuntret, «• Obsolete forms of country.

Cuon (kii'on), n. A less proper form of Cyorfi.

cup (kup), n. [< ME. cup, euppe, also coppe,

< AS. cuppe (not 'cuppa), ONorth. copp, a cup,
= D. kop = MLG. kop, koppe, LG. kop = OHG.
choph, chuph, MHG. koph, kopf, a cup. = Icel.

koppr = Sw. kopp = Dan. kop = OF. cupe,

cope, coupe, F. coupe (>ME. also coupe, cowpe:
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see eoupS, coiipe^)= Pr. Sp. Pg. copa = It. coppa,

coppo, a cup, < ML. copa, coppa, cupa, cuppa, a
cup, drinking-vessel, L. cupa, a tub, cask, tun,

vat, etc., = OBulg. cupa, a cup; cf. Gr. kv-

Tzeflov, a cup, Ktirri (a hollow), a kmd of ship,

yi-TTrj, a hole, Skt. kupa, a pit, well, hollow.

The forms have been to some extent confused
with those of cop^, the head, top (= D. hop =
G. i-ojB/; etc.): see copi.] 1. A small vessel

used to contain liquids generally ; a drinking-

vessel ; a chalice. The name is commonly given spe-

cifically to a lirinking-vessel smaller at the base than at

the top, without a stem and foot, and with or without a

handle or handles. See glasg, goblet, mug.

Cup Of assay. See assay.-

snutf. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
tipsy.

- Cup 0' sneeze, a pinch of
- In his cups, intoxicated

;
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Only like a gulf it [the belly] did remain

I' the midst o' the body, idle and uiiactive,

Still cupboarding the viand. Sltak., Cor., L 1.

As Alexander killed his friend Clytus, being in his ales CUpboardy (kub'er-di), a. [< cupboard + -y^.]
and his cups. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 7. LJi^g ^ cupboard. Miss Braddon.
Standing cup, a large and usually ornamental drinking- cup-coral (kup'kor"al), n. 1 . A eorallite.— 2.
vessel (see haiiap) made especially for the decoration of a ^ coral polvpidom of which the whole mass is
dresser or cupboard.—To crush a cup. See crush.— TO almiiPtV a« in thp familv f'liflthonllMidtE
drain the cup to the bottom, or to the dregs. («)To cup-sUapea, as in tne tamiiy Lyaiiiopinjiima.

endure misfortune to the last extremity ; experience the CUpCe (ku-pe ),n. A head-dress ot lace, gauze,

utmost force of a calamity. (6) To pursue sensual plea * ' - '
"*

-

sures recklessly ; sound the depths of vice, or of a particu
lar form of indulgence.— To present the cup to one's
lips, (a) To try to force one into a desperate action or

painful position. (6) To allure one into dissipation or sen-

sual indulgence.

Also ther be viijgrettCoi«/« of fyne gold garnyshed over CUp (kup), «).
;
pret. and pp. cupped, ppr. CM»

with precius stonys.
Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

Look not thou upon the wine when it is red, when it

gtveth his colour in the cup. Prov. xxiii. 31.

Specifically— 2. That part of a drinking-cup

or similar vessel which contains the liquid, as

distinguished from the stem and foot when
these are present.— 3. Eccles., the chalice from
which the wine is dispensed in the sacrament
of the Lord's supper.—4. A cup-shaped or other

vessel of precious metal, or by extension any
elaborately wrought piece of plate, offered as

a prize to be contended for in yacht- and horse-

racing and other sports.

The King hasbought seven horses successively, for which
he has given 11,300 guineas, principally to win the cup at

Ascot, which he has never accomplished.
Greville, Memoirs, June 24, 1829.

5. [cap.l The constellation Crater.— 6. Some-
thing formed like a cup : as, the cup of an acorn,

of a flower, etc.

The cowslip's golden cup no more I see.

Shenatone, Elegies, viii.

ping. [< cup, m.] I. trails. If. To supply with
cups, as of liquor.

Plnmpy Bacchus, . . .

Cup us, till the world go round.
Shak., A. and C, ii. 7 (song).

2t. To make dnmk.
At night with one that had bin shrieve I sup'd,

Well entertain'd I was, and halfe well cupd.
John Taylor, Works (1650).

3. To bleed by means of cupping-glasses; per-

form the operation of cupping upon.

Him, the damn'd doctors and his friends immur'd

;

They bled, they cupp'd, they purged ; in short they cur'd.

Pope, Irait. of Horace, II. ii. 193.

II. intrans. It. To drink.

The former is not more thirsty after his cupping than
the latter is hungry after his devouring.

iieo. T. Adams, Works, I. 484.

2. To perform the operation of cupping: as, to

cup for inflammation.— 3. In golfing, to hit or

etc., having lappets hanging down beside the

face. It was worn at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, and preceded the tall

commode.
cupel (ku'pel or kup'el), n. [Also written cup-

pel, cupple, and coppel, cojiple (now commonly
cupel, based directly upon the ML. form) ; < P.

coupelU = Sp. copela = Pg. copclla, copelha =
It. coppella, < ML. cupella, a little cup, a little

tun, dim. of cupa, cup, L. cupa, a tun (> cupella,

a small cask) : see cup.] In metal., a small ves-

sel made of pulverized bone-earth, in the form
of a frastum of a cone, with a cavity in the

larger end, in which lead containing gold and
silver is cupeled. See cupellation. In assaying

with the cupel the lead is absorbed by the porous bone-

ash into which it sinks.

The stuff whereof cuppels are made, which they put
into furnaces, upon which fire worketh not.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

cupel (ku'pel), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. cupeled,

cupelled, ppr. cupeling, cupelling. [< cupel, «.]

To perform the process of cupellation upon.

These [silver and alloyed gold] are wrapped together
In a piece of sheet lead, and cupelled or melted in a po-

rous crucible called a cupel.
Whealley and Delamotte, ArtWork in Gold and Silver, p. 8.

^r.tr .si:"' *'^ '^^'^^ ""^"^ ^^''"^"^
cupel-dust (ku'pei:dust), n.

,
Powder used in

purifying metals. Also copple-dust.
SpecmcaUy-(a).In6«^:.(l)Theconcavef;m^irg;;;d7^ ''?,P-^,^.^:i°^.i^?/?^f-i°.f,;.^i. !V =^lasWur- CUpellatI (ku'pe-lat), v. «."[< cupel +
angiocarpous lichens and discomycetous fungi : same as

ditcocarp and apothecium. (2) The peridium of a cluster-

cup fungus, jEcidium. (b) In goljing, a small cavity or

hole in the course, probably made by the stroke of a pre-

vious player. Jamieson.

7. In steam-boilers, one of a series of depres-

an aiTangement at the mouth of a
nace by which ore, flux, or fuel can be added,

without allowing any sensible escape of the

furnace-gases, when these, as is usually the

case, are taken off for heating purposes.

-ate^.'i

sions ordome7Med^'rrnc7easrthe"'amo^t'of cup-a.nd-saucer (kup'and-sa'sfer)," a. Shaped

heating surface.— 8. A cupping-glass. liK9 ^ <^'"P '-^^^ ^^^ saucer taken together.-Cup-

For the flux, there is no better medicine than the cup
used two or three times. •

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 474.

9. A small vessel of determinate size for re-

ceiving the blood during venesection. It has
usually contained alK)Ut four ounces. A bleeding of two
cups is consequently one of eight ounces. Dunglison.

10. The quantity contained in a cup ; the con-

tents of a cup: as, a cup of tea.

Every inordinate cup is unblessed, and the ingredient is

a devil. Shak., Othello, ii. 8.

And now let's go to an honest alehouse, where we may
have a cup of good barley wine.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 60.

'Tis a little thing
To give a cup of water. Talfourd, Ion, i. 2.

11. Suffering to be endured ; evU which falls to

one's lot
;
portion : fi-om the idea of a bitter or

poisonous draught from a cup.

my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from
me. Mat. xxvi. 39.

Welcome the sour cup of prosperity ! Affliction may one
day smile again. Shak., L. L. L., i. 1.

12. A drink made of wine, generally iced, sweet-
ened, and flavored according to many different

receipts, and sometimes containing many in-

gredients. The different varieties are named
from the chief ingredient, as claret-cup, cham-
pagne-cup, etc.— 13. ])l. The drinking of in-

toxicating liquors; a drinking-bout; intoxica-

tion.

Another sort sitteth upon their ale benches, and there
among their cups they give judgment of the wits of writ-

ers. Sir T. More, Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 14.

Thence from cups to civil broils. Milton, P. L., xi. 718.

14. In golf, a small shallow hole in the course,

frequently made by the stroke of some previous
player having removed turf. W. Park, Jr.—
Circe's cup, the enchanted draught of the sorceress Circe

;

hence, anything that produces a delirious or transforming
effect.

1 think you all have drunk of Circe's cup.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

Class cup. See ctoM.— Coin-cup. See cot«i.— Crowned
cup. iiee croumed.— Crown of CUps. Hee couronne des
tosses, under couronne.—Cup and ball, a toy of very ear-

ly origin, consisting of a cup at the extremity of a handle,
t« which a ball is attached by a cord. The player tosses
the ball up, and seeks to catch it in the cup.— Cup-and-
ball joint. Same as ball-and-socket joint (which see, un-
der 6a/ii).—Cup and can, familiar companions ; the can
being the large vessel out of which the cup is filled, and
thus the two being constantly associated.

You boasting tell us where you din'd.

And how his lordship was so kind

;

Swear he's a most facetious man,
That you and he are cup and can. Swi/t.

Cup-and-saucer Limpet
( Catyptraa equestrisj.

1. An attendant

and-saucer limpet, a shell of the
genus Calyptrtea: so named be-

cause the limpet-like shell has a
cup-like process in the interior.

cup-anvil (kup'an'vil), n.

In a metallic cartridge, a
cup-shaped piece placed on
the inner side of the head to

strengthen it.

cup-bearer (kup'bar'''fer), n.

at a feast who conveys wine or other liquors

to the guests.— 2. Formerly, an officer of the

household of a prince or noble, who tasted the

wine before handing it to his master.

For I was the king's cupbearer. Neh. i. 11.

cupboard (kub'^rd), n. [Early mod. E. also

cupboard, cuphord, often spelled cubbord, some-
times coberd, to suit the pron. ; ME. cupbord,

copebord, < cup, cuppe, cup, -I- bord, board.]

1 . Originally, a table on which cups and other

vessels, of gold or silver, or of earthenware, for

household use or ornament, were kept or dis-

played ; later, a table with shelves, a sideboard,

buffet, or cabinet, open or closed, used for such
purpose ; in modem use, generally, a series of

shelves, inclosed or placed in a closet, for keep-
ing cups, dishes, and other table-ware. A cup-

board of large size and lavish ornament, in the second

form, was called a court-cupboard, and was especially in-

tended for the display of plate, etc. This form is repre- „„„ 0.-11 rinrnVall n
sented by the modem sideboard, with open shelves above *'?P"6?">^''i',S"^^^ "

and a closet below.

The kyngez cope.-borde was closed in silver.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 206.

2. A similar sideboard, cabinet, or closet of

shelves for the keeping of provisions about to

be used, such a cupboard was formerly called specifi-

cally a livery-cupboard, and in it was placed the ration,

called livery, allowed to each member of the household.

Going to a comer cupboard, high up in the wall, he

pulled a key out of his pocket, and unlocked his little

store of wine, and cake, and spirits.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iii.

Hence—3. The set or collection of silver or

gold plate, fine glass, decorated ceramic ware,

etc., usually kept in a cupboai'd. Compare cre-

dence, 4.

There was also a Cupbord of plate, most sumptuous and
rich. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 313.

Cupboard love, interested attachment.

A cupboard lorn is seldom ti-ue,

A love sincere is found in few. Poor Kobin.

cupboardt (kub'ferd), v. t. [< cupboard, n.] To
gather as into a cupboard ; hoard up.

To cupel. [Kare.]

cupellation (ku-pe-la'shon), n. [< cupellats +
-ion.'] Separation of gold and silver from lead

by treatment in a eupeling-fumaee or in a cu-

pel. The process depends upon the property possessed

by lead of becoming oxidized when strongly heated, while

the precious metals are not so affected. 'I'hc lead, becom-
ing oxidized, forms lithai'ge, which collects on the surface

and flows toward the edges of the metallic mass, whence
it is removed, the silver remaining in the form of a metal-

lic disk if the operation is on a large scale, as in the pro-

cess of working argentiferous lead in the cupellationfur-

nace, or in that of a small rounded globule or button if

the cupel is used (see cupel), as is commonly done in assay-

ing silver ore which contains gold.

Cupes (kii'pez), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1801), <

(?) L. cUpes, cuppes, fond of delicacies, dainty,

connected with ciipedo, cuppedo, a tidbit, deli-

cacy, orig. = ciy»(rfo, desire : see Cupid.] The
typical genus of the family Cupesidw. C. lobi-

ceps is a North American species.

OupesidsB (ku-pes'i-de), n. pi. [KL., < Cupes
+ -idw.] A family of serricom Coleoptera or

beetles. The ventral segments are free; the tarsi are

five-jointed ; the first ventral segment is not elongated

;

the hind coxa; are sulcate for the reception of the thiglis

;

the front coxa is transverse ; the onychium is small or

wanting ; the head is constricted behind ; and the eyes

an smooth. The family comprises only the three genera

Cupes, Priacma, and Omma, and the few species known
are somber-colored beetles of medium size, which prob-

ably breed in decaying wood.

cupful (kup'ful), n. [< cup + -ful, 2.] The
quantity that a cup holds; the contents of a
cup.

Thane cho wente to the welle by the wode enis.

That alle wellyde of wyne, and wonderliche rynnes ;

Kaughte up a coppe-fulle, and coverde it faire.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3379.

.V.1, B<*'* \ r o— /' -^ singular kind of gall

found on the leaves of the oak and some other

trees, of the figure of a cup, or a drinking-glass

without its foot, adhering by its point or apex

to the leaf, and containing the larva of a small

fly. The insect which makes
cup-galls is Cecidomyia pocu-
lum.

cup-guard (kup'giird), n. A
sword-guard in which the

hand is protected by a hollow
metal cup opening toward
the hand. It usually sur-

rounds the blade beyond and
outside of the cross-guard.

See hilt.

Cuphea (kii'fe-a), n. [NL.,
with reference to the gibbous
base of the calyx, < Gr. kixjxk,

a hump.] A genus of iy<7(ra-

cem, herbs or undershrubs,
natives of tropical America
and Mexico, of which three species occur in the

United States. Many have bright-colored flowers, and

Flowering Branch of
Cuphea lanceolata.



Cuphea
one, C. platt/centra, is cuimiitui in greenhouses nnder the
name of ciqar-plant.

Cuphic, a. and «. See Cufic.

CUp-hilted (kup'hir'ted), a. Furnished with a
cup-guard, as a sword. See cup-guard.

Gupid (ku'pid), n. [< L. Cupido, personification

of cupido (cu-

jiidin-), desire,

passion, < cu-

pere, desire

:

see covet."] In
Eom. myth., the
god of love,

identified with
the Greek Eros,
the son of Her-
mes (Mercury)
and Aphrodite
(Venus). He is

generally repre-
sented as a Ijeauti-

ful boy with wings,
carrying a bow and
quiver of arrows,
and is often spolcen
of as blind or blind-

folded. The name
is often given in art
to figures of chil-

Cupid.— Vatican Mujeuiu, Kom.:. dren, with or with-
out wings, intro-

duced, sometimes in considerable number, as a motive of

decoration, and with little or no mythological allusion.

The seal was Cupid I>ent above a scroll,

And o'er his head Uranian Venus hung,
And raised the blinding Ijandage from his eyes.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

To look for Cupids In the eyes. Same as to look

babi<'^, etc. (which see, under baby, n., 3).

The Naiads, sitting near upon the aged rocks.

Are busied with their combs, to braid his verdant locks.

While in their crystal eyeg he doth /or Cupid« Iwtk.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 862.

cupidity (ku-pid'i-ti), n. [< F. cujndM = Pr.

cupidittit = It. ciipidita, < L. eui>idita(t-)s, de-

sire, covetousness, < cupidus, desirous, < cupere,

desire : see covet.'] 1 . An eager desire to pos-
sess something ; inordinate desire ; immoderate
craving, especially for wealth or power

;
greed.

No property is secure when it becomes large enough to

tempt the cupidity of indigent power. Burke.

Many articles that might have aroused the cupidity of

unambitious tiiieves. Lalhntp, .Spanish Vistas, p. 193.

2. Specifically, sexual love. [Rare.]

Love, as it ia called by boys and girls, shall ever be the
sutjject of my ridicule, . . . villainous cupidrty.'

Richardton, Sir Charles Orandison, VI. 105.

=8yn. 1. Cocetoiumegg, Cupidity, etc. (see avarice), crav-

ing, hankering, grasping, lust for wealth, etc.

(rapidone (kii'pi-don), n. [F., < Cupidon, < L.
('ui)ido, Cupid: see Cupid.] A flowering plant
of gardens, Catananche carujea.

Cupidonia (kii-pi-do'ni-a), «. [NXi. (Eeichen-
baoh, 1853), extended from cupido, the specific

name of the bird, < L. Cupido, Cupid.] A ge-
nus of gallinaceous birds of the grouse family,
Tetraoniila; ; the pinnated grouse. They have alu-

lets or little wing-like tuft« of feathera on the sides of the

Frainc'hen \ CMpidania cufide).

neck, which may have l)een fancifully likened to Cupid's
wings; a short tail with broad feathers; the head some-
what cresteil ; the tarsi i>artty feathered ; and the plumage
barred cros-swise on the under parts. Tlie genus is based
upon the conunon prairie-hen of the United States, Cupi-
donia eupuUi. A second smaller kind is C. pailidicincta.
Also called Tympanurhtu.

cupidousf, (I. [< Ii. cupidu,% desiring, desirous,
longing, < cupere, desire, long for : see covet.]

Full of cupidity. Coles, 1717.

Cnpid's-wing (ku'pidz-wing), n. A piece of
leather at the top of the cheek in a pianoforte-
acfion. Sometimes called /Zw.

cupiscent (kii'pi-Bent), a. [< LL. eui)iscen{t-)8,

ppr. of cupiscere, wish, < L. cupere, desire : see
Cupid, covet.] Same as concupincent.
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cup-land (kup'land), n. In British India, the

depressed laud along the rivers; the river-

banks.
cup-leather (kup'leTH'fer), n. Apiece of leather

fastened around the plunger or bucket of a
pump. For a bucket it is sleeve-shaped, and
for a plunger it is made with a solid bottom.
£. H. Knight.

cup-lichen (kup'li'ken), «. A lichen having a
goblet-shaped podetium, as Cladonia pyxidata,

or a cup-shaped or saucer-shaped apotheoium,
as Lecanora tartarea. Also called cup-moss.

See cut under cudbear.

CUpman (kup'man), H.
;

pi. cupmen (-men). [<

cup + man.] K boon companion; a fellow-

reveler. [Bare.]

"Oh, a friend of mine! a brother cupinan," . . . said

Burbo, carelessly. Buliver, Last Days of Pompeii, ii. 1.

cupmealt, odr. [< ME. cupmel, cuppemele; <

cup + meal.] A cupful at a time; cup by cup.

A galoun [(tf ale] for a grote god wote, no lesse

;

And git it cam in cupnul. Piers Plowman (B), v. 225.

cup-moss (kup'mos), n. [< cup + moss^.] Same
as cup-lichen.

cup-mushroom (kup'mush'rom), n. See mush-
room .

cupola (ku'po-la), n. [= F. coupole = Sp.ciipula
— Pg. cupula, cupola = D. koepel = G. Dan.
kuppel = Sw. kupol, < It. cupola, a dome, < LL.
cupula, dim. of L. cupa, a tub, cask, ML. cupa, It.

coppa, etc., a cup: see cup.] 1. In arch., a
vault, either hemispherical or produced by the
revolution about its axis of two curves inter-

secting at the apex, or by a semi-elUpse cover-

ing a circular or polygonal area, and supported
either upon four arches or upon solid walls.
The Italian word signifies a hemispherical roof wliich

covers a circular i)uilding, like the Pantheon at Rome or
the temple of \^'sta at Tivoli. Most modern cupolas are
semi-elliptical, cut through their shortest diameter ; but
the greater numljer of ancient cuixilas were hemispherical.

In colloiiuial use, the cupola is often considered as a di-

minutive dome, or the name is specifically applied to a
small structure rising above a roof and often having the
character of a tower or lantern, and in no sense that of a
dome.
2. The round top of any structure, as of a fur-

nace : the structure itself. See cupola-furnace.

Specifically— 3. Milit., a revolving shot-proof

turret, formed of strong timbers, and armored
with massive iron plates. In some systems of cu-

polas the tower is erected on a base which is made to turn
on its center by means of steam-power. Within the tur-

ret heavy ordnance is placed, ami fired tlirough openings
in the sides. Farrow, Mil. Encyc.

4. In anat.: (a) The summit of the cochlea.

(6) The summit of an intestinal gland. Frcy.
— 5. In conch., the so-called dorsal or visceral

hump, made by the heap of viscera.

cupolaedt (kii po-lad), a. [< cupola + -ed^.]

Having a cupola.

Here is also another rich ebony cabinet cupola'd with a
tortoise-shell. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1644.

Now hast thou chang'd thee, saint ; and made
Thyself a fane that's cupola'd. Lovelace, Lucasta.

cupola-furnace (kii'po-la-ffer''nas), n. In metal.,

a shaft-furnace built more slightly than the
ordinary blast-furnace, andusually of fire-brick,

hooped or cased with iron. It is chiefly used
for remelting cast-iron for foundry purposes.

cupolatedt (kii'po-la-ted), a. [< cupola + -ate^

+ -cd'~.] Having a cupola.

They shew'd ns Virgil's sepulchre erected on a steepe

rock, in forme of a small rotunda or cuvolated columne.
Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1645.

cuppa (kup'ii), n. [ML., a cup: see cup.] A
cup; specifically, eccles., the bowl or cup of a
chalice or of a ciljorium.

cupped (kupt), a. [< cup + -ed2.] Depressed
at the center like a cup ; dished ; cup-shaped.

In the original machine [type-writer] the keys were of

bone, slightly cupped, with letters in relief, so that the
blind could use it. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVI. 276.

cupper (kup'6r), n. If. One who carries a cup

;

a cup-bearer.— 2. One who applies a cupping-
glass.

cupping (kup'ing), M. [Verbal n. of cup, v.]

1. In surg., the application of the cupping-
glass. There are two modes of cupping : one in whicli

the part is scarified and some blood taken away to relieve

congestion or infiammation of internal parts, called uet
cuppiiuj, or more generally simply cupping; and a second,

termect dri/ cuppinff, in which there is no scarification and
no blood is abstracted.

2. A concavity in the end of a cylindrical cast-

ing, produced by the shrinkage of the metal.

—

3. A sliallow countersink.

cupping-glass (kup'ing-glas), n. A glass vos-

sel like a cup applied to the skin in the opera-
tion of cupping. The air within Is rarefied by heat or
otherwise, so that when applietl to the skin a partial

Cupressus

vacuum is produced, and the part to which it is applied
swells up into the glass. Where the object is blood-let-

ting there is inside the cupping-glass an apparatus called

a scarificator, furnished with fine lancets operated by a
spring or trigger, by which the skin is cut, or the skin is

cut by a similar instrument before the cupping-glass is

used. "Various forms of cupping-instruments are used.

Still at their books, they will not be pull'd off

;

They stick like cupping-glaages.
Fletcher (and others). Bloody Brother, iv. 2.

cupping-houset (kup'ing-hous), n. [< cupping,

verbal n. ('mth reference to the cup that inebri-

ates), + house.] A tavern.

How many of these madmen . . . lavish out their short

times in . . . playing, dicing, drinking, feasting, beasting;

a cuppiTig-house, a vaulting-house, a gaming-house, share

their means, lives, souls. Hev. T. Adams, Works, I. 277.

cupping-machine (kup'ing-ma^shen''), n. The
first machine used in the process of making
metallic cartridge-cases. It consists of two stamps
or dies, one working within the other. The outer one cuts

the copper blank and the next pulls it into the shape of a

cup, preparing it for drawing in other machines. E. H.
Kniffht.

cupping-'tool (kup'ing-tSl), n. A eup-s

b&cksmiths' swage.
cup-plant (kup' plant), n. The Sil-

phium perfoliatum, a tall, stout com-
posite of the United States, with a
square stem and large opposite leaves,

the upper pairs connate at the base
and forming a cup-like cavity. The
flowers are large and yellow.

CUppules (kup'iilz), n. pi. In her. , bars-

gemel. See gemel.

cup-purse (kup'p^rs), fl. A long net-

ted purse one or both ends of which
are wrought upon a cup-formed mold '^"pPjJ^"

to give it shape.

cuppy (kup'i), n. [Appar. < F. coupS, cut : see

coupe.] In her., one of the fui-s composed of

patches like potent, but arranged so that each
is set against a patch of the same tincture, in-

stead of alternated, it is always argent and azure

unless otherwise blazoned. Also called potent counter-

potent.-

cupra'te (ku'prat), n. [< cuprite) + -afel.] A
salt of eupric acid.

cuprea-bark (kii'pre-a-bark), n. [< LL. cu-

preus, coppery (< cuprum, copper), + harlfi.]

The bark of Remijia Purdieana and E. peduncu-
late, trees of tropical South America, allied to

Cinchona. It is of a copper-red color, and yields

quinine and allied alkaloids.

CUpreine (ku'pre-ln), n. [< cupreat-bark) +
-ine^.] An alkaloid obtained from the double
alkaloid homoquinine, found in a variety of cvi-

prea-bark, the product of Remijia pedunculata.

cupreous (M'pre-us), a. [< LL. cupreus, of

copper, < cuprum, copper: see copper.] 1.

Consisting of or containing copper; having the

properties of copper.— 2. Copper-colored; red-

dish-brown with a metallic luster.

I got a rare mess of golden and silver and bright cu-

preous fishes, which looked like a string of jewels.

Thoreau, VValden, p. 338.

Cupreous luster. See hister.

Cupressinese (ku-pre-sin'f-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Cupressus + -in- + -ece.]
' A suborder of Coni-

fera;, of which the genus Cupressus is the type,

with opposite or temate, mostly scale-like,

and adnate leaves. It includes also the genera Juni-
perus, Chamtecyparis, Thuya, Libocedrus, Taxodium, and
others of the old world.

Cupressites (ku-pre-si'tez), n. [NL., < Cupres-

sus, q. v.] A genus of fossil plants considered
to be closely allied to, if not identical with, the

recent genus Cupressus (which see). This genus
is one of those found in connection with amber, and in

various later geological formations, especially the lignitio

group of northern Germany. The forms found in the Per-

mian, and so characteristic of a part of that group, and
which were formerly refeiTed to Cupressites, are now put
in the genus Ulbnannia.

Cupressocrinidae (ku-pres-o-krin'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cujiressocrin'us + 'icUe.] A family of

fossil crinoids or encrinites, named from the

genus Cupressocrinus, having a cup-shaped
calyx, ranging from the Devonian to the Car-

boniferous formation.

cupressocrinite (ku-pre-sok'ri-nit), n. [As
Cuprc.'isocriiius + -iteX] An encrinite of the

genus Cupressocrinus.

Cupressocrinus (ku-pre-sok'ri-nus), n. [NL.,

< L. cupressus, cypress, + Gr. Kplvov, lily.] A
genus of encrinites.

Cupressus (ku-pres'us), n. [NL., < L. cupres-

sus, rarely cyparis&us, in LL. cypressus: see

cypress.] A genus of coniferous trees having
small, scale-like, appressed or spreading acute

leaves, as in the junipers, and cones formed of

a small number of peltate woody scales, with.



Cone of Cypress
[Cufiressus).

Oupressus

several small angular seeds to each scale ; the

cypress. The common cypress of the old world is C.

tempercireiig, a native of the East.

The tree with erect appressed branch-

es, having a slender pyramidal form,
(requently plante<i in Mohammedan
and other buryiiig-Rrounds, is a va-

riety of this species, besides which
there are three or four others in the

Mediterranean region and central

Asiii, In North -America there are

seven or eight species, in Mexico,
Arizona, and California. The wood
is fragrant, compact, and durable.

cnpric (ka'prik), a. [< LL. cu-

prum, copper, + -ic] Pertaining to or of the

nature of copper; derived from copper: as,

cnpric ojiid. Also ciy)roMS.—Cuprlccompoimd, a

compound into which the atom of copper enters witli

oiuivalence of two : for example, CuO, cupric oxid. In a

cuprous compound two atoms of copper enter, forming a

bivalent group : for example, CuoO, cuprous oxid.

capriferous (ku-prit'e-rus), a. [< LL. cuprum,

copper, + L. ferre^ = E. ftearl, + -ous.l Pro-

ducing or containing copper; copper-bearing:

as, cupriferous ore, or silver.

cuprite (ku'prit), II. [< LL. cuprum, copper,

+ -i7<;2.] The red oxid of copper; red copper
ore; a common ore of copper, of a bright-red

color, occurring in isometric crystals (cubes,

octahedrons, etc.), and also massive. It is

sometimes found in capillary forms, as in the

variety ehalcotrichite.

cnpro-ammonium (kii'prd-a-mo'ni-um), n.

Same as copperized ammonia (which see, under
copperize).

cuproid (kii'proid), n. [< LL. cuprum, copper,

+ Gv. eMof, form.] In crystal., a solid related

to a tetrahedron, and contained under twelve

equal triangles. It is the hemihedral form
of the tetragonal trisoctahedron or trapezohe-

dron.
cnpromagnesite (ku-pro-mag'ne-sit), «. [<

LL. cuprum, copper, + NL. magnesium, q. v.,

+ -ite^.] A hydrous sulphate of copper and
magnesium.
CUproscheelite (kii-pro-she'lit), n. [< LL. cu-

prum, copper, + scheelite.'] A variety of schee-

lite containing several per cent, of copper oxid.

cnprose (kup'roz), «. [Also coprose; < cop^ or

cup + rose^.'i Same as comer-rose.

cuprous (ku'prus), a. [< LL. cuprum, copper,

-I- -ous.'] Same as cupric.

cupseed (kup'sed), ». A tall, climbing, meni-
spermaceous vine of the southern United States,

Calycocarpum Lyoni, with large lobed, cordate

leaves and small greenish-white flowers. The
fruit is a large drupe containing a bony seed
hollowed out on one side like a cup.

cup-shaped (kup'shapt), a. Shaped like a cup.
— Cup-snaped organs, specifically, in some Hirmiinea,
bundles of tactile setje embedded in depressions of the in-

tegument of tile head and body.

cup-shrimp (kup'ghrimp), n. A shrimp, Palw-
moii vulyiris, when so small as to be sold by
measure, not by counting. [Local, British.]

CUp-spouge (kup'spunj), «. A kind of commer-
cial sponge. The Turkey cup-sponge is Spongia
adriatica, also called Levant toilet-sponge.

cupula (ku'pu-la), n.
;

pi. cupulw (-le). CNL.,
a little cup, etc., dim. of ML. cupa, a cup: see
cupoki and cup.'\ Same as cuputs.

CUpular (kii'pu-lar), a. [< cupula + -ar^.l

Cup-shaped; resembling a small cup.

cupulate (ku'pii-lat), a. [< NL. cupulatus, <

cupula, a. v.] Same as cupular.

cupule (kii'piil), n. [< NL. cupula, q. v.] 1.

A small cup-shaped depression, as in rock.

These cupuZes have not only various sizes in different

stones, but even 'in the same stone differ considerably
from one surface to another. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 112.

2. In hot. : (a) A form of involucre, occurring
in the oak, beech, chestnut, and hazel, consist-

ing of bracts
which in fruit

cohere into a
kind of cup.

(6) In fungi,

a receptacle
shaped like the
eupofan acorn,
as in Peziza.—
3. In entom.,
a little cup-
shaped organ;
specifically, one of the sucking-disks on the
lower surface of the tarsi of certain aquatic
beetles.

Also cupula.

Oupulifers (ku-pu-life-re), n. pi. [NL., fem.
pi. Uc. L. planUe, plants) of cupuliferiis : see
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cupuliferous.'i An important order of apeta-

lous exogenous trees, including the oak, chest-

nut, beech, birch, etc. It is characterized liy monoe-
cious tlowers, of which the staminate are in aments and
the pistillate have an inferior or naked 2- to 6-celIed

ovary, the cells having one or two ovules. The order is

divided into three tribes, each of which has been ranked

as a distinct order: viz., Quereineas (the Cupiili/erce of

many authors), which have the fruit surrounded or inclosed

in a scaly or spiny involucre or cup, as in the oak, chest-

nut, and beech ; CoryletK, with the bracts of the involucre

foliaceous and more or less united, as in the hazel and
Iiornbeam : and Betulece, which have the scale-like bracts

imbricate in a spike and the nutlets small aiul ttatteued,

as in the birch and alder. The 10 genera include about
400 species, distributed over the temperate regions of the

northern hemisphere.

cupuliferous (kii-pu-lLf'e-rus), a. [< NL. cu-

puliferiis, < cupula, q. v., + L. ferre = E. 6earl.]

In bat., bearing cupules.

cupuliform (kii'pu-li-f6rm), a. [< NL. cupula,

q. v., -I- L. forma, shape.] Shaped like or re-

sembling a cupule ; cupular.

cup-valve (kup'valv), n. 1. A cup-shaped or

conical valve which is guided by a
stem to and from its flaring seat.

—

2. A valve placed like an inverted
cup over an opening.— 3. A form
of balance-valve which opens si-

multaneously at the sides and top.

E. H. Knight.

CUT (k6r), n. [< ME. fci/r, curre ; of

LG. or Scand. origin: = MD. korre,

a house-dog, watch-dog, = Sw. dial.

kurre, a dog. Prob. so called from
his growling; cf. MD. *korren, in

comp. korrepot, equiv. to D. knorre-

pot (= Dan. knurrepotte), a grumbler, snarler

(of. MD. D. knorren = G. knurren = Dan. knurre,

grumble, snarl), = Icel. kurra, grumble, mur-
mur, = Sw. kurra, croak, rumble, = Dan. kurre,

coo, whirr; of. E. dial, curr, cry as an owl, Sc.

curr, coo as a dove, purr as a cat, curdoo, cur-

dow, curroo, coo as a dove, currie-wirrie, ex-

pressive of a noisy habitual growl. An imita-

tive word: see curr, and cf. chirr, churr, hurr,

whirr.] 1. A dog: usually in depreciation, a
snarling, worthless, or outcast dog; a dog of

low or degenerate breed.

They, . . . like to village curs.

Bark when their fellows do.
Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

Hang, hair, like hemp, or like the Isling c^^r's.

Fletcher {and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

Both mongrel, puppy, whelp, and hound,
And curs of low degree.
Goldsmith, Elegy on the Death of a Mad Dog.

2. Figuratively, a surly, ill-bred man; a low,

despicable, ill-natured fellow: used in con-

tempt.
What would you have, you curs.

That like nor peace nor war? Shak., Cor., 1. 1.

curability (kiir-a-biri-ti), n. [= P. curability

= It. curabilitdj\ LL. as if *cural>ilita(t-)s, <

curabilis : see curable.'] The character of be-

ing curable ; the fact of admitting of cure.

curable (kur'a-bl), a. [= F. curable = Pr. Sp.

curable = Fg'.'curavel = It. curabile, < LL. cura-

bilis, < L. curare, cure: see cure, v.] 1. Ca-
pable of being healed or cured; admitting a
remedy: as, a curable disease or patient; a cur-

able evil.

There be some Distempers of the Mind that proceed

from those of the Body, and so are curable by Drugs and
Diets. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 58.

curate

2t. The condition or office of a guardian
;
guar-

dianship.

By way of curacy and protectorship.
Roger North, Examen, p. 260.

Perpetual curacy. See perpetual curate, under curate.

curari, curara (ko-ra'ri, -ra), «. [S. Amer.,
also written curare, and in many variant forms,

oiirari, urari, woorara, woorali, wourali, wooraly,

ioouri, wourara, etc.] A brown-black, shining,

brittle, resinous substance, consisting of the

aqueous extract of Strychnos toxifera, and va-

rious other species of the same genus, used by
South American Indians for poisoning their

arrows, especially the small arrows shot from
the blow-gun. Curari may, except in very large doses,

be introduced with impunity into the alimentary canal

;

but if introduced into a puncture of the skin so as to mix
with the blood, the effect is instantly fatal. Its principal

effect is paralysis of the terminations of the motor nerves,

and it causes death by paralysis of the muscles of the

chest, producing suffocation. The chief use of curari by

the Indians is for the chase, animals killed by it being

quite wholesome. It is largely used in physiological ex-

periments, and to a small extent therapeutically in spas-

modic atfections, as tetanus, rabies, etc.

CUrarine (kS-ra'rin), n. [< curari + -ine"^.] An
alkaloid extracted from curari, forming col-

orless prisms more poisonous than the curari

which yields it. One hundredth of a gram
introduced into the skin of a rabbit produces
death in a short time.

curarization (ko-ra-ri-za'shon), n. [< curarize

-t- -atioH.] The act or operation of curarizing

;

the state of being ourarized.

curarize (ko-ra'riz), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. cura-

rized, ppr. curarizing. [< curari + -ize.] To
administer curari to ; destroy the motor with-

out destroying the sensory function of the ner-

vous system by the use of curari, as in vivisec-

tion, when the animal is rendered motionless

and voiceless, but not insensible to pain.

curassow (ku-ras'6), n. [< curagao(-bird) : see

Curacao.] 1. One of the large gallinaceous

Soutn American birds of the genera Crax and
Pauxi, and the subfamily Craciiue. There are in all

upward of 12 species. The best-known, and that to which
the name was first applied, is the cura<;ao-bird or crested

curassow, Craz alector, of a greenish-black color with a

white crest, inhabiting northerly parts of South America.

The red curassow is Crax rubra ; the galeated cui-assow or

Cupules.

a, cupule of acom ; b, cupule of fun^s
{ Pexixa ).

2t. Capable of curing.

A curable vertue against all diseases.

Sandys, Travailes, III. 174.

curableness (kiir'a-bl-nes), ra. Capability of

being cured, healetl, or remedied ; curability.

The arguments which Helmont and others draw from
the providence of God, for the curableness of all diseases.

Boyle, Works, II. 110.

Curasao (ko-ra-so'), n. [So named from the

island of Curagao, north of Venezuela. See cu-

rassow.] A cordial made of spirit sweetened
and flavored with the peel of the bitter orange.
Commonly written curagoa.

CUraQao-bird (ko-ra-s6'b6rd), n. An old name
of the Guianan curassow or mituporanga, Crax
alector; the crested curassow. Browne; Bris-

son, 1760.

curagoa, «. Incorrect spelling of curagao.

curacy (kii'ra-si), ra. ; pi. curacies (-siz). [<

curate^ + -cy"; as if < NL. *curatia.] 1. The
office or employment of a curate.

They get into orders as soon as they can, and if they be
very fortunate, arrive in time to a curacy here in town.

Swi/t.

Globose Curassow {Crax globicera).

cushew-bird is Pauxi galeata ; the red-knobbed curassow
is Crax (Crossolaryngus) carunculata or yarrelli. The
globose curassow, C. globicera, is notable as the northern-
most species, and the only one found north of Panama ; it

ranges into Mexico. Several species of curassows are do-

mesticated in their native country, and resemble the tur-

key in size and general character.

2. pi. The family Cracidai.

Also spelled carasoic, carassoic, and also called

hocco, mituporanga, and by other names.
CuratH, n. See curate^.

curat^t, n. [Also curate, curiet, appar. based
on ML. curatia, a cuirass: see cuirass, and cf.

OF. cuiret, undressed leather, from same ult.

source.] A cuirass.

Enchasing on their carats with ray blade,

That none so fair as fair Angelica.
Oreene, Orlando Furioso.

The mastiffs fierce that hunt the bristled boar
Are harnessed with curats light and strong.

John Dennys (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 173).

curate! (kii'rat), n. [< ME. curat = OFries. ku-

rit, < ML. curatus (> It. ciirato = F. ci(r^), a
priest, curate, prop, adj., having to do ^vith the

cure of souls, < L. cura, cure, care: see cure,

».] 1. According to former use, one who has
the cure of souls ; a priest ; a minister.

When thou shalt be shriven of thy curat, tell him eke
all the sinnes that thou hast don sith thou were laste

shriven. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.



curate

Send down upon our Bishops, and Curates, and all Con-
gregations committed to their charge, the healthful Spirit
of thy grace.

^tok of Common Prayer [Eng.], Prayer for Clergy and
(People.

The various kinds of beneficed parochial clergy, such as
rectors, vicars, and all other persons wlio are now styled
in common parlance incuml)ents, and who in old times
were generally Icnown as ciiratt's, from tlieir having cure of
souls. J. C. Jeaffreson, Booli about the Clei-gy, I. 43.

2. In the Church of Kngland, and in the Irish

Eoman Catholic Church, a clergyman employed
under the incumbent (whether rector or vicar),

either as assistant in the same church or in a
chapel within the parish and connected with
the church. Tlie curate is the priest of lowest degree
in the Church of England ; he must be licensed by the
bishop or ordinary. The tenn is now in use in the United
States.

3t. A guardian; a protector Perpetual curate,
in Eiig. eccles. law, formerly, a curate of a parisli in whicli
there was neither rector nor vicar, and the benefice of
which was in possession and control of a layman. Per-
petual curacies have since 1868 been abolished, every in-

cuml>ent of a church (not a rector) who is entitled to per-
form marriages, etc., and to appropriate the fees, Ijeing
now deemed a vicar and his benefice a vicarage.— Stipen-
diary curate, in the Church qf Ewjland, a curate who is

hireif by the rector or vicar to serve for him, and may be
removed at pleasure.

CTirate-t, «. See ettrat^.

curatelle (ku-ra-tel'). «. [F., < ML. curatus,
care, < L. curare, care: see cure, ».] In French
law, guardianship ; committeeship ; tutorship.
cnrateship (ku'rat-ship), n. Same as curacy, 1.

curatess (Idi'rat-es), n. [< curate + -ess.'] The
wife of a curate. [Rare.]

A very lowly curate I might perhaps essay to rule ; but
a curatess would be sure to get the better of me.

Trollope, Barchester Towers, xxi.

Curationt, »• [= F. curation = Sp. curacion =
Pg. curafdCo = It. curazione, < L. curatio(n-),
cure, heaUng, < curare, pp. curatus, take care,
cure: see cure, v.] Cure; healing.

But I may not endure that thou dweUe
In so unslcilful an opynyon.
That of thy wo is no curacion.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 791.

The method of curation lat«ly delivered by David Buck-
hams was approved by the profession of Leyden.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Ctirative (ku'ra-tiv), a. and u. [= P. curatifz=
Sp. Pg. It. cura'tivo, < L. as if 'curativus, < curare,

pp. CKra*M», cure: see c«re, ».] I. a. 1. Relat-
ing to the cure of diseases.— 2. Promoting cure

;

having the power or a tendency to cure.
H. «. That which cures or serves to cure ; a

remedy.
curatively (ku'ra-tiv-li), adv. In a curative
manner ; as a curative.
curator (ka-ra'tor), ». [= P. eurateur = Pr.
Sp. Pg. curador = It. curatore, < L. curator, one
who has care of a thing, a manager, guardian,
trustee, < curare, pp. curatus, take care of: see
cure, ».] 1. In Rom. law, one appointed to man-
age the affairs of a person past the age of pu-
berty when from any cause he has become tm-
fit to manage them himself.— 2. In civil law, a
guardian; specifically, one who has the care of
the estate of a minor or other incompetent per-
son.— 3. One who has the care and superin-
tendence of something, as of a public museum,
fine-art collection, or the like.

Seeing the above-mentioned strangers are like to con-
tinue here yet awhile, at the least some of them, the soci-
ety shall much stand in need of a curator of experiments.

Boyle, Works, VI. 147.

Coratorship (ku-ra'tor-ship), n. [< curator +
-sliij).] The oMce of"a curator.
curatory (ku'ra-to-ri), ?i. [< ML. curatoria, <
L. curator, a curator.] In Rom. law, the ofiBce
of a curator; curatorship ; tutelage.

The curatory of minors above pupilarity was of much
later date than the Tallies. Encyc. Brit., XX. 689.

curatrix (kn-ra'triks), n. [LL., fem. of L. cu-
rator: see curator.'] 1. A woman, or anything
regarded as feminine, that cures or heals.
[Rare.]

That "nature" of Hippocrates that is the curatrix of
diseases. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 167.

2. A female superintendent or guardian.
Richardson.

CUrb(k6rb),a. andn.l [La.: < ME. crwrfte, adj.,
< OF. courbe, corbe, mod. P. courbe = Pr. eorb
= Sp. Pg. It. curvo, < L. curvug, bent, crooked,
curved: see curve, a., of which curb is a doub-
let, n. n. : < P. courbe (= Sp. Pg. It. eurva), a
curve, bend, curb on a horse's leg

;
prop. fem.

of the adj.] I.f a. Bent ; curved ; arched.
His sholdres high and cnnrbe, and a grete Iwnche on his

Mkke be-hiude and a-nother before a-gein the breste.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 835.
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n. «.l A hard and callous swelling on vari- curb-key (kerb'ke), n. In teleg., a peculiar key
ous parts of a horse's leg, as the hinder part of used in operating submarine cables, designed
the hook, the inside of the hoof, beneath the to prevent the prolongation and confusion of
elbow of the hoof, etc. signals growing out of induction.
curb (kerb), v. [< ME. courben, kerben, bend, curbless (kerb'les), a. [< curb + -less.] Hav-
bow, crouch, < OP. courber, corber, curber, F. ing no curb or restraint.
courber = Pr. corbar, curcar= OSp. corvar (now curboulyt, »«. Same as euir-bouilU. Grose, Mili-
encorvar) = Pg. curvar = It. curvare, < L. cur- tary Antiquities.
rare, bend, curve, < curvus, bent, curved : see curb-pin (kerb'pin), n. One of the pins on the
curve, a., and curve, v., of which curb is a doub- lever of the regulator of a watch which em-
let.] I. trans. If. To bend; curve.

I)o lx>ndes softe and esy forto were
Theron, lest bondes harde it [the vine] kerbe or tere.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

Crooked and curbed lines.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 678.

2. To bend to one's will ; check; restrain; hold
in check; control; keep in subjection: as, to
curb the passions.

brace the hair-spring of the balance and regu-
late its vibrations. E. 11. Knight.
curb-plate (kerb 'plat), n. 1. In arch.: (a)
The wall-plate of a circular or elliptical dome
or roof. E. H. Knight, (b) In a curb-roof, the
plate which receives the feet of the upper raf-
ters, (c) The plate of a skylight.— 2. The
cylindrical frame of a well; a well-curb. See
curb, n.'^, 4 (6).

Monarchies need not fear any (MtriiHjT of their absolute- curb-roof (k&rb'rof), n. In arch., a roof in

tT'heLte ofVhrpiopll:
"' '""^ "' *" '""''"" ""'^ """" "'^'ch the rafters, instead of continuing straight

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, it 145.

So is the will of a living daughter curbed by the will of
a dead father. Shak., M. of V., 1. 2.

The haughty nobility of Castile winced more than once
at finding themselves curbed so tightly l>y their new mas-
ters. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 6.

He guides the force he gave ; his hand restrains
And curbs it to the circle it must trace,

Bryant, Order of Nature (trans.).

3. To restrain or control with a curb
;
guide

and manage with the reins.

Part curb their fiery steeds. Milton, P. L., ii. 531.

4. To strengthen or defend by a curb : as, to
curb a well or a bank of earth.

H.t intrans. To bend ; crouch.

Thanne I courbed on my knees and cryed hir of grace.
Piers Plowman (B), i. 79.

Virtue itself of vice must pardon beg.
Yea, curb and woo, for leave to do him good.

Shak., Hamlet, lii. 4.

curb (k6rb), ».2 [In some senses formerly also
kerb; < curb, v.] 1. That which checks, re-
strains, or holds back ; restraint ; check ; con-
trol.

This is a defence to the adjoyning countr«y ; a safe-
guard and a curb to the city. Sandys, Travailes, p. 198.

Wild natures need wise curbs, Tennyson, Princess, v.

Specifically— 2. A chain or strap attached to
the upper ends of the branches of the bit of a bri-
dle, and passing under the horse's lower jaw,
used chiefly in controlling an unruly or high-
spirited horse. The curb-rein is attached to the lower
ends of the fauces, and when it is pulled the curb is pressed
forward against the horse's jaw with a tendency to break
it if the pressure is great. See cut under harness.

He that before ran in the pastures wild
Felt the stiff curb control his angry jaws.

Drayton, Eclogues, iv.

To stop the raouthes of our adversaries, and to bridle
them with their own curb. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

3 . A line of joined stones set upright at the outer
edge of a walk, or at one of the edges of a street

Section of Curb-roof.

A, rafter, the foot
of which projects
over the plate B ; C,
cornice ; E, bed-
niold ; F, slates or
shingles.

Diagram of Curb-roof.

^, tie-beam ; B, coIlar-t)eam ; C, C. rafters.

downfrom the ridge to the walls,
are received at a given height on
plates, which in their turn are
supported by rafters less in-

clined to the horizon, whose
bearing is directly on the walls.
The roof thus presents a bent appear-
ance, whence its name. The Mansard
roof is a form of curb-roof in which the
slope of -the lower section usually ap-
proaches the perpendicular, while that
of tile upper section approaches the
horizontal, the angle between the two
sections tiins being strongly marked.

curb-sender (k^rb'sen"der), n. An automatic
signaling apparatus invented by Sir W. Thom-
son of Glasgow and Prof. Pleeming Jenkin of
Edinburgh, used in submarine telegraphy. The
m&ssage is inmched on a paper ribbon, which is then
passed through the transmitting apparatus by clockwork.
The name is due to the fact that when a current of one
kind of electricity is sent by the instrument, another of
the opposite kind is sent ininiediately after to curb the
first, the effect of the second transmission being to make
the indication produced by the first sharp and distinct,
instead I'f slow and uncertain.

curbstone (ktrb'ston), «. l. A stone placed
against earth or brick- or stonework to prevent
it from falling out or spreading.— 2. Specifi-
cally, one of the stones set together on edge at
the outer side of a sidewalk, forming a curb.
Formerly also spelled kerbstone, kirbstone.

Curbstone broker. See street broker, under broker.

or road, forming the inner side of a gutter; a curch (kurch), n. [Se., also courche, etc., an-
row of curbstones. [In this and related uses
formerly also spelled kerb.]—4. In mech. : (a)
A breast-wall or retaining-wall erected to sup-
port a bank of earth. (6) A casing of stone,
wood, brick, or iron, built inside a well that is
being sunk, or the framework above and around
a well, (c) A boarded structure used to con-
tain concrete until it hardens into a pier or
foimdation. (d) The outer casing of a tur- . _ . , ,

bine-wheel, (e) A curved shrouding which CUTcnefft, «. An obsolete form of kerchief.

confines the water against the floats or buckets CUrchie (kur'chi), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of a scoop-wheel or breast-wheel. (/) The "' curtsy, courtesy.

wall-plate at the springing of a dome, (g) The ^^'' » curchie low did stoop. Bums, Holy Fair,

wall-plate on the top of the permanent part Ourculio (k6r-kii'li-6), n. [NL., < L. curculio,
of awindmill, on which the cap rotates as the also gurgulio, a corn-worm, a weevil.] 1. A Lin

other foi-m of kerch, ME. kerche, short for ker-
chef, kerchif, curcheff, E. kerchief: see kerch, ker-
chief.] A kerchief; a covering for the head
worn by women ; an inner linen cap.

O is my basnet a widow's curch ?

Kinmont Willie (Child's Ballads, VI. 60).

She snatched from her head the curch or cap, which had
been disordered during her hysterical agony.

Scott, Abbot, xxi.

wind veers. (It) An inclined circular plate
placed round the edge of a kettle to prevent
the contents from boiling over.

curba (kfer'bil), n. An African measure of ca-
pacity, ranging at different places from 7^ to
18 gallons, used by the negroes in the sale of
palm-oil, grain, pulse, etc. It may be a tub,
a basket, or an earthen pot.

nean genus of weevils or snout-beetles, for-
merly conterminous with the Curculionidce, now
greatly restricted or disused.— 2. y. c] A
weevil

;
particularly, one of the common fruit-

weevils which work great destruction among
plums, and which receive the colloquial name
"little Turk," from the crescent-shaped mark
left by their sting. See cut under Conotrachelns.

curbable (kfer'ba-bl), a. [= F. courbable; as curcuuonid (k6r-kii-li-on'id), a. and n. I. a.
curb + -able.] Capable of being curbed or re
strained. [Rare.]

curb-bit (kSrb'bit), «. A form of bit for the
bridle of a horse, which, by the exertion of
slight effort, can be made to produce great
pressure on the mouth, and thus control the
animal. See curb, ».2, 2.

curb-chain (kferb'chan), n. A chain used as a
check upon the motion of any moving piece of
apparatus.

Of or pertaining to the CurculionidcE.

The American agriculturist may have to encounter still

another enemy of his lalK>rs — a curculionid beetle— the
Phytonomus punctatus. Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 449.

II. n. A weevil or snout-beetle of the family
Curculionidce.

Curculionidae (k6r-kii-li-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Curculio(n-) + -idee.] A family of rhynchopho-
rous Coleoptera or beetles ; the weevils or snout-
beetles, one of the most extensive groups of
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coleopterous insects, riiey have a strong fold on
the inner face of each of the elytra, the pygidiuni divided
in the males, the tarsi generally dilated, hriish-lilie be-
neath, and no accessory mandibular piece. There are over
1,5^X) jrenera, all found on plants. About 10,000 species
are described, in all of which the head is prolonged into a
beak or snout, and furnished at the tip with a minute pair
of sharp horizontal jaws which are used by the insect in
depositing its eggs, genci-ally in the kernel of some fruit.

See cuts under AiUhoiiomtUy bean-uxevU, and Conotrach«-
ius.

curcuma (k6r'ku-ma), n. [= It. and F. cur-
cuma (NL. curcuma), < Ar. Icurkum, saffron. See
crocus.'] 1. A plant of the genus Curcuma.—
2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of plants, natural or-

der Scitamiuew. They have iierennial tuberous roots and
annual stems, and the Howers are in spikes with concave
bracts. Some with bright-colored reddish or yellow How-
ers are finmd in hothouses. C. Zedoaria furnishes the
ledoary of the shops. The colorless roots of C. aiiguati-

/otia and C. leueorrhUa furnish a kind of starch some-
times called East Indian arrowroot. The root of C. Ama-
da (mango-ginger), a native of Bengal, is used in the same
way as ginger. C. hiura yields turmeric, a mildly aromat-
ic substance, employed medicinally in India, and forming
an ingredient in the coniitosition of curry-powder.

curcuma-paper (k6r'ku-ma-pa'per), n. Paper
stained with a decoction of turmeric acid and
used by chemists as a test of free alkali, by the
action of which it is stained brown.
curcumin, CUrcumine (k6r'ku-min), n. [< cur-

cuma + -»»2, -«n«2.] The coloring matter of
turmeric.
curdl (k^rd), n. [Sc. and E. dial, crud, < ME.
curd, ofteuer crud, crod, usually in pi. cruddcs,
croddes, < Ir. cruth, also yjelled gruth, groth, =
Gael, gruth, curds; cf. it. cruiliaim, I milk.]
1. The coagulated or thickened part of milk,
which is formed into cheese, or eaten as food

:

often used iu the plural.

CurfU and cream, the Hower of country fare.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii. 96.

2. The coagulated part of any liquid.

It [the brass] is next dipped into a much stronger acid
solution, where it remains until the curd appears.

Spoim' Eticyc. Manv/., p. 322.

curdi (kferd), V. [So. and E. dial, crvd, < ME.
crudden, curd, coagulate ; from the noun.] I.

trans. To cause to coagulate ; turn to curd

;

curdle; congeal; clot.

AUe fresshe the mylk is crodded now to chese.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 154.

Chaste as tlie icicle

That's curded by the frost from purest snow,
And hangs on Dian's temple. Shak., Cor., v. S.

God's mercy, maiden ! does it curd thy blood
To say, I am thy mother ? Shak., All's Well, L 3.

n. intrans. To become curdled or coagulated

;

become curd.

Being put into milke, it [mint] will not suffer it to tuni
or soure, it keepeth it from quailing ^ curding.

UoUand, tr. of Pl'iuy, xx. 14.

Curd2, ,}. See Kurd.
ourd-caket (kferd'kak), n. A small fried cake,
made of curds, eggs, and a very little flour,

sweetened, and spiced with nutmeg.
cord-cutter (kird'kut'fer), n. An apparatus for
cutting up cheese-curd to facilitate the separa-
tion of the whey.
curdiness (kfer'di-nes), n. The state of being
curdy.

,

curdle (kfer'dl), v.
;
pret. and pp. curdled, ppr.

curdling. [Sc. and E. dial, cruddle, crudle ;

tteq. ot curd, crud : see currfl, i'.] I. trans. To
change into curd; cause to thicken or coagulate.

There is in the spirit of wine some acidity, by which
brandy curdles milk. Flayer.

n. intrans. To coagulate or thicken ; become
curd.

curd-mill (kSrd'mil), n. A curd-cutter.

cur-dog (kdr'dog), n. [< ME. cur-dog, curre-

diifiiiv ; < cur + dog.] A cur; a worthless dog.

curdy (kfir'di), o. [Also dial, cruddy ; < curS-,
crud, + -yi.] Like curd; full of or containing
curd.

It differs from a vegetable emulsion by coagulating into
a curdy mass with acids. ArSuthnot, Aliments.

cure (kvir), H. [< ME. cure (also cury, q. v.), <

OF. cure, P. cure = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. euro = UD.
kure, D. kuur = G. Dan. Sw. kur, < L. cura, OL.
*coera, 'coira, care, heed, attention, anxiety,
grief, prob. connected with cavere, pay heed,
be cautious: see caution. Not related in any
way to E. care. The medical senses are due in
part to the verb.] 1. Care; concern; over-
sight ; charge. [Obsolete or rare except in the
specific sense, def. 2.]

Of studie took he most cur« and most heede.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 303.

Nowc, faire lady, thynk, sithe it first began.
That love had sette myn herte vndir your cure.

Political Poenu, etc. (ed. Fumlvall), p. 70.

1402
Cranraer had declared, in emphatic terms, that God had

immediately committed to Christian princes the whole cure
of all their subjects, as well concerning the administration
of God's word for the cure of souls as concerning the ad-
ministration of things political. MacaiUay, Hist. Eng., i.

Specifically— 2. Spiritual charge ; the employ-
ment or office of a curate or parish priest ; cu-
racy: as, the cure of souls (see below): ordi-
narily confined in use to the Roman Catholic
and Anglican churches.

Other men that wer oonly comtemplatiffe and were free
from alle oires and prelaci, thei had fuUe cherite to God
and to hir evyne cristen.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

A small cure of fifteen pounds a year was offered me in
a distant neighbourhood. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

3. The successful remedial treatment of a dis-

ease ; the restoration of a sick person to health

:

as, to effect a cure.

I cast out devils, and I do cures. Luke xiii. 32.

She had done extraordinary cures since she was last in
town. Steele, Tatler, Ho. 248.

4. A method or course of remedial treatment
for disease, whether successful or not : as, the
water-CMce.

Horace advises the Komans to seek a seat in some re-
mote part, by way of a cure for the corruption of manners.

Suri/t.

Like some sick man declined.
And trusted any cure. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

5. A remedy for disease; a means of curing
disease ; that which heals : as, a cure for tooth-
ache— Cure of souls, the spiritual oversight of parish-
ioners, or of others holding a similar relation, by a priest
or clergyman ; spccilically, in prclatical churches, an ec-
clesiastical charge in which parochial duties and the ad-
ministration of sacraments are included, primarily vested
in the bishop of the diocese, the clergy of each parish act-
ing as his deputies.

A cure of souls is that portion of responsibility for the
provision of sacraments to and the adequate instruction
of the Catholic faithful which devolves upon the parish
priest of a particular district, in regard to the souls of all
persons dwelling within the limits of that district.

Cath. Diet.

To do no curet, to take no care. Chaucer. (See also
tirape^cure, movetnent-cure, water-cure, etc.)

cure (kur), I'. ; pret. and pp. cured, ppr. curing.

[< ME. curen, < OF. curer, care for, etc., mod.
F. eurer, cleanse, = Sp. Pg. curar = It. curare,
cure, = G. curiren = Dan. kurere = Sw. kurera,
< L. curare, OL. coerare, eoirare, take care of,

attend to, care for as a physician, cure, < cura,
care, etc.: see cure, n.] I. trans. If. To take
care of ; care for.

Men dredeful curiden or buriden Stheuene.
Wycli/, Deeds (Acts) viii. 2.

2. To restore to health or to a sound state;
heal or make well : as, he was cured of a wound,
or of a fever.

The child was cured from that very hour. Mat. xvii. 18.

I strive in vain to cure my wounded soul.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

3. To remove or put an end to by remedial
means; heal, as a disease; remedy, as an evil

of any kind ; remove, as something objection-
able.

Then he called his twelve disciples together and gave
them power ... to cure diseases. Luke ix. 1.

This way of setting off, by the by, was not likely to cure
my uncle Toby's suspicious.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 3.

The only way to cure mistrust is by showing that trust,
if given, would not be misplaced, would not be betrayed.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 269.

4. To prepare for preservation by drying, salt-

ing, etc. : as, to cure hay ; to cure fish or beef.

Who has not seen a salt flsh thoroughly cured for this
world, so that nothing can spoil it, and putting the per-
severance of the saints to the blush ?

Thoreau, Walden, p. 131.

H, intrans. If. To care ; take care ; be care-
ful.

In hilles is to cure
To set hem on the Southe if thai shall ure [bum].

Palladiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 91.

2. To effect a cure.

Whose smile and frown, like to Achilles' spear,
Is able with the change to kill and cure.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1.

3t. To become well; be cured.

One desperate grief cures with another's languish.
SA(ii.,R, and.!., i. 2.

cur6 (ku-ra'), "• [F. : see eurafei.] A Roman
(Catholic parish priest in France or in a French
country.
cure-all (kilr'ai), n. [< cure, v., + obj. all;

equiv. to panacea.] A remedy for all kinds of
diseases ; a panacea.
To exalt their nostrimi to the rank of a cure-all.

The American, VII. 294.

curia

cureless (kar'les), a. [< cure + -less.] With-
out cure; incurable; not admitting of a rem-
edy : as, a cureless disorder.

Whose cureless wounds, even now, most freshly bleed.
Sir P. Sidney (Arber s Eng. Garner, I. 627).

In bitter mockery of hate,
His cureless woes to aggravate.

Scott, Rokeby, iv. 27.

curer (kiir'fer), n. 1. A physician; one who
heals.— 2. One who preserves provisions, as
beef, fish, and the like, from putrefaction, by
means of salt or in any other manner.
curettage (ku-ret'a.i), «. [< curette -i- -age.]
The application of the curette ; the scraping
away of granulations and the like with a cu-
rette.

curette (ku-ref), n. [F., a scoop, scraper, <
curer, clean, cleanse, prune, < L. cwrore, take care
of : see cure, v.] A small surgical instrument for
scooping or scraping away, or otherwise remov-
ing, substances which require removal, as ear-
wax, a cataractous lens, stones in lithotomy,
cysts, granulations, small polypi, and the like
from the cavity of the uterus, or granulations
and dried mucus from the throat. The curette
may be spoon-, scoop-, or loop-shaped, with blunt or sharp
edges, according to its special purpose. The name is also
applied to a tubular suction-instruntent used in the re-
moval of soft cataracts.

curette (ku-ref), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. curetted,

ppr. curetting. [< curette, n.] To scrape with
a curette.

curfew (ker'fii), n. [Early mod. E. also curfeu,
courefewe, and corruptly curfle; < ME. cur/ewe,

courfew, courfewe, courefeu, curfu, corfu, some-
times with final r, curfur, corfour (Sc. curfure),
< OF. courfeu, corfeu, and more corruptly car-

refeu, cerrefeu, carfou (F. dial, carfou), contr.
from cuevrcfu, coevrefeu, covrefeu, later couvre-

feu, curfew, lit. 'cover-fire' (cf. the equiv. ML.
ignitegium or pyritegiuvi, < L. ignis or Gr. vvp,
fire, + L. tegere, cover), < OF. covrir, F. couvrir,

cover, + feu, fire, < Xi^ocus, a hearth: see cover
a,nA focus, fuel.] 1. The ringing of a bell at an
early hour (originally 8 o'clock) in the evening,
as a signal to the inhabitants of a town or vil-

lage to extinguish their fires and lights ; the
time of ringing the bell; the bell so rimg, or
its sound. Tliis was a very common police regulation
during the middle ages, as a protection against fires as
well as against nocturnal disorders in the unlighted streets.

The practice is commonly said to have been introduced
into England from the continent by William the Con-
queror, but it probably existed there before his time. The
curfew-bell is still rung at 9 o'clock in some places, though
it is several centuries ^ince it was required by law.

About* cor/ew tyme or litel more.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 459.

He begins at curfew, and walks till the first cock.
Shak., Lear, UL 4.

I hear the far-off curfeu sound,
Over some wide-water'd shore.
Swinging slow with sullen roar.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 74.

.

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day. Gray, Elegy.

2. A cover, ornamented or plain, for a fire; a
fire-plate ; a blower.

Pots, pans, cMr/cw«, coun-
ters, and the like. Bacon.

curfew-bell (kto'fu-
bel). H. The bell with
which the curfew is

rung.

The cttrfew belt hath rung;
'tis three o'clock.

Shot., R. and J., iv. 4.

Life's curfew-bell.

LongfeUoW. Curfew for Fire. ( From Demmin's
« • /i ( /^ 1 \ " EncydopediedesBeaujt-Arts.")

curfish (k6r'fish), n.
"^

One of the scyllioid sharks ; a dogfish. [Local,
Eng.]
curnet, curfat, " See curfew.

curfume (k^r-fuf'1), r. t. ; pret. and pp. curfuf-
Jled,y>\>T. curfuffling. [Origin obscure.] To dis-

order ; ruffle ; dishevel. Also carfuffle, fuffle.

[Scotch.]

Dick curfufied a* her hair. A. Ross, Helenore, p. 81.

curfuffie (kfer-fuf'l), «. [< curfuffle, r.] The
state of being disordered or ruffled; agitation;
perturbation. [Scotch.]

My lord maun be turned feel outright, ... an' he puts
himsel' into sic a curfume for onything ye could bring
him, Edie. Scott, Antiquary', xxix.

curfurt, «• See curfew.

curia (kii'ri-|i), n.
;
pi. curi<B (-e). [L. ; senses 2

and 3 first iii ML.] 1. In Bom. antiq. : (a) One
of the divisions of the citizens of Rome, with
reference to locality. The number of the curifp

is given as thirty, but the original number was
smaller.
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Plural of curioso.
The Curia was a political and not a Gentile arrange- curiosi n h-liira I of mrij^Qn

nient For the special relation of the Cuna to the ^,TSnaJCVt.fJ l'°>? , • •.- , .- .

Civitas, a hint is found in the statement that Eonmlus CuJ10S«y (Jiu-n-os 1-ti), n.
;
pi. cuno»tties (-tiz)

gave each Curia one allotment. [iiarly mod. E. euriosiiie, < ME. curiosite, curi-
W. E. lleam, Aryan Household, p. 334. ouste, curiosity, care, < OP. curiosete, curiosite,

(6) The building in which a curia met for wor- ^: '^"'^osite = Pr. curiositat, curiozetat = Sp. cu-
ship or public deliberation, (c) The building "osidad = Pg. cunosidade = It. curiosita, < L.
in which the senate held its deliberations, (d) curiosita{t-)s, curiosity, < curiosus, curious: see
A title given to the senate of any one of the ""'?««•] If. Carefulness; nicety; deUcacy;
Italian cities, as distinguished from the Roman fastidiousness

; scrupulous care
senate.— 2. In midieval legal use, a court, either
judicial, administrative, or legislative; a court
of justice. In the Norman period of English history the
Curia Reijii was au assembly which the king was bound
to consult on important state mattei-s, and whose consent
was necessary for the enactment of laws, the imposition
of extraordinary taxes, etc. It consisted nominally of the
tenants in chief, but practically it was much more limited.
Originally the Curia Regis and the Exchequer were com-
posed of the same jjersons. From the Curia Regis there
developed later the Ordinary Council or Privy Council, and
the Courts of King's Bench and Common Pleas. Also
Aula Jiegia or Remits.

The council, as it existed in the Norman period under
the name of curia regig, . . . exercised judicial, legisla-
tive, and administrative functions.

Eneyc. Brit., XIX. 785.

3. [cap.'] Specifically, in modem use, the court
of the papal see.

Tlie collusion, so to call it, between the crown and the
papacy, as to the observance of the statute of provisors
extended also to the other dealings with the Curia.

Slubbs, Const. Hist., § 403.

Curia advlsari vult, the court wishes to deliberate. It
implies a postponement of decision after argument, and
hence an adjournment or continuance of a cause pending
consideration of what judgment should Ije resolved on
Abbreviated cur. adc. cu«.— Curia claudenda, in early
hmj. law, a writ requiring the making of a boundary-wall
or -fence.

cnrial (Wri-al), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. curial = It.
curhile, < L. eurialis, of the curia, ML. of a court,
< curia, curia, ML.a court: see curia.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the Roman curia: as, "curial
festivals," Encyc. Brit., XX. 732.-2. Pertain-
ing or relating to the Papal Curia.
curialism (ku'ri-al-izm), n. [< curial + -ism.]
The political system or policy of the Papal Cu-
ria or court.

The ancient principles of popular election and control
. . . have by the constant aggressions of Curialim been
in the main effaced.
GtaiUioiw, Vaticanism, Harper's Weekly, .Supp. , XIX. 261.

cnrialistic (kti-'ri-a-lis'tik), a. [As curiaUism
+ -i.sfic] Pertaining to or of the nature of
curialism.

CUrialityt (ku-ri-al'i-ti), n. r< ML. curiali-
ta(t-)s, in sense of 'courtesy,' < eurialis, of a
court: see curial] The privileges, preroga-
tives, or retinue of a court.

The court and curiality. Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

curiate (kti'ri-at), a. [< L. curiatus, < curia;
see curia.] Of or relating to the Roman curia

;

curial: as, "curiate assemblies," A'bcbc. Brit.
XX. 732.

* '

cnriett, ». Same as curat^.
Onrimatina (ku'ri-ma-ti'na), n. pi. [NL., <
CuriniatKs + -iM«2.] 'in (Jtinther's system of
classification, a group of Characinidfc, having an
adipose fin, imperfect dentition, and a short dor-
sal fin. They are numerous in South America.
OurimatUS (ku-ri-ma'tus), n. [NL. (Cuvier).]

C. mivarti is

When thou wast in thy gilt and thy perfume, they mocked
thee for too much curionty. Shak., T. of A., Iv. 3.

God oftentimes takes from us that which with so much
cunomty we would preserve.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 690.

2. Accuracy; exactness; nice performance.
[Rare.]

Hang
Curumty In music ; leave fcose crotchets
To men that get their living with a song.

Shirley, Hyde Park, Iv. 3.

The curiosity of the workmanship of nature. May.

3t. Curious an'angement; singular or artful
performance.

To folowen word by word the curyogite
Of Graunson.

Chaucer, Complaint of Venus, 1. 81.

There hath been practised ... a curiosity, to set a tree
upon the north side of a wall, and, at a little height, to draw
it through the wall, &c. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

4t. Extravagantly minute investigation.
I intend not to proceed any further in this curioritie

then to shew some small subtillitie that any other hath
not yet done. Putteiiham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 91.

5. Fancifulness ; extravagance; a curious or
fanciful subject.

The exercise of right instructing was cbang'd into the
curiarity of impertinent fabling.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy,

6. The desire to see or learn something that is
new, strange, or unknown ; inquisitiveness.
Yet not so content, they mounted higher, and because

their wordes senied well thereto, they made feete of sixe
times

: but this proceeded more of curiositie then other-
"f'se. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 66.

This feeling, according to circumstances, is denominat-
ed surprise, astonishment, admiration, wonder, and when
blended with the intellectual tendencies we have consid-
ered, it obtains the name of curiosity.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, iii.

We speak of the monkey as marked by Incessant curi-
osity. That is to say, he makes constant mental excur-
sions beyond the range of his hereditary habits.

Pop. Sci Mo., XXVIH. 333.

7. An object of interest or inquisitiveness; that
which excites a desire of seeing or deserves to
be seen, as novel or extraordinary; something
rare or strange.

I met with a French Gentleman, who, amongst other
Curiosities which he pleased to shew me up and down
Paris, brought me to that Place where the late King was
»'»!"• Howell, Letters, I. i. 18.

We took a ramble togetlicr to see the curiosities of this
great town. Addison, Freeholder.

= SJT1. 7. Phenomenon, marvel, wonder, sight, rarity.

cunosity-shop (kii-ri-os'i-ti-shop), n. A place
where curiosities are sol'il or kept.

curioso (kii-ri-o'so), «.; pi. curiosi (-si). [It.,
= E. curious, q. v.] A person curious in art;
a virtuoso.

Dr. J. Wilkins, warden of Wadham College, the greatest
curioso of his time, invited him and some of the musicians
to his lodgings, purposely to have a consort,

Li/e of A. Wood, p. 112.

cnrions (Wi'ri-us), a. [< ME. curious, corious,
< OF. curious, curios, P. curieux = Sp. Pg. It.
curioso, < L. curiosus, careful, diligent, thought-
ful, inquisitive, curious, < cura, care, etc. : see
cure.] It. Careful; nice; accurate; fastidious;
precise; exacting; minute.

It was therefore of necessitie that a more curious and
particular description should Iwe made of euery manner
of speech. Puttenham, Arte of Eng, Poesie, p. 130.

Men were not euriout what syllables and particles they
UKd- Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

For curious I cannot be with you,
Signior Baptista, of whom I hear so well,

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 4,

curl

There was a king, an' a curious king.
An' a king o' royal fame,
Ladye Diamond (Child's Ballads, II. 382).

"There are things m him [Dlodorus] very curious, got out
of better authorities now lost. Gray, Works, III. 63.

JIan has the curious power of deceiving himself, when
he cannot deceive others. J. F. Clarke, .Self-Culture, p, 94.

4. Inquisitive; desirous of seeing or knowing;
eager to learn ; addicted to research or inquiry

;

sometimes, in a disparaging sense, prying: as,
a man of a curious mind : followed by after, of,
in, or about, or an infinitive.

Adrian . . . was the most curious man that lived, and
the most universal inquirer.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 1. 77.

There are some who have been curious in the comparison
of Tongues, who believe that the Irish is but a Dialect of
the antient British. Howell, Letters, ii. 65.

Curious after things . . . elegant and beautiful.

Woodward.

I>ryden, Fables.

The typical genus of Curimatina.
an example.
cmrlng-houae (klir'ing-hous), n. A building in
which anything is cured; specifically, in the
West Indies, a hou.se wherein sugar is drained
and dried.

COXio (ku'ri-o), n. [Appar. short for eurioMty.]
Oiginally, an object of virtu or article of bric-i-
brac. such as a bronze, a piece of porcelain or
lacquer-ware, etc., brought from China or the
far East

;
now, any bronze, or piece of old china Carew, To A L.

or of bnc-i-brac in general especially such as 3. Exciting curiosity or surprise; awakenine

c^'liloJnr"r''"l=
*"• " 7''!'««''" »' ""^- inquisitivelnterest; irare; s^gula;; oTdTasncuriologict, a. See cyrtologui. curious fact.

' e
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Your courtier is more curious
To set himself forth richly than his lady.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ill, 2.

2. Wrought with or requiring care and art;
neat ; elaborate ; finished : as, a curious work.
The curious girdle of the ephod. Ex. xxviii. 8.

Then Robin Hood gave him a mantle of green.
Broad arrows, and curious long bow,
Robin Hood and the Ranger (C\nWs Ballads, V. 211).

These curious locks so aptly twin'd.
Whose every hair a soul doth bind.

Carew, To A. L.

Curious of antiquities.

Reader, if any curious stay
To ask my hated name.

Tell them the grave that hides my clay
Conceals me from my shame, H „.„j,.

He was very curious to obtain information about Amer-
ica. R. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 23.

Curious artst, magical arts.

Many of them [the Ephesians] also which used curious
arts brought their books together, and burned them be-
fore all men. Acts xix. 19.

= SJTL 3. Strange, Surprising, etc. See wonderful.—i.
Curious, Inquisitive, Prying. Curious and inquisitive may
be used in a good or a bad sense, but inquisitive is more
often, and prying is only, found in the latter. Curious ex-
presses only the desire to know ; inquisitiw, the effort to
find out by in(|uiry

; prying, the effort to find out secrets
by looking and working in improper ways,

CUriOUSt (ku'ri-us), V. t. To work curiously;
elaborate. Davies.
curiously (ku'ri-us-li), adv. [< ME. curiosli,
curiouseliche ; < curious \- -ly^.] 1. Carefully;
attentively ; with nice inspection.
At first I thought there had been no light reflected from

the water in that place ; but observing it more curiously,
I saw within it several smaller round spots, which ap-
peared -much blacker and darker than the rest,

Newton, Opticks.

The King's man saw that he was wroth,
And watched him curiously, till he had read
The letter thrice, but nought to him he said.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 146.

2. With nice care and art; exactly; neatly;
elegantly.

There is without the Towne a faire Mail! curiously
planted. Evelyn, Diary, Aug, 28, 1641,

A meadow, curiously beautified with lilies.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 171.

Take thou my churl, and tend him curiously.
Like a king's heir, till all his hurts be whole.

Tennyson, The Last Tournament.

3. In a singular manner ; fantastically ; oddly.
With its high-pitched roofs and its clusters of curiously

twisted chimneys it [the Manor House] has served as a
model for the architecture of the village,

Froude, Sketches, p. 233.

4. With curiosity; inquisitively.
We know we eat His Body and Blood ; but it is our wis-

dom not curiously to ask how or whence.
J. U. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i, 277.

curlousness (ku'ri-us-nes), n. [< ME. curi-
ousnesse, coriousenes.se; < curious + -ness.] If.
Carefulness; painstaking; nicety; singular ex-
actitude in any respect.

This, 'tis rumour'd.
Little agrees with the curwusness of honour.

Massinger, Parliament of Love, i. 4.

To the excellence of the metal, he may also add the curt-
ousness of the figure. South, Sermons, VIII, xi.

2. Singularity of appearance, action, contri-
vance, etc.— 3. Curiosity; inquisitiveness.

Ah ! cnriousness, first cause of all our ill,

And yet the plague which most torments us still.

Sir W. Alexander, Hours, 1. 62.

4t. Cleverness; remarkableness.
Ya, sir, and of the coriousenesse of that karle ther is carp-

ing- York Plays, p 266.

curl (k6rl), n. [First in ME. as adj., crull, crulle,
crolle, < MD. l-rul, krol = Fries. Icrull, kroll, East
Fries, hrul = MHG. krol, G. dial. kroU, curled;
the noun curl first in mod. E. ; D. krul = G. dial.
kroll, kroll, krolle= Dan. krolle= Sw. dial, krulla
= Norw. krull and kttrle, a curl (> D., etc., krul-
lig, curly)

;
prob. from a Teut. type *krnslo- ; cf

.

MHG . krus, G. kraus = D. kroes, etc. , crisp, curl-
ed: see crouse.] \. A ringlet of hair.

Shakes his ambrosial curls, and gives the nod

;

Tlie stamp of fate, and sanction of the god.
Pope, Iliad, i. 684.

From the flaxen curl to the gray lock.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Hence— 2. Something having a similar spiral
form; any undulation, sinuosity, or flexure.



curl

Waves or curb [In glass] which usually arise from the
sand-holes. Neicton, Opticks,

3. Specifically, a winding or circling in the
grain of wood.— 4. A disease of peach-trees
which causes great distortion of the leaves. It
is caused by an ascomycetous fungus, Taphrina
deformans. See Taphrina.— 5. In math., the
vector part of the quaternion resulting from the
performance of the operation i.dldx +j.dldy +
k.did:: on any vector function «X +jY + iZ.
— Curl of the lip, a slight sneering grimace of the lip.

curl (kerl), v. [E. dial, crule; < ME. *eruUen =
AID. kroUen, D. kruUen = East Fries. Iridlen =
G. kroUen = Dan. kriille = Svr. dial, kridln, curl;
from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To turn, bend,
or form into ringlets, as the hair.

These mortal lullabies of pain
May bind a book, may line a box,
May serve to curl a maiden's locks.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxvii.

1404

Long-billed Curlew {NumettiKs ion£irostris).

rope is N. phmopus. There are several species in the
United States, as the long-billed curlew (iV. longtrostris),
the Hudsonian or jack-curlew (N, hitdsonicm), and the
Eskimo curlew or dough-bird (^N. borealts).

Ye curlews callin' thro' a clud.
Burns, On Capt. Matthew Henderson.

2. A name of several grallatorial birds with
slender deourved bill, not of the genus Nume-
«»««.— Pygmy curlew, or curlew-sandpiper, Tringa
subarguata, a small species reseiidjling a curlew in the
form of the bill and to some extent in coloration.— Span-
ish curlew, a local name in the United States of the white
ibis (Xvt/ocimus albus), a bird of a different order.

curlewberry (k6r'lii-ber'''i), n.
;
pi. curleivberries

(-iz). The black crowberry, Empetrvm nigrum

:

so called in Labrador.
£eau. and /(., Maids Tragedy. curlcW-jack (ker'lu-jak), «. The iack-curlew Or

IZrS'e ll^!'' ^'^'r..'i!l'o^'e"rtKIf, L 31. '^ZllZlZ
"' ^"^"^^

'
'""" ^^'^^""^' '''"""

n. intrans. 1. To take the form of curls or curlew-knot (k6r'lu-not), n. [< curlew + knot^,
q. v.] Same as curlew-jack.

curlicue (ker'li-ku), n. [Sometimes written
curlique, but better curlicue, i. e., curly cue,
curly Q, in allusion to the curled or spiral forms
of this letter (S, Q, etc.): see curly and cMe2.]
Something fantastically curled or twisted : as,
to make a curlicue with the pen ; to cut curli-
cues in skating. [CoUoq.]

Curves, making curly-cues. Sci. Amer., N. S., LIV. 146.
Then round her slender waist he cuWU „„»ij„..„,_i,-_ /i /v tn rAi

Dryden, Alexanders Feast. CUrlieWUrlie (kur li-wur-li), n. [A loose com-
pound of curl and whirhl A fantastic circular
ornament; a curlicue. [Scotch.]

Ah ! it's a brave kirk— nane o' yer whig-maleeries and
ciirluu'urlies and open-steek hems about it.

Scott, Rob Roy, xix.

curliness (ker'li-nes), n. The state of being
curly,

writhe; squirm, curling (kfer'ling), m.. [Origin obscure ; appar.
the verbal n. of curl, v., with ref. to the twist-
ing, turning, or rolling of the stones.] A pop-
ular Scottish amusement on the ice, in which
contending parties slide large smooth stones
of a circular form from one mark to another,
called the tee. The chief object of the player is to hurl
his stone along the ice toward the tee with proper strength
and precision ; and on the skill displayed by the players in
putting their own stones in favorable positions, or in driv-
ing rival stones out of favorable positions, depends the
chief interest of the game.

curling-iron (ker'ling-i"6m), «. A rod of iron
to be used when heated for curling the hair,
which is twined
around it : some-
times made hol-
low for the inser-
tion of heating
materials.

curling-stone
(ker'ling-ston),
». The stone used
in the game of

8. To dress or adorn with or as with curls ; make
up the hair of into curls.

So opposite to marriage, that she shunn'd
The wealthy curled darlings of our nation.

Shak., Othello, i. 2.

The snaky locks
That curl'd Megsera. Milton, P. L., x. 660.

3. To bring or form into the spiral shape of a
ringlet or curl; in general, to make evirves,
turns, or imdulations in or on.

I sooner will find out the beds of snakes.
Letting them curl themselves about my limbs.

ringlets, as hair.

Sir And. Would that have mended my hail'?
Sir To. Past question ; for thou seest it will not curl

by nature. Shak., T. K., i. 3.

Ridley, a little of the stuffing. It'll make your hair
««»•(. Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

Hence— 2. To assume any similar spiral
shape ; in general, to become curved, bent, or
undulated: often with up.

Curling smokes from village-tops are seen.
Pope, Autumn, 1. 63.

Gayly curt the waves before each dashing prow.
Byroti.

The smoke of the incense curting lazily up past the
baldachino to the frescoed dome.

T. B. Aldrieh, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 30.

3t. To turn and twist about
The very thinking it

Would make a citizen start: some politic tradesman
Curl with the caution of a constable.

B. Jonson, Fall of Mortimer, i. 1

4. To play at curling. See curling. [Scotch.]

To curie on the ice does greatly please.
Being a manly Scottish exercise.

Pennecuik, Poems (ed. 1715), p. .69.

To curl down, to shrink ; crouch ; take a coiled recum-
bent posture : as, he curled down into a corner.

curl-cloud (kferl'kloud), n. Same as cirrus, 3.

curledness (ker'led-nes), n. The state of be-
ing curled. [Bare.]
curled-pate (k6rld'pat), a. Having curled hair

;

curly-pated. [Bare.]

Make curl'd-pate rufBans bald. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

curler (k6r'16r), n. 1. One who or that which
curls.— 2. One who engages in the amuse-
ment of curling. See curling.

When to the lochs the curlers flock
Wi' gleesome speed.

Bums, Tarn Samson's Elegy.

CUrle'W (kfer'lu), n. [Early mod. E. also curlue;
< ME. curlewe, curlue, corlow, corolewe, cor-
olu, kirkwe, etc., < OF. corlieu, also corlis,
courlis, F. courlieu and courlis, dial, corlu, cor-
leru, qu^rlu, kerlu, etc., = It. chiurlo = Sp

Curlingf-stone.

curling. In shape it resembles a small convex
cheese with a handle in the upper side.

The curling.stane
Slides murmuring o'er the icy plain.

Itamsay, Poems, 11. 383.

Burnt curling-stone.dim. chorlito, a curlew. The word agi-ees in
Burnt curling-stone. Hee burnt.

form in OF. with OF. corlieu, courlieu, corliu,
Curling-tongS(ker ling-tongz),».j)? Anmstru-— /.-.. „4. t__V

is prob oris
pent tor curling the hair, not unlike a cnmp-eurliu, etc., a messenger, but

imitative of the bird's cry (hence the free
variation of form). Of. It. chiurlare, howl like
the homed owl ; Sw. kurra, coo, murmur : see
curr, coo."] 1. A bird of the genus Numcnius.
The name was originally applied to the common European
species. A", arquatug, formerly called nmmnius, arquata,
and corlinua. There are upward of 12 species, of alt parts
of the world, having a long, very slender curved bill, with
the upper mandible knobbed at the tip, and in other re-
spects closely resembling the godwits and other species

ing-iron, heated before being used. Also ctirl-

ing-irons.

curl-pate (kerl'pat), n. Same as curly-pate.

curly (kto'li), a. [< curl + -yl; = D. krulUg =
Sw. krullig. See cttrl.2 Having curls; tend-
ing to curl; full of curves, twists, or ripples.

The general colours of it [certain hair] are black and
brown, growing to a tolerable length, and very crisp and
curly. Cook, Voyages, IV. iii. 6.

Having curly
Also curly-pated.

bill from about 2 to 9 inches. The' comnion curfew is also CUrly-pate (ker'li-pat), n. One who has curly
ctUed the whaup. The lesser curlew or whimbrel of Eu- hair; a curly-headed person.

of the totanine division of the great family ScoionocWfC. curlv-hpadpd rkAr'li-lifid'pdl nThe plumage is much variegated The total length varies ''vfj,/
"^^'*^*^ ^^®' ".''?'' ^'^>' "

from atjout 12 to about 24 inches ; and the length of the
'

currant

What, to-day we're eight?
Seven and one's eight, I hope, old curly-pate

!

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 64.

curly-pated (k6r'li-pa''''ted), a. Same as curly-
headed.

curmi, «. See courmi.
curmudgeon (ker-muj'on), w. [First in this
sense in the latter part of the 16th century,
also spelled c«r»i«(rf/;j«; prob. a corruption (by
assimilation of adjacent syllables) of cornmud-
gin, airnemudgin, popularly supposed to be a
corruption of corn-vierchant,hut prop, (it seems)
*cornmudying, which means 'corn-hoarding':
see cornmudgin. The word thus meant ong.
' one who withholds corn,' popularly regarded
as the type of churlish avarice.] An avari-
cious, churlish fellow ; a miser ; a niggard ; a
churl.

A clownish curmudgeon.
Stanihurst, Description of Ireland, p. 103.

A }K':mriQUS cunnudgeon. Locke.

curmudgeonly (k6r-muj'on-li), «. [< curmud-
geon + -fyi.] Like a curmudgeon; avaricious;
niggardly; churlish.

My curmudgeonly Mother won't allow me wherewithal
to be Man of myself with. Wychertey, Plain Dealer, iii. 1.

These curmudgeonly cits regard no ties.

Foote, The Bankrupt, i.

curmurring (kfer-mur'ing), K. [Imitative. Cf.
cur, chirr, and murmur.'] A low, rumbling
sound; hence, the motion in the bowels pro-
duced by flatulence, attended by such a sound;
borborygmus. [Scotch.]

A glass of brandy to three glasses of wine prevents the
curmurring in the stomach. Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

CUrn^ (kern), n. [Sc, also written hum; a var.
of corn: see corn^.'] 1. A grain; a com.— 2.
A small quantity ; an indefinite number.
Ane's nane, twa's some, three's a cum, and four's a pun.

Scotch nursery rime.

A drap mair lemon or a curn less sugar than just suits
you. Scott, Redgauntlet, ch. liiL

curn^t, n. and v. Same as quern.
CUrnberry (kern'ber"i), ». ;

pi. curnberriea (-iz).
A currant. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]
CUmelt, «. An obsolete variant of kernel.

CUrnoOK (ker'nuk), u. Same as cranock.
CUrpin (ker'pin), n. [Also written curpon, trans-
posed from F. croupion, rump of a bird, etc., <
croupe, rump, croupe: see croup- and crupper.]
The rump of a fowl : often applied in a ludi-
crous sense to the buttocks of man ; a crupper.
[Scotch.]

CUrple (k6r'pl), n. [Transposition of crupper,
< F. croupiere: see crupper.] The crupper;
the buttocks. [Scotch.]

My hap [wrap, covering],
Douce hingin' owre my curple.
Burns, To the Guidwife of Wauchope House.

CUrr (ker), v. i. [< Sw. kurra = Dan. Imrre, coo,
= MD. *korren, growl, etc. ; an imitative word:
see coo, and cf. cur.] To cry as an owl, coo as
a dove, or purr as a cat. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

The owlets hoot, the owlets cwrr.
Wordsicorth, The Idiot Boy.

CUrrach, curragh (kur'ach), n. [Sc, also writ-
ten currack, curroh ; < Gael, curach, a boat. See
coracls.] 1. A coracle, or small skiff; a boat
of wickerwork covered with hides or canvas.
A curragh or canoe costs little, consisting of tarred can-

vas stretched on a slender framework of wood.
Fortnightly Bee, N. S., XL. 424.

What little commerce theyfsouthern Britons] undertook
was carried on in the frail curraghs, in which they were
bold enough to cross the Irish Sea.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 237.

2. A small cart made of twigs.

The fuel was cai-ried in creels, and the corns in curracks.
Statistical Account of Scotland.

currajong (kur'a-jong), n. [Australian.] The
native name of Plagianthus sidoides, a malva-
ceous shrub or tree of Australia and Tasmania.
Its strong fibrous bark is used to make cordage.
CUrrant^t, a. and n. An obsolete spelling of
current^ and courant^.

currant^ (kur'ant), n. [Early mod. E. also cur-
rent (also, rarely, corint, corinth), also curran,
coran, coren, usually in pi. currans, corans, co-

rauns, earlier, as in late ME., raisins {raysyns,
raysons, etc.) of corans (corauns, coraunce, co-
rons, etc.), after F. raisins de Corinthe (Pg.pas-
sas de Corintho), raisins of Corinth: so called
from the place of their origin, the Zante cur-
rants being stUl regularly exported. Cf. D.
korentken, LG. carentken, G. korinthe, Dan. ko-
render, It. corinthi, pi., currant ; of same ori-

gin.] 1. A very small kind of raisin or dried



currant

grape imported from the Levant, chiefly from
Zante and Cephalonia, and used in cookery.

We fomiJ there rype snialle raysons that we calle rey-

sons 0/ Coram, and they gi'owe chefly in Corythy, called

now Corona, in Morea, to whom Seynt Poule wrote sun-

dry epystollea. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 11.

Since we traded to Zante . . . the plant that beareth

the Coren is also brought into this realme from thence.
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 16.5.

The impost on tobacco from the royal colony of Vir-

ginia encountered no serious opposition, but another im-

post, upon currants, currans, corinthx, or grapes of Cor-

inth, had not such an uninterrupted course.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, I. 215.

2. The small round fruit (a berry) of several

species of Kibes, natural order Saxifragacece ; the
plant producing this fruit: so called because
the berries resemble in size the small grapes
firom the Levant. The red currant is R. rubrum, of

which the white currant is a variety ; the wild blaclc cur-

rant, R. jiori'.iitm ; the butfalo or Missouri currant, R. an-
reum; the flowering currant, R. sanyuineum, the berries

of which are iiisipid, but not, as popularly supposed, poi-

sonous. The red currant is sharply but pleasantly acid,

and is much used iu the form of jelly and jam. The white
variety is milder and less common. The black currant is

slightly musky and bitter, but makes an agreeable jam.

The barberry and currant must escape,

Though her small clusters imitate the grape.
Tate, Cowley.

3. In Australia and Tasmania, a species of

Leucopogotiy especially L. Eichei.— 4. A name
for various melastomaceous species of tropical

America, bearing edible berries, especially of

the genera Miconia and C7*V/€»»"«.— Indian cur-
rant, the cural-berry, Syviphoricarpus vulyaris.

currant-borer (kiu*' ant -border), n. Same as
currant-rlearicing, [tl. 8.]

currant-clearwing: (kur ' ant -kler* wing), n.

The popular name in England of a clear-winged
moth, ^geria tipuUformiSj the larva of which
bores in currant-stems, it has l>een introduced into

New Zealand and the Uiiited States, in which latter it is

known as the currant borer.

carrant-gall (kur'aut-gal), n. A small round
gall formed by thecynipid insect Spathcgaster
baccanim in the male flowers and upon the
leaves of the oak: so called from the resem-
blance to an unripe currant. Tlie insect occurs
all over Europe, and the galls receive this name in Great
Britain ; but it is not found in North America, where there
is no gall called l)y this name.

currant-moth (kur'ant-mdth), n. 1. In Great
Britain, Abraxas grossulariata. See Abraxas, 3.

— 2. In America, Eufitchia ribearia. See Eu'
jitchia.

curranto^t, «• See courant^.

curranto^t, ». See courant^.

New books every day, pamphlets, currantoes, stories,

whole catalogues of volumes of all sorts.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 17.

currant-tree (kur'ant-tre), «. A name given
in Jamaica to several shrubs bearing yellow
drupes or berries of the size of currants, espe-
cially to Jacquinia annularis, Bourreria succu-
lentu, and B. tomentosa.

currant-worm (kur'ant-w6rm), n, A name of
the larvie of tliree species of insects, (a) The
imported currant-worm, yematu« ventrirotnis (Ktug), in-

troduced into the United States from Europe alwut 1858.

It is the larva of a saw-Uy, and is the most destructive of

Native Curraot-worm {Pristiphora grossuiaria).

a, larva; t, female fly (cross shows natural size].

the currant-worms, {b) The native currant-worm, Prittti-

vhora yronsulariti' (Walsh), also the larva of a saw-fly, and
less common than the preceding, (c) The currant span-
worm, the larva of a geometrid moth, Eufitchia rihearia
(Fitch). The first two may be destroyed with powdered
ii.;Ilebore.

currency (kur'en-si), n. [< ML. currentia, a
current (of a stream), lit. a running, < L. cwr-
ren{t-)Sy ruunine: nee current^.'] 1. A flowing,
running, or passing ; a continued or uninter-
rupted course, like that of a stream. [Kare.]

The cun-ency of time. Ayliffe, Parergon.

The seventh year of whose [Mary's] captivity in England
wan now in doleful currency. Scott, Kenilworth, xvii.

2. A continued course in public knowledge,
opinion, or belief; the state or fact of being
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communicated in speech or writing from per-

son to person, or from age to age : as, a star-

tling rumor gained currency.

It cannot ... be too often repeated, line upon line,

precept upon precept, until it comes into the currency of

a proverb— To innovate is not to reform.
Burke, To a Noble Lord.

Unluckily, or luckily, it is as hard to create a new sym-
bol as to obtain currency for a new word.

Leslie Stephen, English Thought, i. § 16.

3, A continual passing from hand to hand; cir-

culation : as, the currency of coins or of bank-
notes.

The currency of those half-pence would, in the universal
opinion of our people, be utterly destructive to this king-
dom. Swi/t.

4. Fluency ; readiness of utterance. [Rare or
obsolete.] — 5. General estimation; the rate
at which anything is generally valued.

He . . . takes greatness of kingdoms according to their
bulk and currency, and not after intrinsic value. Bacon.

6. That which is current as a medium of ex-
change ; that which is in general use as money
or as a representative of value : as, the currency
of a country.

It thus appears, that a depreciation of the currency does
not affect the foreign trade of the country : this is carried
on precisely as if the currency maintained its value.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., III. xxii. § 3.

Controller of the Currency. See controller, 2.— Deci-
mal currency, a system of money the divisions or de-
nominations of which proceed from its lowest unit of
reckoning by ten or its multiples, or aliquot parts there-
of, as the cent, dime, dollar, quarter-dollar, etc., of the
United States and Canada.— Fractional currency, coins
or paper money of a smaller denomination than the mone-
tary unit; in the United States, half-dollars, quartei-s,

dimes, and 5-cent, 3-cent, 2-cent, and 1-cent pieces. Frac-
tional currency in paper has been largely used in several
European countries, and is a part of the monetary system
of Japan. Fractional notes have been used at different
times in the United States, especially during the financial

panic of 1837-38, and during and after the civil war of
1861-65, when specie was withdrawn from circulation.

The former received the name of shinplasters. (See «Ain-

plaster.) On March 17th, 1862, Congress authorized an
issue of circulating notes called parage currenett, imitat-

ing in style the stamps that had previously been uaett at
great inconvenience, in denominations of 5, 10, 25, and 50
cents. These were superseded by the fractional ounency
authorized March 3d, 1863, in denominations of 3, 6, 1.^,

25, and 50 cents. The issue of fractional notes was sus-

pended by act of April 17th, 1876; but its renewal has
since l>een proposed for convenience in remittance of small
sums.—Metallic currency, the gold, silver, and copper
in circulation jis numey.— National Currency Acts,
statutes of the United States of 18(i:i, 1864, and 1865, pro-
viding for a general and uniform hank-note currency guar-
anteed by the United States and secured by national bonds
deposited in the Treasury.— Paper currency, notes is-

sued by a government or by banks as a substitute for
money, or as a representative of money. The paper cur-
rency of the United States is of three kinds : (1) notes is-

sued by the government and called demaiui treasury tiotes,

or more generally letjal-tenders ; (2) notes issued by na-

tional hanks ; and (3) certificates issued by the government
uiwn either gold or silver. The sinullist denoiniiiation of

the first is ^20, and of the last §1 .— Postage currency. See
fractional currency, above.— The currency principle,
a phrase first employed in English banking to express the
mode of issuing notes by the Bank of England. An amount
fixed by law is issued, based on an equal amount of se-

curities, mostly govenimeut obligations ; and all notes is-

sued in excess of that amount, wliich is called "the flxe<l

issue," are based on an e<fual amount of specie.

CUrrentl (kur'ent), a. and n. [Now spelled to

suit the Latin; early mod. E. also currant, cur-

raunt, courrant, < ME. currant, coraunt, < OF.
currant, courant, F. courant = Sp. corriente =
Pg. It. corrente, < L. curren(t-)s, ppr. of cur-

rere (> It, correre = Sp. Pg. correr = F. courir),

run, flow, hasten, fly; cf. Skt. y/ char, move.
Hence (from L. currere) ult. E. course^ (and
prob. course^ = coarse)^ cursive, conair, incur,

recur, etc., concourse^ discourse, excursion, excur-
sus,etG.'\ I. a. 1. Running; moving; flowing;
passing. [Archaic]
Ffduntayne coraunt that neuer is fiill of no springes,

holde thy pees. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 427.

Still eyes the current stream. Milton, P. L. , vii. 67.

Here we met, some ten or twelve of us,

To chase a creature that was current then
In these wild woods, the hart with golden h<jrn8.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Hence— 2. Passing from one to another; espe-
cially, widely circulated; publicly known, be-
lieved, or reported; common; general; preva-
lent: as, the current ideas of the day.

The news is current now, they mean to leave you,
Leave their allegiance. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 1.

As soon as an emperor had done anything remarkable,
ft was immediately stamped on a coin, and became current
through his whole dominions.

Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

When belief in the spirits of the dead becomes current.
the medicine-man, professing ability to control them, and
inspiring faith Iti his pretensions, is regarded with a fear
whicli prompts obedience.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 474.

current

3, Passing from hand to hand; circulating: as^

current coin.

He ordained that the Money of his Father, though count-
ed base by the People, should be currant.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 113.

4. Established by common estimation or con-
sent

;
generally received : as, the current value

of coin.— 5, Entitled to credit or recognition;
fitted for general acceptance or circulation;
authentic; genuine.

Thou canst make
No excuse current, but to hang thyself.

Shak., Rich. IIL, i. 2.

6. Now passing
;
present in its course : as, the

current month or year, [in such expressions as 6th
current (or curt.), current is really an adjective, the ex-

pression being short for 6th day of the current month.]
^ Account current, ^q^ account.— Current coin. See
coirti.— Current electricity. See electricity.—To go
currentt, to go for currentt, to be or become generally
linowu or believed.

A great while it went for current that it was a pleasant
region. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 18.

To pass current, to have currency or recognition ; be
accepted as genuine, credible, or of full value : as, worn
coins do not pass current at banks.

His manner would scarce have passed current in our
day. Lamb, Artificial Comedy.

If a man is base metal, he may pass current with the old
counterfeits like himself; children will not touch him.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, iv.

IL ". 1. Aflowing; a flow; astream; apassing
by a continuous flux: used of fluids, as water,
air, etc., or of supposed fluids, as electricity.

The Pontick sea,
Whose icy current and compulsive course
Ne*er keeps retiring ebb. Shak.^ Othello, iii. 3.

It is not the tears of our own eyes only, but of our
friends also, that do exhaust the current of our sorrows.

Sir T. Browne, Religlo Medici, ii. 5.

2. Specifically, a portion of a large body of wa-
ter or of air moving in a certain direction : as,

OCean-CM/*rewfo. The set of a current is that point of the
compass toward which the waters run ; the drift of a cur-
rent is the rate* at which it runs. The principal ocean-
currents are the Gulf Stream, the equatorial currents of
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans, and the Japa-
nese, Peruvian, Brazilian, Labrador, Antarctic, and Austra-
lian currents.

3. Course in general; progressive movement
or passage; connected series: as, the current
of time.

Forbear me, sir,

And trouble not the current of ray duty.
Fordy Perkin Warbeck, v. 3.

4. Greneral or main course; general tendency:
as, the current of opinion.

Till we unite and join in the same common Current,
we have little Cause to hope for State of Peace and Tran-
quillity. Stillingjieet, Sennons, III. x.

5. The amount of depression given to a roof to
cause the water which falls upon it to flow in a
given direction— Alternating current, an electric
currentwliich flows alternately in opposite <lirection5 with-
out interruption.— A make-and-break current, an in-

termittent electric curient in a circuit which is rajfiidly

made and broken, as by the vibrations of a soiu)rous disli.

—

Amx>erian currents. See am/^ermn.— Atmospheric
currents, movements of the air constituting winds, caused
by regular ur fortuitous disturbances of the atmosphere.
— Cable-current, when a submarine cable is broken, a
steady current through it, produced by the exposed cop-
per wire forndng a battery with tlie iron sheathing.— Cur-
rent-sailing. See sailing.— Currents of action, the
electrical currents developed in a nerve or muscle l>y

stimulation.— Currents of rest, the electrical currents
which pass on connecting difierent points of an unstinm-
lated piece of nerve or muscle.— Earth-CUrrent, a cur-
rent Mowing through a wire the extremities of which are
gi-ounded at points on the earth dilfering in electric po-
tential. The earth-current is due to this difference, which
is generally temporary and often large. If the earth-plates
of a circuit are of different metals, as copper and zinc, an
earth-batten/ current is set up which is feeble and toleraldy
constant— Electric current, the passage of electricity

through a conductor, as from one pole of a voltaic battery
totheother— forexaniple,in the telegraph, (i^ee electrici-

ty.) A current is said to be interintttent when repeatedly
interrupted, ;is by the breakiiig and making of the circuit
pulsatory wlien characterized by sudden changes of inten-

sity, and undtilatory'vihcn the intensity varies according
to the same law as that governing the velocity of the air-

particles in a sound-wave.—FaradaiC current. See/ara-
date.— Galvanic current, an electric current generated
by a galvanic battery, as distinguished from an induced
cun-ent, or :i current produce<l by a dynamo or other elec-

trical mathiiie. — Induced current. See induction,^
Interrupted current, «n ekctric current the flow of
whirl! is completely arrested at frequently recurring in-

tervals. It is generally produced by means of- a rapidly
vibrating armature, a rotating disk, or a similar device.
— Inverse current, the current induced in the secon-

dary coil of an indiution apparatus when the circuit of

the primary is closed. It is contrary to the primary cur-

rent in dirt-ction.— Muscle-current, the electrical cur-

rent which passes (»n cmmcting different points of a
muscle.—Poiypliase current, a system combining two or
more alternating currents differing in phase.—Primary
current, the electric current which passes through the
primary coil of an induction apparatus, in the secondary



cnrrent

call of which the secondary or induced current is prodnced.
—EOTerae cnrrentt, an electric current opposite in di-

rection to tile normal current. = Syil. 1 and 2. Eddy, etc.

See stream.

CtUTentlf (kiir'ent), i\ t. [< current^, a.] To
make current or common; establish in com-
mon estimation ; render acceptable.

The uneven scale, that curranU all thinges by the out-
warde stamp of opinion.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, lud., p. 2.

current^t, n. An obsolete spelling of currants
current-breaker (kur'ent-bra'kfer), ». Any de-
vice for breaking or interrupting the continuity
of a circmt thi-ough which a current of elec-
tricity is passing.

cnrrente calamo (ku-ren'te kal'a-mo). [L.,

lit. with the pen running: currente, abl. of
eurren(t-)s, ppr., running; calamo, abl. of cala-

mus, a reed, a pen: see current^ and calamus.']

Offhand; rapidly; With no stop; with a ready
pen: used of writing or composition.
currently (kur'ent-li), adv. In a current man-
ner, (a) Flowingly; with even or flowing movement. (6)
With currency ; commonly ; generally ; with general ac-
ceptance.

Direct equilibration is that process currently Icnown as
adaptation. H. Spencer, Prin. o£ JJiol., § 160.

current-meter (kur'ent-me"t6r), n. 1. An
instrument or apparatus used for measuring
the flow of liquids. In general, the flow is directed
through channels of a given sectional area, and its veloci-
ty measured ; from these two elements the quantity can
be determined.

2. An instrument for measuring the strength
of an electrical current, as an ammeter.
durent-mill (kur'ent-mil), n. A mill of any
kind employing a current-wheel as a motor.
currentness (kur'ent-nes), n. [Early mod. E.
also currantness ; K current^ + -ncss.] 1. Flow-
ingness ; flowing quality ; rhythm.

For wanting the currantnegse of the Greeke and Latin
feete, in stead thereof we make in th' ends of our verses
a certaine tunable sound : which anon after with another
verse reasonably distant we accord together in the last

fall or cadence. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 90.

2. Current or circulating quality
;
general ac-

ceptance or valuation, as of coin or paper
money; currency.

Nummariam rem constituere, Cicero. Introduire or-
donnance de la monnoye. To establish and set down an
order for the valuation and currantnens of monie.

Nomenclator, quoted in Nares's Glossary.

current-regulator (kur'ent-reg"u-la-tor), n.

1 . An arrangement for regulating the current
of electricity given by a dynamo-electric ma-
chine.— 2. In teleg.fH, device for determining
the intensity of the current allowed to pass a
given point.

current-wheel (kur'ent-hwel), n. A wheel
driven by means of a natural current of water,
as one attached to a moored boat and driven
by the current of the stream.

curricle (kur'i-kl), m. [= It. curricolo, < L.
curriculum, a nmning, a race, a course, a ra-
cing chariot (in last sense dim. of currus, a
chariot), < currere, run: see current^.] 1. A
chaise or carriage with two wheels, drawn by
two horses abreast.

A very short trial convinced her that a curricle was the
prettiest equipage in the world.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 124.

The splendid carriage of the wealthier guest,
The ready chaise and driver smartly dress'd

;

Whiskeys and gigs and curricles are there,
And high-fed prancers, many a raw-boned pair.

Crahhe.

2t. A short course.

Upon a curricle in this world depends a long course in
the next, and upon a narrow scene here an endless expan-
sion hereafter. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 23.

curricle (kur'i-kl), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. curriclcd,

ppr. curricling. [< curricle, ».] To drive in a
curricle. Carlyle.

cnrriculum (ku-rik'u-lum), «. ;
pi. curricula

(-la). [< L. curriculum, a running, a course:
see curricle, «.] A course; specifically, a fixed
course of study in a university, college, or
school: as, the curriculum of arts; the medical
curriculum.

curriei, currie^, n. See curry'^, ourry^.

currier1 (kur'i-er), n. [(1) = Sc. corier, < ME.
coriour, curiour, coryoicre, < OF. corier, carrier, <
ML. coriarius, a worker in leather, L. a tanner,
currier, orig. adj., of or belonging to leather,
< corium, a hide, skin, leather: see cuirass, cori-
aceous, quarry^. This word has been confused
in P. and E. with two other words of different
origin: (2) OP. courroier (= It. coreggiajo ; ML.
corrigiarius), a maker of straps, girdles, or
parses, < courroie, corroie, a strap, girdle, purse,
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P. courroie, a strap, = Pr. correja = Sp. correa
= Pg. correa, correia = Wall, curea = It. cor-
reggia, < L. corrigia, a rein, shoe-tie, ML. also
a strap, girdle, purse, < L. corrigere, make
straight : see correct, corrigible. (3) OF. corroitr,
conroiour, conrour, conreeur, conreur, F. corro-
yeur, a leather-dresser, < OF. conroier, conreier,
cunreer, etc., F. corroyer, dress leather, curry
(>E. curry^), orig. prepare, get ready; a word
of quite different origin from the two preced-
ing. Currier is now regarded as the agent-noun
of CMrr^i, q. v.] 1. One who dresses and colors
leather after it is tanned.

Cokes, condlers, coriours of ledur.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1696.

Useless to the currier were their hides.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii.

2t. A veiy small musketoon with a swivel
mounting. Farrow, Mil. Encyc Curriers' beam.
See beam.— Currlers' SUmac. See Coriaria.

currier^t, «. [A var. of quarrier^, quarier, q.
v.] A wax candle; a light used in catching
birds. See quarrier^.

The currier and the lime-rod are the death of the fowle.
Breton, Fantastics, January.

curriery (kvir'i-6r-i), n. [< currier + -y.] 1.

The trade of a currier.— 2. The place in which
currying is carried on.

currish (ker'ish), a. [< car -t- -Ml.] Like a
cur; having the qualities of a our; snappish;
snarling; churlish; quarrelsome.

Yet would he not perswaded be for ought,
Ne from his currish will a whit reclame.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iii. 43.

Let them not be so . . . currish to their loyal loners.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 56.

This currish Jew. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

Thy currwA spirit govern'd a wolf. Shah.,M.ot V., iv. 1.

currishly (k6r'ish-li), adv. In a currish man-
ner ; like a cur.

Boner being restored againe, . . . currishly, without all

order of law or honesty, . . . wrasted from them all the
livings they had. Foxe, Book of Martyrs (Ridley).

CUrrishness (ker'ish-nes), n. Currish or snarl-
ing character or disposition ; snappishness

;

churlishness.

Diogenes, though he had wit, by his currishness got him
the name of dog. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 69.

currort, currourt, » [Early mod. E. also cour-
ror; < ME. currour, corrour, < OF. coureor,
coureur, F. coureur = Sp. Pg. corredor = It.

corridore, corritore, < ML. "curritor, a runner
(cf . curritor, a courtier), equiv. to cursitor and
L. cursor, a runner, < L. currere, pp. cursus,

run: see current^. Cf. courier and corridor.}

A runner ; a messenger ; a courier.

And thus anon hathe he hasty tydynges of ony thing,
that berethe charge, be his Corrours, that rennen so has-
tyly, thorghe out alle the Contree.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 243.

The golden-headed staffe as lightning flew.

And like the swiftest curror makes repayre
Whither 'twas sent. Heywood, Troia Britannica.

CUrruca(ku-ro'ka), n.; pi. c«rr«C(E(-se). [NL.

;

origin obscure. ML. curruca occurs as a var.
of carruca, a vehicle, carriage.] An old name
of some small European bird of the family Syl-

viidce, or more probably of several species of
warblers indiscriminately, like beccafico or fice-
dula. In ornithology the name has been used in many
different connections, both generic and specific : first for-

mally made a genus of warblei-s by Brisson, 1760 ; applied
to the nightingales Ijy Bechstein, 1802 ; applied by Koch,
1816, to a group of warblers of which the blackcap, Sylvia
atricapilla, is the type. [Now little used.]

CUrryl (kur'i), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. curried, ppr.

currying. [Early mod. E. also currie, curray,
cory, etc. ; < ME. curreyen, currayen, corayen,
coryen, rub down a horse, dress leather, < OF.
correier, coreer, earlier conreer, cunreer, con-
raier, eonrer, put in order, prepare, make ready,
treat, curry, later courroyer, F. corroyer, dress
leather (z= Pr. conrear = It. corredare), < cor-

roi, coroi, conroi, convoy, conroit, conrei, cunroi,
cunrei, etc., order, arrangement, apparatus,
equipage, apparel, provisions, etc. (> ME. cur-
reye, n.) (cf. ML. corredium, conredium, appa-
ratus, etc.; also corrodium, > corody, q. v.), <

con- + roi, array, order, = It. -redo in arredo,
array, < ML. -redum, -redium (in arredium, ar-

ray, and conredium), of Teut. origin: cf. Sw.
reda = Dan. rede, order, = Icel. rcidhi, tackle,

equipment, akin to E. ready, q. v. : see array.
For the relation of curry to currier, see currier'^.

Cf. 6. gerben, curry, lit. prepare.] 1. To rub
and clean (a horse) with a comb; groom: some-
times used in contempt, with reference to a
person.

currycomb
Thou art that fine foolish curious sawcle Alexander,

that tendest to nothing but to combe and cury thy haire.

to pare thy nailes, to pick thy teeth and to perfume thy
selfe with sweet oyles, that no man may abide the sent of
thee. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesle (ed. Arber), p. 273.

Your short horse is soon curried.
Fletcher, Valentinian, il. 2.

Hence— 2. To stroke as if to soothe; flatter.

Christ wot the sothe
Whou thei curry [var. currey, curreth] kynges and her bak

claweth. Piers Plowman's Crede, 1. 726.

3. To dress or prepare (tanned hides) for use
by soaking, skiving, shaving, scouring, color-
ing, graining, etc.— 4. Figuratively, to beat;
drub; thrash: as, to curry one's hide.

But one that never fought yet has so curried,
So bastinado'd them with manly carriage.
They stand like things Gorgon had tiu-n'd to stone,

Fletcher {and another). Elder Brother, iv. 3.

By setting brother against brother,
To claw and curry one another.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 748.

To curry favelt. [< me. curray favell, cory favel, cf/re

favelle, a half translation of the OF. estrillerfauml (later
fauveau) (the OF. phrase exactly corresponding to the ME.

,

namely, correier (conreer) fauvel, is not found), flatter, lit.

(like the equiv. G. den/alben streichen, or den falben hemjst
streichen, flatter, translated from the OF.) curry the chest-
nut horse : OF. estriller, equiv. to correier, conreer, curry

;

fauvel,favel, later/awueau, a chestnut or dun horse, prop,
adj., yellowish, dun, fallow, dim. oifauve, yellow, fallow,
< OHG. falo (Jalaw-) = AS. fealw, E. fallow : see facets,
fallow. The word fauvel was also often used, apart from
estriller, with an implication of falsehood or hypocrisy

:

so also fauvain, fauvin, deceit ; estriller (curry) or cha-
vauchier (ride) fauvain (equiv. to estriller .fauvel), use de-
ceit ; being connected in popular etymology with faus,
faux, false. The notion of ' flattery ' may have been due
m part to association with ME. favel, < OY.favele, flattery,
falsehood, < faveler, talk, tell a story, speak falsehood, <
L. fabulari, talk, < fabula, fable : see favell and faUe.]
To flatter ; seek favor by officious show of kindness or
courtesy, flattery, etc.: later corrupted to to curry favor
(which see, below). Compare curry-favel, n.

Sche was a schrewe, as have y hele
There sche currayed favell well.

. Bow a Merchant did his Wyfe Betray (ed. Palmer), 1. 203.

He that will in court dwell, must needes currie fabel.
... Ye shall understand that fabel is an olde Englishe
worde, and signified as much as favour doth now a dayes.

Tavemer, Proverbes or Adagies (ed. Palmer), fol. 44.

To curry favor [a corruption of to curry favel, simulat-
ing favor (curry Ijeing apparently understood much as
claiv, v., flatter: compare def. 2, above), this form of the
phrase appearing first in the end of the 16th century], to
flatter ; seek or gain favor by officious show of kindness or
courtesy, flattery, etc. See to curry favel, above. Com-
pare curry-favor, n.

Darius, to curry fauour with the Egyptians, offered an
hundred talents to him that could find out a succeeding
Apis. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 575.

To curry a temporary favour he incurreth everlasting
hatred. Rev. T. Adams, Sermons, I. 284.

This humour succeeded so with the puppy, that an ass
would go the same way to work to curry favour for him-
self. Sir R. L'Estrange, Fables.

A well timed shrug, an admiring attitude, . . . are
sufficient qualifications for men of low circumstances to
curry favour. Qoldsinith, Citizen of the World, xxxiv

[Curry has been used in tliis sense without /awr.

If I had a suit to master Shallow, I would humour his
men ; ... if to his men, I would curry with master Shal-
low. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1.]

CUrry2 (kur'i), n.
;

pi. curries (-17.). [Anglo-
Ind., also written currie, repr. Canarese kari
or hadi (cerebral d), Malayalam kari (a pron.
nearly as E. «), boiled sour milk used with rice,

a mixed dish ; also bite, bit, morsel, chip, etc.]

A kind of sauce or relish, made of meat, fish,

fowl, fruit, eggs, or vegetables, cooked with
bruised spices, such as cayenne-pepper, cori-

ander-seed, ginger, garlic, etc., with turmeric,
much used in India and elsewhere as a relish

or flavoring for boiled rice. The article of food pre-
pared with this sauce is said to be curried: as, curried
rice, curried fowl, etc.

The unrivalled excellence of the Singhalese in the prep-
aration of their innumerable curries, each tempered ijy

the delicate creamy juice expressed from the flesh of the
coco-nut. Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, i. 2.

CUrry2 (kur'i), v, t.\ pret. and pp. curried, ppr.
currying. [< curry^, ».] To flavor or prepare
with curry.

curry-card (kur'i-kard), n. A piece of leather

or wood in which are inserted teeth like those of

wool-cards. It is used for the same purposes as

a currycomb.
currycomb (kur'i-kom), n. 1. A comb used
in grooming horses. It consists generally of sev-

eral sliort-toothed metal combs placed parallel to one an.

other, and secured perpendicularly to a metal plate, to

which a short handle is fastened. A piece of leather
armed with wire teeth is sometimes substituted for the
metal combs.
2. In entom., a name sometimes given to the
strigilis, or organ on the front leg of a bee,

used to clean the antennse. See strigilis.



curry-favel

curry-favelt (kur'i-fa'vel), n. [< curry favel:
see this phrase, uuder curry'^.'] 1. One who
solicits favor by officious show of kindness or
courtesy; a flatterer.

Curryfauell, a flatterer, estriUe. Paltgrave.

Wherby all the currufavel that be next of the deputye
is secrete counsayll dare not be so bolde to shew hym the
greate jupardye and perell of his soule.

State Papers, ii. 15.

2. An idle, lazy feUow. See the extract.

Con/ /auell is he that wyl lie in his bed, and cory the
bed hordes in which he lyeth in steed [stead] of his horse.
This slouthful linaue wyll busldll and scratch when he is
called in the morning for any hast.

The XXr. Orders of Knaves, 1675 (ed. Palmer).

3. A certain figure of rhetoric. See the extract.

If such moderation of words tend to flattery, or sooth-
ing, or excusing, it is by the figure Paradiastole, which
therfore nothing improperly we call the Curry-fauell, as
when we make the best of a bad thing, or tume a signifl-
eation to the more plausible sence.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 154.

curry-favort (kur'i-fa'vgr), n. [< curry favor:
see this phrase, under ciirryK Cf. curry-favel.^
One who gains or tries to gain favor by flattery

;

a flatterer. See curry-favel.

currying (kur'i-ing), n. [Verbal n. of curry'^,
f.] 1 . The art or operation of dressing tanned
hides so as to fit them for use as leather, by giv-
ing them the necessary suppleness, smoothness,
color, or luster.— 2. The act of rubbing down
a horse with a currycomb or other simUar ap-
pliance.

We see that the very currying of horses doth make them
fat and in good liking. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 58.

Ctirrying-glove (kur'i-ing-gluv), n. A glove
made of a fabric woven m part with coir, and
ha\nng therefore a rough surface, used for cur-
rying animals.
curry-leaf (kur'i-lef), n. The aromatic leaf of
a rutaceous tree, Murraya Kcenigii, of India,
used for flavoring curries.

curry-powder (kur'i-pou'd^r), «. The condi-
ment used for making curry-sauce, composed
of turmeric, coriander-seed, ginger, and cay-
enne-pepper, to which salt, cloves, cardamoms,
pounded cinnamon, onions, garlic, scraped co-
coanut, etc., may be added. See curry^.
cursel (kers), H. [< ME. curs, rarely cars, < AS,
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Curse of Scotland, the nine of diamonds in playing-
cards: so called jirobably from the resemblance of that
card to the heraldic bearings of the Earls of Stair, one of
whom was detested in Scotland as the principal author
(while Master of Stair) of the massacre of Glencoe (1(192).
Other explanations have been proposed.—The curse in
(Aeo/., the sentence ^ ' •- '" '

cursive

2. Detestably; abominably; execrably: used
in malediction.

This is a nation that is cursedly afraid of being overrun
with too much politeness. Pope.

.^ ,
pronounced upon Adam and Eve, and CUrSSdueSS (k6r'sed-nes), n. r< ME. cursednettethrough them upon the human race (Gen. iii. 16-19), in corsednesse : < cursed 4- -ness^ 1 The stntR ofconsequence of the sn of Adam and its fulfilment in the v • j

n i-n-oci* i /»to».j a. lue Slate ot
histo^ of mankind, =syn. t^'^ZltnA^l^l^,^^^. ^^^?:^^^l ^^"J^^^'S? ^J.^^ing doomed to ex
iiee malediction.— Z. Scourge, plague, affliction, ruin.

curse^ (kers), v.; pret. and pp. cursed (some-
times curst), ppr. cursing. [< ME. cursien,
cursen, corsen, curse (intr., utter oaths; trans.,
imprecate evil upon, put under ecclesiastical

ecrationorto evil.— 2t. Blasphemous, profane,
or evil speech ; cursing.

Hia mouth is full of cursedness,
Of fraud, deceit, and guile.

Old metrical version of Psalms.

ban), < late AS. cursian {*corsian,in Benson and 3t. Shrewishness; maHoiousness; contrariness.
Lye, not authenticated), also in eomp. forcur- My wyves cursedtiesse.
Stan (m pp. forcursed: see cursed), curse; cf. Chaucer, Prol. to Merchants Tale, 1. 27

?raf,\VTaliT.^\Tr:.'^-
^f- «cc«««.] I. cursementt,«. [ME. corsement, < corsen, cursen,trans. 1. lo wish evil to; inipreeate or invoke curse, + -ment.] "- ,>"»'oc«,

evil upon ; call down calamity, injury, or de
struetion upon; execrate in speech.
Thou Shalt not . . . curse the ruler of thy people.

Ex. xxii. 28.
Curse me this people, for they are too mighty for me.

Num. xxii. 6.

Couldst thou not curse him ? I command thee curse him
Curse till the gods hear, and deliver him

'

To thy just wishes. Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

Your fair land shall be rent and torn,
Your people be of all forlorn,
And all men curse you for this thing.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 367.

Hence— 2. To put under ecclesiastical ban or
anathema; excommunicate; condemn or sen-
tence to the disabilities of excommunication.
About this Time, at the Suit of the Lady Katharine Dow-

Cursing.
Enuye with heuy herte asked after slirifte,

And criede "mea culpa," corsynge alle hus enemys.
Hua clothes were ot corsement and of kene wordes.

Piers Plowman (C), vii. 66.

cursent, v. t. Another spelling of kersen, variant
of christen. See christen.

Nan. Do they speak as we do ?

Madge, No, they never speak.
Nan. Are they cursened ?
Madge. No, they call them infldels ; I know not what

they are. Beau, and PI., Coxcomb, iv. 3.

curser (k6r's6r), n. One who curses or utters
a curse.

Thy Cursers, Jacob, shall twice cursed be

;

And he shall bless himself that blesses thee.
Cou'leij, Davideis, 1.

ager, a Bull was sent from the Pope, which cursed both the CUrsitor (ker'si-tor), ». [< ML. cursitor, equivkmg and the Realm. baker. Chronicles, p. 282. to L. cursor, a runner, < currere, run: see c«r-
3. To bring or place a curse upon; blight or sor.'\ 1. Formerly, in England, one of twenty-
blast with a curse or malignant evils; vex, four officers or clerks in the Court of Chancery
harass, or afflict with great calamities.

On impious realms and barbarous kings impose
Thy plagues, and curse 'em with such sons as those.

Pope.
Sure some fell fiend has cursed our line,
That coward should e'er be son of mine

'

Scott, L. of L. M.,iv. 11.

II. in trans. To utter imprecations ; affirm or
deny with imprecations of di-vine vengeance;
use blasphemous or profane language ; swear.

also called clerks of the course, whose business
it was to make out original writs, each for the
county to which he was assigned.

Tlien is the recognition and value . . . carried by the
cursitor In Chancery for that shire where those lands do
''" BacoTk

2t. A courier or runner.

Cursitors to and fro.

Holland, tr. of Amraianus Marcellinns.

Cursitor baron, an officer who administered oaths to
sheritts, bailiff's, functionaries of the customs, etc.

Then began he to curse and to swear. Mat. xxvi 74

catedV a cu4"e-^cT'r-.e?'l^^Thrls worS^s
'^'^' ^'''"^'

i"" ,

^'^^5 '^'^''
T^'^'

^"' «'''^«*'' CursitbresrCkSrsr-tJ'riz)',X pi [NL., pi. of

Northern. Origin unknown, possibly Scand. ~ • - = junai

It has been supposed to be due
use of an early form of the verb
sign of the cross, as in exorcism
appears much later than the AS,
The expression of a wish of evU
an imprecation of evil ; a malediction.

Shimei,

They

. . which cursed me with a grievous curse.

1 Kl. 11. 8.

entered into a curse, and into an oath.
Neh. X. 29.

2. Evil which has been solemnly invoked upon
one.

The priest shall write these curses in a book. Num. v. 23.

Promising great Blessings to their Nation upon olwdi-
ence, and horrible Curses, such as would make ones ears
tingle to hear them, upon their refractoriness and dis-
obedience. StiUingjIeet, .Sennons, II. iv.

not a curse," etc

Wysdom and wit now is nat worth a carse
Bote hit be carded with couetyse as clothers kemben wolle.

Piers Plomnan (C), xli. 16.

To hatten is nought worth a kerse.

Omcer, Conf. Amant., I. 334.

For anger gayne; the not a cresse.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), 1. 343.

I counte hym nat at a cres.
Sir Degrevant (Thornton Rom. , ed. Halliwell), 1. 191.

3. That which brings or causes evil or severe Closed (kfer'sed), p. a. [< ME. cursed, < AS.
aflliction or trouble; a great evU; a bane; a
scourge: the opposite of blessing: as, strong
drink is a curse to millions.

I . . . will make this city a curse to all the nations of
theeartli. Jer. xxvi. 6.

The common curse ot mankind, folly and ignorance.
.Shak., T. and C, 11. 3.

And the curse of unpaiil toil . . .

Like a fire shall burn and spoil.

Whiltier, Texas.
Pessimists and optimisU both start with the postulate

that life is a blessing or a curse, according as the average
consciousness accompanying it Is pleasurable or painful.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 15.

4. Condemnation ; sentence of evil or punish-
ment. [Archaic]

Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law
Gal. iii. 13.

O. my offence is rank, it smells to heaven
;

It hath the primal eldest curse upon t,
A brother's murder. ShaM., Hamlet, iii. 3.

Curse Of Canaan, negro slavery ; hence, in a satirical
use, negro slaves collectively : la allusion to the curse
pronounced by Noah upon Canaan, the son (or the de-

cursed (in comp. forcursed), pp. of cursian,
curse: see cur«cl,r. Ci. curst.'] 1. Being un-
der a curse; blasted by a curse; afflicted;
vexed; tormented.

Let us fly this cursed place.

de-

scendante) of Ham (Gen. ix. 2.5, 2«), negroes being former-
ly regarded by many as the descendants of Canaan and
their slavery being justifled as an accomplishment of the curse ; miserably.

Her thirds wuz part in cotton lands, part in the ci/«» of
Catutan. LoweU, Biglow Papers.

cursel an imprecation, and used only as a sym- flowing, as writing or manuscript in which the
bol of utter worthlessness in certain negative letters are joined one to another, and are formed
expressions: as, "not worth a curse," " to care rapidly without raising the pen, pencil, or sty-

lus
; specifically, in jyaleography, modified from

the capital or uncial form, so as to assume a form
analogous to that used in modem running hand:
as, the cwmt'e style; ct<m»e letters; c«r«M'eman-
uscripts. Greek cursive writing is found in papyri dating
back to about 180 B.C., at first very similar to the lajjidary
and uncial characters of the same period, but gradually
becoming more rounded in form and negligent in style.
The epithet cursive Is, liowever, most fre(|uently applied to
the later cursive or minuscule writing from the ninth cen-
tury on. (Heeininuscule.) The beginning ot a Latin cursive
character is seen in some waxed tablets discovered in 1875
in the house of L. Csecilius Jucundus at Pompeii, forms
similar to these also occur in the dipinti and grafliti (char-
acters painted on or Incised in walls, earthenware etc )
of the same place or period. The ancient Latin cursive
character known to us in man uscripts from tlie fourth cen-
tury on is, however, considerably different from this. In
medieval manuscripts the cursive hand was employed
from the Merovingian epoch, often in combination with
the other conteniiKirary styles ; but from the ninth cen-
tury it was replaced for all careful work by the so-called
Caroline and Gothic characters, and continued in use up
to the invention of printing only in degenerated form and
for writings of small Importance or hasty execution. (See
manuscript.)

In the earliest examples of cursive writing we find the
uncial character in use, and, as has been already remarked,
many of the specimens fluctuate between the more formal
or set book-hand and the cursive.

Encye. Brit., XVIII. 149.

n. n. 1. A cursive letter or character: as,
a manuscript written in cursives.

The old Roman cursive, the existence and nature of
which is thus established, is, as we shall presently see, of
immense historical importance in explaining the origin
of modern scripts, several of our own minuscule letters
being actually traceable to the Pompcian fomis.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 169.

2. A manuscript written in cursive characters.
After a brief description of the Septuagint manu-scripts

which contain Ezekiel — four uncials, with a fragment of
a fifth, and twenty-five cursives.

G. F. Moore, Andover Rev., VII. 96.

Milton, Comus,

2. Deserving a curse ; execrable ; hateful
testable ; abominable ; wicked.

In that Contree there is a cursed Custom : for thei eten
more gladly mannes Flesche, than ony other Flesche.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 179.

Merciful powers

!

Restrain In me the cursed thoughts that nature
Gives way to in repose I Shak., Macbeth, 11. 1.

3. Execrable; wretched: used as a hyperboli-
cal expletive.
This curseil quarrel. Dryden.
Wounding thorns and cursed thistles.

Prior, Solomon, iii.

Tis a cursed thing to be in debt.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 11.

.Sincerely I begin to wish I had never made such a point
of gaining so very good a character, for it has led me into
so many cursed rogueries that I doubt I shall be exposed
at last. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

i
cursedly (k6r'sed-li), adv. 1. As one under a

O, let him die as he hath liv'd, dishonourably,
Basely and cursedly

!

Middletoti and Bowley, Spanish Gypsy, HI. 3.



cursively

cursively (kfer'siv-li), adv. In a running or
flowing manner; in a cursive handwriting; in
cursive characters.

Facsimiles of the cursively written papyri are found
scattered in different works, some dealing specially with
the subject Enci/c. Brit., XVIII. 149.

cursor (kfer'sor), n. [NL. and ML. use of L.
cursor, a runner, < currere, pp. cursus, run : see
current^.l 1. Any part of a mathematical in-

stnunent that slides backward and forward
upon another part, as the piece in an equinoc-
tial ring-dial that slides to the day of the month,
or the point that slides along a beam-compass,
etc.— 2. In medieval universities, a bachelor
of theology appointed to assist a master by
reading to the class the text of the sentences,
with explanations of the meaning, sentence by
sentence. See bachelor, 2.— 3. [cap.'] Same as
Cursorius.

cursoraryt (kfer'so-ra-ri), a. pExtended form,
capricious or mistaken, of cursor;/; only in
Shakspere as cited, with var. cursenary, curse-

lary.] Cursory; hasty.

I have but with a cursorary eye
O'er-glanc'd the articles. [A doubtful reading.]

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

Onrsores (k6r-s6'rez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of L. cur-
s<ir, a nmner : see cursor.] 1 . In ornith. : (af) An
order of birds, the struthious or ratite birds,

corresponding to the Batita of Merrem (1813),
or the Brevipennes of Cuvier (1817) : so called
from the swift-footedness of most of these
flightless birds. (6) In Sundevall's system of
classification, the fourth cohort of Grallatores,
composed of the plovers, bustards, cranes, rails,

and all other wading birds not included in his
Limicoke, Pelargi, or Herodii. Brevirostres is

a synonjrm. (et) In Illiger's system (1811), the
fifth order of birds, uniting the struthious with
the charadriomorphic birds : divided into Pro-
ceri (the struthious birds), Campestres (the bus-
tards alone), and Littorales (the plovers and
plover-like birds).— 2\. In entom., a group of
spiders, such as the wolf-spiders (Lycosidce),

which make no webs, but capture their prey by
swift pursuit. See Citigrada.

Onrsoria (k6r-s6'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
LL. cursorius, pertaining to running: see cur-

sory. Cf. Cursores.] 1. In Latreille's classifi-

cation of insects, one of two prime divisions of
Orthoptera (the other being Saltatoria), distin-

guished by their mode of progression, and by
having tubular instead of vesicular trachese.
Tlie division comprised the three leading types of Forti-
cida, Blatta, and Mantis, being therefore equivalent to the
modem Cursoria plus the Gressoria and Euplexoptera.

2. A suborder of Orthoptera, containing only
the Blattidce or cockroaches ; the Dictyoptera oi
Leach, in this restricted use of Cursoria, introduced
by W'estwood, the remainder of Latreille's Cursoria are
called Ambulatoria (the Phasmidce) and Raptoria (the
Manti^ce).

cursorial (k6r-s6'ri-al), a. [< LL. cursorius,

pertaining to running (see c«rsory), -I- -al.] 1.
Fitted for running : as, the cursorial legs of a
dog.— 2. Having limbs adapted for walking or
running, as distinguished from other modes of
progression : as, a cursorial isopod ; a cursorial

orthopteran.— 3. Habitually progressing by
walking or running, as distinguished from hop-
ping, leaping, etc.; gradient; gressorial: am-
bulatory. Specifically—4. Of or pertaining to

the Cursoria, Cursores, or Cursitores.

Oursoriiuae (k6r-s6-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cur-
sorius + -itiw.] A subfamily of plover-like
birds, the coursers, exemplified by the genus
Cursorius. Also Cursorinw. G-.S,. Gray, 1840.

cursorily (kfer'so-ri-li), adv. In a running or
hasty manner ; slightly ; hastily ; without close
attention or thoroughness : as, I read the paper
cursorily.

cursoriness (kfer'so-ri-nes), n. The quality of
being cursory ; slightness or hastiness of view
or examination.
cursorious (kfer-so'ri-us), a. [< LL. cursorius,

of or pertaining to running, < L. cursor, a run-
ner : see cursor, cursory.] In entom. , adapted for
running—Cursorious legs, legs of an insect in which
the tarsal joints are somewhat elongate, and generally
devoid of spongy cushions or soles. The phrase is mainly
limited to coleopterous insects, as the Carabid(E.

Cursorius (kSr-so'ri-us), n. [NL. (Latham,
1790), < LL. cursorius, pertaining to running:
see cursorious.] The typical genus of plover-
like birds of tte subfamily Cursoriinm, the type
of which is the cream-colored courser, C. gal-
licus or isdbellinus, of Africa and Europe ; the
coursers proper. There are several other species,
chiefly African, as the black-bellied courser (C. aemgalai-

I^ouble collared Courser
{Cursorius bicinctus).
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sts), the brazen-winged courser (C. chalcnplerus), and the
double-collared courser (C. bidnctuM). Two Indian species
are C. corotnande'
lieus and C. bitor-

quatus. The tail is

nearly even ; the
tarsi are scutellate

;

there is no hind toe

;

and the nostrils are
in a short fossa, not
a long groove. The
coursers are desert-
birds, feed chiefly
on insects, and lay
rounded rather
than pyriform eggs.
The genus is also
called Cursor, Ta-
chydromus, Hyas,
Macrotarsius, Rhi-
noptUus, and He-
merodromus.

cursory (k^r'so-
ri), a. [< Lli.

cursorius, of or
pertaining to
running or to a
race-course,<L.
cursor, a run-
ner, racer: see
cursor.] If. Running about ; not stationc.,ry.

Their cursorie men.
Proceedings against Garnet, aig. F (1606).

2. In entom., adapted for running, as the feet
of many terrestrial beetles ; cursorial. [Rare.]— 3. Hasty ; slight ; superficial ; careless ; not
exercising or receiving close attention: as, a
cursory reader ; a cursory view.

It is an advantage to all nan-ow wisdom and narrow
morals, that their maxims have a plausible air, and, on a
cursory view, appear e(iual to first principles. They are
light and portable. Burke, Present Discontents.

Truth or reality is not that which lies on the surface of
things and can be perceived by every cursory observer.

J. Caird.

Cursory bachelor, in medieval universities, a bachelor
who was appointed to give cursoi-y lectures. See bache-
lor i (6).— Cursory lectures, in medieval universities,
lectures which could be given by a bachelor. They con-
sisted either in the reading of the text of the book form-
ing the sul>ject of the ordinary lectures of a given master,
with explanations of the meaning, sentence by sentence,
or in lectures upon subjects not included in the ordinary
lectures, but authorized by the nation or superior faculty.
= Syn. 3. Desultory, inattentive, passing.

curst (k6rst), p. a. [Same as cursed (pron. as
curst), pp. of cursed, v.: used familiarly with
sinking of its literal sense : see cursed. Cf.
wicked and damned (in its colloquial profane
use), which show a similar development of
meaning.] 1. Shrewish; waspish; vixenish;
ill-tempered : applied to women.

What is most trouble to man
Of all thinges that be lyuing ?

A curst wyfe shortneth his lyfe.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 86.

She's a cttrst quean, tell him, and plays the scold behind
his back. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

Her only fault (and that is faults enough)
Is, that she is inttderable curst.

And shrewd, and froward. Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

2. Ill-tempered; crabbed; cantankerous; peev-
ish; snarling: applied to men.
Alas, what kind of gi'ief can thy years know ?

Hadst thou a curst master when thou went'st to school?
Beau, and Ft, Philaster, 11. 3.

Though his mind
Be ne'er so curst, liis tongue is kind. Crashaw.

3. Vicious ; fierce ; dangerous.

They [bears] are never curst but when they are hungry.
Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

4. Detestable ; execrable : used as an expletive.

What a curst hot-headed bully it is I

Sheridan, The Duenna, iii. 2.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]

CUrstable (k6rs'ta-bl), n. [Origin not ascer-
tained.] In arch", a course of stones with mold-
ings cut on them, forming a string-course. J.
H. Parker, Glossary.

curstfult (kerst'ful), a. [Irreg. < curst + -ful.]

Petulant; ill-natured; waspish.
CUrstfuUyt (kersffid-i), adr. Cursedly; infer-
nally.

Was not thou most curst/ully madd to sever thy selfe

from such an unequalde rarity ? Marston, The Fawne, iv.

curstlyt(k6rst'li), adv. Execrably; maliciously.

With hate the wise, with scome the saints.

Evermore are curstly crost.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas.

curstnesst (kSrst'nes), n. Ill temper; crabbed-
ness ; cantankerousness ; snappishness.

The curstness of a shrew. Dryden.

CursUB (kfer'sus), n. [ML. use of L. cursus, a
course : see course"^.] Eccles., the stated service

curtain

of daily prayer ; the choir-oifices or hours col-
lectively ; the divine oflSce. See office.

curt (kert), a. [< ME. *l;urt, kyrt = OS. kurt =
OFries. kort = MD. D. kort = ML<J. LG. kort =
OHG. churz, MHG. G. kurg = Icel. kortr = Sw.
Dan. kort = OF. cort, court, F. court = Pr. eort
= Sp. corto = Pg. curto = It. corto, short, curt,

< L. curtus, docked, clipped, broken, mutilated,
shortened; perhaps akin to E. short, whose
I
ilace it has taken in the other Tent, languages

:

si's short.] 1, Short; concise; compressed.
In Homer we And not a few of these sagacious curt sen-

1 riices, into which men unaccustomed with Ixwks are fond
'']' fonipressing their experience of human life.

Prof. Blackic.

2. Short and dry; tartly abrupt; brusk.
" I know what you are going to say," observed the gen-

tleman in a curt, gruftish voice.

Disraeli, Young Duke, v. 7.

"Do you want anything, neighbor?"
" Yes— to be let alone," was the curt reply, with a savage

frown. L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 297.

curt. A contraction of current^; common in
acct. curt., account current.

CUrtailt, a. and ». A corruption of curtal. Com-
pare curtail, v.

curtail (kfer-tal'), "• t- [Cf. curtail, a. and n.

;

orig. curtal, the form curtail being a corruption
due to association with E. tail (see tail'^) or F.
tailler, cut: see taift. The accent was orig. on
the first syllable.] 1. To cut short ; cut off the
end or a part of ; dock ; diminish in extent or
quantity: as, to curtail words.

Then why should we ourselves abridge,
And curtail our own privilege ?

S. Butler, Hudibras.

The debts were paid, habits reformed,
Expense curtailed, the dowry set to grow.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 160,

2. To deprive by excision or removal ; abate by
deprivation or negation : as, to curtail one of
part of his allowance, or of his proper title.

I, that am curtail'd of this fair proportion, . . .

Deform'd, unflnish'd. Shak., Rich. III., i. 1.

But which of us knows among the men he meets whom
time will dignify by cm-tailing him of the " Mr.," and re-

ducing him to a bai'e patronymic, as being a kind by him-
self ? Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p, 253.

curtailedly (k6r-ta'led-li), adv. In a curtailed
manner. Latham.
curtailer (ker-ta'lfer), n. One who curtails;

one who cuts off or shortens anji;hing.

To shew that the Latins had not been interpolatoi-s of the
[Athanasian] creed, but that the G reeks had been curtailers.

Waterland, Works, IV, 290.

curtailment (kSr-tal'ment), n. [< curtail +
-ment.] The act of cutting off or down ; a
shortening; decrease or diminution: as, the c«r-

tailment of expenses was demanded.
Know ye not that in the curtailment of time by indo-

lence and sleep there is very great trouble?
E. W. Lane, Modem Eg>'ptians, I. 102.

CUrtail-step (ker'tal-step), n. [For curtal-step,

< curtal, a., + step.] The first or bottom step
of a stair, when it is finished in a curved line at
its outer end, or the end furthest from the wall.

curtain (ker'tan), n. [Early mod. E. also cnr-

tine, courtin, c'ourtain, cortine. cortaine; < ME.
eurteyn, corteyn, more correctly curtyn, cortyn,

< OF. curtine, cortine = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. cortina,

a curtain, < ML. cortina, a small court, croft,

curtain of a castle, a cloth screen, dim. of cor-

tis, a court : see court, «.] 1. A hanging screen
of a textile fabric (or rarely of leather) used to

close an opening, as a doorway or an alcove,
to shut out the light from a window, and for

similar purposes. See blind, shade, portiere,

lanibrequin; also altar-curtain and hanging,
.Specifically— (a) l"he large sheet of stuff used to inclose
.and conceal the stage in a theater. It is usually attached
to a roller by its loose extremity, and is withdrawn by
rolling it up from below, ib) Hangings of stulf used at
the windows of inhabited rooms: sometimes fixed at top,

and capable of being looped up below ; sometimes secured
at top to rings which run on a rod, and therefore capable
of being withdrawn toward the sides.

But I look'd, and round, all round the house I beheld
The death-white curtain drawn ; . . .

Knew that the death-white c\(rtain meant but sleep.

Yet I shudder'd and thought like a fool of the sleep of
death. Tennyson, Maud, xiv. 4.

(c) Hangings used to shut in or screen a bedstead.

Ther beddyng watg nolde.

Of cortynes of clone sylk, wyth cler golde hemmej.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), I. 854

Even such a man, so faint, so spiritless, . . .

Drew Priam's curtain in the dead of night.
And would have told him half his IVoy was bum*d.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV.. L 1.

Hence— 2. Whatever covers or conceals Uke a
curtain or hangings.



curtain

When day, expiring in the west,

The curtain draws o' nature's rest.
.

Burns, Dainty Davie.

8. One of the movable pieces of canvas or

other material forming a tent.

Thou Shalt malce the tabernacle with ten curtains of

fine twined linen. . . . And thou shalt make curtains of

goaU' hair to be a covering upon the taberuacle.
CiX* XXVI. I, i •

I saw the tents of Cusban in affliction : and the curtains

of the land of Midian did tremble. Hab. iii. .

.

4. In fort., that part of a rampart which is be-

tween the flanks of two bastions or between two

towers or gates, and bordered with a parapet,

behind which the soldiers stand to fire on the

covered way and into the moat. See outs under

bastion and crown-icork.

A rowlins Towr against the Town doth rear.

And on the top (or highest stage) of it

A flying Bridge, to reach the Courtm at,

With puUies, poles. .. .^ r,
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's V, eeks, ii., The Decay.

5t. An ensign or flag.

Their ragged curtains poorly are let loose.

And our air shakes them passing scornfully.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2.

6. In mycology, same as cortina.— 7. A plate in

a lock designed to fall over the keyhole as a

mask to prevent tampering with the lock.— 8.

The leaden plate which divides into compart-

ments the large leaden chamber in which sul-

phuric acid is produced by the oxidation of sul-

phurous compounds in the ordinary process of

manufacture Behind the curtain, in concealment

;

in secret.- Complement of the curtain. Seecomple-

tne/U.—The curtain falls, the scene closes ; the play

comes to an end.

Truly and beaut^ fully has Scott said of Swift, " the stage

darkened ere the curtain fell." Chambers's Encyc. of Lit.
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The curtain rises, the play or scene opens.—To draw
the curtain, to close it by drawing ite parts together;

hence, to conceal an object ; refrain from exhibiting, de-

scribing, or descanting on something: as, we draw the

curtain over his failings.-TO drop the CUTtaln, to close

the scene ; end.—To raise the curtain, to open the play

or scene ; disclose something.

curtain (k^r'tan), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

cortine, corten; < ME. corfinen, cortynen, curtam;

from the noun.] To inclose with or as with cur-

tains ; furnish or provide with curtains.

On the Frenche kynge's right hand was another trauerse

. eortened all of white satten.
Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 24.

Nature seems dead, and wicked dreams abuse

The curtain'd sleep. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1.

Whose eyelids curtained up their jewels db.i.

Keats, Endymion, i.

As the smile of the sun breaks through

Chill gray clouds that curtain the blue.

Bryant, Song .Sparrow.

curtain-angle (k^r'tan-ang'gl), n. The angle

included bttween the flank and the curtam of a

fortification. See cut under bantion.

curtain-lecture (k6r'tan-lek"tur), n. A private

admonition or chiding; a lecture or scolding,

such as might be given behind the curtains or

in bed by a wife to her husband.

What endless brawls by wives are bred !

The curtain-lecture makes a mournful bed.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

She ought, in such cases, to exert the authority of the

curtain lecture, and if she flnds him of a rebellious dispo-

sition, U> tame him. Addison, The Ladies' Association.

curtainless (kfer'tan-les), a. [< curtain + -less.]

Without curtain or curtains : as, a curtainless

bed. , _
curtain-of-mail (k<-r'tan-ov-mal'), »• 1. The
camail.— 2. The piece of chain-mail which

hangs from the edge of a helmet of the Arabic

type, used by Mussulmans throughout the mid-

dle ages, and down to a very recent date. See

helmet.

curtain-'wall (k6r'tan-wal), n. In fort., a cur-

tain; the wall of a curtain.

Taniworth retains part of the curtain-Kalt remarkable

for its lierring-ljone masonry.
a. T. Clark, Military Architecture, I. vi.

curtalt (ker'tal), a. and n. [Also written curtail,

ciirtol, curtotl, curtald, curtold, also courtault

(as F.); < OF. courtault, later courtaut, adj.,

short, as n. a curtal, a horse with docked taU

(also a horse of a particular size), P. courtaud,

short, thickset, dumpy, docked, crop-eared (=
It. cortaldo, m., a curtal, a horse with a docked
tail, cortalda, f ., a short bombard or pot-gun),

< court (= It. corto), short (see curt), + -ault,

-alt. It. -aldo, E. -aid. By popular etymology,

the adj. and noun (now obsolete) as well as

the verb have been changed to curtail, q. v.]

I, a. Short; cut short; abridged; brief; scant.

A curtolde slipper. Oascoijpu.

89

Why hast thou marr'd iny sword?

The pummels well, the blade is curtal short.

Greene, Orlando Funoso.

In fruit-time, we had some soure cherries, . . . halfe a

pound of flgges, and now and then a whole pound, fccoril-

ing to the number of those that sate at table, but in that

minced and curtail manner that there was none of us so

nimble-flnger'd that wee could come to vye it the second

time. Mabbe, The Rogue (ed. 1623), ii. 274.

Matters of this moment, as they were not to be decided

there by those Divines, so neither are they to be deter-

niin'd heer by Essays and curtal Aphorisma, but by solid

proofs of Scriptm-e. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xiiu.

Curtal dog (also nxitten by corruption curtail doff), a

dog whose tail was cut off, according to the old English

forest-laws, to signify that its owner was hindered from

coursing ; in later usage, a common dog not meant for

sport ; a dog that has missed his game.

My curtal dog, that wont to have play'd,

jlays not at all, but seems afraid.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, rvlu. 29.

The curtail dogs, so taught they were.

They kept the arrows in their mouth.

Robin Hood and the Curtail fV!/er(Child'8 Ballads, V. 277).

Curtal flrlar, apparently, a friar wearing a short gown or

habit.

Robin Hood lighted o« his horse,

And tyed him to a thome

;

Carry me over the water, thou curtail fryer.

Or else thy life's forlorn.

BoUn Hood and the Curtail Fryer (Child 8 Ballads, V. 273).

Who hath seen our chaplain? Where is our curtal-friarl

Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxu.

n. »• 1. A horse or dog -with a docked tail:

hence applied to a person mutilated in any

way.
I am made a curtaU ; for the pillory hath eaten off both

my ears. S''"™-

I'd give bay Curtal, and his furniture,

My mouth no more were broken than these boys

.

'
Shak., All s Well, iL 3.

And because I feared he would lay claim to my sorrel

curtoll In my sUble, I ran to the smith to have him set on

his mane again and his tail presently, that the commis-

sion-man might not think him a curtail.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, L 1.

2. A short cannon.— 3. A musical instrument

of the bassoon kind. Also written courtal,

courtel, corthai, cortand, courtant.

I knew him by his hoarse voice, which sounded like the

lowest note of a double court«£.

Tom Brown, Works (ed. 1760), II. 182.

curtalt (ktr'tal), v. t. [< curtal, a. Now cur-

tail, a. v.] 'to cut short ; curtail.

curtal-axt, curtle-axt, ». [Also written eurtlax

also curtelacc, courtelas, curtelas, etc., corrupt

forms, simulating curtal, short, and ax (appar.

by association with battle-ax), of cutlas, cut-

lace : see cutlas.'i A cutlas (which see).

But speare and curtaxe both usd Prlamond in field.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iL 42.

A gallant curtU-axe upon my thigh.
,, , „*

SAoJfc., AsyouUkeit, i. 3.

There springs the Shrub three foot aboue the grass.

Which fears the keen edge of the CurtOace.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, 11., Eden.

curtaldt, curtallt, a- and «• See curtal.

curtana, ». See curtein.

curtasyt, «• An obsolete form of courtesy.

curtate (kfer'tat), a. [< L. curtatus, pp. of cur-

tare, shorten, < eurtus, shortened: see curt]

Shortened; reduced

—

Curtate cycloid. See cy-

c(oi<(,l.— Curtate distance of a planet, in a»(ron., the

distance lietwcen the sun or earth and that point where

a perpendicular let fall from the planet meets the plane

of the ecliptic.

curtation (kfer-ta'shon), n. [< NL. »curta-

tio(n-), < L. curtare, pp. curtatus, shorten: see

curtate.'] In astron., the difference between a

planet's true distance from the sun and its

curtate distance.

curtein, curtana (k^r-tan', -ta nfi), n. [At.

curtein, OF. cortain, courtain, ML. curtana, < h.

eurtus, broken, shortened : see curt. The name
was orig. applied to the sword of Roland, of

which, according to the tradition, the point

was broken off in testing it.] The pointless

sword carried before the kings of England at

their coronation, and emblematically consider-

ed as the sword of mercy. It is also called the

sword of Edward the Confessor.

curvature

til, a courtyard, < L. cars (cart-), ML. also cor-

tis, a court: see court, ».] In law, the area of

land occupied by a dwelling and its yard and
outbuildings, and inclosed, or deemed as if in-

closed, for their better use and enjoyment. At

common law, breaking into an outbuilding is not techni-

cally housebreaking unless it is within the curtilage.

curtinet, »• An obsolete spelling of curtain.

curtlaxt, curtle-axt, «• See curtal-ax.

curtly (kert'li), adv. In a curt manner, (a) Brief-

ly; shortly.

Here Mr. Licentiat shew'd his art; and hath so curtly,

succinctly, and concisely epitomiz'd the long story of the

captive. Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, iv. 16.

(6) In a shoit and dry utterance ; abruptly.

curtness (kfert'nes), n. Shortness; concise-

ness ; tart abruptness, as of manner.

The sense must be curtailed and broken into parts, to

make it square with the curtiwss of the melody.
Karnes, Elem. of Criticism.

curtolt, curtoldt, CUrtoUt, a- and ». See cur-

tal.

curtsy (kert'si), n. [Also written curtesy, curt-

sey ; another form of courtesy.] Same as cour-

tesy, 3.

curtsy (kfert'si), V.
;
pret. and pp. curtsied, ppr.

curtsying. Same as courtesy.

CUniba (k6'r6-ba), n. [Corruption of native

culu2>a.] The sweet calabash of the Antilles,

the fruit of Passiflora maliformis.

curucui (ko'ro-kwi), n. [Braz.; prob. imita-

tive.] The Brazilian name of a bird, the Tro-

gon curucui (Linnaeus). In the form Cwniciytw it

was made by Bonaparte in 1854 the generic name of the

group of trogons to which the curucui pertains.

CUrule (kii'rSl), a. [= F. curule = Sp. Pg. cu-

rul = It. curule, < L. curulis, prob. for currulis

(•sometimes so written), of or pertaining to a

chariot (or to the sella curulis, the curule chair),

< currus (curru-), a chariot, < currere, run, race

:

see current^, curricle.] 1. Pertaining or belong-

ing to a chariot.— 2. Privileged to sit in a cu-

rule chair: as, the curule magistrates

—

Curulo
chair of seat, among the Romans, the chair of state, the

right to sit in which was re-

served, under the republic, to

consuls, pretors, curule ediles,

censors, the flainen dialis, and
the dictator and his deputies,

when in office— all, hence,

styled cunde magistrates. Un-
der the empire it was assumed
by the emperor, and was grant-

ed to the priests of the im-

perial house, and perhaps to

the prefect of the city. In
form it long resembled a plain

folding seat with carved legs

and no back, but Is described as Incrusted with ivory, etc.;

and later it was ornamented in accordance with the prev-

Curule Chair, from drawing
found in Pompeii.

Homage denied, to censures you proceed

;

But when Curtana will not do the deed,

Vou lay that pointless clergy-weapon by.

And to the laws, your sword of justice, fly.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, II. 419.

CUrteist, «. A Middle English form of courteous.

curtelt, »• Same as kirtle.

curtelast, curtelasset, «• Same as curtaUax

for cutlas.

curtesy, « See courtesy.

curtilage (kfer'ti-laj), n. [< OF. corttllage, cur-

tillage, curtilage, courtillage, < courtil, cortil, cur-

alent taste for luxury.

There are remains at Lucca of an amphitheatre ; . • •

and in the town-house there is a flue relief of a .cm™*
cAair. Pococke, Description of the East, II. li. 208.

CUrurlett, « [Appar. a mistake for cUnoillet.]

A sort of plover. Crabb.

curval (kfer'val), a. [< curve + -al.] In her.,

same as curvant.

curvant (kfer'vant), a. [< curve + -an«i.] In

her., curved or "bowed.

curvate, curvated (ker'vat, -va-ted), o. [< L.

curvatus, pp. of curvare, make crooked or curved,
< curvus, curved : see curve, a.] Curved ; bent in

a regular form.

curvation (k6r-va'shon), n. [< L. curvatio{n-),

< curvare, pp. curvatus, bend, curve : see curve,

t\] The act of bending or curving.

curvative (kfer'va-tiv), a. [< L. curvatus, pp.,

curved (see curvate), + -ive.] In bat., having

the leaves slightly curved. [Rare.]

curvature (kfer'va-tOr). n. [= Sp. It. curva-

tura = Pg. curvadura, < L. curvatura, < curvare,

pp. curvatus, bend, curve: see curvate, curve, v.]

1. Continuous bending; the essential character

of a curve : applied primarily to lines, but also

to surfaces. See phrases below.

In a curve, the curvature is the angle through which

the tangent sweeps round per unit of length of the curve.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 74.

2. -Ajiy curving or bending; a flexure.— 3.

Something which is curved or bent.- Aberrancy

of curvature. See nfterronci/.—Absolute curvature

of a twisted curve, in gemn., the recii.n)cal of tlie radius

of the osculating circle.- Angle Of curvature, i^eo

anqU-i.-kagvCiai curvature of the spine, in pathol.,

abnormal and excessive curvature of the spine projecting

backward, produced by caries of the bodies of the ver-

teliro! or Pott's di-sease. Also caUed Potts curvature.—

Antlclaatlc curvature, in geom., that kind of curvature

which belongs to a surface cutting its tangent-plane m
four real directions, as the inside part of an anchor-ring.

Anticlastic curvature is also called hyperbolic curvature

because a surface so curved has a hyperbola for its inm-

catrU.-ATerage curvature, the whole curvature divid-



curvature

ed hv the length of the curve or the area of the surface.

Center of curvature, of principal curvature, of
spherical curvature, see ivhNji.— Chord of curva-
ture. See iAo/i(.—Circle of curvature. See circle.—

Curvature of concussion, in bot. , curvature in a grow-
irij; intenunie which follows upon a sharp hlow, the curva-

ture beius; concave on the side which receives the stroke :

a phrase derived from .Sachs. - Curve Of curvature. See
CTin-c— Curve Of double curvature. See ciirre.—Dar-
winian curvature, the curvature oltserved by Darwin as

occurring in roots in response to stimulation. It is pecu-
liar in being convex on the side to which the stimulus is

applied.— Double ctirvature, a term applied to the cur-

vature of a line which twists, so that all the parts of it do
not lie in the same plane, as the rhumb-line or loxodromic
curve.— Oeodesic curvature, the ratio of the angle be-

tween two successive geodesic tangents to a curve drawn
upon a curved surface to the length of the jnfinitesimal

arc between those tangents.— H3T)erbollc curvature.
See anticlastic c«rpa(«rc.— Indeterminate curvature,
the curvature of a curve or surface at u node, where the

usual expression for the curvature becomes indeterminate.
— Integral curvature. See whole curvature.— Lateral
curvature of the spine, in pathol., abnormal curvature

of tlie spinal column in a lateral direction, caused by a

relaxation of the ligaments and muscles which normally
keep the spine erect. Also called scoliosis.— Line Of cur-
vature, in neom., a curve traced upon a surface so as to

lie constantly in the plane of the section of maximum or

of minimum curvature of the surface at the point.—Mea-
sure Of curvattire, at any point of a curve or surface, the

average curvature in the immediate neighborhood of that

point. Also simply c«nia(ure.— Pott's curvature. Same
as anffular curvature of the s^iiic.- Radius of curva-
ture.the radius of the circle of curvature.— Second cur-
yattire, torsion; the rate of rotation of the osculating

§lane of a curve, relatively to the increment of the arc.

—

pherical curvature of a twisted curve, (a) The recip-

rocal of the radius of the osculating sphere. (6) Plane cur-

vature existing in any part of a twisted curve ; that kind
of curvature which exists at any part of a surface where
the osculating quadric surface reduces to a sphere.— Syn-
clastic curvature, that kind of curvature which belongs

to a surface not cutting its tangent-plane in a real locus.

—Whole, total, or integral curvature, the angle be-

tween the normals at the extremities of an arc of a plane
curve ; as applied to a portion of a surface, the area on
the surface of a unit-sphere described by a radius which
moves parallel to the normal to the contour of the por-

tion of surface whose curvature is spoken of ; as applied

to an arc of a twisted curve, the length of the curve de-

scribed on the surface of a unit-sphere by a radius moving
parallel to the normal to the curve.

curve (kferv), a. and n. [In earlier use curb, <

ME. courbe, < OP. courbe, corbe (see curb), F.

courbe = Pi. carb = Sp. Pg. It. curvo, < L. cur-

vtcs, bent, curved, = OBulg. krivu, bent, = Lith.

kreivas, crooked, akin to Gr. Kvprdc, bent, and
prob. to Kp'mog, KipKOf, L. circus, a ring, circle:

see circle.^ I. a. Bending; crooked; curved.

A curve line is that which is neither a straight line nor
composed of straight lines. Ogilvie.

H. n. 1. A continuous bending; a flexure

without angles ; usually, as a concrete noun, a

one-way geometrical locus which may be con-

ceived as described by a point moving along a

line round which as axis turns a plane, while

the line rotates in the plane round the point.

The curve is at the same time the envelop of the plane

and of the line. Geometers understand a curve as some-

thing capable of being defined by an equation or equations,

or otherwise described in general terms. It may thus have

nodes, cusps, and other singularities, but must not be bro-

ken in a way which cannot be precisely defined without

the use of special numbers. Curves are often employed in

f>hysic8 and statistics to represent graphically the changes

n value of certain physical or statistical quantities : as, the

energy curve of the solar spectrum ; the isothermal line or

curve; the curve of population.

Nor pastoral rivulet that swerves
To left and right thro' meadowy curves.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, c.

2. Anything continuously bent.— 3. A drafts-

man's instrument for forming curved figures.

— 4. In base-ball, the course of a ball so
pitched that it does not pass in a straight line

from the pitcher to the catcher, but makes a
deflection in the air other than the ordinary
one caused by the force of gravitj^ : as, it was
diflicult to gage the curves of the pitcher. An in
curve is one that deflects from the straight line toward
the batter; an out curve, away from the batter. A drop
deflects downward, and a rise or up curve upward.

—

Adiabatic curve. See adiabatic.— Algebraic curve, a
curve whose equations in linear coordinates contain only
algebraic functions of the coordinates. — Anaclastic
curves, anallagmatic curves. See the adjectives.—

Anticlmal and synclinal curves, in geol., terms ap-
plied to the elevations and depressions of undulating sur-

faces of strata. See anticlinal and synclimil.—Asymp-
totical curves. See asymptotical.— Axis Of a curve.
See aiwl.—Blcursal Curve, a curve which cannot be de-

scribed by the continuous motion of one point, even if it

passes through infinity, but can be so described by two
points.—Bipartite curve, bitangentlal curve. See the
adjectives.— Cartesian curve. Same as Cartesian, n. ,

2.

—

Catenary or catenarian curve. See catenary.^ Caus-
tic curve. Same as caustic, n., :i.— Center of a curve.
See ce/ueri.— Characteristic angle of a curve. Sec
characteristic.— C[3i&s of a curve. See class, 6.— Closed
curve. See closei, )'.— Contact of two curves, see
contact.— Cubic curve, a curve of the third order, cut-
ting every plane (or else every line in the plane) in three
points. A cubic curve in a plane is one which is cut
by eyery line in the plane in three points, real or imagi-
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nary. Such curves are of three genera : nodal cubics,

which have either a crunode or an acnode ; cuspidal cu-

bics, winch have a cusp ; and non-singular cubics, which
are bicnrsal, though one branch may be imaginary.—
Curve coordinates. See coorriina/c.-Curve of beau-
ty, a gentle curve of double or contrary flexure, in which
it has been sought to trace the foundation of all beauty of

form. Also called line of beauty.— CuTVe Of curvature,
a curve drawn upon a surface in such a manner that at

every point normals to the surface at consecutive points

of the curve intersect one another.— Curve Of double
curvature, a curve not contained in one plane.— Curve
of elastic resistance, in ffun., a curve whose ordinates

give the elastic resistance of a built-up gun at the dificrcnt

points along the bore.— Curve of equal or equable ap-
proach. See approach.— Curve of probability, a curve
whose equation is

a — a2jr2,

y = -r- e

curviserial

Through the dewy meadow's breast, fringed with shade,
but touclied on one side with the sun-smile, ran the crys-
tal river, curving in its brightness, like diverted hope.

R. v. Illackmore, Loma Doone, xxxiii.

curvedness (ker'ved-nes), n. The state of be-
ing curved. [Rare.]

curvet (ker'vet or k6r-vet'), n. [Formerly
corret, < It. corvetta (= F. courbette), a curvet,
leap, bound, < corcare, curvare, bow, bend,
stoop, < L. curvare, bend, curve : see curiae, t>.]

1. In the manage, a leap of a horse in which
both the fore legs are raised at once and
equally advanced, the haunches lowered, and
the hind legs brought forward, the horse spring-
ing as the fore legs are falling, so that all his
legs are in the air at once.

representing the probabilities of different numbers of re- The bound and high curvet
currences of an event.— Curve Of pursuit, the curve de- Of Mars's fiery steed. Shak., All's Well, ii. 3.

scribed by a point representing a dog which runs with „ „. .• i , ,. i- r i

constant velocity toward another point representing a 2. figuratively, a prank ; a frolic. Johnson.
hare, this second point also movhig, generally in a straight CUrvet (ker'vet or k6r-vet'), v.; pret. and pp.
line, with constant velocity. After the dog passes the curveted or curvetted, ppr. curveting or curvet-
hare, he rmis away from It accordnig to the same law.

—

-— - -^ - ^ -- "
Curve of sines, cosines, tangents, secants, etc.,

curves in which the abscissa is proportional to the angle,

and the ordinate to a trigonometric function of the angle.
— Cuspidal curve, a curve on a surface along which the

surface so touches itself tiiat on cutting the surface by an
arbitrary plane at every intersection of this plane with
the cuspidal curve the intersection of the plane with the

surface has a cusp.—Deficiency Of an algebraical
curve, the number by which the number of its double
points— nodes and cusps— falls short of the highest num-
ber which a curve of the same order can have.— Diano-
dal curve. See dionoda!.- Distribution of a curve, in

fjewn., twice the number of double points increased by
three times the number of cusps.— Elastic curve, the
figure assumed by a thin elastic plate acted upon by a
force and a couple.— Equation to a curve. See equa-
tion.—Equitangential curve, a curve upon whose tan-

gents a fixed line (called the directrix) intercepts equal
distances from the points of tangency.— Exponential
curve. See exponential.—TamiXy Of curves, a singly

infinite series of curves differing from one another only

by the ditferent values assumed by one constant.— Flex-
ure of a curve, in math., the bending of the curve to-

ward or from a straight line.— Fooal curve, the locus of

foci of a surface.— Foliate curve, Newton's 4l8t species

of cubic curves, a plane cubic liaving a crunode and a curvicaudate (ker-vi-ka'dat), a. [< L. curvv^,
point of mflection at infinity, the mflectional tangent being ",'p,i + „,„^,„ tail- see caudate ^ Having
an ordinary line. It is supposed to resemble a leaf. For eurvea, -t- catwia, tail .see cauaate.j naving
a figure, see cissotd.- Geodesic curve. See (jeodesic— a curved or crooked tail.

Geometric curve. SeesreoHie(ric.— Harmonic curve, curvicostate (ker-vi-kos'tat), a. [< Xi. curvvs,
a curve whose ordinates are a simple harmonic func'- curved, + COsta, a rib: see COState.^ Having
tion of the abscissas; a curve of sines.— LemnisoatiC ,, ' _„„j -v,'

curve, a plane curve whose polar equation is of the form small curveo riDS.
.

)•" = A sin )i9.—LlssaJous's curves (so named from the cUTVldeiltate (k6r-vi-den tat), a. [< u. cur-
French physicist Jiijes AntoineLissaJous^ who observed ^,y^^ curved, -1- den(t-)s = E. tooth: see den-

ting. [Formerly corret; = It. corvettare = F.
courbetter ; from the noun.] I. intrans. 1. To
leap in a curvet

;
prance.

Anon he rears upright, curvets and leaps.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 279.

He ruled his eager courser's gait

;

Forced him, with chastened fire, to prance.
And, high curvetting, slow advance.

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 18.

The huge steed . . . plunged and curveted, with re-

doubled fury, down the long avenue. Poe, Tales, I. 480.

2. To leap and frisk.

Cry, holla ! to the tongue, I prithee ; it curvets unsea-
sonably. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

A gang of merry roistering devils, frisking and curvet-

inrf on a fiat rock. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 348.

II. trans. To cause to make a cui-vet ; cause
to make an upward spring.

The upright leaden spout curvetting its liquid filament
into it. Landor.

them first in 1855), figures produced by the composition
of two simple harmonic motions, as the curve formed on
a screen by a ray of light reflected first from a mirror at-

tached to one vibrating tuning-fork, and then from a mir-

ror on another fork which is placed, for example, at right

tate.'] Having curved teeth.

CUrvifolia'te (ker-vi-fo'li-at), a. [< L. curvus,

curved, -I- /oKam, a leaf : see foliate.'\ Having
curved leaves.

angles to the first. The form of the curve traced out by „,,__,•*.__ /ifA-'vi.fArml a K Ti *•««•>« curved
til? point of light depends upon the difference of pitch CUrvilOrm (Ker vi-lorm;, a. l<, L,. cur^us, cwrrea,

between the two forks, and also upon the difference of + forma, shape.] Having a Curved toiTO.

phase.— Loxodromic curve. Scc /arorfroHiic.— Mag- curvilinead (ker-vi-lin'e-ad), «. [As curvi-
hetic curves. See magnetic.— Mechanical curve,
curve of such a nature that the relation between the ab-

scissa and the ordinate cannot be expressed by an algebraic

eiiuation. Such curves are now generally called transcen-

ds'ntal curves : opposed to algebraic curve.— Order Of an
algebraic curve, the number of points, real or imaginary,
in which it cuts every plane (or every line in that plane).

—

Organic description of curves, in geom. , the description

of curves on a plane l)y means of instruments.— Periodic
curve, a curve which represents a periodic function.

—

Plane curve, a curve lying in a plane.— Quartic curve,
a curve of the fourth order.— Radical curve, a spiral liav-

ing several branches through the origin.— Range curve,
a curve employed to determine the approximate ranges

for different angles of elevation of a projectile fired fi-oni a

given piece with a given charge of powder. It is con-

structed by tracing a line through the points of intersec-

tion of the ordinates and abscissas representing respec-

tively the angles of elevation given and the corresponding
ranges obtained from practice. It gives a rapid method
for interpolating intermediate ranges. The tabulation of

these elevations with their coiTesponding ranges taken
from the curve constitutes a range table.— Rank Of a
curve. See rem*.— SextlC curve, a curve of the sixth

order.- Skew, twisted, or tOrtUOUS curve, a curve not
lying in a plane.—Transcendental curve, a curve whose
equation contains transcendental functions of one or more
of the coordinates.- Twisted cubic curve. Same as

twisted cubic (which see, under cubic, ?*.).

curve (kerv), V.
;

pret. and pp. curved,
_
ppr,

line-ar + -adl.] An instrument for delineat-

ing curves.

curvilinear (k6r-vi-lin'e-ar), a. [Also curvi-

lineal (after linear, lineal); cf. F. curriligne =
Sp. Pg. It. curvilineo ; < L. curvus, bent, -^ Unea,

line: see line^.'\ Having a curved line; con-

sisting of or bounded by curved lines : as, a cur-

vilinear figure Curvilinear angle. See angled, 1.

---Curvilinear coordinates. See coordinate.

Cur'Vilinearity (ker-vi-lin-e-ar'i-ti), n. [< cur-

riUnear + -ity.'\ The state of "being curvilin-

ear, or of consisting in curved lines.

curvilinearly (ker-vi-lin'f-ar-li), adv. In a
curvilinear manner.
curvinervate (ker-vi-nfer'vat), a. [< L. curvus,

curved, + nervus, nerve: see nervate.'] Hav-
ing the veins or nervures curved.

curvinerved (ker'vi-n^rvd), a. Same as cur-

rim rrate.

Ourvirostra (ker-vi-ros'trfi,), n. [NL., < L.

curvus, curved, + rostrum, beak.] A genus of

birds ; the crossbills : synonymous with Loxia

(which see). Scopoli, 1777. Also called Cru-

cirostra.

curving. [In earlier use curb (now -with de- cUTVirOStral (ker-vi-ros^tral), a._
^
l<lj.^atrvus,

fleeted senses: see curb, v.), < OF. curber,

cwber, courber, F. courber = Pr. corbar = OSp.
corvar (Sp. encorvar) = Pg. curvar = It. cur-

vare, corvare, < L. curvare, bend, curve, < curvus,

bent, curved: see curve, a.] I. trans. To bend;

bent, + rostrum, a beak, + -al.] 1. In gen-

eral, having a decurved bill, as a curlew or

creeper.— 2. Specifically, ha^-ing a crooked,

cruciate bUl, as the crossbills ; metagnathous.

See cut under crossbill.

cause to take the shape of a curve; crook; Ourvirostres (ker-vi-ros'trez), w.p?. [NL.,<L.
inflect. curvus, curved, + rostrum, a beak.] In ornith..

And lissome Vivien ... a group of laminiplantar oscine Passercs, nearly

. . . curved an ann about his neck. the same as the Certhiotnorphw of Simdevall.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien. Sclater 1880.

Brunelleschi curved the dome which Michel Angelo curviSCrial (kfer-vi-se'ri-al), a. [< L. curvus.
hung in air on St. Peter's.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 2.

H. intrans. To have or assume a curved or

flexed form : as, to curve inward.

Out again I curve and flow. Tennyson, The Brook.

curved, -f- series, series, + -a/.] Arranged in

curved or spiral ranks: in bot., applied by Bra-

vais to a theoretical form of leaf-arrangement

in which the angle of divergence is incommen-
surable with the circumference, and conse-
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quently no leaf can be exactly above any pre-

ceding one. The ordinary forms of pliyUotaxy indicated

by the fractions J, i, g, etc., approximate more and more
closely to this, and the deviation in the ^''g and ^i arrange-

ments is inappreciable. Such forms, therefore, are some-
times so designated.

cnrvital (kfer'vi-tal), a. [< curve + -it- + -o/.]

Pertaining to curves in general (Jurvltal func-
tion, a function expressing the length of the perpendicu-
lar from a fixed point of a curve upon a normal at a varia-

ble point, the length of the arc from the fixed to the varia-

ble point being the independent variable of the function.

CTirvity (kfer'vi-ti), H. [= p. curriie = Pr. air-

vitat = Sp. curvidad = Pg. curvidade = It. cur-

iHtd, < LL. mirvita(t-)s, < L. eunus, curved : see

curve, a.] The state of being curved ; curva-
ture.

cnrvograpll (ker'vo-graf), n. [< L. curvus,

curved, + Gr. ypd<peiv, write.] An arcograph.
curvoust (ker'vus), a. [< L. curiits, curved : see
curre, rt.] Bent; crooked; curved. Coles, 1717.

cnrvulate (ker'vu-lat), a. [< NL. "curvulus,

dim. of L. curvus, curved, -I- -aiel.] Slightly
curved.

cnrwillett (ker-wil'et), n. [Origin obsctire.]

The sauderUng, Calidris arenaria. Montagu.
CTiryt, « [ME. cury, var. of cure^ < L. cura,

care : see cure, n.] Art ; device ; invention.

Cookes with theire new conceytes . . .

Many new curies alle day they are contryvynge and fynd-
ynge. Babieg Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 149.

COSCO bark. See bark^.

Cnsco ctuna. Same as Cusco bark (which see,

under bark").

casco-cinchonin (kus'ko-sin'ko-nin), n. Same
as cusconine.

cnsconidine (kus-kon'i-din), n. [< Ct«co(n-)
(bark) + -id^ + -ine^.'] An alkaloid of cinchona.

cnsconine (kus'ko-nin), n. [< Cusco(h-) (bark)
+ -(Ht2.] An alkaloid (C23H26N2O4 -I- 2H2O)
of cinchona. Also euseo-cinehonin.

Ouscusl (kus'kus), «. [NL., of native origin.]

A genus of marsupial quadrupeds of the Aus-
tralian and Papuan islands, including opossum-
like prehensile-taUed phalangers, covered with
dense woolly fur, having a small head and

Cuseus tHaculatut.

large eyes, living in trees, and characterized by
slow movements. Tlielr average size is about that of
a domestic cat. There are several species, as C. urnnwi,
C. orienttdU, C. macuiattu, and C vegtitug, the last in-

habiting New Guinea.

cnscUB^ (kxis'kus), n. [< E. Ind. khmkhus.']
The commercial name for the long fibrous
aromatic root of cuscus-grass, which is used
for making taitties or screens, ornamental bas-
kets, etc.

cuscus-grass (kus'kus-gr&s), n. An aromatic
grass of India, Andropogon muricatus. See .4m-

dropogon and tattie.

Ooiiia iCutcuta).
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Cuscuta (kus-kii'tii), h. [NL., from the Ar.
name.] A genus of parasitic plants, natural
OTdev Confoh'ulaccw ; the dodders. They are slen-

der, leafless, yellow or orange-colored twining plants,
drawing their nourishment wholly from the herbaceous
plants to which they fasten. The flowers are white and
the embryo is without cotyledons. There are about SO
species, widely distributed, some of them noxious weeds,
as C. Kpilinum and C. Tri/oUi, which are very iujurious
in fields of flax and clover. See dodderl.

CUSh (kush), n. [Anglo-Ind.] The commercial
name in India for sorghum.
cushat (kiish'at), n. [E. dial, also cushat, cow-
shot, cowshut, cooscot, Sc. also kowschot, also
cushie (cushie-dow) ; < ME. cowscot, couscot, <

AS. cuscote, cusceote, cuscute, a ring-dove, per-
haps for *eucscot€, lit. quick-shooting, swift-
flying, < cucu, contr. of ewicu, civic, quick, -I-

-scote, < scedtan, shoot: see shoot, shot.'] The
ring-dove or wood-pigeon, Columba jyalumbus.

Far ben thy darlt green planting's shade
The cushat croodles am'rously. TannahilL

In this country the ringdove or wood-pigeon is also
called the cutthat and the queest. Yarrell. British Birds.

CUShew-bird (kush'ij-b^rd), n. [< cnshew, prob.
imitative, + bird^.'] A name of the galeated
curassow. See curassow, 2.

CUShie-doo (kush'i-do), «. [Sc. ; also written
cushie-dow ; < cushie, = cushat, q. v., -I- doo, dow,
E. dore.] A Scotch name of the ring-dove or
cushat, Columba palumbus. Macgillivray.

cnshiesl, n. pi. See cuishes.

CUsUnt, «. See cushion.

CUShinett, «. See cushionet.

cushion (kush'un), n. [Early mod. E. also cush-
in, quishon ; < ME. euschone, cuysshen, quysshen,
euyschun, < OF. cuissin, coessin, coissin, coussin,

P. coussin = Pr. coisin, coissi = Sp. coxin, now
cojin = Pg. coxim = It. cuscino, coscino = OHG.
chussin, MHG. kiissin, G. kiissen, kissen = MLG.
D. kussen (cf. Sw. kudde), < ML. cussinus, cush-
ion, modified, under Bom. influence, from *cul-

citinum, dim. of L. culcita, a cushion, pillow,
feather bed, quilt: see counterpoint^ and quilt.']

1. A bag-like case of cloth or leather, usually
of moderate size, filled with feathers, wool, or
other soft material, used to support or ease
some part of the body in sitting or reclining,

as on a chair or lounge. See pillow.

Uppon which tyme of sitting, the servitorys moste dili-

gently a-wayte to serve them of qugsyong.
Bahfes Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 369.

In a shadowy saloon.
On silken cujihiomt half reclined.

Tennygon, Eleanore.

2. Something resembling a cushion in structure,
softness, elasticity, use, or appearance; espe-
cially, something used to counteract a sudden
shock, jar, or jolt, as in a piece of mechanism.
Specifically— («) An elastic pad of calfskin stuffed with
wool, on which gold-leaf is placed and cut witli a palette-
knife into the forms or sizes needed by the finisher for the
gilding of books. Also called gold-cu«hion. (6) A piUow
used in lace-making. See pillow, (c) A pincushion (which
see), id) In hair-dretting, a pad used for supporting the
hair and increasing its apparent mass.

The liair was arranged {in 17B9] over a cushion formed
of wool, and covered with silk.

Fairhotl, Costume, II. 211.

(f) The rublH*r of an electrical machine. .See rubber. (/)
Tlie padded side or rim of a billiard-table. (^) The head
of a bit-8ti)ck. .See braced, 14. (h) In mach., a body of
air or steam which serves, under pressure, as an elastic

check or buffer ; specifically, steam left in the cylinder of

an engine to serve as an elastic check for the piston.

Tlie cushion is made by closing the exhaust-outlet an in-

stant Ijefore the end of the stroke, or by oi>ening the inlet

for live steam before the stroke is finished, (i) In zoot.,

a pulvillus. (j) In bot., the enlargement at or beneath
the insertion of many leaves, a special mobile organ. Also
called puiPinuJt. (k) In arch., the echinus of a capital.

3. The woolsack.

[Chief Justice Hale] became the cughion exceedingly
well. Roffer North, Lord Guilford, I. 144.

Cushion Style, in embroidery, formerly, the simplest
stitch, like modern Berlin work or worsted work : so

called because nuich used for cushions to kneel upon in

church, etc.— To be beside the cuahlont, to miss the
mark (literally or figuratively). Nareg.— To hit or miss
the cushiont, to succeed or fail in an attempt ; hit or
miss ;i mark. Sareg.

cushion (kush'un), t\ [<. cushion, n.] 1. trans.

1 . To seat on or as on a cushion or cushions.

Many, who are ciuhioned upon thrones, would have re-

mained in obscurity. Bolingbroke, Parties.

2. To cover or conceal with or as with a cushion

;

furnish with a cushion or cushions, in any sense
of that word: as, to cushion a seat; to cushion

a carriage.

Further gain was also made by cughiAniing the bearings
of the diaphragm on both sides with rings of paper.

O. B. Pregcott, Elect. Invent., p. 24.

8i. To put aside or suppress.

Cushion-capital
(Norraan).

cusp

The apothecary trotted into town, now in full posses-
sion of the vicar's motives for desiring to cushion his son's
oratory. if. W. Savage, R. Medlicott, ii. 10.

II. intrans. In billiards, to make the cue-ball
hit the cushion, either before it touches any
other ball or after contact with the object-baU.
cushion-capital (kush'un-kap"i-tal), n. In
arch., a capital of such form as to appear Uke
a cushion pressed upon by
the weight of the entablature.
It is of common occurrence in In-
dian buildings ; and the name is spe-
cifically given to a form of Norman
capital, consisting of a cube round-
ed off at its lower angles.

cushion-carom (kush ' un -

kar^om), n. In billiards, a car-

om in which the cue-ball hits

the cushion before striking
the second object-ball.

cushion-dance (kush ' un -

dans), n. An English and
Scotch dance, especially pop-
ular among country people and at weddings.
It is a sort of circular gallopade in single file, in which,
at a certain regularly recurring stage in the music, each
dancer in turn drops a cushion before one of the other
sex : the two having knelt and kissed each other, the prom-
enade is resumed. In Scotland it is called bab at the bow-
ster, or bob at the bolster.

cushionet (kush'un-et), «. [Formerly also
cushinet (= It. cuscinetto) ; as cushion + dim.
-et.] A little cushion.

cushioning (kiish'un-ing), «. [< cushion -(•

-/Hgfl.] Tne act of providing with a cushion ; a
provision of cushions; in mach., the effect pro-
duced by a cushion ; a cushion or buffer.

If the small quantity [of air] necessary to supply the
motor be confined, it will also be ample to provide all the
cushioning that is desirable. Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8682.

Preadmission, that is to say, admission before the end of
the back stroke, which, together with the compression of
steam left in the cylinder when the exhaust port closes,

produces the mechanical effect of cushioning.
Encyc. Brit., XXII. ,M)1.

cushion-rafter (kush'un-i'af''t^r), «. An auxil-
iary rafter placed beneath a principal one, to
relieve an unusual strain.

cushion-scale (kush'un-skal), n. A very com-
mon scale-insect, Iccrya purchasi, injurious to
the orange and other fruits cultivated in Cali-

fornia: so called from the large cushion-like,

waxy, fluted ovisac attached to the bodies of
the females. It is very active and hardy, is capable of
being transported from one continent to another, infests

many different cultivated trees and plants, and is a gi-eat

pest. The female bug has three molts and the male two.
Also called cottony cughion-scale, and also white scale,

fluted scale, and Australian bug.

cushion-star (kush'un-star), «. A kind of star-

fish of the genus Goniaster and family Asteri-

nidw. G. equestris, the knotty cushion-star, is

a British species.

CUShion-Sti'tch (kush'un-stich), «. In embroi-
dcri/, a stitch by which the ground is covered
with straight short lines formed by repeated
short stitches. This stitch was much used to fonn the
background of elaborate embroidery in the fifteenth and
later centuries, sometimes imitating painting, the colore
being mingled with great ingenuity so as "to represent
clouds, distant foliage, etc.

cushiony (kush'un-i), a. [< cushion + -yl.]

Like a cushion ; soft and yielding or elastic.

A bow-legged character with a flat and cushiony nose.
Dickeng, Uncommercial Traveller, x.

It was this turfy and grassy character of these moun-
tains— I am tempted to say their cushiony character

—

that no reading or picture-viewing of mine had prepared
me for. The Century, XXVII. 110.

Cushite (kush'it), «. and a. [< Cush, the son
of Ham, -f- -ite2.] J_ ,;. A descendent of Cush,
the son of Ham ; a member of a division of the
Hamite family named from Cush, anciently oc-
cupying Ethiopia and perhaps parts of Arabia
and Babylonia.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Cushites or
their language.
Cusk (kusk), n. A local name in Great Britain
of the torsk, a fish of the genus Brosmius, and
in the United States of the burbot. Lota macu-
losa.

Telemachus caught a laker of thirteen pounds and a
half, and I an overgrown cusk, which we threw away.

Lowell, Fi]-eside Travels, p. 151.

CUSkint, »' A Mnd of drinking-cup.

A cup, a cuskin. Nomenclator, p. 232. (HalHwetl.)

cusp (kusp), n. [< L. cuspis, a point, spear, jave-

lin, lance, string, etc.] 1. In astron., the point
or horn of a crescent, specifically of the cres-

cent moon.— 2. In astrol., the beginning or first

entrance of any house in the calculation of na-
tivities.
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No other planet hath so many dlKnlties,
Either hy himself, or in reiiard of the mm:

tUtcher (and other»), Uloody Brotner, Iv. 2.

The Ctwp or very entrance of any house, or flrst beshi-
ntng, is upon the line where you see the figures placen.

Lilly, Cliristian Astrology, etc. (ed. 1659), p. 33.

3. In geom., a stationary point on a curve,
where a point
describing the
curve has its

motion precise-
ly reversed.

—

A Tn nroh. A K«mphol(! Cmp
«». in arcn., with in Timgent : be-

an intersecting '« • combination of
_ . . ^ . 1

"^ a llmpte cuip and an A Simple or Cera-
pOint OI tne Inflection, Involving told Cmp, with the

HmfLlI arna nr al90 a double tan- tangent at the sta-SrnaU arcs or g^nt and a node. tio!kry point.
foliations dec-
orating the internal curves of the trefoils,

cinqnefoils, etc., of medieval tracery; also, the

Cusps.

I. St. Oueo. Rouen, i;th centurv. a. Tomb or Can Signorlo della
Scala. Verona, 14th century. 3. Notre Pame du FolEoat, Brittany,
i6tb century. 4. Cathedral of Reims, t3th century. 5. IJucal Palace,
Venice. 6. Tomb of Can Mastiao della Scala, Verona.

figure formed by the intersection of such arcs.— 6. In zofil. and anat. : (a) Any special promi-
nence or protuberance of the crown of a tooth.
A blunt c<jnical cusp is called a tubercle ; a sharp sec-
torial cusp is a blade ; a low or lat«ral cusp is a heel.

Teeth are sometimes named from the number of their
cusps, as hicuirpid, tricuspid. A canine tooth, the crown
of which consists of a single cusp, is aupidale. (ft) A
sharp tooth-like process on a margin or part.—6. In bot., a sharp and rigid point, as of a
leaf— Cusp of the second kind, in iieom., a ramphold

See nrst figure, def. 3.
'

'
cusp.
decidnonfr.

-Deciduous cusps. Hee

Cnsparia bark. See bark^.

cnsparin (kus'pa-rin), n. [< Cusparia (see
def.) + -in^.] A non-azotized crystallizable
substance obtained from the bark of the true
angostura, Galipea Cicsparia. It is soluble in
alcohol, and slightly so in water.
cnspated (kus'pa-ted), a. [< cusp + -ate''- + -ecP.

Cf . cuspidate.'] Ending in a cusp or point; point-
ed; cuspidated.

cnsped (kuspt), a. [< cusp + -edf^.] Furnished
with a cusp; cusp-shaped.
cuspidal (kus'pi-dal), a. [< L. cuspis (cuspid-),

a, point, + -al.'] 1. Endinij in a point.— 2. In
geom., having a cusp; relating to a cusp.— Cus-
pidal cubic, a plane cubic curve liavinK a cuap. Such
curves are of the third class, and have only one point of
inflection and no nmle.— Cuspidal curve. See curve.— Cuspidal edge, of a developable surface, the locus of
points where 8uc<;eSHive Kcnerat<"»rs of the Hurfacc inter-
sect. Also called edfie of refjregsum.— Cuspidal I0CU8,
the Io<;ua of cusps of a family of curves.

Onspidaria (kus-pi-da'ri-a), n. [NL., < L.
cuspis {cuspid-), a point, -t- -aria.] A genus
of bivalves, typical of the family Cuspidariidce.
Also called Netera.

Onspidariidae (kus^pi-da-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
CuHpidaria + -idte.'] A family of bivalves with
single branchiro on each side very little devel-
op^ or wanting, palpi also wanting, and with
an inequivalve shell having a calcareous osse-
let in each valve and posterior lateral teeth.
They are of small size, and inhabit almost all

seas, generally at considerable depths. Also
called Keteridte.

cuspidate (ku8'pi-<lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. cus-

pi)l(iii;d, jipr. cunpidating. [< L. euspidatus, pp.
of cuspidare, make pointed, < ctispis (cuspid-), a
point, a spear: see cusp."] To make cuspidate
or pointed; sharpen.
cuspidate, cuspidated (kus'pi-dat, -da-ted), a.

[< lj. cuHpidatuK, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Fur-
nished with or ending in a cusp or cuspis: mu-
cronate: as, cuspidate leaves (leaves tipped
with a sharp rigid point or spine, as in thistles).
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— 2. Specifically, having a single cusp, as a
caiiiiio tooth.

CUSpides, «. Plural of cmpjs.
CUSpidine (kns'pi-din), «. [< L. cuspis (cHs/dil-),

II Hpcur, + -iiuA.] A mineral occun'iiig on .\It.

Vesuvius in pale rosored, spear-shaped crys-
tals. It is proba)>ly a fiuosilicate of calcium.

cuspidor, cuspidore (kus'pi-ddr, -dor), n. [< I'k.

cuspidor, a spittor, a spittoon, < cusj>ir, cospir,

spit, < L. conspuere, spit upon, < con- (intensivo)
+ spuere, spit, = E. spew, q. v.] A spittoon.

cuspis (kus'pis), n.
;
pi. cuspides (-pi-dez). [L.

cusjris (cuspid-), a, point, spear, etc.: see cusp.']

In zool. and anat. , a cusj) ; a point, tip, or muero.
CUSS^ (kus), «• [A vulgar pron. of curse : si'O

curse'', curse'^.] 1. A curse: used both in tlic

proper sense, as an imprecation, and (as equiv-
alent to eurse"^) as a symbol of worthlessness

:

see ctirse^, cursc'^.— 2. [A particular use of the
preceding, but perhaps in j>art associated with
customer, somewhat similarly used.] A fellow

;

a perverse or refractory person : a general term
of contempt or reproach (HoiiK'times very slight

or jocose) : usually with an epithet: as, a hard
cuss; a mean cuss; a little cuss. [Low or hu-
morous, U. S.]

The concent is run hy a lot of cwmen who have failed In
various branches of literature themselves.

The Cetdury, XXVI. 286.

CUSS^ (kus), V. [A vulgar pron. of curse : see
c«r«el, ».] I, irajw. To curse ; swear at. [Low,
U.S.]

II. intrans. To curse; swear; use profane
language. [Low, TJ. S.]

cU8S''t, V. t. An obsolete variant of kiss. Chau-
cer.

CUSSedness (kus'cd-nes), «. [A vulgar pron. of
cursedness; used with some ref. also to cuss',

n., 2, a perverse or refractory person.] Cursed-
ness; iterverseness: cantankerousness. [Low
or humorous, U. S.j

CUSSer (kus'tr), n. [Also cooser, couser, as-
similated forms of cursfmr, a stallion, steed, <

ME. corsour, courser, a courser, a steed: see
coMr«erl.] A stallion. [Scotch.]

ITien he rampauned and drew his sword— for ye ken a
He man and a cwmer fears na the dell.

Scott, Quy Mannering, xi.

CUSsest, n. pi. See cuishes.

CUSSO (kus'6), n. [Abyssinian.] The pistillate

inflorescence of Brayera anthelmintica, a rosa-
ceous tree of Abyssinia. It contains a bitter,

acrid resin, and is an efficient ttenifnge. Also
written kooso.

CUSS-WOrd (kus'wferd), n. An imprecation; a
[irofuiii' (ixjjletive; an oath. [Low, U. S.]

custard (kus'tard), n. [A corruption of ME.
custade, prop, and usually crustade, a pie, tart,

< OP. croustade, F. croustade, a pie, tart, = Pr.
crustado (Roquefort) = It. crostata, a pie, tart,

also the crust of a pie, < L. crustatus, crusted,

pp. of crustare, crust, < crusta, a crust: see
crust, crustatc.] A compound of eggs and milk,
sweetened, and baked or boiled.

custard-apple (kus'tard-ap'l), n. The fruit of
Anona reticulata, a native of the West Indies,
but cultivated in all tropical countries. It 1» a
large, dark-l>rown, roundish fruit, sometimes called but-

Iffck'n-heftrt from its size and appearance.

CUStard-COffinf (kus'tard-kofin), n. A piece of
raised pastry, or the upper crust, which covers
a custard.

Tt is a paltry cap,
A cuMtard -coffin, a bauble, a silken pie.

S/ia*.,T. oftheS., Iv. 3.

CUstard-cups (kus'tjlrd-kups), n. The willow-
herb, Epitobium hirsutum.

custilt, CUStelt, n- [ME., < OF. eoustille, t., a
two-edged sword, a poniard, coustel, eoutel, later
cousteau, couteau, a knife, < L. cultcUus, dim. of
culler, a knife: see cutler and colter.] A po-
niard ; a dagger.

No mauer of persone or persones go nor waike within
this town of Bristowe, with no Olaythes, speerys, longe
swerdys. Ionise daggers, ewrtUn, nother Bas3elardes, hy
nyght nor by day, whereby the kinges peace In any maner
wyse may be trobbelid, broken, or offendid.

English Gild* (E. E. T. 8.), p. 427.

cnstock (kus'tok), n. [Also written oustoe, ecu-
lock, c'istack, TpToi. a corruption of *cole-stoek,

kail-slock or -stalk, cabbage-stalk.] The pith
or core of a cabbage or colewort ; a cabbage-
stalk. [Scotch.]

An* glf the ctutoc'$ sweet or soar,
Wr joctelegs they taste them.

Sumi, Halloween.

cnstode Ckus'tod), n. [< F. eustode = Pr. cus-

todi = Sp. Pg. custodio = It. eustode, custodio

custom

(as if < Ij. 'custodius), < Ij. custos (cusUfd-), a
guanlian, keeper.] 1. Jn towi, one who has the
(Mistody or guardianship of anything: a custo-
dian.— 2. Same as custodia. H. K. InvenUtry,
1860, NOM. 1«2, aw.

custodee (kus-to-do'), n. [As eustode + -eeK]
A cii.stodiun.

CUStodes, >i. Plural ntcustos.

custodia (kus-to'di-U), v.; pi. custodian f-o).

[ML. ill these senses; L. custodia, keeping,
watcli, guard, a jirison: h(;p custody.] Kccles.,

any vessel or receptacle used to eontain saered
objects. H|.ccill<-nily (a) A shrini; In which the sacra-
ment wajt cxjioh<m1 to the jM;ople or carried in jirocession.
Sec rnttnMtranre ami oHtamuir. (b) A rellf|liary. Alwj cui-
tttile, cuMtoduU.

custodial' (kus-to'di-al), a. [< custody + -al.]

Relating to or of the nature of custody or
guardiaiisliip.

custodial'-^ (kus-to'di-al), n. [< custodia + -al.]

Hume as custodia. V. Heade.
custodiam (kus-to'di-am), n. [L. custodiam
(aec. of 6«/(fo(/ia, custody: see custody), occut-
riiig in the L. form of the lease.] A lease from
the crown under the seal of the Exchequer, by
which the custody of lands, etc., seized into the
king's hands, is demised or committed to some
person as custodee or lessee thereof. Tomlin.
Also called custodiam lease. [Eiig.J
custodian (kus-to'di-an), n. [< ML. 'custodi-
anus, implied in cuslodianatus, the office of a
custodian, < L. custodia, custody: see custody.]

One who has the care or custody of anything, as
of a library, a piiljlic building, a lunatic, etc. ; a
keeper or (guardian.

CUStodiansnip (kus-to'di-an-ship), n. [< custo-
dian + -ship. ] The office or duty of a custodian.
custodier (kus-to'di-i-r), n. [< OB\ "custodier,

< LL, custodiarius, a keeper, jailer, < L, custo-
dia, keeping: see custody/] A keeper; a guar-
dian; a custodian. [Archaic]

But now he hul become, he knew not why or where-
fore, or to what extent, the etutodier, as the Scottish
phrase went, of Mjme Important state aecret.

Scott, Abljot, xlx.

custody (kus'to-di), ». [= F. cu«fo<2e, a curtain,
a pyx, a monstrance, = Sp. Pg. It. custodia. < L.
custodia, a keeping, watch, guard, prison, < cus-
tos (custod-), a keeper, watchman, guard, akin
to Gt. Kevdttv, hide, and prob. to E. hide: see
A«foi.] 1 . A keeping ; a guarding ; care, watch,
inspection, or detention, for preservation or
security: as, the prisoner was committed to the
custody of the sheriff, it is often used to imply the
IK>wer and duty of control and safe keeping of a thiiiK, as
dlstini^ishcd from the legal {>ossession, which Is deemed
t^t be in another person : thus, the gotxls of the master
may be in his legal possession though in the cuntody of his
servant.

Under tlie eiutody and charge of the sons of Merarl
shall be the boards of the tabernacle. Num. liL 36.

I have all her Plat« and Houshold stuff in my Custody,
and unless I had gone at I did, much had been embezKleo.

Howell, I.etten, I. T. 23.

2. Restraint of liberty; confinement; impris-
onment ; incarceration.

He shall l;e apprehended . . . and committed to safe
cuntody til he hath paid some fee for his ranaome.

Coryal, Crudities, I. 6.

What peace will be given
To tu enslared, but custody serere,
And stripes, and arbitrary pnniahroentT

MUtm, P. L., it Sn.

3. Safe-keeping against a foe; guarding; se-
curity. [Rare or obsolete.]

There was prepared a fleet of thirty ships for the eitf.

trjdy of the narrow seas. Baeon.

custom (kns'ttun), n. and a. [< ME. custom,
custome, custum, eustume, costume, eostome, < OF.
costume, eustume, custome, coustume, F. coutume
= Pr. costuma = 8p. costumbre = Pg. costume
= It. costuma (> F. also costume, > E. costume^,

q. v.), custom, etc., < ML. custuma, costuma,
custom, etc., a contraction and modification
(as if through a form 'eonsuelumen, pi. -tumina)
of L. eonsuetudo (eonauetudin-), custom, habit
(see eonsuetude), < eonsueseere, pp. consuetus,

accustom, inchoative form of eonsuere, be ac-
customed, < con- (intensive) + suere,'be accus-
tomed, perhaps < suus, one's own, his own : see
consuetude.] I. n. 1. The common use or jirac-

tice, either of an individual or of a community,
but especially of the latter; habitual repetition

of the same act or procedure ; established man-
ner or way.

And we do not as ewttrmu it.

We are worth to tje blamyd, Iwytse,
I wolde we dyd uothiriK amys

As Uod me speyd.
York I'layi, p. Mft
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customs-duty

customs-duty (kus'tumz-du^ti), w. The tax
leWed on merchandise imported from or (in
some countries) exported to a foreign coxintry.
See cuiitoni, «., 4.

customs-union (kus'tumz-ii''''nyon), n. A union
of independent states or nations for the pur-
pose of efifecting common or similar arrange-
ments for the collection of duties on imports,
etc. ; specifically, the Zollverein (which see).

Austria perceived that, after all, it would be impossible
for her to create a Cu^tonis-U'nion that did not include
Prussia. Lowe, Bismarck, I. 195.

CUStoS (kus'tos), «.; pi. eustodes (kus-to'dez).
[L., a keeper: see custodyfCustode.'] 1. A keep-
er J a custodian.

On the 2Lst [of April] Gloucester was appointed lieuten-
ant and etis\os of the kingdom. Stubbs, Const. Hist. , § 336.

2. In niusiCj the sign ^-^ or v, at the end of a
line or page, to show the position of the first

note of the next,— Custos brevlum, formerly, the

Srincipal clerk of the English Common Pleas.— CustOS
[essium. a constellation proposed by Lalande in 1775.

It embraced parts of Cepheus, Cassiopeia, and Camelopar-
dalis, and had a star of the fourth magnitude stolen from
each of the last two coustellations.— CustOS Rotulorum,
in England, the keeper of the rolls or records (of the ses-

sion) ; the chief civil officer of a county. Abbreviated C. Ji.

— CustOS SlgilU, the keeper of the seal. Abbreviated C. S.

CUStrel^t (kus'trel), n. [< OF, coustilliery a sol-

dier armed with a poniard, < cottstille, a poniard,
ult. < L, cultelluSj a knife: see cn^til and cois-

tril.'] A buckler-bearer or servant to a man-at-
arms. See cultellarius.

Every one had an archer, a demi-lance, and a cuntrel,

... or servant pertaining to him.
Lord Herbert, Hist. Hen. VIII., p. 9.

custrel^t, custrilt, «. Same as costrel.

CUStumt, n. An obsolete form of custom.

custumalt, custumaryt. See customal^ custom-
ary,

cut (kut), V, ; pret, and pp. cut, formerly some-
times cuttedy ppr. cutting, [Early mod. E. also
cutte (Sc. kit); < ME. cuttetij Icutten^ also kitten,

and rarely ketten (pret. cuttej kuttCj kttte^ cut,

kitj pp. cutf also pret. kittede, pp. cuttedj kitted),

cut, a word of great frequency, first appearing
about A. D. 1200, in pret. cutte, and taMng the
place as a more exact term of the more general
words having this sense (carve, hew, slay, snithe)

;

of Celtic origin: cf. W, cwtau, Gael, cutaich,

shorten, dock, curtail: W, cwta, Corn, cut, Gael.
Ir. cutachy short, docked; W. cwt = Gael. Ir.

cut, a tail, a bobtail; Gael, cut, Ir, cotj a piece,
part.] I, trans. 1, To make, with an edged
tool or instrument, an incision in ; wound with
something having a sharp edge; incise: as, to
cut one's finger.

I think there is no nation under heaven
That cut their enemies' throats with compliment.
And such fine tricks, as we do.

Beau, aiid FL , Little French Lawyer, i. 2.

2. To penetrate or cleave, as a sharp or edged
instrument does.

The pleasantest angling is to see the fish

Cut with her golden oars the silver stream.
Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1.

Far on its rocky kuoll descried.
Saint Michael's chapel cuts the sky.

M. Arnold, Stanzas composed at Carnac.

No bird Is safe that cuts the air

From their rifle or their snare.
Emerson, Monadnoc,

3. To wound the sensibilities of ; affect deeply.

The man was cut to the heart with these consolations.
Addison.

4. To make incision in for the purpose of di-

viding or separating into two or more parts

;

sever or divide with a sharp instrument : used
with into (sometimes in) before the parts or di-

visions, and sometimes with an intensive up

:

as, to cut a rope in two (that is, into two pieces
or parts) ; to cut bread into slices ; to cut up an
ox into portions suitable for the market.

Thoghe gee kutte hem in never so many Gobettes or
parties, overthwart or end longes, everemore gee schulle
fynden in the myddea the figure of the Holy Cros of oure
IJord Jesu. MandevUle, Travels, p. 49.

Hence— 6. In card-playmg, to divide or sepa-
rate (a pack of cards) at random into two or
more pau^s for the purpose of determining the
deal, trumps, etc., or for the prevention of
cheating in dealing, etc.

We sure in vain the Cards condemn

:

Ourselves both cut and shuffled them.
Prior, Alma, ii.

6. To sever by the application of a sharp or
edgedinstrument, such as an ax, a saw, a sickle,

etc., in order to facilitate removal. Specifically—
(a) To bev or saw down ; fell : as, to (}ue timber.
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Thy servants can skill to cut timber In Lebanon.

2 Chron. ii. 8.

(6) To reap ; mow ; harvest : as, to cut grain or hay.

Tlie first wheat that I saw cut this yeare was at that
postehouse. Coryat, Crudities, I. 141.

Hence— 7. To remove or separate entirely and
effectually by or as by a cutting instrument

;

sever completely, (a) To take away.

Cut from a man his hope in Christ for hereafter, and
then the epicure's counsel will seem good, Let us eat and
drink, for to-morrow we die.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I., Pref. to xi.

(6) With aivay : to sever, detach, or clear away, for the
purpose of disencumbering or relieving : as, to cut away
wreckage on a ship, (c) With off: (1) To separate from the
other parts ; remove by amputation or excision : as, to cut
off a, man's head, or one's finger.

An Australian cuts off the right thumb of a slain enemy,
that the ghost may be unable to throw a spear.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 108.

Hence— (2) To extirpate or destroy ; make an end of.

Jezebel cut off the prophets of the Lord. 1 Ki. xviii. 4.

Th' incurable ctit off, the rest reform.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

(3) To interrupt ; stop ; bring to an end : as, to cut o/all
communication.

This aqueduct could be of no service to Jerusalem in
time of war, as the enemy would always cut off the com-
munication. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 43.

The junction of the Hanoverians cut off, and that of the
Saxons put off. Walpole, Letters, II. 22.

(4) To bring to an end suddenly or by untimely means

:

as, cut off by pestilence^

Gallant men, who are cut offhy the sword, move rather
our veneration than oiu* pity. Steele, Tatler, No. 181.

(5) To debar from access or intercourse, as by the inter-
position of distance or insurmountable obstacles : as, cut
offtTom one's country or friends ; cut q/from all succor.

The Abyssinians . . . were cut off from the rest of the
world by seas and deserts almost inaccessible.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 3.

(6) To intercept ; deprive of means of return, as by the re-
moval of a bridge, or by the intervention of a barrier or an
opposing force : as, the troops were cut o/ffrom the ships.

8. To intersect ; cross : as, one line cuts another
at right angles ; the ecliptic cuts the equator.

The Fosse cut the Watling Street at a place called High
Cross in Leicestershire, the site of the Roman Venonte.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 340.

9. To castrate: as, to cut a horse.— 10. To
trim by clipping, shearing, paring, or pruning

:

as, to cut the hair or the nails.

To kytte a vyne is thinges iij to attende.
Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

The Walls were well covered with Fruit Trees ; he had
not cut his Peaches; when I aakt him the reason, he told
me it was his way not to cut them till after flowring, which
he found by Experience to improve the Fruit.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 187.

Religion in their garments, and their hair
Cut shorter than their eyebrows !

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

11. To make or fashion by cutting, (a) To ex-
cavate ; dig : as, to cut a drain or trench.

A canal having been cut across it [a neck of land] by the
British troops. The Century, XXIV. 587.

(6) To form the parts of by cutting into shape : as, to cut
a garment; to cut one's coat according to one's cloth.

A blue jacket cut and trimmed in what is known as
*'man-o'-war" style. The Century, XXIV. 587.

(c) To shape or model by superficial cutting ; sculpture or
carve.

Why should a man whose blood is warm within
Sit like his grandsire cut in alabaster?

Shak., U. of v., i. 1.

There are four very stately pillera of white free-stone,
most curiously cat with sundry faire workes.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 33.

I, tired out
With cutting eights that day upon the pond.

Tennyson, The Epic,

(d) To polish by grinding, etc. ; finish or ornament by cut-
ting facets on : as, to cut glass or precious stones.

12. To abridge or shorten by omitting a part

:

as, to cut a speech or a play.— 13. To lower;
reduce ; diminish: as, to cut rates.

It certainly cannot be that those who make these faster
times are as a body physically stronger than the first ex-

ponents of the art, for it is only during the present genera-
tion that the bicycle has been brought into use, and yet
we find that " records " are week by week being cut.

Nineteenth Century, XXI. 518.

14. To reduce the tone or intensity of (a color).

It [nitric acid] is used for a few colors in calico printing,
and sometimes to cut madder pinks, that is, to reduce the
red to a softer shade.

O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 359.

15. To dissolve or make miscible: as. to cut

shellac with alcohol, or lampblack with vine-
gar.— 1 6. To sever connection or relation with

;

have nothing to do with; give up; abandon;
stay away from when one should attend : as, to
cut acquaintance with a person; to cut a con-
nection; to c«^ a recitation.

He swore that he would cut the service. MarryaU

cut

I cut the Algebra and Trigonometry papers dead mj
first year, and came out seventh.

Bristed, English University, p. 51.

The weather was bad, and I could not go over to Brook-
lyn without too great fatigue, and so I cu^ that and some
other calls I had intended to make.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 340.

17. To meet or pass deliberately without rec-
ognition; avoid or tui-n away from intention-
ally; affect not to be acquainted with: as, to
cut an acquaintance.
That he had cut me ever since my marriage, I had seen

without surprise or resentment.
Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, xliv.

18. In cricket, to strike and send off (a ball) in
front of the batsman, and parallel to the wicket.— 19. To carry forward (a hea\'y object) with-
out rolling, by moving the ends alternately in
the required direction: used by laborers, me-
chanics, etc., in relation to moving beams or
the like—To cut a caper or capers, to leap or dance
in a frolicsome manner ; frisk about.

In his ordinary gesture he discovers he can dance,
though he does not cut capers. Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

My bosom underwent a glorious glow,
And my internal spirit cut a caper.

Byron, Don Juan, x. 3.

To cut a dash, to make a display.

I knew that he thought he was cutting a dash.
As his steed went thundering by.

0. W. Holmes, Reflections of a Proud Pedestrian.

Lived on his means, cut no great dash.
And paid his debts in honest cash.

Lowell, Int. to Biglow Papers, 1st ser.

To cut a feather (naut.), to move so fast as to make the
water foam under the bow: said of a ship.— To cut a
figure, to make a striking appearance, or be conspicuous
in any way, as in di-ess or manners, public position, in-

fluence, etc.

A tall gaunt creature . . . cutting a most ridiculoua
figure. Marryat, Snarleyyow, III. viiL

To cut a joke, to make a joke ; crack a jest.

The King [Geoi^e IV.] was in good looks and good
spirits, and after dinner cut his ^okes with all the coarse
merriment which is his characteristic.

GrevUle, Memoirs, Dec. 18, 1821.

And jokes will be cut in the House of Lords,
And throats in the County Kerry.

Praed, Twenty-Eight and Twenty-Nine.

To cut and carve, to hack at indiscriminately; change
or modify.

Take away the Act which secures the use of the Liturgy
as it is, and you set the clergy free to cut and carve it as
they please. Contemporary Rev., L. 23.

To cut down, (a) To fell ; cause to fall by lopping or
hewing.

Ye shall . . . cut down their groves. Ex. xzxiv. 13.

(b) To slay ; kill ; disable, as by the sword.

Some of the soldiery were killed while sleeping, others
were cut down almost without resistance.

Irving, Granada, p. 31.

(c) To surpass ; put to shame.

So great is his natural eloquence that he cuts down the
finest orator. Addison, Count Tariff.

(d) To retrench ; curtail : as, to cut down expenses.

The Chancellor of Exchequer, who selected the moment
for cutting down the estimates for our naval and military
defences when all Europe is bristling with arms.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXV. 270.

(e) Naxit., to razee; reduce by cutting away a deck from,
as a line-of-battle ship to convert it into a frigate, etc. (/)
In racing slang: (1) To strike into the legs of a competing
horse so as to injure him. (2) To take the lead decisively
from an inferior animal that has previously been indulged
with it. Krik'g Guide.— To cut in, in whale-fishing, to
cut up in pieces suitable for trying.

From the time a whale is discovered until the capture
is made, and the animal cut in, the scene is one of labori-
ous excitement. C. At. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 230.

To cut it too fat, to overdo a thing. [Low or vulgar,
U.S.]

It's bad enough to be uncomfortable in your own
house without knowing why ; but to have a philosopher
of the Sennaar school show you why you are so, is cutting
it rather too fat. G. W. Curtis, Potiphar Papers, p. 131.

To cut OflF with a «hnHng
, to disinherit by bequeath-

ing a shilling : a practice adopted by a testator dissatis-

fied with his heir, as a proof that the disinheritance was
designed and not the result of neglect, and also from the
notion that it was necessary to leave the heir at least a
shilling to make a will valid. —To cut one's eye-teeth,
or to have one's eye-teeth cut, to be oUi fnough to un-
derstand tilings; be cunning or shrewd, and not easily

imposed upon : because the eye-teeth are usually the last

of the exposed teeth to appear. (Slang.]—To CUt one's
stick, to move off ; be off at once. [Slang.]

Cut your stick, sir— come, mizzle!^ be off with you!—
go

!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 199.

To cut out. (a) To remove as by cutting or narving.

You know, sir, you gave them leave to cut out or omit
whatever they found heavy or unnecessarv to the plot,

Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 1.

(6) To shape or form by or as by cutting ; fashion ; adapt

:

as, to cut out a garment ; to cut out a pattern; he is not
cut out for an author.

As if she [Nature] haply had sat down,
And cut out Cloaths for all the Town.

Prior, Alma, 1.

A laige forest cut out into walks. Addison,



cut

I was in some grottos cut out of the rock, in long nar-

row galleries running parallel to one another, and some
also crossing them at rigtit angles.

Fococke, Desorijition of the East, I. 9.

Hence— (c) To contrive
;
prepare : as, to cut out work for

another day.

Sufficient work . . . was cut ou( for the armies of England.
Goldsmith, Seven Years' War, ii.

(dt) To debar.

I am cut out from anything but common acknowledg-
ments, or common discoui-se. Pope,

[e) To take the preference or precedence of : as, to cut out

a rival in love.

Doing his best
To perform the polite, and to cut out the rest.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 53.

(/) Naut. , to capture and carr>- off, as a vessel from a har-
bor or from under the guns of the enemy, (g) To separate,
as a beast from the herd ; drive apart from the drove : a
term used on western ranches. [U. S.]

The headlong dash with which one [of the cowboys] will

exit out a cow marked with his own brand from a herd of

several hundred others. T. Roomvelt, Hunting Trips, p. 9.

To cut short, (a) To interrupt ; bring to an abrupt or
sudden pause.

Achilles cut him short. Dryden, .^neid.

(6) To shorten ; abridge : as, to cut the matter short.

And lest I should be weary'd, Madam,
To cut things short, come down to Adam.

Prior, Alma, ii.

(c) To withhold from a person part of what is due.

The soldiers werecttf short of their pay. Johnson.

To cut the gold, in archery, to appear to drop across the
gold or inner circle of the target, when falling short of the
mark : said of the arrow.—To cut the Gordlan knot.
See Gordian.— TO CUt the (or a) knot, to take short
measures with any difficulty ; effect an object by the most
direct and summary means. See Gordtan knot, under
Gordian.

Decision by a majority is a mode of cutting a knot that
cannot be untied.

Sir G. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion.

To cut the mark, in archery, to fly straight toward the
mark, but fall below it : said of an arrow.— To cut the
sail^ to unfurl it and let it fall down.—To cut the teeth,
t<^)havetlie teeth grow through the gums, as an infant.—TO
cut the volt, or the round, .see the nouns.— To cut to
pieces, to cut, hew, or ha"k into fragments; disintegrate
by cutting or slashing ; specifically, in war, to destroy, or
scatter with much slaughter, as a IxKiy of troops, by any
mode of attack.

The Abyssinian horse, breaking through the covert,
came swiftly up<jn them [the iloorsj, unable either to fight
or to fly, and the whole lx)dy of them was cut to pieces
without one man escaping.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 28.

To cut up. (a) To cut in pieces: as, to cti( up beef. (6) To
break or destroy the continuity, unity, or uniformity of:
as, a wall space cut up with windows.

Making the great portal a seniidome, and .... cutting
it up with omamenU and details.

J. Fergitsson, Hist. Arch., I. 386.

(c) To eradicate : as, to cut up shrubs.

This doctrine cuts upallgovemmentby the roots. Locke.

(d) To criticize severely or incisively ; censure : as, the work
was terribly cut up by the reviewer.

A poem which was cut tip by Mr. Rigby, with his usual
urbanity. Thackeray, .Mrs. Perkins's Ball.

(e) To wound the feelings acutely ; affect deeply : as, his
wife's death cut him up terribly.

Poor fellow, he seems dreadfully cut up.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xxxii.

H. intratts. 1. To make an incision: as, he
ctits too (Jeep.— 2. To possess the incising, sev-
ering, or gashing properties of an edged tool or
instrument, or perform its functions: as, the
knife cuts well.— 3. To admit of being incised,
sliced, severed, or divided with a cutting in-
strument: as, stale bread p«te better than fresh.— 4. To turn out (well or ill) in course of being
fashioned by cutting : as, the cloth is too nar-
row to cut well (that is, with advantage, or with-
out waste).— 5, To grow or appear tnrough the
gums : said of the teeth.

When the teeth are ready to cut, the upper part is

rubbed with hard substances. Arhuthnot.

6. To strike the inner and lower part of the
fetlock with the other foot; interfere: said of
a horse.— 7. To divide a pack of cards, for de-
termining the deal, or for any other purpose.

—

8. To move off with directness and rapidity

;

make off: sometimes with an impersonal it.

[Colloq. or slang.]

A ship appeared in sight with a flag aloft ; which we
cut after, and by eleven at night came up with her, and
toijk her.

Retaking of the Island of Sainta Helena (Arber's Eng.
[Gamer, I. 62).

Cut and come Again, take as much as you please and
come back for more : used generally to denote abundance,
profusion, or no lack.

Cut and come again was the order of the evening, . . .

and I had no time to ask questions, but help meat and
ladle gravy. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxix.

To cut across, to pass over or through in the most direct
way: as, he cut across the common.— TO CUt and run
inaut.), to cut the cable and set sail immediately, as in a
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case of emergency ; hence, to make off suddenly ; be oflf

;

be gone ; hurry away.

I might easily cut and run. Carlyle, in Froude, I. 116.

To cut in, (a) To divide the pack and turn a card, for
determining who are to play. (6) To join in suddenly and
unceremoniously.

'*You think, then," said Lord Eskdale,cw((m^ m before
Rigby, " that the Reform Bill has done us no harm ?"

Disraeli, Coningsby, iv. 11.

To cut loose, (a) To run away ; escape from custody.
(b) To separate one's self from anything ; sever connection
or relation : as, the army cut loose from all communica-
tions.

By moving against Jackson, I uncovered my own com-
munication. So I finally decided to have none— to cut
loose altogether from my base and move my whole force
eastward. C. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 499.

(c) In shooting, to dischaj-ge a firearm.— To cut on, to
make haste forward ; move on with speed and directness.

—To cut up. (rt) To turn out (well or ill) when divided
into pieces or parts, as a carcass in the shambles : a butch-
ers' phrase, figuratively used of the division or segrega-
tion of the parts of anything, and colloquially of a person
as representing his estate : as, the sheep cuts up to advan-
tage ; how does the old gentleman cut up?

The only question of their Legendre, or some other of
their legislative butchers, will be, how he cuts up. Burke.

(b) To be jolly, noisy, or riotous ; behave badly. [Slang.]

Now, say, what's the use
Of all this abuse.

Of cutting up, and thus behaving rioty.

And acting with such awful impropriety?
C. G. Leland, Meister Karl's Sketch-Book, p. 265.

To cut up rough, to become quarrelsome or obstreper-
ous ; become dangerous. [Slang.]

cut (kut), }). a, [Pp. of cut, v.] 1. Gashed or
wounded as with a sharp instrument: as, a cut
finger.— 2, In bof., incised; cleft.— 3. Hewn;
chiseled; squared and dressed: as, cut stone.—4. Manufactured by being cut by machinery
from a rolled plate ; not wrought or made by
hand: as, cut nails.— 6. Having the surface
shaped or ornamented by grinding or polish-
ing; polished or faceted: as, cut glass; gems
cut and uncut.— 6. Severed or separated from
the root or plant: as, cut flowers: said (a) dis-

tinctively of flowers severed from the plant, as
opposed to flowering plants growing in the
ground or in pots; (6) of flowers not made
up into bouquets or ornamental pieces—more
properly, loose flowers, as distinguished from
maae-up flowers.— 7. Castrated; gelded.— 8,
Tipsy; intoxicated; drunk. [Slang.] — Cut and
dryt, cut and dried, prepared for use by cutting and
seasoning, as hewn timber; hence, fixed or settled in ad-
vance ; ready for use or operation at a moment's notice

:

as, their plans were all cut and dried for the occasion.

Can ready compliments supply,
On all occasions cut and dry. Sur^t.

The uniformity and simplicity of the cut-and-dried In-
termediate examination was too tempting a trap for him
to avoid. The Athen(mim, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 62.

Cut and Ions tallt, people of all kinds or ranks ; literal-

ly, dogs with cut tails and dogs with long tails.

Shallotp. He will maintain yon like a gentlewoman.
Slender. Ay, that I will, come cut atid long-tail, under

the degree of a 'squire. Shak., M. W. uf W., iii. 4.

Cut and mitered String. See «frtn//.— Cut cavendish.
See cavejuiish.— C\x% glass. See glass.— Cut-in notes,
in printing, side-notes to a page coining within the lines
of the space usually oi-cupied by the text.— Cut splice.
Same as con(-*pitce.— Cut-under bUKgy. See truggp'^.

cut (kut), n. [< ME. cut, cutt/^a lot' (the other
senses being modem); from the verb.] 1. The
opening made by an edged instrument, dis-

tinguisned by its length from that made by
perforation with a pointed instrument ; a gash

;

a slash; a notch; a wound. Hence— 2, A
sharp stroke or gash as with an edged instru-
ment or with a whip: as, a smart cut ; a clean
cut.

This was the moat unkindeat cut of all.

Shak., J. C, iii. 2.

The General gives his near horse a cut with his whip,
and the wagon passes them.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 70.

3. Anything that wounds one's feelings deeply,
as a sarcasm, criticism, or act of ingratitude or
discourtesy.— 4, A slashing movement; spe-
cifically, in saber-exercise^ a slashing stroke of
the weapon, more forcible than a thrust, but
less decisive in result: distinguished as //"owf

cuty right cut, etc., according to the direction of
the movement.— 5. In cricket, a stroke given
by the batsman to the ball, by which the ball
is sent out in front of the striker and parallel
to his wickets.— 6. In lawn-tennis, such a blow
with the racket that the ball is made to whirl
rapidly, and on striking the ground to bound off

at an irregular angle; a ball thus struck.— 7. A
step in fancy dancing.— 8. A channel, trench,
or groove made by cutting or digging, as a
ditch, a canal, or an excavation through rising
ground for a railroad-bed or a road; a cutting.

cnt-agalnst

This great cut or ditch Sesostris . . . purposed to have
made a great deal wider and deeper.

Knolles, Hist. Turks.

9. In a pontoon bridge, the space or waterway
between two pontoons.— 10. A passage by
which an angle is cut off: as, a short cut.

The remaining distance . . . might be considerably re-
duced by a short cut across fields.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, ii.

11. A part cut off from the rest; a slice or
division: as, a good cut; a cut of timber.

They wanted only the best cuts. He did not know what
to do with the lower qualities of meat.

The Century, XXXV. 577.

12. Two hanks of ^am.— 13. The block or
stamp on which a picture is engraved or cut,

and by which it is impressed ; an engraving,
especially an engraving upon wood ; also, the
impression from such a block. See woodcut.— 14. A tally; one of several lots made by
cutting sticks, pieces of paper or straw, etc.,

to different lengths: as, to draw cuts.

Wherfore I rede that cut among vs alle

Be drawe, and lat see wher the cut wol falle.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 331.

2d Child. Which cut shall speak it?

3d Child. The shortest.
1st Child. Agreed : draw.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, Ind.

15f. A gelding.

All the sound horses, whole horses, sore horses, cours-
ers, curtals, jades, ciUs, hacknies, and mares.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

He's buy me a white cut, forth for to ride.

Fletcher {and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 4.

16. A reduction: as, a cut in prices; a great
cut in railroad-rates : often used as an adjec-
tive: as, CM< rates; a CM^rate office.— 17. The
surface left by a cut : as, a smooth or clear cut.

— 18. The manner in wliich a thing is cut;
form ; shape ; fashion : as, the cut of a garment.

The justice . . .

With eyes severe, and beard of formal cut.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

Pursew the cut, the fashion of the age.
Marston, What you Will, ii. 1.

There is the new cut of your doublet or slash, the fash-
ion of your apparel, a quaint cut.

Shirley, Witty Fair One, ii. 1.

A sailor has a peculiar ctit to his clothes, and a way of
wearing them which a green hand can never get.

R. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 2.

19. Specifically, in lapidary work, the num-
ber and arrangement of the facets on a pre-
cious stone which has been polished or cut : as,

the double-brilliant cut; the Lisbon cut; dental
cut.—20, The act of deliberately passing an
acquaintance without appearing to recognize
him, or of avoiding him so as not to be accost-
ed by him.
We met and gave each other the cut direct that niglit.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, ii.

21. Absence when one should be present; a
staying away, or a refusal to attend : as, a cut

from recitation—Brilliant cut, half-brilliant cut,
double-brlUiant cut, Lisbon cut, Portuguese cut.
single cut. See brilliant, n.— Cut OVer point, in fen-
cing, a passing of the point of the weapon over that of
the adversary in thrusting upon Itim. Rolaiulo (ed. For-
ayth).— Degree cut. Same as trap ctU.— Dental cut,
in gem-cutting, a style of ornamentation consisting of
two rows of facets on the top of the stone.—Rose cut,
in gem-cutting, a form of ornamentation in which the
upper part of the stone has 24 triangular facets, and the
back of the stone is flat. When the base is a duplicate of
the upper side, the stone becomes a double rose, Rose-
cut diamonds are usually set with foil at the back. See
brilliant, fig. 7.— Star CUt, in diamond-ctitting, a form of
brilliant-cutting in which the facets ou the top and back
are so arranged that they resemble a star.- Step cut.
Same as trap cut.— Table CUt, in diamond-cutting, a form
of ornamentation in which the stone is usually flat, and
is cut with long (technically called table) facets with
beveled edges, or a border of small facets.— The CUt Of
one's jib, the shape or general appearance of a person

:

as, I knew him by the cut of his jib. [Originally a sailors'

phrase with reference to the characteristic form of a ships
Jib.1

The young ladies liked to appear in nautical and lawn-
tennis toilet, carried so far that one might refer to the cut

of their jib. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 178.

To draw cuts, to draw lots, as of little sticks, straws,

papers, etc., cut of unequal lengths.

I think ft is best to draw cuts and avoid contention.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 86.

Trap cut, in gem-cutting, a form of ornamentation in

which one row or more of long step-like facets is arranged
on the top or crown of the stone, around the table, and
three, six, or more rows of similar steps or degree facets on
the back or pavilion; or the top may be brilliant cut, and
only the back trap cut, or vice vei-sa. This fonn of cut
intensifies or darkens the color of a stone, and hence is

used for the sapphire, emerald, ruby, etc. Also called

step cut and degree cut.

CUt-against (kufa-genst*)* «• In bookbinding :

(a) The cut made by a bookbinders* knife on



cnt-against

s book l3ring on or against a Tjoard, in con-
tradistinotion to a cut made on a book in the
middle of a pile of other books. (6) The piece
of wood which receives the edge of the knife.

CUt-and-thrust (kut'and-thrusf), a. Designed
for cutting and thrusting : as, a cut-and-thrust
sword.

The word sword comprehended all descriptions, whether
backsword or basket-hilt, cut-and-thrunt or rapier, fal-

chion or scymitar. Scott, Abbot, iv.

CUtaneal (ku-ta'ne-al), a. [As eutane-ous + -n?.]

Same as cutaneous. Dunglison.
cutaneous (kiVta'nf-us), a. [= F. cutan^ =
Sp. cutdneo = Pg. It. cutanea, < NL. "cutaneus,
< L. cutis, skin : see cutis, cuticle.'] 1. Per-
taining to the skin ; of the nature of or re-

sembling skin; tegmnentary: as, a cutaneous
envelop.— 2. Affecting the skin : as, a c«tone-
ow« eruption; a cMtoweojis disease.

Some sorts of cutaneous eruptions are occasioned by
feeding much on acid unripe fruits. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

3. Attached to, acting upon, or situated imme-
diately below the skin ; subcutaneous : as, a cu-

taneous muscle Cutaneous absorption. See ab-
sorftioii.

CUtaneously (kii-ta'ne-us-li), adv. By orthrough
the skin : as, absorbed ctitaneously.

cutaway (kut'a-wa), a. and n. [< cut, pp. of
cut, v., + away.] I. a. Cut back from the waist

:

as, a cutaway coat.

H. n. A single-breasted coat with the skirt

cut back from the waist in a long slope or
curve. See coat^.

A green cut-away with brass buttons.
r. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 6.

cutch.! (kuch), n. [Also couch-, cooch-(grass)
;

var. of quitch, q. v.] Same as quitch-grass,

Triticum repens.

CUtch^ (kuch), n. [A technical name, perhaps
ult. due to F. couche, a couch, bed, layer, stra-

tum: seecoMcfcl.] A block of paper or vellum,
between the leaves of whieh gold-leaf is placed
to be beaten.
CUtch^ (kuchl, n. [Anglo-Ind.] Catechu.
CUtch* (kuch), n. [Origin unknown.] Same as
cuttch.

cutcha, kutcha (kueh'a), a. and n. [Anglo-Ind.,
< Hind, kachchd = Beng. kdncha, etc., raw, un-
ripe, immature, crude (lit. or fig.). A kachchd
house is one built of unbaked bricks or mud.]
I. a. In British India, temporary, makeshift,
inferior, etc. : opposed to pucka (Hind, pakkd,
pukka, ripe, cooked, mature), whieh implies
stability or superiority: as, a cutcha roof; a
cutcha seam in a coat.

In America, where they cannot get a pucka railway,
they take a kutcha one instead. Lord Elgin, l^etters.

II. n. A weak kind of lime used in inferior
buildings.

cutcher (kuch'er), n. [Cf. cutcW^.] In a paper-
machine, a cylinder about whieh an endless felt

moves.
cutchery (kuch'e-ri), «. [Also written cutch-
erry, kachchari, "kachahri, < Hind, kachahri, a
court, a court-house.] In British India, a court
of justice or a collector's or any public office.

Constant dinners . . . [and] the labours of cutcherry . . .

had their eifect upon Waterloo Sedley.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ivii.

cut-chundoo (kut'chun'do), n. A measure of
capacity in Ceylon, equal to about half a pint.

cut-drop (kut'drop), n. A drop-scene in a the-
ater which is cut away more or less to allow
the scenery behind it to be seen through the
opening.
cute (Wt), a. [An abbr. of acute.] Acute;
clever; sharp; smart. [CoUoq.]

What l>ecame of the particularly 'cute Yankee child
who left his lionie and native parish at the age of fifteen
months, because he was given to understand that his pa-
rents intended to call him Caleb? Hawthorne.

Cap'n Tucker he was ... so 'cute at dodgin' in and out
all them little bays and creeks and places all 'long shore.

Mrs. Stowe, Oldtown, fi. 100.

cutely (kiit'li), adv. IShort tor acutely.] Acute-
ly; smartly. [Colloq.]

CUteness (kiit'nes), n. [Short for acuteness:
see cute.] The quality of being cute ; sharp-
ness; smartness; cleverness; acuteness. [Col-
loq.]

Who could have thought so innocent a face could cover
no much CUteness t Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, ii. 1.

With the 'cuteness characteristic of their nation, the
neishboura of the Massachusetts farmer imagined it would
be an excellent thing if all his sheep were imbued with
the stay-at-home tendencies enforced by Nature upon the
newly arrived [Ancon) ram. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 2«7.
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Cuterebra (ku-te-reb'ra), n. Same as Cutite-
rebra.

cut-grass (kut'gras), n. A kind of grass having
very rough blades, which when drawn quickly
through the hand inflict a cut Elce cut-grass,
in the I'nited States, the wild rice, Leersia oryzoides.

CUtht, a. A Middle English form of couth.

CUth- (kuth). An element in some proper names
of Anglo-Saxon origin, being the same (with
vowel shortened before two consonants) as
couth, known <see couth): as, Cuthbert, Anglo-
baxon Ciith-berht, -briht (famous as a warrior);
Cuthred, Anglo-Saxon VUthred (famous in coun-
sel); Cuthwin, Anglo-Saxon Cuthwine (famous
friend or fighter).

CUthbertt (kuth'bert), n. [Formerly St. Cuth-
bert's duck {Anas cuthberti); cf. cuddy^, prob.
of same ult. origin.] The eider-duck, Soma-
teria mollissima. Montagu.

cut-heal (kut'hel), n. [Appar. < cut + heal;
from supposed curative properties.] The va-
lerian, Valeriana officinalis.

cuticle (ku'ti-kl), 11. [= F. cuticule = Sp. cuti-

cida = Pg. cuticula = It. euticola, < L. cuticida,

dim. of cutis, the skin: see cutis.] 1. In zool.

and anat.: (a) The scarf-skin or epidermis;
the outermost layer of the skin, forming the
general superficial integument or covering of
the body (see cut under skin) ; by extension,
any kind of epidermal or eutieular growths, as
nails, claws, hoofs, horns, hair, feathers, etc.

Veins and skin, and cuticle and nail.

Bentlcy, Sermons, iii.

(6) The outermost and very superficial integu-
ment in general, without reference to its exact
nature ; a pellicle ; a skin, rind, or other invest-
ing structure, (c) Some thick, tough mem-
brane lining an internal organ: as, the cuticle

of a fowl's gizzard, {d) In infusorians, specifi-

cally, the cell-wall.— 2. In hot., a continuous
hyaline film covering the surface of a plant
and formed of the cutinized outer surfaces of
the epidermal cells. Sometimes used as equiv-
alent to epidermis.—3. A thin skin formed on
the surface of liquor; a film or pellicle.

When any saline liquor is evaporated to cuticle, the salt
concretes in regular figures. Newton, Opticks.

cuticula (ku-tik'u-la), n. ; pi. cuticulw (-le). [L.,

dim. of cutis, the skin : see cutis.] In zool. and
anat. : (a) The cuticle proper ; the epidermis

;

the ectoderm ; the exoskeleton ; the superficial

investment of the body, in so far as this is

formed by or derived from the epiblastic cells

or epiblast of the embryo, whatever its ulterior
modification. (6) In infusorians, a compara-
tively dense envelop to which the outer wall
of the body gives rise. Also cuticulum. (c) In
annelids, as the earthworm, a thin and trans-
parent though tough membrane, forming the
outermost envelop of the body, and perforated
by extremely minute vertical canals.

eutieular (ku-tik'u-lar), a. [= F. cuticulaire

= Sp. eutieular = It. cuticolare ; as cuticula +
-ff)'2.] Pertaining to or consisting of cuticle,
in a broad sense ; epidermal.

The oral and gastric regions are armed with eutieular
teeth in many Invertebrata. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 56.

CUticularization (ku-tik"ii-lar-i-za'shon), n. [<
cuticidarize + -ation.] Same as cutinization.
Also spelled cuticularisation.

CUticuiarize (ku-tik'u-lar-iz), V. t.
;

pret. and
pp. cuticularized, ppr. cuticularizing. [< eutie-

ular + -ize.] To render eutieular; give the
character, nature, or composition of the cuti-
cle to. Also cutictdarise, cutinize.

The rest of the epidermal cells of the tentacles have
their exterior walls excessively cuticularised and resis-

tant. W. Gardiner, Proc. Eoyal Soc, XXXIX. 229.

A cuticiUarized cell-wall is almost impermeable to wa-
ter. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 44.

cuticulum (ku-tik'u-limi), n. [NL., neut. dim.
of L. cutis, skin: see cutis, cuticle.] Same as
cuticula (b).

CUtification (ku-'ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [< cutify:
see -fy and -ation.] Formation of epidermis or
of skin.

cutify (ku'ti-fi), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. cutified, ppr.

cutijying. [< L. cutis, skin, + -ficare, make: see
cutis and -fy.] To form skin.

cutikins (ko'ti-kinz), n. pi. Spatterdashes.
Also written cuitikins. [Scotch.]
CUtin Ccu'tin), «. [< L. cutis, the skin, + -i)fi.]

Aecor ting to Fr^my, a peculiar modification
of ft'llulose contained in the epidermis of
leai js, petals, and fruits, together with or-
din *ry cellulose, and forming the cuticle or

Cutleria

eutieular layers. Cutin exhibits under the
microscope the aspect of an amorphous per-
forated film.

cutinization (kii"ti-ni-za'shgn), n. [< cutinize
+ -ation.] In bot., a modification of cell-walls
by which they become impermeable to water
through the presence of cutin. Also called
CUticularization.

cutinize (ku'ti-niz), f. t.; pret. and pp. cutin-
ized, ppr. cutinizing. [< cutin + -ize.] Same
as CUticuiarize.

CUtipunctor (kti-ti-pungk'tor), «. [< L. cutis,

skin (see cutis), + NL. punctor, < L. pungere,

pp. punctus, puncture : see puncture, pxntit.] A
surgical instrument for puncturing the skin.

E. H. Knight.

cutis (kii'tis), n. [L., the skin, = E. hide^, q.
v.] 1. The skin in general; a skin.— 2. The
true skin, corium, or derma underlying the cuti-
cle or scarf-skin. See cut under skin.— 3. A
firmer tissue of some fungi, forming an outer
covering.—Cutis anserina, literally, goose-skin

;
goose-

fiesh ; horripilation ; a contracted, rougliened state of the
skin arising from cold, fright, etc. See anserine.— CutlR
vera, the true skin, corium, or derma.

CUtisector (kii-ti-sek'tor), n. [< L. cutis, skin
(see cutis), + sector, a cutter: see sector.] A
knife, consisting of a pair of parallel adjusta-
ble blades, used for making thin sections in
microscopy. E. H. Knight.
Cutiterebra (ku"ti-te-reb'ra), n. [NL. (Clark,
1815), also contr. Cuterebra, < L. cutis, skin, +
terebra, a borer, < terere, bore.] A genus of bot-
flies, of the family (Estridce, the species of whieh

Larva of Cutiterebra cunicutt.

a, side view, natural size ; *, anal end, enlarf^ed : e, head end,
enlarged.

Infest the male genitals of squirrels, rabbits,
and other animals. C. emasculator is an ex-
ample, so called from the effect it produces.
CUtitis (ku-ti'tis), n. [< L. cutis, skin, + -itis.]

Cytitis. Dunglison.

CUtlacet, «• See cutlas.

CUtlas, cutlass (kut'las), n. [Formerly also
cuttelas, cutkice, cutUss (also courtelas, eurtle-ax,

and curtal-ax, in simulation of curtal and ax^,
perhaps with some thought of a battle-ax), E.
dial, also cutlash ; < F. coutelas (= It. coltellae-

cio,Ai&\. cortelazo), < OF. coutel, cultel, F. couteau

(> E. cutio) = It. coltello, a knife, dagger, < L.
cultellus, a knife, dim. of culter, a knife, > AS.
culler, E. colter, coulter, the knife of a plow, and
(through cultellus) E. cutler, q. v. Not connected
with cut.] A short sword or large knife, espe-
cially one used for cutting rather than thrust-

ing ; specifically, a curved basket-hilted sword
of strong and simple make, used at sea, espe-
cially when boarding or repelling boarders.

cutlas-flsh (kut'las-fish),«. 1. The thread-fish,

Tricliiurus lepturus. See hairtail.— 2. A fish

of the family Gymnotidee, Carapus fasciatus.

cutlash (kut'lash), w. See aitlas.

cutlass, n. See cutlas.

cutler (kut'ler), n. [< ME. coieler, < AF. cotel-

ler, OF. cotelier, mod. F. coutelier, < ML. cul-

tellarius, a maker of knives, a soldier armed
with a knife, prop, adj., < L. cultellus, a knife,

dim. of culter, a knife: see cutlas. Not con-
nected with Ci/<.] 1. One whose occupation is

the making of knives and other cutting instru-
ments.

Like cutler's poetry
Upon a knife, *' Love me, and leave me not."

Shak., M. of v., v. 1.

Their cutlers that make hilts are more exquisite in that
art then any that I ever saw. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 122.

2. One who sharpens or repairs cutlery ; a
knife-grinder.— Cutlers' greenstone. i>ee greenstone.

Cutleria (kut-le'ri-a), H. [NL., named after

M. Cutler, an American botanist (1742-1823).]
The representative genus of Cutleriacece. The
frond is broad ami Hat, t-ut at the margin into narrow seg-

ments, as if composed of filaments lying side by side and
in some places over one another. Antlieridia and arche-
gonia are borne on different fronds, both in groups, form-
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Jng plurilocular sporangia. Each antheridium produces
two small reproductive bodies, and each archegonium
one larger one; botli escape as zoospores, but the female
cells soon come to rest, and each assumes the form of an
oosphere. C. multijida is a British species.

Cntleriacese (kut-le-ri-a'se-e), ». 2)1- [NL., <
Cutleria + -acew.'] A small family of oUve-coI-
ored algaj forming a transition between Phwo-
sporew and Fucacece. The genera are Cutleria
and Zanardinia.
cutlery (kut'ler-i), «. [<. eutUr + -ij.'\ 1. The
business of a cutler.—2. Edged or cutting in-
struments collectively.
As absurd to make laws ftxing the price of money as tomake laws fixing the price of cutlery or of broadcloth.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

cntlet (kut'let), ». [Mod. E., modified in sim-
ulation of cut (cf. chop^, n., in a similar sense);= JJ. Dan. kotelet = G. cotelette = Sw. kotelett,
< F. cdtelette, OF. costellettc = Pg. costelUta, a
cutlet, at. a Uttle rib, dim. of cdte, OF. coste,
etc., < li. casta, a rib : see coast, casta.'] A piece
of meat, especially veal or mutton, cut horizon-
tally from the upper part of the leg, for broil-
ing or frying,

llutton cutlets, prime of meat. Swift
CUtlingt (kut'ling), n. [Verbal n. from *cutU,
assumed from cutler, appar. regarded as cutl-cr.
Cf

.
peddle from peddler, Cf. also cuttleK} The

art of cutlery. Miltan.
CUtlins (kut'linz), n. pi. [For "cuttings, < cut+ -lingi.] In milling, half-ground fragments
of grain,

cut-lips (kut'lips), n. 1. A cyprinoid fish of
the subfamily Exoglossinw, Exoglos.mm maxil-
;i«ir««/ astone-toter.— 2. The hare-lipped suck-
er. [Mississippi valley.] See sucker.
cut-lugged (kut'lugd), a. [Sc., < cut + lug,
the ear, + -erf2.] Crop-eared.
cut-mark (kut'mark), n. A mark put upon a
set of warp-threads before they are placed on
the warp-beam of a loom, to mark off a certain
definite length. The mark shows in the woven
fabric, and serves as a measure for cutting.
CUtni (kut'ni), n. [Turk, qutni (kutni), < At.
gutii, cotton: see «o<tonl.] A grade of silk and
cotton made m the neighborhood of Brusa and
elsewhere in Asiatic Turkey, and also in Egypt.

cut-off (kut'of), n. 1. That which cuts off or
shortens, as a short path or cross-cut. Specifi-
cally— 2. In steam-engines, a contrivance for
cutting off the passage of steam from the steam-
chest to the cylinder, when the piston has made
a part of its stroke, leaving the rest of the stroke
to be accomplished by the expansive force of
the steam already in the cylinder. It econo-
mizes steam, and thus saves fuel. See governor—3. A new and shorter channel formed for anver by the waters cutting off or across an an-
gle or bend m its course. CaU>fti nometim™ nt
great extent, are continually fom,l,rg In ,hfMI^Sdand other western rivers. |U. 8.J

Jiississippi
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CUtpurse (kut'p^rs), n. [ME. cuttpurs, eutpurs;
< cut^ v., + obj. purse.-] One who cuts purses
for the sake of stealing their contents (a prac-
tice said to have been common when men wore
purses at their girdles); hence, a pickpocket.

A CUtpurse of the empire and the rule •

ihat from a shelf the precious diadem stoleAnd put It in his pocket

!

Shak., Hamlet, iii 4
CUtra (kut'ra), n. A Turkish weight for indigo,
equal to 138 pounds 15 ounces avoirdupois.

CUtted.(kut ed), p. a. Obsolete or dialectal past

?S!'?a?o'„1c°*
""'• Sj-^fl^'Jly-W Short in speech

;

rhI,°^L^%'^^ ""''f;
8"°'' ^'"^ o' Indian ware,that you aliow me them by so small rate

?

Or do you culted Spartans imitate?
Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 649).

(b) Sharp in speech; tart; peevish; querulous.
She's grown mcutted, there's no speaking to her.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iii. i.

cutting

CUttelast, n. See cutlas.
CUtterl (knt'^r), ». [< ME. euttere, a barber ; <
cut + -erl.] 1. One who cuts or hews; one who
shapes or forms anything by cutting.
A skilful cutter of diamonds and polisher of gems.

Boyle, Works, V. 36.
Speciflcally-(a) Formerly, an officer in the English ex-chequer whose office it was to provide wood for tlie talliSand to cut on them the sums paid. See taUy°lb)l^Mfr.
ing one who measures and cuts out cloth for gabnents orcuts It aecordmg to measurements made by another (ct)

ber. AisSciX' "'"^^"-K'^""*; a sharper; a rob:

He's out of cash, and thou knowst by cutter's law we arebound to reUeve one another. ifowJey, Match at Midnight
He with a crew went forth
Of lusty cutters stout and bold
And robbed in the Korth.

True Tale oj Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. S56)

„„^?f* Vr" ""^ * ""P'-""'! bini, and despiscst thine

vet«, and keepest company with gallantS and cutters mustwe lose our memory for that ? Scott, Monastery. xxxWi!
2. That which cuts; an instrument or tool, or
a part of one, that cuts: as, a straw-ct<«er; the
cutters of a bonng-machine.

ww^h"'f*!!^if°?
saucepans, cutters and moulds, withoutwhich a cook of spirit.

. . declares it utterly iiipossiWethat he can give you anything to eat. p »»i"ie

Bulwer, Last Days of Pompeii, iv. 2

K£.'?'.'?'~^"?'^*'""°'^<^hisel-edgeofacenter-bit,Iying

OT nT^M^"^^f,''•
"^

°»'f
knife-edge, and the center,or pin. (b) A knife or an indentmg-tool used in testing

'!lLS!.?"'l?'"f!™,!:!'''P^»'"'<"". in large guns. Seeyr«
Zi\r^' t>S^) }.l.'^!."'''2!l'^'"'l'^''^x

a "'Vxlen hand-toolii,;>, ti.„.
-•""•.»-. .•ii'i;/, a, nijoccen nana-tooi

».hi„h 1
.' "J"-'

°' '."" ""'amonds undergoing cutting

TemeniM T'.k"'''*.".™'*
'' ?™ented. The othe? stone if

Zfhl^Vj^ I'"'
*?"'=''•

^J"^
"'e two are then rubbed to-gether, (rf) A wad-punch. E. H. Knight. («) An uprightcInsel on an anvil

; a hack-lron. E.'u. i^iXt. (") A
flle-chisel. £ // A-n,'3A<. (») In am., a colter. (A) Afore tooth that cute, as dUtinguished from a grinder- an

B ml t\f^ f
^'^arming up and down the street, of all sortsand sizes, from the huge omnibus with its thirty paS-gers to the light, gayly painted cutters, with their soUtlrvfur-capped tenants. The Upper Ten rhomandp4

5. In mining: (a) A joint or crack, generallyone which intersects or crosses a better-defined
system of cracks or joints in the same rock, (b)In coal-mimrig, the system of joint-planes in the
coal which IS of secondary importance, beingnot so well developed as another set called thi
back, face, or cleat of the coal: generally used
in the plural: as, backs and cutters.—Q In
mineral., a crack in the substance of a crystal
which destroys or greatly lessens its value asa lapidaries' stone.— 7. A soft yeUow malm-
brick, used for face-work, from the facility with
which It can be cut or rubbed down —8 In
a weavers' loom, the box which contains' the

^iV*;!-"^,??".^^ cutters. See ftacti.- Drunken
the shaft that It rotates in a circular path ; a wabbler E
// Am-7A(._Eccentric cutter, (a) a sniall instrumentused by workers in ivory. It is formed like a drill-stock

riiffett'JIT'?
^^ " '^"'- T.h" <^''"ing-point can be flxed atdifferent distances from the center by means of a grooveand screw. It can also be used on the mandrel of flathefor ornamenting surfaces, (b) A cutting-tool lor a Ithehaving an independent motion of its own on the slide ?estIt produces eccentric figures, but by a method that is the

cA!t<;t4).--. Hanging cutter, in some plows, a colter whichdepends from the plow-beam.- Mmiboa^d cutter See«.,«-6oard.-Revenue cutter, a light-aS goverLientvessel commissioned for the prevention of snmggliiig andthe enforcement of tlie customs regulations. Formeriythe vessels for the protection of the United States revenuewere cutter-rigged, but now the name is applied indTj!cnmmately, although almost all the revenue vessels^
er-rigged —Klgglng-cutter, an apparatus forcutting therigging of sunken vessels, to remove the masts etc lestthey should interfere with navigation

cutter2 (kut'dr), V. [E. dial., appar. a var. of
quitter, equiv. to whitter, speak low, murmur-
Bee quitter^, wJiitter.] I. intrans. To speak low
whisper; murmur, as a dove.
n. trans. To fondle. [Prov. Eng ]

CUtt6r-ba,r (kut'er-bar), n. In mecK: (a) The
bar of a boring-machine which carries the cut-
ter a m a slot formed di-
ametrically through the fT]-,,
bar, the cutter being fixed ^ [~I-CS
by a key b, as shown in (

)

the figure, in the special
forni of horing-inachine called
bonngmill, twoor more cutters

ITP
Cutter-bar.

D

i.mT''"' "'if
'eeth (the cutters and dog teeth) have usuallybut one root. ^Joy/e, Works, V. 36

.jL'f^H''
<=laa«/of lakesv lai-ge in numbers but small in

Sl^e M^'nni"' '^''•^' »"'' "'"er changes of channelin ine 3iiasla8ippl. Eneyc. Brit., XV. 20.
It occasionally happens that by this constant cavlnir twobends approach each other, until the river cute the „ar"row neck of land tetween them and forms a cutV whichsuddenly and materially reduces iu length
Croc. Report on Mississippi River, 1861 (rep. 1876), p 96

t'r/"«fi''^1'
'°

u
l«.l'^ei7-spout in grain-eleval

tors, etc., for shutting off the flow. --5. An armOT a reaper designed to support the falling
grain while the platform is being cleared.-^
O. In plumbing, a connecting pipe.- AdinataWi.
CQtrS*^. " '""-•'« "hich can be adfnstii t« cut 0^^™a^ different positions of the pist«n liX^ioke -^Auto^
SSfed h^^h°^'

" ™t-«« n^ally connected with and cJS^trolled by the governor of a steam-engine, to cutoff 8t«am
tl^Wl !>*?,'!;',",'""' *".' "."PP'J' 'heTequiremeirof^engine »ith reference to its vaiying duty.-SUder cuUoff. a form of cut-off for a steam vllve, Lnsisting o? anindependent plate sliding upon a back

'"""ng or an

CUtOSe (ku'tos), ». [< L. cutis, skin (see cutis),+ -ose.] In hot., a name applied by Pr6my tothe material composing the hyaline film or cu-
ticle oovenng the aerial organs of plants.

cut-out (kut 'out) n. A kina of switch employed
to connect the electric wires passing through a
telegraph-instrument, an electric light Itcand cut out the instrument or the iLht fromthe circuit A safety cut-out usually consiste

mnm^'".
''" '"''' '"'••"d'xl i" the circuit andmounted upon non-combustible terminals.

*^^s?.l nf^"^!,*
'P"^'

"iv.
^^^°•? ^ P"" o"- nap com-posed of fibers or threads standing erect nro-

— v.^.,.., ova no, •. ou,

3. ^aut.^. (a) A double-banked boat used bv
ships of war. ^

I hoisted out the cutter, and manned her with an officerand seven men. Cook, Voyages, III. ii. 9.

(6) A small vessel with a single mast, a main-
sail, a forestaysail, and a jib set to bowsprit
end. Cutter-yachts are sloop-rigged vessels
and the name is now generally applied to

sloops of considerable draft and comparatively
sma 1 beam.— 4. A small light sleigh, with a
single seat for one or two persons, uauallv
dravm by one horse. [U. 8.]

the E'ifiVu"-""?
* •™''«pi"? Iwring-block carried bythe bar (in this instance called bnrinn-bar) the block hi.mg moved by a screw parallel with the bar (M The

reciprocating bar of a mowing-machine or har-
vester, carrying the knives or cutters.

cutter-grinder (kut'6r-grin'd6r), ». a tool ormachine adapted for grinding cutters of any
iiiud, as the knives of mowing-machines, or the
rotary cutters used in milUng, gear-cuttine etc
It consiste of a grindstone or emery-fhctl, or a comlfinttlo„ of such stones or wheels mounted on spindles anddriven by apprr>piiate mechanism

i-i'-uies, ana

cutter-head (kut'6r-hed), n. A rotating head or
stock, either shaped and ground to form a cutter,
or so devised that bits or blades can be attached
to It, used with planing-, grooving-, and mold-
ing-machines, etc.

cutter-Stock (kut'^r-stok), «. A head or hold-
er in which a cutting-tool is secured, as in a
lathe.

cutthroat (kut'throt), n. and a. [< cut, v.,+ obi.
tliivat.] I, n. 1. A murderer; an assassin; aruman. '

thJoff.'""*^^"'^
""^ ™' '"^^ a P™y *° "bbers and cut."'"""' Froude, Ciesar, p. 74.

2. The mustang grape of Texas, Vitis eandicans

:

so called from its acrid taste. Sportsman's
Gazetteer.—3. A dark lantern in which there
18 generally horn instead of glass, and so con-
structed that the light may be completely ob-
scured. Jamiesan. [Scotch.]- 4t. A piece of
ordnance. Jamiesan. [Scotch.]

II. a. Murderous; cruel; barbarous.

'Ifou call me misbeliever, cut-throat dog.
And apet upon my Jewish gaberdine.
And all for use of that which is mine own

Shak., M. of V., L 3.

Thou art a slave,
A cutthroat slave, a bloody, treacherous slave

!

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, ill. 2.

cutthroat (kut'throt), v. t. [< cutthroat, n.l
To cut the throat of. [Rare.]

Money, Arcanes,
Is now a god on earth : . . .

Bribes justice, cut-throats honour, does what not?
Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, Iv. 2.

cutting (kut'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of cut, v.] 1.
Penetrating or dividing by a cut, as of an edged



cutting

tool; serving to penetrate or divide; sharp.

—

2. Wounding or deeply affecting the feelings,

as with pain, shame, etc.; satirical; severe:
applied to persons or things: as, he was very
cutting ; a cutting remark.

But he always smiled ; and audacious, cool, aiid cviting,

and ver>' easy, he thoroughly despised mankind.
Disraeli, Henrietta Temple, ii. 15.

He ISedley] was reprimanded by the court of King's
Bench in the most cutting terms.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

The collision duly took place. ... An insulting sneer,

a contemptuous taunt, met by a nonchalant but most cut-

ting reply, were the signals.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxiii.

3t. Thieving; swaggering; bullying.

>Vlierefore have I such a companie of cutting knaves to

waite upon me ? Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

F. Love. He's turn'd gallant.

E. Love. Gallant!
F. Love. Ay, gallant, and is now call'd

Cutting Morecraft.
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 4.

Cutting-down line, in ship-building, a curve in the sheer-

draft corresponding to the upper surface of the throats
of the floors amidships, and to the under side of the keel-

son.

cutting (kut'ing), n. [ME. cuttynge, Mtting;
verbal n. of cut, ».] 1. A piece cut off; a slip;

a slice ; a clipping. Specifically— (a) A small shoot
or branch cut from a plant and placed in the earth, or in

sand, etc., to root and form a new plant.

Propagation by cuttings has been long known, and is

abundantly simple when applied to such free-growing
hardy shrubs as the willow and the gooseberry.

Loudon, Encyc. of Gardening, p. 6.^7.

(6) A section ; a thin slice used for microscopical purposes,
(c) A slip cut from a newspaper or other print contain-
ing a paragraph or an article which one wishes to use or
preserve.

2. An excavation made through a hill or rising

ground, in constructing a road, railway, canal,

etc. : the opposite of a filling.— 3. The action
of a horse when he strikes the inner and lower
part of the fetlock-joint with the opposite hoof
while traveling.— 4t. A caper; a curvet.

Changes, cuttings, turnings, and agitations of the body.
Florio, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, p. 228.

6. In coat-mining, workdone inmining or getting
coal so that it may be broken down. The holing
or undercutting is parallel with the stratification and at
the bottom of the mass ; the cutting is at right angles to
this, and the effect of the two operations is to isolate a
certain quantity of coal, which is afterward broken down
by powder or wedges. Sometimes called carving.

6. pi. The refuse obtained from the sieve of
a hutch.— 7. pi. Bruised groats, or oats pre-
pared for gruel, porridge, etc.— 8. See the ex-
tract.

When the goods show a bright orange colour they are
lifted and winced in water. This process, the reduction
of the reds and pinks to the depth of shade they are to
have when finished, is called cutting.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 576.

cutting-board (kut'ing-bord), n. A board used
on a bench or on the lap in cutting leather or
cloth.

CU'tting-boz (kut'ing-boks), n. 1. A machine
in which hay, straw, corn-stalks, etc., are cut
into short pieces as feed for cattle.— 2. In
diamond-cutting, a box into which the diamond-
dust falls when the diamonds which are ce-
mented into the cutter and setter are rubbed
against each other.

cutting-compass (kut'ing-kum"pas), «. A
compass one of the legs of which carries a
ctitter, used for making washers, wads,
disks, etc. E. H. Knight.

cutting-engine (kut'ing-en'''jin), n. hi silk-

marm/., a machine for cutting refuse or
floss silk, after it has been disentangled and
straightened, into short lengths that may
be worked upon cotton-machinery.
CUtting-flle (kut'ing-fil), «. The toothed cut-
ter of a gear-cutting engine. JS. U. Knight.
cutting-gage (kut'ing-gaj), n. A tool having a
lancet-shaped knife, for cutting veneers and
thin wood.
CUtting-llne (kut'ing-lin), n. In booJcbinding, a
sketch-Line drawn on a folded sheet of book-
paper, showing where the cutting-knife will
trim the margin.
CUtting-lipper (kut'ing-lip'''6r), n. A cyprinoid
fish of the tribe Chondrostomi or subfamily
Chrmdrostomince, having trenchant jaws.

cuttingly (kut'ing-li), adv. In a cutting man-
ner.

cutting-nippers (kut'ing-nip'ferz), n. pi. A
pair of nipxters with sharpjaws especially adapt-
ed for cutting. The cutters may be placed
either parallel to the axis or at various angles
with it. Also cutting-pliers.
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cutting-plane (kut'ing-plan), n. A carpenters'
smootuing-plane. E. H. Knight.

cutting-pliers (kut'ing-pli'ferz), n. pi. Same as
ciitting-nippcrs.

cutting-press (kut'ing-pres), n. 1. A screw-
press or a fly-press used in cutting shapes or
planchets from strips of metal.— 2. In bookbind-
ing, a wooden screw-press of small size to which
is attached a knife sliding in grooved bearings,
used for trimming single books. Also called
ploio-press or plow and press.

cutting-punch (kut'ing-punch), n. A punch
with a circular face for cutting grommet-holes
in sails, disks or wads from leather, cloth,

metal, etc., tongue-holes in leather straps, and
for various similar uses.

cutting-shoe (kut'ing-sho), n. A horseshoe
having nails on one side only; a feather-edge
shoe : used for horses that cut or interfere. E.
H. Knight.

cutting-spade (kut'ing-spad), n. A sharp flat

implement, resembling a broad thin chisel, fixed
to a pole ten feet or more in length, used to cut
the blubber from a whale. C. M. Scammon,
Marine Mammals.
cutting-thrust (kut'ing-thrust), n. A tool for
making grooves in the sides of boxes, etc.

cuttle^ (kut'l), n. [Early mod. E. also cuttcl;

< ME. cotul, cotull, codull, codulle, < AS. cudele,

the cuttlefish (L. sepia) ; also called wdse-scite,

lit. ooze-discharger, with reference to its dis-

charge of sepia. The charige to cuttle may have
been due to association with cuttle^, a knife, or
with cut, with reference to the shape of the
cuttlebone. Cf. W. morgyllell, the cuttlefish,

lit. sea-knife (< mor, sea, -I- cyllell, knife) ; F.
dial, cousteau (F. couteau) de mer, cuttlefish, lit.

sea-knife.] 1. A cuttlefish.

It is somewhat strange, that .

cuttle should be as black as ink.
, only the blood of the

Bacon.

1. Cuttlefish of the Decapod Type (Sfpia
officinalis) : a, a.anns with suckeis; b, b,

tentacles with suclters on the ends, a End
of one of the tentacles, showing the suckets.
3. Cuttlebone (the interior shell). 4. Up-
per view of central part of animal, showing
the mouth (^ ), arms (d, a}, and tentacles
{b,b). 5. The beak or mouth. 6. Oneoftbe
suckers.

Shel.flsh they eat, and the cutle, whose bloud, if I may
so term it, is like inke : a delicate food, and in great re-

quest. Sandys, Travailes, p. 64.

2. Cuttlebone.

CUttle^t (kut'l), n. [< OP. coutel, ctdtel, a knife

:

see cultel, cutler, cutlas. Cf. cutting.'^ 1. A
knife, especially one used by cutpurses or pick-
pockets.

Dismembering himself with a sharp cuttle.

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, ii. 2.

2. Same as cutter^, 1 (c).

Til thrust my knife in your mouldy chaps, if you play
the saucy cuttle with me. Shak., 2 Hen. IV'., ii. 4.

CUttle^t (kut'l), «. i. [Var. of Ctt«ter2, q. v.] To
talk; chat.

I have been to town on purpose to wait on him, . . .

recollecting how you used to cuttle over a bit of politics
with the old Marquis. Walpote, Letters, II. 55.

cuttlebone (kut'l-bon), n. The internal plate
of tSepia officinalis, consisting of a friable cal-

careous substance, fonnerly much used in med-
icine as an absorbent, but now chiefly for pol-

ishing wood, paint, varnish, etc. , and for pounce
and tooth-powder, a cuttlebone is often hung In the
cage of canaries, its slightly saline taste being relished by
the birds and acting as a gentle stimulus to their appe-
tite, and its substance affording lime for the shells of their
et-'gs. Also called sepiost. See cut under Dibratu^hiata.

cuttlefish (kut'l-fish), n. [< cuttle^ -h fishT- ; cf

.

D. kuttelvisch (Kilian; now inktvisch, inkfish).

Cuttlefish of the Octopod Type {Octopus tubercutalus).

G. kuttelfisch, both prob. of E. origin.] A ceph-
alopod; specifically, a cephalopod of the ge-

nus Sepia and family Sepiidm; a dibranchiat«

cut'water

cephalopodous mollusk, with a depressed body,
inclosed in a sac. The shorter arms or feet, eight in
number, covered with four rows of raised disks or suckers,
are arranged around the mouth, and from the midst of
them extend two
long tentacles, also
furnished with
disks. These mem-
hers the animal uses
in walking, for at-

taching itself to ob-
jects, and for seiz-

ing its prey. A tube
or funnel exists be-
low the head and
leads from the gills,

through which the
water admitted to
these organs is ex-

pelled ; and the
creature, by eject-

ing the water with
force, can dart back-
ward with amazing
velocity. In a sac
on the back of the
mantle there is a
light, porous, calca-
reous shell formed
of thin plates ; this
is the cuttlebone or
sepiost, correspond-
ing to the calamary
or pen of the squids.
t^ecalamary.) The
cuttlefish has the
power of ejecting a
black, ink-like fluid, the sepia of artists (see sepia), from a
bag or sac, so as to darken the water and conceal itself

from pursuit. From this usage the term cuttlejish is ex-
tended not only to all the forms of Sepiidce and related
decapod cephalopods, but also to the octopod members
of the same class. When the octopods are called cuttle-
fishes, the decapods are commonly distinguished as squids.
The two figures illustrate the two principal types. .See

Decapoda, Octojx/da, and Cephalopoda, and cuts under Di-
branchiata. ink-bag, and Sepia.

cuttlefish-bone (kut ' l - fish - bon), «. Same as
cuttlebone.

CUtto, cuttoe (kut'6), M, [< F. couteau, a knife

:

see cutlas.'] A large knife formerlyused in New
England. Bartlett.

There were no suits of knives and forks, and the family
helped themselves on wooden plates, with cuttoes.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

cuttoo-plate (kut'9-plat), n. [< 'cuttoo, of un-
known origin, -f- j^late.] In a vehicle, a hood
secured to the axle or bolster, and extending
over the nave or hub, to protect the axle from
mud.
CU't-tOOthed (eut'tothd), a. In bot., toothed
with deep incisions.

cutty (kut'i), a. and n. [Sc, also cuttie, etc.,

dim. from c«t] I, a. 1. Cut short; short: as,

a cutty spoon.

Her cutty sark o' Paisley ham. Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

That was the only smoke permitted during the enter-
tainment, George Warrington himself not being allowed
to use his cutty pipe. Thackeray, Newconies, xxiiL

2. Testy; hasty.

H. n.
;
pi. cutties (-iz). 1. A short spoon.

It is better to sup with a cutty than want a spoon.
Scotch proverb.

2. A short-stemmed tobacco-pipe.

I'm no sae scant o' clean pipes as to blaw wi' a brunt
cutty. Scotch proverb.

3. A popgun. Also called cutty-gun.— 4. The
common hare, Lepus timidus.— 5. A short,

thick-set girl.— 6. A slut; a worthless girl or
woman; a wanton. Also cutty-quean.

cutty-gun (kut'i-gun), n. [Sc] Same as
cnttii, 3.

cutty-quean (kut'i-kwen), n. 1. Same as
cutty, (5.— 2. The cutty-wren. Montagu.

cutty-stool (kut'i-stol). n. 1. A low stool.

— 2. A seat in old Scottish churches inwhich
acknowledgedfemale offenders against chas-

tity were placed during three Sundays, and pub-
licly rebuked by their minister.

CUtty-'Wren (kut'i-ren), n. The wren. Mon-
tagu.

cu't^wal (kut'wal), «. [< Hind, and Per. kotwdl,

the chief officer of police, Mahratta kotirdr, the
village watchman and messenger.] In the East
Indies, the chief police officer of a city.

cutwater (kut'wa'ter), n. [< cut, v., + obj. wa-
ter.] 1. The fore part of a ship's prow, which
cuts the water. Also called /afee stem.

It (a shot) struck against the head of a bolt in the cut-

water of the Dartmouth sliip, and went no further.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 239.

2. The lower portion of the pier of a bridge,
formed with an angle or edge directed up the
stream, so as more effectually to resist the ac-

tion of the water, ice, etc.— 3. The razorbill,

or black skimmer, Shynchops nigra.



cutweed

CUtweed (kut'wed), «. A name applied to va-

rious coarse marine algse, such as lucug vesi-

culomis, F. serratus, and Laminana digitata.

cut-work (kut'werk), «. and a. I. w. 1. m
embroidery, appliqu6 work: so called because

the pattern is cut out and sewed upon the

ground— 2. The earUest form of lace; hue

needlework upon linen or silk from which a

part of the background was cut away, leaving

the design pierced. See lace.

This comes of wearing

Scarlet, gold lace, and cu«Mwr*8 .'

..

B. Joiison, Devil is an Ass, lu. 1.

n. «• Made of cut-work.

It grazed on my shoulder, takes me away six purls of an

Italian cut-trork band I wore. .^.„ . ,

B. Junson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

cutworm (kut'werm), «. A name given to a

large number of lepidopterous larviB belong-

ing to the family Noctuidce. They hide during the

ilay under some shelter or beneath the surface of the

a larva otMerctis mtsscria ; b, c, inoth and larva of Agrolit

scandens, (All natural size.)

Cuvette (def. a).

KTOund and come forth at night to cut off. Just above or

just Ijelow the surface, all sorU of tender plants, but par-

ticularly maize, calibage, and melons. Some, like Aijrii-

tU gmndem, climb on vines and young trees and eat out

the buds. Agrolis irunsoria is one of the commonest.

cnvett, cuvatt, »•• Obsolete spellings of covet.

cuvette (ku-vef), n. [F., dim. ot cuve < L.

euija, a tub, ML. a cup, etc. : see cup.] 1. in

decorative art, a portable basin of ornamental

form in pottery or porcelain,

etc., especially one of the flat-

bottomed vessels commonly sold

with an aigui^re or w^ater-pot

:

frequent in faience of the eigh-

teenth centur>-.— 2. In glags-

manuf., a basin for receiving the

melted glass after refining, and
decanting it on the table to be

rolled into a plate, in casting, the cuvette is lifted

by means of grippin«ton«8, chains, and a crane, and the

contents arc poure<l ujion the castingtalile. E. II. Kntuhl.

3. In fort., a trench dug in the middle of a large

drv ditch ; a cunette.

Cuvieria (ku-vi-e'ri-il), «. [NL., < Georges Cii-

ricr, the celebrated t'rench naturalist.] 1. A
genus of holothurians, having scales on the dor-

sal integument.— 2. A genus of thecosomatous

pteropods, resembling Styliola, but having the

hinder part of the shell partitioned, the fore

part swollen and subcylindric. C. columella is

ane.\ample. Synonymous with Cteorfora. Also

Cuviera. Hang, 1827.-3. A genus of acalephs.

Peron and lA-mieur, 1807.-4. A genus of crus-

taceans. Desmarest, 1825.

Ouvierian (ku-vi-e'ri-an), a. [< Cuvier + -ian.'i

111 nat. hist, relating or pertaining to or named
after Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), or his system

of classification.

The three Cttmertan subkingdoms of the Kadiata. Arti-

eulata, and Mollusca. Dawmn, Origin of World, p. 21.S.

Ouvierian organs, in echinodemis, certain appendages

of the cloaca, simple or branched, containing a viscid or

solid siibatiince. Their fnnction is uncertain.

Cuvieridse (kii-vi-er'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cuvie-

ria + -iit(e.] 1. A family of echinoderms.— 2.

A family of thecosomatous pteropods, tvpified

by the genus Curieria : generally referred to the

family HyaUeidte or (Uivolinidce.

CUVy (kii'vi), n.
;

pi. envies (-viz). A kind of

seaweed, the devil's-apron, Laminaria digitata.

[Orkney.] '
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The Orkney kelp-men have assigned peculiar names to

each, calling the ordinai-y Laminaria digitata curry.

Harvey, Phycologia Bntannica.

Cuzco bark, Cuzco china. Same as Cusco lark

(which see, under harlc^).

Owmry, «. pi- Same as Cymry.

CWt. An abbreviation compounded of c. for

Latin centum, hundred, and wt. for English

weight, used for kundrediceight.

Cy The chemical symbol of cyanogen.

-cy [(1) O* "!*• ^- origin: formerly also -cic,

ME. -cie, OF. -de, F. -cie, -ce, etc. ; often an ex-

tension of -ceS (q. V. ), resting more directlyupon

the orig. L. -tia or -cia; as innocence, innocency,

convenience, conveniency, etc. (see -ancy, -ency)

;

so fallacy, UE.fallace, < F.fallace, < h.fallaaa,

etc. ; ult. or directly < L. -tia, or -da, a termina-

tion of abstract nouns, < -t- (as -tus, pp. sufllx,

or -n-(.t-)s, ppr. suffix), or -c-, + -ia, a fem. for-

mative. From meaning 'condition,' the ter-

mination has now come to signify, in many
newly formed words, 'office'; as in captaincy,

curacy, lieutenancy (the final t is merged in -cy

= -tia), chaplaincy, cornetcy, etc. (2) Of ult.

6r. origin: < F. -sie, etc., L. -sia, < Gr. -ala; asm
fancy, Gr. <pavrama; < F. -tie (pron. -sie), < Gr.

-ria, as in aristocracy, democracy; < P. -cie, <

(jr. -reia, as in necromancy; < Gr. -reia, as in

piracy; etc.] A termination of nouns, chiefly

abstract, of various oripn, often associated

with or derived from adjectives in -on(l, -ent,

or -o«el. See the etymology.

cyamid (si'a-mid), n. A crustacean of the fam-

ily Cyamidce.

Cyamidse (si-am'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Cyamus +
-id(V.li A family of lajmodipodous, ednophthal-

mous crusta-

ceans, formed
for the recep-

tion of the ge-

nus Cyamus,
the species of

which are par-

asitic chiefly

on whales, and
are known as

whale-lice.

Oyamus (si'a-

mus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kva/io^, a
bean. J ine

whale-louse (C^onxxj^n). (Line shows

typical and natural size.)

only genus of

Isemodipodous crustaceans of the family Cy-

amidce; the whale-lice. Cyamusceti has a broad

flat body with a rudimentary abdomen.

cyan (si an), n.^Same as cyanogen

dyanaea, n. [NL.] See Vyanea.

cyanamide (si-an'a-mid or -mid), n. [< cyan-

{(>i/ni) + amide.]" A white crystalline body
(CN.NHg) prepared by the action of ammonia
on cyanogen chlorid.

cyanate (si'a-nat), ». [< cyan(ic) + -ofel.] A
salt of cyanic acid,

cyan-blue (si'an-bl8), n. [< Gr. xiavof, dark-

blue, + E. blue.'] A greenish-blue color ; the

color of the spectrum from .505 to .487 micron,

or of such light mixed witli white.

Cyanea (si-a'ne-a), n. [NL., fem. of L. cyaneus,

dark-blue : see' cyaneous.] The typical genus
of the family Cya-
neidoE, The tentacles

are bundled beneath
the thick lobed disk

;

and there are 8 radial

and as many intermedi-

ate gastric pouches,
Ijreaking up into small
ramiflcations near the

ends of the marginal
lobes. C. arctica is the

common large red jelly-

fish of the coast of the

United States, attain-

ing a diameter of a foot

or more. It is capable

of stinging severely.

Also Cyanxa.

cyanean (si-a'ne-

an), a. [< L. cya-

«e!ts, dark-blue (see

cyatieous), + -an.]

Of an azure color;

cerulean. Pennant.

Cyanecula (si-a-

nek'u-la),n. [NL.,

< Gr. Kvdfco;, dark-

blue, -1- L. dim.
Cyanea arctica. -cula.] A geuUS of

sylviine birds related to the redstarts {Erytha-

cus), containing the bluethroats, as C. susoioa of

Cyanocitta

Europe, Asia, and North America. C. L. Brehm,

1828. See cut under bluethroat.

cyaneid (si-a'ne-id), n. A jellyfish of the fam
ily Ci/aneida'.

Cyaneidse (si-a-ne'i-de), h. pi. [NL., < Cyanea
+ -ida:] A family of Discomedusw, typified by

the genus Cyanea, with a simple cross-shaped

mouth, surrounded by four adradial folded

mouth-arms. The gastral cavity has 16 or 32 broad ra-

dial pouches and branched ca;cal flap-canals, with no ring-

canal ; there are 8 or 16 marginal bodies, and 8 or more

long hollow tentacles. Also Cyanidw.

cyaneous (si-a'nf-us), a. [< L. cyaneus, < Gr.

Kvdveo(;, dark-blue, < Kvavog, a dark-blue sub-

stance (supposed to be blue steel), lapis-lazuli,

the blue corn-flower, sea-water, etc., as adj.

dark-blue.] Azure-blue; cemlean.

cyanhidrosis (si"an-hi-dr6'sis), n. [NL.,<Gr.

Kbavog, dark-blue, -I- I6pk, sweat.] In pathol.,

blue sweat. Dunglison.
, , , ,

cyanhydric (si-an-hi'drik), a. [< cyanitc) + hy-

dr{ogen) + -ic] Inckem., hydrocyanic; prussic.

cyanic (si-an'ik), a. [< Gr. Kvavo^, dark-blue,

+ -ic. In second sense with ref. to cyanogen.]

1. Blue: in bot., applied to a series of colors

in flowers, including all shades of blue, and

passing through violet and purple to red. The

xo?i«Aic series, on the other hand, passes from yellow

through orange to red. The variations m color of any

flower are in general confined to oje of these series.

2. Pertaining to or containing cyanogen.— Cy-

anic acid, a compound of cyanogen and oxygen (CNHO),

which is a strong acid, but unstable except at low tem-

peratures. ^^^_, ., _,

Cyanida (m-an'i-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same as

Ci/aneidai.

cyanide (si'a-nid or -nid), «. [< cyan{ogen) +
-trfel.] In diem., acombination ofcyanogenwith

an element or a compound radicle capable of

acting as an element. Potassium cyanide is the most

important. It is a crystalline solid, permanent in dry air,

but decomposed in moist air, giving off an odor of prussic

or hydrocyanic acid. It has a bitter taste, and is extreme-

ly poisonous. It is extensively used in photography, elec-

tro-metallurgy, and as a laboratory reagent.— Cyanide

powcler a salt of potassium, much used in electroplating.

cyanine (si'a-nin), n. [< Gr. Kvavoi, dark-blue,

-1- 4ne^.] fhe blue coloring matter of certain

flowers as the corn-flower, violet, and species

of iris— Cyanine blue. Seefcfue.
, , , , ,

cyanite (si'a-nit), n. [< Gr. Kvavog, dark-blue, +
-ite'^.] A silicate of aluminium, occurring in

bladed to fibrous crystalline aggregates and in

triclinic crystals. Its prevailing color is blue, whence

its name but varying from a fine Prussian blue to sky-blue

or bluish-white ; also green or gray. It has the same com-

position as andalusite and flbrolite. Also kyanite and

diflhene. See cut under bladed.

Oyanocephalus (si"a-no-sef'a-lus), n. [Mb., <

Gr. /ciavof, dark-blue, -I- Kf^a/^, head.] A nota-

ble genus of corvine birds of America, having

a short square tail, long pointed wings, a pecu-

liarly shaped bill, and naked nostrils. It contains

but one species, the blue crow of North America, C. medi,

better known as Gymnocitta cyanocephala, or Cyanoeorax

cassini ; also called blue-headed jay and piiion jay. It

represents a type intermediate between crows and jays.

The bird is atmndant in the mountainous regions of the

West espciiiilly where the piflon pine grows.

cyanbchroia (si"a-n9-kr6'ya), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kvamg, dark-blue, -I- xpo"i< color.] In pathol.,

a blue or livid color: same as cyanosis.

cyanochroic (si"a-n6-kr6'ik), a. [< cyanochrota

¥ -ic] Of a bluish color; afifected vrith oyano-

chroia; cyanosed.
.

cyanoctrouB (si-a-nok'ms), a. [< cyanochrota

{ -^us.] Same as cyanochroic.

Cyanocitta (si"a-n6-8it'a), n. [NL. (Strickland,

1845), < Gr. Kvavo'i, dark-blue, + kItto, Attic

form of Kiaaa, a chattering bird, the jay, or, ac-

cording to others, the magpie.] A genus of

American jays, of which blue is the chief color.

Blue Jay {Cyanocitta cristata).



Cyanocitta

The term is used with great latitude by different writers,

sometimes covering all the American blue jays, and some-
times restricted to one or another group of the same, ex-

changing places with CyanocoraXy Cyatiogarrulws, Cyano-
lyca, Cyanurug, etc. Its type is the common crested blue
jay of the United States, C. cristata. C. stelleri is Stellers

jay of west-em Xorth America, which runs into several lo-

cal races.

Cyanocorax (si-a-nok'o-raks), n. [NL. (Boie,

1826), < Gr. /ciovof, dark-blue, + Kopa^, raven,
crow.] A genus of Amei'ican blue jays. See
Cyanocitta.

cyanoderma (si'a-no-d6r'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kiacof, dark-bluej' + Sepjia, skin.] In patliol.,

same as cyanosis.

Cyanogarrulus (si'a-no-gar'ij-lus), n. [NL.
(Bonaparte, 1850), < Gr.'/ciavof, dark-blue, + L.

garruUis, chattering.] A genus of American
blue jays. See Cyanocitta.

cyanogen (si-an'o-jen), n. [< Gr. Kvamc, dark-

blue, + -yew/f, producing: see-firen.] Chemical
symbol Cy. A compound radical, CN, com-
posed of one atom of nitrogen and one of car-

bon. This radical cannot exist free, but the double radi-

cal (C2N2) exists as a gas called dityanogen. It is a gas

of a strong and peculiar odor, resembling that of crushed
peach-leaves, and burning with a rich purple flame. Un-
der a pressure of between three and four atmospheres it be-

comes a limpid liquid ; and it is highly poisonous and ir-

respirable. It isobtained by heating dry mercury cyanide.

It unites with oxygen, hydrogen, and most other non-me-
tallic elements, and also with the metals, forming cyanides.
In combination with iron it forms pigments of a dark-
blue color, variously called Prussian blue, Chinese blue,

Berlin blue, and TurnbuU's blue. Also cyan.

cyanometer (si-a-nom'e-tfer), n. [< Gr. KvavoQ,

dark-blue, + ftcrpov, a measure.] A meteorologi-
cal instrument contrived by Saussure for esti-

mating or measuring degrees of blueness, as in

the sky. it consists of a band of pasteboard divided into
fifty-one numbered compartments, each of which is painted
of a different shade of IJlue, beginning at one end with the
deepest shade, formed by a mixture of black, and ending
with the faintest, formed by a mixture of white. The hue
of the object is measured by its correspondence with one
of these shades.

Cyanometry (si-a-nom'e-tri), n. [As cyanome-
ter + -y.] The measurement of intensity of

blue light, especially of the blue of the sky: as,

"cyanometry and polarization of sky-light,"

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 481.

cyanopathy (si-a-nop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. Kvavoc,

dark-blue,+ vadoq, siiiBfering.] Same as cyanosis.

Cyanophycese (si"a-no-fis'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. Kvavo(, dark-blue, 4- <pvKo^, seaweed: see Fti-

cits.] Aname frequentlyused for Cr!/p*qpA2/''e<B.

cyanophyl, cyanophyll (si-an'o-fil), n. [< Gr.
Kvavoq, dark-blue, + ifbX/jm = L. folium, leaf.

Cf . chlorophyl.'] A name given by Fr6my to a
blue substance developed in the analysis of

chlorophyl. See chlorophyl.

cyanose (si'a-nos), n. [< Gr. Kvavoc, dark-blue.]
Same as cydnosite.

cyanosed (si'a-nozd), a. [< cyanosis + -ed'^.'\

In pathol., extibiting cyanosis; of a bluish col-

or from defect of circulation.

cyanosis (si-a-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvavoc,

dark-blue, + -osis.'] In pathol., a blue or more
or less livid color of the surface of the body,
due to imperfect circulation and oxygenation of

the blood; the blue jaundice of the ancients.
In its worst form it is due to a congenital malformation of

the heart, in which the foramen between the right and left

auricles remains open after birth instead of closing up.
Also cyanopathy, cyanoderma. cyanochroiu, blue-disease.

(T^anosite (si-an'o-sit), n. [< Gr. Kvavog, dark-
blue, + -jte2.] Sulphate of copper, or blue
vitriol. Also called cyanose, chalcanihite.

Cyanospiza (si"a-no-spi'za), n. [NL. (S. F.
Baird, 1838), < (Jr. Kiiavog, iiark-blue, + <77n'fa,

a bird of the finch kind, perhaps the chaf-

finch.] A genus of American finches, of small
size, with moderate bill, and blue or richly va-
riegated coloration: now usually called Passe-
Tinu. It contains the common indigo-bird of the United
States (C cyanea), the lazuli finch (C ameena), the non-
pareil, incomparable, or jjape (C. ciris), etc. See cut un-
der indiffo-bird.

cyanotic (si-a-not'ik), a. [< cyanosis: see
-otic.'] Pertaining to or resembling cyanosis

;

affected with cyanosis.

Cyanotis (si-a-no'tis), «. [NL. (Swainson,
1837), < Gr. Kiiavog, dark-blue, + ovi; {Lit-) = E.
ear.~\ A genus of South American clamatorial
flycatchers, of the family Tyrannidm, the only
species of which is C. ruhrigastra, of Chili.

cyanotrichite (si-a-not'ri-kJt), n. [< Gr. Kvavoc,

dark-blue, + dpif'irpix-), hair, + -ite^.] A hy-
drous sulphate of copper and aluminium, oc-
curring in velvety druses of a bright-blue
color. Also called lettsomite.

cyanotype (si-an'o-tip), n. [< cyan(ide) +
type.'] A photographic picture obtained by
the use of a cyanide.
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cyanurate (si-a-nii'rat), n. [< cyanur{ic) +
-ofel.] A salt of cyanuric acid.

cyanuret (si-an'u-ret), n. [< cyan(ogen) +
-uret.] A basic compound of cyanogen and
some other element or compound ; a cyanide.
cyanuric (si-a-nii'rik), a. [< cyan{ogen) +
uric] In cheih., used only of an acid (C3H3N3
O3), the product of the decomposition of the
solid cyanogen chlorid by water, oi: the soluble
cyanates by dilute acids, of urea by heat, of
uric acid by destructive distillation, etc. it is

colorless, inodorous, and has a slight taste. It is a tri-

basic acid, and its salts are termed cyanurates.

Oyanurus (sija-nii'rus), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1831), < Gr. Kvavog, dark-blue, + ovpd, tail.] A
genus of American blue jays. The common
crested blue jay is often called C. cristatus. See
Cyanocitta. Also Cyanura.
cyar (si'ar), n. [NL., < Gr. nvap, a hole.] The
internal auditory meatus.
Cyathazonia (8i"a-thak-so'ni-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kvadog,'3, cup, + dfuv, an axle, axis.] The
typical genus of fossil stone-corals of the fam-
ily Cyathaxoniidce. Michelin, 1846.

Cyathaxoniidae (si-a-thak-so-m'i-de), «. pi.

[NL., < Cyathaxonia + -idw.] A family of

rugose tetracoralline stone-corals, having a sim-
ple corallum, well-developed septa, and open
interseptal spaces. It ranges from the Paleozoic to
the present age. The corallum is simple, with a deep
calice, exhibiting the tetramerous arrangement in the
well-developed septa with open loculi lacking dissepi-
ments or tabulre. They resemble the Turbinolid<B, and
comprise the only extant rugose corals.

Oyathea (si-ath'e-a), n. [NL., < Gr. KvaOog, a
cup, < Kveeiv, Kvecv, contain.] A genus of arbo-
rescent ferns, order Polypodiacece. It is charac-
terized by having the spores, which are borne on the back
of the frond, inclosed in a cup-shaped indusium. There
are many species scattered over the tropical regions of the
world. Some have short stems, but in others they reach
a height of 40 or 50 feet. The stems are crowned with a
beautiful head of large fronds. C. inedullarvi, a fine bi-

pinnated or tripinnated species of New Zealand and the
Pacific islands, and known in gardens as a noble tree-fern
of comparatively hardy character, furnishes in its native
country a common article of food. The part eaten is the
soft, pulpy, medullary substance which occupies the cen-
ter of the trunk, and which has some resemblance to sago.
Several species are cultivated in greenhouses for decora-
tive purposes.

cyatheaceous (si-ath-e-a'shius), a. [< Cyathea
+ -aceous.] Resembling or pertaining to ferns
of the genus Cyathea.

cyathi, n. Plural of cyathus.

cyathia, n. Plural of cyathium.

cyathiform (si'a-thi-form), a. [= F. cyathi-

forme, < L. cyathus (see cyathus), a ladle, a
cup, + forma, shape.] In the
form of a cup or drinking-glass
a little widened at the top. in bot.,

applied to cup-shaped organs, as to the
circular crown of the flower of Narcis-
sus ; also to cup-shaped organs in lower
cryptogams. Inentom., applied to joints
of the antennae, etc., when the.v are
more or less obconical, and hollowed at
the ends.

cyathium (si-ath'i-um), m.
;

pi.

cyathia (-a). [NL., < Gr. Kvadog,

a cup.] In hot., a name occa-
sionally given to the peculiar monoecious in-

florescence of Euphorbia, consisting of a cup-
like involucre inclosing several naked male
flowers, each consisting of a single stamen,
and a single naked pistillate flower.

Cyathocrinidae (si"a-tho-krin'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cyathocrinus + -idcB.] A family of

crinoids, exemplifiedby the genus Cyathocrinus.
It embraces fistulatous crinoids with a dicyclic base, glo-

bose calyx, radials with horseshoe-like lateral facets, sup-
porting at least two brachials, but frequently several more,
and the arms have no true pinnules, but branches in regu-
lar succession to their tips. The species lived in the
Paleozoic seas.

cyathoerinite (si-a-thok'ri-nit), n. [< NL. cya-

thocrinites,(. Gr. Kiiadoc;, a cup, + Kplvov, a lily, +
-ites.] A erinoid of the family Cyathocrinidw.

Cyathocrinus (sl-a-thok'ri-nus), n, [NL., ori-

ginally Cyathocrinites : see cyathoerinite.] A
genus of fossil crinoids or enerinites, ranging
from the Silurian to the Permian, sometimes
made type of a family Cyathocrinidce.

cyathoid (sl'a-thoid), a. [< Gr. kvoBoq, a cup,
-I- EiMof, form.] Cup-shaped; cyathiform.

cyatholith (si-ath'o-lith), n. [< Gr. kvoSoi;, a
cup, + 7d6oc, stone.] A form of coccolith.

When viewed sideways or obliquely, however, the nj-

atholiths are found to have a form somewhat resembling
that of a shirt-stud. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 409.

Cyathophyllidae (sl"a-th6-firi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Cyathophyllum + -idm.'i A family of Paleo-
zoic stone-corals, of the group liugosa or Tetra-

coralla, having symmetrically arranged septa

cyathus

in groups of multiples of four. The species are
known as cup-corals, and constitute the largest and most
important family of the rugose corals. The corallum is

simple or compound, with more or less interrupted septa
which do not form complete laminae from top to bottom
of the visceral chamber, and the loculi are more or less

interrupted by dissepiments. Tabula; are alwaj's present.
The genera are numerous, an(f all Paleozoic. The family
is divided by Edwards and Haime into two subfamilies,
CyathojikyllinfP and Zaphretifince.

Cyathophyllinae (si"a-tho-fi-li'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
<. CyathophyUum + -inw.] The typical subfam-
ily or cup-corals of the family Cyathophyllidw.

cyathophylline (si"a-tho-firin), a. Of or re-

lating to the Cyathojihylfinm or Cyathophyllidai.

cyathophylloid (si a-'tho-firoid), a. [< Cya-
thophyllum + -oid.] Kesembling the Cyatho-
phyllidw.

Corals (cyathophylloid forms, with Favosites, Syringo-
pora, &c.), abound, especially in the Corniferous Lime-
stone. Geikie, Encyc. Brit., X. 345.

Oyathophyllum (si"a-tho-fil'um), n. [NL., <

Gr. KvaSoc, a cup, + (jtv'A'/.ov = L. folium, a leaf.]

The typical genus of fossil cup-corals, of the
family Cyathophyllida;. Goldfuss.
Cyathozo6id(si"a-tho-z6'oid), n. [< Gr. KvaBoc,

a cup, + ^uoeidyg, like an animal : see zooid.]

In ascidians, an abortive first stage of the em-

Flower of ^Var.
cissus, with cyathi-

Fetal Pyrosoma gisanteum, a Compound Ascirtian, highly
magnified.

Fiff. I. The blastoderm divided into five segments, /, //, ///. IV, l^.

of which the cyathozofiid. /, is the largest ; 2, 3, 4, 5. constrictions
separating the other asctdiozooids. Fig. 2. Fetus with the ascidio-

zoOids ir, V half encircling the base of the cyathozoOid, /,• B,
mouth Of the cyathozoOid. Fig. 3. Fetus more advanced, the re-

mains of the cyathozoOid, /, and ovisac hidden by the circle of ascidio-

zoOids //. ///, ly. In figs. 2 and 3 : a, test ; ao, cells of the em-
bryonic test ; e, oral apertures ; i, endostyle : ae, celeoblast ; r*, sto-

lons ; s, ovisac : k, a ganglion.

bryo of certain compound ascidians, as of

those of the genus Pyros(rma, serving only to

found a colony by gemmation. See the extract.

The result [of the process of yelk-division] is the for-

mation of an elongated fiattened blastoderm, which oc-

cupies one pole of the egg, and is converted into what
I termed the cyathozooid, which is ... a sort of rudi-

mentary ascidian. From this, a prolongation or stolon is

given off, which becomes divided by lateral constrictions

into four portions, each of which gives rise to a complete
ascidiozobid. As these increase in size, they coil them-
selves round the cyathozooid, with their oral openings
outwards and their cloacal openings inwards, and thus
lay the foundation of a new ascidiarium. The cyatho-
zooid eventually disappears, and its place is occupied by
the central cloacal cavity. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 628.

cyathus (si'a-thus), n.; pi. cyathi (-thi). [L.,

a cup or ladle, < Gr. Kva8og, a cup or ladle : see
def.] 1. In Gr.
antiq., a form of
vase with a long
handle, used es-

pecially for dip-

ping, as for tak-

ing wine from
the crater to

pour into the
oinochoe or di-

rectly into the
cup. It was of-

ten made in the
form of a ladle.— 2. An ancient
liquid measure,
equivalent to tV
of a xestes, or ^ of a eotyle. it is usually taken
as 4.56 cubic centimeters. As a weight, it was 1^ ounces,
but is often taken hutsely as 1 ounce.

3. In fcot, a name sometimes given to a small con-
ical or cup-shaped organ or cavity, as one of the

receptacles on the
frond of Marchantia.
4. [cap.] A genus
of ftmgi belonging
to the Nidulariacei.
The peridium is at first

Cyalhus siriafus. closed by a veil, then
widely open, like an m-

verted bell. It contains from 10 to IS disk-shaped con-

ceptacles, which are attached beneath to the waUs of the
peridium by peduncles.

Black-figured Cyathus.



Oybele

Cybele (sib'e-le), «. [L. , < Gr. Kvfie?.ti, also writ-

ten Kv,3i/,-lri, L. Cybebe.'] 1. In classical myth.,

an earth-goddess, of Phrygian and Cretan ori-

gin, but identified by the Greeks with Rhea,
daughter of Uranus and Ge, or Heaven and
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borne on the edpes of greatly altered leaves, produced
in the regular series of the ordinary leaves. The seeds of
several species are made into flour for bread, and the
pith of the trunk yields a coarse sago, whence the com-

Cybele and Attis.— Roman relief, 3d century A. D.

Earth, wife of Cronus or Saturn, and mother
of Zeus or Jupiter—hence called the Mother
of the Gods, or the Great Mother, in art, Cybele
usually wears the mural crown and a veil, and is seated on
a throne with her sacred lions at her feet.

2. [NL.] Inroo7.,agenusof trilobites. Loven,
1845.

Cybiuin (sib'i-um), n. [NL., < L. cybium, a
tunny-fish, a dish made of tunny-fish salted in

pieces, < Gr. kvjSiov, the flesh of the tunny salted

in (square) pieces (< Kvjioc, a cube, a piece of

salt fish) ; cf. /ni/Jriof, a kind of tunny.] A ge-

nus of fishes, of the family Scombridee. a num-
ber of species are natives of the seas of the East Indies,

and some are much esteemed for the table. One species,

C. emitmermni , \z used in a dried as well as in a fresh state.

cycad (si'kad), «. One of the Cycadace(E.

^cadaceae (sik-a-da'se-e), n. pi. [< Cycaa
(Cycad-) + -acece.l A very peculiar natural
order of gymnospermous plants, in many par-
ticulars having aflinities with the ferns, though
some of the genera resemble palms in their
general appearance. They are long-lived and of slow
growth. The stem is rarely branched, is elongated by a
terminal bud, and bears a crown ol large pinnate leaves,

which are circinate in vernation. The flowers are dioe-

cious, the male flowers in terminal cones formed of scales
bearing numerous one-celled anthers on the dorsal surface.

The seeds are borne on the margins of altered leaves in the
genus Cycag, and on the inner surface of the peltate scales
of a cone in the other genera. The wood is without resin.

Cyfaiiacta.

a. Ence^haiartos. b, Macroxamia, r. Inflorescence of 0'<'^'-

and the pith large. The plants of this order inhabit India,
Australia, the Cape of Qiiod Hope, and tropical America.
There are about 60 species, in 9 genera, of which the chief
are C)ica9, Xamia, Macrozainia, Kticephalarton, and Dion.
The farinaceous pith of various species la used for food,
and they are frequently cultivated in hothouses for orna-
ment or because of their curious habit. The Cycadaeem
are found in the various geological formations, l>eginning
witli the Permian. They are exceedingly abundant in the
Mesozolc, and especially in the earlier stages of that series.

(See Afesozoie.) On this account the Mesozoie formations
are sometimes classed together as representing the " age
of cycads. ' .See Pterophyllnm, Zamites, Otozamiteg, Ptero-
zami/eg. Pofloznmiteg.

CYCadaceons (sik-a-da'shius), a. In bot., be-
longing to or resembling the natural order Cy-
cadacew.
cycadiform (si-kad'i-form), a. [< NL. Cycaa
(Cycad-) + li.rorma, shape.] Resembling in
form the eycads.
Oycas (sl'kas), n. [NL., < Gr. kvko^, orig. ap-
plied to the African cocoa-palm.] 1. A genus
of plants, natural order Cycadacece, natives of
Asia, Polynesia, and Australia. They are trees
with simple stems, bearing a crown of crowded pinnate
leaves with numerous narrow leaflets. The p^jllen is

contained in valval* anthers on the under surface of
acales, which are united into large cones. The seeds are

Cycas circinalis.

(From LeMaout and Decaisne's " Traite giniral dc Botanique."}

mon but incorrect name of gago-pahn. The species fre-

quently cultivated in hothouses are C. revoluta, from
China and Japan, and C circinalig, of the East Indies. The
seeds of the latter are known as madu-nuta.

2. [?. c] A plant of the genus Cycas.

Cychla, cychlid, etc. See Cichla, etc.

Cycladidae (si-klad'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyclas
(Cyclad-) + -id<e.'] A family of siphonate bi-

valve moUusks, taking name from the genus
Cycla.i: now called Sphwriidw (which see).

Cyclamen (sik'la-men), n. [NL., < Gr. kvkXo-

fin'o(;, also KVKXafiti, cyclamen, appar. < Ki)K?Mg, a
circle, referring, it is said, to the corm or bulb-
like root.] 1. A small genus of bulbous primu-
laceous plants, natives of southern Europe and
western Asia. They are low herbs with very hand-
some flowers, and are favorite greenhouse-plants. The
fleshy tubers, though acrid, are greedily sought after by
swine ; hence the vulgar name gowbread.

2. II. c] A plant of the genus Cyclamen.

Those wayside shrines of sunny Italy where . . . gilly-

flower and cyclamen are renewed with every morning.
//. B. Stowe, Agnes of Sorrento, i.

cyclamin (sik'la-min), n. [< Cyclam(en) + -in^.']

A vegetable pnnciple found in the root of spe-
cies of Cyclamen. It is white, amorphous, or
in minute crystals, and has a bitter, acrid taste.

cyclamon (sik'la-mon), n. [< Cyclam(en) +
-on.'\ In ceram., a purplish-red tint of modem
introduction.

Cyclanthus (sik-lan'thus), n. [NL., < Gr. kv-

K>.of, a circle, +
avdoc, a flower.]

A small ge-
nus of palm-like
plants, type of the
natural order Cy-
clanthacefE, which
is allied to the
Pandanacew and
includes one other
genus, Carludovi-
ca-. The species in-

habit tropical Ameri-
ca. They have fan-
shaped leaves, and
unisexual flowers ar-

ranged in spiral bands
aroumi the spadix.

CyclarMs(sik'la-ris),n. [NL. (Swainson, 1824);
also written Cyclaris, Cychlaris, more correctly
Cyclorhis, and strictly Cyclorrhis; < Gr. kvkIoi;,

a circle, + pk, nose.] A genus of American
oscine passerine birds, of the family Vireonidce,

or greenlets, with roimded nostrils, c. guianensig
is an example. There are some 10 species, ranging from
Mexico to I'aniguay.

cyclarthrodial (sik-lilr-thro'di-al), a. [< Gr.
KiK/of, a circle, + npdpudia, a particular kind
of articulation, < apBpuSrj^, articulated : see ar-

tkrodia.'] Having the character of a rotatory
diarthrosis or lateral ginglymus ; of or pertain-
ing to a cyclarthrosis : as, cyclarthrodial articu-

lation ; cyclarthrodial movement.
cyclarthrosis (sik-lar-thr6'sis),». [NL., < Gr.
kvkAo^, a circle, + apOfMac^, articulation.] In

Inflorescence and Leaf of Cyclanthus
bifartittts.

cycle

anat., a circular or rotatory articulation, afl

that by means of which the head of the radius
turns on the ulna, and the atlas rolls on the
pivot of the axis, in the former case a circle repre-
sented by the head of the bone turns through nearly 180"

upon its own center, a segment of its circumference glid-
ing in the lesser sigmoid cavity of the ulna. In the atlo-
axoid cyclarthrosis a ring swings back and forth upon a
pivot at one point inside the circumference. Also called
rotatory diarthrosis and lateral ffinglymug.

cyclas (sik'las), n. [L., < Gr. KVKAac, prop, adj.,
round (sc. kadr/;, garment), < m/cXoc, round. Cf.
ciclaton.'] 1. An upper tunic of ornamental
character worn by women under the Roman
empire, and assumed by some emperors con-
sidered effeminate, as Caligula. It was made of fine

material, and had its name from the border embroidered
in purple and gold which surrounded it at the bottom.

2. An outer garment similar to the surcoat, ap-
parently circular in form, worn in the four-
teenth century, especiallyby women. When worn
by knights over their armor, it was longer behind than be-
fore, and not very close-fitting ; in this use it preceded the
jupon.

This . . . cyclag was in fashion . . . only in the early
half of the fourteenth century, and the effigies . . . with
it are far from numerous.

Bloxam, Archseol. Jour., XXXV. 250.

3. [cap.] [NL.] The typical genus of moUusks
of the family Cycladidce, or Sphceriidw, having
the shell equivalve, thin, ventricose, with exter-
nal ligament and thick homy epidermis. The
species are numerous in fresh water. Also
called Sphwrium.
cyclel (8i'kl),n. [= P. cycle = Sp. It. eiclo= Pg.
cyclo, < LL. cyclus, < Gr. m/cAof, a ring, circle,

wheel, disk, orb, orbit, revolution, period of
time, collection of poems, etc., prob. contr.
from "kfckaoc = AS. hweogl, contr. hweol (> E.
wheel, q. v.), = Skt. chakra, a wheel, disk, cir-

cle
;
prob. redupl. from a root *kar, *kal seen in

Gr. KvXiuv, roll (> ult. E. cylinder, q. v.).] 1. Au
imaginary circle or orbit in the heavens.

The sphere
, With centric and eccentric scribbled o'er, •

Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb.
Milton, P. L., viii. 84.

2. A round of years or a recurring period of
time used as a larger unit in reckoning time

;

especially, a period in which certain astronomi-
cal phenomena go through a series of changes
which recur in the corresponding parts of the
next period.— 3. Any long period of years; an
age.

The cycle of a change sublime
Still sweeping through.

Whittier, The Reformer.

Things exist just so long as conditions exist, whether that
be a moment or a cycle.

0. H. Lewen, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., VI. ii. § 10.

4. Any round of operations or events ; a series
which returns upon itself ; specifically, in phys-
ics, a series of operations by which a substance
is finally brought back to the initial state.— 5.
In literature, the aggregate of legendary or tradi-

tional matteraccumulated round some mythical
or heroic event or character, as the siege of Troy
and the Argonautic expedition of antiquity, or
the Roimd Table, the Cid, and the Nibelungs
of medieval times, and embodied in epic or nar-
rative poetry or in romantic prose narrative.

Their superstition has more of interior belief and less

of ornamental machinery than those to which Amadis de
Gaul and other heroes of the later ei/cleg of romance fur-
nished a model, llallam, Introd. Lit. of Europe, I. ii. § 57.

It is a well-known fact that many of the most popular
traditional ballads, such as those of the Arthurian cycie,

"Hynd Horn," and others, were simply abridgments of
older metrical romances. JV. and. Q., 7th ser., II. 421.

6. In bot. : (a) In the theory of spiral leaf-ar-

rangement, a complete turn of the spire which
is assumed to exist. (6) A closed circle or whorl
of leaves.— 7. In corals, a set of septa of equal
length. See septum.

The cycleg are numbered according to the lengths of the
septa, the longest being counte<l as the first. In the young,
six equal septa constitute the first cycle.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 147.

8. As used by the old medical sect of Metho-
dists, an aggregate of curative means continued
during a certain number of days, usually nine.

Dtmglison.— 9. [Partly as an inclusive abbre-
viation of bicycle and tricycle, but with ref. also

to the orig. Gr. nvalog, a wheel.] A bicycle or
tricycle; a "wheel." [Recent.]

All the many wagons and carriages and cycles we saw
above us on the modern road were being led, not driven.

J. ami E. R. Pennell, Canterbury Pilgrimage.

Camot's cycle, the succession of operations undergone
by the substance in the interior of Carnot's imaginary
engine : nanudy, the piston is first forced down without
the escape of any heat by conduction ; next, heat is com-
municated to the contents of the cylinder, but pressure ia



cyclo

removed from the piston, bo that there is no change of

temperature ; third, the conduction of heat being stopped,
further pressure is removed, so that the piston rises still

further ; finally, heat is removed from the contents of the
cylinder, but pressure is put on to the piston so as to pre-

serve the temperature unchanged until tiie body in the
cylinder is brought back to its original condition ; or all

these operations are reversed.— Chinese cycle^ See sex-

agenary cycle.—Cyde Of Indlction, an arbitrary period
of 15 years used in Roman and ecclesiastical history. Tlie

year a. D. 313 is taken as the first year of the first cycle.

—Cyde of the saros, or Chaldean cycle, a period of

very nearly 6,585i days, in which eclipses recur nearly in

the same way.—Hebdomadal or heptal cycle, a period
of seven days or years, which was supposed, either in its

multiple or subniultiple, to govern many phenomena of

animal life. Dunglinon,—Metonic cycle, the lunar-solar
cycle, established by the Greek astronomer Meton, the
first year of the first cycle beginning 432 B. c, June 27,

It contained 19 years, of which 12 consisted of 12 luna-
tions, and the other 7— that is to say, the 3d, 6th, 8th, 11th,
14th, 16th, and 19th— consisted of 13 lunations. At the
end of the cycle the sun was in about the same position
as at the beginning ; in fact, 19 tropical years are 6,939.60
days, while 235 lunations are 6,939.69 days, so that there is

a difference of only about 2 hours between the two. This
cycle is used in ecclesiastical computations in determin-
ing the date of Easter. See golden number, under golden.

—Paschal cycle, a period of 532 years, after which Easter
falls on the same day of the year.— Sexagenary cycle,
a cycle of 60 (years, days, hours, etc. ) in use throughout
the Chinese empire and the countries receiving their

literature and civilization from China. It is said to have
been contrived by the Emperor Hwang-te, 2637 B. c. Fre-
quently called the Chinese cycle,— Solar cycle, or cycle
of Sundays, a period of 28 years, after which the days
of the week, according to the old style or Julian calen-
dar, recur on the same days of the month.— Sothiac cy-
cle or period, the canicular year, annus inagnus, or an-
nu* vaijus, a period of 1,461 years, used in ancient Egypt.—The^ epic cycle, in ancient Greek literature, a series
of epics collected and arranged by grammarians of the
Alexandrine period, so as to present a coutinuous mythic
history from the marriage of the first divine pair, Uranus
and Ge (Heaven and Earth), to the death of (Odysseus
(Ulysses). With the exception of the Iliad and the Odys-
sey, only a few short passages from the poems included in
this cycle have come down to us.

cycle^ (si'kl), V. i.; pret. and pp. cycled, ppr.
cycling. [< cycled, ».] 1. To occur or recur in
cycles.

It may be that no life is found.
Which only to one engine bound
Falls off, but cycles always round.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

2. [See cycled, m.j 9.] To ride or take exercise
on a bicycle or tncycle. [Recent.]

It was a mistake to suppose that cycling was only suita-

ble for the young and active ; people of all ages and con-
ditions might enjoy the benefits of the wheel.

Nature, XXXIII. 180.

The cycKnn excursion maybe of too extended a nature.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 868.

cycle^t, M. A false spelling of sickle.' Fuller.

Oycleptinae (sik-lep-ti'ne), «. pi. [NL., < Ct/-

cleptus + ince.'] A subfamily of catostomoid
fishes, typified by the genus Cycleptus, with a
long dorsal fin, elongated body, and no inter-

parietal fontanel.

Cycleptus (si-klep'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. KtxcXof,

a circle, + m-!tt6(, thin, fine.] The typical and
only known genus of Cycleptinm. There is but one

Black-horse (
Cycleptus elongatus').

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commissioa, 1884.)

species, C. el(mgatu%, growing to a length of 1\ feet, com-
mon in the Mississippi valley, and popularly known as
the black-horse, suckerel, gourd-mouth, gourdseed-sucker,
sucker, and Missouri sucker.

cycler (si'kl6r), n. Same as cyclist, 2.

cycli, n. Plural of cyclus, 1.

cyclian (sik'li-an), a. [< L. cyclus, a cycle, -1-

-ian.'\ Same as cyclic.

The Cyclian poets, who formed the introduction and
continuation to the Iliad, were therein as much drawn
upon as Homer himself.

C. 0. Mailer, Manual of Archajol. (trans.), § 416.

cyclic (sik'lik), a. and n. [= F. cyclique = Sp.
ciclico = Pg. cyclico = It. ciclico, < L. cyclicus,

< Gr. kviJukS^, < /ciicAof, a circle: see cycle.~] I.

a. 1. Pertaining to or moving in a cycle or cir-

cle ; specifically, governed by a regular law of
variation, according to which the final and ini-

tial terms of the series of changes or states are
identical.

All the cyclic heavens around me spun.
Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

2. Connected with a literary cycle : specifical-

ly applied to certain ancient Greek poets (some-
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times inclusive of Homer) who wrote on the
Trojan war and the adventures of the heroes
connected with it. See cycle, 5.

The cyclic aspect of a nation's literary history has been
so frequently observed that any reference to it involves a
truism. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 238.

3. In anc. metrics, delivered more rapidly than
usual, so as to occupy only three times or mora;
instead of four: used to note certain dactyls
and anapests. Thus, a cyclic dactyl is equiva-
lent in time to a trochee, and a cyclic anapist
to an iambus— Cyclic axisof a cone of the second
order, a line through the vertex perpendicular to the cir-

cular section of the cone. Booth, 1852.— Cyclic chorus.
See chorus. — Cyclic dyadic. See dyadic.— Cyclic flow-
er, a flower in which th'e parts are arranged in distinct
whorls.— (!ycllc planes of a cone ofthe second order,
the two planes through one of the axes which are parallel
to the planes of the circular section of the cone.— Cyclic
region, in geom., a region within which a closed line can
be drawn in such a manner that it cannot shrink indefi-
nitely without passing out of the region.

II. n. A cyclic poem.
The whole multitudinous people, divine and human, of

the whole Greek cyclics, seem to me as if sculptured in a
half relief upon the black marble wall of their fate.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 88.

Cyclica (sik'li-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.
cyclicus, < Gr. icvKkmog, circular : see cyclic.'] In
Latreille's system of classification, the sixth
family of tetramerous Coleoptera ; a group of

phytophagous terrestrial beetles with mostly
rounded bodies, whence the name, belonging
to the modem group Phytophaga, and to such
families as Cassididm, Sispidw, Chrysomelidce,
etc. The Cyclica were divided into three tribes,

Cassidariw, Chrysomelina, and Galerucitce.

cyclical (sik'li-kal), a. [< cyclic + -al.'\ 1.

Pertaining to a cycle ; cyclic.

Time, cyclical time, was their abstraction of the Deity.
Coleridge.

2. In hot. : (a) Rolled up circularly, as many
embryos, (b) Arranged in cycles or whorls;
verticillate.— 3. In zool., recurrent in succes-
sive circles ; serially circular ; spiral ; whorled.

We find in the nautiloid spire a tendency to pass into
the cyclical mode of growth.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 457.

Cyclical relation, in logic, a relation such that, in pass-

ing from a term to its correlate, and again to the correlate
of that correlate, and so on, the original term is again
reached.— Cyclical square or cube, in alg., a square
or cube which is congruent to its base, especially with a
modulus of ten.

Cyclidse (sik'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyclus, 2, +
-id<B.] A family of xiphosurous merostoma-
tous crustaceans, represented by the genus Cy-
clus. The body is discoid and orbicular ; the abdomen
has three segments scarcely differentiated from the cepha-
lic shield ; and the cephalic limbs are nearly as in the lar-

val stage of species of Limulus. It is of Carboniferous age.

cyclide (si'klid), n. [< F. cyclide, < Gr. /ti/cAof, a
circle : see cycled, »i.] In geom., the envelop of a
sphere touching three fixed spheres.

Cyclidinia (sik-li-din'i-a), n. pi. [NL., as Cy-
clidium + -in-ia.l In Ehrenberg's system
(1836), a family of illorieate, ciliated, entero-
delous infusorians. See Cyclodinea.

Cycliditun (si-klid'i-um), n. [NL. (Miiller,

1786), < Gr. KvfOiog, a circle, -1- dim. -idiov.'] A
genus of holotriehous infusorians, now referred
to the PleuronemidxB, inhabiting both fresh and
salt water, as C. glaucoma. This is one of the first

animalcules to appear in hay-infusions, in which it often
swarms in countless numbers. They are extremely minute,
requiring the higher powers of the compound microscope
for their examination.

Oyclifera (si-klif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. kvk?.o^,

circle, -f- ferre = E. 'bear^.'i An order of fishes

comprising ganoids with subciroular or cycloid
scales : same as Cycloganoidei.

cyclifying (sik'li-fi-ing), a. [Ppr. of "cyclify,

< LL. cyclus, a circle, -I- -fy.'] In geom., redu-
cing to a circular form Cyclifying line, the gen-
erator of a cyclifying surface.- Cyclifying plane, a tan-
gent plane to a cyclifying surface.— Cyclifying siirface,
a developable surface in which a twisted curve lies, and
which, being developed into a plane, transforms the curve
into a circle.

Cyclinea (si-klin'e-a), n. pi. [NL. (Dana, 1852),

\ Gr. KiiKix)^, circle, + -inea.'] A primary divi-

sion or "legion" of cyclometopous crabs, pro-
posed for the genus Acanthocyclus.

cyclist (si'klist), m. [< cycled, yi., + -ist.'] 1. One
who reckons by cycles, or believes in the cyc-
lic recurrence of certain classes of events;
specifically, one who believes in the cyclic char-
acter of meteorologic phenomena, and of po-
litical and commercial crises, and endeavors to

connect them with the cyclic changes of the
sun's spots.— 2. [Partly as an inclusive abbre-
viation of bicyclist and tricyclist: see cycfel, »., 9.]

Onewho rides a bicycle or a tricycle. Also cycler.

Cyclodus

cyclitis (si-kli'tis), n, [NL., < Gr. kvkXo;, a cir-

cle, any circular body, -I- -itis,'] In pathol., in-

flammation of the ciliary body.
cycle-. [NL., etc., cycio-, < Gr. kviOm^, circle,

ring : see cycle.'] An element in words of Greek
origin, meaning ' circle.'

Gyclobranchia (si-klo-bran^'ki-a), K. pi, [NL.,
< Gr. hi'K/of, a circle, -I- jipayxta, gills.] Same
as Cyclobranchiata.

cyclobrancllian (si-klo-brang'ki-an), n, [< Cy-
clobrancliia + -an.\ One of the Cyclobranchiata.
Cyclobranchiata (si-klo-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of cyclobranchiatus : see cyclo-

branchiate.'] If. In DeBlainville'ssystem of clas-
sification, an order of gastropodous mollusks,
characterized by the circular disposition of the
gills, represented by the chitons and limpets.
The group as thus constituted is not now gen-
erally adopted.— 2. A suborder of prosobran-
chiate gastropods, modified from the original
group by the exclusion of the chitons or poly-
placophorous mollusks, and consisting only of

the limpets or docoglossate gastropods. They are
prosobranchiate gastropods with fiat, lamellar, foliaceous
gills circularly disposed around the foot, under the edge
of the mantle ; a lingual annature consisting of horny
toothed plates (whence the name Docoglossa, applied by
Troschel) ; two kidneys ; no external copulatory organs

;

the foot large and strong, and usually fiat and broad ; and
sometimes a dextral cervical gill. Tlie functional gills are
not modified ctenidia, the true ctenidia of limpets being
reduced to mere papillae. See Docoglossa, Patellidcs.

Also Cyclobranchia.

cyclobranclliate (si-klo-brang'M-at), a. [<
NL. cyclobranchiatus, < Gr. kvk'Ao^, a circle, -I-

jipayxia, ^lls.] Having a circlet of plaited
gills, as a limpet; specifically, having the char-
acters of the Cyclobranchiata.

cyclocephali, «. Plural of cydocephalus.
cyclocephalic (si"klo-se-farik or -sef'a-lik), a.

[< cycloaphalus + -ie.'] Pertaining to or re-

sembling a cydocephalus.
cycloceplialus (si-kl6-sef'a-lus), n.

;
pi. cycloce-

phali (-Ji). [NL., < Gr. Kvukoi, a circle, + xe^?.^,

head.] 1. In teratol., a monster whose eyes are
in contact or united in one.— 2. The head of
one suffering from hydrocephalus. Ihinglison.

Cycloclypeina (si-kl9-klii)-e-i'na), n.pl. [NL.,
s Cycloclypeus + -ina^. ] A group of foramin-
ifers, typified by the genus Cycloclypeus. Tlie test
is complanate or lenticular, having a disk of chamberlets
disposed in concentric rings or acervuUne layers (with
more or less lateral thickening), double septa, and a sys-
tem of interseptal canals.

Cycloclypeinae (si-klo-klip-f-i'ne), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Cycloclyj>fiis + -inw.'] A subfamily of Num-
mulinidai. See Cycloclypeina.

Cycloclypeus (si-klo-klip'e-us), «. [NL.,<Gt.
kvkIo^, a circle, -I- L. clypeus, clupeus, a shield.]

The typical genus of Cycloclypeina.

cyclocoelic (si-klo-se'lik), a. [< Gr. kIk/m^, a cir-

cle, + KoMa, the belly, the intestines, + -tc]

Arranged in coils ; coUed : applied to the intes-

tines of birds when thus disposed, in distinction
from orthoccelic.

cyclode (si'klod), «. [< Gr. KVK>joc, a circle, -1-

oddf, way, path. Invented by Silvester, 1868.]

In geom., the «th involute of a circle.

Cyclodinea (si-klo-din'f-a), «. pi. [NL.,< Gr.
Kvii'Aa&ng, circular' (see 'peloid), -t- -inea.] In
Stein's system of classification (1878), a fam-
ily of peritrichous infusorians, represented by
the genera Mesodinium, Didinium, and Vrocen-
trum.

cyclodinean (si-klo-din'e-an), a. [< Cyclodinea
+ -an.] Of or peftaining'to the Cyclodinea.

Cyclodus (si-kl6'dus), n. [NL., < Gr. kviOm^,

a circle, 4-

f' bdovq (bdovT-) =^ - E. tooth.] A ge-
nus of skinkB or
sand-lizards, of

the family Sein-

cidce, having
four short 5-toed
Umbs, thick cir-

cular scales, a
round tail, and
scaly eyelids, it

is named from the
broad spheroidal
crowns of the teeth,
well adapted for

crushing, as shown
in the side view of

the skull herewith
presented. The ge-

nus belongs, like

most existing lacer-

tilians, to the divi-

sion Cionocrania or
column-skulls, hav-
ing a well-develop-

Skull of a Member of Cyclodus, entire and
heinisected.

Ar, articular bone ; BO, basioccipital

;

BS, basisphenoid : Co, columella ; D, den-
tary : EO, exoccipital ; EpO, epiotic ; Fr,
frontal ; yti, Jugal ; Mx, maxilla ; Na, na-
sal : OpO, opisthotic ; Pa, parietal ; P/,
postfrontal ; PI. palatine ; Pntx. premax-
illa : Prf, prefrontal : Pro. proOtic : Pt,
pterygoid ; Qh, quadrate ; Sq, squamosal

;

SO, supraoccipital : Tr, transverse bone ;

Vo, vomer ; V, VII, exits of trigeminus and
facial nerves.



Cycloids.

The rolling wheel cairies three pencils

:

that at A eenerates the cycloid proper,
that at a the prolate, and that at a' the
curtate cycloid.

Cyclodns

ed colomella cranii, as shown in the figure. C. gigas is a

larse Australian species. See sHnk.

cycloganoid (si-klo-gan'oid), a. and n. I. a. Of
or relating to the Cycloganoidei.

II. «. A fish of the order Cycloganoidei.

Cycloganoidei (si"kl9-ga-noi'af-i), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. KuKMi, a circle, + NL. Ganoidei, q. v.] An
order of osseous ganoid fishes, with well-devel-

oped branehiostegal rays, the bones of the head
nearly as in the teleosts, and the scales thin and
generally rounded or cycloid. The species are

mostly extinct, but one family, Amiidw, still

survives in the fresh waters of North America.
See cut under Amiidw.

cyclogen (si'klo-jen), n. [< Gr. KviCKoi, a circle,

ringi + -yfw, producing : see-^en.] A dicoty-

ledonous plant with concentric woody circles

;

an exogen.
cyclograph (si'klo-graf), n. [< Gr. KviO.oypa-

<t>flv, describe a circle, < kvkmq, a circle, + ypa-

<petv, describe, write.] An instrument for de-

scribing arcs of circles. It consists of two wheels
of unequal diameter adjustable upon a common rod, to
which the describing pencil is attached. A greater or
less curvature is given by moving the small wheel from or
toward the larger.

cycloid (si'kioid), a. and n. [= F. q/cUride= Sp.
cicloide = Pg. cycloide = It. ciclotde, < Gr. kv-

lOjoedrj^, contr. nviAiidTiQ, like a circle, < kvk'/.o(;, a
circle, -I- fWof, form.] I. a. 1. Resembling a
circle; having a circular form. Specifically

—

2. In iehth. : (a) More or less circular, with con-
centric striations : applied to the scales of cer-

tain fishes. See cut under scale. (6) Having
somewhat circular scales, as a fish ; specifically,

pertaining to the Cyeloidei.

H. «. 1. A curve generated by a point in the
circumference or on a radius of a circle when

a' the circle is rolled

along a straight
line and kept al-

ways in the same
plane, when the
point is in the circum-
ference of the gener-
ating circle the curve
generated is the com-
mon cycloid ; when it

is within the circle

the curve is a prolate
cycloid; and when it

is on a radius produced beyond the circle the curve is a
curtate cycloid. The cycloid is of great importance in

relation to the theory of wave-motion.

2. In iehth., a cycloid fish ; a fish with cycloid
scales, or one of the Cyeloidei Companion to
th6 cycloid, a cun'e described by the intersection of a
vertical line from the pf>int of contact of a wheel rolling
on a horizontal rail with a horizontal line from a fixed
point on the circumference of the wheel.

orcloidal (si-kloi'dal), a. [< cyeloid + -al.'] 1.

Same as cyeloid.— S. Of or pertaining to a cy-
cloid ; of the nature of a cycloid : as, the cy-
eloidal space (that is, the space contained be-
tween the cycloid and its base).

It is doubtful whether, at three years old. La Place
could count much beyond ten ; and if, at six, he was ac-
quainted with any other cycloidal curves than those gen-
erateit by the trundling of his hoop, he was a prodigy in-

deed, hverett, Orations, L 418.

Cycloidal engine, paddle-wheel, pendulum. See the
nouns.

cycloidean (sl-kloi'de-an), a. and n. [< Cyeloi-

dei -h -an.] I. «. Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cyeloidei.

II. n. One of the Cyeloidei.

Cycloideit (si-kloi'de-i), n. pi. pnii., < Gr.
Kvukoetiiii, circular: see cycloid.'] In L. Agas-
siz's system of classification, the fourth order
of fishes, including those with cycloid scales

—

that is, scales of the usual type, marked with
concentric rings and not enameled or pecti-
nated. It was contrasted with the orders Ctenoidei,
Ganoidei, anrl Placoidei. It has proved to be an artificial

assemblage of forms, embracing most of the malacoptery-
gian fishes of C'uvier, but also many of his acanthoptery-
gians, and is not now in use.

cycloimber (sl-kloim'bfer), «. [< Gr. KiVXof,

circle; 2d element not obvious.] In geom., a
curve drawn on the surface of a right cylinder so
that when the cylinder is developed the curve
becomes a circle.

C;^clolabridae (si-klo-lab'ri-de), n. pi [NL., <
Gr. KiK/nr, circle (component of Cyeloidei, q. v.),

+ NL. Lahridir, q. v.] The family Labridie, dis-
tinguished hy having cycloid scales, and thus
contrasted with the Ctenolabridee or Pomacentri-
dti; long supposed to be closely related to them.
OycloUtes (si-klo-U'tez), H. [NL., < Gr. xr/t/of,

a circle, + Xido^, a stone.] A genus of fossil
corals, of the family Fungid<e. Lamarck, 1801.

cyclometer (si-klom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. kvk'/jo^,

circle, + nirpov, a measure.] 1. An instru-
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ment for recording the revolutions of a wheel
or the distance traversed by a vehicle ; an odom-
eter.— 2. A circle-squarer.

Cyclometopa (si'klo-me-to'pa), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. kvk'/o<;, a circle, -I- pictcSkov, front, face.]

A superfamily group of brachyurous decapod
crustaceans, its technical characters are: a short,

broad carapace, rounded anteriorly and laterally pro-
duced, without a projecting rostrum ; 9 pairs of gills

;

and ttie male genital opening on the basal joint of the
last pair of thoracic legs. It contains such genera as
Cancer, Carcinug, Portunits, Xantho, etc., and corre-
sponds to the more modern group Cancroidea. In De
BlainviUe's system of classification the Cyclometopa were
characterized as having the carapace very large, arched
in front, and narrowed behind ; the legs moderately long

;

and the epistoma very short and transverse. It included
the families CancHd<e, Portunidce, and Pilumnidce of
Leach. It has also been called Cancroidea, and divided
into the "legions" CaTlcrinea, Cyclinea, Corystoidea, and
Thflphusinea . It includes the principal edible crabs of
the northern seas.

Cyclometopita (si'''klo-me-top'i-ta), n. pi.

[NL.] Same as Cyclometopa. Imp. Diet.

cyclometopous (si'klo-me-to'pus), a. [< Cyclo-
vietopa + -ous.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cyclometopa.

cyclometric (si-klo-met'rik), a. [= F. oyclo-

metrique ; as eyclometry + -ic] in geom., re-

lating to the division of a circumference into
equal parts.

eyclometry (si-klom'e-tri), n. [= F. cyclome-
trie = Sp. ciclometria, < Gr. KviHoq, a circle, +
-fierpia, < /lerpov, a measure.] 1. The art of

measuring circles; specifically, the attempt to

square the circle.

I must tell you, that Sir H. Savile has confuted Joseph
Scaliger's eyclometry.

Wallui, Due Correction of Hobbes, p. 116.

2. The theory of circular functions.

Cyclomyaria (8i"klo-nii-a'ri-a), «. pi. [NL., <

Gr. KiK/.oQ, a circle, + //if, muscle, lit. a mouse,
= E. mouse. Cf. musele.i In Claus's classifica-

tion, an order of free-swimming tunicates or
Thaliaeea, containing only the family Doliolidw.
Their technical characters are : a cask-shaped body, the
mouth and atrial opening surrounded by lobes, the
mantle delicate, the muscles arranged in closed rings,

the dorsal wall of the pharyngeal cavity formed by a
branchial lamella pierced with numerous slits, the diges-
tive canal not compressed into a nucleus, the testes and
ovaries maturing simultaneously, and development ac-

complished by a complicated alternation of generations.
In the first asexual generation there is a large auditory
vesicle on the left side. Ciaiw, Zoology (trans.), II. 109.

cyclomyarlan (si'klo-mi-a'ri-an), a. [< Cy-
clomyaria + -an.} Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cyclomyaria.
cyclonal (si'klo-nal), a. [= F. (^clonal; as
cyclone + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a cyclone ; cyclonic.

The cyclonal curvature of the wind orbit is accompanied
by a stronger gradient and greater angular deviation than
is the anti-cyclonal curvature.

Smithtonxan Report, 1881, p. 295.

cyclone (si'kldn), «. [= F. cyclone= Sp. eielon,

< Gr. kvkXuv, whirling round, ppr. of kviOjovv, kv-

K/.deiv, go roimd, whirl round, as wind or water,
move in a circle, surround, < hvkao^, a circle : see
cycle.] X. The term introduced into meteor-
ology by Piddington, in 1840, as a general name
for the class of extensive storms at sea that
were at that time supposed to be characterized
by the revolution of air in circles about a calm
center.—2. Any atmospheric movement, gen-
tle or rapid, general or local, on land or at sea,
in which the wind blows spirally around and
in toward a center. In the northern hemisphere the
cyclonic motion is usually counter-clockwise, and in the
southern hemisphere it is clockwise. Cyclones generally
develop into cyclonic storms. .See anticyclone.

Cyclones occur at all hours of the day and night, where-
as whirlwinds and tornadoes show a diurnal period as dis-
tinctly marked as any in meteorology. Finally, cyctonet
take place under conditions which involve unequal at-

mospheric pressures or densities at the same heights of
the atmosphere, duo to inequalities in the geographical
distribution of temperature and humidity: but whirl-
winds occur where for the time the air is unusually warm
or moist, and where, consequently, temperature and hu-
midity diminish with height at an abnonnally rapid rate.

Cyclones are thus phenomena resulting from a disturb-
ance of the equilibrium of the atmosphere considered
horizontally, but whirlwinds and tornadoes have their ori-

gin In a vertical disturbance of atmospheric equilibrium.
Encyc. Brit., XVI. 129.

3. Popularly, a tornado (such as occur in the
Western States), or any destructive storm. See
tornado, waterspout, and whirlwind. [U. S.]

cyclone-pit (si'klon-pit), n. On the prairies

and plains of the western United States, a pit

or underground room made for refuge from a
tornado or cyclone.

Cycloneiira (si-klo-nfl'ra), ». pi. [NL., < Gr.
KinAof, circle, + vevpuv, nerve.] A division of

cyclopedic

Hydrozoa, corresponding to Hydromedusce : op-
posed to Toponeura. Eimer.

cycloneural (si-klo-nu'ral), a. [< Cycloneura
+ -al.] Having a complete nerve-nng, as a
hydromedusan ; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Cycloneura; not toponeural.

cyclonic (si-klon'ik), a. [< cyclone -¥ -ic] Of
or pertaining to or of the nature of a cyclone

:

as, a cyclonic area; cyclonic action; "the cy-
clonic motion in sun-spots," Young.

cyclonically (si-klon'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of a cyclone ; like a cyclone.

CyclonOSCOpe (si-kl6'no-sk6p), n. [< Gr. xi/c/lof,

a circle (see cyclone), + cuovelv, view.] A hurri-
cane-indicator ; an apparatus (devised byPadre
Vines, S. J., Havana) consisting of an outer
card with compass-points and an inner mova-
ble card with lines, to show the direction of mo-
tion of the various atmospheric currents con-
stituting the circulation of a tropical hurricane.
The apparatus, when properly oriented and adjusted, aids
an oi)server in detecting the existence of a hurricane in

his vicinity and the bearing of its center.

Cyclopacea (si-klo-pa'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Cyclops, 2, + -aced.] A superfamily group of
entomostracous crustaceans, taking name from
the genus Cyclops : an inexact synonym of Co-
pepoda.

cyclopaedia, cyclopaedic, etc. See cyclopedia,
etc.

cyclope (si'klop), a. [< L. Cyclopeus : see Cy-

clopean.] Having or using a single eye ; Cyclo-
pean. [Poetical.]

Even as the patient watchers of the night,

—

The cyclope gleaners of the fruitful skies,

—

Sliow the wide misty way where heaven is white
All paved with suns that daze our wondering eyes.

O. W. HolmeH, To Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg.

Cyclopean (si-klo-pe'an), a. [= p. cyelopeen, <
L. Cyclopeus, < Gr. KvKh^wcioc, Cyclopean (archi-

tecture), < KvK^jrp, Cyclops.] Of or pertaining
to, or exhibiting the characteristics of, any of
the legendary Cyclopes. [Commonly with a
capital when used with direct reference to these
beings: as, Cj/c/o/jean architecture. See below.]
Specifically— (a) Having a single eye in the middle of the
forehead ; in zooL, having a median and apparently or ac-

tually single eye. This state may be normal and perma-
nent, as in some of the crustaceans ; or normal and mark-
ing a stage of development ; or monstrous, from defect of
growth in the parts concerned, whereby the eyes are not
separated. It occurs, for example, occasionally in the pig.

(6) Single and situated in the middle of the forehead, aa
an eye.

A true, mean, Cyclopean eye would be slightly to the
right of the median line. Mind, IX. 93.

(c) Vast ; gigantic ; applied to an early style of masonry,
sometimes imitated in later ages, constructed of stones
either unhewn or more or less irregularly shaped and fit-

ted together, usually polygonal, but in some more recent
examples approaching regular horizontal courses, and of-

ten presenting joints of very perfect workmanship. Such
masonry was fa-

bled to be the
work of the Cy-
clopes. It is re-

markable for the
immense size of
the stones com-
monly employ-
ed, and was most
frequently used
for the walls of
cities and for-

tresses. The
walls of Tiryns,
near Nauplla,
in Greece, men-
tioned by Ho-
mer, are a good
specimen of Cy-
clopean mason-
ry. The remains
of these walls

consist of three courses, of which the stones, measuring
from 6 to 9 feet long, from 3 to 4 feet wide, and from 2 to
3 feet deep, are rudely shaped, iiTegular masses piled on
one another. Examples of Cyclopean work occur in Greece,
Italy, Asia Minor, and elsewhere. The more primitive
Cyclopean masonry in Greece, roughly built of stones en-
tirely unhewn, the spaces between the larger stones beinp
flllo(l with smaller ones, is often termed Pelasgic.

cyclopedet (si'klo-ped), n. [< cyclopedia.] A
cyclopedia.

Peter Lombard's scholastic cyclopede of divinity.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 450.

cyclopedia, cyclopaedia (si-klo-pe'di-a), n.

[Short form of encyclopedia, encyelopmdia, q. v.]

1. A book containing accounts of the principal

subjects in one branch of science, art, or learn-

ing in general : as, a cyclopedia of botany ; a cy-

clopedia of mechanics.— 2. In a broader sense,

a book comprising accounts of all branches of
learning; an euoyclopedia. See encyclopedia.

cyclopedic, cyclopaedic (si-klo-pe'dik or -ped'-

ik), a. [< cyclopedia, cyclopeedia, + -ic.] 1. Of
or pertaining to a cyclopedia.— 2. Resembling

^^^J^^^iSl

^^K
Cyclopean Masonry.— Walls of Assos, in the

Troad. (From papers of the Archaeot. last, of
America.)



cyclopedic

8 cyclopedia in character or contents ; exhaus-

tive : as, ci/dopedie treatment of a subject.

cyclopedical, cyclopaedical (si-klo-pe'di-kal or

-pod i-kal), a. Same as cyclopedic.

Cyclopes, «. Plural of Cyclops, 1.

Cyclophis (si'klo-fis), «. [NL., < Gr. kvk>m^, a

circle, + o^if, a serpent.] A genus of serpents,

Green-snake {Cyclophis vemaiis).

of the family Coluhridw, containing the familiar

and beautiful green-snake of the United States,

C. vernalis. See green-snake.

Cyclophorida (si-klo-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cyclophoriis + -idw.] A family of operculate

gastropodous mollusks, typified by the genus
Cyclophorm, related to and often merged in Cy-

clostomida. They have a depressed shell with circular

aperture and a plurispiral operculum. Leading genera
are Cyclophoru^, Cyclotug, Pomatiugj Dipl&mmatina, and
Pupina. Also called Cyclotidce.

Cyclophorus (si-klof'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. kv-

K/.o(*i6po^, moving in a circle, < kvk%o(, a circle, -t-

-<l>6pog, < (pcpnv = E. 6carl.]

A genus of gastropodous
moUusks, typical of the fam-
ily Cyclophorida;, or referred

to the family Cyclostomidce.

cyclopia (si-kl6'pi-a), n.

[NL., < L. Cyclops, < Gfr. Ki-
K/t)^, Cyclops : see Cyclops."] In teratol.

Cyclophorus

, a mal-
formation in which the orbits form a single

continuous cavity. Also called synophthalmia.

cycIopic(si-klop'ik),a. [<Cyclops + -ic.'] [Cap.

or I. c, according to use.] Of, pertaining to,

or resembling the Cyclopes ; cyclopean. specifi-

cally— (a) One-eyed; Cyclopean (which see). Hence

—

(h)

Seeing only one part of a subject ; one-sided, (c) Gigantic.

Sending a bill of defiance to all physicians, chirurgeons,
and apothecaries, as so many bold giants, or cydopick mon-
sters, who daily seek to fight against Heaven by their re-

bellious drugs and doses I Artif. Handsomeness,

cyclopid (si'klo-pid), n. A member of the Cy-
clojiidw.

Cyclopidae (si-klop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyclops,

2, + -idee.] A family of minute entomostracous
crustaceans, of the gnathostomatous section of

Copepoda: so called from their simple single eye.
They are mostly fresh-water forms, without any heart,

the second pair of antennse 4-jointed and not biramous,
the anterior antennse of the male prehensile, and the fifth

pair of feet rudimentary. They are extremely prolific,

and it is estimated that in one summer a female may be-

come the progenitrix of more than four million descen-
dants. They undergo many transformations before attain-

ing maturity. See cut under Cyclops.

cyclopine (si'klo-pin), n. [< NL. Cyclopia, a
genus of plants (< Gr. kvkao^, a circle, + irov(

(to<5-)= E. foot), + -ine^.'] An alkaloid obtained
from plants of the genus Cyclopia.

cyclopite (si'klo-pit), n. [< Cyclopean + -ite^.']

A crystallized variety of anorthite, occurring in

gcodes in the dolerite of the Cyclopean isles or
rocks on the coast of Sicily, opposite Aoireale.

cycloplegia (si-klo-ple' ji-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.
kvk/m;, a circle, -I- T^'Mp/r], a stroke.] Paralysis
of the ciliary muscle of the eye.

Cyclops (si'klops), n. [= F. Cyclope = Sp. Ci-

ctope = It. Cielopc = Pg. Cyclope = D. G. Cyclope
= Dan. Sw. Cyclop, < L. Cyclops, pi. Cyclopes, <

Gr. KvK?jjf, pi. KvKhjrrec, Cyclops, lit. round-
eyed, < KvK?M^, a circle, + aip, eye.] 1. PI. Cy-
clopes (si-klo'pez) or Cyclops. In Gr. myth, and
legend: (a) A giant with but one eye, which
was circular and in the middle of the forehead.
According to the Hesiodic legend, there were three Cy-
clopes of the race of Titans, sons of Uranus and Ge, who
forged the thunderbolts of Zeus, Pluto's helmet, and Posei-
don's trident, and were considered the primeval patrons
of all smiths. Their worltshops were afterward said to be
under Mount Etna.

The Cyclops here, which labour at the Trade,
Are Jealousle, Fear, Sadness, and Despair.

Cowley, The Mistress, Monopoly.

(6) In the Odyssey, one of a race of gigantic,
lawless cannibal shepherds in Sicily, under the
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one-eyed chief Polyphemus, (c) One of a Thra-
oian tribe of giants, named from a king Cyclops,
who, expelled from their country, were fabled

to have built in their wanderings the great pre-

historic walls and fortresses of Greece. See
cyclopean.— 2. [NL.] In sool., a genus of mi-
nute fresh-water co-
pepods, typical of the
family Cyclopidw, hav-
ing a greatly enlarged
pair of antennules
(the appendages of

the second somite of

the head), by the -vig-

orous strokes of which
they dart through the
water as if propelled
by oars, in the front of Head of Cyclops, a Frcsh-»rater

the head there is a beady '^S^F"^' '"^'^" "'"""• ''*''''' """S^

black median eye, really " ^.
' , . ., . ^

.

i^..».i« ,,..* «.^.^ „-4« .,!« '"'. metastoma: cp, epistoma
double, but appearing sm- ^^ ,j,'bn,„ . r^ rosiraS; li\ antcn-
gle,whence the name of the nule; ill', antenna; ly, man-
genus. Cyclops quadricor- dible ; A'', first maxilla; ^Z', sce-

nts is a common water-flea °P^ maxilla, bearing a, outer divi-

of fresh-water ponds and ZloAlT^'^il""'-""'"^"'-
ditches. See Copepoda.

3. [I. c] A copepod of the genus Cyclops.

cyclopterid (sl-klop'te-rid), n. A fish of the
family Cyclopteridw.

Cyclopteridae (si-klop-ter'i-de), «. pi. [NL., <

Cycloptcrus + -idee.] A family of fishes, rep-
resented by the genus Cycloptcrus, and adopted
by various authors with different limits. See
cut under Cycloptcrus. (a) in the old systems it em-
braced the true Cyclopteridae as well as lAparididoe and
Gobiesocid<e, (b) In Giinther's system it includes the true
Cyclopteridce and also Liparidid(e. (c) By Gill and Amer-
ican writers generally it is restricted to Cyclopteroidea of

a short ventricose form, with short posterior and opposite
dorsal and anal flns and a distinct spinous dorsal. The
species inhabit the cold seas of the northern hemisphere.

Cyclopterina (si-klop-te-ri'na), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cycloptcrus + -!«a2.] 'In Giinther's system of
classification, the first group of his family Dis-

coboli, having two separate dorsal fins, and 12

abdominal and 16 caudal vertebrsB.

cyclopterine (si-klop'te-rin), a. and m. I. a.

Of or relating to the Cyclopterina or restricted

Cyclopterida;.

II. n. One of the Cyclopterina.

cyclopteroid (si-klop''te-roid), a. and n. I. a.

Of or relating to the Cyclopteridw.

II, n. A fish of the family Cyclopteridw or
superfamily Cyclopteroidea.

Cyclopteroidea (si-klop-te-roi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Cycloptcrus + -oidea.] A superfamily of

acanthopterygian fishes, distinguished by the
development of a suctorial disk resulting from
the union of the ventral fins and the fixture of

their rays to the pelvic bones. It includes the
families Cyclopteridw and Liparididw.

Cyclopterus (si-klop'te-rus)^ n. [NL., < Gr.

KVK?uog, a circle, + nrcpov, 'wing.] A genus of

fishes, typical of the family Cyclopteridce. By the

Lump-fish {Cyclopterus luinpus

older atithors it was made to include all forms with an
imperfectly ossified skeleton and the ventral fins united
in a broad suctorial disk ; by later authors it is restricted

to the Unnp-fisli (C. lumpii^ and closely related species.

cyclorama (si-klo-ra'ma), ». [< Gr. kvk/mc, a
circle, + opa/ia, a view, (.lipav, see.] A represen-
tation of a landscape, battle, or other scene,

arranged on the walls of a room of cylindrical

shape, and so executed as to appear in natural
perspective, the spectators occupying a posi-

tion in the center ; a circular panorama.
It is only within a generation that a/cloramas have been

painted and constructed with a satisfactory degree of me-
chanical perfection. Appletou's Ann, Cyc, 1886, p. 278.

cycloramic (si-klo-ram'ik), a. [< cyclorama +
-ic] Relating to or of the nature of a cyclo-

rama.
The laws of cycloramir. perspective have been understood

for two or three centuries.
Appleton's Ann, Cyc., ISSe, p. 278.

Cyclorhapha (si-klor'a-fa), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. ot cyclorhaphus : aee cyclorhaphous.] Aprime
di-vision of dipterous insects, containing those
in which the pupa-case opens curvilinearly

:

opposed to Orthorhapha, in which the case splits

straight. Brauer.

cyclostome

cyclorhaphous (si-klor'a-fus), a. [< NL. cy-

clorhapli us, < Gr. kvk'/.o^, a circle, + f)a(p^, a seam,
a suture, < pa-rrTcw, sew.] Having the pupa-case
opening curvilinearly ; specifically, pertaining
to or having the characters of the Cyclorhapha.

Cyclosaura (si-klo-sa'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
nrK/o^, a circle, -t- aavpoc, lizard.] A division

of lacertilians or lizards. They have a short thick
tongue, scarcely extensible; a round pupil ; a long tail with
the anus not terminal ; 2 or 4 short feet, or none ; the body
either lacertifomi or serpentifomi ; the back with large
scales ; and the belly with scales not overlapping and ar-

ranged in cross-bands. The division contains the Chalci-

dce, Zonuridce, and Ecpleopodidce (to which some add the
monitors, etc.). The group is by some made a family,
I'tyrhopleurce, of a suborder Brevilinguia,

cyclosaurian (si-kl6-sa'ri-an), a. and n. [< Cy-
closaura + -i-an.] 1. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Cyclosaura.

II. n. One of the Cyclosaura.

cycloscope (si'klo-skop), «. [< Gr. KvK?.oc, a
circle, -I- (ncoTrriv, view.] An apparatus invented
by McLeod and Clarke for measuring velocities

of revolution at a given instant, it consists es-

sentially of a revolving ruled cylinder that may be exam-
ined through an opening partially closed by a tuning-fork
vibrating at a known rate. The observation depends on
the persistence of vision, and when the intermittent ap-
pearance of the ruled lines, seen past the vibrating fork,

becomes continuous, an index shows upon a scale the rate
of the revolution of the cylinder.

cyclosis (si-kl6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. KvK/oaiQ, a
surrounding, < kvkIovv, surround, move around,
< KvuloQ, a circle : see cycle, «.] In ro67., physiol.,

and bot., circulation, as of blood or other fluid:

in zoology, especially applied to the currents in

which circulate the finely granular protoplasmic
substances in Protozoa, Infusoria, etc., as within
the body of members of the genus Faramecium,
and the pseudopods of foraminifers; in botany,
originally, to the movement occasionally observ-
able in the latex of plants, now to the streaming
movement of protoplasm within the cell.

It is by the contractility of the protoplasmic layer that
the curious cyclosis ... is carried on within the Plant-
cell. W, B. Carpenter, Micros., § 224.

cyclospermous (si-klo-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.

KvK?x>(;, a circle, + aiiepfia, seed, -f- -ous.] In
bot., having the embryo coiled about the cen-
tral albumen, as the seeds of Caryophyllacew.

Cyclostoma (sl-klos'to-ma), n. [NL., fem. sing,

(iu sense 2 neut. pi.) of cyclostomus: see eyclos-

tomous. ] 1 . The typical genus of the family Cy-
clostomidw: so called from the circular aperture
of the shell. Very different limits have been given to

it, the old writers including not only all the true Cycloslo-

midce, but also the Cyclophoridm and Pomatiidce, while
by most modern writers it is limited to those with a cal-

careous paucispiral operculum flattened and having an
eccentric nucleus. The species are numerous; they live

in damp places. C. ele'jans is an example. See cut under
Cyclostomid(e. Also Cyclostmnus.

2. [Used as a plural.] The cyclostomatous
vertebrates, or myzonts.
Cyclostomata (si-klo-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of eyclostomatus : see cyclostomatous.]

1. A division of gymnoleematous polyzoans
having tubular cells, partially free or entirely

connate, a terminal opening with a movable
lip, and no avicularia nor vibraeula: opposed
to Chilostomata and Ctenostomata. it is subdivided
into Articulata or Radicata (family Crisiidce), and Inar-

ticulata or Incrustata, containing the rest of the families.

2. In Giinther's system of classification, a sub-
class of fishes having the following technical
characters : the skeleton cartilaginous and no-
tochordal, without ribs and without real jaws

;

skull not separate from the vertebral column

;

no limbs
;
gills in the form of fixed sacs with-

out branchial arches, 6 or 7 in number on each
side ; one nasal aperture only ; mouth circular

or sucker-like ; and heart without biilbus arte-

riosus. Also called Cyclostomi, Cyclostomia,

Marsipobrancliii, and Monorhina.
cyclostomate (si-klos'to-mat), a. [< NL. ey-

clostomatus: see cyclostimiatous.] Same as cy-

clostomous.

Of the thirty-three cyclostomate forms, thirteen had pre-

viously Ijeen known in a fossil state. Science, IX. 350.

cyclostomatous (si-klo-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
ci/clo.ftomatus, < Gr. kvk/.o(, a circle, + aro-

lia(T-), mouth.] Ha-ving a circular oral aper-

ture, or round mouth. Specifically -^(n) Pertaining to

the polyzoan Cyclostomata. (&) Pertaining to the round-

mouthed fishes', the lampreys and hags. The usual fonu
in ichthyology is cyclostomovs,

cyclostome (si'klo-stom), a. and n. [< NL. cy-

clostomus: see cyclostomous.] I. a. Same as

cyclostomous.
The cvclostoine Fishes, possessed of cerebral ganglia that

are tolerably manifest, lead us to the ordinarj- fishes, in

which these ganglia, imiividually much larger, form a

cluster of masses, or rudimentary brain.
U. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., i 8.



cyclostome

II. n. 1. A fish of the order Cyclostomi ; a
marsipobranch ; a monorhine ; a lamprey or

hag.—2. A gastropod of the family Cyclosto-

midw.
Cyclostomi (si-klos'to-mi), n. i>l. [NL., pi. of

ct/eloxtoiiius: see cyclostomous.'i In Cuvler's

system of classification, the second family of

his second OTder,Chondropteri/gii branchm fixis,

with the mouth formed into a sucker, contain-

ing the lampreys and liags, or the cyelosto-

mous, monorhine, or marsipobranchiate fishes

:

a synonym of Marsipobrdtichii.

cyclostoinid (si-klos'to-mid), n. A gastropod
of the family Ct/clostomkla:

Cyclostomidae (si-klo-stom'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Cydiistuina + -idw.'] A family of tsenioglos-

sate gastropods to which different limits have
been p.ssigned. (a) By the old writers it was extended
to all the operoulate land-shells. (6) Later it was limited
to those with a circnlar aperture to the shell, (c) By
most modern conchologists it is restrieted to forms with
comparatively narrow lateral teeth bearinjf several cusps,

broad marginal
teeth having ser-

rated or pectinifonn
crowns, a spiral

shell with a subcir-
cular aperture, and
a paucispiral oper-

Cyclosioma eUgans. culum. The Species
are numerous in

tropical and subtropical countries, and a few, a^ Cyclosto-

ma detjatis, extend into temperate regions. They are chief-

ly found in forests and damp places. The under surface
of the foot is impressed l>y a longitudinal groove, and the
sides are altei nately moved in progression, while tlie long
rostrum is used for pulling forward.

Oyclostominae (si"kl6-8to-mi'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Cycloftoma + -iruE.] A subfamily of Cyclosto-

midn; containing the tyjiical species, and con-
trasting with the subfamilies Cistulince, Liciitei-

na; and lirufiinw.

cyclostomoas (si-klos'to-mus), a. r< NL. cyclo-

stomiis, < Gr. iiiii?.of, a circle, + aro/ia, mouth.]
Having a round mouth, as a lamprey, or a round
aperture of the shell, as a cyclostomid ; specifi-

cally, in ichth., pertaining to the Cyclostomi.
Also cyclostomate, cyclostome.

Cyclostomus (si-klos'to-mus), n. [NL.: see cy-
cliistiiiiiiiiis.^ Same as Cyclostoma, 1.

Cyclostrema (i;i-klo-8tre'ma.), ». [NL., improp.
tor '(Jyclotrema, < Gr. kvk>.o^, circle, + Tpfjfia,

hole.] A genus of gastropods, typical of the
family ( 'yrlostremida,

Cyclo8treinidaB(8i-klo-strem'i-de), n.pl. p^.,
<. Cyclostrema + -Ulw.'] A family of rhipido-
glossate gastropods, typified by the genus Cy-
clostrema. They have ciliated tlliform tentacles, lateral
cirrous appendages, a wide median tooth and four nar-
row teeth on each side, and marginal teeth witi) denticu-
lated ttorders; the shell is depressed, unibilicateti, non-
nacreous, and white. The species are of small size and
founil in alntost all seas.

cyclostylar (si-klo-sti'iar), a. [< Gr. KVK>Mi,

a circle, + crrv/ji^, a pillar, style, + -or^.] In
arch., consisting of a circular range of col-
umns; monopteral.

cyclostyle (si'klo-stil), n. [< Gr. KVK>.oc, a cir-

cle. + oi-i/of, a pen.] An apparatus for mak-
ing duplicate copies of letters, circulars, et<!.,

written on sensitized paper with a pen of pe-
culiar make, or with a tyi)evirriter. Tlie first copy
is usf'd as an impression-plate, and inked with an inking-
rolli-r tri jirocluce sulisequent copies.

cyclosystem (si-klo-sis'tem), M. [< Gr. KiKylof,

a circle, + marij/ia, system.] The circular ar-
rangement of the pores of certain hydrocoral-
line acalephs (the stylasterids), simulating the
calicular systems of anthozoan corals in ap-
pearance. Moseley, 1881.

cyclothore (si'klo-thur), «. An animal of the
genus Cyclothurus ; a two-toed ant-eater.
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Cyclotliurlnae (si'klo-thu-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cyclothurus + -fnof.] A subfamily of South
American arboricole ant-eaters, of the family
Myrmecophagidce ; the two-toed ant-eaters of
the single genus Cyclothurus. The first, fourth,
anil fifth digits of tlie fore paws are so reduced that only
two are visible externally, and the inner digit of the hind
foot is likewise rudimentary. These ant-eaters live in
trees and resemble sloths.

cyclothtirilie (si-klo-thu'rin), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the subfamily Cyclofhurince.

II. H. One of the Cyclothurince ; a cyclothure.
Also written cycloturine.

Cyclothurus (si-klo-thii'rus), n. [NL., for Cy-
cloturus, < Gr. KUK/.urof, round (see Cyclotus), +
ovpd, a tail.] The typical and only genus of
the subfamily Cyclothurinte, containing the lit-

tle two-toed ant-eater of Brazil, C. didactylus,

and a species of Costa Eica, C. dorsalis. See
Cyclothurinw.

cyclotid (si-klot'id), n. A gastropod of the
family Cyclotidw.

Cyclotidse (sl-klot'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyclo-

tu;S + -«/«'.] A family of phaneropneumonous
tsenioglossate gastropods . The eyes are situated at
the outer f)ases of the tentacles ; the outer lateral teeth
of the radula are little differentiated from the others

;

there are 10 jaws ; and the shell is spiml with a circular
aperture, closable by a multispiral opercidum. Same as
Citclophoridce,

cyclotomic (si-klo-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. k'vkIo^,

circle, + roiir/, a cutting, -f- -ic] In geom.,
pertaining to the theory of the division of the
eireimiference of a circle into aliquot parts.

—

Cyclotomic divisor. See dimgor.

cycloturine, Cycloturus. See cyclothurine, Cy-
clothurus.

Cyclotus (si-klo'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. KVKhjrd^,

rounded, < kvkAovv, make round, < Kin'/jig, a cir-

cle.] A genus of gastropodous mollusks, of the
family CyclophoruUe, or giving the name Cyclo-
tidfc to the same group.

Cyclura (.si-klo'rn), n. [NL., < Gr. kvkIoc, a
circle, + ovpd, tail. ] A genus of lizards, of the

Two-toed Aat-eatcr ( Cyclothurus didactytua).

Spine-taited Lizard {Cyclura acantkura

family Iguauklce. C. tophoma is the great iguana of
Jamaica, with a long serrate dorsal crest. C. aamtbura
is tlie spine-tailed lizard of Lower California. C. teres, of
the same region, is the smooth-backed lizard.

cyclus (si'klus), n. [LL., < Gr. xixcXof, a cir-

cle : see cycle.} X, Pl. cycli (si'kli). Same as
cycle, 5.

Oonzalo de C6rdova, "the Great Captain," . . . pro-
duced an impi:e8gion on the Spanish nation hardly
equalled since the earlier days of that great Moorish con-
test, the eyclwt of whose heroes Gonzalo seems appropri-
ately to close up. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 181.

2. leap."] [NL.] A genus of fossil crustaceans
of uncertain cliaracter.

cydariform (si-dar'i-f6rm)j a. [< L. cydarum
(< Gr. Kvdapoi), a kind of ship, + forma, shape.]
In entmn., approaching the form of a globe,

but truncated on two opposite ends : applied to

joints of the palpi, etc.

g^dert, « See cider,

ydippe (si-dip'e), n. [NL., < L. Cydippe, < Gr.
KirSi--;/, in myth, a fem. name, a Nereid, etc.

;

appar. < kWoj, glory, renown, + Ittjtoc, fem.
iTTirri, horse.] 1. In zoiil., the typical genus of

ctenophorans of the family Cydippida:, having
retractile filiform fringed tentacles, and a
transparent colorless gelatinous body, divided
radially into eight parts by the etenophores.
One member of the genus, C. pUeus, is a very beautiful oi)-

ject, and is conimonin the seas around Great Britain. The
b(Mly is globular in shape, and adorned with eight bands
of cilia, ser\'ing as its means of Ktcomotion and presenting
brilliant rainlww hues. From the liody are pendent two
long filaments, to which are attached numerous shorter
threads, and which can be protruded and retracted at
will. Also called Pleurubrachia, and formerly referred
to a family CaUianirida. See cut under Ctenophora.

Cygnus

2. A genus of spiders. Bev. O. P. Cambridge,
1840.— 3. In eiitom., a genus of beetles.

cydippid (si-dip'id), n. A ctenophoran of the
family Cydippidce.

Cydippidse (si-dip'i-de), n. pl. [Nli., < Cydippe,
1, + -ida:'] A family of saccate ctenoi^horans,
typified by the genus Cydippe.

Cydonia (si-do'ni-a), n. [NL., < L. cydonia, a
quince (> ult. E. coin'^, quince, q. v.), prop. pl.

(sc. mala, apples) of Cydonius, adj. ;
' Gr. Kvd6-

viov (sc. fiijAov, apple), a quince, KvSwvia, a quince-
tree, neut. and fem. of Kurfuv/of , adj.

,
pertaining

to Kvduvia, L. Cydonia, a town of Crete, now
Canea.] 1. A rosaceous genus of plants, in-

cluding the quince, etc., now referred to Pyrus.
— 2. In entom., a genus of ladybirds, family
Coccinellidai. Mulsant.

cydonin (si'do-nin), «. [< Cydonia, 1, + -tB2.]

The mucilage of quince-seeds.

cydonium (si-do'ni-um), n. [See Cydonia.l
Quince-seed.

cyesiognosis (si-e'si-og-no'sis), n. [< Gr. Kiii]-

aiQ, pregnancy, + yvuciQ, knowledge.] Diag-
nosis of pregnancy. Dunglison.
cyesiology (si-e-si-ol'o-ji), ». [< Gr. .ihrjcif,

pregnancy (see cyesis), + -Aoyla, < Myeiv, say

:

see -ok)gy.'\ Inphysiol., the science which treats

of gestation or pregnancy.
cyesis (si-e'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kiv/aic, preg-
nancy, < /creZv, be pregnant.] Pregnancy; con-
ception. Dunglison.

cygneous (sig'ne-us), a. [< L. Cygnus, cycnus,
a swan: see cygnet.} In bryology, curved like

a swan's neck. Braiihwaite.

cygnet (sig'net), H. [Formerly cignet, < OF.
cignet, equiv. to 'cignel, cigneau, dim. of eigne,

F. cygne = Pr. eigne = It. oigno, a swan (cf. OF.
eisne = Sp. Pg. cisne, OPg. cirnc = Olt. cecino,

It. oecero, a swan, < ML. cecinus, cicinus, a cor-
ruption of L. cycnus), < L. cycnus, often written
cygnus, < Gr. kvkvoq, a swan, prob. redupl. from
y *iivv,*Kav, sound,= L. canere, sing. From the
same root come L. ciconia, a stork, and E. hen.

See cant^, chant, hen.} A youngswan; specifi-

cally, in her., a small swan. Swans, when more
than one are borne, are commonly called cygnets, though
the representation is exactly the same as that of the swan
80 called.

So doth the swan her downy cygnets save,
Keeping them prisoner underneath her wings,

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3.

Cygnet royal, in her., a term for a bearing more properly
blazoned swan argent, diicatly gorged and chained or— that
ts, having a duke's coronet around its neck and a chain at-

tached thereto. Hugh Clark.

Cygninse (sig-ni'ne), n. pl. [NL., < Cygnus, 1, +
-inw.} A subfamily of lamellirostral natatorial
birds, of the duck family, Auaiidm; the swans.
They have the longest neck of any bints of this family, the
vertebric being very numerous (up to 20) ; the tail is short
and many-featliered ; the tarsus is reticulate ; the lores are
naked ; the bill is high at the base, and sometimes tuber-
culate, witli median nostrils ; the feet are large ; the mid-
dle toe and claw are longer than the tarsus ; and the hallux
is simple. The legs are set far back, so that the gait is

constrained, but in the water the swans are proverbially
elegant and graceful. There are 8 or 10 species, of various
countries, chiefiy of the genus Cygnus. See swan.

cygnine (sig'nin), a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Cygninee.

Cygnopsis (sig-nop'sis), n. [NL. (Brandt, 1836),
< L. cygnus, a swan, -I- Gr. orpic, view, appear-
ance.] A genus of geese, of the subfamily An-
serinw and family Anatidce : so called from their

Chinese Goose {Cygnopsis cygnoitUs).

swan-like appearance. The type and only spe-

cies is the Chinese goose, C. eygnoides, common
in domestication.

Cygnus (sig'nus), n. [NL., < L. cygnus, prop.
cycnus, a swan: see cygnet.} 1. The typical

genus of the subfamily Cygninw, formerly con-
terminous with it, but now including all the
white swans, or even restricted to those which



Cygnus

have a tubercle on the bill, as the mute swan of

Europe, Cygnus olor. C. mmictn is tlie European
whoopiBg swan, or ho«>per. It belongs to the subgenus
(Hot, as do the two American swans, the whistler, Cygnus
{Oior) eotunibiantis, and the trumpeter, Cygnus (Olor) hue-

einator. See swan,

2. An ancient northern constellation repre-

Tte Constellation Cygnus.— Frnin Ptolemy's descnption.

senting a bird called a swan by Ovid and
others, and now always so considered.

Oylichia (si-lik'na), ». [NL., < Gr. Kvkixyn, a

8
small Clip, < KivUf (kv?.ik-), a cup.] A
genus of teotibranchiate opisthobran-
chiate gastropods, of the family Tor-
natelliMB or BulUdce, or made type of a
lamily Cylichnidw, having a strong

Cvfj*»<» cylindrical shell, with narrow aper-
er « racfa.

^^yg_ There are numerous species.

cylichnid (si-lik'nid), n. A gastropod of the
family Ci/lichnidce.

Cylicniud£8(si-lik'ni-de),«.j)Z. [N'L.,<.Cylichna

+ -idcB.'] A family of gastropods, of which the
genus Cylichna is typical. The radula has multi-
serial teeth, of which the central are small, the lateral

lar&re and uiuiforiu, and the marginal small and unciform.

C^licomastiges (sil"i-ko-mas'ti-jez), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. (cuAif (kvAik-), a cup, + fiaoTi^, pi. fia-

<niye(, a whip, scourge.] A group of choano-
flagellate infusorians or collar-bearing monads,
with a nell-marked collar around the base of

the flagellum, including such genera as Salpin-

gceca and Codonosiga. Biltschli.

CyliCOtomy (sil-i-kot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. /cMif
(kv'mk-), a cup, + Touf;, cutting, < refiveiv, cut.]

In gurg., division of the ciliary muscle, as in

glaucoma. Dunglison.

dylicozoa (8il"i-ko-z6'a), n. pi. [NL.,< Gr.
ici>/Uf (kv?uk-), a cup, + ivov, animal.] Same as
Catycozoa.

cylinder (sil'in-dfer), n. [Early mod. E. also
cilinderj cilindre; in ME. in form chilindre, a
cylindrical sun-dial ; < OF. dlindre, F. cylindre

= Sp. It. cilindro = Pg. cylindro, < L. eylindrvs,

a cylinder, a roller, a leveler, < Gr. kvT^ivdoog, a
cylinder, a roller, roll, < kvIMeiv, roll,

KvAiciv, roll : see cycle. Doublet of cal-

ender'^, q. v.] 1. In geom. : (a) A solid

whicl may be conceived as generated
by the revolution of a rectangle about
one of its sides: specifically called a
right cylinder. The side of the generating
rectangle forms the axis of the cylinder, and
the adjacent sides generate circles which form
the bases of the cylinder, (fe) By exten-
sion, any surface generated by a right line mov-
ing parallel to itself.

A cylindrical surface is a curved surface generated by
a moving straight line which continually touches a given
curve, and in all of its positions is parallel to a given fixed
straight line not in the plane of the curve. A solid

bounded by a cylindrical surface and two parallel planes
is called a cylinder. Chauvenet

2. In mech. : (a) That chamber of a steam-en-
gine in which the force of steam is exerted on
the piston. See steam-engine. (6) The baiTel
of an air-pump, (c) A hollow metallic roller

forming part of certain printing-machines, in
cylinder-presses the cylinder is used only for giving the
impression. See cylinder-press. In type-revolving presses
there are type-cylinders and impression-cjiinders ; the
former, on which the forms of type or stereotype plates
are secured, revolve against the latter in the opposite di-

rection, 'd) The bore of a gun. (e) That part
of a revolver which contains the chambers for

the cartridges, (f) The central well around
which a winding staircase is carried, (jr) The
body of a pump. (A) In a loom, a revolving
part which receives the cards. In the Jaequard
loom it is a square prism revolving on a hori-
zontal axis. (») In a cardin^-machine, a clothed
barrel larger than an urchin or a dofler. See
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cut under carding-machine. (J ) In an electrical

machine, a barrel of glass, (fc) In ordnance, a
wooden bucket in which a cartridge is carried
from the magazine to the gun. E. H. Knight.
(I) A garden- or field-roller. E. H. Knight.—
3. In antiq., a cylindrical or somewhat barrel-

shaped stone, bearing a cuneiform inscription

or a carved design, worn by the Babylonians,
Assyrians, and kindred peoples as a seal and
amulet. Great numbers of such cylinders have
been found, and also of Phenician imitations
of them.—4t. .An old portable timepiece of the
class of sun-dials.

By my chilindre it is prime of deye.
Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 206.

5t. [cap."] In conch,., a genus of gastropods:
same as Oliva. Fabricius, 1823 Charge-cylin-
der, the part of the bore of a cannon occupied by the
charge.—Double-acting cylinder, an engine-cylinder
in whiclx the strolce of the piston is elfective in eacli direc-
tion, instead of only in one direction, as in tlie single-

action cylinder.— Fonnlng-cylinder, in a paper-making
machine, the cylinder on which tlie juilp is collected and
formed into a soft web preparatoiy to di*ying and Jiard-
ening.— Oblique cylinder. See odK^ue.— Oscillating
cylinder, an engine-cylinder wiiicli rocks on trunnions,
and the piston-rod of which connects directly to the crank.

—Vacant cylinder, the portion of the bore of a cannon
left free in front of the charge.

cylinder-bit (sU'in-der-bit), n. See half-round
7>it, under bit^.

cylinder-bore (sU'in-dfer-bor), n. A gun the
bore of which is of a uniform diameter through-
out.

cylinder-bore (sil'in-dfer-bor), v. t. and i.
;
pret.

and pp. cylinder-bored, ppr. cylinder-boring. To
bore, as a gun-barrel, in such a manner that the
diameter of the bore is uniform throughout.
cylinder-car (sil'in-der-kiir), B. A hollow cyl-

inder for carrying freight, with wheel-ends
adapted to run on a railroad-track. The cylin-

der rolls with its load, thus doing away with
the use of axles. E. H. Knight.

cylinder-cock (sil'in-der-kok), n. A cock at
the end of a steam-cylinder, through which
water of condensation may be blown out, or
through which steammaybe blown in for warm-
ing up the cylinder. For the first purpose it is

sometimes made automatic, and often called a
safety cylinder-cock.

cylinder-cover (sil'in-d6r-kuv"6r), ». 1. A
jacket or bagging placed about a steam-cylin-
der, to prevent radiation of heat.— 2. In steam-
engines, the cover secured by bolts to a flange

round the top of a cylinder, so as to make it

steam-tight.

cylinder-desk (sil'in-dfer-desk), «. A writing-
desk with a top somewhat cylindrical in shape,
which can be pushed back to allow the desk to

be used, or brought forward and locked. Also
called a roll-top desk.

cylinder-engine (sil'in-d^r-en'jin), «. Inpaper-
niaking, a machine in which the pulp is formed
in a sheet upon a cylinder and delivered as a
web to the dryers.

cylinder-escapement (8irin-der-es-kap"ment),
/(. An escapement for watches invented by
Graham, corresponding to the dead-beat es-

capement in clocks.

cylinder-face (sil'in-der-fas), n. In eMjrtM., the
flat part of a steam-cylinder on which a slide-

valve moves.
cylinder-gage (sil'in-der-gaj), ». A cast-iron
hollow cylinder, from 3 to 5 calibers in length,

accurately turned on the exterior, and used to

verify the acctiracy of the finished bore of a
gun.
cylinder-glass (sil'in-d^r-glas), « . Glass blown
into the form of a cylinder, then split, and flat-

tened into a sheet. The quality is superior to

that of crown-glass. See broad glass, imder
brnad.

cylinder-grinder (sil'in-d6r-grin"d6r), n. A
machine-tool with automatic traverse-feed for

finishing cylindrical gages, such as those of

gun-bores. E. M. Knight.

cylinder-mill (sil'in-dfer-mil), «. A grinding-
mill in which the action of rollers is substituted
for that of face-stones. E. H. Knight.

cylinder-milling (sil'in-d^r-mil'ing), n. See
miUing.

cylinder-port (sil'in-dfer-port), «. One of the
openings through which steam passes into the
cylinder of a steam-engine.
cylinder-powder (sirin-d6r-pou"d6r), n. Gun-
powder the charcoal for which is prepared by
distillation in cylindrical iron retorts.

cylinder-press (sil'in-dfer-pres), «. A printing-

machine in which impression is maide by a

cylindricity

cylinder rotating over a sliding flat bed-plate
which contains the form of types or plates, in
the druin-cylinder pressthQve is one cylinder of large size,

making but one revolution to the forward and backward
movement of the ijed-plate ; in other forms the cylinder
makes two or more revolutions for each imi)re.s8ion. In
the stop-cylinder jtress the cylinder stops its rotation soon
after tile impression is taken. The double-cylinder j/ress

has two cylinders, and prints an impression on the back-
ward as well as the forward movement of the bed-plate.
The name cylinder-press is technically applied only to
presses or machines in which the impression-cylinder
prints upon a flat surface. Printing-machines that are
constructed to print from plates or tyjies fastened on a
cylinder are known distinctively as type-revolving presses,
and specifically as rotary, web, or snn-and-pktnet presses.

cylinder-snail (sil'in-der-snal), n. A snail of
the genus Ci/lindrella ; a cylindrellid.

cylinder-snake (sil'in-der-snak), n. An ophid-
ian of the family Cylindrophida: or tJropeltidce.

cylinder-staff (sil'in-der-staf), n. An instru-
ment used in the inspection of ordnance to
measure the length of the bore. Farrou; Mil.
Encyc.
cylinder-tape (sU'in-d^r-tap), n. In a cylinder
printing-press, a tape running on the impres-
sion-cylinder, beneath the edge of the paper, to
remove the sheet from the cylinder after im-
pression. E. S. Knight.
cylinder-wrench (sil'in-der-rench), w. Afoi-m
of wrench adapted to grasp cylindrical rods or
tubes ; a pipe-wrench. E. H. Knight.
cylindraceous (sO-in-dra'shius), a. [= F. cy-

lindrace; as cylinder + -aceons.^ Somewhat or
nearly cylindrical.

Oylindrella (sil-in-drel'a), n. [NL., < L. cylin-

drns, cylinder, -f dim. -eZto.] A genus of ge-
ophilous gastropods,
of the family Cylin-

drellidw, called cylin-

der-snails from the
cylindrical shape of
the shell. There are
many species, of

the warmer parts
of America. Pfeiffer.

1840.

cylindrellid (sil-in-

drel'id), n. A gas-
tropod of the family
CylindrcUidiv.

Cylindrellidae (sil-

in-drel'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Oylindrella + -idm.'] An American
family of pulmonate gastropods, typified by the
genus Cyliiidrclla ; the cylinder-snails. The shell

is eylindric and inany-wliorled, the last whorl usually
detached from the rest and having a circular mouth. The
animal has a thin jaw with oblique folds, and the teeth of

the radula are peculiar, the central l)eing very narrow,
the lateral having the internal and median cusps conflu-

ent, and the marginal resembling the lateral in miniature,
or rudimentary. Over 200 species are known, most of

which are inhabitants of the West Indian islands.

cylindrencbyma (sil-in-dreng'ki-ma), M. [NL.,
< Gr. KvMvSpo^, a cylinder, -I- cj^f/ya, an infu-

sion, < eyx^^Vj infuse, < iv, in, + x^^'^i pour.] In

hot., tissue composed of cylindrical cells, such
as that of plants of the genus Conferva, and of

many hairs, etc.

eylindric, cylindrical (si-lin'drik, -dri-kal), a.

[=F . cylindriqiic=:STi>. ciKndrieo= Pg. cylindrico

= It. cilindrico, < NL. *cylindricus, < Gr. kv'/.iv-

fipiKdc, cylindrical, < xi'/ivdpoi, cylinder.] Hav-
ing the form of a cylinder, or partaking of its

properties.— Cylindrical boiler, a steam-boiler made
ill the shape of a cylinder, simple in construction, and ad-

mitting of greater resistance to the lateral action of the
causes of displacement thau most others, although more
expensive in the matter of fuel.— Cylindrical bone, in

anat., a long bone, as a tliigh-bone or hnnierus, with a
more or less cylindrical hollow shaft of compact tissue, in-

closing a medullary cavity, and having cancellous tis.siie at

each end.— Cylindrical lens or mirror, a lens or mirror
having one or two cylindrical surfaces. Cylindrical lenses

are used in spectacles for the correction of astigmatism.

—

Cylindrical saw, a saw in tlie form of a cylinder, with
the edge of tlie open end cut in saw-teeth ; a crown-saw

:

used for cutting staves, fellies, etc., and in surgery. Also

called barrel-saw, druw-saw, tttO-saw. See cut under
croM'«-«rt M'.— Cylindrical sm:face, a surface generated
by a right line moving parallel to itself.— Cylindrical
valve, a valve of cylindrical form on an oscillating axis,

serving U^ open and close ports in the cyliiitlrical case

which forms its seat. E. //. Knight.— Cylindrical
vaulting (properly senii-cylindrical ratdting), in arch.,

the most ancient mode of true vaulting. Also called a

wagon-, barrel-, tuiinel-, or cradle-vavlt. It is a plain

half-cylinder, without either groins or ribs, or divided

into bays by arcs doubleaux, which are usually of sijuare

or semicircular section.

cylindrically (si-lin'dri-kal-i), adv. In the
manner or Riiape of a cylinder.

cylindricity (sil-in-dris"'i-ti), n. [= F. cyliti'

dricite; as eylindric + -ity.'] The character
or state of being cylindrical ; cylindrical form r

as, imperfect cylindricity.

. Cytindrella brevis, a. Cytin-
drella eltgans. (About twice natu-
ral size.)



cylindricule

cyllndricule (si-lin'dri-kul), n. [< NL. as if

*cijU>t<lrici(liis, dim. of L. ctjUndriis, a cylinder

:

see cijlindcr .'] A small cylinder. Owen.
cylindriform (si-lin'dri-f6rm), a. [= F. cyJin-

ariformc; < L. cyliiidrus, a cylinder, + forma,
shape.] Having the form of a cylinder

;

shaped like a cylinder.

Cylindrirostrest (si-lin-dri-ros'trez), n. pi.

[XL., < L. citlindru-s, a cylinder, + rostrum,
beak.] In Blyth's system of classification

(1849), a superfamily of his Ualcyoidcs, con-
stituted by the kingfishers, rollers, and bee-
eaters, or the families Aleyonidm (or Alcedini-

d{e), Coraciidw, and Meropidce.

cylindroceplialic (si-lin''dro-se-fal'ik or si-lin-

dro-sef 'a-lik), a. [< cylindrocephaly + -ic] Ex-
hibiting or pertaining to cylindrocephaly.

cylindrocephaly (si-lin-dro-sef'a^H), «. [< Gr.
Kv/.ivi\iiir, cylinder, + Ketpa'/.ii, head.] A long
cylindrical eouiiguratiou of the skull.

cylindroconic, cylindroconical (si-lin-dro-
kon'ik, -i-kal), a. [< ci/lindric + conic, -a/.]

Shaped like a cylinder terminated by a cone.

cylindroconoidal (si-lin'dro-ko-noi'dal), a.

[< cylindric + conoidal.'] Shaped like a cylin-

der having a conoidal termination.

cylindrocylindrical (si-lin"dr6-si-lm'dri-kal),

a. [^(.cylindric + cylindrical.'] In arcft., formed
by the intersection of one cylindrical vault with
another of gi-eater span and height, springing
from the same level : said of an arch. See
cross-paiilting,

cylindroid (sil'in-droid), n. and a. [= F. cylin-

aroide = Pg. cylindroide, < Gr. Kv'/Mfipoudijq, <

Kv'AivSpoc, a cylinder, + eloo(, form.] I. n, 1. A
solid body bounded by a cylindrical surface
cut orthogonally by elliptical liases.— 2. A
conoidal cubic surface whose equation is z{ x2
+ tf*)— 2 axu = 0. [So named by Cayley and
Ball, 1871.]

H. a. Having the form of a cylinder with
equal and parallel elliptical bases.
cylindroidal (sil-in-droi'dal), a. [< cylindroid
+ -«/.] KesembUng a cylinder; cylindroid.

During the embryonic condition of all vertebrates, the
centre of the partition [between the cerebrospinal and
visceral tubes] is occupied by an elongated, cellular, cyl-

iiulroidai iua.ss— the notochord, or chorda dorsalis.

Httxl^y, Anat. Vert., p. 8.

cylindroma (sil-in-dro'ma), «.; pi. cylindro-
mata (-ina-tii). [NL., < dr. Kv/uvipo^, a cylin-
der, + -<>ma.\ In puthol., a name given to sev-
eral kinds of tumors, (a) Sarcoma myxomatodes, a
sarcoma in which the sarcoma-cells have undergone fn
greater or less part mucous degeneration. (6) Angio-
sarcoma myxomatoiles, a sarcoma in which the mucous
degeneration affects the walls of the vessels and the
tissue immediately about them, (c) Myxosarcoma, a
simple combination of myxomatous and sarcomatous tis-

sue, (d) Cylindroma carciuomatodes, a very rare car-
cinoma, characterized by the presence of homogeneous
hyaline splierules in the cell-nests. See carcinoma,
mt/jroin/j, ttareoi/ul.

CylindromatOUS (sil-in-drom'a-tus), a. [< cy-
lindroma{t-) + -otm.'] Pertaining to or of the
nature of a cylindroma.
Cylindrometflc (si-lin-dro-met'rik), a. [< Gr.
Ki'/j.vipoi, a cj-linder, + fitrpmi, a measure.] Per-
taining to a scale used in measuring cylin-
ders.

cylindro-Ogival (si-lin'dro-o-ji'val), a. [= F.
cylindro-oijivnl ; as cylindric + ogival.'] Hav-
ing the form of a cylindrical body with an
ogival head.
Cylindrophidae (sil-in-drof'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
short for ' Vylindrophididte, < Cylindrophis (-dra-
phid-) + -ida:'] A family of harmless ophidians
or reptiles, typified by the genus Cylindrophix,
without poison-fangs, with a very small head,
the mouth not distensible, and the tail short
and conical. Tlley have a nidimentary pelvis, and a
pair of anat spurs formed by the condensed epidennis of
the nidimentary hiriil limbs ; the teeth are small, and there
are palatine teeth ; the quadrate txinc is fixed, and there
is no distinct mastoid. Besides Cylitidnphif, the family
contains tlie genus Ibj^Ui or Tortrix, whence it is some-
times named rortrieidoe. With the fandly UroiKllido! it

constitutes a sulwrder Anf;ioHomata, or is brought under
Ojmt^rtKknt'in with Typhtopidte.

CylindropMs (si-lin'dro-fis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kl/wiSpor, cylinder, -I- A^(f, serpent.] A genus
of serpents, giving name to the family Cylin-
drophidw. C. rufa is a Japanese species.

Cjrlii, n. See l<xjUx.

(^Uecoraria (sil"e-ko-ra'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.]
One of the many divisions of"the heteropterous
family Phytocoridw, containing such genera as
Hyalioden.

Oyilene (si-le'ne), n. [NL., < L. Cylletie, < Gr.
Kv/'/r/vT/, the name of a mountain in Arcadia,
Greece.] A genus of longicom beetles, of
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the family Ceramhycidw, which in the form of 2. In organ-building, a mixture-stop of very
the body and the style of the markings have high pitch.— 3. A musical instrument made

some resem- of a piece of steel wire, in a triangular form,
blanee to the on which are passed several rings, which aie
wasps. The spe- touched and shifted along the triangle with an
cies are superii- iron rod held in the right hand, while the cym-

bySel^gliS bal is supported in the left by a cord. Xlso
na; and by the Spelled symbal. Imp. Diet.

transverse excava- cymbal-doctor (sim'bal-dok"tor), n. A teacher
tions in the sides whose instruction is lite the tinkling of a ovm-

'' > neartheK't™ ^^^- Compare 1 Cor. xiii. 1. [Eare.]

a.Cyiirnrfictus. b. cyiunt mbinia. closely similar Ihese petty glosses, ... SO like the quibbles of a Court
(Natural size.) North American sermon that we may safely recl<on . . . that the hand of

species, C. pictus some household priest foisted them in, lest the world
(Drui7) and C. ro6ini(e (Forst), have a black body, banded should forget how much he was a disciple of those cym-
with narrow transverse or oblique yellow lines, and red bal-docturs. Milton, Eikoiioklastes, viii.

legs. The fonner lives in the hickory and appears in cymbaled, Cymballed (sim'bald), a. [< cyni-
spring, while the latter infests the locust-tree and appears

f,„7 + „,72 T Furnished with cvmbals FRnrp 1
in autumn. Both species are, in the larval state, very

""' ^ -"' -J -t urnisnea witn cymoais. L-tvare.J

destructive to the trees they inhabit. Harris, Ins. Inj. to And highest among the statues, statue-like,

Veg p lOS Between a cymbaVd Miriam and a Jael,

Cjnna (si'mil), II.
;
pi. cymm (-me). [NL. (cf. L. *'*•» Psyche's babe, was Ida watching us^

cyma, cuma, a sprout, a hollow sphere), < Gr. , , x. ^, ,
,/"™''*™' ™;«ss. ''•

Kvpa'a. wave, a swell, billow, a waved ogee or cymbaler, cymballer (Sim bal-er), n. [< cyni-

molding, <CTE<v,be pregnant, lal + -er^.] One who performs on a cymbal;

lit. contain. Seecjmc] 1. —^ -—^p a cyrahalist Fallows. ,,,_.-,
In arc/)., a member or mold- i^^H^SBr^ -: cymbahst (sim bal-ist), » [< cymbal + -ist.^

ing of the cornice, of which =^==Z^ i ]

One who plays the cvmbals.

the profile is an ogee, or ^^^^^ ]
cymballed, cymballer. See cymbaled, cyta-

eurve of contrary flexure. ^^^^^^»--------^ baler.
, . „ _^. ,.^ ^

Of this molding there are two
^^^ -̂-fi- -• CSTmbate (sim bat), a. [< L. C(/»i6o, aboat (see

kinds: eiiiita recta, or Doric cyma i, Cyma recta; a, Cyma cymba), + -ate^.J Boat-shaped, as that form
(sometimes called txak-moldiivj\ reversa. ^f sponge-spioule called a cymba. Sollas.

Convex attS«om • an^c^ir r....»a, or Lc.Mar. cy,na, cymtecephalic (sim''be-se-fal'ik or sim-be-sef'-

which is convex at the top and concave at the bottom, a-llk), a. [< Gr. /cifti)?, a hollow, -|- KFifaArj, head.
Both kinds of the cyma are also called o(7«e. Also written + -ip.] Same a,s cymbocephalic. Dunglison.
cyme.cima

-, rxrr •, Oymbidium (sim-bid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
2. In bot same as cyme.— 3. [^cap.] [NL.]

^;,^,:jof, k,.^/9,, a hollow, a cup, boat (see eym-
baine as I H/Ha, 2. bal), + dim. -i6iov.'] A genus of tropical terres-
cymagraph (SI ma-graf), «. [< Gr. Kv/ia, a trial orchids, often having spikes of beautiful
waved molding, + ypa^ew, write.] A form of flow-ers, on which account several of them are
sculpture-copier or pantograph for tracing the favorites in the greenhouse. There are about
outlines of objects in relief particularly adapt- 30 species, natives of eastern Asia, Australia,
ed tor taking profiles of architectural moldings, and Africa.
cymaphen (si'ma-fen), n. [Irreg. < Gr. kiO^o, a cymbiform (sim'bi-fdrm), a. [< L. cymba, a
wave, -f-^Kj/i-Eir, show.] An apparatus m a tele- boat, + /brma, shape.] Boat-shaped; longer
phone for receiving transmitted electric waves, than broad, convex, and keeled like the bottom
cymar, ». Seesnnar. of a boat : applied to the elytra and other parts
cymatxum (si-;ma shi-um), ».; pi. cymatia (-&.). of insects, to seeds and leaves of plants, dia-
[L., < Gr. (cv/zor(ov, a waved molding, < Kv/ia(T-), toms, and spores of fungi, and also to a bone
a wave, etc.: see cyma.] In arch., a cyma; a of the foot usually called the scaphoid bone,
molding composed of the cyma. gee scaphoid. Also cymbieform.
Most of the capitals here are of the Corinthian order

;

CymbirhynchuS (sim-hi-ring'kus), ». [NL. (N.
and I took notice of the capitals of some pilasters, con- A. Vigors, 1831), also written Cymbyrhmchus,
slstlng of a annatmm, two lists, and flutes al>out a foot _„ j ™^_„ „„,™„„Vi„ /-»„™j,„„i,..^..i.. ., / n- ' /j

long, and under them i. quarter round, adon.ed with eggs and more COlTectly Cymborhynchus ;< Gr. Kvfl^ri,

and darts. Pocicke, Description of the East, II. ii. 8». KVfP<K, a Cup, + pvyXOC, snout, beak.] A notable

nvmatniraBtpr |-si'ma-t6-ffaa't^r1 n INL <
^'^^^^ "^ coeeygomorphic birds, of the family

oymatogasier (si ^to gas ter; «• Li>i^-, <
Eurylamidai: socalledfromthesizeandshapeof

f /;:ii i;L f tl' t
'T7/:- &Li"^r thebiU. Thot>T,eisC.m«<TO»-%«<-7»«,theblue-

of suif-nshes, of the family yi/H0(Otoeia<JB. Can- ,-,i ,, „, ^exi^ „ a „„*-„ t „*
,r.,«f«» is an abundant flsh of the Pacific coast of the

'"lied gaper, of Borneo, Sumatra, Java, etc.

United States, known as the shiner, minny, and sparada. UymblUm (sim bl-um), «. [ML., < L. cymba, also

cymatolite (si-mat'6-lit), «. [< Gr. Kifia(T-), cumba, a boat or- skiff, < Gr. xiiy^, the hollow
wave, -I- '/.idoi, stone.] A mineral substance of a vessel, a boat, a knap-
produced by the alteration of spodumene, ap- sack: see cymbal and
pearing in white masses with a delicate wavy, comb'^.] 1. A genus of

fibrous structure. It is an intimate mixture of gastropods, of the family

muscovite and albite. Folutidw. The shell is oh-

cymba (sim'ba), «. [NL., < L. cymba, < Gr. °:?*?'
,l''„"jlS'jXtg" enicto ail- HI m

M>/3;?, a boat: see cymbal, Cumbium.'] 1. PI. mis, and tlie pillar four-plait- mmmcymbw (-be). In the nomenclature of sponge- ed. They are fimnd on the Af- IIIJIJilll:l!l,«il

spicules, a boat-shaped microsclere or flesh- rican coast, and known as boat-

spieule The cymba resembles in profile, the letter C. tl^J'ZTeZlX'^-^ZThe back or curve is called the J-eei or fro/jix; the ixiints Cvmba
2.Te itie proira OT prorce. The prora; when loi>ed or alate n -\-n\ntnm a e,t^ t
are termed p(«rM. Two varieties of the cymlia are known ~' JJl ^»«"».) a genus 01

as the pterocymba and oocyntba. See these words. beetles, of the fam- ^^K^^^fffjii
2. [(«/>.] In conch., same as Cymbium, 1. ily Trogositidcs. Seidlitz, WB^BRMS
cymbaeform (sim'be-f6rm), a. Same as cymbi- 1873.— 3. [l. c] In Gr.

form.
'

antiq., a form of vase of

cymbal (sim'bal), n. [< ME. cimbale, cymbale, deep and upright shape,
\ OF. cimbale, "P. cymbale = 8p. cimbalo = Pg. without foot or handles

;

cymbalo = It. cimbalo, cembalo = D. cimbaal= G. a bowl.
Dan. cymbcl = Sw. cymbal, < L. cymbalum, < Gr. cymblin, cymbling
«iV/iaAOT, acymbal,<CT/7/3of,(ci>/3^(,thehoUowof (sim ' Win, -bling), h. i,c,m!,i^frciol,JaU).
a vessel, bowl, basin, cup, boat, knapsack, etc.. Same as simlin.

= Skt. kiimbhd, kiimbhi, a pot, jar: see comb^. cymbocephalic (sim"b9-se-fal'ik or sim-bo-
Ct. chime^.] 1. One of a pair of concave plates sef a-lik), «. ^As cymbocephaly + -ic] Shaped
of V»rass or bronze which, when struck together, like a bowl or cup ; round ; specifically, pertain-
produce a sharp, ringing sound : usually in the ing to or exhibiting eymboceiilialy.

plural. Their size varies from little metallic castanetsor CymDOCephaly (sim-bo-sef 'a-
fliiger-cymbalato largeorchestralcymbalsmadetobeused 1 u); «. [< Gr. h/yz/i?;, bowl, 4-
with the large or long dnim. Instniinents of the cymbal /\ Ke(|>a^,hea.(i.'^ In craniol., a,
family are known fnnn the earliest historic times. They /iifeK Kll^'Kn/l f^-..,^\^f +1.^1 11

are specially useful for rhythmic effect, though some ex- ^---^t^K±=^^^
Duooea lorm 01 tne SKUIl.

periments have been made with plates so shaped and used /I^a^^^g;^ Cymbulia (sini-bu li-a), n.
as to give tones of deflnite pitch. \^^n\v^^'/ 0^^-t ^ L- C?/»l6«te, a small

I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. ^Lz^f^^rCi--^ boat, dim. of cymba, boat

:

1 Cor. xiii. 1. aIV / see cymbal, and cf. cymba.']
In vain with cymbals' ring v4Af Tho tviiical d'phiis nf fVin
They call the grisly king, P*^ ^ ^^

.. yfV^^^l 3^?^\ .

^"®

In dismal dance about the furnace blue. r.^iuu^ t^i^,M..
family Uymbidiidw, having a

MUUm. Nativity, 1. 208. "'"it? f?^a^rf?* slipper-shaped sheU pointed
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in front and square behind,
an example.

C. proboscidea is

a. Cyme of houseleek : *, of for^el-me-
not. (From Le Maout and Decaisiie's
" Traiti general de Botanique.")

Oymbulildae (sim-bu-li'i-de), «. pi. [NL., <

Cymbulia + -»</«.] A family of thecosomatous
pteropods. The animal is oval ami has very large
roaiided flns, ami there are three radular teeth in each
transverse row, the median very wide and the lateral mod-
erately wide and nnicnspid ; the shell has the form of a
sandal, and is cartilaginous and mostly internal. Genera
ot this family are Cymbulia, Tiedemanniu, and Halopiyche.

The Ct/mbuliuicK are noticeable for their comparatively
lar^e size and the very peculiar shell which they secrete.
In early life . . . they have a small, spiral, horny shell

;

but this becomes lost, and in its place the animal secretes
a cartilaginous slipper-shaped shell, apparently possessing
no more consistency than ordinary gelatine jelly. In this
thick, transparent, flexible shell sits the mollusc, like the
old woman in her shoe, paddling about by the large oval
wings. Stand. Xat. Hist., I. 358.

cyme (sim), «. [Also, as NL., cyjtia; < Gr. Kvfia

(> L. cyma), a young sprout, etc., same as Kv/ia

a wave, swell,

etc.: see cyma.']

1. In bot.: (a)

An inflorescence
of the definite

or determinate
class; any form
of inflorescence
in which the pri-

mary axis bears
a single termi-
nal flower which
develops first,

the inflores-

cence being con-
tinued by secondary, tertiary, and other axes.
The secondary and other axes may be given off on both
sides of the primary a.xis (a dichotomous or biparous cyme
or dichasium), or in such a way as to cause the inflores-

cence to assume a helicoid orscorpioid form (as in the for-

get-me-not), nie term is applied especially to a broad
and flattened compound form. (6) A panicle, the
elongation of all the ramifications of which is

arrested so that it has the appearance of an
umbel.— 2. In arch., same as cyma.

Also cima.

cymelet (slm'let), n. [< eyme + -let.'] Same
as ci/mule.

CTmene (si'men), n. [< eym(inwin) + -ene.] A
hydrocarbon (C10H14) occurring in the vola-
tile oil of Roman cumin, in camphor, in the oil

of thyme, etc., and prepared by treating oil of

turpentine with oU of vitriol. It is a colorless,

strongly refracting liquid, and has a pleasant
odor of lemons. Also cymol and camphogen.

cymic (si'mik), o. [< oym{imim) + -ic.'] Per-
tairiiiif,' to or derived from cyminum or cumin.
— Cymic acid, *"i(tlli20o, amoiiobasic acid forming pris-

matic crystals insuluiile in water.

cymiferous (si-mif'e-rus), a. [< NL. cyma, a
cyme, 4- L. ferre ="E. bear^.'] In bot., produ-
cing cymes.
Cymindis (si-min'dis), «. [NL., < Gr. KvfuvSig,

an unidentified bird, described by Aristotle as
haunting the mountains, black, of the size of a
small hawk, long and slender in form.] 1. In
entom., a genus of adephagous beetles, of the
family Cara6((/<». XaireiHe, 1806.— 2. Inornith.,

a genus of American hawks of small size, re-

lated to the kites. The tarsus is bare below ; the nos-
trils are linear and oblique ; the lores are bare ; the bill
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cymobotrys (si-mo-bot'ris), n. [NL. , < Gr. Kvua,

a yoimg sprout (see cyma), + fioTpvg, a cluster
of grapes.] In bot., same as thyrse.

cymogene (sl'mo-jen), n. [< Gr. Kvfi(ivov), cu-
min, + -yevi/c, producing: see cumin and -gen.']

A mixture of very volatile hydrocarbons found
in crude petroleum. When the crude petroleum is

distilled, cymogene passes off as a gas at the usual tem-
perature of the condenser, but by low temperature and
compression it is reduced to a very volatile liquid having
a specific giavity of .603-.678. It is used as a freezing-
niLxture.

cymoid (si'moid), a. [< cyme + -oid.] Having
the form of a cyme.
cymol (si'mol), «. [< L. cymiinum) + -ol.]

Same as oymcne.

cymophane (si'mo-fan), n. [< F. cymo2)hane, <

Gr. Ki'fta, a wave, + -^aviig, < (paiviw, show.]
Chrysoberyl.

Her white ann, that wore a twisted chain
Clasped with an opal-sheeny cjjmopftauf.

0. W. Holmes, The Mysterious Illness.

cymophanous (si-mof'a-nus), a. [As cymophane
+ -ous.] Having a wavy floating light; opa-
lescent ; chatoyant.

cymose, cymous (si'mos, si'mus), a. [< L. cy-

mosus, full of shoots, < cyma, a shoot, sprout

:

see cyme.] Bearing a cyme ; composed of

cymes
;
pertaining to or resembling a cyme.

Cymosely (si'mos-li), adv. In a cymose man-
ner: as, " branching c^TOOseiy," Farlow, Marine
AlgiE, p. 103.

Cymothoa (si-moth'o-a), n. [NL. (Fabrieius,

1798), < Gr. Kvim, anything swollen, a wave, etc..

Cayenne Hawk {Cytnindis cayfnnensis).

is slender and much hooked at the end ; the tailis rounded

;

and the wings are short. The genus was based by Cuvier,
1817, on the Cayenne hawk, C. cayenneiuds.

cyminnm (si-mi'num), n. [L., also cuminum,
> cumin, q. v.] Same as cumin.

cymlin, n. See simlin.

cymobotryose (si-mo-bot'ri-os), a. [As cymo-
ootrys + -ose.] In iot., same as thyrsoid.

Cymothoa ovalis, upper and under view:

.

(Line shows natural size.

J

+ So<if, quick, also pointed.] The typical genus
of the family CymothoidCB. a oestrum is a common
kind of flsh-louse, parasitic upon many fishes, to which it

clings tightly by means of its hooked legs.

Cymothoidae (si-mo-tho'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cymothoa + -idm.] ' A family of isopod crusta-

ceans, of the gi'oup Euisopoda, typified by the
genus Cymothoa, mostly parasitic on fish. The
technical characters are a broad abdomen, with short
segments and a scutate caudal plate, the posterior max-
illipeds operculate, and the mouth-parts formed for biting
or sucking. There are several genera besides Cymothoa,
as Serolis, JBga, Eurydice, Cirolana, and Ceratothoa. Also
written Cymothoadce.

cymous, a. See cymose.

Cymri, n. pi. See Cymry.
Cymric, Ksrmric (kim'rik), a. and n. [With
accom. term, -ic, < W. Cymraeg, Welsh, Cym-
reig, the Welsh language, < Oymro, pi. Cymry,
a Welshman, Cymru, Wales: see Cymry.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Cymry and their kin-
dred, the Comishmen and Bretons.

He [Monsieur Edwards] . . . finds abundant traces of

the physical type which he has established as the Cymric
still subsisting in our population, and having descended
from the old British possessors of our soil before the Saxon
conquest. M. Arnold, Study of Celtic Literature, iii.

II. n. The language of the Cymry, or of the
Cymric division of the Celtic race of Britain.

Cymry, Ksrmry (kim'ri), n. pi. [W. Cymry,
pi. of Cymro, a Welshman ; cf. Cymru, ML.
Cambria, Wales. The origin of the name is

unknown ; some connect it with W. cymmer, a
confluence of waters; cf. aber, inver-.] The
name given to themselves by the Welsh, in its

wider application the term is often applied to that divi-

sion of the Celtic race which is more nearly akin with the
Welsh, including also the Comishmen and the Bretons or
Armoricans, as distinguished from the Gadhelic division.

Also written Cymri, Cwmry.

Physical marks, such as the square head of the German,
. the round head of the Gael, the oval head of the Cymri,
which determine the type of a people.

M. Arnold, Study of Celtic Literature, iii.

Cymule (sl'miil), «. [< NL. cymida (cf. L. cy-

mida, a tender sprout), dim. of cyma : see cyma,
cyme.] In bot., a simple or diminutive cyme,
by itself or forming part of a compound cyme.
Also cymclct.

cymulose (si'mu-16s), a. [< cymule + -ose.]

Bearing or composed of eymules
;
pertaining to

or resembling a cymule.

cynegetics

CjmaelurinaB (8i"ne-lu-ri'ne), «. pi. [NL., <
Cyna-liirus + -inaf.] A subfamily of Felidw,
represented by the genus Oynwlurus : a syno-
nym of Guepardina; (which see). Also written
CynuiluriniB.

Cynaelurus (si-ne-lu'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. kvim
(kvv-), a dog, + aj/iofpof, a eat.] A genus of
dog-like cats, containing the chetah or hunt-
ing leopard of India, C. jubata : a synonym of
Gueparda (which see). Also written Cynailur-

rus. Wagler, 1830.

cynanche (si-nang'ke), n. [LL. (>ult. E. squi-
naiicy, quinsy, q. v.), < Gr. Kvvdyx'/, dog-quinsy,
a kind of sore throat, also a dog-collar, < niuv
{livv-), a dog (= E. hound = L. canis, a dog), +
ayx^iv, choke, suffocate.] A name of various
diseases of the throat or windpipe, attended
with inflammation, swelling, and difficulty of
breathing and swallowing, as cynanche paroti-
dwa, tonsillaris, trachealis, etc CjTxanclie malig-
na. Same as angina maligna (which see, un<ler anyina).

Cynanclium (si-nang'kum), K. [NL., < LL.
cynanche, in reference to its poisonous quali-

ties: see cynanche.] An asclepiadaceous genus
of climbing plants, of the Mediterranean region
and Australia, of about 20 species. The root of the
European C Vincetoxicum is emetic and purgative, and
C. acutum is said to afford French or Montpelier scam-
mony. See swallowwort, 1, and scammony.

cynanthropy (si-nan'thro-pi), «. [= F. cynan-
thropie, < Gr. "KivavBpa-ia, < KvvdvdpuJTo;, of a
dog-man, < kvov (kw-), a dog, + aiSpa^o^, man.
Cf. lycanthropy.] A kind of madness in which
the afflicted person imagines himself to be a
dog, and imitates its voice and actions.

Cynara (sin'a-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. Kwapa, a
plant not determined, supposed to be either
the do^-thorn (< Kviiv (kw-), a dog) or nivapa,

the artichoke.] A small genus of composites,
of the Mediterranean region, in many respects
like the thistle, but having an involucre com-
posed of thick, fleshy, spiny scales, and a re-

markably thick, fleshy receptacle covered with
numerous bristles. The two best-known species are
the artichoke (C Scolymus) and the cardoon (C. Cardun-
cidus), cultivated as vegetables. The other species are
troublesome weeds, now widely naturalized upon the
plains of extratropical South America. See cut under
articJioke.

Cynaraceae (sin-a-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cy-
nara + -acete.] Same as Cynaroidea:.

C3aiarace0US (sin-a-ra'shius), a. [< Cynara +
-aceous.] Belonging to or resembling the Cy-
naraccw or Cynaroidea;.

cynarctomachy (sin-ark-tom'a-ki), n. [< Gr.
Ki'uv (liw-), a dog, + apuToq, a bear, + /laxv, a
fight.] Bear-baiting with a dog: a humorous
word invented by Butler.

Some occult design doth lie

In bloody cynarctomachy.
S. Butler, Hudibraa, I. i. 752.

cynareous (si-na'rf-us), a. [< Cynara + -eous.]

Cynaraoeous.
cynaroid (sin'a-roid), a. [< Cynara + -oid.]

Same as cynaraceous.

Cynaroidese (sin-a-roi'df-e), «. pi. [NL.,<
Cynara + -oidew.] A tribe of the natural or-

der Composita; of which the genus Cynara is

the type, distinguished by having the anthers
conspicuously caudate, the flowers all her-
maphrodite with tubiilar corollas and setose
pappus, and the leaves usually prickly. The
largest genera are Cnicus and Centaurea. Also
Cynaracew. See Cynara.
cynebot (A.-S. pron. kil'ne-bot), n. [AS., <

cync (in comp.), king, + bot, fine, boot: see king
and boot^.] In Anglo-Saxon law, that part of the
tine imposed on the murderer of a king which
was paid to the community, as distinguished
from the wergild paid to the king's kin.

By the Mercian law it [wergild payable to the king's
kin on his violent death] was 7200 shillings. . . . A fine of

equal amount, the cynebot, was at the same time due to

his people. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 59.

cynegetic (siu-f-jet'ik), a. [= F. cynege'tique

= Sp. cinegetico, < Gr. KwriyeriKoi;, pertaining to

hunting, < Ktmj^i-nig, a hunter, < niuv (mp-), a
dog, + jjyeladai, lead.] Concerning or ha\ing
to do with hunting or cynegetics. [Rare.]

.Jacques du Fouilloux, the celebrated veneur and cyne-
getic writer of the sixteenth century.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 65.

cynegetics (sin-e-jet'iks), n. [< L. cynegetica.

< Gr. Kwr/yeriKa, neut. pi. of Kin>j/yiTiK6(, pertain-
ing to hunting: see cynegetic and -ics.] The
art of hunting with dogs. [Rare.]

There are extant ... in Greek four books on cynefjet-

iekt, or venation. Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., i. 8.
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cyipiyeiia (sin-M-e'na), «. [< NL. oynhymia,
< (ir. uvuv (kit-), dog, + haiva, hyena.] A book-
name of the painted hyena or hyena-dog of

Africa, Lycaon pictus, translating one of its

generic names, Cynhycenu, which is not in use.

See Lycaon.
cynic (sin'ik), a. and n. [Earlier also cynick;

= D. ciniek = F. cymque = Sp. elnico = Pg.
cynico = It. cinico (ef. G. cynisch = Dan. ey-

nisk, adj., G. Dan. cyniker, D. ciniker, n.), chiefly

in the philosophical sense, < L. eynicus, cynic,

a Cynic (also lit. in spasmus eynicus, cynic
spasm), < Gr. kvvik6c, dog-like, also cynic, a
Cynic, so called, as popularly understood, in

allusion to the coarse mode of life or the surly

disposition of these philosophers, but perhaps
orig., without this implication, in ref. to the
Cynosarges, Kiv6aapye(, a gymnasium outside
of Athens, where Antisthenes, the founder of

the sect, taught. The literal sense 'dog-like'

is thought of in E., apart from the bookish use
in a/nic spasm and cynic year, only as an ety-

mological explanation of the philosophical
term.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a dog;
dog-Uke : as, cynic spasm.— 2. Of or pertaining
to the dog-star: as, the cynic year.— 3. Belong-
ing to the sect of philosophers called Cynics;
resembling the doctrines of the Cynics.

O foolishness of men ! that lend their ears

To tliose budge doctors of the Stoick fur,

And fetch their precepts from the Cynick tub,

Praising the lean and sallow attstinence I

Milton, Conius, 1. 708.

4. Having the character or qualities of a cynic

;

cynical— Cynic spasm, a kind of convulsive spasm of

the muscles of one side of the face, dist<>rtiug the month,
nose, etc., into the appearance of a grin.— Cynic year,
the Sothic year, or canicular year. See Sothic.

H. n. 1. Icap.^ One of a sect of Greek philoso-

phers foimded by Antisthenes of Athens (born
about 444 B. c. ), who sought to develop the ethi-

cal teachings of Socrates, whose pupil he was.
The chief dfM;trines of the Cynics were that virtue is the
only K<Mjd, tliat the essence of virtue is self-control, and
that pleasure is an evil if sought for its own sake. They
were accordingly characterized by an ostentatious con-
tempt of riches, arts, science, and amusements. The most
famous Cynic was Diogenes of Sinope, a pupil of Antis-
thenes, who carried the doctrines of the school t4> an ex-

treme and ridiculous a.'iceticism, and is improbably said
to have slept in a tub which he carried about with him.

2. A person of a cynical temper; a sneering
faultfinder.

A cynic might suggest as the motto of modern life this

simple legend— " Just as gwxl as the real.

"

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 4.'

cynical (sin'i-kal), a. [< cynic -I- -o/.] 1. Same
as cynic, 3.

Whether the hulk of our Irish natives are not kept from
thriving, by that cynical content In dirt and beggary,
which they possess to a degree beyond any other people.

Bp. Berkeley, Querist.

2. Having or showing a disposition to disbe-
lieve in or doubt the sincerity or value of so-
cial usages or of personal character, motives, or
doings, and to express or intimate the disbelief
or doubt by sarcasm, satire, sneers, or other in-

direction; captious; carping; sarcastic; satir-

ical : as, a cynical remark ; a cynical smile.

I hope It Is no very cynical asperity not to confess obli-

gations, where no benefit has been received.
Johnson, Ti> Chesterfield.

= 83Tl. Peggiinintic, etc. (see misanthropic), morose, sar-
castic, satirical, carping, censorious, snappish, waspish.

cynically (sin'i-kal-i), ailv. In a cynical, sar-
castic, or sneering manner.
Rather in a satire and clinically, than seriously and

wifely. Cnron, Works, I. 176 (Ord MS.).

cynicalness (sin'i-kal-nes), «. The quality
of being cynical ; a cynical disposition or char-
acter; tendency to despise or disregard the
common amenities of life.

Taicism (sin'i-sizm), n. [< cynic -(- -i*m. Cf.
L. cynismus, < Gr. Kwia/io^, cynicism, < kwi-

Ceiv, be a cynic, < Kvvmd^, a cynic : see cynic.']

1. The body of doctrine inculcated and prac-
tised by the Cynics ; indifference to pleasure

;

stoicism pushed to austerity, asceticism, or
acerbity.— 2. The character or state of being
cynical ; cynicalness.

This cynicimn is for the most part affected, and serves
only as an excuse for some caustic remarks on human na-
ture In general. llatlnm, Introd. Lit. of Europe.

A charitable and good-tempered world it is, notwith-
standing ita reputation for ninicinni and detraction.

C. I). Wanuir, Backlog Studies, p. U.

Cynictidinae (si-nik-ti-di'ne), w. pi. [NL., <

Cyuiclis (-lid-) + -inw.] A subfamily of car-
nivorous quadrupeds, of the family Viverridw,
belonging to the cynopodous or dog-footed divi-
sion of that family. The technical characters are

:
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lengthened, blunt, non-retractile claws ; a short ventricous
head ; a flat, bald, and grooved nose ; a flattened bushy
tail ; and 38 teeth. There is but one genus, Cynictis.

Cynictis (si-nik'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ki'uv (/cw-),

a dog, -t- Iktk;, a kind of weasel, the yellow-
breSiSted marten.] A genus of carnivorous

African Meerkat [Cynictis peniciUata\.

quadrupeds, constituting the subfamily Cynic-
tidinee. C. jyenicillata, of South Africa, is an ex-
ample. Ogilby.

cynipid (sin'i-pid), n. and a. I. «. An insect
of the family Cynipidw.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the family CaMJpJrffB.

CynipidSB (si-nip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cynips
+ -idfc.'] A family of hymenopterous insects

;

the gall-tiies. By means of their ovipositors they punc-
ture plants, depositing tiieir eggs along, it is believed,
with some irritant fluid which produces tumoi-s common-
ly called galls or nut-galls. Besides the true gall-flies, the
Cynipidte include certain inquilinousand parasitic forms.
The anterior wings lack a complete costal nervure and
stigma (except In Ibalia); the abdoujen is generally com-
pressed-ovate or ovate, rarely cultriform ; and the ovi-

positor Is subsplral. Nearly 400 European cynlplds have
been described, and about 200 from North America, many
of which latter are known only l>y their ^alls. The fam-
ily is divided Into five subfamilies, Cympiiue, Ibaliinie,

Inquilince, Allotriiiux, and Figitince. It was called by
Leach Diplolepida. The name of the family Is also writ-

ten Cynipideg, Cynipiteg, Cyniphi4(e, and Cynipgetx. The
terms Cynipgera of Latreille and Cynipgidce or Cynipgideg
of Leach are synonyms of Chalcididce, not of the present
family. .See yall'^.

cynlpideous (sm-i-pid'e-us), a. Same as cynip-
idims.

llie galls of Cynips and its allies are Inhabited by mem-
bers of other cynipideoug genera, as Synergus, Amblyno-
tus, and Synophros. Encyc. Brit., X. 46.

cynipidous (si-uip'i-dus), a. [< Cynips (Cynipi-

dic) + -««.«.] 1. Pertaining to or resembling
the Cynipidw or gall-flies.— 2. Produced or af-

fected by gall-flies : as, cynipidous galls. Osten-

Sacken.

Oynips (si'nips), n. [NL., altered from LL.
cyniphes, cynifes, ciniphes, cinifes, pi., a kind of

stinging insect, corrupt fonns of Gr. kv/i//, pi.

(criTrff, varying with OKvi^', pi. cKvli^eq, applied
to several kinds of insects, esp. such as live

under the bark of trees.] The typical genus of

the gall-making hymenopterous insects of the
family Cynipid, founded by Linn»us in 1748.

Cynips quercus.frunus. (Cross shows natural size.)

It was formerly a genus of large extent, but has been re-

cently much subdivided. Its species in tlie main form
gall^ on oak, in which their larvte develop.

cynocephalic (si'no-se-fal'ik or si-no-sef 'a-lik),

o. [As cynocephahis + -Jc] 1. Of or pertaining

to a ejTiocephalus.— 2. In myth., etc., having
a dog's head, or a head like that of a dog.

Hermes (Thoth) In temple holding caduceus and purse
or caduceus and cynocephalic ape.

Ji. V. Head, Historia Nuniorum, p. 723.

cynocephalous (si-no-sef'a-lus), a. [< L. cijno-

ccpliahts, adj. : see Cijnnccphalus.'] Dog-head-
ed, as a baboon; cynoceplialic.

Cjmoceplialus (si-no-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., < L.

cijiioctpliiiUis, < Gr. KvuoKiipa'Aog, dog-headed, the
dog-fa<'cd Vjaboon, < kvcm (kw-), a dog, + nafiali],

head, akin to E. head."] 1. A genus of ba-
boons, of the family Cynopifheddoe. it formerly
included all those baboons to which the term " dog-faced

"

Cynoidea
was applied, from the extremely prognathous jaws, giv-
ing a canine physiognomy ; but it is now restricted to
exclude the drill, mandrill, etc. The common baboon is

C. babuin, inhabiting northerly parts of Africa, where it

lives in troops in rocky places. In this species the tail

is about one third tlie whole length. Closely related are
the chacma, C. porcariug, of South Africa, and the sphinx
l>al}oon, C. gphinx, of West Africa. The hebe or hama-
dryad, C. hamadryas, of Abyssinia, differs in having long
hair on the head and shoulders, and a shorter tail, only
about one fourth of the total length. Cyuocephalug is

nearly a synonym of Papio, of prior date.

2. [l. c] A dog-faced baboon.
Cynodia (si-no'di-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. kwu-
oi](;, contr. of KwoeiHiji;, dog-like, < kvuv (kw-),

dog, + eUoc, form.] In Blyth's classification

of mammals, a term proposed instead of Car-
nivora, and covering the Ferw of modern natu-
ralists, or the Carnivora proper as distinguished
from the Insectivora and from those Marsupi-
alia which are also carnivorous, it was divided
by Blyth into Diyitiyrada, Snbplantiyrada, Plantigrada,
and Pinnigrada. Tiie last of these subdivisions corre-
sponds to the Perce pinnipedia of modern naturalists, the
other three to the Ferts Jiggipedia.

Cynodon (si'no-don), n. [NL., < Gr. KwdSav,
KvMov^, the canine tooth, < KiiM {nm'-), dog,
-I- bSoi'i {oihvT-) = E. tooth. Cf. F. chicndent,

quitch-grass.] 1. A small genus of grasses, low
creeping perennials, witli digitate, one-sided
spikes : so named from its sharp-pointed imder-
ground shoots. The chief species is C. Dactylon,
the well-known and widely distributed Bermu-
da grass.— 2. In zool., a genus of apparently
canine fossil mammals, of uncertain position.

Csmodonta (si-no-don'ta), n. [NL. (Schu-
macher, 1817), < Gr. Kwdduv (-otSow-) : see Cy-
nodon.] The typical genus of Cynodontince.

Cynodontinse (si"n9-don-ti'ne), n.pl. [NL., <

Cynodonta + -in<E.] A subfamily of turbinel-

loid gastropods with an obconic shell and sev-

eral transverse ridges about the middle of the
columella. The species are inhabitants of
tropical seas. Also called Vasinm and Fasina.

Cynogale (si-nog' a-le), n. [NL., < Gr. kv(jv

(kw-), dog, -t- yaA^, yalerj, a weasel.] A genus

Mampalon [CyMOsrale bennetti).

of Viverridce, typical of the subfamily Cynoga-
lime, containing a species, Cynogale hennetti,

found in Borneo, Malacca, and Sumatra, called

in Borneo mampalon. it is the most aciuatic repre-
sentative of the family, being partly web-footed, with soft,

thick fur like an otter's. It inhabits damp places along
the banks of rivers.

Cynogalinse (si"no-ga-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cy-
nixjale + -ince.] A subfamily of carnivorous
quadrupeds, of the family flverrida; belonging
to the viverrine or esluropodous division of that
family, and represented only by the genus Cy-
nogale. The nose Is hairy and ungrooved ; the sectorial

tooth has a large tubercular ledge ; the claws are retractile
to some extent ; and the toes are partially webbed. ,

OynoglOSStUn (si-no-glos'um), H. [NL. (L.
cynoglossus, Pliny), < Gr. Kwdylucoov, hound's-
tongue, neut. of KwSyhjamf, dog-tongued, < kjuv

(kw-), a dog, -I- yliiaaa, tongue.] A genus of

plants, natural order Boraginacew, consisting of
about 60 herbaceous species, of temperate re-

gions and the mountains of the tropics. There
are 6 species in North America. 'I'iic honnd's-tongue,

C. o^cinate, is a weed of the old world, naturalized in the
United States, with a disagreeable smell like that of mice.
It was at one time used as a rem edy for scrofula.

cynography (si-nog'ra-fi), «. [< Gr. Kiotv (kw-),

a dog, -I- -ypa<j>ia, < ypdipeiD, write.] A history of

the dog; a treatise on the dog. [Bare.]

cynoid (si'noid), a. [< Gr. KvvoeuV/c, also contr.

Kvvudr/f, dog-like, < kvcjv (kw-), a dog, + elSo(,

form.] Dog-like; canine; specifically, of or

djertaining to the Cynoidea.

ynoidea (si-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Kvvo-

ei&ii^, dog-hke : see cynoid, and of. Cynodia.] One
of three divisions of the fissiped or terrestrial

carnivorous mammals, consisting of the canine
as distinguished from the feline and ursine
members of the Ferw fissipedia, the other cor-
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responding divisions being JEluroidea and Are-

toidea. The Cytundea a^ee most nearly with the ^Elu-

nridta^ but have a well-developed carotid canal opening
Into the foramen lacerum posteriiis, a distinct condyloid

foramen, an ojMjn glenoid foramen, undeveloped Cowper's

^ands, and a large os penis. There is but one family,

the Canida, including the dogs, wolves, foxes, etc. See

Caiutte.

The Dogs (Inclnding the Wolves, Jackals, and Foxes un-

der this head) form the most central group of the Caini-

Tora, which may be termed the Cynoidea.
Huxley, Auat. Vert., p. 358.

cynolyssa (si-no-lis'a), «. [NL., < NGr. kvv6-

Mvaa, canine madness (cf. Gr. kvv6?.mao(, mad
from the bite of a dog), < Gr. kI'uv (kiv-), a dog, +
Xivaa, madness.] Canine madness. See rabies.

(Tynomorinm (si-no-mo'ri-um), n. [NL. (L.

cynommioii, Pliny), '< Gr. Kwofiopiov, a name of

the bpo^dyxi (prob. broom-rape, orobanehe), <

Kvuv (lew-), a dog, + udpiov, a part, prop. dim. of

li6poq (a pajrt), lot, destiny ; cf. ^ipoq, a part.] A
genus of plants belonging to the natural order

BalanophoracecE.
The only species, C.

cocciiieum'j is a red,

fleshy, herbaceous
plant, covered with
scales instead of

leaves, and is a
native of northern
Africa, Malta, and
the Levant. It was
known to the old
herbalists as /un</ug
Metitemtis, and was
valued as an astrin-

gent and styptic in

cases of dysentery
and hemorrhage: it

was held in such esteem by the Knights of Malta that it

was carefully deposited in stores, from which the grand
master sent it in presents to sovereigns, hospitals, etc.

Oynomorpha, Cynomorpliae (si-no-mdr'fa,
-fe), n. 2>l- [NL-j ' Gr. kluv (kvv-), a dog, + fioptffi,

form.] A division of eatarrhine monkeys, in-

cluding the baboons and other lower monkeys,
as distinguished from the anthropoid apes, or

Anthropomorpha.
cynomorphic (si-no-m6r'fik), a. [< Cijnomorpha
+ -/(•.] Pertaining to the Cynomorpha; cyno-

pitheeoid.

Uynomyonax (si-no-mi'o-naks), n. [NL.
(Cones, 1877), < Cynbmys -f-'Gr. dvaj, king.] A
genus of ferrets, of the family Mustelidw and
subfamily Musteliiue, related to Putorius. The

Cyncmoriutn coccineutn.

t duster of male and female flowers ; i,

section of fruit.
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rhine quadrumanous quadrupeds are divided,

containing all excepting the anthropoid apes
of the family Simiida: it is divided into two sub-

families ; (1) Seinnopithecinae, with complex stomach and
no cheek-pouches, containing the genera Samti^, Semiio-
pitbeciDi, Colobuji, etc. ; and (2) Cynopithecitue, with simple
stomach and cheek-pouches. The cliaracters of the family
are chierty comparative or negative, being tliose in which
the general structure recedes from the man-like type pre-

sented by the higher simians. The gl-adation from the

highest semnopithecoid to the lowest cynocephalus is a
gentle one, though the difference between these extremes
is great,

Oynoplthecinae (si-no-pith-e-si'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Vynopithccus + -ince.'] The lower one of the
two subfamilies into which the Cynopithecida
are divisible, including all kinds of cynopithe-
coid apes, monkeys, and baboons which have
a simple stomach and cheek-pouches. The lead-

ing forms are Cercopitheciis, or ordinary long-tailed mon-
keys ; MacacuJt, the macaques; and some short-tailed

forma closely related to the latter, as inuws and Cynopi-
thecus, conmionly called apes, with Fapiv or Cynocephalus
and Mandrilla or Mormon, the dog-faced and pig-faced

baboons. See Cynopithecun.

cynopithecoid (sl'no-pi-the'koid), o. and «. [<

Ciiiiii]ntli(cns + -oid''] I. a. Pertaining to the
lower series of eatarrhine monkeys ; not simian
or anthropoid; cynomorphic: specifically ap-
plied to the Cynopitheeidce.

II, n. One of the Cynopitheeidw ; a cynopithe-
coid ape, monkey, or baboon.
Cynopithecus (si"no-pi-the'ku8), n. [NL., <

Gr. KvLTV (kdv-), a dog, + Tri&tjiui^, an ape.] A
genus of cataiThine monkeys, of the family Cy-

Black.footed Ferret {CyttomyoMax nigripts').

type is the black-footed ferret of North America, C. ni-

griper, found in the towns of the prairie-dog ifiynoniyn),

whence the* name.

Cynonws (si'no-mis), ». [NL. (Rafinesque,
1817)7\ Gr. KVUV (iiTn>-), a dog, + pi^= E. mouse.']

A genus of rodent quadrupeds, of the spermo-
phile division of the family Sciuridm, approach-
ing the marmots proper (Arctomys) in the stout,

thick-set body and short, bushy tail. The pelage
in close and harsh ; the nail of the thumb is well marked

;

the outer ears are rudimentary ; the cheek-pouches are
small ; the skull is massive, short, and broad, with wide
zygomatic arches and large postorhital processes ; and the
dentition is very strong and heavy. The genus contains the
well-known prairie-dogs or barking squirrels of western
North America, which live in extensive undergi'ound bur-
rows, in colonies often of immense extent, in the sterile

regions of the West. There are two species, C. ludovi-

eianwf, the common prairie-dog, whose range in general is

from the plains to the Rocky Alountains, and C. columbi-
antu, extending thence westward. See cut under prairie-
do^.

Oynonycteris (sl-no-nik'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ki;uv (ki-t-), a dog, -I- vvKTepl^, a bat : see Nycteris.']

A genus of fruit-bats, of the family Pteropo-
didce, differing from Pteropiw in having a tail,

though a short one, and the fur of the neck not
woolly. There are about 8 species, extending from the
Malay peninsula into Africa. C. cefiyptiaca haunts the
cbambeiB of the pyramids, and is probably the species
often represented in Egyptian paintings and sculptures.
C. aiUaris is the collared fruit-bat of Africa.

Cynophrenology (si'no-fre-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.
nioiv (nvv-), a dog, -1- phrenoh>f;y.^ The phrenol-
ogy of the dog's brain. Wilder.

G^opithecidae (8i"no-pi-the'8i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Cynopithecus -t- -«d<B.] The lower one
of the two great families into which the catar-

Black Ape of Celebes [CyituJ^it/itcKs m^fr).

nopitlieddce, and giving name to the subfamily
Cynopithecince, The type and only species Is C. niger,

of Borneo. It is a large, black, tailless monkey, commonly
called an ape on account of its general aspect. It is an
Isolated and peculiar form, not well representing the sub-

family to which it gives name except in standing midway
in the general series, and connecting the cercopithecoids
and macaques with the baboons.

Cynopoda (si-nop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

oicynopodus: see q/noj/odous.] In ^o67., a name
given by J. E. Gray to the herpestine or ich-

neumon division of the family Viverridce, the
species of this division being cjmopodous. The
term is contrasted with Mluropoda.
cynopodous (si-nop'o-dus), a. [< NL. cynopo-
dus, < Gr. KVUV (KOT-),"a dog, + n-odf (Trorf-) = E.
foot.] Dog-footed; having feet like a dog's,

or with blunt, non-retractile claws: opposed to

(Huropodous, or cat-footed; specifically, pertain-

ing to or having the characters of the Cynopodn.
CynopterUS (si-nop'te-rus), n. [NL. (Cuvier),

< Gr. KVUV {kvv-), a dog, -I- jTTcpdv = E. winff.]

A genus of Oriental fruit-bats, of the family
PteropodidcE, externally resembling Cynonyc-
teris, C. marginatug, a common Indian species, is very
destructive to fruit ; an individual of the species has been
known to devour two ounces of banana in three hours, yet
to weigh but one ounce when killed next morning. Its

dental formula is ; 1., § or ? ; c.,\; pm., i^ ; m., J.

cynorezia (si-no-rek'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. kiwv

(kvv-), a dog, -I- 'bpe^iq, appetite, desire, < opsyiiv,

reach after, grasp at, desire.] In pathol., an
insatiable, voracious appetite, like that of a
dog; bulimia.

c3morrliodon, cynorrhodium (si-nor'o-don, si-

no-ro'di-um), n. [NL., < L. cynorrhodon, the
dogrose, < Gr. Kvi'dpoSov, the dogrose, < kvuv

(kvv-), a dog, -I- jyiSov, a rose.] In hot., a fruit

like that of the rose, fleshy and hollow, inclos-

ing the achenes.

Coaunon Wealclish or Squeteague [Qmoscion reeatis'i.

cyperologlst

CynOSCion (si-nos'i-on), «. [NL. (GiU, 1861), <

Gr. Ktuv (KOT-),adog,-H (?)CT)£iaa'a, a sea-fish: see
Sdwiia.'] A genus of scirenoid fishes, of which
there are several well-known and important
species. C. regalia is the common weakflsh or sciue-

teague ; C. maculatitg is the spotted weakflsh ; two t'ali-

fornian species are C. parvipinnig and C. nobilig. See
ireakjish.

cynosurat, ». See cynosure.

cynosural (si'no- or sin'o-sur-al), a. [< cyno-

sure + -al.] Relating to or of the nature of a
cynosure ; attracting attention, as a cynosure.

Had either. Madam, of that cynamiral triad [Raleigh,

Sidney, and Spenser] been within call of my most humble
importunities, your ears had been delectate with far no-
bler melody. Kingsley, Westward Ho, p. 85.

cynosure (si'no- or sin'o-siir), n. [At first in

L. form cynosura ; = F. cynosura = Pg. cyno-
sura = Sp. It. cinosttra, < L. Cynosnra, < Gr.
Kwdaovpa, the constellation of the Little Bear,
containing the star which is now but was not
then the pole-star (which forms the tip of the
tail), and thus often the object to which the

eyes of mariners were directed, lit. the dog's

tail, < Kw6g, dog's (gen. of k'vuv, dog), -1- ovpa,

tail.] Something that strongly attracts atten-

tion ; a center of attraction.

Where perhaps some beauty lies.

The Cynosure of neighbouring eyes.
Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 80.

Let the fundamentals of faith be your cynosura, your
great light to walk by. Jer. 2'aytor,Works(ed. 1835), II. 124.

The Chevalier Bayard, the cymtmire of Chivalry.
Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

Cynosurus (si-no-sii'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. kv-

vdaovpa, dog's tail: see cynosure.] A genus of

grasses with the flower-spikelets forming a uni-

lateral spike. There are but three or four species, of

the Mediterranean region, of which C. cristatus is consid-
ered a good pasture-grass.

CyntMa (sin'thi-a), m. [L. (sc. d«a), Diana
(Artemis), the Cynthian (goddess), fem. of Cyn-
thitis, adj. of Cynthus, < Gr. 'Ki-vBo^, a mountain
in Delos, birthplace of Apollo and Artemis (Di-

ana).] 1. In myth., one of the names given to

Artemis (Diana), from her reputed birthplace,

Mount Cynthus in the island of Delos. Hence
— 2. In poetry, a name of the moon, the emblem
of Diana.

Yon gray is not the morning's eye,

"Tis but the jjale reflex of Cynthia's brow.
Shak., R. and J., iii. 5.

3. In zool. : (a) A genus of nymphalid butter-

flies, containing such as the painted-lady, C.

cardui. Fabricius, 1808. (6) A genus of sim-

ple sessile tunicaries, of the family Aseidiido!,

with coriaceous body-wall and four-lobed oral

and atrial orifices. Saritjny, 1827. (<•) A genus
of erustaceaus. TJiompson, 1829. (d) A genus
of Coleoptera. Latreille, 1829. (e) A genus of

Diptera. Desvoidy, 1863.

cyonlt, "• An obsolete form of scion.

Oyon^ (si'on), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvorv (kw-) — L.

canis = E. hound, a dog: see Canis and hound.]

A genus of wild dogs of southeastern Asia, dif-

fering from Canis in lacking the small last lower
molar, it contains such forms as C. primaniis, the buan-
suah, regarded by some as a primitive type of the domestic
dog ; C. dukhunensis, the buansuab, dbole, or wild dog of

the Deccan, India ; and C. sumatrensis, of Sumatra. Hie
genus was established by Hodgson. Also written Ci/on

and Kuon. See cut under buansuah.

cyophoria (si-o-fo'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvcxjiopia,

pregnancy, < kvo^dpoc, pregnant, < m'of, fetus, -t-

-^(ipoc, -bearing, < fipeiv = E. hear'^.] In med.,

the time of gestation, or of carrying the fetus

;

the period of pregnancy.
Cyperaceae (si-pe-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cy-

pcrus + -acew.]
" The sedge family, a natural

order of monocotyledonous plants nearly al-

lied to the gi-asses, including 60 genera and
between 2,000 and 3,000 species. The plants of

this order are grassy or rush-like and generally jK-rennial

herbs, with solid and often triangular stems, and leaves

with closed sheaths. The small flowers are borne in

spikeleta and are solitary in the axils of the glumaceous
bracts. The fruit is a small coriaceous achene. The
))lants are found in all climates, and are often abundant,
but are little eaten by cattle. Some club-l-ushes are used
for making mats, chair-bottoms, etc. The papyrus of

Egypt was made from the stems of Cyperus Papyrus.
The principal genera are Cam, Cyperus, Fimbristylis,

Scirpus, Rhynchosjtora, and Scleria,

cyperaceous (si-pe-ra'shius), a. Belonging to

or resembling plants of the family Cyperacem—
that is, sedges and their congeners.

cyperographer (si-pe-rog'ra-f6r), n. [< NL.
Cypirm, q. v., + Gr. ypa^eiv, write, + -erl.J

A writer on the Cyperacew. Bentham, Notes
on Cyperacefe, p. 361.

cyperologlst (si-pe-rol'o-jist), M. [< NL. Cy-

perus, q. v., + Gr. -/joyia (see -ology) + -ist.]



cyperologist

In hot., a writer or an authority upon the genus
Ciji>erus.

Cyperus (si-pe'rus), n. [NL. (L. cyperos, cij-

perum), < Gr. Kvirepoc (Herodotus), an aromatic
plant used in embalming, prob. same word as
Kvireipoc, name of a sweet-smelling marsh-plant,
also sedge, gladiolus. The L. name appears
in F. as cypere, and in E. as cypres (Gerard),
cypresse (Cotgrave) : see cypress^.^ A genus
of plants, natural order Vyperacew, of about
700 species, very widely distributed, but espe-
cially abuudant in tropical and subtropical re-
gions. There are about 50 species in tlie United .states
They are annuals or perennials, witli triangular naked
cuhus usually Ijearing an irregular unihel of flattened
spikeleta. A few of the species, as C. enculeiitiu and C
oullioiM, have tuberous roots which are used for food C
rotundiu, known as nutarass, and C. phymatodes multiply
rapidly by slender tul)eriterou8 rootstocks, and become
pests in cultivated Helils. The tubers of the former yield
an oil, which is much used in upper India as a perfume

cyphel (si'fel), n. Same as cyphella, 1.

cyphella (si-fel'ii), n. [NL., < Gr. Kr<pi;?.?a, the
hollow of the ear, akin to KvireXXov, a drinking-
vessel, < K)>ii;iTi, the hollow of a vessel: see aim-
hal.-\ 1. PI. cynhcllce (-e). A cup-like pit or
depression on the under surface of the thallusm certain lichens. The color is usually white
or yellow. Also cyphel.—2. [crt/> ] A genus
of hymenomycetous fungi, belonging to the
family Auricularini. The hymenium is inferior and
conMuent with the pileus, and the latter is somewhat
cup-shaped and frequejitly pendulous

cyphellaeform (si-fel'e-f6rm), a. [< Nl,. cy-
IiIk^Iii q. v., 4- Ij. forma, shape.] Cup-shaped.

cyphellate (al-fel'at), a. :< cyphella + -afcl.]
In hot., provided with eyphellse.

cypher, ». and r. See cipher.
cyphi, II. Plural of cyphvs^.
Cyphomandra (si-fo-man'dra), n. [NL. (so
called from the thickened aui curved connec-

tive), < Gr. Kiipu/ja,

hump, + avi/p, man
(mod. bot. stamen).]
A solanaceous genus,
of South America,
closely allied to So-
lanum, comprising
about 20 species of
small trees or shrubs.
C. betacea, the tree-tomato
of Peru, is cultivated in
subtropical countries for
ita lar^ pear-shaped, or-
ani;e-colore<l fruit, which
is used in the same way as
the tomato.

Cyphon (si'fon), «.
[NL., < Gr. Kv^, a
crooked piece of
wood, < Kwjioi, bent,

, , - . stooping: see Cy-
pft««i.] A genus of beetles, of the family U(u-
eilltdw or giving name to a family Cyphonidce.
Paukull, 1/98.

cyphonautes (si-fo-n^'tez), ».; pi. cyphonautes.
*

i^'-ri ;
"''^ ''' '"'"*' stooping, + vai-TTiu saU-

"I'A, " °^ " gymnolffimatous polyzoan
or the genus Membranipora : formerly mistaken
for a distmct organism, and referred to a spe-
cial genus of rotifers by Ehrenberg

1431
< Kv^i;, humpbacked, bent forward, < kvtttciv,
bend.] In pathol., a ourvature of the spine,
convex backward. Usually written kyphosis.
Cyphusl (si'fus), n. [NL., appar. < Gr. icv<j>6^,

bent, curved, < Kv-reiv, bend.] 1. A genus of
weevils, of the family Curculionidw. Schdnherr,
1826.— 2. A genus of South American barbets.
The type is C. maerodactylus. Also Cuphos.
Spij-, 1824.

cyphus'-^, II. See scyphus.
Oypraea (si-pre'a), «. [NL., with allusion to
Vypria, Venus : see Cyprian.'^ A genus of gas-
tropods, type of the

Cypraa lij^ris.

Fruiting Branch of Cyphc.
bttatta.

'ndra

. >?rv''"(,!?"'''/T""J"'
''"'uzoa], which are apparently ofa very different structure, . . . e. «. , CvvhonatUai a larva

tte W,'";"« "',*"
T-"'

«"" '» a-oSngToThSeirr!
the larva of Membranipora pilosa.

Clmu, Zoology (trans.), II. 76.

Cyphonidae (81-fon'i-de), «. pi. [nl., < Cimhm
7 '

J!'i
^ laniily of serricom malacod<?rma-

tous Coleoptera or beetles, related to the Cebri-

™„„fr' I

''^?''
J"""- "( ""*" "'"'• *"h rather soft, de-

SlfS 'Th'""'''''T'°''',"'"";'^'«
'-"'lies, and furcate lAbialpalps. They are beetles of dull colors, found on plantsin damp situations, flying and miming with agility Thefamily is also calle.l DaKlltida.

ag"'iy. ine

cyphonism (.si'fo-nizm), n. [< Gr. Kvipuviaud^ <
Ki«pi.n;^uv, < «,^uK, a pillory in which slaves and

criminals were fastened by tlie neck.] A form
of punishment practised in antiquitv, supposed
by some to have consisted in besmearing thecnminal with honev, and then exposing him to
insects, and by otfiors to have been identical
with the (liiiie.se eangue. See canque.
CyphoplithalmidaB (si-fof-thal'milde), ». ni[NL < Cypliiiplithiilmus + -iAe.] A family of
tracheate arachnidans, named from the genus
Cypltoplithalmus, having stalked eyes: synonv-
moiis with Sironiflw (which see).
Oyphophtlialmus (si-fof-thal'mus), ». [NL
< (rr Kvip,^, bent, + ;^a?.//rff, eye.] A genus
of har^-est-spiders

: a synonym of Siro.
cyphpsis (si-ffVsis), n. [NL., < Gr. KlAumr, a be-ing humpbacked, < KtxjmvaOai, be humpbacked.

family Cyprceidce; the
cowries. CyprceavwTieta
is the money-cowry, used in
many parts of the world as
a circulating medium. C.
anmdus is used by the Pa-
cific islanders for barter,
ornament, and other pur-
poses. C tigrix is a hand-
some species, a frequent
mantel-ornament. See coie-
ri/. Also Ci/prea.

C3rpraeid (si-pre'id), «.
A gastropod of the
family Cyprteida.

CypraeidaB (si -pre '1-
de), n, pi. [NL., <
Cyprwa + -id(E.'\ A
family of gastropo-
dous mollusks, the cowries. They have a ventricous,
convoluted, enameled shell, with concealed spire and aong and narrow aperture with crenulated lips, canalicu-
ate at each end

; no operculum ; a broad foot ; and a lo-bate mantle. The leading genera are Cvprwa (to wTiich thefamily is now often restricted), Ovutiwi (or OmUi), and Pe.
ilKiitana. Also Cypmadce, Cypremlm, Ctipreidm, Cypridte
cypraeifomi (si-pre'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Cyprcea,
q. v., + L. forma, form.] Having the form or
characters of Cyjirwa.
cyprsoid (si-pre'oid), a. and n. [< Cyprwa +
-oid.'] I. a. Of or relating to the Cyjyrwidce.

II. «. A cj-pneid.
cy-pres (se-pra')- [OF., so near, as near:
cy, ci (see ci-<levant)

;
pres, mod. F. pris = It.

pregso,nea,T, < L. pressus, pressed (close): see
press^.j In Inio, as near as practieable.-Doc-
trlne of cy-pres, an equitable iloctrine (applicable only
to cases of trusts or charities) which, in place of an illegal
or impossible condition, limitation, or object, allows the
nearest practicable one to be substituted. Thus, in some
of the United States, when a charity necessarily ceasesthrough the lapse of its object— as, for instance, one for
the emancipation of slaves— the courts turn the nronertv
over to a similar charity rather than that it should revert
t^i the heirs.

cypressi (si'pres), n. and a. [Eariy mod. E.
also cypresse, cipresse; < ME. cipres, cipresse, cy-
presse, cupresse, < OF. cypres, F. cyprH = Pr.
cypres = Sp. cijyris = Pg. cypreste = It. ej-
premo = D. cipres = G. cypresse = Dan. cypres= Sw. cypress, < LL. cypressus, classical L.
cupressim, rarely cyparissus, < Gr. Ktmdpiaaog,
Attic KmapiTToc, the cypress-tree, common in
Greece. A different word and tree from cy-
prusl, a tree of Cyprus, though formerly con-
fused with it; ME. cypyr-tre, later Cyprus (Cot-
grave), cypress, in form < L. cyprtig : see cv-
prus^.l I- »• 1- In 6o<.: (a) The popularname
of coniferous trees of the genus Cupressus.

The common cypress of south-
ern Europe is C. nempervireng.
of which there arc two forms,
one with upright appressed
branches like a Lombardy pop-
lar, the other a flat-topped tree
with horizontal branches. The
wood is much used in carpentry.
C. macrocarpa, the .Monterey
cypress of Califoniia, is a flne
ornamental tree, and is frequent-
ly cultivated.

He heweth him down cedars,
and taketh the ajprets and the
oak. Isa. xliv. 14

Cypridacea

tall, slender, polemoniaceous herb, with divid-
ed leaves and scarlet flowers, and the Belve
dere, broom-, or summer cypress, a tall eheno-
podiaceous plant, Kochia scoparia, sometimes
cultivated.— 2. An emblem of mourning for
the dead, cypress-branches having been an-
ciently used at funerals.
Bind you my brows with mourning eypariese.

Bp. Hall, Elegy on Dr. Whitaker.
Instead of Bays, Crown with sad Cypress me •

Cypress which Tombs does Beautifle.
Cowley, Death of Jlr. Wm. Harvey.

Had success attended the Americans, the death of War-
ren would have been sufficient to damp the joys of victory
and the cypress would have been united with the laurel

Eliot's Biography.

II. a. Belonging to or made of cypress.
In ivory cofl'ers I have stufl"d my crowns •

In cypress chests my arras. Shak., T. of the .S., ii. 1.

Within the navel of this hideous wood,
Immur'd in cypress shades, a sorcerer dwells.

Milton, Comus, 1. 621.

cypress^ (si'pres), n. and a. [First in Shak-
spere's time, spelled cypress, cypresse, cipresse,
cipres, Cyprus; origin unknown

;
possibly (since

it IS a book-word) from some misreading ofOt
.
crespe, cypress, crape : see crape a.nAcrisp.^

I.t n. A thin transparent black or white stuff;
a kind of crape.

Shadow their glory, as a milliners wife does her wrought
stomacher, with a smoaky lawn, or a black Cyprus '

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 2.

A beauty, artificially covered with a thin cloud of Cv-
prtis, transmits its excellency to the eye, made more greedyand apprehensive by that imperfect and weak restraint

Jer. Tatjlor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 21.

n. a. Made of or resembling cypress Cv.
press cat. a tabby cat. ^ '^ ^'

liiP"? 'J'Sf'sing the merits of a new kitten recentlywith a lady from >orwich, she described its colour as Cv-prtis -dark giey, with black stripes and markings Itook ail opportunity of asking a gentleman who had lived
in -Norfolk as to the colour of the kitten, and his reply was
In .Norfolk we should call it Cyprux."

S^anU Q., 7th ser., IV. 289.

Cypress damaskt, a rich silk cloth made in the fifteenth

i-,..'"'";T'A"'
"f't'iries with cypress gold.- Cypress

gold, gold thread so made that the surface of the metal is
brilliant like metal wire. See cypress damask, and gold
thread under thread. Hock, Textile Fabrics.-^CyBresg
lawnt. Same as I.

^^v^-i

.Sable stole of Ciiprus lauti
Over thy decent shoulders drawn.

Milton, II Peliseroso, I. 35.

(6) A name given to other
coniferous trees nearly al-
lied to the true cypresses.
Such are Lawson's cypress,
ChamcecyjMris Lawsoniana,
and the yellow or Sitka cypress,
C. Nutkaeiuds, of the Paciflc
coast of Xorth America, toth
valuable timber-trees and large-
ly cultivated for ornament ; the
bald, deciduous, black, swamp-
rerl, or white cypress, of the At-
lantic States, Taxoiliuni disti-
chum, a large timlwr-tree of
which the wood varies much in
color

;
the desert-cypress of Aus-

„ ,. „. tralia, i^«n<(a ro(«/«(a; and the
golden cypress, Bwta ortenlalis, of Japan, with yellow
foliage, (c) One of various plants so named
from a fancied resemblance to the true cypress
as the standing cypress, Gilia coronopifoUa, a

Cypress ( Cuprestuj semptr-
wrens, vat./astigiata ).

cypress^ (si pres), n. [Also speUed cypresse,
cypres, altered, by confusion with cypress!, from
L. cyperos, galingale : gee Cyperus.'] The Eng-
lish galmgale, Cyperus longus : called sweet (5-
prcs.<< from its aromatic roots. Also ciipress-root

cypress-knee (si'pres-ne), n. One of the large!
hollow, conical excrescences which rise from
the roots of the swamp-cypress, Taxodium dis-
ttchum. The cause or reason of their growth is
unknown. They are frequently used as bee-
hives by the negroes.
cypress-moss (si'pres-m6s), H. The club-moss,
Lycnpodium alpinum.

cypress-root (si'pres-rot), n. Same as cypress^.
Cjrpress-Vine (si'pres-vin), n. A Mexican eon-
volvulaeeous climber, Iponioea QiiamocJit, with
finely parted leaves and bright-scarlet or white
flowers. It is frequently cultivated.
Cyprian (sip'ri-an), a. and «. [< L. Cyprius, <
Gr. KiVpmf, pertaining to Kvirpoc, L. Cyprus
famous for its worship of Venus (Aphrodite)

;

hence fem., L. Cypria (also Cyjtris, < Gr. Ki.-
-/«r), Venus (Aphrodite) : see Cyprus^.] I a.
1. Same as Cypriote.— 2. Pertaining to Aphro-
dite or Venus; hence, lewd; wanton.

Is this that jolly god, whose Cyprian bow
Has shot so many flaming darts?

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 9.

H. n. 1. Same as Cypriote.— 2. A lewd wo-
man

; a courtezan
; a strumpet.

Cyprlcardia (sip-ri-kar'di-a), n. [NL., as Cu-
priiiu, q. v., -I- Gr.

' ''

napdia = E. heart.]
A genus of conchif-
erous or lamelli-
branch mollusks, of
the family Cypritii-

dw, having an ob-
long shell, with two
cardinal teeth and a
lateral tooth on each
side of the hinge.

Cypridacea (sip-ri-
da'se-a), n. /^/. [NL.,
< Cy'priS (Cyprid-) + CypricarMa a6esa.

-acea.] A group of ostracoid crustaceans: sy-
nonymous with Ostracoda (which see).



Cyprina islandica.

Cyprida

CypridSBi(8ip'ri-de), n.^/. [NL.] A less cor-
rect form of Cyprididce.

Cypridae- (sip'ri-de), M. ^J. [NL.] A less cor-
rei't form of Vyprwidw.
Cyprididse (si-prld'i-de), «. vl. [NL., < Cupris
(Cyprid-) + -irf<F.] A family of ostracoid en-
tomostracous crustaceans, of the order Ostra-
codii. The technical characters are : a double median eye

;

no heart ; a 4)air of light, strong valves or shells, not in-

dented for the passage of the antenntc ; the anterior an-
tennie usually 7-jointed and beset with long setaj ; the pos-
terior autennie usually 6-jointed, simple, and pediform

;

two pairs of legs ; and the alxlomen furcate, with hooked
8et». The second pair of antenna; serve as locomotory
and prehensile organs. There are several genera, chiefly
fresli-water forms, as Ct/pris, NotodronutSy Bairdia, etc.

Cypridina (sip-ri-di'na), n. [NL., < Cypris
{Vyprid-) + -jnai.] The'typical genus of ostra-
coid crustaceans of the family Cypridinidce. C.
mcditirranea is an example.

Cypridinidse (sip-ri-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cypridina + -iVte.] A family of ostracoid ento-
mostracous crustaceans, of the order Ostracoda.
The technical characters are : a heart with dorsal aspect

;

large paired, lateral, compound, stalked eyes ; the shells or
valves beaked, and deeply indented for the passage of the
antennee; the anterior antennje l>ent and setose ; the pos-
terior antenme l»iramous, serving as swimniing-oi'gans

;

the manducatory apparatus abortive ; the palp long, pedi-
form, and n-jointed ; and the abdomen ending in a lamella
amieil with spines and hooks. They are exclusively ma-
rine organisms. Cypridina and Aaterope are the principal
genera.

Cyprina (si-pri'na), n. [NL. Cf. C^mnus.']
A genus of siphonate bivalve moUusks, of the
family Isocardiidce, or typical of a family Cy-

prinidm, having two
cardinal teeth and a
lateral tooth on each
valve. C. islandica ie

a large species of the
North Atlantic. Also
Cyprine.

Cyprinacea (sip-ri-
na'se-a), «. ^?. [NL.,
< Cyprina + -acea.J A
superfamily of mol-
lusks, represented by
the Cyprinidce and re-

lated families. See
Cyprinidw^.

cyprinacean (sip-ri-na'se-an), a. and «. [<
Cyprinacea + -an.] I, a. Df or jiertaining to
the Cyprinacea.

H. n. One of the Cyprinacea.

cyprine^ (sip'rin), a. [< Cyprinws.'] In ickth.,

cj-prinoid ; carp-like
;

pertaining to fishes of
the genus Cyprinus or family Cyprinidie.

cyprine^ (sip'rin), a. [Short for *cypressine, <

LL. cypressinits, L. cupressinns, < Gr. Kmtapiaat-

vof, of the cypress, < Kvizapicao^, cypress: see
cypress^.] Of or belonging to the cypress.

cyprine^ (sip'rin), n. [< LL. cyprinus, ctiprinus,

of copper, < cuprum, copper : see copper.] A
variety of vesuvianite or idocrase, ofa blue tint,

which is supposed to be due to the presence of
copper.
Cyprmld^ (sip'ri-nid), TO. [< Cyprinidce^.'] A
fish of the family Cyprinidce.

cyprinid^ (sip'ri-nid), n. [< Cyprinidce^.] A
moUusk of the family Cyprinidce.

Oyprinidae^ (si-prin'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Cyprinus
+ ^dce.] A family of fresh-water fishes, typified
by the genus Cyprinus (the carp), of varying
limits with different authors, (a) In Cuvler's sys-
tem, the flrat family of Malacnpterygii abdominalefi, having
a slightly cleft mouth with weak anil generally toothless
jaws, the border of the mouth being formed by tlie Inter-
maxillaries, and the trifling armature of the jaws consist-
ing of the deeply indented pharyngeals ; a small number
of branchial rays ; the body scaly ; and no adipose dorsal
fin. (&) In Giinther's system, a ^ndly of physostomous
fishes, with l>ody generally covered with scales ; head
naked ; margin of upper jaw formed by the intermaxilla-
ries ; mouth t^»othless ; lower pharyngeal bones well de-
veloped, falciform and parallel with the branchial arches,
and provided with teeth in two or three series ; air-blad-
der large, divided into an anterior and a posterior portion
by a constriction, or into a right and a left portion Inclosed
to an osseous capsule (absent in flovuiloptera) ; and ova-
rian sacs closed, (c) In (Jill's system, a family of eventog-
nath')us fishes, with the margin of the upper jaw formed
by the intermaxillaries alone, the pharyngeal teeth few,
and three basal branchihyals. Even with its narrowest
limits, it is the largest family of fishes, containing nearly
1,000 species, which by some are referred to more than
200 genera, but by others to much fewer. Very numerous
representatives occur in the fresh waters of North Amer-
ica, Europe, and Asia, and fewer in those of Africa, where
they have apparently found their way in later Tertiary
times. They are absent from the streams of Routh Amer-
ica, Anstralia, and all the islands of the Pacific ocean ex-
cept those of the East Indian archipelago. About 2.'>0 spe-
cies have been found in the United States, most of which
are very small. In Europe and Asia species contribute
largely to the food-supply of the people, but in America
ve^ few are of any economical importance. The most

Cyprinodim variegatus.
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valuable is the true carp, Cyprinus carpio, which has been
introduced and is now largely cultivated in the United
States. Another species widely dispersed is the ornamen-
tal goldfish, Cara^giusifiT Cyprinus) auratus. Daee, roach,
chub, ghiner, and minnow are names applied to various
species. See cuts under carp'-i and yoldjish.

Cyprinidae^ (si-prin'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Cyprina
+ -ida-.] In conch., a family of siphonate bi-

valve moUusks, taking name from the genus
Cyprina. The technical characters are: a regular, equi-
valve, oval shell, with thick, strong epidermis ; 1-8 jirin-

cipal cardinal teeth; a simple pallial line; and the edges
of the mantle fused to form two siphonal openings. Also
called Isocardiidce. See cut under Cyprina.

cypriniform (si-prin'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Cy-
prinus, q. v., + ij.forma, shape.] In form re-
sembling a cyprinoid fish ; carp-like.

Cyprinina (sip-ri-m'na), «. pi. [NL., < Cypri-
nus + -ina".] In Giinther's system, the second
group of Cyprinida;. The technical characters are : an
air-bladder divided into an anterior and a posterior portion
(not inclosed in an osseous capsule) ; pharyngeal teeth in

single, double, or trii)le series, and few in number, the outer
series not containing more than 7 ; the anal fin very short,
with R or 6, exceptionally 7, branched rays; a lateral line

running along the middle of the tail ; and the dorsal fin

opposite to the ventrals.

Cyprinodon (si-prin'o-don), ». [NL., < Gr.
Kvirpivoc, a carp, + bSoiv, Ionic form of oihix

(o<hvT-) = E.
tooth.] The
typicalgenus
of the fam-
ily Cyprino-
dontidce. La-
cejiede, 1803.

cyprinodont
(si - prin ' o -

dont), a. and
n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Cy-
prinodontidce.

II, ». Same as cyprinodontid.

cyprinodontid (si-prin-o-don'tid), n. A fish of
the family Cyprinodontidce,

Cyprinodontidse (.si-prin-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cyprinodon(t-) + -idee.] A family of
haplomous fishes, typified by the genus Cypri-
nodon. The head and body are covered with scales ; the
margin of the upper jaws is formed by the intermaxilla-
ries only ; there are teeth in both jaws ; the upper and
lower pharyngeals have cardiforra teeth ; the dorsal fin is

situated on the hinder half of the body ; the stomach is

without a blind sac ; and the pyloric appendages are absent.
Many of them are known as Hllifishes, viummychogs, etc.

—

(Sfprlnodontldse camlvorse, in (iiinther's classification

of fishes, the first group of Cj/j'riit"<l<<ittidce, characterized
by the bones of each nianditmlury licing firmly united, and
the intestinal tract short or l)ut little convoluted.— Cy-
prinodontldSB llnmophagse, in Giinther's classiflcation

of fislies, a group of C>i2>nnodontidce, characterized liy the
bones of each mandibulary not being united (the dentary
being movable), and the intestinal canal with numerous
convolutions. The sexes are differentiated.

Cyprinodontina (si-prin"o-don-ti'na), TO. pi.

[Mj., < Cyiirinodon(t-) + -j«fl2.] In'Giinther's
classification of fishes, a subgroup of Cyprino-
dontidce carnivores, in which the anal fin of the
male is not modified into an intromittent organ,
and the teeth are incisor-like and notched.
cyprinodontoid (si-prin-6-don'toid), a. and TO.

[< Cyprinodon{t-) + -oid!] I. a. Same as cy-

prinodont.

II. n. Same as cyprinodontid.

cyprinoid (sip'ri-noid), a. and n. I, a. Carp-
like ; cyprine ;

pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the Cyprinoidea.

II. n. A carp or carp-like fish; a fish of
cyprinoid character; one of the Cyprinoidea.

Cyprinoidea (sip-ri-noi'de-ji), n. pi. [NL., <

Cyprinus + -oidea.] A superfamily of plecto-
spondylous fishes, embracing the families Cy-
prinidce (carps, etc.), Homaloptcridce (East In-
dian fishes), Catostomidce (suckers), and Cobi-
tidce (loaches).

cyprinoidean (sip-ri-noi'de-an), a. and n. [<
Cyprinoidea + -an.] I. a. (3f cyprinoid char-
acter; cyprinoid.

II. n. One of the Cyprinoidea.

Cyprinus (si-pn'nus), n. [NL., < L. cyprinus,

< Gr. KVTzpivof, a carp.] The typical genus of
the family Cyprinidce; the carps proper. The
genus has varied within wi<ie limits. By Linmeus and the
old authors all the eventognathous fishes, as cyprinids,
catostomids, and cobitids, with some others, were includ-
ed. It gradually underwent delimitation by many zoolo-
gists, and is now generally restricted to the carp. The
common cultivated carp is C. carpio, of which there are
many varieties. C. auratug is the common goldfish, but
it belr>ngs properly to a very distinct genus, Caraemcs. See
car/'2,

Cypriot (sip'ri-ot), n. See Cypriote.

Cypriote (sip'ri-ot), n. and a. [= F. Cypriot,
Chypriot = It. Cipriotto, < L. Cyprius, Cyprian,
< Cyprus, Cyprus.] I, ». 1. An inhabitant of

Cyprus

Cyprus, a large island lying in the eastern part
of the Mediterranean, and forming part of the
Turkish empire, though occupied and adminis-
tered by Great Britain since 1878; specifically,

one of the primitive race of inhabitants, Greek
in language and affinity.— 2. The Greek dialect

of Cyprus.
II. a. Of or belonging to the island of Cyprus.

~ Cypriote alphabet, a syllaljlc character, of disputed
origm, used am-iently fur writing the Cypriote Greek
dialect.— Cypriote pottery, a class of pottery found in
the island of Cyprus ; specifically, the ancient vessels, of
a somewhat coarse baked clay, found generally in toml».

Cypriote Pottery.

and showing in their fornt and in their decoration, whether
geometric or derived from animal or vegetable types, etc.,

a close affiliation to important series of pottery made on
the mainland of Greece and Asia, and in other islands, as
Rhodes and Thera, This pottery is important for the
tracing of connecting-links between the art of Greece and
that of other lands, as, for instance, in its exhibition of
the gradual moiiification and Hellenization of the Egyp-
tian lotus as a decorative motive.

Also Cyprian.

CSrpripedin (sip-ri-pe'din), n. [< Cypripedium
+ -i«2.] The precipitate formed when water
is added to a strong tincture prepared from the
roots of plants of the genus Cyprip)edium.

Cypripedium (sip-ri-pe'di-um), TO. [NL., < Gr.
Ki-piq, Aphrodite (see Cyprian), + Trcdiov, a
plain, < vtSov, the ground, akin to Troif (wod-)

= E. foot.] A genus of orchids, remarkable for
having the two lateral anthers perfect, whUe
the third forms a dilated fleshy appendage above
the stigma. The lip is large and saccate or somewhat
slipper-shaped, whence the common names lady's-slipper
and (in the United States) vioccasin-jioicer. There are

CypripediufH VeitchH.

about 40 species, ranging from the tropics to the colder
temperate regions of the northern hemisphere. A single
species, C. Calceolu^, is rarely found in Great Britain ; 10
species occur in the United States ; but the larger number
belong to the tropics of An>erica. Tlie tropical species
generally have thick, veinless leaves; and several of them
are in frequent cultivation in greenhouses, where their
forms have been lai-gely increased in number by hybridi-
zation.

Cypris (si'pris), TO. [NL., < L. Cypris, < Gr.
Kii7rp(f, Venus (Aphrodite) : see Cyjyrian.] The
typical genus of ostra-
codes, of the family Cypri-
didcB. The species are among
the numerous and varied forms
of minute fresh-water crusta-
ceans known as water-fleas,
swarming in ditches, pools, and
other stagnant waters. Their
shells abound in a fossil state,
in fresh-water strata, from the
Carboniferous formation up-
\vard.

cyprus^t (si'prus), n.

[L., < Gr. Ki'TTpof, a tree
growing in Cyprus, sup-
posed to be the same as
the Heb. gopher, < KiTrpof, Cyprus. A different
word and tree from cypress^ (L. cupressus), with
which in E. it has been confused : see cypress^.]
The Latin name of a tree, Lausonia alba, the
common henna, growing in Cyprus and Egypt,
yielding a fragrant oil.

Cjrprus^t (si'prus), TO. Same as cypress^.

A Species of Cypris, highly
magnified.

.4, I, II, antennules atid
antenna:; .(/. /. //, ///. nian-
diblesand maxilla?; 7>,max.
illary appendage; P, I. II,

thoracic members ; b, man-
dibiilarpalp; f,caudalend;
o, eye.



cypms-bird

Cyprus-bird (si'pms-berd), n. The blackcap,

or European black-capped warbler, SijlvM or

Ciirnica atricapilla.

cyprusite (si'prus-It), «. [Irreg. < Cyprus +
-,ff.a.] An iron sulphate occurring m yellow

incrustations in western Cyprus.

Cyprus turpentine. See Cliian turpentine, un-

der CItiaii. -.

cypsela (sip'se-la). «.; pi. cypseJ(e(-\e). I^Jj.,

< Gr. Kvibefn, any hollow vessel, the hollow of

the ear (ef. eyphella), prob. akin to Kvi:e/Mv,

a cup: see cm^).] In hot., an achene with an

aduate calyx, as in the Compositm.

CypseU (sip'se-li), H. pi. [NL., pi. of L. cyp-

lim, a sw^ft: see Cypselm.^ A superfamily

KToup of picarian birds, approximately equal to

the Macrochires of Nitzsch, and now usually

consisting of the three families Cypselida:, Tro-

chilidce, and Caprimuh/ida; : same as Cypseloi-

des, Cipsrliformes, or Cypselomorphw.

Oypseiidae (sip-sel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyp-

selus + -id<B.Ti A family of fissirostral ma-

crochiran non-passerine birds; the swifts. The

technical characters are: a very small, deeply cleft un-

bristled bill, with exposed nostnls ;
extremely long

Dointed wings, with graduated primaries and short sec-

ondaries ; small weak feet, unfitted for progression, fre-

nuently with an abnormal ratio of the phalanges ;
enor-

mously developed salivary glands ; the sternum entire be-

hind ; the furculum U-shaped: nocieca: the leg-muscles

anomalogonatous ; and several narrowly oval, white eggs.

The swifts are a weU-raarked family of from 6 to 8 genera

and about nOspecies, resembling swallows, and often so mis-

called They are divided into two subfamilies, Cypsehno!

and Chrrluriiia. See cuts under Chirtura and Cypfdiu.

cypseliform (sip'se-li-f6rm), a. L< NL. CTyp«c-

liformig, < L. cypselHS, a swift, + forma, shape.]

Having the form or structure of a swift ;
re-

sembling the Cypselida'. Also cypselomorphic.

dypseliformes (sip'se-li-for'mez), n.pl. [NL.,

pi. of vypsdiformis : see cypseliform.} A super-

family of macrochiran non-passerine bu-ds,

containing the swifts, goatsuckers, and hum-

ming-birds ; the long-handed series of picanan

birds: nearly the same as the Mticrocliires, and

the same as the Cypseloides of Blyth and Cyp-

selomornhce of Huxley. The syrinx has not more

than ono pair of intrinsic muscles ; the palate is leglthog-

nathous ; the oil gland is nude ; the legs are anoinalo-

gonatous ; the sternum is broad, deeply keeed, entire or

notched behind ; the tail has 10 rectrices ; the distal seg-

menU of the wing are greatly elongated in comparison

with the proximal one, and the pinion bears 10 rapidly

graduated fiight-feathers, producing a long, pointed wiiig

;

the feet are small, scarcely serviceable for progression

with variously modified digits, s<,metlmes of abnormal

ratio of phalanges, but neither syndactyl nor zygodac-

tvl • and the hind Uvi is elevated or reversed in some

foriiis in which also the front toes may be senii-palinat*.

The bill shows two diverse types, being tenuirostral m
the humming-birds and fissirostral in the swifts and goat-

suckers. The group is contrasted among picarian birds

with the Ciietdlforiiie) and the I'ici/oniia.

Oypselinae (sip-se-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cyp-
" r .. I ^ T A oiiK^omilv nf fitnaplin/E • the
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clidium or none ; no expanded scapular end of the clavicle

;

and not more than one pair ot intrinsic syringeal muscles.

cypselomorpMc (sip"se-lo-m6r'fik), a. [As

Ciipselomorpliw + -ic] Same as cypseliform.

Cypselus (sip'se-lus), «. [NL., < L. cypselus, <

Gr. Kviie'Aoc, the swift.] The typical genus of

swifts, of the family Cypselida; and subfamily

sdus + -inw."} A subfamily of Cypselida:

typical swifts. Tlie ratio ot the phalanges is abnor-

mal, all the front toes lieing 3-joiiited, with very short

basal phalanges; the hallux is revereeil or lateral ; anil the

feet are more or less completely feathered. It contains

atwut 2.1 species, chiefly of the genus Cypstluf, and most-

ly of the old worid. I'anyptUa is the leading American

form. See cut under CypKttu.

cypseline (sip'se-lin), a. [< Cypselus + W.]
Swift-like ; having the characters of a swift

;

pertaining to the family Cypselida; or genus

Ci/pselus.

cypseloid (sip'se-loid), a. [< NL. cypseloides,

< Gr. Kiiie'/JK, a swift, + eMof, form.] Resem-

bling a swift; cypseliform; specifically, per-

taining to the superfamily Cypseloides.

Cypseloides (sip-se-loi'dez), n. [NL. : see cyp-

seloid.'] 1. A genus of swifts, of the family

Ci/p-fed'te'and subfamily Cliatiiriiice, having the

phalanges of the toes normal, the tarsi naked,

and the tail forked, its feathers not mucronate.
— 2. [Used as a plural.] In Blyth's classifica-

tion of birds (1849), a series or superfamily of

his Strepitores heterodactyli, consisting of the

podargues and moth-hunters, or I'odanjida' and

Caprim ul<iid<e, grouped together under the name
Purriroiircs, and of the swifts and humming-
birds. Ci/pselidw and Trochilidw, grouped to-

gether uiider the name Tenuirostres.

cypselomorph (sip'se-lo-mftrf), n. One of the

Ci/lisclomorplKi:

Cypselomorphae (sip"se-lo-m6r'fe), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. Kh>l>t/JK, a swift, + iiop^n, form.] In Hux-

ley's system of classification (1867), a group

of 8BgithognathoU8 birds, the same as CypseU,

Cypseloides, or Cypselifirrmes, considered as con-

necting the CoracomorphK and the Coccygo-

morphw. The technical characters arc : a broail, deeply

carinate sternum, entire or singly or doubly noUlied be-

hind, without a furcate manubrium ; a rudimentary hypo-

Common European Swift {Cypselus afus).

Cypselinm, having the hind toe versatile and

the tarsi feathered. There are numerous spe-

cies, chiefly of the old world. C. apus is the

common swift of Europe.

Cyrena (si-re'na), n. [NL., < L. Cyrene, Gr.

V.vpiivj], a name of several nymphs.] The

typical genus of mollusks of the family Cyre-

nidie. Lamarck, 1806.

Cyrenaic (si-re-na'ik), a. and n. [< L. Cyrenat-

cus, < Gr. Kvp^aiKdc, < Kvpf/vr;, L. Cyrene.] I.

a. 1. Pertaining to Cyrene, an ancient Greek

city, capital of Cyrenaica, on the north coast

of Africa.— 2. Pertaining or belonging to the

Greek school of hedonistic philosophy estab-

lished by Aristippus of Cyrene, a disciple of

Socrates. According to Aristippus, pleasure is the only

rational aim, and the relative values of different pleasures

are to be determineil by their relative intensities and dura-

tions. He maintained also that cognition is limited to

sensation.

There la not that sect of Philosophers among the heathen

so dissolute, no, not Epicurus, nor Aristippus, with all his

Cyrenaidc rout, but would shut his school dores against

such greasy sophisters. ^ „ « ,

JUaton, Cliurch-Govemment, ii., Concl.

Also Cyrcnian.
, . , .,

n. «. One of the Cyrenaic school of philoso-

dphers. See 1., 2.
. r/ ^ •

lyrenaicism (si-re-na'i-sizm), «. [< Cyrenaic

+ -ism.] The doctrines of the Cyrenaic phi-

losophers. See Cyrenaic, a., 2.

Cyrenian (si-re'ni-an), a. and n. [< Cyrena +
-ian ; L. Cyretueiis, Cyrenaieus, etc. : see Cyre-

naic] I. a. Same as Cyrenaic.

n. n. A native or an inhabitant of Cyrene.

See Cyrenaic.

They laid hold upon one Simon, a Cyrenian, coming

out of the country, and on him they laid the cross.

Luke xxili. 26.

A bivalve mollusk ofcyrenid (si-ren'id), n.

the fivmily Cyrenida.

Oyrenida (sl-ren'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Cyrena
\- -idee.] A familj-

of siphonate lamelli-

branchiate mollusks,

typified by the genus
Cyrena. They have a sub-

circular shell, an exter-

nal ligament, and several

hinge-teeth. The animal
has separate short siphons,

a large compressed foot,

and triangular palpi; the

shell has 2 or 3 cardinal

teeth and anterior as well

as posterior ones,and an ex-

ternal upraised ligament. The species are inhabltanta

of fresh or brackish waters. By many conchologisU the

species are associated in one family with the Cydadidx OT

Sphoeriidm. Also Corbiculidce.

In fresh waters the world over occurs a group of usually

small bivalve shells, covered with an amber or brown epl-

deniiis, while in the brackish waters of warmer countries

occur some larger forms. The family under which these

are assembled is variously known as Cycladtdaj or Cyrem-

rfw, the latter name being preferable.
Stand. A a«. //w((., I. 275.

Cyrillaceae (sir-i-la'se-e), n pi. pih., < Cyril-

la, the typical genus (prob. < Cynllus, Cynl),

+ -acea:'] A natural order of small evergreen

Oyrtonyx

dicotyledonous trees or shrubs, of uncertain re-

lationship, but now placed among the polypeta-

lous orders, near the Ilicinece. There are about 6

known species, constituting 4 genera, all natives of North

or tropical America. Cyrilla, Cliftonia, and EUiottm, each

of a single species, are found in the southern United States,

with fragrant white flowers in racemes, and heavy and

compact wood, whence the common name of iromeood.

Cyrillic (si-ril'ik), a. [< LL. Cyrillns, < Gr.

Kbpi'/.Aoc, a proper name, Cyril. ] Of or pertain-

ing to St. Cyril ; specifically, noting an alphabet

adopted by the Slavic peoples belonging to the

Eastern Church, invented by Cyril and Metho-

dius, the apostles of the Slavs, in the ninth

century. It is believed to have superseded the Glago-

litic as being easier both for the copyist to write and for the

foreigner to acquire. Some of its signs are modified from

the Glagolitic, but those which Greek and Slavic have in

common are taken from the Greek. It was brought into

general use by St. Cyrils pupil, Clement first bishop of

Bulgaria. The Russian alphabet is a slight modiflcatlOD

cyriologict (sir"i-o-loj'ik), a. [Also formerly

curiologic; < Gr. Kviuo'/oyiKo^, speaking literally

(applied to hieroglyphics which consist of sim-

ple pictures, not symbols, of the things meant),

< Kipioc, authorized, legitimate, proper, vernac-

ular, lit. having power (see church), + -7jiyiK6(,

< Uymv, speak.] 1. Relating to hieroglyphics

of a certain sort (see etymology).— 2. Relating

or pertaining to capital letters.

Oyrtellaria (ser-te-la'ri-a), «. pi. [NL., < Gr

Ktiprof, curved, arched, + dim. -ella + -"'''"•J

A family or an order of nassellarian radiolari-

ans, having a complete lattice-shell enveloping

the central capsule. It is divided into the sub-

orders Spyroidea, Botryodea, and Cyrtoidea.

Cyrtida (ser'ti-da), «. pi. [NL., < Gr. iivpT6^,

curs'ed, arched, + -irffl.] A family of monopy-

leean radiolarians, having a silicious skeleton

in the form of a monaxonic or triradiate test.

See Eucyrtidiidce. Haeclel.

cyrtoceran (ser-tos'e-ran), a. [Irreg. < Cyrto-

ceras + -an.] Same as cyrioceratitic.

Cyrtoceras (s6r-tos'e-ras), «. [NL.,< Gr. M'prcif,

curved, arched, -I- xfpaf, horn.] A genus of fos-

sil cephalopods having the shell bent or bowed.

Also Curtocera, Cyrtocera, Cyriocerus, Cyrthoce-

rus, and Cyrtoceratites.
-

cyrtoceratid' (8<!r-t6-ser'a-tid), H. A cephalo-

pod of tlie family Cyrtoceratidw.

Cyrtoceratidse (s&r»to-se-rat'i-de), h. J)(.
[NL.,

< Cyrtoceras {-cerat-) + -id(e.] A family of

nautiloid cephalopods, typified by the genus

Cyrtoceras. The shell is arched, the siphon small and

subcentral or submarginal, and the aperture simple.

Nuniermis .species inhabited the Paleozoic seas. Generally

aggre^-ated with the A'aHd'd'do'. r,^ ^

cyrtoceratite (s^r-to-ser'a-tit), w. [< Cyrto-

ceras {-cerat-) + -ite^.] A fossil cephalopod of

the genus Cyrtoceras.

cyrtoceratitic (ser-to-ser-a-tit'ik), a. [< cyr-

toceratite -H -ic] Having the character of a

cyrtoceratite ; bent or bowed, as certain fossil

cephalopods: opposed to orthoceratitic. Also

cyrtoceran.
,

cyrtolite (s6r't6-lit), «. [< Gr. Kvpro;, curved,

+ XiBoq, stone.]' A mineral related to zircon in

form and composition, but hydrous, and per-

haps resulting from its alteration. The faces

of the crystals are commonly convex, whence

the name. ^^ ^
cyrtometer (s6r-tom'e-t6r), «. [< Gr. Kvproi,

curved, bent, -I- phpov, a measure.] An instru-

ment for ascertaining the size and shape of the

chest
The cyrtmnrter is used for delineating the external con-

tour of the chest and for exact comparison of one side

with the other. Pop- Sti. Mo., XXV. 193.

Oyrtonyx (sfer'to-niks), n. [NL. (J. Gould,

1845), < Gr. KvprSg, curved, arched, + ovvi, nail.J

Right Valve of Cyrtna cyfriruiitUs.

Massena Quail or Partridge (Cyrtmyx tnasstna).



Oyrtonyx

A geniis of Americau partridges or quails, the

harlequin quails, of the family Tetraonidw and
subfamily Ckiontophorinw or Ortygince: so called

from the large curved claws. The bill is very stout

;

the head crested ; the tail so short that the rectrices are

almost hidden by the coverts ; and the wing-coverts ami
inner secondaries elongated, covering the primaries wlien

the wing is closed. The type is tile Massena quail or par-

tridge of the southwestern United States and Mexico, C.

maggena, a handsome species, the male of which has the

face curiously striped with black and white, the under
parts being velvety-black and mahogany-brown, crowdeii

with circular white spots.

Cyrtophyllum (ser-to-fil'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kvprog, curved, arched, + (pvX/jn>, leaf.] A ge-

nus of orthopterous insects, of the family Lo-

eusti(Ue, of large size, green color, broad foli-

aceous wings, and arboreal habits ; the katy-

dids. There are a dozen species in the United States. C.

coiwarw* is the common katydid. A\&o Cyrtophyllug. Bur-
meister, 1838. See cut under katydid.

<nrst (sist), n. [< NL. cystis, < Gr. kvotk;, the

bladder, a bag, pouch, < Kvecv, conceive, be
pregnant, orig. hold, contain. Cf. cyma.~\ 1.

In anat., a bladder; a large vesicle.— 2. In
patlioh, a bladder-lilce bag or vesicle in animal
bodies which includes morbid matter.

The larval form of tape-worm which is commonly de-

veloped in cysU of the liver of the mouse and the rat.

Owen, Anat., v.

3. In zoiil., a hydatid; a cystic worm, or encyst-

ed state of a tapeworm.— 4. In cryptogamic hot.,

a cell or cavity, usually inclosing other cells or
reproductive bodies, as an envelop inclosing a
group of diatoms or desmids, or a cell contain-

ing an antherozoid; in certain algse, a spore-

case. See conioeyst.

Sometimes, improperly, cist.

Dermoid cyst. See dermoid,— Ovarian cyst. See ova-

rian.

cystadenoma (sis"ta-de-n6'ma), n.
;
pi. cystade-

nomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < cystis, cyst, -I- adeno-
ma.]; An adenoma in which cysts are formed.

Cystalgia (sis-tal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvaric,

bladder, + ah/o(, pain.] In pathol., pain in

the urinary bladder : especially applied to pain
coming in paroxysms.
cystatrophia (sis-ta-tro'fi-a), «. [NL., < Gr.

(cifTTtf, bladder, + arpo^ia, atrophy.] "in pathol.,

atrophy of the bladder. Dunglison.

cystectasy (sis-tek'ta-si), n. [< Gr. kvctc^, blad-

der, + enTaaiQ, extension, < EKTsiveiv, extend:
see exteHfi.] 1. Dilatation of the bladder.— 2.

In surg. , a form of lithotomy in which a dilator

is introduced thi"ough an incision in the mem-
branous portion of the urethra, and forcibly

dilates the prostatic portion to an extent suf-

ficient to allow of the extraction of the stone.

Also called Uthectasy.

cysted (sis'ted), a. [< cyst + -ed^.] Inclosed
m a cyst ; encysted.
cystelminth (sis'tel-minth), n. [< Gr. kvotic, a
bladder (see cyst), + e'Afuvg {iWiiivd-), a worm.]
A cystic worm.

cystenchjrma, cystenchyme (sis-teng'ki-ma,
-1dm), )(. [NL. i'ysteiirln/ma, < Gr. h'vbtk;, a blad-
der (see cyst), + i) xv/'ct, an infusion.] A kind
of connective tissue occurring in some sponges,
in some respects resembling certain kinds of

vegetable parenchyma, consisting of closely ad-
jacent oval cells of large size with thin walls
and fluid contents.

Cygtenchyme very commonly forms a layer just below
the skin of some Geodinid%; . . . and as, on teasing the
cortex, ... a large number of refringent fluid globules
immiscible with water are set free, it is just possible it is

sometimes a fatty tissue. .Sottas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 419.

cystenchymatous (sis-teng-kim'a-tus), a. [<
cystenchyma(t-) + -o«*-.] Having the character
or quality of cystenchyma; containing or con-
sisting of cystenchyma.
cystenchyme, «. See cystenchyma.

Cysteoidae (sis-te-oi'de), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Cystoidea.

cystic! (sis'tik), a. [= F. cystiqne = Sp. cistico

= Pg. cystica = It. cistico, < NL. cysticus, < cys-

tis, a cyst: see cyst.] 1. Iii anat., pertaining
to a cyst, in any sense. Speciflcally— (a) Pertaining
Ui the hepatic cyst or gall-bladder : as, the cystic duct (con-
veying gall into the gall-bladder); tite cystic artery (a
branch of the hepatic artery going to the gall-bladder)

;

the cystic plexus of nerves ; a cystic concretion ; a cystic
remedy. (6) Pertaining to the urinary bladder.

2. Resembling a cyst; eystoid; vesicular;
bladdery.— 3. Having a cyst or cysts; full of
cysts ; cystose : as, a cystic tumor.— 4. In zool.,

encysted; cysticercoid ; hydatid: specifically
applied to the encysted or hydatid state of any
tapeworm (Tcmia): opposed to cestoid (which
see).

Also, improperly, eistic.
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Cystic worm, or bladder-teonn, a hydatid or scolex of
a tapeworm, which may be a cysticercus with one t«enia-

heaii, or a coeuure orechinococcus with several such heads.
See these words, and cut under tcenia.

cystic'-^ (sis'tik), a. [< cyst{in) + -ic] Pertain-
ing to or derived from cystin Cystic oxld, C3
Hr,N'02S, a substance occurring in rare cases in urinary
calculi which have a crystalline structure and are insolu-
ble in water, alcohol, and ether : same as cystin.

Cysticat (sis'ti-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
eyaticus: see cystic^.] An old name of cystic

worms, hydatids, or cysticerci, collectively,

given when these were supposed to be a natural
group of mature organisms. Sudolphi.

cysticercoid (sis-ti-ser'koid), a. and n. [< cysti-

cercus + -old.] I. a. Of or pertaining to a
cysticercus or other larva of a tapeworm ; hy-
datid.

II. n. The hydatid or encysted state of the
lai-va of any tapeworm.
The dog devours the louse, and the cysticercoid becomes

a Taenia cucumerina in his intestine.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 187.

cysticercus (sis-ti-ser'kus), ». [NL., < Gr. kw-

ctk;, bhidder (see cyst), + /cep/cof , tail.] A cystic

worm or bladder-worm ; a hydatid ; an encysted
scolex or tsenia-head ; the encysted state of the
larva of a tapeworm. The name was originally given
as a generic term, under the impression that the so-calleil

Cysticercus cetlulosce was a distinct genus and 8i>ecies of

a parasite. It is the larva of the Tcetiia solium, found in

measly pork, and developing in man into the tapeworm. It

has but one tajuia-head in the cyst, and the term cysticer-

cus is retained as a convenient designation of such larvse.

Thus, the cysticercus of the ox becomes in man Ttenia
mediocanellata ; the Cysticercus pisi/ormis of the rabbit
becomes Tcenia serrata of the dog, wolf, or fox ; the Cysti-

cercus fasciolaris of the rat and mouse develops in the cat
as Tcetiia crassicollis. Tlxe cystic worm of Taenia coeuu-
rus of the dog has many heads, and is known as a ccenure

;

and the Coenurus cerebralis is found in the brain of sheep.
Another form of many-headed cystic worm, complicated
by proliferation, is the larva of Taenia ecttinococcus of the
dog, known as an echinococcus, Echinococcus veterinoruni
being found in the liver of man as well as of various do-
mestic animals. See tcenia, coenure, echinococcus, and scolex,

cysticle (sis'ti-kl), n. [< NL. *cysticula, dim.
of cystis, a cyst : see cyst.] A small cyst.

In some Acalephae the cttsticles are not complicated with
pigment cells.

'

Omw», Anat., ix.

cystid (sis'tid), n. [< Gr. kvctic, a bladder (a

sac, cyst) : see cyst.] In Polygon : (a) The sac-
cular, planuliform, ciliated embryo, from one
end of which one or more polypids are developed
from thickenings of the wall of the sac.

The cystid is comparable to a vesicular morula.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 396.

(6) The cell in which the body of the mature
individual is contained, as distinguished from
the polypid itself.

The body and tentacular apparatus has been incon-ectly
regarded as a kind of individual, and opposed to the ceil

or cystid in which it is placed, as the polypid.
Claus, Zoology (trans.), II. 73.

cystide (sis'tid or -tid), n. [< cystidium.] 1.

Same as cystidium.— 2. In fungi of the family
Uredinca', same a,s paraphysis.

Cystidea. Cystideae (sis-tid'e-a, -e), ». pi.

[NL.] An order of fossil crinoids: synony-
mous with Cystoidea (which see).

cystidean (sis-tid'e-an), «. [< Cystidea + -an.]

A cystic erinoid ; aii encrinite of the order Cys-

tidea.

cystides, «. Plural of cystis.

cystidia, ». Plural of cystidium.

cystidicolous (sis-ti-dik'o-lus), a. [Irreg. < Gr.
KidTiQ (Kvare-, kvoti-), a bladder (see cyst), + L.

colere, inhabit.] Inhabiting a cyst, as a cystic

worm.
cystidium (sis-tid'i-um), «. ;

pi. cystidia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. Kvaric, bladder, + dim. -/(i(ov.] In
hymenomyeetous fungi, a large spherical or
ovoid cell which originates among the basidia

and paraphyses, and projects beyond them. It

is considered to bo a sterile basidium. Also
cy.stidc,

cystidoparalysis (sis"ti-d6-pa-rari-sis), n.

[NL.] See cystoparalysis.

cystidoplegia (sis"ti-dd-ple'ji-a), H. [NL.] See
cysldiitef/ia.

Cystifelieotomy (sis-ti-fel-e-ot'o-mi), M. [< Gr.
Kianr, bladder, + L. fel (fell-) (= Gr. x<>^v), gall,

+ Gr. Tofitj, a cutting; see anatomy.] Same as
cholccystotomy.

cystiferous (sis-tif'e-rus), a. [< NL. cystis,

bladder (see cy,^t), + L. ferre = E. bear^.] Hav-
ing or producing cysts ; cystogenous.
cystiform (sis'ti-form), a. [< NL. cystis, blad-
der (see cy.st), + h. forma, shape.] 1. Having
the form or character of a cyst; cystic in form.
— 2. Encysted; hydatid; cysticercoid: as, a
cystiform worm.

c3ratococcoid

cystignathid (sis-tig'na-thid), n. A toad-like
amphibian of the family Cystignathidw.

CystignathidaB (sis-tig-nath'i-de), «. pi. [NL.,
<. Cystignathus + -idee.] A family of areiferous
salient amphibians, typified by the genus Cys-
tignathus, with toothed upper jaw and suboy-
lindric or little dilated sacral diapophyses. it is

one of the largest families of tlie order, with 26 genera and
160 species, representing jireat diversity in mode of life,

some being terrestrial or arboreal and others aquatic. It
is represented only in the Australian and Neotropical re-

i-'ions.

Cystignathus (sis-tig'na-thus), «. [NL., < Gr.
KeaTii;, bladder (see cy-H), + yvaSoc, gaw.] The
typical genus of toads of the family Cystigna-
thidw. C. ocellatus is an example. Also Cys-
teognathtis. Wagler, 1830.

cystin (sis'tin), «. [< Gr. Kvan^, bladder, +
-i)fi.] A substance (C3H5NO2S) crystallizing

in colorless six-sided plates, and constituting a
rare kind of urinary calculus.

Cystiphyllidae (sis-ti-fil'i-de), ». pi. [NL., <

Cystiphyllum + -id(e.] A family of Paleozoic
rugose stone-corals, of the order Sclerodermata
and group Rugosa. The corallum is simple, rarely
compound ; the septa are very rudimentary : and the vis-

ceral chamber is filled with little vesicles formed by com-
bined tabula; and dissepiments. Edwardsand Ilaime, 1850.

Cystiphyllum (sis-ti-fil'um), n. [NL., < Gr.
KvoTt^, bladder, + ipv'/.'Aov, leaf.] The typical

genus of fossil stone-corals of the family Cysti-

phyllidw. Miirchison, 1839. Also Cystiophyl-

lum. Dana, 1846.

cystirrhagia (sis-ti-ra'ji-a), n. pfL., < Gr.
KraTig, bladder, -I- -payia, < pr/}vin>ai, break.] In
pathol. : (a) Hemorrhage from the bladder. (6)

Cystin'hca.

cystirrhea, cystirrhoea (sis-ti-re'a), n. [NL.
cystirriuxa, < Gr. Kian^, the bladder, + poia, a
flowing, < pdv, flow.] In pathol., a discharge of

mucus from the bladder ; vesical catarrh. Also
cystorrhea, cystorrhcea.

cystis (sis'tis), «. ; p\. cystides (-ti-dez). [NL.

:

see cyst.] Same as cyst.

Cystiscidae (sis-tis'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Cy.itis-

cus + -idee. ] A family of pectinibranchiate gas-
tropods, typified by the genus Cystiscus. The shell

is undistinguishable from that of a marginellid, but the
teeth of the railula are peculiar, being in one row, trans-

verse, nuilticuspid, and with three cusps longer than the
others. The species are of small size and inhabitants of
various seas.

Cystiscus (sis-tis'kus), n. [NL. (Stimpson,
1865), dim. of Gr. Kra-Lq, bladder: see cyst.]

The typical genus of Cystiscidce.

cystitis (sis-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvanq, the
bladder, + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of

the bladder.

cystitome (sis'ti-tom), «. [< NL. cystis, Gr.
ai'tTTig, cyst (with reference to the cystis or cap-
sule of the crystalline lens), + ro/idq, cutting.

Cf. cystotome.] In surg., an instrument for

opening the capsule of the crystalline lens.

cystobubonocele (si8"t6-bii-b6'no-sel), n. [<

Gr. KiGTiq, bladder, + jiovSuv. the groin. + nr/yi,

tumor.] In surg., a rare kind of hernia, in

which the urinary bladder protrudes through
the inguinal opening.
cystocarp (sis'to-karp), n. [< Gr. KioTiq, blad-

der, + Kap-rrdq, fruit.] The sexual fruit of alga'

of the order F/o(»rfe<r, consistingof spores either

without a special membranous envelop or con-
tained within a conceptacle or pericarp. Also
cryptocarp, sporocarp.

cystocarpic (sis-to-kar'pik), a. [< cystocarp

+ -ic] Consisting of cystocarps; having the
character of a cystocarp.

In Xemalion the cystocarpic fruit is a globular mass of

spores. Farlou; Marine Algw, p. '20.

Cystocarpic spore, a carpospore.

cystocele (sis'to-sel). n. [< Gr. Ki'dTiq, bladder,

+ i<i,/i/, tumor.] A hernia or rupture foi-med

by the protrusion of the urinary bladder.

cystOCOCCOid (sis-to-kok'oid), a. [< Cystococ-

eus + -old.] Resembling algse of the genus
Cystococcus.



Cystococcus

OystOCOCCUS (sis-to-kok'us), h. [NL., < Gr.
Kvaric, bladder, + kohko^, berry.] A genus of
the lowest chlorophyl-green fresh-water algse,

consisting of spherical cells, single or united
in small families. They are common on damp earth,
bark of trees, etc., and are thought to constitute the go-
nidia of some lichens.

cystocyte (sis'to-sit), n. [< Gr. Kvaric, a blad-
der (see cyst), + kito^, a hollow, a cav-ity (cell).]
In sponges, one of the large cyst-like cells of
eystenchyma, filled with fluid, and containing
a nucleus with its included nucleolus support-
ed in the fluid contents by fine protoplasmic
threads which extend to the inner surface of
the cell-wall and there spread out in a film. '

cystodynia (sis-to-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ki -

a7(f, bladder, -t- 6(^ivTj, pain.] Inpatbol., pain in
the bladder.

cystofibroma (sis"to-fi-br6'ma), «. ;
pi. cystofi-

bromutii (-ma-ta). [NL., < eysiis + fibroma.'] A
fibroma containing cysts.

cystogenesis (sis-to-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. Kvcrn^,

bladder (see cyst), '+ yeywi^, origin.] Same as
cytoyotesis.

CystogenoUS (sis-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. nvari^,

bladder (see cyst), + -ycvric, producing: see
-genoKs.J Producing or bearing cells ; eystifer-
ous.

cystoid (sis'told), a. li cyst + -oid.] 1. Pre-
senting the appearance of a cyst; oystiform.

—

2. Pertaining to the Cystoidea; cystoidean.
Cystoidea (sis-toi'de-ii), «. pi. [NL., < Gr. k'v-

CTi-jf, bladder, + ddoi, 'form.] An order of fossil
erinoids. enerinites or stone-lUies, having a
rounded body inclosed in many pentagonal su-
tured plates, a jointed stalk, and a lateral ori-
fice closed by a pyramid of jointed plates, nie
order is correlated with Blastmilea and Crinoidea. See
Crinoidea, 2. Also Cystemikf, Ci/slidea, Cygttdea.

cystoidean (sis-toi'de-an), a. and n. I. a. Hav
mg the character of a cystoid erinoid; specifi-
cally, of or pertaining to the Cystoidea.

II. «. A member of the Cystoidea.
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cystolith (sis'to-lith), [< Gr. Kiarig, bladder,
+ ?.l6nc, stone.] A
peculiar concretion
formed within the
cells of certain
plants, composed
chiefly of crystals
and attached to the
wall of the cell by a
short pedicel. Itoc-

Hood of Hooded Seal
( Cystofhora cristata ), showing relation of the

inflatable proboscis to the skull. (From " Science.")

cystoplast (sis'to-plast), n. A nucleated cell
haling an envelop.
cystoplastic (sis-to-plas'tik), a. [< cystoplasty
+ -ic. ] Pertaining to or of the nature of oysto-
plasty.

cystoplast-y (sis'to-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. Kixmg,
bladder, + TrAaor^f, verbal adj. of nUaaeiv,
form.] A surgical operation for repair of the
bladder, as the operation for vesico-vaginal
fistula.

cystoplegia (sis-to-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., also im-
prop. cystidopJegia ; < Gr. /a'wnf, bladder, +
jrA??j'^, a blow, stroke, < n'Aiiaativ, strike. Cf. cys-
toparalysis.'] hipathol., paralysis of the bladder.
cystoplegic (sis-to-ple'jik), a. [< cystoplegia +
-ic] Pertaining to or resembling cystoplegia.
cystoplexia (sis-to-plek'si-a), n. [NL.. < Gr.
Kiauc, bladder, + jrA^fif, a blow, stroke, < Tr^.t/a-

aeiv, strike.] Same as cystoplegia.

Cystopteris (sis-top'te-ris), «. [NL. (so called
from its bladder-like" indusium), < Gr. niiariq,

bladder, + TTrepic, a fern.] A ge-
nus of delicate flaccid polypodi-
aceous fernshavingthe sonborne
on the back of the leaf on the
middle of a vein and covered
with a membranaceous indusium
attached only by the base; the
bladder-ferns. Theyarefound in cool
damp localities. There are 6 species, oi

which C. frafrilin (the brittle fern) is

found from within the arctic circle to
Chili, South Africa, and Tasmania. See
also cut under ftladder-fem.

cytisin

tode ; especially, a nucleated cell, of whatever
character, regarded as the fundamental form-
element of all tissues. The word alone is rare, but
common in composition, as leucocyte, and regularly in the
histology of sponges, as choanocyte, coUencyte, demnacyte,
myocyte, etc.

cytefnet, «• An obsolete spelling of cithern.

Oythere (si-the're), n. [NL., < L. Cythere, Cy-
therea, < Gr. KvOipeia, Aphrodite (Venus) : see
Cytherean.'] The typical genus of marine os-
tracodes of the family Cythereidce. Miiller, 1785.

Cytherea (sith-e-re'ij), n. [NL., after L. Cy-
tlierea, a name of Venus: see Cytherean.] A
genus of si-

phonate bi-

valve mol-
lusks, of the
family Vene-
ridw, found-
ed by La-
marck in
1806. It is

distinguished
from Venus by
an anterior left

lateral tooth.
There are nu-
merous species,

mostly of the
warmer seas.

Cytherean (sith-e-re'an)

Cytherea dione.

Segment of a
Frond of Cyitofte-
rts, bearim; a so-

rus on the fiack of
a vein ; partly re-
flexed inausiuin at-

offtfso'^s'owa'SCyStOptOSlS (Sis-top-to'sis), «
the base of the seg-
ment. (From Le
Maout and De-
catsne's " Traits
f;£n«^ral dc Bou-
nique.")

a of Leaf of Ficus eiajtica,
highly magnified.

a, epidermis ; *, hypoderma : e,

palisade cells ; d, spongy parenchy-
ma; e, cystolith.

of the epidermis or sub-
jacent tissue, but is

rarely found in other
orders.

In the epidermal cells

of species of Kicug . . .

prolongations inward of
the cell-wall occur, at the extremity of which small crys-
tals of carbonate of lime are deposited ; t<> these the name
cytUiliths has licen applied. Encyc. Brit,, IV. 89.

cystolithlasis (sis'to-li-thi'a-sis). »• [NL., <

Gr. KvcTi^, bladder, + '/.Woc, stone, + -m«*.] In
pathol., the presence of a stone in the urinary
bladder.

CTStolithic (sis-to-lith'ik), a. [< Gr. k'voti^, a
bladder, + '/Mo^, a stone (see cystolith and cys-
tolithiasis), + -ic] In med., relating to stone
in the bladder.

cystoma (sis-to'ma), n.
; pi. cystomala (-ma-ta).

[NL., < cystis, a cyst, -i- -oma.] A tumofcon-
tainini; cysts.

cystomorphous (sis-to-mdr'fus), a. [< Gr.
Kiartr. bladder (see cyst), + fopffi, form, + -om.]
Cyst-like: cystiform; cystoid.

cystoparalysis (sis"to-pa-ral'i-8is), w. [NL.,
also less prop, eystidoparalysis ; < Gr. kvotk;
(KiKm-, Kvare-, not "nvarid-), bladder, + napa-
'/.tvtc, paralysis.] In pathol., paralysis of the
bladder.

Cystophora (sis-tof'o-ra), ». [NL., < Gr. kvotic,

bladder, + -(p6pof, < <f,epcw = E. bearl.] The
typical genus of the subfamily Cystophorinm,
containing only the hooded or bladder-nosed
seal of the northern seas, Cystophora cristata

curs frequently in the OystopnS (sis-to'pus), ». [NL., < Gr. Kitm^,

A^^SJcI'JTi^ec'Su bl*"!*'' + ".t.C"--)'
face appearance^ A ge-

nus of parasitic fungi, belonging to the family
Peronosporea;, and characterized by conidia
produced in chains on very short conidiophores,
forming compact sori upon the supporting leaf.
C. candidus is injurious to the cabbage, radish,
and other cruciferous plants.
cystorrhea, cystorrhoea (sis-to-re'a), n. [NL.]
Same as cystirrhea.

cystose (sis'tos), a. [< cyst + -ose.] Containing
cysts; full of cysts; cystic; bladdery; vesicular.

cystospastic (sis-to-spas'tik), a. [< Gr. KiiariQ,

bladder, -I- awaariKO^, < "airacTic, verbal adj. of
aizav, draw back, > anaafi/t^, spasm : see spa^m.]
In pathol., pertaining to spasm of the bladder.
cystotaenia (sis-to-te'ni-a), «. [NL., < Gr. /£!•-

artr, bladder, + raivia, a tapeworm : see tmnia.]
1. A tapeworm: so called from the formation
of the cysts characteristic of its larval state.

—

2. '[cap.] Same as Tamia.
cystotome (sis'to-tom), «. [= P. cystotome =
Pg. cysti/tomo, < Gr. Kivric, bladder, + ro/idf, eut-

a. [< L. Cythereits,

pertaining to Cytherea, Venus, < Gr. KvdcpEia,

Aphrodite: so named from Ki-Bripa, L. Cythera,
now Cerigo, an island south of Greece, near the
coast of which Aphrodite was fabled to have
risen from the sea, and where she was specially
worshiped.] 1. In myth., pertaining to the
goddess Aphrodite (Venus).— 2. In asiron.,

pertaining to the planet Venus.
Not only is tlie apparent movement of Venus across tlie

sun extremely slow, . . . but three distinct atmospheres— the eolar, terrestrial, and cytherean— combine to de-
form outlines and mask the geometrical relations which
it is desired to connect with a strict count of time,

A. M. Cterke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 284.

Tiiei-e"are"6"8pe'c'ies,"o'f OythereidaB, Cytheridse (sith-e-re'i-de, si-
ther'i-de), w. ^r. [iil^., <. Cythere + -idte.] A

family of marine os-

y»-v^ _ tracoid entomostra^
^^^ ' ' cous crustaceans,

typified by the genus
Cy th ere. Tliey arc char-
acterized by the absence
of a heart ; by having tlie

anterior antenme setose
and bent at the base, and
the posterior antenn»
largely developed and
hooked ; by legs in tliree

pairs ; liy a furcate al>do-
men ; and by small and

lobate forks. There are several genera besides Cythere.

cytheromania (sith-e-ro-ma'ni-a), 71. [NL., <
Gr. Kv6ipf:ia, Aphrodite (see Cytli'erean), + fiavla,

madness.] Nymphomania. Dunglison.
Cytinacese (sit-i-na'se-e), n.pl. [NL., < Cytinus
+ -acea:.] A small natural order of apetalous,
parasitic, fleshy, leafless or scaly plants, allied
to the Aristolochiacem and to Nepenthes. It in-
cludes the East Indian genus Mafflesia, remark-
able for its gigantic flowers.

Oytinns (sit'i-nus), n. [NL. ffrom the form
and color of the plant), < Gr. kItcvo^, the calyx
of the pomegranate, < kitoc, a
hollow.] A small genus of
parasitic plants, the type of
the Cytinacew. a Hypocyntig, of
the Mediterranean region, is of a rich
yellow or orange-red color, antl has
been used a-s an astringent. The other
species belong to South Africa and

[NL., < Gr. KvaTi(, bladder,
TTTuaic:, a falling, < ninruv, fall.]

In pathol., prolapse of the mu-
cous membrane of the bladder
into the urethra.

A Species of Cythere.

a, antennnte ; !>, antenna ; c, man-
dibie ; 1^, first maxilla : e, e, e, second
maxilla and two thoracic members

;

ft caudal end ; e, eye.

ting, < T£//ve(v, cut. C(. cystitome.] A surgical J^fi'i.vi * / -j. , • - via- i.\

instrument for cuttins- the bladder. SometTmea CVtioblast (sit i-o-bl&st),instrument for cutting the bladder. Sometimes
improperly called a Hthotome.
cystotomy (sis-tot'6-mi), n. [= F. ajstotomie
= Sp. cistotomia = "Pg. cystotomia = It. cistoto-
mia. < NL. cystotomia, < Gr. Kvariq, bladder, +
rofi^, cutting, < rifivetv, cut. Cf. cystotome.] In
surg., the operation of opening encysted tu-
mors for the discharge of morbid matter; spe-
cifically, the operation of cutting into the uri-
nary bladder for the extraction of a stone or for cytioderm (sit'i-o-d^rm),

Cyltnus Hyfocystis,

Cystophorinse (sis'to-fo-ri'ne), «. pi. [NL., < cystous (sis'tus), a. [< cyst -(- -ous.] Cystic

any other purpose.

Cyst'>i>hiira + -ince.] A subfamily'of I'hocido;
or ordinary earless seals, containing the bottle-
nosed, bladder-nosed, and elephant seals. They
have an inflatable prolxiscis-like cyst on the snout, accom-
panied t)y nioilitlcations of the nasal and interniaxillary
ixjnes, and 4 incisors in each lialf of the upper and 2 in
each half of the lower jaw. The group consists of the
genera Cystophora and Marrorhinug, containing respec-
tively the arctic bladder-nosed and tlie antarctic Ixittlc-
nosed seals. See also cut under teal.

Dunglison,

cystula (sis'tu-la), n.; pi. cystulm {-\^). [NL.,
dim. of cystis, a cyst: see cyst.] In bot., a
round closed apothecium in lichens. Tlie term
is also applied to tne little open cups on the upper sur-
face of the fronds in plants of the genus Marchantia.

cyte (sit), n. [< Gr. kvto^, a hollow, a cavity,
as the hold of a vessel, < Kveiv, conceive, orig.
contain, cf. cyst, cyme.] In biol., a cell; acy-

[< Gr. *KvTiov, assumed dim. of
KiTOf, a hollow (cell),+ (jiaardc,

a germ.] The protoplasmic
nucleus of a cell : used with ref-

erence to certain fresh-water
algas. Also cytoblast.

A central cylioblast wrapped up in generally radiating
protoplasm. H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algse, p. 169.

[< Gr. *KVTiov, as-
sumed dim. of KiTof, a hollow (cell), + Sepfia,

skin.] In bot., a cell-wall: used chiefly with
reference to diatoms and desmids.
Cytioplasm (sit'i-o-^lazm), n. [< Gr. "Kvriov,

assumed dim. of kvto^, a hollow (a cell), -t-

irMa/ia, anything formed or molded.] In biol,,

same as protoplasm : used chiefly with refer-
ence to diatoms and desmids. Also cytoplasm.
cytisin (sit'i-sin). n. [< Cyiisus + -inf^.] A
bitter principle detected in the seeds of the
Laburnum vulgare {Cytisus Laburnum) and other



Broom [Cytisus scoparius).

a, flowering branch ; b, flowers, natural size.

(From Le Maout and Decaisne's "Traits
general de Botanique."

)

skin

cytisin

plants. It is of a nauseous taste, emetic, and
poisonous.

Cytisus (sit'i-sus), M. [NL., < L. cytisus, a
shrubby kind of clover, prob. Medicago arborea
(Linnaeus).] A genus of hardy leguminous
papOionaceous shrubs, natives almost exclu-
sively of the
countries bor-
dering on
the Mediter-
ranean. The
leaves are usual-
ly composed of
three leaflets, but
some species are
leafless. The
large flowers are
yellow, purple, or
white. One spe-
cies, C. scopariiis

(broom), is an ex-
tremely common
shrub on uncul-
tivated grounds,
heaths, etc., of
most parts of
Great Britain.
Some exotic spe-
cies are com-
mon garden- and
shrubbery-plantfl,

as C. purpureus^
an elegant pro-
cumbent shrub
used in rock-
work, C. alpiniis,

etc. See broom^.

cytitis (si-ti'tis), ». [NL., < Gr. kvto^,

(see cutis), + -itis.'] Same as dermatitis.

cytoblast (si'to-blast), n. [< Gr. KVTog, a hollow,
a cavity (a cell), + p-aardq, a sprout, germ.] 1.

Same as cytioblast.— 3. One of the amoebiform
cells or cell-elements of the eytoblastema of
sponges ; a cytode of a sponge.
eytoblastema (si'to-blas-te'ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. K(Tof, a hollow (a cell), -I- jiAdaTT/ua,a, sprout,
germ.] 1. The protoplasm or viscid fluid in
which animal and vegetable cells are produced.
Hence— 2. The blastema or germinal or forma-
tive material of a cytode

;
protoplasmic cell-sub-

stance : specifically used of the common gelati-

nous matrix of protozoans, as sponges.
cytoblastematous, cytoblastemic (si"to-blas-

tem'a-tus. -ik), o. Same as cytoblastemous.

cytoblastemous (s!"to-blas-te'mus), a. [< ey-

toblastema + -o«s.] Ot or pertaining to eyto-
blastema.
CjrtOCOCCUS (si-to-kok'us), n. [NL., < Gr. kvto^,

a hollow (a cell)', -I- kSkkoc, a berry.] The kernel
of a parent cell; the nucleus of a cytula. a cy-

tococcus differs from tlie nucleus of an ordinary cell in

that it is supposed to include in itself some of the sub-
stance of the spermatozoa by wliich the female ovum is

fecundated and made to become a cytula. Also cytulo-
coccus. Haeckel.

cytode (si'tod), «. [< Gr. as if *KVTi)Sri(, contr.
of "KVToeiSi/g, like a hollow, < kiito;, a hollow
(a cell), + £«iof, form, shape.] In biol. : (a) A
term applied by Haeckel to a unicellular organ-
ism or element which has the value of a simple
cell, but possesses no distinct nucleus.

It is, nevertheless, a deeply significant fact, that the
building stones of the bodies of higher animals are never
represented by cytodes, but always by cells.

Frey, Histol. and llistochem. (trans.), p. 64.

(6) A cell in general.
I shall, therefore, assume provisionally that the pri-

mary form of every animal is a nucleated protoplasmic
body, cytode, or cell, in the most general acceptation of
the latter term. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 583.

cytogenesis (sl-to-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. KVTog, a
hollow (a cell), -t- yheai^, generation.] Coil-

formation ; the genesis or development of cells

in animal and vegetable organisms: original-

ly used in vegetable physiology. Also cysto-

genesis, eytogeny.

cytogenetic (^i"to-je-net'ik), a. [< cytogenesis,

after genetic^ Grenerating or developing cells

;

cytogenous ; relating to cytogenesis.

cytogenous (si-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. kvtoq, a hol-
low (a cell), -I- -yevr/(, producing: see -genous.']

Producing cells; cytogenetic: specifically ap-
plied by KoUiker to retiform, reticular, areo-
lar, or ordinary cellular tissue, but properly
predicable only of cells themselves, as all other
organic structures arise from cells.

CSrtogeny (si-toj'e-ni), n. Same as cytogenesis.

c^toid (si'toid), a. [<. cyte + -oid.] Cell-like:

a term applied by Henle to corpuscles, as of
lymph, chyle, etc., which seem to resemble
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each other essentially in their chemical and
microscopical characters. Duiiglison.

Cytopliora (si-tof 'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ki'toc,

a hollow (a cell), -i- -(pdjioc, < fepsiv = E. bear^.']

A class of protozoans : same as Eadiolaria.

cytoplasm (si'to-plazm), n. [< Gr. Krrog, a
hollow (a cell), -t- Tt/iaa/ja, anything formed.
Cf. cytioplasm.^ Same a,B protoplasm.

It [protoplasm] has also received from Beale, K511iker,
and Dujardin respectively, the names bioplasm, cytoplasm,
and sarcode. Frey, Histol. and llistochem. (trans.), p. tie.

cytoplasmic (si-to-plaz'mik), a. [< cytoplasm
+ -ic] Pertaining to cytoplasm.

Strasburger refers these phenomena to the necessity of
securing for the differentiating reproductive nucleus a
definite cytoplasmic medium. Micros. Science, XXVI. (iOl.

cytopyge (si-to-pi'je), ». ;
pi. cytopygce. [NL., <

Gr. KLTog, a hollow (a cell), + Trvyi/, the rimip.]
The so-called excretory or anal aperture of
unicellular animals. Haeckel.

cytostome (si'to-stom), n. [< Gr. Kvrog, a hol-

low (a cell), 4- crd/xa, mouth.] The mouth of

a single-celled animal ; the oral aperture or
orifice of ingestion of unicellular organisms.
cytostomous (si-tos'to-mus), a. [< cytostome
+ -0M6-.] Pertaining to a cytostome.

cytotheca (si-to-the'ka), ». ;
pi. cytotliecw (-se).

[NL., < Gr. KijTog, a liollow (thorax), -I- Oi/kji,

case.] Same as thoracotheca.

Cytozoa (si-to-zd'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. kvtoc,

a hollow (a cell), "4- (Oov, animal.] Same as
Sporozoa or Gregarinida. See the extract.

With few (if any) exceptions, the falciform young fgre-

garine or sporozoon] . . . penetrates a cell of some tis-

sue of its host and there undergoes the first stages of its

growth (lience called Cytozoa). Encyc. Brit., XIX. 852.

cyttid (sit'id), 11. A fish of the family Cyttid(e.

Cyttidae (sit'i-de), «. jyl. [NL., < Cijttus +
-ida'.l In Glinther's classification of fishes, a
family of Acanthopterygii cotto-scombriformes,
with no bony stay for the preoperculum, an
elevated body, two indistinct divisions of the
dorsal fin, and an increased number of verte-
brse: synonymous with J?e)! Ma;.

Cyttina (si-ti'na), n.pl. [NL., < Cyttus + -ina^.']

In Glinther's classification of fishes, the third

group of Scombrid(B. it is characterized by a distinct

division of the dorsal flu into two, the spinous being less

developed than the soft part, an elevated body, and very
small or rudimentary scales. The group was later raised
to llie rank of a family, Cyttidce.

cyttoid (sit'oid), n. [< Cyttus + -o«d.] A fish

of the family Cyttidce.

Cyttus (sit'us), n. [NL. (Giinther, 1860), < Gr.
kvtt6(, an unknown fish referred to by Athe-
neeus in the Beipnosophistse.] A genus of
scombroid fishes, giving name to the family
Cyttidw.

cytula (sit'u-la), n.; pi. cytulce (-le). [NL.,
dim. of Gr. 'kvtoc, a hollow, a cavity (a cell).]

In biol., a fertilized egg-cell; an impregnated
ovum ; the parent cell of any organism, it is

the ovum of the female, which is fecundated by becoming
united with the substance of one spermatozoon, or more,
of the male.

The parent-cell (cytula), which was formerly regarded
as merely the fertilized egg-cell, differs very essentially,

therefore, both in point of form (morphologically), and in

point of composition (chemically), and lastly also in point
of vital qualities (physiologically). Its origin is partly
paternal, partly maternal ; and we need not, therefore, be
surprised when we see that the child which developes
from this parent-cell inherits individual qualities from
both parents. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 182.

cytulocOCCUS (sit"u-lo-kok'us), n. [NL., < cy-

tula, q. v., + Gr. KOKKoc, berry. Cf. cytococcus.']

Same as cytococcus. Haeckel,

cytuloplasm (sit'u-lo-plazm), n. [< NL. cytula,

q. v., -F Gr. TZAaajxa, anything formed, < Trlaaaeiv,

form, mold.] The protoplasmic substance of a
cytula or fecundated ovule, resulting from the
mingling of spermoplasm with ovoplasm.
cyvar (ke'var), n. [W. cyfar, lit. joint plow-
ing, < cyf, cy, together (= L. com-, eo-), + am,
plow; cf. ar, plowed land.] A Welsh mea-
sure of land, from one half to two thirds of an
acre.

cyTelin (ke've-lin), ». [W. cyfelin, a cubit, half

a yard, < cyf, cy, together, -t- elin, elbow: see ell,

clboio.'} A Welsh measure of cloth, equal to 9
feet.

Cyzicene (siz'i-sen), a. [< L. Cyzicenus, < Cy-
zicus, Cyzicum, < Gr. Kt<(/cof.] Pertaining to
the ancient Greek city of Cyzicus in Mysia, Asia
Minor.

CzecUe

czar, tsar (zar, tsar), n. [Also written some-
times tzar; prop., according to the Russ. form,
tsar, but in E. first and still more usually czar;
= D. czaar = Dan. Sw. czar = Sp. czar, zar =
Pg. czar, tzar= It. czar, after F. czar, also tsar,

tzar, through G. tzar, also zar, through OPol.
czar, < Kuss. tsar, more exactly tsuri or tsare

(the first letter being tse, the 23d letter of the
Buss, alphabet, pron. ts, and the last being eri

(mute final i or e), the 29th), = Pol. car (pron.
tsar), formerly spelled czar, = Bohem. Serv.
Bulg. car (tsar), the name and title of tlie Em-
peror of Russia, also applied to the Sultan of

.Turkey ; in fuller form Russ. tsisari, tsesari =
Pol. cesarz = Bohem. cisarzh = Serv. cesar =
Croatian cesar = Slov. cesar = OBulg. tifsari,

emperor, Csesar ; derived, prob. through the
OHG. keisar (MH6. keiser, G. kaiser : see kaiser,

Ceesar), from L. C(esar, emperor, orig. the cog-
nomen of Cains Julius Ccesar: see C'wsar, and
cf . kaiser, with which czar, tsar is ult. identical.]

1. An emperor; a king; specifically, the com-
mon title of the Emperor of Russia. In old Rus-
sian annals the Mongol princes of Kussia from tlie twelfth
century are called czars ; the first independent Kussian
prince to assume the title was Ivan IV., the Terrible, who
in 1547 was crowned Czar of Moscow. The title czar,

though historically equivalent, like its original Ccesar,

to emperor, was not recognized as involving inix)eriai

rank at the time of its assumption by Ivan ; and Peter
the Great's assumption of such rank under the title of im-
perator, in addition to that of czar, was long contested by
other powers.

2. An article of dress, apparently a cravat, in
use in the early part of the eighteenth centuiy

:

probably named in compliment to Peter the
Great, who visited England in 1698.

czardas (zar'das; Hung. pron. char'dosh), n.

[Hung.] A Hungarian national dance.
czarevitcll, tsarevitch (zar'-, tsar'e-vieh), n.

[= F. czaromtz, tsarevitch = G. tzareicitsch, <

Buss, tsarevichu (the last two letters being die

(ch), the 24th, and erii (silent c) the 27th, of the
Russ. alphabet), prince, < tsari, emperor: see
czar, tsar. Another Buss, form is tsesarcviclm, >

G. Cdsarewitsch, F. Cesareviich, E. Cesarevitch or
Cesarewitch.'] A Russian prince (imperial) : for-

merly applied to any son of the Emperor of Rus-
sia, now specifically to the eldest son. Also
czarewitch, tsarewitch, czarowitch, czarotcitz, and
(in another form) cesarevitch, cesarewitch.

CZarevna, tsarevna (za-, tsii-rev'na), n, [Buss.
tsarevna, princess (imperial), < tsari, emperor

:

see czar, tsar. Another Buss, form is tsesarerna,

> Ot. Cdsarewna, F. Cesarevna, E. Cesarevna.'\

A Bussian princess (imperial): formerly ap-
plied to any daughter of the czar, now only to

the wife of the czarevitch.

czarina, tsarina (zii-, tsa-re'ns), «. [= F.

czarine, tzarine = Sp. czarina, zarina = Pg.
czarina, tzarina = It. czarina = G. czarin,zarin;

< czar, tsar, + fem. term., F. -ine, etc., G. -in.

The Buss, term is tsaritsa : see czaritza.'] An
empress of Russia ; the wife of the Czar of Bus-
sia, or a Russian empress regnant. Also cza-

ritza, tsaritsa, tzaritsa.

CZarishf (za'rish), a. [< czar + -!s7il.] Per-
taining to the Czar of Russia.

His czarish majesty despatched an express to Genera]
Goltz with an account of these particulars.

Taller, No. 65

czaritza, tsaritsa (za-, tsa-rit'zil). n. [Also
tzaritza, < Russ. tsaritsa, empress, < tsari, em-
peror: see czar, tsar.'] Same as czarina.

czarowitch, czarowitz, n. See czarevitch.

Czech (chek; more accm'ately, chech), n. [Also
written Csech, Tsech, Tschech (prop., according
to the orig., *Chekh), < Bohem. (Czech) Chekh
(the first letter being ch (also written 6), pron.
ch, and the last kh, pron. ch) = Buss. Chekhu
= Slov. Cheh = Upper Serbian Chekh, Lower
Serbian Tsekh (> Himg. Csch), a Czech.] 1.

A member of the most westerly branch of the

great Slavic family of races, the term includ-

ing the Bohemians, or Czechs proper, the Mo-
ravians, and the Slovaks. They number nearly

7,000,000, and live chiefly in Bohemia, Moravia,
and northern Hungary.— 2. The language of

the Czechs, usually called jBo7ie»(m«. It is close-

ly allied to the Polish. See Bohemian, »., 5.

Czechic (chek'ik), o. and ?(. [< Czech -f -ie.]

I. a. Of or belonging to the Czechs.

To reunite . . . Bohemia, Moravia, and Austrian Sile-

sia into one Czechic realm. The Nation, XXXVI. 546.

n. Same as Czech, 2.



1. The fourth letter and
third consonant in the Eng-
lish alphabet: the eorre-

sponding character has the

same position and the same
value also in the Latin,

Greek, and Phenician al-

phabets, from which it

comes to us. (See J.) The

a period to the letters », c, and m: thus, (li.,

deciduous incisor; dc, deciduous canine; dm.,

deciduous molar : aU being teeth of the milk-

dentition of a diphyodont mammal. Thus, the

milk- or deciduous dentition of a child is expressed hy the

formula
2— 2 J, 1—1 j.„ 2— 2 _ 10

-1'
di. If, dc. '.

-2 1-
,
dm.

10
' = 20:

scheme of corresponding characters (compare the preced-

ing lettera) is as follows :

Egyptian.
HieKielyphlc. Hieratic.

Pheni-
cian.

^ D
Early

Creek and Latin.

or, more simply, taking one half of each jaw only, di. J,

dc. }, dm. J X 2 = 20. In either case the numbers above

the line are those of the upper teeth, and those below the

line of the under teeth. See dental, (d) In ana t. &ni
ichth. (d. otD.), an abbreviation of /forsai (ver-

tebra or fin, respectively), (e) In a ship's log-

book (rf.), an abbreviation of drizzling.

-d^, -d^. [(1) ME. -d, -de, -ed, -ede, etc. : see -erfl.

Thesonndwhichthecharacterhasfromthebeginningbeen (2) ME. -rf, -erf; see -crf2.] A form of -erfl, -erf^^

nsed to represent is the sonant or voiced mute (or check,
;^ certain words. See -erfl, -erf2.

stop, contact sound) corresponding to (as surd or breathed, , A Middle Enirlish form of rfoel.
and to n as nasal. (See tlie terms used and the lettera Oat, «. A Miaoie J!.nglisn lorm oj- ""« •

referred to.) It is generally called a "dental," but with daalder (dal'dfer), w. [D. : see rfo«ar.J A for-

only a conventional propriety, since the teetli bear no part j^pr Dutch silver coin and money of account

;

in its production. It involves a closure of tlie tip of the
(dollar

tongue against the roof of the mouth at a point near to, or . ,, ,a1\.\ „ . «,ot on<l t,ti ilnhherl nnr dnh-
evei. tou5hin«, the upper front teeth (While an intonated Oabl (dab),jc., pret. and pp. (teOOerf, ppr. aoO-

' ' hing. [< ME. dahhen, strike, = MD. daWen,
pinch, knead, fumble, dabble, = G. tappen,

fumble, grope ; connected with the noun, ME.
dabbe, a stroke, blow, = MHG. *tappe, tape, a

paw, an awkward man, G. dial, tappe, tapp, a
paw, fist, a blow, kick. From G. tappen comes
F. taper, whence E. tap'^, strike lightly. Hence
freq. dabble, q. v. The sense of striking with

a soft or moist substance is prob. due to con-

fusion with daub, q. v.] I. trans. 1 . To strike.

The Flemmisshe hem dabbeth o the het bare.

Flfmuh Jiimrrectiun (Child s Ballads, VI. 272).

2. To strike gently with the hand; slap softly;

pat.— 3. To pat or tap gently with some soft or

moist substance ; specifically, in etching, china-

painting, etc., to pat or rub gently with a dab-

ber, 80 as to diffuse or spread evenly a ground-

work of color, etc. ; smear.

7. pi. Refuse foots of sugar. Simmonds.— 8.

A pinafore.

Reckon with my washerwoman, making her allow for

old shirts, socks, dabbs and markees, which she bought of

me. Utie and Cry after Dr. Sictft (2d ed.), p. 9.

dab^ (dab), «. [Perhaps a particular use of rfaftl,

n., 5.] The salt-water flounder or fluke, Liman-
da iimanda. The teeth are compressed and truncated,

and the lateral line is simple and arched above the pecto-

ral ; the dorsal has 70 to 70 rays and the anal 62 to 67 ;

; upper
or voiced current of air is driven during the closure int^j

the cavity of the mouth, as in the case of the other sonant

mutes); it is, then, rather a tongue-tip sound, or a front

lingual. Sounds closely akin t<j it are made with dilfer-

ent parts of the front tijiigue against ditferent parts of

the forward palate ; hence the d is somewhat variously

colored in various languages, and in some there are two
diverse i/'s. or even more than two. The d, as belonging

to the fundamental or Germanic part of our language, has

taken the place of a more original aspirate, namely, San-

skrit dh, Greek 9, Latin oftenest /; thus, English door =
Sanskrit dhura = Greek 9upa = Latin foret. Its regular

correspondent in German is ( ; thus, tor (usually written

thorj = English do^jr ; but, under special conditions, also a

d : thus. German ende = English etid ; German <jokl = Eng-

lish 170W. The Oennan d regularly corresponds to English

th. (See (A.) Our d has no variety of values ; it is, how-
ever, not seldom made surd, or pronounced as t, as in pick-

ed, lipixil, kiited, and the like, being in older words of this

kind a substitute, for mechanical uniformity of spelling,

for earlier t ; miiged Ijeing formerly mint, miste, Anglo-

Saxon migte ; kisxed, formerly kist, kigte, Anglo-Saxon cyitte,

etc. See -dl = -cdl, -d2 = -cd-'.

2. As a numeral, in the Roman system, D
stands for 500 ; when a dash or stroke is placed

over it, as T>, it stands for 5,000.— 3. As a
symbol: (a) In mugic: (1) The second tone, or
re, of the scale of C. The ratio between the vibra-

tion-numbers of these two tones, when in the relation of

do and re, is %. The tone above bass C is represented by
D, the octave above by d, etc. See C, 3. (2) A note
•which represents this tone. On the treble staff D
stands on the first added space below, or on the fourth

line (a) ; and on the baas staff it stands on the third line,

or on the second atlded space above (6). When other clefs

are used, the position of D is different. See clej. (3)
The key-note of

the key of two
sharps (c). (4)

Onthekeyboard
of the organ or

pianoforte, the
white key or digital included in each group of

two black keys. (5) The string in a stringed

instrument that is tuned to the tone D, as the

third string of the violin, etc. (6) In chem., D
is the symbol of didymium. (c) In math., d is

the sign of differentiation, d of partial differ-

entiation, A of variation, D of denvation (com-
monly in the sense of taking the differential

coefficient), A of differencing, and V of the

Hamiltonian operator. Many analysts avoid the use
of the letter in other senses than these. A letter sub-

joined to any of these signs of oi»eration shows what is

taken as the independent variable, and exponents show
the number of times the operations are to be performed.
Differentiation (esjMjcially when relative to the time) was
formerly indicated in England by a dot over the sign of the
quantity to Ik; differentiated, this l>eing the notation of

Newton's lluxional calculus. (f|) In tlie mnemonic
words of logic, the sign of reduction to darii.

—

A sore should never be wiped by drawing a piece of

tow or rag over it, but only by dabbitigSt with fine lint.

Sharpe, Surgery.

4. To strike with a pointed or sharp weapon;
prick; stab.

There was given hym the aungell of Sathan, the pricke

of the flesh, to dabbe him in the necke.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 551.

6. To dibble. [Prov. Eng.]— 6t. To deceive.

111 like the parish bull he serves them still.

And dabbee their husl)ande8 clean against their will.

The Tirms Whistle (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2402.

7. In Stone-working, to pick holes in with a

pointed tool ; fret.— To dab nebsi, to kiss.

Dab nebi with her now and then.
The Coalman's Courtship, p. 6.

II. intrans. If. To prick.

The thoni that dabs 1 11 cut it down,
I'hough fair the rose may be.

R. Jamieson's Pop. Ballads, I. 87.

2. To peck, as birds. [Scotch.]

Weel daubit, Eobin ! there's some mair,

Beath groats an' barley, dinna spare.

Rev. J. yicol, Poems, I. 43.

Dab {Lintanda iimamia).

the color is brownish, sometimes relieved by yellowish

spots. .'The dab is a conmion flsh on the sandy parts of

the British coast, living in deeper water than the true

flounder, and not entering the mouths of rivers. It sel-

dom exceeds 12 inches in length, and is preferred to the

flounder for the table.

Almost immediately he had a basket of dabs and whit-

ing. Froude, Sketches, p. 76.

dab^ (dab), 71. and a. [Origin uncertain
;
per-

haps connected with rfaftl and dabble. Usually

supposed to be a 'corruption' of adepf.] I. n.

An expert; a knowing or skilful man; a dab-

ster. [CoUoq.]

I am no dab at your flne sayings.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 15.

One writer . . . excels at ... a title-page, another

works away at the body of the book, and a third is a dab

at an index. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

H. a. Clever; skilled: as, a dab hand at a

thing. [CoUoq.]

da ballo (da bal'lo). [It.: da, < L. de, of, from;

ballo, ball : see ball^.~\ In mttsic, in the style of

a dance ; in a light and spirited manner.

dabber^ (dab'er), n. One who or that which
dabs. Specifically— (a) In prt»(m!7, same as !>a(/i, 9. (6)

An instrument consisting of a mass of cotton-wool sewed
or tied in silk or leather and with or without a wooden han-

dle, used l)y etchers to spread
and unite grounds laid on met-
al plates ; by copperplate- and
wood-engravers to ink the sur-

face of wood blocks and en-

graved plates, in order to take
impressions from them ; and by
painters on china to produce
smooth backgrounds in color.

An agate burnisher, and adab-
ber, which are used for taking
proof-impressions of the wood-
cut.

Workshop Receipts, Ist ser.,

(p. 149.

(c) In stereotyping, a hard hair brush used in the papier-

mach^ process for dabbing the back of the damp paper,

and so driving it into the interstices of the type, (d) A
camel-hair brush used for cleaning picture-frames and for

Etchere' Dabber.

various purposes in photography.

3. To use a dabber.— 4t. To fall down loosely, dabber^ (dab'fer),!'. [Sc. ; et jabber.'] I. trans.

Encombrid in my clothes that dabbing down from me did To confound or stupefy by rapid talking,

droppe. Phaer, ^neid, vi. jj_ intrans. To jar; wrangle.

dabl (dab), n. [< ME. dabbe, a stroke, blow: dabbing (dab'ing), «. [Verbal n. of rfaftl, r.]

see the verb.] 1. A quick or sudden blow. 1. In stone-working, the process of covering the

As he was recovering, I gave him a dab in the mouth surface of a stone, after it has been made uni-

with my broken sword.
Swift, Mem. of Cspt. Cretchton, p. 82.

2. A gentle blow or pat with the hand or some
soft substance.— 3. A dig; a peck, as from the

beak of a bird.— 4. A first or imperfect im-

4. As an abbreviation: (a) In Eng. reckoning pression on the metal in making a die.— 5. A
(rf. or d.;, an abbreviation of denarius, the ori- " ' ' -—-*'-- «* *•
^nal name for the English penny: as, £ «. d.,

pounds, shillings, and pence ; 2s. Id., two shil-

lings and one penny, (fc) Before a date (rf.),

an abbreviation of rfted. (e) In dental formulas,

an abbreviation of deciduous, prefixed without

small lump or mass of something soft or moist

a small quantity: as, a dab of mortar; a dab

of butter.— 6t. A trifle; a slight, insignificant

thing or person: in contempt.

Cutting the leaves of a new dah called Anecdotes of

Polite Literature. Watpote, Letters, II. 337.
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form, with small indentations, by means of a

pick-shaped tool, or a hammer indented so as

to form a series of points. Also called daubing

a,nd picking.— 2. See the extract.

This way of fishing we call daping, dabbing, or dlbhing

;

wherein you are always to have your line flying before you

up or down the river, as the wind serves, and to angle as

near as you can to the bank of the same side whereon you

stand. Cotton, in I. Walton's Complete Angler, ii. 241.

dabbing-machine (dab'ing-ma-shen"), n. In

type-founding, a machine for casting large metal

types.



dabble

dabble (dab'l), r. ;
pret. and pp. dabbled, ppr.

dabbling. [Early mod. E. also dable; = MD.
dabbelen, pinch, knead, fumble, dabble, = Icel.

dtijfia, dabble; freq. and dim. of dab^, i'.] I.

trans. To dip a little and often ; hence, to wet

;

moisten; spatter; sprinkle.

Then caiue wandering by
A shadow like an angel, with bright hair

DabbUd in blood. Shak., Rich. III., i. 4.

The lively Liquor-God
WiOj dabbttd heels hath swelling clusters trod.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

n. intrant. 1. To play in water, as with the

hands ; splash or play, as in water.

The good housewives of those days were a kind of am-
phibious animal, delighting exceedingly to he dabblina in

water. Irvine/, Knickerbocker, p. 167.

Where the duck dabbles mid the rustling sedge.
Wordsjvorth, Evening Walk.

2. To do anything in a slight or superficial

manner ; touch or try here and there ; dip into

anything: with in: as, to dabble in railway

shares ; to dabble in literature.

On the old frame remain these lines, probably written by
the painter [Lucas de HeereJ himself, who, we have seen,

dabbled in poetry! Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, I. viL

I had dabbled a little in the Universal History.
Lamb, My First Play.

3. To tamper ; meddle.

You, I think, have been dabbling . . . with the text.

Bp. Atterbury, To Pope.

dabbler (dab'l^r), n. 1. One who dabbles or

plays in water, or as in water.— 2. One who dab-
bles in or dips slightly into some pursuit, busi-

ness, or study ; a superficial worker or thinker.

In matters of science he [Jefferson] was rather a dabbler

than a philosopher.
Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, p. 283.

dabblingly (dab'ling-li), adv. In a dabbling
manner ; as a dabbler.

dabby (dab'i), o. [< dafti -t- -^i.] Moist; soft;

adliesive. [Local.]

dabcbick (dab'ehik), n. [A var. of dobchick,

dopchick.'] 1. A newly hatched or unfledged

chick.

As when a dab-chick waddles through the copse
On feet and wings, and flies, and wades, and hops.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 63.

Hence— 2t. A delectable morsel; a childish,

tender, delicate person.

She is a delicate dabchick ! I must have her.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

8. A small gj-ebe ; a water-bird of the family
Podicipedidw : especially applied in Europe to

the Podiceps minor, the little grebe, and in the
United States to the Podilymbus iwdiceps, the
Carolina or pied-billed grebe. Also dop-ctticken.

daberlack (dab'6r-lak), «. [So.] 1. The sea-

weed Alaria esculenta : same as badderlocks.—
2. Any wet, dirty strip of cloth or leather.
— 3. The hair of the head hanging in lank,

tangled, and separate locks.

dabitls (dab'i-tis), n. The mnemonic name
given by Petrus Hispanus to that indirect mood
of the fij"st figure of syllogism in which the
major premise is universal and affirmative, and
the minor premise and conclusion are particular
and affirmative. These distinctions of quantity and
quality are indicated by the three vowels of the word,
a, i, i. The letter e at the end shows that the mood is

reduced to direct reasoning by simply converting the con-
clusion, while the letter d at the beginning shows that the
mood to which this reduction leads is darii.

daboya (da-boi'a), ». [E. Ind.] A venomous
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dabster (dab'st^r), n. [< dab^ + -ster.'] 1. One
who is skilled ; one who is expert ; a master of

his business; a dab. [Colloq.]— 2. A dabbler;
a bungler. [Colloq. and rare.]

The work of some hired dabster in all the misinforma-
tion that can be extorted from the statistics of national
wealth and progress. X A. Rev., CXXVI. 160.

dabuht, n. [Appar. repr. Ar. dliaV, a hyena.]
An old name of the mandrill, Papio maimon.

The second kinde of hyena, called papio or dabuh.
Topsel (1658).

dab-wash (dab'wosh), n. A small wash, done
after the regular family wash. [Prov. Eng.]

That great room itself was sure to have clothes hanging to

dry at the fire, whatever day of the week it was ; some one
of the large irregular family having had what was called

in the district a dab-wash of a few articles forgotten on
the regular day. Mrs. Qaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

da capella (da kar-pel'la). [It. : da, < L. de,

of, from; capella, a chapel: see chapel, n.] In
music, a direction to play a piece or passage in

church style— that is, with solemnity; in a
stately manner.
da capo (da ka'po). [It., from the beginning:
da, < L. de, of, from ; capo, < L. caput = E.
head: see cape^.'] In music, a direction to re-

peat from the beginning : usually abbreviated
to D. C, The end of the repeat is generally indicated
by the word fine.—Da capo al fine, a tfirectlon to repeat
from the beginning totliu sign fine.— Da capo al segno,
a direction to repeat from the beginning to the sign .y;.

dace (das), n. [Early mod. E. also darce, darse;
< ME. darce, darse, < OF. dars, a dace, same as
dart, darz, a dart (ML. nom. dardus) ; F. dard,

a dace, ML. ace. dardum, vrhenee also E. dar,

dare^, a dace; so called from its swiftness: see

dart^. For the changes, cf. basis'^, formerly
barse, bace.'] 1. A small fresh-water cypri-

noid fish of Europe, Leuciscits vulgaris or Squa-

Dace {Liuciscus vulgaris).

lius leuciscus, resembling and closely related to

the roach and chub, it has a stout fusiform shape,
pharyngeal teeth in two rows, and a complete lateral line.

It chiefly inhabits the deep and clear waters of quiet
streams in Italy, France, Germany, etc., and some of the
rivers of England. It is gregarious and swims in shoals.
It seldom exceeds a pound in weight, but from its ac-
tivity affords the angler good sport. Also called dar,
dare, and dart.

Let me live harmlessly, and near the brink
Of Trent or Avon have a dwelling-place.

Where I may see my quill or cork down sink.
With eager bite of perch, or bleak, or da^e.

J. Davors, quoted in I. W'alton's Complete Angler, i. 1.

2. A name of sundry similar or related fishes,
(a) In some parts of the United States, a cyprinoid flsh of
the genus Jihinichthys, distinguished by the projection and
blackish color of the prenasal region. (6) The redfin,

Mimlihis comutus.

Dacelo (da-se'16), n. [NL. (W. E. Leach, 1816),

a transposition of L. alcedo, a kingfisher : see
Alcedo.^ The typical genus of birds of the sub-

Dabo{a ruxselti.

Indian serpent of the genus Daboia, especially
D. russelli.

Laughing Kingfisher {Dacelo f^gas).

family Daceloninw. D. gigos is the large Aus-
tralian species known as the laughing-jackass.

Dacelonlnae (da-se-lo-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Da-
celo(n-) + -inw.'] One of the two subfamilies of

Alccdinidw, having the bill more or less de-
pressed, with smooth, rounded, or sulcate eul-

men ; the insectivorous, as distinguished from
the piscivorous, kingfishers. There are about 14
genera and upward of 80 species, which feed for the most
part upon insects, reptiles, and land-moUusks, instead
of flsh. All are old-world birds ; some are African and

dacnidine

Asiatic, but most inhabit the Australian, Papuan, and Oce-
anic regions. Leading genera are Dacelo, Halcyon, Tany-
siptera, and Ceyx.

dacey (da'si), «. The usual name in Bengal,
and in sericicultural works, of a race of silk-

worms of which there are eight annual genera-
tions.

The silkworm yielding eight crops is found in Bengal,
and is there called dacey.

L. P. Brockett, Silk-weaving, p. 13.

da chiesa (da kia'sa). [It. : da, < L. de, of,

from ; chiesa, < L. ecclesia, < Gr. cKK?.r/aia, church

:

see ecclesia.'] In mttsic, forthe church ; in church
style.

dachshnnd (G. pron. daks'hont), n. [G., <

dachs, badger, -1- hund = E. hound.'] The Ger-
man badger-dog ; a breed of short-legged, long-
bodied dogs used to draw or bait badgers.
Dacian (da'sian), a. and «. [< L. Dacia, the
province so called, < Dad = Gr. Aaaoi. The L.
adj. was Dacus or Dacicus, rarely Dacius.] I.

a. Pertaining or belonging to the Daci, an an-
cient barbarian people, or to their country, Da-
cia, made a Eoman province after their con-
quest by Trajan (a. d. 104), comprising part of

Hungary, Transylvania, nearly all of Kumania,
and some adjacent districts.

There were his young barbarians all at play,

There was their Dalian mother ; he, their sire,

Butchered to make a Roman holiday !

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 141.

H. n. One of the Daci ; a native of Dacia.

In the time of Trajan were executed the reliefs which
represent his victory over the Dacians.

C. 0. Milller, Manual of ArchseoL (trans.), § 202,

dacite (da'sit), «. [< Dacia (see Dacian) +
-ite^.] A name first used by Fr. Von Hauer
and Stache, in 1863, in describing the geol-

ogy of Transylvania, to include the varieties

of greenstone-trachyte which contain quartz.
Dacite consists essentially of plagioclase and quartz, to-

gether with one or more minerals belonging to the biotite,

hornblende, and pyroxene families. The gi'ound-mass is

very variable in structure and character. Dacite rarely
occurs except in a more or less altered form, and is espe-
cially interesting as being one of the rocks associated with
occurrences of the precious metals and their ores in Tran-
sylvania and the Cordilleran regions of North and South
America. It is a rock the composition and classification

of which has been the cause of much discussion among
geologists. See rhyolite.

dacityt (das'i-ti), n. A contraction of audacity.

I have plaid a major in my time with as good dacity a»
ere a hobby-horse on 'em all. Sampson, Vow Breaker.

dacker, daker^ (dak'er, da'kfer), V. [E. dial,

and Sc. (Sc. usually spelled daitfr), also docker,

dooker; origin obscure ; cf. OFlem. daeckeren,
move quickly, move to and fro, vibrate.] I.

intrans. 1. To go about in a careless, aimless,
or feeble manner ; loiter ; saunter.

I e'en daiker on wi' the family frae year's end to year's-

end. Scott, Rob Roy, vi.

I'll pay your thousan' pund Scots . . . gin ye'll . . .

just daiker up the gate wi' this Sassenach.
Scott, Rob Roy, xxiii.

2. To labor after the regular hours.— 3. To
traffic; truck.— 4. To engage; grapple.

I dacker'd wi' him by mysel'.
Poeins in the Buchan Dialect, p. 7.

6. To search, as for stolen or smuggled goods.

Tlie Sevitians will but doubt be here.
To dacker for her as for robbed gear.

A. Ross, Helenore, p. 91.

II. trans. To search ; examine ; search for
(stolen or smuggled goods): as, to dacker a
house.

dacker, daker^ (dak'er, da'k^r), n. [< dacker,

dakerl, v.] A dispute ; a struggle.

Dacne (dak'ne), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. Adiivtiv,

bite, sting.] 1. A genus of clavicorn beetles.
In its original application it was nearly the same as the
modern family Cryptopharfidoe ; in a restricted sense it in-

cludes those Cri/ptophafiid<e which have the antenna; end-
ing in a large orbicular or ovoid and compressed mass.

2. A genus of tetramerous beetles, of the family
ErotyUdcB: same as Engis.

Dacnididse (dak-nid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dae-
nis {-nid-), 1, + -idw.] A family of birds, typi-

fied by the genus Dacnis: synonymous with
Ccercbidce. Cabanis, 1850.

Dacnidinae (dak-ni-di'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Dac-
nis (-nid-), 1, -I- -imc.'] A subfamily of Ccei'e-

bidw, typified by the genus Dacnis, containing
pitpits with a straight and acute bill and man-
dibles of equal length. It contains the genera
Dacnis, Certhidea, Hemidacnis, Xcnodaniis, Co-

nirostrum, and Oreomanes.
dacnidine (dak'ni-din), a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Dacniditue.



Oacnis

Dacnis (dak'nis), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817), ir-

reg. < Gr. Sokvuv, bite, sting.] 1. A genus of

birds conterminous in Cuvier's elassitication

with the modern family Daenididce or Ccercbi-

da; the pitpits or honey-creepers, it is now re-

stricted to a section of that family having as typical spe-

cies Certhia cayatia and C. »^iza of Linn%us, containing
upward of ir> species, of which blue is the prevailing color,

all inhabiting tropical continental America.

2. A genus of North American worm-eating
warblers, of the family Mniotiltidce. Bonaparte,
1828.

dacoit, dacoitage, etc. See dakoit, etc.

dacret, «• See dicker^.

dacryd (Jak'rid), «. A tree of the genus Da-
crydiiim.

Dacrydium (dak-rld'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. 6a-

npidtov (dim. of Smpv = E. tear^), applied to a
kind of scammony ; in NL. use referring to the
resinous drops exuded by the plants.] A ge-

nus of evergreen gymnospermous trees, belong-
ing to the natural order Taxacetc. There are about
10 species, natives of the Malay archipelago, Tasmania,
and New Zealand, some of which are valnable timber-
trees, as D. Frankiinii, the Huon pine of Tasmania, and
D, eupressinum, the riniu or red pine of New Zealand.
D. taxifoliuvi of New Zealand is also a large tree.

dacrygelosis (dak'ri-je-lo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
SaKfiv (> fiuKpieiv, weep), = E. tear^, + yi/.uc,

laughter, < ye>.dv, laugh.] Jnpathol., alternate
laughing and weeping.
dacryo-adenitis (dak"ri-o-ad-e-ni'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. liaKpvov, = E. tear^, + aAifv, gland,
+ -itis.'\ In pathoL, inflammation of a laery-

mal gland.

dacryocystitis (dak'ri-d-sls-ti'tis), 11. [NL.,
< Gr. (WiKpmv, = E. <e«r2, -I- xiorff, vessel (cyst),

+ -itis.] la pathol., inflammation of the lacry-

mal sac.

dacryolite, dacryolith (dak'ri-o-lit, -lith), «.

[< Gr. ('iuKpivii, = E. tear'^, + '/.iOo^, a stone.]

A laeryraal calculus ; a concretion in the lac-

ryraal canal or tear-duct.

dacryolithiasis (dak "ri-6-li-thi'a-sis), n. [NL.,
< daert/olith + -iagis.'] In pathol., the mor-
bid condition in which daeryoliths are pro-
duced.
dacryoma (dak-ri-o'mS), «. [NL., < Gr. iaapv,

= E. tear^, + -oma.'] \n pathol., the stoppage
or obstruction in one or both of the puncta
lacrymalia (tear-passages), by which the tears
are prevented from passing into the nose, and
in consequence run down over the lower eye-
Ud.
dacryon (dak'ri-on), »!. [NL., < Gr. Swipluv,

ppr. of ianpit.v, weep, (. odupvav, idnpv, a tear
(ef . doKpivfia — L. lacruma, lacrima, a tear), = E.
iear^, q. v.] The point where the frontal, lacry-
mal, and superior maxillary bones of the hu-
man skull meet. See craniometry.

dacryops (dak'ri-ops), n. [NL., < Gr. taKpv,

= E. tcar^, + dil>, eye, face.] In pathol.: (a) A
cystiform dilatation of one of the ducts of the
lacrymal gland. (6) A watery eye.

dactyl, dactyle (dak'tU), n. [< L. daetylus,

< Gr. (5d)£Tv>x>f, a finger, a dactyl, a date (whence
nit. E. dateS, q. v.), akin to L. digitus, a finger
(see digit), and E. toe, q. v. The dactyl appears
to have been so called because, like a finger, it

consists of one long and two short members.]
1. A unit of linear measure ; a finger-breadth

;

a digit : used in reference to Greek, Egyptian,
and Babylonian measures, ilie Egyptian dactyl
was precisely one fourth of a palm, and was e<|Ual to 0.74
inch, or 1S.7 millimeters. The Babylonian and .Assyrian
dactyls are by some authors considered as the fifth part,
by others as the sixth part, of the corresponding palms.
The ordinary Greek dactyl was one fourth of a palm, and
lt« value in Athens is variously calculated to be from
1.85 to 1.93 centimeters.

2. In pros., a foot of three syllables, the first

long, the second and third short. The dactyl of
modem or accentual versification is simply an accented
syllable followed by two which are unaccented, and is ac-
counted a dactyl without regard to the relative time taken
in pronouncing the several syllables. Thus, the words
ehserilu, verily, violate, and edi/y. which on the principles
of ancient metrics would be called respectively a dactyl
(- ^ >'), a tribrach (w--). a Cretic (- ^ -), and an anapest
(- - -), are all alike regarded as dactyls. The quantitative
dactyl of Greek and Latin poetry is tetrasemic— that Is, has
a magnitude of four moite (see mora) ; and as two of these
constitute the thesis (in the Greek sense) and two the arsis,
the dactyl, like its Inverse, the anapest (- ^ -£), belongs to
the eiiual (isorrhythniic) chiss of feet. The true or normal
dactyl has the ictus or metrical stress on the first syllable
(.tww). Its mostfrequcnt equivalent or substitute is (he
dactylic spondee (-^ -), in which the two short times are
contracted into one long. Resolution of the long syllable
(.i >^ w w) is rare.

If ye vse too many dartilt together ye make your muslke
too light and of no solemne grauitie, such as the amorous
Elegies in court naturally require.

PuUmham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 106.
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From long to long in solemn sort
Slow spondee stalks ; strong foot ! yet ill able
Ever to come tip with Dactyl trisyllable.

Coleridge, Metrical Feet.

3. In anat. : (a) A digit, whether of the hand or
foot; a finger or a toe. (6) A toe or digit of the
hind foot only, when the word digit is restricted

to a finger.—4. In zool., a dactylus.— 5. The
piddoek, Pholas dactylus. See dactylus (c).

—

JEoUc dactyls, a series of cyclic dactyls with a trochee
in the first place. See lofjatxdic.— AnapestlC dactyl, a
dactyl substituted f(U' an anapest, and conse(iuently taking
the ictus on its secon<l syllable {— ^ ^ for ^ ^ —).~ Cyclic
dactyl. .See cyclic, 3.

dactylt (dak'til), V. i. [< dactyl, n. ; in allusion
to the rapid movement of dactylic verse.] To
move nimbly ; leap ; bound. B. Jonson.

dactylar (dak'ti-lar), a. [< dactyl + -ar^.'\

Pertaining to a dactyl ; dactylic.

dactyle, n. See dactyl.

dactylett (dak'ti-let), n. [< dactyl + dim. -et.]

A little or false dactyl.

How handsomely besets
Dull spondees with the English dactylets

!

Bp. Hall, Satires, I. vi. 14.

Dactylethra (dak-ti-le'thra), n. [NL., < Gr.
6aiiTv'/7illpa (also /laKri'Arjdpov), a finger-sheath, a
thumb-screw, < iaKTVAo^, a finger: see dactyl, n.]

A genus of tailless amphibians, constituting
the family Dactylethridw. D. capensis inhabits
South Africa.

Dactylethridse (dak-ti-leth'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dactylethra + -irf<c.] A family of aglossal,

anurous, salient amphibians, represented by
the single genus Dactylethra. it contains African
frogs without a tongue, with a concealed tympanic mem-
brane, maxillary and preniaxillary teeth, webbed hind
feet, and claws on the three inner toes, from which latter

character the name of the genus is derived. The sacral
diapophyses are dilated, and the coracoids and precora-
coids are subequal, strongly divergent, and connected by
a broad, double, not overlapping cartilage. Also called
Xenopodidce.

Dactyli^ (dak'ti-li), n. pi. [L., < Gr. Mktv7m
('I(!aio(, of Ida, in Crete) : see del. Cf . dactyl, n.]

In classical antiq., a class of mythical beings,
guardians of the infant Zeus, inhabiting Mount
Ida in Phrygia or in Crete, to whom the dis-

covery of iron and the art of working it were
ascribed. They were servants or priests of Cybele, and
are sometimes confounded with the Curetes, the Cabiri,
and the Corybantes. The traditions aljout them and
their place of alH>de vary.

dactyli-, n. Plural of dactylus.

dactylic (dak-til'ik), a. and n. [< L, dactylicus,

< Gr. t'tuKTvlindg, < 6dKTv/.o^, a dactyl: see dactyl.']

I. a. In/)ro«.,constitutingorequivalenttoadae-
tyl

;
pertaining to or characteristic of a dactyl or

(lactyls; consistingof dactyls: as,adact^/»cfoot;

a dactylic spondee; dactylic rhythm or meter;
dactylic verses. The dactylic rhythm in classical poetry
was regarded as esjiecially majestic and dignified ; a con-
tinuous sequence of dactyls, however, produced a rela-

tively lighter and more animated effect, an admixture of
siM>ndees giving a more or less heavy or retarded move-
ment to the verse. The most frequent dactylic meter is

the hexameter. Other dactylic meters were used in Greek
lyric poetry, and in the drama, especially in the earlier
period, or in passages expressing lamentation (monodies
and comraatia). See bezauieter and elegiac.

This at least was the power of the spondaic and dactyl-
ick harmony. Johnson, Rambler, No. 94.

Inspired by the dactylic beat of the horses" hoofs, I es-
sayed to repeat the opening lines of Evangeline.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 105.

Dactylic class (of feet), dactylic foot. See isorrhyth-
jrtfc.-- Dactylic flute, a flute characterized by unequal
intervals.— Dactylic spondee. See dactyl, 2.

n. w. 1. A line consisting chiefly or wholly
of dactyls.— 2. pi. Meters which consist of a
repetition of dactyls or of equivalent feet.

Dactyliobranchia, Dactyliobranchiata (dak-
til"i-<)-brang'ki-ii. -brang-ki-a'tii), «./>/. [NL.,
< Gr. danTi'/.ioc, a finger-ring, -f- fipayx'", gills.]

An order of tunicates with a branchial sac of
two gills girt anteriorly by a membranous ring
and open posteriorly. It is represented by the
I'yrosomatidw, or fire-bodies. Also, erroneously,
Diictylobranrhia,

dactylioglyph (dak-til'i-o-glif), n. [< Gr. Sa-

KTv/.io}'/ i(por, an engraver of gems, < SaKTvXto^, a
finger-ring (< ddxrv/of, finger: see dactyl), +
yXi'few, cut, engrave.] An engraver of finger-

rings, or of fine stones such as those used for
rings. Also dnctylioglyphist.

dactylioglyphic (dak-til"i-o-glif'ik), a. [< dae-

tylioglyphy 4- -ic] Having relation to or of the
nature of dactylioglyphy. Also dactylioglyptic

.

dactylioglyphist (dak-til-1-og'li-fist), «. [< dac-
tylidglyjthy + -ist.] Same as dactylioglyph.

dactylioglyphy (dak-tili-og'li-fi), n. [< Gr. Aa-

KTv'/.ioy'/vfia, < ikiKTv'/.ioy'Ai'ipo^ : see dactylioglyph.]

The art of engraving rings, and hence of engrav-

dactylology

ing fine stones like those used for finger-rings.
See dactylioglyph.

dactylioglyptic (dak-til''i-o-glip'tik), a. [< Gr.
daKTi'/.io(, a finger-ring, -I- j/.i'7rrdf, verbal adj.
of y'/J'<j>av, east, carve, -1- -ic] Same as dac-
tylioglyphic.

dactyliographer (dak-til-i-og'ra-f6r), ». [< Gr.
(Jaxrivjof, afmger-ring, -I- ypd(fieiv, write, + -«•!.]

One who studies or describes finger-rings;
hence, by extension, one who describes engraved
stones.

dactyliographic (dak-til"i-o-graf'ik), a. [< dac-
tyliography + -j'c] Relating to or of the na-
ture of dactyliography.
dactyliography (dak-til-i-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. (5a-

KTvAw^, a finger-ring, -I- -ypa<pta, < ypaijiciv, write.]
The science or study of finger-rings; a descrip-
tion of or an essay upon finger-rings, or, by ex-
tension, upon engraved gems.
dactyliology (dak-til-i-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. 6a-
KTvliog, a finger-ring, + -V.oyia, < ?.cytiv, speak:
see -ology.] Same as dactyliography.

dactyliomancy (dak-til'i-o-man-si), n. [< Gr.
(Sa/cnX(Of, a finger-ring, + /javreia, divination.]
Divination by means of a finger-ring. There are
many modes, some in use in parts of Europe to this day;
in all either a magic ring is used, or an ordinary finger-ring,
in which some part of the spirit of the wearer is supposed
to linger, and the movements of which are supposed to in-

dicate his feelings or future actions.

The classical dactyliomajicy, of which so curious an ac-
count is given in the trial of the conspirators Patricius and
Uilarius, who worked it to find out who was to supplant
the emperor Valens. A round table was marked at the
edge with the letters of the alphal>et, and with prayers and
mystic ceremonies a ring was held suspended over it by a
thread, and by swinging or stopping towards certain letters
gave the responsive words of the oracle.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 115.

dactylion (dak-tU'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. danTv-

'/.wv, neut. of (!aKTivl(of, prop. adj. (n., a finger-
ring), < 'ddicTvlo^, finger : see dactyl.] 1 . In surg.,

cohesion between two fingers, either congenital
or as a consequence of burning, ulceration, etc.— 2. A chiroplas t or finger-gymnasium invented
in 1835 by Henri Herz, for the use of piano-
forte-players.

dactyliotheca (dak-tU"i-6-the'ka), )i. ; pi. dac-
tyliothcc<e (-se). [NL., < Gr. iaKruMcBrjuri, a col-

lection of gems, < iaKTi'Moq, a finger-ring, +
BijiiJi, case, repository.] A collection of finger-

rings, kept for their interest or rarity, or of
engraved gems similar to those of rings, espe-
cially of Greek and Roman origin.

Dactylis (dak 'ti -lis), n. [NL., < L. dactylis
(also docfylus), a sort of grape (cf. dactylus, a
sort of grass), < Gr. Scktv^Ic, a sort of grape (cf.

(JaicTvAirif, a kind of plant), < cSd/cruXof, finger:
see dactyl.] A genus of grasses, of about a
dozen species, growing in the cooler temperate
regions of the old world. D. glnmerata is a valua-
ble meadow-grass of Europe and the United .States, known
as orchard-firaita from its growing well in the shade, and
as cockKjoot-graig from the one-sided arrangement of its

dense spikelets. It is a tall and rather stout perennial,
with a tendency to foi-m tussocks, yielding excellent hay,
and making fine pasturage when gi-own with other grasses.

dactylist (dak'ti-list), n. [< dactyl + -ist.] One
who writes dactylic verse.
May is certainly a sonorous dactylist.

T. Wartmi, Pref. to Milton's Smaller Poems.

dactylitis (dak -ti-li 'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. i&-

KTv?.oc, finger, toe, -f- -itis.] In. pathol., inflam-
mation of a finger or toe.

dactylodochme (dak " ti - lo - dok ' me), n. [Gr.
daKTv/.od6x/">, four fingers' breadth, < SaKTvkoQ,

finger, -I- 66xiiii, hand-breadth.] An Athenian
measure of length : same as palceste.

Dactylognatha (dak-ti-log'na-tha), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. (SdKT-i'Aof, finger, + yvddo'^, jaw.] A group
of araehnidans.
dactyloid (dak'ti-loid), a. [< Gr. danTvloudiii,

like a finger, <

rfdicTtiXof, finger,

+ fMof, form.]
In hot., finger-

like in form or
arrangement.
Also dactylose.

dactylology
(dak-ti-lol'o-
ji), n. [< G"r.

daKTV?^^, fin-

ger, + -?.oyla,<

Aiycw, speak

:

see -ology.]

The art of
communicat-
ing ideas or
conversing by
the nngerS; tlie Dactytometra quiMijuecirra.



dactylology

language of the deaf and dumb. See deaf-
mttte,

Dactylometra (dak'ti-lo-met'ra), n. [NL.,
< Gr. iluATi'/.of, a linger, + uerpov, a measure.]
A genus of jellyfishes, of the family I'elagiklw

and order Discophora, related to Pelagia, but
with more numerous tentacles. See out on
preceding page.
Dactylomys (dak-til'o-mis), «. [NL., < Gr.

dd/cn/.of, bnger, + uv^', mouse.] A genus of

hystricomorphic rodents, of the family Octo-

Hedgehog-rat {Dactylomys typus).

dontidce and subfamily Echinomyinw, peculiar

to South America. />. iypust, the leading species, has
a long scaly tail, and lacks the spines in the i>e]age which
most of this group of hedgehog-rats possess.

dactylonomy (dak-ti-lon'o-mi), n. [< Gr. S6.-

KTv'/.oq, linger, 4- -vofiia, < vtfieiv, rule; cf. v6fw(,

law: see name.'] The art of counting or num-
bering on the fingers.

dactylopodite (dak-ti-lop'o-dit), «. [< Gr. Sd-

(croXof, a finger or toe, + Jroif (jrod-), = E. foot, +
-ite2.] In crustaoeans,the seventh and last (dis-

tal) segment of a limb ; a dactylus. It is the last

segment of a developed endopodite, succeeding the propo-

dite, forming in a chelate limb, as of the lobster, with

a process of the propodite, the nippers or pincers of the

claw. See cut under endopodite.

Dactylopora (dak-ti-lop'o-ra), 71. [NL., < Gr.

Jd/cTv/of, finger, + Tz6pog, passage.] The typi-

cal genus of the family Dactyloj)orid<e.

dactylopore (dak'ti-lo-p6r), n. [< Gr. ddKTW/loc,

finger, -t- Tvdpog, passage, pore.] In zool.: (a)

The pore or opening of a dactylozooid in the
hydroeoralline hydrozoans, as millepore coral.

Moseley, 1881. (6) A foraminifer of the family
Dactiilopondce.

dactyloporic (dak'ti-lo-por'ik), a. [< dactylo-

pore + -8C.] Of or pertaining to a dactylo-

pore.

Dactyloporidae (dak''ti-16-por'i-de), n.jjl. [NL.,

< Dactylopora + -idce.'\
' A family of imperfo-

rate milioline foraminifers.

Dactylopteridae (dak"ti-lop-ter'i-de), n. ^Z.

[NL., < JMctylopterus + -idee.'] A family of

mail-cheeked fishes, typified by the genus Dac-
tylopterus. They have a distinct short spinous dorsal

and a short soft dorsal and anal ; and the pectorals are di-

vided into a small upper and very long major portion, and
are expansible in a horizontal direction. The species are
capable of long flying leaps from the water. Cephalacan-
thidte is a synonym.

dactylopteroid (dak-ti-lop'te-roid), a. [< Dac-
tylojitcrus + -oid.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Dactylopteridce.

dactylopterous (dak-ti-lop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
dactylopteriis, < Gr. daKTvko^, finger, + irrepov,

wing, = E. featlier.'] In ichth., having several
inferior rays of the pectoral fin free, in part or
entirely; specifically, pertaining to or having
the characters of the genus Dactylopterua.

Dactylopteriis (dak-ti-lop'te-rus), n. [NL.

:

see dactylopterous.'] A genus of acanthoptery-
gian fishes, typical of the ta,inily Dactylopteridw,

Flying Gurnard {Dactytopterus volitaHs).

having the pectoral fins enormously enlarged
and wing-like, and divided into two portions.
I), votitans la the flying gurnard, also called flying-fish, a
name shared by the members of another family, Bxocoe-
tidtx. Cephalacanthus is a synonym.
dactylorhiza (dak''ti-lo-ri'za), n. [NL., < Gr.
rfdKTt'/.oc, finger, + />i(a', root.'] Finger-and-toe,
a disease of the roots of turnips, causing them
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to divide and become hard and useless, it is

believed to be due to the nature of the soil, antt is distinct
from anbury, which is caused by the attaclis of insects.

Dactyloscopidae (dak'ti-los-kop'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Dactyloscopus + -idw.'] A family of

fishes, represented by the genus Dactyloscopus,
They have an elongated antrursifunn body, cuboid or sul)-

conic head, fringed operclcs, very wide branchial aper-
tures, a long single dorsal with its anterior portion spi-

nigerous, and appro.ximated ventrals with a spine and 3

rays each. The species are of small size, and inhabitants
of tlie warm American seas.

Dactyloscopus (dak-ti-los'ko-pus), n. [NL., <

Gr. (Id/iTi'/.of, finger, + am-nv, view; cf. Ura-
noscopus.] A genus of fishes, typical of the fam-
ily Ductyloscopida; and distinguished by finger-

like or inarticulate ventral rays.

dactylose (dak'ti-los), a. [< NL. dactylosus, <

Gr. dciKTv/.oc, finger: see dactyl.'] In hot, same
as dactyloid.

dactylotheca (dak"ti-lo-the'ka), B. [NL., < Gr.
(Sd/iTD/lof, finger, -I- BI/kt], a case : see theca.] In
ornith., the integument of the toes of a bird;
the horny, leathery, or feathered covering of

the toes. [Little used.]

dactylous (dak'ti-lus), a. [As dactylose.] In
!:ool. and (mat., of or pertaining to a dactyl.

dactylozooid (dak"ti-lo-z6'oid), n. [< Gr. 6a.-

KTv'/.oc, finger, + eooid.] In soiil., an occasional
elongated appendage of hydrozoans, devoid of

a mouth and gastric cavity, and having a simple
tentacular function: so called from its shape.

Besides the constant nutritive polyps and medusoid gono-
phores, there are inconstant modified polypoids or medu-
soids. Tliese ai'e the mouthless worm-like dactylozooids

which . . . are provided with a tentacle, which . . . has no
lateral branches or aggregations of nematocysts.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 246.

dactylus (dak'ti-lus), II.
;
pi. dactyli (-li). [NL.,

< Gr. ddnTii/lof, finger, toe: see dactyl.] 1. In
zool. : (a) In Crustacea, the last segment of the
normally 7-jointed leg; a dactylopodite. It is

the movable claw of the two that make the nip-

per or chelate claw. (6) In entom., one or all of

the tarsal joints which follow the first one in any
insect, when, as in a bee, for example, the first

joint is much larger than the rest and known
as the metatarsus ov planta. in bees this first joint

is different in structure as well as size from the rest, and is

. specifically called the scapula. When the large first joint

is called the planta, the dactylus is known as digitus, as

in Kirby and Spence's nomenclature. The use of dactyhis

in this sense is by Bunneister and his followers, (o) In
conch., a piddoek, Fholas dactylus.

It is the property of the dactylus (a fish so called from
its strong resemblance to the human nail) to shine bright-

ly In the dark. Pliny, Nat. Hist, (trans.), ix. 87.

2. In aiiat. See digitus, 1.

Dacus (da'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. Soko^, an ani-

mal of which the bite is dangerous, < SAkvciv,

bite.] A genus of dipterous insects, of the fam-
ily Muscidw, or flies. D. oleas is a species in-

jurious to the olive.

dad^ (dad), n. [Not in literary use except in

delineations of rustic speech; early mod. E.

also dadde (and dadda; cf. dim. daddy) ; < late

ME. dadd, dadde; perhaps of Celtic origin: <

Ir. daid= Gael, daidein = W. tad = Com. tat =
Bret, tad, tat, father; appar. imitative of child-

ish speech, the word being found in various
other languages; cf. L. teto, dim. tatula, father,

papa, = Gr. rdra, Thra, father (used by youths
to their elders), = Skt. tata, father, tdta, friend,

= Hind, dada, Gypsy dad, dada, = Bohem. tata

= Lapp, dadda, father. Cf . papa, similarly imi-

tative. Hence dim. eiadd^.] A father; papa.
[Rustic or childish.]

Zounds ! I was never so bethump'd with words,
Since I first called my brother's father dad.

Shak., K. John, ii. 2.

dad^ (dad), V.
;
pret. and pp. dadded, ppr. dad-

ding. [E. dial., = Sc. daud; origin obscure.]

1. trans. 1. To dash; throw; scatter.

Nervous system all dadded about by coach travel.

Carlyle, in Froude, II. 9.

2. In cooJ-mmnfl', to mix (fire-damp) with atmo-
spheric air to such an extent that it becomes
incapable of exploding. [North. Eng.]

II. intrans. To fall forcibly.

dad^ (dad), n. [< dad'^, v.] A lump; a large

piece: as, a dad of bread. [Prov. Eng.]
dadda (dad'a), n. Same as dad^ and daddy.

daddie, n. See daddy.
daddle^ (dad'l), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. daddled, ppr.

daddUng. [Sc. also daidle; freq. of dade, q. v.]

To walk with tottering steps, like a child or an
old man ; waddle. [Rare.]

daddie^ (dad'l), n. [Sc, also written daidle,

and dim. daddlie, daidlie, < daddie, daidle, v.]

A large bib or pinafore.

dsedaleuchyma

daddie^ (dad'l), n. The hand. [Slang and prov.

Eng.]
Werry unexpected pleasure ; tip us your daddie,

Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxL

daddock (dad'ok), «. [Origin unknown.] The
heart or body of a tree thoroughly rotten.

[Rare.]

The great red daddocks lay in the green pastures where
they had lain year after year, crumbling away, and sending
forth innumerable new and pleasant forms.

S, Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

daddocky (dad'ok-i), a. [< daddock + -y^.]

Rotten, like a decayed tree. [Prov. Eng.]
daddy, daddie (dad'i), «.; pi. daddies (-iz).

[Formerly also dadda; dim. of dad^, q. v.] A
father

;
papa : diminutive of dad^.

I'll follow you through frost and snaw,
I'll stay no langer wi' my daddie.

Glasgow Peggy (Child's Ballads, IV. 77).

daddy-long-legs (dad'i-long'legz), n. 1. In
Great Britain, a name of tipularian dipterous
insects, or crane-flies, of the family Tipulidoe.

Also calledfather-long-legs and Harry-long-legs.— 2. In America, a popular name of the opilio-

nine or phalangideau arachnids or harvestmen,
spider-like creatures with small rounded bodies
and extremely long, slender legs. Also called

grandfather-long-legs and granddaddy-long-legs.
See Fhalangium.
daddy-SCUlpin (dad'i-skul'pin), n. A cottoid

fish, Cottus grcenlandieus. See scttlpin.

dade (dad), v. ;
pret. and pp. daded, ppr. dad-

ing. [Origin obscure; cf. the freq. daddie^.

Hardly connected with foddZ^.] I. intrans. To
walk slowly and hesitatingly, like a child in

leading-strings ; hence, to flow gently. [Rare.]

No sooner taught to dade, but from their mother trip,

And, in their speedy course, strive others to outstrip.

Drayton, PolyolbioD, i. 295.

But eas'Iy from her source as Isis gently dades.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xiv. 289.

H. trans. To hold up by leading-strings.

[Rare.]

The little children when they learn to go.
By painful mothers daded to and fro.

Drayton, Earl of Surrey to Lady Geraldine.

dadge (daj), v. A dialectal variant of dodge.

dadian (da'di-an), «. [Mingrelian.] The title

borne by the governor or prince of Mingrelia.

See Mingrelian.

dado (da'do), m. [< It. Sp. Pg. dado, a die, a
cube, = E. (lie: see die^.] In arch.: (a) That
part of a pedestal between the
base and the cornice ; the die.

(fc) The finishing of the lower
part of the walls in the interior

of a house, made somewhat to
represent the dado of a pedes-
tal, and consisting frequently
of a skirting of wood about 3

feet high. The dado is also
sometimesrepresentedbywall-
paper, India matting, or some
textile fabric, or by painting.

The walls of the drawing-room are covered with a tap-

estry of yellow and white, the figure being scrolls of yel-

low on a cream-white ground. A dado forty inches high
is of velvet, chocolate brown in color. Art Age, V. 48.

dado (da'do), V. t. [< dado, «.] 1. To groove.
— 2. To insert in a groove, as the end of a shelf

into its upright.

dado-plane (da'do-plan), n. A plane with pro-

jecting blade used for cutting grooves.

Dadozylon (da-dok'si-lon), n. [NL., < Gr. Stfg

((V''-), Attic contr. of Sai( (6al6-), a torch (< 6ai-

eiv, kindle), + ^v%ov, wood.] The generic name
given by Endlicher to certain fossil trees not un-
common in the coal-measures of Great Britain

and of other countries. The wood of this tree is gen-

erally recognized as being similar in some respects to that

of many recent conifers. Grand 'Eury, however, considei-s

Dadoxylon as belonging to the cycadaceons genus Conla-
ites, while Kraus allies it with the araucarias, and puta it

as a subdivision of the genus Araucaroxylon.

daedal, a. See dedal.

Dsedalea (de-da'le-a), n. [NL. (with ref. to

their labyrinthiform pores), < Gr. Aa/iia^of, the

builder of the labyrinth of Crete, < 6aida7o(,

skilfully wrought : see dedal.'] A genus of hy-

menomycetous fungi, belonging to the family

Polyporei, having the pores firm and, when
mature, sinuous and labyrinthiform. The species

are indurated in texture, and*grow on dead wood. There
are 13 species known in Europe, and over 20 are said to

occur in North America, some being common to both con-

tinents.

daedalenchyma fded-a-leng'ki-ma), n. [NL., <
Gr. daiia'M)^, skilfuUy wrought, ^- tyx^tJia, in-

a, surbase or cornice

;

b, dado of die : c, base.



daedalenchjnna

fusion.] In iot., a name of entangled cells, as
in some fungi. [Not now in use.]

dsedalian, o. See dedaUan.
daedaloid (ded'a-loid), a. [< D<edalea + -owf.]

Kt'senibling Diedalea; labyiunthiform.

dsedalous, «. See dedalous.

daemon, daemonic, etc. See demon, etc.

daesman, n. See desman.
daff If (daf), H. [< ME. daf, daffe, appar. < Icel.

daufr = Sw. dof = Dan. dov, deaf, stupid, =
E. deaf: see deo/.] A fool ; an idiot ; a block-
head.

I sal beu hoMe a <Ut/, a cokenay.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 288.

"Thow doted daffe," quod she, "dulle anie thi wittes;
To Utel latyn thow lemedest lede, in thi gouthe."

Piers Plowman (B), i. 138.

daffl (daf), V. i. [< daffi, «.] To be foolish;

make sport
;
play ; toy. [Scotch.]

We'll hauld our court 'mid the roaring lins.

And daff in the laahan' tide.

Mermaiden of Clyde, Edinburgh Mag., May, 1820.

Come yont the green an' daff wi' me.
My charming dainty Dav'y.

Picken, Poems, I. 175.

daff^t (d&f), V. t. [A var. of doff, q. v.] 1. To
toss aside

;
put off ; doff.
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Bafila (daf'i-la), n. [NL. (W. E. Leach, 1824)

;

a nonsense word.] A genus of fresh-water or
river ducks, of the subfamily ^nattntc. They have
a trim and elegant form, with a long slim neclc ; and the
adult male has a narrow cuneate tail, the two middle
feathers of which are long-exserted, linear-acute, and

The nimble-footed madcap, Prince of Wales,
And his comrades, that daff'd the world aside
And bid it pass. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

There ray white stole of chastity I daff'd.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 297.

2. To turn (one) aside.

And daff"d me to a cabin hang'd with care.
To descant on the doubts of my decay.

Shak., Pass, Pilgrim, xiv.

daffadilly, daffadcwndilly, «. See daffodil.

daffing (daf'ing), n. [Verbal n. of daff^, «;.]

1. Thoughtles^i gaiety; foolery. [Scotch.]

Until wi' daffin' weary grown,
Upon a Itnowe they sat them down.

Burns, The Twa Dogs.

2. Insanity.

Going to France, there he falls into a phrenzle and de-
fine which lieeped him to his death. Melville, MS., p. 58.

daffish (daf'ish), a. [< daffl + ^sh^.} Shy;
foolish ; bashful. [Scotch.]

daffle (daf '1), r. i.
;
pret. and pp. daffltd, ppr.

dafflimj. [Freq. of daff^, t'.] To become fool-

ish, or feeble in memory, as by reason of age.
[Prov. Eng.]

da£Ser (dafler), n. An old foolish person.
[Prov. Eng.]

daffock (daf'ok), w. [Appar. < daffl, „., + -oot.]

A dirty slattern. [Prov. Eng.]
daffodil (daf'6-dil), H. [There are many fanci-
ful variations of this name : daffodilly, daffa-
dilly, daffodowndilly, daffadowndilly, daffydown-
dilly, daffy, formerly also affodilly, etc., the last-

mentioned pointing to the earlier form affodil,

affoflill, < ME. affodylle, affadyll (the prosthetic
d, like the other variations, being prob. due to
caprice), < ML. affodiUm (> OF. affrodille, aph-
rodille), < L. asphodilu,i (> OF. asphodile), prop.
asphodelu-s, < (jr. aa(po6e'/x>^, > E. asphodel: see
asphodel. The name has been transferred in

Eng. to the narcis-
sus.] The popular
name of the Xarcis-
siis Pseudo-Narcis-
sus, natural order
A maryllidacece, of
which there are
many varieties in
cultivation. The sol-

itary nodding flowers,
upon a flattened scape,
are of a brigltt primrose-
yellow color, with a cy-
lindrical crown longer

than the funnel-shai>ed tulte. The hoop-petticoat daffo-
dil, .V. BtdlMM'iMliuin, lias solitary erect yellow tto«'cr8.

The rusti daffiHlil is another species, N. triandrua, having
a short crown and a slender drooping tube.

O wondrous sliill ! and sweet wit of the man
That licr in daffadittieg sleeping maile.

Spenser, ¥. Q., III. xi, 32.

Daffodils,
That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty. Shak.,W. T., iv. 3.

A rosy blonde, and in a college gown.
That clad her lilie an April daffodilly.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Checkered daCTodll, tlic tritillary, f'ritillaria Meleagrin.
Peruvian dafTodll. .in aniaryliblaceous plant, Ittnene

.iinnn'-'i'y. r(->ii:tiliii'4 a pMniTatiuni. (,See also 9ea-(fa^o-

daffodilly, daffodo-vradilly, «. See daffodil.
daffy (daf'i), II. A short form for daffodil.

91

Flower of Daffodil (JVarcittttj
PteudO'Na re itsjtj ]

,

Pintail {Dajlia acuta).

nearly as long as the wing from the carpal joint to the end
of the first primary. The type of the genus is the well-
known pintail or sprigtail duck, Dajila acuta, widely dis-

tributed in Europe, Asia, and America. There are 5 other
species, all American. The genus is also called Trachelo-
netta, Pcecilonetta, and Phasianunts.

daft (daft), a. [Sc. and E. dial., < ME. daft,
var. of deft, stupid, foolish, mild, simple: see
deff] 1. Simple; stupid; foolish; weak-mind-
ed; silly: applied to persons or things.

Yoo are the da/tett donnet I ever saw on two legs.

CornhUl Mag.

That his honour, Monkliarns, would hae dune sic a daft-
like thing, as ti> gie grand weel worth fifty shillings an
acre for a mailing that would be dear o' a pund Scots.

Scott, Antiquary, iv.

Let us think no more of this daft business. Scott.

2. Insane.— 3. Playful; frolicsome Daft
days, tlie Christmas holidays : so called from tlie mciri-
nient iiululged in at that season. --TO go daft, or clean
daft, to lose one's wits or common sense ; become foolish
nr insane ; act as if crazy.

daftly (daft'li), adv. In a daft manner ; fool-
ishly ; insanely.

daftness (daft'nes), ». The quality of being
daft. [Scotch.]

Can you tell us of any instance of his daftness f

Gait, The Entail, II. 175.

dagl (dag), n. [< Sw. dagg = Icel. diigg (dagg-)
= Dan. dug = E. dew^, q. v.] In parts of Scot-
land, a thin or gentle rain, a thick fog or mist,
or a heavy shower. Jamie^on.
dagl (dag), V.

;
pret. and pp. dogged, ppr. dag-

ging. [< Sw. dagga (= Icel. diiggva), bedew, <

dagg = Icel. diiqg, dew : see dagl, n. Cf. dew^,
V. Hence the ireq. daggle, q. v.] I. trans. To
bedew; daggle.

H. intrans. 1. To rain gently; drizzle: as, it

dags.— 2. To run thick. [Prov. Eng.]
dag^ ((lag), H. [Also written dagge ; = MD. D.
dugge = MLG. dagge, < OF. dague, F. dague =
Sp. daga = Pg. da(/a, adaga = It. daga ; of
Celtic origin : cf. OCrael. daga, a dagger, a pis-

tol, = Bret, dag, a daggsr. See further under
dagyeri and dag^.'\ 1. A dagger (which see).

Johnson.
Dags and Pistols

!

To bite his thumb at me !

Randolph, Muses Looking-glass,

2. A pistol; a long, heavy pistol, with the han-
dle only slightly curved, formerly in use. Also
called, especially in Scotland, taek. Planch^.

He killed one of the theeues horses with his caliuer,
and shot a Turke thorow both cheeks witli a dag.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 424.

3. [From the verb.] A stab or thrust with a
dagger. Minsheu, 1617.

dag^t (dag), V. t. [< ME. daggen (= MD. dag-
gen, pierce, stab), < OF. dagiier, stab with a
dagger; from the noun.] 1. To pierce or stab
with a dagger.

Dartes the Duche-niene daltene a^aynes.
With derfe dynttez of dede, dagges thurghe scheldez.

Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2102.

I am told it was one Ross of Lancaster . . . half drew
a dagger he wore instead of a sword, and swore any man
who uttered such sentiments ongiit to be dagged.

Gallatin, in Stevens, p. 95.

2. To cut into slips.— 3. To cut out a pattern
on (the edge of a garment).— 4. To cut off the
skirts of, as the fleece of sheep. Kersey.

dagger

6&e,^ (dag), n. [< ME. dagge, an omamentai
point or slit on the edge of garments, a latchet:
a particular use of dug'^,

a dagger, not found in
that sense in ME.] A
loose pendent end; a
pointed strip or extremi-
ty. Specifically— (o) A leather
strap ; a shoe-latchet, or the
like.

Highe shoos knopped with
dagges.

Mom. of the Rose, 1. 7258.

(6) .An omamentai pointed form,
one of many into which the edge
of a garment was cut, producing
an effect something like a fringe

:

used especially in the second
half of the fourteenth century.
Also spelled dagge.

Wolde they blame the burnes
that brougte newe gysis,

And dryue out the dagges and
all tlie Duche cotis.

Richard the Redeless, iii. 193.

daggar (dag'iir), «. [Cf.

dagger^.'] A local English
name of one of the scyl-
lioid sharks.

dagget, V. and «. Same as dag'^, dagS.

dagged (dag'ed), p. a. [Pp. of dag^
Pointed.

sleeveless Dalmatic (about
1400) ornamented! with
dags, f From VioIIet-le-

Duc's "Diet, du Mobilier
fran^ais.")

V.-]

They schot speiris and daggit arrowes qtihair the cum-
paneis war thickest. Knox, Hist. Reformation, p, 30.

dagger! (dag'er), n. [< ME. dagger = Icel.

daggardr = Dan. daggert; of Celtic origin: <
W. dagr = Ir. daigear = Bret, dager, a dagger

;

cf. Bret, dag = OGael. daga, a dagger: see
dag"^, ».] 1. An edged and pointed weapon

for thrusting,
shorter than
a sword, and
used, common-
ly in connec-
tion with the
rapier, by
swordsmen in
the sixteenth
and seven-
teenth cen-
turies, held in
the left hand
to parry the
thrust of an ad-
versary's ra-

pier. The dag-
ger was also the

For the dagger of the

Daggers.

common weapon of private combat.
middle ages, see misericorde.

Thou must wear thy sword by thy side,

And thy dagger handsomely at thy back.
The longer thou livest the more fool, etc, (1570).

Is this a dagger which I see before me,
The handle toward my hand ?

Shak., Macbeth, il. 1.

2. Any straight stabbing-weapon, as the dirk,

poniard, stiletto, etc.— 3. In printing, an obe-

CaterplUar and Moth of Poplar- or Cottonwood-daggcr
l,Acronycta popttti), natural size.
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lisk ; a mark of reference in the form of a dag- of assize on the northern circuit to provide dagon^t, «•

ger, thus: f. It is the second mark of reference used arms against marauders.
when a page has more than one, following the asterisk or dagger-plant (dag'er-plant), n. A name of
star CX See obelisk. several cultivated species of yucca. The fiber
4. In entom., the popular name of several noc- ^f ^j^is plant is known as dagger-fiber. Also
tuid moths of the genus Acronycta: so called ^^yied Spanish dagger. See yucca.
from a black dagger-Uke mark near the mner flaggers-drawingt (dag'erz-dra"ing), ». Keadi-
angle of the fore wmgs. The poplar-dagger, A. ,jggg jg flgj^t^ or a state of contest, as or as if

dagge : see rfaj/^.]

dahabiyeh

[ME., also dai/OMB, an extension of

A slip or piece.

Yeve us .

populi, feeds in the larval state on cottonwood-leaves.

The caterpillar is closely covered with long yellow hairs,

and carries five long black tuft?. See cut on preceding

page. The smeared dagger, A. obtinita, feeds in the larval

with daggers.

They are at dagger»-draiping among themselves.
Holland, tr. of Animianus Marcellinus (1609).

They always are at daggers-drawing,
And one another clapperclawing.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. ii. 79.

daggesweynet, n. See dagswain.

daggett (dag'et), n. A dark red-brown tar ob-

taiued by the djy distillation of the wood and
bark of species of birch. It has a strong and
persistent odor, like that of Russia leather.

daggle (dag'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. daggled, ppr.

daggling. [Freq. of da^l, «.] I. trans. To
draggle ; trail through mud or water, as a gar-

ment. [Obsolete or rare.]

A dagon of your blanket, leeve dame.
Chaucer, Sumnioner's Tale, 1. 43.

Dagon^ (da'gon), re. [L. Dagon, Gr. Aayiiv, < Heb.
dug, a fish.] The national god of the Pliilis-

tines, represented as

formed of the upper
part of a man and the
lower part of a fish.

His most famous temples
were at Gaza and Ashdod,
He had a female coirela-
tive among the .Syrians,

called Atargatis or Derce-
to. In Babylonian or As-
syrian mythology, the name
Dagon is given to a flsh-like

being who rose from the
waters of the Ked Sea as
one of the great benefac-
tors of men.

Dagon of the Assyrians.— Bas-re-

lief from Khorsabad.

Dagon his name ; sea-monster, upward man
And downward fish. Milton, P. L., i. 462.

Il.t
water.

Caterpillar of Smeared Dagger i^Acronycta obtinita), natural size.

State on many plants, as asparagus, cotton, and smart-

weed ; it is black, with a bright-yellow band at the side

and a cross-row of crimson warts and stiff yellowish or

rust-red bristles across each joint.

5. In Sollas's nomenclature of sponge-spicules,

a form of the sexradiate spicule resulting from
reduction of the distal ray and great develop-

ment of the proximal ray.— 6. J)l. In lot. : (a)

The sword-grass, Flialaris arundinacea, or per-

haps Poa aquatica. (6) The yellow flag. Iris

Pseudacorus At daggers drawn, with daggers ready
to strike ; hence, in a state of hostility ; mutually antago-

nistic.

They have been at daggers drawn ever since, and Sefton

has revenged himself by a thousand jokes at the King's

expense. OreviUe, Memoirs, June 24, 1829.

Dagger of lath, the weapon given to the Vice in the old

plays called moralities: often used figuratively of any
weak or insufficient means of attack or defense.

Like to the old Vice, . . .

Who with dagger of lath.

In his rage and his wrath,
Cries, Ah, ha ! to the devil.

Sliak.,T. N.,iv. 2 (song).

If I do not beat thee out of thy kingdom with a dagger
-c ,j- , -u-.

-

o/ia(A, and drive all thy subjects afore thee like a flock of aagnesn (dag esn), n
wild geese, I'll never wear hair on my face more. ^'' ' ' " ' - -'- "^

Shak., 1 Hen. IV.,

Prithee go see if in that

Croud of daggled Gowns there, thou canst find her.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iii.

Dagonal (da'gon-al), n. [< Dagon^ + -al, as in

Ltipercal.'] A feast in honor of Dagon. [Rare.]

A banquet worse than Job's children's, or the Dagonals of

the Philistines (like the Bacchanals of the Mfenades), when
for the shutting up of their stomachs the house fell down
and broke their.necks. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 160.

To run through mud and dagswaint (dag'swan), n. [< ME. daggysweyne,

dagswayne; of obscure origin, but prob. con-

nected with dag^, q. v.] A kind of carpet; a

rough or coarse covering for a bed.

Payntede clothys,

Iche a pece by pece prykkyde tylle other,

Dubbyde with dagsioaynnes dowblede they seme.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3610.

The warrior's very plume, I say,

Was daggled by the dashing spray.
Scott, L. of L. M,

intrans. 1

.

Nor, like a puppy, daggled through the town,
To fetch and carry sing-song up and down.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 225.

2. To run about like a child; toddle. Grose.

Like a dutiful son you may daggle about with your mo-
ther and sell paint. I'anbrugh, Confederacy, i.

Under coverlets made of dagswain.
Harrison, Descrip. of Britain (Holinshed's Chron.).daggletailt (dag'1-tal), n. and a. [< daggle +

obj. tain.'] I. «. One whose garments trail on dag-tailedt (dag'tald), a.

the wet gi'ound ; a slattern ; a draggletail.

II. a. Having the lower ends or skirts of

one's garments defiled with mud. Also dag-

tailed.

The gentlemen of wit and pleasure are apt to be choaked
at the sight of som&ny daggle-tail parsons that happen to

fall in their way. Swift.

daggly (dag'li), a. [< daggU + -j/i.] Wet;
showery. [Prov. Eng.]

[Also written dagesli.

Same as daggUtail.

Would it not vex thee, where thy sires did keep,

To see the dunged folds of dag-tayVd sheep 1

Bp. Hall, Satires, V. i. 116.

dague (dag), n. [P. : see dag^.} If. A dagger.
— 2. A spike-horn, or unbranched antler.

Its deer, which are few, include those which never pro-

duce more than the dague, or the first horn of the northern

Cervus. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 115.

Dague k roellet, a dagger which has a disk-shaped guard
and pommel.

Double dagger, in printing, a reference-mark (t) used
next in order after the dagger. Also called diesis.— Span-
.Ish dagger. See dagger-plant.— 10 lOOk or speak
daggers, to look or speak fiercely or savagely.

repr. Heb. ddghesh.'] In fleJ. grain., a point Daguerrean (da-ger'e-an), a. Pertaining to

placed in the bosom of a letter, to indicate its Daguerre, or to his invention of the daguerre-

degree of hardness. Daghesh lene (Latin lene, soft), otype.
when used with the consonants bh, gh, dh, kh, ph, and daglieiXeotype (da-ger'o-tip), n. and a. [< F.
(A, removes the A-sound, thus: 3, Wi, 3,6; _rfaj//K!s7i/or(e daguerriotype ; < Daguerre + -type.] I. n. 1.

I will speak daggers to her, but use none.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

As you have spoke daggers to him, you may
the use of them against your own breast.

Junius, Letters, xxvi.

dagger^ (dag'^r), v. t. [< ME. daggeren (in def.

2); < dagger'^, «.] 1. To pierce with a dagger;

stab.

How many gallants have drank healths to me
Out of their dagger'd arms? Dekker, Honest Whore.

2t. To provide with a dagger.

Thei knowen not how to ben clothed ; now long, now
schort, . . . now swerded, now daggered.

Ma7ideville, Travels, p. 137.

To dagger armst. See armi.

dagger^ (dag'6r), n. [Supposed to be a corrup-

tion of diagonal.] In ship-building, any tim-

ber lying diagonally.

dagger-alet, n. A kind of ale much spoken of

in the sixteenth and early part of the seven-

teenth century, sold at the Dagger, a celebrated

public house in Holbom. Nares.

But we must have March beere, dooble dooble beere,

dagger-ale, Rhenish.
Oascoigne, Delicate Diet for Droonkardes.

dagger-cheapt (dag'6r-chep), a. [< dagger!

(said to allude also to the name of a public

house in Holborn: see dagger-ale) + cheap.]

Dirt-cheap.

We set our wares at a very easy price ; he [the devil]

may buy us even dagger-cheap, as we say.

Bp. Andrews, Sermons, V. 546.

dagger-fiber (dag'6r-fi'''b6r), n. The fiber of

the dagger-plant.

dagger-knee (dag'er-ne), n. [< dagger^ + knee.]

In skip-building, a knee that is inclined from
the perpendicular.
dagger-knife (dag'6r-nif), ». A dirk-knife.

Scott.

dagger-moneyt (dag'6r-mun'i), n. A sum of

money formerly paid in England to the justices

(Latin forte, hard) doubles the letter in which it is placed.

The latter is always preceded by a vowel ; the former
never,

justly dread dag-lock (dag'lok), n. [< dag^ + locl:^. Cf.

dcto-lap.] A lock of wool on a sheep that hangs
and drags in the wet. [Scotch.]

Dago (da'go), n. [Said to be a corruption by
American and English sailors of the frequent

Sp. name Diego (— E. Jaclc, James, ult. < LL.
Jacobus) : applied from its frequency to the

whole class of Spaniards.] Originally, one bom
of Spanish parents, especially in Louisiana:
used as a proper name, and now extended to

Spaniards, Portuguese, and Italians in general.

[U. S.]

dagoba (dag'o-bii), n. In Buddhist coimtries, a
monumental structure containing relics of Bud-

One of the earliest processes of photography,

the invention of L. J. M. Daguerre of Paris,

first published in 1839, by which the lights and
shadows of a landscape or a figure are fixed

on a prepared metallic plate by the action of

actinic light-rays. A plate of copper, thinly coated

with silver, is subjected in a close box in a dark room
to the action of the vapor of iodine ; and when it has
assumed a yellow color it is placed in the chamber of a

camera obscura, and an image of the object to be repro-

duced is projected upon it by means of a lens. The plate is

then withdrawn and exposed to vapor of mercury to bring

out the impression distinctly ; after which it is plunged
into a solution of sodium hyposulphite, and lastly washed
in distilled water. See photography.

2. A picture produced by the above process.

II. a. Relating to or produced by daguerreo-

type.
dha or of some Buddhist saint, it is constructed daguerreotype (da-ger'6-tip), v. t. ; pret. and
of brick or stoue, in a dome-like form, sometimes of great pp_ daguerreotyped, ppr. daguerreotyping. [<

daguerreotype, ».] To produce by the daguer-

reotype process, as a picture.

dagnerreotyper, dagnerreotypist (da-ger'o-

ti-per, -pist), n. One who takes daguerreotype

pictures.

daguerreotyplc, daguerreotypical (da-ger-6-

tip'ik, -i-kal), a. [< daguerreotype + -ic, -teal.]

Pertaining' to or of the nature of a daguerreo-

type.

daguerreotypy (da-ger'o-ti-pi), n. [As da-

(/ucrrcoti/iw + -y.] The art of producing pho-

tographic pictures by the method introduced by
DagueiTo.
dahabiyeh, dahabieh (da-ha-be'e), n. [Also

dahabeeyah, repr. Ar. dahaUya, dahebiya.] A
kind of boat used on the Nile. It is of considerable

breadth at the stern, which is rounded, but narrows to-

ward the prow, which terminates in a sharp, gracefully

curving cutwater. It has one or two masts, each furnished

with a yard supporting a triangular or lateen sail. Da-

habiyehs are of various sizes, and afford good accommo-
dation for passengers. There is a deck fore and aft, on

the center of which are seats for rowers when oars are

needed to propel the boat. On the fore part of the deck is

the kitchen, and on the after part there is a large raised

cabin, which contains a sitting-room and sleeping-apart-

Ceylonese Dagoba.

height, and is erected on a natural or artificial mound.
The dagoba is included under the generic term tope, and
is sometimes confounded with the stupa. See stupa and
tOJM.

AH kinds and forms are to be found, , . . the bell-

shaped pyramid of dead brickwork in all its varieties, . . .

the blutf knob-like dome of the Ceylon Dagobas.
Yule, Mission to Ava.



dahabiyeh

Flower of Dahlia van'-
aii/it.

Dahabiyeh.

ment. The top of this catiin affords an open-air prome-
nade, and is often sliadetl by an awning.

A little later we find every one inditing rhapsodies
alKJUt, and descriptiuu« of. his or her dahabiyeh (barge)

on the canal. B. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 41.

dahil, «. Same as daijal.

Dahlia (da'hi-lji), n. [NL., < dahil.'} Same as
('ojtf:ifliti.'.: Hodgson,

Dahlgren gun. See gun.

Dahlia (dii'lia), n. [NL., < Dahl, a Swedish
botanist.] 1. A genus of plants, natural order
Compositw, of which several
species are known, all na-
tives of Mexico and Central
America. It is nearly allied to
the northern genus Bidetut. D.
variabilU was introduced into Eu-
rope from Mexico early in this cen-
tury. In its native state the flow-

ers are single, with a yellow disk
and dull scarlet rays. Under cul-

tivation there have been develop-
ed a multitude of fonus, varying
in height, in foliage, and espe-
cially in tlie beautiful colors and
fonns (»f the flowers. The plant
is unable to endure frost, and is

perpetuated l»y its tuberous roots,

which are taken up for the winter.
Two or three other species are
sometimes cultivated.

2. [I. c] A plant of the
genus Dahlia.

Thousancls of Iwuquets, prin-

cipally of dahiuix, then (1837J a
fashionalde and co.'itly flower,

were used in the decoration of the balconies of the houses.
Firgt Year of a Silken Reiffn, p. 57.

3. [I. c] In dyeing, a violet coal-tar color con-
sisting of the ethyl and methyl derivatives of
rosaniline. it is often called Ho/mann's riolet, and
primula. Its application is limited, as it fades when ex-
posed to light.

dahlin (dii'lin), n. [< Dahlia + -in2.] Same as
innUii.

dahoon (da-hon'), n. A small evergreen tree.

Ilex Dahoon, of the southern United States,
allied to the holly, and sometimes called the
dahoon holly. The wood is white and soft, but
close-grained.

dait, «. An obsolete form of day.

daichy (da'chi), a. A Scotch form of doughy.
daidle^ (da'dl), r. t. ; pret. and pp. daidled,
ppr. daidling. [Sc, appar. a form of daddle :

see daddle^, dawdle.^ To be slow in motion or
action ; dawdle.

daidle'" (da'dl), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. daidled,

ppr. daidling. [Sc, a form of "daddle, a varia-
tion of daggle.'] To draggle ; bemire.
daidlie (da'dli), «. Same as daddle'^.

daidling (da'dling), p. a. [So.] Feeble; mean-
spirited

;
pusillanimous.

He's but a coward body, after a' ; he's hut a daidlina
coward body. Seott, Old Mortality, iv.

daigh (daeh), n. A Scotch form of dough.
daighiness (da'ehi-nes), n. A Scotch form of
(limgtniie^s.

daighy (da'chi), a. A Scotch form of doughy.
daiker^ (da'kfer), r. See dacker.

daiker- (dii'k^r), v. t. [Origin obscure; perhaps
another use of daiker'- = dacker, daker, q. v.

Otherwise referred to F. decorer, decorate : see
decorate.] To arrange in an orderly manner:
with out.

If she binna as dink and as lady-like a corse as ye ever
looked ut>on, say Mailge Mackittrick's skill has failed her
in (laikering out a dead dame's flesh.

BlackimiHia Mag., .Sept., 1820, p. 6.')2.

daiker^ (da'kfr), n. Same as dicker'^.

dailiness (da'li-nes), n. [< daily -f- -ness.'] The
f'hiiractfr of being daily or of happening every
day ; daily occurrence. [Rare.]
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daily (da'li), a. and n. [Early mod. E. dailie,

dayly, daylie, < ME. dayly, < AS. da'glic (= D.
dagelijk-sch = MLG. dagelik, degelik, deilik, dclik

= OHG. tagalih, tagelih, MHG. tagelich, tege-

lich, G. idglich = leel. dagligr = Sw. Dan.
daglig), daily, < dwg, day, -f- -lie : see day and
-ly^.] I. a. Happening or being every day;
pertaining to each successive day ; diurnal

:

as, daily labor; ar daily allowance; a daily
newspaper.

Give us this day our daUy bread. Mat. vi. 11.

Swiftly his daily Journey he goes.
And treads his annual \vith a statelier Pace.

Cowley, The Mistress, Love and Life.

II. n.
;

pi. dailies (-Hz). A newspaper or
other periodical published each day, or each
day except Sunday : in distinction from one
published semi-weekly, weekly, or at longer
intervals. See journal, semi-weekly, weekly,
monthly, quarterly, annual, as nouns.

Publishers of country weeklies used to fish with con-
siderable anxiety in a shallow sea for matter sufhcient to
fill their sheets, while dailies only dreamed of an exis-

tence in the lai'ger cities. S. Bowleg, in Merriam, I. 98.

daily (da'li), adv. [= D. dagelijk^ = MLG.
dagelikes, dageliken = OHG. tagalihhin, MHG.
tegelichen, G. taglich = Icel. dagliga = Sw. dag-
ligen = Dan. daglig, adv. ; from the adj.] Every
day ; day by day.

He continued to offer his advice daily, and had the mor-
tiflcation to And it daily rejected.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Bare ; occasional.daimen (da ' men), a.

[Scotch.]

A daivfien icker[ear of grain] in a thrave
'S a sma' request. Bums, To a Mouse.

daimio (di'myo), n. [Chino-Jap., < dai, great,

-f mio, name.] The title of the chief feudal
barons or territorial nobles of Japan, vassals
of the mikado: distinguished from the shomio
('little name')i the title given to the hatamoto,
or vassals of the shogun. See shogun. Though
exercising independent authority in their own domains,
the daimios aclcnowledged the mikado as the legitimate
ruler of the whole country. During the Tokugawa shogun-
ate (1603 -1868) the daimios gradually became subject to
the shoguns, who compelled them to live in Yedo, with
their families and a certain numl>erof their retainers, for
six months of every year, and on their departure for their
own provinces to leave their families as hostages. The
number of daimios ditfered at different times, according
to the fortunes of war and the caprice of the shoglins.

Just before the abolition of the shogunate there were
265, arranged in five classes, with incomes ranging from
10,000 to 1,027,000 koku of rice per annum. In 1871 the
daimios surrendered their lands and privileges to the mi-
kado, who granted pensions proportioned to their respec-
tive revenues, and relieved them of the support of the
samurai, their military retainers. These pensions have
since been commuted into active bonds, redeemable by
government within thirty years from date of issue. The
title has been abolished, and that of kmeazoku bestowed
uiM>n court and territorial nobles alike. See kuwa^oku.

daimon (di'mon), «. [A direct transliteration of

Gr. fiaifiuv : see dtemon, demon.'] Same as demon.
daimonian, daimonography, etc. Same as de-

monian, etc.

dain't, »• t- [See deign, and cf. dain^, disdain,

dainty.] An obsolete spelling of deign.

dain'-^t, r. t. [By apheresis from disdain, q. v.]

To disdain.

dain-t, ». [By apheresis from disdain, q. v.] 1.

Disdain.— 2. Noisome effluvia ; stink. [Prov.
Eng.]

From dainty beds of downe to bed of atrawe ful fayne

;

P'rom bowrea of heavenly hewe to dennes ot daine.
Mir. /or Mags.

dain^f, v. t [By apheresis from ordain.'} To
ordaiu.

The mighty goda did daine
For Philoniele, that thouuhe hir tong were cutte.

Yet should ahe ainjr a pleasant note sometimes.
GaiKoigiie, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 53.

dain^, n. An itinerary unit of Burma, equal to

2.43 statute miles.

dainousti « [ME., also ddgnousj deynouSj etc.,

by apheresis from disdainouSj q. v.] Disdain-
ful : same as disdainous.

Hia name was hoote deijnoua Simekin.
Chattcer, Reeve's Tale, I. 21.

daintt (dant), n, and a. [Short for dainty, q. v.]

I. M. A dainty.

Excess or daints my lowly roof maintains not.

P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclc^pies, viL S7.

H. a. Dainty.

Tu cherish him with diets daint. Speiuer, ¥. Q., I. x. 2.

dainteoust (dan'te-us), a. An obsolete form of

daiittff.

daintification (dan^ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [< dain-

tify : see -fy and -ation,} The state of being
dainty or nice ; affectation; dandyism. [Bare.]

dainty

He seems a mighty delicate gentleman ; looks to be
painted, and is all daintijication in manner, speech and
dress. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 327.

daintifult, «. [ME. deinteful, < deinte, dainty,
+ -ful.} Dainty; costly.

There is no lust so deinteful.
Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 28.

daintify (dan'ti-fi), t\ t. [< dainty + -fy.} To
make dainty; weaken by over-refinement.
[Rare.]

My father charges me to give you his kindest love, and
not to daintify his affection into respects or compliments.

Mme. D'Arblay, Diai'y, I. 414.

daintihood (dan'ti-hud), n, [< dainty + -hood.}
Daintiness. [Rare.]

daintily (dan'ti-li), adv. [< dainty + -ly^. Cf.

daintly.} In a dainty manner, (a) Nicely; ele-

gantly; with delicate or exquisite taste: as, a pattern
daintily designed.

iYom head to foot clad daintily.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 75.

(6) Fastidiously ; delicately ; with nice regard to what is

pleasing, especially to the palate : as, to eat daintily, (c)

Ceremoniously; with nice or weak caution ; weakly.

I do not wish to treat friendships daintily, but with
roughest courage. Emersoii, Friendship.

daintiness (dan'ti-nes), 71. [< dainty, a., +
-H^ss.] The character or quality of being dainty.
(a) Elegance ; neatness ; the exhibition or possession of

delicate beauty or of exquisite taste or skill.

The duke exceeded in the daintiness of his leg and foot.

Sir H. Wotton.
I'here is to me

A daintiness about these early flowers,
That touches me like poetry. N. P. Willis.

(b) Deliciousness ; delicacy as regards taste : applied to
food.

More notorious for the daintiness of the provision . . .

than for the massiveness of the dish. Ilakeivill, Apology.

He [the trout] may justly contend with all fresh-water
fish, as the Mullet may with all sea fish, for precedency and
daintiness of taste. 1. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 7.

(c) Nicety as regards matters of behavior and decorum
;

ceremoniousness ; fastidiousness in conduct; hence, sen-
sitiveness; softness; effeminacy; weakness of character.

The daintinesse and nicenesse of our captaines.
Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 250.

The i)eople, saith Malmsbury, learnt of the outlandish
Saxons rudeness, of the Flemish daintiness and softness.

Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

daintith (dan'tith), n. A Scotch and obsolete
English form of dainty.

The board . . . bedight with daintiths.

Fergusson, Poems, II. 97.

daintlyt (dant'li), adv. [< daint, a., + 4y^. Cf.

dain tily. } Daintily.

As on the which full daintly would he fare.

Sackcille, Ind. to Mir. for Mags.

daintrelf (dan'trel), w. [Also daintrell; < ME.
deintrelle, appar., with additional dim. term, -ely

-elle, < OF. daintier, dentier, a choice bit, a dain-

ty, < daintiCf a dainty: see dainty.} A dainty.

Long after deintrelles hard to be come by.
Bullinger, Sermons, p. 249.

dainty (dan'ti), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also
daintie, and abbr. daint (q. v.); < ME. daynte,

deynte, deyntee, deintie (also dayntethe, deintithe,

whence Sc. daintiih, dainteth), etc., honor,
worth, a thing valued, pleasure, < OF. daintie,

deintie, daintiet, dointie, deintiet = Pr. dentat,

(/iH^rt^, pleasure, agreeablenes8,<L.rf?V/Hiia(f-)s,

worth, dignity: see dignity, of which dainty is

thus a doublet. Cf. dis-dain, and dain^, old
spelling of deign, from the same ult. source,]

1. n. If. Worth; value; excellence.

—

2f. A
matter of joy or gratification ; special regard or

pleasure.

Every wight hath deyntee to chaffare
With hem, and eek to sellen hem her ware.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 41.

3, PI. dainties (dan'tiz). Something delicate

to the taste; something delicious; a delicacy.

Derly at that day with deynteyes were thei serued.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1421.

Be not desirous of his dainties : for they are deceitful

meat. Prov. xxiii. 3.

That precious nectar may renew the taste

Of Eden's dainties, by our parents lost.

Sir J. Beaumont, Spiritual Comfort.

4t. Darling: a term of fondness. [Rare.]

There's a fortune coming
Towards you, dainty. B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 1.

=Syn. 3. Tidbit, etc. See delicacy.

tl, a. 1+, Valuable; costly,

Ful many a deynte hors hadde he in stable.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 168.

2. Exhibiting or possessing delicate beauty,
or exquisite taste or skill ; elegant ; beautiful

;

neat; trim.

No daintie flowre or herbe that growes on grownd.
Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 12.



dainty

I would be the gii'dle

Aboat her dainty daiTity waist.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

8. Pleasing to the palate; toothsome; deli-

cious: as, dainty food.

His life abhorreth bread, and his soul dainty meat.
Job xxxiii. 20.

4. Of acute sensibility or nice discrimination;
sensitive.

The hand of little employment hath the daintier sense.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

Especially— 5. Of nice discrimination as re-

gards taste ; nice or over-nice in selecting what
is preferred in any class of things, as food, cloth-

ing, etc.; hence, squeamish: as, a dainty taste

or palate; (f<ijn% people.

And never found . . ,

A daintier lip for syrup. Praed.

It was time for them ... to take the best they could
get : for when men were starving they could not afford to

be dainty. Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 621.

6. Nice as regards behavior, decorum, inter-

course, etc. ; fastidious ; hence, afEectedly fine;

effeminate ; weak.
Let us not be dainty of leave-taking,

But shift away. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

Your dainty speakers liave the curse
To plead bad causes down to worse.

Prior, Alma, ii.

I am somewhat dainty in making a Resolution.
Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 15.

To make dainty t, to affect to be dainty or delicate ; scru-

ple.

Ah ha, my mistresses ! which of you all

Will now deny to dance? she that makes dainty, she,

I'll swear, hath corns. Shak., R. and J., i. v.

= Syn. 2. Pretty.— 3. Savory, luscious, toothsome.—6 and
6. A'K-e, Faittidious, etc. See nice.

daire, «. [Turk, da'ire, a circle, a tambourine,
= Pers. dairah, a circle, orbit, < Ar. doyiro, a cir-

cle, < dur, go round, daur, circuit.] A kind of

tambourine or cymbal.
dairedt, «. See dayred.

dairi (di're), n. [Chino-Jap., < dai, great, + ri,

within.] The palace of the mikado of Japan

;

the court: a respectful term used by the Jap-
anese in speaking of the mikado or emperor,
who was considered too august and sacred to

be spoken of by his own name.
dairi-sama (di're-sa'ma), »;. [Chino-Jap., <

dairi, the palace, + sama, lord: see dairi.l The
mikado or emperor: one of many metonymic
phrases used by the Japanese in speaking of

their sovereign.

dairous, a. [< dair, for dare^, + -ous.'] Bold.
[Prov. Eng.]

dairt, ». [Ir., a calf, heifer.] A yearling calf.

What has the law laid down as the fine of a pledged
needle? Answer— it is a dairt (or yearling calf) that is

paid as the fine for it. O'Curry, Anc. Irish, II. xxiv.

dairy (da'ri), ». ;
pi. dairies (-riz). [Early mod.

E. also dairie; < ME. deyery, deyrye (> ML. duye-
ria, daeria), < deye, deie, date (Sc. dey), a female
servant, esp. a dairymaid: see dey and -ry.] 1.

That branch of farming which is concerned
with the production of milk, and its conversion
into butter and cheese.

Grounds were turned much in England either to feeding
or dairy; and this advanced the trade of English butter.

TeTnple.

2. A house or room where milk and cream are
kept and made into butter and cheese.

The coarse and country fairy

That doth haunt the hearth or dairy. B. Jonson.

3. A shop where milk, butter, etc., are sold.

—

4. A dairy-farm. [Rare.]

dairy-farm (da'ri-farm), n. A farm the prin-
cipal business of which is the production of
milk and the manufacture of butter or cheese.

dairying (da'ri-ing), n. [< dairy -I- -ing^.'\ The
occupation or business of a dairy-farmer or
dairyman : also attributively : as, a rich dairy-
ing country.

Grain-raising and dairying combined, however, work to
the best advantage, not only financially, but also in the
production of manure. Encyc. Ainer., I. 99.

dairymaid (da'ri-mad), n. A female servant
whose business is to milk cows and work in the
dairy.

Come up quickly, or we shall conclude that thou art in
love with one of Sir Roger's dairymaids.

Addison, Spectator.

dairyman (da'ri-man), n. ; pi. dairymen (-men).
One who keeps cows for the production of milk
and butter, and sometimes cheese, or one who
attends to the sale of dairy produce.
dais (da'is), n. [< ME. dels, deys, des, dees, in
oblique eases dese, dece, etc., < OF. deis, also
dots, later dais, daiz, a high table in a hall, F.
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dais, a canopy, < ML. discus, a table, in L. a
plate, platter, quoit, discus, whence also E.
dish, disk, and desk: see these words.] 1. A
platform or raised floor at one end or one side
of a reception-room or hall, upon which seats

Dais.— Throne-room, Windsor Castle, England.

for distinguished persons are placed; especial-

ly, such a platform covered with a canopy:
formerly often called specifically high dais.

Wei semede ech of hem a fair burgeys.
To sitten in a yeldehalle on a deys.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 370.

Am peres with the apostles this pardoun Piers sheweth,
And at the day of dome atte heigh deyse to sytte.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 17.

I sail saye, syttande at the dasse,

I tuke tin speche byyonde the see.

Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 105).

With choice paintings of wise men I hung
The royal dais round. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Hence— 2. Any similar raised portion of the
floor of an apartment, used as the place at which
the most distinguished guests at a feast are
seated, as a platform for a lecturer, etc.

As a lecturer he was not brilliant ; lie appeared shy and
nervous when on the dais. Nature, XXXVII. 299.

3. A canopy or covering.—4. (a) A long board,
seat, or settle erected against a wall, and some-
times so constructed as to serve for both a set-

tee and a table ; also, a seat on the outer side

of a country-house or cottage, frequentlyformed
of turf. (6) A pew in a church. [Scotch.]

Whan she came to Mary-kirk,
And sat down in the deas.

The light that came frae fair Annie
Enlighten'd a' the place.

Sweet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 136):

daise, v. See daze.

daisied (da'zid), a. [< daisy + -cd2.] Full of

daisies ; set or adorned with daisies.

Let us
Find out the prettiest daisied plot we can.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 4.

daising (da'zing), n. [Sc. (= E. as if *dazing),

verbal n. of daise, dase, stupefy, make or be-
come numb, wither, = E. daze, q. v.] A dis-

ease of sheep ; the rot.

daisterret, n. An obsolete form of day-star.

daisy (da'zi), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

daisie, daysie, etc. ; < ME. daysie, daysy, daysey,

dayesye, daiseie, daieseyghe, etc., < AS. dwges
edge, that is, ' day's eye,' so called in allusion to

the form of the flower: see day and eye^.'} I.

n.; pi. daisies (-ziz). 1. A common plant, Bel-

lis perennis, natural order Composita:, one of the

most familiar wild plants of Europe, found in all

pastures and meadows, and growing at a consid-
erable height on mountains. The daisy is a great
favorite, and several varieties are cultivated in gardens.

In Scotland the field-daisy is called gowan. See gawan.

The dayesye or elles the eye of day,

The eraperice and flour of floures alle.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 184.

Dairies pied and violets blue. Shak. , L. L. L. , v. 2 (song).

2. One of various plants of other genera to

which the name is popularly applied. The wild
plant generally known in the United States as the daisy
is the Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum. (See ozeye daisy,

below.) in Australia the name daisy is given to several

Compositee, especially to species of Vitadenia and to

Brachycome iberidi/olia of the Swan River region, which
is occasionally cultivated ; in New Zealand, to species of

Lagenophora. See phrases below.

3. Something pretty, fine, charming, or nice:
as, she is a daisy. [CoUoq. or slang.] —African
daisy, Limas inodora, of northern Africa, formerly culti-

Dakotan
vatedforornament.— Blue or globe daisy, theGtoftuiario
vulgaris.— Butter-daisy, a name of species of Jianuncu-
i?<5.— Cabbage-daisy, the glube-rtower, Trollius Europce-
xts.— Ctulstnias daisy, in England, a name of several cul-

tivated sjft^ ifri nl lister ; other species are called Michael-
mas daisies.- French daisy, the Chrysanthemum /rute-
»ce«s.— Hen-and-chlckens daisy, a proliferous variety
of Betlis pennnis, in whicli the Iluwer-head branches and
forms several smaller ones.— Michaelmas daisy, a name
applied in England to various species of aster, commonly
cultivated in flower-bordei-s and blooming uijout Michael-
mas.— Oxeye daisy, the Chrysanthemum Leucanthe-
mum. Also called bull-, devil's, dog-, golden, great, mid-
summer, moon-, and horse-daisy, and whiteweed, but in
the United States most commonly daisy atone, (.See also
sea-daisy.)

II. a. Pretty; fine; charming; nice. [CoUoq.
or slang.]

Cap. I am to request, and you are to command.
JUrs. Cad. Oh, daisy ! that's charming.

Foote, The Author, ii. (1757).

daisy-bush (da'zi-biish), 11. A New Zealand
name for several species of the genus Oleria,

shrubby composites nearly allied to the aster,

but with terete aehenes and the anther-cells
more shortly caudate.

daisy-cutter (da'zi-kut''''6r), n. 1. A trotting
horse ; specifically, ,in recent use, a horse that
in trotting lifts its feet only a little way from
the ground.

The trot is the true pace for a hackney ; and, were we
near a town, I should like to try i\\&\, daisy-cutter ol yours
upon a piece of level road. Scott, Rob Roy, iii.

2. In iase-ball, a ball batted so that it skims or
bounds along the ground.

dajaksch (dl'aksh), n. The arrow-poison of
Borneo, of unknown origin, but thought to be
distinct from the Java arrow-poison. U. S.

Dispensatory.

dak, da'Wk^ (dak), n. [Also written dauk; <

Hind, dak, post, post-oflSce, a relay of men.]
In the East Indies, the post ; a relay of men, as
for carrying letters, despatches, etc., or travel-

ers in palanquins. The route is divided into stages,
and each bearer or set of bearers serves only for a single
stage. In some places there are horse-daks, or mounted
runners.— Dak-bungalow, dawk-bungalow. See bim-
galow.—To lay a dak, to station a relay of men, or men
and horses-—To travel dak, to journey in palanquins
carried by relays of men or by government post-wagons.

daker^, v. See dacker.

daker^ (da'kSr), n. Same as dicker'^.

daker-hen (da'ker-hen), n. The corn-crake or
land-rail, Crex pratensis. See crake^, Crcx.

dakoit, dacoit (da-koif), «. [Also written de-

coit; < Hind, ddkdit, a robber, one of a gang
of robbers, < ddkd, an attack by robbers, esp.

armed and in a gang.] One of a class of rob-
bers in India and Burma who plunder in bands.
The term was al.so applied to the pirates who infested the

rivers between Calcutta and Burhampore, but who are

now suppressed.

The country [India] was then full of freebooters, thugs,

or professional murderers, and dacoits, or professional rob-

bers, whose trade was to live by plunder.
Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 810.

dakoitage, dacoitage (da-koi'taj), n. [< dw-

koit, dacoit, + -age.] Same as dakoity.

We may expect soon to hear that Dacoitage has begun
with as much vigor as ever, and our missionary stations

will again be compelled to defend themselves with the
rifle. Sew York Examiner, May 12, 1887.

dakoitee, dacoitee (da-koi-te'), «• [< dakoit,

dacoit, + -eel.] One who is robbed by a dakoit.

[Eare.]
It may be a pleasanter game to play the dacoit than the

dacoitee, to go out . . . and harry your neighbours than

to stay at home and run the chance of being robbed and
murdered yourself. Edinburgh Bee, CLXV. 499.

dakoity, dacoity (da-koi'ti), «. [Also written
decoity; < Hind. Beng., etc., ddkditi, or ddkd-
ti, gang-robbery, < ddkdit, dakoit : see dakoit."]

The system of robbing in bands practised by
the dakoits.

Dacoity, in the language of the Indian Penal Code, is

robberv committed or attempted by five or more persons
conjointly. Edinburgh Bev., CLXV. 498.

Dakosaurus (dak-o-s§,'rus), «. [NL., for *Da-
cosaurus, < Gr. Sano^, an animal whose bite is

dangerous (see Dacus), + aaipo^, a lizard.] A
genus of extinct Mesozoic crocodiles with am-
phicoelous vertebree.

Dakotan (da-ko'tan), a. and n. [< Dakota +
-an.] I. a. 1. Belonging or relating to the Da-
kotas or Sioux, an Indian people of the north-
western United States.— 2. Of or pertaining
to Dakota, a former Territory in the northern
part of the United StateSj or to North Dakota
or South Dakota, into which it was divided by
act of February 22d, 1889. The same act pro-
vided for the admission of these two parts as
States into the Union.

II. n. An inhabitant of Dakota, or of North
or South Dakota.



Cocoon and MoLU t,f ZJ.ikrutt
cotmoiuttUa, natural size.

A sort of vetch, Cyti»us

Daknuna

Dakruma (dak'ro-mii), H. [NL. (Grote, 1878).]

A genus of small moths, of the family Phyoidce.

The larva of D. con-

volutella is the goose-
berry fruit-worm.
dal (dal), n. [Also
written dol and
dlial, prop, dal, repr.

Hind, dal, a kind
of pulse (Phaseiilus

Mungo, hut applied
also to other kinds).]
Cajan, extensively cultivated in the East Indies.

dalag (da'lag), n. A walking-fish, Ophioceplia-

lus vagus, highly esteemed for food in the East
Indies. See Ophioeephalus.

dalai (da-li'), «. Same as dalai-lama.

dalai-lama (da-li'la'ma), )i. [Tibetan, lit. the
'ocean-priest,' or priest as wide as the ocean:
see tam«.] One of the two lama-popes of

Tibet and Mongolia (his fellow-pope being the
tesho-lama), each supreme in his own district.
Although nomiDally coequal in rank and authority, the
dalai, from possessing a much larger territory, is in real-

ity the more powerful. When he dies he is succeeded by
a boy, generally fouror five years old, into whom the soul of
the deceased dalai is supposed to have entered. The dalai
resides at Potaia, near Lhassa, in Tibet.

Dalbergia (dal-b6r'ji-a), n. [NL., named after

Nicholas Dalberg, a Swedish botanist.] A large
genus of fine tropical forest-trees and climbing
shrubs, natural order Leguminosm, some species
of which yield most excellent timber. D. lati-

folia, the blackwood, or East Indian rosewood, is a mag-
nificent tree, furnishing one of the most valuable furniture-
woods, and is largely used for carving and ornamental
work. D. Si»soo, which is much planted as an avenue-tree
throughout India, gives a hard durable wood, called sissoo

orsissum. which, besides its use in house-building, is much
employed in India for railway-sleepers and as crooked tim-
bers and knees in sliip-buiiding. The best rosewoods of
Brazil and Central .\inerica are afforded by species of this
genus, which, however, are very imperfectly known.

Dalby's carmiliative. See carminative.

dalel (dal), «. [< ME. dale. < AS. do'l, pi. dalit,

= OS. dal = OFries. del, deil = D. dal = MLG.
LG. dal = OHG. MHG. tal, G. thai = leel. dalr
= Sw. Dan. dal = Goth, dal, a dale, a valley; =
OBulg. dolu, Bulg. dol = Bohem. dul = Pol. dol
(barred I), pit, hole, bottom, ground, = Little
Buss, dol (barred I), bottom, ground, = Russ.
dolil, dale, valley. Hence derivs. dell^ (which
is nearly the same word) and dalk^, q. v.] 1.

A vale ; specifically, a space of level or gently
sloping or undulating ground between hills of no
great height, with a stream flowing through it.

The children 3ede to Tune,
fii daUji and bi dune.

Kin;/ Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 154.

High over hills, and lowe adowne the dale.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vll 28.

2. Naut., a trough or spout to carry oflf water,
usually named from the office it has to perform

:

as, a, pump-dale, etc.— 3t. A hole.

Thar thay stonde a dale
Do make, and drenche hem therin.

Pailadiug, llusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 204.

= Syn. 1. Vale, Glen, etc. See valley.

dale^ (dal), n. A dialectal variant (and earlier
form) of dole^.

Dalea (da'le-a), n. [XL., named after Samuel
Dale, an iJngUsh physician (died 1739).] A
large leguminous genus of glandular-punctate
herbs or small shrubs, allied to I'soralea. There
are over 100 species, cliiefty Mexican, but many are found
in the drier western portions of the United .States.

Dalecarlian (dal-e-kilr'li-an), a. and n. [< Da-
kcarlia, a foreign (ML. NL.) name for the
Swedish province called in Sw. Dalen or Da-
lame, 'the valley' or 'the valleys,' < dal-karl,

an inhabitant or this province, i. e., 'valley-
man,' lit. 'dale-carl,' < dal, = E. dale, + larl =
E. carl: see dtile^ and carl.] I. «. Of or per-
taining to Dalecarlia Dalecarlian lace, a lace
made by the peasants of Dalecarlia for their own use.
Its patterns are ancient and traditional. Diet, of Seedle-
vtorte.

H. n. An inhabitant of the old Swedish prov-
ince of Dalecarlia or Dalame, whose people
were famous for bravery and patriotism.

dale-land (dal'land), n. [= Icel. rfaitond.] Low-
lying land.

dale-lander (dal' Ian ' d6r), n. A dalesman.
[Scotcli.]

dalesman (dalz'man), n.
;

pi. dalesmen (-men).
[< dale's, poHS. of dule^, + mari.] One living in
a dale or valley ; specifically, a dweller in the
dales of the English and Scottish borders.

Even after the accession of George the Third, the path
over the fells from Borrowdale t*} Kavenglas was still a
Mcret carefully kept by the datemnen.

.Uacaulay, Hlat. Eng., ill.
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The dalesmen were a primitive and hardy race who kept

alive the traditions and often the habits of a more pictur-
esque time. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 205.

dalft. An obsolete strong preterit of delve.

dali (dii'li), n. [Also dari; native name.] A
large tree, Myristica sebifera, growing in Deme-
rara, British Guiana. The wood is light, splits freely,

and is used for staves and heads of casks. Candles are
made of a kind of wa.K obtained from the seeds.

daliancet, »«• An obsolete form of dalliance.

daliet, v. An obsolete form of dally.

dalk^t, «. [ME. dalk, dalke, < AS. dale, dole

(= leel. ddlkr), a pin, brooch, clasp.] A pin

;

brooch; clasp.

A dalke (or a tache), firmaculum, flrmatorium, raonile.

Cath. Anglicum, p. 89.

dalk^t, n. [E. dial, delk; ME. daJk, appar., with
dim. suffix -k (cf. stale, a handle, with stalk), <

dal, dale, a hollow, dale : see dale^.] A hollow

;

a hole ; a depression.

Braaon scrapes oute of everie dallce

Hem scrape.
Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 125.

A daik in the nekke [tr. OF. au r.ool triveret lafosset].

AS. and O. E. Voeab. (ed. Wright), p. 146.

Dalke, vallia [supra in dale]. Prompt. Parv., p. 112.

dalle (dal), n. [F., a flagstone, slab, slice; ori-

gin tmcertain.] 1. A slab or large tile of stone,
marble, baked clay, or the like ; specifically, in

decorative art, a tile of which the surface is in-

cised or otherwise ornamented, such as the me-
dieval sepulchral slabs set in the pavement and
walls of churches.— 2. ]>l. leap.] The name
originally given by the French employees of

the Hudson's Bay Company, and still current,

to certain localities in the valley of the Missis-

sippi and west as far as the Columbia, where
the rivers flow with a rapid fall over broad, flat

rock-surfaces. The best-known Dalles are those of
ttie Columbia river, and this name is not only that of the
locality, but also of the town (The Dalles) near which they
are situated.

Dallia (dal'i-a), n. [NL., after W. H. Dall, an
American naturalist.] The typical and only

Alaskan Blackfish {Daltia pectoratis),

genus of the family Dalliida, containing one
species, D. pectoralis, the blackfish of Alaska
and Siberia, where it is an important food-fish.

dalliance (dal'i-aus), «. [< ME. daliance, dali-

aunce, daliauns, <C dalien, dally, + -ance.] If.

Familiar and easy conversation ; idle talk ; chat

;

gossip.

In daliaunce they riden forth hir weye.
ChatuxT, Friar's Tale, L 106.

" Of honest myrth latt be thy daliaunce.
Babeeg Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 28.

2. A trifling away of time; delay; idle loitering.

My business cannot l>rook this dalliance.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 1.

3. Play; sport; frolic; toying, as in the ex-
change of caresses ; wantonness.

Like a puff'd and reckless libertine.

Himself ttie primrose path of dalliance treads.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

And my fair son here, . . . the dear pledge
Of dalliance had with thee in heaven.

Milton, P. L., ii. 819.

The child, in his earliest dalliance on a parent's knee.
Sumner, Fame and Glory.

O my life

In Egypt ! O the dalliance and the wit,

Tile flattery and the strife !

Tennyson, Fair Women.

4t. The act of trifling, as with something tempt-
ing.

By this sly dalliance of the crafty bait

Hoping what she could not subdue, to cheat.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, I. 157.

dallier (dal'i-6r), n. One who dallies ; one who
trifles ; a tritter.

The daylie dalliers with such pleasant wordes, with such
smiling and sweet countenances.

Ascham, The Scholemaster.

dalrlpa

the ventrals few (3^. Only one species is known, named
blackfish and dogjish; it reaches a length of about 8
inches, and inhabits fresh-water ponds and mud-holes in
the arctic region in Siberia and Alaska. See cut under
Dallia.

dallop, dollop (dal'-, dol'op), >i. [Origin tm-
certain.] 1. A tuft, bunch, or small patch of
grass, grain, or weeds.— 2. A patch of ground
among com that has escaped the plow. [Prov.
Eng.]
dally (dal'i), I'.

;
pret. and pp. dallied, -py^r. dal-

lying. [Early mod. E. also dallie; < ME. dalyen,
play, talk idly (cf. E. dial, diimllee, talk inco-
herently), prob. < AS. dwalian, dwolian, com-
monly dwelian, dweligan, ONorth. duoliga, dwo-
liga, err, be foolish, = D. dwalen, err, wander,
be mistaken, = Icel. dvala, delay ; connect-
ed with dwell and dull, q. v. The supposed
connection with OHG. dahlen, dalien, dalen, G.
dial, tallen, trifle, toy, speak childishly, has
not been made out.] I. intrans. If. To talk
idly or foolishly

;
pass the time in idle or frivo-

lous chat.

Dalyyn or talkyn, . . . fabulor, confabulor, colloquor.
Prompt. Parv., p. 112.

They drunken and rfaj/^etfen, . . . thiselordesandladyes.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight, 1. 1114.

2. To trifle away time in any manner, as in
vague employment or in mere idleness ; linger

;

loiter; delay.

For he was not the man to daily about anything.
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 544.

Mr. Lincoln dallied with his decision [on emancipation]
perhaps longer than seemed needful to those bii whom its

awful responsibility was not to rest.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 168.

3. To play, sport, frolic, toy, as in exchanging
caresses; wanton.

Our aiery buildeth in the cediu's top,
. And dallies with the wind.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

Dallying with a brace of courtezans,
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

The Poets do faine that Jupiter dallied with Europa un-
der this kinde of tree. Coryat, Crudities, I. 183.

The small waves that dallied with the sedge.
Bryant, Rhode Island Coal.

H. trans. To delay ; defer
;
put off. [Bare.]

Not by the hazard of one set battle, but by dallying
off the time with often skirmishes. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

dallyingly (dal'i-ing-li), adv. In a trifling or
dallying manner.
Wher as he doth but dalliengly perswade, they may en-

force & compel. Bp. Bale, Image of the Two Churches, ii.

dalmahoy (dal'ma-hoi), n. [Origin obscure.]
A kind of bushy bob-wig worn by tradesmen in

the eighteenth eentunr, especially by chemists.

Dalmatian (dal-ma'shian), a. and n. [< Dal-
matia + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Dal-
matia, a erownland of the Austrian empire, on
the eastern coast of the Adriatic sea Dalma-
tian cap, an old name for the tulip.— Dalmatian do^.
See dog.— Dalmatian pelican, the great tufted pell-

can, Pelecanus crispus : so called from having been first

brought to notice tlirough a specimen killed in Dalmatia in

1828. A. K. BreAirt.— Dalmatian regulus, the yellow-
browed warbler of Europe, Regulus, Reguloides, or Phyl-
loscopus su])erciliosus.

n. n. 1. An inhabitant of Dalmatia; spe-
cifically, a member of the primitive Slavic race
of Dalmatia (including the Morlaks of the
coast), akin to the Servians, and constituting
most of the population.— 2. A Dalmatian dog
(which see, under dog).

dalmatic (dal-mat'ik), n. [Also dalmatica and,
as F., dalmatique ; = F. dalmatique = Sp. dal-

matica = Pg. It. dalmatica, < ML. dalmatica
(sc. L. vestis, garment), fem. of L. Dalmaticus,
adj., < Dalmatia : see def.] A loose-fitting ec-

clesiastical vestment with wide sleeves, pro-

vided with an opening for the passage of the
head, divided or left partly open at the sides,

and reaching to or below the knee. It is worn
in the Western Church by the deacon at the celebration
of the mass or holy communion and on some other oc-

casions, and is put on over the alb. Bishops also use the
dalmatic, wearing it over the tunicle and under the chas-

uble. The earliest records of the dalmatic as a secular
garment seem to date from the latter part of the second
centuiy, at which time it is also alluded to as the "sleeved
tunic of the Dalmatians (cbiridota Dalmatarum)." It af-

terward came U> be especially worn by senators and other
persons of high station. The first mention of its use by a

bishop is in tlie case of St. Cyprian, martyred A. D. 268.

Dalliidse (da-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL.. < Dallia +
-idw.] The only family of fishes of the suborder
Xenomi, typified by the genus Dallia, and char-

acterized by the structure of the pectoral limbs.
The body is fusiform, and covered with small embedded
cycloid scales : the head flattish : the d'»rsal fin short and
behind the middle ; and the anal fin opposite the dorsal.

The pectoral flns have very numerous (30-38) rays, and rype, a ptarmig!

But one or two . . . bent their knee to Sister Magda-
len, by which name they saluted her— kissed her hand,
or even the hem of her dalmatique. Scott, Abbot, xiii.

dalripa (darri-pii), n. [< Norw. dalrjupa (=Dan.
dalrype; cf. equiv. Sw. snoripa : sno = E. snoiv^),

a kind of ptarmigan, < dal (= Sw. Dan. dal =
E. dale^), a valley, + rjupa = Icel. rjupa = Dan.
rype, n ptarmigan.] The Norwegian ptarmigan.



dal segno

dal segno (dal sa'nyo). [It., from the sign

:

dill for rf<i i7, from the {da, < L. de, from ; il, <

L. ille, this); segno, < L. signum, sign: see «((/«.]

In music, a direction to go back to the sign IS-,

and repeat thence to the close, or to a point in-

dicated by the word^ne. Abbreviated D. S.

dalti (dalt), n. rSe.,< Gael, dalta = Ir. dalta,

daltan, a foster-cmld, a pet, disciple, ward.] A
foster-child.

It is false of thy father's child ; false of thy mother's
son ; falsest of my dalt. Scott, Kair Maid of Perth, xxix.

dalt^t. An obsolete preterit of dealK
Daltonian (dal-to'ni-an), a. and n. [< Dalton
(see daltonism) + -iah.'\ I. a. Relating to or
discovered by John Dalton, a noted English
chemist (1766-1844) Daltonian atomic theory,
the theory, first enunciated by John Dalton, that, while the
atoms of the different elements have not the same weights,

tile combining weights of these elements express the
relation between their atomic weights. His theoi-y re-

garded chemical combination as a union of different atoms
in definite quantitative proportions.

n. n. [cap. or I. c] One affected by color-

blindness. See daltonism.

They have since experimented with four Daltonians, or
color-blind persons. I'op. Sci. Mo., XX. 143.

daltonism (dal'ton-izm), n. [From John Dal-
ton, the chemist, who siineredfrom this defect.]

Color-blindness.

In tliose persons who are troubled with Daltonian, or
colour-blindness, luminous undulations so different as
those of red and green awalten feelings that are identical.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 17.

Dalton's law. See law.

dalyt, ». 1. A die. Dalies were not precisely

like modern dice, but in some examples had let-

ters on the six sides.— 2. pi. A game played
with such dice.

dam^ (dam), n. [Early mod. E. also damme;
< ME. dam, damme, a dam, a body of water
hemmed in, < AS. *damm (not recorded, but no
doubt existent, as the source of the verb, q. v.)

= OFries. dam, dom = D. dam = MLGr. LGr.

dam = MHG. tarn, G. damm (after D.), a dike,

= leel. dammr = Sw. dam = Dan. dam = Goth.
*damms, a dam, inferred from the verb fatir-

dammjan: see dam^, ».] 1. A mole, bank, or
mound of earth, or a wall, or a frame of wood,
constructed across a stream of water to ob-
struct its flow and thus raise its level, in order
to make it available as a motive power, as for

driving a mill-wheel ; such an obstruction built

for any purpose, as to form a reservoir, to pro-

tect a tract of land from overflow, etc. ; in law,

an artificial boundary or means of confinement
of running water, or of water which would oth-

erwise flow away.

No more damg I'll malce for fish. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

The sleepy pool above the dam,
The pool beneath it never still.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

2. In mining, any undergi'ound wall or stop-
ping, constructed of masonry, clay, or timber,
for the purpose of holding back water, air, or
gas.— 3. In dentistry, a guard of soft rubber
placed round a tooth to keep it free from saliva
while being prepared for filling.— 4t. The body
of water confined by a dam.
Hoc gtagnum, a dame.

AS. and 0. E. Vocab. (2d ed. Wright), col. 736, 1. 29.

Floating dam, a caisson forming a gate to a dry doclc.—
Movable dam. .Same as barrage. (See also crib-dam.)

dam' (dam), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dammed, ppr.

damming. [Early mod. E. also damme; < ME.
"dammen (found onlywith change of vowel, dem-
tnen, used passively, be hemmed in, < AS. *dem-
man, only m once-occurring comp. for-demman
= Goth,faur-dammjan, stop up) = MD. D. dam-
men = MLG. dammen = G. ddmmen = Icel.

demma = 8w. ddmma = Dan. dcemme, dam ; all

from the noun.] 1. To obstruct or restrain the
flow of by a dam ; confine or raise the level of

by constructing a dam, as a stream of water:
often with in, up.

When you darn up a stream of water, as soon as the dam
is full as much water must run over the dam-head as if

there was no dam at all.

Adam Sinith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 5.

2. To confine or restrain as if with a dam ; stop
or shut up or in ; obstruct : with up.

You that would dnm up your ears and harden your heart
as iron against the unresistible cries of supplicants calling
upon you for mercy, . . . should first imagine yourself in

their case. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 61.

Dam up your mouths,
And no words of it.

Masrinffer, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 3.

To dam out, to prevent from entering, as water, by
means of a dam.
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dam- (dam), n. [< ME. damme, usually dame,
the mother of a beast; merely a particular
use of dame, a woman : see darnel. Cf. a
like use of sire.'] A female parent : used of

beasts, particularly of quadrupeds, and some-
times (now usually in a slighting sense) of

women.
Faithless ! forsworn ! ne goddess was thy dam.

!

Surrey, MneiA, iv. 477.

What, all my pretty chickens, and their dam.
At one fell swoop? Shab, Macbeth, iv. 3.

This brat is none of mine ; . . .

Hence with it, and, together with the dam,
Commit tliem to the fire. Shak., W. T., ii. 3.

The lost lamb at her feet
Sent out a bitter bleating for its dam.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

dam^ (dam), n. [See dams.] A crowned man
in the game of draughts or checkers. [Local,

Eng.]
Dama (da'ma), n. [NL., < L. ddma, damma, a
fallow-deer.] A genus or subgenus of deer;

Fallow-deer {Dama platyceros).

the fallow-deer. The common European spe-
cies is Cervus dama, also known as Dama platy-
ceros.

damage (dam'aj), n. [Early mod. E. also dam-
mage; < ME. damage, < OF. damage, damage,
F. dommage, harm, = Pr. damnatje, dampnatje,
damnatge = It. dannaggio, < ML. *damnaticum,
harm (cf. adj. damnaticus, condemned to the
mines), < L. damnum,los8, injury: see damn.]
If. Harm ; mischance ; injury in general.

Therfore yef ye do wisely sendeth after hem, fforbut yef
thei be departed ther shuU some be deed, and that were
grete damage and pite. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 568.

2. Hurt or loss to person, character, or estate

;

injury to a person or thing byviolence or vrrong-

fid treatment, or by adverse natural forces ; de-

terioration of value or reputation.

Oalashin . . . hadde gode corage, and gode will to be
a-venged of his damage yef he myght come in place.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 397.

To the utmost of our ability we ought to repair any
damage we have done. Beattie, Moral Science, iii. 1.

No human being can arbitrarily dominate over another
without grievous damage to his own nature.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 21.

3. pi. In law, the value in money of what is

lost or withheld ; the estimated money equiva-
lent for detriment or injury sustained; that
which is given or adjudged to repair a loss.

—

4. Cost; expense. [CoUoq.]

Many thanks, but I must pay the damage, and will thank
you to tell me the amount of the engraving. Byron.

Amenity damages. See amenity.— Civil damage act.
See ctViX— Compensatory damages, consequential
damages. See the adjectives.—Damage feasant, in

law, doing injury; inflicting damage ; trcspa.ssiii^', as cat-

tle : applied to a stranger's beasts found in another per-

son's ground without his leave or license, and there doing
damage, by feeding or otherwise, to the grass, corn, wood,
etc.— Exemplary, punitive, or vindictive damages,
such damages as are fixed upon, not as a mere reimburse-
ment of pecuniary loss, but as a good round compensation
and an adequate recompense for the entire injury sus-

tained, and as may serve for a wholesome example to oth
ers in like cases. See compensatory damages, under com-
pensatory.— Farthing damages, in Eng. law, nominal as

opiMjsed to sutistantiaT damages.—Liquidated or stipu-
lated damages, damages which are fixed in amount by
the nature or terms of a contract.—Nominal damages, a
trifiing sum, such as six cents, awarded to vindicate a plain-

tiff's right, when no serious injury has been suffered, in

contradistinction to substantial damages.— Special dam-
ages, damafjes which would not necessarily follow the com-
mission of the alleged breach of contract or wrong, and
therefore need to lie specially alleged in the complaint or
declaration.— Unliquidated damages, damages which
re(|uire determination by the estimate of a jury or court.

~^ya. Detriment, Harm, *iic, i^fiti injury.) Waste, ^ic.

See U)8».

damareteion

damage (dam'aj), v.
;
pret. and pp. damaged,

ppr. damaging. [Early mod. E. also danimage;
< OF. damagier, domagier, damage, harm ; from
the noun: see damage, n.] I, tra7is. To cause
damage to ; hurt ; harm ; injure ; lessen the value
or injure the interests or reputation of.

When bothe the armyes were approachyng to the other,

the audinaunce shot so terribly and with suche a violence
that it sore dammaged and encombred bothe the parties.

Hall, Uen. VII., an. 3.

It stands me much upon
To stop all hopes whose growth may damage me.

Shak., Kich. III., iv. 2.

II. intrans. To receive damage or injury ; be
injured or impaired in soundness or value : as,

a freshly cut crop will damage in amow or stack.

damageable (dam'aj-a-bl), a. [< OF. damage-
able, domageable, F! dommageable, < damagier,
damage: see damage, v., and -able.] 1. Hurt-
ful; pernicious; damaging. [Rare.]

The other denied it, because it would be damageahU
and prejudicial to the Spaniard.

Camden, Elizabeth, an. 1588.

2. That may be injured or impaired ; suscepti-

ble of damage : as, damageable goods.

damage-cleert, «• [ML. damna dericorum, dam-
ages of the clerks : see damnum and cleric,

clerk.] In Eng. law, a fee formerly paid in the
Courts of Common Pleas, King's Bench, and
Exchequer, in certain eases where damages
were recovered in those courts.

damagementt (dam'aj-ment), n. [< damage +
-ment.] Damage; injury.

And the more base and brutish pleasures bee, . . .

The more's the soule and bodie's damagement.
Davies, Microcosmos, p. 44.

'

damageoust, a. [< OF. damagious, damajos, da-
magcus, domageus, dommageus, etc., < damage,
damage: see damajre and -ojts.] Hurtful; dam-
aging. Minsheu, 1617.

damajavag, n. A trade-name for the extract of
the wood and bark of the chestnut-tree, used in

place of gall-nuts for dyeing black and for tan-
ning. O'Neill, Diet, of Dyeing, p. 130.

Damalichthys (dam-a-lik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.
(Sa/«jX({-, a young cow, heifer, + (;t™C) a fish.]

Uafnalt'chthys vacea.

A genus of surf-fishes, of the family Holcono-
iidce. D. vacca is a species of the Pacific coast of the
United States, locally known as porgy and perch ; it is a
food-flsh, attaining a weight of from 2 to 3 pounds.

Damalis (dam'a-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6d/iah(, a
young cow, a heifer, prob. < da/x-a^tw, tame, =
L. dom-are = E. tame.] 1. A genus of dipter-

ous insects. Fabricius, 1805.— 2. A genus of

lepidopterous insects. Biibner, 1816.—3. A
genus of antilopine ruminant quadrupeds, con-
taining a ntimber of African antelopes related

to those of the genus Alcelaphus, in which they
are sometimes included. Species of the genus are

the sassaby or bastard hartbeest (Z>. lunata), the korri-

gum (D. senegatensis), the bontebok (D. pygarga), and the
blesbok (D. albi/rons). They are large animals with sub-

cylindrical divergent bonis, small naked muflle, and, in

the females, two teats ; they belong to the group of buba-
line antelopes. //. .Smith, 1827. See cut under blesbok.

4. A genus of bivalve moUusks. J. E. Gray,
1847.

daman (dam'an), n. [Syrian.] The Syrian
hyrax, Syrax syriacus; the cony of the Bible.

See cony and Hyrax. Also written damon.
damar (dam'ar), n. Same as dammar-resin.

Damara (dam'a-ra), n. Same as Dammara, 1.

damareteion
(dam'''a-re-tI'on),

«.; -pi. damareteia
(-a). [Gr. ila/iapi-

retov (sc. vdfiiafia,

coin), neut. of Aa-
/lapireiog, of Dama-
rete or Demarete,
< ^afiapETTj, ^ri/ja-

phr/, the wife of
Gelon. The coin
was first struck in

commemoration of
the gold cro'wn



damareteion

sent by the Car-
thaginians to De-
marete, the wife
of the tyrant Ga-
lon, in acknow-
ledgment of her
services in the
negotiation for
peace, 480 B. c]
A handsome sil-

ver coin of Syra-
cuse, weighing 10

Reverse. Attic drachmsB,
Damareteion, British Museum. {Size of according tO an-

the original.)
^.^^^^ Statements,

though in fact the coins fall short of that stan-

dard, and weigh about 43 grams. Also demare-
teion.

damar-resin, » See dammar-resin.
Damascene (dam'a-sen), a. and ». [ME. Dam-
ascene, def. II., 2; = F. dama«c^He= Sp. Pg. It.

damasceno = G. damascener, < L. Damascenus, <

Gr. Aa/iaaiafv6c, of Damascus, < Ao/forndf , L. Da-
mascus, Damascus: seedamasl: i'rom the same
adj., in its OF. form damaisin, comes E. damson,
q. V. Cf. damaskcen.~\ I. a. 1. Of or pertaining
to the city of Damascus, anciently and stiU the
capital of Syria, and under the Ommiad califs

capital of the Mohammedan empire, long cele-

brated for its works in steel. See damaseus.—
2. \l. c] Of or pertaining to the art of damas-
keening, or to something made by that process.

Damascene workers, chiefly for ornamenting arms.
G. C. M. Birdwood, Indian Arts, I. 141.

Damascene lace, an imitation of Honiton lace, some-
times made by uiiitiirg sprigs of real lloiiiton lace with
brides or otiier filling of needlework.— Damascene work,
(a) Same as dama^kfeniti{f, 1. (6) The style of work dis-

played in the artistic watered-steel blades for whicli the
city of Damascus is celebrated. The variegated color of
these blades is due to tlie crystallization of cast-steel

highly charged with carbon, an ert'ect produced by a care-
ful process of cooling. 'I"lie phrase is also applied to or-

naments sliglitly etched on a steel surface, and also to
other surfaces of similar appearance, as, for example, to
an etchetl surface of metallic iron.

H. ». 1. An inhabitant or a native of the
city of Damascus.
In Damascus the governor under Aretas the king kept

the city of the Damascenes witlt a garrison. 2 Cor. xi. 32.

2t. [L. Damascena, < Gr. Aa/iaaKjfvr/, the region
about Damascus, prop. fem. of the adj.] The
district in which Damascus is situated.

Lo, Adam, in the felde of Dmmucene,
With tioddes owen flnger wrought was he.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, I. 17.

3. [1. c] Same as damson.
damascene (dam'a-sen), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

damascened, ppr. damascening. [< damascene,
a.; var. of damaskeen.'\ Same as damaskeen.
Sumptuous Greek furniture, during the last two centu-

ries B. C, was made of bronze, dainattcawd with gold and
silver. Eticyc. Brit., IX. 818.

damascening (dam'a-se-ning), n. [Verbal n. of
damiiscciie, c] Same as damaskeening.
damaseus (da-m&s'kus), n. [L. Damaseus, < Gr.
Aa/«j<7/c<5f, < Heb. Damcseq, At. Dameshg, Damas-
cus. This city gave name to several fabrics of
steel and iron, and of silk, and to a plum : see
below, and see damask, damascene, damson."}
Steel or iron resembling that of a Damascus
blade.— Damascus blade.a sword or simitar present-
ing upon its surface a variegated appearance of watering,
as white, silvery, or black veins, in fine lines or fillets,

fibrous, crossed, interlaced, or parallel, etc., formerly
brought fr^jm the East, being fabricateti diierty at Damas-
cus in .Syria. (See damascene work (h), under Damancene,
a.) 'ITie eX4x-lIent quality of Damas(.'iH blades has become
proverbial —Damascus Iron, a combination of iron and
steel, so called because of its resemblance t<> Daraasctis
steel. .Scrap-iron and scrap-steel are cut into small pieces
and welded together, and then rolled out. The surface
presents a beautiful variegated appearance.—Damascus
Steel .See(/am///*r.'»t*' (TOrA:('/), under i>ff»mj(fc»M'. ff.—Da-
mascus twist, a guii-burrel made by drawing IJamascus
iron itito a ril>ljon aliout half an inch wide, twisting it

round amandrel, and welding it.— Stub damaseus, a rod
of Damascus iron, twisted and flattened into a riblion, for
making a gun.barrel.

damaseet, damasint, ». Obsolete variants of
damson.

Pers and appitl, bothe ryjie thay were.
The date, and als the damaitte.
ThiiTfutif of Ermeldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 103).

damask (dam'ask), «. and a. [< ME. damaske =
MD. itfimasck, damast, D. daniast = MLG. (/n-

»«««t =late MHG. damasch.dtimmas, G.damtnast,
now damast = Sw. Dan. damask, Dan. also da-
mast (the ioTxadamast, in D., G., etc., being from
the It. damasto) = OF. F. damas = Sp. Pg.
damasco = It. damascn, also damasto, < ML. <ia-

maseus (also damacius and damasiicvs ; sc. L.
pannus), damask, so called from the city of Da-
mascus, where the fabric was orig. made : see
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damasctts, and cf. damaskeen, damascene. As
an adj., def. 3, directly < Damascus.'] I. n. 1.

A textile fabric woven in elaborate patterns,
(a) A rich fabric of coarse silk threads woven in figures of
many colors : a manufacture whicli has been long estab-
lished in Syria, and has fretiuently been imitated in Eu-
rope. (6) A modern material, used chiefly for furniture-
covering, made of silk and wool or silk' and cotton, and
usually in elaborate designs, (c) An inferior quality of the
preceding, made of worsted only, employed also for furni-
ture, ((i) A fine twilled linen fabric, used especially for
table-linen. It is generally ornamented witll a pattern
shown by opposite reflections of light from the surface
without contrast of color, (e) A cotton fabric made for
curtains, table-covers, etc., usually in different shades of
red.

2. A pink color like that of the damask rose

;

a highly luminous crimson red reduced in
chroma, and not appearing to incline to either
orange or purple.

Just the difference
Betwixt the constant red and mingled damask.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5.

3. Same as damaskeening, 2.— 4. Wavy lines
shown on metal, formed by damaskeening.

—

Capha damask, a material mentioned in the sixteenth
century, perhaps named from the scaportof Caffa or Katfa,
anciently called Theodosia, on the southern coast of the
Crimea.— Cotton damask. See cotton^, a.— Cypress
damaskt. See aipresn-.

H. a. 1. Woven with figures, like damask:
used of textile fabrics, usually linen : as, dam-
ask table-cloths. See I., 1.

A damask napkin wrought with horse and hound.
Tennyson, Audley Court.

2. Of a pink color like that of the damask rose.

She never told her love,

But let concealment, like a worm i' the bud.
Feed on her damask cheek. Shak., T, N., ii. 4.

While, dreaming on your damask cheek,
The dewy sister-eyelids lay.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, Prol.

3. Of, pertaining to, or originating in Damas-
cus: as, the damask plum, rose, steel, violet:
see below— Damask plum, a small plum, the dam-
son.—Damask rose, a species of pink rose, Jiosa damas-
cena, a native of Damascus.

Gloves, as sweet as damask roses.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3 (song).

Damask roses have not been known in England above one
hundred years, and now are so common. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Damask steel, Damascus steel. See Damascus blade,
tutder damaseus.— Damask stitch, a stitch in embroi-
dery by which a soft, unbroken surface is protluced, con-
sisting of threads laid parallel and close together.—Dam-
ask violet. Same as dame's-uiolet.

damask (dam'ask), V. t. [z= MLG. damasken =
G. damasten == F. damasser = Sp. Pg. damas-
car (in pp. damascado) = It. damascare, damask

;

from the noun. Cf. damaskeen.} 1. To orna-
ment (a metal) with flowers or patterns on the
surface, especially by the application of an-
other metal. See damaskeen.

Mingled metal damask'd o'er with gold.
Dryden, Maeid, xl. 736.

2. To variegate ; diversify.

If you could pick out more of these play-particles, and,
as occasion shall salute you, embroider or damask your
discourse with them.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, Hi. 3.

On the soft downy bank damask'd with flowers.
Milton, P. L., Iv. 834.

damasked (dam'askt), ;>. a. [Pp. of damask, v.}

1. Having a running figure covering the sur-
face, as in damask or damaskeened metal.

This place [Damascus) is likewise famous for cutlery
ware, which ... is made of the old iron that is found
in antient buildings ; . . . the blades made of it appear
damasked or wateretl.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 125.

Bryant, of Paris, employed cast steel and carburetted
steel, and he got a damasked blade after acidulated wasli*
ing. A', and Q., 6th ser., XI. 352.

2. In her., decorated -with an ornamental pat-
tern, as the field or an ordinary. [Rare.]

damaskeen (dam-as-ken'), V. t. [Early mod.
E. also liamaskin; = MD. damaskeneren, < F.
damasquiner, damask, flourish, carve, engrave
or otherwise ornament damaskwise, < damas-
quin, of damask (= Sp. Pg. damasquino = It.

damascliino, dammaschino, of damask, formerly
also as a noun, damask, damask-work), < damas
(= It. dama.'ico, etc., < ML. damasctin), damask.
Damaskeen (not used as an adj. in E.) thus ult.

represents F. damasquin, formed anew as an
aflj. from damas (in E. as if < damask + -t'nel)

and meaning ' relating to damask.' It has been
confused in part with damascene, which is of
much older origin and means ' relating to Da-
mascus.'] To ornament (metal, as steel), by in-

laying or otherwise, in such a way as to pro-
duce an effect compared (originally) with that
of damask ; ornament with flowers or patterns
on the surface ; damask.

dame
Cnppesof fine Corinthian lattin, guilded and damasJcined.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 307.

damaskeening (dam-as-ke'ning), n. [Verbal n.
of damaskeen, c] l.'The art of ornamenting a
surface of one metal by inlaying with another.
A surface of iron, steel, or bronze is first engraved with
lines and figures, the incisions being more or less under-
cut— that is, broader at the bottom than at the surface.
The metal used for the ornamental pattern is then usu-
ally inlaid in the form of a narrow ribbon or strip, which
is driven into its place by blows of a mallet ; the whole
surface is tlien polished. Also called damascene work.

2. An effect produced by repeatedly welding,
drawing out, and doubling up a bar composed
of a mixture of iron and steel, the surface of
which is afterward treated with an acid. The
surface of the iron under this treatment retains its metal-
lic luster, while that of the steel is left with a black, firm-
ly adhesive coating of carbon. Boscoe and Schorlemmer.
Also dama-fk, damaskinfj.

damaskint, f . t. An obsolete form of damaskeen.
damaskint, «. [Var. of damascene, after damas-
kin, )'.] A Damascus blade; a damaskeened
blade.

No old Toledo blades or damaskins.
Howell, Poem to Charles I., Jan., 1641.

damasking (dam'as-king), n. [Verbal n. of
damask, c] 1. Same as damaskeening.— 2.
Adornment with figures.

An opinion that no clothing so adorned them as their
painting and damasking of their bodies.

Speed, Ancient Britaines, V. vii. 7.

3. Wavy lines formed on metal by damaskeen-
ing, or lines similar in appearance.

But above alt conspicuous for these workes and damask-
injs is the maple. Evelyn, To Dr. Wilkina.

damasqueeneryt (dam-as-ke'ne-ri), n. [< dam-
askeen -\- -ery, after F. damasqumerie.'] The art
of damaskeening; steel-work damaskeened.
Ash.

damass^ (da-ma-sa'), a. [F., pp. of damasser,
damask: see damask, n. and i^] 1. Woven
with a rich pattern, as of flowers : said of cer-
tain silks used for women's wear.— 2. In ceram.,
applied to a decoration white on white—that is,

painted in white enamel on a white ground, so
that the pattern is relieved by only very slight
differences of tint, and chiefly by the contrast
of surfaces.

damassin (dam'a-sin), n. [< F. damasser, dam-
ask: see damask, t'.] 1. A kind of damask
with gold and silver flowerswoven in the warp
and woof.— 2. An ornamental woven or textile

fabric of which the surface is wholly, or almost
wholly, gold or silver, or a combination of both.
The fabric is submitted to heavy pressure to make the
surface uniform and brilliantly metallic.

damboard (dam'bord), n. [So.] Same as dam-
hrod.

dambonite (dam'bon-it), n. [< n'damho, native
name for the tree, -(- -ite^."] A white crystalline

substance existing to the extent of 0.5 per cent,
in caoutchouc, obtained from an imknown tree
growing near the Gaboon in western Africa.
It is very readily soluble in water and in aque-
ous, but not in absolute, alcohol.

dambose (dam'bds), »i. Same as datnbonite.

dambrod (dam'brod), «. [Sc, also (accom. to
E. board) damboard; < Sw. dambrade (= Dan.
dambrwt), checker-board, < dam (= Dan. dam),
checkers (see dams), + brdde = Dan. brwt,

board: see board.} A chess- or checker-board.
— Dambrod pattern, a large pattern, resembling the
squares on a checker-l)oard.

dame (dam), ». [< ME. dame, often dam, a lady,
a woman, adam (see rfajH^)^ =1). Q. Dan. damez=
Sw. dam, < OF. dame, F. dame = Pr. Sp. Pg. It.

dama (see also donna, doSia), < L. domina, a
lady, fem. of dominus, lord : see dominus, dom-
ino, don^. See also damsel, madam, etc.] If.

A mother.
I folwed ay my dames lore.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 683.

Sovran of creatures, universal dame f

Milton, P. L., ix. 612.

2t. A dam : said of beasts.

As any kyd or calf folwynge his dame.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 74.

3. A woman of rank, high social position, or
culture ; a lady ; specifically, in Great Britain,

the legal title of the wife or widow of a knight
or baronet.

Not all these lords do vex me half so much
As that proud dame, the lord protector's wife.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 3.

4. A woman in general
;
particularly, awoman

of mature years, a married woman, or the mis-
tress of a household : formerly often used (like

the modem Mrs.) as a title, before either the
surname or the Christian name.



dame
^Vhere shall we tliid leash or band,
For damt that loves to rove ?

Scott, Marmion, 1. 17.

One old dame
Came suddenly on the Queen with the sharp news.

TennpsoH, Lancelot and Elaine.

5. The mistress of an elementary school.

He bewailed his sinful course of life, his disobedience

to his parents, his slighting and despising their instruc-

tions and the instructions of his dame, and other means
of grace God haul offered him.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 60.

Like many others bom in villages, he [Robert Hall] re-

ceived his flrst regular instruction at a dame's school—
that of Dame Seotton. 0. Gregory.

6. In Eton, England, a woman with whom the

boys boajrd, and who has a certain care over

them ; sometimes, also, a man who occupies the

same position.

Eton is less symmetrical than the other two, in so far

as she retains Dames' houses, cheaper than tutors' houses.

About one hundred and thirty boys board with Dames.
Sydney Smith, in C. A. Bristed's English University, p. 338.

Dame Joan ground. Seefli-oimrfi.

dameiselt, «. An obsolete form of (lamseP^.

damenization (dii-me-ni-za'shon), H. [Also

written damenisation ; < da + me + >ii + {-i)2e +
-ation.'i In music, the useof the syllables da, me,

ni, po, til, la, be, to indicate the successive tones

of the scale, or the singing of a melody by the

help of these syllables : advocated by the com-
poser Graun about 1750. See solmization, hohi-

zation, etc.

darner (da'm^r), «. A darning-needle. [Ob-
solete or provincial.]

dame-school (dam'skel), n. An elementary
private school taught by a woman.
His [Mr. Odger's] boyish education was limited to the

rustic danie-school of his native hamlet.
R. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 330.

dame's-violet (damz'vi"9-let), ». An English
popular name of the plant Hesperis matrmialis.

Also called damask violet. See rocket.

damiana (dam-i-an'a), n. A drug consisting

of the leaves of certain Mexican plants, spe-

cies of Turnera, chiefly T. microphylla and T.

diffusa, and Bigelovia vcneta, supposed to have
tonic and stimulant properties.

Damianist (da'mi-an-ist), n. [< Damian +
-ist.} Same as Damianite.
Damianite (da 'mi -an -it), n. [< Damian +
-lYf'-i.] Ecclcs., a follower of Damianus, a Mo-
nophysite patriarch of Alexandria in the sixth

century, who denied the separate Godhead of

the persons of the Trinity, teaching that Fa-
ther, Son, and Holy Spirit are God only when
united.

damier, n. The Cape pigeon, Daption capense.

dammar (dam'ar), n. [Also damar; < Hind.
d«mor, resin, pitch : aee dammar-resin.'] Same
as dammar-re.nn.
Dammara (dam'a-ra), w. [NL., also Damara;
< dammar, q. v.] 1" A genus of large dioecious

coniferous trees to which the earlier name
Agathis has been restored. They are natives of the
East Indian islands. New Guinea, and New Zealand, have
large lanceolate leathery leaves, and bear ovate or globu-
lar cones with a single laterally winged seed under each
scale. There are 8 or 10 species. D. orientalis is a tall

tree, attaining on the mountains of Amboyna a height
of from 80 to 100 feet. Its light timber is of little value,
but it yields tlie well-known dammar-resin. Another spe-

cies is l). australis, the kauri-pine of New Zealaiul, whicli
is sometimes 200 feet high, and affords a very strong and
durable wood, highly esteemed for masts and tlie plank-
ing of vessels and for house- building, and often richly
mottled. It yields a large quantity of resin, which is also
found buried in large masses on sites where the tree no
longer grows. Other useful species are D. obtusa of the
New Hebrides, D. Moorii of New Caledonia, etc.

2. [I. c] Same as dammar-resin.
dammarelt. « . [Appar. a var. of *dameret, < OF.
dameret, a lady's man, a carpet-knight, < dame,
lady : see dame.] An effeminate person ; a lady's

man.
The lawyer here may learn divinity.

The divine, lawes or faire astrology.
The dammarel resijectively to fight.

The duellist to court a mistress right.

lieloe's Anecdotes of Literature, VI. 51.

dammar-gum (dam'ar-gum), n. Same as dam-
mar-resin.

dammaric (dam'a-rik), a. [< Dammara + -ic]
Kelating to or derived from trees of the genus
Dammara— Dammaric acid, the partofdammar-resin
whidi is soluble in alcohol and has acid properties.

dammarin (dam'a-rin), n. [< dammar + -in^.]
Same as dammarWesin.
dammar-pitch (dam'ar-pich), n. White dam-
mar-resin .

dammar-resin (dam'ar-rez*in), n. A gum or
resin resembling copal, produced by various
Bpecios of Dammara. The East Indian or cat's-eye
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resin is olttained from D. orientalis, and when mixed with
powdered liamboo-bark ami a little chalk is used for calking

ships. Another variety, the kauri-gum, is obtained from
D. anstrttUs of New Zealand ; it is colorless or pale-yellow,

hard and brittle, and has a faint odor and resinous taste.

Both gums are used for colorless varnish, for which pur-

pose they are dissolved in turpentine. Also damar-resin,
dammar-fjxim , datntnarn, dammarin, dammar, damar,
damvner.—Black dammar-resln, of southern India, a
product of Caiuiriuin .strict mn, of the natural order Bur-
seracea;.— White dammar-resin, a product of Vateria
Indica, used it) varnish on tlie Malaltar coast in India.

Also called Indian copal or piny resin.

damme (dam'e), interj. A coalesced form of

damn me, used as an oath.

Come, now ; shall I begin with an oath V Do, Sir Lucius,

let me begin with a damme. Shei-idan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

dammerl (dam'er), «. One who dams up water,
or who builds dams.
dammar^ (dam'er)^ n. Same as dammar-resin.

damn (dam), v. [^ ME. damnen, usually damp-
nen, < OF. danmer, danner, dancr, demner, often

dampner, dempner, F. damner = Pr. dampnar
= OSp. damnar, dafiar = Pg. damnar = It.

dannare, condemn, damn (cf. OHG. firdamnon,
MHG. verdamnen, G. verdammen, damn), < L.

damnare, condemn, fine, < damnum, loss, harm,
fine, penalty: see damage, and cf. condemn.]

I. trans. If. To condemn; affirm to be guilty,

or worthy of punishment ; sentence judicially.

He that doubteth is damned if he eat. Rom. xiv. 23.

Lifting the Good up to high Honours seat,

And the Evill damning evermore to dy.
Spenser, To G. Harvey.

In some part of the laud these serving-men (for so be
these damned persons called) do no conmion work ; but as

every private man needeth labours, so he cometh into the
market-place, and there hireth some of them for meat and
drink. Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Robinson, i.

2t. To assign to a certain fate ; doom.
Da^npnyd was he to deye in that i)rison.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 425.

The yongest dame to forrests fled.

And there is danipnde to dwell.
Gascoigne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 110.

Specifically— 3. In theol., to doom to punish-
ment in a future state ; condemn to hell. [For
this word, as used in this sense in tlie authorized ver.sion

of the Bible, the word condemn has been substituted in

the revised version. See damnation.]

He that believeth not shall be damned. Mark xvi. 16.

That which he continues ignorant of, having done the
utmost lying in his power that he might not be ignorant
of it, shall not damn him. South, Sermons.

Hence— 4. In the imperative, used profanely
in emphatic objurgation or contempt of the
object, and more vulgarly in certain arbitrary

phrases (as damn your or Ids eyes!) in general
reprehension or defiance of a person.

Ay, ay, it's all very true ; but, hark'ee, Rowley, while I

have, by heaven I'll give ; so damn your economy.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

5. To address with the objurgation "damn!";
swear at.

He scarcely spoke to me during the whole of the brief

drive, only opening his lips at intervals to damn his horse.
Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, ii.

6. To adjudge or pronounce to be bad; con-
demn as a failure ; hence, to ruin by expressed
disapproval: as, to damn a play. [CMefly in

literary use.]
For the great dons of wit,

Phcebus gives them full privilege alone
To damn all others, and cry up their own.

Dryden, Indian Emperor.

Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer,

And without sneering teach the rest to sneer.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 201.

To damn a bond or a deedt, to cancel it.

II. intrans. To use the objurgation "damn I "

;

swear.

damn (dam), n. The verb damn used as a pro-

fane word; a curse; an oath.

Ay, ay, the best terms will grow obsolete. Damns have
had their day. Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

Not to care a damn, to be totally indifferent. [Slang.

Cf. cMnte'.!.]—Tinker's damn, trooper's damn, some-
thing absolutely worthless. [Slang, t'f. curse'-.]

damna, n. Plural of damwum.
damnability (dam-na-bil'i-ti), n. [< ML. dam-
n<il)ilita{t-)s, < LL. damnabilis: see damnable.]
The state or quality of deserving damnation;
damnableness.
The deadlynesse, or, as men might say, . . . the damna-

bilitie belonging to the mortall offence.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 488.

damnable (dam'na-bl), a. [< ME. dampnable,
< OF. damnable, F. damnable = Pr. dampnable
= OSp. damnable, daHable= It. dannabile, < LL.
damnabilis, worthy of condemnation, < L. dam-
nare, condemn: see damn.] It. To be con-
demned; worthy of condemnation

;
productive

of harm, loss, or injury.

damned
And yf thi wey be foule, it is dampnable.
And neither plesaunt, neither profitable.

Paltadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. .S.), p. 8.

2. Worthy of damnation.
O thou damnable fellow ! did not I pluck thee by the

nose for thy speeches? Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

A creature unprepar'd, unmeet for death;
And to transport him in the mind he is

Were damnable. Shak., M. for M., iv. 3.

Doctrines which once were damnabU are now fashion-

able, and heresies are appropriated as aids to faith.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Jlind, I. i. § 1.

3. Entailing damnation ; damning.
The mercy of God, if it be rightly applyed, there is no-

thing more comfortable ; if it be abused, as an occasion to

the flesh, there is nothing more damnable.
Hieron, Works (ed. 1624), I. 185.

4. Odious ; detestable ; abominable ; outra-

geous. [Regarded as profane.]

Now shall we have damnable ballads out against us,

Most wicked madrigals.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iL 2.

damnableness (dam'na-bl-nes), n. The state of

being damnable, or of deserving condemnation.

The question lieing of the damnublcTiess of error.

Chillingworth, Religion of Protestants.

damnably (dam'na-bli), adv. 1. In a manner
to incur severe censure, condemnation, or dam-
nation.

They do cursedly and damnably ayenst Crist.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. Odiously; detestably; abominably. [Re-
garded as profane.]

I'll let thee plainly know, I am cheated damnably.
Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. 2.

damnation (dam-na'shon), n. [< ME. damna-
cion, -oun, damptiacion, <C OF. damnation, dam-
nacion, damnaison, etc., F. damnation = Pr.

dampnatio = OSp. damnacion, dafiacion = Pg.
damnagSo = It. dannazione, < L. damnati«{n-),
condemcnation, < damnare, pp. damnattis, con-
demn, damn: see damn, and cf. condemnation.]
1. Condemnation; adverse judgment

;
judicial

sentence ; doom.
Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for

ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretence make long
prayer : therefore ye shall receive the gi-eater damnation.

Mat. xxiii. 14.

And shall come forth : they that have done good, unto
the resurrection (if life ; and they that have done evil,

unto the resurrection of damnation. John v. 29.

In the commonly misunderstood sentence in the Com-
niunion Office, taken from 1 Cor. xL 29, eat and drink our
4t\vn damnation, the latterword is used in its simple sense
of judgment. BH>le Word Book.

[This is the sense in which the word is used in the au-
thorized version of the New Testament: in the revised
version, in some passages condemnation (Mat. xxiii. 14

;

Mark xii. 40), in others judgment (Mat. xxiii. 33 ; John v.

29; 1 Cor. xi. 29), is substituted for it.)

Specifically— 2. In theol., condemnation to

punishment in the future state; sentence to

eternal punishment.
He that hath been affrighted with the fears of hell, or

remembers how often he hath been spared from an horri-

ble damnation, will not be ready to strangle his brother
for a trifle. Jer. Taylor, Worthy Comnmnicant.

3. Something meriting eternal pimishment.
Besides, this Duncan

Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been
So clear in his great office, that his virtues

Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongued, against
The deep damnation of his taking-off.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

4. The act of censuring or condemning by open
disapproval, as by hissing or other expression
of disapprobation.

Don't lay the damnation of your i>lay to my acconnt.
Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

5. Used as a profane exjiletive. [Low.]
damnatory (dam'na-to-ri), a. [< ML. *damna-
torius, < L. damnatus, pp. of damnare, damn:
see damn.] Containing a sentence of condem-
nation; assigning to damnation; condemna-
tory; damning: as, the damnatory clauses of

the Athanasian creed.

Boniface was in the power of a prince who made light

of his damnatory invectives. Hallam, Middle Ages, vii. 2.

damned (damd), p. a. [Pp. of damn, v.] 1.

Condemned; judicially sentenced; specifically,

(reputed to be) sentenced to punishment in a
future state; consigned to perdition.

But although all damn'd persons at the great day will

be confounded and ashamed, yet none will be more ridicu-

lously miserable than such who go to Hell for fashion-

sake. StUlingJieet, Sermons, I. xii.

2. Hateful; detestable; abominable: a profane
objurgation, also used adverbially to express
more or less intense dislike : as an adverb also

simply intensive, equivalent to 'very,' 'ex-

ceedingly,' employed to strengthen an adjec-

tive used in eitner reprobation or approbation,



damned
and in sound often shortened to dam. In lit-

erary use often printed d— d.

What a damned Epicurean rascal is this

!

Shak., M. W. of W.,ii. 2.

damnific (dam-nif'ik), a. [= OF. damnifique, <

L. damnificus, < damnum, harm, loss, damage,
+ facere, do, make. Cf. damnify.'] Procuring
or causing loss or injury ; mischievous.

damniflcable (dam-nif' i-ka-bl), a. [< damnify
(e(. damnific) + -able.] Same as damnific.

God and nature gave men and beasts these natural! in-

stincts or inclinations to provide for themselves all those

things that are profitable and to avoyde all those things

whicli are damnificable.
T. Wright, Passions of the Mind, ii. 5.

damnification (dam'ni-ti-ka'shgn), n. [< dam-
nify: see -fy and -ation.] Damage inflicted;

that which causes damage or loss.

damnify (dam'ni-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. damni-

fied, ppr. damnifying. [< OF. damnifier, dam-
nefier = It. dannificare, < LL. damnificare, in-

jure, harm, < L. damnificiix, doing injury: see

damnific.'} To cause loss or damage to; hurt in

person, estate, or interest ; injure ; endamage

;

impair. [Now rare except in legal use.]

This citie hath beene very much damnified at two sever-

all times ; first by Attila, . . . who destroyed it ; secondly
by Egilolphus. Coryat, Crudities, I. 139.

If such an one be not our neighbor, then we have no
relation to liim by any command of the second table, for

that requires us to love our neighbor only, and then we
may deceive, beat, and otherwise dammfi/ him, an<l not
sin. Winthroji, Hist. New England, II. 136.

They acknowledge the power of the Englishman's God
. . . because they could never yet have power ... to
damni/i/ the English eitlier in body or goods.

Boyle, Works, III. 320.

damning (dam'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of damn, r.]

That condemns or exposes to condemnation or

damnation: as, rfamniii^ proof ; damning criti-

cism.

damningness (dam'ning-nes), n. Tendency to
bring damnation.
He may vow never to return to those sins which he hath

had such experience of, for the emptyness and damning-
nettx of them, and so think himself a complete penitent.

llammmul. Works, I. 20.

damnoset (dam'nos), a. [< L. damiiosus, full of
injury, injurious, also passively, injured, < dam-
num, injury.] Hurtful ; harmful. Bailey, 1727.

damnosityt (dam-nos'i-ti), ». [< damnose +
-ill/.] Hurtfulness. Jiailey, 1727.

damnum (dam'num), H.
;
pi. damna (-nil). [L.

:

sec damage.'] In law, a loss, damage, or harm,
irrespective of whether the cause is a legal
wrong or not.—Damnum absque injuria, damage
without wrong, as the harm caused \>y an accident for
which no one is legally responsible.

Damoclean (dam-o-kle'an), a. Relating to
Damocles, a flatterer, who, having extolled the
happiness of Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse,
was placed by the latter at a.magnificent ban-
quet, with a sword suspended over his head by
a single hair, to show him the perilous nature
of that happiness : hence applied to any con-
dition, especially one of eminence, threatened
with extreme danger.
damoisellet, n. See damsel"^.

damon, " Same as daman.
damonicot (da-mo-ne'ko), n. A pigment con-
sisting of a compound of burnt sienna and Uo-
mau ocher. It is more russet in color than Marsorange,
Is quite transparent, and is durable. Also called m&nicon.
Weale.

damosel, «. See damsel^.

damoucn (da-moch'), n. The Arab name for
yitrnri<i tridentata, believed by some to be the
lotus-tree of the ancients.

damourite (da-mor'it), n. [After a French
chemist, Damour.] A variety of muscovite or
potash mica, containing considerable combined
water, whicli is given off upon ignition. See
mica.

damozel, «. See damsel^.

damp (damp), H. [< JIE. 'damp (inferred from
the verb) = D. damp = MLG. LG. damp, vapor,
smoke, steam, = MHG. tampf, dampf, vapor,
smoke, G. dampf, vapor, steam, = Dan. damp,
vapor, = Sw. dial, damp-cn, damp, Sw. dam (for
"damp), dust (Icel. dampr, danpr, steam, is

mod. and borrowed); akin to Icel. dumba =
Norw. demba, mist, fog, = Sw. dimma, former-
Iv dimba, mist, haze ; also to G. dumpf, damp,
dull, (of sound) low, heavy, muffled, D. dompig,
damp, hazy, misty; all from the verb repr. by
Mud. dimpfen (pret. dampf), reek, smoke, =
Sw. dial, dimba, reek, steam. Cf. Gr. Tvfeiv,

smoke, Tv<po(, smoke, vapor, rvijiuv, a storm,
Skt. dhupa, incense.] 1. Moist air; humidity;
moisture.
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It is euident that a dampe being but a breath or vapour,

and not to be discerned by the eye, ought not tohaue this

epithete (darke). Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 214.

Night . . . with black air

Accompanied ; with damps and dreadful gloom.
Milton, P. L., X. 848.

2. A poisonous vapor ; specifically, in mining,

a stifling or poisonous gas. See black-damp,

fire-damp.
Look not upon me, as ye love your honours I

I am so cold a coward, my infection
Will choke your virtues like a damp else.

Fletcher, Bonduca, Iv. 3.

3. A fog.
And, when a damp

Fell round the path of Milton, in his hand
The Thing became a trumpet ; whence he blew
Soul-animating strains— alas! too few.

Wordaworth, Misc. Sonnets, ii. 1.

4. A check ; a discouragement.
This made a dampe in y« busines, and caused some dis-

traction. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 29.

To have owned any fixed scheme of religious principles,
would have been a mighty damp to their [scomers'] ima-
ginations. Bp, Atterbury, Sermons, I. v.

5. Depression of spirits ; dejection.

The disappointments which naturally attend the great
promises we make ourselves in expected enjoyments strike

no damp upon such men. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

The damps, ilampness.

My Lady Yannouth is forced to keep a constant fire in

her room against the dampg. Walpole, Letters, II. 177.

damp (damp), a. [< damp, n. ; cf. G. dumpf,
D. dompig, damp, under the noun.] 1. Moist;
humid ; moderately wet : as, a damp cloth

;

dojn/> air.

Wide anarchy of Chaos damp and dark.
MUton, P. L., X. 283.

In some of the dampest ravines tree-ferns flourished in an
extraordinary manner. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 238.

The air is damp, and hush'd, and close. Tennyson, Song.

2. Clammy.
She said no more : the trembling Trojans hear,
O'erspread with a damp sweat and holy fear.

Dryden, -Eneid, vi. 85.

3. Dejected; depressed. [Rare.]

All these and more came flocking, but with looks
Downcast and damp. Milton, P. L., L 523.

= Syil. 1. Humid, Dank, etc. See moist.

damp (damp), t'. [(a) In more lit. sense
'moisten' first in mod. E. (= D. dampen = G.
dampfen = Dan. dampe, reek, smoke); from
the noun, (fe) < ME. dampen, extinguish (=
D. dempen = MLG. dampen, dempen = MHG.
dempfen, 6. dampfen = Dan. darmpe = Sw.
d/impa, extinguish, smother, deaden), a secon-
dary verb, causal of the orig. verb whence the
noim damp is derived: see damp, n. Cf. damp-
en.] I. tranx. 1. To moisten; make humid or
moderately wet; dampen.

In vain the Clouds combine to damp the sky.
If thou thy Face's sunshine dost display.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 180.

He died, the sword in his mailed hand,
On the holiest spot of the Blessed Land,
Where the cross was damped with his dying breath.

Ualleck, Alnwick Castle.

2. To extinguish; smother; suffocate.

Al wat3 damppfd A don, & drowned by thenne.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), IL 989.

3. To suffocate with damp or foul air in a mine.
[Eng.]—4. To cheek or retard the force or
action of: as, to damp a fire hy covering it

with ashes ; especially, to diminish the range
or amplitude of vibrations in, as a piano-string,

bv causing a resistance to the motions of the
vibrating body. Both the vibrations and the vibrating
iKMly are said to he damped. Usually applied to acoustic
vibrations, but also to slower oscillations.

5. To make dull or weak and indistinct, as a
sound or a light ; obscure ; deaden.

Another Nymph with fatal Pow'r may rtee.

To damp the sinking Beams of Celia's Eyes.
Prior, Celia to Damon.

6. To depress ; deject ; discourage ; deaden

;

check; weaken.
Those of yours who are now full of courage and for-

wardnes would be much damped, and so less able to un-
dergoe so great a burden.

Winthrop, quoted In Bradford'! Plymouth Plantation,

[p. 354.

I do not mean to wake the gloomy form
Of superstition dressed in wisdom's garb
To damp your tender hopes. Akenside.

Shall I own to you that my joy at hearing of your health
and arrival here, by your neighbour Acres, was somewhat
damped by his tiwelltng much on the high spirits ycni had
enjoyed in Devonshire. Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 2.

The want of confidence in the public councils damps
every useful undertaking, the success and profit of which
may depend on a continuance of existing arrangements.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 62.

Specifically— 7. To diminish or destroy the
oscillation of (a metallic body in motion in a

dampy
magnetic field). When a conductor is moved in a mag-
netic field, or when a magnet is moved in the vicinity of a
conductor, there will be, in general, an induced current
generated which will oppose the motion to which it is due.
The moving body will act as if immersed in a viscous li-

quid, and will more quickly come to rest. Advantage is

taken of this fact in stilling the vibrations of a magnetic
needle in a galvanometer or a compass by placing masses
of conducting metal near the vibrating body. Damping
is also accomplished by attaching to the needle a disk,

cylinder, or vane, which swings in a liquid or in air.

^Dampen is now more common in the literal

sense, and is sometimes used in the derived
senses.]

II. intrans. In hort., to rot or waste away,
as the stems and leaves of seedUngs and other
tender plants, when the soil and atmosphere in

which they are vegetating are too wet or cold

:

with off: as, flower-seedlings in hotbeds are
especially liable to damp off.

dampen (dam'pn),ti. [<.damp+ -en^. Ct.damp.]
1. trans. 1. To make damp or humid ; apply
moisture to ; wet slightly ; damp : as, the grass

was dampened by a slight shower; to dampen
clothes for ironing.— 2. To put a check or
damper upon; make weak or dull ; dim; dead-
en. See damp.

In midst himself dampens the smiling day.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, vil.

H. iutrans. To become damp.
dampener (damp'ner), n. One who or that
which dampens ; a damper.
The copper block acts as a dampener.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 290.

damper (dam'pfer), n, [< damp + -erl ; = D.
dewper, etc.] 1. One who orthat which damps,
(a) A mechanical device for checking action in something
with which it is connected. (I) A metal plate pivoted
at the center or sliding in guides in the flue of a stove,

range, or furnace of any kind, ami used to control combus-
tion by regulating the draft. Some forms of dampers are
designed to be controlled by autoniatic regTilators, which
are operated either by the heat of the fire directly (by con-
traction or expansion of a metal) or, when connected with
a steam-boiler, by the pressure of the steam. (2) In the
pianoforte, a small piece of wood or wire thickly covered
with felt, whicli rests upon the strings belonging to each
key of the keyboard. When the key is struck the damper
is drawn away from the strings, but the instant the key is

released the damper returns and checks the vibrations of
the strings. The dampers of all the keys can be raised by
pressing the damper-pedal (which see), so that the vibra.

tion of the strings can be prolonged after the finger has
left the key. (3) The mute of a brass instrument, as a
horn. (4) An arrangement for arresting the vibrations of a
magnetic needle. See damp, v. t, 7. (6) One who or that
which depresses, dejects, discourages, or checks. [Colloq.]

Sussex is a great damper of curiosity.

Walimle, Letters, II. 179.

This . . . was rather a damper to my ardour in his be-

half, r. //oo*, Gilbert Guniey, I. i.

2. A kind of unfermented bread, made of flour

and water, and generally baked on a stone.
[Australian.]

The table upon which their meal of mutton and damper
is partaken is also formed of bark.

Colonial and Indian Exhibition (1886), p. 61.

damper-pedal (dam'p6r-ped"al), n. In the
pianoforte, the pedal which raises all the damp-
ers from the strings, so that the vibration of
the strings can be prolonged after the finger has
left the key, and so that other strings besides
those struck may be drawn into sympathetic
vibration. Sometimes called loud pedal.

damping (dam'ping), II. [Verbal n. of damp,
v.] 1. In bleaching, a process by which a cer-

tain amount of moisture is added to a fabric
after starching, to prepare it for finishing.

Span, Encyc. Manuf.. p. 497.— 2. The process
or method of retarding or stopping the action
of a vibrating or oscillating body, as a magnetic
needle. See damp, v, t, 7 Damping-roller, in
lithog., a roller covered with felt and cotton cloth, usea to
dampen the stone in lithographic printing.

dampishness (dam'pish-nes), n, A moderate
degree of dampness or moistness; slight hu-
midity.

dam-plate (dam'plat), n. In a blast-furnace,
the cast-iron plate which supports the dam or
dam-stone in front.

damply (damp'li), adv. In a damp manner;
witli dampness.
dampnet, »'. t. An obsolete form of damn.
dampness (damp'nes), ?(. Moisture; moistness;
moiferate humidity : as, the dampness of a fog,

of the ground, or of a cloth.

dampy (dam'pi), a, [< damp, »., + -j/i.] It.

Somewhat damp ; moist : as, " dampy shade,

"

Drayton.— 2t. Dejected; sorrowful: a.s, "dampy
thoughts," iStr J. Hayward.— 3. \n coal-mining,

said of air when it is mixed with choke-damp
to such an extent that candles will no longer
burn in it. [Eng.]
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dams (damz), H. pi. [Also written dames, pi.

(in sing, dam, a crowned piece: see dam^), <

Sw. and Dan. dam (also Sw. damspel = Dan.
damspil; Sw. spel = Dan. spil, play) = D. dam
(damspel) = G. dame {damspiel, damenspiel) =
F. (jeu de) dames = Sp. (Juego de) damas = Pg.

(Jogo do xadres e das) damas = It. dama, lit.

game of ladies: see dame.'] A Scotch name for

the game of checkers or draughts.

damsel^ (dam'zel), ». [Also, more or less ar-

chaically, damosel, damozel, damozell, etc.; < ME.
damesele, damisele, damezeU, damoisel, -elle, etc.,

< OF. dameisele, damoisele, damoiselle, etc., F.
demoiselle = Pr. Sp. damisela = It. damigella;
OP. also dansele, danzele, dancele, doneelle =
Pr. donzella = Sp. doncella = Pg. donzella = It.

donzella; < ML. domicella, a young lady, a girl,

contr. of *dominicella, dim. of L. domina, a lady,

dame: see dame. Cf. damsel^.] 1. A young
unmarried woman ; especially, in former use, a
maiden of gentle birth.

And straight did enterpris
Th* adventure of the Errant damozell.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 19.

Then Boaz said, Whose damsel is this? Ruth ii. 5.

A damsel with a dulcimer
In a vision once I saw.

Coleridge, £ubla Khan.
The blessed damozel leaned out
From the gold bar of heaven.

D. G. Rossetti, The Blessed Damozel.

2t. A contrivance put into a bed to warm the
feet of old or sick persons. Bailey.—3. A pro-

jection on a millstone-spindle for shaking the
shoe. E. H. Knight.

damsel^t (dam'zel), n. [Not found in ME., be-
ing used only as in OP. titles; < OF. damoisel,

damaisel, damaseal, etc., F. damoiseau, OP. also

dansel, danzel, dancel, donsel, donzel, doncel, etc.,

= Pr. donzel = Sp. doncel = Pg. donzel = It.

donzello = E. donzel (q. v. ), < ML. domicellus, a
young gentleman, a page, contr. of dominiceUus,

dim. of dominus, master, lord: see dan'^-, don^,

dominus. Cf. damsel^, the corresponding femi-
nine.] A titular designation of a young gentle-

man ; a young man of gentle or noble birth : as,

rfanj-sei Pepin; damsel Richard, Prince of Wales.
damsel-fly (dam'zel-fll), n. A dragon-fly or
devil's tfarning-needle : so called after the
French name of these insects, demoiselle.

The beautiful blue damsel-Jlies.
Moore, Paradise and the Peri.

damson (dam'zn), n. [Earlier damisin.dam-
masin, < ME. damasyn, damyssyn, < OF. da-
maisine, f., damson, prop. fern, of damaisin, < L.
Damascenns, of Damascus, neut. Damascenum
(sc. prtinum, plum), a Damascus plum, < Da-
mascus, Damascus: see damascene, n., and dam-
ask.'] The fruit of I'runus communis, variety
damascena, a small black, dark-bluish, or purple
plum. The Unest variety of this plum is the Shropsliire
damson, which is extensively used for preserves. For-
merly also damwicene.

In his chapter of prunes and Damysens, Andrew Borde
says, Syxe or seuen Damynens eaten before dyner be good
to prouolce a mannes appetyde.

Babeea Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 207.

The damaseens are much commended if they be sweete
and ripe, and they are called damaseens of the citie of Da-
mascus of Soria. Ilenvenulo, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

Bitter or mountain damson, the Simaruba amara of
Ouiana and the West Indies.— Damson Cheese, a con-
serve of fresh damsons, pressed into the sliape of a cheese.

dam-stone (dam'ston), n. The wall of fire-

brick or stone closing the front of the hearth
in a blast-furnace.

dan'^ (dan), n. [ME. dan, daun, darn, < OF. dan,
dam, dom, dant, damp, damp (nom. dan, dans)
= Pr. Sp. don = Pg. dom, < L. dominus, master

:

see dominus, don^, and cf. dame = danfi, dam-
gel^, damsel^.] A title of honor equivalent to
master, don, or sir, formerly common, now only
archaic,

" Ha ! dan Abbot," toke hyni to say an hy,
" Abljot, for why haue ye made folyly

My brother a monke in thys said Abbay?"
Itom. of Partenay, 1. 3259.

Dan Chaucer, well of English undefyled.
On Fame's etemall beadroU worthie to be filed.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. 11. 32.

This wimpled, whining, purblind, wayward boy

;

This senior-junior, giant-dwarf, Dan Cupid.
Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1.

dan^ (dan), n. [Origin obscvire.] In mining:
(a) A small box for carrying coal or attle in a
mine. (6) In the midland counties of England,
a tub or barrel in which water is carried to the
pump or raised to the surface. It may or may
not be mounted on wheels.
danaid (da'na-id), a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Danaides or Danaia.
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danaide (da'na-id), n. [See DanaiVfeon.] A tub-
wheel. See water-wheel.

Danaidean (da-na-id'e-an), a. [< L. Danaides,
< tir. AaraMff, in Gr. myth, the fifty daughters
of Aavadf, Danatis, king of Argos. See def. 1.]

1. Relating or pertaining to tlie fifty Dana'ides,

daughters of Daiiaiis, king of Argos, who mar-
ried the fifty sons of his twin brother .Jigyp-

tus, king of Arabia and Egypt, and all but one
of whom killed their husbands by command of

their father on their wedding-night. They were
condemned in Hades to pour water everlasting-

ly into sieves, or into a vessel without a bot-
tom. Hence— 2. Ineffective; laborious and
useless; unending.

The water [in a leaky ship] is pumped back to its source,

and the crew are worn out with their Danaidean task.

The Century, .KXVII, 704.

Danaides, ".i:*?. [F.] Same as 2)anaJn<B. Bois-
din-al, 1832.

Danainse (da-na-i'ne), n. pi. tNL., < Danais,
Danaus, 1, + -ince.] A subfamily of nympha-
lid butterflies, typified by the genus Danais,
and including also Euplcea. They have the head
broad, with distant palpi, the discal cell of the fore wing
open, that of the hind wing closed. The larva) are cylin-

drical and have two fleshy dorsal appendages near the
anus.

Danais, Danaus (da'na-is, -us), «. [NL., <

Gr. Aaraif, sing, of Aavaidtf, the daughters of

Danaiis.] 1. The typical genus of Danainee.
These butterflies are large stout species of a reddish-brown
or brown color, with a strong bad odor. There are about 20

species, mostly tropical. J>. archippus is very common, and
cosmopolitan ; in the United States its larva feeds on milk-
weed {Asclepias). Its flight is powerful, and it often mi-
grates in flocks. Specimens have occasionally been cap-
tured at sea several hundred miles from land. Latreille,

1819.

2. [I. c] A nymphalid butterfly of the genus
Danais.

The coppery danais flitted at ease about the shrubs.
P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 94.

danaite (da'na-5t), n. [After J. F. Dana, an
American chemist (1793-1827).] A variety of

the mineral arsenopyi-ite or mispickel (arseni-

cal pyrites), peculiar in containing 6 per cent,

of cobalt. It is found at Franoonia, New Hamp-
shire.

danalite (da'na-lit), n. [After J. D. Dana, an
-American mineralogist and geologist (born
1813).] A rare mineral, a silicate of iron, zinc,

manganese, and glueinum, containing about 6

per cent, of sulphur, found in eastern Massa-
chusetts, in grains and isometric crystals in
gi-anite.

Danaus, «. See Danais.
danburite (dan'ber-it), n. [< Danhury (see

def.) + -ite^.] A borosilicate of calcium, of a
white to yellowish color, occurring in indis-

tinct embedded crystals at Danbury in Con-
necticut ; also in fine crystals resembling topaz
at Russell in St. Lawrence county, New York,
and in Switzerland.

dance (dans), v.
;
pret. and pp. danced, ppr. dan-

cing. [Early mod. E. also daunce ; < ME. daun-
cen, daunsen (= D. dansen = ML(j. LG. danzen
= Dan. dandse = Sw. dansa = Icel. danza, mod.
dansa; also, of earlier date, MHG. and Gc. tan-

zen), < OF. dan<xr, danser, F. danser = Pr. daii-

sar = Sp. danzar = Pg. dangar = It. danzare,
< ML. dansare, dance, prob. < OHG. danson,
MHG. dansen, draw, draw along, trail, a secon-
dary verb, prob. < OHG. dinsan, MHG. dinsen =
08. thinsan = Goth. *thinsan, in comp. at-

thinsan, draw, drag, akin to uf-thanjan, stretch

after, etc.: see thin. Older Tent, terms for

dance were: AS. tumhian (>ult. E. tumble: see

tumble, tmnbler); hojtjnan Q'E.hop: see hop'>-);

sealtian = OHG. salzon, < L. saltare (see salta-

tion); OS. OHG. spilon (= G. spielen, play: see
spell^); Goth, laikan, lit. play (see larlc'^); Goth.

flinsjan, < OBulg. plensati, dance.] I. intrans.

. To leap or spring with regular or irregu-

lar steps, as an expression of some emotion;
move or act quivenngly from excitement: as,

he danced with joy.

I have tremor cordis on me : my heart dances;
But not for joy. Shak., W. T., i. 2.

All my blood danced in me, and I knew
That I should light upon the Holy Orail.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. To move nimbly or quickly with an irregu-
lar leaping motion; bound up and down: as, the

blow he gave the table made the dishes dance;
the mote dancing in the sunbeam.

He made the bishop to dance in his boots.
And glad he could so get away.

Robin Uood and the Bishop of Hereford (Child's Ballads,
[V. 297).

dance

One red leaf, the last of its clan.

That (lanceK as often as dance it can.
Hanging so light and hanging so high,
On the topmost twig that lool» up at the sky.

Coleridge, Ciiristalxil, L

Bobbins sometimes dance and cause bad winding, and
consequently strain roving.

F. Wilson, Cotton Carder's Companion, p. 107.

3. To move the body or the feet rhythmically
to music, either by one's self or with a partner
or in a set ;

perform the series of cadenced steps

and rhythmic movements which constitute a
dance ; engage or take part in a dance.

Pray, good shepherd, what fair swain is this

Which dances with your daughter?
Shak., W. T., iv. a

Still unaccomplish'd may the Maid be thought,
Who gracefully to Dance was never tauglit.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

II, trans. 1. To give a dancing motion to;

cause to move up and down with a jerky, irreg-

ular motion ; dandle.

Thy grandsire lov'd thee well

;

Many a time he danc'd thee on his knee.
Shak., Tit. And., v. 3.

2. To perform or take part in as a dancer ; ex-

ecute, or take part in executing, the cadenced
steps or regulated movements which constitute
(some particular dance): as, to dance a qua-
drille or a hornpipe.

Is there nae ane amang you a'

Will dance this daunce for me ?

Sweet Willie and Fair .Vawn/ (Child's Ballads, II. 336).

3. To lead or conduct with a tripping, dancing
movement.

Let the torrent dance thee down
To find him in the valley.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

To dance a heart, to exhibit a performing bear ; hence,
to play the sliowman.

What though I am obligated to dance a bear, a man may
be a gentleman for all that.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, 1. 2.

To dance attendance, to wait with obsequiousness;
strive to please and gain favor by assiduous attentions
and orticious civilities.

A man of his place, and so near our favour.
To dance attendance on their lordships' pleasures.

Shak., Hen. VIIL, v. 2.

Hee will waite vpon your Staires a whole Aftemoone,
and da7ice attendance with more patience then a Gentle-
man-Vshur.

Bp. Farle, Micro-cosmographie, A Vniuersltie Dunne.

To dance the hay. See Aoj/s.

dance (dans), n. [Early mod. E. daunce; < ME.
daunce, dawnce (= D. dans = MLG. dam, dans,

LG. danz = Dan. dands = Sw. dans = Olcel.

danz, mod. dans; also, of earlier date, MHG.
and G. tanz), < OP. dance, danse, F. dause = Pr.

dansa = Sp. It. danza = Pg. dunga ; from
the verb.] 1. A succession of more or less

regularly ordered steps and movements of the
body, commonly guided by the rhythmical in-

tervals of a musical accompaniment ; any leap-

ing or gliding movement with more or less regu-
lar steps and turnings, expressive of or designed
to awaken some emotion. The dance is perhaps the
earliest and most spontaneous mode of expressing emotion
and dramatic feeling ; it exists in a great variety of forms,
and is among some people connected with religions belief

and practice, as among the Mohammedans and Hindus.
Modern dances include the jig, hornpipe, etc., step-dances
executed by one person ; the waltz, polka, schottische,

etc., danced by pairs, and usually called round dances;
the reel, quadrille, etc., usually calle^l square dances,

danced by an even number of pairs ; the comitry-dance,
in which any number of pairs may take part ; and the co-

tillion or german, consisting of many intricate figures, in

the execution of which the waltz-movement predominates.

Ffor thei fonde a medowe that was dosed a-boute with
wode, and fonde with-yime the feirest daunses of the
worlde of ladies, and of maydenes, and knyghtes, the
feireste that euer hadde thei seyn in her lyve.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 361.

Meanwhile welcome joy and feast, . . .

Tipsy dance and jollity. Milton, Comus, 1. 104.

On with the dance ! let joy be nnconftned.
Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 22.

2. A tune by which dancing is regulated, as

the minuet, the waltz, the cotillion, etc.— 3.

A dancing-party ; a ball; a "hop."
It was not till the evening of the dance at Netherfield

that I had any apprehension of his feeling a serious at-

tachment. Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 169.

A dinner and then a dance
For the maids and marriage-makers.

Tennyson, Maud, xx.

4. Figuratively, progressive or strenuous move-
ment of any kind ; a striving or struggling mo-
tion : often used by old writers in a sarcastic

sense, especially in the phrases the new daunce^

the old daunce.
He may gon in the daunce

Of hem that Love list febely for to avaunce.
Chaucer, TroUus, L S17.



dance
Dance of death, in allegorical paintinffand sculp., a stih-
jeut lUustratlve of the universal power of death, in which
a skeleton or a flgure representing death is a prominent
feature, very frequently met with in ancient buildings
stained glass, and decorations of manuscripts —Danceupon nothing, a euphemism for being hanged.

Just as the felon, condemned to die, .

I'roni his gloomy cell in a vision elopes,
To caper on sunny greens and slopes.
Instead of the dance upon nothing.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg.
St yitus's dance, chorea.—To lead one a dance, fl"-
uratlvely, to lead one hither and tliitlier in a pernleviirgway and with Hnal disappointment ; delude, as with falsehopes

;
put one to much trouble.

You know very well n,y passion for Mrs. Martha, andwhat a da nee she has led >ne. Addiaon, Demurrers in ix)ve.

To lead the dance, to take the lead.

In feele [many] myscheues sche makith to falle
Of al sorowe sche dooth the daunce leede '

Hymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

dance-music (dans ' mu " zik), n. 1. llusic
rhythmically fitted and specially intended as
an accompaniment for dancing.— 2. Music
rhythmically suitable for dancing, but not set
to any particular kind of dance, as the mazur-
kas of Chopm.
dancer (dan's6r), n. [Early mod. E. dauncer, <
ME.dauncere (= D. danger = MHG. tamer, ten-
zer, G. tdnzer = Dan. danser = Sw. daiware) ; <
dance, v., + -erl.] 1. One who dances, or takes
part m a dance ; specifically, one who practises
aancmg as a profession, as on the stage.
And aftjT that ther cam Datauers and some of themDisgysyd in women clothes that Daunsyd a gret while

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 13.

2. {eap.^ EccUs., one of a sect of enthusiasts
who appeared in Europe on the lower Rhine
in 13(4, first at Aix-la-Chapelle, and indulgedm wild dances in honor of St. John, but pro-
fessed no definite tenets. The sect disappeared
almost entirely within twenty-five years.—

3

pi. Stairs. [Thieves' slang.]
Come, my Uelje, track the daiuerg, that Is, go up the

stairs. Butuxr, What will he do with it? ifl. 16.

Merry dancers, a name given in northern countries to

.„H"*"}f"''"''v"'¥™ *''<'y fauroras] are very frequent

dntillY T'" 1^°"«>"1. 'hey are known a^ the «.«n^danceri (perhaps the ancient capne saltantes).

Encyc. Brit., III. 90.
.Some of our (auroral 1 displays were grand and magnill-

white ight, having perhaps a faint tinge of golden or cit-

Zr ih'T ""'.'i''
"W'^'"-'"' »8 '""Ving shafU or spears un-der the formation known as nternj dancert.

A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 158.

danceress (d&n'sfer-es), n. [< me. dauncereme
(= U. dunseres); < dancer + -e««.] A female
dancer. [Rare.]

fr,^\er wl" ""• '''"'"•"«
A
She most impudently nncov-ers her head. Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, vi. 12.

dancette (dan-sef), «. [F. (in her.), irreg. and
ult. < la den{t.)8 (> OF. *-«<, dant) = E. toof/r

'^'\ ,<:'•.*""'""'•], 1. In Afr., a fesse dancette
on both sides, so that it is practically reduced
to a row of fusils.— 2. In arch., the chevron or
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Dancette—Wesl door. Cathedral of Liscolii. England.

zigzag molding frequent in medieval buildings
particularly in the Romanesque style
dancetW (dan-set-a'), a. [As dancette + -^
(i.danehe.-\ In her., having tlie edge or outline
broken into large and wide zig- _;
zags: same as indented, except Y
that the notches are deeper and |

wider. Thus, a fesso dancette
has each of its edges broken
into three or four large teeth
or zigzags. -Dancette couped, in
her., dancette and cut olf at each end.
so as not to reach the sides of the fleld

dancing-disease (dan'sing-di-zez'), ». Same
as taraittismus.

dancing-girl (dan'sing-geri), n. 1. A female
protessional dancer. See alma, qhawa^ee.
nautch-mrl, etc.— 2. pi. [Used as a singu-
lar. J the Mantisia sanatoria, a greenhouse-
plant of the natural order Zinfjiberacea:, a na-
tive of the East Indies. Its singular purple and
yellow flowers have some resemblance to a bal-
let-dancer.

dancing-master (dan' sing-mas ''ter), n A
teacher of dancing.

.

The legs of a dancing-master, and the fingers of a mu-
sician, fall, as It were, naturally, without thought or pains,into regular and admirable motions.

Locke, Human Understanding, § 4.

dancing-pipet (dftn'sing-pip), «. a musical
instrument, probably a flute, on which accom-
paniments to a dance were played.
Daumcynge-pype, Carola. Prompt. Parv.

dancing-room (dan'sing-rom), n. A room for
daiiclug; a baU-room; specifically, in Great
isritain, a public room licensed for music and
danemg.
dancy (dan'si), a. Same as danch^. . Cotqrave
danda (dan'da), «. [Skt. danda, a rod.] An
l!.ast Indian long measure, equal to the EngUsh
fathom, or 6 feet,

dandelion (dan'de-li-on), n. [Formerly dent-
de-lyon, < F. dent de lion (= Sp. diente deleon =
Pg.dente de Udo = It. dente di leon-e), lit. lion's
tooth (with allusion to the form of the leaves) •

dent,<. L. den(t-)s = E. tooth; de, < L. de, of;
lion, < h. leo(n-), a lion: see lion. Cf. equiv
D. leeuwentand = G. lowenzahn = T>a,n. love-
tand = Sw. lejontand; and see lion's-tooth and
Leontodon.-] A well-known plant, Taraxacum
officinale, natural order Composita;, having a
naked fistulous scape with one large bright-
yellow flower, and a tapering, milky, perennial

p?.?r " ''
/"'J'"' H'"''"'

'"''^''''' '°""s o»er the whole ofEurope, central and northern Asia, and North America.
1 he root has Ijeen used as a substitute for coffee It acts

th/llver"-??' ^^ 'T.'f •
"",'' '* «st«"n<^^'l in affections ofthe liver. The seed of the plant is furnished with a whitepappus, and is transported far and wide by the wind Theflowers open In the morning betweeu 5 and 6 o'clock andclose between 8 and 1» in the evening

; hence this was one ofthe plants chosen by I.inna;ns for his floral clock.—Dwarf
H^3!}l°°' ';( "*? ^'"'^''^ ^'"'e^' *''^'"'« r.>-,;mra.-FS
oandellon. the Leontodon autiunnaU-.-talse dande-
lion, a lirauchlng comiwsite of the southern Initcl .states
/ yrrh„,nppiu Carolinianw, with dandelion-like beads '

danderi (dau'd*r), v. i. [Sc. and E. dial. ; also
daundcr and dauner ; connected with dandle,
q- V. J 1 .

To wander about aimlessly ; saunter.
Allane throw flow'ry hows I dander.

Ramtay, Poems, II. 263.

2. To talk incoherently; maunder; hence, tomake a loud buzzing or reverberating sound.
The armies met, the trumpet sounds,
ihe dandring drums alloud did touk

Battle of Ilarlaw (Child's Ballads, \^I. 186).

danders (dan'd^r), n. [Corrupted from dan-
«'"«ir, q. v.] 1. DandruflE; scurf.— 2. Ancer-
passion. [Vulgar.] '

When his dander is up. Quarterly Rev.

Ji'iol^'."'"®'?'*?"''*'^ "P-""' to liave one's danderraised, to get into a passion. (Vulgar.) " "" "'^'""^

What will get your dander riz?

Lowell, Biglow Papers, I. 10.

danders (dan'dfir), «. [Sc. ; origin obscure.]A cinder; specifically, in the plural, the refuse
of a furnace,
danderlng (dan'd6r-ing), p. a. [Sc, also writ-
ten daundering, daunering, etc., ppr. of dan-
(ten, damider, etc.] Sauntering; loitering; go-
ing about aimlessly. ^

dandiacal (dan'di-a-kal), a. [Improp. < dandy
i'""^ "" •J "'' pertaining to, or resembling

a dandy or dandies ; dandified. [Humorous.]

„JZ ?l °" " ™™'f!'. '* appears as if this Dandiacal .Sectwere but a new raodukation, adapted to the new time ofthat primeval superstition, selfworship.
Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 191

dandify (dan'di-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dandi-

fied, ppr. dandifying. [< dandy + -/,/.] Tomake or form like a dandy; give the character
or style of a dandy to.

dandy
dandiprat, dandyprat (dan'di-prat), n. [Firstm Ibth century; formeriy also dandieprat, dan.^
aeprai; origin obscure. Cf . dandyi.;\ 1 A lit-
tle fellow; an urchin; a dwarf: a word of fond-
ness or contempt.
The smug dandiprat smells us out.

Massinger, Virgin-Martyr, ii 1

could ilaTlilt'^heT?
""'" ''«™'-^«'- hut who the devil

" Do not thou care about that," said Flibbertigibbet.
Scott, Kenilworth, xxvi,

2. A small silver coin formerly current in Eng-
land, equal to three halfpence.

3 halfe-pence maketh 1 Dandiprate.
T. Hills, Arithmeticke (1600), 1. 13.

i^o^il*" '.
make a Frenchman cry O ! before the fall of theleaf? not I, by the cross of this Dandyprat.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 1.

Dandiprat or dodkin, so called because it is as littleamong other money as a dandiprat or dwarfe among other
"'^"- Minsheu, 1617.

„„f'"*i?^"!7 '^"'^'^ "'*" ^'^ t" have stamped a smallcom called Damly-Prats, but what sort of inouey this waawe are not informed.
Leake, Account of English Money (1793), p. 181.

dandle (dan'dl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dandled'

ppr. dandMng. [Cf. Sc. dandill, go about idly;
Sc. and £. dial, dander, daunder, dauner (see
dander^), wander about, talk incoherently, etc.
Cf. G tandcln, toy, trifle, play; MD. dantinnen,
tnfle (whence prob. P. dandiner, swing, waddle).
Ihese appear to be freq. verbs, from a base
seen in MD dantcn, do foolish things, trifle,MHG. tant, G. tand (> Dan. tant), a trifle, toy
empty prattle. Cf. Olt. dandolare, dondolare,
dandle, play, dandola, dondola, a doll, a kind
ot ball-play; mod. rfonrfoiare, swing, toss, loiter,
dondola, a smijg, jest, sport; prob. of Teut.
origin.] 1. To shake or move up and down in
the arms or on the knee, as a nurse tosses or
trots an infant ; amuse by play.
Then shall ye ... be dandled upon her knees.

Isa. Isvi. 12.

a'!.*™/"!^"'''? J'","' *"< '<'««''' yo". and playd with youA hundred and a hundred times, and danc'd youAnd swung you in my bell-ropes.
'

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 1.

Sporting the lion ramp'd, and in his pawDandUd the kid. Milton, V. L., iv. 344.

A^u'^vi.Z^r 9r
"h"'s were gathered home, when thedeep was dandling IteeU back into its summer slumber

. . . the voice of these tide-breakers was still raised for"a^oe. j{_ i. Stevenson, The Merry Men.
Hence --2t. To fondle or make much of; treat
as a child; pet; amuse.
Like English Gallants, that in Youth doo goTo visit Rhine, .Sein, Ister, Am, and Po •

Where though their Sense be dandled, Dayes and KightsIn sweetest choice of changeable Deliihts
^^'gnts.

They never can forget their Mother-sbyl.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 5.

sail! of ail ordinary
a W

Fesse Dancette.

Thus, a fesse dancette couped Is like

dancetty (dan-set'i), a. Same as dancette.
danch6 (dan-sha'), a. [F., more commonly
t^nche indented, < ML. as if "denticalus, < L
den(t-)a (> OF. dent, dant) = E. tooth.-] In her
',(1) Same as dancette. (h) Same as indented
It 19. however, asserted by «>me heralds that it deno^s asmaller to.jthing or notching even than indented

Cllve, whose prospenty offended them, and whose dan-dyM manners.
. .

gave umbrage to these elderly appren-
„ • Thackeray, Newcomes, xviii
Eccentricity and dandified bearing.

,,,, , „ ,
The American, VI. 313.What if after all, Tolstoi's power came from his con-science winch made it as impossible for him to caricatS-eor dandify any feature of lite as to lie or cheat?

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 480
dandlly (dan'di-li), adv. In the manner or
Stvie of a dandy; as a dandy; foppishly: dain-
tily. [Rare.]

They have put me in a silk gown and gaudy fool's can-I am ashamed to be datulled thus. Addison'.

^*\ T" P^*y "'' *"^® "'"'1
;
put off with cajolery

or trifling excuses ; wheedle ; cajole.

hv'^he UrTn'^.'
?'"h«»*7;'"r8,

. . -hauing beene dandledby the French during these delusive practises, returnedwithout other friiite of their labours.
leiurueu

Speed, Hen. VII., IX. x.\. § 28.

4t. To defer or protract by trifles.

..S'!'' /'°f,,*°* ^""^'f
'heyr doinges, and dallye in the

Ei'emve s, hdi'-'eH""""'""'' "' ^'.""^^ '"""<' "»' have theLnemy e subdued. Spenser, State of Ireland.

dandier (dan'dl6r), n. One who dandles or
fondles.

dandraffet, n. See dandruff.
dandruff, dandriff (dan'druf, -drif), «. rror-
merly also rfa«rfra/e (dial, dander: see dan-
rfeH); speUed danruffe in Levins (a. d. 1570);
hardly found earHer. Origin unknown.] A
scurf which forms on the scalp or skin of the
head, and comes off in small scales or dust.
It is the cuticle or scarfskin of the scalp, quite like thatwhich desjiuamates from other parts of the body butcaught and held in the hair instead of being continuallyrubbed away by the friction of the clothes.
The dandnife or unseemly skales within the haire of'the head or beard. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xx. 8.

dandyl (dan'di), n. and a. [Perhaps a popular
accommodation of F. dandin, a ninny, booby
connected with dandiner, look foolish, gape iil-
favoredly (Cotgrave), mod. swing, swav, ioe-
see dandle. Cf. dandiprat.-] I. «. ; pi. dandies
(-diz). 1. A man who attracts attention by the
unusual finery of his dress and a coiTesponding
fastidiousness or display of manner; a man of
excessive neatness and primness in his attire
and action ; an exquisite ; a fop.

ylrIL "Y" "', ?*',""• y"" " Mnscadins " of Paris, andyour dawhea of Ixindon. Disraeli

.J«''J"t:''",;IV''""." !'' the modem slang word dandy aaapplied, half in admiration and half in derision, to a fop
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dates from 1S16. AlterlS-26itsiueantiiggraduallychanged; Danebrog (dan'e-brog), n. [Dan. Danehrog.

it ceased to mean a mail ridiculous aud contemptible by

his elfemluate eccentricities, and came to be applied to

those who were trim, neat, and careful in dressing accord-

ing to the fashion of the day.
E. SoUy, N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 35.

Skobelefl , although himself a dandp who went into ac-

tion scented like a popinjay, did not believe in "fancy
"

soldiers for his subordinates.
Areh. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 29.

2. Something very neat or dainty. [Slan^.]—
3. An accessory and diminutive appendix or

attachment to a machine.

.\ chamber or daiidi/ in which the pig-iron is first placed danC-flffWer (dan'flou'''6r), n.
for preliminary heatmg__^j^.^^^^ ^owev, Anemo,w Pulsatilla

'

, . I fi f„, Daneeeld (dan'geld), n. [ME. Danegeld, Van-
4. In tin-plate mam,/., a running-out fire for

iia°i,anegilt (ML. Daniqeldum, Danegeldum),
melting pig-iron, the stack being built upon an ^ .u - > .^. , , , -i „ ' - "....,

the Danish national flag, a Danish order of

knighthood, < Dane, Dane, + ODan. Irog,

cloth.] The second in importance of the Da-

nish orders of knighthood, originally institut-

ed in 1219, revived in 1671, regulated by royal

statutes in 1693 and 1808, and several times

modified since. It now consists of four classes, be-

sides a fifth class wearing the silver cross of the order

without being regular members of it, the silver cross being

awarded for some meritorious act or distinguished service.

The order may be bestowed on foreigners. Also Danne-
brog. " - ' " " •

" The pasque-

open framework of iron, so that the melter has

access to his fire from all sides. =8yn. 1. Fop,

Beau, etc. See coxcomb.
.

n. a. 1- Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of a dandv or fop ; foppish : as, dandu manners.

—2. Nea't; dainty; trim; gay. [Slang.]

He had not been seated there very long, before he felt

an arm thrust under his, and a dandy little hand in a kid

glove squeezing his arm. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

White muslin covers for dressing-tables, with dandy

pink trimmings. The Century, XXVII. 919.

dandy2 (dan'di), »(. ;
pi. dandies (-diz). A small

glass: as, a (irtnf?!/ of punch. [Irish.]

dandyS (dan'di), n.
;
pi. dandies (-diz). [< Hind,

danrti, a boatman, a rower, < ddnd, dand, danda,

an oar, a staff, stick, < Skt. danda, a staff,

stick, rod; cf. Gr. 6h6pov, a tree.] 1. A boat-

man of the Ganges. [Anglo-Indian.] Also

spelled dandle and dandee.—2. A conveyance

used in India, consisting of a strong cloth slung

like a hammock to a bamboo staff, and carried

by two or more men. The traveler can either

sit sidewise or lie on his back. Yule and Bur-

nell.

The Ranee came out to meet us on a dandy or ray, with

his vakeel and a small following.

W. U. Rumell, Diary in India, II. 201.

dandy* (dan'di), n. ;
pi. dandies (-diz). [Ori-

gin obscure.] Nant., a vessel rigged as a sloop,

and having also a jigger-mast.

dandyS (dan'di), n.
;

pi. dandies (-diz). [Ori-

gin obscure.] Same as dandy-roller.

dands^j "• See dengue.

dandy-bmsh (dan'di-brush), n. Ahard whale-

bone-bristle brush. E. H. Knight.

dandy-cock (dan'di-kok), n. A bantam cook.

[Local, Eng.]
dandy-fever (dan'di-fe'v6r), n. Same as dengue.

dandy-hen (dan'di-hen), n. A bantam hen.

[Local, Eng.]
dandy-horse (dan'di-h6rs), ». [< dandy'- +
horsc.'i A velocipede. E. H. Knight.

dandyish (dau'di-ish), a. [< dandy'^ + -is/jl.]

Like a dandy ; of dandy appearance.

A smart dandyinh landlord. Carlyte.

dandyism (dan'di-izm), n. [< dandy^ + -i»m;

hence V. dandysme.'] The manners and dress

of a dandy ; foppishness

<: AS. *Denegild, -geld (ef. Dan. danegjceM), <

Dene, Danes, + gild, geld, a payment, < gildan,

pay, yield: see yield.'] In £»(/./«««., an annual

tax first imposed in 991 on the decree of the

witan in order to obtain funds for the main-

tenance of forces to oppose the Danes, or for

furnishing tribute to procure peace. It was con-

tinned under the Danish kings (1017 -42) and later for other

purposes. The tax was abolished by Edward the Confes-

sor, revived by William the Conqueror, and increased in

1084 from two shillings for every hide of land to six; it

finally disappeared in name in the twelfth century. Also

Danegdt.

The ship-levy and the Danegeld were the first begin-

nings of a national taxation.
J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 389.

Danelaget, n. Same as Danelaw.

Danelaw (dan'la), n. [Also Danelagh, Dane-

hiyc, etc., after ME. or ML. transcriptions of

the AS.; AS. Dena lagu, law of the Danes:
Dena, gen. of Dene, the Danes ; lagu, law.] 1.

The body of laws in force in that part of England
which was settled in the ninth century by the

Danes, at first as an independent body.— 2. The
fifteen counties of England, extending from the

Tees to the Thames, and from Watling street

to the German ocean, formerly occupied by the

Danes, and in which Danish law was enforced.

Lincolnshire passed permanently into the hands of the

Danes about 877, and was included within the boundary

of the Danelage of Danish jurisdiction as settled by the

treaty of 878. Eiu-yc. Brit., XIV. 656.

daneq (da'nek), n. [Ar.] An Arabian weight,

one sixth of a derham. In the second century of tlie

dangerous

Some debtor other delinquency liy which the writer had

placed himself within the danyer of the editors of the

Monthly Review. A. and q., 7th ser., II. 123.

2. Peril; risk; hazard; exposure to injury,

loss, pain, or other evil : as, there is no danger.

Our craft is in danger to be set at nought. Acts xix. 27.

I take my part

Of danger on the roaring sea.

Tennyson, Sailor-Boy.

3t. Reserve; doubt; hesitation; difficulty; re-

sistance.

So lat youre daunger sucred ben alyte.

That of his deth ye be nought for to wyte.
Chaucer, TroUus, ii. 384.

4t. Chariness; sparingness; stint.

With damu/er oute we al oure chaffare ;

Greet prees at market maketh deere ware.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 521.

5t. Injury; harm; damage.
We put a sting in him,

That at his will he may do danger with.
Shak., J. C, ii. 1.

6t. In oldforest-law, a duty paid by a tenant to

a lord for leave to plow and sow in the time of

pannage or mast-feeding. Also leave-silver.—

In danger of, Uable to ; exposed to.

Whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause

shall be in danger oj the judgment. Mat. v. 22.

He that is hut half a philosopher is in danger of being

an atheist. Bp- Atterbury, Sermons, I. v.

To make danger oft, to be afraid of ; hesitate about

I made danger of it awhile at first.

Maitland, Reformation, p. 17.

= Syn.2. Danger, Peril, Jeopardy, insecurity. Danger

is the generic word, and is freely used for exposure of

all degrees of seriousness : as, to be in danjjer of catch-

ing cold or of being killed. Peril represents a serious

matter, a great and imminent danger. Jeopardy is less

common ; it has essentially the same meaning as peril.

See risk, n.

The danger now is, not that men may believe too much,

but that they may believe too little. A'. A. Mev., XL. 317.

We gat our bread with the peril of our lives because of

the sword of the wilderness. Lam. v. 9.

A man may he buoyed up by the afflation of his wild

desires to brave any imaginable peril.

O. U. Lewes, .Spanish Drama, ii.

Why stand we in jeopardy every hour ? 1 Cor. xv. 30.

We are not to wait till great public mischiefs come,

till the Government is overthrown, or liberty itself put

in jeopardy. D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7th, 1834.

hejira the monetary daneq was 7i grains troy, and tile dangert (dan'jfer), V. t. [< danger, n.] To put

ponderal dane(| was nine tenths of that. See derham. jn hazard ; expose tO loss or injury ; endanger.

danesblood (danz'blud), «. A name applied

in England to three very different plants, in

connection with the legend that they sprang
originally from the blood of Danes slain in

battle. They are the dwarf elder, Sambucus Ebulus;

the pasque-flower, Anemone Pulsatilla; and the Cam
panula glomerata.

daneweed (dan'wed), m. 1. Same as donetcort
— 2. The v^B,nt Eryngium campcstre. , _x i/i- /-a f,-,i\ „
danewort (dan'wert), ». The popular name of dangeiful (dan jfer-ful), a,

Sambucus Ebulus, the dwarf elder of Europe.

See danesblood.

The juice of the root of danewort doth make the hair

blacke. Oerarde, Herball, p. 1426.

dangl (dang). Preterit of ding.

Till she, o'ercome with anguish, shame, and rage,

Danged down to hell her loathsome carriage.

I had a touch of dandyiVm in my minority. _—„ , „, - -

Byron, Diary, 1821. dang^t (dang), V. t. [Var. of ding.}

Dandyism as yet affects to look down on Drudgisra; throw; dash; force,

but perhaps the hour of trial, when it will be practically

seen which ought to look down, and which up, is not so

distant. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 198.

dandyize (dan'di-iz), v. ;
pret. and pp. dandy-

ized, ppr. dandyizing. [< dandy'^ + -ize.1 I.

trans. To form like a dandy ; dandify.

U. intrans. To be or become a dandy; act

like a dandy. [Bare in both uses.]

dandyling (dan'di-ling), n. [< dandy^ + dim. danger (dan'j6r),

-limi.] A little dandy ; a ridiculous fop.

dandy-note (dan'di-not), n. [< dandy (uncer-

tain) + note.] A document issued by the cus-

toms authorities of Great Britain, authorizing

the removal of goods from the warehouse; a

_ delivery-note.

'dandyprat, «. See dandiprat.

dandy-roller (dan'di-ro'lfer), n. In paper-

manuf., a cylinder of wire gauze beneath which
the web of paper-pulp is passed, in order to

compact it and drain it partially of water. The
wires of the roller may be so disposed as to form any de-

sired pattern or water-mark In the paper. E. U. Knight.

Als<j called darviy.

I>aue (dan), «. [< ME. Dane (after ML. Dani,

etc.), Dene, < AS. Dene, pi., = D. Z)ee«=G. Dane,
etc., = Icel. Danir, pi., = Dan. Dane, pi. Daner,
also Dnn-sk= 8w. Dan-sk; first in LL. Dani, pi.

;

ult. origin i»nknown.] A native or an inhabitant

of Denmark, a kingdom of northern Europe.

I am more an antique Soman than a Dane..

Shak., Ilamlet, v. 2.

[Scotch.]
To beat

;

Who, high ill name and power.

Higher than both in blood and life, stands up
For the main soldier ; whose quality, going on.

The sides o' the world may danger.
Shak., A. and C, i. 2.

If you refuse these graces, you may pull

Perils on him you seem to tender so.

And danger your own safety.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, ii. 2.

_
[(.danger + -ful,\.'\

PuU of danger ;" dangerous
;
perilous. [Rare.]

Lion, Scorpion, Bear, and Bull,

And other things less daivjerful.

T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 172.

dangerfully (dan'jer-fiJ-i), adv. In a manner
to expose to danger; dangerously. [Rare.]

There were certain Jewes present standing by, whose

solles ye spirite of Satan did more daungierfully possesse

then that same vncleane spirite had possessed the body

of this man. J- Udall, On Luke xi.

Marloive (ami Chapman), Hero and Leander. ^angerleSS (dan'jer-les), a. [< danger + -less.]

dang2 (dang), V. t. A minced form of damn in Without danger or risk. [Rare.]

its profane use. Also ding. See dinged. His vertue is excellent in the dangrrlesse Academie of

, ,. . „ „,.,„,., Platii, but mine shewethfoorth her honourable face, in the
I>oni7 thy bits ! Here, Sylvie ! Sylvie !

battailes of Marathon, Pharsalia. Poitiere, and Agincourt.
Afrs. Oaskell, Sylvia s Lovers, v. ^j^ p gidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

[< ME. daunger, daungere, dangerous (dan'j6r-us), a. [< ME. daungerous,
.. .j„,.„.™ .,„^„.^ w.,.„_

dangerus,<OV.dangeros, dangerous, dangerous,< OF. danger, dangler, dengier, dongier, doin-

gier, absolute power, irresponsible authority,

mod. P. danger, danger, = Pr. dangler, prob. <

ML. *dominiarium, an extension of dominium,

absolute power (in feudal sense), < L. domi-

nium, right of o-wnership, paramount o'wner-

ship, eminent domain (> E. domain, q. v.), < L.

dominus, lord, master: see domain, dominion,

demesne, don^, dominie, domino. Similar pho-

netic changes have taken place in dungeon

(= donjon, q. v.), from the same source.] 1.

Power; jurisdiction; domain; hence, ability to

mulct or injure : as, to come within his danger.

[Obsolete or archaic]

Narcisus was a bachelere
That Love had caught in his daungere.

Rom. of the Rose, I. 1470.

Ye cannot dispute except ye have a man in your own
danger to do him bodily harm.
Tyndaie, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc. , 1850), p. 186.

You stand within his danger, do you not ?

SAaJt., M. ofV.,lv. 1.

dangereus, donjcreiis, F. dangercux, < danger,

danger, -I- -eux, E. -ous.] 1. Involving or ex-

posing to danger ;
perilous ; hazardous ; un-

safe ; full of risk : as, a dangerous voyage ; a dan-

gerous experiment ; in a dangerous condition.

To drive infection from the dangerous year !

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 508.

It is dangerous to assert a negative. Maeaulay.

2. Liable to inflict injury or harm ; baneful in

disposition or tendency : as, a dangerous man;
a dangerous illness.

What's my offence ? what have these years committed.

That may be dangerous to the Duke or state?

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 5.

You are not safe whilst I live ; I am dangerous.

Troubled extremely, even to mischief, Junius,

An enemy to all good men. Fletcher, Bonduca. v. 4.

3. In danger, as from illness ; in a perilous

condition: as, he is not dangerous. [CoUoq.,

and now only vulgar.]



dangerous

Heg. Sure,

HIb mind is dangerous.
Dru. Tlie good gods cure it

!

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 3.

4t. Eeserved; difficult; disdainful; haughty.

He was to sinful men not dispitous,

Ne of his speche danfferoui.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 517.

I wol yow telle a litel thing in prose,

That oughte lyken you, as I suppose,

Or elles, ceites ye ben to dauntjerous.

Chaucer, Prol. to Tale of Slelibeus, L 21.

If she be rechelesse, I will be redy

;

If she be davmgerouse, I will hyr pray.
Political Poeinn, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 155.

Dangerous space. See space. =S3m. 1. Insecure, risky.

dangerously (dan'jer-us-li), adv. With danger

;

with risk of harm ; with exposure to injury or

ruin ; hazardously
;
perilously : as, to be dan-

gerously sick ; dangerously situated.

A Satyr [satire] as it was borne out of a Tragedy, so ought
to resemble his parentage, to strike high, and adventiu-e

dangerously at the most eminent vices among the greatest

persons. MUton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

dangerousness (dan'jer-us-nes), n. Danger;
hazard ;

peril ; the state of being exposed to

harm: as, the dangerousness of a situation or a
disease.

Judging of the daryjerougness of diseases by the noble-
ness of tlie part affected. Boyle.

danger-signal (dan'jer-sig'nal), n. A signal

used to indicate some danger to be avoided.
On railroads <langer is commonly indicated by certain po-
sitions and colors of the moval)le arms of a semaphore, or

by a red flag during the day and a red liglit at night.

When he gives up the profitable application of his time,

it is then that, in railway language, " the dangersigtial
is turned on." Gladntone.

dangle (dang'gl), v.
;
pret. and pp. dangled, ppr.

dangling. [< Dan. dangle, dangle, bob, = Sw.
dial, dangla, swing, = North Fries, dangeln; a
secondary verb, from Dan. dingle^ Sw. dinghi =
Icel. dingla, dangle, swing about ; cf. Sw. danka,

satmter about ; perhaps freq. of diiig^, q. v.] I.

intrans. 1. To hang loosely; be suspended so as
to be swayed by the wincl or any slight force.

He'd rather on a gibbet dangle. S. Butler, Hudibras.

Caterpillars, dangling under trees

By slender threads, and swinging in the l>reeze.

Cowper, Tirocinium.

They [peasant women] wear broad straw hats, and dan-
gling &2iT-Tmi^of yeWow %iAA. Wou«W», Venetian Life, vi.

Hence— 2. To dance attendance^ hover long-
ingly or importunately, as for notice or favors

:

used of persons, with about or after : as, to dan-
gle about a woman ; to dangle after a great man.
The Presbyterians, and other fanatics that dangle after

them, are well inclined to pull down the present establish-

ment. Swift.

H. trans. To carry suspended so as to swing;
hold up with a swaying motion.

Maud with her sweet purse-mouth when my father dan-
gled the grapes. Tennyson, Maud, i. 18.

The fate of Vanini waa dangled Ijefore his [Descartes's]

eyes. Huxley, Lay .Sermons, p. 343.

dangleberry (dang'gl-ber'i), n.
;
pi. dangleber-

riis (-iz). [< dangle + berry^.'] Same as blue-

tiingii:.

danglement (dang'gl-ment), «. [< dangle +
-ment.] The state of dangling or of being dan-
gled.

The very suspension and danglement of any puddings
whatsoever right over his Inglcnook.

Bulwer, Ca.\tons, vii. 1.

dangler (dang'glfer), n. One who or that which
dangles or hangs ; one who dangles about an-
other.

Danglers at toilets.

Burke, To a Memtjer of National Assemijly.

He was no dangler, in the common acceptation of the
word, after women. Lamb, Modem Gallantry.

Danicism (da'ni-sizm), TO. [< "Danic (LL.
Danicus), Danish, -f -ism.'] An idiom or pecu-
liarity of or derived from the Danish language.

The intercourse [of Iceland] with Denmark began to
leave its mark in loan-words and Danicisms,

Kncyc. Brit., XII. 628.

Danielite (dan'iel-it), n. Same as Khlistie.

Daniella (dan-i-el'll), n. [NL., named from a
Dr. JJtiuiell, by whoin the species was first col-

lected.] A leguminous genus of tropical Africa,
of a single species, I), thuhfcra. in .Sierra Leone
it is known as the liungo-tree, aiid yields a fragrant gum
which is used as frankincense.

Daniell battery, cell. See cell, 8.

Daniell hygrometer. See hygrometer.

Danio (dan'i-6}, It. [NL.; from a native E. Ind.
name.] A genus of cyprinoid fishes, typical of
the group Danioninn, inhabiting India.

Danionina (dan-i-o-ni'nji), «. /)(. [NIi.,< Da-
nioin-) + -ina^.'] In Gunther's classification

rm, having no spike

1^
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of fishes, the tenth group of Cyptinidoe. It is

characterized by an anal fln of moderate length or elon-

gate, with not fewer than 8 branched rays, and generally
more ; a lateral line running along the lower half of the
tail; abdomen not trenchant; and pharyngeal teeth in

a triple or double series. It embraces about 50 species,

inhabiting the fresh waters of southern Asia and eastern
Africa.

Danish (da'nish), a. and re. [< ME. Danish, De-
nish, < AS. Denisc (= D. Deensch = G. Ddnisch
= Dan. Dansk = Sw. Dansk = Icel. Danskr,
etc.) ; as Dane + -ish^.'] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Denmark or the Danes.

Go, captain, from me greet the Danish king.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4.

Danish ax, a battle-ax of peculiar form, having no spike
or beak on the opposite side, but an
extremely elongated blade.

Then the Danish ax burst in his
hand first.

That a sur weapon he thought shold
be.

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Bal-
[lads, I. 239).

Danish balance. See balance.—
Danish dog. .Same as Dalnmt^an

p^„j^^ ^, p„,„
dug (wliRIi see, under dog).— ua,- vioMet-le-Duc's "Diet.
nlSh embroidery, (a) A name given du Mobilier fran5ais."

)

to the embroidery commonly put
upon borders of pocket-handkerchiefs, etc., white on
white, and in patterns more or less Imitating lace. (6) A
kind of coarse needlework used to All up open spaces in

crochet.work, the threads being twisted and plaited toge-

ther in crosses, wheels, etc.

II. n. The language of the Danes : a Scandi-

navian dialect, akin to Norwegian, Icelandic,

and Swedish.
Daniskt (da'nisk), a. [A variant of Danish,

after Dan. Dansk.] Danish.

Strange was her tyre ; for on her head a crowue
She wore, much like unto a Danisk hood.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 31.

Danism^ (da'nizm), «. [< Dane + -ism.] An
idiom or peculiarity of the Danish language ; a
Danicism.
We find a decided tendency to exterminate Danisms

[in early Modern Swedish texts] and reintroduce native

and partially antiquated forms. Eneyc. Brit., XXI. 372.

danism^t (da'nizm), n. [< Gr. Savmafia, a loan,

< (iavf^fiv, lend, < <5aw)f, a gift, loan.] The lend-

ing of money upon usury. Wharton.

Danite (dan'it), n. [< Dan, one of the sons of

Jacob and head of one of the tribes of Israel

:

in allusion to Gen. xlix. 16, "Dan shall judge
his people, as one of the tribes of Israel," or to

the next verse, "Dan shall be a serpent by the
way, an adder in the path."] A member of an
alleged secret order of Mormons, supposed to

have arisen in the early history of that sect,

and to have been guilty of various atrocious

crimes. The Mormons themselves deny the ex-

istence of this order.

If the enemies of the Mormons are to be trusted, they
have a secret battalion of Danites, serpents in the path,

destroying angels, who are banded for any deed of daring
and assassination. N. A. Jtev., July, 1862.

dank (dangk), o. and n. [E. dial. var. donk;
< ME. dank, adj. and n.

;
prob. < Sw. dial, dank,

a moist place in a field, a marshy piece of

ground, = Icel. dokk (for "danku), a pit, pool.

The Seand. word is by some supposed to be a
nasalized form of Sw. dagg = Icel. dogg (> E.
dial, dagl), dew; but the relation is improb-
able, and the usual occurrence of the ME. word
in connection with dew is prob. due to allitera-

tion: see dag^, deic^. The Icel. dokkr, dark, is

of another root. There appears to be no con-
nection with damp.] I. a. Damp; moist; sat-

urated with cold moisture.

No more dowte [fear] the dyntc of theire derfe wapyns.
Than the dewe that es dannke, whene that it doune tfalles.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 311.

My lips were wet, my throat was cold,

My garments all were dank.
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

Let him hie him a\. ny through the dank river fog.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

= S!ni. Damp, flumid, etc. f>ee moist.

tl. 11. 1. Cold moisture ; unpleasant humid-
ity.

The rawlsh dank of . . . winter.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, Prol.

2. Water, in general. [Rare or obsolete in

both uses.]
Yet oft they quit

The dank, and, rising on stiff pennons, tower
The mid aereal sky. Milton, P. L., vii. 441.

dankt (dangk), V. t. [< ME. danken, donken;
< dank, a.] To make dank; moisten.

AcliiUes was angret angardly sore

;

Wrathet at his wordes. warmyt in yre

;

Chaunget his cliere, chautht with liete,

That the droupes, as a dew, dankit his fas.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 7996.

dap

dankish (dang'kish), o. [<danfc + -isP.] Some-
what dank; moist.

A dark and dankish vault. Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

dankness (dangk'nes), n. Dampness ; humid-
ity.

The roof supported with four massie pillars of white
marble, which were ever moist through the danktiesse of

the place. Sandys, Travailes, p. 131.

danks (dangks), n. In coal-mining, black car-

bonaceous shale.

Dannebrog, n. See Danebrog.
dannemonte (dan'e-mo-rit), n. [< Dannemora,
a parish in Sweden, 4- -ite^.] A variety or

amphibole.
danse (dans), n. In her., same as dancette, 1.

danseuse (don-s6z'), »• [F., fem. of danseur,

a dancer, < danser, dance.] A female dancer;
speeifieaily, a ballet-dancer.

Dansker (dans'kfer), n. [< Dan. Dansker, a
Dane, < Dansk, Danish.] A Dane.
Inquire me first what Danskers are in Paris.

Shak., Hamlet, IL 1.

Danskerman (dans'kfer-man), )i.
;
pi. Dansker-

nicn (-men). A Dansker or Dane.
Kings and jarls of the Norse or Dansker-men had sailed

up the Seine, and spread the terror of their plunderuigs
and slaughters through France.

Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 57.

dant (dant), V. t. [E. dial., var. of daunt, q. v.]

1. To tame; daunt (which see).— 2. To reduce
metals to a lower temper. [Prov. Eng.]

dant (dant), n. [< dant, v.] 1. In coal-mining,

coal which is so much disintegrated as to be of

no value. [North. Eng.]— 2. A heavy metal
weight, of from 30 to 40 pounds, used to press
down layers of provisions that are being packed
in casks.

Dantean (dan'te-an), a. [< Dante + -an.] Same
as Dantesque.

dantell^ (dan-tel-a'), a. [< F. dentelS, toothed,

< dent, < L. den{t-)s = E. tooth.] In her., same
as dancette.

Dantescan (dan-tes'kan), «. [Ks Dantesque +
-an.] Same as Dantesque. [Rare.]

Dantescan commentators and scholars.
Encyc. Brit., V. 291.

Dantesque (dan-tesk'), a. [= F. dantesque, <

It. dantcsco, < Dante.] Having the character-

istics of the poet Dante or his works; resem-
bling Dante or his style : more especially, char-

acterized by a lofty and impressive sublimity,

with profound sadness. Also Dantean.

To him [Dante], longing witli an intensity which only
the word Dantesque will express to realize an ideal upon
earth, and continually battled and misuiulerstood, the far

greater part of his mature life nmst have been labor and
sorrow. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 19.

Dantist (dan'tist), n. [= It. dantista; as Dante
+ -ist.] A person especially interested or
versed in the works of Dante and the literature

concerning him.
danton (dan'ton), V. t. [8c. , a form of E.
daunt.] 1. To subdue.
To danton rebels and conspirators against him.

Pitscottie, Chron. of Scotland, p. 87.

2. To tame or break in (a horse).

It becometh a prince best of any man to l>e a faire and
good hoi-senian ; use, therefore, to ride and danton great
and courageous horses.

Quoted in Strutt't Sports and Pastimes, p. 17.

3. To intimidate ; daunt.
Misclianter fa' me

If aught of thee, or of thy mammy,
ShaU ever danton me, or awe me. Bums.

Dantonian (dan-to'ni-an), a. [< Danton -i-

-ian.] Of or pertaining to G. J. Danton. See
Dantonist.

Dantonlst (dan'ton-ist), n. [< Danton -(- -ist.]

An adherent of Georges Jacques Danton (1759-

94), one of the principal leaders in the French
revolution.

Dantophilist (dan-tof'i-list), n. [< Dante +
Gr. iptM'w, love, + -ist.] A lover of Dante or
of his writings.

The veneration of Dantophilists for their master is that
of disciples for their saint.

Louvll, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 26.

Dantzic beer, water, etc. See the nouns.

Danubian (da-nu'bi-an), a. [< LL. Danubius,
L. Danuoius, Gr. Aavoi'liiog (G. Donau, etc.), the

Danube.] Pertaining to or bordering on the

Danube, a large river of Europe flowing into

the Black Sea.—Danubian principalities, a former
designation of the principalities of .^]oldavia .and Walla-
chia, on the lower Datmbo, forming part of the Turkish
empire, now miited to form the king^ioni of Rumania.

dap (dap), V. i. [Also dope; a form of dab^ or

dop.] In angling, to drop or let fall the bait

gently into the water.
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With these— and a short line I shewed to angle for daphnomancy (daf'no-man-si), n. [< 6r. (Sa^w/,

chub— you may dope or rfao. the laiu'el-tree, + /iuvrt/a, divination.] Sooth-
/. Sialton, Complete Angler, i. 6.

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^g of ^j^g ig^^^el.

dapaticalt (da-pat'i-kal), a. [< LL. dapaticus dapifert (dap'i-fer), n. [L., < daps, a feast, +
(rare), sumptuous, < fi. dajys, a feast.] Sump- ferre = E. ftearl.] A court official correspond-

tuous in cheer. Bailey.

dapet (dap), V. i. ;
pret. and pp. doped, ppr. dap-

iiu/. Same as dap.

daphnad (daf'uad), n. One of the Thymeleaceai.

LiiuUey.

daphnal (daf'nal), a. [< Daphne + -al.'] In

hot., of, pertaining to, or related to the daph-

nads: as, the daphnal alliance (the daphnads
and the laurels). See Daphne.

Daphne (daf'ne), n. [NL., < L. daphne, < Gr.

ddifvi), the laurel, or rather the bay-tree (in

myth, a nymph beloved of Apollo and meta-

morphosed into a laurel), also, later, ia^vo^,

dial, /ucu^vii, also Savx^v, iavxvdq, prob. orig.

*6aFvri = (with var. term.) L. laurns, laurel:

see Lauras, laurel.'] 1. In hot.,

a genus of small erect or trail-

ing shrubs of the natural order

Thymeleaceee, including about 40

species of the temperate regions

ofEurope and Asia. Someofthespe-
cies are cultivated in gardens for their

beauty or fragrance, others are of medici-

nal importance, and a few are employed
in the manufacture of hemp and paper
from the tough stringy bark. The most
generally known species are the daphne-
or spurge-laurel, D. Laureolti, with ever-

green leaves and green axillary flowers

;

the raezereon, D. Mezereum, with very fra-

grant flowers; the spurge- flax, D. Gnidi-

um; and D. Cneorum, a trailing shrub
with a profusion of bright rose-colored

and exquisitely fragrant flowers. The
bark and the fruit of the mczereon aiid

some other species have strongly acrid

properties, and have been used for vari-

ous puriK>3es in medicine.

2. [?. c] A plant of this genus.

daphnetin (daf'net-in), n. [< Daphne + -et-

+ -iH2.] A crystalline substance derived from
daphnin, having the formula CoHgOi + H2O.
Daphnia (daf'ni-a), «. [NL., < G-r. da^w? : see

Dajjhne.'] A genus of minute fresh-water ela-

doeerous entomostra-
cous crustaceans, the
type of the family
Daphniidce, and repre-
sentative of the whole
order Daphniacea or
Cladocera. The species

are among the many small
crustaceans known as wa-
ter-Jieas. The best-known
species is />. pulex, the
"branch-horned" water-
flea, which is a favorite
microscopic object. The

Flowering Branch
of Mezereon

( Daphne Meze-
reutn).

ing to the steward of an ordinary household.

Sometimes called discthegn.

dapper (dap'er), a. [< ME. daper, pretty, neat,

< D. dapper, brave, valiant, = MLG. LG. dap-

per, heavy, weighty, strong, brave, = OHG.
tapfar, heavy, weighty, MHG. tapfer, dapfer,

tapfel, heavy, firm, brave, G. tapfer, brave
(cf. Dan. and Sw. tapper, brave, prob. of D.

or G. origin).] 1. Pretty; elegant; neat;

trim.

The dapper ditties that I wont devise

To feede youthes fancie, and the flocking fry,

Delighten much. Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

A spirit of dapper intellectual dandyism, of which ele-

gant verbiage and a dainty and debilitating spiritualism

are the outward shows and covering, infects too much of

the popular verse. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 47.

2. Small and active ; nimble ; brisk ; lively.

A little dapper man. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

On the tawny sands and shelves.

Trip the pert faeries and the dapper elves.

Milton, Comus, 1. 118.

We [mankind] are dapper little busybodies, and run
this way and that way superserviceably.

Emerson, Civilization.

[Now only sarcastic or contemptuous in both
senses.]

dapperling (dap'6r-ling), n. [< dajjper + dim.
-i(/H(/l.] A dwarf; a little fellow.

dapperpy (dap'6r-pi), a. Of diapered and va-

riegated woolen cloth. [Scotch.]

he has pou'd aff his dapperpy coat.

The silver buttons glanced Ijonny.

Annan Water (Child's Ballads, II. 189).

dapple (dap'l), «. and a. [< ME. *dappel, *dap-

pul (in comp. dappul-gray : see dapple-gray),

a spot, < Icel. depill (for *dapill), a spot, a dot

(hence depill, a dog with spots over his eyes)

(= Norw. depel, a pool, a splash of water or

other liquid, a puddle, mud), < dapi = Norw.
dape = Sw. dial, depp, a pool; cf. Dan. dial.

duppe, a hole where water collects ; MD. dohhe,

a pit, pool, = E. dial, duh, a pool: see duJA.]

1. n. 1. A spot ; a dot; one of a number of va-

rious spots, as on an animal's skin or coat.

He had .

hath dappt

2. A dappled horse.

II. a. Marked with spots; spotted; varie-

gated with spots of different colors or shades

of color : as, a dapple horse.

Some dapple mists still floated along the peaks of the

hills. Scott.

con lyDaftioH captnse).

Daptrius (dap'tri-us), TO. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816),

< Gr. ftaixTpia, fern, to odirrrig, an eater : see Dap-
tion.'] A genus of South American hawks, the

type of which is D. ater. They have circular nos-

triu with a central tubercle; the plumage of the adult

South American Hawk {Daptrius attr).

Side View of Water-llea { Daph-
nia). one of the cladocerous
Branchiopoda. highly magnified :

the appendages not figured except-
r // , antennule ; IIT , mandible :

*, shell-gland
separated at j/

ffom ms. omostegite
c. heart.

// .

,
/", simple eye

cs, cephalostegite.
I depression
tb, labrum

head is prolonged into a
snout, and is provided with dapple (dap'l), «.*. ;

pret. and pp. rtapptefl, ppr.
a single central compound dappling. [< dapple, n.~\ To spot ; variegate

with spots.
The gentle day ...

Dapplee the drowsy east with spots of gray.
Shak., Much Ado, v. 3.

/, compound eye

;

, _ jeil-gland; cs, , „ .

separated at r/, cervical depression,

A surface dappled o'er with shadows flung

i'rom many a brooding cloud. Wordsworth.

It is summer, and the flickering shadows of forest-leaves

dai>ple the roof of the little porch.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 240.

eye ; it is also furnished
with antennee which act as

oars, propelling it through
the water by a series of

short springs or jerks.

These animals are very
abundant in many ponds
and ditches; and as they as-

sume ared color in summer,
the swarms which abound

in stagnant water impart to it the appearance of blood.

Daphniacea(daf-ni-a'se-a),n.j)«. \mj.,<Daph- dapple-bay (dap'l-ba'), a. [< dapple + bayS;

nia + -acea.] The water-fleas as a superfam- see dapple-gray.] Of a bay color variegated by
ily: same as Cladocera. dapples, or spots of a different color or shade.

daphnlaceous (daf-ni-a'shius), a. Of or per- dappled (dap'ld), o. [< dapi)le, n., + -ecP-]

tsumni:, to the Daphniacea. Spotted; variegated with spots of different

daphniad (daf'ni-ad), n. [< Daphnia -t- -arfl.] colors or shades.

One of the Daphniidce or Daphniacea; a clado- Dappled Flanders mares.

cerous crustacean ; a water-flea. P<>I>«< ^P'atle to Miss Blount, 1. 60.

daplmiid (daf 'ni-id), TO. [< Daphnia + -id^.'] The sky-lark shakes his dappied wing.

Same as daphniad. J- •«• ^™*''. ^ulprit Fay, P- 62-

Daphniidae (daf-ni'i-de), TO. pi. \li(lj.,< Daphnia dapple-gray (dap'l-gi-a'), a- [< ME. dapple-,

-I- -idle.] The family of water-fleas, typified dappul-gray, < 'dappel, 'dappul, a spot (see

is black with a white basal bar on the tail ; the produced
cere and naked sides of the head arc reddish. The length

of the adult is about 16J inches.

dar^t, V. t. An obsolete form of dare^.

dar^ (dar), TO. Same as dace, 1.

as many eyes on his body as my gray mare darapti (da-rap'ti), TO. The mnemonic name
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii. 271. given by Petrus Hispanus to that mood of the

third figure of syllogism in which the two prem-
ises are universal and affirmative and the con-

clusion is particular and affirmative. These dis-

tinctions of quantity and quality are indicated by the

three vowels of the word, a-a-i. The letter p indicates

that the reduction to direct reasoning is to be performed
by converting by accident the minor premise, and the

initial d shows that the direct mood so reached is daril.

The following is an example of a syllogism in darapti : .\11

griffins breathe fire ; but all grifllns are animals ; there-

fore, some animals breathe fire. Some logicians deny the

validity of this mood.

darbar, ». See durbar.

darbha (dar'bil), «. [Skt. darbha.] A coarse

grass, the Poaq/noauroides, much venerated by
the Hindus, and employed by the Brahmans in

their religious ceremonies.

darby (dar'bi), TO.
;

pi. darbies (-biz). [Appar.

from the personal name Darby or Derby. The
phrase " father Derbies banfis" for handcuffs

occurs in Gascoigne's "Steele Glas" (1576).]

1. pi. Handcuffs. [Slang.]

by the genus Daphnia. It is sometimes contermi-
nous with the order Cladocera, and is then identical with
Daphniacea; but it is usually much restricted, as one of

about six families into which the daphniads are divided.

Also Daphniadce, Daphnidea, Daphnidce, Daphnides,
Daphntiides.

daphnin (daf'nin), n. [< Daphne -I- -j«2.] \
glucoside found in the bark and flowers of

plants of the genus Daphne. It forms prismatic
transparent crystals, having a bitter taste. It has re-

ceived the formula CisHjoOg + 2H2O.

daphnioid (daf^i-oid), a. and n. [< Daphnia
+ -oid.] I, a. Kesembling or pertaining to the
Daphniacea ; cladocerous, as a water-flea.

n. TO. A cladocerous crustacean.

daphnoid (daf'noid), a. Same aa daphnioid.
Encye. Brit.

dapple)', -i-'gray.] 'Of a gray color variegated

by spots of a different color or shade.

His steede was al dappel-gray.
Chancer, Sir Thopas, 1. 173.

Daption (dap'ti-on), TO. [NL. (Stephens, 1825);

also written Daptinm, and Daptes; < Gr. Sa-

nvT/c, an eater, < SdirTeiv, devour.] A notable

genus of petrels, of the family Procellariidce

and section (Estrelateie. They have the bill com-
paratively dilated, with a wide and partly naked interra-

mal space, oblique sulci on the edge of the upper mandi-
ble, a small weak unguis, and long nasal tubes ; a short,

rounded tail; and plumage spotted on the upper parts

with black and white. They are birds of moderate size.

The type and only species is D. capense, the damier, Cape
pigeon, or pintado petrel. Calopetes (Sundevall, 1873) is

a synonym. See cut in next column.

Hark ye ! Jem Clink will fetch you the darbies.

Scott, Peveril of the Peak, xxxiii.

2. A plasterers' tool consisting of a thin strip

of wood about 3 or 3J feet long and 7 inches

broad, with two handles at the back, used for

floating a ceiling.

Darbjrites (dar'bi -its), «. pi. See Plymouth
Brethren, under brother.

darcet (dars), «. [Also darse; < ME. darce,

darse : see dace.'] An earlier form of dace.

Rooche, darce, Makerelle.
JSabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 156.

Dardan (dar'dan), a. and n. [< L. Dardanus,

adj., < Dardanus, Gr. AdpSavoc : see def.] I. a.

Pertaining or relating to Dardanus or Dardania,

an ancient city near the later Troy in Asia Mi-

nor, or to its people, the Dardani, named from a
mythical founder, Dardanus, ancestor of Priam,

king of Troy; hence, in poetical use, Trojan.

II. n. An inhabitant of Dardanus or Darda
nia

;
poetically, a Trojan.

Dardanian (diir-da'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Dar-
danius = Dardanus: see Dardan.'] Same as

Dardan.
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dardaniumt (dar-da'ni-um), n. [Neut. of L.

Uardaniiis: see Dardanhin.\ A bracelet.

A golden ring that shines upon thy thumb,
About thy wrist the rich Dardanium,

lierrick, Hesperides, p. 28.

dardy-line (dar'di-lan), n. [< "dardy (< F.

darder, dart, shoot, harpoon, spear, < dard, E.

darfi, q. V. ) + line.] A kind of rigging of lines

used to catch herrings. A piece of lead about IJ
pounds in weight is attached to a line, which carries at

short intervals transverse pieces of whalebone or caire hav-
ing unbaited hooks at either end. Day^ British Fishes.

[L^al, Eng.l

diarel (dar), v. t. ;
pret. dared or durst, pp.

dared, ppr. daring. [A form orig. indicative,

< ME. 1st (and 3d) pers. sing, dar, der, dear, <

AS. dear, dearr (for 'dears) = OS. gi-dar =
OFries. dor, dur, also by confusion tlior, thnr,

= MLG. dar = OHG. gi-tar, MHG. tor, gi-tar=
Dan. tiir= Sw. tor= Goth, ga-dars, I dare, an old

preterit present, with new inf., ME. durren, durn
(also by conformation dareti, darn), < AS. dur-
ran =OS. gi-durran = OFries. "dura, "dora, also

by confusion *tliura, 'tlwra, = MLG. doren =
OHG. gi-turran = Icel. thora = Sw. tora = Dan.
turde = Goth, ga-daursan (with new weak pret-

erit, E. durst, < ME. durste, dorste (two sylla-

bles), < AS. dorste (for "dors-de) = OS. gi-dorsta

= OFries. dorste, thorste = MLG. dorste = OHG.
"gi-torsta, MHG. torste = Icel. thordhi = Sw.
torde = Dan. turde = Goth, ga-daursta), dare,
= Gr. Oapaelv, dappelv, be bold, dare (Bapav^,

Bpaaix, bold), = OBulg. druzati, dare, = Skt.

/ dharsh, dare. In some forms, as the ME.,
Fries., and Scand., there is confusion with a
different preterit verb, ME. thnrf, also darf, <

AS. thearf, inf. thurfan, = OFries. thurf, inf.

'thurca, = OHG. durfan = Icel. thurfa = Goth.
Ihaurban, have need, which in D. durven = G.

diirfen, dare, has completely displaced the form
corresponding to E. rfflre .• see rfar/, i/inr/.] 1.

To be bold enough (to do something); have
courage, strength of mind, or hardihood (to

undertake some action or project) ; not to be
afraid ; venture : followed by an infinitive (with
or without to) as object, of sometimes, by el-

lipsis, used absolutely.'

I dare do all that may become a man
;

Who daren do more, is none.
Shak., Macbeth, L 7.

And what they dare to dream of dare to do.

Lowell, Comm. Ode.

[Originally and still often used in the third persi^n of the
present tense without a personal termination, and in such
case always followed by the infinitive without to : as, he
dare not do it.

Lo, Conscience dooth chide

!

Por losse of catel he dar not flat.

Uymm lo Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

One dares not light a large caudle, except company's
coming in. Steele, Lying Lover, iv.]

2. To venture on ; attempt boldly to perform.

But this thing dare not. Shak., Tempest, iii. 2.

8. To challenge
;
provoke to action, especially

by asserting or implying that one lacks courage
to accept the challenge ; defy : as, to dare a
man to fight.

I taught him how to manage arms, to dare
An euemy, to court both death and dangers.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, v. 1,

I whipt him for robbing an orchard once when he was but
a child —

" The farmer dared me to do it," he said ; he was always
so wild. Tennymn, Rizpah.

4. To arou.se ; rouse. [Prov. Eng.] ~ i dare say,
1 suppose 'ir iK-lieve ; I presume ; I think likely : a weak
affirinatiori, generally implying some degree of indifference
in assertion or assent.

Joseph S. O, yes, I find great use in that screen.
Sir Peter T. I dare gay you must, certainly.

Shendan, School for Hcandal, iv. 3.

dare^ (dar), n. [< darei, r.] If. The quality
of being daring; Tenturesomeness ; boldness;
dash; spirit.

It lends a lustre, and more great opinion,
A larger dare U.i your great enterprise.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1.

2. A challenge ; defiance.
Sextus Pompefus

Hath given the dare to Csesar.

Shak., A. and C, i. 2.

To take a dare, to receive a challenge without accept-
ing it. IColloq.)

It was not consonant with the honor of such a man as
Boh to take a dare ; so against first one and then another
aspiring hero he had fought, until at length there was none
that ventured any more to " give a dare" to the victor of
so many battles. E. Eijglriton, The Oraysons, x.

dare^t (dar), v. [< ME. daren, darien, dayren,
be or lie in fear, terrify; cf. Sw. darra, trem-
ble, shiver, = Dan. dirre, tremble, quiver,
vibrate, = LG. bedaren, become still, = D. be-
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daren, abate, become calm, compose. Perhaps
ult. a secondary form of ME. dasen, be stupe-
fied, tr. stupefy, daze : see daze.] I. intrans.

1 . To be in fear ; tremble with fear ; be stupe-
fied or dazed -with fear. Specifically— 2. To
lie still in fear; lurk in dread; especially, lie

or squat close to the ground, like a frightened
bird or hare ; look anxiously around, as such a
lurking creature.

These weddid men that lye and dare.
As in a forme lith a wery hare.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, L 103.

3. To droop ; languish.

H. trans. 1. To strike with fear; terrify;

daunt; dismay.
Now me bus, as a beggar, my bread for to thigge
At doris vpou dayes, that dayren me full sore ;

Till I come to my kyth, can I non othir.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13550.

For I have done those follies, those mad mischiefs,
Would dare a woman.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

2. To terrify and catch (larks), as by means
of a mirror or a piece of red cloth, or by walk-
ing round with a hawk on the fist where they
are crouching, and then throwing a net over
them.

Enclos'd the bush about, and there him tooke,
Like darred Larke. Spenser, ¥. Q., VII. vi. 47.

If we live thus tamely.
To be thus jaded by a piece of scarlet.

Farewell nobility ; let bis grace go forward.
And dare us with his cap, like larks.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

dare^t (dar), n. [<(Jore2,c.] A mirror for daring
larks.

The dare for larks, or mirrorsurrounded by smaller ones,
over the mantel.piece, which exercised many commenta-
tors on the print, appears in the picture.

The Athenaum, Jan. 28, 1888, p. 122.

dare^ (dar), «. [Also written dar (ME.), < F.
dard (pron. dar), and in older form dart (and
in another form darse, darce, > E. dace); all

ult. identical with dart, a missile : see dace and
ftorii.] Same as dace, 1. [Local, Eng.]

dare''t, ». A Middle English form of deer.

daredevil (dar'devi), «. and a. [< dare, v., +
obj. devil.'] I. ». One who fears nothing and
will attempt anything; a reckless fellow; a
desperado.

A iiumorous dare-devil— the very man to suit my pur-
pose. Bulwer.

n. a. Characteristic of or appropriate to a
daredevil; reckless; inconsiderately rash and
venturesome. •

I doubt if Rebecca, whom we have seen piously praying
for consols, would have exchanged her poverty and the
dare-devil excitement and chances of her life for Osix>rne's

money and the humdrum gloom which enveloped him.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlii.

daredevilism (dSr'dev'l-izm), «. [< daredevil
+ -(.>•»/.] Same as darederiltry.

daredeviltry (dar'dev'l-tri), n. [< daredevil
+ -try, for -ry, as in deviltry.] The character
or conduct of a daredevil; recklessness; ven-
turesomeness.

His rude guardian addressed himself to the modifica-
tion of this facial expression ; it had not enough of mod-
esty in it, for instance, or of darr-demltry.

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 8.

dare-doingt, der-doingt, «• [Found only in

the second spelling, used by Spenser, as if ppr.
of dare do taken as a single verb in the passage
from Chaucer cited under daring-do. See dar-
ing-do.] Daring; bold.

Me ill besits, that in der-doinff armes
And honours suit my vowed dales do spend.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 10.

darefult (dSr'ful), a. [< darei -I- -ful.] Full of

defiance.
We might have met them dareful, beard to beard,
An<i beat them backward home. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

darer (dar'6r), n. One who dares or defies; a
challenger.

Don Michael, Leon ; another darer come.
Fletcher, Kule a Wife, iii. 1.

darft, V. See tharf.

darg (diirg), n. [Be., sometimes spelled dargue,
formerly dark, a contr. of dawerk, daywerk, day-
wurk = day-work: see day-work.] 1. A day's

work ; a task for a day. It is sometimes redim-
dantly called day's darg.

I can do as gude a day's darg as ever I did in my life.

Scott, Monastery, iii.

Tliey [the tenants] are subject also to a darg (or day's
work) for every acre. Statist. Ace. of Scot., VIII. etyi.

Hence— 2. A certain task of work, whether
more or less than the measure of a day.

He never wrought a good dark, that went grumbling
about. Kelly, Scotch ft'overbs, p. 143.

To be em-

Obverse. Reverse.

Daric, in the British Museum. (Size
of the original.)

daring-hardy

darg (diirg), V. i. [Sc, < darg, n.]

ployed at day-work.
Glad to fa' to wark that's killing.

To common darguing.
R. Galloway, Poems, p. 119.

darger (dar'g^r), ». [As darg + -eri; ult. a
contr. ot day-worker.] A day-worker. [Scotch.]

The croonin' kie the byre drew nigh,
I'he darger left his thrift.

Border Minstrelsy, HI. 357.

dargie (dar'gi), «. [E. dial. ; origin obscure. Cf.

dargs.] A local English name of the coal-fish.

dargS (diirgz), n. [Cf. dargie.] A local Scotch
name of the whiting.
daric (dar'ik), n. [< NL. daricus, < Gr. Sapemoi
(sc. crrarr/p, stater), said to have been first coined
by Darius I., king of Persia, and hence derived
< Aapclog, OPers. Daryavusli, Darius, but prob.
of other origin, perhaps < dariku, a Babylonian
word, said to mean 'a weight' or 'measure.']
A gold coin current in antiquity throughout
the Persian empire, and also in Greece. It was
of very pure gold, was of
small diameter but very
thick, and weighed rather
more than an English sov-
ereign. It has no inscrip-
tion ; the obverse type is

the king of Pei-sia repre-
sented as an archer or
bearing a spear; the re-

verse, usually an irregu-
lar oblong incuse. Dou-
ble darics were issued af-

ter the conquest of Persia by Alexander the Great, with
Greek letters, most of the known specimens of which have
been found in the Panj'ab.— Silver darlc, the principal
silver coin of ancient Persia, closely resembling the gold
daric, and specifically called the siglos, but also known by
the name daric in ancient as well as modern times.

darii (da'ri-i), ». The mnemonic name given
by Petrus Hispanus to that direct mood of the
first figure of syllogism in which the major
premise is universal and affirmative, and the mi-
nor premise and conclusion are particular and
affirmative. These distinctions of quantity and qual-
ity are indicated by the three vowels of the word, a-i-i.

The following is an example of a syllogism in darii ; All
virtues are laudable ; but some habits are virtues ; there,
fore, some habits are laudable.

daring (dar'ing), «. [Verbal n. of darc^, v.]

Adventurous courage ; intrepidity ; boldness
;

adventurousuess.
daring (dar'ing), _/>. a. [Ppr. of dare^, «.] 1.

Possessing or springing from adventurous cou-
rage; bold; fearless; adventurous; reckless.

He knew thee absolute, and full in soldier.

Daring beyond all dangers. Fletcher, Bondnca, v. 4.

To this day we may discern in many parts of our finan-

cial and commercial system the marks of that vigorous in-

tellect and daring spirit. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

2. Audacious ; impudent.
Is there none

Will tell the King I love him tho' so late?
Now— ere he goes to the great Battle? none

:

Myself must tell him in that purer life,

"But now it were too daring. Tennyson, Guinevere.

=8yll. 1. Dauntless, undaunted, heroic.

daring-dot, derring-dot, «• [A phrase adopted
by Spenser, in the erroneous spelling derr/)i(/ do
(which through him and his imitators has be-
come familiarin literature), from Chaucer: ME.
dort'yng don, duryng do, etc., a syntactic se-
quence, consisting of rforr^n(7,rf«ry«()', etc., mod.
daring, verbal n. of dorren, durren, mod. darc^,
with inf. rfo«, rfo, followed by that ( 'that which'),
etc. The associated phrase to dorre do, in the
last line of the passage from Chaucer, consists
of the inf. do, depending on the inf. dorre, durre,
dare. The passage in Chaucer is as follows

:

And certaynly in aU'Tye it is founde
That Troilns was nevere unto no wight.
As in his tyme, in no degre secouude.
In dorrt/ng-don [var. duryng do, dorynge to do, 16th

cent. ed. daring rfo] ttiat longeth to a Knyght

;

Al myghte a geaunt paiaen hym of myght.
His herte ay with the firste and with the beste
Stod paregal, to dorre don [var. durre to do, dore don,

16th cent. ed. dare dou] that hym leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 837.)

[An intendedDaring deeds; daring action,
"archaism": see etyni.]

For ever, who in derring-doe were dreade.
The loftie verse of hem was loved aye.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

daring-doert, derring-doert, ". [See daring-
do.] A ilaring and bold doer.

All mightie men and dreadful] derring-dooers.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 38.

daring-glasst (diir'ing-glas), «. A miiTor used
for diirinf; larks. Bp. Gmiden.
daring-hardyt (dar'ing-har"di), a. Foolhardy;
audacious. Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.



daringly

daxlngly (dar'ing-li), adv, 1. With boldness or
audacity; boldly j courageously; fearlessly.

Your brother, fired with success,

Too daringly upon the foe did press.

Lord Halifax, Oti Prince of Denmark's Marriage.

2. Defiantly.

Some of the great principles of religion are every day
openly and dariiigly attacked from the press.

Bp. Atterbury.

daringness (dar'ing-nes), n. Boldness; cou-
rageousuess ; audaciousness.

The greatness and daringixess of our crimes.

Bp. Atterbury, Works, IV. iv.

dark^ (dark), «. and n. [< ME. dark, derh, deorky

a. and n,, < AS. deorCf8,.j dark. Connections
uncertain.] 1, a, 1. Without light; marked
by the absence of light ; unillumiuated ; shad-
owy : as, a dark night ; a dark room.
And aftre thei maken the nyght so derk that no man

may see no thing. Mandeville, Travels, p. 237.

2. Not radiating or reflecting light; wholly or

partially black or gray in appearance ; having
the quality opposite to light or white : as, a
dark object ; a dark color.

The smi to me is dark,
And silent as the moon.

Milton, S. A.,1. 86.

Lovely in your strength, as is the light

Of a dark eye in wonmu !

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 92.

A dusky barge,
Dark as a funeral scarf from stem to stern.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

3. Not fair: applied to the complexion : as, the
darA^skinned races.

And round about the keel with faces pale,

Dark faces pale against that rosy flame,

The mild-eyed melancholy Lotos-eaters came.
Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

Dlflfering only as sisters may differ, as when one is of
lighter and another of darker complexion.
Gladgtone, quoted in S. Dowell's Taxes in England, II. 343.

4. Lacking in light or brightness; shaded;
obscure : as, a dark day ; the dark recesses of a
forest. Hence— 5. Characterized by or produ-
cing gloom; dreary; cheerless: as, a (?ar/; time
in me affairs of the country.

So dark a mind within me dwells.
Tennyson, Maud, xv.

There is, in every true woman's heart, a spark of heav-
enly fire, which . . . beams and blazes in the dark liour

of adversity. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 39.

Alone, in that dark sorrow, hour after hour crept by.

Whitiier, Cassandra Southwick.

6. Threatening; frowning; gloomy; morose:
as, a dark scowl.

All men of dark tempera, according to their degree of
melancholy or enthusiasm, may find convents fitted to their

humours. Addison, Travels in Italy.

So all in wrath he got to horse and went

;

While Arthur to the banquet, dark in mood,
Past, thinking " Is it Lancelot who hath come?"

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

7. Obscure; not easily perceived or understood;
difficult to interpret or explain : as, a dark say-
ing; a dark passage in an author.

What may seem dark at the first will afterward be found
more plain. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 1.

What's your dark meaning, mouse, of this light word?
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

Wise philosophers hold all writings to be fruitful in the
proportion they are dark. Sieift, Tale of a Tub, x.

Hence— 8. Concealed; secret; mysterious; in-

scrutable " as, keep it dark.

Day, mark'd as with some hideous crime,
When the dark hand struck down thro' time,

And cancell'd nature's best.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxii.

Precisely what is to be the manner and measure of our
knowledge, in this fuller and more glorious revelation of
the future, is not clear to us now, for that is one of the
dark things, or mysteries, of our present state.

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 159.

9t. Blind; sightless.

I, dark in light, exposed
To daily fraud, contempt, abuse, and wrong.

Milton, S. A.,1. 75.

Dr. Heylin (author of y« Geography) preach d at y* Abbey.
... He was, I think, at this time quite darke, and so had
ben for some yeares. Evelyn, Diary, March 29, 1661.

Thou wretched daughter of a dark old man,
Conduct my weary steps. Dryden and Lee, G^dipus.

10. Unenlightened, eitlier mentally or spiritu-

ally ; characterized by backwardness in learn-
ing, art, science, or religion ; destitute of know-
ledge or culture; ignorant; uninstructed ; rude;
uncivilized : as, the dark places of the earth

;

the dark ages.
How many waste places are left as darke as Oalile of the

Gentiles, sitting in the region and shadow of death ; with-
out preaching Minister, without light 1

Milton, ApoI<^y for Smectymnuus.
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The age wherein he [Homer] liv'd was dark; but he
Could not want sight who taught the world to see.

Sir J. Denham, Progress of Leai'ning.

There are dark regions of the earth where we do not ex-

pect to find a righteous man.
Bibliotheca Sacra, XLIII. 430.

11. Morally black; atrocious ; wicked ; sinister.

Fit vessel, fittest imp of fraud, in whom
To enter, and his dark suggestions hide.

Milton, P. L., ix. 90.

Shame from our hearts
Unworthy arts.

The fraud designed, the purpose dark.
Whittier, Eve of Election.

Dark ages. See oj/f.—Dark days, specifically, days on
wliich the sun is so completely obscured by clouds or dry
mists that artificial lights have to be used for one or
more days continuously, and day seems literally turned
into night. Such a day was May 19th, 1780, in New Eng-
land ; and others of less extent were August 9th, 1732,
and October 2Ist, 1816. The most remarkable case on
i-ecord is the dry fog of 1783, when the sun was obscured
by a bluish haze for many days in the summer, through-
out Europe, northern Africa, and to some extent in Asia
and Nortii America.—Dark heat, the lieat due to the in-

visible ultra-red heat-rays of the speetnun. See spectrum.
—Dark horse. See horse.— Dark moon. See moon.—
Dark room, in photog. , a room from which all actinic rays
of light have been excluded, used in the processes connected
with the sensitizing of plates for exposure, for placing the
plates in and taking them from the plate-holders or dark
slides in which they are transported and exposed in the
camera, and for the development of the picture after ex-

posure.

It is most essential in all photographic processes to em-
ploy what is termed a dark room. . . . This dark room is

not without light, but its light is of a quality such as in no
way affects the plate. Spon, Encyc. Manuf., p. 1536.

To keep dark, to be quiet, silent, or secret concerning a
matter.

II, «. 1. The absence of light ; darkness.

Till the derke was don, &, the day sprange,
And the sun in his sercle set vppo lofte.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6062.

I believe that men are generally still a little afraid of

the dark. Thoreau, Walden, p. 142.

Morn broaden'd on the borders of the dark.
Tennyson, Fair Women.

2. A dark place.
So I wilt in the wod and the wilde holtis,

ffer fro my feres, and no freike herde,
Till I drogh to a derke, and the dere lost.

Destntction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2.S61.

It is not the shallow mystery of those small darks which
are enclosed by caves and crumbling dungeons; it is the
unfathomable mystery of the sunliglit and the sun.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 47.

3. A dark hue ; a dark spot or part.

Some darks had been discovered. Shirley.

With the small touches, efface the edges, reinforce the
darks, and work the whole delicately together.

Jiuskin, Elements of Drawing, p. 61.

4. A state of concealment ; secrecy : as, things
done in the dark.

I am in the dark to all the world, and my nearest friends
behold me but in a cloud.

Sir T. Broume, Religio Medici, ii. 4.

6. An obscured or unenlightened state or con-
dition; obscurity; a state of ignorance: as, I

am still in the dark regarding his intentions.

While men are in the dark they will be always quan-el-

ling. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. iii.

As to its [the city of Quinam's] distance from the Sea, its

bigness, strength, riches, &c., I am yet in the dark.
Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 7.

We are . . . inthedarftrespectingtheofficeof thelai^e
viscus called the spleen.

Httxley and Voumans, Physiol., § 156.

Dark of the moon. See moon.

dark^ (dark), adv. [< dark^, a.] In the dark

;

without light.
I see no more in you

Than without candle may go dark to bed.
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5.

dark^t ''dark), v. [< ME. darken^ derken, < AS.
^deorcian, in comp. ^d-deorcian (Somner), make
dark, < deorc, dark: see dark\ a.] I. tntrans.

1. To grow or become dark; darken.

The Sonne darked & withdrewe his lyght.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

2. To remain in the dark; lurk; lie hidden or

concealed.
And ther she syt and darketh wonder stille.

Chaucer, Good Women, 816.

All day the bestes darked in here den stille.

WUliam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2723.

II. trans. To make dark; darken; obscure.

Fair when that cloud of pride, which oft doth dark
Her goodly light, with smiles she drives away. Spenser.

Pagan Poets that audaciously
Haue sought to dark the ever Memory
Of Gods greeat works.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

Dark thy clear glass with old Falernian wine.

B. Jonson, tr. of Martial's Epigrams, viii. 77.

dark^t (dark), n. [The more orig. form of darg,

ult. a contr. of day-work: see darg."] An obso-
lete form of darg.

darkle

dark-apostrophe (dark'a-po8*tro-fe), n. See
apostrophe^, Ii,

dark-arches (dark'ar''chez), n, A British
noctuid moth, Hadena monoglypha.
darkemon, n. Same as adarkon.
darken (dar'kn), v. [< dark^ + -enl. Cf. dark^^

r.J I. intrans. 1. To grow dark or darker.

Some little of this marvel he t<J0 saw,
Keturning o'er the jdain that then began
To darken under Camelot. 'Tennyson, Holy Grail.

The autumnal evening darkens round.
M. Arnold, The Grande Chartreuse.

2. To grow less white or clear; assume a darker
hue or appearance: as, white paper darkens
with age.

II, trans. 1. To deprive of light ; make dark
or darker: as, to darken a room by closing the
shutters.

They [the locusts] covered the face of the whole earth,
so that the land was darkened. Ex. x. 15.

Whether the darken'd room to muse invite,

Or whiten'd wall provoke the skewer to write.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 97.

Returned to London, she [Mrs. Browning] began the life

which she continued for so many years, confined to one
large and commodious, but darkemd chamber.

Pen Portraits of Literary Woinen, II. 101.

2. To obscure or shut out the light of.

It blows also sometimes very hard from the south west;
and when these winds are high, it raises the sand in such
a manner that it darkens the sun, and one cannot see the
distance of a quarter of a mile.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 1&5.

Mr. Bucket came out again, exhorting the others to l>e

vigilant, darkened his lantern, and once more took his seat.

Dickens, Bleak House, Ivii.

3. To render less white or clear; impart a
darker hue to : as, exposure to the sun darkens
the complexion.
A picture of his little cousin, truthfully painted, her

face, darkened by the sun, contrasting strongly with the
clear white of her dress, veil, and garland.

St. Mcholas, XV. 10.

4. To obscure or cloud the meaning or intelli-

gence of; perplex; render vague or uncertain.

Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words without
knowledge? Job xxxviii. 2.

Love is the tyrant of the heart ; it darkens Keason, con-
founds discretion. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iii. 3.

Such was his wisdom, that his confidence did seldom
darken his foresight, especially in things near hand.

Bacon, Hist. Hen, VII.

5. To render gloomy; sadden.

All joy is darkened, the mirth of the land is gone.
Isa. xxiv. 11.

Calvin, whose life was darkened by disease, had a mor-
bid and gloomy element in liis theolc^y.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Cnlture, p. 54.

6. To deprive of vision; strike with blindness.

Let their eyes be darkened, that they may not see.

Rom. xi. 10.

Hence— 7. To deprive of intellectual or spir-

itual light; sink in darkness or ignorance.

Their foolish heart was darkened. Roro. i. 21.

8. To sully; make foul; make less bright or
lustrous.

I must not think there are
Evils enow to darken all his goodness.

Shak., A. andC, i. 4.

You are darken'd in this action, sir.

Even by your own. Skak.y Cor., iv. 7.

9. To hide ; conceal.

The veil that darkened from our sidelong glance
The inexorable face. Lowell, Agassiz, i. 1.

To darken one's door, to enter one's house or room as
a visitor : generally or always with an implication that
the visit is unwelcome.

Oh, pity me then, when, day by day.
The stout fiend darkens my parlor door.

Whittier, Demon of the Study.

darkener (diir'kn-er), «. One who or that
which darkens.

He [Sumner] was no darkener of counsel by words with-
out knowledge. iV. A. Bev., CXXVI. 23.

darkey, n. See darky.

darkfult (dark'ful), a. [ME. derkfiil; < dark\
»., + -fulj 1.] FiUl of darkness.

All thy body shall be darkful. Wyclif, Luke xi. 34.

darkheadt, «. [ME. deorkhedcy derkhede, dure-
hcde; < dark^ + -head.~] Darkness.

Al o tide of the dai we were in durchede.
St. Brandon, p. 2.

dark-housef, n. A mad-house.
lA)\e is merely a madness, and, I tell you, deserves as

well a dark house and a whip as madmen do.
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

darkle (diir'kl), r. (. ; pret. and pp. darkJedj

ppr. darkling. [Assumed from darkling, adv.,

regarded as a ppr.] 1. To appear dark ; show
indistinctly.



darkle

To the right towers Arthur's lofty seat ; ... to the left

<Utrkte^ the castle. Blackwood's Matf.

2. To become dark or gloomy.

His honest brows darkling as he looked towards nie.

Thackeray, Newcomes, Ixvi.

darkling (dark'Ung), adv. [= Sc. darklins; <

dark^ + dim. -ling'^!] 1. In the dark.

As the wakeful bird
Sings darkling, and in shadiest covert hid,
Tunes her nocturnal note. Milton, P. L., iii. 39.

That though I wrestle darkling with the fiend,
I shall overcome it. J. Baillie.

Hence— 2. Blindly; uncertainly.

Do nations float darkling down the stream of the ages,
. . . swaying with every wind, and ignorant whither they
are drifting? Bancroft Hist. Const., II. 3.

darkling (dark'ling), a. [Ppr. of darMe, ».]
Sf. The gloom and obscurity of the grave; death.

1. Dark; obscure; gloomy.
And down the darkling precipice
Are dash'd into the deep abyss.

Moore, Fire Worshippers.

What storms our darkling pathway swept

!

Whittier, Pfean.

2. Blinded.
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Hence— 4. Mental or spiritual blindness ; lack
of knowledge or enlightenment, especially in
religion aAd morality : as, heathen darkness.

Men loved darkness rather than light, because their
deeds were evil. John iii. 19.

The Barbaiy States, after the decline of the Arabian
power, were enveloped in darkness, rendered more palpa-
ble by the increasing light among the Christian nations.

Sumner, Orations, I. 219.

Ring out the darkness of the land,
King in the Christ that is to be.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvi.

5. The kingdom of the evil one; hell: as, the
powers of darkness.

Descend to darkness and the burning lake :

False fiend, avoid

!

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 4.

If I must die,
I will encounter darkness as a bride.
And hug it in mine arms.

Shak., M. for M.,

darning-needle

iii. 1.

Tlie falconer started up, and darkling as he was — for
his eyes watered too fast to permit his seeing anything—
he would soon have been at close grips with his insolent
adversary. Scott, Abbot, xix.

3. Rendering dark ; obscuring.

As many poets with their rhymes
Oblivion's darkling dust o'erwhelms.

Lowell, To Holmes.

darkling-beetle (dark'ling-be'tl), n. A name
of the Bhips mortisaga, a black beetle of the
family Te>iebrionid<e. It is about an inch long,
and is found in cellars, caverns, and other dark
places. See cut under Blaps.

darklingS (dark'lingz), adv. [Sc. darklins; <
E. darkling + adverbial suflix -s.] In the dark.

Thou wonldest fain persuade me to do like some idle
wanton servants, who play and talk out their candle-light,
and then go darklings to bed. Bp. Hall, Works, VII. 344.

She through the yard the nearest tak's
An' U> the kiln she goes then.

An' darklins graipit [groped] for the hauks,
An' in the blue-clue throws then.

Burns, Halloween.

darkly (dark'li), adv. [< ME. derkli/, derkliche,
< AS. denrclice, < deorc, E. dark^, + -lice, E. -ii/2.]

1. In a dark manner; so as to appear dark; as
a dark object or spot.

Vainly the fowler's eye
Might mark thy distant flight to do thee wrong,
As, darkly seen against the crimson sky,

Thy flgure floats along.
Bryant, To a Waterfowl.

What forms were those which darkly stood
Just on the margin of the wood ?

Whittier, Pentucket.

St. Blindly ; as one deprived of sight ; with un-
certainty.

The spere lete don, ren the hed, be-fom lete goo

;

After my fewed, derkly, as man blynd.
Rom. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), I. 4476.

3. Dimly; obscurely; faintly; imperfectly.
For now we see through a glass, darkly ; but then face

to face. 1 Cor. xiii. IS

7. Obscurity of meaning ; lack of clearness or
intelligibility.

Tlie vse of old wordes is not the greatest cause of Sal-
ustes roughnes and darknesse.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 166.

Let others therefore dread and shun the .Scriptures for
their darknesse, I shall wish I may deserve to bereckon'd
among those wlio admire and dwell upon them for their
clearnesse. Miltun, Church-Uovernment, Pref.

me prince of darkness, the devil ; Satan. =Syn. Dark-
ness, Obscurity, Dim ness. Gloom. Darkness is the opposite
of light, pllysical or mental, and indicates the complete,
or approximately complete, absence of it. Obscurity is

the state of being overclouded or concealed through the
intervention of something which obstructs or shuts out
the light, causing objects to be imperfectly illuminated

:

as, the obscurity of a landscape ; the style of this author
is full of obscurity. Dimness is indistinctness caused by
the intervention of an imperfectly transparent medium,
or by imperfection in the eye of the person looking; it j--_

i

is speciflcally applied to the sight itself: as, dimness of *»arn

long, with a vaulted, dilated hood, which terminates in a
large forked appendage above tlie contracted orifice. The

under side of the
leaf is winged, and
a sweet secretion
is found along this
wing and about the
oritlce. The tube
within is beset with
rigid hairs directed
dow nward, and tlie

bottom is filled

with a liquid which
has a digestive ef-

fect upon the nu-
merous insects that
are entrapped.

dami (dam), V.

t. [Prob. of Cel-
tic origin : < W.
darnio, piece,
also break in
pieces, tear (=
Bret, darnaoui,
divide into
pieces), < darn,
a piece, frag-
ment, patch, =
Com. and Bret.
darn, a frag-
ment, piece,

whence prob. F. dame, a slice (of some fishes).]
To mend by filling in a rent or hole with yam
or thread (usually like that of the fabric) bv
means of a needle ; repair by interweaving with
yarn or thread.
He spent every day ten hours in his closet, in darning

his stockings, which he perform'd to admiration. Stuift.

To dam up, to patch up ; repair.

To dam up the rents of schism by calling a council.
Milton.

(dam), n. [< darn''^, ».] A darned

DarliHgtOHia Califomica.

Vision. G/o«m is deep shade, approaching absolute dark- patch.-

?Kf;Ji."i5.^"°*_™'i?.'?!.i'^i1!,"''*"i.'''*''''
'" that seiise, or in dam^ (dam), V. t. [A minced form of damn.l.„„„. 1..1 „. J .u_ i

,j,^ damn (when used as a colloquial oath):
commonly used as an exclamation. [Low.]

" My boy," said another, " was lost in a typhoon in the
China sea ; dam they lousy typhoons."

H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, vl.

dam^t (dam), a. and v. Same as deriA.
Obscurity ot expression generally springs from confu- damation (dar-na'shon), JBten. A minced form
"" "' '''"- Macaulay, Machiavelli. of damnation, used as an excla-

mation. [Low.]
darnel (dar'nel), n. and a. [<
ME. darnel, derncl (taking the

the sense of a corresponding darkness of mind, than to ex
firess a state of feeling akin to darkness ; the lack of abil-
ty to see light aliead ; deep despondency ; lack of hope or
Joy : as, he lived in constant gloom.

Yet from those flames
No light, but rather darkness visible.

Milton, P. L., i. 62.

„ ' expression generally 6

sion of ideas.

The stores had a twilight of dimness ; the air was spicy
with mingled odors. 0. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 68.

A change conies over me like that which befalls the
traveller when clouds overspread the sky, . . . and gloom
settles down upon his uncertain way, till he Is lost.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 94.

darksome (dark'sum), a. [< dark^ + -some.l
Somewhat dark; gloomy; shadowy: as, affarA;-
some houBe ; a darksome cloud. [Poetical.]

A darkesome way, which no man could descry,
That deep descended through the hollow ground.

Spenser, F. Q., 11. vii. 20.

The darktome pines that o'er yon rocks reclin'd.
Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, I. 155.

They crouched them close in the darksome shade,
niey quaked all o'er with awe and fear.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, p. 45.

In other great dUputcs it answers dubiously and darKv darky (dar'ki), «. ;
pi. darkies (-kiz). [Also

to the common reader. MiW/n, .\reopagitica, p. 19.

4. Mysteriously ; with sinister vagueness : as,
it was darkly hinted that murder had been
committed.

How darkly, and how deadly, dost thou speak I

Vonr eyes do menace me. Shak., Rich. III., i. 4.

darkness (dark'nes), ». [< ME. derknesse, dark-
ness; < rfnri'l -(- -ness.'] 1. The absolute or com-
parative absence of light, or the modification
of visual sensation produced by such absence

;

gloom. It may be <lue either (o) to a deficient illumina-
tion, or {b) to a low degree of lumiuosity or transparency
in the dark object.

Darkness was upon the face of the deep. Gen. i. 2.

A Provynce of the Contree, that bathe wel in circuyt 3
iorneyes, tliat men clepeil Hanyson, is alle covered with
Derknesse, with outen ony briglitnesse or light ; so that
no man may see ne here, ne no man dar eiitren in to hem.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 260.

Darkness might then lie defined as ether at rest; light
as ether in motion. But in reality the ether is never at
rest, for in the absence of light-waves we have heat-waves
always speeding through it, Tyndatl, Radiation, § 2.

2. Secrecy ; concealment
;
privacy.

What I tell you in darkness, that speak ye in light.

Mat. X. 27.

Though lately we intended
To keep in darkness what occasion now
Reveals. Shak.. T. N'., v. 1.

3. The state of being blind physically ; blind-
ness.

His eyes, before they had their will.
Were shrivell'd into darkness in his head.

Tennyson, Oodiva.
92

place of the earlier cockle^), < F
dial. (Rouchi) darnelle, darnel,
prob. so named from its (sup-
posed) stupefying or intoxicat-
ing qualities ; cf. OF. dame, stu-
pefied ; Sw. d&r-repe, also simply
repe, darnel, the first syllable
repr. d&ra, infatuate, cf. d&re =
Dan. daare, a fool.] I. «. The
popular name of Lolium temulen-
tum, one of the few reputed dele-
terious grasses. it is sometimes
frequent in the wheat-flelds of Europe,
and the grains when ground with the
wheat have been believed to produce
narcotic and stupefying effects upon the oamel

written, less prop., darkey; < dark^ -(- dinf. -y.J
1. A negro; a colored person. [Colloq.]

The manners of a cornfield darky.
The Century, XXVII. 132.

2. A policeman's lantern ; a bull's-eye. Dick-
ens. [Slang.]

darling (diir'ling), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also ttcrling and dearling; < ME. derling, durling,
deorling, < AS. dcdrling, a favorite, < deor, dear,
+ dim. -ling.'] I. n. One who is very dear;
one much beloved; a special favorite.

The dearlings of delight. Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 43.

And can do nought but wail her darling's loss.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 1.

Any man who puts his life in peril in a cause which is

esteemed becomes the darling of all men.
Emerson, Courage. dameXt, damict, ».

H. a. Very dear; peculiarly beloved ; favor-
ite ; regarded with great affection and tender-
ness ; lovingly cherished : as, a darling child.

Some darling science. Watts, Improvement of Mind.

The love of their country is still, I hope, one of their
darling virtues. Goldsmith, Essays, Asem.

darlingness (dar'ling-nes), n. Deamess. Brotcn-
iiKj. [H.-irc]

Darlingtonia (diir-ling-to'ni-a), n. [NL.

system. Recent investigations tend to muUnium).
prove this belief to be erroneous. The
name was used by the early herbalists to include all kinds
of corn-field weeds.

He (the devil] every day laboureth to sow cockle and
darnel. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

Darnel, and all the idle weeds that grow
In our sustaining corn. Shak., Lear, iv. 4.

n. a. Like darnel. [Poetical.]

No darnel fancy
Might choke one useful blade in Puritan fields.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

Darnell's case. See case'>^.

darner (dar'n^r), «. l. One who mends by
darning.— 2. A darning-needle. Diet, ofNeedle-
work

Same as domick.
With a fair damex carpet of my own.
Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

darning (dar'uing), w. ['Verbal n. of darn^, v.]
1. The act of mending by imitation of texture.
Supposing those stockings of Sir John's endued with

some degree of consciousness at every particular darning.
Martinus Scriblerus.

2. Articles to be darned : as, the week's darn-

......u .^u.» - - ... ...i., "'.V liy 01 the table.

"iTirnHfafterDr. William Darlington, a botanTst darning-ball (diir'ning-bal), n. A spherical or

of Philadelphia (1782-1863).] A remarkable fgg-shiiped piece of wood, ivory, glass, or other

genus of American pitcher-plants, natural or- 'j'^™ substance, over which an article to be
der Sarracsniaceai. A single species is known, D '•'"•ni'H is drawn smooth.
Califomica, from the mountain swamps of northern Call- dammg-neeule (diir ning-ne''dl), n. 1. A long
fornla. The leaves are trumpet-shaped, sometimes 3 feet needle with a large eye, used in darning. 2,



darning-needle

The dragon-fly ; the devil's darning-needle. See
(iraffoii-fli/. [U. S.]

darning-stitt^ (dar'ning-stioh), n. Astitoh used
iu darning, imitating more or less closely the
texture of the fabric darned. It is used both in

mending and in decorative work.
Darnis (dar'nis), H. [NL.] 1. A genus of ho-
mopterous hemipterous insects, of the family
Membracida, or refen-ed to the ifamily Cercopi-

dte.—2. A genus of butterflies, of the family
Erycinidw.

darnixt, ». Same as dornick.

daroo-tree (da-ro'tre), n. The Ficus Syeomo-
rus, or Egyptian sycamore.
darra (dar'a), «. Same as durra.

darraignt, darraint, f. t. Same as deraigiO-.

darrein (dar'au). «. [< OF. darrain, derraiii,

dercrain, F. dial. (Kouchi) darrain = Pr. derei-

raii, last, < ML. as if *deretranus (cf. F. dernier, <

ML. as if *deretranarius), < L. de, from, + retro,

back: see retro- and dei-nier.'] In old law, last:

as, darrein continuance ; darrein presentment.

The jjreat charter of John likewise retains the tlnee

recognitions of Novel disseisin, Mort d'ancester, and
Darrein presentment, to be heard in the quarterly coun-

ty courts by the justices and four chosen knights.
Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 164.

darriba (dar'i-ba), «. A modern dry measure
of Egypt, equal to about 16 Winchester bushels.

darsist (dar'sis), ». [NL., < Gr. ddpmf, excori-

ation, < depew, skin, flay, = AS. teran, E. tearl,

q. V. Cf. derma, etc.] The removal of the skin

from the subjacent tissues ; an abrasion of the

skin.

darti (dart), n. [< ME. dart, < OF. dart, also

dard, dar, F. dard = Pr. dart = Sp. Pg. It.

dardo = Wall, darde = Hung, darda, < ML.
dardus, dartus, a dart; of Teut. origin: AS.
daroth, darath, dareth = OHG. tart, a dart,

javelin, = Icel. darradhr, a dart, javelin, peg
(also in simpler form darr, pi. dorr, neut.,

mod. dor, m., a dart), = Sw. dart, a dagger.] 1

.

A pointed missile weapon thrown or thrust

by the hand ; a small and light spear or jave-

lin, sometimes hurled by the aid of a strap or

thong.

And he [Joab] took three dartg in his hand, and thrust

them through the heart of Absalom, 2 Sam. xviii. 14.

Death ! ere thou Iiast slain another,
Learn'd, and fair, and good as she,

Time shall throw a dart at thee.

B. Jouson, Epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke.

2. A kind of eel-spear. [Eng.]

The dart is made of a cross-piece with barbed spikes

set in like the teeth of a rake.

Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, II. 246.

8t. A spear set up as a prize for victory in

nmning or other athletic contests.

The dart is set up of vii-ginitee,

Cacche whoso may, who renneth best, let se.

Chancer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 76.

4. Anything like a dart in shape, use, or ef-

fect. Specifically -— (ft) The missile or arrow of a blow-
gun when made with a point, (b) In entom., the sting of

an aculeate hyatenopterous insect ; in a more restricted

sense, the spicula or lancet-like instrument forming the
central part of the sting.

Until recently the latter [Zmiites nitidus] was supposed
to be the sole member of its genus which possessed a dart ;

now the former [Z, excavatus] keeps it company.
Science, III. 342.

(c) In conch., a love-dart, or spiculum anions, (d) One of

various moths, so called by British collectors, (e) A seam
uniting two edges of stuff from between which a gore has
been cut away ; desitrned to shape a garment to the figure.

(/) Figuratively, a piercing look or utterance.

If there be such a dart in princes' frowns,
How durst thy tongue move anger to our face ?

Shak., Pericles, i. 2.

It is certain that a good many fallacies and prejudices

are limping about with one of his light darttt sticking to

them. H. Jameg, Jr., Matthew Arnold.

6. A sudden swift movement ^^Egg and dart.
See effffl.

dart'^ (dart), V. [< ME. darten; from the noun.]
1. trans. 1. To throw with a sudden thrust, as

a pointed instrument.

Th' invaders dart their javlins from afar.

Dryden, .^neid.

2. To throw or thrust suddenly or rapidly;

emit; shoot: as, the sun darts forth his beams,

'With Skill her Eyes dart ev'ry Glance.
Ctmgreve, Amoret.

The moon was darting through the lattices

Its yellow light warm as the beams of day.
Shelley, Kevolt of Islam, iv. 3.

3f. To pierce ; spear ; transfix.

The wylde l>ole blgynneth sprynge
Now here, now there, idarted to the herte.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 240.
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But they of Accawmacke vse staues like vnto lauelins
headed with bone. With these they dart fish swimming
in the water. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 133.

A black lion rampant, sore that bled
With a field arrow darted through the head.

Drayton, Agincourt.

II, intrans. 1, To have the piercing move-
ment or effect of a dart; move swiftly, like a
dart.

Kight thro' his manful breast darted the pang.
Tennyson, Geraint.

And watch the airy swallows as they darted round the
eaves. T. B. Aldrich, Kathie Slorris.

2. To spring or start suddenly and run swiftly:

as, the deer darted from the thicket.

In the evening of the seventeenth of June, Kupert
darted out of Oxford with his cavalry on a predatory ex-

pedition. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

dart^ (dart), n. [Same as dare, dar, and dace,

all ult. identical with darf^ ; so called from its

swift movements.] Same as dace, 1.

dartars (diir'tarz), n. })l. [< F. dartre, tetter.]

A scab or ulceration imder the skin of a lamb.
Also called chin-scab.

darter (dar'ter), »i. 1. One who throws a dart.

They of Rhene and Leuce, cunning darters,

And Sequana that well could manage steeds.
Marlowe, tr. of Lncan, i.

2. One who or that which springs or darts for-

ward.
Oft from out it leaps

The finny darter with the glittering scales, Byron.

3. In zool.: (a) In ichth.: (1) The archer-

fish, Toxotes jaculator. (2) One of the fresh-

Darwinism
which a crystalline four-fluted rod or dart consisting ol

carbonate of lime is found.
E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit,, XVI, 661.

dart-snake (dart'snak), n. A book-name of

the serpent-like lizards of the genus Aeontias,

Darter {Etheostoma Jlabellare,

water fishes of the United States constituting

the subfamily Etheostominw of the family Per-

cidce. All are of small size, and in general resemble the

common yellow perch. The name is due to the fact that

when disturbed they dart from their retreats, where they
usually remain quiescent, on or near the bottom of streams,

(3) A fresh-water fish of the genus TJranidea

and family Cottidce. [Local, U. S.] (6) In or-

nith. : (1) A bird of the genus Plotus and fam-
ily Plotidce, p. anhinga is the black-bellied darter,

snake-bird, or water-turkey ; so called from the way it

darts upon its prey on the wing. See snake-bird, Plotus,

andcutunderaHAiM^ft, (2) pi. TheP/otJ(i(EOrsnake-
birds.

darter-fisll (dar'ter-fish), n. Same as archer-

fish.

Dartford -warbler. See warbler.

dartingly (dar'ting-li), adv. Rapidly; like a

dart.

dartle (dar'tl), v. t.oii.; pret. and pp. dartled,

ppr. dartling. [Freq. of darf^, ti.] To dart;

shoot out. [Rare.]

My star that dartles the red and the blue.
Browning, My Star.

dart-moth (dart'mdth), n. A noetuid moth of

the genus Agrotis (which see). The larvje are

among those known as cutworms.
Dartmouth College case. See case^.

dartoid (diir'toid), a. and n. [< dartos + -oid.'\

I. a. In anat., pertaining to, resembling, or

consisting of dartos ; having slow involuntary
contractility excitable by cold or mechanical
stimulus, as the dartos.— Dartoid tissue, in atmt.,

tissue resembling that of the dartos.

II, n. The dartoid tissue or tunic; the dartos.

dartos (dar'tos), '«. [NL., < Gr. rfaprdf, verbal

adj. of depuLv, skin, flay: see darsis.l A layer

of connective tissue containing unstriped mus-
cular fiber, situated immediately beneath the

skin of the scrotum.

dartre (dar'tr), «. [F. : see dartars.l Herpes

:

used to designate almost all cutaneous diseases.

dartrous (dar'trus), a. [< F. dartreux, < dartre

:

see dartre and -ous."] Relating or subject to

dartre ; herpetic.

dart-sac (dart'sak), n. In pulmonate gastro-

pods, the sac which secretes and contains the

love-dart, or spiculum amoris; a thick-walled

eversible appendage of the generative appa-
ratus of the snail, in which the love-darts are

molded as calcareous concretions, and from
which they are ejected.

Close to them [the digitate accessory glands] is the re-

markable dart-sac, a thick-walled sac, in the lumen of

Dart-snake {Aeontias meleagris).

translating the generic term : so called from
the manner in which it darts upon its prey. See
Acontiida:.

darweesh (dar'wesh), «, Same as derrish.

Darwinella (dilr-wi-nera), «, [NL., named
after Charles />«r«n(, -I- dim. -ella.'] A genus
of ceratose sponges, typical of the family Dar-
winellidm.

dar-winellid (dar-wi-nel'id), n. A sponge of

the family DarwinellidcB.

Dar-winellidae (diir-wi-nel'i-de), w, pi. [NL,,

< Darwinella + -idai.~\ A family of ceratose
sponges. They have large pouch-shaped flagellated

chambers, communicating by means of numerous pores in

their walls with inhalent cavities, and liy means of one
wide mouth with exhalent cavities. The ground-mass
Is without granules and transparent, and the axis of the

fibers is thick.

Darwinian (dar-win'i-an), a. and n. [< Dar-
win + -ian.^ I, a. Of or pertaining to Charles
Darwin, the celebrated English naturalist, or

to the theory of development propounded by
him. See Darwinism.

Our artists are so generally convinced of the truth of

the Darwinian theory that they do not always think it

necessary to show any ditference between the foliage of an
elm and an oak, Ruskin, Lectures on Art, p, 106,

That struggle for existence against adverse external con-

ditions, which . , , has been harped upon too exclusively

by the Daricinian school, Dawson, Origin of World, p, 228.

Darwinian curvature. See curvature.

II, n. One who favors or accepts the theory
of development or evolution propounded by
Darwin. See evolution.

Darwinianism (dar-win'i-an-izm), M. [< Dar-
iciiiirin + -ism.'] Same as Darwinism.

Dar-winical (diir-win'i-kal), a. [< Dartcin +
-ic-al.] Same as Darwinian. [Rare.]

Darwinically (dar-win'i-kal-i), adv. After the

manner of Darwin ; as a Darwinian ; in accor-

dance with the Darwinian doctrine of develop-

ment, [Rare.]

It is one thing to say, Darwinically, that every detail

observed in an animal's structure is of use to it, or has
been of use to its ancestors ; and quite another to affirm,

teleolosically, that every detail of an animal's structure has
been created for its benefit. Iluxley, Lay Sermons, p. 304.

Darwinism (dar'win-izm), n. [< Darwin (see

def.) -1- -ism.] 1. The body of biological doc-

trine propounded and defended by the Unglish
naturalist Charles (Charles Robert) Darwin
(1809-1882), especially in his works '"The Ori-

gin of Species" (1859) and "The Descent of

Man" (1871), respecting the origin of species.
It is, in general, the theory that all forms of living organ-

isms, including man, liave been derived or evolved by de-

scent, with modification or variation, from a few primitive

forms of life or from one, during the struggle for existence

of individual organisms, which results, through natural

selection, in the survival of those least exposed, by reason

of their organization or situation, to destruction. It is not

to be confoimded with the general views of the develop-

ment or evolution of the visible order of nature which have
been entertained by philosophers from the earliest times.

(See evolution.) That which is specially and properly Dar-

winian in the general theory of evolution relates to the

manner, or methods, or means by which living organisms

are developed or evolved from one another : namely, the

inherent susceptibility and tendency to variation accord-

ing to conditions of environment; the preservation and
perfection of organs best suited to the needs of the indi-

vidual in its struggle for existence ; the perpetuation of

the more favorably organized beings, and the dest ruction of

tliose less fitted to survive ; the operation of natural selec-

tion, in which sexual selection is an important factor; and
the general projiosition that at any given time any given

organism represents the result of the foregoing f-x-tors

acting in opposition to the hereditary tenden-

to the type, or *'breed true," See selection



DasciUui cervinus.

{ Line shows natural
size.)

Darwinism

2. Belief in and support of Darwin's theory.

Also Dancinianism.

Darwinist (dar'win-ist), n. [< Darwin + -ist.'\

A believer in Darwinism; a Darwinian.

Darwinistic (dar-wi-nis'tik), a. [< Darwinist

+ -((•.] Same as Dancinian.

Darwinize (dar'wiu-iz), r. i.
;

pret. and pp.
Duru-iiii:cd, ppr. Darwini'ing. [< Darwin +
-tzc.'] To accept the biological theories of

Charles Darwin.
The last word of the scientific theory of evolution is

that very terrifying word, anarchy, ao eloquently anathe-

matized "ex cathedra ' by Darwinizimj sociologists and
so many others. Contemporarij Bev., L. 485.

darwish, «. See dervish.

Dascillidae (da-sil'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Daseil-

liit: + -id(e.'] A family of serrieom pentamer-
ous beetles, typified by the genus Dasdllus.
They have the ventral segments free, the first of which is

not elongate; the head not constricted behind; the eyes

granulated ; the mesothoracic epimera reaching the coxa;,

of which the front pair is transverse and the hind pair

sulcate for reception of the femora; and the tarsi 5-joint-

ed. Same as C>tphimi<l{e,

Dascillus (da-sil'us), n. [NL., < Gr. rfofrw/l/.of,

the name of a fish; cf. micrwoc, thicli-shaded,

bushy, < <Sa-, an intensive pre-

fix, + own, shade, shadow.] 1.

The typical genus of beetles of

the family DasciUidce. D. cer-

vinns is an example. Also Da-
scylus. Latrcille, 1796.— 2. In
ichth., a genus of pomacentroid
fishes. Also Dasq/llus. C'urier,

1829. Also called Tetradrach-
mum.
daset, dasewet, '• See da::e.

dash (dasli), '. [< ME. dasch-

CH, dusscn, rush with violence,

strike with violence, < Dan. duske = Sw. dosha,

slap, strike, beat. Cf. dush.'] I. tran.^. If. To
strike suddenly and violently; give a sudden
blow to.

With that she dagh'd lier on the lips,

So dy^d double red.

Hard was the heart that gave that blow,
Soft were the lips that bled.

H'arner, Queen Eleanor and P'air Rosamond.

2. To cause to strike suddenly and with \'io-

lence ; throw or thrust violently or suddenly

:

as, to dash one stone against another ; to dash
water on the face.

They shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou cUuh thy
foot against a stone. Mat. iv. 6.

A foot more light, a step more true,

Ne er from the heath-flower dtuhed the dew.
Srnil, L. of the L., i. 18.

3. To break by collision or by strokes ; shatter.

Ffor er he departed his sheilde was all to daittht that
the thri<hle part ne left not hooll, and his hauberke dis-

mayled and his helme perced Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 443.

A brave vessel . . .

Danh'd all to pieces. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

4. To scatter or sprinkle something over; be-
spatter; sprinkle; splash; suffuse.

Vast basins of marble dashed with perjwtual cascades.
Walpole, Modem Gardening.

And all his greaves and cuisses danh'd with drops
Of onset. Tennynon, Morte d'Arthur.

Dashed with blushes for her slighted love.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph.

6. To place, make, mark, sketch, etc., in a hasty
manner.

Then came a postscript dash'd across the rest.

Tennt/mn, Princess, v.

6. To throw something into so as to produce a
mixture ; mingle ; mix ; adulterate : as, to dash
wine with water; the story is dashed with fa-

bles ; to dash fire-damp with pure air (said in

coal-miniU)^ : see dad^).

Learn to know the great (lesire that hypocrites have to
find one craft or other to dagh the truth with.
Tyndale, Ans toSirT, .\!ore,ctc,(Parker Soc.,iaV)),p. 282.

He h&ii sent up wine 8f» heavily daifh'd that those poor
men of the city who were not so nnich accustomed to drink
as those of his retinue were extremely intoxicated.

Comu-al Hint, of I'Vancion.

Notable virtues are sometimes danhed with notorious
vices. Sir T. Brrneiie, Christ. .Mor. , I. 28

His cheerfulness [Is] dashed with apprehension.
Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

7. To cast down ; thrust out or aside ; impede

;

frustrate ; abate ; lower.

I see, this hath a little dajth'd your spirits.

Shall., Othello, ill. 3.

What luck is this, that our revels are dashed !

U. Jonjton, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Could make the worse appear
The better reason, to perplex and dash
Maturest counsels. Millon, V. L., ii. 114.

.••found ; confuse ; put to shame ; abash

:

fashed at the appearance of the judge.
92
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Dash the proud gamester in his gilded car.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 107.

To dash In, to paint or write rapidly : as, to dash in the
color or the details.— To dash Off, to form or sketch out
hastily ; write with great rapidity ; as, to dash of an ai-ti-

cle for a new.spaper.—To dash Out. (a) To knock out by
dashing against sometliing : as, to dash out one's brains
against a wall, (h) To erase at a stroke ; strike out ; blot
out or obliterate : as, to dash out a line or a word, (c) To
strike out oi form at a blow

; produce suddenly.

Never was dash'd out, at one lucky hit,

A fool so just a copy of a wit

;

So like, that critics said, and courtiers swore,
A wit it was, and called the pliantom More.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 47.

=SyiL I>ash, Smash, Shatter, Shiver, Crush, Slash. That
which is dasfied does not necessarily go to pieces : if it is

broken, the fact is commonly expressed. That which is

smashed, shattered, or shivered is dashed to pieces sud-
denly, with violence, at a blow or in a collision. Smash-
ing is the roughest and most violent of the three acts

;

the word expresses the most complete disruption or ruin :

as, the drunken soldier smashed (shattered, shivered) the
mirror with the butt of his nuisket. The use of smash or
mash for crush (as, his head was smashed, I mashed ray
finger) is colloquial. Shatter and shiver differ in that shat-

ter suggests rather the flying of the parts, and shiver the
breaking of the substance ; and the pieces are more nu-
merous or smaller with shiver. That which is crushed or
mashed is broken down under pressure ; that which is

mashed becomes a shapeless mass : sugar and rock are
crushed into powder, small particles, or bits ; apples are
crushed or mashed into pulp in making cider ; boiled po-

tatoes are mashed, not crushed, in preparing them for the
table.

They that stand high have many blasts to shake them ;

And, if they fall, they dash themselves to pieces.
Shak., Rich, III., i. 3.

A voice cried aloud, "Ay, ay, divil, all's raight! 'We've
smashed 'em" [machines). Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, ii.

Vou may break, you may shatter the vase if you will.

But the scent of the roses will hang round it still.

Moore, Farewell ! but whenever, etc.

All the ground
"With shiver'd armour strown.

Milton, P. L., vi. 389.

The ostrich . . . leavethhereggs in the earth . . . and
forgetteth that the foot m&ycrush them. Job xxxix. 13 -15.

To break the claw of a crab or a lobster, clap it between
the sides of the dining-room door ; . . . thus you can do
it gradually without mashing the meat.

Swi/t, Advice to Servants, The Footman.

H. in trans. 1. To rush with violence ; move
rapidly and vehemently.

All the long-])ent stream of life

Dash'd downward in a cataract.
Tennyson, Day-Dream, The Revival.

On the 4th his [Johnston's] cavalry dashed down and
.captured a small picket-guard of six or seven men.

U. S- Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 333.

2. To use rapidity in performance, so as to dis-

play force seemingly without care, as in paint-

ing or writing.

With just, bold lines he dashes here and there,

Showing great mastery with little care.
Rochester, Allusion to Horace.

dash (dash), n. [< dash, f.] 1. A violent

striking together of two bodies; collision.

The dash of clouds. Thomson, Summer, 1. 1114.

2. A sudden check ; frustration ; abashment

:

as, his hopes met with a dash.

niough it were Knox himself, the Reformer of a King-
dom, that spake it, they will not pardon him their dash.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 32.

3. An impetuous movement ; a quick stroke or
blow ; a sudden onset : as, to make a dash upon
the enemy.
This jumping upon things at first dash will destroy all.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 23.

The dash of the brook from the alder-glen.
Bryant, Two Graves.

I feared it was possible that [the enemy] might make a
rapid dash upon Crump's and destroy our transports and
stores. V. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 334.

4. A small infusion or admixture ; something
mingled with something else, especially to

qualify or adulterate it : as, the -wine has a dash
of water.

Innocence when it has In it a dash of folly.

Addison, Spectator, No. 245,

A morose rufflan with a dash of the pirate in him.
Emerson, Compensation.

8. The capacity for unhesitating, prompt ac-

tion, as against an enemy; vigor in attack: as,

the corps was distinguished for dash.

The hunting of Taher Sherrif and his luothers was su-

perlatively tieantiful : with an immense amount of dash

there was a cool, a|x>rtsman-like maimer in their mode of

attack. Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 137.

Their troops outnumbered ours more than two to one,

and fought with considerable dash.
If. A. Rev., CXLIII. 46.

6. A flourish ; an ostentatious parade.

She was a flrstrate ship, the old Victor was. though I

suppose she wouldn't cut much of a dash now longside of

some of the new clippers. 5. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 164.

dasher

7. (a) In writing and printing, a horizontal
stroke or line of varying length, used as a mark
of punctuation and for other purposes ; spe-
cifically, in printing, a type the face of which
consists of such a line. Tiie dashes regularly fur-
nished in a font of type are called respectively the em dash
(— , a square of the size of the font), the en dash (-, half a
square), the two-em dash ( , two squares), and the three-
em dash ( , three squares). In punctuation, the em
dash is used to note a sudden transition or "break of con-
tinuity in a sentence, more marked than that indicated by
a comma, and also at the beginning and end of a paren-
thetical clause— properly of one more directly related
to the general sense than a true parenthesis. (See paren-
thesis.) The em or the en dash is often used to indicate the
omission of the intermediate terms of a series which are
to be supplied in reading, being thus often equivalent to
"to . . . , inclusive": thus, Markiv. 3— 20, or 3-20(that
is, verses 3 to 20, inclusive) ; the years 1880-88 (that is, 1880
to 1888). As a mark of liiatus or suppression, the dasli —
usually one of the longer tines— stands for something omit-
ted, as a name or part of a name, the concluding words of
an unfinished sentence, or the connecting words of a scries

of broken sentences. Various other more or less arbitrary
uses are made of dashes, as in place of do. (ditto) to indi-

cate repetition of names in a catalogue or the like, as a
dividing line between sections, articles, or other portions
of matter, etc.

Observe well the dash too, at the end of this Name.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, v. 1.

(6) In printing, also, a line (variously modified
in form) used for the separation of distinct por-
tions of matter, as the parallel dash (

-
),

the double dash ( ), the diamond or swell
dash (— —), etc. (c) Any short mark or line.

— 8. In music: (a) The short stroke placed
over or under a note by which a staccato effect

is indicated. See staccato. (6) The line or
stroke drawn through a figure in thorough-
bass which indicates that the tone signified

by the figure is to be chromatically raised a
semitone, (c) In harpsichord-music, a coul6
(which see).— 9. In goal., a longitudinal mark,
generally rounded and clearly defined at one
end, and tapering or gradually becoming indis-

tinct at the other, as if produced by a drop of
colored liquid dashed obliquely against the sur-

face, or by the rough stroke of a pen. Such
marks are very common on the wings of the
Lepidoptera.— 10. A present made by a trader
to a chief on the western coast of Africa to

secure permission to traffic with the natives.

—

11. Same as dash-ioard.— 12. In sporting, a
short race decided in one attempt, not in heats

:

as, a hundred-yard dash To cut a dash. See rut, v.

dash-board (dash'bord), n. 1. A board or
leathern apron placed on the fore part of a
chaise, gig, or other vehicle, to prevent water,
mud, etc., from being thrown upon those in the
vehicle by the heels of the horses.— 2. The
float of a paddle-wheel.— 3. A screen placed
at the bow of a steam-launch to throw off the
spray; a spray-board.

dashed (dasht), a. [< dash + -<;^2.] l. Com-
posed of, inclosed by, or abounding with dashes

:

as, a dashed line; a dashed clause; a dashed
poem.— 2. Abashed; confused. See dash, v., 8.

Before her you looked dashed, and kept bowing to the
ground, and talked, for all the world, as if you were before
a justice of peace. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iii,

3. A euphemism for damned, from the form
d— d, often used to represent that word,
dasher (dash'er), «. 1. One who or that which
dashes or agitates, as the float of a paddle-
wheel, tlie plunger of a churn, and the like.—
2. A dash-board.— 3. One who makes an os-

tentatious parade ; a bold, showy, ostentatious
man or woman. [Colloq.]

She was astonished to find in high life a degree of vul-
garity of which her country companions would have been
ashamed ; but all such things in high life go under the
general term dashing. These young ladies were dashers.

Alas ! perhaps foreigners and future generations may not
know the meaning of the term.

Miss Kdgeworth, Alraerla, p. 292.

Dashers .' who once a month assemble.
Make creditors and coachmen tremble.
And dress'd in colours vastly fine.

Drive to some public-house to dine.

W. Combe, Dr. Syntax's Tours, i. 18.

< Da^er-block.



dasher-block

dasher-block (<iash'6r-blok), ti. Naut., a small
block at the extremity of the spanker-gaff, for

reeving the ensign-halyards. See cut on pre-

eediuir page.

dash-guard (dash'gard), «. A metal plate

which protects the platform of a street-car

from the mud or snow which might be thrown
upon it by the horses.

dashing (dash'ing), p. o. {Pyi.oi dash, v.l 1.

Performed with or at a dash ; impetuous ; spir-

ited: as, a dashing charge.

On the 4tli Van Dorn made a dashing attack, hoping,

no doubt, to capture Roaecrans before his reinforcements
could come up. (J. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 416.

2. Showy; brilliant: as, a, dashing fello-w.

" But the society is very good still, is it not ? " " Oh, very

genteel," said the man, "but not so dashing as it used to

be." Bulwer, Pelham.

3. Ostentatious; bold; dashy.

dashingly (dash'ing-li), adv. In a dashing
manner ; with dash.

dashism (dash'izm), n. [< dash + ism.'] The
character or state of being dashing; the state

of being a dasher. [Rare.]

He must light a duel before his claims to . . . dashism
can be miivei-sally allowed.

V. Knox, Winter Evenings, xxviii.

dash-lamp (dash'lamp), n. A small lantern

with a reflector, designed to be htmg upon the

dash-board of a carriage.

dash-pot (dash'pot), n. 1. A cylinder contain-

ing a loosely fitted piston, and partly filled with
fluid, designed to check sudden movements in

a piece of mechanism to which it is attached.

—

2. A device sometimes used for controlling the

motion of an are-lamp, and in other electrical

instruments. It generally consists of a closed chamber
filled with a viscous liquid, in which a piston moves. The
resistance offered by the liquid prevents a sudden move-
ment of the part to which the piston is attached.

dash-rule (dash'rol), n. In printing, a metallic

rule having on it a line or lines shorter than the
width of the column in a newspaper or the page
in a book, used to separate one subject from
another. See rule.

dash-wheel (dash'hwel), ». In eotton-manuf.,

a wheel with compartments, partly submerged
in a cistern, in which it revolves, it serves by its

rotation to wash and rinse calico in the piece, by alter-

nately dipping it in the water and dashing it from side to

side of the compartment. E. //. Knight.

dashy (dash'i), a. [< dash + -yi.] Calculated
to attract attention ; showy ; stylish ; dashing.

It was a dashy barouche, drawn by a glossy-black span.
J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 66.

I saw his dashy wife an'anging a row of Johannisberg
bottles. National Baptist, XIX. 15.

dasiberdt, dasyberdt, «• [ME., also daysyherd,
dosebeirde, dossiberde, doscibeirde; appar.< "dasy
or *dosy (< Icel. dasinn, lazy, dasi, a lazy fellow;

cf. Sw. dasig, idle, Dan. diisig (= LG. dosig),

drowsy: see daze, doze) + berd, beard. Cf. das-

tard.] A dullard ; a simpleton ; a fool.

Duriimccus, that neuer openeth his mouth, a dasiberde.

Medulla, in Prompt. Pai-v., p. 114, note.

Ther is a dossiberd I woulde dere.

That walkes abrode wilde were.
Chester Plays, i. 201.

Dasmia (das'mi-a), n. [NL. ; also and prop.
Desmia; < Gr. divjuo^, bound, < Seofidg, a band,
bond.] The typical genus of corals of the fam-
ily Dasmiidce.

Dasmiidae (das-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dasmia
+ -idee.] A family of aporose corals. See Pse«-
doturbinolidw.

Sasomls (da-sdr'nis), n. [NL. for *Dasyoi-nis,

< Gr. Jaffi'c, thick, dense, hairy (= L. densus,

dense), -I- dpvtg, a bird.] A genus of fossil

Eocene birds of large size combining dinor-

nithic and struthious characters, based by R.
Owen upon a fragmentary skull from the island

of Sheppey in England.
dass^ fdas), n. See dess.

dass- (das), n. [A var. of dais.] A small land-
ing-place. [Scotch.]

They soon reached a little dass in the middle of . . .

a small landing place. Hogg, Brownie, ii. 61.

dassy (das ' i), n.
;

pi. dassies (-iz). [Native
name.] The southern hyrax or rock-rabbit of

the Cape of Good Hope, Hyrax capensis.

dastard (das'tard), ». and a. [< ME. dastard,

a dullard, prot). formed, with suffix -ard, from
a Scand. base repr. by Icel. dwstr, exhausted,
breathless (= Sw. dial, ddst, weary), pp. of
dcesa, groan, lose breath from exhaustion ; Icel.

dasadhr, exhausted, pp. of dasask, become ex-

hausted, reflexive of *dasa = Sw. dasa, lie idle,

trhence E. daze, q. v. Cf. OD. dasaert, daa-
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saardt, a fool, prob. of same origin. See also

dasiberd.] I. n. If. A dullard; a simpleton.

Daffe, or dastard, or he that spekythe not yn tyme, ori-

durus. . . . Dastard, or dullarde, duribuctius.
Prompt. Parv.

Dastarde, [¥.] estourdy, butarin. Palsgrave.

2. A base coward; a poltroon; one who mean-
ly shrinks from danger, or who performs mali-

cious actions in a cowardly, sneaking manner.
This dastard, at the battle of Patay, . . .

Before we met, or that a stroke was given.
Like to a trusty squire did run away.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

But ill the dastard kept his oath.
Whose cowardice hath undone us both.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 92.

= Syil. 2. Poltroon, Craven, etc. See coward.

ft. a. Characterized by base cowardice;
meanly shrinking from danger, or from the
consequences of malicious acts.

Curse on their dastard souls! Addison.

At this paltry price did the dastard prince consent to

stay his arm at the only moment when it could be used ef-

fectively for his country. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 13.

dastard (das'tard), V. t. [< dastard, n.] 1. To
make dastard ; intimidate ; dispirit.

There is another man within me, that's angry with me,
rebukes, commands, and dastards me.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 7.

Dastards manly souls with hope and fear.

Dryden, Indian Emperor, ii. 2.

2. To call one dastard or coward. [Rare in

both uses.]

dastardicet (das' tar -dis), n. [< dastard +
-ice, after cowardice.] Cowardice; dastardli-

ness.

I was upbraided with ingratitude, dastardice, and all

my difficulties with my angel charged upon myself, for

want of following my blows.
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, vi. 49.

dastardize (das'tar-diz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
dastardizcd, ppr. dastardizing. [< dastard +
-ize.] To make dastard ; cow. [Rare.]

I believe it is not in the Power of Plowden to dastardize

or cow your Spirits until you have overcome him.
Howell, Letters, I. i. 9.

For if he liv'd, and we were conquerors.
He had such things to urge against our marriage
As, now declar'd, would blunt my sword in battle.

And dastardize my courage.
Dryden, Don Sebastian, ii. 2.

dastardliness (das'tard-li-nes), n. Cowardli-
ness.

dastardly (das'tard-li), a. Characterized by
gross cowardice ; meanly timid ; base ; sneak-
ing.

Brawl and clamour is so arrant a mark of a dastardly
wretch that he does as good as call himself so that uses
it. Sir H. L'Estrange.

If Dryden is never dastardly, as Pope often was, so also

he never wrote anything so maliciously depreciatory as

Pope's unprovoked attack on Addison.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 70.

dastardness (das'tard-nes), n. The character

of a dastard; base timidity. [Rare.]

dastardy (das'tar-di), n. [< dastard + -y.]

Dastardliness; base cowardicfe. [Rare.]

dasturi (dus-to'ri), n. [< Hind, dasturi, per-

quisites, commission, < da.itur, custom, usage,

customary fee, < Pers. dastur, a custom.] The
commission, gratuity, or bribe surreptitiously

paid by native dealers and others in India to

agents, servants, and employees, in order to

secure the custom of their masters. Also spell-

ed dustoori.

No doubt presents were received from native contrac-

tors, and dustoori or commission from native dealers and
manufacturers. J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 327.

daS'Wet, *• See daze.

Dasya (das'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. fiacvQ, thick,

dense, shaggy',' hairy, rough. = L. densus, thick:

see dense.] A genus of marine algffi, belonging

to the order Floridece. The fronds are bright-red, fili-

form or compressed, branching, and polysiphonous. The
genus is especially characterized by the monosiphonons
filaments which clothe the frond or its upper parts, and in

which the tetraspores are borne in regular rows. There
are about 70 species, mostly tropical, majiy occurring on
the coast of Australia. Dasya eltgam is a beautiful spe-

cies, common in the United .States, from Cape Cod south-

ward, and in the Adriatic sea ; it is called chenille.

dasyberdt, «. See dasiberd.

Dasygastrae (das-i-gas'tre), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

(kffi'f, shaggy, hairy, + yaarijp,^ belly.] In La-
treille's system of classification, a group of

ApiaricB or bees, having the under side of the

abdomen of the female hairy, as in the genera
Megachile, Anthidium, etc. The mason-bees
and leaf-cutter bees belong to this group. Also
written Dasygastrew, Dasygastriw.

Dasylirion (das-i-lir'i-on), «. [NL., < Gr. rfacrif,

thick, dense, -t- Aupiovj a lily. The plants are

Dasyproctids

lUy-like, with numerous crowded leaves.] A
liliaceous genus of Mexico and adjacent parts

of the United States, allied to Yucca, with a
dense rosette of rigid, linear, often spinosely
toothed leaves, and a tall stem bearing a pani-

cle of small white flowers. There are nearly 20
species, some of which are occasionally culti-

vated for ornament.
dasymeter (da-sim'e-ter), n. [< Gr. dame, thick,

dense, -I- fthpov, measure.] An instrument de-
signed for testing the density of gases. See
manometer.
Dasyomis (das-i-6r'nis), n. [NL. (Vigors and
Horsfield, 1826), < Gr. daav^, shaggy, hairy, +
bpvic, til bird.] A genus of dentirostral oscine
passerine birds of the malurine group, inhabit-
ing Australia, New Zealand, Africa, etc. The
species composing the genus as originally proposed are
now distributed in the genera Sphenura and Megalurus
(or Spherweaeus).

Dasypaedes (das-i-pe'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. Sctaix,

rough, hairy, + Traif, pi. 7rai6tc, child. Coined
by Sundevall in 1873 as an alternative to Ptilo-

peedes, this being liable to confusion with Psilo-

jxedes.] Same as Ptilopcedes.

dasypaedic (das-i-pe'dik), a. [As Dasyptedes +
-ic/] S'a,mo a.s ptilop(edic.

Dasypeltidae (das-i-pel'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dasypdtis + -idw.] The Dasypeltinie regarded
as a separate family: same as Rhachiodontidce.

Dasypeltinae (das"i-pel-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Dasypelti.'i + -ince.] A subfamily of Colubridce,

typified by the genus Dasypeltis, having the
body slender, the maxillary teeth few and rudi-

mental, and the hypapophyses of several ver-

tebriB piercing the throat and capped with
enamel, thus forming a series of esophageal
teeth. From this remarkable structure the group is also

called lUiachiodontidoe, after the genus Bhachiodon, one
of tlie several synonyms of Dasypeltis. Besides Dasypel-
tis, tlie subfamily includes the genus Elachistodon.

Dasypeltis (das-i-pel'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. daaic,

thick, dense, + TztATrj, a light shield.] The typ-

ical genus of the family Dasypeltidte. D. scahra

is an African species. Also Anodon, Diodon,
and Ehachiodon (which see).

dasyphyllOUS (das-i-fil'us), a. [< Gr. iaair,

hairy, + (piUov = L. folium, leaf.] In bot.,

having woolly or hairy leaves.

Dasypidae (da-sip'i-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same as

Daxyjioilidd'.

dasypode (das'i-pod), m. [< Vasypus (Dasy-
pod-) : see Dasypus.] An animal of the family
Dasypodidm; an armadillo. Also dasypidc.

dasypodid (da-sip'o-did), n. An edentate of

the tamily Dasypodidce.

Dasypodidae (das-i-pod'i-de), «. pi. [NTj., <

Dasypus {-pod-) + -idw.] A South American
family of loricate edentate quadrupeds; the

armadillos. It was formerly conterminous with the

suborder Loricata of Edentata ; it is now, by the exclu-

sion of Tatusiidoe and Chlamydophoridoe, restricted to the
typical armadillos, having the fore toes variously modified

and disproportionate in length to one another, the second
being the longest, the third, fourth, and fifth variously

shortened: the head broad behind; and the ears far apart.

There are four subfamilies : Dasypodince (the encouberts),

Xenunncp (the kabassous), Prionodontinaf (the kabala&-

sous), and Tolypeutince (the apars). Also Dasypidtv.

Dasypodinae (das"l-po-di'ne), «. j)l. [NL., <

Dasypus {-pod-) + -ince.] The typical subfamily
of the Dasypodidee, containing the encoubert,

peludo, etc. They have the anterior and posterior di-

visions of the carapace well marked • the tail with a zon-

ular sheath ; the teeth moderate in number (9 or 10 on
each side above and below); and the first to the third

metacarpal regularly graduated in length, the third be-

ing the longest, and'the fourth and fifth much shortened.

'The genera are Dasypus and Euphractus. See cuts under
apcir and armadillo.

dasypodine (da-sip'o-din), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Vdxi/podiiia'.

II. H. One of the Dosjrpo<fJH<B, as the peludo,

Dasypus villosus.

Dasyprocta (das-i-prok'ta), «. [NL., < Gr. (ia-

ai-TrpuKTii^, with hairy buttocks, < 6aai%, hairy,

-t- n-puKrif, the buttocks.] The typical genus
of the family Dasyproctidce. it includes the whole
of the family except the pacas. and is characterized by
liaving only 3 developed toes on the hind feet. It com.
prehends all the agoutis and the acouchy, as the yellow-

rumped .agouti (/>. agouti), Azara's agouti (Z>. azarce), and
the jicouchy (Z>. acouchy). D. acouchy inhabits some of

the West Indies as well "as South America ; the other spe-

cies of the genus are confined to South .\merica. See cuts

inider acouchy and agouti.

dasyproctid (das-i-prok'tid), n. A rodent of

the family Dasyproctidce.

Dasyproctidae (das-i-prok'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Dasyprocta -t- -idts.] A family of simplici-

dent rodents, of the hystricine series, consist-

ing of the two genera Ccelogenys and Dasyjirocta,
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the former of which contains the paea alone
(C. paca), the latter the agoutis. The nails of the
feet are hoof-like ; the fore feet are 5-toed ; the hind feet

have also 5 toes (paca), or only 3 (agoutis) ; the tail is ru-

dimentary or very short ; the ears are low ; and the upper
lip is not cleft. Contrary to the rule in the hystricine

series of rodents, the clavicles are rudimentary ; and the

molar teeth are semi-rooted, and the incisors long. The
Dajfyproctidte are related to the cavies and chinchillas (see

cavy &nA chinchilla); they are confined to the Neotropi-
cal region, inhabiting parts of Mexico, some of the West
Indies, and the greater part of South America, especially

wootied and watered localities. See cuts under agouti
and Cixlogenys,

DasypUS (das'i-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. daai^ov^,

hairy- or roiigh-footed ; used only as a noun, a
hare, rabbit; < daah^, hairy, rough, + xouf {tzoS-)

= E. foot.'] A genus of armadillos, formerly
conterminous with the family Dasypodidw, now
restricted to certain species of the subfamily
Daaypndime (which see). See also cut under
armndiUd.
DasyrhampllUS (das-i-ram'fus), n. [NL. (Hom-
bron and Jaequiuot, 1846), < Gr. 6aai-^, shaggy,
hairy, + pdfKpo^, beak, snout.] A genus of pen-
guiiis, of the family Spheniscidw : so called from
having the bill extensively feathered. The only
species is D. adeH(B, of the antarctic seas.

dasytes (tlas'i-tez), «. [NL., < Gr. Saavrrji;, hairi-

ness, roughness, < 6aaig, hairy, rough: see D<i-

»y<j.] 1. In zoiil., hairiness; hirsuteness; a
growth of hair on some part not usually hairy.
— 2. [cup.] In entom., a genus of beetles, of

the family Cleridw.

dasyore (das'i-ar), n. [< Dasyurus.] An ani-

mal ot the subfamily Dasyurinw Thylaclne
dasyure. See Thylacinttn and thr/lacine, n.— Ursine
dasyure, the Tasmauian deviL See Sarcophilus.

Dasyuridae (das-i-ii'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dasy-
uru-f + -iike.] A family of polyprotodont mar-
supial mammals. They have 4 incisors in each hall
of the upper and 3 in eacii half of the lower jaw; the
canines well developed ; tlie hind feet with tlie clawless
hallux small and rudimentary, rarely apposable ; the
limbs of proportionate length ; the 8t«mac;h simple ; and
no wecum. They are predatory carnivorous or insectivo-

rous marsupials of Australia, Tasmania, New Guinea, and
aome other islands. They are divided into tlie two sub-
families DasyurincB and Myrmecobiiiioe. These animals
are sometimes known indiscriminately as brush-tailed
opossums.

Dasyorinae (da8''i-u-ri'ne), M. pi. [KL.,< Dagy-
iirus + -inw.] A subfamily of Dagyiiridw ; the
dasyures. The tongue is not specially extensile, and
the premolars and molars are not more than 7 in number

;

In these respects the subfamily is contrasted with Mifr-
initcohiime {which see). The leading genera are Dagyurus,
Sarcophilus, and Thylacinioi, or the true, the ursine, and
the tbylacine dasyures, and I'haifcogale ; the last is proi>er-
ly made the type of a different subfamily, Phascogalina.

dasyurine (das-i-ii'rin), a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of the Dasyurinte or
D/i.iyiiridce.

Dasyuros (das-i-ii'rus), H. [NL., < Gr. (Jofrff,

hairy, rough, -1- ovpd, taU.] The typical genus
of the subfamily Dasyurinw, formerly coexten-
sive with the subfamily, now restricted by the
exclusion of Thylacinns and Sarc(>phUu!<. The
true dasyures of the restricted genus mostly inhabit Aus-
tralia and Tasmania, where they replace the smaller pred-

Spotted Dasyure {Daiyurus macutatus).

atory carnivorous quadrupeds of other countries, such
as cats and mustelines and viverrines. There are several
species. ITie dental formula is : 4 incisors in each half of
tlie up[)er and 3 in each half of the lower jaw ; 1 canine, 2
premolars, and 4 molars in each half jaw. The vertebral
formula is: cervical, 1 ; dorsal, 13; lumbar, 8; sacral, 2;
caudal, 18 or more. ITie fore feet are 5-toed, but the hal-
lux is absent from the hind feet.

dat. An abbreviation of dative.

data, «. Plural of datum.
datable (da'ta-bl), a. [< rfafel, v., + -able.] Ca-
pable of being dated. Also spelled dateable.

Tlie earliest daUahle coins are from Sicily, the vary-
ing fortunes of the Sicilian wars making possible certain
chronological inferences.

Uaae Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 228.

dataler (da'ta-16r), n. [E. dial., also written
daintier: nee daytaler.] Havae as daytaler.
dataryl (da'ta-ri), «. ;

pi. dataries (-riz). [=
F. dutairc = ^p. Pg. It. datario, < ML. datarius,
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a datary (see def.), lit. a dater (so called be-
cause he dates and despatches official docu-
ments), prop, adj., relating to dates, < data, da-
tum, a date : see datel, n.] An officer of the
chancery at Rome, who directly represents the
pope in all matters relating to grants, dispen-
sations, etc. All petitions pass through his hands : he
has the right of granting benefices not exceeding an an-
nual value of 24 ducats ; and with him solely rests the duty
of registering and dating all bulls and other documents
issued from the Vatican. He is generally a bishop, and
is assisted by a subdatary, who is also in holy orders.
When a cardinal is elected to the office of datary he bears
the title of prodatary. See datary^.

datary^ (da'ta-ri), n. [= F. daterie = Sp. data-
ria= Pg. datdria= It. dataria, dateria, < ML. da-
taria, the office or business of a datary, prop.
feui. oi s,dj. datarius : see datary^.] The office

or duty of dating and despatching papal docu-
ments ; specifically, a branch of the Curia at
Rome, established about the end of the thir-

teenth century by Pope Boniface VUI., for the
purpose of dating, registering, and despatching
all bulls and documents issued by the pope,
examining and reporting upon petitions, etc.,

and granting favors and dispensations under
certain conditions and limitations. See datary^.

For riches, besides the temporal dominions, he [Pius
v.] hath in all the countries before-named toe datary or
dispatching of Bulls. Howell, Letters, I. i. 38.

datei (dat), n. [< ME. date, < OF. date, F. date
= Sp. Pg. It. data, < ML. data, f., also datum,
neut. (> D. G. Dan. Sw. datum), date, note of
time and place, so called from L. datum,
given, the first word of the customary note in
letters or documents giving the place and time
of writing or issue, as datum Somce, given at
Eome (on such a day); fem. or neut. of L.
datus, given (= Gr. eforiif), pp. of dare = Gr.
Sidivat, 2d aor. Somai (diSufu, I give) = OBulg.
datir= Slov. Serv. dati = Pol. dac = Russ. dati,

davati= Lith. duti = Lett, dot = Skt. -^ da,

give (daddmi, I give). From L. dare, pp. datus,

come also E. date^, datum, dado, and die^ (doub-
lets of date^), datary, dation, dative, and from
the same root (from L. donare) donate, donative,

condone, etc.] 1. That part of a writing or
an inscription which purports to specify the
time when, and usually the place where, it was
executed, a full date includes the place, day, month,
and year ; but in some cases the date may consist of only
one or two of these particulars, as the year on a coin. In
letters the date is inserted to indicate the time when they
are written or sent ; in deeds, contracts, wills, and other
papers, to indicate the time of execution, and usually the
time from which they are to take effect on the rights of the
parties ; but the written date does not exclude evidence
of the real time of execution or delivery, and consequent
taking effect. In documents the date is usually placed at
the end, but may be at the beginning, as it is now gener-
ally in letters.

This Deed may bear an elder Date than what you have
obtain'd from your lAdy.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 13.

2. The time, with more or less particularity,

when some event has happened or is to happen

:

as, the date of a battle ; the dates of birth and
death on a monument; the date of Easter va-
ries from year to year, or is variable.—3. Point
or period of time in general: as, at that early

date.— 4. A season or allotted period of time.

Then ever shall, while dates of times remain,
The heavens thy soul, the earth thy fame contain.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

Your Date of Deliberation, Ma<lam, is expir'd.
Congreve, Way of the World, v. 10.

When your date is over.

Peacefully ye fade.

n. T. Cooke, Daisies.

6. Age ; number of years.

When his date
Doubled her own, for want of playmates, he . . .

Had tost his ball, and flown his kite, and roU'd
Uis hoop to pleasure Edith.

Tennygon, Aylmer's Field.

6. Duration; continuance.

Ages of endless dute. Milton, P. L., xii. 540.

We say that Learning's endless, and blame Fate
For not allowing Life a longer Date.

Cowley, Death of Sir Henry Wootton.

7. End; conclusion. [Rare.]
'• Why stande ge ydel " he sayde to thos,

Ne knawe 3e of this day no date?
Alliterative Poeim (E. E. T. S.), i. 515.

Yet hath the longest day his date.

Taming of a Shrew (Child's Ballads, VIII. 186).

What time would spare, from steel receives its date.
Pope, R. of the L., iii. 171.

8t. A day-book, journal, or diary. Minsheu.—
Date certaine, in Fn-nrh law, the date fixed when the
instriimi-Tit lia.s been subjected to the formality of regis-

tration, after which the parties to the deed cannot by mu-
tual consent change the date.— Down to date, up to
date, to the present time.

date-line

So of Solomon in reference to Rehoboam, and of every
father in reference to every son, up to date.

W. if. Baker, New Timothy, p. 136.

Out Of date, no longer in use or in vogue ; obsolete ; out
of season ; old-fashioned.

In Parliament his [Bm'ke's] eloquence was out of date.
A young generation, which knew him not, had filled the
House. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

No flower-girls in the market,
For flowers are out of date.

a. U. Stoddard, Persian Songs.

To bear date. See fteor-i.—To make dates, to make
appointments, (a) For the performances of a theatrical
company, (h) For secret meetings, especially for an im-
moral purpose ; make assignations.

date^ (dat), V.
;
pret. and pp. dated, ppr. dating.

[= F. dater= Sp. Pg. datar = It. datare, < ML.
datare, note the date, < data, datum, date : see
date^, n.] I. trans. 1. To mark with a date,

as a letter or other writing. See date^, n., 1.

They say that women and music should never be dated.
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iii.

A letter was received from him, . . . dated at a small
Dutch village on the banks of the Hudson.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 22.

2. To note or fix the time of, as of an event or
transaction ; assign a date or time of occurrence
to : as, to date an event in ancient history.

I date from this era the corrupt method of education
among us. Swift, Modern Education.

II. intrans. 1 . To have a date : as, the letter

date* from Rome. Seel.,1.— 2. To have begin-
ning ; derive origin.

The Batavian republic dates from the successes of the
French arms. E. Everett.

3. To use a date in reckoning; reckon from
some point in time.

We , . . date from the late lera of about six thousand
years. Bentley,

date^t (dat), ». [< ME. date, dat = Sp. dado, m.,
= Pg. dada, f., = It. dato, m., < L. datum (= Gr.
Sarav), neut., usually in pi., also data, fem., a
grant, allowance, gift, tribute, lit. a thing given,
neut. and fem. of L. datus, given : see date^, and
datum, of which date^ is a doublet.] A grant;
concession; gift.

Hys fadres sepnltm'c for to prouyde
;

Entered in Abbay of the Monte-serrat,
Tliat place augmented passingly that dat.
And rentid gi-etly to the house encresse.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5299.

da'te^ (dat), n. [< ME. date, < OF. date, also da-
til, datille, F. datte = Pr. datil, dactil = Sp. ddtil

= Pg. datile = It. dattilo, dattero (ef. D. dadel
= G. dattel = Dan. daddel =z Sw. dadel, from
OF. or It.) = Pol. Bohem. daktyl, < L. dactylus
(NL. also, after Rom., datalus), < Gr. Soktvao^,

a date, so called from its shajie, lit. a finger,

also a dactyl: see dactyl, a doublet of rfate^.j

The fruit of the date-palm, Fliwnix dactylifcra,

used extensively as an article of food by the
natives of northern Africa and of some coun-
tries of Asia. It is an oblong drui>e, which contains a
single seed, consisting of a hard horny albumen deeply
grooved on one side. See date-palm.

i>a(c»captwithmyncedgynger, . . . they ben agreable.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 280.

They call for dates and quinces in the pastry.
Shak., R. and J., iv. 4.

dateable, a. See datable.

da teatro (da ta-a'tro). [It.: da, < L. de, of;
tcatro, < L. theatrum, theater.] In music, a di-

rection signifying that a piece is to be played
or jierformed in a theatrical style.

dateless (dat'les), a. [< rfatel -f- -less.] 1.

Having no date ; bearing nothing to indicate
its date.— 2. Not distinguishable or divisible
by dates ; without incident ; eventless.

Then can I drown an eye. unused to flow.

For precious friends hid in death's dateless night.
Shak., Sonnets, xxx.

To divide our otherwise dateless, monotonous, stale life

into refreshing changes of chapters, paragraphs, vei-ses,

and clauses. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 149.

3. So old or far distant in time as to be undat-
able ; of indefinitely long duration.

In the primeval age a dateless while
The vacant shepherd wander'd with his flock.

Coleridge, Religious Musings.

The dateless hills, which it needed earthquakes to lift

and deluges to mould. Buskin.

date-line (dat'lin), n. The boundary-line be-
tween neighboring regions where the calendar
day is different. This line runs through the Pacific

ocean, and is supposed to coincide with the meridian of 12
hours or 180^ from (Ireenwich ; but it pra(;tically follows
a somewhat devious course, and is sometimes confused.
Thus the Sundays of the Russian and of the American set-

tlers in Alaska formerly fell uiwn different days. On the
east of the date-line the nominal date is one day earlier

than on the west of it: so that the -American .Sunday in

Alaska coincides with the former Russian Monday.
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date-mark (dat'mark), H. A special mark
stamped on an article of gold or silver to indi-

cate the year of manufacture. Thus, in tlie Lon-
don Goldsmiths' Company, during tlie twenty years from
1856 to 1S75 this mark was a letter of the alphabet in small
Old English character ; for the next twenty years, begin-
ning in 1876 and ending in 1895, Roman capitals were
adopted.

date-palm (dat'pam'), h. The common name
of Pliaiilix dactylifera, the palm-tree of Scrip-
ture: also called date-tree. Next to the cocoanut-
tree, the date is unquestionably the most interesting and
useful of the palm tribe. As with the cocoanut-tree,
nearly every part is applied to some useful purpose, and
the fruit not only
alfords the princi-
pal food uf the in-

habitants of vari-

ous countries, but
is a source of a large
part of their traffic.

It is cultivated in

immense numbers
all over the north-
ern part of Africa
as well as in south-
western Asia, and
is found through
southern Europe,
though rarely pro-
ductive there. Its

£tem shoots up to
the height of from
«0 to 80 feet, with-
out branch or divi-

sion, and is of near-
ly the same thick-

ness throughout its

length. From the
summit it throws
out a magniflceut
crown of large fea-

ther-shaped leaves,

and a number of
spadices, each of
which In the fe-

male plant bears
a bunch of from 180 to 200 dates, each hunch weighing
from 20 to 25 pounds. The fruit is eaten fresh or dried.

The best dates of commerce are obtained from the coasts

of the Persian gulf, where the tree is cultivated with great

care, and where over 100 varieties are known. The date-

palm was probably originally derived from the wild date-

palm, P. gylvestris, which is found throughout India, and
IS planted very extensively in Bengal, chiefly for the pro-

duction of toddy and sugar. See Pfioenix.

date-plum (dat'plum), n. A name for the

edible fruit of several species of the genus
Biospyros, and also for the trees. See JHospy-
ros.

dater (da'tfer), n., 1. One who dates.— 2+. A
datary. See datary^.

Dataire [F.], a dater of writings ; and (more particular-

ly) the dater or despatcher of the Pope's bulls. Cotffrave,

date-shell (dat'shel), n. [< dateS + shelW] A
mussel-shell of the stone-boring genus Litho-

domus (or Lithophagus), of the family Mytilidce,

Date-palm {Phimj'x dactyli/era).

Date-shell {Lithodomus tithofhagus').

as the Mediterranean L. dactylun, abounding in

the subaqueous columns of the temple of Sera-

pis at Pozzuoli, near Naples : so called from its

shape or appearance. See Lithodomus.

date-sugar (dat'shug"ar), re. Sugar produced
from tlie sap of the date-palm, and from some
other species of the same genus.

date-tree (dat'tre), «. The date-palm.

The date-trees of El-JIedinah merit their celebrity. Their
stately columnar stems here seem higher than in other
lands, and their lower fronds are allowed to tremble in the

breeze without mutilation.
R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 245.

date-'wine (dat'win), n. The fermented sap of

the ilate-palm.

datholite (dath'o-lit), «. See datoUte.

da'tion (da'shon)! n. [< L. datio(n-), < dare, pp.
datus, give : see (totel, date^.'i In civil law, the

act of giving : as, the dation of an office : distin-

guished from donation or gift in that it does not
imply beneficence or liberality in the giver.

da tifarsi (da te-riir'si). [It., to be drawn out:

da, < L. de, of (to) ; tirar, < F. tirer, draw ; si, <

L. se, refl. pron., itself, themselves: see tear^

and «e.] In music, when following the name of

instruments, a term denoting that they are fur-

nished with glides : as, trombi da tirarsi, corni da
tirarsi, trumpets or horns with slides.

Datisca (da-tis'ka), re. [NL.] A genus of ex-

ogenous herbs, type of the order Datiscacem.
It includes two species, one of which is found in southern
California, and the other, D. cannuhina, an herbaceous
dioecious perennial, is a native of the southern parts of
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Europe, where it is used as a substitute for Peruvian
I'ark, as a yellow dye, and in the manufacture of cordage.

Datiscacese (dat-is-ka'sf-e), n.pl. [NL., < Ba-
tisca + -acew.2 A small natiu-al order of plants,

with apetalous flowers, but having closer affini-

ties with the Cucurbitacew and Begoniacew than
with any of the apetalous orders, and united
by Baillon with the Saxifragacew. There are
only three genera, of which Datisca is the best-

Imown.
datiscin (da-tis'in), H. [< Datisca + -««2.] A
substance (C21H22O12) having the appearance
of grape-sugar, first extracted by Braconnot
from the leaves of Datisca cannabina. It has
been used as a yellow dye.

datisi (da-ti'si), n. The mnemonic name given
by Petrus Hispanus to that mood of the third

figure of syllogism in which the majorpremise is

universal and affirmative, and the minor premise
and conclusion are particular and affirmative.
These distinctions of quantity and quality are indicated

by the vowels of the word, a-i-i. The letter s after the

second vowel shows that the mood is reduced to direct
reasoning by the simple conversion of the minor, and the

Initial d shows that the resulting mood is darii. The fol-

lowing is an example of a syllogism in datisi; All men
irrationally prejudiced have weak minds; but some men
irrationally prejudiced are learned ; hence, some learned
men have weak minds.

dati're (da'tiv), a. and n. [= F. datif= Pr. da-
tiu = Sp. Pg. It. dativo = D. daticf = G. Dan.
Sw. dativ, < L. dativus, of or belonging to giv-

ing (in lit. sense, apart from grammar, first in

LL.): casus dativus (tr. Gr. a-uai^ dormTi), or

simply dativus, the dative case; < datus, pp.
of dare, give: see date^, date^.'] I. a. 1. In
gram., noting one of the cases of nouns and
pronouns and adjectives in Indo-European lan-

guages, and in some others, used most com-
monly to denote the indirect or remoter object
of the action of a verb, that to or for which
anything is done. This case is found in all the ancient
languages of our family, and is widely preserved even
among the later. Though nowhere distinguished in form
from the accusative or objective in modern English, it is

really present in such expressions as, give him his due

;

show this -man the way ; and him, whom, them., and (in

part) her are historically datives, retaining a dative ter-

mination. The precise value of the original Indo-Euro-
pean dative is a matter of doubt and dispute. Abbre-
viated dat.

2. In latv : {a) Noting that which may be given
or disposed of at pleasure ; being in one's gift.

(6) Removable, in distinction from perpetual :

said of an officer, (c) Given or appointed b^y a
magistrate or a court of justice, in distinction

from what is given by law or by a testator : as,

an executor dative in Scots law (equivalent to

an administrator)

—

Decree dative, executor da-
tive. See decree, executor,

II. n. The dative case. See I., 1— Ethical da-
tive. See ethical.

dati'vely (da'tiv-li), adv. In the manner of the
dative case ; as a dative.

The pronoun of the first or second person, used datively.
The Centunj, XXXII. 898.

datolite (dat'o-lit), m. [So called from its ten-

dency to diviie into granular portions ; < Gr.

SaTclaBai, di-vide, + lido^, stone.] A borosili-

eate of calcium, occurring most commonly in

brilliant glassy crystals, which are colorless or

of a pale-green tint, white, grayish, or red ; also

in a white, opaque, massive form, looking like

porcelain, and in radiated columnar form with
botryoidal surface (the variety botryolite). it is

found in Norway, the Tyrol, and Italy, and in fine crystals

in New Jersey, Connecticut, and the Lake Superior min-
ing-region. Haytorite is a pseudomorph of chalcedony
after datolite. Also datholite, humboldtite.

dattock (dat'ok), n. The wood of a leguminous
tree of western Africa, Detarium Senegalense.

It is hard and dense, and resembles mahogany
in color.

datum (da' turn), n.
;
pi. data (-ta). [< L. da-

tum, a gift, present, ML. also an allowance, con-

cession, tribute (also in fem. data), prop. neut.

of datus, pp. of dare, give : see rfafel, date^.J 1.

A fact given ; originally, one of the quantities

stated, or one of the geometrical figures sup-

posed constructed, in a mathematical problem,

and from which the required magnitude or figure

is to be determined. But Euclid uses the correspond-

ing Greek term (SeSo/jLtvov) in a second sense, as meaning
any magnitude or figure which we know how to determine.

2. A fact either indubitably known or treated

as such for the purposes of a particular discus-

sion; a premise.— 3. A position of reference,

by which other positions are defined.

As a general datum, in philosophical chronology, Cum-
berland came about a century after Bacon, and about
ninety years before Adam Smith.

Bibtiotheca Sacra, XHII. 628.

Thom - apple (Da tura
Stratnoniunt'], with cross-
section of seed-vesseL

daub

Data of COnsciousneBS, the original convictions of the
mind ;

propositions that must be believed but cannot be
proved.

Many philosophers have attempted to establish on the
principles of common sense propositions which are not
original data of consciouitnegu ; while the original data of
cmisciousnetss, from which their propositions were derived,
and to which they owed their whole necessity and truth—
these data the same philosophers were (strange to say)
not disposed to admit. Sir H'. Hamilton.

Datum-line, in engin. and surveying, the Ijase-Iine of a
section, from which all the heights and depths are mea-
sured in the plans of a railway, etc.

datum-plane (da'tum-plan), n. In craniom,^

a given horizontal plane from which measure-
ments of skulls proceed, or to which the di-

mensions of skulls are referred.

The horizontal datum-plane adopted by German crani-

ologists. Science, V. 499.

Datura (da-tu'ra), /*. [NL., < Hind. dkatUrd, a

plant (Datura fastuosa).'] A genus of solana-
ceous plants, with augu-
lar-toothed leaves, large
fxinnel-shapedflowers,and
prickly, globular, 4-valved
pods. There are several spe-

cies, all of them possessing poi-

sonous properties and a dis-

agreeable odor. D. Stranwnium
is the thorn-apple, all parts of
which have strong narcotic
properties. It is sometimes em-
ployed as a remedy for neural-
gia, convulsions, etc., and the
leaves and root are smoked for

asthma. The plant is supposed
to be a native of western Asia,

but is now found as a weed
of cultivation in almost all the
temperate and warmer regions
of the globe. In some parts of

the United States it is called the jinison (which see). />.

fastuosa and D. Metel of India possess qualities similar to
D. Stramonium. D. arborea, also known as Brugmansia
suaveoleiis, a native of South America, is a shrubby plant
with very large fragrant white blossoms, and is sometimes
found in greenhouses.

daturine (da-tu'rin), n. [< Datura + -ine^.'\

A poisonous alkaloid found in the thorn-apple.
See Datura. Same as atropin.

daub (dab), V. t. [Also formerly dawh, < ME.
dauben, dawben, < OF. dauber^ whiten, white-
wash, also, in deflected senses, furnish, also

(with var. dober) beat, swinge, plaster, < L.
dealbare, whiten, whitewash, plaster, parget,

LL. also purify (see d€albate),< de (intensive)

+ albarCj whiten, < albus^ white ; cf . aube = «/6i,

< L. alba. The resemblance to Celtic forms
seems to be accidental : W. dwb = Ir. dob =
Gael, dob, plaster; W. dwbio = Ir. dobaim =
Gael. *rfo6, v., plaster. Cf. adobe.'] 1. To
smear with soft adhesive matter ; plaster ; cov-
er or coat with mud, slime, or other* soft sub-
stance.

She took for him an ark of bulrushes, and daubed it with
slime and with pitch. Ex. ii. 3.

So will I break down the wall that ye have daubed with
untempered morter. Ezek. xiii. 14.

2. To soil ; defile ; besmear.

Multitudes of horses and other cattle that are always
daxvbing the streets.

B. Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, Pref.

He's honest, though daubed with the dust of the mill.

A. Cunningham, The Miller.

Hence— 3. To paint ignorantly, coarsely, or
badly.

If a picture is daubed with many bright colours, the vul-

gar admire it. Watts.

4. To give a specious appearance to; patch
up; disguise; conceal.

So smooth he daub'd his vice with show of virtue.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 5.

Faith is necessary to the susception of baptism ; and
themselves confess it, by striving to find out new kinds of

faith to daub the matter up.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), II. 394.

She is all Truth, and hates the lying, masking, daubing
World, as I do. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, i. 1.

5. To dress or adorn without taste ; deck vul-

garly or ostentatiously ; load as with finery.

Yet since princes will have such things, it is better they
should be graced with elegancy than daubed with cost.

Bacon, Elssays.

Let him be dauh'd with lace.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

daub (dab), n. [< daub, r.] 1. A cheap kind
of mortar ;

plaster made of mud.
A square house of wattle and daub.

D. Livingstone, Missionary Travels (ed. 1858), p. 409.

2. A viscous, adhesive application ; a smear.
— 3. A daubing or smearing stroke. [Scot<5h.]

ilany a time have I gotten a wipe with a towel; but
never a daub with a dishclout before. Scotch proverb.

4. A coarse, inartistic painting.



daub
Did you step in to talte a look at the grand picture onyour way back ?- Tis a melancholy daub, my lord !

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 12.

Daubentonia (da-ben-to'ni-S.), n. [NL., named
after the distinguished Freuch naturalist L. J.
Dauhentou (1716-1800), noted as a collaborator
of Buffon.] The jjroper name of the genus more
commonly called C/ii'row^s (which see), contain-
ing the aye-aye, D. madagascariensis, and hav-
ing priority over the others. See cut under ave-
iiyt:

"

Daubentonlidae (da'ben-to-ni'i-de), ». pi.
[NL., < Daubentonia + -idw.) A family of pro-
simians, typified by the genus Daubentonia:
generally called Chiromyida- (which see).
Daubentonioidea (d4-ben-t6-ni-oi'd§-a), «. pi.
[NL., < Uaubentonia + -oidea.] A su'p'erfamily
of lemuroids or prosimians, distinguished by
the gliriform incisors and want of canines in
the adult; the Daubentoniidoe considered as a
suborder. Gill, 1872.
danber (da'ber), ». One who or that which
daubs. .SpeciHcally— (<i) One who builds walls with clay
or mud mixed with straw.

'

I am a younger brother, ... of mean parentage, a durt
dauber t sonnt ; am I therefore to be blamed?

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 320.

(6) A coarse, ignorant painter.

But how should any signpost dauber know
The worth of Titian or of Angelo ?

Dryden, Epistle iv.. To Mr. Lee.

(c) A low and gross flatterer, (d) A copperplate-printers'
pad, consisting of rags flrraly tied together and covered
over with a piece of canvas, for inking plates. («) A mud-wasp : from the way in which it daubs mud in building its
nest. (/) The brush used to spread blacking upon shoes
as distinguished from the polisher, or brush used for poll
ishing

; they arc sometimes combined in one.
daubery (da'b6r-i), m. [Also formerly dauhry,
dawbry ; < daiib + -ery.l 1 . A daubing.— 2\ A
crudely artful device.
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Carrot (Daucus Can/a), a, flowering branch ; *, fruit

She works by charms, by spells by the figure, and such
dauljerij as this is. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2.

danbing (da'bing), «. [Verbal n. of daub, r.]
1. Something which is applied by daubing,
especially plaster or mortar; specifically, in
recent use, a rough coat of mortar applied to
a wall to give it the appearance of stone. See
chinking, 1.

^•«^J"" ,"'" *»" '» '""sn. '•'all 't not be said unto
you. Where is the dauMiuj wherewith ye have daubed it?

E^ek. xiii. 12.

2. The process of forming walls by means of
hardened earth: extensively employed in the
sixteenth century.— 3. A mixture of tallow and
oil used to soften leather and render it more or
less water-proof.— 4. Coarse, inartistic paint-
ing.

*^

Hlfi'.n'ni'K"
'"™' 'P'f.'<l'<lly. gallantly ugly, and looks

like an ill ftece of Daubmg in a rich Frame.
WycherUy, Plain Dealer, 11. 1.

6. Glross flattery. Bp. Burnet.
My Ijjrd, if you examine it over again, it U far from be-

ing a gross piece of daubing, as some dedications are
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 9.

daubreelite (da-bre'lit), n. [See daubreite 1
xNative chromium sesquisulphid, a rare min-
eral known to occur only in certain meteoric
irons. It has a black color, metallic luster, and
IS associated with troilite.

daubreite (da-bre'it), «. [After the French
mineralogist G. A. Itaubree (bom 1814).] Na-
tive bismuth oxichlorid, occurring in compact
or earthy masses of a yellowish color in Chili,

daubryt, «. An obsolete form of dauberu
dauby (.ia'bi), a. [< daub + -^i.] 1. Viscous

;

glutinous; slimy; adhesive.
And therefore not in vain th' industrious kind
With dauby wax and rtoWre the chinks have lin'd

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's fieorgics, iv. 64.

2. Made by daubing; appearing like a daub:
a.s, a w/Moy picture.
Daucus (da'kus), «. [NL., < L. daueus, daueum,

<• Ur. <iaviior, also neut. iavKov, a plant of the
carrot kind, growing in Crete. See dauke ] A
genus of umbelliferous plants, roughly hispid
with finely divided leaves and small ovate or
oblong fruit covered with barbed prickles. Thereare alwut OTspeiie, belonging to the northern temperateregions of the old world, and one indigenous in AiSaThe only important species is the cultivated cairot B
we^d"' ^e'.'^

''/'^ "'"?'>' "atnralized as a Ziousweed. See carrot. See cut in next column.
Oaud (d4d), V. t. [Sc., a var. of (tod2.] To
knock or thump

; pelt with something soft and

He'll clap a shangan on her tail,
And set the bairns to doud her

Wl' dirt this day.
Burns, The Ordination.

daud (dad), n. [Se. ; a var. of dad^.} A large
piece, as of bread, cheese, etc. Also spelled
dawd.

An' cheese an' breail, frae women's laps
Was dealt about in hunches

An' dawdt that day. Bums, Holy Fair.

daughl (dAch), n. [Sc, = E. dough, q. v.] In
coal-nnnmg, under-clay, or the soft material
which IS removed in holing.

daugli2 (d&ch), ». [Sc, contr. of eariier daw-
ache, davoch, davach, said to be < Gael, damh, pi
datmh, ox, + achadh (not *ach), a field.] An old
Scotch division of land, capable of producing
48 bolls. It occasionally forms and enters into the names
of farms m .Scotland

: as, the Great and Little Dauah ofRuthven
; Edln-daM<)rA. Also written davach

daughter (da'tSr, formerly sometimes dhfUr)
II. [Eariy mod. E. also daughter ; < ME. dough-
ter, douhter, doghter, douter, dohter, etc., < AS
aohtor, pi. dohtor, dohtra, dohtru, = OS. dohtar= OFnes. dochter — OD. D. dochter = MLG
LG. dochter = OHG. tohtar, MHG. tohter, G
tochter = Icel. dottir = OSw. doktir, dottir, Sw.
dotter = Dan. datter = Gr. evyd-nip (not in L
where filia, daughter, fem. of filius, son : see
filial) = OBulg. dushti (gen. dOshtere), Bulg.
dushterya = Serv. shS, k<H, (fer = Bohem. rf«
eera- Pol. cora = Little Buss, dochka = Buss.
dshcherl, dochi = Lith. dukte = Ir. dear, etc.,= Skt. duhitar = Zend dughdar, daughter!
Ulterior origin unknown; appar. 'milker,' or
'suckler,' < / 'dhugh, Skt. •/ diih, milk.] 1. A
female child, considered with reference to her
parents.

The first time at the looking-glass
The mother sets her danqhter.

The image strikes the smiling lass
With self-love ever after.

Oay, Beggar's Opera.
2. A female descendant, in any degree.
Ought not this woman, behig a daughter of Abraham

... be loosed from this bond on the sabbath day?
Luke xiii. 18.

3. A woman -viewed as standing in an analogous
relationship, as to the parents of her husband
(daughter-in-law), to her native country, the
church, a guardian or elderly adviser, etc.

dauntlessness

daughter-cell (da'ter-sel), n. See cell.
daughter-in-law (da'ter-in-la"), ». a son's
wite

:
con-elative to mother-in-law and father-

m-law. •'

motrr-fnTaw'"
'"' "^e da«,A<.r-m.fa» against her

-iVl&C X. oD.

daughterlesa (d^'ter-les), a. [< me. doughter-
les; < daughter -(- -?«««.] Without daughters.
Ye shull for me be doughterles.

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 306.

daughterliness (da't6r-li-nes), «. Conduct be-
eoiiiing a daughter; dutifulness. Dr. H. More
daughterling (da't6r-Ung), «. [< daughter -t-
dim. -hng.^ A little daughter. [Bare.]
What am I to do with this daughter or datighterling ofmiueV She neither grows in wisdom nor in stature.

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxv.

daughterly (da'tfer-H), a. [< daughter ¥ -lyl.l
Becoming a daughter; filial; dutiful.
For Christian charitie, and naturall loue, & youre verv

daughterlye dealing . . . both bynde me and straine me
'""'<''<> Sir T. More, Works, p. 1449.

dauk, n. See dak.
dauke (d4k), n. [< L. daueum, daucon, daucus,
< Gr. 6avKov, a parsnip or carrot: see Daucus.'i
the wild variety of the common carrot, Daucus
Carota.

daukint, «. See dawkin.
Daulias (da'li-as), n. [NL., < Gr. ^avlia^, epi-
thet of Philomela, in Greek legend, who was
changed into a nightingale, lit. a woman of
Aptvi.if, h Daulis, a city of Phocis.] A genus of
birds which contains only the two kinds of
nightingales, D.philomela and D. luscinia. See
nightingale.

dauuK n. An obsolete form of dan^-.
daunder (dan'der), f. i. [Sc] See danderl.
daundering(dan'der-ing),^.a. [Sc] See dan-
den IN/.

dauner (da'ner), r. i. [Sc] See danderK
daunenng (da'n6r-ing), p. a. [Sc] See dan-
denng.
daunt (dant or d4nt), v. t. [E. dial, also dant
(and daunton, datiton, q. v.); < ME. daunten,
dawnten, < OF. danter, donter, dompter, F. domp-
ter = It. domitare, daunt, subdue, tame, < L
dnmitare, tame, freq. of domare, pp. dotnitus,
tame, = E. tame: see tame, ».] If. To tame.

In-to SmTe he soujte and thorw his sotil wittes
Daunted a dowue [dove] and day and nyate hir feede.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 393.

2f. To subdue; conquer; overcome.
Elde daunteth daunger atte laste.

Chaucer, Troilus, 11. 399.

3. To subdue the courage of; cause to quail;
check by fear of danger; intimidate; discou-
rage.

The Nightingale, whose happy noble hart
No dole can daunt, nor feareful force affright

Oascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 49.

What daunts thee now?— what shakes thee so?
Whittier, My Soul and I.

4. To cast down through fear or apprehension;
cow down. '

Rest on my word, and let not discontent
Daunt all your hopes. Shak., Tit. And., i. 2.

; find not anything therein able to daunt the courage
of a man, much less a well resolved Christian.

Sir r. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 38.

dauntt, n. [ME. daunt; from the verb.] A
fright; a check.

Til the crosses dunt [dintj jaf him a daunt.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. .S.), p. 146.

Dinah . . . went out to see the daughters of the land.
Gen. xxxiv. i.

And Naomi said unto her two (faiMA<«r»-in-lawrum again, my daughters. Euth \. %, \\.
But Jesus turned him about, and when he saw her he

said, Daughter, be of good comfort ; thy faith hath made
thee whole, n^t, jj ,2,

Jul. Are you at leisure, holy father, now

;

Or shall I come to you at evening mass?
^Vj. .My leisure serves me, pensive daughter, now.

Shak., R. and,!,, iv. 1.

4. Anything (regarded as of the feminine gen-
der) considered with respect to its source, ori-
^n, or function : as, the Bomance tongues are
the daughters of the Latin language,

stern daughter of the Voice of God
O Duty ! if that name thou love. '

Wordsworth, Duty.
In this country, at this time, other interestji than reli-

gion an(i patri(jti8ni arc predominant, and the arts the
daughters of cnthu-siaam, do not flourish, Emerson, Art.

Duke of Exeter's dauglitert. .See iirakex, 12 —Eve's
daughters, women. -Scavenger's daughter. See scav-
enger.

daunter (dan'-ord^n'tSr), n. One who daunts.
dauntmgnesst (diin'- or dan'ting-nes), n. The
quality of being terrifying.

As one who well knew ... how the first eneiits are
those which incusse a daungtingnesse or daring, [Scapula]
imployed all means to make his expeditions sodaine and
his executions cruell. Daniel, Hist Eng., p. 4.

dauntless (dilnt'- or dant'les), a. [< daunt +
-less.'] Incapable of being daunted ; bold ; fear-
less; intrepid.

The dauntless spirit of resolution.
Shak. , K. John, v. 1.

Dauntless he rose and to the flglit returned.
Dryden, .Eneid.

If yet some desperate action rests behind,
That asks high conduct and a dauntless mind.

Dryden, Ajax and Ulysses, 1. 582.
She visited every part of the works in person, cheering

her defenders by her presence and dauntless resolution.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa. , i. 2.

dauntlessly (dilnt'- or dftnt'les-li), adv. In a
bold, fearless manner.
dauntlessness (dant'- or dtot'les-nes), n.
Fearlessness; intrepidity.
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daunton (dan'ton), V. t. [So., also dial, dan-
toii ; an extension of daunt, q. v.] 1. To daunt

;

intimidate; subdue.

To danton rebels and conspirators against him.
PitKottu, Chron. of Scotland, p. 87.

2. To dare ; seek to daunt.

It's for the like o' them, an' maybe no even sae muckle
worth, folk daitnton God to Ills face and burn in muckle
hell. It L. Stevetuton, The Merry Men.

3t. To break in or tame (a horse).

A tame and dantoned horse. Quon. Attach., xlviii. § 11.

dauphin (da'fin), n. [Formerly daulphin and
dolphin : < OF.'dalphin, dauphin, later daulphin,

mod. F. dauphin = Pr. dalfin; orig. the surname
of the lords of the province hence called Dau-
phine, Dauphiny, who bore on their crest three

dolphins, in allusion to the origin of their name,
< OF. 'dalphitt, dauphin, doffin, P. dauphin (E.

dolphin), Pr. dalfln, < L. delphinus, a dolphin;
henee ML. Delphinus, dauphin: see delphin^,

dolphin.'] The distinctive title (originally Dau-
phin of Viennois) of the eldest son of the king
of France, from 1349 till the revolution of 1830.
When the reiyninji: king had no son or lineal male de-

scendant, the title was in abeyance, as no other heir to the

throne could hold it. The title had been borne since the

eleventh or twelfth century by the counts of Viennois as

lords of the domain hence called le Dauphind (the Dau-
phinate, or Dauphiny), the last of whom ceded his lordship

to the king, on condition that the title should be always
maintained. The lords of Auvergne also used the title

dauphin.

The dauphin Charles is crowned king in Rheims.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1.

The Dolphin was expected at the masse.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 45.

dauphine (da'fen), n. [F., fem. of dauphin.]
The wife of a dauphin.
dauphiness (da'fin-es), n. [< dauphin + -ess.]

Same as dauphine.

It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I saw the
Queen of lYance, then the dauphinejss, at Versailles ; and
surely never lighted on this orb, which she hai-dly seemed
to touch, a more delightful vision. Burke, Rev. in France.

daur (dar), V. t. A Scotch form of dare"^.

daut, V. t. See dawt.

dauw (da), «. [South African D. form of the
native name.] The native name of Burehell's

zebra, Eguus burchelli, a very beautiful animal.

Dauw [Equus burchelli

resembling the quagga in some respects, but
having the coloring of a zebra. Also called
honte-quagga.

Davallia (da-val'i-jl), «. [NL., named after
Edmond Davall, a Swiss botanist.] A genus
of polypodiaeeous ferns, having scaly creeping
rhizomes, whence the name hare's-foot fern ap-
plied to D. CanariensiS. The fronds are sometimes
piunate, but more frequently pinnately decompound, be-
ing elegantly cut into numerous small divisions. The sori

are borne close to the margin. The indnsium which covers
each is attached by its liase to the end of a vein, and is free

at the opposite side. The immber of species slightly ex-

ceeds 100, and they are most numerous in the tropics of
the old world. Some of the species are among the most
ele^'ant ferns in cultivation.

davenport (dav'n-port), re. [Also devonport ;
from tlie surname Davenport : compare Devon-
port, since 1824 the name of a town in Eng-
land.] A kind of smaU writing-desk.

davldt, «• An obsolete form ot davit.

DavidlC, Davidical (da-vid'ik, -i-kal), a. [<
David + -ic, -ical.] Of, pertaining to, or de-
rived from David, king of Israel.

We cannot well stop short of the admission that the
Psalter must contain Daoidic psalms, some of which at
least may Ije identified by judicious criticism.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 841.

Davidist (da'vid-ist), n. [< David (see defs.)

+ -ist.] 1. One of the followers of David of

Knant in Belgium (hence called Dinanto), who
taught extreme pantheistic doctrines. His trea-

tise •' Qoatemuli " was bnmed by a synod at Paris In 1209,

and the sect was stamped out by persecution.
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2. One of a fanatical sect which existed for

more than a century after the death in 1556 of

its founder, a Dutch Anabaptist, David George,
or Joris. His followers were also called Da-
vidians, David-Georgiuns, and Familists. See
Familist.

davidsonite (da'vid-son-it), n. [From the dis-

coverer, Dr. Davidson'.] A variety of beryl dis-

covered in the granite quarry of Rubislaw, near
Aberdeen, Scotland. See beryl.

David's-root (da'vidz-rot), n. The cahinca-
root.

David's staff. See staff.

daviet (da'vi), n. Same as davit.

davit (dav'it), n. [Also davitt, and formerly
david ("the Davids ende," Capt. John Smith,
Treat, on Eng. Sea Terms, 1626). Cf . F. davier,

forceps, a cramp-iron, davit; supposed by Lit-

tr6 to stand for 'dariet,

a dim. of David, it being
customary to give proper
names to implements (e.

g., E. betti/, billy, jack;

etc.).] Naut., one of a
pair of projecting pieces
of wood or iron on the
side or stem of a vessel,

used for suspending or
lowering and hoisting a
boat, by means of sheaves
and pulleys. They are set DaviK.
so as to admit of being shipped
and unshipped at pleasure, and commonly turn on their

axes, so that the boat can be swung in on deck, or vice

versa.

davite (da'vit), n. [After the English chem-
ist Sir Humphry Davy (1778-1829).] A sul-

phate of aluminium found in a warm spring
near Bogota in the United States of Colombia.
It occurs massive, is of a fine fibrous structure,
white color and silky luster, and is very soluble.

davreuzite (da-vre'zit), n. [After the Belgian
chemist Charles Davreux.] A silicate of alu-

minium occurring in fibrous crystalline aggre-
gates resembling asbestos.
davyl (da'vi), n.

;
pi. davies (-viz). [After Sir

H. Davy.] The safety-lamp invented for the
protection of coal-miners by Sir H. Davy. It

consists of a metallic cistern for the oil, and a cylinder of

wire gauze about 1^ inches in diameter and 8 inches in

height. Fire cannot be connnunicated through the gauze
to gas outside the cylinder.

davy2 (da'vi), n.
;
pi. davies (-viz). [A corrup-

tion of affidavit.] An affidavit. [Slang.]

Davy Jones (da'vi jonz). [A humorous name,
at the origin of which many guesses have been
made.] Kaut., the spirit of the sea; a sea-

devil.

This same Davy Jones, according to the mythology of

sailoi-s, is the fiend that presides over all the evil spirits

of the deep, and is seen in various shapes warning the de-
voted wretch of death and woe. Smollett.

Davy Jones's locker, tlie ocean ; specifically, the ocean
I'egarded as tile lirave of all who perish at sea.

Dav5 lamp, Davy's lamp. See davy"^.

davyne (da'vin), «. [Better davine, < NL. da-
vina.] A Vesuvian mineral related to cancri-

nite : in part, perhaps, identical with miero-
sommite.
davyum (da'vi-um), n. [NL., better 'davium;
so called after Sir H. Davy : see davite.] A met-
al of the platinum group, whose discovery was
announced in 1877 by Kern of St. Petersburg.
He found it associated with the metals rhodium and iridi-

um in some platinum ores, and described it as a hard sil-

very metal, slightly ductile, extremely infusible, and hav-
ing a density of 9.385 at 26° C. Its existence as an element
has not been established.

dawlf (da), V. i. [< ME. dawen, dagen (also daien,

dayen: see day^, v.) = AS. dagian (= D. da-

gen = MLG. LG. dagen = G. tagen = Icel.

daga = Sw. dagas = Dan. dages), become day,

< dwg, day: see day'^, and cf. dawn.] To be-
come day; dawn.

Tyl the day dawede these damseles daunsede.
That men rang to the resurreccioun ; and with that ich

awakede. Piers Plownian (C), xxi. 471.

The cock doth craw, the day doth daw.
Tlie Wi/e of Usher's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 216).

daw2 (da), n. [< ME. dawe = OHG. tdha, MHG.
tdhc, with dim. tdhele, tale, talle, also tut, tole,

dole, G. dohle, a daw; cf. ML. tacula. It. taccola,

a daw, from MHG. The same word appears as

the second element of caddmo, q. v.] 1 . A jack-

daw. See dawcock.

The windy clamour of the daws. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. A foolish, empty fellow. [Prov. Eng.]

At thi tabull nether crache ne claw.

Than men wylle sey thou arte a daw.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

da'wk

To hear the pratling of any such Jack Straw,

For when bee hath all done, I compte him but a very daw.
R. Edwards, Damon and Pythias.

3. A sluggard; a slattern. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

I will not be aue daw, I wyl not sleip.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 452.

But I see that but [without] spinning I'll never be braw,
But gae by the name of a dilp or a da.

A. Ross, Helenore, p. 135.

daw3 (da), V. [So. and E. dial.; a var. of dow, do"^,

q.v.] I. intrans. To thrive; prosper; recover
health or spirits.

II. trans. To cause to recover one's spirits;

hearten ; encourage ; cheer.

Tyll with good rapps
And heuy clappes

He dawde him up again.
Sir T. More, Four Things.

Daw thou her up, and I will fetch thee forth

Potions of comfort, to repress her pain.
Greene, James IV., v.

da'W^t (dfi.), V. <. [Seeadaw^.] To daunt; frighten.

She thought to daw her now as she had done of old.

Rumens and Jxdiet, Malone's Suppl. to Shak., I. 333.

da'Wbt, ''• and «. See daub.

da'WCOCkt (da'kok), n. A male daw; a jack-

daw ; hence, figuratively, an empty, chattering
fellow.

The dosnel dawcock comes dropping among the doctors.
Withals, Diet., p. B68.

da'wd, n. See daud.
da'Wdle (da'dl), v.; pret. and pp. duudled, ppr.

dawdling. [A coUoq. word, appar. a var. of dad-
die.] I. intrans. To idle; waste time; trifle;

loiter.

Mrs. Bennet, having dawdled about in the vestibule to
watch for the end of the conference, . . . entered the
breakfast-room. Jane Axi^ten, Pride and Prejudice, p. 95.

Next to the youth who has no calling, he is most to be
pitied who toils without heart, and is therefore forever
daWirn*;— loitering and lingering, instead of striking

with all his might.
W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 165.

II. trans. To waste by trifling : with awa^; as,

to dawdle away a whole forenoon.

da'Wdle (da'dl), «. [< dawdle, v.] A trifler ; a
dawdler. [Rare.]

Where is this dawdle of a housekeeper?
Colman and Garrick, Clandestine Slarriage, i. 2.

da'Wdler (da'dler), «. One who dawdles; a
trifler ; an idler.

da'wdling (da'dling),p. a. Sauntering; idling.

There is the man whose rapid strides indicate his ex-

citement, and the slow and dawdUny walk indicative of
purposeless aim. F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 56.

da'W-dressing (da'dres 'ing), «. The assump-
tion of qualities one is not entitled to ; the as-

sumption of the achievements or claims of an-
other as one's own: in allusion to the fable

of the daw that dressed itself with peacock's
feathers. [Bare.]

They would deem themselves disgraced had they been
guilty, even in thought, of a simulation similar to this

—

howbeit not in danger of being ignominiously plucked for
so contemptible a daw-dressing. Sir W. Hamilton.

da'wdy (da'di), n. and a. Same as dowdy.

da'wet, "• A Middle English form (in oblique
cases) of dai/i.— Of dawet, of dawest, ofllfe-dawet,
out of lite : with do or bring. See adaW^, etymology.

AUe that nolde turne to God he brottgt hem sone of
dawe. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 53.

da'W-fisll (da'fish), n. [Appar. a corruption of

dog-fish.] The lesser dog-fish, one of the scyl-

lioid sharks. [Orkneys.]

da'Vnng (da'ing), «. [< ME. dawyng, dawinge.

dawunge, < AS. dagung, dawn, verbal n. of da'

gian, become day, dawn : see daw'^, and cf. dawn
ing.] The first appearance of day; dawn
dawning. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

And ek the Sonne, Titan, gan he chide.

And seyde, "O fol, wel may men the despise,

That hast the Dawyng al nyght by thi side."

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1466.

Late at e'en, drinking the wine,
And ere they paid the lawing

They set a combat them between,
To fight it in the dawing. Old ballad.

da'Wish (da'ish), a. [< daic2 -I- -!'«/ii.] Like a
daw.
da'Wk^ (dak), H. [E. dial. ; a var. of dalJfl, q. v.]

A hollow or an incision, as in timber.

Observe if any hollow or daicks be in the length.

J. Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

da'Wk^ (dak), V. t. [Also -written daul- ; < dawk'^,

n.] To ctit or mark with an incision.

Shoid<l they apply that side of the tool the edge lies on,

the swift coming about of the work would . . . jobb the
edge into the stuff, and so daick it.

J. Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

da'Wk^, re. See dak.



dawkin

dawkint, " [Also daukin ; < ME. Dawkin (also,

as in mod. E., Dawkin and Dawkins, as sur-

names), a dim. of Daw, Dawe, a reduced form of

David.'} A fool ; a simpleton.

dawm (dam), n. [Also written daum, repr.

Hind, dam.} An East Indian copper coin of

the value of one fortieth of a rupee.

dawn (dan), c. i. [< ME. dawnen (late and
rare), substituted, through influence of earlier

noun dawninge (see dawning), for reg. dawen,

dagen, daien, dayen, dawn: see daw^, day'^.']

1 . To become day ; begin to grow light in the

morning; grow light: as, the morning dawns.

It began tu daicn toward the first day of the week.
Mat. xxviii. 1.

2. To begin to open or expand; begin to

show intellectual light or power: as, his genius
dawned.

Whether thy hand strike ont some free design,
Wiicre life awakes and dawns at ev'ry line.

Pope, To Mr. Jervas.

3. To begin to become visible in consequence
of an increase of light or enlightenment, liter-

ally or figuratively; begin to open or appear:
as, the truth dawns upon him.

Brightest and best of tlie sons of the morning I

Daum on our darkness and lend us tliine aid.

Bp. Ileber, Hymn.
I waited underneath the dawning hills.

Tennyson, (Enone.

There has been gradually dawnitig upon those who think
the conviction that a state-church is not so much a reli-

gious as a political institution.

//. Sjieiicer, Social Statics, p. 338.

dawn (dan), n. [< dawn, v. The older nouns
are dawing and dawning.'] 1. The first appear-
ance of daylight in the morning.

I'airest of stars, last in the train of night,

If better thou belong not to the damn.
MUton, P. L., V. 167.

Full oft they met, as daiCTiand twilight meet
In northern clime.

Lowell, Legend of Brittany, ii. 5.

2. First opening or expansion; beginning;
rise; first appearance: as, the dawn of intel-

lect ; the dawn of a new era.

Such as creation's dawn beheld, thou rollest now.
Byron, ChUde Harold, iv. 182.

But no cloud could overcast the dawn of so much genius
and so much ambition. Macaula;/, Warren Hastings.

High dawn, the first indications of daylight seen aljove a
bank uf cl'Hi'la. Qunltroiujh, Boat Sailer's )lanual, p. 2'24.

— Low dawn, daybreak on or near the horizon, the first

streaks of lii^ht being low down. Qualtrouffh, Boat Sail-

er's Manual, p. 2'24.

da'wnering (d^'n6r-ing), p. a. Same as dander-
ing.

I lea^l a strange davmeriitff life at present ; in general
not a little relieved and quieted.

Carlylf, in Froude, I. 108.

da'Wning (da'ning), n. [< ME. dawninge, dawen-
ynge, lUiigening, daiening, daining, etc., an al-

teration, through the influence of Sw. Dan.
dagning, dawn, Icel. dagan, dogun, dawn, = D.
dagcnde (cf. Icel. dtegn, diign = Sw. dygn =
Dan. dogn, day and night, 24 hours), of the reg.

ME. dawinge, dawunge, < AS. dugnng, dawn, <

dagian, dawn, become day : see dawn and daw^.']

1. The iirst appearance of light in the morn-
ing; daybreak; dawn.
On the morowe, in the dateeni/nae, the tidinges com in

to the town that the Duke was dede.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 77.

Alas poor Harry of England, he longs not for the daien-
ing; as we do. Shale., Hen. V'., iii. 7.

2. First advent or appearance ; beginning.
Mrtreover always in my mind I hear
A cry from out the dawnini/ of nty life.

Tennytion, Coming of Arthur.

dawpate (d^'pat), )i. [< daw^ +pate.'i A sim-
pleton.

daWBOnite (dtl'son-it), «. [After J. W. Dawson
of Montreal (born 1820).] A hydrous carbon-
ate of sodium and aluminium, occurring in

white-Waded crystals at Montreal, and in the
provini'e of Siena in Italy.

d!awt, daut (dat), r. t.
;
prct. and pp. dawted or

dawtit, ppr. dawting. [Sc; hardly the same
as dote^, q. v.] To regard or treat with aflfee-

tion
;
pet ; caress ; fondle.

I'll set thee on a chair of gold,
And daut thee kindly on my knee.

Lord Jamie Dtmylai (Child's Ballads, IV. 139).

Much daieted by the gods is he,
Wha' to the Indian plain

Successfu" ploughs the wally sea.

And safe returns again.
Itaimmy, The Poet's Wish.

dawtie, dawty (d4'ti), «. [Sc, dim. from
dawt.] A beloved child; a darling; a child

1465

much fondled through afifeotion : frequently
used as a term of endearment.

It's ten to ane ye're nae their dawty.
Shirref, Poems, p. 333.

dayl (da), n. [Early mod. E. also daye, daie;

< ME. day, dai, dei, dage, dawe, dage, etc., <

AS. d(Bg, pi. dagos, = OS. dag = OFries. dei, di

= MLG. dach, LG. dag = D. dag = OHG. tac,

MHG. tac, G. tag = Icel. dagr = Sw. Dan. dag
= Goth, dags, day; akin to AS. (poet.) dogor
= Icel. dogr, day. Possibly ult. < Ind.-Eur.
•/ 'dhagh, Skt. •{/ dah, burn. Not connected
with L. dies, day (see dial). Hence daw^ and
dawn.'] 1. The period daring which the sun is

above the horizon, or shines continuously on
any given portion of the earth's surface; the
interval of light, in contradistinction to that of

darkness, or to night ; the period between the
rising and the setting of the sun, of varying
length, and called by astronomers the artificial

day.

And God called the light Day, and the darkness he
called Night. Gen. i. 5.

And always, night and day, he was in the mountains.
Mark v. 5.

It was the middle of the day.
Ever the weary wind went on.

Tennyson, Dying Swan.

Hence— 2. Light; sunshine.

Let us walk honestly, as in the day. Rom. xiii. 13.

It is directly in your way, we have day enough to per-

form our journey, and, as you like your entertainment,
you may there repose yourself a day or two.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, li. 225.

"While the day.
Descending, struck athwart the hall, and shot
A flying splendour out of brass and steel.

Tennyson, Princess, vi.

3. The whole time or period of one revolution
of the earth on its a.xis, or the space of twenty-
four hours ; specifically, the interval of time
which elapses between two consecutive returns
of the same terrestrial meridian to the sun. in
this latter specific sense it is called tiie nntural, solar, or
astionomical day. Since the length of this day is continu-
ally varying, owing to the eccentricity of the earth's orbit

and the oblifjuity of the ecliptic, a inean stdar day (the eicil

dau) is employed, w hich is the average period of one revo-

lution of the earth on its axis relative to the sun's position

considered as fixed. The day of twenty-four hours may be
reckoned from noon to noon, as in the astronomical or

nautical dan, or from midnight to midnight, as in the civil

day recognized in the United States, tlu^nghout the Brit-

ish empire, and in most of the countries of Europe. The
Babylonians reckoned the civil day from sunrise to sun-
rise ; the I'mbrians, from noon to noon ; the Athenians and
Hebrews, from smiset to sunset; and the Romans, from
midnight to midnight.

And the evening and the morning were the first day.
Gen. i. 5.

My lord, I cannot be so soon provided
;

Please you, deliberate a day or two.
Shak., T. G. of v., 1. 3.

4. A particular or regularly recurring period
of twenty-four hours, assigned to the doing
of some specified thing, or connected with
some event or observance: as, settling-doy;

bill-day.

Knipp's maid comes to me, to tell me that the women's
day at the playhouse is to-day, and that therefore I must
be there, to eucrease their profit. I'epys, Diary, IV. 29.

Specifically—(a) An anniversary; the particular day on
which some event is commemorated : as, St. Bartholo-
mew's day ; a birthday; New Year's day. (h) The regu-

larly recurring period in each week set apart for some par-

ticular purpose, as for receiving calls, etc.

Mr. Cayman, your servant ;
you'll be at my Aunt Susan's

this Afternoon ; 'tis her Day, you know.
Southern, Maid's Last Prayer, 1.

You have been at my Lady Whifler's upon her Day,
Madam? Vonyreve, Double- Dealer, iii. 9.

I.adies, however, have their days, and afternoon tea is

as much an institution in Australia as at home.
Arch. ForlKs, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 75.

5. Time. («t) Specified interval or space of

time : as, three years' day to do something ; he
was absent for a year's day. (6+) Time to pay;
credit. [^Time is now used in this sense.]

Faith, then, I'll pray you, cause he is my neighbour,

To take a hundred pound, and give him day.
B. Jontun, Tale of a Tub, iv. 1.

(c) Period of time.

At twenty-one, in a day of ^oom and terror, he was
placed at the head of the administration.

Macaiday, Hist. Eng., vii.

(d) Appointed time ; set period; appointment.

After long waiting, tt large expences, though he kepte
not day with them, yet he came at length A tooke them
in, in ye night. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 12,

If my debtors do not keep their day. Dryden.

(e) Definite time of existence, activity, or in-

fluence ; allotted or actual term of life, useful-

ness, or glory : as, his day is over.

day
The cat will mew, and dog will have his day.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

Lady Sneer. Why, truly, Mrs. Clackitt has a very pretty
talent, and a great deal of industry.
Snake. True, madam, and has been tolerably successful

in her day. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Our little systems have their day;
They have their day and cease to be.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Prol.

(/) A time or period, as distinguished from
other times or periods; age: commonly used
in the plural: as, bygone days; the days of otir

fathers.

Much cruelty did the Patavines suffer in this mans dai^s.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 158.

In days of old there liv'd, of mighty fame,
A valiant prince, and Theseus was his name.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, i. 1.

6. A distance which may be accomplished in

a day ; a day's journey. See phrase below.

"Sire Dowel dwelleth," quod Wit, "not a day liennes."

Piers Plowtnan (A), x. 1.

Beyond this He is the maine land and the great riuer

Occam, on which standeth a Towne called Pomeiock, and
six dayes higher, their City Skieoak.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 84.

7. The contest of a day ; a battle or combat
with reference to its issue or results: as, to

carry the day.

The trumpets sound retreat, the diy is ours.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4.

His name struck fear, his conduct won the day.
Roscommon, To the Duke of York.

All Fools' day; All Saints' day, All Souls' day. See
Jool, saint, soul.—Ancient of days. See rtHci'^nf.— An-
niversary day. i^ei^ anniversary.— Arbor day. .Seear-

hor-day.—Ascension day. See ascension.^K year and
a day. («) A full year and an extra day of grace : an old
law term denoting the period beyond which certain rights

ceased. See year, (b) A long while ; time of uncertain
length. [Humorous.]— Banian days. See banian'^.—
Bamaby day, the day of St. Barnabas. See Barnaby-
briyht.

That man that is blind, or that will wink, shall see no
more sun upon St. Bamabie's day than upon St. Lucie's

;

no more in the summer than in tlxe winter solstice.

Donne, Sermons, viL

Bartholomew day, the 24th day of August, on which is

held a festival in honor of St. Bartholomew, one of the
twelve apostles, and which is noted in history as— (1)

the day in 1572 on which the great massacre of French
Protestants (called the St. Bartholomew massacre) was
begun in Paris by order of the king, which order was exe-

cuted in other towns on its receipt, last in Bordeaux on Oc-
tober 3d ; (2) the day in l(i«2 on which the penalties of the
English Act of Uniformity came into force ; (8) the day on
which a great fair (called Bartholomew fair) was held an-

nually atSmithfield in London, from 1133 to 1855, whence
the name Bartholomew attjiched to the names of many ar-

ticles sold there, as Bartholomew baby, Bartholomew pig,

Bartholomew ware, etc.— Bill day, in the United States

House of Representatives, a day (usually Jlonday of each
week) set apart for the introduction of ijills by members.
-Black-letter day. See Wact-(<((er.— Break of day.
See 6ir«*.— Canicular days, see radicwiar.- Childer-
mas day. See Childermas.— Civil day, the mean solar

day as recognized by the state in civil or legal aiul busi-

ness transai.-tions. See definition 3, above— Cleansing
days, clear days. See the adjectives.— Commemora-
tion day, commencement day, commission day, con-
tango day. See the .|inilifyiiiK wonls.— Continuation
of days. See .o)t(iii»«(i'<«!.— Costs of the day. see

cos(-'.— Daft days, see ((o/r- Dark days. SeedarAri.
— Day about, (a) On alternate days ; every other day.

(&) A day in turn ; a fixed recurrent day.

"Husbaiul," <iuoth scho, "content am I

To tak the pluche my day abmtt."

^yfof Auchtirmuchly (Child's Ballads, VIII. 117).

Day by day, daily ; every day : each day in succession ;

contiimally ; without Intermission of a day.

Day by day the gere gon passe,

The pope for-3at« neuer his masse.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivail), p. 88.

Withynne his brest he kept it day be day.
Generydes (t. E. T. S.), 1. 228.

Day by day we magnify thee.
Book of Common Prayer, Te Deum.

Eating the Lotos day by day. Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

Day of abstinence. See abstin.ence.—'Da.y of Brahma,
in ilindu myth., 1,000 mahayugas or great ages, eacii c<iual

to 4..'!20,00O years.- Day of dOOm, the judgment-day.—
Day Of grace. See sracc—Day of trewt, a diet or meet-
ing to treat of a truce or to settle disputes.

With lettres to diners personis on the Bordouris, for the

day oj trew to be haldin eftir the diete of Anwic.
Accounts of Lord Iliyh Treasurer (1473).

Days In banc, in Eng. law, days set apart by statute or

by order of tlie court when writs are to be returned, or

when the party shall ai)pear upon the writ served.—Days
in court, "ppcirtunity for appearance to contest a case.—

Day's journey, a somewhat loose mode of measuring dis-

tance, eaijecially in the East. The day's journey of a man
on foot may be estimated at about 20 to 24 English miles,

but if the journey is for many days, at aliout 17J. A day's

journey on horseback may be taken at about 26 to 30 miles.

In a caravan journey with camels the day's journey is about
30 miles for a short distance, but on an extended line some-
what less. The mean rate of the daily march of an army
is al)OUt 14 miles in a line of from eight to ten m:irches

;

but for a single march, or even two oi' three, the distance

may be a mile or two longer, or for a forced march twice



u l<«g (Mr more. The ancient Assyrian day's journey (yum)
was 6 pumsangs ; the marhala of Arabia, 8 parasangs. In
many otJier countries tlie day's journey is a recognized
unit—Day's work, (a) The work of one day. (p)Naut.,
the account or reckoning of a ship's course for twenty-four
hours, fn-»ni noon to noon.— l>ecorati02i day, Derby
day, Dominion day, Easter day. see tlie qualifying

words.— Eating days, days on whicli the eating of meat
was allowed iu tlie Anglican Church before tlie Keforma-
tion.

Upon eatynge dayts at dynner by eleven of the clocke,

a first dynner in the tyme of high masse for carvers.

Rules of the Home <if PrincM* Ceci7( (Edw. III.).

Enneatlcal days. See enn<a(ical.—Evacuation day.
See CKKuattaii.— Fast day. See/a«(dav—Forever and
aday. Seeewr.—Good day. see^ooif.—Grand days, in

oUSnq. law, holidays in the terms of court, solemnly kept

in the "inns of court and chancery: viz., Camilemas day,

Ascension dav, St. John Baptist's day, and All Saints' day.

Also called dies non jurWici.— Ground-hog day. See

modchuck dau, under leoorfcAw*.— Halcyon days. See

Aotewii.— Higli day. See hi;rh.~ Holy-Cross day, a fes-

Uvaf observed in the Greek and Roman Catholic ciuirches

on September 14th, in coniniemoration of the exaltation of

the alleged cross of Christ after its recovery from the Per-

sians, A. D. 628. Also called Holyruod day. See Exalta-

tionofthe Cross, under croMi.— Holy days, days set apart

by the church in especial commemoration of certain sacred

persons or events.— Inauguration day, March 4th, the

day when the President elect of the I'nited States takes

the oath of office. (U. s. ]— Independence day , the day
on which the Congress of the North American colonies of

Great Britain (afterward the United States) passed the De-

claration of Independence (July 4th, 1776). Its anniversary

is observed as a national holiday. [U.S.]— Innocents'
day. Sec miio«H(.— In one's bom days. Seedorai.—
Intercalary day. See Wsseidw.— Lawful day, a day
on which any legal act may be performed ; a week-day, as

distinguished from Sunday or a legal holiday.— May day.
See May.—Memorial day. Same as Decoration day
(which see, untier decoration).— Midsummer day, name
day. See the qualifying words.—New Year's day, the

first day of a new year.

And also Newyers Day, sumtyrae bakward, suintyme
forward, both Day and nyght, in gret fer be the coste of

Turkey. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 59.

Nine days' wonder. See iponder.^ Offering day. See
o/enny.— OfBcer of the day. See o/icen— One day.
(a) On a certain or particular day, referring to time past.

One day when Phcebe fair

With all her band was following the chase.
Spenser.

b) At an indefinite future time ; on some day in the fu-

(ui

I hope to see you &ne day fitted with a husband.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1.

Heaven waxeth old, and all the spheres above
Shall one day faint. Sir J. Davies.

One of these days, on some day not far distant; within
a short time : as, 1 will attend to it one of these days.—
Order of the day. See order.— Rainy day. See rainy.
— Red-letter day. See red-letter.

—

St. Andrew's day,
a festival observed on November 30th in honor of St. An-
drew, the patron saint of Scotland.— St. Crispin's day.
See Crispin.— &t. David's day, a festival observed by the
Welsh on March Ist in honor of their patron saint, St.

David, bishop of St. David's in Pembrokeshire, who fiour-

iahed in the fifth and sixth centuries, and is said to have
lived to the age of 110.—St. George's day, April 23d, the
day observed In honor of St. George, the patron saint of

England.— St. Nicholas's day, December 6th, the day
observed in honor of St. Nicholas, the patron saint of sail-

ore, merchants, travelers, and captives, and of several
countries, especially in medieval times, and reverenced
especially by the Dutch (under the name of Santa Clans,
made familiar in America by the Dutch settlers) as the
guardian of children.— St. Patrick's day, March 17th,
the day observed by the Irish in honor of St. Patrick, tlie

apostle and patron saint of Ireland, who is supposed to
have died about 460.— St. Swithin's day, July I5th,
a festival in honor of St. .Switliin, bishop of Winchester,
852-862. When he was canonized within the next cen-
tury, the monks desired to transfer his remains from the
churchyard at Winchester, where he had at his own re-

quest been buried, to the cathedral, and selected July 15tti

u the date. Heavy rains lasting for forty days delayed the
transfer : henc<; the popular saying that, if rain falls on St.

Swithin's 'lay, it is sure to rain continuously fur forty days.
— St 'Valentine's day, February 14th. See valentine.—
Sidereal day, the interval of time beginning and en<ling
with the pjissage over the meridian of tbe vernal equinox.
It i-s niiiformly equal t^)23 hours, 56 minutes, 4.(H)9 seconds,
or 3 nilnutts, 55.901 seconds less than the mean solar day.— Still days, a name given by the Anglo-Saxons to
Uaundy I'lnirsday, Good Friday, and H<dy Saturday.—
Thanksgi'ving day. HeethankKyim7ig.—Tbe(ia.y. (a)
The peri-'d or time spoken of ; time then (or now) prtsent.

Looks freshest in the fashion of the day.
Tennyson, The Epic.

(6) To-day: u, how are ye the day! [Scotch.]

But we maun a' live the day, and have our dinner.
Scott, VVaverley, xlii.

The day before (or after) the fair, too early (or too
late),— 'The days of creation, the periods of creative
energy into which tbe first chapter of Genesis divides the
creation or formation of the world. The nature of these
days cannot l)c determined from the language of the chap-
ter, the literal meaning of which is, there was evening (the
close of a period of light), and there was morning (the close
of a period of darkness), one day.— The Great Day Of
Expiation. See expiation.—The Other day, lately; re-
cently ; not long ago.

Celia and I, the other Day,
Walk'd o er the Sand-Hills to the Sea.

Prior, Lady's Looking-Glass.

The time of day, a greeting : as, to pass the time of day.

Not worth the time of day. Shak., Pericles, iv. 4.
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Hence—To give one the time of day, to salute or greet

in passing —This day week or month, the day of next
week or next month which corresponds to this day.

Ere this-day-month come and gang,
My wedded wife ye'se be.

Blanehejieur and Jellyflorice (Child's Ballads, IV. 298).

To carry the day. See carry.— To have seen the day,
to have lived in or witnessed the time when such and such

a thing or circumstance was different from what it is now.

An old woman is one that hath scene the day, and is

commonly ten yeares younger or ten yeares older by her

owne confession than the people know she is.

J. Stephens, Essays (1616).

Oh Tibbie, I ha'e seen the day
Ye wad na been sae shy.

Bums, Tibbie, I ha'e seen the day.

To name the day, to fix the date of a marriage.— With-
out day, for an indeflnite or undetermined time ;

without
naming any particular day ; sine die : as, the committee
adjourned without day.—Woodchuck day. See icood-

chuck.

dayIf (da), V. [< ME. dayen, daien, var. of dawen,
dagen, < AS. dagian, become day, < dwg, day:
see dat»i, f.] I. intrans. To become day ; dawn

:

same as cfawjl.

II. trans. To put o£E from day to day; ad-

journ. See daying.

day'-^ (da), n. [Supposed to be a corruption of

ftov/2.] (jne of the compartments of a mul-
lioned window.

day^t, «• Same as drnj^.

Dayak, Dayakker, n. Same as Dyak.
dayal (da'yal), n. [Native name ; also written

dahil, q. v.] A magpie-robin; a bird of the

genus Copsichus (which see).

day-bedt (da'bed), n. A bed used for rest dur-

ing the day ; a lounge or sofa.

Having come from a day-bed, where I have left Olivia

sleeping. Shak., T. N., ii. 5.

Mary. Is the great couch up the Duke of Medina sent?
Altea. "ris up and ready,
jlfar^. And day-beds in all chambers ?

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 1.

dayberry (da'ber*!), ». ;
pi. dayberries (-iz).

[Also dial, deberry; < day (day^^) + berry'^.']

An English name for the wild gooseberry.

day-blindness (da' blind "nes), n. The com-
mon name for the visual defect by which ob-

jects are seen distinctly only by a dim light

:

the opposite of daysight. Also called night-sight,
nocturnal sight, and by medical writers either heniera-
lopia or nyctalopia, according to their definition of these
words. >

day-book (da'buk), ». [= D. dagboek = G.
tagebuch = Dan. dagbog = Sw. dagbok, a diary.]

If. A diary or chronicle.

Diannm [L.]. . . . Registre joumel [F.]. ... A daie
booke, conteining such acts, deeds, and matters as are dailie

done. Noinenclator.

The many rarities, riches and monuments of that sacred
building, the deceased benefactors whereof our day-bookes
make mention. Lansdowne MS. (1634), 213.

2t. Naut., a log-book.— 3. In bookkeeping, a
book in which the transactions of the day are
entered in the order of their occurrence ; a book
of original entries, or first record of sales and
purchases, receipts, disbursements, etc.

Primary records, or day-books, for each distinct branch
of business. Waterston, Cyc. of Commerce.

daybreak (da'brak), n. [Cf. Dan. dagbrcek-
niiig = Sw. dagbriickning.^ The dawn or first

appearance of light in the morning.
I watch'd the early glories of her eyes,

As men for daybreak watch the eastern skies.

Dryden.

day-coal (da'kol), n. A name given by miners
to the upper stratum of coal, as being nearest
the light or surface.

day-dream (da'drem), «. A reverie ; a castle in
the air; a visionary fancy, especially of wishes
gratified or hopes fulfilled, indulged in when
awake ; an extravagant conceit of the fancy or
imagination.

The vain and unprincipled Belle-Isle, whose whole life

was one wild day-dream of conquest and spoliation.
Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

day-dreamer (da'dre"m6r), n. One who in-
dulges in day-dreams ; a fanciful, sanguine
schemer; one given to indulging in reveries
or to building castles in the air.

day-dreaming (da'dre 'ming), n. Indulgence in
reveries or in fanciful and sanguine schemes.
To one given to day-dreaming, and fond of losing him-

self in reveries, a sea voyage is full of subjects for medi-
tation. Ining, Sketch-Book, p. 18.

day-dreamy (da'dre"mi), a. Relating to or
abounding in day-dreams

;
given to building

castles in the air. [Rare.]
day-feeder (da'fe'd^r), n. An animal that
feeds by day. W. H. Flower.

day-fe'Vert (da'fe''''v6r), n. The sweating-sick-
ness. Davies.

day-long

day-flier (da'fli''6r), n. An animal that flies

by day.

day-flO'Wer (da'flou"6r), ». The popular name
of plants of the genus Commelina.

day-fly (da'fli), n. [= D. dagvliegje = Dan.
dognjlue = Sw. dagfiuga; cf. G. eintagsfliege,

' one-day's-fly.'] A May-fly : a popular name of

the neuropterous insects of the family Epheme-

Day-fiy {Ephemera {Potamantkus) mar^inatus), natural size.

ridce : so called because, however long they
may live in the larval state, in their perfect

form they exist only from a few hotirs to a few
days, taking no food, but only propagating and
then dying. See Ephemeridw.
day-hole (da'hol), n. In coal-mining, any head-
ing or level communicating with the surface.

day-house (da'hous), «. In astrol., the house
ruled by a planet by day. Thus, Aries is the day-
house of Mars, Gemini of Mercury, Libra of Venus, Sa-
gittarius of Jupiter, and Aquarius of Saturn.

dayhouse (da'hous), ». See deyhouse.

dayingt (da'ing), «. [Verbal n. of day^, v.'] A
putting off from day to day

;
procrastination.

I will intreate him for his daughter to my sonne in mar-
riage ; and if I doe obtaine lier, why should I make any
more daying for the matter, but marrie them out of the
way? Terence i7i English (1614).

day-labor (da'la'bor), n. Labor hired or per-
formed by the day'; stated or fixed labor.

Doth God exact day-labonr, light denied?
Milton, Sonnets, xiv.

day-laborer (da'la''bor-er), n. One who works
by the day.

In one night, ere glimpse of morn.
His shadowy flail hath tliresh'd the corn,
That ten day-labourers could not end.

Milton, L'AUegro, L 109.

daylight (da'lit), n. [< ME. daylyht, dailiht,

etc. ; < dayl + lighfl.'] 1. The light of day: the
direct light of the sun, as distinguished from
night and twilight, or from artificial light.

Or make that morn, from his cold crown
And crystal silence creeping down.
Flood with full daylight glebe and town ?

Termyson, Two Voices.

2. Daytime as opposed to night-time ; the time
when the light of day appears ; early morning.

Vysytynge the holy place aforesayd, seying and heryng
masses vnto tyme it was day light.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 38.

3. The space left in a wine-glass between the
liquor and the brim, and not allowed when
bumpers are drunk, the toast-master calling
out, "No daylights!" [Slang.]— 4. pi. The
eyes. [Slang.]

If the lady saj's such another word to me, d— n me, I

will darken her daylights. Fielding, Amelia, i. 10.

5. A name of the American spotted turbot,
Lophopsetta maculata, a fish so thin as to be
almost transparent, whence the name. Also
called window-pane— To bum daylight. See feumi.

daylighted (da'li"ted), a. [< daylight + -€d2.]
Light; open. [Rare.]

He who had chosen the broad, daylighted unencum.
bered paths of universal skepticism, found himself still

the Ixindslave of honor.
R. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 21.^.

day-lily (da'lil"i), n. A familiar garden-plant
of the genus Hcnierocallis : so called because
the beauty of its flowers rarely lasts over one
day.

day-long (da'ldng), a. [< ME. *daylong, < AS.
dmglang, < dag, day, + lang, long.] Lasting all

day.



day-long

All about the fielda you caught
His weary daylong chirping.

Tennysmi, The Brook.

daylyt, "• An obsolete foiin of daily.

daymaidt, deymaidt (da'mad), n. [< day, =
dci/^, + maid.] A dairymaid.

dayman (da'man), «. ; "pi. daymen (-men). A
day-laborer ; oiie hired by the day.

daymare (da'mar), n. [< day^ + mare^; cf.

niyktmare.'] A feeling resembling that experi-

enced in nightmare, but felt while awake.
The daymare, Spleen, by whose false pleas

Men prove mere suicides of ease.
Green, The Spleen.

A monatrous load that I was obliged to bear, a daymare
that there was no possibility of breaking in, a weight that

brooded on my wits, and Iilunted them

!

Dickens, David Copperfleld, viii.

day-nett (da'net), «. A net for catching small
birds, as larks, martins, etc. Davies.

As larks come down to a day-net, many vain readers

will tarry and stand gazing like silly passengers at an
antic picture in a painter's shop.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 18.

day-nurse (da'nfers), n. A woman or girl who
takes care of children during the day.

day-nursery (da'n6r"se-ri), n. A place where
poorwomen may leave their children to be taken
care of during the day, while the mothers are
at work.
The day-numeries which benevolence has established

for the care of these little ones are truly a blessing to the
poor mothers. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 686.

day-owl (da'oul), n. An owl that flies abroad
by day ; specifically, the hawk-owl, Surnia
ulida, one of the least nocturnal of its tribe,

day-peep (da'pep), ». The dawn of day; dawn.
The honest Gardener, that ever since the day-peepe, till

now the .Sunne was growne somewhat ranke, had wrought
painfully about his bankes and seed-plots.

Milton, On Def. of Uumb. Remonst.

day-rawef, «. fME., also dayrewe, < day +
raice, rewe, row, in ref . to the fine of the hori-

zon at dawn : see day^ and row^.} The dawn.
The engles in the daye-rewe bhm-eth heore heme [trum-

pets]. Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 163.

Qwen the day-rawe rase, he rysis belyfe.

Kinff Alisaunder, p. 14.

day-room (da'rSm), n. A ward of a prison in
which the prisoners are kept during the day.

day-rule, day-writ (da'rol, -rit), n. In Eng.
law, formerly, a rule or order of court per-
mitting a prisoner in the King's Bench prison,
etc., to go without the bounds of the prison for
one day.
day-scholar (da'skol'Sr), n. 1. A scholar or
pupil attending a day-school.— 2. A scholar
who attends a boarding-school, but who boards
at home.
day-school (da'skel), n. 1. A school the ses-
sions of which are held during the day: op-
posed to night-school.— 2. A school in which
the pupils are not boarded : distinguished from
boarding-school.

dayshine (da'shin/, n. Daylight. [Rare.]

Wherefore waits the maiiraan there
Naked in op«n damhine *

Tennyson, Oareth and Lynette.

daysight (da'sit), n. Same as night-blindness.

daysman (daz'man), n.
;

pi. daysmen (-men).
[< day's, poss. of day^, + man ; that is, one
who appoints a day for hearing a cause.] 1.

An umpire or arbiter; a mediator.

If neij^bours were at variance, they ran notstreiglittolaw,
Daietmen took up the matter, and cost them not a straw.

A'ew CuMmne, i. 260.

Neither Jb there any dayxman betwixt us. Job ix. 33.

2t. A day-laborer; a dayman.
He is a good day't-inan, or journeyman, or tasker.

S. Want, Sermons, p. 105.

dayspring (da'spring), n. The dawn ; the be-
ginning of the day, or first appearance of light.

The dayspring from on high hath visited us. Luke i. In.

So all ere dayitpiing, under conscious night,
Sicret they flnlsll'd. Milton, P. L, vi. 621.

day-star (da'star), n. [< ME. diiysferre, dai-
sterre (also dai-itern, daystarnc, after Scand.), <

AS. dwgstenrra, the morning star, < d<eg, day, +
steorra, ata.T.'i 1. The morning star. See star.

L meant the daystar should not brighter rise.

B. Jonsoti.

2. The nun, as the orb of day.

So sinks the day-star in the ocean bed.
MilUm, Lycidas, L 166.

day-tale (da'tal), «. and a. I. n. The amount
of work lioue during the day; work done by a
day-laborfr. See daytaler.

II. a. Hired by the day. Sterne Day-tale
pac6. a slow pace. IProT. Eng. ]
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daytaleman (da'tal'man), ». Same as day-
taler.

daytaler (da'ta"16r), n. [E. dial, also dataler,

daitler; < daytale + -er.] A day-laborer; a
laborer, not one of the regular hands, whoworks
by the day. [Prov. Eng.]
da3rtime (da'tlm), «. That part of the day dur-
ing which the sun is above the horizon ; the
time from the first appearance to the total dis-

appearance of the sun.

In the daytime she [Fame] sitteth in a watch-tower, and
flieth most by night.

Bacon, Fragment of an Essay on Fame.

dajrwoman (da'wum''an), n.
;

pi. daywomen
(-wim"en). [< day, = dey"^, + woman.'] A dairy-
maid. [Rare.]

For this damsel, I must keep her at the park ; she is al-

lowed for the day-woman. Shak., L. L. L., i. 2.

day-work (da'wferk), n. [= Sc. darg, dark
(see darg), < ME. "daitcerk, < AS. dwgiceore, <

dceg, day, + weorc, work.] 1. Work by the day

;

day-labor.

True labourer in the vineyard of thy lord,
Ere prime thou hast th' imposed day-work done.

Fair/ax; tr. of Tasso.

2. Work done during the day, as distinguished
from that done during the night.— 3t. An old
superficial measure of land, equal to four
perches..

day-writ, ». See day-rule.

daze (daz), I'.
;
pret. and pp. dazed, ppr. dazing.

[Early mod. E. also dase, Sc. also spelled daise,

daize; < ME. dasen, stupefy, intr. be stupefied
(different from, but appar. in part confused
with, dasieen, dasewen, become dark or dim), <

Icel. 'dasa, reflex, dasask, become weary or ex-

hausted, lit. daze one's self, = Dan. dase = Sw.
dasa, lie idle. Connection with doze doubtful

:

see doze. See also dare^. Hence freq. dazzle.

Ct. dasiberd, dastard.] I, trans. 1. To stun or
stupefy, as with a blow or strong drink ; blind,

as by excess of Ught ; confuse or bewilder, as
by a shock.

For he was dased of the dint and half dede him semyd.
King Alisaunder, p. 136.

Some extasye
Assotted had his sence, or dazed was his eye.

Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. 22.

Some flush'd and others dazed, as one who wakes
Half-blinded at the coming of a light.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

2. To spoil, as bread or meat when badly baked
or roasted. [Prov. Eng.]

TL.i intrans. 1. To be stunned or stupefied

;

look confused.

Thin eyen dasen. Chaucer, Prol. to Manciple's Tale, L 31.

2. To be blinded or confused, as by excess of
light.

Whose more than eagle-eyes
Can view the glorious flames of gold, and gaze
On glittering beams of honor, and not daze.

Quartes, Emblems, iii., Entertainment.

3. To wither; become rotten.

daze (daz), n. 1. The state of being stunned,
stupefied, or confused.

As Mrs. Oaylord continued to look from her to Hartley
in her daze, Marcia added, simply, " We're engaged,
mother." Howells, Modern Instance, iv.

2. In mining, a glittering stone.

dazed (dazd), p. a. 1 . Stunned ; stupefied.

" Let us go," said the one, with a sullen dazed gloom in

his face. Miss De la Itam^e (Ouida).

2. Dull; sickly.— 3. Spoiled, as ill-roasted

meat.— 4. Raw and cold.— 6. Cold; benumbed
with cold.— 6. Of a dun color. [In the last five

senses prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

dazedly (da'zed-li), adv. In a dazed, bewilder-
ed, or stupid manner.
dazedness (da'zed-nes), n. The state of being
dazed, stunned, or confused.
dazeg (da'zeg), n. A dialectal form of daisy.

daziet, daziedt. Obsolete spellings of daisy,

daisied.

dazy (da'zi), a. [Sc. also daisy, daisie, etc.; < daze
+ -y.] Cold; raw: a.s, & dazy ds,y . [Scotch.]

dazzle (daz'l), v.; pret. and pp. dazzled, ppr.

dazzling. [Freq. of daze.] I. trans. 1. To
overpower with light ; hinder distinct vision of

by intense light ; dim, as the sight, by excess
of light.

liark with excessive bright thy skirts appear,
Yet dazzle heaven ; that brightest seraphim
Approach not, but with both wings veil their eyes.

MUton, P. L., iii. 381.

Then ilid the glorious light of the Gospel shine forth,

and dazzle the eyes even of those who were thought to see
best and furthest. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. iii.

de-

2. Figuratively, to overpower or confound by
splendor or brilliancy, or with show or display
of any kind.

His sparkling eyes, replete with wrathful fire,

More dazzled and drove back his enemies
Thau mid-day sun, fierce bent against their faces.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1.

II. intrans. If. To be stupefied; be men-
tally confused.

Sure, I dazzle

:

There cannot be a faith in that foul woman,
That knows no god more mighty than her mischiefs.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

2. To be overpowered by light ; become un-
steady or waver, as the sight.

I dare not trust these eyes

;

They dance in mists, and dazzle with surprise.

Drifden.

3. To be overpoweringly or blindingly bright.
— 4. Figuratively, to excite admiration by bril-

liancy or showy qualities which overbear criti-

cism.
Ah, friend ! to dazzle let the vain design.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 249.

dazzle (daz'l), ». [i dazzle, v.] 1. Brightness;
splendor; excess of light.

The arena swam in a dazzle of light.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 369.

2. Meretricious display ; brilliancy. Moore.
dazzlement (daz'l-ment), n. [< dazzle +
-tnent.] 1. The act or power of dazzling; daz-
zling effect.

It beat back the sight with a dazzlement.
Donne, Hist. Septuagint, p. 55.

2. That which dazzles.

Many holes, drilled in the conical turret-roof of this

vagabond Pharos [a hand-lanthorn], let up spouts of daz-

zlement into the bearer's eyes ... as he paced forth in

the ghostly darkness.
H. L. Mevensoji, A Plea for Gas Lamps.

dazzler (daz'lfer), n. One who or that which
dazzles; specifically, one who produces an ef-

fect by gaudy or meretricious display. [Chiefiy

coUoq.]

Mr. Lumbey shook his head with great solenmity, as
though to imply that he supposed she must have been
rather a dazzler. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvi.

dazzlingly (daz'ling-li), adv. In a dazzling or
blinding manner ; confusingly ; astonishingly.

Pompey's success had been dazzlingly rapid.
Frov.de, Caesar, p. 131.

dbk. In com., a common contraction for draw-
back.

D-block (de'blok), n. [< D (from the shape) -t-

block^.] A block formerly bolted to a ship's

side in the channels, and through which the
lifts were rove.

D. 0. In music, an abbreviation of da capo.

D. 0. L. An abbreviation of Latin doctor civilis

legis. Doctor of Civil Law.
D. D. An abbreviation of Latin (ML.) divinita-

tis doctor, Doctor of Divinity.

d/d. An abbreviation of days' date (days after

date) used in commercial writings: as, to make
out a bill payable 30 did (30 days after date).

D. D. S, An abbreviation of Doctor of Dental
Surgery, a degree conferred upon the graduates
of a dental college.

del (de), n. [Also written dee, < ME. de, < AS.
de, < L. de, the name of the fourth letter, < d,

its proper sound, + -e, a vowel used with con-
sonants to assist their utterance.] The fourth
letter of the Latin and English alphabets. It is

rarely spelled out, being usually represented by
the simple character. See D, 1.

de2 irrep. [(1) ME. de, < OF. de, F. rfc= Sp. Pg. de
= It. di, < L. de, from, of, etc.: see de-. (2) < Li de:

see de^.] 1. A French preposition, found in

English only in some French phrases, as couleur

de rose, or in proper names, as in Simon de Mon t-

fort, Coeur de Lion, De Vere, etc., either of Mid-
dle English origin, or modern and mere French.
Its use in such names, following the name proper, and
preceding what was originally, in most cases, the name of

an estate, led to its acceptance as evidence of noble or

gentle descent, corresponding in this to the German ron
and the Uut<!li van. But as the particle in proper names
often originated without any such implication, and has
also been often assumed without authority, it is in itself

of no value as such evidence.

2. A Latin preposition, meaning ' from ' or ' of,'

occurring in certain phrases often used in Eng-
lish : as, de novo, anew ; de facto, of fact ; de
jure, of right.

de-. [(1) ME. de-, < OF. de-, often written des-,

def-, F. de-, di- = Sp. Pg. de- = It. de-, di-, <

L. de-, prefix, de, prep., from, away from, down
from, out of, of, etc. (2) ME. de-, def-, < OF.
def; des-, de-, mod. P. de-, < L. dif-, dis-: see



de-

tUs-, <Ji/-.] 1. A verb-prefix of Latin origin,

expressing in Latin, and hence with modifiea-
tions in modern speech, various phases of tlie

original meaning ' from, away from, down from.'
(1) Separative, deiiotiiij; departure or removal—*otf, from
off, away, down, out," or cessation or removal of the fun-

damental idea: de- privative, equivalent to un- or rfi*-

prlvative. (2) Completive— 'through, out, to the end,'

eto. (3) Intensive: a force often lost in English. (See
examples following.) In some words the separative or
privative force of this prefix is felt in Englisll, as in de-

compose, demote, being in such meaning often used as an
English prefix (de- privative), as in decentralize, de-Saxon-
ize, derail, etc. It is less distinctly felt in words like

depress, detract, etc. ; and in many words, where it has in

Latin the completive or intensive force, its force is not
felt in English, as in deride, denote, etc.

2. In some words a reduced form of the origi-

nal Latin prefix (Us-, Latin de- and (lis- being in

Old French and Middle English more or less

merged in form and meaning (see dis-). See
defer^, deface, defame, decry, etc.

-de. A form of -ffi, -d^, or -erfi, -e(i2 in older

English, as in soldc, tolde, fledde, etc., now ex-

tant only in made, the (contracted) preterit and
past participle of make. See -cdi, -ed^.

)deab. ». A kind of do^, the ekia (which see

deacidi£cation (de^a-sid'-'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [<

priv. + acidification.'] The removal or neutral-

ization of an acid or of acidity.

deacon (de'kn), n, [Early mod. E. sX^odelcen; <

ME. dekeuy dekyn, decon, deacotiy diacnCj deakne^

< AS. deacon, didcon = I), deken.diaken = MLG.
diaken = G. diakon, diaconns = Icel. djdkn, djdk-

ni, a deacon, = Dan. degn^ a parish clerk, = Sw.
djekncy a scholar (Dan. Sw. diakonus, deacon), =
OF. diacne, diacre^ F. diacre = Pr. diacre, diague
= Sp. didcono = Pg. It. diaconOj < LL. diaconns
= Goth, diakaiintiSj a deacon, < Gr, SidKovogj a
servant, waitingman, messenger, eccles. a dea-

con; of imcertain origin; perhaps related to

6i6K£iVf pursue, cause to run. The Teut. forms
appear to have been in part confused with the

forms belonging to L. decanus, a dean (see

dean^)j and with those belonging with G. degen,

etc., AS. thegnj E. thane (see thane).'] 1. J^c-

cles.y one of a body of men, either forming an
order of the ministry or serving merely as
elected officers of individual churches, whose
chief duty is to assist a presbyter, priest, or

other clergyman, especially in administering
the eucharist and in the care of the poor, (a) in
the apostolic church, one of an order of ministers or
church -officers, inferior to apostles and presbyters, whose
duty it was to serve at the Lord's Supper, or agape, and to
minister alms to the poor. It is generally believed that the
institution of this office is recorded in Acts vi. 1-6, where,
although the word deacon (6taKoi'o?, minister) is not used
of the seven persons appointed, the corresponding words
"to minister or serve "(StaxoceiiOand "ministration "(5ta-

Kovia) are employed. By an analogy with the Mosaic
hierarchy, St. Clement of Rome in the apostolic age called
the deacons Levites. and this use of the word Levite long
remained frequent, (b) In the eai-ly Christian church, one
of the third order of the ministry, of lower rank than
bishops and presbyters. The deacons applied complete
unction to men In preparation for baptism, but anointed
women on the forehead only, assisted the celebrant at the
eucharist, read the gospel and made proclamations dur-
ing the liturgy, maintained order in the congregation, and
cared for the poor and sick. Those attached to episcopal
sees acted as the bishop's adjutants, messengers, and rep-
resentatives, and when belonging to a great patriarchal or
metropolitan see iwssessed much influence. Hence— (c)

In the Greek Church, oneof the third order of the ministry,
similar in rank and duties to the officer of the same name
in the early church, (d) In the Roman Catholic Church,
a member of the third order of the ministry. He assists

the priest throughout the celebration of the eucharist or
mass, and reads the gospel. The principal assistant to the
celebrant at a solemn celebration is called the deacon,
and vested accordingly, whether in deacons, priest's, or
bishop's orders, (e) In the Anglican Church, a member
of the third order of the ministry. His duties are to as-

sist the priest in divine service, especially at the lioly

communion, help in distributing the elements to the peo-
ple, read the Scriptures, especially the eucharistic gospel,
catechize, baptize infants in the absence of the priest,

preach if licensed by the bishop, and seek out the sick and
poor and make their wants known to the curate. Deacons
cannot consecrate the eucharist, pronounce absolution, or
give benediction. The bishop, priest, or deacon who acts
as principal assistant at the holy communion is called
the deacon or gospeUr. (./) In the Metliodist Episcopal
Church, a member of an order of tne ministry next below
that of elder. The deacons are elected by the annual con-
ference, are ordained by the bishop, and are authorized
to assist in the administration of the eucharist, to admin-
ister the rites of baptism and marriage, and to perform
the duties of a traveling preacher, (y) In the Baptist and
Congregational churclies, one of two or more officers

elected by each church to distribute the elements in the
communion after tiiey have been consecrated by the minis-
ter, and to act as the advisers of the pastor and as the al-

moners of the charities of the church. (A) In the Presby-
terian Church, one of a number of officers elected by a
congregation and ordained by the minister to assist the
session in the care of the poor and in the general manage-
ment of the secular affairs of the church. Deacons are
not always apm^inted, their place being sometimes sup-
plied by the elders, (i) In the Lutheran Church in the
United States, one of a number of laymen chosen to at-
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tend to the charities and temporalities of a congregation.
With an equal number of elders and the pastor, the dea-
cons constitute the council of each church to manage
its temporal and spiritual atfairs. {j) In the Mormon
Church, a subordinate official who acts as an assistant to
the teacher, but has no authority to baptize or administer
the sacrament. Mormon Catechism, xvii.

2. In Scotland, the president of an incorporated
trade, who is the chairman of its meetings and
signs its records. Before the passing of the Burgh
Reform Act the deacons of the crafts or incorporated
trades in royal burghs formed a constituent part of the
town council, and were understood to represent the trades,
as distinguished from the merchants and guild Inethren.
The deacon-convener of the trades in Edinburgli and Glas-
gow still continues to be a constituent member of the town
council.

3. [Allusion not clear.] A green salted hide
or skin weighing less than 8 pounds Cardinal
deacon. Seeoarrfi/ia^.—Deacons'seat, in New England,
a pew formerly made in the front of the juilpit for de:ic<jns

to occupy. —Regionary deacon, in the early church, a
deacon attached to one of the seven ecclesiastical regions
into which Rome wiis divided from very early times. There
was one deacon for each region.

deacon (de'kn), v. t, [< deacon, w.] 1. To
make or ordain deacon.— 2. To read out, as
a line of a psalm or hymn, before singing it:

sometimes with off: from an ancient custom of

reading the hymn one or two lines at a time, the
congregation singing the lines as read. This office

was frequently performed by a deacon. The custom is

nearly as old as the Reformation, and was made necessary
by the lack of hymn-books when congregational singing
was introduced. See line, v. t.

A prayer was made, and the chorister deaconed the first

two lines. Goodrich, Reminiscences, I. 77.

3. To arrange so as to present a specious and
attractive appearance

;
present the best and

largest specimens (of fruit or vegetables) to

view and conceal the defective ones: as, to

deacon strawberries or apples. [Slang, U. S.]

[This sense contains a humorous allusion to the
thrifty habits ascribed to the rural New Eng-
land deacons,] Hence— 4. To sophisticate;
adulterate ;

" doctor " : as, to deacon wine or
other liquor. [Slang.]— Deaconed veal, veal unfit

for use, as when killed too young. |Cuiinecticut.]

deaconess (de'kn-es), w. [Formerly also dea-

eonisse ; = D. diakones= G. diakoniss-in = Dan.
diakonisse = F. diaconesse, diaconisse = Sp, Pg.
diaconisa = It. diaconessa, < ML. diaconissa,

fern, of diaconus, deacon: see deacon and -ess.]

1. One of an ecclesiastical order of women in

the early church,whodisehargedformembers of

their own sex those parts of the diaconal office

which could not conveniently or fitly be per-
formed by men. They acted as doorkeepers and kept
order on the women's side of the congregation, assisted

at the baptism of women and administered the unction
before baptism except the anointing of the forehead,
instructed female catechumens, took charge of sick and
poor women, and were present at interviews of the clergy
with women. Such an order was especially needed in

those Christian countries where Oriental seclusion of wo-
men prevailed. Deaconesses were required to remain un-
married, and were generally selected from the consecrat-

ed virgins or from the order of widows. In the Eastern
Church the order continued into the middle ages, but it

is not certain when it became extinct. In the Western
Church it was abolished by successive decrees of councils

during the fifth and succeeding centuries, and became fi-

nally extinct about the tenth. Abbesses were sometimes
c^ed deaconesses after the order became obsolete.

And Rom. xvi., I commende vnto you Phebe, the deacon-
isse of the church of Cenchris. Tyndale, Works, p. 250.

So Epiphanius : There is an order of deaconesses in the
church, but not to meddle, or to attempt any of the holy
offices. Jer. Taylor, Office Ministerial.

2. A member of an order of women more or less

fully established in recent tinaes in several Prot-
estant churches, with duties similar to the pre-
ceding; also, amember of the Institution of Dea-
conesses first established by Pastor Fliedner,
of the United Evangelical Church of Prussia, at
Kaiserswerth in 1836. The latter are wholly devoted,
by engagements for fixed periods, to charitable work, as the
nursing of the sick, etc. They reside in special houses,
which have been established in many parts of the world.

deaconhood (de'kn-hud), n. [< deacon + -hood.]

1. The office or ministry of a deacon; deacon-
ship.— 2. A body of deacons taken collectively,

deaconry (de'kn-ri), n. [< deacon + -ry.] Dea-
couship.
The deacons of all those churches should make up a

common deaconry, and be deacons in common unto all

those churches in an ordinary way, as the other elders.

Goodvrin, Works, IV. iv. 188.

deacon-seat (de'kn-set), n. A long settee used
by lumbermen in camp, it is hewn from a single
log, is usually a foot wide and five or six inches thick, and
is raised about eighteen inches from the floor. [U. S. and
Canada.]

deaconship (de'kn-ship), n. [< deacon + -shiji.]

The office, dignity, or ministry of a deacon or
deaconess.

Even the apostolate itself [was] called a deaconghip.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 31.

dead

dead (ded), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also ded;
< ME. dedj deed, dead, dyad, < AS. dead =. OS.
dod = OFries. dad, dath = MD. D. dood = MLG.
dotydod, LG. dod = OHG. MHG. tot, G. tot, todt

= Dan. dod = Sw. ddd = Icel. daudhr = Goth.
daiiths, dead ; orig. a pp. (with suffix -r?, -th,

etc. : see ~cd^ and -d'-^) of the strong verb repre-
sented by Goth, ^diican (pret. *dau, pp. diwans)
= Icel. deiija (pret. do, pp. ddinn), die : see die"^.

Dead is thus nearly equiv. to died, pp. of die.

Cf. death.] I, a. 1. Having ceased to live;

being deprived of life, as an animal or vege-
table organism ; in that state in which all the
functions of life or vital powers have ceased
to act ; lifeless.

The men are dead which sought thy life. Ex. iv. 19.

Old Lord Dartmouth is dead of age.
Walpole, Letters, II. 234.

Hence— 2. Having ceased from action or
activity; deprived of animating or moving
force ; brought to a stop or cessation, final or
temporary : as, dead machinery ; dead affec-

tions.

All hopes of Vii^uia thus abandoned, it lay dead and
obscured from 1590. till this yeare 1602. that Captaine
GosnoU, with 32. and himselfe in a small Barke, set sayle
from Dartmouth vpon the 26. of March.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 105.

The crackling embers on the hearth are dead.
H. Coleridge, Night.

The winds were dead for heat. Tennyson, Tiresias.

3. Not endowed with life; destitute of life;

inanimate: as, rfcarf matter.— 4. Void of sen-
sation or perception ; insensible ; numb : as,

he was dead with sleep; dead to all sense of
shame.

The messenger of so unhappie newes
Would faine have dyde : dead was his hart within.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 2L

Everything,
Yea, even pain, was dead a little space.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 357.

That white dome of St. Mark's had uttered in the dead
ear of Venice "Know thou that for all these God will

bring thee into judgment." Ruskin.

5t. Having the appearance of being lifeless, as
in a swoon.

Sir J. Minnes fell sick at Church, and going down the
gallery stairs, fell down dead, but came to himself again,

and is pretty well. Pepys, Diary, II. I<i6.»

I presently fell dead on the floor, and it was with great
difficulty I was brought back to life.

Fielding, Amelia, i. 9.

6. Resembling death ; still ; motionless ; deep

:

as, a dead sleep ; a dead calm.

But in the dead time of the night.
They set the field on fire.

The Boyne Water (Child's Ballads, VII. 266>

In the dead waste and middle of the night.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

Her hand shook, and we heard
In the dead hush the papers that she held
Rustle. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Slowly down the narrow canal, in that dead stillness

which reigns in Venice, swept the sombre flotilla, bearing

.

its unconscious burden to the Campo Santo.
T. £. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 30.

7. Utter ; entire ; complete ; fuU : as, a dead
stop.

I was at a dead Stand in the Course of my Fortunes,
when it pleased God to provide me lately an Employment
to Spain, whence I hope there may arise both Repute and
Profit. Howell, Letters, I. iii. 6.

8. Unvarying; unbroken by projections or ir-

regularities.

For every dead wall is covered with their names, their

abilities, their amazing cures, and places of abode.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixviii.

The long dead level of the marsh between
A coloring of mireal beauty wore.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, v.

9. Unemployed; useless; unprofitable: as, dead
capital or stock (such as produces no profit).

Our people, having plied their business hard, had al-

most knit themselves out of work ; and now caps were
become a very dead commodity, which were the chief stay
they had heretofore to trust to.

H. Knox (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 390).

10. Dull; inactive: SkS, b. dead va&vket.

All trades
Have their dead time, we see.

Middleton (and others), The Widow, iv. 2.

They came away, and brought all their substance in to-

bacco, which came at so dead a market as they could not
get above two pence the pound.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 10.

11. Producing no reverberation; Tsithout reso-:

nance ; dull ; heavy : as, a dead sound.

The bell seemed to sound more dead than it did when,
just before, it sounded in the open air. Boyle.



dead

12. Tasteless; vapid; spiritless; flat: said of

liquors.— 13. Without spiritual life: as, (lead

works ; dead faith.

Ami you hath he quickened, who were dead in tres-

passes and sins. £ph. ii. 1.

14. Fixed; sure; unerring: as, a dead cer-

tainty.

The author . . . has . . . been out with thousands of

sportsmen, but he never yet saw a dead shot— one wlio

can kill every time.
R. B. Roosevelt, Game Water-Birds, p. 401.

15. Being in the state of civil death; cut off

from the rights of a citizen ; deprived of the
power of enjoying the rights of property, as
one sentenced to imprisonment for life for

crime, or, formerly, one who was banished or
became a monk.— 16. Not communicating mo-
tion or power : as, dead steam ; the dead spin-
dle of a lathe.— 17. Not glossy or brilliant:

said of a color or a surface.— 18. Out of the
game ; out of play : said of a ball or a player

:

as, a dead ball; he is dead.—19. In golf, said
of a ball when it falls without rolling. —Absolu-
tloxL for the dead. See absolution.-^ BSij}ti&iXi for the
dead. See iffi*<!>ni.— Dead-alive, or dead-and-alive,
dull; inactive; niopinp. [Coll<iq.]

If a man is alive, there is always danger that he may
die, though tiie danger nuist be allowed to be less in pro-
portion as he is dead-and-aliFe to Ixnin with.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 168.

Dead angle, in /or<. See on<7/e''.— Dead as a door-
oall, utterly, completely dead.

As ded as d&mayl te deme the sothe,
WUlUtm of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3396.

Dead axle, beat, block, calm, copy, escapement, file,

force, gold, etc. See the noinis.— Dead cotton, unripe
cotton lihers wliicli will not take dye.— Dead floor, a
floor so constructed .i-s to alisorb or prevent tlie passage of
sounds.— Dead freight, in marittme law, the amount
paid !)> agreement, by a cliarterer, for that part of a ves-

flel which he does nut occupy.—Dead ground. Same as
dea^i an'fle.—Dead heat. See /i»^«^.— Dead hedge, a
hedge made with the ijruninKS <tf trees, or witli tlic tops
of oM lu.-dv'f-i whi.-li liavc iieeti cut down.- Dead holes.
See A<.n.—Dead language, lift, matter, s,-.- then. .mis.

—Dead letter. '") \ letter which lies unclainie.t fur a
certain time at a post-office, or which for any reason, a
defect of a.lilrcHS, cannut Ije delivered, and is sent to the
dead-letter urtice. {h) X law, ordinance, or legal instru-
ment which, through long-continued and uninterrupted
disuse or disregard, has lust its actual a!thou;;h nut its

fonnal authority.— Dead-letter office, a department of
a general post-office wliere dead letters are examined and
returne<l to tlie writers when an address is found within,
or, if the address is not given, destroyed after a fixed

time. In the United States this department is called the
Division of Dead Letters, and is under the supervisi...n uf

the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.— Dead men.
(a) Bottles emptied at a l>anquet, carouse, etc. [Slang.]

Lord Sin. Come, John, bring us a fresh bottle.
Col. Ay, my lord, and pray let him carry off the dead

men, as we say in the army (meaning the empty bottles).

Swift, Polite Conversation, ii.

(6) yaut.. an old name for the reef- or gasket-ends care-
lessly left dangling under the yard when the sail is furled,
instead uf l>eing tucked in. [Hare.]— Dead men's shoes,
a situation or possession formerly held by a person who
has died.

'Tis tedious waiting dead vtens shoes.

Fletcher, Poems, p. 256.

And ye're e'en come back to Libberton to wait for dead
fnen's shoon. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, v.

Dead on end (naut.), said of the wind when it blows in
direct ojtposition to a ship's course.— Dead pallet, in
clock- anil wafrh-makin^f. See d''ftd hi'at {b), under beat^.
»i.—Dead pull. Sce ;<»».— Dead space. Same as dead
aiw^.—Dead weight. See ».;.//.(.—Dead wire, in telei/.,

a wire or line V> whicli there is no instrument attached
anil which is n..t in use.— Dead wools. See yfeece, 1.

—

Mass for the dead, sce wkjmi.— To be deadt [with
reference to the act, be l)eing eqtuvalent to become ; cf. L.
Tiuirtuus ext, he died, lit. he is deadi, to die.

Dampned was this Knyght for to be deed.
Chaucer, Wife uf Bath's Tale, 1. 35.

If righteousness come by the law, then Christ is dead in
vain. Oal. 11. 21.

The gracious Duncan
Was pitied of Macbeth :— marry, he was dead.

.S/ii*., Macbeth, iii. 6.

To flog a dead horse, to pay for a dead horse, to pull
the dead horse. See Imrfie.

n. «. 1. The culminating point, as of the
cold of winter, or of the darkness or stillness of
the night.

What saucy groom knocks at this dead of night?
Beatt. and FL, Philaster, ii. 4.

2. pi. Material thrown out in tligging; specifi-
cally, in mining, worthless rock; attle: same
as gob in coal-mining. Also (dialectal) deeds.—
3t. [Prop, a var. of death; cf. deadly = deathly,
dead-day = death-day, etc.] Death.

The datt^ a thousand right a hundreth <S fifty,

Tliat Steuen to dede was dight. Hobert of Brtmne.

Although he were my ae brither,
An ill dead sail he die.

Bonny Baby Limngnton (Child's Ballads, IV. 42).

4. A complete failure in recitation. [School
slang.]
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dead (ded), v. [< ME. deden, < AS. dydan, also
in comp. ddydan, kill (of. ddeddian, become dead,
mortify) (= D. dooden = MLG. doden = OHG.
toden, MHG. toten, G. toten, todten = Dan. diide

= Sw. doda = Goth, dauthjan, kill), < dead,
dead: see dead, a. Cf. deaden.^ I. intrans. If.

To become dead ; lose life or force.

Al my felynge gan to dede.
Chaucer, House of Fame, I. 552.

So iron, as soon as it is out of the fire, deadeth straight-
way. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 774.

2. To make a complete failure in recitation.
[School slang.]

II. trans. If. To make dead; deprive of life,

consciousness, force, or vigor; dull; deaden.

When Calidore these ruefull newes had raught.
His hart quite deaded was with anguish great.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xi. 33.

A sad course I line now ; heauen's sterne decree
With many an ill hath numbed and deaded me.

Chapman, Odyssey, xviii.

Why lose you not your powers, and become
Dulled, if not deaded, with this spectacle?

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

2. To cause to fail in recitation: said of a
teacherwho puzzles a scholar. [School slang.]

dead (ded). adt'. [< rfearf, a.] 1. In a dead or
dull manner.— 2. To a degree approaching
death; deathly; to the last degree: as, to be
dead sleepy; he was dead drunk.

Their weeping mothers.
Following the d«ad-cold ashes of their sons,
Shall never curse my cruelty.
Fletcher (.and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iv. 2.

3. Entirely; completely: as, he was dead sure
that he was right. [CoUoq.]

I aim
At a most rich success strikes all dead sure.

Middleton, Changeling, v. 1.

4. Directly; exactly; diametrically: as,the wind
was dead ahead Dead beat. See beati, pp.—To
be dead set against, to lie wholly and resolutely op-
iioseii tu. |i'i)iiui|.| — To be dead up to, to know or
understand thoroughly ; be expert in. [Thieves' slang.]
— To lie dead, in 'jolf, to lie so near the hole that a player
is certain to ];nt it in with his next stroke : said of a liall.

dead-beat (ded'bef), a. and H. I. a. Making
successive movements with intervals of rest
and no recoil ; free from oscillatory movement.
-Dead-beat escapement, etc. See the nouns.

II. «. 1. A dead-beat escapement.— 2. See
dead heat (a), under beat^, n.

dead-bell (ded'bel), n. Same as death-bell.

And every jow that the dead-hell geld.
It cry'd. Woe to Barbara Allan !

Herd's Collection, I. 20.

dead-bom (ded'bdm), a. [AS. deddboren.^
Still-born.

All, all but truth, drops dead-bom from the press,
Like the last gazette, or the last address.

Pop,; Epil. tu Satires, il. 226.

dead-cen'ter (ded'sen''t6r), n. In mech., that
position of the arms of a link-motion in which
they coincide with the line of centers— that is,

when the links are in the same straight line.
Thus, when the crank and cunnecting-rod of a steam-
engine are in a straight line, tlie situation is expressed
by saying that the engine is on its (upper or lower) dead-
center, or that the crank is at its (long or short) rf«?arf-potnf.

dead-clothes (ded'kloTHz), n. pi. Clothes in
which to bury the dead.

Once in the woods the men set themselves to dig out ac-
tual catacombs, while the women made dead-clothes.

Contemporary Rev., LIII. 409.

dead-coloring (ded'kul"or-ing), n. In painting,
the first broad outlines of a picture. See ex-
tract.

Dead eol&uring is the first, or preparatory painting : it

is so called because the colours are laid on In a dead or
cold manner— to form as it were the ground for the sub-
sequent processes— resembling in some degree the work
known amongst house-painters as "priming," the future
eifects being rather indicated and provided forthan really
attained.

Field's Grammar of Colouring (ed. Davidson), p. 170.

dead-dayt, «. See death-day.

dead-dipping (ded'dip'iug), n. The process of
giving, by the action of an acid, a dead pale-
yellow color to brass. Weale.

dead-doingt (ded'd6'''ing), a. Causing or inflict-

ing death ; deadly.

Hold, O deare Lord ! hold your dead-doing hand.
Spenser, F. Q., II. ill. 8.

Stay thy dead-doing hand ; he must nut die yet.
Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, ii. 2.

dead-door (ded'dor), n. In ship-building, a door
fitted to the outside of the quarter of a ship,
to keep out the sea in ease the quarter-gallery
should be carried away.
deaden (ded'n), r. t. [< dead + -e»l. Cf. dead,
».] 1. To make dead (in a figurative sense);

deadhead

render less sensitive, active, energetic, or for-
cible ; impair the sensitiveness or the strength
of ; dull ; weaken : as, to deaden sound ; to
deaden the force of a ball ; to deaden the sensi-
bilities.

There is a vital energy in the human soul, which vice,
however it may deaden, cannot destroy.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 75.

2. To retard; hinder; lessen the velocity or
momentum of: as, to deaden a ship's way (that
is, to retard her progress).— 3. To make imper-
vious to sound, as a floor.—4. To make insipid,
flat, or stale: said of wine or beer.— 5. To
deprive of gloss or brilliancy : as, to deaden
gilding by a coat of size.

The sunbeams sought the Court of Guard,
And, struggling with the smoky air.

Deadened the torches' yellow glare.

Scott, L. of the 1., vi. 2.

Oily marrow deadens the whiteness of the tissue.

Owen, Anat., ii.

6. To kill ; especially, to kill (trees) by girdling.
[Western U. S.]

deadener (ded'n-fer), n. A person or thing that
deadens, dulls, checks, or represses.

Incumbrances and deadeners of the harmony. Landor.

deadening (ded'n-ing), n. [Verbal n. of dead-
en, v. Cf . D. doodening.'] 1 . A device or mate-
rial employed to deaden or render dull. Specifi-
cally— (a) A device preventing tlie transmission of sound,
as from one part of a building to anotlier. ib) A thin
wash of glue spread over gilding to reduce the specular
reflection, or any roughening of a decorative surface to
destroy tlie reflection of light.

When the deadening is laid on the glass, the figures
must be engraved or etched with a pointed instrument
made of wood, bone, or ivory.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 57.

2. A tract of land on which the trees have been
killed by girdling. [Western U. S.]

deadeye (ded'i), «. Naut., a round, laterally flat-

tened wooden block, encircled by a rope or an
iron band, and pierced
with three holes to re-

ceive the lanyard, used
to extend the shrouds
and stays, and for
other ptirposes.

deadfall (ded'fal), «.

1. A trap in which a
weight is arranged to

fall upon and crush the
prey, used for large

fo^e'd of"wi%raT'C •'—<.Sia=ViewsofD„.eye.

one lying on the ground, and the other rising in a sloping
direction, and upheld in this position by a contrivance of
insecure props. The game, in order to get at the bait,
has to pass under the sloping log, and in doing so is com-
pelled to knock away the props, when the raised log falls

and secures it.

2. A smaller trap for rats, etc. , in which the fall

is a loaded board.— 3. A tangled mass of fallen
trees and underbrush.

Deadfalls of trees thrown over, under, or astraddle of
each other by gales or avalanches.

The Century, XXIX. 196.

4 . A low drinking- or gaming-place. [Western
U. S.]

dead-file (ded'fil), «. A file in which the outs
are so close and fine that its action is practi-
cally noiseless.

dead-flat (ded'flat), n. In ship-building, the
greatest transverse section of a ship. Also
called midship bend.

dead-ground (ded'ground), ». In mining, un-
productive ground ; country-rock ; any rock
adjacent to a metalliferous deposit or vein,
through which work has to be carried to de-
velop a mine, but which itself contains no ore.

dead-hand (ded'hand), n. [Trans, of mort-
main, q. v.] Same as mortmain.

Forty thousand serfs in the gorges of the Jura . . .

were held in dead-hand by the Bishop of St. Claude.
J. Morley, Burke, p. 160.

dead-head (ded'hed), »(. l. lu founding: (a)
The e.xtra length of metal given to a east gun.
It serves to receive the dross, which rises to the surface
of the liquid metal, and would be, were it not for the
dead-head, at the muzzle of the gun. When cooled and
solidified, the dead-head is cut off. Also called sinking-
head or spme. (ft) That piece on a casting which
fills the ingate at which the metal enters the
mold. E. H. Knight.— 2. The tailstoek of a
lathe. It contains the dead-spindle and back-
center, while the live-head or headstock con-
tains the live-spindle.— 3. Naut., arough block
of wood used as an anchor-buoy.
deadhead (ded'hed), n. [Cf. ODan. dodthoved,
a fool.] One who is allowed to ride in a public
conveyance, to attend a theateror other place of



deadhead

entertainment, or to obtain any privilege hav-
ing its public price, without payment. [U. S.]

deadhead (ded'hed), v. I. trans. To provide
free passage, admission, etc., for; pass or admit
without payment, as on a railroad or into a thea-
ter : as, to deadhead a passenger, or a guest at
a hotel.

H. intram. To travel on a train, steamboat,
etc., or gaiu admission to a theater or similar
plaoe, without payment.
deadheadism (ded'hed 'izm), n. [< deadhead
+ -ism.} The practice of traveling, etc., as a
deadhead.
dead-house (ded'hous), n. An apartment in a
hospital or other institution, era separate build-
ing, where dead bodies are kept for a time ; a
morgue.
deading (ded'ing), n. [< dead + -ing.'] In a
steam-engine, a jacket inclosing the pipes or
cylinder of a steam-boiler, to prevent radiation
of the heat. Also called cleaditig and lagging.

dead-latch (ded'lach), «. A latch which is

held in its place by a catch, or of which the bolt
may be so locked by a detent that it cannot be
raised by the latch-key from the outside, nor by
the handle from within. -E. H. Knight.

dead-light (ded'lit), ». 1. Naut., a strong
wooden or iron shutter fastened over a cabin-
window or port-hole in rough weather to pre-

vent water from entering.— 2. A luminous
appearance sometimes observed over putres-
cent animal bodies. [Scotch.]

At length it was suggested to the old man that there
were always dead lights hovering over a corpse by night,
if the body was left exposed to the air.

Blackwood's Mag., March, 1823, p. 318.

deadlihoodt (ded'li-hud), n. [< deadly +
-hood.'] The state of the dead.

Christ, after expiration, was in the state or condition of
the dead, in deadlyhood. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, v.

dead-line (ded'lin), n. A line drawn around
the inside or outside of a military prison, which
no prisoner can cross without incurring the
penalty of being immediately shot down : used
during the American civil war especially with
reference to open-air inclosures or stockades for
prisoners.
Should he some day escape alive across the dead-line of

Winchesters, he will be hunted with bloodhounds.
Contemporary Rev,, LIII. 449.

deadliness (ded'li-nes), n. [< ME. dedlinesse,

dedelynesse, < AS. deddlicnys, mortality, < dea'd-

2ic, mortal, deadly : see deadly, a.] The quali-

ty of being deadly; the character of being ex-
tremely destructive of life.

As for my relapses, I . . . know their danger and . . .

their deadlinesse.
Bp. Hall, Satan's Fiery Darts Quenched, ii.

dead-lock (ded'lok), «. 1. A lock worked on
one side by a handle and on the other side by
a key. E. H. Knight.— 2. A complete stop-
page, stand-still, or entanglement ; a state of
affairs in Which further progress or a decision
is for the time impossible, as if from an inex-
tricable locking up : as, a dead-lock in a legis-

lature where parties are evenly balanced.
[Often written deadlock.]
There's situation for you! there's an heroic group!—

You see the ladies can't stab Whiskerandos— he durst not
strike them, for fear of tlieir uncles— the uncles durst
not kill him, because of their nieces— I have them all at
a dead lock!— for every one of them is afraid to let go
first. , Sheridan, The Critic, iii. 1.

The opposition were not convinced, and the parties
came to s. dead-lock. N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 127.

deadly (ded'li), a. [Early mod. E. also dedly,

< ME. dedly, dedli, dedely, -lich, fatal, dead, mor-
tal, < AS. deddlic (= OFries. dddlik, dddelik =
D. doodelijk = MHG. totlich, G. todtlich = Icel.

daudhligr =z Dan. dodelig = 8w. dodlig), fatal,

mortal, < dedd, dead, + -lie, E. -ly^. Cf. deathly.]

It. Mortal; liable to death ; being in danger of
death.
The image of a deadly man. Wycl\f, Rom. i. 23.

Hip. How does the patient?
Clod. You may inquire

Of more than one ; for two are sick and deadly.
Beau, and Ft., Custom of the Country, v. 4.

2. Occasioning or capable of causing death,
physical or spiritual; mortal; fatal; destruc-
tive : as, a deadly blow or wound.

The ankers brak, and the topmasts lap,

It was sic a deadly storm.
. Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, III. 154).

He mounted . . . and set out ... on the errand which,
neither to him nor to Perdita, seemed to involve any dead-
ly peril. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 195.

8. Mortal; implacable; aiming or tending to
kill or destroy : as, a deadly enemy ; deadly
malice ; a deadly feud.
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Thy assailant is quick, skilful, and deadly.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

Deadlier emphasis of curse. Scott, L. of the L., iii. 4,

In England every preparation was made for a deadly
struggle. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iii.

4. Adapted for producing death or great bodi-
ly injury: as, a deadly weapon; a deadly drug.

He drew his deadly sword.
Duelo/ Wharton and St-uart (Child's Ballads, VIII. 263).

Shot from the deadly level of a gun.
Shak., U. and J., iii. 3.

5. Dead. [Rare.]

And great lords bear you clothed with funeral things,
And your crown girded over deadly brows.

Swinburne, Chastelard, iii. 1.

6. Very great; excessive. [CoUoq.]

To the privy scale, where I signed a deadly number of
pardons, whicli do trouble me to get nothing by.

Pepys, Di,ary, I. 1'29.

Deadly carrot. See cm-rof.— Deadly nightshade. See
nightshade.— Hes.SlY glns. See .sm. =Syn. 2. Deadly,
Deathly. Deadly is applied to tliat which inflicts deatli

;

deathly, to that wliicli resembles death. We properly speak
of a deadly poison, and of deathly paleness. A. S. Hill,
Rhetoric, p. 50.

Anointed let me be with deadly venom

;

And die, ere men can say—God save the queen I

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 1.

Her hands had turned to a deathly coldness.
George Eliot, Felix Holt, xlv.

deadly (ded'li), adv. [Early mod. E. also dedly,

< ME. dedly, dedely, -Kche, < AS. deddlice, adv.,

< deddlic, deadly : see deadly, a.] It. Mortally.

He shall groan before him with the groanings of a deadly
wounded man. Ezek. xxx. 24.

2. Implacably; destructively.

Ffor thowgh that I haue hated yow neuer so dedly, ye
haue here soche children that haue do me soche servise

that I may haue no will to do yow noon euell.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 478.

8. In a manner resembling death ; deathly: as,

deadly pale or wan.
Sucli is the aspect of this shore ;

'Tis Greece, but living Greece no more

!

So coldly sweet, so deadly fair,

We start, for soul is wanting thei-e.

Byron, The Giaour, 1. 92.

4. Extremely: excessively. [CoUoq.]
deadly-handed (ded'li-han''ded), a. Sangui-
nary ; disposed to kill. [Rare.]

The deadly-handed Clifford slew my steed.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

deadly-li'vely (ded'li-liv"li), a. Blending the
aspect or effect of gloom and liveliness : as, a
deadly-lively party. [Eng.]

Even her black dress assumed something of a deadly-
lively air from the jaunty style in which it was worn.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xli.

dead-man'S-hand (ded'manz-hand'), n. 1. A
name of the male fern, Nepkrodium Filix-mas,

and of some other ferns, from the fact that the
young fronds before they begin to unroll re-

semble a closed fist.— 2. The devil's-apron,
Laminaria digitata. Also called dead-man's-
toe.

dead-march (ded'march), n. A piece of solemn
music played in funeral processions, especially
at military funerals : as, the dead-march in Han-
del's oratorio of Saul.

Hush, the Dead-March wails in a people's ears :

The dark crowd moves, and there are sobs and tears

:

The black earth yawns : the mortal disappears.
Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

dead-men's-bells (ded'menz-belz'), n. The
foxglove. Digitalis

purpurea.

dead-men's-fingers
(ded ' menz - fing ' -

g6rz), n. 1. The
hand-orchis, Orchis
maculata: so called

from its pale hand-
like tubers. The
name is also given
to other species of
Orchis and to some
other plants.

Our cold maids do dead
men's fingers call

them.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

2. An alcyonarian
or haleyonoid polyp
of the order Alcyo-
naeem, ta.ra\\yAlcyo-
niidce, and genus Al-
cyonium, as A. digi-

tatum. Also called
cow^aps and mermaid's-glove. See Aloyonium.

Dead-men's-finRcrs (^Icytmium
di^itatum).

dead's-part

dead-men's-lines (ded'menz-linz'), n. An alga,

Chorda Jilunij having cord-like fronds about one
fourth of an inch in diameter and sometimes
12 feet long.

dead-neap (ded'nep), n. The lowest stage of
the tide.

deadness (ded'nes), n. The state of being
dead, (a) Want of life or vital power in a once animat-
ed body, aa an animal or a plant, or in a part of it.

When he seemed to show his weakness in seeking fruit
upon that tig-tree that had none, he manifested liis power
by cursing it to deadnesa with a word.

South, Works, VII. i.

(b) The state of being by nature without life ; inanimate-
ness. (c) A state resembling that of death: as, tiie dead-
ness of a fainting-fit. (d) Want of activity or sensitiveness;
lack of force or susceptibility ; dullness ; coldness ; frigidi-

ty ; indifference : as, deadnens of the affections.

The most curious phenomenon in all Venetian history
is the vitality of religion in private life, and its deadness
in public policy. Ruskin.

This appeared to be no news to Sylvia, and yet the words
came on her with a great shock ; but for all that she could
not cry ; she was surprised herself at her own deadness of
feeling. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxiv.

(e) Flatness ; want of spirit : as, the deadness of liquors.

Deadness or flatness in cyder is often occasioned by the
too free admission of air luto the vessels.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

dead-nettle (ded'net^l), n. Tlie common name
of labiate plants of the genus Lamiunij the
leaves of which resemble those of the net-
tle, though they do not sting. There are several
species found in Great Britain, as the white dead-nettle
(L. album,), the red (L. purpureum), and the yellow (L.
Galeobdolon).

dead-oil (ded'oil), n. A name given in the arts
to those products, consisting of carbolic acid,

naphthalin, etc., obtained in the distillation of
coal-tar, which are heavier than water and
which come off at a temperature of about 340°

F. or over. Also called hem^y oil.

dead-payt (ded'pa), n. Continued pay dishon-
estly drawn for soldiers and sailors actually
dead ; a person in whose name pay is so drawn.
[Eng.]

O you commanders
That, like me, have no dead-pays.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, iv. 2.

dead-pla'te (ded'plat), n. A flat iron plate
sometimes fitted before the bars of a furnace,
for the purpose of causing bituminous coal to
assume the character of coke before it is thrust
back into the fire.

dead-pledge (ded'plej), «. A mortgage or
pawning of lands or goods, or the thing pawned.
dead-point (ded'point), n. See dead-center.

dead-reckoning (ded'rek"n-ing), 71. Naut., the
calculation of a ship's place at sea, indepen-
dently of obser^'ations of the heavenly bodies,
and simply from the distance she has run by
the log and the courses steered by the com-
pass, this being rectified by due allowances for
drift, leeway, etc.

dead-rise (ded'riz), «. In ship-building, the dis-

tance between a horizontal line joining the top
of the floor-timbers amidships and the top of
the keel.

dead-rising (ded 'ri'' zing), n. Same as dead-
rise.

dead-rope (ded'rop), n. Naut., a rope which
does not run in any block. [Rare.]

Dead Sea apple. See apple.

dead-set (ded'sef), n. and a. I. n. 1. The fixed

position of a dog in pointing game.— 2. A de-
termined effort or attempt ; a pointed attack

:

as, to make a dead-set in a game.— 3. Opposi-
tion; resolute antagonism ; hostility: as, it was
a dlcarf-sef between them. Bartletl.— 4. A con-
cot;ted scheme to defraud a person in gaming.
Grose, Slang Diet. [Slang. ]

H. a. Extremely desirous of, or determined
to get or to do, something : generally with on or
upon.

dead-shea've (ded'shev), n. Naut, a score in
the heel of a topmast to receive an additional
mast-rope as a preventer.
dead-shore (ded'shor), n. A piece of wood
built up vertically in a wall wnich has been
broken through for the purpose of making al-

terations in a building.

dead-small (ded'sm&l), n. In coal-mining, the
smallest coal which passes through the screens.
[North. Eng.]

dead's-part (dedz'part), «. In Scots law, that
part of a man's movable sticcession which he
is entitled to dispose of by testament, or that
which remains of the movables over and above
what is due to the wife and children. Some-
times dead man's part.



dead-splndle

dead-spindle (ded'spin'dl), n. The spindle In

the tail-stock or dead-head of a lathe, which
does not rotate.

dead-stroke (ded'strok), a. Delivering a blow
without recoil : as, a dead-stroke hammer. See
drop-press.

dead-thraw (ded'thra), n. [Scotch form of

death-throe.'] The death-throe.

Wha ever heard of a door being barred when a man was
in the dead-thraw ? How d'ye think tlie spirit was to get
awa through bolts and l>ars like tiiae ? »

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxvii.

dead-tongue (ded'tung), n. The water-hem-
lock, (Eiianthe crocata : so called from its para-
lyzing effects upon the organs of speech.

dead-water (ded'wa "ter), n. Naut., the water
which eddies about a ship's stem during her
progress. Also called eddy-water.

dead-weight (ded'wat), «. 1. A heavy or op-
pressive burden; a weight or burden that has
to be borne without aid or without compensa-
tory advantage.

The fact is, line thoughts, enshrined In appropriate lan-

guage, are dead-weightg upon the stage, unless they are
struck like gpai'ks from the action of the fable.

Comhill Mag.

The gentlest of Nature's growths or motions will. In

time, burst asunder or wear away the proudest dead-weight
man can heap upon them. 11'. PhUtipg, Speeches, p. 42.

2. A name given to an advance by the Bank
of England to the government on account of
half-pay and pensions to retired officers of
the army and navy.— 3. Naut., the lading of a
vessel when it consists of heavy goods; that
part- of the cargo, as coal, iron, etc., which
pays freight according to its weight, and not to
its bulk.

dead-well (ded'wel), «. Same as dbsorhing-
wfll. See absorb.

dead-wind (ded'wind), n. Naut., an old term
for a wind dead ahead, or blowing directly

from the point toward which a ship is sailing.

dead-wood (ded'wud), n. 1. In shipbuilding,

a body of timber built up on top of the keel at

either end, to afford a firm fastening for the
cant timbers.— 2. A buffer-block.— 3. In ten-

pins and pin-pool, the pins which have been
knocked down. Hence— 4. Useless material.

The commissioner (of patents) has made some effort—
though not so strenuous as might be — to cut the dead-
wood out of the examining and clerical forces left him as
a legacy by his predecessor. Sci. Anier., N. .S., LVII, 209.

To get the dead-wood on one, to have one entirely at
a disadvantage or in ones power; secure advantage over
one. [I*. S. slang.)

dead-wool (ded'wtil), n. Wool taken from the
skins of sheep which have been slaughtered or
have died.

dead-work (ded'w6rk), ». Work which is in it-

self unprofitable, but is necessary to, and leads
up to, that which is profitable or productive

;

specifleally, in miniruf, that work which is done
in the way of opening a mine, or preparing to
remove the ore in a mine, but is not accom-
panied by any production of ore, or is almost
non-remunerative.

To descrilje dead-work is to narrate all those portions
of our work whicli consume the most time, give the most
trouble, require the greatest patience and endurance, and
seem to prciduce the most Inslgtiiflcant results.

Seienct, VI. 174.

dead-works (ded'wferks), n. pi. Naut., the parts
of a ship which are above the surface of the wa-
ter when she is balanced for a voyage : now gen-
erally called upper works.

de-aerate (de-a'e-rat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. de-

aerated, ppr. de-aerating. [< de- priv. -I- aerate.]
To expel the air from ; free from air. [Bare.]

Dr. .Meyer states that the gases employed in this re-

searcti were obtained from the coals by introducing two
to four hundred grains into a flask, which was immedi-
ately tilted up with hot de-aeratMi water.

Ure, Wet., IV. 240.

deaf Cdef or def), a. [Early mod. E. also dee/;
< MK. def, deef, defe, deaf, etc., < AS. deaf =
OS. dof = OFries. ddf = D. doof = MLG. dof,
LG. dov = OHG. MHG. toup, G. taub, deaf, dull,

stupid, etc., = Icel. daufr= Sw. dof= Dan. dov
= Goth, daubs, deaf; prob. akin to Gr. rwpXd^,

blind, and to E. dumb, q. v.] 1. Lacking the
sense of hearing ; insensible to sounds.

Blind are their eyes, their ears are deaf,
Nor hear when mortals pray

;

Mortals that wait for their relief

Are blind and deaf &s tliey. Watt^.

2. Unable to hear, or to hear clearly, in con-
sequence of some defect or obstructiou in the
organs of hearing ; defective in ability to per-
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ceive or discriminate sounds ; dull of hearing:
as, a deaf man ; to be deaf in one ear.

Fal. Boy, tell him I am deaf.
Page. You must speak louder, my master is dea/.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 1. 2.

And many of hem becamen blynde, and many deve, for
the noyse of the water. Mandevitte, Travels, p. 306.

Deaf with the noise, I took my hasty flight. Dryden,

3. Refusing to listen or to hear ; unwilling to
regard or give heed ; unmoved or unpersuaded

;

insensible : as, deaf to entreaty ; deaf to all ar-

gtmient or reason.

For God is def now a dayes and deyueth nouht ous to
huyre. Piers Plowman (C), xii. 61.

To counsel this lady was deaf,
To judgment she was blind.

Margaret of Craignargat (Child's Ballads, 'VIII. 252).

Oh, the millions of deaf hearts, deaf to everything really
impassioned in music, that pretend to admire Mozart

!

De Quincey, Secret Societies, 11.

They might as well have blest her ; she was deaf
To blessing or to cursing save from one.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4. Lacking sharpness orcleamess; dull; stifled;

obscurely heard ; confused. [Rare.]

Nor silence is within, nor voice express,
But a deaf noise of sounds that uevei' cease.

Dryden.

5t. Numb.
T6rpido is a tlsshe, but who-so handeleth hym shal be

lame & defe of lymmes that he shall fele no thyng.
Baiees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 239.

6. Barren; sterile; blasted: as, dca/ land; deaf
corn.

Every day, it seems, was separately a blank d.iy, yield-

ing absolutely nothing— what cliildren call a dtaf nut,
offering no kernel. De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches, I. 91.

Deafanddumb. See deaf-mute.—Deaf as a door,post,
or stone, exceedingly deaf.

deaft, t'. t. [Also deave, early mod. E. also deve ;

< ME. 'defen, *deren, < AS. "dedfian, in comp.
ddedfian, become deaf (= OFries. dava = D.
dooren, tarnish, verdooven, deafen, = OHG. tou-

ben, MHG. touben, G. betauben, deafen, stun, =
Icel. deyfa = Dan. diive = Sw. dofva), < deaf
deaf: see deaf, a. Ct. deafen.] To make deaf;
deprive of hearing ; deafen ; stun with noise.

Thou deaffest me with thy kryeng so loude.
Palsgrave, sig. B Hi., foL 206.

And lest their lamentable shreeks should sad the hearts
of their Parents, the Priests of Molech did deaf their ears
with the continuall clangs of trumpets and timbrels.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 145.

An obstinate sinner . . . still deafs himself to the cry
of his own conscience, that he may live the more licen-

tiously. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 41.

deaf-adder (def'ad'fer), n. A popular name in

the United States of sundry serpents reputed to

be venomous.
deaf-dumbness (def'dum'nes), n. Dumbness
or aphony arising from deafness, whether con-
genital or occurring during infancy.

Deafness, resulting from functional or nervous derange-
ment, from actual disease, or from deaf-dumbness.

B. W. Richardson, Vxevent. Med., p. 198.

deafen (def'n), r. t. [< deaf + -e»l. Cf. deaf,

i\] 1. To make deaf; deprive of the power of

hearing.— 2. To stun ; render incapable of per-

ceiving or discriminating sounds distinctly : as,

to be deafened with clamor or tumult.

And all the host of hell

"With deafening shout returu'd tliem loud acclaim.
Millm, P. L., 11. 620.

Dazzled by the livid-flickering fork.

And deafen'd with the stammering cracks and claps
That follow'd. Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. In arch., to render impervious to sound (as

a door or a partition) by means of sound-board-
ing or pugging.
deafening (def'n-ing), n. In arch., the pugging
used to prevent the passage of sound through
floors, partitions, and the like. Also called

sound-boarding.

deafly (def'li), adv. Without sense of sounds;
obscurely heard.

deaf-mute (def'miit), «. [^< deaf + mute^.] 1.

A person who is both deaf and dumb, the dumb-
ness resulting from deafness which has existed

either from birth or from a very early period
of the person^s life. Deaf-mutes communicate their

thoughts by means either of significant or arbitrary signs

or motions, or of a manual alphabet formed by positions

of the fingers of one or both hands. The accompanying
Illustration shows a form of the single-hand alphal>et now
universally taught to deaf-mutes in the United States.

Tlie two-hand alpliabet, invented about the close of the
eighteenth century, is somewhat more complicated, and is

in limited use in other countries. Deaf-mutes are taught
In many cases to understand spoken language by observ-

ing the motions of the speaker's lips, and to use articulate

speech themselves, sometimes very distinctly.

deal

X Y Z
Manual Alphabet for Deaf-mutes.

2. A subject for dissection. [Med. slang.]

deaf-muteness (def'mtit"nes), «. [< deaf-mute
-I- -ness.] Deaf-dumbness.

Physiological accidents, more painful and not less incur-
able than those of deaf-muteness and blindness.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 358.

deaf-mutism (def'mu'tizm), «. [< deaf-mute
+ -ism.] The condition of being a deaf-mute.

Deaf-mutism may give no actual indication of disease,

though the organ of hearing itself is, probably, always de-
fective and of imperfect development.

B. W. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 194.

deafness (def'nes), n. [< ME. defies, < def,

deaf, + -ness.] 1. Incapacity of perceiving
or distinguishing sounds, in consequence of
the impairment of the organs of hearing ; that
state of the organs which prevents the recep-
tion of the impressions that constitute hearing;
want of the sense of hearing. Deafness occurs in

every degree, from that which merely impairs the accu.
racy of the ear in distinguishing faint or similar sounds,
to that state in which tliere is no more sensation pro-
duced by sounds in this organ than in any otlier part of

the botiy. Diunbness is the usual concomitant of con»-

plete deafness, but in general results rather from the
absence of incitement by the sense of hearing than from
any natural defect in the organs of speech. See deaf-mute.

He answered that it was impossible for him to hear a
man three yards off, by reason of deafness that had held
liim fourteen years.

State Trials, Earl of Strafford, an. 1640.

2. Unwillingness to hear; voluntary rejection
of what is addressed to the ear or to the under-

'

standing.

I found such a deafness that no declaration from the
bishops could take place. Eikon Basilike.

Boiler-makers' deafness, deafness due to occupation in

the midst of loud and continuous noises, as in the case
of a boiler-maker. It is marked by catarrh of the middle
ear, with more or less nervous exhaustion.

deall (del), n. [< ME. deel, del, dwl, < AS. dcel,

mutated form (after the verb) of the reg. but
less common ddl (whence ME. ddl, dol, E. rfofel,

q. V.) = OFries. del = OS. del = D. deel = MLG.
del, deil, LG. deel = OHG. MHG. teil, G. teil,

theil= Icel. deil-d, deil-dh = Sw. del = Dan. del

= Goth, dails, m., daila, f., a part, share, por-
tion, = OBulg. dielu, Bulg. diet = Serv. diyel =
Bohem. dil = Pol. dzial (barred I) = Russ. diel,

a part, also OBulg. dola = Pol. dola = Russ.
dolya, a part, portion, share, lot. Hence deal,

V. Deal, «., in senses 3 and 4, is from the
verb.] it. Apart; portion; share.

Of poynaunt sauce hire needede never a deel.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 14.

Take hit euery dele ;

That thou hit have, me lykythe wele.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fnrnivall), p. 141.

This erthe it trembelys for this tree, and dyns (resounds)

ilk dele. York Plays, p. 32.

A tenth deal of flour mingled with the fourth part of an
hln of beaten oil. Ex. xxix. 40.

Hence— 2. An indeflnite quantity, degree, or
exteiit : as, a deal of time and trouble ; a deal

of snow ; a (feaZ of money. In this sense usually
qualified with great or good: as, a great deal of

labor; a good deal of one's time.

Gratiano speaks an infinite deal of nothing.
Shak., M. of v., 1. 1
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A very little thlet of occasion will rob yon of a gnat
dtal of patience. Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

3. The division or distribution of cards in play-

ing; the act or practice of dealing; the right

or privilege of distributing the cards ; a single

round, during which all the cards dealt at one
time are played.

How can the muse her aid impart,
Unsliill'd iu all the terms of art,

Or iu harmonious numbers put
The deal, the shuttle, and the cut? Sicift.
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Sometimes he that deals between man and man raiseth

his own credit with both by pretending greater interest

than lie liath in either. Bacon, Essays.

5. To act ; behave : in a matter, with, by, or

toward a person or thing.

I mean therefor so to deall in it, as I male wipe awaie
tliat opinion of eitliorvncertnintie for confusion.

Quoted in liabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. lix.

Such one deals not fairly by his own mind. Locke.

deaP (del), n. [< MD. dele, T>. decl, a board,

plank, threshing-floor, = MLG. dele, LG. dele,

a board, plank, floor of a room, also, in form4. Hence, a bargain or arrangement among a
_ ^ , , ,

number of persons for mutual advantage as dale, a threshing-floor, = OHG. dil, dilo, MHG.
' -^ -" ^ -— -' "*

dil, dille, Q. diclc, a board, plank, floor of

boards, = Icel. thilja = Dan. tilje = Sw. tilja

= AS. tliel, a plank, thille, a board (cf. hreda

thilinff, translating L. area, a threshing-floor)

(cf. Slov. dila = Pol. dyl = Little Russ. dyle, a
board, deal—prob. < OHG.), = OBulg. tllo =
Skt. tala, grotmd (cf. L. tellus, the earth). The
AS. word has suffered a similar restriction of

meaning, being now E. thill, the shaft or pole

of a cart, etc. Thus deal^ is a doublet of thill:

see thill. The word deal^ is usually identified

with dcal^, a part, with the accommodated defi-

nition "the division of a piece of timber made
by sawing."] 1. A board or plank. The name
deal is applied chieHy to planlfs of pine or fir altove 7 inches

iu widtli and of various lengths exceeding 6 feet. If 7

inches or less wide, they are called battens; and when
under C feet long they ai-e called deal-ends. The usual
thickness is 3 inches, and width 9 inclies. The standard

size, to which other sizes may be reduced, is 2i inches

thiclc, 11 inclies broad, and 13 feet long. A whole deal is a

deal wliich is IJ inclies thick ; a slit deal, one of half that

thickness. The word is little used in the United States.

I had little furniture, so I bought a cart-load of deals ;

toolc a carpenter . . . into my service ; estaldislied liim

ilia barn, and said, "Jack, furnish my house."
Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vii.

2. Wood of fir or pine, such as deals are made
from: as, a floor of deal.

against others ; a secret commercial or politi-

cal transaction for the exclusive benefit of those

engaged in it: as, a deal in wheat or cotton;

they made a deal for the division of the ofBces.

[U. S.]

The President had definitively abandoned the maxims
and practices of a local manager of Machine politics in

•New York, with the shifts and expedients and rfea;« which
had illustrated his rise to political prominence.

The nation, XXXV. 411.

deaP (del), V.
;
pret. and pp. dealt, ppr. dealing.

[< ME. delen (pret. delde, delte, dalte, dulte), <

AS. dalan = OS. delian = OFries. dela = D.

deelen = MLG. delen, deilen, LG. delen = OHG.
teilan, teilen, MHG. teilen, G. teilen, theilen =
Icel. deila = Dan. dele = Sw. dela = Goth, dail-

jan, divide, share (cf. OBulg. deliti, divide);

from the noun: see deal^, h.] I. trans. 1. To
divide

;
part ; separate ; hence, to divide in por-

tions; apportion; distribute, as, in card-play-

ing, to give to each player the proper number
of cards : often followed by out.

Dele to me my destine, & do hit out of honde.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2285.

Theose two louves in me were dalt.

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 143.

The day ye deal at Annie's burial
Tlie bread but and the wine

;

Before the morn at twall o'clock.

They'll deal the same at mine.
Sweet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 139).

Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry? Isa. Iviii. 7.

And Rome deaU out her blessings and her gold.
Tickell.

Hast thou yet dealt him, O life, thy fnll measure?
M. Arnold, A Modern Sappho.

2t. To distribute to.

Godis word witnessitii we shuln giue and dele oure enemys,
And alle men that am nedy, as pore men and suche.

throw about; deliver: as,3. To scatter ; hurl
to deal out blows.

Hissing through the sides, the feathery deaths were dealt.

Dryden.

He continued, when worse days were come.
To deal about his sparkling eloquence.

Wordsworth.

Such blow no other hand could deal.

Though gauntleted in glove of steel.

Seott, L. of the L., v. 25.

A piece of deal, far thicker than one would easily ima-
gine, being purposely interposed betwixt my eye placed in

a room, and the clearer daylight, . . . appeared quite

tlirough a lovely red. Boyle, Colours.

Red deal, the wood of the .Scotch pine, Pinus sylvestris,

a lii^hly valualile and durable timber.

dealbatet (de-al'bat), v. t. [< L. dealhatus, pp.
of dealbare, whiten, whitewash, plaster, parget,

< de (intensive) + albarc, whiten, < albtis, white.

See daub, which is from the same source.] To
whiten.

Piers Plowman (A), xi. 237. dealba'te (de-al'bat), a. [< L. dealbatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Whitened; especially, in 6oi.,

covered with a very white opaque powder.

dealbationt (de-al-ba'shgn), n. [< LL. "deal-

batio{n-), < dealbare, whiten: see dealbate.'] The
act of bleaching; a whitening. Sir T. Browne.

She hath made this cheek
By much too pale, and hath forgot to wliiten

,

Tlie natural redness of my nose ; she knows not
What 'tis v/Vini&dealbation.

Randolph, Muses Looking-glass, iv. 1.

H. intrans. 1. To engage in mutual inter-

course or transactions of any kind ; have to do
with a person or thing, or be concerned in a

matter: absolutely or with tvith or in.

He tum'd his face unto the wall.

And deatii was with him dealing
Bonny Barbara Allan (Child s B^lads, II. 156).

T will deal with you as one should deal with his Con-
fessor. Howell, Letters, I. vL 60.

The Chutes and I deal extremely together.
Walpale, Letters, II. 67.

Gad, 1 shall never be able to deal with her alone.
Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 1.

Specifically— 2. To negotiate or make bar-
gains ; traffic or trade : with a person, in arti-

cles : as, he deals in pig-irou.

Perle praysed is prys, ther pen"e is achewed,
Thag hym not derrest be denied to dele for penles.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1118.

The King [of Tonquin] buys great Guns, and some
pieces of Broad cloath : but his pay is so liad, that Mer-
chants care not to deal with hii.i, could they avoid it.

Dampier, Voyages, II. 1. 65.

Ye shall not steal, neither deal falsely. Lev. xix. 11.

They buy and sell, they deal and traffic. South.

3. To negotiate corruptly; make a secret
agreement; conspire: with with.

Fourteen Years after, Morton, going to execution, con-
fess'd Tliat Bothwell dealt with him to consent to the
Murder of tlie King. Baker, Chronicles, p. 337.

Sow liave they dealt with my pothecary to poison me.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 2.

dealer (de'ler), n. [< ME. *delere, delare, < AS.
dcelere, a divider, distributer, < dwlan, divide,

deal: see deal^, v.'] 1. One who deals; one who
has to do or has concern with others ; specifi-

cally, a trader; one whose business is to buy
and sell, as a merchant, shopkeeper, or broker:

as, a dealer in general merchandise or in stocks

;

a mature-dealer, in law, a dealer is one who buys and
sells the same articles in the same condition : thus, a
butcher is not a dealer, because he buys animals whole,

and sells them in a different state.

These small dealers in wit and learning. Swift.

The license to spirit merchants was termed a dealer's

license, dealer meaning, in excise language, a person sell-

ing a certain statutory quantity at any one time.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 237.

2. In card-jylaying, the player who distributes

the cards.

deal-flsh (del'fish), «. An English name of the

Trachypterus arcticus, a fish of the family Tra-

Deal-6sh (
Trachypterus arcticus).

chypteridce, from the resemblance of its dead
body to a deal. It is found occasionally on the
coasts of Orkney and Shetland.

deal-frame (del'fram), n. A gang-saw for slit-

ting deals or balks of pine timber. E. H. Knight.

Therefore they Imploy their Agents to deal privately dealing (de'ling), n. [< ME. rfeK«fl.e, < AS Vte-

vjith one of his Disciples who might be fittest for their
design, and to work upon his covetous humour by the
promise of a reward. StUlinrjjleet, Sermons, I. vi.

4. To intervene as a mediator or middleman.

lung (= D. deeling = OHG. teiUinga, MHG. tei-

lunge, G. theilung = Icel. deiling = Dan. deling;

cf. Sw. delning), < dieliin, deal: see deal^, v.'i 1.

Practice; doings; conduct; behavior.

dean

Concerning the dealings of men who administer govern-
ment, . . . they have their judge wlio sitteth in heaven.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii.

I.et's use the peace of honour, that's fair dealing.

But in our ends our swords. Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 1.

2. Conduct in relation to others; treatment:
as, the dealings of a father with his children;
God's dealings with men : usually in the plural.

It is to be wished that men would promote the happi-
ness of one another, in all their private dealings, among
those who lie within their influence. Addison.

Inevitably the established code of conduct in the deal-

ings of Governments with citizens must be allied to their

code of conduct in their dealings witli one another.
H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 2.

3. Intercourse in buying and selling: traffic;

business: as, New York merchants have ex-

tensive dealings with all the world.

He was in his dealings as punctual as a tradesman, and
as generous as a gentleman. Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

4. Intercourse of business or friendship ; com-
munication.
How is it that thou, being a Jew, askest drink of me?

... for the Jews have no dealings with the Samaritans.
John iv. 1).

dealt (delt). Preterit and past participle of

deaa.
dealtllt (delth), n. [< dear^ + -th; ci.heal,n.,

health, and weal, n., wealth.'] A dealing out;
portion or division. Nares.

Tlien know, Bellama, since thou aimst at wealth.
Where Fortune has bestowd her largest dealth.

Albino and Bellama (1638).

deal-tree (del'tre), «. The fir-tree : so called

because deals are commonly made from it.

Deal-'winet, n. See Dele-wine.

deambulatet (de-am'bu-lat), V. i. [< L. deam-
bulatus, pp. of ileambulare, walk abroad, < de

+ ambulare, walk: see ambulate, amble.] To
walk abroad.
deambulationt (de-am-bu-la'shon), n. [< L.
dcambulatio(n-),<. deambulare : see deambulate.]

The act of walking abroad or about.

Deambulations or moderate walkynges.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 16.

deambulatoryt (de-am'bu-la-to-ri), n. and a.

[< LL. deambulatorium, a gallery for walking,
< L. deambulare, walk about: see deambulale.]

1. n. A covered place to walk in ; specifically,

the aisles of a church, or, more properly, an aisle

carried around the apse and surrounding the
choir on three sides; a cloister or the like.

Cloisters . . . called deanibulatories, for the accommo-
dation of the citizens in all weather.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 93.

II, a. Strolling.

The deambulatoi-y actors used to have their quietus est.

Bp. Morion, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 142.

dean^t (den), n. [Also dene'^ ; < ME. dene, < AS.
denii, a valley: see den^.] A small valley.

dean^ (den), n. [< ME. deen, dene, den, < OF.
deien, mod. doyen = Pr. degua, dega = OSp.
dean, Sp. decano = Pg. deao = It. decano (G.

dekan, dechant = D. deken), < LL. decanus, one
set over ten (soldiers, monks, etc.), < L. decern

= E. ten: see decimal, ten.] 1. An ecclesiasti-

cal title in the Roman Catholic and Anglican
churches, which has had several applications.
Civil ofhcials so called were known U^ the Roman law, and
are mentioned in the codes of Theodosius and Justinian.

The title was thence adopted for Christian use. In the

monasteries, for every ten monks a decanus or dean was
nominated, who had the charge of their discipline. The
senior dean, in tlie absence of the abbot and provost, gov-

erned the monastery ; and, since monks had the charge of

many cathedral churches, the office of dean was thus in-

troduced into them. Custom gradually determined that

there should be only one dean in a cathedral, and he even-

tually assumed the chief charge of its ecclesiastical and
ritual concerns, especially in regard to the choir. He be-

came also general assistant to the bishop. In the Roman
Catholic Church, assistants of the bishop, termed rural

deam, in France in former times often iiossessed, and in

Germany in certain cases still possess, large powers of visi-

tation, administration, and jurisdiction, so that their au-

thority is almost equal to that of bisliops. In the Church
of England there are, besides the deans of the cathedrals,

called deans of chapters, whose authority is next that of

the bishop, rural deans, who are in etiect assistants to the

bishop, and whose duty it is to visit certain parishes in

the diocese, and report on their condition to the bishop.

Their functions at one time became almost obsolete, but
they have been revived to some extent in recent times.

The word is also applied in England to the chief officers

of certain peculiar churches or chapels : as, the dean of

the king's chapel. In the Episcopal Chun h in America the

presiding presbyter of the semi-ofticial body known as a

convocation, and of the division of a diocese represented

by this body, which division is also called a convocation

and is in some respects analogous to the English rural

deanery, is called a dean (the dean of convocation).

To save a bishop, may I name a dean ?

Pope, Epil. to Satires, 11. 33.

2. In universities, originally, the head of a
faculty (and most historical writers consider a



dean

dean as essential to the existence of a facvilty).

The office was at first directly or indirectly elective for

one or two years, while commonly filled by the eldest mas-
ter regent. But the faculties, having in Great Britain and
America lost their early more independent corporate ex-

istence, are now usually presided over by the head of the

university, and the oftice of dean has sunk to that of a
mere registrar or secretary, or has ceased to exist. In

English colleges the dean presides in chapel, looks after

the moral and religious welfare of the scholars, and is

charged with the preservation of discipline. The oflice is

commonly united with one of the tutorships. The olftce

of dean of a college or school is evidently a mere adapta-

tion of that of dean of a monastery, and as such dates

from far earlier times than that of dean of a faculty, al-

though the faculties long preceded the colleges.

Certain censors, or deanes, appointed to looke to the

behaviour and manner of the Students there [at Cam-
bridge]. Holinshed^ Clironicles.

He long'd at college, only long'd.

All else was well, for she-society. . . .

They lost their weeks ; they vext the souls of deans.
Tennyson^ Princess, Prol.

3. The oldest member in length of service of a
constituted body, or a body of persons of equal
rank, of whom he is the prescriptive leader in

all joint action : as, the dean of the diplomatic
corps; the dean of the French Academy; the
dean of the Sacred College (the oldest of the
cardinals, who possesses high authority by
right of his seniority).— 4. The president for

the time being of an incorporation of barristers

or law practitioners Dean and chapter, a bish-

op's council, consisting of the dean and his prebendaries,
whose duties consist in aiding the bishop with their ad-
vice in atfairs of religion and in the temiwral concerns of

his see.— Dean of Arches, the chief j udicial ofticer of the
Archbishop of Canterbury, dean of the Court of Arches,
but not really a dean in the mo<lern sense of the word.

—

Dean of Faculty, the president of the Faculty of Ad-
vocates in Scotland.— Dean Of gild, (o) The chief offl-

car of a medieval trade-gild, and of some existing gilds in

Europe.

They represented that It had been customary to consult,

after the city magistracies, only the captains of compa-
nies and the dearu qf guilds in matters of government.

MoUey, Dutch Republic, III. 20.

(6) In Scotland, the elected head of the merchant com-
pany or gildry of a royal burgh, who is a magistrate of

the burgh for the supervision of all matters relating to

the erection and character of buildings. The oflice in the

full sense now exists only in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aber-
deen, and Perth, its duties in other burghs being per-

formed by an officer bearing the same title, elected by the
town council.—Dean of gild court, in Scotland, a court
presided over by the dean of gild, the jurisdiction of

which is confined to the regulation of buildings, to such
matters of police as have any connection with buildings,

and to the regulation of weights and measures.— Dean Of
IMCullars. See peculiar.—Dean of the chapel royaX
a title bestowed on six clergymen of the Church of Scot-

land, who receive from the crown a portion of the rev-

enues which formerly belonged to the chapel royal In

Scotland.—Dean of the province of Canterbury, the
Bishop of London, to wliuni, when a convocation is to be
a.ssenib1cil, the archbishop sends bis mandate for sumnion-
ini: the iiinhops of the province.

deanery (de'ne-ri), n.
; pi. deaneries (-riz). [<

dean + -ery. Cf. ML. decanaria, a deanery.]
1. The office or the revenue of a dean.
When he could no longer keep the deanery of the chapel-

royal, he made him his successor in that near attendance
upou the king. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

2. The house of a dean.

Take her by the hand, away with her to the deanery,
and dispatch it quickly. Shak., M. W. of W., v. 3.

3. The jurisdiction of a dean.
Each archdeaconry is divided into rural deaneries, and

each dfanery is divided into parishes. Mackston^.

Rural deanery, in England, the circuit of jurisdiction of a
rural dean. Every rural deanery is divided Into parishes.
The duties of rural deans are now generally discharged by
archdeacons, though the deaneries still subsist as an eccle-
siastical division of the diocese or archdeanery. See dean'i.

deaness (de'nes), w. [< dean'^ + -e«».] The
wife of a dean. Sterne.

deanimalize (de-an'i-mal-iz), V. t.
;

pret. and
pp. dcanimalhed, ppr. deanimalizing. [< de-
priv. + animalize.'] To free from animality or
animal qualities: as, to deanimalize wool-fiber.
[Rare.]

deansMp (den'ship), n. [< dean'^ + -ship.'] The
office, dignity, or title of a dean.

Because I don't value your deanskip a straw. Ste\/t,

deanthropomorpUsm (de - an ' thro - po -m6r '-

fizm), n. [^(. dcanthropomorphize+'-iim.'] The
process of getting rid of anthropomorphic no-
tions.

Hence, as Mr. FIske has shown in detail, so soon as an-
throponiorphism has assumed its highest state of develop-
ment, it begins to be re[,lace<i by a continuous growth of
deanthropoiiwrphisin, which, pii-ssing tlirough jtolytheism
Into monotheism, eventually ends in a progressive "puri-
fication " of theism — by which is meant a progressive
metamorphosis of the theistic conception, tending to re-
move from the Deity the attributes of Humanity.

CfmtfmjH/rartj Her., L. 52.

deanthropomorphization (de-an'thro-po-mdr-
fi-za'shoii), H. [< dcanthronomorphize + -ation.l
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The act of freeing from anthropomorphic attri-

butes or conceptions.

There is one continuous process [of knowing], which (if

I may be allowed to invent a rather formidable word in

imitation of Coleridge) is best described as a continuous
process of deanthropomorphization, or the stripping off

of the anthropomorphic attributes with which primeval
philosophy clothed the unknown Power which Is mani-
fested in phenomena. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., 1. 176.

deanthropomorphize (de-an'''thro-p6-m6r'fiz),

V. t.; pret. and pp. deanthropomorphized, ppr.

deanthropomorphizing. [< de- priv. -I- anthro-
pomorphize.] To free from anthropomorphic
attributes or notions.

We may proceed to gather our Illustrations of the dean-
thropomorphizing process. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos. , 1. 177.

dear^ (der), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also deere,

dere, < ME. deere, dere, < AS. de6re, mutated dyre,

beloved, precious, of great value, = OS. diuri

= OFries. diore, diure = D. dier, duur = OHG.
tiuri, MHG. tiure, G. theuer = loel. dyrr = Sw.
Dan. dyr,, dear ; not found in Goth. ; root un-
known.] I. o. 1. Precious; of great value;
highly esteemed or valued.

But none of these things move me, neither count I my
life dear unto myself. Acts xx. 24.

Some dear cause
Will in concealment wrap me up awhile.

Shot., Lea.-, iv. 3.

2. Costly; high in price; expensive, either ab-
solutely, or as compared with the cost of other
similar things, or of the same thing at other
times or places: opposed to cheap.

The cheapest of us is ten groats too dear.
Shak., Rich II., v. 5.

The Hackneys and Chairs ... are the most nasty and
miserable Voiture that can be ; and yet near as dear again
as in London. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 13.

And am I to blame. Sir Peter, because flowers are dear
In cold weather? Sheridan, School for Scandal, li. 1.

Each . . . hemlock
Wore ermine too dear for an earl.

Lowell, First Snow-Fail.

Beauty, I suppose, must always be a dsar purchase In

this world. C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 104.

3. Characterized by high prices in consequence
of scarcity or dearth : as, a dear season.

What If a dear year come, or dearth, or some loss?
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 178.

4. Charging high prices: as, a dear tailor.— 6.

Held in tender affection or esteem ; loved; be-
loved: as, a dear child; a dear friend, [in this

sense much used In the Introductory address of letters

between persons on terms of affection or of polite inter,

course: as, dear Lucy; dear Doctor; dear Sir.]

Be ye . . . followers of God, as dear children.
Eph. V. 1.

And the last joy was dearer than the rest. Pope.

Will not man one day open his eyes and see how dear
he Is to the soul of Nature— how near it is to him?

Emerson, Domestic Life.

Each to other seems more dear
Than all the world else.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 61.

6. Intense ; deep ; keen ; being of a high degree.

With percing point
Of pitty dears his hart was thrilled sore.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viil. 39.

You
Towards York shall bend you, with your dearest speed.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 6.

Never was woman's grief for loss of lord
Dearer than mine to me. Middleton, Witch, Iv. 1.

7. Coming from the heart; heartfelt; earnest;
passionate.

What foolish Iwldness brought thee to their mercies.
Whom thou, In terms so blwdy, and so dear,
Hast made thine enemies? Shak., T. N., v. 1.

8. Dangerous; deadly.
Let us retiun.

And strain what other means is left unto us
In our dear peril. SAd*., T. of A., v. 2.

Would I had met my dearest foe in heaven,
Ere I had ever seen that day. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

[Obsolete or archaic in senses 6, 7, and 8.]

n. n. A darling : a word denoting tender af-

fection or endearment, most commonly used in

direct address: as, my dear.

From that day forth Duessa was his deare.
Spenser, F. Q., I. vil. 16.

That kiss

I carried from thee, dear. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

But why, my dear, hast thou lock'd up thy speech
In so much silent sadness? Ford, Lady's Trial, i, 1.

I could not love thee, dear, so much.
Loved I not honour more. Lovelace, To Lucasta,

dear^ (der), adv. [< ME. dere, deore, etc., < AS.
de6re = OHG. tiuro, MHG. tinre, G. theuer (=
Dan. Sw. dyrt), adv. ; from the adj.] 1 . Dearly

;

very tenderly.

So dear I lov'd the man. Shak., Rich. III., iii. 6.

dearth
Those lines that I before have writ do lie,

Even those that said I could not love you dearer.
Shak., Sonnets, cxv.

2. At a dear rate ; at a high price.

If thou attempt It, it will cost thee dear.
Shak., Othello, v. 2.

Thou shall dear aby this blow.
Greene, George-a-Greene.

My dinner at Calais was superb ; I never ate so good a
dinner, nor was in so good a hotel ; but I paid dear.

Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Sydney Smith.

To buy the bargain deart. See bargain.—^o cost
dear. See cosv^.

dear1 (der), ireter;. [Seedeari, a.] An exclama-
tion indicating surprise, pity, or other emotion

:

used absolutely or in connection -with oh or me :

as, oh dear! I am so tired; dear me! where have
you been f IDear me is often regarded as a cor-

ruption of the Italian Dio mio, my God ; but for

this there is no external evidence.]

And dear, but she was sorry.

Gighfs Lady (Child's Ballads, VIII. 287).

dearif (der), v. t. [< dear, a. Cf. endear.] To
make dear ; endear.

Nor should a Sonne his Sire loue for reward.
But for he is his Sire, In nature dear'd.

Davies, Microcosmos, p. 64.

dear^t, ». An obsolete spelling of deer.

dearborn (der'bfim), n. [So called from its in-

ventor, named Dearborn.] A light four-wheeled
country vehicle used in the United States.

dear-bought (der'bat), a. Purchased at a high
price: as, rf(?ar-6o«fifA( experience; "dear-bought
blessings," Dryden, Fables.
dearest, a. and n. An obsolete form of dearl.

dearest, n. See deer.

dearie, «. See deary.

dearlingt) «• An obsolete form of darling.

Spenser.

dearlyt (der'li), a. [< dear^ + -ly^.] Much
loved; darling.

I had a nurse, and she was fair

;

She was a dearly nurse to me.
Lord Jamie Douglas (Child's Ballads, IV. 138).

dearly (der'li), adv. [< dear'^ + -ly^.] 1. At a
dear rate ; at a high price.

He has done another crime,
For which he will pay dearly.

Gighfs Lady (Child's Ballads, VIII. 288).

He buys Ms mistress dearly with his throne. Dryden.

The victory remained with the King; but it had been
dearly purchased. Whole columns of his bravest warriors
had fallen. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

2t. Richly; choicely.

Man, how dearly ever parted [gifted].

How much in having, or without, or in.

Cannot make boast to have that which he hath . . .

But by reflection. Shak., T. and C, ill. S.

3. With great fondness ; fondly; affectionately:
as, we love our children dearly; dearly beloved
brethren.

That thou hast her, it is not all my grief.

And yet It may be said I loved her dearly.
Shak., Sonnets, xlll.

4t. Earnestly; strongly; heartily.

And [he] made Merlyn come be-fore hyni, and praied
hym dierly to tell hym the signiflcacion of his dreme.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 644.

For my father hated his father dearly.
Shak., AS you Like it, i. 3.

de-armt (de-arm'), V. t. [< de- priv. -i- arm.]
To disarm. Bailey, 1727.

deam^t, « Same as dern^.

deam^ (d6m), «. [Origin unkno-wn.] In arch.,
a door-post or threshold. Also spelled dern.

I just put my eye between the wall and the dern of the
gate. Kingsley, Westward Ho, xlv,

deamess (der'nes), n. [< deari- + -ness.] 1.

Costliness ; high price, or a higher price than
the customary one.

The deamess of com. Sitri/t.

You admit temporary deamess, compensated by advan-
tages. The American, VIII. 349.

2. Fondness; nearness to the heart or affec-
tions; great value in esteem and confidence;
tender love.

The great deamess of friendship. Bacon, Friendship.

The child too clothes the father with a deamess not his
due. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

deamfalt, a. Same as dernful.

deamlyf, adv. Same as demly.

dearsenicize (de-ar-sen'i-siz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dcarsenicized, ppr. dearsenicizing. [< de-
priv. -(- arsenic -I- -ize.] To free from arsenic.
Also spelled dearsenicise.

dearth (d^rth), ». [< ME. derth, derthe, scar-
city, preciotisness (not in AS.) (= OS. diurida =
OHG. tiurida, MHG. tiurde, turde = Icel. dyrth)

;

< dear + -th, formative of abstract nouns.] If.

Deamess ; costliness ; high price.



dearth

Ws infasIOD of such dearth and rareness.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

2. A condition of deamess or costliness from
scarcity ; hence, failure of production or supply

;

famine from failure or loss of crops.

And the seven years of dearth began to come, according
as Joseph had said : and the dearth was in all lands.

Gen. xU. 64.

In times of dearth it drained much coin outof the king-
dom, to furnish us with corn from foreign parts.

Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

In this King's [Edward the Confessor's] Time such abun-
dance of Snow fell in January, continuing till the middle
of March following, that almost all Cattell and Fowl per-

ished, and therewith an excessive Dearth followed.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 18.

3. Absence; lack; barrenness; poverty: as, a
dearth of love ; a dearth of honest men.

Pity the dearth that I have pined in,

By longing for that food so long a time.
SAa*.,T. G. of V.,ii. 7.

In the general dearth of admiration for the right thing,

even a chance bray of applause falling exactly in time is

rather fortifying. George Eliot, Middlemarch, II. 39.

= Syil. 2. Famine, etc. See scarcity.

deartht (d6rth), v. t. [< dearth, w.] To cause
a dearth or scarcity in ; hence, to raise the
price of.

dearthfal (d^rth'ful), a. [(= Icel. dyrthar-fuUrj

full of glory) < dearth + -fuhl Expensive;
costly; very dear. [Scotch.]

Ye Scots, wha wish auld Scotland well, . . .

It sets you ill,

Wi' bitter dearthfiC wines to mell.
Burns, Scotch Drink.

dearticulate (de-ar-tik'u-lat), v. t,\ pret. and
pp. dearticulatedj ppr. dearticulating. [< L, de,

from, + articulatuSj pp. of articulare, joint, ar-

ticulate.] To disjoint or disarticulate.

dearticulation (de-ar-tik-u-la'shon), n. [< de

+ articulation. '] Same as abarticulution,

dearwortht* «• [ME. dereicurth, derwurth, dere-

icerthj etc., n AS. deorivyrthe, dedrwurthe,<. dedre,

dear, + wcorfAe, worth.] 1. Costly; precious.

Mani on other direwerthe ston
That ihc [Ij nu nenipne [name] he can.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 59.

2. Worthy of being loved; dearly beloved.

This is my derworth sone. Wycli/, Mat. xvii. 5.

dearworthlyt, adv. [ME. deoreworthliche ; as
dearwortk + -/^2.] Dearly; with fondness or

affection.

Hiat heo with the woUe of bote deoreworthliche dele.

Spec, of Lyric Poetry (ed. Wright), p. 54.

dearji dearie (der'i), «.; pi. dearies (-iz).

[Dim. of deffj'l.] One who is dear; a dear;
a darling : a familiar word of endearment.

She sought it up, she sought it down,
Till she was wet and weary

;

And in the middle part o' it,

There she got her deary.
WtUie's I>roitmed in Gamery (Child's Ballads, II. 184).

Wilt thou be my dearie ? Bums.

deasf (de'as), n. An obsolete spelling of dais.

deasil (de'shel), n. [Sc, also written deasoil,

deishealj deasiuL repr. Gael, deiseil, deiseal,

toward the south, taken in sense of Howard
the right,' < deas (= Ir. deas, Olr. dess^ des =
W. dehau = L. dexter, right, = Skt. dakshina,
right, south), south, right, right-hand, + iulj

diiectiou, guidance.] Motion according to the
apparent course of the sun. See withershins.

deaspirate (de-as'pi-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

deaspiratedj ppr. deaspirating. [< de- priv. +
asinrate.'] To omit or remove the aspirate
from.
deaspiration (de-as-pi-ra'shon), n. [< deaspi-
rate + -4on.'\ The removal, elision, or omis-
sion of the aspirate from an aspirated word or
syllable.

death (deth), w. [Early mod. E. also deth
(dial, also dead, deid, etc.), < ME. dethy deeth,

often dedj dede, < AS, death = OFries. ddthj
dad = OS. dothj dod = D. dood = MLG. dode =
LG. dod = OHG. tod, toty MHG. tot, G. tod =
Icel. daudhr = Sw. Dan. dod = Goth, dauthns,
death; from the strong verb represented by
Goth. *dri«?an (pret. *dau)f die, seen also in Goth.
dauths, etc., E. dead, with suffix -th (orig. -thu,

L. -tu-s), formative of nouns: see dead and
die'^.'] 1. Cessation of life; that state of a
being, animal or vegetable, in which there is a
total and permanent cessation of all the vital

fhnctions. (a) In the abstract.

Deeth is euere, as y trowe,
The moost certeyn thing that is,

And no thing is so vncerteyn to knowe,
As ia the tynie of denth y-wis.

Babee^ Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 52.
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Of the Fruit of Knowledge if thou feed,

Death, dreadful! Death shall plague Thee and Thy Seed.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, ii., Eden.

Death ceased to be terrible when it was regarded rather
as a remedy than as a sentence.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 235.

(&) Actual.

Than scholde alle the Lond make Sorwe for his Dethe,

and else nought. Mandeville, Travels, p. 89.

So the dead which he [Samson] slew at his death were
more than they which he slew in his life. Judges xvi. 30.

There is not, perhaps, to a mind well instructed, a more
paiTiful occurrence than the death of one whom we have
injured without reparation. Johnson, Rambler, No. 54.

(c) Figurative or poetical.

Sleep, that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care.

The death of each day's life. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2.

The year smiles as it draws near its death.
Bryant, October.

(In poetry and poetical prose death is often personified.

O death, where is thy sting? 1 Cor. xv. 55.

How wonderful is Death—
Death, and his brother Sleep I

Shelley, Queen Mab, i.

Love paced the thymy plots of Paradise,
And all about him roll'd his lustrous eyes;
When, turning round a cassia, full in view.
Death, walking all alone beneath a yew,
And talking to himself, first met his sight.

Tennyson, Love and Death.]

2. A general mortality; a deadly plague; a
fatal epidemic : as, the black death (which see,

below).

Trevisa calls the Great Plague of 1349 " the grete deth."

S. H. Carpenter, Eng. in the XlVth Century, p. 164.

3. The cessation of life in a particular part of

an organic body, as a bone.

The death is seen to extend about an inch from the end
of each fragment, and from the living bone in the imme-
diate vicinity an abundant effusion of callus was thrown
in a ferule-like form, bridging over the space occupied by
the sequestra. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 127.

4. A skeleton, or the figure of a skeleton, as

the symbol of mortality : as, a death^s head.

strains that might create a soul
LTnder the ribs of death.

Milton, Comus, 1. 561.

A gray and gap-tooth'd man as lean as death.
Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

5. A cause, agent, or instrument of death.

O thou man of God, there is death in the pot.
2 Ki. iv. 40.

In this place [hell]

Dwell many thousand thousand sundry sorts

Of never-dying deaths. Ford, 'Tis Pity, etc., iii. 6.

It was one who should be the death of both his parents.
Milton.

The bright death quiver'd at the victim's throat;
Touch'd ; and I knew no more.

Tennyson, Fair Women.
6. Imminent deadly peril.

Hadst thou lov'd me, and had my way been stuck
With deaths as thick as frosty nights with stars,

I would have ventur'd.
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 3.

7. A capital offense; an offense punishable
with death.

I would make it death
For any male thing but to peep at us.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

8. The state or place of the dead.

The gates of death. Job xxxviii. 17.

9. The mode or manner of dying.

Let me die the death of the righteous. Num. xxiii. 10.

Thou Shalt die the deaths of them that are slain in the

midst of the seas. Ezek. xxviii. 8.

10. Something as dreadful as death.

It was death to them to think of entertaining such doc-

trines. Bp. Atterbury.

11. In Scripture: (a) The reverse of spiritual

life ; the mere physical and sensuous life, with-

out any activity of the spiritual or religious

nature.

To be carnally minded is death. Rom. viii. 6.

(6) After physical death, the final doom of those

who have lived and died in separation from God
and the divine life.

If His [God's] favor be forfeited, the inevitable conse-

quences are the death of the soul, that is, its loss of spir-

itual life, and unending sinfulness and misery.
Dr. Hodge, Systematic Theology, II. vi.

Death when spoken of aa the penal destiny of the wicked
undoubtedly carries with it in all cases associations of sin

and suffering as its consequences, suffering leading to de-
struction. Edward White, Life in Christ, p. 108.

ISf. A slaughtering or killing

—

Aman of deatht,
a murderer.

Not to suffer a inan of death to live. Bacon.

Civil death, the separation of a man from civil society,
or from the enjoyment of civil rights, as by banishment,
abjuration of the realm, entering into a monasteiy, etc.

In the United States, only imprisonment for life entails

civil death.

death-bill

This banishment is a kind of civil death.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1,

Dance of death. See dance.— Death camass. See ca-

7na««.— Death's door, gates of death, Jaws of death,
expressions for a near approach to death : as, he lay at
death's door, or at the gates of death; he was snatched
from the jaws of death.

Like one that hopelesse was depryv'd
From deathes dore at which he lately lay.

Spenser, V. Q., V. iv. 35.

Into the jaws of Death,
Into the mouth of Hell
Rode the six hundred.
Tennyson, Chaise of the Light Brigade.

In the article of death. See «r(ic?e.— Second death,
in theol., the state of lost souls after physical death ; eter-

nal punishment.

The fearful . . . and all liars shall have their part in the
lake which burnetii with fire and brimstone ; which is the
second death. Rev. xxi. 8.

The black death, the name given to a verj- destructive
plague which, originating in eastern or central Asia, spread
over Asia and Europe in the fourteenth century, attain-

ing its height about 1348, characterized by inflammatory
boils and black spots or petechise of the skin, indicating
putrid decomposition. Also called the black disease and
the great death.—To l>e death on. (a) To be a capital

hand at; be an adept in (the doing of anything): as, the
old doctor was death on fits. (6) To be passionately fond
of ; have a great liking or capacity for : as, he teas death
on the sherry. [Vulgar in both uses.]

Women, I believe, are bom with certain natural tastes.

Sally was death on lace. Sam Slick, p. 225.

To he in at the death, in fox-hutiting, to come up with
the game htfmv it lias been killed by the hounds; hence,
to be present iit ttii' finale or end of anything, as the defeat
of an opponent.— To death, to the point of being thor-

oughly exhausted; excessively : as, tired to death.

We are worked to death in the House of Commons, and
we are henceforth to sit on Saturdays.

Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 235.

To die the death. See diei.—To do to death, to

kill ; slay ;
put to death, especially by repeated attacks or

blows.

Better it were ther to drowne hym-self than the luge
shcdde hym shamfuUy do hym to deth before the peple.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 21.

Done to death by slanderous tongues
Was the Hero that here lies.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 3.

To put to death, to kill ; execute ; order or compass the
death of.

And I may not be byleved, wherfore I most with grete
wronge be put to deth. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 15.

God not permitting so base a people to put to death so

holy a Prophet did assume him into heaven.
Sa7idys, Travailes, p. 43.

To the death, (a) Till death ; while life lasts.

These shuU the love and serve euer to the deth.
Merlin (E. E. T, 8.), L 122.

(&) Mortally ; to death.

Upon a time sore sicke she fell.

Yea to the very death.

Gentleman in Thracia (Child's Ballads, VIII. 160X

= Syn. 1. Death, Decease, Demise. See decease.

death-a-cold (deth'a-kold), a. Deadly cold.

[CoUoq. and rare, New Eng.]

Her feet and hands, especially, had never seemed so
death-a-cold as now. Hawthoime, Seven Gables, p. 287.

death-adder (deth'ad^'er), n. A venomous ser-

pent of Australia, Acanthophis antarctica. See
Acanthophis.

death-agony (deth 'ag*'o-ni),n. The agony or
struggle which sometimes immediately pre-
pfiHf^R (Ipntii

deatil-bed (deth'bed), ?!. and a. [< ME. *deth-

beddc, < AS. dedth-bedd (= D. doodbed = G. tod-

tenbett), < death, death, + bedd, bed.] I. n. 1.

The bed on which a person dies or is confined
in his last sickness.

Sweet soul, take heed,
Take heed of perjury; thou'rt on tliy deathbed.

Shak., Othello, v. 2.

Hence— 2. A person's last sickness ; sickness

ending in death.

A death-bed's a detector of the heart.

Younci, Night Thouglits, ii. 641.

II. a. Of or pertaining to a death-bed, or to

the circumstances of a person's death.

A death-bed repentance ought not indeed to l)e neg-

lected, tjecause it is the last thing that we can do.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons.

Death-bed expenses, in Scots law, expenses connected
with a ]>ei'si)n"s last sickness.

death-beU (deth'bel), n. 1. The bell that

announces a death; the passing-bell.— 2. A
sound in the ears like that of a tolling bell, sup-

posed by the superstitious to presage death.

lady, 'tis d.irk, an' I heard the death-bell.

An' darena gae yonder for gowd nor fee.

Ilogi;, Mountain Bard.

Also, rarely, dead-bell.

death-billt (deth'bil), ». A list of dead. See
the extract.
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,.McSw^t&ntai'lYre™?byr^^^^^
deathlingt (deth'ling), » [< death + -Un^l.-i death-throe (deth'thr6),«. [<ME. deth-throwe;wiuth was a list or Its dean sent by one house to be remem- One subject to death; a child of death. ««ZKesJer.

'' , ^. " . ^ '

deathly (deth'li), o. [< ME. dedly,
beret] in the prayers and sacrifices of the other with which
it was in fellowship. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 381.

death-bird (deth'berd), n. 1. A small owl of
North America, Kyctala rirhardsoni.— 2. The
death's-head moth.
death-blow (deth'blo), n. 1. A blow caiising
death ; a mortal blow.

Her [Lucretia]
Whose death-blow struck the dateless doom of kings.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

2. Figuratively, something which destroys, ex-
tinguishes, or blights.

By the death-blow of my hope,
My memory immortal grew.

Byron, Lines written beneath a Picture.

death-cord (deth'k6rd), ». Arope for hanging

;

the gaUo%vs-rope.

Have I done well to give this hoary vet'ran,
Who has for thirty years fought in our wars.
To the death-cord unheard ? J. BaiUie.

death-damp (deth'damp), «. The cold, clammy
sweat whien sometimes precedes death,
death-dance (deth'dans), ». The dance of
death (which see, under danxx, n.). Burke.
death-day (deth'da), n. [Formerly also dead-

. . .. .. „, dedli, etc.
(same as deadly, q. v.), < AS. dedthlic, also dead-
lie, < death, death, or dead, dead, + -lie, E. -?i^i.]

1. Like or characteristic of death; partaking
of the nature or appearance of death : as, a
deathly swoon; deathly pallor.— 2. Threaten-
ing death ; fatal ; mortal ; deadly. [Bare.]
Unwholesome and deathly. J. Udall, On 2 Cor. ii.

=Syn. See deadly.

deathly (deth'li), adv. r< ME. dedely, etc. (same
as deadly, adv., q. v.), < AS. deddlice, < deadlic,
adj. : see deadly, a.] So as to resemble a dead
person, or death.

I saw Lucy standing before me, alone, deathly pale.
Dickens.

death-mask (deth'mfi,sk), n. A mask, usu?illy
of plaster, taken from a person's face after
death.
death-point (deth'point), n.

< death + throe.'^ The struggle which in some
cases accompanies death.
death-tick (deth'tik), ». The common death-
watch, Anobium tessellatum. Darwin.
death-token (deth't6"kn), n. That which in-
dicates approaching death.

He is so plaguy proud, that the death-tokem of it
Cry — " No recovery." Shak., T. and C, ii. 3.

death-trance (deth'trans), ». A condition of
apparent death, the action of the heart and
lungs, the temperature, and other signs of life
being so reduced as to produce the semblance
of death.

death-trap (deth'trap), n. A structure or situ-
ation involving imminent risk of death ; a place
dangerous to life.

A wooden manof-war is now as worthless as an egg-
shell ; more so, for it is a death-trap.

New York Tribune, March 13, 1862.

The limit of the deathward(deth'ward),ac?j). l< death + -ward.]
time during which an animal organism can live Toward death,
in a certain degree of heat; specifically, the
point of time, from the beginning of the immer-
sion, when an organism is killed by water at a
temperature of 212° P

Alas, the sting of conscience
To deathward for our faults.

day; < ME. dethday, dedday; < death + day^.] death-rate (deth'rat), n. The proportion of
deaths among the inhabitants of a town, coun-
try, etc., in a given period of time,.usually reck-
oned at so many in a thousand per annum,
death-rattle (deth'rat'l), «. A rattling sound
sometimes heard in the last labored breathing
of a dying person.
There was a sound in herconvulsed throat like the death-

rattle.

J. Wilson, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. 194.

death-mckle (deth'mk'l), n. Same as death-

^..., rattle. [Scotch.]
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ii. death'S-hcad (deths'hed), n. 1. The skull of a

The day on which one dies.

Al-so at the ded day of a brother, euery couple to 3euyn
iij. peuys. English OUds(E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

They esteeme this life as mans conception, but his death-
day to be his birth-day vnto that true and happy life.

Punhas, Pilgrimage, p. 463.

death-flre (deth'fir), n. A luminous appear-
ance or flame, as the ignis fatuus, supposed by
the superstitious to presage death.

About, about, in reel and rout,
The death-fires danced at night,

deathfol (deth'ful), a. [< death + -fuL] 1.
Full of slaughter ; murderous ; destructive.

These eyes behold
The death ful scene. Pope, Odyssey.

Thou who, amidst the death/ul field,

By godlike chiefs alone beheld,
Oft with thy bosom bare art found.

Collins, To Mercy.

Oh ! death/ul stabs were dealt apace.
The battle deepen'd in its place.

Tennyson, Oriana.

2f . Cruel
;
painful, as death.

Your cruelty was such as you would spare his life for
many death/ul torments. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

3. Liable to death ; mortal.

The deathless gods, and death/ul earth. Chapman.

deathfulness (deth'ful-nes), n. An appear-
ance of death or as of death ; the state of being
suggestive of or associated with death. Jer.
Taylor.

The whole picture [Turner's Slave-ship] is dedicated to
the most sublime of subjects and impressions, . . . the
power, majesty, and death/utnett of the open, deep, illim-
itable sea. Rwikin.

death;hanter (deth'hun'tSr), n. One who fol-
lows in the rear of an army, in order to strip
and rob the bodies of the dead after an en-
gagement.
deathify (deth'i-fi), v. t.

; pret. and pp. deathi-
fied, ppr. deathifying. [Improp. < death + -i-/y.]

To make dead ; kill. Coleridge. [Rare.]
deathiness (deth'i-nes), «. [< deathy + -ness.]
Deathfulness ; death-producing influence : peril
of death. [Rare.]

Look I it bums clear ; hut with the air around
Ita dead ingredients mingle deathiness.

Southey, Thalaba, v.

deathless (deth'les), a. l< death ¥ -less.] 1.
Not subject to death or destruction ; immortal

:

as, deathless beings.

Gods there are, and deathless. Tennyson, Lucretius.

2. Unceasing; unending; perpetual: as, death-
less fame.

Ne'er shall oblivion's murky cloud
Obscure his deathless praise. Sir W. Jone$.

deathlessness (deth'les-nes), n. [< deathless
+ -iicsn.'] The state of being deathless ; free-
dom from death ; immortality : as, the death-
lessness of the soul.

He Iman] is immortal, not because he was created »o,
but because he has become so, deriving his deathlessness
from Him who alone hatli immortality.

Boardman, Creative Week, p. 216.

deathliness (deth'li-nes), «. The quality of
being deathly; resemblance to death in its as-
pects or phenomena.

Xot a blade of Krass, not a flower, not even the hardiest

human skeleton, or a figure or painting repre-
senting such a skull.

I had rather to be married to a death's head with a bone
in his mouth. Shak., M. of V., i. 2.

2t. Specifically, in the sixteenth century, a ring
with a death's-head on it.

Sell some of my cloaths to buy thee a death's head, and
put upon thy middle finger.

Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, iv. 1.

These are all rings, death's-heads, and such mementos,
Her grandmother and worm-eaten aunts left to her.
To tell her what her beauty must arrive at.

Fletcher. Wife for a Month, 1. 2.

3. A name of one of the saimiri or titi mon-
keys of South America, Vhrysothrix sciureus.—
Death's-head moth, ur death's-head hawk-moth,
Acfi'^r'iittia (ttrojuj/t, the lai-gest .species of lepidopteroiis in-
sects found in Great Britain. '1 ne markings on the back
of the thorax very closely resemble a skull or death's-head;

Death's-head Moth {.Acherontia atropos). about one halfnatural size.

hence the English name. It measures from 4 to 5 inches
in expanse of the wings. It emits peculiar sounds, some-
what resembling the squeaking of a mouse, but how these
sounds are produced naturalists have not been able sat-
isfactorily to explain. It attacks beehives, pillages the
honey, and disperses the bees. It is regarded by the super-
stitious as the forerunner of death or some other calamity.
Al.so called death-bird.

death's-herb (deths'ferb), n. The deadly night-
shade, Atropa Belladonna.

deathsman (deths'man), ». ;
pi. deathsmen

(-men). An executioner; a hangman; one who
executes the extreme penalty of the law; one
who kills.

He's dead ; I am only sorry
He had no other death's-man. Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

Fletcher {and another). Love's Pilgrimage, iv. 3.

death'-warrant (deth'wor'ant), n. 1. In law,
an order from the proper authority for the ex-
ecution of a criminal.— 2. Figuratively, any-
thing which puts an end to hope or expectation.
death-'watch (deth'woch), n. 1. A vigil beside
a dying person.— 2. A guard set over a con-
demned criminal for some time prior to his exe-
cution.— 3. The popular name of several small
beetles which make a ticking or clicking sound,
supposed by superstitious persons to be omi-
nous of death, (a) Some species of the genua Anobium,
or serricorn beetles, of the family Ptinidtx. as A. domes-
ticum, A. tessellatum, and A. striatum. These insects
abound in old houses, where they get into the wood by
boring, and make a
clicking sound by
standing up on
their hind legs and
knocking their
heads against the
wood quickly and
forcibly several
times in succession,
the number of dis-

tinct strokes being
in general from
seven to eleven.
This is the call of
the sexes.

Few ears have es-
caped the noise of
the death-watch:
that is, the little

clicking sound
heard often in
many rooms, some-
what resembling
that of a watch

;

and this is conceived to be of an evil omen or prediction of
some persons death. . . . This noise is made by a little
sheath-winged grey insect, found often in wainscot benches.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 7.

"Alas! the poor gentleman will never get from hence,"
said tlie landlady to me— "for I heard the death-watch
all night long." Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 6.

(6) A minute, wingless, pseudoneuropterous insect, Atro-
pos jndsatorius, of the family Psocidce, a great pest in
botanical and entomological collections. It also makes a
ticking' sound.

death-'wound (deth'wSnd), n. A wound caus-
ing death.

deathy (deth'i), ado. l< death + -y^.] So as to
resemble death ; deathly. [Rare.]

The cheeks were deathy dark.
Dark the dead skin upon the hairless skull.

Southey, Thalaba, II.

deauratet (de-a'rat). v. t. [< LL. deauratus, pp.
of deaurare, gild, < L. de, down, + aurare, over-
lay with gold, gild, < aurtim, gold: see aurate.]
To gild. Bailey. [Rare.]
deaurate (de-fi,'rat), a. [ME. deaurat, < LL.
deauratus, pp. : see the verb.] If. Golden;
gilded. [Rare.]
Of so eye-bewitching a deaurate ruddle dy is the skin-

coat of this landtgrave.
Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., 'VI. 164).

Death-watch.

I. Anobium notatum. 2. Atropos pulsa-
torius. (Linesshow natural sizes.)

2. In entom., having a dull metallic-golden
luster resembling worn gilding.

Far more expressive than our term of executioner is Hnanrafinnt Cfle-a ^n'shnn^ m f— V rl^niiYn
their [the ancient writers'] solemn one of deathsman. aeauraUlOnt ((le-a-ra sliqn), «. [ t

.
Maura-

Disraeli. J'"'" ' ^ aeaurate + -ion.] The act of gilding.

death-sough (deth'such), n
breathings or sighings of a dying person
[Scotch.]
Heard na ye the lang-drawn death-sough f The death-

sough of the Morisons is as hollow as a groan frae the grave.
Blackwood's Mag., Sept., 1820, p. 652.

death-stroke (deth'strok), n. A death-blow.
( 'olirifli/'

lichen, springs up to relieve the utter (feo(A(tn«»» of the fleath-StrUCK (deth strulc), a. Mortally wound-
>oene. U. B. Stowe, Agnes of Sorrento, xviiL ed, or Ul with some fatal disease.

„.„.,.,... ] The act of gilding.

The last heavy dea'Ve (dev), v.
;
pret. and pp. deaved, ppr. deav-

dvine nerson. "'^' [Another form of deaf, v.] I. trans. To
render deaf ; deafen ; stun with noise. [Scotch
and prov. Eng.]

If mair they deave us wi' their din,
Or patronage intrusion.

Bums, The Ordination.

"Youknowmy name: how is that?" , . .
" Foolish lK>y,

was it not cried at the gate loud enough to deave one ?"

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, ii.

H. intrans. To become deaf.



deawarren

deawarrent, ''• t. [< de- priv. + "awarren for

warren. Cf. distcarren.l To diswarren. E, D.
Deaicarrened is when a warren is diswarrened or broke

up and laid in common.
If. yehim. Laws Concerning Game (1727), p. 32.

debacchatet (df-bak'at), r. i. [< L. debaccha-
tiis, pp. of debuccliari, rave like the Bacchan-
tes, < de- + bacehari, rave, revel: see bacchant.'}

To rave as a bacchanal.
debacchationt (de-ba-ka'shon), n. [< LL. de-

baccliatio(n-), < L. debacchari, rave : see debac-

chate.'\ Bacchanalian raving.

Such . . . who defile their holiday with most foolish

vanities, most impure pollutions, most wicked debaccha-

Hom. Prynne, Histrio-Mastlx, I. vi. 12.

debacle (de-bak'l), n. [< F. dibdcle, a break-
up, overthrow, < debdcler, break up, as ice does,

unbar, < de- priv. (< L. dis-, apart) + bdder,

bar, shut, < Pr. baclar, bar, < L. baculns, a stick,

staff: see baculus.'i 1. Specifically, the break-
ing up of ice in a river in consequence of a rise

of the water. Sometimes used by English writers on
geology for a rush of water carrying with it debris of va-

rious kinds, as by Lyell in describing the effect of the giv-

ing way of an ice-barrier in tlie valley of Bagnes, Valais,

Switzerland, in 1818.

Abnonnal floods and debacles, such as occur in all river

valleys occasionally. Dawson, Origin of World, p. 313.

2. A confused rout; an uncontrollable rush;
a stampede.
debar (de-bar'), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. debarred,

ppr. debarring. [< OF. debarrer, desbarrer, des-

barer, bar out, < de-, des-, priv^ -I- barrer, bar:

see fearl, v., and cf. disbar.'] To bar out; shut
out; preclude; exclude; prevent from enter-

ing; deny right of access to; hinder from ap-
proach, entry, use, etc.

An inconvenience which will intrude itself, if it be not
debarred. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 178.

From this court I debarre all rough and violent exer-

cises. Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 16.

She was expiring ; and yet I was debarred the small com-
fort of weeping by her. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxviii.

Men were debarred from books, but accustomed from
childhood to contemplate the admirable works of art

which, even in the thirteenth century, Italy began to
produce. Macavlay, Petrarch.

= Syn. To interdict, prohibit, prevent, restrain.

debarbt (de-barb'), V. t. [< ML. debarbare, cut
off (the beard), < L. de-, off, + barba = E. beard:
see 6ar61.] To deprive of the beard.

debaret,a. [< rfe- -t- ftarei.] Bare; stripped. E.D.
As wooddes are made debayre of leaues.

Drant, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

debark (de-bark'), V. [< p. diharquer, formerly
desbarquer, < des-, de-, de-, from, -f barque, a
ship, bark : see bark^, and cf . disbark, a doub-
let of debark.'] I, trans. To land from a ship
or boat; bring to land from a vessel; disem-
bark: as, to debark artillery.

Sherman debarked his troops and started out to accom-
plish the object of the expedition.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 331.

n. intrans. To leave a ship or boat, and go
ashore; disembark: as, the troops debarked a,t

four o'clock.

debarkation (de-bar-ka'shon), n. [< debark +
-ation.] The act of disembarking.

Cfiesar seems to have hardly stirred from the first place
of his debarkation. Barrinffton.

debarkmentf (de-bark'ment), ». [< F. debarque-
ment, < debarq'uer, debark : see debark and
-ment.] Debarkation: as, a place of debark-
ment. [Rare.]

Our troops ought not to have shut themselves up in the
Ooleta, but have met the enemy in the open field at the
place of debarkment. Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iv. 12.

debarment (de-bar'ment), n. [< debar + -ment.']

The act of debarring or excluding; hindrance
from approach ; exclusion.

I groaned within myself ... at thinking of my gad de.

barment from the sight of Lorna.
Ji. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 287.

debarrass (de-bar'as), v. t. [< F. d4barrasser,
clear up, disentangle, < de-, from,+ 'barrasser in

embarrasser, entangle, embarrass, < barre, a bar:
see embarrass.'] To free from embarrassment
or entanglement ; disembarrass; disencumber.

*' But though we could not seize his person," said the
captain, " we have debarrassed ourselves tout a fait from
his pursuit." Mme. D'Arblay, Cecilia, vii. 5.

Clement had time to debarrass himself of his boots and
his hat before the light streamed in upon him.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, Ixxxiv.

debase (de-bas'), v. t.; pret. and pp. debased,
ppr. debasing. [< L. de-, dowm, -t- E. base^.]
1. To reduce in quality or state; impair the
purity, worth, or credit of ; vitiate; adulterate:
as, to debase gold or silver by alloy.
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Many an elegant Phrase becomes improper for a Poet

or an Orator when it has been debased by common use.
Addison, Spectator, No. 285.

They cheated their creditors by debasing the coinage.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 463.

2. To lower or impair morally ; degrade.
Whether it be not a kind of taking God's name in vain

to debase religion with such frivolous disputes, a sin to
bestow time and labour about them.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 30.

=S3ni. Debase, Degrade, etc. (see abase), lower, deteriorate,
dishonor, alloy, taint, corrupt, defile. See list under de-

grade.

debased (de-basf), J), o. 1. Reduced in qual-
ity or state; lowered in purity or fineness;
adulterated.

Silver coins of debased Macedonian weight.
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 207.

2. Lowered morally ; degraded; despicable.

—

3. In her., reversed.

debasement (de-bas'ment), M. [< debase +
-ment.] The act of defeasing, or the state of

being debased, (a) Impairment of purity, fineness, or
value ; adulteration. (6) Degradation.

A state of continual dependence on the generosity of

others is a life of gradual debasement.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, c.

debaser (de-ba'ser), n. One who or that which
debases or lowers in estimation or in value ; one
who or that which degrades or renders mean.
A debaser of the character of our nation.

Major Cartwright, State of the Nation, p. 53.

debashedt (de-bashf), a. [< de- + bash + -ed^,

after abashed.] Abashed; confounded; con-
fused. Nares.

Fell prostrate down, debash'd with reverent shame.
Niccols, England's Eliza, Ind.

debasingly (df-ba'sing-li), adv. So as to de-
base.

debatable (de-ba'ta-bl), a. [< OF. debatable, de-

batable, F. debattdhle (ML. debatabilis), < deba-
tre, debate, + -able.] Admitting of debate or
argument; disputable; subject to controversy
or contention; questionable: as, a debatable
question; debatable claims.

No one thinks of discrediting scientific method because
the particular conclusions of the physicist or biologist are
often debatable and sometimes false.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. § 11.

Debatable land, land (or, by extension, a sul)ject) in dis-

pute or controversy ; specifically, a tract of land l)etween
the rivers Esk and Sark, formerly claimed by both Eng-
land and Scotland, which was the haunt of thieves and
vagabonds.

debate^ (de-baf), v.
;
pret. and pp. debated, ppr.

debating. "[< ME. debaten, < OF. debatre, de-

battre, desbatre, desbattre, fight, contend, de-
bate (also lit. beat down, beat: see debate^), F.

debattre, contend, debate, = Sp. debatir = Pg.
debater= lt. dibattere,< ML. *debatere {debatare,

after Rom. ), fight, contend, argue, debate, < L.
de, down, + batnere, ML. batere, battere, beat:
see abate and bate^. Hence by apheresis batc^.

Cf. debate'^.] I. intrans. 1. To engage in com-
bat; fight; do battle. [Archaic]

His cote-armour
As whyte as is a lily flour.

In which he wol debate.
Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 157.

Well could he tourney, and in lists debate.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 6.

It seem'd they would debate with angry swords.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1421.

2. To dispute ; contend.

'Tis no hour now for anger,
No wisdom to debate with fruitless choler.

Fletcher (and another), False One, iii. 1.

3. To deliberate together; discuss or argue;
also, reflect ; consider.

II. trans. 1 . To fight or contend for ; battle
for, as with arms. [Archaic]
The cause of religion was delmted with the same ardour

in Spain as on the plains of Palestine. Prescott.

2. To contend about in argument ; argue for or
against ; discuss ; dispute : as, the question was
debated till a late hour.

Debate thy cause with thy neighbour himself.
Prov. XXV. 9.

The Civilians meete together at the Palace for the de-

bating of matters of controversie. Coryat, Crudities, I. 40.

He could not debate anything without some commotion,
even when the argument was not of moment. Clarendon.

3. To reflect upon ; consider; think.

Long time she stood debating what to do.

iVilliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 234.

Debating society, a society for the purpose of improve-
mentln extemporaneous discussion. =Syil. 2. Argue, Dis-
pute, Debate, etc. See argue.

debate! (de-baf ), n. "[< ME. debate, < OF. debat,

desbat, F.'debat = Sp. Pg. debate = It. dibatto

(ML. debatum), debate ; from the verb. Hence

debauch

by apheresis bate^.] 1. Strife; contention;
contest; fight; quarrel. [Archaic]

Behold, ye fast for strife and debate. Isa. Iviii. 4.

On the day of the Trinitie next suyng was a gret debaat,
... & in that murther ther were sleye . . . iiii skore.

Robert of Gloucester, p. 690.

But question fierce and proud reply
Gave signal soon of dire debate. Scott.

Z. Contention by argument; discussion; dis-

pute ; controversy : as, forensic debates.

of all his wordes he remembryd wele.

And with hym self he was helf atte debate.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1663.

The matter in debate was, whether the late French king
was most Augustus Caesar or Nero.

Addison, Coffee House Politicians.

3t. Subject of discussion.

statutes and edicts concerning this debate. Milton.

deba'te^t, v. [< OF. debatre, debattre, desbatre,

desbattre, beat down, beat, strike (also, in de-
flected sense, fight, contend, debate: see rfe-

bate^), < L. de, down, -I- batuere, ML. batere,

battere, beat: see abate and bate'^. Cf. debate'^.]

1. trans. To abate ; lower.

The same wyse thir Rutulianis, as he wald,
Gan at command debait thare voce and ceice,

To here the Kyngis mynd, and hald thare peace,
Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 459.

II. intrans. To abate ; fall off.

Artes, . . . when they are at the full perfection, doo de-

bate and decrease againe. W. Webbe, Eng. Poetry, p. 94.

debate^t, ». [ME. ; from the verb.] Debase-
ment ; degradation.

Yf a lady doo soo grete outrage
To shewe pyte, and cause hir owen debate,
Of suche pyte cometh dispetous rage.

And of tile love also right dedly hate.
Political Poems, etc. (cd. Furnivall), p. 67.

debatefult (de-bat'ful), a. [< debate + -ful.]

Abounding in or inclined to debate
;
quarrel-

some.
DebatefuU strife, and cruell enmity.
The famous name of knighthood fowly shend.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 35.

If ye be so debateful and contentious.
J. UdaU, On 1 Cor. vl.

debatefullyt (df-bat'ful-i), adv. With conten-
tion.

debatementt (de-bat'ment), n. [< OF. debate-

ment, debattement, < debatre, debate : see debate^

and -ment.] Controversy; deliberation; dis-

cussion.

Without debatement further, more or less.

He should the bearers put to sudden death.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

deba'ter (df-ba'tfer), n. [< debate + -erl ; cf . OF.
debateor, flebateur, disputant.] It. (Dne who
strives or contends ; a fighter ; a quarreler.

—

2. One who debates; a disputant; a wran-
gler.

debatingly(de-ba'ting-li), adv. In the manner
of debate.

debatoust, a. [ME., < debate + -ous.] Quarrel-
some ; contentious.

Debatouse : contensiosus, contumeliosus, dissidiosus.
Catholicum Anglicum.

debauch (de-bach'), V. [Formerly also debosh,
deboish; < "OF. desbaucher, F. d^baucher, cor-

rupt, seduce, mislead, appar. a fig. use of OF.
desbaucher, hew away, chip, rough-hew, as a
piece of timber, < des- priv., away, off, + bau-
cher, hew, chip, rough-hew, square, as a piece
of timber, < bauch, bauc, bale, m., a beam, log,

bauehe, f., a beam, later also a row or course
of stones in masonry (cf. bauehe, bange, a hut)

;

of Tent, origin : OD. balke, D. balk = MLG.
balke = OHG. balcho, balko, MHG. balke, G.
balke, balken = Icel. bdlkr = Sw. Norw. Dan.
balk, a beam, balk: see balk^, n.] I. trans. 1.

To corrupt the morals or principles of ; entice
into improper conduct, as excessive indul-

gence, treason, etc. ; lead astray, as from mo-
rality, duty, or allegiance : as, to debauch a
youth by evil instruction and example ; to de-

bauch an army.
This it is to counsel things that are unjust ; first, to de-

bauch a king to break his laws, and then to seek protec-
tion. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

These rogues, whom I had picked up. debauched my
other men, and they all formed a coiisi)iracy to seize the
ship. Swi.ft, Gullivers Travels, iv. 1.

2. Specifically, to corrupt with lewdness ; bring
to be guilty of unchastity ; deprave ; seduce : as,

to debauch a woman.— 3. To lower or impair in

quality ; corrupt or vitiate
;
pervert.

Natural taste is apt to be seduced and debauched by
vicious precept and bad example. Goldsmith, Taste.



debauch

4t. Figuratively, to spoil; dismantle;
uuservieeable.
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render What blast hath thus his flowers debelUghed !

6. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph.

de bene esae (de be'ne es'e). [Law L., for
what it is worth, as if valid; lit., for being
well : de, of, for ; bene, well ; esse, be, inf. as
a noun, being.] In law, for what it is worth

;

conditionally: as, to take an order or testi-
mony de bene esse (that is, to take or allow it
for the present, but subject to be suppressed
or disallowed on a further or full examination).
debenture (de-ben'tur), n. [< ME. debentur, a
receipt

; so called because such receipts for-
merly began with the Latin words debentnr
mihi, there are owing to me: L. debentur, 3d
pers. pi. pres. ind. pass, of debere, owe: see
debit, debt.'] 1. A writing acknowledging a
debt ; a writing or certificate signed by a public
officer or corporation as evidence of debt ; spe-
cifically, an instrument, generally under seal,
for the repayment of money lent : usually if not
exclusively used of obligations of corporations

Last year his barks and gallies were deboehed.
J. FUher, Fuimus Troes, vii. 503.

II. intrans. To riot; revel.

debauch (de-bach'), H. [< F. debauche, > It.

dcboscia; from the verb.] 1. Excess in eat-
ing or drinking; intemperance; drunkenness;
gluttony; lewdness.

The first physicians by debauch were made
;

Excess began, and sloth sustains the trade.

Dryden.
2. Anaet or a period of debauchery. =gyii. Revel
Orr/v, etc. See carousal^.

'
'

debauched (de-b4cht'), p. a. [Formerly de-
hiislud, debosh'd, debost : see debauch, f.] 1.
Corrupt; vitiated in morals or purity of char-
acter

;
given to debauchery

;
profligate.

They should stand in more fear of their lives & goods
(in short time) from this wicked & deboste crue, then from
ye salvages them selves.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 240.

What pity 'tis, so civil a young man should haunt this
debauched company ! B. Jonson. Bartholomew Fair. ii. 1.

2. Characterized by or characteristic of de-
bauchery : as, a debauched look ; a man of de-
biiuched principles.

debauchedly (de-ba'ched-li), adv. In a profli-
gate manner.
debauchedness (de-ba'ched-nes), n. The state
of being debauched

;
gross intemperance.

Cromwell, in a letter to General Fortescue (November,
105.1), speaks sharply of the disorders and debauchedmgs,
profaneness and wickedness, commordy practised amongst
the army sent out to the West Indies.

Lou-ell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 257. u.,,, ,„„ sccureu ny mortgage.
debauchee (deb-o-she'), «. [< F. deftoMcAe (> debentured(de-ben'turd), a. Entitled to draw-
It. rf<6osd«/o), prop. pp. of d(?6aMfr/(«r, debauch: back or debenture ; "secured by debenture.—
see debauch.'] One addicted to intemperance I^ebenturedgoods.goodsforwhichadebenturehasbeen
or bacchanalian excesses ; a habitually lewd or / u"^^"

"'
'''Ti-'A'"",)?? '" drawback,

profligate person. aeberry (de ber"i), n. Same as dayberry.

could we but prevail with the greatest debauchee, "sd 1^/ -' P^ "^ft.'f
^ %' ft'f' ^•/f'''/

T

among us to change their lives, we should find it no very 5?i-.- , ^; = ''' "<'"'^. debole, < L.
b:)rii inntt^r tj> <>hun,r.> thoii. j..,i,m...»»» ^ aebitts, Weak, s de- priv, + habilis able: see

debonairlty
the monies necessary for the payment of debts, or even
for the ordinary expenses of the government

Jefferson, Autobiog., p. 67.

Specifically— 2. In med., that condition of the
body, or of any of its organs, in which the vital
functions are discharged with less than normal
vigor, the amount of power and activity dis-
played being reduced.—3. In astrol., a weak-
ness of a planet, due to its position : the reverse
of a dignity. =Syn. Debility, Infirmity, ImbecUity, all
express a want of strength. Debility is rarely used except
of physical weakness

; infirmity applies to both bodily and
mental weakness ; imbecility has passed from bodily weak-
ness to mental, so as to be obsolete in application to the
former. Debility is a general insufficiency of strength

;

mfinnity, whether physical or mental, is local or special

:

as, his infirmity is lameness ; he has various mental in-
firmities. Imbecility is general, and may amount to idiocy.
See disease and illness.

It was not one of those periods of overstrained and con-
vulsive exertion which necessarily produce debility and
languor. Macaulay, Hallam'a Const. Hist,

Men with natural infirmities, when they attempt things
those very infirmities have rendered them incapable of

9 Tt, tlio Vvifo/^mo „ „„-*!«„„<. « J 1, ,
Of his intellect. i/acawiai/, Hallams Const. Hst.

^. m the customs, a certificate of drawback; joV»Jt lfloK'^f^ ^ r/ i i t.-, i, ^ j
a writing which states that a person is entitled „ ^11'^!,^ f

^'
^f ^,

(lehtmn, what is owed,
tn Q /.Off-;., o,,^ t^— ti .. J. -__ ^, _ a debt, neut. pp. of debere, owe: see debt.] 1.to a certain sum from the government on the
reexportation of specified goods, the duties on
whichhave been paid.— 3. In some government
departments, a bond or bill by which the gov-
ernment is charged to pay a creditor or his as-
signs the money due on auditing his account.
"7 Debenture bond, formerly, a corporate bond or obliga
tlon not secured Ity mortgage.

hard matter to change their judgments.
.South, Sermons, I. vi.

debaucher (de-ba'ch6r), «. [= F. d^bauchcur.]
One who debauches or corrupts others ; a se-
ducer to lewdness or to any dereliction of duty.

If we may say it, he [Wolsey) was the first Debaucher
of king Henry. Baker, Chronicles, p. 262.

You can make a story of the simple victim and the rus-
tic rf^6aTfcA*?r. Lamb.

debauchery (de-b4'ch^r-i), ». [< debauch +
-ery.] 1. Excessive indulgence in sensual
pleasures of any kind; gluttony; intemper-

ablei.] Relaxed; weak; feeble; languid; faint.

For that I have not wash'd
My nose that bled, or foil'd some debile wretch, . .

You shout me forth
In acclamations hyperbolical. Shak., Cor., i. 9.

A very old, small, debile, and tragically fortuned man,whom he sincerely pitied.

R. L. Stevenson, Tlie Dynamiter, p. 197.

Debillrostres {deb"i-U-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL
,

< L. debilis, weak, + rostrum, a beak.] In Sun-
devall's classification of birds, a synonym of
his LimicoUe (which see)..«„T. ;„ 1

•

—

' ^^' 6'"'^''""J>.'"'^<;'"l'ci- nis Aimirote (which see).

of 1^'t
'°™°~l'ty

;
unUwful indulgence debilitant (df-bil'i-tant), a. and n. [= F. d^-of lust.

Oppose debauchery by temperance.
Bp. Sprat, Sermons.

2. Corruption of morality or fidelity; seduc-
tion from duty or allegiance.

The republic of Paris will endeavour to complete the
debaucher;/ of the army. Burke.

[P. de-

The act

debauchment (de-b&ch'ment), n.
bauchcment, < debaucher, debauch.] 1. iuoaci
of debauching or corrupting; the act of sedu-
cing from virtue or duty.
The ravishment of chaste maidens, or the debauchmerU

of nations. jer. Taylor, Holy Living, il. 6.

2. Debauchery; debauch.
Your nose is Roman, which your next debauchment
At tavern, with the help of ... a candlestick.
May turn to Indian, Hat. Shirley, Hyde Park, iii. 2.

debauchnesst (de-baeh'nes), n. The state of
b.iiig debauched. Bp. Gauden.

debelt (de-bel'), i: t. [< F. dibeller = Sp. debe-
Uir = Pg. debellar ^'- ' "^ " -

^'^
.

tare, subdue, < di
war. ] To subdue

Whom Hercules from out his realm debelled.
Warner, Albion s England, ii. 8.

Him long of old
Thou didit debet, and down from heaven cast.

Milton, P. K., iv. 60f-

debellatet (de-bel'at), v
\m. of dcMlure : see deb....j „„„„ „„ „c„^,.

debellationt (deb-e-la'shon), n. [= Sp. debela-
cion = Pg. debellaqSo = It. debellazione, < ML
M>ellatio(n-), < L. debellare, subdue: see debet]
The act of conquering or expelling by force of
arms.

That which is entered in an account as a debt

;

a recorded item of debt : as, the debits exceed
the credits.

[The English, in France, may be permitted] to be their
brokers and factors, and to be employed in casting up
their debits and credits. Burke, A Regicide Peace, iv.

2. That part of another's account in which one
enters any article of goods furnished or money
paid to or on account of that other: as, place
that to my rfe6«._ Debit side, the left hand page of
the ledger, to which are carried all the articles supplied
or moneys paid in the course of an account, or that are
charged to that account.

debit (deb'it), v. t. [< debit, n.] 1. To charge
with as a debt : as, to debit a purchaser the
amount of goods sold.

We may consider the provisions of heaven as an univer-
sal bank, wherein accounts are regularly kept, and every
man debited or credited for the last farthing he takes out
or brings in. A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. xxviii.

A country must not alone be credited with her emi-
grants, who furnish a real and active proof of the vitality
of her population ; she must likewise be debited with the
foreigners who live within her borders.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 554.

2. To enter on the debtor side of a book : as,
to debit the sum or amount of goods sold.
debitor (deb'i-tor), n. [L., a debtor: see
debtor.] A debtor.-Debltor and creditor, an ac-
count-keeper ; an account-book.

O, the charity of a penny cord ! it sums up thousands
in a trice : you have no true debitor and creditor but it;
of what's past, is, and to come, the discharge.

Shak., Cynibeline, v. 4.

debituminization (de-bi-tu"mi-ni-za'shon), n.
[< deUtmninize + -ation.] The act of freeing
from bitumen.
debituminize (de-bi-tii'mi-niz), V. t.

;
pret. and

pp. dfhilKiiiiiiized, ppr. debituminiziny. [= F.
debituminiser, < L. de, away, + bitumen {-min-j
+ E. -ize.] To deprive of bitumen.

d^blai (da-bla'), «. [F., < deblayer, desbleer,
desblaer, OF. desblayer (cf. desblaver, F. dial.
dSblaver, reap and clear away, as grain, re-
move), clear away, remove, < ML. debladare,
clear away (grain), < de, away, + bladum, grain
(carried off the field), < L. ablatum, neut. pp.
of auferre, carry off: aee ablation.] In fort.,
the quantity of earth excavated from a ditch to
form a parapet. See rcmblai.

PP- o'
prate

:

r- ...„..,„ ^,,..„„.„ . , • -
Obsolete forms of de-

. a necessary (/«6t/t(aiian must follow. baurh.
Milton, Eikonoklastes. debonair (deb-o-nar'), a. [< ME. debonaire,

bilitant, < L.' debilitan{t-)s, ppr. of deUlitare,
weaken: see debilitate.] I, a. Debilitating;
weakening.

II. «. In med., a remedy administered for the
purpose of reducing excitement.
debilitate (de-bil'i-tat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. de-
bilitated, ppr. debilitating. [< L. debilitatus, pp.
of debilitare (> It. deUlitare = Sp. Pg. debili-
tar = P. dSbiliter), weaken, < debilis, weak : see
debile.] To weaken ; impair the strength of

;

enfeeble ; make inactive or languid: as, intem-
perance debilitates the organs of digestion.

Providence seems kindly our friend in this particular,
thus to debilitate the understanding where the heart is cor-
rupt. Goldsmith, V^icar, xv.

-SyXL To enervate, exhaust.

debilitatet (de-bil'i-tat), a. [< L. debilitatus,
pv). : see the verb.] Weak; feeble.

debilitation (de-bil-i-ta'shpn). «. [= F. debili-
tation = Sp. debilitacion ='tg. debilitagao = I(

debonere, < OF. de bon aire, F. debonnaire = Pr.
de bon aire = Olt. di bon aire, di buona aria. It.

dibonaire, dibonare, dibonario, courteous, gen-

debilitudet (de-bil'i-tiid), n. [See debility and
),v. t. i< -L. debellatus. .-':J'.'^:} /^^^'^i'/i.^'^^'^es^ ^r^f%; l.^f- ^
debet] Same a,8 debet debility (de-bil'i-ti), «.; pi. deftiVjftes (-tiz). [< wuunaire, atoonare, atoonarto, comteous, gen-

i'shon), n. [= Sn debela
*"''' '''''.'/''''". < « >F- dchilite, F. dehiUti = Sp. de- t'e, lit. of good mien : de, < L. de, of; bon, < L.
bilidad = I'g. debilidade = It. debilitd, < L. de- bonus, good; aire, mien: see air^.] Of gentle
bilita(t-)s, weakness, < debilis, weak: seedebile.] mien; of pleasant manners; courteous; affable;
1. The state of being weak or feeble; feeble- attractive: crav. licht-heartnd.

ness ; lack of strength or vigor.

Debylite of an enmye Is no sure peace, but truce for a
seasone. Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 30.

Methlnks I am partaker of thy passion

But now being thn», between the said Michaelmas and
Haloweentide next ensuing, in this debellation van-
qulshe.l, they be Hed hence and vanquished and are be-come two t<,wns again. Sir T. More. .Salem and Bizance

debellishf, r. t.

iml>ellish, q. v.]
figure. E. D.

[< de- priv. -(- -bellish, as in
To mar the beauty of; dis-

And in thy case do glass my own debility.

Sir P. Sidney.

Among the def/ilit

eration, noonewas n......^..,^

than the utter ImpostiblUty

attractive; gay; light-hearted.

And so ledde Gonnore hir cosin that was feire, and
debonaire, and amyable to alle peple.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), Hi. 472.

So buxom, blithe, and debonair. Milton, L'Allegro, \. 24.

He [Charles IL] was a Prince of many virtues, and many
greate imperfections ; debonaire, easy of accesse.

Kvehin, Diary, Feb., 1686.ilities of the government of the Confed- , , ... , , .. ,^,
IS more distinguished or more distressing ueDOnaintyt, aeOOnairtyt (deb-6- nar'l- ti,
iposiibiuty of obtaining from the States -nar'ti), n. [ME. debonairyte, debon'erete, <"0F.



debonairity 1478 decacerous

debonairete (F. afbonnairete = It. dibonarietd), debruised(de-brozd'),i).a. [Pp.of de6rMi«e,t'.] debtless (defies) a. [< ME. deletes < deUe,

< <fe boil aire, debonair: see debonair.'^ Gentle-

ness; courtesy; debonairness. Chaucer.

Moche she hym loved for the grete debonerte that she

hsdde In hym founden. Uerlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 61i

debonairly (deb-o-nar'li), adv. Courteouslyj
graciously; elegantly; with a genteel air.

Aithur ansuerde to the barouus full debonerly, and seide

he wolde do their requeste, or eny thinge that thei wolde
of hj-m desire. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 106.

Your apparel sits about you most debonairly.
Ford, Love's Sacrifice, ii. 1.

I received Father Ambrose debonairly, and suffered him
to steal a word now and then with . . . Eoland Graeme.

Scott, Abbot, vi.

debonairness (deb-o-nar'nes), ». Courtesy;

gentleness ; kindness ; elegance.

I wlU go to the Duke, by heaven ! with all the gaiety

and debonairness In the worid.
Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 75.

debonairtyt, «• See debonairity.

debosht, deboslunentt, etc. See debauch, etc.

debouch (de-bosh'), t'. !. [< F. deboucher (= It.

diboccare), emerge from, issue, pass out, tr.

open, uncork, < de-, from, + boucher, stop up, <

bouche, mouth, < L. bucca, cheek.] To emerge
or pass out ; issue, (a) To issue or march out of a

narrow place, or from a defile, as troops.

From its summit he could descry the movements of the

Spaniards, and their battalions debouching on the plain,

with scarcely any opposition from the French. Prescott.

It is hardly to be supposed that the . . . travellers

(whom we have called Pelasgians) . . . found the lands

into which they debouctied quite bare of inhabitants.

Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 167.

(b) In phyg. geog., to issue from a mountain ; said of a river

which enters a plain from an elevated region. [Rare.] (c)

In anat., to open out; empty or pour contents, as into a

duct or other vessel : as, the ureter debouches into the

bladder.

d^bouch^ (de-bo-sha'), n. [F., < diboucher,

open: see de6oi«c7j.] An opening. Specifically—
(a) An opening for trade ; a market; demand. (&) Milit.,

an opening in wurks for the passage of troops.

Orders were given to make all preparations for assault

on the 6th of July. The dibmichis were ordered widened
to afford easy egress, while the approaches were also to

be widened to admit the troops to march through four
abreast. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 556.

debouchment (de-bosh'ment), n. [< F. di-

boiichement, < deboucher, debouch.] 1. The act

of debouching.
Although differences of opinion exist as to its relations

and manner of debouchment, we believe tliat it [the pia-

matral envelop of the cerebral arteries] terminates by
funnel-shaped openings into the spaces which exist over
the sulci. E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 146.

2. An outlet.

deboutf, V. t. [< OF. debouter, deboter, debuter,

put, thrust, or drive from, expel, depose, < de-,

away, + bouter, boter, put, thrust, push: see

6mW2.] To put or thrust from.

The abbots of the hermitage, who were not able enough
to debout them out of their possessions.

Time's Storehouse, 208, 2. (Latham.)

debridement (F. pron. da-bred'mon), n. [F.,

< dibrider, unbridle, < de- priv. + bride, bridle

;

see bridle.'] In surg., a loosing or unbridling

by cutting the soft parts, as around a wound
or an abscess, to permit the passage of pus, or

for the removal of a stricture or an obstacle of

any kind.

debris (de-bre'), n. sing, and pi. [< F. dibris,

fragments, < OF. desbriser, break apart: see de-

bruise, and cf. breeze^.'] 1. Fragments; rub-

bish; ruins.

Your grace is now disposing of the debris of two bishop-
ricks, among which is the deanery of Ferns.

Swift, To Dorset.

The road was bounded by heavy fences, there were three
wagons abreast of each other hopelessly broken down, and
a battery of horse-artillery tangled up in the dfibris.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 60.

2. In geol., a mass of rocky fragments irregu-

larly accumulated at any one spot: as, the
debris at the base of a cliff: used as both a

singular and a plural by French and English
writers. See drift, detritus, and screes.

They [the moraines] consist of the debris which have
been brought in by lateral glaciers. Lyell.

debmiset, v. [< ME. debrusen, debrisen, break

Bearing debmised
by a Dendlet.

In her., surmounted or partly covered by one of

the ordinaries : said of an or-

dinary or other bearing, espe-

cially of a representation of a
beast, as a lion.

debt (det), n. [The 6 was ig-

norantly '

' restored " in E. and
F. in the latter part of the 16th

century ; it is not found in ear-

lier E. Early mod. E. and ME.
det, usually dette, < OF. dctte,

dete, later sometimes spelled debte, mod. F. dette

= Pr. deute = Sp. deuda = Pg. divida = It. detta,

f., < ML. debita, t. (orig. neut. pi.) (cf. OF. det =
OSp. deudo = It. debito, m., = E. debit, q. v.), <

L. debitum, neut., what is owed, a debt, a duty,

neut. pp. of debere, owe, contr. of *dehibere, lit.

have from,< de, from, + habere= E. have. From
the same source are debit, a doublet, and due,

nearly a doublet, of debt; also debtor, indebted,

etc.] 1. That which is due from one person
to another, whether money, goods, or services,

and whether payable at present or at a future

time ; that which one person is bound to pay to

or perform for another; what one is obliged to

do or to suffer ; a due ; a duty ; an obligation.

This curtysy he claymes as for clere det.

Destruction of Troy, 1. 534.

Thowghe I deye to-daye my dettes ar quitte.

Piers Plowman (B), vi. 100.

Your son, my lord, has paid a soldier's debt.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

My deep debt for life preserved
A better meed had well deserved. Scott.

E. debt, + -less.] Free from debt or obligation.

To maken him lyve by his prupre good,
In honour detteles.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 582.

debtor (det'gr), n. [Early mod. E. defter; < ME.
dettur, dettour, < OF. detor, deteur, mod. F. det-

teur = Pr. deutor = Sp. deudor = Pg. deredor =
It. debitore = D. debiteur = G. Sw. Dan. debi-

tor, < L. debitor, a debtor, lit. an ower, < debere,

owe : see debt.] One who owes another money,
goods, or services; one who is in debt; hence,

one under obligations to another for advantages
received, or to do reparation for an injury com-
mitted; one who has received from another an
advantage of any kind. Abbreviated Dr.

I am debtor both to the Greeks and to the Barbarians.
Rom. i. 14.

He is a debtor to do the whole law. Gal. v. 3.

In Athens an insolvent debtor became slave to his cred-

itor. Mit/ord.

Debtor exchanges. See clearing-house.

—

Debtors' Act,
an English statute of 1869 (32 and 33 Vict., c. 62) abolish-

ing imprisonment for debt, with certain exceptions, and
punishing fraudulent debtors. It was extended to Ire-

land in 1872 (35 and 36 Vict., c. 67), and to Scotland in

1880 (43 and 44 Vict, c. 34). Such a statute in the United
States is commonly called an insolvent law or a poor-law
act.— Debtor side of an account, the part of an ac-

count ill wliicli delfts are chai-ged. See debit.— Judg-
ment debtor, a debtor by force of a judgment ; one who
has been adjudged to he indebted to another by a re-

covery in favor of the latter ; one whose indebtedness

has been sued on, and established by a judgment.- Poor
debtor, one who, imprisoned in a civil action for debt, is

entitled under tlie laws of several States to be discharged,

after a short period, on proof of poverty, etc.— Poor
debtor's oath, the oath of poverty, etc., taken to secure

lischarge when imprisoned for debt.2. The state of being under obligation to make
ayment, asof money or services, to another; deburset(de-bers'), ». [< F. deftowrser, disburse,

i_. i-i i-i..*i,.;_ _. J -ui. „i,
< OF. de«6()Mr«ej-, whence the older E. form d««-

burse, q. v.] I. trans. To pay out; disburse.

A certain sum was promised to be paid to the Earl of

Ormond in consideration of what he had debursed for the

array. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 193.

II. intrans. To pay money ; make disburse-

ment.
But if so chance thou get nought of the man.
The widow may for all thy charge deburse.

Wyatt, How to Use the Court.

debuscope (de'bus-kop), ». [< M. Debus, the

inventor, -t- scope, < Gr. anonelv, -view.] A dou-
ble mirror, composed of two polished surfaces

placed at an angle of 70°, used like a kalei-

doscope to repeat a pattern or other object.
It was invented by M. Debus, a French optician, and is

used in preparing geometrical decorative designs. Also— _ . im\\ef\ chroineidoscope.
.giiizertliy law, but resting for its validity on the honor H6but (da-bii'), n. [F., the lead, first throw or
be debtor; especially, a debt incurred 111 gambling or „t-„i.„^ «-„* „' „-a„„p i debuter lead nlav
ing.— Debt of nature, the necessity of dying; death. stroKe, nrst appearance, ^ oeoMter, leau, pid,y

• • first, have the first throw or stroke, < de-, from,

off, -I- buter, throw at a mark, aim at, < but, a
mark, goal: see butt^.] Beginning; first at-

tempt or appearance ; first step : used specifi-

cally of a first appearance in society, or before

the public, as that of an actor or an actress on
the stage.

debutant (da-bii-ton'), n. [F., ppr. of debuter,

make one's first appearance: see debut] One
who makes a d^but ; a man who makes his first

appearance before the public.

figuratively, the state of being under obligation

in general.

There was one that died greatly in debt : well, says one,

if he be gone, then he hath carried five hundred ducats of

mine with him into the other world.
Bacon, Apophthegms. (Latham.)

"When you run in debt, you give to another power over

your liberty. Franklin.

She considered men in general as so mxich in the debt of

the opposite sex that any individual woman had an un-

limited credit with them. The Century, XXX. 257.

3. An offense requiring reparation or expiation

;

default of duty ; a trespass ; a sin.

Forgive us our debts. Mat. vi. 12.

Action of debt, in law, an action to recover a fixed sum
of money alleged to be due on contract.—Active debt, a
debt due to one.— Alimentary debt. See alimentanj.—
BlU Of debt. See 6«i3.—Bonded debt. See bonded.—
(Jrown debt. .See ctojoti.—Debt of honor, a debt not
recogii
of the
betting, . . „
— Fiduciary debt, a debt incurred by transactions had
in a relation involving special trust in the integrity and
fidelity of the person incurring the obligation, as that of

an executor or an attorney.—Floating debt, the unfunded
debt of a government or corporation ; all miscellaneous
deljts, such as Exchequer and Treasury bills (in the case

of a government), promissory notes, drafts, etc., maturing
at different dates, and requiring to be liquidated or re-

newed, as distinguished from funded defcf.- Funded
debt, floating debt which has been converted into per-

petual annuities, as in the case of British consols, or into

annuities which have a considerable time to run, or into

stock or l)onds, redeemable at the option of the debtor
after a specified date, as in the case of the United States

funded loans of 1881, 1891, and 1907.— Hypothecary aebutante (aa-Du-tont )
[F., fem. of de-

butant.] Awoman appearing for the first time
before the public or in society ; specifically, an
actress or a singer making her first appearance
in public, or a young woman during her first

season in society.

Floral offerings pour in from relatives, and from family

friends who have already an acquaintance with the debu-

tante. Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 164.

apart, < OF. debrusier, debruisier, debrisier, des- land, such debts as are usually sned for in the cc

hrtMpr 'hrpnlr hrnnlrnnHti 'hriiiHo < de- den- courts ; in Scotland, debts under .«12, recoverable by
oriser, preaK, oreaK open, pruise, <, ae, aes

, ^ process in the sheriff court..' , , ', , . .' , . . ,' . , , ' iiiiiiy iMueesb 111 tile siiei II

apart, + brusier, bruisier, bnsier, briser, break:
(ieb't-bookt (det'buk)

see de- and bruise. Cf. debris.] I,
'—"» rr„

_ _

break; bruise.
Our giwes [Jews] dtbrusede al is bones.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

n. intrans. To be bruised or hurt.

Hii ladde him vpe the tour & hei, & made him huppe to
grounde

;

He hupte &. debrusede, & dfede in a stounde.
Robert of GUnuester, p. 537.

debt, a debt which is alien on an estate.-In one's debt,
under a pecuniary or moral obligation to one.

If my efforts to serve you had not succeeded, you would
have been in my debt for the attempt.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

Judgment debt, a debt which is evidenced by legal

record.— Liquid debt, a debt which is due immediately
and unconditionally.— National debt, a sum which is

owing by a government to individuals who have advanced
moneytoitforpublicpnrposes, either in the anticipation JoV,TitTnoTit.+ n T< debut + -inent ^ D6but.
of the produce of particular branches of the revenue, or aeDUtmemit, M. l\ aeoui -r num.} xjouui.

on credit of the general power which the government Tlie reader is doubtless aware of William .Shakspeare's

possesses of levying the amount necessary to pay interest drbulment, and that of twenty others, on the stage of life,

for the money borrowed or to repay the principal.— Pas- Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xxii.

slve debt, a debt which one owes.- Privileged debt, ji.ii, . u i *. t * ^.j.i,j«i
a debt which is to be paid before others if the debtor debyllot, n. An obsolete form of dibbled

should become insolvent. The privilege may result from deC. An abbreviation (a) leap.] of December;
the character of the creditor, as when the debt is due to

(
j\ ^f decani ; (c) of decrescendo.

the government; or from the nature of the debt, as fu- V.--, rj „4.p deca- < Gr 6ha. for *ScKav =
neral expenses.-Small-debt court, a court for the re- ^f*^'-

l-^-' ^^' "
L w^^;.,„; o„!l /p., 1 At,

covery of small debts : in England, a county court ; in L. decern = E. ten : see decimal and ten.] An
Scotland, a sheriff court.— Small debts, in law, in Eng- elementin words of Greek origin, meaning ten.

county Decacera (de-kas'e-ra), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of

decaceruSjten-horixedi-.seedecacei-ous.] Theten-

rn u.cuu-uuuii.1 v"c^. Mti».y, ,,. A ledger. Nares.
trans, io

flgbtedt (det'ed), p. a. [< ME. dettid, owed:
see debt.] Indebted; obliged; bounden.

I stand debted to this gentleman. Shak., C. of E., iv. 1.

She whose love is but derived from me.
Is got before me in my debted duty.

Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, i. 1.

debtee (de-te'), «• [< debt + -ee.] In late, a

creditor; one to whom a debt is due.

armed eephalopods : contrasted with Octocera.

The name is given as an alternative of Decapoda, on the

view that the arms or rays of eephalopods are not to be

regarded as feet, or because Decapoda is preoccupied for

crustaceans. Also Decacerata.

decacerous (de-kas'e-ms), a. [< NL. decacenis,

< Gr. (Sf/ta, = E. ten, '+ Kepac, horn.] Having ten

horns, or ten tentacles, arms, or other processes

likened to horns ; specifically, pertaining to the

Decacera ; decapodous, as a cephalopod.



decachord

decachord (dek'a-kord), «. [< LL. decachor-
duin, < Gr. SmaxopSov, prop. neut. of SeKaxopSof,

ten-stringed, < rffxa, = E. ten, + x°l>^'h a string,

cord, chord.] 1. A musical instrument with
ten strings; specifically, an obsolete French
musical instrument of the guitar class having
ten strings.

Thou City of the Lord

!

Whose everlasting music
Is the glorious decachord !

J. M. Neale, tr. of Bernard of Cluny's Horae NoviasimBe.

2t. Something consisting of ten parts ; a bun-
dle consisting of ten things bound, as it were,
together.

decachordonf (dek-a-k6r'don), M. [< Gr. (Jc/cd-

Xopiov, neut. of dsKaxopSoc, ten-stringed: see
decachord.'] Same as decachord, 2.

A decachordonot ten quodlibetical questions concerning
religion and state. Bp. WaUon, Quodlibets of Religion.

Decacrenidia (dek''a-kre-nid'i-ii), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. dcKa, = E. teii, + Kprividiov, dim. of Kpi/vrj,

fountain.] A group of pneumonophorous holo-
thurians, constituted by the genus Ehopalodina
(which see). Bronn.

decacTUninated (de-ka-kii'mi-na-ted), a. [< L.
decacuminatiis, pp. of decacuminare, cut the top
off, < de, from, + cacumen, a point.] Having
the top cut off.

decad, decade (dek'ad, -ad), n. [< P. dicade =
Sp. decada = Pg. decada = It. decade,<. L. decas
(decad-), < Gr. dewif {dcnad-), the number ten, a
company of ten, < dcKa = E. ten.'] 1. The num-
ber ten ; in a Pythagorean or cabalistic sense,
as an element of the universe, the tetraotys or
quaternary number, in this sense tlie form decad is

exclusively used. Tiie. decad was considered signiticant
as being the base of nunieratiun and potentially embra-
cing all numbers, and thus representing the cosmos or
its source. It was further considered as highly significant
that the dyccad is 1 + 2 + 3 + 4, for four naturally sug-
gests organic perfection, since melodies and other com-
positions are best divided into four parts, and for other
reasons ; so that the greatness of Pythagoras as a philoso-
pher was summed up in his title of "revealer of the qua-
ternary number." By cabalists it is considered important
as being the number of the commandments.

All numbers and all powers of numbers appeared to
them [the Pythagoreans] to he comprehended in the decad,
which is therefore called by Philolaus great, all-powerful,
and all-producing, the beginning and the guide of the di-

vine and heavenly, as of the terrestrial life.

Zeller, Presocratic Phil., tr. by AUeyne, 1. 427.

2. A set of ten objects ; ten considered as a
whole or unit. Specifically— 3. A period of
ten consecutive years. [In this sense the form
decade is more common.]

So sleeping, so aroused from sleep.
Thro' sunny decads new and strange,

Or gay quinquenniads, would we reap
The tlower and quintessence of change.

Tennyxon, Day-Dream, L'Envoi.

Decade, which began with denoting any "aggregate of
ten," lias now come to mean "decenttium" or "space of
ten years." F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 304.

4. In mvmc, a group of ten tones, having pre-
cise acoustical relations with one another, ar-

ranged so as to explain and correct problems
in harmony and modulation. It consists of two
complete trines, the first based on the root or assumed
starting-tone, and the second a perfect fifth above the
first, t(>gether with two incomplete trines, one aiM)ve and
the other tjelow the complete. It contains two heptads,
which have a common cell (or fundamental group of
tones). Compare duodene.
6. A division of a literary work containing ten
parts or books.

The iKst part of the thyrd Decade in Liuie, is in a maner
translated out of the thyrd and rest of Polibius.

I
Asckam, The Sctiolemaster, p. 130.

6. Same as decad ring.— Decad ring, a ring having
knobs or bosses on the circum-
ference, usually ten of one foi-m
for the aves, one for the pater,
and sometimes a twelfth for the
credo: usedlikearosaryinnum-
bering. Also called ronary rina.

decadal (dek'a-dal), a. [<
decad + -al.] "Pertaining
to or comprising ten ; con-
sisting of tens.

decadation (dek-a-da'-
shon), n. [< decad -f

-ation.] In music, the theory, process, or act
of passing from one decad to another related
decad : a generalized statement of modulation.
decade, n. See decad.
decadence (de-ka'dens), n. [< F. decadence =
Sp. Pg. decadencia '= It. decadenza, < ML. de-
cadentia, decay, < ML. 'decaden(t-)s, decaying:
see decadent, and cf. cadence.] A falling off or
away; the act or process of falling into an in-
ferior condition or state ; the process or state of
decay; deterioration.

Decad Rtng.wtUi ten knobs
for the aves. one for tlie pater,
and the seal for the creuo.
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We have already seen that one remarkable feature of

the intellectual movement that preceded Christianity was
the gradual decadence of patriotism.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 148.

The Decadence, specifically, the last centuries of the
Roman empire.

decadency (df-ka'den-si), n. Same as deca-
dence. [Bare.]

decadent (de-ka'dent), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

decadente,<.'iiih.*d'ecaden(t-)s, ppr. of "decadere,
decay: see decay.] I. a. Falling away; decay-
ing; deteriorating.

In the classical language [.Sanskrit], the aorist is a deca-
dent formation. Whitney, Amer. .lour. Philol.,V. 265.

II. n. One who or that which exhibits deca-
dence or deterioration ; specifically, one whose
literary or artistic work is supposed to show
the marks of decadence: applied especially to

a certain group of French writers and artists.

decadianome (dek-a-dl'a-nom), n. [< Gr. df/co,

= E. ten, + diavofjj/, distribution, < diave/iciv, dis-

tribute, < (!(d, through, -I- vipziv, distribute.]
In math., a quartic surface (a dianome) having
ten conical points.

decadistt (dek'a-dist), n. [< decad + -ist.']

One who writes a work in ten parts.

decadrachm, n. See dekadrachm.
decagon (dek'a-gon), n. [= F. decagone = Sp.
decdgnno = Pg. It. decagono, < Gr. dtxa, = E. ten,

+ yuvia, an angle.] In geom., a plane figure
having ten sides and ten angles. When all the
sides and angles are equal, it is a regular deca-
gon.

decagonal (de-kag'o-nal), a. [= F. decagonal;
as decagon + -al.] Pertaining to or being a
decagon ; having ten sides.

decagram, decagramme (dek'a-gram), ». [<
F. decagramme = Sp. dccdgramo, < Gr. SiKO, =
E. ten, + ypa/j/ua, a certain weight, > F. gramme,
gram: seejfram^.] Inthe»(e<ric*^«te»i,aweight
of 10 grams, equal to 154.32349 grains. It is 0.353
ounce avoirdupois, or 0.3215 ounce troy. Also
dekagram.
decagyn (dek'a-jin), n. [= F. decagyne = Sp.
decdgino = Pg.decagyno, < Gr. df/ca, = E. ten, +
jivf/, a female.] In bot., a plant having ten
pistils.

Decagynia (dek-a-jin'i-a), «. »?. [NL.: see
decagyn.] The name given by Linneeus to the
tenth order in the first thirteen classes of his
vegetable system, characterized by the pres-
ence of ten styles.

decag3rnian (dek-a-jiu'i-an), a. Same as de-
ciigynifus.

decagynous (de-kaj'i-nus), a. [As decagyn +
-"((sj In bot., having ten pistils.

decahedral (dek-a-he'dral), a. [< decahedron
+ -al.] In geom., having ten faces.

decahedron (dek-a-he'dron), n. [= F. d6caidre
= It. dccaedro, < NL. decahedron, < Gr. Sha, = E.
ten, + eipa, a seat, base, = E. settle, a seat : see
settle^, seat, ««<.] In geom., a solid having ten
faces.

decaldt, " «'. [< ML. "decadere, decay: see de-

cay.] To fall away; decay. [Scotch.]
Decaisnea(de-kii'ne-aorde-kfi,s'ne-a), n. [NL.,
after Joseph Decaisne, a French botanist (1807-
82).] A genus of plants, natural order Ber-
beridaeete, discovered on the Himalaya, 7,000
feet above the sea. There is but one species, D. in-
signii. It sends up several erect stalks like walking-sticks,
bearing leaves 2 feet long. Its fruit, which resembles a
short cucumber, is palatable, and is eaten by the Lepcbas
of Sikkim.

decalcification (de-kal'si-fi-ka'shon), n. [< de-

calcify + -ation : see -fy.] The removal of cal-

careous matter, as from bones; specifically, in
dentistry, the removal of the hardening element
of the teeth by chemical agency.
decalcify (de-kal'si-fi), v. t. ; pret. Jtnd pp. de-

ciiU-ificd, ppr. decalcifying. [< de- priv. -f- cal-

<^'Jy-] To deprive of lime, as bones or teeth of
their calcareous matter.

If dentine has l>een decalcified at any place by the ac-
tion of acids, it undergoes putrefaction under the influ-

ence of bacteria which do not seem to belong to any spe-
cific species. Mature, XXX. 140.

decalcomania (de-kal-ko-ma'ni-a), n. [< F. d6-
calcomanie, < decalquer, counter-trace, -t- Gr.
ftavia, madness.] The practice or process of

transferring pictures to marble, porcelain,

glass, wood, and the like. It consists usually in sim-
ply gumming a film bearing a colored print to the object,
and then removing the paper backing of the film by aid of
wiirin water, the colored image remaining fixed.

decalet (dek'a-let), n. [< Gr. tJ^/ca, = E. ten, +
dim. -let.] A stanza of ten lines. [Humorous.]

decaliter, decalitre (dek'a-le-t6r), ». [< F. de-

calitre = Sp. decdlitro = Pg. It. decalitro, < Gr.

Decandrla

Una, = E. ten, + F. litre : see liter.] In the met-
ric system, a measure of capacity, containing
10 liters, or 610.2 cubic inches, almost exact-
ly equal to 2^^ imperial gallons, or 2.64 United
States (wine) gallons. Also dekaliter.

decalitron(dek-a-Ut'ron), «.; pi. decalitra(-Ta).

[< Gr. dcKdTiiTpov, a coin worth ten J^iYpai, neiit.

of (ScKaXiTpoc, worth ten /.irpai, < Jexa, = E. ten,

+ lirpa, a silver coin of Sicily: see liter, litra.]

In anc. numismatics, the Syracusan name of the
didraehm of the Attic standard.

decalogist (de-kal'o-jist), n. [As decalogue +
ASt.] One who explains or comments on the
decalogue.

Through which [languages] he miraculously travelled,
without any guide, except Mr. Dod, the decalogist.

Preface to J. Gregory 8 Posthuma (1650).

decalogue (dek'a-log), n. [Formerly also deca-
loge, < ME. decaloge; < F. decalogue = Sp. de-

cdlogo = Pg. It. deealogo, < LL. decalogus, <

Gr. (St/cdXoyof, the decalogue, < Skua, = E. ten,

+ AtSyof, a word, speech, < ?.eyeiv, say, speak.]
The ten commandments or precepts given, ac-

cording to the account in Exodus, by God to

Moses on Mount Sinai, and originally written
on two tables of stone.

The grossest kind of slander is that which in the deca.
togue is called bearing false testimony against our neigh-
bour. Barrow, Sermons, I. xviL

Men who can hear the Decalogue, and feel

No self-reproach.
Wordsworth, Old Cumberland Beggar.

decamalee, «. See dikamali.

Decameronic (de-kam-e-ron'ik), a. [< Decame-
ron (< It. Decamerone) + -ic] Pertaining to
or imitating the Decameron, a celebrated col-
lection of tales by Boccaccio.
decamerons (de-kam'e-ms), a. [< Gr. Mkg, =
E. tenj -t- fiipoi, part.] In bot., having the
parts of the flower in tens. Sometimes written
W-mcrous.

decameter, decametre (dek'a-me-t6r), ». [<

F. decametre = Sp. decdmetro = Pg. It. decame-
tre, a length of ten meters (cf. Gr. (Se/td/ierpof, of
ten (poetical) meters), < Gr. 6i.Ka, = E. ten, +
utrpov, a measure, meter, > F. mitre, E. meter.]
In the metric system, a measure of length, con-
sisting of 10 meters, and equal to 393.7 English
inches, or 32.8 feet. Also dekameter.

decamp (de-kamp'), V. i. [< F. dicamper, for-

merly descamper (> E. discamp) (= Sp. Pg. de-
campar), < L. de-, away, + campu.s, camp.] 1.

To depart from a camp or camping-ground

;

break camp ; march off : as, the army decamped
at six o'clock.

The army of the King of Portugal was at Elvas on the
22nd of the last month, and was to decamp on the 24th.

Taller, No. 11.

2. In a general sense, to depart quickly, secret-
ly, or unceremoniously; take one's self off; run
away: as, he decamped suddenly.

My Uncle Toby and Trim had privately decamped from
my father's house in town. Stenie, Tristram Shandy, vi. 6.

The fathers were ordered to decamp, and the house was
once again converted into a tavern. Goldsmith, Essays, y.

3. To camp. [Rare.]

The first part of the ascent [of the mountain] is steep,
covered with chesnut, hazel, and beech ; it leads to a plain
spot on the side of the hill where the Urukes were decamp-
ing. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 120.

decampment (de-kamp'ment), n. [< F. di-
campement (= Sp. Pg. decampamento), < d4-
eamper, decamp : see decamp.] Departure from
a camp; a marching off. [Rare.]

decanal (dek'a-nal), a. [< LL. decanns, a dean:
see rfea«2.] 1. Pertaining to a dean or a dean-
ery.

In his rectorial as well as decanal residence, he would
be near his friend. Churton, A. Nowell, p. 78.

2. Same as decani.

The pall-bearers and executors in the seats on the dec-
anal side ; the other noblemen and gentlemen on the
cantonal side. Malone, Sir J. ReynoMs.

decanate (dek'a-nat), n. [< ML. decanatus,

the office or dignity of a decanus, a chief of ten

:

see dean^.] In astrol., a third part, or ten de-
grees, of a zodiacal sign assigned to a planet,

in which it has the least possible essential dig-

nity.

decander (de-kan'd6r), n. [< F. d6candre, etc.,

< Gr. <5f/ia, = E. ten, -H avijp (avSp-), a man, male.

J

In bot., a plant having ten stamens.

Decandrla (de-kan'dri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see
decander.] The tenth class of plants in the
artificial system of Linnssus, characterized by



Decandrous Flower of Cerastiunt
aquaticum.

Decandria

the presence of ten equal and distinct stamens
and one or more pistils. It included the genera Di-
anthu^. Lychnis, Ceras-
tium, Sax(fraga, Sedtim,
Oxalic, etc.

decandrous, decan-
drian (de-kan'drus,
-dri-an), «. In bot.,

having ten stamens.
decane (dek'au), «.

[< Gr. Maa, = E. tew,

+ -ane.'\ A hydrocar-
bon (C10H22) which
may be regarded as
a polymer of amyl
(CsHii), and the
only form in which
this radical can be
made to exist in the
free state. It is a paraffin found in coal-tar.
See amyl^.

decangular (de-kang'gu-lar), a. [< 6r. dcKa, =
E. ten, + L. angulus, an angle.] Having ten
angles.

decani (de-ka'ni), a. [L., gen. of decanus, a
dean.] iceles., of or pertaining to the dean:
as, the decani stall of the choir. Also decanal.
Abbreviated dee—Decani side, the south side, or the
side on the right of one .facing the altar : opposed to the
cantoris side: so called because in a cathedral the dean's
stall is on that side. Now used in reference to the chancel
of any church.

decant (df-kanf), v. t. [< F. decanter= Sp. Pg.
decantar == It. decantare, < NL. decantare (in
chem.), decant, prob. < L. de, down, + ML. can-
tus, canthus, a side, corner: see canfi-.'] To pour
off gently, as liquor from its sediment; pour
from one vessel into another.

They attend him daily as their chief,
Decant his wine, and carve his beef. Swift,

The excess of acid was decanted, and the crystals dried
on a plate of porous porcelain.

Amer. Jour. Sd., 3d ser., XXIX. 401.

decantate^t (de-kan'tat), V. t. [< NL. decan-
tatus, pp. of decantare, decant: see decant.'] To
decant.

decantate^t (df-kan'tat), v. t. [< LL. decan-
tatus, pp. of decantare, chant, chant much, L.
repeat a charm, repeat anything often, also
leave off singing, < de- + cantare, sing: see
chant, cant^.] To chant

f
celebrate in song.

Yet were we not able sufficiently to decantate, sing, and
set forth His praises.

Becon, Works (ed. Parlter Soc), I. 182.-

It [Lombardy] seemeth to me to be the very Elysian
fields, so much decantated ... by the vei-ses of Poets.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 113.

decantation (de-kan-ta'shon), n. [< decant +
-ation ; = F. dicantation, etc.] The act of pour-
ing liquor gently from its lees or sediment, or
from one vessel into another.

The fluid was allowed to stand in a decantalimi glass
protected from dust by a glass shade, for a couple of
hours. Proc. Roy. Soc., XXXVIII. 454.

decanter (de-kau't6r), M. l< decant + -er^.'] 1.
A vessel used for receiving decanted liquors

;

especially, a glass bottle, more or less orna-
mental in character, into which wine or other
liquor is poured for use on the table.— 2. One
who decants liquors.

decapetalous (dek-a-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. <5^/ca,

= E. ten, + nhaAov, leaf (mod. petal). ] In bot.,

having ten petals.

decaphyllous (dek-a-fil'us), a. [< Gr. Scko, = E.
ten, + (piX'/MV = 1,. folium, leaf.] In bot., having
ten leaves.

decapitalize (de-kap'i-ta-liz), V. t.; pret. and
pp. decapitalized, ppr. decapitalizing. [< de-
priv. + capitalize."] To reduce from the rank
or position of a capital city, or from a position
of central importance.

If Rome could not be decapitalized without war.
Daily Telegraph (London), Jan. 13, 1882.

decapitate (de-kap'i-tat), V. t.
; pret. and pp.

decapitated, ppr. decapitating. [< ML. decajri-

tatus, pp. of decapitare (y F. dicapiter = Pr. des-
capitar, decapitar = Sp. Pg. decapitar = It. de-
capitare), behead, < L. de, off, + caput (eapit-),

head.] 1. To behead ; cut off the head of.

Decapitate Laoco<in, and his knotted muscles will still

express the same dreadful suffering and resistance.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 167.

In Germanic nations, as is well known, culprits were
decapitated by means of the heavy-Waded broad two-
handed sword. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 202.

2. To remove from olHce summarily. [Slang,

decapitation (df-kap-i-ta'shon), n. [= F. decap-
itation = Sp dc'capitacion = Pg. decapitagSo =
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It. decapitaeione, < ML. deeapitatio(n-), < decap-
j tore, behead : see decapitate.] 1. The act of
beheading.— 2. Summary removal from office.

[Slang, U. S.]

decapit6 (de-kap-i-ta'), a. [F. decapite, pp. of
decapiter, decapitate.] In her., having the head
cut off smoothly: said of an animal used as a
bearing. Also deffait. Compare couped.
decapod (dek'a-p6d), a. and n. [< NL. decapus
(neut. pi. decapoda), < Gr. Sckclttovc, having ten
feet (used only in sense of ' ten feet long '),

'.

ScKa, = E. ten, + Troi'f (ttoiJ-) = E. foot.] I, a.

Having ten feet, as a crustacean, or ten rays or
arms, as a cephalopod; pertaining to the Decapo-
da in either sense. Also decapodal, decapodous.

II. n. 1. In Criistacea, a decapodous or ten-
footed crustacean, as a crab, lobster, shrimp,
or prawn; one of the Decapoda.— 2. In Mol-
lusca, a decacerous or ten-armed cephalopod;
one of the Decapoda.

Also, rarely, decapode.

Decapoda (de-kap'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of decaptis, having ten feet: see decapod.]
1 . The ten-footed crustaceans ; those Crustacea
which have iive pairs of legs or ambulatory
appendages, at least one pair of which is che-
late ; an order of podophthalmic or stalk-eyed
Crustacea. See cuts under Podophthalmia and
stalk-eyed. They have the branchiie inclosed in special
lateral thoracic receptacles ; a large dorsal carapace or
cephalothoracic shield, formed by fusion of the cephalic
and thoracic somites, and usually prolonged in front as a
beak or rostrum

; gnathites or mouth-parts consisting of a
pair of mandibles, two pairs of maxillfe, and three pairs of
maxillipeds or foot-jaws ; and five pairs of ambulatory legs,
the first pair of which is usually enlarged, and otherwise
modified into great pincer-like claws or chelipeds. The
shell is regularly shed, annually or oftener, as long as the
animal continues to grow. The order presents two ex-
tremes of form, according to the development and con-
struction of the abdominal segments or " tail." In the
long-tailed or macrurous Decapoda, as the lobster, shrimp,
prawn, and crawfish, the abdomen is protruded, jointed,
and flexible. In the short-tailed or brachyurous Decapo-
da, as the crabs, it is reduced and folded under the tho-
rax, forming the apron. Various intermediate conditions
are also found, as in the hermit-crabs. In consequence,
the Decapoda are divided into Macrura and Brachyura,
with or without an intermediate group Anomura. See
these words.

2. The ten-armed cephalopods; a division of
the dibranehiate or acetabuliferous Cephalopo-
da, as distinguished from Octopoda, having two
long tentacles or cephalic processes (besides
the eight anns or rays), bearing suckers only
at their ends : also called Decacera. The division
includes all except the Octopodidcn and Argonautidoe, or
the cuttles, calamaries, squids, etc., of such families as
SpiruUdce, Belemnitidoe, Sepiidce, Sepiolidce, LoUginidcB,
Chiroteiithidce, Loligopsidce, and Cranchiidce. See second
cut under cuttle.

decapodal (de-kap'o-dal), a. [< decapod + -al.]

Same as decapod.

decapode (dek'a-pod), a. and n. Same as deca-
pod. [Rare.]

decapodiform (dek-a-pod'i-f6rm), a. [< NL.
decapus (-pod-), decapod, + L. forma, shape.]
In entom., similar in
form to a lobster or
crawfish : applied to cer-
tain aquatic, carnivo-
rous, hexapodlarvse with
elongate tapering bod-
ies, and swimming-lami-
nK on the tail. The
young of the coleopter-
ous Dytiscus and the
neuropterous Agrion are
examples of this form.
decapodous (de-kap'o-
dus), a. [< decapod '-\-

-ous.] Same as cfecoporf.

Decapterygiit (de-kap-
te-rij'i-i), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. (5f/ca, = E. ten, +
TTTtpv^ (iTTepvy-), a fin.]

An order of fishes, con-
taining those with ten
fins. Blochatid Schneider.
decarbonate (de-kar'bo-
nat), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. decarbonated, ppr. de-

carbonating. [= F. decarbonater ; as de- priv.
+ carbonate, v.] To deprive of carbon.

decarbonization (de-kar'bo-ni-za'shon), n. [<
decarbonize + -ation.] Same as decarburiza-
tion.

decarbonize (de-kar'bg-niz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
decarbonized, ppr. decarbonizing. [= F. d^car-
boniser; as de- priv. + carbonize.] Same as
decarburize.

decarburization(de-kar''bu-ri-za'shon), n. [=
F. decarburisation; as decarburize -I- -ation.]

Decapodiform larva (£>ytis-
cus fnar^Halis) devouring an
ephemerid larva.

decay

The process of depriving of carbon : as, the de-

carburization of cast-iron (a process resorted to
in order to convert cast-iron into steel, or to re-
duce it to the state of malleable iron). Also
decarburisation, decarbonization.

decarburize (de-kar'bu-riz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

decurburized, ppr. decarburizing. [< de- priv.
+ carbnrize. Cf. F. decarburer.] To deprive
wholly or in part of carbon: the opposite oi
carbnrize. Thus, cast-iron is partly dccarburized in
making steel; pig-iron is decarburized by cementation.
See cementation. Also decarburise, decarbonize.

decardt (de-kard'), V. t. [< de- + card^. See
discard.] To discard.

Pedro. I would not task those sins to me committed.
Itod. You cannot, sir

;
you have cast those by, decarded

cm. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

decardinalize (de-kar'di-nal-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. decardinalized, ppr. deeardinalizing. [= F.
decardinaliser ; as de- priv. + cardinal + -ize.]

To depose from the rank of cardinal. [Rare.]

He [the Cardinal of Guise] is but young, and they speak
of a Bull that is to come from Rome to decardinalize him.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 19.

decare (de-kar'), n. [< F. dicare, < Gr. Mko, =
E. ten, -t- F. are : see are^.] In the metric sys-
tem, a superficial measure, equal to ten times
the are—that is, a thousand square meters, or
very nearly a quarter of an English acre.

decarnationt (de-kar-na'shon), H. [< de- priv.
+ carnation, after incarnaiion.] The putting
off or laying aside of carnality or fleshly lusts.

For God's incarnation inableth man for his own decar-
nation, as I may say, and devesture of carnality.

W. Montagtie, Devoute Essays, ii. 1.

decasemic (dek-a-se'mik), a. [< Gr. demarjuoQ,

< (SfKC, ten, -I- aijua, a sign, c^/ielov, a sign, mark,
note, unit of metrical measurement, mora.]
In anc. pros., consisting of ten units of metrical
measurement: as, a decasemic colon.

decasepalous (dek-a-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr. dim, =
E. ten, + NL. sepalum, sepal.] In bot., having
ten sepals.

decastere (dek'a-ster), «. [< F. dicastere, < Gr.
Sena, = E. ten, '+ F. stere, < Gr. artpeoq, solid:
see stere.] In the metric system, a solid mea-
sure, ten times the stere or cubic meter, and
nearly equal to 13.08 cubic yards. Also spelled
del^astere.

decastich (dek'a-stik), n. [< Gr. icKa, = E. ten,

+ arixog, a verse.] A poem consisting of ten
lines.

decastyle (dek'a-stil), a. [= F. decastyle = Sp.
decastilo = Pg. decastylo = It. decastilo, < Gr.
deKaarvAoc, < (Uko, — E. ten, -f- oTiiXof, a column:
see style^.] Having ten columns in front, or
consisting of ten columns : as, a decastyle tem-
ple or portico.

decasyllabic (dek'a-si-lab'ik), a. [= F. deca-
syllabique ; < Gr. 6tm, = E. fe»^, -I- avAlafHj, a syl-
lable.] Having ten syllables : as, a decasyllabic
verse.

decation (de-ka'shon), n. [< Gr. itnaTo^ = E.
tenth, < (5f/ca = E. ten; with term, adapted to
-ation.] The state of being tenth.
Decatoma (de-kat'o-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. Scko, =
E. ten, + -TOfio(, < re/ivetv, ra/ielv, cut.] 1. A
genus of chaleid hymenopterous insects, of the
subfamily Eurytomince, of great extent, the spe-
cies of which uniformly inhabit cynipidous
galls, whether as inquilines or parasites. Spi-
itola, 1811.— 2. A genus of blister-beetles: same
as Mylabris.— 3. [Used as a plural.] In La-
treille's system, a section of notacanthine Dip-
tera, corresponding to the modem family Be-
ridce.

decaudate (de-ka'dat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. de-

caudated, ppr. decaudating. [< L. de- priv. +
Cauda, tail : see caudate.] To cut off the tail of

;

deprive of the tail.

I plead the fox who, having lost his tail — as I my head— was for decaudating the vulpine species directly.

C. Reade, Harper's Weekly, May 6, 1876, p. 370.

decay (df-ka'), v. [Early mod. E. decaye, de-
caie ; < OF. decair, decaoir, dequeoir, assibUated
dechair, dechaeir, dechaoir, decheoir, descheoir,
mod. dechoir = Pr. dcchazer, decazer = Sp. de-
eacr = Pg. decair = It. decadere (= Sc. decaid,
q. v.), fall away, decay, decline, < ML. 'deca-
dere, restored form of L. decidere (with modi-
fied radical vowel), fall away, fail, sink, perish
(whence ult. E. deciduous, q. v.), < de, down, -¥

cadcre, fall, whence ult. E. cadence, chance, case^,
etc. : see these words, and cf. decadent, deca-
dence.] I. intrans. To pass gradually from a
sound or perfect state to a less perfect state, or
toward weakness or dissolution; fall into an
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Among the Lepchaa, the house where there has been a

lUath is almost always forsaken by the surviving inmates.
//. Spencer, Prin. ol Sociol., § 110.

She had the care of Lady Ida's youth,
And from the Queen's decease she brought her up.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

There is such a difference between dying in a sonnet with
a cambric handkerchief at one's eyes, and the prosaic
reality of demise certified in the parish register.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 36".

decease (de-ses'), v. i.; pret. and pp. deceased,
ppr. deceasing. [< ME. decesen, disseasen; from
the noun.] To depart from life ; die.

It is ordeyned, that when any Broder or Suster of this
Ciilde is decessed oute off this worlde, then, withyn the
XXX. dayes of that Broder or Suster, in the Chirch of Seynt
Poules, ye Steward of this Glide shall doo Rynge for hym.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 190.

Your brother's dead ; this morning he deceas'd.
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

= Syn. Expire^etc. See diet.

r

.

. . ^ Departed from life

;

dead.
These poor rude lines of thy deceased lover.

Shak., Sonnets, xxxli.

Deceased wife's sister blU. See biU-<.

decedet (de-sed'), r. i.
;
pret. and pp. deceded,

ppr. deceding. [= F. decider = It. decedere, < L.
deeedere, depart, go away, depart from life, die,

< de-, away, + cedere, go. See decedent.^ To
go away ; depart ; secede.

The scandal of schisnie, to shew that they had, 1. just
cause for which . . . they deceded from Bome.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., V. ili. 25.

decedent (df-se'dent), a. and n. [< L. dece-
den{t-)s, ppr. of diecedere, depart: see decease.']

I.t a. Going away ; departing ; seceding.
H. n. A deceased person. [IT. S., used

chiefly in law.]

deceit (de-sef), «. [Early mod. E. also deceite,
deceyte, deceele, deceipt, etc. ; < ME. deceite, de-
ceyte, desceit, disceyte, dissayte, dessayte, etc., <

inferior condition or state ; specifically, become
decomposed or corrupted ; rot.

So order the matter that preaching may not decay.
Latiiner, '2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Has age but melted the rough parts away.
As winter fruits grow mild ere they decay?

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 319.

ni fares the land, to hastening ills a prey.
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 62.

The woods decay, the woods decay and fall.

Tennyson, Tithonus.

= STO. Putrefy, Corrupt, etc. See rot.

£[. trans. To cause to become unsound or
impaired ; cause to deteriorate ; impair ; bring
to a worse state. [Now rare or coUoq.]

It hath been all his study to decay this office.

Latiiner, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Infirmity, that decays the wise, doth ever make the bet-
ter fool. Shak., T. N., i. 6.

They . . . thought it a persecution more undermining HcZtT^ZA'^fAk oiot'T^T"^
and secretly f/(?cai/inf7 the Church then the open cruelty of ueceaseu (.ue-sest ), J>. a.

Decius or Dioclesiau. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 14.

decay (de-ka')» «• [< decay, ».] 1. Gradual
loss of soundness or perfection ; a falling by
degrees into an impaired condition or state ; im-
pairment in general; loss of strength, health,
intellect, etc.

And the seyd Churche wyth all the places falleth in gret
Dekay. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 49.

I, wofuU wight.
Against my conscience heere did fight.

And brought my followers all unto decay.
Thomas Stukely (Child s Ballads, 'VII. 311X

He who hath bent him o'er the dead
Ere the first day of death is fled, . . .

Before Decay's elTacing fingers
Have swept the lines where be&uty lingers.

Byron, The Giaour, 1. 72.

His [Johnson's] failure was not to be ascribed to intel-
lectual decay. Macaulay.

Specifically— 2. Decomposition
;
putrefaction;

rot.— 3t. Death; dissolution.

Grit dolour was for his decay.
That sac unhappylie was slain.

Battle 0/ Harlaw (Child's Balladi, VII. 188).

She forth was brought in sorrowfuU dismay
For to receive the doome of her decay.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xii. 12.

4t. A disease ; especially, consumption.
Dr. Middletonis dead — not lulled by Mr. Ashton— but

of a decay that came upon him at once.
Walpole, Letters, II. 217.

5t. A cause of decay.

He that plots to be the only figure among ciphers is the
decay of the whole age. Bacon.

6. Loss of fortune or property; misfortune;
ruin : applied to persons. [Obsolete or archaic]

If thy brother be waxen poor, and fallen in decay with
thee. Lev. xxv. 35.

Then, if he thrive, and I be cast away.
The worst wag this,— my love was my decay.

Shak., SonneU, Ixix.

A merchant of Plimouth in England (whose father had
been mayor there), called (blankj Martin, being fallen
into decay, came to Casco Bay.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 368.

7t. pi. Ruins.

As far beyond are the decayes of a Church ; which stood
in the place where the Patriarch Jacob inhabited.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 137.

=Syn. 1. Decline, decadence, deterioration, degeneracy,
witficrini:.

decayable (de-ka'a-W), a. [< decay + -able.

Cf. OF. decheable, d'escheable, dechaable.'] Capa-
ble of or liable to decay. [Bare.]

Were His strength drcayable with time there might be
some hope in reluctatioti ; but never did or shall man con-
test against God without coming short home.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 111.

decayedness (de-kad'nes), n. The state of be-
ing impaired; a decayed state.

decayer (df-ka'6r), n. That which causes de-
cay.

Your water is a aore decayer of your whoreson dead
'lorty Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

decease (de-ses'), n. [< ME. deces, deses, de-
cesae, < OF", deces, F. dices = Sp. deceso, < L. de-
cessm, death, lit. departure, < decedere, pp. de-
cessus, depart, go away: see decede.] Depart-
ure from life ; death.
Moses and Ellas, who appeared in glory, and spake of

his decease which he should accomplish at Jerusalem.
Luke ix. 30, 31.

= 8yn. Death, Decease, Demise. Death is the common
term for the ending of life. Decease is slightly euphe-
mistic ; it Is less forcible and harsh than death. Demise
applies primarily to a sovereign, who at death sends down
or transmits his title, etc. (see quotation from Blackstone,
under demise), anil hence to others with reference to the
transniissioM of their possessions. The use of demise for
death apart from this idea is figurative, euphemistic, or
stilted.

deception. Cf. conceit, receipt.] 1. The qual-
ity of being false or misleading; falseness;
falsehood; deception; deceptiveness.

O, that deceit should dwell
In such a gorgeous palace ! Shak., R. and J., iii. 2.

2. The act or practice of deceiving ; conceal-
ment or perversion of the truth for the purpose
of misleading; fraud; cheating.

And thus often tyme he was revenged of his enemyes,
be his sotylle diaceytes and false Cauteles.

MandevUlc, Travela, p. 280.

3. That which deceives ; action or speech de-
signed to mislead or beguile ; a guileful arti-
fice.

My lips shall not speak wickedness, nor my tongue utter
deceit. Job xxvii. 4.

They imagine deceits all the day long.
Ps. xxxviii. 12.

4. In law, any trick, device, craft, collusion,
false representation, or underhand practice,
used to defraud another : now more commonly
called fraud or misrepresentation..^^yj^ \ and
2. Deceit, Deception, Fraud, craft, cunning, duplicity,
double-dealing, guile, trickery, wiliness, treachery, finesse,
imposture. Deceit is a shorter and more energetic word
for deceitfulness, indicating the quality ; it is also, but more
rarely, used to express the act or manner of deceiving.
The reverse is true of deception, which is properly the act
or course by which one deceives, and not properly the
quality ; it may express the state of being deceived.
Frattd is an act or a series of acts of deceit by which one
attempt* to Ijenefit himself at the expense of others. It
is generally a breaking of law ; the others are not. See
artifice and deceptive.

Perhaps, as a child of deceit.

She might by a true descent )te untrue.
Tennyson, Maud, xiii. 3.

And fall into deception unaware. Milton, P. L., ix. 362.

Behold, the hire of the labourers who have reaped down
your fields, which is of you kept back hy fraud, crieth.

Jas. v. 4.

deceitful (de-set'ful), a. [< deceit + -ful.] Full
of deceit; tending to mislead, deceive, or in-
snare ; tricky ; fraudulent ; cheating.

His hardest labour is his tongue, as if he were loath to
vse so deceit/ull an Organ.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Chllde.

The smiles of joy, the tears of woe,
Deceitful shine, deceitful flow,

—

There's nothing true but Heaven.
Moore, This world is all a fleeting show.

= 8yil. Deceptive, Deceitful, etc. (see deceptive), delusive,
fallacious, insincere, hypocritical, false, hollow.

deceitfully (de-set'ful-i), adf. In a deceitful
manner ; fraudulently ; with deceit ; in a man-
ner or with a 'view to deceive.

December
The sons of Jacob answered Shechem and Hamor his

father deceitfully. Gen. xxxiv. 13.

deceitfulness (de-set'ful-nes), n. Disposition
or tendency to deceive or mislead ; the quality
of being deceitful.

But what kind of deceitfulness is this in sin, that the best
and wisest men are so much caution'd against it?

Stillingfleet. Sermons, II. iii.

deceitless (de-set'les), a. [< deceit + -less.]

Free from deceit. [Bare.]

As if that were an epithet in favour, which is intended
to aggravation ! So he that should call Satan an unclean
devil, should imply that some devil is not unclean ; or de-
ceivable lusts, some lusts deceitless !

Bp. Hall, Old Religion, § 2.

deceivable (df-se'va^bl), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. also deceavable, deceevable; < ME. deceivable,
desayvabel, etc., only in sense of 'deceitful,'

<

OF. decevable (F. decevahle), deceitful, < decever,
deceive: see deceive.] I. a. 1. That may be de-
ceived; subject to deceit or imposition; capa-
ble of being misled or entrapped; exposed to
imposture.

Blind, and thereby
Deceivable in most things as a child.

Milton, S. A., 1. 942.

2t. Producing error or deception ; deceptive.

How false and deceivable that common saying is, which
is so much reli'd upon, that the Christian Magistrate is

custos utriusque tabulse, keeper of both tables.
Milton, Civil Power.

Il.t ". Capability of being deceived ; deceiv-
ableness.

If thou seniyst fayr. thy nature maketh nat that, but the
deceyvable or the feblesse of the eyen that loken.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 8.

decei'7ableness (de-se'va-bl-nes), n. 1. Lia-
bility to be deceived.— 2t. Liability to deceive

;

deceitfulness.

All deceivableness of unrighteousness. 2 Thes. ii. 10.

decei'vably (de-se'va-bli), adv. In a deceivable
manner.

[ME. deceyvance, desceyvance,
(F. dicevance), < decever, deceive

:

see deceive.] Deceit; deception.

Here ol a desceyvance thei conseild him to do.
Robert of Brunne, p. 133.

decei'Vantt, a. [ME. *deceyvant, disceyvaunt, <
OF. decevant (F. decevant), ppr. of decever, de-
ceive : see deceive.] Deceitful.

AUe the wordes that I spake thei ben trewe, ffor by
woman is many a man disceyved, and therefore I cleped
hir disceyuaunt, for by woman ben many townes sonken
and brent. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 482.

decei've (df-sev'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. deceived,

ppr. deceiving. [Early mod. E. also deceave,
deceeve; < ME. deccyven, desayven, dissayven, etc.,

< OF. decever, decevcir, etc., F. decevoir = Pr.
decebre = OSp. dccebir, < L. dedpere, deceive,
beguile, entrap, < de, from, + capere, take : see
captive. Cf. conceive, perceive, receive.] 1. To
mislead by a false appearance or statement

;

cause to believe what is false, or to disbelieve
what is true ; delude.

Take heed that no man deceive you. Mat. xxiv. 4.

King Richard, who had deceived many in his Time, was
at this Time deceived by many. Baker, Chronicles, p. 233.

Wooden work
Painted like porphyry to deceive the eye.

Broicning, Ring and Book, I. 64.

2. To cause to fail in fulfilment or realization;
frustrate or disappoint.

I now believed
The happy day approach'd,

Nor are my hopes deceived. Dryden.

3t. To take from ; rob stealthily.

The borders wherein you plant your fruit-trees [should]
be fair, . . . and set with fine flowers, but thin and spar-
ingly, lest they deceive the trees. Bacon, Gardens.

4. To cause to pass ; while away. [Poetic and
rare.]

These occupations oftentimes deceived the listless hour.
Wordsworth.

=SyiL 1. To beguile, cheat, overreach, circumrent, dupe,
fool, gull, cozen, hoodwink.

decei'rer (de-se'v6r), n. One who deceives;
one who leads into error ; a cheat ; an impostor.
My father peradventure will feel me, and I shall seem

to him as a deceiver; and I shall bring a curse upon me,
and not a blessing. Gen. xxvii. 12.

Hence with thy brew'd enchantments, foul deceiver !

Hast thou betray "d my credulous innocence
With visor'd falsehood and base forgery?

Milton, Comus, 1. 696.

December (de-sem'b6r), n. [= F. dicembre =
Sp. dieiembre = Pg. dezembro = It. dicembre =
D. G. Dan. Sw. december, < L. december, the
tenth month (see def.), < decern = E. ten: see
decimal.] That month of the year in which
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the sun touches the tropic of Capricorn at the Vemce.-Lawsofthedeoemvlrs. 9<,e Twelve Tables, II. «• 1. A decennial anniversary.— 2.

^T.tl^ a^Hnrheintr thpn at his greatest dis- under table. celebration ot a decennial anniversary.

S^I^Vouth ot the IquZrf the fZlfth and decemviral (df-B.em'vi-ral),^a. [= F. Mcer^ decenniert, «. Same as ^oenner.

last month according to the modern mode of

reckoning time, having thirty-one days. In the

Boman calendar it was the tenthmonth, reckon-

ing from March. Abbreviated Dec.

Men are April when they woo, and December when they

wed. Shale., As you Like it, iv. 1.

cemvirale, < L. decemviralis, < decemviri : see de-

cemvir.'] Pertaining to the decemvirs.

Before they went out of the cittie, the decemviratt

lawes (which now are knowne by the name of the twelve

Tallies) they set up openly to be seene, engraven in brasse.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 127.

Decemberly (de-sem'b*r-li), a. [< December decemvirate (de-sem'vi-rat), n. [= F. dicem-
+ -ii/i.] Like December; wintry; cold. -^ - • . . „ ». , .

.

ral = Sp. decenmral = Pg. decemviral = It. de- decennium (de-sen'i-um), n. [L., < decern, =E.

The many bleak and decemberly nights of a seven years

widowhood. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, V. 208.

[= F. Decem-
Dekabrisf] A

Decembrist (df-sem'brist), n.

briste; < December + -ist. Cf.

participant in or supporter of an event happen

mg in the month of December; specifically, it

rirat = Sp. deccnvirato = Pg. It. decemvirato,

< L. decemiriratus, < decemviri ; see decemviral.]

1. The oflSce or term of office of a body of de-

cemvirs.— 2. A body of ten men in authority.

If such a decemvirate should ever attempt to restore our
constitutional liberty by constitutional means, I would
exert in their cause such talents as I have.

Sir W. Jones, To Lord Althorp. decennOVaiy (de-sen'o-va-ri), a.

^T^:^^:cliLl^S^rie^r:i:r:r^^:i^ decemviri «. Latlnp^ of ..<.....

on his accession, ifecember, I82I. Also called decem^^^iip
(tXJ^rlS/of le'cetX

The decemvirsMp and the conditions of his colleagues

together had so greatly changed.
Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 115.

decencet (de'sens), ». [< OF. decence: see de-

cency.] Decency.
What with more decence were in silence kept. Dryden.

(de'sen-si), n.; pi. decencies (-siz).

[Formerly also decence; < OF. decence, F. de-

cence = Sp. Pg. decencia = It. decenza, < L. de-

eentia, comeliness, < decen{t-)s, comely, decent.]

ten, + annvs, a year.] A period of ten years.

These are the only monuments of early typography ac-

knowledged to come within the present decennimn.
Uallam, Introd. to Lit. of Europe, I. iil. § 25.

decennoval (df-sen'o-val), a. [< LL. decenno-

valis, of nineteen years, < L. decern, = E. ten,

-f- novem = E. nine.] Pertaining to the num-
ber nineteen ; designating a period or cycle of

nineteen years. See Metonic cycle, under cycle.

[Rare.]

Meton, of old, in the time of the Peloponnesian war,

constituted a decennoval circle, or of nineteen years ; the

same which we now call the golden number. Holder.

Same as de-

Dekabrist.

Those of the DeeemJbrisls who were still alive were par-

doned. D. H. Wallace, Russia, p. 460.

decemcostate (de-sem-kos'tat), a. [< L. de-

cern, = E. ten, + costa, rib, + -ate^ : see costate.]

In bot., having ten ribs or elevated ridges, as

certain fruits, etc. Also written W-costate.

decemdentate (de-sem-den'tat), a. [< L. de- aecency

cem, = E. ten, + den(,t-)s, = E. tooth, -t- -ate^ =
-ed^.] Having t«n points or teeth.

decemfld (de-sem'fid), a. [< L. decern, = E.

ten, + -fidiis, cleft, < findere {fid-), cleave, di-

vide, = E. bite.] Divided into ten parts ; spe-

cifically, in bot, divided at least to the middle

into ten segments or lobes. Also written 10-fid.

decemlocufar (de-sem-lok'u-lar), o. [< L.

decern, = E. ten, + loculus, dim. of locus, a

place.] In bot., having ten cells: applied to

ovaries, etc.

decempedal (de-sem-ped'al), a. [< LL. de-

cempedalis, having ten feet (in length), < dec&m-

pes (-ped-), being ten feet: see decempede.] 1.

Having ten feet; decapod.— 2t. Ten feet in

length. Bailey.

decempedet, «• [ME. decempede = F. decem-

pede, a., < LL. decempes (_-2)ed-), being ten feet

(square), < L. decern, = E. ten, -t- pes {ped-} = E.

foot.] A square of ten feet.

This nomber what the liketh to pastyne
Dissensseth alle decempedes xviii.

Eenomber hem, but tymes twyos nyde (nyne)

Decempedes, thereof ther shall be seen

CK!C iiii & iii and xviine (v. cccxxiv).

PaUadim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

Decempedes (de-sem'pe-dez), n. pi. [NL.,

pi. of decempes (see decempede), < L. decern (= ^

Gr. Sina = E. ten) + Gr. tzovq {izo6-) = L. pes decenna (de-sen'a), n.

(ped-) = E.foot.] A division of amphipods, in- decennary^ (de -'sen'a
., .. , , , , ^_.i

Also, • - — >

cennoval. Solder.

decent (de'sent), a. [< F. decent = Sp. Pg. It.

decente, < 1," decen(t-)s, comely, fitting, ppr. of

decere, become, befit, akin to decus, honor, fame,

whence ult. decorate, q. v.] 1. Becoming, fit,

or suitable in words, behavior, dress, etc.

;

proper; seemly; decorous.

God teacheth what honor is decent tor the king, and for

all other men according unto their vocations.

Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1S49.

That which he doth well and commendably is euer de-

cent, and the contrary vndecent.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 231.

... . . But since there must be ornaments both in painting and

1. The state or quality of being decent, fit, poetry, if they are not necessary, they must at least be cf«-

suitable, or becoming; propriety of action, cmt; that Is, in their due place, and but moderately used.

speech, dress, etc.; proper formality; becom
ing ceremony; modesty; specifically, freedom
from ribaldry or obscenity.

The Greekes call this good grace of euery thing in his

kinde, to -npt-nov, the Latines [decorum], we in our vulgar

call it by a scholasticall t«rme [decetide].

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 219.

Sentiments which raise Laughter can very seldom be

admitted with any decency into an Heroic Poem.
Addison, Spectator, No. 279.

The consideration immediately subsequent to the being

of a thing is what agrees or disagrees with that thing

;

what is suitable or unsuitable to it ; and from this springs

the notion of decency or indecency, that which becomes
or misbecomes. South.

Immodest words admit of no defence,

For want of decency is want of sense.

lioscomm&n, On Translated Verse, 1. 114.

2. That which is decent or becoming.

The external decencies of worship. Bp. Atterbury.

He became careless of the decencies which were expect-

ed from a man so highly distinguished in the literary and
political world. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

= S3m. 1. Decorum, suitableness, neatness, purity, deli-

cacy.

Same as (Jece»nor)/2.

ri), n.
;

pi. decennaries

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

A decent behaviour and appearance in church is what
charms me.

' Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

Specifically— 2. Proper with regard to mod-
esty; free from indelicacy; conformable to some
standard of modesty.

The Eunoraians seem to have been of opinion . . . that

it was not decent for them to be stripped at the perform-

ance of this religious rite.

Jortin, Keniarks on Eccles. Hist.

3. Moderate ; respectable ; fair ; tolerable ; pass-

able
;
good enough : as, a decent fortune ; he

made a very decent appearance.

Even at this day, a decent prose style is the rarest of

accomplishments in Germany. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

It was only as an inspired and irresponsible person that

he [Milton] could live on decent terms with his own self-

confident individuality.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 273.

Salona the parent and Spalato the child are names which
never can become meaningless to any one who has a de-

cent knowledge of toe history of the world.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 176.

decently (de'sent-li), ofZtJ. 1. In a decent or

becoming manner ; with propriety of behavior

or speech ; with modesty.

Past hope of safety, 'twas his latest care,

Like falling Ciesar, decently to die. Dryden.
eluding those which have only ten feet. Also, (-i-iz). [= F. dicennaire = Sp. decenario = Pg.

erroneously, Decempoda. It. decetinario,< L. decennis, adj., of ten years:

Decempennatae(de''sem-pe-na'te),m.i)!. [NL., see decennial.] A period of ten years,

fem. pi. of decempennatus : see decempennate.] decennary^ (de-sen'a-ri), a. and n. [Prop. 'tie-

In Sundevall's classification, a group of coniros- cenary, < Mli.'*dece'narius, decennnrius, < dece-

tral oscine passerine birds of the old world, rep- jjmto, decena, decenna, a tithing (ten families),

resented by the weavers (Ploceince), whydah- < l. *decenus, in pi. contr. dcni, distrib. adj., ^
birds (Viduinw), and hed^e-sparrows {Accento- ten each, by tens, < decern, ten: see decimal]

flgcentness (de'sent-nes) n. Decency
rime), as collectively distinguished from other I, a. Consisting of or involving ten each; re- jp-pntralization fde-sen"tral-i-za'shon), n.

Pho ! pho ! do the thing decently, and like a Christian.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

2. Tolerably; passably; fairly. [Colloq.]

The greater part of the pieces it contains may be said

to be very decently written. Edinburgh Rev., I. 426.

fringiliine birds by the possession of ten instead lating to a tithmg.
of only nine primaries.

decempennate (de-sem-pen'at), a. [< NL. de-

cempennatus, < L. decern, = E. ten, + penna,

wing: see pennate.] In ornith., having ten

primaries or flight-feathers upon the pinion-

bone or manus.
decemvir (df-sem'v^r), ». ;

pi. decemvirs, de-

cemviri (-v6rz', -vi-ri). [L. decemviri, pi., with

later sing, decemvir, < decem, = E. ten, + vir

= AS. wer, a man: see virile and wergild.]

1. One of the ten men, or decemviri, the title of

four differently constituted bodies in ancient

Rome, (a) A body of magistrates elected in 461 B. c. for

one year i*i prepare a system of written laws (decemviri

lerjibui scribe itdis), with absolute powers of government,

and succeeded by another for a second year, who ruled

tyrannically under their leader Appius Claudius, and
aimed to perpetuate their iKiwer, but were overthrown

in 449. The decemvirs of the first year completed ten,

and those of the second year the remaining two, of the

celebrated twelve tables, forming both a political constitu-

ttou and a legal code, (b) A court of justice (decemviri Hti-

btujudicandis), of ancient but uncertain origin, which took

oognizwce of civil, and under the empire also of capital.

Gases, (c) An ecclesiastical college (decemviri sacris .fa-

dundie, ordeeemviri sctcrorum), elected for life from about
867 B. c, for the care and inspection of the .Sibylline books.

To prevent idle persons wandering from place to place

. . was one great point of the decennary constitution.

Fielding, Causes of the Increase of Robbers, § 5.

n. n. In old Eng. law, a tithing consisting of

ten freeholders and their families.

decennert, n. [Also decennier, deciner; < OF.
dizenier, dixenier, < ML. *decenarius, decenna-

ritis: see decennary^.] One of the ten free-

holders forming a decennary.

Deciners, alias decenniers, alias Dosiners. Decennarii

cometh of the French Diziene, i. e., Decas, Ten. It sig-

nifleth in the ancient monuments of our Law such as were

wont to have oversight and check of Ten Friburghs for

the maintenance of the King's Peace ; and the limits or

compass of their Jurisdiction was called Decenna.
Couiell, Diet, and Interpreter.

In case of the default of appearance in a decenner, his

nine pledges had one and thirty days to bring the delin-

quent forth to justice.

Fielding, Causes of the Increase of Robbers, § 5.

decennial (de-sen'i-al), a. and n. [< L. as if

*decennialis, prop, decennalis (> F. decennal =
Sp. decenal = Pg. decennal = It. decennale, of

ten years), < decem, = E. ten, + annus, a year.]

[=F. decentralisation; as decentralize ^- -ation.]

The act of decentralizing, or the state of being
decentralized ; specifically, in politics, the act

or principle of removing local or special func-

tions of government from the immediate di-

rection or control of the central authority:

opposed to centralization.

In France, as the feudal life ran its course, everything

gradually tended to unity, monarchy, centralization ; in

Germany, the spirit of locality, separation, decenlraliza-

tiun prevailed. Stille, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 160.

decentralize (de-sen' tral-iz), V. t.; pret. and

pp. decentralized, ppr. decentralizing. [= F.

decentraliser ; as de- priv. -1- centralize.] To
distribute or take away from a center, or a

central situation or authority; disperse, as

what has been brought together, concentrat-

ed, or centralized.

Our population and wealth have increased and become
more and more decentralized. Harper's Mag. , LXXVI. 434.

But in large societies that become predominantly in-

dustrial, there is added a decentralizing regulating sys-

tem for the industrial structures.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 270.

etc. ; increased to fifteen (quindecemviri) in the first cen-

tury B. 0. (d) A body of laud-commissioners (decemmri
agritdividundis) occasionally appointed to apportion pub-
lic lands among citizens.

2. By extension, one of any official body of

men, ten in number, as the old Council of Ten in

I. a. 1. Continuing for ten years; consisting
decephalization (de-sefa-U-za'shon),n. [< <te-

of ten years: as, a decennial penod.— 2. Oc-
^g„;,„;,;,g + -ation.] In zool.. simplification or

curring every ten years : as, decennial games. degradation of cephalic parts ; reduction of the

This shows an average decCTintai increase of 36.40 per headincomplexityor specialization of its parts;
cent, in population through the seventy years, from our ,

. process of decephalizing, or the state of be-
first to our last census yet take^^^^_

^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^ .^ Secephalized : opposed to cephalization.



decephalize

deceplialize (de-sef'a-Uz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

deccplialixd, ppr. decephaUziny. [< de- priv. +
Gr. Ke(pa?.r/, head, + -he.] In rod'/., to cause or

effect decephalization in or of ; reduce, degrade,

or simplify the parts of the head of; remove
weight or force of cephalic parts backward:
opposed to eephatise.

deceptibilityt (de-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [< decepti-

ble : see -bilUij.']
' Capability or liability of be-

ing deceived ; deceivability.

The deceptibUity of our decayed natures.
GlanMlie, Vanity of Dogmatizing, viil.

deceptiblet (df-sep'ti-bl), a. [< OF. deceptible

(also deceptab'le), < L. as if *deceptibilis, < de-

ceptus, pp. of deeipere, deceive : see deceive.']

Capable of beii^ deceived ; deceivable.

Popular errours . . . are more neerly founded upon an
erroneous inclination of tlie people, as being the most de-

ceplMe part of manlilnd, and ready with open arms to re-

ceive the encroachments of errour.
Sir r. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

deception (df-sep'shon), n. [< ME. decepdoun,

< OF. deception, F. deception = Pr. deceptio =
Sp. decepcion = It. decezione, < LL. deoeptio(n-),

< deeipere, deceive: see deceive.] 1. The act

of deceiving or misleading.

All deception is a misapplying of those signs which, by
compact or institution, were made tlie means of men's
signifying or conveying their thoughts. South.

2. The state of being deceived or misled.

We cannot unite the incompatible advantages of reality

and deception, the clear discernment of truth and the ex-

quisite enjoyment of fiction. Macaulay.

3. That which deceives; artifice; cheat: as,

the scheme is all a deception. ^Syn. i and 3. Deceit,

Deception, Fraud. See deceit.— 3. Trick, imposition, ruse,

wile.

deceptioust (de-sep'shus), a. [< OF. deceptieux,

decepcieux, < llL. deceptiosus, deceitful, < LL.
deceptio(n-), deception: see deceptiott.] Tend-
ing to deceive ; deceitful.

Yet there Is a credence in my heart.

An esperant-e so obstinately strong,

That dotli invert the attest of eyes and ears,

As if those organs had deceptioujt functions,

Created only to calumniate. Shak., T. and C, v. 2.

deceptitions (de-sep-tish'us), a. [< L. decep-

tua, pp. of deeipere, deceive, + -itious.'] Tend-
ing to deceive. [Rare.]

Arrangements competent to the process of investigation

are in every ca^ie necessary, to preserve the aggregate mass
of evidence from being untrustworthy and decepliliou^ on
the score of incomi)]etene8S.

Bentlcain, Prin. of Judicial Evidence, li. 3.

deceptive (df-sep'tiv), o. [< OF. deeeptif, F.

deceptif = Pr.' deceptiii = Sp. deceptive, < L. as if

'dcceptirun, < deceptu.',; pp. of deeipere, deceive :

see deceive.] Tending to deceive ; apt or hav-
ing power to mislead or impress false opinions

:

as, a dectptiie countenance or appearance.

—

Dec6I>tlTe cadence, in music. See interrupted cadence,

under cadence. =%ya. Deceptive, Deceitful, Fraudutent,
delusive, fallacious, false, misleading. Essentially, the
same distinction holds among the first three wonls as
among deception, deceit, and fraud (see deceit). Deceptive
does not necessarily imply intent to deceive ; deceitful al-

ways does. Fraudulent is much stronger, implying that
the intention is criminal. iit:e fallacious.

The word "fishes" can be used in two senses, one of
which has a deceptive appearance of adjustabitity to the
" Mosaic " account

Huxley, in Nineteenth Century, XIX. 198.

Woman

!

Destructive, damnable, deceitful woman !

Otway, Orphan, iii. 1.

One writer gravely assures us that Maurice of Saxony
learned all ^\i fraudulent policy from that execrable vol-

ume (Machiavelli's " Prince "J. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

decepti'vely (de-sep'tiv-li), ad». In a manner
to deceive.

decepti'veness (de-sep'tiv-nes), n. The power
of <lccf'iviii<,' ; tendency or aptness to deceive.

deceptivity (de-sep-tiv'i-ti), n. [< deceptive +
-ity/] 1. The quality of being deceptive.— 2.
Something deceptive; a sham. Carlyle. [Rare.]

deceptory (de-sep'to-ri), a. [< OF. deceptoire =
Sp. Pg. neceptorio, < LL. deceptorim, < deceptor,

a deceiver, < L. deeipere, deceive: see deceive.]

Tending to deceive; containing qualities or
means adapted to mislead. [Rare.]

decerebrize (de-ser'e-briz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dirirebrized, ppr. decerebrizing. [< de- priv. +
cerelyrum + -izc.] To deprive of the cerebrum

;

remove the cerebrum from. [Rare.]

decern (de-s6m'), v. [< OF. decerner, descerner,

discerner, F. decerner = Pr. decernir = Sp. diH-

cernir = It. decernere, < L. decernerc, pp. de-

cretas, decide, determine, judge, decree, < dr.

from, + cerneri; separate, (listinguish, discern :

Bee concern, discern, and cf. decree. The word

1483

decern in E. and Rom. has been in part merged
in discern.] I. trans. 1. In (Scofe /««;, to decree

;

judge; adjudge.

The lords decerned him to give Frendraught a new tack
of the said teiuds.

Spalding, Hist. Troubles in Scotland, I. 61.

2t. To discern ; discriminate.

They can see nothing, nor decern what maketh for them,
nor what against them. Cranmer, Sacraments, fol. 83.

n. intrans. In Scots law, to decree ;
pass

judgment: an essential word in all decrees and
interlocutors.

The said lords and estates of parliament find, decern,

and declare that the said Francis, sometime earl of Both-
well, has committed and done open treason.

Scottish Acts, Jas. I., 1593.

decemert (de-sfer'n6r), n. One who gives a judg-
ment or an opinion.

Those slight and vulgar decemers.
Glanvilte, Lux Orientalis, Pref.

decemiture (df-ser'ni-tur), n. [< decern +
-it-tire.] In Scots laic, a decree or sentence of

a court : as, he resolved to appeal against the
decemiture of the judge.

decernmentt, « . [^ decern + -ment; var. of dis-

cernment.] Discernment.

A yet more refined elective discretion or decemtnent.
Goodunn, Works, IH. 488.

decerpt (df-sferp'), v. t. [< L. decerpere, pp. de-

eerptus, pliick off, < de, off, + carpere, pluck: see

carp^.] To pluck off; crop; tear; rend.

O what mysery was the people then in ! O howe this

moste noble isle of the worlde was decerpt and rent to

pieces

!

Sir T. Elyot, Tlie Govemour, i. 2.

decerptiblet (de-s6rp'ti-bl), a. [< L. decerptus,

pp., + E. -ible.] That may be plucked.

decerptiont (de-s6rp'shon), n. [< L. decerptus,

pp.: see decerp.] 1. The act of pulling or

plucking off; a cropping.— 2. That which is

pulled off or separated ; a fragment.

If our souls are but particles and decerptions of our
parents, then I must be guilty of all the sins that ever
were committed by my progenitors ever since Adam.

Gtanv^e, Pre-existence of Souls, iii.

decertationt (de-s6r-ta'shon), n. [< L. decerta-

tio{n-), < decertare, contend, < de + certare, fight,

contend.] Strife ; contest for mastery.

A dccertatimi betweene the disease and nature.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

de certiflcando (de s6r'ti-fi-kan'd6). [ML.

:

L. de, of, to; ML. certificando, abl. of certifican-

dus, ger. of certijicare, certify: see certify.]

In early Eng. law, the short name of a writ re-

quiring an officer to certify to the court some-
thing within his cognizance.

decesset, n. A Middle English form of decease.

decessiont (de-sesh'on), n. [= OF. decession =
Sp. (obs.

)

decision, < L. decessio(n-), adeparture,
< decedere, pp. decessus, depart : see decede, de-

cease.] Departure; decrease; diminution.

(Implying the necessity of a bishop to govern in their

absence or decentnon any ways) they ordained St. James
the first bishop of Jerusalem.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 166.

Blindness, dumbness, deafness, silence, death,

All which are neither natures by themselves
Nor substances, but mere decays of form.
And absolute deceasionx of nature.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, i. 1.

The accession and decession of the matter.
W. Scott, Essay on Drapery, p. 7.

decessort (de-ses'gr), n. [< L. decessor, a retir-

ing officer, LL. a predecessor, < decedere, pp.
decessus, depart, retire: see decede, decease.]

A predecessor.

David . . . humbled himself for the sins of his ances-

tors and decessort. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 777.

decharm (de-charm'), v. t. [< OF. descharmer,

decharmer, F. decharmer, < des-, de-, priv., -I-

charnier, ehaxm: see eharm^.] To remove the

spell or enchantment of ; disenchant.

Notwithstanding the help of physick, he was suddenly
cured by dechanning the witchcraft. Harvey.

d6cliauss6 (da-sho-sa'), a. [F., pp. of diehaus-

ser, take off one's shoes, make bare, < di-, from,

away, -I- chausser, shoe, < chaussc, a shoe, < L.

calceus, a shoe.] In her.: (a) Dismembered
and the different parts represented as sepa-

rated from one another by a little distance : said

of an animal used as a bearing : as, a lion d^-

chaiiss^. (b) Without claws : said of an animal
used as a bearing : a term of French heraldry,

sometimes used in English.

Also demembered.

decheerfult (de-cher'ful), a. [Irreg. < de- priv.
-1- cheerful.] Not cheerful; sad; depressed;

gloomy.

decidedly

When didst thou ever come to me but with thy head
hanging down? O decheerful 'prentice, uncomfortable
servant

!

Middleton, Your Five Gallants, iv. 7.

dechenite (dech'en-it), n. [Named after the
German geologist E. H. K. von Dechen (1800-

1889).] A native vanadate of lead, oeeurrinrj

massive, with botryoidal structure, and of yel-

lowish- or brownish-red color.

decblorometer (de-klo-rom'e-tfer), n. Same as
cidorometcr (with unnecessary prefix).

dechristianize (de-kris'tian-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dechristianized, ppr. dechristianizing. [= F.
dechristianiser ; as de- priv. -I- christianize.] To
turn from Christianity ; banish Christian belief

and principles from; paganize. Also spelled

dechristianise.

deci-. [Short for decimi-, < L. decimus, tenth

:

see dewnal.] An element, meaning ' tenth,' in

the nomenclature of the metric system, as in

decimeter, the tenth of a meter, decigram, the
tenth of a gram, etc.

deciare (des-iar'), n. [< F. diciare, < L. deei-

{mus), tenth, -t- F. are, are: see are'^.] In the

metric system, a unit of superficial measure, the

tenth part of an are, or 107.6 square feet, Eng-
lish measure.
decidable (de-si'da-bl), a. [< decide + -able.]

That may be deeiiled.

decide (de-sid'), v.; pret. and pp. decided, ppr.

deciding.' [< ME. dedden, < OF. decider, F.

decider = Sp. Pg. decidir = It. decidere, < L. de-

cidere, decide, also lit. cut off, < de, off, + ccedere^

cut. Cf. decise, and concise, incise, etc.] 1.

trans, if. To cut off; separate.

Our seat denies us traffick here

;

The sea, too near, decides us from the rest.

Fuller, Holy State, ii. 20.

2. To determine, as a question, controversy,
or struggle, by some mode of arbitrament ; set-

tle by giving the victory to one side or the
other ; determine the issue or result of ; adjust

;

conclude ; end : as, the court decided the case
in favor of the plaintiff; the umpire decided

the contest ; the fate of the bill is decided.

The quarrel toucheth none but us alone

;

Betwixt ourselves let us decide it then.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

They [the Greeks] were the first ... to decide questions
of war and policy by the free vote of the people fairly

taken. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 256.

They fought with unabated ardour ; and the victory was
only decided by their almost total extermination.

ii. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

3. To resolve; determine in the mind: as, he
decided to go.

Who decided
What our gifts, and what our wants should be?

M. Arnold, Self-Deceptlon.

II. intrans. To determine ; form a definite

opinion ; come tO a conclusion
;
pronounce a

judgment : as, the court decided in favor of the
defendant ; to decide upon one's course.

Who shall decide when doctors disagree?
fope. Moral Essays, iii. 1.

Shall I wait a day ere I decide
On doing or not doing justice here?

Brownimj, Ring and Book, I. 17.

decided (df-si'ded), a. [Cf . F. dMd^ = Sp. Pg.
decidido, pp., used in the same way.] 1. Free
from ambiguity or uncertainty ; unmistakable

;

unquestionable : as, a decided improvement.
I find much cause to reproach myself that I have lived

so long, and have given no decided and public proofs of my
being a Christian. P. Henry, in Wirt's Sketches.

2. Resolute; determined; free from hesitation

or wavering : as, a decided character.

A politic caution, a guarded circumspection, were among
the ruling principles of our forefathers in their most de-

cided conduct. Burke.

= 8yn. 1. Decided, Decisive, indisputable, undeniable, cer-

tain, positive, absolute. Decided and decisive are some-
times confounded, but are distinct, decided being passive

and decisive active. A decided victory is a real, unmistaka-
ble victory ; a decisive victory is one that decides the issue

of the campaign. The battle of Bull Run ended in a de-

cided victory, but not a decisive one ; the victory at Water-
loo was both decided and decisive. Compare a decided an-

swer with a decisive one. The difTerence is the same as

between definite and definitive. See definite.

He had marked preferences, and . . . his opinions were

as decided as his prejudices. Edinburgh Jtev.

The sentence of superior judges is final, decisive, and ir-

revocable. BlackKtone.

All the most eminent men,. . . Hampden excepted, were
inclined to half measures. Theydreaded a (fe««!)e victory

almost as much as a decisive overthrow,
Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. Utibesitating.

decidedly (df-si'ded-li), adv. In a decided or

detennined manner; clearly; indisputably; in

a manner to preclude doubt.

While tasting something decidedly bitter, sweetness can-

not be thought of. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 98.



decidedness

decidedness (de-si'ded-nes), n. The state of
beiug decided.

'

decidementt (df-sid'meut), n. [< decide +
-ment.} The act of deei&ng ; decision.

Fie, Siguier ! lliere be times, and terms of lionour
To HTgue tliese tilings In, decidements able
To speaJc ye noble gentlemen, ways punctual.
And to the life of credit ; you're too rugged.

Fletcher {and another), Love's Pilgrimage, ii. 1.

decidencet (des'i-dens), «. [< L. deci<len{t-)s,

ppr. of ihciileri; fall off, fall down, < de- + ea-
dere, fall : see cadence and decay.'i A falling off.

Men observing the deeidence of the tliorn do fall upon
the couceit that it annually rotteth away, and successively
reneweth again. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

decider (de-si'd6r), n. One who decides; one
who or that which determines a cause or con-
test.

1 dare not take vpon me to be umpire and decider of those
many altercations among Chronologers.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 71.

decidingly (de-si'ding-li), adv. In a deciding
manner; decisively.

But Herodotus who wrote his tHomer's] lifehath cleared
this point : . , . and so decidingly concludeth, etc.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 13.

decidua (df-sid'u-a), «. [NL., sc. membrana,
the membrane that falls off, fem. of L. de-

eiduus, that falls down: see deciduous.'\ In
physiol., a membrane arising from alteration of
the upper layer of the mucous membrane of the
uterus, after the reception into the latter of the
impregnated ovum, the name being given to it

because it is discharged at parturition. At an
early stage of the development of the human ovum the
decidua exhibits a threefold division : a layer immediate-
ly lining the uterine cavity, called the decidua vera (true
decidua) ; a second layer, immediately investing the em-
bryo, called the decidua refiexa (turned-back decidua)

;

and a third layer, or rather a special development of part
of the decidua vera, called the decidua serotina (late de-
cidua).

decidual (de-sid'u-al), a. [< decidua + -al.'\

Of or pertaining to the decidua.
deciduary (de-sid'u-a-ri), a. [< L. deciduus (see
deciduous) +' E. •uri/.'\ Falling off; dropping
away; deciduous. [Bare.]

The shedding of the deciduary margins may be compared
with the shedding by very young birds of their down.

Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 77.

Deciduata (de-sid-u-a'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of deeidudtus: see deciduate.'] One of the
two major divisions (the other being Non-dc-
ciduata) into which monodelphous mammals
have been divided. See the extract.

In the Deciduata . . . the superficial layer of the mu-
cous membrane of the uterus undergoes a special modifi-
cation, and unites . . . with the villi developed from the
chorion of the fcetus ; and, at birth, this decidual and ma-
ternal part of the placenta is thrown off along with the
fcetus, the mucous membrane of the uterus . . . being re-
generated during, and after, each pregnancy.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 282.

decidua'te (de-sid'u-at), a. [< NL. deciduatus,
having a decidua, < decidua, a decidua: see de-
cidua.'] 1. Having a decidua or a deciduous
placenta

;
pertaining to or having the charac-

ters of the Deciduata.— 2. Being deciduous, as
a placenta.

deciduity (des-i-du' j-ti), ?i. [< decidtwus +
-ity.'] Deciduousness! Keith. [Bare.]
decidnous (de-sid'u-us), a. [= F. deeidu = Sp.
deciduo, < L. deciduus, that falls down, < deci-
dere, fall down, < de, down, -1- cadere, fall : see
decay.'] Falling or liable to fall, especially after
a definite period of time ; not perennial or per-
manent.

There is much that is deciduous in books, but all that
gives them a title to rank as literature in the highest
sense is perennial.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

Deeidwnu Institutions imply deciduous sentiments.
U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 468.

Specifically—(a) In hot. : (1) Falling off at maturity or at the
end of the season, as petals, le-^ves, fruit, etc. ; in distinc-
tion from /ugaciuiu or caducous organs, which fall soon
after their appearance, and from pergistent or jjermanent,
or, aa applied to leaves, from everr/reen. (2) Losing the foli-
age every year : as, deciduous trees. (6) In zoal. ; (i) Fall-
ing off at a certain stage of an animal's existence, as the
hair, horns, and teeth of certain animals. (2) Losing cer-
tain part* regularly and periodically, or at certain stages
or ages: as, a deciduous insect.— Deciduous cusps or
pldC68 of the mandibles, in entom., appendages, one on
the outer side or end of each mandible, which are gener-
ally lost soon after the insect attains the iniatjo state, leav-
ing scars. They are found In a single family of rhynchoph-
oroos Coleoptera, the Otiorh imchiiiai.—'DeclAvLOMS denti-
tion. See dentition.—'Deciduous insects, those insects
that cast off the wings aftnr copulation, as the females
of ants and termites.—Deciduous membrane. See de-
cidua.

deddaonsness (de-sid'u-us-nes), n. The qual-
ity of beiug deciduous.'
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decigram, decigramme (des'i-gram), «. [< F.
decigramme = Up. deciyramo = Pg. decigrammo
= It. deeigramma, < L. deci{mus), tenth, -I- NL.
gramma, gram.] In the metric system, a weight
of one tenth of a gram, equal to 1.54 grains
troj'.

decil, decile (des'il), «. [= P. dedl = It. decile,

irreg. < L. decimus, tenth, < decern = E. ten.]

An aspect or position of two planets when they
are a tenth part of the zodiac (36°) distant from
each other.

deciliter, decilitre (des'i-le-t^r), n. [< F. de-

cilitre = Sp. decilitro = Pg. It. deeilitro, < L. deci-

mus, tenth, -I- NL. Utra, liter: see liter.] In the
metric system, a measure of capacity equal to
one tenth of a liter, or 3.52 English fluidounoes,
or 3.38 United States fluidounces.

decillion (de-sirygn)^ n. [Irreg. < L. decem, ten,
+ E. (m)illion.] 1. According to English nota-
tion, a million involved to the tenth power, be-
ing a unit with sixty ciphers annexed.— 2. Ac-
cording to the modem French notation, which
is also used in the United States, a thousand in-
volved to the eleventh power, being a imit with
thirty-three ciphers annexed. [Owing to the am-
biguity resulting from the partial adoption of the second
meaning, this and similar words (except million) are prac-
tically disused.]

decillioiltll (de-sil'yonth), a. and n. [< decil-

lion + -th.] 1. a. Pertaining to a decillion;
having the magnitude or position of one of a
decillion equal parts.

II. n. The quotient of unity divided by a de-
cillion; one of a decillion equal parts.

decima (des'i-ma), n.
;
pi. decimce (-me). [< L.

dt'cmas, tenth: se& decimal.] 1. lu music: (a)
An interval of ten diatonic degrees, being an
octave and a third. (6) An organ-stop whose
pipes sound a tenth above the keys struck.

—

2. A Spanish money : the tenth of a real vel-
lon, or about 5 cents in United States money.
decimal (des'i-mal), a. and n. [< OF. decimal,
F. decimal= Sp. Pg. decimal = It. decimate= D.
decimaal = G. Dan. Sw. decimal, < ML. dedma-
lis, < L. decimus, tenth, < decem = E. ten: see
ten.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the tenth or to tens;
proceeding by tens.— 2. Belating to tithes.

Regulating the jurisdiction of Ecclesiastical Courts in
causes testamentary, decimal, and matrimonial.

IleyUn, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 469.

Decimal arithmetic, theordinarymethod of arithmetical
calculation by the Arabic notation. The term is sometimes
restricted to the calculation with decimals.— Decimal
currency. See currejicy.- Decimal fraction, a frac-
tion whose denominator is a power of 10. So long as the
quantity is conceived as having a power of 10 for its de-
nominator it is properly and usually called a decimal
fraction, however it may be written. The ordinary method
of writing it is by prefixing to the numerator (used alone)
a dot (the decimal point) with a number of zeros suffi-

cient to make the number of places in the numerator
equal to that in the denominator, less one. Thus, ^ =
.1, iJs = .01, y^, = .001, etc. ; 2jg5 = 2.06, etc. See II.—
Declinal measure, any measure belonging to a decimal
system.—Decimal notation, a system of writing num-
bers depending ou powers of 10, especially the ordinary
system by means of nine digits and a cipher. The system
in an imperfect form, wanting the (the places being pre-
served by ruled columns), is believed to have been in-
vented in India, and is explained in the Latin geometry
of Boethius (died about A. b. 525). The genuineness l>oth
of the passage and of the entire work has been much dis-
puted, but is now more usually conceded. The system
was, however, entirely disused in Europe until (having
been completed by the invention of the 0) it was reintro-
duced through the Arabians (by whom it is called the In-
dian notation), being first systematically explained in the
work of Leonardo da Pisa, about 1200. The extension of
the system to fractions was accomplished much later. See
II.— Decimal numeration, any system of naming num-
bers by taking them in multiples and powers of 10. Such
systems have generally prevailed in all languages, being
foTUuled on the use of the ten fingers as helps to count.
—Decimal place, the position of a flj^ure in decimal
notation.— Decimal point, a dot separating the whole
part from the fractional part of an expression in decimal
notation. The decimal point appears to have been first

used by Napier (Constructio, 1619); the writing of it above
the line by Newton. See II.—Decimal system, any
system of measurement or of counting whose units are
powers of 10 ; especially, the metric system (which see,

under metric).

n. n. An expression denoting a decimal
fraction by an extension of the decimal nota-
tion. A dot, called the decimal point, being placed to
the right of the units' place, figures are written to the
right of it, the first place in passing to the right being
appropriated to tenths, the second to hundredths, etc.
Thus, 199320.3 is the same as 199320j\, ; 19932.03 is the same
as 199.32,8, ; and 1.993203 is the same as liVsWrfli- (See deci-
mal fraction, above.) The invention of decimals is usu-
ally attributed to Stevlnus (1582). In his notation a mixed
number, for example 1993,''„Vo, which is now written 1993-
.203, would have been written 1993(0)2(1)0(2)3(3). The deci-
mal pointmay be placed above the line (a common practice)
or on the line.—Recurring decimal, a decimal in which
after a certain point the digits are continually repeated. If
there is but one recurring figure, the expression is called
a repeating decijnal; if there are more than one, the ex-

decimo
pression is called a circulating decimal. But these dis-

tinctions are not commonly observed with strictness. A
circulating decimal is denoted by means of dots over the
first and last figures of the recurring period. Thus, A is

0.0i35, that is, 0.0136136136, etc.

decimalism (des'i-mal-izm), n. [< decimal +
-ism.] The theory or system of a decimal no-
tation or division, as of numbers, currency,
weights, etc.

decimalist (des'i-mal-ist), ». [< decimal + -ist.]

One who employs or advocates computation or
numeration by tens.

Of course all these fifteens and sixties were objection-
able to the pure decimalist. The Engineer, LXV. 83.

decimalization (des'^i-mal-i-za'shon), n. The
act of reducing or causing to conform to the
decimal system.

When the decimalization of English money waa first

proposed, the notion of international money had never
been seriously entertained, and hardly indeed conceived.

Jecons, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 178.

decimalize (des'i-mal-iz), v. t; pret. and pp.
decimalized, ppr. decimalizing. [< decimal +
-ize.] To reduce to the decimal system: as, to
decimalize currency, weights, measures, etc.

decimally (des'i-mal-i), adv. By tens; by
means ot decimals.
decimate (des'i-mat), v. t.; pret. and pp. deci-

mated, ppr. decimating. [< L. decimatus, pp.
of decimare (> F. decimer = Sp. (obs.) Pg. deci-

mar = It. decimare = D. decimeren = G. deci-

miren = Dan. decitnere = Sw. decimera), select
the tenth by lot (for punishment), pay tithes,

< decimus, tenth: see decimal.] If. To take
the tenth part of or from ; tithe.

I have heard you are as poor as a decimated Cavalier
[referring to Cromwell's 10 per cent, income-tax on Cava-
liers], and had not one foot of land in all the world.

Dryden, Wild Gallant, ii. 2.

2. To select by lot and put to death every tenth
man of: as, to decimate a captured army or a
body of prisoners or mutineers (a barbarity oc-
casionally practised in antiquity).

God sometimes decimates or tithes delinquent persons,
and they die for a common crime, according as God hath
cast their lot in the decrees of predestination.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 280.

3. Loosely, to destroy a great but indefinite

number or proportion of: as, the inhabitants
were decimated by fever ; the troops were deci-

mated by the enemy's fire.

It [England] had decimated itself for a question which
involved no principle, and led to no result.

Froude, Hist. Eng.

decimation (des-i-ma'shon), n. [= F. decima-
tion = Pg. decimaqao = It. decimazione, < L.
decimatio(n-), < decimare, decimate: see deci-

mate.] If. A tithing; specifically, an income-
tax of 10 per cent, le-vied on the Cavaliers by
Cromwell.— 2. A selection of every tenth by
lot, as for pimishment, etc.

By decimation, and a tithed death,
. . . take thou the destin'd tenth.

Shak., T. of A., v. 5.

And the whole army had cause to enquire into their
own rebellions, when they saw the Lord of Hosts, with a
dreadful decimation, taking off so many of our brethren
by the worst of executioners. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., v. 9.

3. The destruction of a great but indefinite
number or proportion of people, as of an army
or of the inhabitants of a country ; a heavy loss

of life.

decimator (des'i-ma-tor), «. [= F. decimateur
= It. decimatore ; as decimate + -or.] One who
or that which decimates.

decime (de-sem'), n. [= F. decime, a tenth, tithe,

deoime (in older form disme, dime, > E. dime), <

L. decimus, tenth: see decimal and dime.] A
French coin, the tenth of a franc, or about 2

United States cents.

decimestrial (des-i-mes'tri-al), a. [< L. decem,
= E. ten, + -mestris, adj. form in eomp. of

mensis, a month, q. v. Cf. semester.] Consist-
ing of or containing ten months. [Bare.]

The decimestrial year still survived long after regal gov-
ernment had ceased.

W. .Smith, Diet. Greek and Koni. Antiq., p. 192.

decimeter (des'i-me-ter), n. [< F. decimetre (>

Sp. decimetro = Pg. deeimetro), < L. deei-mus,

tenth, + F. metre = E. meter"^.] In the metric

system, a measure of length equal to the tenth
part of a meter, or 3.937 inches, a square deci-

meter is equal to 16.5 square inches, and a decimeter
cube, or liter, is 61 cubic inches, equal to 0.83 imperial
(piart or 1.056 United States (wine) quarts.

decimo (des'i-mo; Sp. pron. da'the-mo), w. [Sp..

< 1^. decimus, tenth: see decimal.] In Spanish
reckoning: (a) The tenth part of a peso or dol-

lar, (b) The tenth part of an oncia or ounce.



dedmole

decimole (des'i-mol), «, [< L. decern, ten.] In
music, a group of ten notes which are to be
played in the time of eight or of four notes,

marked by a phrase-mark or curve inclosing
the notes and including the figure 10. Also
called decuplct.

decimo-sexto (des'i-mo-seks'to), n. See sexto-

dccimv.

decinert, ». Same as decenner.

decipher (de-si'f6r), v. t [After OF. dechiffrer,

F, dechiffrer = Sp. descifrar = Pg. decifrar =
It. decifrarej deciferare, dicifrare, diciferare, <

ML. dechiffrare (after P.), *deeifrare, decipher,
< de- + eifraf cipher; see cipher.'] 1. To inter-

pret by the use of a key, as something written
in cipher

J
make out by discovering the key to.

Zelniane, that hail the character in her heart, could
easily decipher it. Sir P. Suliiey.

The virtues of them [ciphers], whereby they are to be
preferred, are three : that they be not laborious to write
and read; that they be impossible to decipher; and in
some cases, that they be witliout susjjicion.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning (original English ed.),

[Works, III. 402.

2. To Bucceed in reading, as what is written in
obscure, partially obliterated, or badly formed
characters.

They [Wycherley's manuscripts] were so full of erasures
ftnd interlineations that no printer could decipher them.

Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

3. To discover or explain the meaning of, as
of something that is obscure or difficult to be
traced or understood.

I couM not help deciphering something in his face above
his condition. Sterne, Tristram Shandy.

All races which have long wandered and fought have be-
come composite to a d^ree past deciphering.

J. Fiike, Evolutionist, p. 103.

4. To describe or delineate.

Could I give you a lively representation of guilt and
horror on this hand, and paint out eternal wrath and dc-
cjpAer eternal vengeance on the other, then might I shew
you the condition of a sinner hearing himself denied by
Christ. South.

5t. To find out; detect; discover; reveal.

What's the news?—
That you are both decipher d, that's th6 news.
For villains mark'd with raiK-. Shak., Tit. And., iv. 2.

I hftTe spoke with her, and we have a nay-word, hnw to
know one another. I come to her In white and cry "mum";
she cries "budget"; and by that we know one another.
. . . But what needs either your "mum," or her ''bud-
get"? the white will decipher her well enough.

Shak., M. W. of W., V. 2.

6f. To write in cipher; conceal by means of a
cipher or other disguise. [Rare.]

To be plain with you, I am the very man deciphered in
his book, under the name of Venator.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 225.

=8yn. 1-3. To interpret, make out, unravel.

deciphert (de-si'f^r), ». [< deciphet^ r.] A
description.

'

He was a Lord Chancellour of France, whose decipher
agrees exactly with this great prelate, sometime Lord
Keeper of the Great Seal.

Bp. Hacket, Ahp. Williams, IL 2*20.

decipherable (de-8i'f6r-a-bl), a. [= F. dechif-
frahle = Sp. descifruble ; as decipher + -able.]

Capable of being deciphered or interpreted.

Some of the letters seized at Mr. Coleman's are not de-
cipherable by all or any of the keys found.

Pre/ace to Letters on Popish PloL

decipherer (de-si'f^r-^r), n. One who interprets
what is written in ciphers, or reads what is

written obscurely.

Suppose that ciphers were well managed, there be mul-
titudes of them that exclude the decipf^rer.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning (original English ed.),

IWorks, IIL 402.

Tliere are a sort of those narrow-eyed decipherers . . ,

that will extort strange and alwtruse meanings out of any
subject. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour.

decipherment (de-si'fer-ment), h. [= F. de-
chiffrcmcut ; as derijther + -meiit.] The act of
deciphering ; interpretation.

They [the Assyrian tablets exhumed by I^yard and
Smith] are now among the collections of the British Mu-
seum, and theirdecipherment is throwinga new and strange
light on the cosmogony and religions of the early East.

Dawson, Origin of World, p. 19.

decipia (de-sip'i-a), n. [NXi., < decipium, q. v.]
The oxid of decipium. Its formula is doubtful,
being either DpO or DP0O3. Its properties are
not yet fullv ascertained.
decipium (df-sip'i-um), n. [NL., irreg. < L.
decipere, deceive : see deceive.] Chemical sym-
bol. Dp; atomic weight, 106 if the oxid is DpO,
or 171 if, as is likely, the oxid is DpoOg. a sub-
stance found in the saniarskite of North Carolina, and
said to be a metallic element intermediate in character
between the metals of the cerium and yttrium groups.
Its salts are colorless. The acetate crystallizes easily.
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deciset, r. t. [< L. decisus, pp. of decidere, de-
cide : see decide, and cf. concise, incise, etc.] To
decide; settle; determine.
No man more profoundly discusseth or more fynely de-

ciseth the vse of ceremonies. J. Udalt, Pref. to Matthew.

decision (de-sizh'on), n. [< OF. decision, F.
decision = ^p. decision = Pg. deciscto = It. deci-

sione, < L. decisio{n-), < decidere, cut off, decide

:

see decide.] If. The act of separating or cut-
ting off; detachment of a part ; excision.

The essence of God is incorporeal, spiritual, and indivi-
sable ; and therefore his nature is really communicated,
not by derivation or decision, but by a total and plenary
communication. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, ii.

2. Determination, as of a contest or an event;
end, as of a struggle ; arbitrament : as, the de-
cision of a battle by arms.

When the Contract is broken, and there is no third Per-
son to judge, then the Decision is by Amis.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 115.

Their arms are to the last decision bent.
And fortune labours with the vast intent. Dryden.

3. Determination, as of a question or a doubt;
final judgment or opinion in a case which has
been under deliberation or discussion : as, the
decision of the Supreme Court.

What shall finally lie done with Spain respecting the
Mississippi? becomes an interesting question, and one
pressing on us for a deciidon.

Monroe, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 510.

Her clear and bared limbs
O'erthwarted with the brazen-headed spear
Upon her pearly shoulder leaning cold.
The while, above, her full and earnest eye
Over her snow-cold breast and angry cheek
Kept watch, waiting decision. Tennyson, (Enone.

4. A resolution ; a fixing of a purpose in the
mind.— 5. The quality of being decided ; abil-

ity to form a settled purpose
;
prompt determi-

nation: as, a jna.n of decision Fifty Decisions,
the final disposition liy Justinian of fifty questions con-
ceniing which the authorities on Roman law were not
agreed. They were made A. D. 529-30, and were embod-
ied in the new (or revised) Code of Justinian. =Syn. 2 and
3. Decision, Verdict, Report, Judgment, Decree, Order, Ad-
judication. In law the following distinctions are usual:
A decision is the determination of an issue by a judge
or court : a verdict, by a jury ; a report, one submitted to
the court by a referee, master, or auditor; k judgment, de-
cree, or order, the formal entry or document embodying
the determhiation ; adjudication is generally used in con-
nection with the effect of a judgment, decree, or order in
settling the question.— 6. Dfrision, Determination, Reso-
lution. Decision is the quality of being able to make up
one's mind promptly, clearly, and firmly as to what shall
be done and the way to do it. Determination is the set-

tling upon some line of action with a fixed purpose to stick
to it ; it is somewhat nearer than the others to d<^gedne8s,
and sometimes approaches obstinacy. Determination may
be negative, as not to do a thing, but resolution is gener-
ally positive or active; it often implies more courage than
the others, and is otherwise more high-minded. But these
words are often used interchangeably.

Unity, secrecy, decision are the qualities which military
arrangements require. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

When the force of habit is added, the determination be-
comes invincible, and seems to assume rank with the great
laws of nature. Foster, Decision of Character, ii.

We cannot willingly admit that those gentle affections
are totally incompatible with the most impregnable reso-

lution and vigor, Foster, Decision of Character, v.

decisional (de-sizh'on-al), a. [< decision + -al.]

Pertaining or relating to a decision; authori-
tative. [Rare.]

These opinions of the minority can have no decisional
effect. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 603.

decisive (de-si'siv), a. and n. [< OF. decisif,

F. decisif ~ Sp. Pg. It. decisivo, < L. decistis,

pp. of decidere, decide: see decide,] 1. a. 1.

Having the power or quality of determining a
question, doubt, contest, event, etc. ; final ; con-
clusive

;
piitting an end to controversy : as, the

opinion of the court is decisive on the question.

He is inclined to substitute rapid movements and deci-

sive engagements for the languid and dilatory operations
of his countrymen. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

In each new threat of faction the ballot has been, beyond
expectation, right and deciMve.

Kmerstm, fortune of the Republic.

Only when a revolution in circimistances is atonce both
marked and permanent, does a decisive alteration of char-
acter follow. //. Sf/encer, Social Statics, p. 452.

2. Markedbydecision orprompt determination.

strong an<l decisive the reply I gave.
Crabfje, Works, VII. 92.

Decisive abstraction. See abstraction. =Syn. Decided,
Derijfive. See decided.

H, n, A decisive thing. [Rare.]

It was evidently the conduct of theSpanlards, not their

armes, which wjis the decisive here.

Evelyn, Enc. l)etwten the French and Spanish
[Ambassadors.

decisively (de-si'siv-li), adr. In a conclusive
manner; in a maimer to end deliberation, con-
troversy, doubt, or contest.
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decisiveness (de-si'siv-nes), n. 1. The quality
of ending doubt, controversy, or the like ; con-
clusiveness.— 2. The state of being marked by
decision or prompt determination : as, decisive-
ness of character.

decisory (de-si 'so-ri), a. [< F. decisoire = Sp.
Pg. decisoriOj < L. decisus, pp. of deciderCj de-
cide: see decide.] Decisive. [Rare.]
decistdre (des-i-star'), n. [< F, decisthre, < L.
decimus, tenth, + F. stere: see stere.] In the
metric system, a cubic measure, equal to the
tenth part of a stere, or 3.532 cubic feet.

decitizenize (de-sit'i-zn-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dedtizenized, ppr. dedtizenizing . [< de- priv. +
citizen + -ize.] To deprive of citizenship; dis-
franchise.

decivilize (de-siv'i-liz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-
civilized, ppr. decivilizing. [= F. deciviliser;

as de- priv. + civilize.] To reduce or degrade
froma civilized to a wilder or more savage state.

We have but to imagine ourselves de-civilized— to sup-
pose faculty decreased, knowledge lost, language vague,
criticism and skepticism absent, to understand how in-

evitably the primitive man conceives as real the dream-
personages we know to be ideal.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 71.

deck (dek), v. t. [< ME. decken (rare), < MD.
decken, D, dekken = MLG. decken, LG. dekken
= OHG. decchan, MHG. G. decken = OFries.
thekka = Dan. dcekke (after LG.), prop. t(ekke =
8w. tdcka = leel. thekkja = AS. theccan, E.
thatch, dial, (hack, theak, cover: see thatch, v.

Deck is thus a doublet, derived from the D.
and LG., of the native E. thatch. The alleged
AS. *deccan, ^ge-deccan^ to which deck is gener-
ally referred, are misreadings for theccan, ge-
theccan, Ct.deck,n.] 1. To cover; overspread;
invest; especially, to array or clothe with
something resplendent or ornamental ; adorn

;

embellish; set out: as, to deck one's self for a
wedding ; she was decked with jewels.

They deck it [an image] with silver and gold. Jer. x. 4.

Whether to deck with clouds the uncolour'd sky,
Or wet the thirsty earth with falling showei-s.

Milton, P. L., V. 189.

The dew with spangles decked the ground. Dryden.

When, with new force, she aids her conquering eyes.
And beauty decks with all that beauty buys. Crabbe.

2. Xant., to furnish with or as with a deck, as
a vessel.

At last it was concluded to decke their long boat with
their ship hatches.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 122.

3. In mining, to load or unload (the cars or tubs)
upon the cage.— 4. [Cf. deck, «., 5.] To dis-

card. Grose. =^yTi, 1. Ornament, Decorate, etc. See
adorn. See also list under decorate.

deck (dek), n. [< MD. decke, D. dek, cover,
deck, = OFries. thekke = LG. decke = OHG.
decchi, decki, also decha, MHG. G. decke, cover,
G. deck, deck, = Sw. dack = Dan. dcek (after
LG.), deck; from the verb: see deck, v., and
cf. thatch, n.] If. A covering; anything that
serves as a sheltering cover.

Being well refreshed, we vntyed our Targets that cou-
ered vs as a Deck.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 188.

2. An approximately horizontal platform or
floor extending from side to side of a ship or of a
part of a ship, as of a deck-house, and supported
by beams and carlines. in wooden ships the deck is

formed of planks about three inches wide and three inches
thick, spiked to the beams and carlines ; in iron ships it

is formed of iron plating riveted to the beams and gird-
ers and generally covered with wooden planking. An
armored deck is protected by iron or steel plating. The
sj>ar-deck is the upper deck of those which extend from
stem to stern ; the main deck is the deck immediately
lielow the spar-deck in a double-decked ship ; the quar-
ter-deck is that part of the spai'-deck which is abaft
the mainmast; the topgallant forecastle-deck is a short
deck al>ove the spar-deck in the forward part of the
ship, generally extending as far aft as the foremast. In
a man-of-war the berth-deck is the deck below the gun-
deck, where the mess-lockers and -tables are placed, and
where the hammocks are slung. The gun-deck is the
deck of a man-of-war where the battery is carried; in

old line-of-battle ships, where guns were carried on three
decks below the spar-deck, they were called respectively
the upper, middle, and lower gun-deck. A flush deck is a
spar-deck clear from stem to stern of houses or other en-
cumbrances. The term half-deck was formerly applied to
the after part of the deck next below the spar-deck, and
forward of the cabin bulkhead. The hurricane-deck is

the upper light deck of side-wheel passenger-steamers.
The orlop-deck is below the berth-deck, and is where the
cables were formerly stowed. The poop-deck is the after

part of the ship, over the cabin, when the caliin is on the
spar-deck. The turtle-deck or turtle-backed deck is so
called from its resemblance to the hack of a turtle, and is

a convex deck extending a short distance aft from the
stem of an ocean steamer to shed the water in a head sea

;

in many iron steamships of recent model there is a similar
arrangement on the stern. In river-steamers In the United



deck
Stat«8 the boiUt'deek is the deck on which the boilers are
carried. A cambered dtck is a deck arched so as to i>e

higher in the middle than at the stem or stem— the op-
posite of the usual practice.

I boarded the king's ship : now on the beak.
Now in the waist, the deck, in every cabin,
I flam'd amazement Shak,, Tempest, i. 2.

3. In mining, the platform of the cage; that
part of the cage on which the cars sta,nd or the
men ride. Cages are sometimes built with as
many as four decks.— 4t. A pile of things laid

one upon another; a heap; a store; a file, as of

cards or papers.

And for a song I have
A paper-blurrer, who, on all occasions.
For all times and all seasons, hath such trinkets
Ready in the deck. Massinger, Guardian, iii. 3.

6. A pack of cards containing only those ne-

cessary to play any given game : as, a euchre
deck; a bezique deck.

Well, if I chance but once to get the deck,

To deal about and shuffle as I would.
Solimus, Emperour uf the Turks (1638).

6. That part of a pack which remains after the

deal, and from which cards may be drawn
during the course of the game.

Whiles he thought to steal the single ten.

The king was slyly tlnger'd from tlie deck.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. L
Gold deck, a pack of cards assorted or aiTan^eil in a
known way. [Gamblers' slang.]— Officer Of the deck.
See ojficer.— On deck, on hand ; ready for action <frtiuty

;

hence, in base-ball, next at the bat ; having the right or
privilege of batting next.— Protective deck, in a war-
ship, a steel deck several inches in maximum thickness,
extending throughout the length of tlie ship below the
water-line.— To clear the decks, to prepare a ship of

war for action.—To sweep the deck orthe decks, (a) To
dash violently over or along the deck of a vessel, as a great
wave orthe fire of an enemy's guns, carrying everytliing
before it. (&) To command evei^ part of the deck, as with
small arms, from the tops of an attacking vessel, (c) To
take off or carry away all the stakes on a card-table ; hence,
generally, to gain everything.

deck-beam (dek'bem), n. A strong transverse
beam of timber or iron stretching across a
ship from side to side, in order to support the
deck and retain the sides at their proper dis-

tance.

deck-bridge (dek'brij), n. A bridge in which
the roadway is laid upon the top of the truss

:

opposed to bottom-road or through bridge. Also
called top-road bridge.

deck-cargo (dek'kar'go), n. Cargo stowed on
the deck of a vessel; a deck-load.

deck-cleat (dek'klet), n. A cleat fastened to a
deck.

deck-collar (dek'koy'ar), n. The collar or ring
which lines the hole in the roof of a railroad-

car, through which the stove-pipe passes.

decked (dekt), p. a. 1. Dressed; adorned.

—

2. Furnished with a deck or decks : as, a three-

decked ship.— 3. In her., edged or purfled with
another color: thus, the feathers of a bird of

one tincture are decked of another tincture.

Also marguett^.

deckel, «. See deckle.

decker (dek'^r), n. [= D. dekker (tafeldekker,

driedekker) = G. decker= Dan. dwkker (in comp.
taffeldaikker, tredaikker) = Sw. tdckare ; as deck
+ -«•!. Cf. thatcher.'] 1. One who or that
which decks or adorns; a coverer: as, a table-
decker.— 2. A vessel that has a deck or decks:
as, a tyvo-decker. [Only in composition.]
deck-feather (dek'feTH'fer), n. 8ee feather.

deck-flat (dek'flat), n. See flat.

deck-hand (dek'hand), n. A person regularly
employed as a laborer on the deck of a vessel.

deck-head (dek'hed), n. A slipper limpet, or

species of Crepidiila.

deck-hook (dek'hiik), n. A heavy knee-shaped
timber in the extreme end of a ship, either bow
or stem, serving to support the deck and to

strengthen the frame. See cut under stem.

deck-house (dek'hous), n. A small house
erected on the deck of a ship for any purpose.
decking (dek'ing), n. 1. The act of adorning.
— 2. Ornament ; embellishment.

Sacb glorious deckings of the temple.
Homilies, ii., Against Idolatry.

No decking sets forth anything so much as affection.

Sir P. Sidney.

deckle (dek'l), n. [Also written dekU, deckel;
= Sw. deckel = Buss, dekele, < LG. dekkel = G.
deckel (cf. D. deksel = Dan. dceksel), a cover, lid,

tympan, dim. of decke, cover, covering, deck,
deck: aeedeck."} In paper-making : (a) In hand
paper-making, a rectangular frame laid upon
the wire mold on which the paper-pulp is

placed, to confine it within the limits of the re-
quired size of sheet ; in machine paper-making,
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a belt of linen and caoutchouc placed on either

side of the apron, to keep the pulp from spread-
ing out laterally and making the paper wider
than is desired. (6) The rough or raw edge
of paper ; specifically, the ragged edge of hand-
made paper, produced by the deckle.

deckle-edged (dek'l-ejd), a. See the extract.

Deckie-edf/ed.— This term has lately been adopted in the
advertisements of books to indicate that the edges of tlie

paper have not been cut or trimmed, so that it is equiva-
lent to the more common designation, " rough-edged."

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 227.

deckle-strap (dek'l-strap), n. A strap used on
paper-making machines to confine the flow of
the pulp and to determine the width of the
sheet.

deck-load (dek'lod), n. Same as deck-cargo.

deck-passage (dek'pas"aj), n. Conveyance of

a passenger on the deck of a vessel.

deck-passenger (dek'pas"en-jer),??. A passen-
ger who pays for accommodation on the deck
of a vessel.

deck-pipe (dek'pip), ». An iron pipe through
which the chain-cable is paid into the chain-
locker.

deck-planking (dek'plang'king), n. Planking
cut suitably for forming the deck of a vessel.

deck-plate (dek'plat), n. A metallic plate
placed about the smoke-stack or the furnace
of a marine engine, to protect the wood of the
deck.

deck-pump (dek'pump), n. A hand-pump used
for washing decks.

deck-sheet (dek'shet), n. The sheet of a stud-
ding-sail leading directly to the deck, by which
it is steadied until set.

deck-stopper (dek'stop"6r), n. A strong stop-
per used for securing the cable.

deck-tackle (dek'tak"l), ». A heavy tackle
used for hauling in cable, or for other purposes.
deck-transom (dek'tran'sum), n. See transom.

decl. An abbreviation of declension.

declaim (de-klam'), V. [< ME. declamen = OF.
declamer, I?, declamer (> D. declameren = G. de-
clamiren = Dan. deklamere = Sw. deklamera) =
Sp. Pg. declamar= It. declamare, < L. deelamare,
cry aloud, make a speech, < de- (intensive) -f

clamare, cry, shout : see claim^, clamor.'] I. in-

trans. 1. To make a formal speech or oration;
harangue.

With what impatience he declaim'd

!

Swift, Death of Dr. Swift.

It is tisual for masters to make their boys declaim on
both sides of the argument. Swi/t.

To declaim on the temporal advantages . . . [the poor]
enjoy, is only repeating what none either believe or prac-
tise. Ooldsmith, Vicar, xxix.

2. To speak or write for rhetorical effect ; speak
or write pompously or elaborately, without ear-

nestness of purpose, sincerity, or soimd argu-
ment; rant.

It is not enough in general to declaim against our sins,

but we must search out particularly those predominant
vices which by their boldness and frequency have provoked
God thus to punish us. Stillingjlect, Sermons, I. i.

The Rogue has (with all the Wit he could muster up)
been declaiming against Wit.

Congreve, Love for Love, i. 2.

At least he [Milton] does not declaim. J. A. St, John.

The preacher dectaiined most furiously, for an hour,
against luxury, although . . . there were not three pairs
of shoes in the whole congregation.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 21.

3. To repeat a select piece of prose or poetry
in public, as an exercise in oratory or to ex-
hibit skill in elocution.

The undergraduates shall in their course declaime pub-
licly in the hall, in one of the tliree learned languages.

Laws of Harvard Univ. (1734), in Peirce's Hist. Harv.
[Univ., App., p. 129.

II. trans. 1. To utter or deliver in public in

a rhetorical or oratorical manner.— 2. To speak
as an exercise in elocution: as, he declaimed
Mark Antony's speech.— 3t. To maintain or
advocate oratorically.

Makes himself the devil's orator, and (f«c/ai7n«his cause.
South, Sermons, VIII. 82.

4t. To speak against ; cry down ; decry.

This banquet then ... is at once declared and de-
claimed, spoken of and forbidden.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 175.

declaimant (de-kla'mant), ». [< declaim -t-

-ant, after L. declaman(t-)s, ppr. of declama-
re, declaim: see declaim.] Same as declaimer.
[Rare.]

declaimer (de-kla'm6r), n. One who declaims

;

one who speaks for rhetorical effect or as an
exercise in elocution; one who attempts to con-
vince by a harangue.

declaration

Loud declaimers on the part
Of liberty, themselves the slaves of lust. Cmrper.

I have little sympathy with declaimers about the Pilgrim
Fathers, who look upon them all as men of grand concep-
tions and superhuman foresight.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 289.

declamando (dek-la-man'do). [It., ppr. of de-
clamare, < L. declamare, declaim: see declaim.]
In music, in a declamatory style. E. D.
declamation (dek-la^ma'shon), n. l=D:decla-
matic = G. declamation = Dan. Sw. deklamation,
< F. declamation = Sp. declamacion = Pg. decla-

ma^ao = It. declamazione, < L. declainatio{n-), <
declamare, Aedlaim: see declaim.] 1. The act
or art of declaiming or making rhetorical ha-
rangues in public ; especially, the delivery of
a speech or an exercise in oratory or elocution,
as by a student of a college, etc. : as, a public
declamation; the art of declamation.

The public listened with little emotion .

of monotonous declamation.
to five acts
Macavlay.

Then crush'd by rules and weaken'd as refin'd.

For years the power of tragedy declin'd

;

From bard to bard the frigid caution crept
Till declamation roar'd, while passion slept.

Johiuon, Drury Lane, Prol.

Specifically— 2. In vocal music, the proper rhe-
torical enunciation of the words, especially in
recitative and in dramatic music.— 3. A pub-
lic harangue or set speech ; an oration.

The declanmtionsof the pulpit described the sufferings of
the saved souls in purgatory as incalculalily greater than
were endured by the most wretched mortals upon earth.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 247.

4. Pompous, high-sounding verbiage in speech
or writing; stilted oratory.

Many of the finest passages in his [Milton's] controver-
sial writings are sometimes spoken of, even by favoiuuble
judges, as declamation. J. A. St. John.

Loose declamation may deceive the crowd.
Story, Advice to a Young Lawyer.

declamatort (dek'la-ma-tor), n. [= F. d^cla-
mateiir = Sp. Pg. declamador= It. dcclamatore,
< L. declamator, < declamare, declaim.] A de-
claimer.

Who could, I say, hear this generous declamator with-
out being flr'd at his noble zeal ? Steele, Tatler, No. 56.

declamatory (de-klam'a-to-ri), a. [= F. decla-
matoirc = Sp. Pg. It. declamatorio, < L. deelama-
torius, declamatory, < declamare, declaim: see
declaim.] 1. Pertaining to the practice of de-
claiming in oratory or music ; having the char-
acter of declamation.

The public will enter no protest if the gaps between them
are filled up with the declamatory odds and ends, provided
something on the stage be more or less occupying their at-

tention.
Wagner and Wagnerism, Nineteenth Century, ilarch, 18S3.

2. Merely rhetorical; stilted; straining after
effect: as, a declamatory style.

That perfection of tone which can be eloquent without
being declamatory. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 155.

declarable (de-klar'a-bl), a. [= F. declarable;

< declare + -able.] Capable of being declared
or proved.

Wliat slender opinions the ancients held of the efficacy
of this star is declarable from their compute.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 13.

declarant (de-klar'ant), «. [< F. declarant, <

L. declaran(t-)s, ppr. of declarare: see declare.]

One who makes a declaration ; specifically, in
law, one whose admission or statement, made
in writing or orally at some former time, is

sought to be offered in evidence. Such declara-
tions, even though made by a stranger to the litigation,

are received in several classes of cases ; as, for instance, to
prove a fact of pedigree, or when made in the course of
duty by a person since deceased, or against the interest of
the declarant.

The acknowledgment of paj-ment was held to be " against
the declarant's interest," and rendered the whole state-

ment admissible. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 741.

declaration (dek-la-ra'shqn), n. [< ME. decla-

racion = D. declaratie = (j. declaration = Dan.
dcklaration, < OF. declaration, F. declaration =
Sp. declaracion = Pg. declaragao = It. dichia-

razione, dichiaragione, < L. dcclaratio(n-), a de-

claration, < declarare, declare : see declare.] If.

A clearing up; that which makes plain ; expla-
nation.

Of this forseide skale, fro the croos-lyne vnto the verre
angle, is cleped vmbra versa, and the nether partie is

cleped the vmbra recta. And for the more declaration.

loo here the figure. Chancer.

2. A positive or formal statement in regard to
anything; affirmation; explicit assertion; avow-
al; publication; proclamation.

His promises are notliing else but rfcc^aro^'wwwhat God
will do for the good of man. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.



declaration

To set forth in order a declaration of those things which
are most surely believed among us. Luke i. 1.

3. That which is proclaimed or declared ; spe-

cifically, the document or instrument by which
an announcement or assertion is formallymade

:

as, the Declaration of Independence.

Verefle I wold the declaracion.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6592.

4. In law : (a) At common law, the pleading
in which the plaintiff formally presents the
allegations on which he bases his claim for re-

lief in a civil action: now more commonly
called complaint. (6) In the criminal law of
Scotland, the account which a prisoner who has
been apprehended on suspicion of having com-
mitted a crime gives of himself, to be taken
down in writing, on his examination.— 5. A
confession of faith or doctrine : as, the Au-
burn Declaration ; the Savoy Declaration, etc.

—

P^aratlon de faillite, in French law, an adjudication
in bankruptcy.— Declaration of Independence, in U.
5. hut., the public act i)y which the Ctjntinental Congress,
on July 4th, 1776, declared the colonies to be free and in-

dependent of Great Britain : often called by eminence the

i)fWora(ion.—Declaration of intention, in taw, a de-
claration made in court by an alien of his intent to become
a citizen of the United States : required in some .States as
a condition of acquiring land.— Declaration of rights.
See Bill o/Riiihis, under bili:<.— Declaration ofTitle Act,
an English statute of 1862 providing means to establisli ana
quiet land-title;*.— Declaration of trust, an avowal of

holding specified proiHjrty in trust fur another person.

—

Declaration of war, an announcement or proclamation
of war by the sovereign authority of a country against an-
other country. It was formerly customary to send a de-
claration of warlike purpose to the menaced power before
beginning hostilities; but a declaration of war is now
more commonly merely an announcement of the actual
existence of a state of war. In most countries the power
of declaring or formally beginning war rests with the sov-

ereign or executive ; but the Constitution of the I'nited

States confines this power t<j Congress.— Dying declara-
tion, in law, a declaration made by a person ou his death-
bed. Such declarations, when relating to the cause of
death, are admitted as evidence in a prosecution for homi-
cide where it can he proved that the declarant knew he
was alMjut to die and had given up all hope of recovery.—
Explicit declaration. See exjAicit.— JnAicial decla-
ration, in .Scotg law, in civil causes, the statement taken
down in writing of a party when judicially examined as to
the particular facts on which a case rests.— Savoy De-
claration, a " declaration of the faith and order owned
and i)riictised in the Congregational churches in England,"
agreed upon at a meeting in the Savoy palace, London, in

166b. Doctrinally, it is a modilicatiun of the Westminster
Assembly's Confession of Faith. It is no longer regarded
as authoritative among the churches of the Congregation-
al faith and urder. Also called Saooy Confession.— To
emit a declaration. See emit.

declarative (de-klar'a-tiv), a. [= F. dMara-
tif = Sp. Pg. lleclardtivo = It. dichiarativo, <

LL. declaratims, < L. declarare, declare: see
declare. ] 1 . Making declaration, proclamation,
or publication ; exhibiting or manifesting ; de-
claratory; explanatory.

We but rarely find examples of this imperfect subjunc.
tive in the independent declarative form.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VIIL 62.

2. As declared, set forth, or made known: in

contrast to essential: as, the declarative glory
of God.

declaratively (de-klar'a-tiv-li), adv. In a de-
clarative manner; by distinct assertion, and
not impliedly ; by proclamation.

Christ was not primarily but dcciarnttpeij/ invested with
all power in heaven and on earth after he had finished
his work and risen from the dead.

Bibliotheea Sacra, XLV. 652.

declarator (de-klar'a-tor), B. [< F. declara-
tiiire, < L. as it 'dcc.ldratorius, declaratory : see
declaratory.'^ In Scots law, a declaratory ac-
tion ; a form of action in the Court of Session,
the object of which is to have a fact declared
judicially, leaving the legal consequences of it

to follow as a matter of course : as, a declara-
tor of marriage, etc. -Declarator of bastardy.
.See hn^tar'tii.

declaratorily (de-klar'a-to-ri-li), adv. By de-
claration or exhibition.

Andreas Alciatus, the civilian, and Franciscus de Cor-
dua, have ixjth declaratorily confirmed the same.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err.

declaratory (de-klar'a-to-ri), a. [= F. declara-
toire = Sp. Pg. It. declaratorio, < L. as if *de-
claratfyrius, < declarator, a declarer, < declarare,
declare : see declare. ] Making declaration, clear
manifestation, or exhibition ; affirmative ; de-
clarative.

This lact] is of a declaratory nature, and recites that
they are alreaily contrary U) the ancient and fundamental
laws of the realm. llallam, Const. Hist., vi.

Declaratory act or statute, an act or statute intended
not to make new law, but to put an end to doubt liy

restating or explaining some former act or common-law
rule. -Declaratory action. In Sentn law, same as declar-
ator.— Declaratory decree or judgment, a decree or
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judgment which simply declares the rights of the parties
or expresses the opinion of the court on a question of law,
without ordering anything to be done. Jiapalje and
Laicretice.

declare (de-klSr'), v.; pret. and pp. declared,
ppr. declaring. [< ME. declaren, < OP. declarer,

declerer, declairier, desclairier, etc., F. declarer

= Sp. Pg. declarar = It. dichiarire, dichiarare,

< L. declarare, make clear, manifest, show, de-
clare, <. de + clarus, clear: see clear, clarify.]

1. trans. If. To make clear; clear up; free
from obscurity ; make plain.

To declare this a little, we must assume that the sur-
faces of such bodies are exactly smooth. Boyle.

2. To make known by words ; assert explicitly

;

manifest or communicate plainly in any way

;

publish; proclaim; tell.

For a story of gallant bold Robin Hood
Unto you I will declare.

Robin Hood and the Shepherd (Child's Ballads, V. 238).

The heavens declare the glory of God. Ps. xix. 1.

I will declare what he hath done for my soul.

Ps. Ixvi. 16.

Who shall then declare
The date of thy deep-founded strength ?

Bryant, The Ages, xxxv.

3. To proclaim ; annoimce.

I retum'd in the evening with S' Joseph Williamson,
now declar'd Secretary of State.

Evelyn, Diary, July 22, 1674.

4. To assert ; affirm : as, he declares the story
to be false.

He says some of the best things in the world— and de-
clareth that wit is his aversion. Lamb, My Relations.

6. In law, to solemnly assert a fact before wit-
nesses: as, he declared a paper signed by him
to be his last will and testament.— 6. To make
a full statement of, as of goods on which duty
is to be paid at the custom-house.

A merchant of that guild cannot declare at the custom-
house merchandise brought in one ship-load or land-con-
veyance of higher value than £2000. Brougham.

To declare a dividend. See dimdend.—To declare
one's self, to throw off reserve and avow one's opinions

;

show openly what one thinks, or which side one espouses.

We are a considerable body, who, upon a proper occa-
sion, would not fail to declare ourselves. Addison.

To declare war, to make a declaration of war (which see,

under drclaration).=SyjL 2-4. Proclaim, Publish, etc.

(see annoujice); AJirm, Aver, etc. (see assert); state, pro-

test, utter, promulgate.

n. intrans, 1. To make known one's thoughts
or opinions ;

proclaim or avow some opinion,
purpose, or resolution in favor or in opposition

;

make known explicitly some determination;
make a declaration; come out: with for or
against : as, the prince declared for the allies

;

victory had not declared for either party; the
allied powers declared against France.

The intenial faculties of will and understanding decree-
ing and declarinff against them. Jer. Taylor.

Like fawning courtiers, for success they wait

;

And then come smiling, and declare /or fate.

Dryden.

Specifically— 2. To express a formal decision

;

make a decision known by official proclamation
or notice.

The Office did attend the King and Cabal, to discourse
of the further quantity of victuals fit to be declared for,

which was 2000 men for six months.
Pepys, Diary, IV. 144.

3. In law, to make a declaration or complaint

;

set forth formally in pleading the cause for
relief against the defendant: as. the plaintiff

declared on a promissory note.— 4. In the game
of bezique, to lay on the table, face up, any
counting-cards or combinations of cards ; show
cards for the purpose of scoring To declare off.

(a) To refuse to cooperate in any undertaking ; break olf

one's engagements, etc. (6) To decide against continuing
a habit or practice ; break away from a custom : as, to
dfWrt re ojf from smoking. [Colloq.]

declared (de-klard'), p. o. Avowed; proclaim-
ed; open; professed: as, a dec/areti enemy.
declaredly (de-klar'ed-li), adv. Avowedly;
openly ; explicitly.

The French were, from the very first, most declaredly
averse from treating. 5tr Wm. Temple, Memoirs.

declaredness (de-klar'ed-nes), n. The state of
being declared.

declarementt (de-klar'ment), n. [< OF. de-

clarcmrnt, declairement = Sp. declaramiento =
Pg. declaramento = It. dichiaramento, < ML.
as if *declaramentum , < L. declarare, declare:
see declare.] A declaration.

A dedarement of very different parts.
*'r T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1,

declarer (de-klar'er), n. One who makes known,
proclaims, or publishes ; one who or that which
exhibits or explains.

declinant

An open declarer of God's goodness.
J. Ifdall, On Luke xvill.

The declarer of some true facts or sincere passions.
Ruskin, Lectures on Art.

d6class6 (da-kla-sa'), a.

Same as declassed.
[F.: see declassed.']

It is only the dMassi, the ne'er-do-well, or the really
unfortunate, who has nothing to call his own.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 227-

declassed (de-klasf), a. [< de- -I- class + -ed^,

after F. declasse (also used in E. as a noun).]
Fallen or put out of one's proper class or place
or any definite and recognized position or rank
in the social system : applied to persons who by
misfortune or their own fault have lost social or
business standing, and are not counted as part
of any recognized class of society.

declension (de-klen'shon), «. [An accom. form
(term, after extension, etc.) of OF. declinaison
(F. declinaison), the same word as decUnasion,
declinacion, F. declination, E. declination, < L.
declinatio{n-), a bending aside, inflection, de-
clension, < decUnare, bend, decline : see decline
and declination.] 1. A sloping downward; a
declination ; a descent ; a slope ; a declivity.

The declension of the land from that place to the sea.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

2. A sinking or falling into a lower or inferior
state ; deterioration ; decline.

In the latter date and declension of his drooping years.
South, Sermons.

We never read that Jesus laughed, and but once that
he rejoiced in spirit ; but the declensions of our natures
cannot bear the weight of a perpetual grave deportment.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I, 24.

States and empires have their periods of declension.
Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 79.

But the fall, the rapid and total declension, of Wilkes's
fame, the utter oblivion into which his very name has
passed for all puriioses save the remembrance of his vices,

. . . this affords also a salutary lesson to the followers of
the nniltitude. Brougham, John Wilkes.

3. Refusal; non-acceptance.
Declension is improperly used to signify the act of de-

clining. It is a good word to express a state of decline or
the process of decline. But we cannot say, "He sent in
his declension of the office." ... I do not find it (in this
sense) in the works of the first class of English authors.
We need a word to express the act in question ; we have
none but the participle " declining." . . . "Declinature"
may yet make its way into reputable use.

Phelps, Eng. Style, p. 362.

4. In gram. : (a) The inflection of nouns, pro-
nouns, and adjectives; strictly, the deviation
of other forms of such a word from that of its

nominative ease ; in general, the formation of
the various cases from the stem, or from the
nominative singular as representing it : thus,
in English, man, man's, men, men's; in Latin,
rex, regis, regi, regem, rege, in the singular,
and regcs, regum, regibus, in the plural. (6)
The rehearsing of a word as declined ; the act
of declining a word, as a noun, (c) A class of
nouns declined on the same type : as, first or
second declension; the five Latin declensions.

Abbreviated decl— Declension of the needle. See
declination.

declensional (de-klen'shon-al), a. [< declension
+ -al.] In (/row., pertainingtoorof the nature
of declension.

It strenuously avoids the declensumal and verbal pabu-
lum usually administered to students.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 278.

declericalize (de-kler'i-kal-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. declericalized, ppr. declericalizing. [< de-
priv. -(- clerical + -ize.] To deprive of the cler-

ical character; withdraw from clerical influ-

ence; secularize. [Rare.]

declinable (de-kli'na-bl), a. [= F. declinable=
Sp. declinable = Pg. dcclinavel = It. declinabile,

< LL. declinabilis, < dcclinare, decline: see de-

cline.] Capable of being declined ; specifical-

ly, in gram., capable of changing its termi-
nation in the oblique cases: as, a declinable

noun.

In inflected languages, declinable words . . . usually
have endings which not only determine their grammatical
class and category, but are also characteristic of the lan-

guage to which they belong.
G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., vii.

declinal (de-kli'nal), a. [< decline + -al.] 1.

Bending downward; declining.— 2. In geol.,

sloping from an axis, as strata of rocks. See
acflinal.

declinant (dek'H-nant), a. [< F. declinant =
Sp. Pg. It. declinanie, < L. declinan(t-)s, ppr. of
declinare, decline : see decline.] In her., having
the tail hanging vertically downward : said of
a serpent used as a bearing. Also decUvant.



declinate

declinate (dek'li-nat), a. [< L. deeUnatus, pp.
o'dccliiiarc: seedecline.'i 1. In 6o<., bending or
bent downward ; declining : applied to stamens
when they are thrown to one side of a flower,

as in Amaryllis ; also applied to mosses. Also
declined saA declinaus.— 2. In eool., declined;
bending or sloping downward; declivous: op-
j)osed to accliiiate.

declination (dek-li-na'shqn), n. [< ME. decU-
nacioii, dccUnaciuun = OP*, declinacioii, declina-

sion, dedinaison, F. dcclinaison and declination

= Sp. decUnaoion = Pg. deelinacao = It. decli-

nazione = D. declinatie = G. declination = Dan.
Sw. deklination, < L. declinatio(t>-), a bending
aside, deflection, inflection, declension, < de-

clinare, bend, decline : see decline. Cf . declen-

sion.'^ 1. A bending or sloping downward; a
sloping or bending from a higher to a lower
level; subsidence: as, the declination of the

shore.

lake the sun in his evening declination.
Johnson, Rambler.

2. A falling to a lower or inferior condition

;

deterioration; decline: as, declination in or of

vigor, virtue, morals, etc.

Your manhood and courage is alwayes in increase ; but
our force groweth in declination.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, ix.

In our declinations now, every accident is accompanied
with heavy clouds of melancholy ; and in our youth we
never admitted any. Donne, Letters, Ixix.

Many brave men, finding their fortune grow faint, and
feeling it&declination, have timely withdrawn themselves
from great attempts. Sir T. Broivne, Christ. Mor., ii. 10.

3. Deviation from a right line; oblique mo-
tion.

The declination of atoms in their descent. Bentley.

4. Deviation from the right path or course of

conduct: as, a declination from duty.

The declinations from religion, besides the privative,
which is atheism, and the branches thereof, are three

:

heresies, idolatry, and witchcraft.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 379.

5f. Aversion; disinclination.

The returne of sundry letters into Fraunce, signefying
the queen's declination from marriage, and the people's
unwillingness, to match that way.

Stow, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1581.

6. The act of declining, refusing, or shunning

;

refusal: as, a declination of an office. [U. S.]— 7. In astron., the distance of a heavenly
body from the celestial equator, measured on
a great circle passing through the pole and also
through the body, it is equal to the complement of
the polar distance of the body, and is said to be north
or south according as the body is north or south of the
equator. Great circles passing through the poles, and
cutting the equator at right angles, are called circles of
declination. Small circles parallel to the celestial equator
are termed parallels of declination.

He was that tyme in Geminis, as I gesse,
But litel fro his declinacioun
Of Cancer. Chavcer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 979.

8. The angle between the magnetic meridian
and the geographical meridian of a place.— 9.
In dialing, the arc of the horizon contained
between the vertical plane and the prime ver-
tical circle, if reckoned from east or west, or
between the meridian and the plane, if reck-
oned from north or south.

—

lOf. In gram., de-
clension; the inflection of a noun through
its various tenuinations—Apparent declination.
See aj);xi/-e«(.— Declination Of atoms, or declination
of principles [MI.. c/i''W7J/*^;i^,r(m'<y>i'o7-uj/i], the slight un-
caused swerving a.siilc of atom.s from their vertical paths,
which was supi)osecl by the ancient Epicureans for the
Bake of explaining free will and the variety of nature.—
Declination of the compass or needle, or magnetic
declination, the variation of the magnetic needle from
the true meridian of a place. The amount of this vari-
ation is found by a declination needle or declinanieter
(which see). In the northeastern part of the United States
the needle jioints west of north (about 8° W. at New York
city in 1885), while in the southern and western portions
It points east of north. Further, the declination is now
westerly in Europe and Africa and over the Atlantic ocean,
while it is easterly for the larger part of North America,
South America, the Pacific ocean, and most of Asia. The
declination is subject to large secular changes (20' to 40°),

embracing a cycle of several centuries ; it has been in-

creasing in the eastern United States since the early part
of the nineteenth century. See agonic and isogonic.

declinational (dek-Ii-na'sbon-al), a. [< decli-
nation + -a?.] Of or pertaining to declination.
— Declinational tide, a tide produced by the moon's
chan^'cs of declination.

declinator (dek'li-na-tor), n. [= P. declinateur
= Pg. declinador = It.'decUnatore, < NL. decli-

nator, < L. deelinare, decline: see decline and
declination.'] 1. An instrument used in ascer-
taining the declination, as in dialing, of a plane,
and in astronomy, of the stars. Also declina-
tory.— 2t. One who declines to join or agree
witii another ; a dissentient.
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The votes of the declinators could not lie heard for the
noise. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 65.

declinatory (de-kli'na-to-ri), a. and «. [= F.
declinatoire = i^p. Pg. It. declinatorio, < ML. de-

clinatorius, < L. deelinare, decline : see decline.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to declination ; charac-
terized by declining; intimating refusal De-
clinatory plea, in old Eug. law, a plea before trial or
conviction, mtended to show that the party was not lia-

ble to the penalty of the law, or was specially exempted
from the jurisdiction of the court, such as the plea of
benefit of clergy.

H. >(. ;
pi. declinatories (-riz). 1. Same as

declinator, 1.— 2t. An excuse or plea for de-
clining.

This matter came not to the judges to give any opinion

;

and if it had, they had a declinatory, of course, viz., that
matters of Parliament were too high for them.

Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 10.

declinature (de-kli'na-tiir), n. [< L. as if *de-

clinatura, < deelinare : see decline.] 1. The act

of declining or refusing; declension. See ex-
tract under declension, 3.

The declinature of that office is no less graceful.
The Scotsman (newspaper).

Speeifloally— 2. In Scots law, the privilege
wnich a party has, in certain circumstances, to

decline judicially the jurisdiction of the judge
before whom he is cited.

decline (de-klin'), f.; pret. and pp. declined,

ppr. declining. [< ME. declinen, declynen (= D.
declineren = G. decliniren = Dan. deklinere =
Sw. deklinera), < OF. decliner, F. decliner = Sp.
Pg. declinar= It. dichinare, dechinare, deelinare,

< L. deelinare, bend, turn aside, deflect, inflect,

decline, < de, down, + *clinare, bend, incline, =
E. leani : see dine and lean^.] I. trans. 1 . To
cause to bend or slope; bend down; incline;

cause to assume an inclined position ; depress.

In their familiar salutations they lay their hands on
their bosoms, and a little decline their bodies,

Sandys, Travailes, p. 50.

In melancholy deep, with head declin'd. Thomson.

2t. To lower ; degrade ; debase.

To decline the conscience in compliment to the senses.
Boyle.

How would it sound in song, that a great monarch had
declined his affections upon the daughter of a baker ?

Lamb, Decay of Beggars,

3t. To decrease; diminish; reduce.

You have declined his means. Beau, and Fl.

4t. To cause to deviate from a straight or right
course ; turn aside ; deflect.

I were no man, if I could look on beauty
Distress'd, without some pity ; but no king,
If any superficial glass of feature
Could work me to decline the course of justice.

Fletcher {and Massiiigerf), Lovers' Progress, v. 3.

I would not stain your honour for the empire,
Nor any way decline you to discredit.

Beau, and FL, Valentinian, iii. 1.

5. To turn aside from; deviate from. [Archaic]

Your servants : vf ho declining
Their way, not able, for the throng, to follow,

Slipt down the Gemonies, and brake their necks I

B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 1.

The right-hand path they now decline.

And trace against the stream the Tyne.
Scott, Marmion, iv. 9.

6. To avoid by moving out of the way ; shun

;

avoid in general. [Archaic]

Him she loves most, she will seem tcj hate eagerliest, to
decline your jealousy. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 1.

He (the Baptist] exhorted the people to works of mercy

;

the publicans to do justice and to decline oppression.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 83.

7. To refuse ; refuse or withhold consent to do,

accept, or enter upon : as, to decline a contest

;

to decline an offer.

Melissa . . . gained the victory by declining the con-
test. Johnson.

As the squire said they could not decently decline his

visit, he was shown up stairs.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

The gospel can never be effectually defended by a pol-

icy which declines to acknowledge the high place assigneii

to liberty in the counsels of Providence.
Gladstone, .Might of Right, p. 271.

8. In gram., to inflect, as a noun or an adjec-

tive ; give the case-forms of a noun or an adjec-

tive in their order : as, dominus, doniini, domino,
dominum, domine. =Syn. 7. See refuse.

II, intrans. 1. To bend or slant down; as-

sume an inclined position; hang down; slope

or trend downward; descend: as, the sun de-

clines toward the west.

The beholder would expect it to fall, being built exceed-
ingly declining, by a rare addresse of the architect.

Sixlyn, Diary, Oct. 19, 1B41.

declinometer

Green cowcumbers, that on their stalks decline.

Stanley, Anacreon (1651), p. 86.

The coast-line is divei-sifled, however, by numerous wa-
ter-worn headlands, which on reaching Cape Hatherton
decline into rolling hills. Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 221.

2t. To deviate from a right line; specifically, to

deviate from a line passing through the north
and south points.

The latitudes of planets ben comunly rekned fro the
Ecliptik, bicause that non of hem dcclineth but few de-

grees owt fro the brede of the zodiak.
Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 19.

3. To deviate from a course or an object ; turn
aside ; fall away ; wander.

Sundry persons, who in fauour of the sayd .Sc. Q. de-

clining from her Maiestie, sought to interrupt the quiet
of the Realme by many euill and vndntifull practizes.

Putteiiham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 207.

Here we began to decline from the Sea Coast, upon
which we had Travelled so many days before, and to draw
off more Easterly, crossing obliquely over the Plain.

Maundretl, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 57.

4. To sink to a lower level; sink down; hence,
figuratively, to fall into an inferior or impaired
condition; lose strength, vigor, character, or

value; fall off; deteriorate.

My brother Wellbred, sir, I know not how,
Of late is much declined in what he was.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

Rather would I instantly declijie

To the traditionary sympathies
Of a most rustic ignorance.

Wordsworth, Excursion, It.

5. To stoop, as to an unworthy object ; lower
one's self ; condescend.

From me ... to decline
Upon a wretch whose natural gifts were poor
To those of mine. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

Is it well to wish thee happy?— having known me, to

decline
On a range of lower feelings, and a narrower heart than

mine ? Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

6. To refuse; express refusal: as, he was in-

vited, but declined. [Properly transitive, with
the object Implied or understood.]— 7. To ap-
proach or draw toward the close.

The voice of God they beard.
Now walking in the garden, by soft winds
Brought to their ears while day declined.

Milton, P. t., X. 99.

8t. To incline ; tend.

Tlie purple lustre . . . declineth in the end to the colour
of wine, Holland.

9t. To incline morally; be favorably disposed.

Your weeping sister is no wife of mine,
Nor to her bed no homage do I owe

;

Far more, far more, to you do I decline.

Shak., C. of E., ill. 2.

Declining dial. See dial. =Syn. 4. To droop, languish ;

degener.ite, deteriorate.— 7. "To wane,

decline (de-klin'), n. l< decline, v.] 1. A bend-
ing or sloping downward ; a slope ; declivity

;

incline. [Bare.]— 2. A descending; progress
downward or toward a close.

At the decline of day,
Winding above the mountain's snowy term.
New banners shone. Shelley, Revolt of Islam, vL 18.

Like a lily which the sun
Looks thro' in his sad decline.

Tennyson, Adeline.

3. A failing or deterioration ; a sinking into an
impaired or inferior condition ; falling off; loss

of strength, character, or value ; decay.

Their fathers lived in the decline of literature. Swift.

We are in danger of being persuaded that the decline of

our own tongue has not only commenced, but has already
advanced too far to be averted or even arrested.

G. P. 3larsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., Int., p. 3.

4. In med. : (a) That stage of a disease when
the characteristic symptoms begin to abate in

violence. (6) A popular term for any chronic
disease in which the strength and plumpness of

the body gradually diminish, until the patient
dies : as, he is in a decline, (c) The time of life

when the physical and mental powers are fail-

ing. Quain.=:Qyji, 3. Degeneracy, falling off, drooping.

declined (de-klind'), p. a. In hot., same as de-

clinate, 1.

decliner (de-kli'n6r), J». 1. One who declines.

He was a studious decliner of honours and titles.

Evelyn, Diary, p. 4.

2. Same as declining dial (which see, under
dial)

.

declinograph (de-kll'no-graf), n. [Irreg. < L.
deelinare, decline, + 6r. ypd(j>eiv, write.] An
arrangement for recording automatically the
observation of declination with a filar microm-
eter.

declinome'ter (dek-li-nom'e-t6r), n. [Irreg. <

L. deelinare, decline, + Gr. ficrpov, a measure.]



declinometer

An instrument for measuring the declination
of the magnetic needle, and for observing its

variations, in magnetic observatories there are perma-
nent instruments of tliis kind, and they are commonly
made self-registering by photographic means. It is the
object of such instruments to register the small hourly
and annual variations in declination, and also the varia-
tions due to magnetic storms.

declinOUS (de-kli'nus), a. [< L. declinis, adj.

(< (kclinare, iJend down : see decline), + E. -ous.]

In bot., same as decUnate, 1.

declivant (dek'li-vant), o. [As declive + -ant.']

Same as decUnant.

declivate (dek'li-vat), a. [< declive + -afel.]

In entom., gently sloping; forming an angle of
less than 45° with some surface.

declive (de-kliv'), a. and n. [< F. declive, < L.
declivis, sloping: see declivity.] I. a. Inclining
downward: in surg., applied to the most de-
pendent portion of a tumor or abscess.

H. n. In anat., the posterior portion of the
monticulus of the vermis superior of the cere-
bellum.
declivent (dek'li-veut), a. [Var. of declivant.']

Bent downward ; sloping gently away from the
general surface or the part behind: specifically

used in entomology: as, the sides of the elytra
are declivent.

declivitous (de-kliv'i-tus), a. [< declivit-y +
-nus.] Same as declivous.

declivity (df-kliv'j-ti), h.
;
pi. declivities (-tiz).

[< F. declivite = Sp. declividad= Pg. declividade
= It. declivita, < L. declivita( t-)s, a slope, decliv-
ity, < declivis, sloping, < de, down, 4- clivus, a
slope, hill, < *iii-nare, slope, bend down: see
decline. Cf. acclivity, proclivity.] A downward
slope. .SpecIHcally— (a) The portion of a hill or range
of mountains lying on one side or the other of the crest
or axis.

It [the Uralj consists, along its western declivity, of the
older palieozoic rocks. Sir J. Uergchet.

The Pyrenees made then, as they make now, no very se-

rious ditference between the languages spoken on their
opposite declivities. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 277.

(6) In entom., a part gently sloping away from the general
plane of a surface.— Declivity Of the metathorax, a
sloping or periiendicular portion of the metathorax over
the base of the abdomen.

declivous (de-kli'vus), a. [< L. declivis, sloping
(see declivity), + E. -ous.] Sloping downward

;

having the character of a declivity; declivate:
specifically, in zoiil., said of parts which slope
gently downward : as, a declivous mesosternum.
Also, rarely, declivitous.

decoct (de-kokf), v. t. [< ME. decocten, < L. de-
coctus, pp. of decoquere, boil down, < de, down,
+ eoquere, cook: see cook^.] 1. To prepare by
boiling; digest in hot or boiling water ; extract
the strength or flavor of by boiling.

Holy thistle decocted in clear posset drink was hereto-
fore much used at the beginnings of agues.

Boyle, Works, VI. 371.

2. To digest in the stomach.

There she decocts, and doth the food prepare
;

Then she distributes it U> every vein ;

Then she expels what she may fitly spare.
Sir J. Davies, ImmortaL of Soul.

3t. To warm as if by boiling; heat up; excite.

Can sodden water,
A drench for sur-rein'd jades, their barley-broth,
Decoct their cold blood to such valiant heat?

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 6.

4. To concoct; devise.

What villanie are they decocting now?
Marnton, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv. 3.

decoctt (de-kokf), a. [ME., < L. decoctus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Cooked ; digested.

Barly seede, or puis decoct and colde.
Paltadixu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 24.

decoctible (de-kok'ti-bl), a. [< decoct + -ible.]

Tliiit may be boiled or digested.

decoction (de-kok'shon), n. [< ME. decoccioun,
< OF. decoction, F. decoction = 8p. deeoccion =
Pg. decocgSo = It. decozione, < L. decoctio{nr-),

a decoction, a boiling down, < decoctus, pp. of
decoquere : see decoct.] 1. The act of boiling
in water, in order to extract the peculiar prop-
erties or virtues.

If after a decoction of hearbes in a winter-night we ex-
pose the liquor t<» the frigid air, we may observe in the
morning under a crust of ice the perfect appearance . . .

of the plants that were taken from it.

OlanviUc, Vanity of Dogmatizing, v.

2. The liquor in which an animal or a vegetable
substance has been boiled ; water impregnated
by boiling with the properties of such a sub-
stance : as, a decoction of Peruvian bark.

If a plant be boiled in water, the strained liquor is

called the decoction of the plant. Arlmthnot.
94
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decoctive (de-kok'tiv), a. Having power to
decoct. [Kare.]
decocture (de-kok'tur), n. [< L. as if 'decoc-
tura, < decoctus, pp. : see decoct.] A substance
prepared by decoction. [Rare.]
deceit (de-koif), n. An erroneous speUing of
dakoit.

decoUt, V. t. [< OF. decoller, P. decoller = Sp.
degollar = Pg. degolar = It. decollare, < L. de-

collare, behead, < de, from, -1- collum, neck : see
collar.] To behead.
A speedy public dethroning and decolling of the king.

Parliamentary Hist., an. 1648.

decollate (de-kol'at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. decol-

lated, ppr. decollating. [< L. decollatus, pp. of
decollare, behead: see decoll.] To behead.
He brought forth a statue with three heads: two of

them were quite beat off, and the third was much bruised,
but not decollated.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels (1635), p. 474.

All five to-day have suffered death
With no distinction save in dying— he
Decollated by way of privilege,
The rest hanged decently and in order.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 314.

decollated (de-kol'a-ted), p. a. Beheaded;
specifically, in conch., applied to those univalve
shells which have the apex worn off in the pro-
gress of growth. This happens constantly with some
shells, such as a species of Bulimus, which is called in con-
sequence B, decollatus.

decollation (de-ko-la'shon), n. [< ME. decol-
laeion, < OF. decollation'^ F. decollation = Sp.
degollaciott, decoladon = Pg. degolagSo = It. de-
eollazione, < L. decollatio{n-) ,<. decollare, behead

:

see decoll, decollate.] 1. The act of beheading;
decapitation ; the state of one beheaded.

Their decollations and tiagellations are quite sickening
in detail, and distinguished from the tidy, decorous exe-
cutions of the early Italians. Contemporary Bev., LI. 523.

Specifically—2. In surg., the removal of the
head of the child in eases of difficult parturi-
tion— Decollation of St. John the Baptist, a festival
celebrated on the 2yth day of August in both the Eastern
and the Western Church, in memory of the decapitation of
St. John the Baptist. It is entered under the same date
in the calendar of the English prayer-book in the words,
" St. John the Baptist, beheaded."

d6collet6 (da-kol-e-ta'), a. [F., pp. of dScolleter,

bare one's neck and shoulders, < d6-, < L. de,

off, down, -1- COM, col, < L. collum, neck.] (a)
Low-necked: said of a dress-waist so shaped
as to leave the neck and shoulders exposed.

(6) [Fern, decolletee.] By extension, having the
neck and shoulders exposed: said of a woman
the waist of whose dress is cut low in the neck.
decolor, decolour (de-kul'pr), v. t. [= F. deco-
lorer, < L. decolorare, deprive of color, < de, from,
+ color, color : see color, and cf. discolor.] To
deprive of color ; bleach.

The antiputrescent and decolouring properties of char-
coal. Ure, Diet., I. 415.

decolorant (de-kul'or-ant), a. and n. [< L. de-
coloran(t-)s, ppr. of decolorare: see decolor.]

I. a. Having the property of removing color;
bleaching.

Alcohol ... is volatile, inflammable, and decolorant.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 113.

H. n. A substance which bleaches or re-
moves color.

decolorate (de-kul'gr-at), t;. t.; pret. and pp.
decoloratcd, ppr. decolorating . [< L. decolora-
tus, pp. of decolorare, deprive of color : see de-
color.] To deprive of color ; decolor; bleach;
blanch.
decelerate (de-kul'or-at), a. [< L. decolora-
tus, pp.: see the verb.] Deprived of color;
bleached.
decoloration (de-kul-o-ra'shon), n. [= F. de-
coloration = Sp. decoloracion = Pg. decolora-

fSo, < L. decoloratio(n-), < decolorare, deprive
of color: see decolor.] 1. The act or process
of decoloring or depriving of color.— 2. Ab-
sence of color; colorlessness.

Decoloration, a term . . . signifying blanching or loss
of the natural colour of any object. Hooper, Med. Diet.

decolorimeter (de-kul-o-rim'e-tfer), n. [= F.
decolorimetre, < L. decolor, adj., deprived of
color, + Gr. lUTpov, measure.] 1. An instru-

ment for measuring the effects of bleaching-
powder.— 2. A graduated tube containing a
solution of indigo and molasses, used to test
the power of (charcoal in a divided state in de-
colorizing solutions.

decolorization (de-kul'or-i-za'shon), n. [< de-
colorize -t- -atiim.] The act or process of de-
priving of color; the process of blanching or
bleaching. Also spelled decolorisation, decol-

ourization, decolourisation.

decomposition

decolorize (de-kul'or-iz), V. t.
;

pret. and pp.
decolorized, ppr. decolorizing. [< de- priv. +
color + -ize. Cf. decolorate.] To deprive of
color; bleach. Also spelled decolorise, decol-
ourize, decolourise.

The syrup is then whitened or decolorized by filtering it

through a bed of coarsely-powdered animal charcoal.
J. li. Nichols, Fireside Science, p. 99.

decolorizer (de-kul'or-i-zfer), n. That which
decolorizes.

The different coloring-matters are retained in different
degrees of intensity in the tissues or cell-elements, in the
presence of the individual groups of decolorizers, such as
alcohol, acetic acid, and glycerine.

Hueppe, Bacteriological Investigations (trans.), p. 46.

decolour, decolourization, etc. See decolor,
etc.

decomplex (de'kom-pleks), a. [< de- -I- com-
jilex. ] Repeatedly compound ; made up of
complex constituents.

Now the plethoric form of period, this monster model
of sentence, bloated with decomplex intercalations, . . .

is the prevailing model in newspaper eloquence.
De Quincey, Style, i.

Decomplex idea. See idea.

decomposability (de-kom-p6-za-bil'j-ti), n.

Indecomposable: see-bility.] Capability of be-
ing decomposed ; the quality of being decom-
posable.

The ready decmnposability of vermilion . . . cannot be
removed by boiling in potash. Ure, Diet., IV. 931.

decomposable (de-kom-p6'za-bl), a. [= F. de-
composable; as decompose -( -able.] Capable
of being decomposed or resolved into constitu-
ent primary elements.

Manifestly decomposable states of consciousness cannot
exist before the states of consciousness out of which they
are composed. H. Spencer, Education, p. 130.

decompose (de-kom-p6s')> v-
;
pret. and pp. de-

composed, ppr. decomposing. [=P. decomposer;
as de- priv. + compose; cf. decompoiind.] I.
trans. To separate into Its constituent parts

;

resolve into its original elements ; specifically,

to reduce (an organic body) to a state of disso-
lution by a process of natural decay.

In some preliminary experiments it was found difficult

to completely decompose cuprous oxide after it had been
dried. Amer. Jour. Sci., Whole No. cxxx. p. 56.

Whatever be the origin of the electricity, the quantity
of water decomposed is proportional to the quantity of
electricity which passes.

Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 242.

Decomposing furnace. See furnace.

II. intrans. To become resolved into con-
stituent elements; specifically, to decay; rot;
putrefy. =8yn. Decay, Putrefy, etc. See rot.

decomposed (de-kom-p6zd'), J), o. 1. In a state
of decomposition.— 2. In ornith., separated:
specifically said of a'feather the web of which
is decompounded by disconnection of the barbs,
or of a bundle of feathers, as those of the crest,

which stand or fall apart from one another:
used like decompound in botany.
decomposer (de-kom-p6'z6r), n. That which
decomposes.
The cinnabar may be brought into intimate contact

with its decomposer. Ure, Diet., III. 235.

decomposite (de-kom-poz'it), a. and n. [<
LL. decotnpositus, formed from a compound, <
de- + composittis, compound, composite: see
composite.] I. o. 1. Compounded a second
time ; compounded with things already com-
posite.— 2. In bot., same as decompound.
H. n. Anything compounded of composite

things.

Decomposites of three metals, or more, are too long to
inquire of. Bacon, Questions touching Metals.

Compounds wherein one element Is compound are
called decomposites. . . . The decomposite character of
such words (as midshipman, gentlemanlike] is often con-
cealed or disguised. Latham, Eng. Lang., § 423.

decomposition (de-kom-po-zish'on), n. [< F.
decomposition = Sp. descomposieton = Pg. de-

composigSo = It. decomposizione, < NL. *decom-
positio{n-), < *decomponere, decompose: seede-
compound, decompose.] 1. The act or process
of separating the constituent elements of a
compound body or substance ; analysis ; reso-

lution ; specifically, the process of reducing an
organic body to a state of decay or putrefac-

tion.

Having obtained oxygen and hydrogen by the decom-
position of water, it may naturally be inquired whether
these substances cannot in turn be decomposed. To this

question it can be simply replied that the most skilful

chemists have hitherto failed to effect such decomposition.
Huxley, Physiography, p. 105.

2. The state of being decomposed or resolved

;

release from previous combinations ; disinte-
gration ; specifically, decay of an organic body.



decomposition

The new continents are built out of the niins of an old

planet : the new races fed out of the decompottition of the
foregoing. Emersoriy Essays, 1st ser., p. 274.

The latter half of the nineteenth century will he known
to the future historian as especially the era of the decom-
position of orthodoxies. J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 269.

8. [With ref. to de<»mposite, q. v.] The act

of compounding together things which are

themselves compound ; a combination of com-
pounds.

A dexterous deampositittn 6t two or three words to-

gether. Instruct. Concerning Oratory.

Chemical decomposition. See chemical.— Decompo-
sition of forces, in mech., same as resolution of .forces

(which see, under /orcc).— Decomposition of light, the

separation of a beam of light into its prismatic colors.

decompound (de-kom-pound'), v. t. [= Pg. de-

compor = It. decomporre, < NL. *decomponere,

< L. de- priv. (in def. 2, de- intensive) + com-
ponere, put together, compound : see de- and
compound!, and cf. decotnpose.'] 1. To decom-
pose. [Bare.]

It divides and decompounds objects into a thousand cu-

rious parts. Hazlitt.

2. To compound a second time ; compound or

form out of that which is already compound

;

form by a second composition.

All our complex ideas whatsoever, . . . however com-
pounded and decompounded, may at last be resolv'd into

simple ideas. Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 22.

decompound (de-kom-pound'), a. [< de- +
compound, a.: see decompound, v., and cf. de-

composite.'] 1.

Composed of

things which
are them-
selves com-
pound ; com-
pounded a
second time.
—2. In hot.,

divided into
a number of
compound di-

visions, as a
leaf or pani-
cle ; repeat-
edly cleft or
cut into an in-

definite Tmm-
ber of unequal segments, a decompound leaf is one
In which the primary petiole gives off subsidiary petioles,

eaeli sujjporting a compound leaf. Also decomposite.

decompound (de-kgm-pound'), n. A decom-
posite (which see).

aecompoundable (de-kom-poun'da^bl), a. [<

decompound + -able,'] Capable of being de-
compounded.
decompoundly (de-kom-pound'li), adv. In a
decompound manner.
decomptt, «. [< OF. descompt, account, back
reckoning, < deacompter, account for, account
back: see discount &nA count^.'] Deduction or
percentage held as security.

deconcentrate (de-kon-sen'trat), V. i.
',
pret. and

pp. deconcintrated, ppr. deconcentrating . [< de-

priv. + concentrate.'] To spread or scatter from
a point or center ; destroy the concentration of,

as of bodies of troops. Times (London).
deconcentration (de-kon-sen-tra'shon), n. [<

deconcentrate + -ion.'] The act of deconcen-
trating, or of dispersing whatever has been con-
centrated in one place or point : the opposite
of concentration.

deconcoctt (de-kon-kokf), v. t. [< de- priv. +
concoct.] To decompose or resolve.

Since these Benedictines have had their crudities decan-
eocted. Fuller, Ch. Hist., VI. 267.

deconsecrate (de-kon'se-krat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. deconsecrated, ppr. deconsecrating. [< de-

priv. -t- consecrate. Cf . F. d^consacrer. ] To de-
prive of the character conferred by consecra-
tion; secularize.

Though It was possible to sweep the idols out of the
Kaaba, it was not so easy to deconsecrate the spot, but far

more convenient to give it a new sanction.
Encyc. Brit, XIX. 93.

deconsecration (de-kon-se-kra'shon), n. [< de-

con.iecrate + -ion.] The act of deconsecrating
or of depriving of sacred character; specifical-

ly, the ceremony employed in deconsecrating
or rendering secular anything consecrated, as
a church or a cemetery. The forms to be observed
do not appear in the prayer-book, and the ceremony is of
very rare occurrence.

de contumace capiendo (de kon-tu-ma'se kap-
i-en'do). [L. (NL.): L. de, of ; contumace, &b\.

of contumax, contumacious; capiendo, abl. ger.

of capere, take: see capacious, capias, etc.] In

Decompound Leaf.
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Eng. laWj a writ issuing out of chancery, on the
suggestion of an ecclesiastical court, to attach

a party to a proceeding in the latter court for

contempt of its authority : a procedure substi-

tuted by the act of 53 Geo. III., c. 127, for the
de excommunicato capiendo.

decopedt. p. a. [ME. pp. of ^decopen^ < OF. de-

coper, dccoupper, F. decomyer^ cut, slash, < de- 4-

couper, cut : see coup^,"] Slashed ; cut in figures.

Shode he was with grete maistrie
With shoon decoped, and with laaa [lace].

Mom. o/ the Rose, 1. 843.

decopperization (de-kop-er-i-za'shon), n. [<

decopperize + -ation.'\ The process of remov-
ing copper or freeing from copper.

decopperize (de-kop'6r-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

decopperizedj ppr. decopperizing, [< L. de, of,

from, + copper + -iseT] To free from copper.

The zinc remaining in the decopperised lead is oxidised
in a reverberatory furnace. Ure, Diet., III. 71.

decoramentt (dek'o-ra-ment), n. [< LL. deco-

ramcntum: see decorement.'] Same as decore-

ment.

decorate (dek'o-rat), v, t ; pret. and pp. deco-

rated, ppr. decorating, [< L. decoratits, pp. of

decorare ( > F. d4corer= Sp. Pg. decorar= It, de~

corare = D. decoreren = G. decoriren = Dan. de-

Tcorere = Sw. dekorera), adorn, distinguish, hon-
or, < decus {decor-), ornament, grace, dignity,

honor, akin to decor^ elegance, grace, beauty,
ornament, < decere, become, befit, whence ult.

decent, q. v.] If. To distinguish
;
grace ; honor.

My harte was fully sette, and my minde deliberately de-

termined to haue decorated this realme wyth wholesome
lawes, 8tatu[t]es, and audinaunces. Hall, Edw. IV., an. 23.

2. To deck with something becoming or orna-
mental; adorn; beaiitify; embellish: a.^, to dec-

orate the person; to decorate an edifice.

A grave and forcible argument, decorated by the most
brilliant wit and fancy. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

With lupin and with lavender,
To decorate the fading year.

D. M. Moir, Birth of the Flowers.

3. To confer distinction upon by means of a
badge or medal of honor: as, to decorate an
artist with the cross of the Legion of Honor.
= Syn. 2. Adorn, Ornament, Decorate, etc. (see adorn),
bedizen, gild, trick out, emblazon,

decorated (dek'o-ra-ted), 2). a. Adorned; orna-
mented; embellished.—Decorated style, in arch.,

the second style

of English Point-
ed architecture,
in use from the
end of the thir-

teenth to the be-

ginning of the fif-

teenth century,
when it degen-
erated into the
Perpendicular.
It is distinguish-
ed from the earli-

er Pointed style,

from which it

was developed,
by the more flow-

ing lines of its

tracery, especial-

ly of its windows,
by the more In-

tricate and less

conventional
combinations of
its foliage, by the
greater elabora-
tion of its capi-

tals, moldings,
ilnials, etc., and
generally by a
style of ornamen-
tation more nat-

uralistic and as
a rule less in
accordance with
true artistic prin-

ciples. The Deco-
rated style has

^^'''^^^^

Decorated Architecture of the period of
transition to the later Decorated style.—Tomb
of Bishop Bridport, Salisbury Cathedral, Eng-
land.

been divided into two periods : namely, the Early or Geo-

metric Decorated jieriod, in which the ornament consists

especially of simple curves and lines and combinations
of them ; and the Decorated style proper, in which tbe

peculiar characteristics of the style are most emphasized,
and meager or involved arrangement of lines in orna-

ment takes the place of the broad treatment of masses
which characterizes earlier medieval work.

decoration (dek-o-ra'shon), n. [= F. decora-

tion =z Sp. decoracion = Pg. decorag&> = It. deco-

razione = D. decoratie = G. decoration = Dan.
Sw. dekoration, < ML. decoratio{n-), < L. deco-

rare, decorate: see decorate."] 1. The act of

decorating or adorning with something becom-
ing or ornamental; the art of adorning, orna-

menting, or embellishing.

We know that decoration is not architectural decoration

unless It emphasizes construction.
The Century, XXXI. 554.

decorously

2. The conferring of a badge, as of an order, or
a medal of honor ; hence, the badge or medal
conferred.— 3. That which embellishes; any-
thing which decorates or adorns; an ornament.
Our church did even then exceed the Bomish in cere-

monies and decorations. MarveU, Works, II. 208.

It is a rule, without any exception, in all kinds of com-
position, that the principal idea, the predominant feeling,

should never be confounded with the accompanying deco-

rations, Macaulay, Petrarch.

4. In mtisic^ a general term for the various me-
lodic embellishments, as the trill, the appoggia-
tura, etc.— 5. In pyrotechny, the compositions
placed in port-fires, rockets, paper shells, etc.,

to make a brilliant display when the case is ex-

ploded.— Castellan decoration, in ceram., the system
of decoration by means of a point producing scratches
through an exterior thin layer of color, revealing the color
of the body beneath : so called from the asserted origin
of this decoration at Citik di Castello, in Umbria, Italy.

Compare .^ro/Rfo.— Decoration day, the day set apart in

the United States for observances in memory of the soldiers
and sailors who fell in the civil war of 1861-65 ; originally

called Memorial day. The day is observed by processions
and orations in honor of the dead, and particularly by
decorating their graves with flowers. Originally different
days were selected for this purpose in the different Stat«s

;

but usage has now settled upon May 30th, which has been
made a legal holiday in most of the States. The custom
is observed l^oth in the North and in the South.—Em-
broidery decoration, in ceram., a. name given to a sur-

fa(;e-dccoration similar to that called lace-decoration, but
more massive, and usually in white on a dark ground.—
Porcellana decoration, in ceram., decoration by means
of blue leafage, scrolls, and the like, on a white ground, as

if in imitatiofi of Oriental porcelain : especially applied
to Italian majolica so decorated.—Trophy decoration,
decoration by means of groups of arms, musical instru-

ments, scrolls, tools of painting and scul]>ture, and the
like, or what may by extension be called trophies, espe-
cially in Italian decorative art. =Syn. 3. Embellishment,
garniture, trapping.

decorative (dek'o-ra-tiv), a. [< decorate +
-ive.] 1. Of or pertaining to decoration; con-
cerned with decoration : as, decorative art.

Small objects which are attractive in colour and shape
will naturally be used by the savage for decorative pur-
poses. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 413.

2. Of an ornamental nature ; decorating; em-
bellishing.

The great choir-window of Lichfield is the noblest glass-

work I remember to have seen. I have met nowhere
colors so chaste and grave, and yet so rich and true, or a
cluster of designs so piously decorative, and yet so pic-

torial. H. JaTnes, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 24.

Decorative art. See arfs.— Decorative notes, in mu-
sic, short notes added to the essential notes of a melody
by way of embellishment.

decorativeness (dek'o-ra-tiv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being decorative.

decorator (dek'o-ra-tor), n. [< F. decorateur=
Sp. Pg. decorador = D. decorateur = Dan, de-

korator, < ML. decoratory< L. decorare, decorate

:

see decorate."] One who decorates or embel-
lishes; specifically, one whose business is the
decoration of dwellings or public edifices.

They are careful decorators of their persons.
Sir S. Rajffles, Hist. Java.

decoret (de-kor'), v. t [< OF. decorer, F. de-

corer, < L*. decorare, decorate: see decorate.]

To decorate; adorn; distinguish.

This made nie to esteeme of her the more,
Her name and rareness did her so deeore.

E. James VI., Chron. S. P., iii. 479. (Jamie«m.)

To deeore and beautifie the house of God.
Hall, Hen. V., an. 2.

decorementt (de-kor'ment), n. [Se. decoirment,

< OF, decorement, F. decorement, < LL. decora-

vientum, ornament, < L. decorarej decorate. Cf.

decorament,] Decoration.

The policie and decoirment of this realme.
Acts James VI., 1587 (ed. 1814X p. 506.

These decrements which beautify and adorn her.

Heyu-ood, Description of a Ship, p. 29.

decorous (de-ko'- or dek'o-rus), a. [= Sp.
Pg. It. decoroso (also decm-o), < L. decoriis,

seemly, becoming, befitting, < decor {decor-),

seemliness, grace, etc. : see decorate and de-

corum.] Characterized by or conspicuous for

decorum
;
proper ; decent ; especially (of per-

sons), formally polite and proper in speech and
conduct.
There is no duenna so rigidly prudent, and inexorably

decorous, as a superannuated coquette.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 192.

He recited a list of complaints againsthis majesty, . . .

all of them fabricated or exaggerated for the occasion,

and none of tliem furnishing even a decur'nts pretext for

the war which was now formally declared.
Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 169.

He [Sir Robert Peel] was uniformly decorous, and had a
liigh sense of dignity and propriety.

ir. Ii. Grey, .Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 219.

= Syn. Fit, seemly, comely, orderly, appropriate.

decorously (de-ko'- or dek'o-rus-li), adv. In
a decorous manner ; with decorum.



decorously
Salisbury s Countess, she would not die.As a proud dame should, rffcoroiwiv
Lifting my axe, 1 split her skull, '

rw»;. V!^r%'"^i''
s'"?e then has been notched and dullTnaU of Charles I. and the Regicides, N. and Q., 7th ser

(IV. U6. '

aecorousness (de-ko'- or dek'6-rus-nes), n De-
eeiiey or propriety of behavior.

decorticate (de-kor'ti-kat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

decorticated, ppr. decorticating. [< L. decm-ti-
catu.s, pp. of decorticate (> Pg. decorticar = F
decortiquer; cf. It. scorticare, discortieare, with
prefix dis-, knd Sp." deTc^TezaVTZTsllrTiZ iTaZ^L'^df'*''^'^ '>^V}oj^A to^misleaa o
= 0I>

f^'""--"! from a deriv'^fo™ :?'fhe Sd^^trfr-!" ;^ Pll««'/« ^ P0°1, fur-= Olt. discorzare, from a deriv. form of the
noim), stnp the bark off, < dc, from, + cortex
(corfic-) bark, whence ult. E. cork: see cork\
corticate.^ To remove the bark from: in gen-
eral, to deprive of the cortex, in any sense of
that word; stnp off the exterior coat of.
Great barley, dried and decorticated.

Arlnithnot, Ancient Coins.
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decoy (de-koi'), «. [< decoy, r.] 1. A lure

th7Se n?
'"""" ^*'"'' ^°*° ^ «'''*'•'' °r withinthe range of a weapon; specifieaUy, an imageof a bird, as a duck, or a trained UVing bird or

the'^o^'^'i
*° '"'^^"-^ ^'"^^ o^ animals intothe power of man; hence, also, a person simi-

Hence— 2 Anything intended to lead into a

Z^JH f"^ l™"^
or allm-ement that deceives and

Zmt »""*/" r'' ''''"S"'"' °'- t^e Po^er of anenemy, a stratagem employed to mislead or

decree

mshed with an arrangement for luring'wildfowl into it. Several channels or pipes of a curvedform, covered with light hooped networMead from U>epond in various directions. The Mild fowl are enOMdtnenter the wide mouth of the channel bv tanfed Hmi^
w™ef '^LTi^""^''- '?f

"^ 8^^ BcItt^red''o'"'t'^|

.Ttl ^ •
" *'"'> """^ *«" *''hln the covered channel

t'5fJ..eThenre;s^;"c'^u^h'^.
'"""«'-"=' "' '" ^'^ "^

^r(/u(Ajiof, Ancient Coins. "''"'<; 'hey are easily caught
—-<> x»i euu,

..f,?,^^*'**®
(flf-k6r'ti-kat), a. [< L. decorti-

decoy-bird (de-koi'berd), n. A bird, or an imi-
catu.',, pp.

:
see the verb.] Destitute of a cortex ^ '"'^ "^ 0°"' used as a lure to entice others
ayer: used specificallv in liohen. '"t" " n^t or within eunshot.

':f , ,
-"" ^' "-J -i^ooiiiuio or a cortej

or cortical layer: used specifically in lichen

decortication (de-k6r-ti-ka'shon), «. r=F de
cortwation = Sp. decorticacioii, < L. decoriica-

.^L'i^'
<''^(^or',c'ire, decorticate: see decorti-

cate.} The act of removing the cortex or outer
layer; removal of the bark or husk --^^'

decprticator (de-k6r'ti-ka-tor), n. A tool for decrassify (de-kras'i-fi)
stnppi ng off bark.

"
iif^<-n„^ni^^ j '

decorum (de-ko'rum), n. [= F. decornm = Sp.Fg. It. decoro, <. h. decorum, fitness, propriety
decorum, neut. of decorm, fit, prope?: see le-^o,«.] 1. Propriety of speech, behavior, or
dress; formal politeness; orderiiness; seemli-
ness; decency.
The true Measure of Decorum ... Is that which {»most serviceable to the principal End.

'

StiUingjieet, Sermons, III. ix.
He kept with princes due decorum
Yet never stood in awe before 'em. Swi/t

n^J.r' "**''' '' *"y dependency among one another^ey observe a great d«oor»,„, all rising up when a sii'perior comes in. Pococke, Description of th? St I i™

withto'-rra'^s'idS'/
"'™' """"'" '"« "'^"^ »' "«»
Ooldsmith, Citizen of the World civ

2 In general, fitness, suitableness, or propriety
of anything, with respect to occasion, purposeor use. ' X- X- t

*,f^?n,?A^
('^/-^P-Pla'). «• [F-. pp. Of rfec<>,,p?er,

uncouple, < de- pnv. + coupler, couple.] In

cfafCnr"^'"'^
parted into two: said 'espe-

eially of a chevron when the two rafters areseparated by a slight space.

i^J?""
(Je-korz'), a. and n. [< OF. dccours, aninning down, course, wane, decree, F. d^cour.^,wane, decrease, < L. decursm, a running down

descent, < decurrere, run down : see rfecSr.l In
Act-., same as decrescent (a).
decourtt (de-kort'), ,•. «. [< rfe- priv. + court.-]

influenc^
"'' ^^""*^ f''°™ "'"'"^

!
deprive of court

^h^J (^?V''^' !; [^i***- + '"^^' »- entice, al-lure see de- and coyl, „. The birds decoyedand the decoying birds being commonly ducks,
the word decoj,, esp. as a noun, was soon turned

.n?^ T *',*y™ology into duckoy. Hence thespelbng duckoi/, and finaUy the compound duei--
coy, which, though thus developed fromXovmay be considered as made up of duck + coS
n., also used in sense of decoy. The D. words'
eenden-kooi, formerly eende-kooi, a 'duek-cov'

anas), kooi-eend, a 'coy-duck,' Aoo,-,„«„, adecoy-man, vonel-koo,, a, bird-cage, a decoy, are cora-pounde(t with D. kooi, a cage, a bird-cage, a fold

hi? ^i^'^f^T" "^^^ '"y'^' 1- ^- loit not con:

Z«v o'J'th
^- '-f r.'^'"^^'

«>'''" indepen-
dently of the accidentally similar E. words orin imitation of them.] t trans. 1. ToTureinto

tinn
"»'»' ? r^ ^I %'"'"' allurement or decep-

riotV ', ''"'ri
'*'"''''' ^"'''n gunshot

: troopsmay be decoyed into an ambush.
^

I have heard of barbarians who, when temoests driv,

o T It
oohwton,

of en?rapp[:^.''"™<=*'
°^ ^""''^' ^"^""^ «">««"

The king might ho decoyed from thence.
Clarendon, (Mvil War, III «•) Tl.ot ,„i .i,. w - y,7-;—- '

-frn.AUure, Lure, Enttce (see aUurey); to snare, insn^ .,

"^ '"" """ "™"'

^^./ m . ' .

^"^' decrease (de-kres' or de'kres), «. ,s, m^ ae

into "a snaT" ^*
"^^"^'^^'^ ^^ " '''"'"y

'
f'^" "'''"*' ^ °,*'-

''''.T^*'
''*^"^' ''««^'"«. d<"=rece, de-

rh,.v , I r,' S^*"^^" '
/'°™ *''e verb. ] 1 . A becoming less

'^^^==sss::::i Sir •="^ -"~ " i^

into a net or within gunshot
decoy-duck (de-koi'duk), n. l. H /btoitH^ aduct or an imi'tation of ^ne, used a^a decoT.-
^. A person acting as a decoy for other persons

blhigt'tre Kay f^Tult '" *''^'^"' ''"''''"P—

"

Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 5.

"**•' \-^"" "j.«r8 i-i3)j V, t,
f pret &nd rtTi

decra^sijied, ppr. decrassi/ying. f< L rfe- nriv+ cr«.«^, thick, -f- .fy./\^o make less oLsI:
„„ , ^ ^

I might at least
i^llmlnate, decrasni/ii my faith
Since I adopt it ; keeping what I must.And leaving what I can.

Brouming, Bishop Blougram's Apology.

"^^.^^^^ (de-kres'), t^
; pret. and pp. decreased,

p^. decreasing [< m6. decresen, decrecen, IOF. decresser dccrestre, decreistre, decroistre, P.
^croitre = Sp. decrecer = Pg. dccrciccr = It
deerescere (fit with altered prefix, ME. dis-
cresen, < OF. descreistre, descroistre = Pr rfe,
creisser = Sp rfeserecer = It. du^crescere, <"mLjfecrmere) < L <fccre«CCT-<;, decrease, become
less, wane, < de, from, away, + crescere, grow-
see «-^CCT.« Cf. CT-.a^e2, accr.a.,., in^reo^,.]
I.tntrani To become less; lessen; be dimin-
ished gradually m extent, bulk, quantity, oramount, or m strength. Influence, or excel-lence: as, the days decrease in length fromJune to December.

Olyves nowe and oth'r treen ichone
Do dounge heni in decrennge of the moone.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 79.
He must Increase, but I must decrease. John ill. 30.

Decreasing series. .See proiTrewion. =Byn. Decrease
^""""^fjmmlle. CmUract ; to lessen, affi ebTsub:side, fall off (all away, shrink. The first three 111 meaa be««nmg less by degrees. Decrease more often imX"
c^ni.M* "^T^ *f.*

""Pereeptible or not necessarily perceptlble, ac ng, it may be, from within the object Itseff-as the swelling decreases daily. Diminish general v in.

'

plies the action of some external cause whifh is more orless in the m ml of tlioso conccrnc.l : as, his fortuneS^wAf, daily through extravagance; the troops <K,,,Ssteadiy under disease and conflict. Z^«cr,.a«Vi8 the anpropriate word for reduction of bulk or volume dMn<'h for reduction of number. ITiese distinc ions'arc no
» IT,"""-""''-. '^? '''"'^" '» to become small h, si"eamount, or number by slow and imperceptible degrel!'

sortSa?t^'„Z/f'"« ^^ZT •"""^'^blc and the reldta
samis- thenh^fi rf"

'
'?; ^h >'™y<i'"»dled to a few thou,sands the child dmndled to a mere skeleton. To contractIS to become less by shrinkage or a drawing toget er of

S,nJ ttj^""^} " '"'!"'<^» '"»' "' 'f^"' bulk, ofextent
Tvnrl. J? 'if

»' «">s'it>"="t substance or parts usuallyexpressed by the other words.
uauauj

ar^s ^^U^"^'- "'^° '>»™J«' th^ir husbands in their

, Mn;„l ,
""^ parents, who have not the number of their

whiirr i"^?'""}
• «o many villages, towns, and citieswhose inhabitants are not decr.osfd, their property vi':lated, or their wealth diminished, are yet owiK thesober conduct and happy results of your advice

Dryden, King Arthur, Ded.

no'/™^H"''"'''."r
"' """'"g boily involve an expenditurenot made good by nutrition, dwindling follows.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 63.

erJwv r!;^!!'^'.?V'™1,T ?' '•"' "y" '' '"^^ that a mod-erately conlraeled pupil is in contact with the lens-sur-
Qiiain, Med. Diet., p. 480.

sm^ripJ?."^--
'^° ""''''' ^^^^' '"^^en; make

smaller in dimensions, amount, quality, excel-
tence, etc.; reduce graduaUy or by small de-

Nor cherish'd they relations poor,
1 bat ndght decrease their present store. Prior.

[< ME. de-

See In what time the seeds set in the increase nf tl,«= thTa^ tJ^^J^^-- tt-*'?^---
o mi, ,

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

ed- exW^^V'^'^'^'S''
something is lessen-ed, extent of loss cy decrement: as, a greatdecrease m production or of income

^
decreasingly (de-kre'sing-li), adv. in a de-creasing manner

; by decrease.
-^ « 'le

decreation (de-kre-a'shon), n. [< de- nriv -l-

[Ratj
- ^""^ ™'l«''gof <*'! ait of cr^eatio^.

thfaSs^o/the'^brTter'''
''"™''°" '""' '"""Nation of

Cudworth, Intellectual System p 45

erect), < OF. decret, F. decret = Sp Pe It de

kr^7?-^^'r^== ^J
'^'"''^ = Can^Sw.' X-

hret, < L. de(^etum, a decree, ordinance, deci-sion neut. of (focrete*, pp. of decernere, decree,
decide E. decern) • see decern.} 1. A special
ordinance or regulation promulgated by civil orother authority

; an authoritative decision hav-ing the force of law.
He made a decree for the rain. Job xxvlit 28.

And statesmen at her oouncil metWho knew the seasons when to take
Occasion by the hand, and make

Ihe bounds of freedom wider yet
By shaping some august decree.

. „ ^
Tennyson, To the Queen.On December 7, 1866, the Emperor of Brazil issued .*ore«whicli opened the Amazon*^,

. . to the commerce ofall the world from and after September 7, 1867
E. Schuyler, Amer. Diplomacy, p 342.

Spee^cally-2. In Mom. law, a determination

nlSef"""* °* *^' "'"P'''"'- "'^ a suit between
?r wi e"e„it™T?„'!'h

^'""''"'"''"'" "" legWative pow-

Jh'-e^'imreJIll-conSti^r
''""=-- -<> ^orrd^'parTo^

L^iwl!,^^ ^Y T^^ ^y ''^ ecclesiasticalcouncil for regulating business within its juris-

ito. iPI"
Tbe term is used In ecclesiastical historv chief

LZ^ 'les'gn.at'o" of certain dogmatic and authoritativedecisions on disputed points in theology and disdp ine In

Foi^'thUtoran'couS "' ^'"'"^ '"""'^'"'- "^ "»«
'

yl.-^J^,^^''^^^ decision or determination of a

orK^ *'*'''^' specifically, the sentence or

^iL,/ *'°"J'
o^ chancery, or of a court ofadmiralty or of probate, after a hearing or sub-

rdr?ef°rL\^err^d;cii?ororco{r^^^^^^^^^

(W^/^'clJ Tf"'^''r-^\
™"^^^ n,o'v?ng him "L' to'S

ttS^'ofthf-c'llL'^le'r °/,l^?oL'?flVCf?il c'?^-

S7i?evriL^n^iri}."e li^^;-^^'"'^^^

life and others foreordained to everiasting death
*

Wes'- CoT^f. 0/ Faith, ill. ; s.

n^a
judgment or award of an umpire in acase submitted to him._Absolnt.« a^^^I ...

tiirsliS'HontS°»'n'H°V°' ^'"'"f
('""'"rtb-S^Eo^^^^^^^^luiiy, .->pain, Holland, and Germany), tonfls-atcd all Krif

pllho^^^^l-S^S't&il^^S^S

p^'f^^i^ lsrc-.:;riSI
course to be thereby deneutralized, and ordered thatthey should be treated as Knglish.- Declarato% d«
an award by one or more aj-biters.-Decree condemna-lOr. See decree of absolvitor, under absolvUar ~ DecrentoUve, m Scots law, a decree of a commissai^ conflrtnS

of eTecuto?'"'l^»:il''i'« "'i"''''™*^--"°™">«t«)t''?offlcfor executor.— Decree In absence, in Scots law, a decreepronounced against a defender who ha, not appeared o?Dieaded on the merits of the cause : the same £mdm,eZ
unlSt 'iS'wT"* "r™"" '»",- Decree nisi Xcreeunless), m hng. law, a decree cond t oned on some future

™,';L''nl'1'""'L"'"
•"'""" "' the advei^c party to "howcause or to perform a condition.-Decree of absolvitor

tton.— Decree of locality, in Snln /„„. a decree of the

^,l"Ll°l"^
a locating the fnodidcl stipeml on the d ifernt heritors, in the proporlions i„ wh/ch they are to nav

i,~.^'?'®« °^ modmcatlon, in .^cnts ta," a dicree ofthe te.nd court n,..,iifying a stipend to the ciCTgyman but
^^Jl™"/.""^ ' T'" "^"^ different heritors.-- Deiree ofreglfltratlon. in icots taw, a decree obtained, ,wlhoSt ^



decree

action, for payment of money secured by a bond or deed
coutaitung a clawse of consent to registration for execu-

tion.— Decree Of valuation of telnds, in Scots law, a

decree of the t*ind court deterniiTiing the extent and value

of a heritor's teinds. =Syil. 1 and 3. t:dicl, Statute, etc.

See ((iid.—4 and 6. Judtiment, Order, etc. (see decision);

proclamation, fiat, mandate. ,

decree (de-kre'), V. [Cf. p. dicriter = Sp. Pg.
decretar= It. deeretare = D. dekreteren= G. de-

eretiren = Dan. dekretere = Sw. dekretera, < ML.
deeretare, decree; from the noun: see decree,

«.] I. trans. 1. To order or promulgate with
authority; issue as an edict or ordinance.

Thou Shalt also decree a thing, and it shall be estab-

lished. Job xxii. 28.

He [William I.] decreed there should be Sheriffs in every

Shire, and Justices of Peace for Punishment of Malefactors.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 27.

Wherefore fatalists that hold the necessity of all human
actions and events may be reduced to these three heads

:

First, such as, asserting the Deity, suppose it irrespective-

ly to decree and determine all thmgs, and thereby make
all actions necessary to us.

Cndxcorth, Intellectual System, i. 1.

In the autumn of 1535 Cromwell and his agents effected

a visitation of the monasteries, the report of which insured

their condemnation : and, in the last session of the Long
Parliament in 1536, the dissolution of the smaller houses

was decreed. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 258.

2. To determine judicially; resolve by sen-

tence ; adjudge : as, the court decreed a restora-

tion of the property.

Theirs be the laurel-wreath decreed.

Who both write well, and write full speed.
Cowper, To Robert Lloyd.

8. To determine or resolve legislatively; de-

termine or decide on.

They themselves decreed

Their own revolt, not I. Milton, P. L., iii. 116.

gigyn. To order, ordain, command, enact.

n. intrans. To determine; predetermine im-
mutably; constitute or appoint by edict.

All hast thou spoken as my thoughts are, all

As my eternal purpose hath decreed.
Milton, P. L., iii. 172.

decreeable (de-kre'a^bl), a. [< decree + -able.']

Capable of being decreed.

decreementt (de-kre 'ment), n. [< decree +
-ment.] The act of decreeing ; decree.

This unjust decreeinent. Foice, Martyrs.

decreer (de-kre'6r), n. [< decree + -eri.] One
who decrees.

In thy hook it is written of me, says Christ, that I

should do thy will ; he is not willing only, but the first de-

creer of it ; it is written of me. Goodvnn, Works, I. iii. 103.

decreet (de-kref ),n. [< OF. decret, < L. decretum,

a decree: "see decree.] In Scots law, a decree.

See decree, n., 1.

Frendraught . . . obtained a decreet against him for

200,000 merks. Spalding, Hist. Troubles In Scotland, 1. 51.

decrement (dek're-ment), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

decremento, < LL. decrementum, a decrease, < L.
decrescere, decrease: see decrease.] 1. The act

or state of decreasing; the becoming gradually
less; lessening; waste.

I do not believe the understanding part of man received
any natural decrement or diminution.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), 1. 723.

Kocks, mountains, and the other elevations of the earth
Buffer a continual decrement. Woodward.

2. The quantity lost by gradual diminution or
waste; specifically, in math., the small part by
which avariable quantitybecomes less and less.

The increments in time are proportional to the decre-

mentt in pressure. Frankland, Chemistry, III. i. 880.

Each increment of evolution entails a decrement of re-

production that is not accurately proportionate, but some-
wtiat less than proportionate.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., | 364.

3. In her., the condition of waning: said of

the moon. It is represented by tviming the
horns of the crescent toward the sinister side.

Also called detriment.—4. In crystal., a suc-

cessive diminution of the layers of molecules
applied to the faces of the primitive form, by
which the secondary forms are hypothetically
produced

—

Equal decrement of life, in the doctrine
of annuities of insurance companies, the theory that in a
given numl)er of lives there should be an equal annual
decrease within a given period.

decrepit (de-krep'it), a. [< OF. decrepit, F. d^-

eripit = Sp. decripito = Pg. It. decrepito, < L.
decrepitus, an adj. applied to old men and old
animals, and usually translated 'very old': lit.

meaning uncertain; usually explained as 'noise-

less' (because "old people creep about quietly"
or "like shadows"), otherwise as 'broken'; <
de- priv. -I- crepitus, pp. of crepare, make a
noise, rattle, break with a crash : see crepitate.]

Broken down in health, physical or mental,
especially from age ; wasted or worn by inflrm-
ities; weakened, especially by age.

1402
An old decrepit wretch

That has no sense, no sinew.
B, JoTison, Volpone, iii. 6.

He was already decrepit with premature old age.
Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 102.

1Sometimes incorrectly spelled decrepid.

Last, winter comes, decrepid, old, and dull.

Jenyns, An Ode.]

decrepitate (de-krep'i-tat), v.; pret. and pp.
decrepitated, ppr. (^crepitating. [< NL. as if

"decrepitatus, pp. of *decrepitare (> F. ddcrepi-

ter = Sp. Pg. decrepitar = It. decrepitare), < L.

dc- + crcpitatus, pp. of crepitare, crackle, break
with a noise: see crepitate.] I. intrans. To
crackle, as salt when roasting.

II. trans. To roast or calcine in a strong heat,

so as to cause a continual btirstingor crackling

of the substance : as, to decrepitate salt.

So will it come to pass in a pot of salt, although decrepi-

tated. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

decrepitation (de-krep-i-ta'shon), m. [= F.

decr^itation = Sp. decrepitacion = Pg. decre-

pitacao = It. decrepitazione, < NL. as if *de-

crepitatio(n-), < *decrepitare : see decrepitate.]

The act of snapping or bursting with a crack-

ling noise on being heated, or the crackling

noise, accompanying the flying asimder of their

parts, made by various salts and mineralswhen
heated, it is caused by the unequal sudden expansion

of their substance by the heat, or by the expansion and
volatilization of water or other liquid held mechanically
within tbeni.

decrepitly (de-krep'it-li), adv. In a decrepit

manner; as one broken down by infirmities.

And she rose up decrepitly

For a last dim look at earth and sea.

Lowell, Vision of Sir Launfal, ii. 1.

decrepitness (de-krep'it-nes), n. Decrepitude.

decrepitude (de-krep'i-tiid), n. [< F. decrein-

tude = Sp. decrepitud = Pg. decrepitude, < L.

as if *decrepitudo, < decrepitus, decrepit: see

decrepit.] The state of being broken down by
infirmities, physical or mental, especially in-

firmities of age.

Many seem to pass on from youth to decrepitude with-

out any reflection on the end of life.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 78.

decrepitvt (de-krep'i-ti), n. [< ML. decrepi-

ta(t-)s, < L. decrepitus, decrepit: see decrepit.]

Decrepitude.
Honest Credulity

Is a true loadstone to draw on Decrepity !

Chapman, All Fools, iv. 1.

decrescendo (It. pron. da-kre-shen'do), n. [It.,

ppr. of decrescere, < L. decrescere, decrease : see

decrease.] In music, a gradual diminution of

force ; a passing from loud to soft : opposed to

crescendo, and the same as diminuendo : often
indicated by decres., dec, or the sign ^>-.
decrescent (df-kres'ent), a. and n. [= F. d6-

croissant, etc., < L. decrescen(t-)s, ppr. of decres-

cere, decrease : see decrease, and cf . crescent.] I.

a. Decreasing ; becoming gradually less ; wan-
ing, as the moon.

Saddening in her childless castle, sent.

Between the in-crescent and de-erescent moon,
Arzos for her son, and loosed him from his vow.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

Specifically—(a) In her., decreasing or waning: said of

the moon when represented with the points toward the
sinister side. Also decours. (6) In bot., diminishing grad-
ually from below upward.

II. n. In her., the moon in her decrement

:

used as a bearing. See decrement, 3.

decrescent-pinnate (de-kres'ent-pin''at), a. In
but., pinnate with leaflets graciually decreasing
in size from the base.

decrett, »• See decreet, decree.

decretal (de-kre'tal), a. and n. [< ML. decre-

talis, < L. decretum, a decree : see decree.] I.

a. 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a de-

cree ; containing a decree or decrees.

When any sentence of a father is cited, and inserted

into a decretal epistle of a pope, or any part of the canon
law, that sentence is thereby made authentical.

Donne, Sermons, xxii.

2t. Done according to a decree; decreed; fatal.

[Rare.]
So here's a most decretal end of me.

Chapinan, Byron's Tragedy, v. 1

.

n. n. [= F. dScritaU = Sp. Pg. decretal =
It. decretale, < ML. decretale, a decree, neut.

of adj. decretalis: see above.] 1. An authori-
tative order or decree ; specifically, a letter of

the pope determining some point or question
in ecclesiastical law.

What principle . . . had they then to judge of heresies,
. . . besides the single dictates or decretals of private
bishops? Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 315.

deciry

This is not a process of reasoning, but an act of will—

a

decretal enveloped in a scientific nimbus.
J. Martineau, Materialism, p. 107.

2. A book of decrees or edicts ; a body of laws

;

specifically [cap.], in the plural, the second part
of the canon law: so called because it contains
the decrees of sundry popes determining points
of ecclesiastical law.

Ac in canoun ne in the decretales I can nouste rede a lyne.
Piers Plowman (B), v. 428.

In the year 1230 Gregory IX. bad approved of the five

books of Decretals codified by Raymund of Pennafort from
the Extravagants of the recent Popes.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 807.

False Decretals, a collection of canon law, of the ninth
century, purporting to have been made by one Isidorus
Mercator, and unquestioned till the fifteenth century,
but since proved to consist largely of spurious or forged
papal decretals. Also called Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals,

to distinguish them from the collection dating from the
seventh century, attributed to Isidore of Seville, and con-
sisting of genuine documents.

decretiont (de-kre'shon), n. [< LL. decretio(n-),

decrease, < L. decreius, pp. of decrescere: see
decrease.] A decreasing.

Nor can we now perceive that the world becomes more
or less than it was, by which decretion we might guess at

a former increase. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, i.

decretist (de-kre 'tist), n. [= OF. decretiste

(also decretistre : see decretister), F. decretiste

= Sp. Pg. decretista (cf. It. decretalista), < ML.
decretista, < L. decretum, decree: see decree, de-

cretal. Ct. decretister.] In medieval universi-

ties, a student in the faculty of law; specifi-

cally, a student of the decretals.

decretistert, »• [ME. decretistre, < OF. decre-

tistre, discretistre, var. of decretiste : see decre-

tist] A decretist.

Ac this doctor and diuinour and decretistre of canon.
Piers Plowman (C), xvi. 85.

decretive (de-kre'tiv), a. [< L. decret-um, de-

cree, -I- -iveJ] Having the force of a decree;
pertaining to a decree.

decretorialt (dek-re-to'ri-al), a. [< decretory

+ -al.] Decretory; authoritative; critical.

Besides the usuall or caleudary month, there are but
foure considerable, that is, the month of peragration, of

apparition, of consecution, and the medicall or decreto-

riall month. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 2.

decretorily (dek're-to-ri-li), adv. In a defini-

ti'/e manner; as decreed.

decretory (dek're-to-ri), a. [= F. dSeretoire =
Sp. Pg. It. decretorio, < L. decretorius, < decretum,

a decree: see decree.] 1. Pertaining to or fol-

lowing a decree ; established by a decree
;
judi-

cial; definitive.

I'hey that . . . are too decretory and enunciative of

speedy judgments to their enemies, turn their religion

into revenge. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 819.

Sirs, you are not sure that when the decretory hour of

death overtakes you, you shall have one minute of an hour
allowed you to commit your spirits into the hand of the

Lord Jesus Christ. C. Mather, Mag. Christ., iv. 7.

2t. Critical ; determining ; in which there is

some definitive event.

The main considerations, which most set off this num-
ber, are observations drawn from the motions of the

moon, supposed to be measured by sevens, and the criti-

cal or decretory dales dependent on that number.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

decrewt (de-kro'), v. i. [For *decrue (as ac-

crew for accrue), < OF. decru, F. deerii, pp. of

decreistre, decroistre, F. d^croitre, decrease : see

decrease.] To decrease.

Sir Arthegall renewed
His strength still more, but she still more decrewed.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 18.

decrial (de-kri'al), Ji. [< decry + -al.] A cry-

ing down ; a clamorous censure ; condemnation
by censure.

Forward wits . . . can on no account afterwards sub-

mit to a decrial or disparagement of those raw works to

which they ow'd their early character and distinction.

Shaftesbury, Misc. Reflections, V. ii.

decrier (de-kri'er), n. [< decry + -eri.] One
who decries or traduces clamorously.

The late fanatic decryers of the necessity of human
learning. South, Sermons, VII. ii.

decrown (de-kroun'), V. t. [< F. d^couronner,

decrown: see discrown.] To deprive of a
crown; discrown. [Bare.]

Dethroning and decrowning princes with his foot, as it

pleases him [the pope].
Hakeu'ill, Ans. to Dr. Carrier (1616), p. 37.

He holds it to be no more sin the decroxming of kings

than our puritans do the suppression of bishops.

Sir T. Ovcrbury, Characters.

decrustation (de-krus-ta'shon), n. [< de- priv.

-I- crustiition.] The act of removing a crust.

decry (de-kri'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. decried, ppr.

decrying. [< F. dicrier, OF. deserter, cry down,



I

decry

discredit, disparage, < des- (L. dis-) + crier, cry

:

see cru.l 1. To ery down ; speak disparaging-

ly of; censure as faulty or worthless; clamor

against : as, to decry a poem.

For small errors they whole plays decry. Dryden.

Far be it from me to decry moral virtue which even

heathens have granted to be a reward to itself.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I., rtel. to xi.

Dear, charming nymph, neglected and decried.

My shame in crowds, my solitaiy pride.

Go(dj(mt(/i, lies. Vil., 1. 411.

2t. To deprive of credit officially.

The king may at any time decry, or cry down, any coin

of the kingdom, and make it no '-^^ ™rre„t._^^
^ ^,^

-8vn. 1 Decry, Depreciate, Detract /rom. Derogate from,

D^mrme riui down, discredit. These words agree m ex-

oSn?^! effort to lower the esteem in w^hich a person

ofth ng is held. If the effort is unjust, the mjust.ce is

notso conspicuous asi.. the words compared ^'^^f^'PJ''^:
Decrv to cry down, clamor against, implies activity and

public'ity; it is hardly applicahle U^ persons Deirreciate,

OThnarily to lower the value of, is less forcible than decry,

am may apply to persons. Detract .from and deropate from

have almost precisely the same meaning- to take from or

diminish repute, as by caviling, ascribing success to acci-

dent, good conduct to low motives, etc. Dupara'je, to

mak4 a thing unequal to wliat it was in repute; under-

rate The last four need not have a personal subject
.
as

it would deroqate very much from his stending ;
it would

disparage him in public estimation if it were known.

The Administration and it« friends have been attempt-

ing to circumscribe, and to decry, the powers belongiug

to other branches. D. Webster, Speech, Oct. Ist, 1832.

Our vulgar luxury depreciates objects not fitted to adorn

our dwellings. Marg. PuUer, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 180.

If a man is honest, it detracts nothing /rom his merits

to say he had the wit to see that honesty is the best policy.
vo »»} u^

E. Dicey, Victor F.mmanuel, p. 112.

By intermingling a subjects speech with the king s mes-

sage, he [the secretary) seemed to derogate from the hon-

our and majesty of a king.
,. „ . ,,„ TV !IOO

J. D Israeli, Cnrios. of Lit., I v. 398.

Why should we make it a point with our false modesty

to duparaie that man we are, and that form of being as-

rigned to lis? Emerson, Spiritual Laws.

decrystallization (de-krisna-li-za'shon), n.

r< 'decrij.iUdUze (< de- priv. + crystallize) +
^tion.] The act or process of losing the crys-

talline structure. [Rare.]

These beautiful forms lice-flowers] . . . may indeed be

calleil
• negative " or " inverse ' crystals, developed tiy the

breaking down or decrystallization of the ice.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 62.

decubation (de-kii-ba'shon), n. [< L. as if Ve-

cubarc (equiv. to deciimbere : see decumbent), lie

down, < de, down, + cubare, lie. Cf. L. decu-

bare, lie away from, < de, away, + cubare, he.]

The ai't of l>-ing down.
decubital (de-ku'bi-tal), a. [< decubitus + -«(.]

Pertaining to or of tte nature of a bed-sore or

decubitus. ^,, , , ,

decubitus (de-ku'bi-tus), n. [NL., < L. decum-

ben; pp. *decubitus, lie down: see decumbent.)

1. The attitude assumed by a sick person when

lying down in bed. See aiutelisis.—Z. Same
as bed-sore.

, . j

decula (dek'u-lii), n. A kind of antelope found

in Abvssinia.
d6culassement(F.pron.da-ku-la8 mon),n. LJv
< 'di-culer, uiibreech, < de- priv. + cul, breech.]

In gun., the uiibreeehing of a cannon; any se-

rious damage to one of the essential parts of

the fermeture or breech-closing meehauism of

a breech-loading gun.

decuman (dek'u-man), a. and n. [Also decu-

mane; = Sp. tg. It. decumano, < L. decuma-

niis, dedmanus, of or belonging to the tenth

part (pi. decumuni, the tenth cohort, porta de-

cumana, the decuman gate), also considera-

ble, large, immense (applied to eggs and waves,

appar. from the notion that every tenth egg or

wave in a series is the largest), < deciimtis, dcci-

»!««, tenth: see decimal.] I. «. 1. In Rom.

tttilit. antiq., an epithet applied to a gate of the

Roman earap near which the tenth cohorts of

the legions were encamped. The decuman gate

was the principal entrance to the camp, and was

that furthest from the enemy.

Ponipcy, finding the enemy in his camp, rode out of the

decuman gate. Am4!r. Jour. Phitol., \ I. 182.

2. Large; immense: used especially of waves.

Overwhelmed »nd quite Slink bysuchiieciii/m/K liillowcs.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 30.

That same decumane wave that took us fore and aft

somewhat altered my pulse.
, „ , , . . „„

IJr'iuhart, tr. of Rabelais, iv, &.

n. n. 1. In astrol., one of the ten divisions

of the ecliptic— 2. A large wave.

Shocks of surf that clomb and tell

SDume-slidlng down the baffled decuman.
Luwell, Cathedral.

1493

decumbence, decumbency (de-kum'bens, -ben-

si) n. {< decumbent: see -ence, -ency.) ine

state of being decumbent or of lying down

;

the posture of lying down.

decumbent (de-kum'bent), a. [< L. decum-

ben(t-)a, ppr. of decumbere, lie down, < de, down,

+ "cumbere, nasalized form (in oomp.) of cu-

bare, lie: see cumbent.] 1. Lying down; re-

clining; prostrate; recumbent.

Indemeath is the decumbent portraiture of a woman

resting on a death's head. AshmoU, Berkshire, i. 2.

Specifically— 2. In bot., having the base re

dining upon the ground, as an ascending stem

the lower part of which rests upon the earth.

decumbently (de-kum'bent-li), adv. In a de-

cumbent manner.
decumbiture (de-kum'bi-tiir), n. [Irreg. < L.

decumbere, lie down, -I- -it-ure.] 1. the time

at which a sick person takes to his bed, or

during which he is confined to it by disease.

[Rare.]
During his decumbiture he was visited by his most dear

friend i'y« °/ -P'"'"" (IS^*)' P- •*'•

2 In astral., the figure of the heavens erected

for the time of a person's first taking to his bed

from illness. Prognostics of recovery or death

were derived from this figure
* '- "

I ^ oi>. aecH/j

ten-

were ueriveu iiKiu ni.o u^«.^.

decuple (dek'ii-pl), a. and n. [= Sp. decxiplo

Pg dccuplo = It. decuplo, < L. deeuplus, tc

fold, < decern, =E. ten, + -plus, akin to E. -fold.)

I. a. Tenfold; containing ten times as many.
'n w. A number ten times repeated.

decuple (dek'u-pl), r. t.; pret. and pp. decu-

plei, ppr. decupling. [= Sp. Pg. decuplar;

from the adj.] To increase tenfold.

decuplet (dek'ii-plet), n. [< decuple + -e«.]

Same as decimole.

decurt, «• »• [ME. decourren, decorren, < Ob

.

decorr'e, decourre, descorre = Pr. decorre = OSp.

decorrer,< L. decurrere, run down, flow, move

down, run over, run through, < de, down, -1- cur-

rere, run : see current^.] To run or flow away

;

leave; depart; be wanting.

Of pompe and of pride the parchemyn decorreih.

And principaliche of alle peple but thei be pore of herte
^

Piers Plowman (B), xlv. 193.

decurion (de-ku'ri-on), n. [= F. d^curion = Sp.

decurion = tg. decuriSo = It. decunone, < L. lUi-

curio(n-), < decuria, a company of ten: see de-

cury.) 1. An officer in the Roman army who

commanded a decury, or a body of ten soldiers.

A decurion with his command of ten horsemen ap-

proached Nazareth from the .South. „ „ ,„•^
L. WaUace, Ben-Hur, p. 123.

2. Any commander or overseer of ten; spe-

cifically, a tithing-man.

He instituted decurions through both these colonies

:

that is, one over every ten families^

.S'lr H . Temple, Heroic ^ irtue.

decurionate (de-kii'ri-on-at), «. [< L. decurio-

iiatus, < decurio(n-), a decurion: see decurion.)

The dignity or office of a decurion.

decurrencet (de-kur'ens), n. [< ML. decurren-

tia, a current, lit. a running down, < L. aecur-

ren(t-)s, ppr., running down : see decurrent.)

Lapse ; effluxion.

The erratas which by long decurrence of time, through

many mens hands, have befalii it, are easily corrected

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 5J6.

decurrency (de-kur'en-si), n. [As decurrence ;

see -cy.) In 'bot., the prolongation of a leaf

below the place of insertion on the stem.

decurrent (de-kur'ent), a. [< L. decurren(t-)8,

ppr. of decurrere, run down:
see decur. ] In bot., extending

downward beyond the place of

insertion: as, a decurrent leaf

(that is, a sessile leaf having

its base extending downward
along the stem). Also decur-

rinq.

decurrently (de - kur ' ent -li),

ailv. In a decurrent manner.

decurring (de-kur'ing), a.

[Ppr. of *decur, v. ; < L. decur-

rere, run down : see decurrent.)

Same as decurrent.

decursiont (de-ktr'shon), n.

[< L. drcur.iio(7i-), < decurrere,

run down, flow: see decur.)

1 The act of running down, as a stream.— -J.

In Rom. antiq., a military manoeuver or evolu-

tion; a march; also, a parade under arms, as

at a military funeral or other solemnity.

Decursions, lectisterniums, and a thousand other anti-

ouated names ami ceremonies, that we should not have

had 80 Just a notion of were tliey not stil prejf""' o"

llJiJ,,"
' Addisi,n, Ancient Medals, i.

decussately

decursive (de-kfer'siv), a. [= F. d6cursif,<

NL. as if *decursious, < L. decursus, pp. ot Oe-

currere, run down : see decur.) Running down

;

decurrent. Loudon.

decursively (de-ker'siv-li), adv. In a decur-

sive manner ;' decurrently— Decursively pin-

nate, in hut., applied to a pinnate leaf having the leaHets

decurrent or running along the petiole.

de cursu (de ker'su). [L. : de, of, from; cursu,

abl. of cursus, > E. course^, q. v.] In Eng.law,

of course; in ordinary course; specifically, a

writ of those classes which were issuable by

the cursitor on application of the party, and

without special authority in each case.

decurtt (de-kerf), v. t. [< L. decurtare, cut off,

< de off, + curtare, cut short, < ctirtus, short

:

see curt.) To shorten by cutting off ; abridge.

Your decurted or headlesse clause, Angelorum enim et

cet., is thus Englyshed. Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 147.

decurtate (de-kfer'tat), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

curtdted, ppr. decurtating. [< 1.. decurtatus,

pp. of decurtare, cut short: see decnrL) 1.

To cut short; abridge. [Rare.]-2t. To cut

off or trim the hair or beard of.

He sends for his barber to depure, decurtate, and spunge

hirar
Naslie, Lenten Stuffe.

decurtate (de-ker'tat), a. [< L. decurtatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Cut short; abridged.-Decur-

tate syllogism, a syllogism with one of the premises

unexi)rt'sscd.
, , ^ r -c^ ja^,.^

decurtation (de-ker-ta'shon), n. [= F. dSeur-

tation, < LL. decurtatio{n-), < L. decurtare, cut

short : see decurt.) The act of shortening or

cutting short; abridgment. [Rare.]

decurvation (de-ker-va'shon), h. [< decurve

+ -ution.) The process or result of decurving,

the state of being curved downward: opposed

to recuxvation

Decurrent Leaf.
ThisUe.

There are Trochilidie which possess almost every grada-

tion of decurvation of the bill. Encyc. Bnt., XII. 358.

decurvature (de-kfer'va-tVi'). "• [< decurve +
-ature.) Same as decurvation.

Constant jarring on the lower extremity of* 'i»"o';

cylinder with soft (medullaiT contents and flexible end

walls would tend to a decurmlure of both inferior and

superior adjacent end walls.
i..,,„, „ o7«

£. Z). Cojje, Origin of the Fittest, p. 3i6.

decurve (de-kferv'), v. t.-. pret. and pp. de-

curved, ppr. decurving. [< L. de, down, + cur-

vare, curve, bend. Ci. decurved.) To curve

downward.
• jo

decurved (de-k6rvd' ),!>.«• \.< decurve + -ed^,

after L. decurvatus, curved back.] Lurvea

downward; gradually turned down: opposed

to recurred: as, the decurved beak of a bird.

Towards the end of May a few short-billed or jack cur-

lew (Numenius Hudsonicus, Lath.) may be seen, like their

congeneric relative with the long decurr^^rostruin.^
^ ^

decury (dek'u-ri), n.
;
pi. decuries (-riz). [< OF.

decurie, F. decurie = Sp. Pg. It. decurta, < L.

decuria, a company of ten, < decern = h. ten. 1.1.

century^.) A body of ten men under a decunon

;

the office or authority of a decunon.

The fathers or senators, who at the first were an hun-

dred, parted themselves into tens or decurus, and governed

successively by the space of five days, ""e
.<*««"Y if i 6

?'

other in order. Baleigli, Hist. World, \ .
in. § 7.

decussate (de-kus'at), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

cussated, ppr. decussating. [< L. decussatus, pp.

of decus.iare, cross, divide crosswise, mark with

an X, < decussis, the number ten (marked X),

hence also an X, an intersection (also a ten-as

piece: see decussis), < deceni, = E. ten, + as

(ass-), a unit, an ace, an as: see ace and as*.)

To intersect ; cross, as lines, rays of light, leaves,

or fibers of nerves.

Sometimes nearly all, and in rare cases a'mof
"°.'f'

'»'

the pyramidal fibres ,i«™*»a(6, great individual variation

being observed. ^""'' ^^- ^
decussate, decussated (de-kus'at, -a-ted) a.

[= Sp. decusado, < L. decussatus, pp. : see tne

verb.] X. Crossed; intersected:

specifically applied, in bot., to

bodies which are arranged in

pairs alternately crossing each

other at regular angles.— 2. In

rhet, arranged in two pairs of

repeated, contrasted, or paral-

lelized words or phrases, the

second pair reversing the order

of the first; characterized by or Decussate Leaves.

constituting such an arrange-

ment; chiastic. See f/iia.smM.?.- Decussate an-

tennSB in entmn., antenna; in wliicb the joints have lat-

eral prm^csses or branches which alternately cross each

decussately (de-kus'at-U), adv. In a decussate

manner.



decussation

decussation (de-ku-sa'shon), n. [= P. dScus-
sation = Sp. decusacion = Pg. decussagHo, < L.
deciissatio(n-), < decussare, cross : see decussate.'\

1. The act of crossing or intersecting; an in-
tersection ; the crossing of two liues, rays, fibers
of nerves, etc.

Though there be decxissation of the rays in the pupil of
the eye, and so the image of the object in the retina . . .

be inverted. Ray, Worlis of Creation.

2. The state of being decussated, or that which
decussates ; a chiasm.
decussative (de-kus'a-tiv), a. [= P. deeussatif;
as deciissa te + -ive.'] Intersecting ; crossing.

Veerusative diametrals, quincuneiall lines and angles.
Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, i.

decussatively (de-kus'a-tiv-li), adv. Crosswise;
in the form of an X.

decussis (df-kus'is), n.
;
pi. decusscs (-ez). [L.,

< decern, = E. ten, + as (ass-), a copper coin, an
as: see a«*. Cf. decussate.2 A large ancient
copper coin, now very rare, of ten times the
value of the as. See as*, and ws grave, under
<Eii. It was current, in the third century B. c, in parts of
Italy (apparently not in Rome) where the as was the mon-
etary unit. The obverse type was a helmeted female hsad

;

the reverse, the prow of a vessel.

decussoriuin (de-ku-s6'ri-um), n.; pi. decusso-
ria (-a). [NL., < L. decussare, divide cross-
wise: see decuaeate.'] Iq surg., an instrument
used for depressing the dura mater after tre-
phining, to facilitate the exit of substances
effused on or under it.

decyphert, v. t. An obsolete form of decipher.

dedain^t, v. [ME. dedainen, dedaynen, dedeinen,
dedeynsn, var. of desdainen, disdainen, disdain

:

see disdain.'^ I, trans. To disdain.

And we were faire and bright,
Therefore me tlioght that he

The kynde of vs tane rayght,
And ther-at dedeyned me.

York Plays, p. 22.

n. intrans. To be disdainful; be displeased.

The princis of prestis and scribis, seeynge the marueil-
ouse thingia that he dide, . . . dedeyneden.

Wyclif, Mat. xxi. 15.

dedain^t, n. [ME., also dedayn, dedein, dedeyn,
var. of desdmn, disdain : see disdain.} Disdain.

Hee [read him] was dedaine on his deede "Madame" to
segge

To any Ladle in lond, for lordlich hee karpes.
Altsaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. B84.

dedain^t, v. t. [ME. dedeynen, by confusion for
deynen, deign : see deign, dedain^.} To deign.

Thou art the way of oure redempcion,
For Crist of the dedeynyt [so two MSS. ; one MS. has hath

deyned] for to take
Bothe flesche and blood. Chaucer, Mother of God, 1. 51,

dedal, dsedal (de'dal), a. [= F. dedale, n., =
It. dedalo, a., < L. dcedalus, < Gr. 6aidaAog, also
dawSo/lfof, skilfully wrought (as a proper name
AaidaTioc, L. Dcedalus, a mythical artist), < Sai-

<!d^/le(v, work skilfully, embellish.] 1. Display-
ing artistic skill ; ingenious ; characterized by
artistic qualities or treatment.

Here ancient Art her dtedal fancies play'd.
T. Warton, Odes, Hi.

Pour forth heaven's wine, Idsean Ganymede,
And let It fill the rfcerfai.cupa like fire.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iii. 1.

2. Artful; changing; inconstant; insincere.

By truth's own tongue,
I have no dcedale heart : why is it wrung
To desperation V Keats, Endymion, iv.

S. Skilful; cunning.
All were it Zeuxis or Praxiteles,
His doedale hand would faile and greatly faynt.
And her perfections with his error taynt.

Spenser, F. Q., Prol. to III.

Also dcedale.

dedalian, dsedalian (de-da'lian), a. [< dedal,

daedal, + -ian.'] Same as dedal.

From time to tiime in various sort
Dedalian Nature seems her to disport.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 11., The Ark.

Cor bodies decked in our dcedalian arms. Chapman.

dedalons, dsedalous (ded'a-lus), a. [< L. dwda-
lus : see dedal.} Same a.8 dedal.

dede^t, «• A Middle English form of deed.

dede4, a. and v. A Middle English form of
dead.

dede't. A Middle English form of did, preterit
of rfoi.

dedecoratef (de-dek'o-rat), V. t. [< L. dedeeo-
raius, pp. of dedecorare (> Pg. dedecorar), dis-
grace, dishonor, < de- priv. + decorare, honor:
see decorate.} To dishonor ; disgrace.

Why lett'st weake WoMiies Tliy head dedecorate
WiKi worthlesse briers, and flesh-transpiercing thornes?

Daviea, Holy £oode, p, 13.
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dedecorationf (de-dek-o-ra'shon), n. [< OP.
dedecoration, < LL. dedhcoratio(n-), < L. dede-
corare: see dedecorate.} A disgracing or dis-
honoring. Bailey.

dedecoroust (de-de-ko'rus), a. [< L. dedecoriis,

LL. also dedecor'osug, dishonorable, disgrace-
ful, < de- priv. -f- decorus, honorable : see deco-
rous.} Disgraceful ; unbecoming. Bailey.

dedeint, dedeynt, v. See dedaini.

dedentitiont (de-den-tish'on), n. [< de- priv.

+ dentition.} The shedding of teeth.

Dedentition or falling of teeth.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

dedes (de'des), n. [Javanese.] An odorifer-
ous substance procured from the rasse.

dedicant (ded'i-kant), «. [< L. dedican{t-)s,
ppr. of dedicare, dedicate.] One who dedicates.

Tile proper form of the dedication, the simple dative of
the name of a divinity, ... is shown on the very primi-
tive altars, . . . also the name of the dedicants.

Encye. Brit., XIII. 127.

dedicate (ded'i-kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dedi-

cated, ppr. dedicating. [< L. dedicatus, pp. of
dedicare, consecrate, declare, proclaim, devote
(> It. dedicare = Sp. Pg. dedicar = P. dedier =
Dan. dedicere = Sw. dedicera), < de- + dicare,
declare, proclaim, akin to dicere, say, tell, ap-
point : see diction.} 1 . To set apart and con-
secrate to a deity or to a sacred purpose ; de-
vote to a sacred use by a solemn act or by re-
ligious ceremonies.
Joram brought . . . vessels of brass ; which also king

David did dedicate unto the Lord. 2 Sam. viii. 10, 11.

2. To devote with solemnity or earnest purpose,
as to some person or end ; hence, to devote,
apply, or set apart in general.

The bud bit with an envious worm,
Ere he can spread his sweet leaves to the air,

Or d€dica(e his beauty to the sun. Shak. ,^.sindJ., 1.1.

To the face of peril
Myself I'll dedicate. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 1.

Many fasnous men have studied here, and dedicated
themselves to the Muses. Coryat, Crudities, I. 129.

We sliall make no apology for dedicating a few pages
to the discussion of that interesting and most important
question. MacatUay.

3. To inscribe or address (a literary or musi-
cal composition) to a patron, friend, or public
character, in testimony of respect or affection,
or to recommend the work to his protection and
favor : as, to dedicate a book.
The ancient custom was to dedicate them [books] only

to private and equal friends.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 36.

These to His Memory— since he held them dear— . . .

I dedicate, I consecrate with tears—
These Idylls. Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Ded.

4. In laiv, to devote (property, as land) to pub-
lie use.=Syu. Siee devote.

dedicate (ded'i-kat), a. [ME. dedicat, < L. rfe-

dj'cwtes, pp.: see the verb.] Consecrated; de-
voted; appropriated. [Archaic or poetical.]

Let no soldier fly

:

He that is truly dedicate to war
Hatll no self-love. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

My praise shall be dedicate to the mind itself.

Bacon, in Spedding, I. 123.

A thing dedicate and appropriate unto God. Spelnian.

dedicatee (ded"i-ka-te'), n. [< dedicate + -eel.]

One to whom a thing is dedicated. [Eare.]

As every dedication meant a present proportioned to
the circumstances of the dedicatee, tliere was a natural
temptation to be lavish of them. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 514.

dedication (ded-i-ka'shon), n. [< OP. dedica-
tion, dedicacion (also dedicace, P. dedicace) = Sp.
dedicacion = Pg. dedicagao = It. dedicazione =
D. dedicatie = Dan. Sw. dedikation, < L. dedi-
catio{n-), dedication, < dedicare, dedicate: see
dedicate.} 1. The act of consecrating to a
deity or to a sacred use with appropriate so-
lemnities ; a solemn appropriation or setting
apart : as, the dedication of a church.

And the children of Israel . . . kept the dedication of
this house of God with joy. Ezra vi. 16.

2. The act of devoting with solemnity or
earnestness of feeling to any purpose.— 3.
The act of inscribing or addressing a literai'y

or an artistic work to a patron, friend, or pub-
lic character.

Neither is the modern dedication of books ana writings,
as to patrons, to be commended.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 36.

4. An address prefixed to a literary or musical
composition, inscribed to a patron, as a means
of recommending the work to his protection
and favor, or, as now usually, to a private
friend or to a public character, as a mark of
affection or respect.

de domo reparando
Proud as Apollo on his forked hill.

Sate full-blown Bufo, purt'd by sorry quill

;

Fed by soft dedication all day long,
Horace and he went hand in hand in song.

Pope, Prol. to .Satires, 1. 233.

5. In law, a voluntary surrender or abandon-
ment of property by the owner to public use,
as of land, by consenting to the making of a
highway upon it, or of an invention, by neglect
to patent it

—

Feast of the Dedication, a feast insti-

tuted at the liberation of Jerusalem from the Syrians by
Judas Maccabseus, about 165 B. c. , in commemoration of the
purification of the Temple and dedication of a new altar,
after the pollution of the Temple and former altar by An-
tiochus Eplphanes. See 1 Mac. Iv. 43-.')9 ; 2 Mac. i. 18, x.

3-8. Also called the Enccenia. = SyTi. 1 and 2. Consecra-
tion, devotion.— 3 and 4. Inscription-

dedicator (ded''i-ka-tor), n. [= It. dedicatore,

< LL. dedicator, < L. dedicare, dedicate: see
dedicate.} One who dedicates ; specifically,

one who inscribes a book to a patron, friend,
or public character.

Leave dangerous truths to unsuccessful satires.

And flattery to fulsome dedicators.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 593.

dedicatorial (ded"i-ka-t6'ri-al), a. [< dedica-
tory + -al.} Same a,s dedicatory.

dedicatory (ded'i-ka-to-ri), a. and n. [= P. cM-
dicatoire; as dedicate + -ory.} I. a. Of the
nature of a dedication ; serving as a dedication.

An epistle dedicatory.
Dryden, Love's Triumph, Ep. Ded.

Il.t «. A dedication.

Neere a kin to him who set forth a passion sermon, with
a formall dedicatory in great letters to our Saviour.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

dedicaturet (ded'i-ka-tur), «. l< dedicate -i-

-ure.} The act of dedicating ; dedication.
dedimus (ded'i-mus), «. [< L. dedimus, we
have given, 1st pers. pi. perf. ind. act. of dare,
give: see date^.} In law, a writ to commis-
sion one who is not a judge to do some act in
place of a judge, as to examine a witness, etc.

The Latin form of the writ began "Dedimus
potestatem," we have given power.
dedit (da-de'), n. [P.] In French and French-
Canadian law, the sum stipulated as a penalty
for breach of contract.

deditiont (df-dish'on), n. [< L. deditio{n-), <
dedere, give up, surrender, devote, < de, away,
-H dare, give : see date'^.} The act of yielding
anything; surrender.

It was not a complete conquest, but rather a dedition
upon terms and capitulations agreed between the con-
queror and the conquered.

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law of Eng.

dedititiancy (ded-i-tish'ian-si), n. [< L. dedi-

ticius, dedititius, belonging to a surrender, as
n., a captive (< dedere, pp. deditus, give up, sur-
render: aee dedition), + -aney.} In early Bom.
law, the condition or status of the lowest class
of freedmen, who were not admitted to full

citizenship because of misconduct during their
condition of slavery.

dedlyt, a. and adv. An obsolete spelling of
deadly.

dedo (da'do), n. [Sp. Pg., a finger, finger-
breadth, < L. digitus, a finger: see digit.} A
Spanish and Portuguese long measure ; a finger-

breadth. The Spanish measure is about Jf^ of an English
inch; the Portuguese measure equals ^^ of an English
inch.

dedolation (ded-o-la'shon), «. [= p. dedola-
tion, < NL. dedolatio(n-), < L. dedolare, hew
away, < de, away, + dolare, hew, chip with an
ax.] The action by which a cutting instrument
divides obliquely any part of the body and
produces a wound accompanied by loss of sub-
stance. Wounds by dedolation most frequently
occur on the head. Dunglison.
dedolentt (ded'o-lent), a. [< L. dedolen{1-)s,

ppr. of cledolere, cease to grieve, < de- priv. +
dolere, grieve: see dole^.} Peeling no sorrow
or compunction.
Wben once the criterion or perceptive faculty has lost its

tenderness and sensibility, and the mind becomes repro-
bate, then darkness and light, good and evil, . . . are all

one. Then . . . men are dedolent and past feeling.

Hallywell, Saving of Souls, p. 114.

No men [are] so accm'sed with indelible infaniie and
dedolent impenitency as Authors of Heresie.

A'. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 22.

de domo reparando (de do'mo rep-a-ran'do).

[L., for the repairing of a building: de, of;

domo, abl. of domiis, a house, building; repa-

rando, abl. ger. of reparare, repair: see repair^.}

A writ issued at common law at the suit of an
owner against liis neighbor whose house he
fears will fall, to the damage of his own, or
against his co-tenant to compel him to share



de domo reparando

the expense of repairing property held in com-
mon.
deducation (ded-u-ka'shon), n. A misleading;

a turning in the wrong direction.

Let any one think of the amount of deducation atttimpt-

ed about the Repeal of the Corn Laws.
HymTis to Virffin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. viii.

deduce (de-dus')) *'• '•; pret. and pp. deduced,

ppr. deducing. [= F. deduir = Sp. deducir =
Pg. deduzir = It. dedurre, < L. deducere, lead

away, bring down, draw away, derive, < de,

down, away, + ducere, lead: see dtwtj duke.

Cf. adduce^ conduce, etc., and see deducU'\ If.

To lead forth or away; conduct.

He should hither deduce a colony.
Selden, Illustrations of Drayton, xvii,

2t. To trace the course of; describe from first

to last.

I will deduce him from his cradle, till he was swallowed
up in the gulf of fatality. Sir //. Wottoji.

The greatest News we now have here is a notable naval

Fight that was lately betwixt the Spaniard and Hollander,
in the Downs ; but to make it mure intelligible, I will de-

duce the Business from the Beginning.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 40.

3. To draw; derive; trace.

My boast is not that I deduce my birth
From loins enthron'd.

Cowper, My Mother's Picture.

O goddess, say, shall I deduce my rhymes
From the dire nation in its early times? Pope.

The Toryism of Scott sprang from love of the past ; tliat

of Carlyle is fur more dangerously infectious, for it is logi-

cally deduced from a deep disdain of human nature.
Lowell, Stuiiy Windows, p. 141.

4. To derive or conclude as a result of a known
principle ; draw as a necessary conclusion ; in-

fer from what is known or believed. See de-

ductiouy and deductive reasoning, under deduc-

tive.

Reason is nothing but the faculty of deducin{; unknown
truths from principles already known. Locke.

No just Heroic Poem ever was or can be made, from
whence one great Moral may not be deduced.

Addison, Spectator, No. 369.

Certain propensities of human nature are assumed ; and
from these premises the whole science of politics is syn-
thetically deduced. Macaulay, Mill on Government.

5t. To bring before a court of justice for de-
cision. Bacon.— 6t. To deduct.

A matter of four hundred
To be deduced upon the payment. B. Jonson.

deducement (de-dus'ment), n. [< deduce +
-rnent.'] A deduced proposition; the conclu-
sion of a logical deduction.

What other deducemenU or analogies are cited out of
St. Paul, to prove a likeness between the ministers of the
Old anci New Testament? Milton, Church-Government.

deducibility (de-du-si-bil'i-ti), n, [< dedudble

:

see -bility.] The quality of being deducible;
deducibleness. Coleridge.

deducible (de-du'si-bl), a. [< deduce + -ible.l

If, Capable of being brought down.
As if . . . God [were] deducible to human imbecility.

Stafe Trials, Lt.-Col. Lllburne, an. Ift49.

2. Capable of being derived by reasoning from
known principles or facts; inferable by deduc-
tion.

All properties of a triangle . . . are deducible from the
complex idea of three lines including a space. Locke.

I will add no more to the length of this sermon tJian by
two or three short an<l independent rules deducible from
it. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

deducibleness (de-du'si-bl-nes), n. The qual-
ity of beiug deducible.

deducive (de-du'siv), a. [< deduce + -tw.]
Performing an act of deduction. [Rare.]
deduct (de-<^lukt'), V. t. [< L. deductus, pp. of
deducerc, lead away, draw away, subtract, etc.

:

see deduce.'] If. To lead forth or away; de-
duce; conduct.

The Philippians, . . . apeopIed«<fu«/edouteof thecltie
of Philippos. J. tldall, Pref. to Philippians.

2t. To trace out; set forth.

For divers great and importunate considerations, which
were here too long to be deducted.

Mary, Queen of Scots, letter to Babington (ir»86),

[in Howelis State Trials.

3t. To bring down ; reduce.

Clerk. Why, sir? alas, 'tis notliing; 'tis but so many
months, so many weeks, so many

Gnotfui. Do not deduct it t<» days, t'will be the more
tedious ; and to measure it by tkoui^lasses were intoler-
able. Middleton, Manmivfer, and Rowley, Old Iaw, lil. 1.

4. To take away, separate, or remove in num-
bering, estimating, or calculating; subtract, as
a counterbalancing item or particular: as, to
deduct losses from the total receipts; from the
amount of profits deduct the freight-charges.

1495
The late king had also agreed that two and a half per

cent should be deducted out of the pay of the foreign
troops. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1711.

=Syn. 4. Deduct, Subtract. These words cannot properly
be used interchangeably. Deduct is to lead away, set aside,

in a general or distributive sense; subtract, to draw oif,

remove, in a literal or collective sense. In settling a mer-
cantile account, certain items, as charges, losses, etc., ai-e

deducted by being added togetiier and tiicir total subtracted
from the grand total of the transaction. J?'rom a parcel
of goods of known value or number articles are subtracted
or literally taken away as required ; the value or number
of the remainder at any time may be ascertained by de-

ducting the value or number of those taken from the ori-

ginal package ; and this again is etfected by subiraciing the
figures representing the smaller amount from those repre-
senting the larger.

deductible (de-duk'ti-bl), a. [< deduct + -ihle.']

1. Capable of being deducted or withdrawn.

—

2t. Deducible.
deductio (de-duk'shi-6), n. [L. : see deduction,']

Deduction; specifically, in music, the regular
succession of notes in the hexachords of the
musical system introduced by Guido d'Arezzo,

about A. D. 1024. Hence, deductio prima, tlie notes of

tlie first hexacliord ; deductio secunda, the notes of the
second hexachord; and soon to deditctio septima.—Do-
ductLo ad impOBslbile (Latin translation of Greek ajra-

?'w'^i7 «C9 TOF oEvyaToi', deduction to the impossible), in

ogic, the proof of the falsity of a hypothesis by showing
that it leads to a conclusion known to be false.

deduction (df-duk'shon), w, [< ME. deduccioun,
< OF. deduction, F, deduction = Sp. deduccion
= Pg. deducqdo = It. deduzione, < L. deductio{n-),

deduction, < deducere, lead or take away, de-
duce, deduct: see deduce and deduct.] If. A
drawing or tracing out and setting forth.

A compleate deduction of theprogresse of navigation
and com'erce, from its first principle, to ye present age.

Evelyn, To my Lord Treasurer.

2t. The act of deriving; derivation.

To them [vowels], as is well known to etymologists, little

regard is to be shewn in the deduction of one language
from another. Johnson, Eng. Diet., Pref.

3. In logiCf derivation as a result from a known
principle ; necessary inference ; also, the result

itself, as so concluded. As a term of logic, it is a
translation of Aristotle's avaymyri (translated deductio by
Boethius), and properly signifies an illative descent from
a general principle to the result of that principle in a spe-

cial case; it is specially used by Aristotlu when there is a
doubt whether the case truly comes under tlie principle.

By the older logicians it is little used, and not with any
exact signification. In modern times it has J}een chiefly

employed by those who hold that all reasonmj^ is either

a descent from generals to particulars (deduction) or an
ascent fnmi particulars to generals (iiuiuction). See de-

dtuitive reasoning, under deductive.

Probation may be either a process of dedtiction— that
is, the leading of proof out of one higher or more general

f>roposition— or a process of induction— tliat is, the lead-

ng of proof out of a plurality of lower or less general
Judgments. Sir W. Hamilton.

Deduction . . . is the inverse process of inferring a par-
ticular case from a law of cases assumed to be of like nature.
Q. II. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., III. iv. § 47.

It is astonishing how little of the real life of the time
we learn from the Troubadours except by way of inference
and deduction. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 236.

4. The act of deducting or taking away; sub-
traction; abatement: as, the deduction of the
subtrahend from the minuend; prompt pay-
ment will insure a large deduction.— Sf. A pay-
ment; a statement of payments.

The other Curate, of Luddyngton, payde by the War-
den, as apperythe aboue in the deduccouiotis of the same
College. English GUds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 222.

Deduction for new, in mercantile law, the allowance,
usually one third, made to one who is required to reim-
burse or to advance the cost of repairing a damage to

a vessel caused by the perils of navigation, the presump-
tion being that the renewed part is better than the old.

—Deduction of a claim, in law, the proof of a right by
sliowiiig tliat it results fnjui principles of law or equity.—
Deduction of a concept, in Kantian philos., the proof
that the loncept has a meaning— that is, refers to an ob-

ject.— Transcendental deduction, in Kantian metaph.
,

the proof of the oltjcctive validity of any concept. =Syn. 3.

Concluaiim, Corollary, etc. See iv/erence.— 4. Subtrac-

tion, diniinution, discount, tare.

deductive (de-duk'tiv), a. [= F. dMuctif= Sp.

Pg. deductivo, < LL. deductivtis, < L. deducercj

deduce, deduct: see deduce and deduct.] 1.

Consisting of deduction; of the nature of or
based on inference from accepted principles.

We ought therefore to be fully aware of the modes and
degree in which the forms of deductive reasoning are af-

fected by the theoi7 of probability, and many persons
might be surprised at the results which must be admitted.

Jevotui.

Before deductive interpretation of the general truths,

there must be some inductive establishment of them.
//. Spencer, Prin. 6f Sociol., §211.

2, Deduced; derived as a conclusion from ac-

cepted principles; relating to inference from a

pnncipfe to the results of that principle in any
special case.

deed
He labours to introduce asecondary and deductive Athe*

ism : that although men concede there is a God, yet they
should deny his providence.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 10.

Deductive method, in the logical system of J. S. Mill,
that mode of investigation by which the law of an effect
is ascertained from the consideration of the laws of the
different tendencies of which it is the joint result. This
method consists of three kinds of operation, the first di-

rect induction, the second ratiocination, the third verifi-

cation.

To the deductive method, thus characterized in its three
constituent parts of induction, ratiocination, and verifica-

tion, the human mind is indebted for its most conspicu-
ous triumphs in the investigation of nature.

Mill, Logic, III. xi. § 6.

Deductive reasoning is commonly opposed to indue-
titu:, and is meant to include all necessary reasoning (even
mathematical induction), together with those probable
reasonings which predict results as true in the long run,
but excluding those inferences which are regarded as be-

ing open to correction in the long run. Thus, if, from
counting the letters on a single page, one concludes the
proportions of the different letters wliich will generally be
needed in a font of type, the reasoning is inductive ; but
if, knowing what the proportions generally are, one con-

cludes what will be needed in printing a particular book
or page, the reasoning is deductive.

deductively (de-duk'tiv-li), adv. By deduction;
in consequence of a general principle.

There is scarce n popular errour passant in our days,
which is not either directly expressed or deductively con-
tained in this work [Pliny's Natural History].

Sir T. Brovnie, Vulg. Err., i. 8.

deduitt, "• [ME., also dedute and shortened
diite, < OF, deduit, desduit = Pr. desduch, < ML.
deductus, diversion, pleasure, lit. (in L.) a
drawing away, < L. deducere, draw away: see
deduct, deduction. For the meaning, cf. diver-

sion.] Pleasure ; sport
;
pastime.

Upon his bond he bar for his deduyt
An egle tame, as enylylie whyt.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1319.

Than driue thei forth the day in dedut & in murthe.
William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4998.

deduplication (de-dii-pli-ka'shon), n. [= F.
deduplication, < NL, *d€duplioatio{n-), < *de-

duplicare (F. dedoubler), divide into two, < L.

de- + dwp/icarc, duplicate, double: see dupli-

cate.] In bat., same as chorisis.

deei (de), V. i. [Sc., = E. diel.] To die.

And for Ijonnie Annie Lawrie
I'd lay me doun and dee. Scotch song.

dee^ (de), «. [Sc, = dey'^.] A dairymaid. See

deed (ded), w, [Early mod. E. also deede; < ME.
deed, dede, < AS. dwd (= OS. dad = OFries.
dede = D. daad = OHG. MHG. tat, G. tat, that

= Icel. dddh = Sw. ddd = Dan. daad = Gloth.

ga-deds), deed, a thing done, with formative
~d (orig. pp. suffix: see -d'^, -ed*^), < don {-^

*dd), do: see do^.] 1. That which is done,
acted, performed, or accomplished; a doing;
an act: a word of extensive application, in-

eluding whatever is done, good or bad, great
or small.

( And alle the gode dedis a man doth by his lyve is litiU

a-vaile but yef he haue gode ende.
Merlin {E. E. T. S.), i. 93.

Ther dlde Arthur merveillouse dedes of amies, that
gretly he was be-holden, bothe on that oon part and on
the tother. Merlin (E, E. T. S.), i. 117.

The altering ol religion, the making of ecclesiastical

laws, with other the like actions belonging unto the
power of dominion, are still termed the deeds of the king.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 1.

And Joseph said unto them, What deed is this that ye
have done? Gen. xliv. 15.

Words are women, deeds are men.
G. Herbert, Jacula Prudentum.

Arthur yet had done no deed of arms.
Ten7iyson, Coming of Arthur.

The motives of the Inquisitors were, we may presume,
good, but their deeds were diabolical.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 148.

2. Power of action ; agency; performance.

Both will and iffcd created free. Milton, P. L., v. 549.

3. In latv, a writing on parchment or paper,
authenticated by the seal of the person whose
mind it purports to declare ; more specifically,

such a writing made for the purpose of convey-
ing real estate. See indenture, and deed poll,

below.

Inquire the Jew's house out, give him this deed, .

And let him sign it. Shak., M. of V., iv. 2.

Receive this scroll,

A deed of gift, of body, and of soul.

Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, ii. 1,

Bond for a deed. See hond^ .
— Commissioner of deeds.

See (,v>j;((/i/.v.s^>»^>-.— Composition deed. Sce composi-

tion.— Deed of accession, deed of assumption. See
accession, assiim }i( inn. —J}eed of bargain and sale. See
bargain and sale, under bargain.—Deed Of saylngt. tho



deed
executing what has l>een said or promised ; performance
of what has been undertaken.

In the plainer and simpler kind of people,
The deed 0/ saying is quite out of use.

Shak., T. of A., v. 1.

Deed of trust, a conveyance to one party of property, to
be by him held in trust for othere. Speciftcally, a con-
veyance by or on behalf of a debtor, to a tiiird pei*son, of
real or personal property, or Iwth, in trust to secure pay-
ment of creditors or to indemnify sureties.—Deed poll
« deed + poll tor polled, pp. of />oWl, shave, shear), a deed
made by one party only ; so called because the paper or
parchment is otit even and not indented. See indfntitre.
— Estoppel by deed. See estoppel.

—

Gratuitous deed.
See ffmtiiitoitK conveyaTice, under conveyance.—In deed,
in fact; in reality: used chiefly in the phrases in very
deed, in deed and in truth. See indeed.

One . . . wrote certaine prety verses of the Emperor
Maximinus, to warne him that he should not glory too
much in his owne strength, for so he did in very deed.

Puttenhain, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 206.

Let us not love in word, neither in tongue, but in deed
and in truth. John iii. 18.

Narrative of a deed. See narrative.—To acknowledge
a deed, to damn a deed, to extend a deed. See the
\eTbs. = Syu.l. Action, Act, Deed. (.See action.) Exploit,
etc. See/c,rt(l.

deed (ded), r. t. [< deed, «.] To convey or
transfer by deed : as, he deeded all Ms estate to
his eldest son.

deed-box (ded'boks), n. A box for keeping
deeds and other valuable papers, and often
adapted to the common size of folded papers,
usual in lawyers' offices, etc.

deed-doer (ded'do'er), n. A doer; a perpe-
trator.

The deed-doers Matrevers and Gourney . . , durst not
abide the triall. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 185.

deedful (ded'ful), a. [< deed + -/«?.] Char-
acterized or marked by deeds or exploits ; full

of deeds; stirring.

You have made the wiser choice,
A life that moves to gracious ends
Thro' troops of unrecording friends,
A deed/ul life. Tennyson, To .

deedily (de'di-li), adv. [< deedy + -ly^.'] In a
deedy manner; actively; busily. [Bare.]

Frank Churchill at a table near her, most deedily occu-
pied about her spectacles. Jane Austen, Emma, II. x.

deedless (ded'les), a. [(= G. thatenlos = Icel.

dddhlauss = Dan. daadlos) < deed + -less.^ In-
active ; unmarked by deeds or exploits.

Speaking in deeds, and deedless in his tongue.
Shak., T. andC.,iv. 5.

deeds (dedz), n. pi. [E. dial, and Sc. , = deads.']

Earth, gravel, etc., thrown out in digging;
specifically, in coal-mining, refuse rock; attle
thrown upon the dump, burrow, or spoil-bank.
Also deads. See dead, «., 2. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]
What is taken out of the ditch (vernacularly the deeds)

thrown behind this facing to support it.

Agric. Sun. I'eeb., p. 131. (Jamiesmi.)

deedyi (de'di), a. [(= G. tMtig, active) < deed
+ -yi.] Industrious; active. [Rare.]
Who praiseth a horse that feeds well but is not deedy

for the race or travel, speed or length?
S. Ward, Sermons, p. 165.

In a messenger sent is required celerity, sincerity, con-
stancy ; that he be speedy, that he be heedy, and, as we
say, that he be deedy. Hev. T. Adams, Works, II. 111.

There were grim silent depths in Nic's character ; a small
deedy spark in his eye, as it caught Christine's, was all that
showed his consciousness of her.

T. Hardy, The Waiting Supper, iii.

deedy2 (de'di), n.
;
pi. deedies (-diz). A chicken

or young fowl. [Southern U. 8.]

They disputed about the best methods of tending the
newly hatched deedies, that had chipped the shell so late
in the fall as to be embarrassed by the frosts and the
coming cold weather.

C. £. Craddock, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 67.

deeml (dem), v. [< ME. demen, < AS. demon
(= ONorth. doema = OS. d-domian = OPries.
dema = D. doemen = MLG. domen = OHG. tuo-
men, MHG. tuemen = Icel. d(ema = Sw. domma
= Dan. domme = Goth, gadomjan), judge, deem,
< dom, judgment, doom: see doom, n., and cf.

doom, v.] I. trans. 1. To think, judge, or hold
as an opinion; decide or believe on considera-
tion ; suppose : as, he deemed it prudent to be
silent.

And in the feld he left hym liggeng,

Demynff non other butt that he was dede.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3028.

I deem I have half a guess of you
; your name is Old

Honesty. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 293.

And, listening to thy murmur, he shall deem
He hears the rustling leaf and running stream.

Bryant, Evening Wind.

And the men of Parga deemed, though they were mis-
taken in the thought, that to the mission of Corinth and
Venice England had succeeded.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 334.
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2. To hold in belief or estimation ; adjudge as
a conclusion; regard as being; account: as,

Shakspere is deemed the greatest of poets.

For never can I deem him less than god.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, i.

Yet he who saw this Geraldine
Had deem'd her sure a thing divine.

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

That what was deemed wisdom in former times, is not
necessarily folly in ours. Story, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1826.

The provincial writers of Latin devoted themselves with
a dreary assiduity to the imitation of models which they
deemed classical. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 239.

3t. To judge; pass judgment on; sentence;
doom.

He badde vs preche and here wittenesse
That he schulde deme bothe quike and dede.

York Plays, p. 466.

The Sowdon doth vs wrong, as thinkith me.
To make vs deme a man withoute lawe.

Genei-ydes (E. E. T. S.), \. 1614.

Sixe judges were dispos'd
To view and deeme the deedes of armes that day.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 4.

4t. To adjudge; decree.

If ye deeme me death for loving one
That loves not me. Spenser.

5t. To dispense (justice) ; administer (law).

By led men and lyf-holy my lawe shal be demyd.
Piers Plowman (C), v. 175.

II. intrans. To have an opinion
;
judge ; think.

I would not willingly be suspected of deeming too lightly
of this drama. Oifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xl.

deemlf (dem), ». l<. deem^, v.] Opinion; judg-
ment ; surmise.

How now? what wicked deem is this?
SAoit., T. and C, iv. 4.

deem^t, deemet, n. [Variants of dime, disme,

q. v.] A tithe ; a tenth.

There was graunted vnto him halfe a deem of the spirit-

nalitie, and halfe a deeme of the temporalitie.
Grafton, Rich. II., an. 10.

deemert, «. A judge ; an adjudicator.
deemster, dempster (dem'-. demp ' stfer), m.

[Formerly also demster; < ME. demester, demi-
ster, demster, dempster, a judge, < demen, judge:
see deeni^ and -ster. A parallel form is doom-
ster.] A judge; one who pronounces sentence
or doom ; specifically, the title of two judges in
the Isle of Man who act as the chief justices of
the island, the one presiding over the northern,
the other over the southern, division. Compare
doomster.

deeneti «- See din.

deep (dep), a. and n. [Earlymod. E. deepe ; < ME.
deep, depe, < AS. de6p = OS. diop, diap = OFries.
diap, dim) = D. diep = MLG. diep = OHG. tiiif,

MHG, G. tief= Icel. dj&pr = Sw. diup = Dan.
dijb = Goth, diups, deep ; akin to dip, dop, and
prob. to dive, duV^, q. v. Hence depth, etc.] I,
a. 1. Having considerable or great extension
downward, or in a direction viewed as analogous
with downward, (a) Especially, as measured from the
surface or top downward : extending far downward

; pro-
found : opposed to shallow, as, deep water ; a deep mine

;

a deep well ; a deep valley.

This city [Jerusaleml stands at the south-end of a large
plain, . . . and has vallies on the other three sides, which
to the east and south are very deep.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 7.

You may think long over those few words without ex-
hausting the deep wells of feeling and thought contained
in them. Riiskin.

(b) As measured from the point of view : extending far
above ; lofty : as, a deep sky. (c) As measured from with-
out inward : extending or entering far within ; situated
far within or toward the center.

Ector to the erth egurly light,

The gay armur to get of the gode hew,
That he duly dessirit in his depe hert.

Destruction 0/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6415.

Than he smytethe himself, and makethe grete Woundes
and depe here and there, tille he falle doun ded.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 177.

I think she loves me, but I fear another
Is deeper in her lieart.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 2.

The Fangs of a Bear, and the Tusks of a wild Boar, do
not bite worse, and make deeper Gashes, then a Goose-
quill, sometimes. Howell, Lettei-s, ii. 2.

id) As measured from the front backward: long: as, a
deep house ; a deep lot.

Impaled
On every side with shadowing squadrons deep.
To hide the fraud. Milton, P. L., vi. 554.

2. Having (a certain) extension as measured
from the surface downward or from the front
backward : as, a mine 1,000 feet deep ; a case 12
inches long and 3 inches deep ; a house 40 feet
deep ; a file of soldiers six deep.— 3. Immersed

;

absorbed; engrossed; wholly occupied : as, deep
in figures.

deep

Let him be judge how deep I am in love.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

I was in the Coffee-House very deep in advertisements.
Gray, Letters, I. 131.

4. Closely involved or implicated.

It appeared that the Duke of Marlborough was deep in
the schemes of St. Germain's. Watpote, Letters, II. 292.

5. Hard to get to the bottom or foundation of;
difficult to penetrate or understand ; not easily
fathomed; profound; abstruse.

Lord, . . . thy thoughts are very deep. Ps. xcii. 5.

A people of a deeper speech than thou canst perceive.
Isa. xxxiii. 19.

The blindness of Cupid contains a deep allegory.
Bacon, Physical Fables, viiL, Expl.

Deep as are the truths that matter is indestructible and
motion continuous, there is a yet deeper truth implied by
these two. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 281.

The deep mind of dauntless infancy.
Tennyson, Ode to Memory.

6. Sagacious; penetrating; profound: as, a
man of deep insight.

The woi-thy, to that wegh, that was of wit noble,
Depe of discrecioun, in dole thof sho were,
Sho herknet hym full byndly, & with hert gode.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 9237.

Deep clerks she dumbs. Shak., Pericles, v. (Gower).

Rules [Roscommon's] whose deep sense and heavenly num-
bers show

The best of critics, and of poets too.

Addison, The Greatest English Poets.

7. Artful; contriving; plotting; insidious; de-
signing: as, he is a deep schemer.

Keep the Irish fellow
Safe, as you love your life, for he, 1 fear,

Has a deep hand in this.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iii. 1.

In the way of Trade, we still suspect the smoothest
Dealers of the deepest Designs.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, iv. 3.

8. Grave in sound ; low in pitch : as, the deep
tones of an organ.

The fine and deep tones of Pasta's voice had not yet
lost their brilliancy, and her acting was as unrivalled as
ever. First Year 0/ a Silken Reign, p. 186.

9. Great in degree; intense; extreme; pro-
found : as, deep silence ; deep darkness ; deej)

grief ; a deep black.

The Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam.
Gen. ii. 21.

1 understand with a deep Sense of Sorrow of the Indis-
position of your Son. Howell, Letters, ii. 51.

On the day I quitted Sarasiab, my guide killed one [a
tarantula] of a beautifully silvery white, with deep orange
longitudinal stripes. 0'Donovan, Merv, xii.

10. Muddy; boggy; ha'ving much loose sand
or soil : applied to roads.

The ways in that vale were very deep.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

At last, after much fatigue, through deep roads, and bad
weather, we came, with no small difficulty, to our jour-
ney's end. Whately, Rhetoric, III. ii. 1 12.

11. Heartfelt; earnest; affecting.

O God ! if my deep prayers cannot appease thee, . . .

Yet execute thy wrath on me alone.
Shak., Rich. IIL, i. t.

Whilst I was speaking, the glorious power of the Lord
wonderfully rose, yea, after an awful manner, and had a
deep entrance upon their spirits.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

12. Profound; thorough.

Will any one disgrace himself by doubting the necessity
of deep and continued studies, and various and thorough
attainments to the bench ? R. Choate, Addresses, p. 360.

13t. Late; advanced in time.

I marie how forward the day is. . . . 'Slight, 'tis deeper
than I took it, past live ! B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

14. In logic, signifying much ; having many
predicates. See depth, 9. =syn. 5. Difficult, knotty,
mysterious.— 7. Shrewd, crafty, cunning.

II. n. [< ME. deepe, depe, < AS. dype, f. (=
MLG. diupi, diopi, diipi = OHG. tinfi, tiefi,

MHG. tiufe, tiefe, G. tiefe, dial, tenfe, f.,
"=

Icel. dypi, neut.), also dcop, neut. (= D. diep
= G. <(e/= Icel. diup — Sw. djup = Dan. dyh),
the deep (sea) ; from the adj. : see deep, a. Cf.
depth.] 1. That which is of great depth. Specifi-
cally— (a) The sea; the abyss of waters; the ocean; any
great body of water.

He maketh the deep to boil like a pot. Job xli. 31.

(6) pi. A deep channel near a town : as, Memel Deeits,

Prussia ; Boston Deeps, near Boston, England, (c) A name
given by geographers to well-marked depressions in the
ocean-bed greater than two thousand fathoms, (rf) The
sky ; the unclouded heavens.

The blue deep,
Where stars their perfect courses keep,

Emerson, Monadnoc.

(e) In coal-mining, the lowest part of the mine, especially
the portion lower thaii the bottom of the shaft, or the lev-

els extending therefrom. (/) Any abyss.



deep
Deep calleth unto deep at the noise of thy waterspouts

;

all thy waves and thy billows are gone over me.
Ps. xlii. 7.

2. Naut., the distance in fathoms between two
successive marks on a lead-line : used in an-

nouncing soundings when the depth is greater

than the mark under water and less than the

one above it : as, by the deep 4. See lead-line.

— 3. That which is too profound or vast to be
fathomed or comprehended; a profound mys-
tery.

Thy judgments are a great deep. Ps. xxxvi. 6.

A great free glance into the very deeps of thought.
Carlyle.

4. Depth; distance downward or outward.

Immeasurable deeps of space crushed me.
T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreerae, xiv.

6. The middle point ; the point of greatest in-

tensity ; the culmination.

The deep of night is crept upon our talk.

Shot., J. C, iv. 3.

In his deepe of sickness
He is so charitable.

Heyivood, If you Know not Me, ii,

deep (dep), adv. [< ME. deepe, depe, < AS. deope

(= OS. diopo, diapo = D. diep = OHG. tiefo,

MHG. tiefe, tie/, G. tief; ef. Dan. dybt = 8w.
djupt), adv., deep, < deoj), deep: see deep, a.]

Deeply.

Now seith the booke that the kynge Arthur was so depe
paste in to the bateile, that they wist« not where he was
be-come. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 407.

Deep versed in books, and shallow in himself.
MMun, P. L., iv. 327.

A little learning is a dangerous thing

;

Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 216.

Methodism is more fashionable than anything but brag

;

the women play very deep at both. Watpole, Letters, II. 149.

deept, "• »• [< ME. *depen, deopen (= OFries.
diupa = D. diepen = MHG. tiefen, teufen, G. tie-

fen, ver-tiefen = Goth, 'diuman, in comp. ga-
diupjan, make deep) ; from the adj. : see deep,

a., and cf. deepen and dip."] 1. To become deep

;

deepen.

When you come vpon any coast, or doe fiude any sholde
^anke in the sea, you are then to vse your leade oftener,

as you shal thinke it requisit«, noting diligently the order
of your depth, and the deepitvj and sholding.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 436.

2. To go deep ; sink.

Theonne ,

soule.
. ther waxeth wunde & deopeth into the

Aitcren Riwle, p. 288.

deep-browed (dep'broud), a. Having a high
and broad brow ; hence, of large mental endow-
ments ; of great intellectual capacity.

oft of one wide expanse had I been told.

That deep-brow'd Homer ruled as his demesne.
Keats, On First Looking into Chapman's Homer.

deep-drawing (dep'dra''ing), a. Requiring con-
siderable depth of water to float in; sinking
deep in the water.

The deep-dravnng barks do there disgorge
Their warlike fraughtage. Shak., T. and C, Prol.

deepen (de'mi), t). [<. deep + -en'^. Cf. (feep, t'.]

I. intrans. To become deep or deeper, in any
sense ; increase in depth.

The water dee^ned and sholdned so very gently, that In
heaving five or six times we could scarce have a foot dirter-

ence. Dampier, Voyage to New Holland, an. 1699.

Lo I where the giant on tlie mountain stands.
His blood-red tresses deep'ninr/ in the sun.

Byron, Childe Harold, I. 39.

Ay me, the sorrow deepens down.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, ilix.

H. troTis. To make deep or deeper, in any
sense.

He made forts and barricadoes, heightened the ditches,
deepened the trenches. Stow, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1601.

Deepens the murmur of the falling floods.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, I. 169.

The full autumn sun brought out the ruddy color of the
tiled gables, and deepened tile shadows in the narrow
streets. Mrs. Gaskell, .Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

But the charm of the place [Haddon Hall) is so much
less that of grandeur than that of melancholy, that it is

rather deepeneiL than diminished by this attitude of obvi-
ous survival and decay.

11. Javuis, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 27.

Deepening thy voice with the deepening of the night.
Tennyson, Valley of Cauteretz.

deep-fett (dep'fet), a. Fetched or drawn from
or as if from a depth.

A rablde that rejoice
To see my tears, and hear my deep-Jet groans.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 4.

deeping (de'ping), n. [< deep + -tnj/1,] See the
extract.
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They [twine drift-nets] are . . . netted by hand, and are

made in narrower pieces called deepings, which are laced
together one below the other to make up the required
depth. Encye. Brit., IX. 251.

deep-laid (dep'lad), a. Formed with elaborate
artifice : as, a deep-laid plot,

deeply (dep'li), adv. [< ME. deplike, deopliche,

< AS. deoplice, deeply, < deoplic, adj., deep, <
deop, deep: see deep, a.] 1. At or to a great
depth ; far below the surface.

I have spoke this, to know if your affiance
Were deeply rooted. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 7.

The lines were deeplier ploughed upon his face.

I{. L. Stevenson, The Merry Men.

2. Profoundly ; thoroughly ; to a great degree

:

as, he was deeply versed in ethics.

They have deeply corrupted themselves. Hos. ix. 9.

3. Intensely.

The deeply red juice of buckthorn berries. Boyle.

Blue, darkly, deeply, beautifully blue.
Southey, Madoc in Wales, v.

No writer is more deeply imbued with the spirit of Words-
worth than Emerson. O. W. Holmes, Emerson, iv.

4. With strong feeling, passion, or appetite

;

eagerly; immoderately; passionately.

She's ta'en out a Bible braid.
And deeply has she sworn.

Sweet Willie and Fair Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 336).

Deeply he drank, and fiercely fed. Scott, Rokeby, i. 6.

5. With profound sorrow ; with deep feeling.

He sighed deeply in his spirit. Mark viii. 12.

Deeply nioum'd the Lord of Burleigh.
Tennyson, Lord of Purleigh.

6. With low or deep pitch : as, a deeply toned
instrument.— 7. With elaborate artifice ; with
deep purpose : as, a deeply laid plot or intrigue.

Either you love too dearly,
Or deeply you dissemble, sir.

Beau, and Fl., Valentinian, v. 6.

deepmost (dep'most), a. superl. [< deep +
-viosW] Deepest ; of utmost or greatest depth.
[Bare.]

Loud should Clan-Alpine then
Ring from her deepmost glen.

Scott, L. of theL.,ii. 19.

deep-moutlied (dep'moutht), o. Having a deep,
sonorous voice : sonorous, deep, and strong, as
the baying of a hound.

'Tis sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark
Bay deep-mouthed welcome as we draw near home.

Byron, Don Juan, i. 123.

deepness (dep'nes), n. [< ME. depenes, depnes,

depnesse, < AS. deopnes, diopnes, -nis, -nys, <

dedp, deep: see deep and -ness.'] The state of

being deep, in any sense ; depth.

And double deep for treen in depnesse gage.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

And forthwith they sprung up, because they had no
deepness of earth. Mat. xlii. 5.

deep-piled (dep'pild), a. Having a pile com-
posed of long threads, as velvet. Oriental car-

pets, and similar fabrics.

deep-sea (dep'se), a. Of or pertaining to the
deeper parts of the ocean : as, deep-sea dredg-
ing.

The crews of English and American vessels engaged in

what used to lie termed deep-sea voyages are made up of

much tlie same material. Harper's May., LXXVI. 436.

Deep-sea lead-line, a line used for soundings from 20

to 200 fathoms, marked at every 6 fathoms and used with
a lead ranging from 60 to 160 pounds in weight.— Deep-
Bea sounding-machine, the coml)ination of mechanical
contriviinres by the aid of which soundings may be made
to great depths, witli a close approach to accuracy. This
result has been attained by a combination of improve-
ments, in which great ingermity has been displayed, and in

which the inventive genius of Sir William Thomson has
been particularly conspicuous. The principal features of

the most perfect souiidingniachine are : (1) the sinker,

which is a cannon-ball, through which passes a cylinder

provided with a valve to collect and retain a specimen of

tlie bottom, the cylinder being, by an ingenious mechani-
cal arrangement, detached from the shot, which remains
at the bottom; (2) the line, made of steel wire, weighing

about 14^ pounds to the nautical mile; (3) machinery for

regulating the lowering of the sinker and for reeling in

the wire with the cylinder attached in such a manner
that the irregular strain due to the motion of the ship

may be guarded against and the danger of breakage thus
reduced to a minimum. In the deepest accurate sound-
ing yet made the bottom was readied at the depth of

4,655 fathoms, lint owing to the breaking of the wire no
specimen was obtained. This sounding was made on the
"Tuscarora" by Commander G. E. Belknap, U. S. N., in

north latitude 44* 55', east longitude 152" 26'. The deep-
est sounding yet made in which a specimen of the bottom
was brouglit up was timt of the United States Coast Sur-

vey steiinu-r " lilake." off Porto Rico, the depth there
reached beiii^r 4,561 fathoms.

deep-seated (dep'se''ted), a. Far removed
from the surface ; deeply rooted or lodged

;

deer-fold

firmly implanted: as, a deep-seated disease;
deep-seated prejudice.

His grief was too deep-seated for outward manifestation.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 257.

deep-set (dep'set), a. Set deeply; fixed far
downward or inward, as the eyes in their
sockets.

His deep-set eyes,
Bright 'mid his wrinkles, made him seem right wise.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 334.

deepsomet (dep'sum), a. [< deep + -sovie.']

Deep, or somewhat deep.

This said, he [Proteus] diu'd the deepsome watrie heapea.
Chapman, Odyssey, iv.

deep-waisted (dep'was''''ted), a. Having a
deep waist, as a ship when the quarter-deck
and forecastle are raised higher than usual
above the level of the spar-deck.

deer (der), n. sing, and pi. [Early mod. E.
also deere, and often dear, deare; <. ME. der,

deor, < AS. dcor, a wild animal, often in com-
bination, wild deor, wildeor, wilder (whence ult.

E. wilderness, q. v.), = OS. dier = OFries. diar
= D. dier = LG. deer, deert= OHG. tior, MHG.
tier, G. tier, thier= Icel. dyr= Sw. djur = Dan.
dyr = Goth, diu^, a wild animal. Origin uncer-
tain

;
perhaps orig. an adj., meaning ' wild,'

identical with AS. dedr, bold, brave, vehement,
OHG. tiorlih, wild. (The AS. dcor, bold, brave,
vehement, was merged later with dedre, E. dear:
see dear.) Not connected withGr. 6rip, MoMe
(ji'ip, a wild beast, or with L. ferus, wild, fem.
fera (sc. bestia), a wild beast (whence ult. E.

fierce, ferocious). The restricted (but not ex-
clusive) use of the word (for Cervus) appears
in ME., Icel., Sw., Dan., and G. (in hunters'
language), and now prevails in mod. E. It is

due to the importance of this animal in the
chase. Similarly, in Iceland, dyr is applied
esp. to the fox, as the only beast of prey. In
some parts of the United States the horse, as
the most important of a general class, is called

simply beast or critter (creature) ;
' a critter com-

pany' is a cavalry company (Prov., U. 8.).] If.

Any wild quadruped.
But mice, and rats, and such small deer.

Have been Tom's food for seven long year.
Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

2. The general name of the solid-homed rumi-
nants of the family Cervidce, and especially of
the genus Cervus. See these words. Most of the
deer Uave adid deciduous horns, of the kind called ant-
lers, in the male only ; but in the reindeer they are present
in both sexes ; in the musk-deer (Moschince) they are want-
ing. The largest living deer are the elk of Europe and
the moose of America ; the smallest are the muntjacs and
musk-deer, which are further distinguished by the large
tusk-like canine teeth of the males. The term deer being
so compretiensive, and the animals being so conspicuous,
the leading kinds have mostly received distinctive names,
as the reindeer, roe-deer, musk- deer, etc. (See these words,
and also brocket, elk, moose, roe, stag, wapiti, carihou, black,

tail.) Deer are found fossil as far back as the Pliocene pe-
riod. The t)e8t-known extinct species is the Irish elk, Cer.

vns megaceros. The leading generaof living deer are .4 (ces,

Ranffi/er, Dama, Cervus (with many subgenera), Capreo-
lus, Cervulus, Moschus, and Ilydropotes. The species are
numerous, and are found in most continental parts of the
world, excepting soutliern Africa and Australia. The com-
mon deer of the United States is Cariacus viryinianut.
See Cariacus.

3. A term loosely applied to the chevrotains, of

the family Tragulida; (which see), from their re-

semblance to musk-deer. —Axis-deer, Cermisaxis.
— Barasingha deer, Cervus dumucelli, of the Himalayas.
— Barbary deer, Cenms barbarus, the only true deer of
Africa, found alon;,' the Mediterranean coast, from Tunis
to the slopes of tlie Atlas raiige.— Cashmere deer, Cer.

vus cashmirianus.— Fallow-deer. ^aoDama. Tlie Meso-
potamian fallow-deer is Dama riiesoi>otamira.— Formo-
San deer,Cerv^ln taemn us. —Gemul deer, Furci/er ch Hen-

«;.«— Japanese deer, Vmus xiku.- Manchurlan deer,
Cervus tnaiwhuriruH. — Molucca deer, Cervus moluccen-
sis.—Pampas deer, Cariacus campestris, of South Amer-
ica.— Panolia deer, Cervus cHi.— Persian deer, Cn-vus
wwirai.— Philippine deer, Cervus phitijipiuus.^'Pxxdu

deer, Pudua humilis, of South America.— Red deer, the
coninton stag, Cervus elaphus, a native of the forests of

Europe and Asia where the climate is temperate. Red
deer were in former times very abundant in the forests of

England, and were special objects of the chase. They
are still plentiful in the Highlands of Scotland, and care

is taken in rearing them in the deer-parks tliioughout

England. .See stai/.— Rusa deer, Cervus hipiielaphus.

.See Rusa.— Sambiir deer, Cervus aristotelis.— Spotted
deer. Same as axis2, 1.— Tlinor deer, Cervus timoriensis.

(See also hog-deer, mule-deer, water-deer.)

deerberry (der'ber''''i), «. ;
pi. deerberries (-iz).

1. The aromatic wintergreen of America, Gaul-
theria procumbens.—2. The squaw-huckleberry,
Vacciniian .itamineuvi.— 3. The partridge-berry,
MilchclUi rcjicnu.

deer-fold (der'fold), «. [< ME. 'derfold, < AS.
dedr-fald, an inclosure for animals, < de6r, an
aninial, + fald, a fold : see /oW2.] A fold or
park for deer.



Deer-mouse, or Jumping-mouse {Zapns
hudsonius).

deer-grass

deer-grass (der'gras), «. Species of lihexia,
especially the common meadow-beauty, II. Vir-
gin ica.

deer-hair, deer's-hair (der'-, derz'har), «.

Heath club-rush, ,Scirpus caxpitosus : so called
from its tufts of short slender culms, resem-
bling coarse hair.

Moss, licheu, and rf^<^-Aair are fast covering those stones,
to cleause which had been the business of his life.

Scott, Old Mortality, i.

deer-herd (der'h^rd), «. One who tends deer;
a keeper ; a forester.

deer-hound (der'hound), n. A hoimd for hunt-
ing deer; a stag-hound.

deerlet (der'let), ».• [< deer + dim. -let."] A
little deer ; a pygmy musk-deer or ohevrotain

;

a kanchil.

deer-lick (der'lik), n. A spot of ground, nat-
urally or artificially salt, which is resorted to

by deer to nibble or lick the earth.

deer-mouse (der'mous), «. 1 . A common name
of the American jumping-mouse, Zapus hud-
sonius, the only member of the family Zapo-

didce (which
see): so called
from its agil-

ity. It is a spe-
cies about 4 incit-

es long, with a
longer scaly tail

and enlarged
hind quarters
and hind feet, by
means of which
it clears several
feet at a bound.
The color is yel-
lowish brown,
darker on the
back and paler
below. Itisgen-
erallydistributed

in woodland of the United States and British America.

2. A popular name of several species of true
mice indigenous to
North America, of
the family Muridm
and genus Hespero-
mys. It is especially
applied to the common
white-footed mouse (tf.

leucopxts), which is of
a grayish or yellowish-
brown color above, with
snow-white under parts
and paws, and the tail

bicolored. It is al>out

3J inches long, the tail

less, and is very generally distributed in North America.

deer-neck (der'nek), n. A thin, ill-formed neck,
as of a horse.

deer-reevet (der'rev), n. One of two ofBcers
annually chosen by Massachusetts towns in the
colonial period to execute the game-laws re-
specting deer.

deer's-hair, «. See deer-hair.

deerskin (der'skin), n. The bide of a deer, or
leather made from such a hide.

deer-stalker (der'sta'kfer), n. One who prac-
tises deer-stalking.

deer-stalking (der'sta'king), «. The method
or practice of hunting deer by stealing upon
them unawares ; still-hunting.

deer's-tongue (derz ' timg), n. A composite
plant, Trilisa odoratissima, of the United States,
with rather fleshy leaves which are pleasantly
fragrant when dry.

deer-tiger (der'ti"gfer), n. The cougar or pu-
ma, Felis concoltjr : so called from its tawny or
fawn color.

deesif, «• An obsolete variant of doig. Chaucer.
dees^t, n. pi. An obsolete variant of dice, plural
of rfiC'S.

deesst (de'es), n. [< OF. deesse, P. d^esse =
Pr. deuessa, diuessa = It. deessa, diessa, a god-
dess; with fem. term., F. -esse, < ML. -issa (in
Sp. diosa = Pg. deosa, with simple fem. term.
-a), < L. deus, > F. dieu = Pr. deus = Sp. dios =
Pg. deos = It. dio, a god : see deity.'] A god-
dess. Croft.

deet (det), v. t. [E. dial, form of dight.] To
dress or make clean; hence, to winnow (com).
Broclcett.

deev (dev), n. Same as dev.

deevil (de'vil), «. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of devil— Deevll's buckle. See buckit.

def-t. See dif- and de-.

deface (de-fas'), «. t.; pret. and pp. defaced,
ppr. defacing. [< ME. defacen, defasen, diffacen,
< OP. defacier, deffacier, desfacier, desfachier =
It. sfacciare (Plorio), deface, < L. dis- priv. +
fades, face : see /ace.] 1. To mar the face or

Deer-mouse, or White-footed Mouse
{Hesperomys teucopus).
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surface of ; disfigure ; spoil the appearance of

:

as, to deface a monument.
Their groves he feld ; their gardins did dr/ace.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 83.

Still pilfers wretched plans, and makes them worse

;

Like gypsies, lest the stolen brat be known,
Defacing first, then claiming for his own.

Churchill, Apology, 1. 233.

Though he [Byron] had assisted his contemporaries in
building their grotesque and barbarous edifices, he had
never joined them in defacing the remains of a chaster
and more graceful architecture.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

2. To impair or efface ; blot or blot out ; erase

;

obliterate ; cancel : as, to deface an inscription

;

to deface a record.

Pay him six thousand, and deface the bond.
Shak., M. of V.,iii. 2.

A letter, ever the best and most powerful agent to a
mistress; it almost always persuades, 'tis always renew-
ing little impressions that possibly otherwise absence
would deface. Mrs. Behn, Lover's Watch.

Defaced coin. See coi»i.=Syn. 2. Cancel, Obliterate,
etc. See efface.

defacement (de-fas'ment), n. [< deface +
-nient.'\ 1. The act of defacing or disfiguring;
injury to the surface or exterior; disfigurement;
obliteration.— 2. That which disfigures or mars
appearance.
The image of God is purity and the defaetment sin.

Bactm.

Tlie defacements of vice are the results of adverse sur-
roundings. The American, VI. 410.

defacer (de-fa'ser), n. One who or that which
defaces; one who impairs, mars, or disfigures.

Defacerg of a public peace. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 2.

defacingly (de-fa'sing-li), adv. In a defacing
manner.
de facto (de fak'to). [L., of or in fact : de, of,

from
; facto, abl. of factum, fact : see de"^ and

fact.] In fact; in reality; actually existing,
whether with or without legal or moral right:
as, a government or a governor de facto. The
phrase usually implies a question as to whether the thing
existing de facto exists also dejure, or by right.

In every international question that could arise, he had
his option between the de facto ground and the de jure
ground. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

The Irish National League— the de facto government
of Ireland — of which Mr. Parnell is president, has prac-
tically absorbed the I. R. B., or iiome organisation.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 123.

defadet, v. i. [ME. defaden, diffaden, < de-, dif-,

away, 4- faden, fade.] To fade away.
Thei wene heore honoure and heore hele,
Schal euer last and neuer diffade.

Early Hng. Poems (ed. Furnivall), p. 133.

Now es my face defadide, and foule es me liapnede,
Ffor I am fallene fro ferre, and frendles bylevyde

!

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3306.

defaecate, defsecation, etc. See defecate, etc.

defailt, i'. [ME. dcfailen, < OF. defaillir, defallir,

defalir, F. defaillir, fail, faint, swoon, < ML.
*defallere, fail, < L. de-, away, +fallere, deceive
(ML. fail) : see fail. Cf. deriv. default.] I. in-

trans. To fail.

It falles the flesche may noghte of his vertu noghte
defaile. Hanipole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

H. trans. To fail ; leave in the lurch ; disap-
point.

And if all othir for-sake the,

I schall neuere fayntely defayle the.
York Plays, p. 246.

defailancet (de-fa'lans), n. [< OP. defaillance,

a failing, defect, a fainting, P. defaillance, a
fainting, a swoon, = Pr. defaillensa, defaletisa,

< ML. defallentia, < *defallere, fail : see defail.]

Failure; miscarriage.

Our life is full of defailances, and all our endeavours can
never make us such as Christ made us.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 179.

The affections were the authors of that unhappy defail-

ance. Qlanville.

defailementt, «. [< OF. defaillement, deffail-

lement, failure, < defaillir, fail: see defail.]

Failure.

A great part of such like are the Planters of Virginia,
and partly the occasion of those defailenwnts.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 95.

defailuret (de-fa'lur), n. [Less prop, spelled de-

failcur; < defail + -ure. Ct. failure.] Defail-
anee; failure.

A defaUeur of jurisdiction.
Barrow, On the Pope's Supremacy.

defaisanceti «• See defeasance.

defaitet, v. A Middle English form of defeat.
Chaucer.

defalca'te (de-fal'kat), V.
;
pret. and pp. defal-

cated, ppr. defalcating. [< ML. defalcatus, pp.
of defalcare, cut away, abate, deduct: see de-

falk.] I, trans. To out off; take away or de-

defamatory

duct a part of ; curtail : used chiefly of money,
accounts, rents, income, etc. [Rare.]

The natural method . . , would be to take the present
existing estimates as they stand, and then to show what
may be practicably and safely de.falcated from them.

Burke, Late State of Nation.

n. intrans. To be guilty of defalcation ; de-
fault in one's accounts.

defalcatet, a. [< ML. defalcatus, pp. : see the
verb.] Curtailed.

Defalcate of their condigne praises.
Sir'T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 6.

defalcation (de-fal-ka'shon), n. [— F. defalca-
tion = It. difalcazione, < liL. defalcatio(n-), de-
duction: see defalk, defalcate.] 1. The act of
cutting off or deducting a part ; abatement ; cur-
tailment ; specifically, in law, the reduction of
a claim or demand on contract by the amount
of a counter-claim.

When it [divine justice] comes to call the world to an
account of their actions, [it] will make no defalcations at
all for the power of custom, or common practice of the
world. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. ii.

The tea-table is set forth with its customary bill of fare,

and without any manner of defalcation. Addison.

Defalcation Is setting off another account or another
contract— perhaps total want of consideration founded
on fraud, imposition, or falsehood, is not defalcation:
though, being relieved in the same way, they are blended.
Charles Huston, J., 1830, Houk v. Foley, 2 Pen. & W. (Pa.),

(250.

2. That which is cut off; deficit.— 3. A defi-

ciency through breach of trust by one who has
the management or charge of funds belonging
to others; a fraudulent deficiency in money
matters.

He was charged with large pecuniary defalcations.
Saturday Rev., May 6, 1865.

defalcator (def'al-ka-tgr), n. [< defalcate.]
One guilty of breach of trust or misappropria-
tion in money matters ; a defaulter.

defalk (de-falk'), V. t. [Early mod. E. also

defaulk ; < OF. defalquer, desfalquer, P. defalquer
= Sp. defalcar, desfalcar = Pg. desfalcar = It.

diffalcare, < ML. defalcare, also difalcare, diffal-

care, cut off, abate, deduct, < L. de- oidis-, away,
+ WL.falcare, cut with a sickle, < L./ate (/ate-),

a sickle: eee falcate, defalcate.] To defalcate;
subtract; deduct.

They should be allowed 9,500, to be defalked in nine and
, a half years out of their rent.

State Trials: Lord Naas; Middlesex, an. 1624. (E. D.)

Justiti Martyr justified it to Tryphon, that the Jews had
defalked many sayings from the books of the old propliets.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 326.

The question is whether the damages sustained can be
defalked against the demand in this action.

Justice Sterrett, in Gunnis v. Cluff (Pa.), 1886.

defaltt, n. and v. An obsolete variant of de-

fault.

defamatet (def'a-mat), v. t. [< LL. L. defa-
matus (as adj.), diffamatus. pp. of diffamare, de-
fame: see defame.] To defame; slander.

defamation (def-a-ma'shon), n. [< ME. diffa-
macioun, < OF. diffamation, P. diffamation = Pr.
difamacio = Sp. difamaeion = Pg. diffamaqao =
It. diffamazione, < LL. diffamalio(n-), < L. diffa-

mare, defame: see defame.] The act of de-
faming; the wrong of injuring another's repu-
tation without good reason or justification ; as-
persion.

Thus others we with defamations wound.
While they stab us ; and so the jest goes round.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, iv. 99.

It is a certain sign of an ill heart to be inclined to defa-
mation. Dr. Dodd.

(Formerly defamation was used more with reference to
slander or spoken words. In nuxlern use slander is spo-
ken defamation and libel is published defamation. Both
are subjects for civil action for damages. Libel alone is

usually punishable criminally, the common test of crimi-
nality being that it tends to a breach of the peace. ] = Syn,
Detraction, aspersion, backbiting, scandal, libel.

defamatort (def'a-ma-tor), n. [= p. diffama-
teur = Sp. difamador = Pg. diffamador = It.

diff'amatore, < LL. as if *diffamator, < L. diffa-

mare, defame: see defame.] A defamer; a
slanderer; a calumniator.

We should keep in pay a brigade of hunters to ferret

out defajimtors, and to clear the nation of this noxious
vermin, as once we did of wolves.

Gentleman Instructed, p. 66.

defamatory (de-fam'a-to-ri), a. [= p. diffama-
toire = Sp. difamatorio '= Pg. It. diffamatorio,

< ML. diffamatorius, < L. diffamare, defame : see

defame.] Containing defamation; calumnious;
slanderous; libelous; injurious to reputation:
as, defamatory words or writings.

The most eminent sin is the spreading of defamatory
reports. Government qf the Tunffue.



defamatory
Abuse is still much mure cunveiiient than argument, and

the most etfective form of abuse in a civilized a^e is a de-

fat/uitvry nickname. //. X. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 5.

defame (df-fam'), r. t.; pret. and pp. defamed,
ppr. defaming. [< ME. defamen, diffamen, <

OF. defamer, deffamer, desfamer, diffamer, F.
diffamer = Pr. Pg. diffamar = Sp. difamar =
It. diffamare, < L. diffamare, spread abroad a
report, asp. an ill report, defame, malign, < dis-

priv. + fama, a report: see fame. The prefix

is thus for L. dis-; but cf. LL. defamatus, dis-

honored, defamis. infamous.] 1. To slander or
calumniate, as by uttering or publishing mali-
ciously something which tends to injure the
reputation or interests of ; speak evil of ; dis-

honor by false reports.

Being de/amcd, we intreat. 1 Cor. iv. 13.

If you are unjustly defamed and reproached, consider
what contumelies and disgraces the Son of God underwent
for you. StUlit\gjle«t, .Sermons, I. vi.

And who unknown defmiie rae, let them be
Scribblers or peers, alike are mob to me.

Pope, IniiL of Horace, II. i. 139.

2. To charge ; accuse ; especially, to accuse
falsely. [Archaic]
Rebecca . . . Is . . . defamed of sorcery practised on

the person of a noble knight. Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxviii.

3. To degrade ; bring into disrepute ; make in-

famous.
The grand old name of gentleman.
Drained by every charlatan.

Tennygon, In Memoriam, cxi.

= Syn. 1. Calumniate, Slander, etc. &ee aspertse.

defamet (de-fam'), «• [< ME. defame, also dif-

fame, n., ( OF. diffame (also defamie, < LL.
diffamia), infamy; from the verb.] Infamy;
disgrace.

.So ought all faytours that true knighthood shame . . .

From all brave knights be banisht with defame.
Spenser, F. Q., V. iii. 38.

defamed (de-famd'), p. a. 1. Slandered or li-

beled.— 2. In Aer., deprived of its tail : said of

a beast used as a bearing. Also diffamed.

defamer (de-fa'm6r), «. A slanderer; libeler;

detractor; calumniator.

The scandalous inclination of difamer».
Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

defaming (de-fa'ming), n. The practice of defa-
mation; slander; calumny.

They feed upon opinions, errors, dreams.
And make 'em truths ; they draw a nourishment
Out of defamingg, grow upon disgraces.

Bean, and Ft., Philaster, iii. 2.

defamingly (de-fa'ming-li), adv. In a slander-
ous inuuuer.

defamoust (def'a-mus), a. [< LL. defamis, in-
famous, < de- priv. + fama, fame : see defame,
and cf. infamous.'} Conveying defamation

;

slanderous.

Defamong words. Holittghed, Chron., II. sig. Kk 1.

defatigablef (<le-fat'i-ga-bl), a. [< L. as if *de-
{iitifidbilis, < defati(/are, tire out : see defatigate.']

liable to be wearied.

We were all made on set puri»ose defatigaUe, so that all

degrees of life might have their existence.
GtaneiUe, Pre-existence of Souls.

defatigatet (de-fat'i-gat), v. t. [< L. defatiga-
tus, pp. of defatigare (> It. defatigare), tire out,
weary, <. de + fatigare, tire, fatigue: see fa-
tigue.} To weary or tire.

Which defali'iating hill. .S'lV T. Herbert, Travels, p. 200.

defatigationt (de-fat-i-ga'shon), n. Weariness;
faint-ueartetiness.

Another reprehension of this colour 1» In respect of de-
fatifjation, which uL-ikes perseverance of greater dignity
than inception. Bacon, Colours of Gowl anil Evil, ii.

default (de-falf), n. [Early mod. E. also de-
faut, defaute; < ME. defaulte, prop, and usually
defaute, < OP. defaute^ejffaute, defalte, defaulte,

deffaulte, F. difaut = Pr. defauta =z It. diffalta, <

ML. defaUa, for 'diffaUita, a deficiency, failure,

prop. fem. pp. of 'diffallire, 'defallere (> ult. E.
ae/ajV), fail, < L. rfw- or rfe-, away, + /aHcrc. fail

:

see fait, and cLfatdt.'] 1. A failing or failure

;

an omission of that which ought to be done;
neglect to do what duty, obligation, or law re-
qmres; specifically, in lair, a failure to perform
a required act in a lawsuit within the required
time, as to plead or appear in court, or omission
to meet a pecuniary obligation when due.
And yf he tynde gow in defaute and with the false holde,
Hit alua sitte goure suules ful soure at the laste.

Pier» Plowman (C), 111. 163.

let patrons take heed, for they shall answer lor all the
souls that perish through their default.

Latimer, 5th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

To admit the boy's claim without enquiry was hniK>s.
slble; and those who called themselves his parents had
ma^le enquiry impossible. Judgment must therefore go
against him by default. Maeautay, Uiat. Bug., x.
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The only question left for us of the North was, whether

we should suffer the cause of the Nation to go by default,
or maintain its existence by the argument of cannon and
nmsket. O. W. Holmes, Essays, p. 94.

2. Lack ; want ; failure ; defect.

AUe these fill by stroke of spere for defaute of horse.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 220.

Cooks could make artificial birds ... in default of the
real ones. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

3. A fault; an offense; a misdeed; a wrong act.

Never shal he more his wyf mistriste.
Though he the soth of hir defaute wiste.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 84.

And pardon crav'd for his so rash default.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. iii. 21.

Thine own defaults did urge
This two-fold punishment : the mill, the scourge.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 4.

4t. In hunting, a lost scent.

The houndes hadde overshot hym alle,

And were on a defaulte yfalle.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 384.

Judgment by de{a,ult, a judgment against one by rea-
son of his failure to plead, or to appear in court. He is

then said to gajfer default, or to be in default.

default (de-falt')j V. [< ME. defauten, fail, be
exhausted, < dejaute, n. : see default, n.] I.

intrans. X. To fail in fulfilling or satisfying an
engagement, claim, or obligation; especially,

to fail in meeting a legal or pecuniary obliga-
tion at the propertime, as appearance in court,
the payment of a debt, or the accounting for
funtfs intrusted to one's care : as, a defaulting
defendant or debtor; he has defaulted on his

bond, or in his trust.

"Now then!" Mr. Pancks would say to a defaulting
lodger. " Pay up ! Come on !

"

Dickens, Little Dorrit, II. xilL

2t. To fail in duty ; offend.

Pardon crav'd . . .

That he gainst courtesie so fowly did default.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. iiL 21.

But if in due prevention you d^ault.
How blind are you that were forewarn'd before !

Qreene, James IV., iii.

3t. To omit ; neglect.

Defaulting, unnecessary, and partial discourses.
Hates, Sermon on Rom. xiv. 1.

n. trans. If. To fail in the performance of.

What they have defaulted toward him.
Milton. Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

2. In laic, to declare (a defendant) in default
and enter judgment against (him).

defaul'ter (de-fal'tfer), «. One who makes de-
fault ; one wlio fails to fulfil an obligation or a
duty of any kind ; especially, one who fails to
appear in court when required, or to pay a debt
when due, or to make proper returns of funds
intrusted to his care.

The day hath been wholly taken up in calling the house
over. The defaulters are to lie called over again this day
se'nnight, and then they, and all who shall absent them-
selves in the mean time, are to be proceeded against.

Marrelt, Works, I. 57.

"Pay up! C^meont" *'I haven't got it," Mr. Pancks's
defaulter would reply. Dickens, Little Dorrit, II. xiii.

defanltivet, a. [ME. defautif, < OF. defautif,
< defaute, default.] Defective; imperfect.

V am . . . defautiyf in lippis. Wyclif, Ex. vi. 12.

defaultlesst, a. [ME. defautles; < default +
-fc«.«.] Free from fault, failing, or imperfec-
tion; perfect.

Alle fayrnes of this lyfe here . . .

That any man myght ordayne defauttes.
Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 8697.

defaulturet, n. [< default + -ure.} Failure.

To admit some other person or persons to have the
share of such defaulture.

The Great Level (Arber'a Eng. Garner, I. 317).

defau'tet, »• An obsolete form of default.

defef, a. An obsolete form of deaf.

defeasance (de-fe'zans), n. [Formerly also
defei:ance ; < OF. defeisance, a rendering void,
< defeisant, defaixant, desfaisant, ppr. of defaire,

desfaire, F. defaire, render void, undo ; see de-

feat.} If. An undoing; ruin; defeat; over-
throw.

Being arrived where that champion stout
After his foes defeasaunce did remaine.

.Spenser, F. Q., I. xil. 12.

2. A rendering null and void.— 3. In law, a
condition relating to a deed or otherinstrument,
on performance of which the instrument is to
be defeated or rendered void ; or a collateral

deed (in full, a deed of defeasance), made at the
same time with a conveyance, containing condi-
tions on the performance of which the estate
created mav be defeated.

defeasanced (df-fe'zanst), a. Liable to be for-
feited ; subject to defeasance.

defeat

defeaset (df-fez'), v. t. [ME. defesen, defeisen,
evolved from defesance, defeasance, defeasance

:

see defeasance. Cf. defeat.} 1. To forfeit.

Twenty shillings Scots he be defeased to the defender.
Newbyth, Supp., Dec, p. 499. (Jamieson.)

2. To discharge ; free from ; acquit of.

He has charteris to defese him tharof.
Act Dom. Cone., A. 1478, p. 22. (Jamieson.)

defeasible (de-fe'zi-bl), a. [< AF. defeasible;
as defease + -ible.} That may be abrogated or
anniUled.

He came to the crown by a defeasible title.

Sir J. Davies, State of Ireland.

defeasibleness (df-fe'zi-bl-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being defeasible.

defeat (df-fef), v, t. [< ME. defeten, deffeten,

defaiten (pp. *defeted, deffeted, also defet, as adj.,

after OF.: see first quot.), < AF. defeter, de-

feater, annul, undo, < AF. defet, OF. defait, def-

fait, desfait, desfeit (ML. defactus, diffactus, dis-

factus), pp. of defaire, dejj'aire, desfaire, F. di-

faire = Sp. deshacer = Pg. desfaser, < ML.
defacere, diffacere, disfacere, undo, annul, de-
feat, ruin, destroy, < L. de- or dis- priv. -I-

facere, do ; being of the same ult. formation
as L. deficere, fail : see deficient, and cf. defeat,

«., which, as compared with defect, n., connects
the notions of ' undoing ' and ' failure.' Cf . also

defease, defeasance.} If. To undo; do away
with ; deprive of vigor, prosperity, health, life,

or value ; ruin ; destroy.

And of hymself ymagyned he ofte

To be defet and pale and waxen lesse

Than he was wont. Chaucer, Troilus, v. 618.

Piudarus maketh an observation, that great and sudden
fortune for the most part defeateth men.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 291.

His unkindness may defeat my life,

Shak., Othello, iv. 2.

Defeat thy favour with an usurped beard.
Shak., Othello, i. 3.

[In the last extract there is perhaps an allusion to defeat,
ure, 2.1

Specifically— 2. In law, to annul; render null
and void: as, to defeat a title to an estate. See
defeasance, 3.— 3. To deprive of something ex-
pected, desired, or striven for, by some antago-
nistic action or influence: applied to persons.

The escheators defeated the right heir of his succession.
Hallam.

4. To frustrate; prevent the success of; make
of no effect ; thwart : applied to things.

Then niayest thou for me defeat the counsel of Ahitho-
phel. 2 Sam. xv. 34.

A man who commits a crime defeats the end of his ex-

Istence. Emerson, Misc., p. 223.

6. To overcome in a contest of any kind, as
a battle, fight, game, debate, competition, or
election; vanquish; conquer; overthrow; rout;

beat: as, to defeat an army; to defeat an op-
posing candidate ; to defeat one's opponent at
chess.

For to draw the King on. It was given out that the Pope
had defeated all Manfred's Forces. Backer, Chronicles, p. 85.

=8yn. 6. Beat, Overpower, Overwhelm, Defeat, Discomfit,
Htmt, Overthrow, conijuer. Beat is a general, somewhat
indetlnite, but vigorous word, covering the others. Over-
power and overwhelm are the least discreditable to the
one that loses in the struggle ; overpower is least perma-
nent in its effects. To overpower is to overcome by su-

periority of strength or numbers, but the disadvantage
may be changed liy the arrival of reinforcements, "ro

overwhelm is to bear down utterly, to sweep clear away
by superior strength. Defeat is to overcome or get the
l>etterof in some kind of contest, and implies less discredit,

but generally greater disaster, to the defeated party than
beat : as, that army is considered beaten which withdraws
from the field. Defeat implies a serious disadvantage, be-

cause it applies more often to large numi>ers engaged. Dis-

comfit has fallen into comparative disuse, except in its sec-

ondary sense of foiling, etc. ; in that it expresses a com-
paratively complete and mortifying defeat. Bout is to

defeat and drive off the field in confusion. Overthrow is

the most decisive and final of these words; it naturally
applies only to great persons, concerns, armies, etc. See
conquer.

And though mine arms should conquer twenty worlds,
There's a lean fellow beats all conquerors.

Dekker, Old Fortunatus.

Our Conquerour whom I now
Of force believe almighty, since no less

Thau such could have o'erpower'd such force as ours.
Milton, P. L., I. 14B.

There the companions of Iiis fall, o'erwhelm'd
With fioods and whirlwinds of tempestuous fire,

He soon discerns. Milton, P. L., 1. 76.

The earl of Northumberland and Hotspur defeated the
Scots at Homildon, . . . and in that victory crowned the
series of their services to Henry [IV.],

Stubbs, Const. Hist., { S07.

Did the discomfited champions of Freedom fail?

Sumner, Speech against the Slave Power.

The annies of Cliarles were everywhere routed, his fast-

nesses stormed, bis party humbled and sultjugated.

Maeaulay, Hallam's Const HUt.



defeat

I have never yet l>een ovfrthrou-n.

And thou hast overthrown me, and my pride
Is broken down, for Enid sees my fall.

Tennyson^ Geraint.

defeat (df-fef), ». [< defeat, v. Cf. F. d^
faite, OF. defaitte, defaite, defaiete, deffaite, des-

faicte, f., defeat, ruin, deprivation, defait, de-

faict, desfait, m., evil, misfortune, < L. dcfec-

tus, failure, want, defect, ML. also defeat, ruin,

< L. deficere, pp. defecttis, fail: see defect, «.,

and defeat, v. Defeat, n., is thus ult. neariy
the same as defect; but in E. it depends direct-

ly upon the verb.] If. An undoing ; ruin ; de-

struction.

And made d^eat of her virginity.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

2. In law, the act of annulling, or of render-
ing null and void; annulment: as, the defeat

of a title.—3. The act of depriving a person
of something expected, desired, or striven for,

by some antagonistic action or influence.

So may a thousand actions, once afoot,

End in one purpose, and be all well borne
Without de/eat. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

4. The act or result of overcoming in a con-
test, viewed with reference to the person over-

come ; overthrow ; vanquishment ; rout : as, to

inflict a severe defeat upon the enemy.
* Losing he wins, because his name will be

Ennobled by de/eat, who durst contend with me.
l>n/den, Ajax and Ulysses, 1. 28.

A de/ent like that of CuUoden. BuTicro/t.

defeaturet (df-fe'tur), n. [< OF. deffaiture, def-

fature, deffaicture, ruin, destruction, disguise,

< defaite, desfaite, defeat, ruin, destruction: see

defeat and -ure, and ef. feature, to which de-

feature, n., 2, and defeature, v., are now re-

ferred.] 1. Overthrow; defeat.

The inequality of our powers will yield me
Nothirg but loss in their defeature.

Beau, and Ft., Thierry and Theodoret, i. 2.

The king of Parthia,
Famous in his defeature of the Crassi,

Offer'd him his protection.
Fletcher (and aiwther), False One, i. 1.

2. Disfigurement; disguise.

Careful hours, with Time's deformed hand,
Have written strange defeatures in my face.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

defeature (de-fe'tur), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

featured, ppr. defeaturing. [< OF. deffaiturer,

deffacturer, desfaiturer, disfigure, disguise, <

deffaiture, disfigurement, disguise: see defea-
ture, n.'\ To disfigure; deform; distort; dis-

guise.

Events d^eatured by exa^eration.
Fennell, Proceedings at Paris.

Features, when defeatured in the way 1 have described.
De Quince;/.

defecate (def'e-kat), v.; pret. and pp. defecated,

ppr. defecating. [< L. defiecatus, pp. of def(e-

care (> F. defequer = Sp. Pg. defecar = It. de-

ficare), cleanse from dregs, purify, refine, < de,

away, -I- fcex (fmc-), dregs, lees, sediment : see
faeces, fecal.'] I. trarts. 1. To purify; clarify;

clear from dregs or impurities ; refine.

To defecate the dark and muddy oil of amber.
Boyle, Hist. Firmness.

2. To purify from admixture ; clear
;
purge of

extraneous matter.

All perfections of the Creatures are in the Creator more
defecated and perfect. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 3.

It is the advantage of this select company of ancients
[Classics) that their works are defecated of all turbid mix-
ture of contemporaneousness, and have become to us pure
literature. Lowell. Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

H. mtrans. 1. To become clear or freed from
impurities; clarify.

It (the air] soon began to defecate, and to depose these
particles. Ooldmnith.

2. To void excrement.
defecate (def'e-kat), a. [< L. defcBcatus, pp.:
see the verb.]' Purged from dregs; clarified;

defecated.

Prayer elevated and made intense by a defecate and pure
spirit, not laden with the t>urden of meat and vapours.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183.')), I. 235.

This liquor was very defecate, and of a pleasing golden
colour. Boyle, Spring of the Air.

defecation (def-e-ka'shon), n. [=F. d^fication
= Sp. df^ecicion = Pg. defecagSo = It. difeca-
zif)ne,<, LL. (lef(Bcatio(n-),<. defeecare, defecate:
»ee defecate.] 1. The act or process of separat-
ing from lees or dregs ; a cleansing from impuri-
ties or foreign matter; clarification.

The s|>leen and liver are oljstructed in their offices of
iefecalum, whence vicious and dreggish blood.

harvey. Consumptions.

1500

2. The act of discharging the fEBces; the act

of evacuating the bowels.— 3. Figuratively,
purification from what is gross or low.

He was afterwards an hungry (said the Evangelist), and
his abstinence from meat might be a defecation of his

faculties, and an opportunity of prayer.
Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, i. § 9.

defecator (def'e-ka-tqr), n. One who or that
which cleanses, clarities, or purifies ; specifical-

ly, in sugar-manuf., an apparatus for purifying
trie raw syrup, steam-heated pans or filters, or appara-
tus in which a spray of the liquid is exposed to the fumes
of sulpluircus-acid gas, are employed for tliis purpose.

defect (de-fekf), ». [< ME. defaiete (< OF. de-

fait, defaict, deffait: see defeat, n.), also defect,

deffect=Q^. defecto=Fg. defeito^It. defetto,di~

fetto = D. G. Dan. Sw. defect, < L. defectus, a
failure, lack, < deficere, pp. defecttis, fail, lack,

orig. trans., undo (cf. OF. defaire, undo, defeat:
see defeat), < de- priv. + facere, do. Hence
(from L. deficere) deficit, deficient, etc.] Want
or lack of anything; especially, the lack of

something which is essential to perfection or
completeness; a fault; a blemish; an imper-
fection: as, a defect in timber; a defect in the
organs of hearing or seeing; a defect ot memory
or judgment.

An hidde defaiete is sumtyme in nature
Under covert, and thereof thus thowe lere.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

A complete self-sufficient Country, where there is rather
a Superfluity than Defect of any thing.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 15.

Trust not yourself ; but, your defects to know,
Make use of every friend — and every foe.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 213.

Either sex alone
Is half itself, and in true marriage lies

Nor equal, nor unequal ; each fulfils

Defect in each. Tennyts&n, Princess, vii.

= 8301. Deficiency, lack, insufficiency, failure, error, flaw.

defect (de-fekf), V. [< L. defectus, pp. of defi-

cere, fail! see defect, «.] I. intrans. 1. To be
or become deficient ; fail. [Rare.]

I looke on this [the death of the Archbishop of York] as a
greate stroke to ye poore Church of England, now in this

defecting period. Hvelyn, Diary, April 15, 1686.

2. To desert ; revolt. [Rare.]

The native troops and gunners defected ; he was obliged
to make a painful and disastrous retreat.

W. U. Kussell, Diary in India, I. 280.

Il.t trans. To affect injuriously; hurt; im-
pair; spoil.

None can my life defect.

Troubles of Queen Elizabeth (1639).

Defected honour never more
Is to be got againe.

Warner, Albion's England, v. 28.

defectt (de-fekf), a. [< L. defectus, pp. of defi-

cere, fail:' see defect, m.] Defective.

Their service was defect and lame. Taylor, 1630.

defectibility (de-fek-ti-bil'i-ti), ». [= Pg. de-

fectibilidade ; as defectible"+ -ity : see -bility.]

Deficiency; imperfection. [Rare.]

Point a moral with the defectibility of certitude.
J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 338.

defectible (de-fek'ti-bl), a. [= Sp. defectible

= Pg. defectivel, < ML. as if "defectibilis, < L.
defectus, pp. of deficere, fail (see defect, v.), + E.
-ible.] Lacking; deficient; needy. [Rare.]

The extraordinary persons thus highly favoured were
for a great part of their lives in a defectible condition.

Sir M. Ilale, Orig. of Mankind.

defection (df-fek'shgn), n. [= F. defection =
Sp. defeccioii= Pg. defecqdo = It. defezione, < L.
defeotioijir-), lack, failure, desertion, < deficere,

pp. defectus, lack, fail: see defect.'] 1. Alack;
a failure ; especially, failure in the perform-
ance of duty or obligation.— 2. The act of
abandoning a person or a cause to which one is

bound by allegiance or duty, or to which one
has attached himself ; a falling away ; apostasy

;

backsliding.

I am ashamed at the rabbinical interpretation of the
Jews upon the Old Testament, as much as their defection
from the New. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 25.

All who have been true to Him in times of trial and de-
fection will have their portion for ever in the Church tri-

umphant. Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 323.

Boscan preferred to write in the Castilian ; and his de-
fectitm from his native' dialect became, in some sort, the
seal of its fate. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 438.

defectionist (de-fek'shon-ist), n. [< defection
+ -ist. ] Onewho practises or advocates defec-
tion. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]
defectioust (de-fek'shus), a. [< defection +
-om.] Having defects ; defective; imperfect;
faulty.

Perchance in some one defectimis peece we may flnd a
blemish. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

defend

defective (df-fek'tiv), a. and «. [< OF. defec-

tif, deffcctif,' F. defectif = Sp. Pg. defectivo =
It. defettiro, difettivo, < LL. defectivus, imper-
fect, < L. defectus, pp. of deficere, lack, fail:

see defect.] I. a. 1. Having defect or fiaw

of any kind; imperfect; incomplete; lacking;
faulty.

To be naturally defective in those faculties which are
essential and necessary to that work which is under our
hand, is a great discouragement. Donne, Sermons, V.

Our tragedy writers have been notoriously defective in

giving proper sentiments to the persons they introduce.
Addison.

All human systems are necessai'ily defective. They par-
take of the limits of the human mind.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 6.

The machineiy by which ideas are to be conveyed from
one person to another is as yet rude and defective.

Macaulay, Dryden.

Specifically— 2. In gram., wanting some of the
usual forms of declension or conjugation : as,

a defective noun or verb— Defective fifth, in mu-
sic, all inteivai containiiii,' a semitone less than the perfect
fifth.—Defective hyperbola. Same as drjicient hyiicr-

hola (wliich see, under deficient).— Defective syllogism,
ni logic, a syllogism in the statement of wliicli one of the
premises of the conclusion is omitted. =Syn. 1. Deficient,

Defective, incomplete, inadequate, insulttcient. In the
separation of the first two words, defective generally takes
the sense of lacking some important or essential quality

;

deficient, that of lacking in quantity : as, defective teeth,

timber, character; deficient supplies, means, intellect.

The same difference is found between deficiency and de-

fectiveness.

They who are defective in matter endeavour to make
amends with words.

Montaigne, Essays, tr. by Cotton, 3d ed., xxv.

Deficient as was, in many respects, the education im-
parted by Charles All>ert to his children, they were brought
up to be brave, honest, and truthful.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 52.

H. n. A personwho is characterized by some
special mental, moral, or physical defect ; spe-
cifically, one who is deficient in one or more of
the physical senses or powers.
She [Laura Bridgman] is not apt, like many defectives,

to fall asleep if left alone or unemployed.
G. S. Hall, Gennan Culture, p. 267.

The psychology of the criminal and other classes of de-

fectives. Science, VI. 413.

defectively (de-fek'tiv-li), a4v. In a defective
manner; imperfectly.

Fabius Maximus is reprehended by Polybius for defec-

tively writing the Punicke warres. Speed, Tile Proeme.

defectiveness (df-fek'tiv-nes), n. The state of

being defective ;' imperfection ; faultiness.

The unfitness and defectiveness of an nnconjugal mind.
Milton, Divorce, i.

defectless (de-fekfles), a. [< defect + -less.]

Without defect
;
perfect.

An absolutely defectless memory.
5. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 485.

defectuosi^t (df-fek-tu-os'j-ti), n. [= F. defec-

tuositi (= Pr. defectuositat = It. difettuosita), <

L. as if ''defectuosiia(t-)s, < *defectuosiis, defec-
tive : see defectuous.] Defectiveness; faulti-

ness. W. Montague.
defectuOUSt (de-fek'tu-us), a. [= F. defectueux
= Pr. defectuos = Sp. Pg. defectuoso = It. difet-

tuoso,<. L. as if *defectuosus, < defectus (defectu-),

defect: see defect, n.] Full of defects.

Nothing in Nature, or in Providence, that is scant or
defectuous, can be stable or lasting. Barrow, Works, H. xv.

defedationt (def-e-da'shon), n. [< ML. defoe-

datio\n-), < LL. df/a;dare, defile, < de- + foedare.
foul, < foedus, foul.] Pollution ; the act of mak-
ing filthy. Ben tiey.

defence, defenceless, etc. See defense, etc.

defend (de-fend'), V. [< ME. defenden, also dif-

fenden, < OF. defe.ndre, dcsfendre, F. difendre,

defend, forbid, interdict, = Sp. Pg. defender =
It. dtfendere, difendere, < L. defendere, ward off,

repel, avert, defend, < de, down, away, + *fen-
dere, strike, only in comp. defetidere and offen-

dere; cf. 6r. Seivew, strike. Ct.fend, apheretic
form of defend and offend.] 1, trans. 1. To
drive off or away; ttrust back; fend or ward
off; repel. [Now only Scotch.]

To saue man sanies he sail be send
And all fals trowth he sail defende.

Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 67.

And all the margent round about was sett
Witli shady Laurell trees, thence to defend
The sunny beames. Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 63.

2. To forbid; prohibit; forefend. [Now rare.]

Oure Lord defended hem, that thei scholde not telle

that Avisioun, til that he were rysen from Dethe to Lyf.

Mandeville. Travels, p. 114.

The use of wine in some places Is defended by customs
or laws. Sir W. Temple.



defend

The plague is much in Amsterdam, and we in fear of it

here, which God de/titd. PevV, Diary, II. 53.

The beggars were numerous (spite of notice-boards de-

fending all mendicity). Fmser's Mag.

3. To ward off attack from; guard against as-

sault or injury; shield: as, to defend a fortress.

How shulde treuthe not kepe hem that stonden thus to

defenden treuthe ?

Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 405.

I pray yow, and requyre be the feith that ye me owen,
that ye helpe me to diffende my londe yef he me assawte

with werre. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 69.

I haue seene one (saith our Author) take a man aliue,

and defend hiraselfe with this his prisoiier, aa it were
with a Target Piirchag, Pilgrimage, p. 840.

There arose to defend Israel Tola the son of Puah.
Judges X. 1.

4. To vindicate; uphold; maintain by force, ar-

gument, or evidence : as, to defend one's rights

and privileges; to defend a cause or claim at

law.
Noble patricians, patrons of my right,

Defend the justice of my cause with arms.
Shttk., Tit. And., i. 1.

We use alsoe, almost at the end of everie word, to wryte
an idle e. This sum defend not to be idle, because it af-

fectes the voual before the consonant.
A. UuiM, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

But for the execution of King Charles in particular, I

will not now undertake to defend it.

Macaxday, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

Thou might'st defend
The thesis which thy words intend—
That to begin implies to end.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

= Syn. 3. Protect, Shelter, etc. (see keep), giiard, shield.—

4. Maintain, Vindicate, etc. See assert.

U, intrans. In late, to make opposition ; en-

ter or make defense : as, the party comes into

court, defends, and says.

When the Marquise Desmoines received ... a letter

announcing tliat the defendants in the case of Desmoines
vs. Lanea-tter declined to defend, she uttered a sharp cry
and droppe<i tlie letter. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 387.

defendable (de-fen'da-bl), a. [< defend +
-able.'] Capable of being defended.

defendast (de-fen'dant), a, and n. [< OF.
defendant, deffendnnt, F. defendant, ppr. of de-

feiidre, defend: see defend and -ant'^.'] I. a.

It. Defensive; proper for defense.

To line and new repair our towns of war.
With men of courage, and with means defendant.

Shak., Hen. V., il. 4.

2. In fair, making defense ; being in the atti-

tude of a defendant: as, the party defendant.

Kow growling, spluttering, wauling, such a clutter,

'Tis Juat like puss defendant in a gutter.
Dryden, King and Queen, Epil.

n. «. It. One who defends against an assail-

ant, or against the approach of evil or danger

;

a defender.

Tills is the day appointed for the combat.
And ready are the appellant and defendant.

Sftat., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 3.

High towers, out of which the Romans might more con-
veniently fight with the defendants on the wall.

Bp. Wilkiits, Mathematical Magic.

2. In law, a party sued in a court of law, whe-
ther in a civil or a criminal proceeding ; one who
is summoned into court, that he may have
opportunity to defend, deny, or oppose the de-
mand or charge, and maintain his own right.

defendee (de-fen-de'), H. [< defend + -ee^.'\ One
wlio is defended. [Rare.]

defender (de-fen'd6r), ». [< ME. defendour,
dffendor, < OF. defendeor, defendeur, F. d&fen-
deur (= Pr. defendedor = OSp. Pg. defendedor
= It. difenditore), defender, < defendre, defend

:

see defend.'i 1. One who defends; one who
protects from injury ; a champion.
Men always knew that when force and injury was offer-

ed, they might be defenders of themselves.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, 1. 10.

2. One who maintains, supports, or vindicates
by force or argument.— 3. In Scots law, the
defendant; the party against whom the conclu-
sions of a process or action are directed De-
fender of the Faith (translation of Latin Pidei Defen-
s'lr), a title peciili.ir to the sovereigns of England, con-
ferred by i'ope Leo \. on Henry VIII. in 1521, ns a reward
for writing against Luther, confirmed ijy Pope Clement
VII. and withdrawn later, but restored by Parliament,
and used by the sovereigns of England ever since. Ab-
lireviated D. P. and (for the Latin form Fidei Defensor)
P. I).

defendress (df-fen'dres), ». [< OF. defenderesse,
dcffenderresse, < defendeor, defender: see de-
fender and -e««.] A female defender.

The Queene's malesties vsuall stile of England, France,
and Ireland, defendrcsse of the faith, Ac.

.'Stow, Queen Elizabeth, an. I.i86.

defendu (df-fen'du), n. [OF., pp. of defendre,
defend.] In Aec, having defenses: used when
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these are of a different tincture : as, a boar'shead
sable, defendu or. See horned, tusked, armed.

defensalilet, a. An obsolete form of defensible.

defeasative (df-fen'sa-tiv), n. [< L. defensa-

tus, pp. of defehsare, freq. of defendere, defend
(see defense, r. t.), + E. -ire.] That which
serves to defend or protect; a protection; a
guard ; a defense.

A very unsafe defensative it is against the fury of the

lion . . . which Pliny doth place in cock-broth.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

This is that part of prudence which is the defensative

or guard of a christian. Jer. Taylor (ed. 1835), I. 873.

defense, defence (de-fens'), «• [< ME. defense,

defens, defence, diffense, < OF. defense, defense,
f., defens, deffens, desfens, m., mod. F. defense,

f., = Pr. Sp. Pg. defensa = It. difensa, < LL.
defensa, defense, < L. defendere, pp. defensus,

defend : see defend. The spelling with -ce, de-

fence, is rather more common than the ety-

mologleally correct spelling defense, and in the
apheretie form fence (q. v.) it is now used ex-

clusively: see -ce.] 1. The act of shielding

or guarding from attack or injury ; the act of

resisting an attack or assault.

Hernaud Leillo was slaine in defence of a fort.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 22.

On Saturday night they made their approches, open'd
trenches, rafs'd batteries, tooke the counterscarp and rav-

elin after a stout defence. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 21, 1074.

2. The act of maintaining, supporting, or vin-

dicating by force or argument.

And it was but a dream, yet it lighten'd my despair
When I thought that a war would arise in defence of the

right. Tennyson, Maud, xxviii. 2.

3. Something that repels or guards against
attack, violence, danger, or injury; a protec-

tion; a safeguard; a security; a fortification.

Because of his strength will I wait upon thee : for God
is my defence. Ps. lix. 9.

4. A speech or writing intended to repel or
disprove a charge or an accusation ; a vindica-

tion ; an apology.

Men, brethren, and fathers, hear ye my deferux.

Acta xxiL 1.

The defence of the Long Parliament is comprised in the

dying words of its victim.
Macauiay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

6. In law : (a) The method adopted by a per-

son against whom legal proceedings have been
taken for defending himself against them.
More specifically— (6) The opposing or denial

of the charge or cause of action, or of some es-

sential element in it, as distinguished from op-

position by a counter-claim.

Defence, in its tnie legal sense, signifies not a justifica-

tion, protection, or guard, which is now its popular sig-

nification ; but merely an opposing or denial (from the
trench verb, defender) of the truth or validity of the com-
plaint. Blackstone, Com., III. 20.

6t. Defiance ; resistance ; offense.

What defense has thou done to our dere goddes?
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2692.

7t. A prohibition.

Severe de.fences may be made against wearing any linen

under a certain breadth. Sir W. Temple.

8. The science of defending against attack by
force of arms ; skill in defending from danger
by means of weapons or of the fists; specifi-

cally, fencing or boxing.
" He is," (said he) " a man of great defence.

Expert in battel and in deedea of armes."
Spenser, F. Q., V. 11. 5.

Henry VIII. made the professors of this art a company,
or corporation, by letters patent, wherein the art is inti-

tuled the N'ollle Science of Defence.
The Third University of England, quoted in Strutt's

ISports and Pastimes, p. 355.

9. pi. In her., the natural weapons of an ani-

mal used as a bearing, as the tusks of a boar,

or the like Angle of defense. .See angle^.— Coa.X

of defense. Seecua(2._counoll of defense. Seeconn-
cil.—Defense en droit, in French-Canadian lav; a de-

fense on tlie law ; a demurrer ; a denial tliat the plaintiff's

allegaticiMs iire sufllcient to show a cause of action.—D^
fense en fait, in French-Canadian law, a defense on the
facta ; a general denial of the allegations of tlie plaintiffs

complaint, or a specific denial of some of them.— Defense
au fond en fait, in French-Canndinn law, a general de-

fense of the allct,'af ions of plaintiff's complaint,— Defense
month. Same as /eiK:<'-«ion'A.—Dermal defenses. See
deruKii.— Dilatory defense, equitable defense, etc.

See the adjectives.— Dutcli defense. Sue Diiich.— line
ofdefense. (a)Milit.: (l) A continuous fortified line, or a
succession of fortified points. (2) Tlie distance from the
salient of a bastion Ui the opposite flank. (/)> A method or
course to fie jmrsued in conducting a defense of any kind.

—To be In a posture of defense, to lie prepared to

resist an opponent or an enemy with all tlie means of
defcllS4' in nnc a junvcr.

defenset, defencet (de-fens'), v. t. [< ME. de-

fenscn, < OF. defensor, deffenser^ def^ncer = Pr.

defensive

OSp. defensor = It. difensare, < L. defensare,

freq. of (Je/endece, defend: see rfe/ererf.] 1. To
defend; protect; guard; shield; fortify.

Wert thou defenced with circular fire, more subtle
Than the [fierce] lightning, . . , yet I stiould

Neglect the danger. Shirley, The Wedding, ii. 2.

Human invention
Could not instruct me to dispose her where
She could be more defenced from all men's eyes.

Shirley, Bird in a Cage, v. 1.

2. To defend; vindicate; maintain.

This Gospell with invincible courage, with rare constan-
cy, with liote zeale, she hath maintained in her owne coun-
tries without cliange, and defenced against all kingdomes
that sought change. Lyty, Euphues and his England.

defenseless, defenceless (df-fens'les), a. [< de-

fence, defence, + -less.'] Being without defense

;

without means of repelling assault or injury.

Defenceless and unarm'd, expose my Life.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

defenselessly, defencelessly (df-fens'les-li),

adr. In a defenseless or unprotected manner.
defenselessness, defencelessness (de-fens'les-

nes), H. The state of being defenseless or with-
out protection : as, the defenselessness of a man's
condition.

defensert, defencert, n. A defender.

If I may know any of their fautors, comforters, counsel-
lers, or dcfencers. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 691.

defensibility (de-fen-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< defensi-

ble : see -hilitij.'] Capability of being defended

;

defensibleness.

defensible (de-fen 'si-bl), a. [Formerly also

defencible (= ME. defensable, < OF. defensable,

deffetisable, < ML. defensabills); = Sp. defensible

= Pg. defensivel = It. defensibile, < LL. defensi-

bilis, < L. defensus, pp. of defendere, defend: see

defend.^ 1. Capable of being defended : as, a
defensible city.

Making the place which nature had already fortified,

much more by art defencible.
Speed, Henry II., IX. vi. | 56.

This part of the palace
Is yet defensible ; we may make it good
Till your powers rescue us.

Fletcher (and another). False One, v. 1.

2. That may be -vindicated, maintained, or jus-

tified : as, a defensible cause.

The two latter . . . have been writers of prose, before
whom the poet takes precedence, by inherited and defen-
sible prerogative. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 121.

3t. Contributing to defense ; capable of defend-
ing

;
prepared to defend.

Come ageyn to ther seruice.

And euery man In defensable wise.

Generydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1888.

And that euery citezen or other wtyn the cite haue de-

fensable wepyn wtyn hym self, for kepynge of the pease.
English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 388.

Where nothing but the sound of Hotspur's name
Did seem defensible. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 3.

Defensible casemate. See catemate^.

defensibleness (de-fen'si-bl-nes), n. Defensi-
bility.

The defensibleness of religion. Priestley.

defensiblyt. adv. [ME.; < defensible.] With
arms of defense.
Eche of you in your owne persones defensibly araled.

Paston Letters, II. 422.

defensiont, «. [Early mod. E. also defencion; <

OF. defension, deffension = Sp. defension = Pg.
defensSo = It. defensione, difensione, < ML. de-

fensio(n-), defense, < L. defendere, pp. defensus,

defend: see defend, defense.] A defense.

No defencion could take place, but all went by tyrannie
and meere extortion. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 159.

defensi'Ve (df-fen'siv), a. and n. [< OF. defensif,

F. d4fensif= Pr. defensiu = Sp. Pg. defensivo =
It. defensivo, difensivo, < ML. "defensivns (fem.

defcnsiva, > OF. defensive, a fortification), < L.

defendere, yg. defensus, defend: see defend, de-

fense.] I, a. 1. Serving to defend
;
proper for

defense : as, defensive armor.

The houses which are built are as warme and defensive

against wind and weather as if they were tiled and slated.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 6.

Defensive arms lay by, as useless here.

Where massy balls the neighboring rocks do tear.

Waller.

2. Of the nature of defense ; consisting in re-

sisting attack or aggression : as, defensive war,

in distinction from offensive war, which is ag-

gressive.

Since, therefore, we cannot win by an offensive war, at

least a land-war, the model of our government seems
naturally contrived for the defensive part.

Dryden, Ded. of All for Love.

3. In a state or posture to defend: as, a de-

fensive attitude.—Defensive allegation. See alle-

gation.



n.
fense

defensive

(1. That which defends or serves for de-
; a safeguard ; a security.

Conteininge a resolution politique, toucbinge the femi-
njne goverment in nionarchye ; wth. a defentive of her
Mat*«». honoure and constancye.

PutUnham, Fartheuiades, xiii.

Wars preventiTe, upon Just fears, are true d^/eimce*.

The defenslye, the state or attitude of defense ; the state
of being ready to meet or ward otf attack.

Tnder these circumstances, the dufeiuiire, for the pres-
ent, must be your only care. Lincoln, in Kaymond, p. 256.

To be on the defensive, or to stand on the defen-
sive, to be or stand in a state or posture of defense or re-
sistance, in opposition to aggression or attack.

From that time [the battle of .Melaurus], for four more
years, Hannibal could but Mand on the. defensive in the
southernmost comer of the Italian peninsula.

Encj/c. Brit., XI. 444.

defensively (df-fen'siv-li), adv. In a defensive
manner ; on the defensive ; in defense.

Canialodunum, where the Aomans had seated them-
selves to dwell pleasantly, rather then defensively, was
not fortified. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

defensor (df-fen'sor), n. [L., < defendere, pp.
defenstw, defend : "see defend.'] One who de-
fends. Hence— (a) In Horn, law, a local magistrate of
minor jurisdiction charged with the duty, among others,
of appointing curators or guardians for infants having in-
considerable estates. The name lias also been applied to
one who volunteered to represent in defense an absentee
or incapable person. (6) In civil law: (1) A defendant.
(2) One who took up the defense, and assumed the liabili-
ty, of a defendant. (3) An advocate, patron, procurator,
or cognitor. (4) A curator or guardian, (c) In canon law,
the counsel .and custodian of the property of a church —
Fidel Defensor. See Defender of the Faith, under de-
fender.

defensory (df-fen'so-ri), a. [= OF. defensoire,
drffemoire, < ML. 'defensoritis (neut. defenso-
rium, a defense), < L. defendere, defend: see
defend.] Tending to defend; defensive. Johii-
son.

deferi (de-ffer'), v. ; pret. and pp. deferred, ppr.
deferring. [< OF. deferer, F. deferer = Sp. Pg.
deferir = It. deferire, charge, accuse, intr. give
way, < L. deferre (pp. delatm), bring down,
bring before, give, grant, also (with aec. nomen
= E. name) charge, accuse, < de, down, + ferre
= E. bearl. Cf. delate^.] I, trans. If. To offer;
render; assign: as, to defer the command of
an army.
The worship deferred to the Virgin. Brevint.

2. To refer ; leave to another's judgment and
determination.

The commissioners . .

Earl of Northumberland.
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time or the occurrence of some event, as, for instance,
when the ordinary shares are in the enjoyment of a given
annual percentage of profit. Bithell.

II. intrans. To wait ; delay
;
procrastinate.

D^er not till to-morrow to be wise
;

To-morrow's sun to thee may never rise.

Congreve, To Cobham.

'aZim. deference (def'fer-ens), n. [< F. deference = Sp

lukewarmness.

Pg. deferencia = ft. dcferenea, < L. as if *defe-
rentia, < defereri{t-)s, ppr. of deferre, defer: see
defer^.] A yielding in opinion ; submission to
the opinion, judgment, or wish of another;
hence, regard, respect, or submission in gen-
eral: as, a blind deference to authority.

A natural roughness makes a man uncomplaisant to
others ; so that he has no deference for their inclinations,
tempers, or conditions. Locke.

defibrlnlze

of growing cool; coolness;
[Bare.]

Young beginners are . . . not so easily tempted to a
recession, till after a long time, by a revolution of affec-
tions, they are abated by a defervescency in lioly actions.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 108.

2. In patliol., abatement or decrease of fever
or feverish symptoms.

All goes well, though slowly ; and as completeness is
more precious than rapidity of cure, we must be content
to mark time and watch gratefully the process of defer-
vescence, which is proceeding satisfactorily.

London Times.

defeudalize (de-fu'dal-iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
[< de- priv. -(-

deprive of feudal character or

defcudalized, ppr. defeudalizing. [< de- priv. +
feudalize.'] To
form

Adams Speech, at parting with the Angel, has in it .i deflfait, a. [OF., pp. of defaire, deffaire, undo.
Deference and Gratitude agreeable to an Inferior Nature, defeat: see defeat.] In her., same as dicapit/.

defflyt (def'li), adv. A corrupt form of deftly.
Addison, Spectator, No. 345.

It would be much more dlfllcult to produce examples of
injury to a state from the too speedy termination of hos-
tilities in deference to the public voice. Brougham.
When personal inquiry has been thorough, unbiased,

and entire, it seems a violation of natural law to say that
the inquirer should put it aside in deference to others,
even of presumably superior qualification.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 199.

deferent (defer-ent), a. and n. [= F. deferent
= Sp.Pg.lt. d

-"
• -

deferre, carry i

ing off or away ; carrying off'; conveying away ; Pr. desfiansa ="OSp. desfianza = It. diffidan'za,
specifically, m awa*. and p/()/«J0i., efferent: op- diffidenza, disfidanza), < ML. diffidentia, diM-
posed to afferent: as, the deferent duct of the dantia, lack of faith, distrust, defiance, < L. dif-
t'^^*®^- fiden(t-)s, ppr. of diffidere, ML. also diffidare,

They dauncen de^y, and singen soote.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., April.

deflablet, a. [ME. dyffydble; < defy + -alU.]
Digestible.

And he must drawe him to places of swete ayre and
hungry ; and ete nourishable meetes and dyffyable also.
Juliana Bemers, Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an Angle,

(fol. 1, back.

<.
It. deferente, < L. deferen(t-)s, ppr. of defiance (de-fi'ans), m. [< ME. defyaunce,
arry down

: see defer'^.] I. a. Bear- OF. defiance, deffiance, desfianee, F. defiance (=

The figures of pipes, or concaves, through which sounds
pass, or the other bodies defenut, conduce to the variety
and alteration of the sounds. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 220.

Deferent canal, the tube by which the seminal fluid of
a male animal is conveyed from the testicles to the ex-
ternal sexual organs. Also called the efferent duct, or van
deferens.

H. m. 1. That which carries or conveys; a
conductor.

Hard bodies refuse not altogether
to be mediums of sounds. But all of
them are dull and unapt deferents.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 217.©
deferred the matter unto the
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 67.

n. intrans. To yield to another's opinion;
submit in opinion: with to.

They not only deferred to his counsels in publick as-
semblies, but he was moreover the umpire of domestick
mattera. " —

Specifically—2. Avesselorduet
in the human body for the con-
veyance of fluids Deferent of
the epicycle, or simply the deferent
(also called the orbit), in the Ptolemaic
system of astronomy, a circle upon the
circumference of which another circle
was supposed to move, this second cir-
cle being called the epicycle, and carry-
ing the body of the planet.

It was in this simple and convincing manner that Co-
pernicus accounted for the second inequalities of the
planets, by substituting the orbit of the earth fnr the three
epicycles of the superior planets and the two deferents of
the inferior. Small.

D
Deferent.

©, the earth; P,
the pU-inet ; P, E, E,
the epicycle ; D, D,
D, the deferent or
orbit.

deferent duct of the testes.

Spence. tr. of VarlUas Hist. H°u8e.°f M|^cis deferential (def-e-ren'shal), a. [= F. dSfA

You- whose stupidity and insolence
' ' ' *'"'^'. ^ ^- ^« ^^ 'deferentialis, <*deferentm, < d

I must defer to, soothe at every turn.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 278.

defer2 (de-f6r'), ». ;
pret. and pp. deferred, ppr.

deferring. [An alteration, after de/erl, of differ,
< ME. differren (rare), put off, < OF. differer,
F. differer = Sp. diferir = Pg. differir = It. de-
ferire, diferire, defer, delay, < L. differre (pp.
dilatus), carry different ways, scatter, put off,
defer (intr. differ, be different, whence directly
E. differ), < dis-, apart, away, -I- ferre. carry,
= E. beari; see differ, dilate, delayK] I. trans.
1. To delay; put off; postpone to a future
time : as, to defer the execution of a design.

Soldiers, defer the spoil of the city until night.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

God,
Nothing more certain, will not long defer
To vindicate the glory of his name.

Milton, S. A., 1. 474.
Why should we defer our Joys?

B. Jonson, Volpone, ill. 6.

2t. To cause to wait; remand; put off: appUed deferrer (de-fer'er), m,

to persons. "'''" ,./.=f^-^r.oo „

distrust, defy: see defiant, diffident, and cf. dif-
fidence, ult. a doublet of defiance.] If. Sus-
picion; mistrust.

Major Holmes, who I perceive would fain get to be free
and friends with my wife, but I shall prevent it, and she
herself hath also a defyance against him.

Pepys, Diary, I. 245.

2. The act of one who defies; a challenge to
fight; an invitation to combat; a call to an
adversary to fight if he dare.

As two contentious Kings, that, on each little jar.
Defiances send forth, proclaiming open war.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ill. lOO.

He then commanded his trumpeter to sound a defiance
to his challengers. Scctt.

3. A challenge to meet in any contest; a call
upon one to make good any assertion or charge

;

an invitation to maintain any cause or point.

—

4. Contempt of opposition or danger; a daring
or resistance that implies contempt of an ad-
versary, or disregard of any opposing force : as,
he pressed forward in defiance of the storm.

Pride in their port, defiance in their eye,
I see the lords of human kind pass by.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 327.

Their towers that looked defiance at the sky.
Fallen by their own vast weight, in fragments lie.

Bryant, Ruins of Italica.

It is one thing to like defiance, and another thing to like
its consequences. George Eliot, Middlemarch, II. 41.

ren-

defe-
ren(t-)s, ppr. of deferre : see deferent, deference.]
1. Expressing or characterized by deference;
respectful in manner.

Their guilt is wrapped In deferential names.
Lowell, Temoora Mutantur.

2. In anat., convejring away or carrying off;
specifically, pertaining to the vas deferens, or defiant (de-fi'ant), a. ^
j„i i. J..... .i, ^r,- i._^— Y. defiant = Pr. desfiant = OSp. desfiante'= It

diffidente, disfidante, < L. diffiden{t-)s, distrust-

To bid defiance to, or to set at defiance, to defy;
brave : as, to bid detiance to ridicule or criticism ; to ut
public opinion at defiaiux.

He bids defiance to the gaping crowd. Granville.

[< OF. defiant, deffiant,

The deferential end of the testicular tube opens into a
sac close to the anus. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. .548.

deferentially (def-e-ren'shal-i), adv.
deferential manner ;" with deference.

In a

And did Sir Aylmer (deferentially
With nearing chair and lower'd accent) think—
For people talk'd— that it was wholly wise ?

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

deferment (de-f6r'ment), n. [< defer^ + -meni.]
A putting off"; postponement.

But, sir, ray grief. Joined with the instant business,
Beg&adefermenl. "' ' " '"

[There was a) reason why he did not defer him at first
for his answer, till some more of the magistrates and
deputies might have been assembled.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 138.

Deferred annuity. See nnnMt(j/.— Deferred bonds
bonds issued by a government or company, entitling the
holder to a gradually increasing rate of interest up to a
specified rate, when they arc converted into or classed as
active bonds. £i<A««, Counting-House Diet.— Deferred
pay, an allowance of twopence per day paid to .soldiers
nd non-commissioned officers serving iu the British army

yearl>eing paid to his representatives.—Deferred shares
shares issued by a company which do not entitle the holder
to share In the profits until the expiration oX a specified

ful, defiant, ppr. of diffidere, distrust, ML. also
diffidare, distrust, defy, > OF. defier, P. defier,
defy: see defy, diffide, and cf. diffident, ult. a
doublet of defiant.] Characterized by defiance,
or bold opposition or antagonism; challeng-
ing.

He spoke first to Mary Stuart, who, half frightened, half
dejiant, found herself on the edge of a conflict to which
her own resources were manifestly inade(inate.

Froude, Hist. Eng., Reign of Elizabeth, ix.

s"r ./"sSm defiantly (de-a'ant-li), adv. In a defiant man-
r/ J <. „o 1 -, r^

nei'; with defiance.

S- ftfrn^tnlH^lt defiantness (de-fi'ant-nes), n. The state or
)ff: atirocrastinntnr. quality of being defiant.

He answered, not raising his voice, but speaking with
quick defiantness. George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ixi.

defiatoryt (df-fi'a-to-ri), a. [Improp. < defy +
-dt-ori/.] Bidding or bearing defiance.

Letters defiatoryt.

Sh'etford, Learned Discourses (1632), p. 276.

defibrinate (de-fi'bri-nat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
defibrinated. ppr. defibrinating. [< de- priv. +
fibrin + -ate.] To'defibrinize.

, , . -, , .

^^
._ . . ^., .. ^ - fibrin.

vescere, cease boiling, cool down, abate, < de, defibrinize (de-fi'bri-niz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

On. + fervescere, inceptive ot fervere, boil: see defibrinized, ppr. defibrinizing . [< de- priv. +
fervent.] 1. Abatement of heat; the state fibrin + 4ze.] To deprive of fibrin: specifi-

who postpones or puts off; a procrastinator.
A great deferrer, long in hope, grown numb
With sloth, yet greedy still of what's to come.

B. Jonsori, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

defervet, v. t. [ME., < L. defervere, boil down,
boil thoroughly, < de, dovm, + fervere, boil:
see fervent.] To boil down.

Defrut, carene, and sape in oon manere
Of must is made. Defrut of defervynq
Tilthicke.

Palladius, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 204.

o?»-JSS^'?i''Jl'' Pf^M^
on death- , A similar allowance defervesccnce, defervesccncy (de-ffer-ves'ens defibrination (de-fi-bri-na'shon), «. Theacto

"a^y°rse"^\,'?nVs^;\SrtdT"a'^'i:n"dytgTri;,"i l^l
"^-^i)' »• [< L- deferfescen{l)\ ppr. of difer- process of d?fibrinizing, or depriving of fibi^



deflbrinize

cally used of removing fibrin from fresh blood
by whipping it with rods.

deflcience (df-fish'ens), n. [See deficiency.]
The state of being deficient; a deficienov.
[Rare or obsolete.]

In this third part of learning, which is poesy, I can re-
port no deficience.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 146.

It would argue doubtless in the other party great de-
ficmu-e and distrust <if themselves, not to meet the force
of his reason in any held whatsoever,

Milton, Eikonoklastes, Pref.

deficiency (de-fisL'en-si), «.; pi. deficiencies
(-siz). [Also deficience; = Sp. Pg. deficiencia =
It. deficienza, < ML. as if *deficientia, < L. defi-
Cie»(f-)s, deficient: &ee deficient.] 1. The state
of being deficient; alack or failing; a falling
short; incompleteness, as of intelligence, at-
tainments, or performance.
Marlborough was a man not only of the most idle and

mvolous pursuits, but was so miserably ignorant that his
dejicvencies made him the ridicule of his contemporaries.

Buckle, Civilisation.
The defcxeimi in administration fof the V S govern-

ment), aside from had lawgivers, consists mainly in the lack
of business order in public affaire. .V. A. Hev.,CXL. 311.

2. That in which a person or thing is deficient

;

an imperfection.

The deficiency which causes colour-blindness cannot be
supplied by any conceivable process. Tail, Light, § 16.

3. Lack of the necessary quantity, number,
etc.

; inadequacy; insufficiency: as, a deficiency
of troops; a deficiency of blood.—4. Absence:
loss. [Bare.]

Tho' thou wert scattered to the wind
Yet is there plenty of the kind. . . .

Wholl weep for thy deficiency i

Tennymn, Two Voices.
Deflclency bill .See 6a3._ Deficiency of an algebrai-
cal curve. See™r«!.-OeneralDeaclencyBm. See

.J ^?SP- I"sufflciency, scantiness, meageniess, scarci-
ty, dearth, for comparison with de/ecHvenexs, see defec-
tive.

*^

deficient (de-fish 'ent^), a. [= F. deficient = Sp.

1

Pg. It. deficiente, < L. deficien{t-)s, ppr. of de-
ficere, lack, fail, be wanting : see defect.'] '

Lacking; wanting; incomplete.
Jiist as much as the love of God's law is deficUnt. must

the fear of man s law be called in to supply iu place.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 222.

2. Defective; imperfect; inadequate: as, de-
ficient strength.

For nature so preposterously to err,
Being not deficient, Wind, or lame of sense
Sans witchcraft could not— Shnk., Othello, L 3.

8. Not having a full or adequate supply : as, the
country is deficient in the means of carrying on
war._Deflcient hyperbola, in vtalh., a curve whichmeeU the line at hifiiiity at only one real point : a curve
which has one iiiid but one rial asymptote, and which does
not run off to inHiiity elsewhere. It is so called (first byNewton) as hairing but one asymptote Instead of two.
aeehmerbola. Also called (/</ec«MAj^pCT-6o<o.—Deficientnumber, in anth., a number the sum of whose alinimt
part-s 13 less than the numljer itself: thus, 8 is a deiiricnt
numftcr, as the sum of its aliquot parts, 1, 2, 4, is only 7= °Ta. Deficient, Defective (see defective), insufficient in-
a«ef|uate. '

deficiently (de-fish'enfr-li), adv. In a deficient
manner; insufficiently; inadequately.

deficientness (de-fish'ent-nes), n. The state of
being deficient. [Rare.]

deficit (def'i-sit), n. [= F. deficit = Sp. Pg. It
p. 6. Dan. Sw. deficit, < L. deficit, it is wanting,
3d pers. smg. pres. ind. of dcficere, be want-
ing: see deficient.] A failure or falling off in
amount; specifically, a financial deficiency: as,
a deficit in the taxes or revenue.

Squandering, and payment by loan. Is no way to check
» ''«*»' Carlyle, French Rev., I. iii. 2.

Profuse expenditure, demanding more than could Im; gotfrom crippled industry, had causeil a chronic deficit
//. Syxncer, .Study of Sociol., p. 155

defldet, v. t. See diffide.

^^, ?^% L*??
^'•'^^- C^-' "f ^a'tli: *>. of; fide,uhlot fides, faith: see faith.] Of the fiith

authoritative; authentic.
The poorer classe., are not, for the most part, even ac-quainted with the distinction between what is to l«! Ik,.lieved to be de fide and what is ixjpularly taught them as

I'l'^y, Eirenicon, p. 112.

defier (de-n'6r), n. [Formerly also defuer; <
defy + -erl. Cf. OF. defieur.] One wh6 defies
or dares, (a) a challenger

; one who challenges anotherto combat or encounter, (h) One who acta in oppositionor contempt : a«, a defier of the laws.
"PPo«l"on

He was ever
A loose and strong defier of all order.

tletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i. 1

deflguratlont (de-fig-n-ra'shon), n. [< defiaure+ -atton; equiv. to disfiguration.] A disfigur-
ing; disfiguration.
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Defiguratiorui and deformations of ()hrlst.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 30.

defiguret (de-fig'ur), v. t. [< F. difigurer, for-
merly desfigurer (ML. defigurare), disfigure : see
disfigure. ] 1 . To disfigure.— 2. To figure ; de-
lineate

; represent figuratively.
On the pavement of the said chappel be these two stones

as they are here defigured.
Weever, Ancient Funeral Monuments, p. 844.

By this [Labyrinth] defigured they the perplexed life ofman, conabred and intangled with manifold mischiefs, one
succeeding another. Sandys, Travailes, p. 88.

defilade (def-i-lad'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. defi-

laded, ppr. defilading. [< F. defilade, n., < de-
filer protect trom enfilade (q. v.), defile: see
'lefile^-] in fort., to arrange the plan and pro-
file ot (a fortification) so as to protect its lines
trom enfilading fire, and its interior from plung-
ing or reverse fire. Also defile.
"e^a^ding (def-i-la'ding), n. That branch of
fortification the object of which is to deter-
mine the directions or heights of the lines of
rampart or parapet, so that the interior of the
work may not be incommoded by a fire directed
to it from neighboring eminences. Also delile-
mcnt.

demel (de-fil'), V. i.i pret. and pp. defiled, ppr.
defiling. [Altered, in imitation of the simple
verb/te2, of same meaning, from ME. defoulen,
mod. obs. defoul, defile, < L. de- + ME.foulen,
make foul (whence mod. foul, v.), with parallel
tOTtnJylen, whence mod. file^i : see defoul^, de-
foul-.] 1 . To make unclean, dirty, or impure

:

80U; befoul. 1-
>

They that touch pitch will be defiled.

Shak., Much Ado, iil. 3.

2. Figuratively, to sully or tarnish, as reputa-
tion, etc.

ITiey shall defile thy brightness. Ezek. xxviii. 7.

He is among the greatest prelates of the age, however
his character may be defiled by dirty hands.

Swift, Letter on the Sacramental Test.

3. To make ceremonially unclean.
That which dieth of itself, or is torn with beasts he

shall not eat, to defile himself therewith. Lev. xxii. 8.

He hath defiled the sanctuary of the Lord. Num. xix. 20.

4. To overcome the chastity of; debauch ; vio-
late; deflower.

Shechem ... lay with her, and defiled her.
Gen. xxxiv. 2.

6. To taint, in a moral sense ; corrupt ; vitiate

;

debauch; pollute.

Defile not youreelvcs with the Idohi of Egypt
Ezek. XX. 7.

God requires rather that we should die than defiU our-
selves with impieties.

StiUingfieet.

J"Ir^ '^,'\ ^ntan'lnate, 'oul, eUin, dirty. See taint, v. t.

deflle-' (de-fil ), r.
;
pret. and pp. defiled, ppr.

defilmg. [= D. defileren = G. defiUren = Dan
defilere = Sw. defilera, < OF. defihr, F. dHler (=
bp. Pg. desfilar = It. difilarc), file off, defile, un-
ravel, unstring, < rfc-priv. + filer, spin threads,
< fit, a thread, a file, rank, order: see fileS.] J
intrans. To march off in a line, or by files; file
off.

The Turks defiled before the enemy. Gibbon.
The army did not defiU Into the plains around Malaga

before the following morning. ^
PrescoU, Ferd. and Isa., i. 13.

J J?'o'^""*' ^f'^^-' same aa defilade.
deaf (^6-fil' or de'fil), n. [Formerly also

f^''f^-\^F,- ^fi^' * ?*»»' ''"filf'- prop. pp. of
defiler, defile : see defile'^, v.] 1 . A naiTow pas-
**go in a mountain region; a gorge through
which a body of troops or other persons can
pass in a file or narrow line.

,„^? 'S"'
"'e Sil'des in the advance, and putting spurs

to his horse, dashed through a defile of the mountain.

o A „ T. 1, /.,
Irving, Granada, p. 94.

2. A march by files.

It was a proud sight for Siena as she watched the defUethrough her narrow and embattled streets of band afterband of the envoys of the towns that acknowledged her

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 100.
= Syn. 1. Gorge, Ravine, etc. See valley

defilementi (de-fil'ment), n. [< difile'i + -ment.]
1. The act of defiling, or the state of being de-
filed; foulness; uncleanness; impurity.
They are here, as at Mindanao, very superstitious inwashing and cleansing themselves from defilements and

for that reason they delight to live near the Rivers or
."Streams of water. Dampicr, Voyages II 1 I.37

definita

defllements (de-fil'ment), n. [< F. defilement,
''f./'j''-. defile: see defile^, v.] la fort., same

as defilading.

demer (df-fl'ler), n. One who or that which
defiles; one who corrupts or debauches; onewho or that which pollutes.

., „ Thou bright defiler
Of Hymen s purest bed ! Shak., T. of A., Iv. 3.

defiliation (de-fil-i-a'shon), n. [< L. de- priv+ films, a son, filia, a 'daughter, -f E. -ation :

see filiation.] The abstraction of a child from
Its parents; the act of rendering childless.
[Rare.]

The tales of fairy-spiriting may shadow a lamentable
verity, and the recovery of the young Montagu be but a
solitary instance of good fortune out of many irreparable
and hopeless defiliations. Lamb, Chimney-Sweepers.

definable (df-fi'na-bl), a. [< define + -able.]
Capable of being defined. («) Susceptible of defl-
nition : as, definable words.

That Supreme Nature, which we cannot otherwise define
than by saying it is infinite; as if infinite were definable
or infinity a subject for our narrow understanding.

'

Dryden, Pref. to Religio Laici.

(6) Determinable
; ascertainable: as, definable limits: a

definable period.
-> »

Concerning the time of the end of the worid, the ques-
tion is whether that time be definable or no.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

definably (de-fi'na-bli), adv. In a definable
manner.

defijie (de-fin'), v.; pret. and pp. defined, ppr.
dejhiing. [< ME. definen, diffinen, < OF. definer,
deffiner, defenir, deffinir, diffiner, define, limit,
finish, end, etc., F. definir = Pr. definir, diffinir

'

= bp. Pg. definir=lt. definire, diffinire= D. defi-
meren = G. definiren = Dan. definere = Sw. de-
finiera, < L. definire, limit, settle, define, < de- -(-

finire, set a limit, bound, end : see finish, and cf
definish.] I. trans. 1. To determine, declare
ormark the limit of; circumscribe; determine
or indicate the bounds or outlines of with pre-
cision; mark or set out clearly: as, to define
the extent of a kingdom or country.

More and yet more defined the trunks appear,
lUI the wild prospect stands distinct and clear.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 122.

The Images of objects at different distances from the evecannot be defined at the same time uimn the retina.
Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 48.

2. To fix, establish, or prescribe authorita-
tively : as, to define the duties of an officer.

Even had there been only one state, and not thirteen itwould probably have been found convenient to define therange of each of the powers of the commonwealth iu awritten document. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 190.

3. To state the signification of ; explain what is
expressed by (a word, a phrase, etc.) ; state the
nature or essential properties of: as, to define
virtue

; define your meaning more clearly.

. ?''J'' ",i'-' *I"'?"8'»
the bad expression of these Writers

to define this fight, whether by Sea or Land.
Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

Like wit, much talked of, not to be defined. Otway.
He (Canon Kingsley] defines superstition to be an unrea-sonuig fear of the unknown.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 216.

4t. To determine; settle; decide.

2. Corruption of morals, principles, or con-
duct

; impurity
; pollution by vice or sin.

The t-liaste cannot rake into such filth without danger
of defilement. Addison, Spectator, No. 286.

These warlike Champions, all in armour shine
Assembled were in field the chalenge to define.

Spenser, F. Q,, IV. iii. 3.

II. intrans. If. To determine; decide; give
judgment. *

The unjust judge ... is the capital remover of land-marks, when he defineth amiss of lands and properties,

o m i. i J ,. ... -Bacon, Judicature.
^. 1 o state a definition.

defined (de-find'), 2>. a. Having the extent as-
certained

; having the precise limit marked, or
having a determinate limit; definite.

-Vo one had a defined portion of land or any certainbounds to his possessions. Brougham.

definementt (de-fln'ment), n. [< OF. defile-
ment, definition, finishing, accomplishment <
definer, defenir, define : see define.] The act of
defining or describing ; definition.

Sir, his definement suffers no perdition In you.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

definer (de-fi'n6r), «. One who defines, in any
sense of that word.

Let your Imperfect Definition show
That nothing you, the weak Definer, know.

Prior, On Ex. iii. 14.

deflnisht, ». t. [ME. definishen, < OF. definiss-,
stem of certain parts of definir, define : see de-
fine, and cf. finish.] To define. Chaucer.

definita, «. Plural of deflnitum.



disflnite

definite (def i-nit), a. and n. [= OF. definit, F.

defini = Sp. definido = Pg. It. definito, < L. rfe-

Jinitus, limited, definite, pp. of definire, limit,

define: see define.] I. n. 1. Having fixed limits;

bounded with precision ; determinate : as, defi-

nite dimensions ; definite measure.

In the Bible, the highest heaven is certainly a definite

place, where God's presence is specially manifesteu, al-

though at the same time it pervades the whole univei-se.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 69.

2. Expressly or precisely prescribed, fixed, or

established.

It was too much the habit of English politicians to take

it for granted that there was in India a known and definite

constitution by which questions of this kind were to be
decided. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Before any definite agency for social control is developed,

there exists a control arising partly from the public opinion

of the living, and more largely from the public opinion of

the dead. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 467.

3. Having clear limits in signification ; deter-

minate ; certain
;
precise : as, a definite word,

term, or expression.— 4. Fixed; determinate;
exact.

Some certain and definite time. Aylife, Parergon.

A jar of water, if you shake it, has a perfectly definite

time in which it oscillates, and that is very easily mea-
sured. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 201.

5. In jrra«»., defining; limiting: applied to the
article the and its correspondents in other lan-

guages.— 6. lahot.: (a) Of a constant number,
not exceeding twenty : as, stamens definite. (6)

Limited in development: as, a definite inflores-

cence. See centrifugal inflorescence, under cen-

trifugal.—Definite proportions, in chein., the relative

quantities in which bodies unite to form compounds. Also
called comhininff propositions, chemical equivalents, or
equivaleTits. See equivalent, andatomic theory, unAeratoTn-
ic.— Definite term, in logic, aterm which defines ormarks
out a particular class of beings, or a single person, as distin-

guished from an iiuiefinite term, which does not define or
mark out an object. =Syn. Definite, Definitive, clear. The
first two are sometimes confounded, especially in the adver-
bial form, and they often cover essentially the same idea.

He spoke definitely— t\i&t is, with his meaning sharply
defined ; he answered definitively— that is, so as to define

or decide with certainty. Definite is passive, definitive ac-

tive.

II. n. [ML. definitum, neut. of L. definitus,

definite.] A thing defined. Ayliffe. [Bare or

obsolete.]

definitely (def'i-nit-li), adv. In a definite man-
ner.

definiteness (def'i-nit-nes), n. The quality of

being definite or defined in extent or significa-

tion ; exactness ; determinateness.

The right word is always a power, and communicates its

definiteness to our action.
George Elict, Middlemarch, I. 330.

definition (def-i-nish'on), n. [= OF. definition,

definison, F. definition = Sp. definicion = Pg.
definiqUo = It. definizione = D. definitie = G.
Dan. Sw. definition, < L. definitio{n-), a deiini-

tion (tr. Gr. Spca/^S;, < hpiZttv, define, limit : see
liorizon),<. definire, define: see define.] 1. The
determination of the limits or outlines of a
thing ; a marking out ; the state of being clearly

marked out or outlined; specifically, in optics,

the defining power of a lens— that is, its ability

to give a clear, distinct image of an object in

aU its important details. This depends upon
the freedom of the lens from spherical and chro-
matic aberration.

The day was clear, and every mound and peak traced its

outline with perfect definition against the sky.
0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 265.

Of course, every one who is in the habit of using a tele-

scope in the daytime is familiar with the fact, that on many
seemingly cloudless days there is an otherwise invisible

kind of haze, which impairs or destroys definiti^m, and that
the best or brightest vision is obtained in the blue sky visi-

ble between large, floating annuli. Science, IV. 94.

2. The act of stating the signification of a word
or phrase, or the essential properties of a thing.

Definition is so closely connected with classification

that, until the nature of the latter process is in some
measure understood, the former cannot be discussed to

much purpose. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. viii. § 1.

Enthusiastically attached to the name of liberty, these

historians troubled themselves little about its definition.
Macaulay, History.

3. A statement of the signification of a word or
phrase, or of what is essential to the conception
of any given thing ; an explanation of how any
fiven kind is distinguished from all other kinds,
hree conceptions of the nature of definition have pre-

vailed at different times : (1) Aristotle taught that evei-y

strict definition consist* of two parts, ditferent in kind,
one declaring the genus or higher class to which the spe-
cies defined l>elongs, the other declaring the specific dif-

ference by wldch tlie given species differs from others of
the same geims. This view influences most of the defini-

tions of systematic botany and zoology. (2) The theory of

logical extension and comprehension, coming into vogue
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on the overthrow of Aristotelianisni and attaining- its ex-

treme development in the formal logic of Kant and his

followers, made the definition a mere list of essential

marks all standing upon one footing and aggregated to-

gether without any distinction between genus and differ-

ence. This, being an extremely nominalistic view, an-

swers very well for the definitions of some artificial classes

in mathematics, etc. (3) Modern It^icians, recognizing

that the elements of a definition are neither, in general,

merely joined together without order nor always com-
bined on one fixed model, conceive tlie definition to be an
explanation of the construction of the concept to be de-

fined out of others better Itnown. According to the two
first views alike, some concepts are indefinable because so

abstract that no wider ones embracing them can be found
;

deflect

Definitively thus I answer you.
ShaJe., Rich, in., Ui. 7.

The strong and decided policy to which Republicans
throughout the country had de/inth'weij/ committed them-
selves. The American, IX. 343.

3. Finally ; conclusively : as, the points be-

tween the parties are definitively settled.

No man, no synod, no session of men, though call'd the

church, can judge definitively the sense of Scripture to

another man's conscience. Milton, Civil Power.

3t. So as to have or exist in a definitive loca-

tion (which see, tinder definitive).
according to the third, no concept can be too abstract to deflnitlveiieSS (de-fin'i-tiv-nes), n. Determi-

nateness; decisiveness; conclusiveness.

At length I would be avenged ; this was a point defini-

tively settled— but the very definitiveness with which it

was resolved precluded the idea of rislt.

Poe, Tales, I. 346.

[< L. as if "rf^wi-

iudOf < defmituSj definite: see definite.'] Defi-

niteness; exactitude; precision.

Though thus destitute of the light and definitude of

mathematical representations, philosophy is allowed no
adequate language of its own. Sir W. Hamilton.

definitum (def-i-ni'tum), n, ;
pi. definita (-ta).

[ML.] A thing defined. See definite, n.

admit of definition, the only indefinable ideas being such
as the sensation of redness, tlie sense of fear, and the like,

which direct experience alone can impart. An example
of definitions conforming to the third conception is : "An
uncle is the son of a parent of a parent "— a definition in

which the notions of son and parent neither stand in the

relation of genus and difference nor are merely aggregated /j-.c r- i.-a\
together. Such also is the definition *'Sub8tance is the aeiUlltUae (ae-lm i-tua_), n.

permanent element in the phenomenon."

Though definitions will serve to explain the names of

substances as they stand for our ideas, yet theyleave them
not witliout great imperfection as they stand for things.

Locke, Human Understanding, III. xi. 24.

Abundant definition, a definition which specifies char-

acters which might be omitted without widening the class

of things to which the definition applies.— Acciden
tal definition, a description.—Adequate definition or defixf (de-fiks')t ^. t- [< L. defixus, pp. of de-

mark, a definition which applies to every individual of

the class defined, and to no other.—Analytical defini-

tion, a definition expressing an analysis of a notion al-

ready formed, and embodied in a word or phrase already

in use.— Causal definition. .See causal.— Circle in
definition. See circte.— Conceptual definition, the

analysis of a concept; theexactsettingforthof thecontenta ' g. Herbert, Country Parson, xxvii.
ofanotion.— Descriptlvedeflnition,adefinitionwhich .,.,,. ^.. r, j ^
designates the thing dtflned by means of inessential attri- deflagraDllltT (def'la-gra-Dll 1-tl), ». [< deflO-
butes.— Essential definition, a strict definition stating arable: see -bility.] In chem., combustibility;
the true constitutive essence ol the deflnitum.--Nominal

fj^ quality of taking fire and burning away,
definition, an explanation of the meanmg of a word.— """ ^'^•"u^ij ui „« ^^ e j

figere, fasten down, fix, < de, down, + figere,

fasten : see fix.] To fix ; fasten.

The country parson is generally sad [sober] because he
knows nothing but the cross of Christ, his mind Ijeing de-

fixed on and with those nails wherewith his JIaster was.
fl Ha^luivt t't\„r\iw Pai-or.,, vvvii

We have been forced to spend much more time than the

opinion of tlie ready defiagrability (if I may so speak) of

saltpetre did beforehand permit us to imagine.
Boyle, Works, I. 362.

Real definition, the statement of the design or idea of a
real kind. Thus, any artificial object, as a sewing-ma-
chine, is defined by stating the purpose and the nature of

the contrivance by which the purpose is intended to be at-

tained. The real definition of a natural species supposes _ _ i.i /.i */i- a- a^^f^-^^ \<\\ ^
the species to owe its being to some intelligible idea which deflagraDle (def la-or Oe-tla gra-DlJ, a.

the definition attempts to state.— Ssmtfietlcal defini-
tion, a definition expressing the mode of constructing a
new conception ; a definition for a new term therein pro-

posed, or for a new sense proposed for an old word.

definitional (def-i-nish'on-al), a. [< definition

-t- -a/.] 1. Of or pertaining to definition; used
in defiiiing.

Two distinct presentations are necessary to the com- deflagrate (def'la-grat), V.
;
pret. and pp. def-

parison that is here implied ; but we cannot begin with lagrated, ppr. defiagrating. f< L. deflagratus,
such rfe^nifiojia! differentiation : we must first recognize _ ^j deflaarare, bum, consupoe, < de- + fia-
our objects before we can compare them. „;„„„ v.,,,,,. aal it^^mtil 1 T trnn<i Tn «pt

J. raid, Encyc. Brit, XX. 49. (/rare, bum . aee flagrant.} i trans, lo sex,

fire to; bum; consume: as, to deflagrate oil or

„ . . „ . .. [<L-

as if *deflagrabiKs, < deflagrare, bum : see def-

lagrate.] Combustible ; having the quality of

taking fire and burning up, as alcohol, oils, etc.

Our chymical oils, supposing that they were exactly

pure, yet . . . they would be . . . but the more inflam*

niable and deflagrable. Boyle, Works, I. 538.

2. Abounding in definitions.

definitive (de-fln'i-tiv), a. and n. [= F. defini-

tif=z Sp. Pg. It. definitive = D. definitief= G.

Dan. Sw. definitiv, < L. definitivus, definitive,

explanatory, LL. definite, < definitus, pp. of de-

finire, define: see define.] I. a. 1. Limiting
the extent ; determinate

;
positive ; express

:

as, a definitive term.

other authoi"S often write dubiously, even in matters
wherein is expected a strict and definitive truth.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

spirit.

A secondary condenser is always used for spectroscopic

experiments, as the spark has great defiagrating power.

J. E. U. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 53.

n. intrans. To bum; burst into flame; spe-

cifically, to bum rapidly, with a sudden evolu-

tion of flame and vapor, as a mixture of char-

coal and niter thrown into a red-hot emeible.
—Deflagrating mixtures, combustible mixtures, gener-

ally made with niter, the oxygen of which is the active

ingredient in promoting their combustion.

I had been subject to attacks of the singular disorder deflagration (def-la-gra'shon), n. [= F. difto-
which physicians have agreed to term catalepsy, in de- qration = Sp. deflagraciotl = Pg. deflagracao
fault of a more d«>«t(ii)e title. Poc, Tales, I. 332. ^ jj_ deflagrazione, < L. deflagratio{.n-), < de-
« t:,_j!__. j.i. ;„:_„. fi„„i. „„„„!.,„:„„.

flagrare, burn up: see deflagrate.] A kin-

dling or setting on fire ; Ijuraing; combustion.

Specifically — (a) Oxidation by the rapid combustion of

a substance, attended with an extremely sudden evolu-

tion of flame and vapor. It is accomplished by mixing

the substance with potassium chlorate or nitrate (niter),

and projecting the mixture in small portions at a time

into a red-hot crucible, (b) The rapid combustion of nret-

als by the electric spark.

deflagrator (def 'la-gi-a-tor), n. [= F. deflagra-

teur = Sp. deflagrador, K NL. defiagrator, < L.

defiagrare, bum up: see defiagrate.] An in-

strument for producing combustion, particu-

larly the combustion of metallic substances by
means of the electric spark— Hare's deflagrator,

a voltaic cell in which the copper and zinc plates are

large and are wound closely together in a spiral form, and

hence offer large surface and proportionally small internal

resistance. It can, therefore, produce powerful heating

effects in a short external circuit,

deflate (de-flaf ),«'.* l<de-+flate. Ct. inflate.]

To remove the air from : the opposite of inflate.

[Recent.]
• - The act of deflAting.

2. Ending ; determining ; final ; conclusive :

opposed to conditional, provisional, or interlocu-

tory.
My lord, youknow it is in vain

;

For the Queens sentence is definitiue.

And we must see 't performed.
Heywood, If you Know not Me, i.

With the four volumes first mentioned the Goethe So-

ciety in Weimar begins the publication of the definitive

edition of (Soethe's works.
Amer. Jour. Philol, VIII. 484.

They [treaties] may he principal or accessory, prelimi-

nary or definitive.
Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 102.

Specifically— (a) In biol., completely formed; fixed and
finished: opposed to pTOKiKccor/orrnad'ce; as, thedeyijit-

tive aorta ; a definitive anus. Huxley. Q>) In logic, applied

to a judgment which is accompanied by a full assent of

the mind.

To these two methods Galen addeth the third method,
that is, method divisive or definitive. Blundeville.

3. In metaph., having position without occupy-

ing space. _ . - _ .

Ce/naitie and circumscriptive— thedistinction whereby deflation (de-fla'shon), n,

theologers, that deny God to be in anyplace, save them- [Recent.]
selves from being accused of saying that he is nowhere. - -

Hobbes.

Deflnitive location. In metaph., position without exten-

sion in space.—Definitive whole, the comiiound of a ge-

neric character and a specific ililferciice ; a metaphysical
whole. =Syn. See definite.

II. n. In grain., a defining or limiting word,

as an article, a demonstrative, or the like.

definitively (de-fiu'i-tiv-li), adv. 1. Determi-
nately; positively; expressly.

deflect (de-flekf), V- [= 'P- defldchir, < L. de-

fiectere, bend aside, < de, away, +flectere, bend

:

see flex, flexible.] I. tra7is. To cause to turn

aside ; turn or bend from a right line or a regu-

lar course.

Since the Glacial Epoch there have been no changes in

the physical geography of the earth snflieient to deflect the

Pole half-a-dozen miles, far less half-a-dozen degrees.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 6.



deflect

jgx^xiiKvrJffKSK

deform

[ME. ; < defoil^, «.] A trampling
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flowers, deflower: see deflower.^ In hot : (a) defoim. «•

A 1 is always <icj,ec,ea. whatever V« the load it sup- defloration (def-lS-ra'shon),.. i=FdeJiora^Son Andvnder
g^^^^^ /^ ^^^,.„_ , ,^.

A bean, is al
^^^ ^_^„_ ^^^^^ ,j^,h,„,,, p. i^^ ^ ^ aesflomcion = Pg.

'^fA^™??''
= ^*- ^^ defoUatO (de-fo'li-at),

Deflecting magnet. See,««^n.(. ;?ora2io,!e, < LL.
'^^^'''^f

»(«-)'
^f^fj^^^'^t °1«ted, ppr. .V./oHaWnff

IT inirans. To turn away or aside, aeviate ^ g^: seede^rate.] 1. The act ot aenowei
"• =-'- '="" • "-""-»

i„„. the act of depriving of the flower.-3. A
selection of the flower or most valuable part ot

anything.

Tlie laws ot Normandy are, In a great nieasMe, the d«-

Jtoration of tlie English laws. Sir M. tlaie

from a true course or a right line ;
swerve

At some part of the Azores it [the needle) dejiecteth not,

but lieth in the true "'« idULn.^
^_.^_^_ ^^^ j,„ _ i,. ,.

All those actions which deflect and err from the order

of this end are unnatural^ nndjnordn.at^e.^
^^ ^^.^_ ^ ._

His suicide . . .
isinnorespeet anm.accountal^ecir-

». *. ;
pret. and pp. defo-

Ta'Q^VV^- (le/oliating. [< ML. defoliate vp-

of defoliare, shed leaves, < L. de- priv. +foh«m,

a leaf: see foliate.} To deprive of leaves; cut

or pick off the leaves of.

Tlie swarms of more robust May-beetles <Laclinosterna

fusca), which begin to de/oliate """-grov^es^and m>ta-

ytorafion of tlie English laws. o>r j... ^^.
^^.^^^

- o«.,.>.», .

3 The act of depriving of virginity; ravish-
defoliate (de-fo'li-at), a. [<ML.rfe/o!Jate«,pp.:

n- .nicde isinnorespectannnaccoumume...- ment ; rape. see the verb.] Deprived of leaves ;
having cast

cnnistrce or one^vllich need cause us to */«•'
f>^"%"f defloVff^ See deflower. ^ ,_ - u« 1»<.vps. .. ..

?",eof onUnlry analysis. Poe, Tales I. 241. ^^^^^^ (de-flo'), V. i. [< L. de, down,

..n 1.-J /.ls_floV'tP^^. 1). a. Turned aside or y,.,._ of+er L. deAuere, flow

its leaves.

deflected (de-flek'ted), p. a. Turned aside or

from a direct line or course; specifically, in

lot and zoiil., bent abruptly downward.

deflertiin (diflek'shon), n. [Prop, but less

commonly spelled <(t./(exw»;= F. d,:^^i«>« =Pg.

rffS = It. defle^sioue, < LL. deflexiojn-), a

bemUng aside, <-^L. rf</?^x»8, pp. oi deflectere,

bend afide: see deflect.} 1. Tlie act of turn-

i,,g or the state of being turned aside from a

stiaidit line or course; a turning from a true

line or the regular course ; deviation.

Needles ... at the very line . . . stand without d^^-

JlecUm Sir T. Brounu, Vulg. Lrr., ii. 2.

Thev traverse even the largest faults, and cross from

Jgjp-^Us into anoi^ej. without
^J-^.--

-

2 Figuratively, deviation from the right, regu-

lar, or e.xpected course of action or thought,

aberration,

, I. otjw ttc/n/H/t.#

.

I -ri Its leaves. .. t-i ,3 '^ -i

de-flo'), V. i. [< L. de, down, + E.
defoUation (de-fo-li-a'shon), «. [= F. defeml-

r L. defluere, flow down. See de- and "»^:^^^^ . ^_p^ ,lesfolhaiao), <ML. *defohatio{n-),

ct. fluent, defluent.-] To flow down.
^ (Woliare, defoliate: see defoliate.} Loss ot

.-^ Ho- w»rfmmnn from the body. i„„„v>c aa >>v the denredations of insects; spe-

flow, after

flx)w, and C-, , .

Some superfluous matter deflotmng from the body.
'^

Sir r. Bromu!, Vulg. Err., 111. 4.

deflo-wer. deflour (de-flou'er, df-floirr'), V. t.

Kui deflluren, defloren, < OF. deflonr, def-

llorir, desflourir, deflourer, F. <iforer = Pr.

deflorar = Sp. desflorar =,^S:d<^florar = lt.

deflorare, < LL. deflorare, deprive of flowers,

deflower < de- priv. +flos {flor-}, a flower: see

flower and flour.} 1. To deprive or strip of

l\av{s!'rsVtli"e' deprecations of insects; spe-

cifically, the fall of leaves in autumn.

The foliation and defoliation ot t^ees^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ ^^^

defoliator (de.fo'li-a-tor),»[=Sp.dc.7<o,a<Jor

= P". desfolhador; as defoliate + -or.J inat

which defoliates or strips of verdure; speciti-

lally, in entom., an insect which destroys the

leaves of trees.flower Ana Jiour.i *•, .^y "^i""" " r" 5^* ' leaves ot trees. j,a.,.^»w
flowers, or of the qualities or character of a

deforce (de-fors'), v. t.; pret. and pp. deforced,

S-^war' ^tr. ZLeina. t< OF. deforcer, deJorc,a;def.

1 And no sufflcientor competent collection of the works

of ..""ur^wK have a dlgr'ession and dejU^'°>\^rom ti.^

ordinary course. Bacon, Advaucement of learning, 11. 1.1.

King Da^^d found out the deflMtimi and 'r?!"';'"?
I' °'

oi^minds. W. Montagm, Devoute Essays, i. lU.

Speciflcally-3. Naut., the deviation of a ship

from her true course in sailing.—4. l>i oi>»^«.

a deviation of the rays of Ijght toward the sur-

face of an opaque body; innection

fraction

flower.

Rending the cedars, de/ouri)!sr the gardens.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, 1. xw. $ 0.

Tlirice had he pierced his target in the eye

At tUty paces ; twice defioured a rose,

Strllsinir each time the very leaf he chose.
BiriKing eac

^ ^^ Stoddard, Stork and Ruby.

Hence— 2. To despoil of beauty or gi-ace ;
spoil

the appearance or nature of; damage; vitiate.

Now grizly Hair defloweres his polish'd Skiu,

Shewing what he to
^Jf)'- '-/J^.'-p^yehe. ii. 171.

He died . . . before the sweetness ot his soul w^ de-

Jfoured.

tne sur- 3. To deprive of virginity; ravish; violate.

See dif- deflowerer (de-flou'fer-fer), n. One who deflow-

ers. Bp. BaU
Taction.

defliiencvt (def'l§-en-si), n. [< defluent:

JI'fiftf't?Je"tSio"nS.S'S?e"dfcJ^ntr^^^tS -dcf. j«^c,.] Fluidity; flow
[< defluent: see

pJ„^%=nra7e"pr„^r«on;i tTpisUnces ot the

52U oHncidence from ^'>^;^,^^(S^^:„ p. 54.

6. In eUet., the deviation or swing of a mag-

netic needle from the zero of its Position, of-

ten measured in degrees.-6. 1" »'«"'•••
(«)^,'i^

distance by which a curve departs from another

ciSTe, or t-rom a straight line. (6) Any effect

The cold having taken away the defluency of the oil,

. .there appeared . . . <:y^^°^rTmT^ ^d\xi
concreted oil

Boyle, Hist, ot Cold, xxl

ppn d'eforling. [< OF. deforcer, d«>';cj'-. 'W-

%cic/,desforcie>, < Uh.diff^ciare, y^fforUare

take away by violence, < dxs- (OF. f>^s-,de-) +
fortia OF. force), force: see/o»-ce.] In tow.

(a) To withhold from or keep out of lawful pos-

session, as of an estate.

Putting and establishing armed men in fo'^n''^. ^.^'<;',''

and othe? places to defend the land aga'''»' ^'n'. ^"Jf^
him of liis fee. UolinsUed, Edw. I.

,
an. l^e.

(6) In Scots law, to resist (an officer of the law

in the execution ot his official duty).

The herald was evil entreated in the execution of his

summous. and was manifestly df/orced and ms letters

riven. I'itscottie, Chron. of Scotland (ed. I168), p. 137.

deforcet (de-fors'), «.^ Deforcement.

deforcement (de-fors'ment), n. [< OF. deforce-

mZU ML. ^efoi-ciamentum), I deforcer, de-

force : see deforce and -ment.} In law : (?) 1 "e

withholding of lands or tenements to which au,

other person has a right. It implies that the

latter has not had possession.

Keening a man . . . out ot a freehold ofBce is construed

to bfa d./oro"».«.(. Blackstmu, Com., HI. 10.

(6) In Scots law, a resisting of an officer engaged

in the execution of the law.

defluent (def'19-ent), a. [< L. defluen{t.)s, ppr.

ot defluere, flow" down, < de down, + fluere

flow, see fluent.} Running downward; decur-

curve, or from a straignt line, yu, ^u, .^... rent : specifically used in botany.
drforceortTd§"f6r"sor)° n. " [Also written defor-

emTer of curvature or of discontinuous change defluoust (de£'l9-u8), a.
}^J'-.''f'"'^^X^"A ^f^rcSoT^cforsour; < OF. deforceor, < defor-

ot direction.-?. In mec/.., the bending of ma- ,,o^„, < _,*'./!«'-^^.
Ao^^own . see deflueiit.}

l':i>
'^^^^^"^.^

Jj^^
^^^^y^i^ form ot deforciant

terialuuderatransversestrajn asof abeam Flowing dowTi; falling off. Badey.
q^,^^ ''g^^r^^%.i^^'^i^,,t),n. [< OF. deforciant,

under the weight of a load^-8. In «»«om.
:
(a) defluvium ^.^f^l^l-'i^^J^; fl^ow'downrsef *SS^te/orc/.r, deforce I see d^^^^^^^ Inlawj

The state opeingbent^downwanl. as, a^dc^- down,,^^f'^lUng^[>4<^^^^^ ^'- " "'' .-.==..=,..<

bark of a tree, from disease.

defluxt (de'fluks), «. [= Sp. deflujo = Pg. .««-

JU^= It. deflusso, < LL. defluxus, ^ flowing

down or off, < L. defluere, pn. defluxus, flowdown

or off : see defluent.} A flowing down ;
a run-

ning downward.

flection oi the side of the pronotum,

deflected part or margin.
^^ , . , , . ,^ ,

deflective (df-flek'tiv), a. [.< ,^^.^«' + ""f
-^

fausiug deflection or deviation.- Deflective

forces m inech., those forces which act upo.i a inovmg

l°dv hi a dSion different from that in which it act,,-

aTly n'ov.s, in cm^equcnce of which it is made to deviate

deflectometer (de-flek-tom'e-ter), n. [Irreg.

< L. deflectere, deflect, + metrum, a measure.]

An instrument for measuring the deflection ot

a rail by a weight in rapid motion, -fc. M.

deflertor (de-flek'tor), «. [.< deflect + -or.} 1.

A plate, diaphragm, or cone in a lamp, furnace,

or stove, to brinfe the flame and gases into in-

timate contact and improve the combustion.

E H. Knight.— 2. A device for causing the

nozle of a hydraulic mining machine to move

in any desired direction. , ,

deflex (de-fleks' ), r. t. [< L. deflexus, pp. of de-

Sre, turn aside : see deflect.} To turn aside

;

deflect; specifically, in zooL, to bend down.

I have noticed that the smaller species, during
f'?".

dedez the extremity of tlieir antenna!. Westu'ooa.

deflexed (de-fleksf), p. a. [< '''l^f,+ -«'^-l

Detlcct.-d; speciBcally, in roo/., bent down: as

ppr. of deforcicr, delorce : see ae/o/ cc j ^^ ;"•'

(a) One who keeps out of possession the right-

M owner of an estate, (l) A person against

whom a fictitious action was ln-o"|^ in fine

and recovery: abolished by 3 and 4 Wm. IV.,

c. 74
In levyhig a flne ot lands, the person against whom the

flctHiouI action is lironght upon a ™PPOsed breach of

covenant is called thedc/orciaji(. Blachstmu, Com. ,111. 10.
ning ttownwaru.

.
eovcnantiscalledtheae/oreiajit. ciui,..;.!./

All impostumes engendered either l.y way of gathenng -
j j you (de-for-si-a'shon), n. [< ML. aS

and collection of humors, or by son^
f^/'^Tp'H'n'y ^^IlM Tf M^om" «o(»-), < difforciare, deforce : see de-

ike descent. m»a,w „ ^ ,il_i.„ _ fy^cei In tew, a distress; a seizure of goods

defluxion (de-fluk'shon), n. [= F.
f^^^^^- /^^Jf^e satisfaction of a lawful debt.

or fluid matter from an upper to. a lower part

of the body; a discharge or flowing off of hu-

mors: as, a defluxion from the nose or head m
catarrh: ^omeiimes used as synonymous^^^^^^

'CLdlsfbrest.} To deprive of forests ; cut down

and clear away the forests of.

The settlement of the country and general deforesting

ofVuch a laTge portion of it have driven these hawks to

more retired parts during ">--tmg-sei«on^^^jjj
^^

coiJand"^Xu^i""". ^'Py''
"r^^",'-

"'•

I have been much impaired in ray health, by a defluxion

deflyt, adv. A corrupt form ot deftly

Over and beside, in dislmrgening and defoUinf, a vine

you mut?bcware how you pluck off those burgeons that

Ire like to beare the grape,
-ji>„«^«f„'^r,,„y, „,, .,,

Zi"in many i>i>(^m.-D'eflexed wings, wini;» whicli, in

J^wse coJer the body like a ro<jf, the internal edges of

thrpri'maries meeting an.l the surfaces slopmg down on

botli sides, as in many mollis and Uoiiwptera.

deflexion, n. See deflection.

deflexure (de-Hek'sur), «. [< deflex + -«re;

see flexure.} A turning aside or bending ,
de-

viation, w j-n ,„- «„ JafAn2* « t [ME. defoilen, var. of defoulcn,

^dta^'i1^:^d^^-i=== it'^^^^^ rf.^dc}i. Lc: J defoul,.} TO trample

hh. defllratu.,^ pp. ot deflorare, deprive of underfoot.
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Reasons niav be assigned for the decreased fertility
:
tor

inftlnce d?ouglit resulting from the decay of irrigation.

™rk8, or f?oni reckless deforestation, and tlie production

of marshes from the want of .iver;leye^s.
^^ ^^^^ ^_^

deforml (de-form'), V. t. [< ME. deformen, d^-

fornZ, < OF. deformer, F. deformer = Sp. Pg.

deformhr = It. dcformarc, diffiormare, < L. de-

formare, put out of shape, disfigure, < de- pnv.

•+ /oma, shape: see form} 1. To change or

alter tlie form of; convert into a new form or

sliape. . ._ J . J

i2i tu^i
"""^ '"""' '"' '"Xr^"^ i^y"'^^.

Snecificaliv— 2. To mar the natural form or

Ko of; put out of shape; disfigure, as by



deform

malformation of a limb or some other part of
the body.
A traveller, one so made out of the mixtiire of shreds of

lorms, that himself Is truly d^ormed. ,

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

Whose work is without labour, whose designs
No rtaw de/orms, no difficulty thwarts.
And whose beneficence no charge exhausts

Covtper, Task, vi. 229.

The propensity to de/onn, or alter from the natural
form of, some part of the Iwdy, is one which is common to

human nature in every aspect in which we are acquainted
with it. ir. //. Flower, Fashion in Deformity, p. 1.

8. To render "gly, ungraceful, or disjileasing;

mar the beauty of ; spoil : as, to deform the per-

son bj- unbecoming dress ; to deform the charac-
ter by vicious conduct.

Old men with dust de/omud their hoary hair. Dryden.

Fury will d^onn the finest Face.
Conffi-eve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Our prose had at length worked itself clear from those
quaint conceits which still de/orvud almost every metrical
composition. Macaulay, Dryden.

deformit (de-form'), a. [< ME. defourme, < OF.
deforme, F.'diffornw = Sp. Pg. deforme = It.

difforme, < L. deformis, a., deformed, < de- priv.

+ forma, shape: see deform, r.] Disfigured;
being of an unnatiu-al, distorted, or dispropor-
tioned form ; displeasing to the eye.

Sight so deform what heart of rock could long
Dry-eyed behold ? Milton, P. L., xi. 494.

deform^t, r. t. [ME. deformen, defformen, < L.
deformare, form, shape, fashion, delineate, rep-
resent, < de- intensive + formare, form : see
form, V. Cf. deform^, i'.] To form; fashion;
delineate; engrave.

Deformyd [L. deformata] by lettris in stoones.
WycU/, 2 Cor. iii. 7.

deformability (de-f6r-ma-biri-ti), n. [< de-

formable: see -hitity.'] Capacity for change of

form; pliability.

Prelimina.y to defonnability and elasticity.

Nature, XX.XVII. 164.

defonnable (de-f6r'ma-bl), a. [< deformX +
-ahle.] Capable of being deformed; capable of
change of form.
deformatet, a. [ME., < L. deformatus, pp. of
df/orjHare, deform : see de/ormi, tJ.] Deformed.

And whan she sawe her visage so de/ormate.
If she in hart were wo, I ne wite, God wate.

Henryson, Complaint of Creseide, 1. 349.

deformation (def-6r-ma'shon), m. [= F. diffor-

mation = Sp. deformacion = Pg. deformagao, <

L. deformatio(H-), < deformare, deform : see de-

form'':'] 1. The act of deforming, or changing
the form of ; change of form.

In spite of the almost incredible deformation of the in-

dividual characters, the Arabic script has remained true
to all the really essential characteristics of the primitive
Semitic writing. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 165.

When its eggs are becoming mature, it finds its way into
one of these capsules and there undergoes a remarkable
deformation. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 450.

2. An altered form.

Lepaius, who considers Middle African languages as
deformations of B^ntu languages.

Cust, Mod. Langs, of Africa, p. 59.

8. Deformity; disfigurement.— 4. In geom. and
mech., a change of shape of a body or surface
without any breach of the continuity of its

parts, and generally without any alteration of
the size of them; relative displacement of
parts; strain.

The energy actually expended in the deformation of in-

elastic substances during an impact.
Am^r, Jour. Sci., Whole No. cxxx., p. 197.

*ntiiilflr deformation of the skull, an artificial defor-
mation of the skull produced by pressure applied behind
the l>regma and under the chin.— Cuneiform deforma-
tion Of the skulL an artifli:ial deformation of the skull
produced by frontal and occipital pressure.

deformed (de-formd'), p. a. [< ME. "deformed,
difformcd; pp. of deform'^, «;.] 1. Having the
form changed, with loss of natural symmetry
or beauty; disfigured; distorted; crooked.

A Monstre is a thing digonned ajen Kynde both of Man
or of Best or of ony thing elles ; and that is clepcd a Mon-
etre. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 47.

Cheated of feature by dissembling nature,
Deform'd, unfinish'd, sent before my time
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 1.

Specifically— 2. In entom., exhibiting unusual
protuberances or swellings.— 3t. Morally ugly

;

base; depraved.
From the rod and ferule I would have them free, as

from the menace of them ; for it is both deformed and
vile. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

You ne'er injured me, and that doth make
My crime the more deform.'d.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, Hi. 1.
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Deformed antennas, antennse in which one or more
joints are greatly developed over the rest: generally re-

stricted to cases where the special development is con-
fined to one sex ; if it is common to both sexes, the an-
tenme are said to be iti-effular. =Zya. 1. Misshapen, un-
sijihtly, ill-favored.

deformedly (df-f6r'med-li), adv. In a deformed
or disfiguring manner.
With these [rags] de.formedly to quilt and interlace the

entire, the spotless, and undecaying roI>e of truth.
Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

deformedness (de-f6r'med-nes), n. The state
of bi'iiif; deformed.
deformer (de-for'mer), n. One -who deforms or
disfigures.

Tliey are now to he remov'd, because they have been
the most certaine deformers and miners of the Church.

Milton, On Def. of llumb. Remonst.

deformity (de-for'mj-ti), ». ;
pi. deformities

(-tiz). [< Ol'. deform'ete, deformite, defformete,
F. difforniite = Sp. deformidad = Pg. deformi-
dade = It. deformita, difformita, < L. deformi-
ta{t-)s, deformity, < deformis, deformed: see
deform^, a.] 1. Physical malformation or dis-

tortion ; disproportion or unnatural develop-
ment of a part or parts. The commonest external
deformities of the person are humpback, clubfoot, inequal-
ity of limbs, harelip, and stjuinting.

To make an envious mountain on my back.
Where sits deformity to mock my body.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

The practice of turning out the toes, so much insisted
on by dancing masters, when it l)ecomes habitual is a de-

formity. W. II. Floiver, Fasliion in Deformity, p. 77.

2. Lack of that which constitutes, or the pres-
ence of that which destroys, beauty, grace, or
propriety; irregularity; absurdity; gross de'na-
tion from established rules : as, deformity in
an edifice; deformity of character.— Sf. Lack
of uniformity or conformity.
Better it were to have a defonnity in preaching, . . .

than to have such a uniformity that tlie silly peoi>le should
be thereby occasioned to continue still in tlieir lamentable
ignorance. Latimer, Sermons and Remains, ii. 347.

Whether the ministers pray before they study, or study
before they pray, there must needs be infinite deforinity
in the puljlic woi-ship, and all the benefits which before
were the consequents of conformity and unity will be
lost. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 289.

deforsert, deforsort, n. See deforceor.

defossiont (de-fosh'ou), n. [< L. as if *defos-
*-io()j-), < defossus, pp. of defodere, dig down,
bury in the earth, < de, down, + fodere, dig:
see foss, fossil.} The punishment of being
buried alive.

defoulH (de-foul'), V. t. [< ME. defoulcn (avar.
of defylen, "E.. defile, q. v.), < de- + foulen, make
foul : see foul, v., and cf. defile^, file^, ».] To
make foul or unclean; befoul; defile.

Ther was grete defoulinye of men and horse ; but there
the xlij felowes shewed merveiles with iier bodies.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 207.

It is an unclene birde defouleth liis neste.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S.), i. 110.

Ah, dearest God, me graunt, I dead be not defould !

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 42.

defouPt, n. [ME., < dcfoulen, defile: see (fc-

foul^, v., defile^.'] Defilement; soiling.

The water . . , taketh no defovX, but is clene inow.
Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, I. 109.

defoul^t, V. t. [< ME. defoulen (also defoilen : see
defoiP), < OP. defoler, defouler, defuler, deffoler,

desfoler = Pr. defolar, trample under foot, < de,

down, + foler, trample upon, press : see foil'^.

This verb was partly confused with defoul^.']

To trample upon; press down; crush, as by
trampling.

She defowlith with hyr feet hyr metes.
Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 2.

defoulmentt, «. [< defouP- + -ment."} Defile-

ment.
defoundt, ''• *• [< OF. defondre, defundre, melt
down, pour down, < L. defmidere, pour down, <

de, down,+/u»dcre,po*ur: see/oM«d3.] To pour
down. Jamieson.

The son schene
Begouth defound his hemes on the greue.

Gavin Dour/las, Virgil, p. 293.

defraud (df-fr&d'), v. t. [< ME. defrauden, <

OF. defrau'der, F. defrauder = Sp. Pg. defrmi-
dar = It. defraudare, < L. defraudare, defraud,
< de- + fraus (fraud-), fraud: see fraud."] 1.

To deprive of right, either by procuring some-
thing by deception or artifice, or by appropri-
ating something wrongfully through breach of

trust, or by withholding from another by indi-

rection or device that which he has a right to
claim or obtain ; cheat ; cozen : followed by of
before the thing taken.

We have wronged no man, we have corrupted no man,
we have defrauded uo man. 2 Cor. vii. 2.

defrlcatioa

There is likewise a portion of our lives which every
wise man may justly reserve to his own peculiar use, and
that without defrauding his native country.

Dryden, King Arthur, Ded.

A man of fortune who permits his soti to consume the
season of education in hunting, shooting, or in frequent-
ing horse-races, assemblies, &c., defrauds the community
of a benefactor, and l)equeaths them a nuisance. Paley.

2. To defeat or frustrate wrongfully.

By the duties deserted— by the claims defrauded.
Paley.

To deflraud the revenue, to evade hy any fraudulent
contrivance the payment of a tax or duty imposed by gov-
ernment.

defraudation (de-fra-da'shon), n. [= F. de-
frauddiion = Sp. defraudacion = Pg. defrauda-
cao, < LL. defraudatio{n-), < L. defraudare, de-
fraud: see defraud.'] The act of defrauding, or
the state of being defrauded. [Kare.]

St. Paul permits Igoing to law] . . . only in the instance
of defraudation, or matter of interest.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 222.

defrauder (de-fra'der), n. One who defrauds;
a cheat; a cozener; a peculator; a swindler.

There were laws against defrauders of tlie revenue.
Froude, Cajsar, p. 196.

defraudment (de-fr4d'ment), M. [< defraud +
-mcnt.] The act of defrauding. [Eare.]

1 grant infirmities, but not outrages, not perpetual tie-

fraudtnents of truest conjugal society. Milton, Divorce.

defray! (de-fra'), v. t. [< OF. defrayer, defraier,

deffraycr, dcsfraier, also deffraitier, desfraitier,

dejj'retier, mod. F. defrayer, dial. (Picard) de-

fraitier,'^a,y the expense, < de-, des-, off, + frait,

mod. P. pi. /rais, expense, cost, < 'ililj. fredum,
fredus, fridus, cost, expense, tax, orig. a fine

for a breach of the peace, < OHG. fridti, frido,
Qr.friede = AS. frithu, peace: see frith. The
syllable -fray, of the same origin, occurs in af-
fray, a breach of the peace : see affray, and cf

.

OF. deffrei, deffroi, trouble, disturbance. For
the meaning, cf. l>ay, ult. < L. j)ai:, peace. The
ML. fractum, fractus, expense, is a later and er-

roneous "restored" form of OF.frait, expense,
after the analogy of li. fractus, the source of
OP. frait, pp., broken.] If. To make compen-
sation to or for; pay for the services or dis-

charge the cost of; pay or pay for.

Therefore {defrayinij the mariners with a ring bestowed
upon them) they took their journey together through Iji-

conia. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

The governour gave him a fair, red coat, and defrayed
his and his men's diet, and gave them corn to relieve them
homewaid. Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 319.

TheQueenhadgainedthethlrdsof allChurchUents . . .

upon condition of making some allowance out of it to de-
fray the ministers. Ileylin, Hist, of Presbyterians, p. 176.

2t. To satisfy; appease.
Can Night defray

The wrath of thundring Jove, that rules both night and
day? Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 42.

The more it gauld and griev'd him night and day,
That nought but dire revenge his anger mote defray.

Sixnser, F. Q., IV. v. 31.

8. To meet or satisfy by payment, or by an
equivalent; liquidate; settle; discharge: as,

to defray the cost of a voyage, or of a law-
suit; to defray a tavern-bill; the profits will

not defray the charges or expenses.

It is easye, Irenajus, to laye a charge upon any towne,
but to fore-see howe the same may be answered and de-

frayed is the cheifest parte of good advisement.
Spender, State of Ireland.

And making prize of all that he condemns,
With our expenditure defrays his own.

Cowper, Task, ii. 605.

defrayal, n. [ME., < OF. deffrei, deffroi, trouble,
disturbance, the same, with diff. prefix de-, des-,

as effrei, effroi, trouble, disturbance, affray : see

affray, n., and cf. defray'^, of the same ult. ele-

ments as defray^.] Wrong-doing.
Through my sin and my defray,
Ich am comen to mi last day.

Arthur and Merlin, L 9695.

defrayal (de-fra'al), n. [< defray + -at.] The
act of defraying; "payment.
The national revenue is confined to the defrayal of na-

tional expenses. The Americein, VI. 37.

defrayer (de-fra'6r), n. [= F. d^frayeur.] One
who pays or discharges expenses.

The registers and records kept of the defrayers of charges
of conmion [public] plays. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 27S.

defrayment (de-fra'ment), i\. [< OF. deffraie-

meiit, deffrayemcnt, desfraiement, desfroiement,

F. defrayement, < defrayer, etc., defray: see de-

fray'^ and -ment.] The act of defraying; pay-
ment, as of a charge or costs.

Let the traitor pay with his life's defrayment.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 7.

defricationt (def-ri-ka'shon), n. [< LL. defri-

catio(n-), a i-ubbing, < defricare, rub off, rub
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down, < L. de, down, + fricare, rub: see fric- defonctlonalize (de-fungk'shon-al-iz), v. t.;

tion.'l Arubbiug. Bailey, Vm. V^*it. and \>^. dcfunctionali:ed,'^^T" defunction-
defmtt, K. [ME., < L. dc/cM^M/H, must boiled aUzing. \< de-]>ri\. + functional + -izc.'] To
down, perhaps contr. of (i«/er(!<M)K(se.»iK«tM»i, deprive of function. T.N. Gill.
must), neut. of *defcrvitus, pp. of defervere, defunctivet (de-fungk'tiv), a. [ilj.defunetus,
boil down, < de, down, + fervcrc, boil: seefer- pp. (see defunct), + E. -ive.^ Of or pertaining
vent.'\ Must or new wine boiled down, making
a sweetmeat.

De/rut, carene, & sai>e in oon nianere
Of must is made.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. .S.),

to the dead ; funereal,

Let tl>e priest in surplice wliite,
Tliat de/unctive music can,
Be tile deatli-divining swan.
Lest the requiem lack his right.

Sliak., Phoenix and Turtle.

defuset, defusedt, etc. See diffuse, etc.

,
p. 204.

deft (deft), a. [< ME. defte, dafte, simple, meek,
< AS. Of-rfff/^e, meek (e'f. D. rfe/Y(V/ == MliG. rff/- :, r ,.- ^,. - ^ , ~, „-,
tick, LG. deftig (> G. deftig), grave, respecta- "?fy

^ r> ir^^'^'"]
g"**- a'l'i PP- ^fi< PP""- ^fV-

ble), < daftan, ge-<heftan, prepare, put in order, "'g- ^ [j ME. defien, defym, deffyen, diffyen, <

make fit, a secondary causal verb connected
with dafenlic, ge-dafenlic, also simply ge-dafen
becoming; ge-<tefe (= Goth. ga-dobs), becoming,
seemly, meek, etc. ; < *'ge-dafan (in once-occur-
ring pp. ge-dafen before mentioned) = Goth.
ga-daban, befit, behoove. See rfo/i, a var. of
deft, in deflected sense.] If. Simple; meek;
modest.

That de/te meiden, Marie l)y name.
Btstiary (Old Eng. Misc., ed. Morris), 1. 36.

2. Apt or dexterous; neat in action or per-
foiTuance ; subtly clever or skilful.

He was met of a deft young man.
Rohin Hood and the Stranyer (Child's Ballada, V. 406).

The limping god, so de/t at his new ministry. Dryden.

With so sure a hand and so deft a touch.
D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together, i.

Scattered through the two plays are s^jme of the curious
Latin, old French, and old English lyrics which the au-
thor was so de/t at turning. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 3ii6.

3t. Neat; spruce; trim. Bailey.—4t. Foolish;
daft. See daft.

deft. An abbreviation of defendant.
defterdar (def'ter-dar), n. [Pers., keeper of the
register.] The chief treasurer of a Turkish
province, sometimes acting as lieutenant of the
governor-general; also, anciently, the Turkish
minister of finance.

deftly (deft'li), adv. [< ME. deftly (once erro-
neously d(fltj), earlier daftelike, fitly, properlv,
< AS. gf-ihvftlire, fitly, seasonably ; cf. also Mfc.
daftig-ULc (= D. deftiglijk), extended from dafte-
like; as deft + -/i/2.] 1. Aptly; fitly; neatly;
dexterously; in a skilful manner.

The harp full de/tly can he strike.

Scott, Mamiion, ilL 8.

Anil all the rustic train are gathered round,
Ea4-li de/tttj dizen'd in his Sunday's best,

An<l pleased to hail the day of piety and rest.

Soxdhey,

Listen for a moment to the barliamus jangle « hich Lyd-
eate and Occleve contrive to draw from the instrument
their master bad tuned so de/tly.

Lowdl, Study Windows, p. 258.

2. Softly ; leisurely. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
deftness" (deft'nes), h. 1. The quality of be-
ing deft ; neat or subtle dexterity ; aptness.
There comes by division of laljor a concentration of all

the powers of tlie individual upon his vocation, and hence
the development of de/tiietfS or skill.

A. A. «<•!>, CXXVn. 263.

2t. Elegance; beauty,
deftster (deft'st*r), n. One who is deft ; a pro-
ficient in his art or craft; a dabster. [Prov.]

defunct (de-fungkf), II. and n. [= F. defiint =
I'r. defunct. df'ffunt=H\i. ilefunto, difunto = Pg.
defunto, defundo = It. dcfuiitn, < L. defunctiis (as
adj. equiv. to mortiius, dead), pp. of defuni/i,
discharge, perform, finish (an affair or an ob-
ligation, esp. an unpleasant one ; defungi vita,

or simply defungi, finish life, die), <! de, off, +
fungi, perform: secifunction.'^ I. a. Dead; de-
ceased; extinct.

The anatomy is of a de/unet patient.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, li. 196.

No effort to raisead^/inir/ past has ever led to anything
but just enough galvanic tn iiclihig of the limbs to remind
us unpleasantly of life. UnceU, Study Windows, p. 225.

The nameless contributors to defunct ]x.'riodicals have defyert, »•

departed, body and soul, and left not a wreck belitnd. ' ^

t'. I'. Whipple, Ess. and R«v., I. 9

n. n. A dead person, or dead persons col-
lectively ; the dead : most commonly used of a
recently deceased person.

Nature doth alihor to make his Ijed
With the de/unci, or sleep upon the dead.

Shak., Cymbeline, ly. 2.

defunctiont (de-fungk'shoo), n. r< LL. de-

OF. defier, deffier, desfier,'F. defer = Pr.'desfiar,
desfizar = It. disfidare, diffidare, < ML. diffidare,
renounce faith, withdraw confidence, repudi-
ate, defy, L. diffidere, distrust, < dis-, away, -t-

fides, faith : see faith, fidelity. Cf. affy, and
diffide, diffident.'] I. trans. If. To renounce;
reject ; refuse ; repudiate ; cast off.

Tile foweler we deffye
And al his crafte. Chaucer, Good Women, L 138.

There was none of them that ever railed on him, and
came so far forth to say, "He was a deceiver: ... we
de/y him and all his woiks, false wretch that he was."
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 38.

All studies here I solemnly de/y.
Save how to gall and pinch this Bolingbroke.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

2t. To revolt at; reject from dislike; disap-
prove.

I would kiss as many of you as had . . . breaths that I
defied not. Shak., As you Like it, EpiL

3. To challenge to contest or trial with arms;
dare to meet in combat.

I'iincti'i{n-), performance, death, < defunctus, pp."'-'*-
' -

" "' Death;of defungi, perform, die
decease.

see defunct.']

Nor did the French possess the Salicpie land
Until four hundred one-and-twenty year?
After de/unclion of King Pharaniond.

Shak., Hen. V.,

Edmunde bi messengers the erle he diffleg.
Rob. 0/ Brunne, tr. of Langtoft's Chron. (ed. Hcame), p. 46.

I once again
Df/y thee to the trial of mortal fight.

Milton, S. A., I. 1174.

4. To challenge to an action or procedure of
any kind ; dare to do something (generally with
an implication of belief that it cannot be done,
or that the action will fail of its purpose).

I de/y the enemies of our constitution to show the con-
trary. Burke.

•Since he has de/ied us to the proof, we will go fully into
the question which, in our last article, we only glanced at.

Macaulay, Sadler's Kef. Refuted.

5. To dare; brave; manifest a contempt of or
indifference to (opposition, attack, or hostile
force); set at naught; resist wiccessfully: as,
to defy the arguments of an opponent; to defy
the power of a magistrate.

llie soul, secured in her existence, sndles
At the drawn dagger and defies Its point.

Addition, Cato.
The riches of scholarship, the lienignities of literature,

de/y fortune and outlive calamity.
Lowell, Books and Libraries.

Under preisurea great enough to reduce them almost to
the density of liquids these elements have still defied all
efforts to liquefy them. //. S/iencer, Prin. of Biol., { 1.

6f. To reject; eject; void: with ouf.

The defied mit (things defied out (Purv.), tr. L. erjesia]

thou Shalt cover with erthe. "Vdif, Deut. xxiii. 13.

7*. To digest.
Aud more mete ete and dronke then kende [nature] mijt

defie. Piert Plowman (B), xiii. 404.

Wyne of Grcke, and muscadell, . . .

The reed (red) your 8t4.>niake to de/ye.
Sfjuyr 0/ Lowe Degre (Ritson's Mat. Rom., HI. 176).

Il.t intrans. To digest ; be digested.
Shal neucre fysshe on the Fryday defien in my wombe

[stomach]. Piers Plowman (B), v. 389.

de^t (de-fi'), M. [= OF. desfi, deffy, P. dffi;
from the verb.] A challenge; a defiance.

There had i>een in the morning a just and tournament
of severall young gentlemen on a formal de/y, to which
we had been invited. Evelyn, Diary, April 11, 1646.

At this the challenger, with fierce de/y.
His trumpet sounds. Dryden.

An obsolete form of de^er.

deg (de'g), »'.
;
pret. and pp. degged, ppr. deq-

giiig. [E. dial. (North.), = dagi, bedew.] I.
trans. To sprinkle; moisten.
A dozen pounds of brown vitriol to the hundredweight

is a giMxl proi*ortion, mixed with al)out three gallons of
water previously to deyijiiuf the spent madder with it.

oyeill. Dyeing and Calico Prhiting, p. 237.

H. intrans. To ooze out. [Prov. Eng.]
d^gag6 (ila-ga-zha' ), a. [F., pp. of degager, dis-
engage, take out of pawn, release : see disgage.']

Easy; unconstrained; indifferent to conven-
tional rules.

No dancing bear was so genteel,
Or half so degagi. Cowper, Of Himself.

deganglionate (de-gang'gli-on-at), V. t.
;
pret.

and PI), deganglionatcd, ppr. deganglionating.

degenerate

[< de- priv. + ganglion + -atc^.] To deprive
of ganglia.

The deganglionatcd tissue under the influence of mini-
mal faradaic stimulation manifested a pei-fectly regular
rhytlmi of thirty contractions per minute.

6. J. Romanes, Jelly-Hsh, etc., p. 180.

degarnish (de-gar'nish), V. t. [< OF. dcsgarnir,
F. degarnir (= Pr. dcsgarnir, desguarnir = Sp.
Pg. desguarnecer = It. sguernire), unfurnish, un-
garrison, < dcs- priv. -I- garnir, furnish: see gar-
nish.'] 1. To unfurnish; strip of furniture, or-
naments, or apparatus : as, to degarnish a house.—2. To deprive of a garrison or troops neces-
sary for defense : as, to degarnish a city or fort.
[Rare in both uses.]

degarnishment (de-gar'nish-ment), n. [< de-
garnish + -mcnt.] 'The act of depriving of fur-
niture, apparatus, or equipment. [Bare.]
de^endert (de-jeu'der), V. [< OF. degenerer, F.
dcgenerer, degenerate (cf. engender, < OF. en-
gcndrer) : see degenerate, v.] I. intrans. To de-
generate.

And if then those may any woree be red,
They into that ei*e long will be degendered.

Spenser, ¥. Q., V., Piol.

H. trans. To make degenerate ; cause to de-
generate.

degeneracy (de-jen'e-ra-si), «. [< degenerate:
see -cy.] 1. The tendency to degenerate or
deteriorate ; decrease of excellence in essential
qualities ; a downward course, as from better
to worse, or from good to bad.
The ruin of a state is generally preceded by a universal

degeneracy of manners and contempt of religion.
Swi/t, Against Abolishing Christianity.

2. The state of being or of having become de-
generate; a deteriorated condition : as, the de-
generacy of the age.

There tvas plainly wanting a Divine Revelation to recover
mankind out of their universal corruption and degeneracy.

Clarke, Nat. and Kev. Religion, vii.

Tliere is a kind of sluggish resignation as well as poor-
ness and degeneracy of spirit in a state of slavery.

Addison.
= Syn. Debasement, degeneratenesa.

degenerant (de-jen'e-rant), o. [< L. degene-
?«H(^).s, ppr. ot dege'ner'are : see degenerate, v.]
Becoming reduced or degraded in type ; de-
generating. [Rare.]
degenerate (de-jen'e-rat), V. i.; pret. and pp.
degenerated, ppr. degenerating. [< L. degeuera-
tus, pp. of degeuerare (> F. degenerer = Sp. Pg.
degenerar = It. degenerare), degenerate, < dege-
ner, ignoble, < dc, from, down, 4- genus (gener-),
Ttiee,kmd: Bee genus, general.] 1, To lose, or
become impaired with respect to, the qualities
proper to the race or kind, or to a prototype;
become of a lower type.

You degenerate from your father, if you find not your-
self most able in wit and body to do anything when yon
be most merry. Sir II. .Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, 1. 42).

Without art, the noblest seeds
Of fiowei-s degenerate into weeds.
S. Butler, The Lady's Answer to the Knight.

Specifically— 2. To decay in quality; pass to
an inferior or a worse state; suffer a decline
in character or constitution; deteriorate.
When wit transgresseth decency. It degenerates into In-

solence and impiety. Tillotson.

Without that activity wldch its gieater perfection im-
plies and requires, the brain of the civilized man degener-
ates. Uuxley and Youmans, Physiol., § 806.

= Syn. To deterioi-ate, decline.

degenerate (de-jen'e-rat), a. [< L. degeneratus,
pp. : see the verb.] " 1'. Having lost, or become
impaired with respect to, the qualities proper
to the race or kind ; having been reduced to a
lower type.

The degenerate plant of a strange vine. Jer. ii. 21.

Specifically— 2. Having fallen into a less ex-
cellent or a worse state ; having declined in phys-
ical or moral qualities; deteriorated; degraded.

Farewell, faint-heailed and degenerate king,
In whoso cold blood no spark of honour bides.

SiMk., 3 Hen. VI., i. I.

The Ottoman race has become too degenerate through In-

dulgence to exliibit many striking specimens of physical
I)eauty. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 156.

There Is no doubt that nmny savage races as we at pres-
ent see them are actually degenerate, and are descended
from ancestoi-3 possessed of a relatively elaborate civilisa-

tion. A'. R. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 59.

3. Characterized by or associated with degen-
eracy ; unworthy ; debased : applied to inani-
mate objects.
Such men as live in these degenerate days. Pope.

In comparison with the great orators and authors of
the past, we have fallen on degenerate times. J. Caird.

Degenerate form of an algebraic locus, a locus of any
order or class consisting of an aggregation of lower forma.
'I'hus, two straight lines form a degenerate conic.



degenerately

degenerately (df-jen'e-rat-li), adv. In a
generate or debased manner ; unworthily.

That blindness worse than this,

That saw not how deneiieraUlp I served.
MMon, S. A., 1.

(de-jen'e-rat-nes), n. A

de-

419.

de-

1508

The two works of Sir John Lubbock and Mr. Tylor, re-

spectively, appear to us to agree as to the main issues of

whicli they treat, both autliors being alike opponents of

the doctrines which Mr. Tylor has styled dege-nerationist.

Academy (London).

degenerative (de-jen'e-ra-tiv), a. [< degener-

ate + -iiY!.] Tending to degenerate
nature of degeneration.

We were able to note some slight degenerative process in

the gray substance. IV. In Alun. atid Neurol., VIII. 19.').

degeneredt (de-jen'6rd), a. [Aceom. form of

degenerate, with (E.) -ed^ = (L.) -afcl. Cf. dc-

gender, ».] Degenerate.

Yet of religion a defjener'd seed
Industrious nature in each heart had sowen.

degenerateness ,

generate state; a state in which natural or

original qualities are decayed or lost,

degeneration (de-jen-e-ra'shon), n. [= F. dt!-

generatioH = Sp. degeneracion = Pg. degenc-

raqSo = It. degenerasnone, < L. as if 'degenera-

fto(H-), < degenerare, degenerate.] 1. A loss or

impairment of the qualities ^)eculiar to the race

or kind, or to a type ; reduction to a lower type

in some scale of being. Stirling, Doomesday, The Fifth Hour

The hypothesis of DegenerationwiW,! believe be found
flesenerescence (de-ien-e-res'ens), n. Same as

to render most valuable service \n ponitnig out the true "7°f"^^°f:>„
*

•
•' " " '

relationships of animals which are a puzzle and a niys- <".'/f"<•'«"<>».
, . r a » j«-.^^^«„c j j /j /• ia s .

tery when we use only and exclusively the hypothesis of degensrizet (de-jen'e-riz), V. i. [As degenerom degOrder (deg or-dfer), «.

Balance, or the hypothesis of Elaboration.

£. JL Lankester, Degeneration, p. 30.

And now to inquire briefly what is meant by degenera-

tion. It means literally an unkindiug, the undoing of a

degradation

The tongue serves not only for tasting, but also to auitt

the mastication of the meat and deglutition.

Ray, Works of Creation, ii.

Muscles of deglutition, those muscles which are em-
ployed in the act of swallowing ; the muscles of the tongue,

-„rnr,- palate, aud phavyux.

nf the deglutitious (deg-lo-tish'us), a. Pertaining to
"^ ^ deglutition. [Rare.]

deglutitive (de-glo'ti-tiv), a. [As deglutit-ion

+ -ire.'] Pertaining to deglutition ; concerned

in the act of swallowing ; deglutitious ; deglu-

titory.

deglutitory (df-glo'ti-to-ri), a. [As deglutit-ion

+ -ory.] Serving for deglutition.

deglycerin (de-glis'e-rin), V. t. [< de- priv. +
glycerin.] To free from glycerin.

The French process, so largely adopted In America, for

deglyccrininj ueutlal fats before they are saponified.

W. L. Carpenter, .Soap and Candles, p. 151.

[IiTeg. < deg{ree) +

kind, and in this sense was flrat used to express the change degenCrOUSt (de-jen'e-rus), a. [<. Ot . degene-
'^"^' "'" *" ""

'

}'C!(«, defleHerewx, with added suffix (E. -0M«), <

L. degener, ignohle, degenerated: see degener-

ate.] Degenerate.

1 am thy handy-work, thy creature, I.ord,

Stamp'd with thy glorious image, and at first

Most like to theo, though now a poor accurst,

Convicted caitiff aud degen'rons creature.
Quarles, Emblems, lii. 10.

degenerouslyt (df-jen'e-rus-li), adv. In a de-

generate manner; basely; meanly.

of kind without regaid to whether the change was toper-

feet or to degi-ade ; but it is now used exclusively to de-

note a change from a higher to a lower kind : that is to

say. from a more complex to a less complex organisation

;

it "is a process of dissolution, the opposite of that process

of involution which is pi-e-essential to evolution.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 240.

Specifically— 2. Loss or impairment of natu-

ral or proper qualities ; descent to an inferior

state ; the act of becoming or the state of hav-

ing become inferior, especially with respect to

moral qualities.—3. In pliysiol., any process by
which a tissue or substance becomes replaced

by some other regarded as less highly organ-

+ -ize.] To degenerate ; become degenerated, order.] The pair of numbers signifying the

Degeneriz'd, decaid, and withered quiglit. degree and order of any mathematical form.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Baitas's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation, degoto (de-gof), n. [Buss, degotu, birch-tar.]
• — - Oil of birch, obtained from the white birch by a

process of dry distillation. It is used to give to Rus-
sia leather its peculiar odor, and to perfume imitations of

it. Also called elachert. Less correctly written degxit, de-

gutt.

degoutedt, «• [Sc. degoutit, < OF. degoute, de-

gute, spotted (cf. degouter, degoutter, drop, drop
down), < L. de- + guttatus, spotted, < gntta, a
drop, spot: see <;«<(ate.] Spotted.

A mantill . . .

Degmitit with the self in spottis blake.
King's Quair, v. 10.

How wounding a spectacle is it to see our gieatest he- dgcrradation (deg-ra-da'shon), ». [= F. degra-
roes, like Hercules at the O'^*^^'

^'^"y'g^^™™'^;^J'j); dation= Pr. desgratiatio= Sp. degrajlacion= Pg.
ployed

!

ized, less complex in composition, of inferior degerminator (de-jer'mi-na-tor), «. [NL., <

physiological rank, or less suited for the per-

formance of its original functions. Quain,

Med. Diet., p. 334.

Degeneration may be defined as a gradual change of the

structure In which the organism becomes adapted to less

varied and less complex conditions of life.

E. Ii. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 82.

4. A degenerate animal or plant; an organism

of a degraded type. [Rare.]

Those grains which generally arise among corn, as

cockle, aracus, aegilops, aud other degenerations.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 17.

Albuminoid degeneration, albuminous degenera-
tion, i^ame as lardaceom degemration.—kmyloia de-

generation. See lardaeeous disease, under lardaceuus.—

Calcareous degeneration, a morbid disturbance in the

nutrition of a tissue, lesultiiij.' in the deposition in it of

salts of lime.— Caseous degeneration, cheesy degen-
eration. See c<i*foiis.~ Colloid degeneration. Seecoi- ,t>- \
loid —Fatty degeneration, in pathoL, tlie conversion flegger (,f'Pg ^r;, n

L. de- priv. + gcfmen (gerniin-), germ. Cf.

P. degermer, extract the germ.] In milling, a

machine consisting essentially of two corru-

gated disks of iron, one fixed and the other re-

volving, between which wheat is passed to split

the grains and extract the germs.

degestt, a. [Appar. < L. digestus, pp. of di-

gerere, aiTange, dispose, digest: see digest.]

Grave; composed. Jamieson.

Fuith held the stout and degest Auletes.
Gavin Douglas, Virgil, p. 321.

degestlyt, aelv. [< degest + -ly^.] Gravely

;

composedly; deliberately. Jamieson.

Agit Alethes, that na wysdome wantit,

Bot baitli was ripe in counsele and in yeris.

Unto tliir wourdis degestlic maid ansueris.

Gavin Douglas, A'irgil, p. 284.

^^ One who degs or sprinkles.

of protein'eleinentsln'to'a'gi'anular fatty matter. As a degging-maclline (deg'ing-ma-sheu"), n. [<

morbid process, this occurs most frequently in the luus- (Jeaaino, verbal n. of den, sprinkle, -t- machine.]

^^^y^JS^'^ tZf'i.tltt^fi^T^tXX Ai'prinkling-machine used in calendering cot-

—Fibroid degeneration, the couveraion of a tissue into ton.

one of fibrous structure, or the substitution of a form of degiset, V. and n. See deguise.

structural and physiological characteristics are the de- degloryt(de-glo'ri),». t.; -pvet. SinA -pp. degloried,

ppr. d'eglorying. [< de- priv. + glory. Cf . dis-

glory, n.] To disgrace ; dishonor.

His head
That was before with thorns degloried.

6. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph.

deglubet (de-glob'), " «• [< L- degluhere, peel

off, < dc, otf, + glubere, peel.] To skin
;
peel.

Now enter his taxing and deghibing face.

Cteaveland, Poems (IfiSl). (£. D.)

generate descendants of higher forms. Tlie theory makes
the degeneration chiefly the result of disuse of parts : thus,

the cetaceans are descendants from quadrupeds, aud have

assumed the fish-like form and lost their hind limlis in

better accommodating themselves to aquatic life; the

small-winged and fiightless birds are descendants from
those with well-developed wings, which, on account of

residence in places where they were not much disturbed,

have failed to exercise their wings, and finally lost the use

of them, and they have aborted ; the intestinal worms with-

out an intestine are descendants from those with an intes-

tine, but on account of their environments the skin has

assumed the function of a nutrient medium and tlie iiites- T)eelubitoreS (de-glo-bi-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., <
tine has been lost.-Laxdaceous degeneration. s_ame

i^^^,.giuiere, peel off : see deglube.] In Maegil-_ Same
as lardaeeous disease (which see, under .'ardaccoii*).- Mu-
coid degeneration, tlie conversion of cells or intercel-

lular sdbstance into a semifluid translucent substance

containing mucin.—Parenchymatous degeneration.
Same as clmidy swelling (wliicli see, under ciuMiiiy).— Pig-

mentary degeneration, disturbance of tlie nutrition of

a part, witli deposition of pigment.—Wallerlan degen-

livray's system of classification, the third order

of birds ; the buskers or conirostral birds. It

included the finches and buntings, the tanagera, and the

American blackbirds, and was therefore equivalent to tlie

families now recognized as Fringillidm, Tanagridae, and

_, ..- ... Icteridie. Hee htisker. (Not in use.)

eratlon, the degeneration of nerve-fibers which have deelutinatO (de-gl6'ti-nat), V. t. ;
pret. and pp.

.- ii -•_». /j;; i s'„i,„., i=*\ ... „,,/i nntua^ Tin. of dealuttnarc (> F. aenlt
degenerationist (de-jen-e-ra'shon-ist), n. and
a. [< degeneration + -i««'.'] I. n. One who ad-

vocates the theory of degeneration ; one who
believes that the general tendency of organ-

ized beings, especially of man in his mental
and moral life, is to degenerate ; one who main-
tains that the natural course of civilization is

downward rather than upward.

With regard to the opinions of older writers on early

civilization, whether progi*essionist« or degeneratiunists,

it must be borne in mind that the evidence at their dis-

posal fell far short of even the miserably imperfect data

now accessible. E. B. Tylor, I'rim. Culture, I. iS.

n. a. Pertaining to the theory of degenera-

tion.

natns, pp. of deglutinare (> F. deglutiner), un-

glue, < de- priv. + glutinare, glue, < gluten, glue

:

see gluten, glue.] 1. To unglue ; loosen or sepa-

rate by or as if by ungluing.

See, see, my Soule (ah, harke how It doth cracke !)

The Hand of Outrage that deglutinates

His Vesture, glud with gore-blood to His backe.
Davies, Holy Eoode, p. 16.

2. To deprive of gluten; extract the gluten

from.

deglutition (deg-lo-tish'on), n. [= F. deglu-

tition = Pg. deglutifSo = It. deglutizione (cf.

Sp. deglucion), < LL. *deglutitio{n-), < deglutire,

swallow down, < de, down, + glutire, swallow

:

see glut.] The act or power of swallowing.

degradaqao = It. degradazione = D. degradatie

= G. Dan. Sw. degradation, < ML. degrada-

tio(n-), a reducing in rank, < dcgradare : see de-

grade.] 1. A reducing in rank ; the act of de-

priving one of a degree of honor, of dignity, or

of rank; deposition, removal, or dismissal from
rank or office: as, the degradation of a general.
Specifically— (re) In ecclcs. law, the act of depriving an
ecclesiastic of his oidera or privileges, or of txith. The
Roman Catholic Church recognizes two methods of degra-

dation. By the simple or verbal degradation the accused

is deprived of all his ordere and lienefices. By the solemn

or real degradation he is with gieat ceremony stiipped of

his ecclesiastical vestments and ornaments and publicly

reproached by the liishop, deprived of ]iis orders and bene-

fices as in simple degradation, and of his various privileges.

He remains, however, a priest, and can in special emergen-
cies consecrate and administer the sacraments. Degrada-

tion is now resorted to only in extreme cases. In the early

church the culprit was degraded by removal from a higher

to a lower giade of ofllce. See deprivation, 4. (d) The act

of depriving a person of his degree in a university, (c) 111

early American colleges, when the students' names were

arranged according to the social rank of the parents, the

placing of a name, as a punishment, lower than it would
otherwise be placed. B. H. Hall (d) In the Univei-sity

of Cambridge, England, the postponement of a stuilent's

candidacy for a degree, etc., for one year, owing to illness

or other unavoidable cause, (e) In the University of Ox-

ford, tlie solemn canceling in convocation of the degree

held by a member of the university.

2. The state of being reduced from a higher to

a lower grade of power, character, or estima-

tion; degeneracy; debasement.

Deplorable is the degradation of our nature. South.

The descent of Spain, once the first among monarchies,

to the lower depths of degradation, the elevation of Hol-

land, in spite of many natural disadvantages, to a position

such as no couimonwealth has ever reached, teach the

same lesson [the tendency of Papal domination].
ifacaulay.

3. The act of sinking to a lower level in space.

[Rare.]

Lycius has sunk on one knee and with closed eyes is

about to slip prone. Lamia leans over and supports his

head from further degradation, while her left hand com-
forts his shoulder. The Century, X.\.\I. 249.

4. Diminution or i-eduetion, as of strength,

value, altitude, or magnitude.— 5. In painting,

a lessening and obscuring of distant objects in

a landscape, to give the effect of distance.

—

6. In geol., the reduction or wearing down of

higher lands, rocks, strata, etc., by the action

of water or other causes.

They [Scottish geologists] appealed to the vast quantity

of sedimentary rocks . . . lieaiing witness in every bed
and layer to the degradation and removal of former con-

tinents. Geikie, Geol. Sketches, iL 30.

7. In biol., abortive structirral development

;

retrograde metamorphosis, such as that wit-

nessed in many parasites as a result of their

parasitism.

The degradation of the species man is observed in some
of its varieties. Dana.

The course of development may, in particular cases,

lead to numerous retmgressions, so that we may find the

adult animal to l>e of lower organization than the larva.

This phenomenon, which is known as retrogressive meta-

morphosis, corresponds to the demands of the selection



degradation

theory, since under more simple conditions of life, wliere
nourishment is more easily obtained (parasitism), detjfa-

dation and even the loss of parts may lie of advantage to
the organism. Ctaue, Zoology (trans.), I. 15S.

8. In hot., a, change consisting of abstraction,
loss, abortion, or non-development of usual or-

gans.— 9. In her., same as abatement Degrada-
tion ofenergy. See eneri/i/. =Syn. 1 and 2. Debasement,
atiasenient, vitiation, depression, disgrace, dislionor, hu-
miliation.

degradational (deg-ra-da'shgu-al), a. [< dc-

f/rudalioH + -al.] In nat. hist., due to degrada-
tion ; lowered in type through degradation ; de-
generated: as, a degradational form; degrada-
tional structures.

degrade (de-grad'), «••; pret. and pp. degraded,
ppr. dcgrndimj. [< ME. degraden, < OP. degra-
der, F. degrader = Pr. degradar, dcsgradar =
Sp. Pg. degradar = It. degradarc = D. degra-
deren = G. degradiren = Dan. degradcre = Sw.
degradera, < ML. degradare, reduce in rank,
deprive of rank, < L. de, down, + gradus, step,
degree, rank: see grade and degree.] I. trans.

1. To reduce from a higher to a lower rank,
degree, or type. Specifically— 2. To deprive
of any ofiBce or dignity; strip of honors: as, to
degrade a general officer.

When you disgrac'd me in myambassade,
ITien I degraded you from being king.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 3.

Both which have been degraded in the senate,
And must have their disgraces still new rubbed
To make them smart, and lal)our of revenge.

B. Jorvton, Catiline, i. 1.

Prynne was sentenced by the Star CTiamber court to be
degraded from the bar. Palfrey.

3. To lower in character ; cause to deteriorate

;

lessen the value or worth of ; debase : as, drunk-
enness degrades a man to tiie level of a beast.

Nor Shalt thou, by descending to assume
Man's nature, lessen or degrade thine own.

Milton, P. L., iii. 304.

Shall we lose our privilege, our charter.
And wilfully degrade ourselves of reason
And piety, to live like beasts ?

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, ii. 2.

In the progress of moral truth, the animal passions
which degrade our nature are by degrees checked and
«ub<lued. Sumner, Orations, I. 174.

4. In hiol. : (a) To reduce in taxonomic rank

;

lower in the scale of classification : as, to de-
grade an order to the rank of a family. (J) To
reduce in complexity of structure or function

;

simplify morphologically or physiologically: as,

an organism degraded by parasitic habit.

The degree to which many of the most important or-
gans in these degraded [cleistogamic] flowers have Iwen
reduced, or even wholly obliterated, is one of their most
remarkable peculiarities, reminding ns of many parasitic
animals. Variein, Different Forms of flowers, p. 336.

5. In geol., to reduce in altitude or magnitude,
as hills and mountains or icebergs ; wear down,
as by the weather.

Although the ridge is still there, the ridge itself has
been degraded. Journal of Seience.

The regions within reach of abrading and degrading
agencies were therefore of suftlcient extent for the needed
Paleozoic sediment-making.

-4in«r. Jour. Set., 3dser., XXIX. 338.

6. In optics, to lower in position in the spec-
trum ; increase the wave-length of (a ray of
liglit), and hence diminish (its) refrangibility, as
by the action of a fluorescent substance. See
fluorescence.— 7. To diminish the strength, pu-
rity, size, etc., of.

Degrading the brilliancy of dyed stuffs, or the purity of
whites. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 3'20.

= Syn. land 2. Debate, Disgrace, etc. (see aba»e); to dis-
honor, break, cashier, reduce to inferior rank.— 3, To low-
er, sink, impair, injure, pervert, pollute. See list under
debdne.

H. intrans. 1. In nat. hist., to degenerate
in type; pass from a higher type of structure
to a lower.— 2. To degenerate ; become lower
in character; deteriorate.

No doubt vast eddies in the flood
Of onward time shall yet be made,
And throned races may degrade.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxviil.

3. In a university, to take, for some particular
reason, a lower degree than one is entitled to,
or to avoid taking a degree at tlie proper or
usual time ; descend from a higher to a lower
degree.

Degrading, or going back a year, Is not allowed, except
In case of illness (proved by a doctor's certificate). A man
degrading for any other reason cannot go out afterwards
in Honors. C. A. Brisled, English University, p. 128, note.

degraded (de-gra'ded), p. a. 1. Reduced in
rank; deprived of an office or a dignity.— 2.
Lowered in character or value; debased; low.

1509
The Netherlands . . . were reduced practically to a

veiy degraded position. Motley.

3. In biol., reduced in taxonomic rank, or in
complexity of structure or function ; brought
to or being in a state of degradation.

Skulls of the very meanest and most degraded type.
Farrar, Language, iv.

The Pi'otozoa are the most degraded in organization.
Science, IV. 172.

4. In her., placed upon steps. Also degreed.—
Cross degraded and conjoined. See crogsi

.

degradement (df-grad'ment), «. [< OF. de-
gradement, F. degradement (= It. degradamen-
to), < degrader, degrade : see degrade.] Depri-
vation of rank or office. [Rare.]
So the words of Ridley at his degradement, and his letter

to Hooper, expressly siiew.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

degrading (df-gra'ding), p. a. 1. Dishonor-
ing; debasing; disgraceful: as, degrading ob-
sequiousness.

The inordinate love of money and of fame are base and
degrading passions. Wirt.

2. Lowering; bringing to a lower level ; wear-
ing down— Degrading causes, in geol., those causes
which contribute to the dissolving and wearing down of
the elevated parts of the earth's surface, and .the carrying
of these parts down into lower levels, as atmospheric in-
fluences and the action of rivers and of the ocean.

degradingly (df-gra'ding-li), adv. In a degrad-
ing manner, or in a way to depreciate.

This is what Bishop Taylor degradingly calls virtue and
precise duty. Coventry, Philemon to Hydaspes, i.

degras (de-gril'), n. [F.] Wool-grease.
degravatet (deg'ra-vat), v. t. [< L. degravare,
make heavy, weigh down, < de, down, + gra-
rix, hea'V}-: see grare^.] To make heavy; bur-
den. Bailey, 1727.

degravationt (deg-ra-vS'shon). n, [< L. 88 if
*degrtivutio(n-), < degrarare, "make heavy, weigh
down: see rfe(7r«pa<f.] The act of making heavy.
degrease (de-gres'); v. t.; pret. and pp. rte-

grensid, ppr. degreasing. [< de- priv. + grease,
after F. degraisser.] To remove the grease
from, as from bones in preparing skeletons,
or from feathers or hair in preparing skins.
[Rare.]

degree (de-gre'), »i. [< ME. degre, degree, < OF.
degre, degret, F. degr^= Pr. degrat= Pg. degrdo,
a degree, step, rank, < L. de, down, + gradus,
a step, etc.: see graded and gree^. Ct. degrade.]
It. A step, as of a stair; a stair, or set of
steps.

Round was the schap, in manere of compaaa,
Ful of degrees, the heighte of sixty paas,
That whan a man was set on o dei^re.

He lette nought his felawe for to se.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, I. 1033.

It is made with Stages and hath Degrees aboute, that
every Man may wel se, and non greve other.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 17.

But when he once attains the utmost round.
He then unto the ladder turns his back.
Looks in the clouds, scomipg the base degrees
By which he did ascend. Shak., J. C, ii. 1.

2. A step or single movement toward an end

;

one of a series of advances^ a stage of progress

;

a phase of development, transformation, or pro-
gressive modification.

We have feet to scale and climb
By slow degrees, by more and more.

The cloudy summita of our time.
Longfellow, Ladder of St Augustine.

Specifically— 3. In gram., one of the three
stages, namely, jmsitire, comparative, and su-
perlative, in the comparison of an adjective or
an adverb. See comparison, 5.— 4. The point of
advancement reached ; relative position attain-
ed; grade; rank; station; order; quality.

Thenne the kerver or sewer most asserve every disshe in
his degre. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 369.

He shold serche, fro degre into degre,
Vn-to know wherhens he descendyd is,

Duke, Erie, or Baron, or markois if he be.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int, I. 113.

Great indeed
His name, and high wa« his degree in heaven.

Milton, P. L., V. 707.

5. In universities and colleges, an academical
rank conferred by a diploma, originally giving
the right to teach. Tlie earliest degree was that of
master, which in the university of Hologna, and others
modeled on that (as were the faculties of law in all the
old universities), wa-s called the degree of doctor. After-
ward the lower des^ree of determinant (later called bache-
lor) was introiluced, and the intermediate degree of lix^en-

tiate ; but these were not regular degrees, except in the
faculty of arts. The degree of bachelor was conferred by
the " nation " of the faculty of arts ; the others were
given by the chancellor, by authority of the pope. Thus,
the medieval degrees were ; (1) the degree of deterndnant,
or bachelor of arts, without a diploma ; (2) the license

;

(3) the degree of master of arts ; (4) the degree of master

degree
or doctor of theology

; (5) the degi-ee of mastel- or doctof
of medicine

; (6) the degree of doctor of laws. The degrees
now usually conferred are bachelor, master, and doctor

:

as, bachelor of arts, divinity, music, or law ; master of
arts ; doctor of divinity, law, medicine, philosophy, mu-
sic, etc.

He [Wolsey] was horn at Ipswich in Suffolk, the Son of
a Butcher, sent to Oxford by Reason of his Pregnancy of
Wit, so soon, that taking there the first Degree of Art, he
was called the Boy Batchelor. Baker, Chronicles, p. 261.

The Uinversities ceased to teach the systematic theol-
ogy of the Schools, and the systematic jurisprudence of
the Decretals ; and the ancient degrees of bachelor and
doctor of the canon law are known, except during the
reign of Mary, no more.

Stnbbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 319.

6. In geneal., a certain distance or remove in
the line of descent, determining the proximity
of blood : as, a relation in the third or fourth
degree. See first extract, a-nA forbidden degrees,
below.

In the canon law, degree of relationship is reckoned by
the number of steps from the person farthest from the
common ancestor to him ; in the civil law, by the number
of steps from one person up to the common ancestor and
down to the other. Thus, a grand-uncle is related to his
grand-nephew in the third degree by the canon law, in the
fourth degree by the civil. Slinuon.

She was as familiar as a cousin ; hut as a distant one—
a cousin who had been brought up to observe degrees,

H. James, Jr., Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 342.

7. In alg., the rank of an equation, as deter-
mined by the highest power under which an un-
kno-wn quantity appears in it. Thus, if the expo-
nent of the highest power of the unknown quantity be 3
or 4, the ecfuation is of the third or fourth degree.

8. One of a number of subdivisions of something
extended in space or time, specincaily-(n) One of
a immber of equal subdivisions on the scale of a meteoro-
logical or other instrument, as a llurmometer. (b) A uint
for measuring circular arcs and the angles subtended by
them at their centers, being the 360th part of a circumfer-
ence, or the 90th part of a right angle. Considered as angu-
lar magnitudes, all degrees are ecjual ; considered as lengths
of arcs, they are directly proportional to the radii of the
circles of which they are parts. This manner of dividing
the circle originated with the Babylonians about 2000 B. c,
and was brought into use in Greece by the mathematician
Hypsicles. It was perhaps in its origin connected with
an opinioti that the year consisted of 860 days. The com-
mon abbreviation or sign for "degrees " is a small circle (')

placed to the right of the top of the last figure of the imm-
ber of them : as, 46°. The degree is subdivided into M
minutes, and the minute into 60 seconds. The length of
a degree of latitude is the length of an arc of the section
of the figure of the sea-level by a meridian, the difference
of latitude between the extremities of this ai'c being one
degree. (See latitude.) It is 68.702 statute miles at the
efiuator, and -OO.SOe at the poles. The length of a degree
of longitude is the length of an arc of the section of the
figure of the sea-level hy a plane parallel to the equator, the
difference of longitude between the extremities of this arc
being one degree. This is nearly proportional to the cosine
of the latitude, and is equal to 69.10 statute miles at the
equator.

Aftre the Auctoures of Astronomye, TOO Furlonges of
Erthe answeren to a Degree of the Firmament.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 186.

(c) In arith., three figures taken together in numeration :

thus, the number 270,360 consists of two degrees (more
commonly called periods), (d) In music: (1) One of the
lines or spaces of the staff, upon which notes are placed.
Notes on the same degree, when affected by accidentals,
may denote different tones, as D, Dff, and l5[j ; and, simi-
larly, notes on different degrees, as DJj and C|, may denote
identical tones, at least upon instruments of fixed intona-
tion. (2) The difference or step between a line and tlie

adjacent space on the staff (or vice versa). Occasionally,
through the use of accidentals, this difference is only
apparent (see above). (3) The difference, interval, or
step between any tone of the scale and the tone next
above or below it, as from do to re, from mi to fa. The
Interval may be a whole step or tone, a half step or semi-
tone, or (in the minor scale) a step and a half, or augment-
ed tone. See step, tone, interval, staff, scale. |To distin-
guish between degrees of the stall and degrees of the
scale, the terms staff-degree and scale-degree are sometimes
used.]

9. Intensive quantity ; the proportion in which
any quality is possessed ; measure ; extent

;

grade.
joure barnes sail ilkon othir wedde.
And worshippe god in gud degre.

York Plays, p. 65.

But as there are degrees of sinning, so there are of folly

in it. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. ii.

Very different excellencies and degrees of perfection.
Clarke, The Attributes, viil.

The difference in mind between man and the higher
animals, great as it is, is certainly one of degree and not
of kind. Darwin, Descent of Man, I. 101.

10. In criminal law : (a) One of certain dis-

tinctions in the culpability of the different par-
ticipants in a crime. The actual perpetrator
is said to be a principal in the first degree, and
one who is present aiding and abetting, a prin-
cipal in the second degree, (b) One of the
phases of the same kind of crime, differing in

gravity and in punishment. [U. S.]—Accumu-
lation of degrees. See accumulation.— IBy degrees,
step by step; gradually ; by little and little; uy moderate
advances.



degree

Th' innumerable effects to sort aright.

And, by decrees, from cause to cause to climb.
Sir J. Daries, Immortal, of Soul, xxx.

Where light, to shades descending, iilays, not strives.

Dies by degrett, and by degrees revives,

Diydm, Epistles, xiv. 70.

By due degrees, small Doubts create.
Congrevey tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Chronic degree, one seoth part of a tropical year.—Con-
junct degrees. .*ce coiyiiHrf.— Degree cut. Seectrt.—

Degree of a curve, tlie same as its order, Init the latter

term is iireiiiabie.— Degree Of Constraint. See eoii-

«rni)i(.— Degree of Iteedom. ^n-.fr /"i/i.— Discrete
degrees. See rfisocfc— Forbidden or prohibited de-

grees, in civil ami in canon lau\ degrees of consanguin-

ity and attinity within which marriage is not allowed.

The determination of these in church or canon law was
founded on the prohibitions contained In Lev. xviii.,

with adherence to the principle that a degree of rela-

tionship which bars marriage in one sex bars it equally

in the other, and that by Christ's declaration (Mat. xix.

6 and Mark x. 8, conflnnlng Gen. 11. 24) a man and his

wife become one flesh. The lloman law prohibited nearly

the same degrees, though marriage of a man with his niece

was permitted from the time of Claudius until forljidden by
Nerva, and also from the time of t'aracalla to that of Con-
stantine. Marriages with a deceased brotlier's wife and
a deceased wife's sister were forbidden by Constantius.

Theodosius the Great forbade tliem between first cousins,

and this was the general rule of the church from that time
on. From the sixth to the thirteenth century, marriages

within the seventh degree were jirohibited ; after tile fourth

Lateran Council (A. I). 1216), only those witliin the fourth

degree. Marriage between godparents and godchildren
was prohibited by Justinian, and this was afterward ex-

tended to include the parents of the children, and later still

other relations of these. The presenter for conflrniation

was put on a par with the godparents. The Council of

Trent limited such spiritual relationship to sponsors, to

Sresenters at confirmation, to the persons baptized or con-

rmed, and the parents of these. In England marriage
between first cousins was forbidden till the Reformation.
The present English law of both church and state is con-

formed to a statute passed under Henry VIII., and re-

vised under Elizabeth, wliich forbids all marriages not
without the Levitical degrees. These degrees were tabu,

lated by Archbishop Parlcer in IblXi, and his table is

adopted in the 99th canon of 1603, and ordered to be set

up publicly in every church. It will also be found printed

at the end of every English prayer-boolv. Its provisions

have been summarized as follows : A man may not marry
the mother or stepmother of his own or his wife's parents

;

the widow of his father, father-in-law, uncle, brother,

son, stepson, or nephew; the aunt, sister, daughter, or
niece ot himself or his wife ; the daughter or stepdaugh-
ter of his own or his wife's children. A woman may not

marry the lather or stepfather of her own or her hus-

band's parents; the widower of her mother, mother-in-
law, aunt, sister, daughter, stepdaughter, or niece ; the
uncle, brother, son, or nephew of herself or her husband

;

the son or stepson of her own or her husliand's children.

Marriage with a deceased wife's sister, whether expressly
forbidden by tlie Mosaic law or not, is prohibited as pre-

cisely analogous to that with a deceased husl>a>id's brother,

the marriage of a man with ills brotlier's wife being ex-

plicitly prohibited in Lev. xviii. Direct relationship, if

in the ascending and descending line, is canonically reck-

oned as one degree, and marriage prohibited accordingly.

In canon law an illicit connection is held to Involve the
same pi-ohibitions as a marriage.— In degrdet, greatly

;

to a degree.

He was greved in degre.

And gretely moved in mynde.
York Plays, p. 63.

Local degree, one 36oth part of the zodiac.— Simeon's
degree, a certain early medieval degree, conjectured to

have been one of bachelor, and to have been conferred
upon masters in the University of Oxford. The real mean-
ing of the phrase has been forgotten; but down to 1827
every master of arts, inceptor in medicine, etc., in Oxford
was compelled to swear hatred of Simeon and renuncia-
tion of his degree.— Song of degrees, a title given to fif-

teen psalms, from cxx. to cxxxiv., inclusive. Biblical crit-

ics are not agreed as to the origin and significance of the
title. Reegradual psaljns, nrnler grmitml.—Toadegree,
to an extreme ; exceedingly : as, proud to a degree. tCoTloq. ]

Assuredly, sir, your father is wrath to a degree ; he comes
down stairs eight or ten steps at a time— muttering,
growling, and thumping the banisters all the way.

Shendan, The Rivals, 11. 1.

Total degree, the sum of the degrees of an algebraic ex-
pres-sion relatively to the different letters.

degreet (de-gre'), v. t. [< degree, n.'] 1. To ad-
vance by a step or steps.

Thus is the soul's death degreedup. Sin gathers strength
by custom, and creeps like some contagious disease in the
body from joint to joint. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 230.

I will degree this noxious neutrality one peg higher.
Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, II. 189.

2. To place in a position or rank.

We that are degreed above our people.
Ueyuxjvd, Rape of Lucrece.

degreed (de-gred'), a. [< degree + -C(Z2.] in
h'r., saiTM- as degraded, 4.

degreeinglyt, adv. By degrees ; step by step.

Degreeingty to grow to greatness.
Feltham, Besolves, 1. 97.

degn (deg'8), n. [S. Amer.] A South Ameri-
can hystrieomorphic rodent of the family OcUt-

dontidte and genus Octodon, such as O. cumingi.

See cut in next column.
degniset, v. t. [ME. deguisen, degisen, degysen,
vars. of desgUen, disguise: see disguise.} To
disguise.

1510

And ay to thame come Repentance amang.
And maid thame chere degysit in his wede.

King's Quair, iii. S.

Degu [Octodon t-nmiit£-t).

deguiset, «'. [ME. deguyse, degise, degyse; from
the verb.] Disguise.

In selcouthe maners and sere degyse.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience (1517). (E. D.)

degum (de-gum'), V. t; pret. and pp. dcgum-
tned, ppr. degumming. [< dc- priv. + gmn'^.']

To free from gum ; deglutinato.

Scouring renders all common silks, whether white or

yellow in the raw, a brilliant pearly white, with a delicate

soft flossy texture, from the fact that the fibres which
were agglutinated in reeling, being now degummed, are

separated from each other and show their individual te-

nuity in the yarn. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 62.

degast (de-gusf), V. [< L. degustare, taste of, <

dc- + gustare, taste: see gusfi.'] I. trans. To
taste ; relish.

A soupe au vin, madam, I will degust, and gratefully.

C. Jieade, Cloister and Hearth, ii.

n. intrans. To have a taste ; be relishing.

Two or three, all fervent, hushing their talk, degusllnn

tenderly, and storing reminiscences— for a bottle of good
wine, like a good act, shines ever in the retrospect.

R. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 47.

degastate (de-gus'tat), v. t. [< L. dcgustatus,

pp. oi degustare, taste of: see degust.'] Same
as degust.

degustation (de-gus-ta'shon), n. [= Sp. dc-

gustacion, < LL. degustatio(n-), < L. degustare,

taste of: see degust.'] The act of tasting.

It is no otherwise even in carnal delights, the degusta-

tion whereof is wont to draw on the heart to a more eager
appetition. Bp. Hall, Soul's Farewell to Earth, § Ii.

Then he bustled about with the boy, and produced a va-

riety of gifts for grace, use, and degustation.

M. Bethain-Edwards, Next of Kin Wanted, xxxiv.

Good wine is not an optical pleasure, it is an inward
emotion ; and if there was a chamber of deguslaliou on
the premises, I failed to discover it.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 129.

degyset, f- and n. See deguise.

dlhache (da-ha-sha'), a. [P. (in her.), pp. of

or. dehacher, dehaehier, cut off, < de- priv. +
hacker, cut: see hack^, hash.'] In /ler., naving
the head, paws, and tuft of the tail out off : said

of a beast used as a bearing. Encyc. Brit., XI.
698.

dehisce (de-his'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. dehisced,

ppr. dehiscing. [= It. deiscere, < L. dehiscerc,

gape, open, < de, off, + hisccre, gape, yawn,
akin to hiare, yawn : see hiatus and yawn.] To
gape ; specifically, in bot., to open, as the cap-

sules of plants.

This [a legume or pod] is a superior, one-celled, one- or
many-seeded fruit, dehiscing by both ventral and dorsal

sutures, so as to form two valves.

R. Bentley, Manual of Botany, p. 304.

The anthers dehisced properly, but the pollen-grains

adhered in a mass to them.
Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 329.

dehiscence (de-his'eus), n. [= F. dehiscence

= It. deiscenzd, < KL. *dehisccutia, < L. dehis-

cch(<-)s, dehiscent: see dehiscent.] 1. A gap-
ing.— 2. In hot., the opening of a pericarp for

the discharge of the seeds, or of an anther to

set free the pollen. Regular
dehiscence in the case of capsules
is septicidal, through the septa, or
lucidicidal, directly into the cells.

It is also said to be septijragal when
the valves break away from the
septa. Irregular dehiscence may
be transverse, circumscissile, ete.,

or variously lacerated. The dehis.

cence of an anther is by longitudinal
slits, valves, pores, ete.

The dehiscence of the firm exter-

nal envelope.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., i 287.

3. InpaffcoJ.,aburstingopen.
dehiscent (de-his'ent), a. [= F. dehiscent, <

L. dehiscen(t-).'!, ppr. of dehiscere, gape : see de-

hisce.] 1. Opening, as the capsule of a plant.
—2. In entom., divergent at the tips, as if tend-

Dehiscent S«ed-vessel
or Silicule.

dehydrate

iug to split apart : said especially of the elytra

wlien they are separated at the apices.

dehonestatet, ''• t- L< L. dehonestatus, pp. of

dehoncstare, dishonor, disgrace, < de- priv. +
honcstare, honor, < honestus, honorable, honest:

see honest, and cf . dishonest, v.] To impugn

;

dishonor.

The excellent and wise pains he took in this particular,

no man can dehonestate or reproach.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 74.

dehonestationt, n. [< LL. dehonestatio{n-), <

L. dehunestare, dishonor: see dehonestate.] A
disgracing ; a dishonoring.

"Who can expatiate the infinite shame, dehonestation, and
infamy which they bring? Bp. Gauden, Hieraspistes, p. 482.

dehors (de-h6rz' ; F. pron. de-6r'), a. and n. [<

F. dehors,' < OF. defors, deforz, deffors, deffuers,

defuer, desfucr= Pr. dcfois= Sp. defuera, < ML.
deforis, outside, without, < L. de, from, + foris,

foras ("> OF. fors,forz,foers, ]iors,F.ho7-s = Pr.

fors = It./orf,/Mora,/MO?-e,/«ori),out of doors,

out, < foris, a door, = Gr. dlipa = AS. duru = E.

door: see door, and forum, foreign, foris-, etc.]

I, a. In laiv, without; foreign to; irrelevant.

II. n. In fort., any outwork beyond or out-

side of the main fortification.

dehortt (de-h6rt'), r. t. [= Sp. Pg. dehortar,

< L. dehortari, dissuade, persuade, < de, from,
+ hortari, advise: see hurtation, and ef. exhort.]

To dissuade ; advise to the contrary ; urge not
to do or not to undertake a certain thing ; deter.

If the wasting of our money might not dehort vs, yet
the wounding of our mindes should deterre vs.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 108.

'i'he bold Galilean, St. Peter, took the bolduesa to de-
hort his Master from so great an infelicity.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 297.

dehortation (de-h6r-ta'shon), n. [< LL. dehor-

tutio{n-), < L. dehortari, dissuade: see dehort.]

Dissuasion: advice or counsel to the contrary

of some act or undertaking.

Dehortations from the use of strong liqnoi-s have been
the favourite topic of sober declaiiners in all ages. Lamb.

The exhortation, which might almost be termed a dehor-

tation for its severity, was ordered to follow the sermon in

case of need. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng. , xv.

dehortati'Ve (de-h6r'ta-tiv), a. [< LL. dehor-

tativus, < L. dcliortarf, dissuade: see dehort.]

Dissuasive ; dehortatory. Coleridge.

dehortatory (de-h6r'ta-to-ri), a. and n. [< LL.
dehortatorius, <.'L. delioriari, dissuade: see de-

hort.] I. a. Dissuasive; belonging to dissuasion,

llie text [Eph. iv. .30] yon see is a dehortatory charge to

avoid tlie offence of God. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 103.

Il.t «. A dissuasion ; a dissuasive argument
or reason. Milton.

dehorter (df-hor'ter), n. A dissuader; one
who advises to the contrary.

So long as he [Carlyle] was merely au exhorter or de-

horter, we were thankful for such eloquence, such humor,
such vivid or grotesque images, and such splendor of il-

lustration, as only he could give.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 127.

dehumanization (de-hU'man-i-za'shon), )). [<
dehumanize + -ation.] The act of dehumaniz-
ing, or the state of being dehumanized. Also
spelled dehumanisation.
Nature has put a limit to dehumanisatimi in the quali-

ties which she exacts in order that the combination of two
individuals to jiroduce a third may take place at all.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 245.

dehumanize (Je-hii'man-iz), ti. t. ;
pret. and pp.

dehumanized, ppr. deHumanizing. [< de- priv.

+ humanize. Cf. F. deshumaniser.] To deprive
of distinctively human qualities: as, dehuman-
j^fJH^ influences; rfe/iMWiaMJ^eff speculation. Also
spelled dehumanise.
The grosser passions, originally conspicuous and care-

fully ministered to by devotees, gradually fade, leaving

only the passions less related to corporal satisfactions

;

and eventually these, too, become partially dehumanized.
H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 343.

dehuskt (de-husk'), V. t. [< de- priv. + husk.']

To deprive of the husk.
Wheat . . .

Dehvsked upon the floor.

Drant, tr. of Horace, Ep. to Numilius.

dehydrate (de-hi'drat), r. : pret. and pp. dehy-

drated, ppr. dehydrating. [< L. de- priv. + Gr.

vdop {vdp-). -water, + -ate^.] I. trans. To de-
prive of or free from water. Thus, calcium chlorid.

by reason of its Strang afllnity for water, dehydrates moist
gases passing over it. Alcohol, for the same reason. (f«'Ay-

(Jra/fs (dries) moist animal tissues which are placed in it

The first and most obvious value of thisreagentlalcohol)

is found in its strong affinity for water, this rendering it

of importance for deht/dratinq purposes.
Penhallotr, Vegetable Histology, p, 9.

n. intrans. To lose water.
The celloid in layers are slow in dehydrating.

Jour. Roy. Miens. Soc., 2d ser., VI. 11. iHO.



dehydrater

dehydrater (de-hi'dra-ter), n. That which de-

hydrates.

dehydration (de-hi-dra'shon), n. [< dehydrate
+ -«)«.] In diem., the removal of water as au
element in the composition of a substance.

dehydrogenization (de-hi"dr6-jen-i-za'shon),

H. l<.deh>/drogeni-c + -ation.'] The removal of

hydrogen, wholly or in part, from a compound
containing it.

The oxidations and the dehydrorjenisati&ns play the most
important part in the production of colour.

Ure, Diet., IV. 77.

dehydrogenize (de-hi'dro-jen-iz), v. t.; pret.

and pp. dehydrogenized, ppr. dehydrogenizing.
To deprive of hydrogen ; remove hydrogen from
(a compound containing it).

dehydrogenizer (de-hi'dro-jen-i-zer), n. A re-

agent which effects the removal of hydrogen
from a compound containing it.

The action of dehydroffenigers upon naphthylamine.
Ure, Diet., IV. 932.

deiamba (da-iam'ba), H. [Native name.] Congo
tobacco, a plant growing wild in the marshy
districts of Congo, western Africa, the flowers

ofwhich produce a narcotic eflfect when smoked.
deicide^ (de'i-sid), ». [= F. diieide = Sp. Pg.
It. deicida, < ML. as if *deicida, < L. deus, a god,
+ -eida, a killer, < ccedere, kill. Cf. homicide^

."i

One who kills a god ; specifically, one concerned
in crucifying Jesus Christ. Craig. [Bare.]

In the Middle Ages the Jews were believed to Ije an ac-

cursed race of deicides. . The Century, XXIV. 149.

deicide^ (de'i-sid), n. [= F. deicide = Sp. Pg.
It. deicidio, < ML. as if 'dcicidium, < L. deus, a
god, + -eidium, < cmdere, kill. Cf. homicide^.'\

The act of killing a god ; specifically, the cruci-
fixion of Jesus Christ. [Rare.]

Earth, profaned, yet blessed, with deicide.

Prior, I am that I am.

deictic (dlk'tik), a, [The reg. L. analogy would
require 'dictic (cf. apodictic) ; < Gr. 6itKun6c,

serving to show, < ihiKvimi, show, akin to AS.
Uecan, E. teach: see teach.'] In logic, direct:
applied to reasoning which proves directly, and
opposed to elenchic, which proves indirectly.

Thirdly, into the " direct," and the "indirect "(or reduc-
ti'j ad absurdum) ; the deictic, and the elenctic.of Aristotle.

Wliately, Rhetoric, i. 2.

deictically (dik'ti-kal-i), adv. With direct in-
dication ; in the manner of one who indicates
or points out, especially with a finger or by a
gesture of the hand.
Our Saviour's prediction was . . . categorically enunci-

ative, verily I say unto you that one of you shall or will

betray me, and he that dippeth, at that time when Christ
spake it, deictically, i. e., Judas, is that person.

Uamiimtui, VVurka, I. 703.

deid (ded), a. A Scotch form of dead.

deid (ded), n. A Scotch form of death.

Ilka thing that lady took,
Was like to l>e her deid.

The Youwj Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 117).

He was my father's deid.

Lord Maxwell't Good-niglit (Child's Ballads, VI. 166).

deific (de-if'ik). a. [= F. deijiqiie = Sp. deifico =
Pg. It. deifico, ilAi. deificua, < L. deus, god, + -fi-

cus, < facere, make : see deify.] Making divine

;

deifying.

They want some deijie impulse.
Bu^hnell, .Sermons for New Life, p. 43.

deifical (df-if'i-kal), a. Same as deiflc.

The aricleut catholick fathers were not afrayd to call
this supper ... a deijical communion.

Uoinilieg, On the Sacrament, i.

deification (de"i-fi-ka'shon), «. [< ME. deifica-
tion, dcificacion, < OF. deification, F. deification
= Sp. deificacion = Pg. deificacdo = It. deifica-
zione, < liL, as if *deificiitio{n-), < deificare, de-
ify: see deify.] The act of deifying; the state
of being raised to the rank of a deity; a deified
embodiment.
Buddlia being in fact a deification of human intellect.

Sir J. K. Tennent, Ceylon, iv. 11.

deifier (de'i-fl-<!r), «. One who deifies.

The memory of so signal an interposition of Heaven
(the ilood] against the tlrst deifierg of men should have
given an ettectual check Ut the practice.

Coventry, Philemon to Hydaspcs, iii.

deiform (de'i-fdrm), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. deiforme,
< L. (lens, a god, + forma, form.] 1. Like a
god; godlike iu form.

If the final consummation
Of all things make the creature dei/orm.

Dr. H. More.

2t. Conformable to the character or will of
God.
What a pure imitation of God ita life Is, and how exactly

dei/orin all its motions aud actions are.

J. Scott, Christian Life, L 3.
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deiformityt (de-i-f6r'mi-ti), n. [< deiform +
-ity.] 1. The quality oif being deiform or god-
like.

Thus the soul's numerous plurality
I have prov'd, and show'd she is not very God

;

But yet a decent dei/ormity
Hath given her.

Dr. H. More, Infinity of Worlds, st. 27.

2. Conformity to the divine character or will.

The short and secure way to union and dei/ormity being
faithfully performed. Spiritual Conquest.

deify (de'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. deified, ppr.

deifying. [< ME. deifien, < OF. deifier, F. dei-

fier = Sp. Pg. deificar = It. deificare, < LL. dei-

ficare, deify, < L. deus, a god, -t- -ficare, < facere,
make.] 1. To make a god of; exalt to the rank
of a deity ; enroll among the gods.

The seals of .Tulins Caisar . . . have the star of Venus
over them, ... as a note that he was deified. Dryden.

2. To regard as an object of worship; adore
or worship as a deity.

He did . . . extol and dei/y the pope. Bacon.

Persuade the covetous man not to dei/y his money, and
the proud man not to adore himself. South.

3. To make godlike ; exalt spiritually.

By our own spirits we are deified. Wordsworth.

deign (dan), V. t, [< ME. deignen, deynen, day-
nen, < OF. deigner, daigner, degner, P. daigner
= Pr. denhar = Sp. Pg. dignar = It. degnare,
deign, < L. dignari, deem worthy, < dignus,
worthy: see dignity and dainty, and cf. dain^,
disdain, dedain^.] If. To think worthy; think
well of ; think worthy of acceptance.
Thou hast estranged thyself and deiqnest not our land.

L. Bryskett (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 2««).

I fear my Julia would not deign my lines.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1.

2t. To grant or permit, as by condescension or
favor.

Nor would we deign him burial of his men,
Shak., Macbeth, 1. 2.

3. To vouchsafe ; condescend : with an infini-

tive for object.

But for their pride thei deyne not hym to knowe for her
lorde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 182.

O d^iffn to visit our forsaken seats.

Pope, Summer, \. 71.

The .Son of God deigned not to exert His power before
Herod, after Moses' pattern ; nor to be judged by the mul-
titude, as Elijah.

J. H. Xewman, Parochial Sermons, 1. 301.

[Used impersonally in early English.

On her wo ne deyneth him not to thinke.
Ctiaucer, Anelida aud Arcite, I. 184.]

deignoust, «. See dainous.

Dei gratia (de'i gra'shi-a). [L. : Dei, gen. of
Deus, God; gratia, abl. of gratia, grace.] By
the grace or favor of God : an expression usu-
ally inserted in the ceremonial statement of
the title of a sovereign : as, Victoria Dei gratia
Britanniarum regina (Victoria, by the grace
of God queen of the Britains). It was originally

used by bishops aud abljots as expressive of their divine
commission, afterward l»y secular rulers of various grades,
and Anally by monarchs as a special mark of absolute
Siivt-reignty ancl a divine legation.

Dei jtldiciom (de'i jij-dish'i-um). [L.: Det, gen.
otDeus, (joA; judicium, judgment: see judicial.]

In taw, the judgment of God : a phrase applied
to the old Saxon trial by ordeal.

deil (del), n. [Sc, = E. dial, deel, dule, etc., <

ME. del, etc.; a contr. of deril, q. v.] 1. The
devil.— 2. A wicked, mischievous, or trouble-
some fellow.

They're a' run deits or jads thegither.
Bums, The Twa Dogs.

DeU'S buckle. See buckie. — Deil's dozen. Same as
bakers' dozen (which see, under baker).— Dell's snuff-
box, the connnon puffball.—The dell gaes O'er Jock
Wabster, everything goes topsy-turvy ; there is tlie devil
to pay.

The deil gaes o'er Jock Wabster, hame grows hell.

When Pate misca's ye waur than tongue can tell.

Ramsay.
deil-. See dil-.

Deimos (dl'mos), n. [< Gr. Seifi6c, fear, terror,

personified in the Iliad, and later regarded as
a son of Ares (Mars).] A satellite of Mars,
revolving about its primary in 30 hours and 18
minutes. It was discovered by Asaph Hall, of

Washington, in 1877.

deinlf, v. t. An obsolete form of deign.

dein^ (den), adv. [Sc, also spelled deen; = E.

done.] Literally, done; hence, completely;
very. [Scotch (Aberdeenshire).]

What tho' fowk say that I can preach
Nae that dein ill.

Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 179.

Deinacrida, n. See Dinacrida.

Deinornis, ». See Dinornis.

deistically

deinosaur, Deinosauria, etc. See dinosaur, etc.

Deinotherium, «. See Dinotherium.
deinoust, «. See dainous.
deinsularize (de-in'su-lar-iz), V. t.; pret. and
pp. deinsidarized, ppr. d,einsularizing. [< de-
priv. + insular + -ize.] To deprive of insu-
larity.

deintet, deinteet, n. and a. Obsolete forms of
dainty, Chaucer.
deintegratet (de-in'te-grat), V. t. [< LL. dein-
tegratus, pp. of deintegrare, < de- priv. -t- inte-

grare, make whole: see integrate.] To disin-

tegrate.

deinteonst, a. See dainteotis.

dein'tetht, ». A Scotch and obsolete English
form of dainty.

deintrellt, ». See daintrel.

Deipara (de-ip'a-ra), n. [= Sp. Pg. It. Deipara,
< LL. deipara, fem. adj. : see deiparous.] The
Mother of God ; the Theotocos : a title of the
Virgin Mary. See Tlieotocos.

deiparoust (df-ip'a-rus), a. [< LL. deipara,
fem. adj., < L. deus, a god, -1- parere, bear, bring
forth.] Bearing or bringing forth a god : an
epithet applied to the Virgin Mary. Bailey.

Deipnosopnist (dip-nos'o-fist), n. [< Gr. 6et-

Kmoo^iOTtji, sing, of AenrvoacxpiaTai, Deipnoso-
phistee, the name of a work of Athenseus (see
the def.), lit. 'the learned men at dinner,' <
Se'mvov, dinner, + ao(tiiaT^(, a learned man : see
sophist.] One who converses learnedly at din-
ner: in allusion to the title (see the etymology)
of a celebrated work of Athenseus, in which a
number of learned men are represented as at
dinner discotirsing on literature and matters
of the table.

The eye is the only note-book of the true poet ; but a
patchwork of second-hand memories is a laborious futil-

ity, hard to unite and harder to read, with about as much
nature in it as a dialogue of the Deipnosophists.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 222.

deirbhfine, ». [Ir.] See geilfine.

deist, « A. Middle English form of dais.

deism (de'izm), n. [< F. dcisme = Sp. Pg. It. de-
ismo= D. G. deismus= Da'n. deisme= Sw. deism,

< NL. deismus, < L. Deus, God, + -ismus, E.
-ism.] 1. The doctrine that God is distinct

and separated from the world. See deist, 1.

—

2. Belief in the existence of a personal God,
accompanied with the denial of revelation and
of the authority of the Christian church. Deism
is opposed to atheism, or the denial of any <iod ; to pan-
theism, which denies or ignores the personality of God

;

to theism, which believes not only in a God, but in his
living relations with his creatures; aud to Christianity,
which adds a belief in a historical manifestation of God,
as recorded in the Bibie.

deist (de'ist), «. [< F. dciste (Viret, 1563), now
deiste = Sp. Pg. It. deista = D. G. Dan. Sw. de-

ist, < NL. deista, < L. Deus, God, + -ista, E. -ist.]

1. One who believes in the existence of a per-
sonal God, but in few or none of the more spe-
cial doctrines of the Christian religion ; one who
holds to some of the more general propositions
of the Christian faith concerning the Deity,
but denies revelation and the authority of the
church. The name in this sense is particularly appro-
priated to a group of English writers, mostly of tlie first

half of the eighteenth century. See /ree-thinker.

A man who, on the account of the obscurity of Holy Writ,
shall pretend to reject the christian religion, and turn
deist, nmst, upon the same account, reject deism too, and
turn atheist. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. x.

2. One who holds the opinion that there is a

God, but no divine providence governing the
affairs of men ; one who holds that God is not
only distinct from the world, but also separated
from it.

I'hose who admit a transcendental theology are called

Deists, those who admit a natural theology Theists. 'The

former admit that we may know the existence of an origi-

nal being by mere reason, but that our concept of it is tran-

scendental only, as of a being wliich possesses all reality,

but a reality that cannot be further determined. The lat-

ter maintain that reason is capable of determining that

object more accurately in analogy with nature : namely,

as a being which, through understanding and freedom, con-

tains within itself the orighial ground of all other things.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr, by Muller.

= S5m. Atheist, Skeptic, etc. See infidel.

deistic (de-is' tik), a. [< deist + -ic] Pertain-

ing to deism or to deists ; of the nature of de-

ism ; embracing or containing deism : as, a de-

istic writer ; a deistic book.

deistical (df-is'ti-kal), a. Same as deistic.

This very doctrine [that man is by nature wicked] . . .

has made the deistical moralists almost unanimous in pro-

claiming the divinity of Nature, aiul setting up its fancied

dictates as au antlioritative rule of action.

If. A. Bev., CXX. 462.

deistically (df-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In a deistic

manner.



deisticalness

deisticalness (de-is'ti-kal-nes), «. The char-
acter of being deistical ; deism. [Rai-e.]

deitatet (de'i-tat), a. [Irreg. < L. rfeite(<-)s, de-

ity, + -fltei.] Possessing the nature of God

;

divine; deified.

One person and one Christ who is God incarnate, and
man deitaU, as Gregory Nazianzen saith, without muta-
tion. Cranmer, To Bp. Gardiner.

Deiters's cells. See cell

deity (de'i-ti), )i.
;
pi. deities (-tiz). [< ME. (le-

ite, deyte, K OF. deite, P. deitS = Pr. deitat = Sp.

deidad = Pg. deidade = It. deitd, < LL. deiia{t-)s

(for classical L. divinita(t-)s, divinity), the di-

vine nature, < L. deus (> F. dieu = Pr. detis,

dieiis = Sp. dios = Pg. deos = It. dio), a god,

God. The L. detis (whence also E. deijfic, deify,

deism, deist, and prob. deuce^, q. v.) is one of a
large group of words whose forms and etymo-
logical and mythological relations are some-
what involved. The principal L. words of the

group are: (1) L. deiis, earlier dius (pi. di, dii,

dat. and abl. pi. dis, diis, in inscriptions also

dibits, diibus, gen. pi. divom, divum; later nom.
pi. dei, gen. pi. deorum), orig. *dius, "divus, a
god; cf . Skt. deva, heavenly, as n. a god, = Zend
daeca, an evil spirit, = Lith. deva, a god ; Gael,

and Ir. dia, God, = OW. Din, W. dim, God, =
leel. tivi, a god; prob. not connected with Gr.

6e6(, a god (whence E. theism, theist, atheism,

atheist, thearchy, theodicy, theology, etc.). (2) L.

divus, often dius (= Gr. Aof or *dl f6c, divine), adj.

to deus; hence L. divinus, divine (see divine); cf.

Skt. ddiva, divine, divya, heavenly; L. divtis,

dius, adj., as n. a god. (3) OL. Diovis, later

Jovis (nom. rare; gen. Jovis, etc.), Jove, Jupi-

ter (see Jove, Jupiter), = Gr. Ztif, Boeotian Aei'f,

for *A7ii'g (gen. Acdg for *A(Fof), Zeus (see Zeus),

= Skt. dydus (gen. divas, stem div-), the skjr,

heaven, day, personified Heaven ; the same in

combination, OL. Joupiter, L. Jupiter, Juppiter,

in another form Diespiter, = Gr. voe. Ziit r^drep

= Skt. voc. Dydush pitar, lit. Heaven Father;
= OTeut. *Tiu, in OHG. Zio = AS. Tiw = Icel.

Tyr, the Teutonic god of battle ; the AS. Tiw
is still preserved in E. Tuesday, AS. Tiwes dag
(see Tiw and Tttesday). (4) L. dies, a day, orig.

*dids, "divas; cf. Skt. dydus (stem div-), day
(the same as dydus, the sky, etc., above), Arme-
nian tiv, Ir. dia = W. dyw, day: see dial, diurnal,

journal, journey. (5), etc. : For other L. deity-

names from the same root, see Diana, Janns,
Juno, and Dis. Cf. also riewjoji.] 1. Godhead;
divinity; the attributes of a god ; especially, the
nature and essence of the one Supreme Being.

For what reason could the same deity be denied unto
Laurentia and Flora which was given to Venus? Raleigk.

So spalie the Father ; and, unfolding bright
Toward the right hand his glory, on the Son
Blazed forth unclouded deity. Milton, P. L., x. C5.

2. [cap.'] God; the Supreme Being, or infinite

self-existing Spirit: regularly with the definite

article.

An Atheist's laugh's a poor exchange
For Deity offended 1

Burns, Epistle to a Young Friend.

I seem ... to see the benevolence of the Deity more
clearly in the pleasures of my young children than in any-
thing else in the world. Paley, Moral Philos., ii. 5.

3. A god ; a divinity ; a being to whom a divine
or godlike nature is attributed ; an object or a
person worshiped as a god.

Even Buddha himself is not worshipped as a deity, or as

a still existent agent of benevolence and power. He is

merely reverenced as a glorified remembrance.
Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, iv. 11.

deject (de-jekt'), v. t. [= OF. dejeter, degeter,

dejecter, hegecter, F. dejeter = Pr. dejetar, < L.
dejectus, pp. of deicere, dejicere, cast down, < de,

down, 4- jacere, cast, throw: see jet^, and cf.

abject, adject, conject, eject, etc.] If. To cast

or throw down ; direct downward.
In sething water hem dejecte,

So lette hem sething longe tyme swete,
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. B9.

The Austrian colours he doth here deject

With too much scorn.
B. Jongon, Prince Henry's Barriers.

Sometimes she dejects her eyes in a seeming civility

;

and many mistalce in her a cunning for a modest look.

Fuller, Profane State, i.

2t. To abate; lower; diminish in force or
amount.
Ere long she was able, though in strength exceedingly

dejected, to call home her wandering senses.
Sir J'. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

3. To depress the spirits of ; dispirit ; discou-
rage ; dishearten : now chiefly in the past parti-
ciple used adjectively. See dejected.
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In the midst of all my endeavours, there is but one
thought that dejects me.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 3.

Nor think to die dejects my lofty mind.
Pope, K. of the L., v. 99.

=Syn. 3. To sadden, make despondent, afflict, grieve.

dejectt (de-jekf), a. [< OP. deject= Sp. deyecto

= It. dejetto, < L. dejectus, pp. : see the verb.]

Downcast; low-spirited; wretched; dejected.

And I, of ladies most deject and wretched,
Tliat suck'd the honey of his nnisic vows.
Now see that noble and most sovereign reason,
Like sweet bells jangled, out of tune and harsh.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

dejecta (de-jek'ta), n.])l. [L., neut.pl. of de-

jectus, pp! of dejicere, deicere, thrown down:
see deject.'] Excrements.
Fungi wljich grow on the dejecta of warm-blooded ani-

mals, dung, feathers, &c. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 357.

dejectant (de-jek'tant), a. [< deject + -ant^.]

In her., same as despectant.

dejected (de-jek'ted),j). a. 1. Tlirown down
;

lying prostrate. [Bare.]— 2. Low-spirited;
downcast ; forlorn ; depressed ; melancholy
from failure, apprehension, or the like.

'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother, . . .

Nor the dejected liaviour of the visage, . . .

That can denote me truly. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

He was much rfe/ec/erf, and made account we would have
killed him. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 819.

Long, with dejected look and whine.
To leave the hearth his dogs repine.

Scott, Marmion, iv.. Int.

Dejected embowed, in her., embowed with the head
downward : said of a serpent used as a bearing. Also
embowed deje-ctfd.=Syti. % Sad, disheartened, dispirited,

downhearted.

dejectedly (de-jek'ted-li), adv. In a dejected
manner; sadly; heavily.

The Master's fire and courage fell:

Dejectedly, and low, he bowed.
Scott, L. of L. St., i., Epil.

dejectedness (de-jek'ted-nes), n. 1. The state

of being cast down; depression of spirits.— 2.

Abjectness; meanness of spirit; lowliness.

The text gives it to the publican's dejectedness, rather
than to the Pharisee's boasting. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 2.

The dejectedness of a slave is likewise given him [Caliban],

and the ignorance of one bred up in a desert island.

Dryden, Grounds of Crit. in Tragedy.

dejecter (de-jek'tfer), n. One who dejects or
easts down.
dejection (df-jek'shon), n. [= p. dejection =
Sp. deyeccion = Pg. dejecgSo = It. dejezionc,

< L. dejectioin-), < dejectus, pp. of dejicere, dei-

cere, deject: see deject.'] 1. The act of casting

down; a casting down
;
prostration. [Bare.]

Such full-blown vanity he doth more loathe
Than base dejection. B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.

Adoration implies submission and dejection. Pearson.

2. Depression; diminution. [Rare.]

The effects of an alkalescent state, in any great degree,

are thirst and a dejection of appetite, which putrid things

occasion more than any other. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

3. In med. : (a) Fecal discharge ; evacuation.

(?0 The matter discharged or voided; dejecta:

often in the plural : as, the dejections of cholera

;

yfatevy d(jections.— 4. The state of being down-
cast; depression or lowness of spirits; melan-
choly.

AVhat besides

Of sorrow, and dejection, and despair.

Our frailty can sustain, thy tidings bring.
Milton, P. L., xi. 301.

A vague dejection

Weighs down my soul.

M. Arnold, Consolation.

6. In a.strol.jt'he house furthest removed from
the exaltation of a planet. =Syn. 4. Sadness, de-

spondency, gloom.

dejectlyt (de-jekt'li), adv. [< d^ect, a., + -ly^.]

In a downcast manner; dejectedly. Davies.

I rose dejectly, curtesied, and withdrew without reply.

H. Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 237.

dejectory (de-jek'to-ri), a. [< deject + -ory.] In
mcrf. , havingpower or tending to promote evacu-
ations by stool: as, dejectory medicines.

dejecture (de-jek'tur), n. [< deject + -urc.']

lu med., that which is ejected; excrement; de-

jecta.

dejeratet (dej'o-rat), v. i. [< L. dyerare, take
an oath, orig. dejurare, a form restored in LL.,
< de + jurare, swear: see jurat, jury.] To
swear solemnly.
dejerationt (dej-e-ra'shon), n. [< L. dejera-

tio(n-), LL. dejuratio(n-)',' < dejerare, take an
oath: seedejerate.] The taking of a solemn oath.

Doubtless with many vows and tears and dejeratio7is he
labours to clear his intentions to her person.

Bp. Hall, Uamau Hanged.

dejeunet, n. Same as ti^euner.

delactation

Take a dejeune of muskadel and eggs.
B. Jonson, New Inn.

dejeuner (da-zhfe-na'), M. [F., prop. inf. dejeu-

ner, OF. desjeuner, desjuner, break fast, < L. dis-

priv. + lAJ. jejunare (> F.jeuncr), fast: see je-

june. Cf . dine. ] Breakfast ; the morning meal.
*In France it is a midday meal, breakfast in the English

and American sense not ijcing eaten, instead of which it

is usual to take, upon awaking in the morning, merely a

cup of cortee or chocolate and a roll.— D^Jeuner a la
fourchette (literally, breakfast with the fork), a set meal
in the middle of the day, with meat and wine ; a iunclieon.

A form of entertainment much in favour with society

was the dejeuner il la fonrcliette. The "breakfast," al-

ways of the most recherche description, including the

choicest wines and every delicacy procuraljle, usually be-

gan Ijetween 4.30 and 6 o'clock, and lasted for a couple of

hours, after which dancing was generally kept up until one
or two o'clock in the morning.

First Year of a Silken Rei{fn, p. 118.

de jure (de jO're). [L., of right or law: de, of;

jure, abl. of jus (jur-), right, law: see just, jus-

tice.] By right ; according to law. See defacto.

Dekabrlstt, ". [< Russ. Dekabrl, December, +
-i.'it.] Same as Decembrist.

dekadrachm (dek'a-dram), n. [< Gr. icKafpax-

/iog, worth 10 drachmas, < dcKa, = E. ten, +
(5pa;f/i?/, a drach-
ma: see drach-
ma, drachm.]
An ancient sil-

ver coin of the
value of 10

drachms, oc-

casionally is

sued at Syia
cuse and in

other parts of

the Hellenic
world. The
specimen illus-

trated weighs
660.9 grains.

dekagram, n.

See decagram.
dekass (dek'-

as), «. [G., <

Gr. 6eKa, = E.
ten, + L. as
(ass-), as: see
«»4, ace.] A
unit of mass;
ten asses : in
the grand
duchy of Ba-
den equal to 5
decigrams, or
7.7 grains troy. Dekadrachm of Syr.icust. by Evainetos,

rloVao-faro » 4th century B. c— British Muscuni. (Sizeae&asi<ere, n.
oftheorieinai.)

bee aecastere.

dekingt (de-king'), V. t. [< de- priv. + king.]

To detlirone ; depose.

Edward being thus dekinged, the embassie rode ioyfully

backe to London to the parliament.
Speed, Edward III., IX. xii. { 75.

dekle, n. See decile.

dem, n. A Middle English form of deaYl.

deP (del), n. [Singhalese.] Same as angili-

wnod.
del. An abbreviation of the Latin delineavit,

(he) drew it, placed after an artist's name on a
picture.

Delabechea (del-a-besh'e-a), )i. [NL., named
after the Englisli geologist Sir H. T. De la

Beche (1796-1855).] A genus of trees, formed
for the bottle-tree, now included under Ster-

culia. See cut under bottle-tree.

delabialize (de-la'bi-al-iz), r. <.
;
pret. and pp.

delabiali:ed, ppr. dclabiali::ing. [< de- priv. +
labialize.] To deprive of or change from a la-

bial character. H. Sweet.

delaceratet (de-las'e-rat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
delaeeraied, ppr. deldcerating. [< L. delacera-

tus, pp. of delacerare, tear to pieces (but found
only in fig. sense 'frustrate'); cf. dilacerare, to

tear to pieces (> E. dilaceraie), < de-, from, or di-,

away, apart, + lacerare, tear: see lacerate.] To
tear to pieces ; lacerate.

delacerationt (de-las-e-ra'shon), n. [< L. "de-

laceratio{n-), < delacerare, tear in pieces: see
dclarerate.] A tearing in pieces.

delacrimationt (de-lak-ri-ma'shon), ?i. [Also
written delacrymation ; < li. dclacrimatio(n-), <

delacrimare, shed tears, < de, down, + lacri-

mare, lacrumare, weep, shed tears, < lacrima,

lacruma, a tear: see lacrymal.] Wateriness of

the eyes ; excessive secretion of tears ; lacrima-
tion ; epiphora.
delactationf (de-lak-ta'shon), n. [< de- priv.

+ lactation.] The act of weaning.



delaine

delaine (de-lan'), »• [Short for musUn-de-laine,

< F. mousKcline dc laitic, muslin of wool: see

muslin; F. lainc, < L. laiia, wool.] A light tex-

tile fabric, originally of wool, afterward more
eommonly of mixed materials, and frequently

printed. See iiiiislin-dc-laiiw.

delamination (de-lam-i-na'shon), n. [< L. de,

away, + lamina, a thin plate of metal: see lam-

ina, lamination.'] A .splitting apart in layers;

a laminar dehiscence: a term specifically ap-

plied in embryology to the splitting of a primi-

tively single-layered blastodenu into two lay-

ers of cells, thus jirodueing a two-layered germ
without invagination, embolism, or proper gas-
trulation.

delapidatet, delapidationt, etc. See dilapidate,

etc.

delapsationt (de-lap-sa'shon), n. [< delapse +
-ation.] The act of falling down.

delapset (de-laps'), «'• «• [^ L- delapsus, pp. of

delabi, fall or sink down, < de, down, -I- labi, fall

:

see lajise.] 1. To fall or slide down.— 2. To
be transmitted by inheritance.

Which Anne derivetl alone, the right before all other,

Of the delapsed crown, from Philip her fair mother.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xxix.

delapsionf (de-lap'shon), n. [< L. delapsus, pp.
of delabi: see delapse.] A falling down; pro-

lapse.

delate^ (de-laf), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. delated, ppr.

delating.
' [= Sp. Pg. delator, accuse, < ML. de-

latare (also contr. dtlare), accuse ; < L. detains,

pp. of defetrc, bear, carry or bring down, bring,

give, deliver, report, announce, also, as a legal

term, with obj. nomen, name, or later with per-

son as object, indict, impeach, accuse, denounce,
< de, down, +Jerre = E. bear^ : see defer'^.] If.

To carry; convey; transmit.

Try exactly the time wherein sound is delated.

Bacon, Mat. Uist., S 209.

2t. To carry on; conduct; manage.
Iliswarlil^e wife .Semiramis . . .

Long ruled in his stead,
Delatinf] in a male's attyre

Tlie empire new begonne.
Warnev, All)ion's England, I. 1.

Sf. To publish or spread abroad ; make public.

When tlie crime is delated or notorious.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 4.

4. To bring a charge against ; accuse; inform
against; denounce. [In this sense the word is

still used in the judicatories of the Scottish
Church.]

Yet, If I do ft not, they may delate
My slackness to my patron, worl< me out
Of his opinion, B. JotMon, Voli)one, ii. 3.

As men were delated, they were marked down for sucli

a fine. Bp. Burnel, Ilist. Own Times, an. 16«2.

Every Inmate of a house [of Jesuits] is lialile to secret
accusation to its superior, wliile the superior Idmself may
be similarly delated to the provincial or tlie general.

Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 648.

delate^t (de-laf), v. t. [< MIj. delatare, en-o-

neous form of L. dilatare, dilate, extend, dilute:

see dilate and delay"^.] To allay; dilute.

delater (de-la' ter), )i. [< delate^ + -cj-l ; equiv.
to dilator!] Same as delator.

delation^ (de-la'shon), n. [= P. dilation = Sp.
(lelacioH = Pg. dclaf3o = It. delazione, accusa-
tion, < L. delatio{n-), an accusation (not found
in lit. sense 'carriage, conveyance ')» < dclatii.t,

pp. of deferre, bear, carry or bring down, ac-
cu.se: Koo delate^.] If. Carriage; conveyance;
transmission.

The delation of light is in an instant.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., | 209.

In delation of sounds the Inclosure of them preservetll

them, and causeth them to l)e lieard further.
Bacon, Nat. Hist

2. Accusation or criminal information ; spe-
cifically, interested accusation ; secret or sinis-

ter denunciation.

A delation i^vnn in aj^ainst him to the said committee—
for unsound doctrine.

Spaldinrj, Hist. Troubles in Scotland, II. 91.

The accusers were not to l>e liable to the charge of de-
lation. Mibnan, Latin Christianity, ii. 4.

delation^t (df-la'shou), «. [For dilation: see
dilation and delay'^.^ Extension; delay; post-
ponement.
This outrage micht suffir na delacimin, sen it was sa ner

approacheand to the wallis and portis of the town.
Beltenden, tr. of Livy.

Although sometimes the baptism of children was de-
ferred, . . . and although there might be some advantages
g'ltteu l)y such delation ; yet it could not be endured that
they should be sent out of the world without it.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. ItCiS), II, 407,

After this judgment there was no delation of sutTerance
nor mercy. Bemeri, tr. of Kroissarts Chron,, I, xxiii.
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delator (de-la'tor), n. [= F. delateur = Sp. Pg.
delator = "It. delatore, < L. delator, an accuser,
informer, < delatus, pp. of deferre, accuse : see
delate^.] A secret or interested accuser ; an
evil-disposed informer; a spy. Also spelled
delater.

Be deaf unto the suggestions of tale-bearers, calumnia-
tors, pickthank or malevolent delators, who, while quiet
men sleep, sowing the tares of discord and division, dis-

tract the tranquillity of charity and all friendly society.

Sir T. Broume, Christian Morals, ii. 20.

Delators, or political informers, encouraged by the em-
perors, and enriched by the confiscated properties of those
whose condemnation they had secured, rose to great influ-

ence. Lecky, Europ, Morals, I. 246,

delatorian (del-a-to'ri-an), a. [< LL. delatori-

us, < L. delator, an informer: see delator,] Of
or pertaining to an informer or a spy; of the
nature of an informer.

Delawarean (del-a-war'f-an), a. and n. [<
Delaware (so called from "Delaware bay and
river, named from Lord Delawarr, first colonial
governor of Virginia, 1609-18) + -an.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the State of Delaware.
II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Delaware.

delayl (de-la'), v. [< ME. delatjen, delaien, < OF.
delaier, delayer, deleter, delear, also dellaier, des-

laier, etc., dilaier, dilayer, etc., later delayer,

F. delayer = Sp. Pg. dilatar = It. dilatare, also

(afterP.) (7j/a/are, < ML. dilatare (also delatare),

put off, delay, extend the time of, lit. extend,
spread out, dilate, < L. dilatus, pp. associated
with differre, put off, defer, > ult. E. defer^, dif-

fer : see dilate, defer^, differ. Thus dclay^ is a
doublet of dilate, and practically of defer^, dif-

fer, being ult. attached to the same L. inf.

diffen-e. Cf.delay^.] I. trans. 1. To put off;

defer; postpone; remit to a later time, as
something to be done.
My lord delayeth hia coming. Mat. xxiv. 48.

Come, are you ready?
You love so to delay time ! the day grows on.

Fletclter, Wit without Money, iii. 1.

In vain he may your fatal Absence mourn,
AimI wish in vain for your detay'd Return.

Conyreve, Iliad,

2. To retard ; stop, detain, or hinder for a time

;

obstruct or impede the course or progress of:

as, the mail is delayed by bad roads.

Tliyrsis? whose artful strains have oft delay'd
'ilie huddling brook to hear his madrigal?

Milton, Comus, 1. 494.

When the case is proved, and the hour is come, justice
delayed is justice denied,

Gladstone, Might of Right, p, 272.

To delay creditors, in law, to interpose obstacles in

their way, with fraudulent Intent to hinder collection of
their demands, = Syn. 1. To stave otf, postpone, adjourn,
procrastinate, protract, impede.

II. intrans. To linger; move slowly; stop
for a time; loiter; be dilatory.

There are certain bounds to the quickness and slowness
of the succession of ideas, beyond which they can neither
delay nor hasten. Locke.

Dip down upon the northern shore,
O sweet new-year delaying long

;

Thou doest expectant nature wrong

;

Delaying long, delay no more,
Tennyson, In Memoriani, Ixxxiii,

The wheeling moth delaying to be dead
Within the taper's flame

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 140,

delayi (de-la'), n. [< ME. delay, < OF. delai,

delay, dildi, dilais, F. delai, m., OF. also delate,

f., = It. dilata, t., delay; from the verb.] 1.

A putting off ; a deferring ; an extension of the
time

;
postponement

;
procrastination : as, the

delay of trial.

And thus he seid withoute more delay.

Generydes (E. E. T. S,), 1. 441.

All delays are dangerous in war.
Di-yden, Tyrannic Love, i. 1,

love, why makest thou delay ?

Life comes not till thou comest.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 182,

2. A lingering; loitering; stay; hindrance to

progress.

The government ought to be settled without the delay
of a day. Macaulay.

delay-t (de-la'), v. t. [< P. delayer, dilute, mix
with water, spin out a discourse, = Pr. desle-

f/uar = It. dileguare, dilute, < ML. 'disliqnare,

"diliquare, the same, with slightlydifferent pre-

fix (dis-, di; instead of de-), as L. deliquare, also

delicare, clarify a liquid by straining it, < de, off,

-f- liquare, liquefy: see deliquate, liquate, liquid.

Appar. more or less associated, erroneously,

with dclay^ (OF. delayer, etc.), delate^ (whieli,

though equiv. in sense to delay^, is prop, a form
of dilate), dilate, and with allay^, allay^.] To
alloy; dilute; temper; soften; weaken.

delectably

Wine delayed and mixed with water, Nomenclator.

Those dreadfuli flames she also found delayd
And quenched quite like a consumed torch,

Spenser, F, Q,, III, xii. 42.

delayable (de-la'a-bl), a. [< delay + -able.]

Capable of delay or of being delayed. Davies.
Law thus divisible, debateable, and delayable, is become

a greater grievance than all that it was intended to re-

dress, //. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 250.

delayedt (de-lad'), p. a. [Pp. of delay"^, v.]

Mixed; alloyed; diluted.

The eye, for the upper halfe of it a darke browne, for
the nether somewhat yellowish, like delayed gold,

Holland, tr. of Camden's Brit,, p. 476,

delayer (de-la'6r), n. 1. One who lingers or
loiters ; a procrastinator.

Quintus Fabius ... is often times called of them [the
Romans] Fabius Cunctator : that is to say, the tarrier or
delayer. Sir T. Klyot, The Governour, i. 23.

2. One who or that which causes delay; one
who hinders or obstructs.

Oppressor of nobles, sullen, and a delayer of justice.

Stvi/I, Character of Hen. II.

delayingly (de-la'ing-Ii), adv. In a manner so
as to delay or detain.

And yet she held him on delayingly,
With many a scarce-believable excuse.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

delaymentt (de-la'ment), n. [< ME. delaye-

ment, < OF. delaiement, delayemcnt, deleement,

etc., < delaier, delay, -f -ment.] A lingering;

stay; delay; loitering.

He made no delayement,
But goeth home in all hie.

Gower, Conf. Amant,, IV.

del credere (del kred'e-re). [It., lit. of be-
lief or trust : del, contr. of de il, of the (L. de,

of, ille, he, that) ; credere, < L. credere, believe

:

see ercdit] An Italian mercantile phrase,
similar in import to the English guaranty or
the Scotch warrandice, it is used among merchanU
to express the obligation undertaken by a factor, broker,
or niercantile agent, when he becomes iKuuid not only
to transact sales or other business for his constituent, but
also to guarantee the solvency of the persons with whom
he contracts,— Del credere commission, tlie increased
compensation paid or due to a factor or agent on such
an account.

deleft, n. and v. A Middle English form of deaP-.

dele"t, n. An obsolete fonn of dell^.

dele^ (de'le), V. t. [L. dele, impv. of delere,

blot out, efface: see delete.] Take out; re-

move : a word used in proof-reading as a direc-

tion to printers to remove a superfluous letter

or word, and usually expressed by its initial

letter in the distinctive script form ^, or some
variation of it.

deleble, delible (del'f-bl, -i-bl), a. [= F. deli-

bile = Sp. deleltle = Pg. delevel = It. delebile, <

L. delebilis, < delere, blot out: see delete. Cf.

indelible.] That can be blotted out or erased.
[Rare.]
He that can find of his heart to destroy the deleble im-

age of God would, if it lay in his power, destroy God
himself. Dr. H. More, Notes on Psychozoia.

Various is the use thereof [blackdead], ... for pens,
80 usefull for scholars to note the remarkables they read,
with an impression easily rfeieWe without prejudice to the
book. Fuller, Worthies, Cumberland,

delectability (de-lek-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= Sp. de-
leitiihilidnil ; as delectable + -ity .] The quality
of being delectable or pleasing ; delectableness.

I think they were not prevented . . . from looking at
tile picture as a picture should always be regarded— for
its delectability to the eye, Contemporai-y Rev., XLIX, 827,

delectable (de-lek'ta-bl), a. [(The ME. form
was deniable, "q. v., < OF. delitable) = P. delec-

table = Sp. deleitable = Pg. deleitavel = It. delet-

tahile, < L. delectabilis, delightful, < delectare, de-
light: see delight.] Delightful, especially to

any of the senses; highly pleasing ; charming;
affording great enjoyment or pleasure : as, " de-

lectable bowers," Quarks, To P. Fletcher.

We are of our own accord apt enough to give enter-
tainment to things delectable.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 72.

Their most resounding denunciation thundered against
the enormity <»f allowing the rich precedence in catching
at the delectable baits of sin.

K P. Whipple, Ess, and Rev,, IL 108.

Winter, at least, seemed to nie to have put something
into these mediajval cities which the May sun had melted
away— a certain delectable depth of local color, an ex-

cess of duskiness and decay.
It. James, Jr., Trans, Sketches, p. 213.

delectableness (de-lek'ta-bl-nes), «. Delight-
fulness ; the quality of imparting pleasure.

Full of delectctbteness and pleasantness. Barret.

delectably (de-lek'ta-bli), adv. In a delecta-

ble manner ; delightfully ; charmingly.

Of myrrli, bawnie, and aloes they delectably smelL
Bp. Bale, On Revelations, ii., sig, A vii.



delectate

delectate (de-lek'tat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. de-
lectateil, ppr.' delectating. [< L. delectattis, pp.
of delectare = It. delettare, dilettare = Sp. Pg.
delcitar = F. delecler, OF. deliter (> ME. de-

liten, E. delight), delight: see delight.1 To
please or charm, as the senses ; render delecta-
ble ; delight.

delectation (de-lekjta'shon), Ji. [= F. delecta-

tion = Sp. deleitacion = fg. deleitagSo = It. de-

lettaziotie, < L. delectatio(it-), < delectare, please,
delight: see delectate.^ Great pleasure, par-
ticularly of the senses ; delight.

" I ensure you, Master Raptiael " (quoth I), '* I took great
delectation in hearing you ; all tilings that you said were
spoken so wittily ami so pleasantly."

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

Poesy serveth and conferreth to magnanimity, morality,
and to delectation.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 142.

At the very moment, however, of tliese delectationit, a
meeting was held at Brussels of men whose minds were

I occupied with sterner stuff than sugar-work.
Motiey, Dutch Republic, I. 492.

delectus personse (de-lek'ttis p6r-so'ne). [L.,

the choice of a person : delectus, a choice, <

deligerc, pp. delectus, choose out, select, < de,

from, + legere, pick, choose ;
personce, gen. of

persona, a person : see 7>ci-60h.] In laic, the

choice or selection, either express or implied,

of a particular individual, by reason of some
personal qualification; particularly, the right

to choose partners in business ; the regulation
which prevents a nevr partner from being ad-
mitted into a firm against the will of any mem-
ber of it.

delegacyt (del'e-ga-si), n. [< delega{te) + -cy.']

1 . The act of delegating, or the state of being
delegated.

By way of delegacy or grand commission.
Jialeigh, Hist. World, v. 2.

2. A number of persons delegated; a delega-

tion.

Before any suit begin, the plaintiffe shall have his com-
plaint approved by a set delegacy to that purpose.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader.

delegate (del'e-gat), v. t.; pret. and pp. dele-

gated, ppr. delegating. [< L. delegatus, pp. of
delegare (> It. delegare = Sp. Pg. dclct/ar =
P. deleguer), send, assign, depute, appoint, <

de, from, + legarc, send, depute, appoint: see
legate.^ 1. To depute; appropriately, to send
with power to transact business as a represen-
tative: as, he was delegated to the convention.
— 2. To intrust; commit; deliver to another's
care and management: as, to delegate author-
ity or power to a representative.

We can pretend to no further jurisdiction than what
he has delegated to us. Decay oj Ctii-istian Piety.

Let hira delegate- to others the costly courtesies and
decorations of social life. Eniermn, Conduct of Life.

The Iliad shows that it was usual for a Greek king to
delegate to his heir the duty of commanding his troops.

//. Spencer, i'rin. of Sociol., § 618.

delegate (del'e-gat), a. and n. [= F. delegui
= Sp. Pg. delegado = It. delegato, < L. delegatus,

pp. : see the verb.] I, a. Deputed ; commis-
sioned or sent to act for or represent another.

Princes in judgment, and their delegate judges, must
Judge the causes of all persons uprightly and impartially.

Jer. Taylor.

H. n. 1. A person appointed and sent by
another or by others, with power to transact
business as his or their representative ; a dep-
uty ; a commissioner ; an attorney.

Legates and delegates with powers from hell.

Cowper, Expostulation.

Coiuclence speaks not as a solitary, independent guide,
bat as the delegate of a higher Legislator.

Cltamiing, Perfect Life, p. 9.

In general, soldiers who should form themselves into
political clubs, elect delegated, and pass resolutions on
high questions of state, would soon break loose from all

control. Macaulay.

Specifically— 2. In the United States: (a) A
person elected or appointed to represent a Ter-
ritory in Congress, as distinguished from the
representatives of States. The territorial delegau-s
have seats in the House of Representatives and salaries
like other members, may speak, offer motions, etc., and
be appointed on certain committees, but may not vote.

(6) A person sent with representative powers
to a convention, conference, or other assembly
for nomination of ofHcers, or for drafting or
altering a constitution, or for the transaction
of the business of the organization which such
persons collectively represent.— 3. In Great
Britain: (a) A commissioner formerly appoint-
ed by the crown, imder the gi'eat seal, to hear
and determine appeals from the ecclesiastical
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courts. (6) One of a committee chosen by the
house of convocation in the University of 0.x-

ford, with power to act.— 4. A layman appoint-
ed to attend an ecclesiastical council Court of
Delegates, formerly, in England, the great court of ap-

I)eal in ecclesiastical causes and from the decisions of the
admiralty court : so called because the judges were dele-

gated or appointed by the crown under tlie great seal.

This court is now abolished, and its powers and functions
are ti-ausferred to the sovereign in council. Also called
Conunission of Delegates.— House Of Delegates, in tlie

United States : (a) The lower house of the General Assem-
bly in Virginia, West Virginia, and Maryland. Formerly
caJled House of Burgesses, (b) The lower house of the
General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church
(in full, House of Clerical and Lay Delegates).

delegated (del'f-ga-ted), p. a. 1. Deputed;
sent with authority to act for another; ap-
pointed.

Delegated Spirits comfort fetch
To her from heights that Reason may not win.

Wordstcorth, Sonnets, iii. 3C.

2. Intrusted; committed; held by substitution.

Whose delegated cruelty surpasses
The worst acts of one energetic master.

Byron, Sardanapalus, i. 2.

Faithfulness to conviction and all delegated trust.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

The system of provinces, of dependencies, of territories

which cannot be brought into the general system of gov-
ernment, which need to be administered by some special
delegated i)ower, seems to me to be vicious in idea.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 349.

Delegated Jurisdiction, in Scots law, jurisdiction which
is communicated by a judge to anotlier who acts in his

name, called a depute or deputy : contradistinguished from
proper jurisdiction.

delegation (del-f-ga'shon), «. [= p. deUga-
tion = Sp. delegacion = Pg. delega^ao = It. dele-

gazione, < L. delegatio(n-), < delegare, depute:
see delegate.'] 1. A sending or deputing; the
act of putting in commission, or investing with
authority to act for another ; the appointment
of a delegate.

The duties of religion cannot be performed hydelegation.
S. Miller.

These only held their power by delegation from the peo-
ple. Brougham.

But of all the experiments In delegation to which the
spiritual jurisdiction of the English Crown has been sub-
jected, the most unhappy was the first— the Vicar-Gen-
eralship of Thomas Crnmwel.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iv.

2. A person or body of persons deputed to act
for another or for others ; specifically, in the
United States, the wliole body of men who
represent a single district or State in a repre-
sentative assembly.— 3. In Austria-Hungary,
one of two bodies summoned annually by the
emperor to legislate on matters pertaining to

the whole empire. One delegation is chosen >)y the
Austrian Reichsratli, the other by tlie Hungarian Reichs-
tag, and each consists of sixty members.
4. In civil law, the act by which a debtor, in
order to be freed from his debt, offers in his

stead to the creditor another person, who binds
himself for the debt. The delegation is said to be
2ferfect when the delegating debtor is discharged l)y his
creditor, imperfect when the creditor retains his rigliU
against his original debtor.

5. In French usage, a share certificate.— 6. In
hanking, an informal and non-negotiable letter
employed by bankers for the transfer of a debt
or credit.

delegatoryt (del'f-ga-to-ri), a. [< delegate +
-nry.'] Holding a delegated or dependent po-
sition.

Some politique rfe^cf/afon/ Scipio . . . they would single
forth, if it might bee, whom they might depose when they
list, if he should begin to tyranize.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (HarL Misc., VI. 170).

delenda (de-len'da), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of
delendus, ger. of ilelere, blot out: see delete.']

Things to be erased or blotted out.

delendung, n. Same as debindung.

delenificalt (del-f-nif 'i-kal), a. [< L. delenificus,

soothing, < delenire, soothe, soften (< rfe + lenirc,

soften: see lenient), + -ficus, < facere, make.]
Having the virtue to ease or assuage pain.

Delesseria (del-e-se'ri-a), n. [NL., named af-

ter Benjamin Dclesseri (1773-1847), a Freneli
botanical amateur.] A genus of red marine
algae (Floridea;), having delicate, rosy-red leaf-

like fronds, which are laciniate or branched and
have a central vein, usually with lateral veinlets.
The tetraspores are produced in spots on the frond. Fifty
or more species are known, distributed all over the world

;

five occur on the shores of the British isles, and three
on the eastern coast of the United States.

delessite (de-les'it), «. [After the French
mineralogist Delesse.] A ferruginous chloritie

mineral of a dark-green color, occurring in oav-
ities in amygdaloid.

delf

delete (df-lef), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. deleted, ppr.

deleting. ' [< L. deletus, pp. of delere, blot out,

abolish, destroy, perhaps < de, away, + "lere,

an assumed verb related to lincre, smear,
erase : see liniment. In another view, L. delere

= Gr. iri'ktiaOm, hurt, damage, spoil, waste : see
deleterious.] To blot out ; expunge ; erase.

I stand ready with a pencil in one hand and a sponge
in the other, to add, alter, insert, expunge, enlarge, and
delete, according to better information.

Fuller, General Worthies, xxv.

I have . . . inserted eleven stanzas which do not appear
in Sir Walter Scott's version, and deleted eigtit.

W. E. Aytoun.

It was not till 1879 that they (the German socialists]

were provoked by the persecutions to whicli they were
subjected by the German Government, to delete from their
statutes the qualification of seeking their ends by legal
means. Rae, Contemp. Socialism, p. 2b3.

deleterious (del-e-te'ri-us), a. [= F. deUtere=
Sp. deleterco= Pg. It. dcleterio, < ML. *deleteriU3,

< Gr. ATpitfTiipio^, noxious, deleterious, < irpiyfrrip,

a destroyer, < irjKunfiai, hurt, damage, spoil,

waste.] 1. Having the quality of destroying
life ; noxious

;
poisonous : as, a deleterious plant.

In some places, those plants which are entirely poison-
ous at home lose their deleterious quality by being carried
abroad. Goldsmith, Citizen of tlie World, xc.

2. Hurtful in character or quality ; injurious

;

pernicious ; mischievous ; unwholesome : as, a
deleterious practice ; deleterious food.

'Tis pity wine should be so deleterious.

For tea and coffee leave us much more serious.
Byron, Don Juan, iv. 52.

Probably no single influence has had so deleterious an
effect upon the physique of the rapidly civilized peoples
a.s clothing. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 235.

deleteriously (del-e-te'ri-us-li), adv. In a dele-
terious manner; injuriously.

deleteriousness (del-e-te'ri-us-nes), n. The
quality or state of being deleterious or hurt-
ful.

deleteryt (del'e-ter-i), a. and n. [< ML. "dele-

terius, i Gr. 6>j?.r/Tr/pio(, deleterious : see delete-

rious.] L a. Destructive
;
poisonous.

Doctor epidemick,
. . . stor'd with deletery nied'cines,

(Which whosoever took is dead since).

S. Butler, Hudibrag, i. 2.

H. n. [< ML. deleterium, < Gr. 6?/h/T?/piov (sc.

(^apiiaKov), a poison, neut. of iriXrjrfipio^: see I.]

Anything that destroys; a destructive agent.

Such arguments in general, and remedies in particular,
vvliich are apt to become deleteries to tlie sin, ami to aliate

the temptation. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1836), I. 110.

deletion (df-le'shon), n. [< L. deletio(n-), < de-

lere, delete": see delete.] 1. The act of delet-

ing, blotting out, or erasing.-- 2. An erasure;
a word or passage deleted.

Some deletions, found necessary in consequence of the
unexpected length to which the ai'ticle extended, have
been restored. Sir W. Uamilton.

3. A blotting out, as of an object; oblitersr

tion; suppression; extinction.

The great extermination of the Jewisli nation, and their

total deletion from being God's people, was foretold by
Christ. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18;j5), I. 827.

We should in vain look for an example in the Spanish
deportation or deletion of the Moors.

Jefferson, Autobiog., p. 40.

The better the man and the nobler his purposes, the
more will he be tempted to regret the extinction of liis

powers and the deletion}, of his jiersonality.

R. L. Stevenson, Ordered South.

deletitious (del-e-tish'us), a. [< LL. deletitius,

prop, deleticius, K L. delere, erase: see delete.]

From wliieh anything has been or may be
erased: applied to paper.

deletive (de-le'tiv), a. [< delete + -ive.] Per-
taining to deletion ; deleting or ei-asing.

deletory (del'e-to-ri), n. [< delete + -ory.]

That wnieh erases or blots out.

Confession . . . was most certainly intended as a dele-

tory of sin. Jer. Taylor, Diss, from Popery, ii. § 2.

Dele-winet, i. A kind of wine, perhaps a spe-

cies of Khenish : possibly so called from being
imi)orted at Deal, England. Also Deal-nine.

Do not look for Paracelsus' man among them, tliat he
promised you out of wliite bread and Dele-wine.

B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated, vii. 2.'>3.

delf 1 (delf), n. [< ME. delf, a quarry, a grave,

< AS. dcelf, a ditch, ge-delf, a ditch, digging,

< delfan, dig, delve : see delve.] If. Anything
made by delving or digging; a mine, quarry,
pit, ditch, channel, etc.

Make a delf with hande an handfull longe,
And doune the pointe thre greynes therin doo.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 119.

Some lesser del.fs. the fountain's bottom sounding.
Draw out the baser streams the springs annoving.

Fletcher, Purple Island, iiL 13.



delf

2. A catch-water drain ; in a sea-embankment,
the drain on the landward side. Also improper-
ly written delph.— 3. A bed of eoal or of iron-

stone. [Forest of Dean and Lancashire coal-
fields, Eng.]— 4. In her., a square supposed to
represent a sod of turf used as a bearing. It

is one of the so-called abatements of honor,
and as such is modern and false heraldry. See
abatement, 3.

delf 2, delft (delf, delft), «. [Also written delph;
prop, delft; short for Delftware, named from
Delft in the Netherlands, whence such earthen-
ware was first or most commonly brought to
England.] Delftware. See ware'^.

delftrnt, «• See delphin.

Delhi sore. Same as Aleppo ulcer (which see,
under ulcer).

Delian (de'li-an), a. [< L. Delitis, < Gr. Ar/?.(of,

pertaining to t)elos, < M/'Ao^, Delos.] Of or per-
taining to Delos, a small island in the .lEgeau
sea, the reputed birthplace of Apollo and Ar-
temis (Diana), and the seat in antiquity of one
of the most famous sanctuaries of Apollo.

—

Delian ApoUo. See Apollo.— Delian problem, the prob-
lem of the duplication of the cube— that is, of^ Unding a
cube having double the volume of a given cube : so called,
it was said, because theoracle of Delos told the Athenians
that a pestilence would cease wiien they had doubled the
altar of Apollo, tilis altar being cubical. .See duplication.

delibatet (del'i-bat), v. t. [< L. delibatus, pp.
of delibare (> It. delibare = Pg. delibar), take of,

taste, < de, from, + libare, taste, sip, pour out

:

see libation.] To taste ; take a sip of.

^VTien he has travelld and delibated the French and the
Spanish. Mamiion, Antiquary, iii.

delibation (del-i-ba'shgn), n. [< L. delibatio{n-),

< delibare, taste: see delibate.'] A taste; a
skimming of the surface.

What they [2e^d^cfol] were, our commentators do not
so fully inform us ; nor can it be understood without some
delibation of Jewish antiquity.

J. Mede, Discourses (1642), p. 82.

delibert, v. i. [OSc. also deliver, delyver ; ME.
delibercH, < OF. deliberer, F. deliberer, < L. de-
fifierore, deliberate : me deliberate.'] To delib-
erate; resolve.

For which he gan deliberen for the beste
That ... he wolde lat hem graunte what hem liste.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 169.

deliberate (de-lib'e-rat), V. ; pret. and pp. de-
liberated, ppr.' deliberating. [< L. deliberatus,

pp. of dciiberare (> It. deliberare = Pr. Sp.
Pg. deliberar = F. deliberer), consider, weigh
well, < de + "liberare, librare, weigh, < 'libera,
libra, a balance: see librate.] I. trans. To
weigh in the mind; weigh the arguments or
considerations for and against; think or reflect
upon; consider.

Surprised witli a question without time to deliberate
an answer. Jer. Taylor, Worlts (ed. 1835), I. 322.

King Ferdinand held a council of war at Cordova,
where it was deliberated what was to be done with Al-
btuauL Ining, Granada, p. 63.

H. intrans. 1. To think carefully or atten-
tively; consider and examine the reasons for
and against a proposition; estimate the weight
or force of arguments, or the probable conse-
quences of an action, in order to a choice or
decision ; reflect carefully upon what is to be
done; consider.

At such times as we are to de.H/ierate for ourselves, the
freer our minils are from all distempered affections, the
Bounder and better is our judgment.

llooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 9.

Kings commonly link themselves, as it were, in a nup-
tial bond, to their council, and deliberate and communi-
cate with them. Bacon, Political Fables, iii., Eipl.

Hence to "ponder" is to think over a subject without
the test of a proper experiment, while to deliberate im-
plies an accuracy like that which results from the use of
a pair of scales. S. S. Hatdentan, Etymology, p. 28.

2. More loosely, to pause and consider; stop
to reflect.

When love *nice pleads admission to our hearts
(In spite of all the virtue we can boast),
The woman that deliberates is lost.

Addison, Cato, iv, 1,

= Syn. 1. To ponder, cogitate, reflect, debate, think, medi-
tate, ruminate, muse.

deliberate (de-lib'e-rat), a. [< L. deliberatus.
pp.: see the verb.] '1. Weighing facts and
arguments with a view to a choice or decision;
carefully considering the probable eon.se-
quences of an action ; circumspect ; careful
and slow in deciding : applied to persons.

O these deliberate fools ! when they do choose,
They have the wisdom by their wit to lose.

Sliah.,M. of v., ii. 9.

2. Formed or done with careful consideration
and full intention; well weighed or considered;
not sudden or rash : applied to thoughts or acts

:
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as, a deliberate opinion; a deliberate purpose;
a deliberate falsehood.

Instead of rage.
Deliberate valour breathed, firm, and unmoved
With dread of death to flight or foul retreat.

Milton, P. L., i. 664.

Their conduct takes its colour more from their acquired
tastes, inclinations, and habits, than from a deliberate
regai-d to their greatest good. R. Hall, Mod. Infidelity.

3. Characterized by slowness in decision or
action ; slow.

Sertza Denghel having left all his baggage on the other
side, and passed the river, drew up his army in the same
deliberate manner in which he had crossed the Mareb, and
formed opposite to the basha.

Bruce, Source of the Kile, II. 232.

His enunciation was so deliberate. Wirt.

= Sya. 1 and 2. Cautious, cool, wary, careful, thoughtful,

deliberately *(de-lib'e-rat-li), adv. 1. With
careful consideration or deliberation; with full
intent; not hastily or carelessly: as, a deliber-
ately formed purpose.

Orchards which had been planted many years before
were deliberately cut down.

Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

What would be thought of one who, for the sake of a
sweet fruit, should deliberately run the risk of bringing
a plague upon his family and his neighbours?

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 184.

2. With slowness or deliberation.

I acquire deliberately both knowledge and liking : the
acquisition grows into my brain, and the sentiment into
my breast. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxvii.

deliberateness (de-lib'e-rat-nes), n. 1. Care-
ful reflection or consideration ; circumspection

;

due attention to the arguments for and against

;

caution.

They would not stay the ripening and season of coun-
sels, or the fair production of acta, in the order, gravity
and deliberateneeg befitting a parliament. Eikon BagUikc.

He would give the lords no more than the temporary
veto required to insure deliberateness in action.

The American, VIII. 277.

2. Slowness in decision or action.

deliberater, deliberator (de-lib'e-ra-t6r, -tor),
n. [= It. deliberatore, < L. deliberator, < delibe-
rare, deliberate: see deliberate.] One who de-
liberates.

The dull and unfeeling deliberators of questions on
which a good heart and understanding can intuitively
decide. V. Knox, Essays, cxxxiii.

deliberation (de-lib-«-ra'shon), n. [< ME. de-
liberacion, < (JF'. deliberation, F. deliberation =
Pr. deliberacio = Sp. deliberacion = Pg. delibe-

racSo = It. deliberazione, < L. deliberatioivr-), <
deliberare, deliberate : see deliberate.] 1. The
act of deliberating; the act of weighing and
examining conflicting reasons or principles

;

consideration ; mature reflection.

And [if] the dome of yche dede were demyt before,
To grepe at the begynnyng, what may grow after

;

To serche it full suerly, and se to the ende,
With due deleberacion for doutis of Angur

;

Who shuld hastely on bond an heuy charge take ?

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 2467.

But whom do I advise? The fashion-led.
The incorrigibly wrong, the deaf, the dead.
Whom care and cool deliberation suit
Not better much than spectacles a brute.

Cowper, Tirocinium.

As motives conflict and the evils of hasty action recur
to the mind, deliberation succeeds to mere invention and
design. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 85.

2. Mutual discussion and examination of the
reasons for and against a measure : as, the de-
liberations of a legislative body or a council.

They would do well to exclude from their deliberations
members of the House who had proved themselves un-
worthy of their position. Nineteenth Century, XXI. 120.

3. Slowness in decision or action : as, he spoke
with the greatest deliberation.

Hee is one that will not hastily runne into error, for hee
treds with great deliberation, and his iudgment consists
much in his pace.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, An Alderman.

We spent our time in viewing the Ceremonies practis'd
by the Latins at this Festival, and in visiting the several
holy places ; all which we had opportunity to survey with
as much freedom and deliberation as we pleased.

Maundrelt, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 68.

4. In criminal law, reflection, however brief,

upon the act before committing it ; fixed and
determined purpose, as distinguished from sud-
den impulse. =SyTi. 1 and 3. Thonghtfulness, medita-
tion, cogitation, circumspection, wariness, caution, cool-
ness, pru<lence.— 2. Consultation, conference.

deliberative (de-lib'e-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= F.
deliberatif = Sp. Pg! It. deliberativo, < L. deli-

berativus, < deliberare, deliberate: see deliber-

ate.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to deliberation or
meditation ; consisting of or used in discussion

;

argumentative; reasoning: as, a deliberative
' judgment or opinion ; territorial delegates have

delicacy

a deliberative voice in Congress (that is, a right
to engage in debate, though not to vote).

An oration deliberatiue is a meane whereby we doe per-
swade, entreate, orrebuke, exhorte, ordeliorte, commende,
or comforte any man.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric (1653), p. 29.

2. Characterized by deliberation; proceeding
from or acting by deliberation, especially by
formal discussion: as, delibei-ative thought; the
legislature is a deliberative body.
Congress is, properly, adeliberative corps ; and it forgets

itself when it attempts to play the executive.
A. Hamilton, Works, I. 164.

Mr. Riley took a pinch of snuff, and kept Mr. Tulliver
in suspense by a silence that seemed deliberative.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 1.

Deliberative oratory, in rhet., that department of ora-
tory which comprises orations designed to discuss a course
of action and advise it or dissuade from it ; especially, ora-
tory used in deliberative assemblies

; parliamentary, con-
gressional, or political oratory.

n. n. If. A discourse in which a question is

discussed or weighed and examined.
In deliberatives, the point is, what is evil ; and of good,

what is greater ; and of evil, what is less.

Bacon, Colours of Good and Evil.

2. In rhet., the art of proving a thing and con-
vincing others of its truth, in order to persuade
them to adopt it ; the art of persuasion.
deliberatively (de-lib'e-ra-tiv-li), adv. In a
deliberative manner; by deliberation.

None but the thanes or nobility were considered as ne-
cessary constituent parts of this assembly, at least while
it acted deliberatively. Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., ii. 7.

deliberator, «. See deliberater.

delible, «. See deleble.

delibrationt (del-i-bra'shon), n. [< L. de, down,
+ libratio{n-), a leveling, < librare, balance,
level: see libration.] A weighing down, as of
one pan of a balance. Sir T. Browne.
delicacy (del'i-ka-si), ». ; pi. delicacies (-siz). [<
ME. delicacy, deticacie; < delica{te) + -cy.] 1.

The quality of being delicate; that which is

delicate. Specifically— 2. Exquisite agreeable-
ness to the sense of taste or some other sense

;

refined pleasantness; daintiness: as, delicacy
of flavor or of odor.

On hospitable thoughts intent
What choice to choose for delicacy best.

MUton, P. L., v. 333.

Be not troublesome to thyself or others in the choice of
thy meats or the delicacy of thy sauces. Jer. Taylor.

3. Something that delights the senses, partic-
ularly the sense of taste ; a dainty : as, the deli-

cacies of the table.

Yef we hadde but a mossell brede, we haue more ioye
id delj'

worlde.
and delyte than ye haue with alle the delicatys of the

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 6.

These delicacies
I mean of taste, sight, smell, herbs, fruits, and flowers.
Walks, and the melody of birds. Milton, P. L., viii. 526.

4. Pleasing fineness or refinement of detail;
minute perfection in any characteristic qual-
ity, as form, texture, tint, tenuity, finish, ad-
justment, etc.: as, the delicacy of the skin or
of a fabric; delicacy of contour; the delicacy oi
a thread or of a watch-spring.

Van Dyck has even excelled him in the delicact/ of his
colouring. Dryden.

5. That which is refined or the result of refine-
ment, especially of the senses ; a refinement.

Mozart is certainly the composer who had the surest in-
stinct for the delicacies of his art.

Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone (trans.), II. xii. 339.

6. Niceness; criticalness; equivocalness ; the
condition of requiring care or caution : as, the
delicacy of a point or question ; the delicacy of
a surpcal operation.— 7. Nicety of perception

;

exquisite sensitiveness or acuteness, physical
or mental ; exquisiteness ; fineness : as, delicacy
of touch or of observation ; delicacy of wit.

Some people are subject to a certain delicacy of passion,
which makes them extremely sensible to all the accidents
of life, and gives them a lively joy upon every prosperous
event, as well as a piercing grief when they meet with
misfortunes and adversity. Huine, Essays, i.

8. Acute or nice discrimination as to what is

pleasing or unpleasing; hence, a refined per-
ception of beauty and deformity, or the faculty
of such perception ; critical refinement of taste

;

fastidiousness.

That Augustan delicacy of taste which is the boast of the
great public schools of England. Macaulay.

9. Civility or politeness proceeding from a nice
observance of propriety; the quality manifest-
ed in care to avoid offense or what may cause
distress orembarrassment; freedom fromgross-
ness . as, delicacy of behavior or feeling.

False delicacy is aifectation, not politeness. Spectator.



delicacy

True delicncy . . . exhibits itaelf most signiflcantly in

little tilings. Mart/ llowitt.

10. Sensitive reluctance ; modest or consider-
ate hesitation; timidity or diffidence due to

refined feeling: as, I feel a great delicacy iu

approaching such a subject.

And day by day she tliought to tell Geraint,
But could not out of basliful delicacy.

Tennyson, Geraint.

11. Tenderness, as of the constitution; sus-

ceptibility to disease
;
physical sensitiveness.

An air of robustness and strength is very prejudicial to

beauty. An appearance of delicacy, and even of fragility,

is almost essential to it. Burke, Sublime and Beautiful.

She had been in feeble health ever since we left, and
her increasing d<?ftcac.i/ was beginning to alarm her friends.

J. t. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. a7(>.

12t. The quality of being addicted to pleasure

;

voluptuousness of life ; luxui'iousness.

Of the seconde glotonie
Which cleped is delicacie,

Wherof ye spake here to fore,

Beseche I wolde you therefore.
Gourer, Conf. Amant., VI.

13t. Pleasure ; a diversion ; a luxury.

He Rome brente for his delicacie,

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1 489.

Our delicacies are grown capital,

And even our sports are dangers.
B, Jonson, To a Friend.

=_Syil. 2. Daintiness, savoriness.— 3. Delicacy, Dainty,
Tidbit. A delicacy is specittcally something very choice for

eating ; it may be cooked, dressed, or in the natural state

:

as, his table was abundantly supplied with all the delica-

cies of the season ; the appetite of the sick man had to be
coaxed with delicacies. Dainty is a stronger word, indi-

cating something even more choice. A tidbit is a par-
ticularly choice or delicious morsel, a small quantity taken
from a larger on account of its excellence.

delicate (del'i-kat), a. and n. [< ME. delicate,

delicat, < OF. deUcat, F. dMicat = Pr. delicat =
Sp. Pg. delicado = It. delicato (ef. ME. delie, < OF.
delie, delje, delgie, delge, deuge, the vernacular
form, = Pr. delguat = Sp. Pg. delgado, fine,

slender), < L. deHcatus, giving pleasure, de-
lightful, soft, luxurious, delicate, ML. also fine,

slender, < delicia, usually in pi. delicice, plea-
sure, delight, luxury, < dclicere, allure, < de,

away, + lacere, allure, entice. From the same
source are delicious, delectable, and delight, q. v.]

1. a. 1. Pleasing to any of the senseSj espe-
cially to the sense of taste ; dainty ; delicious

:

opposed to coarse or rough.

Cer. Wrench it open

;

Soft! it smells most sweetly in ray sense.
2d Gent. A delicate odour. Shak., Pericles, iii. 2.

The choosing of a delicate before a more ordinary dish
is to be done . . . prudently.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii, 2.

2. Agreeable; delightful; charming.
Canst thou imagine where those spirits live
Which make such delicate music in the woods?

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ii. 2.

3. Fine in characteristic details ; minutely per-
fect in kind; exquisite in form, proportions,
finish, texture, manner, or the like; nice;
dainty; charming: as, a, delicate hving; a, deli-

cate skin or fabric ; delicate tints.

That we can call these delicate creatures ours,
And not their appetites. Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

To me thou art a pure, ideal flower.
So delicate that mortal touch might mar.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 94.

And the lily she dropped as she went is yet white,
With the dew on its delicate sheath.

Oicen Meredith, The Storm.

The delicate ^dation of curves that melt into each
f>ther by insensible transitions. J. Caird.

Lagoons and lagoon-cliamiels are filled up by the growth
of the delicate corals which live there.

Darwin, Coral Keefs, p. 151.

4. Of a fine or refined constitution ; refined.

Thou wast a spirit too delicate

To act her earthy and abhorr'd commands.
Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

6. Nice in construction or operation; exqui-
sitely adjusted or adapted; minutely accurate
or suitable : as, a delicate piece of mechanism

;

a, delicate balance or spring.— 6. Requiring
nicety in action; to be approached or per-
formed with caution

;
precarious ; ticklish : as,

a delicate surgical operation; a delicate topic of
conversation.

And if I may mention so delicate a subject, endeavour
to check that little something, liordering on conceit and
Impertinence, which your lady possesses.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 44.

No doubt sUvcry was the most delicate and emliarrass-
Iiig question with which Mr. Lincoln was called on to
deal. Louvll, Stuily Windows, p. 166.

7. Nice in perception or action: exquisitely
acute or dexterous; finely sensitive or exact;
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deft : as, a delicate touch ; a delicate performer
or performance.

I do but say what she is : — So delicate witli her needle!
Shak., Othello, iv. 1.

8. Nice in forms; regulated by minute observ-
ance of propriety, or by attention to the opin-
ions and feelings of others ; refined: a,s, delicate

behavior or manners; a delicate address.— 9.
Susceptible to disease or injury; of a tender
constitution; feeble; not able to endure hard-
ship: as, a (tefecflte frame or constitution; deli-

cate health.— 10. Nice in perception of what is

agreeable to the senses or the intellect
;
pecu-

liarly sensitive to beauty, harmony, or their
opposites; dainty; fastidious: as, a delicate

taste ; a delicate eye for color.

His familiarity with the customs, manners, actions, and
writings of the ancient, makes him a very delicate observer
of what occurs to him in the present world.

Steele, Spectator, No. 2.

It is capable of pleasing the most delicate Reader, with-
out giving Offence to tlie most scrupulous.

Addison, Spectator, No. 26.

11+. Full of pleasure ; luxurious; sumptuous;
delightful.

Dives for his delicate life to the devil went.
Piers Plowman.

And comprehending goodly Groves of Cypresses inter-
mixed with plaines, delicate gardens, artificiall fountains,
all variety of fruit-trees, and what not rare.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 25.

Haarlem is a very delicate town. Evelyn.

=Syil. 1. Pleasant, delicious, palatable, savory.— 8. Fas-
tidious, discriminating.— 10. Sensitive.

Il.t n. 1. Something savory, luscious, or de-
licious; a delicacy; a dainty.

Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon . . . hath filled

his belly with my delicates. Jer. Ii. 34.

'Tis an excellent thing to be a prince ; he is served with
such admirable variety of fare, such innumerable choice
of delicates. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i. 2.

2. A fastidious person.

The rules among these false delicates are to be as con-
tradictory as they can be to nature. Tatler.

delicately (del'i-kat-li), adv. In a delicate
manner, in any sense of that word.

Drynk nat oner delicatliche^ ne to depe neither.
Piers Ploummn (C), vii. 166.

They wliich . . . live delicately are in kings' courts.
Luke vii. 25.

There is nothing so delicately turned in all the Roman
language. Dryden.

Moves him to think what kind of bird It is

'J'iiat sings so delicately clear. Tennyson, Geraint.

delicateness (del'i-kat-nes), n. The state of be-
ing delicate; tenderness; softness; effeminacy.
The tender and delicate woman among you, which

would not adventure to set the sole of her foot up<ni the
ground for delicateness and tenderness. Deut. xxviil. 66.

delicatessef (del-i-ka-tes'), n. [ < F. delicatesse,

< delicat, delicate: see delicate.'} Delicacy; t^ct

;

address.
All which required abundance of finesse and delicatesse

to manage with advantage. Swift, Tale of a Tub, jL

delicatessen (del-i-ka-tes'en), n.pl. [G., < F.
delicatesse.'} Delicacies; articles of food which
are used as relishes.

delicet, »• [< ME. delice, pi. delices, < OF. de-
lices, F. delices, pi., = Sp. Pg. delicia = It. dc-
lisia, < L. delicite, ace. delicias, pi., pleasure,
delight: see delicate.'] A delight; a dainty;
something delicately pleasing.

Quod man to Conscience, '* gouthe axith delice;
For gouthe the course of kinde [naturej wole holde."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 6C.

And now he has ponrd out his ydle mynd
In dainty delices, and lavish joyes.

Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 28.

deliciatet (df-lish'i-at), v. i. [< ML. delidatus,

pp. of delicidri, delight one's self, feast, < L. de-

licice, delight: see delicate.} To indulge in

delights; feast; revel; delight one's self.

When Flora is disposed to deliciate with her minions,
the rose is her Adonis. Partheneia Sacra (IC >3), p. 18.

delicious (de-lish'us), a. [< ME. delicious, <

OF. delicieus, F. delicieux = Pr. delicios = Sp.
Pg. delicioso = It. delizioso, < L. deliciosus, de-
licious, delightful, < delicice, delight: see deli-

cate.} 1. Pleasing in the highest degree ; most
sweet or grateful to the senses ; affording ex-
quisite pleasure : as, a delicious viand ; a deli-

cious odor ; delicious fruit or wine.
She [Venice] ministred unto me more variety of remark-

able and delicious objects than mine eyes ever surveyed in
any citie before. Coryat, Crudities, I. 199.

That is a bitter sweetness which is only delicious to the
palate, and to the stomach deadly. Ford, Line of Life.

2. Most pleasing to the mind
;
yielding exqui-

site delight; delightful.

delight

We had a most delicious journey to Marseilles, thro' a
country sweetely declining to the south and Mediterra-
nian coasts. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 7, 1644.

What so delicious as a just and firm encounter of two,
in a thought, in a feeling? Emerson, Friendship.

Were not his words delicious, I a 1>east
To take them as I did? but something jarr'd.

Tennysvil, Edwin Morris.

St. Delicate; luxurious; dainty; addicted to
or seeking pleasure.

Others, of a more delicious and airy spirit, retire them-
selves to the enjoyment of ease and luxui-y. Milton.

= Syil. Delicious, Delightful, luscious, savory. Delieicius
is highly agreeable to some sense, generally that of taste,
sometimes that of smell or of hearing. Delightful is

higlily agreeable to the mind; it is always supersensuous,
except perhaps as sight or hearing is sometimes the im-
mediate means to high mental pleasure. Delicious food,
odors, music ; deliyhtfiU thoughts, hopes, anticipations,
news.

faint, delicious spring-time violet.

H'. H'. Story, The Violet.

What is there in the vale of life

Half so delightful as a wife?
Cowper, Love Abused.

Even the phrase '* delicious music " implies the predomi-
nance of the sensuous element in the pleasures of song.

A. Phelps, Eng. Style, p. 362.

Delightful task ! to rear the tender thought.
To teach the young idea how to shoot.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 1149.

deliciously (de-lish'us-li), adv. In a delicious
manner; in a manner to please the taste or
gratify the mind; sweetly; daintily; delight-
fully; luxuriously.

How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deli-

ciously, so much torment and sorrow give her.
Rev. xviii. 7.

deliciousness (de-lish'us-nes), n. 1. The qual-
ity of being delicious or very grateful to the
senses or mind : as, the deliciousness of a repast

;

the deliciousness of a sonnet.

The sweetest honey
Is loathsome in his own deliciousness.

Shak., R. and ,1., ii. 6.

2t. That which is delicious; delicacies; lux-
uries; dainties.

The East sends hither her deliciotisness.

Donne, Tliomas Coryat.

Sf. Indulgence in delicacies; luxury.

To drive away all superfluity and deliciousness, ... he
made another, third, law for eating and drinking.

North, tr. of Plutarch.

delict (de-likf), n. [= F. delit = Sp. delicto,

clelito = Pg. delicto, delito = It. delitto, < L. de-

lictum, a fault, offense, crime, prop. neut. pp.
of delinquere, fail, be wanting, commit a fault,

offend, ( de + linquere, leave; cf. deliuguent.}

A transgression; an offense; specifically, in

civil and Scots law, a misdemeanor. Delicts are
commonly understood as slighter off'enses which do not
immediately affect the public peace, but which imply an
obligation on the part of the offender to make an atone-
ment to the public by suffering punishment, and alstj to
make reparation for the injury committed. The term de-

lin(juency has the same signification.

The supreme power either hatli not power sufficient to
punish the delinquent, or may miss to have notice of the
delict. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X 1. 208.

Every regulation of the civil code necessai'ily implies a
dflict in the event of its violation. Jeffrey.

deliet, «• [ME. delie (three syllables), < OF.
delie, delje, delgie, F. delie, fine, slender, = Pr.

delguat = Sp. Pg. delgado, < L. delicatus, deli-

cate, etc., in ML. also fine, slender : see delicate.}

Thin; slender; delicate.

Hyr clothes weren maked of riht delye thredes.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 1.

deligation (del-i-ga'shon), n. [= F. diligatinn

= Sp. deligacion, < L. as if *deligatio{n-), < dcli-

gare, bind or tie together, <. de + ligare, bind,
tie: see ligation.} In surg., a binding up; a
bandaging; ligature, as of arteries. [Rare.]

Rather in these fractures do we use deligntions with
many rowlers, saith Albucasius. Wiseman, Surgery, vii. 1.

delight (de-lif), V. [A wrong spelling, in imi-
tation of words like light, might, etc.; the ana-
logical mod. spelling would be deliie, < ME.
deliten, delyten, < OF. deleiter, delifer = Pr. de-

lectar = Sp. deleitar, delectar = Pg. deleitar =
It. delettare, dilettare, < L. delectare, delight,

please, freq. of delicere, allure: see delicate, de-

lectable, delicious.} I. trans. To affect with
great pleasure or rapture

;
please highly

;
give

or afford a high degree of satisfaction or enjoy-
ment to: as, a beautiful landscape delights the
eye; harmony delights the ear; poetry delights

the mind.
I will delight myself in thy statutes. Ps. cxix. 16.

To ine, what is this (luintessence of dust ? Man delight*

not me, no, nor woman either. Shak., Hamlet, iL ^



delight

U. intratis. To have or take great pleasure
;

be gi'eatly pleased or rejoiced: followed by an
infinitive or by i».

The squyer delited nothinge ther-ynm whan that he
smote lus maist«r, but he wiste not fro whens this corage
to hym come. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 434.

I delight to do thy will, my God : yea, thy law is with-
in my heart. Ps. xl. 8.

The lal>our we delight in physics pain.
Shak., Macbeth, ii. .3.

delight (de-lif), n. [A wrong spelling (see the
verb); earlier dc/i7e,< ME. dclite, delit, <]elyt,<.OF.

deleit, delit = Pr. delieg, deliet= Sp. Pg. deleite=
It. diletto, deUght; from the verb.] 1. A high
degree of pleasure or satisfaction

;
joy; rapture.

His delight is in the law of the Lord. Ps. i. 2.

Thus came I into England with great joy and hearts de-
liyht, both to my selfc and all my acquaintance.

Webbe, Travels (ed. Arl>er), p. 31.

The ancients and our own Elizal)cthans, ere spiritual me-
(frims had become fashionable, perhaps made more out of
life by taking a franii delight in its action and passion.

Lowell, Among my Jiooks, 2d ser., p 219,
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delightingly (de-li'ting-li), adv. 1. In a de-
lighting manner; so as to give delight.— 2t.
With delight ; cheerfully ; cordially.

He did not consent clearly and delightingly to Sequiri's
death. Jer. Taylor, liuctor Dubitantium.

delightless (de-lit'les), a.

Affording no pleasure or delight ; cheerless.
Winter oft at eve resumes the l)reeze.
Chills the pale moon, and bids his driving sleets
Deform the day delightless. Thomson, Spring.

delightsome (de-Ut'sum), «. [< delight + -some.']
Delightful ; imparting delight.

Then deck thee with thy loose, delightsome robes.
And on thy wings bring delicate perfumes.

Peele, David and Bethsabe.
The Kingdom of Tonquin is in general healthy enough,

especially in the dry season, when also it is very delight-
'"'" Sampler, Voyages, II. i. 31.

delightsomely (de-lit'sum-li), adv. In a delight-
ful manner ; m a way to give or receive delight.

I have not lived my life delightsomety.
Tennyson, Balin and Balan

deliquate
To delineate character has been his principal aim.

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, Pref.

Mr. [G. P. R.] James is considered by many to be a
greater man than Mr. Dickens, because he delineates kings
and nobles. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 130.

[< delight + -less.] delineation (de-lin-e-a'shon), u. [= F. deline-

2. That which gives great pleasure; that which delightsomeness (de-lit'sum-nes), n. The
affords a high degree of satisfaction or enjoy-
ment.

But, man, what doste thou with alle this?
Thowe doest the delytys of the devylle.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 172.

Come, sisters, cheer we up his sprites.
And show the best of our delights.

Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 1.

Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise, . . .

To scorn deWjhts, and live laborious days.
Miltun, Lycidas, 1. 72.

3t. Licentious pleasure ; lust. Chaucer. =Syn. 1.
Joy, Pleasure, etc. ^see gladness), gratification, rapture^
transport ecstasy, delectation.

delighted (de-U'ted), p. a. [Pp. of delight, v.]
1. Greatly pleased

; joyous; joyful.

About the keel delighted dolphins play.
Waller, His Majesty's Escape.

Ay, but to die, and go we know not where,
To lie in cold obstruction, and to i-ot

;

TTiis sensible warm motion to become
A kneaded clmi ; and the delighted spirit
To bathe in fiery floods, or to'reside
In titrilling regions of thick-ribljed ice.

Shak., .VI. for M., Iii. ].

But thou, O Hone, with eyes so fair—
What was thy delighted measure '!

Collins, The Passions.

[In the quotation from Shakspere the meaning of the
word is doubtful.

1

2t. Delightful ; delighted-in.

If virtue no delighted beauty lack.
Your son-in-law is far more white than black.

Shak., Othello, 1. 3.

Whom best I love I cross ; to make my gift.
The more delay'd,de%A(erf. SAoi:.,C)Tnbeline, v. 4.

delightedly (de-li'ted-li), adv. In a delighted
manner; with delight.

Delightedly dwells he 'mong fays and talismans.
And spirits ; and delightedly believes
Divinities, being himself divine.

Coleridge, tr. of .Schiller's Death of Wallenstein.

delighter (de-li'tfer), n. One who takes delight.
[Kiu-c]

'^

Illliuiuoured, or a delighter in telling bad stories.
Harrow, Sermons, I. 2,V).

delightful (df-Ut'ful), a. [< delight + -ful, 1.]
Hi^ly pleasing ; aflFording great pleasure and
satisfaction: as, a rfe/if/Af/w/ thought; a delight-
ful prospect.
The house is delightful— the very perfection of the old

Elizabethan style. Macaulay's Life and Letters, I. 191.

After all, to be delightful is to be classic, and the chaotic
never pleases long.

Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 204.

= 8jril, Delicious, Delight/fd (^ee delicimu) ; chaniiing, ex-
quisite, enchanting, rapturous, ravishing,

delightfully (de-lit'ful-i), adr. 1. In a delight-
ful maiiiier: in a manner to afford great plea-
sure; charmingly.
How can you more profltaWy or more delight/uUy em-

quality of giving delight ; charmfulness.
The delightsomeness of our dwellings shall not be envied.

Wheatly, Schools of the Prophets, Sermon at' Oxford, p. 38.

delignatet (de-lig'nat), v. t. [< L. de- priv. -I-

lignum, wood, + -ate2 (suggested by delapidatc,
dilapidate).] To deprive or strip of wood. Da-
vies. [Bare.]

It moves me much, his accusation of covetousness di-
lapidating, or rather deligiialing, his bishoprick, cutting
down the woo<l thereof, for wbicli he fell into the Queens
displeasure. Fuller, Ch. Hist., IX. iii. 34.

delimit (de-lim'it), V. t. [< F. delimiter, < LL.
delimitare, mark out the limits, < de- + limitare,
limit, bound : see limit.] To mark or fix the
limits or boundaries of; bound.
The sporangium is a large cluli-sbaped cell delimited by

a transverse wall from the unicellular tubular sporangio-
Phore. De Ban/, Fungi (trans.), p. 74.

The present system of delimiting the towns and preserv-
ing the memory of their bounds' is an inheritance from
former ages. Seienee, V. 246.

delimitation (df-lim-i-ta'shpn), n. [< F. de-
limitation, < liL.'delimitare : see delimit.] The
marking, fixing, or prescribing of limits or
boundaries.

T'hey had had ample time for ascertaining all the facts,
and for proposing an exact system of delimitation to Par-
liament, aiadstone.

Volumes of minute antiquarian investigation would be
needed to trace . . . the progress of nomenclature and
delimitation of the various dioceses of Britain from the
first establishment of them to the present day.

Encye. BHt., XII. 244. delinquency (de-ling'kwen-si), n.
;

pi. delin-

ation = Sp. dcliitcacion = Pg. delineacao = It.
delincazionc, < LL. diliiieatio{n-), < L. delineare,
mark out : see deliiic, delineate.] 1. The act or
process of delineating; the act of represent-
ing, portraying, or depicting.

If it please the eare well, the same represented by de-
lineation to the view pleaseth the eye well.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 70.

2. Representation, whether pictorially or in
words ; sketch ; description.

The softest delitieatiotts o'f female beauty. Irving.

= Syn. 2. Sketch, etc. (see outline, n.); drawing, draft, por-
trait

; account, description,

delineator (de-lin'e-a-tor), n. [= F. dMineateur
= Sp. Pg. delineador = It. delineatore, < L. as
if 'delineator, < delineare, delineate: see deline-
ate.] 1. One who delineates or sketches, either
pictorially or verbally.

A moilern delineator of characters. V. Knox, Essays, 111.

Speeificallj'— 2. A tailors' pattern, made so as
to expand m certain directions to correspond to
the varying sizes of the garments.— 3. A sur-
veying instrument on wheels, which, on being
moved over the ground, records the distance
traversed and delineates the slopes or profile
of the country ; a perambulator.
delineatory (de-lin'e-a-to-ri), a. [< delineate
+ -ory.] Delineating ; 'describing ; drawing
the outline.

The delineatory part of his work affords the best speci-
men of His jicculiar manner. Scott, Critical Essays, p. 386.

delineaturet (df-lin'e-a-tur), n. [= It. delinea-
tura, < L. as if *deUneatkra, < delineare, mark
out : see delineate.] Delineation.
delinimentt (de-lin'i-ment), «. [= OF. delini-
ment, < L. delinimentum, prop, delenimentum, <
delinire. prop, delenire, soothe, soften, mitigate,
<de + lenire, soften, < lenis, soft: see lenient,
delenifical] 1. Mitigation.— 2. A liniment.
Bailcij.

delini'tiont (del-i-nish'on), n. [Irreg. < L. de-
linerc, besmear, < de -f linere, smear: see lini-
ment, letter.] The act of smearing.
The delinilion of the infant's ears and nostrils with the

spittle. Dr. II. More, Mystery of Iniquity, II. x. § 3.

If the delimitation of orders is difflcillt, that of genera
is often impossible, so that they are reduced to assem-
blages depending on the tact or taste of the author.

Bncyc. Brit., KXU. 421.

delinet (de-lin'), v. t. [= P. delineer = Sp. Pg.
delinear = It. delineare, < L. delineare, mark out,
sketch, delineate : see delineate.] To mark out

;

delineate. Otway.
A certain plan had been delined out for a farther pro-

ceeding, to retrieve all with lielp of the Parliament.
Roger North, Examen, p. 5i'!.

delineable (df-Iin'f-a-bl), a. [< L. as if "deline-
abilis, < delineare, mark out : see dcline, deline-
ate.] Capable of delineation ; liable to be de-
lineated.

In either vision there is something not delineable.
Feltham, Letters, xvii. (Ord MS.).

delineament (df-lin'f-a-ment), n. [= Sp. de-
liituamiinto = Vs. de'liniamento = It. ddineu-
mento, < L. as if "delineamentum, < delineare,
mark out: see deline, delineate.] Representa-
tion by delineation

;
picture

;
graphic sketch.

The sunne's a type of that eternall light
Which we call God, a fair delineament
Of that wliich (Joo<l in Plato's school is hight.

Dr. II. More, Psychathanasia, III. iii. 11.

ploy yourSunday leisure than in the performance of such delineate (de-lin'e-at), V. t.; pret. and pp. de-
lineated, -pyr. delineating, {ih.delineatus, y\i.

liuties as these? Bp. PorUout, Works, I. ii.

2t. With delight; delightedly.

O voice once heard
Delighl/nlly, Increase and multiply;
Now death to hear ! Milton, V. L., x. 7.30.

delightfulness(de-lit'ful.nes), n. 1. The qual-
ity of being delightful, or of affording great
])Ieasure: a.H, the delightfidne.ts of a prospector
of scenery; the delighl/ulness of laisure.
Because it [dei)ortmentl is a nurse of |R-ace and greatly

contrlljutes to the deliiihlfulness of society, (it) hath been
always much commended. Barrow, Sermons, I. xxix.

2t. The state of being delighted; great plea-
sure; delight.

liut our desires' tyrannical extortion
iJotli force us tlu.re to set our chief delightfulneisW here but a baiting place is all our portion.

Sir P. Sidney.

of delineare, also deliniare, mark out, sketch, <
de + lineare, mark out, < linea, a line : see line^.
Cf. deline.] 1 . To exhibit or mark out in lines

;

sketch or represent in outline : as, to delineate
the form of the earth or a diagram.— 2. To rep-
resent pictorially; draw a likeness of

;
portray;

depict.
They may delineate Nestor like Adonis, or Time with

Absalom's liead. Sir T. Browne.

3. To describe ; represent to the mind or under-
standing ; exhibit a likeness of in words : as, to
delineate character.
The ancients hare with great exactness delineated uni-

versal nature, under the person of Pan.
Bacon, Fable of Pan.

Customs or habits delineated with great accuracy.
Wttlpole, Anecdotes of Painting, I. ii.

quenci^s (-siz). [= OP. delinguance = Sp. de-
lincuencia = It. delinquema, < LL. delinquentia,
a fault, delinquency, < L. deHnqueji(t-)s, delin-
quent : see delinquent.] Failure or omission
of duty or obligation ; a dereliction ; a fault; a
shortcoming ; an offense.

Xeither moral delinquerwies nor virtuous actions are
declared to be the products of an inevitable necessity.

Sir J. a. Tennent, Ceylon, v. 2.

= Syn. Wrong, Sin, etc. See crime.

delinquent (de-ling'kwent), «. and «. [= D. de-
link-ireiit = G. Sw. delinquent = Dan. delinhvent
= F. delinquant = Sp. delincuente = Pg. It. de-
linquente, < L. delinquen(t-)s, ppr. of delinquere,
fail, be wanting, commit a fault (see delict), <
de, away, + linquere, leave. Cf. relinquent, re-
linquish.] I. a. Failing in duty; offending by
neglect of duty or obligation: as, a delinquent
tenant; a delinquent subscriber.

He that practiseth either for his own profit, or any other
smister ends, may be well termed a delinquent person.

State Trials (1640), Earl .Strafford.

H. n. One who fails to perform a duty or
discharge an obligation ; one guilty of a' de-
linquency

; an offender ; a culprit.

Nor do I think his sentence cruel (for
'Gainst such delimiuents what can be too bloody?)
But that it is abhorring from our state.

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 6,

A delinquent ought to be cited in the place of jurisdic-
tion where the delinquency was comnutted. Aylife.

Delinquents who confess,
And pray forgiveness, merit anger less.

Cowper, Elegies, iv.

= Sjm. Offender, Delinquent (see offender) ; wrong-doer.
dehnquently (de-ling'kwent-li), adv. So as to
faij in duty or obligation.

deliquate (deri-kwat), v.
;
pret. and pp. deli-

quated, ppr. deliqnating. [< L. deUqualus, pp.
of deliquare, clarify a liquid by straining it;
in E. taken in a lit. sense (after deliquesce, q..

v.). melt down, < de, down, -t- limtare, liquefy,
melt: see liquate and delayK] I. in trans. To
melt or be dissolved.



dellqaate

It will be resolved into a liquor, very analogons to that
which the chymists make of salt of tartar, left in moist
cellars to deiiquate. Boyle, Chemical Principles.

II, trans. To eatise to melt ; dissolve.

deliquation (del-i-kwa'shon), n. [< deiiquate +
-ion.] A melting.

deliquesce (del-i-kwes' ), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. deli-

quesced, ppr. deliquescing. [< L. dcliquesccre,

melt away, dissolve, < dc, down, + Uquescere,
become liquid, inceptive of liquere, melt: see
liquid.'] 1. To melt or dissolve gradually, or
become liquid by absorbing moisture from the
air, as certain salts ; melt away.
Chromic acid crystals deliquesce rapidly when exposed to

the air, and soon undei-go a chemical change,
C 0. Whitman, Microscopical Methods, p. 18.

Whose whole vocabulary had deliqxiesc^d into some half-
dozen expressions. O. If . Holmes, Autocrat, x.

2. In vegetable histology, to liquefy or melt
away gradually, as part of the normal process
of growth: said of certain tissues, especially
the gills of fungi of the genus Coprinus. It dif-

fers from the analogous process in salts, being
a vital phenomenon.
deliqaescence (del-i-kwes'ens), «. [= F. deli-

quescence = Sp. delicuescencia = Pg. deliques-
cencia = It. deliquescenza, < L. as if *deliques-
centia, < deliqu€seen{t-)s, ppr. of deliquescere,

melt away: see deliquescent.'} Liquefaction by
absorption of moisture from the atmosphere (a
property of certain salts and other bodies) ; a
melting away or dissolving.

I am suffering from my old complaint, the hay-fever (as
It is called). My fear is, perishing by deliquescence; I
melt away in nasal and lachrymal profluvia.

Sydney Smith, To Dr. Holland, ix.

deliquescent (del-i-kwes'ent), a. and n. [= F.
deliquescent = Sp. delicue'scente = Pg. deliques-
cente = It. deliquescente, < L. deliquescent t-)s, ppr.
of deliquescere, melt away : see deliquesce.] I. a.

1. Liquefying in the air; capable of becoming
liquid by attracting moistiu'e from the atmo-
sphere: as, deliquescent sslts.

Regenerated tartar is so deliquescent that it is not easy
to keep it dry. £laek, Lectures on Chemistry.

Hence— 2. Apt to dissolve or melt away; wast-
ing away by or as if by melting.

Striding over the styles to church, . . . dusty and deli-

quescent. Sydney Smith, To Archdeacon Singleton, iii.

3. In vegetable histology, liquefying or melting
away gradually, as part of the normal process
of growth.—4. In bot., branching in such a way
that the stem is lost in the branches.

II. «. A substance which becomes liquid by
attracting moisture from the air.

deliquiate (df-lik'wi-at), v. i.
;

pret. and pp.
deliquiated, ppr. deliquiating . [Improper form
of deiiquate.'] Same as deliquesce.

deliquiation (de-lik-wi-a'shon), n. [< deliqui-

ate 4- -ion.] Same as deliquescence.

deUquium^ (de-lik'wi-um), n. [= F. deliquium
= Sp. Pg. It. deliquio, < LL. deliquium, a, flowing
down, < L. de, down, + liquere, melt ; cf. deii-

quate.] 1. In c/jcm., a melting or liquefaction by
absorption of moisture, as of a salt.— 2. Fig-
uratively, a melting or maudlin mood of mind.
To fall into mere inireasoning deliquium. of love and

admiration was not good. Carlyle.

The sentimentalist always insists on taking his emotion
neat, and, as his sense gradually deadens to the stimulus,
increases his dose till he ends in a kind of moral deliqui-
um. Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 36t>.

deliquium^t (de-lik'wi-um), n. [< L. deliquium,
an eclipse, lit. a want (ef. defectus, a lack, an
eclipse), < delinquere, fail, be wanting: see de-
linquent.] 1. An interruption or failure of the
sun's light, whether caused by an eclipse or
otherwise.
Such a deliquium we read of immediately subsequent to

the death of Cajsar. J. Spencer, Prodigies, p. 234.

2. In med., a failure of vital force; syncope.
He . . . carries bisket, a<^ua vitae, or some strong waters,

about him, for fear of delxquiums, or i)eing sick.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 181.

deliracyt (de-lir'a-si), n. [< L. as if *deUratia,
< deliratus, pp. of delirare, be crazy, rave : see
delirate.] Delirium.
deliramentt (de-lir'a-ment), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

deliramento, < L. deliramentum, nonsense, ab-
surdity, < delirare, be crazy : see delirate. ] A
wandering of the mind ; foolish fancy.
Of whose [Mohammed's] detirements further I proceed.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 285.

delirancyt (de-lir'an-si), n. [< deliran(t) -h -cy.]
The state of being delirious ; delirium.

Extasies of delirancy and dotage, that bring men first
to strange fancies ; then, to vent either nonsense or blas-
phemous and scurrilous extravagancies.
Bp. Qatiden, Sermon at Funeral of Bp. Brownrigg, p. 57.
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dellrantt (de-li'rant), a. [< F. dilirant = Sp.
Pg. It. delirante,"< L. deliran{t-)s, ppr. of deli-

rare (F. dSlirer), be crazy: see delirate.] De-
lirious.

deliratet (df-li'rat), v. ». [< L. deliratus, pp. of
delirare (> It. delirare = Sp. Pg. delirar= F. d^-
lirer), be crazy, rave, be out of one's wits,
deviate from a straight line, < delirus, crazy,
raving: see delirous, delirious.] To rave, as a
madman. Cockeram.
deliration (del-i-ra'shon), n. [< L. deUratio(n-),
< delirare, be crazy, rave : see delirate.] Mental
aberration; delirium; dementation. [Archaic]

The masters of physick tell us of two kinds of deliration,
or alienation of the understanding.

J. Mede, Discourses (1642), p. 122.

Repressed by ridicule as a deliration of the human mind.
De Quineey.

deliriant (de-lir'i-ant), n. [< delirium + -ant^.]
In vied., a poison which causes delirium.

delirifacient (de-lir-i-fa'shient), a. and n. [< L.
delirare, rave, -I- facere, jpjpr'. facien(t-)s, make.]
1. a. Tending to produce delirium.

II. n. In med., a substance which tends to
produce delirium.

delirious (de-lir'i-us), a. [< delirium + -ous.

The older form was delirous, q. v.] 1. Wander-
ing in mind ; having ideas and fancies that are
wild, fantastic, or incoherent; light-headed;
flighty; raving.— 2. Characterized by or pro-
ceeding from wild excitement, exaggerated
emotion, or rapture : as, delirious joy.

Their fancies first delirious grew,
And scenes ideal took for true.

M. Green, The Spleen.

Bacchantes . . . sing delirious verses. Long/ellow.

deliriously (de-lir'i-us-li), adv. In a delirious
manner.

Sweeps the Soul deliriously from life.

Byron, Marino Faliero, IV. i. 260.

deliriousness (df-lir'i-us-nes), n. The state of
being delirious; delirium.

deUrium (de-Ur'i-um), n. [= F. d^lire = Sp.
Pg. It. dclir'io = D. G. Dan. Sw. delirium, < L.
delirium, madness, delirium, < delirus, mad, rav-
ing: see delirate.] 1. A disordered state, more
or less temporary, of the mental faculties, occur-
ring during illness, especially in febrile condi-
tions. It may be the etfect of inflammatory action af-

fecting the brain, or it may be sympathetic with disease
in other parts of the body, as the heart ; it may be caused
by long-continued and exhausting pain, or by inanition of
the nervous system.

2. Violent excitement; exaggerated enthusi-
asm; mad rapture.

The popular delirium caught his enthusiastic mind.
lnyin(f.

3. A hallucination or delusion; a creation of
the imagination.

The poet's hand.
Imparting substance to an empty shade,
Imposed on gay delirium for a truth.

Cowper, Task, iv. 628.

Delirium tremens, a disorder of the brain arising from
inordinate and protracted use of ardent spirits, and there-
fore almost peculiar to drunkards. The delirium is a con-
stant symptom, but the tremor is not always conspicuously
present. It is properly a disease of the nervous system.
= Sjai, 1. Madness, Frenzy, etc. See insanity.

deliroust (de-li'rus), a. [< L. delirus, crazy,
raving, lit. being out of the furrow, < de, away,
from, -I- lira, a furrow. Cf. delirious.] Rav-
ing; delirious.

Delirous, that doteth and swerveth from reason.
Blount, Glossographia (ed. 1674).

delitt, n. A Middle English form of delight.

d61it (da-le'), «. [F. d^lit, an offense : see de-
lict,] In law, an act whereby a person by fraud
or malice causes damage or wrong to another.
— Quasi d^lit, an act by which a person causes damage
to anotlier without malice, but by some inexcusable im-
prudence.

delitablet, a. [ME., < OF. delitable, < L. de-
lectabilis, delightful, whence later E. delectable,

q. v.] Delightful; delectable.

Many a tour and toun thou mayst biholde.
That founded were in tyme of fadres olde.
And many another delitable syghte.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 6.

delitablyt, adv. [ME., < delitable, q. v.] De-
lightfully. Chaucer.

delitet, v. and n. The earlier spelling of delight.

dell'tet, a. [< OF. delit, delightful, adj. of delit,

n., delight: see delite, n., delight.] Delightful;
blessed.

This lambe moste delyte,
That gave his body to man in forme of brede
On shreffe thursday to-forne or before he was dede.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 15.

deliver

delitescence, delitescency (del-i-tes'ens, -en-
si), «. [= F. delitescence ; < delitescent, q. v.]

1. The state of being concealed ; seclusion; re-
tirement; repose. [Obsolete or archaic]

1669 and 1670 I sold all my estate in Wilts. F'rom 1670
to this very day (I thank Uod) I have enjoyed a happy
delitescency. Aubrey, Life, p. 13.

Every man has those about him who wish to soothe him
into inactivity and delitescence. Johnson.

The delitescence of mental activities. Sir W. Hamilton.

2. Insurg., the sudden disappearance of inflam-
matory symptoms or the subsidence of a tumor.
— Period of delitescence, in meil., the period during
which certain morijid poisons, as smallpox, lie latent in
the system. See incul/ation.

delitescent (del-i-tes'ent), a. [< L. delites-

cen{t-)s, ppr. of delitescere, lie hid, < de, away,
+ latescere, inceptive of latere, lie hid: see la-

tent.] Concealed; lying hid.

deliti^atet (do-lit'i-gat), v. i. [< L. delitigatus,

pp. ot delitigarc, scold, rail angrily, < de + li-

tigare, quarrel : see litigate.] To chide or con-
tend in words. Coclceram.

delitigationf (de-lit-i-ga'shon), n. [< deliligatc
+ -ion.] A chiding; a brawl. Bailey.

deli'Verl (de-liv'er), V. [< ME. delireren, delyy-
eren, delivr'en, < OF. delirrer, P. delivrer = Pr.
desliirar, desliuar, deslieurar, delivrar = Sp. Pg.
deliberar = OSp. delibrar = It. diliberare, deli-

berare, dilibrare, < ML. deliberare, set free, de-
liver, < L. de, away, from, -I- liberare, set free,
liberate, < liber, free : see liberate, livery.] I,
trans. 1. To free; release or rescue, as from
captivity, oppression, or evil ; set free ; set at
liberty : as, to deliver one from captivity.

The noyse of foulis for to ben delyvered
So loude ronge, "Have don and let us wende."

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, I. 491.

Deliver me, O my God, out of the hand of the wicked.
Ps. Ixxi. 4.

Ye magestrats used them courteously, and shewed them
what favour they could ; but could not deliver them, till

order came from ye Counsell-table.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 12.

2. To give or hand over; transfer; put into
anothers possession or power; commit; pass
to another : as, to deliver a letter.

And thanne the Delyved to every Pylgryme a candyll of
wax brennyng in his honde.

Torkinffton, Diarle of Eng. Travell, p. 25.

They were to haue none other commission, or author-
itie, but onely to deliuer their Emperours letter vnto the
Pope. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 70.

Thou Shalt deliver Pharaoh's cup into his hand.
Gen. xl. 13.

3. To surrender; yield; give up: as, to deliver

a fortress to an enemy : often followed by up,
and sometimes by over: as, to deliver tip the
city; to deliver up stolen goods; to deliver over
money held in trust.

Deliver up their children to the famine. Jer. xviii. 21.

The constables have delivered her over to me.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 4.

Thomas Piercy Duke of Northumberland, who first re-
bel'd and afterwards fled into Scotland, was for a sum of
Money deliver'd by the Earl of Morton to the Lord Huns-
don Governor of Berwick. Baker, Chronicles, p. 347.

4. To disburden of a child in childbirth ; aid in
parturition ; hence, figuratively, to disburden
of intellectual progeny.

On her frights, and griefs, . . .

She is, something Ijefore her time, deliver'd.

Shak., W. T., ii. 2.

His [Mahomet's] mother said. That shee was deliuered of
him without painc, and Angelicall Birds came to nourish
the child. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 247.

Tully was long before he could be delivered of a few
verses. Peacham, Poetry.

5. To discharge; cast; strike; fire: as, he de-
livered the blow straight from the shoulder ; to
deliver a broadside.

An uninstrncted bowler . . . thinks to attain the jack
by delivering his bowl straight forward upon it. Scott.

He'll keep clear of my cast, my logic-throw.
Let argument slide, and then deliver swift
Some bowl from quite an unguessed i)oint of stand—
Having the luck o' the last word, the reply

!

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 71.

Exposed to the fire of the two gun-boats, which was de.
livered with vigor and effect

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 367.

Other shorter swords seem to have been used like a fal-
chion only for delivering a chopping blow, as they have
only one edge. C. T. Xewton, Art and Archajol., p. 278.

6t. To make known; impart, as information.
Wei. Oh, I came not there to-night.
Bob. Your brother delivered us as much.

B. Jonson, Every Man iivhis Humour, iii. 1.

Will you deliver how
This dead queen re-lives ? Shak. , Pericles, v. 3.

That mummy is medicinal, the Arabian Doctor Haly de-
tivereth, and divers confirm. Sir T. Browne, Mummies.



deliver

7. Toutter,pronounce, or articulate, as words; deliverly (de-liv'er-li), a(i«). [< ME. delyverly,
__.j..„_ __ i :,. -.__: :-.- .,._ .;,(.;,^ . ^ deliver^ + -bj^.J Nimbly; cleverly;

jauntily; actively. [Obsolete or archaic]
Whan Gaheries saugh his brother Gawein, he lepte vpon

his feet, and sette on his heed his liatte delyiterly, and hente
a-gein his swerde, and appareilede hym to ditfende.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 196.

Where be yo<ir ribl)ands, maids? swim with your bodies,
And carry it sweetly and deliverly.

Fletcher (and another), Two ^'oble Kinsmen, iii. 6.

Every time we say a thing in conversation, we get a
mechanical advantage in detaching it well and deliverly.

Emerson, Clubs.

delivemesst (df-liv'fer-nes), n. [< ME. delyver-
ncs, -nessc; < deliver^ + -uess.] Agility; nim-
bleness; speed.' Chaucer.

Tills, for his delyiusmesse and swiftenesse, was sumamed
Hcrefote. Fabyan, Chron., I. ccviii.

delivery (de-liv'6r-i), ». ;
pi. deliveries (-iz). [<

deliver^ + -//, after Uvenj.l 1. The act of set-

produce, as tones in singing; enunciate for-

mally, as before an assemblage : as, to deliver

an oration ; he delivered the notes badly.

The vowell is alwayes more easily deliuered then the
consonant. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 101.

Both the Oracles of Delphos and Sibillas prophecies
were wholly deliuered in verses.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

To deliver battle, to deliver an attack, to give bat-
tle ; atULck an enemy.

Massena delivered two battles at Fuentes de Onoro.
Pop. Encyc.

=S5TL 1. To set free, liberate, extricate.— 3. To cede,
grant, relinquish, cive up.— 7. Pronounce, etc. See utter.

H. intrans. In molding, to leave the mold
easily. Thus, plaster-of-Pai-is molds in iwtteriea are
often left unoiled so as to absorb the water freely from
the clay, which will then deliver. Molds for plaster casts
are oiled for the same reason. See draiv.

deliver^ (de-liv'6r), «. [< ME. deliver, delyvere,

< OF. deliire, free, prompt, alert, < ML. "de-
liber (cf. adv. delibere, promptly), < L. de +
liber, free ; cL adv. libere, freely. Cf . deliver^,
formed of the same elements.] Free; nimble;
active ; light ; agile. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

Of bis stature he was of evene lenpthe.
And woniierly delyvere, and gret of strengthe.

Chavcer, Oen. Prol. to C. T., L tA.

Having chosen his soldiers, of nimble, leane, and deliver
men. UMnshed.

Pyrocles, of a more fine and deliver strength, watching
his time when to give fit thrusts, . . . would . . . soon
have made an end of Anaxius. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

deliver^t, r. i. See deliber. Chaucer.
deliverable (de-liv'6r-a-bl), a. [< deliver! +
-able.'] That may be or is to be delivered.
deliverance (de-liv'Sr-ans), n. [< ME. deliv-

erance, deVircraunce, < ?)F. delivrance (F. dili-

vrancc = Pr. delivransa = Sp. delibranza (obs.)
= It. deliberama), < delivrer, deliver: see de-
Wrerl and -<«ice.] 1. The act of setting free

;

release or rescue, as from captivity, oppression,
danger, or evil of any kind.

In hir standeth all your deliueraTiee,
Or ellca your deth without doubt any.

Rom. o/ Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), L 1863.

God sent me ... to save your lives by a great deliver-
ance. • Oeiu xlv. 7.

He hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to preach
deliverance to the captives. Liike iv. 18.

2. Acquittal of a prisoner by the verdict of a
jury.— 3. Parturition; childbirth; delivery.

In the labour of women it helpeth to the easy deliver-
ance. Bacon.

Hence— 4. The act of disburdening of any-
thing ; especially, the act of disburdening the
mind by uttering one's thoughts.

Assume that you are saying precisely that which all
think, and in the flow of wit and love roll out ycmr para-
doxes in solid column, with not the inflrmity of a doubt.
So at lea.st shall you get an adequate deliverance.

Fmerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 217.

5. The act of giving or transferring from one
to another.— 6. Utterance; declaration; also,
a particular statement^ especially of opinion

;

specifically, an authoritative or official utter-
ance by speech or writing ; a decision in a con-
troversy.

You have it from his own deliverance.
Shak., AU's WeU, il. 5.

To be of any use in the controversy, then, the immedi-
at« deliverance of my consciousness must be competent
to assure me of the non-existence of somethiug which by
hypothesis is not in my consciousness.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 162.

Indeed, so incessant and I>er8i8tent have been the de-
liveratwes of their lordships ui>on the subject, that it

udght almost seem as though a bishoji would have con-
sidered himself lacking in duty if he had omitted any op-
p<^rtunity of sounding the note of alarm.

Brit. Quarterly Jtev., LXXXIII. Of).

7. In Scots law, the expressed decision of a
judge or an arbitrator, interim or final. When
interim, it is technically called an interlocutor.

deliverer (de-liv'er-6r), n. [< ME. deliverer;
< deliver + -cr^.'] 1. One who delivers, rescues,
or sets free ; a savior or preserver.

The Lord raised up a deliverer to the children of Israel.

Judges iii. 9.

2. One who delivers by transferring or hand-
ing over: as, a deliverer of parcels or letters.

—

3t. One who declares or communicates.
Tully, speaking of the law of nature, saith, that thereof

God himself was inventor, . . . deviser, discusser, deliv-
erer. Honker, Eccles. Polity, viii. § 460.

deliveress (de-liv'6r-es), n. [< deliver ^ -ess.']

A female deliverer. [Rare.]
Joan d'Arc, . . . the deliveress of the towne from our

country men when they beselged it.

Evelyn, Memoirs, April 21. 1644.

1519 delphin

in 1582, mainly for promoting the purity of the
Italian language, its emblem was a sieve, and its
name referred to its purpose of sifting out the bran or
refuse from the language. After a short period of incor-
poration in the Florentine Academy, it was revived in the
early part of the nineteenth century.

Della-Cruscan (del-a-krus'kan), a. and n. I,
a. Pertaining to, cHaraeteristio of, or resem-
bling the Academy della Crusca or its methods.
The epithet Della-Cruscan was applied to a school of Eng-
lish poetry started by certain Englishmen at Florence to-
ward the end of the eighteenth century, whose sentimen-
talities and affectations found many imitatoi-s in England.
Against it the satire of Gilford's "Baviad" (1794) was di-
rected.

The pent-up imagination, which here and there had
trickled off in Della-Cruscan dilettanteism.

Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 63.

n. n. A member of the Academy deUa Crus-
ca, or of the English school of poetry named

y, mter livery.^ 1 . The act of set- after it.

ting free ; the act of freeing from bondage, Delia Robbia Ware. See ware'^.

danger, or evil of any kind; release; rescue; delocalize (de-16'kal-iz), t). <. ; pret. and pp. de-
deliverance, localized, ppr. delocaliziiig. [< de- priv. + local-

Be .. . swore, with sobs, ire.] To free from the limitations of locality;
That he would labour my delivery. widen the scope or interests of.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 4.

In the deUuery of them that suruiue, no mans particular
carefulnesse saued one person, but the meere goodnesse
of God himselfe.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 70.

2. A giving or passing from one to another;
the act of transferring or handing over to an-
other: as, the delivery of goods or of a deed;
the delivery of a parcel or a letter.— 3. Surren-
der; a giving up.

The delivery of your royal father's person into the hands
of the army. Sir J. Denham.

offspring

We can have no St. Simons or Pepyses till we have a
Paris or London to delocalize our gossip and give it his-
toric breadth. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 92.

The principle of representation was constantly delocaliz-
ing the town, and bringing into the arena suljjects which
reminded men of their relationsliip to the state and the
crown. //. E. Seudder, Noah Webster, p. 20.

deloo (de-lo'), «. [N. African.] A kind of
North African duykerbok, Cephalolophtis grim-
viia, one of the pygmy antelopes, it is about 3
feet long, of a fawn color with whitish flanks, black an-
kles, and a black stripe on the face running up to the tuft
of hair on the poll.

< 6r. (!^Aof,

tortoise-bee-

tion; manner of speaking or singing.

I was charmed with the gracefulness of his figure and
delivery. Addison.

7. The act of sending or putting forth; emis-
sion ; discharge : as, the delivery of the ball in
base-ball, cricket, etc. ; the delivery ot fire or of
a charge in battle ; the delivery of a blow from
the shoulder.— 8. Capacity for pouring out or

ties: a synonym of Coptocycla.
The name was used by Chevrolet in De-
jean's catalogue without diagnosis. An
American species, Deloyala or Coptocycla
ciawrt/a, is 7.6 millimeters long, very broad-
ly oval, pale, testaceous, and has the elytra
brown, tuberculate, and gibbous, with n
large hyaline spot in the middle of Hm
side margin and a similar small subapi-
cal spot, whence the name. It feeds on

disburd^ing of contents:" as, the d,^ivery of a ^l^t,T.^\n improper spelling of
pipe.— 9t. iree motion or use of the limbs; delfl delfi

« i*
*" &

activity; agility.

The duke had the neater limbs, and freer delivery.

Sir H. Wolton.

10. In founding, allowance or free play given to
a pattern so that it can be readily lifted from
the mold. Also called draw-taper Actual deliv-
ery, or delivery In fact, in 'n "', a transfer of physical pos-
session. — Constructive delivery, in law, such a change
in the situ.it inn a.s in It-jral •tlVit imports a transfer of pos-
session.—Delivery of Juridical possession, in law, a
term used in parts of the United .States acquired from

delfl, deip.
Delphacida (del-fas'i-da), n. pi.
[NL., < Delphax (-ac-) "+ -ida.']

hemipterous insects, typified by the genus ^Del-
phax, regarded as one of the numerous subfam
ilies of Fulgoridw, or referred to the Cixiidce.

Clubbed Tor-
toise-beetle iDe-
twaia clavata ).

( lltiie shows nat-
ural size.)

A group of

Delphax (del'faks;, n. [NL., < Gr. SO^^, a
young pig. ] A genus of phytophthirioushemip-
terous insects, or plant-lice. I), saccharivora
is a West Indian species very injurious to the
sugar-cane.

Mexico to denote the formal transfer of the possession of DAlnhi9.n rdel'fi-anl n nnd n T< TtclnM -1- .nn 1
land required by Mexican law, which was necessary to the •'^^P'Mfn C<iei n-an;, a ana n. L<- t>elpll% -\- -an.]

necessary
complete investure of title : corresponding to the common-
law livery of seizin. Under Mexican ailministration it was
performed by a magistrate of the vicinage, and it included
the establishment of Ijoundaries when they were uncertain.
The purchaser, in the presence of the magistrate and wit-
nesses, pulled up grass and stones and tlirew them to the
four winds of heaven, in token of his legal and legitimate
possession. The magistrate made a record of these pro-
ceedings, duly attested liy the witnesses, and gave a copy
to the new owner.—Delivery-roller, in mach., the last
of a series of rollers, or that which finally carries the ob-
ject from the operative parts of the machine.— Dellverv-
valve, the valve throui;!! which a pumped fluid is dis-
chai-Kcd.- General delivery, the delivery of mail from
the delivery-window of a post-ottice upon application of
the persona to whom it is addressed.—Good delivery, in
the law of sales, and particularly in the stock exchange, a
delivery or teniler by the seller proper to fultll his obliga-
tion.— Jail delivery. .See >oi7-d<!Ki>cn/.— Symbolical
delivery, in la w, the delivery of property by handing over
something else as a syinlwl, token, or representative of
it, as, for instance, the key of the warehouse containing it.

=8yn. 6. Elocution, Ddiverif. See elocution.

delli (del), n. [< ME. delle = MD. delle, D. del,

a dale, vale, = G. dial, telle, a hollow; a deriv.
(as dim.) of ME. dal, dale, E. dale: see dale^.
For the relation of forms, cf. tell, tale."} A
small valley between hills ; a little dale ; a glen

;

a ravine.

That break |in the forest] is a dell ; a deep, hollow cup,
lined with turf. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xii.

In a little dell among the trees there is a small ruined
mosque. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 64.

delist (del), n. [Origin obsctire.] A young girl

;

a wench. [Thieves' cant.]

My dell and my dainty wild dell.

>ei;

1. a. 1. Relating to Delphi, a town of ancient
Greece, on Mount Parnassus in Phocis, or to
the sanctuary of Apollo at that place, the most
celebrated fane of Greek worship.

The Delphian vales, the Palestines,
The Jleccas of the mind. Halleck.

2. Of or pertaining to Apollo (as Apollo Del-
phinius, of Delphi), or to his priestess (the
Pythoness) of the oracle of Delphi, who under
inspiration delivered the responses of the ora-
cle; hence, inspired.

An inward Delphian look.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 322.

Also Delphinian.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Delphi.

The Z>e;^Ai«n^ contributed a fourth, and collected every-
where for it. C. O. SliUler, Manual of Ai-chasol. (trans.), § 80.

2. With the definite article, Apollo.
Delphic (del'fik), a. [< L. Delphicus, < Gr. Ae?.-

fmd^, pertaining to Ac/l^i, Delphi.] Same as
Delphian.

For still with Delphic emphasis she spann'd
The (inick invisible strings. Keats.

delphinlf (del'fln), n. [ME. delphin, delfyn, <
L. delphinits, ML. also delflnus, < Gr. Jt/l^jf, later
also (!f^.^h', a dolphin (Delphiniis delphis). Hence
dolphin and dauphin, q. v.] A dolphin.

Thar bnth oft ytake delphtpis, & se-calues, &. balenes
(gret fysch, as hyt were of whaalea knnde).

Trevisa, tr. of Iligden's Polychronicon, i. 41.

Middleton an,l Delcker, Roaring Girl, v. 1. delphin^ (del'fin), a. [_<Jj.delphimtS,&\sodelphin.
Delia Cmsca (del 'a kms'ka). [It.: della, of
the (< Ij. de, of, -I- ilia, thait); crusca. bran.]
The name of an academy founded at Florence

a dolphin (in ML. applied to the eldest son of the
king of France : aee dauphin): see delphin^, «.,

and dolphin.'] 1. In soiil., pertaining to a dol-



dolphin

phir, or to the Delpliinidw.— 2. Pertaining or

relating to the Dauphin of France.
Also delphine, delplihiian.

Delphin editions of the classics, a set of Latin classics

prepared by thirty-nine scholars under the superintciulence
of Montansier, ISossnet, and Huet, for the ttse of the dau-
pliin (ml usiim DfljihiiU), son of L<niis XIV. They are not
now valued except for tlieir indexes of words.

delphin^ (del'lin), ». [For delphinine (which is

in use in another ehera. sense), < Delphimis +
-ine-.] A neutral fat found in the oil of several

members of the genus Delphimis,

Delphinapterinse (del-ii-nap-te-ri'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Dtlpliinnptenis + -inm.] A subfamily
of Delphinida', eontaiuiug the beluga or white
whale (Delphinaptcrus) and the narwhal (Mono-
don), as together contrasted with other delphi-

noids collectively. They have the cervical

vertebras all distinct, and not more than 6 pha-
langes in any digit.

Delphlnaptems (del-fl-nap'te-rus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. (Sf/ijWf, (fe/.(ji(V, dolphin, +"dn-Tfpoc, wingless
(taken as ' finless,' with ref. to the absence of

a dorsal fin), < a- priv. + irrtpov, a wing, a fin

:

see apterous.'] 1. A ^enus of delphinoid odon-
tocete cetaceans, typical of the subfamily Dcl-

Flower of Larkspur inelfhi.
nium Consolida), cut longitudi.

nally.

Beluga, or White Whale {Dttphinapterus leucas).

phinapterince, containing the beluga or white
whale (-D. leucas). it is related to llonodon, and re-

sembles the narwhal except in dentition. It has 32 to 40

teeth; 50vertebne, the cervical vertebra) being Tee; 11

Tibs ; short, liroad, and rounded fins ; a low ridge in place

of a dorsal fln ; the head rounded ; and the snout very
slightly projecting, if at all. The species attains a length
of 12 feet, is white, and chiefly inhabits arctic seas. Beluga
is a synonym.
2. A genus of dolphins (Delphininw) which have
no dorsal fin, as B. peroni : now called Leuco-
rhamphus. See Delphinus, 1.

delpllinate(del'fi-nat),». [<.delphin4e + -016^.1

A salt formed by the union of delphinio acid
with a base.

delphine, a. See delphin^.

De^)hinia (del-fin'i-a), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi., <

Gr. Ae'Aijiivio^ (an epithet of Apollo), taken as

'of Delphi' (< AeA(poi, Delphi), but in form <

dei^if, dehpiv, a dolphin: see dolphin, Delphic.']

A festival of Apollo Delphinius (the Dolphin or

protector of navigation, the god of Delphi), of

expiatory character, celebrated at Athens and
.^Igina, and generally among Ionian colonies
along the Mediterranean coasts. AtAthensitwas
held on the 6th of Mounychion (end of .March), toward the
close of the period of winter storms at sea, and included
a procession in which seven boys and seven maidens bore
olive-branches, bound with flUets of white wool, to the
Delphinian temple near the temple of the Olympian Zeus.

delphinia (del-fin'i-a), n. Same as delphinine^.

Dell)hiniail (del-fin'i-an), a. 1. Same as Del-
phian. Compare Pythian.— 2. [l. c] Same as
delphin^ Delphinian Apollo. See Ajmllo.

delphinic (del-fin'ik), a. [< L. delphimis, dol-

phin: see delphin^, n.] Noting an acid dis-

covered by Chevieul first in dolphin-oil and af-

terward in the ripe hemes of the Guelder-rose.
Itisnow known to be identicalwith valeric acid.

Delphinidse (del-fin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Del^

phiims + 4dai.] A large family of odoutocete
cetaceans. By recent authors it has been limited to

those having normally numerous teeth in both jaws; a
short symphysis of the mandible, not exceeding one third

the length of the jaw; no distinct lacrynial bones; the
pterygoids short, scroll-lilce, and involuted ; the capitular
articulations of the ribs disappearing backward ; the cos-
tal cartilages ossified; and the blow-hole median, trans-
versely crescentic, and concave forward. In size and shape
the DetphinicUe vary greatly. With few exceptions they
are marine. As above described, the family includes all

the marine cetaceans known as dolphins, porpoises, gram-
puses, etc., as well as the caaing- or pilot-whales, belugas
or white whales, and the narwhal. It has been divided
into Pontoporiince, DelpftiTutpterince, Delphiniiue, and
Globicephaliiue.

Delphininse (del-fi-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Del-
phinus + -inw.] The typical subfamily of Del-
phinidw, containing the dolphins and porpoises
proper, together with the killers, as distin-

guished from the belugas, narwhals, black-
fish, etc. They have no cervical constriction, the post-
axial cervical vertebree are more or less consolidated, and
the second and third digits have from 5 to 9 phalanges.
See cuts under dolphin and porpoise.

delphinine'^ (del'fl-nin), a. and n. I, a. Pertain-
ing to or having the characters of the Delphi-
nince.

H. n. A species of Delphininoe.

dfllphinine^ (del'fi-nin), n. [< delphin-ium +
-me^.] A highly poisonous vegetable alkaloid
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discovered in the plantDelphinium Staphisagria,
Its taste is bitter and acrid. When heated it melts, but on
cooling it becomes hard and brittle like resin. Ajiplied

externally, its effects are analogous to those of veratrine,
and it has been used as a substitute for it in the treatment
of neuralgia. Also delphinia, delphia, detphinin, delphin.

Delphinium (del-fin'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. 6el-

<piviov, larkspur (so called from the form of the
nectary, which resembles the ordinary repre-
sentations of the dolphin), < Sehjii^, Se^iv, a
dolphin: see doljihin.] An extensive genus of

the natural order Sanunculacece, consisting of

annual or perennial herbaceous plants, with
usually blue, purple, or white flowers. The (low-

ers are in loose racemes, and
are very irregular, consisting

of five colored sepals and
only two conspicuous petals,

the spurs of which are in-

closed in the long spur of the
upper sepal. There are 50
species or more, scattered
over the northern temperate
zone, 20 of which are found
in the United States. Two
species peculiar to California
have red or yellowish flowers.

Many are cultivated in gar-

dens under the name of lark-

spur, chiefly D. Ajacis and
D. Consotida of Europe, and
D. elatum from Siberia, with
numerous hybrids. One spe-
cies, the D. Staphisagria. commonly called stavesacre,

yields the vegetable alkaloid delphinine.

delphinoid (del'fi-noid), a. and n. [< Gr. 6c'a-

<pivoei.6iic, like a dolphin, < dehplg, dehpiv, a dol-

phin, + fMof, form.] I. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Delphinidce or Dcl-
phinoidea; like or likened to a dolphin.

II. n. One of the Delphinidw or Delphinoidea ;

a dolphin, porpoise, or any other living toothed
cetacean not a cachalot.

Delphinoidea (del-fi-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Delphinus + -oidea. See delphinoid.] A super-
family group of odontocete cetaceans, contain-
ing all the living toothed whales, porpoises,
dolphins, etc., excepting the sperm-whales or

cachalots. The families are the Iniidce, Platanlitidm,
Delphinidce, and Ziphiidat. The association is made en-

tirely on cranial characters.

delphinoidine (del-fi-noi'din), n. [< Delphini-

um + -old + -ine^.] An amorphous alkaloid

obtained from the seeds of Deljihinium Staphis-

agria.

Delphinula (del-fin'u-ia), n. [NL., dim. of L.
delphimis, a dolphin; so called on account of

an imagined likeness to

the conventional dol-

phin.] A genus of gas -

tropods, typical of the
family Delphinulidw.

Delphinulidae (del-fi-

nu'li-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Delphinula + -ida;.]

A family of rhipidoglos-

D.ij,him,ia!acinia,a. 8ate gastropods, typi-

fied by the genus Del-
phinula. They are destitute of cephalic lobes, but have
cirrifomi appendages to the foot, and otherwise the animals
resemble those of the families Turbinid<B and Trochidce.

The shell is turbinate or discoidal and h.is a circular aper-
ture. The operculum is niultispiral and corneous, but
sometimes provided with a thin calcareous layer. The
living species are inhabitants of tropical seas. Numerous
extinct forms have been referred to the family.

delphinuloid (del-fin'u-loid), a. [<. Delphinula
-\- -old.] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the DelphinulidcE ; like a member of the
genus Delphinula.

Delphinus (del-fi'nus), n. [L., a dolphin: see
delphin^ and dolphin.] 1. The typical genus of

the family Delphinidce, to which very different

limits have been assigned, (a) By the authors of

the Linnean school it was used for all the cetaceans with
teeth in both jaws, and consequently for the Delphinidai

((ixcei)i Monodon), Platanistidce, and Iniidce. (6) By later

authors it was restricted to Delphinidoi, but included at
first all except those of the genera Phocama and Delphi,
naplerus; gradually others were excluded, (c) By recent
authors it is restricted to species of Dclphinince whose
chief peculiarity is in the deep longitudinal grooves on the
sides of the palate, separating the alveolar border from
the median ridge. They have numerous (more than 80)

small pointed teeth, close set along each jaw ; from 60 to

90 vertebrte ; the rostral part of the skull longer than the
cranial portion, whence the head has a pointed snout
marked olf from the forehead by a groove ; the dorsal fin

large, triangular or falcate, sometimes wanting ; and the

flippers of moderate size, narrow, pointed, and falcate,

with the lateral digits small or rudimentary. As thus de-

fined, the genus contains the animals to which the word
dolphin should be restricted, as the original dolphin of

the ancients, Delphimis delphis, but which are commonly
called porpoises by confounding them with the species of

Phocama, sometimes called Ixittle-nosed or bay fiorpoises.

The tursio, D. tursio, is a larger and bulkier species. Sun-
dry dolphins marked with white, and having from 80 to 90
vertebrai, constitute a group to which the name Lageno-
rhynchus is applied. A Chinese species, with only about

deltoid

50 vertebra!, is called SU-no sinensis. A species from the
south seas, D. peroni, without a dorsal fln, has been called
Leucorhamphus and Delphiiiapterus. See cut under dol-
phin.

2. One of the ancient constellations, represent-
ing a dolphin. It is situated east of AquUa.
delphisine (del'fi-sin), n. An alkaloid oljtained
from tlie seeds of Delphinium Staphisagria. It

appears in crystalline tufts.

Delsartian (del-sar'ti-an), a. Of or pertaining
to Fran9ois Delsarte (1811-1871), a I'reneh

musician, or to the method of developing bodily
grace and strength founded by him.

delta (del'tS), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. P. Sp. Pg.
It., etc., delta, < L. delta, < Gr. H'/.tu, the name
of the 4th letter, also anything so shaped, esp.

a tiiangular island formed by the mouths of

large rivers, as of the Nile, Indus, etc. ; < Heb.
daleth, the 4th letter of the alphabet, lit. a door

:

see D.] 1. The name of the Greek letter A, 6,

answering to the Latin and English D. See D.—
2. A triangular island or alluvial tract included
between the diverging branches of the mouth of

a groat river : as, the delta of the NUe, of the
Ganges, of the Mississippi, etc.— 3. In anat.,

a triangular space or surface Delta fomlcis,
in anat., the delta of the fornix; the triiuigular entocte-
lian area of the inferoposterior surface of tlie fornix, con-

stituting the roof of the aula. In the cat its base coin-

fides with a line between the portse, and its two other sides

are ripre, or the lines of reflection of the endyma upon the
intruded auliplexus. M'ilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p.

477.— Delta mes03Capul8a, in anat., the delta of the
mesoscapula; the triangular area at the root of the spine
of the scapula, at the vertebral end of the mesoscapula.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 156.

deltafication (del"ta-fi-ka'shon), n. [< delta +
-Jieation, u\t.< h.facere, make : see -fy.] The pro-

cess of forming a delta at the mouth of a river.

deltaic (del-ta'ik), a. l< delta + 4e.] 1. Per-

taining to or like a delta.

The Hugli is formed by the three most westerly of the

deitata spill-streams of the Ganges.
Mneteenth. Century, XXIII. 43.

2. Having or forming a delta.

It [Bhagirathi] now discloses the last stage in the decay
of a deltaic river. Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 43.

delta-metal (del' til-met "al), n. [< delta, a
triangular figure (in allusion to the three con-
stituent metals), + metal.] An alloy of copper
and zinc with a small percentage of iron, re-

cently introduced and put to use in England and
Germany, it resembles Aich metal and sterro-metal
(see these words), the principal difference being that in
the manufacture of delta-metal improvements have been
made by means of which a fixed percentage of iron can be
introduced, which was not the case with the other alloys
mentioned, whence tiiese never came into general use.

Delta-metal is said to be as strong as mild steel, and to

have the great advantage of not rusting. A small steamer
has been constructed of this alloy for navigating the rivers

of Central Africa. It is said, also, that it has been intro-

duced as a material for rolls in powder-mills because not
liable to give rise to sparks as steel rollers do, and that it

is coming into use for many other purposes where strength
is desired, and where the facility with which steel rusts

makes its emplo.vment undesirable.

deltidium (del-tid'i-um), n.
;

pi. deltidia (-a).

[NL., dim. of Gr. dclra,

the letter A: see delta.]

In zool., the triangular
space between the beak
and the hinge of brachio-
pod shells. It is usually
covered in by a shelly
plate.

deltohedron (del-to-he'-

dron), n.
;

pi. deltohedra
(-<fra). [<Gr.(!ara, del-

ta, + eSpa, a seat, base.]
In crystal., a hemihedral
isometric solid bounded
by twelve faces, each a
quadrilateral. The corresponding holohedral
form is a trigonal trisoctahedron.

deltoid (del'toid), a. and n. [= F. delto'ide= Sp.
dcltoide = Pg. It. dcltoide, < NL. deltoides, < Gr.

^f/lroe«5^f, delta-shaped, < SD.ra, delta (A), -t-

fWof, form.] I. a. Resembling the Greek let-

ter A ; triangular.

A visit to the shore showed its mouth to be deltoid in

character, three mouths being noticed, and probably more
existing. Science, III. 706.

Specifically— (a) In anat.: (1) Forming a triangular place
or part; being triangular : as, the deltoid muscle. (2) Re-

lating to the deltoid muscle : as, the
deltoid crest of the humerus. (&) In en-

tom., pertaining to or resembling the
pyralid moths, or Deltoides. (r) In 6o/.,

triangular or trowel -shaped : as, a deltoid

leaf : also applied to the cross-section of

a leaf, etc.— Deltoid moth, a popular
name given to varitms species of the

lepidopterous family Pyralidee, which
in repose spread their wings over the

Deltoid Leaf. back in the form of a triangle.

Dorsal view of a Brachiopod

showii)|r d, deltidium.



deltoid

H. n. The large, eoarse-fibered, triangular
muscle of tiie shoulder, covering and protecting
the joint, arising from the spine of the scapula,
the acromion, and the clavicle, and inserted into
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After me the deluge (F. apria moi U diluge), a saying
ascribed to Louis X\., who expressed thus his indilfer-
ence to the results of his policy of selfish and reckless ex-
travagance, and perhaps his apprehension of coming dis-
aster.

the deltoid crest of the humerus. Its action deluge (del'uj), r.
; pret. and pp. deluqed. ppr.

raises the arm away from the side of the body,
See cut under m uncle.

deltoidal (del-toi'dal), a.

Triangular ; deltoid.
[< deltoid + -o/.]

deluging. [< deluge, «.] I. trans. 1. To pour
over in a deluge; overwhelm with a flood;
overiiow; inundate; drown.

From ancient times down to the twelfth century, square,
rectangular, or delioidal instruments of the harp kind ap-
pear to have been very common.

U'. A'. SHllican, Int. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. dv.

deltoidei, «. Plural of deltoideus.

deltoides (del-toi'dez), n. [NL. : see deltoid.]
1. In anat., the deltoid muscle. See deltoid, n.

The deltoides proceeds from the clavicle and scapula to
the humerus. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 4S.

2. leap.'] [Used as a plural.] In entom., a di-
vision of nocturnal Lepidoptera ; the deltoid
Lepidoptera of early entomologists, inexactly
corresponding with the pyralid moths or family
I'yralidce of later systems.

deltoideus (del-toi'"de-us), n. ; pi. deltoidei (-i).

[NL. : see deltoid.] 'The deltoid muscle. See
deltoid, n.

delubrum (de-lu'brum), II.
; pi. deluhra (-bra).

[L., a temple, shrine, sanctuary, prob. so called
as the place of expiation ; the lit. sense is more
obvious in ML. delubrum, a baptismal font ; <
L. deluere, wash off, cleanse, < de, away, +
Itiere, wash.] 1. In Bom. antiq., a temple or
sanctuary, by some scholars believed to have
contained a basin or fountain in which persons
coming to sacrifice washed. But the actual
distinction between delubrum and templum is

uncertain.— 2. In eccles. arch., a church fur-
nished with a font.— 3. A font or baptismal
basin.

deludable (de-lu'da-bl), a. [< deliide + -able.]
Susceptible of being deluded or deceived ; lia-
ble to be imposed upon or misled.

For well understanding the omniscience of his nature,
he is not so ready to deceive himself as to falsify unto
him whose cognition is in no way deludable.

Sir T. Bromu, Vulg. Err., I. 2.

delude (de-lud'), v. t.; pret. and pp. deluded,
ppr. deluding. [< ME. deluden, < OP. deluder,
also deluer, < L. deludere, pp. delusug, mock,
make sport of, deceive, < de + ludere, play,
jest. C'f. allude, collude, illude.] 1. To de-
ceive ; impose upon ; mislead the mind or judg-
ment of; Deguile; cheat.

Shouldst thou deluded feed
On hopes so groundless, thou art mad indeed.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 103.

Peterliorough wrote two letters to the governor, one of
which he contrived to have intercepted by the .Spanish
general, with the result of deltidimj him into the belief
that he was surrounded by a large army.

Quarterly Jler., CXLV. 195.

2t. To frustrate or disappoint ; elude; evade.
They which during life and health are never destitute

of ways to delude, repentance, do notwithstanding often-
times, when their liust hour draweth on, . . . feel that
«ting which before lay dead in them.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 4.

Whate'er his arts tie, wife, I will have thee
Delude them with a trick, thy obstinate silence.

B. JotiMon, Devil is an Ass, i. 3.

=8yn. 1. Mislead, Delude (see mislead) \ to cozen, dupe
lead astray.

deluder (de-lii'd6r), n. One who deceives or
beguiles; an impostor; one who holds out false
pretenses.

And thus the sweet deluders tune their song. Pope.

deluge (del'uj), «. [< ME. deluge, < OP. deluge,
dvluve, P. deluge = Pr. diluri = Sp. Pg. It. di-
luvio, < L. diluvium, a flood, < diluere, wasli
away, < di-, dis-, away, + lucre, wa.sh. Cf.
diluvial.] 1. Any overflowing of water ; an in-
undation ; a flood

; specifically, the great flood
or overflowing of the earth (called the uni-
versal deluge) which, according to tlie account
in Genesis, occurred in the days of Noah, or
any of the similar floods found in tlie tradi-
tions of most ancient peoples, accompanied by
a, nearly total destruction of life. See jiood.
The apostle doth plainly intimate that the old world

was subject to iwrish by a dehuK, as this is subject to
perish by contlagration. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

2. Anything analogous to an inundation ; any-
thing that overwhelms or floods.

Still the battering waves rush in.
Implacable, till, delug'd by the foam.
The ship sinks, found'ring in the vast abyss.

Philips.
Lands deluged by unbridled floods.

Wordsu'orth, The Brownie's Cell.

2. To overrun like a flood; pour over in over-
whelming numbers: as, the northern nations
deluged the Roman empire with their armies.—3. To overwhelm ; cause to sink under the
weight of a general or spreading calamity.

At length corruption, like a general flood, . . .

.Shall deluge all. Pope, Jloral Essays, iii. 13".

II, intrans. To suffer a deluge; be deluged.
[Eare.]

I'd weep the world to such a strain,
That it should deluge once again.

Marquis of Montrose, Death of Charles I.

delul (de-161'), n. [Ar.] A female dromedary.
Also written deloul.

Bedouins hestriding naked-backed Delvls, and clinging
like apes to the hairy humps.

It. /'. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 269.

de lunatico inquirendo (de la-nat'i-ko in-kwi-
reu'do). [L., of investigating a lunatic: de,
of; lunatico, abl. of lunaticus, a lunatic (see
lunatic)

; inquirendo, abl. ger. of inquirere, in-
quire, question, investigate (see inquire).] The
old title of the writ or commission (now com-
monly called an inquisition) issued foi-merly
out of Chancery, and now by various courts,
appointing commissioners to investigate, with
the aid of a jury, the mental condition of a
person alleged to be of unsound mind, in order
that, if found incapable of managing his own
affairs, a committee may be appointed to take
charge of them, and his dealing with others
who might impose upon him be interdicted.
delundung (de-lun'dung), n. The native name
of the weasel-eat or linsaug (Prionodon gra

Delundung, or Linsaug {Prionotbm gracilis).

eilis) of Java and Malacca, of the subfamily
Prionodontince and family Viverridw. it is one of
the civets, but has no scent-pouches. It is beautifully
siwtted, and has a long cylindrical tail and a slender b«ly.
Also delendunij.

delusion (de-lu'zhon), n. [= OP. delusion =
Sp. dilusion = V^.'delusSo = It. deluMone, < L.
delasio(n-), < deludere, delude : see delude.] 1.
The act of deluding; a misleading of the mind

;

deception.

For God hath justly given the nations up
To thy delusions. Milton, P. R., i. 443.

The major's good judgment— that is, if a man may be
said to have good Judgment who is under the influence of
love's delusimi. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

2. The state of being deluded; false impres-
sion or belief; error or mistake, especially of a
fixed nature: as, his delusion was unconquer-
able. See the synonyms below.

deluvie
tection by the subject of it by examination or reasoning
Ihus, a mirage, or the momentary belief that a reflection
111 a minor is a real object, is an illusion. A delusion is
a fixed false mental conception, occasioned by an external
object acting upon the senses, but not capable of correc-
tion or removal by examination or reasoning. Thus a
fixed belief that an inanimate object is a living person
that all one's friends are conspiring against one, that all
food offered is poisoned, and the like, are delusions. A
hallucination is a false conception occasioned by internal
condition without external cause or aid of the senses
such as imagining that one hears an external voice when
there is no sound to suggest such an idea. If a person
walking at twilight, seeing a post, should believe It to be
a spy pursuing him, and should imagine he saw it move
this would be an illusion ; a continuous belief that evei-y
person one sees is a spy pursuing one, if such as cannot
be removed by evidence, is a delusion; a belief that one
sees such spies pursuing, when there is no object in sight
capable of suggesting such a thought, is a hallucination.
Illusions are not necessarily indications of insanity ; delu-
sions and hallucinations, if fixed, are. In literary and
popular use an illusion is an unreal appearance presented
in any way to the bodily or the mental vision ; it is often
pleasing, harmless, or even useful. The word delusion ex-
presses strongly the mental condition of the person who
puts too great faith in an illusion or any other error : he
" labors under a delusion." A delusion is a mental error
or deception, and may have regard to things actually exist-
ing, as well as to illusions. Delusions are ordinarily repul-
sive and discreditable, and may even be mischievous. We
speak of the illusions of fancy, hope, youth, and the like,
but of the delusions of a fanatic or a lunatic. A hallucina-
tion is the product of an imagination disordered, perhaps
beyond the bounds of sanity; a flighty or crazy notion or
belief, generally of some degree of permanence ; a special
aberration of belief as to some speciflc point : the central
suggestion in the word is that of the groundlessness of the
belief or opinion.

Poetry produces an illusion on the eye of the mind, as
a magic lantern produces an illusion on the eye of the
'"dy. Macaulay, Milton.

Dreams or illusions, call them what you will,
They lift us from the commonplace of life
To better things. Longfellow, llichael Aiigelo.

Tlie people never give up their liberties but under some
delusion. fSurke, Speech at County Jleetingin Bucks, 1784.

Those otherVords of delusion and folly, Liberty first and
Union afterward. D. Webster, Keply to llayne.

Jlanklnd would be subject to fewer delusions than they
are, if they constantly bore in mind their liability to false
judgments due to unusual combinations, either artificial
or natural, of true sensations.

Huxley and Youmans, Physiol., § 292.

A few hallucinations about a subject to which the great-
est clerks have been generally such strangers may warrant
us to dissent from his opinion. Boyle.

delusional (de-lu'zhon-al), a. [< delusion +
-dl.] 1. Pertaining to, characterized by, or of
the nature of delusion.
The hitherto recognized delusional insanities.

Alien, and Neurol., VHI. 644.

2. .Afflicted with delusions : as, the delusional
insane.

In a third case a systematized delusional lunatic had
delusions of persecution. Alien, and Neurol., IV. 462.

delusionist (de-lu'zhon-ist), «. [< delusion +
-ist.] One who causes or is a subject of delu-
sion ; a deluding or deluded person.
The principles of evidence that have heretofore com-

manded the world's acceptance make no distinction in the
(piality or quantity of testimony for different varieties of
claims. . . . Under this feature of current logic detusion-
tsts of all kinds have consistently and persistently found
refuge. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 332.

delusive (df-lu'siv), a. [= Sp. delusivo, < L. as
if "dclusivus, < delums, pp. of deludere, delude:
see delude.] 1. Apt to delude; causing delu-
sion ; deceptive ; beguiling : as, delusive arts

;

delusive appearances.

^, , , ," A fox
.Stretched on the earth, with flue delusive sleights
Mocking a gaping crow. B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1

That fond, delusive, happy transient spell.
That hides us from a world wherein we dwell.

Crabbe, Works, VII. 209.

2. Of the nature of a delusion; unreal; imagi-
nary. [Rare.]

There is no such thing as a fictitious, or delusive, sensa-
tion. A sensation must exist to be a sensation, and if it
exists, it is real and not delusive.

Huxley and i'ouinans, Physiol., § 270.

Sya. 1. See fallacious and deceptive

[od shall send them strong dfdwion, that they should delusi'VOly (de-lu'siv-li), adv. In a delusive
believe a lie. 2'nie8. il. 11.

Some angry power cheats with rare delusions
My credulous sense.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 3.

I, waking, view'd with giief the rising sun.
And fondly mourn'd the dear delusion gone. Prior.

,..„, , .
^ fleiy deluge fedW 1th ever-burning sulphur unconsuraed.

MUUm, P. L, i. 68.

Saw Babylon set wide her two-leav'd brass
To let the military deluge pass.

„- Coicper, Expostulation.

manner ; so as to delude.
delusiveness (de-lu'siv-nes), n. The quality
of being delusive; tendency to deceive.
When they have been driven out by opposite evidence,

. . . then indeed we may discover their delusiveness.
A. Tucker, Light of Xature, I. i. 11.

Of all the <f«f«j»'oH» against which history and historical *flrti««.%«— ,-.1- i-/ - -x r c\r^ j, -r-,

iograpliy have to strive, there is none more deeply rooted Oflpory (de-lu'so-ri), a. [= OP. delusoire, F.
n«(««oirc = Sp. It. f/e;«*on'o. < LL. as if "rfdMso-
rins, < delusor, a deceiver, < L. deludere, pp. de-
lusus, deceive, delude : see delude.] Apt to de-
ceive; deceptive; delusive.

Tliese delusory false pretences, which have neither truth
nor substance in them. Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, II. iv. 2.

gei _ _ .

than tlie iiotion tliat there has always been a land called
Switzerland and a people called the Swiss.

K. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. .383.

= Syn. 2. Illumm, Delusion, Hallucination. As now tech-
nically used, especially by the best authorities in medical
jurisprudence, illusion signifies a false mental appear-
ance or conception produced by an external cause acting
through the senses, the falsity of which is capable of de- deluviet, n. See diluvie.



delvauxene

delvaoxene, delvauiito (del-vo'zen, -zit), n.

[After the Belgian chemist Delvaujc.l A variety
of dufrenite containing a large excess of water.
delve (delv), V.

;
pret. and pp. delved (pret. for-

merly dolve, pp. dolven), ppr. delving. [< ME.
delven (pret. dalf, dolve, pp. dolven), < AS. delfan
(pret. dealf, pi. dulfon, pp. dolfen) = OFries.
delva = D. delven, dig, = OS. bi-delbhan = OHG.
bi-telban, huTj.'] I, trans. 1. To dig; turnup
or excavate with a spade or some other tool.

Do delve up smal the moolde of every roote.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. V7.

Delve of convenient depth your thrashing-floor,
Dryden,

2t. To bury.

Salamon for this cause made it to be taken vp and doltien

depe in the grounde. Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 155.

TL intrans. 1. To practise digging; labor
with the spade.

Tile common people . . , doe dig and delve with unde-
fatigable toyle. Sandys, Travailes, p. 215.

When Adam delv'd and Eve span,
Who was then a gentleman ? Old rime.

£%'er of her be thought when he delved in the soil of his

garden. Longfellow, Miles Standish, viii.

2. Figuratively, to carry on laborious or con-
tinued research or investigation, as one digging
for hidden treasure.

^ot in the cells where frigid learning delves

In Aldine folios mouldering on titeir shelves.

0. W. Holmes, Poetry.

He remained satisfied with himself to the last, delviiig

in his own mine. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 26.

delve (delv), n. [< ME. delve; the same word as

delf^, q. V. ; from the verb.] If. A place dug
or hollowed out; a pitfall; a ditch; a den; a
cave.

In delves deepe is sette thair [almonds'] appetite,
Thaire magnitude a larger lande requireth.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. ^. T. S.), p. 67.

It is a darksome ddve farre under ground.
Spemer, F. (J., IV. i. 20.

2. That which is dug out : as, a delve of coals
(a certain quantity of coal dug from a mine).
[Prov. Eng.]

delver (del'vfer), n. [< ME. delvere, < AS. del-

fere, a digger, < delfan, dig: see delve.'} 1.

One who digs with or as if with a spade.

It is so goode that in the blossomynge
She wol not lese a tloure that forth is brought.
The delver is to help her with delvynge.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.

He turned and looked as keenly at her
As careful robins eye the delver's toil.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Figuratively, a patient and laborious inves-
tigator.

delving (del'ving), ». 1. Digging.— 2. Figu-
ratively, search; laborious investigation; re-
search.

It was no ordinary delving which struck into the dis-
persed veins of the dim and dark mine of our history.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 279.

demagnetization (de-mag'net-i-za'shgu), 11.

[< demagnetize + -ation.'] 1. The act or pro-
cess of depriving of magnetic polarity.— 2.
In mesmerism, the act of restoring a person in
the mesmeric trance to a normal state of con-
sciousness ; demesmerization.
Also spelled demagnetisation.

demagnetize (de-mag'net-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. demagnetized, ppr. demagnetizing. [< de-
priv. -t- magnetize.'] 1. To deprive of magnet-
ic polarity.

A thunder-storm denuignetized the compass of his Bri-
tatmic majesty's ship Wren, in which I was then a midship-
man. W. C. liussell. Jack's Courtship, xxix.

Tile induction of a magnet on itself always tends to di-

minish the magnetisation, and acts like a demturnetising
force. Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 386.

2. To demesmerize ; restore from a mesmerized
state to normal consciousness.
Also spelled demagnetise.

demagogic, demagogical (dem-a-goj'ik, -i kal),
a. [= F. demagogique = Sp. demagdgico= tg.
dernagogico (cf. D. G. demagogisch = Dan. Sw.
demagogisk), < Gr. dri/tayoytKog, of or fit for a
demagogue, < dr/fiayayi^, a demagogue : see dema-
gogue.'] Relating to or like a demagogue

; given
to pandering to the rabble from self-interest.

Demagogic leaders from .South Germany stumped the
province and stirred up the people. Lowe, Bismarck, 1. 363.

demagogism, demagog^uism (dem'a-gog-izm),
n. [< demagogue + -ism.] The practices and
principles of a demagogue ; a pandering to the
multitude for selfish ends.

There has been nothing of Cleon, still less of Strepsia-
des striving to underbid him in demagogism, to be found
ill the public utterances of Mr. Lincoln.

LoweU, Study Windows, p. 176.
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demagogue (dem'a-gog), n. [< F. dimagogm
= Sp. Pg. It. demagogo = D. deniagoog = G.
Dan. Sw. demagog = Russ. demagogA, < NL.
demagogus, < Gr. Sr/fiayuyd^, a leader of the peo-
ple, < <5wog, the people, the populace, -t- ayuyo^,

a leader, < ayeiv, lead: see agent, act.] 1. His-
torically, a leader of the people ; a person who
sways the people by oratory or persuasion.

Demosthenes and Cicero, though each of them a leader,
or, as the Greeks called it, a demagogue, in a popular state,

yet seem to diifer in their practice. Swi/t.

All the popular jealousies and alarms at regal authority
would have been excited by demagogues in tlie senate as
well as in the comitia ; for there are in all nations avisto-

cratical demagogues as well as democratical.
J. Adams, Works, IV. 524.

2. An unprincipled popular orator or leader;
one who endeavors to curry favor with the peo-
ple or some particular portion of them by pan-
dering to their prejudices or wishes, or by play-
ing on their ignorance or passions ; specifical-

ly, an unprincipled political agitator ; one who
seeks to obtain political power or the further-
ance of some sinister purpose by pandering to
the ignorance or prejudice of the populace.

A plausible insignificant word, in the mouth of an ex-

pert demagogue, is a dangerous and deceitful weapon.
South, Works, II. ix.

To lessen the hopes of usurping demagogues, we must
enlighten, animate, and combine the spirit of freemen.

Ames, Works, II. 273.

The doctrine of State rights can be so handled by an
adroit demagogue as easily to confound the distinction be-
tween liberty and lawlessness in the minds of ignorant
persons. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 169.

demagoguery (dem'a-gog-e-ri), «. [< dema-
gogue + -ery.] Action characteristic oif a dema-
gogue; demagogism.
An element of demagoguery tampered with the Irish

vote in the person of Jerry, nominally porter.
The Century, XXXII. 258.

demagoguism, n. See demagogism.
demagogy (dem'a-goj-i), n. [= G. demagogie
=: Dan. Sw. demagogi, < F. demagogie = Sp. Pg.
It. demagogia, < Gr. S?//iayuyia, < dr/fiayuyd^, a dem-
agogue : see demagogue.] Demagogism.
American demagogy . . . devotes more efforts to con-

vincing . . . the public conscience than to enlightening
the pui)lic mind upon the economic or sociological bear-
ings of the [Chinese] question. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 606.

demain (de-man'), n. [Early mod. E. also de-

maine, demean, demeasnc, demesne (the last be-
ing the spelling now usual); < ME. demayn,
demaine, demeine, demeyne, demeigne, < OF. de-

maine, demeine, demagne, demoine, power, do-
minion, a var. of domaine (whence the other E.
form domain), < L. dominium, right of owner-
ship, power, dominion: see domain and de-

mesne, doublets of demain, and see dominion,
damage.] If. Power; dominion.

There flnde I now that every creature
Somtime a yere hath love in his deviaine.

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 349.

That al the worlde weelded in his [Alexander's] demeyne.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 676.

2t. Same as domain.— 3. Same as demesne.

Come, take possession of this wealthy place,
The Earth's sole glory : take, (deer Son) to thee
Tins Farm's demains, leaue the Chief right to me.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

You know
How narrow our demeans are, and, what's more,
... we hardly can subsist.

Massinger, The Picture, i. 1.

In his demain (or demesne) as of fee, in old Eng. law,
the technical expression for an estate of fee simple in pos-
session.

In England there is no Land (that of the Crown only
excepted) which is not held of a Superiour ; for all depend
either mediately or immediately on the Crown : So that
when a Man in Pleading would signify his Lands to be his

own, he says, That lie is or was seized or possessed thereof
in his Demaine as of Fee ; whereby he means, that altho'

his Land be to him and his Heirs for ever, yet it is not
true Demaine, but depending upon a Superiour Lord.

E. Phillips, 1706.

demaine^ t, n. An obsolete form of demain.
demaine'-^t, ". t. An obsolete form of demean'^.

demand (de-mand'), V. [Early mod. E. also de-

maund; < ME. "demanden (not found, but the
noun occurs), < OF. demandcr, F. demander =
Pr. Sp. Pg. demandar = It. demandare, < ML.
demandare, demand, L. give in charge, intrust,

< de, away, + mandare, intrust, commit : see
mandate, and cf. command, remand.] I. trans.

1. To ask or require as by right or authority,
or as that to which one has some valid claim

;

lay claim to ; exact : as, parents demand obedi-
ence ; what price do you demand t

Ne ought demaunds but that we loving bee.
As he himselfe hath lov'd us afure-hand.

Spenser, Heavenly Love.

demand
The pound of flesh, which I demand of him,
Is dearly bought ; 'tis mine, and I will have it.

.fhak., M. of v., iv. 1.

We demand of superior men that they be superior in this
— that the mind and the virtue shall give their verdict in
their day, and accelerate so far the progress of civiliza-

tion. Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

2. To ask or interrogate by authority or in a
formal manner. [Now rare.]

The officers of the children of Israel . . . were beaten,
and demanded. Wherefore have ye not fulflUed your task
in making brick? Ex. v. 14.

Will you, I pray, demand that demi-devil,
Why he hath thus ensnar'd my soul and body ?

Shak., Othello, v.,2.

He was demanded, if he were of the same opinion he
had been in about the petition or remonstrance.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 325.

And Guinevere . . . desired his name, and sent
Her maiden to demand it of the dwarf.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To ask for with insistence or urgency; make
a positive requisition for ; exact as a tribute or
a concession: as, the thief demanded my purse.

And when all things were ready, the people with shouts
devmunded the Sacrifice, which vsually was accustomed for
the health of their Nation. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 663.

A proper jest, and never heard before,
That Suffolk should demand a whole fifteenth,

For costs and charges in transporting tier 1

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

4. To call for; require as necessary or useful:
as, the execution of this work demands great
care.

All that fashion dema-nds Is composure and self-content.
Emerson, Essays, 2d ser., p. 131.

Sacrifices are not accomplished simply becatise occa-
sions demand them. y. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 305.

5. In law, to summon to court : as, being de-
manded, he does not come.=Syn. 1 and 2. Request,
Beg^tc. See aski.

II. intrans. To make a demand ; inquire per-
emptorily; ask.

The soldiers likewise demanded of him, saying, And
what shall we do? Luke iiL 14.

demand (de-mtad'), n. [< ME. demande, de-
maunde, < 6F. demande, F. demande = Pr. Sp.
Pg. demanda = It. dimanda, a demand; from
the verb.] 1 . An asking for or a claim made by
virtue of a right or supposed right to the thing
sought; an authoritative claim; an exaction:
as, the demands of one's creditors.

He will give you audience ; and wherein
It shall appear that your demands are just,

You shall enjoy them. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 1.

He that has the confidence to turn his wishes intod«-
maiids will be but a little way from thinking he ought to
obtain them. Locke.

2. An insistent asking or requisition ; exaction
without reference to right: as, the demands of
a blackmailer.— 3. That which is demanded or
required; something claimed, exacted, or ne-
cessary: as, what are your demands upon the
estate? the demands upon one's time; the de-
mands of nature.

The sufferings of the poor are not caused by their hav-
ing little as compared with the rich ; but by their having
little as compared with the simplest demands of human
nature. ))'. //. Mallock, Social Equality, p. 203.

4. The state of being in request or sought af-

ter; requisition; call.

In 1678 came forth a second edition [of the " Pilgrim'a
Progress "] with additions ; and then the demarui became
immense. Macaulay, John Bunyan.

Specifically— 5. In polit. econ., the desire to
purchase and possess, coupled with the power
of purchasing: sometimes technically called
effectual demand: as, the supply exceeds the
demand; there is no demand for pig-iron.

Adam Smith, who introduced the expression effectual
detnand, employed it to denote the demand of those who
are willing and able to give for the commodity wiiat he
calls its natural price : that is, the price which will enable
it to be permanently produced and brought to market.

J. S. Hill, Pol. Econ., III. ii. § 3.

I would therefore define . . . Demand as the desire for
commodities or services, seeking its end by an offer of
general purchasing power. Cairns, Pol. Econ., I. ii. § 2.

6. In law : (a) The right to claim anything
from another person, whether founded on con-
tract or tort, or superior right of property, (h)

The asking or seeking for what is due or claimed
as due, either e-xpressly by words, or by impli-
cation, as by seizure of goods or entry into
lands.— 7. Inquiry; question; interrogation.

Than they axed hym many demau7ides, but he wolde
speke no more. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 16.

The good Anchises raised him with his hand.
Who, thus encouraged, answered our demand.

Dryden, ^neid, iii.

Altematlve demand. See alternative.—Demand and
supply, in polit. econ., the relation between the desire to



demand
sell and that to buy, or between those things of exchange-
able value which are for sale and those which can be pur-

chased ; used most commonly in the expression law of
demand and ftupptp, the law that as the demand for a

given commodity increases, or while tlie demand remains
the same the supply falls off, the price of that commodity
rises ; and as the demand falls off, or the supply increases

without a corresponding increase of demand, the price

falls.

Demand and supply govern the value of all things

which cannot be indefinitely increased.
J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., III. iii. § 2.

Demand note, a note payable on demand— that is, on
presentation ; specifically, in the financial history of the

United .States, one of the notes which composed the issue

of ^oO,000,000 of paper money authorized by a law enacted
by Congress in July, 1861, for that purpose.— Effectual
demand, in poHI. econ. .See 6.— In demand, in request

;

much sought after or courted : as, these goods are in de-

viaiut ; his company is in great demand.— On demand,
on being claimed ; on presentation : as, a bill payable on
demand; all checks are payable on demand.

demandable (de-man'da-bl), a. [< demand +
-((6/<?.] That may be demanded, claimed, ask-

ed for, or required: as, payment is demandable
at the e.xpiration of the credit.

demandant (df-man'dant), n. [< F. deman-
dant (= Sp. Pg. It. demandante), ppr. of de-

mander, demand: see demand.'] In law, one
who demands ; the plaintiff in a real action (so

called because he demands something); any
plaintiff.

demander (df-man'dfer), n. [< demand + -er^.

Cf. F. deman'deur = Pr. dematidaire, demanda-
dor = Sp. Pg. demandador = It. dimandatore."]

One who demands.
Yet, to so fair and courteous a demander.
That promises compassion, at worst pity,

I « ill relate a little of my story.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, ii. 1.

demandress (de-m&n'dres), n. [< demander +
-ess.] In law, a female demandant.
demantoid (de-man'toid), 71. [< G. demant,
diamant, diamond, + -oid.] A light-green to

emerald-green varietur of garnet, found in the
Ural mountains. It is transparent and of bril-

liant luster, and is classed as a gem.
demarcate (df-mar'kat), r. t.; pret. and pp.
demarcated, ppr. demarcating. [< NL. 'demar-
catus, pp. of *demarcare, mark off, set the

bounds of : see demark.] 1 . To mark off from
adjoining land or territory; set the limits or

boundaries of.

The thoughtful critics argue that it was a mistake for

us to demarcate the frontier of Afghanistan, for by so do-

ing we have defined and increased our responsibilities.

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 477.

2. To determine the relative limits of; sepa-
rate or clearly discriminate.

Matter and motion, force and cause, have also their
transcendental elements, and it is the province of meta.
physics to demarcate these from the known and knowalde
elements. O. H. Leuvs, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. § 43.

demarcation (de-mar-ka'shgn), H. [Also writ-
ten demarkation ; < F. demarcation = Sp. de-

marcacion = Pg. dcmarcacdo = It. demarcazione,
< NL. *deniarcatio{n-), < 'demarcare, set the
bounds of: nee demarcate, detnark.] 1. The act
of marking off limits or boundaries; determi-
nation by survey of the line of separation
between adjoining lands or territories; delimi-
tation: as, the demarcation of the frontiers.

The Russian ministers proposed tliat, before proceeding
to actual demarcation, we should settle with tlieui tlie gen-
eral principles and cardinal points upon wiiich tlie joint
commission should work. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 6.

2. In general, the act of determining the rela-

tive limits or extent of anything; separation;
discrimination.

The speculative line of demarcation, where obedience
ought to end and resistance must begin, is faint, obscure,
and not easily definable. Burke, Rev. in France.

demarchlf (de-miireh'), n. [< F. d-marche,
gait, walk, step, a step taken with the object
of securing anything, < OF. demarclier, march,
walk, advance, < de- + marcher, march: see
march^.] March; excursion; manner of pro-
seeding.

Imagination enlivens reason in its most extravagant
detnarcheif. London Journal. 1721.

demarche fde'mark), n. [< L. demarchtts, < 6r.
Sijfiapxoq, < <l7//uof, a district, deme, + apx'iv,

rule.] 1. The ruler or magistrate of an ancient
Attic deme.— 2. The mayor of a modem Greek
town.
demark (de-mark'), «• t. [< F. demarquer =
Hp. Pg. demarcar = It. demarcare, < NL. 'de-
marcare, mark off, set the bounds of, bound, <

L. de, off, -I- ML. marcarr; mark, < marca, bound,
mark, march: see mark^, mnrch^.] To mark
off; f\\ the limits or boundaries of; demarcate,
demarkation, n. See demarcation.
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dematerialization (de-ma-te "ri-al-i-za'shon )

,

II. [< deinaterialize + -atioH.] 1. The act of de-

materializing, or divesting of material qualities.

Miss Jemima's dowry . . . would suffice to prevent that

gradual process of dematerialization which tile lengthened
diet upon minnows and sticklebacks had already made
apparent in the fine and slow-evanishing form of the
philosopher. Bulwer, My Novel, iii. 17.

2. In mod. sjriritualism, the alleged act or pro-
cess of dissolving and vanishing after materi-
alization (which see).

Also spelled dematcrialisation.

dematerialize (de-ma-te'ri-al-iz), V.
;
pret. and

pp. dematerialized, ppr. dematerializing. [= F.
dematirialiser ; as de- priv. -1- materialize.'] I.

trans. To divest of material qualities or char-
acteristics.

DematericUizinfj matter by stripping it of everything
which . , . lias distinguished matter. Milman.

H. intrans. In mod. spiritualism, to dissolve

and disappear, as alleged, after materializa-
tion.

If he [the ghost] ever "materialized," he was careful to
dematerialize again before any one could get a sample of

his tieautiful work. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 410.

Also spelled dematerialise.

Dematieae, Dematiei (dem-a-ti'f-e, -i), n. pi.

lSL.,<.l)ematiiiiii -i- -ew, -ei.] The largest family
of hyphomycetous fungi. The mycelium is msually
atiundant, fuscous or black, and somewhat rigid. The
fertile liypha' and conidia are typically colored like the
mycelium, though either, but not both, may be hyaline.
Conidia are Ixirne at the top or sides of the fertile hyphie,
and are septate in a majority of the species. Many spe-

cies grow on dead wood an<l other organic matter ; l)ut

many also grow on living plants, in some cases causing
serious injury to crops. Some are known to be conidial
forms of ascomycetous fungi. These fungi are popularly
called Itlack mold^,

Dematium (de-mat'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
de/idrtov, dim. of Slfiaij-), a bundle, a bend, <

Shiv, tie, bind.] A small genus of Dematiece,
in which the conidia are borne in chains on
the sides of the fertile hyph».
demayt (de-ma'), v. i. [ME. demayen, var. of
desmaijcn, dismay : see dismay.] To be dis-

mayed; fear.

Dere dame, to day demay yow neuer.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 470.

demaynelf, «. See demain, demesne.

demayne'^f, n. Same as demean'^.

demeH (dem), v. An obsolete (Middle Eng-
lish) form of deem'^. Chaucer.

deme~ (dem), n. [< Gr. i^/iog, a district, the
people.] 1. A subdivision of ancient Attica
and of modem Greece ; a township.

The eponymous hero of a deme in Attica. Grote.

Kleusis was the only Attic deme which (perhaps on ac-

count of its sacred character) was allowed by Athens to

coin money. B. V. Head, Historiii Numorum, p. 328.

2. In ro67. : (a) The tertiary or higher indi-

vidual resulting from the aggregate integra-
tion of merides (see meris) ; a zooid. (6) Any
undifferentiated aggregate of plastids or mo-
nads. See extract.

The tenii colony, corm, or deme may indifferently be ap-
plied to these aggregates of primary, secondary, tertiary,

or quaternary order which are not, however, integrated
into a whole. Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

demean^ (de-men'), v. t. [< ME. demenen, de-

meyncn, demaynen, demanen, < OF. demener,
dcminer, demaner, demoner, drive, push, lead,

guide, conduct, manage, employ, direct, do, F.
demener, refl., throw one's self about, stir,

struggle, = Pr. demenar = It. dimenare, < ML.
as if 'deminare, conduct, < de, down, away, -I-

minare, lead, L. drive, deponent »itnan", threat-

en: Bee menace, mine^.] If. To lead; guide;
conduct.

After that the swymming oil doo gete
Into sum tiling witli fetheres faire and dene.
And in sum gwidly vessel it demene.

Palladium, Ilusliondrie (E. E. T. .S.), p. 69.

And what ye think that I shall do trewly.
In this mater demeane me as ye list.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 788.

2t. To conduct; manage; control; exercise; do.

Is it not a grete mischaunce.
To let a foole hav governaunce

Of thing that he cannot ilemeyne?
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 959.

How doth the youthful general demean
His actions in these fortunes?

Ford, Broken Heart, 1. 2.

Our obdnrat clergy have with violence demean'd the
matter. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 45.

3. Keilexively, to behave ; carry ; conduct.

And loke ye demene yow so, that noon knowe what wey
we shull ride. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 381.

The king could not be induced to patronize the design,
and promised only a connivance in it so long as they de-

meaned themteloei peaceably. Everett, Orations, I. 2S0.

dement

demean^f (de-men'), n. [Also archaically de-

mayne ; < demean'^, v.; cf. mien.] 1. Dealing;
management ; treatment.

All the vile demea^ie and usage bad
With which he had those two so ill l>estad.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. vi. 18.

Seeke ... to winne fauour and liking of the people, by
gifts and friendly demeane towards them.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 434.

2. Mien; demeanor; behavior; conduct.

Then, turning to the Palmer, he gan spy
Where at his feet, with sorrowfuli demayne
And deadly hew, an armed coi-se did iye.

Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 23.

You sewers, carvers, ushers of the court,
Sirnamed gentle for your fair demean.
Here I do take of you my last farewell.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 3.

With grave demean and solemn vanity.

West, On Travelling.

demean^ (de-men'), v. t. [Improp. < de- +
mean^, base; orig. a misuse of demean^.] To
debase; lower; lower the dignity or standing
of ; bemean. ITliis is in origin a misuse of demean^ by
association with the adj ective mean^. Being thus illegiti-

mate in origin and inconvenient in use, from its tendency
to be confused witli demean^ in its proper sense, the word
is avoided by scrupulous writers. See bemean^.]

You base, scurrilous old— but I won't demean myself by
naming what you are. Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 3.

It was of course Mrs. Sedley's opinion that her son
would de)?i«oii himself by a marriage with an artist's daugh-
ter. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, vi.

demean^t, «• [Var. of demain, demesne, q. v.]

Same as demain.
demeanancet (de-me'nans), n. [< demean^ +
-ance.] Demeanor; betavior.

demeanantt, «• [ME. demenaunt, < OF. deme-
nant, ppr. of demener, manage, conduct, de-

mean: see demean^ and -ant^.] Carrying on
business; trading; dealing.

That no citezen resident withyn the cite and denienauTU,
havynge eny proteccyon, or l>eynge outlawed or acursed,
here non office wtyn this cite.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 393.

demeaningt (de-me'ning), n. [< ME. demening;
verbal n. of demean^, v. ] Demeanor ; behavior.

He was wild in all his demening,
Vnto the tyme he drew to more sadnesse

;

Thaiine afterward he was withoute feyning
A noliyll knyght. Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1345.

demeanor, demeanour (df-me'nor), n. [Prop.,

as in early mod. E., demeanure, < ME. demenure,
< demenen, E. demean'^, + -nre, E. -our, -or.] If.

Conduct; management; treatment.

God commits the managing so great a trust . . . wholly
to the demeanour of every grown man. MUton.

2. Behavior; carriage; bearing; deportment:
as, decent demeanor; sad demeanor.

Tills King Athore was a goodly personage, higher by a
foot and a halfe then any of the French, representing a
kinde of Maiestie and grauitie in his demeanure.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 771.

The men, as usual, liked her artless kindness and simple,
refined demeanour. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

A lad who has, to a degree that excites wonder and ad-
miration, the character and demeanour of an intelligent

man of mature age, will probably be that, and nothing
more, all his life.

Whately, Bacon's Essay, "Youth am} Age."

= Syn. 2. Conduct, Deportment, etc. (see befiavior), man-
ner, mien, iK'aring, air.

demeanuret, n. See demeanor.
demembert (de-mem'b&r), V. t. [< ME. demem-
bren, < ML. demembrare, deprive of a limb or

of the limbs (equiv. to dismenibrare, > OF. des-

membrer, F. d^membrer : see dismember), < L. de-

priv. -I- membrttm, member.] To dismember.
demembered (de-mem'bferd), a. [< demembcr
+ -crf2. Cf . F. detnembre, pp. of d^tembrer, dis-

member: see dismember.] In her., same as d^-

chatissi.

demembration (de-mem-bra'shon), n. [< ML.
deincmliratio(n-), < demembrare, deprive of a
limb : see deynember.] In Scoti law, the offense

of maliciously cutting off or otherwise separat-
ing any limb or member from the body of an-
other.

d6membr6 (da-moft'bra), a. [F., pp. of d^mem-
brer, dismember : see dismember, and cf . demem-
bration.] In her., same as dismembered.

demenauntt, «• Same as dcmeanant.

demency (de'men-si), n. [< F. dimence = Sp.

Pg. dcmenma= ft. demenzia, < L. dementia, q. v.]

Same as dementia. [Rare,]

dement (df-menf), a. and n. [= F. d&ment =
Sp. Pg. It.'demente, < L. demen(t-)s, out of one's

mind, mad, demented, < de- pinv. + nien(t-)s,

mind: see mental.] I. a. Out of one's mind;
insane ; demented. J. U. Newman.



dement

H. «• A dementpd person; one affected by
loss of mental capacity.

It was ditficuU to keep liis sensitive patients from com-
ing on a group of deineHls in tlieir daily walks.

Alien, and Neurol., VII. 600.

Thecongestion or inflammation of the brain that converts

a man of giaut intellect into a maniac or a dement beyond
the hope of cure, also irreparably ruins the soul, which,
we are told, never dies. Pop. Set. Mo., XXV'I. 3.

dement (df-menf), '• '. [= Sp. Pg. dementar
= It. (lenieiiUue, < L. demenlare, di-ive mad, make
mad, also, like dcinentire, be mad, rave, < (le-

me»(t-)s, mad, out of one's mind: see dement,

<j.] To bring into a state of dementia; destroy

the mind of.

I dug eagerly, and now and then caught myself actually

looking ... for the fancied treasure, the vision of which
had demented my unfortunate companion.

Poe, Tales, I. 62.

Do not the gods detnent those whom they mean to de-

stroy? Lowe, Bismarck, II. 259.

dementate (de-men'tat), V. t. ;
pret. and pp.

demeiiUiled, jip'r. dementaUng. [< L. demcntatus,

pp. of dcmcntare, make mad: see dement.'^ To
make mad or insane ; dement. [Rare.]

Many An tichHsts and heretics were abroad, many sprung
up since, matiy now present, and will be to the worlds
end, to dementate men's minds.

Burton, Anat. of Me!., p. 623.

dementate (de-men'tat), a. [< L. dementatus,

pp.: see tlie verb.] Demented; mad.
Arise, thou dementate sinner, and come to judgement.

Hammond, Works, IV". 522.

idementation (de-men-ta'shon), )!. [< demen-
tate + -ion.'\ The act of making demented.
fRare.]
Supposing the distemper under command from breakiiig

out into any other sins besides its own dementation or

stupidity. ^Vhitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 512.

demented (df-men'ted), p. a. [Pp. of dement, v.

Cf. dement, «'.] Having lost the normal use of

the reason ; insane ; specifically, afflicted with
or characterized by dementia.

Demented persons are generally quiet and inactive.
Pritchard.

dementedness (de-men'ted-nes), n. The state

of being demented.
It is named by Pinel dementia or d^mence, demented-

liens. Pritchard, Cyc. Pract. Med.

dementia (de-men'shia), n. [< L. dementia,

madness, insanity, < demen{t-)s, mad, insane:
6eedement,a. Ct. amentia.'] An extremely low
condition of the mental function; profound
general mental incapacity. It may be congenital

<idio^) or acquired. Acquired dementia may be a pilmai-y

insanity, or it may form the final stage of mania or melan-
ehrtia.—Acute primary dementia, a fonn of tcmporaiy
and often extreiae dementia occurring in the young, usu-
ally l>efore the twentieth year, and more often in girls than
iu boys, accompanied by general physical exhaustion, and
ensuing on conditions likely to pix)duce exhaustion, such
as scanty or improper food, rapid growth, overwork, or

dissipation. The prospect of complete recovery under
proper treatment is very good.—Dementia para^rtica, a
chronic insanity beghniing in slight failure of mind, slight

change of character, and slight loss of muscular streiigth

and accuracy of muscular adjustment, and proceeding,
sometimes faster, sometimes slower, with occasional tem-
porary improvement, to complete dementia and general
paralysis. The sensory functions ai-e likewise somewhat
impaired. In its well-developed stages the disease is marked
by delusions, especially of grandeur (megalomania), and by
epileptiform or apoplectifoi-m attacks, often attended with
local paralysis, frequently mending mpidly. It occurs usu-
ally between the ages of 35 and 50, and in 7 or 8 males to 1
female. An,atomically there is atrophy of the fibers of ner-
vous network of the cerebral cortex and increase of the sus-
tentacular tissue of the bniin. Also called general paraly-
sis, general parettis, progressive paralysis, paretic demen-
tia, cirrhosis of the brain, pericerebrifis, periencephalo-
meninffitis diffusa chronica, encephalitii interstiiialis cor-
ticalis, and popularly softening of the brain.— Senile de-
mentia, the failure of mind "vhich occurs in advanced life.

It depends probably hi part on arterial obstruction.

demephitization (de-mef"i-ti-za'shon), n. [<
dimephiti:e + -alion.'] The act of purifying
from mepliitie or foul air.

demephitize (de-mef 'i-tiz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
demcphitized, ppr. demephitizing. [< de- priv.
-I- mephitis, foul air, -I- -ize.] To purify from
foul or unwholesome air.

demerget (de-mferj'), v. t. [= OF. demergier, <
]j. demergere = It. demergere, plunge into, < dc,

down, -1- mergere, plunge: see merge, and cf.

demerse, immerse.] To sink or dip; immerse.
I found the receiver separated from its cover, and the

air breaking forth through the water in which it was de-
merged. Boyle, Works, IV. 519.

demerit^t (de-mer'it), V. [< L. demeritus, pp.
of demerere, also deponent, demcreri, merit or
deserve (a thing), esp. deserve well of (a per-
son), < de, of, + merere, mereri, deserve, merit:
see merit. Cf. demerit^.} I, trans. 1. To de-
serve; merit; earn.

1524

They brought with them also besyde theyr trybute as-

signed them, further to demerite the favour of oure men,
gi'eat plentie of vytayles. Kden, tr. of P. Martyr.

Stella, a nymph within this woo<l, . . .

The highest in his fancy stood,
And she cmild well demerit this.

M. lioydon (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 285).

2. To deserve to lose from lack of merit or
desert.

In thy creation, although thou didst not deserve a be-

ing, yet thou demented it not.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 370.

II, intrans. To be deserving ; deserve.

I will be tender to his reputation.
However he demerit. B. Jontson, Volpone, iv. 1.

demeritlf (de-mer'it), n. [Cf. OF. demerite, de-

mirite, desert, merit (in neut. sense) ; from the
verb : see demerit^, v.] That which one merits

;

desert.

By many benefits and demerits whereby they obliged
their adherents, [they] acquired this reputation.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1101.

We have heard so much of your demerits.
That 'twere injustice not to cherish you.

Shirley, Humorous Corn-tier.

demerit^t (de-mer'it), V. t. [< F. dcmeriter =
It. demeritare, deserve ill, do amiss; from the
noun or as freq. of the earlier verb, OF. deme-
rir, < ML. demerere, deserve ill, do amiss, < L.
de- priv. + merere, mereri, deserve : see merit.

Cf. demerit^, v.] To lower the merit of ; dis-

credit; depreciate.

Faith by her own dignity and worthiness doth not de-

merit justice and righteousness.
Bp. Woolton, Christian Manual, sig. c. iv.

demerit^ (de-mer'it), ». [< OF. demerite, F.
demerite = Sp. Pg. demerito = It. demerito, de-

merto, < ML. demeritum, fault, demerit, prop.

neut. of demeritus, pp. of demerere, deserve ill,

do amiss: see demerit^, v. Cf. dcmerif^, h.]

That which merits ill ; censurable conduct

;

wrong-doing; ill desert: opposed to J«e)v7.

Mine is the merit, the demerit thine. Dryden, Fables.

He [William I.] took no Man's living from him, nor dis-

possess'd any of their Goods, but such only whose Demerit
made them unworthy to hold them.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 23.

Demerit mark, in schools, a mark for bad conduct or
delk-iency. -Sjrn. Ill <iesert, delinquency.

demerlaikt, «• [ME. demerlayk, earlier dweo-
merlak, < AS. *dwimor, in comp. gedwimor, ge-

dwimer, gedwomer, an illusion, a phantom, -I-

?(!(, play.] Magic; witchcraft; sorcery.

That con dele wyth demerlayk, & deuine lettres.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1561.

demerset (de-mfers'), v. t. [< L. demersus, pp.
of demergere, plunge into: see demerge.] To
plunge; immerse.
The receiver being erected, the mercuiy will again be

stagnant at the bottom of the phial, and the orifice of the
tube . . . will be found demersed in it.

Boyle, Works, IV. 515.

demersed (de-mersf), a. [< L. demersus, pp.:
see demerse.] In bot,, situated or growing un-
der water : applied to leaves of plants : same
as submersed.

demersion (df-mfer'shon), «. [< LL. demer-
sio{n-), < L. demersus, pp. of demergere: see de-

merse, demerge.] 1. The act of plunging into

a fluid; immersion.— 2. The state of being
overwhelmed. [Rare or obsolete in both uses.]

The sinking and demernon of buildings into the earth.
Bay, Diss, of World, v. § 1.

demesmerization (df-mez-mer-i-za'shon), n.

Tlie net of demesmerizing.
demesmerize (de-mez'mer-iz), v. t.

;
pret. and

pp. demcsmerized, ppr. demesmerizing. [< de-

priv. + mesmerize.] To relieve from mesmeric
influence.

demesne (de-men'), n. [Early mod. E. also dc-

measiie, prop, demain, demean, < ME. demaine,
demeine, etc., < OF. demaine, demeine, etc., vars.

of domaine, right of ownership, power, domin-
ion, domain : see demain and domain. The cor-

rupt spelling demesne (cf. OF. demesne, demeisnc,
corrupt spellings of demaine, demeine, adj., of a
domain) has been preserved through legal con-
servatism.] If. Power; dominion; possession.
See demain.

Whether from the circumstances of their original for-

mation, or from the prevalence of commendation to a lord
for purposes of protection, the bulk of English villages
were now "in demesne"— that is to say, in the "domin-
ion " or lordship of some thegn, or bishop, or in that of the
crown itself. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 315,

2. A manor-house and the land adjacent or near,
which a lord of the manor kee})S in his own
occupation, for the use of his family, as distin-

guished from his tenemental lands, distributed

demi-bombard

among his tenants, originally called bookland or
cliarter-land, and folk-land or estates held in

villeinage, from which sprang copyhold estates.
Copyhold estates, however, have Ijeen accounted demesnes,
because the tenants are judged to have their estates only
at the will of the lord.

The defects in those acts . . . have hithei-to been wholly
inetfectual, except allout the demesnes of a few gentlemen.

Swift.

3. Any estate in land.

A gentleman of noble parentage.
Of fair demesnes, youthful, and nobly train'd.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 5.

My father's dead ; I am a man of war too.

Moneys, demesnes ; I have ships at sea too, captains.
Fletcher, Eule a Wife, i. 5.

The demesnes of John, I.ord of Biscay, . . . amounted
to more than eighty towns and castles.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

Ancient demesne, collectively, the manors that, accord,
ing to the Doomsday bot)k, were actually in the hands of

the crown at the time of Edward the Confessor or William
the Conqueror, though they may have been subsequently
granted to tenants.- Demesne lands, lands which the

lord has not let out In tenancy, but has reserved for his

own use and occupation.

The demesne lamis of the crown . . . were abundantly
sufficient to support Its dignity ami magnificence.

llallam, -Middle Ages, viii. 2.

In his demesne as of fee. See demain.

demesnial (de-me'ni-al), a. [< demesne + -ial.]

Pertaining to a demesne. [Rare.]

Demeter (de-me'ter), n. [L., < Gr. ATi/iriTtip,

Doric Aafiarrip, usually explained as for *t!i/iT/-

^1P, ^ 7^! = Doric 6a, earth, + f'/n/p = E. mother;
but the identification of Aa, which is found in-

dependently only in a few exclamatory phrases,
with yv, eartli, is very doubtful.] In anc. Gr.

myth., the goddess of vegetation and of useful

Demeter of Cnidus, in the British Ml:

fruits, protectress of social order and of mar-
riage ; one of the great Olympian deities. She
is usually associated, and even confiinnded, in legend and
ill cult, with her daughter Persephone (Proserpine) or
Kora, whose rape by Hades (Pluto) symbolizes some of the
most profound phases of Hellenic mysticism. The Romans
of the end of the republic and of the empire assimilated
to the Hellenic conception of Demeter the primitive Italic

clitbonian divinity Ceres.

demi (de-mi'), «. Same as demy, 2.

demi-.
' [OF. F. demi-, < OF. F. demi, halt, <

li. dimidius, half, < di-, apart, +
»Hef?iH.5, middle: see medial, mid-
dle. CLdemy.] A prefix denoting
*half.' It occurs especially in techni-
cal terms taken from the French.many of

them not .\nglicized, especially in terms
of heraldry, fortification, etc. It is also
freely used as an English prefix. In
heraldry the half of an animal used as
a bearing Is always the ujiper half, in- Demi-lion,

eluding the head and fore legs. I'snally

the creature is in an upright attitude, rampant, comba-
tant, or the like.

demi-ass (dem'i-as), n. A book-name of the
heniione {Equus hemiontis), translating the spe-

cific name.
demi-bain (dem'i-ban), n. [F., < demi-, half,

-t- bain, a bath.] Same as demi-bath.

demi-bastion (dem'i-bas"tion), n. [F., < demi-,

half, + bastion, bastion.] In fort., a bastion

that has only one face and one flank.

demi-bath (dem'i-bath), n. [< demi- + bath;

cf. demi-bain.] A bath in which only one por-

tion of the body is immersed. Also demi-hain.

demi-bombardt, ". A cannon used ill the sec-

ond half of the sixteenth century, having some-
times a chamber, and sometimes a uniform
bore.



demi-brassart

demi-brassart (dem'i-bras"art), n. In plate-

armor, the partial covering of the arm, usually
worn over the sleeve of the hauberk; especially,

that covering the upper arm at the back, as

distinguished from the vambrace, which cov-

ered the arm below the elbow. Also demigarile-

hras.

demi-cadence (dem'i-ka'dens), «. In music, a
half cadence. It usually denotes the progres-

sion from tonic to dominant. See cadence.

demi-cannon (dem'i-kan'on), n. A name given
to one of the larger kiniis of heavy gun, as
used in the latter part of the sixteenth century.
It is said to liiive been a piece liaviiig a l)ore of 6| inches,

ami tlirowing a sliot weigliing 33^ pounds. .Some autliora

describe it as larger ttlan tliis.

demi-caponiere (dem'i-kap-o-ner'), n. In fort.,
a ditch so arranged that a fire can be delivered
from one side onl}'. Also half-eaponiere.

demicarlino (dem'i-kar-le'no), M. A coin equal
in value to half a carlino.

demi-castor (dem'i-ka8"tor), n. 1. An infe-

rior quality of beaver. Hence— 2t. A hat
made of beaver of this quality.

I Icnow In that more subtil air of yours tlusel some-
times passes for tissue, Venice beads fur pearl, and deyni-

catfturx for Iteavers. Howell, Letters, iii. 2.

demi-chamfron (dem'i-cham'fron), 71. A vari-

ety of the chamfron that covered the head be-
tween the ears and the forehead as far as below
the eyes. See chamfron.
demicircle (dem'i-ser-kl), n. A simple instru-

ment for measuring and indicating angles,

sometimes used as a substitute for the theodo-
lite. It consists essentially of a gi-aduated scale of half
a circle, a movable rule pivoted on the center so as to

sweep the graduated arc, and a compass to show the mag-
netic bearings. The two objects whose angle is to be
measured are sighted along the rule and along the diam-
eter of the scale, i'. //. Knight.

demi-cuirass (dem ' i - kwe ' ras), n. The demi-
placate or pansiere.

demi-culverin (dem'i-kul'vfer-in), n. A kind
of cannon in use in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, it is described as having a bore of

4^ inches and throwing a shot weighing 9^ pounds.

They had planted rae three demi-culverin^ just in the
mouth of the breach.

B. Joinson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 1.

One [piece of ordnance] . . . was exceeding great, and
alK)Ut sixteene foote lung, made of brasse & deiity culverlin.

Conjat, Crudities, I. 125.

demideify (dem-i-de'i-fi), V. t. ; pret. and pp.
demideified, ppr. demideifying. [< demi- + deify.

1

To treat as a demigod. [Rare.]

Thus by degrees self-cheated of their sound
And sober judgment that he is but man.
They demidtti/i/ and fume him so
That in due season he forgets it too.

Cowper, Task, v. 266.

demi-distance (dem'i-dis'tans), «. In fort., the
distance between the outward polygons and the
flank.

demi-ditone (dem'i-di'ton), n. In music, a mi-
nor third.

demifarthing (dem-i-far'THing), h. a coin of
Ceylon current at the value of half an Eng-
lish farthing, or one fotirth of a United States
cent.

demi-galoniert (deffi'l-gal-o-uer'), h. A vessel
for table use, apparently of the capacity of half
a frallon. See galonier.

demigarde-bras (dem'i-gard'bras), n. Same
as demi-briixnart,

demi-gauntlet (dem'i-ganflet), «. In surg., a
bandage, resembling a glove, used in setting
disjointed fingers.

demigod (dem'i-god), ;i. [Formerly as demij-
god ; < demi- -f- god; cf. F. demi-dictt.'] An in-

ferior or minor deity; one partaking of the
divine nature; specifically, a fabulous hero
produced by the intercourse of a deity with a
mortal.

He took his leave of them whose eyes bad liim farewel
with tears, making temples to him as to a demi-noii.

Sir A Sidney.

We . . . find ourselves to have been deceived, they de-
claring themselves in the end to be frail men, whom we
Judged demigodt. Uooker, Eccles. Polity, vil. 24.

To be gods, or angels, demigods.
Milton, P. L, Ix. 937.

View him [Voltaire] at Paris in his last career.
Surrounding throngs the deviirjod revere.

Coii7<cr, Truth, 1. 312.

demigoddess (dem'i-god"es), n. A female deity
of the minor or inferior order.

demi-gorge (dem'i-gorj), «. in fort., that part
of tlic polygon which remains after the flank is

raised, and goes from the curtain to the angle
of the polygon. It is half of the vacant space
of or entrance into a bastion.
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demigratet (dem'i-grat), V. i. [< L. demigratus,

pp. of demigrare, migrate from, < de, from, -(-

Hii'girare, migrate : see migrate. '\ To emigrate;
expatriate one's self. Cockeram.
demigrationt (dem-i-gra'shon), «. [< L. demi-
gratio{n-), < demigrare, migrate from: see demi-
gratc.~\ Emigration ; banishment.

We will needs bring upon ourselves the curse of Cain,
to put oui-selves from the side of Eden into the land of
Nod, that is, of demigration. Bp. Halt, Quo Vadis? § 22.

demi-grevidret (dem'i-gre-viar'), n. Same as
demi-jamhe.

demi-hagt, «. [Also demUhake, demi-haque, <
demi- + "hag, *liake, *liaque, short for hagbut,
hackbut,']^ A kind of firearm, a smaller kind of
hackbut, in use in the second half of the six-

teenth century. See hackbut.

The short gun, the hagbut, and the denii-hake were de-
rivatives, in tlie natural order of evolution, from the bom-
bards of Cr^cy and the more perfect pieces of artillery
that had enabled Henry VII. to establish his supremacy
over the remnant of the nobles left by the wars of the
Koses. 5. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 282.

demi-islandt (dem'i-i'land), n. A peninsula.

The place from which the Turks were to have had the
aforesaid Iwioty was almost in manner an island. . . .

Thus was the Persian armie quite discomfited in this dem i-

islatut. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

demi-jambef, n. A piece of armor covering the
front of the leg only. Compare bainberg. Also
called dcmi-greviere.

demijohn (dem'i-jon), n. [An accom. (as if

demi- + John) of F. damejeanne, a demijohn, an
accom. (as if Dame Jeanne, Lady Jane) of Ar.
damagan, a demijohn, said to be so called from
Damagan, a town in northern Persia, once fam-
ous for its glass-works. The forced resemblance
to John is in accordance with the humorous
colloquial use of proper names as names for
vessels; examples are Jacfcl, jiW^, and (prob.)
jHi/i: see these words.] A large glass vessel
or bottle with a bulging body and small neck,
usually cased in wickerwork, but sometimes in

a wooden box with a notch in the top extend-
ing over the neck of the vessel, for convenience
in ])0uring out its contents.

demi-lance (dem'i-l&ns), n. 1. A short and
light spear introduced in the sixteenth century.

Light demi-lancen from afar they throw,
Fasten'd with leathern thongs to gall the foe.

Dryden, Mneid.

2. A lightly armed horseman, especially one
armed with a demi-lance. The demi-lances seem to
have succeeded the hobblers of the middle ages, and to
have been the prototypes of the more modem light horse.

Pedro, did you send for this tailor? or you, Moncado?
ITiis light French demi-lance that follows us?

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii 2.

To equip, in especial, as many demi-lances, or light
liorsemen, as they could, and to meet the Duke at Walden.

/(. B". Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

3. The armor worn by such a horseman, con-
sisting of open helmet, breast- and back-pieces,
usually fitted with pauldrons, tassets, and,
rarely, brassarts or demi-brassarts.
Also formerly dimilance.

demilune (dem'i-lun), n. and a. [F., < demi,
half, -I- /«/!e, moon : seolune.'] I. n. 1. Acres-
cent.

It is an immense mass of stone of the shape of a demi-
lune with a bar in the middle of the concave.

lioyer Sorlh, Lord Guilford, I. 228.

In some cases we find alveoli in which these small cells

are not arranged in demilunes. Uncyc. Brit., XVII. 672.

2. In fort., an outwork consisting of two faces
and two little flanks, constructed to cover the
curtain and shoulders of the bastion.

He laid his hand, as Drayton might have said, on tliat

stout bastion, horn-work, ravelin, or demilune whidi
formed the outworks to the citadel of his purple isle of
man. Kinysley, Westward Ho, viii.

Demilunes of Heidenbain. Same as crescents o/ Gia-
nuzzi (which see, under crescent).

II. a. Crescent-shaped.

The demilune cells and the serous cells which are present
in considerable number in the sub-maxillary glanti of the
cat. Proc. Boy. Soc, X.VXVIII. 215.

demi-mentonnifere (dem'i-men-to-niar'),«. In
armor, a mentonnifere for the tilt, protecting the
left side strongly, high and heavy, and secured
firmly to the breastplate, but leaving the right
side nnproteotod. Compare Jwst.

demi-metamorphosis (dem ' i -met- a -m6r ' fo-

sis), «. Incomplete or imperfect metamorpho-
sis, as of an insect; hemimetabolism.
demi-metope (dem'i-met'o-pe), n. In arch., a
half metope, sometimes found at the angles of

demise

a Doric frieze in Roman, Renaissance, or other
debased examples.
demi-monde (dem'i-mond), n. [F., < demi, half,

-1- mondc, the world, society, < L. mundus, the
world: see mundane.'] 1. A term introduced
by Alexandre Dumas the younger to denote (as
defined by himself) that class of women who
occupy an equivocal position between women
of good reputation and social standing on the
one hand and courtezans on the other ; women
of equivocal reputation and standing in society.— 2. Commonly, but less correctly, courtezans
in general.

demiostage (dem-l-os'taj), n. A variety of
tamin. Diet, of Needleioork.

demi-parallel (dem'i-par'a-lel), w. In fort., a
place of arms between tKe second and third
parallels, designed to protect the head of the
advancing sap. WiJhelm, Mil. Diet.

demi-parcelt (dem'i-par"sl), ji. The half; the
half part.

My tongue denies for to set forth
The demi-parcel of your valiant deeds.

Greene, Alphonsus, UL

demi-pauldron (dem'i-pal'dron), )i. A defense
for the shoulder; the smaller pauldron of the
close of the fifteenth century.
demi-pectinate (dem'i-pek'ti-nat), a. Pecti-
nate on one side only, as the antenna of an in-

sect; semi-penniform.
demi-pike (dem'i-pik), n. Same as spontoon.

demi-placard (dem'i-plak'ard), n. In armor,
same as dcmi-placate.

demi-placate (dero'l-pla^kat), n. A piece of
plate-armor covering a part only of the breast
or of the back, used either alone or over a gam-
beson or similar coat of fence, or forming part
of an articulated breastplate. Compare pan-
siere.

demiquaver (dem'i-kwa"vfer), n. In music, a
sixteenth note. Also called semiquaver.

demi-relief (dem'i-re-lef), n. Same as mezzo-
riUevo.

demirep (dem'i-rep), n. [Said to be short for
"demi-reputation.] A woman of doubtful repu-
tation or suspected chastity.

The Sirens . . . were reckoned among the demigods as
well as the demi-reps of antiquity.

Dr. Bumey, Hist. Music, I. 806.

demirepdom (dem'i-rep-dum), n. [< demirep
¥ -ilom.] Demireps collectively; the demi-
monde.
Him, Lady B., and demirepdom.

Carlyle, in Froude, I. 137.

demi-revetment (dem'i-re-vet'ment), n. In
fort., that form of retaining-wall for the face
of a rampart which is carried up only as high
as cover exists in front of it, leaving above it

the remaining height, in the form of an earthen
mound at the natural slope, exposed to but in-

vulnerable by shot.

demisability (de-mi-za-bil'i-ti), II. [< demis-
able : see -bility^ In law, the state of being
demisable.
demisable (df-mi'za-bl), a. [< demise + -able.l

That may bedemised or leased : as, an estate
demisable by copy of court-roll.

demisang (dem i-sang), «. [< F. demisang; <

demi, half, + sang, blood.] In law, one who is

of half-blood.

demise (de-miz'), n. [< OF. demis, desmis, fem.
demise, F. dimis, demise, pp. of OF. demettre,
desmettrc, P. demettre, resign, < L. dimitlere,
send away, resign, dismiss: see demit^ = dimit,
dismiss.'] If. Transfer; transmission; devolu-
tion, as of a right or an estate in consequence
of death, forfeiture of title, etc.

The greate Convention resolved that King James hav-
ing deserted the kingdom . . . had by demise abdicated
himself and wholly vacated his right.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 15, ie6ft

2. In law, a conveyance or transfer of an es-
tate by will or lease in fee, for life or for a
term of years ; in modern use, a lease for years.
Hence— 3. Death, especially of a sovereign
or other person transmitting important pos-
sessions or great fame: often used as a mere
euphemism for death, without other implica-
tion.

So tender is the law of supposing even a possibility of
his [the king's] deatii, that his natural dissolution is gen-
erally called his demise. Blackstone, Com., I. 7.

Tlie crown at the moment of demise must descend to the
next heir. Macaulay.

Demise and redemise, a conveyance where there are
mutual leases made from one to another of the same land
or something out of it. =Syn. 3. Death, Decease, Demit*,
See decease.



demise

demise (de-nuz'), r.
;

pret. and pp. demised,

ppr. demisinff. [< demise, ».] I, trans. 1. To
bequeath; grant by will.

AVhat state, what dignity, what honour
Caust thou demise to any child of mine ?

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

2. In Jaic, to transfer or convey, as an estate,

for Ufe or for years; lease.

The povernour and treasurer, by order of the general
court, did demise to Edward Converse the ferry between
Boston and Charlestown.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 427.

The words grant and demise in a lease for years create
an implied warranty of title and a covenant for quiet en-

joyment. Justice Swatme, 92 U. S., 109.

H. intrans. To pass by bequest or inheri-

tance ; descend, as property.

Now arose a difficulty— whether the property of the
late King demised to the king or to the crown.

Qreville, Memoirs, Jan. 8, 1823.

demisemiciuaTer (dem'i-sem-i-kwa'vfer), n. In
musical notation, a note s f» ea C-P
relatively equivalent in ^ g J^ ^^
time-value to half of a „ ^ ^ ^
semiquaver; a thirty-sec-

ond note. Its form is either o or 6 when alone,

or c or d when in groups.—Demisemlquaver
Test, in m usical notation, a rest or sign for ^j silence equiv-

in time-value to a demisemlquaver
note ; a thirty-second rest. Its form is :

demisentt (dem'i-sent), n. [< OF. demiceinet, a
half-girdle, < demi-, half, -f- eeinct, girdle: see

cem<. J A form of girdle worn by women in the
sixteenth century.

demi-sheath (dem'i-sheth), n. In entom., one
of a pair of plates or channeled setee which,
when united, form a tube encircling an organ

:

Bpecjfically applied to elongate organs which
cover the ovipositor of ichneumons and some
other insects.

demispheie (dem'i-sfer), n. [OF. demisphere,
< demi-, half, + sphere, sphere.] Same as hemi-
sphere. [Rare.]
demiss (de-mis'), o. [= OF. demis, desmis =
Sp. demiso = Pg. demisso = It. dimisso, dimes-
so, humble, submissive, < L. demissus, pp. of de-

mittere, let down, cast down: see demit^.'] 1.

Downcast ; htunble ; abject. [Kara.]

He downe descended, lilce a most demisge
And abject thrall, in fleshes fraile attyre.

Spenser, Heavenly Love.

Neither is humility a virtue made up of wearing old
clothes, ... or of sullen gestures, or demiss behaviour.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1836), I. 30-2.

2. In hot., depressed ; flattened. E. Tuckerman.
demission^ (df-mish'on), «. [< OP. demission,
F. deminsion = Sp. demision = Pg. demissSo =
It. dimessione, a humbling, lowering, < L. de-

migsio{n-), a letting down, lowering, sinking,
abatement, < demittere, let down, lower, demit:
aeedemit^.'i A lowering; degradation ; depres-
sion.

Demission of mind. Hammond, Works, I. 238.

Their omission or their demission to a lower rank.
Th£ Amsriean, VI. 214.

demission^ (de-mish'on), n. [< OF. demission,
desmission, V .'demission = Sp. dimision, = Pg.
dimissdo = It. dimessione, a giving up, resigna-
tion, demising, dismission, < L. dimissio(n-), a
sending away, dismission, discharge, < dimit-
tere, send away, dismiss: see demit^ = di7mt,

dismiss, and ef. dimission and dismission, doub-
lets of demission'^.'] A laying or letting down;
relinquishment; resignation; transference.

Even in an active life . . . some recesses and temporary
demissions of the world are most exi>edient.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 96.

Inexorable rigour Is worse than a lasche demission of
sovereign authority. Sir R. UEslranrjc.

demissionaiyl (dg-mish'on-a-ri), a. [< demis-
sion'^ + -«r(/i.] Degrading;' tending to lower
or degrade.

demissionary^ (de-mish'on-a-ri), a, [< demis-
sion''^ -(- -ary^. Ci. P. demissionnaire = Pg. de-
missionario, one who has resigned an office.]

Pertaining to the transfer or conveyance of an
estate by lease or will.

demissivet (de-mis'iv), o. [As demiss + -i»e.]

Humble; downcast; demiss.
They pray with demissive eyelids, and sitting with their

knees detlected under them, to shew their fear and rever-
enue. Lord, The Banians, p. 72.

demisslyt (de-mis'U), adv. In a humblemanner.
demissory (df-mis'o-ri), a. [Var. of dimissory,
q. v.] In .S'cote law, tending to the resignation
or laying down of an office.

demi-suit (dem'i-sut), n. The suit of light ar-
mor common in the fifteenth century and later.
In Ita later form it was without jamliei or other leg-de-
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fenses than tassets, and often without iron gauntlets, thus
closely resembling the corselet. See corselet, .S.

demit^t (df-mif), v. t. [< L. demittere, pp. de-

missus, send down, drop down, cast down, low-
er, let fall, < de, down, -I- mittere, send: see

mission, and cf. admit, commit, emit, etc. Cf.

also demit^ = dimit.'] 1. To lower; cause to

droop or hang down ; depress.

They [peacocks] presently demit and let fall the same
[their trains]. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 27.

2. To submit ; himible.

She, being heaven-born, demits hersell to such earthly
drudgery. Norris.

demit^ (de-mif), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. demitted,

ppr. demiiting. [= OF. demetre, desmetre, des-

mettre, F. demettre = Pr. demetre = Sp. Pg. di-

mitir = It. dimettere, < L. dimittere, send away,
dismiss, let go, release, < di-, dis-, away, apart,

+ mittere, send. Cf. dimit, a doublet of demit^,

and see dismiss, etc.] If. To let go; dismiss.

Let us here demit one spider and ten flise.

lleywood. Spider and Fly (1656).

2. To lay down formally, as an of&ce ; resign

;

relinquish; transfer.

The rest of the lords enterprisers, after they had secured
the queen in Lochlevin, began to consult how to get her
majesty counselled to demit the government to the prince
her son. Melvill, Memoirs, p. 85.

General Conway demitted his office, and my commission
expired, of course. Hume, Private Correspondence.

demi-tint (dem'i-tint), n. [< demi- + tint, after
F. demi-teintc. Cf. mez^otint.'\ In painting, a
gradation of color between positive light and
positive shade. Commonly called half-tint.

demitone (dem'i-ton), n. In OTtwJc, same as
semitone. [Little used.]

demiurge (dem'i-erj), ». [< L. demiurgus, < Gr.

dtifuovpy6(, contr. of earlier (Epic) Srjiuoepyof, lit.

a worker for the people, a handicraftsman, a
skilled workman, a maker, an architect, the
Maker of the world, the Creator (see def.),'<

6T]fuog, of the people (< (5w«>f, the people), + *ip-

yetv, work, cpyov, a work, = E. work.'] 1. A
maker or creator ; the Creator of the world

;

specifically, a supernal being imagined by some
as the creator of the world in subordination to
the Supreme Being, in the Gnostic system the Demi-
urge (also called Archon, and Jatdabaoth, or son of Chaos)
was represented as the chief of the lowest order of spirits
or eons of the Pleroma. Mingling with Chaos, he evolved
from it a corporeal, animated world. He could not, how-
ever, impart to man the true soul or pTteunm, but only a
sensuous one, psyche. He was identified with the Jeho-
vah of the Jews, and was by some regarded as the origi-

nator of evil.

God defined as First Cause . , . would not be God, but
a demiurge, or subordinately creative deity, created to
create the world. Hodgsoti, Phil, of K«Ilection, III. xi. § 6.

It is much easier to believe that in some way unknown
to our finite intelligence the power and goodness of God
are compatible with the existence of evil than that the
world is the work of an interiordemiurgus or other demon.

Edinburgh Rev.

The Gnostics agreed in attributing the world in which
we live to an Angel, or a Demiurge, inferior to the infi-

nite God. G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 386.

2. In some Peloponnesian states of ancient
Greece, one of a class of public officers who
in some cases appear to have constituted the
chief executive magistracy.
demiurgeous (dem'i-er-Jus), a. [< demiurge -I-

-OMs.] Of the nature of or resembling a demi-
urge; of demiurgic character. [Bare.]

There is, in our drunken land, a certain privilege ex-
tended to drunkenness. ... Our demiurgeous Mrs. Grundy
smiles apologetically on its victims.
R. h. Stevenson, Familiar Studies of Men and Books, Pref.

demiurgic, demiurgical (dem-i-6r'jik, -ji-kal),

a. [< L. as if *demiurgicus, < Gr. oijiuovpyiKoi;,

< <J;?//iot;py(ir, demiurge : ^ee demiurge.'] Pertain-
ing to a demiurge, or to the act or process of

creation.

Far beyond all other political powers of Christianity is

the demiurgic power of this religion over the kingdoms
of human opinion. De Qtnncey.

To play the part of a demiurge was a delight to Shelley

;

even to have an interest in the demiurgic effort was no
mean happiness. E. Dowden, Shelley, II. 304.

demi-Tambrace (dem'i-vam'bras), n. In armor,
a plate of iron protecting the outside of the
forearm, and adjusted over a sleeve of mail or

a sleeve of gamboised work.
demi-villt (dem'i-vil), n. In law, a half-vill,

consisting of five freemen or frank-pledges.

demi-vol (dem'i-vol), «. In her., a single wing
of a bird, used as a bearing.
demi-volt (dem'i-volt), n. [< P. demi-rolte, <

demi-, half, -I- volte, a leap, vault : see vault^. ] In
the manage, one of the seven artificial motions

democrat

of a horse, in which he makes a half turn with
the fore legs raised.

Fitz-Eustace, . . . making demi-volte in air,

Cried, " Where's the coward that would not dare
To fight for such a land ? " Scott, Marmlon, iv. 30.

demi-WOlf (dem'i-wulf), n.; pi. demi-wolves
(wiilvz). A half-wolf ; a mongrel between a
dog and a wolf.

Spaniels, curs,
Shoughs, water-rugs, and demi-wolves, are cleped
All by the name of dogs. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

demobilization (de-m6"bi-li-za'shon), n. [< F.
d('-mi>hiU.<iation, < detnoiiliser, demobilize : see
demobilise.'] The act of disbanding troops ; the
reduction of military armaments to a peace
footing; the condition of being demobilized,
and not liable to be moved on service. Also
written demobilisation. See mobilisation.

demobilize (de-mo'bi-Uz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

mobilised, ppr. demobilizing. [< F. demohiliser, <

de- priv. + mobiliser, mobilize: see mobilize.]

To disband ; change from a condition of mobi-
lization. Also written demobilise.

democracy (de-mok'ra-si), «.; pi. democracies
(-siz). [Formerly democraty, democratic ; < OF.
democratic, F. democratic (t pron. s) = Sp. Pg.
democracia = It. democrazia = D. G. demokratie
= Dan. Sw. demokrati, < Gr. driuonpaTia, popular
government (cf. 6rifu)KpaTtic6ai, have popular
government), < iv/^, the people,+ Kpareiv, mle,
be strong, < nparof, strength, < /cparif, strong, =
Goth, hardus= E. hard, q. v.] 1. Government
by the people ; a system of government in which
the sovereign power of the state is vested in the
people as a whole, and is exercised directly by
them or their elected agents.

The majority, having the whole power of the commu-
nity, may employ all that power in making laws, and ex-

ecuting those laws ; and there the form of the government
is a perfect democracy. Locke.

In this oi>en democracy [of the town meeting], every
opinion had utterance ; every objection, every fact, every
acre of land, every bushel of rye, its entire weight.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord,

2. A state or civil body in which the people
themselves exercise all legislative authority,

and confer all executive and judicial powers,
either by direct collective action or through
elected representatives. Athens and some of the
other ancient Greek states, and, within the limits of their

power, the canton of Appenzell in Switzerland and the
towns of the northern United States, are instances of de-
mocracies of the first class. In democratic republics gen-
erally, however, all power is exercised by delegated au-
thority. See republic.

3. Political and social equality in general; a
state of society in which no hereditary diflfer-

ences of rank or privilege are recognized: op-
posed to aristocracy.

Rank nor name nor pomp has he
In the grave's democracy.

Whittier, Grave by the Lake.

4. [^cap.] In U. S. polit. hist. : (a) The system
of principles held by the Democratic party.
See democratic. (6) The members of the Demo-
cratic party collectively.

[The Missouri controversy] was a political movement
for the balance of power, balked by the Northern democ-
racy, who saw their own overthrow, and the eventual sep-
aration of the States, in the establishment of geographical
parties divided by a slavery and anti-slavery line.

T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 10.

5. In a collective sense, the people; especial-
ly, the people regarded as exercising political

powers.

Thence to the famous orators repair.
Those ancient, whose resistless eloquence
Wielded at will that fierce democratic.

Milton, P. R., iv. 269.

Social democracy. See social.

democrat (dem o-krat), n. [= D. demokraaf =
G. Dan. Svr.demokrat, < P. democrate= Sp. demo-
crata = Pg. democrata, < NL. "democrata, < Gr.
S?)/ioKpaT-, base of dr/fioKpaT-iK-of, ir/fjonpaT-ia : see
democratic, democracy.] 1. One who believes
in or adheres to democracy as a principle of

government or of organized society; one who
believes in political and natural equality; au
opponent of arbitrary or hereditary distinc-
tions of rank and privilege: opposed to aris-

tocrat.

Like most women of first-rate ability, she was at bottom
a democrat ; rank was her convenience, but she had no
respect for it or belief in it. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 157.

2. reap.] A member of the Democratic party
in the United States.

The name Democrat, now in use by one of the great
parties North and South, was originally a terra of re-

proach, like tllat of Jacobin, and subsequently like that of
Locofoco, and has been freely accepted at the South only
since the Kebt-Uioii.

Quoted by Thtirlow Weed, Autoblog., p. 135.
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democrat
. ,,- i / i.-\ „ AamnMah ((ip-mol'ishl, V. t. r< OF. demohss-,

, AligM wagonwithoutatop,containiBgsev. democratyt^^ democrat^^^^^^^^ « dem^l^feirtin pS'of aenX F. den^oUr =
ml seats and usually drawn' by two horses. [See democracy.] Democracy.

Pr. demoH.ir = Sp. demoler = Pg. dmofor = It.

.rilinaUy eaUed demolratie ^agon. [Western ,Jhey .^oP no, ...ther ch.^^ ^^^^^^^ G. damo«m,= Dan. de„,o^r. = Sw.
3

Originally called democratic «,affO«. [Western TJ^^^^W ;;.^^..;..^-;" ^;;^;^; R"ero™atio„ in Eng

and Midie U S.]-Social democrat See soa^
Tjemocritean (de-mok-ri-te'an), a. [< Democri-

democratic (dem-o-krat'ik), a. [= i • Mmo l^eniocnTOaii ^u| /, ^^^^^^^.^^^
cratique = Sp. Pg. It.

<'f>tf'-"%l^''%^- f^t ^"Grtek ph losopherCn about 460 B. C, or to

''''"""'•'' \. J—„™«* 1 1 Per. See atomic.

He [Xenocratesl seems to have identified the Platome

ideas with numbers, and the Denwcntean atoms with the

units of which tlie latter were composed, and to have re-

garded the soul as a certain "««
<'^"5j'j;,^^^jli„d, xi. 89.

< dimoKpaTia, democracy : see democrat.} 1 .
Jr-er-

tainingto or characteristic of democracy as a

principle of government.

rh^h^e^^r^'y ofSa^hLtSJ^ho^t^"^^^ Democritic (dem-o-krit'ik), «.

"gT^^h^:; 'tHe chance ^o, practice. L^l, Democracy. -oo"«--
(dem^-krit'i-kal), a. Inthe style

2. [caj..orZ.c.] In F. S. poJito, of
,
pertaining De'nocrttocaUdey^^

to or characteristic of the Democratic party; otDemoemus. »PP^ii«^— _ _^ ^ ^^ ^5^

Same as De-

being a supporter of the Democratic party: as,

a Democratic newspaper; the Democratic plat-

form; a I>e»iOcra(ic convention.

He was democratic, not in the modem sense of the term,

as never Iwlting a caucus nommation, and never thmking

differently from the actual administration ; but on prm-

ciSle as founded in a strict, in contradistinction to a lati-

tudinarian, construction of the constitution.
, y ^ isentm, Thirty Years, II. 188

demoUre =G. demoUren = Dan. demolere = bw.

demoicro, < L. demoUri, throw down, pull down,

demolish, < de, down, + moiiij, build, con-

struct, set in motion, exert oneself at, en-

deavor, < moles, a pile, huge mass, whence K.

moleS, q. v. Cf. amolish.] 1. To throw or pull

down; destroy the structural character of, as

a building or a wall; reduce to ruins.

The men who demclished the images in cathedrals have

not always been able to demolish those which were en-

shrined in their minds. Macaulay, MUtoii.

2. To destroy in general; put an end to; ruin

utterly; lay waste.

Our family had now made several attempts to be fine;

bu'jToril/foreseen disaster '^emo.s^^X^^"^
projected

=Syn. Raze, Demolish.
fables on natural history, on account ot his

writings on the language of birds, etc. Davies.

Not to mention democritical stories, do we not find by

experience that there is a mighty disagreement between

an oak and an olive tree? , . , ,. „ qoj
Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 394.

Demodex (dem'o-deks), m. [NL., appar. < Gr.

dyuos, the people, + 6vi (SriK-), a worni in wood,

J. n. iKu,^n, .U.-VJ .v„.- - < SaKvtiv, bite.] The typical genus of follicular

8.Pertainingtoorcharacteristi.ofd^mocracy ^a-itic mit-
1^^^^^^^

as a social principle
'""''^'''^viiJpf- hence ifhe M?ToSdes and sebaceous follicles. Simoma is a

ingequal natural rights and privileges, hence, Seeco.«rfo. ,^ , ^^^ ,^ ,,. ,/n n„e wl,n tiii11<i

ftfe from forced inequality or servihty; being Demodicidae(dem-o-dis'i-de),n.p;. [NL.,prop. demolisher (de-mol'ish-6r), «•, One who Pulls

on acommonle/el: opposed to oristocrattc; as, x>modmd«', < Dmodea; (-dec-) + -tdffi.] A fam- or throws down; one who destroys or lays

a democratic community or assemblage; demo- j, ^f itch-insects or mange-mites, of the order -^aste.
. .=..•„„, y..

/g^^^jj^ consisting of the single genus Demo- .^^^ demolishers of them can give the clearest aeeount,

dex These minute parasitic arachnidshave an elongated how the plucking down of ehurches conduceth to the set-

^m.like body^most of the length of which is a circular- ting up of religion. Fuller, Worthies, Exeter.

=svn J<aze, uemv^^u. Raze, to level with tlie ground

;

d°riolUh, to destroy by complete seP*"^'™' °'
P*j'f,o,^

house is razed when it is leveled, even if it largely holds

together; it is demolished if torn to pieces, even if some

parts of it stand in place.

Razeth your cities, and subverts your towns.

And in a moment makes them desolate.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., U. 3.

In demoliahing the temples at Alexandria, the Chris-

tians found hollow statues'^flxed to the walls, ""to which

the priesU used to enter and thence deliver oracles.
^

JoHin, Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

cratic manners Democratic party, a political party

of the riiited States, whose distinctive principles are strict

construction of the Constitution with respect to the pow-

ei-s delegated to the general government and those re-

gerved to the States, and the least possible "'terference

of government with individual and local liberty of actioiL

Hence it has opposed national centralization, supported
rr. . . ___:„.- „# *!... .,i^..t.^i>oi fi-on/'biRp advocated

called DennalophilijS '£»r^.5i?S.S*"-elS^oS DeiSi^I^^(f^-9-g6r'gon)^ «. [^1. D^^^
ll':^'S.Vi?f''!f;rs"^ithaview,.orevenu^ .?'''-i?«(«:.)^?'-^^_ Ji^J^^^^^^^ll^^L^^n'stltlus

lactantius) Placidus, a scholiast on Statins

(about A. D. 450); prop. < Gr. <5ai/iuv, a demon,

+ yopyot, grim, terrible, whence Topyu, Gorgon:

see Gorqon. ] A mysterious divinity, viewed as
, . •'

, s A ^v...» +l.nTi r,F Twrirahin. nv

low tarin uuiies wim » view w j.;.,,..^...-...^. -—: ."^
.

tectlon, and contended for close limitation of the objects

of public expenditure. It was at first known as the Anti-

Kedcral party, then took the name of Republican, and

finally (about 1795) that of Democratic-Republican, which

Is still iU formal designation ; but it was many years be-

fore Democratic was generally accepted as its shortened

name instead of Republican, the change beginning about

1810. See /(<•/>«« ica II. ,,,.,,. , t
democratical (dem-o-krat'i-kal), a. and n. I.

a. Characterized by democracy; of a demo-

cratic nature or tendency ; democratic.

Although their condition and fortunes may place them „-.,--
many spheres above the multitude, yet are they still ,„^„_,_^„ r.l6.tnoff'ra-f6r'), n. One who i

within the line of vulgaritie, and the Democralxcall ene- demOgrapber (Oe-mog ra ler;,

mies of truth. Sir T. Broione, Pseud. Epid.(1646), I. iv. U. versed in demography. nf „,„<>^oi„
. .„tn,»vrti„> j™,«,r,.or.H/.i'dBm-o-ffraf'ik),a. Uf or pertain-

demolissement, demolissement, < demolir (demo-

liss-), demolish: see demolish and -ment.^ ine

act of demoUshing or shattering; demoliUon.

Look on his honour, sister;

That bears no stamp of time, no wrinkles on it

;

No sad denioiwAnienf nor death can reach ft.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

some regarded as the author of creation, and

by others as a famous magician, to whose spell

dl the inhabitants of Hades were subjected.
a

mieS 01 iruiu. oir J . uf"«-'*^, '°^'"— "f— \ /, - - vrinTTv* .1. v.^.«we,.-r_—^ -
-

Every expansion of tlie scheme of government they [the demograpmc (dem-o-gral 1k;, a.

Ii-amersof the American Constitution] elaborated has been ^ jg demography.
in a democratical direction. ImuxU, Democracy.

vaccination and re-vaccination was

cleiJty shown in the IMmographic Se^jU™ of the Co^n^ress.

demography (df-mog'ra-fi), n. [=y.demogra.

phie,< Gr. ih-/uo(, people, + -ypara, < ypafnv,

wite ] That department of anthropology

which relates to vital and social statistics and

In
11 «• Same as democrat, 1. Bobbes.

democratically (dem-o-krat'i-kal-i), adv

a democratic manner.

The democratical embassy was democratically received.

Algernon Sidney.

democratiet, «. See democraty

robj^^rof^ te^rrSrlh^ro-f^'woVsMprby demoUtion (dem-o-Ush'pn), . [< Orden.li-
an ""^"•-^"^,_, _„ ^^^ „„fi,„,. r.f proHtion. and Hon F. demolition = Pr. demolition = Sp. aemo-

Ucion = Pg. demoligdo = It. demolizione=p. de-

molitie, < L. demolitio(n-), < denioliri, pull down

:

see demolish.-i 1. The act of overiirowmg,

pulUng down, or destroying, as a structure

;

hence, destruction or ruin in general: as, the

demolition of a house or of military works; the

demolition of a theory.

Even Gods demolitions are super-ediflcations, his anato-

S's^'^r^e^^itl""""'
"" " """"' "™St sfrn^onTii'

Their one great object was the demolition of the idols

and the purification of the sanctuary.
Macaulay, Hallam s Const. Hist.

And by them stood

Orcus and Ades, and the dreaded name

Of Demogorgon. Milton, V. h. ii. 966.

is

After scattering all arguments for a political Institution,

he often opposes its demolition, from expediency.
vv

jy/itppte. Ess. and Rev., I. 26.

_^ which relates to vital and social Statistics and j^ jiv,„^ft ,„,„ abatement; annulment: as,

,u»„v,.„ .„.„ . . .. .. «• ,[< their appUcation to the comparative study of ^^^^JJ^ j^ deinolition of a servitude or a

'democratify (< democrat + -i-fy) + j^ble.i races and of nations. _^ .„ . ... .,,™„„,n nuisance.

democratiflable (dem"o-krat-i-fi a-bl), a.

*democratify (< democrat + -HV) + ""

That may be made democratic. [Rare.]

The remnant of United Irishmen, whose wrongs make

them hate England, I have more hopes of. I have met

with no determined Republicans, but I have found soine

who are democralijiable. Shelley, in Dowdeii, I. 245.

democratisation, democratise. See democrati-

zation, democratize.

democratism (de-mok'ra-tizm), n. [= hp.

democratismo ; as democrat + -ism.] The prin-

ciples or spirit of democracy. [Bare.]

democratist (de-mok'ra-tist), n. [< democrat

+ -ist.] A believer in or supporter of democ-

racy; a democrat. [Kare.]

He endeavours to crush the aristocratick party, and to

nourish one in avowed connexion with the most furious

democratista in France.
. ,„

Burke, Thoughts on French Affairs.

democratization (dem'o-krat-i-za'shon), n. [<

democratize + -ation.'\ The act of rendering

or the process of becoming democratic : as, the

democratization of European institutions. Also

spelle<l (liniorratisation.

democratize (de-mok'ra-tiz),«. t.
;
pret. and pp.

democratized, ppr. democratizing. [= F. demo-

cratiser = Pg. democratizar ; < democrat +-ize.

Cf. Gr. STiiioKpaTiQcw, bo on the democratic side.]

To render democratic; make popular or com-

mon ; bring to a common level. Also spelled

democratise.

It is a means of denuKratizing art, of fumishing innu-

merable impressions of a plate. The Atlantic, LX. lt;ti.

ITiere was a great impetus given by politics to tlie de-

moeratizing of the nation, ami, in the rapid social changes

of the day, the educated class found Itself well siiakeii up

with the mec^hanic. //. K. Scudder, Noah Webster, p. 161.

races auu Ul uanwuo. «i,iepnpp
demoiselle (dem-wo-zel'),». t^- :

seetoZi ] ^"^^^^t^onist (dem-o-lish'on-ist) «. [< den,

1. A vounK lady; a damsol.-2. A bird, the °'°j^V^''4r"gj.3 ^ One who favors demolition or

destruction, as of institutions; a radical revo-

lutionist. Carlyle. „. j
demon(de'mon),n. [Also,mL. spelling.da-more,

= D. demon = G. Sw. ddmon = Dan. damon =
OF. demon, F.d^mon (cf . Pr. demoni= Sp. Pg. It.

demonio, <LL. dwmonium, <QT.daiii6viov, dim.),

< L. da;moii, a spirit, genius, lar, eccles. an evil

spirit, < Gr. iatfiav {6ai/iov-), a god or goddess,

deity, a tutelary deity, a genius, lar, a god ot

lower rank, later also a departed soul, a ghost,

in N. T. and eccles. an evil spirit; of uncertain

origin- (1) by some identified with day/iuv,

knowing (which is also found, perhaps by error,

in the form Saiuuv), < dafivat, learn, teach, akin

to Siddaiatv, teach, L. docerc, teach (see didactic

unddocile, doctrine); (2) by some derived, with

formative -/^uv, as 'the distributer of destinies,

< daiav, divide, distribute ; (3) by some re-

garded as for orig. 'i^aiF/iov, < 'oai/-, diF-, a.a in

, „ ,,,. *6iFog,Sioi, heavenly, I.. divus,dtvmus,Aiyme,
"" ^^'

,,, de,,s, god, deiHt-)s, deity, ete.: see deity.ll.

Numidian crane, Anthropoides virgo: so called j^ g^_ ,„y(ft.^ a supernatural agent or mtelli-

from its gracefulness and symmetry of form. gence, lower in rank than a god; a spirit nom-

The galUdadder . . . [was] wanting in two out of six i^g a middle place between gods and men
;
one

de^noisftles
Ou:en, Anat., xvn. ^^\ ^j^^^ „f ministering spirits, sometimes re-

3 In entom., a damsel-fly ; a dragon-fly.— 4. garded as including the souls of deceased pei-

Ashark Socerdo %«««.', about 12 feet long.
« • —"

—"^—"« °i

l>layfair.— 5. Afishof the genus Pomacentrux

;

one of the family i'omacnifnda'.

De Moivre's property of the circle, De Moi-

vre's theorem. See circle, theorem.

sons ; a genius : as, the demon or good gonius ot

Socrates. Sometimes written daimon.

Thy dcemun (tlmfs thy spirit which keeps thee) is

Nolle, courageous, high, "n™»!jfh«ble.
^__^ ^^ ^^ ^



demon
Tliose Vemmis that are found

In fire, air, flood, or under ground,
Wliose power hatii a true consent
"With planet, or with element.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 93.

Soon was a world of holy demons made,
Aerial spirits, by great Jove design'^
To be on earth the guardians of mankind.

T. Cooke, tr. of Hesiod"s Worlis and Days, i.

A dirmon, in the philosophy of Plato, though inferior to

a deity, was not an evil spirit, and itis extremely doubtful
whether the existence of evil df^moiis was known either

to the Greeks or Romans till al)out the time of the advent
of Christ. Lcckii, Europ. Morals, 1. 404.

2. An evil spirit; a devil: from the belief of

the early Christian world that all the divinities

of the pagans were deN-ils.

If that same demon, that hath guU'd thee thus,

ShouUt with his lion gait walk the whole world,
He might return to vasty Tartar back,
And tell the legions, I can never win
A soul so easy as that Englishman's.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 2.

3. Figuratively, an atrociously wieked or cruel

person; one characterized by demoniac pas-
sions or conduct.— 4. [.cap.2 A certain genus
of Colcoptera.

demoness (de'mon-es), n. [< demon + -ess.'] A
female demon.
The Sichemites . . . had a goddess or demoness, under

the name of Jephthali's daughter.
J. Mede, Apostasy of Latter Times, p. 31.

demonetization (de-mou'e-ti-za'shon), n. [<

demoneti:e + -ation ; = F. demonetisation.'] The
act of demonetizing; the condition of being
demonetized. Also spelled demonetisation.

The object to be accomplished, by diminishing the
amount of legal-tender paper, is precisely the same ol)ject

which was sought to be accomplished by the demonetiza-
tion of silver. jV. A. Rev., CXXVII. 119.

demonetize (de-mon'e-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and jjp.

demonetized, ppr. demonetizing. [< L. de- priv.

+ jHoneto, money, + 'E.-ize; =F.demonctiser.']
To divest of standard monetary value; with-
draw from use as money; deprive of the char-
acter of money. Also spelled demonetise.

Tliey [gold raohurs] have been completely demonetized
by the [EJast India] Company. Cobdeit.

Germany and England, in demonetizing silver, have cre-

ated a money pressure there unparalleled in our times.
N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 101.

demoniac (de-mo'ni-ak), a. and n. [< ME. demo-
niak = F. demoniaque = Pr. demoniayx, demo-
niat = Sp. Pg. It. demoniaco, < LL. dcemoniacus,
< Gr. as u *SatuoviaK6^, for which only datfioviKdg

(whence LL. dwmoniciis, E. demonic), < dai/iov, a
god, genius, spirit : see demon.] I, o. 1. Per-
taining to a demon or spirit.

He, all unarm'd,
Shall chase thee, with the teiTonr of his voice.

From thy demoniack holds. Milton, P. R., iv. 628.

2. Produced by demons; influenced by demons.
Demoniac phrensy, moping melancholy.

Milton, P. L., xi. 486.

3. Of the character of a demon; acting as if

possessed by demons ; wild; frantic; extremely
wicked or cruel.

H. n. 1. One who is supposed to be pos-
sessed by a demon ; one whose volition and
other mental faculties seem to be overpow-
ered, restrained, or disturbed in their regular
operation by an evil spirit; specifically, a luna-
tic.

Raving and blaspheming incessantly, like a detnoniae,
he came to the court. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

In the synagogue was a demoniac, a lunatic with that
dual consciousness which sprang out of a real or sup-
posed possession by an evil spirit.

0. J'. Fislier, Begin, of Cliristianity, p. 437.

2. [cap."] One of a section of the Anabaptists
who maintained that the devils would ultimate-
ly be saved. Imp. Vict
demoniacal (de-mo-ni'a-kal), a. Of demoniac
character or origin; like a demon; demoniac.
—Demoniacal possession, possession by demons or evil
spirits. In the New Testament, especially the Gospels,
persons are spoken of as being possessed with devils. By
the Kationallstic school of writers these are regarded as
insane persons, whose condition tiie popular belief of the
time ascribed to the influence of evil spirits ; by evangeli-
cal writers it is believed that evil spirits actually exercised
a controlling influence over the spirits of men in the time
of Christ, and that his superior power was attested by cast-
ing these evil spirits out.

demoniacally (de-mo-ni'a-kal-i), adv. In a de-
moiiiiical manner; as a demoniac.
demoniacism (de-mo-ni'a-sizm), n. [< demo-
niac + -ism.] The state'of being a demoniac

;

the practices of demoniacs.
demonial (de-mo'ni-al), a. [< OF. demonial, <
ML. 'dcmonialis, < Or. (^ai/x6vioc, of or belong-
ing to a demon, < daifiuv, demon: see demon.]
Of the nature or character of a demon ; relat-
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ing or pertaining to a demon ; characteristic of
or performed by a demon or demons. [Rare.]

No man wlio acknowledges demonial things can deny
demons. Cudivorth, Intellectual System, p. 204.

demonian (de-mo'ni-an), a. [As demonial +
-till.] Having the qualities or characteristics
of a demon. [Rare.]

Demonian spirits now, from the element
Each of his reign allotted, rightlier call'd
Powers of fire, air, water, and earth beneath.

Milton, P. R.,ii. 122.

demonianism (de-mo'ni-an-izm), n. [< demo-
nian + -ism.] Tlie state of being possessed by
a demon. [Rare.]

The teachers of the gospel in tlie fullness of their in-

spiration must needs be secure from an error which so
dreadfully affected the religion they were entrusted to
propagate as demonianij^ni did, if it were an eiTor.

Warburton, Divine Legation, ix., notes.

demoniasm (de-mo'ni-azm), n. [< Gr. as if

*i)ai/ioviac!/id<;, < iaijioviav, also i^ai/iovdv, be under
the power of a demon, < Aaijiuv, demon : see de-

mon.] The state of being under demoniacal
influence

;
possession by a demon. [Rare.]

What remained but to ascril)e both to enthusiasm or
demoniasia.1 Warburton, Sermons, p. 2y5. (Latfiam.)

demonic (de-mon'ik), a. [< Gr. iaiiioviKdc, <
daijiuv, a demon : see demon.] Pertaining to
or like a demon; demoniac. Also diemonic.

He may even show sudden impulses which have a false
air of dannonic strength, because they seem inexplicable.

Qeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xv.

demonifuge (de-mon'i-fuj), n. [< LL. deemon,
a (lemon, + fugarc, put to flight.] A charm
or protection against demons.
Of these, Isabella ... I hope was wrapped in tlie fri-

ar's garment ; for few stood more in need uf a demonifufje.
Pennant, London, p. 271.

demonism (de'mon-izm), n. [= F. demonisme;
as demon + -ism.] Belief in the existence of
demons; character or action like that of de-
mons.
The established theology of the heathen world . . .

rested upon the basis of demonism.
Farmer, Demoniacs of New Testament, i. § 7.

demonist (de'mon-ist), w. [< demon + -ist.] A
believer in or worshiper of demons.
To believe the governing miiul or minds not absolutely

and necessarily good, nor confined to what is best, but
capable of acting according to mere will or fancy, is to be
a Demonist. Shaftesbury.

demonize (de'mon-iz), v, t.; pret. and pp. de-

monizcd, ppr. demonizing. [< ML. dwmonizare,
make demoniac, < Gr. dai/iovi^iadai, be under the
power of a tutelary deity or spirit, in N. T. be
possessed by a demon.] To subject to the in-

fluence of demons ; make like a demon; render
demoniacal or diabolical.

Man's choices free or fetter, elevate or debase, deify or
demonize his humanity, Alcott, Tal)lets, p. 184.

Christ is now [in his temptation] to have his part in a
state demonized by evil.

Bushnell, Forgiveness and Law, p. 158.

demonocracy (de-mon-ok'ra-si), n. [= F. de-
monocratie, < Gr. {iaifiuv, a demon, -I- -Kparia,

government, < Kparelv, rule, be strong.] The
power or government of demons.
demonographer (de-mon-og'ra-fer), n. [= F.
demonographe ; < dcmonography + -crl.] A
writer on demons and demonologj'; a demon-
ologist.

The deinonographers of the sixteenth to the eighteenth
century continually allude to the fliglit of Simon Magus
across the Forum as effected by the aid of demons.

N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 4.

demonography (de-mon-og'ra-fi), n. [= F. de-
monographie = Pg. demonographia, < Gr. iaifiuv,

demon, -t- -ypaipia, < ypatfien; write.] The de-
scriptive stage of demonology. 0. T. Mason.
[Rare.]

demonolater (de-mon-ol'a-ter), «. [=^F. de-
monoldtre, < Gr. ihijiuv, a demon, -t- -Aarpr/c, <
'Aarpeveiv, worship. Cf. idolater.] A demon-
worshiper.

Certain demonolators in the present day, as far as the
outward evidence of their affliction goes, display as plain
signs of demoniacal possession as ever were displayed 1800
years ago.

lll>. Caldwell, quoted in Oxenham's Short Studies, j). 421.

demonolatry (de-mon-ol'a-tri), n. [= F. de-

monoldtrie = Sp. demonohitria = Pg. dcmonoUi-
tria, < Gr. 6al/juv, a demon, -f- ?.aTpeia, worship.]
The worship of evil spirits ; the worship of evil

personified as a devil.

Demonolatry, Devil-dancing, and Demoniacal posses-
sion. Bp. Caldwell, Contemporary Rev., Feb., 1876.

demonologerf (de-mon-ol'o-j6r), n. [< demon-
ology + -tfj-l.] A demouolbgist. North.

demonstrate

demonologic, demonological (de"mon-o-loj'ik,
-i-kal), a. Pertaining to demonology,
dembnologist (de-mon-ol'o-jist), n. [< demon-
ology + -1st.] One versed in demonology.
demonology (de-mon-ol'o-ji), «. [= F. de-
monologic, < Gr. dat/iuv, a demon, + -/.oyia, <
Aiytiv, speak: see -ology.] 1. A discourse or
treatise on demons ; an account of evil spirits

and their character, agency, etc.

Demonology, the branch of the science of religion which
relates to demons, is much obscured in the treatises of old
writers. £ncyc. Brit., VII. 54.

2. The study of popular superstitions concern-
ing demons or evil spirits.

demonomagy (de-mon-om'a-ji), n. [< Gr. 6ai-

/jui>, a demon, -I- /tayoi, magic, a magician : see
magic] Magic dependent upon the agency of
demons. [Rare.]

The author had rifled all the stores of dcmonomaiiy to
furnisli out an entertainment. Bp. Ihtrd.

demonomancy (de'mon-o-man-si), H. [< F. di-
monomaiicie, < Gr. Aaiuuv, demon, -I- /javrcia,

divination.] Divination while under the influ-

ence or inspiration of the devil or of demons.
demonomania (de'''mon-9-ma'ni-a), n. [= F. de-
monomanie = Pg. demonomania, < NL. da'inon-

omania, < Gr. iai/juv, a demon, + fiavia, mania.]
In pathol., a kind of mania in which the patient
fancies himself possessed by devils.

demonomistt (de-mon'o-mist), n. [< demon-
omy + -ist.] One who lives in subjection to
the devil or to evil spirits.

demonomy (de-mou'o-mi), n. [< Gr. Mfiuv,
a demon, -I- -vofiia (ef. v6uo(, law), < vifitiv, reg-
ulate.] If. The dominion of demons or evil

spirits.— 2. The deductive and predictive stage
of demonology. O. T. Mason.
demonopathy (de-mon-op'a-thi), n. [< Gr.
iWifiuv, demon, + ndiuq, suffering.] Demono-
mania.
demonopolize (de-mo-nop'o-Uz), v. t.

;
pret. and

pp. demonopolized, ppr. demonopolizing. [< de-
priv. + monopolize.] To destroy the monopoly
of ; withdraw from the power of monopoly.
Since the expiry of the contract the mines [of Colombia)

have been demonopolized. Encyc Brit., VI. 1.54.

demonry (de'mon-ri), ?i. [idemon + -ry.] De-
moniacal influence. [Bare.]

What demonry, thinkest thou, possesses Varus?
J. BaUlie.

demonship (de'mon-ship), n. [< demon + -ship.]

The state of being a demon.
demonstrability (df-mon-stra-birj-ti), n.

Demount raiileness.

demonstrable (de-mon'stra-bl), a. [= Sp. de-

mostrahle = Pg. demonstravel, < LL. demonstra-
bilis, < L. demonstrare : see demonstrate.] Capa-
ble of being demonstrated; susceptible of being
proved beyond doubt or contradiction.

The grand articles of our belief are as demonstrable as
geometry. Glanvilte, Seep. .Sci.

It is demonstrable that light cannot reach our system
from the nearest of the fixed stars in less than five years,
and telescopes disclose to us objects probably many times
more remote.

,S'/')- J. Hersrliel, in Tyndall's Light and Elect., p. 21.

demonstrableness (de-mon'sti-a-bl-nes), w.

The quality of being demonstrable.
demonstrably (de-mon'stra-bli), adv. In a
demonstrable manner; so as to demonstrate;
beyond the possibility of doubt ; manifestly.

He should have compelled his ministers to execute the
law in cases that demonstrably concerned the public
peace. Clarendon, Great Rel>ellion.

demonstrancet (de-mon'strans), n. [< ME. de-
monstrauiicc, < OF. dcmonstrunce, demoustrance
(= It. dimostranza), < NL. as if *demonstrantia,
< L. demonstran{t-)s, ppr. of demonstrare, de-
monstrate : see demonstrate. Cf. monstrance.]
Demonstration; proof; exhibition of the truth
of a proposition. Holland.

He leyed them in the mydle of the cyt^, and abode the
demonstraunce of god. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 158.

If one or a few sinful! acts were a sufficient demon,
strance of an hypocrite, what would become of all the
elect, even tlie l>est recorded in Scripture?

R. Junius, Cure of Misprision.

demonstratable (dem'on-stra-ta-bl), a. [<
demonstrate + -able.] Capable of being de-
monstrated; demonstrable. [Rare.]

It is a fact dynamically demonstratable that the total
amount of vis viva in any moving system abandoned to
the nuitual reaction of its particles . . . has a maxinumi
value which it cannot exceed, and a minimum below
which it caruiot descend, lierschel, Pop. Lectures, p. 469.

demonstrate (de-mon'- or dem'on-strat), v. t. ;

pret. and pp. demonstrated, ppr. demonstrat-
ing. [< L. demonstratus, pp. of demonstrare



demonstrate

(> Sp. (lemostrar = Pg. demonstrar = It. dinio-
strare = D. dcmoiistreren = G. dcmonstriren
= Dan. demonstrerc = Sw. demonstrera), point
out, indicate, designate, show, < rfc- + mon-
strare, shovi : see moiistratioit, monster. Ct.re-
monstrate.'i 1. To point out; indicate; make
evident; exhibit.

How he lov'd the People, other Arguments then affected
sayings nuist demonstrat. Milton, EikonokIast«s, ix.

For the Gardens, one
made them in the Rocky
for them, he demoiutrated
finishing his design, tlian he did wisdom in choosing the
place for it. Maumlretl, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. Ij9.

Specifically— 2. To exhibit, describe, and ex-
plain, as the parts of a dissected body ; teach
by the ocular use of examples, as a physical
science, especially anatomy or any of its prin-
ciples.— 3. To establish the truth of; fully es-
tablish by arguments; adduce convincing rea-
sons for belief in, as a proposition.
As tlie proving of these two tilings will overthrow all

atheism, so it » ill likewise lay a clear foundation for the
riemniulralinff of a deity distinct from the corporeal
world. Cudirorth, Intellectual System, p. 145.

demonstration (dem-on-stra'shon), n. [< ME.
demoiistracion, < OF. cfemonstrati'on, demonstroi-
son, F. demonstration = Sp. demostracion = Pg.
demonstragao = It. dimostraHone = D. demon-
stratie = G. Dan. Sw. demonstration, < L. demon-
stratio(n-), < demonstrare, point out: see dc-
monstrate.^ 1. The act of pointing out or ex-
hibiting; an exhibition; a manifestation; a
show : as, a demonstration of friendship or sym-
pathy.

Did your letters pierce the queen to any demonnlralion
of grief? SAo*., Lear, iv. .3.

2. The exhibition and explanation of exam-
ples in teaching an art or a science, especially
anatomy.— 3. Milit., an exhibition of warlike
intentions; a warlike attitude or movement:
specifically, a military operation of any kind
which may be performed for the purpose of
deceiving the enemy respecting the measures
which it is intended to employ against him.
He was compelled by the national spirit to make a dem-

onstration of war. Uallavi.

1529
Demonstratimi [is] nothing hut the perception of such

agreement [of ideas] Ijy the intervention of other ideas or
mediums. Jjocke, Human Understanding, IV. iv. 7.

Direct demonstration, demonstration toO aion, or
demomtralio ijuia, a proof irtiH-eidiiif; fioni the true cause
of the fact proved.- Imperfect demonstration. See a
jwrfcnon.— Indirect demonstration, demonstration
Tou on, or demonxtratio quid, a proof wliicli does not show
the true cause of the fact proved.— Oatensive demon-
stration, in math., a demonstration whicli jilaiiily and
directly denionstr.ites the truth of a proposition

dempt
The cause [of the crimes of the Creoles] is to be found Idthe existence of slavery; and the invariable demoralimtion

which this accursed practice produces is not checked by an vsystem of religious teaching, quarterly Jiei)., Nov., 1810.
The demoralization among the Confederates from their

defeats at Henry and Donelsoii, their long marches fron:
«"?'.»«,'Jr'^en. Columbus, and Nashville, and their failure
at Sliiloh, . . was so great that a stand for the timewould have been impossible.

V. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 374.

= It. dimostratiro, < L. demonstrativus, < de-
monstrare, point out: see demonstrate.'] I. a.
1. Exhibiting or indicating with clearness: as,
a demonstrative 6g\iTe in painting.— 2. In rliet.,

expressing or explaining with clearness, force,
and beauty.— 3. Characterized by or given to
the strong exhibition of any feeling or quality;
energetically expressive: as, a demonstrative
manner; a demonstrative person.
Hay hasn't been too officious about me and too demon-

strative. Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth.

4. Pertaining to or of the nature of proof;
having the power of proving or demonstrating;
indubitably conclusive : as, a demonstrative ar-
gument; de;Hon«<ra<u'e reasoning.
A syllogism demonstratiee is that which is made of ne-

cessary, immediate, true, certain, and infallible proposi-
tions, being first and so known aa they need none other
•"(xjf- Blundemlle.

It is impossible by any solid or demonstratioe reasons
to persuade a man to lielieve the conversion of the needle
to the north. Sir T. Bromu, Religio Medici, i. 48.

Probations are demonstrative in the stricter sense of that
term when the certainty they necessitate is absolute and
complete

:
that is, » hen the opposite alternative involves

a contradiction. sir W. Hamilton.
Demonstrative certainty. See cei7om(i/.—Demon-

zare = D. demoraliseren = G. demoralisiren =
Dan. dcmoraliscre = Sw. demoraliscra ; as de-
priv. + moral -t- -i:e.} 1. To corrupt or un-
dermme the morals of; weaken or destroy the
effect of moral principles on.
When the Doctor [Noah Webster] was asked how many

words he had coined for his Dictionary, he replied, only-
one, "to demoralize," and that ... in a pamphlet pub-
lished in the last century.

Sir C. Lyelt, Travels in the United States, p. 63.

It is always demoralizing to extend the domain of senti-
ment over questions where it has no legitimate jurisdie-
''"»• Lou-ell, Study Windows, p. 158.

2. To deprive of spirit or energy ; dishearten;
destroy the courage, confidence, or hope of;
render incapable of brave or energetic effort

:

specifically used in relation to troops : as, the
charge of our cavalry completely demoralized
the enemy's left wing.
But war often for a time exhausts and demoralizes, it

sometimes perpetuates injustice, it is occasionally under-
taken against the clearest provisions of the law of nations.

Woolseij, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 208.

3. To throw into confusion in general; bring
into disorder; confuse mentally: as, he was
badly demoralized by fright. [Colloq.]
Also spelled demoralise.

strative Judgment, a judgment in which something is Oemos (de'mos), n. [< Gr. inuoc, the peODle •

'"•''' '" '"' '" """""^ "•"""' - " "*-"*' - see deme^.-i 1. In Gr. antiq., the people ; the
public; the commonwealth.— 2. The populace;
the common people.
Only thus is there hope of arresting the general defec-

tion from the religious life observable lioth in the intel-
lectual classes and through large strata of the Demos.

Contemporary Bev., L. 25.
Also demus.

held to be necessarily piovcil.— Demonstrative legacy
See (e.'/aci/.— Demonstrative pronoun, in '/rm/i., a pro-
noun that points to, rather than dclini-s or describes the
object to which it relates: the name is applied to English
this, that, you, and to their correspondents in other lan-
guages.— Demonstrative root, a name sometimes ap-
plied to the pronominal roots in general, as implying posi-
tion and direction rather than quality.

n. n. A demonstrative pronoun.

If any nncertainty remains as to the enemy's disposi-
tion, deinonstratioiu should be made generally along the
front, to oblige him to show his hand.

Macdougall, Modern Warfare, viii.

4. A public exhibition, by a number of persons,
of sympathy with some political or other cause,
as in a mass-meeting or a procession .— 5. Proof,
either (a) a process of stating in an orderly
manner indubitable propositions which evi-
dently cannot be true without the truth of the
conclusion so proved, or (&) the propositions
80 stated. Properly, demonstration is restricted to per-
fect pr(K)f, especially mathematical pr(H>f. (.See the ex-
tract from Burgersdicius, Ik-Iow.) According to the Aristo-
telian doctrine, which has gieatly in(lueiiced the use of

r.piiw.ii.t.11.^ n...l *l.„ 1.. .: ^ . . . •. »"''' tii/tll \-T ftl f*'Uf iW Wahwi >i uf*.> i.» t!-

convincingly. a subclass of Silidspongia; in which sexradiate
First, I demonstratively prove spicules are absent. It is divided into two or-
That feet were only made to move. Prior, ders, Mnnaxonida and Tetractinellida.

No man, he [Plato] thought, could see clearly and de- demoSDOnSfian (de-mo-SDOn'ii-anl n nnrl «
monstratively what was right and what was wrong and not f « uHr nertninim; to tTfl n^^^act accordingly. ^<fam .9mi(A, Moral Sentiments, vii 6 2 •^* tt

*^" 9."^ P^I taining tO the iJewosponflrJOE.

o T„ _ J ^ 1.- . , .
II. "• One of the Demosnonqia^.

eihibitionT?^«HnL''.^'^TrT*^
energetic Demosthenian, Demosth4nean (de-mos-the'-

slnlu'ebj
^ ' ^ '^ "'

^t^l do-mos-the-ne'an), a. Same as Demos-

demonstrativeness (de-mon'stra-tiv-nes), «.
The quality of being demonstrative, in any of
its senses.

principles
; and the conclusion must not only l)e shown to

be true, but also to lie a mere special case of the truth of
one or more of the principles from which it is derived. It
was supposed that this was the character of the best
mathematical proofs ; but mathematical pnKif consists in
constnicting a diagram or formula according Ui certain
rules which prescribe that certain relations shall exist
lietwecn the parts of that diagram, and then in showing
by observation (directly or indirectly) that certain addi-
tional relations exist between those parts; and no impi>r-
taut mathematical proof is of the nature of the Aristote-
lian <lemonstration. The word has conse(iueiitly acquired
two signillcations : first, iu original sense of a ixrfect
mathematical proof; second, the sense of a proof drawn
from principles, as in the Aristotelian theory. There is
also a third signification, according to which a demon-
stratum IS any proof which leaves no room for reason-
able doubt, such aa Kepler's proof that the orbit of -Mars
)s an ellipse. Writers who adopt the Aristotelian view
hold that the reditctio ad aljsurdmn and the Fennatlan
mode of proof, though entirely convincing, are not perfect
demonstrations.

Some an admirable delight drew to Musicke ; and some
the certainty of demonstration to the .Mathematickes. '

.S'l'r P. Siilneij, Apol. for Poetric.

Demonstration Is a syllogism made of such propositions
as are true, first immediate, and manifestly known, and
be the causesof the conclusion. First and immediate here
is all one, signifying such propositions as need not be
proveil or made more evident by any other former prono-
»'"""»• muJecilie.
Demonstration, in the Greek in<a,i(if, is amongst the

geometricians a delineation of a diagram, in which thcv
exhibit the tnith of their propositions to be seen by the
eye I o that is opposed pseudographema : that is, a de-
scription or false delineation. Now these words, as many
others, which are used in the doctrine of syllogism, are
translated from geometry into logic : and there demon-
stration is taken sometimes frjr any certain and perspicu-ous proof, l)ut here in this place strictly for svllogisni sci-
entlllc, and pseudographema. or false syllogism, for syllo-gism begetting error or cntrary to science.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

[= F. ffc-

mtmstratiur, OF. demonstreuf= Sp. demostra-
dor = Pg. drmonstrador = It. dimostratore, < L.
demonstrator, < demonstrare, point out: see de-
monstrate.'] 1. Onewhopointsout, exhibits, or
explains by examples; specifically, in anat.,
one who exhibits, describes, and explains the
parts when dissected; a teacher of practical
anatomy.

In 1805, he [Sir Benjamin Brodie] assisted Mr. Wilson in
teaching anatomy, and in 1809 officiated aa demonstrator.

Gallery of Hedieine, Sir B. Brodie.

2. One who demonstrates; one who proves
anjfthing with certainty or with indubitable
evidence.

Whether an algebraist, fluxionlst, geometrician, or dem-
onstrator of any kind, can expect indulgence for obscure
principles or incorrect reasonings.

Bp. Berkeley, Analyst, xliii.

3. The index finger. Ihinglison.

demonstratorship (dem'on-stra-tor-ship), V.

[< demonstrator + -shijt.]" The position or of-
fice of a demonstrator in anatomy.
When Valsalva was transferred to Parma, Morgagni suc-

ceeded to Ids anatomical demonstratorship.
Eticyc. Brit., XVI. 822.

demonstratory (de-mon'stra-to-ri), a. [< LL.

thcnic.

Eini)hatic and abnormal position of single words and
phrases was a distinctly Demosthenian device, to prick
his hearers as it were, and keep their attention at a high
degree of tension. 7'rans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI. 127.

Demosthenic (de-mos-then'ik), a. [< L. Be-
mosthenicus, < Demosthenes, < Gr. ^rlfmaeevr|^, a
celebrated orator. The name means 'strong
with the people,' < if/iio^, the people, + adho^,
strength.] Pertaining to or characteristic of
Demosthenes, a celebrated Athenian orator and
patriot (384-.S22 B. c), especially famous for
his "Philippics," or orations delivered against
the encroachments of Philip, king of Macedon.
demotic (de-mot'ik), a. [= F. demotiijue = Sp.
demotico, < Gr. dtz/wTiKo^, of or for the common
people, popular, democratic, < 6>i/i6Tyc, one of
the common people, < <%of, the common peo-
ple. Ct. democratic.] Popular; pertaining to
the common people: specifically applied to a
certain mode of writing used in Egypt for epis-
tolary and business purposes from about the
seventh century B. c, as distinguished from the
hieratic and hieroglyphic. Also called enchorial.
In Egyptian writing the demotic or enchorial system is

a corruption of the hieratic. Farrar, Language, xiil.

It [the Rosetta stone] was engraved in three sets of
characters, the first being in the ancient hieroglyphics,
the second in the more recent and popular language and
characters called demotic, and the third in the Greek.

U. S. Osltorn, Ancient Egypt, p. 19.

(trmon.ilraloriHs,<'lj. demonstrator: see demon- ^^P^T?^^^' *'• '• -^ obsolete form ot damn
^trator.] Tending to demomstrate; demonstra-
tive. [Rare.]
demoraget, ". An obsolete form of demurraqe.
demoralization (de-mor"al-i-za'shon), H. [='F.
demoratiMitioH = Sp. desriioralizacion = Pg. des-
moraliza^3o = It. demoralizzazione ; as demoral-
ize -I- -ation.] The act of demoralizing, or the
state of being demoralized. Also spelled de-
moralisatioH.

t lift iterr.

dempster, ». See deemster.

demptt (dempt). [ME. dempt, contr. of dcmed,
pp. of dcmen, deem, judge : see rfeeml.] An ob-
solete preterit and past participle of dcem^.

Till partiall Paris dempt it Venus dew.
Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 55.

Therefore, Sir knight,
Arcad what course of you is safest dempt.

Spenser, V. Q., III. xi. 23.



demnlce

demnlcef (df-muls'), v. t. [= It. demuleere, < L.
deni ulcere, stroke down, soften, < de, down, +
miilcerc, stroke, allay.] To soothe, mollify, or
pacify.

Wherewith Saturn was demtUced and appeased.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, fol. 64.

demulcent (de-mul'sent), a. and n. [= Sp.
demulceiite, < L'. demulcen(,t-)s, ppr. of demuleere:
see demiilce.2 I. a. Softening; mollifying;
soothing: as, a demulcent laedicuie.

There are other substances, which are opposite to both
florts of acrimony, which are called demulcent or mild.

Arbutknot, Aliments, v.

U. n. Any medicine which assuages the ef-

fects of irritation ; that which softens, soothes,
or mollifies, as gums, oils, flaxseed, and other
mucilaginous substances.

It [gum-acacia] is much used in medicine as a simple
demidcent, for lubricating abraded surfaces.

A. G. F. Eliot Janus, Indian Industries, p. 171.

demolsiont (de-mul'shon), n. [An erroneous
form (by confusion with emulsion, q. v.) for *dc-
mulction, < L. as if *demulctio(n-), < demuletus,

pp. of demuleere, stroke: see demulce.'] 1. The
act of soothing or imparting comfort or con-
tent.— 2. That which soothes or contents ; flat-

tery.

Vice garlanded with all the soft demulsions of a pres-
ent contentment. Feltham, Kesolves, ii. 57.

demur (de-m6r'), t'.
;
pret. and pp. demurred,

ppr. demurring. [Early mod. E. also demurre;
< ME. *demoren, demeoren, demeren, < OF. de-
morer, demourer, demurer, aemeurer, F. demeurer
= Pr. Sp. Pg. demorar = It. dimorarc, < L. de-
morari, delay, retard, < de + morari, delay, <

mora, hesitation, delay.] I, intrans. If. To
delay; linger; tarry.

Yet durst they not demur nor abide upon the camp.
Nicolls, tr. of Thucydides, fol. 73.

Sf. To hesitate; suspend proceedings; delay
conclusion or action.

The French King by Composition taketh Louviers, Ger-
T)ury, and Vemoile, whilst the Kegent stands demurring
what was best to be done. Baker, Chronicles, p. 189.

3. To have or suggest scruples or difficulties

;

object irresolutely; take exception: as, they
demurred to our proposals.

My process was always very simple— in their younger
days, 'twas "Jack, do this;" if he demurred, I knocked
Mm down ; and if he grumbled at that, I always sent him
oat of the room. Sheridan, The Kivals, i. 2.

If he accepts it, why should you demur?
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 159.

4. In law, to interpose a demurrer.
n.t trans. 1. To put off; delay; keep in sus-

pense.
He demands a fee,

-\nd then demurs rae with a vain delay.
Quarles, Emblems, iv, 11.

2. To doubt of; scruple concerning; hesitate
about: as, "to demur obedience," Fenton.
demur (de-m6r'), n. [Early mod. E. also de-
murre, de'meure; < OF. demor, demour, demeur,
m., demore, demeure, f., stop, delay; from the
verb.] 1. Stop; pause; hesitation b:, to pro-
ceeding or decision.

The suit we Join'd in must not
Fall by too long detnur. Ford, Broken Heart, ii. 2.

Works adjourned have many stays.
Long demum breed new delays. Southwell.

2. Exception (taken) ; objection (urged).

Caesar also, then hatching Tyranny, injected the same
scrupulous demurrs to stop the sentence of death in full
and free Senat decreed on Lentalus and Cethegus.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, ix.

All my demurs but double his attacks. Pope.

He yielded, wroth and red, with fierce demur.
Tennyson, Princess, v.

demure (df-miir'), a. [< ME. demure, < OF. de
murs, for de hounes murs (huens murs, boines
mours), lit. of good manners (in formation like
debonair, q. v.): dc, < L. de, of; bon, < L. bonus,
good; murs, mors, mours, m., f., F. mceurs, t.,

manners, < L. mores, manners : seejno'-a?.] 1.
Sober; grave; modest; formally decorous : as,
a demure look.

I sawe there luges, sittyng fulle demure,
With out semblant [regard), othir to moste or leest,
Notwithstandyng thei hadde them vnder cure.

Political PocTHS, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 55.

Loe ! two most goodly Virgins came in place, . . .

With countenance demure, and modest grace.
Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 12.

His fashion and demure Habit gets him in with some
Town-precisian, and maks him a Guest on Fryday nights.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Young Eawe Preacher.

2. Affectedly modest; making a demonstra-
tion of gravity or decorum. [This is the sense
in which the word is now chiefly used.]

1530
The demure parlour-maid, as she handed the dishes and

changed the plates, saw that all was not right, and was
more demure than ever. Trollope, The Warden, x.

demuret (de-mur'), f. !. [< demure, a.'\ To look
with reserve or bashfulness.

Your wife Octavia, with her modest eyes, . . .

Demuring upon me. Shak., A. and C, iv. 13.

demurely (de-mur'li), adv. With a grave coun-
tenance ; with a show of gravity.

Nay, to see how demureli/ he will bear himself before
our husbands, and how jocund when their backs are
turned. Dekker and Webster, Westward Hoe, i. 2.

Esop's damsel sat demurely at the board's end. Bacon.

demureness (de-mtir'nes), n. The state or as-
pect of being demure

;
gravity of countenance

or demeanor, real or affected; a show of mod-
esty.

demurity <de-mu'ri-ti), n. [< demure + -ity.']

If. Demureness; decorum.
They pretend to such demurity as to form a society for

the Regulation of Manners. Tom Brown, Works, II. 182.

They placed their justification upon their patience and
suffering for their opinioiis, and on their righteous life

and retired demurity, and affected singularity both in
word and gesture.

J\r. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 281.

2. An impersonation of demureness ; one who
behaves demurely. [Humorous.]
She will act after the fashion of Richardson's demuri-

ties. Lamb, To Southey.

demurrable (df-mer'a-bl), a. [< demur +
-«6te.] That may be demurred to ; that excep-
tion may be taken to.

demurrage (df-mer'aj), «. [Formerly demor-
age; < OF. demorage, hemourage, demoraige, < de-
morer, delay : see demur and -age."] 1 . In mari-
time law : («) Anjf detention of a vessel by the
freighter in loading or unloading beyond the
time originally stipulated. When a vessel is

thus detained she is said to be on demurrage.
(ft) The compensation which the freighter has
to pay for such delay or detention.

This day Captain Taylor brought me a piece of plate, a
little small state dish, he expecting that I should get him
some allowance for demorage of his ship William, kept
long at Tangier, which I shall, and may justly do.

Pepys, Diary, II. 56.

The claim for demurrage ceases as soon as a ship is

cleared out and ready for sailing.

M'Culloch, Diet, of Commerce.

2. (a) Detention of railway-wagons, etc. (b)

A charge of lid. per ounce, made by the Bank
of England in exchanging notes or coin for
bullion. [Eng.]
demurral (de-mer'al), n. [< demur -t- -a?.]

Hesitation in proceeding or decision ; demur.
Southey.

demurrer! (de-m6r'er), n. [< demur -^ -erl.]

One who demurs.

And is Lorenzo a demurrer still?

Youn^, Night Thoughts, fx. 1366.

demurrer^ (de-m6r'6r), ». [< OF. demorer, de-
murer, inf. as noun: see demur."] 1. In law, a
pleading in effect that, even conceding the
facts to be as alleged by the adversary, he is

not entitled to the relief he asks, a general de-
murrer is one that does not specify an objection, but
rests on some defect in substance ; a special demurrer is

one that specifies some defect in the form of the adver-
sary's allegation.

This demurrer our suit doth stay.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 529).

2. A demur; an objection. [Rare.]

" Surely you would not have this misery continue !" ex-
claims some one, if you hint a demurrer to much that is

now being said and done.
//. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 28.

Demurrer ore tenus, an informal oral demurrer; an
objection taken orally, on the argument of some proceed-
ing in the cause, that the facts alleged do not constitute a
cause of action, that the court has no jurisdiction, or the
like.—Demurrer to evidence, an admission, on the
trial, of the truth of the eviden<;e offered by the other
party, coupled with an objection that it is insufficient, and
a submission of the conti'oversy to the court thereon.

—

Demurrer to interrogatory, a reason given by a wit-
ness for refusing to answer an interrogatory. [Rare.]—
Plea of parole demurrer. Same as age-prayer.

demus (de'mus), n. [L.] See flfcwe^ and ^»ios.
demy (de-mi'), a. and n. [< F. demi, half: see
dcmi-.] I. o. Half : used to indicate a particu-
lar size of paper. See II.

n. «. ;
pi. demies (-miz'). 1. A particular size

of paper, in America this name is applied only to writ-
iiiK-paper of the size 10 x 21 inches. In Great Britain the
printing-paper known as demy is 17J X 22 inches, and dou-
ble-demy is 26 X S8J inches. English writing-demy is 15 x
20 inches.

2. A holder of one of certain scholarships in
Magdalen College, Oxford. Also spelled demi.

denaiius

He maintained his school attachment to Addison, then
a demy at Magdalen. A. Dobson, Introd. to .Steele, p. xiii.

3. A Scotch gold coin issued by James I. in
1433, and worth at that time 3s. 4d. English.
Obverse type, arms in a lozenge ; reverse, cross
in tressure.— 4t. A short close vest. Fairholt.

He . . . stript him out of his golden demy or mandillion,
and fleadhim. A'mAe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 166).

demy-pourpointf, «. A pourpointed or stuffed
garment covering the body only, without skirts,
worn in the fourteenth century.
demyship (de-mi'ship), n. [< demy + -ship.]
In Magdalen College, Oxford, one of certain
scholarships, namely, eight Senior, of the an-
nual value of £100 each, open to members of
the university who have passed all the exami-
nations requisite for the degree of B. A., and
thirty Junior, of the annual value of £50 each.

Dr. Lancaster . . . obtained for him [Addison] in 1698
one of the demyships at Magdalen.

Diet. Nat. Biog., I. 122.

denl (den), n. [Early mod. E. also denne; <
ME. den, denne, a den, lair, < AS. denii, a den,
lair (of wild beasts), = OD. denne, a den, cave

;

perhaps connected with AS. denu, ME. dene, a
valley : see den^, dean^. Cf . OD. denne, a floor,

deck, = OHG. tenni, denni, neut., MH(j. tenne,
neut. and fern., G. tenne, fem., tenn, neut., a
floor, threshing-floor.] 1. A hollow place in
the earth or in a rook; a cave, pit, or subterra-
neous recess, used for concealment, shelter,
protection, or security : as, a lion's den.

The beasts go into dei\A. Job xxxviL 8.

The children of Israel made them the dens which are in
the mountains. Judges vi. 2.

2t. A grave.

Whanne thel be doluen in her den.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 52.

3. Any squalid place of resort or residence ; a
haunt : always used in a bad sense : as, dens of
misery.

Those squalid dens, . . . the reproach of large capitals.
Macaulay.

4. A small or secluded private apartment; a
retreat for work or leisure. [CoUoq.]

Mr. Jones has to go into his den again to serve the last
arrival. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 152.

Another door in the audience-room leads to Prince Bis-
marck's private apartments, the first of which is the li-

brary, containing books on all subjects of general interest,
and presenting by no means the character of a bookworm's
favoui-ite den. Quoted in Lowe's Bismarck, II. 501.

den^ (den), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. denned, ppr. den-

ning. [< ME. dennen; < den^, n.] To dwell in
or as if in a den.

Sluggish salvages that den below.
G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph.

To den up, to retire into a den for the winter : said of
hilwrnating animals, as bears. [Colloq., U. S.)

den^ (den), «. [A variant of dean^, < ME. dene,
< AS. denu, a valley: see dean^.] A narrow
valley; a glen; a dell. [Chiefly Scotch.]

The dowie dens o' Yarrow. Old Ballad.

It's up and down in Tiftie's den,
Wliere the burn runs clear and bonny,

I've often gone to meet my love.

Andreiv Lammie (Child's Ballads, II. 193).

den*t (den), n. [In the phrase good den, in the
early dramatists ; also written goodden, godden,
and in the fuller phrase God gire you good den,
or God ye good den, and corruptly as one word,
Godgigoden, Godigeden(,Shak.,W23); prop. good
e'en, good even, and often so written: see good
and cven^, evening.] A corruption of even in the
phrase good even.

aVwr. God ye good morrow, gentlemen.
Mer. God ye good den, fair gentlewoman.
A'ur. Is it good den! Shak., R. and J., ii. 4.

denarcotlze (de-nar'ko-tiz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

denarcotizcd, ppr. denarcotizing. [< de- priv.
+ narcotise.] To deprive of narcotin: as, to
denarcotize opium,
denarius (de-na'ri-us), m.

;
pi. (fenani (-i). [L.

(se. nummus, a coin), prop, containing ten
(asses), < deni, ten each, by tens, for *decni,

< decern = E. ten : see decimal, etc. Hence P.
denier (see denier"^), Ar. dinar, etc.] 1. The

principal silver

coin of the Ro-
mans under the
rejmblic and the
empire. It was first

minted in 269 or 268 B.

C, when it weighed 72
grains ; the weightwas

UDveise. reverse. slioltly afterward re-

Denarius, in the British Museum. (SiM duced to 60 grains
of the original.) troy. 1 he obverse Ixipe



the helmeted head of Roma and the mark of value, X— dOIiayt (de-na') n.
that is, ten asses ; the reverse, Castor and Pollux. Other fnsai

* Denial; re-

denarins 1531

[< denay, ».]

mythological and historical types were substituted under
the later republic. The denarii of the empire bore the
emperors' heads. About A. D. 215 the denarius was so de-
based that it contained only about 40 per cent^ of pure sil-

ver, and it began to be supplanted about that time by the
argenteus. In A. i>. 296 Diocletian applied the name de-
narius to a copper coin issued by him. The value of the
denarius under the republic and the earlier empire was
about 17 cents. The denarius of Tiberius (see cut on pre-
ceding page) is the penny of the Kew Testament (author-
ized version of 1611).

2. A Roman weight, the 86th or 94th of a Roman
pound.— 3. In English monetary reckoning, a
penny, represented by the abbreviation d., the
penny haring been originally, like the Roman
denarius, the largest silver coin: as, 6s. Sd. (six
shillings and eight pence),
denaro (da-na'ro), H. [It., var. of ^wano, < L. , , ., , ,, , ., . ,,-..,
denarius: me dinariusA An old ItaUan money aendrantllTOpologyCden-dran-thro-pol'o-ji)

of account ; also, a weight. As a money, the denaro L< ^T. S.vSpov, a tree, + E. anthropology.^

was the twelfth part of the soldo— that is, on the average,
about the twelfth part of a United States cent As a
weight, the denaro varied in different localities from 17
to 20 grains troy.

denary (den'a-ri), o. and n. [< L. denarius,
containing teii : see denarius.'] I. a. Contain-
ing ten ; tenfold.

-My love can give no place, bide no denay.
Shak., T. N., ii. 4.

dendrachate (den'dra-kat), n. [< 6r. divSpov,
a tree, + axdrtic, agate: see agate^.] Arbores-
cent agate ; agate containing figures resembling
shrubs or parts of plants. Commonly called
moss-agate.

Dendragapns (den-drag'a-pus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Sendpov, a tree, + aydirt], love.] Same as Canace.
dendral (deu'dral), a. [< Gr. Sevdpov, a tree, +
-al.] Of or pertaining to trees ; of the nature
of a tree. [Rare.]

The exquisite tracery of trees, especially of all such trees
as that dendral child of God, the elm.

H. W. Beecher, Christian Union, Jan. 28, 1874, p. 72.

_
«.

nthr'opology.] A
supposititious system or theory that man has
sprung from trees. Davies. [Humorous.]
Although the Doctor traced many of his acquaintance

dendrocoel

In these fine curves and strokes of dendritic scripture
a graceful sylvan idyl might perchance be deciphered by
the curious. The Atlantic, LVIII. 394.

2. Markedby figures resembling shrubs, mosses,
etc. : said of certain minerals. See dendrite.

dendritically (den-drit'i-kal-i), adv. In a den-
dritic manner; as a tree: as, dendritically
branched.

In some species [Bacteria] ihe zoogloea is dendritically
ramified. £. Klein, Micro-Organisnis and Disease, p. 60.

dendritiform (den-drit'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. den-
drites, dendrite, + Jj. forma, form.] Same as
dendriform. [Rare.]
Deudrobates (den - drob ' a - tez), n. [NL. (cf

.

Gr. devSpojiaTelv, climb trees), < Gv. devdpov, tree,
+ /Sarof, verbal adj. (> IJarelv, mount), < jialveiv,

go. Ct. acrobat.] 1. InAcrpe*.,agenusof South
American tree-frogs, typical of the family Den-
drobatidw. D. tinctorius is a species inhabiting
Cayenne. Wagler, 1830.— 2. In ornith., a genus
of South American woodpeckers, of the family
I'icidm. Swainson, 1837.

not discover such symptoms in any of them as led him to
infer that the object of his speculations had existed in the
form of a tree. ... He formed, therefore, no system of
dendranthropology. Southey, The Doctor, ccxv.

The symbol 40 in our cfenarjrscale represents ten times T»._j_.„_jjjj_, ]„ , -j/- j-\ 7 i-xtt
four; . . . generally, the binary scale would call for about l>enaraspiaiaae (den-dras-pid l-de),n.vl. [NL.,
three and a half times as many figures as the deimry. < Dcndrasjii.-I (-pid-), the typical genus, + -idee.]

/op. Set. Jfo., XIII. 424, * * ;i_ .« a i._i .

to their prior allotments in the vegetable creation, he did Dendrobatldae (den-dro-bat'i-de), n. vl. [NL.,
< JJendrobates + -tdw.] A family of firmister-
nial, salient, anurous amphibians, typified by
the genus Dendrobates. They are without teeth, and
have subcylindrical sacral diapophyses. The family con-
tains a few species of tropical America and Madagascar,
having the toes dilated at the end. Also called Hyla-
plesiidce.

n. n.
;
pi. denaWes (-riz). 1. A division by

tens; a tithing: as, "tythings or denariesj"
MoUnshed.

(^entenaries that are composed of denaries, and they of

A family of venomous African serpents, of the
group Proteroglypha, represented only by the Dendrobiiun (den-dro'bi-um), n
genus Dendraspii. They have a normal tail, un- " '

grooved fangs, and postfrontals, and are closely related
to the Elapidae, with which they are associated in one
family by some authors. Also Dendratpidce.

Sir K. Digby, Supp. to Cabala, p. 248. (Latham.) DcildraspiS (den-dras'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sev-

[NL., < Gr.
ilvSpov, a tree, + /3i'of, life.] 1. An extensive
genus of orchidaceous epiphytes, distributed
through southeastern Asia from India to Japan,
Australia, and the islands of the South Paciflo.

2. A denarius.

An hnndreth denaries, or pieces of syluer coyne.
J. Udall, On Mat. xlx.

denationalization (de-nash'on-al-i-za'shon), n.

[= P. denationalisation; as denationalize +
-ation.] The act of denationalizing, or the con-
dition of being denationalized. Also spelled
denationalisation.

Mr. Chase, whose creed on slavery was in one word De-
nationalization. G. S. Memam, S. Bowles, I. 139.

denationalize (de-nash'ou-al-iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. denationalized, ppr. denationalizing. [= F.
denationaliser; &»de- priv. -I- nationalize.] 1.
To divest of nationality, or of existing national
relations or rights ; subvert or change the na-
tionality of, as a ship, a person, a people, or a
territory, by change of flag, connection, or al-
legiance

; give a new national character or re-
lation to.

Another curious feature of the denatimuilizinri charac-
ter of the Feudal system in France is found in this, that
the King of England was the real governor or feudal sov-
ereign of nearly half of the present territory of France
during almost a century. StilU, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 148.

The Paris journal, "La France," which wrote "We are
Europe ;

'* and which had appealed for subscriptions in aid
of the denationaiised Danes. Lowe, Bismarck, I. 449.

2. To divest of national scope or importance

;

limit to a particular locality ; render local : as,
to denationalize slavery or polygamy.
They [the Republicans] agreed . . . that the virgin soil

of our territories should be unpolluted by slavery, and
that this crime against humanity, and plague of our jtoli.

tics, should be denationalized. S. A. Jtev., CXXVI. 266.

3. To deprive of national limitations or pecu-
liarities ; widen the relations, scope, or appli-
cability of; make cosmopolitan.

The object is to construe a belief in its most Inclusive,
not exclusive, acceptation, ... to denationalize a purely
local faith by making it as universal as the limits of the
world and of humanity.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 84.

Also spelled denationalise.

denaturalize (de-nat'u-ral-iz), V. t.; pret. and
PI), denaturalized, ppr'." denaturalizing. [< de-
priv. -I- naturalize.] 1. To render unnatural;
alienate from nature.— 2. To deprive of natur-
alization or acquired citizenship in a foreign
country.— 3. To deprive of citizenship ; dena-
tionalize; expatriate.

Denofura/irfn^themsclves, or, in other words, . . . pub-
llcly renouncing their allegiance to their sovereign, and
. . . enlisting under the banners of his enemies.

Pretcott, Ferd. and laa., Int.

denayt (de-na'), v. t. [< ME. denayen, a var.
of denyen, deny : see deny. The form denay in
mod. use is prob. in simulation of nay.] To
deny; refuse.

What were those three.
The which thy proffred curtesie denayd t

Spenter, F. Q., III. vil. 67.

Let not wonted fealty be denayed. Old Play,

ipov, tree, + dffffif, asp.J 1, The typical genus
of the fami-
ly Dendraspid-
ida. The best-
known species is

Dendraspis an-
gueticeps, the nar-
row-headed den-
draspis. Itisabout
6 feet long, slen-
der, and a good
climber. Its col-
or is olive-brown
washed with
green.

2. U. C] PI.

dendraspides
(-pi-dez). A
serpent of this

genus.
Sendrerpeton
(den-drer'pe-
ton), n. [NL.,
^ Gr. dkvdpov,

tree, + ipvc-

r6v, reptile

:

see herpetolo-

Dendrobium Falconeri.

The species are very numerous, exceeding 300 in number,
varying extremely in habit, some being little larger than
the mosses among which they grow, while others are sur-

t by

Tree.««p {DendratfH angustieeft).

rinthodont amphibians, from the lower coal
measures of Nova Scotia : so called from being
based upon remains consisting of teeth and
bones found in the cavity of a sigillaria. It has
been referred to a group Microsauria of the or-
der Labyrinthodonta.
dendriform (den'dri-fdrm), a. [< Gr. Sivipov,

a tree, + h. forma, form.] Resembling a tree

;

tree-like in form ; arborescent; dendritic. Also
dendritiform.

dendrite (den'drit), ». [= P. dendrite= Sp. den-
drita = It. dendrite, < NL. dendrites, < Gr. SevSpi

passed in height by few of the order. Upward of 80 spe-
cies have been cultivated in hothouses for the beauty of
their flowers.

2. In entom., a genus of coleopterous insects.
Mulsant.

ffy-] A'genus Dendrocalamus (den-dro-kal'a-mus), n. [NL.,
of fossil laby- < Gr. divdpoii, a tree, + Ka?Mpoc', a reed.] A ge-

nus of arboreous grasses, distinguished from
the bamboo (Bambusa) by a berry-like fruit.
There are 9 species, all of the East Indies, some of which
attain a height of over 100 feet, llie stems of D. strictus,
known in India as the male bamboo, are very strong and
ela!,tic, are nearly fii!lid, and are in general use for spear-
hantlk's, huiUiing i)urpo8es, and basketwork.

Dendrochelidon (den-dro-kel'i-don), n. [NL.
(Boie, 1828), < Gr. dhSpoi;, a tree, + ;tf^«5<iv, a
swallow.] A genus of tree-swifts, of the fam-
ily Ci/psclidte and subfamily Cypselinw, the type
of which is />. klecho of Java, Sumatra, the
Malay peninsula, etc.

T(?f, of a tree, tree-, < itvdpov, a tree.] 1 . A stone Dendrochirotae (den'dro-ki-ro'te), n. pi. [NL.,
or a mineral on < Gr. dhSpov, tree, + j-f(owrdf, lit. handed, < rf/p,
orin which are —' "^^ > ,, . , „ , , i ..r,

figures resem-
bling shrubs,
trees, or moss-
es. The appear-
ance is often due
to arltoresceut
crystallization, re-
sembling frost-
work on windows.
The figures are -.-.^-^-

most abundant on Dendrite,

the surfaces of fis-

sures and in joints in rocks, where they are attributable t\ jt •a.j. /i j - -i/.-v
to the presence of the hydrous oxid of manganese, which -IJenarOCltta (den-Uro-sit a), n.

generally assumes such forms. ia'i'i\ / n- i;...s „ * _i_

2. A complex crystalline growth of arborescent
form, sucn as is common with metallic silver
and copper.

dendritic, dendritical (den-drit'ik, -i-kal), a.

[= F. dendritiquc = 8p. dendritico, < Gr.'iievipl-

TT/c ; as dendrite + -ic, -ical.] 1. Resembling a dendrocoel, a. Same as dendrocaelous.
tree; tree-like; arborescent in form; dendri-
form.

hand.] A group (generally ranked as a family)
of pedate holothurians, with dendriform branch-
ing tentacles, it includes such genera as Psolua and
Cuctimaria, and is equivalent to the family Psolidce. It
is contrasted with Aspidochirotce.

The holothurians . . . feed on the smaller marine ani-
mals, which, in the Dendrochirotce, are earned to the
mouth by means of the branched tree-like tentacles.

Claug, Zoology (trans.), I. 299.

dendrochirotous (den*dro-ki-r6'tus), a. Per-
taining to or having the ctaracters of the Den-
drochirotte.

^ _- ,,„ ... [NL. (Gould,
1833), < Gr. oivApov, a tree, -I- nirTa, Kiaaa, a
chattering bird, the jay or magpie.] A genus
of Asiatic tree-crows, frequently included in
the genus Crypsirhinu. The Chiiiese D. sinen-
sis is an example ; there are several other spe-
cies.

Such fiat worms as the Dendrocoel Planarians.
£ncyc. Brit., XVI, 666.



Dendrocoela

Dendrocoela (den-dro-se'la), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pl. of fiendrocoehis : see dendrocoelous.'] A prime
division of turbellarian worms, forming a subor-
der of JVrfteHa-

ria: contrasted
•with Bhabdo-
eala. They are
characterized by
a broad flat body,
often with plicate

ed lateral mar-
gins, tentacular
processes at the
anterior end of
the body, a mus-
cular and usually
protrusile pha-
rynx, and an ar-

borescent or den-
driform alimen-
tary canal,whence
the name. They
are aproctous and
mostly hermaph-
rodite. There are
two subdivisions
of the group : Mo-
nogonopora, land
and fresh-water
planariaus, with a
single sexual out-
let ; aud Digonopo-
ra, mostly marine
forms, with dou-
ble sexual open-
ing. There are
several families.

Commonly called
playiariaiis.

dendrocoelan
(den - dro - se '-

Ian), ». [< detidrocoel + -an.]
droccela ; a planarian.
dendroccele (den'dro-sel), a.

coelous. Huxley.
Dendrocoelomata (den"dro-se-16'ma-ta), n. i>l.

[Nlj., < Gr. 6tv6f>ov, a tree, -¥ NLi' cwlomata,
q. v.] Sponges having branched extensions
or dendritic diverticula of the archenteron. A.
Hyatt, Origin of Tissue, p. 114.

dendrocoelomatic (den-dro-se-lo-mat'ik), a.

[< JJendroca'lomata + -jc] Of or pertaining to
the Dendroccelotnata.

dendrocoelomic (den'^dro-sf-lom'ik), a. Same
as dendrocuilomatic.

dendrocoelous (den-dro-se'lus), a. [< NL. den-
droceelus, < Gr. devdpm, a tree, + KoMa, belly.]
Having a branched or dendriform intestine;
specifically, pertaining to the Dendrocwla. Also
dendroccel and (properly) dendroccele.

Dendrocoeltun (den-dro-se'lum), n. [NL.,
neut. of deiidrocalus : see dendrocoelous. '\ A
genus of dendrocoelous turbellarians, of the
family PlanariidtE, having lobed cephalic pro-
cesses and a sheathed copulatory organ. Z).

lacteum is an example.
Dendrocolaptse (den"dro-ko-lap'te), n. pl.
[NL., pl. of dendrocolaptes: see Oendroco-
lapteg.'i In MeiTem's classification of birds
(1813), a group coextensive with the Piei, Pi-
cidm, or Piciformes, and Saurognafhm of modem
authors ; the woodpeckers and wrynecks.
Dendrocolaptes (den"dr6-ko-lap'tez), «. [NL.,
< Gr. Sivdpov, a tree, + *K0/la7rr^f, taken for
Kohmriip, a chisel (taken in sense of 'pecker'),
< KoKamTuv, peck with the bill, chisel. ] The typ-

Polycetis iLeptoplana) lervigata, an
aproctous dendrocoelous turbellarian or pla-
narian IPlanarida), magnified.

a, oral orifice ; b, buccal cavity ; c, esopha-
geal orifice ; d, gastric cavity, with e,e,e.e, its

many Ccecal ramifications; y, ganglia; /r,

testes ; A, vesiculae seminales ; r, male geni-
tal canal and penis; k, oviducts; /, sperma-
thecal dilatation at their junction ; m, vulva.

One of the Den-

Same as d&idro-
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mous with Atiahatidce (which see), in which usage it

covers an assemblage of about 50 current genera and 300
species. In .Sclat^r's arrangement it includes the furnari-
ine, synallaxine, aud sclerurine forms, as well as the deu-
drocolaptiue proper.

Dendrocolaptinae (den-dro-ko-lap-ti'ne), n. pl.
[NL., < Dendrocolaptes +' -inw.^ The South
American tree-creepers proper, or the hook-
billed creepers, typified by the genus Dendro-
colaptes. They have generally lengthened, slender, and
curved bills, stiff acuminate tail-featliers, and the scan-
soi'ial habit of woodpeckers. Leading genera, besides
Dendrocolaptes and its subdivisions, are Xipkorkynchus,
Picolaptes, Dendroeincla, Sittasomus, Glyphorhynckus,
and Pyffarrhichiis.

dendrocolaptine (don'Mro-ko-lap'tin), a. [<
Dendrocolaptes + -JHel.] Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the South American tree-
creepers or hook-biUed creepers.

Dondroeolaptiiie birds are not, strictly speaking, song-
sters. Nature, XXXIII. 201.

Dendrocometes (den"dro-ko-me'tez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 6Mpov, a tree, 4- 'KojiTirtig, hairy: see
comet.'\ The typical genus of Dendrocometida;,
containing sessile animalcules with indurated
cuticle and many-branched tentacles. D. para^
doxus is a parasite of fresh-water crustaceans.
Dendrocometidse (den"dro-k6-met'i-de), n. pl.
[NL., < Dendrocometes + -idw.] A family of suc-
torial tentaeuliferous infusorians, with simple
animalcules, which are multitentaculate and
have the tentacles branched.
Dendrocopus (den-drok'6-pus), «. [NL., < Gr.
as if *6sv6poK6-!Tog (cf. SevSpoiKmelv, cut down
trees), < devdpov, a tree, -t- kStttciv, cut.] In or-
nith. : (a) A genus of tree-creepers, the Den-
drocolaptes. VieiUot, IS1<?.. (fc) Agenus of wood-
peckers, like Picus major. Koch, 1816. (c) A
genus of American woodpeckers, like Pious
principalis; the ivory-bills. Bonaparte, 1838.

Dendrocygna (den-dro-sig'na), n. [NL.
(Swainson, 1837), < Gr.' dMpovj'a, tree, + L.
cygnus, cycnus, Gr. kvkvoc, a swan: see cygnet.]
A genus of arboricole duck-like geese ; the tree-
ducks. The bill is longer than the head, and ends in a
pi'ominent decurved nail; the lamellae do not project;

dendrological

and individuals in the eastern United States. Upward of
23 species, a large majority of the genus, inhabit North
America. They are small liirds, from 4J to 6 inches long,
endlessly varied in coloration, migratory, insectivorous.

Black-throated Green Warbler [ Dendrtrrtr virfns).

and usually nesting in trees or bushes. The bill is conic-
acute, of moderate length, and garnished with bristles;
the wings are pointed and longer than the tail, which is

almost always blotched with white on the inner welw;
and the tarsus is longer than the middle toe and claw. See
warbler. Also spelled Dendroica. G. It. Gray, 1842.

Dendroecidae (den-dre'si-de), n. pl. [NL., <
Dendrceca + -idm.'\ A name of the American
fly-catching warblers, derived from that of the
largest genus. They are usually called Sylvi-
colidw or Mniotiltidm (which see).

Dendrogsea (den-dro-je'a), n. [< Gr. ShSpov,
tree, + yala, the earth.] In eoogeog., a prime
zoological division or realm of the earth's sur-
face, including Central America and the West
Indies, south of the Auglogasan or Nearctic
realm, and the tropical portions of South Amer-
ica. It is less comprehensive than the Neotropical re-
gion, since the latter includes all of South America. See
Amphigean, 2.

Dendrogean (den-dro-je'an), a. Of or relating
to Dcndrogwa.
dendrography (den-drog'ra-fi), n. [= F. deij-

drographie, < Gr. divdpov, a tree, -f- -ypatpia, <
ypa^civ, write.] Same as dendrology.

Dendrohyrax (den-dro'hi-raks), n. [NL., <
Gr. divdpov, tree, + ipaf , hyrax.] A genus of the
family Hyracidte, including the arboreal conies
of Africa, such as D. arborcus and D. dcnsalis.
The molar teeth are patterned somewhat as in Palceotke-
rium, the upper incisors being separated by a wide di-
astema, and the lower being trilobate. The vertebrse are

:

cervical 7, dorsal 21, lumbar 7, sacral 5, aud caudal 10.

dendroid (den'droid), a. [= F. dendroide, <
Gr. dsvdpoeidi/;, also contr. devipuSrjQ, tree-like,

< divdpov, a tree, -b ddog, form.] Tree-like ; den-
driform; ramified or arborescent; branching
like a tree.

dendroidal (den-droi'dal), a. [< dendroid +
-al.'i Same as dendroid.

DendrolagUS (den-drol'a-gus), n. [NL., < Gr.
divdpov, a tree, -I- ?.aya(,' a hare.] A genus of
kangaroos; the tree-kaugaroos. They are adapted
for arboreal life, having the tail less robust than that of
the ground-kangaroos, and the limbs better proportioned.

Ttee-deeper i,DeHdrocotaftes longirostris).

leal genus of South American tree-creepers,
of the family Dendrocolaptidm. The name was for-
merly used with much latitude, and was nearly equivalent
to Dendrocolaptinm ; it is now more restricted in applica-
tion. It is still an extensive genus, having as its type D.
ffiganlnui, and lieing divided into sections called bendro-
Coptic, Detidraxetanten, Dendroplex, Dendrornis, etc.

Dendrocolaptidae (den'^dro-ko-lap'ti-de), n. pl.
[NL., < Dendrocolaptes -i-'-irfo;.] A family of
South American non-oscine passerine birds;
the tree-creepers, it is a very extensive group, highly
characteristic of the Neotropical fauna, but its characters
aud limits are uusettletL The name is loosely syuony-

Australian Tree-duck {Dendrocygna ey/oni).

and the small oval nostrils are subbasal. The legs are
very long ; the tibise are denuded below ; the tarsi are en-
tirely reticulate ; the hallux is lengthened ; and the feet
are adapted for perching. There are several species, of
various warm parts of the world ; the fulvous tree-duck (/>.

fulva) and the autumnal tree-duck (/>. autunnialis) occur
in the United States along the southern border. D. arborea
is a West Indian and D. eytoni an Australian species.

dendrodentine (den -dro -den' tin), k. [< Gr.
divdimv, a tree, + E. dentine.'] That modifica-
tion of the fundamental tissue of the teeth
which is produced by the aggregation of many
simple teeth into a mass, presenting, by the
blending of the dentine, enamel, and cement,
a dendritic appearance.
dendrodont (den'dro-dont), a. and n. [< NL.
dendrodus {dendrodont-) : see Dendrodus.] I. a.

Pertaining to the genus Dendrodus; having
teeth consisting of dendrodentine, or present-
ing a dendriform or dendritic appearance on
section.

II. n. A fossil of the genus Dendrodus.
Dendrodus (den'dro-dus), re. [NL., < Gr. div-
dpov, a tree, -I- odoh^ {bdovr-) = E. tooth.] A
genus of fossil fish-like vertebrates, from the
Devonian or Old Red Sandstone. It is generally
referred to the ganoids, aud placed in a family variously
called Glyptodipterini, Holoptychiidm, and Cyclodipterini.

Dendrceca (den-dre'kii), n. [NL., < Gr. divdpov,

a tree, + okof, house.] The most extensive and
beautiful genus of American sylvicoline war-
blers, of the family Dendrcecida; Sylvicolidce, or
MniotiUidw. it is highly characteristic of the North
American bird-fauna, and is especially numerous in species

^'l:v<

Tree-kangaroo {Dendrolttgus inustus).

With stronger claws. They move in the trees by leaping.
The species are peculiar to New Guinea and northern
Australia.

dendrolite (den'dro-lit), n. [= F. dendrolithe,
< Gr. divdpov, a tree, -f ?Jdoc, a stone.] A pet-
rified or fossil shrub, plant, or part of a plant.

dendrological (den-dro-loj'i-kal), a. [< den-
drology + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to dendrol-
ogy-

Dendrological science has met with a great, an almost
irreparalile, loss in the death of Alphonse Lavallee. the
best-known and most successful student and collector of
trees of this generation. Science, IV. 1(X



dendrologist

dendrologist (den-droro-jist), w. [< dendrol-
oivj + -ist.'\ One who is versed in dendrology.
dendrologOUS (den-drol'o-gus), a. [< dendrol-
ogy + -oils.'] Relating to dendrology.

dendrology (den-drol'o-ji), n. [= F. devdro-
logic = Pg. dendrologia, < Gr. dhdpov, a tree, +
-?xiy/a,< /fyfd), speak: see -ology.] A discourse
or treatise on trees ; the natural history of trees.
Also dcndriigniphij.

dendrometer (den-drom'e-t^r), n. [= F. dcn-
drometre, < Gr. deviSpov, a tree, + fierpov, a mea-
sure.] An apparatus for measuring the heights
of trees, it consists essentially of a s<jnare board piv-
oted at one corner to a stake set up at a known distance
from the tree to be measured. A sight on the board en-
ables the operator to flx the instrument on a level with
the base of the tree ; then on sighting tlie top of the tree
its height is ascertained from the position of a plunib-Iine
and scale on tlic face of tlie board.

Dendrometridae (den-dro-met'ri-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. iivi^pov, a tree, + -fiirpr/g, a mea-
sure, < /ic-pov, a measure, + -idte.] A group
of geometrid moths, in some systems called a
family, represented by such genera as Geome-
tra, Abraxas, etc. The larvro are known as
measuring-worms or loopers, from their mode
of progression.

Dendromyinae (den-'dro-mi-I'ne), 71. pi. [NL.,
< Dcndromijs + -inw.'] Xn Ethiopian subfamily
of rodents, of the family Murida, including a
number of small mouse-like arboreal species.
The genera are Detidromys and Steatomys.
Dendromys (den'dro-mis), «. [NL., < Gr. 6cv-
ipov, a tree, -t- //if = E. mouse.'] The typical ge-
nus of the subfamily Vendromyina:. it is char-
acterized by grooved incisors, slender form, long scant-

Dendrontys tyfus.

haired tail, and the first and fifth di)?its much (horter than
the others. />. lyjnn or vuttmneliu is about 3* Inchea long,
the tail 4J inches, of a grayish color, with a black stripe on
tlie hai k, arlw.r.al in habit, and found in .South Africa.

Dendronotidae (den-dro-not'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
<I)endronotus + -ida-.;! A family of nudibrau-
ehiate opisthobranchiate ga-stropods. They have
doraal gilfs, a small frontal veil, the tentacles laminated
and retractile within sheaths, the vent lateral, jaws dis-
tinct, and the lingual riblKin broad and with many rows
of teeth.

Dendronotus (den-dro-no'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.

1533 denigrate

denerelf, h. [OF., the sixth of a bushel.] In
Guernsey, formerly, a measure equal to one
sixth of a bushel.
The action was to enforce payment of an annual Chef

rente [m Guernsey] of 4 qrs. dis. 0| deneret, one-half and
three-sixteenths of a fifth of a denerel of wheat, etc.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 244.

dengue (deng'ga), «. [A W. Ind. use of Sp.
dengue, prudery, fastidiousness, lit. a refusing
(= It. diniego, refusal, denial), < Sp. denegar =
It. denegare, refuse, deny, < L. denegare, deny:
see dcnegate, deny. "This disease, when it first
appeared in the British West India islands, was
called the dandy-fever from the stiffness and
constraint which it gave to the limbs and body.
The Spaniards of the neighboring islands mis-
took the term for their word dengue, denoting
prudery, which might also well express stiff-
ness, and hence the term dengue became, at last,
the name of the disease" (Tully, in Webster's
Diet.).] A febrile epidemic disease, occurring
especially in the West Indies and the southern
United States, characterized by severe pain,
particularly in the joints, and an eruption some-
what resembling that of measles. The attack

^ , . ^ .,^.., „ ,,,.^ , ,,^, „^„ ^ is violent but brief, and is seldom fatal. Also
toad,'+ dim. -(mof

:'

see^Phrynisc^T A eenus J^^^^d dandy, dandy-fever, breakbone fever.
^ deniable (de-ni'a-bl), a. [< deny + -able.] Ca-— pable of being denied or contradicted.

The negative authority is also deniable by reason.
Sir T. Broume.

denial (de-ni'al), n. [< deny + -al.] 1. The
act of denying or contradicting; the assertion
of the contrary of some proposition or afSrma-
tion; negation; contradiction.
A denial of the possibility of miracles Is a denial of the

possibility of God. H. S. Oxenham, .Short Studies, p. 285.

2. Refusal to grant ; the negation or refusal of
a request or a petition ; non-compliance.

Here comes your father ; never make denial,
I must and will have Katharine to my wife.

Shak.,!: of the S., ii. 1.

Begin, and somewhat loudly sweep the string.
Hence with denial vain, and coy excuse.

Milton, Lycidas, I. 18.

3. Refusal to accept or acknowledge; a dis-
owning; rejection: as, a rfe«m< of God ; a denial
of the faith or the truth.

We may deny God in all those acts that are capable of
being morally good or evil ; those are the proper scenes,
in which we act our confessions or denials of him. So^llll.

Tree-snake {Dettdrophis caudoUneolata).

Dendrophryniscus (den'dro-fri-nis'kus), n
[NL., < Or. ikv&pov, a tree, '-I- ^p'wri, ^pirvoc, a

DendrefhryniscHS brtinfoIticatMS,

of tailless amphibians or toads, typical of the
family Dendrophryniscidce.
Dendrortyx (den-dror'tiks), n. [NL. (Gould,
1845), < Gr. divdpov, a tree, 4- bprv^, a quail.] A
genus of American partridges; the tree-par-Kciiu;? vi -fvuioiicaji paririuges; me iree-par- a t i i.

tridges. D. leucophrys, D. macrurus, and i) *• ^° '«"'> a traverse in the pleading of one
barbatus, of Mexico and Central America, are ^ j ? °* "^'^ statement set up by the other;barbatus, of Mexico and Central America, are
examples.
Dendrosaura (den-dro-s4'ra), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. diiiiipin; a tree, -f- <iaii/50f,"a lizard.] One of
many names applied to a division of Lacertilia,
or lizards, consisting of the Chnma'leontidiE or
chameleons alone. Also called T'ermilinguia,
Uhijitoglossa, Chanueleonida, etc.

Dendrosoma (den-dro-so'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
6iv6pov, a tree, + cufia, bdiiy.] The typical
genus of DendrosotnkUe, containing multiten-
taculate animalcules forming branched, naked,
sessile colonies. It is one of the most remarkable

a defense. Rapalje and Lawrence. =zya, 3 Dis-
avowal, disclaimer,

denierl (de-ni'6r), J!. {<deny + -er^.] 1. One
who denies or contradicts.

It may be I am esteemed by my denier sufficient of my-
self to discharge my duty to God as a priest, though not
to men as a prince. Eikon Basilike.

2. One who refuses or rejects.— 3. One who
disowns ; one who refuses to own, avow, or ac-
knowledge.
Paul speaketh sometimes of denierg of God, not only

with their lips and tongue, but also with their deed and
,„_,,.,

A

—

T":~\ ," " V'": "' ^"" '""'.'' '";"'">"'"« life. J. Broiyorrf, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 233forms of the whole infusorial class, resembling a polyp in j . o j
' ^^, '^aon,, n. ^oo.

many resijects. and is the one compound or aggregate type denier'' (de-ner'), n. [Early mod. E. also de-
il or tentaculiferous infusorians. /). neer. deneere : < OP. denier. F. rimiitn- a HoTiio^

DtnHrtmotus arbortsceMi.

Uv!)pov, a tree, + iwrof, back.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Dendronotida:
Dendrophidae (den-drof'i-dg), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dcndrophis + -idw.] A family of harmless
colubriform or aglyphodont arboreal serpents;
the Indian and African tree-snakes. They have
a very thin or slender elongate form, the head fiat and
distinct from the neck, the ventral scutes usually doubly
carinate, and the snlicaudal scutes in two rows They are
very agile, live in trees, and feed chiefly on small reptiles
as lizards. In color they vary with their surroundings.
rhere are two genera, DeiulnjjMs and Chnjmpelea Bymost authors b.jth genera are referred to the family Cuhl
hrulff and (|uite widely separated.
Dendrophis (den'dro-fis), n. [NL., < Gr. ih-
/>pov, a tree, + o^;r, a serpent.] The typical
genus of tree-snakes of the family 7)cHY/ro;;/,«/(i-.
The East Indian D. picta and I). caudoUneolata
arc examples. Sep cut in next column.

JJeJldrophryniscidae (deii"dr6-fri-nis'i-de), n.
pi. [NL., < Dendroiiliryniscus + -itUe.] A fam-
ily of toads, typified by the genus Dendrophry-
niscus. lliey have no maxillary teeth, and havesubcylin-
dric sacral . lapopbyses. The family contains a few Ne.,-
troplcal toad-like species. Also called Batrachophnjnida.

., ..«,.^.,vo, anw 10 niv uiit- i-,,iii|,outiii 01 aggregau
among the suctorial or tentaculiferous infusorians. "D,
radinnx. which grows i>n aquatic plants in fresh water, was
origniiilly lUscribed by Khrenbeig as a kind of sun-ani-
maliiili- of tin- i;iMin.s .irtinojiliri/Ji.

Dendrosoniida(den-dr6-sbm'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Detidrosoma + -ida;.]' A family of suctorial
tentaculiferous infusorians, typified by the ge-
nus Dendrosoma. The animalcules are multi-
tfiitaeulate and form branching colonies.

dendrostyle (den'dro-stil), n. [NL., < Gr. Siv-
ifiov, tree, + crW.of,' pillar: see style^.] The
axial stylo or stalk of the hydroid stage of the
rhizostomous discophorous hydrozoans.

dene^t, »». See deanl, deti^.

dene" (den), n. [Also dean; a var. of din: see
din.] Dill. [Prov. Eng.]
deneerf, deneeret, «• See denier^.

denegatef (den'e-gat), v. t. [< L. denegatus, pp.
of ittncgarc, deny: see deny.] To deny.
denegationt (den-e-ga'shon), n. [= F. dinega-
tion = Up. denegacion ="Pg. denegacdo = It.

denegadone, < L. as if *denefiatio{n-), < dene-
garr, deny : see dcnegate.] Denial.
dene-hole (den'hol), n. [< dene'^ = dean''- (or
rfe»2) -f- hole'.] One of the many ancient arti-
ficial excavations or pits found in the Chalk
formation of the south of England.
The general conclusion seems to lie that these deneholea

were i>robably used fur the secret storage of grain in Brit-
i.sb or Romano-Britisli times. The Academy, Jan. 28, 1888.

Denelaget, «• An obsolete form of Danelaw.

Obverse. Kcverse.

neer, deneere; < OF. denier, F. denier, a denier,
denarius, money, = Sp. Pg. It. denario, < L.
denarius : see de-
narius.] A sil-

ver coin (also
called the tiovus

denarius) intro-
duced by the Ca-
rolingian dynas-
ty into France,
and soon issued,
with vnrviTifr Denier d'Aquitaine of Edward III.,WILU varying British Museum.

I Sije of the original.)
types and le-

gends, by other countries, it weighed about 22
grains, and was practically the sole silver coin of western
Europe till the middle of the twelfth century. In Eng-
land the corresponding silver coin was called a pennu.
The name denier d'Aquitaine was given by Edward III.
of England to a silver coin (see cut above) struck for his
French dominions.

Witty. Faith, 'tis somewhat too dear yet, gentlemen.
Sir iiuin. There's not a denier to be bated, sir.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at several Weapons, v. 2.

denigratet (den'i-grat), V. t.
; pret. and pp. deni-

grated, ppr. denigrating. [< L. denigratus, pp.
of denigrare (> F. denigrer = Sp. denigrar (at.
Pg. denegrir) = It. denigrare), blacken, < de +
nigrare, make black, < niger, black : see negro.]
To blacken ; make black.

By suffering some impression from fire, bodies are casu-
ally or artificially denigrated in their natural complexion.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 12.



denigration

denigration (den-i-gra'shon), H. [= OF. deni-
gracion = Sp. denigracion = Pg. denigragSo =
It. denigrazione, < LL. denigratio(n-), < L. deni-
grate, blacken: see denigrate.'] The act of
making or becoming black, literally or figura-
tively ; a blackening. [Archaic]
In these several instances of denigration the met.als are

worn off, or otherwise reduced into very minute parts.
Boyle, Worlis, I. 714.

I do not care to occupy myself with the denigration of
a man [Conite] who, on the whole, deserves to be spoken
of with respect. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 151.

denigrator (den'i-gra-tpr), n. [< L. as if "de-
nigrator, < denigrare, blacken : see denigrate.']
One who or that -which blackens.

1534 denotation

denizen (den'i-zn), v. t. [Early mod. E. also Their zeal was chiefly shown in the defence of their de-

denisen, denison; <. denizen, n.; at. denize.] To """"""'""la' ''ifferences. fiucWe, civilization, I. iii.

make a denizen; admit to residence with cer- denominationalism (de-nom-i-na ' shon-al-
tain rights and privileges ; endenizen

Out of doubt, some new denizen'd lord.
Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

We have a word now denizened, and brought into fami-
liar use amongst us, compliment. Donne, Sermons, xvi.

The Hones, Williamsons, and Nicolsons were among the
first glass paintei-s of the time ; all natives of Holland, or
born, as is said, " in tlie Emperors Dominions," hut deni-
zened in England. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 482.

denizenship (den'i-zn-ship), n. [< denizen +

, „ , , Same as dink.

denigraturet (den'i-gra-tur), n. [< denigrate Denmark satin. See satin.

+ -lire.] A making blacTs. Bailey, 1727. See dennet (den'et), n. [Prob., like many other
denigration. « . ,

denim (den'im), n. [A trade-name ; origin un-
known.] A colored twilled cotton material
used largely for overalls.

denitrate (de-ni'trat), V. t. ; pret. and pp. de-
nitrated, ppr. denitrating, [< de- priv. + nitr{ie)
+ -ate^.] To free from nitric acid.

denitration (de-ni-tra'shon), «. [< denitrate
+ -ion.] A freeing from'nitric acid.

denitrification (de-ni''tri-fi-ka'shon), n. [As
denitrify -h -ation. See7iitrificatii}n.] There-
moral or destruction of nitrates.
denitrificator (de-ni'tri-fi-ka-tor), n. [As deni-

,""""" "^"'""•«- Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 3.

trify + -ator. See denitrification.] An appara- denominant (df-nom'i-nant), «. l<'L.denomi-
tus used in sulphuric-acid factories to impreg- nan(t-)8, ppr. of denominare, name : see denomi-
nate the sulphurous acid obtained from biu-ning »"!?«•]

.
The abstract noun corresponding to an

sulphur or pyrites with nitrous fumes, it con-
adjective that signifies an accidental quality,

sists of a tower in which strong oil of vitriol cliarged witii as bravery. Also denominator. See dcnomina-
nitrous fumes from the Gay-Lussac tower and weals cham- tive.
ber-acid (sulphuric acid as drawn from the leaden Cham- HpTinmiTinto Crio nnm'; T>5+^ „ * . -rx-ot- „„;i
hers of the factory) are allowed to flow down over pieces

tleaOmlnate ^ae-nom i-nat), V.t.; pret. and pp.

izm), n. [< denominational + -ism.] Tfie ten-
dency to divide into sects or denominations

;

specifically, the inclination to emphasize the
distinguishing tenets of a religious denomina-
tion, in contradistinction to the general princi-
ples adhered to by the whole class; a denomi-
national or sectarian spirit.

The struggle going on between Secularism and Dcnomi-
, . ,

nationalism in teaching.
[< denizen + h. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 03.

, , n
' Politics " and " iheology " — denominationalism, in

[Scotch.] whatever form, educational or any other— are the only
subjects against which the College shuts its doors.

_ _ _ „ Nineteenth Century, XX. 246.

names of vehicles, from a proper name {lien- denominationalist (de-nom-i-na'shon-al-ist),
«««?).] A light, open, two-wheeled carriage for "• \.^ denominational + -ist.] A member or an
traveling, resembling a gig. adherent of a denomination ; one who favors
In those days men drove ' gigs" as they since have <ifnominationalism or sectarianism,

driven stanhopes, tilburys, dennets, and cabriolets. To some of the thorough-going denominationalixtg this
r. i/ooi, Gilbert Gurney, II. xi. (Latham.) seemed a good joke. T/ie COT(«ri/, XXV. 183.

denominable (de-nom'i-na-bl), a. [< L. as if denominationalize (de-nom-i-na'shon-al-iz), V.
*denommabiHs, < denominare, name: see de- t.; pret. and pp. denom'inationalized,i)])v".denom-

dei

ship.] The state of being a denizen
infe (dengk), a.

ttominate.]

named.
Capable of being denominated or

An mflaramation either simple, consisting only of an
hot and sanguineous aflluxion, or else denominahle from
other humours.

- -• pieces
of flintor coke against the current of hot sulphurous gases.
The strong acid on dilution gives up its nitrous fumes,
which are swept on with the other gases into the acid-
ohambers. Also called Glover's tower or denitrating lower.

denitrify (de-ni'tri-fi), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. de-

nitrified, ppr. denitrifying. [< de- priv. + nitri-

fy.] To remove or destroy nitrates.
Nitrogen that may be present in a nitrified form, or in

a form easily nitrified, may escape assimilation by being
set free by the denitrifying ferment de8cril)ed by Gayon
and Dupetit and Springer. Science, IX. 111.

denization (den-i-za'shon), n. [< AP. deniza-
tion; as denize + -ation.] The act of making
one a denizen, subject, or citizen.

A vast number of charters of denization were granted to
particular persons ol Irish descent from the reign of Henry
II. downwards. flallam.

denominated, ppr. denominating. [< L. deno'mi
natus, pp. of denominare (>F.denomnier= Pr. de-
nommar = Sp. denominar = Pg. denomear = It.
denominare), name, <de-i- nominare, name : see
nominate.] To name

; give a name or epithet
to ; call.

This is the residence of the pasha of Tripoli, from which
city the whole pashalic is denominated.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 101.

The stuff which is denominated everlasting, and used
as pantaloons by careful parents for their chililren.

Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Holland, ix.

Adversity . . . has been wisely denominated the ordeal
of true greatness. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 423.

The minister was sometimes denominated the priest.
Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., I. 218.

=Syn. To call, style, entitle, designate, dub.
At Venice he had himself gained the rights of citizenship denominate (de-nom'i-nat), a. [< L. denomi-
1 il7n rtrjllf offOf the vital. i„r. ..,> .-.* M«t.^.n.. .. —_ ...1.: .>l. I .! .. — ' '-w \- -in 1476, only after the residence of fifteen years, which was

required of aliens before denization.

Baticroft, Hist. U. S., I. 10.

denize! (de-niz'), V. t. [Formerly also dennize;
< demze(n), simulating verbs in -ize. ] To make
a denizen, subject, or citizen of ; naturalize

natus, pp.: see the verb.] In arlth., denoting
a number, and used with the name of the kind of
unit treated of; qualifying: opposed to abstract.
Thus, in the expression seven pouruis, seven is a denomi.
nate number, while seven, without reference to concrete
units, is an abstract number.

There was a private act made for <ienirin!7 the children denomination (de-nom-i-na'shon), n. [= P.
of Richard Hill. Strype, Edw. IV., 1562.

denizen (den'i-zn), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also denisen, denison. denizon; < ME. denesyn,
denezen, denysen, denyzen, < AF. denzein, dens-
zein, demeyn, denezyn, deincein, OP. deinzein,
denizen, a denizen— that is, one within (ML.
intrinsecus), as opposed to forein, one without
(ML. forinsecus) the privileges of the city fran-
chise, < OF. deinz, deins, dens, F. dans, within,
< L. de intus, from within: de, from; intus,
within, < in = E. in.] I.f a. Within the city
franchise; having acquired certain rights or
privileges of citizenship.

Prouided also, that yf eny citezen denesyn or foreyn de-
parte out of the seid cite, and resorte ayein wtyn a yere,
that then he haue benefice of alle libertees and priuylages
of the seid citee. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 393.

n. n. 1. A stranger admitted to residence
and certain rights in a foreign country; in Eng.
law, an alien admitted to citizenship by the
sovereign's letters patent, but ineligible to any
public office. The word has a similar meaning
in South Carolina.

Also thot no seriaunts ne seriaunt go for hu;- offerynge
yn Cristemas day, ne gedre no fees of eny denyzen nor
foreyn at other sesons, but as he or they wolle agree by
their fre wylle. fnglish GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 392.

Hereupon all Frenchmen in England, not Denizens were
taken Prisoners, and all their Goods seiz d for the King.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 306.

In the early Roman republic ... the alien or denizen
could have no share in any institution supposeil to be co-
eval with the State. Maine, Ancient Law, p. 48.

2. A citizen ; a dweller ; an inhabitant.
He summons straight his denizens of air.

denomination = P'r. denominatio = Sp. dcnom
naeion = Pg. denominaqao = It. denominazione,
< L. deHominatio(n-), a naming, metonymy, <
denominare, name: see denominate.] 1. The
act of naming: as, Linnseus's denomination of
plants.
The witty denomination of his chief carousing cups.

One he calls his bull, another his bear, another his horse.
B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 4.

2. A name or appellation ; especially, a collec-
tive designation.

Is there any token, denomination, or monument of the
Gaules yet remaynyng in Ireland, as there is of the Scyth-
ians ? Spenser, State of Ireland.

From hence that tax had the denomination of ship-
money. Clarendon, Civil War, I. 08.

All these came under the denomination of Anabaptists.
Strype, Abp. Parker.

3. A class, society, or collection of individuals
called by the same name; speeificallv, a reli- j„„„<.„vi„ rA- -,^ n^
gious sect: as, the Methodist dvnomimttion.— denotable (de-no ta-bl), a.

Internal denomlnationt, external denominationt,
respectively, an attribute denoting sometliing which is in
the subject, and something which is not in it, but belongs
to it in consequence of a relation to another thing ; that
which is intrinsic, and that which is extrinsic

A subject receives adjuncts internal into itself : as snow,
whiteness ; the soul, science or knowledge : external to
itself ; as the sight, color ; soldiers, arms, etc. Internal
give to the subject internal denomination ; external, ex-
ternal : for when snow is denominated from whiteness, it
is an intertml denomination ; but when a soldier is said
to lie armed, or the eye to see anything, it is an external
denomination. Vulgarly these denominations are called

inationalizing. [< denominational + -ize.] To
render denominational in character and aims

:

as, to denominationalize education. [Rare.]
The religious sentiment somewhat but not too nnich de-

nominationalized— to coin a new word.
The Nation, March 11, 1869, p. 190.

denominationally (df-nom-i-na'shon-al-i),
adiK In a denominational manner; by denomi-
nation or sect.

denominative (de-nom'i-na-tiv), a. and n. [=
P. dcnominatif= ''Pv. denominatiu = Sp. Pg. It.

denominativo, < LL. denominativns, pertaining
to derivation, < L. denominare, name: see de-
nominate.] I. a. 1. Capable of receiving a de-
nomination or name ; namable.
The least denominative part of time is a minute.

Cocker, Arithmetic.

3. Constituting a distinct appellation ; appel-
lative; naming.
Connotative names have hence been also called denomi-

luitive, because the subject which they denominate is de-
nominated by, or receives a name from, the attribute which
they connote. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. iii. § 6.

3. In gram., formed from a noun- or adjective-
stem: applied especially to verbs so made.

II. n. 1. That which has the character of
a denomination, or term that denominates or
describes.— 2. Specifically, in gram., a word,
especially a verb, formed from a noun, either
substantive or adjective.
Peter Is said to be valiant ; here valiantness is the de-

nominator, valiant the denominative, and Peter the denom-
inated ; for Peter is the subject whereunto the denomi-
nator doth cleave. BlundevUle.

denominatively (de-nom'i-na-tiv-li), adv. By
denomination.
denominator (de-nom'i-na-tor), n. [= p. de-
nominatcur = Sp.' Pg. denominador= It. denomi-
natore, < NL. denominator, < L. denominare,
name: see denominate.] 1. One who or that
which gives a name ; one from whom or that
from wiieh a name is derived.

Eber, . . . the Father of the Hebrews, and d<'?io)Mi)m(or
of the Hebrew tongue.

Lightfoot, Harmony of Old Testament, p. 27.

Specifically— 2. In math. : (a) In arith., that
term of a fraction which indicates the value of
the fractional unit ; that term of a fraction
which represents the divisor, and is, in common
fractions, written below the dividend or nu-
merator. .See fraction. Thus, in ?, 5 is the A-noMi-
nator, showing that the integer is divided into five parts,
3 of which parts are taken, (i) In alg., a dirisor
placed under a dividend, as in a numerical frac-
tion.— 3. Same as denominant.

[< denote + -able.]
That may be denoted or marked.
In hot regions, and more spread and digested flowers, a

sweet savour may be allowed, denotable from several hu-
man expressions. Sir T. Browne, ifiscellanies, p. 25.

denotatet (de-no'tat), v. t. [< L. denofatus, pp.
of denature, 'denote : see denote.] To denote

;

signify.

Those terms of all and for ever in Scripture, are not
eternall, but only denotate a longer time, which by many
examples they prove. Burton, Anat. of Jlel.,"p. 716.

Wherefore serve names, but to denotate the nature of
things? Bp. Hall, Against Romanists, I 38.intrinsical and extrinsical.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, denotation (de-no-ta'shon>, n. [= F. denotation

1 ««/..««. oi air. j"^'^' ? ^/.Prf^i'wn.etc. Hea name, n. = Sp. denotacion = Pg.' denotarao = It. deno-
Pope, R. of the L., U. 66. Qenominational (de-nom-i-na'shon-al), a. [< iazione, < LL. denotatio(n-), a marking or point-

The scene ... is the spiritual world, of which we are
'lenommation + -al.] 1. Pertaining to or of the ing out, < L. denotare, mark out, denote: see

a» truly demjerw now as hereafter. uature of a name or appellation.— 2. Pertain- denote.] 1. The act of denoting or indicating
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d .er., p. 48. lag to a denomination or sect. by a name or other sign ; the attaching of a



denotation

designation to an object; that function of a
name or other designation by which it calls up
to the mind addressed the idea of an object for
which it may stand.

A term used as a term of denotation is used " without
prejudice," as English lawyers sometimes say, to the real
meaning or true connotation of the term, which is left to
be settled afterwards. Hodgson^ Mind, IX. 58.

2. That which a word denotes, names, or marks,
in distinction from that which it means or sig-
nifies. See connotation.

We may either analyse its [a general term's] connota-
tion or muster its denotation^ as the context or the cast
of our minds may determine.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 77.

When a name has fallen into this state, [it] can only be
made serviceable by stripping it of some part of its mul-
tifarious denotation. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. iii. § 7.

denotative (df-no'ta-tiv), a. [= Sp. It. deno-
tativo ; as denbtate + -ive.'] Having power to
denote.
What are the effects of sickness ? The alteration it pra-

duces is so denotative, that a person is known to be sick
by those who never saw him in health.

Letters upon Physiognomy, p. 121.

denotatively (de-no'ta-tiv-ll), adv. In a deno-
tative manner; 'by way of denotation.
The classes, w hether plural or individual, are all alike

represented denotatively by literal symbols, w, x, y, z.

Venn, Symbolic Logic, p. 36.

I use the word given denotatively, to designate what I
mean, abstracting from that part of its connotation which
involves a giver and receiver. Hodgson, Mind, IX. 63.

denote (df-nof), "• <• ;
pret. and pp. denoted,

ppr. denoting. [< OP. denoter, P. denoter = Sp.
Pg. denotar = It. denotare, < L. denotare, mark
out, denote, < de- + notare, mark, < nota, a
mark : see HO<e. Cf. connote.] 1. To mark off
from others; identify by a mark; designate;
name; signify by a sign, especially a visible
sign: as, the character X denoten multiplica-
tion. See connote.

'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother, . . .

That can denote me truly. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

The serpent with the tail in its mouth denotes the eter-
nity of God, that he is without beginning and without end.

Bruce, Source of the Kile, I. 415.

On several imperial coins we meet with the figure of a
funeral pile, without anything to denote the burning of it,

though indeed there is on some of them a flambeau stick-
ing out on each side, to let us know it was to be consumed
to ashes. Addison, Ancient Slec;als, ii.

The word man denotes Peter, James, John, and an in-
definite number of other individuals, of whom, taken ns
a class, it is the name. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. ii. § 5.

2. To be the sien or svmDtom of: show: indi-

1535
The great Master of the Prussians sent an Herault to

denounce warre unto the King. Hakluyfs Voyages, 1. 146.

To the wicked, God hath denounc'd ill success in all
that they take in hand. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

They impose their wild conjectures for laws upon others,
and denounce war against all that receive them not.

Decay of Christian Piety.
The laws of the United States have denounced heavy

penalties against the traffic in slaves.

D. Webster, in Lodge, p. 276.

3. To proclaim censure or condemnation of;
brand publicly ; stigmatize; arraign: as, to de-
nounce one as a swindler, or as a coward.
To denounce the immoralities of Julius Ciesar.

Brougham, Fox. (Latham.)
No man is denounced for acting or thinking in the

sixteenth century what the sixteenth century acted and
thought. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 26.

In terrible earnest he denounced the public crime, and
meted out to every official, high and low, his due portion.

Emerson, Theodore Parker, p. 272.

I . . . think they [the Puritans] were right in denouncing
the Court of High Commission and all its works.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 325.

4. To make formal or public accusation against;
inform against; accuse: used especially where
knowledge of wrongful acts has been acquired
confidentially or stealthily: as, to denounce a
confederate in crime; to denounce one to the
authorities.

density
The boundless ether back to roll.
And to replace the cloudy barrier dense.

Cowper, Iliad, T.

The decks were dense with stately forms.
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

3. In «od7., closely set; separated by very small
intervals: as, dense punctures, hairs, etc.— 3.
In phoiog., more or less opaque ; strong in the
contrast of lights and shades : said of a nega-
tive exhibiting these characteristics, and ca-
pable of giving a brilliant print, or even, if
it be too dense, a harsh one, as distinguished
from a weak or thin negative, the picture on
which presents small contrasts, while its film
is inclined to be more or less transparent, even
in the lights, and the resulting print is flat.
Also expressed by strong and intense.

With good dense negatives the printing may be conduct-
ed in direct sunshine. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 257.

4. Figuratively, without break or interruption;
difficult to penetrate; solid and heavy: as,
dense ignorance; dense wit; rfewse stupidity.

—

5. Thick-headed; obtuse; stolid; stupid; dull.
I must needs conclude the present generation of play-

goers more virtuous than myself, or more dense.
Lamb, Artificial Comedy.

= Sjni. 1. Condensed, compressed.

Il.t n. A thicket.

He soon found that it was necessary for him openly to
denoutice the Jacobins to the Legislative Assembly and
the nation, as the enemies of the country.

Everett, Orations, I. 497.

The hog-ward who drove swine to the dense in the wood-
land paid his lord fifteen pigs at the slaughter-time, and
was himself paid by the increase of the herd.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 830.

T ,, . , „ . 1 .
densely (dens'li), adv. In a dense manner:

u. In Mexican and Spanish mimnp-law : (a) To compactly,
lay an information against (a mine) as forfeit densen (den'sn), v. t. [< dense + -enl 1 To
because of abandonment, or through being in- make dense or more dense. [Rare ]
sufficiently worked; hence to claim the right In isoo there is some d««enm^ of population within the
to work (sucn a mme) by laying an informa- old lines and a western movement along the Mohawk in
tion against it. (6) To announce and register ^'** ^'<"''' •'''»'e-

the discovery of (a new mine or mineral de- ^- ^- ^^SOinson, Harpers Mag., June, 1884.

posit), and thus preempt; hence, to lay claim denseness (dens'nes), n. The state of being
to on the ground of discovery and registry.— dense ; condition as to density.
6. In diplomacy, to announce the intention denshire, densher (den'sher), v. t.

;
pret. and

of abrogating (a treaty) in accordance with its PP- denshired, denshered, ppr. denshiring, den-
provisions or arbitrarily

denouncement (df-nouns'ment), n. [< OP. de-
noncement, dennncement, < denoncer, denounce:
see denounce and -ment.'] 1. The act of de-
noimcing ; the declaration of a menace, or of
evil; denunciation. [Rare.]

shering. [Pirst quoted as densher; so called
from Denshire, eontr. of Devonshire.'] To im-
prove (land) by burning parings of earth, turf,
and stubble, which have been cast in heaps
upon it, and then spreading the ashes over
the ground iis a compost.

FaUe is the reply of Cain upon the denouncemmt al his
denshiring, densheiing (den'sher-ing), n. The

To be the sign or symptom of; show
cate : as, a quick pulse denotes fever.

Thy wild acts denote
The unreasonable fury of a beast.

Shalt., R. and J., lU. 8.

=Syn. 1. Note, Denote, Connote. See the definitions of
these words.— 2. To betoken, imply.

denotement (de-not'ment), n. [< denote +
-ment.] Sign

;

'indication. [Rare.]
denouement (da-no'mon), «. [F., also d^noH-
ment, < denouer, untie, < de- priv. + nouer, tie,
knot, < L. nodare, tie, knot, < nodus = E. knot:
see node and knot.] The solution of a mystery

;

curse. My iniquity is greater than I can bear.
Sir T. Broume.

He recelv'd his due denouncemerU from God.
Milton, Civil Power.

2. In Mexican and Spanish mining-law, applica-
tion to the authorities for the grant of the right
to work a mine, either on the ground of new
discovery, or on the ground of forfeiture of the
rights of a former owner, through abandonment
or contravention of the mining-law. See de-
nounce, 5.

The title to these deposits is a denouncement as discov-
erer of four pertenencias— twenty-four Mexican feet in
length, w ith an appropriate width, depending on the incli-
nation of the vein. Mourry, Arizona and Sonora, p. 112.

The end, the climax, the culmination, the surprise the
discovery, are all slightly different iu meaning from that
ingenious loosening of the knot of intrigue which the word
denouement implies. Saturday Rev., No. 1474.

I grieve not to be able to point my tale with the ex.
fleeted moral, though perhaps the true ddnouenient may
ead to one as valuable.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 215.

denounce (de-nouns'), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-
nounced, ppr. denouncing. [< ME. denouncen, <
OF. denoncer, denuncer, F. denoncer = Sp. Pg.
denunciar = It. denunziare, < L. denunciare, de-
nuntiare (pp. denunciatus, whence the other E.
form denunciate), declare, announce, threaten,
denounce, < de- + nunciare, nuntiare, announce,
< nuncius, more correctly nuntius, a messenger:
866 nuncio. Cf. announce, enounce, pronounce,
renounce.] If. To make known in a formal
manner; proclaim; announce; declare.
And ther the Aungell deiwmiajd to Zacharie the Na-

tlvite of Seynt John the Baptyst.
Torkingtun, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 71.

Idenourxe and declare, by the authority of God's word
and doctrine of Christ, that ye be truly baptized within
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. .More, etc. ( Parker Soc. , 1850), p. 71.

2. To proclaim or declare as impending or
threatened

; formally or publicly threaten to do
or effect; make a menace of: as, to denounce
war ; to denounce punishment.

I denounce unto you this day, that ye shall surely per-
I>euL XXX. 18.

ish.

1. One who de-
nounces ; one who threatens or menaces.
Here comes the sad denouncer of my fate. Dryden.

2. One who endeavors to obtain possession of
or right to a mine or other land by denounoe-
tnent.

de nOTO (de no'vo). [L. : de, of; novo, abl. of
noru.s — E. jiew.] Anew; from the beginning.
dens (denz), «.; pi. denies (den'tez). [L. den{t-)s
=:E. tooth.] i. In anal, and deiitistrij, a, tooth.— 2. In anat. and zool., a tooth-like or dentate
part or organ. See too(A.— Dens blcuspls, a bi-
cuspid tooth; a premolar.— Dens canlnus, a canine
tooth.— Dens Inclsivus, an incisor tooth.— Dens mo-
larls. (rt) A molar tooth ; a grinder, whether molar proper
or ]iremolar. (6) The incus or anvil, one of the little Imnes
of the ear, so called from its shape in man.—Dens Bapi-
entis, a wisdom-tooth ; a last molar.— Dens sectorius,
a sectorial tooth. Owen.
dense (dens), a. and n. [= P. dense = Sp. Pg.
It. denso, < L. densus, thick, close, set close,
dense (opposed to rarus, thin, rare), = Gr. 6a-
ffiif, thick, dense, shaggy, hairy, rough: see
Dasya.] I. a. 1. Having great or unusual
consistency of elements or closeness of parts;
closely compacted or conglomerated ; compact;
close; thick: as, a dense body; a dense cloud
or fog; a dense panicle of flowers.

The cause of cold is the density of the body, for all dense
bodies are colder than most other bodies.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

This surrounding chaos . . . was far from being solid:
he resembles it to a dense though fluid atmosphere.

Goldsmith, Animated Nature, I. 29.

act or process of improving land, as defined
under denshire. Also called hum-beating (which
see).

Burning of land, or burn-bating, is commonly called
denshiring, that is Devonshiring or Denbighshiring, be-
cause most used, or first invented there.

Mortimer, Husbandry.
Mr. Beshop of Merton first brought into the south of

Wiltshire the improvement by burn-beking, Densherina
about 1639.

"'

Aubrey, Wilts. Royal Soc. MS., p. 287. (Ualliwell.)

densimeter (den-sim'e-t^r), n. [= Sp. densi-
metro, < L. densus, dense, + metrum, a mea-
sure.] An apparatus for ascertaining the spe-
cific gravity or comparative density of a solid
or liquid, as metals, gunpowder, or sea-water.
That used for testing the density of gunpowder consists
essentially of a vessel in which the gunpowder is weighed
in connection with mercury. The vessel is first partially
filled with mercury by creating a vacuum; it is then
emptied and a known weight of powder is placed in it,
and the mercury again added under the infiuence of the
same vacuum, less being admitted, however, in conse-
quence of the space occupied by the powder. A compari-
son of the amount of mercury admitted with the weight
of the powder gives the specific gravity of the powder.
The optical densimeter of Hilgard consists of a glass prism
for holding salt water, and a colliniating telescope for
examining a ray of light passing through the water in
the prism, the refraction of the light giving the density of
the water by comparison with the known angle of re-
fraction of distilled water or sea-water of a known density.
Iluch's densimeter is used for ascertaining the density of
syrups while boiling. See salinometer.

density (den'si-ti), n. [= F. density = Sp. den-
sidud = Pp. dcnsidade = It. densitd, < L. densi-
ta(t-)s, thickness, < densus, thiak: see dense.]
1. The quality of being dense, close, or com-
pact; closeness of constituent parts; compact-
ness, actual or relative.

The density of the ether is greater in liquids and solids
than in gases, and greater in gases than in vacuo.

Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 62.

2. The mass or amount of matter per unit of
bulk. The mass is the ratio of the living force or double
the energy of motion to the square of the velocity. Ex-
periments made by Newton upon the effect of attaching
masses of different materials to pendulums have shown
that the weights of bodies are precisely proportionate to
their masses ; consequently, the density is measured by
the specific gravity, or the weight of a unit bulk. The
unit of density is generally taken as that of water at Its
temperature of maximum density (4" C, 39° F.) and under
ordinary pressure. Inasmuch as the gram was intended



density

to be, and witbin the limits o( the probable error of the

best observations actually is, the mass of one cubic centi-

meter of water under these conditions, it follows that the
density as ordinarily expressed is, as closely as possible,

the number of grams in one cubic centimeter of the par-

ticular kind of matter in ([uestion. Tlie following tjihle

shows the density of several inHK}rtjint substances : irid-

ium, 22.4; platinum, 21.4; gold, 19.3; liquid mercury,

13.6 ; lead, 11.3 ; silver, 10.5 ; copper, 8.9 ; nickel, S.7 ; iron,

7.S ; tin, 7.3 ; zinc, 7.2 ; the eartn, 5.6 ; solution of iodides

of mercury and potassium, 3.2 ; diamond, 3.5 ; rock, about

2.7; aluminium, 2.6; sulphur, 2.0; magnesium, 1.7; the

human IxMly, 1.1; india-rubber, 1.0; alcohol, 0.8; ether,

0.7; lithium, 0.6; vapor of iodide of arsenic, 1.02; air,

0.0013; aqueous vapor, 0.0008; hydrogen, 0.00009. See

specific gravity, under f/rapi/i/.

The quantity of matter per unit of space is defined as
the density of the mass filling that sjmce.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 194.

The density of a body is measured by the number of
units of mass in a unit of volume of the substance.

Clerk MaxHvll Heat, p. 82.

8. In elect, y the quantity of electricity per unit

of volume at a point in space, or the quantity
of electricity per unit of area at a point on a
surface.

The electric volume-density at a given point in space is

the limiting ratio of the quantity of electricity within a
sphere whose centre is the given point to the volume of

the sphere, when its radius is diminished without limit.

. . . The electric density at a given point on a sui-face is

the limiting ratio of the quantity of electricity within a
sphere whose centre is the given point to the area of the
sm-face contained within the sphere, when its i-adius is

diminished without limit.

Clerk Maxwell, Elect and Mag., § 64.

Gravimetric density of gunpowder, the weight of a
meiisured quantity of gunpowder. It is expressed by the
weight, in iMiiices, of a cubic foot of the powder.— Mag-
netic density, the rate of distribution of lines of force
in a magnetic field. The unit is the gauss or one c. g. s.

line per square centimeter.

dent^ (dent), «. and a. [< ME. dent^ a var. of
dint: see dintj dunt. In the sense of * notch'
the word belongs rather to dent^, the two words
being partly confused.] I. n. If. A stroke;
a blow.

Whenne he com the cheyne too,
With hys ax he smot it tu two ; . . .

It was a noble dent.

Richard Coer de Livn, 1. 2619.

2t. Force; weight; dint.

Sle no man with yuel wlUe,
Ensaumple, or tunge, or strokis dent.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 104.

3. A hollow mark made by a blow or by pres-

sure ; a small hollow or depression on the sur-

face of a solid or a plastic body; an indented
impression ; a dint.

The bullet, shot at the distance of 20 yards, made a very
considerable dent in a door. Hi$t. Royal Society, I. 367.

H. a. Marked by a dent or impression

;

dented: only in the phrase dent corn, Indian
com which has a depression in each kernel.

lU. S.]

The few trials made with dent (or soft) cornst lead me to
think their albuminoids have a higher digestion coefficient

than the flints. E. F. Ladd, Amer. Chem. Jour., VIII. 434.

dent^ (dent), v. [< ME. ^denten^ var. of dinten,

dunteitf knock, strike, dint: see dint, v., and
dent^, ?^ Cf. indent^.'] I. trans. To make a
dent or small hollow in; mark with dents or
impressions.

Xow Crummie's cloots
Dent a" the lone.

English, Scotch, and Latin Poeins, p. 91.

I dente, Jenfondre.— It was an horryble stroke; se
howe it hath dented in his harnesse. Palsgrave.

The street of the tombs, with its deeply dented chariot-
ruts. J. A. Syino-nds, Italy and Greece, p. 177.

II.t intrans. To aim a denting or effective

blow.

My heart, although dented at with ye arrowes of thy
burning affections, . . . shall alwayeskeepe his havdnesse.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 373.

dent2 (dent), «. [< F. dent, OF. dent = Sp.
diente = Pg. It. dente, < L, den(t-)s = Goth.
tunthus = AS. toth, E. tooth: see tooth, and cf.

dental, dentist, etc. This word in E. is in part
confused with dent^, h.] If. A notch; an in-

dentation.

High was his comb, and coral-red withal,
In dents embattled like a castle-wall.

Vryden, Cock and Fox.

2. A tooth of a comb, metallic brush, or card.— 3. A salient tooth or knob in the works of a
lock. E. H. Knight,—4. A tooth of a gear-
wheel. E, H, Knight,— 5. A cane or wire of
the reed frame in a weavers* loom.
dent^t (dent), r. t. [< ME. denten, by apheresis
for indenteny < OF. endenter, < ML, indenture,
tooth, notch, indent : see indent^ and dent^, n.
This word is in part confused with dent^, t?.]

To notch; indent.
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Dentyn or yndentyn, [L.] indento.

Prompt. Pare., p. 118.

The sylour deir of the deise daytely was dent.
Gawan and (jfologras, i. 6.

dentagra (den-tag'ra), «. [< L, d€7i{t-)s, = E.

tooth, 4- Gr. aypa, a fiunting, catching, taken in

the senses it has in Trodaypa, a trap for tlie feet,

also gout in the feet (> E. podagra), x^tpdypa,

goutinthehands(>E.c/«>«j7rfl).] 1. Thetooth-
ache.— 2. An instrument for drawing teeth ; a

tooth-forceps.

dental (den'tal), a. and n. [= F. dental = Sp.

Pg. dental = It. dentate, < NL. dentalis, pertain-

ing to the teeth (L. only in neut., dentate, n.,

the share-beam of a plow), < L. den{t')s = E.

tooth: see dent*^ and tooth."] 1. «• 1. Of or

pertaining to the teeth.— 2. In grant., formed
or pronounced at or near the front upper teeth,

with the tip or front of the tongue : as, d, t, and
n are dental letters. The name dental is very imper-
fectly descriptive, as the teeth bear no important part in

producing the sounds in question, and even, in the utter-

ance of many communities, no part at all. Hence some
phonetists avoid the term, using instead lingual, tongue-
point, or the like.

The Hebrews have assigned which letters are labial,

which dental, and wliicli guttural. Bacon.

3. Connected with or used in dentistry: as,

dental rubber; a dental mallet or hammer.

—

Dental arch, the curved line of the teeth in their socliets,

corresponding to the alveolar border of each jaw. The
somewhat parabolic curve of this arch in man, and its

continuity, are among the diagnostic zoological characters
of the genus //o7h/>.— Dental canal. See canaP.— Den-
tal cartilage. See cartilage— jyental cavity, the nat-

ural hollow of a tooth ; the pulp-ouvity (which see).— Den-
tal Chisel, cut, drill, file, foramen, etc. See the nouns.
— Dental formtlla, a formal or tabular statement of the
number and kinds of teeth a mammal may have ; a for-

mula of tiie dentition, in which the letters i. , c, pin. , and vi.

respectively denote incisor, canine, %iTemolar, and molar,
and figures are used to indicate the nuralicr of each kind
of teeth, the figures above a horizontal line (like the nu-
merator of a fraction) referring to the upper jaw, those
below the line to the lower jaw. When the letter d is pre-
fixed to i., c, pm., and m., it signifies deciduoux, and con-
sequently the formula is that of the milk-dentition. The
dental formula is usually written in full, as in the sub-
joined extract ; but since there are always the same num-
ber of teeth on each side of either jaw, sometimes only
each half jaw is indicated : thus, the formula for adult
man would be : i. ^, c. f, pm. §, m. g x 2 = 32. See the
extract.

The dental formula of a child over two years of age is

thus

;

di. ,dc.
1-1 , 2-

, dm. —1—1 2-
= 20;

which means that the child should have two incisors, one
canine, and two molars, on each side of each jaw. . . .

The formula of the permanent dentition in man is written

:

.2—2 1^1 2 — 2 3—3
pm. ^—— , VI.

-2' 1—1' = 32;

there being two incisors, one canine,»two premolars, and
three molars on each side above and below.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 80.

Dental hammer. See AmmM^r.—Dental letter. See
II., 1.—Dental mallet. See wn/;**?.- Dental pulp. («)

The soft, sensitive, nervous and vascular substance which
fills the cavity of a mature tooth, (i) The tissue or struc-

ture out of which a tooth is formed, and from which, as in

the case of rodents, it may continue to grow for an indefi-

nite period, in which case the teeth are said to have per-

sistent ptdps.— Dental sac, a closed dental follicle. See
the extract.

The teeth are moulded upon papilla; of the mucous
membrane, which may be exposeti, but are more usually
sunk in a fold or pit, the roof of which may close in so as
to form a dental sac. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. SO.

H, n. 1. A sound formed by placing the end
of the tongue against or near the upper teeth,

as d, t, and ii (see I., 2).— 2. In conch., a tooth-

shell ; a shell of the family Dentaliidw.

Two small black and shining pieces seem, by the shape,
to have been formed in the shell of a dental. Woodward.

dentaliid (den-tal'i-id), n. A solenoconeh of

tho family Dentaliidw.

Dentaliidse (den-ta-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Den-
taliiim + -idw,] A family of mollusks, consti-

tuting the class Scaphopoda (or order Cirribran-

chiata of Gastropoda) ; the tooth-shells. They
are dicecious, headless, eyeless, with a trilobate foot, rudi-

mentary lateral jaws, the mouth surrounded with filiform

tentacles ; the sliell slender, conical, curved, open at both
ends, with circular aperture and posterior attachment of
the animal; the mantle saccular, open at both ends, the
foot being protruded through the larger opening. The
larva; are free-swimnn'ng and ciliate, with a somewhat bi-

valvular shell, which subsequently becomes tubular. There
are about 50 living and upward of 100 extinct species, the
latter mostly Devonian. The animals live buried in the
nmil, where they crawl slowly about. (See Scaphopoda,
tooth-shell.) The family has been divided by recent sys-

tematists into various genera, for which tlie names Denta-
Hum. Antale, and Entalis have been used. Also Dentall-
d(e, Dentaliad(e.

Dentalina (den-ta-li'na), n. [< NL. dentalis, of
the teeth (see dental), -^ -ina.} A genus of per-
forate foraminifers.

dentation

dentalite (den'tal-it), n. [< dental + -ife'^.] A
fossil tooth-shell*.

dentality (den-tal'i-ti), n. [< dental + •ity.']

The state or quality of being dental, as a con-
sonant.

Dentalium (den-ta'li-um), n. [< NL. dentalis,

< L. den(t-)s = E. tooth: see dental.] The typi-
cal and leading genus of the family Dentaliidce.
Different limits have been assigned to it. By the older
conchologists it was used for all the Dentaiiidce, or forms
witli tusk-like shells ; but more recently it lias been re-

stricted to Dentaliidce with the posterior end of the tusk-
like shell furnished with an internal slightly projecting
tulie provided with a dorsoventrally elongated opening,

dentalization (den-tal-i-za'shon),»(. [< dental
+ -ize + -ation.] Conversion to a dental, as to
d or t: said of articulate sounds.

The latter [Sanskrit k ore], usually designated by k^ (or

q), is frequently liable to labialization (or dentalization) in
Creeiv. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 270.

Dentaria (den-ta'ri-a), n. [NL., fern, of LL.
dentarins, pertaining to the teeth : see den-
tary.] A genus of cruciferous plants, natives
of the cooler portion of the north temperate
zone. It is nearly allied to Cardamine, with which it is

united by some authorities, differing mainly in its few
opposite or subvert! ciliate cauline leaves, and in its scaly
creeping or tuberous rootstocks. From its toothed pun-
gent roots it derives the names of coral-root, toothwort,
l)ei)per-root, etc. The flowers are laj-ge, white or light-

puritle.

dentary (den'ta-ri), a. and «. [< LL. dentarius,
pertaining to the teeth, < L. d€n{t-)s = E. tooth:

see dent^, dental.] I. o. 1. Pertaining to the
teeth ; dental.— 2. Bearing teeth: as, the deii-

iarij bone. See II.

Each ranms of the lower jaw is composed of an articular
and a dentary jjiece. Ouvn, Anat., iv.

Dentary apparatus, in echinodemis, the oral skeleton.
See lantern of Aristotle, under lantern.

H. n.; pi. dentaries (-riz). The distal or
symphyseal piece or element of the compound
lower jaw of vertebrates below mammals: so
called because it bears or may bear teeth, it

commonly forms most of the lower jaw as visible from the
outside. In birds without teetli it forms about that Mrt
of the under mandible which is sheathed in horn. The
dentary, as a rule, effects symphysis or unites with its

fellow of the opposite side at its distal end ; at its prox-
imal end it is articulated or ankylosed with other bones,
forming the proximal pax-t of each half of the lower
jaw. See cuts under Cyclodus, Qallinoe, and temporo-
mastoid.

dentata (den-ta'ta), n. [NL., fem. (sc. verte-

bra) of dentatus, toothed: see dentate.] The
odontoid vertebra or axis ; the second cervical

vertebra : so called from the odontoid or tooth-
like process which forms a pivot about which
the atlas turns. See cut under axis,

dentate (den'tat), a. [= F. dentS = Pr. dentat
= Sp. Pg. dentado = It. dentato, toothed (=
E. toothed), < L. dentatus, < d€n{t-)s = E. tooth.]

Toothed; notched. Specifically— («)
In bot., in a general sense, having a tooth-
ed margin ; more especially, having acute
teeth winch project outward : as, a dentate
leaf; or having tooth-like projections : as,

a dentate root. (6) In zool. and anat., hav-
ing tooth-like processes or arrangements
of parts, especially in series along an edge,
margin, or border, like the teeth of a saw ;

serrate ; denticulate. Also dentated.—
Dentate antennae, those antennfe in
whicli each joint has an angular projec-
tion on one side, near the apex.— Dentate
body, the corpus deiitatum (which see,

under corpus).— Dentate mandible, a
mandil)le provided with blunt or sharp
projections on the inner side.— Dentate
margin, properly, a margin having a se-

ries of sharp projections, the si(ies of which
are equal, with the apex opposite the mid-
dle of the base ; but the term is often ap-
plied to any toothed margin, whether the
]>rojections are sharp or blunt.-— Dentate
maxillse, maxilla; which are armed at the apex with sharp
teeth.— Dentate wings, wings with dentate margins.

dentate-ciliate (den'tat-siri-at), a. [< dentate
+ ciliate.] In bot., having the margin dentate
and fringed or tipped with cilia or hairs.

dentated (den'ta-ted), «. Same as dentate.

dentately (den'tat-li), adv. In a dentate man-
ner.

dentate-serrate (den'tat-ser'at), a. Inentoni.,
l>otli serrated and toothed: applied to a serrate

margin when each projection or denticulation
is toothed along its edge.

dentate-sinuate (den'tat-sin'\l-at), a. In en-

tom., having angular teeth with incurved
spaces between them.
dentation (den-ta'shon), w. [< dentate + -ion,]

1. Dentate character or condition. [Rare.]

How, in particular, did it get its barb— its dentation^
Paley, Nat. Theol., xiii.

2. In entom.y an angular projection of a mar-

f'lu : used especially in describing the wings of
epidoptera.

Dentate I,eaf.

( From LeMaout
and Decaisnc's
" Traits jf^neral
de Bolanique.")



dented

dented! (den'ted), J), fl. [< rfcn^i + -cd2.] Hav-
iug dents ; impressed with little hollows.

dented2(den'ted),;>. a. [< dent^ + -ed^.} Hav-
ing teeth or notches; notched.

dentel, dentelated. See dentil, etc.

dentelle (den-tel'), ». [F., lace, edging, < ML.
dentdlus, dim. of L. den(t-)/s = E. tooth : see den-

til.'] 1. Lace.— 2. In bookbiiidiny, a style of

angular decoration, which in its simplest form
is like a row of saw-teeth, and in an ornate
form is like the points of point-lace.

dentelure (den'te-lur), n. [< F. dentelure, den-
ticnlation, indentation,< denteler, indent, notch,
< 'dentel, a tooth : see dentil.] In zoiil., same
as dentition. [Rare.]

Dentex (den'teks), n. [NXi., < L. dentix, a sort

of sea-fikh, < dcn{t-)s = E. tooth.] The typical

genus of Dcnticinw.

Denticinse (den-ti-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Dentex
(-tic-) + -inw.} A subfamily of sparoid fishes,

typified by the genus Dentex, with all the teeth
conic, some of the anterior ones cauiniform,
and the cheeks scaly. Also Deiitirini.

dentlcine (den'ti-sin), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Dcnticinw.

II. n. One of the Denticincc.

Denticini (den-ti-si'ni), 7i. j^/. [iSTL.] Same as
Din ticiiKV. Bonaparte.

denticle (den'ti-kl), ». [< L. denticulus, dim.
of den(t-)s = E. tooth. Cf. dentieule, dentil.]

1. A small tooth or projecting point; a dentic--

ulation; specifically, one of the long slender
elements of the morphologically compound
teeth of the Cape ant-eater, Orycteropus capeii-

ais, the only example of such structure among
mammals.
The tooth is really made up of a numljer of very elon-

gateil and slender denticles unuhylosed together into one
solid mass. Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 270.

2. Any small toothed or tooth-like part: as, the
shagreen denticles of the shark.

Thin almury is clepcd the denticle of capricome or elles
the kallculer. C/iaJteer, Astrolal)c, t 23.

Dermal denticle, an enameled dentinal tegumentary
structure, us a placuid scale of a selachian.

As theyairree with teeth in structure, they may be spoken
of as dennat dentietex.

Ge'jenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 42-1.

Denticmra (den-ti-kro'ra), n. pi. [NL., < L.
dcn{t-)s, = E. tooth, + crus (crur-), leg.] In
Latreille's system of classification, the third
section of braehelytrous pentamerous Coleop-
tcra, represented by such genera as Oxt/telus,

Osorius, etc.

denticulate, denticulated (den-tik'u-lat, -la-

ted), a. [< L. dvnticulatui, furnisiied with
small teeth, < denticulus, a small tooth : see den-
ticle, dentieule. Ct. dcntilated.] 1. Finely den-
tate ; edged with minute tooth-like projections

:

as, a denticulate leaf, calyx, etc.

Fringed with small denticulate procesaea. Ovein, Anat.

2. In arch., formed into dentils.

denticulately (den-tik'u-lat-li), adv. In a den-
ticulate manner: as, rfffn^>«/afc/y serrated.

denticulation (den-tik-u-la'shon), M. [< den-
ticulate + -inn.] 1. A denticulated condition
or character.

He omits the deniiculation of the edges of the bill, or
thi>ie small oblique luciaions made for the lietterreten.
tion of tlie prey. y. Grew, Museum.

2. A denticle, or projection on a denticulate
margin ; a small tooth, or sot of small teeth or
notches : frequently used in the plural.

dentieule (den'ti-kOl), M. [< F. dentieule, a den-
tieule, < L. denticulun: see denticle and dentil.]

1. A dentil.— 2. In her., one of a number of
small squares ranged in c row, or following the
outline of the shield in a sort of border. They
are supposed to represent the dentils of the
architectural entablature.

denticultlS (den-tik'u-lua), n.
;
pi. denticuli (-li).

[L. : see denticle.] 1. Same as (tenWcte.— 2. In
arch., a dentil.

dentifactor (den'ti-fak-tor), n. [NL., < L.
dcii{t-)n, = E. tooth, -i- factor, a maker: see fac-
tor.] A machine for the manufacture of the
artificial toeth, gums, and palate used in me-
chiininul dentistry.

dentiform (den'ti'-ffirm), a. [= F. dentiforme =
Pg. ilenlifiirmc, < L. dcH(t-)s, = E. tooth, + forma,
shape.] Haying the form of a tooth ;' tooth-
like; odontoid; specifically, in c/itont., project-
ing and pointed, the section approaching an
equilateral triangle, as a process.
dentifrice (den'ti-fris), ». f < F. dentifrice = Pg.
It. (li-ntijf'ricio, < h. dentifricimn, a tooth-powder,

5>(
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< den{t-)s, = E. tooth, + fricarc, rub: see fric-

tion.] A powder or other substance used in

cleaning the teeth. The term is now also ap-
plied to liquid preparations for the same pur-
pose.

The shells of all sorts of shell-fish, being burnt, obtain
a caustick nature ; most of them, soordered and powdered,
make excellent dentifrices. N. Grew, Museum.

dentigerous (den-tij'e-ms), a. [= F. denti-

qerc, < L. den(t-)s, = fi. tooth, + gerere, carry.]
Bearing or supporting teeth; supplied with
teeth.

The cranial structure of the Mur(Enidce, in which the
intenuaxillaries are absent, and the nasal bone dentigerous.

Owen, Anat.

dentil, dentel (den'til, -tel), n. [< OF. "dentel,

'dented (cf. OF. dentel, var. of dental, dentail,

< L. dentate, part of a plowshare) = Pr. dentelh,

dentilh = It. dentello, < ML. dentellus, dentil-

lug, equiv. to L. denticulus, a little tooth, a mo-
dillion, dim. of den(t-)s = E. tooth: see dent^,

dental, and cf. dentelle, denticle, dentieule.] 1.

In arch., oneW

Iodic Dentils (</l.— Caryatid porch of the
Erecbtbeuin, ALbens.

""-• "".'- ~7- of a series of

C"""

"

little cubes in-

^ to which the

_«,-e-cvi..e«i,'iija^«*t»!i>-;»73V square mem-
ber in the bed-
molding of an
Ionic, a Corin-
thian, a Com-
posite, or occa-
sionally a Bo-
man Doric cor-

nice is cut.

lliese [Corinthi-
an] pillars stand

on pedestals, which are very particular, as the lower mem-
ber of the Cornish is worked in dentils.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. ii. 208.

Columns and round arches . . . support square win-
dows which are relieved from ugliness l»y a sligiit mould-
ing, the dentel, . . . which is seen everj'where.

E. A. Vreenian, Venice, p. 213.

2. In her., one of the teeth or indents in any-
thing indented or dancett^: used alike of the
projecting teeth and of tho notches between
them.

dentilabial (den-ti-la'bi-al), a. and n. [< L.
dcn(t-)s, = E. tooth, + lahium, lip: see labial.]

I. a. Formed or articulated by means of the
teeth and lips, as a sound.

A dentilahial instead of a purely labial sound.
Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang,, p. 64.

II, n. A sound formed by the combined ac-
tion of the tectli and lips, as Engbsh v.

dentilated, dentelated (den'til-a-ted, -tel-a-

ted), a. [= Sp. dentctlado = It. dcntellatn, <

ML. "dentellatus, equiv. to L. denticulatus, twr-

nished with small teeth, < denticulus, a little

tooth : see dentil, denticle, and dentieulatc.]

Having teeth or notches ; marked with notches
or indentations. Also written dentillated.

An observation made by Berard at Toulon during the
then recent eclipse, *' of a very line red band, irregiilarly

dentelated, or, as it were, crevassed here and there."
A. M. CUrke, Astron. in IDth Cent., p. 00.

Tlie .Syrians restricted ortiament to denteltated leaves
of a conventional form deeply marked and sharply cut
out. C C, Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. xxxl.

dentilation (den-ti-lft'ghon), n. [As "dentilate
+ -ion.] Same as dentition. [Rare.]

dentile (den'til), «. [< ML. dentillus, a small
tooth: see dentil.] In conch., a small tooth
like that of a saw.
dentilingual (den-ti-ling'gwal), a. and n. [<
L. </<«((-)«, = E. tooth, + lingua = E. tongue:
see lingual, Cf. Unguadental.] I. a. Formed
between the teeth and the tongue : said espe-
cially of the two th sounds of thin and this, less

properly of the sounds generally called dental
(which see). Also called Unguadental.

II. n. A consonant formed between the teeth
and the tongue.

Ileal dentilinpiMls, produced between the tongue and
teetti. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 65.

Les.s properly dentolingual.

dentiloauist (den-til'o-kwist), n. [< denUloquy
+ -ist.] One who practises dentiloquy; one
who speaks through the teeth.

dentiloquy (den-til'o-kwi), n, [< L. den{t-)s, =
E. tooth, + loi/ui, speak: see locKtion.] The act
or practice of speaking through the teeth, or
with the teeth closed.

dentin, dentine (den'tin), n. [= F. destine (=
It. dentina), < L. den{t-)s, = E. tooth, + -in^,

-ine^.] The proper substance or tissue of teeth,

dentition

as ivory, for instance, as distinguished from eii-

amel, cement, or pulp. Dentin resembles bone, but
is ordinarily denser and liarder. Tlie diiference is seen on
nncroscopic section, when a multitude of very fine close-
set tubules or canaiiculi (the dentinal tubes) are seen fol-

lowing a parallel straight or wavy course- and no corpus-
cles or lacunae appear, while bone-tissue shows abundant
corpuscles with the canaiiculi i-adiating in every direc-
tion. The corpusculated parts of teetli are the softer
constituents, as the cement or pulp, for e.vample, whence
the canaiiculi alone penetrate the dentin, wliich is there-
fore comparable to the canalicular substance of iMue in
a state of extreme density and liardness. See cut under
tmith.

dentinal (den'ti-nal), a. [< dentin + -al.] Of
or pertaining to dentin— Dentinal tubes, the mi-
nute tubes of tlie dentin or ivory tissue of the tooth. See
dentin.

dentine, «. See dentin.

dentiphone (den'ti-fon), n. [< L. den{t-)s, =E.
tooth, + Or. tj>tji>>/, voice, sound.] An instru-
ment for conveying sonorous vibrations to tho
inner ear by means of the teeth. See audiphone.
dentiroster (den-ti-ros't6r), n. A bird of the
tribe Dentirostres.

dentirostral (den-ti-ros'tral), a. [< NL. denti-

rostris, toothed-billed (<
L. den{t-)s, = E. tnoth, +
rostrum, a beak), -t- -al.]

Having the character as-
signed to the Cuvierian
Dentirostres. The notch,
nick, or tooth of the bill of the
Dentirostres is not to be con-
founded with the tooth of the Deotirostral Bill (Shrike).
bill of certain birds of prey, as
falcons, nor with the series of teeth of the lamellirostral
birds, as ducks. In verymany technically dentirostral birds
there is no trace whatever of a notch or tooth.

dentirostrate (den-ti-ros'trat), a. [< L. den(t-)s,

= E. toolk, + rostratus, beaked, < rostrum, a
beak: see rostrtttn.] Same as dentirostral.

Dentirostres (den-ti-ros'trez), ». pi. [NL.,
pi. of dentirostris, toothed-billed: see dentiro.i-

tral.] 1. In Cuvier's system of classification,

the first family of his Passerine, " wherein tho
upper mandible is notched on each side towards
the point, it is in this family that the greatest number
of insectivorous birds occur, though many of tbeni feed
likewise uiM)n berries anil other soft fruits." Tliey are
contrasted with Fissiroslres, Conirostres, and Tenvirostrcs,
The immense assemblage of birds here indicated is defin-
able by no connnon character, least of all by the one as-

signed byCuvicr, and the term consequently fell into dis-
use. It is still employe*!, however, in a modified sense,
for a superfamily group of oscine passerine birds approxi-
mately etjuivalent to the turdoid Passeres of Wallace,
See Passeres, Tnrdi/onnes.

2. In Sundevall's system of classification, a
phalanx of tho cohort Cichlomorphie : synony-
mous with Laniiformes, as the name of a super-
family group embracing the shrikes and their
immediate relatives.— 3. In Sclater's arrange-
ment of 1880, a group of laminiplantar oscine
Pa!i.ieres, practically equivalent to the Ciclilo-

morphm of Sundevall.
dentiscalp (den'ti-skalp), n. [< L. den(t-)s, =
E. tooth, + scalperc, scrape.] An instrument
for scraping or cleaning the teeth.

dentist (den'tist), n. [= F. dentisto = Sp. Pg.
It. dentista, < NL. "dentista, < L. den{t-)s = E,
tooth.] One whose profession it is to clean
and extract teeth, repair them when diseased,
and replace them when necessary by artificial

ones; one who practises dental surgery and
mechanical dentiptry ; a dental surgeon.

dentistic, dentistical (den-tis'tik, -ti-kal), a.

[< dcnti.<it + -ic, -ical.] Relating to dentistry
or dentists.

,

Even the crocodile likes to have his teeth clean ; Insects
get into them, and, horrible reptile though he be, he opens
his jaws iuolfensively to a faithful dentistical bird, who
volunteers his beak for a toothpick.

Bulwer, My Novel iv. 1. (Davies.)

dentistry (den'tis-tri), «. [< dentist + -nj.]

The art or profession of a dentist ; dental sur-
gery.

Notwithstanding the merit possessed by a few of the
German works upon the teeth, practical dentistry has not
attained as high a degree of perfection in the German
states and provinces as it has in some other countries.

Harris, Diet, of Dental Science.

dentition (den-tish'on), n. [= F. dentition =
Sp. denticion = Pg. ilciiti^So = It. dentizione, <

L. dentitio(n-), teething, < dcntire, cut teeth, <

den(t-)s = E. tnoth : see dent^, dental^ 1. Tlie

process of cutting teeth; teething.— 2. The
time duringwhich teeth arebeingcut.— 3. The
kind, number, and arrangement of the teeth

proper to any animal : as, the carnivorous den-

tition, in which the teeth are normally special-

ized as incisors, canines, premolars, and molars;
the rodent dentition, in which some or all of the
teeth grow indefinitely from persistent pulps,



dentition

the incisors are scalpriform, and canines are

absent; the monophyodont dentition, in which
there is but one set of teeth; the di]}hyodont

dentition, in which there are two sets of teeth,

ete. Many dentitions are known technically by the name
of the genus or other group of animals to which they per-

tain, as the diprotodont dcntitioti, the polyprotodont den-

tition^ the bunodont, bathmodont, etc., the adjective in

such cases being frequently applied to the animals them-
selves as well as to the number and an-angement of their

teeth. See cuts under acrodo^it and rumiiiant. For
formulas of dentition, see dental formula, wwiev dental, a.

Greatly as the dentition of the highest ape differs from
that of man, it differs far more widely from that of the lower

and lowest apes. Hiixtei/, Man's Place in Nature, p. 101.

4. The state of being toothed or dentate ; den-
tieulation iwnir dentition, deciduous dentition,
the set of teeth which are shed and replaced by another
set, .13 in man and other diphyodont animals.

dentize (den'tiz), v. »'.
;
pret. and pp. dentized,

ppv. dcntizing. [With suffix -i:e, < L. dcntire,

get or cut teeth: see dentition.'] To cut one's

teeth; teethe. Nares.

They tell a tale of the old Countesse of Desmonds, who
lived till she was sevenscore yeares old, that she did den-

tine twice, or thrice ; easting her old teeth, and others com-
ming in their place. Bacon, Nat, Hist., § "^b.

dentoid (den'toid), a. [< L. den{t-)s, = E. tooth,

+ Gr. elSoq, form: see -oid.] Eesembling a
tooth ; shaped like a tooth ; tooth-like.

dentolingual (den-to-ling'gwal), a. and n. See
dentilingual.

den-tree (den'tre), n. An Australian name for

the Eucalyptus polyantliema.

denture (den'tm-), n. [< F. denture, a set of

teeth, < dent (^'L. den{t-)s = E. tooth) + -ure.']

The provision of teeth in the jaws ; specifically,

in dentistry, a set of artificial teeth, a whole
set being called a full denture.

denty (den'ti), a. A Scotch form of dainty.

denucleated (de-nii'kle-a-ted), a. [< de- priv.

+ nucleus + -ate^ + -ed?: see mtcleatcd.'] Char-
acterized by the disappearance of nuclei.

denudatet (den'u- or d§-nii'dat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dcnudated, ppr. denudating. [< L. denudatus,

pp. of denudare, make bare, strip: see denude.]

To strip ; denude. Eammond.
Till he has denudated himself of all incumbrances, he is

nnqualifled. Decay o/ Christian Piety.

denndate, denudated (den'u- or de-nii'dat,

-da-ted), a. [< L. denudatus, pp. :'8ee the
verb.] 1. In hot., deprived of covering, as of

foliage or pubescence; naked; glabrate.— 2.

In zool., destitute of scales, hair, or other cov-

ering; nude: specifically, in eniom., said of the
wings of Lepidoptera when they are clear in

parts, appearing as if the scales had been rub-
bed off.— 3. In geol., denuded. See denudation.

denudation (den-u-da'shon), n. [= F. denuda-
tion = Sp. denudacion = Pg. denudaqao = It.

denudazione, < LL. denudatio{n-), < L. denudare,

denude: see denude.] 1. The act of stripping

off covering; a making bare.

There must be a denudation of the mind from all those
images of our phantasy, how pleasing soever, that may
carry our thoughts aside from those better objects.

Bp. Hail, Devout Soul, § 10.

2. In geol., the wearing away and removal by
natural agencies, such as rain, rivers, frost,

ice, and wind, of a part of the solid matter of

the earth's surface. The matter thus carried away
is said to have been eroded, and the terms erosion and de-

nudation are alike as indicating the result of the work of

erosive or denuding agencies.

Prof. Geikie has calculated that, at the present rate of
denudation, it would require alx)ut 5i million years to re-

duce the British Isles to a flat plane at the level of the
sea. Huxley, Physiography, p. 148.

denude (de-niid'), V- *•> pret. and pp. denuded,
ppr. denuding. [= OF. denuer, F. denuer, also

denuder= By.*denudar, desnudar = Pg. denudar
= It. denudare, < L. denudare, make bare, strip,

< de, off, + nudare, make bare, < nudus, bare

:

see nude.] 1. To strip or divest of all cover-

ing; make bare or naked.

The eye, with the skin of the eyelid, is denuded, to

shew the muscle. Sharp, Surgery.

If in summer-time you denude a vine-branch of its

leaves, the gravies will never come to maturity.
Hay, Works of Creation.

Specifically— 2. In geol., to wear away and re-

move sijrface or overlying matter, and thus
make bare and expose to view (the imderlying
strata).

Where the rain comes down in a deluge, as often hap-
pens in the ti-opics, its power as a denuding agent is al-

most incredible. Huxley, Physiography, p. 131.

=Syn. To bare, lay bare, uncover.

denuded (de-nu'ded), p. a. Stripped ; divested
of covering; laid bare—penuded roclu, in seot.,
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rocks exposed by the action of denudation. See denuda-
tion.

denumerant (de-nii'me-rant), n. [< L. de- +
WHi»crn«(<-)s, ppr. of nii'iiierare, number, numer-
ate: see numerate.] The number of solutions

of a determinate system of equations.

The denumerant nmy be algebraical or arithmetical. In
estimating the former, all solutions count, whether or not
deducible from one another by interchange between the
unknowns. In estimating tlic latter, solutions wliich be-

come identical by permuting the unknowns are regarded
as one and the same solution. J. J. Sylvester, 1868.

denumeration (de-nu-me-ra'shon), n. {< L. as
if 'denumerare (> OF. denombrcr), count over,

enumerate, < de, down, + numerare, count : see
numerate, number.] In law, present payment;
payment down or on the spot.

denuncia (Sp. pron. da-non'thi-a), n. [Sp., <

dvnuncittr, denounce : see denounce.] In Mexico
and Spanish America : (a) The judicial proceed-
ings by which a person claims and secures the
right to a mine which he has discovered, or one
the title to which has been lost or forfeited by
the neglect of the owner to work it or by his

having violated the mining-ordinances. (6) A
similar judicial proceeding by which waste or

abandoned lands may be preempted.
denunciable (de-nun si-a-bl), a. [= Sp. denun-
ciable, < NL. as 3f 'denuniiahilis, < L. denuntiarc,

denounce : see denounce.] Subject to denounce-
ment ; fit or proper to be denounced. See de-

nonncemcH <.

denunciant (de-nun'gi-ant), a. [< L. denun-
cian{t-)s, denuntian{t-)s,'ypT. of denunciare, de-

nuntiare, denounce : see denunciate.] Beady or

prone to denounce ; denunciative.

Of all which things a poor Legislative Assembly and
Patriot France is informed by demtnciant Friend, by tri-

umphant Foe. Carlyle, French Bev., II. v. S.

denunciate (de-nun' gi-at), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

denunciated, ppr. denunciating. [< L. denuncia-

tus, denuniiatus, pp. of denunciare, more cor-

rectly denuntiare, declare, denounce: see de-

nounce.] Same as denounce.

The vicinage of Europe had not only a right, but an in-

dispensable duty and an exigent interest, to denunciate
this new work before it had produced the danger we have
so severely felt. Burke, A Regicide Peace, 1.

denunciation (df-nun-si-a'shon), n. [= F. de-

nonciation = J'r. denunciatio= Sp. denunciacion

= Pg. denundaqdo = It. denumiazione, < L. de-

nunciatio{n-), denuntiatio{n-), < denunciare, de-

nuntiare, pp. denunciatus, denuntiattts,denounce

:

see denounce.] If. The act of denouncing or

announcing; announcement; publication; pro-

clamation ; annunciation : as, a faithful denun-
ciation of the gospel.

She is fast my wife.

Save that we do tlie denunciation lack

Of outward order. Shak., M. for M., i. 3.

This publick and reiterated denunciation of banns be-

fore matrimony is an institution required and kept both
by the churches of the Koman correspondence and by all

the Reformed. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience.

2. Solemn or formal declaration accompanied
with a menace ; a declaration of intended evil

;

proclamation of a threat ; a public menace : as,

a denunciation of war or of wrath.

When they rejected and despised all his prophesies and
denunciations of future judgments, then follows the sen-

tence. Donne, Sermons, vi.

Christ tells the Jews that, if they believe not, they shall

die in their sins ; did they never read those denunciations ?

Bp. Ward.

Uttering bold denurwiations of ecclesiastical error.

Motley.

3. In S^ots law, the act by which a person who
has disobeyed the charge given on letters of

homing is outlawed or proclaimed a rebel.— 4.

In civil law, accusation against one of a crime
before a public prosecuting officer.— 5. The
act of denouncing a treaty.

denunciative (de-nuu'si-a-tiv), a. [= F. denon-

ciatif= Pg. denu'nciativo, <LL. denuntiativus, <

L. denuntiare : see denunciate.] Partaking of

the character of a denunciation ; denunciatory

;

prone to denunciation ; ready to denounce.

The clamorous, the idle, and the Ignorantly dennncia-

tirx. Farrar, Language, iv.

denunciator (de-nun'gi-a-tor), n. [=F. denon-

ciateur = Pr. Sp. Pg. denunciador= It. denunzi-

atore,< LL. denuntiatorS L. denuntiare : see de-

nounce, denunciate.] 1 . One who denounces; one
who publishes orproclairas, especiallyintended

evil; one who threatens.— 2. In civil law, one
who lays an information against another.

Tlie denunciator does not make himself a party in Judge-

ment, as the accuser does. Aylige, Parergon.

deny

denunciatory (de-nun'si-a-to-ri), (I. [= Sp. Pg;
denunciatorio, < LL. as if "aenuntiatorius, < de-

nuntiator, a denouncet: see denunciator.] Re-
lating to or implying denimciation ; containing
a puljlic threat ; comrainatory.

denutrition (de-nu-trish'on), n. [< de- pl-iv. +
imtrition.] Want or defect of nutrition: the
opposite of nutrition. Thomas, Med. Diet.

deny (df-ni'), v.; pret. and pp. denied, ppr. de-

nying. '[< ME. denyen, rarely denoyen, also de-

nayen (see denay), < OF. denier, deneer, dcueier,

denoier, F. denier = Pr. denegar, deneyar, desne-

gar, desnedar = Sp. Pg. denegar = It. denegare,

deny, < L. denegare, deny, < de-+ negare, deny,
sayno: seenegation.] I. trans. 1. Tosay "no"
or "nay" to; gainsay; contradict.

I put it all vpon yow, and kepe ye myn honoure as ye
owe to do. And what ye ordeyue I shall it not denye.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 83.

His o^vn way he will still have, and no one dare deny
him. R. D. Blackmorc, Lorna Doone, p. 127.

2. To declare to be untrue or untenable ; re-

ject as false or erroneous ; refuse to admit, ac-

cept, or believe: as, to deny an accusation, or

the truth of a statement or a theory; to deny a
doctrine.

When the kuewen all the cause, tho kynges bydene,
All denyde it anon ; no mon assentid.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8009.

Reason, joining or disjoining, frames
All what we afBrm'or what deny.

Hilton, P. L., y. 107.

But she loved Enoch ; tho' she knew it not,

And would if ask'd deny it.

Tennyson, Enoch Ardcn.

No one, except under constraint of some extravagant

theory, denies that pleasure is good.
T. U. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, I 308.

3. To refuse ; refuse to grant or give ; with-

hold or withhold from : as, to deny bread to the

himgry ; to deny a request.

To stande in fatte lande wol it not denye.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

He [St. Augustine! cannot mean simply that audience
should altogether be denied unto men, but either that it

men speak one thing and God himself teaches another,

then he, not they, to be obeyed.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, li. 7.

Think not ill manners in me for denying
Your offer'd meat ; for, sure, I canuot eat

"Wliile I do tliink she wants.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 2.

'Twill be hard for us to deny a Woman any thing, since

we are so newly come on Shore.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, L 1.

4. To reject as non-existent or unreal ; refuse

to believe in the existence of; disallow the re-

ality of. [Rare.]

Many deny witches at all, or if there be any they can do
no harm. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 128.

Though they deny two pei-sons In the Trinity, they hold,

as we do, there is but one God.
Sir T. Brou-ne, Religio Medici, i. 20.

5. To refuse access to; keep from being seen;

withhold from view or intercourse : as, he de-

nied himself to visitors.

Tlie butler . . . ushered me very civilly into the par-

lour, and told me though my lady had given strict orders

to be denied, he was sure I might be admitted.
Steele, Tatler, No. 266.

6. To refuse to acknowledge ; disavow ; re-

nounce ; diso'wn.

And if he do he shall be compelled incontynently to

denye his fayth and crystendome, or ellys he shalbe put
to execucion of deth by and by.

Sir Ji. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 44.

He that denieth me before men shall be denied before

the angels of God. Luke xii. 9.

Here's a villain, that would face me down . . .

That I did deny my wife and house.
Shak., C.of E.,iii. 1.

7. To forbid.

I am denied to sue my livery here.

And yet my letters-patent give me leave.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 3.

You may deny me to accompany you, but cannot hin-

der me from following. Johnson, Rasselas, xiv.

8t. To contradict ; repel; disprove.

Nay, that I can deny by a circumstance.
Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1.

To deny one's self, to exercise self-denial ; refrain from
the gratification of one's desires ; refrain or abstain from :

as, to deny one's self the use of spirituous liquors ; to deny
one's self a pleasure.

If any man will come after me, let him deny himself,

and take up his cross, and follow me. Mat. xvi. 24.

Worthy minds in the domestic way of life deny them-

selves many advantages, to satisfy a generous benevolence.
Steele, Spectator, No. 248.

=8yn. 6. To disclaim, renounce, abjure.

n. intrans. To answer in the negative ; re-

fuse to comply.
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Sarah denied, saying, I laughed not ; for ^^e vfM^af™id.

If proudly he deny,

Let better counsels be his guides. Chapman.

denyt, « [< OF. deni, dmie, denoi.F.dad, de-

nSl, refusal; from the noun. Cf. denay, n.]

Denial. [Rare.]

Vet Tse no threats, nor giue them flat Denies.

lyiSr tr. of ]5u Bartlss Weeks, ii.. The Schisme.

denyingly (df-ni'ing-li), adv. In a manner in-

dicating denial.

How hard you loolt, and how denyingl;i

!

re»n!/«on. Merlin and Vivien.

deobstnict (de-ob-strukf), r. t [< <fc-priv. +
obstruct.'] To remove obstructions or impedi-

ments to (a passage) ; in med.,to clear from any-

thing that hinders passage : as, to deobstrncttho

pores or lacteals.

It is a singular good wound-herb, useful for deobstnict-

iny the pores of the bod^
^_^^^ ^^^.^^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^.^^^

deobstruent (de-ob'stro-ent), a. andn. [< de-

priv. + obstnumt] I. a. In med., removing ob-

structions. See II.

All sopes are attenuating and deo6»(r««.«, resolving vis-

cid substances. Arbulhnol, Ailments.

n n. A medicine which removes obstruc-

tions and opens the natural passages of the

fluids of the body ; an aperient : as, calomel is

a powerful deobstruent.

It [tar-water] is . . . a powerful and sate deoi^rW in

cachtctick and hysterick cases. Up. Berkeley, Sins, § b.

deoculate (de-ok'u-lat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. dc-

ocidaied, ppr. deoculatiiig. [< L. de, from, 1-

oeulus, eye : see ocular.'] To deprive of eyes or

eyesight; blind. [Ludicrous.]

Dorothy, 1 hear, has mounted spectacles; so you have

deoculated two of your dearest relations In l"e-

Lamb, To \Nordsworth, April 9, IBio.

deodand (de'6-dand), «. [< ML. deodandum,

i. e., Deo dandum, a thing to be given to (jod

:

Deo, dat. of Deus, God (see deity); dandum,

neut. of datidus, to be given, ger. of dare, give

(see date^.] Formerly, in Eug. law, from the

earliest times, a personal chattel which had

been the immediate occasion of the death or a

rational creature, and for that reason givon to

God— that is, forfeited to the king to be applied

to pious uses and distributed in alms by his

hich almoner. Thus, if a cart ran over a man and

killed him, the cart w.is by law forfeited as a deo<land,

and the coroner s jury was required to fix the value of the

forfeited property. The pious object of the forfeiture w^s

early lost sight of, and tlie king might and often did cede

his riglit to deodands within certain 1'"','"," » P"""*
perquisite. Dewianils were not abolished tiU 1848.

For love should, like a deodond.

Still fall to til' owner of the land.

S. Butler, The Lady's Answer to the Knight, 1. 103.

deodar (de-6-dilr' ), n. [< NL. deodara, < Skt. *-

vaddru, divine tree, < deva, divine, a god (see

deva), + ddru, wood, a species of pine, related

to dru, a tree, and to E. free] In India, a name

given to different trees, principally of the natu-

ral order Conifcrw, when growing at some place

held sacred by the Hindus. The tree more com-

monly known by this name, and often menUoned by the

Indian poets, U the C«dnM Deodara, nearly related to the

cedar of Lebanon, a large tree widely distributed In the

Himalayas from Nep41 to Afghanistan. The wood is very

extensively used on account of its extreme durability. At

Simla In India the name is given to the Cuprennu torulosa.

We set out for a walk through a magnificent forest of

deodar, yew, flr, and oak.
. , i- tt ipj-

H . //. Rtusell, Diary in India, II. 16C.

deodatet (de'o-dat), v. [< L. Deo datus, given

to (or by) God: Deo, dat. of Deus, God; datus,

pp. of dare, give: see deodand and date^.] 1.

A gift or offering to God ; a thing offered in the

name of God.

Long it were to reckon np particularly what God was

owner of under the Law : ... of this sort [was] whatso-

ever their Corban contained, wherein that blessed widow a

deodafe was laid up. Hooker, Eccles. I'ohty, vii. 22.

2. A gift from God. Davies.

He observed that the Dr. was bom of New-Year's Day,

and that it was then presaged he would be a deodate, a nt

new-year s gift tor Ood to bestow on the world.

U. Paman (IBM), in D'Oyly's Bancroft, u.

deodorant (de-6'dqr-ant), n. [< L. de- piiv. +
odor(ui(t-)s, ppr. of odorare, smell, < odor, a

smell : see odor.] A deodorizer.

deodorization (de-6'dor-i-za'shon), n. [< deo-

dorize + -ation.] The act or process of cor-

recting or removing any foul or noxious efflu-

via through chemical or other agency, as by

quicklime, chlorid of lime, etc. Also spelled

deodorisation.

deodorize (de-6'dor-lz), ». t. ;
pret. and pp. de-

odorized, ppr. deodorizing, [< de- priv. + odor
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-t- -ise.] To deprive of odor or smell, espe-

cially of the fetid odor resulting from impuri-

ties : as, charcoal or quicklime deodonzes night-

soil. Also spelled deodorise.

A very minute proportion of perchlorld of iron added

to fresh sewage in a tank preserved the liquid from putre-

faction for nine days during very hot weather in July.

Such deodorized sewage soon becomes putrid when it is

allowed to mingle with river water.

E. Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 684.

deodorizer (de-6'dor-i-zer), n. That which de-

prives of odor; specificallj;, a substance -which

has the power of destroying fetid effluvia, as

chlorin, chlorid of zinc, nitrate of lead, etc.

Deo favente (de'6 fa-von'te). [L., God favor-

ing: Deo, abl. of Deus, God; favente, abl. ot

faveu(t-)s, ppr. ot favcre, favor: see favor.]

With God's favor; with the help of God.

Deo gratias (de'6 gra'shi-as). [L., thanks to

God: Deo, dat. of Deus, God; grattas, aco. pi.

of gratia, grace, favor, thanks: see grace.] In

the Eom. Cath. Ch., the response at the end ot

the epistle, and after the last gospel. In the Mo-

zarabic rite it follows the announcement of the epistle.

It is also the response to the ]te, musa est or BeneduMmus

Domino at the end of the mass.
, ., ,

deoneratet (de-on'fer-at), v. t. [< L. deoneratus,

pp. of deonerare, unload, < de- priv. + onerare,

load, < onus (oner-), a load, burden: see oner-

ous. Cf. exonerate.] To unload.

deontological (de-on-to-loj'i-kal), a. Eelating

to deontology.
deontologist (de-on-tol'o-iist), n. [< deontology

+ -ist.] One versed in deontology.

deontology (de-on-tol'o-ji), n. [=F. d^ontolo-

qie • < GT.6i.ov {6eovr-), that which is bmding,

needful, right, proper (neut. Ppr- of ice, it is

necessary, it behooves),+ -~Myta,<. Uynv, speak

:

%eo -olottii.] Theseienceof duty; ethics. The

word was invented by Bentham to express the utilitarian

conception of ethics, but has been accepted as a suitable

name for the science, irrespective of philosophical theory-

Medical deontolofni treaU of the duties and rights of phy-

sicians, including medical etiquette. Thomas, Med. Diet.

deoperculate (de-o-pfer'ku-lat), v. «.; pret. and

pp. deoperculated, ppr. dcoperculattng. [< ML.

'deoperculatus, pp. of 'deoperculare, < L. de-

priv. + operculum, lid (operculum) : see oper-

culum.] To cast the operculum; dehisce: said

of some liverworts.

Capsule deoperadating above the middle.

BuUetin of III. Stale Laboratory, II. 38.

deoperculate (de-o-pfer'ku-lat), a. [<NL. *deo.

pcrculatus: see the verb.] In hot., havmg lost

the operculum : applied to the capsule of a moss

or liverwort after the operculum has fallen off.

deoppilatet (de-op'i-lat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.

deoppilatcd, ppr. deoppilating. [< de- priv. -f

oppilate, q. v.] To free from obstruction; de-

obstruct ; clear a passage through.

deoppilationt (de-op-i-la'shon), n. [(.deoppi-

late + -ion.] The removal of obstructions.

Though the groeaer parts be excluded again, yet are the

dissoluble parts extracted, whereby it becomes effectual

In deoppUations. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 22.

deoppilativet (de-op'i-la-tiv), a. and n. [< F.

deoppilatif; as deoppHate + -tee.] I. a. Deob-

struent; aperient.

Indeed I have found them generally to agree in divers

of them, as in their being somewhat diaphoretick and

Verideoppaaave. BoyU, Sceptical Chymist, iii.

n. n. A medicine to clear obstructions.

A physician prescribed him a deoppitotiw and PUJS^^'™
apozem. T,n"j''
deordinationt (d§-6r-di-na'shon), n. [< ML. de-

ordinatio{n-),<h. de- priv. + ordmatio{n-), or-

dination.] 1. Violation of or departure from

the fixed or natural order of things.

Miraculous eventa tons are deordinatuwu and the in-

tervention of them, had man been more perfect than he

is, would have been unnecessary : they are no compliment

to the powers of human intellect.
,k.iiio,.i „ lan

Berington, Hist. Abelllard, p. 180.

2. Lack of order; disorder.

Excess ot riot and deorditialion. „ , ,

Jer. Taylor, Diss, from Popery, I. 1.

Such a general deordination gives a taste and relish to

the succeeding government.
, ^ .,, . „,•,„,,,«

Abp. Sancro/t (?), Modem Policies, 8 10.

deorganization (de-dr'gan-i-za'shon), ». [< de-

or<iam:e + -<ition.] Loss or deprivation of or-

ganic or original character. Froc. Amer. Philol.

deorganize (de-6r'gan-iz), «. t. ;
pret. and pp.

deorganized, ppr. deorganizing. [< de- pnv. +
organize.] To deprive of organic or original

character, rroc. Amer. I'hiUil. Ass.

deoraum (de-or'sum), adv. [L., also deorsus,

downward, contr. of devorsum, devorsus, ong.

pp. of devortere, devertere, turn do-wn, turn away,

depaint

< de, down, away, + vortere, vertere, turn.]

Down; downward; hence, below; beneath: op-

posed to sursum. [Bare.]
, ... ,

d!e08CUlatet (de-os'ku-lat), V. t. [< L. deoscuU-

tus, pp. of deosculari, kiss, < de- + osculan, kiss:

see osculate.] To kiss. Cockeram.

deosculation (de-os-ku-la'shon), ». [< efeoscu-

late + -ion.] A' kissing.

The several acts of wor.ship required to be performed

to images, viz., processions, genuflections, thunfications

and delscilation^. Stdlmgfieet.

deossiflcation (de-os"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< deos-

sify -1- -ation. Cf. ossification.] Progressive

diminution or reduction of ossification; disap-

pearance of ossification from parts normally

ossified.

The branchial apparatus has undergone, as in the eels,

successive deossi/icad'on (by retardation)

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 61iS.

deossify (de-os'i-fi), f. t.; pret. and pp. deos-

sified, ppr. deossifying. [< dc- pnv. + ossijy.]

To deprive of bones; hence, to destroy the

strength of ; weaken.

Deo VOlente (de'6 v6-len'te). [I;-: ^eo, abl

of Deus, God; volente, abl. of volen{t-)s, Ppr- of

velle = E. will: see voluntary, etc.] God -will-

ing; with God's permission: as, I start for Eu-

rope to-morrow, Deo volente. Generally abbre-

viated D. V. ^ ,

deoxidate (de-ok'si-dat), v. t.; pret. and pp.

deoxidated, ppr. deoxidating. [< de- priv. + oxi-

date.] To deprive of oxygen, or reduce from

the state of an oxid, as by heating a substance

with carbon or in a stream of hydrogen gas:

as, to deoxidate iron or copper. Also deoxydate,

disoxidate. ^ ^, ^ ...
deoxidation (de-ok-si-da'shon), «. [< deoxidate

+ -ion.] The act or process of reducing from

the state of an oxid. Also spelled deoxydation.

Chemically considered, vegetal life is chiefly a process of

de-oxidalion, and animal life chiefly a processof oxidation

;

. animals, in some of their miuor processes, are prob-

kbly de-oxldizers. " Spencer.

deoxidization (de-ok'si-di-za'shon) «. l< de-

oxidize + -ation.] Deoxidation. Also speUed

deoxidisation.

deoxidize (de-ok'si-diz), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

oxidized, ppr. deoxidizing. [< de- priv. + oxid

-i--ize.] To deoxidate. Also spelled deoa^tawe,

deoxydize.

Tliose metals which differ more widely from oxygen in

their atomic weights can be de-oxidized by carbon at lugn

temperatures. U- Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 13.

deoxidizer (de-ok'si-di-z6r), n. A substance

that deoxidizes.

The addition of oxidizers and deoaidiierj.
Seierue, XI. 155.

deoxygenate (de-ok'si-jen-at), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. deoxygenated, ppr. deoxygenatmg. L< de-

pnv. + oxi/gen + -atei.] To deprive of oxygen.

deoxygenation (de-ok'si-je-na'shon), n. [< de-

oxygenate + -ion.] The act or operation of de-

priving of oxygen.

deoxygenize (de-ok'si-jen-Iz), v. t. ;
pret. and

pp. deoxygenized, ppr. deoxygenizmg. [< de- piiv.

+ oxygen + -ize.] To deprive of oxygen; de-

oxygenate.

The air is so much deoxygenized as to render a renewal

of it necessary. Ency<^. Bnt., XII. 687.

deozonize (de-6'zon-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

ozonized, ppr. deozonizing. [< de- pnv. + ozone

+ -ize.] To free from or deprive of ozone.

Ozonized air is also deozonized by transmission over cold

peroxide of manganese peroxide of silver, or peroxide of

feaj, W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., § 338.

dep. An abbreviation of deputy : as, Dep. Q.

MlG., Deputy Quartermaster-General.

depaint (de-panf), V. t. [< ME. depet/nten (pp.

dt^peunt, dipeint, depeynted), < OF. depejnf, de-

pint, later depeinct, pp. of depeindre, b. de-

peindre= Pr. depenher, despenher= It. dipignere,

dipingere, < L. depingere, pp. depictea, pamt,

depict, < de- + pingere, paint: see deptc« and

paint.] 1. To paint; depict; represent m
colors, as by painting the resemblance of.

In the Chirche, bebynde the higbe Awtcre, in the Walle,

Is a Table of black Wode, on the whiche somtyme was de-

i-v'''«*-^-'*-'°"-'-''''i}^„:;^S,'!l5a';Ss!'p"m:

And doe unwilling worship to the Saint,

That on his shield depainted he did see.

Spenser, F. Q., II- v. 11.

Or should, by the excellencie of that nature, depainted

in due coloura, be carryed to worshipping of Angels.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 7.

2. To describe or depict in words.

In few words you shall there see the nature of many
memorable persons . . ,

^^^'j-^'^f-j, „, ^,,^^^^^^ p. 33,.



depaint

Thus tn but slightly shadow out your sina.

But If they were tlepaiiited out for life,

Ala^ we both had wouuds enough to heal

!

Gree)ie, James IV., t.

Can breath depaint ray unconceived thouglits?
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., v. 1.

8. To mark with or as with color; stain.

Silver drops her vermeil cheeks depaint. Fair/aix.

[Rare or obsolete in all uses.]

depaintert (df-pan't^r), «. A painter.

depardieuxt, interj. [OF. : dCj of ; i)a»*, by ; dieUf

dieujCyGod: seepardietifparde.'] InGod'sname;
verily; certainly.

Depardicux, I ossente. Chaucer^ Troilua, ii. 1058.

deparochiatet (de-pa-ro'ki-at), v. «. [< L. de,

away, + parochia, parish {^qq parish), + -atc^.^

To leave or desert a parish. Davies.

The culture of our lands will sustain an infinite injury

if such a number of peasants were to deparochkite.
Foote, The Orators, i.

depart (de-part'), V, [< ME. departen, deperten,

< OF. departiTj depertir, deppartir, also despar-

tir, F. departir, divide, part, separate, refi. de-

part, go away, = Pr. departir = Sp. Pg. depar-

Ur, also despartir = It. departire, dipartire^ also

spartirCj < L. dispartire, divide, separate, dis-

tribute, < dis-j apart, + x>artire, divide, sepa-

rate, part, < par{t-)s, a part : see part Cf. ais-

partf which is a doublet of depart. The Rora.

forms in de- are variants of the orig. forms in

dis-^ des-j after L. de, away.] I, trans. If. To
divide ; separate into parts ; dispart.

This werke I departe and dele in seuen bookes.
Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polycbronicon, I. 27.

Seye to my brother that he departe with me the eritage.

Wydi/, Luke xii. 13.

Amonge your Freinds depart your Goods, but not your
Conscience.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 73.

3f- To separate ; sunder ; dispart.

The Rede see . . . departeth the south side of Inde from
Ethiopia. Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, II. 63.

He hastily did draw
To weet the cause of so uncomely fray,

And to depart them, if so be he may.
Spenser, ¥. Q., VI. ii. 4.

The Chetham Library possesses a fourteenth century MS.
which contains the Marriage Service iu the old "swing-
ing" form. Here it reads, "IN [the head of a man com-
bined with the initial] take the N [the head here being
that of a woman] to my wedded wyyf ... til deth us de-

paarte." N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 315,

I N. take the N. to my wedded wyf to have and to holde
fro this day forwarde for better: for wors: for richere:
for poorer: iusykenesseandinhele: tyl dethe us departe,

if holy chyrche it woU ordeyne, and therto I plight the
my trouthe.
Marriage Service, 15B2 (Procter's Hist. Book of Common

[Prayer, p. 409).

[At the Savoy Conference (1661) the use of the word de-

part in the marriage service was objected to by the Non-
conformist divines. It was therefore changed (in 1662)
to do part, as in the present prayer-book.]

3. To depart from; quit; leave (by ellipsis of
the usual /rom).

The Caraibes forbad the Women and Children to de-

part their houses, but to attend diligently to singing.
Purckas, Pilgrimage, p. 845.

This answer not pleasing the King, an edict was pres-

ently issu'd forth, that Godwin and his Sons within five

days depart the Laud. Milton, Hist. Eng., vL

He departed this life at his house in the country, after

a few weeks' sickness. Addison, Death of Sir Roger.

H, intrans. If. To share; give or take a part
or share.

I shall also In wurchippe the avaunce.
And largely departe with the also.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 3418.

Be content to departe to a man wylling to learne suche
thinges as thou knowest. Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 107.

2t. To separate into parts ; become divided.

Lltyll above Fferare the Poo departeth in to two parts.
The oon goth to Fferare, And so in too the see, And the
otlier parte to Padow.

Torkin^ion, Biarle of Eng. Travell, p. 0.

3t. To separate from a place or a person
;
go

a different way; part.

Here's my hand, my name's Arthur-a-Bland,
We two will never depart.

Robin Hood and the jTany^r (Child's Ballads, V. 228).

4. To go or move away ; withdraw, as from a
place, a person, etc.

The kyng knewe wele ther was non other way,
They must departe, and that was all his thought.

Generydes (E. E. T. Sj, 1. 207.

And you shall be married at this same time,
Before we depart away.

nobin Hood and Allin A Dale (Child's Ballads, V. 282).

Dejjart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire.

Mat. XXV. 41.

He which h&tb do stomach to this fight
Let him d^art, Shak., Hen. V., iv. S.
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6, To deviate
;
go back or away, as from a

coui-se or principle of action, authoritative in-

structions, etc. ; desist.

He cleaved unto the sins of Jeroboam, ... he departed
not therefrom. 2 Ki. iii. 3.

Depart from evil, and do good. Ps. xxxiv. 14.

6. In law, to deviate in a subsequent pleading
from the title or defense in the previous plead-
ing.— 7. To die; decease; leave this world,
[Biblical and poetic]

Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, ac-

cording to thy word. Luke ii. 29.

To depart wltht, to part with
;

'give up
;
yield ; resign.

To a friend in want, he will not depart with the weight
of a soldered groat. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

We must
Keceive him like ourself, and not depart ivith

One piece of ceremony. Masfdnr/er, Renegado, i. 2.

Where I may have more money, I can depart with the
more land. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 415.

departt (de-part'), n. [< OF. depart^ F. depart;
from the verb.] 1, Division; separation, as
of a compoimd substance into its elements : as,

"water of depart^'' Bacon.— 2. The act of going
away; departure.

Friends, fare you well ; keep secret my depart.
Greene, James IV'., iii.

I had in charge at my depart for France . . .

To marry princess Margaret.
Shak., 2 Hen. VL, I. 1.

Hence— 3. Death.
departablet, (de-par'ta-bl), «. [< ME. depart-
able^ < OF. departahte, < departir^ separate,
part: see depart and -able.'] 1. That may be
divided into parts ; divisible.

The kingdom shall go to tiie issue female ; it shall not
be departable amongst daughters.

Bacon, Case of the Postmaster.

2. That maybe separated; separable; distin-

guishable.

Abraham seith that he seigh [saw] holy the Trinite,
Thre persones in parcelles, departable fro other,
And alle thre but o [onel god.

Piers Ploioman (B), xvii. 26.

departed (de-par'ted), ^. a. Gone; vanished;
dead.

To pray unto saints departed I am not taught
Latimer, Ist Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

His leave he took, and home he went

;

His wife departed lay.

The Seven Champions of Christendom (Child's Ballads,
[I. 85).

The departed, the deceased (person or persons); those
wlio have departed from the world, or one of them.

Read the names of those buried a couple of centuries
ago. . . . What a pitiful attempt to keep the world mind-
ful of the departed

!

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 153.

departer (de-par't6r), n. [< ME. departer; <

depart + -erl.] If. One who divides; a distrib-

uter or apportioner.

And oon of the puple seide to him, Maister, seye to my
brother that he departe with me the eritage. And he
seyde to him, Man, who ordeyned me a domesman or a
departer on you? Wyclif, Luke xii. 13, 14.

2, One who refines metals by separation.— 3t.
In old law. See the extract.

Departer is a word properly used of him that, first

pleading one thing in barre of an action, and being replied
thereunto, doth in his rejoinder show another matter
contrary to his first plea. Minsheu.

departing (de-par'ting), n. [< ME. departynge;
verbal n. of depart, t?.] If. Division; distribu-

tion; expenditure.

Lothest departyng where is grettest richesse.
Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 77.

2t. Separation; parting.

Take ye hym this ryng.
He gave it me atte our last departeng.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 362.

3. Departure; leave-taking.

By faith Joseph, when he died, made mention of the
departing of the children of Israel. Heb. xi. 22.

One there is

... to hold through woe and bliss

My soul from its departing,
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 282.

departisont, w. [ME., also departson; < OF.
departison, vernacular form of *departition : see
departition.'] Departure.

At ther departson had thay gret dolour.
Bom. of Partenay (R. E. T. S.), 1. 104.

departitiont (de-par-tish'on), n. [< ME. depar-
tision,<. OF. ^departition, vernacularly rf<7>«r<?50W

(see departison), < L. dispertitio(n-). a division,

destruction, < dispartire, dispertire, divide, sepa-
rate: see depart, and cf. departison.'] Division;
distribution

;
partition.

Peraventure thei seke departysion of ther heritage.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 33.

department

departizanize (de-par'ti-zan-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. depar ticanizcd, ppr. depa/rtizanizing. [< de-

priv. + partizan + -ize.] To free from parti-

san influence and control ; render non-partizan.
[Bare.]

To departizanize the public service.
Tlie American, IX. 198.

department (de-part'ment), n. [= D. G. Dan.
Sw. dcpartement, < OF. departevient, depparte-
ment, despartement, F. dejiartenieiit =:Pt, departi-

menty departement = OSp. despartiviiento, Sp. de-

partimiento = Pg. departivwntOj a division (also

in technical senses 2, 3, Sp. Pg. departamentOy
after F.), = It. dipartimento, < ML. as if *dis-

partimentum, < L. dispartire, dispertire, depart,
divide: see depart and -ment.] 1. A separate
part or division of a complex whole; a distinct

branch or province; a subdivision, as of a class

or group of activities, organizations, or the
like : as, the various departments of life, know-
ledge, science, business, etc. ; the departments
of an army or a factory.

Each [Dante and Milton] in his own department is in-

comparable. Macaulay, Milton.

A handsome plate of ground glass in one door directs you
" To the Counting House," anotherto "The Bottle Depai-t-

ment," a third to "The Wholesale Department." Dickens.

2. A division of official duties or functions ; a
branch of government ; a distinct part of a gov-
ernmental organization: as, the legislative, ex-
ecutive, and judicial departments; the Depart-
men t of State, of the Treasury, etc. See phrases
below. The heads of the principal departments of the
United States government are members of the President's
cabinet. Abbreviated dept.

3. A division of territory ; one of the provinces
or principal districts into which some countries
are divided for governmental or other purposes,
such as the departments of France and the mili-

tary administrative departments of the United
States : as, the department of Saone-et-Loire in
France ; the department of tlie Platte. The
United States military departments are (1899) California,
the Colorado, the Columbia, Dakota, the Missouri, the
Lakes, the Oulf, and the East.

4t. A going away ; departure.
The separation, department, and absence of the soul from

the body. Barrow, Works, II. 382.

Those sudden departments from one cxtream to another.
6'iV H. Wotton, Reliquite, p. 6L

Department of Agriculture, an executive depai-tment
of the United States government, the duties of which are
to acquire and diffuse among the people of the United
States useful information on subjects connected with agri-

culture, and to procure, propagate, and distribute among
them new and valuable seeds and plants. Its cluef is the
Secretary of Agriculture, atid ninler liis dirtcticn are an
assistant secretjtry and other offlciuls, including a statisti-

cian, an ent<>moloinst, a botanist, and a chemist.— De-
partment of Justice, in the United States, a department
under the direction of the Attorney-General, who is re-

quired to give his advice and opinion on questions of law
whenever requested by the President or l)y the head of any
executive department. He exercises general superinten-
dence and direction over the district attorneys and mar-
shals of all the districts in the United States and Terri-

tories, and appears in person or by regular or special as-

Bistants in all cases where the United States is a party. In
this department are also a solicitor-general and six as-

sistant attorneys-general.— Department of Labor, an
executive department of the United States government,
under the charge of tlie Commissioner of Labor. See com^
?ftr5»i(mer.— Department of State, an executive division

of the United States government, presided over by the
Secretary of State, who ranks as first in importance among
the cabinet officers. He is the autliorized organ of com-
munication for the government in all its relations with
foreign powers. He conducts all negotiations, and di-

rects the correspondence with all diplomatic and consular
agents of the government accredited to other countries.

In this departniont are also an assistant secretary and a
second and third assistant secretaries.—Department of
the Interior, a division of the government of the Unit-
ed States, under charge of the Secretary of the Interior,

which has jurisdiction of various branches of internal ad-
ministration specifically assigned to it. Its principal di-

visions are the General Land Office, Patent Office, Pension
Office, Bureaus of Indian Affairs and of Education, the
decennial Census Bureau when in existence, tlie national
geological survey, government printing and publication,
etc. Besides the heads of these divisions, there are in

the department a commissioner of labor and a commis-
sioner of railroads, and several officers in charge of minor
matters.—Department of the Navy, an executive divi-

sion of the United States govenuncnt. :itthe head of which
is tlie Secretary of the ^'avy, charged with the control and
administration of aff'airs connected with the navy and
navigation. Its principal functions are distributed among
the Bureaus of Navigation, Ordnance, Equipment and Re-
cruiting. Yards and Docks, Medicine and Surgery, Provi-

sions and Clothing, Steam Engineering, and Construction
and Repair. Besides the matters indicated by the titles

of tliese bureaus, the department has the control of the
Naval Observatory at Washington, the N:iutical Almanac,
the Hydrographic Office, etc.—Department ofthe Trea-
sury, the division of the United States government having
cliarge of all matters concerning tlie public i-evenues and
disbm-sements, besides a number of others not directly re-

lated to finance. Its chief is the Secretary of the Treasury,
and the principal financial officers under him are three as-

sistantsecretaries, two controllers, six auditors, the United



department

states treasurer, register of the Treasury, commissioner
of internal revenue, one deputy commlBsioner, commis-
sionei" of customs, controller of the currency, deputy con-
troller, and director of the mint. The department also

has control of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, a
Bureau of Statistics, the revenue marine, the coast sur-

vey, lighthouses (through the Lighthouse Board), the life-

saving service, the inspection of stt';inii>oats, the erection
of national buildings, etc.— Department of Wax, the
executive military division of the United States govern-
ment, under charge of the Secretary of War, having con-
trol of all affairs relating to the general management and
administration of the army, under the supervision of the
President as commander-in-chief. Its principal oiBcers are
the adjutant-, inspector-, quartermaster-, paymaster-, com-
missary-, and surgeon-general, and judge-advocate-gen-
eral, chief medical purveyor, and chief of engineers. The
department formerly controlled the Signal Service Bureau
(now under the Depailmentof Agricultiure). It has charge
of the national buildings and grounds at Washington.

—

Medical depsxtJaeni (milit.), a non-combatant staff-

corps of an array, which has charge of all field and gen-
eral hospitals, and whose officers attend the sick and
wounded, and are responsible for all hospital and medical
stores.— Ordnance department, a corps of officers in

the United States army concerned with the inspection and
fabrication of ordnance and ordnance stores, the inspec-
tion and repair of arms, and the manufacture of military
equipments uf all kinds to be supplied to the regular army,
the militia of the several States and Territories, and to the
marine corps. Its officers determine all the <letails of gun
construction for the War Department.— Post-ofiBce De-
paartment, of the United states, a divisiun of the govern-
ment, presided over bythe Postmaster-General, whoseduty
it is to conduct the postal service, to establish and discon-
tinue post-offices, to grant mail contracts, to appoint many
minor officials, and to superintend generally the business
of the department, and execute all laws relating to the
postal service. There are four assistant postmasters-
general.

departmental (de-part-men'tal), a. [= F. dS-
partemental ; as department + -a/.] 1. Of or
pertaining to a department or division, as of a
country.

The game played by the Revolutionists in 1789 with
respect to th^ French guards of the unhappy king was
now played against the departt/iental guards.

Burke, Kev. In France.

2. Of or pertaining to a department or branch,
as of a government, a manufacturing or busi-
ness undertaking or concern, public office, and
the like.

The petty details of departmental business.
Sir E. S. Creagy, Hist. Turks, II. v.

departmentally (de-part-men'tal-i), adv. By
or with reference to departments; as regards
departments.

departsont, n. See departison*

departure (de-par'tur), n, [< OF. departenrej
desparteurCj <.' dfparterj depait: see depart and
-urc.'\ If. The act of separating or parting;
separation.

>'o other remedy , . . but absolute departure. Milton.

2. The act of going away; a moving from a
place : as, his departure from home.
Fyndyngenosureconduyte, . . . heretouniedto Jheru-

s&lem, and aryued there byfore our departure from thens.
Sir R. G\tyl/orde^ Pylgrymage, p. 46.

Departure from this happy place. Milton, P. L., xl. 303.

3. The act of leaving the present life; decease;
death.

I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my de-
parture is at hand. 2 Tim. iv. C.

Sir, I thank you:
If noble spirits after their departure
Can know, and wish, certain his s<jul gives thanks too.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

It is not the mere absence of man, but the sense of his
departure, that makes a profound loneliness.

Lotcell, Fireside Travels, p. 286.

4. Deviation or divergence, as from a standard,
rule, or plan; a turning away, as from a pur-
pose or course of action.

Any departure from a national standard. Preteott,

The fear of the Lord and departure from evil are phrases
of like importance. T^Uot9on.

It is well known that the succession of classes of Verte-
brates is measured first by their adjiptation to aeration in
Wiiter, and then by tlieir successive dfjHirtures from this
type in connection with the faculty of breathing air.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 196.

5. In navigation : (a) The distance in nautical
miles made good by a ship due east or duo
west: in the former case it is called easting,
and in the latter, westing. When the two places
are on the same parallel, the departure is the
same as the distance sailed, {h) The bearing
or position of an object from which a vessel
commences her dead-reckoning.— 6. In /«ir,

the abandonment of one's former ground, in
pleading or process, which is implied by inter-
posing a pleading stating as the grounds of
action or defense matter inconsistent with or
substantially different from that originally in-
dicated; the change involved or attempted
after beginning an action or a defense on one

Depas Amphikype lion,found
in the " Second city" at His-
sarlik. (From Schlicmann's
" Troja.")
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ground, in endeavoring to continue it on one
substantially different. Incongruity between suc-
cessive causes of action or defenses iii one and the same
pleading, when disallowed, is termed misjoinder.— Angle
of departure, see arei/ies.—Departure of an Imagi-
nary quantity, its argument. See argument, 8.—New
departure, a change of purpose or method ; a new course
of procedure : as, this constitutes &new departure in the
photograpliic art.

We candidly admit that in these remarkable works he
takes a new departure. Atheneeum, No. 8067, p. 186.

To take a departure, to determine the place of a ship
in starting on a voyage. This is done by referring to some
other position of known latitude and longitude. = Syn. 2.
Withdrawal, exit, retirement, removal.

depas (dep'as), n. [Gr. icira;.'] In Gr. archceol.,

a drinking-eun or -bowl.
— Depas ampmlcypellon, a
twofold or double cup; a cup
having two handles or ears, or
one divided into two parts by a
partition: sometimes interpret-
ed as a vessel consisting of two
bowls joined by their lK)ttoni8,

so that either can serve as a
foot for the other. It is gener-
ally agreed that the vessel so
called by Homer was a simple
two-handled cup of the same
class as that shown in the illus-

tration.

depascentt (de-pas'ent),
a. [< L. depasce»(t-)s,
ppr. of depasccre (> It. di-

pascere), also deponent
depasci, feed upon, con-
sume, < de- + pasci, feed : see: pasture, pastor.']
Feeding.
depasture (df-pas'tur), v.

;
pret. and pp. dc-

pasliircd, ppr. depasturing. [< dc- + pasture;
cf. depascent.'] I. trans. If. To eat up; con-
sume; strip.

They keep their cattle, and live themselves, in bodies

f

pasturing upon the mountains, and removing still to fresh
and, i\3 they have depastured the former.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

_ 2. To pasture
;
graze.

If 40 sheep yield 80 lbs. of wool, and are depastured in
one parish for a whole year, the parson shall have 8 lbs.

At/lije, Parergon.

Visions of countless ilocks to be depastured, and wide
estates to be carved out of the bountiful land.

Contemporary Rev., LIII. 7.

H. intrans. To feed or pasture ; graze.

If a man takes in a horse, or other cattle, to graze and
depasture in his grounds, which the law calls agistment.

Blackstone, Com.
After a given day the temporary fences were removed,

and the cattle of all the clansmen were allowed to depas-
ture on the stubble.

W. E. Ileam, Aryan Household, p. 225.

depatriate (de-pa'tri-at), v. t. or i.
;
pret. and

pp. depatriated, ppr. depatriating. [< L. de,

from, -I- patria, one's country ; cf . equiv. ML.
dispatriare and E. expatriate.) To leave one's
country; go into exile; exile or expatriate
one's self. [Kare.]

A subject bom In any state
May, if he please, dejiatriatc.

Mason, Dean and Squire.

depauperate (de-p4'p6r-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

depauperated, ppr. depauperating. K ML. de-

pauperatus, pp. of depauperare (> OF. depau-
perer = Sp. depauperar = It. depauperare),
make poor, <.'L.de-+ pauperare, make poor, <

2>auper, -poor: see pauper a,nA poor.'] To make
poor; impoverish; deprive of fertility or rich-
ness : as, to depauperate the soil.

Abjectioii and humility of mind, which depauperates
the spirit, making It less worldly and more spiritual.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 192.

Great evacuations, which carry off the nutritious hu-
mours, depauperate the blood. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

depauperate (de-pa'pfer-at), a. [< ML. depau-
peratus, pp.: see the verb.] Impoverished;
made poor. Specifically, in Ijot. , imperfectly developed

;

diminutive from want of nourishment or other unfavor-
able conditions.

depauperated (de-p4'p6r-a.-ted), p. a. Same
as dejiauperate.

That struggle for existence against adverse external con-
ditinns . . . will give chiefly rfeprtM;^ra(«d and degraded
forms. Dawson, Origm of World, p. 228,

depauperization (de-pa*ptr-i-za'shon), n. [<
depauperize + -ation.] The act of depauperiz-
ing ; the state of being or becoming depauper-
ate.

After such extreme retrogression, the depauperization
of certain parts and organs observable in the Anomoura
is easily to be understood and admitted.

Encye. Brit., VI. 666.

depauperize (de-pa'p6r-Iz), v. f.
;
pret. and pp.

ri;ed,m)T. depauperizing. [< de- priv. -f

ize.] To emancipate from a condition
dtpii ui><

pauper i.

depend

of poverty or pauperism ; free from paupers or
pauperism.
Our efforts at depauperizing the children of paupers

would be more successful if the process were not carried
on in a lump. Edinburgh Eev.

depeacht (de-peeh'), V. t. [< OF. depeschier,
F. dcpecher, despatch, discharge : see despatch,
the present form of the verb. For the form, cf

.

impeach.] To despatch ; discharge.
They shalbe tii-st and forthwith heard, as soon as the

party which they shal sind before our lustices sbalbe de-
peached. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 267.

depectiblet (de-pek'ti-bl), a. [< L. depect-ere,

comb off (< dc, off, + pectere, comb), -1- E. 4ble.]
Pliant; extensible; diffusible.

It may be also that some bodies . . . are of a more de-
pectible nature than oil, ... for a small quantity of saf-

fron will tinct more than a very great quantity of brasil
or wine. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

depeculationt (df-pek-u-la'shon), n. [< L. de-
peculatus, pp. of dcpec'ulari, embezzle, < de- +
peculari, embezzle public money: seepeculate.]
A robbing or embezzling.

Also robbery and depecviati07i of the public treasure or
revenues is a greater crime than the robbing or defraud-
ing of a private man. Hobbes, Commonwealth, xxvii.

depeinctt, depeintt, v- t. See depaint.

depelt, "• t. [< L. depellere, drive away, < de,

away, -I- pellere, drive. Cf . dispel and depulse.']

To drive away ; remove ; dispel.

Because through hunger the faults of the stomacke
which haue beene taken eyther by much drinking or sur-
fetting, or by any other meanes, may be depelled and re-
moued. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 268.

depellerf, n. One who or that which removes
or dispels.

The very tliougbt of her is mischiefs bar,
Depelter of misdeeds. •

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, vL

depend (de-pend'), "• i. [< ME. dependen, < OF.
dependre, iF. dependre = Sp. Pg. depender = It.

dipendere, dependere, < L. dependere, hang down,
hang upon, depend, < de, down, + pendere,
hang : see pendant, pendent, and cf. append,
impend, perpend, suspend.] 1. To hang; be
sustained by being fastened or attached to
something above : used absolutely or followed
by /rom.

Th' heauy Water, pronest to descend,
'Twixt Air and Earth is able to depend.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 7.

From the frozen beard
Long icicles depend. Dryden.

2. To be a conditional effect or result ; be con-
tingent or conditioned. The verb Is followed by on
or upon governing a designation of a condition or cause
without which the effect or result, the subject of the verb,
cannot exist or will not be produced : as, the price asked
for a commodity depends upon the amount on hand or the
amount that can profitably be supplied at that price, and
also depends upon the supposed amount that can be sold at
that price.

Our lives depend upon their gentle pities.

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, iii. 1.

The fate of Christendom dejfended on the temper in
which he [James II.] might then find the Commoiia.

Macaiday, Hist. Eng., vl.

Our happiness depends little on political institutions,
and much <m the temper and regulation of our own minds.

Macaalag.

Success in battle does not depeTid wholly on relative
numbers or relative strengths.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 296.

3. To be in suspense ; be undetermined: only
in the present participle : as, the suit is still de-
pending in court. See pending.

Matters of greatest moment were depending.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, v.

He informed me that . . . (the law-suit] had been de-
pending for several years.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xcvill.

While his cause was dej^ending, the people took arms
to defend him against the signori,

J. Adams, Works, V. 21.

4. To rely; rest in full confidence or belief:
with on or upon : as, you may depend upon the
accuracy of the report.

First, then, a woman will or won't

—

depend on 't;

If she will do 't, she will ; and there's an end on 't.

A. Hill, Zara, Epll.

This, you may depend, on it, is the whole truth of the
matter. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

5. To rely for that which is necessary or de-
sired; rest conditionally or in subordination;
be dependent : with on or upon : as, children
depend upon their parents; to depend upon a
foreign market for supplies ; we depend on the
newspapers for intelligence.

'Tis foolish to depend on others' mercy.
Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, Iv. L

6t. To rest in suspense ; wait expectantly.



depend
Captaine Bartholomew Gosnoll ... at last prevailed

vith some Gentlemen, as Captaine lohn Smith, Mr. Ed-
ward-maria Wiiigfleld, .Mr. Robert Hunt, and divers others,
who depended a yeare vpou his proiets.

Quoted in CapL John Smithes True Travels, I. 149.

Have not I, madam, two long years, two ages, with hum-
Llest i-esignation depended on your smiles?

Steele, Lying Lover, ii. 1.

7t. To hang in suspense over ; impend.

This day's l>lack fate on more days doth depend ;

This but begins the woe, otliers must end.
Shak., R. and J., iii. 1.

dependable (de-pen'da-bl), o. f<
depend +

-able.'] Capable or worthy of being depended
on; reliable; trustworthy.

To Ax and preserve a few lasting dependable friendships.
Pope, To Gay.

We might apply these numbers to the case of giants
and dwai-fs if we had any dependable data from whicli the
mean human stature and its probable deviation could be
ascertained. .Sir J. Herschel.

I kept within a foot of my dependable little guide, who
crept gently into the jungle.

Sir S. IF. Bake>, Heart of Africa, p. 93.

dependableness (df-pen'da-bl-nes), n. The
quality or state of being dependable ; reliable-

ness.

The regularity and dependableness of a storage cistern
may very well make it desirable to put up with some waste
provided it be not excessive. Engin. Mag., XXXI. 480.

dependance, dependancy (de-pen'dans, -dan-
si), n. See dependence, dependency.

dependant (df-pen'dant), a. and «. See de-

pendent.

dependence (df-pen'dens), n. [Formerly some-
times spelled dependance, after P. dependance;
= Sp. Pg. dependencia = It. dipendenza, depen-

denza, < ML. dependentia, < L. dependen{t-)s,

ppr., dependent : see dependent.'] 1. The fact
of being dependent or pendent ; the relation of
a hanging thing to the support from which it

hangs ; a hanging ; also, the hanging thing it-

self. [Eare.]

And made a long dependence from the bough. Dryden^

2. The relation of logical consequent to its

antecedent, of conclusion to promise, or of a
contingent fact to the condition upon which it

depends ; the relation of effect to cause, in this
sense dependence is said to be in ferri, in esse, or in ope-
rari: in ferri, wlien the cause brings the effect into being;
in esse, when the continued existence of the elTect is due
to the cause ; in operari, when the effect cannot itself act
as a cause without the cooperation of its cause. Tlie word
is also applied in this sense to the relation of accident to
8u]>stance ; also, to the accident itself, as being in this re-

lation.

Causality and dependence: that is, the will of God, and
his power of acting. Clarke, The Attributes, iiL

3. The state of deriving existence, support,
or direction from another; the state of being
subject to the power and operation of some
extraneous force ; subjection or subordination
to another or to something else: as, dependence
is the natural condition of childhood ; the de-

pendence of life upon solar heat.

Having no relation to or dependence upon the court.
Clarendon, Civil War, III. 623.

All our dependance was on the Drafts, which only point-
ed out to (IS where such and such Places or Islands were,
without giving us any account, what Harl)our, Roads, or
Bays there were. Dajnpier, Voyages, I. 416.

It [the word colony] suggests the notion of a body of
settlers from some country who still remain in a state of
greater or less dependence on the mother-country.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 24.

4. Reliance ; confidence ; trust ; a resting on
something: as, we may have a firm dependence
on the promises of God.

When once a true principle of piety and of a religious
dependance on God is duly excited in us, it will operate
beyond the particular cause from whence it sprang.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vii.

The great dependence is upon the Duke; the soldiers

adore him, and with reason. Walpole, Letters, II. 4.

5. In law: (a) The quality of being conditional
oa something else. See dependent, 5. (6) Pen-
dency ; the condition of awaiting determina-
tion.

My father is to advance me a sum to meet, as I have
alleged, engagements contracted during the dependence of
the late negotiation. Shelley, in Dowden, II. 8.

An action is said to be in dependence from the moment
of citation till the final decision of the House of Lords.

Bell.

Moral dependence, the relation of the will to the moral
law. =Syn. Dependence, Dependency. ^Q dependency.

dependency (de-pen'den-si), «. ;
pi. dependen-

cies (-s,\z). [Formerly also dej)ew(?anc^ ; an ex-
tension of dependence. See -ence, -ency.] 1.

8ame as dependence.
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They must have their commission, or letters patent from

the king, that so they may acknowledge their dependency
upon the crown of England. Bacon.

Tlie country has risen from a state of colonial depen-
dency. D. Webster, Speech, Plymouth, Dec. 22, 1820.

2. That of which the existence presupposes the
existence of something else; that which de-
pends for its existence upon something else.

Of this frame the bearings and the ties.

The strong connections, nice dependencies.
Pope, Essay on Man, 1. SO.

3. An accident or a quality ; something non-
essential.

Modes I call such complex ideas . . . which are consid-
ered as dependencies, or affections of substances. Locke.

4. That which is subordinate to and dependent
upon something else ; especially, a territory sub-
ject to the control of a power of which it does
not form an integral part ; a dependent state or
colony: as, the sun and its dependencies; the
dependencies of Great Britain.

The rapidly rising importance of the Anglo-Indian and
Australian Colonies and dependencies.

llinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 42.

The great dependency of India, with its two hundred
millions of people. Contemporary liev., XLIX. 763.

5t. The subject or cause of a quarrel, when
duels were in vogue ; the affair depending.

Your masters of dependencies, to take up
A drunken brawl. Massinger.

6. An out-building ; in the plural, offices ; minor
buildings adjoining or adjacent to a principal
structure: as, the hotel and its dependencies.

It was the Indian way to call the place a fort where the
palace and all its deperideTicies were situated.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 446.

= Syn, Dependence, Dependency. These forms are now
seldom used interchangeably, as they were formerly, de-
pendence being employed almost exclusively in abstract
senses, and dependency in concrete ones, or for things or
facts instead of relations or states.

dependent (df-pen'dent), a. and n. [Formerly
and sometimes still spelled dependant (see note
below); < OF. dependant, F. dependant = Sp.
dependente, dependiente= Pg. It. dependente, de-
pendent, s L. dependen{t-)s, ppr. of dependere,
hang upon, depend : see depend.] I, a. 1 . Hang-
ing down

;
pendent : as, a dependent leaf.

The whole furrs in the tails were dependent. Peackam.

2. Subordinate; subject to, under the control
of, or needing aid from some extraneous source

:

as, the dependent condition of chUdhood; all

men are largely dependent upon one another.

Who for a poor support herself resign'd
To the base toil of a dependent mind.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 176.

England, long dependent and degraded, was again a pow-
er of tlie first rank. Macaulay.

This country is independent in government, but totally

dcpend£.nt in manners, which are the basis of government.
H. Webster, in Scudder, p. 163.

3. Contingent; resultant; derived from as a
source ; related to some ground or condition

:

as, an effect may be dependent on some unknown
cause.—4. Relative: as, dependent beauty
(which see, under beauty).— 5. In law, condi-
tioned on something else : as, the covenant of
the purchaser of land to pay for it is usually
so expressed in the contract of purchase as to
be dependent on performance of the vendor's
covenant to convey. Such covenants are usu-
ally mutually dependent Dependent covenant,
ens, etc. See the nouns.

il. n. 1. One who depends on or looks to
another for support or favor; a retainer: as,

the prince was followed by a numerous train of
dependents.

Can you love me? I am an heir, sweet lady.
However I appear a poor dependant.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iii. 5.

He lives in the family rather as a relation than a de-

pendant. Addison, Sir Roger at Home.
We are indigent, defenceless beings ; the creatures of

his power, and the dependents of his pmvidence. Jiogers.

2. That which depends on something else ; a
consequence ; a corollary.

The parliament of 1 H. IV. c. 3, 4. repealed this parlia-

ment of 21 R. II. with all its circumstances and depen-
dents. Prynne, Treachery and Disloyalty of Papists, i. 32.

[As the spelling of this class of words depends solely upon
whether they happen to lie regarded as derived directly
from the French or directly from the Latin, and as usage is

divided, there is no good reason for insisting upon a tlis-

tinction in spelling between the noun and the adjective,
as is done by many, the former being spelled dependant
ami the latter dependent.]

dependently (de-pen'dent-li), adv. In a de-
pendent manner.
depender (de-pen'd6r), n. One who depends

;

a dependent.

depMegmator

depending! (de-pen'ding), n. [Verbal n. of de-
pend, v.] Suspense ; anxious uncertainty.

Delay is bad, doubt worse, depending worst.
B. Jonson, To W. Hoe.

dependingly (d§-pen'ding-li), adv. In a de-
pendent or submissive manner.

If thou givest nte this day supplies beyond the expense
of this day, I will use it thankfully ; and, nevertheless,
dependingly; for I will renew my petition for my daily
bread still. Hale, On the Lord's Prayer.

depeople (de-pe'pl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. depeo-

I'led, ppr. depeopling. [< OF. depeupler, depo-
pler, also despeupler, F. depeupler (see dispeo-
ple), < ML. depojmlare, depopulate : see depop-
ulate.] To depopulate ; dispeople. [Rare.]

All eyes
Must see Achilles in first sight depeopling enemies.

Chapman, Iliad, ix.

deperditt (df-pfer'dit), n. [< L. deperditus, pp.
of deperdcre '( > OF. deperdre), destroy, lose, (. de
+ perdere, lose: see perdition.] That which is

lost or destroyed.

No reason can be given why, if these deperdita ever ex-
isted, they have now disappeared.

Paley, Nat. Theol., v. § 4.

deperditelyt (de-p6r'dit-li), adv. [< *deperditc,
adj. (see deperdit, n. ), + -ly"^.] In the manner of
one ruined ; desperately.

The most deperditely wicked of all others, in whom wa»
the root of wickedness. Bp. King, Sermon (1608), p. 17.

deperditiont (dep-6r-dish'qn), n. [= F. d^er-
ditioH = Pr. deperdicio = Sp. Pg. desperdicio =
It. deperdizione, < L. as if *deperditio{n-), < de-
perdcre, destroy, lose : see deperdit.] Loss

;

waste; destruction; ruin. Bee perdition.

The old [body] by continual Deperdition and insensible
Transpirations evaporating still out of us, and giving Way
to fresh. Howell, Letters, I. i. 31.

depersonalize (de-p6r'son-al-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. depersonalized, ppr. depersonalizing. [< de-
priv. 4- personal + -ize.] To regard as not indi-
vidually personal ; remove the idea of person-
ality or of individuality from, as by ascribing
a work, like the Iliad or the Odyssey, to many
writers or authors, instead of to one writer or
author. Also spelled depersonalise.

Modem democracy, whatever political form it may as-
sume, . . . will have to ground its doctrine of human
right, not upon theories which depersonalise man, but
upon the primary facts of free will and moral obligation,
which constitute Kim a person.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 47.

depertiblet (de-per'ti-bl), a. [For deportable,

q. v., partly accommodated to L. dispertire, the
more common form of dispartire, the orig. of
ME. departen, deperten, E. depart: see depart.]
Di-visible ; separable ; diffusible.

It may be, also, that some bodies have a kinde of len-
tour, and njore depertible nature than otliers, ns we see it

evident in colouration. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 857.

dephal (dep'hal), n. [The Bengali name.] Ar-
tocarjius Lakoocha, an Indian tree, of the same
genus as the breadfruit and jack, and culti-

vated for its fruit, which is of the size of an
orange. The juice is used for bird-lime.

dephlegm (de-flem '),v.t. [= F. deflegmer = Sp.
desjlemar = Pg. desfleimar, dejlegmar = It. dc-
Jlemniare, < NL. dephlegmare or displiUgmare,
< L. de- or dis- priv. + phlegma, phlegm: see
phlegm.] To deprive of or clear from phlegm;
dehydrate; desiccate; dephlegmate.
We have sometimes taken spirit of salt, and carefully

dephlegmed it. Boyle.

dephlegmate (de-fleg'mat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
dcphlcgmated, ppr. dephlegmating. [< NL. de-
phlegmatus, pp. of dephlegmare, dephlegm, de-
hydrate: see dephlegm.] To deprive of super-
abundant water, as by evaporation or distilla-

tion; rectify: said of spirits or acids.

We dephlegmnted some by more frequent . . . rectifica-

tions. Boyle, Works, I. 329.

dephlegmation (de-fleg-ma'shon), n. [= p.
dcflegmation = Sp. desjietnacion = Pg. deflegma-
cao= It. deflemmazione, < NL. 'dephlegmatio(n-),
*disphlegmatio[n-), < dephlegmare, disphlegmare,
dephlegm: see dephlegmate.] The operation
of separating water from spirits and acids by
evaporation or repeated distillation; concen-
tration.

In divers cases it is not enough to separate the aqueous
parts by dephlegmation. Boyle.

dephlegmator (de-fleg'ma-tgr), n. A condens-
ing apparatus for stills, consisting sometimes
of broad sheets of tinned copper soldered to-
gether so as to leave narrow spaces between
them, the liquid flowing successively tvova one
space to the next, and sometimes of a worm or
continuous pipe in large coils.
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^ n. [< de-

pfiltymed, pp. of dephlegm, + -ness.'i The state

of being freed from phlegm or watery matter.

The proportion betwixt the coralline solution and the

spirit of wine depends . , . much upon the strenfrth of

the former liquor and the depUef/medness of the latter.

Boyle, Works, I. 442.

dephlogisticate (de-flo-jis'ti-kat), v. t; pret.

and pp. depMogisticated, ppr. dephlogisticating.

[< de- priv. + phlogisticate, q. v.] To deprive

of phlogiston, once supposed to exist as the

principle of inflammability. See phlogiston.—
Dephloglstlcated air. See airi.

depilatory (de-pil'a-to-ri), a. and n. [= P. d^- + plieare, fold: see plait. Cf. deploy.] An un-

pilatoire = Sp. Pg. It. depilatorio, < L. as if folding, untwistiiig, or unplaiting. Bailey.

*depilatorius, < depilate, deprive of hair: see deplorability (de-pl6r-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< deplor-
' - - ~ - „ . ..

. . able: see-bility.] Deplorableness. [Rare.]depilate.] I. a. Having the property of remov-
ing hair from the skin.

^lian says that they were depilatory, and, if macerated
in vinegar, would take away the beard.

Chambers's Cyc., art. llrtica marina.

II. ». ;
pi. depilatories (-riz). An applica-

tion used to remove hair without injuring the
texture of the skin; specifically, a cosmetic
employed to remove superfluous hairs from the
human skin, as calx sulphurata.

The effects of the depilatory were soon seen.

T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney.
Are we not authorized to conclude that water is com-

posed of dephloqistkatcd air and plilogiaton deprived of

part of their laten^_^
ph^Lt'Transactions (1784), p. 332. depilOUSt (dep'i-lus), a. [< L depClis, without

hair, < de- pnv. + piliis, hair.] Without hair

;

depUogistication (de-flo-jis-ti-ka'shon), «. A
term applied by the older chemists to certain

processes by which they imagined phlogiston,

the supposed principle of inflammability, to be
separated from bodies.

dephosphorization (de-fos"for-i-za'8hon), n.

l< dtplionpliorise + -ation.] 'fbe act or process

of depriving; of or freeing from phosphorus,

dephosphorize (de-fos'for-iz), r. t.
;

pret. and ^^^^^

pp. dephosphorized, ppr " dephosphorizing. [< dTpiano (de pla'no)
de- priv. -1- phosphorize.] To deprive of phos- •

'^ * •

phorus ; eliminate phosphorus from : as, to de-

phosphorize iron.

The problem of dephosphorising iron ores is one of great

importance, as the most extensive deposits are nearly all

contaminated with this impurity. Ure, Diet., IV. 450.

depict (de-pikf), V. t. [< ME. 'depicten (only as

a pp., depict), < OF. dejncter, depict, < L. depic-

<us, pp. of depingere, paint, depict : see depaint.]

1. To portray; paint; form a likeness of in col-

ors : as, to depict a lion on a shield.

I Jounde a liknesse depict upon a walle,

Arniyd in vertues, as I walkyd up and downe.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 28.

!•]

Specious arguments of the deplorability of war in gen-
eral. Times (London), Jan. 18, 1850.

deplorable (de-pl6r'a-bl), a. [= F. deplorable

= Sp. deplorable = Pg. deploravel =-• It. deplora-

hile, < L. as if 'deplorabilis, < deplorare, deplore:

see deplore.] 1. That may or must be deplored
or lamented; lamentable; that demands or

causes lamentation ; hence, sad ; calamitous

;

grievous ; miserable ; wretched : as, a deplorable

calamity.

This was the deplorable condition to which the king was
reduced. Lord Clarendon, Great Kebellion.

Nothing could be more deplorable than the state even

of the ablest men, who at that time depended for subsis-

tence on their writings. Macaulay, Boswells Johnson.

2. Pitiable ; contemptible : as, deplorable non-
sense; deplorable stupidity. =Syn. 1. Distressing,

dismal, mournful, melancholy, regrettable.

deplorableness (de-plor'a-bl-nes), H. The state

of being deplorable ; misery; wretchedness; a
miserable state.

To discern the sadness and deplorableness of this estate.

Hamnwnd, Works, IV. 636.

i. e^, not on tte bench :'^de,' from; piano, abl. of deplorably (de-pl6r'a-bli), adv. In a manner
ptenuw, a level, plane, neut.ot planus, level, to be deploreii; lamentably; miserably: as,

plane : see plane, plain. The phrase de piano manners are deploiably corrupt,

or e piano was used by the Romans with ref- Metaphysicians consider it deplorably superficial to ac-

erence to judgments in cases so evident that cept the appearance of tilings lor realities,

the judgment could be delivered by the pretor «• « ^"^^^ J"™!)'- o' "fe and Mind, II. 395.

standing on a level with the suitors, without deploratet (de-pl6'rat), o. [< L. deploratus, pp.
ascending the judgment-seat for the hearing of of deplorare, deplore : see deplore.] Lament-
argument.] In law, by self-evident or mani- able; hopeless.

fest right ; clearly ; too plainly for argument. The case is then most deplorate when reward goes over

deplant (de-planf), V. «. [=F.d^lanter,<Jj. to the wrong side. Sir n. L'Estrange.

hairless.

This animal is a kind of lizard, a quadruped corticated
and depitous: that is, without wool, fiur, or hair.

Sir T. Broime, Vulg. Err., iil. 14.

deplanate (dep'la-nat), a. [< LL. deplanattcs,

pp. of deplanare, make level, < de, down, +pla-
iiare, level, < planus, level: see plane.] Flat-

tened or expanded ; made level : same as expla-

nate.

[L., from or on a level.

deplantare, take off a shoot or twig, set in the (ieplorationt(<3ep-16-ra'shc)n),w. l=F.dSplora-
ground, < de, away, + plantare, plant, < planta, (ion = Pg. deplora'cao = It. deplorazione, < L.
a plant : see plant.] To remove plants from, as

abed; transplant, as a tree. [Rare.]
vTonnies, v^amunugesnire. . , a a. /j- i i-/i.\ r Ti
J -.J •. . 1,. ij deplantation (de-plan-ta'shon), n. [= F.

t:S^ti^^.''}t?^^^^. dllantation; ks £plant + -aHon.] The act

of clearing from plants, or of transplantmg.
Johnson. [Rare.]

deplete (de-plef), v. t.; pret. and pp. depleted,

ppr. depleting. [< L. depletus, pp. of deplere,

empty, < de- priv. -^plere, fill, related to plenus,

full, = E./uft.- see full^ plenty, etc. Cff. com-
plete, replete.] 1. To empty, reduce, or ex-

haust by drawing away, as the strength, vital

powers, resources, etc.: as, to depfete a country
of inhabitants.

His armes are fairly depicted in his chamber.
Fuller, Worthies, Cambridgeshire.

The cowards of Lacedemon
the most terrible beasts they

2. To portray in words; describe: as, to depict

the horrors of war.

Cesar's gout was then depicted in energetic language.
Motley, Dutch Republic.

= STn. To delineate, sketch, set fortli.

depicter (de-pik't6r), «. [< depict + -«rl.] One
who depicts or portrays.

The sculptor Canova, an accurate depicter of a certain

low species of nature. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 75.

depiction (de-pik'shon), n. [= OF. depiction, <

Lli. depictio{n-), < L'.* demcttis, pp. of depingere,

depict: see depict.] The act of depicting or
portraying.

Even here. In the very sphere where Music is summoned
to take on the depiction of definable passions to the utmost
of her power, tlie vague but powerful expression of these

is but a fraction of what she has done and is ready to do
for word and scene. Nineteenth Century, March, 1883.

We must leave out of account that ;instrumentality] of

depiction, as just instanced, because its employment be-

longs tJj a much more advanced state of cultivation, and ,., . ,.- i.t-/- ., \

leads the way to tlic invention not of speech, but of the deplethOIlC (Qe-pleth O-nK), O
analogous and auxiliary art of writing. '

"'
" "*

^^ .---•_-.
i

i.-

At no time were the Bank cellars depleted to any alarm-

ing extent. Saturday Rev.

As a depleting outlet, therefore, of the river, the bayou
Manchac is utterly insignificant.

Qov. Rep. on Mississippi River, 1861 (ed. 1876), p. 421.

2. In med., to empty or unload, as overcharged
vessels, by bloodletting, purgatives, or other

means.
To support the vital energies by suitable means, and to

deplete the vascular system at tbe same time.

Copland, Diet. Pract Med., art. Apoplexy.

[< (fe- priv. -I-

p'lethoric] Characterized by an absence of

plethora.

Doubleday attempted to demonstrate that . . . the de-

plethoric state is favorable to fertility.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 39.

depletion (de-ple'shon), n. [= F. depUUon =
Sp. deplecion, < L. as if 'depletio(n-), < deplere,

pp. deplettta, erayty : see deplete.] 1. The act

of emptying, reducing, or exhausting: as, the

depletion of the flational resources. Specifically

—2. In med., the act of relieving congestion

or plethora by any remedial means, as blood-

letting, purging, sweating, vomiting, etc.; also,

any general reduction of fullness, as by absti-

nence.

Abstinence and a slender diet attenuates, because deple-

tion of the vessels gives room to the fluid to expand itself.

Arbutknot.

pilus.'a'hair: Bee pilei.] To strip of hair; re-
depletive (de-ple'tiv), a. and »». [:=¥ . dipUtif

;

mnv„ fbB ba.r from J rf^i/^tete "l^ -ivB.] I. a. Tending to deplete

;

producing depletion.

ry f

Whitney, Encyc. Brit, XVIII. 767.

depicture (df-pik'tur), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. de-

pictured, ppr'. depicturing. [< de- + picture, af-

ter depict?] To portray
;
paint

;
picture.

Several persons were depictured in caricature.

Fielding, Journey from this World to the Next.

Anacreon depictures in glowing colours the uninter-

rupted felicity of this creature (the cicada].
Donomn, Insects of China, p. 397.

By painting saintship I depicture sin.

Beside the pearl, I prove how black the jet.

Browning, King and Book, II. 162.

depilate (dep'i-lat), v. t.-, pret. and pp. depi-

latcd, ppr. depilating. [< L. depilatus, pp. of

depilare (> F. depiler = Pr. depilar = It. depe-

lare, dipelarc), pull out the hair, < de, away, -I-

pilare, put forth hair, also deprive of hair, <

move the hair from.

The treatment (in tinea sycosis] consists in shaving
every second or third day, together with the extraction of

the diseased hairs, for which purpose a pair of depilating
forceps should be used. Duhring, Skin Diseases.

depilation (dep-i-la'shgn), n. [= F. dipilation

= Pr. depilacio = Vg."depilaeUo = It. depila-

sione, < L. as if 'depilatio{n-), ( depilare, deprive
of hair: see depilate.] The act or process of

Depletive treatment is contraindicated.
Wardrop, Bleeding.

n. n. That which depletes; specifically, any
medical agent of depletion.

She had been exhausted by depletives.

Wardrop, Bleeding.

removing hair 'from the skin or from a hide ; depletory (de-ple'to-ril, a. [< deplete + -ory.]

loss of hair. Tending to deplete ; depletive.

depilator (dep'i-la-tor), ». An instrument for deplication (dep-li-ka'shgn), «. [< ML. as if

pulling out haira. " *dej;i»cafto(»»-), < depZicare, unfold, < L. de- priv.

deploratio{n-),< deplorare, deplore : seedeplore.]

The act of lamenting; a lamentation.

He will leave to those her beneficiaries the farther search

of this argument and deploration of her fortune.
Speed, Henry VII., IX. xx. § la

deplore (de-pl6r'), v.; pret. and pp. deplored,

ppr. deploring. [= OF. dcpleurer, deplourer,

F. deplorer = Sp. Pg. deplorar = It. deplorare,

< L. deplorare, lament over, bewail, < de- +
plorare, wail, weep aloud; origin uncertain.

Cf. implore.] I. trans. 1. To lament; bewail;

mourn ; feel or express deep and poignant grief

for or in regard to.

But if Arcite thus deplore

His sufferings, Palamon yet sutlers more.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, 1. 442.

I leam'd at last submission to my lot.

But, though I less deplor'd thee ne'er forgot.

Cowper, My Mother's Picture.

I have no dreams of a golden age ; there will always be
more than enough to defiore, more than enough to mend.

Gladstone, Might of Right.

2t. To despair of; regard or give up as des-

perate.

The physicians do make a kind of scruple and religion

to stay witli the patient after the disease is deplored.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

In short, he is an animal of a most deplored understand-
ing, without reading and conversation.

Dryden, Pref. to Notes ou Empress of Morocco.

A true Poetick State we had deplor'd.

Congreve, To Lord Halifax.

3t. To tell of sympathetically.
Never more

Will I my master's tears to you deplore.
Shale., T. N., iii 1.

=Syil. 1. To Ijemoan, grieve for, sorrow over.

n. intrans. To utter lamentations ; lament

;

moan. [Rare.]

All Nature mourns ; the Floods and Hocks deplore.

Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

'Twas when the sea was roaring

With hollow blasts of wind,
A damsel lay deploring.

All on a rock reclined.

Gay, Tlie What d'^e Call 't, ii. 8.

deploredlyt (de-pl6r'ed-li), ado. In a deplored

way ; lamentably. Jer. Taylor.

deplorednesst (de-pl6r'ed-nes), ». The state

of being deplored'; deplorableness.

But for thee, O blessed Jesu, so ardent was thy love to

us that it was not in the power of our extreme misery to

abate it ; yea, so as tliat the deplorednes of our condition

did but highten th.at holy flame.
Bp. Halt, A Pathetical Meditation, § 2.

deplorer (de-plor'6r), n. One who deplores or

deeply laments ; a deep mourner.

Not to be a mere spectator, or a lazy deplorer of the

danger. Considerations about Reaso7i and Religion

((1«76), Pret, p. viL



deploy

deploy (de-ploi')) ''• [_<.F.dcployer,\mrol\,vii-
fmd, < of', (lesployer, earlier despkier, displeier,

> ME. displayen, E. display, which is thus a
doublet of deploy: see display, and of. depli-

cation.~i I. trans. Milit., to expand ; display

;

extend in a line of small depth, as a division or
a battalion which has been previously formed
in one or more columns.

Can's division was deployed on our right, Lawler's bri-

gade forming his extreme riglit and reaching tlirough
these woods to the river above.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 524.

H, intrans. Milit., to open out; extend; move
so as to form a more extended front or line : as,

the regiment deployed to the right.

A column is said to deploy when it makes a flank march
or unfolds itself, so as to display its front. Sullivan.

deploy (de-ploi'), »• [i deploy, v."] Milit., the
expansion or opening out of a body of troops
previously compacted into a column, so as to
present a more extended front.

deployment (df-ploi'ment), «. [< F. ddploie-

men t, < dcployer', deploy : see deploy aud -ment.']

The act of deploying.

deplumate (de-plo'mat), a. [< ML. deplumatus,

pp. of deplumare, pluck of feathers: see de-

plume.'] In ornith., bare or stripped of fea-

thers; denudated.
depltunation (de-plQ-ma'shon), n. [< ML. "de-
plumatio(n-), < deplumare, pluck of feathers:
see deplume.] 1. In ornith., the stripping or
falling off of plumes or feathers; molting.

The violence of her moulting, or depltunation,
Stilliiifjjieel, Origines Sacraj, iii. 3.

2. In pathol., an affection of the eyelids in
which the eyelashes drop out.

deplume (de-plom'), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

plumed, ppr. depluming, [< ME. dcplumen= F.
deplumer = Sp. Pg. desplumar = It. spiumare,
< ML. deplumare, pluck of feathers, < L. de,

off, + plumare, cover with feathers, < pluma, a
feather, plume : see plume.] To strip or pluck
the feathers from; deprive of plumage

;
pluck.

And twies a yere deplumed may thai [geese] be.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

Fortune and Time fettered at their feet with adaman-
tine chains, their wings deplumed for starting from them.

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Bolsover.

depolarization (de-p6"la-ri-za'shon), n. [=
F. depolarisatioH = It. depolariezazione ; as de-
polarize + -ation.] The act of depriving of
polarity or removing the effects of polarization.
Specifically— (a) In optics, the change in the direction of
the plane of polarization, as by a section of a crystal, so
that the polarized ray before arrested can pass through the
analyzer, (b) In elect,, the removal of the polarizing film
of gas from the negative plate of a voltaic cell, (c) In
magtietism, the destruction of magnetic polarity in a mass
of iron or steel. See polarization. Also spelled depolari-
sation.

depolarize (de-p6'la-riz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dei>olarized, ppr. depolarizing. [= F. depola-
riser = It. depolarizzare ; as de- priv. + polar-
ize.] To deprive of polarity; remove the ef-

fects of polarity from. («) in optics, to cause to re-
appear, as a polarized i-ay before arrested by the analyzer.
(6) To destroy that polarity in (metallic electrodes im-
mersed in an electrolytic substance, or the metal plates
of a battery) which results from the passage of a current,
and opposes and weakens the current to wliich it is due.
(c) To deprive of magnetic polarity. Also spelled depo-
larise.

depolarizer (de-p6'la-ri-z6r), n. That which
depolarizes; specifically, in elect., a substance
used in a battery-cell for the purpose of pre-
venting polarization. Depolarizers usually act by
entering into combination with the gases liberated, and
thus preventing their accumulating on the battery-pl.ites
and giving rise to polarization. Also spelled depolariser.

depolish (de-pol'ish), V. t. [< de- priv. -I- pol-
ish, after F. depolir = Pg. depolir, depolish.]
To destroy the polish of; remove the glaze
from; dull.

The surface should now appear somewhat depolished.
Ure, Diet,, II. 639.

depolisht^g (de-pol'ish-ing), n. The process
of removing polish or glaze ; specifically, in
ceravi., a process whereby the glaze on ware is

removed. Ware with the resulting dull surface
is called ivory porcelain. It corresponds to the
dcglnziiig of glass.

depone (de-p6n'), V.
;

pret. and pp. deponed,
ppr. deponing. [= Sp. deponer = Pg. dcpor =
It. dcporre, diporre = D. deponeren = 6. depo-
niren = Dan. dcponere= Sw. deponera, < L. de-
ponere, pp. depositus, lay down or aside, give
in charge, intrust, ML. also testify, < de, down,
away, + pmicre, lay, place : see ponent and

ose'^, and cf. depose, deposit, etc.] I.t trans.
To lay down ; deposit.

posi

1. '.
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What basins, most capacious of their kind,
Enclose her, while the obedient element
Lifts or depones its burthen. SmUJiey.

2t. To lay down as a pledge ; wager.
On this I would depone

As much as any cause I've known,
S. Butler, Hudibras,

3. To testify; state in a deposition.

Farther Sprot deponeth, that he entered himself there-
after in conference with Bour.

State Trials, George Sprot, an. 1606.

II. intrans. In Scots and old Eng. law, to give
testimony ; bear witness ; depose.
deponent (de-p6'nent), a. and «. [< L. depo-
nen(t-)s, ppr. of dcponere, lay aside (LL. depo-
nen{t-)s, adj., also as a notrn (sc. verbum), a
verb that 'lays aside' its proper passive sense:
tr. Gr. aTToBsTiKo^: see apothesis), ML. also tes-

tify: see depone.] I. a. Laying down Dejjo-
nent verb, in Latin trram., a verb which has a passive
form with an active signification, as loqui, to speak : so
called because such verbs were regarded as having laid
down or dispensed with an active form and a passive
sense.

II. n. 1. In Laiinjrram., a deponent verb.

—

2. One who deposes or makes a deposition,
especially under oath ; one who makes an affi-

davit; one who gives written testimony to be
used as evidence in a court of justice, or for
any other puipose. Abbreviated dpt.

He observed how the testimony of the other deponents
conHrmed that of Houseman, Bulwer, Eugene Aram, vi, 5.

depopulacyt (de-pop'u-la-si), n. [< depopulate

:

see -acy.] Depopulation.
Mars answered : O Jove, neither she nor I,

With lx)th our aids, can keep depopulacy
From oft" the frogs.

Chapman, tr. of Homer's Batrachomyomachia.

depopularize (de-pop'u-la-riz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. depopularized, ppr.' dipopularizing. [= F.
depopulariser = Pg. depopularizar; as de- priv.

+ popularize.] To render unpopular. West-
minster Eev. [Rare.]

depopulate (de-pop'u-lat), v.; pret. and pp.
depopulated, ppr. depopulating. [< L. depopu-
latus, pp. of depopulari, ML. also depopulare (>
It. depopulare = Sp. *depopular, despoblar =
Pg. dcjiopular= Pr. depoptdar = OF. depopuler,
deppopuler, despopuler, also depeupler, depopler,
despeivpler, F. depeupler, > E. depeople, dispeo-
ple), lay waste, ravage, plunder, ML. also de-
prive of people, dispeople, < de- + populari,
lay waste, ravage, plunder, destroy, a word
usually derived from populus, people, and ex-
plained as "prop, to spread or pour out in a
multitude over a region," or "to fill with (hos-
tile) people," or otherwise, in the comp. de-

populari, ML. depopulare, with de- priv., 'de-
prive of people or inhabitants,' this sense be-
ing involved in the Rom. and E. words (ef. also
depeople and dispeople). But the uses of the L.
populari throw doubt on the assumed original
connection with populus, people, and the word
is by some regarded as a kind of freq. of spoli-

are, spoil, despoil, plunder, being in this view
reduplicated (*spo-, *spol-) from the base "spol-

ot spolium, ST^oil: see spoil.] I. trans. To de-
prive of inhabitants, wholly or in part, whether
by death or by expulsion; dispeople; reduce
the population of.

Many towns and villages upon the sea coasts are, of late
years, wonderfully decayed, and some wonderfully rfepo?vu-

lated. Privy Council (Arber's Eng. Garuer, I. 301).

Grim death, in different shapes.
Depopulates the nations ; thousands fall

His victims. Philips.

H. intrans. To become dispeopled. [Rare
or obsolete.] <

This is not the place to enter into an inquiry whether
the country be depopulating or not.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., Ded.

depopulate (de-pop'u-lat), a. [< L. depopula-
tus, pp.: see the verb.]' Depopulated. [Rare.]

'When the sea-mew
Flies, as once before it tlew,

O'er thine isles depfopulate.

Shelley, Written among the Euganean Hills,

depopulation (de-pop-u-la'shgu), n. [= F. depo-
pulation = Sp. depopulacion = Pg. depopulagao
= It. depopulazione, < L. depopulatio(n-), a lay-

ing waste, plundering, < depopulari, lay waste:
see depopulate, v.] The act of depopulating, or
the state of being depopulated ; reduction of
population ; destruction or expulsion of inhab-
itants.

It [Milan] hath suffered many devastations and(fc;>o;m-
lations. Coryat, Crudities, I. 130.

The only remedy and amends against the depoptdation
and thinnesse of a Land within, is tlie borrow'd strength
of flrme alliance from without.

Milton, Reformation in Eng,, ii.

depose

depopulator (de-pop'u-la-tor), n. [= P. depo-
pulaleur = Sp. depopulador= It. depopulatore, <
L. depopulator, a plimderer, marauder, < depo-
pulari, plunder: see depopulate.] One who de-
populates.

Our puny depopulator) allege for their doings the king's
and country's good. Fuller, Holy State, p. 237.

deport (de-porf), V. t. [< OF. deporter, bear,
suffer, banish, refl. cease, desist, forbear, F. de-
porter = Pr. Sp. Pg. deportar = It. diporlare =
D. deporteren = G. deportiren = Dan. deportere
= Sw. deportera, < L. deportare, carry away, get,
acquire, carry off, banish, ML. also bear, suffer,

favor, forbear, < de, away, -I- pjortare, carry:
see port'i, and cf. apport, comport, export, im-
port, report, transport, and see esp. disport.]

1. To transport or carry off; carry away, or
from one country to another; specifically, to
transport forcibly, as to a penal colony or a
place of exile.

The only sure way of bringing about a healthy relation
between the two countries [England and America] is for
Englishmen to clear their minds of the notion tiiat we are
always to be treated as a kind of inferior and departed
Englishman whose nature they perfectly understand,

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 81.

2. To carry; demean; behave : with a reflexive
pronoun.

Let an ambassador deport himself in the most graceful
manner before a prince. Pope.

How do the Christians here deport them, keep
Their robes of white unspotted by the world ?

BrowniTig, Ring and Book, II. 212.

deportf (de-porf), n. [< OF. deport, depport,
m., deporl'e, f., deportment : from the verb.]
Deportment; mien.

But Delia's self

In gait surpass'd, and goddess-like deport.
Milton, P. L,, i.x. 389.

deportation (de-p6r-ta'shgn), n. [< F. depor-
tation = Sp. deportaeion = Pg. deportagUo = It.

deportazione = D. deportatie = G. Dan. Sw. de-
portation, < L. deportalio{n-), a carrying away,
< deportare, carry away: see deport.] A car-
rying away; a removing from one country to
another, or to a distant place ; transportation

;

specifically, forcible transportation, especially
to a penal colony.

The wings seemed to be like the wings of a stork; an-
other expression of that sudden trausndgration and de.
portation. D. Stokes, Twelve Minor Prophets, p. 497.

In their [the Jews'] dejiortations, they had often the
favour of their conquerors.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, III. v.

Emancipation [of the slaves], even without de^xtrtation,
would probably enhance the wages of white labor.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 325.

deportatort (de'p6r-t5,-tor), n. [L. as if 'depor-
tator, < deportare, deport: see deport.] One who
deports or transports. Davies.

This island of ours, within these late days, hath bred a
great number of these field-briers, . . . oppressore, en-
closers, depopulatore, deportators, depravators.

Rev. T Adams, Works, II, 481.

deportment (de-p6rt'menc ( [iOV.deportc-
ment, F. deporicment ='\t. ai- ortamento, < ML.
as if *deportamentum, < L. oeportare, depoi't:

see deport.] Carriage or bearing in intercom-se

;

manner of acting toward or before others; be-
havior; demeanor; conduct; management.

What's a fine person, or a beauteous face.

Unless deportinenl gives them decent grace?
Churchill, The Rosciad.

This produced such a change in his whole deportment,
that his neighbours took him to be a new man, and wtre
amazed at his conversion from prodigious profanenesa to
a moral and religious life. Southey, Bunyan, p. 10.

At these primitive tea-parties the utmost propriety and
dignity of deportment prevailed.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 170.

-Syn. Carriage, Conduct, etc. See behavior.

deporturet (de-p6r'tur), J!. [< deport + -ure.]

Deportment. * Speeds
deposable (de-p6'za-bl), a. [= F. deposable;
as depose + -able.] Capable of being deposed
or deprived of office,

deposalt (de-p6'zal), n. [< depose + -ah] The
act of deposing or divesting of office.

The short interval between the dejwsal and death of
princes is become proverbial. Fox, Hist, J.amesII,, p, 14.

depose (de-poz'), v.; pret. and pp. deposed,

ppr. deposing. [< ME. deposen, lay aside, de-

prive of ofliee, also intrust, < OF. deposer, F.

dcposer (= OSp. deposar), lay down, deposit,

testify, with senses of L. deponere, pp. deposi-

tus, lay down, etc. (see depone), but in form
confused with OF. poser, ML. pausare, place;

so with the other compounds, appose, compose,
expose, impose, propose, repose, suppose, trans-



depose

pose: see;)ose2.] I. trans. 1. To lay down; let

fall; deposit. [Obsolete or archaic]

Take leves green ynough of Citur tree, . . .

And into must that yit not fervent be
Depose, and tiose or faste it closed se,

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 3.), p. 203.

I pray thee depose
Some small piece of silver ; it shall be no loss.

B, Joiisoii, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

The long-enduring ferns in time will all

Die and depose their dust upon the wall.

Crabbe, Works, II. 24.

2t. To lay aside.

God hath deposed his wrath towai-ds all mankind.
Barrow.

St. To remove ; eject ; evict.

We have summoned you hither, to dispossess you of
those places and to depose you from those rooms, whereof
indeed by virtue of our own grant, yet against reason,
you are possessed. Hooker, Eccies. Polity, v. bl.

4. To remove from office, especially from roy-
alty, or from high executive, ecclesiastical, or
judicial office; dethrone; divest of office: as,

to depose a king or a bishop.

Thus when the state one Edwari did depose,
A greater Edward in his r(X>m arose.

Dryden, Epistles, x., To Congreve.

The Jews well know their power : ere Saul they chose,
God was their king, and God they durst depose.

Drijden, Abs. and Achit., 1. 418.

They had deposed one tyrant, only to make room for a
thousand. J. Adams, Works, V. 40.

6t. To take away ; strip off (from one) ; divest
(one of).

You may my glories and my state depose.
But not my griefs ; still am I king of those.

Shal, Kich. II., iv. 1.

Your title speaks you nearest heaven, and points
You out a glorious reign among the angels

;

Do not depose yourself of one, and lie

Of the other disinherited. Shirley, The Traitor, 111. 3.

6. To testify to ; attest.

To depose the yearly rent or valuation of lands. Bacon.

I am ready to depose, when I shall l)e lawfully called,

that no European did ever visit those countries before
me. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 12.

7. To examine on oath; take the deposition
of.

Depose him in the justice of his cause.
Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

n. intrang. 1. To bear witness.

A man might reason with us all day long, without per-
suading us that we slept through the day, or that we re-

turned from a long jouniey, wlien our memory deposes
otherwise. J. /{. Sewman, Parochial Sermons, i. 191.

Specifically— 2. To ^ive testimony on oath;
especially, to give testimony which is embodied
in writing in a deposition or an affidavit; give
answers to interrogatories intended as evidence
in a court : as, he deposed to the following facts

;

the witness deposes and says that, etc.

Twas he that made you to depose. 5Aaifc.,3Hen.VI., i. 2.

deposer (de-p6'z6r), n. 1. One who deposes
or degrades from office.— 2. A deponent; a
witness.

deposit (de-poz'it), v. [Formerly deposite; <

OF. depositer = 8p. Pg. depositar = It. deposi-

tare, dipositare, < ML. depositare, deposit, freq.

of deponere, pp. deposittis, lay aside, deposit:
see depone and depose, and cf. deposit, «.] I.

trans. 1. To lay down; place; put: as, a croc-
odile deposits her eggs in the sand; soil de-

posited by a river.

On lx>th sides of these apartments [catacombs] are three
stories of holes, big enough to deposite the tKidies in.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 9.

2. To lay away; lay in a place for preservation
or safe-keeping ; store : as, to deposit goods in
a warehouse.
Here might be the temple of Diana, a place of security,

where Hannilial de/iosiled his vases of lead, as If they were
full of money, and left carelessly in his house some brass
statues, which he titled with his gold.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 2.'')3.

Stow tells us that, in his memory, great part of Leaden
Hall was appropriated to the purpose of painting and de-
positing the pageants for the use of the city.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 20.

3. To place for care or custody; lodge in trust

;

place : as, to deposit money in a bank ; to de-
jxysit bonds or goo4s with a creditor as security.

The people with whom God thought fit to deposit these
things for tile Iteneht of the world.

Clarke, Works, II. clxlli.

4t. To lay or set aside ; get rid of.

If what is written prove useful! to you, to the depositing
that which I cannot but deem an errour.

Hammond, Works, I. 704.

It has been often alleged, that the passions can never
be wholly deposited. QoULmuth, Ta«te.

1545

n. intrans. To settle or be formed by deposi-
tion ; descend and rest or become attached.
When the strata of the Cordilleras were depositing, there

were islands which even in the latitude of Northern Chile,
where now all is irreclaimably desert, supported large
coniferous forests. Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 409.

When no more silver deposits on the copper, the opera-
tion is completed. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 198.

deposit (de-poz'it), n. [Formerly deposite (in
ME. depos't, < OF. depost, F. depot, > E. depot)

;= Sp. Pg. It. deposito, < L. depositum (ML.
also depostum), a thing laid aside or given in
trust, neut. of depositus, pp. of deponere, lay
aside : see the verb.] 1. That which is laid or
thrown down; matter laid down or lodged in
a place, or settled by subsidence or precipita-
tion, as from a fluid medium.

Throws the golden sands,
A rich deposit, on the border lands.

Cowper, Charity.

Meanwhile the hours were each leaving their little de-
posit, and gradually forming the final reason for uiaction— namely, that action was too late.

Oeorge Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 378.

Specifically— (a) In oeol.,siny mass of material which has
been thrown down from, or moved and gathered together
by, water, or which has been separated from a solution
by chemical agencies. Irregularity of form is rather a
characteristic of a deposit ; if the material be evenly and
uniformly distributed, it would more generally be termed
a bed or layer. The products of volcanic agencies are
rarely designated by the term deposit.

Tlie most characteristic distinction between the lacus-
trine and marine deltas consists in the nature of the or-
ganic remains which become imbedded in their deposits.

Lyell.

(b) In mining, the most general tenu for an accumulation,
or "occurrence," of ore, of whatever form or na*,ure it may
be ; but the word ore is generally added. (See ore-deposit.)
By some authors the term deposit is used as ineaning a mode
of occurrence of ore supposed to be less permanent in its

character than a true vein. Thus, flat masses or sheets
would often be called deposits, especially if not exhibit-
ing any of the special characters of true or fissure veins.
(See vein.) (c) The metallic coating precipitated by gal-
vanic action from a chemical solution upon a ground or
base, as the film of gold or silver on plated articles, or of
copper on copper-faced type, or the copper shell of an
electrotype plate.

2. Anything intrusted to the care of another

;

something given into custody for safe-keeping;
specifically, money lodged in a bank for safety
or convenience.

It seems your church is not so faithful a guardian of her
deposit as her dear friends . . . would make us believe.

Hammond, Works, II. i. 677.

I do not at all doubt that the an-angement is in a cer-

tain degree at haphazard, but it seems to me that there
must have been a meaning in the prominence given to
Defiosils in the Roman and Hindu law, and in the promi-
nence assigned to Thefts in the law both of the Romans
and of the Salian Franks.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 383.

3. A place where things are deposited ; a de-
pository. [Bare.]— 4. The state or fact of be-
ing deposited or stored in the care of another

;

storage : as, to have money on deposit in a bank

;

safe dcpo*i*.— 6. A pledge; a pawn; something
given as security. Specifically— 6. In law:
(a) A sum of money which one puts into the
hands of another to secure the fulfilment of

some agreement, or as a part payment in ad-
vance. (6) A naked bailment of personal prop-
erty, to be kept for the bailor without recom-
pense, and to be returned when he shall require
it. (c) la Scots law, 8a,Tac aa depositation.— 7U
Deposition.

I desire that this may not be looked upon as a full and
finished character, but my solemn deposit of the truth^ to
the t»est of my knowledge. Chesterjietd, Miscellaines.

Certificate of deposit. See certi^caic— Contact de-
posit. See con<n<;(.— Coralline deposits, in geol., a
term applied to those recent or alluvial strata which con-
sist of the marine banks, shoals, and islands entirely cum-
[K)8ed of coral, and thence extended to the lower Pliocene
deposits of Snttnlk, England, tlie white or coralline crag.

— Melanic deposit. See melanie.— Special deposit, a
deposit in a liank which the bank is not entitled to use,

iKit must keep specifically to be returned.

depositary (de-poz'i-ta-ri), a. and n. [= F.
depositaire = Sp. Pg. It. depositario, < LL. de-

positarius, only as a noun, one who receives a
trust, < L. depositum, a trust, deposit : see de-

posit, n.] I. a. Of deposit; receiving deposits

:

said of banks.
No loss has resulted in this class of deposits for the past

eighteen years, although a number of failures have taken
place among the depositary banks.

Rep. of Sec. of Treasury, 1886, p. 88.

II. «. ;
pi. depositaries (-riz). 1. A person

with whom anything is left or lodged in trust

;

one to whom a thing is committed for safe-

keeping, or to be used for the benefit of the
owner; a trustee; a guardian. A\&o depository.

For a hundred years they [the Puritans] were the sole

depositaries of the sacred fire of lil)erty in England.
R. Choate, Addresses, p. 47.

depositor

The Liverpool house was the authorized depositary of
Confederate funds in Europe.

J. R. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 182.

The first apostles alone were the depositaries of the pure
and perfect evangel.

Swinburne, Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 170.

2. In law, a bailee of personal property, to be
kept by him for the bailor without recompense.
depositatet (de-poz'i-tat), a. [< ML. depositor
txis, pp. : see deposit, «;.] Deposited.

A marble inscription . . . signifying that his corpse is
depositate within. Woodroiv Correspondence, III. 86.

depositation (df-poz-i-ta'shgn), b. [< ML.
as if *dcpositati6(n-), < depositare, deposit: see
deposit, !'.] In Scots law, a contract by which
something belonging to one person is intrusted
to the gratuitous custody of another (called the
depositary), to be redelivered on demand, a
proper depositation is one where a special subject is de-
posited, to be restored without alteration. An improper
depositation is one where money or other fungibles are de-
posited, to be returned in kind. Also deposit.

depositing-dock (df-poz'i-ting-dok), n. See
dock'i.

deposition (dep-o-zish'gn), n. [< OF. deposi-
tion, F. deposition = Sp.'i/eposiciore= Pg. deposi-
c3o = It. deposizione, < LL. depositio{n-), a lay-
ing down, < L. deponere, pp. depositus, lay down,
deposit: see deposit, depose, depone.^ 1. The
act of depositing; a laying down; lodgment or
precipitation : as, the deposition of stones by a
moving glacier, or of sediment by a river ; tho
deposition of a metallic coating by galvanism.

A benefactress to the convent, happening to die, was
desirous of being buried in the cloister. . . . The society
considered the deposition of their benefactress among
them as a very great honour.

Goldsmith, Cyrillo Padovano.

The sediment brought down from the land would only
prevent the growth of the coral in the line of its deposi-
tion. Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 89.

The deposition of a delta is the work of tens of thou-
sands of years. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 378.

2. That which is deposited or placed; a de-
posit. [Rare.]— 3t. The act of laying down
or bringing to notice

;
presentation.

The infiuence of princes upon the dispositions of their

courts needs not the dejiosition of their examples, since it

hath the authority of a known principle.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. ix. § 2.

4. Declaration ; assertion ; specifically, in law,

testimony taken under interrogatories, written
or oral, before an authorized officer, to be used
as a substitute for the production of the witness
in open court. The term is sometimes loosely used to
include affidavits, which are ex-parte statements in writ-

ing, sworn to, but not taken judicially or quasi-judicially,

as are depositions strictly so called. In a deposition there
may have been cross-examination ; in an attidavit, none.
A deposition is evidence ; an affidavit may be evidence.

If yon will examine the veracity of the fathers by those
circumstances usually considered in depositions, you will

find them strong on their side. Sir K. Digby.

5. In civil and common law : (a) A deposit ; a
naked bailment of goods, to be kept for the
bailor without reward, and to be returned when
ho shall require it, or delivered according to
the object or purpose of the original trust.

Story, Bailments, iv. 41. (6) The thing so de-
posited.— 6. The act of deposing a person from
an office, or of depriving him of a dignity ; spe-
cifically, the act of dethroning, or of removing
from some important office or trust.

After his deposition by the council of Lyons, the aflfairs

of Frederic II. went rapidly into decay.
Hallam, Middle Ages, vii. 2.

7t. In stirff. , the depression of the lens of the eye
in the operation of couching.— 8. The burial

of a saint's body, or the act of transferring his

remains or relics to a new resting-place or

shrine ; the festival commemorating such buri-

al or translation : as, the Deposition of St. Mar-
tin Deposition from tlie cross, the taking down of

Christ's body from the cross, or the representation of that

act in a work of art. = Syn. 4u Testimony, etc. See evidence.

depositive (de-poz'i-tiv), a. [= OF. depositif;

as deposit + -Ive.'] Depositing; tending to de-

posit: in pathol., applied to inflammation of

the corium when the effusion of lymph into that

membrane gives rise to small, hard elevations

or pimples on the surface.

depositor (de-poz'i-tor), n. [= F. depositeur, <

LL. depositor, < L. deponere, pp. depositus, de-

posit : see deposit.] One who makes a deposit

;

specifically, one who deposits money in a bank.

It is ordained by the sages of Hindustan that a deposi-

tor shall carefully enquire into the character of his in-

tended depositary; who, if he undertake to keep the goods,

shall preserve them with care and attention.
Sir W. Jones, Law of Bailments.



depositor

SaTlngs Banks, where the smallest sums are placed In
perfect safety . . . and are paid , . , the moment they are
demanded by the depositors, McCtdioch, Com. Diet.

depository (de-poz'i-to-ri). «. ;
pi. depositories

(-riz). [' MIJ. *deposiiorium, a place of de-
posit, < L. depositus, pp. of deponere, deposit.]
1. A place wliere anything is lodged for safe-

keeping: as, a warehouse is a depository for
goods.

It ma>' be said . . . that the Constitutional Monarch is

only a depOf<iton/ of power, as an armory is a depo*:itoryf ot
anus ; but that those who wield the arms, and those alone,
constitute the true governing authority.

GladMom, Jlight of Right, p. 169.

2. [I*rop. depositary.'] A person to whom a
thing is intrusted for safe-keeping; a deposi-
tary. [Bare.]

If I am a vain man, my gratification lies within a nar-
row circle. I am the sole depository of my own secret,

and it shall perish with me, Junitts, Letters, Ded.

One who was the director of the national finances, and
the depository of the gravest secrets of state, might ren-

der inestimable services. Macautay, Ilist, Eng., xxii.

deposit-receipt (de-poz'it-re-set''), n. A note
or an acknowledgment for money lodged with a
banker for a stipulated time, on which a higher
rate of interest is allowed than on the balance
of a current account.

depostt, «• An obsolete form of deposit.

depot (de-p6' or de'po), n. [< F. d6p6t, a de-

posit, a place of deposit, a storehouse, depot,
< OF. depost, a deposit, pledge, < L. depositum,

a deposit: see deposit, «.] 1. A place of de-
posit; a depository; a warehouse or store-

house for receiving goods for storage, sale, or

transfer, as on a railroad or other line of trans-

portation.

The islands of Guernsey and Jersey are at present the
great dep6ts of this kingdom. British Critie (1794), p. 203.

Specifically— 2. A railroad-station; a building
for the accommodation and shelter of passen-
gers and the receipt and transfer of freight by
railroad. [U. S.]— 3. Milit.: (a) A military
magazine, as a fort, where stores, ammunition,
etc., are deposited ; or a station where recruits

for different re^ments are received and drilled,

and where soldierswho cannot accompany their

regiments remain. (6) The headquarters of a
regiment, where all supplies are received and
whence they are distributed, (c) In Great Brit-

ain, that portion of a battalion, generally con-
sisting of two companies, which remains at
home when the rest are ordered on foreign ser-

vice.— 4. In fort., a particular place at the tail

of the trenches, out of the reach of the cannon
of the place, where the troops generally assem-
ble who are ordered to attack the outworks.
Sometimes written with the French accents,

dip6t or depdt.
=Syn. 2. Depots station, Freight-house. In the United
States, at first the places for landing railroad-passengers
and -freight were called depots, passenefer-depots, Jreight-
depots; but the use of station for the landinr^-placc of pas-
sensei'S is gradu.iUy increasing, while freight-house is the
most coiiiiitun word for a separate storage-place.

depotentiate (de-po-ten'shi-at), v. t,
;
pret. and

pp. depotentiated, ppr. depotentiating. [< L. dc-
priv. -i- potentia, power: Bee potency.'] To de-
prive of potency or power.

The gospel of Christ himself we may therefore expect to
see greatly depotentiated. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 175.

depravate (dep'ra-vat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
depravated, ppr. depravating. [< L. depravatns,

j>. of depravare, deprave: see deprave.] If.

Co defame ; vilify.

Whereat the rest, in depth of scome and hate,
His Diuiue Truth with taunts doe deprauate.

Davies, Holy Roode, p. 7.

2. To render depraved. [Kare.]

With natures depravated, and affinities already distem-
pered by the sin of i>rogenltors.

Bushneli, Js'at. and the Supemat., p. 178.

depravation (dep-ra-va'shpn), n. [= F. depra-
riition = Sp. denravacion = tg. depravafSo = It.

depravazione, < L. dfpravjtio(n-), < depravare,
deprave : see deprave.] If. The act of pervert-

ing or distorting
;
perversion; vilification.

Do not give advantage
To stubborn critics, apt, without a theme.
For depravation, Shak., T. and C, v. 2.

That learning should undermine the reverence of laws
and government ... is assuredly a mere depravation and
calumny. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 23.

2. The act of making or becoming bad or worse

;

the act or process of debasement; deteriora-
tion.

It is to these . . . (circumstances] that the depravation
Ol aocieut polite learning is princii>aUy to be ascribed.

Goldsmith, Polite Learning, U.

Wo.
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3, Depraved or corrupt quality or character;
degeneracy; depravity.

Notwithstanding this universal depravation of manners,
behold how untouched he (Noah] stood, and what a char-
acter he bore

!

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. iv.

4. A depraved tendency; inclination toward
evil or coiTuption. [Rare.]

What befell Asdrubal or Ceesar Boi^ia is as much an il-

lustration of the mind's powers and depravationb- as what
has befallen us. Emeraon, History.

= SyiL Depravity, Depravation, deterioration, corruption,
vitiation, contamination, debasement. Depravation is

especially the act of depraving or the process of becoming
depraved; depravity, the state resulting from the act or
process. The use of depravation for depravity is uncom-
mon.

Its coarseness [that of Dryden's day] was not external,
like that of Elizabetli's day, but the outward marlc of an in-

ward depravity. Lowell, Among my Books, Istser., p. 32.

I do not believe there ever was put upon record more
depravation of Man, and more despicable frivolity of
thought and aim in Woman, than in the novels which pur-
port to give the picture of English fashionable life.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 139.

deprave (de-prav')? v. t.
;
pret. and pp. depraved,

ppr. depraving. [< ME, depraven, < OF. depra-
ver, pervert, calumniate, accuse, F. depraver :=

Sp. Pg. depravar = It. depravare, < L. depra-
vare, pervert, distort, corrupt, < de- + pravus,
crooked, misshapen, wicked, depraved.] If. To
pervert; distort; speak evil of; misreport; ca-
lumniate; vilify.

See ! how the stubbome damzell doth deprave
My simple meaning with disdaynfuU scome.

Spenser, Sonnets, xxix.

Gone about to deprave and calumniate the person and
writings of Quintus Horatius Flaccus.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Unjustly thou depravest it with the name
Of servitude, to serve whom God ordains.

Milton, P. L., vi. 174.

2. To make "bad or worse; pervert; vitiate;

corrupt: as, to deprave the heart, mind, under-
standing, will, tastes, etc. ; to deprave the mor-
als, government, laws, etc.

Whose pryde depraves each other better part.

Spenser, Sonnets, xxxi.

All things proceed, and up to him return.
If not depraved from good. Milton, P. L., v. 471.

The ingenuity once so conspicuously displayed in every
department of physical and moral science has been de-

praved into a timid and servile cunning.
Macatday, Moore's Byron.

The ceremony of kneeling at the Sacrament was included
among the rest: but the free and glad acknowledgment
of that ceremony was not to be expected from one who
had notoriously depraved it.

Ji, W, Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xx.

depraved (de-pravd'), p. a, 1. Perverted; vi-

tiated: as, a' rfc2>rared appetite.

Their taste in time became so depraved, that what was
at first a poetical license not to be justified they made their
choice. Sivift, Improving the English Tongue.

2, Morally bad; destitute of moral principle;
corrupt; wicked: as, a depraved nature, =8301.
2. Illegal, Iniquitous, etc. (see criminal), base, profligate,

abandone*!, reprobate.

depravedly (de-pra'ved-li), adv. In a depraved
manner; with corrupt motive or intent.

The writings of both depravedly, anticipatively, coun-
terfeitly imprinted. i

Sir T. Brovme, Rellgio Medici, To the Reader.

depravedness (de-pra'ved-nes), «. The state

of being depraved or vitiated; corruption;
taint.

Our original depravedness, and proneness of our eternal
part to all evil. Hammond.

depravement (de-prav'ment), n, [< deprave +
-inent.'\ Perversion; vitiation. [Rare,]

He maketh men believetlmt apparitions . . . are either
deceptions of sight, or melancholy rfe;»'aucHien?A' of fancy.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 10.

depraver (de-pra'ver), w. It. One who per-
verts or distorts the character of a person ; a
traducer; a vilifier.

Do you think I urge any comparison against yon? no, I

am not so ill-bred as to be a depraver of your worthiness.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i. 2.

2. A corrupter; one who vitiates.

For depraversoi the Prayer-Book it was ten pounds fine

or three months for the first offence.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv., note.

depravingly (de-pra'ving-li), adv. In a deprav-
ing manner.
depravity (de-prav'i-ti), n. [Irreg. < de- +
pravittjf q. v.'; as if < E. deprave + -ity.^ 1.

The state of being depraved or corrupt; cor-

ruption ; degeneracy : as, depravity of manners
or morals.

Succeeding generations change the fashion of their
morals, . . . wonder at the depravity ot their ancestois.

Macaulaj/t MachiavcUi,

deprecative

To remove the offender, to preserve society from those
dangers which are to be apprehended from his incorri^-
ble depravity, is often one of the ends of punishment.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

Specifically—2. In tJieol., the hereditary ten-
dency of mankind, derived from Adam through
his descendants, to commit sin ; original sin. By
many theoloj;ians depravity is distinguished from actual
sin, wliich they rt-gard as consisting wholly in voluntary
action.— Total depravity, in t/ieol., the total unfitness of
man for tlie moral purposesof his being until born again by
the infiuence of the Spirit of God. In defining the nature
of this unfitness theologians disagree. Some consider man
as ''utterly indisposed, disabled, and made opposed unto
all that is spiritually good, and wholly inclined to evil
and that continually "

( West. Con/, of Faith). Others con-
cede to man certain natural traits of character which
are innocent, amiable, or even commendable, but hold
that the moral character is determined by the controlling
energy and disposition, which is by nature totally indif-

ferent or averse to the law of God. = Syu. 1 and 2. De-
pravity, Depravation. See depravation.— 2. Profligacy,
baseness, degeneracy, vice, demoralization.

deprecable (dep're-ka-bl), a. p= It. dejneca-
hile, < LL. deprecahilis, that may be entreated,
< L. deprecari, pray against, pray for: see dep-
recate.^ That is to be deprecated.

I look upon the temporal destruction of the greatest
king as far less deprecable than the eternal damnation of
the meanest subject. Eikmi BagUike.

deprecate (dep're-kat), v, ?. ;
pret. and pp.

deprecated, ppr. deprecating. [< L. deprecatug,

pp. of deprecari (> Sp. Pg. deprecar), pray
against (a present or impending evil), pray for,

intercede for (that which is in danger), rarely
imprecate, < de, off, + jyrecari, pray: seepra^.]
1, To pray against; pray or entreat the re-

moval or prevention of; pray or desire deliver-

ance from.

We are met here to acknowledge our sin, to express our
public detestation of it, and to deprecate the vengeance
which hath pursued, and doth still, I fear, pursue us on
the account of it Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xiii

Tlie judgments which we would depi-ecate are not re-

moved. Bp. Smalridge.

2, To plead or argue earnestly against ; urge
reasons against; express disapproval of: said
of a scheme, purpose, and the like.

His purpose was deprecated by all around him, and he
was with difficulty induced to abandon it. Scott,

The self-dependence which was honored in me is dep-
recated as a fault in most women.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 40.

O, still as ever, friends are they
Who, in the interest of outraged truth,
Deprecate such rough handling of a lie I

Brovming, Ring and Book, II. 227.

3t, To imprecate ; invoke.

Upon the heads of these very mischievous men they
deprecated no vengeance, though that of the whole nation
was justly merited. Fra-nklin, Autobiog., p. 442.

deprecatingly (dep're-ka-ting-li), <7c7??. By dep-
recation ; with expressions or indications of

protest or disapproval.

aeprecatiou (dep-re-ka'shon), n. [= OF. de-

precatioriy F. deprecation ~ Sp. deprecacion =
Pg. deprecagao = It. dcprecazione, < L. depre-

catio[n~), < deprecari, deprecate : see depre-

cate."] 1. The act of deprecating something,
as harm or disapproval ; counter-prayer or pe-

tition; earnest desire for exemption or deliv-

erance.
I, with leave of speech implored,

And humble deprecation, thus replied.
Milton, P. L., viii. 378.

Sternutation they generally conceived to be a good sign,

or a bad one; and so, upon this motion, they commonly
used a gratulation for the one, and a deprecation for the

other. Sir T. Browne.

They tise no deprecations nor complaints,
Hor suit for mercy.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, iv. 1.

Specifically— 2. In litanies, a petition to be
delivered from some evil, temporal or spiritual.
In Latin litanies each single deprecation is usually fol-

lowed by the response, *' Libera nos. Doniine ' (Deliver us,

O Lord). In the Anglican litany the deprecations begin,
" From all evil and mischief," and end, "From hardness
of heart, and contempt of thy Word and Commandment,*
and are collected in groups, after each of which comes
the response, "Good Lord, deliver us." The obsecrations,

which succeed, have the same response. See litany.

3, A praying for removal or prevention; en-

treaty or earnest desire for an averting or

delaying: as, to urge reasons in deprecation

of war or of a severe judgment; *^ deprecation

of death," Donne.— 4t. An imprecation ; a
curse.

We may, with too much justice, apply to him the Scrip-

tural deprecation— ^'\\q that withholdeth his corn, the

people shall curse him." U'. Gilpin, Sermons, III. xi.

deprecative (dep're-ka-tiv), a. [= OF. depre^

oatifj F. depr^catif '= iSp. Pg. It. deprecativo, <



deprecative

LL. deprecativus, < L. deprecari: see depreeate.1

Serving to deprecate ; deprecatory.

The form itself Is very ancient, consisting . . . o( two
parts, the first deprecatii^e, the second indicative ; the one
intreating tor pardon, the other dispensing it.

Comber, Companion to the Temple, I. 752.

deprecator (dep're-ka-tor), n. [< L. deprecator,

< deprecari, deprecate : see deprecate.'] One who
deprecates.

deprecatory (dep'rf-ka-to-ri), a. and n. [= OF.
deprecatoire, F. deprecatoire = Sp. Pg. It. de-

precatorio, < LL. deprecatwius, < L. deprecari,

deprecate : see deprecator, deprecate.'] I. a.

Serving or intended to deprecate or avert some
threatened evil or action ; characterized by en-

treaty or protest intended to avert something
evil or painful.

Humble and deprecatory letters to the Scottish king.
Bacon.

The eyes of his little menial turned upon him that dep-

recatory glance of inquiry so common to slave children.

O. W. Cable, Grandissimes, p. 360.

H.t n. A deprecating speech or act.

There the author strutted lilse an Hector, now he is

passive, full of deprecatories and apologetics.
liofjer North, Examen, p. 343.

deprecet, v. t. See depress.

depreciate (de-pre'shi-at), V.
;
pret. and pp. de-

preciated, ppr". depreciating. [< LL. depreciatus,

pp. of depreciare, prop, deprcttare (> F. depre-

cier = Sp. despreciar = Pg. depreciar ; cf., with
equiv. prefix dis-, It. dispreijiare = OF. desprei-

ser, despriser, > E. dispraise, disprize), lower the

price of, undervalue, < L. dc, down, + pretium,

price: see price, prized, precious, etc., and cf.

disprize. Cf. also appreciate.] I. trans. 1. To
lessen the value of ; bring down in value or rate

:

as, to depreciate goods or prices; to depreciate

railroad stocks.

The disturbances in question are the same in character

as have always accompanied the txse of a depreciated, tluc-

tuating currency. Contemporary Rev., LIT. 802.

2. To undervalue or underrate ; represent as

of little value or merit, or of less than is com-
monly supposed ; belittle.

It is very natural for such as have not succeeded to de-

preciate the work of those who have. Spectator.

To prove the Americans ought not to be free, we ar«

obliged to depreciate the value of freedom itself. Burke.

We are all inclined to depreciate whatever we have over-

praised, and, on the other hand, to show undue indulgence
where we have shown undue rigour.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Another injurious consequence, resulting, in a great
measure, from asceticism, was a tendency to depreciate

extremely the character and the position of women.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 357.

= 8yiL 1. To lower.— 2. Disparage, Detract/rom, etc. (see

decrv) ; to traduce, underrate, slur.

II. intrans. To fall in value ; become of less

worth: as, a paper currency will depreciate un-
less it is convertible into specie; real estate

is depreciating.

The wealthy inhabitants opposed ... all paper cur-
rency, from the apprehension that it would depreciate, as it

had done in New England. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 112.

depreciation (de-pre-shi-a'shon), n. [= F. d^-
prikiation = Pg. depreciagSo, < L. as if *depre-
tiutio{n-), < depretiure, depreciate: see depreci-

ate.] 1. The act of lessening or bringing down
price or value.— 2. A fall in value ; reduction
of worth.
This depreciatiwi of their fonda. Burke.

Paper continues to be Issued without limit, and then
comes depreciation. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 436.

3. A belittling or running down of value or
merit ; conscious undervaluation or underesti-
mation of the merits of a person, action, or
thing; unfavorable judgment or scant praise:
as, he is much given to the depreciation of even
his best friends.

I have received from some a degree of credit for having
kept silence, and from others some depreciation.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 83.

A statue of Handel by Roubillac was erected In Vaux-
hall in 1738, but of the general depreciation and condem-
nation of his mu&ic there can be no doulU,

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv,

depreciative (de-pre'shi-a-tiv), a. [< depreci-
ate + -ive.] Tending to depreciate or under-
value; uiidervaluinc or underrating.
depreciator (<le-pr6 shi-a-tor), n. [= F. depri-
cialeur = Sp. despreciador = Pg. depreciador =
It. dispreziatore, < LL. depretiator, < depretiare,

depreciate : see depreciate.] One who depreci-
ates.

No doubt, ill times past, kings have been the most no-
torious false coiners and defrreciatorn of the currency, but
there is no danger of tlie lil<e being dune in modern times.

Jevone, Money and Mech. of Exchauge.
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depreciatory (de-pre'shi-a-to-ri), a. [< depre'
date + -ory.] T'ending to depreciate.
depredable (dep're-da-bl), o. [< LL. as if

*deprwdabilis, < deprcedari, plunder : see depre-
date.] Liable to depredation.

The two precedent intend this. That the spirits and aire
in their actions may be the lesse depredatory ; and the
two latter that the blood and juice of the body may be the
lesse depredable. Bacon, Hist. Life and Death.

depredate (dep'rf-dat), v. ;
pret. and pp. depre-

dated, ppr. depredat'ing. [\ LL. deprcedatus,

pp. of deprwdari (> OF. depreder, depreer, F.
depreder = Pg. depredar = It. depredare), plun-
der, < L. de- + prcedari, rob, plunder, < prteda,
prey: see prey.] I, trans. To prey upon, either

by consumption or destruction, or by plunder
and pillage; despoil; lay waste.

It maketh the . . . body more solid and compact, and
so less apt to be consumed and depredated by the spirits.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

That kind of war which depredates and distresses in-

dividuals. Marshall.

H. intrans. To take plunder op prey; com-
mit waste: as, wild animals depredate upon
the com; thieves have depredated on my prop-
erty.

depredation (dep-re-da'shon), n. [= F. d^r6-
dation = Sp. depredacion = Pg. depreda^ao =
It. depredazione, < LL. depr(sdatio(n-), < deprce-

dari, plunder: see depredate.] 1. The act of
plundering; a robbing; a pillaging.

I have now a plentiful estate, external aifluence ; what
if at this moment I were bereft of all, either by fire or
depredation ? Sir M. Hale, Afflictions.

To guard against the depredations of birds or mice.
D. a. MUcheU, Wet Days.

2. Waste; consumption.— 3. 'hi Scots law, the
offense of driving away numbers of cattle or
other beasts by the masterful force of armed
persons: otherwise called hership.

depredator (dep're-da-tor), n. [= F. d4pri-

dateur = Sp. Pg. depredador = It. depredatore,

< LL. deprwdator, < deprwdari, plunder: see

depredate.] One who plimders or pillages; a
spoiler ; a waster.

They [briony and colewort] be both great depredators
of the earth, and one of them starveth the other.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 491

depredatory (dep're-d§^to-ri), a. [< LL. as if

'deprxdatorius, < deprwdari, plunder: see dep-

redator and depredate.] Plundering; spoiling;

consisting in or involving pillage.

They are a stout, well-made, bold, warlike race of peo-
ple, redoul)table neighbours to both nations of the Koriacs,

who often feel the effects of their depredatory incursions.

Coo*, Voyages, VII. v. 7.

deprebendt (dep-rf-hend'), V. t. [< OF. depre-

hendcr, deprendre, catch, seize (of. OF. despren-

dre, with prefix dcs- priv., let go, F. deprendre,

separate, detach), = Sp. deprender z='Pg. depre-

hender=lt. deprendere, < L. deprehendere, contr.

deprendere, seize upon, catch, find out, < de- +
prehendere, seize, take: seepreliend, apprehend,

comprehend, reprehend.] 1. To catch; take un-
awares or by surprise ; seize, as a person com-
mitting an unlawful act.

As if thou wert persude,

Euen to the act of some light sinne, and deprehended so.

Chapman, Iliad, v.

Before the law was thoroughly established, when Moses
came down from God, and deprehended the people in that
idolatry to the calf. Donne, Sermons, i.

He is one that sneaks from a good action, as one that
had pilferd and dare not iustifle it, and is more blushing-

ly deprehended Iti this then others in sin.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Modest Man.

For it were fitting you did see how I live when I am
by myselfe, . . . deprehending me (as you did) at a tyme
when I was to gratifle so many curious persons.

Evelyn, To Dr. Jeremy Taylor.

2. To apprehend; learn.

But yet they (motions of minute parts of bodies] are to

be deprehended by experience. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

deprehensiblet (dep-re-hen'si-bl), a. [< L.
depreliens-us, pp. of deprehendere (see dcpre-

hend), + E. -ible.] Capable of being discov-

ered, apprehended, or understood. Also de-

prcn.tible. K. Phillips.

deprebensiblenesst (dep-re-hen'si-bl-nes), «.

Capableness of being caught or discovered.

Bailey.

deprebensiont (dep-re-hen'shon), n. [= Pg. de-

prehensao, < L. deprehensio(n-), < deprehendere,

seize : see deprehend.] A catching or seizing

unawares ; a discovering. E. Phillips.

Her dejirehennon is made an aggravation of her shame

;

such is the corrupt juilgment of the world : to do ill trou-

bles not man, but to be taken in doing it.

Bp. Hall, Woman taken in Adultery.

depressed

We must conceal our actions from the surprises and
deprehensions of suspicion.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 279.

deprensiblet, a. Same as deprehensible.

Such [(lualities] as are not discernible by sense, or de-
prensible by certain expei-iments.

Sir W. Pettie, Advice to Hartlib (1648), p. 16.

depress (de-pres'), V. t. [< ME. depressen, de-

2>resen, deprecen, < OF. depresser, press down,
lower, < L. depressus, pp. of deprimere (> F. de-

primer= Sp. Pg. deprimir= It. deprimere), press
down, < de, down, + premere, press : see press^.

Cf . compress, express, etc.] 1. To press or move
downward ; make lower ; bring to a lower level

:

as, to depress the muzzle of a gun; to depress

the eye.
Unless an age too late, or cold

Climate, or years, damp my intended wing
Depressd. Milton, V. L., ix. 46.

2. To force or keep down; cause to fall to or

remain in a low or lower condition ; lower in

vigor, amount, estimation, etc.: as, to depress

stocks or the price of merchandise; business is

In any other man this had been boldness.

And so rewarded. Pray depress your spirit.

Beau, and Ft., Valentinian, i. 3-

SIow rises worth by poverty depressed.
Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes, 1. 177.

It was soon found that the best way to depress an hated
character was to turn it into ridicule.

Burke, Hints for Ess. on the Drama.

Revolutions of opinion and feeling . . . during the last

two centuries have alternately raised and depressed the
standard of our national morality. Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

3. To weigh upon ; lower in feeling ; make dull

or languid ; deject.

If the heart of man is depress'd with cares.

The mist is dispell'd when a woman appears.
Gay, Beggar's Opera, i. 1.

He . . . admitted that his spirits were depressed.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 191.

But it was only natural . . . [that they] should be al-

ternately elated and depressed as the plot went on disclos-

ing itself to them. Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

4t. To depreciate ; rate meanly ; belittle.

For confidence, it is the last but surest remedy ; name-
ly, to depress and seem to despise whatsoever a man can-
not attain. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 337.

5t. To repress.

I swim upon their angers to allay 'em.
And, like a calm, depress their fell intentions.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 1.

6. In alg., to reduce to a lower degree, as an
equation.— 't\. To reduce to subjection ; over-
power.

Hit wat3 Ennias the athel, & his highe kynde
Tliat sithen depreced prouiuces, & patrouues bicovme
Welnese of al the wele in the west lies.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6.

8t. To pardon ; release ; let go.

Bot wolde 3e, lady lonely, then leue me grante,
& deprece your prysoun (prisoner), & pray hym to ryse.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1219;

To depress the pole (7iaut.), to cause the pole (that is,

the polar star) to appear lower or nearer the horizon, as
by sailing toward tlie equator. = Syn. 1. To sink.— 3. To
cast down, discourage, dishearten, dispirit, chill, dampen.

depress! (de-pres'), a. [< L. depressus, pp. : see

depress, v.]' Pressed down ; hoUow in the cen-
ter; concave.

If the seal be depress Or hollow, 'tis lawful to wear, but
not to seal with it. Hammond, Works, I. 259.

Depressa (de-pres'a), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of
L.dc^;rcs«!<s,"pp., depressed: see depress, v^ In
Latreille's system of classification, the fourth
section of brachelytrous pentamerous Coleop-

tera, containing such genera as Aleochara, etc.

depressant (de-pres'ant), n. [< depress+ -an <1.]

In med., a sedative.

The bromides have been considered deflbrinators and
depressants. Alien, and Neurol., VI. 536.

Depressaria (dep-re-sa'ri-a), n. [NL., < L.
depressus, pp., depressed: see depress, v.] A
genus of moths, family Tineidw, whose eater-

pillars do great mischief to various umbellifer-

ous plants, as carrots and parsnips, when left

for seed, by eating off the flowers and capsules,

sometimes also boring into the stems.

depressed (de-presf), p. a. [Pp. of depress, v.]

1. Pressed down; lowered; put on a level with
or below the surface : as, a depressed railroad.

Specifically— 2. In anat. and zool., pressed
downward, or flattened from above, and there-

fore broader than high : as, a depressed fish—
for example, the skate ; the depressed bill of a
bird, as that of the swallow : opposed to com-
pressed.— 3. Inbot., flattened vertically ; sunk
below the surrounding margin: as, a depressed



depressed

plant (one whose growth is lateral rather than
npward).— 4. In her., surmounted or debruised.
See debruised. [Kare.]

depressible (df-pres'i-bl), a. [< depress + -ible.']

Capable of being depressed.

They [hinged teeth] are, however, deprcsHble in one di-

rection only. Encyc. Brit., Xil. 654.

depressingly (de-pres'ing-li), adv. In a de-

pressing manner.
depression (de-presh'on), n. [< ME. depres-

sioun, < OF. depression^ F. depression = Sp. de-

presion = Pg. depressSo = It. depressione, < L.

depressio(n-), < depressiis, pp. of deprimere, press
down: see depress."] 1. The act of pressing
down, or the state of being pressed down. Spe-
cifically— 2. In astroii. : (a) The sinking of the

polar star toward the horizon, as the observer
recedes from the pole toward the equator. (6)
The angular distance of a starbelow the horizon

,

which is measured by an arc of the vertical cir-

cle passing through the star and intercepted
between the star and the.horizon.

And than is the depreMloun of the pole antartik : that is

to seyn, than is the pol antartik bynetlie tlie orisonte the
same quantite of space, neither inor ne lasse.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, il. 25.

3. In gun., the lowering of the muzzle of a gun,
corresponding to the raising of the breech.

—

4. In surg., a kind of couching.— 5. In music,

the lowering or flatting of a tone : denoted in
printed music by a (,, or, after a {, by a fi.— 6.

A hollow ; a sinking or falling in of a surface

;

a forcing inward: as, roughness consisting in

little protuberances and depressions; the de-

pression of the skull.

Should he [one born blind ) draw his hand over a picture,
where all is smooth and uniform, he would never be able
to imagine how the several prominences and depressions
of a human body could be shown on a plain piece of can-
vas, that has in it no unevenness or irregularity.

Spectator, No. 416.

7. Figuratively, the act of lowering or abasing

:

as, the depression of pride.

Another very important moral result to which asceticism
largely contributed was the depression and sometimes al-

most the extinction of the civic virtues.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 148.

8. A sinking of the spirits ; dejection ; a state

of sadness; want of courage or animation: as,

depression of the mind.

Lambert, in great depression of spirit, twice pray'd him
to let him escape, but when he saw he could not prevail,

submitted. -liaker, Charles II., an. 1660.

9. A low state of strength; physical exhaus-
tion

It t«nds to reduce the patient's strength very much, and.
If persistent for any considerable time, almost invariably
occasions fatal depression.

West, Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, xxv.

10. A state of dullness or inactivity: as, de-
pression of trade ; commercial depression An-
gle of depression, tlie aiigle by which a straight line
drawn from the eye to any ol)ject dips below the horizon.
.Sec ifi>.— Barometric depression, a relatively low state
of the l»arumeter, due to diminished atmospheric pressure.— Depression of an equation, in 0/7 , tlie reduction of
it to a lower degree, by dividing both sides of it by a com-
mon factor.=Syn. 6. Cavity, indentation, dent.— 7. Hu-
niiliatiMn, fall.— 8. ^lelancholy, despondency.

depressive (de-pres'iv), a. [= OF. depress!/,
F. depressif; as depress + -ife.] Able or tend-
ing to depress or cast down.

May Liberty, . . .

Even where the keen depressive North descends,
Still spread, exalt, and actuate your powers. Thomson.

depressiveness (de-pres'iv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being depressive ; tendency to depress.

To all his . . . troubles, moreover, must be added this
continual one of ill-health, and its concomitant depressive-
ness. Carlyle, Misc., IV. 224.

depressor (de-^rcs'or), n. [= Sp. depresor =
Pg. deprcssor,\iih. dejircssor, < L. depressus, pp.
of deprimere, press down: see depress.] 1.
One who presses down ; an oppressor.

The greatest depressors of God's grace, and the advancers
of men's abilities, were Pelagius and Celestius.

Abp. Ussher, Religion of the Anc. Irish, ii.

2. PI. depressores (dep-re-so'rez). In anat.,
a muscle that depresses or draws down : as,

the depressor anguli oris (the muscle which
draws down the comer of the mouth).— 3. In
surg., an instrument like a curved spatula used
for reducing or pushing a protruding part into
place— Depressor alse nasi, a muscle of the face which
draws down tlie nostrij.s.— Depressor anguli oris, or
triangularis nienti, a mu.scle ot liiu face which draws down
the corner of the mouth.— Depressor labli inferioris,
or^undrnf)«m«i'/, a nmscle "ft lie face which draws down
the lower lip.—Depressor mandibulje, Hie depressor of
the mandible, a muscle which depresses the lower jaw and
tbiu OMists in ojKning the mouth in many vertebrates, as
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birds and reptiles. It resembles the human digastric in
function, hut not in appearance.— Depressor nerve, an
afferent branch of the vagus, running to the cardiac plexus,
which when stimulated lowers the vasomotor tone.— De-
pressor palpebrse inferioris, the depressor of the low-
er eyelid, a muscle which in many animals, but not in man,
serves to pull down the lower eyelid.

depreter (dep're-ter), n. [Origin unknown.]
Plastering 7nade to imitate tooled ashler-work.
It is first pricked up and floated, as for set or stucco,
and then small stones are forced on dry from a board.
E. n. Kni[ihl.

depriment (dep'ri-ment), a. [< L. deprimen(t-)s,
ppr. of deprimere, press down: see depress.']

Serving to depress : specifically applied to cer-

tain muscles which pull downward, as the rec-

tus inferior oculi, which draws down the eye-
ball. [Rare or obsolete.]

deprisuret (de-pri'zur), «. [< F. d^niser, un-
dervalue (see disprize), + -ure.] Low esteem

;

contempt; disdain.

depri'vable (df-prS'va-bl), a. [< deprive +
-able.] Liable to be deprived, dispossessed, or
deposed.

Upon surmise . . . they gather that the persons that
enjoy them [certain grants and tolerations] possess them
wrongfully, and are deprivable at all hours

!

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. I 81.

Or else make kings as resistable, censurable, deprivable,
and liable to all kinds of punishments. Prynne.

depri'Val (de-pri'val), n. [< deprive + -ah]
Deprivation. [Bare.]

The deprival of 's sight does render him incapable
Of future sovereignty.

Chap}nan, Hevenge for Honour, ill. 2.

depri'vation (dep-ri-va'shon), n. [< ML. de-

privatio{n-), < deprivare, deprive: see deprive.]

1. The act of depriving ; a taking away.
Deprivation of civil rights is a species of penal inflic-

tion. Sir G. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion.

2. The state of being deprived; loss; want;
bereavement.

Fools whose end is destruction and eternal deprivation
of being. Bentley.

3. Degradation from office, rank, or position

;

deposition : now used chiefly of the deposition
of a bishop or other clergyman. This is of two
kinds : deprivation a benejicio, or deprivation of living or
preferment; and deprivation ab ojjicio, or deprivation of
order, otherwise called deposition or degradation.

Hence haply it was that Assuerus would needs make
shew of Vashti the Queene in his magnificent feast, wliicli

occasioned her depriuation and Esters succession.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 374.

The deprivation, death, and destruction of the queen's
majesty. State Trials, Duke of Norfolk, an. 1571.

There had been recent instances of the deprivation of
bishops by a sentence of the VVitan ; and tliougli we have
no record of such a step, we may gather that Kobert was
himself deprived of his see.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 519.

They [the civil courts] would enforce the deprivation
of a Wesleyan minister by the authorities of his own
communion for preaching in an Anglican pulpit.

//. iV. Oxenha^n, Short Studies, p. 397.

deprivati've (dep'ri-va-tiv), a. [< deprive +
-alive. Cf. privative.] Depriving or tending to
deprive or divest of property, office, etc. [Rare.]

depri'Ve (de-priv'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. deprived,

ppr. depriving. [< ME. depriven, < OF. depriver
< ML. deprivare, deprive of office, depose, < L.
de- + privare, deprive, pp. privatus, separate,
private : see private, privation.] If. To take
away ; end ; injure or destroy.

'Tis honour to deprive disliononr'd life.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1186.

Melancholy hath deprived their judgments.
Reginald Scot.

2. To divest ; strip ; bereave : as, to deprive
one of pain, of sight, of property, of children,
etc.

In his [William I.'s] Time, Stigand, Arclibishop of Can-
terbury, was for divers Causes deprived of his Dignity,
and kept private all his Life after in the Castle of Win-
chester. Baker, Clironicles, p. 28.

Most happy he
Whose least delight sutticeth to deprive
Remembrance of all pains which him opprest.

Spenser.

As he [the prime minister] comes into power without
any formal election or nomination, so he can be deprived
of power without any formal deposition.

E. A. Freeman, Anier. Lects., p. 194.

Hence— 3. To divest of office; degrade. See
deprivation, 3.

A minister, deprived for inconformity, said that if tliey
deprived him, it should cost an hundred men's lives.

Bacon.

He {Heath of Worcester] was called before the council
February 8, and after a month committed to the Fleet,
wliere lie remained to the end of the reign ; and before
the reign came to an end he was deprived.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xviL

depth
He [Robert South] was ordained by one of the deprived

bishops in 1658. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 75.

4. To hinder from possessing or enjoying ; de-
bar; withhold.

God hath deprived her of wisdom. Job xxxix. 17.

The short time that I spent there deprived me of the
opportunity. Coryat, Crudities, I. 140.

From his face I shall be hid, deprived
His blessed countenance. Milton, P. L., xi. 316.

=Syn. 2. To dispo3.ses8, strip, rob, despoil.

depri'vementt (de-priv'ment), n. [< deprive +
-ment.] The act of depriving, or the state of
being deprived ; deprivation.

Our Levites, undergoing no such law of deprivement,
can have no right to any such compensation.

Milton, Means to Remove Hirelings out of the Church.

The widower may lament and condole the unhappiness
of so many deprivements.

Sir P. Rycaut, Pres. State of Greek and Armenian
[Churches, p. 306.

depri'Ver (de-pri'v^r), n. One who or that which
deprives, takes away, divests, or bereaves.

Depriver of those solid joys
Which sack creates.

Cteaveland, Poems, etc., p. 38.

de profandis (de pro-fun'dis). [L., out of the
depths : de, of; profundis, abl. pi. of profundum,
depth: see profound, n.] Out of the deptlis:
the first two words of the Latin version of the
130th Psalm, which in the Roman Catholic and
Anglican churches is one of the seven peni-
tential psalms : often used (with capitals) as a
name for this psalm.
deproperationt (de-prop-e-ra'shon), «. [< L. as
if *depropcratio{n-'), < deproperare, make haste,
< de- + properare, hasten: see properate.] A
making haste or speed. Bailey, 1727.

deprostratet (de-pros'trat), a. [< de- + pros-
trate.] Extremely prostrate ; very low; mean.

How may weak mortal ever hope to file

His unsmootli tongue, and his dejjrostrate style?
G. Fletcher.

deprO'Tincialize (de-pro-vin'shal-iz), v. i.
;
pret.

and pp. deprovincialized, ppr. deprovincializing.

[< de- priv. + provincialize.] To divest of pro-
vincial characteristics; expand the views or in-

terests of.

The camp is deprovincializing us very fast.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 10.

The country had grown rich, its commerce was large,

and wealth did its natural work in making life softer and
more worldly, commerce in deprovincializing the minds
of those engaged in it.

Loivell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 237.

dept. A contraction of department.

depth (depth), n. [< ME. deptlie (not in AS.)
= D. diepte = Icel. dypt = Dan. dijbde = Goth.
diupitha, depth: with formative -tit, < ME. dep,

E. deep : see deep, a., and cf. deej), n.] 1. Deep-
ness; distance or extension, as measured— (a)

From the surface or top downward : opposed to
height: as, the depth of the ocean, of a mine, a
ditch, etc.

As for men, they had buildings in many places higher
than the depth of the water. Bacon.

Her [the ship's] Depth from the Breadth is 19 Feet and
four Inches. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 33.

(6) Upward or forward from the point of view:
as, the depth of the sky. (c) From without
inward, or from the front to the rear : as, the
dejJth of a wound; the depth of a building.

—

2. A deep place, literally or figuratively; an
abyss ; the sea.

The depth closed me round about. Jonah ii. 5.

Wolsey, that once trod the ways of glory.
And sounded all the depths and shoals of honour.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iiL i.

The false tides skim o'er the cover'd land.
And seamen with dissembled depths betray.

Drtiden.

3. The deepest, innermost, or most central part
of anything; the part most remote from the
boundary or outer limits : as, the depth of win-
ter or of night ; in the depths of a jungle or a
forest.

Tlie Karl of Newcastle, in the depth of winter, rescued
the city of York from the rebels.

Clarendon, Great Relwllion.

4. Abstruseness ; obscurity ; that which is not
easily explored : as, the depth of a science.

There are greater depths and obscurities in an elaborate
and well-written piece of nonsense, than in the most ab-

struse tract of school divinity. Addison, Whig Examiner.

5. Immensity; infinity; intensity.

O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and know-
ledge of God ! Rom. xi. 33.

Tears from the depth of some divine despair.

Tennyson, Princess, It.



depth

6. Profoundness
;
profundity ; extent of pene-

ti-ation, or of the capacity of penetrating : as,

depth of understanding ; depth of skill.

He was a man that God endued with a clear and won-
derful depth : a disceruer of othei's' 8i>irits, and very much
a master of his own.

Penn^ Rise and Progress of Quakers, v.

The splendid coloxiring of the Flemish artists covers but
does not conceal the entire wautof depth, of imagination,
of spiritual vision.

F. T. Patgram, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 84.

7. \n painting, darkness and richness of tone:

as, great depth of color.— 8. lu logic, the quan-
tity of comprehension ; the totalitjr of those at-

tributes which an idea involves in itself, and
which cannot be taken away from it without
destroying it. This use of the word was bor-
rowed by Hamilton from certain late Greek
writers.

By the informed depth of a term, I mean all the real
characters (in contradiction to mere names) which can be
predicated of it (with logical truth on the whole) in a
supposed state of information ; no character being count-
ed twice over knowingly in the supposed state of infor-

mation. The depth, like the breadth, may be certain or
doubtful, actual or potential. By the essential depth of a
term, I mean the really conceivalde qualities predicated
of it in its definition. Substantial depth is the real con-
crete form which belongs to everything of which a terra
is predicable with absolute truth. C S, Peirce.

Beyond one's depth, in water too deep for safety; hence,
beyond one's ability or means.

I have ventur'd.
Like little wanton boys that swim on bladders.
This many summers in a sea of glory ;

But far f?eyond my depth. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

Be sure yourself and your own reach to know

;

How far your genius, taste, and learning go;
lAonch not beyond your depth, but be discreet.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 50.

Depth of a sail, the size of a sail 1)etween the head and
the foot-rope. It is also called the drop or lioUt.—Depth
Of the hold, in ^hip-tmitdinn, the depth from the npi>er
side of the lower deck-l»eaiu3 to the upiH^r side of the tloor-

timbers.—FOCal depth, the i)enetrating power of a lens
— that is, the verticafranu'e through which the parts of an
object, a scene, etc., viewed by the lens are seen witli sat-

isfactory distinctness.

depthen (dep'thn), v. t. [< depth + -en^."] To
increase the depth of; deepen. _ Depthenlng
tOOL (a) A countersink used to niaVe a hole deejH'r! (6)

A tool used by watchmakers in gaging the distances of
pivot-holes in movement-plates.

depthless (depth'les), a. [< depth + -less.']

\\ anting depth ; shallow.

Notions, the depthless abstractions of fleeting phenom-
ena. Coleridge.

depucelatet (df-pu'se-lat), v. t. [< F. depuexler
{C dc- priv. + pucelle, a maid: see pucel, pu-

. celle) + E. -ate^.'} To deflower; rob of virgin-
ity. Cotgrave; Bailey.

depndicatet (de-pu'di-kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dejmdicatcd, pp'r. depudicatiny. [< LL. depudi-
catus, pp. of depudicare, < L. de- priv. + pudicus,
chaste, modest.] To deflower; ravish. Wor.
depudoratet (de-pu'do-rat), v. t. [< L. rfc-

priv. + pudor, sname, -r E. -ate^.] To render
void of shame.

Partly depndorated or become so void of shame as that,
thougli they do jjcrceive, yet they will obstinately and
impudently deny the plainest things.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 193.

depulper (de-pul'p6r), n. [< de- priv. -t- pulp
+ -eri.] An apparatus for freeing from pulpy
matter. See the extract.

The term depttlper has been applied to a class of appa-
ratus rendered necessary by the inability of the ordinary
filters to completely remove the Bne pulpy matters from
the juice lot beets). Spom' Encye. ilanu/., p. 1839.

depulsationt (de-pul-sa'shgn), n. [< L. as if

'dcpidsatio(n-), < depulsarc, pp. depulsatus,
drive or thrust away, < de, away, + pul.iare,

drive, thrust: see pulsate. Cf. depulse.] A
thrusting or driving away ; a repelling. Bailey,
1727.

depulset (df-puls'), v. t. [< L. depulsus, pp. of
deiicllcre, drive away: see depcl and pulse.]
To drive away. Cockeram.

depulsiont (de-pul'shon), n. [< L. depulsio(n-),
a driving away, < depellere, depulsus, drive
away: see depulse.] A driving or thrusting
away; expulsion.

The errour or weaknesse of the Burgundian Dutehesse
and her Perkin, sutfei-iilg their enemy in this sort to
puruey tor his owne security anil their depultim.

Speed, Hen. VII., I.X. xx. ; 38.

depulsoryt (de-pul'so-ri), a. [< L. depulsoritui,
serving to avert, < depidsor, one who drives
away, < depellere, drive away: see depulse.]
Driving or thrusting away; averting. Nares.

Making supplication and prayer unto the gods by the
meanes of certaine depulsorie sacrifices.

lloUand, tr. of Ammianus Harcellinus (1609).
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depnrant (dep'u-rant), a. and n. [< ML. de-

puran{t-)s,i)i)T.'otdepurare: see depurate.] I.

a. Removing impurities ; depurative.

II. n. That which tends to remove impurities,
as a medicine.

Meat broths and milk . . . arouse the eraunctories and
prove excellent depurants. Therapeutic Gaz., IX. 17.

depurate (dep'u-rat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. depu-

rated, ppr. depurating. [< ML. depuratus, pp.
ot depurare, purify: see dejmre.] 1. To puri-
fy ; free from impure or heterogeneous matter

;

clarify; cleanse.

Chemistry enabling us to depurate bodies, and in some
measure to analize them. Boyle.

I . . . doubt whether . . . wars ... do not serve, as
motion to waters, to depurate states of ... a great num-
ber of vices. troldmiiith, Hist. Seven Years' War, Pref.

2. [The prefix de- taken as priv.] To render
impure. [Rare.]

Priestley began by ascertaining that ah: depurated by
animals was purified by plants. Nature.

depuratet (dep'u-rat), a. [< ML. depuratus,

pp.: see the verb.] Cleansed; pure: as, "a
very depurate oil," Boyle, Works, II. 209.

depuration (dep-u-ra'shon), n. [= F. depura-
tion = Pr. dcpiiracio = Sp. depuracion = Pg.
dejiura^ao = It. depurazione, < ML. as if *de-
puratio(n-), <. depurare, ];>UTiiy: see depurate.]
The act of purifying, clarifying, or cleansing;
a freeing from feculent, impure, or heterogene-
ous matter: as, the depuration of a fluid or of
a wound.
The ventilation and depuration of the blood, . . . one

of the principal and constant uses of respiration. Boyle.

depurative (dep'u-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= F. dSpu-
ratij'= Pr. depuratiu= It. depurativo; as dej>u-

rate + -ive.] I. a. Cleansing; tending to or
connected with the removal of impurities.

The ftmction of the segmental organ had been shown to
be excretory, depurative. Micros. Science, XXVIII. 239.

H. n. That which cleanses or purifies ; spe-
cifically, in med., formerly, a remedy supposed
to purify the blood or humors.
depurator (dep'u-ra-tor), n. [= It. depuratore

;

as depurate + -or.] One who or that which
cleanses. Spedflcally—<a) In nud., a deporant or de-
purative.

The remedies indicated to correct constructive diseases
are chiefly depurators and nutrients.

Alien, and Neurol., VI. 540.

(b) An apparatus designed to assist the expulsion of mor-
bid matter through the excretory ducts of the skin. 7'his

Is accomplished by withdrawing from the surface of the
ho<ly the natural pressure of the air. (c) A machine for
cleansing and preparing cotton for spinning, invented in
France.

depuratoryt (dep'u-ra-to-ri), a. and n. [= F.
depuratoire = Sp. Pg. It. depuratorio ; as de-

purate + -ory.] I. a. Cleansing; purifying.

II. n. That which purifies. Sydenham.
depnret (de-piir'), «. t. [< ME. depuren, < OF.
depurer, F. depurer = Pr. Sp. Pg. depurar = It.

depurare, < >IL. depurare, purify, < L. de, off

(taken as intensive), + purare, make pure, <

p«r««, pure: see 7)«re. Ct. depurate.] To make
pure ; cleanse

;
purge.

Thou3 brennynge watir be .7. tymes distillid, jltt It is

not fully depurid fro his brennynge heete.
Book of <iuinte Ensence (ed. Fumivall), p. 21.

He shall yrst ... be depured and clensed, before that
he shall be layde up for pure gold in tlie treasures of God.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 800.

depurgatoryt (de-p^r'ga-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

*dcpurgatorius, < depurgatus, pp. of depurgare,
cleanse, purge, < de, oS, + purgare, purge : see
purge.] Purging ; serving to cleanse orpurify.

depuritiont (dep-u-rish'on), «. An improper
form of depuration. Craig.

deputable (dep'fi-ta-bl), a. [< depute + -able.]

(Japable of being or fit to be deputed.

A man deputable to the London Parliament.
Carlyle, Misc., IV. 224.

deputation (dep-u-ta'shon1, n. [< ME. de)>u-

tation = D. deputdtie = (i. Dan. Sw. deputation,

< F. deputation = Sp. diputacion = Pg. depu-
taqUo = It. deputazione, < ML. as if "deputa-
tio{n-), < deputare, pp. deputatus, select, ap-
point: see depute.] 1. Appointment or au-
thority to represent or act for another or others.

We have . . . given his deputation all the organs
Of our own power. Sftak., M. for il., i. 1.

The favourites that the al>sent king
In deputation left liehind him here.
When he was personal in the Irish war.

Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

deputy

2. The person or persons authorized to repre-
sent or act for another or others : as, the local
societies were represented by large deputations.— 3. In Eng. forestry law, formerly, a license
conferring the rights of a gamekeeper. See
the extracts.

He . . . had inquired about the manor ; would be glad
of the deputation, certainly, but made no great point of
it : said he sometimes took out a gun, but never killed.

Jatie Austen, Persuasion, iii.

The gamekeeper was a man appointed by a document
granted by a lord of a manor under statutory authority,
termed a deputation. This deputation enabled him to
kill game within the manor, and exercise the statutory
powers of a gamekeeper under the Acts for the preserva-
tion of game : but it was necessary that his name should
be entered with the clerk of the peace of the county or
division where tlie manor was, who, on payment of Is.,

gave him a certificate of registration.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 272.

deputatort (dep'u-ta-tor), n. [< ML. as if "de-
putator, < L. deputare, pp. deputatus, select, de-
pute: see depute.] One who deputes ; one who
grants deputation. Locke.

depute (de-pfif), V. t.; pret. and pp. deputed,
ppr. deputing. [< ME. deputen, impute, = D.
dcputcren = G. deputiren = Dan. depMfeTC= Sw.
deputera, < OF. deputer, F. deputer = Sp. rfi-

£utar = Pg. deputar = It. deputare, depute, <

. deputare, cut off, prune down, count among,
LL. also destine, allot, ML. also select, ap-
point, < de, off, + putare, cleanse, prune, also
estimate, think. Ct. compute, counts, repute.]

1. To appoint as a substitute or agent ; appoint
and send with a special commission or author-
ity to act in the name of a principal.

There is no man deputed ot the king to hear thee.
2 Sam. XV. 3.

The .bishop may depute a priest to administer the sacra-
ment. Ayliffe, Parergon.

nielr . deputation to offices of power and dignity.
Barrmv, Works, II. xxi.

2t. To set aside or apart ; assign.

The most conspicuous places in cities are tisually de-
puted for tlie erection of statues, J3arrow.

3. To assign to a deputy; transfer: as, he de-
puted his authority to a substitute.

If legislative authority is deputed, it follows that those
from whom it proceeds are the masters of those on whom
it is conferred. IJ. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 231.

4f. To impute.

The apostil . . . shewith neithir thurj his ristfulnesse
hauo this deserued, but al what euere to be depute to the
grace of God. Wycli/, Prol. to Romans.

depute (dep'iit), TO. [< depute, v. Cf. deputy.]
A deputy : as, a sheriff depute or an advocate
depute. • [Scotch.]

The fashion of every depute carrying his own shell on
his back in the form of his own carriage is a piece of very
modern dignity. I myself rode circuits, when I was advo-
cate-d<put<?, between 1807 and 1810.

Lord Cockburn, Memoii-s.

deputize (dep'u-tiz), v.
;
pret. and pp. deputized,

ppr. deputizing. [< depute or deputy + -ize; an
unnecessary substitute for depute.] I. trans.

To appoint as deputy ; empower to act for
another, as a sheriff; depute. [U. S.]

It is only learned foreigners, who desire to study our
Institutions, that suppose the affairs of the nation are
governed by a series of deputized expressions originating
in the town meethig and working upward.

N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 105.

n. in trans. To act as a deputy. [U. S.]

deputy (dep'u-ti), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
deputie, debyte, < OF. depute, F. depute = Sp.
diputado = Pg. deputado = It. deputato, < ML.
deputatus, a deputy, prop. pp. of deputare, de-
pute : see depute.] I, «.; pi. deputies (-tiz).

1. A person appointed or elected to act for an-
other or others ; one who exercises an office in
another's right ; a lieutenant or substitute.

The vicar and debyte of Christ.

J. Udall, On Revelations xvii.

He hath committed this otlier. office of preserving in

healthful constitution the inner-man, wliich may be term'd
the spirit of the soul, to his spiritual depttty, the minister
of each Congregation. Milton, C'hurch-Government, ii. 3.

Specifically— 2. One deputed to represent a
body of electors ; one elected to the office of

representative: as, the deputies to the French
Chamber of Deputies.

Each district has now Its respective deputy to the gen-
ei-al diet, although the canton has but one vote, and con-

sequently loses its voice if the two deputies are of different

opinions. J. Adatns, Works, IV. 314.

That certain men have been chosen as deputies of the
people — that there Is a piece of paper stating such depu-
ties to possess certain jjowers — these circumstances In

themselves constitute no security for good government.
Macaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.

3. In law, one who by authority exercises an-
other's office or some function thereof, iu the



deputy

name or place of the principal, but has no in-

terest in the office. A deputy may in general perform

all the functiousof his prineipal, nr tliosf specially deputed

to him, but cannot asain depute Ills powei-s. Speeiflcally—

(a) A subordinate ofBcer authorized to act in place of tlie

principal oflicer.as, for instance, in Ids absence. If antlior-

iied to exercise lor the time beius; the » liole power of his

principal, he is n^en'-ral rf'';>M'y, and may usually act in his

own name with his otficial addition of deputy , etc. (ii) A
subordinate officer authorized to act in a particular matter

or service, as, for instance, to serve a writ, or to aid in liecp-

ing the peace on a particular occasion. In such case he is a

ipeeial deputy.— Chamber Of Deputies, the (English)

title of the second house of the natuuial parliament or as-

sembly in France, Italy, S)iain, Portugal, and Rumania. In

France it consists (ISWI) of .=i84 members, elected for four

years by universal suffrage, each arrondusenmtt electing

one doputvunless its population is inexcess of 100,000,when

it is divided into two or more constituencies. The number
of members is 508 in Italy, 146 in Portugal, 183 in Rumania,
and one for each 50,0U0 inliabitants in Spain. The chamber
is the popular branch of the legislative assembly, and is in

general the branch in which tinancial measures originate.

=8yiL Substitute, representative, legate, delegate, envoy,

agent, factor, proxy.

n. a. Serving as a deputy; deputed: as, a
deputy sheriff.

dequacet, v- t. See dequass.

dequantitatet (de-kwon'ti-tat), v. t. [< L. de,

from, + quanUta(t-)s, quantity : see quantity.']

To diminish the quantity of.

Brown has words still more extraordinary, as feriation,

for keeping holiday, . . . dequantitate^ for dinnnish.
Beattie, Elem. of Mor. Science, v. 1.

dequassf, v. t. [ME. 'dequassen,dequaeen, < OF.
dequasscr, decasser, decoder, desquasser, shat-

ter, throw down, overthrow, < ML. dequassarc,

lit. shake down, < L. de, down, + quassarc,

shake, shatter, quash: see quasli.'] To shako
down.
deracinate (de-ras'i-nat), V. t.

;
pret. and pp.

deracinated, ppr. deracinating. [< F. deraci-

ner, OF. desradner, desracener, uproot, < des-

priv. + racine = Pr. racina, a root, < L. as if

*radicina, < radix (radio-), a root : see radix,

radicat, and cf. eradicate.} To pluck up hy
the roots; eradicate; extirpate: as, to deraci-

nate hair.
The coulter rusts

That should deracinate such savagery.
Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

Disemboweling mountains and derachiatinn pines

!

The Century, XXVII. 188.

dersetim (de-re'um), n. [NL., < Gr. itpaiov, a
collar, < iepTi, the neck.] In ornith., the root of

the neck. Illiger, 1811.

deraignlf, deraint (de-ran'), v. t. [Also writ-

ten, esp. in second sense, darraign, darrain,

the most correct spelling being derain; < ME.
derainen, deraynen, dereynen, sometimes der-

reynen, darreynen, < OF. deraisnier, deresnier, de-

rainier, deraigner, derenier, etc., desrainier, des-

resncr, etc., < ML. derationarc, disrationare. Jus-

tify or vindicate, esp. by arms, < de-, dig-, + ratio-

nare, discourse, contend in law, < L. ratio(n-),

reason: see rea«o», raWo. Ct. arraign^.] 1. In
oW£«</.to«), to prove; justify; vindicate, as an
assertion; clear one's self, either by proving
one's own case or by refuting that of an adver-
sary : sometimes used of an abstract or chrono-
logic tracing of a chain of title to real estate.

There was no buerne with that bold the batell to take,

The right to derajjne with the ranke duke.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1S084.

Degrener [F.], to dereine; to justifle, or make good, the
deniall of an act, or fact. Cotgrave,

When it is deraitjned, then shall the plea pass in the
court christian, as far forth as it is deraiffned In the king's
court. Blount,

2. To claim and try to win by battle or com-
bat ; fight for.

Philip . . . brodes in haste
For to lache as lorde, the lond for to haue.
Or deraiiie it with dintes & deedes of armes,

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 124.

3. To arrange (an army) ; draw up in order of

battle. [This sense may have arisen from con-
fusion with arrange.]

And thus was Solyman victorious and happie, other-
where victorious and vnhappie, when he was forced to
darreine battaile against his owne bowels.

Purcha«, Pilgrimage, p. 285.

Darraign your battle, for they are at hand.
Shak., S Hen. VI., 11. 2.

deraign^t (de-ran'), V. t. [< OF. desraigner, dcs-

regner, erroneous form ot desrcnger, desrangcr,
derange, overthrow : see derange^ To derange

;

disorder; disarrange. E. I'liillips.

deraignmentif, derainmentt (de-ran'ment), n.

[< OF. deraisnement, derainement, desrainement,

etc., < deraisnier, deraign : see deraign^.] In old
Eng. taic, the act of deraigning; proof; justifi-

eation.
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deraignmeilt^t (de-ran'ment), n. [< deraign"
+ -ment.] 1. "rhe act of disordering or dis-

arranging; a turning out of course.— 2. A re-

nunciation, as of religious or monastic vows.

derail (de-ral'), V. [< L. de, from, -I- E. rail^.]

1. trails. To cause to leave the rails or run off

the track, as a railroad-train: as, the engine
was derailed at the crossing.

H. intrans. To run off the track or raUs.

The train, near Lake Ivanhoe, derailed on Tuesday.
Tillies (London), Sept. 15, 1887, quoted in N. and Q.,

[Tthser., IV. 385.

derailment (de-ral'ment), n. [< derail + -ment.]

The act of deraiUng, or causing to leave the rails,

as a railroad-train or -car.

Preventing them [the cars] from separating in case of

derailment. Sci. Amer., N. S., LIV. 307.

deraint, derainmentt. See deraign^, deraign-

mcnt^.

derange (de-ranj'), «. t. ;
pret. and pp. deranged,

ppr. deranging. [< F. diranger, OF. desren-

gier, desrangier, desranger = Pr. desrengar, dcs-

rencar, desrancar, put out of order, < des- priv.

+ rcngier, renger, ranger, put in order, range:
see range.] 1. To disturb the regular order

of; throw into confusion; disconcert; disar-

range : as, to derange plans or affairs.

The republic of regicide . . . has actually conquered
the finest parts of Europe ; has distressed, disunited, de-

ranged, broke to pieces all the rest.

Burke, A Regicide Peace.

Time and tide are strangely changed,
Men and manners much deranged.

Einergon, The Initial Love.

Self-regulating as is a currency when let alone, laws
cannot improve its arrangements, although they may, and
continually do, derange them.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 434.

2. To disturb the state, action, or functions of;

put out of proper order or condition ; disorder

;

unsettle : as, to derange a machine ; his health
is much deranged; to derange one's mind or

reason.

A casual blow, or a sudden fall, deranges some of our
internal parts, and the rest of life is distress and misery.

Blair, Sermons, IV. xviii.

All old philosophers knew that the fabric of the State

rested ultimately upon away of thinking, a habit of opin-
ion, a "discipline," which was a thing so delicate and
easily deranged that in the opinion of some of them new
tunes coming into vogue might be enough to cause a revo-

lution. J. It. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 108.

3. To disorder the mind of; unsettle the rea-

son of, as a person. =Syn. 1. To disarrange, displace,

unsettle, confuse, emliarrass, discompose, disconcert.

derangeable (de-ran'ja-bl), a. [< derange +
-able.] Susceptible of being deranged ; liable

to derangement : as, derangeable health. Syd-
ney Smith.

deranged (de-ranjd' ),p.a. Unsettled in mind

;

insane.

It is the story of a poor deranged parish lad.

Lamb, To Wordsworth.

derangement (de-ranj'ment), «. [< p. derange-

ment, < deranger, derange : see derange and
-ment.] 1. The act of deranging, or the state of

being deranged; a putting out of order; dis-

turbance of regularity or regular course ; dis-

order.

From the complexity of its mechanism . . . liable to

derangement. Paley, Nat. Theol., x.

2. Disorder of the intellect or reason ; insanity.

In all forms of mental derangement there are two un-
derlying pathological conditions: theone dynamical, being
a functional dissociation or severance of the nerve cen-
tres tliat have been organized to act together physiologi-

cally, whence naturally for the time being an incoherence
of function and a discontinuity of individual being ; the
other statical, consisting in a structural change in the
nerve cells or in their uniting fllne, whence a permanent
disintegration of the substance of ideas.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 264.

=Syn. 1. Irregularity, confusion.— 2. Lunacy, madness,
etc. .See insanity.

derayt (de-ra'), v. [< ME. derayen, deraien,

drayen, < OF. desreer, desreier, desroeier, des-

rayer, derroier, derange, disorder, confuse, trou-

ble, refl. go wild, quarrel, < des- priv. -(- rei, roi,

rai, order: see array, v., and cf. disarray, v.]

I. trans. To derange; disorder; reflexively, to

go wild; rage.

He derated hirn as a deuel ^ dede him out a-3eine.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2061.

Thus despitusly the duk drayed him.
WiUiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 1210.

H. intrans. To rage.

Nectanabus anon right with his nices werkes,
Too begile the gome graithes hyni soone,
Deraide as a dragouu dreedfuU in fight.

Alinaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 883.

dere

deray (de-ra'), n. [< ME. deray, derai, and
contr. dray; also disray, < OF. 'desrei, desroy,

derei (= Pr. desrey), < desreer, desreier, desroier,

derange, disorder: see deray, v., and cf. array,
disarray, n.] Tumult ; disorder.

Was neuir in Scotland hard nor sene
Sic dansing nor deray. Chr. Kirk, St. 1.

So have we found weddings celebrated with an outburst
of triumph and deray at which the elderly shook their
heads. Carlyle.

Derbe (dfer'be), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1803), < (?)

Gr. Aepf}?!, a city in Lycaonia.] The typical
genus of the family Derbidw.

derbend (der'bend), n. [Turk. , = Ar. darbend, <

Pers. darband, a narrow mountain pass, < dar,

a door, gate, + band, confinement, band.] A
wayside guard-house in Turkey, especially on
mountain roads.

Derbian (dfer'bi-an), a. Relating or dedicated
to an earl of Derby. Also Derby—Derbian fly-

catcher, Pitangus derbianus, a large stout l)ird of the
family Tyrannidee, inhabiting Mexico and Texas. See
Pitangus.— Derbian pheasant, Oreophams derhianus, a
Central American bird of the family Cracidw, the only
representative of the subfamily Oreophasinae (which see).

Derbida (dfer'bi-dii), n. pi. [NL., < Derbe +
-ida.] The Derbidce rated as a subfamily of

Fulgoridce, The regular form would be Derbi-

nce.

Derbida (d6r'bi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Derbe +
-ida.] A family of homopterous hemipterous
insects, typified by the genus Derbe.

derboun (der'bon), n. A variety of black wolf
of Arabia and Syria.

Derby (dfer'bi ordar'bi), n. and a. [The race is

named after the twelfth Earl of Derby. The
earldom takes its name from the county and
town of Derby, < ME. Dereby, Derebi, < AS. De4r-

by, Dedra by, a name of Scand. origin (the AS.
name having been Northworthig), lit. appar.

habitation of deer (wild beasts), < AS. deora,

gen. pi. of dear = Dan. dyr, a deer, wild beast, +
AS. (ONorth.) 6^, ba, a habitation (see deer and
6)/2) ; but the first element is perhaps of oth-

er origin.] I. «.; pi. Derbies (-biz). 1. The
most important annual horse-race of England,
founded in 1780 by the twelfth Earl of Derby,
and run at Epsom, SuiTey, in the spring, gen-
erally on the Wednesday before Whitsuntide.
— 2. [l. c] A masons' two-handled float.

A derby or darby, which is a long two-handled float for

forming the floated coat of lime or hair.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 504.

3. \_l. c] A stiff felt hat with rounded crown
and more or less narrow brim, worn by men,
and sometimes also by women, for walking or

riding. It came in as a fashionable novelty in the year
1874, and is now (1888) commonly worn in England and
America.—Derby day, the day on which the Derby sweep-
stakes is run.—Derby dog, something that "turns up"
without fail, as the proverl)ial dog on the race-course on
Derby day, after the track is otherwise cleared for the
races. [Local, Eng.]

An eccentric, Quaker-sort of person who acts as a kind
of annual Derby-dog to the German diet, and may be met
with every year at the meetings of the Society for Pro-
moting International Arbitration.

Loux, Bismarck, II. 404.

H. a. Same as Derbian.
Derbyshire drop. Same as blue-john.

Derbyshire neck, spar. See the nouns.
Dercetidse (der-set'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Dercetis

+ -ida:.] A family of extinct fishes, typified by
the genus Dercetis: a synonym of Moplopleuri-

dw (which see).

Dercetis (der'se-tis), n. [NL., < L. Dercetis,

Dercete, < Gr. AcpKiri^, AepKcri), a Syrian god-
dess, also called Atargatis.] A genus of fossil

ganoid fishes from the Chalk formation of Eng-
land, having an elongated eel-like body, and
commonly called ^e(W/icrf eels.

Dercetum (der'se-tum), n. [NL. ; cf. Dercetis.]

A genus of myriapods: same as Ueterostoma.

derdoingt, a. See daredoing.

dere^t, v. t. [ME. deren, derien, < AS. derian,

hurt, injure, = OS. derian = OFries. dera = D.
deren = 0H6. terian, terran, hurt. Cf. dare^.]

To hurt ; injure ; wound.

No thyng here sail the be deraiid,

In this blis sail be jhour beeldyng.
I'or* Plays, p. 2.

And the duke with a dynt detit hym agayn.
That the viser <fe the ventaile voidet hyni fro.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7030.

And ye shul bothe anon unto me swere.
That neveremo ye shul my corowne dere.

Chaucer, Kniglit's Tale, 1. 064.

dereif, n- [ME., < AS. daru (= OHG. tara), in-

jury: see derc^, v.] Hurt; harm.



dere

Xbey diege him up to the drye, and he na dere snflrd.

King Aliiaunder, p. 189.

Dere ladir, lyff is full swete,

Hie drede of dede dose all iny dere.

York Plays, p. 65,

dere^, a- and n. A Middle KngUsh form of

dere^t, ». A Middle English form of deer.

derecno (Sp. pron. da-ra'cho), n. [Sp., right,

justice, < ML. derectuin, right, justice : see direct

and droit.'] In Mexican and Spanish law: (a)

Right; justice; just claim, (b) pi. Imposts;
taxes; customs-duties.—Derecbo comun, common
law.

dereignmentti «• Same as deraignmentK
dereinet, «'. t. See deraign^.

derelict (der'e-likt), rt. and n. [= Pg. derelieto

= It. derelitto, < L. derelicttis, pp. of derelin-

quere, forsalse utterly, (. de- + relinquere, for-

sake, abandon : see relief, relinquent,relinquish.']

1. a. 1. Left; abandoned by the owner or guar-
dian. [Now rare except in law.]

Takinj? out a patent in Charles the Second's time for

,
derelict lands. Sir P. Pett, Letters, To A. Wood, L 611.

The affections which these exposed or derelict children
bear to their mothers have no grounds of nature or as-
siduity, but civility and opinion.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 40.

2. Unfaithful ; neglectful of requirement or re-

sponsibility : as, derelict in duty.

The vacant, unoccupied, and derelict minds of his
friends. Burke, American Taxation.

.It was generally admitted that Mr. Grant was liopelessly
derelict, and neglectful of his so<^ial duties.

J. Uaictharnc, Dust, p. 108.

H. n. 1. That which is abandoned; in law,
an article of goods or any commodity thrown
away, relinquished, or abandoned by the own-
er; specifically, a vessel abandoned at sea.

Wlien I am a little disposed to a gay tuni of thinking,
I consider, as I was a derelict from my cradle, I have the
honour of a lawful claim to the best protection in Europe.

Samuje, Wanderer, v., note.

The crown [of Jerusalem] became a derelict ; the title
was borne after Conrad by his half-brother Henry, the
son of Isaliella of England ; and subsequently by a number
of ruling houses.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 176.

The cniiser Atlanta towed into the Capes of Delaware
a dangerous derelict which had Iwen drifting about off the
coast for weeks. yew York Tribune, Nov. 20, 1887.

2. Land left dry by a change of the water-line,
dereliction (der-e-lik'shon), n. [= Pg. dcre-
licfSo, < L. dereUctio(n-), an abandoning, < dere-
lictus, pp. of derelinquere, abandon: see dere-
lict.'] 1. The act of leaving with an intention
not to reclaim or resume; an utter forsaking;
abandonment. [Now rare except in law.]
When the man repents, he la absolved before God, be-

fore the sentence of the church, upon his contrition and
dereliction only. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. 4.

2. The state of being forsaken or abandoned.
Uadst thou not been thus forsaken, we had perished

;

thy dereliction is our safety. Bp. Hall.

3. The gaining of land from the water by a
change of the water-line.—4. The land so
gained.— 5. Unfaithfulness or remissness ; neg-
lect : as, a dereliction of duty.

The pretence was the Persian war, which Argos de-
clined. This was called a base dereliction, and excited, by
the help of Spartan emissaries, hatred and contempt,

J. Adama, Works, IV. 611.

= Syn. 1. Desertion, relinquishment.— 6. Failure, unfaith-
fulticss.

dereligionize (de-rf-lij'on-iz), v. t; pret. and pp.
dereligionized, ppr. dcreiigioni:ing. [< de- priv.
+ religionize.] To make irreligious ; oppose
or discourage religion in or among. [Bare.]
He would dereligionize men beyond all others.

De Quincey.

derelingt, n. An obsolete form of darling.
dereynet, ». '. A variant form of deraign^.
derft, a. [ME., also darf, prob. (the AS. 'deorf,
ONorth. "dearf, not being authenticated) < Icel.

djarfr = Sw. djerf = Dan. djerv, bold, daring,
= (with additional suffix) OS. derbhi = OFries.
derve, bold, fierce.] Bold ; brave ; strong

;

mighty; terrible.

"Do way," quoth thatdcr/mon, "my dere, thatspeche.
For that durst i not do, lest 1 denayed were,"
Sir Gawayne and llie Green Knight (E, E. T. 8,), L 1492,

Doughty of dedis, derfe of his hondes,
None wighter in werre, ne of wille bettur.

Detlructian of Troy (E, E, T, S,), L 8816,

derflyt, adv. [ME., also derfliche, dcrflike, etc.
(= Icel. djarfliga); < derf + -ly^.] Boldly;
bravely; sorely; greatly.

I dare loke no man la the face,
Der/ely tor dole why ne were I dede.

York Playt, p. 107.
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derham (der'am), n. [Also dirhem ; At. derkam,
dirhem, iweln"dirhem, Pers. dirham, diram, < Gr.
Spaxi^'l, adrachma : see drachma, drachm, dram.]
An Arabian weight and silver coin, intended ori-

ginally to be two thirds of an Attic drachma
(44.4 grains troy) ; a dram, its value was fixed, not
by reference to a prototype, but by the rule that g'n part
of a derham should weigh as much as 70 average grains of
mustard-seed. There was a difference between the mone-
taiy and ponderal (Arabic keil) derham. The former, by

Derfaam of Haroun-al-Raschid. struck in A. ((, 177 ( = A, D, 793),
in Uie British Museum, (Size of the original,)

weighings of numerous early coins, has been found equal
to 43,7 grains troy, making the value of the coin about 9
United States cents ; while the latter is sai4 to be heavier
in the ratio of 10 to 9, so that it would be 48 grains. This
is still approximately the mass of the derham (weight) in
most localities ; though in some places it sinks nearly to 46
and in others rises almost to M grains, and in Abyssinia is

even said to be only 40 or 41 grains. Tliere was in eaily
tiriies a derham of half the usual weight, and two units of
this name now employed in Persia are equal to nearly 150
and 300 grains respectively. The Morocco coin, the der-
ham, is reckoned equivalent to 7i United States cents.

deric (der'ik), a. [< Gr. cStpof, skin, + -ic] In
embryol., of or pertaining to the ectoderm, or
outer germ-layer: the opposite of enteric.

The Fungi which spread in the deric tissues of the higher
animals. De Bary, Fuugi (trans.), p. 360.

deride (de-rid'), t;. t.
;
pret. and pp. derided, ppr.

deriding. [= OF. derider, derire, F. dial, derire
= It. deridere, diridere, < L. deridere, mock, laugh
at, < de- + ridere, laugh : see ridicule, risicle. Cf.
arride.] To laugh at in contempt ; turn to ridi-

cule or make sport of ; mock ; treat with scorn
by laughter.

The Pharisees also . . . derided him. Luke xvi. 14.

Men have rather sought by wit to deride and traduce
much of that which is go<xl in professions, than with judg-
ment to discover and sever that which is corrupt.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 281.

=S3m. Ridicule, etc. (see faunO, banter, rally. Jeer, gibe,
scout, scoff at, insult.

derider (df-ri'd6r), n. One who derides; a
mocker; a scoffer.

Execrable blasphemies, and like contempts offered by
deridere of religion. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

deridingly (de-ri'ding-li), adv. By way of de-
rision or moctery.
His parasite was wont deridingly to advise him.

Bp. Heynolde, On the Passions, xxxvii,

derisible (de-riz'i-bl), a. [= It. derisiUle, < L.
as if *derisibilis, < deridere, pp. derisus, laugh
at, deride: see deride.] Subject to derision;
worthy of derision.

In every point of intellectual character I was his hope-
less and derisible Inferior.

ii, L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p, 71,

derision (de-rizh'on), n. [= F. derision = Pr.
derrizio = It. derigione, dirisione, < LL. deri-
gio(ii-), < L. deridere, pp. derisus, laugh at, de-
ride: see deride.] 1. The act of deriding ; sub-
jection to ridicule or mockery; contempt mani-
fested by laughter ; scorn.

He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh; the I<ord
shall have them in derision. Ps. ii. 4.

British policy is brought into derision in those nations
that a while ago trembled at the power of our arms.

Burke, Present Discontents.

2. An object of derision or contempt ; a laugh-
ing-stock.

I was a derieion to all my people. Lam. ill. 14.

= 8yn. 1. Ridicule, mockery, gibes, scoffing, taunts, in-
sults.

derisionary (de-rizh'on-a-ri), a. [< derision +
-aryl.] Derisive. [Rare.]

There was a club that ate a calf's head on January 30,
In ridicule of the commemoration of Charles I.'s death.
This is spoken of as " that dervn/mary festival."

Tom Brown, Works, II. 215.

derisive (df-ri'siv), a. [= OP. derisif-=z It. dc-
risivo, < L. as if *derisivus, < derisus, pp. of de-
ridere, laugh at, deride : see deride.] Express-
ing or characterized by derision; mocking; ridi-

culing.

His [Christ's] head harrowed with the thorns, and his
derisive purple stained, yea drenched, with blood,

£p. Oauden, On the Sacrament, p. 03.

derivation

Meantime, o'er all the dome they quaff, they feast,
Derisive taunts were spread from guest to guest.
And each iu Jovial mood his mate addrest.

Pope, Odyssey, il.

derisively (de-n'siv-li), adv. With derision or
mockery.
The Persians . . . [were] thence called Magusssei deri-

sively by other ethnicks.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels In Africa, p. 243.

derisiveness (de-ri'siv-nes), n. The state of
beiuf^ derisive. Imp. Diet.

derisory (de-ri'so-ri), a. [= F. derisoire = Pr.
derisori = It. derisorio, < LL. derisorius, serving
for laughter, < L. deridere, pp. derisus, deride

:

see deride.] Characterized by derision ; mock-
ing; ridiculing.

The comick or derisory manner is further still from
making shew of method.

Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, ii. § 2.

derivability (de-ri-va-bil'j-ti), n. [< derivable :

see -bility.] Tfie character of being derivable.

A derivability of the one from the other.
Amcr. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XXXII. 360.

derivable (df-ri'va-bl), a. [= F. derivable =
Sp. derivable'; as derive + -able.] Capable of
being derived, received, or obtained, (a) Obtain-
able, as from a source : as, income is derivable from land,
money, or stock ; an estate derivable from an ancestor.

He here confounds the pleasure derivable from sweet
sounds with the capacity for creating them,

Poe, Tales, L 360.

Having disregarded the warningrfen'raWe from common
experience, he was answerable for the consequences.

//. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 47.

(b) Traceable, as to a source ; obtainable by derivation

:

as, a word derivable from the Greek, (c) Deducible, as
from premises.

The second sort of arguments . . . are derivable from
some of these heads. WilHns.

derivably (de-n'va-bli), adv. By derivation.

derivant (de'r'i-'^ant), n. [< L. derivan{t-)s,

ppr. of derivare, derive : see derire.] In math.,
ahomogeneous and isobario function of/,-which
is a covariant of/, where /, denotes

(n— Tlj-p.,-
f

n ; ^ J

'

derivate (der'i-vat), a. and n. [= F. dirivi=
Sp. Pg. derivado = It. derivato (= G. Dan. Sw.
derivatum, Sw. also derivat, n.), < L. derivatus
(neut. derivatum, in NL. as a noun), pp. of de-
rivare, derive: see the verb.] I. a. Derived.
[Bare.]

Putting trust in Him
From whom the rights of kings are derivate.
In its own blood to trample treason out.

Sir H. Taylor, Edwin the Fair, I. 7.

H. n. A word derived from another ; a de-
rivative. [Bare.]
derivation (der-i-va'shon), re. [= OF. derivai-
son, derivoison, diriveson, F. derivation = Sp.
derivacion = Pg. derivag&o = It. derivasioiie =
G. Dan. Sw. derivation, < L. derivatio{n-), deri-
vation, < derivare, pp. derivatus, derive : see de-
rive.] 1. A drawing from or turning aside, as
a stream of water or other fluid from a nat-
ural course or channel; a stream so diverted.
[Obsolete or archaic]
These issues and derivations being once made, and sup-

plied with new waters pushing them forwards, would con-
tinue their course till they arrived at the sea, just as other
rivers do. 2'. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

An artificial derivation of that river. Gibbon.

Specifically— (a) In ined.. revulsion, or the drawing away
of the fluids of an infiametl part, by applying blisters, etc.,
over it or at a distance from it, (6) In teleg., a diversion
of the electric cun'ent.

In telegraphy, derivations generally arise from the wire
touching another conductor,

/;, S. Culley, Pract, Teleg., p, 43.

2. The act or fact of deriving, drawing, or re-
ceiving from a source: as, the derivation of be-
ing ; the derivation of an estate from ancestors,
or of profits from capital.

My derivation was from ancestors
Who stood equivalent with mij'hty kings.

Shak., Pericles, v. 1.

Shrubs and flowers, indigenous or of distant derivatio7i.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 17.

3. In philol., the drawing or tracing of a word
in its development or formation from its more
original root or stem ; a statement of the origin
or formative history of a word. See etymology.

Derivation, in its broadest sense, includes all processes
by which new words are formed from given roots.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., p. 193.

4. In math. : (a) The operation of finding the
derivative, or differential coefficient ; differen-
tiation, (i) The operation of passing from any
point on a cubic curve to that point at which the
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function whose direction is that of most rapid
increase of a scalar function (of which it is said

to be the derivative), and whose magnitude is

equal to the increase in tills direction of the
scalar function per unit of distance, (c) More
generally, any function derived from another.
— Derivative of a manifold of points, the aggregate
of all points having a number of points of the manifold
greater than any assignable number within any assign-

ed distance, however small.— Rational derivative of a

point on a plane cubic curve, a point wliose triliuear co-

ordinates are rational integral functions of those of the

former point. - Schwartzian derivative of any func-

tion y of X, the function

y 2 W/
pfants'and animals, and so on until we converge to those where the accents signify differentiations relative to x.

primitive organisms which are not definable either as ani- derivatively (de-riv a-tiv-h), adv. In a deriva-

mal or as vegetal, but which in their lowest forms aic tive manner ; by derivation,
mere shreds of jelly-like protoplasm.

.j.,^^ character which essentially and inherently belongs
J. t uKe, cosmic rnuos., i. »i..

^^j^ ^^ ^.^^ [Christ] will derimtivcly belong to them [his

6. In gun., the peculiar constant deviation of disciples] also. Home, On Ps. xv.

an elongated projectile from a rifled gun, due to derivativeness (de-riv'a-tiv-nes), n. The state
its angular rotation about its longer a.\is and

<,); ijeing derivative. J'nip. Diet.
to the resistance of the air. Sometimes called derive (de-riv'), v.

;
pret. and pp. derived, ppr.

drift.— 7. The thing derived or deduced; a de- deriving.
'

[< ME. derivai, < OF. dei-iver, F. de-

derivation

tangent at the first point cuts the curve, (c)

The operation of passing from any function to

any related function which may in the context

be termed its derivative. The word derimtion, in

its Brst mathematical sense, was invented by Lagrange,

who thought it possible to develop the calculus without

the use of iutinltesimals.

6. In biol., descent with modification of an or-

ganism from antecedent organisms; evolution

:

as, the deriration of man ; the doctrine of deriva-

tion—that is, the derivative theory (which see,

under derivative). •

According to the doctrine of derivation, the more com-
plex plants and animals are the slowly modified descen-

dants of less complex plants and animals, and these in tinn

were the slowly modilled descendants of still less complex

Dermaptera

rivative; a deduction. [Rare or obsolete.]

Most of them are the genuine derivations of the hypothe-

sis they lay claim to. GlanvUle.

Ar1>osast's calculus of derivations [named for the

French analyst L. F. A. Arbogasl, 1759-18031, a method
of expanding and otherwise dealing with functions of

functions expressible as series in ascending powers of one
or more variables.

derivational (der-i-va'shon-al), a. [< deriva-

tion + -o/.] Kelating to derivation.

derivationist (der-i-va'shon-ist), n. [< deriva-

tion + -ist.~\ Same as der'ivatist.

We have sometimes in the preceding pages used the

words evolutionist or derivationist.

Le Conte, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 311.

derivatist (de-riv'a-tist), n. [< derivative +
-ist.2 A belie'ver iii the doctrine of derivation

or evolution; an evolutionist. [Kare.]

The doctrine of evolution of organic types is sometimes
appropriately called the doctrine of derivation, and its

supporters derioatistts.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 215.

derivative (de-riv'a-tlv), a. and n. [= F. dM-
vatif= Sp. Pg. It. 'derivativo, < LL. derivativus,

derivative (in grammatical sense), < L. derivarc,

derive : see (fcrtre.] I. a. 1. Derived ; taken or

having proceeded from another or something
preceding; secondary: as, a derivative word;
a derivative conveyance.

As it is a derivative perfection, so it is a distinct kind of

perfection from that whicli is in God. Sir 31. Hale.

Exclusive sovereignty of ownership of the soil is a de-

rivative right. Story, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

Making the authority of law derivative, and not original.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 19.

2. In biol., relating to derivation, or to the doc-
trine of derivation: as, the derivative theory.

—

3. In med., having a tendency to lessen in-

flammation or reduce a morGid process.

It [a hot-air bath] is stimulating, derivative, depurative.
Encyc. Brit., XII. 644.

Derivative certainty. See certoinfi/.— Derivative
character. See character.—Derivative chord, in nm-
gic, a chord derived from a fundamental chord ; specifi-

cally, a chord derived from
another by inversion ; an in-

version.— Derivative convey-
ance. See conveyance.— 1)6-

rlvatlve function, in matli., a
function expressing the rate of
change of the value of another
(unction relatively to that of the variable.— Derivative
theory, in biol., the view that species change in the
course of time by virtue of their inherent tendencies, not
by natural selection.

U.'n. 1. In yned., a therapeutic method or
agent employed to lessen a morbid process in _

.

one part by producing a flow of blood or lymph another, as by descent.

Fundamental and Deriva-
tive Chords.

to another part, as cupping, leeching, blisters,

catharsis, etc.— 2. That which is derived; that
which is deduced or comes by derivation from
another.

For honour,
Tis a derivative from me to mine.

.1liak.,W. T.,iii. 2.

Specifically— 3. A word derived or formed
either immediately from another, or remotely
from a primitive or root: thus, 'verb,' 'verbal,'
' verbose ' are derivatives of the Latin verhiim ;

'duke,' 'duct,' 'adduce,' 'conduce,' 'conduct,'

'conduit,' etc., are derivatives of the Latin du-
cere; 'feeder' is a derivative of 'feed,' and
' feed ' a derivative of ' food.' See derivation, 3.— 4. In music : (a) The root or generator from
which a chord is derived. ( 6) Same as derivative

c/iorrf (which see, above).— 5. In math.: (o) A
derivative function; a differential eoeflieient.

(6) The slope of a scalar function; a vector

river == Sp. Pg. derivar = It. dcrivare = G. de
riviren = Dan. derivere = Sw. derivera, < L. dc-

rivare, lead, turn, or draw off (a liquid), draw
off, derive (one word from another, in last

sense for earlier duccre), < dc, away, + rivus, a
stream : see rival] I. trans. It. To turn aside

or divert, as water or other fluid, from its natural

course or channel : as, to derive water from the

main channel or current into lateral rivulets.

The solemn^nd right manner of derivinrf the water.
Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 190.

The whole pond is very great ; hut that part of it which
is derived towards this font is but little.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 30.

2t. Figuratively, to turn aside ; divert.

And her dew loves deryv'd to that vile witches shayre.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. i.

That saving grace which Christ originally is or hath for

the general good of his whole Church, by sacraments he
severally deriveth into every member thereof.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 67.

The Siamites are the sinke of the Easterne Superstitions,

which they dcriue to many Nations.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 400.

If we take care that the sickness of the body derive not
itself into the soul, nor the i)ains of one procure impa-
tience of the other, we shall alleviate the burden.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. SS2.

3. To draw or receive, as from a source or ori-

gin, or by regular transmission: as, to derive

ideas from the senses ; to derive instruction

fi'om a book ; his estate is derived from his an-

cestors.
For by ray mother I derived am
From Lionel duke of Clarence.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5.

Elizabeth clearly discerned the advantages which were to

be derived from a close connection between the monarchy
and the priesthood. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

It is from Rome and Germany that we derive our do-

mestic law. W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 186.

Specifically—4. To draw or receive (a word)
from a more original root or stem : as, the word
'rule' is derived from the Latin; 'feed' is de-

rived from 'food.' See derivation, 3.— 5. To
deduce, as from premises; trace, as from a
source or origin : involving a personal subject.

A sound miiul will derive its principles from insight.

Emerson, Society anil Solitude.

These men derive all religion from myths.
Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 202.

I should be much nl)liged it any of your readers could
help me in deriving the name of the village of Allouley,

in Cumberland. iV. ami Q., 6th ser., IX. 207.

6. To communicate or transfer from one to

[Rare.]

His [Bathurst's] learning, and untainted manners, too.

We find, Athenians, are derived to you.
Dryden, Epilogue spoken at Oxford, 1. 22.

Our language has received innumerable elegancies and
improvements from that infusion of Hebraisms which are

derived to it out of the passages of Holy Writ. Addison.

The plaintiff could not prove the place in question to

be within his patent, nor could derive a good title of the

patent itself to Mr. Rigby.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 314.

An excellent disposition is derived to your lordship from
tlie parents of two generations. Felton.

Derived conductors, in elect., the two or more branches,
reuniting further along, into which a conductor is some-
times divided.— Derived current, in elect., a current
flowing through a derived conductor.—Derived group.
See group.

II. intrans. To come, proceed, or be derived.

[Rare.]

It were but reasonable to admire Him, from whom
really all perfections do derive.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 22.

Pow'r from heav'n
Derives, and monarchs rule by gods appointed.

Prior, Second Hymn of CallimachuB.

The wish, that of the living whole
No life may fail beyond the grave,
Derives it not from what we have

The likestGod within the soul?
Tennyson, In Memoriara, Iv.

The new school derives from Hawthorne and George
Eliot. Huwells.

derivementt (de-riv'ment), n. [< OF. derive-

ment, derivation (in lit. sense), < deriver, de-

rive: aee derive and. -ment.'] An inference or a
deduction.

I offer these derivements from these subjects, to raise

our affections upward.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. iv. 4.

deriver (de-ri'v6r), «. 1. One who derives or

deduces from a source.— 2. One who diverts

a thing from its natural course to or upon
something else. [Rare.]
Such a one makes a man not only a partaker of other

mens sins, but also a deriver of the whole entire guilt of

them to himself. Soutli, Sermons, II. 6.

derkt, a., n., and v. An obsolete form of dark^.
Chaucer.

derlingt, n. A Middle English form of darling.

derm (derm), n. [< NL. derma, q. v.] Same
as derma.
derma (dfer'mii), n. [NL., < Gr. depfta, the skin,

hide (of beasts, later of man), < dipciv, skin,

flay, = E. <e«)l, q. v.] 1. The true skin, or

cutis vera; the corium.— 2. Skin; the skin in

general: synonymous with integument or teffu^

mentum.
Also derm, dermis.

dermad (der'mad), ado. [< Gr. Sip/ia, skin, -t-

L. ad, to: see -ad'^.] Toward the skin—that

is, from within outward in any direction ; ec-

tad. Barclay.

dermahemal, dermahsemal, a. See dermolie-

mal.

dermal (der'mal), a. [< derma + -ah] 1. In
zoiil., pertaining to skin, or the external cover-

ing of the body ; consisting of skin ; cutaneous

;

tegumentary. The word properly relates to the derma
or corium : as, ihe dermal layer of the skin ; but it has also

acquired a more general sense : as, dermal appendages—
that is, hair, feathers, etc. ; the demial skeleton.

2. In bot., pertaining to the epidermis Der-
mal bone, an ossification in the derma or cutis.—Dermal
defenses, in ichth. , the placoid exoskeleton ; the shagreen,
ichlliyodorulites, etc., of elasmoi)ranchiate fishes.— Der-
mal denticle. See dciidcfe.- Dermal muscle, a cuta-

neous or subcutaneous muscle; a nmscle developed in,

attached to, or specially actijig upon the derma or skin

propel', as the platysma myoides of man.

As we regard the dermal muscles as primitively form-
ing a common complex with those which belong to the

skeleton, we must distinguish from it those which belong
to the integument as such.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 492.

Dermal musculature, the set or system of dermal mus-
cles as a whole ; cutaneous muscles, collectively consid-

ered.

The dermal musculature is more highly developed in

mammalia. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 493.

Dermal skeleton, the exoskeleton of an animal, or those

hard parts which cover the body, as the integument of an
insect or a crustacean.

dermalgia (dfer-mal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. icp-

fia, skin, -I- aXyof, pain.] In pathol., a painful

condition of the skin arising from nervous dis-

ease ; neuralgia of the skin. Also derniatalgia.

Dermalichus (der-ma-li'kus), n. [NL., irreg.

< Gr. dep/ja, skin,

+ Mlxttr, lick.]

A genus of par-
asitic mites
or acarids, of

the family Sar-
coptidce, or itch-

insects, found-
ed by Koch,
1843 : synony-
mous with Anal-
ges. The species are
mainly parasitic on
birds. The larva;

are hexapod, the
adults octopoii ; the
male is larger than
the female, and is

often provided with

exaggerated legs, especially the third pair. The species

here figured feeds upon the oyst*rshell bark-louse of the

apple. Also Derjnateic/tus.

dermaneural, a. See dermoneural.

Dermaptera (d6r-map'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., prop.

Dermoptera (which is iii use in another appli-

cation), neut. pi. of dermopterus, < Gr. iepijA-

wTcpo^, with membranous wings, as a bat : see

dermopterous.'] It. An old and disused group
of insects; in De Geer's system, one of three

groups (the others being Hemiptera and Cole-

DertHatichus tHytitaspidii fhighly mag-
nified), a, ventral view i ^, lateral view.
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opfera) of his raginata.—2. Tho earwigs, For-
fii-Hlidwa.san order of Insecta: now usually
called Euplexoptera (which see). Kirbu
Also DcniKitoptera.

dermapteran Mer-map'te-ran), a. and n. I. a.Of or pertaining to the Dermaptera.
II. H. One of the Dermaptera.

demapterous (d^r-map'te-rus), a. Of or per-
taiuuif: to the Dermapiera. ^

^ermatalgia (der-ma-tal'ji-a), n. Same as der-

Dermatemydida (der''ma-te-mid'i-<ie), «. pi

ti?,ffipdtvfA''^^'^''^°^"yP*°<"^°^stoitoises,
;^.^- }*? ^^^ Senus Dermatemya. it includest..„=o „..,cii nave me alveolar surfnce of the UDDer law anV

7the iaw*,''„T""'r'r ""S-^ ''^''"'-'' totheToper e'ige
¥S '?^' "•"' * short transverse ridire attaehe,! „ Vfeo

DematemydinaB (der-ma-tem-i-dl'ne), n. PiliNL., < Dermatemys (-temyd-) + ^nte.V A snhfamily of emydoid toVtoises. M^oDe^rmttZ,.

Dennatemys (der-mat'e-mis), n. TNL fj FGray, 1S47), < Gr. rf/p^a(.-), sk^, + J^l, (^tj^'the^ fresh-water tortoise.] The typical senusof Dcrmatemydidw. genus

dermatic (der-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. depuauKoc <rfW«(r.)^sk,n: see *m«.] DermalTcutSe-
rf»^,'i-'^'*i"'"^

to the skin. Also dermatC^
dennatin, dermatine^ (d6r'ma-tin), «. r< Gr
''W«(r-), skm, + .i«2, ^^.^zj- A dark olivel

rer%VZ'-\^^
hydrophyte, ^f a resinous us-

nn,:nn ^ '" ^''^""^
= ^° «*"«*! ^ecause it fre-quently occurs as a skin or crust upon serp^-line. It also occurs in reuiform masses.

dermatine der'ma-tin), a. [< Gr. dep,^r,voc, <
/m"«(;;), skin.J Same as dermatic.

'

aermatme^, «. See dermatin.
7™**iti.S ('I6r-ma-ti'ti8), n. [NL., < Gr. Alp-

of 'the^I^n
' \1*"-^ ^^inpathol, inflammation

or the skin. Also called cytitix

as Demiobramhia.

skin, +-jfi.,/r, producing: seo-j/en.l In6o< thel.rimit.ve or nascent epfdermis ; the primoAlia^

v^loped
''^"" '""" "^•"'^ *^« epideSIs d^!

dennatography (d^r-ma-tog'ra-fl), «. r< Gr
nnT/:"-^' f',"'

+.->/;''?''<'' <>P^^''', write.} The

"m^! description of the skin. Also del

derinatoid (d^r'ma-toid), a. [< Gr. 'dcouaro.

«& -t°°?- '';''/«^'-r'«V
li^« skin, < ^^^rlrskin, -I- .,<5of, form.] Resembling skinTsL-

dermatological (dfer'-ma-to-loj'i-kal), «. Hav-

afS"a're/u^TarVo?'.-^X-S\Ur„r -"''

vliien. and Xeurol., vill. 484
dermatologist (d6r-ma-tol'6-iist), n. r< rfer'

i .0 science of the skm; knowledge concemini
rtitt,,*"/'"? ' '', 5'''^^a«<'8- Also dermology. ^
dermatolysis (der-ma-tol'i-sis), «. r< (ff j^^
^«(r-), skin -1- /.,a,f, solution di.ssolut[M <fvuv loose.] In^^a^Ao/.: (a) A relaxed anr?
penckousconditio'u of the^iin. "tfA'^y.
dermatomycosis (dSr'ma-to-mi-ko'sis), «. r<

mycoits.] In i>rt;Ao?., any disease of the skincaused by a vegetable parasite.
dematonOMS (der-ma-ton'6-sis), n. [NL <Gr.,i,,,;;a(r-),8k«i, + i'^ffof, disease.] InpatMany disease of the skin.

^aj>aii,ol.,

DermatophiU(der-ma-tof'i-li),
„.;,;. rx^ .

Gr. Aei,/ja(r.), gk n, + rt/zor lovnnir T A ^l^:^''
of minute parasiti;, ara^h^'idsTrfo licitS"

Dp"^:r""i'"!?
t? the family DemodMla-

'

Dematophysa (der"ma-to-fi'sa), n.pl. [NL
< Gr. *p/,a(r-), skin, + j^t,™, a belfows 1 In

^ZfF'*'", "/ "'"""ifieation, an o^ir „f^racA^,m/«, including the Jrctiica or water-

1663
bears the Podosomata, and certain mites as

t^ncttjf' ?^r'"^'*^"='^'^ ^y t^« absenc^ oldis-

.li^of ^•i^i*''^/'"^''^- Also Dermophysa.

fhir-L '
"^ '^'"^\' ^ growth, plant.] A plantthat grows upon the skin; a fungus of a low

i^ oThp".^
's. parasitic upon the skin of mel

?;? K°J,®'^
animals, causing various diseases

Sorr„^'r„';f.Vfc;:f,^for;:?4?;r™'"' "^ ""'«"^ <" ">«

"toS^lW (der"ma-to-fit'ik), a. [< ^.ma-
»^>/(-/?e + -ic] Of or pertaining to, or caused

n/A^:r''°P''^''^= ''«' rfer«.ato/Ay^,^ diseases
Dermatopnoa (dfer-ma-top'no-a), «. «;. [nl
blow iT^l'\^^T'

"^ '^''»*. aWowiV < fvfv',

lusTs'wfth J?^^--^

Agroup of gastropolous mollmsKs w ith rudimentary cills or nnnn rt

+jrep6v, a wing. Cf. i><Tmoj,^.rarrfU;^;'^;°:
o««.J 1. In entom., same as Dermaptera!—

2

ia mammal., same as Dermaptera

reTw"^v^' dermatorrhoea (der'ma-to-

a morbidly increased secretion from thi skin.
dematosclerosis (d^r'ma-to-skle-ro'sis), n. [<Gr. Aep/.a(T-) skm, + cK7.i,f,uac(, a hardening: seesclerosis.^ Same as sclerodermia

"'^"''^

5™w^-^ (d6r-ma-t6'si8), n. [NL., < Or. iep-

tion of ha«ng a bony integument, or osseous
exoskeleton, as exemplified by a sturgeon ti^!

dermatoskeletal (dfer'ma^to-skel'e-tal), a r<dermatoskeleton + ^;.] "Same as d^rmokele-

dermatpskeleton(d^r'ma-t6-8kel'e-ton),„.
[M.. (Carus, 1828), < Gr. Sepfia(r-), skin,'+ oxel
/»To., skeleton.] Same as derLike^Pon
7^**P?«rasia (d^r-ma-tok-se-ra'si-g), n.

^ c.^-
Gr &p;.a(r-), skin, + inpaaia, dryness,

< ^TipaLvnv, dry, parch, < f,p<}f, dryT] In patholsame as xerodermia.
i"^' ' ^ ^upamoi.,

^W^ +*f-^
(dSr-mes'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. drp«a,

*,kin, + (irreg.) toeiew, eat.] A genus of colelopterous insects, the type of the family Dermet
ttdte. The larva! devour dead hodies, skins leather an,Iother animal substances One sne.i^ /) ;„. i

•

'

known hy the name of bacon heeUeranfthe^^"""*;!^'
tkren,u, .«»,«.<«•»,«, is peculiarly destructiveTA mu8e,m?sof natural history. See cut under bacon-btetU

""''"""*

dermestid (dfer-mes'tid), a. and n. I, a. Of or
].eitaiuiiig to the Dermestida.

II. "..Amemberof theX»m«e«feV?(8.

llm®f/?* ('•'T'^es't^e), v.pl. [NL.(Leach,

J^.^?.,"^^,''"-
^he dorsal segments of the abdomenare partly membranous ; the ventral seirments are wthe tars, are 5-Jointed, at least in one pa ^fthe men urn'

base^the\^„^r.'"""'= *''^P'"P' ^'<' »proximate at the
th^ ,L:il 5 '*"'"^™''*"'''

'""K". conical, and nrominent-

n^??at?,;:'iertirdrip.!:;:"''ii"'ii'i« ?"t=-„\^„ t it ,
"™ ">' prommenl

s.S™ for" rSlf,''.''r?'f^'«Ai''« P°""'"^
»"» »™

pnheMentr " '
""^ "^^ '^ "^"''"y «'^»'y or

dennoossify

^f/™n5f*°°^?'*^, (der-mo-brang-ki-a'ta), n.pl. [KL., neut. pi. of dermohrniiclnaty.;-- seedermobranchiate.-\ Same as Dcrmobrmchia
demobranchiate (der-mo;-brang'k Tt^a [<NL rto„,o6m„cA,a<„., < bermobrunch 1%. v ]

fhTatJ.
"^ *'"' -Om«o6ra«cA,a; nudibran-

^rMF^^^^y^^* (d6r"mo-ke-lid'i-de) n nl[NL < Dermochelys (-chelyd-) + -ida; ] A fkmily of soft-shelled turtles,\amed ?rorL the g^I

"which see)
'^'•" ""'''^"•^ '""'^'^ SpkargtdfL

Dermochelys (der-mok'e-lis), n. [NL < Gr
<5wa, slan, + ;^atY, a tortoise.] The tvnicai

fn^f pLrdSr^'^''^'''^-
^'^"^ - ^^*-S

dermogastric (der-mo-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. iipua,
skin, +^a<Tn//,, stomach.] Pertaining to TheSkin and to the stomach; connecting the ali-mentary canal with the integument; furnish-ing communication between the intestinal tube

Wcpore.^''
"°''°

"^
^°^^'- ^'' * '^^ogas-

wS ^"™'^'" of the pore-canals (dermo-naetrie pores)

g'l'etnrverS™""" '"""' ""' sasS'^riS^r/^

Gegenbaur, Conip. Anat. (trans.), p m
'^SSi^ (der-mog'ra-fi), „. Same as rf..:

'hl'man^'^.^^' rf
ermahemal (der-mo-, dir-ma-ne mal), a. [Improper terms for *dermemal"dermwma, or "dermatluemal, < Gr. depZtr.)

skin -^aVa blood.] Pertaining to thelki^ilon the hemal or ventral aspect of the body"

ofthe^pH^ *PP"!'* to dermoskeletal elementsof the median ventral fins of fishes, as the bonessupporting the rays of these fins: contrasted

^,?™?v??®™j^' dermohaemia (der-mo-he'mi-a),

o; <'\ttJf ''y'ri' '?;P™P- ^O'' '"(t^'-ma^ma

Wonrt V T "J,"',^
?"• ''W°('--), skin, + aljua,

A^-^J "
^'i'i^^-'

JiyPeremia of the skin.
dermohumeral (der-md-hu'me-ral), a. r< NL
dei-mohu,nerali^, < Gr. <ifp;.«, tlieskin, + l}n,'.merus, prop, nmera^, humerus.] Connectingthe humerus with the skin; specifically, pei?taming to the dermohumeralis. ' ^

dermohumeralis (der''m6-hu-me-ra'lis). n • Dl
rfer«,<,A„«,e,„fc,(-lez). [NL.: see de>".iohnX:
ali I hat part of the panniculus carnosus, or

reot^^JtTT^^'Xr"''^ *^« ^^^^^"^ is indi-rectly attached to the skin: a muscle in manvammals, not represented in man.
^

S ^^ (d^'-inol'o-ji), „. Same as derma-

dermomuscular (d^r-mo-mus'kii-mr), a. r< Gr
f^,;^,

the skin, -1- L. musculu,, muscle.]
"-

Perl

'

taming to skm and muscle; consisting of der-

rbe'f'aTo^^.'''*'""^^
'^«'*'^«'^-'-—'«'•

?,Tl^ 5^^ (d6r-mes toid), a. [< 2)erme*to +
-<'«/.] Kesembling the genus Dermestes; of orl)ertaining to the Dermehidw.
dermic (dfer'mik), a. [< rfm« or derma + -ic 1

t„t"!i^H^^^^^' euderonie; of or pertain-

skfn!
"^' *'"' ''^'"''' layer of the

nit^o'f'?i,"'S
^^^ J>ro«ess is papiUiform, and sank in a

^L'SLtlS^tt^rn^'o^a^^LK''''''^ ^''"'™'^

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 40.

2 Injwerf cutaneous; pertaining to the skin

:

^X ^Zu^JfSii^^O-^C remedies, remedied

te*^^ ^-^^J
' mis), «. [NL., < Gr. 6ippa, eon-formed m teira. to epidermis^ Same as </em«

^rtfr™°^^?ncMa (d6r-mo.b4ng'ki-al™:

|roup of^marine opisthobranehiate |astropo-

Ihe common sea lemon, Doris (wbich see> is an pLmJ^ii' L< Gr. .v*o/(a, the skin, -t- E. osmflratimi t r>o.
It .s an extensive and diversiform group, iontaSPlu «»! ossifi^nlin,, • f„^.,..-„: "f.-^""'*"';-.-!

^^e"--

the uptsthobranchiate gagtron,„ls excent i,l" l,„ »S^
6rr„.7,i«(„ It is sub.ii^ided into he .4^i'^„^r« a d «,":
.Swhbrancldata or .V<,^,*ra,W,m^,, the largest am tvnf
7' Kf?"?' ?

»>''">nj"» "' ^''^'A^'^-Tia Iteelf whicrisalso divided Into Ceratobra,u:hia, ClmlobraZhia an I ii
C,r^;r„,,i'^^

i*^™"'.^™^.^, Der„:^X'a^ti2-

n^|i'aXS'd^SS-',---dH|.
,la^V^^ 1

51?™*«'"-. C"".P. Anat. (trans.), p f/s.

th^ikhf"Ji^^
(der-mo-nu'ral), a. [< Gr. J^p^a,

skf„ n^ Vi "'^"i'
* ".'''^''•^ Pertaining to the

«„i -fl !" '''"";'J'
"'^ '^°''«''l aspect of thi body •

ment'^nf f ^^^'1?*^ *? *^« demoskeletal elelments of the median dorsal fins of fishes, as thebones supporting the rays of these fins, con!

llTaiZt.t''''''''''"'- ^'«« ^ermar,e:Z,

bkiii, -f L. OS (OSS-), bone.] Having the char-

ve one°i
Pf^/fied integument or bon^ tissue de-

.-„i V ,; -^ »""'»i'iion»Kicauy (We can not sav vftvelumnentally), as the c.utilaginous, osseous aUexos-
^eariyallild^S;"'"

"'"''^•'*" di^tinguiah otl'L.^r/e

-fc'. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 46.

,„„i
;:-r— >

"" on^.u, T ji,. vsmjicatton. Der-mal oss.fication; formation of bony tissue in

^^aSrLtle^^r:,ell'i«,f;-J^r^^^^^^

teF^t"est 'H^r"-^'"
^- ^- ^ok OrigHf

dennoossify (dtr-mo-os'i-fi), v. i.
; pret and dd

rf.r,«oo..,y,>rf, ppr. dermoosmfyingl [< Gr 4?^*



dermoossify

the skin, + ossify. "i
To ossify dermally; be-

come dermoBsseous ; form a dermoossiflcation
or a dermoskeleton. E. D. Cope.

dermopatllic (der-mo-path'ik), a. [< dermopa-
thy + -ic.} Relating or pertaining to dermop-
athy.

dermopathy (d^r-mop'a-thi), «. [< Gr. 6epfia,

skin, +• ffafof, suffering'.] Surgical treatment
of the skin.

Dennophjrea (der-mo-fi'6a),«.jj?. [NL.] Same
as Ut-rmatophysa.

Dermoptera (der-mop'te-ril), 11. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of fiermopterus : see dermopterous.'i A sub-

order of Insectivora, containing the single fami-

ly Galeopithecidw (which see). Also Dermatop-
tera, Pterophora.

dermoptere (der'mop-ter), n. A vertebrate of

the group Dermopteri.

Dermopteri (der-mop'te-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of (krmopterus : see der'mopterotis.'\ In Owen's
system of classification, the lowest of five sub-

classes of the class Pisces, characterized by a
vermiform limbless body, a notoehordal mem-
brano-cartOaginous endoskeleton, and no skull,

or a skull with no lower jaw. it thus covered the

aeranifil, leptocardian, cirrostoiiious. or pharyngobranchi-
ate vertebrates, as the lancelets ; and the monorhine, cy-

clostoinous, or niarsipobranchiate vertebrates, as the hags
and lampreys. It was divided into two orders, Cirrostomi

and Cyclostomi, respectively containing the lancelets and
the hags and lampreys. These groups are very distinct

from each other, and are now generally regarded as differ-

ent classes of VerUbraAM. Also called Dermopterygii. [Not
in use.]

denuopterons (dfer-mop'te-rus), a. [< NL. der-

mopterus, < Gr. iipuoTrepoc, havingmembranous
wings, as a bat (Aristotle), < Sep/ia, the skin, -I-

TTTepdi/, wing.] Having the characters of the
Dermopteri.

dermopterygian (d6r-mop-te-rij'i-an), a. [As
Dermoptcryyii + -an.'] Same as dermopterous.

Dermopterygii (d6r-mop-te-rij 'i-i), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Gr. dtppa, skin, -I- izTcpvymv or nrcpv^ (jzTepvy-),

wiiig, fin, < TTTepov, wing.] Same as Dermopteri.

DermorhyncM (d6r-mo-ring'ki), n. pi. [NL.,

pi. otdcrmorhynchiis : see dermorhynchous.] The
lamellirostral birds ; the duck tribe : so called

from the soft-skinned bill.

dermorhynchous (der-mo-ring'kus), a. j;< NL.
dermorltyiichiis, < Gr. dep/ia, skin, + pvyx<>it

snout.] Having a skinny bill, as a duck ; spe-

cifically, pertaining to the DermorhyncM.
dennosclerite (d6r-mo-skle'rit), n. [< Gr. Sepua,

skin, -I- aK/.T/p6(, hard: see sclerotic] A mass
of spicules occurring in the tissues of some of

the Actinozoa.

dermoskeletal (dfer-mo-skel'e-tal), a. [< der-

monkckton + -«?.] Pertaining to the dermo-
skeleton ; exoskeletal.

dermoskeleton (der-mo-skel'e-ton), n. [NL.,
< Gr. dipua, skin, -I- anslerov, skeleton.] The
coriaceous, crustaceous, testaceous, or bony
integument, such as covers many invertebrate
and some vertebrate animals. It serves more or

less completely the offices of protecting the soft parts of

the body and as atlxeil point of attachment to tlie organs
of movement. In fishes and reptiles the dermoskeleton
is the sitin with the scales ; in turtles it Is the shell united
with partA of the endoskeleton, such as the vertebrae and
ribs ; insects and crustaceans have a dermoskeleton only.

See exonketeton. Also derm-gTceleton, dermatoskeleton.

dermotensor (der-mo-ten'sor), n. ;
pi. dermoten-

sores (-ten-so'rez). [NL., < Gr. dep/ia, skin, +
NL. tensor, stretcher: see tensor.] A tensor
muscle of the skin._Dermotensor patagii, the ten-

sor of the skin of the patagiuni, a propatagial muscle of
the wings of some birds. R. W. Shu/eldt.

dermotomy (dfer-mot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. depfia,

skin, -f- -Touia, < Top6^, cutting: see anatomy.]
The anatomy or dissection of the skin.

derm-skeleton (derm'skel"e-ton), n. Same as
dermonkcleton.

dernif (dem), a. [Also written dearn and darn;
< ilE. derne, dern, dierne, durne, < AS. dyrne,

rarely derne, secret, = OS. derni = OFries. dern,

dre»(incomp.) =OHG. torni, hidden, '>F.terne,

dull, > ternir, tarnish, > E. tarnish : see tarnish.]

Hidden; secret; private.

In parfyte charitee.

That ilJte derne dede do noman ne sholde.
Piers Plowman (B), ix. 189.

Now with their backs to the den's mouth they sit,

Yet shoulder not all light from the dem pit.

Dr. H. More, Immortal, of the Soul, i. 10.

Through dreary beds of tangled fern.

Through groves of nightshade dark and dern.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

I& dem, in secret.

My dule in dem hot gif thow dill,

Doutles liot dreld I d6.

Robene and Makyne (Child's Ballads, IV. 246).
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dern^ (dfem), v. [< ME. dernen, dcernen, < AS.
dyrnan = OS. dernian = OHG. "iarnjan, tarnen,

MHG. ternen, hide; from the adj.] I, tra?is.

To hide; secrete, as in a hole. [Obsolete or

prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

He at length escaped them by derning himself in a fox-

earth. H. Miller.

II. intrans. To hide one's self; skulk.

But look how soon they heard of Holoferne
Their courage quail'd, and they began to derw.
T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas, in England's Parnassus.

dern^ (d6rn), n. Same as dearn^.

dern^ (d^m), v. t. Same as darn^, a minced form
of damn. Also written durn. [Vulgar, U. S.]

dernfult (dem'ful), a. [Irreg. < dern^ + -ful.]

Solitary; hence, sad; mournful.

The birds of ill presage this lucklesse chance foretold

By deniftdl noise.

L. Bryskett (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 268).

dernier (d6r'ni-6r or, as F., der-nya'), a. [F.

dernier, < ML. as if *dcretranarius (at. OF. der-

rain, > E. darrein, q. v.), < *deretranus, < L. dc,

down, + retro, back: see rear'^^, retro-.] Last;
final; ultimate: now used only as French, as

in the phrase dernier ressort, last resort, final

resource.
After the dernier proof of him in this manner ... he

was dismissed. Roger North, Examen, p. 620.

demlyt (dfem'li), adv. [Also written dearnly;
< ME. dernly, derneliche, secretly, < derne, se-

cret, + -ly, -liche: see dern^, a., and -ly^.] 1.

Secretly.

Hit wat3 the ladi, loflyest to be-holde,
That dro3 the dor after hir ful dernly & stylle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1188.

2. Solitarily; hence, sadly; mournfully.

They heard a rueful! voice, that dearnly cride.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 35.

derodontid (der-6-don'tid), a. and m. I. a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Dero-
dontidw.

II. n. One of the Derodontidw.
Derodontidse (der-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Derodontds + -idd.] A family of clavicorn

beetles. The dorsal segments of the abdomen are partly
membranous ; the ventral segments are free ; the tarsi are
5-jointed, at least in one pair; the mentum is modei-ate

or small ; the palpi are approximate at base ; and the an-

tci'ior coxa? are conical, transver.se, and seldom prominent.

DerodontUS (der-o-don'tus), n. [NL. (Lo
Conte, 1861), < Gr. 6'epri, the neck, -I- bSohg (bSovr-)

= E. tooth.] The typical genus of the family
Derodontidce. They are moderately small beetles, two
species of which, D. maculatus and D. trisigiiatits, are

North American.

derogant (der'o-gant), a. [< F. derogant, dero-

geant, now derogeant = It. derogante, < L. de-

rogan{t-)s, ppr. of derogare, derogate: see dero-

gate, v.] Derogatory ; disrespectful. [Obsolete
or rare.]

The other is both arrogant in man, and derogant to God.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 12.

derogate (der'o-gat), v. ;
pret. and pp. dero-

gated, ppr. derogating. [< L. derogatus, pp. of

derogare (> It. derogare = Sp. Pg. Pr. derogar
= F. d6roger), repeal part of a law, take away,
detract from, < de, from, + rogare, propose a
law, ask: see rO(7a(Jon. Ct. abrogate.] 1. trans.

It. To destroy or impair the force and effect

of; lessen the extent, authority, etc., of.

Neither willeth he, nor may not do, any thing including
repugnance, imperfection, or that should derogate, miu-
ish, or hurt his glory and his name.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 232.

By several contrary customs . . . many of those civil

and canon laws are controuled and derogated.
Sir M. Hale.

2. To detract from; abate; disparage. [Bare.]

There is none so much carried with a corrupt mind
. . . that he will derogate the praise and honour due to

BO worthy an enterprise. Hooker.

3. To take away; retrench; remove (from).

[Rare.]

Just so much respect as a woman derogates from her
own sex, in whatever condition placed, . . . she deserves

to have diminished from hereelf on that score.

Lamb, Modern Gallantry.

II, intrans. 1. To take away a part; de-

tract ; make an improper or injurious abate-

ment: with from. [The word is generally used
in this sense.]

We should be injurious unto virtue itself, if we did
derogate from them whom their industry hath made great.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., ii.

The contemplation of second causes doth derogate from
our dependance upon God.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 7.

Queen Elizabeth answer'd, That tho' she would no way
derogate from her Right, yet she should be loth to endan-
ger her own security. Baker, Chronicles, p. 331.

Derostomnm

2. To fall away in character or conduct ; de-
generate. [Rare,]

Would Charles X. derogate from his ancestors? Would
he be the degenerate scion of that royal line 't HazlUt.

Shall . . . man
Derogate, live for the low tastes alone.
Mean creeping cares about the animal life?

Browning, King and Book, II. 80.

= Syn. 1. Depreciate, Derogate from, etc. See decry.

derogate (der'o-gat), a. [< L. derogatus, pp.
of derogare: see the verb.] Lessened in ex-

tent, estimation, character, etc.; invalidated;
degenerate ; degraded ; damaged. [Rare.]

The chief ruler beyng in presence, the authoritie of the
substitute was clerely derogate. Hall, Hen. VI., an. 10.

From her derogate body never spring
A babe to honour her I .SAafr., Lear, L 4.

derogately (der'o-gat-li), adv. In a manner to

lessen or take from ; disparagingly.

Tliat I should
Once name you derogately, when to sound your name
It not concern'd me. Shak., A. and C, ii. 2.

derogation (der-o-ga'shon), n. [= F. deroga-

tion = Sp. derogacion = Pg. deroga^So = It.

dcrogazioiic, < L. derogatio{n-), a partial abro-
gation of a law, < derogare, repeal a i)art of a
law, derogate: see derogate, v.] 1. The act of

impairing effect in whole or in jjart ; limitation

as to extent, or restraint as to operation : as, a
statute in derogation of the common law must
not be enlarged by construction.

Such a demand may not, in strictness, be in derogation

of public law. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 420.

2. The act of impairing or seeking to impair
merit, reputation, or honor ; a lessening of value

or estimation ; detraction ; disparagement.

What dishonor is this to God? Or what derogation is

this to heaven? Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

The derogations therefore, which grow to learning from
the fortune or condition of learned men, are either in re-

spect of scarcity of means, or in respect of privateness of

lite. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 25.

He counted it no derogation of his manhood to be seen

to weep. Robertson.

derogative (de-rog'a-tiv), a. [< L. as if *de-

rogativus, < rferogra»-e,"derogate : see derogate, v.]

Lessening; belittling; derogatory.

Absurdly derogative to all true nobility.

State Trials, Marquis of Argyle, an. 1661.

derogatively (de-rog'a-tiv-li), adv. In a derog-

ative manner ; derogatoriljr.

derogatorily (de-rog'a-to-ri-li), adv. In a de-

tracting manner.
It is the petition of a people : I should act derogatorily

to its importance if 1 did not state that- Graltan.

derogatoriness (de-rog'a-to-ri-nes), «. The
quality of being derogatory. Bailey, 1727.

derogatory (de-rog'a-to-ri), a. and n. [= OF.
derogatoire, F.'dcrogato'ire = Sp. Pg. It. deroga-

torio, < LL. derogntoriits, < L. derogare: see dero-

gate, v.] I. a. Detracting or tending to lessen

by taking something away ; that lessens extent,

effect, estimation, etc. : with to, sometimes/rom.

Derogatory from the wisdom and power of the Author
of nature. Cheyne.

His language was severely censured by some of his

brother peers as derogatory to their order.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., x.

Derogatory clause in a testament. See clause.

=

Syn.
Depreciative, discreditable. disgracefuL

Il.t n. A derogatory act or statement ; a dis-

paragement. Cotgrave.

Deroptyus (de-rop'ti-us), n. [NL. (Wagler),

< Gr. depri, neck, + nrvov, a winnowing-shovel
or fan, < irrv-

civ, spew out,

cast out, =
E. spetc, q. v.]

A genus of

South Amer-
ican short-

tailed parrots,

having a large
erectile nu-
chal crest. D.
coronatus is

the crested
hawk - parrot,
alsocalledAm.
Derostomidse
(der-o-stom'i-
de),

'

n. pi.

[NL., < De-
rostomnm +

-idw.] A family of rhabdocoelous turbellari-

ans, having the mouth anterior and a dilated

pliarynx.

Serostomum (de-ros'to-mum). n. [NL., < Gr.

Sipri, neck, -I- a-Apa, mouth.] ' The typical ge-

'^f'%

South American Hawk -parrot (/Vro/ZyMf
acctpi/rt*$t4s).



Derostomum

nns of the family Derostomidce. D. schmidti-

anum is an example. Also Derostoma.
Derotremata (der-o-tre'ma-ta), n. pi. I^NL., <

Gr. dtp'/, neck, + Tp^iia{T-), a liole, < rerpaivtiv (y/
"rpa), bore.] A group of urodele batrachians.
They have no external (jjill-tufts, but usually gill-slits or
brauchial apertures. The maxillary and vomerine teeth
are in single series. The group is distinguished on the
one hand from Siren, Proteus, and yecturus, and on tlie

other from the salamaudrines proper. It consists of the
genera Auiphiuina, Cryptobranchug, and Megalobatrachus,
And corresponds to the families Cryptobranchidce and Am-
phiumidce. Also DerotTeina.

Other [than perennibranchiate] Urodela are devoid of ex-

ternal gills, hut (as is the case in ilenopoma and Amphi-
uma) present one or two small gill-clefts on each side of
the neck, and are thence called Derotrejuata.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 162,

derotrematoos (der-o-trem'a-tus), a. [< Dero-
trimiita + -oiis.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Derotremata.

derotreme (der'o-trem), a. and n. [< Gr. depr;,

neck, + Tpi'ina, hole.] I. a. In Amphibia, having
holes in the neck in which gills are conceal-
ed; cryptobranchiate, as an amphibian; dero-
trematous.
H. M. One of the Derotremata.

derrick (der'ik), n. [Formerly sometimes spell-

ed dcrric; from Derrick, also written Derick, a
hangman employed at Tyburn, Loudon, at the
beginning of the 17th century, and often men-
tioned in contemporary plays : e. g.,

ITie theefe that dyes at Tyburne ... is not halfe so
dangerous ... as the Politicly Banlcrupt. 1 would there
were a Derick to hang him up t<x).

Dekktr, .Seven Deadly Sins (ed. Arber), p. 17.

He rides circuit with the devil, and Derrick must be his
host, and Tybome the inn at which he will light.

The Bellman of London (1616).

The name was applied to a gallows, and then
to a sort of crane. The name Derrick is < D.
Dierrijk, contr. Dirk, earlier Diederik, also (af-

ter G.) Dietriek = OHG. Dioirich, MHG. G.
Dietrich = AS. Thcodric = Goth. "Tltitidareiks

(Latinized Xhcodoricus, Theodericus), lit. chief
of the people, < thiuda (= AS. thedd, etc.),

people, -f- reiks = AS. rice, chief, mighty, rich

:

see Dutch and rich. The same term, -rick

appears in the proper name Frederick, and dis-

ginsed in Uenry.'\ An apparatus for lifting

and moving heavy weights. It is similar to the
crane, hut dihers from it in having the boom, which cor-

responds to the jib of the crane, pivoted at the lower
end so that it may tat<e ditferent inclinations from the
perpendicular. The weight is suspended from the end of
the boom by ropes or chains ttiut pass through a block at
the end of the l>oom and thence directly to the crab, a
winding-apparatus or motor at tlie foot of the post. An-
other rope connects the top of the boom with a block at
the top of the post, and thence passes to the motor l>e-

low. The motions of the derrick are a direct lift, a circu-

lar motion round the axis of the post, and a radial motion
within the circle ilescril)ed by the point of the boom.
On shipboanl a derrick is a spar raised on end, with the
head stead)e<l i>y guys and tlic lieei liy hishjngs, and liav-

ing one or more pun:hji.-.es depending from it to raise
heavy weiglits. -Floating derrick, a n)ovat>Ie derrick
erected on a special Ijoat or vessel. Such derricks have a
single central post or supiwrt, and a horizontal lK>om sup-
ported at some elevation on the post and carrying a trav-
eling carriage which bears the l,lock from whicli the load
is suspended. The Ixxim is supported i^y stays from the
top of the post, and is al.so counterl>alanced by means of
stays run from the opposite end of the l>oom to the deck
of the vessel on which the derrick is built. The floating
derrick used l>y the Department of Docks in New York has
a lifting capacity of loo tons, and a clear lift of 50 feet.

derrick-car (der'ik-kar), ». A railroad-car
upon which a small derrick is mounted, used
especially for clearing the line of wrecks or
other obstructions.

derrick-crane (der'ik-kraii), ». A crane in
which the post is supportedby fixed stays in the
rear and the jib

is pivoted like

the boom of a
derrick, it has
the radial motion of
a derrick without
its freedom of circu-

lar motion, the trav-

el of the load being
limited by the fixed
stays.

derries (der'iz),

«. pi. [Prob. a
var. of dhurries,

the Indian fab-
rics known in the
West by that
name,] A cot-

ton cloth, usual-
ly of blue and brown, or of either of these colore,
with white, mad(! in very simple designs, such
as stripcc.

derrlng-dot, n. See danng-do.

DerriclcctaDe.
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derring-doert, «. See daring-doer.
derringer (der'in-j6r), «. [After the inventor,
an American gunsmith.] A short-barreled pis-
tol of large caliber, very efficient at short range.
deny (der'i). [Eepr. Ir. doire, an oak-wood,
< dair (gen. darach), daur (gen. daro), an oak,
= W. dar and derw, an oak, = Gr. 6pvc, an oak,
orig, tree, = Goth, triu = AS. treoio, E. tree, q,
v.] A frequent element in Irish place-names

:

as, Derry, Derrifbrian, Londontfejry.
The ancient name of Londondern/ was i>errt/calgagh,

the oak-wood of Calgach. After St.'Columba erected his
monastery there, in 546, it was called DeriTZ-Columkille,
until James I. granted it to a company of London mer-
chants, who named it Londonderrj/.

Scotsman (newspaper).

derryt, derry-downt. A meaningless refrain or
chorus in old songs.

dertht, «. An obsolete form of dearth.

dertra, n. Plural of dertrtim.

dertron (der'tron), «. Same as dertrum.
dertrotheca (der-tro-the'kii), n. [NL., < Gr.
dtprpov, a vulture's beak (see dertrum), + 6;//c7,

a sheath.] In ornith., the integument of the
dertrum, however distinguished from the rest
of the covering of the beak. It is quite dis-
tinct in some birds, as petrels.

dertrum (der'trum),)).; pi. rferto'a (-tra), [NL.,
also dertron, < Gr. dcprpov, the caul or membrane
enveloping the'bowels (L. omentum), also later
used of a vulture's beak, < dcpeiv, skin, flay, =
E. tearl, q. v.] In ornith., the extremity of the
upper mandible of a bird, in any way distin-

guished from the rest of the bill, as by the
hook in a bird of prey or a petrel, the hard
part in a pigeon, or the nail in a duck.
dervish (dfer'vish), n, [Also formerly dervis, der-
vi.se, dervisse, derviehe, darvise, etc.: = F. der-
vicke, dervis = Sp. Pg. derviehe = It. dervis =
G. dcrwisch, < Turk, dervish, Ar. darwish, < Pers.
darvish or darwish, a dervisli, so called from his
profession of extreme poverty, lit. poor, indi-
gent, being equiv. to Ar. faqir, a fakir, lit.

poor, indigent : see fakir.'] A Mohammedan
monk, professing poverty, humility, and chas-
tity ; a Mohammedan fakir. There are thirty-six or-
ders of regular dervishes, who for the most part observe
celibacy, and live in convents of not more than forty per-
sons, under the supervision of a sheik or elder. Some,
however, are permitted to marry and live with their fami-
lies, but are required to spend at least two nighta of each
week in the monastery. The novitiate is severe, and the
rules of the orders are strict. They are generally divided
into two classes, viz. ; spinning or whirling dervishes (Mev-
levix) and hoivliiuj dervishes (Ku/ais). To the violent cir-

cular dances and pirouetting of the spinning dervishes the
latter add vociferous shouting and cries to Allah. The
moat important order of dervishes is that of the Mevlevis,
whose ntoinisteries (Turkish tekye) are found at Konieh in
Asia Minor, at t'onstantinople, and elsewhere.

And many of these Daruises there maintained, to look
to his .Sepulchre, and to receine the offerings of such as
come. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 308.

A small Oothic chapel ... is now converted into a
raosqne, belonging to a Mahometan convent, in which
there is only one derviehe.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. L 28.

There were dervishes with beards stained of a flery-red

color, and wearing queer conical hats, who, If they did not
regularly belong to the howling sect of Constantinople,
most decidedlyshowed themselves qualified for admission
to it by the fashion in whit^h they yelled, screamed, and
groaned, exhorting me in the name of the blessed Ali, and
the Imams Hassan and Hussein, not forgetting Haziret
Abaas, and many other holy people, to give them charity.

O'Donovan, Merv, x.

Desargues's theorem. See theorem.

desartt, «. and /;. An obsolete form of desert^.

descant (des'kant), n. [Also diseant; < OF.
descant, descaunt, usually deschant, F. dechant
(as a historical term), descant, = Pr. deschans,
descant,= Sp. discante= Pg. descante = G. Dan.
Sw. diskant, descant, < ML. discanius, a part-
song, refrain, descant, < L. dis-, away, apart, +
cantus, song, a concert (see cant^ and chant);
or rather from the verb, ML. discantare, sing,

descant : see descant, v. 'The word has also been
explained as a variant (with dis-, Gr. dif-, di-,

for L. bis-) of an assumed ML. "hiscantus, 'dou-
ble-song,' < L. his-, bi-, two-, -I- cantus, song.]

If. In music: (a) A countei-point added to a
given melody or cantus firmus, and usually
written above it. (6) The art of contriving
such a counterpoint, or, in general, of compos-
ing part-music. Descant was the first stage
in the development of counterpoint; it began
about 1100. (c) In part-music, the upper part
or voice, especially the soprano or air.

Be that alwayes singeth one note without deskant breed-
eth no delight. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 137.

The merry Larke hir mattins sings aloft

;

The Thrush replyes ; the Mavis descant playes.
Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 81.

descend
He . . . should hear, as I have very often, the clear airs,

the sweet descants. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 26.

After the angel had told his message in plain song, the
whole chorus joined in descant.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183!)), I. 43.

2. A varied song ; a song or tune with various
modulations.

Late in an euen, I walked out alone,
To heare the descant of the Nightingale.

Gascoiffne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 87.

Wee must have the descant you made upon our names,
ere you depart, ilarston, Antonio and Mellida, I., ii. 1.

I hear the wood-thrush piping one mellow descant more.
Bryant, Waiting by the Gate.

The descant of the watch, relieved by violent cock-crows,
disturbed us all night. Harper's Hag., LXIV. 643.

3. A continued discourse or series of comments
upon a subject ; a disquisition ; comment ; re-
mark.

And look you, get a prayer-book in your hand.
And stand between two churchmen, good my lord

;

For on that ground I'll make a holy descant.
Shale. , Kich. III., iii. 7.

Upon this occasion . . . the disciples of Jesus in after-

ages have pleased themselves with fancies and imperfect
descants, as that he cursed this tree in mystery and secret
intendment. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 289.

But books of jests being shown her, she could
read them well enough, and have cunning des-

cants upon them. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vi. 7.

Descant clef, the soprano or treble clef— that
is, the (; clef when placed on the first line of the
staff.— Plain, florid, double descant. See
counterpoint.

descant (des-kanf), v. i. [= OF. descanter,

ikschantcr, dechanter, later sometimes rfiscaiifer,

sing, descant, also recant, F. dechanter, change
one's note, = Pr. deschantar = Sp. discantar =
Pg. descantar, chant, sing, compose or recite
verses, quaver upon an air, discourse copiously,
< ML. discantare, sing, descant, < L. dis-, apart,
-I- cantare, sing: see cant^, chant, and cf. des-

cant, n. Cf. ML. discantare (> It. discantare =
OP. descanter, deschanter), disenchant, < L. dis-

friv. + cantare, sing, Cf. also decantate^.'] If.

n music, to run a division or variety with the
voice, on a musical ground in true measure

;

sing.

Come, Philomel, that sing'st of ravishment, . . .

For burden-wise I'll hum on Tarquin still.

While thou on Tereus descant'st better skill.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1134.

2. To make copious and varied comments;
discourse ; remark again and again in varied
phrase ; enlarge or dwell on a matter in a va-
riety of remarks or comments about it : usu-
ally with on or vpon before the subject of re-

mark: as, to descant upon the beauties of a
scene, or the shortness of life.

Affirming that he chased him from him, of which some
descant whetlier it [be) by exile or excommunication, or
some other punishment. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 151,

Thus old and young still descant on her name.
Dekker and Webster, Sir Thomas Wyat (ed. Hazlitt), p. 21.

A vii-tuous man should be pleased to find people descant-
ing on his actions. Addison.

descanter (des-kan't6r), n. One who descants.

descan't-'\riol (des'kant-vi'''ol), B. The smallest
or treble viol; a violin: so called because it

is fitted to play the descant or upper part in
part-music.

Descartes's rale. See rule.

descemetitis (de-sem-e-ti'tis), n. [NL., < De-
scemet + -ilis.l Inflammation of the membrane
of Deseemet (which see, under membrane).
descend (de-send'), V, [< ME. decenden, < OF.
descendre, t'. descendre = Pr, deissendre, dissen-

dre = Sp. Pg. descender = It. descendere, discen-

dere, < L. descendere, pp. descensus, come down,
go down, fall, sink, < de, down, + scandere,

climb: see scan, scandent. Cf. ascend, conde-

scend, transcend.] I. intrans. 1. To move or

pass from a higher to a lower place; move,
come, or go downward; fall; sink: as, he de-

scended from the tower ; the sun is descending.

The rain descended, and the fioods came. Mat. vii. 25.

Thy glories now have touch'd the highest point,

-And must descend.
Fletcher (and another), False One, v. 2.

From Cambrian wood and moss
Druids descend, auxiliars of the Cross.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, I. 10.

[HeJ, with holiest meditations fed,

Into himself desceTK/erf. Milton, P. R., ii. lU.

2. To come or go down in a hostile manner;
invade, as an enemy ; fall violently : with on.

The Grecian fieet descending on the town. Dryden.

And fm the suitors let thy wrath descend.
Pope, Odyssey.

3. To proceed from a source or original ; be de-

rived lineally or by transmission ; come or pass



descend

downward, as offspring in the line of genera-
tion, or as property from owner to heir.

From these our Heury lineally descend)!,

Shak., 3 Heu. VI., ili. 3.

Auother was Cardinal Pool, of a Dignity not much in-

ferior to Kings, and by liis Motlier descended from Kings.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 318.

To heirs unknown descends th' unguarded store,

Or wanders, heaven-directed, to the poor.
Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 149.

4. To pass, as from general to particular state-

ments: as, having explained the general sub-
ject, we wiU descend to particulars.

Omitting . . . introductions, I will descend to the de-

scription of this thrise worthy citie [Venice].

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 199.

Historians rarely descend to those details from which
aloue the real state of a community can be collected.

Maeaulay, Machiavelli.

6. To come down from a certain moral or so-

cial standard; lower or abase one's self morally
or socially: as, to descend to acts of meanness;
to descend to an inferior position; hence, to

condescend; stoop.

That your Grace would descend to command me in any
thing tlxat might conduce to your Contentment and Ser-

vice. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 14.

His birth and bringing vp will not suffer him to descend
to the meanes to get wealtti.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosraographie, A Younger Brother.

6. In astron., to move to the southward, or to-

ward the south, as a star.

H. tram. To move or pass downward upon
or along ; come or go down upon

;
pass from

the top to the bottom of: as, to descend a hill;

to descend an inclined plane.

But never tears his cheek descended,
Byron, Parisina, st. 20.

descendable (de-sen'da-bl), a. [< OF. descen-

dable, < descenilre, descend: see descend and
-able.'\ Same as descendible.

descendant (df-sen'dant), a. and n. [< OF.
descendant, F. (kscendant = Sp. descendente, de-

scendiente = Pg. descendente = It. descendente,

discendenie = D. G. Dan. Sw. descendent, < L.
descenden(t-)s,y^T. of descendere, descend: see
descend, descendent. The adj., not common in
either spelling, is usually spelled descendent,

after the L. ; but the noun is nearly always de-

scendant. Cf. ascendant, ascendent, dependant,
dependent, etc.] I. a. See descendent.

II, n. 1, An individual proceeding from an
ancestor in any degree ; issue ; offspring, near
or remote.

It happeneth sometimes that the grandchild, or other
descendant, resembleth the ancestor more than the son.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 19.

As we would have our descendants judge us, so ought
we to judge our fathers. Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

Are not improved steam engines or clocks the lineal de-
aeendantg of some existing steam engine or clock? Is

there ever a new creation in art or science any more than
in nature? A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 295.

Before a cocoa-nut tree has ripened its first cluster of
nuts, the descendants of a wheat plant, supposing tliem
all to survive and multiply, will have Ijecome numerous
enough to occupy the whole surface of the earth.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 339.

2. In astrol., the descending or western hori-
zon or cusp of the seventh house. =syn. 1. See off-
spritii],

descendent (df-sen'dent), a. and n. [The same
as descendant, conformed in spelling to the orig.
L. descenden(t-)s, ppr. of descendere, descend

:

see descend, descendant.'] 1. a. 1. Going or
coming down; falling; sinking; descending.
There is a regress of the sap in plants from above down-

wards ; and this descendent juice is that which principally
nourishes both fruit and plant. Ray, Works of Creation.

2. In her., flying downward and showing the
back: said of a bird used as a bearing.— 3.
Proceeding or descending from
an original, as an ancestor.

More than mortal grace
Spealcs thee descendent of ethereal race.

Pope.

Descendent 'displayed, in her., flying
down ward with tlie wings displayed or
opened widely.

n. n. See descendant.

descendentalism (de-sen-den'-
tal-izm), n. [< descendent + -al + -ism, after
transcendentalism.'] A disposition or tendency
to depreciate or lower ; depreciation.

With all this Descendentalism, he combines a Transcen-
dentalism no less superlative ; whereby if on the one hand
he degrade man below most animals, exc^ept those jacketed
Oouda cows, he on the other exalts him beyond the visible
heavens, almost to an equality with the gods.

Carlyle, Sartor Kesartus, 1. 10.
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descendentalist (de-sen-den'tal-ist), n. [< de-

scendent + -al + -ist.] One given to descenden-
talism; a depredator: as, "a I'espectable de-

scendentalist," Harper's Mag., LXV. 579.

descender (de-sen'der), n. 1. One who de-
scends.— 2. That which descends, as a de-
scending letter (which see, under descending).

descendiDility (de-sen-di-bil'i-ti), n. [< de-

scendible: see -bility.] The quality of being
descendible, or capable of being transmitted
from ancestors: as, the descendibility of an es-

tate or of a crown.
descendible (de-seu'di-bl), a. [< descend +
-ible.] 1. Capable of being descended with
safety or comparative ease ; that permits of a
safe downward passage : as, a descendible hill.— 2. That can descend from an ancestor to a
descendant; capable of being transmitted, as
from father to son : as, a descendible estate.

There are some who . . . [assert that] the Benefices,
which at first were held for life, became at last descendi-
ble from father to son.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 132.

Also spelled descendable.

descending (de-sen'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of de-
scend, v.] 1. Moving or directed downward;
characterized by downward direction.

He cleft his head with one descending blow. Dryden,

Specifically— (o) In hot. , turned downward : as, a descend-
ing ovule ; the descending axis of a plant, the root, in dis-

tinction from the stem or ascending axis, (b) In entom.,
sloping steeply from the surface behind ; directed oblique-
ly downward or toward the ventral surface of the body

:

as, the rostrum of a weevil with descending scrobes. (c)

In her., having the head turned toward tlie base of the
shield : said of an animal used as a bearing.

2. Characterized by descent or decrease as re-

gards the value or importance of its constituent
members ; indicating a continued lowering as
regards position, value, or importance: as, a
descending scale or series Descending axis. See
axis'i, 8.— Descending letters, in ty]>e-/ounding, letters
with a Ions stem that descends below tlie line, 9^g,j,p,(i,y,— Descending node, the point at which a planet passes
from the north to the soutli side of the ecliptic or of the
equator.— Descending rhythm, In pros., a rhythm com-
posed of feet in which the metrically unaccented part,
commonly known as the thesis, follows the metrically
accented part, commonly known as the arsis: so called
because tlie voice is regarded as rising on the first and
falling on the second part of each foot. According to the
ancient mode of pronunciation, however, the first part of
such feet took the stress, and the second not, regardless
of pitch. The trochee (-^ ^), dactyl (-^ ^ w), Ionic a ma-
jore (-t — \^ w), first pjeon (x w w w), and antlbaechlus
(-^ — ^) form cola or verses with descending rhythm, in
contrast with the iambus (y -^), anapest (w v -t), Ionic a
minore (w w-i _), fourth pieon (w v s./ -c), and Bacchlus
(^ -^ —), which form series or lines with ascending rhythm.
—Descending series, in math., a series in which each
term is numerically less than that preceding it; also, an
Infinite series in descending powers of the variable— that
is, a series of the form a + 6a:— 1 -t- ca;—2 -f , etc.

descenset (de-sens'), « [< OF. descense, de-
scence, f., descens, m., = Sp. Pg. descenso, < L.
descensus, a going down, descent, < descendere,

pp. descensus, descend: see descend.] Descent.

A Reioynder to Doctor Hil concerning the Descense of
Christ into Hell. By Alexander Hume, Maister of Artes.

A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), Pref., Ix.

descension (df-sen'shon), n. [Formerly also
descention; < Ti/LE. descencioun, < OF. descension,

descention, F. descension = Sp. descension= Pg.
descensSo = It. descensione, < L. descen,iio{n-), <
descendere, pp. descensus, descend: see descend.]

1. The act of going down or downward; de-
scent, either literal or figurative.

In Christ's descension, we are to consider both the place
from which it did commence, and the place to which it did
proceed. South, Works, VII. i.

2. A falling or precipitation; fall ; declension.

Whatsoever is dishonourable hath a base descention, and
sinks beneath hell.

Middleton, Sir K. Sherley Sent Ambassador.

3t. In old chem., the deposition or precipitation
of the essential juice dissolved from the dis-

tilled matter. See distillation by descent, un-
der descent.—4. In old astron., negative ascen-
sion, the angular amount by which the projec-
tion of a star from the pole upon the equinoc-
tial is below some horizon. If this horizon passes
through the poles and equinoctial points, the angle is

called right descension ; if the horizon passes through the
equinoctial points but not through the poles, the angle is

called oblique descension.

The lord of the assendent sey they that he is fortunat,
whan he is in god place, ... and that he be nat retrograd,
. . . ne that he be nat in his descencioun, ne iolgned with
no plancte in his descencioun. Chaucer.

descensional (de-sen'shon-al), a. [< descen-
sion + -al.] Of or pertaining to descension or
descent.—Descensional dlfferencetj in oWorfroji., the
difference between the right and the oblique descension of
the same star or point of the heavens.

descent

descensive (de-sen'siv), a. [< ML. "descensivus
(adv. descensivc), < L. descensus, pp. of descen-

dere, descend : see descend. ] Descending ; tend-
ing downward ; having power to descend.
descensoryt, ». [ME., = OF. descensoire, de-
sccnsoir, < ML. "dcscensorium, prop. neut. of
LL. descensorius, descending, < L. descensus, pp.
of (fescenrfere, descend : se& descend.] A vessel
used in old chemistry in which distillation by
descent was performed. Chaucer.
descent (de-senf), «. [< ME. descent, < OF. de-
scente, {., AF. also descent, m., F. desccnte, de-
scent, < descendre, descend: see descend. Cf.

ascent, ascend.] 1. The act of descending ; the
act of passing from a higher to a lower place by
any form of motion.

The descent of the mountaine I found more wearj'some
. . . than the ascent Coryat, Crudities, I. 92.

2. A downward slope or inclination; a de-
clivity.

I see no danger yet ; for the descent, niethinks, is thus
far green, even, and easy.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 231.

Taught by the heavenly Muse to venture down
The dark descent, and up to reascend.

Milton, P. L, ill. 20.

3. A fall or decline from a higher to a lower
state or station ; declension; degradation.

foul descent I that Ij who erst contended
With gods to sit the highest, am now constrain'd
Into a beast. J/iifon, P. L., ix. 163.

4. A sudden or hostile coming down upon a
person, thing, or place; an incursion; an inva-
sion ; a sudden attack.

They feared that the French and English fleets would
make a descent upon their coasts.

Jortin, Kemarks on Eccles. Hist.

Ferdinand, who had already completed his preparations
in Sicily, made a descent on the southern extremity of Ca-
labria. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 2.

In 1778 he [Paul Jones] made a descent upon Wliltehaven,
in Scotland, set fire to the shipping, [and] took two forts.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

5. In law, the passing of real propertjr to the
heir or heirs of one who dies without disposing
of it by wiU; transmission by succession or
inheritance ; the hereditary devolution of real
property either to a single heir at law (com-
mon in England) or to the nearest relatives
in the same degree, whether in a descending,
ascending, or collateral line. See heir.

Jefferson . . . had taken care for the equal descent of
real estate, as well as other property, to children of both
sexes. Bancroft, Hist. Const., I. 113.

6. Genealogical extraction from an original or
progenitor ; lineage

;
pedigree ; specifically, in

biol., evolution ; derivation : said of species,

etc., as well as of individuals.

Trust me, Clara Vere de Vere,
From yon blue Iieavens above us bent

The gardener Adam and his wife
Smile at the claims of long descent.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

The researches of Professor Marsh into the palaeontology
of the horse have established beyond question the descent

of the genus equus from a five-toed mammal not larger
than a pig, and somewhat resembling a tapir.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 366.

7t. A generation ; a single degree in the scale
of genealogy, tracedfrom the common ancestor.

No man living is a thousand descents removed fromAdam
himself. Hooker, Eccles. PoUty.

From son to son, some four or five descents.
Shak., Alls Well, lit 7.

8t. Offspring; issue; descendants collectively.

If care of our descent perplex us most.
Which must be born to certain woe.

ifiltm, P. L., X. 979.

9t. A rank; a step or degree.

Infinite descents
Beneath what other creatures are to thee.

Milton, P. L., viii. 410.

There were about forty-three degrees of seats, and eleven
descents down from the top [of the theater], which are two
feet wide, and the uppermost are about fifty-five feet

apart ; tliose descents are made by dividing each seat into
two steps. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 73.

lOf. The lowest place.

From the extremest upward of thy head.
To the descent and dust beneath thy feet.

Shak., Lear, v. 3.

11. pi. In fort, a hole, vault, or hollow place
made by undermining the groimd.— 12. In
music, a passing from a higher to a lower pitch.
— 13. In logic, an inference from a proposition
containing a higher term to a proposition con-
taining a lower term. This Is also called arguitine
descent, in opposition to divisive descent, which is a prop-
osition dividing a genus into its species.— Angle Of de-



descent

scent. See (iJi^'^e''*.— Collateral descent, descent from a
collaterul relative, as from brother or sister, uncle or aunt.
— Descent cast, in law, the devolution of an estate in land
upon the heir at the death of the ancestor or possessor;

descent which has apparently taken etfect. The special

signirtcauce of the term, as contrasted with descent, is in

its use to designate the devolution of an estate of inherit-

ance claimed by the heirs of a wrongful possessor. While
the wrongful possessor lived, the rightful owner could
enter ajjainst him. After his death, the right of entry

was said to be tolled, or taken away, because not allowable
after descent cast.— Descent of bodies, in much., their

motion or tendency toward the center of the earth, either

directly or obliquely along inclined planes or curves. The
curve of swiftest descent is the cycloid.— Descent of
souls, the supposed entrance of preexistent souls into

their bodies.— Descents into the ditch, cuts and exca-

vations made by means of saps in the counterscarp beneath
the covered way. Wilhelm, Mil. Diet.— Distillation by
descent, ia old ckem., a mode of distillation in which the
fire was applied at the top and arounti the vessel, whose
orifice was at the bottom, by which means the vapoi*s were
made to distil downward.— In descent, in fter., in the act
or attitude of descending : thus, a lion in descent is one rep-

resented with the hind legs in one corner of the chief,

and the head ami fore paws in the diagonally opposite
corner of the base.—Lineal descent, descent from father
to son, through successive generations. = Syn. 2. Gradient,
grade.— 3. Debasement,— 4. Foray, raid.— 6. Generation,
parentage, derivation.

descloizite (da-cloi'zit), n. [After A. L. O.
Des Cloizeaux, a French mineralogist (bom
1817).] A rare vanadate of lead and zinc, oc-

curring in small black or dark-brown crystals.
It is related in form and composition to the copper phos-
phate libethenite, and is found in the Argentine Republic,
and in various localities in Arizona and New Mexico.

describable (des-im'ba-bl), a. [< describe +
-able,] That may be* described j capable of

description.

Keith has reckoned up in the human body four hundred
and forty-six muscles, dissectlble and describable.

Paley, Nat. Theol., ix.

describe (des-krib'), v.
;
pret. and pp. describedy

ppr. describing. [Earlier descrive (the form
describe being a reversion to the L. form), < ME.
descrivetij descreren (see descrive), < OF. de-

scrivrCf contr. descrirCy F. decrire = Pr. de-

seriitre = Sp. describir = Pg. descrever = It. de-
scrivere, < L. describere, copy off, transcribe,
sketch off, describe in painting or writing, < rfc,

off, + scribere, write : see scribe and shrive.}

1. trans. 1. To delineate or mark the form or
fipire of ; trace out ; outline : as, to describe a
circle with the compasses.

He that would haue a sight of these things, let him re-

sort to Thomaso Porcacchi his Funerali Antichi, where
these things are not only discoursed in words, but de-
$crxbed in artlficiall pictures. Purchag, Pilgiimage, p. 396.

2, To form or trace by motion : as, a star de-

scribes an ellipse in the heavens.

The bucket, which was a substitute for the earth, de-

ieribing a circular orbit round about the globular head
and ruby visage of Professor Von Poddingcoft, wlych
formed no bad representation of the sun.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 39.

Sf. To write down ; inscribe.

His name was described in the book of life.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 262.

4. To represent orally or by writing
;
portray

in words
;
give an account of : as, to describe

a person or a scene ; to describe a battle.

Similes are like songs in love :

They much describe ; they nothing prove.
Prior, Alma, iii.

There are no books which I more delight in than in

travels, especially those that describe remote countries.
Addison, Frozen Words.

6t. To distribute into classes or divisions; di-

vide for representation.

The men went and iiassed through the land, and de-
scribed it by cities into seven parts in a book.

Josh, xviii. 9.

= SyTi. 4. Describe, Narrate, portray, explain. Describe
applies primarily to what existd — space, and by extension
to what occurs —time, but ?ia7Ta(e applies only to the lat-
ter: as, to describe a view, a race, or a siege; to iiarrate
an experience or a history. Describe implies often the
vividness of personal observation ; narrate is more appli-
cable to long series of events. A single narrative may
contain many descriptions of separate events.

He is described as a mighty warrior, wielding preter-
natural powers. A". A. llec, CXL. 332.

Illustrating the events which they narrated by the
philosophy of a more enlightened age.

Macaulay, History.

U, intrans. To make descriptions; use the
power of describing.

describent (des-kri^bent), n. [<L. de8criben{t-)s,
ppr. of describere, describe: see describe.'] In
geom.y the line or surface from the motion of
which a surface or a solid is supposed to be gen-
erated or described.

descrlber (des-kn'ber), n. One who describes
or depicts by words or signs.
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Seven of these stones [of the 1)urnt pillar] now remain,

though an exact describer of Constantinople says there
were eight. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 131.

Our chronicler [the author of the book of Genesis] does
not profess to be a zoologist, but only an observer and
describer of a passing scene.

Boardman, Creative Week, p. 157.

descrier (des-kri'6r), «. [< descry + -eri.]

One who discovers or comes in sight of; a dis-

coverer; a detector.

streams closely sliding, erring in and out.
But seeming pleasant to the fond descrier,

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 2.

description (des-krip'shon), n. [< ME. de-

scription, descripciouHj < "OF. deso'iption, de-

scripcion, descrition, descrision, F. description =
Sp. descripcion = Pg. descripi^ao = It. descri-

zione, < L. descriptio{n~)j a marking out, de-
lineation, copy, transcript, representation, de-
scription, < describercy pp. descriptus, describe:
see describe,'] 1. The act of delineating or de-
picting; representation by visible lines, marks,
colors, etc.

The description is either of the earth and water both
together, and it is done by circles, or of the water con-
sidered by itself ; and is not so much a description of that,
as of the mariner's course upon it, or to show the way of
a ship upon the sea. J. Gregory, Posthuma, p. 257.

2. The act of representing a thing by words
or signs, or the account or writing containing
such representation; a statement designed to

make known the appearance, nature, attri-

butes, accidents, or incidents of anything: as,

a description of a house or of a battle.

The seventh species of imperfect definition consists of

a coacervation or hefiping up of circumstances and com-
mon adjuncts. And this is properly a description; al-

though use has now obtained that every imperfect defini-

tion be called a description. For example : Man is a two-
footed animal uncovered with hair or feathers, of an erect
countenance, and endued with hands : which formula of
definition is used by historians and poets in the description
of persons, facts, places, and the like singular things.

Burgersilicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

The poet makes a most excellent descrijition of it.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 6.

For her own person.
It beggar'd all description. Skak., A. and C, ii. 2.

Milton has fine descriptions of morning. D. Webster.

Firdusi's . . . great work abounds throughout in bold
and animated descriptions, and in certain portions rises

to the highest sublimity. S. A. Rev., CXL. 332.

3. The qualities expressed in a representation

;

the combination of qualities which go to con-
stitute a class or an individual, and would be
mentioned in describing it; hence, a variety;
sort; kind.

Double six thousand, and treble that,

Before a friend of this description
Shall lose a hair through Bassanio's fault.

5Aaifc.,M. of V.,iii. 2.

The plates were all of the meanest description.

Macavlay.

He had received from Shelley, as a token of remem-
brance, the manuscript of three tales. . . . "They were
of a very wild and romantic description," Yie adds, "but
full of energy." E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 94.

The entertainment is said by the press throughout the
coiuitry to be of the most interesting description.

Washinfft07i Chronicle.

Organic description of curves. See cwrre.=Syn. 2.
Relation, Sarratioe, etc. (see account), delineation, por-
trayal, sketch.— 3. Sort, cast, quality.

descriptive (des-krip'tiv), a. [= F. descriptif

= Sp. pg. descriptivo = It. dcscrittivo, < LL.
descriptivuSf < L. descriptus, pp. of describere^

describe: see describe.'] Containing descrip-

tion ; serving or aiming to describe ; having the
quality of representing . as, a descriptive dia-

gram; 2k descriptive ndiTVdXion*

Descriptive names of honour, . . . arising during early

militancy, become in some cases official names.
U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 400.

Descriptive anatomy, anthropology, astronomy.
See the nouns.— Descriptive book ("()/(?.), a record-book
of a military c<inipany, containing descriptive lists of its

men, also gt-nurally a reconl of tlie officers who have served
with it.— Descriptive botany. See to(a;i?/.~Descrlp-
tive definition, in Umc See rf''fln(7(on.—Descriptive
geography, geometry, etc. See the nouns.- Descrip-
tive list. t'O ^'nvdf, a report or return made out when
men in the I'nited States naval service are discharged,
or transferred from one ship to another. In it are noted
the previous service and a personal description of each
man. (b) Milit., a short military history of each enlisted
man, with a description of his person, and an abstract
of his account with the government. [U. S.]— Descrip-
tive muster-roll, see ?/(w.s(«r-ro«.— Descriptive (op-
posed to metrical) property or proposition, in yeom.,
usually defined to oe a pwperty or pi*oposition which
can be stated without inti-oducing the idea of magni-
tude. But it would bfl better to say that it is a property
or i)ropMsition which relates to the incidence or coinci-

dence of points, lines, and other geometrical elements, in

general, or that it is one which does not depend upon the
particular system of measurement adopted. Thus, the

desecrate

proposition that two triangles are equal if a side and two
angles of the one are equal to the corresponding side and
angles of the other, may be regarded as descriptive ; while
the proposition that through any point in space a single
parallel to a given line can be drawn, is indisputably met-
rical, not descriptive.

We have in the plane a special line, the line infinity

;

and on this line two special (imaginary) points, the circu-
lar points at infinity. A geometrical theorem has either
no relation to the special line and points, and it is then
descriptive; or it has a relation to them, and it is then
metrical. Salmon.

descriptively (des-krip'tiv-li), adv. By de-
scription ; so as to delineate or represent.
descriptiveness (des-krip'tiv-nes), n. The
character or quality of being descriptive.

descrive (des-knv'), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-
scrived, ppr. descriving. [< ME. descriven, de-

screven, < OF. descrivrey < L. describere^ describe

:

see describe, which has taken the place in E. of

the older descrive.] To describe. [Old Eng.
and Scotch.]

Thenne cam Couetyse, ich can nat hym discryue,
So hongerliche and so holwe.

Piers Plowman (C), vii. 196.

How shall frayle pen descrive her heavenly face?
Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 25.

Let me fair nature's face descrive.

Burns, To William Simpson.

descry (des-kri')j v, t ; pret. and pp. descried^

ppr. descryirtg. [< ME. descryen , discryeUy <

OP. descrier, decryer, proclaim, announce, cry,

< des-, de-, + crier, cry : see cry, and cf . decry.

The word seems to have been partly confused
in ME. with descrive, q. v.] If. To proclaim;
announce ; make known.

Harowdes [heralds] of amies than they went
For to dyscrye thys turnament
In eche londys 3ende. Sir Eglamour, 1. 1177.

And senne we on this wise
Schall his counsaile discrie,

Itt nedis we vs avise.

That we saye no3t serely.

York Plays, p. 466.

He would to him descrie

Great treason to him meant.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. vii. 12.

His Purple Robe he had thrown aside, lest it should
descry him, unwilling to be found. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

2. To detect; find out; discover (anything con-
cealed).

Of the king they got a sight after dinner in a gallery,

and of the queen-mother at her own table ; in neither
place descri/ed. no, not by Cadinet, who had been lately

ambassador in England. Sir JI. Wotton.

When she saw herself descried, she wept.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 447-

3t. To spy out ; explore ; examine by observa-
tion.

The house of Joseph sent to descry Beth-el. '

Judges i. 23.

It is the soul that sees ; the outward eyes
Present the object, but the nund descries.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 211,

4. To discover by vision ; get a sight of; make
out by looking : as, the lookout descried land,

I descry
Figures of men that crouch and creep unheard.
And bear away the dead. Bryant, The Fountain.

But, on the horizon's vei^e descried.

Hangs, touch 'd with light, one snowy sail

!

if. Arnold, Stanzas composed at Carnao.

Cannot memory still descry the old school-house and its

porch, somewhat hacked by jack-knives, where you spun
tops and snapped marbles? Emerson, Works and Days.

There are Albanian or Dalmatian heights from which it

is said that, in unusually favourable weather, the Garga-
nian peninsula may be descried.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 316.

descryt (des-kri'), n. [< descry, «?.] Discovery;
something discovered. [Rare.]

Edg. But, by your favour,
How near's the other army V

Gent. Near, and on speedy foot ; the main descry
Stands on the hourly thought. Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

desecrate (des'e-krat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. dese-

crated, ppr. desecrating. [< L. as if *desecratus,

pp. of ^desecrare (> It. dissacrare, dissagrare =
OF. F. dessacrei-), desecrate, < de- priv. + sa-

crare, make sacred, < sacer, sacred: see sacred;

formed as the opposite of consecrate. There is

a rare LL. desecrare, desacrare, with the posi-

tive sense * consecrate/ < L. de- intensive +
sacrare, make sacred.] To divest of sacred or

hallowed character or office; divert from a sa-

cred purpose or appropriation ; treat with sacri-

lege
;
profane

;
pollute.

The Russian clergy cannot suffer corporal punishment
without being previously desecrated. Tooke.

Why should we desecrate noble and beautiful souls by
intruding on them? Emerson, Essays, lst8er.,p. 192.
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There i3 a great friars church on this side too, the dese-
crated churuh of Saint Francis.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 16.

As for the material nnivei*se, that has long been almost
completely desecrated, so that sympathy, comnninion with
the forms of Nature, is pretty well conttued to ix>ets, and
is generally supposed to be an amiable madness in them.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Beligion, p. 48.

desecrater (des'e-kra-t6r), n. One who dese-
crates. Also desecrator.

Man, the desecrater of the forest temple.
Harper's Mag,, LXV. 74.

desecration (des-e-kra'shon), n. [< desecrate:
see -ation.'] The'aet of diverting from a hal-
lowed purpose or use ; deprivation of a sacred
character or office ; sacrilegious or profane
treatment or use.

Various profanations of the Sabbath have of late years
been evidently gaining ground among us so as to threaten
a gradual deweration of that holy day.

Bp. Porteotts, Profanation of the Lord's Day.

= Syn. Sacrilege, etc. See profanation.

desecrator (des'e-kra-tgr), n. Same as dese-

crater.

The tide of emotion [in Burke's breast] . . . filled to
the brim the cup of prophetic anger against the dese-
erators of the church and the monarchy of France.

J. Morley, Burke, p. 129.

desegmentation (de-seg-men-ta'shon), n. [<
de- priv. -I- segment + -ation.'^ The process or
result of uniting several segments of the body
in one ; the concrescence of several originally
distinct metamerie segments into one compo-
site segment ; the state or quality of not being
segmented. Thus, the thorax of an insect, or the cara-
pace of a lobster, or the cranium of a vertebrate, is a de-
segmentation of several segments.

A number of metameres may be united to form larger
segments in which the separate metameres lose their in-

dividuality. . . . This state of things results in a deseg-
mentation of the body.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 228.

desegmented (de-seg'men-ted), a. [< de- priv.
-I- segment -¥ -ed^.] Exhibiting or characterized
by desegmentation ; coalesced, as two or more
segments in one; reduced in niunber of seg-
ments, as the body or some part of the body.
deserti (de-z6rt'), V. [< OF. deserter, v. de-
serter = Pr. Sp. Pg. desertar = It. desertare,
disertare= D. deserteren = G. desertiren = Dan.
desertere= Sw. desertera, < ML. desertare, desert
(also lay waste), freq. of L. deserere, pp. deser-
tus, desert, abandon, forsake, lit. undo one's
connection with, < de- priv. -t- serere, join, bind

:

see series.'] I. trans. 1. To abandon, either in
a good or a bad sense ; forsake ; hence, to cast
off or prove recreant to : as, to desert a falling
house ; a deserted village ; to desert a friend or
a cause.

Deserted at his utmost need
By tliose his former bounty fed.

Di-yden, Alexander's Feast, 1. 80.

On one occasion he [Cervantes] attempted to escape by
land to Oran, a Spanish settlement on the coast, but was
deserted by his guide and compelled to return.

Sumner, Orations, I. 238.

Amidst an ancient cypress wood,
A lon^-deserted ruined castle stood.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 324.

2. To leave without permission ; forsake ; es-
cape from, as the service in which one is en-
gaged, in violation of duty : as, to desert an
army ; to desert one's colors ; to desert a ship.

Not one common soldier or common sailor is known to
have deserted his flag. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 149.

To desert the diet, in Scots criminal law, to abandon
proceedings in the particular libel in virtue of which a
panel has been brought into court. = Sjm. Desert, Aban-
don, etc. (see forsake) ; to quit, vacate, depai't from, run
away from. See list under abandon.

XL. intrans. To quit a service or post without
permission ; run away : as, to desert from the
army.
The poor fellow had deserted, and wag now afraid of be-

ing overtaken and earned back. Ooldsmith, Essays.

Must I shoot a simple-minded soldier boy who deserts,
while I must not touch a hair of a wily agitator who In-
duces him to desert f Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 359.

desert! (dez'fert), a. and n. [Earlier often de-
sart; < ME. desert, deserte, dezert, desart, deserd,
diserd (only as noun), < OF. desert, dessert, de-
zert, F. disert, desert (as a noun, OF. desert,
F. disert, m., OF. deserte, t, a desert), = Pr.
desert = 8p. desierto = Pg. deserto = It. deserto,
diserto, < L. desertits, deserted, solitary, waste
(neut. desertum, pi. deserta, a desert), pp. of de-
serere, desert, abandon, forsake : see desert^, «.]
I. a. 1. Deserted; uncultivated; waste; bar-
ren; uninhabited.

He found him in a desert land, and in the waste howling
wUdemes*. Deut xxxU. 10.
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Stray all ye Flocks, and desart be ye Plains.
Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

Amidst thy desert walks the lapwing flies.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 45.

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.

Gray, Elegy.

2. Pertaining to or belonging to a desert ; in-
habiting a desert: as, the desert folk Desert
lands, in the land law of the United States, lands which
in their existing condition are unfit for cultivation, and
are sold on easy terms on condition of being made culti-
vable within a certain period.

II. n. A desert place or region ; a waste ; a
wilderness ; specifically, in gcog., a region of
considerable extent which is almost if not quite
destitute of vegetation, and hence uninhab-
ited, chiefly on account of an insulficient sup-
ply of rain: as, the de«er< of Sahara; the Great
American Desert. The presence of lai-ge quantities of
movable sand on the surface adds to the desert character
of a region. The word is chiefly and almost exclusivelyused
witli reference to certain regions in Arabia and northern
Africa and others lying in central Asia. (See steppe.) The
only region in North America to which the word is applied
is the Great American Desert, a tract of country south and
west of Great Salt Lake, once occupied by the waters of that
lake when theyextended over a much larger area than they
now occupy. The name Great American Desert was ori-
ginally given to the unexplored region lying beyond the
Mississippi, without any special designation of its lim-
its. Colonel Dodge, U. S. A., says in "The Plains of tlie

Great West " (1877) ;
" When I was a schoolboy my map of

the United States showed between the Missouri River and
the Rocky Mountains a long and broad white blotch, upon
which was printed in small capitals ' The Great American
Desert— Unexplored.' . . . Wliat was then regarded as a
desert supports, in some portions, thriving populations."
In Fremont's report the Great Basin is frequently spoken
of as "the Desert." It is also called the Great Desert Basin.

Than thei seven the Pilgrimes of here Vitaylle, for to
passe with the Desertes, toward Surrye [Syria].

Mandeville, Travels, p. 63.

One simile that solitary shines
In the dry desert of a thousand lines.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. 1. 111.

Oh ! that the desert were my dwelling-place.
With one fair spirit for my minister.

Byron, Childe Harold, Iv. 177.

= Syn. Wilderness, Desert, 8tnctly,s. wilderness is a wild,
unreclaimed region, uninhabited and imcultivated, while
a desert is largely uncultivable and uninhabitable owing
to lack of moisture. A wilderness may be full of luxuriant
vegetation. In a great majority of the places where desert
occurs in the authorized version of the Bible, the revised
version changes it to wilderness.

A pathless wilderness remains
Yet unsubdued by man's reclaiming hand.

Shelley, Queen Mab, ix.

Look to America. Two centuries ago it was a wilderness
of buffaloes and wolves. Macaulay, Speech, 1846.

A patch of sand is unpleasing ; a desert has all the awe
of ocean. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 318.

desert^ (de-z6rt'), n. [< ME. deserte, desert, dis-

sert, < of', deserte, desserte, merit, recompense,
< deservir, desservir, deserve: see deserve.'] 1.

A deserving ; that which makes one deserving
of reward or punishment ; merit or demerit

;

good conferred, or evil inflicted, which merits
an equivalent return : as, to reward or punish
men according to their deserts. [When used abso-
lutely, without contrary indication, the word always has
a good sense.]

A rare Example, where Desert in the Subject, and Re-
ward in the Prince, strive which should be the greater.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 124.

In squandering wealth was his peculiar art

:

Nothing went unrewarded but desert.

Dnjden, Abs. and Achit., 1. 660.

By what accident it matters not, nor upon what desert,
but just then . . . I had obtained a very considerable de-
gree of public confidence. Burke, To a Noble Lord.

Material good has its tax, and if it came without desert
or sweat, it has no root in me, and the next wind will blow
it away. Emerson, Compensation.

2. That which is deserved ; reward or penalty
merited.

God of his grace graunte ech mane his deserte;
But, for his love, a-mong your thoughtis alle
As think vp-on my wofulle sorowe smcrte.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 65,

Render to them their desert. Ps. xxviii. 4.

Those that are able of body and mind he leaves to their
deserts. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 18.

= Syn. 1. Desert, Merit, Worth. Desert expresses most
and worth least of the thought or expectation of reward.
None of them suggests an actual claim. He is a man
of great worth or excellence ; intellectual v^orth ; moral
ivorth ; the merits of the piece are small ; he is not likely
to get his deserts.

When I compare myself with other men, it seems as if

I were more favored by the gods than they, beyond any
deserts that I am conscious of. Thoreau, Walden, p. 143.

A Roman soldier was allowed to plead the merit of his
services for his dismission at such an age.

Dryden, King Arthur, Bed.

Old letters breathing of her loorth.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

desert-snake

desert^, «• See dessert.

desert-chough (dez'ert-chuf), n. A bird of the
genus I'odnces.

desertedness (de-zer'ted-nes), n. The state of
being deserted, uninhabited, or desolate.

It is this metaphysical desertedness and loneliness of the
great works of architecture and sculpture that deposits a
certain weight upon the heart.

U. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 62.

deserter (de-z^r'tfer), n. [< desert^, v., -f -eri.

Of. D. G. deserteur = Dan. Sw. dcserUir, < F. de-
serteur = Sp. Pg. desertar = It. deseriore, di-

sertore, < L. desertor, a deserter, < deserere, pp.
desertus, desert: see desert^, v.] A person who
forsakes his cause, his duty, his party, or his
friends

; particularly, a soldier or seaman who
absents himself from his position without leave,
and without the intention of returning.

A deserter, who came out of the citadel, says the garri-
son is brought to tlie utmost capacity. Tatler, No. 69.

Thou, false guardian of a charge too good.
Thou, mean deserter of thy brother's blood I

Pope, Elegy on an Unfortunate Lady, I. 30.

desert-falcon (dez'6rt-fa"kn), n. One of sev-
eral large true falcons inhabiting deserts and
prairies of various parts of the world, some-
times grouped in a subgenus Genncea. They are
closely related to the peregrines, but share the dull gray-
ish or brownish coloration which characterizes many birds
of arid open regions. The well-known lanner of the old
world and the prairie-falcon of western North America,
Falco mexieanus or F. poUiagms, are examples.

desertful (de-zert'fid), a. [< deserf^ + -ful, 1.]

Of gi-eatdesert; meritorious; deserving. [Kare.]

When any object of desertful pity
Offers itself.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, iv. L
Therein

He shows himself desertful of his happiness.
Ford, Lady's Trial, iv. 1.

desertfuUyt (df-zert'ful-i), adv. Deservedly.
Upon this occasion, Aristotle (and \ery desertfully)c&\\-

eth the common-wealth of the Massilians oligarchia and
not aristocrateia. Time's Storehouse, p. 68.

desertion (df-zfer'shon), n. [= F. disertion =
Sp. desercion = Pg. desergao = It. deserzione, <

LL. desertio{n-), < L. deserere, pp. desertus, de-
sert: see desert^, v.] 1. The act of forsaking or
abandoning, as a party, a friend, a cause, or the
post of duty ; the act of quitting without leave,
and with an intention not to return.

In an evil hour for his fame and fortunes he [Fox] . . .

abandoned his connection with Pitt, who never forgave
this desertion. Macaulay, William Pitt.

2. The state of being deserted or forsaken.
[Rare.]

The desertion in which we lived, the simple benches,
the unhewn rafters, the naked walls, all told me what it

was I had done. Godwin, St. Leon, I. 211.

3. The state of being forsaken by God; spiri-

tual despondency. [Not now in use.]

Christ hears and sympathizes with the spiritual agonies
of a soul under desertion, or the pressures of some sting-
ing aflliction. South.

4. In7aw, a wilful abandonment of an employ-
ment or a duty, in violation of a legal or moral
obligation. Bigeloir, Ch. J. in the law of divorce,
the wilful withdrawal of one of the married parties from
the other, or the voluntary refusal of one to renew a sus-
pended cohabitation, without justification in either the
consent or the wrongful conduct of the other. Bishop.—
Desertion of the diet, in Scots law, the abandoning ju-

dicially, in a criminal process, of proceedings on the par-
ticular libel in virtue of which a panel has been brought
into court.

desertless (de-z6rt'les), a. [< desert^ + -less.]

Without merit or claim to favor or reward ; un-
deserving.

I was only wond'ring why Fools, Rascals, and desertless
W'retches shou'd still have the better of Men of ilerit
with all Women, as much as with their own common Mis-
tress, Fortune. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iv. 1.

desertlessly (de-z6rt'les-li), adv. Undeserv-
edly. [Bare.]

People will call you valiant— desertlessly, I think : yet,
for their satisfaction, I will have you fight with me.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 2.

desertnesst (dez'6rt-nes), n. [< desert^, a., ¥
-ness.] Desert state or condition.

The desertnessol the countrey lying waste & saluage did
nothing feare them from coming to him.

J. Udall, On Luke v.

desertricei (de-zer'tris), n. [< LL. desertrix

(desertric-), tern, of L. desertor, a deserter: see
deserter.] A female who deserts.

Cleave to a wife and let her be a wife, let her be a meet
help, a solace, not a nothing, not an adversary, not a de-
sertrice. MUton, Tetrachordon

desert-snake (dez'ert-snSk), «. A colubriform
serpent of the family Psammophidce (or sub-



desert-snake

family P«a»»»ioj)A(Hfl; of tlie family Colubrido!);

a sand-snake.

deserve (de-zferv'), "• ;
pret. and pp. deserved,

ppr. deserving. [< ME. descrven, desserven, dis-

serven, < OF. dcsenir, desservir, deserve, < L.

deservire, serve devotedly, be devoted to, ML.
deserve, < de- intensive + seruire, serve: see

serve. Cf. dkserve.'] I. trans. 1. To merit; be
worthy of; incur, as something either desirable

or undesirable, on account of good or bad quali-

ties or actions ; more especially, to have a just

claim or right to, in return for services or meri-

torious actions; be justly entitled to, as wages
or a prize.

We denerve God's grace no more than the vessel doth
deterve the water which is put into it.

Ilooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

God exacteth of thee less than thine iniquity deservetk.

Job xi. 6.

'Tis not in mortals to command success

;

But well do more, Sempronius; we'll deserve it.

Addison^ Cato, i 2.

2f. To serve or treat well ; benefit.

A man that hath so well deserved me. Massinger.

St. To repay by service ; return an equivalent
for (service rendered).

Thou hast so moche don for me,
That I nemay it nevere more deserve.

Chaucer, I'roilus, iii. 387.

4t. To require ; demand the attention of.

I mention your noble brother, who is gone to Cleave,
not to return tilt towards Cliriatmte, except the business
deserve him not «o long. D&nne, Letters, Ixxxvi.

n. intraiis. To merit; be worthy or deserv-
ing: as, he deserves well of his country.

Those they honoured, as having power to work or cease,

as men deserved of tliem. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

deservedly (de-z6r'ved-li), adc. Justly; ac-

cording to desert, whether of good or evil.

God's Judgment had deservedly fallen down upon him
lor his Blasphemies. Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

A man deservedly cuts himself otf from the affections of

that community which he endeavours to subvert- Addison.

deserver (de-z^r'vfer), n. One who deserves or
merits; one' who is worthy: used generally in

a good sense.

Whose love is never linlc'd to the deserver,

"I'ili Ids deserts are passt. Shak., A. and C, i. 2.

deserving (de-zer'ving), n. [ME. deserving;
verbal n. of desirre, v.'] The act of meriting;
desert ; merit or demerit.

Ye . . . have done unto him according to the deserving
of his hands. Judges ix. 10.

All friends shall taste

Tlie wages of their virtue, and all foes

The cup of tlieir deservings. Shak., Lear. v. 3.

He had l)een a person of great deservings from the re.

public. Swift, Nobles and Commons, ii.

deserving (d§-z6r'ving), p. a. [Ppr. of deserve,

«.] Worthy of reward or praise ; meritorious;
possessed of good qualities that entitle to ap-
probation : as, a deserving officer.

Courts are the places where best manners flourish,
Wliere tlie deserving ought to rise. Qtway.

deservinglv (de-z6r'ving-li), adv. Meritori-
ottsly ; with just desert.

We have raised Sejanus from obscure and almost un-
known gentry to the highest and most conspicuous point
of greatness ; and we hope deservingly.

B. Jonson. Sejanus.

deshabille, «. See dishabille.

Deshler's salve. See salve.

deshonourt, « and v. See dishonor.

desiccant (des'i-kant), a. and n. [< L. desic-

can(l-)s, ppr. of deaiccar«, dry up : see desiccate.~\

I. a. Drying; desiccating.

n. n. A medicine or an application that dries
the surface to which it is applied.

We endeavour by motlerate detergents & desiccants to
cleanse and dry the diseased parts.

Wiseman, Surgery, viii. 5.

desiccate (des'i-kat), v.; pret. and pp. desic-

cated, ppr. desirratiny. [< L. dfsiccatus, pp. of
desiccare (> It. deseccnre, dixeccare, disseccare =
Sp. desecar = Pg. deseccar, dessecar = P. dess6-

cker), dry up, < de- intensive + siccare, dry, <

siccus, d^: see mceous.^ I. trans. To dry; de-
prive of moisture ; expel moisture from ; espe-
cially, to bring to a thoroughly dry state for
preservation, as various kinds of food.

In bodies desiccated l»y heat or aire, when the native
spirit goeth forth, and the moisture witti it, the air with
time getteth into the pores. Bacon.

H. intrans. To become dry.

desiccatet (des'i-kat), a. [< ME. desiccate, < L.
desiccatus, pp. : see the verb.] Dry; dried.

1559
But dales thre this seede is goode bewette
In mylk or meth, and after desiccate
Sette hem.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 110.

desiccation (des-i-ka'shon), u. [< OF. desicca-

tion = Sp. desecacion = Pg. desecca^ao, desse-

cagdo, dessicagSo = It. disseccazione, < L. as if

*desiceatio{n-),<. desiccare, dry up: see desic-

cate, II.] The act of making dry, or the state of
being dry ; the act or process of depriving of
moisture ; especially, the evaporation of the
aqueous portion of a substance, as wood, meat,
fruit, milk, etc., by artificial heat, as by a cur-
rent of heated air.

They affirm that much of this country is poorly fitted

for agriculture on account of the extreme desiccation of
the soil every summer. The Atlantic, XLIX. 682.

desiccative (des'i-ka-tiv), a. and n. [= OF.
desiecatif= Sp. desecativo = Pg. deseccativo, des-

secativo = It. disseccativo ; as desiccate + -ive.']

1. a. Drying ; tending to dry.

H. n. That which dries or evaporates; an
application that dries up secretions.

The ashes of a hedgehog are said to be a great desicca-
tive of fistulas. Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 979.

desiccator (des'i-ka-tor), n. [< desiccate +
-or.'] 1. One who or that which desiccates or
dries. Specifically— (a) One who prepares desiccated
foods. (6) A machine or an apparatus for drying some-
thing. A desiccator used in laboratories consists of a por-
celain dish with depres-sions or saucers to receive the sub-
stances to be dried, with a closely fitting glass cover and
a recipient lor some absorbent of moisture. Commercial
desiccators, or evaporators, for fruit, meat, vegetables,
milk, etc. operate by the agency of heat, applied either
directly or by means of a current of hot air.

2. Same as cxsiccaior.—Tan-bark desiccator, an
apparatus for drying leached tan-bark. The bark is re-

ceived on an endless apron, which passes through a hop-
per over the leaching-vat and carries a second hopper,
from which it is passed between hollow heated rollers,

which express the liquid. E. H. Knight.

desiccatoryt (des'i-ka-to-ri), a. [< desiccate +
-ory.] Desiccative.

Pork is desiccatory, but it strengthens and passes easily.

Travels of Anacharsis, II. 467.

desiderablet (de-sid'e-ra-bl), a. [ME. deside-

rable, (kscderabiU, < dip.desiderable, desirable (>
E. de.firublc) = Sp. dcsiderable, < L. dcsiderabilis,

desirable, < dcsidcrare, desire: see desiderate,v.,

and desirable.'] Desirable ; to be desired.

Sothely, Ihesu, desederabill es thi name, lufabyll and
comfortabyll. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

desiderata, n. Plural of desideratum.

desiderate (de-sid'e-rat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
desiderated, ppr. desiderating. [< L. desidera-

tus, pp. of desiderare, long for, desire : see de-

sire, tne earlier form of the same word.] To
feel a desire for or the want of; miss ; desire.

We cannot look that his place can ever in all respects
be so filled tliat there will not still be much, very much,
to desiderate. Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 10.

What we desiderate is something which may supersede
the need of personal gifts t>y a far-reaching and infallible

rule. J. H. yewinan. Gram, of Assent, p. 251.

desiderate! (de-sid'e-rat), n. [Also desiderat;

<. \j. desideratum : see desideratum.] A desire;

a desired thing ;
preference.

And really gentlemen . . . deprive themselves of many
advantages to improve their tyme, and do service to the
deriderai.1 uf philosophy. Evelyn, To Mr. Maddox.

desideration (de-sid-e-ra'shon), n. [= It. de-

siderasiione, < L'. desideratio{n-), < desiderare,

desire: see desiderate, v.] 1. The act of desid-

erating, or of desiring with sense of want or
regret.

Desire is aroused by hope, while desideration is inflicted

by reminiscence. W. Taylor.

2. The thing desiderated; a desideratum. [Rare
in both senses.]

desiderative (de-sid'e-rS-tiv), a. and n. [= F.
desideratif = It. desi'der'ativo, < LL. desiderati-

vus, desiderative, < L. desideratus, pp. : see de-

siderate, v.] I. a. 1. Having or implying de-

sire ; expressing or denoting desire : as, a de-

siderative verb.— 2. Pertaining to a desidera-

tive verb.

Apart from the probable identity of origin between the
desiderative and the aorlstic "a," there are many cases

where any characteristic of desiderative formation is

wanting [in Sanskritl. Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 8.

H. «. 1. An object of desire ; something de-

sired.— 2. In gram., a verb formed from an-
other verb, and expressing a desire of doing the

action implied in the primitive verb.

desideratum (de-sid-e-ra'tum), TO.
;

pi. deside-

rata (-ta). [= F'. Sp. desideratum, < L. desidera-

tum, something desired, neut. of desideratus,

pp. : see desiderate.] Something desired or de-

sirable ; that which is lacking or required.

design

The great desiderata are taste and common sense.
Coleridge, Table-Talk.

To feel that the last word has been said on any subject
is not a desideratum with the true philosopher, who knows
full well that the truth he announces to-day will open
half a dozen questions where it settles one.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 292.

desidioset, desidioust (de-sid'i-os, -us), a. [=
Sp. Pg. desidioso, < L. desidiosus, idle, lazy, < de-
sidia, idleness, slothfulness, < desidere, sit long,
continue sitting, be idle, < de, down, -t- sedere,

sit: see sit and sedentary.] Idle; lazy; indo-
lent.

Yee fight the battells of the Lord ; bee neither desidious
nor perfidious. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 76.

desidiousnesst (de-sid'i-us-nes), n. Idleness;
laziness; indolence.

Now the Germans, perceiving our desidiousness and neg-
ligence, do send daily young scholars hither that spoileth
them [ancient authors] and cutteth them out of libraries.

Leland, To Secretary Cromwell.

desightment (df-sit'ment), «. [< de- priv. +
sight + -ment.] ' The act of making unsightly;
disfigurement. [Rare.]

Substitute jury-masts at whatever desightment or dam-
age in risk. Times (London).

design (de-zin' or -sin'), v. [< OF. designer, des-

seigner, P. designer = Pr. dcsignar, dezignar,
desegnar = Sp. Pg. designar = It. designare, <

L. designare, also dissignare, mark out, point
out, describe, design, contrive, < de- (or dis-) +
sinnare, mark, < signtim, a mark : see sign, and
ct. assign, consign, etc.] I, trans. 1. To draw
the outline or figure of, especially of a proposed
work of art ; trace out ; sketch, as a pattern or

model.
In the Flore of one of the Octogone Towers they have

designed with great accurateness and neatness with Ink
an Universal Map in a vast Circle.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 53.

Thus while they speed their pace, the prince designs
The new-elected seat, and draws the lines. Dryden.

Hence— 2. To plan or outline in general; de-
termine upon and mark out the principal fea-

tures or parts of, as a projected thing or act;

plan; devise.

The Roman bridges were designed on the same grand
scale as their aqueducts, though from their nature they
of coui'se could not possess the same grace and lightness,

J. Fergiisson, Hist. Arch., I. 374.

3. To contrive for a purpose
;
project for the

attainment of a particular end ; foi'm in idea,

as a scheme.
Ask of politicians the end for which laws were originally

rfm«7;i(?d, and they will answer, . . .
" As a protection for

the poor and weak, against the oppression of the rich and
powerful." Burke, Vind. of Nat. Society.

The experimenter can only obtain the result which his

experiment is designed to obtain.
E. li. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 9.

4. To devote to mentally; set apart in inten-
tion; intend.

One of those places was designed by the old man to his
son. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

I design him to be the refuge of the family in their dis-

tress. Steele, Tatler, No. 30.

We now began to think ourselves designed by the stars

to something exalted. Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

His lordship is patriarchal in his taste — one wife at a
time was insufficient, and he designed us the honour of
his left hand. Scott, Kenilworth, xl.

We fear that AUston and Greenough did not foresee and
design all the effect they produce on us. Emerson, Art.

5. To purpose; intend; mean: with an infini-

tive as object : as, he designs to write an essay,
or to study law.

In the afternoon ... we took our leaves of Damascus
and shaped our course for Tripoli ; designing in the way
to see Balbeck, and the Cedars of Libanus.

Maundretl, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 133.

6t. To mark out by tokens ; indicate ;
point out

;

designate; appoint.

King Edward the Confessor being himself without Issue,

had in his Life-time sent into Himgary for his Nephew
Edward, called the Outlaw, the Son of Edmund Ironside,

with a purpose to design him his Successor in the Crown.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 19.

We examined the witnesses, and found them fall short

of the matter of threatening, and not to agree about the

reviling speeches, and, beside, not able to design certainly

the men that had so offended.
Winlhrop, Hist. New England, I. 172.

7t. To signify.
'Tis much pity, madam.

You should have had any reason to retain

This sign of grief, much less the thing designed.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, ii. 3.

II. intrans. 1. To do original work in a
graphic or plastic art ; compose a picture, or

make an original plan, as an architect, a land-

scape-gardener, or an inventor.— 2. To invent.
— 3t. To set out or start, with a certain des-

tination in view; direct one's course.



design

From tliis litty she designed for Collin [Cologne], con
ducted by the Earl of Aruudell.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept 10, 1641.

The venturous merchant who desiyn'd more far . . .

Shall here uulade him, and depart no more.
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, 1. 1198.

At this Isle we thought to have sold our Sugar among
the English Ships that came hither for Salt ; but failing
there, we desi'rn'd for Trinidada, an Island near the main,
inhabited by the Spaniards. Dampier, Voyages, I. 57.

design (de-zin' or -sin'), n. [= OF. dessein, des-

scing, desiiig, P. dessein, design; from the verb.]
1. A drawing, especially in outline or little

more; any representation made with pencil,

pen, or brush.— 2. A plan or an outline in gen-
eral; any representation or statement of the
main parts or features of a projected thing or
act; specifically, in arch., a plan of an edifice,

as represented by the ground-plans, elevations,
sections, and whatever other drawings may be
necessary to guide its construction.

Internally the architect has complete command of the
situation ; he can suit his design to his colours, or his
colours to his design. J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 35.

3. Artistic invention in drawing or sculpture

;

the practical application of artistic principles
or exercise of artistic faculties; the art of de-
signing.

Desifftt is not the olTspring of idle fancy ; it is the studied
result of accumulative observation and delightful habit.

liusldn.

4. The arrangement or combination of tlie de-
tails of a picture, a statue, or an edifice.

Silent light
Slept on the painted walls, wherein were wrought
Two grand designs. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

Though great elegance is found in parts, Italy can
hardly produce a single church whicli is satisfactory as a
design, or which would be intelligible witliout first ex-
plaining the basework of those true styles from which its

principal features have been borrowed.
J. Fetgvsson, Hist. Arch., I. 4-28.

6. A scheme or plan in the mind; purpose;
intention; aim.

Now, it is a Rule, that great Designs of State should be
Mysteries till they come to the very Act of Performance,
and then they should turn to Exploits.

Jlowetl, Letters, I. iv. 17.

Envious commands, invented with design
To keep them low whom knowledge might exalt.

Milton, P. L., iv. 524.

One might think the atmosphere was made transparent
with this rfesi^H, to give man, in the heavenly bodies, the per-
petual presence of tlie sublime. Enierson, Misc., p. 15.

Specifically— 6. An intention or a plan to act
in some particular way ; a project ; especially,
in a bad sense, a plan to do something harmful
or illegal : commonly with upon.

He believes nothing to be in them that dissent from him,
hut faction, innovation, and particular designes.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

After Christmas we went back again to the Northward,
h&ving stdeeign upon Arica, astrong Town advantageously
situated in the hollow of the Elbow or bending of the
Peruvian Coast. Dampier, Voyages, I. iv.. Int.

He uses no artifice in the world, hut makes use of men's
designs upon him to get a maintenance out of them.

Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

7. Contrivance ; adaptation of means to a pre-
conceived end : as, the evidence of design in a
watch.

See what a lovely slicll, . , .

With delicate spire and whorl.
How exquisitely niiimte,
A miracle of design ! Tennyson, Maud, xxiv.

The so-called intelligent design and execution of an act
neither implies the existence of a pre-designing conscious-
ness nor requires the intervention of any extra-physical
agency in the individual organism.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 85.

8. The purpose for which something exists or
is done ; the object or reason for something

;

the final purpose.
The design of these pools seems to have been to receive

the rain water for the common uses of the city, and proba-
bly even to drink in case of necessity.

PocQcke, Description of the East, II. i. 26.

Something must suggest the design, and present ideas
of the means tending thereto, before we can enter upon
the prosecution. A. Tucker, Light of Nature, III. viii.

Argument from design, the argument that the world
must liavu an intelligent creator, because in the anatomy
of animals and in other things there is seen an adaptation
of means to ends of too elaliorate and detailed a kind to
be otherwise accounted for.— School of design, or acad-
emy of design, an institution in which persons are in.
strueted in the arts or principles of design, especially as
applied in manufacture; sometimes, an association of
artlsu which holds periodical art exhibitions, and also
canies on courses of instruction in the flue arts, with tlie
object of educating artists, and of promotingart in general
by diffusing knowledge of it and taste for it. See academy,
3.=8yn. 1. Ifrawlng. outline, draft, delineation.— 6. y'ro-
jecl. .Si-hetne, etc. (see plan, n.), nitent, aim, mark, object.

designable (de-zi'- or de-si'na-bl), a. [< L.
as if "designaiilis, < desi'gnarcj design : see de-
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sign, designate.'] 1. Capable of being designed
or marked out ; distinguishable. [Kare.]

The deslgnable parts of these corpuscles are therefore
unseparable, because there is no vacuity at all intercepted
between them. Boyle, Works, I. 413.

2. Capable of being designed or portrayed.
designate (des'ig-nat), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. des-

ignated, ppr. designating. [< L. designatus, pp.
otdesignare,Aesiga: see design, v.] X. To mark
out or indicate by visible lines, marks, descrip-
tion, name, or something known and determi-
nate : as, to designate the limits of a country ; to
designate the spot where a star appears in the
heavens ; to designate the place where the troops
landed, or shall land.— 2. To point out; dis-
tinguish from others by indication ; name; set-
tle the identity of : as, to be able to designate
every individual who was concerned in a riot.— 3. To appoint; select or distinguish for a
particular purpose; assign: with for, to, or an
infinitive : as, to designate an officer for the
command of a station ; this captain was desig-
nated to the command of the party, or to com-
mand the party.

A mere savage would decide the question of equality by
a trial of bodily strength, designating the man that could
lift the heaviest beam to be the legislator.

J. Barlow, Advice to tlie Privileged Orders, i. 27.

= Syn. 2. To mention, characterize, specify.— 3. To allot.

designate (des'ig-nat), a. [< L. designatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Appointed; marked out. [Ob-
solete in general use.]

Richard Plantagenet, Duke of Glocester, . . . was the
younger son of Sir Richard Plantagenet, the fourth son of
that royal family, and King of England, designate by King
Henry the Sixth. ,Si> 0. Buck, Hist. Richard III., p. 3.

Bishop designate, a priest nominated by royal or other
authority to a vacant bisliopric, but not yet elected or con-
secrated.

designation (des-ig-na'shon), n. [= F. desi-
gnation = Pr. designacio = Sp. designacion =
]?g. designagok) = It. designazione, < L. designa-
tio(n-), <. designare, pp. designatus, design: see
design, v., designate, «.] 1 . The act of pointing
or marking out ; a distinguishing from others

;

indication: as, the designation of an estate by
boundaries.

This is a plain designation of the duke of Marlborougli

:

one kind of stuff used to fatten land is called niarle, and
every body knows that borough is a name for a town.

Swift.

2. Nomination ; appointment : as, a claim to a
throne grounded on the designation of a prede-
cessor.

He is an High-priest, and a Saviour all-sutficient. First,
by his Father's eternal designation.

Hopkins, Sermons, xxv.

3. A selecting and appointing ; assignment: as,

the designation of an officer to a particular com-
mand.—4. The application of a word to indi-
cate or name a particular thing or things ; de-
notation.

Finite and infinite seem to be . . . attributed primarily
in their first designation only to those things which have
parts. Locke.

5. Description; character; disposition.

Such are the accidents which, sometimes remembered,
and perhaps sometimes forgotten, produced that particu-
lar dm£^?wi(ion of mind, and propensity for some certain
science or employment, which is commonly called Genius.

Johnson.

6. That which designates ; a distinctive appella-
tion ; specifically, an addition to a name, as of
title, profession, trade, or occupation, to distin-
guish the person from others.—7. In Scots law,
the setting apart of manses and glebes for the
clergy from the church lands of the parish by
the presbytery of the bounds.— 8. In oyster-
culture: (a) A right to plant oysters in a given
piece of ground designated for such purpose
by oyster-commissioners or other authority.

(6) The ground itself so designated. [U. S.j
= Syn. 6. Appellation, etc. Sec jianie, n.

designative (des'ig-na-tiv), a. [= F. designa-
tif= Pr. dcsignaiiu = Sp. Pg. designativo, < ML.
'designativus (adv. designative), < L. designatus,

pp. of designare, design, designate : see design,
designate.'] Serving to designate or indicate.

designator (des'ig-na-tor), n, [< L. designator,
< designare, designate: see designate.'] 1. One
who designates or points out.— 2. In Horn,
antiq., an officer who assigned to each person
his rank and place in public shows and ceremo-
nies ; a marshal or master of ceremonies.
designatory (des'ig-na-to-ri), a. [< L. as if *de-
sifpiatorius, < designare, designate: see desig-
nate.] That designates; designative. Imp. Diet.

designedly (de-zi'- or df-si'ned-li), adv. . By de-
sign; purposely; intentionally: opposed to ac-
cidentally, ignorantly, or inadvertently.

desilverize

Most of the Egyptians often lie designedly.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 398.

Art creates as imagination pictures, regularly without
conscious law, designedly without conscious aim.

JJelmlwltz, Sensations of Tone (trans.), p. 669.

designedness (de-zi'- or de-si'ned-nes), «. The
attribute or quality of being designed or in-
tended; contrivance. Sarroic. [Rare.]
designer (de-zi'- or de-si'n^r), n. 1. One who
designs, plans, or plots; one who frames a
scheme or project ; a contriver.

It has therefore always been both the rule and practice
for such designers to suliorn the puhlick interest, to coun-
tenance and cover their private. Decay of Chi-istian Piety.

2. In mamif. and the fine arts, one who con-
ceives or forms a design of any kind, including
designs for decorative work ; one who invents
or arranges motives and patterns for ornamen-
tal or artistic purposes.
The Latin poets, and the designers of the Roman med-

.als, lived very near one another, and were bred up to the
same relish for wit and fancy. Addison.

designfult (de-zin'- or de-sin'fiil), a. [< design
+ -J'lil, 1.] ]?'ull of design ; designing,

desi'gnfulnesst (de-zin'- or de-sin'ful-nes), n.
The state or quality of being designful or given
to artifice.

Base design/ulness, and malitious cunning.
Barrow, Works, II. vii.

designing (de-zi'- or df-si'ning), a. [< design
-t- -ing^.] Artful; insidious; intriguing; con-
triving schemes.

'Twould shew me poor, indebted, and compell'd,
Designing, mercenary ; and I know
You would not wish to think I could be bought.

Southern.

I have passed my days among a parcel of cool, designing
beings, and have contracted all their suspicious manner
in my own behaviour.

Goldsmith, To Rev. Henry Goldsmith.

= Syn. Wily, cunning, crafty, tricky, sly.

designless (de-zin'- or de-sin'les), a. [< design
+ -less.] Aimless ; heedless.

That designless love of sinning and ruining his own soul.
Hamnwnd, Works, IV. 513.

designlessly (de-zin'- orde-sin'les-li), adv. Un-
intpntionally ; aimlessly ; without design.

In this great concert of his whole creation, the design-
lessly conspiring voices are as differing as the conditions
of the respective singers. Boyle.

designmentt, «. [< design -l- -ment.] 1. De-
sign; sketch; delineation.

For though some meaner artist's skill were shown
In mingling colours, or in placing light

;

Yet still the fair designm^nt was his own.
Dryden, Death of Oliver Cromwell, 1. 96.

2. Purpose; aim; intent; plot.

Know his designments, and pursue mine own.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, ill. 2.

She received advice both of the king's desperate estate
and of the duke's designments against her.

Sir J. Uay^rard.

3. Enterprise; undertaking.
The desperate teniiicst hath so hang'd the Turks,
That their designinent halts. Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

desilicated (de-sil'i-ka-ted), a. [< de- priv. -I-

silica + -ate^ + -ed^.] Deprived of silica: as,

desilicated rock.

desilicidation (de-si-lis-i-da'shon), n. [< de-
priv. -I- silic(on) -f- -id- + -aiion.] The re-
moval from a substance of silicon or any of its

compounds.
desilicification (de-si-lis'''i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< dc-

silicify : see -fy and -ation.] Same as desilici-

dation.

desilicify (de-si-lis'i-fi), v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-
silicified, ppr. desilicifying. [< de- priv. -I- sili-

c{on) -I- -fi/.] Same as desilicmiize.

desilicized (de-sil'i-sJzd), a. [< de- priv. + »»7i-

c(_on) + -ize + -ed^.] Freed from silicon or its

compounds.
desiliconi^e (de-sil'i-kgn-iz), V. t.

;
pret. and pp.

desiliconized, ppr. desiliconizing. [< de- priv. -1-

silicon + -ize.] To free from silicon or any of
its compounds. Also desilicify.

The decarbonizing and desiliconizing of iron by the ac-
tion of an oxidizing atmosphere is the essential feature of

the processes of refining pig iron. Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 333.

desil'ver (de-sil'vfer), v. t. [< rfc-priv. -f ,<iilver.]

To deprive of silver; extract the silver con-
tained in : as, to desilver lead.

desil'Verization (de-sil'''ver-i-za'shon), H. [< de-

silverize + -ation.] The act or process of de-
priving lead of the silver present in its ore.

Also spelled dcsilverisation.

desil'verize (de-sil'ver-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

desilverized, ppr. desilverizing. [< de- priv. -t-

silvcr -f -ize.] To separate silver from, as from
its combination with other metals, and espe-
cially from lead. See pattitisonisej and PaA-es



desilverize

process and Pattinson process, under process.
Also spelled desUverise.

desinence (des'i-nens), n. [< OF. desinence, F.
deamence = Sp. Pg. desinencia = It. desinema,
ending, termination/ NL. 'desinentia, < h. desi-
nen ( t-)s, closing : see desinen t. ] Ending ; close

:

termination; specifically, in gram., the termi-
nation or formative or inflectional suffix of a
word.

Fettering together tlie series of the verses, with the
bonds of like cadence or desineiice of rhyme.

Bp. Halt, .Satires, Postscript.

desinent (dos'i-nent), a. [< L. desiiien(t-)s, ppr.
of desinere, cease, end, close, < de, off, + 6-!-

Jiere, leave.] Ending; terminal.
.Six tritons, . . . their upper parts human, . . . their

tietuieiil parts llsh. B. Jomon. .Masque of Blackness.

desipience (df-sip'i-ens), «. [= Sp. desipieneia,
5 U desipienha, foolishness, < desipien(t-)s, fool-
ish: see desipieiU.2 Silliness; trifling: non-
sense. [Kare.]

Tlie detipience of such a man as John Locke is never outof place and is as sweet to listen to now as it could havebeen to his th.iughtful and affectionate self to indulge in
IT. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., Int., p. 37.

desipient (de-sip'i-ent), a. [= Sp. dciipiente, <
L.desipien(l-)s, ppr. of desipere, be foolish, < de-
pny. + sapere, be wise : see sapient.] Trifling;
foolish; playful. Smart. [Rare.]
desirability (de-zir-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< desirable:
see -biliti/.^ The state or quality of being de-
sirable; desirableness.

desirable (de-zir'a-bl), a. [< me. desirable, <OF. desirable, F. desirable; OF. also uncoutract-
ed desid^rable (> E. desiderable) = Sp. desidera-
bte (ef. Sp. (Useable (= Pg. desejavel), < desear =
Fg. desejar : see desire, v.) = It. desiderabile, <
Li. desiderabilis, desirable, < desiderare, long for
desire: see desire, r.] Worthy to be desired'
that 18 to be vfished for; fitted to excite a wish
to possess.

»i?h ''n'.'if'
'"^et*. "«1 denreaUe child, how shall I partwith all this goodness and virtue ?

Evelyn, Diary, March 10, 1685.
Here are also strong Currents, sometimes setting oneway. sometimes another : which ... it is hard to describewith that Accuracy which is de^irabU.

ae^OTbe

Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 2.

No school can avoid taking for the ultimate moral aim
a demraUe state of feeling, called by whatever name-
gratiflcation, enjoyment, happiness.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 16.

desirableness (de-zir'a-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being desirable; desirability.
The liuman character . . . is so constituted that a man's
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4t. To require; claim; call for.

A doleful case desires a dolefull song.

* .7- —— -.-V*.. . . . ti Du t.-uiisiiiuieu tnat a man 8desire for things he does not possess is not in proportion

wht hTh ""'^"!*''''"'A"' proportion to the eaSewiihwnicn they seem attainable.
H'. //. Malloch, Social Rjuality, p. 205.

The desirabUnem of a pleasure must always express itsrelation to some one else than the person desiring the en-joyment of the pleasure.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 3«9.

desirably (de-zir'a-bli), adv. In a desirable
iiiiiiiiier.

desirantt, «. [ME. desiraunt, < OF. desirant,
ppr. of destrer, desire : see desire.'i Desirine-
desirous. "

'

desire (df-zir'), v.
;
pret. and pp. desired, ppr. de-

siring. [< ME. desiren, desyren, < OF. eUsirer
earlier destrrer, F. dcsirer = Pr. desirar (ef. Sp'
desear = Pg. desejar, desire, appar. in part of
other ongin) = It. dcsirare, dcsiare, desiderare,
< L. desiderare, long for, desire, feel the want
ot, miss, regret, appar. < de- -h sidus (sider-) a
star (see sidereal), but the connection of thought
IS not clear

; cf. consider. Cf. also desiderate f T
trans. 1. To wish or long for ; be solicitous for!
have a wish for the possession, enjoyment, orbemgof; crave or covet : as, to dc«>e another's
happiness; to desire the good of the common-
wealth

; to desire wealth or fame.
Neither shall any man desire thy land. Ex. xxxiv. 24.
Certainly that man were greedy of life who should de-nre to live when all the world were at an end.

Sir r. Browne, Keligio Medici, Pref.

.n^h" ""fv.*"
""."'eu'eil. "'cre is no more to he desiredand where there is no more to be desired, there is an end

Cemanles, Don Quixote (trans.).

2. To express a wish to obtain ; ask : reouest •

pray for. ^ '

Then she said, Did I desire a son of my lord ?

»„ w • . 2 Ki. Iv. 28.
So Oennng leave to vlaite him sometimes, I went away

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1871.

witlT,',',';!'^'''''
'"'" """^ '''""'' •''•» ^ "eP "We a little" " ""=• A'«fc, Tatier, No. 178.

3t. To invite.

... I would desireMy famous cousin to our Grecian tents
Skak., T. and C, iv. 6.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses.

5. To long for, as some lost object ; regret

;

miss. [Archaic]
wis,

He [Jehorani] reigned in Jerusalem eight years, and de-
parted without being desired. 2 Chron. xxi. 20.

.She shall be pleasant while she lives, and desired when
'"' '"«^- Jer. Taylor, The Marriage Ring.

His chair desires him here in vain.
Tennyson, Holy Grail.

= Syn. 1. To crave, want, hanker after, yearn for.— 2 To
beg, solicit, entreat.

II. intrans. To be in a state of desire or long-
ing. ^

Tho desiredle] the queue muche after the nailes thre
War-with our lord was Inailed to the tie.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.
For not to desire or admire, if a man could learn it weremore '

Than to walk all day like the sultaa of old in a garden of
^P*^*^' Tennyson, Maud, iv. 7.

desire (df-zir'), n. [< me. desire, desir, desere,
< Ob

.
desir, desier, F. desir (after the verb) =

Pr. desire, dezir (cf. Sp. deseo = Pg. desejo) =
It. desiro, desire, desira, desia, desio, desiderio, <
h. desiderium, desire, longing, regret, < deside-
rare, desire, long for : see desire, v.] 1 . An emo-
tion directed to the attainment or possession
of an object from which pleasure, whether sen-
sual, intellectual, or spiritual, is expected; a
passion consisting in uneasiness for want of
the object toward which it is directed, and the
impulse to attain or possess it; in the widest
sense, a state or condition of wishing.
But upon that Montayne to gon up this Monk iiad gret

aesir; and so upon a day he wente up.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 148.

And warni tears gushing from their eyes, with passion-

Of their kind manager. Chajman, Iliad, xvii. 380.
By this time the Pilgrims had a desire to go forward

and the .Shepherds a desire they should ; so they walked
together towards the end of the Mountains.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 182.
DeHre is the uneasiness a man finds in himself upon the

absence of anything whose present enjoyment carries the
idea of delight with it. Locke.
He cared little for wine or for beauty, but he desired

Hches with an ungovernable and insatiable desire.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

As desire is found to be the incentive to action where
motives are readily analyzable, it is probably the universal
incentive. //. Sperwer, .Social Statics, p. 43.

Desire always in the first instance looks outward to the
object, and only Indirectly through the object at the self •

pleasure comes of the realisation of desire, but the desire
IS priniarily for something else than the pleasure: andthough it iiiay gradually become tinctured by the con-
siiousness of the subjective result, it can never entirely
lose Its objective reference. £. Caird, Hegel, p. 213.

2. A craving or longing; yearning, as of affec-
tion

; longing inclination toward something.
Thy dem'rc shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over

"""'• Qen. iii. 16.

3. Appetency; sensual or natural tendency.
Fulfilling the desires of the flesh. Eph. ii. 3.

Tlie secretion [of Drosera] dissolves bone, and even theenamel of teeth, but this is simply due to the large quan-
tity of acid secreted, owing, apparently, to the desire of theplant for phosphorus. Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 269.

4. A prayer
; petition ; request,

lie will fulfil the desire of them that fear him.
Ps. cxlv. 19.

5. The object of longing ; that which is wished
for.

desk
The appetite is dull and desireless.

Donne, Devotions, p. 25.

desirer (de-zir'er), n. One who desires, asks,
or calls for; one who wishes or craves.

I will counterfeit the bewitchment of some popularman, and give it bountifully to the desirers.
P^P^'^f

SItak., Cor., ii. s.

desirous(de-zlr'us), a. [< ME. desirous, < OF
destros,F. desireux = Pr. desiros (cf . Sp. deseoso= Pg. desejoso) = It. desideroso, < L. as if "de-
sideriosus, < desiderium, desire: see desire, n.l
1. Wishing to obtain; wishful; solicitous-
anxious; eager.

Be not (fmroMS of his dainties: for they are deceitful
™'*''''

Piov. xxiii. 3.

Jesus knew that they were desirous to ask him.
John xvi. 19.

I Jtnowe DO better counseile, ne more trewe ; and so
Shalt thow acompllsshe thy desere of thyn herte that thow
art moste desiraunt. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 80.

The desire of all nations shall come.

Behold at the door stood a great company of men, as
desiroxis to go in, but duret not.

„, T^ . ,, *«"!/'"», Pilgrim's Progress, p. 105.
2t. Desirable.
The kynge lie Cent chiualers hyni socoured anoon withijmi men, whiclie was a worth! knyght and desirousc in

"'"es. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 163.

desirously (df-zir'us-li), adv. With desire;
with earnest wish or longing.

,„J'f. f°P'f »' God . . . do with their hearts acknow-ledge his right and title to them, and do most desirously
clo.se with hiiu. Bates, Everlasting Rest of the Saints

desirousness (de-zir'us-ues), n. The state of
being desirous

; affection or emotion of desire.
We shall find a common desirousenes in all men toseeke their welfare.
Trewnesse of the Christian Religion, p. 838 (Ord MS.).

desist (de-sisf or -zist'), v. i. [< OF. desister,
i . desister = Sp. Pg. desistir = It. desistere, <
Udesistere, iiitr. leave off, cease, tr. set down,
< rfe, down, -I- sistere, set, place, causal of stare,
stand, = E. stand, q. v. Cf. assist, consist, ex-
ist, insist, persist, resist. ] To stop ; cease from
some action or proceeding; forbear: used ab-
solutely or with/rom.

.nH^^f ^"y'^y"' df^ted not, but fell to her entreatiesand lamentations afresh. Bacon, Physical Fables, xi.

What do we, then, but draw anew the model
In fewer ofllces ; or, at least, desist
lo build at all ? shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 3.

Travelling after fortune is not the way to secure'her
and, indeed, of late, I have desisted/ram the pursuit.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xx.

.7.??°- 7° ?*"'^ ^'"y- •'<'''»' ('""ora). l«a™ (off), discon.
tlnue. give (over), break (olf).

"

desistance, desistence (de-sis'tans, -tens, or
de-zis tans, -tens), n. [= 'Sp. P§. desistencia:
as desut + -ance, -ence.] A desisting: a ceasing
to act or proceed ; a stopping.
Men usually give freeliest where they have not given

before
; and make it both the motive and excuse of tlieir

desistance from giving any more, that they have given
""•^"''J'- Boyfe, Works, I 269.
The creature's sensations will ever prompt desistance

from the more laborious course.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., II. 364.

desistivef (df-sis'tiv or -zis'tiv), a. [= Pg. de-
si.stivo; as desist + -ive.'] Ending; concluding
[Rare.]

desitiont (de-sish'on), n. [< L. as if *desi-
tio(n-), < desinere, pp. desitus, cease : see desi-
nence.} End ; termination

; conclusion.
The soul must be immortal and unsubject to death or

desitwn. The Soul's Immortality Defended (1645), p. 27.

desitivet (des'i-tiv), a. and n. [< L. as if *de-
sitiviis, < desitus, pp. ot desinere, cease: see desi-
nence.] I. a. Final; conclusive.

Hag. ii. 7.

Here Busca and the Emperour had their desire.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 26.

Baptism of desire. See Imptism. =ayn. l to 3. inclina-
tion, appetency, hankering, craving, eagerness, aspiration
hee inxn.

desiredlyt (de-zir'ed-li), adv. In a desired man-
ner; with desire. [Rare.]
O that I had my heat from thee, most holy fire ' how

sweetly dost thou burn ! how secretly dost thou shine '

how desiredly dost thou inflame nie !

(Jtiarles (Ir. of S. August. .Soliloq., xxxiv.). Emblems, v.

desireful (de-zir'ful), a. [< desire + -ful, 1.]
Full of dfsire or longing. [Rare.]

desirefulness (de-zir'ful-nes), n. The state of
being desireful ; eager longing. [Bare.]
The pleasure of a goode turne is muche diminished

whan It IS at first obteyned. The desirefulnesse of our
mindes muche augmenteth and cncreaseth our pleasure.

IJdall, Preface vnto the Kinges Maiestie.

desireless (de-zir'les1, a. [< desire H- -^ess.^
Without desire ; indifferent.

Inceptive and desUive propositions are of this sort.
1he fogs vanish as the sun rises, but the fogs have not
yet begun to vanish : therefore the sun is not yet risen.

Watts.

n. n. In logic, a proposition which relates
to an end or termination.

Inceptives and desitives, which relate to tho beginning
or ending of anything : as, the Latiji tongue is not yet
forgotten. H-atie, Logic, II. ii. 6.

desk (desk), n. [< ME. deske, a desk, reading-
desk, < OF. 'desque, disgue, F. disque = Sp.
Pg. disco = It. desco, a table, < L. discus, a
disk, quoit, ML. discus, also desca, a table,
desk, whence also AS. disc, E. dish, and mod.
E. disc, disk, and, through F., dais, which are
thus all ult. the same word: see dish, disk,
dais.'] A table specially adapted for conve-
nience m writing or reading, frequently made
with a sloping top, which may lift on hinges to
give access to an interior compartment, as in
the ordinary form of school-desk, or combined
with drawers, and sometimes with book-shelves-
also, a frame or case with a sloping top in-
tended to rest on a table, and to hold a book
or paper conveniently for reading or writing.



desk

The name is sometimes extended to the whole structure
or erection to which such a sloping frame is attached, as

in the Church of England to the stall from which the morn-
ing and evening services are read, in Scotch churches to

the stall of the precentor, and in the United States to the
pulpit or the lectern in a church.

He is drawn leaning on a desk, with his Bible before
him. I. Walton, Complete Angler.

Who first invented work, and bound the free

And holiday-rejoicing spirit down . . .

To that dry drudgery at the denk's dead wood?
Lamb, Worli.

The pulpit, or as it is here [in Connecticut] called, the
desk, was filled by three, if not four, Clergymen.

Kendall, Travels, I. 4.

They are common to every species of oratory, though of

rarer use in the desk. Adaing, Lectures on Rhetoric.

Roll-top desk. Same as cylinder-desk.

deskt (desk), V. t. [< desk, n.] To shut up in

or as if in a desk; treasure up. [Rare.]

In a walnut shell was desked.
T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, i. 3.

Or if you into some blind convent fly,

You're inquisition'd strait for heresy.
Unless your daring frontisi)iece can tell

News of a relic or brave miracle ;

Then you are entertained and deskt up by
Our Ladie's psalter and the rosary.

John Hall, Poems, p. 2.

desk-cloth (desk'kWth), n. Ecdes., the hang-
ing of the lectern.

desk-work (desk'wferk), n. Work done at a
desk ; habitual writing, as that of a clerk or a
literary man.

All my poor scrapings from a dozen years
Of dust and deskwork. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

desma (des'ma), n.
;
pi. desmata (-raarta). [NL.,

< Gr. Sea/ia, a band, < delv, bind.] A kind of

sponge-spicule of polyaxial or irregular figure.

See the extract.

Amongst one group of Lithistid sponges (Rhabdocrepl-
da) the normal growth of a strongyle is arrested at an
early stage ; it titen serves as a nucleus upon which fur-

ther silica is deposited, and in such a manner as to pro-

duce a very irregularly branching sclere or desma, within
which the fundamental strongyle can be seen enclosed.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.

desmacIl3nnatous (des-ma-ki'ma-tus), a. [<
desmachi/me (-chymat-) + -ous.']

' Connective,
as a sponge-tissue ; specifically, of or pertaining
to desmachyme : as, a desmachymatous sheath.
Sollas.

desmachyme (des'ma-kim), n. [< Gr. (5£(T/i(2, a
bond, fetter, + x'"f^(j juice, ;<fi'i//a(r-), a liquid:

see ehyme^.] The proper connective tissue of

sponges, arising from desmaeytes.
Desmacidon (des-mas'i-don), n. [NL.] The
typic-al genus of the family Desmacidonidce.
JSowcrbank, 1862.

Desmacidonidse (des-mas-i-dou'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Desmacidon + -idw.'] A family of ma-
rine sponges, of the order Cornacuspongice, typ-
ified by the genus Desmacidon, having diversi-

form megascleres and chelate microscleres.
The genera are numerous, and the family is

divided into the subfamilies Esperellina and
Ectyonince.

desmacyte (des'ma-sit), n. [< Gr. deaiia, a band,
fetter, + xiirof, a hollow.] One of the cells of
connective tissue which occur in most sponges.
TTiey are usually long fusiform bodies, consisting of a clear,

colorless, and often minutely fibrillated sheath, surround-
ing a highly refractive axial filler, which is deeply stained
by reagents. In some cases tlie desmacyte is simply a
nucleated fusiform cell, with granular contents, fibrillated

toward the ends.

desman (des'man), n, [Also sometimes dces-

man; = P. desman = G. desman, < Sw. desman^-
rdtta, a desman, lit. 'musk-rat,' < desman, musk

;

cf. Dan. desmer, musk; leel. cles, musk, in comp.
des-hus (Cleasby), musk-box, smelling-box {hus,
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(rdtta, rat) being ignored in the E., F., and G.
word.] 1. A musk-shrew or musk-rat: the
name of two distinct species of aquatic in-

sectivorous mammals of the genus Myogale or
Galemys, constituting the subfamily Myogalince
(which see). The Muscovitlc desman, M. moschata or
muscovitica, is common on the Volga and the Don ; it is

about 8 inches long, swims and dives witJi great facility,

and lives in holes in the lianks. The Pyrenean desman,
M. pyrenaica, is a smaller species witli a relatively longer
tail, found in southwestern Europe.

2. leap.'] [NL.] A generic name of the musk-
shrews. Lacepede.
desmata, n. Plural of desma.

Desmia (des'mi-a), n. [NL. (ef. Dasmia for
Desmia), < Gr. icaijioc, binding, bound, < 6ea/i6c,

a band, < ihlv, bind.] 1. A genus of the lepi-

dopterous family Pyralidm, characterized chief-
ly by the elbowed or knotted antennsB of the
male, of the two described North American species,
the more familiar is />. maculalis, which is nearly one incli

Muscovitic Desman {MyogaU moscftata).

house, case), des-koUr (Haldorsen), 'musk-oat,'
civet-cat (kottr, cat), des-lygt (Haldorsen), the
smell of musk (lygt, prop, lykt, = Dan. lugt,

smell); the second element of the Sw. name

Grape-leaf Folder {Desmia maculalis).

I, caterpillar in folded leaf; 3, head and anteriorjoitits. enlarged ;

3, chrysalis ; 4, male moth, and 5, female moth, natural size.

in expanse of wings. The general color is brownish black,
with a metallic luster. The fore wings bear two large
oval white spots, and the hind wings one, usually divided
in the female. The larva folds grape-leaves, and is known
as the grape-leaffolder.

2. A genus of coelenterates, of the family Tur-
iinolidie. Edwards and Haime, 1848.

desmid, desmidian (des'mid, des-mid'i-an), n.

A plant of the order Dc,<imidiacece.

Desmidiaceae, Desmidiese (des-mid-i-a'se-e,
dos-mi-di'o-e), n. pi. [NL., < Desmidium (< Gr.

as if *Sca/Ii6iov, dim. of dec/im;, a band, chain),
the typical genus, + -aceae, -ece.] A natural
order of microscopic unicellular fresh-water
algBB, belonging to the class Conjugatw. They
are usually free, but sometimes united in chains whicli
are eml)edded in mucilage. Tlte cells are cylindrical or
fusiform, and sometimes have horn-like processes ; or
the general outline is circular or elliptic and variously
divided, the principal constriction in the middle forming
symmetrical halves. Many of the forms are very beauti-
ful. Reproduction takes place by cell-division at the mid-
dle and by conjugation. Desmidiacece ditfer from Diato-
tnacece in their green color and the absence of silex. See
cut under Ctosterium.

desmidian, n. See desmid.

Desmidieae, n. pi. See Desmidiacece.

desmidiologist (des-mid-i-ol'o-jist), n. [< des-

mtdiotogy + -ist.] A botanist who has made a
special study of the Desmidiacece.

desmidiology (des-mid-i-ol'o-ji), n. [< NL.
Desmidium (see Desmidiacece) + Gr. -hiyia, <

/ItyEw, speak: aee-ology."] The scientific study
of Desmidiacece.

desmine (des'min), n. [< Gr. (ha/w^, a band,
ligament, also, as 6ea/j^, a bundle (< rffiv, bind),

+ -ine^.] A zeolitic mineral commonly ocetir-

ring in tufts or bundles of crystals. Also called

stilbite (which see).

Desmiospermese (des"mi-o-sp6r'me-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. dety/uog, binding (see l>esmia), +
airkp/ia, seed, -I- -ecB."] A division of algie, of

the order Floridece, in which the spores are ar-

ranged in definite series with respect to a pla-

centa or common point of attachment.

desmitis (des-mi'tis), m. [NL., < Gr. 6ca/i6c, a
band, ligament, -I- -itis.'] Inpathol., inflamma-
tion of a ligament.
desmo-. [NL. , etc. , < Gr. <k(7ft6-c, a band or bond,
anything for binding or fastening, a halter,

cable, strap, chain, etc., < (Stiv, bind, fasten.]

An element in compound words of Greek ori-

gin, meaning a 'band,' 'bond,' or 'ligament.'

Desmodontes

Desmobacteria (des "mo-bak-te'ri-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. dca/ioc, a band, + ftaKTr/piov, a staff

(mod. bacterium, bacteria). ] A group of genera
of filiform bacteria with elongated cylindrical
joints, isolated, or united into more or less ex-
tended chains. It includes the genera Bacillus,

LeptothriXj etc.

Desmohrya (des-mob'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
dea/idg, a band, chain, + 'jipvov, a kind of mossy
seaweed.] Ferns in which the fronds are pro-
duced at the tip of the rootstoek or eaudex, and
the stipes are continuous with it (not articu-

lated). This is the case with most ferns ; but in the tribe

represented by Poiypodiura the stipes are articulated with
the rootstoek (eremobryoid).

desmobryoid (des-mob'ri-oid), a. [< Desmohrya
+ -Old.] Resembling or having the characters
of the Desmohrya.
Desmodactyli (des-mo-dak'ti-li), n. pjl. [NL.,
pi. of desmodactylus :' see desmodactylous.] A
name given by Forbes to the family Eurylcemi-
dce considered as a superfamily group of Pas-
seres, and distinguished from all other Passeres
(or Eleutherodactyli) by having a strong band
joining the muscles of the hind toe, as in many
non-passerine birds.

desmodactylous (des-mo-dak'ti-lus), a. [< NL.
desmodactylus, < Gr. dea/jdc, a band, + (Sd/crtAof,

finger, toe.] Having the flexor tendons of the
toes bound together, as in the Desmodactyli

:

distinguished from eleutherodactylous.

Desmodidse (des-mod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Des-
moclus (stem prop. Desmodont-) + -idee.] The
Desmodontes as a family of bats.

Desmodium (des-mo'di-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
as if 'dea/iuSrjg, like a chain, < <5fa/<of, a chain, +
eldog, form. Cf.

desmoid.] A ge-
nus of legumi-
nous plants,herbs
or shrubs, with
pinnately trifoli-

ate (rarely sim-
ple) leaves, small
flowers, and flat,

deeply lobed and
jointed pods.
Each joint of the jjod

is one-seeded and
tlsually covered with
minute hooked hairs.

There are about 126 Tclsgmph.pUM (.Drsmodiumjyrans).
species, tropical in
Asia, and also extra-tropical in America, Africa, and Aus-
tralia. The United States flora includes 35 species. The
most remarkable member of tlie genus is an Indian spe-
cies, D. f/yrans, the telegraph-plant, so called from the
siH>ntaueous movement of its leaflets.

desmodont (des'mo-dont), a. and n. I, a. In
conch., of or pertaining to the Desmodonta.

II. It. One of the Desmodonta.

Desmodonta (des-mo-don'ta), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. dca/idg, a band, -t- oSoic (oiJoir-) = E. tooth.]

A group or order of bivalve mollusks, with the
hinge-teeth absent or irregular (in the latter

case connected by the ligamental processes),

two equal muscular impressions or ciboria, and
a sinuate pallial line. It includes the families

Myidw, Anatinidce, Mactridcc, Solenida; etc.

Desmodontes (des-mo-don'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of Desmodus. Cf. Desmodida:.] A group of

Central and South American bats, represented
by the genera Desmodus and Diphylla, and some-

times elevated to the rank of a
family, Desmodidcc. They have a
long intestine-like crecal diverticulum
of the stomach, into which the blood
that they suck flows and in which it

is stored ; incisors 1 in each upper and
2 in each lower half-jaw, the upper

Teeth of Blood-
sucking Bat {Desmo-
dus ru/us). much
enlarged.

pair being very
large and trench-
ant, and mak-
ing with the
lower an incised
or punctured
wound; the mo-
lars 1 in each half-

jaw (in Diphylla)
or none (in Des-
modus) ; no tail

;

small interfenio-
ral membrane ; a
short calcar or
none; and a short
conical snout
with distinct
nose-leaf. The
bats of this re-

markable group
True Vampire, or Blood-sucking Bat

{Vesfttexiits n*^us).



Desmodontes
are the tnie vampires, in the sense of bloodsuckers, and
the only ones in the new world Icnown to have tlie habit,

though tlie term vampire is commonly applied, liite the

name of the genus Vampyru^, to numerous large insec-

tivtirous and frugivorous species of a dilferent section.

Desmodus (des'mo-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. Seafiof,

a baud, chain, + b'fioii; (odovT-) = E. tooth.^ A
remarkable genus of South American phyllos-

tomiue bats, typical of the group Desmodontes,
family Phyllostomatidw, having no molar teeth

and no calear. D. rufus, a common and trou-

blesome blood-sueking species, is the type.

Desmognatlise (des-mog'na-the), n.pl. [NL.,
fern. pi. (sc. L. aves, birds) of desmognathus

:

see desmognatlious.'] In Huxley's classification

of birds (1867), a group exhibiting what is call-

ed the "bound-palate" type of structure of the
upper jaw, as in those wading and swimming
birds which are not sehizognathous, in the birds

of prey, and in various non-passerine perching
birds. See desmogiiathism.

Desmognathidse (des-mog-nath'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Desmoyuathus + -idw.'] A family of

gradient or tailed amphibians, typified by the
genus Desmognathus. The series of palatine teeth are
transverse, and on the posterior portion of vomers; the
dentigeroiis plates are on the jiarasphenoid ; the verteline
are opisthoc(i;lian ; the parasphenoid teeth are in two elon-
gate patches ; and the tongue is free laterally and behind,

desmognathism (des-mog'na-thizm), n. [As
destiKHjna titous + -ism.'] In ornith., the '

' bound-
palate " type of palatal structure, such as is ex-
hibited, for example, by a duck, pelican, hawk,
or parrot ; the state or quality of being desmog-
nathous. The vomer is either abortive or very small
(when existing it usually tapers to a point in front); the
maxillopalatines are united across the median line, either
directly or t>y means of o^ihcatii>ns in the nasal septum;
and the posterior ends of the palatines and the anterior
ends of the pterygoids
articulate directly
with the rostrum of
the sphenoid (as in
schizognathism). Rec-
ognized varieties of
this formation are : (a)

direct ; (6) indirect ; (c)

Imperfectly direct; (rf)

imperfectly indirect

;

(«) double; (/) com-
pound. IF. A'. Parker,
Enryc. Brit.

desmognathous
(des-mog'na-thus),
a. [< NL. ilesmog-

nathus,<.GT.fieafi6i,

a band, + yva8o(, a
jaw.] Having the
"bound - palate"
type of structure;
exhibiting des-
mognathism ; be-
longing or relat-

ing to the Desmog-
nathw: as, a des-

mognathouspalstte;
a desmognathous
bird.

Desmognathous Skull (Secretary-bird).

Pmx, prcmaxilla ! Pi, palatine ; Mxf,
maxiilopalatine ; Mx, maxUla ; Pt,
pterygoid ; Bft, basipterygotd process.

Desmognathus (des-mog'na-thus), H. [NL. (S.

F. Baird, 1849), < Gr. itufidc, a band, + yvddo^,

jaw.] A jjenus of tailed amphibians, typical
of the family Desmognathidce.

desmography (des-mog'ra-fl), n. [< Gr. icBfid^,

a VjitniT, lij;iiinent, + -yiXKJiia, < yi>d6civ, write.] A
description of the ligaments of the body.
desmoid (des'moid), a. [< Gr. dea/ioc, a band,
bundle, ligament, + tMof, form.] Resembling
a bundle, specifically —(a) In palkol., applied to cer-
tain firm and tough fibromata or tumors which, on section,
present numerous white, glistening flijers, intimately in-
terwoven or arranged in bundles, constituting circles or
loops intercrossing one another, (b) In zool. and anat.,
ligamentous; tendinous; aponeurotic; sinewy: said of
filiri'Us tissues which bin<I parts together.

desmolqgy (des-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. iea/tdc, a
band, ligament, + -/.oyia, < ?Jyeiv, speak: see
-ology.] The anatomy of the ligaments.

Desinomyaria (des'mo-mi-a'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.

,

< Gr. Aiuiiu^, a band, + uvq, a muscle (see mouse,
muscle), + -aria.} A group of free-swimming
tunicates or ascidians, the salps, regarded as
an order of Thaliacea : opposed to Cyclomyaria.
See Salpidai.

Desmoncus (des-mong'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.
(i£<7/iOf, a band, -t- oyxof, barb; so called from
the long, attenuate, and strongly hooked ends
of the leafstalks.] A genus of palms found in
the forests of tropical America. They have long,
slender, flexible stems, climbing among the branches of
trees l)y the stout recurved spines which arm the elon-
gated rachis of the pinnate leaves. The fruit is small and
glol>08e. There are about 25 species.

deamopelmous (des-mo-pel'mus), a. [< Gr.
dfu/iof, a band, 4- Tri'/./ia, the sole of the foot, -t-
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-ous.] In ornith., having the plantar tendons
bound together ; having the flexor hallueis mus-
cle connected bjr a band with the flexor digito-
rum, so that the hind toe cannot be bent indepen-
dently of the front toes. The several ways in which
the union occurs are distinguished as antiopeimous, sym-
pebnoits, and heteropeljnous : opposed to nomopelmous or
schizopebaous : as, a defmiopelmous disposition of the ten-
dons ; a desmopebnous bird.

Desmoscolez (des-mo-sko'leks), H. [NL., < Gr.
<ka/i6c, a band, + OKulri^, a worm, esp. the earth-
worm.] The typical genus of nematoid thread-
worms of the family Destnoscolicidw, notable in
having the body much more distinctly seg-
mented than that of other Nematoidea, and
the papilte and setee resembling those of anne-
lids.

Desmoscolicidae (des'mo-sko-lis'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Desmoscolex (-lie-) + -id(e.'] An aber-
rant group of nematoid worms, typified by the
genus Desmoscolex.

Desmosticha (des-mos'ti-ka), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. (SfT/zof, a band, + aTcx<K, a row, a line.]

The endocyclic or regular sea-urchins, having
the ambulacra equal and band-like, and not ex-
panded as in the Petalosticha or spatangoids.
The group consists of the families Cidaridix, Echinidce,
Ecfiinometridce,etc. See cuts under Cirfari* and A'cAinws.

desmostichous (des-mos'ti-kus), a. [< Desmos-
ticha + -oiis.] Pertaining to or having the
cliaracters of the Desmosticha.
desmoteuthid (des-mo-tu'thid), ». A squid of
the family Desmoteuthidw.

Desmoteiltllid8e(des-mo-tii'thi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Desmoteuthis + -idee.] A family of decacerous
eephalopods, typified by the ge-
nus Desmoteuthis. The body is much
elongated, and the siphon has three pecu-
liar special thickenings, or raised pro-
cesses, in its liasal portion.

DesmoteutMs (des-mo-tii'this), n.

[NL., < Gr. (kafioc, a band, + rei^/f,

a squid.] A genus of squids, giv-
ing name to the family Desmoteu-
thidte: a synonym of Taonius.

desmotomy (des-mot'o-mi), n.

[< Gr. ihaftoc, a band, ligament, 4-

-Touia, < To/i6c, cutting: see anat-
omy.] The act or art of dissect-
ing ligaments.
desocialization (de-so'shal-i-za'-
shon), )(. [< *desociali:e (< de-
priv. -f- social + -izt) + -iition.]

The act of rendering unsocial

;

the derangement or loss of social

instincts or habits. Also spelled Dtsmaieuihis

desocialisation. ttntra.

Their [hysterical women's) example proves also how the
derangement of the social sense leads naturally and inevi-

taldy to a deterioration of moral feeling and will ; it is

demoralization following desocialisation.
Mauddey, Body and Will, p. 258.

desolate (des'o-lat), r. t.'. pret. and pp. deso-
lated, ppr. desolating. [< ME. desolaten, < L.
desolatus, pp. of desolare (> It. desolare= 8p. Pg.
Pr. desolar = F. desoler), leave alone, forsake,
abandon, < d€- intensive + solare, make lonely,
lay waste, desolate, < solus, alone: see sole^.]

1. To render lonely, as a place or region, by
depopulation or devastation ; make desert; lay
waste; ruin; ravage.

The island of Atlantis was not swallowed by an earth-
quake, but was desolated by a particular deluge. Bacon.

Those who with the gun, . . .

Worse than the season, desolate the fields.

T/iomson, Winter.

Wind-blown hair
Of comets, desolating the dim air.

A. C. Snjinbume, Anactoria.

We hear of storms washing away and desolating the isl-

ets [atolls] to an extent which astonished the inhabitants.
Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. ItiO.

2. To overwhelm with grief; aflliet; make very
sorry or weary: as, his heart was desolated by
his loss; your misfortune desolates me; to be
desolated by ennui. [In the last example a
Gallicism.]

desolate (des'o-lat), a. [< ME. desolate, deso-
lat, < L. desolatus, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Soli-

tary; lonely; without companionship; forsaken.

Many a gentill lady be lefte wedowe, and many a gen-
till mayden dysolat, and with-outen counseile.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 096.

No one is so accursed by fate.

No one so utterly desolate,

But some heart, though unknown,
Responds unto his own.

Longfellow, Endyinion.

Hope touched her heart ; no longer desolate.

Deserted of all creatures did she feel.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 234.

desolator

2. Overwhelmed with grief ; deprived of com-
fort; afflicted.

And in hym self they stode soo desolate ;
Whanne kyng Boylyn saw they were putte to flight,

That in noo wise they wold no lenger fight.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3083.

So Tamar remained desolate in her brother Absalom's
house. 2 .Sam. xiii. '20.

My heart within me is desolate. Ps. cxliii. 4.

St. Dastitute ; lacking.

I were ryght now of tales desolat.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. C3.

4. Destitute of inhabitants ; uninhabited: lone-
ly; abandoned: as, a rfeso/a<e wilderness; deso-
late aXt&Ts; desolate towers.

I will make the cities of Jndah desolate, without an in-

habitant. Jer. ix. H.

Behold, your house is left unto you desolate. For I say
unto you, Ye shall not see me henceforth, till ye shall say,

Blessed is he that cometb in the name of the Lord.
Mat. xxiii. 38, 39.

A desolate island. Brootne.

This delicious Plain is now almost desolate, being suf-

fer'd, for want of culture, to run up to rank weeds.
Manndrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 53.

Any one who sees the desolate country about Jerusalem
may conclude what a sad alteration all these parts have
undergone since the time of Josephus, who says that the
whole territory abounded in trees.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 24.

5t. Lost to shame; abandoned; dissolute.

Ever the heyer he is of estaat.

The more is he holdeu desolaat.
Ctiaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 136.

= Syn. 1. Corapanionless.— 2, Forlorn, cheerless, misera-
ble, wretched.— 4. Abandoned, unfrequented, lonely,
waste, wild, barren, dreary.

desolately (des'o-lat-li), adv. In a desolate
manner; as one forsaken, abandoned, or over-
whelmed with ruin or grief.

Nehemiah, whom all the pleasures of the Persian court
could not satisfy, whilst Jerusalem was desolately misera-
ble. Bates, Works, IV. iv.

desola'teness (des'o-lat-nes), n. The state of

being desolate, in any sense of the word.

In so great discomfort it hath pleased God some ways to

regard my desolateness. Bacon, Works, VI. 38.

desolater (des'o-la-tfer), n. See desolator.

desolation (des'-o-la'shon), n. [= F. desolation
= Sp. desolacion = Pg. desolagSo = It. desola-
zione, < LL. desolaiio{n-), < L. desolare: see deso-

late, v.] 1. The act of desolating ; destruction
or expulsion of inhabitants ; devastation ; a
laying waste.

What with your prayses of the countrey, and what with
your discourse of the lamentable desolation thereof, made
by those . . . Scottes, you have tilled me with great com-
passion. Spenser, .State of Ireland.

Long e'er thou shalt be to Manhood grown.
Wide Desolation will lay waste this Town.

Conyreve, Iliad.

2. A desolate place ; a waste, devastated, or
lifeless place or region.

How is Babylon become a desolation among the nations

!

Jer. 1. 23.

Let the rocks
Groan with continual surges ; and behind me
Make all a desolation.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, ii. 2.

Some great world, as yet unknown, slow moving in the
outer desolation beyond the remotest of the present plan-
etary family. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 65.

3. A desolate or desolated condition or state

;

destruction; ruin.

Every kingdom divided against itself is brought to deso.
lation. Mat. xii. 25.

Between York and Durham, the space of 60 Miles, for
nine Years together, there was so utter Desolation, as that
neither any House was left standing, nor any Ground tilled.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 25.

Choose them for your lords who spoil and bum whole
countries and call desolation peace. Fistier.

The wide area of watery desolation was spread out in
dreadful clearness around them.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 7.

4. Personal aflaiction ; the state of being deso-
late or forsaken ; sadness.

The king shall mourn, and the prince shall be clothed
with desolation. Ezek. vli. 27.

This bosom's desolation. Byron.

She rested, and her desolation came
Upon Iier, and she wept beside the way.

Tennyson, Geraint.

= Syn.l. Ravage.— 3 and 4. Misery, wretchedness, gloom.

desolator (des'o-la-tor), n. [< LL. desolator, <

L. rfes()?are, desolate : see desolate, v.] One who
desolates or lays waste ; that which desolates.

Also spelled desolater.

He shall cause the sacrifice and oblation to cease, and
commanding over a wing of abominations, be a desolater
or make desolation. J. Mede, On Daidel, p. 89.



desolator

The desolator desolate

!

The victor overthrown I

The arbiter of othei-s' fate
A suppliant for his own.

Byron, Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte,

Pity, not scorn, I felt, though desolate
The desolator now.

Sheller/t Kevolt of Islam, v. 25.

desolatory (des'o-la-to-ri), o. [< LL. dcsolato-

fiiis, making desolate", < L. desolatiis, pp. : see

desolate, f.] Causing desolation. [Rare.]

The desolatory judgments are a notable improvement of

God's mei*cy. Bp, Hall, Kemaina, p. 55,

desophisticate (de-so-fis'ti-kat), v. *.; pret. and
pp. (lisojiliiiitieHtcd, ppr. dcsophiitteating. [< de-

priv. + sophisticate^ To clear from sophism
or error. Hare. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

Desoria (de-s6'ri-a), n. [NL., from fidouard
Desor (1811-82), a"Swiss geologist and paleon-
tologist.] 1. A genus of eoUembolous insects,

of the family Poduridte, or springtails; the gla-

cier-fleas, found on the glaciers of the Alps.
They differ from tlie common flea in that they jump by tlie

aid of a special apparatus provided for the purpose at the
posterior extremity, and not by means of the legs, A'ico-

let, 1841.

2t. A genus of spatangoid sea-urchins: same
as Linthia. J. E. Gray, 1851.

desoxalate (des-ok'sa-lat), n. [< desoxal-ic +
-a tc'^

.

] In chem. , a salt of desoxalio acid.

desoxalic (des-ok-sal'ik), a. [< *des- for dis-

priv. + oxalic.'] In chem., formed by the deoxi-

dation of oxalic acid Desoxalic acid, C5H5O8, a
tribasic acid, when pure forming a crystalline deliques-

cent solid having a refreshing acid taste like that of tar-

taric acid. Also called raeeino-carbonic acid.

despair (des-par'), "• [< ME. despayren, despey-

ren, despeiren, < OF. desperer, desesperer, mod.
F. desesp4rer = Pr. Sp. Pg. desesperar = It. des-

perare, disperare, < L. desperare, be without
nope, <! de- priy. + sperare, hope, < spes, hope.
Cf. desperate, disesperate, etc.] I. intraiis. To
lose hope ; be without hope

;
give up all hope or

expectation : followed by of before an object.

We despaired even of life. 2 Cor. i. 8.

The ancients seem not to have despaired of discovering
methods and remedies for retarding old age.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii,, Expl.

Kever despair of God's blessings here or of his reward
hereafter. Wake.

Nature, whose free, light, cheerful air.

Oft made thee, in thy gloom, despair.
M. Arnold, Morality.

g^Syn. Despair, Despond. .See despond.

Il.t trans. 1. To give up hope of ; lose con-
fidence in.

I would not despair the greatest design that could be
attempted. Milton.

2. To cause to despair; deprive of hope.

Having no hope to despair the governour to deliver it

[the fort] into their enemies' hands.
Sir R. Witlia7ns, Actions of the Low Countries, p. 30.

despair (des-par'), ». [< ME. dispair, despeir,

despeyre, also desespeire, desespeyre, < OF. de-

sespeir, desespoir, P. desespoir = Pr. desesper,

despair; from the verb.] 1. Hopelessness; a
hopeless state ; utter lack of hope or expecta-
tion.

We are perplexed, but not in despair. 2 Cor. iv. 8.

Despair is the thought of tlie unattainableness of any
good, which worlcs differently in men's minds, sometimes
producing uneasiness or pain, sometimes rest and indo-

lency. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx, § 11.

Nothing is more certain than that despair has almost
the same effect upon us with enjoyment, and that we are
no sooner acquainted with the impossibility of satisfying

any desire, than the desire itself vanishes.
Huyne, Human Nature, Int.

2. That which causes hopelessness; that of

which there is no hope.

The mere despair of surgery, he cures.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

The attempt of the Alexandrian Platonists to substitute
the visions of trances for the conclusions of intellect has
been called the despair of reason ; and modern spiritual-

ism, when it is not a drawing-room amusement, is too
often a moment in the despair of faith.

Eneyc. Brit., II. 202.

= Syil. 1. Despondency, Despair, Desperation. Despon-
dency is a loss of hope sufficient to produce a loss of cou-
rage and a disposition to relax or relinquish effort, the de-
spondent person tending to sinlt into spiritless inaction.

Despair means a total loss of hope ; desptmdency d(»es not.
Despair naturally destroys courage and stops all effort,

but may produce a new kind of courage and fierce activ-

ity founded upon the sense that there is nothing worse to
be feared. In this desj/air is akin to desperation, which
is an active state and always tends to produce a furious
struggle against adverse circumstances, even when the sit-

uation is utterly hopeless.

The calmness of his temper preserved him alike from
extravagant elation and from extravagant despojuiency.

Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

What reinforcement we may gain from hope ;

II not, what resolution from despair.
Milton, P. L,, I 191.

1B64
Pride and despair have often been known to nerve the

weakest nunds with fortitude adequate to the occasion.
Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist,

None of his division were made prisoners, though many
were killed ; a circumstance tliat testifies tlie desperation

of their resistance. Scott, Marmion, vi. 35, note.

despairer (des-par'er), n. One who despairs
or IS without hope.

He cheers the fearful, and commends the bold,

And makes despairers hope for good success.
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis.

despairful (des-par'fid), a. [< despair + -ful, 1.]

Full of or indicating despair; hopeless. [Rare.]

Other cries amongst the Irish savour of the Scythian
barbarism ; as the lamentations of their burials, with de-

spairful outcries. Spenser, State of Ireland.

His conscience made despairfull.
Marston, Dutch Courtezan, iii. 1.

despairing (des-par'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of despair,

v.] 1. Pi'one to despair or lose hope: as, a de-

spairing disposition.— 2. Characterized by or

indicating despair: as, a despairing cry.

despairingly (des-pSr'ing-li), adv. In a de-

spairing manner ; in a manner indicating hope-
lessness ; in despair.

He speaks severely and . . , despairingly of our society.

Boyle, Works, I. 237.

In our overcharged House of Commons, ... for one
thing of consequence that is done, five or ten are despair-

inr/ly postponed. A'. A. Rev., CXXVII. 207,

despairingness (des-par'ing-nes), 11. The state

of being despairing ; hopelessness. Clarice.

despatch, dispatch (des-, dis-pach'), v. [First

foimd in early mod. E. (also spelled dispach)

;

< OF. despechier, despeschier, dcspcechier, des-

peeschier, despecquicr, despesquier, dcspeesquier,

also depeschier, deppaschier, dapauchier, later

despecher, depecher (> ME. depeclien, E. depeach,

q. v.), mod. F. depecher, rid, discharge, hasten,

expedite, despatch; of. Sp. Pg. despachar. It.

dispacciare, spacciare, spicciare, despatch, etc.

If these forms had a common source, some con-
fusion or con-uption must have occurred in

their development. (1) The F. form suggests

ML. *dispedicare, lit. disentangle, < dis- priv.

+ *pedicare (found in LL. impedicare, entangle,

catch, whence Pr. empedegar = OF. cmpechier,

empeechier, empeescher, empescher, empegier, ein-

piegier, etc., entangle, embarrass, hinder, stop,

bar, impeach, whence E. impeach, q. v.), < L.
pedica, a snare, trap, gin, shackle, fetter, < pes
(ped-)= 'E.foot. (2)The Sp.,Pg.,andIt.form8,
if not dependent on the F., would seem to

point to ML. *dispactare or *dispactiare, lit.

unfasten, < dis- priv. + "pactare, freq. of L.
pangcre, pp. pactiis, fasten, bind: see pact.

According to the first explanation, despatch is

coradicate with its equiv. expede, expedite, and
their opposites impede, impedite : see impeach,

in which the second syllable is the same as

the second syllable of depeach, an obs. var. of

despatch. The spelling dispatch is etymologi-
cally the more correct form, but despatch, rare

before its use in Johnson's dictionary, has
largely displaced it.] I. trans. If. To deliver;

rid ; free ; disentangle ; discharge : usually re-

flexive.

I had clean dispatched myself of this great charge.
J. Udall, I'ref. to Matthew.

2. To send to a destination ; cause to start for

or go to an appointed place
;
put under way

:

usually implying urgent importance or haste

as to purpose, or promptness and regularity as

to time : as, to despatch a messenger or a let-

ter asking for assistance ; to despatch an envoy
to a foreign court; to despatch a ship.

The King was at Beverly when he heard of his Brother's

Death, and presently thereupon dispatched away Edmund
Earl of Monaigne into Normandy.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 176.

What peace of mind a sinner can have in this world
who knows not how soon he may be dispatched to that

place of torment. Stillingjieet, Sermons, I. x.

.Some hero must be dispatcKd, to bear
The mournful message to Pelides' ear.

Pope, Iliad, xvii,

Moses was . . . despatched to borrow a couple of chairs.

Goldsmith, Vicar, ix.

3. To transact or dispose of speedily or with
promptness; attend to; brin^ to an end; ac-

complish : as, to despatch business.

Speak with poor men when they come to your houses,

and despatch poor suitors.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI,, 1550.

Ere we put ourselves in arms, despatch we
The business we have talk'd of.

Shak., A, and C, ii, 2.

Wheresoever they [merchants] go they certainly dis-

patch their business so as to return back again with the

next or contrary Monsoon. Dampier, Voyages, II, iii. 22.

despatch

The Three First Books I have already dispatched, and
am now entring upon the Fourth.

Addison, Spectator, No. 321.

Hence—4. To finish or make an end of by
promptly putting to death ; kill.

The company sliall stone them with stones, and dispatch
them with their swords. Ezek. xxiii. 47,

If 't please your grace to have me hang'd, I am ready

;

'Tis but a miller and a thief despatched.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

The infidel . . . was instantly dispatched, to prevent
his giving an alarm. Irving, Granada, p. 31.

= Syn. 2. To hasten off.— 3. To make short work of, dis-

pose of (quickly),— 4. Slay, Murder, etc. .See kill.

Il.f intrans. 1. To go expeditiously; be
quick.

Despatch, I say, and find the forester.
Shak., M. N. D,, iv, 1.

2. To conclude or dispose of an affair or matter

;

make a finish.

They have despatched with Poinpey, he is gone.
Shak., A. and C, iii. 2.

Twill be
An hour before I can dispatch with him.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

I might have finish'd ere he went, and not
Delay'd his business much ; two or three words,
And I had dispatch'd. Shirley, The Traitor, ii. 1.

despatch, dispatch (des-, dis-pach'), ?i. [=
D. depeche = (i. Dan. depesche = Sw. depesch,

< OF. despeche, dcspesche, haste, riddance, dis-

charge, de^ateh, P. depeche, despatch ; cf . Sp.

Pg. despacho, It. dispaccio, apaccio, despatch;
from the verb.] 1. A sending off or away; a
prompt or regular starting or transmission, as
of some one on an errand or a commission, or

of a ship, freight, etc., on its prescribed course
or toward its destination : as, the despatch of

the mails ; the despatch of troops to the front.

The several messengers
I'rom hence attend despatch. Shak., Lear, ii. 1.

But because it would have taken up a long time to

Load our Vessel with our own Boat only, we hired a Peri-

ago of the Logwood-cutters to bring it on Board ; and by
that means made the quicker dispatch.

Dampier, Voyages, II. ii, 18.

2. A sending away or getting rid of something

;

a putting out of the way, or a doing away with

;

riddance ; dismissal.

A despatch of complaints. Shak., M. for M., iv. 4.

Cato gave counsel in open senate, that they should give

him [Carneades] his dispatch with all speed, lest he should
infect and inchant the minds and affections of the youth.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 14.

3. Prompt or expeditious performance; com-
plete or regular execution or transaction ; the

act of bringing to a conclusion.

The daughter of the king of France,
On serious business, craving quick despatch.

Importunes personal conference with his grace.
Shak., L. L. L,, IL 1.

Despatch of each day's little growth
Of household occupation.

Wordsworth, Excursion, viiL

Their permanent residence was assigned in the old al-

cazar of Seville, w here they were to meet every day for

the despatch of business. Frescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 9.

4. Speed ; haste ; expedition ; due diligence

:

as, repairing done with neatness and despatch;

go, but make despatch.

Sets down her babe, and makes all swift dispatch

In pursuit of the thing she would have stay.

Shak., Sonnets, cxliii.

Letters of greater consequence, that require dispatch.

are sent by foot messengers across the deserts directly to

Cairo. Pococke, Description of the East, I, 14.

Our axes were immediately set to work to cut down
trees, and, our men being dexterous in the use of them,

gi'eat despatch was made. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 234.

The earl's utmost despatch only enabled him to meet
the queen as she entered the great hall.

Scott, Kenilworth, xv.

No two things differ more than hurry and despatch.

Hurry is the mark of a weak mind, despatch of a strong

one. Cotton, Lacon.

5t. Conduct; management.
You shall put

This night's great business into my despatch.
Shak., Macbeth, L 6.

6. A -written message sent or to be sent with

expedition: as, a telegraphic (fc*/)ff?c/i.— 7. An
official letter relating to public affaire, as from
a minister to an ambassador or a commander,
or from the latter to the former, usually con-

veyed by a special messenger or bearer of de-

spatches.

Thrice happy he whose name has been well spelt

In the despatch. Byron.

8. A conveyance or an organization for the ex-

peditious transmission of merchandise, money,
etc.: as, the Merchants' Despatch ; it was sent

by despatch.— 9t. A decisive answer.



despatch

To-day we shall have our despatcn.

On Saturday we will return to France.
Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1.

Bearer of despatches, a person employed, either spe-

cially or regularly, in conveying official despatches, as be-

tween a government and its foreign envoys, or to or from
a military or naval commander.—Happy despatch, a
humorous name given to the form of judicial suicide

known among the Japanese as Aara-ii'ri.— Pneumatic
despatch, i^^e pneumatic.

despatch-boat (des-pach'bot), n. A govem-
mtnt vessel for the conveyance of despatches.

despatch-box (des-pachiboks), n. A box or
case in which official despatches are carried by
a special messenger.
despatcher, dispatcher (des-, dis-pach'fer), n.

Out- who despatelics : as, a tvain-despatcher ; a
raivA-iJesjiatclnr.

despatchfult, dispatchfult (des-, dis-pach'ful),

a. [< despatch, dispatch, + -ful, 1.] Marked
by or exercising despatch ; energetic ; speedy.

Fall like a secret and despatch/id plague
On your secured comforts.

MiddUton, Trick to Catch the Old One, ii. 2.

So saying, with di»patch/iil looks in haste
She turns, on hospitable thoughts intent,

What choice to choose for delicacy best.

MUton, P. L., v. 331.

Let one dispatch/ul bid some swain to lead
A well-fed bullock from the grassy mead. Pope.

despatch-tube (des-paeh'tiib), n. The tube
or pipe of a pneumatic despatch system. See
pneumatic.

despeciflcate (de-spf-sif 'i-kat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. despecificated, ppr. despeeificating. [< de-

priv. + specificate.'^ To change the specific

use or meaning of ; make specifically different

;

differentiate. [Bare.]

Inaptitude and ineptitude have been usefully despeeifi-

cated; and only the latter now imports "folly."
/'. Hall, Jlod. Eng., p. 305.

despecification (de-spes"i-fl-ka'shon), n. [< dc-

sjiccificatc: see -ation.'\ Change of specific use
or meaning; differentiation. [Rare.]

It is their degpecification— not the words themselves—
that belongs to our period.

F. Hall, Jlod. Eng., p. 306, note.

despect (de-spekt')( «• [< L- despectug, a look-

ing down upon, contempt, < despicere, pp. de-

spectus, look down upon : see despise^ and cf.

despite, a doublet of despect.'] Despection; con-
tempt. Coleridge. [Kare.]
despectant(dc-spek'tant),a. [< \j.despectan{t-)s,

ppr. of ilespectare, look down upon : see despite,

v.] In her., looking downward; having the
head bent downward : said of an animal used
as a bearing. Also dejectunt.

despection (de-spek'shon), n. [= OP. despec-
tiuii, < L. despectio(n-), < despicere, pp. desjiectus,

look down upon, despise : see despise.] A look-

ing down upon; contempt; disdain. [Bare.]

They who take either of the.se guides, reason or grace,
to carry them up tothisclitf of meditation, may cast down
their thoughts in a calm despection of all those shining
attractions which they see to be so transitory.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. six. f 6.

despencet, n. An obsolete form of dispense.

despendt, ''. '. See dispend,

despenset, ». An obsolete form of dispense.

desperado (des-pe-ra'do), n.; pi. desperados or
-<iocs (-doz). [< dSp. desperado, < L. desperatus,

pp., desperate: see desperate.] A desperate or
reckless man; one urged by furious passions;
one habituated to lawless deeds either for him-
self or for others.

This dismal tragedy, perpetrated not by any private
desperadoes of tliat faction.

The Cloak in its Colours, p. 9 (1679).

A frowzy desperado, shaggy as a bison, in a red shirt and
jack-boots, hung al)out the waist with an assortment of six-

stuxjters and bowie-knives. T. Winthrop, Love and .Skates,

With a cool, professionally murderous look, like that of
our l>order desperadocK. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 26.

desperancef, ». [ME., also desperaunce, < OF.
desperance, desparance (also desesperance, F.
desesperance) (= It. despcranza, disperama), <

desperer, despair: see despair, v.] Despera-
tion; despair.

1 am in tristesse all amidde
And fulfilled of desperawnce.

Qower, Conf. Amant., II. 119,

desperate (des'pe-rat), a. [= D. desperaat =
G. Dan. Sw. desperat = OF. dcsj/ere = OSp.
desperado = It. dispcrato, < L. desperatus, pp.
of desperare, be without hope, despair: see
despair, v.] If. Having no hope; hopeless;
despairing.

1 am (fesjxroCe of obtaining her. 5AoJl:.,T.G. olV.,iii. 2.

May he nai'iif: desperate rjf his own merit to think himself
the only exiled abject, banishe4l from out the acceptance
of a lady's favour? Fordt llimonr Triumphant, Ist Pos.

1565

2. Without care for safety; extremely rash;
reckless from despair, passion, or ferocity : as,

a desperate man.
Proceed not to this combat. Be'st thou desperate
Of thine own life ? yet, dearest, pity mine !

Fletcher {and another). Love's Cure, v. 3.

Supposing that it was a Malaya Vessel, he ordered the
men not to go aboard, for they are accounted desperate
Fellows. Dampier, Voyages, I. 401.

And when the pibroch bids the battle rave.
And level for the charge your arms are laid,
>Vhere lives the desperate foe that for such onset staid ?

Scott.

3. Done or resorted to without regard to con-
sequences, or in the last extremity; showing
despair or recklessness ; extremely hazardous

:

as, a rffsperoie undertaking; desperate remedies.

Som new disguised garment, or desperate hat, fond
[foolish] in faciuu. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 54.

Beware of desperate steps. The darkest day,
Live till to-morrow, will have passed away.

Cowper, Needless Alarm.

His enthusiasm, barred from the career which it would
have selected for itself, seems to have found a vent in
desperate levity. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

The highest results are often accomplished by those who
work with desperate energy, quite regardless of self.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 322.

4. Beyond hope of recovery ; irretrievable ; ir-

remediable ; hopeless : as, desperate fortunes

;

a desperate sitOation or condition.

They are now
But desperate debts again, I ne'er look for 'em.

Middleton {and others). The Widow, v. 1.

For e'en the perfect angels were not stable,

But had a fall more desperate than we.
Sir J. Davies, ImmortaL of Soul, viii.

They were fellows of desperate fortunes, forced to fly

from the places of their birth on account of their poverty
or their crimes. Sw\ft, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 4.

5. Such as to be despaired of; extremely dif-

ficult to do, manage, cure, or reclaim.

Your bended honesty we shall set right, sir;

We surgeons of the law do desperate cures, sir.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, lit 1.

Concluding all were desp'rate sots and fools,

That durst depart from Aristotle's rules.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 271.

=Syn. 2 and 3. Headlong, violent, mad, wild, furious,
frantic.

despera'tely (des'pe-rat-li), adv. 1. In a des-
perate manner ; recklessly ; without fear or re-

straint.

The French, rather than to endure the Arrows of the
English, or be taken, desperately leaped into the Sea.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 119.

Ye all want money, and you are liberal captains.
And in this want will talk a little desperately.

Fletcher {ami another). False One, iii. 2.

2. Excessively; violently; unrestrainedly.

The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately
wicked. Jer. xvii. 9.

She fell desperately in love with him, and took a voyage
Into Sicily in pursuit of him. Addison.

desperateness (des'pe-rat-nes), n. Madness
;

fury ; rash precipitance ;' violence.

You are too rash, you are too hot.

Wild desperateness doth valour blot.

Lust's Dominion, ii. 3.

The foul elephantine leprosy, alleviated for an hour,
reappears in new force and desperateness next hour.

Carlyle.

desperation (des-pe-ra'shon), n. [< ME. des-

peracion, < OF. desperacioh, desperation (cf. de-

scsperation = F. d^esperation) = OSp. despera-

cion (Sp. desesperacion= Pg. desespera(;ao) = It.

desperazione, disperazione = G. Dan. Sw. despe-

ra<fon,<L.rf«s/>CT'«<i(>(«-), hopelessness, despair,
< desperare, despair : see desperate, despair, v.]

It. A despairing ; hopelessness; despair.

This desperation of success chills all our industry, and
we sin on because we have sinned. Hammond.

2. A desperate state of mind, either active or
passive ; recklessness arising from failure or
misfortune ; despairing rashness or fury : as,

deeds of desperation.

Drede of des^racion dryueth a-weye thanne grace,
That mercy m her niynde may naugt thanne falle

:

Good hope, that helpe shulde, to wanhope [despair] tom-
eth. Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 307.

The very place puts toys of desperation.

Without more motive, into every brain.
Shak., Hamlet, 1. 4.

The Portuguese, ever mindful of Don Christopher, fought
with a bravery like to desperation.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 190.

The mass of men lead lives of quiet desjKration. What
la called resignation is conHrmed desperation.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 10.

= Syn. 2. i>ee despair.

despicahility (des'pi-ka-biri-ti), n. [< desjri-

cable: see -1)ility.] Despicableness ; contempt-
ibleness. [Bare.]

despiser

Snch courage we indeed esteem an exceeding small
matter, capable of co-existing with a life full of falsehood,
feebleness, poltroonery, and despicahility.

Carlyle, Misc., III. 94.

despicable (des'pi-ka-bl), a. [= It. despicabile,

< LL. despicahilis, contemptible, < despicari,
despise, < L. despicere, despise : see despise. Cf.

despisable.] That may be or deserves to be
despised; contemptible; base; vile; -worth-
less : applicable equally to persons and things:
as, a despicable man ; a despicable gift.

It is less despicable to beg a supply to a man's hunger
than his vanity. Steele, Tatler, No. 251.

In proportion as he became contemptible to others, he
became despicable to himself. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

Such a disposition to fly to pieces as possessed the minds
of the Greeks would divide America into thousands of
petty, despicable states. J. Adams, Works, lY. 509.

= 8301. Paltry, Piti/ul, etc. See contemptible.

despicableness (des'pi-ka-bl-nes), n. The
quality or state of being despicable ; 'vileness

;

worthlessness.

Even in tlie vilest [creatures], the maker's art shines
through the despicableness of the matter.

Boyle, Works, IL 13.

despicably (des'pi-ka-bli), adv. Meanly ; base-
ly ; contemptibly : as, despicably stingy.

Here wanton Naples crowns the happy shore,
Nor vainly rich, nor despicably poor. Addison.

despiciencef, despiciencyt (de-spish'ens, -en-

si), n. [<. despicient : see-ence, -ency.] A lobk-
ingdownupon; adespising; contempt. [Bare.]

It is very probable, that to shew tlieir despiciency of the
poore Gentiles, and to pride themselves on their preroga-
tive and discretion from them, they [the Jews] affected to
have such acts there done. J. Mede, Diatribae, p. 191.

despicientt (de-spish'ent), a. [< Xi. despid-
en(t-)s, ppr. of despicere, look down, despise : see
despite.] Looking down upon. Bailey, 1731.

despightt, despightfult. False spellings of
despite, despitrful.

despirituallzation (de-spir"i-tu-al-i-za'shon),

n. [< *despiritualize (< de- priv. 4^ spiritualize)

+ -ation.] The act of lessening the force, or
impeding and removing the influences, of the
nobler or spiritual nature and relations ofmen

;

the state of being so affected.

Worldliness includes the materialism of sin, the despiri.
tualization of man. The Congreyationalist, Feb. 19, 1885.

despisable (des-pi'zarbl), a. [< OF. despisable,

dcspi<;nble, < despiser, despise: see despise and
-able.] Deserving to be despised; despicable;
contemptible. [CoUoq.]
despisalt (des-pi'zal), n. [< despise + -a?.]

Contempt.
No man is so mean but he is sensible of despisal, and

may And means to shew his resentment.
Bp. Patrich, On Prov. xi. 12.

despise (des-piz'), «'• t.
;
pret. and pp. despised,

ppr. despising, [s ME. despisen, dispisen, < OF.
despiser, dcspicer, despise, < despis, despiz, pp.
of despire, despier, dispire, despise, < L. despi-

cere, look down upon, despise, scorn, < de,

down, + specere, look at, behold: see species,

spectacle, spy. Cf. despicient, despect, despite.]

1. To look down upon; contemn; Scorn; dis-

dain.
Yf any Brother of the fforsayd ffraternyte and crafte

dysspysse anoder, callenge hym knaffe, or horson, or detfe,

or any yotler mysname, he schall pay, at the ffyrst def-
faute, xij. d. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 315.

Fools despise wisdom and instruction. Prov. i. 7.

Men have despised to be conversant in ordinary and com-
mon matters. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 261.

Till it [the ftrej had gained so considerable a force that
it despised all the resistance [which] could be made by the
strength of the buildings which stoo<l in its way.

Still ingjleet, Sermons, I. i.

The Oriental Christians, who have been despised for cen-
turies, are, with some few exceptions, despicable enough.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 104.

Hence— 2f. To reject; throw away.
In bareine lande to sette or foster vynes
Dispiseth alle the laiiour and cxpence.

Paltadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

8t. To look upon; contemplate. [A forced
and doubtful use.]

Tliy God requireth thee here the fulfllling of all his pre-

cepts, if thou despisest to live with him for ever. Bacon.

= Syn. 1. Contemn, Disdain, etc. See scorn.

despisedness (des-pi'zed-nes), n. The state of

being despised.

He sent foolisiiness to confute wisdom, weakness to
blind strength, despisedness to vanquish pride.

Milton, Church-Government, ii. 1.

despiser (des-pi'z^r), n. [< ME. *despisere, de-

speysere; < despise + -er^.] One who despises;

a scomer.
Behold, ye despitera, and wonder, and perish.

Acts xliL 41.



despisingly

despisingly (des-pi'zing-li), adv. With oon-
teiupt.

despite (lies-pit'), n. [Formerly often spelled,

erroneously, despight ; < ME. despite, despit,

despyte, dispite, dispit, < OF. despit, despeit, F.
depit =z Pr. despieyt, despieg = Sp. despecho =
Pg. despeito = It. dispetio, < L. despectns, a look-

ing down upon, contempt, < despicere, pp. de-

spectKs, look down upon, despise: see despise.

Hence by apheresis spite, q. v.] 1. Scorn;
contempt; extreme malice; malignity; con-
temptuous aversion; spite.

Gawein vndirstwle her nmnaces, and hir pride, and he
hadde ther-of grete dispite. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 462.

Wherin, as it is sayde, Absolon is buryed, and whan so

euer any Sarrasyn cometli by yt sepulcre he casteth a

stone thereat with grete violence and dofjiyte, bycause yt

the sayd Absolon pursued his father kyng Dauid and
caused hym to He. Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 34.

Thou hast . . . rejoiced in heart with all thy despite

against the land of Israel. Ezek. xxv. 6.

2. Defiance with contempt of opposition ; con-

temptuous challenge.

Receive thy friend, who, scorning flight,

Goes to meet danger with despite.

Proudly as thou the tempest s might,
Dark-rolling wave

!

LongJeUttw, tr. of Evald's King Cliristian.

3, An act of malice or injury. [Poetic]

Do not presume, because you see me young

;

Or caste despites on my profession.
Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, ii. 3.

Which would be all his solace and revenge.
As a despite done against the Most High.

Uaton, P. L., vL 906.

But, as I said to him, his own despites

Are for his breast the fittest ornaments.
Long/ellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, xiv. 71.

In despite of, in defiance or contempt of ; in defiant op-

position to ; notwithstanding ; later abbreviated to in spite

of, or simply despite as a preposition.

Why doo I longer live in lifes despiffht,

And doo not dye then in despight of death?
Spenser, Daphnaida, vl.

Seized my hand in despite o/ my efforts to the contrary.
Jrving.

despite (des-pif), v. t; pret. and pp. despited,

ppr. despiting. [< OF. despiter ( > ML. despitare),

P. depiter = Pr. despechar, despeytar = Sp. de-

spechar= Pg. despeitar = It. disfettare, < L. de-

spectare, look down upon, despise, freq. of de-

spicere, pp. despectus, look down upon, despise

:

see despise. Hence by apheresis spite, «. <.] 1.

To treat with contempt; set at naught; despise.

[Rare.]

Hee chiiseth him as the fittest subiect in whose mine
to despite his Maker. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 25.

The great founder of Rome, I heard in Holland, slew
his brother for despiting the weakness of his walls.

Landor, Peter the Great and Alexis.

2. To vex; offend; spite. [Rare.]

Saturn, with his wife Rhea, fied by night, setting the
town on fire, to despite Bacchus. Sir IT. Raleigh,

despite (des-pif), prep, [Short for in despite

of: see despite, ».] In despite of; notwithstand-

ing. See in despite of, under desjnte, n.

But archwyfes, eger in their violence,

Ferse as a tigre for to make affray,

They haf, despite and agayne conscience,

list not of pride tlieyre hornys cast away.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 46.

Plants of great vigor will almost always struggle into

blossom, despite impediments,
Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 49.

Faith held fast, desjnte the plucking fiend.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 199.

The moon will draw the sea, despite the storms and
darkness that brood between.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 123.

=Syn. Notwithstanding, In spite of. Despite, See not-

withst(tn^ling.

despiteful (des-plt'ful), a. [Formerly often
spelled, erroneously, despightful ; < despite +
-fill, 1. Hence by apheresis spiteful,'] Pull of

despite or spite ; malicious ; spiteful : as, a de-

spitefid enemy. [Rare.]

Backbiters, haters of God, despite/iU, proud boasters.
Rom. i. SO.

Wrinkled face for looks delightful,

.Shall acquaint the Dame despiteful.

Lodge (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 15).

despitefully (des-pit'fid-i), adv. With despite

;

maliciously; viciously.

Pray for them which despitefully use you and persecute
you. Mat. v. 44.

despitefulness (des-pit'ful-nes), n. Malice
;

ill will ; malignity.

Let us examine him with despitefulness and torture,

that we know his meekness, and prove his patience.
Wisdom, ii. 19.

despiteous, dispiteous (des-, dis-pit'e-us), o.

[Extended from earlier despitous, dispitous (as

1566

piteous from earlier pitous), < ME. despitous:

see despitous. In mod. poet, use appar. re-

garded as < dis- priv. + piteous.] Despiteful;
malicious; furious. [Archaic]

I Pilate am, . . that by unrighteous
And wicked doome, to Jewes despiteous
Delivered up the Lord of life to dye.

Spenser, ¥. Q., II. vil. 62.

The most dispiteous out of all the gods.
A. C. Swinburne, Phaedra.

despiteouslyt (des-pit'e-us-li), adv. [Extended
from earlier despitousl;/', q. v., as despiteous from
despitous.] Despitefully; cruelly. Spenser.

despitOUSt, dispitoust, a. [ME. despitous, dis-

pitous, < OF. despitous, despeitos, despiteus, later

despiteux, F. dipiteux (= Sp. despechoso = Pg.
despeitoso = It. dispettoso), < despit: see despite,

n. Cf. despiteous, the later form of despitous.]

Same as despiteous.

And though he holy were, and vertuous.
He was to sinful man nought despitous.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 516.

Thel ben . . . more dispytous than in ony other place,
and han destroyed alle the Chirches.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 112.

despitouslyt, dispitouslyt, adv. [ME. despi-

tously, despitusly, dlspitously ; < despitous + -h^.]

Despiteously; maliciously; angrily; cruelly.

Out the child he hente
Despitously. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 478.

despoil (des-poil'), V. t, [< ME. despoilen, de-

spuilen, < OF. despoiller, despuiUer (P. depouiller

= Pr. despuelhar, despolhar = Sp. despojar =
Pg. despojar = It. despogliare, dispogliare, spo-

gliare, despoil, < L. despoUare, plunder, < de- in-

tensive -1- spoliare, plunder, strip, rob, < spoli-

um, spoil: see spoil. Cf. depopulate.] 1. To
spoliate; take spoil from; strip of possessions

;

pillage : as, the army despoiled the enemy's
country.

The Dom schalle begynne, suche houre as oure Lord de-
scended to Helle and dispoyled it.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 114.

2. To deprive by spoliation ; strip by force

;

plunder; bereave: with of: as, to despoil one
of his goods or of honors.

The earl of March, following the plain path which his

father had trodden out, despoiled Henry the father and
Edward the son both o/ their lives and their kingdoms.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 12.

Waited with hellish rancour imminent
To intercept thy way, or send thee back
Despoil'd of innocence, of faith, of bliss I

Milton, P. L., ix. 411.

3. To strip ; divest; undress: used absolutely
or with of. [Obsolete or archaic]

He bad
That wommen sholde dispoilen hir ryght there.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 318.

And despoylled hym of alle hys clothes in to his sherte.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 164.

And thei made despoile the queue to go to hir bedde.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 463.

Though most were sorely wounded, none were slain.

The surgeons soon despoil'd them of their arms.
And some with salves they cure, and some with charms.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc.

despoilt (des-poil'), n. [< despoil, v.] Spoil;

plunder; spoliation.

My houses be, by the oversight, despoil, and evil behav-
iour of such as I did trust, in ruin and decay. Wolsey.

despoiler (des-poi'16r), «. One who despoils or
strips by force ; a plunderer.

Henry VIII. , the founder of the reformation in this coun-
try, and tlie despoiler of the clergy.

Petre, Reflections, p. 29.

despoilment (des-poil'ment), n. [< OF. de-

spoillement, depoillement, P. depotiillement = Pr.

despoillament, despulhameiit; as despoil + -ment.]

The act of despoiling; a plundering. Sob-
house.

despoliation (des-po-li-a'shon), n. [< OF. de-

spoliation, < LL. despoliatio(n-), < L. despoUare,

pp. despoliatus, despoil : see despoil, v.] The
act of despoiling, stripping, or plundering.

despond (des-pond'), v. i, [< L. despondere, give
up, yield (with or without aninium, courage),

lose courage, despair, despond; also (with de-

iutensive) promise, pledge ; < de, away, + spon-

dere, promise : see sponsor, spotise. Cf. resjtond,]

To lose heart, resolution, or hope; be cast

down ; be depressed or dejected in mind.

The Pilgrims then, especially Christian, began to de-

spond, and looked this way and that, but could find no
way by which to escape the River.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 210.

Others depress their own minds [and] despond at the
first difiiculty. Locke.

The men who labour and digest things most
Will be much apter to despond than boast.

Hoscoinmon, On Translated Verse, 1. 162.

despot

I should despair, or at least despond. Scott, Letters.

=Syn. Despair, Despond. Despair implies a total loss of
hope ; deifpond does not. Despondency produces a dispo-
sition to relax or relinquish effort ; despair generally stops
all effort. See despair, n.

I shall despair.— There is no creature loves me.
Shak., Ricli. IIL, v. 3.

I have seen, without desponding even for a moment, the
hours which America has styled her gloomy ones.

Washington, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 281.

despond (des-pond'), n, [< despond, v.] De-
spondency. [Archaic.]

This miry slough is the descent whither the scum and
filth that attends conviction for sin doth continually run

;

and therefore it is called the Slough of Desjtond.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress.

despondence (des-pon'densj, n. [< desponden( t)

+ -ce,] A despondent condition ; despondency.
[Rare.]

The people, when once infected, lose their relish for hap-
piness, saunter about with looks of despondence.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixviii. .

despondency (des-pon 'den -si), «. [< despon-
den{t) + -cy,] A sinking or dejection of spirits

from loss of hope or courage in affliction or diffi-

culty ; deep depression of spirit.

Let not disappointment cause despondency, nor difficulty

despair. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 1.

We poets in our youth begin in gladness

:

But thereof come in the end despondency and madness.
Wordsworth, Resolution and Independence, at 7.

=Syn. Desperation, etc. (see despair), discouragement,
melancholy, gloom.

despondent (des-pon'dent), a. [< L. despon-
den{t-)s, ppr. of despondere, despond: see de-

spond, v.] Losing courage; falling into dejec-

tion; depressed; spiritless.

A man might be despondent had he spent a lifetime on
a difficult task without a gleam of encouragement.

Jevons, Pol. Econ., II. 8.

despondently (des-pon'dent-li), adv. In a de-
spondent manner.
He thus despondently concludes.

Barrow, Sermons, p. 319.

desponder (des-pon'der), n. Onewho desponds.
I am no desponder in my nature. Swift.

desponding (des-pon'ding), ]> <i- Given to or

caused by despondency; despondent.

There is no surer remedy for superstitious and despond-
ing weakness than, . . . when we have done our own parts,

to commit all chearfully, for the rest, to the good pleasure
of Heaven. Sir R. LEstrange.

despondingly (des-pon'ding-li), adv. In a de-

sponding manner ; with dejection of spirits.

Swift, without a penny in his purse, was despondingly
looking out of his window to gape away the time.

Sheridan, Swift.

desponsaget (des-pon'saj), n. [As desponsate +
•age.] Betrothal.

Ethelbert . . . went peaceablie to King Offa for despon-

sage of Athilrid, his daughter. Foxe, .Martyrs, p. 103.

desponsatet (des-pon'sat), v. t. [< L. despon-

satus, pp. of desponsare (> It. disposare = Sp. Pg.
desposar), betroth, intensive of despondere, pp.
desponstis, promise to give : see spouse and de-

spond, v.] To betroth. Cockeram.

desponsationt (des-pon-sa'shon), n. [< LL.
despousatio{n-), < L. desponsare, betroth: see

de^onsate.] A betrothing.

For all this desponsation of her [Mary], according to the
desire of her parents, and the custom of the nation, she
had no^set one step toward the consummation of her mar-
riage. Jer, Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 28.

desponsoryt (des-pon'so-ri), n, [< LL. despon-

sor, one who betroths, <; L. despondere, pp. de-

sponsus, betroth. See desponsate.] A written
betrothal. Worcester.

despot (des'pot), n. [Formerly also despote; =
D. dcspoot = G. Dan. Sw. despot, < OF. despot,

despost, F. despote = Sp. despota = Pg. despota

= It. despota, despoto, < ML. despota, despotus,

< Gr. SeavdrriQ, a master, lord, ruler, appar. orig.

comp., < 6ca-, origin unknown, + *7vdTi(, later

7r<iff(f, husband, orig. master, = Skt. pati, lord,

= Lith. 2)atis, lord, = L. potis, able, cf . L. ^-
ten{t-)s, strong, potent: see potent, posse.] 1.

An absolute ruler; one who governs according
to his own will, under a recognized right or cus-

tom, but uncontrolled by constitutional restric-

tions or the wishes of his subjects ; a sovereign

who is himself theoretically the source of all

law.

The case of Pausanias and other such cases were re-

garded by the Spartans themselves as showing the ten-

dency of generals to become despots.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 250.

The natii>n knew that the king was not an arbitrary rf««-

pot, but a sovereign bound by oaths, laws, policies, and
necessities, over which they had souie control.

StuMs, Const. Hist., § 366.



despot

Hence— 2. A tyrant; an oppressor; one who
or a body which exercises lawful power tyran-

nically or oppressively, as either sovereign or

master.
A despot is the individual or class in whose favour and

for wliose benefit such a government is carried on. A des-

pot may thus include any number of persons from unity

upward— from a monarch to a mol>. Chambers's Encyc.

3. An honorary title of the Byzantine emperors,

afterward of members of their families, and then
conferred as a title of office on vassal rulers and
governors : as, the despots of Epirus.

Paleologus was both by the patriarlte and the young em-
peror honored with the title of tlie despot, another step

Into the empire. Knolles, Hist. Turks, p. 112 (Ord MS.).

= Syn. .Autocrat, dictator.

despotat (des'pot-at), n. [< F. despotat; < des-

pot + -((fe3.] Government by a despot; the

territory governed by a despot. See despot, 3.

[Rare.]
The absence of all feudal organization . . . gave the des-

potat of Epirus a Byzantine type.

Finlay, Jledieval Greece and Trebizond, vi. § 1.

despotet, «• An obsolete form of despot.

despotic, despotical (des-pot'ik, -i-kal), o. [=
OF. and F. despntique = Sp. despdtico = Pg. It.

despotico (cf. D. G. despotisch = Ban. Sw. despo-

tisk), < Gr. ScanoTiKof, of a lord or despot, < 6c-

<r;r(ir)?f, a lord, despot : Bee despot.l Pertaining
to or of the nature of a despot or despotism

;

unlimited ; arbitrary ; tyrannical : as, a despotic

ruler; despotic government or power; a despotic

will.

We may see in & neighbouring government the 111 conse-
quences of having a despotick prince. Addison.

In a barbarous age the imaginatioti exercises a despotic

power. Macaulay, Dryden.

Despotic monarchy. See monarchy. = &yiL Autocratic,
imiterious. dictatorial.

despotically (des-pot'i-kal-i), adv. In a despot-
ic manner; with unlimited power; arbitrarily.

Alike in Hindu and in Russian village-communities we
find the group of habitations, each despotically ruled by a
pater-familias. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 41.

despoticalness (des -pot' i-kal- nes), n. The
quality of being despotic ; absolute or arbitrary
autliority.

despoticon (des-pot'i-kon), n. [< Gr. dea-iroriKuv

,'sc. aij/ia, body), tlie Lord's body (the name be-
ing given by specialization to the largest por-
tion of the host), neut. of dcaizoTcKoc, of the Lord,
of a lord or despot : see despotic.'} In the Coptic

Ch., the central part of the corban or oblate,
occupying the intersection of the upright and
transverse pieces of the cross marked upon it.

The despoticon itself is divided by a cross into four divi-

sions, the whole oblate containing sixteen. Also isbodicon
and gpoudicon.

The lYiest . . . dips the despoticon in the chalice.
J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, 1. 521.

despotism (des'pot-izm), n. [= F. despotismc
= Hp. Pg. despotisnio = It. dcspotismo = V>. dr.s-

potie, despotismus =.(3r. dcspolismits = Dan. dc.i-

potisme = Sw. despotism ; as despot + -ism.} 1.

Absolute power; authority unlimited and un-
controlled by constitutional restrictions, and
depending only on the will of the prince : as,

the despotism of Louis XIV.
We are ready to wonder that the best gifts are the most

sparingly l^esU^wed, and rashly to conclude that despotism
is the decree of heaven, Iwcause by far the largest part of
the world lies bound in its fetters. Ames, Works, II. 258.

[Ctesar Borgia] t^jlurated within the sphere of his iron
despotism no plunderer ur oppressor but himself.

MacaiUay, Machiavelli.

2. An arbitrary government ; the rule of a des-
pot; absolutism; autocracy.
Even the mighty Roman Republic, . . . after attaining

the highest point of power, passed, seemingly under the
operation of irresistible causes, into a military despotistn.

Calhoun, Works, I. 85.

The Roman government, at least from the time of Dio-
cletian and Coustantine, was a pure and absolute despot-
ism. StUU, Stud. Med. Hist, p. 33.

3. Figuratively, absolute power or controlling
influence.

.Such is the despotism of the imagination over unculti-
vated minds. Macaulay.
= Syn. 1. Despotism, Tyranny, Autocraci/, Absolutism.
All these words Imply absolute iwwer. Tyranny is the
abuse of absolute power, legal or usurped, and implies
oppression. Despotism, in its earlier and still frequent
meaning, does not necessarily imply either regard or disre-
gard tor the welfare of the suliject ; but there is also a ten-
dency to give it essentially the same meaning as tyranny,
using absolutism or autocracy where an unfavorai)le mean-
ing is not intended. .See oppression.

The cruelty and inhumanity which flourished in the
(Roman) republic, professing trcedoiu, found a natural
home under the emperors — the high priests of despotism.

Sumner, Orations, I. 215.

Is there any tyranny anywhere equal to that which a
savage ruler exercises upon his subjects, with abject sub-
mission on their part, in enforcing the sacred ** customs"
of the tribe ? Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 176.
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As a champion of Absolutism, and of the Church, Charles

Felix was naturally attracted towards Austria.
E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, v.

despotist (des'pgt-ist), n. [< despot + -ist.}

One who supports or who is in favor of despot-
ism. [Rare.]

I must ])ecome as thorough a despotist and imperialist
as Stratford himself. Kinysley, Life, II. 06.

despotize (des'pot-iz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. des-

potizcd, ppr. despoti^ing. [= F. despotiser ; as
despot -t- -ize.} To be a despot ; act the part
of a despot ; be despotic.

despotocracy (des-po-tok'ra-si), n. [< Gr.
dfffirdr^f, despot, -t- -Kparia, i Kparuv, govern:
see -cracy.} Government by a despot; des-
potism as a principle of government. [Rare.]

Despotocracy, the worst institution of the middle ages,
the leprosy of society, came over the water; the slave
survived the x>riest, the noble the king.

Theodore Parker, Works, V. 262.

despumate (de-spii'mat or des'pu-mat), v.

;

pret. and pp. despumated, ppr. desptimatiny.

[< L. despumatus, pp. of despnmare (> F. de-
spumer = Sp. de.spumar = It. dispumare), skim
off, deposit a frothy matter, < de, off, + spu-
mare, foam, < spuma, foam: gee spume.} I.

intrans. To throw off impurities; froth; form
froth or scum ; clarify. [Rare.]

That discharge is a benefit to the constitution, and will
help it the sooner and faster to despumate and purify, and
so to get into perfect good health.

G. Cheyne, English Malady, p. 304.

H. trans. To throw off in froth. [Rare.]

They were thrown off and despumated upon the larger
emunctory and oi>en glands.

O. Cheyne, English Malady, p. 360.

despumation (des-pu-ma'shon), n. [= F. des-
pumatUin = Sp. dcspumacion, < LL. despuma-
tio{n-), < L. dcspumare, skim off: see despumate.}
The rising of excrementitious matter to the
surface of a liquor in the form of froth or scum

;

a scumming.
desquamate (des-kwa'mat), v. i.

;
pret. and pp.

desquamated, ppr. desquamating. [< L. desqua-
matus, pp. of desquamare (">¥ , desquamer), scale
off, < de, off, -1- sqtuima, scale.] To scale off:

peel off; exfoliate; be shed, cast, or molted
in the form of scales or flakes.

Tlie cuticle now begins to desqua^nate,
S. Plumbe, Diseases of the Skin.

desquamation (des-kwa-ma'shon), n. [= F.
desquiiiiiiitiiiii ; as desquamate + -ion.} The pro-
cess of desquamating; a sealing or exfoliation,

as of skin or bone ; especially, separation of

the epidermis in scales or patches: a common
result of certain diseases, as scarlatina.

The separation of the cuticle in small branny fragments
— in one word, desmtamation.

Sir T. Watson, Lectures on Physic, xi.

desquamative (des-kwam'a-tiv), a. [< desqua-
mate + -ire.} Relatingto, consisting in, orpar-
taking of the character of desquamation De-
squamative nephritis, a nephritis in which the epithe-
lium of the urinary tubules and Malpighian bodies is shed
to a greater or less extent.

desquamatory (des-kwam'a-to-ri), a. and n. [<
desquamate + -ory.} I. a. delating to desqua-
mation ; desquamative.

II. H. PI. desquamatories (-riz). In surg., a
kind of trepan formerly used for removing the
laminte of exfoliated bones.
dess (des), n. [E. dial, and Sc, also doss; <

Icel. des, a heap, mound (in comp. hey-des, a
hay-stack).] 1. A portion cut from a hay-
stack with a hay-knife for immediate use.— 2.
The portion of a sheaf or lot of grain or of a
stack of hay which is left when a part is re-

moved for use.

dess (des), t). <. [E. dial, and 8c., < de««, «.] 1.

To lay close together
;
pile in order.— 2. To cut

(a section of hay) from a stack. HalUwell.

desset, ». [ME.ffcs, desc, dels, a dais : see dais.}

An obsolete form of dais.

And next to her sate goodly Shamcfastnesse,
Ne ever durst her eyes from ground upreare,
Ne ever once did looke up from her desse.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 50.

dessert (de-z6rt' or -86rt'), n. [Sometimes spell-

ed desert; < OF. dessert, F. dessert, dessert, <

desservir, clear the table, < des-, de-, away, -f-

servir, serve: see sene.} A service of fruits

and sweetmeats at the close of a repast; the
last course at table : in the United States often
used to include pies, puddings, and other sweet
dishes.

At your dessert bright pewter comes too late,

When your first course was well serv'd up in plate.

W. Kinj, Art of Cookery.

destination

The supper, with a handsome de6sert, would do honour
to the Guildhall.

Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 109.

Dessert-service, the dishes, plates, etc, used in serving
dessert.

dessert-spoon (de-zert'spon), )!. A spoon inter-
mediate in size between a table-spoon and a
tea-spoon, used for eating dessert.

dessiatine, dessyatine (des'ya-tin), n, [< Russ.
desyatiiia, a measure of land (see def.), lit. a
tenth, < desyati= E. ten, q. v.] A Russian land
measure equal to 2.702 English acres. Also
written desiatine, dessatine, and (Latinized)
dessatina, and, improperly, deciatine.

The right of personal vote belongs to those who possess
100 male serfs, or 300 dessintines of ground. Brougham.

The calculation is made per dessyatine, or, as we should
say, per acre. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 518.

It is singular, however, that where the extent of pro.
ductive forest in Russia is smaller, the yield per dessiatine
is greater. Nature, XXX. 398.

dessus (de-stt'), n. [F. dessus, soprano, lit. up-
per part, noun use of dessus, over, upon, < de,

from, + sus, over, upon, < L. susum, occasional
eontr. of sursum, above, up, upward, contr. of

'subvorsum, < sub, below, + vorsum, orig. neut.

pp. of fcrfere, turn ; ef. sub-ver-t.} The French
name for soprano, formerly used also by Eng-
lish musicians.

destancet, «• An obsolete form of distance.

destemper (des-tem'p§r), v. and n. See distem-
pcr'i.

destinf, «. [< OF. destine, i., destiny, end,
destin, m., F. destin (= Pr. desti = Sp. Pg. It.

destino), destination. Intention, < destiner, des-
tine: see destine. Cf. destiny.} Destiny: as,

"the destin's adamantine band," Marstnn.
destinablet (des'ti-na-bl), a. [ME., < OF. desti-

nablc, < destiner, destine: see destine and -able.}

Determinable by fate or destiny ; fated.

By the order of necessite destynable.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

destinablyt (des'ti-na-bli), adv. In a destinable
manner. Chaucer,

destinalf (des'ti-nal), a. [ME., < destine + -al.}

Pertaining to destiny ; determined by destiny

;

fated.

But I axe yif ther be any liberie of fre wil, in this ordre
of causes, that clyven thus togidere in hymself, or elles

I wolde if that the destyiuil cheyne constreynith the niov.

ynges of the corages of men. Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 2.

destinatef (des'ti-nat), v.t. [< L. destinatus, pp.
of destinare, destine: see destine.} To design
or appoint; destine.

A destructive God, to create our souls, and destinate
them to eternal damnation.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 652.

Decking their houses with branches of cypresse : a tree
destinaled to the dead. Saiviys, Travailes, p. 65.

Birds are destinated to fly among the branches of trees

and bushes. Ray, Works of Creation.

destinatef (des'ti-nat), a. [< L. destinatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Appointed; destined; deter-

mined.
Ye are destinate to another dwelling than here on earth.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 223.

destination (des-ti-na'shon), n. [< OF. desti-

nation, dcstinacion, F. destination = Pr. desti-

nacio = Sp. destinacion = Pg. destina^So = It.

destinazione, < L. destinatio(n-), < destinare, pp.
destinatus, destine: see destine.} 1. The act of

destining or appointing ; appointment ; desig-
nation.

Designed by nature ... for the propagation of the spe-
cies : which destination . . . appears to have been pre-
ordained by the author of mankind for the continuation
of it. Boyle, Works, V. 423.

2. The purpose for which anything is intended
or appointed ; end or ultimate design

;
prede-

termined object or use: as, every animal is

fitted for its destination.

The passages through which spirits are conveyed to the
mcml»ers, being almost infinite, and each of them drawn
through so many meanders, it is wonderful that they
should perform their regular destinations without losing

their way. Glanville, Seep. Sci.

3. The place to which a thing is appointed or

directed ; the predetermined end of a journey,

voyage, or course of transmission; goal: as, the

ship's destination was unknown; the destination

of a letter or package.— 4. In Scotslaw, aterm,
generally speaking, applied to the series of heirs

called to the succession of heritable or mova-
ble property, by the provision of the law or title,

or by the will of the proprietor : but usually ap-
plied in a more limited sense to a nomination
of successors in a certain order, regulated by
the will of the proprietor. =syn. 2. Purpose, inten-

tion, lot, fate— 3. Goal, harbor, haven.



destine

destine (des'tin), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. destined,

ppr. destining. [< ME. destenen, destcynen, < OF.
destiner, F. destiner = Pr. Sp. Pg. destinar = It.

destinare, < L. destinare, make fast, establish,
determine, design, intend, destine, appar. < de-
intensive + *stan-are, an assumed form, < stare,
stand: see stand.'] X. To set apart, ordain, or
appoint to a use, purpose, office, or place.

The i-ain comes down, it comes without our call,
Each pattering drop knows well its destined place.

Joiicg Very, Poems, p. 87.

The tyrant could not bear to see the triumph of those
whom he had destined to the gallows and the quartering-
hlock. Macaulay, Kugent's Hampden.

What fitter use
Was ever husband's money destined to ?

Browning, King and Book, II. 139.

2. To appoint or predetermine unalterably, as
by a divine decree ; doom ; devote.

And makes us with reflective Trouble see
That all is deetin'd, which we fancy free.

Prior, Solomon, iii.

We are decreed,
Reserved, and destined to eternal woe.

MUton, P. L.,iL 160.

Not enjoyment and not sorrow
Is our destined end or way.

liong/etlow. Psalm of Life.

=Syn. To intend, mark out, consecrate, dedicate, decree,
allot.

destinezite (des-ti-na'zit), n. [After M. Des-
tine::.] A variety of diadochite from Vis6 in
Belgium.
destinism (des'ti-nizm), n. [< destiny + -ism.]
Fatalism. E. D. [Rare.]
destinist (des'ti-nist), n. [< destiny + -ist.]

A believer in destiny. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]
destiny (des'ti-ni), n.

;
pi. destinies {-mz). [<

ME. destynie, destenye, destenee, destene, distyne,

< OF. destinee, F. destinee= Pr. dcstinada = It.

destinata, < ML. as if "destinata, destiny, prop.
pp.tem.ofL. destinare, destine: seedestine.] 1. ^
An irresistible tendency of certain events to destitute (des'ti-tut), a. and n. [< ME. destl
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No man of woman born.

Coward or brave, can shun his destiny.

Bryant, Iliad, vi.

Love is not in our choice, but in our/a(e.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, 1. 328.

In the midst of its revels [the Greek world] trembled at
the thought of the doojn that was awaiting it ; despair was
at its heart. Faiths 0/ the World, p. 172.

destituentt (des-tit'u-ent), a. [< L. destitu-
en(t-)s, ppr. of destitue're,'forsake ; improp. used
in sense of 'wanting': see destitute.] Want-
ing; deficient.

When any condition ... is deetituent or wanting, the
duty Itself falls. Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, I. 44(i.

destitute (des'ti-tut), v. t. [< L. destitutus,

pp. of destituere (> F. destituer = Pr. Sp. Pg.
destituir = It. destituire), set down, put away,
leave alone, forsake, abandon, desert. < de,
down, away, + statucre, set, put, place, (status,
a position : see statute, state, and cf. constitute,
institute.] If. To forsake; desert; abandon;
leave to neglect.
We see also that the science of medicine, If it be desti-

tuted and forsaken by natural philosophy, it is not much
better than an empirical practice.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 182.

It is the sinfullest thing in the world to forsake or des-
titute a plantation [colonyl. Bacon, Plantations.

2. To deprive, as of property, preferment, or
office ; divest : used absolutely or with of. [Ar-
chaic]
He was willing to part with his places, upon hopes not

to be destituted, but to be preferred to one of the baron's
places in Ireland. Bacon, Letters, p. 48 (Ord MS.).

I have given you ... the amount of a considerable
fortune, and have destituted myself, for the piu-pose of
realizing it, 0/ nearly four times the amount.

Shelley, To Godwin, in Dowden, II. 323.

3t. To disappoint.
It is good in all cases for every man to understand not

only his own advantages, but also his disadvantages ; lest
... he be needlessly offended when his expectation is

destituted. Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 8.

come about by force of predetermination, what-
ever efforts maybe made toprevent them ; over-
ruling necessity ; fate.

On monday by goode distyne we shall meve alle to go
towarde Clarence. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 582.

You are three men of sin, whom destiny
(That hath to instrument this lower world
And what is in 't) the never-surfeited sea
Hath caus'd to belch up. Shak., Tempest, iii. 3.

With the Stoicks they [the Turks] attribute all accidents
to destiny, and constellations at birth.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 45.

Whate'er betides, by destiny 'tis done ;

And better bear like men than vainly seek to shun.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, 1. 249.

2. That which is predetermined and sure to
come true.

The kith that bee comnie fro or hee com till,

Hee shall bee doluen [buried] & ded as destenie falles.
Alisaunder 0/ Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), L 1026.

'Tis destiny unshunnable, like death.
Skak., Othello, iii. 3.

3. That which is to become of any person or
thing in the future ; fortune; lot; luck: often
in the plural.

Now wot i neuer in this world of wham y am come,
ne what destene me is dist, but god do his wille

!

William 0/ Palerm (E. E. T. S.), 1. 315.

As a Fish cannot live out of Water, no more was it in
the Destiny of this King [Stephen] to live out of Trouble.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 51.

The destinies of the human race were staked on the
same cast with the freedom of the English people.

Macaulay.
The revolutions in England could not but affect the des-

tinies of the colonies. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 195.

4. leap.] pi. In classical myth., the Fates or
Parcse; the powers supposed to preside over
human Ufe. See fate.

Destinies do cut his thread of life. Shak., Pericles, i. 2.

The destinies, or the natures and fates of things, are
justly made Pan's sisters. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

The Destinies, I hope, have pointed out
Our ends alike, that thou mayst die for love,
Though not for me.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, Iv. 2.

Manifest destiny, that which clearly appears destined to
come to pass ; a future state, condition, or event which can
be foreseen with certainty, or is regarded as inevitable.
This phrase has been much used in American politics,
especially about the time of the Mexican war, by those
who Ijclieved that the United States were destined in time
to occupy the entire continent.

The manl/est destiny of the '
' Anglo Saxon " race and the

huge dimensions of our country are favourite topics with
Fourthof-July orators, but they are none the less inter-
esting on that account when considered from the point of
view of the liistorian. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 102.

=8yn. Destiny, Fate, Doom. Fate is stronger than des-
tiny, and less the appointment of a personal being or oth-
er discernible cause ; but the words are often used inter-
changeably. Doom is an unliappy destiny.

tute = P. destitu6= Sp. Pg. destituido = It. de-
stituto, destituito,<. L. destitutus, pp. of destituere,
forsake, abandon, desert: see destitute, v.] I,
a. 1. Deprived; bereft; under complete lack or
privation, whether of what has been lost or of
what has never been possessed: with of: as,

rfe.s<jfM(eo/honororo/prudence; destitute offhe
necessaries of life.

Of all places, Suez is the most destitute of every thing
that the earth produces. They have neither water, grass,
corn, nor any sort of herb or tree near it.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 136.

Totally destitute of all shadow of influence. Burke.

The moon . . . has withered into a dry, volcanic cinder,
destitute of water and air.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 90.

2. Without means ; indigent; needy; poor: as,
the family has been left destitute. =syn. 2. Penni-
less, necessitous, pinched, distressed.

II. n. sing, and pi. A destitute person, or des-
titute persons collectively.
He will regard the prayer of the destitute. Ps. ciL 17.

Have pity on this poor destitute.

P. St. John, Sermons (1737), p. 224.

destituteness (des'ti-tut-nes), «. The state of
bciii^' <lestitute ; destitution. [Rare.]
destitution (des-ti-tu'shon), n. [= F. destitu-
tion = Sp. destitucioH = Pg. destituieSo = It.

destituzione, < L. destitutio{n-), a forsaking, < de-
stituere, forsake: see destitute.] 1. Depriva-
tion ; absence of anything desired.

I am unhappy— thy mother and thyself at a distance
from me ; and what can compensate for such a destitution ?

Sterne, I.etters, xci.

2. Deprivation of office ; dismissal ; discharge.
See destitute, v., 2. [Rare.]
The man [the unjust steward] not so much as attempt-

ing a defence, his destitution follows : "Give an account
of thy stewardship : for thou niayest be no longer steward.

"

Ahp. Trench, On the Parables, p. 326.

3. Deprivation or absence ofmeans ; indigence

;

poverty; want.
Left in so great destitution. Hooker.

= Syn. 3. Indigence, Penury, etc. (see poverty); privation,
distress.

desto (des'to), adv. [It., awaked, lively, ac-
tive, brisk, { destare, awake, rouse, renew, < L.
de, off, away, + stare, stand.] In a sprightly
manner: a direction in music.

destraint, »'• An obsolete form of distrain.

destra mano (des'tra ma'no). [It.: destra,
fem. of destro, < L. dexter, right; mano, < L. ma-
nus, hand: see dexter and mamial.] In music,
the right hand: in pianoforte-music used as a
direction over a passage to be played with the
right hand. Abbreviated D. M.
destreinet, «• A Middle English form of dis-
train.

destruct

destrert, «. [ME. destrer, destrere, dextrer, <
OF. destrier, destrer = Pr. destrier = It. destri-
ere, destriero, < ML. dextrarius, a war-horse (so
called because led at the right hand until want-
ed in battle), < L. dexter, right hand: see dexter.]
A war-horse.

By him baiteth his dextrer
Of herbes fyne and goode.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, L 202.

As for the Duke, we left him on foot, an enemy as dan-
gerous on foot as when mounted on his destrier.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, III. 325.

destriet, '-. t. A Middle English form of destroy.
destriert, «. See destrer.

destroy (des-troi'), V. t. [< ME. destroyen, de-
stroien, destruyen, destryen, destruen, destrien,
distroyen, etc. (also by apheresls stroyen: see
stroy), < OF. destruire, F. detruire= Pr. Sp. Pg.
destrnir = It. destruire, destruere, distruggere, <
L. destruere, pull down, ruin, destroy, < de- priv.
+ struere, build : see strticture, construct, in.
struct, etc., and also destruct, destruction, etc.]
X. To pulldown; unbuild (that which has been
built or constructed) ; demolish : as, to destroy
a building or a fortification ; to destroy a city.

On the west side the Cyclopean wall of the acropolis of
Mycente is almost totally destroyed for a distance of forty-
flve feet. }l. A. Bev., CXXXIX. 522.

2. To overthrow ; lay waste ; ruin ; make des-
olate.

Sir, lo yonder theym by whos comaundement the londe
is destroied of yow and youre barouns.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 598.

Go up against this land, and destroy it. Isa. xxxvi. 10.

Solyman sent his army, which burnt and destroyed the
country villages. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

3. To kill; slay; extirpate : applied to men or
animals.

Ye shall destroy all this people. Num. xxxii. 16.

'Tls that unruly regiment within me, that will destroy
me. Sir T. Browne, Rellgio Medici, IL 10.

If him by force he can destroy, or, worse,
By some false guile pervert. Milton, P. L., iii. 91.

4. To bring to naught
;
put an end to ; anni-

hilate ; obliterate entirely ; cause to cease, or
to cease to be : as, to destroy one's happiness or
peace of mind by worry.

Ouer-plente pryde norssheth, tlier pouerte destrueth hit.
Piers Ploumian (C), xiii. 234.

Our old man is crucified with him, that the body of sin
might lie destroyed. Rom. vi. 6.

Venice is a still more remarkable instance : in her his-
tory we see nothing but the 'state ; aristocracy had de-
stroyed every seed of genius and virtue.

Macaiday, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

The fury of a corrupt populace may destroy in one hour
what centuries have slowly consolidated.

Story, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

5. To counteract or render of no avail ; take
away, detract from, or vitiate the power, force,
value, use, or beauty of; ruin ; spoil : as, to de-
stroy a person's influence.

The exceptions do not destroy the authority of the rule.
Macaulay, West. Reviewer's Def. of MilL

6. To refute; disprove.

Destroy his fib or sophisti"y, in vain.
The creature's at his dirty work again I

Pope, Prol. to .Satires, 1. 91.

It is by making the unphilosophic inference that be-
cause we cannot know tlie objective reality therefore
there exists none, that idealism destroys itself.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos.,!. 79.

Destroyingangels. See angel. =SyTl. To consume, throw
down, raze, subvert, dismantle, desolate, devastate, extin-
guish, quench, eradicate, root out.

destroyable (des-troi'a-bl), a. [< destroy +
-able.] Capable of being destroyed ; destruc-
tible. [Rare.]

Propagating themselves in a manner everywhere, and
scarcely destroyable by the weather, the plough, or any
art. Derham, Physico-Theol., iv. 11.

destroyer (des-troi'^r), n. [< ME. destroyere,
di.itriere ; < destroy + -crl.] 1 . One who or that
which destroys ; one who or that which kills,

ruins, or makes desolate.

By powrinu forth the jiure and plentious F\6oi
Of his most precious Water-mixed Blood,
Preserue his People from the drad Destroyer.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.,"The Lawe.
To be styled great conquerours,

Patrons of mankind, gods, and sons of gotls

;

Destroyers rightlier call'd, and plagues of men.
Milton. P. L., It 697.

2. Specifically, a torpedo-boat destroyer. See
torpedo-boat.

destructt (de-strukf), V. t. [< L. destructus,

pp. of destruere, destroy : see destroy. Cf. con-
struct, instruct.] To destroy.
The creatures belonging to them . . . either wholly d<>-

structed or marvellnnsly (-orrupted from that they were
before. J. Mede, Paraphrase on St. Peter (1642), p. 12.
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destructibility (df-struk-ti-biri-ti), n. [= Sp.
destructibiUdad =: Pg. dcstructibilidade ; as de-
structible + -ityJ] The quality of being capable
of destruction.

destructible (de-struk'ti-bl), a. [= F. destruc-
tible = It. distruggibile, < LL. destructibilis, < L.
destructiis, pp. of destrucre, destroy.] Liable to
destruction ; capable of being destroyed.

Therefore forms, qualities, aiid essences are producible
by composition, destructible by dissolution.

A. Tucker, Liglit of Nature, II. i. 2.

destructibleness (df-struk'ti-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being destructible.

destmctilet, «• [< LL. destructilis, destructi-
ble, < L. dcstructus, pp. of destruere, destroy : see
destroif.'] That may be destroyed ; destructible.
Bailey, 1727.

destruction (df-struk'shon), n. [< ME. destruc-
tion, destruccion, destruccioun, < OF. destruction,
also destruison, F. destruction = Sp. destruccion
= Pg. destruigao = It. distruzione, < L. destruc-
ft'o(n-), a pulling down, destroying, < destrucre,

pp. destructiis, pull down, destroy: see destroy.

J

1. The act of destroying; demolition; a pull-
ing down, as of a building ; subversion or over-
throw, as of a government or a principle ; ruin,
as of a town, a crop, reputation, virtue, etc

1569
What remains but to breathe ont Moses's wish ? that

men were not so destructively foolish !

Decay of Christian Piety.

The doctrine that states the time of repentance destruc-
tively to a pious life. Soitth, Sermons, VII. vi.

destructiveness (de-struk'tiv-nes), ». 1. The
quality of being destructive ; tendency to de-
stroy or ruin.— 2. In phren., the tendency to
destroy or overthrow, supposed to be located
in a special organ of the brain. See cut under
phrenology.

destructor (df-struk'tor), «. [= F. destructeur
= Pr. destruydor = Sp! Pg. dcstruidor = It. de-
struttore, < LL. destructor, a destroyer, < L. de-
struere, pp. destructus, destroy: see destroy.']

If. A destroyer; a consumer.

Helmont doth somewhere wittily call the fire the de-
structor and the artificial death of things,

Boyle, Worlis, I. 627.

2. Speeiflcally, a fiunaee or crematory for the
burning of refuse.

Bearing in mind the undesirability of fUling up IioUows
with refuse, and subsequently erecting buildings upon it,

the destructor becomes a most desiralile means of dealing
"ith it. A. Uill, Sanitarian, XVII. 35.

destruiet, v. t. A Middle English form of de-
stroy.

annihilation or deprivation of existence, as of desudation (des-u-da'shon), n. [= F. disuda-
J. i

^j^^ =Pg. dcsuda'fao, < IJL. desudatio()i-), a, -vio-

lent sweating, < L. desudare{> It. desudare= Sp.
ilesudar), pp. desudatus, sweat greatly, < de- in-
tensive + sudare, sweat, = E. sweat, q. v.] In
vied., a profuse or morbid sweating, frequently
causing or accompanied by sudamina or heat-
pimples.
desudatoryt (de-su'da-to-ri), n. [< NL. *desu-
datorium, < L. desudare, sweat: see desudation.']
A sweating-bath. Bailey, 1727.

desuete (des-wef), a. [< L. desuetus, pp. of
desuescere, disuse, put out of use, grow out of
use, < de- priv. + suescere, inceptive of suere,
be used, be accustomed.] Out of use; fallen
into desuetude. [Rare.]
desuetude (des'we-tud), n. [= F. desuetude
= It. desuetudine, dissuetudine, < L. desuetudo,
disuse, < desuescere, pp. desuetus, disuse: see
desuete.] Discontinuance of use, practice, cus-
tom, or fashion; disuse: as, many words in
every language have fallen into desuetude.

The laws give place, and . . . disappear by demetude.
Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. 1836), 1. 279.

l°he gradual demetude of old observances.
Lamb, Ella, p. 32.

After the fourteenth century, the practice of cathedral
architecture of the old kind fell fast into desitetude.

C. E. Xorton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 103.

a man or a forest,

And 6 myle fro Sarphen is the Cytee of Sydon : of the
wbiche Citee Dydo was Lady, that was Eneas Wyf aftre
the Destruccioun of I'roye. Mandeviite, Travels, p. 30.

Tlie messagers of Cornewailc and of Orcanye com to hem
and tolde hem the losse and the dietruximi of the Sarazins
that dide thourgh ther londes. Merlin(¥,. E. T. S.), ii. 172.

There was a deadly destruction throughout all the city.

1 Sam. V. 11.

If material equality is ever to be secured at all, it will
be secured only by the destruetitm of civilization, not
by any distribution of the Hner existing fruits of it.

W. U. Mallock, Social Equality, p. 39.

2. The state of being destroyed ; ruin.
When that which we immortal thought.
We saw so near destruction tirought.
We felt what you did then endure.
And tremble yet, as not secure. Waller.

Such longings, as she knew.
To swift destruction all her glory drew.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 114.

3. Cause of destruction ; a consuming plague or
ruinous infliction ; a destroyer.
The destruction that wasteth at noon-day. Ps. xci. 6.

The destruction of the poor is their poverty. Prov. x. 15.

=Syil. 1 and 2. Overthrow, desolation, extirpation, eradi-
cation, extermination, extinction, devastation.

destructionist (df-stmk'shon-ist), n. [< de-
struction + -ist.]' 1. One who favors or en-
gages in destruction ; a destructive.
An Anarchist may or may not he a destruetionist— revo-

lutionist—though most of them are.

X. A. Ren., CXLIII. 204.

2. In theol., one who believes in the final com-
plete destruction or annihilation of the wicked;
an annihilationist.

destructive (de-stmk'tiv), a. and n. [= F. de-
structif= Pr. destructiu = Sp. Pg. dcstructiro =
It. distruttivo, < LL. destructivus, < L. destructus,

pp. of destruere, destroy: see destroy.] 1.- a.
1. Causing destruction; having a tendency to
destroy or the quality of destroying; ruinous

Of every form of sad desuetude and picturesque decay
Haddon Hall contains some delightful example.

U. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 28.

desulphur (de-sul'ffer), v. t. [= F. disulfurer;
as de- priv. -t- sulphur.] To free from sulphur;
desulphurize.

A yellow tinge, which is deeper when the wool has pre-
viously been de-ndpkured.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 85.

desulphurate (de-sul'fu-rat), v. t.; pret. and
(kxuljiliuratcd, ppr. dcsulphurating. [< deV\\

^, .„.„„„.,, w'iv. + suljiliur + -ate"^.] Same HS desulphurize.
mischievous; pernicious; hurtful :" with o/ or desulphuration (de-sul-fii-ra'shon), n. [= F.
to before an object : &s, a, destructive &Te; a.dc- desulfuraUnn ; as desulphurate + -ion.] Same
structice disposition; intemperance is destruc- ^^ dcsulphurization.
five of health; evil examples are destructive to desulphureted,desulphuretted(de-surfu-ret-" '- " ' ed), a. [< de- priv. + sulphuret -I- -ed^.]

' De-
prived of sulphur.

The desuljyhuretted soda makes the best white-curd soap.
Ure, Diet., III. 847.

desulphurization (de-suKfii-ri-za'shon), «.

[< desulphurize + -ation.] The act or process
of depriving (an ore, a mineral, etc.) of sulphur.
desulphurize (de-sul'fii-riz), V. t.

;
pret. and pp.

desulphurized, ppr. desulphurizing, [< rfe-priv.
-I- sulphur + -ize.] To free from sulphur; re-
move the sulphur from (an ore, a mineral, etc.

)

by some suitable process : as, iron ores contain-
ing pyrites maybe desulphurized by roasting;
coke may be desulphurized by heating to redness
in a current of steam.
desultorily (des'nl-to-ri-li), adv. In a des-
ultory or random manner; without method;
loosely.

Mind or consciousness is supposed to follow, desultorily
and accidentally, after matter of fact.

Grote, in Shairp's Culture and Religion, p. 187.

desultoriness (des'ul-to-ri-nes), «. The char-
acter of being desultory; disconnectedness;
discursiveness : as, the desultoriness of a speak-
er's remarks.

the morals of youth.
Rewards that either would to virtue bring
No joy, or be destructive of the thing.

Pope, Essay on Man, Iv. 182.

Now I myself,
A Tory to the quick, was as a boy
Destructive, when I had not what I would.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

2. In logic, refuting; disproving: as, a destruc-
tive dilemma.— Destructive dilemma. See dilem-
7;m.— Destructive distillation. See distillaiion.~De-
structive hypothetical syllogism. See Impothetieal.
= 8jm. 1. Mortal, lb a.lly, fatal, malignant, baleful, fell,
deleterious, desolating, siiiivei^ive.

H, n. One who or that which destroys ; one
who favors the destruction of anything for
some ulterior purpose, as progress or public
convenience ; an overthrower of existing insti-
tutions, customs, or the like.

Applying to each other what Bentham would have called
the dyslogistic names of tlie day. Anarchist, Destructive,
and the like. t'inlay, UUt. Greece.

Notwithstandinghls skepticism.Ockam is not an extreme
destructive. J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 4(».

destructively (de-struk'tiv-li), adv. With de-
struction; ruinously; mischievously; with pow-
er to destroy.

00

detach
It is customary to reproach the natives of Oceania with

invincible indolence ; and, if it be a fault, I fear they
nmst be convicted of desultoriness and unsteadiness in
their work. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 204.

desultorioust (des-ul-to'ri-us), a. [< L. desul-
torius : see desultory.] Desultory. Jer. Taylor.
desultory (des'ul-to-ri), a. [< L. desultorius,
of or pertaining to a vaulter or circus-rider,
inconstant, fickle, < desuUor, a vaulter, circus-
rider, who leaped from horse to horse without
stopping, < desilire, pp. desultus, leap down, <
de, down, -t- satire, leap: see salient.] 1.
Leaping; hopping about; moving irregularly.
[Archaic]
It was amazing that the desultory and rapid motions of

this dam should not oblige her litter to quit their hold.
Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selbome.

2. Swerving from point to point ; irregularly
shifting in course ; devious : as, desultory move-
ments ; a desultory saunter.
The broken surface of the ground . . . was peculiarly

favorable to i\ie desultoi-y and illusory tactics of tlie Moors.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 14.

Thenceforth their uncommunicable ways
Follow the desultory feet of Death.

D. G. Rossetti, Sonnets, xxx.. Known in Vain.

3. Veering about from one thing to another;
whiffling;unmethodical; irregular; disconnect-
ed : as, a desultory conversation.
He knew nothing accurately ; his reading had been des-

ultory. MacatUay, Oliver Goldsmith.

To turn these moments to any profit at all, we must re-
ligiously methodize them. Desidtory reading and desul-
tory reverie are to be forever abandoned.

/(. Choate, Addresses, p. 212.

Desidtory research, however it may amuse or benefit
the investigator, seldom adds much to the real stock of
human knowledge.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 41.

4. Coming suddenly, as if by leaping into
view ; started at the moment ; random.

Tis not for a desultory thought to atone for a lewd
course of life, nor for anything but the super-inducing of
a virtuous habit upon a vicious one, to qualify an effectual
conversion. Sir R. L'Estrange.

=Syn. 2 and 3. Rambling, roving, unsystematic, irregu-
lar. See irregular.

desumet (de-sum'), v. t. [< L. desumere, pick
out, choose, take upon oneself, < de, from, +
sumere, take : see assume, consume, etc.] To
take from ; borrow.

This pebble doth suppose, as pre-existent to it, the more
simple matter out of which it is desunied.

Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind, p. 76.

deS3niOnyinization (de-si-non"i-mi-za'shon), n.
[< desynonymize + -ation.] The act or process
by which synonymous words come to be dis-
criminated in meaning and use ; the differenti-
ation of words. Coleridge.

desynonymize (de-si-non'l-miz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. desynonymized, ppr. desynonymizing. [< de-
priv. -f synonymize.] To deprive of synony-
mous character, as words of similar meaning

;

differentiate in signification; discriminate (sy-
nonymous words or phrases). Also spelled de-
synonymise.

Tbe procem of desynonymizing, . . . that is, of gradually
coming to discriminate in use between words which have
hitherto been accounted perfectly equivalent, and, as such,
indilferently employed.

Abp. Trench, .Study of Words, p. 178.

In an eloquent review of Goethe's Leben, by Prof.
Blackie, . . . these two fomis (egoism and egotism] are
thus desynonymized. N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 426.

dett (det), n. A Middle English and early mod-
ern English form of debt.

detach (de-tach'), V. [First in the military
sense; < I?, detacher, OF. destacher, destachier,
destechicr (= Pr. Sp. Pg. destacar = It. distae-
care), detach, separate, unfasten, < des- priv.
+ -tacher, fasten, only in this verb and its op-
posite attacher: see attach.] I. trans. 1. To
unfasten ; disunite ; disengage and separate, as
one thing from another : as, to detach a locomo-
tive from a train; to detach a rock from its
bed; to detach the seal from a document; to
detach a man from his party.

Thus tragedy was gradually detached from its original
institution, which was entirely religious.

Goldsmith, Origin of Poetry.

The ingenuity of man has always been dedicated to the
solution of one problem— how to detach the sensual
sweet, the sensual strong, the sensual bright, etc., from
the moral sweet, the moral deep, the moral fair.

Emerson, Compensation.

Never once does he detach his eye
From those ranged there to slay him or to save.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 36.

2. To separate for a special purpose or service

;

send away, as from a post of duty or a larger
body, on a distinct mission : chiefly in military
use : as, to detach a ship or a regiment for some

.ieA*ix<.r#t.. ^ Ot-l, ,
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detach

si)ecial duty; to detach an officer from a ship

or station.

If ten men are in war with forty, and the latter detach

only an equal number to the engagement, what benefit do
they receive from their superiority? Addisoii.

=Syn. 1. To sever, withdraw, draw off, disjoin, discon-

nect, unhitch.— 2. To detail.

H. intrans. To become detached or separated;
separate or disunite itself or one's self. [Rare.]

Detaching^ fold by fold,

From those still heights, and slowly drawing near,

A vapour lieavy, hueless, formless, cold,

Came lloating on. Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iii.

detachability (de-tach-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< detach-

able: see -bilitj/.'i The capability of being de-

tached; detachable character or condition : as,

the detachability of the parts of a thing.

It is believed that the feature of detaehability, as ar-

ranged in the hde system, will particularly commend itself

to the minds of military authorities.
Farrow, Mil. Encyc, II. 194.

detachable (de-tach'a-^l)- "• [< detach + -ahle.'\

Capable of being detached or separated.

Dante is not so absolutely individual as to seem to us de-

'tachable from his time ; he was led up to through genera-

tions of Florentine history. W. Sharp, D. G. Rossetti, p. 39.

detached (de-tachf), j>. a. [< detach + -ed^.]

1. Disjoined or dissociated; not united or not
contiguous ; being or becoming separate ; unat-

tached: as, detaclicd rocks or portions of rock;

a detached house ; detached bodies of troops.

The Em-opeans live in detached houses, each surrounded
by walls inclosing large gardens. W. U. Rugsell.

A detached body of the French lying in their way, there

followed a very sharp engagement.
Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1709.

2. Of a separate character; belonging to a
detached person or body: chiefly military: as,

to be employed on detadied service or duty;

a detached mission— Detached bastion, escape-
ment, etc. See the nouns.— Detached coefflcients,

in alg., coefficients written down without tlie literal fac-

tors, for tile salteof brevity.

detachedly (de-tach'ed-li), adv. In a separate
or isolated form or manner; disconnectedly.

Brief notices of different particulars of this case are given
detacftedly by Rushworth and Whitelocke.

State Trials, Judge Jenkins, an. 1647.

detaching-hook (de-tach'ing-huk), n. 1. A
safety-appliance for releasing a hoisting-cage

when the hoisting-rope is overwound.— 2. A
device for releasing a horse from a vehicle.

—

3. A device for releasing a boat from a ship's

davits.

detachment (de-tach'ment), n. [< F. detache-

ment (= Sp. Pg. destacamento = It. distacca-

mento), <. detacher, detneh: see detach.'] 1. The
act of detaching, unfastening, or disconnect-

ing.— 2. The state of being detached or apart

;

in recent use, a state of separation or with-
drawal from association or relation with some-
thing.

The same Quiet clearness, the detachment from error, of

a woman whose self-scrutiny has been as sharp as her de-

flection. The Century, XXX. 267.

Her detachment, her air of having no fatuous illusions,

and not being blinded by prejudice, seemed to me at times
to amount to an affectation.

//. James, Jr., Harper's Mag,, LXXVI. 342.

3. That -which is detached; specifically, a
body of troops selected or taken from the main
army or body, and employed on some special

service or expedition, or a number of ships

taken from a fleet and sent on a separate ser-

vice.

A strong detaehm/mt of Sarsfleld's troops approached.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ix.

Sparta . . . sent a detachment to support the partisans
of aristocracy in Argolis, Achaia, and Arcadia.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 497.

4. An order detaching an officer from duty at

a given station.—Gun detachment, the men detailed
for the service of a gun or mortar.

detail (de-tal'), V. [< OF. detaillier, detailler,

detailher,'destaillier, F. detailler (= Sp. detallar=
Pg. detalhar = It. distagliare, stagliare, cut up,
divide, cf. dettagliare, after F., detail, cut up,
retail, narrate in particulars), < de-, L. dig-,

apart, + tailler, cut: see tail^, tailor, tally, and
cf. retail.'] I. trans. 1. To divide or set off;

specifically, to set apart for a particular ser-

vice; appoint to a separate duty: chiefly in

mUitai^ use: as, to detail a corporal's guard
for fatigue duty or as an escort; to detail an
officer.— 2. To relate, report, or narrate in

Particulars ; recite the particulars of
;
particu-

irize ; tell fully and distinctly : as, to detail all

the facts in due order.

Strange as the events detailed in the succeeding narra-
tive may appear, they are . . . true to the letter.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 176.

1570

He detailed to them the history of all the past transac-

tions. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 6.

n. intrans. To give details or particulars

about something.
There were occasions when they (monastic writers] were

inevitably graphic,— wlien they detail like a witness in

court. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 273.

To detail on the plane, lit arch., to appear in profile

or section on a plane, as a molding which abuts against

the plane, or is cut by it.

detail (de-tal' or de'tal), n. [= D. G. Dan.
detail = 'Sw. detaij, < OF. detail, P. detail (=
Sp. detalle = Pg. detalhe = It. dettaglio), de-

tail, retail; from the verb.] 1. An individual

part ; an item ; a particular : as, the account is

accurate in all its details; the point objected

to is an unimportant detail; collectively (with-

out a plural), particulars; particulars consid-

ered separately and in relation to the whole:
as, a matter of detail.

It is a fact of history and of observation that all effi-

cient men, while they have been men of comprehension,
have also been men of detail.

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 288.

2. In the fine arts, etc. , a relatively small, sub-
ordinate, and particular part, as distinguished

from a general conception or from larger parts

or effects ; also, such parts collectively (in the

singular).

One or two capitals show that the Kagusan architect

knew of the actual Renaissance. But it was only in that

one detail that he went astray.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 251.

The Assyrian honeysuckle . . . forms as elegant an ar-

chitectural detail as is anywhere to be found.
J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 254.

In the works of Alma Tadenia, the most careful study
of antiquarian detail is united to an artist's vivid recollec-

tion of the colour and sunshine of the South.
P. O. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, iv.

There is a castle at Kantes which resembles . . . that

of Angers, . . . but has, . . . within, much more interest

of detail. II. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 103.

3. A minute account ; a narrative or report of

particulars : as, he gave a detail of all the trans-

action.

We spend the first five minutes in a detail of symptoms.
Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., II. 93.

4. Milit., the selection of an individual or a
body of troops for a particular service; the
person or persons so selected ; a detachment.

The force so organized will constitute the guard of the
line from Duckport to Milliken's Bend. They will fur-

nish all the guai'ds and details required for general hos-

pitals. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 470.

Details of a plan, in arch., drawings or delineations

for the use of workmen. Otherwise called workin{i'draw.

in(7s.— In detail. («) CircumstantiaHj- ; item by item.

I was unable to treat this part of my subject more in
detail without becoming dry and tedious. Pope.

(6) Individually
;
part by part.

" Concen trate your own force, divide that of your enemy,
and overwhelm him in detail," is the great principle of

military action. Macdougall, Modem W^arfare, iii.

Office of detail, in the United States Navy Department,
the office where the roster of officers is kept, and from
which orders to officers regarding their duty, leaves of

absence, etc., are issued. = S3m. 3. Relation, recital.— 4.

S(iua(l.

detailed (de-tald'), P- « [< detail + -ed"^.] 1.

Related in particulars ; minutely recited : as, a
detailed hceouut.— 2. Exact; minute; particu-

lar.

A detailed examination. Macaulay.

A detailed picture of the inhabitants of the largest Arab
city. £. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, Pref., p. iv.

detailer (de-ta'l6r), n. One who details.

Iiulividuality was sunk in the number of detailers.

Seward, Letters, VI. 135.

detain (df-tan'), v. t. [< OF. detenir, detener,

F. dMenir'z= Sp. detener (cf. Pg. deter) = It. di-

tenere, < L. detinere, hold off, keep back, detain,

< de, off, + tenere, hold: see tenable, tenant. Cf.

abstain, contain, obtain, pertain, retain, sustain,

etc.] 1 . To keep back or away ; withhold ; spe-

cifically, to keep or retain unjustly. [Rare.]

Detain not the wages of the hireling. Jer. Taylor.

2. To keep or restrain from proceeding ; stay

or stop : as, we were detained by the rain.

Those theeves, which her in Irondage strong
Detaynd. Spenser, F. Q., VI. xi. 2.

Let us detain thee, until wc shall have made ready a
kid for thee. Judges xiii. 15.

Whole captive hosts the conqueror detains

In painful bondage and inglorious chains.
Addison, The Campaign.

3. In law, to hold in custody. =syn. 2. To retard,

delay, hinder, check, retain.

detaint (de-tan'), n. [< detain, v.] Detention.

And gan enquire of him with mylder mood
The certaine cause of Artegals detaine,

Spmser, F. Q., V. vi. 16.

detectible

detainer^ (de-ta'ner), H. [< detain + -er'^, after
OF. deteneur, deteneur, one who detains.] One
who withholds ; one who detains, stops, or pre-
vents from proceeding.

The detainers of tithes, and cheaters of men's Inherit-
ances. Jer. Taylor.

detainer^ (de-ta'n6r), n. [< OF. detener, inf.

(used as a noun) : see detain, v. Cf. retainer^.]

In law : (a) A holding or keeping possession
of what belongs to another; detention of what
is another's, though the original taking may
be lawful. It usually implies wrongfulness,
(ft) In Great Britain, a process lodged with the
sheriff authorizing him to continue to hold a
person already in his custody; specifically, a
writ by which a prisoner arrested at the suit

of one creditor may be detained at the suit of

another Forcible detainer. See/ordble.

detainmentt (de-tan'ment), n. [< OF. detene-

mcnt, < deiejitr, detain : see detain and -ment.]
The act of detaining ; detention.

Concerning our surprise, detainment, and escape.
a. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 324).

Though the original taking was lawful, any subsequent
detainment of them after tender of amends is wrongfuL

Blac^one.

Detarium (de-ta'ri-um), n. [NL., < detar, the
native name in Senegal.] A genus of legu-

minous trees of western Africa, of which only
two species are known, I). Senegalense and D.
microcarpum. The former is a tree from 20 to 35 feet

high, bearing a somewhat oval, fleshy, one-seeded fruit

about the size of an apricot, of which there are two varie-

ties, the one bitter and the other sweet. 'Phe sweet fruit

is sold in the markets, and prized by the negroes, as well
as eagerly sought after by monkeys and other animals.
The bitter fruit is regarded as a violent poison. The
wood of the tree is hard, and resembles mahogany.

detastet (de-tasf), i\ t. [Var. of distaste.] To
distaste ; dislike ; loathe.

detect (de-tekf), V. t. [< L. delectus, pp. of
detegere, uncover, expose, < de- priv. -I- tegere,

cover: see tegument, tile, thatch.] If. To un-
cover; lay bare; expose; show.

Sham'st thou not . , .

To let thy tongue detect thy base-born heart ?

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

There's no true lover in the forest, else sighing every
minute and groaning every hour would detect the lazy
foot of time as well as a clock. Shak. , As you Like it, iii. 2.

Be sure, thou nothing of the Tnith detect.

Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

Where the divine vertue ... is not felt in the soul,

and waited for, and lived in, imperfections will quickly
break out, and shew themselves, and detect the unfaith-
fulness of such persons.

Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, vi.

2. To discover ; find out ; ascertain the exis-

tence, presence, or fact of : as, to detect an error

in an account ; to detect the presence of arsenic.

Though, should I hold my peace, yet thou
Wouldst easily detect what I conceal.

Milton, P. L., x. 136.

Like following life through creatures you dissect.

You lose it in the moment you detect.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 30.

A good ear detects several gradations between tones
which to a bad ear seem alike.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 92.

Look in his face to meet thy neighbor's soul.

Not on his garments, to detect a hole.
0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

3. To find out the action or character of; dis-

cover a fault or wrong in ; unveil, as a person

:

as, to detect a man in the act of cheating; to
detect a hypocrite.

I will prevent this, delect my wife, be revenged on Fal-

statf. Shak., M. W. of W., 11. 2.

4t. To reveal the guilt or alleged guilt of; in-

form against ; complain of ; accuse.

He was vntruly judged to have preached such articles

as he was detected of. iSir T. More, Works, p. 112.

But hast thou not betray'd me. Foible ? Hast thou not
detected me to that faithless Mirabell?

Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 5.

=SjTl. 2. To find, ascertain, descry, make out, ferret out,

penetrate.

detectable, detectible (de-tek'ta-bl, -ti-bl), a.

[< detect + -able, -ible.] That may be detected.

Parties not detectable. Fuller.

These errors are detectible at a glance. Latham.

It is . . . pretty well established . . . that in some of the

minuter details of the lunar topography there are real

changes in progress, detectable by just such observation

IraicroscopicJ. iVcw Princeton Ren., I. 57.

detected (df-tek'ted), a. [< detect, t'., 1, + -ed^.]

In enlom., uncovered: applied to the hemelytra
of heteropterous Hemiptera when, as in most
species, they are not covered by the scutellum

:

opposed to obtected.

detecter (df-tek'tfer), n. See detector.

detectible, «. See detectable.
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detection (de-tek'shon), n. [< LL. detectioin-),

a revealing, < L. detcgcrc, pp. dctectus, uncover,
reveal: see rfciec(.] 1. Discovery; finding by
search or observation.
AmericU3 Vesputius, a Florentine, who, in the year

1497, made a further detection of the more southern re-

gions in this continent. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., i. 1.

The sea and rivei-s are instrumental to the detection of

amber and other fossils, by washing away the earth that
concealed them. Woodivard.

2. The act of detecting, finding out, or bring-
ing to light; a discerning; the state or fact of

being detected or found out: as, the detection

of faults, crimes, or criminals.

detective (df-tek'tiv), a. and n. [< detect +
-»•«.] I. a. 1. Fitted for or skilled in detect-

ing; employed in detecting: as, the detective

police.— 2. Relating to detectives or to detec-
tion: as, a detective story Detective agency or
bureau. See private detective, under II.— I>etectiTe
camera. See ca tnera.

n. n. A person whose occupation it is to
discover matters as to which information is de-
sired, particularly concerning wrong-doers, and
to obtain evidence to be used against them.
His duties differ from those of the ordinary policeman in
that he has no specific beat or round, and in that he is

concerned with the investigation of specific cases, or the
watching of particular individuals or classes of offenders,
rather than with the general guardianship of the peace,
and does not wear a distinguishing imiform.

For once the police were not charged with stupidity,
nor were the detectices blamed for inability to construct
bricks without straw. Saturday Rev., April 29, I860.

Private detective, a person engaged unofficially in ob-
taining .secret information for or guarding the private in-

terests of those who employ him. In large cities private
detectives are often organized in considerable numbers,
under a head or chief, imvhat are called detective agencies
or tntreaug.

detector (de-tek'tor), n. [Also detecter; < LL.
detector, a revealer, < L. detegere, pp. detectus,

uncover, reveal: see detect.'i 1. One who or
that which detects or brings to light; one who
finds out what another attempts to conceal ; a
revealer ; a discoverer.

A death-bed's a detector of the heart.
Younrj, Night Thoughts, ii. 641.

2. An instrument or a device for indicating the
presence or state of a thing. Specifically— (o) An
arrangement of the parts of a lock by which any attempt
to tamper with it is frustrated and indicated, (b) A low-
wat«r indicator for boilers, (c) A form of galvanometer,
f:enerally small and convenient for transportation, whicli
ndicates the passage of a current of electricity, showing

its direction, but not its strength. Also called i/alvano-
Kope. (d) An instrument for detecting the presence of
torpedoes in an enemy's harbor.— Bank-note detector,
in the United States, a periodical publication containing
a description of all bank-notes in circulation, and a state-
ment of the standing of the banks represented hy them,
to facilitate the detection of forged, worthless, or dei>re-
ciat«d notes. The public need of such an aid has greatly
diminished since the control of paper cutrency was trans-
ferred from the States to the national government in 1864.
See National Bank Act, under bank^.

Sometimes written detecter.

de'tector-lock (de-tek'tor-lok), n. A lock fitted
with a device for indicating any attempt to
pick or force it open.
detenebratet (de-ten'f-brat), v. t. [< L. de-
priv. + tenebratUH, pp. of tenebrare, make dark,
< tenebrw, d&Tknesa: see tenebrw.'] To remove
darkness from.
detent (de-tenf), n. [< LL. detentiis, a holding
back, < L. detinere, pp. detentus, hold back: see
detain.'] Anything used to check or prevent
motion or approach; a catch; specifically, a
pin, stud, or lever forming a check in a clock,
watch, tumbler-lock, or other machine. The de-
tent in a clock falls into the striking-wheel and stops it

when the right nundH;r of strokes have been given. The
detent of a ratchet-wheel prevents backward motion.

detention (de-ten'shon), «. [< F. detention =
Pr. detention = Sp. detencion = Pg. dttengUo =
It. detenzione, < L. as if 'detentioin-), < detinere,

pp. detentics, detain: see detain.] 1. The act
of detaining or keeping back; a withholding
or keeping of what belongs to or is claimed by
another.

How goes the world that I am thus encounter'd
With clamorous demands of date-broken bonds.
And the detention of long-since-due debts,
Against my honour? Sftak., T. of A,, ii. 2.

2. The state of being detained or held back;
restraint; confinement.
This workcth by detention of the spirits, and constipa-

tion of the tangible parts. Bactm.

Nothing could assure the quiet of both realms . . . but
their detention under safe custody.

Spotneood, Church of Scotland, an. 1570.

Except for pfilitical offences, tlie old prisons were prin-
cipally employed as places of detention before trial.

Hmrett, Orations, II. 198.

3. Forced stoppage ; hindrance ; delay from
necessity or on account of obstacles House of
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detention, a place where offenders (and sometimes wit-
nesses) are detained while awaiting trial ; a lock-np.

detentive (de-ten'tiv), a. [< L. detentus, pp. of
detinere, detain (see detent), + -ive.] Used in
detaining, as intruding insects; seizing and
holding.
The detentive surface [of the pitcher in Nepenthes] is

represented by the fluid secretion which is invariably
present. Bnxyyc. Brit., XIII. 139.

detent-joint (df-tenfjoint), n. In ichfh., the
joint by which the pectoral spine of a siluroid
fish is kept erect or pointed from the side.

deter (df-ter'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. deterred, ppr.

deterring. [< OF. deterrer,< L. deterrere, frighten
from, prevent, < de, from, + terrere, frighten:
see terrible, terrify, terror.] To discourage and
stop by fear ; hence, to stop or prevent from
acting or proceeding by any countervailing
motive : as, we are often deterred from our duty
by trivial difficulties ; the state of the road or
a cloudy sky may deter a man from undertaking
a journey.
Unto laws that men do make for the benefit of men it

hath seemed always needful to add rewards which may
more allure unto good than any hardness deterreth from
it. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

Dragons and serpenU were seen in the mo.st hideous at-
titudes, to deter the spectator from approaching.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxxi.

A million of frustrated hopes will not deter us from new
experiments. J. M. Mason.
= Syn. To hinder, restrain, keep back.

deterge (de-terj'), r. t.; pret. and pp. deterged,
ppr. deterging. [= F. dcterger = Pg. detergir
= It. detergere, < L. detergere, wipe off, < de,

off, + tergeTe,pp. tersus, wipe, scour: see terse.]

To cleanse ; clear away foul or offensive matter
from, as from the body or from a wound or
ulcer.

detergence, detergency (df-tfer'jens, -jen-si),

n. [< detergen(t) + -ce, -cy.] The quality of
being detergent; cleansing or purging power.
Bath water . . . possesses that milkiness, detergency,

and middling heat so friendly adapted to weakened ani-
mal constitutions.

De/oe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 290.

detergent (de-t6r'jent), a. and n. [= F. deter-
gent = Sp. Pg. It. Hetergente, < L. detergen(t-)s,

ppr. of detergere: see deterge.] I. a. Cleans-
ing; purging.

The food ought to be noarishing and detergent.

Arbuthnot.

H. n. Anything that cleanses.
The virtues of the most valuable preparation, I mean

salt of aml)er, are in a great degree answered by tar-water
as a detergent. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, § 23.

detergible (de-t<^r'ji-bl), a. [< deterge + -ible.]

Capable of being removed by any cleansing
process.

deteriora'te (de-te'ri-o-rat), v. ; pret. and pp. de-
teriorated, ppr. deteriorating. [< LL. deteriora-
tus, pp. of deteriorare ( > It. deteriorate= Sp. Pg.
Pr. deteriorar=F. diteriorer), make worse, < de-
terior, worse, comp. of 'deter, lit. lower, inferi-

or, comp. of de, down : see de-, and cf . exte-

rior, interior, inferior, etc.] I. trans. To make
worse; reduce in quality; lower the essential
character or constitution of : as, to deteriorate
a race of men or their condition.

At the expense of impairing the philosophical powers,
and, on the whole, deteriorating the mind.

Whately, Rhetoric, Int.

He knew that the sham Empire had deteriorated the
once puissant French army into nearly as great a sham as
itself. Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 51.

n. intrans. To grow worse; be or become
impaired in quality ; degenerate.

Under such conditions the mind rapidly deteriorates.
Goldsmith, Essays.

deteriorated (de-te'ri-o-ra-ted), p. a. [< dete-
riorate + -ed^.] Of degenerate character or
quality ; reduced to an inferior condition : as,

deteriorated bioplasm.
deterioration (de-te'ri-o-ra'shon), n. [= F.
deterioration = Sp. deterioracion = Pg. deterio-

racdo = It. deteriorasione, < ML. deterioratio(n-),

< LL. deteriorare, make worse : see deteriorate.]

A growing or making worse ; the state of grow-
ing worse.

Although, ... in a strictly mechanical sense, there is a
conservation of energy, yet, as regards usefulness or fit-

ness for living beings, tlie energy of the universe is in pro-
cess of deterioration.

W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 57.

Themoral deterioration attendant on a false and shallow
life. Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, xii.

=Syn. Degeneracy, debasement, degradation, deprava-
tion.

deteriorati've (de-te'ri-o-ra-tiv), a. [< deterio-

rate + -ivc.] Causing or tending to deteriora-
tion.

determinant
The Deteriorative Power of Conventional Art over Na-

tions. The Athenceum, No. 3156, p. 489.

deteriority (de-te-ri-or'i-ti), n. [< L. as if *de-
teriorita(t-)s, i deterior,viorse: see deteriorate.]
Worse state or quality. [Rare.]

I have shewn that this diminution of age is to lie attrib-
uted either to the change of the temperature of the air
as to salubrity or equality, or else to the deteriority of the
diet, or to both these causes. May, Diss, of the World, iii.

detennt, «'. t. [ME. determen, short for deter-
minen, determine: see determine, and cf. term.]
To determine.
Lymmitt & ordinit be the thre estatis in parliament to

detemie all causes in the said parlyament.
Act. Audit, A. 1489, p. 146. (Jamieson.)

Nocht on held, without discretioun,
Detenne withouttin lust cognitioun.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), 1. 424.

determa (de-t6r'ma), n. A native wood of Gui-
ana, used for masts, booms, and as planking
for vessels. It is avoided by insects.

determent (df-ter'ment), n. [< deter + -ment]
The act of deterring,"or the state of being de-
terred ; a cause of hindrance ; that which de-
ters.

Nor will the ill success of some be made a sufficient de-
terment unto others. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

These are not all the determents that opposed my obey-
ing you. Boyle.

determinability (de-tfer'mi-na-bil'i-ti), n. [<
determinable : see -bility.] The quality of be-
ing determinable.
determinable (df-ter'mi-na-bl), a. [< ME. de-
termynable, < OF. determinable, F. determinable
= Sp. determinable, < LL. determinabilis, that
has an end, < L. determinare, limit, determine

:

see determine.] 1. Capable of being deter-
mined, fixed, or ascertained with certainty;
able to be clearly defined or decided upon : as,
a determinable quantity ; the meaning of Plato's
expression is not determinable.

In sauter [psalter] is sayd a verce ouerte
That spekeg a poynt determynable.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 593.

The point now before us is not wholly determinable
from the bare grammatical use of the words.

South, Sermons, IV. vi.

Social change is facile in proportion as men's places
and functions are determinable by personal qualities.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 445.

2. In law : (a) Subject to premature termina-
tion : as, a lease determinable at the option of the
lessor. ( 6) Liable to be terminated by a contin-
gency yet imcertain or unknown : as, a deter-
minable fee. Thus, a devise being made to A, but in case
he should die without leaving issue, then to B, the estate
in A during his life is a fee because it may be forever, but
is determinable by reason of the contingent limitation.
See./'ec2.

determinableness (de-ter'mi-na-bl-nes), n.

The ([luility of being determinable. [Rare.]
determinacy (de-t^r'mi-na-si), «. [< determi-
nable) + -cy.] l)eterminateness. [Rare.]
The ear solves its problem with the greatest exactness,

certainty, and determinacy.
Helmholtz, Pop. Sci. Lect. (trans.), p. 80.

determinance (de-t^r'mi-nans), n. [< OF.
determinance, < liL. determinantia, an order,
decree, ordinance, conclusion, < L. determi-
nan(t-)s, ppr. of determinare, determine: seede-
termine, determinan t,] In old universities, the
degree or grade of bachelor of arts. See de-
termination, 12.

determinant (de-tfer'mi-nant), a. and n. [=
F. determinant '= Sp. Pg.' It. determinante, <

L. determinan(t-)s, ppr. of determinare, deter-
mine : see determine. ] I. a. Serving to deter-
mine; determinative. Coleridge.

II. n. 1. That which determines, fixes, de-
fines, or establishes something.
However variable the visible antecedents may be, the

real determinants— the co-operant factors— are in each
case invariant.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. vi. § 93.

2. In old universities, one who, having taken
the lowest degree in arts, had been admitted to

act as chief respondent in the Lenten disputa-
tions. See determination, 12.

Two years later, in due course of his academical studies,
this Guillehnns Lauder appears among the Determinants
in that College [St. Leonard's, in St. Andrews University]

;

which shows that he had qualified himself for taking his

Master's degree.
Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), Pref., vi.

3. In math., the sum of all the products which
can be formed of a square block of quantities,
each product containing as a factor one num-
ber from each row and one from each column
of the block, and each product being affected
by the plus or minus sign according as the ar-

rangement of rows from which its factors are
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taken (these factors being arranged in the or-

der of the columns from which they are taken)

requires an even or an odd number of transpo-

sitions to reduce it to the arrangement in the

square. A detemiinant is conveutionally denoted by

writing the square block of quantities between two verti-

cal lines. For example,

Ab—aB.

I
A, B, CI

I
o, fr, c =

I «, P. y \

AbY— Afic + afiC—abC + aBc— dBy.

The different products of which a determinant is the sum
are called its elements. The ditterent quantities which

are multiplied to form the elements are called the con-

stituents of the determinant. The oblique line of places

from the upper left-hand to the lower right-hand corner

is called the principal diagonal. The conjugate line of

places is called the secondary diaijonal. The square root

of the number of constituents is the ordinal number of the

order OT degree of the determinant.—Adjugate determi-

nant one each of whose elements is the cofactor of the

corresponding term of the dctorniinant to which it is ad-

jugate.— Axlsynunetrlc determinant. Same w sym-

metric determinant. See below.— Bialar determinant.
See Major.— Bordered determinant, a determinant

whose matrix is formed from another liy adding new rows

and columns, especially where a single row and column

are added, with a zero at their intersection.— Centroaym-
metric determinant, one which is symmetric with re-

spect to both diagonals.— Characteristic determinant
of a matrix, the determinant of a matrix formed from the

given matrix liv adding the same iiideterininate quantity

to each constituent of the principal diagonal.— Com-
plementaiy determinant, a deterndnant related to

a partial determinant, to which it is said to be comple-

mentary, by having for its constituents all the constitu-
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nite; clearly defined or definable; particular:

as, a determinate quantity of matter.

A detertninate number of feet
Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

He talks of power, for example, as if the meaning of the

word power were as determinate as the meaning of the

word circle.

Macaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.

2. Predetermined ; settled
;
positive : as, a de-

terminate rule or order.

Being delivered by the determinate counsel and fore-

knowledge of God. Acta ii. 23.

3t. Decisive; conclusive.

I' the progress of this business.

Ere a determinate resolution, he
(I mean the bishop) did require a respite.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

4t. Determined upon ; intended.

My determinate voyage is mere extravagancy.
Shak., T. N., ii. 1.

5t. Fixed in purpose ; resolute ; determined.

Like men disused in a long peace ; more determinate to

do, than skilful how to do. Sir P. Sidney.

There are some curiosities so bold and determinate as

to tell the very matter of her prayer.
Jer. Baylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 29.

Determinate idea, an idea not vague, but distinguished

from every other.— Determinate individual, in logic, a

particularindividual, designated by name or otherwise, dis-

tinguished from others.—Determinate Inflorescence,

in hot., same as centrifugal injlorescence (which see, under

fcnfn/wpai).—Determinate Judgment (Gr. ipi<7(ie^o^

afiiona), a proposition whose subject is a demonstrative

pronoun : a term of Stoical logic—Determinate prob-
lem, in geom. and analysis, a proljlem which admits of

one solution only, or at least a certain and finite number
thus opposed to an indeterminate.u^...™.j, .^j B -— -

—

r"\'-.-, , , . 1 of solutions: beini .

ents of the total detei-miuant which belong to rows and „,.„(,;„„ which admits of an inftnite number of solutions,

columns from neither of which any constituent of thepar-
rfetemunately (de-tfer'mi-nat-li), adv. 1. With

tial determinant has been taken, the sign of the comple- "f.''°*_¥^,.^';'''fiJ„'i„^,„. j„ „ j„fl„'ij.„ ™„^„o,
mentary determinant being detenniued by taking its ma-

trix as it stands in the lower right-hand corner of the ma-

trix of the total determinant, when the matrix of the par

certainty; precisely; in a definite manner.

The principles of religion are .

tial determinant has been brought to the upper left-hand

corner, without altering the value of the total determi-

nant.— Composite determinant, a sum of determinants

whose matrices are obtained by successively omitting all

the different combinations of n-columns from a rectan-

gular block of quantities having m-rows and m- and n-col-

umns. The composite determinant is usually denoted by

writing its oblong matrix with two vertical lines on each

side.—Compound determinant, a determinant whose
constituents are themselves determinants.—Cubic de-
terminant, a quantity formed on the analogy of a deter-

minant proper from a cube of quantities as constituents.

- Cyclic determinant. Same as circulant.— Determl-

. determi-nately true
Tillotson.

I have inquired much about Dr. Mead, but can't tell you
any thing deUrmhuxtely. Walpole, Letters, II. 22«.

We perceive the distance of visible objects more exactly

and determinately with two eyes than one.
lieid. Enquiry, vl. § 22.

2. Resolutely ; with fixed resolve.

Determinately bent that she would seek all loving means
to win Zelmane. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

Before the Reformation, not only were early marriages

determinately discouraged, but the opportunity for them
did not exist. Froude, Sketches, p. 139.

nant of a linear transformation or substitution, . ' ,-,- i- , -t „„\„ i

thTdeterminaiit whose constituents are the coefficients determinatenesS (de-ter mi-nat-nes), n. 1.
" The state of being determinate, certain, or pre-

cise.

On the whole, the variations in the object pursued as

good . . - have consisted in its acquisition of greater ful

of the equations of transformation regularly arrayed.—

Functional determinant, one iu which all the constit-

uents in each row are differential coefficients of one quan-

tity, while all the constituents iu each column are differ-

ential coefficients with respect to one variable.—Gauche
determinant, ii^me as sknv determinant. See below.—

Minor determinant, or minor of a determinant, a

determinant whose matrix is formed from the matrix of

another determinant by erasing part of the rows and col-

umns. First minor, a minor formed by erasing one row
and one column ; second minor, a minor formed by eras-

ing two rows and two columns, etc.—JT-dlmenslonal

ness and determinateness.
T. U. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 257.

2. The quality of being determined or of per-

severing fixedness of ptirpose ; determination.

His determinateness and his power seemed to make al-

lies unnecessary. Jane Austen, Manslield Park, xiv

determinant of the r"" order, a function of r'l' con.stit- ,_.__„.„„4.5-_ /.ir i,. ™i nS'obr.Ti'S « r^ MT^
uenS^nSoSous to an ordinary determinant.- Ortho- detemunation (de-t6r-mi-na shon), «. \S Mi^.

symmetric determinant, one all the constituents of determynation = OF. determinatson, determmoi-
which, having the sum of the ordinal places of the row gg„ p_ determination — Sp. determinacion = Pg.
andcoluinnthesame,areequal— Partial determinant, (jeterminacao = It. determinazione, < L. determi-
^xae as miiwr determinant.—Persymmetrlc determl- j - - ',.,..
nant, one which is symmetrical with reference to both

diagonals.- Reciprocal determinant, a determinant
each constituent of which is the corresponding first minor
of the determinant of which it is the reciprocal.— Skew
determinant, one iu which every constituent of the ith

row and j* column Is in every case the negative of the

one in the jth row and it*" column, except on the principal

diagonal. Also called gauche determinant.—Skew syin-

metnc determinant, a skew determinant in which all

the constituents of the principal diagonal vanish.— Sym-
metric determinant, one in which the constituent in

the i"» row and jth column is in every case equal to that in

the jth row and f'>> column.— Zeroaxlal determinant,
one in which the constituents of the principal diagonal

are all zeros. [The name determinant in a narrower sense

was introduced by Gauss, and was fiist applied in the

present sense by Cauchy.J

determinantal (de-t6r'mi-nan-tal), a. [< de-

terminant + -al.l In math., of or pertaining to

determinants.

The existence of a notation for the elements of a deter-

minantal product and a knowledge of the properties of

the elements facilitate very much the investigation of the

laws of rei>eated determinantal multiplication.

T. Muir, Bipartite Functions, Trans. Royal Soc. of Edin.,
[XXXII. 478.

determinatef (de-tfer'mi-nat), v. t. [< L. de-

terviinatus, pp. oi determinare, limit, fix, deter-

mine : see determine.'] To bring to an end

;

terminate.

The sly-Blow hours shall not determinate
llie dateless limit of thy dear exile.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

determinate (de-t^r'mi-nat), a. [< ME. deter-

minat = F. ditermini = Sp. Pg. determinado =
It. determinato, < L. determinativi, pp.: see the

verb.] 1. Having defined limits ; fixed; defi-

»ia*»o(»-), boundary, conclusion, end, < determi-

nare, pp. determinatiis, bound, determine: see

determine.] 1. An ending; a putting an end
to; termination: as, the determination of an
estate.

The kynge, by thadvise of his counsell and consent of

the parties, makethe a fynall ende and determynation.
English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 305.

And of the great appearance there was of a speedy de-

termiimtion of that war. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 339.

'I 2. Delimitation ; the act of setting bounds to

e or of determining the limits of; specifically,

assignment to the proper place in a classifica-

tion or series.

The particular determination of the reward or punish-

ment belongeth unto them by whom laws are niiide,

Uooker, Eccles. Polity, i. § 10.

3. A determining or deciding, as after consid-

eration or examination ; specifically, definite or

authoritative judicial settlement, as of a con-

troversy or suit.

It may be a question who shal hane the determination

of such controuersie as may arise whether this or that

action or speach be decent or indecent.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 220.

4. A decision aiTived at or promulgated; an

authoritative or final ruling; a determinate

opinion or conclusion.

His (the Mufti's] authoritie is so esteemed that the Em-
perour will neuer alter a determination made by him.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 312.

I have this hour received a despatch from our resident

with the determination of the republic on that point.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 21.

determinative

5. The mental act of deciding or resolving ; the

fixing or settling of a mental purpose ; the act

of resolve.

For in every voluntary determination there are certain-

ly two elements : the consciousness of an energy or effort,

and a distinct feeling of satisfaction in making the effort.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 87.

What I afBrm is that you have a power of determining

to act, a power of freely forming the internal act of de-

termination to do something.
Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 213.

6. A state of mental decision or resolution with
regard to something; determined pm-pose; fixed

intention: as, determination to succeed in an
enterprise ; his determination was inflexible.

On the part of the people it [the moral sense] gives rise

to what we call a jealousy of their liberties— a watchful
deterjnination to resist anything like encroachment upon
their rights. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 266.

7. The quality of being determined ; fixedness

of purpose; decision of character; resolute-

ness: as, a man of determination.

Violent impulse is not the same as a firm determina.tion.

J. H. Sevnnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 177.

8t. In old med., the turning or determining
point ; the crisis.

He carefully noted the detei-mination of these maladies.
Swan, tr. of Sydenham.

9. Tendency or direction, (o) Of the intellect or

will toward some object or end by an antecedent mental
state (idea or motive), determination being in the mental
what causation is in the physical world.

Examination is consulting a guide. The determination

of the will, upon inquiry, is following the direction of that

guide. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 50.

(d) Of the blood : abnormal afflux or flow : as, determina-

tion of blood to the head.

10. The solution of a problem, mathematical
or other ; an ascertainment of any magnitude or

the value of any quantity; especially, a scien-

tific evaluation based upon exact physical mea-
surements: as, a determination of the length

of the seconds-pendulum.— 11. In logic: (a)

The process of adding characters to a notion,

and thus rendering it more definite, whether
this is done by limiting its scope or by an in-

crease of information.

This notion, in which ego and non-ego are thought as

mutually determining, is called by Fichte the category of

reciprocal determination (Wechselbestimmung).
Adamsoti, Fichte, p. 168.

In the most complete determination within our reach,

the conception still does not suffice to enable any one to

say positively what the perfection of his life would be.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, I 370.

(?)) The differentiating character itself that is

added in this process.

The different determinations of a substance, which are

nothing but particular modes in which it exists, are called

accidents. Kant, tr. by Max MuUer.

12. [ML. determinatio quwstionis, the answering

a question, the posting of theses to be defend-

ed.] In Oxford and other old universities : (a)

A solemn disputation in which the respondent

is a bachelor of arts, and which is preparatory

to graduation as master of arts. (6) A disqui-

sition or other act substituted in recent times

for the old disputation. The determinations were

kept iu Lent, and hence often called the Leiit determitia-

tions. Originally, in the University of Paiis (the model
of most of the old universities of northern Europe, and
especially of Oxford and Cambridge), there was but one

degree, thatof master of arts, carrying with it the right to

lecture regularly in the university. The purpose of the

determinations was to enable the masteis to judge whether

the candidate was fit to be presented to the chancellor as

candidate for the mastership; and since there were no

examinations, there was no other regular means of ascer-

taining the candidate's fitness. The baccalaureate was

at first called the determinance, and was originally not a

degree, nor conferred by the university, but merely a per-

mission to determine or act as chief respondent in the

Lent disputations, and was conferred by the "nation."

In consequence of this inseparable connection between

the baccalaureate and the determinations, the latter are

often considered as conditions of the former, although

they follow in time.

Hence— 13t. A discussion of a question ac-

cording to the scholastic method, after the

model of a disputation.

Another diversity of Method, which is likewise of great

weight, is the handling of knowledge by . . . Questions

and their Determinations, the latter kind whereof, if it be

immoderately followed, is as prejudicial to the i)roceed-

ing of learning as it is to the proceeding of an anuy to go

about to besiege every little fort or hold.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL

He IWyclif 1 broached some singular opinions on several

alistruse points of metaphysics, which led to determina-

tions or treatises being published against liiin.

Fncyc. Brit., VIII. 411.

= Syn. 3. Conclusion, settlement, termination.— V. Reso-

lution, etc. (see decision), firmness.

determinati'(re (de-t^r'mi-na-tiv), a. and H.

[= OF. determinat'if, F. detcrvii'natif= Sp. Pg. It.

determinativo, < L. as if "determinativus, < <fe-



determinatiTe

terminatus, pp. of determhiare, determine: see
determine/] I. a. 1. Having power to deter-
mine, fix, or decide ; tending or serving to shape
or direct ; conclusive.

The detenninatice power of a just cause.
Abp. JSramluill, Against Hobbes.

Incidents . . . detenninative of their coiii&e. I. Taylor.

2. Of use in ascertaining the species ; serving
to determine the precise kiud of a thing: as, de-
terminative tables in the natural sciences (that
is, tables arranged for determining the specific
character of minerals, plants, etc., and to assist
in assigning them to their species) ; determina-
tive signs in hieroglyphics; determinative orna-
ments or structures.

If tlie term adiied to malie up the complex subject does
not necessarily or constantly belong to it, then it is deter-
tninatioe, and liniita the subject to a particular part of its
extension : as. Every pious man shall be happy.

Watts, Logic, ii. 2.

Determinative Judgment, in lorfic, a definitive judg-
ment; one in whicli suiuethiug is held as true; opposed
to problematical or interrogatioe judrfinent.

n. «. That which determines or indicates the
character or quality of something else. Specifi-
cally— (a) In hieroglyphics, an ideo!.TapTiic sign annexed
to a word expressed by a phonetic sign, for the purpose of
defining its signification. Thus, the conventional figure
of a tree in the Egyptian hieroglypliics is determinative of
the general idea tree, tlie particular kind of tree being
expressed by the phonetic sign preceding it.

For instance, the picture of a man squatting down is
used as the generic detenninatim for the proper names of
persons, for pronouns, and participles.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 60.

(b) In r^am., a determinative or demonstrative word.
determinato (da-ter-me-na'to), adv. [It., de-
termined, pp. of determinare,' <, L. determinarc.

detersive
One might as well hope to dissect one's own body and b»meny in doing it, as to take molecular pliysits ... to

lie your liominant guide, your determiner of motives in
what is solely human. Ueorge Eliot, in Cross, HI x'vii

1573
Milton's subject . . . does not determine the fate of sin-

gle persons or nations, but of a whole species. Adiiison.

In convocation, on the 31st, the question that the pope
has no more power than any other bishop was determined.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 288. 2. A determinant bachelor in a university.
7. To fix or settle definitely; make specific or ^^^ determinant, 2.
certain

; decide the state or character of. determining (df-ter'mi-ning), n. [Verbal n. of
The character of the soul is determined by the character d'^termine, ».] In medieval universities, the act

of Its God. Edwards, of qualifying for a degree by keeping the act.
fhe outer and living margin of the reef grows up to a See act, 5.

height determined by the constant breaking of the waves, determining (de-tfer'mi-ning) p a [PvT of

^ „ ,. ,.
^a^'iXOoralEeefs.p.no. determine, v.] having the power of fixing ;'di-We all each in his measure, help to rfe««rmt)i«, even if recting, regulating, or controlling- as deter-qmte unknowingly, what the spirit of the age shall be. .„.•„... .?:.,j.^

°' Luiiiiouiug. as, aeier-

£' A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 216.

8. To come to a definite intention in respect
of; resolve on ; decide : as, he determined to re-
main.
Paul had determined to sail by Ephesus. Acts xx. 16.

The surest way not to fail is to determine to succeed.
Sheridan.

Murder was determined, dared and done.
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 185.

9. To give direction or tendency to ; decide the

mining influences or conditions.
determinism (de-ter'mi-nizm), n. r< determine
+ -ism.'] 1. A term invented by Sir William
Hainilton to denote the doctrine of the necessi-
tarian philosophers, who hold that man's actions
are imiformlydetermined bymotives acting up-
on his character, and that he has not the power
to choose to act in one way so long as he prefers
on the whole to act in another way. Determinism
does not imply materialism, atheism, or a denial of moral
responsibility ; while it is in direct opposition to fatalism

course of : as, impulse may determine a moving *""^ '" "'^ doctrine of the freedom of the will,

body to this or that point. " ' '

In the tale of Melibjcus his [Chaucer's] inirtiitable faculty
of story-telling comes to his aid, and deterr.iines his sen-
tences to a little more variety and picturesqueness.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 16.

Let celestial aspects admonish and advertise, not con-
clude and determine thy ways.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., Hi. 7.

Uneasiness is the great motive that works on the mind
to put it upon action, which for shortness' sake we will
call determining of the wiU. Locke.

10. To influence the choice of; cause to come
determine: see determinate, a., and determine.] **' * conclusion or resolution: as, this circum
In music, with resolution or firmness.

^*<.r,„^ w^»^„..„^-j \,;^ „ i,„ „*.. j_ .« ,

—

determinator (de-ter'mi-na-tor), n. [= OF. de-
termineor, deterniinour, also determinateur = It.

determinatore, < LL. determinator, < L. determi-
nare, pp. determinatus, determine : see deter-
mine.'] One who determines or decides; an ar-
bitrator. [Rare.]

Choose them an author out of all protestant divines,
whom they would make umpire and determinator between
us and them. Bp. Morton, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 29.

determine (de-t^r'min), r.
;

pret. and pp. de-
termined, ppr. determining. [< ME. detemUnen,
< OF. determiner, F. determiner = Pr. Sp. Pg.
determinar = It. determinare, < L. determinare,
bound, limit, prescribe, fix, determine, < de- +
terminare, bound, limit: see term, terminate, de-
terminate.] I. trans. 1. To fix the bounds of

;

mark off; settle; fix; establish.

[God] hath made of one blood all nations of men for to
dwell on all the face of the earth, and hath determined the
times before appointed, and the bounds of their habita-
''"» Acts xvii. 26.

2. To limit in space or extent ; form the limits
of; bound; shut in: as, yonder hill determines
our view.

If man is only a sample of the universal determinism,
yet forms purposes, contrives for their accomplishment,
and executes them, definite causality and prospective
thought can work together, and the field wliich is occupied
by the one is not preoccupied against tlie other.

J. Martineau, Materialism, p. 195.

2. In general, the doctrine that whatever is or
happens is entirely determined by antecedent
causes ; the doctrine that the science of phe-
nomena consists in connecting them with the
antecedent conditions of their existence.
Such knowledge as we are capable of obtaining is strictly

limited to what Claude liernard calls the determinism of

stance dptfrmined \,\m tr. >,<> of „ri^,r «* i„„ phenomena
;
that is to say, we can know only under whatStance aetermmea mm to the study of law. detennining conditions events capable of recognition

Clara Clairmont . . . took credit to herself for having through.our senses or through consciousness take place.
determined Shelley to travel abroad. The Atlantic, Sept., 1878.

E. Dowden, Shelley, U. 7. determinist (de-t6r'mi-nist), n. and a.
= Syil. 2. To limit.— 6. To ascertain, find out.— 8. To de-
cide, conclude.— 10. To induce, influence, lead.

II. intrans. If. To come to a decision or
resolution; settle definitively on some line of
conduct.

Bind 'em fast : when fury hath given ^vay to reason,
I will determine of their sulferings.
Which shall be horrii

Fletcher {and another). Sea Voyage, iii. 1.

If you have laid my papers and books by, I pray let this
messenger have them ; I have determined upon them.

Donne, Letters, xxiii.

2. To come to a close ; end ; terminate.
Rather deye I wolde and determyne.

Chaucer, 'Troilus, Hi. 379.

3. To come to a determinate end in time ; reach
a fixed or definite limit; cease to exist or to be
in force.

.Some estates may determina on future contingencies.

The power of a magistrate was supposed to determine
only by his own resignation. J. Adams, Works, IV. 530.

The Parliament, according to law, determined in six
months after the decease of the sovereign.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

The tax |on sugar] was not imposed without consider-
able opposition from the merchants, and, granted for eiglit
years only, determined in 1693.

5. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV'. 23.

. ,„ „ [< de-
termine + -ist.] I. n. One who supports or
favors determinism.
He [man] knowshow he himself, though conscious of self-

disposal as well as of subjection of nature, presents to the
determinist the aspect of a machine,

J. Martineau, Materialism, p. 196.

U. a. Relating to the doctrine of determin-
ism.

It seems to me that the root of the Positivlsts' scorn for
theology is the determinist doctrine which, in spite of all
the evidence of the ages, denies tlie possibility, and of
course tlierefore tlie reality, of sin.

Contemporary Hev., LI, 492.

deterministic (df-ter-mi-nis'tik), o. [< deter-
minist + -if.] Pertaining to or imbued with
the philosophy of determinism.
The deterministic doctrine would stand on just as firm

a foundation as it does if there were no physical science
Huxley, Fortniglltly Kev,, N. S., XL. 801.

Blackstone. doterration fde-te-ra'shon), n. [< L. as if 'de-

The knowledge of man hitherto hath been determined
by tlie view or sight. Bacon.

3. To ascertain or state definitely; make out;
find out ; settle ; decide upon, as after consid-
eration or investigation: as, to determine the
species of an animal or a plant ; -to determine
the height of a mountain, or the quantity of determined (de-tfer'mind), p. a,

nitrogen in the atmosphere. " -••'••
New Holland is a very large tract of Land. It is not yet

determined whether it is an Island or a main Continent.
Dumpier, Voyages, I. 463.

It would be presumption to attempt to determine the
employments of that eternal life which good men are to
pass in God's presence.

J. U. A'ewman, Parochial .Sermons, L 4.

Here be facts, charactery ; what they spell
Determine, and thence pick what sense you may .'

Browning, Ilingand Book, I. 124.

[Pp. of deter-

terrutio{n-), < 'deterrare (> OF. deterrer, F. deter-
rer, dig up), < de, from, -(- terra, earth.] The
uncovering of anything which is buried or cov-
ered with earth; an unearthing. [Rare.]
This concerns the raising of new mountains, deterra-

tions, or the devolution of earth down upon the valleys
from the hills and higher grounds. Woodward.

deterrence (de-t6r'ens), n. [< deterren(t) +
-ce.] The act of deterring, or that which de-
ters; a hindrance; a deterrent. [Rare.]

hurt.

2. Definite; determinate; precisely marked
The person of a noun singular is determined or unde-

tennined. A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), p. 2s.

Those many shadows lay in spots determined and un-
moved. Wordsworth.

3. Characterized by or showing determination

Whatever punishment any crime required for deterrence
from its repetition. nineteenth Century, XXI. 111.

4. In logic, to explain or limit by adding dif- o"" fixed purpose ; resolute : as, a determined
ferences.— 5. To bring to a conclusion; put an ™aii; a, determined countenance; a, determined— A i„. —

J

effort.—4. Unfaltering; unflinching; unwav-
ering.

Strictly speaking, it is only Sparta and Athens that can
be regarded as determined enemies to the Persians.

Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 171.

=Syn, 3 anil 4. Firm, inflexible, stanch, steadfast,
Swijt, Gulliver's Travels, lii. 8, determinedly (de-t6r'mind-li), adv. In a deter-

end to ; end.

Death detennineth the manifold incoramodities and pain-
fulness of this wretchedness of this life.

Sir T. More, Life of Picas, in Utopia, Int., p. Ixxx.

Those . . . would flourish but a short period of time
and be out of vogue when that was determined.

mine, v.] 1. Limited; restricted; confined
within bounds ; circumscribed.
His power is determined, he may terrify us, but not

Burum, Auat. of Mel., p. 669. deterrent (de-t6r'ent), a. and n. [< L. deter-
'''

' ' ' ' ren(t-)s,]>]>r.oide'ierrere,t!ietex: see deter.] I.
a. Having the power or tendency to deter; hin-
dering through fear; preventive.
The deterrent effect of such penalties is in proportion

to their certainty. Bentham, Rationale of Punishment.
The punishments of a future state [have] lost much of

their deterrent influence.

J. It Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 182.

II. n. That which deters or tends to deter.

An act of the will whereby an estate at will is dete, -

mined or put an end to. Blackstone, Com., II. 140.

Specifically— 6. To find, as the solution of a
problem

; end, as a dispute, by judicial or other
final decision: as, the court determined the
cause.

They still besiege him, being ambitious only
1 o come to blows, and let their swords determine
Who hath the better cause.

Fletcher {ami another). False One, L 1.

mined manner; with determination ; imwaver-
ingly.

He [the Highlander] Is courteous, dutiful, determitiedly
pel-severing, unflinching as a foe, unwearied as a friend.

Oeikie, Geol. Sketches, ii, 50,

determiner (de-tfer'mi-nfer), n. 1. One who de-
cides or determines.
No man or body of men in these times can he the infal-

lible judges or determiners in matters of religion to any
other mens consciences but thir own. MiUon, Civil Power.

No deterrent is more effective than a punishment which,
if incurred, ... is sure, speedy, and severe,

Bentham, Rationale of Punishment.
But long credits have always been known to be danger-

ous, and the danger has never proved an effectual deter-
rent. Contemporary Rev., L. 262.

detersion (de-tfer'shon), n. [= P. d^tersion =
Sp. detersion = Pg. detersao, < L. as if *deter-
8io(n-), < delergere, pp. detersus, wipe off: see
deterge.] The act of cleansing, as a sore.

I endeavoured detersion : but the matter could not be
discharged. Wiseman, Surgery.

detersive (df-tSr'siv), a. and n. [= P. ddtersif
= Sp. Pg. It. detersivo, < L. as if 'detersimis, <
detersus, pp. of detergere: see deterge.] I. a.
Cleansing; detergent.



detersive

The iishes . . . are so acrimonious that they make a lye

extreaiuly detersive.

Plutarch's Morals (trans.), iii. 319 (Ord MS.).

TT . n. A medicine which cleanses.

rainful sordid ulcers, if not timely relieved by deter-

fires and lenienta. \fiseman. Surgery.

detersively (df-tfir'siv-U), adv. In a detersive

mauuer.
detersiveness (de-t6r'siv-nes), n. The quality

of being detersive.

detest (de-tesf), V. t. [< F. dStester = Sp. Pg.

dctiatar = It. detestare, < L. detestari, imprecate
evil while calling the gods to witness, denounce,
hate intensely, <(Je- + testari, testify, bear wit-

ness, < testis', a witness : see test^, testify. Cf.

attest, contest, protest, obtest.~\ To hold worthy
ofm^ediction; execrate; hate; dislike intense-

ly: as, to detest crimes or meanness.
How shall I lose the sin, yet keep the sense,

And love the offender, yet detest th' offence ?

Pope, Elolsa to Abelard, 1. 192.

But they detest Venice as a place of residence, beinj?

naturallv averse to living in the midst of a people who
shun them like a pestilence. Ilowells, Venetian Life, i.

= Syn. Abhor, Befssf, etc. (see Aofe) ; to execrate, view with
horror.

detestability (de-tes-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= OF. de-

testabilite ; &a detestable + -iiy: see-biUty.'] The
state or quality of being detestable; detesta-

bleness.

Nevertheless it is plausibly urged that, as young ladies

(Madchen) are, to mankind, precisely the most delightful

in those years, so young gentlemen (Bubchen) do then
attain their ma.\imum of detestability.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 88.

detestable (de-tes'ta-bl), o. [< OF. detestable,

F. detestable — By. "detestable = Pg. detestavel

= It. detestabile, < L. detestabilis, execrable,

abominable, < detestari, execrate, abominate,
detest : see dete.it.'] To be detested ; hateful

;

abominable ; execrable ; very odious.

Thou hast defiled my sanctuary with all thy detestable

things. Ezek. v. 11.

Bad affairs and extortions always overtake you in this

detestable country, at the very time when you are about to

leave it. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 46.

= Syn. Odious, execrable, abhorred, vile. See list under
nlmiiiiiiaUf.

detestableness (do-tes'ta-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being detestable ; "extreme hatefulness.

It is their intrinsic hatefulness and detestableness which
originally inflames us against them.

Adam Smith, Moral Sentiments, ii. § 2.

detestably (de-tes'ta-bli), adv. In a detestable

manner; very hatefully ; abominably; execra-
bly.

A temper of mind rendering men so detestably bad,
that the great enemy of mankind neither can nor desires

to make them worse. South,

detestant (de-tes'tant), n. [< L. detestan(t-)s,

ppr. of detestari, detest: see detest.~\ Same as
detester. [Bare.]

You know not what to terra them, unless detestants of

the Romish idolatry. Bp. Racket, Abp. Williams, i. 121.

detestatet (de-tes'tat), v. t. [< L. detestatm,

pp. of detestari : see detest.] To detest.

Whiche, as a mortall enemy, the doctrine of the Ghospel
dooeth detestate & abhorre. J. Udall, On John, Rref.

detestation (de-tes-ta'shon), n. [< F. detesta-

tion = Pr. detestatio = Sp. detestacion = Pg. de-

testagcU) = It. detestazione, < L. detestatio{ii-), <

detestari, pp. detestatus, detest : see detest.] Ex-
treme dislike; hatred; abhorrence; loathing:
with of.

In how different a degree of detestation numbers of
wicked actions stand there, tho' equally bad and vicious
in their own natures ! Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 18.

We are heartily agreed in our detestation of civil wars.
Burke.

detester (de-tes't6r), n. One who detests.

To rob men, and make God the receiver, who is the de-

tester, and will l^e the puiusher, of such crimes.
Bp. Hopkins, On the First Commandment.

dethrone (de-thron'), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. de-

throHi'd, ppr.' dethroning. [< ML. dethronare, <

L. de- priv. + thronus, a seat, throne: see
throne. Cf. disthrone.] X. To remove or drive
from a throne ; depose ; divest of royal author-
ity and dignity.

The former class demanded a distinct recognition of the
right of subjects to dethrone bad princes.

Macaulay, Hist. Kng., x.

2. To divest of rule, or of supreme power or
authority.

llie republicans, being dethroned by Cromwell, were
the party whose resentment he had the greatest reason to
apprehend. Hume, Hist. Eng., VI. Ixi.

dethronement (de-thron 'ment), n. [< dethrone
+ -ment.] Removal from a throne ; deposition
of a king, an emperor, or any supreme ruler.
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The dethronement of a lawful king was held to be as lit-

tle of a crime as the deposition of a wrongful usurper.
Carte, Hist. Eng.

dethroner (de-thro'ner), n. One who dethrones.

The hand of our dethroners . . . hath prevailed against

and (to their power) blotted out the remembrance of the

regal and sacerdotal throne.
Arnway, The Tablet (ed. 1661), p. 176.

dethronizationt(de-thr6-ni-za'shon),n. [< ML.
as if *dethronizati6{n-), < dethronizare, pp. de-

thronizatus, equiv. to dethronare, AethTone: see

dethrone. Ct. disthronize.] The act of dethron-
ing. [Rare.]

As for the queene, when slice was (God knows how farre

guilty) advertised of her husband's dethronization, shee
outwardly expressed . . . great extremity of pa.ssion.

Speed, Edw. II., IX. xii. § 73.

detinet (det'i-net), n. [L., ho detains, 3d pers.

sing. pres. ind. act. of detincre, detain : see de-

tain.] An old action of debt at common law
(chiefly in the phrase action in the detinet),

founded on the allegation that defendant kept
back the money, whether it was money due as

his own debt (debet and detinet, he owes and
detains), or was merely withheld, as where he
was executor of the debtor. Sometimes used
similarly of replevin for a chattel.

detinue (det'i-nii), n. [< OF. detinii, detenu, F.
detenu, pp. of detenir, F. detenir, detain, < L.
detinere: see detain.] In law, an old form of

action, now little used, brought to recover pos-
session of specific articles of personal property
unlawfully detained.

By Action of debt, action of detinue, bill, plaint, infor-

mation, or otherwise. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 371.

detinyt (det'i-ni), n. Detention; holding back
what is due.

But this little detiny is great iniquity.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 145.

detonable (det'o-na-bl), a. [< deton(ate) +
-able. ] Capable of detonating, or exploding on
ignition.

These grades of dynamite are only rendered detonable

by the admixture of explosive salts ; and therefore the
presence of these explosive salts does serve to perform a

useful function. Eissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 68.

detonate (det'o-nat), v.
;

pret. and pp. deto-

nated, ppr. detormting. [< L. detonatus, pp. of

detonare (> F. (fc'to«e>- = Sp. Pg. detonar), thun-
der, < de- intensive + tonare, thunder : see thun-

der.] I. trans. To cause to explode ; specifi-

cally, to cause to explode with great sudden-
ness and with a loud report.

II. intrans. To explode with great sudden-
ness and with a loud noise : as, niter detonates

with sulphur.

detonating (det'o-na-ting), p. a. Exploding;
igniting with a suiJden report Detonatingbulb,
a small glass bulb cooled quickly as soon as made, and
thus subjected to unequal strains of contraction. It will

bear considerable pressure, but the scratch of a sharp
grain of sand dropped upon it will cause it to fly into
pieces. Also called Prince Rujjert's drop.—Detonat-
ing powders, or fulminating powders, certain chemical
compounds which, on being exposed to heat or suddenly
struck, explode with a loud report, owing to the fact that
one or more of the constituent parts suddenly assume the
gaseous state. The chlorid and iodide of nitrogen are
very powerful detonating substances. 'I'he compounds
of ammonia with silver and gold, and the fulminates of

silver and mercury, detonate by slight friction, or by the
agency of heat, electricity, or sulphuric acid.—Detonat-
ing tube, a species of eudiometer, being a stout glass tube
used in chemical analysis for detonating gaseous bodies.

It is generally graduated into centesimal parts, and per-

forated by two opposed wires for the purpose of passing
an electric spark through the ga.ses which are introduced
into it, and are confined within it over mercury and water.

detonation (det-o-na'shon), n. [= F. detonation

= Sp. detonadon = Pg. detonaqdo, < L. as if *de-

ionatio{n-), < detonare, thunder: see detonate.]

An explosion or sudden report made by heat-
ing or striking certain combustible bodies, as
fulminating gold ; explosion in mass.

Detonation may be defined to be the instantaneous ex-

plosion of the whole mass of a body.
Hissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 81.

Demosthenes, in particular, exhibits consummate dex-

terity in this art |of ordering words with reference to ef-

fect]. At his pleasure, he separates his lightning and his

thunder by an interval that allows his hearer half to forget

the coming detonation.
O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xvi.

detonative (det'6-na-tiv), a. [< detonate +
-ire.] Capable of detonating; explosive.

When the gunpowder is exploded by nitro-glycerine. its

explosion l>ecomes instantaneous ; it l)ecomes detonative ;

it occurs at a much higher temperature, produces a much
larger volume of gas, and consequently develops a very
nmch greater force than when cxplfMled alone.

Eissler, Mod. IHkIi I'.xplosives, p. 69.

detonator (det'o-na-tor), «. [< detonate + -or.]

That which detonates; a detonating prepara-
tion; a percussion-cap.

detraction

The man drew a pistol from under his cloak, and fired

full in his face. Had it happened in these days of deto-

nators, Frank's chance had heen small.
Kingsley, Westward Ho, p. 89.

detonization (det'''o-ni-za'shon), n. [< detonize
-\- -ittion.] The act of detonating, as certain
combustible bodies.

detonize (det'o-niz), v.
;
pret. and pp. detonized,

ppr. detonizing. [< L. deton-are, thunder (see
detonate), + -ize.] I. trans. To cause to ignite
with an explosion; detonate.

Nineteen parts in twenty of detonized nitre is destroyed
in eighteen days. Arbuthnot, Eifect* of Air,

II. intrans. To take fire with a sudden re-

port; detonate.

This precipitate . . . detonizes with a considerable noise.

Pourcroy.

detorsiont, n. See detortion.

detortt (de-torf), r. t. [< L. detortus, pp. of de-

torquerc (^ F. detorquer), turn aside, twist out
of shape, < de, away, + torquere, twist : see
tort. Cf. distort] Same as distort.

They . . . have detorted texts of Scripture. Dryden.

detortionf (de-t6r'shon), n. [= F. detorsion, <

L. as if *dei()rtio{n-) or *detorsio{n-), < detor-

quere, pp. detortus or detorsus, turn aside, twist
out of shape: see detort.] Same as distortion.

Also spelled detorsion.

Cross those detorsvms, when it [the heart] downward tends.

And wlien it to forbidden heights pretends.
Donne, Poems, p. 327.

detour (de-tor'), m. [< F. detour, a turn, bend,
circuit, < detourner, turn aside : see deturn.]

A turning: a roundabout or circuitous way;
deviation from the direct or shortest road or
route.

The path reached an impassable gorge, which occasioned
a detour of two or three hours.

B. Taylor, Lauds of the Saracen, p. 162.

Rhymes . . . sometimes, even in so abundant a language
as the Italian, have driven the most straightforward of poets
into an awkward detour. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 329.

detract (de-trakf), V. [< F. detracter= Sp. de-

tractar= It. detrattare,< L. detractare, also (with
vowel-change) detrectare, depreciate, detract
from, also decline, refuse, freq. of detrahere

(> It. detrarre = Sp. detraer = Pg. detrahir =
Pr. detraire = OF. detraire, > ME. detrayen:

see detray), pp. detractus, pull down, take away,
disparage, detract from, < de, away, down, +
irahere,dTa,w. seetract^.] I. trans. 1. To take
away; withdraw; abate: now always with a
quantitative term as direct object, followed by
from: as, the defect detracts littlefrom the in-

trinsic value.

Shall I . . . detract so nmchfrom that prerogative.

As to be call'd but viceroy of the whole?
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

The multitude of partners does detract nothirkg from
each man's private share. Boyle.

2t. To depreciate the reputation or merit of;

disparage: belittle; defame.

To malign, traduce, or detract the person or writings of

Quintus Horatius Flaccus. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Should I detract his worth,
'Twould argue want of merit in myself.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, i. 1.

_, Decry, Depreciate, Detract from, etc. See decry.

, intrans. To take away a part ; hence, spe-

cifically, to take away reputation or merit: fol-

lowed hy from.
King Philip did not detract from the nation when he

said he sent his armado to fight with men, and not to com-
bat with the winds. Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, i. 17.

Such motives always detract from the perfect beauty
even of good works. Sumner, Fame and (Jlorj'.

"Virtue" and "utility" are ideas not only fundamen-
tally distinct, but so far in natural opposition, that the ex-

istence of utility in an action may now and again detract

from its virtue. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 150.

detracter, ". See detractor.

detractingly (de-trak'ting-li), adv. In a de-
tracting manner ; injuriously.

Rather by a hidden and oblique way insinuate his error

to him than detractingly blaze it.

Bp. Henshau; Daily Thoughts (ed. 1651), p. 13.

detraction (df-trak'shgn), n. [< ME. detrac-

tion, -tioun, -c'ioun, < OF. detraction, F. detrac-

tion = Pr. detraccio, detractio = Sp. detraccinn =
Pg. detracgdo = It. detrasione, < L. detractio(n-),

a taking away, purging, LL. detraction, < de-

trahere, pp. detractus, take away, detract: see

detract.] It. A withdrawing; a taking away;
removal.

You shall enquire of the lawful taking of partridges,

and pheasants, or fowl, the detraction of the eggs of the

said wild fowl, Ac.
Bacon, Chai-ge at Session for the Verge, p. IS.
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detraction

2. The act of disparaging or belittling the rep-

utation or worth of a person, with the view to

lessen or lower him in the estimation of others

;

the act of depreciating the powers or perform-
ances of another, from envy or malice.

Speaking well of all Mankind is the worst kind of De-
traetion; for it takes away the Reputation of the good
Men in the World, by making all alike.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, i. 1.

Let malice and the base detraction of contemporary
jealousy say what it will, greater originality of genius,

more expansive variety of talent, never was exhibited

tiian in our country since the year 1793.

De Quincey, Style, iii.

=Syil. 2. Depreciation, disparagement, slander, calumny,
defamation, derogation.

detractionst (de-trak'shus), a. [< detraction;

cf. ambitious, < ambition..'\ Containing detrac-

tion ; lessening reputation. Johnson.

detractive (de-trak'tiv), a. [< OF. detractif;

as detract + -iff.] If. Having the quality or
power of drawing or taking away.

Finding that his patient liath any store of herbes in his

garden, [the surgeon] straightway will apply a detractive

plaster. E. Knight, Tryall of Truth (1580), foL 28.

2. Seeking or tending to lessen repute or esti-

mation; depreciative ; defamatory.

The iniquity of an envious and detractive adversary.
Bp. Morton, Discharge of Imput., p. 276.

I'll not give
Such satisfaction to detractive tongues.
That publish such foul noise against a man
I know for truly virtuous.

Beau, and Ft. O, Faithful Friends, i. 1.

detractiveness (de-trak'tiv-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being detractive. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

detractor (de-trak'tor), n. [< ME. detractour, <

L. detractor,' < detrahere, pp. detractus, dispar-

age : see detract.'] One who detracts, or takes
away or injures the good name of another; one
who attempts to disparage or belittle the worth
or honor of another. Sometimes written de-

tracter.

His [Milton's] detractors, however, though outvoted,
have not been silenced. Macaulay, Milton.

There was a chorus of praise from former detractors.

Literary Era, II. 152.

^Syn. Slanderer, calumniator, defamer, vilifler.

detractory (de-trak'to-ri), a. [< LL. detracto-

rius, disparaging, < ti. detractor, a detractor:
see detractor!] Depreciatory; calumnious; dis-

paraging.

This 1« . . . detractory unto the intellect and sense of

nun. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 5.

The detractory lye takes from a great man the reputation
that Justly belongs to him. Arbuthnot.

detractress (df-trak'tres), n. [< detractor +
-ess. ] A female' detractor ; a censorious woman.
[Rare.]

If any shall detract from a lady's character unless she
be aiwent, the said detriictrem shall be forthwith ordered
to the lowest place of the room. Addieon.

detrain (de-tran'), t'. [< de- priv. -t- train.]

I. trans. To remove from or cause to leave a
railway train : said especially of bodies of men

:

as^o detrain troops. [Of recent introduction.]

XL. intrans. To quit a railway train: as, the
volunteers detrained quickly and fell into line.

The English are using a new word. Soldiers going out
of railway cars detrain.

West Chester (Pa.) Republican, V. 142.

detrayt, f. '. [ME. detrayen, < OF. detraire, de-

trere, draw away, detract: see detract.] To
draw away ; detract.

But ouere I passe, prayyng withe spyrit gtadde
Of this labour that no wihte me detray.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. g.

detrectt (de-trekf), V- [< L. detrectare, detrac-

tare, refuse, decline, also take away, detract:

see (fc'frac^i I. trans. To refuse; decline.

He [Moses] detrccted his going into Egypt, upon pretence
that he was not eloquent.

Folherby, Atheomastii (1622), p. 194.

H. intrans. To refuse.

Do not detrect ; you know th' authority
I.-i mine. B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 6.

detrectationt (de-trek-ta'shon), n. [< L. de-

trectatio(n-), < detrectare, pp. detrectatus, re-

fuse: see detrect.] The act of refusing ; a de-
clining. Cockeram.
detriment (det'ri-ment), n. [< OF. detriment,

F. detriment = Sp. Pg. It. detrimento, < L. de-
trimcntum, loss, damage, lit. a rubbing off, < de-

terere, pp. detritus, rub off, wear: see detrite.]

1. Any kind of harm or injxiry, as loss, damage,
hurt, injustice, deterioration, diminution, hin-
drance, etc., considered with specific reference,
expressed or implied, both to its subject and to
its cause : as, the cause of religion silffers great
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detriment from the faults of its professors ; let

the property suffer no detriment at your hands

;

the consuls must see that the republic receives
no detriment; the detriment it has suffered is

past remedy.
Also, not to be passionate for small detriments or of-

fences, nor to be a reuenger of them.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 249.

Being from the feeling of her own grief brought
By deep surmise of others' detriment.

Shak., Lucrece, I. 1679.

That barefoot Augustinian whose report
0' the dyhig woman's words did detriment
To my best points.

Broicning, Ring and Book, II. 320.

2. That which causes harm or injury ; anything
that is detrimental: as, his generosity is a
great detriment to his prosperity.— 3. In Eng-
land, a charge made upon barristers and stu-
dents for repair of damages in the rooms they
occupy; a charge for wear and tear of table-
linen, etc.—4. In astrol., the sign opposite the
house of any planet: as. Mars in Libra is in
his detriment; the detriment of the sun is Aqua-
rius, because it is opposite to Leo. It is a sign
of weakness, distress, etc.— 5. IrxJier.: (a)Same
as decrement, (h) The state of being eclipsed— that is, represented as partially obscured

:

said of the sun or moon used as a bearing.
= 8yn. 1. Disadvantage, prejudice, hurt, evil. See injury
&nd Ions.

detrimentt (det'ri-ment), V. t. [< ML. detri-

mentari, cause loss, < L. detrimentum, harm,
loss: see detriment, «.] To injure; do harm
to; hurt.

others might be detrimented thereby. FuUer.

detrimental (det-ri-men'tal), a. and n. [<
ML. *(letrimentalis,<. L. detrimentum, harm: see
detriment.] I, a. Injurious ; hurtful; causing
harm or damage.

Luxuries are rather perviceable than detrimental to an
opulent people. Goldsmith, Voltaire.

Political economy teaches that restrictions upon com-
merce are detrimental. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 601.

=Syn. Prejudicial, disadvantageous, mischievous, i)emi-
ciuus.

H. 71. See the extract. [Slang.]

Perhaps, Mr. Speaker, you don't happen to know what
a detrimental is. He is a person who pays great atten-
tion to a young lady without any serious intentions, and
thereby discourages the intentions of others.

Auberon Herbert.

detrimentally (det-ri-men'tal-i), adv. In a
detrimental manner ; injuriously.

That the impoverishment of any country, diminishing
both its producing and consuming powers, tells detrt-

mentally on the people of countries trading with it, is a
commonplace of political economy.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 81.

detrimentalness (det-ri-men'tal-nes), n. The
quality of being detrimental. Bailey, ITil.

[Bare.]

detrltal (de-tri'tal), a. [< detritus + -al.] Con-
sisting of fragments or particles broken or worn
away.
The detrital matter which is worn away from the land,

and carried along by rivers, contains materials of every
degree of coarseness. Huxley, Physiography, p. 132.

Detrital rock, a rock made up of the debris of other
rocks— that is, of material derived from rocks previously
consolidated, then broken up by atmospheric or other
agencies, and more or less worn by friction or by the
action of water.

detrite (de-trif), a. [< L. detritus, pp. of de-

ierere, rub down or away, < de, down, away,
+ terere, rub : see trite. Cf. detriment.] Worn
away ; worn out. Clarice.

detrited (de-tri'ted), a. [< detrite + -ed^.] 1.

Worn away ; reduced by detrition.

A halfpenny detrited. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 194.

2. Disintegrated ; of the nature of detritus.

Long, symmetrical tables, two hundred feet long by
eighty broad, covered with large angular rocks and boul-

ders, and seemingly impregnated throughout with detrited

matter. Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., II. 167.

detrition (de-trish'on), n. [= F. detrition, <

ML. dctritio(n-), < C deterere, pp. detritus, rub
off: see detrite, detritus.] A wearing off; the
act of wearing away.
The brush of time is the gradual detrition of time.

Steevens, Note on Shakspere's 2 Hen. VI.

detritus (de-tri'tus), ». [< L. detritus, a rub-

bing away," < deterere, pp. detritus, rub away:
see detrite.] 1. In geol., loose, uncompacted
fragments of rock, either water-worn or angu-
lar. Tlie term is especially ajtplicable to a material
which would be a breccia if consolidated Into a rock.

i^ce f/ranel, sand, and dri.ft.

2. More comprehensively, any broken or com-
minuted material worn away from a mass by

detum
attrition ; any aggregate of loosened fragments
or particles.

Here Dr. Schliemann encountered a great depth of soil,

partly due to the accumulation of detritus from the rocky
ground above. C. T. Newton, Art and Archffiol., p. 257.

Such natural agents as wind and water, frost and fire,

are ever at work in destroying the surface of the land and
transporting the resulting detritus.

Athenceum, No. 8067, p. 178.

Words which have thus for ages preserved their exact
form in the mass of detritus of which modern languages
are composed. Farrar, Language, xv.

de trop (de tro). [F., too much, too many : de,

of ; trop = It. troppo, too much, < ML. troppus,
tropus, a flock, troop: see troo}).] Literally,
too much; hence, in the way ; not wanted: ap-
plied to a person whose presence is inconve-
nient : as, he saw he was de trop, and therefore
retired.

detrude (de-trod'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. detruded,

ppr. detruding. [= It. detrudere, < L. detrudere,

pp. detrusus, thrust down, < de, down, -f- tru-

dere, thrust. Cf. extrude, intrude, protrude.]
To thrust down or out

;
push down with force

;

force into, or as if into, a lower place or sphere.

Such as are deti'uded down to hell.

Either, for shame, they still themselves retire.

Or, tied in chains, they in close prison dwelL
Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul.

Those philosophers who allow of transmigration . . .

are of opinion that the souls of men may, for their mis-
carriages, be detruded into the bodies of beasts.

Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 27.

It [envy] . . . leads him into the very condition of devils,

to be detruded [from] Heaven for ins meerly pride and
malice. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 56.

detruncate (df-trung'kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

detruncated, ppr. detruncating. [< L. detrun-
eatus, pp. of detruncare, lop off, < de, off, +
truncare, lop, shorten by cutting off, < truncus,

cut short: see trunk, truncate.] To reduce or
shorten by lopping or cutting off a part.

detruncation (de-tmng-ka'shon), n. [< L. de-

truncatio{n-), < detruncare, lop off: see detrun-
cate.] 1. The act of reducing or shortening;
the cutting or lopping off of a part.

It may sometimes happen, by hasty detruncation, that
the general tendency of the sentence may be changed.

Johnson, Diet., Pref.

2. In obstet., separation of the trunk from the
head of the fetus. Dunglison.

detrusion (df-tro'zhon), ». [< LL. detrusio(n-),

< L. detrudere, pp. detrusus : see detrude.] The
act of thrusting or di'iving down or away.
From this detrusion of the waters towards the side, the

parts towards the pole must be much increased.
Keill, Burnet's Theory of the Earth.

Force of detrusion, in viech.,the strain to which a body,
as a Ix'ani, is subjected when it is compressed in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the length of the fibers, the points
of support l)eing very near to and on opposite sides of the
place at which the force is applied.

detrusor (de-tro'sor), n.
;
pi. detrusores (de-tr<j-

so'rez). [NL., < L. detrudere, pp. detrtisus, ex-

pel : see detrude.] In anat., a muscle that ejects

or expels.

dettet, «. A Middle English and early modem
English form of debt.

detumescencet (de-tu-mes'ens), n. [= F. rf<?-

tumescence, < L. detiimesceri(t-)s, ppr. of detu-

mescere, cease swelling, settle down, < de, down,
+ tumescere, inceptive of tnmere, swell : see
tumid.] Diminution of swelling: opposed to
intumescence.
The wider the circulating wave grows, still hath it the

more subsidence and detuviescence.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 581.

detur (de'ter), n. [L., let it be given, 3d pers.

sing. pres. subj. pass, of dare, give; so called

from the first word of the Latin inscription ac-

companying the gift : see date^.] A prize of

books given annually to a certain number of
meritorious students at Harvard College.

At one o'clock all those who were fortunate enough to
obtain deturs went to the President [of Harvard College]

to receive them. Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 50.

deturbt (de-t6rb'), v. t. [< L. deturbare, drive,

thrust, or "cast down, < de, down, •+ turbare,

throw into disorder, < turba, disorder, a crowd,
troop : see turbid. Cf. disturb.] To throw into

confusion ; throw down with •violence.

As soon may the walls of heaven be scaled and thy throne
deturbed as he can be foiled that is defenced with thy
power. Bp. Hall, Invisible World.

detnmt (de-t6m'), v. t. [< F. detourner, < OF.
destourner, destorner, turn away, < des-, away,
-f- tourner, turn. Cf. detour and disturu.] To
turn away or aside ; divert.

His niajcstie grantit his express license ... to alter and
detttrne a litill the said way, to the mair commodious &
better travelling for the lieges.

Acts Jos. VL, 1607 (ed. 1816), p. S8&



detum
The sober aspect and severity of bare precepts detum

many from lending a pleased ear to tlie wholesome doc-
trine. Sir K. Di^y, Nature of Man's Soul, iii.

deturpatet (de-tfer'pat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dc-

turpatcd, ppr. deturpating. [< L. deturpatus,

pp. of deturpare, disfigure, < de- intensive +
turpare, defile, < turpis, foul: see turpitude.']

To defile.

Errors, superstitions, heresies, and impieties, which had
deturpated the face of the Church.

Jer, Taylor, Diss, from Popery, i. 1.

detnrpationt (de-tSr-pa'shpn), 1). [< deturpate :

see -ation.] The act of defiling or corrupting;
a corruption.

The books of the fathers have passed through the cor-
rections, and deturpatioits, and mistakes of transcribers.

Jer. Taylor, Buctor Dubitautium, iv. 109.

deucel (dus), n. [Also formerly deuse, duce,
early mod. E. also dewce, deicse, < ME. dewes,
deus, < OF. Deus! later Dieux! i. e., God! (used,
like mod. P. mon Dieu! Q. mein GottI as an
ejaculation of sudden emotion or surprise), < L.
deus, voc. of deus, God: see deity. The common
derivation from the Celtic (Bret, "dus, teuz, a
phantom, specter, goblin"; ML. "dusius, dsemo
apudGalios") is without sufficient support. Cf.
IiG. dOs, duus, G. daus, taus, used like the E.
word: LiG. deduus! G.derdaus! the deuce! G.
was der daus I what the deuce! dass dich der
daus! deuce take you! Cf. Fries, dus, a goblin
(Outzen) ; D. droes, a giant, LG. droos, a lubber,
Holstein druuss, a giant, used like dus; D. de
droes! LG. de droos! the deuce! LG. dat di de
droos slaa I Holstein dat tide druuss hale ! douce
take you ! The particular use of the D. , LG. , and
G. words may be due to association with the
OP. word, but they are appar. in origin assimi-
lated and transposed forms, respectively, of
the word represented by OHG. durs, duris, thu-
ris, turs, MHG. durse, diirse, diirsch, also turse,

tiirse, tUrsch, a giant, demon, = leel. thurs
(pron. thus), a giant, gobUn, dull fellow, =
iforw. tuss, dial, tusse, tust, a goblin, kobold,
elf, gnome (tussefolk, elves), also a dull fellow,
= Dan. tosse, a booby, fool, = AS. thyrs, a giant
(whence prob. E. thrtish^ in hob-thrush, q. v.,

a hobgoblin). The giants or goblins of Teu-
tonic mythology, like the gods of classical my-
thology, became identified in popular thought
with the devils or demons of medieval Chris-
tianity. Like other wordsused in colloquial im-
Erecation, deuce has lost definite meaning, and
as been subjected (in LG., G., and Seand.)

to more or less wilful variation of form and to
some mixture with other words. Cf. LG. de
duks! equiv. to E. the dickens! LG. diiker, deu-
ker, deiker, the deuce.] The devil : used, with or
without the definite article, chiefly in exclama-
tory or interjectional phrases, expressing sur-
prise, impatience, or emphasis: as, deuce take
you! go to the deuce! the deuce you did

!

Owe ! dewes ! all goes downe

!

York Plays, p. 4.

I wish you could tell what a Dtice your Head alls.

Prior, Down-Hall, st. 40.

It was the prettiest prologue as he wrote it

;

Well ! the deuce take me if I ha'n't forgot it.

Congreve.

To play the deuce, to do mischief or damage ; annoy or
injure a person or thing : often followed by with.

Three of them left the door open, and the other two
pulled it so spitefully in going out that the little bell
played the very deuce with Hepzibah's nerves.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, p. 7S.

dence^ (dus), n. [Early mod. E. also dewce, deus;
= MLG. dus = OHG. dus, G. daus = Sw. Dan.
dus, deuce in cards, < OF. deus, dous, F. deux, <
L. duos, aec. of duo = E. tujo, q. v.] 1 , In cards
and other games, two; a card or die with two
spots.— 2. In lawn-tennis, a stage of the game in
which both players or sides have scored 40, and
one must score 2, or, if the other has vantage,
3 points in succession in order to win the game.
deuce-ace (dus'as), n. Two and one; a throw
of two dice, one of which turns up one and the
other two.

iloth. Then, I am sure, you know how much the gross
sum of deuce-ace amounts to.

Arm. It doth amount to one more than two.
Moth, Which the base vulgar call three.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 2.

deuced (du'sed), a. [Sometimes written deused,
and, for coUoq. effect, doosed, doosid; < deuce^
+ -€(P. The word combines in a mitigated form
the ideas ot devilish anddamned.] Devilish; ex-
cessive ; confounded : as, it is a deuced shame

:

often used adverbially. [Slang.]

Everything is so deuced changed.
Dieraeli, Coningsby, viii. 4.
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It'll be a deuced unpleasant thing if she takes it into

her head to let out when those fellows are here. Dickens.

deucedly, deusedly (du'sed-li), adv. Devil-
ishly; oonfoundt'iUy.

deust, n. See dcuce^.

deuse, deused, etc. See deuce^, etc.

JDeus misereatur (de'us miz^'e-re-a'ter). [L.,
God be merciful: Deus, God"; misereatur, 3d
pers. sing. pres. subj. of misereri, be merciful:
see miserere.'] The sixty-seventh psalm: so
called from its first words in the Latin version.
It is used in the Anglican Church as a canticle alternate
to the ^unc ditnittis after the second lesson at Evening
Prayer, except on the twelfth day of the month, because
it then occurs as one of the appointed psalms for the day.
In the American Prayer-lxmk it was the leading canticle
in this place till the Nunc dimittis was restored in 1886,
and has, in turn, the Benedic, anima mea, as its alternate.

Deut. An abbreviation of Deuteronomy.
deutencephalic (dti-ten-se-fal'ik or -sef 'a-lik),
a. [< deutencephalon + -ic.] Same as dience-
phalic.

deutencephalon (du-ten-sef'a-lon), n. [NL., <
Gr. 6tvT{epo^), second,+ iyid(pa%o^, brain.] Same
as diencephalon.

deuteriont (du-te'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. Sevrepiov,

or 1)1. devripia, the afterbirth, neut. of Scvrdptog,

< devreppc, second.] In anat., the afterbirth or
secundines.
deutero-. [LL., NL., etc., deutero-, < Gr. Sevre-
poQ, second, < 6vo, = E. two, + compar. suffix
-TtpoQ.] An element in words of Greek origin,
meaning ' second.'

deuterocailonical(du"te-rd-ka-non'i-kal), a. [<
Gr. devTepog, second, -^- canonical.] Forming or
belonging to a second canon Deuteroeanonical
books, those books of the Bible as received by the Roman
Catholic Church which are regarded as constituting a
second canon, accepted later than the first, but of equal
authority. These books are, in the Old Testament, most
of those called the Apocrypha in the King James Bible,
and in the Kew Testament those known as antilegomena.
See antilegomena and Apocrypha.

deuterogamist (du-te-rog'a-mist), n. [< deuter-
ogamy + -ist.] One who marries a second time.
He had published for me against the deulerogamists of

the age. Goldsmith, "Vicar, xviii.

deuterogamy (du-te-rog'a-mi), n. [= F. deu^
tero^amie, < Gr. devrepoya/iia, a second marriage,
< devrepoc, second, + yd/ioc, marriage.] A second
marriage after the death of the first husband
or wife, or the custom of contracting such mar-
riages.

You behold before you . . . Dr. Primrose, the monoga-
mist. . , . You here see that . . . divine who has so long
. . . fought against the deuterogamy of the age.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

deuterogenic (du'te-ro-jeu'lk), a. [< Gr. Sevre-

poQ, second, + yivog, race (see genus), + -ic]
Of secondary origin: specifically applied in
geology to those rocks which have been de-
rived from the protogenic rocks by mechanical
action.

deuteromesal (du"te-r6-me'sal), a. [< Gr. Sei-

repof, second, H- fiiaog, vaiddle,'+ -al.] Literal-
ly, second and median : applied in entomology,
by Kirby and other early entomologists, to a
series of cells in the wings of hymenopterous
insects, called the first and third discoidal and
first apical cells by most modern hymeuopter-
ists.

Deuteronomic (du'te-ro-nom'tk), a. [< Deuter-
onomy + -ic] Of or pertaining to the book of
Deuteronomy: as, the Detiteronomic code.
Deuteronomical (du''te-ro-nom'i-kal), a. Same
as Deuteronomic.

This is the second code, and is called the Deuteronomi-
cal Code, because it makes up the bulk of the book of
Deuteronomy. Mivart, Nineteentii Century, XXII. 39.

Deuteronomist (du-te-ron'o-mist), n. [< Deu-
teronomy + -ist.] l.'The writer or one of the
'writers of the book of Deuteronomy.

It appears certain that the decalogue as it lay before
the Deuteronomist did not contain any allusion to the cre-
ation. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 125.

2. One of the school of criticism which regards
Deuteronomy as a product of an era of Jewish
history long subsequent to the days of Moses.
Deuterouomistic (dii-te-ron-o-mis'tik), a. [<
Deuteronomist + -ic] Of or pertaining to the
writer or 'writers of the book of Deuteronomy.
The word is used in that school of criticism whicli regards
Deuteronomy as a product of an era of Jewish history long
subsequent to the days of Hoses.

The process of ** prophetic " or ^'Deuteronomistvi" eAM-
ing. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 111.

Deu'teronomy (dii-te-ron'6-mi), n. [= p. deu-
tironome = Sp. Pg. It. deuteronomic, < LL. deu-
teronomium, < LGr. 6tvTcpov6/itov, the second law,
the fifth book of the Pentateuch, < Gr. Mn epo(,

second, + v6/m>(, law.] The second law, or sec-

deutoplasm

ond statement of the law : the name given to
the fifth book of the Pentateuch, consisting
chiefly of three addresses purporting to have
been made by Moses to Israel shortly before
his death. The Mosaic origin of the book is disputed
by many modern critics, as is also the date of composition,
which some regard as subsequent to Isaiah. Abbreviated
Deut.

deuteropatMa (du"te-ro-path'i-a), n. [NL.:
see deuteropathy.] Same as deu't'eropathy.

deuteropatnic (du'te-ro-path'ik), a. [= F. deu-
teropathique ; as deuteropathy + -ic] Pertain-
ing to deuteropathy.
deuteropathy (du-te-rop'a-thi), n. [= F. deu-
teropathic, < NL. deuteropatMa, < Gr. devrepng,

second, + Trd^of, suffering.] In pathol., a sec-
ondary affection, the result of another and an-
tecedent affection, as retinitis from nephritis.
deuteroscopy (du-te-ros'ko-pi), n. [z= P. deu-
teroscopie, < Gr. inrepog, second, + -anoTzia, <
cKOTzelv, view.] 1. Second sight. [Eare.]

I felt by anticipation the horrors of the Highland seers,
whom their gift of deuteroscopy compels to witness things
unmeet for mortal eyes. Scott.

2. The second 'view, or that which is seen upon
a second view; the meaning beyond the literal

sense; second intention. [Eare.]

Not attaining the deuteroscopy, or second intention of
the words, they are fain to omit their consequences, co-
herences, figures, or tropologies. Sir T. Browne, 'Vulg. Err.

deuterostoma (du-te-ros'to-ma), n.; pi. deute-
rostomata (du"te-r9-st6'm"a-ta). [NL., < Gr.
deirepog, second, + crd/ia, mouth.] A secon-
dary blastopore ; a blastopore formed after or
otherwise than as an archeeostoma.
Deuterostomata (du'te-ro-sto'ma-tii), n. pi.
[NL., neut. pi. of deuterostomatus : see deutero-
stomatous.] A prime division of the phylum
Vermes, including those worms, such as most
annelids, the Folyzoa, and Sagitta, which are
deuterostomatous : opposed to Archieostomata.

deuterOStomatOUS (du^te-ro-stom'a-tus), a.

[< NL. deuterostomatus, i deuterostoma, q. v.]

Having a deuterostoma ; characterized by a,

secondary instead of a primary blastopore : op-
posed to archwostomatous.

In certain . . . deutero8to7natous Metazoa, the meso-
blast becomes excavated, and a " perivisceral cavity " and
vessels are formed in quite another fashion.

Huxley, Encyc. Brit., II. 52.

deuterozooid (du'i'e-ro-z6'oid), n. [< Gr. Sevre-

pog, second, -t- zooid, q. v.] A secondary zooid;
a zooid produced by gemmation from a zooid;
a proglottis.

deuthydroguret, deutohydroguret (dut-, du'-
to-hi-drog'u-rct), n. [< Gr. itv-^tpoc;), second,
+ hydroglen) + -uret.] In chem., an old term for
a compound of two equivalents of hydrogen
with one of some other element.
deuto-. [Abbr. of deutero-, < Gr. dexyrcpog, sec-
ond: see deutero-.] In chem., a prefix which
denotes strictly the second term in an order or
a series, often used as equivalent to bi- or di- with
reference to the constitution of compounds, distinguish-
ing them from mono- or proto- compounds.

deutohydroguret, n. See deuthydroguret.
deutomala (dii-to-ma'la), «.; pi. deutomalcB
(-le). [NL., < Gr. <Scvt{epoc:), second, next, + L.
mala, cheek-bone, jaw, < mandere, chew, masti-
cate : see mandible.] The second pair of jaws,
or mouth-appendages, of the Myriapoda, form-
ing the so-called labium or under lip of Savigny
and later authors, in tlie chilognaths they have a su-
perficial resemblance to the labium of winged insects ; but
the coiTcsponding pair of appendages in Chilopoda are
not only unlike the labium of Hexapoda, but entirely
different in structure from the homologous parts in chilog-
naths.

deutomalal (dii-to-ma'lal), a. [< deutomala +
-al.] Same as deutomaiar.
deutomalar (dii-to-ma'lar), a. [< deutomala +
-ar'^.] Of or pertaining to the deutomala of a
myriapod.
deutomerite (du-tom'e-rit), «. [< Gr. deit-

r(Epof), second, + /iipog', a part, + -ite^.] In
zool., the larger posterior one of the two cells

of a dicystidan or septate gregarine, as distin-
guished from the smaller anterior one called
protomaite.
deutoplasm (du'to-plazm), n. [< Gr. 6cvr(i:pog),

second, + rrXda/ia, anything formed, < nMarreiv,

form, mold.] In embryoL, secondary, nutritive
plasm, or food-yolk: a term applied by the
younger Van Beneden to that portion of the
yolk of an egg or O'vum which furnishes food
for the nourishment of the embryo, but does
not enter directly into its formation or germi-
nation. The great bulk of the yolk of mei-oblastic ova,
as birds' eggs, consists of the nutritive deutoplasm or food-



deutoplasm
yolk, as distinguished from the protoplasm or tread, which
makes up into the body of the chick.

In fact, the contents of every egg consist of two parts—
(1) of a viscous albuminous protoplasm ; and (2) of a fatty

granular matter, the deutoplasm or food yolk. The first

is derived fram the protoplasm of the original germinal
cell, while the yolk is only secondarily developed with the
gradual growth of the tirst ; and nut unfrequently it is de-
rived from the secretion of special glands.

Claus, Zoology (trans.). I. 111.

deutoplasmic (du-to-plaz'mik), a. [< deuto-

plasm + -ic] Of or pertaining to deutoplasm

;

having the character or quality of deutoplasm

;

consisting of deutoplasm. Also deutoplastic.

In the young unfertilized ova a small protoplasmic and
larger deutoplasmic portion are readily distinguished.

Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. 224.

deutoplasmigenoos (du'to-plaz-mij'e-nus), a.

[NL., < deutoplasm + {-i)-genous, q. v.] Pro-
ducing deutoplasm, as a deutoplastio ovum, or
an animal whose ova are meroblastic. Smith-
sonian Report, 1881, p. 425.

deutoplastio (dii-to-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. Sev-

T(£pof), second, + n-Z-acn-iif, verbal adj. of ir^aa-

oeiv, form, + -ic: see plastic.'i Same as deuto-

plasmic.

deutopsyche (du-top-si'ke), n. [NL., < Gr. <!fii-

T(fpof ), second,+ iwx'i, breath, life, spirit, soul.]

Haeckel's name for that part of the brain which
is usually called the diencephalon or tkalamen-
cephalon ; a part of the brain consisting chiefly

of the optic thalami.

deutoscolex (du-to-sko'leks). ».; pi. deutosco-

lices (-li-sez). [NL., < Gr. 6cvT(cpo^), second, +
OKu'/.r/^, worm.] A secondary scolex or daugh-
ter-cyst developed within or from a scolex or
cystic worm; a bladder-worm inclosed in an-
other, as, in an echinoeoccus, the hydatid of
Twnia echinoeoccus. See cut tinder Twiiia.

deutotergite (dii-to-ti'r'jJt), ». [< Gr. SevT(cpoi),

second, + L. terqum, back, + -i(c2.] In eiitom.,

the second dorsal segment of the abdomen.
detltova, n. Plural of deutovum.

deutovertebra (dii-to-v6r'te-bra), n.
;
pi. deuio-

verlebrw (-bre). [NL., < Gr. (5(iT(fpof), second,
+ L. vertebra, vertebra.] In Carus's nomencla-
tvire (1828), one of the sepnents of the verte-
bral column exeluaive of ribs and limbs; a ver-
tebra in an ordinary sense.

He [Carus] makes what he calls proto-, deuto-, and trito-

vertet>rte ; the first (ribs) enveloping the body and its vis-

cera in relation with vegetjitive life ; the second (verte-

bne) protecting the nervous system ; and the third (limbs)
becoming the osseous framework which sustains the mus-
cular and locomotive organs.

S. Kneetand, Jr., Amer. Cyc, XIU. 424.

dent07ertebral (du-to-v6r'te-bral\ a. [< deuto-
vertebra + -fl?.] Having the character or qual-
ity of a deutovertebra ; vertebral in an ordinary
sense.

detltovum (dfl-to'vum), «.; pi. deutova (-va).

[NL., < Gr. (Jft'T(epof), second, + L. ovum, egg.]
Same as metovum,
deutoxid (dti-tok'sid), n. [< Gr. <5fi'rr(£pof),

second, -f- oxid."} In chem., a term formerly
employed to denote the second stage of oxida-
tion, or a compound containing two atoms of
oxygen to one or more of a metal : as, the deu-
toxid of copper: the deutoxid of mercury, etc.

Also deutoxide, binoxid, binoxide, and deutoxyde,
bittoxyde, dioxid.

liBter in the earth's history are the deutoxide), tritox-
ides, peroxides, etc. ; in which two, three, four, or more
atoms of oxygen are united with one atom of metal or
other element. //. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 40.

Dentzia (doit'si-a), n. [NL., named after
Dcutz, a botanist of Amsterdam.] A saxifra-
gaceous geuus of handsome flowering shrubs
of China and Japan, frequent in cultivation,
bearing numerous panicles of white flowers.
There are six or seven species, the common cultivated
ones being Z>. crenata and the smaller species D. gracilis,

of which there are several varieties.

deuz-temps (dS'ton'), » [F. : deux, two ; temps,
< L. fem/))w, time: see deuced &\idi temporal.'] A
rapid form of the waltz, containing six steps to
every two of the trois-temps or regular waltz.
The name is given toth to the dance and to the music
composed for it. Also called calse d deux temps or deux-
temps waltz,

A girl who could ... ait in the saddle for a twenty-mile
ride and dance the deux-temps half the night afterward.

Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 012.

denzant, »• A kind of apple.

Nor is it ev'ry apple I desire.
Nor that which pleaseth ev'ry palate best

;

Tis not the lasting deuzan I require.
Nor yet the red-cheek'd queening I re(|uest.

Quarles, Emblems, v. 2.

dev (dev), n. [Hind, dev, Pers. div, Zend daera,
a demon, an evil spirit, Skt. deva, a god: see
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deva, deity.] In Persian myth., an evil spirit;

a ministering demon of Ahriman. Sometimes
written deev (Pers. div). See deva.

Among the Persians the Indian terminology is trans-
posed, the great Asura representing the good creating
principle, and the devs being the evil spirits.

Atner. Cyc, V. 793.

deva (da'va), n. [Skt. (Hind., etc.), divine,
a divinity, a god: see deity.] 1. In Hindu
myth., a god or divinity; one of an order of
good spirits, opposed to the asuras, or -wicked
spirits.

The Dcvas knew the signs, and said,
Buddha will go again to help the World.

ii'. Arnold, Light of Asia, i. 13.

2. [^cap.] [Nil.] In zool., a genus of lepidop-
terous insects. Walker, 1857.

devalgate (de-val'gat), a. [< NL. *devalgatus,
< L. de, away, + valgus, bow-legged.] Having
bowed legs; bandy-legged. T/iowa*, Med. Diet.

de-vall (de-val'), V. i. [Sc, also -written devald;
appar. < OF. devaller, < ML. devallare, descend,
send down, demit (cf. devalHs, down-hill), < L.
de, down, + vallis, valley. Cf . avale. The sense
in E. is appar. due in part to defail, default.]

To intermit ; cease. Jamieson.

de-^all (de-val'), n. [Sc, also written devald;
from the verb.] Stop: cessation; intermis-
sion : as, it rained ten days without devall.

De-va-nagari (da-vii-na'ga-ri), n. [Sid;., lit.

Nagari of the gods, < deva, a god, + nagari,
one of the alphabets of India, that in which
the Sanslcrit is usually -written : see Kagari.]
The Sanskrit alphabet : same as Nagari.

The term Devanagari, which would mean the divine or
sacred Nagari, is not used by the natives of India, and
seems to have been invented by some ingenious Anglo-
Indian about the end of the last century. It has, how-
ever, established itself in works on Indian Palaeography,
and may be conveniently retained to denote that particu-

lar type of the Nagari character employed in printed
books for the sacred Sanskrit literature, while the generic
term Nagari may serve as the designation of the whole
class of vernacular alphabets of which the Devanagari is

the literary type. Jsaac Taylor, The Alphabet, 11. 349.

devaporation (de-vap-o-ra'shgn), n. [< *de-

vaporate, v. (< de- pnv.'+ vapor + -ate*): see
-ation, and cf. evaporate.] The change of vapor
into water, as in the formation of rain. Smart.

de-vastt (de-v&sf), ». t. [< P. devaster = Sp.
Pg. devastdr = It. devastare, < L. devastare, lay
waste : see devastate.] To lay waste ; devas-
tate.

The thirty years* war that devasted Germany did not
begin till the eigliteenth year of the seventeenth century,
but the seeds of it were sowing some time before.

Bolingbroke, Study of History.

devasta-te (dev 'as -tat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
devastated, ppr. devastating. [< L. devastatus,

pp. of devastare, lay waste (see devast), < de,

away, + vastare, lay waste, < vastus, waste,
desolate, vast: see vast and tcaste.] To lay
waste ; ravage ; make desolate.

In the midst of war Cyprus was again, forthe third time
since the Black Death, devastated by the plague.

Stubbs, Medieval and Moslem Hist., p. 200.

All the tides

Of death and change might rise

And devastate the world, yet I could see
This steady shining spark

Should live eternally.

C. Thaxter, Footprints in the Sand.

=Syil. To harry, waste, strip, pillage, plunder.

devastation (dev-as-ta'shon), n. [= F. devas-
tation — Sp. devasiacion =r Pg. devastagao =: It.

devastazione, < L. as if 'devastatio{n-), < devas-

tare, devastate : see devastate.] 1. The act of
devastating, or the state of being devastated;
waste; ravage; havoc.

Even now the devastation is begun.
And half the business of destruction done.

Goldsmith..

Simple devastation
Is the worm's task, and what he has destroyed
His monument. Lowell, Oriental Apologue.

2. In law, waste of the goods of a deceased per-

son by an executor or administrator. =syn. 1.

Waste, destruction, ruin, rapiue.

devastator (dev'as-ta-tor), n. [= P. devasta-

teur= Sp. Pg. devastador= It. devastatore, < LL.
devastator, < L. devastare, lay waste: see devas-

tate.] One who or that which devastates or

lays waste. Emerson.
devastavit (dev-as-ta'vit), n. [L., he has
wasted, 3d pers. sing. perf. ind. act. of devas-

tare: see devastate.] In law, the waste or mis-
application of the assets of a deceased person
committed by an executor or administrator.

devastitationt (de-vas-ti-ta'shon), n. [Irreg.

for devastation.] lievastation."

developable

Wherefore followed a pitiful devastitation of Churches
and church-buildings in all parts of the realm.

Heylin, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 164.

devauntt (df-vanf), v. t. [< OF. desvanter,
boast much, < des- + vanter, boast: see vaunt.]
To boast ; vaunt. Davies.

To the most notable slaunder of Christ's holy evangely,
which in the forme of our professyon, we did ostentate and
openly devaunt to keep moost exactly.

Quoted in Fuller's Ch. Hist, VI. 320.

devest, a- and v. A Middle English form of deaf
or deave.

deve^ (dev), V. [Prov. Eng.] A dialectal form
of dive.

devel^t, " An obsolete spelling of devil.

devel^ (dev'l), 11. [So., also written devle, a,

blow. Origin uncertain.] A very hard blow.

Death's gien the lodge an unco devel—
Tam Samson's deid

!

Burns, Tam Samson's Elegy.

Ae gude downright devel will split it, I'se warrant ye.
Scott, Antiquary, xxv.

devel^ (dev'l), V. t. ; pret. and pp. develed, devel-

led, ppr. develing, develling. [< deveP, n.] To
give a heavy blow to.

develin (dev'e-lin), n. See deviling, 3.

develop (de-vel'up), V. [Also develope; < P. d^-
velopper, OlT. desveloppei; desveloper, desvoleper,
desvoloper (> E. disveloped), unfold, unwrap,
set forth, reveal, explain, bring out, develop
(= Pr. desvolupar, devolupar = It. svilupimre),
< des-, L. dis-, apart, -I- *veloper, found else-

where only in enveloper, wrap up : see envelop.]

1, trans. 1. To uncover or unfold gradually;
lay open by successive steps; disclose or make
known in detail, as something not apparent or
withheld from notice ; bring or work out in full

:

as, the general began to develop the plan of his
operations ; to develop a plot ; to develop an idea.

The character of Tiberius is extremely difficult to de-
velope. Cumberland,

From the day of his first appearance, [Pitt was] always
heard with attention ; and exercise soon developed the great
powers which he possessed. Macaulay, William Pitt.

Would you learn at full

How passion rose thro' circumstantial grades
Beyond all grades develop'd ?

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

In him [Keats] a vigorous understanding developed itself

in equal measure with the divine faculty.
Loicell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 326.

2. In photog., to induce the chemical changes
in (the film of a plate which has been exposed
in the camera or of a gelatino-bromide print)

necessary to cause a latent image or picture to
become visible, and, in the ease of a negative,
to assume proper densitjr to admit of reproduc-
tion by a process of printing.— 3. In biol., to

cause to go through the process of natural evo-
lution from a previous and lower stage, or from
an embryonic state to a later and more complex
or perfect one.

Where eyes are so little developed that approaching ob-
jects are recognized only as intercepting the sunsliine, it

is obvious that contrasts of light and shade which seem
marked to animals with developed eyes are quite imper-
ceptible. //. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 9'2.

4. In math.: (a) To express in an extended
form, as in a series, which lends itself more
readily to computation or other treatment, (b)

To bend, as a surface; especially, to unbend
into a plane. =Syn. 1, To uncover, unfold, disentangle,
exhibit, unravel.

H. intrans. 1. To advance from ono stage to
another by a process of natural or inherent evo-
lution ; specifically, in biol., to pass from the
lowest stage through others of greater maturity
toward the perfect or finished state : as, the fe-

tus develops in the womb; the seed develops

into the plant.

Because not poets enough to understand
That life develops from within.

Mrs. Brouming, Aurora Leigh, ii.

The peripheral cells of the developing wood become
those which have their liquid contents squeezed out lon-

gitudinally and laterally with the greatest force.

II. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., | 282.

2. To become apparent; show itself: as, his

schemes developed at length; specifically, in

photog., to become -visible, as a picture under
the process of development. See development,
5.— 3. In biol., to evolve; accomplish an evo-
lutionary process or result.

developable (de-vel'up-a-bl), a. and ». [< de-

velop + -able, aifter F. dh'eloppable.] I. a. 1.

Capable of developing or of being developed.

Music at this time bounds forward in the joy of an infi.

nitely developable principle.

S. LaMer, The English Novel, p. 143.



developable

2. In geom., reducible to a plane by bending:

applied to a particular species of ruled surface,

otherwise called a tarse, which is conceived as

formed by an infinite succession of straight

lines, each intersecting the next—Developable
beliCOidL See heticoid.

n. «• la geom., a singly infinite continuous
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nart of a movement in which such an unfolding Devexat (de-vek'sa),n.j>i. [NL., neut.pl. of L,

of a theme takes place— Alkaline development,
See nZJ-niiiM'.— Binomial development. See binomial.

—Theory of development. («) InfAfuf-.thetheorythat

iiian s conception i>l his relations to the infinite is progl'es-

sive but never complete. (6) In biol., the theory of evolu-

tion(whichsee,un(lereiioiu(ioJi). = Syn. 1. Unraveling, (lis-

entanplenient.— 3. Growth, evolution, progress, ripening.

succession of straight lines, each intersecting developmental (df-vel'up-rnen-tal), a Ude-

the next; a torse. The word cUreloi,able is used as a rehpmeid + -«/.] 1. Pertaining to deve op-

noun by modern georaetei-a, because they do not consider ment; formed or characterized by develop-
• '- "'—" '"•• ment: as, the <fei'e?02)n(«Htoi: power of a germ.

For, while the plant had first to prepare the pabulum
for its developmental operations, the animal has this al-

ready provided for it.

W. B. Carpenter, in Grove's Corr. of Forces, p. 421.

2. In biol., the same as evolutionary.

The Greek nose, with its elevated bridge, coincides not

only with ajsthetic beauty, but with developmental per-

fection. A'. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 148.

developmentally (de-vel'up-men-tal-i), adv.

In a developmental manner; by means of or

in accordance vpith the principles of the de-

velopment theory ; as regards development.

1 conceive then that the base of the skull maybe demon-
strated developmentally to be its relatively fixed part, the

roof and sides being relatively moveable.
Huxley, Man's Place in Kature, p. 171.

developmentist (de-vel'up-men-tist), n. [< de-

velopment + -ist.'] 'One who holds or favors the

doctrine of development; an evolutionist.

The assumption among religious developmenlists is that

we cannot have the artistic and literary progi-ess without

an increased complication of creeds and dogmas, but to

that I distinctly denuu-.
J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 220.

devenustatet, "• t. [< LL. devenustatus, -pp. of

devenustare, disfigure, deform, < L. de- priv. +
LL. I'enustare, make beautiful, < L. venustus,

beautiful, < Venus, the goddess of love and
beauty: see Venus.'] To deprive of beauty or

grace

this locus to Iw properly a surface. It is rather a skew
curve regarded under a particular aspect. A developable

is generated by a line which turns about a point in itself,

while this point moves along the line. The locus of the

Soint is a skew curve, called the edge of regression of the

evelopable, to which the line is constontly tangent. The
developable is thus the locus of tangents of a skew curve.

Considering the osculating plane at any fixed point of this

curve, the moving tangent comes up to this plane so that

for an instant its motion is in the plane and then passes

off ; and the result is that the curve is a cuspidal edge of

the developable considered as a surface.— Polar devel-

opable of a skew curve, the surface enveloped by iU

normal planes. The locus of the center of curvature of

the skew curve is the edge of regression, while the axis

of curvature is the generator of the polar developable.

developed (de-vel'upt), p. a. [Pp. of develop, v.J

1. Unfolded ;' laid open ; disclosed.— 2. Inker.,

same as disreloped.

developer (de-vel'np-^r), n. One who or that

which develops or unfolds.

The first developers of jury trial out of the different pro-

cesses and judicial customs which various races and rulers

had imported into this island, or had created here.

Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const.

Specifically, in photog. , the chemical bath in which a sensi-

tized plate or paper is, after a photographic exposure to

the light, immersed to develop or bring out the latent

image. Developers for the ordinary dry-plate process may
be divided into two principal classes, alkaline developers

and /errous-oxalate developers, the first generally employ-

ing carbonate of soda or potash in combination with pyro-

gallic acid, and the second using oxalate of potash with

protosulphate of iron. Tlie results obtained are practi-

cally the same with either bath, the latent image in the

film being made visible, and the chemical changes induced

being Jixed, oi made permanett in the fixing bath, which
follows the developing bath. Many other chemicals may
be used in development, either in combination with some
of those mentioned above or in Independent combina-

tions. See photography.

M. Balagny claims "that with this chemical he has de-

veloped plates without fog in such a light as would have

detexus, sloping, steep (see devex) ; in allusion

to the great stature and sloping neck of the gi-

raffe.] A family of ruminants, of which tne

giraffe is the only living representative. See
Oiraffidce. Illiger.

devexityt (de-vek'si-ti), n. [< L. devexita(t-)8,

< devexus, sloping: "see devex.] A bending or

sloping down; incurvation downward. Also
devex.

That heaven's divexity [devexity].

Sir J. Dairies, Witte's Pilgrimage, slg. N i. b.

deviantt (de'vi-ant), a. [ME. deviaunt, < OF.
deviant, < LL. devian(t-)s, ppr. of deviate, de-

viate: se6 deviate.] Deviating; straying; wan-
dering. Rom. of the Hose.

deviate (de'vi-at), v.; pret. and pp. deviated,

ppr. deviating. [< LL. deviatun, pp. of deviate

(> It. deviare = Sp. desviar = Pg. deviar, desviar

= OF. devier, desvier), go out of the way, < L. de-

vius, out of the way : see devious.] I. intrans.

1. To turn aside or wander from the way or

course; err; swerve: as, to deviate from the

common track of path, or from a true course.

What makes all physical or moral ill ?

There deviates nature and here wanders will.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 112.

2. To take a different course ; diverge ; differ.

He writes of times with respect to which almost every

other writer has been in the wrong ; and, therefore, by
resolutely deviating from his predecessors, he is often in

the right. Maeaulay, Mitfords Hist. Greece.

Deviating force. See force. = Syn. To stray, digress, de-

part, diverge, vary.

II. trans. If. To cause to swerve ; lead astray.

A wise man ought not so much to give the reins to hu-

man passions as to let them deviate him from the right

path. Cotton, tr. of Montaigne, xxxv.

2. To change the direction or position of, as a

ray of light or the plane of polarization. See
hiqnartz.

Of Ijeauty and order detienuJrtoW, and exposed to shame deviation (de-vi-a'shon), n. [= F. deviation

been impossible ,
with other ^nown developers.*

Philadelphia Ledger, Feb. 28, 1888.

development (de-vel'up-ment), n. [Also de-

velopement; < F. lUveloppement, < developper, de-

velop: see develop and -ment.] 1. A gradual

unfolding; a full disclosure or working out of

the details of something, as the plot of a novel

or a drama, an architectural or a military plan.

and dishonour.
Waterhouse, Apol. for Learnmg (1663), p. 245.

devert, n. [Early mod. E. also devour, < ME.
dever, < AP. "dever, OF. deveir, devoir, F. devoir,

debt, duty, homage, < deveir, devoir, P. devoir

= Pr. dever = Sp. Pg. deber = It. devere, owe,

< L. debere, owe : see debt, debit, and cf . devoir,

a mod. form of dever. Hence endeavor, q. v.]

Duty; obligation.

Than seide the kynge Carados, "I wote not what eche

of yow will do ; but as for me, I will go hym a-geyns, and

yef I haue nede of socour and helpe, so do ye youre dever.
"

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 162.

a financial scheme, etc. ; the act of evolving or devergence, devergency (de-ver'jens, -jen-si),

unraveling.— 2. The internal or subjective pro- n. Same as divergence, divergency. [Rare.]

cess of unfolding or expanding; the coming deversoir (de-ver'swor), n. [< F. deversoii-, <

forth or into existence of additional elements, deverser, lean, bend, < devers, bent, curved, <

principles, or substances; gradual advancement L. deversus, pp. of devertere, turn away, < de,

through progressive changes; a growing out or away, + wrtece, turn: see verse.] Inhydraul.

up; growth in general: as, the development of engin., the fall of a dike. E. H. Knight.

the mind or body, or of a form of government ; devest (de-vesf ), v. [= OF. devestir, F. d^mr
the development of the principles of art or of = Pr. devestir, desvestir = It. divestire, < L. de-

civilization. vestire (ML. also divestire), undress, < de- (or

A new development of Imagination, taste, and poetry.
Cfianning.

But this word development , . . implies not only out-

ward circumstances to educate, but a special germ to be

educated. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, i. 7.

Specifically—3. In biol., the same as evolution :

applied alike to an evolutionary process and its

Tesult.

Develojnnent, then, is a process of diflereutiation by
which the primitively similar parts of the living body be-

come more and more unlike one another.
IJuxley, Anat. Invert., p. 20.

4. In math.: (a) The expression of any function

in the form of a series; also, the process by
which any mathematical expression is changed
into another of equivalent value or meaning
and of more expanded form; also, the series

resulting from such a process. (6) The bend-

ing of a surface into a plane, or of all its in-

finitesimal parts into parts of a plane, (c)

The bending of a non-plane curve into a plane

curve.— 5. In photog., the process by which
the latent image in a photographically exposed
sensitive film is rendered visible through a

chemical precipitation on that portion of the

sensitized surface which has been acted on by
light. The matter deposited varies with the nature of

the process. In the dairaerreotype process it is mercury

;

In negative processes with salts of silver it is silver com-
bined with organic matter.

6. In music: (a) The systematic unfolding, by
a varied rhythmic, melodic, or harmonic treat-

ment, of the qualities of a theme, especially in

a formal composition like a sonata, (b) That

dis-) priv. + vestire, dress, < vestis, dress, gar-

ment: see vest. Cf. divest, the more common
form.] I. trans. If. To remove vesture from;

undress.
Like bride and groom

Devesting them for bed. Shah., Othello, il. 3.

2t. To divest; strip; free.

Then of his arms Androgens he devests.

His sword, his shield he takes, and plumed crests.

Sir J. Denham.

Come on, tliou little inmate of this breast,

Which for thy sake from passions I devest. Prior.

3. In law, to alienate ; annul, as title or right

;

deprive of title.

What are those breaches of the law of nature and na-

tions which do forfeit and devest all right and title in a

nation to government? Bacon.

The rescinding act of 1796 . . . could not devest the

rights acquired under . . . [previous] contract.

ChieMustice Marshall, quoted in H. Adams's Randolph,
[p. 105.

II. intrans. In law, to be lost or alienated, as

a title or an estate.

devext (de-veks'), a. and n. [< L. devexus, slop-

ing, shelving, orig. another form of devectus, pp.
of devehere, carry down ;

passive in middle sense,

go down, descend; < de, down, + vehere, carry:

see vehicle, vex.] I. o. Bending down.

Thai love lande devexe and inclinate.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E, T. S.), p. 94.

II. n. Same as devexity.

Following the world's devex, he meant to tread,

To compass both the p<des, and drink Nile's head.

May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, x.

= Sp. deviacion, desviacion = Pg. deviagSo = It.

deviazione, < ML. deviatio{n-), < LL. deviare,

deviate: see deviate.] 1. The act of deviat-

ing ; a turning aside from the way or course.

Tliese )x)dies constantly move round in the same tracts,

witliout making the least deviation. Cheyne.

2. Departure from a certain standard or from
a rule of conduct, an original plan, etc. ; varia-

tion ; specifically, obliquity of conduct.

Having once surveyed the true and proper natural al-

phabet, we may easily discover the deviatioiu from it.

Holder.

The least deviation from the rules of honour introduces

a train of numberless evils. Steele, Tatler, No. 251.

3. In com., the voluntary departure of a ship

without necessity, or without reasonable cause,

from the regular and usual course of the spe-

cific voyage insured, in the law of insurance it in-

cludes unreasonable delay on the voyage, as well as l)e-

gininng an entirely different voyage.

4. In astron., the oscillatory motion of a plane

;

especially, in the Ptolemaic system, the oscilla-

tion of the plane of the orbit of a planet, which
was supposed to account for certain inequalities

in the latitude Conjugate de'rtatlon, in pathol.,

the forced and persistent tunnng of both eyes toward one

side, without altering their relations to each other, seen

in some cases of brain lesion.— Deviation of a falling

body, that deviation from the perpendicular line of de-

scent which is caused by the rotation of the earth on its

axis.—Deviation of a projectile, its departure from a

normal trajectory.— Deviation of a ray of light, in

optics, the change of direction a ray undergoes in pass-

ing from one medium to another. (See refraction.) The
minimum of deviation, or least change of direction, for

a ray passing through a prism, takes place when the

angles of incidence and emergence are equal.— Devia-
tion of the compass, the deviation of the north point

of a ship's compass from the magnetic meridian, caused

by the counter-attraction of the iron in the ship. For

ships which are to remain in the same magnetic lati-

tude, this error may be corrected or compensated by
placing magnets near the affected compass. Compasses
are frequently elevated above the deck on tripods or

masts to obviate the effects of the ship's magnetism, the

direction and amount of which depends to a certain ex-

tent upon the position of the ship's head with reference

to the points of the compass while building. In iron

ships a careful determination of this error, with the

ship's head on every point of the compass successively,

is essential to safe navigation.- Primary deviation, in

uphthal.,i\\e deviation of the weaker eye from that position

which would make its visu,!! line pass through the object-

point of the healthv eye— Secondary de-vlatlon, in oph-

thai, the deviation of the healthy eye from the position

which would make its visual line pass through the object-

point of the weaker eye.

deviator (de'vi-a-tor), n. [= P. diriateur, ad].,

producing deviation; < LL. deviator, one who
deviates, < deviare, deviate: see deviate.] One
who deviates.

The greatest men of genius ... do not stand forth in

theb: respective generations as deviators from the Intel-
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lectual life of their fellow-men, with an antecedent as well
as contemporary separation, but are each the outcome of
circumstances. W. Sharp, D. G. Rossetti, p. 39.

deviatory (de'vi-a-to-ri), a. [< deviate + -ory.]

Deviating. Latham, [Rare.]

device (de-vis'), n. [Early mod. E. also devise;

< ME. devisCj devyse, devis, devys = D. devies =
G. Dan. Sw. devise, < OF. devise, divisCy devizCj

f., deviSj divis, m., division, difference, disposi-

tion, will, opinion, plan, contrivance, device,

F. devise, f., device^ motto, devis, m., estimate,
also (obs.) chat, talk, = Pr. devisa, f., devis, m.,
= Sp. Pg. It. divisa, f., a division, device, < ML.
diviSQy f., a division, limit, difference, judgment,
mark, device, < L. divistis, fern, divisa^ pp. of di-

ri(tere, divide : see devise and divide,'] If. Dis-
position; desire; will; pleasure.

Yef the knyght be goode, he heth a horse at his device,

and I trowe yef he will do all his power that he sholde dis-

counfite soche xx as be here. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 532.

2t. Opinion; view.
Certis, as at my devya,
Ther is no place hi Paradys
80 good inne for to dwelle.

Itom. of the Rose, 1. 651.

3. The act or state of devising or inventing

;

invention ; inventiveness ; a contriving.

Your Inuention being once deuised, take heede that nei-

ther pleasure of rime, nor varietie of deuise, do carie you
from it. Gascoiffne, Notes on Eng. Verse (ed. Arber), § 2.

Yet he's gentle ; never schooled, and yet learned ; full

of noble device. Shak., As you Like it, J. 1.

Much of our social machinery, academic, literary, philo-
sophic, is of his iFranklin's] device.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

4. An invention or acontrivance; something
devised or fitted for a particular use or pur-
p08e» especially somethmg of a simple char-
acter or of little complexity: as, a device for
checking motion.

Bale-tie, a device for fastening the ends of the hoops by
which bales of cotton are held in compact form.

E. II. Knight.

5. A scheme or plan ; something devised or
studied out for promoting an end ; specifically,

something contrived for an evil or a selfish pur-
pose ; a wrongful project, stratagem, or trick.

Some witty deuise and fiction made for a purpose.
Puttetiham^ Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 22.

He disappointeth the devices of the crafty. Job v. 12.

His device is against Babylon, to destroy it. Jer, li. 11.

His [the Attorney-General's] Head is full of Proclama-
tions and Devices how to bring Money into the Exchequer.

Iloicell, Letters, I. vi, 11.

6. Something fancifully designed, as a picture,

a pattern, a piece of embroidery, the cut or
ornament of a garment, etc.

And, lo, l)ehoid these talents of their hair,
With twisted metal amorously impleach'd,

I have received from many a several fair.

Their kind acceptance weepingly beseech'd. .

Lo. thi4 device was sent me from a nun,
Or sister sanctified, of holiest note.

Shak.y Lover's Complaint, L 232.

7. The representation of some object, group of
objects, or scene, generally accompanied by a

r.
--——^ motto or other le-

gend, and used as
an expression of the
bearer's aspirations
or principles, it is

usually emblematic in
ciiaracter, and often con-
tains a puzzle or a very
recondite allusion. It
differs from the badge
and the cognizance in not
being necessarily public
and used for recognition,
although the device, or
a part of it, was often
used as a cogTi iza rice.

Book-plates formerly
often bore a device, anti

still occasionally display
one. See emblem, im-
press.

The device of our public seal is a crane grasping a pigmy
in his right foot Addison, The Tall Club.

Hence— 8. The motto attached to or suited
for such an emblem.

A youth, who bore, 'mid snow and lee,

. A banner with the strange device.

Excelsior

!

Longfellow^ Excelsior.

Of. A spectacle ; a show.
Masques and devices, welcome

!

Shirley (and FUtcherTit Coronation.

At devicef [*>F. a devis, a devise, at will, in good order],
choicely; excellently.

Whan the two sunes of kynge Vrien herde sey that the
saisnes were pas-ted, thel wende to haue no dowte, and
armed hem wele ami lepte un liorse, and ro<le oute of the
castell of randoll, and were foure hundred wele anned at
deuise. Merlin (E. E. X. 8.), ii. 278.
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Overreaching device. See overreach.—Yotiit device.
See point. = Syn. 5. Contrivance, Shift, etc. (see expedient,
n.; see also artijice), wile, ruse, manoeuver, trick.— 7. l>e-

sign, symbol.

deviceful (de-\'is'ful), a, [< device + -/w/, 1.]

Full of devices; ingenious; cunning; curious
or curiously contrived. [Rare.]

To tell the glorie of the feast that day,
The goodly service, the devicefuU sights.
The bridegromea state, the brides most rich aray.

Spenser, F. Q., V. iii. 3.

devicefully (de-vis'ful-i), adv, [Early mod.
E. also deviseJuUy; < deviceful + -ly^.'] So as
to form a design or device ; with skilful or cu-
rious arrangement; with artistic skill.

Flowers. . . devisefully being set
^And bound up, might with speechless secresy

At / Deljyer errandj^mutely aad naturally-

devil (aev'l), n.^Z^ozbTmhrlf'aevel (devell,

etc.), also and still dial, or coUoq. divel (diveU,
etc. ), and contr. dell, deel, deal, deaJe, dule, etc.

;

< ME. devil, devel, develly divell, deovel, contr.
detd, dtdcy del, etc., < AS. deqfol, dedful, oldest
form didbal= OS. diubal = OFries. diovel, divel,

= D. duivel = MLG. duvel, LG. ddvel = OHG.
tiufal, tiuval, tiefal, MHG. tiuvel, tiufel, tie/el,

tuvel, G. teufel = Icel. djoftdl = Sw. djefvul =
Dan. dja'vel = Goth, diahula, diahaulns, diahu-
lus = OF. diablCy deable, F. diable = Pr. diable,

diabol = Sp. diablo = Pg. diabo = It. diavolo, <
LL. diabolus, a devil, the devil, = OBulg, diya-
voliif diyavoia, Bulg. diyavol = Serv. dyavo = Bo-
hem, d^abel = Pol. djabel, dyabel (barred =
Sorbian dyahol= Russ. dtyavolu, diavolu, devil,

< Gr. dLa^oAo^, a slanderer, in New Testament
and eccl. use the devil, < dLafiaXXttv, slander,
traduce, lit. throw across, < 6ta., through, across,
+ ^dl'ULv, throw. Cf. diabolic, etc.] If. A false
accuser; a tradueer or slanderer.

Jesus answered them, Have not I chosen you twelve,
and one of you is a deviU Ue spake of Judas Iscariot the
son of Simon ; for he it was that should betray him, being
one of the twelve. John vi. 70, 71.

[This use of the original term fiia|3oXo« occurs several times
in the New Testament (1 Tim. iii. 11 ; 2 Tim. iii. 3 ; Tit. ii.

3), i)Ut this is the only instance in whicli, when so used, it

is rendered devil in the English versions.]

2. In Christian theology, a powerful spirit of
evil, otherwise called Satan (the adversary or
opposer) : with the definite article, and always
in the singular. He is frequently referred to as the
Evil One. the prince of the powers of the air, the prince of
darkness, Iteelzebub, Belial, tbe tempter, the old serpent,
the dragon, etc. He is represented in the New Testament
as a i>ersf^n, the enemy of God and of holiness, and bent
on the ruin of man, but possessing only limited power,
subordinate to God, able to operate only in such ways as
God permits, and capable of being made subservient to
Gotl's will. In this respect lie differs from Ahriman, the
evil principle in the dualistic system of the Persians, who
was coeval and coordinate with Ormuzd, the spirit of light
and goodness, and from the devil of the Gnostic and Mani-
chean systems. The medieval conception of the devil was
largely derived from pagan mythology.

Then was Jesus led up of the spirit into the wilderness
to be tempted of the devil. Mat. iv. 1.

Dost thou, in the name of this Child, renounce the devil

and all his works?
Book of Common Prayer, Public Baptism of Infants.

Lady M. Are you a man ?

Mac. Ay, and a bold one, that dare look on that
Which might appal the devil. Shak., Macbeth, iiL 4.

Note, that the climax and the crown of things
Invariably is, the devil appears himself,
Armed and accoutred, horns and hoofs and tail

!

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 190.

3. [Used in the English versions of the New
Testament to translate the Greek datfidviov and
dalfiow, a spirit or demon : see demon.] A subor-
dinate evil spirit at enmity with God, and hav-
ing power to afflict man bothwith bodily disease
and with spiritual corruption; one of the ma-
lignant spirits employed by Satan as his agents
in his work of evil; a demon. See demoniacal,

jif the Devylle that is with inne answere that he schalle

lyve, thei kepen him wel. Mandeville, Travels, p. 201.

He [Jesus] appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of
whom he had cast seven devils. Mark xvi. 9.

4. A false god ; an idol, fin the authorized version
of the Ohi Testament the word devil occurs four times:
twice (Lev. xvii. 7; 2 Chron. xi. 15) translating Hebrew
sairim, rendered in the revised version "he-goats" or
"satyrs," and twice (Dent, xxxii. 17; Ps. cvi. 37) translat-

ing Hebrew ghedivt, rendered " demons " in the revised
version. In the New Testament &<uyL6viov, or denwn, is

in one instance (see extract) rendered "devil," in the sense
of an object of gentile worship, an idol, a false god.]

The things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to
devils, and not to God. 1 Cor. x. 20.

5. A person resembling a devil or demon in

character; a malignantly wicked or cruel per-
son ; a fierce or fiendish person : often used
with merely expletive or exaggerative force:
as, he's the veiy devil for reckless dash.

devU
Whan the cristin saugh this grete dettell [the gigantic

Saxon kiuK] comynge, thei douted [feared] for to mete
hym, the beste and the moste hardyest of all the cristin
hoste. Merlin {E. E. T. S.), iii. 442.

If Beverley should ask you what kind of a man your
friend Acres is, do tell him I am a devil of a fellow— will
you, Jack? Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

6. A fellow ; a rogue : used generally with an
epithet (little, poor, etc.), and expressing slight
contempt or pity: as, a shrewd little devil; a
poor devil (an unfortunate fellow). [CoUoq.]

Is it not a pity that you should be so great a Coxcomb,
and I so great a Coquette, and yet be such poor Devils as
we are? Steele, Conscious Lovers, i. 1.

I am apt to be taken with all kinds of people at first

sight, but never more so than when a poor devil comes to
offer his service to so poor a devil as myself.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 32.

Why, sure, you are not the poor devil of a lover, are
you? Sheridan, The Duenna, iii. 2.

7. As an expletive : (a) The deuce : now always
with the article the, Taut formerly sometimes
with the article a, or used absolutely, preceding
a sentence or phrase, and serving, like deuce
and other words of related import, as an ejacu-
lation expressing sudden emotion, as surprise,
wonder, vexation, or disgust. [Low.]

What a devil ails thee?
Dost long to be hang'd?

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 3.

Within. Sir Giles, here's your niece.
Hor. My niece ! the devil slie is

!

Shirley, Love will Find out the Way, iv.

The things, we know, are neither rich nor rare

;

But wonder how the devil they got there.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 172.

(&) Before the indefinite article with a noun, an
emphatic negative: as, devil a bit (not a bit).

Compare fiend, Scotch fient, in similar use.

It is a fine thing to visit castles, and lodge in inns at a
man's pleasure, without paying the devil a cross.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 25.

The devil a good word will she give a servant.
Beau, and FL, Coxcomb, v. 3.

The devil was sick, the devil a monk would be

;

The devil was well, the devil a monk was he

!

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iv. 24.

Why then, for fear, the devil a bit for love,
I'll tell you, Sir. Digby, Elvira, iv. 1.

8. An errand-boy in a printing-office. Seeprint-
efs devil, below.— 9. A name of several in-
struments or mechanical contrivances, (a) A
machine for forming flocks of wool into a more uniform
mass, and at the same time removing the mechanical im-
purities. Also called willower, willy, (b) A temporary
mandrel or piece used by blacksmiths to fill a hole, to pre-
vent it from collapsing or changing form under the ma-
nipulations of tlie workmen. When tlie work is completed,
the mandrel is punched out. (c) A machine for making
wooden screws. E. II. Knight, (d) In paper-making, &T&g-
engine, or spiked mill for tearing woolen rags into shoddy,
or linen and cotton rags, to make paper-pulp. F, II. Knight.

[The rags must be dusted] l)y the devil, a hollow cone
with splices projecting within, against which work the
spikes of a drum, dashing the rags about at great speed.

Harper's Mag., LXXV. 119.

(e) Among jewelers, a bunch of matted wire on which the
parts of lockets are placed for soldering. Goldsmiths'
Handbook, p. 87.

lOt. Naut., the seam of a ship which margins
the waterways : so called from its awkwardness
of access in calking. Hence the phrase the devil

topay, etc. See below— Cartesian devU. SeeCar-
tesian.—DQy]! on two sticks, a toy consisting of a hollow
and well-balanced piece of
wood turned in the form
of an liour-glass. Itisflrst
placed upon a cord loosely
hanging from two sticks
held in the hands, and up-
on being made to rotate by
the movement of the sticks
it exhibits effects some-
what similar to those of a
top.—Devil's advocate.
See ad voca te.— DevH's
apron, see devH's-airron.

>~Devir8 claw. See c/aw.— Devil's coach-horse, the
popular English name of a large rove-beetle, Ocypxis or

Goerius olens, belonging to the family
Staphylinidcp. and tribe Brachelytra of
the pentameroU8CWeoj:^(errt; it is com-
mon in Great Britain, where it is also
called cocktail, from its habit of c<>ek-

ing up the long jointed abdomen when
alarmed or irritated. When it assumes
this attitude, standing its ground de-
fiantly with open jaws, it i)resents a
diabolical appearance, which has sug-
gested the popular name. Also called
deviVS'Cow.

As this atrocious tale of his turned
up joint by joint before her, lilte a dev-

il's coach-horse, mother was too nmch
amazed to do any more than look at
him, .18 if the earth must open.

Ii. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, iv.

Devil's cotton. See devil's-cotton.
— Devil's cow. See devils-cow,—

Devil's daisy. Same as iixeye daisy (which see, under
cjauy).— Devil's darning-needle, (a) The common

Devil on Two Sticks, showing the
manner of rotating it.

Devil's Coach-horse
{Ocypus olens), nat-
ural size.



devil

name in the United States of the dragon-flies of the
families LibellulUitx, Affrionidce, and .-Esrhnidte: so call-

ed from their long, slender, needle-like bodies, (b) The
Venus's-comb, Scandix I'eclen, from the long tapering
beaks of the fruit.—Devil's dozen. Same as Ixikerx dozen
(which see, under 60*1'r).— Devil's eax. See devil's-ear.

—Devil's finger. See (i(!i,i7's-.nii;/<'r.— Devil's snuff-

box, the pultball, a species of the fungus Lijcopeniim,

from its supposed deleterious qualities, and from the

clouds of snutt-like spores that come from it.— Forest
devil, the name given in some localities to a stump-
extractor.—Go to the devU! clear out ! be off ! an ob-

jurjitiou expressing impatience and contempt.— Like
the devil looking over Lincoln, or as the devil
looks over Lincoln, a proverbial expression the origin

of which is unknown. "Some refer this to Lincoln Min-

ster (England I, over which, when first finished, the devil

is supposed to have looked with a fierce and terriftc coun-

tenance, as incensed and alarmed at this costly instance

of devotion. Ray thinks it more probable that it took its

rise from a small image of the devil placed on the top of

Lincoln College, Oxford, over which he looks, seemingly
with much fury." {Grose, Local Proverbs.)

Thau wold ye looke ouer me with stomoke swolne
Like flwt the ditiel lookt oxter Liiwolne.

Heywood, Dialogues, ii. 9 (Spenser Soc., p. 75).

Lord Sp. Has your ladyship seen the dutcliess since

your falling out ?

Lady Sm. Never, my lord, but once at a visit ; and she

looked at me as the DevU took'd over Lincoln.
Swift, Polite Conversation, i.

Printer's devlL an errand-lwy in a printing-otBce ; origi-

nally, the boy who took the printed sheets from the tym-
pan of the press.

They do commonly so black and dedaub themselves that
the workmen do jocosely call them devils. Moxon.

Tasmanlan or native devil, the ursine dasyure. Dasy-
urus or Sarcophilus ursinus, a carnivorous marsupial of

Tasmania. See dasyure.

That very fierce animal, called from its evil temper the

Tasmanian devil. J. 0. Wood, Out of Doors, p. 22.

The devil on his neck. See the extract.

Certain strait irons called the divel on his neck being
after an horrible sort devised, straitening and winching
the neck of a man with his legs together in such sort as

the more he stirreth in it the straiter it presseth him, so

that within three or four hours it breaketh and crusheth
a man's back and body in pieces. Foxe.

The devil rides on a fiddlestick, a proverbial expres-

sion, apparently meant to express something new, unex-
pected, and strange.

Heigh, heigh! the devil ridet upon a fiddlestick ; What's
the matter? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

The devil's books. See ioot.— The Devil's Own, a
name jocosely given to the 88th regiment of foot in the

British army on account of its bravery in the Peninsu-
lar war (1808 - 14), aiui .ilso to tlie volunteer regiment of

the Inns of Court, London, the members of which are
lawyers.— The devil's tattoo. See (aMoo.— The devil
to pay, great mischief afoot ; riotous disturbance ; any
serious and especially unexpected difficulty or entangle-
ment ; a difficulty to be overcome ; often with the addition,

and no pitch hot, to express want of readiness or means
for the emergency. The whole phrase is of nautical origin,

the devil l>eing a certain seam so called from its awkward-
ness of access in calking. See def. 10, and pay.—To give
the devil his due, to do justice even to a pei-son of sup-
posed bad character, or to one greatly disliked.

To give the devil hit due, John Calvin was a great man.
Bp, Berkeley.

To go to the devil, to go to ruin.—To hold a candle
to the devil, to at)et an evil-doer.—To play the devil
(or very devil) with, to ruin ; destroy ; molest or hurt
extremely.

He fights still.

In view o' the town ; he plays the devil with 'em,
And they the Turks with him.

Beau, and Fl., iinight of Afalta, i. 1.

And, in short, in your own memoi-abl5 words, to play
the very devil with everything and everybody.

Bickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xvi.

To say the devil's paternoster, to grumble.

What devills pater noxlfr is this he is saying? What
would he ? What saist thou honest man ? Is my brotlier

at hand ? Terence in English (1614).

To Whip the devil round the stump, to get round or
dodge a ditficulty or dilemma by means of a fabricated ex-

cuse or explanation.

devil (dev'l), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. deviled or dev-

illed, ppr. deviling or devilling. [< devil, to.] 1.

To make devilish, or like a devil.— 2. In cook-
ery, to season highly with mustard, pepper, etc.

,

and broil.

A deviled leg of turkey. Irving.

The deviled chicken and buttered toast.

Disraeli, Coningaby, iv. 2.

3. To bother ; torment. [Colloq.]— 4. To cut
up, as cloth or rags, by means of a machine
called a devil.

devil-bean (dev'1-ben), n. Same as jumping-
seed.

devil-bird (dev'l-bferd), n. A name of the In-

dian drongo-shrikes, of the family Dicruridu;.

devil-bolt (dev'l-bolt), n. A bolt with false

clinches, sometimes fraudulently used in ship-
building.

devil-carriage (dev'l-kar'aj), ». A carriage
used for moving heavy ordnance ; a sling-cart.

E. H. Knight.

devil-dodger (dev'l-doj^fer), ». A ranting
preacher. [Humorous.]

1580
These devil-dodgers happened to be so very powerful

(that is, noisy) that they soon sent John home, crying out,

be should be damn'd. Life of J. Lackington, Letter vi.

deviless (dev'l-es), n. [< devil + -ess.~\ A she-
devil. [Rare.]

Though we sliould abominate each other ten times worse
than so many devils and devilesses, we should ... be all

courtesy and kindness. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 188.

devilet (dev'l-et), n. [< devil + dim. -e<.] A
little devil ; a devilkin. [Ears.]

And pray now what were these Devilets call'd?

These three little Fiends so gay ?

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 392.

devil-fish (dev'1-fish), n. In zool., a name of va-
rious marine animals of large size or uncanny
appearance, (a) The popular name of a large pediculate
fish, Lophixts j/iscatorius, otherwise called angler, fishing,
frog, sea-devil, toad-fish, etc. See cut under angler, (b) In
the United States, a name applied chietly to a gigantic
cephalopteroid ray, Manta birostris or Ceratoptera vampy-

Devil-fish, or Giant Ray {.Manta birostris).

rus, which has very wide-spreading sides or pectoral fins,

long cephalic fins turneti forward and inward, a terminal
moutll, and small teeth, in the lower jaw only. The width
of this great batoid fish sometimes exceeds 20 feet. It

progresses in the ocean by flapping its sides or pectorals
up and down, and is occasionally liunted by sportsmen with
harpoons. It is viviparous, aiul generally has but a single
young one at a birth, (c) In California, a name sometimes
given to the gray whale, Rhaehianectes glaucus.

devilhood (dev'l-hud), n. [< devil + -hood.'] The
quality, nature, or character of a devil. E, I).

devil-in-a-busll (dev'1-in-a-bush'), n. A gar-
den-flower, Nigella damascena, so called from
its homed capsules looking out from the finely

divided involucre. Also called love-in-a-mist.

deviling (dev'1-ing), TO. [< devil + dim. -ing.]

If. A little devil ; a young devil.

Engender young deuilings.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

2. A fretful, troublesome woman. [Prov. Eng.]
— 3. The swift, Cypselus apus. Also called

devil-screecher. Also written develin. [Prov.
Eng.]
devilish (dev'l-ish), a. [= D. duivelsch = G.
teuflisch = Sw. djcfvulsk = Dan. dJwvelsTc; as
devil + -!s7il. The earlier adj. was ME. deofliclt,

< AS. deojlie for *dedfollic (= OHG. tiufalKeh =
leel. djofidligr), < deofol, devil, -t- -Uc, E. -?//.] 1.

Characteristic of the devil ; befitting the devil,

or a devil or demon; diabolical; malignant: as,

a devilish scheme ; devilish conduct.

Gyuecia mistrusted greatly Cecropia, because she had
heard much of tlie devilish wickedness of her heart.

Sir P. Sidney.
We pronounce

Count Guide devilish and damnable

;

His wife Pompilia in thought, word, and deed
Was perfect pure, he murdered her for that.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 14.

2. Extreme; enormous. [Colloq. and ludi-

crous.]
Thy hair and beard are of a different die.

Short of one foot, distorted of one eye.
With all these tokens of a knave complete,
If thou art honest, thou'rt a devilish clieat.

Addison.

= Syn, 1. Satanic, infernal, hellish, impious, wicked, atro-

cious, nefarious.

devilish (dev'l-ish), adv. [< devilish, a.] Ex-
cessively; enormously. [Colloq. andludierous.]

As soon as the bear felt the blow, and saw him, he turns
about, and comes after him, taking devilish long strides.

Defoe, Robinson Crusoe.

Ha ! ha ! 'twas devilish entertaining, to be sure !

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 2.

He's hard-hearted, sir, is ,Ioe— he's tough, sir, tough,
and de-vilish sly ! Dickens, Dombey and Son, vii.

devilishly (dev'1-ish-li), adv. 1. In a devilish

manner; diabolically; wickedly.

That which wickedly and devilishly those impostors
called the cause of Got!. South, .Sermons, I. 4oO.

2. Greatly ; excessively. [Colloq. and ludi-

crous.]

devilishness (dev'1-ish-nes), TO. Eesemblance
to the qualities of the devil ; infernal or devil-

ish character.
Doubtless the very Devils themselves, notwithstanding

all the devilishness of their temper, would wish for a holy
heart, if by that means they could get out of hell.

Edwards, Freedom of Will, iii. § 5.

Alas, how can a man with this devilishness of temper
make way for himself in life?

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 90.

devil's-dust

devilismt (dev'1-izm), n. [< devil + -ism.] Di-
abolism ; devilishness.

Did ever any seek for tlie greatest good in the worat of
evils ? This is not heresy, but meer devilisni.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 150.

devilize (dev'l-iz), v.
;

pret. and pp. devili:ed,

ppr. dcviliziug. [Formerly also divelize; < devil
-¥ -ize.] I, intrans. To act or be like a devil.

To keep their kings from divelizing.

N. Ward, Simple Colder (1647), p. 48.

II. trans. To make a devil of
;
place among

devils. [Rare.]

He that should deify a saint should wrong him as much
as he that should devilize him. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 13.

devilkin (dev'l-kin), n. [< devil + dim. -kin.]

A little devil.

No wonder that a Beelzebub has his devilkins to attend
his call. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VI. 14.

devil-may-care (dev'l-ma-kSr'), a. [A sen-
tence, the devil may care (sc. / don't), used as
an adj.] Reckless; careless. [Slang.]

Toby Crackit, seeming to abandon as hopeless any fur-

ther effort to maintain his usual devil-may-care swagger,
turned to Chilling and said,*' When was Fagin took, then?

"

Dickens, Oliver I'wist, 1.

You know I don't profess to have any purpose in life —
perfectly devil-may-care.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 292.

devilment (dev'l-ment), n. [Trreg. < devil +
-meiit.] Deviltry; trickery; roguishness; mis-
chief: often used in a ludicrous sense without
necessarily implying malice : as, he did it out
of mere devilment.

This is our ward, our pretty Rose — brought her up to
town to see all the devilments and things.

Morton, Secrets worth Knowing, i. 1.

Somethin' to keep me hard at it away front all sorts of
devilment.' W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 298.

devilry (dev'l-ri), «. ;
pi. devilries (-riz). [<

devil + -ry ; cf. F. diablerie.] Devilish charac-
ter or conduct ; extreme wickedness ; wicked
mischief.

He calleth the Catholike church the Antichristian syn-
agogue, and the vnwritten verities starke lyes and deuilry.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 1129.

There's mair o' utter deevilry in that woman than in

a' the .Scotch witches that ever flew by moonlight ower
North Berwick Law. Scott, Bride of Lammernioor, iii. 97.

But better this honest simplicity than the devilries of

the Faust of Goethe. Ilazlitt, Dram. Literature.

devil's-apron (dev'lz-a''''prun), n. A name given
in the United States to species of the genus
Laminaria, an olive-brown alga with a very
large, dilated, stipitate lamina, especially to L.

saccharina, in which the frond is elongated and
entire, with a wavy margin.

The stems of the devil's aprons, Laminariie. are used by
surgical-instrument makers in the manufacture of sponge-
tents. Farlow, Marine Algse, p. 9.

devil's-bird (dev'lz-berd), TO. A Scotch name
of the yellow bunting, Emheri:a citrinella, the
note of which is translated " deil, deil, deil

take ye." Macgillivray.

devil's-bit (dev'lz-bit), TO. [Translating ML.
morsus diaboli (L. morsns, a bite; diaboli, gen.

of LL. diabobi-s : see morsel and devil), G. Teii-

fels-abbiss— "so called," says the Ortus Sani-
tatis, on the authority of Oribasius, "because
with this root [the scabious] the Devil prac-
tised such power that the Mother of God, out
of compassion, took from the de^^l the means
to do so with it any more ; and in the great vexa-
tion that he had that the power was gone from
liim he bit it off, so that it grows no more to this

day."] The popular name of several plants.
(«) In Europe, a species of scabious. Scabiosa snccisa, a
common pasture-weed with a fieshy premorse root and
heads of blue flowers, (b) In the United States, the blaz-

ing-star, Charneelirium luteum, a liliaceous plant with a
thick premorse rootstock. (c) The button-snakeroot, Lia-
Iris s/iii-ala.

devii's-claw (dev'lz-kla), TO. A scorpion-shell,

Pterocerns .scorpio, found in the Indian ocean.

devil's-club (dev'lz-klub), TO. A name given in

the northwestern parts of the United States to

the prickly araliaceous plant Fatsia horrida.

devil's-COtton (dev'lz-kot''n), TO. A small tree,

Abroma augusta, a native of India, the fibers of

which are used in some localities as a substi-

tute for hemp in cordage.

devil's-COW (dev'lz-kou), TO. Same as deviCs

coaeh-horse (wliieh see, under devil).

devil-Screecher (dev'l-skre''cher). «. Same as

deviling, 3.

devirs-(iung (dev'lz-dung), TO. An old phar-
maceutical name of asafetida.

devil's-dust (dev'lz-dust), n. Flock made out
of old woolen materials by the machine called

a devil; shoddy. See devil, n., 9 (rf).



devil's-diist

Does it beseem thee to weave cloth of devil's dust in-

stead of true wool ? Carlyle, Misc., IV. 239.

devil's-ear (dev'lz-er), ». See the extract.

It was a wake-robin, commonly known as dragon-root,

devil's ear, or Indian turnip. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 5.

devil's-flg (ilev'lz-fig), J(. Same as infernal fig.

devil's-flnger (dev'lz-fmg"ger), n. A starfish.

devil's-gllts (dev'lz-guts), 11. A name of spe-

cies of dodder {Cuscuta), from the resemblance
of their slender yellow stems to catgut, and
from the mischief they cause.

-devilsbip (dev'1-ship), n. [< devil + ship."]

The person or character of a devil; the state

of being a devil—His devllsMp, a ludicrous title of
address, on type of hig lordship, to the devil.

But I shall find out counter charms.
Thy airy devilship to remove
From this circle here of love.

Cowley, Description of Honour.

devil'S-horse (dev'lz-hSrs), «. One of the popu-
lar names applied to orthopterous insects of the
family Mantidw; a rear-horse.

devil's-milk (dev'lz-milk), n. 1. The sun-
spurge. Euphorbia helioscopia: so called from
its acrid poisonous milk.— 2. The white milky
juice of various other common plants.

deVirs-shoestrings(dev'lz-sh6"stringz), n. The
goat's-rue, Tepiirosia Virginiana: so called from
its tough slender roots.

devil-tree (dev'1-tre), n. The Alstonia scolaris,

an apocynaceous tree of tropical Asia, Africa,

and Australia, a large evergreen with soft white
wood. Both wood and bark (called dita bark) are bitter,

and are used as a tonic and febrifuge. The milky juice
yields a sul»stance resembling gutta-percha.

deviltry (dev'1-tri), n.
;
pi. deviltries (-triz). [Ir-

reg. for devilry, q. v.] Diabolical action; ma-
licious mischief; devilry.

The rustics beholding crossed themselves and suspected
deviltries. C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xcv.

Would hear from deeiltrieji as much as a good sermon.
D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together.

devil-wood (dev'1-wud), n. The Ogmantlim
Americanus, a small tree of the southern United
States, allied to the European olive. The wood
is very heavy and strong, and so tough that it

cannot be split.

devil-worship (dev'i-wfer'ship), n. The wor-
ship of ev^U spirits by incantations intended to
propitiate them, it is prevalent among many of the
primitive tribes of Asia, Africa, and America, under the
assumption that the l>eity does not trouble himself about
the world, or that the powers of evil are a.s mighty as the
lowers of good, and must iu consequence l>e bribed and
conciliated.

devil-worshiper (dey'l-wfer'shi-p^r), n. One
who worships a devil, a malignant deity, or an
evil spirit; specifically, a member of the tribe
properly called Yezidis, living in Mesopotamia,
Assyria, Kurdistan, and otherparts of Turkey in
Asia, and noted for adding the worship of Satan
to a professed belief in the Old Testament, and
respect for the New Testament and the Koran.
The Izcdis or Yezidis, the so-called Devil-VMrshippers,

still remain a numerous though oppressed people in Aleso-
potamia and adjacent countries.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 299.

devint, devinet, n. Old forms of divine,

devioscope (do vi-o-sk6p), n. [Irreg. < Ii. de-
riwi, going out of the way, devious, -I- 6r. cm-
TTcli; view.] An instrument for illustrating the
principles of the resolution and composition of
rotations.

Sire has de8crit)ed an apparatus, which he calls a devio-
scope, for ascertaining directly tlie relation which exists
between the angular velocity of the earth and that of a
horizon arotmd the vertical of any place whatever.

Smithsotiian Report, 1881, p. 334.

devious (de'vi-us), a. [< L. devius, lying off

the high road, out of the way, < de, off, away,
+ via, way. Cf. deviate.'] 1. Out of the direct
or common waj- or track; circuitous; rambling:
as, a devious course.

The devious paths where wanton fancy leads. Roice.

To bless the wildly devious morning walk. Thoinsim.

And pursuing
Each one its devious path, but drawing nearer and nearer.
Rush together at last. Loiig/ellow, Miles Standish, viii.

2. Moving on or pursuing a winding or con-
fused coiu-se. [Bare.]

When a shoal
<)f devious minnows wheel from where a pike
Lurks balanced 'neath the lily-pads.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

3. Erring
; going astray from rectitude or the

divine precepts.

Fell here and there through the branches a tremulous
gleam of the moonlight.

Like the sweet thoughts of love on a darkened and devious
spirit. Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 3.
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= Syn. Circuitous, roundabout, tortuous, indirect, erratic,
roving, rambling, straying. See irregular.

deviously (de'vi-us-li), adv. In a devious man-
ner.
A nuthatch scaling deviimsly the trunk of some hard-

wood tree. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 61.

deviousness (de'vi-us-nes), n. Departure from
a regular course ; wandering. Bailey, 1727.

devirginatet (de-v6r'ji-nat), V. t. [< LL. devir-
ginatus, pp. of devirginare (> F. devirginer), de-
flower, < de- priv. + virgo {virgin-), virgin.]

To deprive of virginity ; deflower.

Only that virgin soul, devirginated in the blood of Adam,
but restored in the blood of the Lamb, hath . . , this tes-

timony, this assurance, that God is with him.
Donne, Sermons, ii.

devirginatet (de-v6r'ji-nat), a. [< LL. devir-
ginatus, pp. : see the verb.] Deprived of vir-

ginity.
Fair Hero, left devirginate.
Weighs, and with fuiy wails her state.

Chapman and Marlowe, Hero and Leander, iii., Arg.

devirginationt (de-ver-ii-na'shpn), n. [< de-
virginate: see-aWo».] Deprivation of virginity.

Even blushing brings them to their devirgination.
Feltham, Resolves.

devisable (df-vi'za-bl), a. [< devise + -able.']

1. Capable of being invented or contrived.

God hath not prevented all exceptions or cavils devisa-
ble by curious or captious wits, against his dispensations.

Barrotv, W'orks, II. ii.

2. Capable of being bequeathed or assigned by
will.

It seems sufficiently clear that, before the conquest,
lands were devisable by will. Blackstone, Com.

devisal (de-vi'zal),n. [<, devise + -al.] 1. The
act of devising ; a contriving or forming.
Each word may be not unfitly compared to an inven-

tion ; it has its own place, mode, and circumstances of
devisal. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 309.

2. Theact of bequeathing; assignment by will.

deviscerate (de-\-is'e-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dcviscerated, ppr. derisccrating. [< L. de- priv.

-f- tiwera, the internal organs: ^ee viscera. Cf.

eviscerate.'] To eviscerate or disembowel.
devisceration (df-vis-e-ra'shon), n. [< de-

viscerate: see -aii(m.] "The operation of re-

moving the viscera.

devise (df-viz'), v.
;
pret. and pp. devised, ppr.

deiising. [Early mod. E. also devize ; < ME.
devisen, devysen, divisen, devicen, < OF. deviser,

distinguish, regulate, bequeath, talk, P. devi-

ser = Pr. Sp. (obs.) Pg. devisor = It. divisare,

divide, share, describe, think, < ML. as if "di-

visare, < divisa, a division of goods, portion of

land, bound, decision, mark,device: see device.]

I. trans. If. To divide; distinguish.

Now thanne the Firmament is devysed, be Astrono-
meres, in 12 Signes ; and every Signe is devysed in 30 De-
grees, that Is 360 Degrees, that the Firmament hathe
aboven. Mandeville, Travels, p. 18.5.

2t. To say; tell; relate; describe.

What sholde I more devise f

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, I. 662.

1 schalle deviee ^ou sum partie of thinges that there
l>en, whan time schalle ben, aftre it may best come to my
mynde. Mandeville, Travels, p. 4.

After they had thus saluted and embraced each other,
they mounted againe on horsebacke, and rode toward the
Citie, deuising anil recounting, how being children they
had passed their youth in friendly pastimes.

Greene, Pandosto, or the Triumph of Time (1.588).

3t. To imagine ; conjecture ;
guess, or guess at.

Forto reken al the arai in Rome that time,

Alle the men vpon nudd ne migt hit deuice,

So wel in alle wise was hit arayed.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 1603.

If it be I, of pardon I you pray

;

But if ought else that I mote not devyse,

I will, if please you it discure, assay
To ease you of that ill, so wisely as I may.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 42.

He . . . deviseth first that this Brutus was a Consul of

Rome. Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 8.

4. To think or study out; elaborate in the
mind ; invent ; contrive

;
plan : as, to devise a

new machine, or a new method of doing any-
thing ; to devise a plan of defense ; to devise

schemes of plunder.

Thei ben alle clothed in Clothes of Gold or of Tartaries
or of Camokas, so richely and so perfytly, that no man in

the World can amenden it, ne better deviMn it.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 233.

To device curious works, to work in gold, and in silver,

and in brass. Ex. xxxv. 32.

Devijte but how youll use him when he comes.
And let us two devise to bring him thither.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4.

Satan from without, and our hearts from within, not
passive merely and kindled by temptation, but devising
evil, and speaking hard things against God.

J. U. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 90.

devitrification

5t. To plan or scheme for
;
purpose to obtain.

Fooles therefore
They are which fortunes doe by vowes devize.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ix. 30.

6. To give, assign, make over, or transmit
(real property) by will.

One half to thee I give and I devise.

Crabbe, Works, 'V. 21,5.

Was it ever intended that the king could empower his
subjects to devise their freeholds or to levy fines of their
entailed lands? Hallam.
= SJT1. 4. To concoct, concert.

II. intrans. To consider ; lay a plan or plans •

form a scheme or schemes ; contrive.

Let us devize of ease and everlasting rest.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 17.

Then shall we further devise together upon all things,
what order shall be best to take.

Sir T. More (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 298).

Taste is nothing in the world except the faculty which
devises according to the laws of beauty, which executes
according to the laws of beauty.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 60.

devise (df-viz'), n. [A former spelling of device ;

in legal senses due to the verb devise : see de-

vice, n., devise, v.] If (de-vis'). .An obsolete
spelling of device.— 2. In law : (n) The act of be-
queathing by will.

The alienation is made by devise in a last will only, and
the third part of these profits is there demandable. Locke.

(6) A will or testament, (c) A gift of real prop-
erty by will : sometimes loosely used of per-
sonal property.

A gift by will of freehold land, or of such rights arising
out of or connected with land as are by English law classed
with it as real property, is called a devise.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 124.

(d) The clause in a will by which such gift is

made.— Executory devise, a future and contingent in-

terest in real property in contravention of the strict rules
of the old common law ; a future interest, created by will,

which is not preceded by an estate of freehold created by
the will of the same testator, or which, being so preceded,
is limited to take effect before or after, and not at the expi-

ration of, such prior estate of freehold. Jannan ; Brown
and lladley.

devisee (dev-i-ze'), n. [< devise + -eel.] The
person to whom a devise is made ; one to whom
real estate is bequeathed.
devisefult, devisefuUyt. Obsolete forms of
deviceful, devicefully.

deviser (de-'vi'zer), 11. One who contrives or
invents ; a' contriver ; an inventor.

Lydgat a translatour onely and no deuiser of that which
he wrate. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. .50.

devisor (df-'vi'zor), n. One who gives by will;

one who bequeaths real property or tenements.
devltablet (dev'i-ta-bl), a. [< L. as if *deri-

tabilis, < devitare, avoid, < de, away, + vitare,

shun, avoid. Cf. cvitable.] Avoidable. Bailey.

de'Vitalization (de-vi"tal-i-za'shon), 1). [< rfe-

vitalize + -ation.] The act of depriving of vi-

tality : as, the devitalization of tissue.

devitalize (de-'vi'tal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
devitalized, ppr. deiHtalizing. [< de- priv. -I-

vitalize.] To deprive of -vitality; take away
life or life-sustaining qualities from.

To air thus changed or deteriorated I gave the name of
devitalized air. B. W. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 528.

The most finished and altogether favorable example of

this devitalized scholarship with many graceful additions
was Edward Everett. The Nation, Dec. 23, 1869, p. 669.

devitationt (dev-i-ta'shon), «. [< 'L. devita-

tio{n-), < devitare, pp. deviiatus, avoid: see devi-

iable.] A warning off; warning: the opposite

of invitation.

If there be any here that . , . will venture himself a
guest at the devil's banquet, maugre all devitation, let

him stay and hear the reckoning.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 277.

de^vitrification (de-vit'ri-fi-ka'shon), n. [< F.
devitrification; a.s devitrify + -ation. See-fica-

tion.] Loss, either partial or entire, of the
glassy or vitreous condition, or the process by
which this result is attained. The most conspicu-

ous illustration of devitrification is the production of

"Reaumur porcelain" from glass by the long-continued

action of heat. (See porcelain.) The term devitrifica-

tion is much employed by lithologists in describing the

changes which have taken place in rocks consisting ori-

ginally, either wholly or in large part, of glass. (See lava

and obsidian.) It may be the result of cooling, during
which oiystalline products have developed themselves in

the glass in greater or le.ss perfection ; or it may have
taken place in consequence of the action of water, either

with or without the aid of heat, after the rocks had be-

come solidified. Pressure is also regarded by many as

being an agent of high importance. The changes thus

indicated maybe begun in a rock during its consolidation,

and afterwaril continued under the combined influence of

heat, water, and pressure, even to the entire obliteration

of its original vitreous character, the result being the pro-
duction of a purely lithoid structure. The minute forms
developed in the process of devitrification, which aie



devitrification

Incipient crystals, or ^mhiss bepiiinin^ to lose its nnindi-
vitiualiztHi character, liave receivei! various names from
litholo^ists, according to their shape and manner of group-
iiiir. See microlith and <ih}bHtite.

devitrify (de-vit'ri-fi), r. t ; pret. and pp. de-

vitrijiedj ppr. (feiithfyitw. [< F. devitrifier; as

de- priv. + rittify.'] To destroy or change,
either in part or wholly, the vitreous condition
of. See devitrification and glass.

devive (de-viv'), r. /.; pret. and pp. devived,

ppr. deviv'ing. [< L. d^- priv, + vivus, living:

see vivid. Gi. revive.'] To deprive of life ; ren-

der inert or unconscious. [Bare.]

Prot Owen has remarked that "there are organisms
which we can devitalize and revitalize, devive and revive

many times." Beale.

devocalization (de-v6*kal-i-za'8hon), «. [<

devocalize + -ation.] The act of making voice-

less or non-sonant. Siceet.

devocalize (de-v6'kal-iz), v. t.) pret. and pp.
devocalized^ ppr. devocalizing. [< de- priv. +
vocal + 'ize.\ To make voiceless or non-so-

nant. Sweet.

devocatet (dev'o-kat), v. t. [< L. devocattiSy

pp. of devocarCj call away, call off, allure, < de,

away, + vocare, call: see vocation.} To call

away; entice; seduce.

The Commons of you doo complain
From tliem you devocate.

T. Preston, King Cambises.

devocationt (dev-o-ka'shon), 11. [< MIj. as if

*devocatio{n-)y < L.* devocare: see devocate.'} A
calling away; seduction.

To be freed and released from all its [sorcery's] bland-
ishments and flattering de»oca(fo/w.

UallyweU, Melampronoea, p. 97.

devoidt(de-void')i v. t, [< ME. devoide% make
empty, leave, < OF. desvoidier^ desvuidiei', emp-
ty out, < des-y away, + voidier, vuidieTj void, <

I'oid, t*«id, I'Mif, empty, void: see void.] 1. To
avoid; leave; depart from.

He took hys doughter by the hand,
And had her swithe devoyde hys land.

Richard Goer de Lion (Weber's Metr. Rom.), 1. 1227.

2. To do away
;
put aside ; destroy.

Ofte haf I wayted wyschande that wele,
That wont wats whyle deuoyde my wrange [wrong].

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 15.

devoid (de-void'), a. [Short tor devoided (pp.
of devoid', v.); conformed to voidj q. v.] If.

Empty ; vacant ; void.

I awoke, and found her place devoid. Spenser, F. Q.

2. Destitute ; not possessing; lacking; with of:
as, devoid of understanding.

Her life was beastly and devoid of pity.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3.

No long dull days devoid of happiness,
When such a love my yearning heart shall bless.

William Morris^ Earthly Paradise, I. 335.

=Syil. 2. Void, etc. See vacant.

devoir (dev-wor'), n. [F., duty, < devoir^ inf.,

owe, be obliged, < L. dehere, owe, be obliged:

see debt, Cf. dever, earlier form of the same
word.] Duty or service; hence, an act of ci-

vility or respect; respectful notice due to an-
other : as, we paid our devoirs to our host.

Content to vse their best deuoire.

In furdering eche honest harmelesse cause.
Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 70.

To do your highness service and devoir,

And save you from your foes, Berkeley would die.

Marlowe, Edward II., v. 2.

The time you employ in this kind devoir is tlie time that
I shall be grateful for. Mrs. Behn, Lover's Watch,

To ancient females his devoirs were paid.
Crabbe, Works, II. 39.

devolutet (dev'o-liit), v. t. [< L. devolutus,

pp. of devolverejToll down: see devolve."] To
devolve.

Government was devoluted and brought into the priests'

hands. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 329.

devolution (dev-o-lii'shon), n. [= F. devolu-
tion = Sp, devolucion = !E*g. devolu^do = It. de-

voluzionCf < ML. devolutio{n-)j < L. devolvere,

pp. deuo^M^ti,?, roll down: ^^e devolve,] 1, The
act of rolling down. [Rare.]

The raising of new mountains, deterrations, or the devo-
ItUion of earth down upon the valleys from the hills and
high grounds, will fall under our consideration.

Woodward.

2. The act of devolving, transferring, or hand-
ing over ; transmission from one person to an-
other ; a passing or falling to a successor, as of
office, authority, or real estate.

There never was any devolution to rulers by the people
of the power to govern them. Brougham.

In all these Athenian rules, it is to be observed that,
while the ancestral sacrifices are constantly mentioned,
Oie object of special care is the devolution of the estate
in the household. Maine, Early Law aud Custom, p. 95.
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3, In Scots law : (a) The reference made by
two or more arbiters who differ in opinion to

an oversman or umpire to determine the differ-

ence. (/>) The falling of a purchase made un-
der articles of roup to the next highest offerer,

on the failure of the highest bidder to find cau-
tion for payment of the price within the time
limited by the articles.—4. The opposite of

evolution; degeneration, [Rare.]

Not only its [speech's] evolution, but its devolution, its

loss and impairment in disease, have been wrought out.

Science, VII. 555.

Clause of devolution. See clause.

devolve (de-voW), v.
;
pret. and pp. devolved^

ppr. devolving. [= Sp. Pg. devolver = It. de-

volverCy < L. devolvere, roll down, < de, down,
+ volverCf roll : see voluble. Cf. evolve^ revolve.]

1, trans. 1. To roll downward or onward.
[Rare.]

Every headlong stream
Devolves his winding waters to the main.

Akenside, Pleasures of Imagination, ii.

He spake of virtue : . . .

And with a sweeping of the ann,
And a lack-lustre dead-blue eye,
Devolved his rounded periods.

Tennyson, A Character.

2. To transfer, as from one person to another;
turn over; transmit.

What madness is it for them who might manage nobly
thir own Affairs themselves, sluggishly and weakly to de-

volve all on a single Person. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

All men are passionate to live according to that state

in which they were lx>rn, or to which they are devolved,
or which they have framed to themselves.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 699.

They devolved their whole authority into the hands of

the council of sixty. Addison.

II, intrans. 1. .To roll down; come or ar-

rive by rolling down or onward, [Rare.]

The times are now devolved
That Merlin's mystic prophecies are absolved.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

Streams that had . . . devolved into the rivers below.
Lord, The Banians, p. 18.

2. To be transferred or transmitted ; pass from
one to another ; fall by succession or trans-

ference.

His estate is said to have been fifteen hundred a year,

which by his death devolved to Lord Somerville of Scot-

land. Johnson.

The melancholy task of recording the desolation and
shame of Italy devolved on Guicciardini.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

On King John's death, in 1495, the crown of Portugal
devolved on Emanuel. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., IL 4.

3. To degenerate. [Rare.]

A gentleman and scholar devolving into the buffoon, for
example, is an unseemly sight in the eye of the profound
moralist. Jon Bee, Ess. on Samuel Foote.

devolvement (de-volv'ment), n. [< devolve +
-ment.] The act of devolving. Imj). Diet.

Devonian (de-vo'ni-an), a. [< Devonia, Latin-
ized form of DevoHy < AS. Defenas^ Defnas, pi.,

the inhabitants of Devon, a name of Celtic

origin : W. Dyfnaintf Devon.] Of or pertaining
to Devonshire in England.

Eas'ly ambling down through the Devonian dales.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 284.

The t«rm was applied specifically, in geol., by Murchison
to a great part of the Paleozoic strata of North and Soutli

Devon, and used by him as synonymous with Old Bed
Sandstone, for which term he substituted it, "because the
strata of that age in Devonshire— lithologically very un-
like the old red sandstone of Scotland. Hereford, and the
South Welsh counties— contain a much more copious and
rich fossil fauna, and were shown to occupy the same in-

termediate position between the Silurian and Carbonifer-
ous rocks." Later geologists, however, do not use the
teiTns as identical, the conditions under which the strata
were deposited being very different.

Devonic (de-von'ik), a. Same as Devonian.

Devon kerseys. See kersey.

devonshire (dev'on-sher), v. t. Same as den-

shire.

Devonshire colic, lace. etc. See the nouns.
devorationt (dev-o-ra'snon), n. [< LL, devora-

tio{n-)j < L. devordre, -pp.'iievoratuSj devour: see

devour.] The act of devouring.

They [bear-wards] have either voluntarilie, or for want
of power to master their sauage beasts, l)eene occasione
of the death and deuoration of manie children.

liolinshed. Description of England, x.

devorst, »• An obsolete form of divorce.

devotaryt (de-v6'ta-ri), n, [< ML. devotariuSy

< L. devotusj devoted : see devote, a., and votary.]

A votary.

To whose shrine [Diana'sl there went up a more famous
and frequent pilgrimage of devotaries than to any holy
land of their's whatsoever. Gregory, Works, p. f>0.

devote (de-vof), v. t.\ pret. and pp. devoted, ppr.

devoting. '

[< L. devotics, pp. (> devotare, freq.)

devotedness

of devovere, vow, give up, devote, < de, away, +
vovo'e^yow: see vow and devout, Cf. devow.}
1. To appropriate by or as if by vow ; set apart
or dedicate by a solemn act or with firm inten-
tion; consecrate.

No devoted thing, that a man shall devote unto the Lord,
. . . shall be sold or redeemed : every devoted thing is

most holy unto the Lord. Lev. xxvii. 28.

For, since the substance of your perfect self

Is else devoted, I am but a shadow.
Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 2.

It l>ehooves each to see, when he sacrifices prudence, to
what god he devotes it. Emerson, Essays, Ist ser., p. ^6.

Hence— 2. To doom ; consign to some harm
or evil ; doom to destruction : used absolutely,

to curse or execrate.

Let her, like me, of every joy forlorn,
Devote the hour when such a wretch waa bom.

Jtoice.

Aliens were devoted to their rapine and despight.
Decay of Christian Piety.

Yet not for thy advice or threats I fly

These wicked tents devoted. Milton, P. L., v. 890.

Here I devote your senate ! Croly, Catiline.

3. To addict or surrender, as to an occupation
or a pursuit

;
give or yield up ; direct in action

or thought.

He hath devoted and given up himself to the contem-
plation, mark, and denotement of her parts and graces.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

Wise-seeming censors count that labour vain
Which is devoted to the hopes of love.

Ford, Honour Triumphant.

The hours between breakfast and dinner the ladies de-

voted to dress and study. Goldsmith, Vicar, iL

They devoted themselves to leisure with as much assi-

duity as we employ to render it impossible.
Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 158,

= SyTl. Devote. Dedicate, Consecrate, Hallow, destine, set
apart. In dedicate and the cognate words devote, devout,
etc., the root idea is always that of a complete mental
consecration ; thus, devotion (def. 2) is the consecration
of the entire mind to God and his worship ; and a devout
(def. 1) spirit is one entirely absorbed in the worship or
service of God, To devote indicates the inward act, state,

or feeling ; to dedicate is to set apart by a promise, and in-

dicates primarily an external act ; to consecrate is to make
sacred, and refers to an act affecting the use or relations

of the thing consecrated ; to hallow is to make holy, and
relates to the character of the person or thing hallowed.
Thus, we devote ourselves by an act of the mind ; we dedi-
cate our lives or property by a more formal act ; we conse-

crate to sacred uses a building not before sacred ; and we
hallow the name of God, recognizing in it its inherent
holy character.

Mysterious and awful powers had laid their unimagin-
able hands on that fair head and devoted it to a nobler ser-

vice. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 272.

Let no soldier fly

:

He that is truly dedicate to war
Hath no self-love. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

Now go with me, and with this holy man,
Into the chantry by ; there, before him.
And underneath that consecrated roof.

Plight me the full assurance of your faith.

Shak., T. N., Iv. 3.

And, from work
Now resting, bless'd and hallo\vd the seventh day.

Milton, P. L.,vii. 592.

3. Addict, Devote, etc. See addict

.

devotet (de-vof), a. andw. [< ME. devote^ < OF.
dm)ot, F. devot = Pr. devot = Sp. Pg. devoto =
It. divoto, < L. devotuSj pp., devoted: see devote,

V. Doublet, devout, q. v.] I. a. Devoted; de-

vout.

We do offer the said Master of ours, and our whole com-
pany, vnto your highnea, as your perpetual and deuote

friends. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 148.

Lawyers, physicians, philosophers, scholars are his,

wholly devote to his service.
Burton, Auat. of MeL, p. 212.

H. n. A devotee.

One professeth himself a devote, or peculiar servant to

our Lord. Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion.

devoted (de-v6'ted), p. a. [Pp. of devote, v.]

1, Set apart; given up, especially to some
harm or evil ; doomed.
No wonder they revolted from accumulating new woes

on her devoted head. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 11, not«.

No more ignoble yet more dangerous creature had yet
been loosed upon the devoted soil of the Netherlands.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 53a

The workmen either perished in the flames, or fled from
the devoted spot in ten-or and despair.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, III. § 4.

2. Ardent; zealous; assiduous; strongly at-

tached or addicted : as, a devoted friend ; a de-

voted student of philosophy.

The most devoted champion, Macaulay.

devotedness (de-v6'ted-nes), n. The state of
being devoted, attached, or addicted ; zealous

faithfulness and attachment.

The owning of our obligation unto virtue may be styled

natural religion : that is to say, a devotedness unto God,
so as to act according to his will. QreW:



devotedness
In human nature there is a principle that delights in he-

roic virtue, that admires and reveres men illustrious for
self-saeriflcingdei!o(«(«f««. Charming, Perfect Life, p. 235.

devotee (dev-o-te'), «• [< devote + -eel.] One
who is devoted or self-dedieated to a cause
or practice ; a votaryiry; specifically, one given ,;^-?''"'."». «f- see '"oe), zeal, lit

wholly to religious devotion; an extravagantly ftevptionairt (de-vo-shon-i

or superstitiously devout person.
ctevotiommire, < decoHon,

A devotee is one of those who disparage religion by their
indiscreet and unreasonable introduction of the mention
of virtue on all occasions.

1583
By these insinuations he [Colonel Kathaniel Bacon]

wrought his men into so perfect an unanimity, that they
were one and all at liis devotion. Beverley, Virginia, TJ 97.

= ?y"- 1- Consecration, dedication, devotedness.— 2 (o).
Piety Godliness, etc. (.See religion.) (6). Attachment,
Affection, etc. (see lorn), zeal, fidelity, constancy.

ar'), n. [< P. as if

, devotion: see devo-
tion.^ A devotee. Davies.

devoutful

Hence— 5. To give delight to; charm: en-
chant. [Rare.]

The Lord Chief Justice Hales, a profound common law-
yer, and both devotumair and moralist, affected natural
philosophy. Roger Sorth, Lord Guilford, II. 264.

a. and n. [< devo-

„ to religious devo-
tion; used in devotion; suited to devotion: as,
a devotional posture ; devotional exercises ; a
devotional frame of mind.
How much the devotional spirit of the church has suf-

fered by that necessary evil, the Reformation

!

Coleridge, Table-Talk.

=SvTL Devout, Devotional. See devout.

n.t ». pi. Forms of devotion.
Nor have they had either more cause for, or better suc-

cess m, their disputings against the devotionals of the
Church of England.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 8".

devotionalist (de-vd'shon-al-ist), n. [< devo-
tional + -ist.} Same a.s"dev'otionist. ' [Rare.]

It is but to give areligious turn to his natural softness,
and you have tlie complete image of a French devotional-
"'• Coventry, Philemon to Hydaspes, ii.

devotionally (de-v6'shon-al-i), adv. In a de-
votional manner; toward "devotion : as, devo-
tionally inclined.

[< devotion +

devote and devout.'\ A devotee.
In confidence of this conceit, such numbers of devotos in

all times have pretended enthusiasm and extraordinary
illapse from heaven.
J. Silencer, Vanity of Vulgar Prophecies (1665), Pref. a. 2.

Steele, Spectator, No. 354,

Christianity has had, In all ages and in all sects, its dem
tees and martyrs. Story, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828. deVOtional (de-v6'shon-al), a
=Syn. Zealot, enthusiast. tion + -al.'] 1, a. Pertaining

devoteeism (dev-o-te'izm), n. [< devotee + *-— --— ^--^ -
-(«/«.] The tendency or disposition to be or
become a devotee.

Ritualistic devoteeism is the unhealthy development of
religious introspection.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 477.

devotement (de-vot'ment), n. [< devote -)-

-ment.2 The act of devoting or consecrating
by a vow; the state of being devoted. [Rare.]
Her (Iphigenia's) devotement was the demand of Apollo.

Bp. Hurd, Notes on Horace's Art of Poetry.

devoter (de-v6't6r), n. 1. One who devotes.—
2t. A worshiper. Piers Plowman.

devoterert, ». [A corrupt form of advoutrer.
Cf. devotor^.'\ An adulterer.
He that brealceth wedlock with his neighbour's wife,

let him be slain, both the devoterer and the advouteress.
Becon, Works (ed. Parker Soc.), I. 450.

devotion (de-vo'shon), n. [< ME. devotioun,
devocion, devocioun, < OF. devotion, F. devotion , ..-..,,,= Pr. devotio = Sp. devocion = Pg. devocao = devotionist (de-vo'shon-ist).

It. divozione, < L. devotioln-), devotion, <devo-
tus, pp. of devovere, devote: see devote.^ 1.
The act of devoting; a definitive setting apart,
appropriating, or consecrating: as, the devo-
tion of one's means to a certain purpose; the
devotion of one's life to the service of God.
lU purpose [Brook Farm] was so sincere, its conducto irreproachable, its devotion U) ends purely humane so

evident, that malice could find no grounds for assailing it.

0. B. tVothingtiam, George Ripley, p. 191.

2. The state of being devoted, (a) Application to
ot observance of religious duties and practices ; esiwcially
earnestness in acts of worship ; devoutnesg.

Neverthelesse to them that with Devocion behold it [the
golden gate of the temple of Solomon! a tfar ys grauntyd
cleue remission.

Torkington, Diarie ot Eng. Travell, p. 30.

Devotion consists in an ascent of the mhid towards God
attended with holy breathings of soul.

Bp. Atlerbury, Sermons, II. xxi.

There was still a sadness of heart upon her, and a depth
of devotion, in which lay all her strength. Ruskin.
(i) Earnest and faithful service arising from love, friend-
ship, patriotism, etc. ; enthusiastic manifestation of at-
tachment.

Sacrificing to the wishes of his Parliament a minister
whose crime had Ijeen a devotion too zealous to the inter-
ests of his prerogative, ilacaulay, Hallams Const. Hist.
The Plantagenet history can show no such instances of

enthusiastic devotion as lighted up the dark days of the
Stewarts. Stutibs, Const. Hist., § 457.
(c) Close attention or application in general : as, his devo-
tion to this pursuit impaired his health.

He seeks their hate with-greater devotion than they can
render it him. shak., Cor., ii. 2.

Their . . . tyrannic did inforce them to embrace my
offer with no small deuolion.

Capt. John Smith, Tnie Travels, II. 206.

3. An act of worship ; a religious exercise, (a)
Practice of prayer and praise : now generally in the plural.

An aged, holy man, . . .

That day and night said his devotion.
Spenser, V. Q., I. x. 46.

Saying so many Ave-Maries and Pater-Nosters, as is their
devotion. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 7.

They returned again to our Lady Church, where was per-
formed very long and tedious devotion.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 30.

(M Alms given as an act of worship; offerings made at
divine service. [Archaic]

The Deacons, Church-wardens, or other fit persons
shall receive the Alms for the Poor, and other Devotions
of the People, in a decent Basin.

Book o/ Coimnun Prayer, Holy Communion.

4t. Something consecrated; an object of devo-
tion.

As I passed by and beheld your devotions [in the revised
version, " observed the oljjects of your worship '].

Acta xvii. 23.

Cliurches and altars, priests and all devotions.
Tumbled together into one rude chaos.

Beau, and Fl.

6t. Power of devoting or applying to use; dis-
posal ; bidding.

_ , . . ^ .
Take my keys.

Gold, plate, and Jewels, all's at thy devotion.
B. Jonson, Volpone, il. 2.

Arundel Castle would keep that rich comer of the coun-
try at his majesty's devotion. Clarendon.

Bravely the figure of this harpy hast thou
Perform'd, my Ariel ; a grace it had, devouring.

Shak., Tempest, ill. 3.

To devour the (or one's) way, distance, or courBe. to
accomplisli the distance with impetuous haste.

He seeni'd in running to devour the way.
Staying no longer question.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

Wat was woundly angry with Sir John Newton, Knight
(Sword-bearer to the King then in presence), for devour-
ing his distance, and not making his approaches manner-
ly enough unto him. Fuller, Worthies, II. 346.

Tile signal once given, they [the horses] strike, devour
the course, harrying along with unremitting velocity.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 101.

= Syn. 1. Consume, etc. See eat.

n. intrans. To consume. [Rare.]
A fire devoureth before them, and behind them a flame

burneth. joel ii. 3.

devour^t, n. See dever.

devourable (de-vour'a-bl), a. [< devour^ -f-

-able. Cf. OP. devoraile, devourable, devour-
ing, voracious.] Capable of or fit for being
devoured.
A clear and undebauch'd appetite renders everything

sweet and delightful to a sound body, and (as Homer ex-
presses it) dccouraWe. Plutarch, MoTnU, ii. 116(0rdMS.).

devourer (de-vour'6r), «. 1. One who de-
vours ; one who or that which eats greedily,
consumes, or preys upon.
Carp and tench do best together, all other fish being

devourers of their spawn. Mortimer, Husbandry.

^ 2. A local English name of the glutinous hag,
-ist.} A person given to devotion; one who is ^iZ-'^'i'ie fllutinosa.

superstitiously or formally devout. Also dero- devouresst, »• [ME. devouresse; < devour''- -i-

tionalist. [Rare.] -ens, aiter eqaiv. OF. devoreresseidevoiireresse.l
devotiousnesst (df-vo'shus-nes), «. [< *devo- -^ female devourer. Wyclif.
tjoits (not used) (<; devotion + -ous) + -ness.'} devouringly (de-vour'ing-li), adv. In a devour-
Devoutness; piety. Hammond. ing manner.
devotot (de-vo'to), n. [It., < L. devotus : see devourment (de-vour'ment), n. [< devour +

ment. Cf. OF. devorenient, devourement.'] The
act or process of devouring or consuming.

Could not thy remorseless foeman brook
Time's sure devourment i

R. W. Gilder, A Portrait of Servetus.

devotorlf (de-v6'tor), ». [< LL. devotor, one who devont (de-vouf), a. and n. [< ME. devout, also

[A corrupt form of advouter.']

devotes, < L. devovere, devote : see devote.'] One
who reverences or worships ; a devout person.
Beau, and Fl.

devotor^t, n.

An adulterer.

devour1 (de-vour'), e. [< ME. dei-ouren, < OF. „ - , ^ , ._
devorer, devurer, devorir, derourir, P. devorer = prayer ; devoted to the worship and service of
Pr. Sp. Pg. devorar = It. devorare, < L. devo- "od

; pious ; religious ; consecrated in spirit.
rare, devour, < de, down, + vorare, consume. The same man was just and devout. Luke ii 26
devour: see voracious, vorant.] I. trans. 1. The Spaniard is very det,o«« in his Way, for I have seen
1 o eat up entirely ; eat ravenously ; consume '"" '"eel in the very Dirt when the Ave-Mary-bell rings.

devote, < OP. devot, devoult, P. devot= Sp. Pg. de-
voto = It. devoto, divoto, < L. devotus, devoted,
pp. of devovere, vow, devote : see devote, v. and
a. TThe adj. ffeiJote is a doublet of (Jei'OHi.] I. a.
1. Yielding a solemn and reverential devotion
to God in religious exercises, particularly in

as food.

We will say, Some evil beast hath devoured him.
Gen. xxxvli. 20.

And ever and anon the wolf would steal
The children and devour.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

2. To consume destructively, recklessly, or
wantonly; make away with ; destroy; waste.
As soon as this thy son was come, which hath devoured

thy living with harlots. Luke xv. 30.

Devouring pestilence hangs in our air.

Shak., Rich. II., 1. 3.

They never adventured to know any thing ; nor euer did
any thing but demure the fruits of other mens labours.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 145.

We all know . . . what & devouring passion it [the war
fever] becomes in those whom it assails.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 3.

3. To swallow up, literally or figuratively;
draw into conjunction or possession; absorb;
engorge ; take in : as, to devour a book ; the usu-
rers have devoured his estate.

I saw (alas) the gaping earth devoure
The spring, the place, and all cleane out of sight.

Spenser, Visions of Petrarch.
Which [the scrilies] devour widows' houses, and for a shew

make long prayers. Luke xx. 47.

I perceive these lords
At this encounter do so much admire.
That they devoure their reason ; and scarce think
Their eyes do ofllces of truth. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

Now speak of the Haven ; rather devouring then en-
creased by a little river. Sandys, Travailes, p. 29.

Our ocean shall these petty brooks devour.
Dekker and Webster, Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 6.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 32.

Let a man consider, . . . when he prays in private,
whether he be as composed, and reverent, and devout in
his behaviour as he is when the eyes of a great assembly
are upon him. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xii.

And holy hymns from which the life devout
Of saints and martyrs has wellnigh gone out.

Whittier, On a Prayer-book.

2. Expressing devotion or piety.
I love a holy devout Sermon. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

With uplifted hands, and eyes devout.
Grateful to heaven. Milton, P. L., xi. 863.

3. Sincere ; solemn ; earnest : as, you have
my devout wishes for your safety. =syn. 1. De-
vout, Devotional ; prayerful, godly, saintly. Devout per-
tains especially to the internal, devotional to the exter-
nal

; but this distinction is not always observed. A de-
vout heart, a devout man, a devout look— that is, a look
such as would be produced by devout feeling (see ex-
tracts above) ; a devotional attitude, a devotional book.

There is something . . . natively great and good in a
person that is truly devout. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

In Mr. Farrer, the head of the family, [was seen] a de-
votional energy, put forth in continual combat with the
earthly energies that tempted him away to the world.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

n.t n. 1. A devotee.
They are not to be the ordinary followers of Antichrist,

but they are to be in his special devouls, and as it were
sworn slaves. Sheldon, Miracles, p. 247.

2. A devotional composition.
This is the substance of his first section till we come to

the devout of it, modelled into the form of a private psal-
ter. Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

devoutet, adv. [ME.; < devout, a.] Devoutly.
- . - Cliaucir.

4. To gaze at absorbingly; look upon -with devoutfult (de-vout'ftil), «. llrreg. < devout +
avidity; view with delight. -ful, I. A similar formation is S'rate/ui.] 1.

Longing they look, and gaping at the sight, ^"11 of or characterized by devoutness; devout.
Z)<n)Mr her o'er and o'er with vast delight. — 2. Sacred; solemn.

v„... J , . t ,

Dryden. j„ j^j^^ j,g^ f^^„j austerer check of parents,With an unguarded look she now devourd To make her his by most devoutful rightsMy nearer i ace. /-nor, Solomon, il. Jfor«(on and ir<iw(er. Malcontent, i. 3.



devoutless

devoutlesst (de-vout'les), a. [< devout + -less.']

Destitute of devotion. £. D. [Rare.]

devoutlessnesst (de-vout'les-nes), ». Want of
devotion. [Rare.]

The last point of this armour be the darts of demmtUsi-
nenif oiimercifuluess, and epicurisme.

Bp. of Chichester, Two Sermons, sig. C 6 b.

devoutly (de-vout'li), adv. [< ME. devoutly,

devotly, -licJie ; < devout + -J^2.] 1. In a devout
manner; with devout feelings: with solemn
reverence and submission to God; with ardent
devotion.

Sunday, the xix Day of Julii, we cam all to MounteSyon
to Masse, which was song ther ryght Devowtly.

Torkingtan, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 25.

At length her grace rose, and with modest paces
Came to the altar : where she kneel'd, and, saint-like.

Cast her lair eyes to heaven, and pray'd devoutly.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

2. Religiously ; with pious thoughts.

One of the wise men, having a while attentively and de-

voutly viewed and contemplated this pillar and cross, fell

down upon his face. Bacon.

3. Sincerely; earnestly; solemnly.

A consummation
Devoutly to be wish'd. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

devontness (df-vout'nes), n. The quality or

state of being devout.

devovet (de-v6v'), v. t. [;< L. devovere, devote:
see devote, 'r. <.] To dedicate by vow ; devote

;

doom to destruction ; destine for sacrifice.

'Twas his own son, whom God and mankind loved,

His own victorious son, whom he devoved.
Cowley, Davideis, iv.

devowf (de-vou'), V. t. r< OF. devoiier, F. de-

vouer, devote, give up, \ L. devotare, freq. of

devovere, devote : see devote. The second sense
is appar, taken from disavow.] 1. To devote

;

apply.
Those clear causes, to the inquiry

And search of which your mathematical head
Hath so iemwed itself.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

S. To disavow ; disclaim.

There too the armies angelic devow'd
Their former rage, and all to mercy bow'd.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Victoi7 and Triumph.

dew^ (dii), n. [Early mod. E. also deive, deaw;
< ME. dew, deu, deaw, < AS. dedw = OFries.

daw = D. dauw = MLG. dow, douwe, dawe, dau,

LG. dau = OHG. tou, tau {touw-), MHG. toit,

(touw-), G. tau, than = Icel. dogg = Sw. dagg,
dew, cf . dugg, drizzling rain, = Dan. dug, dew
(ODan. dugregn, drizzling rain), =Goth. *dagg-
wus (T), not recorded. From the Scand. is

derived E. dag^, dew: see dag^, deg.] 1. The
aqueous vapor which is deposited from the at-

mosphere by condensation, especially during
the night, in the form of small drops ou the
surface of bodies. The formation of dew is explained
by the loss of heat by bodies on the earth's surface through
radiation at night, by which means they and the air im-
mediately about them are cooled below the dew-point
{which see). Dew is thus deposited chiefly on bodies which
are good radiators and poor conductors of heat, like grass;
hence also it appears chiefly on calm and clear nights

—

that is, when the conditions are most favorable for radia-
tion. It never appears on nights both cloudy and windy.
In winter dew becomes hoar frost.

They [in Pern] haue large and deepe ditches, in which
they sow or set, and that which groweth is nourished
with the deaw. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 873.

Since dew is made of steams of the terrestrial globe,
which, whilst they retain that form, and were not yet con-
vened into drops, did swim to and fro in the air, and
made part of it ; the phsenomena that shew the power of
dew in working on solid bodies may help to manifest how
copiously the air may be impregnated with subtile saline
parts. Boyle, Hist, of Air, xi.

She . . . wash'd her hands with the dev^s] of heav'n,
That on sweet roses fall.

Queen Eleanor 8 Fall (Child's Ballads, VI. 296).

The dews of the evening most carefully shun,

—

Those tears of the sky for the loss of the sun.
Chesterjield, Advice to a Lady in Autumn.

2. Something likened to dew : (o) As falling
lightly, or as serving to refresh.

Never yet one hour in his bed
Did I enjoy the golden dew of sleep,

But with his timorous dreams was still awak'd.
SAa*.,Bich. III., iv. 1.

I thought for thee, I thought for all

My gamesome imps that round me grew.
The dews of blessing heaviest fall

AVhere care falls too. Jean Ingeloiv.

(6) As suggestive of the morning, and hence of
freshness and youth.

Fair-haired, azure-eyed, with delicate Saxon complexion.
Having the dew of his youth, and the beauty thereof.

Lonfffellow, Miles Standish, i.

3. Moisture standing in little drops on any-
thing.

1684
Next unto him was Neptune pictured. . . .

His face was rngged, and his hoarie hed
Dropped with brackish deaw.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 40.

Mountain dew, illicit whisky. [Slang.]

de'wi (du), V. t. [< ME. dewen, < AS. dedwian
= OFries. dawa = D. dauwen = LG. dauen =
OHG. touwon, to-won, towen, MHG. tomcen, G.
tauen, thauen = Icel. doggva = Sw. dagga, dew,
cf. dugga, drizzle, = Dan. dugge, dew; from the
noun. Cf. bedew.] To wet with or as if with
dew; moisten; bedew.

Phcebus himself shall kneel at Caesar's shrine,
And deck it with bay garlands dewed with wine.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Dew'd with showery drops,
TJp-clomb the shadowy pine above the woven copse.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

dew-t, a. An obsolete spelling of due^.

de'Van (de-wan' ), 71. [Also written deewan, and
more correctly divan, diwdn, < Hind, diwdn, a
tribunal, council, minister, head officer of

finance and revenue, < Pers. divdn : see divan.]
In India : (a) A financial officer formerly ap-
pointed under the Mohammedan governments
in each province for the purpose of superintend-
ing the collection of the revenue, etc.

Shah Alam gave letters patent to Lord Clive investing
the English Company with the office of Dewan. . . . The
Dewan was the accountant-general or finance minister,
and looked solely after the revenue and expenditure.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 311.

(ft) The chief financial minister of a state, (c)

The prime minister of a native state, {d) The
chief native officer of certain government es-

tablishments, as the mint, (e) In Bengal, a
native servant in confidential charge of the
dealings of a house of business with natives, or
of the affairs of a large domestic establishment.
Tule and liurnell.

de'Wani, de'waimy (de-wa'ni), n. [< Hind.
diivdni, prop, adj., relating to a, diwdn; as noun,
the office, jurisdiction, etc., of a diwdn : see de-

wan.] The office of dewan.
de'W-beater (du'be'''t6r), n. 1. One who walks
out early and brushes off the dew.

The dew beaters have trod their way for those that come
after them. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 57.

2. pi. A pair of oiled shoes. HalUwell.

de'wberry (du'ber"i), n.
;
pi. dervherries (-iz).

[< dew'^ + berry^ ; appar. in allusion to its be-
ing a low-lying shrub.] 1. In England, the
popular name of the Buhus cwsius, a bramble
wluch grows in woods, thickets, hedges, and the
borders of fields ; the fruit of this plant. The
fruit is black, with a bluish dewy bloom, and
of an agreeable acid taste.

Feed him with apricocks and dew-
berries,

With purple grapes, green figs, and mul-
berries. Shak., M. K. D., iii. 1.

2. In the United States, the pop-
ular name of Buhus Canadensis,
the low blackberry, a trailing

plant which has a large sweet
fruit; the fruit of this plant.

de'w-besprent (du'be-sprent"),
a. Sprinkled with dew.

The chewing flocks

Had ta'en their supper on the savour,-

herb
Of knot-grass dew-besprent, and were in

fold. Milton, Comus, I. 542.

de'W-claw (du'klEl), n. 1. The
rudimentary inner toe of the
foot, especially the hind foot,

of some dogs.

In domestic dogs a hallux is fre-

quently developed, though often in a
rudimentary condition, the phalanges and claw being sus-

pended loosely in the skin, without direct connection with
the other bones of the foot ; it is called by dog-fanciers
the dew-claw. W. 11. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV. 438.

2. The false hoof of deer and other ungulates.

dew-cla'wedf (du'kl4d), a. Furnished with
dew-claws; imgulate.

By Brownists I mean not Independents, but dew-claivd
Seperatists. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 11.

de'W-CUp (dii'kup), )!. 1. The first allowance of

beer to harvest laborers. Mackay. Also deic-

drink. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A common name in

Scotland of the lady's-mantle, Alchemilla vul-

garis.

de'W-drink (du'dringk), n. Same as dew-cup, 1.

de'wdrop (du'drop), n. [= D. dauwdropp-el =
G. thautropfen = Dan. dugdraabe = Sw. dagg-
drop2>e.] A drop of dew.

I must go seek some dew-drops here.
And hang a pearl in every cowslip's ear.

Shak.. M. N. D., it 1.

Left Fore Foot of
a Terrier. .Y, dew-
claw.

dewlry

dewe^t, n. and i'. An obsolete spelling of deie^.

de'we^t, a. An obsolete spelling of dstel.

de'we^t, V. t. See dtte^.

deweylite (du'i-lit), ii. [< Chester Dewey, an
American scientist (1784-1867), -t- -lite.] A
hydrated silicate of magnesium occurring in
amorphous masses of a yellowish color and re-
sembling gum arable. It is related to serpen-
tine, but contains more water.

dewfall(du'fal), n. [= Dan. dugfald.] 1. The
falling of dew; a fall,of dew.

Expanding while the dew/all flows.

Moore, Lalla Kookh, Light of the Harem.

Noiseless as dew-fall, heed it well—
Thy Father's call of love !

Whittier, Call of the Christian.

2. The time when dew begins to fall; early
evening.

deiJirfult, a. See dueful.

de'W-grass (du'gr^s), n. The cocksfoot-grass,
DactijUs glomerata. [Eng.]

de'wiiiess (du'i-nes), «. [< dewy + -Jiras.] The
state of being covered or damp with dew.

de'wittt (de-wif ),v.t. [After two Dutch states-

men named De Witt, opponents of William HI.,
Prince of Orange, massacred in 1672 by a mob,
without inquiry.] To lynch. [Rare.]

To her I leave thee, gloomy peer.
Think on thy crimes committed;

Kepent, and be for once sincere

;

Thou ne'er wilt be De-Witted.
Prior, The Viceroy, st. 55.

One writer, in a pamphlet which produced a great sen-
sation, expressed his wonder that the people had not,
when Tourville was riding victorious in the Channel, De-
uitted the nonjiuing prelates. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvi.

de'wlap (du'lap), n. [< ME. dewlap, dewlappe
(= Dan. doglwp); < dew^ + lap^ (= Dan. Itep),

a loose hanging piece. Otherwise explained,
fancifully, as the part which laps or licks the
dew in grazing : see lap^.] 1. The fold of skin
that hangs from the throat of oxen and cows

;

hence, the pendulotis skin under the throat of

some other animals, as dogs.

Large rolls of fat about his shoulders slung.
And from his neck the double dewlap hung.

Addison.

2. The flesh on the human throat when flaccid

with age. [Humorous and rare.]

And, when she drinks, against her lips I bob,
And on the wither'd dewlap pour the ale.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1.

3. The large median fleshy fold or single wattle
of the domestic turkey.

There is a great difference [between the wild and the
tame turkey] in the possession by the latter of an enormous
dewlap.

S. F. Baird, Birds of North America (ed. 1858), p. 616.

4. pi. In Iter., same as wattles,

dewlapped, dewlapt (du'lapt), a. Furnished
with a dewlap, or a similar appendage.

My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind ; . . .

Crook-knee'd and dew-lapp'd like Thessalian bulls.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

de'W-plant (dii'plant), n. 1. Same as ice-plant.

— 2. Same as sundew.
de'W-point (du'point), n. [= D. dauwpunt =
Dan. dugpunkti] The temperature indicated
by the thermometer when dew begins to be de-

posited ; that temperature of the air at which
the moisture present in it just saturates it.

See saturation. Tlie more humid the atmosphere,
the less the difference between its temperature and that
of the dew-point, and vice versa. When the air is satu-

rate<l with moisture and any colder body is brought into

contact with it, deposition of moisture or dew immediately
takes place on its surface. See hygrometer.

When a body of moist air is cooled, the point of satura-

tion is gradually reached ; and when saturated, any fur-

ther cooling causes a deposition of dew : hence the tem-
perature at which this occurs is called the derc-poini.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 57.

dew-retted (du'ref'ed), a. Retted or rotted

by exposure to dew.
de'W-retting (du'ret'ing), n. The exposure of

hemp or flax to the action of dew by spreading
it on grass, to render easier the separation of

the flber from the feculent matter. .Also dew-

rottinq, dew-softening.

de'W-snoe (du'sho), n. The heel of the sheath
of a sword, which touches the ground.

When the godlike Siguror strode through the full-grown

field of corn, the dew-shoe of his seven-span sword was
even with the upright ears.

Grimm, Tent. Mythol. (trans.), I. 5S7.

dewstone (du'ston), «. A species of limestone
occurring in Nottinghamshire, England, which
is supposed to collect a large quantity of dew
on its surface.

de-wtry (du'tri), >i. [Cf. Datura.] The thorn-

apple. Datura Stramonium. S. Butler, Hudibrao.



dew-worm

dew-worm (du'werm), «. The common earth-
worm, Lumbricus terrestris,

dewy (du'i), a. [< ML. "dewy, < AS. dedwig (=
G. tauig, thauig = Sw. daggig), < d«dw, dew, +
-ig,'E.-y^.'\ 1. Of or pertaining to dew.

Ere the hot sun count
His dewy rosary on the eglantine.

Keats, Isabella, st. 24.

Tis a morning pure and sweety
And a dewy splendour falls

On the little flower.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvi. 6.

2. Of the nature or appearance of dew; like
dew : as, dewy tears.

A dewy mist
Went up, and water'd all the ground.

MUton, P. L., Tli. 833.

3. Moist with or as if with dew.
His dewy locks distUl'd

Ambrosia. Milton, P. L., v. 66.

4. Accompanied with dew ; abounding in dew.
From morn

To noon he fell, from noon to dewy eve,
A summer's day. Milton, P. L., L 743.

But now the sun
With orient beams had chased the detcy night
From earth and heaven. Addison, .^neid, iii.

6. Falling gently, or refreshing, like dew • as,

"dewy sleep ambrosial," Cowper, Iliad, ii.— 6.
In hot., appearing as if covered with dew.
Dezla (dek'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. <Jcf«5f, on the
right hand or side: see dexter.'] A genus of
flies, of the family Muscidee, or giving name to
a famUy Dexiidee.

Deziariae (dek-sl-a'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., < Dexia +
-nri(B.] Same as Det^iidw.

Dexiidiae (dek-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dexia +
-idte.'] A family of dipterous insects, typified
by the genus Dexia. it is a small group, allied to the
Taehinido!, represented in North America by about 40
species, 30 of which l^elong to Dexia. It was founded by
Macquart in 1835. Also called Dexiurue.

deziotropic (dek"si-o-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. <Sffi<5f,

on the right hand, + rpoTziKd^, < TpSiroc, a turning,
< TplTTuv, turn.] Dextral, as a shell ; turning or
turned to the right, as the whorls of a spiral
shell ; dextrotropous : opposed to Inotropic.

In Planorbis, which is deriotropic . . . ^instead of being
leiotropic, the osphradiuni is on the left side, and receives
its nerve from the left visceral ganglion, the whole series
of nnilateral organs being reversed.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit, XVI. 861.

dexter (deks't^r), a. and n. [= F. dextre= 8p.
diettro = Pg. It. destro, < L. rffxtf)-, right, on the
right hand or side, handy, dexterous, also (ac-
cording to Greek notions of omens) fortunate,
= Gr. defiTf/)(5f, right, comparative forms (with
compar. suffix -ter= -rcpo^) < L. dex-= Gr. rfef(iV,

right, fortunate, dexterous, = Skt. daksha, able,
dexterous, strong (cf. dakshina, able, dexter-
ous, right, south), = Goth, taihstca, right, taihs-

1B0, the right hand, = OHG. zeso {zesw-), right,
= W. deheu, right, south, = Gael, and Ir. (Sag,
right, south (cf . deasil), = OBulg. desinit, destu,
right, desinitsa, the right hand, = Buss, desnitsa,
the nght hand; referred to a root represent-
ed by Skt. / daksh, suit, be able, dexterous, or
strong.] I. a. Pertaining to or situated on the
right hand; right, as opposed to left: as, the
dexter side of a shield.

My mother's blood
Runs on the drxtrr cheek, and this sinister
Boundsin my father's. Shak., T. and C, Iv. 6.

On sounding wings a dexter eagle flew. Pope.

Dexter base, in her., the dexter side of the base of the
field.—Dexter base point, in her., a iKiint supposed to
be half way iM-twc.-ii tin; lutse point ami Ihf.- ile.\ter edge
of the field. .See cut under j»in<.— Dexter chief, In her.,
the dexter side of the chief of the Held.— Dexter chief
point, in her., a pohit supposed to be half way between
the chief point and the dexter edge of the field. See cut
mider point.—Dexter diagonal, in ntotA. See diag-
oruU.

n. n. In her.j that side of the shield which
is toward the nght when the shield is braced
or fitted upon the arm ; hence, the side of the
field toward the left of the spectator.
dexterity (deks-ter'i-ti), n. [= F. dextSrit4 =
Pg. dixlerUlade =zlt."desteritd, < L. dexterita{t-)s,

< dexter, right, right-hand: see dexter.] 1.
Greater facility in using the right hand than
the left; right-handedness. [Not in common
use.]

The proportion of left-hand drawings [of the cave-men
of France] is greatly In excess of what would now be found

;

but there is still a distinct preponderance of the right
hand, which, however originated, has sufficed to deter-
mine the universal dexterity of the whole historic period.

Science, V. 460.

Dexterity appears to he confined to the human race for
the monkey tribes use the right and left limbs indiscrimi-
nately, hanxt.
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2. Manual skill ; skill in using the hands, espe-
cially in mechanical or artistic work; hence,
physical suppleness or adroitness in general;
that readiness in action which proceeds from
experience or practice, united with activity or
precision of motion.

Dexterity^ of hand, even in common trades, cannot be
acquired without much practice and experience.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 10.

The company being seated round the genial board,
and each furnished with a fork, evinced their dexterity in
launching at the fattest pieces in this mighty dish.

Irvirig, Knickerbocker, p. 169.

The Tahitians have the dexterity of amphibious animals
in the water. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 184.

3. Mental adroitness or skill; cleverness;
promptness in devising expedients

;
quickness

and skill in managing or conducting a scheme
of operations.

I have dispatch'd some hall a Dozen Duns with as much
Dexterity as a hungry Judge does Causes at Dinner-time.

Conffreve, Love for Love, i. 2.

A thousand vexations . . . which nothing is required
to remove but a little dexterity of conduct.

Johnson, Kambler, No. 137.

By his incomparable dexterity, he [Francis Sforza] raised
himself from the precarious and dependent situation of a
military adventurer to the first throne of Italy.

Macautay, ^lachiavelli.

=Syn. 3. Address, facility faculty, tact, cleverness, apt-
ness, aptitude, ability, art, knack.

dexterous, dextrous (deks'te-rus, deks'tms),
(I. [< L. dexter, right, ready (see dexter), +
-ovs.] 1. Having greater skill in using the
right hand than the left; right-handed. [Rare.]— 2. Possessing manual skill; hence, skilful
or adroit in the use of <he body in general

;

quick and precise in action.

Whether the Muzlings were stoln by our own Men, or
the Dutch, I cannot say ; for we had some very dextrous
thieves in our Ship. Dampier, Voyages, I. 629.

For both their dext'rom bands the lance could wield.
Pope.

3. Having mental adroitness or skill ; ready
in the use of the mental faculties

;
prompt in

contrivance and management ; clever ; expert

:

as, a dexterous manager.
Tlie Coptis ... are well acquainted with all affairs, are

very dextrous at keeping accounts, which they do in a
sort of Coptic characters understood by no body else.

Poeoeke, Description of the East, I. 176.

The dexterous Capuchins never choose to preach on the
life and miracles of a saint, until they have awakened the
devotional feelings of their auditors by exhibiting some
relic of him, a thread of his garment, a lock of his liair,

or a drop of his blood. Macaulay.

4. Exhibitingdexterity, in any sense; skilful;
artful ; clever : as, dexterous management.
Cnossus was also famous for its bows and arrows, and

for a dextrous use of that sort of arms.
Poeoeke, Description of the East, II. i. 256.

The dexterous use of plausible topics for recommending
any opinion whatever to the favor of an audience.

DeQuincey, Style, Iv.

= Syn. Expert, SkU/ui, etc. (see adroit), nimble, brisk,
auile.

dexterously, dextrously (deks'te-rus-li, deks'-
trus-li), adv. With dexterity; expertly; skil-

fully; artfully; adroitly.

The good parts he hath he will learn to shew to the full,

and use them dexterously.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 06.

dexterousness, dextrousness (deks'te-ms-nes,
deks'tni8-ne8),w. Dexterity; adroitness. Bai-
ley. 1727.

dextrad (deks'trad), adv. [< L. dexter + -adS,

toward: see -«d3.] To the right hand ; to, on,
or toward the right side ; dextrally: opposed to
sinistrad.

dextral (deks'tral), a. [< ML. dexteralis, *dex-
traWs, on the right, < L. dexter, right : see dex-
ter.] 1. Right, as opposed to left ; right-hand.

Any tunicles or skins which should hinder the liver
from enabling the deztrai parts.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

2. In conch., dextrorse: applied to univalve
shells whose aperture is on the right side when
the shell is held in front of the observer with
the apex upward and the aperture downward
toward him: opposed to *i»»«trai. Most shells
are dextral.

dextrality (deks-tral'i-ti), n. [< dextral +
-ity.] 1. The state of Wing on the right side,

as opposed to the left.— 2. Superiority in
strength and facility in action of the right side
of the body ; right-handedness.

Did not Institution, but nature, determine dextrality,
there would be many more Sca:volas than are delivered In
story. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 5.

dextrally (deks'tral-i), adv. By or toward the
right side, aa opposed to the left; dextrad.

dey
It is a curious fact that the spathes are roiled up indif-

ferently either way— either dextrally or sinistrally— in
about equal numbers.

Jour, of Bot., Brit, and Foreign, 1883, p. 237.

dextran, dextrane (deks'tran, -tran), n. [<
L. dexter, right, + -an, -ane.]" A gum found in
unripe beet-root and in molasses, and formed,
together with maunite, by the mueic fermen-
tation of sugar. It is a white amorphous sub-
stance readily soluble in water, and dextro-
rotatory. It has the formula CeHioOs.
dextrert, «• See destrer. Chaucer.
dextrine (deks'trin), n. [= F. dextrine, < L. dex-
ter, right, + -ine^.] The soluble orgummy mat-
ters, having the general formula (CfiHioOs)^
into which starch is convertible by diastase or
by certain acids, it is wlute, insipid, and without
smell, and is remarkable for the extent to which it turns
the plane of polarization to the right hand, whence its

name. Its composition is the same as tliat of starch. By
the action of hot diluted acids, or of an infusion of malt,
dextrine is finally converted into grape-sugar. It is used
as a substitute for gum arable in medicine and the arts.
Also called gmnmeline, moist gum, starch-gum., British
gum, and Alsace gam.

dextrocardia (deks-tro-kar'di-ij), n. [NL., <
L. dexter, right, -I- Gr.'Kapi'iia = E. heart.] In
teratol., a congenital condition in which the
heart is turned toward the right instead of the
left side.

dextro-compound (deks'tr6-kom"pound),K. [<
L. dexter, right, -I- E. cotiijMuiid'^.] In chem., a
compound body which causes the plane of a
ray of polarized light to rotate to the right.
Dextrine, dextrose, tartaric acid, malic acid,
and cinchonine are dextro-compounds.
dextroglucose (deks'tro-glS'kos), n. [< L.
dexter, right (see dextrose), + E. glucose.] Same
as dextrose.

dextrogyrate (deks-tro-ji'rat), a. [< L. dexter,
right, + gyratus, pp. of gyrare, turn : see gyrate.]
Causing to turn toward the right hand: as, a
dextrogyrate crystal (that is, a crystal which in
circular polarization turns the plane of polari-
zation to the right). See polarization. Also
dextrorotatory.

If the analyzer has to be turned towards the right, so
as to cause the colours to succeed each other in their
natural order— red, orange, yellow, green, Ijlue, indigo,
violet— the piece of quartz is called right-handed or dex-
trogyrate. Rodwell.

dextrogyroUS (deks-tro-ji'ms), a. [< L. dexter,
right, -I- gyrus, a circle: see gyre.] Gyrating
or circliQg to the right.

dextrorotatory (deks-tro-ro'ta-to-ri), a. [< L.
dexter, right, + E. rotatory.] " Same as dextro-
gyrate.

dextrorsal (deks-trfir'sal), a. [< dextrorse +
-al.] Same as dextrorse.

dextrorse (deks-trors'), a. [< L. dextrorsum, un-
contracted dextrovorsum, -versum, toward the
right, < dexter, right, -t- vorsus, versus, pp. of vor-
tere, vertere, turn : see vertex, vortex, verse. Cf

.

sinistrorse.] Rising from right to left, as a
spiral line, helix, or climbing plant. [In botany this
word Is used in opjiosite senses by dllferent authorities.
Bentham, Hooker, Darwin, Gray, etc., use it as above de-
fined. Linnieu.s, Braun, the De Candolles, and many others
give it the opposite meaning. ]

dextrose (deks'tros), n. [< L. dexter, right, +
-ose.] A sugar (CgHi20e) belonging to the
glucose group, which crystallizes from aqueous
solution with one molecule of water in nodular
masses of six-sided scales, it is readily solvent in
water and alcohol, has a taste less sweet tium ordinai-y
cane-sugar, and directly reduces alkaline copper solution.
It is dextrorotatory to polarized light. Dextrose Is widely
distributed, being found In most sweet fruits, grapes,
raisins, cherries, etc., usually associated with levulose.
It also occurs sparingly in various aniniai tissues and
juices, and In excessive quantity in diabetic urine. Dex-
trose is manufactured from starch in large quantity l)y the
action of sulphuric acid. It Is used for making cheap
syrup, called glucose syrup, in the manufacture of beer,
and for adulterating molasses. Also called dfxtroglucose,
grape-sugar, and starch-sugar.— Blrotatory dextrose.
See birotatiun.

dextrotropous (deks-trot'ro-pus), a. [< L.
dexter, right, + Gr. -rpoiroc (cf . rpowij, a turning),
< T/)^7r«v, turn.] Turning to the right : opposed
to Iceotropous. Also dextrotropic.

dextrous, dextrously, etc. See dexterous, etc.

deylf, »• [ME. dey, dei/e, deie, daie, a maid-
servant (sometimes applied to a man-servant)
about a farm, a milkmaid, < Icel. deigja, a
maid-servant, esp. a dairymaid, = Sw. deja, a
dairymaid, = Norw. deigja, deia, deie, a maid-
servant, usually in comp., as in bu-deigia, a
maid in charge of the cattle (bu, household,
farmstead, live stock), balcster-deigja, a baker
(bakster, baking), rakster-deigja, a maid cm-
ployed in raking bay (rakster, raking), = ODan.
deje, in comp. mcelkedeje, milkmaid (mcelke,



dey

milk), mtinkedde, monk's concubine (munk,
monk), etc. Usually referred to Icel. deig =
Sw. deg = Norw. dei^, dough, = E. dough, as

if the deigja were ong. a 'baker' (ef. bakster-

deigja, above) ; but there is no evidence of this

except the perhaps accidental similarity of

form. Among the duties of the dey is men-
tioned that of feeding the young and weak of a
flock or herd with foreign milk ; this, in connec-
tion with the regular duty of milking the cows,

gives some color to the phonetically doubt-
ful derivation from Sw. dwgga, OSw. dwggja,

suckle, = Dan. dtngge, feed with foreign milk,

cade, coddle (prob. not connected with Sw. dia

= Dan. die, suck, = AS. ppr. "*diende, lactan-

tes " (only in Benson's Lex. ) : see dug^. Hence
dairy, q. v.] A female (sometimes a male) sex'-

vant who had charge of a dairy and all things

pertaining to it ; a female servant in general.

She was as it were a maner deye.

Chaucer, Kun's Priest's Tale, 1. 26.

There my father he is an auld cobler,

My mother she is an auld dey.

Lizie Lindsay (Child's Ballads, IV. 66).

The dey or farra-woman entered with her pitchers to

deliver the milk for the family.
Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxxii.

dey2 (da), n. [< F. dey, < Turk, day, a maternal
uncle, also " a friendly title formerly given to

middle-aged or old people, esp. among the
Janissaries ; and hence in Algiers consecrated

at length to the commanding ofBcer of that

corps, who frequently afterwards became pasha
or regent of the colony ; hence, our misnomer of

dey as applied to the latter officer" (Bedhouse,

Turk. Diet.).] The title of the governor of Al-

giers under Turkish suzerainty from 1710 tiU

its conquest by the French in 1830. From 1600

the deys were the elected chiefs of the janissaries of the

country, who divided power with the pashas appointed by
the Porte, and in 1710 superseded them. Tripoli and
Tunis were in former times also sometimes ruled by deys,

in place of their legitimate beys.

deyelf, «• *• A Middle English form of <Ziel.

deye^t, v. i. A Middle English form of dye^.

deyert, n. A Middle English form of dyer.

deyhouse (da'hous), n. [Also dayhouse; < dey'^

+ kotise.'] A dairy. [Prov. Eng.]

deymaidt, »• See daymaid.
deynet, v. t. An obsolete form of deign.

deynoust, <i- See dainous.

deyntet, aeynteeti »• and a. Obsolete forms of

dainty.

deyst, «• An obsolete form of dais.

dezinciflcation (de-zingk'''i-fi-ka'shon), ». [< de-

priv. + zinc + -(i)fication.'] Separation of zinc

from a composition or an alloy in which it is

present.

dezymotize (de-zi'mo-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dezymotized, ppr. dezymotizing. [< de- priv. +
zymot(ic) + -ize'\ To free from disease-germs.

D. F. An abbreviation of the Latin defensor

Juiei, defender of the faith. See defender.

dfft. A contraction (o) of draft, used in com-
mercial writings

; (6) sometimes, of defendant.

D. G. An abbreviation of the Latin Dei gratia,

by the grace of God.
dixa, (da), n. [Burmese.] A measure of len^h
used in Burma; a rod, equal to 154 English
inches.

dhabb (dab), n. [Ar. dJiaVb, a lizard (the

skink).] The dried flesh of the skink, Scineus

officinalis, used as a medicine.

djoadimn (da'di-um), n. A weight of Ballari in

India, one fourth of the Ballari maund, or 6
pounds 5 ounces 8 drams avoirdupois.

djiak (dak), n. [Hind, dhdk, dhdkd, or dhdkhd
(Anglo-Ind. dawk) ; also called paldsa.'] A
handsome leguminous tree of India, Buteafron-
dosa, the wood, leaves, and flowers of which
are used in religious ceremonies. See liutea.

dbal (dal), n. Same as dholl.

dhalee (dal'e), n. A necklace, usually of gold
beads, worn in the Levant.
dhamnoo (dam'nd), n. [E. Ind.] A tiliaceous

tree of India, Grewia elastica, the wood of which
is very tough and elastic.

dban (dan), n. [Hind. Beng. dhdn."] A gold
and silver weight of Bengal, the 384th part of

a tola. It is now, by law, 0.469 of a grain troy,

but was formerly 0.585 of a grain.

dhar (dar), n. [Burmese.] The curved sword
of the Burmese, also used as a chopping-imple-
ment.
The Burmese dropped their lances and dkars, and fled

yelling back toward the pagoda.
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 421.

dharri (dar'i), ». [Hind, dhari, also dhard, a

weight (5 seers).] An East Indian unit of
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weight, always a quarter of a maund, but rang-
ing from 6 to 15 pounds; a stone. Also called

(lliuddah.

dhauil (da'ri), n. [E. Ind.] A lythraceous
shrub, Woodfordiafloribunda, common through-
out India. Its long spreading branches are

covered with brilliant red flowers in the hot
season.

dhobie, dhoby (do'bi), ». [Hind, dhobi, a
washerman, < dliob, a wash.] In India and the

East, a native washerman. Also dobie, dobee.

In 1877 the introduction of a steam laundry broke the
monopoly of the dhoby. Encyc. Brit., XII. 142.

Dhobie'B itch, Tinea circinata, a kind of ringworm
common in hot, moist climates. Also called washerman's
itch, Indian rinyicorm, etc.

dhobieman, dhobyman (do'bi-man), n.; pi.

dhobiemen, dhobymen (-men). In the East, a
washerman.

[The] dhobi/man was waiting outside, and in a few mo-
ments made his appearance— a black washerman, dressed
in cotton. W. H. liussetl. Diary in India, I. 110.

dhole (dol), n. [E. Ind.] A kind of East In-

dian dog, the wild dog of the Deccan, Canis

Dhole [Canis dukkuftensis).

dukkunensis. it is of moderate size and a rich hay color.

It bunts in packs, and is capable of running down large

game.

dboll (dol), n. The East Indian name for Caja-

nus Indicus, or pigeon-pea, a kind of pulse,

dried and split, much used in India as a por-

ridge. Also dhal.

dhoney, dhony, «. See doni.

dhotee, dhoty (do'te, -ti), n. [Anglo-Ind., repr.

Hind, dhoti.'] A garment worn by men in India,

consisting of a long narrow cloth passed round
the waist, thenbetween the thighs, andretumed
under itself at the waist behind, it is sometimes
drawn close in all its parts, and sometimes the parts sur-

rounding the thighs are allowed to hang loosely almost to

the knees. Also dhotis, dotie.

dhourrai, ». See durra.

Dhourra- (do'ra), n. Same as Durio.
dho'W (dou), n. An Arab vessel, generally with
one mast, of from 150 to 250 tons' burden, em-

ton Museum, London.

ployed in tiadmg, and also m carrying slaves

from the east coast of Africa to the Persian
Gulf and the Red Sea. Also spelled dow.

dhu (do). [The common form (erroneously sup-

posed to be the Gael, spelling) in E. works
of the Gael, and Ir. dubh {bh scarcely sounded)
= W. du, black.] A common element in Celtic

local and personal names, meaning 'black,' as

in Dhu Loch, black lake ; Eoderiek Dhii, black
Roderick (Scott, Lady of the Lake). The proper
form (Gaelic and Irish) is dubh (see etymology): Dublin,
originally dubh linn, black pool ; Irish Dubh-abhainn, a
river in Ireland, now called Blackwater (abh, a river).

dhuncbee (dun'che), «. [E. Ind.] A tall an-
nual leguminous plant of the tropics of the

old world, Sesbania aculeata. it is cultivated in

India for the fibers of its bark, which are used as a coarse
substitute for hemp.
dhurra, n. See durra.
dhurries (dur'iz), n. pi. [E. Ind.] A kind of

coarse but durable carpeting made in India,
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usually in fringed squares, without positive
patterns or bright colors. See derries.

Dhurries are made in squares, and the ends often finished
off with fringe ; the colours are not bright, but appear dur-
able ;

gaohdhurries have no intricate patterns, like those
we term "oriental," but are merely intended for rough
wear. A. G. F. Eliot James, Indian Industries, p. 19.

Di. («) The chemical symbol of the metal di-

dymium. (6) II. c] An abbreviation of Latin
dimidius, half.

di-1. [L. di-: see dis-. Cf. rfc-.] A prefix of

Latin origin, the form of dis- before certain con-
sonants : see dis-. in some words in earlier English
the prefixes di- and de- often interchanged ; whence in
modern English some with original de- have now also or
only di-, as divesf, while others with original di- have now
de-, as devise, device, etc.

di-^, [L., etc., di-, < Gr. Si-, two-, double, com-
bining form of Sig, adv., twice, doubly (= L. bis,

bi- — Skt. dvi- = E. twi-, etc.), < dio = E. two

:

see 6i-2, twi-, two.] A prefix of Greek origin,

cognate with bi-'^ (which see), and meaning
'two-,' 'twofold,' 'double,' as in dipterous, two-
winged, diptych, a two-leaved tablet, diarchy,
governmentby two, etc. In chemistry itdenotes that
a compound contains two units of the element or radical
to which di- is prefixed ; as, nianganese di'oxid, MnOg, a
compound of one atom of manganese and two of oxygen.

di-^. A prefix of Greek origin, the form of dia-

before a vowel. See dia-.

dia-. [L., etc., dia-, < Gr. 6ia-, prefix, iia, prep.,
through, throughout, during, across, over, by,
etc., orig. '6Fiya, < *dFo, 6lo = E. two, con-
nected with (5/f, doubly, and L. dis-, di-, apart,

asunder : see diA, di-^, di-S, dis-.] A prefix of
Greek origin, meaning in Greek, and so, with
modifications, in modern speech, ' through,right
through, in different directions, asunder, be-
tween,' etc.: often intensive, 'thoroughly, ut-

terly,' etc.

diabantite (di-a-ban'tit), n. [Irreg. < diabase
(altered as if (Jr. 6ml3a( (SiajSavT-), 2d aor. part,

of Stajiaiveiv, go through or over : see diabase) +
-ite^.] A chloritio mineral found filling cavities

in basic eruptive rocks, like basalt and diabase.

diabase (di'a-bas), n. [< dia-, erroneously for

fH-2, double,' + base^. The form simulates Gr.
6iajiaaiq, a crossing over, < diajiaivuv, go through
or over, < 6ia, through, + jialvuv, go: see basis.]

The name originally given by A. Brongniart
to a rock which Haily later designated as dio-

rite, which name Brongniart himself adopted
in preference to that of diabase, ijiter (in 1842)

Hausmann again introduced the word diabase, and by it

designated a variety of pyroxenic rock, occurring in the
Harz, and cliaracterized by the presence of chlorite in

considerable quantity. At the present time the name dia-

base is used to designate a crystalline-gi-anular rock, con-
sisting essentially of augite and a triclinic feldspar, with
more or less magnetite or titaniferous iron, or both, and
occasionally apatite or olivin, to which is added chloritic

matter in varying amount. To this chloritic material the

name viridite is frequently applied, this being the sub-

stance which gives the mass tlie greenish color which it

frequently has. Diabase is one of the rocks included
under the popular designation of greenstone, and also un-
der that of trap. It is an altered form of basalt. "The
main difference between diabase and basalt appears to be
that the rocks included under the former name have un-
dergone more internal alteration, in particular acquiring
the diffused ' viridite ' so characteristic of them" (Geikie,

1885). See greenstone, trap, diorite, and melaphyre.

diabase-porphyrite (di'a-bas-por'fi-rit), n.

See porphyrite.

diabasic (di-a-ba'sik), a. [< diabase + -ie.]

Pertaining or relating to, or composed of, dia-

base.

Limestones, well proved to be of carboniferous age, cut
by diabasic eruptives. Science, III. 762.

diabaterial (di''''a-ba-te'ri-al), a. [< Gr. dia^a-

Tt/pia (sc. iipd), offerings before crossing the
border or a river, < StafiaTdc, verbal adj. of Sia-

(jaiveiv, cross over, < Sid, across, + jSawhv, go,

= L. venire = E. come.] Passing beyond the
borders of a place. Mitford. [Rare.]

diabetes (di-a-be'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Sta^rrnK,

diabetes, also a compass, a siphon, < Sia,3aiveiv,

make a stride, walk or stand with the legs apart,

also cross over, pass through: see diabaterial.]

In pathol., the name of two different afi'ections,

diabetes mellitus, or persistent glucosuria, and
diabetes iimpidus, or polyuria, both character-

ized in ordinary cases by an abnormally large

discharge of urine. The former is distinguished by
the presence of an excessive quantity of sugar in the urine,

and to it there is a strong tendency to restrict the name.
Light and evanescent giades of glucosuria are not consid-

ered as diabetes, and doubtless frequently have an entire-

ly different causation. The disease is chronic and gener-

ally fatal. Its essential pathology is unknown. It is not
an affection of the kidneys, but depends upon the accumu-
lation of sugar in the blood, or glncoheniia. (See glucosu-

ria.) Diabetes insipidus, or polyuria, is characterized by
the discharge of abnormally large quantities of ordinary
or watery m*ine.
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diabetic (di-a-bet'ik), a. and n. [< diabetes +
-ic] I. a. i. Of or pertaining to diabetes.

—

2. Affected with diabetes: as, a diabetic pa-
tient— Diabetic sugar, CgHigOe, the sweet principle
of diabetic urine, wliich often contains from 8 to 10 per
cent, of it. It is identical with starch-sugar, grape-sugar,
sugar of fruits, etc., the name cummun to all of which is

glucose. See glucose.

IL ». A person suffering from diabetes.

After following a strict diet for two or tlu'ee weeks, dia-
betics lose their craving for prohibited articles of food.

N. r. Med. Jour., XL. 671.

diabetica] (di-a-bet'i-kal), a. Same as diabetic.

diablerie, diablery (di-a'ble-ri), n. [< F. dia-

blerie, OF. diablerie, deablerie (= Pr. diablia
= Sp. diablura = Pg. diabrura = It. diavoleria),

devilry, sorcery, < diable, devil: see devil. Cf.

devilry.] 1. ifischief ; wickedness; devilry.

—

2. Magic arts ; incantation ; sorcery.

Those were the times when men believed in witchcraft
and every kind of diablerie.

J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. liv.

I pinched my arm toraakesurethatlwasnotthe subject
of some diablerie. C. D. Wariier, Backlog Studies, p. 272.

diabolarch (di-ab'o-lark), n. [< 6r. (5«j/3oAoc,

devil, + ap)[6^, ruler, < apx^tv, rule.] The ruler
of the devils; the chief devil. [Rare.]

Supposing, however, this Satan to be meant of a real
angel, there will be no need to expound it of the diaho.
larch. J. Oxlee, Confutation of the Diabolarchy, p. Q.

diabolarcby (di-a-bol'ar-ki), n. [< Gr. Sti^olo^,

devil, + -apx'ta, (. apxm; role.] The rule of the
devil. J. Oxlcp. [Kare.]

diabolic, diabolical (di-a-bol'ik, -i-kal), a. [<
LL. diabolicug, < Gr. 6ia'f)oh.K6i, devilish, < 6td-

fio^oQ, devil: see devil.'] Pertaining to the
devil ; partaking of the qualities of the devil

;

devUish; hence, infernal; impious; atrocious;
outrageously wicked: as, a, diabolic floti a, dia-
bolical temper.

Which, In other beasts observed,
Doubt might beget of diabolic power
Active within, beyond the sense of brute.

Milton, P. L., U. 95.

The practice of lying is a diabolical exercise, and they
that use it are the devil's children. Jtay.

= Syn. See list under rf^riViVA.

diabolically (di-a-bol'i-kal-i), adv. In a dia-
bolical manner ; very wickedly ; atrociously.

So dialtolically al>surd ... as to denie that to be . . .

vnlawfull unto Christians, which they haue renounced , , .

in their baptism. Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, I. iL (cho.X

diabolicalnessCdi-a-bol'i-kal-nes), n. The state
or quality of being diabolical; devilishaeBs;
atrocity.

I wonder he did not change his face aa well as his body,
but that retains its primitive diabolicaXnets.

J. Warton, Satire on Banelagh House.

diabolify (di-a-bol'i-fi), V. i.
;

pret. and pp.
diabolifud, ppr. diabolifying. [i LL. diabohw,
devil, + -fy.] To ascribe diabolical qualities
to ; treat as a devil. [Rare.]
The Lutheran [turns] against the Calvlnist, and diaboli-

fies him. Farindon, Sermons (1647), p. 5».

diabolish (di-ab'o-lish), adv. [Humorously
substituted for devilish, < LL. diabolus, devil, -i-

-i«fcl : see devilish.] Devilishly. [Humorous.]
A diabolish good word. O. IT. Holmes.

diabolism (di-ab'o-lizm), n. [< LL. diabolus,
devil, + -ism.] l'. The actions or iniluence of
the devil ; conduct worthy of the devil.

While thou so hotly disvlaimest the devil, be not guilty
of diabolism. Sir T. Broume, Christ. Mor., i. 16.
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diabolic] 1. In occultism, the spirit of evil per-
sonified; the devil.— 2. [cap.] In zool., a ge-
nus of marsupials, containing the ursine dasy-
ure or Tasmauian devil, Dasyurus or Sarco-
philus ursinus.

diabrotic (di-a-brot'ik), a. and «. [< Gr. Sta-
jipuruid^, able to eat through, corrosive, < diajii-

jipuanew {Siajip(^), eat through, < 6ia, through,
+ (iipp6aK£iv (/ */3pu), eat: see broma.] I. a.
Having the quality of corroding; corrosive : as,
a diabrotic substance; diabrotic action.
H. n. In med., a corrosive.

Diabrotica (di-a-brot'i-ka), n. [NL., < Gr.
Sia^puTiKog, being able to eat through: see dia-
brotic] A genus of phy-
tophagous beetles, of the
family Chrysomelidce and
subfamily Galerucince. They
have the claws acutely toothed,
the tibiae not sulcate, the front
carinate, and the prothorax with
two deep impressions. There are
numerous new-world species, of
rather small size. Their larvse are
more elongate than the typical
Chrysoiiielidce, and live under
ground on the roots of plants. A
verycommon North American spe-
cies is D. vittata (Fabricius), of a
bright-yellow color, the head and
two stripes on each wing-cover
black, as are the abdomen and
parts of the legs; the elytra are
punctate in rows. The species is

injurious to squashes and allied

plants, and is known as the striped
cucumber-beetle. V. duodecim-
punctata, another common spe-
cies, has 12 large black spots on
the elytra.

diacatholicon (di''a-ka-
thol'i-kon), n. [NL.,"< Gr.
Sia, tlirough, + KoBokind^,

universal: see catholicon.]

tive medicine formerly in use, compounded^of
many substances : so called from its supposed
general usefulness.

diacaastic (di-a-kas'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. iia,

through, + 'E,"caustic, in math, sense.] I. a.

In math., belonging to a species of caustic
curves formed by refraction, if rays Vm, Issuing
from a luminous point P, be refracted by the curve AmB,
so that the sines of incidence are to the sines of refraction

a. Striped Cucumber-
beetle

(
Dtabrotica vitta.

ta), and b, D. dtmdecim-
punctata, both natural
size; c,\AnSiOi Cf.vittata
(line sliows natural size).

A kind of purga-

Diacaustic Curve.

2. Possession by the devil.

He was now projecting . . . the farce of diabolitmt and
exorcisms. Warburton, Doctrine of Grace, ii. 238.

3. In occultism, black magic; sorcery; invoca-
tion of evil spirits.

diabolize (di-ab'o-llz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. diab-

olized, ppr. diabdliziiig. [< LL. diabolus, devil,

+ E. -ize.] To render diabolical or devilish;
impart diabolical ideas to. [Rare.]

He [the reformer] should resolve, with all his might, to
divinize instead of diabolize public life.

JV^. A. Rev., CXXVII. 249.

There were two things, when I was a boy, that diabo-
lined my imagination— I mean, that gave nie a distinct
apprehension of a formidable bodily shai>e wliich prowled
round the neighborhood where I was born and bred,

O. W. Holmes, I*rofe88or, p. 23.'>.

diabology (di-a-bol'o-ji), n. [A contr. of *dia-
bolology, < Gr. ii6!io?M:, the devil, -I- -?My{a, <
yjyeiv, speak: see -ology.] The doctrine of the
devil; diabolical lore : as, the diabology of Mil-
ton's "Paradise Lost." [Rare.]
Remember the theology and the diabology of the time.

0. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 355.

diabolus (di-ab'o-lus), «. [LL., < Gr. iiafiolo^,

an accuser, adversary, the devil: see devil and

AB, refractiiiff curve; P, radiant; PmD, PmD, rays refracted at m.
CDDH, the envelop of all such rays, is the cfiacaustic.

in a given ratio, the curve CDDH, which touches all the
refracted rays, is called the diacawitie curve, or caustic by
refraction. Brande and Cox. See caustic, n., 3.

The principle, being once established, was applied to
atmospheric refractions, optical instruments, diacaustic
curves (that is, the curves of intense light produced by
refraction), and to various other cases. Whewell.

U. n. [In math, sense, from the adj. diacaus-
tic, above; in med. sense, of same formation,
with reference to caustic in its literal sense.]

If. In med., a double-convex lens, employed to
cauterize a part.— 2. A diacaustic curve. Seel.
diacetin (di-a-se'tin), n. [< di-^ + acet4c +
-i»2.] A liquid having a biting taste, formed
by the combination of two acetic-acid radicals
with the trivalent alcohol glycerol or glycerin.
Also called acetidin.

diachenimn (di-a-ke'ni-um), n.
;

pi. diachenia
(-ii). [NL., < rii-2 -I- achenium: see aehene.]
In bot., same as cremocarp: so called from its

resemblance to a doubled aehene.
diachorial (di-a-ko'ri-al), a. [Irreg. < Gr. Siax(->-

pelv, go througt, < fiia, through, + ;t'(j/3£iv, make
room, eo. ] Passing through.

diachylon, diachylum (di-ak'i-lon, -lum), ».;

j)l. diachyla (-la). [NL., < Gr. Sidxvhtc, very
luiey, < 6m, through, -I- xyMc, juice : see chyle.]

In med.: (a) Formerly, an emollient plaster
composed of the juices of herbs.

The common plaister called diachylon,
Boyle, Works, I. 7.

He thought it better, as better it was, to assuage his

bruised dignity with half a yard square of balmy diplo-

matick diachylon. Burke, A Regicide Peace.

(6) Now, another name for lead-plaster,

diachyma (di-ak'i-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. iti,

tlirough, + X''/"^t liquid, juice : see chyme^.] In
bot., the parenchyma or green cellular matter of

leaves : a term proposed by Link, but not in use.

diacritical

diacid (di-as'id), a. [< di-^ + acid.] Capable of
saturatiog two molecules of a monobasic acid:
applied to certain hydroxids and basic oxids.

diaclasis (di-a-kla'sis), n. Refraction.
diacodium (di-a^ko'di-um), n. [NL., < L. dia-
codion, a sort of medicine prepared from poppy-
juice, < Gr. did Hwiuuv, from poppy-heads : Sid,

through; Kudeia, the head, esp. of a plant, a pop-
py-head.] In med., a syrup made of poppies.
diaccelia (di-a-se'li-a), n. [< Gr. iid, through,
between, + Koikia, a Hollow, < koT/m^, hollow.] In
anat., the third or middle ventricle of the brain.

diaconal (di-ak'6-nal), a. [< ML. diaconalis, <
LL. (/JaconM«, a deacon : see deacon.] Pertain-
ing to a deacon ; of the nature of a deacon's
duties : as, the diaconal office ; diaconal minis-
trations.

diaconate^ (di-ak'o-nat), a. [< LL. diaconus,
a deacon, + -ate^.]' Superintended or managed
"by deacons. [Rare.]

There should be a common treasury for this one great
diaconate church. Goodwin, Works, IV. iv. 189.

diaconate^ (di-ak'o-nat), n. [= F. diaconat =
Sp. Pg. It. diaconato, < LL. diaconatus, the
office of a deacon, < diaconus, a deacon: see
deacon.] 1. The office or dignity of a deacon.— 2. A body of deacons.
diaconica (di-a-kon'i-ka), n. pi. [< Gr. SiaKovmd,

neut. pi. of diaicoviKoi, K Sidjcovo^, a deacon : see
deacon.] In the Gr. Ch., the suffrages at the
beginning of the liturgy ; the deacon's litany.
Also called irenica and synapte. See irenica
and ectene.

diaconicon, diaconicum (di-a-kon'i-kon,
-kum), n.

;
pi. diaconica (-ka). [<f Gr. SianovLK&v,

neut. of SiaKoviKdg, < SidKovo;, a deacon : see dia-
conica.] In Greek churches, a room, usually
on the south side of the bema or sanctuary,
answering to the prothesis on the north side.
It communicates by a door witli the bema, and generally
has an outside door besides. Sometimes it is placed in a
different part of the church ; or there may be two. It is

used to contain vestments, sacred vessels, etc., and thus
corresponds to the sacristy of a Western church. Other
names for it are vwtatorium and sceuophylacium. The
diaconicon and prothesis are found in early times com-
prehended under the common name of pastophoria. See
cut under bema.

On the opposite side of the bema was the diaconicon or
sacristy. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 191.

diacope (di-ak'o-pe), n. [LL., < Gr. iiaKtm^, a

fash, cleft (MGr. NGr. interruption, cessation),
SiaK&iTTciv, cut in two, < Std, asunder, + Kd^Teiv,

cut.] 1. Ingram., same as tmesis.— 2. [cop.j
[NL.] A genus of percoid fishes having the
operculum notched and tuberculate. There are
several large and beautiful species in the Indian seas, some
of them upward of 3 feet long. Cuvier, 1817.

3. leap.] [NL.] A genus of lepidopterous
insects. Hubner, 1816.—4. In surg., a deep
wound, particularly of the skull and its integ-
uments ; an incision, a fissure, or a longitudinal
fracture. [Rare.]

diacoustic (di-a-kos'tik or -kous'tik), a. [< Gr.
<5«i, through, -1- dKovariKdg, < daovetv, hear: see
acoustic] Pertaining to the science or doctrine
of refracted sounds. Also diaphonic, diaphoni-
cal.

diacoustics (di-a-kos'tiks or -kous'tiks), M. [PI.

of diacoustic: see -ics.] The science or doc-
trine of refracted sounds ; the consideration of
the properties of sound refracted by passing
through media of different density. .AJso called
dia2>h<)iiics.

diacranterian (di^a-kran-te'ri-an), a. [< Gr.
(5(d, through, apart, + Kpavr^pti, the wisdom-
teeth, so called as completing the set, lit. com-
pleters, < Kpaiveiv, accomplish, complete.] Hav-
ing teeth in rows separated by an interval : ap-
plied to the dentition of serpents in which the
posterior teeth are separated by a considerable
interval from the anterior: opposed to syn-

cranterian. Also dicranterian.

diacrisiography (di-a-kris-i-og'ra-flj, n. [< Gr.
iioKpiaic:, separation (secretion) K dioKpiveiv,

separate : see diacritic) + -ypa<j>ia, < ypd(peiv,

write.] A description of the organs of secre-

tion. Dunglison,

diacritic (di-a-krit'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. Sumpi-

T(K(5f, able to distinguish, separative, < SiaKplvtiv,

distinguish, separate, < 6td, between, + Kpivtiv,

separate, distinguish : see critic. Cf. discern,

discreet, which are of similar formation.] I. a.

Serving to distinguish : same as diacritical

(which is the more common form).

II. n. A diacritical mark (which see, under
diacritical).

diacritical (di-a-krit'i-kal), a. Serving to dis-

tinguish; distinguishing; distinctive: as, a
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diacritical mark, point, or sign— DlacrlUcal cur-
rent, in elect,, « magnetic current which will produce in

an iron coil diacritical niafctietlzation, or a magnetization

equal to one half saturation.— Diacritical mark, point,
or sign, a dot, line, or other marii added or ptit iidjacent

to a letter or sign in order to distinguish it from another

of similar form, or to give it a different phonetic value,

or to indicate some particular accent, tone, stress, or em-
phasis, as in schemes for the transliteration of foreign

languages into Boman letters, or for Indicating the exact

pronnuciaUon of words, as in the scheme of marking pro-

nunciation used in this dictionary. Thus, the marks at-

tached to a in the forms ii, a, «, are diacritical marks, or

diacritics. So in the angular German nnming hand the

letter a («) is written thus, i) , to distinguish it from n (n)

;

and the dot over the «. formerly used also over y, has a

like office. Diacritical marks and points are regularly

used aa a part of the alphabetical systems of many lan-

guages.

From "f," in the Icelandick alphabet, "v" is dlstin-

gnished only by a diacritical point
Johnson, Grammar of the English Tongue.

diact (di'akt), a. A contracted form of diactine.

diactinal (di-ak'ti-nal), a. [< diactine + -ai.J

Same as diactine.

diactine (di-ak'tin), a. [< Gr. dt-, two-, + aKrig

(a/rrn'-), aray.] Having two rays ; sharp-point-

ed at each end, as a sponge-spicule of the mo-
naxon, biradiate, or rhabdus type. TV. J. Sottas.

diactinic (<U-ak-tin'ik), a. [< Gr. Sia, through;
+ oKTiq (anTiv-), a ray : see actinic.'] Capable
of transmitting the actinic or chemical rays of

the sun.

cUadelph (di'a-delf), n. [< NL. "diadelphus :

see diadelphous.'] In hot., a plant the stamens
of which are united into two bundles or sets

by their filaments.

Diadelphia (di-a-derfi-a), n. pi. [NL., < *di-

adelphus : see diadelphous.'] The name given
by LinnsBus to his seventeenth class of plants.

It consists chiefly of leguminous genera.

diadelphian (di-a-del'fi-an), a. [< NL. Diadel-

phia, q. v.] Same as diadelphous.

diadelphic (di-a-del'fik), a. [As diadelph-ous

+ -ic] Being one of a group of two.

diadelphite (di-a-del'fit), n. [< Gr. di-, two-,

+ a6el(p6g, brother, + -ite^.'] A manganese ar-

seniate occurring in red rhombohedral crystals

at Nordmark in Sweden. The name has reference to

its close relation to synadelphite and other similar min-
erals from the same locality. Also called hematolite.

diadelphous (di-a-del'fus), a. [< NL. *dia-

delphips, < Gr. St-, two-, -I- adeX^iif, brother.]
In hot., having stamens
united in two sets by their

filaments, the sets being
equal or unequal

;
group-

Dtadeiphous stamens of /«- cd together in two sets:
dipifera tinctoria. ^s, diadelplwus stamens.

In papilionaceous flowers, out of ten stamens
nine are often united, while one (the posterior

one) is free. Also diadelphian.

diadem (di'a-dem), n. [< ME. diademe (= D.
diadeem = &'. Dan. Sw. diadem), < OP, diademe,

F. diademe =
Sp. Pg. It. dia-

denM, < L. dia-

dema, < Gr. 6id-

Sriiia, a band or

fillet, < dtadtEiv,

bind round, <

6i&, through, +
deiv, bind, tie.]

1. Anciently, a
head-band or fillet worn by kings as a badge
of royalty, it was made of silk, linen, or wool, and
encircled the temples and forehead, the ends being tied

behind, so as to fall on the neck. It was originally white
and plain, but was later embroidered witli gold or set with
pearls or precious stones, and little by little increased in

richness until it was developed into the modem crown.

The iiair, instead of being arranged in spiral curls over
the brow and temples, is twined as if round a concealed
diadem. A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, I. 108.

2. Anything worn on the head as a mark or
badge of royalty; a crown.

A crown.
Golden in show, is but a wreath of thorns

;

Brings dangers, troubles, cares, and sleepless nights
To him who wears the regal diadem.

Milton, P. E., ii. 461.

Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains

;

They crown 'd him long ago
On a throne of rocks, in a robe of clouds,
With a diadem of snow. Byron, Manfred, i. 1.

3. Figuratively, supreme power ; sovereignty.

What more can I expect while David lives ?

All but his kingly diadem he gives.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit.

4. In her., one of the arches which rise from
the rim or circle of a crown, and support the
monnd or globe at the top.— 6. In zool., a
certain monkey, Cercopithecvs diadomatm.

1. A genus of Crusta-

Diadenta sftosttm.

Parthian Diadem, a. Jeweled Diadem
of Constantine. ( From ancient coins.

)
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diadem (di'a-dem), V. t. [< ME. diademen, in

pp. used as adj., after L. diadematus, diadem-
ed; from the noun.] To adorn with or as if

with a diadem ; crown.

And Dauid shal be diademyd, and daunten alle oure
enemyes. Piers Plowman (C), iv. 444.

Not so, when diadem'd with rays divine,

Touch'd with the flame that breaks from Virtue's shrine.

Pope, Epll. to Satires, ii. 232.

Diadema (di-a-de'ma), n. [NL., < L. diadema,
a diadem: s^h diadem.]
cea. Schumacher, 1817.
— 2. The typical genus
of sea-urchins of the
family Diadematidw.
D. mexicanus and D.
setosum are examples.
J. E. Gray, 1825.— 3.

A genus of nymphalid
butterflies. Boisduval,
1832.— 4. A genus of

Mollusca. Pease, 1868.

dladematid(di-a-dem'-
a-tid), n. A sea-urchin of the family Diade-
matidw.

Diadematidse (di'^a-de-mafi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Diadema(t-) + ^dm.] A family of desmos-
tiohous or regular sea-urchins, order Endocy-
clica, represented by the genus Diadema, hav-
ing a thin test, very long, hollow, fragile ver-

ticillate spines, crenulate perforate tubercles,

and notched peristome.

diademed (di'a-demd), p. a. [< diadem + -ed^.]

In her., surrotinded or surmounted by a circle,

like a halo or glory: applied to the eagle of

the Holy Eoman Empire, the two heads of

which were anciently diademed to distinguish

them from the similar bearings of other princes,
which were simply crowned.
diadem-spider (di'a-dem-spi"d6r), n. A name
of Epcira diadema,'i]ie common garden-spider:

so called from its markings. See out under
cross-spider.

diadexis (di-a-dek'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Si&Se^iq,

a taking from, succession, relief, < SiaSexeaOat,

take from, succeed to, < Aa, through, -I- dexeadai,

take, receive.] Inpathol., a transformation of

a disease into another, differing from the for-

mer in both its nature and its seat. Dunglison.

Diadochi (di-ad'o-ki), n. pi. [NL., < (ir. did-

doxot, pi. of (Sia(hxoc, a successor, prop, adj.,

succeeding, < diaStxeaBai, succeed to, receive

from another: see diadexis.] The Macedonian
generals of Alexander the Great, who, after his

death in 323 B. c, divided his empire.

Since the time of Alexander many Jews have been led

to settle beyond Palestine, either with commercial objects
or attracted by the privileges conferred by the diadochi
on the inhabitants of the cities they founded.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 760.

Diadochian (di-a-do'ki-an), a. [< Diadochi +
-tan.] Relating to the biadochi.

Near the marble steps were various remains belonging
to a monument of small dimensions and lavish Diadochian
ornamentation.

J. T. Clarke, Eep. of Assos Expedition, 1881, p. 40.

dladochite (di-ad'o-kJt), n. [< Gr. 6iddox<K, a
successor (see Diadochi) (in allusion to its re-

lation to the arseniate pitticite or iron sinter), +
-ite^.] A hydrous iron phosphate with iron sul-

phate occurring in stalactitic forms of a yel-

lowish-brown color and resinous luster.

Diadophls (di-ad'6-fis), n. [NL. (Baird and
Girard, 1853), < Gr! 6iad{rina), a band or fillet, -I-

(xjiig, a snake.] A genus of Colubridce, having the
head distinct, the body slender with smooth
scales, the postabdominal seutella bifid, the sub-

caudals all divided, the cephalic plates normal,
with a well-developed loral, 2 postorbitals, 2

anteorbitals, and 2 nasals, between which lat-

ter is the nostril. The best-known species is D. punc-
tatus, the ring-necked snake, found in many parts of the

United States, a very common and pretty snake, quite

harmless, of small size, and dark-green color above and
yellowish below, with a yellowish ring round the neck.

There are several others.

diadromt (di'a-drom), «. [< Gr. 6taSpofiri, 6ia-

ifMftoc, a running through, < diadpa/telv, run
through, < Sid, through. + Spafiew, run, second
aor. associated with rpexeiv, run.] 1. A course

or passing.— 2. A vibration ; the time in which
the vibration of a pendulum Is performed.

A philosophical foot [is] one third of a pendulum, whose
diadroms, in the latitude of forty-five degrees, are equal

to one second of time, or a sixtieth of a minute. Locke.

diaeresis, n. See dieresis.

diaeretic, a. See dieretic.

diageotropic (di-grje-o-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. icd,

through, across, '+
yVt the •earth, -1- rpdwog, a

diagonal

turning (< Tptnuv, turn), + -ic.] In hot., grow-
ing horizontally or transversely to the direction

of gravitation.

diageotropism (di''a-ie-ot'ro-pizm), n. [Asdto-
geotrop-ic + -tsm.] In feofc', transverse geotro-
pism; a turning in a direction at right angles
to that of gravitation. Darwin.
diaglyph (di'a-glif), m. [< Gr. SiayliKJiew, carve
throng, carve in intaglio, < did, through, -I-

y'AiiipEw, carve : see glyph.] A scvdptured or

engraved production in which the figures are
sunk below the general surface ; an intaglio.

diaglyphic (di-a-glif'ik), a. [< diaglyph + -ic]

Pertaining to sculptvtre, engraving, etc., in

which the design is sunk into the general sur-

face.

diagnose (di-ag-nos'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dt-

agnosed, ppr. diagnosing. [< diagnos4s.] In
pathol., zool., and hot., to determine the diag-

nosis of; ascertain, as a disease, from its symp-
toms; distinguish; discriminate; diagnosticate.

diagnosis (di-ag-no'sis), n.
;
pi. diagnoses (-sez).

[= V. diagnose = Sp. Pg. diagnosis = It. di-

agnosi, < NL. diagnosis, < Gr. diayvwaic, a distin-

guishing, < Siayiyvacmuv, distinguish, discern, <

did, between, + yiyvixsKciv (/ *} I'u), know, = E.
fcnoii'l, q. v. Cf. gnosis, gnostic, etc.] Scien-
tific discrimination of any kind ; a short dis-

tinctive description, as of a plant, specifically—
(a) In pathol., the recognition of a disease from its symp-
toms ; the determination of the nature of a diseased con-

dition, {b) In zool. and bot., a specific characterization;

a brief, precise, correct, and exclusively pertinent defini-

tion. In this sense diagnosis is nearly synonymous with
dejinitioti : both differ from description in omitting details

or non-essential particulars ; but de/inition may include

points equally applicable to some other ol)ject, the par-
ticular comljination of points given making it a diagnosis.

—Differential dia^osis, the distinction between two
more or less similar diseases or objects of natural history.

diagnost (di'ag-nost), n. [< diagnost-ic.] One
who diagnoses.

diagnostic (di-ag-nos'tik), a. and n. [=F. dia-

gnostique = Sp. diagndstico = Pg. It. diagnos-

tico, < Gr. SiayvuaTtudQ, able to distinguish, <

6idyvuaig, a distinguishing : see diagnosis.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to diagnosis ; determining
a diagnosis; indicating the nature; constitut-

ing a ground of discrimination.

The great diagnostic point between amnesic and ataxic

aphasia is, that in the former the patient can always ar-

ticulate the forgotten word when it is suggested to him

;

in the latter, no prompting or assistance can enable him
to enunciate the proper soimd. Encyc. Brit., II. 171.

H. n. 1. In pathol., a symptom of value in

diagnosis. Diagnostics are of two kinds: the adjunct,

or such as are common to several diseases ; and the spe-

cial or pathognomonic, which distinguish a certain dis-

ease from all others.

2. In zool. and hot., a term or phrase which
constitutes a diagnosis ; a definition or oharac-
terization.

diagnosticate (di-ag-nos'ti-kat), V. t. ;
pret. and

pp. diagnosticated, ppr. diagnosticating. [< di-

agnostic + -ate^.] To make or give a diagnosis
of; discriminate or characterize, as one species

or disease from another ; diagnose.

Woman as well as man can sell goods, plan buildings,

make statues, resolve nebulae, discover elements, diag-
nosticate diseases, construct philosophies, write epics.

Boardman, Creative Week, p. 229.

diagnostician (di'^ag-nos-tish'an), n. [< diag-

nostic + -ian.] One skilled in diagnosis.

The injured tissue which puts forth an immediate effort

at repair is a diagnostician and a doctor on a minute scale.

Mind in Nature, I. 51.

diagnostics (di-ag-nos'tiks), n. [PI. of diag-

nostic : see -ics.] That department of medicine
which relates to the study of the symptoms as
indicating the disease ; symptomatology.

But Radcliffe, who, with coarse manners and little book
learning, had raised himself to the first practice in London
chiefly by his rare skill in diagnostics, uttered the more
alarming words— small-pox. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng.,xi.

diagometer (di-a-gom'e-t^r), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

dtdysiv, conduct \<,6id, through, + dytiv, lead),

-f iihpav, a measure.] A kind of electroscope,

consisting of a dry pile and a magnetized nee-

dle for an indicator, used for ascertaining the

conducting power of different bodies, it was flrst

employed by Eousseau to detect adulterations in olive-oil,

which is said to have less conducting power than other
fixed oils.

diagonal (di-ag'o-nal), a. and n. [= F. Sp.

Pg. diagonal = It. eliagonale = D. diagonaal =
G. Dan. Sw. diagonaljCli. di-

agonalis, < diagonios, < Gr.
6iay&v-ioc, from angle to an-
gle, diagonal, < Sid, through,
across, + ytjvla, a comer,
angle.] I. a. 1. In geom.,
extending, as a line, from Diagonaiofa Rectangle.



diagonal

one angle to another not adjacent, within any
figure.— 2. Being in an oblique direction; lying
obliquely.— 3. Marked by oblique lines : as, *-
agonal cloth— Diagonal bellows, in organ-lmilding
a bellows whose two si.les are j>laieil at an angle to each
other: distingiiisheil from linrizimtal frcHoios.— Diago-
nal bond. See domii.—Diagonal brace or diagonal
tie. See angle-brace (a).— Diagonal clotll, a twilled
fabric so made that the diagonal ridges are somewhat
prominent and noticeable. Especially— (a) A soft ma-
terial used as a ground for embroidery, generally made™T wide, and dyed in plain colors without pattern
(0) A material for men's wear, especially for coats and
waistcoats —Diagonal couching. See cmichingi, 6 —
Diagonal plane, in M., any vertical plana bisecting a
flower whicli is not an anteroposterior jilane or at riL'ht
angles to tliat plane.— Diagonal point of a nu.adran-
gle, one of the three points, other than the points of the
quadrangle, where the six lines Intersect.—Diagonal
scale, a ruler on which is drawn a set of parallcF linesmarked off into equal divisions by cross-lines, one of the
divisions at one extremity of the ruler being subdivided
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show the forms of different bodies.- Contrast-dlaeram
colo^' K?»'1L'""*'^.'!J^

'"''"°"^ »' coiarast b^'S
^i;?^^r"'?I'J-^''*™^"t-diagram. (a) A diagram in

^ide aiS'dlric Son Fr'"?'?"' S?""' •«P'-''«<'"' i» n>^n
'

Bettercaned rf?^ f" '<"»"™,displacements of partldes.Better called dwpUicemenl.polygon. (6) A diagram fnwhich the displacements of particles are repres^t™ n

rnfti.el'sfttons"?,'j,™' "^ ""?^ '''^*" f™m Points'sl?o4"ing the positions of those particles.— Force-dia.ffratn »diagram in which the lines of action of Forces f^?^^
fn wWcKl l"f^^*'^?r^^am, a diagram of a iramem w Inch the positions of the axes of the joiSts are shown bv
ril'S^r'"'" '.^ "«'•' »f«l^''tic connections are shown by
Hon of ,1,

7" "'« Po'.nts- Such a diagram of the confloVira-

^?m of ih
?"'" ''

'V
e^Ph'""! statics, united wit 1,Tdia-gram of the forces, the latter being so resolved that allthe components pass through joints By means of a second diagram, the frame-diagram is then completed by theaddition of theresulta.it diagrani.-runlculardlaCTajTia diagram in which every jSint of a fTTme ifJepr^S

Hne he'swfo?°'^r"' ^"."^ '^^'-^ """^ '" the tame by a
^?'j"!i*'''f.°' " funicular polygon or polvons Al

dial

10

Oiaffooal Scale.

30

by parallel lines drawn obliquely at equal distances across
the parallels. Such a scale facilitates laying down small
fractions of the unit of measurement. Thus, if, in the
flgure, the dUtance from to 10- one inch— is divided
into 10 equal iiaits, the diagonal which ends at cuts offupon the parallel lines j^,, ,?„ etc., inch respectively

;

^li"." .''"'^'°V''l'"'*i'?
'''''• iV("«t>^--I>lagonaltri-

ajlgle, a triangle formed by the three diagonals of a com-
plete quadrilateral, or the three diagonal poinU of a
quadrangle.

n. n. 1. A straight line drawn from one
angle to or through another, not adjacent, in
any plane or solid figure.— 2. Any oblique line.

I moved as in a strange diagonal,
And maybe neither pleased'myselt nor them.

Tennymn, Princess, Conclusion.
Speeifieally— 3. In chess, checkers, etc., a line
of squares running diagonally across the board.
See cAe«sl.— 4. Same as diagonal cloth, espe-
cially in the United States: a term introduced
about 187o._Dexter diagonal, in math., a diagonalfrom the upper left-hand to the l<,wcr right-hand an|le.-Pnnclpal diagonal, that diagonal which passes through
the a.ij;lc c^,n-H..ie<l as the first. See determinant, 3.

Oiagoiial-built (di-ag'o-nal-bilt), a. Built, as a
boat, m such a way that the outer skin is formed
bytwo layers of planking at right angles to each
other and making an angle of about 45° with the
Keel, m opposite directions.
diagonally (di-ag'o-nal-i), adv. In a diagonal
direction; crosswise.
The next leaf may be single; stitch itacross with doublesUk dtagonally, and cross those stitches with others.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 6.

diagonialt (di-a-go'ni-al). a. [< Gr. dmy^vi-oc +
t.. -al: see dwfjonal.'\ Diagonal; diametrical-
as, "rf(rt(7on(rt< contraries," Milton.
diagram (di'a-gram), n. [< F. diagramme, < L.
dmgramma, a scale, the gamut, in music, < Gr
&ajpa/ifia(T-), that which is marked out bylines
a figure, a -ivntten list, register, decree, the ga-
mut, or a scale, in music, < 6iaypd(petv, mark out
by hues, draw, describe, < dni, across, through,
+ y/KJ^(v, write: see gram^, graphic] 1. In
geom., a drawing or scheme delineated for the
purpose of demonstrating the properties of any
flgure by observ'ations on the geometrical rela-
tions of its parts

having recta.ignl.-ir coo.dinates of which the abscissas r™resent dist,ances of piston-travel from the beghiS of tTe

rae^^'of'?he''df
"'''"'' P'"'""''' ^' these djsfanc*'ine area of the diagram measuies the total work nerformed by the piston during the stroke. This worit'^Tpressed in foot-pou.ids, divided by Joule's eouhS'ent^Tes the heat-equivalent of the work perfonnTin Britth thermal units. (See indicator.) I'Lse d^?kms m"ybe obtained fiom nearly all kinds of heat-eiwriiies Tls^

mL?icir!l»^,
?^,?Sram,a figure drawn to scale from nu.mu ital aat.i for the purpose of ascertaining the values ofother quantities by measurement.- Newton's diagram:

ttt^'ZT)
'° *•'".'-'' '""^ P«""^ repi"s.T[t colort^;^hteattached to points represent luminosities, and colliSear

Sf ?wo ?';?f,^'""=S'°7
»-'''<^l' can beprodui^d by mixtures

?, iTh.f .°"-~^®'?'l""9<=al diagrams, two diagramssuch that to every point of conc(,u.-se of li.i'es in either cor-responds a closed polygon in the otlier.- Resultant dia-gram,!, line upon a force-diagram showinrthe dhcrtionand position of the resultant of the forces.- StereoscODicdi^trams, a pauof diagrams, perspective rep.csentatimis
of a solid diagrammatic figure, intended to be opticallycombined by means of a stereoscope.- Stress-dlaeramSame BS/unicular diagram.- Velocltv-dl^S^dS'
gram defined like an acceleration dia"a.nb%™itutiirg
velocity tor acceleratiott. (See also color-diagram

)

Oiagrani (dl'a-gram), V. t. [< diagram, «.] To
draw or put into the form of a diagram ; make
a diagram of.

-They are matters which refuse to be . . . diagranudwhich Logic ought t,) know she cannot speak oi ICaH^U.
diagramically (di-a-gram'i-kal-i), adv. Ashort-
ened form of diagrammaticalty. [Eare.]
The folds of her skirts hanging diagramically and stiffly.

Philadelphia Times, April 18, 1885.

Many a fair precept In poetry is like a seeming demon,
•tratlon in the matlicmaticks; very specious in the dia-gram, but falling in the mechanick operation. Drydek
2. An illustrative figure giving only the out-
Imes or a general scheme (not an exact repre-
sentation) of the object ; a figure for ascertain-
ing or exhibiting certain relations between ob-
jects under di.seussion by means of analogous
relations between the parts of the figure.

Dr. Dalton, in his Elements of Chemistry, . . . publisheda arge collection of diayraws, exhibiting what he conceived to be the conflgumtion of the at7,ms i.i a g?eatmunber of the most coinm.,.i combinations of chemicalelements. Wlieicell, HUt. .Scientittc Ideas, rt[ 8.
A diagram is a figure drawn in such a manner that thegeometric.al relations between the parts of the flgure Helpat to understand relations bctwecil other objects

<^'«''* ilaxwell, Encyc. Brit., VII. 149
a. in old mu-Hic, a table representing all the

Pra^Mn^ nf
*''" "^y^^^^; a musical scall.- Accel-eration-diagram, (a) A diagram in which the reialfve

ff.'l'irH
"^ ""'',"' represent in nn^^ituSe and direction

iion-jmiygon. (b) A d.agram ri which the accclernlinn,. 7.1
particles are rcpr,„.ntc,l in n,a,M,itudrand Sk,n bvnes drawn from points showing the po»itio,,sthor,ar

the re at ve po.<itloiis of the iiarts of a system bv means ofthe relative situations of polite, but does not, ifk^a pL"

diagrammatic (di'a-gra-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. as
if diaypaniiaTiKi^, < S,iypa/i/ia(T-), a diagram.]
i'ertaining or relating to, or of the nature of, a
diagram; represented by means of a diagram;
consisting of a diagram; more generally, sche-
matic and abstract.

Aristotle undoubtedly had in his eye, when he discriml.
nates the sy logistic terms, a certain dioi^rawimatu: con-
trast of the flgures. Sir W. Hamilton.
Diagrammatic reasoning, reasoning which proceeds
by lirst constructing a diagram or otiier visible schema bvmeans of given relations, and then observing in tliis dia-gram other relations not made use of, as sucli in con-
stnittmu' the iiia;.'ram.

diagranunatically (di'a-gra-mat'i-kal-i), adv.
Attor the manner of a diagram; by means of a
diagram or diagrams; schematically.
diagrammatize (di-a-gram'a-tiz), v. t: pretand pp. diagrammatized, Vpr."dianrammati2i>i(r.K br. diaypa/j/ja(T-), a diagram, -I- E. -ize. Cf. Gr
^aypafiuiiav, divide by lines, play at draughts.]
io represent by a diagram; put into the form
ot a diagram. Also spelled diagrammatise.

It can be diagrammatised as continuous with all theother segmente of the subjective stream. Mi,"l, ix. is!

diagrammeter (di-a-gram'e-tfer), n. [< Gr. itd-
yi>a,upa, diagram, + iihpov, a measure.] An in-
strument for measuring the ordinates of indi-
cator-diagrams, 5 seconds long, and used much
alter the manner of a parallel rule. E D
diagraph (di'a-graf), n. [< Gr. 6iaypa6av, mark
out bylines: see diagram.\ 1. An instrument
by which persons without knowledge of draw-
ing or perspective can reproduce the figui-es of
objects before their eyes, it consists of a carriagetorapencil governed by a system of cords and pulleys work-ing at right angles to one another, and set in motion by themovement of a pointer, which is passed by the operatorwho is careful to keep hi, eye at a fixed point if viewaround the apparent outlines of his subject. The neiicii
describes on the paper the exact motions of the pointerand thus repro.luces the desired otiject.

2 A combined protractor and scale used in
plotting. E. H. Knight.
diagraphic, dlagrapfiical (di-a-graf'ik, -i-kal)
a. [< Gr. iSiaypdipuv, mark out by lines: see
diagraph and graphic.'] Descriptive. Imp. Diet
diagraphlCS (di-a-graf 'iks), n. [Pi. of dic^-
graph%c : see -tc».] The art of design or draw-

1- -afei.j A strong purgative in which scam-mony is an ingredient.
diagrydium (di-a-grid'i-um), n. [NL. MLalso dmgndmm < LL. diagrydium, < Gr. dtayZl'.—^,rr 1 '' P^g^ti^o plant ConvolvlL

scamZnT.^
commercial name for

diagyios (di-a-ji'i-os), a. [LL. diagyios (Mar-

l^Z'^ f^fi-''^'
^ «?• *«^"f (Aristides Qlifnti-iianus) for dtyvioQ, of two members, < 6i^ two-

it/^^r;'™^' ^T^-^r-] In anc.pros., consist^ing ot two members: a distinctive epithet ofthe p»ou or pffiomc foot in the form commonlyimowu as the Cretic Pssnn HiaofH^. «< j-
cretic 1 njpnnin f„„i- „f V '''^°^ ulagTlOS, the ordinary

sfeiVuSfr^o^i^ie'r^ri-^'^^^Lfer
i

-?

?oS?pT.l"^iere;L'ri^niX!«"""'^^' "'^'^^^ ^^
diaheliotropic (di-a-he'li-o-trop'ik), a. [< Gr
dia, through, across, transversely, + E. helio-
tropie, a v.] In hot., turning transversely to
tne light, as the stem or other organs of a
plant; pertaining to diaheliotropism.
The movements of leaves and cotyledons . . . whenmoderately illuminated are diaheliotropic.

Darwin, Movement in Plants, p. 445,

diaheliotropism (di-a-he-li-ot'ro-pizm), n. r<diahehotrop.ic+ -ism.] In hot., the tendency ofa plant or of the organs of a plant to assunie amore or less transverse position to the light.

tat1n^"thp?rA'"'^
^tyledons are continually circumnu-

Ksu tsfmm nTnifl",*^'^
^^ * "?"'>' "'^'' diaheliotropim,

results irom modified circumnutation.
Daru-in, Movement in Plants, p. 661.

dial (di'al), n [< UKdial, dyal, a dial, < ML.
dtalis, daily (cf. dialc, as much land as could
be plowed in a day), < L. dies, a day: see deity.irom L. dies come also diary, diurnal, journal,
journey, etc. ; cf. dief^.-] 1. An instrument for
indicating the hour of the day by means of asbadow thrown upon a graduated surface. For
dials with a style or gnomon, see sun-dial; for
portable dials, see ring^ial, poke^ial, and sola-num.

Read on this dial, how the shades devourMy short liv d winter's day.
Quarles, Emblems, lit 13.

est^v„''ln''^°"'
"'""'^ "'^^ "P°" "'" '*'«^. on'i the quick-est eye can discover no more but that it is gone.

GlanvUle.

^. The face of a clock or watch, upon which the
hours and minutes are marked, and over which
the hands move.

ll'vl'jtfn'il
'''''??'

'IP*
''""^

:
"' thoughts, not breaths

;

in feelings, not in flgures on a dial.
*

P. J. Bailey. Festus : Scene, A Country Town.
Hence--3t. A timepiece of any kind

; a clock
or watch, in the first extract Shakspere may havemeant a portable dial of the kind described below; but

indicatld'^"" " *°"'® '''"'' *'''""' '° ''* "^^^^^^

And then hedrewadiai from his poke

:

And looking on it with lack-lustre eye
Says, very wisely, " It is ten o'clock ;

'

Ihus we may see," quoth he, "how the worid wags."
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

Then my dial goes not true. Shak., All s Well, ii. 5.

fkJ^^ ^^^*®
^^f'^"^ "^ "^'^^"^ a pointer or an in-dex moves, marking revolutions, pressure, etc

Xh if^f
*° ^^^ "?*"''' "^ the 'machinery of

^tl^J"^^ P*"'*: ?"' *^« '^'"^ of a steam-gage gas-meter or telegraphic instrument.-

wbeTl ^^A^!^^
'"""'•' ""^ insulated stationary

Ij« n/^b '*T''P°'' '^^ f'^«e letters, numef-

n imW^ r clifaeters—e. The lettered ornumbered face-plate of a permutation-lock.-
<^t. A manners' compass. [Rare.]

T "™ ".<>' t« Ceres so much bound for Bread . .As (Signior Flauio) to thy witty triall,
ior first iuuenting of the Sea-mans Diatl

Sylveeter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 3.

8. In mining, a compass or graduated circle
with a magnetic needle, arranged for under-
ground surveying where great accuracy is not
required. [Eng.J-Q. A lapidaries' instrument
lor holding a gem while it is being cut. It
carries the dop to which the gem is directly
fixed.—Azlmuth dial. See orfnmfA.-Catoptric dlaLSee catoptnc- Center of a dial. See centeri.- Cylln:
drloal dial, a dial drawn on a cylindrical sui-face.-- De-clining dial, a dial (he plane of which intersects the
horizon in a line not directed to a caiciinal point; a dial
the azimuth of whose plane is neitlier cast, west, north
nor soutli jUso called </«K«er._ Direct dial, a dial
the azimuth of whose plane is east, west, north, or south—East dial, a direct dial which is exposed toward the
east.— Equatorial dial. Same as equinoctial dial

—

Equinoctial dial, a dial whose plane is perpendicular
to the earth s axis.^ Erect dial, a dial whoso plane is
vertical. -^ Fixed dial, a dial which is intended to have a
fixed position, and to show the time by means ol the hour-



dial

angle of the sun or moon.— Horizontal dial, a dial the

plane of which is horizontal.—Inclining dial, Inclined
dial, a dial the plane of which leans forward so tliat a
plumb-line dropped from the upper part will fall outside

the wall.— Meridian line on a dial. See vieritiian.—
Nigbt or nocturnal dial, a dial for showing tlie time hy
means of tlie moon's shadow, a rough calculation from
the moon's :»ge being used.— North dial, a direct dial ex-

posed to tlie nortli.— Phosphorescent dial, a dial made
of enameled paper or tliin cardboard, and covered with
varnish or a solution of white wax in turpentine, over which
is dusted powdered suiphid of barium. Such a dial is lu-

minous In the darlv, so that it can be read without a light.

It loses its phosphorescence after a time, but this may be

restored by expi>sure to sunlight or to the flame of mag-
nesium-wire.— Polar dial, a dial the plane of which passes

through the pole of the heavens. Such a dial presents the

pecuHarity that its center is at infinity.- Portable dial,

a dial used as a pocket-timepiece. If such a dial is pro-

vided with a magnetic or solar compass, it shows the time

on the same principle as the fixed dial ; but if there is no
such compass, as when such dials were in common use

there generally was not, the time is only roughly shown
by the altitude of tlie sun.— PrimJiry dial, a dial whose
plane is parallel or perpendicular either to the plumb-line

or to the earths axis.— Quadrantal dial, a portable dial

in the shape of the quadrant, with ditferent graduated
circles to be used in different months of the year.—Re-
clining dial, a dial whose plane is not vertical, but leans

backward so that a plumb-line can be let fall to a point

on the lower part from a point outside the body on which
the dial is drawn.—Reflecting dial, a dial which marks
the time by means of a spot of light thrown upon it from
a mirror.— Refracting dial, a dial which uses refracted

light —Secondary dial, a dial not primary.— South
(UaX a direct dial intended to be exposed to the south.—
Tide-dial, an instrument for showing the state of the tide.

— Universal dial, a dial having an adjustable gnomon,
for use in all latitudes.—Vertical dial, adial whose plane
is vertical.—West dial, a direct dial intended to be ex-

posed to the west.

dial (di'al), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. dialed or dialled,

ppr. dialing or dialling. [< dial, ».] 1. To
measure with or as if with a dial; indicate

upon or as if upon a dial.

Hours of that true time which is dialled in heaven.
Tal/ourd.

Q. In mining, to survey with the aid of the dial

or miners' compass, as a mine or tmderground
workings. [Eng.]
dial-bird (di'al-berd), n. [< dial, an accom. E.
form of its native name dahil, q. v., -I- hird^."]

A bird of the genus Copsichus; a magpie-robin.
The name is extended to the whole of the genus, from the
native name of the best-known species, the dahil or dayal
(Copgichtis saularis) of India, 'fhere are several species

of Asia, the East Indies, and Africa. The dial-bird of the
Seychelles in the Indian ocean, C. seychellamm, is pecu-
liar to the islands whence it takes its specific name. It

is about as large as a blackbird, black in color, with large
white wing-spots. See cut under Copsichus.

dialect (di'a-lekt), n. [< F. dialecte = Sp. Pg.
dialecto = It. dialetto = G. dialect = D. Dan.
Sw. dialekt, < L. dialectos or dialectus, < Gr.
did/UKTo^, discourse, discussion, common lan-

guage or talk, speech, way of talking, language
of a country, esp. the dialect of a particular

district, < 6m?JyeaBai, discourse, discuss, argue,
use a dialect or language, act. 6iaX(:yeiv, dis-

tinguish, choose between, < Std, between, +
^yetv, choose, speak. Cf. dialogue, from the
same source.] 1. Language; speech; mode
of speech; manner of speaking.

O sacred Dialect .' In thee the names
Of Men, Towns, Countries register their fames
In brief abridgements.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's "Weeks, ii., Babylon.

If the conferring of a kindness did not bind the person
upon whom It was conferred to the returns of gratitude,

why, in the universal dialect of the world, are kindnesses
still called obligations? South.

His style is a dialect between the familiarity of talking
and writing, and his letter such as you cannot distinguish

whether print or manuscript. Steele, Tatler, Xo. 178.

2. One of a number of related modes of speech,
regarded as descended from a common origi-

nal ; a language viewed in its relation to other
languages of the same kindred; the idiom of a
district or class, differing from that of other
districts or classes. Thus, the Scotch is a dialect of
English ; English is a dialect of the Germanic or Teutonic
group; Germanic speech is an Aryan or Indo-European
dialect. Of the various dialects of Greek— Attic, Ionic,

Doric, MoUc, and so on— the Attic finally became the
common dialect of all cultivated Greeks. Every literary

language is originally one of a body of related dialects, to
which favoring circumstances have given vogue and gen-
eral acceptance.

The Dane was converted ; he sank into the general mass
of Englishmen ; his tongue became simply one of the local
dialects of English. E. A. Freeman, Amer, Lects., p. 152.

3. The idiom of a locality or class, as distin-

Ched from the generally accepted literary

Tia^e, or speech of educated people.—4t.
Dialectic; logic.

Logique, otherwise caalled dialect (for thei are hothe
one) Is an art to trie the come from the chaife, the trueth
from every falshod. Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1553).

£ollc dialect, Attic dialect, common dialect, Cre-
ole dialect, etc. See the atljectives.- Doric dialect.
See Doric, n.—Hellenic dialect. See common dialect,
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under common. =Syn. 1 to 3. Idiom, Diction, etc. (see

language), tongue, plu-aseology.

dialectt (di'a-lekt), «). <. [< dialect, n.'i Tomake
dialectal.

By corruption of speech they false dialect and misse-
sound it. Nashe, Lenten Stuffe(Harl. Misc., VI. 166).

dialectal (di-a-lek'tal), a. [< dialect, n., + -al.'\

Of or belonging to a dialect ; relating to or of

the nature of a dialect : as, ' cauld ' is a dialectal

(Scotch) form of 'cold'; the dialectal varieties

of Italian.

dialectally (di-a-lek'tal-i), adv. In dialect ; as
a dialect.

Common dialectally In Cumberland and Westmoreland.
Emxyc. Brit., XXII. 388.

dialectic (di-a-lek'tik), a. and n. [< L. dialee-

ticus. < Gr. 6ialeKTiK6Q, belonging to disputation,

< iia^KTog, discourse, discussion, disputation
(the sense 'belonging to a dialect' is modem, <

dialect + -ic): see dialect.'] I. a. 1. Relat-
ing to the art of reasoning about pi-obabilities

;

pertaining to scholastic disputation. Kantians
sometimes use the word in the sense of per-
taining to false argumentation.
Master of the dialectick sciences, so able to guide our

reason, assist in the discovery of truth, and fix the under-
standing in possession of it.

Ellis, Knowledge of Divine Things, p. 387.

2. Of or pertaining to a dialect or dialects;

dialectal.

Even languages of so limited area as the Basque in the
Pyrenees, as some of the tongues in the Caucasus, have
their well-marked dialectic forms.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 176.

Practically they [English and Dutch] have become two
languages. They have passed the stage of dialectic differ-

ence. They are for practical purposes mutually unintel-

ligible. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 76,

Also dialectical.

Dialectic Methodists. See Methodist.

II. n. [= F. dialectique = Sp. diaUctica =
Pg. dialectica = It. dialettica = G. Dan. Sw.
dialektik, < L. dialectica, < Gr. diahtm-mi] (sc.

rixi^), the dialectic art, the art of discussion,

logical debate, also the logic of probabilities,

fem. of dmAeKTiKOC, belonging to disputation:

see I.] 1. Logic, or a branch of logic ; specifi-

cally, the art of critical examination into the
truth of an opinion ; inductive logic applied to
philosophy; the logic of probable reasoning;
the art of discussion and of disputation ; logic

applied to rhetoric and refutation. The invention
of the art of dialectic is attributed to Zeno the Eleatic,

whose arguments against motion are examples of the origi-

nal meaning of the Greek word. The famous dialectic of
Socrates and Plato, their chief instrument of philosophi-
cal inquiry, was a conversational discussion with induc-
tive appeals to special instances. Dialectic was limited by
Aristotle to logic accommodated to the uses of the rhetori-

cian, appealing only to general belief, but not to first prin-

ciples. The Stoics, who probably introduced the term lo(jic,

divided that art into rhetoric and dialectic, the former be-

ing the art of continuous discourse, the latter that of dis-

cussion with an interlocutor. Cicero and other Latin writ-

ers, influenced by Stoic doctrine, understand by dialectic
" tile art of discussing well " {ars bene disserendi). It thus
became the name of that branch of the trivium of the Ro-
man schools which we call logic, and retained that mean-
ing throughout the middle ages. Hence, in all the earlier

English literature, it is the synonym of logic, differing

from that word only by a more distinct suggestion of the
idea of disputation. Modern logicians have frequently
restricted it to the doctrines of the Topics and Sophistical

Eleuchi, or to the former alone. It has also been used as
a synonym of syllogistic. Kant named the constructive
part of his Transcendental Logic transcendental analytic,

and the destructive part transcendental dialectic. For
tlie sake of this phrase, he makes dialectic, in general, the
theory of fallacies. According to Hegel, each concept in

the development of thought by a primitive necessity de-

velops its own diametrical opposite, and to this reaction
of thought against itself, regarded not as final, but as
subject to a subsequent reconcilement in a higher order
of thought, he gave the name of dialectic.

There hath not been, to my understanding, sufficiently

inquired and handled the true limits and use of reason in
spiritual things, as a kind of divine dialectic.

Bacon, Advancement cf Learning, ii. 364.

We termed Dialectic in general a logic of appearance.
This does not signify a doctrine of probability ; for probf.-

bility is truth, only cognized upon insufficient grounds,
and though the information it gives us is imperfect, it is

not therefore deceltfuL Kaiit, tr. by Meiklejohn.

St. Paul, though bred in the dialectic of the Greek
schools, came late by his conversion to the new faith, and
remained a Jew to the last. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 99.

It remains true that the value of the Dialectic which
asks and gives such an account of ideal good as at once
justifies and limits obedience to practical authorities is

conditional upon its finding in the Individual a well-formed
habitual morality.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, I 328.

2. Skill in disputation. Also dialectics,

dialectical (di-a-lek'ti-kal), a. 1. Sameasrfia-
lectic, 1.

A dialectical syllogism is nothing more than a syllogism
generating opinion, or any other assent besides science.

Burgersdieius, tr, by a Gentleman.

dialing

The flow of wit, the flash of repartee, and the dialectical

brilliancy of some of the most famous comic scenes in

Shakespeare and Ben Jonson.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 169.

I know very well that you like to amuse yourself with
dialectical gymnastics, but I do not care about talking for

talking's sake, and have no talent for Ijadinage.
Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 25.

Intellectual courage and a certain dialectical skill are
united with a surprising ignorance of the complexity of

the problems attacked. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 159.

2. Same as dialectic, 2.

Schnltens supposes that we have the book of Job as it

was penned at first without any translations, as at that
time the Hebrew and Arabick language was the same, with
a small dialectical variation only

Hodges, On Job, Preliminary Discourse.

Dr. Johnson was scarcely at all aware of the authenti-

city of aacientdialectical words, and therefore seldom gives

them any place in his dictionary.
Pegge, Anecdotes of the Eng. Lang.

Dialectical disputation, syllogism, etc. See the
nouns.

^

dialectically (di-a^lek'ti-kal-i), adv. 1. Logi-
cally.

Theory you may not find dialectically sustained, but you
are sure to glean facts which will be useful to your own
generalizations. Quarterly liev., CXXVI. 342.

The evolution of thought is the evolution of being—

a

maxim dialectically good but practically weak.
H. Calderwood, New Princeton Rev., III. 27.

2. In the manner of a dialect; in regard to dia-

lect.

Two coins, differing dialectically in their inscriptions,

were found in the Tigris in 1818, and are now in the Brit-

ish Museum. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 641.

dialectician (di''a-lek-tish'an), n. [= F. dia-

lecticien ; as dialectic + -ian.'] One skilled in

dialectic ; a logician ; a master of the art of

discussion and disputation.

This was a logic which required no subtle dialectician to

point and enforce. De Quincey, Essenes, ilL

Let us see if doctors or dialecticians

Will dare to dispute my deflnitions.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, vi.

dialecticism (di-a-lek'ti-sizm), n. [< dialectic

+ -ism.'] Dialectal speech or influence; the
characteristics or nature of dialect ; a dialectal

word or expression.

Dialecticism, phoneticism, ellipsis, and so forth.

The Academy, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 27.

dialectics (di-a-lek'tiks), n. [PI. of dialectic:

see -ics.] Same as dialectic, 2.

dialectologer (di''a-lek-toro-jer), n. [< dialec-

tology + -erl.] One versed in or engaged in

the study of dialectology.

The good custom has been established of giving them
[popular talesj in the vernacular of the narrators. And in

this way the compilers themselves liave been forced to be-

come dialectologers.

Quoted by J. A. H. Murray, in 8th Ann. Add. to
[PhiloL Soc.

dialectqlogical (di-a-lek-to-loj'i-kal), a. Of or

pertaining to dialectology: a8,'a dialectological

introduction.

dialectologist (di'a-lek-tol'o-jist), n. [< dia-

lectology + -ist.] A dialectologer.

The dialectologist must be fastidious indeed who would
not be satisfied with this extraordinary mais of material,

where he can only study both form and phonetics for al-

most every shading of every dialect belonging to the group.
Amer. Jour, PhUol., IV. 490.

dialectology (di-'a-lek-toro-ji), n. [< Gr. Sia-

/.cfcrof, a dialect, -t- -/.oyia, < ?Jyeiv, speak: see

-ology.] That branch of philology which ex-

amines the nature and relations of dialects.

The paramount importance of dialectology for the proper
discrimination and classification of any set of language-
elements is now generally recognized, and constitutes the
most striking difference between the leading drift of lan-

guage-study to-day and ten to fifteen years ago.
Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 486.

dialectort (di'a-lek-tor), ». [Irreg. (as if L.)

< dialect."] One skilled in dialectics ; a dialec-

tician. Imp. Diet.

dialer, dialler (di'al-6r), n. In mining, one who
uses a dial. See dial, 8.

dialing, dialling (di'al-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

dial, v.] The art of constructing dials; the

science which explains the principles of mea-
suring time by the sun-dial

;
gnomonics.

This hypothesis may be tolerated in physics, as it is not
necessary in the art of dialling or navigation to mention
the true system or earth's motion.

Bp. Berkeley, Siris. § 285.

Dialling, sometimes called gnomonics, is a branch of ap-

plied mathematics which treats of the construction of sun-

dials : that is, of those instruments, either fixed or porta-

ble, which detennine the divisions of the day by the mo-
tion of the shadow of some object on which the sun's rays

fall. Encyc. Brit., VII. 163.

Dialing lines or scale, graduated lines placed on rulers,

or the edges of quadrants and other instruments, to fa-

cilitate the construction of dials.— Dialing sphere, an
instrument made of brass, with several semicircles sliding



dialing

over one another upon a movable horizon, serving to dem-
onstrate the nature of spherical triangles, as well as to give

the true idea of drawing dials on all sorts of planes.

dialist (di'al-ist), n. [< dial + -isf] A con-

structor of dials; one skilled in dialing.

Scientifick dialiats, by the georaetrick considerations of

lilies, have found out rules to mark out the irregular mo-
tion of the shadow in all latitudes, and on all planes.

J. Moxon, Mechanick Dialling.

diallage (di-al'a-je), n. [NL., < Gr. SiaXhcjii, in-

terchange, a change, difference, < dia^ldaaetv,

interchange, change, make different, < 6ia, be-
tween, + a/UdoCTfii', change, < ak%og, other.] 1.

In rhet., a figure of speech by which arguments
are placed in various points of view, and then
brought to bear all upon one point.— 2. A va-
riety of pyroxene, commonly of a green color,

characterized by its lamellar or foliated struc-

ture. As formerly used, the term covered me-
talloidal diallage or bronzite, also schillerspar

and hypersthene.
diallelf (di'a-lel), a. [< Gr. it6X?^/xii, through
one another, < iia, through, -t- iO.'kijTiav, gen. pi.,

of one another. See parallel.'] Meeting and
intersecting, as lines; crossing; not parallel.

£. Phillips, 1706.

diallelon (di-a-le'lon), ». ;
pi. dialUla (-la).

[< Gr. 6iaAAri7.ov, neut. of diakAr/lo^ : see dialhl,

diuUelus.'] In lor/ic, a tautological definition;

a definition which contains the word defined;
the definition of a term by means of another
which is itself defined by means of the first;

definition in a -circle.

The ancients called the circular definition ... by the
name of diallelon, as in this case we declare the detliiitum

and the detlniens reciprocally by each other (6i' dAATjAwr).

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, xxiv.

diallelous (di-a-le'lus), a. [< Gr. iia^Jij/.oe,

through one another : see diallel, diallelus.'] In
logic, involving the fallacy of reasoning or de-
fining in a circle— that is, the proving of one
position by assuming another identical with it,

or defining two things each by the other.

diallelus (di-a-le'lus), n.
;
pi. dialleli (-li). [NL.,

< Gr. did/.'Aii/MC, through one another; iia'A'/.>i?.oc

rpono^, argument in a_ circle: see diallel.'] In
logic, a circle in proof; an attempt to prove one
proposition by another which is itself proved
only by the first.

The proposition which we propose to prove must not be
nsed as a principle for its own probation. The violation
of this rule is called the . . . diallelus.

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, xxvi.

dialler, dialling. See dialer, dialing.

dial-lock (di'al-lok), n. A lock provided with
one or more dials, each with a hand or pointer
connected with the mechanism of the lock in

such a way that the bolt will not move unless
the hands are set in a particular manner.

diallogite, «. See dialogite.

diallyl l di-al'il), «. [< rf«-2 + allyl.] See allyl.

dialogic, dialogical (di-a-loj'ik, -i-kal), a. [=
F. diuliiijiquc = I'g. It. dialogieo, < Qrldia/MyiKo;,

< dfdXojof, discourse: see dialogue.] Pertain-
ing to or partaking of the nature of a dialogue

;

dialogistic. Burton— Dlalo^c method, the meth-
od of the Socratic ilialugue, in winch the teacher asks the
learner such questions as to direct his understanding to
therecotinition of tlie truth.

dialogically (ili-a-loj 'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of ii dialogue; dialogistically. Goldsmith.

dialogism (di-al'o-jizm). n. [= P. dialogisme =
Sp. Pg. It. dialogismo, < LL. dialogismos, < Gr.
dta'Aoyicudq, consi<leration, < dia?,oyiit(r6ai, con-
sider, converse: see dialogize.] 1. In rhet.:

(a) Deliberation or discussion with one's self,

as in soliloquy, of what course to pursue. (6)
Introduction into an oration of two or more
persons as engaged in dialogue.

Enlarging what they would say by bold and luusual
metaphors, by their diatof/ismJt and colloquies.

D. StokcK, Twelve Minor Prophets, Pref. (1669).

2. A necessary inference having a single pre-
mise and a disjunctive conclusion : as, Enoch
and Klipah did not die; hence, either Enoch
and Elijah were not men, or some men do not
die.

dialogist (di-al'o-jist), n. [= P. dialogiste =
Sp. aialoguista = Pg. It. dialogista, < LL. dialo-
gista, < Or. 'AiaAoyiarii^, a converser, < dtaloyi-

Ceofiai, converse: see dialogise.] X. A speaker
in a dialogue.

The like doth Cicero assert in many places, sometimes
in the persons of his dialogists, sometimes according to his
own sense. Barrmo, Sermons, II. viii.

2. A writer of dialogues.

I am very far from conceitedly inslnnatlng that this
dialogist is the only person who hath managed the dis-
pute I speak of with candour.

f. Skelton, Uelun Kevealed, Pi«t
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dialogistic, dialogistical (di'-'a-lo-jis'tik, -ti-

kal), a. [< dialoyist + -ic, -ical.] Having the
form of a dialogue ; consisting in dialogue.

dialogisticalljr (di"a-lo-jis'ti-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of a dialogue.

In his prophecy, he [Malachi] proceeds most dialogisti-

cally. Bp. Richardson, Observations on Old Test., p. 449.

dialogite (di-al'o-jit), n. [< Gr. Smloyji, doubt, +
-»te2. J A mineral of a rose-red color, which crys-
tallizes in rhombohedrons and related forms,
and also occurs massive with rhombohedral
cleavage. It is a carbonate of manganese.
Sometimes erroneously spelled diallogite, .Also

called rhodochrosite.

dialogize (lii-aro-jiz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. dialo-

gized, ppr. dialogi^ing. [= P. dialogiser = Sp.
dialogizar= Pg. dialogisar = It. dialogizzare, <

Gr. 6ia?.oyiCea6ai, consider, converse, < diaTioyog,

a conversation, 6ia'/.oyr/, a conversation, enu-
meration : see dialogue.] To discourse in dia-

logue. Also spelled dialogise. Richardson.

dialogue (di'a-log), «. [< ME. *dialoge, mis-
written dinlofce, = D. dialoog = G. Dan. Sw.
dialog, < P. dialogue = Sp. dialogor=Vg. It. dia-

logo, < L. dialogus, < Gr. AdAoyof, also Sia'koyri, a
conversation, dialogue, < AaAfjccreai,.converse:
see dialect.] 1. A conversation between two
or more persons ; acoUoquy; a talk together.

So pass'd in pleasing dialogue away
The night ; then down to short repose they lay.

}^ope, Odyssey, xv.

Specifically— 2. A literary work in the form of
an imaginary conversation or discussion

—

(a)

Used as the means of conveying views or opin-
ions: as, the Dialogues of Plato.

The [Grecian] philosophers adopted the form of dialogue,
as the most natural mode of communicating knowledge.

Macaulay, History.

(6) Used as part of a play to be acted, or to be
spoken as a school exercise.

dialogue (di'a-log), r.
;
pret. and pp. dialogued,

ppr. dialoguing. [< dialogue, «.] I. intrans.

To discourse together; converse; talk; confer.

Var. Sen. How dost, fool?
Apem. Dost dialogue with thy shadow?
Var. Serv. I speak not to thee. Shak., T. of A., it 2.

II. trans. To express as in dialogue
;
put in

the form of a dialogue.

And dialogued for him what he would say,

Ask'd their own wills and made their wills obey.
Shah., Lovers Complaint, 1. 132.

Dialonian (di-a-16'ni-an), n. [< Dial (see def.)

-I- -onian, as in Babylonian, etc.] An inhabit-

ant of the Seven Dials, a locality in London
long noted for its misery and crime.

The editors of the "Times " and the "Daily News". . .

should know those who can tell them what the Dialonia-ns

feel and what the outcasts in the New Cut suffer.

Contemporary Rev., L. 670.

dial-plate (di'al-plat), n. 1. The plate of a
dial, on which the lines are drawn to show the
hour or time of the day.— 2. The face of a
clock or watch, on which the time of the day is

shown.— 3. Any kind of index-plate.

dial-resistance (di'al-re-zis"tan8), n. In elect.

,

a set of resistance-coils arranged in the cir-

cumference of a circle, so that they may be
thrown into the circuit by moving an arm at-

tached to the center of the dial.

dial-telegraph (di'al-teFe-graf), n. A tele-

graph in which the receiving and transmitting
instruments have the letters of the alphabet ar-

ranged on the circumference of a circle. The
mechanism is so arranged that when a movable index on
the transmitter points to any letter, the index of the re-

ceiver points to the same.

dial-wheel (di'al-hwel), n. One of those wheels
placed between the dial and the pillar-plate of

a watch. Also called minute-wheel.

dial-work (di'al-w6rk), n. The motion-work
of a watch between the dial and the move-
ment-plate.
dialycarpous (di'a-li-kar'pus), a. [< NL. *di-

alucarpus, irreg. <'Gr. dia'Aveiv, separate, + nap-

trof, fruit.] In hot., bearing fruit composed of

separate carpels : same as apocarpous.

Dialypetalse (di"a-li-pet'a-le), n. pi. [NL.,
fern. pi. of dialyjiciatus : see dialypetalous.] In
hot., same as I'olypetahe.

dialypetalous ((U"a-li-pet'a-lus), a. [< NL.
dialupetalu.s, irreg. "C Gr. di'aMeiv, separate, -I-

viraAov, a leaf (mod. bot. a petal).] In bot.,

same as polypetalous.

dialyphyllous (di'a-li-fil'us), a. [< NL. *dia-

lyphyllus, irreg. < Gr. (SioMnv, separate, + 6v?.-

'Aav = L. folium, a leaf.] In hot., composed of

separate leaves : applied to a polysepalous ca-

lyx or a polypetalous corolla.

diamagnetic

dialysable, a. See dialyzable.

dialysate (di-al'i-sat), n. [< dialysis + -ate^.]

In chem., the product removed from a solution
by dialysis.

dialyse, v. t. See dialyze.

dialysepalous (di"a-li-sep'a-lus), a. [< NL.
*dialyseitalus, irreg. < Gr. Sialvuv, separate, -I-

NL. scjjalum, a sepal.] In bot., having a calyx
composed of separate sepals

;
polysepalous.

dialyser, «. See dialyzer.

dialysis (di-al'i-sis), n. [LL., a separation
(rhet.), < Gr. dialvai^, a separation, breaking
up, dissolution, dissolving, dialysis, < diaKiciv,

separate, dissolve, < did, apart,+ Aiiciv, loose, dis-

solve. Ct. analysis, paralysis.] \. Ingram.: {a)

Division of one syllable into two ; dieresis. ( b)

In Latin grammar, specifically, resolution of the
semivowels,/ and v (i. e., y and w) into the cor-

responding vowels i and u respectively.— 2. In
rhet. : (a) Interruption of a sentence by a clause

independent of it in construction
;
parenthesis.

(6) Succession of clauses without connectives

;

asyndeton. Also called dia^^ton.— 3. In anat.,

separation of parts in general; dissolution of

continuity of parts previously united.— 4. In
nied., loss of strength; weakness of the limbs.
— 5. In chem., the act or process of separating
the soluble crystalloid substances in a mixture
from the colloid, depending on the principle that

soluble crystalloid bodies will diffuse readily

through a moist membrane, while colloids dif-

fuse very slowly, if at all. This is done by pouring
a mixed solution of crystalloid and colloid on a sheet of

parchment-paper stretched over a wooden or gutta-percha
hoop, having its edges well drawn up and confined by an
outer rim. The parchment is allowed to float in a basin
of water. Dilfusion immediately commences, the crystal-

loid passing through and dissolving in the water beneath,
while the colloid remains behind. Thus, gruel or broth
containing a very little arsenic dissolved in it gives up the
whole of its arsenic to the water, while scarcely a trace of

the organic substance passes through. As almost all the
poisons in connnon use— arsenic, corrosive sublimate,
oxalic acid, lead acetate, morphia, and salts of strychnine,
etc.— are crystalloids, the toxicologist is by this process
furnished with an easy mode of detecting their presence,
11 they ai'e in a form readily soluble In water.

6. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of dipterous insects.

Walker, 1850.

dialytic (dl-a-lit'ik), o. [< Gr. 6ia'kvTm6^, able to
dissolve, < 'SidXrroc, dissolved, verbal adj. of

dioAi'itiv, dissolve: Bee dialysis.] 1. Pertaining
to or of the nature of dialysis, in any sense of

that word.— 2. In merf., unloosing; unbracing,
as the fibers; relaxing.— 3. In math., pertain-

ing to the process of differentiating equations
successively until the different powers of the

unknown quantities can be regarded as inde-

pendent Dlalsrtlc elimination, in math., a method
mvented by Sylvester, leading to the same result as

Euler's method. It consists in increasing the number
of equations by successively multiplying them by combi-
nations of powers of the unknowns, until a system of

etjuations is obtained from which the unknown factors

of the different terms can be eliminated as independent
quantities, the equations being regarded as linear.—
Dlaljrtlc telescope, a telescope in whicli the flint-glass

lens is brouulit down to al>out half the distance of the
crown-glass lens from the eye. It was invented by Littrow
in 1827, and constructed by Ploessl.

dialyton (di-al'i-ton), n. [LL., < LGr. dtiTivrov,

dialysis, orig. neut. of Gr. iidXvTO(, dissolved,

separated: see dialytic] In rhet., same as
dialysis, 2 (6).

dialyzable (di-a-li'za-bl), a. [< dialyze + -able.]

Capable of separation by dialysis. Also spelled
dialysable.

dialyze (dl'a-liz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dialyzed,

ppr. dialyzing. [< dialysis, like analyze i analy-
sis, after verbs in -ize, -isc.] In chem., to sep-

arate by dialysis. Also spelled dialyse.—Dia-
lyzed Iron, a feeble chalybeate for medical use, consist-

ing of a solution of ferric oxychlorid in water. It is pre-

pared by adding ammonia to a solution of ferric chlo-

rid and dissolving the resulting precipitate by agitation.

This solution is then dialyzed till all crystalloid salts are

removed.

Dialyzed iron has been injected hypodermatically, but
in some instances with the following of abscess at the

site of pmicture.
Bucl^s Uandbaoh ofMed. Sciences, IV. 226.

dialyzer (di'a-li-z6r),«. [< dialyze + -er'^.] The
parchment-paper, or septum, stretched over a

wooden or gutta-percha ring, used in the opera-

tion of dialysis. Also spelled dialyser.

diamagnet (di'a-mag-net), n. [As diamagnet-

ic, after magnet.'] A diamagnetic substance.

diamagnetic (di"a-mag-net'ik), a. and n. [=
F. diamagnetique,"< Gr. Ad, through, across, +
dyvTjg (iiayvrjT-), magnet: sec magnet, magnetic]
', a. Pertaining to or exhibiting dianiagnetism.

II. n. A substance which is diamagnetic in

a magnetic field of force. See diamagnetism, I.

^.



diamagnetic

Taramagnetics tend to move from weak to strong places
of force, while diamagtietics teiul to go front stronR to
weak places. J. E. H. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 17.

diama^etically (di*a-mag-net'i-kal-i), adv.

In a diamagnetic manner ; as a diamagnetic.

^^^^en submitted to magnetic influence, such crystals

[having one axis of figure] take up a position so that their

optic axis points diamagnetically or transversely to the
lines of magnetic force.

W. R. Grove, Cott. of Forces, p. 171.

diamagnetism (di-a-mag'net-izm), n. [= F. di-

amafpietisme ; sls diamagnet-ic -^ -istn.^ 1. The
phenomena exhibited by a class of substances
which, -when under the influence of magnetism
and freely suspended, take a position with the
longer axis at right angles to the magnetic lines

of force. From the experiments of Faraday it appears
to he clearly established thut all matter is subject to the
magnetic force as universally as it is to the gravitating
force, arranging itself into two divisions, the paramafjnetic
and the diamagnetic. Among the former are iron, nickel,

cobalt, palladium, titanium, and a few other substances

;

and among the latter are bismuth, antimony, cadmium,
copper, gold, lead, mercury, silver, tin, zinc, and most
solid, liquid, and gaseous substances. When a paramag-
netic substance is suspended freely between the poles of a
powerful Iiorseshoe magnet, it points in a line from one
gale to the other, which Faraday terms the axial line.

n the other hand, when a diamagnetic substance is sus-

pended in the same manner, it is repelled alike by both
poles, and assumes an equatorial direction, or a direction

at right angles to the axial line.

The magnetism of two iron particles lying in the line

of magnetization is increased by their mutual action, but,

on the contrary, the diamagnetisin of two bismuth par-
ticles lying in this direction is diminished by their mu-
tual action. J. E. H. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 21.

If, however, the magnetism of the molecules were so
much increased that they held each other tight, and so
could not be turned round by ordinary magnetizing forces,

it is shown that effects would be produced like those of
dia}nagneti»tn.

'
W. K. Clifford, lectures, I. 241.

2. That branch of magnetism which treats

of diamagnetic phenomena and diamagnetic
bodies.

diamagnetization (di-a-mag-^net-i-za'shon), w.

[< *diamagnetiz€ (< diaihagnet + -ize) + •uHon,'\

The state of diamagnetic polarity.

diamagnetometer (di-a-mag-ne-tom'e-t^r), n.

[< diamagnetic + Gr. fierpovj a measure.] An
instrument used to measure the intensity of the
diamagnetic power of different substances.
diamantt, n. A Middle English form of dia-

mond,
diamantiferous (di''''a-man-tif'e-rus), a. [< F.
diamantiferey < diamdnt, diamond (see diamond),
+ -f^e (E. -ferous)j -bearing, < \t/ferre = E.
bear'^.~\ Yielding or bearing diamonds; produ-
cing diamonds.
Note on the minerals associated with the diamond in

the newly-discovered diamantiferous district of Salobro.
Nature, XXX. 188.

diamantinet (di-a-man'tin), a. [< F. diaman-
tin = Sp. Pg. It! diamantinOj adamantine: see
adamantine and diamond,'] Adamantine.

For in the Heav'ns, aboue all reach of ours.
He dwels immur'd in diainantine Towers.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, ii., The Ark.

diamesogamous (di''''a-me-sog'a-mus), a. [<
Gr. 6idj through, + ^k'oog, middle, + yo-fiog^ mar-
riage.] In hot., fertilized by the intervention
of some external agent, as wind, water, or in-

sects : applied to flowers.

diameter (di-am'e-t6r), n. [< ME. diametre =
D. G. Dan. Sw. diameter, < OP. diametre, F. di-

amHre = Sp. didmetro = Pg. It. diametro, < L.
diametros,(.GT. diafierpoq, the diagonal of a paral-
lelogram, diameter of a circle (cf . 6iafitTpeiv, mea-
sure through), < (Jm, through, + fihpov, ameasure:
see weter2.] 1, hi geom., a chord of a circle or a

sphere which passes through its

center; in general

—

(a) a chord of
a conic cutting it at points tangents
to which are parallel; (6) a line

intersecting a quadric surface at
points where the tangent planes

«, Diameter of a are parallel. The conception was ex-
Citcie. tended by Newton to other algebraic

curves by means of the following theorem

:

If on each of a system of parallel chords of a curve of the
nth order there be taken the center of mean distances of
the 71 points where the chord meets the curve, the locus
of this center is a straight line, which may be called a
diameter of the curve.

2. The length of a diameter ; the thickness of

a cylindrical or spherical body as measured, in
the former case on a diameter of a cross-sec-
tion made perpendicular to the axis, and in the
latter on a line passing through the center : as,

a tree two feet in diameter ; a ball three inches
in diameter, in arch., the diameter of the lower face
of the shaft of a column, divided into 60 parts, forms a
scale by which all the parts of a classical order are com-
monly measured. The 60th part of the diameter is called
a minute, and 30 minutes make a module.

1592

The space between the earth and the moon, accordii^
to Ptolemy, is seventeen times the diameter of the earth.

Raleigh.

Apparent diameter of a heavenly body. See ajj^wr-

cn^-Bipa^ietal diameter, see fef^anWa/.—Conjugate
diameters of a conic. See conjugate.— I^qbI diameter,
an ideal chord through the center. See ideal.— In di-

ametert, diametrically.

He fals off again warping and warping till he come to
contradict himselfe in diameter.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuua.

Tactical diameter, in naval tactics, the space occupied
by a ship in turning 180° from a straight course ; the
diameter of the circle in which the ship turns after her
motion has become uniform is called her final diameter.
Tactical diameters vary according to the angle at which
the rudder is held.

diametral (di-am'e-tral), a. and n. [< F. diame-
tral = Sp, Pg. diametral = It. diametrale = D.
diametraal= Dan. Sw. diametral^ < NL. *diame-
tralis, < L. diametros, diameter : see diameter and
-a/.] I. a. Pertaining to a diameter; diametri-

cal : used especially in the physical sense.

So diametral
One to another, and so much opposed,
As if I can but hold them all together, . . .

I shall have just occasion to believe
My wit is magisterial.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

This band shall occupy a diametral position along the
whole height of the vessel, and thus receive the friction

the same as the walls of the tube do.
Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXV. 41.

Diametral circle, a circle doubly tangential to a Carte-
sian oval on its axis of symmetry.— Diametral number.
(a) A number equal to i (1 + v'2)« -f i(l—v'2)«, where n
is any integer. These numbers are 1, 3, 7, 17, 41, 99, etc.

(&) A number resolvable into two factors the sum of whose
squares is a square. Thus, 120 is such a number, because
120 = 8 X 15 and 8^ + lo^ = IT^—Dlametral planes, in

crystal. , those planes which are parallel to the vertical and
one of the lateral axes ; a prism formed by sach planes is

called a diametral prism.

II. n. A diameter; a diagonal.

diametrally (di-am'e-tral-i), adv. In a diame-
tral manner.
diametric (di-a-met'rik), a. Same as diametri^

cal. [Rare.]
diametrical (di-a-met'ri-kal), a, [< Gr. Siafie-

TpiKdg, < dtdfiETpoq, diameter: see diameter,"] 1,

Of or pertaining to a diameter; along a diam-
eter; diametral. Prynne.

Every portion of a current proceeding in a diametrical
direction from the equator to the centre must progres-
sively rise in temperature.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 282.

2. Pertaining to the extremities, as if of a dia-

metrical line ; extreme in degree ; absolute
j

utmost: as, their characters are diametrical op-
posites.—Diametrical opposition, an expression ap-
plied by Aristotle to the extreme of opposition ; the rela-

tion between two propositions which differ as much from
each other as two propositions in the same terms can.

At all events he had exposed himself to reproach by di-

ametrical opposition to the profession of his whole life.

Macaulay.

diametrically (di-a-met'ri-kal-i), adv. In a di-

ametrical direction; directly; in an extreme
degree.

These Sayings seemed to clash with one another, and to
be Diametrically opposite. Howell, Letters, li. 17.

The real leaders of the party , . . were men bred In
principles diametrically opposed to Toryism.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

diamine (di'am-in), n, [< Gr. 6c-, two-, + am-
{monia) + -ine'^.] The name of a class of chemi-
cal compounds formed by substituting one or
more alcohol radicals for hydrogen in a double
molecule made up of two ammonia molecules.
Diamines are primary, secondary, or tertiary, according
as one, two, or three atoms of hydrogen are replaced.

diamond (di'a-mond), n. and a. [< ME. dia-

maunde, dyaniand, diamaunt, diamant = D. dia-

mant = MHG. diamant, diemant, G. diamant,
demant = Dan. Sw. diamant, < OF. (and F.) di-

amant = Pr. diaman = Sp. Pg. It. diamante
(ML. diamantes, diamentum, MGr. dia^avre, after

Rom.), < L. adamas {adamant-), (1) adamant,
(2) the diamond: see adamant. The change of

form (in simulation of words with prefix dia-, <

Gr, 6id) is supposed to have been due to some
association with It. diafano = ¥. dia^thane, < Gr.
diaiftav^g, transparent: see diaphanous.] I, n.

If. Adamant; steel, or some imaginary sub-
stance of extreme hardness or impenetrability.

Then zeal, whose substance is ethereal, arming in com-
plete diamond, ascends his fiery chariot. Milton.

2, A precious stone, distinguished from all

others by being combustible and by its ex-

treme hardness, as well as by its superior re-

fractive and dispersive power, it consists of pure
or nearly pure carbon, leaving only a very small quantity of
ash when burned. Its specific gravity is about^ ; its crys-

talline form is the isometric, and it cleaves readily in

planes parallel to the faces of the regular octahedron.

diamond-backed

Natural crystals aie found in a great variety of forms be-
longing to the isometric system. The crystalline planes
of the diamond have this peculiarity, that they are fre-

quently more or less convex, instead of being flat, as
those of crystals usually are. The range of color of the
diamond is extensive, but hues of light yellow, or straw-
color, and brown are of most common occurrence. Dia-
monds of a decided color, such as green, blue, or even red,

are foundj but they are extremely rare ; only one deep-red
diamond is known. A diamond is of the /r«( 7vater when
it is without flaw or tint of any kind. The value of the
gem increases in an increasing ratio with its weight up to
a moderate size ; beyond that there is no fixed value. A
first-water diamond of one carat being considered worth
8100, one of two carats would be held at ¥300, and one of
ten at 811,000. The most desirable form in which the dia-
mond may be cut is called the brilliant. (See cuts under
brilliant.) Diamonds formerly came chiefly from India,
and later from Brazil ; the present principal source of
supply is southern Africa, where they are found associated
with a peculiar rock of unequivocal volcanic origin. In all

other diamantiferous regions diamonds have been found
only in the surface detrital material (gravel and sand), or
else, rarely, in rock of fragmental origin. See bort.

Thel ben so harde, that no man may pollysche hem : and
men clepen hem Dyamandes in that Contree, and Haniese
In another Contree. Mandeville, Travels, p. 1.^7.

Give me the ring of mine yon had at dinner;
Or, for ray diamond, the chain you promis'd.

Shak.,C. of E.,iv. 3.

3. A geometrical figure bounded by four equal
straight lines forming two acute and two ob-
tuse angles ; a rhomb ; a lozenge ; specifically,

such a figure printed in red on a playing-card.
— 4. A playing-card stamped with one or more
red lozenge-shaped figures.— 5, A tool armed
with a diamond, used for cutting glass. Diamonds
so used are uncut, and they are so mounted as to act upon
the glass, not by an angle, but by a curvilinear edge of

the crystal.

6. In base-hall, the square space inclosed within
the four bases. See base-hall,— 7. In her,, the
tincture black in blazoningbymeans of precious
stones. See blazon, n.—8. The smallest size of

printing-type in common use; a size smaller
than pearl. Brilliant, very rarely tised, is the
only regular size below it.

Thb lin« U priDled in ditnoBd.

Black diamond, (a) Same as bort, 2. (6) Mineral coal

as consist inj.% like diamonds, of carbon. [CoUoq.]— Bristol
diamond, same as Bristol stone (which see, under stone).

— Cornish diamonds, quartz crystals found in the tin

mines of Cornwall.—Diamond cut diamond, the case
of an encounter between two very sharp persons.— Ma-
tura diamond, a name given in Ceylon to zircon from
the district of Matura.—Plate diamond. See the ex-

tract.

The cleavage of certain of the African diamonds is so
eminent that even the heat of the hand causes some of

them to fall in pieces. Such diamonds, generally octahe-
dra, may be recognized by a peculiar watery lustre ; they
are called plate diamonds. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 381.

Point diamond. See tlie extract.

When the natural crystal is so perfect and clear that it

requires only to have its natural facets polished, , . .

jewellers call [it] 2k point diamond.
Birdwood, Indian Arts, II. 30.

*

Rose diamond. See rosecut.—'Roxi^h diamond, a dia-

mond uncut; hence, a person of genuine worth, but rude
and unpolished.—Table diamond. See f/rillianf.

H, a, 1. Resembling a diamond; consist-

ing of diamonds ; set with a diamond or dia-

monds : as, a diamond luster ; a diamond neck-
lace ; a diamond ring.

For all the haft twinlcled with diaynond sparks,
Myriads of topaz-lights, and jacinth-work
Of subtlest jewellery. Tennyson, Morte d'Arthnr.

2. Lozenge-shaped
J
rhombic: as, <?^amoJ^(7win-

dow-panes.— 3. Having rhomboid figures or
marlangs: as, the diamond rattlesnake Dia-
mond cotton, a fine fabric of cotton and linen.— Dia-
mond couching. See couchingi, 5.— Dlamond-cut
glass. See f;i(M5.— Diamond diilL See dnV/.—Dia-
mond edition, an edition of a work printed in diamond,
or in some other very small type.— Diamond fret. See
/re(3,— Diamond linen, a name given to various kinds
of diaper, such as toweling, the pattern of which is in

small lozenges.—Diamond-molded glass. See glass.—

Diamond netting. See netting.— Diamond pencil, a
cutting instrument used by glaziers and gluss-cutters.—

Diamond rattler, diamond rattlesnake, Crotahis
ada mantetis.

diamond (di'a-mond), v. t [< diamond, n,] To
set or decorate with diamonds.

He plays, dresses, diamonds himself, even to distinct

shoe-buckles for a frock. Walpole, Letters, II. 241.

diamond-back (di'a-mond-bak), «. The dia-

mond-backed turtle'(which see, xaideT diamond"
bacl'ed).

diamond-backed (di'a-mond-bakt), a. Having
the back marked witfi lozenge-shaped figures.
— Diamond-backed turtle, Malademmps palustris, a
tortoise of the family Clcmmyidce. The shell is keeled,

with the sluelds pale yellow, and marked with brownish
rings, which are often impressed ; the head and limbs are
grayish-black, spotted and lined ; the temples are naked ;

and the nape is covered with soft, spongy skin. It inhab-
its the salt-water marshes of the middle and eastern At-
lantic States, and is especially abundant in Chesapeake
bay. This is the " terrapin " of the Philadelphia, Balti-



Diamond-beetle {Entimus itnferu
aits), natural size.

diamond-backed
more, and Washington markets, highly esteemed for food.
They are mostly caught in the summer, and pent up in
yards or "corrals," to be reserved for the winter months.
diamond-beetle (dl'-

a -mond - be " tl), n.

A. splendid South
Amencan beetle, En-
timus imperialis, of
the family Curculio-
nitke.

diamond-bird (di'a-

mond-berd), n. The
Anglo - Australian
name of the shrikes
of the genus Parda-
lotiis, as P. puncta-
tas: so called from
the marking of the
plumage.
diamond-breaker
(di'a-mond-bra'ker),
n. A seal-engravers'
instrument, consist-
ing of an air-tight
chamber of steel pro-
vided with a closely
fitting pestle, which
under the blows of a hammer pulverizes a dia-
^moud without waste.
diamond-cutter (di'a^mond-kut'er), n. One
who cuts and polishes diamonds.
diamond-cutting (di'a-mond-kut'ing), n. One
of three processes by which diamonds are pre-
pared for use as ornaments or in the arts, the
others being diamond-cleaving and diamond-
polishing. Diamond-cutting is performed by rubbing
together two diamonds secured with shellac in wooden
holders or handles, one of which is held in each hand of
the cutter over the edge of a Ixix called a cutters' box, into
which the dust is allowed to fall. This rubbing is con-
tinued until each diamond assumes the proper outline,
whether brilliant, rose, or briolette, the smaller facets be-
ing afterward made by polishing. Jioth stones are cut at
the same time, irrespective of size or sliape, or of the out-
line to l)e produced. Diamond-cutting is sometimes per-
formed by machinery. In this case one of the handles or
dops is stationary and the other is nu)ved bacliward and
forward, both diamonds being cut at the same time, but
more rapidly and accin-ately than by hand.

diamond-draft (di'a-mond-draft), «. In weav-
iiif/, a method of drawing the warp-threads
through tlie heddles. E. H. Kmght.
diamond-dust (di'a-mond-dust), n. Same as
diamond-powder.
diamonded (di'a-mon-ded), a. [< diamond -f-

-cd-.] 1. Fumislied'or adorned with diamonds,
or as withdiamonds : as, all diamonded with dew.
When In Paris the chief of the police enters a ball-room,

. . . many diamonded pretenders shrink and make them-
selves as inconspicuous as they can, or give him a suppli-
eating look aa they pass. Emerton, Behavior.

2. Having the figure of an oblique-angled par-
allelogram, rhomb, or lozenge.

Break a stone in the middle, or lop a bough of a tree,
and one shall behold the grain thereof (by some secret
cause In nature) diamonded or streaked in the fashion of
a lozenge. Fuller, Profane State, p. 368.

diamond-gage (di'a-mond-gaj), n. A staff in
which are set small crystals of sizes decreasing
from i to 5"^ of a carat, used by jewelers in esti-
mating the sizes of .small diamonds.
diamond-knot (di'a-moud-not), n. An oma-
niciital knot worked with the strands of a rope.
diamond-mortar (di'a-mond-m6r''tar), n. In
scfil-eiu/raviiig, a hard steel mortar used to
grind diamonds into a fine powder for use in
engraving or cutting. It is also used by chem-
ists for pulverizing hard substances.
diamond-plaice (di'a-mond-plas), n. A local
Englisli name (Sussex) of the common plaice,
Pliuroncctfn platessa.

diamond-plate (di'a-mond-plat), n. In seal-
engravinff, a, plate of steel on which diamond-
powder and oil are spread to prepare it for the
rubbing down of the surfaces of stones before
and after designs are cut on them.
diamond-point (di'a-mond-point), n. A stylus
having a fragment "of a diamond at the end,
used in ruling glass, in etching, and in ruling-
machines. - Diamond-point cUsel. .See c/,««i2.

diamond-powder (iU'a-mgnd-pou"d6r), n. A
fine dust produced in'diamond-cutting by the
abrasion of two stones against each other, it
is useil in cutting and i)oli8hiiig diamonds, rubies, sap-
phires, and topazes, and in making cameos, intaglios, etc.
.Alio called diamonddutt.

diamond-aetter (dl ' a -mond - set ' 6r) , n. One
who sets or mounts diamonds and other gems
in gold, platinum, or other metals.
diamond-shaped (di'a-mond-shapt), a. Shaped
like a lozenge ; rhombic.
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diamond-snake (di a-mond-snak), «. 1. A diancistra (di-an-sis'tra), n.; pi. diancistrce
large Austraban serpent, Morelia spilotes, a (-tre). [NL., < Gr. 61-, two-, -I- ayKiaToov, pi
kind of boa or python: so called from the pat- ayKiarpa, hook.] In sponges, a flesh-spicule in
tern of its coloration.— 2. A venomous serpent the form of a rod with a hook at each end di-
et lasmania, Boplocephalus superhus. vided by an incision.
diamond-spar (di'a-mond-spiir), ». Another diander (di-an'der), «. [< NL. *rfjaKd>a« : seename iov corundum. diandrons.-\ In hot., a plant having two sta-
Oiamona-truck (dj'a-mond-tmk), n. A ear- mens.
truck the side frames of which are diamond- Diandria (di-an'dri-a), n. pi. [NL., < "dian-
shaped and made of iron. drus, having two stamens : see diaiidrous.']
aiamona-Weevil(di a-mond-we"vl), n. A name The second class in the Linnean system of
of species of the genus Entimus, as M. imperialis. plants, comprehending all genera with perfect
See diamond-beetle. flowers having only two stamens, which are
Oiamond-wneel (di'a-mond-hwel), ». In gem- free and distinct.
cutting: (fl) Awheel madeofcopperandeharged diandrian (di-an'dri-an), a. [As diandr-ous -t

with diamond-powder and oil, used in grinding -w».] Same as diaBdWMS.
any gem. (b) A similar wheel made of iron, diandrous (di-an'drus), a. [< NL. 'diandrus,
used with diamond-powder and oil in grinding having two stamens, < Gr. <!(-, two-, + avf/p
diamonds. It makes from 2,000 to 3,000 revolts
tions a minute. Also called shive.

diamond-work (di'a-mqnd-werk), n. In ma-
sonry, a method of 'laying stones so that the
joints form lozenge-shaped designs.
(fiamorphosis (di-a-mor'fo-sis), n. [< Gr. Sia-
/idfH^ai^. a forming! shaping, < Siaftofxpovv, form,
shape, < dm, through, -1- /lOfxpovv, form, < /lopipri,

form.] Same as dimorphism. [Bare.]

Diandrous Flow-

{av6p-), a man, in mod. bot. a
stamen.] In bot., having two
stamens ; specifically, pertaining
to or having the characters of the
Diandria.
DianidSB (di-an'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Diana, 3 (6), + -idle.-] A family %t^fS""'

°^'

of acanthopterygian fishes: asyn-
_ _ onym of Luvaridai. Also Dianides. Bisso, 1826

On the JXanwrphoaii of Lyngbya, Schizogonium, and dianite (di'a-nit), ». [< dian-ium (see def.) (<*

Prasiola. u. C. Wood, iresh-VVater Alga), p. 240. Diana) -{ -jfea.] A name given by Franz von
diamotosis (di''a-mo-t6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6ta- Kobell to the columbite of Bodeumais, Bavaria,
fidraaig, < dia/iorovv, put lint into a wound, < Sid, on the supposition that it contained a new
through, -t- fi0T6(, lint.] In surg., the introduc- metal called by him dianium.
tion of lint into a wound. dianodal (di-a-no'dal), a. [< Gr. 6ia, through,
Diana (di-an'a or di-a'nii), n. [L., in OL. also "^ !"• nodus, a knot : see node and nodal.] In
Jana (and raiely Deiand), tern, corresponding wwWt., passing through a node Dianodal center,
to Janus, q. v. ; from same root as Diovis = Jo- " Ppintrelated tc a system of given points, all but two of

vis, Jupiter, Juno, Dis, and other names of dei-
ties: see deity.] 1. In Mom. myth., an original
Italian goddess dwelling in groves and about
fountains, presiding over the moon, and forbid-
ding the approach of man. she was the patron di-
vinity of the plebeians, and her worship was not favored
by the patricians. She was later completely identifled
in characteristics and attributes with the Greek Artemis
(which see).

2. II. c] The alchemical name of silver.—3.
[NL.] In ro67. : (a) [I. c] A large African mon-
key, Cereopithecus diana : so called from a fan-

Diana Monkey {Cereopithecus diana).

cied resemblance of its white coronet to the
silver bow of Diana. Also called roloway. (6)

which may be arbitrarily chosen, in such a way that if a
surface of a certain order has nodes at those given points
any additional nodes that it may have must be at one or
more of the dianodal centers.— Dianodal curve, a curve
so related to a deterndnate number or };iven imiiits, all but
one of which may be arbitrarily chosen, that if a surface of
a given order has nodes at all those points any additional
node which it may have must lie somewhere, and may lie
anywhere, on the dianodal curve. The dianodal curve for
a quartic surface is of the 18th order.— DlanodtJ sur-
fece, a surface on which must lie (except in certain cases)
any nodes of a surface of a given order which is to have
a certain number of nodes at certain arbitrarily chosen
points. Thiis, if a quartic surface is to have seven nodes
at arbitrarily chosen points, any eighth node which it may
have, unless it is at a certain point, must lie somewhere,
and may lie anywhere, on a certain sextic surface, the di-
anodal surface of the seven nodes.

dianoetic (di"a-no-et'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. 6ta-
vorrnnoQ, of or for thinking, intellectual, < Sia-
voj/rdc, verbal adj. of diavoeiaSai, think of, think
over, purpose, < dia, through, -f- vodv, think, <
v6o(, contr. vovg, mind, thought.] I. a. Think-
ing ; intellectual ; of or pertaining to the dis-
cursive faculty.

n. n. That part of logic which treats of
ratiocination, sir WUliam Hamilton proposed to ex-
tend the meaning of the term so as to include the whole
science of the laws of thought.

I would employ . . . dianoetic to denote the operations
of the discursive, elaborative, or comparative faculty.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxvii.

dianoialog7 (di'^a-noi-aro-ji), n. [Irreg. for
the analogically reg. *dianaiology, < Gr. diavoia,

intelligence, understanding, thought, purpose
(of. diavoeladai, think of, purpose : see dianoetic),
+ -Xoyia, < ?Jyeiv, speak: see -ology.] That de-
partment of philosophy which treats of the di-
anoetic faculties. Sir W. Hamilton.

A genus of fishes, the type of a peculiar family dianome (di'a-nom), n. [< Gr. diavofii], distri-
Dianidte; the yoimg state of Luvarus (which
see). Risso, 1826. (c) A genus of Coleoptera.

Laporte and Gory, 1837.
(d) A genus of Mollusca.
Clcsffin, 1878 Diana of
the Ephesians, or Ephesian
Artemis, an ancient Asiatic
divinity whose worship was
adopted by the Ionian Greeks.
She was a personification of the

\.f J-' j^ jf^JM* fruitfulness of nature, and was

JB('T:f *TMir quite distinct from the Greek^^^ T^^in^P goddess, though assindlated to
her by the Ephesians from some
resemblance of attributes. She
was represented wearing a
mural crown and with many
breasts, and with the lower
part of her body cased, like a
munuuy, In a sheath bearing
mystical figures.

dianatict (di-a-nat'ik),
a. [< Gr. Sidvativ, flow
through, percolate, < 6ia,

through, -K vauv, flow.]
-I

*"* Wff^nSii^ Reasoning logically and
pro^essively from one
subject to another. E.
Phillips, 1706.

bution, < diav'ineiv, distribute.] In math., a sur-
face, especially a quartic surface, having all its

nodes, over and above the number which can
be arbitrarily located, situated on the dianodal
surface of the latter.

Diana of the Ephesians.—
From statue in the Museo Na.
ckmale, Naples.

. China I'ink [Dianthus Chittensis).
Caryeph^llus),

t>. Clove Pink {DiaHtkwt



Dianthns

Dianthns (di-an'thus), w. [NL., said to be <

Gr. ('«)(, divine, + avOo^, a flower ; but perhajis

< Gr. 6iaM/g, double-flowering, < A-, two-, + av-

6oc, a flower.] A large herbaceous genus of the
natural order Caryophylhicca:, natives of tlie

Mediterranean region and temperate Asia, dis-

tinguished from other related genera by a oa-
lyeulate tubular calyx and peltate seeds with
a straight embryo. Various species are Icnown by the
common Englisli name of pi-nk, ami several iiave lung been
in cultiTation for tlxe fragrance and beauty of tlieir flow-

ers. From the dove-pink (£). Caryophyllus) of southern
Europe have originated all the numerous forms of the
carnation, {^e eamatwni.) The sweet-william or buncli-

pinit (Z). barbatus), the pheasant's eye (/>. plmnariufs), and
the Cliiua or Indian pink (/>. ChineiisU), in many varieties,

are common in gardens, as well as hybrids of these and
other species. See piiik, and cut on preceding page.

diapaset (di'a-pas), «. Same as diapason.

And make a tunefull DiapaM of pleasures.

Spenser, Tears of tile Muses.

diapasmt (di'a-pazm), n. [= F. diapasme, < Gr.
6id-aafia, scented powder to sprinkle over the
person, < SiaTzaaaeiv, sprinkle, < 6ia, through, +
T^aaauv, sprinkle.] A perfume consisting of the
powder of aromatic herbs, sometimes made
into little balls and strving together to be worn
as a chain.
There's an excellent diapagm, in a chain too, if you like

it. JS. Jonsan, Cynthia's Kevels, v. 2.

diapason (di-a-pa'zon), n. [= D. G. P. Sp. It.

diapason = Pg. diapasao, < L. diapason, an oc-

tave, < Gr. dtanacav, the concord of the first

and last tones, more correctly written sepa-
rately, 1? Sia Kaaav, an abbrev. of the phrase r;

Sia naaini xopSav cvfujxMla, a concord through all

the tones— that is, a concord of the two tones
obtained by passing through all the tones: 6i&,

prep., through ; naauv, gen. pi. fem. of Trof, all

;

XOjjiijv, gen. pi. of x^P^V) a string; avfi(j>uvia,

symphony: see dia-, pant-, chord, symphony.^
In music : (a) In the ancient Greek system, the
octave.
The diapason or eight in musick is the sweetest con-

cord ; inasmuch as it is in effect an unison.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 103.

(b) The entire compass of a voice or an instru-
ment.

But cheerfull Birds, chirping him sweet Good-morrows,
Witli Natures Musick do beguile his sorrows;
Teaching the fragrant Forrests, day by day,
The Diapason of their Heav'nly lay.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 8.

From harmony to harmony
Through all the compass of the notes it ran,
The diapason closing full in Man.

Dryden, Song for St. Cecilia's Day, 1687, 1. 15.

(c) Correct tune or pitch.

Love their motion sway'd
In perfect diapason, whilst they stood
In first obedience, and their state of good.

Milton, A Solemn Music, 1. 23.

(d) (1) A rule by which organ-pipes, flutes,

etc., are constructed, so as to produce sounds
of the proper pitch. (2) A fixed standard of

pitch, as the French diapason normal, accord-
ing to which the A next above middle C
has 435 vibrations per second. See pitch. (3)
A tuning-fork, (e) In organ-building, the two
principal foundation-stops, called respectively
the open diapason and the stopped diapason.
The open diapason has metal pipes of large scale, open at
the top, giving that full, sonorous, majestic tone which is

the typical organ-tone. The stopped diapason has wooden
pipes of large scale, stopped at the top by wooden plugs,
giving that powerful, flute-like tone which is the typical
flute-tone of the organ. The most important mutation-
stops of the open-diapason species are the doxible open
diapason, sounding the octave below the key struck ; the
prmcipal or octave, sounding the octave above ; and the
fjteenth, sounding the second octave alwve. Those of the
stopped-diapason siwciea are the bourdon, sounding the oc-
tave below ; i\\Q Jlute, sounding the octave above ; and the
piccolo, sounding the second octave above. Many varieties
of each of these occur. See «*f>/^— Diapason dlapente,
or diapason cum dlapente, in Gr. and medieral iiii/Hic,

the interval of an octave and a fifth, or a twelfth.— Dia-
pason diatessaron, or diapason cum diatessaron,

. in Gr. and medieval music, the interval of an octave and a
fourth, or an eleventh.— Diapason ditone, in Gr. and
medieval music, the interval of an octave and a major
third, or a major tenth.— Diapason normal, the pitch
which is recognized as the standard in France. See pitch.
— Diapason semi-dltone, in Or. and medieval music,
the interval of an octave and a minor third, or a minor
tenth.— Out of diapason, out of tune.

diaped (di'a-ped), «. In math., a line common
to the planes of two non-contiguous faces of a
polyhedron, just as the diagonal of a polygon
IS the line joining two non-contiguous vertices.

diapedesis (di''a-pe-de'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dia-

m/or/ui^, a leaping ttrough, an oozingthrough the
tissues, < SiaTrudav, leap through, ooze through,
< did, through, + jn?rfav, leap, spring.] The ooz-
ing of the blood-corpuscles througJi the walls
of the blood-vessek withont visible rupture.

DiaptHsia Lappa.
Mica.
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diapedetic (di"a-pe-det'ik), a. [< diapedesis
(-ifct-) + -I'c] tertaining to or of the nature
of diapedesis.

Diapensiacese (di-a-pen-si-a'se-e), m. p?. [NL.,
< Diapensia (Lumreus), the typical genus (< Gr.

did n-fvTf, by five, in ref. to the
flower: see diapente), + -ace<r.]

A small order of gamopetalous
dicotyledons, somewhat allied

to the Ericaceae, including 6 gen-
era and 8 or 9 species, widely
separated in their distribution.
Diapensia, of 2 species, alpine or arctic

in eastern North America, northern
Europe and Asia, and Tibet, and Pyxi-
danthera, of the pine-baiTcns of New
Jersey, are dwarf heath-like evergreens.
The other genera, Shortia, Galax, etc.,

of the Alleghany mountains, Japan,
and Tibet, are acaulescent scapigerous

plants with creeping rootstocks and evergreen leaves.

dlapente (di-a-pen'te), n. [< L. diapiente, < Gr.
AaTTfvrt, for tj Sid mvre, sc. ;t;op(!aiv avfu^via, the
interval of a fifth (ef. diapason): itd, prep.,
through ; nhre = E. five.'] 1 . In Gr. and medie-
val music, the interval of a fifth.— 2. In phar.,
a composition of five ingredients ; an old elec-

tuary consisting of the diatessaron with the ad-
dition of another medicine.— Diapason diapente.
See diapason.

diaper (di'a-pfer), n. [< ME. dyaper, diapery, <

OP. diapre,' diaspre = Pr. diaspre (ef. ML. dias-

prus, diaspra), a kind of ornamented cloth,

diapered cloth ; a particular use of OF. diapre,
diaspre = Pr. diaspre = Sp. didspero, diaspro =
Pg. diaspro = It. diaspro, jasper, < L. iaspi{d-)s,

jasper: see jasjyer, which is thus a doublet of
diaper.'] 1. Originally, a silken fabric of one
color having a pattern of the same color woven
in it; now, a textile fabric having a pattern
not strongly defined, and repeated at short
intervals; especially, such a fabric of linen,

where the pattern is indicated only by the di-

rection of the thread, the whole being white or
in the unbleached natural color. Compare
damask, 1 (d). The pattern of such diaper is usually
a series of squares, lozenges, and the like, or of sets of
squares, etc., one within another.

Anie weaver, which his worke doth boast
In dieper, in damaske, or in lyne.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 364.

Six chests of diaper, four of damask,
B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 1.

2. A pattern for decoration of any kind con-
sisting of a simple figure often repeated, as in
the woven fabric. Hence— 3. Any pattern
constantly repeated over a relatively large sur-
face, whether consisting of figures separated
by the background only, or of compartments
constantly succeeding one another, and filled

Diapers.— «, from Westminster Abbey, and 6, c, from Lincoln
Cathedral, England.

with a design, especially a geometric design,
or one based on a flower-form, it is used in archi-
tecture, especially medieval, sculptured in low relief as
an ornamental ground, and is frequent as a background
in manuscript illumination, in painted panels, especially
with gilding, and as a decoration for other fiat surfaces.

4. In Act., same as diajyering.— 5t. A towel or
napkin.

Let one attend him witli a silver bason, . . .

Another bear the ewer, the third a diaper.
Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i.

6. A square piece of cloth for swaddling the
nates and adjacent parts of an infant j a clout.
— Bird's-eye diaper, a Kind of toweling.

diaper (di'a-p6r), v. [ME. only in pp. diapredy
dyapredj after OF. diapr^, pp. of diaprer, F,
diapreTy diaper, ornament with diaper-work

;

from the noun.] I, trans. 1. To variegate or
diversify, as cloth, with figures ; flower : as,

diapered silk.

Let the ground whereas her foot shall tread.

For feare the stones her tender foot should wrong.
Be strewed with fragrant flowers all along,
And diapred lyke the discolored mead.

Speiiser, Epithalamion, 1, 51.

Down-droop'd in many a floating fold,

Kngarlanded and diaper'd
With inwrought flowers, a cloth of gold.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

2. To draw or work in diaper, or as part of a
diaper; introduce in a diaperedpattem or fabric.

Diaperis hydni,

a, larva ; d, beetle ; c, under side of head of
larva ; d, leg of same ; ^, antenna of beetle.
(Lines show natural sizes.)

diaphemetric

A cope covered with trees and diapered birds.

Inventory in S. K. Textiles, p. 33.

II. intrans. To draw a series or succession of
flowers or figures, as upon cloth.

If you diaper upon folds, let yom" work be l^roken, and
taken, as it were, by the half: for reason tells you that
your fold must cover somewhat miseen.

Peachani, Drawing.

diapering (di'a^p6r-ing), n. [Verbal n. of dia-
2yer,v.] 1. (a) A diaper pattern, (i) A surface
covered with diaper ornament.— 2. In 7i«r.,the

decoration of the surface with ornament other
than heraldic bearings : said of the field or of
any ordinary. Also called diaper.

Diaperis (di-a-pe'ris), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. (5m-

ireipciv, drive through, perforate, < 6id, through,
-I- Tteipuv, pierce, perforate.] A genus of atra-

eheliate heteromerous beetles, of the family
Tenehrionidce and subfamily Tenebrionin<B. it

is characterized
by the broadly
oval body, entire-

ly corneous front,

eyes emarginate
in front, pygidi-
unl not exposed,
and the first joint
of the tarsi slen-

der, but not lon-

ger than the sec-

ond. The few
species known,
Ixtth of the old
and the new
world, live, in the
larva and imago
states, in fungi
growing on old
logs. D. hydni
(Fabricius), of the
eastern United
States, is a shining-black beetle, with bright orange-red
elytra with variaVile black markings.

diaperyt, "• See diaper.

diaphanalt (di-af'a-nal), a. [As diaphan-ous +
-«/.] Same as diaphanous.

Divers diaphanal glasses filled with several waters,
that shewed like so many stones of orient and transparent
hues. B. Jonson, Entertainment at Theobalds.

diaphane (di'a-fan), n. [= F. diaphane, trans-
parent, < Gr. '6ta(j>avrj(;, transparent: see diaph-
anous.] 1. A silk fabric having figures more
translucent than the rest of the stuff.— 2. In
anat., a cell-wall; the investing membrane of
a cell or sac. [Rare.]

diaphaneity (di"a-fa-ne'i-ti), n.^ [< F. diapha-
neite, irreg. < Gr. Sia<fdviia', transparency, < 6ia^-
vr/c, transparent: see diaphanous.] The power
of transmitting light; transparency; diapha-
nousness; pellucidness.

It [the garnet] varies in diaphaneity from transparent to
nearly opaque. Encyc. Brit., X. 81.

diaphanict (di-a-fan'ik), a. [< Gr. Sia^avT/(,

transparent, + -jc] Same as diaphanous. Ba-
leigh.

diaphanometer (di"a-fa-nom'e-ter), n. [< Gr.
Sia<jiaviig, transparent, + /lirpov, a measure.] 1.

An instrument for estimating the transparency
of the air.— 2. An instniment for testing
spirits by comparing their transparency with
that of spirits of known purity.

diaphanoscope (di-a-fan'o-skop), n. [< Gr.
<ha<pav//c, transparent, + cKOTriiv, -v-iew: see di-

aphanous.] A dark box in which transparent
positive photographs are viewed, either with or
without a lens. The positive should be placed as far

from the eye as the eiiuivalent focal length of the lens
with which the negative was taken ; and when a lens is

used for viewing the picture, its focal length should be
the same as that of the lens witn which it was taken.

diaphanotype (di-a-fan'o-tip), «. [< Gr. <5«i-

<pavij(:, transparent, + tvjtoi; impression.] In
photog., a picture produced by coloring on the
back a positive lightly print?d on a translucent
paper, and placing this colored print exactly
over a strong duplicate priu;.

diaphanous (dl-af'a-nus), a. [(Cf. F. diaphane
= Pr. diafan = Sp. didfano = Pg. diaphano =
It. diafano) < Gr. Sm<pavr/g, transparent, < 6ia-

(paivew, show through, < did, through, -I- ijtaiveiv,

show: eee fancy = fantasy = phantasy, fantom
=z pha7ttom.] Transmitting light; permitting
the passage of light ; transparent; clear; trans-

lucent.
Behold the daybreak

!

The little light fades the immense and diaphanous
shadows! Watt Whitmaiu

diaphanously (di-af'a-nus-li), adu. Transpa-
rently.

diaphanousness (di-af'a-nus-nes), «. The qual-

ity of being diaphanous.
diaphemetric (di-af-e-met'rik), a. [< Gr. (5(o,

through, + d<j>i/, touch, + fitrpov, measure, +
-fc] Belating to the measurements of the



diaphemetric

tactile sensibility of parts : as, diaphemetric
compasses. Dunglison.

diapaonic, diaphonical (di-a-fon'ik, -i-kal), a.

[< Gr. 6ta(jiuvo^, dissonant, discordant, taKen in

lit. sense of 'sounding through or across,' < Aa,

through, across, + ^oiK//, a sound.] Same as

diacotistic.

diaphonics (di-a-fon'iks), n. [PI. of diaphonic ;

see -if.v.] Same as diacousties.

diaphony (di-af o-ni), n. [< Gr. dia(jxjvia, dis-

sonance, discord, < didfuvog, dissonant, discor-

dant : see rfia/>feo»Jc. Gi. symphony. '\ 1. Inane.
G^r. music, a dissonance: distinguished from
symphony.— 2. In medieval music, the earliest

and crudest form of polyphony, in which two,
three, or four voices proceeded in strictly par-
allel motion, at such intervals with one another
as the octave, the fifth, and the fourth. Also
called organum.
diaphoresis (di'a-fo-re'sis), n. [LL., perspira-
tion, < (jr. 6i.a(f6f>Tjai^, a carrying off, perspira-

tion, < 6ia(f>opelv, spread abroad, carry off, throw
off by perspiration, < rfm, through, + ^pciv,

carry, freq. of ipipiiv = E. })ear^.'\ In med.,
perspiration, especially when artificially pro-
duced.

The insensible halitna, when in a quantity to be con-
densed, and in this state sensible to the feelings, is the
diaphoresis. Parr, Med. Diet. (Ord MS.),

diaphoretic (di'a-fo-ret'ik), a. and n. [< Gr.
dca(popiiTiK6(, promoting perspiration, < Sta(j>ope'tv,

throw off by perspiration : see diaphoresis.'] I.

a. Promoting or increasing perspiration ; sudo-
rific.

A diaphoretick medicine, or a sadoriflck, is something
that will provoke sweating. Watts.

Diaphoretic antimony. See antimcmy.

II. n. A medicine which promotes perspira-
tion; a sudorific.

Diaphoreticks. or promoters of perspiration, help the or-

gans of digestion, i^ecause the attenuation of the aliment
makes it perspirable. Arlmthnot.

diaphoretical (di'a-fo-ret'i-kal), a. Same as
diiiphoritic.

diaphorite (di-af 'o-rit), n. [< Gr. 6id<j>opo^, dif-

ferent (< itaipipeiv, differ: see differ), + -ite^.]

A mineral having the same composition as
freieslebenite, but crystallizing in the ortho-
rhombic system.
diaphra^^ (di'a-fram), n. [< F. diaphragme=
Sp. diajrugma = Pg. diaphragma = It. diajrag-

mn, < LL. diuphragma, < Gr. iid^pay/ja, a parti-

tion-wall, barrier, the midriff, diaphragm, <

dtauppayvivat, separate by a barrier, barricade,
< did, between, -t- (ppaywvai, equiv. to the more
common (jipdaativ, fence, inclose, = L. farcire,

stuff, whence ult. E. farce and forced, q. v.] 1

.

A partition ; something which divides or sepa-
rates. Specifically— 2. la mech,: (o) A thin
piece, generally of metal, serving as a parti-

tion, or for some other special purpose : as, the
vibrating diaphragm of a telephone, for the
communication of transmitted sounds. (6) A
ring, or a plate pierced with a circular hole so
arranged as to fall in the axis of the instru-

ment, used in optical instruments to cut off

marginal beams of light, as in a camera or a
telescope, such diaphragms are often made movable,
especially for photographic lenses, so that one with a large
opening may be inserted when it is desired to admit abim-
dant light to the lens, in order to use a short ex|>osure,
and one with a small opening wlien sharpness of detail is

more desirable than shortness of exposure.

3. In anat., the midriff; the musculomembra-
nous partition which separates the thoracic
from the abdominal cavity in mammals, in man
tile diaphragm consists of a muscular sheet whose fibers

Lower Surface of Human Diaphragm.

£, esophagus ; t^Cf, inferior vena cava ; TAD, thoracic duct

;

Me. aorta.
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radiatefrom a trefoil tendinous center to attach themselves
to the lower margins of the thorax, and behind form a large
bundle on either side, called pillars of the diaphragm. The
diaphragm is pierced by three principal openings ; the eso-

phaifeal, for the passage of the esopliagus accompanied
by the pneuraogastric nerves ; the aortic, for the passage
of the aorta, thoracic duct, and large azygous vein ; and
the caval, for the inferior vena cava ; besides some others
for splanchnic nerves, etc. The diaphragm is invested on
its thoracic surface by the pleural and pericardial serous
membranes ; on its abdominal surface by the peritoneum,
a fold of which, reflected upon the liver, forms the sus-
pensory ligament of that organ. The diaphragm is deep-
ly concavo-convex, the convexity upward ; the general
figure is that of an umbrella. It is a powerful respiratory
muscle, contracting at each inspiration and so flattening,
while its relaxation in expiration renders it more convex

;

its contraction also assists in defecation and in parturi-
tion, and its spasmodic action is concerned in hiccough
and sneezing : when most relaxed it rises to the level of
about the fifth rib. A i-udimentary diaphragm exists in
birds ; it is best developed in the apteryx.

4. In cryptogamic hot., in Equisetum, a trans-
verse partition in the stem at the node ; in Se-
laginetla and its allies, a layer separating the
prothallium from the cavity of the macrospore

;

in Characece, a constriction formed by the en-
veloping cells near the tip of the oogonium.

—

5. In conch., a septum or shelf-like plate ex-
tending into the cavity of a shell, more or less
partitioning it.— aIsb of the diaphragm. See ala.

—Crura of the diaphragm. See crus.- iris dia-
phragm, a fonn of diaplinigni used with lenses, in which
the size of the aperture is varied at will, and at the same
time kept nearly circular by the simultaneous motion
of a large number of small shutters.— I,igaments Of
the diaphragm, the internal and external ai-cuate lig-

amentous liortier of the mammalian diaphragm, where it

arches over tlie psoas and quadratus lumborum muscles.
— Pillars of the diaphragm. See def . 3.— Eevolvlng
diaphragm, in optics, a lens-diaphragm consisting of a
disk pierced with holes of various diameters, and pivoted
in such a position that by rotating it any opening desired
may be iirought in line with the axis of the lens.— Trefoil
of the diaphragm, the three leaflets into which the mus-
culonienit)ranous i>art of the diaphragm is disposed.

diaphragmal (di-a-frag'mal), a. [< diaphragm
(liL. diaphragma) + -al.'i 1 . Partitioning or
separating, as a partition between two cavities

;

septal.— 2. Same as diaphragmatic.
diaphragmalgia, diapliraginalgy (di''a-frag-

mal'ji-a, -ji), n. [XL. didplirdiimalgia,' <. Gr.
6ia(ppa-jija, diaphragm, -f- a/.)of, pain.] Pain in
the diaphragm.
diaphragmatic (di'a-frag-mat'ik), a. [< LI(.

diaj)hragma(t-), diaphragm, -I- -ic] Of or per-
taining to the diaphragm. Also diaphragmal.
—DlapSraginatlcforamlna.See/ornw.'ii.-Dlaplira^-
matic ganglion, iive riattflUon—Diaphragmatic gout.
Same its iin;/itia jiectoris (y/hich see, under anyliui).

diaphragmatitis (di-a-frag-ma-ti'ti8),«. [NL.,
< LL. diaphragma(i-), diaphragm, + -ids.] In
pathoL, inflammation of the diaphragm or of
its serous coats. Also diaphragmitis.

diaphragmatocele (di'a-frag-mat'o-sel), n. [<
Gr. 6idijipay/m{T-), diaphragm, -1- w/Xi/, tumor.] In
pathol., hernia, or a tumor, from a part of the
viscera escaping through the diaphragm.
diaphragmodynia (di-a-frag-mo-din'i-a), n.

[NIj., < Gr. did(ppa}iia, diaphragm,+ oSirni/, pain.]
Pain in the diaphragm.
diaphyses, «. Plural of diaphysis.

diaphysial (di-a-fiz'i-al), a. [< diaphysis + -al.l

Pertaining to a diaphysis ; extending continu-
ously between two ends, as the shaft of a bone.

diaphysis (di-af'i-sis), n.
;
pi. diaphyses (-sez).

[NL., < Gr. 6idipvai(;, a growing through, burst-

ing of the bud, < diaipveaOai, grow through, of

buds, < did, through, + ipitcdai, grow: see phy-
sic, etc.] 1. In hot., an abnormal elongation
of the axis of a flower or of an inflorescence ; a
form of prolification.— 2. In anat., the conti-

nuity of a bone between its two ends ; the shaft
of a long bone, as distinguished from its epi-

physes or apophyses.

diaplasis (di-ap'la-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. itdTr^aat^,

a putting into shape, setting of a limb (Galen),

< dtarr}.aaactv, form, mold, set a limb, < did,

through, + KMaaetv, form, mold.] In surg., re-

duction, as of a dislocation or fracture. Dun-
qlismi.

diaplastic (di-a-plas'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. *Sia.

TT/aoTof, verbal adj. of oia'rrTidaaciv, form (see

diaplasis), + -ic] I. a. Of or pertaining to

diaplasis : as, a diaplastic medicine or embro-
cation.

H. n. A medicine used in the treatment of

fractured or dislocated limbs.

diaplex (di'a-pleks), n. Same as diaplexus.

diaplexal (di-a-plek'sal), a. [< diaplex + -al.]

Pertaining to the diaplexus.

diaplexus (di-a-plek'sus), n. [NL., < Gr. Sid,

through, + Ij.plexus: see plexus.] The choroid
plexus of the diaecelia or third ventricle of the
brain. Also diaplex.

diarian

diapnoef (di-ap'no-e), n. [< Gr. Siawvor;, a pas-
sage, outlet, evaporation, perspiration, < dm.
TTvelv, blow through, < did, through, -I- irveiv,

blow.] Sweating; perspiration. E. Phillips,
1706.

diapnoic (di-ap-no'ik), a. and n. [= F. diapno-
iqtie; as diapnoe + -ic] I. a. In vied., pro-
ducing a very slight, insensible perspiration;
gently diaphoretic.

H. n. A remedial agent which produces a
very slight, insensible perspiration ; a mild dia-
phoretic.

diapnotic (di-ap-not'ik), a. [< Gr. Siairvoij, pas-
sage, outlet, perspiration (see diapnoe), + -ot-

-ic ] Pi'omoting gentle perspiration.

diapophyses, ». Plural of diapophysis.

diapophyslal (di"a-jio-fiz'i-al), a. [< diapophy-
sis + -al.] Pertaining to a diapophysis; hav-
ing the morphological character of a diapophy-
sis : as, a diapophysial process ; the diapophysial
element of a vertebra. Geol. Jour.

diapophysis (di-a-pof'i-sis), n.; pi. diapophyses
(-sez). [NL., <' Gr. did, through, -1- airdipvaic,

outgrowth: see apophysis.] The transverse pro-
cess proper of a vertebra ; the lateral process
from each side of the neural arch, paired with
its fellow of the opposite side of the same ver-
tebra. It is one of the most constant and characteristic
of the several vertebral apophyses. When there are more
than one pair of transverse processes, the diapophysis is

the dorsad or neurad one, as distinguished from a para-
pophysis or pleurapophysis. In cervical vertebras the dia-
pophyses are commonly confluent with pleurapophyses,
forniing a compound transverse process, pierced by the
vertebrarterial foramen, the posterior tubercular being
the proper diapophysial portion of such formations. See
cuts under atlas, cervical, and dorsal.

diaporesis (di''a-po-re'sis), ». [LL., < Gr. Sia-

ndpr/aic:, a doubting, a rhetorical figure so called,

< SiaiTope'iv, doubt, be at a loss, < Sid, through,
apart, + airopelv, be at a loss: see aporia.] In
rhet., a figure by which the speaker professes
to be in doubt which of several statements to
make, which of several courses to pursue or rec-

ommend, where to begin or end, or, in general,
what to say on a topic: as. What shall I do

—

remain silent or speak freely f Shall I call this

folly, or shall I call it crime ? If a judge, the
audience, or an opponent is asked to settle the
doubt, the figure is called anacoenosis.

Diapria (di-ap'ri-a), n. [NL. (Latreille).] The
topical genus of biapriince.

Diapriinse (di-ap-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Via-
pria + -ince.] A subfamily of parasitic hyme-
uopterous insects, of the family I'roctoirypidw.
They have entire hind wings, 1-spurred fore tibiic, anten-
na) Inserted above the mouth, and the broad hind wings
with no middle vein. The subfamily waa established by
Ualiday in 1840.

diapryt, a. [< P. diaprS, diapered, pp. of dia-

prer, diaper, adorn with diaper-work : see dia-
per, v.] Adorned with diaper-work; varie-
gated.

The Diapry Mansions, where man-klnde doth trade.
Were built in Six Dales : and the Seav'nth was made
The sacred Sabbath.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Handy-Crafts.

diapyesis (di"a-pi-e'8is), n. [NL., < Gr. Sia-

irin/aic, suppuration, < Siaizvdv, suppurate: see
diapyetic] Suppuration. Dunglison.
diapyetic (di"a-pi-et'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. Sia-

TTvi/TiKo^, promoting suppuration, < Siajrvelv,

suppurate, < Sid, through, -I- nvov, pus.] I.

a. in. med., producing suppuration; suppura-
ti^.

II. n, A medicine which produces suppura-
tion ; a suppurative.
diapyle (dl'a-pil), n. [< Gr. Sid, through, -t-

TriA?!, gate, entrance.] A term applied tv
Miers to a perforation through the testa at the
end of a seed, for the passage of the raphe.

diarchy (di'ar-ki), n.
;
pi. diarchies (-kiz). [<

Gr. as if *Siapx'ia, < "Siapxoc, only in pi. Si-

apxoi, lit. two rulers, < Si-, two-, -I- dpxci-v,'ra\e.]

A government in which the executive power
is vested in two persons, as that of the two joint

kings of Sparta or of Siam, or as in the case ot

William and Mary of England. Also, errone-
ously, dinarchy.

diarhodont (di-ar'o-don), n. [ML. "diarhodon,
"diarrhodon, also diarhodinus, < Gr. SidppoSof,

compounded of roses, < Sid, between, + poSov, a
rose.] A color mentioned in medieval descrip-

tions of stuffs: probably, from its derivation,

a brilliant red.

diarial (di-a'ri-al), a. [< LL. diarium, a diary,

+ -al.] Same as ^iarJan.

diarian (di-a'ri-an), a. [< LL. diarium, a diary,

+ -an.] Pertaining to a diary or journal
;

joui'-

nalistic.



diarian

You take a name ; Philander's odes are seen,
Priiit^?d, and prais'd, in every magazine

;

Diarian s&gea greet their brother sage,
And your dark pages please th' enlighten'd age,

Crabbe, Kews-paper.

diarist (di'a-rist), n. [< diary + -isf] One
who keeps a diary.

Incidents written down by a monk in his cell, or by a di-

arist pacing the round with majesty, would be equally
warped by the \iews of the monastery in the one case, or
by a flattering subservience to the higher power in the
other. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 274.

William [of Malmesbury] stands next in order of time
after Bede in the series of our historical writers, properly
so called, as distinguished from mere compilers and dia-
rists. Craik, Hist. Eng. Lit.

diarize (di'a-nz), v. t. or i.
;
pret. and pp. dia-

rized, ppr. Hiarizing. [< diary + -iee.'j To re-

cord in a diary; write a diary.

The history that the earliest men of New England wrote
was what we may call contemporaneous history ; it was
historical diarizinrj, M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., 1. 116.

diarrhea, diarrhcea Cdj-a-re'a), «. [= F. diar-

rhee= Sp. diarrea = Pg. diarrhea = It. diarrea
= D. diarrhoea = G. diarrhoe = Dan. Sw. diar-

rhe, < LL. diarrhoea, < Gr. diappoui, diarrhea, lit.

a flowing through, < dmppclv, flow through, < Sia,

through, + peiv, flow.] A morbidly frequent
evacuation of the bowels, generally arising
from inflammation or irritation of the mucous
membrane of the intestines, and commonly
caused by errors in re^men, as the use of food
hurtful from its quantity or quality; intestinal
catarrh.

diarrheal, diarrhoeal (di-a-re'al)j a. [< diar-
rhea, diarrhoea, + -a/.] Pertaining to or re-

sulting from diarrhea; having the character of

or characterizing diarrhea; catarrhal, with ref-

erence to the intestines.

That three thousand and more individuals, mostly chil-

dren, died from diarrhoeal diseases, does not surprise one
who is familiar with tlie intense heat of our summer.

Science, IX. 86.

diarrheic, diarrhoeic (di-it-re'ik), a. [< diar-

rhea, diarrluea, -I- -ic] O?, pertaining to, or of
the nature of diarrhea : as, a diarrheic flux.

diarrhetic, diarrhoetic (di-a-ret'ik), a. [Irreg.

< diarrhea, diarrhoea, -f- -i-ic] Same as diar-

rheic.

diarthrodial (di-ar-thro'di-al), a. [< diarthro-
sis, after arthrodial.'] Pertaining to or of the
nature of diarthrosis : as, a diarthrodial articu-

lation ; diarthrodial movement.
diarthromere (di-ar'thro-mer), n. [< Gr. 6i-,

two-, -I- arthromere, q. v.") A vertebrate meta-
mere ; the typical double-ring or figure-8 seg-
ment of the body of a vertebrate animal, cor-

responding to a theoretically complete vertebra
and its accompaniments. Coues, 1868.

diarthromeric (di-ar-thro-mer'ik), a. [< diar-
thromere -t- -jc] Of or pertaining to a diar-

thromere or metamere of a vertebrate. Coues.

diarthrosis (di-ar-thro'sis), n.
;
pi. diarthroses

(-sez). [NL., < Gr. Siapdpixiq, division by Joints,

articulation, < diapBpmv, divide by joints, < 6id,

between, + apOpovv, join, articulate, < apBpov,

a joint. Cf. arthrosis.'] In aiMt., that articula-
tion of bones which leaves them free to move
in some or any direction ; free, as distinguished
from fixed, arthrosis ; thorough-joint: applied
both to the joints themselves and to the motion
resulting from such mechanism. The principal
kinds of articulation thus designated are enarthrosis, or
ball-and-socket joint, the freest of all, as seen in th# hip
and shoulder ; ginglymua, or hinge-joint, as in the elbow
and knee ; and cyclarthrosin, or pivot-joint. See arthro-
sis. Also called abarthrosis.— Rotatory diarthrosis.
Same as cyctarthrosis.

diary (di'arti), a. and n. [< L. as if *diarius,
adj. (only as noun: see II.), < dies, day: see
n.] I.f a. Lasting for one day: as, a diary
fever. Bacon.

II. n.
;
pi. diaries (-riz). [= Sp. Pg. It. diario,

< L. diarium, a daily allowance for soldiers, LL.
also a diary, neut. of *diarius, adj., < dies, day:
see dial, deity. The syaoiiy-m journal is of the
same ult. origin.] 1. An aecoimt of daily
events or transactions ; a journal ; specifically,

a daily record kept by a person of any or all

matters within his experience or observation

:

as, a diary of the weather; a traveler's diary.

In sea-voyages, where there Is nothing to be seen but
sky and sea, men . . . make diaries; but in land-travel,
wherein so much is to be observed, . . . they omit it.

Bacoii, Travel.

2_. A book prepared for keeping a diary; espe-
cially, a book with blank leaves bearing printed
dates for a daily record, often including other
printed matter of current use or interest : as,

a lawyers' diary.
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This is my diary,

'Wherein I note my actions of the day.
B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

diasceuast, ». See diaskeuast.

diaschisma (di-a-skiz'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. Sti-

axtofia, anything cloven, in music half the di-

esis, < StacxK^iv, cleave, sever, < 6id, asunder, -h

axK^tv, cut, separate: see schism.] 1. In anc.

Gr. music, a minute interval whose size is vari-
ously given.— 2. In modern music, the larger
subdivision of a syntonic comma (see comma,
5, 6), represented by^ the ratio 2048 : 2025. in
strict intonation it is the interval between C and D bb. A
diaschisma and aschisma together equal a syntonic comma.
diascordium (di-a-sk6r'di-um), n.

;
pi. diascor-

dia (-a). [< Gr. 6ia, through, -f- aK6p6iov, a cer-

tain plant : see scordium.] An electuary in the
composition of which the plant scordium or wa-
ter-germander formed an important element.
Dunglison.

With their syrups, and their julaps, and diascordium,
and niithridate, and my lady what-shall-call-'um's pow-
der. Scott, Abbot, xxvi.

diasia (di-a'si-a), n.^il. [< Gr. Aiaaia, pi., < Zei^

(gen. Ai6g), Zeiis.] An ancient Attic festival
in honor of Zeus Meiliohios (the Propitious),
celebrated without the walls, with sacrifices
and rejoicing, in the latter half of the month
Arthesterion (beginning of March).
diaskeuasis (di-a-sku'a-sis), n. [NL., as if < Gr.
*6taaKEvaai^, < diacKeva^eiv, revise : see diaskeu-
ast.] Revision; editing.

The authorship of this work is aptly attributed to Vy&sa,
"the arranger," the personification of Indian diaskeuasis.

Eneyc. Brit., XXI. 281.

diaskeuast (di-a-skii'ast), n. [< Gr. SiacKsva-

oTt/f, a reviser, an interpolator, (. iiacKevaZeiv,

get quite ready, set in order, revise for publi-
cation, < did, through, -t- aKeva^etv, make ready,
prepare, < OKeiog, implement, tool, equipment.]
A reviser; an interpolator: used especially
with reference to old recensions of Greek writ-
ings. Also written diasceuast.

I should be inclined to suspect the hand of the dias-
keuast in this passage more than in almost any other of
the poems. Gladstone, Studies on Homer, II. 83.

But these fables only purport to be Babrlus spoiled,
after having passed through the hands of a diasceuast :

that is, some late writer who has turned his verses into
barbarous Greek and wretched metre.

Encyc. Brit., III. 181.

Diaspinse (di-as-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Diaspis
+ -iiKB.] A subfamily of Coccidw, typified by
the genus Diaspis; the scale-lice. Also written
Diaspina.

Named Diaspina from its principal genus, Diaspis. It
contains some of the most pernicious insects in existence,
which, by reason of their vast multiplicity, ruin or destroy
whole orchards of valuable fruit trees, or groves of shade
trees. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 214.

Diaspis (di-as'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sid, through,
-I- dffTri'f, a shield.] The typical genus of scale-
insects of the subfamily IMaspince.

diaspora (di-as'po-ra), n. [< Gt. iiaavopd, a scat-
tering, dispersion, collectively, in the Septua-
gint and New Testament, the dispersed Jews, <
diaaiTEipEiv, scatter, sow abroad, < 6td, through-
out, -f- aiveipew, scatter, sow.] The dispersion
of the Jews; among the Hellenistic Jews and
in the New Testament, the whole body of
Jews living scattered among the Gentiles after
the Babylonian captivity: also used by the
Jewish Christians of the apostolic age for their
fellow Christians outside of Palestine (rendered
"the strangers" in the authorized version of
1 Pet. i. 1, and "the Dispersion" in the revised
version).

The development of Judaism in the diaspora differed
in important points from that in Palestine.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 760.

diaspore (di'a-spor), n. [< Gr. dtaairopd, a scat-
tering: see diaspora.] A hydrate of aluminium
occurring in crystals and foliated masses, color-
less or of a pearly gray. It is infusible, and a small
fragment placed in the flame of a candle, or exposed to
the flame of the blowpipe, almost instantly decrepitates
and is dispersed : hence its name.

diaspret, n. [< ML. diasprus, diaper, jasper:
see diaper, jasper.] Same a,a jasper.

Great stones like to Corneolaes, Granats, Agats, Diaspry,
Calcidonij, Hematists, and some kinde of naturall Dia-
monds. Hdkluyt's Voyages, II. 216.

diaspront (di-as'pron), n. [ML., var. of dias-

prus, diaper, jasper, etc. : see diaper.] Same
as diaper.

diastaltic (di-a-stal'tik), a. [< Gr. diaaralTtKdg,

able to distinguish, in music able to expand or
exalt the mind, < SiaarHTxiv, dilate, expand,
distinguish, < Sia, apart, -¥ arkiyi^tv, send.] In
Gr. music, dilated or extended : applied both

diastole

to particular intervals and to a general heroic
quality in a melody.

diastase (di'a-stas), n. [< P. diastase, diastase,
lit. separation (see def.), < Gr. didaratnQ, sepa-
ration : see diastasis.] A substance existing in
barley, oats, wheat, and potatoes after germi-
nation. It is obtained by digesting in a mixture of three
parts of water and one of alcohol, at a temperature of
113°, a certain quantity of germinated barley ground and
dried in the open air, and then putting the whole under
pressure and Altering it. Diastase is solid, white, and
soluble in water and diluted alcohol, but insoluble in
strong alcohol. In solution it possesses the property of
causing starch to break up at the temperature of 150%
transforming it first into dextrin and then into sugar.

diastasis (di-as'ta-sis), n.
;
pi. diastases (-sez).

[NL., < Gr. Sidcraai^, a separation, < diaoTtivai,

pres. SudTavai, separate, cause to stand apart, <
Old, apart, + ari/vai, pres. icTavat, cause to stand,
= E. sta-nd.] Forcible separation of bones
without fracture, as the result of external me-
chanical injury or direct violence ; dislocation;
luxation.

diastatic (di-a-stat'ik), a. [< Gr. diaaraTiKOQ,

separative (cf. didaraait:, separation: see dias-
tase), < SLaaTTJvai, pres. oiiardvai, separate: see
diastasis.] Of or pertaining to diastase

;
pos-

sessing the properties of diastase: as, a dia-
static ferment.
diastatically (di-a-stat'i-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of diastase.

The quantity of the diastatically acting albuminous
substances increases with the progress of germination.

Thausing, Beer (trans.), p. 291.

diastem (di'a-stem), n. [< LL. diastema, inter-
val : see diastema.] Same as diastema, 2.

diastema (di-a-ste'ma), n.
;
pi. diastemata (-ma^

ta). [LL., an interval, esp. in music, < Gr. di'a-

aTTjpa, an interval, difference, < AiaaTijvai, sepa-
rate: see diastasis.] 1. In zool. and anat., an
interval between any two consecutive teeth, es-
pecially between any two series or kinds of
teeth, as between the canines and premolars or
incisors, or among the incisors, as in many bats.
When there are no canines, as in rodents, diastema occurs
between the incisors and the premolars. It necessarily
occurs when opposing teeth are so long that they cross
each other when tlie mouth is shut. Jlan is notable as
having normally no diastemata, his teeth forming a con-
tinuous series, and being all of ajiproximately equal
lengths. But the same is the case with some other mam*
mals, as in the genera Tarsius and ^ naplotkerium.

2. Inane. Gr.TOMSJc, an interval. Also diastem.

diaster (di-as'tfer), n. [< Gr. 6i-, two-, + dart/p,

star.] In biol.,a. double star; the caryocinetic
figure which results from the aster of a nucleus
before this separates into two nuclei. See aster
and caryodnesis. Also dyaster.

A polar star is seen at each end of the nucleus-spindle,
and is not to he confused with the diaster.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX 833.

diastimeter (di-a-stim'e-ter), H. [Prop, "dias-
tasimeter, < Gr. iidaraaif, distance, interval (<
diiardvai, 6iaaT7jvai, stand apart), -I- fitTpov, a
measure.] An instrument for measuring dis-

tances. E. H. Knight.

diastole (di-as'to-le), n. [LL., < Gr. StaaroKii,

dilatation, expansion, lengthening of a syllable,

< rfiooTEA/eiv, dilate, expand, put asunder: see
diastaltic] 1. The normal rhythmical dilata-
tion or relaxation of the heart or other blood-
vessel, which alternates with systole or con-
traction, the two movements together consti-
tuting pulsation or beating : as, auricular dias-

tole; ventricular diastole. The term is also extended
to some other pulsating organs, as lymph-hearts, and spe-
cifically to the expanding action of the contractile vesicle
of infusorians and other protozoans.

2. The period or length of time during which
a rhythmically pulsating vessel is relaxed or
dilated; the time-interval which alternates
with systole.— 3. In Gr. gram., a mark similar
in position and shape to a comma, but origi-

nally semicircular in form, used to indicate the
correct separation of words, and guard against
a false division, such as might pervert the
sense. Such a sigri was needed to obviate the confusion
arising from the ancient practice of writing without divi-

sion between words. The diastole is still occasionally
used, generally in order to distinguish the pronominal
forms 6,Tt and o.re, 'whatever, which,' from the particles
oTt, *tbat,' and ore, 'when.' The usual practice at present,
however, is to use a space instead of the diastole. When
tlie present shape of the comma came into use. more or
less confusion between it and the diastole necessarily en-
sued. Also called hypodiastole. See hyphen.

4. In ane. pros., lengthening or protraction of
a syllable regularly short; especially, protrac-
tion of a syllable preceding a pause or taking
the ictus : as,

Ire uegabamus et tecta ignota subire.
Ooid, Metamorph., xiv. 250l



diastole

Most cases of diastole in Latin poetry are supposed to be
instances of reversion to an older pronunciation, though
tlie pause whicli usually follows could of itself make good
the metrical deficiency. This reversion is seen chiefly in

verb-terminations with final t and r : as,

Callidus ut soleat humeris portare viator.

Horace, Satires, I. v. 90.

diastolic (di-a-stol'ik), a. [< diastole + -t'c]

Pertaining to or produced by diastole.

diastolyt (di-as'to-li), n. An obsolete form of

diastole.

Diastopora (di-a-stop'o-m), n. [NL., for *IHa-
statopora, < Gr. dtdaraToc, split up, divided (<

diaoT^ai, separate : see diastasis), + n6po<:, pas-
sage, pore.] The typical genus of the family
Diastoporidw.
Diastoporidse (di-as-to-por'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Diastopora + -tVtel] A family of cyclo-

stomatous gymnolsmatous polyzoans.

diastyle (di'a-stll), «. [< L. diastylos, < Gr. 6ia-

arv'/jj^, having the columns wide apart (whence
iiaaTv7Mv, the space between columns), < Ad,

apart,+ (rri/oc, a column : see style^.'] In arch.,

pertaining to that arrangement of columns in

a classical order in which the intercolumniation
measures three diameters. See cut under inter-

columniation.

Diastylidae (di-a-stil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dia-
stylis + -idw.'] A family of macrurous thora-
costracous crustaceans, equivalent to the sub-
order Cumacea of some authors, containing re-

markable annectent forms related on the one

Vt.isty/ts quadrisfiHOsa.

hand to schizopods, on the other to eopepods,
and exhibiting in some respects a persistence of

a larval type of the higher Crmtacea. They are
Thoracostraca or I'inlopkthnhnia with a small cephalo-
thoracic shield, typically 5 thoracic somites, 6 pairs of
legs, of which at least the two anterior pairs are bira-
mous or of the schizopod type, maxillipeds in 2 pairs,

and the abdomen elongated, of 6 somites, and in the
male bearing several pairs of swimming-feet besides the
terminal appendages. Diattylin and Leuam are leading
genera. As understood by recent naturalists, it is limited
to DiaMtjlti and Leptoxtiilix ; these have the integuments
strongly indurated, l>o<iy and tail sharply defined, and tlie

carapace large and vaulted, with a conspicuous rostriform
prnmitient^e.

Diastylis (di-as'ti-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. iidarvAo^

:

see diastyle.'\ The typical genus of the family
IHastylidie.

diasyrm (di'a-sirm), n. [< Gr. iiaavpfio^, dis-

paragement, ridicule, in rhet. a figure of speech
80 called, < diaovpciv, disparage, ridicule, tear in

pieces, < rfid, apart, + avpeiv, drag, draw.] In
rhet., a figure of speech expressing disparage-
ment or ridicule.

diatessaron (di-a-tes'a-ron), n. [L., < Gr. Sm-
Ttfjijdixjv, for ?} Aia Tttycapuv,-Wi. xop^ov <Tvfi<lnjvia,

the interval of a fourth (see diapason, diapente) :

Teaadpuv, gen. pi. fem. of riaaapcq = E: four:
see tessara and four.l 1. In Gr. and viedieval

mtigic, the interval of a fourth.— 2. [Gr. to dta

Tcaaapuv (Tatian, in Eusebius).] A harmony of
the four Gospels. The first work of this kind was that
of Tatian (latter half of the second century), a Christian
apologist, but afterward a Gnostic.

Who would lose, in the confusion of a Diatessaron, the
peculiar charm which belongs to the narrative of the dis-

ciple whom Jesus loved? Macaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

3. In old phar., an electuary composed of four
medicines: gentian, birthwort, bayberries, and
myrrh.— Diapason diatessaron. See diapason.

diathermal (di-a-ther'mal), a. [< Gr. Ad,
through, + Bep/idg, heat, + -oJ. Cf. diatherman-
oris.^ Same as diathermanous.
diatnermance, diathermancy (di - a - th6r '-

mans, -man-.si), n. [< diathcrman-mts -f -ce, -cy,

after Gr. 6ip/iavai<;, heating, < Bepftaivctv, heat.]
The property of transmitting radiant heat ; the
quality of being diathermanous.
diatherinaneity (di-a-th^r-ma-ne'i-ti), n. [=
F. dintkermancit4 ; as diatherman-ous + -e-ity.']

Saint' as diathermancc.

diathermanisni (di-a-thfer'ma-nizm), n. [As
diathcrtnan-ous + -isin.'] The transmission of
radiant heat.

diathermanoos (di-a-th6r'ma-nus), a. [< Gr.
(haSep/jaiveiv (Siadepftdv-), warm through, < did,

through, + Bepiiaivuv, warm, heat, < &p//of,
heat.] Freely permeable by heat. The term is

specifically applied fo certain substances, such as crystal-
line pieces of rock-salt, etc., which suffer radiant heat to
pass through them, much in the same way as transparent
or diaphanous bodies allow of the passage of light. See
o^orpfum. MHO diatherinai, diathtrmic, diatiurmous.
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diathermic (di-a-th6r'mik), o. [As diatherm-al
+ -Jc] Same as diathermanous.

In thin plates some descriptions tint the sun with a
greenish hue : others make it appear a glowing red with-
out any trace of green. The latter are by far more dia-
thermic than the former. Tyndall, Radiation, § 8.

diathermometer (di'arthfer-mom'e-ter), n. [<
Gr. Ad, through, + dc'p/i6g, heat, + fiirpov, mea-
sure.] An instrument for measuring the ther-
mal resistance of a substance by noting the
amount of heat which it transmits.
diathermous (di-a-thfer'mus), a. [< Gr. Ad,
through, -I- dep/ioi, heat.] Same as diather-
manous.
The diathermous forenoon atmosphere.

Amer. Jour. Set., Whole No. cxxix. p. 390.

diathesis (di-ath'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Siddeatc,

arrangement, disposition, state, condition (of
body or mind), < diaridcvat, arrange, dispose,
place separately, < Ad, apart, + ndcmi, place,
put. Ci.thesis.'] 1. In»ieS.,apredisposingcon-
dition or habit of body ; constitutional predis-
position ; as, a strumous or scrofulous diathesis.

She Inherited a nervous diathesis as well as a large
dower of intellectual and sesthetic graces.

E. H. Clarke, Sex in Education, p. 98.

2. A predisposing condition or state'of mind;
a mental tendency ; hence, a predisposing con-
dition or tendency in anything.

In whichever rank you see corruption, be assured it

equally pervades all ranks— be assured it is the symp-
tom of a bad social diathesis.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 256.

All signs fail in a drought, because the predisposition,
the diathesis, is so strongly toward fair weather.

The Century, XXV. 675.

diathetic (di-a-thet'ik), a. [< diathesis (-thet-)

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to or dependent upon
diathesis ; constitutional : as, diathetic tumors.

Diathetic diseases : that is to say, diseases dependent
upon a peculiar disposition of body or mind, or both.

B. W. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 506.

diathetically (di-a-thet'i-kal-i), adv. In a dia-
thetic manner; as regards diathesis, or consti-
tutional predisposition ; constitutionally.

Out of the serous layer is evolved the whole voluntary
mot<ir apparatus of bones, muscles, aponeuroses, liga-

ments, and serous tissues ; so that . . . they are related
to each other nutritionally and diathetically.

E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 346.

diatite (di'a-Ht), n. [< diat(om) + -ite^.^ A
cement composed of a mixture of shellac and
finely divided silica.

diatom (dl'a-tom), n. A member of the Diato-
»i«ce«*.— Diatom prigm. SeQ prism.

Diatoma (di-at'9-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. as if

'iidro/wi, verbal adj. of itartftvuv, cut through,
< did, through, -I- reu-

vetv, ra/ielv, cut.] In
lot., a genus of Dia-
tomacece, in which the

zhvj/omo, magnised. frustulos are Connect-
ed together by their

angles, forming a zigzag chain, and the valves
composing them only meet at the edges with-
out overlapping. There are about a dozen
species, found on submerged plants and stones.

Diatomacese (di'a-to-ma'se-e), «. pi. [NL., <

Diatoma + -aeew.']
' An order of microscopic

unicellular al^, much resembling the Desmtdi-
aeew, from which
they are distia-

guished by a sUi-

cification of the
cell-wall and by
the presence of
a brownish pig-
ment which con-
ceals the green
of the cnloro-
phyl. The cells are
either isolated or
united into threads,
etc., and often se-

crete a thin jelly

in which they live

socially. Each frus-

tule is composed
of two separate
and similar parts
(valves), the edges
of which usually
fit one over the
other like the lid of
a box. Reproduc-
tion takes place, as
in the desmids, in

two ways, by divi-

sion and by sexual
conjugation. Dia-

toms exist in all

parts of the world
in immenseDumbers

Jyialomaeta, mai^ilied.

a, young individuals of Cocconema Ian.
ceolatunt - b, longitudinal view of a sin-

gle frustule of Striatetia IMterrupta,
showing striae ; c, Gomphotttma hyali.
MMm, attached to a filament oi Conferva ;
d, Striatelta interrupta : many indl.
viduals united laterally to form a strap-
shaped colony, with a lateral pedicel.
f From Le Maout and IJccaisne's Traite
general de Botanique."

)
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at the bottom of the sea and of fresh water, and are also
found attached to the submerged parts of aquatic plants,
etc., and among mosses and in other damp localitiesf
There are many genera, and the number of known species
exceeds 1,500. They vary greatly in the form and mark-
ings of the valves, which ai-e often exquisitely sculptured,
forming beautiful objects under the microscope and test-
ing its highest powers. In some species the lines are found
to equal 125,000 to the inch. Extensive fossil deposits of
the silicious remains of Diatomaceoe occur in various lo-

calities, as at Bilin in Bohemia, and in Virginia, Nevada,
and California. They are sometimes used as polishing-
powder. They are abundant in guano. Also called Ba-
cillariacece.

diatomacean (di"a-to-ma'se-an), n. [< diato-
mace-ous + -a«.] In bot., a plant of the order
Diatomaceai.

diatomaceous (di^'a-to-ma'shius), a. [< Diato-
macew + -oits."] Jxibot,, belonging to or resem-
bling DiatomacecB.

During the voyage of the Challenger, a . . . diato^naceous
ooze was found, as a pale straw-coloured deposit, in certain
parts of the Southern Ocean. . Huxley, Physiog., p. 232.

diatomic (di-a-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. A-, two-, -I-

dro/iog, atom, -I- -ic] In chem., consisting of

two atoms: as, a diatomic radical: specifically

applied to hydrates which have two hydrogen
atoms united to the nucleus radical by oxygen.
It is these hydrogen atoms alone which are
easily replaced by metallic bases or other rad-
icals.

The alcohols and fat acids are monatomic, the glycols
are diatomic, and the glycerines are triatomic compounds.

J. P. Cooke, Chem. Philos., p. 117.

diatomiferous (di''a-to-mif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
Diatoma + Li. ferre, = E. bear^, + -ous.'\ Con-
taining or yielding diatoms.
diatomin, diatomine (di-at'o-min), n. [< dia^

torn + -in^, -mc2.] The buil or yellowish-brown
pigment which colors diatoms and brown algee,

obscuring the ehlorophyl. Also called phyeo-
xanthine.

diatomist (di-at'6-mist), n. [< diatom + -isi.]

A botanist who "has made a special study of
the Diatomacece.

diatomite (di-at'o-mit), n. [< diatom + -ite^,]

Diatomaceous earth; infusorial earth.

diatomoscope (di-a-tom'o-skop), n. [< NL.
Diatoma + Gr. OKoireiv, view.] An instrument
for the examination of diatoms.
diatomous (di-at'o-mus), a. [< Gr. as if *Ad-
To/io^, verbal adj. of iiarifiveiv, cut through : see
Diatoma.'] In mineral., having crystals with
one distinct diagonal cleavage.

diatonic (di-a-ton'ik), a. [= F. diatonique =
Sp. diat6nic6'=: Pg. It. diatonico (cf. D. G. dia-

tonisch = Dan, Sw. diatoni-sk), < LL. diatonicus,

< Gr. SiaroviKdv, also simply Sidrovov (so. ycvoc,

class), the diatonic scale, neut. of Sidrovoc, ex-
tending through, < diareivav, stretch through,
extend, < Ad, through, -f- rtivuv, stretch, > roTOf,

tone: see tone.'] 1. In Gr. music, noting one
of the three standard tetrachords, consisting
of four tones at the successive intervals of a
half tone, a tone, and a tone: distinguished
from chromatic and enharmonic. See tetrachord.— 2. In modern music, using the tones, intervals,

or harmonies of the standard major or minor
scales without chromatic alteration Diatonic
Instruments, instruments constructed to produce only
the tones of the standard major or minor scales of their
fundamental tone.— Diatonic melodv, a melody with-
out modulation.—Diatonic modulation.a modulation
to a closely related key. See modulation.— Diatonic Pro-
gression, a melodic passage in which the tones of the
standard scale, major or minor, are used in succession up-
ward or downward.— Diatonic scale, a standard scale,

major or minor. See scale.

diatonically (di-a-ton'i-kal-i), adv. In a dia-
tonic manner.
diatonOUS (di-at'o-nus), a. [< Gr. Adrovoc,
extending through : see diatonic] Extending
from front to back : in masonry, said of stones
which extend entirely through a wall so that
they appear on both sides of it.

diatribati n. Same as diatribe, 1.

I have read y learned Diatriba concerning Prayer, &
do exceedingly prayse your method.

Evelyn, To Mr. E. Thurland.

diatribe (di'artiib), n. [Formerly also, as L.,

diatriba; = F. diatribe = Sp. diatriba= 'Pg. dia-

tribe = It. diatriba, < ML. diatriba, a disputa-
tion (L. diatriba, aschool), < Gr. AaT/9(/3^, a wear-
ing away, pastime, way of spending time, a
school, a discussion, waste of time, < Siarpifisiv,

rub away, waste, spend time, discuss, < Ad,
through, + Tpijiuv, rub: see trite.] 1. A con-
tinued discourse or disputation.

I have made ... a diatribe on the subject of descrip-
tive poetry. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 132.

Specifically— 2. A bitter and violent criticism

;

a strain of invective.
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Her ooBUnned diatribt against intellectual people.
U. C. Clarke.

A really insolent diatribe, . . . which Knox boasted
himself to have launched at the Dutce and the Marquis of

Winchester. it W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xxi.

diatribist (di'a-tri-bist), «. [< diatribe + -ist/]

One who writes or utters diatribes.

Diatryma (di-a-tii'mji), n. [NL., < Gr. Sid,

through, + Tpi'uji, a hole, < rpveiv, bore, pierce.]

A genus of gigantic ratite fossil birds from the
Wahsateh group of the Eocene of New Mexico,
supposed to be the same as Gastornis (which
see). The type-species is D. gigantea. Cope.

diaoli, n. Plural of diaulos.

diaulos (di-S'los), ». ;
pi. diatdi (-li). [< L. di-

aiilos, a double course, < Gr. 6lavio(, a double
pipe or channel, a double course, < ii-, two-, +
ai?.6(, a pipe, flute.] 1. An ancient Greek
musical instrument, consisting of two single

flutes, either similar or different, so joined at

the mouthpiece that they could be played toge-

ther. See cut under auletris.— 2. In anc. Greek
games, a double course, in which the racers

passed around a goal at the end of the course,

and returned to tbe starting-place.

Besides the foot-race iu which the course was traversed
only once, there were now the diaulos or double course
and the "long" footrrace (dolichos).

Encyc. Brit, XVII. 766.

3. An ancient Greek itinerary measure, the
equivalent of two stadia.

diaxon (di-ak'sonl a. and n. [< Gr. 6i-, two-,

+ afuf, axis.] I, a. Having two axes, as a
spouge-spicule. See extract under diaxonia.

II. n. A sponge-spicule with two axes.

diaxonia (di-ak-s6'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., as diaxon
+ -m.] Sponge-spiciiles having two axes.

When one of the rays of this triact spicule becomes
rudimentary, Diaxonia can theoretically be produced.
It is tiowever advantageous to consider the diaxon spic-

ules as part of the Triaxonia.
Von Lenden/eld, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1886, p. 560.

diazeuctic ((U-a-zuk'tik), a. [Also improp. dia-

zeutic; < Gr. 'Sta^evKTrnd^, disjunctive, < diaC,ev-

yvvvai, disjoin (cf. to diel^Evyfihov ava-nifia, the dis-

junct system of music), < 6td, apart, + (cvyviwat

= L. jungere, join : see disjunct, join, zeugma,
etc.] Disjunct: in anc. Gr. music, applied to

two successive tetrachords that were separated
by the interval of a tone, and also to the tone
by which such tetrachords were separated.

diazeutic (di-a-zH'tik), a. Improper form of
diii:i;HCtic.

diazeuxis (di-a-zuk'sis), n. [Gr. Std^cv^ti, dis-

junction, < dial^cvymvai, disjoin: eee diaeeuctic.~i

In anc. Gr. music, the separation of two suc-
cessive tetrachords by the interval of a tone,
and also the tone by which such tetrachords
were separated.

diazo-. [< di-^ + azo{t€).'j In chem., a prefix
signifying that a compound contains a group
consisting of phenyl (CgHg) united with a radi-
cal consisting of two nitrogen atoms.

diazoma (di-a-zo'mS), «. ;
pi. diazomata (-ma-

ts). [L., < Gr. did^ufia, a girdle, partition,

lobby, < diaZuwvvai, gird round, < did, through,
+ l^uvmvm, gird: see zone."] In the anc. Gr.
theater, a passage usually dividing the auditori-

Theatcr of Epidauros, Greece, designed by Polycleitus.

VD, diazoma; K. orchestra, or kooistra. (From the Vroceedings
(IlpaxTiKd) for 1883 o&the Archaeological Society of Athens.

)

um longitudinally at about the middle, cutting
the radial flights of steps, and serving to facil-

itate communication, in some examples there are
more than one diazoma, and in some small or rude thea-
ters none is present. In the Roman theater it was called
prcEciiKtio.

dib^ (dib), «.; pret. and pp. dibbed, ppr. dibbing.
[Early mod. E. dibbe; < ME. dibben, a var. of dip-
pen, dip : see dip, v. Cf . da&i.] I.t trans. To

1698
And Jesus blisced thaim on an,
And bad thaim dib thair cuppea alle

And ber tille bem best in halle.

Early Eng. Metrical Homilies (ed. J. Small), p. 121.

II. intrans. To dip ; specifically, in angling,

to dibble.

In dibbing for roach, dace, or chub, I must not let my
motion be swift : when I see any of them coming towards
the bait, I must make two or three short removes, and
then let it glide gently with the stream, if possible to-

wards tile fish. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 107, note.

dib^ (dib), n. [< difti, v.
j
var. of dip, «.] 1. A

dip.— 2. A depression m the ground.— 3. A
valley. [Prov. Eng.]
dib2 (dib), n. [A var. of d«t63.] A pool ; a dub.
[Scotch.]

The dibs were full ; the roads foul.

Gait, Annals of the Parish, p. 312.

dib3(dib), n. [E. dial.; origin obscure.] 1. One
of the small bones, or huckle-bones, of a sheep's
leg; the knee-pan or the ankle-bone. See as-

tragalus. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. pi. A children's

game, consisting in throwing up the small
bones of the legs of sheep, or small stones, and
catching them first on the palm and then on the
back of the hand. As played with pebbles, this game
is also called chackstones, jackstones. In Scotland called
ch uckies, chucks,0T chuckie-stanes, and played with pebbles.

3. pi. Money. [Eng. slang.]

Pray come with more cash in your pocket:
Make nunky surrender his dibs.

James Smith, Rejected Addresses, George Barnwell.

-dib, -div. [Hind, dip, dwip, < Skt. dvipa, is-

land.] The final element of many place-names
in India and the East: as, Serendife (an old
name of Ceylon), Maldives, Laocadices.
Dibamidee (di-bam'i-de), n. 1)1. [NL., < Diba-
mus + -idw.'i A family of true lacertilians,

typified by the genus bibamus. They have the
clavicles dilated proximally, and frequently loop-shaped,
the premaxillary double, no interorbital septum, no co-
lumella cranii, no arches, and no osteodennal plates.

Dibamus (di-ba'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. 6ij3a/ioc,

poet, for *6i(3i]/iog, on two legs, < Si-, two-, +
(irz/M, a step, pace: see bema.] A genus of
lizards, typical of the family Dibamidm.
dibasic (di-ba'sik), a. [< Gr. Si-, two-, + fidaig,

base, + -jc] Same as bibasic.

dibatis (di-ba'tis), «. [An artificial word. ] In
logic, same as dimaris.

dibber (dib'er), n. [Appar. < dib'^ for di}} + -er^.

Cf. dibble^.'] 1. An instrument for dibbling;
a dibble, or a tool having a series of dibbles or
teeth for making holes in the ground.— 2. An
iron tool with a sharp-pointed end of steel, or
the pointed end of a claw-bar, used by miners
and others for making holes.

The pointed ends of claw-bars are often slightly bent,
to facilitate getting a pinch and levering in certain posi-
tions. The end ... is called a dibber,^ for making holes.

Wm. Morgan, Man. of Mining Tools, p. 158.

dibble! (dib'l), «. [< ME. dibUlle, debylle, *dibel;

appar. < dib^, dip, + -el, equiv. to -erl.] A
pointed tool, often merely a short, stout, point-
ed stick, used in gardening and agriculture to
make holes in the ground for planting seeds or
bulbs, setting out plants, etc.

I'll not put
The dibble in the earth to set one slip of them.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

Take an old man's advice, youth, . . . bend thy sword
into a pruning-hook, and make a dibble of thy dagger.

Scott, Abbot, xxviii.

dibble^ (<lib'l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dibbled, ppr.

dibbling. [< dibble^, ».] To plant with a dib-
ble, or to make holes in for planting seeds, etc.

;

make holes or indentations in, as if with a dib-
ble.

An' he's brought fouth o' foreign leeks.
An' dibblet them in his yairdie.

Remains of Nithsdale Song, p. 144.

A skipping deer,
With pointed hoof dibbling the glebe, prepared
The soft receptacle, in which, secure.
Thy rudiments should sleep the winter through.

Cowper, Yardley Oak (1791).

Thaw sets in—
After an hour a dripping sound is heard
In all the forests, and the soft-strewn snow
Under the trees is dibbled thick with holes.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

dibble^ (dib'l), v. i. ; pret. and pp. dibbled, ppr.
dibbling. [Freq. of dibX for dip.'] To dip or
let the bait fall gently into the water, as in
angling.

This stone fly, then, we dape or dibble with, as with the
drake. Cotton, in Walton's Angler.

Man in a small boat fishing : ask him civilly what he's

doing. He answers . . . ''Dibbling for chub." ... All
the villagers dibble. F. C. Bunmnd, Happy Thoughts, v.

dibbler (dib'16r), n. One who dibbles, or an
instrument for dibbling.

dicacity

dibbling (dib'ling), n. [Verbal n. of dibble^, «.]

The act of dipping, as in angling.

Not an inch of your line being to be suffered to touch
the water in dialing, it may be allowed to be tlie stronger.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 241.

dib-hole (dib'hol), n. In coal-mining, the low-
est part of the mine, and especially of the shaft,

into which the water is drained or conducted
so that it may be raised to the surface by pump-
ing or otherwise. [Lancashire, Eng.] Called
sump in Cornwall and in the United States, and
lodge invarious coal-mining districts ofEngland.
diblastula (di-blas'tu-la), n.

; pi. diblastula:

(-le). [NL., < Gr. Si-,\wo-, + NL. blastula, q.

v.] The two-cell-layered sac into which the
single cells or plastids constituting the germs
of the Enterozoa first develop. E. K. Latikester.

dibothrian (di-both'ri-an), a. and n. [< Gr. Si-,

two-, + podpiov, a pit.] I. a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of the Dibotliriidce.

II, n. One of the Dibothriidw ; a tapeworm
with only two facets or fossettes on the head,
as in the genera Dibothrium and Bothriocepha-
lus. The broad tapeworm, Bothriocephalus la-

tus, is a dibothrian.

Dibothriidse (di-both-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < I>i-

bothrium H- -idee.] A family of cestoid flat-

worms, or tapeworms, ha\'ing only two suckers
on the head : a synonym of Bothriocephalidce.

Dibothrium (di-both'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr. Si-,

two-, + liodplov, dim. of ji^dpog, a pit, trench.]
The typical genus of the family Dibothriidw.

dibrach, dibrachys (di'brak, -is), n. [< LL.
dibrachys, < LGr. Sifjpaxve: (= LL. bibrevis), of

two short syllables, < Si- (= L. bi-), two-, + /J/w-

xi'C = L. breris, short.] In anc. pros., a foot

consisting of two short syllables ; a pyrrhic.

dibrancll (di'brangk), n. One of the DibrancM-
ata.

A whole lobe or arm of a Decapod or Octopod Dibranch.
E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 674.

Dibranchiata (di-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of dibranchiatus : see dibranchiate.]
An order of aeeta-
buliferous cephalo-
pods, containing
the dfecapod and oc-
topod Cephalopoda.
It 18 one of tlie prinie di-

visions of Cephalopoda
(the other being Tetra-
hranchiata), liaving two
gills in the mantle-cavi-
ty, from 8 to 10 arms
bearing suckers, a com-
plete infundibulum or
funnel, and usually an
ink-bag, with, or more
frequently without, a
shell. (See cut under
ink-bag.) All the living
cephalopods, excepting
the pearly nautilus, be-

long to the Dibranchia-
ta, such as cuttlefishes,

squids, calamaries, etc.,

togetlierwitli the paper-
nautilus. (See cuts under
argonaut and Argojiau-
tid<e.) Belemnites are
fossil forms of the order.
The order is generally
divided into two sulwr-
ders, Octopoda or Octo-

cera, and Decapoda or
Decacera. Also called
Cryptodibranchiata. See
also cuts under belem-
nite and ctittlefi^h.

dibranchiate (di-

brang'ki-at), a. and
n. [< NL. dibran-
chiatus, < Gr. Si-,

two-, + jipdyxia,

gills.] I. a. Having
two gills ; specifi-

cally, iu cephalopods, pertaining to the Di-
branchiata.

II. n. A cephalopod of the order Dibranchi-
ata; a dibranch.

dibs (dibz), re. [Ar.] A thick molasses or syr-
up made in Syria by boiling down grape-juice

;

also, syrup or honey of dates.

dibstone (dib'ston), «. 1. A little stone or bone
used in the game of dibs.— 2. pi. Same as dih^, 2.

I have seen little girls exercise whole hours together,
and take abundance of pains to be expert at dibstone^.

Locke.

dicacious (di-ka'shus), a. [< L. dicai (dicaci-),

talking sharply or satiricallx, witty (< dicere,

say: see diction), + E. -ous.] Satirical; pert;

saucy. Imp. Diet.

dicacityi (di-kas'i-ti), ». [< L. dicacita(t-)s,

raillery, wit, < dicax (dicaci-), witty: see di-

Female Cuttlefish (Sepia tifficiHa-

lis), illustrating anatomy of Dibran.
ckiata.

r. 2, 3, 4, 5, the produced and modi-
fied mar^ns of the foot, constituting the
so-callen arms or brachia : a, buccal
mass, with lips, jaws, and tongue ; b.

esophagus; ^.salivary gland ; a, stom.
ach; e, pyloric caecum ;^ infundibu-
lum ; g. intestine ; A. anus; f, ink-bag;
*, place ofsystemic heart ; /.liver; m,
m, mantle ; «, left hepatic duct ; o,

ovary ; /, oviduct ; 9, one of the aper-
tures by which the water-chambers
communicate with the exterior : r, one
of the branchiae ; s, esophageal gan-
glia ; jr/. the cuttlebone or sepiost.



dicadty

cacious.'i Satiricalness ; sauclness; pertness.

Cockeram, 1632.

Lucilius . . . had a scornful name given him by the mili-

tary dicacity of hia own company.
Bp. Uacket, Abp. WiUiams, II. 133.

This gave a sort of petulant dicacity to his repartees.

Graves, Spiritual Quixote, i. 8.

Dicseidae (di-se'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Dicwum +
-icUe.'] An artificial family of oscine passerine

birds, named from the genus Dicmum, usually
merged in Nectariniklce. It includes, according to

some authors, 19 genera of chiefly Indian, Australian, and
Polynesian birds, resembling the sun-birds in many re-

spects.

dicaeology (di-se-ol'o-ji), ». [< LL. dicmologia,

< Gr. 6iKaio7.oyi'a, a plea in defense, < dinatog,

right, just, neut. rd Simiov, a right, a just claim

(< iiiai, justice), + -?.oyia, < ?J}etv, speak: see

-ology.j In rhet., a mode of defense by which
the accused admits the act charged as stated,

but seeks to justify it as lawful, or by pleading
mitigating cir-

cumstances.
Dicaeiim(di-se'-

^^^ um), «. [NL.
y^AyJ, r^^^Bm (Cuvier,1817).]

*' "^^^^^^^^^^ An extensive
genus of Indi-

an and East In-

dian tenuiros-

tral passerine
birds, of the
family Nectari-
niidiF and sub-
family Drepa-
nitue ; a group
of small sun-
birds, having a
slender, acute,

arcuate bill,

the tarsi short,

and the plu-

mage more or
less red. d.

hirxindinaceum of Australia has a relatively broad and
flattened Iteak, like a swallow's (whence the name), and is

the type of a subgenus Mierockelidon. It was formerly
callfd tlie jfirflWoiP-warWcr. Also written /)ic»;«7/u Strict-
Inwl. Is43.

dicarbonate (di-kar'bo-nat), n. [< di-^ + car-
boniitf^.] In cliem., same as bicarbonate.

dicarpellary (di-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [< di-2 + car-

l>el(l) + -«ryi.] In 6o<.,' composed of two car-
pels.

dlcast (di'kast), n. [< Gr. dcKoar^g, a jud^e (in
Athens rather a juryman, the presiding judge
being 6 xpir^^: see critic), < iiKA^c'v, judge,
< Aiiai, justice.] In ancient Athens, one of

6,000 citizens who were chosen by lot an-
nually to sit as judges, in greater or less num-
ber according to the importance of the ease,

and whose functions corresponded to those of
the modem juryman and judge combined. The
6,000 dicasts were divided by lot into 10 sections of 500
each, with a supplementary section of 1,000, from which
accidental deficiencies or at»8ences were supplied. The
sections were assignetl from time to time to the different
courts ; and, according U> the character of the ease to be
tried, a single section sat, or two or more sections toge-
ther, or a fractional part of a section. In cases pertaining
to religion or military matters, etc., trial was sometimes
had before a selected panel of dicasts (a special or struck
jury), who sat as exfterts. In cases of importance one of the
thoiiiothetes served as presidentof the court. Also dikast.

dicastery (di-kas'te-ri), n. [< Gr. itmarriptov.

a court of justice, (.dmai^eiv, judge : see dica>it.\

In <rr. antiq., a court of justice ; especially, in
Athens, one of the courts in which dicasts sat

;

hence, the court or body of dicasts themselves.
The dicastery differed from the modern jury in that the
fonner may be regarded as the whole luxly of citizens rejt-

resented i>y a numerous section sitting in judgment, while
the jury is a group of i>eers, originally also friends or ac-
quaintances, of the parties concerned.

dicatalectic (di-kat-a-lek'tik), a. [< Gr. SiaaTi-

y.TiKTor, (Hephsestion), < <!&-, two-, double, + xara-
'/.TiKT/x;, catalectic, < KaTa'/.ijynv, leave off: see cata-
lectic] In ^>ro8., characterized by double cata-
lexis, both mterior and final ; having an incom-
plete foot both in the middle and at the end.
The dactylic pentameter is an example of a dicatalectic
line, the third and the last foot both being incomplete

:

Swatloir Sun-bird iDi'ctrutn hirurfdi-
HaceuiH).

1599

des, dees, pi. of dee, die: see die^.'] 1. The
plural of dieS.— 2. A game with dice. See die^.

dice (dis), V.
I
pret. and pp. diced, ppr. dicing.

[< ME. dycen, play with dice, also cut into
cubes or squares, < dyce, dys, dice : see dice, n. ]

1. intrans. To play with dice.

Againe they dice as fast, the poorest rogues of all

Will sit them downe in open field, and there to gaming
fall. Hakluyt's Voyayes, I. 388.

I . . . diced not above seven times a week.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3.

n. trans. 1. To cut into cubes or squares.

—

2. To sew a kind of waved pattern on (the bor-
der of a garment).— 3. To decorate with a pat-
tern (especially a woven one) resembling cubes
seen diagonally—that is, with hexagons so
shaded by the run of the thread as to resemble
cubes so placed ; less properly, to weave with
a pattern of squares or lozenges touching one
another—To dice away, to lose at dice

;
gamble away.

[Bare.]
An unthrift, that will dice away his skin,
Kather than want to stake at ordinaries.

Shirley, The Wedding, v. 2.

dice-box (dis'boks), «. 1. A box from wjiich
dice are thrown in gaming, usually in the form
of a cylinder contracted in the middle.

The common method of throwing the dice is with a hol-
low cylinder of wood, called the dice-box, into which they
are put, and thence, being first shaken together, thrown
out upon the table. Strutt, .Sports and Pastimes, p. 403.

2. A species of insulator for telegraph-wires,
shaped like a box for throwing dice, along the
axis of which the wire is carried.

dice-coal (dis'kol), «. In coal-^nining, certain
layers of coal which break readily into small
cubical fragments resembUng dice in form.
[Leicestershire, Eng.]

dicellate (di-sei'at), a. [< Gr. diaeUa, a two-
pronged hoe (< St-, two-, + KeMeiv, drive, urge),
+ -«/<!.] Two-pronged, as a sponge-spicule.

Dicentra (dj-sen'trii), n. [NL., < Gr. SiKevrpoc,

with two stings or points, < it-, two-, + ntvrpov,

a point, sting, spur: see center'^.'] A genus of
delicate perennial herbs, of the natural order
Fumariacem, of about a dozen species, natives
of North America and eastern and central
Asia. The species have glaucous dissected leaves and a
heart-shaped or two-spurred corolla. The squirrel-corn.

Dichitonida

l-l- •I-

See riitnlertic an<l jtrocatalectic.

dicatalexis (di-kat-a-lek'sis), n. [NL. (cf. LGr.
iiKaTa'AT/fia— Marius Victorinus), < Gr. it-, two-,
double, + Kari'/riitc, catalexis: see catalcxi.i.']

In pros., concum-nce of interior and final cata-
lexis ; incompleteness of both a middle and a
final foot in a line.

dice (dis), n. pi, [< ME. ilice, dyce (sometimes
in double pi. dyces), irrog. spelling of dyse, deys,

Bleeding-lieart (Dicen/ra specta^'lis).

D. Canadengis, and Dutchman's-breeches, D. Cucullaria,
are conmion species of the northern United States. The
bleeding-heart, D. iqjectalnlis, a very ornamental species
from northern China, is frequent in gardens. Also called
Dietittra.

dicephalous (di-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr. dtK(<j>a?.oc,

two-headed, < dt-, two-, + netpa?,?/, head.] Hav-
ing two heads on one body, bieapitate.

dice-playt (dis'pla), ». The game of dice.

Dir^-l>lay, and such other foolish and pernicious games,
they know not. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. hy Robinson), ii. 4.

dice-player (dis'pla'fer), n. [< ME. diceplayer;

< dice + player.} One who plays at dice; a
dicer.

dicer (di'sfer), ». [< ME. dyser, dysar, < dys,

dice: see dice, ».] One who plays at dice; a
gamester.

As false as dicere' oaths. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

Diceras (dis'e-ras), ». [NL., < Gr. A'/cfpof, a dou-
ble horn : see dicerous.^ 1 . A genus of dimy-
arian bivalves, having subequal valves with
spirally prolonged umboues and a very thick

hinge, with prominent teeth, two in one valve
and one in the other, occurring in the OOlite,

Right andLeft Valves of Diceras arietinum.

a, a, adductor impressions.

and referred to the family Chamidce: named
from the pair of beaks twisted like a ram's
horns. Lamarck, 1805.— 2. A genus of worms.
Bitdolphi, 1810.

dicerion (di-ser'i-on), n. [MGr. iiKtptov, < Gr.
di'xcpuf, two-homed (AtKepa^, a double horn), <

6t-, two-, + (tfpaf, a horn.] A candlestick with
two lights, representing the two natures of

Christ, used by the Greek bishops in blessing
the people. See tricerion.

dicerous (dis'e-ms), a. [NL., < Gr. StKtpuQ {6ik£-

piJT-, diKcpcj-), also SiKcpac (SiKcpar-), two-homed
(cf. Dicrurus), < it-, two-, + nipac, horn. Cf. bi-

corn.~i In entoin., having a pair of developed
antennffi.

dicht. A corrupt form found only in the follow-
ing passage, usually explained as standing for
(f it (do it).

Much good dich thy good heart, Apemantus.
Shak.,i: of A.,i. 2.

Dichstse (di-ke'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. it-, two-,
-I- NL. cttccta, q. v.] A division of brachyoerous
dipterous insects, containing those two-winged
flies which have the proboscis or sucker com-
posed of two pieces. It contains the family
Muscidw and others. The common house-fly
is an example.
The number of pieces composing the haustellum viiries— two, four, or six ; and on this cliaraeter Macquart has

founded his arrangement, naming his divisions Dichcetce,
Tetrachsetee, and Hexachajtaj, respectively.

Pascoe, Zobl. Class., p. 123.

dichsetOTIS (di-ke'tus), a. [As Dichaitai +
-o)(».] Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Dichceta;.

dichas (di'kas), n. [Gr. itxag (itxai-), the half,

< iixa, in two, < d/f (A-), twice : see dJ-2.] A
half foot in ancient Greek long measure. The
Attic measure is supposed to have been 5.H4 inches, the
late Egyptian (Philetrerian) 7 inches, English measure.

dichasia, «. Plural of dichasium.
dichasial (di-ka'si-al), a. [< dichasium + -al.'i

In bot., pertaining to or resembling a dicha-
sium.

The dichasial form of inflorescence.
Encyc. Brit., IV. 124.

dichasium (di-ka'si-um), «. ;
pi. dichasia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. iixaatc, division : see dichastasis.'\

In bot., a cyme having two main axes.

dichastasis (di-kas'ta-sis), ». [NL., improp.
for *dicha.iis, < Gr. iixaaic, division, half, <

itxaeiv, iixa^eiv, divide, < Hx^j i" two, < ilc (it-),

twice: gee dt-2.] Spontaneous subdivision.
Dana.
dicbastic (di-kas'tik), a. [< Gr. iixaatc, divi-

sion ; cf. dichastasis.^ Capable of subdividing
spontaneously. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

dicbet, It. and v. A Middle English form of
(Utch.

DicbelestbiidaB(di«ke-les-thi'i-de),n.;)?. [NL.,
< Dichclesthium + -idee.'] A family of sipho-
nostomous parasitic crustaceans or flsh-lice,

typified by the genus Dichclesthium, having
abortive limbs. Also written Dichelestiidw.

Dicbelestbiuin (di-ke-les'thi-um), n. [NL., <

(f ) Gr. iix'i'^"':, also iixa^, cloven-hoofed, orig.
' two-parted ' (neut. iixr/Mrv, forceps ; < it-, two-,
+ XV^V, a hoof, cloven hoof, claw, spur, forked
probe, notch, etc., orig. anything parted, < ^
*Xa in x^'vcf't gape, yawn, part), + eatiktv, eat.]

Dicketestkium sturionis, magnified.

The typical genus of fish-lice of the family
Dichelesthiiitce. Also written Dichelestium. Her-
mann, 1804.

Dichitonida (di-ki-ton'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

it-, two-, + X'''''^^y tunic (chiton), + -ida.} A
group of tunicaries, ascidians, or sea-squirts,

equivalent to the order Ascidioida.



dlchlamydeoos

dlchlamydeoTlS (di-kla-mid'e-us), a. [< 6r. St-,

two, + ^/'.a/'i'f (;|^^«t'3-), a cloak (see chlamys),
+ -eous.'i In bot, having a double perianth,
consisting of both calyx and corolla.

dicUorid (di-kl6'rid), ». Same as bichlorid.

dichloro-methane (di-kl6"r6-me'than), n. [<
(lichlor{id) + methane.'^ Methylene dichlorid.

dicho-. [< Gr. dixo-, combining form of A^a,
in two, apart, < di'r (o'-), twice, two-: see di-2.j

The first element in several scientific terms,
meaning ' in two parts,' ' in pairs.'

Dichobnne (di-ko-bu'ne), «. [NL., < Gr. Six'^,

in two, + )iovv6g, a hUl, height, mound, prob. a
Cyrenaic word.] 1. A fossil genus of non-
ruminant or bunodont artiodactyl quadinipeds
of Eocene age, type of the family Dkkobmtidw :

so called from their bunodont molars.—

2

(di'ko-bun). [I. c] An animal of this genus or

of the family Dichohunidce.

Dichobunidae (di-ko-bu'ni-de), ». pi. [NL., <

VichohutK + -idie.~\ A family of extinct artio-

dactyl quadrupeds. They are related to the auoplo-
theres, but have the body somewhat leporifomi, with the
hind limbs disproportionately longer than the fore, and
the teeth more specialized than in the Anoplotheriidce.

The t«eth are 44 in number, with 6 persistent upper in-

cisors. The dichobunes are supposed to have had a diffuse

placenta and a tripartite stomach with no developed

nlterium, and hence to have been non-ruminant. The
tition is of the pattern called bunodont. The leading

genera are Dichobnne and Dichodon, from the Eocene.

dichogamic (di-ko-gam'ik), a. [< dichogamy +
-If.] Relating to dichogamy.
dichogamous (di-kog'a-mus), a. [< Gr. ^ix<i, in

two, -I- ydfioc, marriage.] In bot., exhibiting or
characterized by dichogamy.
With dichogamous plants, early or late flowers on the

same individual may intercross.
Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 269.

dichogamy (di-kog'a-mi), n. [As dichogain-ous
+ -i/.J In bot., a provision in hermaphrodite
flowers to prevent self-fertilization by a differ-

ence in the time of maturity of the anthers and
stigma. It is distinguished as proterandrmis or proter-

Offynous, according as the anthers or the stigmas are the
first to become mature.

The same end [cross-fertilization] is gained by dichog-
amic or the maturation of the reproductive elements of
the'same flower at different periods.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 258.

DicholophidsB (di-ko-lof'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Dicholophus + -kUe.'i A family of birds, taking
name from the genus Dicholophus : a synonym
of Cariamidai (which see). J. J. Kaup, 1850.

Dicholophus (di-kol'o-fus)^ n. [NL. (Illiger,

1811), < Gr. 6lxa, in two, -I- A6<poi, a crest, ridge.]

A genus of birds : same as Cariama, 2.

dichord (di'kord), ». [< Gr. dixopdov, an instru-

ment with two strings, neut. of iixopSoc;, two-
stringed, < di-, two-, -I- x^P^^t string : see chord,
cordl.] 1. An ancient musical instrument, of

the lute or harp class, having two strings.— 2.
A general term for musical instruments having
two strings to each note.

dichoree (di-ko're), n. Same as dichoreus.

dichoreus (di-ko-re'us), n.; pi. dichorei (-i).

[L., also, later, dichorins, < Gr. 6ix6pcu)c, < Si-,

two-, -I- xopelof, ohoreus.] A double choreus or
trochee ; a trochaic dipody regarded as a single
compound foot. Also called dichoree and di-

trochee (which see).

dichotomal (di-kot'o-mal), a. [As dichototn-ous
+ -at.~\ In bot., growing in or pertaining to the
forks of a dichotomous stem : as, a dichotomal
flower.

dichotomic (di-ko-tom'ik), a. [As dichotom-ous
+ -ic.J Same as dichotomous Dichotomic Bjrn-
optloal table, same as dichotomous key (which see, un-
der dichototnou^).

dichotomically (di-ko-tom'i-kal-i), adv. Same
as (licliotomi/usly.

dichotomise, v. See dichotomize.

dichotomistf (di-kot'o-mist), n. [< dichotomy
+ -ist.'i One who dichotomizes, or classifies by
subdivision into pairs.

These dichotomisU . . . would wreat . . . whatsoever
doth not aptly fall within those dichotomies.

Bacon, On Learning, VI. 11. % 1.

dichotomization (di-kof'o-mi-za'shon), n. [<
dichotomize -i- -ation.'\ Division into two parts

;

separation or classification by dual or binary
subdivision.

dichotomize (di-kot'o-miz), v.; pret. and pp.
dichotomized, ppr. dichotomizing. [< Gr. iixoro-

lielv, cut in two ((5(;t(iro//of, adj., cut in two), -I-

-ize: see dichotomous."] I. trans. To cut into
two parts; divide into pairs; speciflcally, to
classify by subdivision into pairs.

n. in trans. To separate into pairs ; become
dichotomous.
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The leaf in Dracunculus has a very peculiar shape : it

consists of a number of lobes which are disposed upon a
stalk which is more or less forked (tends more or less to
dichotomise). Nature, XXX. 272.

Also spelled dichotomise.

dichotomous (di-kot'o-mus), a. [< LL. dicho-
tomos, < Gr. dixordftog, cutting in two, propar-
oxytone dix6T0/u>g, cut in two, divided equally,
< oixa, in two, + rk/iveiv, rauuv, cut.] Pertain-
ing to or consisting of a pair or pairs ; divid-

ed into two, or having a dual arrangement or
order.

Take the classification of the sciences, and it is seen that
the process begins at its widest sweep with a pure dichot-
omous division : it is the contrast of the Abstract and the
Concrete. W. L. Davidson, Mind, XII. 251.

Speciflcally— (a) In bot, regulai'ly dividing by pairs from
below upward ; two-forked : as, a dichotomous stem. A
good example of a dichotomous stem is furnished by the
mistletoe. See cut under dichotomy.

It is in this manner that the dichotomous character is

given to the entire stipes. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 294.

(6) In zool. : (1) Branching by pairs ; biramous ; bifur.

cate ; forked: as, the dicAo<o?/ioi(sdivision of adeer's ant-
lers ; the dichotomous foot of a crustacean. (2) Disti-

chous ; bifarious ; two-rowed or two-ranked
;
parted in

the middle : as, the dichotomous hairs of a squirrel's tail,

(c) In classification, binary ; dual ; arranged in two ranks
or series ; opposed by pairs, as a set of characters, or a
number of objects characterized by dichotomization. Also
dichotomic.—Dichotomous key or table, in nat. hist., a
tabular guide to the orders, genera, etc., as of a flora, ar-

ranged artificially, so that by a series of contrasts and ex-

clusions the desired order is finally reached.

dichotomously (di-kot'o-mus-li), adv. In a
dichotomous manner ; by subdivision into two
parts or into pairs. Also dichotomically.

All the Sauropsida possess a larynx, a trachea, and one
or two lungs. The bronchi do not divide dichotomously,
as they do in Mammalia. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 267.

dichotomy (di-kot'o-mi), n.; pi. dichotomies
(-miz). [< Gr. dixoToptia, a cutting in two, < dixo-

r<5/iof, cutting in two : see dichotomous.'] A cut-
ting in two ; division into two parts or into twos

;

subdivision into halves or pairs ; the state of

being dichotomous.
Nor contented with a general breach or dichotomy with

their church, [they] do subdivide and mince themselves
almost into atoms. Sir T. Browne, Beligio Medici, i. 8.

Speciflcally— (a) In logic, the division of a whole into two
parts ; binary classification. Ramus revived, against the
Aristotelians, the Platonic doctrine, which has had many
adherents, that all classification should be by dichotomy.
But the opinion has found little favor since Kant.

We cannot by any logical dichotomies accurately express
relations which, in Nature, graduate into each other in-

sensibly. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 75.

(6) In aatron., that phase of the moon in which it ap-
pears bisected or shows only half its disk, as at the quad-
ratures, (c) In bot,, a mode of
branching l>y constant forking, as
is shown in some stems, the vena-
tion of some leaves, etc. This
mode of branching in plants is

vai'iously modified, as when only
one of the branches at each fork
becomes further developed, in
which case the dichotomy is said
to be sympodial. If these unde.
veloped branches lie always upon
the same side of the axis, the sym-
podial dichotomy is helicoid ; if

alternately upon opposite sides, it

is scoijnotd.—Argument ftom
dichotomy, one of the arguments
of Zeuo the Eleatic against plural-

ity and uLi^'nitude. Anything hav-
ing magnitude must consist of two parts, and those again
of two, ad infinitum. Thus, the ultimate parts have no
magnitude, and hence not the whole.

dichotrisene (di-ko-tri'en), n. [< Gr. 6ixa, in

two, -t- Tpiaiva, a trident: see tricene.'] In the
nomenclature of sponge-spicules, a dichoto-
mous trifene ; a cladose rhabdus whose three
cladi or arms divide into two. See tricene.

Tlie arms of a triaene may bifurcate {dichotricenc) once,
twice, or oftener, or they may trifurcate.

Sollas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.

dichroic (di-kro'ik), a. [< Gr. SixpooQ, two-
colored (see dichroous), + -ic] 1. Character-
ized by dichroism: as, a dichroic crystal.— 2.
Same as dichromatic.

dichroism (di'kro-izm), n. [< dichro-ic +
-ism.] In optics: (a) A property possessed by
many doubly refracting crystals of exhibiting
different colors when viewed in different direc-

tions. Tlius, palladium chlorid appears of a deep-red
color along the axis, and of a vivid green when viewed
in a transverse direction. Mica affords another example,
being nearly opaque when viewed in one direction, but
transparent and of a different color in another. This prop-
erty is due to the difference in the absorption of the light-

viitrations in the different directions. See pleochroiem.

(6) The exhibition of essentially different col-

ors hj certain solutions in different degrees of
dilution or concentration.
dichroistic (di-kro-is'tik), a. [< dichro-ism -t-

-istic] Having the property of dichroism. Also
dichroom.

Dichotomy.
Inflorescence of Valeria.

nella dentata.

dick

dichroite (di'kro-it), n. [< Gr. iixpoo^, two-col-
ored (see dichroous), + -ite^.] lolite (which
see) : so called from its variation in color.

Dichromanassa (di"kro-ma-nas'a), n. [NL., <
Gr. di-, two-, + XP'^P", color, -I-' vaoaa, Doric
form of vijaca, vyrra, a duck: see Anas.] A
genus of herons exhibiting dichromatism ; the
dichroic egrets, as the reddish egret, D. rufa,
which in one state is pure white (and known as
Peale's egret), in another variously colored.
dichromate (di-kro'mat), n. [< dj-'-^ + chro-
mate.] Same as bichromate.
dichromatic (di-kro-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. A-, two-,

-1-
xP'->f<'{T-), color: see chromatic. Cf. dichro-

mic] Having or producing two colors ; exhib-
iting or characterized by diohromatism. Also
dichroic and bichromatic.

dichromatism (di-kro'ma-tizm), n. [< dichro-
ma t-ic + -ism. ] The quality of being dichromat-
ic ; the state or condition of normally present-
ing two different colors orsystems of coloration:
in zoiil., said of animals which, being ordinari-
ly of a given color, regularly or frequently ex-
hibit a different coloration, due to melanism,
erythrism, etc. llie red and gray plumages of many
owls, the red and green plumages of sundry parrots, the
white and colored states of various herons, are examples
of dichromatism. See color-variation.

Remarkable differences of plumage in many cases, con-
stituting dichromatism, or permanent normal difference
in color. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 656.

dichromic (di-kro'mik), a. [< Gr. dixpafio^,

two-colored, < di-, two-, -1-
xp<'>/'<'t color: see

chrome, etc.] Relating to or embracing two
colors only ; bichromatic : used by Herschel to
describe the vision of a color-blind person who
lacks the perception of one of the three pri-
mary colors assumed in accordance with the
Young-Helmholtz theory of color (which see,
under color).

Herschel regarded the vision of Dalton as dichromic, the
red being wanting. Le Conte, Sight, p. 63.

dichronous (di'kro-nus), a. [< LL. dichronus,
< Gr. 6ixpovo(, having two times or quantities, <
6t-,t-wo-,+ xpovoctitne.] Inane. pros.: (a) Hav-
ing two times or quantities ; varying in time

;

sometimes long and sometimes short ; common

;

doubtful (Latin anceps) : as, a dichronous vowel
or syllable; representing a doubtful vowel-
sound : as, a dichronous letter, in Greek grammar
the three vowel-letters a, t, v, which may be either long
or short in sound, are called dichronotis, in contrast to the
four remaining vowel-letters, which are fixed in quantity
(e and o always short, t; and w always long). (5) (Con-
sisting of two normal short times or morse

;

disemic: as, a dichronous foot; lasting for the
space of two times or morse: as, a dichronous
long (that is, an ordinary long, equal to two
shorts, distinguished from a trichronous or
other protracted long) : as, a dichronous pause.
See disemic.

dichroous (di'kro-us), a. [< Gr. (ilxpooc, Sixpov^,

dixpojg, two-colored, < A-, two-, -t- xpo'^t XP^t
color.] 1. Same as dichromatic.— 2. Same as
dichroistic.

dichroscope (di'kro-skop), n. [Irreg. < Gr. <?('-

Xpoo^, two-colored, + oKoneiv, view.] An in-

strument for testing the dichroism of crystals,

usually consisting of an achromatized double-
image prism of Iceland spar, fixed in a brass
tube which has a small square hole at one end
and a convex lens at the other, of such power
as to give a sharp image of the square hole.
On looking through the instrument the square hole ap-
pears double, the liglit which passes through being divided
into two rays jwlarized in planes at right angles to each
other ; and if a dichroic crystal is placed in front of it, the
two images, corresponding to the two sets of light-vibra-
tions, will appear of different colors. A dichroscope may be
comlnned with the polarizing apparatus of a microscope.

dichroscopic (di-kro-skop'ik), a. [< dichroscope
+ -ic] Pertaining to the dichroscope: as, di-

chroscopic observations.

dichtings, «. pi. See dightings.

dicing (di'sing), n. [< ME. dysyng, verbal n. of
dysen, dycen, dice : see dice, v.] 1. Gaming with
dice.

Where dicing is, there are other follies also.

Latimer, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

2. A method of decorating leather in squares
or diamonds by pressure. £. M. Enight.

dicing-house (di'sing-hous), n. A house in

wliiiX games with dice are played; a gaming-
house.
The public peace cannot be kept where public dicing-

houses are pennitted.
Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, ii. 472. (hatham.)

dick^ (dik), «. fVar. of dike and of diteJt.]

The mound or bank of a ditch ; a dike. Orose.

[Prov. £ng.]



dick

dick^ (dik), n. [Perhaps < D. del; a cover, a
horse-cloth (ef. deken, a coverlet, blanket,

quilt), the same as deli, a deck: see deck, n.,

of which dick is thus appar. a var. form. The
E. form maybe due in part to association with
the proper name Dick. Hence dim. dicky^, q.

v.] 1. A leathern apron.— 2. A bib. HalU-
well. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

dick-dunnock (dik'dun'gk), «. [< dick (see

dicky-bird) + dunnock.'] A local British name
of the hedge-sparrow. Accentor viodularis. Mac-
gillivray.

uckens (dik'enz), n. [Prob. ult. connected
with LG. duks, diiker, deukcr, deiker, the deuce

;

all prob. fanciful variations of deuce, LG. dug
(see deiice^), the E. dickens simulating Dickon,
Diccon, an old dim. nickname for Richard (see

dicky^), whence the surnames Dickens, Dickon-
son, Diceonson, Dickenson, Dickinson, etc.] The
deuce : used interjectionally, with the definite

article (formerly sometimes with the indefi-

nite).

Ford. Where had you this pretty weathercock ?

Mrs. Page. I cannot tell what the dickens his name is

my husband had him of. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 2.

What a dickiiis does he mean by a trivial Sum ?

Conffreve, Old Batchelor, ii. 1.

To play the dickens. Same as to play the deuce (which
Bee, under deucei).

It is not a safe matter to undertake to disperse these
robust monkeys who play the dickens with the telegraph
lines. Electric Rev. (Amer.), XII. 6.

dicker^ (dik'6r), n. [= Sc. daker, dakir, daiker, a
quantity of ten (hides, etc.),< ME. dyker = Icel.

dekr = Sw. decker = Dan. deger = LG. deker
= G. decker, ten (hides, etc.) (ML. decore, de-

cora, dicora, dacra, dacrum, OF. dakere, dacre,

after the Teut. forms), < L. decuria, a division
consisting of ten, < decern = E. ten : see decury
and ten.] The number or quantity ten

;
par-

ticularly, ten hides or skins, forming the twen-
tieth part of a last of hides. [Obsolete or
provincial.]

Also that no maner foreyn sille no lether in the seid

cite, but it be in the yelde halle of the same, payinge for

the custom of euery dyker, j, d.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 38«.

dicker^ (dik'6r), v. [Prob. < dicker'^-, with ref-

erence to the frontier trade in hides, skins,

etc.] I. intrant. To trade by petty bargaining
and barter ; haggle.

l*he white men who penetrated to the semi-wilds [of the
West] were always ready to dicker and to swap.

Cooper, Oak Openings.

After years of dickering, highly discreditable to a great
State, Tennessee and lier creditors agreed on sixty cents
as the hgure at which the State's obligations should ))e

settled. N. A. liec, C.XX.XI.X. 136.

H. trans. To barter; trade off; swap. [Rare.]
ru. s.]

ekedicker''^ (dik'er), «. [< dicker^, ?.] Trading
on a small scale by bargain and barter ; a trans-
action 80 conducted. [U. S.]

Selfish thrift and party held the scales
For peddling dicker, not for honest sales.

Whittier, The Panorama.
dickey, ». See dicky^.

dickinaonite (dik'in-son-it), n. [After the
Kev. William Dickinson.'^ A phosphate of man-
ganese, calcium, and sodium, occurring in crys-
tals and crystalline aggregates of a green color
and micaceous structure at Branchville, Con-
necticut.

Dicksonia (dik-s6'ni-a), n. [NL., after James
Dickson, a British botanist (died 1822). The
surname Dickson, otherwise spelled Dixon, is

equiv. to Dick's son, Dick being a familiar form
of Richard, and used both as a Christian name
and as a surname. Cf. dictyi.] A genus of
ferns having large, much-divided fronds, and
small sori placed close to the margin of the
frond at the apex of a vein. The sorus consists of
an elevateil globular receptacle bearing the sporangia,
and inclosed liy tlie cup-shaped indusium. The latter is

open at tile top, and partly adiiereiit at tile outer side to
a reflexed toothlet of the frond. The number of species
known is over 40, and alwut half of them are tree-ferns.
An Australian species, Dicksonia antarctica, is one of the
most ornamental tree-ferns in cultivation. Most of the
species are confined to tropical America and Polynesia

;

but a tew occur in the southern parts of the north tem-
perate zone, and one. D. piiosinscula, is common in eastern
North America, and extends as far north as Canada.

Dicksoniites (dik-s6-ni-i'tez). n. [NL., < Dick-
simia + -itfs.'] The name of a genus of fossil
ferns proposed by Sterzel, including species pre-
viously referred by authors to I'ecopteris, Ale-
tlio/jtcris, and other genera, from which this ge-
nus has been separated iu accordance with cer-
tain marked peculiarities iu its fructification.
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It occurs in the Lower Carboniferous in various
localities in Europe.
dickyl (dik'i), «. ;

pL dickies (-iz). [E. dial.,

also called dick-ass ; a familiar use of the proper
name Dick, dim. Dicky; ef. jack, jack-ass, of
similar origin. The name Dick, otherwise Rick,
is a familiar form of Richard, a favorite name
in England since the time of Richard Cceur de
Lion. The name is P., of OHG. origin : OHG.
rlhhi, richi, powerful, rich ; harti, in comp. -hart,

strong, brave : see n'cft and /jarti. Ci. dickens.]

An ass ; a donkey.

Time to begin the dicky races,
More famed for laughter than for speed.

Bloomfield, Richard and Eate,

dicky2, dickey (dik'i), n.
;
pi. dickies, dickeys

(-iz). [Of dial, origin ; dim. of rfjcA;2, q. v.] 1.

A leathern apron.— 2. A child's bib.—3. A
shirt-front; a separate front worn over the
breast in place of a shirt, or to hide a shirt not
fit to be seen. Separate shirt-fronts of tliis kind, also
called /ai^e 6o«om«and shams, were worn over plain shirts
for many years in the first half of the nineteenth century.

4. A kind of high standing shirt-collar formerly
worn. [New Eng.]

My soul swells till it almost tears the shir.t off my buz-
zum, and even fractures my dickey.

J. C. Neal, Charcoal Sketches, iii. 34.

5. The seat in a carriage on which the driver
sits, whether in front or not ; a seat behind the
body of a carriage for servants, etc.

Three people were squeezed into it besides the driver,
who sat, of course, in his own particular little dickey at
the side. Dickens, Pickwick, xlvi.

dicky-bird (dik'i-berd), n. [Also dickey-bird;
< dicky, dim., applied familiarly to animals (see
dickyi), + ftjrrfl.] A Uttle bird.

Twas, I know, in the spring-time when Nature looks gay,
As the poet observes, and on tree-top and spray
Tlie dear little dickey-birds carol away.

Barhain, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 329.

Gladly would I throw up history to think of nothing but
dickey-birds, but it must not be yet. Kingsley, Life, II. 41.

diclesium (di-kle'si-um), n.
;

pi. diclesia (-il).

[NL., < Gr. it-, two-,+ K^yot^, a shutting up, clos-

ing, < K/.eieiv, close: see cJoscl.] In bot., a dry
fruit consisting of an achenium inclosed with-
in the persistent hardened base of the perianth,
as in the four-o'clock, Mirabilis Jalapa.

diclinic, diclinate (di-kliu'ik, di'kli-nat), a.

[< Gr. di; two-, -t- K?jveiv, incline (see clinic,

incline), + -ie, -otel.] In crystal., having two
of the intersections of the axes oblique : applied
to a system so characterized. So crystals in na-
ture are known which belong to this system, and it is iu

fact only a variety of the triclinic system, possessing no
higher degree of symmetry. Also diclinous.

diclinism (di'kli-nism), Ji. [< diclin-ous + -ism.]

In bot., the state of being diclinous.

Diclinism may appear everywhere and is actually ob-
served in many species, in which sexual cells are endowed
with free motion, whether active or passive.

De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 231.

diclinous^ (di'kli-nus), a. [As dicUn-ic + -ous.']

In crystal., same as diclinic.

diclinous^ (di'kli-nus), a. [< Gr. it-, two-, -I-

K/.ivi/, a bed, < itliveiv, recline. Cf. diclinic.']

In bot., having only stamens or pistils : applied
to unisexual Sowers.

They [anemophilous plants] are often diclinous: that is,

they are either monoecious witli their sexes separated on
the same plant, or dicecious with their sexes on distinct

plants. Daricin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 408.

dicoccoas (di-kok'us), a. [< Gr. St-, two-, +
KOKKo^, a berry : see coccus.] In bot., formed of
two cocci : applied to fruits having two separa-
ble lobes.

dicoeloas (di-se'lus), a. [< Gr. 6i-, two-, + koI-

/of, hollow.] Inanat.: (a) Cupped or hollowed
at both ends, as a vertebra ; amphiccelous. R.
Owen. (6) Having two cavities, in general ; bi-

locular.

dicola, n. Plural of dicolon.

dicolic (di-ko'lik), a. [As dicolon + -ic] 1. In
pros., consisting of two cola or members: as, a
dicolic line, verse, or period, in Greek and Roman
poetry dicolic periods preponderate. The most frequent
kinds of verse, the dactylic hexameter and the anapestic
and trochaic tetrametei-s 0*ut not the iambic trimeter,
whicli is monocolic), are examples. See colon^.

The first two lines of each stanza resemble the two cola
of a Greek dicolic line, or two musical phrases making up
a longer strain. Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI. 85.

2. In rhet., consisting of two clauses or groups
of clauses : as, a dicolic period.

dicolon (di-ko'lon), n. ;
pi. dicola (-la). [NL., <

Gr. 6iKu^.o(:, having two members, < it-, two-, -I-

KuV.ov, raeml»er.] In pros., a verse or period
consisting of two cola or members. See dicolic.

Dicranum

dicondylian (di-kon-dil'i-an), a. [< Gr. itniv-

ivIoQ, double-knuckled, < (!i-, double-, + noviv^Mq,

knuckle: see condyle.] Having two occipital
condyles, as the skull of a mammal or an am-
phibian : opposed to monocondylian.

The Amphibia are the only air-breathing Vertebrata
which, like mammals, have a dicondylian skull.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 370.

Dicoryne (dl-kor'i-ne), M. [NL. (AUman, 1859),
< Gr. it-, two-, + nopvvri, a club, a club-like bud
or shoot.] A genus of gymnoblastic hydro-
zoans or tubularian hydroids, giving name to
a family Dicorynidce. D. conferta is an ex-
ample.
Dicorynida (di-ko-rin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Di-
coryne + -idle. ] A family of Hydropolypince, the
generative zooids of which are free-swimming
polyps with two tentacles and without a mouth,
carrying two ova each. These zooids bud only on
polypostyles, and never on the alimentary zooids which
have one verticil of filiform tentacles.

dicotyledon (di-kot-i-le'dgu), n.
;

pi. dicotyle-

dons (-donz) or dicotyledones (-do-nez). [< Gr.
it-, two-, -f- KOTvlr/iuv, a cavity: see cotyledon.]

A plant which produces an embryo having two
cotyledons. Dicotyledons form a natural class of the
phsenogamous series of plants, characterized by the two op-
posite cotyledons, an exogenous mode of growth, and a net-
ted venation of the leaves, and by seldom having a trime*
rous arrangement of tiie parts of the flower. From the
structure of the stem, increasing by external growth, they
are also known as exogeTis. The gymnosperms, in which the
embryo has several cotyledons in a whorl, are usually in-

cluded as a subclass, but by some recent botanists they
are ranked as a distinct class. According to the more
usual arrangement, the angiospermous dicotyledons are
divided by the characters of the perianth into Polypetalce,
GamopetaltF, and .ipetaloe or Monochlamydeae. These are
subdivided into 164 orders. Several modifications of this

system have been adopted, especially by continental Eu-
ropean botanists, the most important of which is tlie dis-

tribution of the apetalous orders among the two otlier di-

visions. The total number of species of dicotyledonous
plants now known is about 80,000, included under about
6,000 genera, ^te^ exogen.

dicotyledonous (cU-kot-i-le'don-us), a. [As di-

cotyledon + -ous.] In bot., having two coty-
ledons: as, a dicotyledonous embryo, seed, or
plant.

Dicotyles (di-kot'i-lez), n. [NL., so named
by Cuvier in allusion to the curious glandular
organ on the back, which was regarded by old
travelers as a second navel; < Gr. itadrvlo^,

having two hollows, < it-, two-, -I- noTvltj, a hol-

low, hollow vessel, cup, cymbal, etc. : see coty-

le. Sometimes ignorantly written Dycotyles
(intended for "Dyscotyles), and said to be < Gr.
iva-, ill, bad, in allusion to the bad smell of the
gland.] The typical genus of the family Dico-
tylidce, or peccaries. D. torquatus, the leading species,
is the collared peccary of Texas. The white-lipped pec-
cary is D. labiatus, sometimes referred to a different genus,
.\<jt<>j)h'irn^: See peccant.

Dicotylidae (di-ko-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Di-
cotyles + -idw.] A family of swine having a
peculiar odoriferous dorsal gland, whence the
name (see Dicotyles). It is the only family of dlco-
tyliform swine, is confined to America, and consists of
the peccaries. See peccary.

dicotyliform (di-ko-til'i-f6rm), a. Pertaining
to the Dicotyliformia ; having the characters of
a ppceary.
Dicotyliformia (di-k6-til-i-f6r'mi-a), M. pi.

[NL., < Dicotyles + li. forma, shape,] The
Dicotylidw, or peccaries alone, as a superfamily
group of swine, contrasted with the other swine
collectively, the distinction resting chiefly

upon detailed cranial characters. The canines
are acute and trencliant, simply decurved, not twisted
outward, as in the males of ordinary swine, and the con-
dyles of the lower jaw are simply ti-ansverse.

Dicranobranchia (di-kra-no-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. iiapavog, two-headed (see Dicranum),
+ fipdyx'"} giils-] -A. suborder of rhipidoglos-

sate gastropods. The gills are in two symmetrical
dorsal plumes (whence the name); the body and shell are
not spiral ; the foot is slightly bearded ; the eyes are sub-
sessile; antl the median teeth of the odontophore are of
two kinds, the inner being small and similar, and the outer
large and dissimilar. The group was named liy J. E. Gray
for tile fiuiiily Fisnurellidte, or keyliole-limpets.

Dicranoceros (di-kra-nos'e-ros), n. [NL., < Gr.
iiKpavoc, two-headed, -f- Kepag, horn.] Same as
Antilocapra. Hamilton Smith, 1827.

dicranoid (di-kra'noid), a. [< Dicranum + -oid.]

Resembling plants of the genus Dicranum ; bi-

fid, as iu Dicranum: said of the teeth of the
peristome of mosses.
dicranterian (di-kran-te'ri-an), a. Same as
diacranterian.

Dicranum (di-kra'num), n. [NL.,< Gr. iUpavo^,

two-headed, < it-, two-, 4- /tpav/of, the skull.] A
large genus of mosses, comprising many spe-

cies. The plants are large, and have spreading or secund
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Dicranum scofiarium.

a, plant, natural size ; d,

four bifid teeth of the peri-

stome, highly magnified.

leaves with a strong costa. In this, as in allied genera,

the teeth of the peristome are bifld to the middle (dicra-

DOid).

dicrotal (di-krd'tal), a. Same as dicrotic.

dicrotic (di-krot'ik), a. [< Gr. diKpoTog, double-

beating, < dc-, two-, double, + Kporof, a rattling

noise, beat, clash.] 1. Double-beating: applied

to the pulse when for one heart-beat there are

two arterial pulses as felt by the finger or shown
by the sphygmograph.— 2. Pertaining to a di-

crotic pulse Dicrotic notch, the notch in a sphyg-

mograni preceding the dicrotic crest. See gphygmogram.
— Dicrotic wave or crest, (a) The second of the two
large waves of a dicrotic piilse as traced iu a sphygmo-
grani. (V) The smaller corresponding crest or wave in

pulses not dicrotic.

dicrotism (dik'ro-tizm), n. [< dicroHe + -ism.']

The state of being dicrotic.

This dicrolitm, however, characterizes particularly sep-

tic and typhoid types of fever. Med. News, LII. 401.

dicrotOUS (dik'ro-tus), a. [< Gr. dUporoc, dou-
ble-beating: eee dicrotic.'] Dicrotic.

Dicniridae (di-kro'ri-de), «. pi. [NL., < Dicru-
rus + -idw.] A large family of dentirostral os-

cine passerine birds of Asia, the East Indies,

etc., and also of Africa ; the drongos or drongo-
shrikes. They have comparatively slender bodies, a long
forked tail, long rounded wings, a stout hooked bill with
rictal vibrissse, small but stout feet, and mostly black or
dark plumage and red eyes. The DicruridoB are not
shrikes in the proper sense of that term, but rather crow-
like birds of insectivorous nature and somewhat the habits

of flycatchers. There are upward of 60 species. The lead-

ing genera are : Dicrurus, of which Edolius is a synonym,
chiefly Indian and East Indian, but with one African
group of species ; Dissemunis, in which the length of

the tail is at a maximum ; Bhringa, Chibia, Chaptia, and
MeUen&rnis, the last African. The genus Irena is some-
times brought under this family. The term Dicruridce is

sometimes extended to the swallow-shrikes, Artamidce.
EdoUidce or Kdoliatue is a synonym. See cut under drongo.

Dicrurinse (di-kro-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dicrw-
nis + -iiuB.] The drongos as the typical sub-
family of the Dicruridw, and containing all the
family excepting Ireninee, or as a subfamily of

some other family.

Dicrurus (di-kro'ms), n. [NL., lit. fork-tailed,

< Gr. 6iKpo(, shorter form of diKfxrvc, contr. of
iiKpooc, forked (equiv. to diKoaiog, forked, cloven,

lit. two-homed, contr. of iiidpaiog, two-homed,
< 6t-, two-, + Kepaia, a horn, point, < Ktpaq, a
horn; cf. dicerous), + ovpa, tail.] The typical

and largest genus of Dicrurida; the drongos
proper. The flnga or king-crow of Bengal, D. macrocer-
ctu, is a typical example. The genus is often called
Bh-uchanga or Buchanga. Edolius also is a synonym,
but sometimes used for a section of the genus represented
by the Madagascan E. forficatus. Another section of the
genus contains the singing drongos of Africa, as V. musi-
cu<. A section with the tail most deeply forflcate is

Dissemurugy containing such as the Indian bee-king, 2>.

paradiseus. See drongo.

diet (dikt), TO. [ME. dicte ; < L, dictum, a thing
said: see dictam.] A saying; a dictum. [Ar-
chaic]

What, the old diet was true after all?

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xxxvi.

dicta, n. Plural of dictum.

dictament (dik-ta'men), n. [< LL. ML. dicta-

men, < L. dictate, prescribe, dictate : see dictate.]

A dictate ; a precept ; an injunction.

I most tell yon (not out of mine own dictamen, but the
author's) a good play is like a skein of silk ; which, if you
take by the right end, you may wind off at pleasure.

B. Jontan, Magnetick Lady, Ind.

dictamentt (dik'ta-ment), n. [< ML. "dieta-

mentum, < L. dictare, dictate, see dictate. Cf.

dictamen.] A dictate.

If any followed, in the whole tenor of their lives, the
dictamenU of right reason.

Sir K. Digby, On Browne's Keligio Medici.

Dictanmnm (dik-tam'uum), n. Same as Dic-
tatrmus, 2.
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dictanmus (dik-tam'nus), TO. [L., also dictam-

num, < Gr. dinTauvoc, diKrapivov, also dmrauov, dit-

tany, a plant which grew on Mounts Dicte and
Ida in Crete ; hence ult. E. dittany, q. v.] 1. A
plant of the genus -Dictomnjts.— 2. [cap.] [NL.]

A genus of rutaceous plants, of a single spe-

cies, D. albus, the fraxmella or dittany, a na-
tive of southern Europe and central Asia. It is

an old inhabitant of country gardens, cultivated for its

showy flowers, which are of various colors, and for its

fragrance. The whole plant is covered with glands which
secrete an oil so volatile that in hot weather the air about
the plant becomes inflammable.

dictanumt (dik-ta'num), TO. Dictamnus; dit-

tany.

The Hart, beeing perced with the dart, runneth out of

hand to the hearb Dictanum, and is healed.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 61.

dictate (dik'tat), v.
;
pret. and pp. dictated, ppr.

dictating, [< L. dictatus, pp. of dictare (> It.

dettare, dittare = Sp. Pg. Pr. dictar = F. die-

ter, > D. dicteren = G. dictircn = Dan. diktere

= Sw. diktera), say often, pronounce, declare,

dictate (to another for writing), prescribe, or-

der; freq. of dicere, pp. dictus, say: see diction.]

I. trans. 1. To declare or prescribe with au-
thority ; direct or command positively, as being
right, necessary, or inevitable: as, conscience
dictates truthfulness and fair dealing; to dictate

a course of conduct, or terms of surrender.

I hope God hath given me ability to be master of my
own passion, and endowed me with that reason that will

dictate imto me what is for my own good and benefit.

State Trials, Lt.-Col. Lilburne, an. 1649.

The conduct of life [in Russia] was dictated to the citi-

zens at large in the same way as to soldiers.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 558.

3. To be the determining cause or motive of;

fix or decide positively or unavoidably : as, ne-
cessity dictated the abandonment of the ship;
his conduct is dictated by false pride.

I find his present prosecution was dictated by tyranny,
cowardice, and revenge. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxxi.

3. To express orally for another to write down

;

give utterance or form to, as something to be
written : as, to dictate a letter to a clerk.

The mind which dictated the Iliad. Waylaiid.

=Syn. . .

II. intrans. To practise dictation; act or
speak dictatorially; exercise controlling or ar-

bitrary authority; assume a dictatorial, dog-
matic, or commanding attitude.

A woman dictates before marriage in order that she may
have an appetite for submission afterward.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 80.

From the compulsory saintship and cropped hair of the
Puritans men rushed or sneaked, as their temperaments
dictated, to the opposite cant of sensuality and a wilder-
ness of periwig. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 393.

dictate (dik'tat), «. [= D. dietaat = G. dictat

= Dan. diktat, a dictate, = OF. dicte, dite, to..,

a dictation, P. dict^e, f., dictation (see ditty), =
Sp. Pg. dictado = It. dittato, dettato^ < L. dicta-

turn, usually in pi. dictata, what is dictated,

neut. pp. of dictare ; see dictate, v. Cf.dight, in-

dict, indite, ult. < L. dictare.] 1. A positive

order or command; an authoritative or con-
trolling direction.

Those right helps of art which will scarce be found by
those who servilely confine themselves to the dictates of

others. Locke.

Besides his duties at Westminster, he must attend to

his constituents, must show himself among them from
time to time, and must be ever ready to listen to com-
plaints, suggestions, or even dictates.

Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XXXIX. 205.

2. An authoritative rule, maxim, or precept;

a guiding principle: as, the dictates of con-
science or of reason.

The Laws of well-doing are the dictates of right Reason.
Booker, Eccles. Polity, 1. 7.

I credit what the Grecian dictates say. Prior.

litis is an obvious dictate of our common sense.

H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 97.

It was, or it seemed, the dictate of trade to keep the
negro down. Emerson, West Indian Emancipation.

3t. Dictation. [Rare.]

Many bishops . . . might be at Phillippi, and many
were actually there, long after St. Paul's dictate of the
epistle. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 183.

4t. That which is dictated; a dictated utter-

ance.

The public prayers of the people of God, In churches
thoroughly settled, did never use to be voluntary dictates

proceeding from any man's extemporal wit.

Uovker, Eccles. Polity, v. 26.

=Syil. 1 and 2. Injunction, admonitioQ.

dictature

dictation (dik-ta'shon), TO. [< LL. dictatio{n-),

< L. dictare, pp. dictatus, dictate : see dictate.']

1. The act or practice of dictating, directing,

or prescribing : as, he wrote the passage at the
teacher's dictation.

What heresies and prodigious opinions have been set

on foot, . . . under the pretence of the dictation and
warrant of God's Spirit

!

Bp. Hall, Keinains, p. 148.

2. Authoritative command or control; positive

or arbitrary prescription, direction, or order:

as, his dictation brought affairs into great con-
fusion.

If either of these two powers tI'Vance and Spain] had
disarmed, it would soon have been compelled to submit
to the dictation of the other. MacauLay.

=Syil. Injunction, prescription, direction.

dictator (dlk-ta'tor), n. [= F. dictateur= Sp.
Pg. dictador= It. dettatore, dittatore= D. G. dic-

tator = Dan. Sw. diktator = Gr. dmrdTup, < L.
dictator, a commander, dictator, < dictare, pp.
(Jicteitt*, command, dictate : see dictate.] 1, A
person possessing unlimited powers of govern-
ment; an absolute ruler, in ancient Rome dicta-

tors were appointed in times of exigency and distress for

a term of six months ; and there were also dictators with
powers limited to specific acts. In later times usurpers
have often made themselves dictators, and dictatorial

powers have been expressly conferred. The rulers of Para-
guay bore the title of dictator for many years, and those
of several other Spanish-American countries have done so
for longer or shorter periods.

Government must not be a parish clerk, a justice of the
peace. It has, of necessity, in any crisis of the state, the
absolute powers of a Dictator.

Emerson, Amer. Civilization.

All classes have had to submit to that sort of authority
which assumed its most innocent shape in the oflice of

the Roman Dictator, its most odious in the usurpation of

the Greek Tyrant.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 84.

2. A person invested with or exercising abso-
lute authority of any kind ; one who assumes
to control or prescribe the actions of others

;

one who dictates.

Unanimous, they all commit the care
And management of this main enterprise
To him, their great dictator. Milton, P. K., i. 113.

The great dictator of fashions. Pope.

dictatorial (dik-ta-to'ri-al), a. [= F. dictato-

rial; as dictatory '+ -al.'\ 1. Pertaining to a
dictator; absolute; unlimited.

Military powers quite dictatorial. Irving.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of dictation

;

imperious ; overbearing ; dogmatic.

The disagreeable effect that accompanies a tone in-

clined to be dictatorial. Disraeli, Coningsby, iv. 4.

I have just read yours of the 19th inst. If there be per-

ceptible in it an impatient and dictatoriat tone, I waive
it in deference to an old friend whose heart I have always
supposed to be right. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 210.

= Syil. Authoritative, Dogmatic, etc. See magisterial.

dictatorially (dik-ta-to'ri-al-i), adv. In a dic-

tatorial or commanding manner ; dogmatically.

These are strong statements ; they are made dictatorial-

ly, because want of space forbids anything but assertion.

N. A. Mev., CXXVI. 478.

dictatorialness (dik-ta-to'ri-al-nes), TO. The
quality or state of being dictatorial.

A spirit of arrogance and contemptuous dictatorialness.

George Eliot, in Cross, HI. 212.

dictatoriant (dik-ta-to'ri-an), a. [< dictatory

+ -an.] Dictatorial.

A dictatorian power, more accommodate to the first pro-
duction of things. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 347.

dictatorship (dik-ta'tor-ship), TO. [< dictator
-1- -ship.] 1. The ofiice or dignity of a dicta-

tor ; the term of a dictator's office.

This is the solemnest title they can confer tmder the
princedom, being indeed a kind of dictatorship.

Sir H. Wotton.

2. Absolute authority; dogmatism.
Tliis is that perpetual dictatorship which is exercised by

Lucretius, though often in the wrong. Dryden.

dictatoryt (dik'ta-to-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg. dicta-

torio, < L. dictatorixis, of or belonging to a dic-

tatorj< dictator, a dictator: see dictator.] Dic-
tatorial.

Our English, the language of men ever famous and fore-

most in the achievements of liberty, will not easily find

servile letters enow to spell such a dic^a^rt/ presumption
Englished. Milton, .4reopagitica.

dictatress (dik-ta'tres), TO. [< dictator + -ess.]

A female dictator; a woman who commands
arbitrarily and irresponsibly.

dictatrix (dik-ta'triks), n. [L. , fem. of dictator:

see dictator.] Same as dictatress.

dictaturet (dik-ta'tur), n. [= F. dictature =
Sp. Pg. dictadura = It. dettatura, dittatnra = D.
dictatuur = G. dictatur = Dan. Sw. diktatur, <

L. dictatura, < dictare, pp. dictatus, dictate: see

dictator, dictate.] Dictatorship.



dictature

Some spake what a strange resolution it was in Lucius

Sylla to resign his dictature.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 92.

dicteryt (dit'te-ri), n. [= Sp. Pg. dicterio, < L.

dicterium, a witty saying, in form as if < Gr.

deiKToptov, a place for showing, eccles. a sort of

pulpit (< ieiKTdi, verbal adj. of iecavvvai, show),

but in sense < L. dicere, pp. dictus, say: see

diction.'] A witty saying ; a jest; a scoff.

I did heap up all the dicteries I could against women,
but now recant. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 558.

diction (dik'shgn), n. [= F. diction, OF. dic-

tion, diaion = iip. diccion = Pg. dicfSo = It. di-

zione= D. dictie =z G. diction = Dan. Sw. diktion,

< L. dictio{n-), a saying, expression, kind of

delivery, style, use of a word, LL. also a word
(whence ML. dictionarium, a dictionary), < di-

dre, pp. dictiis, say, tell, declare, name, ap-
point, related to dicdre, declare, proclaim, pub-
ush, = Gr. ieiK-vvvat, show, point out, = Skt.

V djf, show, point out, = Goth, ga-teihan, tell,

announce, = OHG. zihan, MIIG. zihen, G. zei-

hen, accuse (whence OHG. zeigon, MHG. G. zei-

gen, point out), = AS. teon (orig. "tihan), accuse.
From the same Tent, root come AS. tiecan, point
out, E. teach, and AS. tdcn, E. token, q. v. The
L. dicere and dicdre are the ult. sources of a

rat many E. words : namely, from L. dic&re,

diet, edict, verdict, dictum, ditto, etc., diction,

dictionary, conditimi, addict, contradict, inter-

dict, predict, addiction, contradiction, indiction,

prediction, etc., benediction = henison, maledic-

tion = malison, valediction, etc. ; from the freq.

dictdre, E. dictate, ditty, dight, indict, itidite,

etc.; from dicdre, E. abdicate, dedicate, indicate,

predicate, preach, predicament, etc., index,judge,
judicate, adjudictite, etc. ; from the Gr. deiKvivai,

E. deictic, apodictic, apodixis, etc.] 1. Expre.s-

sion of ideas by words; manner of saying;
choice or selection of words; style.

It is the imperishable diction, ttie language of Shak-
Bpearc before .Shakspeare wrote, which dilfuses its enchant-
ment over tlie ''Arcadia."

/. D'ltraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 105.

His command of language was immense. With him
died the secret of the old poetical diction of England—
the art of producing rich effects by familiar words.

Macaulay, Dryden.

Nothing but the charm of narrative had saved Ariosto,
as Tasso iiad been saved by his diction, and Milton by his

style. Lowell, Fielding.

2t. A word.
In dictions are fti-st to be considered their etymology

And conjugation. Bxtrgergdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

s=SyiL Diction, Phraseology, Style. Diction refers chiefly

to the choice of words in any utterance or composition.
Phraseoioffy refers more to the manner of combining the
words into phrases, clauses, and sentences : as, legal
phraseology; but it also necessarily involves diction to
some extent. Style covers both and more, referring not
only to the words and the manner in which they are com-
bined, but to everything that relates to the form in which
thought is expressed, including peculiarities more or less

personal to the writer or speaker.

The book of Job, indeed, in conduct and diction, bears
a consideraljle resemblance to some of his [Milton's]
dramas. Macaulay, Milton.

The Book of Sophisms [in Aristotle's "Organon") . . .

still supplies a very convenient ptiraiKotogy for marking
concisely some of the principal fallacies which are apt to
Impose on the understanding in the heat of a viva voce
dispute. D. Stewart, The Human Mind, II. iii. { 3.

The genius of the great poet seeks repose in the expres-
sion of itself, and Ands it at last in style, which is the estab-
lishment of a perfect nmtual understanding between the
worker and his material.

Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 181.

Dialect, Idiom, etc. .See language.

dictionarian (dik-sho-na'ri-an), n. [< diction-

ary + -an."] The compiler of a dictionary; a
loxicosrapher. DawKon. [Rare.]

dictionary (dik'shon-a-ri), n. and a. [= F. dic-

tionnuirc (> G. dictiondr = Sw. diktiondr = Dan.
diktioncer) = Sp. Pg. diccionario = It. dizionario,

< ML. dictionarium, neut., also dictionarins, m.
(so. L. liber, book), lit. a word-book, < LL. dic-

iio(,n-), a word : see diction. First used, it is

said, by Joannes de Garlandia (died about A. D.

1250), the compiler of a dictionarius, a classified

list of words. Exactly equiv. in etymological
meaning are vocabulary, lexicon, and word-book.']

L n.
;
pi. dictionaries (-riz). A book containing

either all or the principal words of a language,
or words of one or more specified classes, ar-
ranged in a stated order, usually alphabetical,
with definitions or explanations of their mean-
ings and other information concerning them,
expressed either in the same or in another lan-
guage; a word-book; a lexicon; a vocabulary:
as, an English dictionary ; a Greek and Latin
dictionary ; a French-English or an English-
French dictionary, in the original and most usual
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sense a dictionary is chiefly linguistic and literary, con-
taining all the conimon words of the language with infor-
mation as to their meanings and uses. In addition to defi-

nitions, the larger dictionaries include etymologies, pro-
nunciation, and variations of spelling, together with illus-

trative citations, more or less explanatory information,
etc. Special or technical dictionaries supply information
on a single subject or branch of a subject : as, a diction-

ary of medicine or of mechanics ; a biographical diction-
ary. A dictionary of geography is usually called a gazet-
teer.

What speech esteem you most ? The king's, said I.

But the best words? O, Sir, the dictionary.
Pope, Donne Versified, iv.

The multiplication and Improvement of dictionaries is

a matter especially important to the general comprehen-
sion of English. G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxi.

=Syn. Glossary, Lexicon, etc. See vocabulary.

n, a. Pertaining to or contained in a dic-

tionary.

The word having acquired in common usage a vituper-
ative connotation in addition to its dictionary meaning.

J. S. Mill, Logic, V. 7.

dictum (dik'tiun), n.
;

pi. dicta (-ta). [= F.
dictum = Sw. dictum, \ L. dictum, something
said, a word, a witty saying, a proverb, an
order, neut. of dictus, pp. of dicere, say: see
diction. In older E. form diet, q. v.] 1. A
positive or judicial assertion ; an authoritative
saying.

Critical dicta everywhere current. M. Arnold.

In spite of Dr. Johnson's dictum, poetry is not prose,
and . . . verse only loses its advantage over the latter by
invading its province.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 180.

The authoritative Native treatises on law are so vague
that, from many of the dicta embodied by them, almost
any conclusion can Ije ai-awn.

Maine, Village Communities, App., p. 393.

There is no error in maintaining that the voice is given
us for speech, if only we do not proceed to draw from such
a dictum false conclusions as to the relation between
thought and utterance.

WhUneii, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 767.

2. In law, an opinion of a judge which does
not embody the resolution or determination of

the court, and is made without argument, or

full consideration of the point, and is not the
professed deliberate determination of the judge
himself. Chief-Justice Folger.— 3. In logic, that
part of a modal proposition which consists of

the proposition to which the modality is ap-
plied.

It is necessary that God be good. The dictum is that
God be good, the mode, necessary.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Dictum de omnl et de nullo (concerning every and
none), the rule of direct syllogism that if all A is B and
all B is C, then all A is C. Some logicians render this as

comprising two dicta : the dictum de omni, that whatever
is true of all Is true of each, an<i the dictum de nullo, that
whatever Is true of none is false of each. The canon is

given by Aristotle.

—

Dictum Of Kenllworth, an award
designed for the pacification of the kingdom, inadi- between
King Henry III. of England and Parliament in 1266, dur-
ing the siege of Kenllworth. It is published among the
statutes of the realm, 1. 1'2.—Dictum Slmplidter. See
simpliciter.— Obiter dicta, legal dicta (der 2) uttered by
the way (obiter), not upon the point or question pending,
as if turning aside for the time from the main topic of the
case to collateral subjects. = Syn. 1. Aphorism, Axiom,
Maxim, etc. See aphorism.

Dictyocysta (dik'ti-o-sis'ta), n. [NL-> < Gr.
Hktvov, a net, + kvot'ic, bladder.] The typical

genus of Dictyoeystidce, containing pelagic free-

swimming animalcules with a fenestrated sili-

cious loriea and tentaculiform cilia. D. cassis

and D. elegans are examples. Ehrenberg.

Dictyocystidse (dik "ti-o-sis'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dictyocysta + -idte.'] A group of free marine
peritnchous infusorians, having a bell-shaped
body protected by a cancellated silicious test,

and a circular oval collar with many longflagel-

liform cilia. Also Dictyocystida. Haeckel, 1873.

dictyogen (dik'ti-o-jen), n. [< Gr. Hktvov, a
net, -1- ->tv7f, producing : see -gen.] A member
of a division of plants proposed by Lindley to

include such endogenous genera as have net-

veined leaves. They belong chiefly to the I>i-

o.fcoriacew and to some tribes of the Liliacew.

dictyogenons (dik-ti-oj'e-nus), a. [< dictyogen

+ -ouK.] In bot., having the character of a
dictyogen ; having the general character of an
endogen, but with netted leaf-veins.

Dictyograptus (dik"ti-o-grap'tus), n. [NL., <

Or. fiiKTmv, a net, + NL. Graptiis.] A genus of

widely distributed and important fossils, origi-

nally described by Eichwald under the name of

Gorgonia flabelliformis, and later by Hall under
that of IHctyonema, and by him at that time
(1852) considered to be corals, having a struc-

ture similar to that of Fenestella. Later the name
Pictyograi'ttis was substituted for Dictyonema. This fos-

sil has licen considered by some as a plant, but is now re-

ferred to the graptolites, from which it differs but slight-

ly, if at all. Dictyograptus is "one of the most charac-

dictyoxylon

teristic fossils of the primordial zone of Scandinavia"
(Geikie), and is found in many localities in tile shales of
the Niagara group, from Rochester to the Niagara river.

dictyonal (dik'ti-o-nal), a. [As dictyotMne +
-al.] Same as dictyonine.

Dictyonema (dik''ti-o-ne'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
diKTvov, a net, + vijua, a thread.] See Dictyo-
graptus.

Dictyonina (dik''''ti-o-ni'na), n. pi. [NL. (Zit-

tel), < Gr. dinTvov, a net, + 4na^.] A suborder
of hexaotinellid silicious sponges, whose paren-
chymal hexacts unite in a regular firm skele-

ton : contrasted with Lyssaeina. The families Far-
reidce, Euretidce, MeUitionidce, Coscinoporidce, Tretodictyi-

dee, and Meandrospongidce compose the suborder.

dictyonine (dik'ti-o-nin), a. Of or pertaining
to the Dictyonina. ' Also dictyonal.

Dictyophora (dik-ti-of'o-ra), «. [NL., < Gr.
SiKTvov, a net, -I- -<ji6poc, ^ <j>tpeiv= E. bear^.] The
typical genus of Dictyophorida. Gerniar, 1833.

Dictyophorida (dik''''ti-o-for'i-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dictyijphora + -ida.'] A subfamily of Fulgo-
ridw, or other group of hemipterous insects,

typified by the genus Dictyophora. As a sub-
family the regular form would be Dictyophori-
nce. Also Dictyophorida.
Dictyophyllum (dik'''ti-o-firum), «. [NL., <

Gr. diKTvov, net, -t- <pv?.?j)v'z= Jj. folium, leaf.] A
genus of fossil ferns established by Lindley
and Button, remarkable for its double system
of nervation, consisting of a system of larger
meshes inclosing another system of smaller
ones, the whole bearing considerable resem-
blance to leaves of dicotyledonous plants.
Hence some fossil leaves really belonging to the dicoty-
ledons have, probably by mistake, been refeiTcd to this

genus. Some authors are at present inclined to regard
Dictyophylhwi as a convenient name under whicli to place
the description of fragments of doubtful character con-
sidered as belonging to the ferns. See Jdiophyllum and
Phyllites.

Dictyophjrton (dik-ti-of'i-ton), n. [NL., <

Gr. oinTvov^ net, + (pvrov, a plant.] The name
given by Hall to a genus of remarkable fos-

sils of obscure affinities, which have been com-
pared with algSB of the family Dictyotece. it is

also considered as being closely related to, or identical
with, the genus Uphantamia of Vanuxem. "The latter ge-

nus exhibits itself in the form of circular or fiabellate

fronds, made up of ligulate, radiating, and concentric
bands or striaj, which have the appearance of being inter-

woven like basketwork. With these fiabellate foi-ms are
associated others which are conical or cylindrical, marked
externally by cross striaj which divide the surface into
rectangular spaces, and sometimes covered with long tu-

bercles arranged in vertical and transverse rows. These
latter forms are those which Hall included under the ge-
neric name of Dictyophyton. They are found in the Che-
nmng group (Devonian) in New York, and in the Waverly
group (Lower Carboniferous) of Ohio.

Dictyoptera (dik-ti-op'te-ra), M. pi. [NL., <

Gr. SiKTvov, a net, -I- nrepdv, a wing.] A group
of cursorial ortnopterous insects, the cock-
roaches, Blattidw or Blattina, elevated to the
rank of an order. Leach; Burmeister.

Dictyopteris (dik-ti-op'te-ris), n. [NL.,< Gr. di-

KTvov, a net, -t- nTepiq, a fern.] The name given
by Gutbier to a
genus of fossil

ferns closely re-

sembling Xeu-
ropteris,but dif-

feringfrom that
genus by its re-

ticulate nerva-
tion. It is abun-
dant in the coal-
measures of
Europe and the
United States.

Dictyopyge
(dik'ti-o-pi'je),

n. [Nt., < Gr.
dinTvov, a net,
-(- mryii, buttocks.] A genus of Triassic ganoid
fishes, remains of which occur in the coal-fields

of Virginia: so called from the reticulated ap-
pearance of the large anal fin. Lyell, 1847.

Dictyotacese (dik''''ti-o-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr, iiKTvuTo;, netted, latticed (< Siktvov, a net),

-i- -acew.] An order of olive-brown algee with
expanded membranous fronds, in their reproduc-
tive characters they are intermediate between the Flori-
decs on the one hand and the Fucaceoe and Phoeosporeoe on
the other,

Dictyoteae (dik-ti-o'te-e), «. pi.

6iktvut6^, netted, latticed, + -ece.

tacea;.] Same as Dictyotacece.

dictyoxylon (dik-ti-ok'si-lon), n. _

SinTvnv, a net, -I- ^vVmv, wood.] The name given
by Brongniart to a variety of fossil wood oc-
curring in the coal-measures of Europe, and
considered to be closely allied to Sigillaria.

Leaf of Dictyopteris Brongniarti, and
portion of same on larger scale. ( From
weiss's " Flora der Steinkohlenformation."

)

[NL., < Gr.
See Dictyo-

[NL., < Gr.
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is composed of two cysts : contrasted with Mo-
nocystidea.

did (did). Preterit of do^, do^.

The leaf-scare of dictyoxylon are subpentagonal in form,

Imiader than they are long, aud have a slight groove at

the npper end

dicyan,
"• t"^

Dicyema
+ Kii/fia, _ . , , - _

nant.] A remarkable genus of ciliated filiform
J,^„^„^^-

'

^ ^^ teaching, < <5«5a«r6<:, verbal adj
parasites found m the renal organs of cepha-

^^ SMcKeiv,tmoh (for '•sUaic^Keivh, = L- <lo-

lopods. The body consists of an eiongated axial cell
j j^

, docile), cf. disc-ere, learn (see
extending from one end to the otlier, invested in a single "T. >. , r^. "/>,, „„, -'f ^„,-„„, i„' , _„,i,,r>l
layer of comparatively small, tiatteiied, nucleated, and dtSCiple) ; cf. Gr. aor. inf. ^frvat, learn, redupl.

ciliated cortical cells arranged liiie a pavement epithe- 2d aor. dcSae, he taught, perf. oeOaf/Ka, also oeoaa,

didelphoid

or for teaching, < SiSdaKo'/Mg, a teacher, < iid&-

cueiv, teach: see didactic.'] Didactic; preeex>-

tive; conveying instruction. [Rare.

J

Under what species it may be comprehended, whether
didascalic or heroic, I leave to the judgment of the crit-

ics. Prior, Solomon, I'ref.

DldascaJlc syllogism, a demonstrative syllogism.

didder (did'fer), v. i. [E. dial., also dither, <

ME. dijderen, also dederen, shiver, tremble with
cold or fear. Another fonn with the same
sense is E. dial, dodder, shiver, tremble, shake
(cf. dial, dodder, confound, perplex), < ME.
daderen, shiver, etc.; cf. redupl. didder-dod-

der, tremble; Icel. dadra (Haldorsen), dadhra
(Cleasby), wag the tail. Similar but indepen-

dent forms are titter^ = teeter, and totter, q. v.

See diddle''- and daddle.] To shake; tremble;

shiver with or as with cold. Sherwood.

He did cast a squinting look upon Goatsnose diddering

and shivering his chaps. Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, ill. 20.

A rare and nearly obsolete

I know; cf. Zendy da,' know.] I. a. 1. Fitted

or intended for instruction; containing doc-

trines, precepts, principles, or rules; instruc-

tive; expository; edifying: as, a did!ac<JC trea-

tise ; didactic poetry.

Plato himself, in two of his Dialogues, had used the
Carthaginian voyages as materials for didactic fiction.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 81.

2. Pertaining to instruction; of an edifying diddest (did'est)

quality, character, or manner; used in or given /9,''™ "^
*.'?f/' . ^ , jjj, j

to exposition: as, a didactic style; djdacfic dlddje^ (didl), t\ ^; j)i;et. and pp._Addterf,j)pr,

methods; a cJitJaciJc lecturer.
j-jji

Dicyema typtts, highly magnified.

1. Adult, showing large papill.'e of the cortical layer and germs in

interior of axial cell. 11. Vermiform embryo in different stages of de-

velopment. III. Infusoriform embryo: /, the urn; ca. its capsule:

J. its lid : I. multinucleate cells in its interior.

lium around the axial cell, the anterior of these, or polar

cells, being distinguished from tlie succeeding or parapo- jjj-„ti„.i ^^1; fi„i,'ti VbII n
lar cells. The orfanism is a simple cell-aggregate, with- diaactical (.Ol-aaK; ti-^al), a

out connective, muscular, or nervous tissues. Reproduc-
tion takes place Ijy the formation of germs on the axial

cell. The emijryos are of two different kinds, vermiform
and infusoriform, whence the name. Those Dicyemida
which give rise to the former kind are termed Neirmto-

gnia, the others Rhombogena.

Dicyemida (dis-i-em'i-da), n.pl. [NL., < Dicy-

ema + -ida.'] A division of animals proposed

to be established by E. Van Beneden for tlie

genus Dicyema, which has no mesoblastic layer,

and is therefore regarded as intermediate be-

tween the Protozoa and the Metazoa.

Dicyemidae (dis-i-em'i-de), 7i.pl. [NL., <

Dicyema + -idw.'] Same as Dicyemida.

Dicynodon (di-sin'o-don), ». [NL., < Gr. ic-,

two-, + ni'uv (kw-),

dog (= E. hound),

+ o(5oi)f (ofSovr-) = E.
tooth.] The typical

genus of Dicynodon-
iidee. Remains of spe-

cies have been found in
southern Africa, in the
Ural mountains, and in
India, in strata supposed
to l>e of Triassic age.

dicynodont (di-sin'-

o-QOnt), a. and n. I, a. Pertaining to the Di-

cynodontia: as, a (ijc^iiodoni dentition; a, dicyn-

odont reptile.

TT n. A member of the Dicynodontia.

Only the crocodiles now show a like extent of ossiflca-

tion of the occiput, and only the chelonians the trenchant
toothless mandible. ... In mammals alone do we find a
development of tusks like that in the dicynodontn.

Owen, Anat., I. 161.

Dicynodontia (di-sin-o-don'shi-a), ». pi. [NL.

Deep obligations lie upon you, . . . not only to be
blameless, but to be didactic in your lives.

Jer. Taylor, Works, III. x.

We . . . shall have our lightest pleasures commented
upon by didactic dullness. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

II. «. A treatise on education. Milton.

l<.
didactic + -at.]

Same as didactic. [Bare.]

We sliall not need here to describe, out of their didac-

tical writings, what kind of prayers, and what causes of

confidence they teach towards the Blessed Virgin Mary
and all the Saints. Jer. Taylor, Diss, from Popery, I. ii. § 9.

didactically (di-dak'ti-kal-i), adv. In a didac-

tic manner ; in the form of instruction.

Points best resolved by the books of the Fathers, writ-

ten dogmaticaily or didactically.

Bp. Andrews, Ans. to Cardinal Perron, p. BO.

didactician (did-ak-tish'an), «. [< didactic +
-ian.] One who teaches; a writer who aims
to convey instruction ; one who writes didac-

tically.

His essays are illuminated by his poetic imagination, j;jji«_ (A\a '1a-'\
and he thus becomes a better prose-writer than a mere UWluiei i.uiu i<;i ;,

didacHctod ever could be. S(edman, Vict. Poets, p. 100. cheat; a swindler.

diddling. [A var. of didder, the freq. suffixes

-er and -le being interchangeable. Cf. daddle,

and dadder mentioned under didder.] To tod-

dle, as a child in walking; move rapidlj^ up
and down, or backward and forward; jog;

shake. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

And when his forward strength began to bloom.
To see him diddle up and down the room !

O, who would think so sweet a babe as this

Should e'er be slain by a false-hearted kiss?
Quarles, Divine Fancies, i. 4.

Lang may your elbuck jink an' diddle.

Burns, Second Epistle to Davie.

diddle^ (did'l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. diddled, ppr.

diddling. [A slang word, of obscure origin;

perhaps < diddle^, though the connection is not
obvious. A connection with AS. dyderian, 6c-

dyderian, deceive, delude, is possible, but ME.
forms are lacking.] To cheat; overreach by
deception; swindle. [Slang.]

I should absolutely have diddled Hounslow if it had
not been for her confounded pretty face Hitting about my
stupid brain. Disraeli, Young Duke, ii. 3.

n. [< diddle^ + -er^.] A
[Slang.]

Skull of Dicynodon lacerticeps,
left side.

didacticism (di-dak'ti-sizm), «. [< didactic + dldet. A Middle English fonn of dxd. Se^e dol.

S] The practice of conveying or of aiming didecahedxal (di-dek-a-he dral), a [< *-2 +
to convey instruction ; the tendency to be di- decahedral.] In cryM haying the form of a

dactic in matter or style.
decahedral or ten-sided prism with pentahe-

,r , . . , ^ . ... dral or five-sided bases.
That contemplative method which rose to imagination j;j„t_,t, i-Hi'/iolfi i, A -mombpr nf thf> ni/J<>Z-

in the high discourse of Wordsworth ... too often sinks dldelpH (01 delt), n. A member ot tne UUiei^

to didacticism in the perplexed and timorous strains of plna ; a marsupial,
his disciples. S(edmaj>, Vict. PoeU, p. 413. DidelpMa (dl-del'fi-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. A-,

didacticity (did-ak-tis'i-ti), n. [< didactic + two-, + fO.ipix, womb. Cf. Didelphys.] The

ity.] The quality of heing didactic; didaeti

cism. Hare. [Rare.]

didactics (di-dak'tiks), n. [PI. of didactic: see

-ics.] The art or science of teaching; peda-
gogics.

dldactive (di-dak'tiv), a.

Didactic. [Rare.]

He is under the restraint of a formal or didactive hy-
pocrisy. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

[< didact-ic + -ive.]

pi. of dicynodon(t-): see Dicynodon.] 1. An didactyl, didactyle (di-dak'til), a. and n. [<
order of extinct reptiles, probably of the Tri

assic period, remains of which have been found
in Asia and Africa: a synonym of Anomodontia.
There are two genera, Dicynodon and Ouderwdon, includ-

ing lacertiform animals, sometimes of large size, with
crocodilian vertebrai, four or five of which form a sacrum

;

with a massive skull, lacertilian in most of its charac-

ters, but with chelonian jaws, whicli were doubtless in-

cased in a homy beak ; and as a rule with two great tusks,

one on each side of the upper jaw, deeply socketed in the
maxilla, and growing from persistent pulps.

2. A family or subordinal group of Anomodon-
tia: same as Dicynodontidm.

dicynodontian (di-sin-o-don'ti-an), a. and «.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Dicynodontia.

The supposition that the Dinosaurian, Crocodiiian, Di-
cynodontian, and Plesiosaurian types were suddenly cre-

ated at the end of the Penidau epoch may Ije dismissed,
without further consideration, as a monstrous and un-
waiTanted assumption.

Huxley, Critiques aud Addresses, p. 213.

n. n. One of the Dicynodontia.

dicynodontid (di-sin-o-don'tid), n. A member
of the J)icynttdontidw.

Dicynodontidae (di-sin-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Dicynodon{t-) + -idee.] A family of

fossil reptiles, typified by the genus Dicynodon.
Dicystidae (di-sis'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dicy-
stis (< Gr. Si-, two-, + kvctl^, bladder, mod.
'cyst'), the typical genus, + -idai.] Same as
Gregarinidm.

Dicystidea (di-sis-tid'e-a), n. J^l. [NL., < Dicy-

Gr. dtSoKTvyMC, two fingers long or broad, lit,

having two fingers, < ot-, two-, + MktvXoq, fin-

ger: see dactyl.] I. a. Having only two digits,

as fingers or toes ; two-fingered or two-toed

:

in the arthropods, applied to limbs which ter-

minate in a forceps or chela. Also bidactyl.

II. n. An animal having two toes only on
each foot, as the Bradypus didactylus or two-
toed sloth.

didactylous (di-dak'ti-lus), a. [As didactyl +
-ous.] Same as didactyl.

didapper (did'ap-fer), n. [Also diedapper, di-

doppcr (also in restored forms divedapper, dive-

dopper), < ME. *didopper, dydoppar, the same,
with suffix of agent -erl, as the older *dire-

doppe, devedoppe, dyvedap, used by Wyclif (as

dippere, i. e., dipper, by Pui-vey) to translate L.

mergulus in Deut. xiv. 17 and Lev. xi. 17 (where
the A. v., and also the E. V., has "pelican" and
"cormorant"); < AS. diifedoppa, a general term
for a diving bird (used to translate L. pelicantis,

pelican), < dUfan, dive, + doppettan, dop, dip

:

see dive, dop, dapper, dip, dippei; dabchick.] 1

Marsupialia or marsupial implacental mam-
mals; one of the three subclasses of Mamma-
lia, the other two being Ornithodelphia and
Monndelphia. They have no placenta, and the womb
double, whence the name— that is, the uterine dilatations

of the oviducts continue through life distinct from each
other, right and left, and open into two distinct vagi-

nae, which debouch in turn into a urogenital sinus, form-
ing, with the termination of the rectum, a common clo-

aca embraced Ijy the external sphincter muscle, and in

tlie male lodging the penis, wliicii thus appears to pro-

trude from tlie anus. The female has usually an alKiomi-

nal poucli or marsupium, formed by a fold of the skin of

the l>elly, in wiiich the mammary glands open, and into

which tile blind, naked, and imperfectly developed young
are received and carried for some time hanging to the
nipples. The scrotum of the male occupies a similar po-

sition. Both the marsupium and the scrotum are sup-

ported to some extent by the marsupial lx)nes character-

istic of this group, being ossifications in the tendon of the
external oblique muscle of the abdomen, articulated witli

the pubes. A cremasteric muscle in relation with these

bones acts in the female upon the mammary glands, ef-

fecting their compression, and consequently the flow of

milk into the mouths of the helpless young. There are

true teeth of two or three kinds. The coracoid is reduced
to a process of the scapula, as in ordinary mammals, not

reaching the sternnm, as in moiiotremes. The corpus
callosum is rudimentary or wanting, and the brain rela-

tively small. The Didelphia are among the oldest known
mammals, and foi-merly had an extensive range, but are

now mainly confined to the Australian region, the Amer-
ican opossums offering the principal exception. .Some of

the extinct forms were of great size ; the kangaroos are

tlie largest living representatives. The mai-snpials are

notable for their great physiological adaptation to all the

modes of life of ordinary mammals, their structure l>eing

modified in relation to the carnivorous, the herbivorous,

tlie rodent, and other habitudes, and their modes of pro-

gression and general economy being no less diverse. There
' lint one order. Marsupialia (which see).

The dabchick or little grebe of Europe, Podici- didelphian, didelpMc (di-del'fi-an, -fik), a. [<

pes or Sylbeocyclus minor.— 2. One of sundry Didelphia + -an, -ic] Pertaining to or ha\ing

other small grebes, as the pied-billed dabchick, the characters of the Didelphia.

Podilymbus podicipes. didelphid (lU-del'fid), n. A member of the Di-

didascalar (di-das'ka-lilr), a. [As didascal-ic dclphia : especially, one of the Didelphyida:

-f -ar.] Same as didascalic. Sulwer. [Rare.] Didelphidae, «. pi. [NL.] See Didelphyida.

stii (see Dicystidce) + -jtfca.j A division of didascalic (did-as-kal'ik), a. [= Sp. didasca- didelphoid ('di-d'el'fold), o. [< DideJpMa + -^id.]

Gregarinida containing those in which the body lisco = Pg. It. didascalico, < Gr. StdaaKayuKd^, of Double, as the uterus in the subclass Didelphia.



Didelphyidse

DidelphyidsB, Didelphidae (di-del-fi'i-de, di-

del'fi-de), «. 2>'- U^^-, < Didelphijs + -irte.]

A family of marsupial auimals ; the opossums.
They have the feet pedimauous— that is, the hind feet as

well aa the fore with an apposable thumb, and thus fitted

for grasping ; all the toes clawed excepting the hallux

;

the tall generally long, scaly, and prehensile ; and the

pouch in some forms complete, in others rudimentary or

wanting. The dental formula Is: 5 incisoi-s in each up-

per, 4 in each lower half-jaw ; 1 canine, 3 premolars, and
4 molars in each hall-jaw. The vertebral formula is : cer-

vical 7, dorsal 13, lumbar 6, sacral 2, caudiil 19 or more.

The family is confined to America, where it alone repre-

sents the division of marsupial mammals. The leading

genera are Didetphi/s, including most of the species, and
Chin-nectes, the water-opossums. See Didelphys, opossum.

Didelphys (di-del'fis), n. [NL., < Gr. Si-, two-,

+ dOjfvi, womb.] The typical and leading ge-

nus of marsupial implacental mammals of the

family Didelphyidw, containing the American
opossums which are not web-footed. The genus
formerly covered nearly or quite all the marsupials. The
species are terrestrial and arboreal, but not aquatic, the

water-opossiuns being separated under the name Chiro-

neeteg. The pouch is usually well developed, as in the

best-known species, D. virifiniana, the common opossum
of the United States, but "is rudimentary in some of the
Soutli American fonns. .See Didelphyidae, opossum.

Didemnidae (dl-dem'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., < Di-
demnum + -i(lw.'\ A family of compound as-

cidians, typified by the genus Didemnnm, hav-
ing the body divided into thoracic and abdom-
inal portions, and the viscera mostly situated

behind the branchial cavity.

Didemnum (dl-dem'num), n. [NL., < Gr. <k-,

two-, -f (?) Siftvtov, a bed.] A genus of ascidi-

ans, of the family BotrylUda, or made the type
of a family Didemnidm. D, candidum, is an ex-

ample.
Dididx (di'di-de), n. pi. [NL., < Vidtis + -irfo-.]

A family of birds of which the dodo is the type.

The leafling genera are IHdua and Pesophaps.
See dodo.

didme (dl'din), a. [< NL. didinus, < Didus, q. v.]

Pertaining to the genus DidusoTt&milyDididtB;
being or resembling a dodo.

didn't (did'nt). A contraction of did not, in fre-

quent colloquial use.

dido (di'do), 11. [ME. dido; in allusion to the

familiar tale of the trick played by Dido, the

legendary queen of Carthage, in bargaining for

as much land as could be covered by a 'lide,

and cutting the hide into a long thin strip so

as to inclose a large tract: L. 3ido, Gr. AhSo.]

If. An old story.

" This is a Dido," quath this doctour, " a disoura tale
!

"

Piers Plowman (C), xvi, 171.

2. A caper; a prank; a trick

—

To cut a dido, to

make mischief ; play a prank ; cut a caper.

Them Italian singers recitiu* their jabber, showiu' their

teeth, and cuttin didoes at a private concert.
IlaWmrton, Sam Slick in Eng.

didodecahedral (di-do'dek-a-he'dral), a. [<

di-- + do/ki-ahctlral.l In crystal., having the

form of a dodecahedral prism with hexahedral
bases.

dldopper (did'op-ifer), n. Same as didapper.

didrachm (di'dram), H. [< didrachnm, q. v.]

A silver coin of ancient Greece, of the value of

two tlraehmsB. See drachma.

Their (earlier coins of Corcyra's) reverse-type is, in the
case of didrachyns, two figures of square or oblong shape,
whereof one has in the midst a small stniare and the other
a small rhombus or lozenge. Nuiais. Chron., Sd ser., I. 6.

Before the age of Solon, Aeginetan didrach}iut averaging
about 194 grs. would seem to have been the only money
current in Attica as in B<eotia and Peloponnesus.

B. V. Iletid, Uistoria Numorum, Int., p. xlii.

didrachma (dl-drak'mjt), n. [LL., < Gr. AiSpax-

fiDv, a double drachm, < rfi-, two, + fipaxfv, a
drachm: see dnichm.'] Same as aidrachtn.

didrachiaon (di-drak'mon), n. Same as di-

drachm.
didst (didst). The second person singular of the
preterit of rfol, do'^.

dlducementt (<U-dus'ment), n. [< 'diduce (< L.
diducere, draw apart, separate, < di-, dis-, apart,

+ ducere, draw; cf. deduce) + -ment.'j A draw-
ing apart; separation into distinct parts. Bacon.
diductiont ((U-duk'shon), n. [< L. diductio{n-),

< diducere, pp. diductus, draw apart : see diduce-
ment.'] Separation by withdrawing one part
from the other.

Those Istringsl that witliin the bladder drew so as to

hinder the diduction of its side. lioyle. Works, I. 165.

diductivelyt (di-duk'tiv-li), adv. By diduction
or separation ; inferentially.

There is scarce a ptjpnlar error passant in our dayes
which is not either directly expressed or diductively con-

tained in this work (Pliny's Natural History].

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., t 8.

1605

Didunculidse (dl-dung-kti'li-de), w. pi. [NL.,
< IHdunculus + -iVte.] A family of columbine
birds, represented by the genus Diduneulus.
Didimculinae (di-dung-ku-li'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Didunculus H- -inw.'\ A subfamily of Colum-
hidcE, represented by the genus Didunculus.

Didunculus (di-dung'ku-lus), n. [NL., dim. of

Didus, the generic name of the dodo. See Di-
diis."] A remarkable genus of pigeons, consti-

tuting the subfamily DiduticuUnw of the family
Columbidw, or made the type of a different

family, DiduncuUdce. it is considered to be the near-
est living representative of the dodo, whence the name.

[DidUHCtttus strigirostrit).

The genus is also called Gnatkodon, from the deiiticula-

tion of the lower mandible. The tooth-billed pigeon of

the Samoan islands, D. stri^rirostris, is the only species ;

it is already a rare bird, and is likely to become extinct.

The color is blackish ; the total length is about 14 inches

;

the beak, besides being toothed, is remarkably large and
strong, with a very convex culmen, like that of a bird of

prey.

Didus (di'dus), n. [NL., Latinized form of dodo,

altered to give it a classical look, as if after

Dido, the mythical foundress of Carthage : see

fforfo.] The typical genus of Dididce, contain-

ing the extinct dodo of Mauritius, D. inepttts.

The general character of the genus is columbine or pi-

geon-like, but the size was comparatively enormous, the
body massive and imwieldy. the wings unfit for fiight, and
the beak stout and hooked. The genus has become ex-

tinct since le.'V). See dodo.

Didymic comma. See comma, 5 (6).

didymium (di-dim'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. dl6vfioc,

double, twofold, twin : see didymous.'] 1 . Chem-
ical symbol, D or Di. A supposed element an-

nounced by Mosander in 1841, so named from
being, as it were, the twin brother of lantha-

num, previously discovered in the same min-
erals which yielded didymium, and from whose
compounds those of didymium are separated

with much difficulty. The most recent investigations

have shown that didymium is not an element, but a mix-
ture of two elementary substances.

2. IcaiK'i A genus of fungi belonging to the
Myxomycetes. The sporangia have a double wall,

which is covered externally with crystals of lime, either

scattered or compacted into a separable crust.

didymous (did'i-mus), a. [< Gr. didv/uof, double,

twofold, twin, < <5(-, two-, + <5t'o, = E. two, +
suffix -/<of.] 1. In bot., twofold; twin; grow-
ingdouble, as the fruits of imabelliferous plants,

the anthers of bedstraw, or the tubers of some
orchids.— 2. In ro67., twain; paired: applied to

two spots, spines, tubercles, etc., when they
form a pair touching each other—Didymous
wing-cell, in eittom,, a wing-cell almost but not quite di-

vided into two by a projecting short nervure.

didynam (did'i-nam), n. A plant of the class

Ditlynamia.

Didynamia (did-i-na'mi-S), ». l>l. [NL. (so

named because the two larger stamens appear
to dominate over the shorter), < Gr. it-, two-, -f-

Sivajiif, power: see dynamic.'] The fourteenth

class in the
Linnean veg- a /iS" fji^\ B
etable sys-

tem, includ-

ing plants
with four sta-

mens in un-
equal pairs.
It was divided
by LinuKUs in-

to two orders

:

Gyritwispermin,
having the fruit

composed of sin-

gle-seeded ache-
nes, which he
mistook for na-

ked seeds ; and
Anaiospermia.
with many seeds

Didynamous Flowers.

A. Angiospcrmia [Teucrium Scorodania):
c, stamens; d, divided ovary; f. section of

ovary. A". Gymnospermia ( Aniirrkinutn
ma/us)', c, stamens; d. capsule ; e, section of
capsule.

die

inclosed in an obvious seed-vessel. The first included
most of the Labiatce and Verbenacem, the latter many
Sei-ophulariac€(e, etc.

didynamlan, didynamic (did-i-na'mi-an,
-nam'ik), a. [< Didynamia + -an, -ic] Same
as didynamous.
didynamous (di-din'a-mus), a. [< NL. "didy-
namus, < Gr. 6i-, two-, + ivvafiLq, power. Cf.
Didynamia,'] In hot. , in two unequal pairs : ap-
plied to flowers having four stamens in two
unequal pairs, as most Labiatce, etc. ; specifical-

ly, belonging to the class Didynamia.
didynamy (di-din'a-mi), n. [< NL. 'didynamia,
< *didynamtis : see didynamous.] In bot., the

condition of being in two tmequal pairs, as sta-

mens.
die! (di), V. i. ; pret. and pp. died, ppr. dying.

[Early mod. E. also dye (and dial., Sc, etc., dee)

;

< ME. dien, dyen, deien, deyen, deghen, degen,

digen, etc. (not in AS., where 'die' was ex-

pressed by sweltan (see swell) or steorfan (see

starve) ; but the derived forms dead, dead, and
death, death, occur), < Icel. deyja (strong verb,

prot. do, pp. ddinn)= Goth. *diwan (strong verb,

pret. *dau, pp. diwans, found only as an adj.

used as a noun, thata diwano, the mortal, mor-
tality, and in deriv. unditoanci, immortality)

;

the other Teut. forms are weak: Norw. doi/a =
Sw. do = Dan. do = OS. doian = OHG. MHG.
touwen, die (cf. Goth. a/-(7a!</a«, harass, distress,

OFries. deia, deja, kill), < Teut. \/ *dau, whence
also ult. E. dead and death, q. v. Cf. OBulg. da-

viti = Bohem. daviti = Euss. davitt, choke, =
Lith. doviti, plague, vex.] 1. To cease to live

;

lose or part with life; expire; suffer death; per-

ish : said of sentient beings, and used absolutely

(as, all must die), or with of, by, or from, to ex-

press the cause of death, orwithforto express the
object or occasion of dying : as, to die of small-

pox, or by violence ; to diefor one's country.

There di/ede Seynte Johne, and was buryed behynde the
highe Awtiere, in a Toumbe. MandemUe, Travels, p. 22.

Christ died for our sins. 1 Cor. xv. 3.

And what we call to die, is not to appear
Or be the thing that formerly we were.

Dryden, Pythagorean Philos., 1. 392.

" Whom the gods love die young," was said of yore.
Byron, Don Juan, iv. 12.

Every individual eventually dies from inability to with-

stand some environing action.
//. Spencer, Study of Socio]., p. 339.

2. To lose vital power or action ; become de-

vitalized or dead: said of plants or parts of

plants, as a decayed tree or a withered limb or

stem : as, certain plants die down to the ground
annually, while their roots live.—3. To sink

;

faint.

His heart died within him, and he became as a stone.
1 Sam. XXV. 37.

Hence—4. To come to an end or come to no-
thing; cease, or cease to exist

;
perish; be lost.

When I look upon the tombs of the great, every emotion
of envy dies in me.

Addison, Thoughts in Westminster Abbey.

Whatever pleasure any man may take in spreading whis-

pers, he will find greater satisfaction by letting tlie secret

die within his own breast. Spectator.

Nothing died in him
Save courtesy, good sense, and proper trust.

Broiiminff, Ring and Book, II. 130.

5. To come to an end gradually; become ex-

tinct by degrees ; vanish by or as if by death

:

usually with away, out, or down.

For 'tis ninch if a Ship sails a Mile before either the
Wind dyes wholly away, or at least shifts about again to

the South. Dumpier, Voyages, II. Hi. 6.

So gently shuts the eye of day

;

So dies a wave along the shore.

Mrs. Barbauld, Death of the Virtuous.

There, waves that, hardly weltering, die away.
Tip their smooth ridges with a softer ray.

Wordsworth, Evening Walk.

The living airs of middle night
Died round the bulbul as he sung.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

The system of bribery did not long survive the ministry

of Lord North. It may not have wholly died out ; and has
probably since been resorted to on rare and exceptional

occasions. Sir E. May, Const. Hist. Eng., I. vl.

In the course of his ten years' attendance, all the inmates
died out two or three times, and were replaced by new
ones. O. If. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 2.

6. To become less and less subject to, or cease

to be under the power or influence of, a thing:

followed by to or tmto : as, to die to sin.— 7.

To languish with affection or love.

The young men acknowledged that they died for Re-

becca. Tatler.

8. To be consumed with a great yearning or de-

sire; be very desirous; desire keenly or great-

ly: as, she was just dying to go. [Colloq.]—



die

0. In theohj to be cut off £1*0111 the presence or

favor of God ; suffer eternal punishment in the
world to come.
So long as titxi shall lire, so long shall the damned die.

HakewiU, Apology.

To die away. («) See def. 5. (6) To languish with plea-

sure or tenderness.

To sounds of heav'nly harps she dies away,
And melts in visions of eternal day.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 221.

To die game, to maintain a bold, resolute, and defiant

spirit to tlie last

Nor should we forget the game-cock, supplying as it

does a word of eulogy to the mob of roughs who witness

the hanging of a murderer, and who half condone his

crime if he dies gajne. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol.
, p. 186.

Weeds have this virtue: they are not easily discou-

raged ; they never lose heart entirely ; they die game.
J. Burroughs, Notes of a Walker, iii.

To die hard, (a) To suffer, struggle, or resist in dying;

be long in dying; part reluctantly with life. (&t) To die

in a hardened or impenitent state.

That there are now and then instances of men who,
. . . afterleadingvery dissolute lives, have yetrficdAard,

as the phrase is, without any seeming concern for what
was past, or dread of what was to follow.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xvi.

To die in harness, to die while actively engaged in one's

work.

I recommend all in whom consumption is hereditary,

whose occupation is in the open air, to take to heart the
motto of this man, to make up their minds to rfw in har-

ness. Dr. Bichardson, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 91.

To die In the last ditch, to fight to the end, preferring

death to defeat.

"There is one certain means," replied the Prince [Wil-

liam of Orange], *' by which I can be sure never to see my
country's ruin— I will die in the last ditch."

Hume, Hist. Eng., 1672.

To die in the paint, to die in the attempt.

Amongst whom were a v. M. women, wholy bent to re-

venge tlie villanies done to theyr persons by the Romains,
or to die in the peyjxe. Ilolinshed, Chron. (ed. 1577).

To die off, to die quickly, or in rapid succession or large

numbers.

It is usual with sick Men coming from the Sea, where
they have nothing but the Sea-Air, to die of as soon as

ever they come within the view of the Land.
Dampier, Voyages, I. 113.

To die out. See def. 5.—To die the death (an intensive

form for die), to die without fall ; die in a predestined or
tttreateued manner.

Of ye tree of knowledge of good and bad se that thou eate
not : for euen y« same day thou eatest of it thou shalt d>fe

ye deth. Gen. ii. 17 (1551).

Either to die the death, or to abjure
For ever the society of men.

Shafc., M. N. D., i. 1.

=Syn. 1. Die, Expire, Decease, Perish. To die is to cease to

live, part with life, or become dead from any cause, and un-
der any circumstances ; it is the plainest and most direct of
the words. Expire is often used as a softer word than die

;

it means to breathe out the life or emit the last breath.
Decease is a euphemism, like expire, but is often an afi'ec-

tation. Perish represents death as occurring under harsh
circumstances of some sort, as violence or neglect ; it em-
phasizes the idea of finality.

There taught us how to live ; and (Oh ! too high
The price for knowledge) taught us how to die.

Tickell, Death of Addison, 1. 82.

One kiss the maiden gives, one last,

Long kiss, which she expires in giving.
Moore, Paradise and the Peri.

The thrice three Muses mourning for the death
Of learning, late deceas'd in beggary.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1.

Prostrate the beauteous ruin lies, and all

That shared its shelter j^en-sA in its fall.

W. Pitt, Poetry of Anti-Jacobin, No. 36.

dle^t, u. and TO. An obsolete spelling of dyel,

die^ (di), TO.
;

pi., in the let sense, dice (dis); in

the remaining senses, dies (diz). In def. 2 the
word hardly admits of a plural. [The mod.
sing, form die is due to the peculiar form of

the pi., dice, ME. dySj etc. (see dice)] the sing.

would otherwise be *dee, < ME. dee, a die, <

OP. rfc, earlier det, pi. dez, F. dS = Pr. dat =
8p. Pg. It. dadOf a mh, cube, pedestal (whence
E. dadOy q, v.) (cf. ML. dadtis, a die, after the
Rom. forms), < L. datutUj lit. what is given,
but taken in the sense of * what is cast or
thrown,' neut. of datus^ pp. of dare, give, in

many phrases used as equiv. to 'cast'orHhrow'
(cf, G. wiirfel, a die, < werfetij throw). Thus
dic3 is a doublet of date^, datum, and dado: see
date^.'] 1. A small cube marked
on its faces with spots number-
ing from one to six, used in gam-
ing by being thrown from a box
or the hand, the chance being de-
cided by the highest number of
spots turned up, and in several
other ways. The numbers on opposite
faces of a die always add up to 7, but
otherwise there is no uniformity in the
arrangement of the numbers. The number of dice used
is either one, two, three, or five, according to the game.

Roman Die,
found in the
south of France.

IGO6
I have set my life upon a cast,

And I will stand the hazard of the dtf.

Shak., Rich. HI., v. 4,

'Tis a precious craft to play with a false die

Before a cunning gamester.
Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, iv. 1.

Will ye gae to the cards or dice,

Or to a tavern fineV

Youiig Hunting (Child's Ballads, III. 296).

Herodotus attributes both dice and chess to the Lydijins,

a people of Asia; in which part of the world, it is nio.st

])robable, they originated at some very remote but uncer-
tain period. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 40;i.

2t. Hazard; chance.
Sucli is the die of war. Spenser, F. Q.

3. Any small cube or square block.

Young creatures have learned spelling of words by hav-
ing them pasted upon little flat tablets or dies. Watts.

4. In arch., the cubical part of a pedestal be-
tween its base and cornice. See cut under
dado.

Thus Ranch's monument of Frederick the Great at Ber-
lin is . . . an equestrian colossus raised high upon two
dies, of which, in each, the four faces are covered with
paneled bas-reliefs ; and around the lower die, upon an
elevated stylobate, are grouped four equestrian figures on
the corners, and between them twenty figures on foot, all

colossal. A'. A. Rev., CXLI. 284.

5. An engraved stamp used for stamping a de-
sign, etc., in some softer material, as in coin-

ing money.
Such variety of dies, made use of by Wood in stamping

his money, makes the discovery of counterfeits more diffi-

cult. Swift.

Sighing that Nature formed but one such man.
And broke the .die— in moulding .Sheridan.

Byrun, Death of Sheridan, 1. 117.

6. One of two or more pieces of liardened steel

forming together a female screw for cutting the
threads of screws. In use they are fitted into a
groove in a contrivance called a die-stock, and are gener-
ally adjustable, so that one die may cut screws of different

diameters.

7. In metal-working, a bed-plate or disk hav-
ing an opening in the center, used in a puneh-
ing-machine to support the metal from which
any piece is punched.— 8. A knife by which
blanks of any desired shape and size are cut
out, as in the sole-shaped cutting-dies used
in shoe-factories Bit-brace die. See hit-brace.—

Counter die, an upper die or stamp.— Loaded dice, <lice

made heavier on one side than the othei-s by the fraudu-
lent insertion of a bit of lead, so that the highest number
of spots sliall be turned up when the dice are thrown in

playing.

Professed gamblers . . . will not trust Ui the determi-
nation of fortune, but have recourse to many nefarious
arts to circumvent the unwary; hence we hear of loaded
dice, and dice of the high cut.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 404.

Open-die machine, a screw-threading machine having
movable cutting-dies fitting in blocks in the traveling

die-head, thus saving time in fitting in different dies. An
insertable steel block with a universal clinch to hold taps
is provided for converting the machine quickly into a
nut-tapper.— The die Is cast, the affair is decided ; the
fate of the person or thing in question is settled ; there is

no recalling the act.— The whole bOX and dice, the
whole numljer of persons or things. (Slang.]

die^ (di), V. t. ; pret. and pp. died, ppr. dying.

[< dic^, ».] To mold or form with a die or with
dies.

Every machine-made shoe also has an " inner-sole "d/^'d
out or moulded to correspond in shape with the "outer
sole." Harper's Maff., LXX. 2S2.

die-a'way (di'a^wa'), a. [Adj. use of phrase
die away. See diei, 5.] Languid; languish-
ing; expiring.

As a girl she had been ... so romantic, with such a
soft, sweet, die-away voice. Miss Edgeworth, Helen, xix.

Pray do not give us any more of those die-aivay Italian
ail's. Kingsley, Alton Locke, xiv.

dieb (deb), «. A species of wild dog, Canis an-
thus, found in northern Africa.

die-back (di'bak), «. A disease affecting trees,

particularly prevalent in the orange-plantations
of Florida, causing the trees to die at the top.

Fallows.

diecian (di-e'shan), a. Same as diceeious.

diecious, dieciously, etc. See diceeious, etc.

diedo (de-a'dd), n. A Spanish long measure,
the 16th part of the foot of Burgos, equal to 0.7

of an English inch.

diedral (di-e'dral), a. Same as dihedral.

Dieffenbachia (de-fen-bak'i-a), n. [NL., from
the proper name Dieffenbach.'] A genus of

plants, of the natural order Aracew, natives of

tropical America, mere are half a dozen species, of
which two, />. Seguine and D. picta, are well-known dec-

(jrative plants in greenhouses, varying exceedingly in the
color and fonn of the foliage. The roots, as in many other
plants of the order, are very acrid and caustic, and the
name dumb-cane has been given to D. Seguine in the West
Indies, from its effect upon the speech when its root is

bitten.

dieresis

diegesis (di-f-je'sis), ». [NL., < Gr. fiifiyqaiq,

narration, < Airiyeicdai, set forth in detail, nar-
rate, < iia, through, -I- ^yna6ai, lead.] In rhet.,

that part of an oration in which the speaker
makes his statement of facts ; the narration
(which see).

die-bolder (di'hol'd^r), n. A form of chuck,
consisting of a head-clutch or clamp, for dies
in a stock, brace, or machine. £. S. Knight.

dielectric (di-e-lek'trik), a. and h. [< di- for

Gr. (S(d, through, -I- electric.'] I. a. Transmit-
ting electric effects without conduction; non-
conducting— Dielectric after-worktug, a term used
by Boltzmann for the phenomenon called by Faraday re-

sidual charge or electric absorption. .See residual.— Di-
electric capacity. Same as specific inductive capacity
(which see, under capacity).

II. Ji. A substance through or across which
electric force is acting. The walls of a Leyden jar;
the intervening medium, solid, liquid, or gaseous, between
the plates of a condenser ; and the insulating sheath around
the conductor of a telegraph-cable, are examples of dielec-

trics. Electric induction aci'oss a dielectric causes a stress

in it which, if great enough, will produce rupture. The
maximum intensity of this stress which the material caii

l>ear is called its dielectric strength. When the dielectric

strength of the air between two clouds, or l>etween a clood
and the earth, is unable to withstand the electric forces, a
flash of lightning takes place. The fracture of stones in
buildings, of trees, etc., in a thunderstorm are illustrationa

of the effect of excessive dielectric stress.

Until this subject [iiuluction] was investigated by Fara-
day, the intervening non-conducting bmly or dielectric

was supposed to be purely negative, and the effect was
attributed to the repulsion at a distance of the electrical

fluid. Faraday showed that these effects differed greatly
according to the dielectric that was interposed.

W. R. drove, Corr. of Forces, p. 85.

Dielytra (di-el'i-tra), n. [NL., < Gr. 6t-, two-,
-1- cAVTpov, sheath, shard: see elytrum.'] Same
as Dicentra.

Diemenia (de-me'ni-a), «. [NL., named from
Van Diemen's Land.J A genus of venomous ser-

pents, of the
family Elapi- ^fea
dte. D.reticu- ~" "^

laria is an ex-
ample.
dien (di'en),

«. An ab-
breviation of
diencej>haloii.

diencepbal
(di-en-sef '-

al), m. Same
as diencepha-
loH. See ex-
tract under
encephal.

diencepbala,
M. Plural of

diencephalon.

diencepbalic (tU'en-se-farik or di-en-sef'a-lik),
«. [< diencephalon + -tc] Pertaining to the
diencephalon. Also deutencephalic.

diencephalon (di-en-sef 'a-lon), n.; pi. dieri-

cephala (-Iii). [NL., < Gr. did, through, + kyui^
Tioq, brain: see encephalon.] In anat., the inter-

brain or middle brain, otherwise known as the
deiitencephalon and thalamencephalon. it is that
encephalic segment or division of the brain which lies be-
tween the mesenceplialon and the prosencephalon, and
consists chiefly of the optic thalami ; its cavity is the third
ventricle, or diaccclia. Also diencephal.

dier^ (di'6r), «. One who dies, or is about to
die. [Rare.]

Aur. I should be dead
Before you were laid out

!

Lac. Now fie upon thee for a hasty dier !

Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, L I.

"I suppose I'm a dier," she said to me ;
'* I used to think

I never should die." Nineteenth CerUwry, XXIL 839.

dier^, ». See dyer.

dieresis, diaeresis (di-er'e-sis), n. [= F. dic-

resc = Sp. dieresis = Pg. dieresis = It. dieresi,

< LL. diwresis, < Gr. diaipcaic, a division, dis-

tinction, separation, < diaipelv, divide, distin-

guish, separate, < aia, apart, -t- aipelv, take.]

1 . The separate pronunciation of two vowels
usually united as a diphthong; by extension of
meaning, separate pronunciation of any two
adjacent vowels, or the consequent division of

one syllable into two. See dialysis and distrac-

tion, 8.— 2. The sign (
*

" ) regularly placed over
the second of two contiguous vowels to indi-

cate that they are pronounced separately ; the

same sign used for other purposes. The dieresis

is used most frequently over e preceded by a or o, in dis-

tinction from the diphthongs or digraphs (e and «e. In
Greek manuscripts these dots were frequently written
over I and v beginning a word or a syllable, thus serving
also to show that they did not form the close of a diph-

Ditmenia reticiitaria.



Diervilia ya^nica.

\

dieresis

thong (ai, €1, oi, ui, ov, ey, oy), and their modem use is an
extension of this. The employment of the dieresis to mark
the full pronunciation of the letters -ed, as termination

of the preterit and past participle (for instance, praised),

though sometimes seen, is not established usage, the acute

or grave accent being more common. A similar sign con-

sisting of dots is used merely as a diacritical mark, as in

the notation of pronunciation in this book (for instance,

d, o, li). A simUar mark is used in German to indicate

the umlaut. See uirUaut,

3. In pros., the division made in a line or a
verse by coincidence of the end of a foot and
the end of a word; especially, such a division

at the close of a colon or rhythmic series. It

is strictly distinct from, but often included un-
der, cesura (which see).—4. Inpathol., a solu-

tion of continuity, as an lileer or a wound.
dleretic, diseretic (di-e-ret'ik), a. [< Gr. Smi-

p£T(/c(ic, divisive, separative, < SiaipsToc, divided,

< imipeiv, divide: see dieresis.'] In med., hav-
ing power to divide, dissolve, or corrode ; es-

charotic; corrosive.

Diervilla (di-6r-vil'a), n. [Nil. ; named from
M. Dierville, who seiit it from Canada to Tour-

nefort.] A shrubby
genus of the natural
order Caprifoliacea,
including 7 species,

natives of North
America, China, and
Japan. They are nearly
allied to the honeysuckle,
but have a funnel-shaped
or campanulate corolla and
a two-celled capsule. The
genus includes the bush-
honeysuckle, D. trifida, of
the eastern United States,
with yellow flowers, and
the D. Japoiiica of eastern
Asia, many showy varieties
of which are frequent in
cultivation, more usually
known as species of Wei-
qela.

dies fansti (di'ez fas'-

ti). [L.: dies, pi. of
dien, day •,fausti, masc.
pi. of faustus for */'a-

vostus, favorable, for-

tunate, < farere, fa-

vor: see/aror.] Auspicious days; days which
the ancient Romans considered lucky, and on
which, therefore, the pretors could administer
justice and the comitia could be held : contrast-
ed with dies infausti, inauspicious or unlucky
days.

die-sinker (di'sing^kfer), ». An engraver of

dies for stamping or embossing,
die-sinking (di'sing'king), ». The process of
ciiKi'Hviiig dies for stamping coins, medals, etc.

diesis (di'e-sis), H. [= F. diise, formerly diesis,

== 8p. diesi = Pg. It. diesis, < L. diesis, < Gr.
6icai(, a sending through, discharge; in music,
a semitone, later a quarter-tone, taken by
Aristotle for the least subdivision or unit of

musical intervals; < dillvai, send through, let

through, < 6id, through, -t- Uvm, send.] 1. In
Gr. music, the Pythagorean semitone, being
the difference between a fourth and two major
tones, represented by the ratio 256 : 243. Also
used of two theoretical subdivisions of a major tone,
amounting respectively to about a third or a fourth of a
tone, called the chromatic and the enharmonic diesis.

2. In modem music, the difference between an
octave and three major thirds, represented by
the ratio 128 : 125. Also called the modern en-
harmonic diesis.— 3. In printing, the mark },

commonly called double dagger. See dagger^.

dies nefasti (di'ez nf-fas'ti). pii. : dies, pi. of
dies, day; nefasti, pi! of nefastus, not lawful, <

ne-, not, + fastus, allowing judgment to be pro-
nounced, /asti, pi., a eonrt-daj^: see fasti.] In
Rom. law, days on which judgment
could not be pronounced; blank days.
See fericB.

dies non (di'ez non). [L., abbr. of dies

non juridicus, not a court day : dies, a
day ; non, not

;
juridicus, of a court,

juridical: see dial, non-, and juridical.]

In law, a day on which courts are not
held, as Sunday, etc. ; a blank day.

die-stock (dl'stok), ». A contrivance
for holding the dies used in screw-cut-
ting. It is made in various forms.

dietl (di'et). n. [< ME. diete, < OF.
diete, F. diite = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. dieta
= D. dieet = G. didt = Dan. dicet

= 8w. diet = Pol. dyet= Buss, dieta, <
L. diwta, LL. and ML. also dieta, and
sometimes zieta, seta, a prescribed man-
ner of living, diet, a dwelling-place, summer-
house, etc., ML. also food, < Gr. diaira, manner
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of living, esp. a prescribed manner of living,

diet, also a dwelling, perhaps < *SiatLv, sup-
posed orig. form of C,auv, oontr. C,^v, live, per-
haps = Skt. y/jiv = Zend y/ ji, live, akin to L.
vivus = 'El. quick, living: see quick, vivid, vital,

etc.] 1. Food and drink; specifically, food
considered in relation to its quality and effects

:

as, milk is a wholesome article of diet.

He saw she wold not mend.
Nor that she wold be quiet.
Neither for stroakes nor locking up,
Nor yet for want of dyet.

Taming o/ a Shrew (Child's Ballads, VIII. 186).

This bread and water hath our diet been.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, lit 4.

I will suffer one to keep me in diet, another in apparel,
another in physic, another topay my house-rent.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, iv. 1.

Good broth with good keeping do much now and then

;

Good diet with wisdom best comforteth men. Tusser.

2. A course of food regulated by a physician
or by medical rules ; food prescribed for the
prevention or cure of disease, and limited in
kind and quantity; dietetic regimen; dietary.

I commend rather some diet for certain seasons than
frequent use of physic. Bacon, Regimenof Health.

3t. Allowance of provision; supply of food.

For his diet, there was a continual diet given him of the
king of Babylon. Jer. UL 34.

I dined at the Comptroller's [of the Household] ; ... it

was said it should be the last of the public diets or tables
at Court. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 20, 1663.

4t. Allowance for expenses of living.

The allowances of the ambassador, or, as they were
called, his diets, were ever unpaid ; and he was reduced
to sell his lands in England to keep himself abroad.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

= Syn. 1. Subsistence, fare, provision.— 2. Regimen.

diet^ (di'et), v. [< ME. dieten (of. Gr. dtairav,

v.); from the noun.] I, trans. 1. To provide
diet or food for ; feed; nourish. [Rare.]

Nor sent thy Spouse this Token to destroy
Thine Eye's, but diet them with sparkling joy.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii 76.

2. To prescribe food for ; regulate the food or
regimen of.

\st Lord. We shall not then have his company to-night.

2d Lord. Not till after midnight ; for he is dieted to his

hour. Shak., All's Well, iv. 3.

We have dieted a healthy body into a consumption by
plying it with physick instead of food.

Stctft, Conduct of the Allies.

H. intrans. 1. To eat; feed.

Spare Fast, that oft with gods doth diet.

Milton, II Fenseroso, L 46.

Inbred worm.
That diets on the brave in battle fall'n.

Cowper, niad, xxlv.

2. To eat according to rules prescribed : as, to

diet in an attack of dyspepsia.

diet2 (di'et), ». [< OF. diete, F. didte = Sp. Pg.
It. dieta, < ML. dieta, dieeta, a public assembly
(orig. one held on a set day), a set day of trial,

a day's journey; the same in form as dieta,

diwta, a prescribed manner of living, diet, but
no doubt regarded as a derivative (a quasi pp.
fem. noun) of L. dies, a day : see dial. Cf. I).

rijksdag = G. reichstag = Dan. rigsdag = Sw.
riksdag, the national assembly, lit. the diet of

the realm; ta^, etc., = E. day.] 1. A meeting,
as of dignitaries or delegates, held from day to

day for legislative, political, ecclesiastical, or

municipal purposes; meeting; session: spe-
cifically applied by English and French writers

to the legislative assemblies in the German
empire, Austria, etc. The IHet or Beichstag of the
old Roman-Oerman empire was the meeting of the es-

tates. Its sessions often received specific titles from the
places in which they were held : as, the Diets of Worms,
1495 and 1521 ; the Diet of Augsburg, 1530. The Diet sat in

three colleges : (1) that of the electoral princes ; (2) that
of the princes, in two benches, the temporal and the
spiritual ; and (3) that of the imperial cities. Each college
deliberated by itself, the agreement of all three, with the
assent of the emperor, being necessary. See Reichstag and
Landtag.

2. The discharge of some part of ministerial

duty at a fixed time : as, a rfi«t of examination;
a diet of visitation. [Scotch.]— 3t. -An excur-

sion ; a journey.

Sum of the conspiratouris, who hard tell of the kingis

dyett, followed fast to Leith eftir him.
Pitscottie, Chron. of Scotland (ed. 1728), p. 212.

Desertion of the diet. See desertion.— Diet of com-
pearance, in .Scots law, the day on which a party in a
civil or criminal process is cited to appear in court.—TO
desert the diet. See dese-rt^.

dietal (di'e-tal), a. [< diet^ + -al.] Pertain-

ing or belonging to a diet or assembly.

Until the putting in execution of the consequent Dietal
decree, this port [U] to be made use of by the ships of war
of both powers. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 668.

dietine

dietarian (di-e-ta'ri-an), a. and ». [< dietary +
-an.] I, a. Relating to a dieting or to a dietary.

II. n. One who adheres to a certain or pre-
scribed diet ; one who considers the regulation
of a course of food as important for the preser-
vation of health; a dietetist.

dietary (di'e-ta-ri), a. and n. [< LL. *dicetarius,

adj. (used as lioun, a valet), < diceta, diet, etc.

:

see diet^, n.] I. a. Pertaining to diet or the
rules of diet.

Lord Henry would not listen to statistics, dietary tables,
commissioners' rules, sub-commissioners' reports.

Disraeli, Coningsby.

U. m. ; pi. dietaries (-riz). 1. A system or
course of diet ; a system of rules of diet.

To be rulid bl this diatorie [read dietarie] do thi diligence.

For it techith good diete & good gouernaunce.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 54.

From Dr. William Lambe, of Warwick, a friend of the
poet Landor, Mr. Newton had learnt the fatal effects of
our flesh-meat dietary. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 307.

2. An allowance and regulation of food, espe-
cially for the inmates of a hospital, prison, or
poorhouse.
die't-bookt (di'et-buk), n. A diary; a journal.

It [conscience] is a diet-booke, wherein the sinnes of
everie day are written.

Epistle of a Christian Brother (leH), p. 25.

die't-bread (di'et-bred), n. 1. A delicate sweet
cake, formerly much esteemed in England.

—

2. A name given to various fine breads suita-

ble for invalids.

diet-drink (di'et-dringk), n. Medicated liquor

;

drink prepared with medicinal ingredients.

The observation will do that better than the lady's diet-

drinks, or apothecary's medicines. Locke.

Lisbon diet-drink, a celebrated medicinal draught re-

sembling the compound tincture of sarsaparilla.

dieter (di'e-ter), n. [< diet^ + -«rl.] 1. One
who diets.— 2. One who prescribes rules for

eating ; one who prepares food by dietetic rules.

He cut our roots in characters.
And sauc'd our broths, as Juno had been sick
And he her dieter. Shak,, Cymbeline, iv. 2.

dietetic (di-e-tet'ik), a. [= P. diM^tique = Sp.
dietetico = Pg. It. dietetico (cf. D. dieetetisch =
G. didtetisch = Dan. diaetetisk = Sw. dietetisk),

< LL. diceteticus, < Gr. diacniTiKd;, of or for diet,

< iiaiTav, follow a certain diet, < diaira, diet: see
diet^, «.] Pertaining to diet; specifically, re-

lating to medical rules for regulating the kind
and quantity of food to be eaten.

This l)ook of Cheyne's became the subject of conversa-
tion, and produced even sects in the dietetick philosophy.

Artmthnot, Aliments, Pref.

dietetical (di-e-tet'i-kal), a. [< dietetic + -aU]
Same as dietetic.

He received no other counsel than to refrain from cold
drink, which was but a dietetical caution.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

I have seen palates, otherwise not uninstructed in die-

tetical elegancies, sup it up with avidity.
Lamb, Chimney-Sweepers.

dietetically (di-e-tet'i-kal-i), adv. In a dieteti-

cal Duuinor. Imp. Diet.

dietetics (di-e-tet'iks), «. [P\. ot dietetic: see
-ics. Cf . lAj.'diwtetice, < Gr. diaiTtirtKr/ (sc. rtxyi^

art), dietetics.] That department of medicine
which relates to the regulation of diet.

To suppose that deciding whether a mathematical or a
classical education is the best is deciding what is the
proper curriculum, is much the same thing as to suppose
that the whole of dietetics lies in determining whether or
not bread is more nutritive than potatoes

!

//. Spencer, Education, p. 28.

dietetist (di-e-tet'ist), n. [= P. di4t4tiste= Pg.
dietetista; as dietet-4c + -ist.] One who lays
great stress upon diet ; a physician who gives

the first place to dietetics in the treatment of

disease. Dunglison.
dietic (di-et'ik), a. and n. [< diet^ + -ic. Cf. die-

tetic] I. a. Of or pertaining to diet; dietetic:

used to note those diseases which are caused
by or connected with the use of improper or
bad food.

II. n. A course of diet. [Bare.]

Gentle dietics or healing applications.
Bp. Qauden, Tears of the C!harch, p. 397.

dietical (di-et'i-kal), a. [< dietic + -al.] Same
as dietic.

The three fountains of physick, namely, dietical, chlrur-

gical, and pharmaceutical.
Chilnuad, tr. of Ferrand's Love and Melancholy (1640),

[p. 237.

dietine (di'e-tin), «. [< F. dietine, dim. of diete,

diet: see diet^.] A diet of inferior rank ; spe-

cifically, in Polish hist., one of the local assem-
blies of the nobility, which met to elect depu-
ties to the national diet and to receive the re-

ports of their actions.



dietdne

Ladlslatis . . . called an assembly of prelates, barons,

and military gentlemen, in their respective provinces, in

wder to obtain an additional tribute. These provincial

assemblies gave birth to the dklines ; they now . . . only

elect the nuncios or representatives for the diet.

J. Adams, Worlis, IV. S63.

Poland was torn by factions ; its diets and dietines were
hotbeds of intrigue. Edinburgh Jiev., CUCV'I. 623.

dieting (di'e-ting), «. [Verbal n. of diefl, !.]

1. The act of eating or taking nourishment.

You know not how delicate the imagination becomes by
dieting with antiquity day after day.

Shelley, in Dowden, II. 256.

2. The act or process of subjecting to a diet

or regimen.

Its the dieting and rubbing of the race-horse that makes
him thin as a Bash, that he may be as swift too.

r. U. Baker, Kew Timothy, p. 333.

dietist (di'e-tist), n. [< dieO- + -ist.1 One
skilled in diet. Quarterly Bee.

dietitian (di-e-tish'an), n. [< diefl + -itian for

-ician.'i Sa.me as dietist. Quarterly Rev. {Ume.']

diet-kitchen (di'et-kieh'en), n. An establish-

ment, usually connected with a dispensary or

with the outdoor department of a hospital, for

preparing and dispensing suitable diet for in-

valids, especially among the poor.

dietrichite (de'trieh-it), h. [After the French
mineralogist Dietrich (1748-93).] A hydrous
sulphate of aluminium, zinc, and iron, occur-

ring as a recent formation at Felso-B4nya in

Hungary.
Dieu et mon droit (die a m6n drwo). [F. : Bieu,

< L. deus, a god; et, < L. et, and; mon, < L.

meus, mine, < me, me ; drcnt, < ML. directum,

right : see deity, me, direct, adroit.} Literally,
" God and my right," the watchword of Rich-

ard I. of England at the battle of Gisors in 1195,

and adopted as the motto on the royal arms of

England.
dieu-gardeti »>• [P- Dieu garde, God keep or

save (you); as a noun, "mi dieu-gard, a salu-

tation, or a God save you" (Cotgrave): Dieu,

God; garder, keep, save, gnard: see deity and
guard.} A form of salutation or asseveration.

And in this faith desires to be numbred in your familie,

80 in your studies to attend, as your least becke may be
his dieugat-de. Florio, It. Diet., Ep. Ded.

His master Harding could not produce so much as a
probability of any vow anciently required or undertaken,
whether by beck or Dieu-gard. Bp. Hall, Works, IX. 278.

diewt, n. An obsolete spelling of due^.

die-work (di'wferk), n. Surface ornamentation
of metal by means of dies, upon which the

metal is forced. Tlie process is employed for metal in

either a heated or a cold state ; when executed upon cold

metal, tlie work usually requires chasing to complete it.

diezeugmenon (di-e-ziig'me-non), n. [Gr. <!(e-

(cv-j /jcvov : see diazeuctic.'] In Gr, music, the
lower tetrachord of the upper octave in the two-
octave or greater perfect system.

dif-. 1. The assimilated form of dts- before /.

See dis-.— 2t. A form of de- before /. See de-.

diffamet, ^• and n. An obsolete (Middle Eng-
lisli) form of defame.

diffamed (di-famd'), p. a. [Pp. of diffame, v.}

In her. : (a) Same as defamed. (6) Turned to-

ward the sinister : said of an animal, especially

a beast of prey, used as a bearing. [Rare.]

diffarreation (di-far-e-a'shon), n. [< LL. diffar-

reatio(,n-), < L. dis-, apart, + farreatio{n-), for

the more common L. confarreatio{n-), the use
of spelt-cake in the marriage ceremony: see
confiirreation.'] The parting of a cake made of

spelt : a ceremony among the Romans at the
divorce of man and wife. See confarreation.

diffencet, «• An obsolete form of defense.

diffendt, v. An obsolete form of defend.

differ (differ), v. [< ME. differen = F. diffdrer
= Sp. diferir = Pg. differir = It. differire, < L.
differre, carry apart, put off, defer (intr. differ,

be different), < dis-, apart, 4- ferre = E. fteari

;

cf. Gr. duvpiptiv, carry apart, differ (> iid<j>opog,

different, > ult. B. adiaphorous, etc., diaphor-

ite), < itd, through, apart, -t- <pepew = L. ferre
= E. ftearl. Cf. defer^, a doublet of differ.']

I. intrans. 1. To be unlike, dissimilar, dis-

tinct, or various in nature, condition, form, or
qualities : used absolutely or with from : as,

the two things differ greatly; men differ from
brutes; a statue differsfrom a picture; wisdom
differsfrom cunning.

One star differethfrom another star in glory.

1 Cor. XV. 41.

The conrta of two countries do not so much differ from
one another, as the court and city in their peculiar ways of
life and conversation. Addinon, Coffee House Politicians.

Even in the important matter of cranial capacity, Men
differ taoTt widely from one another than they do frmn
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the Apes ; whilst the lowest Apes differ as much, in pro-

portion, /rom the highest, as the latter does/rom Man.
Httxley, Man's Place in Natiu"e, p. 95.

In all that I have seen, my main feeling is one of won-
der how little the younger England differsfrom the elder.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 170.

3. To disagree; be of a contraiy opinion; dis-

sent; be at variance ; vary in opinion or action:

used absolutely or with from or U'ith : as, they

differ in their methods; he differs from other

writers on the subject.

If the honourable gentleman differt with me on that

subject, I differ as heaitily with him. Canning.

Tlie first thing that tests a boy's courage is to dare to

differfrom his father. W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 247.

They agree as to the object of existence ; they differ as

to the method of reaching it.

J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, i. 4.

3. To express disagreement or dissent byword
ofmouth; come into antagonism; dispute; con-

tend: followed by tciWt.

We'll never differ with a crowded pit. Howe.

To differ by the whole of being, in logic, to have no
essential resemblance, as an orange differs from virtue.

= Sto. 1. To vary.

n, trans. 1. To cause to be different or un-
like. [Rare.]
Something 'tis that differs me and thee. Cowley.

2. To cause difference or dispute between ; di-

vide. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

If Maister Angis and her mak it up, I'se ne'er be the

man to differ them. Saxmi and Gael, I. 79.

3t. To put off; defer. See (ie/crS.

differ (dif'er), n. [< differ, v.] Difference.

[Scotch.]
Ye see your state wl' theirs compared.
An' shudder at the nifter (exchange)

;

But cast a moment's fair regard
What mak's the mighty differ.

Bums, Address to the Unco Guid.

difference (dif'e-rens), 11. [< ME. difference, <

OF. difference, 1^. "difference = Sp. diferencia =
Pg. differenqa = lt. (obs.) differenzia, differenza,

< L. differentia, difference, < differen{t-)s, ppr.,

different: see different.] 1. The condition or

relation of being other or different; the rela-

tion of non-identity; also, the relation between
things unlike ; dissimilarity in general.

Not like to like, but like in difference,
Tennyson, Princess, vii.

2. Any special mode of non-identity ; a rela-

tion which can subsist only between different

things; also, a special relation involving tm-
likeness ; a particular dissimilarity.

There is no difference between the Jew and the Greek.
Rom. X. 12.

But at last it is acknowledged by the Men who love to

be called the Men of wit in this Age of ours that there is

a God and Providence, a future state, and the differences

of good and evil. Stilling/ieet, Sermons, I. iii.

Strange all this difference should be
'Twixt tweedledum and tweedledee.
Byrom, Feuds between Handel and Buononcini.

3. A character w^hich one thing or kind of things

has and another has not.

Difference is the same that is spoken of many, which
differ in tourme and kinde, when the question is asked,

Wliat maner of thing it is, as when we sale : What maner
of thing is man ? We must aunswere : he is endued with
reason : If the question be asked, what a man is : We must
aunswere by his Genus, or generall woorde, he is a living

creature. If the question be asked, what maner of thing

a Beast is? We niaie sale : He is without the gift of rea-

son. Every difference that is moste propre to every thing,

is naturally and substancially joigned to the kinde which
is comprehended under the generall woorde.

Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1631).

4. Controversy, or ground of controversy; a
dispute ; a quarrel.

lack. What was the difference ?

French. I think 'twas a contention in public.
SItak., Cymbeline, i. 6.

I would not, for more wealth than I enjoy.

He should perceive you raging; he did hear
You were at difference now, which hasten'd him.

Beau, and FL, Maid's Tragedy, i. 2.

A right tmderstanding of some few things, in difference

amongst tlie sincere and godly, was procured.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 198.

I am myself a good deal ruffled by a difference I have
had with Julia. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 3.

5t. An evidence or a mark of distinction.

An absolute gentleman, full of mast excellent differ-

ences. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

6. The act of distinguishing; discrimination;
distinction.

We make some things necessary, some things accessary
and appendent only ; . . . our Lord and Saviour himself
doth make that difference. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 3.

To make a difference between the unclean and the clean.
Lev. xi. 47.

7. In math. : (a) The quantity by which one
quantity differs from another; the remainder

difference

of a sum or quantity after a lesser sum or

quantity is subtracted. (6) The increment of a
fimction produced by increasing the variable

by unity. The operation of taking the difference in

this sense is denoted by the letter A. The second differ-

ence, a2, is the difference of the function that represents
the difference of another. So third, fourth, etc., difference.

Tlie following table is an example

:

n n3 Am3 a2»3 a3»3
1 1 7 12 6
2 8 19 18 6
8 27 37 24 6.

4 64 61 30
5 125 91
6 218

8. In her., a bearing used to discriminate be-
tween shields or achievements of arms, as of

brothers who inherit an equal right to the pa-
ternal coat. The most common form of dif-

ferencing is cadency ; another is the haston.

You must wear your rue with a difference.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 6.

9. On the exchanges, the amount of variation
between the price at which it is agreed to sell

and deliver a thing at a fixed time and the
market-price of the thing when that time ar-

rives. In wagering contracts, payment of the
difference is expected and accepted in lieu of

actual delivery.— lOf. A part or division.

There bee of times three differences: the first from the
creation of man to the Floud'or Deluge, . . . the second
from the Floud to the first Olympias, etc.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Brit., p. 34.

[Difference is often followed by a prepositional phrase in-

dicating the things or persons that differ. The preposi-

tion is usually between or among, or from, but sometimes
also to (after the formula different to : see remarks under
different).

What serious difference is there in this behavior [of

plants] to that of the lower animals, the curious creatures

of sea life which are hardly one thing or the other?
Harpers Weekly, March 1, 1884, p. 143.]

Accidental diflference, in logic, a difference in respect

to some accident.— Actual difference, in wetaph., one
concerning what actually takes iilacc— Ascensional dif-

ferencet. See a«ccvu(i'oH«(.— Calculus of finite differ-

ences. SeecoicH!t«.—De8eensional difference*. See
dej(c(!)w>OTiai.— Difference of i)otentlals, or potential
difference, in elect., the difference in dt-^'ree of electri-

fication of two bodies, or parts of the same body, which
produces or tends to produce a flow of electricity or an
electrical current between them. See potential.— Differ-

ence-tone. See (one— Equation of differences. See

equrilioH.—'Firsi difference, (a) In logic, the most fun-

damental difference. (6) In math., the result of perform-

ing the operation of taking the difference once.— Indl'Vid-

ual difference. Same as numerical difference (b).

The many slight differences which frequently appear in

the offspring from the same parents, or which may be
presumed to have thus arisen, from being frequently ob-

served in the individuals of the same species inhabiting

the same confined locality, may be called individual dif-

ferences, Darwin, Oliglu of Species, p. 53.

Inverse difference, in math., the sum of all the values of

a function, for all the discrete values of the variable less

than the actual v.alue.— Mixed differences, differences

partly finite and partly infinitesimal (differentials). See

cgwattOTi.- Numerical difference, (a) A difference of

numbers, as between two assemblages of persons or things,

two reckonings, or tlie like, (b) A difference between in-

dividuals of the same species ; a character possessed by
one individual and not by the others of the same species.

Also frequently called individual, indiriduant, or singu-

lar difference.— Taitial difference, in math., the incre-

ment of a function of two variables which would result

from increasing one of them by unity.— Specific differ-

ence, in logic, a character which, added to the genus,

makes the definition of the species. Also called essential,

divisive, completive, or constitutive difference.—TO make
a difference, to alter a case ; matter, or be material to a

case : as, that makes a great difference ; it makes no differ-

eiKe what you say.

If he miss the mark, it makes no difference whether he
have taken aim too high or too low.

Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

Virtual difference, a difference in respect to » hat would
happen under certain contingencies. Thus, one egg and
another, though they appear to have no actual differences,

may have virtual differences, in that one w ill hatch a male
and the other a female. = Syn. 1 and 2. Difference, Distinc-

tion, Diversity, Dissimilarity, Disparity, Disagreement,
Varianre, Discrimination, contrariety, dissimilitude, va-

riety. The first Ave words express the fact of nnlikeness

;

difference and distinction apply also to that wherein the

nnlikeness lies, and discrimination to the act of making or

marking a difference, and to the faculty of discerning dif-

fcences. (Seediseemmcnt.) Disd'nc/ion applies also to the

eminence conferred on account of difference. Difference

is the most general, applying to things small or great, in-

ternal or external Distinction is generally, but not al-

ways, external, and generally marks delicate differences

:

as, the distinction between two words that are almost sy-

nonymous. Diversity, by its derivation, is agreat or radi-

cal difference, equal to going in opposite directions. Dis-

similarity/ is unlikeness, generally in large degree or es-

sential points. Disparity is inequality, generally in rank

or age. Disagreement and variance are weak words by
their original meaning, but through euphemistic use have
come to stand for dissimilarity of opinion of almost any
degree, and for the resulting alienation of feeling, or even

dissension and strife.

The sub-kingdom Amnilosa shows us an immense dt/«--

ence between the slow crawling of worms and quick flight

of insects. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 5 1-



difference

War is at this very moment doing more to melt away the

petty social distinctions which keep generous souls apart
from each other than the preaching of the Beloved Disci-

ple liimself would do. O. If. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 8.

The extent of country and diversity of interests, charac-

ter, and attainments of voters repress the pretentious and
undeserving. N. A. Jiev., XL. 312.

If the principle of reunion has not its energy in this life

whenever the attractions of self cease, the acquired prin-

ciples of dissimilarity must repel these beings from their

centre. Cheym.

The disparity between our powers and our performance
Sb life's tragedy. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 44.

From these different relations of different things, there
necessarily aiises an agreement or disafp-eement of some
things to others. Clarke, Attributes, xiv.

Even among the zealous patrons of a council of state,

the most irreconcilable vatnance is discovered concerning
the mode in wliich it ought to be constituted.

Madison, The Federalist, No. xxxviii.

It is rather a question whether . , . they have not
sinned themselves beyond all the appreliensions and dis-

criminations of what is good and what is evil.

Sharp, Sermons, III. xvl.

4. Dissension, contest, falling out, strife, wrangle, alter-

cation.

difference (dif'e-rens), V. t. ; pret. and pp. dif-

ferencedj ppr. differencing. [< difference, »i. Cf.

differentiate, r.] 1. To cause a difference or
distinction in or between; make different or
distinct.

One as the King's, the other as the Queen's, differenced

by their garlands only.

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Bolsover.

He that would be differenced from common things would
be Infinitely divided from things that are wicked.

Jer. Taylor, \\'ork8 (ed. 1830), I- 63-*-

In the Samson Agonistes, colloquial language ts left at

the greatest distance, yet something of it is preserved, to

render the dialogue probable ; in Masslnger the style is

differenced, but differenced in the smallest degree possible,

from anuuated conversation by the vein of poetry.
Coleridge, Table-Talk.

2. To distinguish ; discriminate ; note the dif-

ference of or between.

And this was a non feasans, and in that he differenced

it from the case of estovers, being an actual Tort to stub
the wood up. Sir Peyton Ventris (1695).

3. In her.t to bear with a difference ; add a dif-

ference to.

Very frequently, even In the earliest times, the eldest
son differenced his father's coat by a labeL

£ncyc. Brit, XI. 687.

4. In math. J to take the difference of (a func-
tion); also, to compute the successive differ-

ences of the numbers in a table.

difference-engine (dif 'e-rens-en'jin), n, A
machine for tiie automatic calculation of math-
ematical tables, from the initial values of the
function and of its successive differences. See
calcula ting-machine.

difference-equation (dif'e-rens-e-kwa'zhon), n.

Ill math., an equation of finite differences or
enlargements; an expressed relation between
functions and their differences. See equation.

differencing (dif'e-ren-sing), «. In her., the dis-

tinction betweensli'ields made by one or more
differences. See difference, n., 8.

different (dife-rent), a. [< F. different = Sp.
difervnte = Pg. It. differente, < L. diff€ren{t-)s,

ppr. of differre, differ: see differ, v.f Not the
same ; two ; many

;
plural ; also, characterized

by a difference or distinction ; various or con-
trary in nature, form, or quality ; imlike ; dis-

similar.

I have l>een always so charitable as to think that the
Religion of Borne and the Court of Home were different

ITiings. Howell, Letters, ii. 5.

All the elders met at Ipswich : they took into consider-
ation tiie lx>ok which was committed to them by the gen-
eral court, and were much different in their judgments
about it Wintkrop, llist. >'ew England, II. 108.

Things terrestrial wear a different hue,
As youth or age persuades ; and neitlicr true.

Cou'per, Hope.

IWhen in the predicate, different is either used absolutely

:

as, the two things are very different ; or followed by from

:

as, the two things are very different /rotn each other; he
is very different /rom his brother. But the relation of
opi>osit[on is often lost in that of mere comparison, lead-
ing U> the use of to instead vt/rom. This use is regarded
as colloquial or incorrect, and is generally avoided by care-
ful writers.

Different to is, essentially, an English colloquialism ; and,
like many colloquialisms, it evinces how much stronger
the instinct of euphony is than the instinct of scientific

analogy. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 83.

Ar amazement which was very different to that look of
sentimental wonder. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, p. 182.]

= Syn. Different, Distinct, Separate, Several. These words
agree in being the opposite of same. Different applies to
nature or (juailty as well as to state of lieing : as. the Afri-
can and Asiatic climates are very different. The other
three wonis are priiriarily physical, and are stilt affected
by that fact : we speak of dUtinct or separate ideas, colors,
sounds, etc. Several is used chiefly of those things which
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are in some sense together without mei^ing their identity

:

as, three licveral bands.

The heat at eighty degi-ees of Fahrenheit is one thing,
and the heat at eighty degrees of Reaumur is a very differ-

ent matter. O. W. Holmes, Emerson, xiv.

Is not every case of apparently continuous perception
really a case of successive distinct images very close to-

gether? W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 115.

One poem, which is composed upon a law of its own,
and has a characteristic or separate beauty of its own,
cannot be inferior to any other poem whatsoever.

De Quincey, Style, iii.

You shall have verytiseful and cheering discourse at
several times with two several men, but let all three of you
come together, and you shall not have one new and hearty
word. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 189.

differentia (dif-e-ren'shi-a), n.
;

pi. differentiw

(-e). [L., difference: see difference^ n?} 1, In
logic, the characteristic attribute of a species^

or that by which it is distinguished from other
species of the same genus ; specific difference

(which see, under difference).

Whatever term can be affirmed of several things must
express either their whole essence, which is called the
species, or a part of their essence (viz., either the mate-
rial part, which is called the genus, or the formal and
distinguishing part, which is called differentia, or, in com-
mon discourse, cliaracteristic), or something joined to the
essence. Whately, Logic, i. 4,

2. In Gregorian m usic, a cadence or trope. Also
called distinctio.

differentiable (dif-e-ren'shi-a-bl), a. [< NL.
as if *differcntiabilis, <. *differentiare: see dif-

ferentiate, V.'] Capable of being differentiated

or discriminated.
In these exchanges of structure and function between

the outer and quasi-outer tissues, we get undeniable proof
that they are easily differentiable.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 296.

differentiae, «. Plural of differentia,

differential (dif-e-ren'shal), a. and n. [= F.

differcntiel = ^^^'.'diferencial = Pg. differencial

=: ii. differensiale, < NL. differentialis (Leibnitz,

1676), < L. differentia, difference: see difference,

n.] I, a. 1. Making or exhibiting a difference

or distinction ; discriminating ; distinguishing

;

special.

For whom he procured differential favors. Motley.

2. Having or exhibiting a difference.— 3. In
math., pertaining to a differential or differen-

tials, or to mathematical i)roc'esses in which
they are employed— Differential block, calculus,
capacity. See the nouns.— DiflFerential characters,
in zool., the distinctive or diagnostic characters by wliich

one organism is distinguished from another with which
it is compared or contrasted : a statement of such char-
acters constitutes a differential di''/7"<)«/A\— Differential
coefficient. See coefficient. —DiSerential coupling.
See c(>"/>^n';.— Differential derivative. Same as dQ-
/erential cofftcimt.— Differeutiad diagnosis. Seediar/-

no«w.— Differential duty, same as dvtcriminatiivj duty,

—Differential equation, feed, etc. See the nouns.—
Differential gear, in meek., a combination of toothed
wht'tls by which a "lilfciciitial motion is produced, as
exemplitied when two wlieels fixed on the same axis are
made t(^) communicate motion to two other wheels on sepa-
rate axes, the velocities of the latter axes differing propor-
tionately to tlie difference of the diameters of the respec-
tive wheels acting upon them, or to the numbers of their
teeth. This combination is extensively employed in lathes
and boring-machines.— Differential invariant, a dif-

ferential expression which is only nniltiplied by a jwwer
of d,?//dx by a linear transformation of the variables.

—

Differential motion, a mechanical contrivance iti which
two pieces are connected at once in two ways, so that any
velocity imparted to the one communicates to tlie other
the difference of two velocities, as the Chinese windlass and
the differential screw. —Differential Piston, a single pis-

ttm exposed on its opposite sides to different pressures, or
a comhuiation of pistons of ditfereiit diametei-s connected
so as to act as one, each under the same or a different

pressure per unit of aiea. 'Ihe total effective pressure Is

that due, in the case of the single piston, to the difference
between the total pressures on the opposite sides, and, in

the case of connected pistons of different diameters, to the
difference of pressure njxjn a unit of area of each piston
multiplied by the area of the piston.— Differential pul-
ley, ^ee ;7i^/f//.— Differential ptmip, a steam pump
whose point of cut-off is controlled by tne combined mo-
tions of the pump-i-od, or its connections, and some Inde-

pendent moving part, so that the steam supply is deter-

mined by and apjMJi tioned to the load upon the pump.—
Differential quotient. Same as differential coefficienL—
Differential resolvent, a (inferential equation tlie com-
plete inte;;rul of which contains all the roots of a given
algebraic etiuation.— Differential scale. See sctilf.—

Dlffereniial screw, see xcz-o/.— Differential ther-
mometer. See ^/i'-r/»of»/'/<'r.— Differential tone. See
^f^*;*/'.— Differential winding, a method of winding coils

forgalvanoineters. iTi.strument-sfor (lujilex telegraphy, and
other electrical devices. It consists in winding two in-

sulated wires side by side, so that each makes the same
number of turn-*. For electric motors it is a series wind-
ing carrying current in a direction opposite to that in the
shunt winding.

H. «. 1. In math.: (a) An infinitesimal dif-

ference between two values of a variable quan-
tity. In the differential and integral calculus, if two or
more quantities are dependent on one another, and sultject

tovariatifjnsof value, their corresponding differentials are
any other quantities whose ratios to one another are the
limits to wliich the ratios of tlie variations approximate,

differentiation

as these variations are reduced nearer and nearer to zero;
but the differentials are conuiionly understood to be in-

finitesimal.
(;,f) A logarithmic tangent.— 2. In

hiol., a morphological difference; a distinction
or distinctive characteristic of form or struc-
ture : correlated with equivalent. [Rare.]

Characteristics are divisible into two categories : those
which become morphological equivalents and are essen-
tially similar in distinct series, and those which ai'e es-
sentially different in distinct series and may be classed as
morphological differentials.

A. Hyatt, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XXXII. 358.

Partial differential, an infinitesimal increment of a
function of two or more variables, corresponding to an
infinitesimal increment of one of these variables.— Total
differential, a sum of all the partial differentials of a
function, so that more than one independent differential

appear in its expression.

differentially (dif-e-ren'shal-i), adv. In a dif-

ferential manner ; fey differentiation.

I will . . . state next what sorts of rights, forces, and
ideas I consider,— mark differentially the three periods at
which I have been looking.

Stubbs, Medieval and ilodera Hist., p. 210.

differentiant (dif-e-ren'shi-ant), n. [< NL.
*differ€ntian(t')s, ppr, of *differentiare : see dif-

ferentiate, v.] In math., a rational integral

function of the coefficients of a binary quantic,
of equal weight in all its terms in respect to

either variable, subject to satisfy the condition

* (al + 2&l+3cl + etc.)i) = 0,
uo ac da

where a, h, e, etc., multiplied by binomial oo-
eiBcients, give the coefficients of the quantic,
and where D is the differentiant Monomial dif-
ferentiant, a differentiant wliich (with tlie usual conven-
tion as to a = 1) may be expressed as a i>ermutation-suni
of a single iiroduct of differences of roots of the parent
quantic, or (juantic system. J. J. Sylvester.

differentiate (dif-e-ren'shi-at), v.; pret. and
pp. differentiated, pjjr. differentiating. [< NL.
*differentiates, pp. of *differentiare (> It. diffe-

renziare = Sp. diferendar = Pg. differenciar =
F. differencicr, differentier), < L. differentia, dif-

ference: sae difference, n.'i I. trans. 1. To make
different ; distinguish by differences ; consti-
tute a difference between : as, color of skin dif-

ferentiates the races of men.
Believing that sexual selection has played an Important

part in dijferentiatinrj the races of man, he has found it

necessai'y to treat this subject in great detail.

A. R. Wallace.

Specifically— 2. In Viol., to accomplish or de-
velop differentiation in ; make unlike by modi-
fication ; specialize in structure or function.

The conversion of . . . protoplasm into various forms
of organized tissues, wliich become more and more differ-

entiated as development advances, is obviously referable
to the vital activity of the germ.

ir. D. Carpenter, in Grove's Corr. of Forces, p. 414.

3. In ?0(/iC, to discriminate between, by observ-
ing or describing the differences.— 4. In math.,

to obtain the differential or the differential co-

efficient of: as, to differentiate an equation.

II. intrans. To acquire a distinct and separate
character. Bitxley.

differentiate (dif-e-ren'shi-at), «. [< NL. *dif-

fercntiatum, neut. of *differentiates: see differ-

entiate, «'.] A differential coefficient.

differentiation (dif-e-ren-shi-a'shon), n. [<
differentiate, v.: sue -ation.~\ 1. The formation
of differences or the discrimination of varieties.

There can be no diferentiatton into classes in the ab-
sence of numbers. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 9.

The Faculties arose by process of natural differentiation

out of the primitive university. Huxley.

Specifically— 2. Any change by which some-
thing homogeneous is made heterogeneous, or
like things are made unlike ; especially, in Iriol.,

the evolutionary process or result by which
originally indifferent parts 'or organs become
dilferentiated or specialized in either form or
function ; structural orfunctionalmodifleation

;

specialization. Thus, the primitively similar appen-
tlages of a lobster undergo differentiation in Ijeing special-

ized, some into mouth-parts, some into preliensile claws,

others into walking- or swimming-organs, etc.

In the contents of a single anther-cell we see a surpris-

ing degree of differentiation in tlie pollen : namely, grains

cohering by fours, then lieing either tied together by
tlireads or cemented together into solid masses, with the

exterior grains different from the interior ones.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 259.

Differentiation implies tliat the simple becomes com-
plex or the complex more complex ; it implies also that
this increased complexity is due to the persistence of
former changes ; we may even say such persistence is es-

sential to the very idea of development or growth.
Encyc. Brit., XX. 45.

3. In logic, discrimination; the act of distin-

guishing things according to their respective
differences.



differentiation

The logicAl distinctions represent real differentUUions^

but not distinct exist«nts.

G. U. LetKS, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 451.

4. In nuith., the operation of finding the dififer-

ential or differential coefficient of any function.
— Direct differentiation, aittcrcntiiUion hy an eleimn-

tary piocedure.— Explicit differentiation, the ditfer-

ent'iation of an explicit liuu-tion uf the independent vari-

able.— Implicit differentiation, the opiHisite of CTi^iicif

cJi/Vrcji/mdo/i.— Partial differentiation, finding a par-

tial differential.— Total differentiation, finding a total

differential.

differentiator (dif-e-ren'shi-a-tor), n. One who
or that which differentiates : as,' the radicals of

written Chinese serve as differentiators of the

sense, while the phonetics play the same part

as regards sound.
differentlo-differentialt, a. Relating to dif-

f.'ivntials of diflferentials.

differently (dif'e-rent-li), adv. In a different

manner; variously.

The questions have been settled diferently in every

church, who should be admitted to the teaat, and how
often it should be prepared. Emerson, The Lord's Supper.

differentness (dif'e-rent-nes), n. The state of

tieiug different. Saihy, 1727.

differing (dif'e-ring), p. a. [Ppr. of differ, v.]

1. Unlike; dissimilar; different.

As in Spain, so in all other Wine Countries, one cannot
pass a Day's Journey but he will find a differing Race of

Wine. UoweU, LetteA, ii. 64.

Wise nature by variety does please

;

Clothe differing passions in a differing dress.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, Hi. 659.

2. Quarreling; contending; conflicting.

His differing fury. Chapman, Iliad, ix. 543.

O daughter of the rose, whose cheeks unite

The differing titles of the red and white.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, Ded., 1. 152.

differingly (dif'e-ring-li), adv. In a differing

or different manner.
Such protuberant and concave parts of a surface may

remit the light so differingly as to vary a colour. Boyle.

difficilet (di-fis'il), a. [< F. difficile = Pr. difficil

= Sp. di/icil= Pg. difficil = It. difficile, < L. diffi-

cilis, in older form diffieul, hard to do, difficult,

< dis- priv. + facilis, easy: see facile. Cf. diffi^

eult.'i 1. Difficult; hard; arduous; perplexing.

Mounte of Quarentena, where our Lorde fasted .xl. dayes
and .xl. nyghte : it is an liyghe hyll and diffycyll to ascende.

Sir H. Ouyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 52.

lAtln was no more difficile

Than to a blaclcbird 'tis to whistle.
S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 53.

2. Eeluctant; scrupulous.

The cardinal finding the pope difficile in granting the
dispensation. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

difB.cilenesst (di-fis'il-nes), n. Difficulty; im-
practicability ; specifically, difficulty to be per-
suaded; incompliance.

The lighter sort of malignity turneth but to a crossness,
or frowardness, or aptness to oppose, or difflcilenens, or the
like. Bacon, Goodness.

difficilitatet, ». '. [< L. as if *difficilita{t-)s for

difficulta{l-)s, difficulty. Cf. difficultate.'] To
render difficult.

The inordinateness of our love difftcUitateth this duty
[charity). W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xv. § 4.

difficult (dif'i-kult), a. [Developed from diffi-

culti/,q. V. ; the proper adj. (after L.) is difficile,

q. v.] Not easy; requiring or dependent on
effort ; hard ; troublesome ; arduous, specifically
— (o) Hard as to doing or effecting; wanting facility of
accomplishment ; with an infinitive : as, it is difficult to
convince him ; a thing that is difficult to do or to find.

Satire Is . . . more difficult to be understood by those
that are not of the same age with it than any other kind
of poetry, Adduion, Ancient Medals, ii.

(6) Hard to do, perform, or overcome ; attended with
labor, pains, or opposition ; laborious : as, a difficult un-
dertaking.

There is as much Honour to be won at a handsome Re-
treat as at a hot Onset, it being the difficuttegt Piece of
War. Howell, Letters, iL 4.

Eloquence is not banished from the public business of
this country as useless, but as difficult, and as not spon-
taneously arising from topics such as generally furnish the
staple of del)ate. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

The difficult mountain-passes, where, from his rocky
eyrie, the eagle-eyed Tyrolese peasant had watched his
foe. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 2.

(c) Hard to please or satisfy ; not compliant; unaccommo-
dating ; rigid ; austere : as, a person of difficult temper.

Nothing will please the difficult and nice.
Or nothing more than stillto contradict.

Milton, P. R., iv. 157.

Well, If he refuses, . . . I'll only break my glass for its

flattery, . . . and look out for some less difficult admirer.
Ooldmnith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1.

Olives and cypresses, pergolas and vines, terraces on
the roofs of houses, soft iridescent mountains, a warm yel-
low light— what more could the difficult tourist want'?

U. Jamet. Jr., Little Tour, p. 142.
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(d) Hard to persuade or induce ; stubborn in yielding

;

obstinate as to opinion : as, he was difficult to convince.

This offer pleasing both Armies, Edmund was not diffi-

cult to consent. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

His Majesty further said that he was so extreamly diffi-

cult of miracles for feare of being impos'd upon.
Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 16, 1685.

(e) Hard to understand or solve ; perplexing
;
puzzling

:

as, a difficult passage in an author ; a difficult question or

I)robleni. =S3ni. Difficult, Hard, Arduous (see arduous),
liil)orious, toilsome ; obscure, knotty.

difficult (dif'i-kult), t\ t. [< F. difficulter, make
difficult, < difficulte, difficulty: see difficulty. In

E. as if < difficult, a.] It. To make difficult

;

impede.
Their pretensions . . . had difficulted the peace.

Sir W. Temple, Works, II. 484 (Ord MS.).

2. To perplex ; embarrass. [Local, U. S.]

There is no break in the chain of vital operation ; and
consequently we are not difficulted at all on the score of

the relation which the new plant bears to the old.

George Bush, The Resurrection, p. 51.

difficultatet (dif'i-kul-tat), V. t. [< difficult +
-ate2.] To render difficult.

Difficulter. To difficultate, or difScilitate ; to make dif-

ficult or uneasie. Cotgrave.

difficultly (dif'i-kult-li), adv. With difficulty:

as, gutta-percha is difficultly soluble in chloro-

form. [Bare.]

He himself had been only guilty, and the other had been
very difficultly prevailed on to do what he did. Fielding.

difficulty (dif'j-kul-ti), n. ;
pi. difficulties (-tiz).

[< ME. difficultee, < OF. difficulte, F. difficult^ =
iPr. difficultat= Sp. dificultad = Pg. difficuldade

= It. difficulta, < L. difficulta(^t-)s, < diffieul, older

form of diffidlis, hard to do, difficult: see diffi-

cile and difficidt.'] 1. Want of easiness or fa-

cility; hindrance to the doing of something;
hardness to be accomplished or overcome ; the
character or condition of an undertaking which
renders its performance laborious or perplex-
ing: opposed to facility: as, a work of labor
and difficulty.

The next morning two peasants, subjects of Gingiro,
shewed tliem the ford, where their Ijeasts passed over witli

great difficulty and danger, but without less.

Bruce, Source of the Kile, II. 319.

2. That which is hard to accomplish or to sur-

mount: as, to mistake difficulties for impossi-
bilities.

The wise and pnident conquer difficulties by daring to

attempt them. Rowe.

3. Perplexity ; complication or embarrassment
of affairs, especially of pecuniary affairs ; trou-

ble ; dilemma ; whatever renders action or pro-
gress laborious or painful : as, a gentleman in

difficulties.

Why do I make a difficulty in speaking of my worthy
ancestor's failings ? Steele, Spectator, No. 544.

More tlian once, in days of difficulty

And pressure, had slie sold her wares for less

Tlian what she gave. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

4. Objection; cavil; obstruction to belief or
consent.

If the Sorcerers or Inchanters ijy their lots or diuina-
tions affirmed that any sicke bodie should die, the sicke
man makes no difficultie to kill his ownc Sonne, though
he had no other. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 883.

Men should consider that raising difficulties coxicertiing

the mysteries in religion cannot make them more wise,
learned, or virtuous. Swift.

It seems, then, that difficulties in revelation are espe-
cially given to prove the reality of our faith.

J. H. Nev^man, Parochial Sermons, i. 211.

5. An embroilment; a serious complication
of feeling or opinion ; a falling out ; a variance
or quarrel.

Measures for terminating all . . . difficulties. Bancroft,

=Syn. 1. Laboriousness, troublesomeness, arduousness.
— 2. Obstruction, Impediment, etc.(see obstacle), hindrance.
— 3. Distress, exigency, trial, emergency, pinch.

diffidet (di-fid'), V. i. [= It. diffidare, < L. diffi-

dere, distrust, < dis- priv. + fidere, trust, <

fides, faith: see faith, fidelity. See also defy,

diffident, and cf. affy, confide.'] To have or feel

distrust ; have no confidence.

Mr. Pinch. Ko, Sir, I'll ne'er trust you any way.
Horn. But why not, dear Jack ? why diffide in rae thou

know'st so well? Wycherley, Country Wife, iv. 1.

The man diffides in his own augury.
And doubts the gods.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. rj33.

diffidence (dif'i-dens), TO. [= Sp. difidencia =
Pg. diffideneia = It. diffidenza, diffidenzia, < L.
diffidentia, want of confidence, < diffiden{t-)s,

ppr. of diffidere, distrust : see diffident. See
a,\so defiance.] 1. Distrust; want of confidence
in regard to anything; doubt of the ability or
disposition of others. [Now rare or obsolete
in this application, originally the prevailing
one.]

diffluency

Hee had brought the Parlament into so just a diffidence

of him, as that they durst not leave the Public Armes to

his disposal, much less an Army to his conduct.
Milton, Eikonoldastes, xiL

To Israel, diffidence of God, and doubt
In feeble hearts. Milton, S. A., 1. 454.

2. More especially, distrust of one's self; want
of confidence in one's own ability, worth, or
fitness ; retiring disposition ; modest reserve

;

shyness.
Be silent always, when you doubt your sense

;

And speak, though sure, with seeming diffidence.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 567.

She lifts . . . [her eyesj by degrees, with enchanting diffi-

dence. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

An Englishman's habitual diffidence and awkwardness
of address. Irving.

By learning conspicuous before the world, his [John
Pickering's] native diffidence withdrew him from its per-
sonal observation. Sumner, Orations, I. 138.

=Syn. 2. Modesty, Shyness, etc. (see baskfulness), fear,

timidity, hesitation, apprehension.

diffident (dif'i-dent), a. [= Sp. difidente = Pg.
It. diffidente, < IJ. diffiden{t-)s, ppr. of diffidere,

distrust: see £?»^cfe. See also decant.] 1. Dis-
trustfiil; wanting confidence in another'spower,
will, or sincerity. [Now rare or obsolete.]

Piety so diffident as to require a sign. Jer. Taylor.

Be not diffident

Of wisdom ; she deserts thee not, if thou
Dismiss not her. Hilton, P. L., viii. 562,

2. Distrustful of one's self; not confident; re-

served ; timid ; shy : as, a diffident youth.

Distress makes the humble heart diffident.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

The limited nature of my education, , , , so far from
rendering me diffident of my own ability to comprehend
what I had read, , , . merely served as a farther stimulus
to imagination. Poe, Tales, I. 7.

Although Ximenes showed no craving for power, it must
be confessed he was by no means diffident in the use of it,

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa,, it 6.

The diffident accost each other with a certain coy respect-

fulness, naving its rise in self-reverence, a regard for per-

sons and principles. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 83.

=Syn. 2. Bashful, shamefaced, sheepish.

diffiden'tly (dif'i-dent-li), adv. With distrust

;

in a shy or hesitating manner ; modestly.
In man humility's alone sublime,

Wio diffidently hopes he's Christ's own care.

Smart, Hymn to the Supreme Being.

dlffidentness (dif'i-dent-nes), n. Distrust ; sus-

piciousness. Baileyj'1727. [Rare or obsolete.]

diffindt (di-find'), V. t. [< L. diffindere, pp. diffi^-

sus, cleave asunder, < dis-, asunder, -I- findere,

cleave, split, = E. bite, q. v.] To cleave in two.
Bailey, 1727.

diffinet) v. A Middle English variant of define.

To diffyne
Al here sentence.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 529.

diffinisht, v. t. A Middle English variant of de-

finish.

diffinitiont, to. A former variant of definition.

diffinitivet, a. A former variant of definitive.

The tribunal where we speak being not diffirutive (which
is no small advantage), I now promised to ease his memory
myself with an abstract of what I had said.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 537.

diffissiont (di-fish'on), TO. [< L. diffissio{n-),

breaking off a matter till the following day,
deferring it, lit. a cleaving in two, < diffindere,

pp. diffissus, cleave in two: see diffind.] The
act of cleaving asunder. Bailey, 1727.

diffixedt (di-fiksf), a. [< ML. as if 'diffixus, <

L. dis-, apart, + fixus, pp. of figere, fix : see fix.]
Loosened ; unfastened. Bailey, 1727.

difflatet (di-flaf ), v. t. [< L. difflatus, pp. of dif-

flare, blow apart, < dis-, apart, away, + flare
= E.blow'^.] To blow away ; scatter. E. D.

difflationt (di-fla'shon), TO. [< L. as if *diffla-

tio(n-), < difflare: see difflate.] A blowing in

different directions ; a scattering by a puff of
wind. Bailey, 1727.

diffiuan (dif'lo-an), n. [< L. diffluere, flow away,
< di-, dis-, apart, + fiuere, flow: see fluent.] A
chemical compoimd obtained by the action of
heat on alloxanic acid. It is not crystallizable,

is very soluble in water, and possesses no acid
properties. Also spelled difiuan.

dlffluence (dif'la-ens), n. [= F. diffluence= Pg.
diffluencia; as diffluenif) + -ce.] If. The qual-
ity of flowing away on all sides, as a fluid;

fluidity: opposed to conswtencc. A'iso diffluency.— 2. In zool., specifically, the peculiar mode
of disintegration or dissolution of infusorians

;

the "molecular effusion" of Dujardin.
diffluencyt (dif '16-en-si), n. [< diffluen(t) + -cy.]

Same as diffluetice, 1.

Ice is water congealed by the frigidity of the air ; where-
by it acquireth no new form, but rather a consistence or
determination of its diffiuency.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., IL 1.



diffluent

diffluent (dif16-ent), a. [= F. diffluent = Pg.
difflitente, < L. dtffluen(t-)s, ppr. of diffliiere (>
Sp. difluir), flow in different directions, < dig-,

away, apart, + y<«fj-e, flow : see fluent. '\ Tend-
ing to flow away on all sides ; not fixed ; read-
ily dissolving.
A formless, apparently diffluent and structureless mass.

A. Gray, in Nat. Sci. and Rel., p. 14.

Difflugia (di-fl8'ji-a), ». [NL., formed (im-
prop.) from theL. base difflug- (as in pp. difflux-
us) of diffluere, flow apart : see diffliient.2 A ge-
nus of ordinary amoebiform rhizopods, of the
order Amoeboidea and family AreeHida;, having
a kind of test or shell made of foreign particles
agglutinated together, as grains of sand, dia-
toms, etc. : so called from the flowing out or
apart of the psendopods. D. ureeolata is an
example.

difform (dif'drm), a. [< F. diffonne, OF. def-
forme = Sp. Pg. disforme = It. difforme, < ML.
*difformis, var. of L. deformis, deformed: see de-
form, a.] 1. Irregular in form; not uniform;
anomalous; deformed.— 2. Unlike; dissimilar.
The unequal refractions of difform rays. Hewton.

difformed (di-f6rmd'), a. Same as difform.
difformity (di-f6r'mi-ti), n.; pi. difformities
(-tiz). [< P. difformite = Sp. disformidad =
Pg. disformidade = It. difformitd, < ML. dif-
/ormita(t-)s, var. of L. defoi'>nita{t-)s, deform-
ity: see difform and deformity.] Difference or
diversity in form; lack of uniformity.
Just as . . . hearing and seeing are not Inequalities or

diformUtes in the soul of man, but each of them powers
of the whole soul. Clarke, Ans. to Sixth Letter.

diffiract (di-frakt'), ». t. [= P. diffracter,< L.
diffractiis, pp. of diffringere, break in pieces, <
dis-, asimder, + frangere = E. break: aee frac-
tion and bi-eak.] To break into parts; specifl-
callv, in optics, to break up, as a beam of light,
bydeflecting it from a right line; deflect.
dintact (di-frakf), a. [< L. diffracttis, pp. : see
the verb.] In lichenology, broken into distinct
arooles separated by chinks,

diflfracted (di-frak'ted), o. [< diffract + -«<J2.]
In entom., bending in opposite directions: as,
elvtra diffracted at the tips.

difflraction (di-frak'shon), n. [= P. diffraction
= Pg- diffraccOo = It. diffrasione, < L. as if "dif
fractio{n-), < diffringere, pp. diffractus, break in
pieces : see diffract, ».] 1. In optics, the spread-
ing of light or deflection of its rays, accompa-
nied by phenomena of interference : occasioned
by the neighborhood of an opaque body to the
course of the light, as when it passes by the edge
of an opaque body or through a small aperture,
the luminous rays appearing to be bent or de-
flected from their straight course and mutually
interfering with one another. See interference.
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diffractively (di-frak'tiv-li), adi: By or with
diffraction

; in a diffractive manner.
In the first place, a marked distinction is to be drawn

between those objectives of low or moderate power which
are to be worked dioptrically and those of high power
which are to be worked diffractively.

W. B. Carpenter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 268.

diffranchiset, dififranchisementt (di-frto'chiz
or -chiz, di-fran'chiz-ment or -chiz-ment).
bame as disfranchise, disfranchisement.

dlftrangibility (di-fran-ji-bil'i-ti), «. [< dif-
Jrangible: see-bility.] The quality of being dif-
frangible

; the degree of diffraction.
The refrangibility of a ray and its diffrangibaity, if wemay coin the word, both depend upon the number of pul-

sations per second with which it reaches the difTracting
or refracting surface. C. A. rouni;. The Sun, p. 98!

diffranglble (di-fran'ji-bl), a. [< L. "diffran-
gere, assumed for diffringere, break (see dif-
fract), + -ible.l Capable of being diffracted,
as light passing through a narrow slit, or re-
flected from a diffraction grating. See diffrac-
tion, 1.

diffugient (di-fu'ji-ent), a. [< L. diffugien(t-)s,
ppr. of diffugere, flee in different directions,
scatter, disappear, < dis-, apart, + fugere, flee.]
Dispersing; fleeing; vanishing. [Rare.]
To-morrow the diffugient snows will give place to spring.

Thackeray, Round about the Christmas Tree.

diffusate (di-fu'sat), n. [< diffuse + -ate^.']
The solution of crystalline or diffusible sub-
stances resulting from dialysis.
diffuse (di-fuz'), v.; pret. and pp. diffused, ppr.
diffusing. [= F. diffuser, < L. diffusus, pp. of
diffundere, pour in different directions, spread
by pouring, pour out, < dis-, away, -I- fundere,
pour: see/««e.] L trans. 1. To pour out and
spread, as a fluid; cause to flowand spread.
Our bounty, like a drop of water, disappears when dif-

fused too widely. GoUUmitli, Good-natured Man, iii.

2. To spread abroad; scatter; send out or ex-
tend in all directions.

The mind, when it is withdrawn and collected into It-
self, and not diffused into the organs of the body, hath
some extent and latitude of prenotion.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 204,

Believe her [Vanity) not, her glass diffuses
False portraitures. Quarles, Emblems, ii. 6.

All around
A general Sigh diffus'd a mournful Sound.

Congreve, Iliad.

diffusiometer
merous in individuals— which oftenest produce well-
marked varieties, or, as I consider them, incipient species.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 63.

The gray hidden moon's diffused soft light
His sea-girt island prison did but show.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 403.

2t. Spread out ; extended ; stretched.
See how he lies at random, carelessly diffused
With languish'd head unpropp'd.

Milton, S. A., 1. 118.

3t. Confused; irregular; wild; negligent.
Let them from forth a saw-pit rush at once,
With some diffused song. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4.

But (we) grow, like savages, . . .

To swearing, and stern looks, diffus'd attire.
And everything that seems unnatural.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

The strangest pageant, fashioned like a court,
(As least I dreamt I saw it) so diffused,
So painted, pied, and full of rainbow strains,
As never yet, either by time or place.
Was made the food to my distasted sense.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

4. In sool., ill-defined ; without definite edges

:

applied to colored marks when they appear to
merge gradually into the ground-color at their
edges, and especially to marks on the wings of
butterflies and moths when the scales forming
them become scattered at the edges.
difhisedly (di-fu'zed-li), adv. 1. In a diffused
manner; with wide dispersion.— 2t. Confused-
ly; irregularly; negligently (as to dress).

Go not so diffusedly

;

There are great ladies purpose, sir, to visit you.
Fletcher (and another 1), Nice Valour, iiL

.So de/usedlie written that letters stood for whole words.
Holinshed, Descrip. of Ireland, xxii.

3. la zool, in a spreading manner; so as to
fade into the surrounding parts: as, a mark-
diffused!!/ paler on one side,

diffusedness (di-fu'zed-nes), n. The state of
being widely spread.

Mr. Warburton's text, as well as all others, read "She
would infect to the north-star

;

" and it is the diffusedjtea
or extent of her infection, which is here described.

'

T. Edwards, Canons of Criticism, xxii.

Diffraction Bands.

Tha», ifB beam of monochromatic light is passed through a
narrow slit and received on a screen in a dark room, a seriea
of alternately light and dark bands or fringes is seen, which
diminish in intensity and distinctness on eitlier side of the
central line

;
if wliitc light is employed, a series of colored

•pectra of different orders is obtained. Similar phenom-
ena of diffraction are obtained from diffraction gratings
which consist of a band of equidLstant parallel lines (from
laoOO to 30,000 or more to the inch), ruled on a surface of
glass or of polished metal ; the spectra obtained by this
means are called inter/erenee or diffraction spectra. They
differ from prismatic spectra, since in them the colors are
uniformly distributed in their true order and extent ac-
cording to their difference in wavelength : while in the
latter the less refrangible (red) rays are crowded together
and the more refrangible (blue, violet) are dispersed Dif-

I see thee sitting crown'd with good
A central warmth diffusing bliss.

Tennysoti, In Memorlam, Ixxxlv.

=Syn. 2. To scatter, disseminate, circulate, disperse, dis.
tribute, propagate.

n. intrans. To spread, as a fluid, by the wan-
dering of its molecules in amongst those of a
contiguous fluid. Oius, if alayerof salt water be placed
beneath fresh water, the salt water will gradually pene-
,trat« into 'he fresh water, against the action of gravity
diffuse (di-fiig'), a. [< ME. 'diffuse (in adv. dif-
Juscli) = OF. diffus, P. diffus = Sp. difuso = Pg.
It. dUffuso, < L. diffusus, pp.: see diffuse, v.]
1. Widely spread or diffused; extended; dis-
persed; scattered.

A diffuse and various knowledge of divine and human
things. MUton, To the Parliament of England.
Speciflcally— (o) In pathol., spreading widely and having
no distinctively defined limits : as, a diffuse inflammation
or suppuration

: opposed to circumscribed, lb) In bot
spreading widely and loosely, (c) In embryol., applied to

_..„..^... ^..lu.., Ti.^id, all _
fraction gratings are now much used, especially in study
ing the solar spectrum. The Iwst gratings are ruled onspeculum metal with a concave surface (often called Row-land gratings, after Professor Henry A. Rowland of Balti.
more), and give an image of the spectrum directly, without
the intervention of a lens.

The street lanips at night, looked at through the meshes
of a handkerchief, show diffraction phenomena.

TyndaU, Light and Elect., p. 95.
Thii diffraction grating is merely a system of close, eq ul.

distant, parallel lines ruled upon a plate of glass or polished"*""• C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 73.

Hence— 2. In acoustics, the analogous modifi-
cation produced upon sound-waves when pass-
'^ K^ J^?,"**^®

*•' " ^*'"g*' ^"^y- »8 a building.The chef difference between the two classes of phemmi-ena is due to the relatively enormous length of the waves

iJlrdes ^eeTr?"*"*
"'"' """'* °' "Kht-Dlftactlon

diffractive (di-frak'tiv), a. [= F. diffractif-
as diffract + -ive.] Pertaining to diffraction

;causing diffraction.

-,.. n -..«...j »i... .WVD..IJ. \,.f 111 KuMfryoi., appiiea lo
a form of nondeciduate placenta in which the fetal villi
form a broad belt, (tl) In zool. , sparse ; few and scattered,
iis markings; especially, in enton., said of punctures etc
when they are less thickly set than on a neighboring part
from which they appear tn be scattered off.

2. Prolix ; using many words ; verbose ; ram-
bling: said of speakers and writers or their
style.

The reasoning of them is sophistical and Inconclusive

:

the style diffuse and verbose. J. Warton, Essay on Pope.
He wag a man of English make, taciturn, of few words,

no diffuse American talker. »'. Phillips, Speeches, p. 186.

3t. Hard to understand; perplexing; requir-
ing extended effort.

The toun-clerk of the seid cite for the tyme beinge shall
yeve no juj^ement in the Balllies name of the same cite for
the tyme neynge, in or vppon eny diffuse matier biforn
them, w'out the aduise of the Recorder of the same cite for
the tyme beynge. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 400.

Johnn Lydgate
Wryteth after an hyer rate

;

It is dyffuse to fynde
The sentence of his raynd.

Skelton, Phyllyp Sparowe, L 80e,

DUTase ganglion. See ganglion. =eyil. 2. Loose, ram-
bling, wordy, long-winded, diluted, spun out.

diffused (di-fuzd'),i). a. [Pp. of diffuse, ».] 1.
Spread; dispersed.

It is the most flourishing, or, as they may be called, the
dominant species — those which range widely, are the
moat diffused in their own country, and are the most nu-

diffiisely (di-fiis'U), adv. [< ME. diffuseli; < dif-
Juse + -ly'i.'] 1. Widely; extensively.

Pleas'd that her magic fame diffusely flies,
Thus with a horrid smile the hag replies.

Rotoe, Lucan, vi.

2. Copiously; amply; fully; prolixly.

^jHv, • • ^''5,*'', """^ diffuseli how man stleth [as-
oendethl up to God, from Adam to the Trinite (Luke HI
2S-38X Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 391!

A sentiment which, expressed diffusely, will barely be
admitted to be just ; expressed concisely, will be admired
as spirited. Blair, Lectures, xviii.

3. In entom., thinly and irregularly: as, a sur-
face diffusely pimetured.
diffuseness (di-fus'ues), «. The quality of be-
ing diffuse ; specifically, in speaking or writ-
ing, want of concentration or conciseness

; pro-
lixity.

The diffuseness of Blue-Books has been a standard sub-
ject of criticism since Blue-Books began.

Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 694.

diffuser (di-fu'z6r), n. One who or that which
diffuses ; specifically, in physics, an apparatus
consisting of a number of thin metal plates,
designed to conduct away the heat of a thermo-
electric battery by exposing a large surface to
the air. Also spelled diffusor.

It is his mastery of ridicule which renders Sydney Smith
so powerful as a diffuser of Ideas, for in order to diffuse
widely it is necessary to be able to address fools.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, ii.

diffusibility (di-ffi-zi-bil'i-ti), n. [< diffusible :

see -bihty.] The tendency of a fluid to pene-
trate a contiguous fluid by the wandering of its
molecules.

, T^***""
'" probably a liquid of a high degree of diffusi-

butty; at least it appears to diffuse fourtimes more rapidly
than alcohol, and four or six times more rapidly than the
less diffusive salts. J. Graham, Phil. Trans., IS.'iS, p. 178,

dUfusible (di-fu'zi-bl), a. [=F. diffusible; aBdif-
fuse + -ible.] Capable of diffusing, as a fluid;
diffusive .— DiffUBlble stimulants. See stimiUant.

diffusil)leness(di-fu'zi-bl-nes), n. Diffusibility.
Craig.

diffosilet (di-fu'sil), a. [< L. diffusilis, diffu-
sive, < diffusus, pp. of diffundere, diffuse : see
diffuse, v.] Spreading. Bailey, 1727.

diffusimeter (dif-u-sim'e-t6r), n. Same as dif-
fusiometer.

diffusiometer (di-fu-si-om'e-t6r), n. [Irreg. <
L. o((^t(*io(«-), •diffusion, -I- metrum, a measure.]
An apparatus devised by Graham for ascer-
taining the rate of diffusion between gases.
It consists essentially of a tube, containing the gas under



diffusiometer ^^^^

experiment, with the lower end plunged in mercury and I
S\i;;,fJX^(^«Tower

thJiipper end clos«l with a porous plug ; the rate of dif- To feel thee
^"'J^.%f.^'"'"\^°^il^-^^ ^„^

fusion is determiued from the rapidity with which the lennywn, Inliemonam, cxxx

mercury rises in the tube as the diffusion of the gas goes ^jlf^gively (di-fu'siv-li), adv. Widely ;
exten-

on through the porous plug. ^ -, ,.„ . ^ sivolv ; in every direction.
dUfnsion (.^-fu'zhon), «. [= F rf<#i«m» = Pr.

^'^^g^j^eness (di-fu'siv-nes), n
diffusio = Sp. difusion = Pg. diJ)>tsao = It. di_t-

uiuuoiv""'"'.''.'-
. ,.„ .

"

fusione, < L. dipisio{n-), < diffunderc, pp. d^'u-

sus, diffuse : see diffuse, t).] The act of diffus-

ing, or the state of being diffused, (o) The grnd-

oal and spontaneous molecular mixing of two fluids which

are placed in contact one with the other. It takes place

without the application of external force and even when
opposed by the action of gravity. It is explained liy the

motion and mutual attractli- "' '"

fluids. Diffusion is most
but is also an important phenomeu
tioH (tf gases and difutum qf liquids, below,

The process of difusion is one which is continually

performing an important part in the atmosphere around

us. Respiration itself, but for the process of diffusion,

would fail in its appointed end.
W. A. Miller, Eleni. of Chem., I. lii. § 3.

(6) A scattering, dispersion, or dissemination, as of dust

or seed, or of animals or plants.

The process of diffusion would often be very slow, de-

pcndiug on climatal and geographical changes, on strange

accidents, and on the gradual acclimatization of new spe-

cies to the various climates through which they might

have to pass. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 305.

(c) Propagation or spread, as of knowledge or doctrine.

Another measure of culture is the diffusion of know-
ledge. Emerson, Civilization, p. 21.

To OUT mediaeval forefathers the great diffjision of the

arts of reading and writing which followed on the inven-

tion of printing was a boon beyond all words.
JS. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 242.

(dt) Diffuseness ; prolixity.
To abregge

Diffusimm of speclie. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 296.

Siffasion apparatus, an apparatus sometimes employed
for extracting the sugar from cane or beet-root by dlssolv.

ing it out with water.—Diffusion circles, luminous cir-

cles, as those thrown upon a screen by a lens when the

object is either too near or too far to be in exact focus.

—Diffusion of electricity and magnetism, propaga-

tion analogous to the conduction of heat.

This diffuiion and decay of the induction-current is a
phenomenon precisely analogous to the diffusion of heat

from a part of the medium initially hotter or colder than

the rest. Clerk Maxwell.

Dlfilislon of force, the phenomena of viscosity in mov-
ing fluids.—Diffusion of gases, the diffusion through

each other which takes place when two bodies of gas are

placed in contact, as when a bell-jar of hydrogen is placed

base to base over one containing oxygen. After a certain

time a homogeneous mixture is obtauied, even if the heavier

gas is placed below. When separated by a porous dia-

phragm the relative rate of diffusion can be measured (see

diffusiometer) ; it is found to be the more rapid with the

lighter gas.—Diffusion Of heat, (a) A phrase employed
to express the modes by which the equilibrium of heat is

effected, viz., byconduction, radiation, and convection. The
term is also used, like diffusion o/ light (see light), to de-

scribe the irregular reflection or Bcatteriug of the incident

heat (and light) from the surface of a Ixxdy not perfectly

smooth. (6) Conduction of heat.— Diffusion of liquids,
the diffusion through each other which occurs when two
liquids that are capable of mixing, such as alcohol and wa-

ter, are placed in contact, even in spite of the action of grav-

ity. It is closely related to the phenomena of exosmosis

and endosmosis (which see), whicli take place when the 11-

quidsare separated by a porous diaphragm. See also dialy-

n<.—Diffusion of taxes, the theory that the community
aa a whole must bear the burden of any tax, no matter

npon what commodity or persons it is originally levied.

This theory rests on the assumption of perfect comi>etition.

-Diffusion tube, an instrument for determining the rate

of ditfu.sionforditferent gases. = Syn. Spread, circulation,

expansion, dissenunation, distribution.

diffusion-osmose (<li-fii'zlign-oz"ni6s), n. Os-
mose due to tlie diffusibility of the liquids, and
not to the chemical action of the membrane.
diffusion-volume (di-fii'zhon-vol"iim), n. The
volume of a fluid which diftuses into a second

in the same time that a given volume of the

second diffuses into the first.

diffusive (di-fu'siv), a. [= P. diffusif — Sp.

difusivo = Pg. It. diffusivo, < L. as if 'diffusivus,

< diffusus, pp. of diffundere, diffuse : see dif-

fuse.'] 1. Having the quality of diffusing or

spreading by flowing, as fluids, or of dispers-

ing, as minute particles : as, water, air, light,

dust, smoke, and odors are diffusive substances.

All liquid bodies are diffusive.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

Diffusice Cold does the whole Earth Invade,
like a Disease, through all its Veins 'tis spread.

Congreve, Imit. of Horace, I. ix. 2.

2. Extending in all directions ; widely reach-

ing; Bxtensive: as, diffusive charity or benev-
olence.

No fear that the religions opinions he holds sacred, . . .

or the politics he cultivates, . . . will keep back any from
his share of the diffusive good.

/{. Choate, Addresses, p. 203.

He [Hartley Coleridge] thinks intellect is now of a more
diffusive character than some fifty years since, for progres-

ilve it can not be. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 21.

,1. The state or

character of being diffusive : as, the diffusive-

ness of odors.— 2. The quality or state of be-

ing diffuse, as an author or his style
;
yerbose-

ness; copiousness of words or expression.

Of a beautiful and magnificent diffusiveness CScero is,

beyond doubt, the most illustrious example.
Jllair, Rhetoric, xviii.

diffusive + -iti/.J;tlon of the molecules of the two jjflp,,„,-_it_/'rlif .-..Qiv'i.til « r<
rapid and marked between gases, ttlflUSlVlty V'l"-^:^^^^/ "i,"-. L^

henomeuon of liquids. Seediffu- The power or rate of diffusion. fRare.]

The diffuxirity of one substance in another is the num-

ber of units of the substance which pass in unit of time

through unit of surface. Tail, Properties of Matter, p. 267.

diffusor (di-fii'zor), n. See diffuser.

dig (dig), V.
;
pret. and pp. dug or digoed, ppr.

digging. [< ME. diggeii, dyggen (once deggcn,

for a rime) (pret. diggede, digged, pp. digged),

prob. altered (through Dan. influence?) from
earlier dikien, usually diken or assibilated di-

clien, dig, < AS. dician, make a ditch (= Dan.
dige, raise a dike, = Sw. dika, ditch, dig ditches),

< die, a ditch, etc. : see dike, ditch, v. and n.

The pret. dug, for earlier digged, like stuck for

sttcfced, is modern.] I. intra'ns. 1. To make a

ditch or other excavation ; turn up or throw out

earth or other material, as in making a ditch

or channel or in tilling : as, to dig in the field

;

to dig to the bottom of something.

Thei wente to the tresour, as Merlin hem taught, in the

foreste, and lete digge in the erthe and fonde the tresour

that neuer er [before] was seyn, and toke it oute of the

erthe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 370.

I cannot dig'; to beg I am ashamed. Luke xvi. 3.

The scripture says, Adam dir/fl'ed ; Could he dig without
arms? SAaAr., Hamlet, v. 1.

2. To study hard; give much time to study;

grind. [Students' slang, U. S.]

Here the sunken eye and sallow countenance bespoke

the man who dug sixteen hours per diem.
Harvard Register, 1827-28, p. 303.

To dig out, to decamp or abscond suddenly : as, the de-

faiilter stole a horse, and dug out. [Slang, U. S.]

To excavate ; make a passage

digenesis

digallic (di-gal'ik), a. [< di-^ + gallic'^.-] Used
only in the following phrase— Dlgallloacld. Same
as tannic acid (which see, under tannic).

digamist (dig'a-mist), n. [< digamy + -ist.l

One who has been married twice ; a widower or

widow who marries a second time. See biga-

viist. [Bare.]

Digamists, according to Origen, are saved in the name of

Christ, but are by no means crowned by him.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 346.

digamma (di-gam'a), n. [< L. digamma, also di-

gammon, digammos, < Gr. Stya/i/ia, also diya/i/iov,

diyaftfiog, the digamma, a name first found in the

grammarians of the first century (so called be-

cause its form, F, resembles two gammas, r, set

one above the other) ; < 6i-, two-, twice, -t- yd/2-

lia, gamma.] A letter corresponding in deriva-

tion and alphabetic place to the Latin and mod-
em European F, once belonging to the Greek
alphabet, and retained longest among the .^o-

lians. It was a consonant, and appears to have had the

force of the English w. It went out of use with the dis-

appearance of the sound signified by it from Greek pro-

nunciation, but is restorable on metrical and other evi-

denc^e in many ancient Greek words, especially in Homer.

digammated (di-gam'a-ted), a. [< digamma
-f- -0/6-2 -I- .erf2.] 1. Termed or spelled with a
digamma ; using a digamma.

It is more than forty years since Richard Payne Knight
published in 1820 his famous dii/ommoled Iliad— or rather

Vilviad— of Homer. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 66.

To the digammated and older form of the Greek ob-

lique cases there corresponds also the Latin Jovem, Jovia,

Jovi. Grimm, Teut. Mythol. (trans.), I. 193.

2. Formed as if with a digamma : as, the digam-

viated cross, a phallic symbol.

digamous (dig'a-mus), a. [< LL. digamus, < Gr.

diyafiog, married a second time, < 6i-, two-, +
7a//oc, marriage.] 1. Relating to digamy, or a

second marriage.— 2. In bot., same as androgy-

nous. [Rare.]

digamy (dig'a-mi), n. [< Gr. as if *6tyaftia, <

('iiyafiog: see digamous.] Second marriage;
maiTiage after the death of the first spouse.

[Rare.]

Digamy, or second marriage, is described by Athanago-
ras as "a decent adultery." Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 346.

II. trans. 1 _ _

through or into, or remove, by loosening and digastric (di-gas'trik), a. and n. [= F. digas-

taking away material : usually followed by an trique = Pg. It. digastrico, < NL. digastricus, <

adverb : as, to dig vp the ground ; to dig out a

choked tunnel.

Who digs hills because they do aspire.

Throws down one mountain to cast up a higher.
Shak., Pericles, i. 4.

2. To form by excavation ; make by digging

:

as, to dig a tunnel, a well, a mine, etc. ; to dig

one's way out.

Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall therein. Prov. xxvl. 27.

I believe more Men do dig their Graves with their Teeth
than with the Tankard. Howell, Letters, ii. 3.

3. To break up and turn over piecemeal, as a

portion of ground : as, to dig a garden with a

spade ; a hog digs the ground with his snout.

Dikeres and delueres digged [var. dikeden (A), vii. 100]

vp the balkes. Piers Plowmun (B), vl. 109.

4. To excavate a passage or tunnel for; make
a way of escape for by digging: as, he dug
himself out of prison.

Look you, th' atliversary ... is digged himself four

yards under the countermines. Shale., Hen. V., iii. 2.

5. To obtain or remove by excavation; figura-

tively, to find or discover by effort or search

;

get by close attention or investigation : often

Gr. 6i-, two-, + yaoTrip, belly.] I. a. In anat.

(a) Having two fleshy bellies with an interven-

ing tendinous part, as a muscle: as, the omo
hyoid, the biventer cervicis, etc., are digastric

muscles. (6) Pertaining to the digastric—Di-
gastric fossa, (a) A shallow depression on the inner

surface of the inferior border of the lower jaw, on either

side of the symphysis. (6) The digastric groove.— Digas-
tric groove, the depression on the inner side of the mas-

toid piocpss of the temporal bone.— Digastric lobe Of

the cerebellum. See cerebellum.— His&stric muscle.
See i/i««cte.— Digastric nerve, a bramh of the facial

nerve, supplying the posterior belly of the digastric

muscle.

II. n. Amusele of the lower jaw: so called be-

cause in man it has two bellies. In its general-

ized condition it is a principal depressor of the lower jaw
opening the mouth and antagonizing the temporal and
masseteric muscles. It arises from the back part of the

skull, and is inserted into the mandible. In man and
many other animals (though not in most) it becomes
digastric or double-bellied, the intervening tendon being

bound by an aponeurotic loop to the hyoid bone, and the

muscle thus becoming an elevator of the hyoid as well as

a depressor of the jaw. It arises from the digastric groove

of the mastoid, and is inserted into the symphysis meuti.

With the lower border of the jaw its two belliea, which
meet at an angle, bound the surgical triangle of the neck

u,.,, , ij-ii i.
known as the submaxillary space,

followed by up or out: as, to dig potatoes; to
diirastricus (di-gas'tri-kus). n.

;
pi. digastrici

dig or dig out ore; to dig -up old records
;
to dig ^^

j^_ j-j^^. : see digastric] In anat., the di-
out a lesson.

There let .Tuliauus Apostata dyggen him [John the Bap- diebv (djg'bi)
tist] up, and let brennen [burn] bis Bones. i,„„.^„„ „ „,

Mandeville, Travels, p. 107.

As appeareth by the coynes of the Tyrians and Sidoni-

ans, which are digged out and found daily.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 46.

6. To cause to penetrate ; thrust or force in

:

followed by into : as, he dug his spurs into his

horse's flanks ; he dug his heel into the ground.
— To dig down, to unde'rmiue and cause to fall by dig-

ging.

In their selfwill they digged down a wall. Gen. xlix. 6.

To dig In, to cover or incorporate by digging : as, to dig

i?i manure.—To dig over, to examine or search by dig-

ging : as, he dug over the spot very carefully, but found
nothing.

dig (dig), n. [< dig, v.] 1. A thrust ; a punch

;

a poke : as, a dig in the ribs : often used figur-

atively of sarcasm and criticism.— 2. A dili-

gent or plodding student. [Students' slang,

U.S.]
The many honest digs who had In this room consumed

the midnight oIL ColUgian, p. 231.

gastric muscle.

ligby (dJg'bi), «. ; pl.digUes(-'hiz). A smoked
herring exported from the town of Digby in

Nova Scotia; a Digby herring.

Digeneai (di-jen'e-a), n. [NL. , fem. of *digene-

iis, < Gr. dtyevT/coi two kinds or sexes: see

digenous.] A genus of Asiatic flycatchers, of

the family Muscicapidw, related to Xiltara. D.

supereiliaris of India is an example. Hodgson,

1844.

Digenea^ (di-jen'e-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

*digcneus : see JOige'nea^.] A division of trema-

tod'e worms or flukes, containing those which
leave the egg as free ciliated organisms: op-

posed to Monogenea.
digeneous (di-jen'e-us), a. [< NL. 'digeneus:

see Digenea"^.] Having the characters of the

Digenea; pertaining to the Digenea: as, a d»-

qeneous fluke.

digenesis (di-jen'e-sis), » . [NL., < Gr. 6t-, two-,

-t- jtifoif, generation.] In biol., successive gen-

eration by two different processes, as sexual



digenesis

and asexual; parthenogenesis alternating with
ordinary sexual reproduction.

(Ugenetic (di-je-net'ik), a. [< digenesis, after

genetic] Pertaining to or of the nature of di-

genesis.

digenous (dij'e-nus), a. [< ML. digenus, of two
kinds, < Gr. dtyev^f, of two kinds or sexes, < (5(-,

two-, + jfwc, kind, sex: see genus.} Bisexual

;

of or pertaining to both sexes ; done by the two
sexes ; syngenetic ; originating from opposite

sexes.

The dirfenoug or sexual reproduction depends upon the
production of two kinds of germinal cells, the combined
action of which is necessary for the development of a new
organism. C(ow«, Zoology (trans.), p. 97.

digerentt (dij'e-rent), a. [< L. digeren{t-)s, ppr.

of digererc, digest: see digest, ».] Digesting.
Bailei/.

digest (di-jesf), V. [< ME. digest, only as pp.,
< L. digestus, pp. of digerere (> It. digerire =
Sp. Pg. digerir= F. digerer), carry apart, sepa-
rate, divide, distribute, arrange, set in order,

digest, dissolve, < di- for dis-, apart, + gcrere,

carry: see gest, jest. Cf. equiv. disgest.} I.

trans. If. To divide; separate.

This part of invention ... I purpose ... to propound,
baying digeited it into two parts.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 217.

Cornwall and Albany,
With ray two daughters' dowers, digest the third.

Shak., Lear, i. 1.

2. To analyze and distribute into suitable

classes, or under proper heads or titles, usually
with condensation, so as to state results in con-
cise form; arrange in convenient order; dis-

pose methodically.

Many laws . . . were read over, and some of them
scanned, but finding much difficulty in digesting and
agreeing them, . . . another committee was chosen.

Winlhraji, Hist. New England, II. 317.

A series of an emperor's coins is his life, digested Into

annals. Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

Such a man seemed to her the properest person to di-

gest the memoirs of her life. Goldsmith, Voltaire.

Matthew Paris . . . was a compiler who appropriated
and digested the work of a whole school of earlier annal-
iabt. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 79.

3t. To draw up in order ; arrange.

^Tien that I heard where Richmond did arrive,

I did digest my bands in battell-ray.

Mir. for Mags., p. 76.'J.

4. To arrange methodically in the mind; think
out with due arrangement of parts; ponder;
settle in one's mind: as, to digest a plan or

scheme.
Every one hath not digested when It Is a sin to take

something for money lent, or when not. G. Herbert.

Father Christopher took upon him, with the greatest
readiness, to mauage the letters, and we digested the plan
of them. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 35.

5. To prepare for assimilation, as food, by the
physiological process of digestion : applied also

by extension to the action of certain insectivo-

rous plants.

Mrs. Treat . . . informs me that several leaves caught
successively three insects each, but most of them were
not able to digest the third fly, but died in the attempt.

Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 311.

Hence— 6. To assimilate mentally; obtain
mental nourishment or improvement from by
thorough comprehension: as, to digest a book
or a discourse.

Grant that we may in such wise hear them (the .Scrip-

tures), read, mark, learn, and inwardly diciest them.
Book (if Common Prayer, Collect for .Second Sunday in

[Advent.
The pith of oracles

Is to be then digested when th' events
Expound their truth. Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 3.

7. To bear with patience or with an effort;

brook; receive without resentment; put up
with ; endure : as, to digest an insult.

Then, howsoe'er thou speak'st, . . .

I sliall digest it. .S'/mt., M. of V., iii. 6.

There may be spirits also that digest no rude affronts.
Ford, Perkin Warbeck, ii, 3.

I never can digest the loss of most of Origen's works.
Coleridge.

8. In ehem., to soften and prepare by heat ; ex-
pose to a gentle heat in a boiler or matrass, as
a preparation for operations.

The flfthe maner is that the brennynge water be 10
tynies distillid in hors dounge contynuely digest.

Book of QuiTUe Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 6.

9. To dissolve and prepare for manure, as

Slants and other substances.— lOf. In med., to

ispose to suppurate, as an ulcer or a wound.

—

11. To mature; ripen. [Rare.]

Well digested fruit*. Jer. Taylor.

1613
=Syn. 2. To classify, codify, systematize, methodize, re-
duce to order.— 4. To study out, meditate, ponder, worlc
upon.

II. intrans. 1 . To carry on the physiological
process of digestion.

It is the stomach tliat digesteth, and distribnteth to all

the rest. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 109.

2. To imdergo digestion, as food.

Hunger's my cook ; my labour brings me meat.
Which best digests wlien it is sauc'd with sweat.

Brome, To his Friend, Mr. J. B.

3. To be prepared by heat.— 4t. To suppurate;
generate pus, as au ulcer or a wound.— 5. To
dissolve and be prepared for manure, as sub-
stances in compost.

digest (di'jest), n. [< ME. digest = F. digestc
— Sp. Pg. It. digesto, < LL. digestum, usually in
pi. digcsta, a collection of writings arranged
under different heads, esp. of Justinian's code
of laws, the Pandects ; neut. of L. digestus, pp.
of digerere, distribute, set in order, arrange:
see digest, v.] 1. A collection, compilation,
abridgment, or summary of literary, legal, sci-

entific, or historical matter, arranged in some
convenient order.

They made and recorded a sort of institute and digest
of anarchy, called the Rights of Man.

Burke, The Army Estimates.

A digest of ancient records, of tradition, and of observa-
tion. Welsh, Eng. Lit., I. 146.

Specifically— 2. [cap.'] The collection or body
of Roman laws prepared by order of theemperor
Justinian. See^JO>wtec(.

Tlie volumes of the modem doctors of the civil law ex-

ceed those of the ancient jurisconsults, of which Tribo-
nian compiled the digest.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 369.

If you take any well-drawn case of litigation in the mid-
dle ages, such as that of the monks of Canterl)ury against
the archbisliops, you will tiud that its citations from the
Code and Digest are at least as nmnerons as from the De-
cretum. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 306.

3. In laic, a compilation of concise statements,
summaries, or analyses of statutes or of re-

ported cases, or of both, arranged in alphabeti-
cal order of subjects, usually with analytic sub-
divisions, so as to form a systematic compend
of tho authorities represented in the collection.
= Syll. 1. CiUHj/endium, Compend, etc. See abridgment.

digesta'tiont (di-jes-ta'shon), n. [< digest +
-ation.] A digesting, ordering, or disposing.
Bailey, 1727.

digestedly (di-jes'ted-li), adv. In a well-ar-

raiified manner. Mede.
diges'ter (di-jes'tfer), n. One who or that which
digests, (a) One who analyzes and arranges In due order

;

one who makes a digest.

We And this digester of codes, amenderof laws, destroyer
of feudality, equalizer of public burihens, &c. , permitting.
If he did not perpetrate, one of the most atrocious acts of
oppression. Brougham.

(b) One who digests food, (e) That which assists the diges-
tion of food, asa medicine or an article of food that strength-
ens the digestive power of the alimentary canal, (rf) A strong
close vessel, in which Ixjnes or other substances may l>e sub-
jected, in wateror other liquid, toa temperature atjove that
of Ixdling. It is made of iron or other metal, with an air-

tight lid, in which is a safety-valve. In tliis vessel animal or
other snl>stances are ]>luced, and submitted to a higlier de-
gree of lieat than could beoljtained in oi>en vessels, by which
means the solvent iMjwer of tlie li«iuid is greatly increased.
It Is calle<l in this form (first described In 1681) Pajrin's di-

gester, from its inventor. Denis I'apin, a Frenchman. The
principle is applied in other forms, and by it various useful
products are obtained on a large scale from animal car-

cases unfit for other use. In other kinds of digesters the
operation is chemical, and does not imply the extreme pres-

sures employed in thatal>ovedescrilied. Thus, In one Itind,

nut-galls or other vegetal)le products are placed in a ves-

sel and saturated with ether ; the volatile extract falls

In minute drops into a closed vessel below, which is con-

nected by means of a pipe with the top of the upper ves-

sel to prevent the escape of the ether. See rendering-tank.
Also digestor.

digestibility (di-jes-ti-birj-t'). »• [= P- '''»'<'-

stibilite; as digestible + -itu.} The character
or quality of being digestible.

digestible (di-jcs'ti-bl), a. [< ME. digestible, <

OP. (ligcsliblc, F. digestible = Sp. digestible =
Pg. digestivel = It. digestibile, < LL. digestibilis,

< L. digestus, pp. of digerere, digest: see digest,

r.] Capable of being digested.

A snug little supper of something light
And digestible, ere they retire for the night.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 220,

digestibleness (di-jes'ti-bl-nes), n. Digesti-

bility.

digestion (di-jes'tyon), n. [< ME. digestioun,

< OF. digestion, F. digestion = Pr. digestio =
Sp. digestion = Pg. digestdo = It. digestione, < L.
digesti(>(n-), digestion, arrangement, < digerere,

pp. digextu.'!, digeat: see digest, v.] If. Order;
arrangement.

digger

The chaos of eternal night,
To which the whole digestion of the world
Is now returning.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, v. L
2. The physiological process of converting the
food from the state in which it enters the mouth
to that in which it can pass from the alimentary
canal into the blood-vessels and lymphatics.
The principal features of the process, apart from the com-
minution of the food, are the conversion of starch into
sugar and of proteids into peptones, and the enmlsioniz-
ing of the fats. These changes are effected by the action
of soluble ferments furnished by the salivary glands, the
gastric glands, the pancreas, and the intestinal glands.
The bile is also of service, especially in the cmulsionizing
of the fats.

Hence— 3. The function or power of assimi-
lating nutriment.

Digne not on the morewe to-fore thin appitide ;

Cleer eir & walking makith good digestioun.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 64.

Every moi-sel to a satisfied hunger is only a new labour
to a tired digestion. South, Sermons.

Something seriously the matter this time with his di-

gestion; dyspepsia in good earnest now.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 319.

4. hi bot.: (a) The process carried on in leaves
under the action of light, resulting in the de-
composition of carbonic acid and the evolution
of oxygen. (6) In insectivorous plants, an action
of secreted fluids upon insects or other organic
matter, similar to the process of digestion in

animals.— 5. In ehem. : (a) The operation of
exposing bodies to heat to prepare them for

some action on each other. (6) The action of

a solvent on any substance, especially under
the influence of heat and pressure ; solution

;

liquefaction. See digester (d).

We conceive, indeed, that a perfect good concoction, or
digestion, or maturation of some metals will produce gold.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

6. The act of methodizing and reducing to or-

der; coordination.

The digestion of the counsels in Sweden is made in [the]

senate. Sir W. Temple.

7t. The process of maturinganulcer or a wound,
and disposing it to generate pus ; maturation.— 8. The process of dissolution and prepara-
tion of substances for manure, as in compost.

digesti're (di-jes'tiv), a. and n. [< ME. digestive,

n. ; = F. digestif= Sp. Pg. It. digestivo, < LL. di-

gestivus, digestive, < L. digestus, pp. of digerere,

digest: see digest, v.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining
to the physiological pj-ocess of digestion. In biol.

:

(a) Alimentary in general
;
pertaining in any way to diges-

tion or alimentation : as, the digestive tract— that is, tlie

whole alimentary canal from mouth to anus (see cut under
alimentary); & digestive act or process. (6) Specifically ap-
plied by Oken to sniuiry low organisms whose chief or only
obvious physiological activity is digestion : as, a digestive

animal.

2. Promoting digestion: as, a digestive medi-
cine.

Digestive cheese, and fruit there sure will be.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, ci.

3. Pertaining to or used in the chemical pro-
cess of digestion. See digester (d).— 4. Per-
taining to the process of analyzing and ar-

ranging; analytical.

To business, ripen'd by digestive thought,
His future rule is Into method brought.

Dryden, Astrsea Redux.

5t. In surg., causing maturation in wounds or

ulcers.

n. «. 1. In med., any preparation or medi-
cine which aids digestion.

So I sele of medlcyns comfortatyuesf,] digestyues.

Book o/Quinte Essence (ed. Furnlvall), p. 14.

2t. In surg., an application which ripens an
ulcer or a wound, or disposes it to suppurate.

I dressed It with digestives. Wiseman, Sui-gery.

digestively (di-jes'tiv-li), adv. By way of di-

gestion. Wilkie Collins.

digester (di-jes'tor), n. See digester.

digest'Uret (<l'-jes'tur), «. [< digest + ure.']

Digestion.

And further, his majesty professed that were he to in-

vite the devil to a dinner, he should have these three

dishes : 1, a pig ; 2, a pole of ling and mustard ; and 3, a
pipe of tobacco for digesture.

Aiwthegms of King James (1669).

diggable (dig'a-bl), a. [< dig + -abU.} That
may be dug.

digger (dig'fer), n. [< ME. diggere; < dig + -crl.

Cf. diker, ditcher.'] 1. A person or an animal
that digs; an instrument for digging.— 2. [cap.]

One of a degraded class of Indians in California,

Nevada, and adjacent regions, belongingto sev-
eral tribes, all more or less intimately connected
with the Shoshones : so called because they live



digger

chiefly upon roots dug from the ground. Col-

lectively called Digger Indians.

Among all these Indians the most miserable are tlie

Toot^iggen^ who live almost entirely on the scanty roots

of plants which are fouml in the ravines or plains. These
poor wretches sutfer all the hardships ot hunger and want.

Tliey are compelled to spend two thirds oJ the year among
the mountains, with no other resource than a little fish

and roots. When both these provisions fail, it is impossible

to picture the wretched state of these pariahs of the wil-

derness. Yet they are not downcast ; they are ever cheer-

ful, and endure their sulfering with dignity. They are open
and sociable with strangers and perfectly honest in their

transactions.
Abbe Doinenech^ Deserts of North America (trans.), II. 60.

3. pi. In entom., specifically, the hymenopter-
ous insects called digger-wasps or Fossores. See
Fossores and digger-wasp.

digger-wasp (dig'6r-wosp), n. The popular
name of the fossorial hymenopterous insects of

the families ScoUidce, Pompilidw, and SphegidcB,

most of which dig burrows in the ground, in

which they lay their eggs, provisioning each

Ichneumon-ltke Di^er.wasp {Sfihex ichfteumtmea), natural size.

cell with the bodies of other insects, on which
their larvae feed after hatching. Sphex ichmu-
vumea is a large rust-colored species which digs holes
six inches deep and provisions them with grasshoppei-s

;

Chlorion casndeum provisions the nest with spiders, and
Ammophila pictipennis with cutworms. See also cut un-
der Amiiwphila.

digging (dig'ing), n. [Verbal n. of di^, «;.] 1.

ite act of excavating, especially with spade
or shovel, or, in general, with simple tools and
without the aid of blasting. Excavation in this gen-
eral sense receives various names, according to the nature
and object of the work done. See excavation, mine, and
quarry.

Z\. Theaot ofundermining; plotting; manoeu-
vering.

Let us not project long designs, crafty plota, and dig-

ffinffs so deep that the intrigues of a design shall never be
unfolded till our grand-children have forgotten our vir-

tues or our vices. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, i. 2 (Ord MS.).

3t. pi. That which is dug out.

He shall have the seasonable loppings ; so he shall have
seasonable digi^ngs of an open mine.

Bacon, Impeachment of Waste.

4. pi. A region or locality where mining is

carried on. [Western U. 8. and Australia.]
Hence— 5. 7>Z. Region; place; locality: as,

business is dull in these diggings. [CoUoq.,
western U. 8.]

She won't be taken with a cold chill when she realizes
what is being done in these diggings?

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxi.

Dry diggings, placer mines at a distance from water, or
where water cannot be conveniently got for washing the
material excavated.

digging-machine (dig'ing-ma-shen"), n. A
machine for spading or breaking up the ground.
It employs eitlicr agangof spatie-lil^e tools that are thrust
into the ground and then withdrawn with a twisting mo-
tion, or a wheel armed with shares like a plowshare, which
are thrust into the ground as the wheel is revolved by the
forward motion of the machine.

dight (dit), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. dight. [< ME.

(lighten, dihten, digten (lat-.>r sometimes with-
out the guttural, dijten, etc. ), < AS. dihtan (pret.

dihte, pp. ge-diht), set in order, arrange, direct,

dispose, prescribe, = D. dichten = OHG. dihton,
MHG. d. dichten, invent, write verses, = Icel.

dikta, compose in Latin, romance, lie, = Sw.
dikta, feign, fable, = Dan. digte, invent, ro-
mance, write verses, < L. dictare, repeat, pro-
nounce, dictate for writing, compose, order,
prescribe, dictate : see dictate, ».] If. To set
in order ; arrange ; dispose.

Thise were dijt on the des, <fe derworthly serued,
& sithen raony siker segge at the sidbordez.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 114.

St. Eeflexively, to set or address.
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To Cartage she bad he shoulde him dighte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1000.

And after him, full many other raoe, . . .

'Gan dight themselves V express their inward woe
With doleful lays unto the tune addrest.

Lady Pembroke (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 265).

3t. To put into a certain condition or posi-

tion.
** O stop ! O stop I young man," she said,

"For I in dule am dight."
Sir Roland (Child's Ballads, I. 226).

4t. To dispose of; treat.

Say vs how thou wil him dijt.

And we salle giue the dome ful rigt.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 111.

5. To prepare; make ready. [Obsolete or po-
etical.]

Nygh thi bestes dight
A flre in colde ; it wol thyne oxen mende,
And make hem faire, yf thai the fyre attende.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

They promised to dight for him
Gay chapelets of flowers and gyrlonds trim.

Spenser, Astrophel, 1. 41.

(a) To prepare or make ready by dressing or cooking.

Jacob dight a mease of meete. Coverdale, Gen. xxv.

Curls through the trees the slender smoke.
Where yeomen dight the woodland cheer.

Scott, Cadyow Castle.

(&) To prepare or make ready by equipping or arraying

;

dress ; equip ; array ; deck ; adorn.

Whan the kynge and his peple were armed, and redy
dight, they com to the baill of the toure well arrayde hem
to dilfende. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 113.

And the Crowne lythe in a Vesselle of Cristalle richely
dyghte. Mandeville, Travels, p. 12.

Oft had he scene her faire, but never so faire dight.
Spenser, F. (J., I. xii. 23.

What fouler object in the world, than to see a young,
fair, handsome beauty unhandsomely dighted ?

Massinger, Fatal Dowry, iv. i.

How, in Sir William's armour digfit,

•Stolen by his Page, while slept the knight.
He took on him the single fight.

Scott, L. of L M., v. 27.

6. To put into the proper or any desired con-
dition by remo^vdng obstructions or inequali-
ties ; dress; clean, specifically— (a) To dress or
smooth, as a stone by chiseling or a board by planing.
(b) To clean. (1) By rubbing or wiping : as, to dight one's
nose ; to dight away a tear.

she's ta'en out her handkerchief,
It was o' the hoUand sae fine.

And aye she dighted her father's bloody wounds.
That were redder than the wine.

The Douglas Tragedy (Child's Ballads, II. 117).

^
Ye bonnie lasses, digkt your een,
For some o' you ha'e tint [lost] a frien'.

Burns, Elegy on the Year 1788.

(2) By sifting or winnowing : as, to dight com. [In sense
6, Scotch (pronounced dieht, and sometimes spelled dicht)

and North. Eng.]—TO dight one's doublet, to give one
a sound drubbing. [Scotcli.]

dightt (dit), aSy. l< dight, p}).'] Finely; well.

The birdie sat on the crap o' a tree.

And I wat it sang fu' d^ght.

Lord Randal (A) (Child's Ballads, II. 25).

dighter (dioh'ter), n. A person who dights
or dresses wood or stone, or winnows grain.

[Scotch.]

dightings (dich'tingz), n.^J. [(. dight, v."] Ref-
use. [Scotch.] Also spelled dichtings.

For had my father sought the world round.
Till he the very dightings o't had found,
An odder hag cou'd not come in his way.

Ross, Helenore, p. 35.

dightly (dit'li), adv. [< dight, pp., + -ly^.']

Handsomely: as, "houses dightly furnished,"
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 27.

digit (dij'it), n. [< L. digitus, a finger, a toe, a
finger's breadth, perhaps orig. "decetos = (Jr.

SaKT-vk-og, a finger, a toe (whence ult. E. dactyl,

q. v.), prob. akin to dix^adai, dial. MKCoBai, take,

catch, receive; cf. E. finger, similarly related

to fang, take, catch. Prob. not, as generally
supposed, cognate with E. toe, q. v. The Teut.
word never means 'finger,' and the human toes

are not used, normally, to ' take ' or ' catch ' any-
thing.] 1. A finger or toe; in the plural, the
third segment of the hand (manus) or foot (pes),

consisting of the fingers or toes, each of which
has usually three, sometimes two, occasionally

one, and rarely more than three, joints or pha-
langes. In anatomy and zoology the term is generic,
covering all the modifloations of a hand or foot beyond
the metacarpus or metatarsus. The digits are specified by
qualifying terms : as, the index digit, the forefinger ; the
middle digit, etc. Tlie inner digits of the hand and foot,

respectively, when there are five, as in man, are the thumb
and great toe, or the jwUex and hallux. See cuts under
foot and hand. In common use digit is applied only to a
finger.

2. A fingerbreadth ; a dactyl ; one fourth of a
palm : a measure of length. The Roman digit

Digitaria

was 18.5 millimeters or 0.73 of an English inch.

See dactyl a,nAfingerbreadth.— 3. In astron., the
twelfth part of the diameter of the sun or moon

:

used in expressing the quantity of an eclipse

:

as, an eclipse of six digits (one which hides one
half of the diameter).— 4. One of the first nine
numbers, indicated by the fingers in counting
on them ; also, one of the nine Arabic numer-
als, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

Any number which can be written with one figure onely
is named a digit; and therefore 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are
onely digits and all the digits that are.

T. EUl, Arithmetic (1600), fol. 7 b.

digitt (dij'it), V. t. [< digit, n. ; in allusion to

the L. phrase digito monstrari (or demonstrari),

be pointed out with the finger, i. e., be distin-

guished, be famous.] To point at or out with
the finger.

I shall never care to be digited with a "That is he."
Feltham, Resolves, i. 28.

digital (dij'i-tal), a. and n. [= P. 8p. Pg. digital

= It. digitate, Kii.digitalis, < digitus, afinger: see
digit."] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a digit or
digits: as, the digital phalanges.— 2. Resem-
bling digits; digitate— Digital cavity, in ojia(., the
posterior comu of the lateral ventricle of the brain.

—

Digital fossa, in anat., a pit on the greater trochanter
of the thighbone, where five muscles (the pyriformis, llie

obturator externus and intemus, and the two gemelli)are
inserted together. The depression is aI>out large enough
to admit the end of one's finger.- Digital impressions,
in anat., the slight depressions on the inner surface of the
cranial bones, which correspond to the cerebral convolu-
tions.— Digital sheaths, in ayiat., the sheaths of the
flexor tendons of the digits.

n. n. 1. A digit; a finger or toe. [Rare.]

Beauish brigands who wear . . . paste rings upon un-
washed digitals. Buhver, What will he do with it? iv. 9.

2. The fifth and last joint of the pedipalp of a
spider, it is generally larger than the preceding joints,

sometimes much swollen, and in the males modified toform
the complicated sexual or palpal organs.

3. One of the keys or finger-levers of instru-

ments of the organ or piano class.

digitalia (dij-i-ta'li-ii), n. [NL., < Digitalis,

q. v.] Same as digiialin.

digitalic(dij-i-tal'ik),n. [i'KL. Digitalis+ -ic.']

Of, pertaining to, or derived from plants of the
^enus Digitalis : as, digitalic acid.

dlgitaliform (dij-i-tal'i-form), a. [< NL. Digi-
talis + L. forma, form.] In bot., like the co-

rolla of plants of the genus Digitalis.

digitalin, digitaline (dij'i-tal-in), n. [< NL.
Digitalis + -in^, -ine^.} The substance or sub-
stances isolated from the leaves of Digitalis

purpurea as its active principle. There seem to
be several different kinds, some crystallized and some
amorphous, some soluble and some insoluble in water;
and there is reason to think that each of these, even the
crystallized, consists of a mixture of several things. They
all have properties similar in varying degrees to those of
the crude drug. Also digitalia.

Digitalina (dij'i-ta-li'na), n. [NL. (Bory, 1824),

< L. digitalis, digital, + -tnrtl.] A genus of
peritriehous ciliate infusorians, referred to

the family YorticelUdcB. They commonly grow on
the back of the minute crustaceous animals which live

in fresh water, as the common water-flea, etc., covering
them so completely as to make it difficult for them to

swim about.

Digitalis (dij-i-ta'lis), «. [NL., < L. digitalis,

pertaining to the fingers (see digital) : so named
by Fuehs (a. D. 1542),
after the 6. name finger-
hntiXit. 'finger-hat,' i.e.,

thimble); ef. the E.
names foxglove, fox-fin-
gers, ladies'-fingers, dead-
men's-bells, etc., F. gants
dc Notre Dame (Our
Lady's gloves), doigts de
la Vierge (the Virgin's
fingers), etc. The allu-

sion is to the pendulous,
finger-like flowers. See
foxglove.'] A genus of

plants, natural order
Scrophulariaceo!, con-
taining about 20 species
of tall herbs, natives of

Europe and western
Asia. Tlie foxglove, D. pur-
purea, the handsomest of the
geims, bearing a tall raceme of
large, drooping, bell-shaped
flowers, is common in culti-

vation. It is useii in medicine
to increase vasomotor tone, raise the blood-tension, favor
diuresis, and improve the nutrition of the heart.

Digitaria (dij-i-ta'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. digitus,

finger: see digit.] A genus of grasses with
digitate spikes, now referred to Panicum.

Foxglove (Digitaiit
fiurfurea).



digitate

digitate (dij'i-tat), a. [< L. digitatus, having
fingers or toes, < digitus, finger: see digit.'] 1.

In hot., having deep
radiating divisions,

like fingers : ap-

plied to leaves and
roots. By later bota-

nists it is restrict«dchief-

ly to compound leaves
with leaflets borne at

the apex of the petiole.

2. In zool., charac-
terized by digita-

tion : having or
consisting of a set

™BitaK Leaf,

of processes like digits. Also digitated Dic-
tate tibiid, in eiitom., those tibite in which the exterior

edge, near the apex, has several long, finger-lilce projec-
tions, as in a mole-cricliet.— Dictate WJJD^, in entom.,
those wings which have deep incisions extending from the
margin, l^tweeu the veins or nervnres, toward the base,

as in many Pterophoridte : each division of such wings is

called a radius.

digitatet (dij'i-tat), v. t. [< L. digittts, finger:

see digit.'] To point out, as if with a finger.

The resting on water, without motion, doth digitate a
reason. J. Robinson, Eudoxa, p. 46.

digitated (dij'i-ta-ted), a. Same as digitate, 2.

Animals multifldoua, or such as are digitated, or have
several divisions in their feet.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 6.

digitally (dij'i-tat-li), adv. In a digitate man-
ner. —Digitately pinnate, in bot., applied to digitate
leaves of whicli the leaflets are pinnate.

digitation (dij-ita'shon), n. [< digitate, a., +
-ion.] 1 . Digitiform arrangement or disposition
of parts; division into finger-like parts; the
state or quality of being digitate : as, the digi-

tation of the serratus magnus muscle ; the digi-

tation of the tendon of the obturator intemus.
— 2. A fingor-like process ; one of a series of

digital parts.

The serratus magnus . . . arises by nine fleshy 'digita-

tiong from the outer surface and upper border of the right
upper rit>8. //. dray, Anat. (ed. 1887), p. 4S0.

digiti, n. Plural of digitus.

digitiform (dij'i-ti-f6rm), a. [< L. digitus, fin-

ger, + forma, shape.] Digital in form; digi-

tate : iiiiger-like ; disposed like a set of fingers.

Digitigrada (dij-i-tig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.
TpX.aidigitigradus: seedigitigradc] InCuvier's
system (1817), the second tribe of his third fam-
ily Vamivora, '

' the members of which walk on
the ends of their toes" : distinguished from
Plantigrada, etc. The division contained the cat and
dog families and some others. It was to some extent nat-

ural, and tlie di.4tinction implied is obvious; hut the word
is not in use, except as a convenient collective or descrip-
tive term, the several families of ciiniivon»us quadrupeds
l>eiii^' now otherwise arraiij^'ed in supcrfamily groups.

digitigrade (dij'i-ti-grad), «. and n. [< NL.
digitigradus, walking on the toes, < L. digitus,

finger, toe, + gradi, walk : see grade.] I. a.

1. Walking on the toes, with the heel raised
from the ground

;

not stepping on the
whole sole of the
foot: applied chiefly

to carnivorous quad-
rupeds, and opposed
to plantigrade, but
without special ref-

erence to the Digiti-

grada as framed by
Cuvier. Most quad-
rupeds are digiti-

grade. Specifically— 2. Of or pertain-
ing to the Digitigrada ; having the characters
of the Digitigrada.

TL n. One of the Digitigrada.

digitigradism (dij'i-ti-gra-dizm), n. [< digiti-

grade + -ism.] The character of being digiti-

grade ; a walking or the capability of walking
on the digits without putting the whole foot

to the ground.
In some Anurous Batrachia there Is a partial digiti-

ijradinu. K. D. C<t)>e, Origin of the Fittest, p. 2IH.

digitinerved (dij'i-ti-nfirvd), a. [< L. digitus,

finger, + nervus, nerve, + -ed^.] In hot., hav-
ing the ribs of the leaf radiating from the top
of the petiole.

digitizet (dij'i-tiz), v. t. [< digit + -jre.] To
finger; handle.
None hut the devil, besides yourself, could h&vedigitiz'd

a pen after so scurrilous a manner.
Tom Brown, Works, II. 211.

difitorium (dij-i-to'ri-um), «.; pi. digitoria (-a).

[>Ilj., < L. digitus, finger: see digit.] A small
portable instrument used for giving strength
imd flexibility to the fingers in piano-playiug.
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It is shaped like a diminutive piano, and has a keyboard
with five keys resting on strong metal springs. Also called
dumb piano.

digitoxin (dij-i-tok'sin), n. [< NL. Digi(talis) +
L. tox{icum), poison, + -in^.] A poisonous prin-
ciple obtained from Digitalis in the form of yel-

lowish crystals soluble in alcohol, in alcoholic
solution it is decomposed by dilute acids, yielding toxi-

resin, an uncrystallizable and extremely poisonous sub-
stance.

digitule (dij'i-tiil), n. [= F. digitule, < L. digi-

tulus, a little finger, toe, claw, dim. of digitus,

a finger: see digit.] 1. A little finger or toe
;

a small digit.— 2. A minute process of the tar-

sal claws of some insects. Digitules are specially
notable in the Coccidce or scale-insects, where they take
the form of knobbed or pointed, bristle-like, movable or-
gans arising near the base of the tarsal claw.

digitus (dij'i-tus), n.
;
pi. digiti (-ti). [L.: see

digit.] 1. In anat., a digit; a finger or toe;
specifically, a digit of the fore limb, or a finger,

as distinguished from dactylus, a toe. Wilder
and Gage. [Rare.]— 2. In entoro., one of the
joints of the tarsus exclusive of the basal joint,

which is called the metatarsus,palma, orplanta :

used in describing bees. Some writers use the term
collectively for all the joints after the metatarsus, Kirby
and SpeTice. See dactylus (6).

digladiatet (di-glad'i-at), v. i. [< L. digladiatus,

pp. of digladiari, fight for life or death, contend
warmly, < di- for dis-, apart, + "gladiari, fight

with a sword (see gladiator), < gladius, a sword.]
To fence ;

quarrel. Sales.

digladiationt (di-glad-i-a'shon), n. [< ML. di-

gladiutio{n-) in digladiatio lingua;, a biting re-

mark, < L. digladi^iri, pp. digladiatus, contend:
see digladiate.] A combat with swords ; hence,
a contest of any kind ; a quarrel ; a dispute ; a
disputation. [Rare.]

Their fence playes, or digtadiation« of naked men.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 29.

They [schoolmen] see such digladiation about subtilties

and matters of no use.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 46.

Avoid all digtadiations, facility of credit, or supersti-

tious simplicity ; seek the consonancy and concatenation
of truth. B. Jongon, Discoveries.

Diglossa (di-gloB'a), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1832),
< Gtr. diy^MMm^ (speaking two languages), hav-
ingtwo tongues (asplit tongue): seediglot.'] 1.

A genus of tenuirostral oscine passerine birds,

orhoney-creepers, of the American family Coere-

bid<e or Dacnididte. They have a very acute curved bill

Digitigrade-— Hind Leg of Lion.

a. femur or thigh ; *. tibia or leu;
e. un>us and metataisus, or foot ex-
clusive of toes : d, calx or heel ; e,

planta.orsoleof foot ;/. digits or loes.

Pectoral Honey-creeper {Diglossa fectaratis).

finely serrate along a part of the cutting edges, and the
tongue i'irtd. whence the name. There are about 12 spe-

cies, iiiha)>iting the warm parts of continental America,
such as D. baritula, D. carbonaria, D. myntacalvt, D. per-

Konata, and D. la/remaui, respectively representing Ave
sections of the genus. D. pecloralia is a very rare species

from Peru, lately described.

2. In enUnn., a genus of brachelytrous CoUop-
tera or rove-beetles, of the family Staphylinidae.

Diglossins (di-glo-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Di-
glossa + -in<e.] A subfamily of Ceerebidee, rep-

resented by the genera Diglossa and Diglossopis,

having the bill hooked.
di{!lot, diglott (di'glot), a. [< Gr. iiyhjrro^,

diyhjoao^, speaking two languages, < it-, two-,
+ -y/uTTa, y'kunaa, tongue, language.] IJsing,

speaking, or written in two languages.

The flrst enterprise of this kind (a book containing paral-

lel versions of the same text in several different languages]

is the famous Ilexapla of Origen ; but here only Helirew and
Oreek were employed, ... so that the work was rather
diglott than polyglott in the usual sense.

JEncyc. Brit., XIX. 417.

diglottic (di-glot'ik), a. [As diglott + -ic]

Same as diglot.

The conquests of Alexander and of Rome had made men
diglottic to an extent wliichlms no parallel in history.

W. Stnith, Bible Wet., III. 1657.

dignity

diglyph (di'glif), n. [= F. diglyphe, < Gr. 61-

y'AispoQ, doubly indented, < di-, two-, doubly, +
ylvifietv, carve, cut.] In arch., au ornament con-
sisting essentially of two associated cuts or
channels. Compare triglyph.

dignationt (dig-na'shon), n. [< L. digiMtioiii-),

a deeming worthy, also dignity, < dignari, pp.
dignatus, deem worthy, < dignus, worthy : see
dignity.] The act of rendering worthy, or of
ascribing worthiness to ; the act of conferring
dignity or honor.

Therefore ought I most heartily to rejoice of this dig-
Ttation and tender kindness of the Lord towards me.

./. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 190.

St. Elizabeth . . . was carried into ecstasy, wondering
at the dignation and favour done to her by the mother of
her Lord. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 32.

digneti a- [ME., also rarely dign, < OF. digne,

F. digne = Pr. digne = Sp. Pg. digno = It.

degno, < L. dignus, worthy: see dignity. Cf.

condign, and deign, dain^.] 1. Worthy; de-

serving.
To ben holden digne of reverence.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 141.

Ne of hla speche daungerous ne digne.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 517.

I graunte youre request, ifor ye be full digne to resceyve
the ordre of chlualrie, and ther-fore all youre will shall

be performed. Merlin (E. E, T. S.), iii. 683.

2. Proud; disdainful.

Thei bene as digne as the devel thatdroppeth froheuene.
Piers Plowman's Crede(B. E. T. S.), L 355.

dignelyt, adv. [ME., < digne + -ly'^.] 1. Wor-
thily; deservingly. Chaucer.

Ue has don his deuere dignely as he out.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 620.

2. Proudly ; haughtily ; disdainfully. Chaucer.

digniflcationt (dig'ni-fi-ka'shon), ». [< dignify

:

see -fy and -ation.] The act of dignifying or
honoring; promotion.
Where a noble and ancient descent and such merit meet

in any man, it is a double dignificatum, of that person.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 38.

dignified (dig'ni-fid), p. a. [Pp. of dignify, v.]

1. Exalted; honored; invested with dignity;

as, the dignified clergy.

Abbots are styled dignified clerks, as having some dig
iilty In the church. Ayliffe, Parergon.

2. Marked with dignity ; noble; grave or state-

ly : as, dignified conduct or manner.
To the great astonishment of the Jews, the manners of

Jesus are familiar, yet dignified. Buckininster.

= Syn, Elevated, majestic, imposing, august, lofty, grave.

dignifiedly (dig'ni-fid-li), adv. In a dignified

manner.
Periwig on head, and cane in hand,
[Did] sally forth dignifiedly into the Square.

Brotvning, Ring and Book, I. 111.

dignify (dig'ni-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. dignified,

ppr. digntfying. [< OF. dignifier = Sp. Pg.
dignificar = It. degnificare, < ML. dignificare,

thiink worthy, lit. make worthy, < L. dignus,

worthy, -1- facere, make.] 1. To invest with
honor or dignity ; exalt in rank or office ;

pro-

mote.
Treasons and guilty men are made in states,

Too oft, to dignify the magistrates.
B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 1.

They [tyrants] were set up thus to be deluded, rather
then dignified. W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. iv. § 2.

2. To confer honor upon; make illustrious;

give celebrity to; honor.

Your worth will dignify our feast. B. Jonson.

Thou didst dignifie our fathers dayes with many revela-

tions above all the fore-going ages since thou tookst the

flesh. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

That luxury of wandering thought which one is apt to

dignify with the name of reflection.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 168.

3t. To make worthy of admiration and respect

;

elevate.

He shines in the council by a natural eloquence ; and
he would write as well as he speaks, If, In order to dignify

his style, he did not affect expressions which render it

stiff and obscure. Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, xi. 6.

= S3m. 1. To prefer, advance.— 2. To grace, adorn, enno-

ble, lend or give luster to.

dignitary (dig'ni-ta-ri), «.; pi. dignitaries

(-riz). [= F. dignitaire = It. dignitario, < ML. as

if *dignitarius, irreg. < L. dignita{t-)s, dignity,

rank, office: see dignity.] One who holds an
exalted rank or office ; especialljr, an ecclesi-

astic who ranks higher than a pnest or canon.

Only about one hundred dignitaries and eight parochial

priests resigned their benefices, or were deprived.
Uallam, Const. Hist., L iii.

Dignitary benefice. See benefice, 2.

dignity (dig'ni-ti), n.
;

pi. dignities (-tiz). [<

Iffi. dignitee, "dignetee, dignete, < OF. dignite,
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dicniMt, F. diqnit^ = Pr. dignitat = Sp. digni- digoneutism (di-go nu tizm), n. [< digoneuUi

dad = Ptj. dignidade = It. dignitd, degnitd, < L. + -ism.'] In entow., the state or quality ot be

dignita(t-)s, worthiness, merit, dignity, grand- ing digoneutic or double-brooded.

eiir, authority, rank, office, < digitus, worthy,

prob. akin to decus, honor, esteem (whence ult.

E. decorate, decorous, decorum, etc.), and de-

cere, become (whence ult. E. decent, q. v.).

Dignity is a doublet of dainty, q. v.] 1. The
state o£ being worthy ; nobleness or elevation

of mind; worthiness: as, diV/mi// of sentiments.

True dignity abides with her alone

Who, ill the silent hour of inward thought,

Can still respect, can still revere herself,

In lowliness of heart. Wordstcorth.

2. Elevation ; honorable place or elevated rank

;

degree of excellence, either in estimation or in

the order of nature : as, man is superior in '-

-

nity to brutes.

And there is a decencie, that euery speech should be to

the appetite and delight or dignitie of tlie hearer.

Pullenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 222.

Whatever has a value can be replaced by something

else which is equivalent ; whatever, on the other hand, is

above all value, and therefore admits of no equivalent

djjudicate

Milton has judiciously avoided Fletcher's diijreigUmaZ

ornaments. T. Warlon, Notes on Milton's Juvenile Poems.

In particular, the notion of episodes, or dUjressiuiial

- „ „ narratives, interwoven with the principal narrative, was

Digonopora (di-go-uop o-ra), n. 7". [NLi.,neut. entirely Aristotelian. De Quincey, nomeT,i.

pi. of digonoporus : see 'digomporous.'] A divi-
(Qgressive (di- or di-gres'iv), a. [= F. digres-

sion of dendrocoelous turbellarian worms, hay- ^j^- _ g digresivo = Pg. It. digressive, < LL
ing separate genital pores: opposed to jl/onO(/o- .•' -•— y^ ,i,„.„„„..„ « w.„«.,j; .i:™.„<,„

nopora. It contains the marine planarians of

such genera as Stylochus, Lejytoplana, and £!«))/-

lepta.

digonoporOUS (di-go-nop'o-rus), a. [< NL. di-

gonoporus, < Gr. iV-, two-, + -yovoc (< V *y^i
produce) + 7r(ipof, passage.] Having separate

digressivus, < L. digressus, pp. of digredi, digress

:

see digress, V.'] Tending to digress ; departing

from the main subject; partaking of the nature

of digression.

The wild diffusion of the sentiments, and the digressive

sallies of imagination, would have been compressed and

^ , -, i c3 -. ^ ^ restrained by confinement of rhyme. Johiieon, Youn^.

genital pores, 'as'a planarian; specifically, of
^igressively (di- ordi-gres'iv-li), arft). Byway

or pertaining to the Digonopora: opposed to
qj digression.

digyn (di'jin), n. [< Nil. "digynus, < Gr. 6i-,two-,

+ ymri, woman (mod. bot. pistil).] A plant
vionogonoporous,

'- digonous (dig'6-nus or di'go-nus), a. [= F. di-

qonc, < Gr. 6i-, two-, + yuvia, angle.] In 6ot,

having two angles : as, a digonous stem.

di grado (de gra'do). [It., step by step, lit.

from step : di, < L'. de, from ;
grado, < L. gra-

dus, step : see grade.'\ In music, moving by con-

junct degrees

has a dignity.

3. Elevation and repose of aspect or of deport-

ment; nobility of mien: as, a man of native

dignity; ''dignity of attitude," J. Caird.

Grace was in all her steps, heaven in her eye.

In every gesture dignity and love.
J/r7(0)l, P. L., viii. 489.

Another mechanical method of making great men, and

adding diqnity to kings and queens, is to accompany them
with halberds and battle axes. Addison, .Spectator, No. 42.

4. Height; importance; rank.

Small habits well pursued betimes

May reach the dignity of crimes.
Mrs. II. More, Florio, l.

Even in treason there is sometimes a dignity. It is by

DOSsibUity a bold act, a perilous act.

De Quincey, Essenes, ii. 87.

6. An elevated office, civil or ecclesiastical;

hereditary rank or title, or official distinction.

The Pope spared not to tlireaten Exconiniunication to

X. Heury himself, if lie restored not Becket to liis Dignity.
Baker, Clironicles, p. 57.

having two pistils.

Digynia (di-jin'i-a), n. pi. [NL., < 'digynus:

see digyn, digynotis.'] The name given by Lin-

niBus, in his artificial system, to such plants as

have two styles, or a single style deeply cleft

IS oi no equi.a.cui, u o r xn j- /n X wto two parts, formiug the second order in

Kant, tr. by Abbott, digram (dl'gram), ». [= F. digranme,<. ^T.at-,
^^^^^ ^f j^j^ g^g^. thirteen classes.

two-, + ypd/iua, a thing written, < ypdipav, write.] ^gyuian (di-jin'i-an), a. [As Digynia + -an.'\

Same as digraph

digraph (di'graf), n. and a. [< Gr. St-, two-, +
ypcKpuv, write.] 1. n. Two letters used to rep-

resent one sound, as ea in head, th in jjaift.

All improper diphthongs, or, as I have called them, di-

qraphs, are changed into the single vowels which they

stand for. T. Sheridan.

There are five elementary consonants represented by di-

graphs : th (thia), th = dh (thine, then), sh (she), zh (azure),

ng (sing). Tram. Amer. I'hilol. Ass., VIII.

II. a. Consisting of two letters used to rep-

resent one sound
consonants.

Having two pistils.

digynous (dij'i-nus), a. [< 'S'L.*digyn'us: see

digyn.'] Sa.iae as digyniau.

dihedral (dl-he'dral), a. [Also diedral; < di-

hedron + -al.] Having two sides, as a figure;

having two plane faces, as a crys-

tal Dihedral angle, the mutual in-

clination of two intersecting planes, or

the angular space included between
them, as the angles between the two

„, ^ planes ABD and ABC.

II,'digraph signs; digraph dihedron (di-he'dron), n. [< Gr.

(!i-, two-, + iSpa, a seat, base

;

Dihedral Angle.

[NL.,
That chord

digraphic(di-graf'ik),«. [_< digraph ^-ic] Of cf. diedpo^, a seat for two per-

or pertaining to, or of the nature of, a digraph, sons.] A figure with two sides

digress (di- or di-gres'), J), i. [< li. digressus, or surfaces. ,,-,-„. .

pp. of digredi, go apart, step aside, < di- for dlhellOSt^dlhellumt (di-he li-os,-um),H

dis-, apart, + gradi, go, step: see grade. Cf. < Gr. 6ia, through, -I- ^/.roc, sun.] Tha

aggress, conqress, egress, ingress, progress, re- of the elliptic orbit of a planet which passes

rtj-css.] 1. To turn aside from the direct or through the focus where the sun is and is per-

He [Frederic I. of Prussia] succeeded in gaining the great onnointed course : deviate or wander away, as pendicular to the transverse axis. Alsodthely.

^l^^!i!^'^^J^'' "L^.tJl^^lirdlZil fr^o^m the main ro'ad, from the main teno/and ^elyf (di-he'li), » [= F
''"(f

^.
< ^L. */«.-

purpose in speaking orwriting, or from the prin- lio.-i, dihelium: see dihelios.] bame asdihelios.

oipal line of argument, study, or occupation. dihexagonal (di-hek-sag o-nal), a. [< </»-'= +
I have digressed, because ot the extreme prejudice which hexagonal.] Twelve-sided : as a

^'/'^f
3»«'

both religion and philosopliy have received and may re- pnsm or pyramid : also used to describe a aou-

ceive by being commixed together. ble six-sided pyramid or quartzoid.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 154. fliJigxaliedraHdi-hek-sa-he'dral), a. [< (ii-2 -t-

I will a little dJsrre«8 from my maiiie discourse of Padua, UexahedraW] In crystal., having the form of a
and . . . speak something of

1""^^^^^^ crudities, 1. 155. texahedral or six-sided prism with trihedral

In the piursuit of an argument there is hardly room to j^i™™V,^J.»«». /rU TioL- oq Tie'rlmnl « • t>1 di-
digress into a particular definition, as often as a man dlhexahedron (dl-hek-sa-he dron), n.

,
pi. ap-

varies the signitlcatiou of any term. Locke, hexahedrons, dihexahedra (-drons, -ara). l<. Ur.

Let the student of our history digress into whatever (Ji-, two-, + ef, = E. six, + iSpa, a seat, basej

other fields he will. J. Stephens.

2. To turn aside from the right path; trans-

gress; offend. [Bare.]

Thy abundant goodness shall excuse
This deadly blot in thy digressing son.

Shak., Rich. II., v. 3.

[^(.Ij. digressus, n.,

in which a planet has an influence more power- a"going apart, < digredi, pp. digressus, go apart

:

ful than usual. see digress, v.] A digression.

The lord of the assendent sey they that he is fortunat, A digress from my history. Fidler, Ch. Hist., XI. x. 43.

whan he is in god place fro the assendent as in angle ; or J. .
^-i. „- fiT.oT.poV,'on") « r< ME fit-

in a succedentt whereas he is in dignite & contorted with OlgrCSSlOn (di^
°'.„_£Jff"-^ j,'

* l-^

frendly aspectys of planetes <fe resceived.
' '

-.^-..^oo/.^/*.

assumed this new dignity. Macavlay, lYederic the Great.

In vain the Protestant bishops pleaded in the House of

Lords that their position was intolerable and their dignity

a mere mockery.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 322.

6. The rank or title of a nobleman; the right

to use a title of honor, originally in virtue of

an estate and accompanied by an official func-

tion.

All were surprised to see so many new faces in the most
eminent dignities. Addison, Vision of Justice.

7. One who holds high rank ; a dignitary.

These flitliy dreamers . . . speak evil of dignities.

Jude 8.

8. Any honor conferred; promotion.
For those [honors] of old.

And the late dignities heap'd up to them.
We rest your heraiits. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6

9. In rhet., avoidance of unseemly or trivial

tropes and figures.— 10. In astrol., a situation digresst (di- or di-gres'), n.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. § 4.

lit. A self-evident truth ; an axiom. This word
is one of the fantastical learned fabrications with which
some old writers ornament tlieir pages. It is a Latin imi-

tation of the Greek ifnofi", which means both axiom and
dignity in the sense of worth.

These sciences [mathematics], concluding from digni-

ties and principles known by themselves, receive not sat-

isfaction from probable reasons, much less from bare and
peremptory asseverations. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., i. 7.

Accidental dignity, in astrol., tlie situation of a planet

in a go<j<i a.spect as to light, motion, etc.— Cap Of dlg-
Ijty. Same as cap of maintenance (which see, under
mam(«n«<«;e).— Essential dignity, in astrol., the situa-

tion of a planet in a favoraiile part of the zodiac. =Syn.
2. Station, standing, eminence, loftiness, exaltation, great-

ness.— 3. -Majesty, stateliuess, gravity.

dignotiont (dig-no' shon), n. [< L. dignotus, pp.
ol dignoscere, usually dinoscere, know apart, dis-

tinguish, < di-, dis-, apart, + "gnoscere, nosccrc,

know, = E. know^.] Distinguishing mark ; sign.

That [temperamental] dignotions, and conjecture of

prevalent humours, may be collected from spots in our
nails, we are not averse to concede.

Sir T. Brownf, Vulg. Err., v. 22.

digonentic (di-go-nii'tik), a. [< Gr. <!(-, two-,
-1- yovtvuv, beget (< y6ivo^, offspring, race, stock),

+ -Jc] In entom., double-brooded ; having two
broods duiing a single year.

gression = OF. digressiun, ^. digression = Pr.

disgressio = Sp. digresion = Pg. digressao =
It. digressione, < L. digressioiii-), < digredi, pp.
digressus, go apart: see digress, v.'] 1. The act

of digressing; deviation from a regular or ap-

pointed course; especially, a departure from
the main subject under consideration; an ex-

cursion of speech or writing.

But what ? Methinks I deserve to be pounded for stray-

ing from poetry to oratory ; but both have such an affin-

ity in the wordish considerations, tliat I think this digres-

sion will make my meaning receive tiie fuller understand-

ing. .Sir P. Sidney, Def. of Poesie (ed. 1810), p. 97.

Digressions in a hook are like foreign troops in a state,

which argue the nation to want a lieart and bands of its

own. Stvi/t, Tale of a Tub, vii.

2. Deviation from the path of virtue; trans-

gression. [Rare.]

Then my digression is so vile, so base,

That it will live engraven in my face.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 202.

3. In astron., the angular distance in the eclip-

tic cf the inferior planets Mercury and Venus
from the sun.

digressional (di- or di-gresh'on-al), a. [< di-

gression + -al.] Pertaining to or consisting in

digression ; depai'ting from the main purpose
or subject.

see di-'^ and hexahedron.] In crystal., a six-sided

prism with trihedral summits.

Dihexahedra of quartz, and various rare minerals are

noted in tliem. Ajner. Xaturalist, XXII. 247.

dihydrite (di-hi'dnt), n. [< Gr. di-, two-, +
itSup (irfp-), water, + -ite^.] A phosphate of

copper containing two equivalents of water. It

is found in small green monoclinic crystals.

diiamb, diiambus (di-i-amb', -am'bus), n.
;
pi.

diiambs, diiambi (-ambz', -bi). [<LL. diiatnbus,<

Gr. duafi^og,<,di-, two-, -1- lanfio^, iambus.] In a«c.

pros., two iambi, or an iambic dipody regarded

as a single compound foot. The name diiambus,

strictly belonging to the iambic dipody in its normal
form (^ - w -), can be extended to its epitritic variety

also (--^ -).

Diipolia, Dipolia (di-ip-o-li'a, di-pol'i-a), n.pl.

[Gr. Anv62.Eia or A(5ro?-«z, contr. of Ai'iTrd'/.eia or

At'i7z67.ia, mint. pi., prop, adj., < Zrif (gen. Aide,

dat. Ati), Zeus, + [lo?,iev(, guardian of the city,

an epithet of Zeus, < k6aic, city.] An ancient

Athenian festival celebrated annually, with

sacrifice of an ox, on the 14th of Skirophorion

(about the end of June), on the Acropolis, in

honor of Zeus Polieus— that is, Protector of the

City. Also called Bouphonia.

dijudicantt (di-jo'di-kant), n. [< L. dijudi-

can(t-)s, ppr. of dijudicare, decide: see dijudi-

cate.] One who dijudicates, determines, or de-

cides.

And if great philosophers doubt of many things which
popular dijudicants hold as certain in their creeds. I sup-

pose Ignorance itself will not say it is because they are

more ignorant. GlanriUe, Vanity of nogmatiziiig, xxiii.

dijudicatet (di-jo'di-kat), V. [< L. dijutiicatits,

pp. of dijudicare, decide, determine, distinguish

between, < di-, dis-, apart, -i- judicare. judge:

see judicate, judge.] f. intrans. To judge ; de-

termine.



dijudicate

The Church of Rome, when slie commends unto us the

authority of the Church in dijudicatinrf of Scriptures,

seems only to speak of herself.

Hales, Golden Remains, p. 260.

H. trans. To determine ; decide.

That is a lawful Council with which, while acting as

CEcumenical, the whole Church communicates, and, the

matter being dijudicated, holds it to be adhered to.

Quoted in Piuey's Eirenicon, p. 39.

duudicationt (di-j6-di-ka'shon), «. [< L. diju-

aicatio{H-), < dijudicare, pp. dijudicatus, decide

:

see dijudicate.'} Judicial distinction.

It cannot be otherwise but that the love of ourselves

should strongly incline us in our most abstracted dijudi-

cation. GlantrUle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xiii.

dika-bread (dl'ka-bred), n. [< dika, native

name, + E. bread^.'] A fatty substance resem-
bling chocolate, prepared from the almond-like
kernel of the fruit of the Mangifera Gabnnensis,

used as food by the natives of the west coast
of Africa, from Sierra Leone to the Gaboon.
WatU, Diet, of Chem.

dika-fat (dl'ka-fat), ». Same as dika-bread.

dikamali (dik'-a-mal'i), n. [E. Ind.] The
native name of a resinous gum which exudes
from the ends of young shoots of Gardenia lu-

cida, a rubiaoeous shrub of India. It has a strong,
peculiar, and offensive odor, and is useful in the treatment
of sores and cutaneous diseases. In India It ia employed
as a remedy for dyspepsia. Also decamaiee.

dikast, n. See dicast.

dike (dik), n. [Also spelled, less correctly,

dyke; < ME. dike, dyke, dik, die (also assibi-

lated diehe, dyche, dich, dych, > mod. E. ditch),

< AS. die, m., f., a ditch, channel, dike, wall, =
OS. dik, m., a fish-pond, = OFries. dik, m., a
bank, dam, = D. dijk, m., a bank, dam, =
MLO. dik, LG. dielc, m., a pond, usually a
bank, dam, = MHG. tick, dich, m., a ditch,

canal, pond, fish-pond, marsh, G. teich, m.,
a pond, fish-pond, tank, deich, m., a bank,
dam (this sense and form, with initial d for t,

after LG. and D.), = Icel. dik, neut., diki, m., a
ditch, = Norw. dike, neut., a ditch, a puddle,
= Sw. dike, neut., a ditch, also a bank, dam,
= Dan. dige, neut., a ditch, also a bank, dam

;

hence (from LG.) OF. dicque, digue, F. digue
= Sp. Pg. dique = It. diga, a bank, dam.
The neut. forms have been compared with Gr.
rtlxoi;, a wall, rampart, toIxoq, the wall of a
house (for orig. *fei;fOf, *0oixog, ult. connected
with 6iyydvtiv, touch, and L. fingere, form, fi-

gura, a form : see figure, fictile, etc. ) ; but the
relation is improbable. The orig. sense of the
neut. word is ' ditch,' a channel dug out (cf. dig,

ult. from this noim) (cf. also Gr. Tl(fioc, a marsh,
swamp), ditch being in fact an assibilated form
of the same word. The correlative sense of
'a bank' or 'a wall' is not usual in ME. and
AS. ; it is due in part to the usage of the Low
Countries, where dikes in this sense are con-
spicuous and important.] 1. A channel for
water made by digging; a ditch; a moat. See
ditch. [Obsolete or archaic]

Al the thinges the in wer[l]de ben,
Tweu heuone liil and helle dik.

Geneifig and Exodua, L 281.
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5. In geol., a fissure in rocks filled with ma-
terial which has found its way into it while
melted, or when brought by some other means
into a fluid or semi-fluid condition. Most dikes
are, in fact, filled

with lava or some
form of eruptive
rock. A dike dif-

fers from a vein in
that the latter has
been slowly filled

by agencies either
Identical with or
allied in character
to those ordinarily

Section showiog dikes traversing stratiiied
rocks.

a, b, simple dikes ; c, branching dike.

Aboute the caste! was a dyke.
Richard Coer de Lion, . 6021.

From one fountain in a garden there should be little

channels or dykes cut to every bed, and every plant grow-
ing therein. Ray, Works of Creation, il.

Like a shoal
Of darting fish, that on a siuumer mom
Adown the crystal dykes at Camelot
Come slipping o'er their shadows on the sand,

Tennyson, Geraint.

S. A small pond or pool. [Prov. Eng.]— 3.
A ridge or bank of earth thrown up in excavat-
ing a canal or a ditch ; 8i)ecifically, such a ridge
or hank thrown up to prevent low lands from
being overflowed; a continuous dam confining
or restraining the waters of a stream or of the
sea : as, the Netherlands are defended from the
sea by dikes.

Tlie injured nation [the Dutch], driven to despair, had
opened its dikes, and had called in the sea as an ally
against the French tyranny. Macaiday, Hist, Eng., vil.

Dikes, that the hands of the fanners had raised with labor
im-essant,

.'ihut out the turbulent tides. LimafeUmc, Evangeline, 1. 1.

4. A low wall or fence of stone or turf, di-
viding or inclosing fields, etc. A dry dike is
such a wall built without mortar. See fail-
dike. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

Ye've been wash'd in Dininy's well.
And dried on Dimny's ditke.

Stceet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. I,'i7).

The hiest dyke that we come to,
I'll turn and tak you up.
The Uukev/Athul (Child's Ballads, IV. 96).
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designated by the term tnetamorphic, while the former
has, in most cases at least, been rapidly filled, so that it

consists essentially of the same material through from
one side to the other, and at all depths. A mineral vein
or lode, on the other hand, may differ very greatly in its

contents in various parts, in width as well as in depth.

dike (dik), V.
;
pret. and pp. diked, ppr. diking.

[< ME. dilcen, dyken (also assibilated dichen, >

mod. E. ditch, v.), dig, dig out, surround with
a ditch, < AS. dician, also in comp. be-dician,

ge-dician, make a ditch, surround with a ditch
or dike (= OFries. dika, ditsa, ditsia, dig, make
a ditch, also raise a dike or dam, = D. dijken,

raise a dike or dam, = MLG. LG. diken, > G.
deichen, raise a dike or dam), < dicj a ditch, =
D. dijk, etc., a bank, dam : see dike, n., and cf

.

ditch, v., una dig.} 1,\ intrans. To make a ditch

;

dig; delve. See dig.

He wolde thresshe and therto dyke and delve.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 636.

It were better dike and delve.
And stand upon the right faith,

Than know all that the Bible saith.

And erre, as some clerkes do.

Gower, Conf. Amant.,ProI.

H. trans. If. To dig ; dig out ; excavate. See
dig.

He criede, and comaundede alle Cristyne people
To delne and dike a deop diche al aboute Vnite,
That holychurche stod in holynesse as hit were a pile.

Piers Plounnan (C), xxii. 365.

2t. To inclose with a ditch or with ditches.

With all mycht that he mycht get.
To the tonne ane assege set

;

And gert dyk thaira . . . stalwartly.
Barbour, MS., xvii. 271.

3. To furnish with a dike ; inclose, restrain, or
protect by an embankment : as, to dike a river

;

to dike a tract of land.— 4t. To surround with
a stone wall.

Dike and park the samin [landis] surelie and kelp
thame sikkerlie. Baljour's Praet. (A. 1565), p. 145.

dike-gra'7e (dik'grav), n. [< D. dijkgraaf (=
MLG. dikgreve, LG. diekgrdve, > G. deichgrdfe),

an overseer of dikes, < dijk, dike, + graaf, count
(steward, reeve): see dike, and greeve, graf,
and cf. dike-reeve.} In the Low Countries, a
superintendent of dikes.

The chief Dike-grane here is one of the greatest officers

of Trust in all the Province. Howell, Letters, I. i. 5.

diker (di'k^r), n. [< ME. dikere, < AS. dicere,

< dician, dig : see dike, v. Cf . ditcher, digger.}

1. A ditcher.— 2. One who builds dikes.

dike-reeve (dik'rev), n. [< dike + reevc'^.} An
officer who superintends the dikes and drains
in marshes. Halliwell. Compare dike-grave.

dilacera'te (di- or di-las'e-rat), V. t.
;

pret. and
pp. dilacerated, ppr. dilacerating. [< L. dilacc-

ratits, pp. of dilacerare (> It. dilacerare = Sp.
Pg. dilacerar = F. dilac&rer), tear in pieces,

< di- for dis-, apart, + lacerare, tear: see lace-

rate.} To tear; rend asunder; separate by
force; lacerate. [Rare.]

The infant, at the accomplished period, struggling to
come forth, dilacerates and breaks those parts which re-

strained him before. Sir T. Broufne, Vulg. Err., iii. 6.

dilaceration (di- or di-las-e-ra'shon), n. [= F.
dilaceratioH = Sp. dilaceracion = Pg. dilacera-

cSo, < LL. dilaceratio(ii-), < L dilacerare, pp. di-

mcerate,?, tear in pieces: see ditacerate.] The
act of rending asunder ; a tearing or rending

;

laceration. [Rare.]

All the riddles of Sphinx, therefore, have two conditions
annexed: viz., dilaceration to those who do not solve
them ; and empire to those that do.

Bacon, Physical Fables, x., Expl.

dilambdodont (di-larab'do-dont), a. [< Gr.
6i-, twice, two-, + f.afifii'ia, the letter lambda
(A), + oioiq (o(!ovT-) = E. tooth.} Having ob-
long molar teeth with two V-shaped ridges;
specificiiUy, having the characters of the Vi-
lambdiiddiita : as, a dilambdodont dentition; a
dilamlidddant mammal.
Dilambdodonta (di-lamb-do-don'ta), n. pi.

[NL.: Hve diliimhdodont.} A group or series of
insectivorous mammals, a division of the order
Bestial, having oblong molars whose crowns pre-

dilatancy

sent two V-shaped transverse ridges, like the
letter W. such teeth are characteristic of the insecti-
vores of northerly or temperate regions, thus contrasted
with tropical forma of Zatantbdodonta (which see). Gilt.

dilamination (di-lam-i-na'shon), n. [< di-2 f
lamination.} In bot., the congenital develop-
ment of a lamina upon the surface of an organ

:

a form of deduplication or chorisis.

dilaniatet (di-la'ni-at), v. t. [< L. dilaniatus,

pp. of ditaniare (y It. dilaniare), tear in pieces,
< di-, dis-, apart, + laniare, tear, rend.] To
tear; rend in pieces ; mangle.
The panther, when he hunts his prey, hiding his grim

visage, with the sweetness of his breath allures the other
beasts unto him, who, being come within his reach, he
rends and cruelly doth dilaniate them. Ford, Line of Life.

dilaniationt (di-la-ni-a'shon), n. [< L. as if

*dilaniatio(n-), < dilaniare, pp. dilaniatus, tear
in pieces : see dilaniate.} A tearing in pieces.
Cockeram.

dilapidate (di-ordi-lap'i-dat), v. ^iret. and pp.
dilapidated, ppr. dilapidating, [Formerly also
delapidate; < LL. dilapidatus, pp. of dilapidare

(> It. dilapidare= Sp. Pg. dilapidar^^V. dilapi-

der), throw away, squander, consume, destroy,
lit. scatter like stones, < L. di-, dis-, apart, +
lapidare, throw stones at, < lajris (lapid-), a
stone: see lapidate.} I. trans. 1. To bring
into a ruinous condition ; impair or reduce to

a state of ruin; especially, to ruin by misuse
or neglect.

If the bishop, parson, or vicar, &c., dilapidates the
buildings, or cuts down the timber of the patrimony of
the church. Blackstone.

2. To waste ; squander.
Was her moderation seen in dilapidating the revenues

of the church? Bp. Hurd.

3. To give the appearance of dilapidation to.

[Rare.]
You see a very respectable-looking person in the street,

and it is odds but, as you pass him, his hat comes off, his
whole figure suddenly dilapidates itself, assuming a trem-

,

ble of professional weakness, and you hear the everlasting
" qnalche cosa per carith." Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 310.

II. intrans. To fall into partial or total ruin

;

fall by decay.
Large the domain, but all within combine
To cori'e-spond with the dishouor'd sign

;

And all around dilapidates. Crabbe, The Borough.

dilapidation (di-ordi-lap-i-da'shon), n. [For-
meny also delapidation ; = F. dilapidation =
Sp. dilapidadon = Pg. dilapida^So = It. dilapi-

dazione, < LL. dilapidatio(n-), a squandering,
wasting, < dilapidare, pp. dilapidatus, squander,
yia,ste: s^e dilapidate!} 1. (xradual ruin or de-
cay; disorder; especially, impairment or ruin
through misuse or neglect.

'Whom shall their [the bishops'] successors sue for the
dilapidations which they make of that credit?

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

By keeping a strict account of incomes and expenditures,
a man might easily preserve an estate from dilapidation.

J. Goodman, "Winter Evening Conferences, i.

Specifically— 2. In Eng. eccles. law, the pull-
ing down, suffering to go to decay, or rum of
any building or other property in possession
of an incumbent.
dilapidator (di- or di-lap'i-da-tor), n. [= F.
dilapidateur = Sp. Pg. dilapidador = It. dila])i-

datore; as dilapidate + -or.} One who causes
dilapidation.

It is alleged that non-residence and dilapidations for
the most part go hand in hand ; that you shall seldom see
a non-resident, hut he is also a dilapidator.

H. Wharton, Defence of Pluralities, p. 156.

dilatability (di- or di-la-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.
dilatabilito = Sp. dilatabilidad = Pg. dilatabili-

dade = It. dilatabilitd, < NL. dilatabilita{t-)s, <

dilatabilis : see dilatable and -bility.} The qual-
ity of being dilatable, or of admitting expan-
sion, either by inherent elastic force or by the
action of a force exerted from without: op-
posed to contractibility.

It was purely an accident dependent on the dilatability

of the particular quality of alcohol employed which made
the boiling-point of water 80°. Encyc. Brit., XX. 308.

dilatable (di- or di-la'ta-bl), a. [= F. Pr. Sp.
dilatable = Pg. dilatavel = It. dilatabile, < NL.
dilatabilis, capable of expansion, < L. dilatare,

expand: see dilate, -o., and -able.} Capable of

expansion; possessing elasticity; elastic: as,

a bladder is dilatable by the force of air ; air is

dilatable by heat.

dilatableneSS (di- or di-la'ta-bl-nes), n. Capa-
city for dilatation ; dilatability. Bailey. 1727

dilatancy (di- or di-la'tan-si), «. [< dilatan{t)

+ -cy.} The property of gi-anular masses of
expanding in bulk with change of shape, it is

due to the increase of space between the iiiilividnally

rigid particles as they change their relative positious.



dilatancy

If evidence of dilatancy were to be obtained from tan-

gible matter, it was to be sought on the most common-
place, and what had hitherto been the least interesting,

form, that of hard, separate grains— corn, sand, shot, Ac.
O. Reynolds, Nature, XXXIII. 430.

dilatant (di- or di-la'tant), a. and n. [= F.

dilatant, < L. dilatani^t-Js, ppr. of dilatare, di-

late: see dilate, f.] I. a. Dilating; relating

to dUatanoy, or to a substance possessing this

property.

The most striking evidence of dilatancy is obtained

from the f.ict that, smce dilatant material cannot change
its shape without increasing in volume, by preventing
change of volume all change of shape is prevented.

0. Jieyiwlds, .Nature, XXXIII. 430.

n. n. 1. A substance having the property of

dilatancy.— 2. lasurg., an instrument used to

dilate, as a tent, a bougie, a sound, etc.

dilatate (di- or dl-lfi'tat), a. [= Sp. Pg. dila-

tado — It. dilatato, < L. dilatatus, pp. of dila-

tare, dilate: see dilate, v."] Dilated; broaden-

ed or widened out : specifically said, in zoology,

of an organ or a part which is disproportionate-

ly broad along a portion of its length.

dilatation (dil-a- or di-la-ta'shon), n. [< ME.
dilatacimin, < OP. (and P.) dilatation = Pr. di-

latacio= Sp. dilatacion = Pg. dilata^So = It. di-

latazione, < LL. dilatatio{n-), an extension, < L.

di^atore, pp. <ii7a <HS, expand: Be& dilate, v. '\ 1.

The act of expanding ; expansion, as by heat

;

a spreading or enlarging in all directions ; the

state of being expanded or distended; disten-

tion.

I conceive the intire idea of a spirit in general], or at

least of all finite created and subordinate spirits, to con-

gist in these several powers or properties, viz. : self-pene-

tration, self-motion, self-contraction and dilatation, and
indivisibility.

Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, I. iv. § 3.

His [Spenser's) genius is rather for dilatation than com-
pression. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 162.

Specifically— 2. Diffuseuess of speech; pro-

lixity; enlargement.
What nedeth gi-etter dilatacioun ?

Chattcer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 134.

3. An abnormal enlargement of an aperture or

a canal of the body, or one made for the pur-

poses of surgical or medical treatment. See
expansion.—4. A dilated part of anything;
specifically, in zoiil., a dilated portion of an or-

gan or a mark.
dilatator (dil'a- or di'la-ta-tpr), n. [= F. dila-

tateur = Sp. Pg. dilatador = It. dilatatore, a di-

latator, < LL. dilatator, one who propagates or

spreads abroad,< L. dilatare, pp. dilatus, spread
abroad, dilate : see dilate, t).] That which di-

lates; a dilator: in anat., specifically applied
to various muscles, as of the nose or the pupil.

In the Reptilia these are replaced by a constrictor and
a dilatator muscle, which are also present in a modified
form in Birds. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 547.

BUatator iridis, the muscle of the iris whose action di-

lates the pupil ; the radiating muscular fibers of the iris,

antagonizing the sphincterial or circular fibers.—Dilata-
tor tubae, the tensor palati muscle.

dilate (di- or di-lat'),D.
;
pret. and j^. dilated,

ppr. dilating. [=F. dilatm'= 'PT. Sp. Pg. dilatar

= It. dilatare, < L. dilatare, spread out, extend,
dilate, < dilatus, pp., associated with differre,

carry apart, spread abroad, scatter, also differ,

and intr. differ (> E. differ and defer^), < dis-,

apart, + ferre = E. bear^. For pp. latus, see
ablative. Dilate is a doublet of delay^, and prac-
tically of defer^ and differ : see delay^, defer^,

differ.'] I. trans. 1. To expand; distend; spread
out ; enlarge or extend in all directions : as, air

dilates the lungs ; to dilate the pupil of the eye.

Induced with a zelous deuotion and ardent desire to

protect and dilate the Christian faith.

llaHuyt'g Voyages, II., Ded.

.Satan, alarm'd,
Collecting all his might, dilated stood.
Like Teneritf or Atlas, unremoved.

MMon, P. L., iv. 986.

Chapman alxiunds in splendid enthusiasms of diction,

and now and then dilates our i^uaginations with sugges-
tions of profound poetic depth.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 315.

2t. To set forth at length ; relate at large ; re-

late or describe with full particulars ; enlarge
upon.

Found good means
To draw from her a prayer of earnest heart.
That I would all my pilgrimage dilate,

Whereof by parcels she had something heard.
Shak., OtheUo, i. 3.

Dilate the matter to me.
Middteton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, v. 1.

=8yiL To swell, spread out, amplify.

n. intrans. 1. To spread out; expand; dis-

tend; swell; enlarge.

His heart dHatea and glories in his strength. Addison,

1618

My heart dilated with unutterable happiness.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xxii.

His nostrils visibly dilate with pride.
Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 149.

2. To speak at length ; dwell on particulars

;

enlarge ; expatiate ; descant : used absolutely
or with upon or on.

I purpose to speak actively without digressing or dilat-

ing. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 106.

I leave it among the divines to dilate upon the danger
of schism as a spiritual evil.

Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, i.

dilatet (di- or di-lat'), a. [< L. dilatus, pp. : see

dilate, v.'] Broad; extended.

Whom they, out of their bounty, have instructed
With 80 dilate and absolute a power.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 2.

dilated (di- or dl-la'ted), j). a. [Pp. of dilate, v.']

Expanded; extended; enlarged. Specifically— (a)
Unusually widened, or wider than the rest of the part or
organ. Also distended, (b) In her., opened ; standing
open, as a pair of compasses or the like.—Dilated an-
tennae, in eniom., antenna) unusually widened in any
part.—Dilated margin, in entom., a margin spread out
laterally more than usual, or beyond the surrounding
parts.—Dilated striae or punctures, in entom., those

strisB or punctures which are broader than usual, and dis-

tinctly rounded within.—Dilated tarsi, in entom., those
tarsi in wliich two or more joints are broad, somewhat
heart-shaped, and spongiose or densely hairy beneath, as

in Coleoptera. Also called enlarged tarsi.

dilater (di- or di-la'tfer), n. One who or that
which enlarges or expands. Shelton.

dilation^ (di- or di-la'shon), n. [A short form
of dilatation.'] The act of dilating; expansion;
dilatation.

At first her eye with slow dilation roll'd

Dry flame, she listening. Tennyson, Princess, vi.

dilation^t (di- or di-la'shon), n. [= F. Pr. dila-

tion = Sp. dilacion = 'Pa.dilagUo = It. dilazione,

< L. dilatio(n-), delay, \ differre, pp. dilatus, de-

fer: see defer^ and dilate, v.'] Delay.

What construction canst thou make of our wilful dila-

tions, but as a stubborn contempt? Bp. Hall, Zaccheus.

dilative (di- or di-la'tiv), a. [< dilate + -ive.]

Tending to dilate; causing dilatation. Cole-

ridge.

dilator (di- or di-la'tor), n. [< NL. dilator, short
for dilatator, q. v. ; as if < E. dilate -i- -or. L.
dilator rae&ns 'a delayer.'] 1. One who or that
which widens or expands ; specifically, a mus-
cle that dilates; a dilatator.— 2. A surgical in-

strument, of various forms, used for dilating a
wound, a canal, or an external opening of the
body.
dilatorily (dil'a-to-ri-li), adv. In a dilatory

manner ; with delay ; tardily.

dilatoriness (dil'a-to-ri-nes), n. The quality
of being dilatory ; slowness in action ; delay in

proceeding; tardiness; procrastination.

These lamented tlieir dilatoriness and imperfection, or
trembled at the reaction of his bigotry against themselves.

Hallam.

dilatory (dil'a-to-ri), a. [= F. dilatoire = Pr.

dilatori = Sp.Pg. It. dilatorio, < LL. dilatorius,

tending to delay, < L. dilator, a delayer, < dif-

ferre, pp. dilatus, delay: see delay^, dilate, v.]

1. Marked by or given to procrastination or
delay; slow; tardy; not prompt: as, dilatory

measures ; a dilatory messenger.
I abhor

This dilatory sloth, and tricks of Kome.
Shak., Hen. VIIL, ii. 4.

2. Intended to bring about delay, or to gain
time and defer decision: as, a dilatory motion.

To the Petition of the Lords he made a dilatory Answer.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 79.

His dilatory policy. Motley.

Dilatory defense, in law, a defense intended to defeat
or delay the pending action without touching the merits
of the controversy, as an objection to the jurisdiction or
to the present capacity of a party.—Dilatory plea, in
law, a plea which if successful would defeat the pending
action without touching the merits of the controversy.
= Syn. Tardy, etc. (see slow), loitering, lingering, procras-

tinating, backward, laggard, behindhand, inactive, slug-

gish, dawdling.

dildo^t (dil'do), n. A term of obscure cant or

slang origin, used in old ballads and plays as a
mere refrain or nonsense-word ; also used, from
its vagueness, as a substitute for various ob-
scene terms, and in various obscene meanings.

He has the prettiest love-songs for maids, . . . with such
delicate burthens of "dildos" and "fadings."

Shak., \V. T., iv. 3.

With a hie dUdo dill and a dildo dee.

Burden of an Old Ballad.

dildo^ (dil'do), n. A tall columnar cactus of

Jamaica, Cereus Swartsii, woolly at the sum-
mit and bearing pale-red flowers. The dried
fibrous portions of the stems were used as torches
by the Indians.

dilettante ,

dilectiont (di-lek'shon), n. [= F. Pr. dilection

= Sp. dileccion = Pg. dilecgSo = It. dilezione, <

LL. dilectio{n-), < L. diligere, pp. dilectus, love

much, value highly : see diligent. Gi. predilec-

tion,] A loving; preference; choice.

The privilege of his dileccimm
In you confirmed God upon a tree

Hanging. Chaucer, Mother of God, I. 122.

So free is Christ's dilection, that tlie grand condition of
our felicity is our belief. Boyle, Seraphic Love.

dilemma (di- or di-lem'a), n. [= F. dilemme =
Sp. dilema = Pg. It. dilemma = D. G. Dan. Sw.
dilemma, < LL. dilemma, < Gr. diAy/i/ia, a conclu-
sion from two premises, < 6i- + ^v/ifa, a propo-
sition, assumption: see lemma. Not "an ar-

gument in which the adversary is ' caught be-
tween' (6ia?M/i(idvcrai) two difficulties," nor de-
rived from 6iaXa/ij3dvca6ai, be caught between.]
1 . A form of argument in which it is shown that
whoever maintains a certain proposition must
accept one or other of two alternative conclu-
sions, and that each of these involves the de-
nial of the proposition in question. The alterna-
tives are called the ho}-ns o/ the dilemma, which is also

called a horned syllogism. The argument is also called a
dilemma, in a looser sense, when the number of such
horns exceeds two. The dilemma originated in rhetoric,

and was not noticed by logicians before the revival of
learning ; consequently there has been some dispute as to
its logical definition and analysis. The standard example
(from Aulus Gellius) is as follows : Every woman is fair

or ugly ; it is not good to marry a fair wife, because she
will Hirt ; it is not good to marry an ugly wife, because she
will not l>e attractive ; therefore, it is not good to marry
at all. The essential peculiarity of this reasoning is that
it involves the principle of excluded middle, the falsity

of which would leave ordinary syllogism intact. Logi-
cians, however, have made the dilemma a matter of form
of expression, saying that the above argument, for in-

stance, is not a dilemma as long as the fli-st premise reads
as above, but that it becomes one if that premise is put in

this form : If it is good to marry, it is good to marry a
fair wife, or it is good to marry an ugly wife. They have
at different times recognized the following forms as di-

lemmas or as parts of dilemmas, for many logicians hold
that a dilemma consists of three syll<>gisms: (I) Simple
constructive dilemma: If A, then C; if B, then C; but
either B or A ; hence, C. (2) Simple destructive dilemma :

If A is true, B is true ; if A is true, C is true ; B and C are
not both true ; hence, A is not true. (3) Complex construc-
tive dilemma: If A, then B ; if C, then D ; but either A or
C ; hence, either B or D. (4) Complex destructive dilem-
ma : If A is true, B is true ; if C is true, D is true ; but B
and D are not both true ; hence, A and C are not both
true. The importance of the kind of reasoning now called
dilemma was first strongly insisted upon by the Stoics.

Nevertheless, in the Stoical terminology a dUemma is op-
posed to a monolemma, as a conclusion from two premises.
This was the origin of the word, and it is only later that
it is met with in the modern sense.

Dilemma is an argument made of two members, repug-
nant one to another, wherof which soever thou grantest.
thou art by and by taken. Blundeville, Logic, v. 27.

2. A difficult or doubtful choice; a state of

things in which the alternatives appear to be
equally bad or undesirable.

A strong dilemma in a desperate case !

To act with infamy, or quit the place. Su'{ft.

The doctrine of a Messiah offers a dilemma— a choice
between two interpretations—one being purely spiritual,

one purely political. De Quiticey, Essenes, ii.

dilemmatic (dil-e- or di-le-mat'ik), a. [= F.
dilcmmatique = Pg. diUmmatico ; as dilemma{t-)
+ -ic.] In logic, pertaining to or of the nature
of a dilemma Dilemmatic argument. Seear^u-
»«!)!(.—Dilemmatic proposition, a hypothetical propo-
sition with a disjunctive consequent : as, if A, then either

B or C ; or a categorical proposition with a disjunctive

predicate : as, A is either B or C— Dilemmatic reason-
ing, reasoning depending upon the principle of excluded
middle as its chief principle.— Dilemmatic syllogism,
a syllogism having for its minor premise a dilemmatic
proposition.

dilemmist (di- or di-lem'ist), n. [< dilemma +
-ist.] A person who bases argument or belief

on a dilemma or dilemmas : used specifically

in translation of the name of a Buddhist school
of philosophy. See the extract.

[The philosophic school] of the Vaibhashikas, or dilem-
mists, who maintain the necessity of immediate contact
with the object to be known. Amer. Cyc, III. 403.

Dilephila (di-lef'i-la), n. [NL.; also -written

Veilephila, prop. *DUophila : < Gr. Se'i7.jj, the af-

ternoon, evening, + ^/Jof, lo-ring.] A genus of

hawk-moths, of the family Sphingidw. D. line-

ata is a handsome species, common in the United States,

and known as morning-sphinx. See cut under moming-
aphinx.

dilettant(dil-e-tant'),n. \See dilettante.] See
dilettante.

dilettante (dil-e-t&n'te), n. and a. [Also dilet-

tant; = D. G. Dan. Sw. dilettant = F. dilettante,

< It. dilettante, prop. ppr. of dilettare, delight, <

L. delectare, delight: see delight, delectable.]

I. n. 'PI. dilettanti {-ti). Anadmirer or loverof
the fine arts, science, or letters : an amateur

;

one who pursues an art or literature desultorily
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and for amusement : often used in a disparag-

ing sense for a superficial and affected dabbler

in literature or art.

The main characteristic of the diletlanle ia that sort of

impartiality that springs from inertia of mind, admirable

for observation, incapable of turning it to practical ac-

count. Lowell, New Princeton Kev., I. 160.

n. a. Relating to dilettantism; having the

characteristics of dilettanti.

I heard no longer
The snowy-banded, dilettante,

Delicate-handed priest intone.
Tennys&n, Maud, vlii.

dilettanteism, n. See dilettantism.

dilettantish, dilettanteish (dil-e-tan'tish,
-te-ish), a. [< dilettant, dilettante, + -wftl.]

Inclined to or characterized by dilettantism.

George Eliot.

dilettantism, dilettanteism (dil-e-tan'tizm,

-te-izm), «. [= F. dilettantisme ; as dilettant,

dilettante, + -ism.^ The quality characteristic

of a dilettante ; specifically, in a disparaging
sense, desultory or affected pursuit of art, sci-

ence, or literature.

Dilettantism, hypothesis, speculation, a kind of amateur
search for truth ; this is the sorest sin. Carlyle,

Dilettanteigin, which is the twin sister of scepticism, be-

gan. Lowell, Among my Books, 2a ser., p. 37.

diligence^ (dil'i-jens), n. [Formerly also dili-

gency; < ME. diligence, < OF. diligence, F. dili-

gence = Pr. Sp. Pg. diligencia = It. diligenzia,

diligenza, < L. diligentia, carefulness, attentive-

ness, < diligen{t-)s, careful, etc.: see diligent.']

1. Constant and earnest effort to accomplish
what is undertaken ; constancy in the perform-
ance of duty or the conduct of business; per-
sistent exertion of body or mind ; industry; as-

siduity.

If your diligence be not speedy, I shall be there afore
you. Shale., Lear, 1. 5.

Prithee, fellow, wait;
I need not thy officious diligence.

Ford, 'TU Pity, iv. 1.

Why shouldst thou then obtrude this diligence.

In vain, where no acceptance it can And?
MUton, P. E., ii. 387.

2. Care; heed; caution; heedfulness.

Men may also doon other diligence

AlM>ute an oylcellar, it for to warme.
Falladi\u, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 19.

Keep thy heart with all diligence. Prov. iv. 23.

3. In law, the attention and care due from a
person in a given situation. The degree of care
necessary to constitute diligence depends on the relation
of the persons concerned to each other and the circum-
stances of the transaction.

4. In Scots law : (a) The warrant issued by a
court for enforcing the attendance of witnesses
or the production of writings. (6) The process
of law by which persons, lands, or effects are
attached on execution, or in security for debt.
—Common or ordinary diligence, that degree of dili-

gence which men in general exert in respect to their own
affairs ; that common prurience which men of business and
heads of families usually exhibit in conducting matters
which interest them. Broftin aiul Hadley.—To dO 0ne*8
diligence, to use one's 1>est efforts. [Arcliaic]

I wt>uld not haue the master either froune or chide
with him, if the childe haue done hie diligence.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 27.

Do thy diligence to come shortly unto me. 2 Tim. iv. 9.

= Syn. 1. Indtietn/, Application, etc. (see ateiduity), as-

si'luousiicss.— 2. Caution, circumspection, vigilance.

diligence^ (dil'i-jens; F. pron. de-le-zhons'), h.

[= D. G. Dan. diligence = 8w. diligens, < F.
diligence, a stage-coach (= 8p. Pg. diligencia =
It. diligenza), a particular use of diligence, ex-
pedition, despatch, speed, care: see diligenre^.

Hence by abbr. dillyi.] A public stage-coach:
usually with reference to France, but also ap-
plied to such stage-coaches elsewhere.

If it were possible to send me a line by the diligence to
Brighton, how grateful 1 should lie for such an indul-
gence ! Mnu. D^Arblay, Diary, I. 401.

diligencyt (<iil'i-J8n-8i)> »• Same as diligence'^.

Milton.

diligent (dil'i-^ent), a. [< ME. diligent, < OF.
diligent, F. diligent = Pr. diligent = Sp. Pg.
It. diligente, < L. diligen{t-)s, careful, attentive,
diligent prop, loving, esteeming, ppr. of dili-

gere, love, esteem much, lit. choose, select, < di-,

dis-, apart, -I- legere, choose : see elect, sekct.}

1. Constant in study or effort to accomplish
what is undertaken ; attentive and persistent
in doing anything ; industrious ; assiduous.

Seest thou a roan diligcTit in his business? he shall
stand before kings. Prov. xxii. 29.

Chance without merit brought me in : and diligence only
keeps me so, and will, living a.s I du among so many lazy
people that the diligent man ttecomes necessary, that they
cannot do anything without him. Pepya, Diary, U. 319.
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2. Steadily applied
; prosecuted with care and

constant effort ; careful
;
painstaking : as, make

diligent search.

The judges shall make diligent inquisition.
Deut. xix. 18.

Diligent cultivation of elegant literature. Prescott,

= Syn. Active, sedulous, laborious, persevering, indefati-

galjle, unremitting, untiring, painstaking.

diligentt, adv. [< diligent, a.] Diligently.

They may the better, sewrer, and more diligenter, exe-

cute, obserue, and ministre their said Officez.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 413.

diligently (dil'i-jent-li), adv. With diligence,

or steady application and care ; with industry
or assiduity ; not carelessly ; not negligently.

Being by this Means in the King's Eye, he so diligently

carried himself that he soon got into the King's Heart.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 261.

Ye shall diligently keep the commandments of the Lord
your God. Deut. vi. 17.

For all Paul's miracles, the Jews studied the scripture
the diligenterly, to see whether it were as he said or no.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 98.

diligentness (dil'i-jent-nes), n. Diligence.
Bailey, 1727.

dilll (dil), n. [< ME. dille, dylle, < AS. dile =
D. dille = OHO. tilli, MHG. title (G: dill, after

the D. form) = Dan. dild = Sw. dill, dill ; ori-

ginunknown.] 1. An umbelliferous plant, Pe«-
cedanum (Anethum) graveolens, an erect glau-
cous annual, with finely divided leaves, yellow
flowers, and an agreeably aromatic fruit, it is

a native of the Mediterranean and Caucasian region, is a
weed in many countries, and is frequently cultivated in

gardens. It is extensively grown in India, where the seeds
are nmch used for culinary and medicinal purposes. They
yield a volatile oil having a lemon-like odor, and the dis-

tilled water is used as a stomachic and carminative, and
as a veliicle for other medicines.

Now dile in places colde is goode to sowe,
Hit may with everie ayer under the skye.

Palladiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 82.

"Vervain and dUl
Hinder witches of their will.

Old English Proverb.

2. The two-seeded tare. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
dill2 (dil), V. t. [North. E. and Sc. ; < ME. dil-

len, dyllen, var. of dullen, dull, blunt : see dull,

r., of which dill^ is a doublet.] It. To dull;

blunt.— 2. To soothe; still; calm.

I half thee luiot baith loud and still,

Thir tomwonds twa or thre

;

My dule (grief] in dern liot gill [unless] thou dill.

Doubtless but dreid III die.

Robin and Makynr, Percy's Reliques.

I know what la in this medicine. It'll dill fevers.

S. Jxtdd, Margaret, p. 140.

dill^t (dil), n. [Another form of dem. Cf. dill-

ing.i Same as delV^.

Vrho loves not his dill, let him die at the gallows.
Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv. 1.

dill*t (dil), P. t. [ME. dillen, < Icel. dylja = Sw.
diilja= Dan. dSlge, conceal, hide.] To conceal

;

hide.
The rijt rode thai went to dille

Out of the cristen niennis skille.

That if with chaimce men on ham hit
Quilk thai sulde haue thai sulde no^t wftt.

Holy Hood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 108.

dill^t (dil)j »• An obsolete dialectal form of

dole^.

Dillenia (di-le'ni-a), «. [NL., named after J.

J. Dillen (1687-1^47), a professor of botany at

Oxford.] A genus of plants, natural order Dil-

Flower of DilU»xa specicsa.

dilucidation

leniacece, consisting of lofty forest-trees, natives
of tropical Asia. They have large leaves and showy
wliite or yellow flowers. D. pentagyna is a handsome
tree, common in the forests of India and Burma. D. spe-

ciosa is also a tine tree, frequently planted in India for or-
nament ; its large acid fruits are used in curries, and for

making jelly, etc. The leaves of some of the species, as
in other genera of the order, are very firm and rough, and
are used like sand-paper for polishing woodwork.

Dilleniaceae (di-le-ni-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < D-il-

lenia + -acew.] An order of polypetalous plants,

nearly allied to the Eanunculacece and Magno-
liacece, including 16 genera and about 160 spe-

cies, trees or shrubs, mostly tropical.

dilleniaceOUS (di-le-ni-a'shius), a. Belonging
to or characteristic of the natural order IHlle-

niacece.

dillingt (dil'ing), J). [Appar. an assimilation

of derling, older form of darling, q. v.] 1. A
darling; a favorite.

The youngest and the last, and lesser than the other.

Saint Helen's name doth bear, the dilling of her mother.
Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 114.

Sunne, moone, and seaven starres make thee the dilling

of fortune. Marston, What You Will, ii. 1.

2. A child bom when the father is very old.

Minsheu.
dillisk (dil'isk), m. [Cf. dulse.] The Irish

name for the dulse, Bhodymenia palmata.
dills (dilz), B. Same as dulse.

dillue (dil'ii), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. dillued, ppr.

dilluing. [Origin obscure.] In mining, to finish

the dressing of (tin-ore) in very fine hair sieves

:

a process now little used, if at all. [Cornwall,

Eng.]
dilluer (dil'ii-ir), n. [See dillue.'] A fine hair

sieve for tin-ore. [Cornwall, Eng.]

The smallest tin which passes through the wire sieve

is put into another finely weaved horse-hair sieve, called a
Dilluer, by which and the skill of the workman it is made
merchantable. Pryee (1788).

dillireed (dil'wed), n. [Also written dilweed;

< ditt^, 2, + iceedK] Mayweed.
dillyl (dil'i), n. An abbreviation of diligence".

So down thy hill, romantic Ashbourn, glides

The Derby dUly, carrying thi-ee insides.

6. Canning, in Loves of the Triangles.

dilly2 (dil'i), n. Same as daffodil, daffodilly.

dillyS (dil'i), n. A small sapotaceous tree, Mi-
musops Sieberi, specifically called the wild dilly,

found on the Florida keys and in the West In-

dies. Its wood is very heavy and hard, of a
dark-brown color, and susceptible of a beauti-

ful polish.

dilly-dally (dil'i-dal'i), v. i. [A varied redu-

plication of daWy. Ct. shilly-shally.] To loiter;

delay; trifie. [CoUoq.]

What you do, sir, do ; don't stand dilly.dallyimj.

Richardgo7i, Pamela, I. 27.'>.

dilo (de'16), n. A Fijian name for the Calophyl-

lum Inophyllum. See Calophyllum.

dilogical (di- or di-loj'i-kal), a. [< dilogy +
-ical.] Having a double meaning; equivocal;

ambiguous. [Rare.]

Some of the subtler have delivered their opinions in

such spurious, enigmatical, dilogical terms as the devil

gave his oracles. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 10.

dilogy (dil'o-ji or di'lo-ji), n. [< L. dilogia, <

Gr. tk/loym, repetition (cf. dihnelv, repeat), < it-,

d/f, twice, + Myuv, speak.] In rhet. : (a) The
use of a word or words twice in the same con-
text ; repetition, especially for the sake of em-
phasis. Unnecessary or ill-judged dilogy results

in tautology (which see). (6) Intentional use

of an ambiguous expression; the word or ex-

pression so used. Ambiguity in a wider sense

IS called amphiboly or amphibology.

dilncidt (di- or di-lu'sid), a. [< L. dilucidus,

clear, bright, < dilucere, be clear, < di-, di.^-,

apart, + lucere, be light: see lucid.] Clear;

lucid.

[Obscurity of laws springs] from an ambiguous, or not so

perspicuous and dilucide, description of laws.
Bacon, Learning, viii. 3.

dilucidatet (di- or di-lu'si-dat), v. t. [< ML. *di-

lueidatus, pp. of *dilueidare (> It. dilucidarc =
Sp. Pg. dilucidar = F. dilucider), make clear, <

L. dilucidus, clear: see dilucid. Cf. elucidate.]

To make clear; elucidate.

Dilucidating it with all the light which ... the pro-

fouudest knowledge of the sciences had empowered him
to cast upon it. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, III. xxxvii.

dilucidationt (di- or di-lii-si-da'shon), n. [=
F. diluciilation = Sp. dilucidacion = Pg. diluci-

dacSo = It. dilucidazione, < LL. dilueidatio{n-),

< L. *dilucidare, make clear: see dilucUlatej

The act of making clear.
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If TOch daueidatiom be necessary to male us value dlluvianism (di- or dl-lu'vi-an-izm), n. [< di-

writings . . . written in an European language, and in

times and countries much nearer to ours, how much do

you think we must lose of the elegancy of the Bool< of Job

. . . and other sacred composures? Boj/ie, Worlis, II. 2(i0.

dilucidityt (dil-u-sid'i-ti), «. [< dilucid + -ity.

Cf. lucidity.
'i

'fhe quality of being dilucid or

clear. Holland, tr. of Plutarch.

dllucidlTt (di- or di-lii'sid-li), adv. Clearly;

lucidly.

Nothing could be said more d«i«nd;,v and fully to this
• a. . ,a- „_ ji i,-,'„; k4^\ „ i

whole matter. Hammond, Worlcs, II. iv. 192. dllUViatet (dl- or dl-lu Vl-at), V. t

lui'ian + -jsm.] A geological theory which is

largely based on the supposition of the former
occurrence of a universal deluge, in the early

history of geology the deluge played an important part,

and many leading facts were explained by reference to it.

Linguistic philology has been actually created by it [the

scientific movement of the age] out of the crude observa-

tions and wild deductions of earlier times, as truly as

chemistry out of alchemy, or geology out of diluviammt.
Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 766.

[< L. diluvi-

diluent (dil'ii-ent), a. and «. [< L. diUien{t-)s,

ppr. of diluere"dilute: see dilute, r.] I. a. Di-

luting ; serving for dilution.

Every fluid is diluent, as it contains water in it.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, v.

atus, pp. of diluviare, overflow, deluge, < diluvi-

um, a flood, deluge : see diluvium, and cf. deluge,

v."] To overflow; run, as a flood.

These inundations have so wholly diluviated over all

the south. Sir E. Sandys, State of Eeligion, sig. S 2 (1606).

n n. 1 That which dUutes, or makes more diluviet. diluvyt, «• [< ME. diluvie, deluvie < L.

fluid"; a fluid that weakens the strength or con- dduvmm, flood, deluge: see dtluvmm and del-

sisteuce of another fluid upon mixture.

There is no real diluent but water.
Arbuthnot, Aliments, v.

«gre.] Deluge.

This deluvie of pestilence.
Chaucer, L'Envoy to Scogan, 1. 14.

In the dyluuy or generall floud, he saued the niarryed

howshold of JToe, ye foren virgincs peryshing therein.

Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 101.

The diluuye drowned not the worlde in one daye.
Joye, Expos, of Daniel, x.

a. In med., a substance which increases the

percentage of water in the blood. Diluents

consist of water and watery liquors.

dilute (di- or di-lut'), v.
;
pret. and pp. diluted,

ppr. diluting. [_< li. dilutus, pp. ot diluere (> It.
dij^ivioii (di-or di-lu'vi-on), «. {= F . diluvion,

diluire = Sp. Pg. diluir= ¥. diluer), wash away, ^ ^ diluvio(n-), equiv. to diluvium : see diluvi-

dissolve, cavise to melt, dilute, < di-, dis-, away, „„j_-| game as diluvium.
apart, + luere = Gr. ^vetv, wash. Hence also (Jii^vium (di- or di-lu'vi-um), n. [= F. di-

(^ ii.'diluere) diluent, diluvium.'] I. trans. 1

To render more liquid; make thin or more
fluid, as by mixture of a fluid of less with one of

greater consistence ; attenuate the strength or

consistence of: often used figuratively: as, to

dilute a narrative with weak reflections.

The aliment ought to be thin to dilute, demulcent to

temper, or acid to subdue. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

Hence— 2. To weaken, as spirit or an acid, by
an admixture of water or other liquid, which
renders the spirit or acid less concentrated.

—

3. To make weak or weaker, as color, by mix-

ture ; reduce the strength or standard of.

Tlie chamber was dark, lest these colours should be di-

luted and weakened by the mixture of any adventitious

light. Newton.

n. in trans. To become liquid or more liquid

;

become thin or reduced in strength : as, vinegar

dilutes easUy. <1jliTtTw4- «
dUute (di- or di-liit'), a. [= It. diluto, < L. di- fA^J'j

,;

lutus,pp.: see the verb.] 1. Thin; attenuated; Oi^weeu, /i

reduced in strength, as spirit or color.

JHtuie acids are almost without action.

Benedikl, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 121.

2. Weak; paltry; poor.

They had but dilute ideas of God's nature, and scant

discoveries of his will. Barrow, Sermons, III. iii.

diluteness (di- or dl-lut'nes), n. The state of

being dilute ; thinness.

What that diluteness is which Vossius saith is more
proper to F than Q, I understand not.

Bp. Wilkins, Real Character, iii. 12.

dllnter (di- or di-lu't6r), n. One who or that

which dilutes.

dilution (di- or di-lu'shon), n. [= F. dilution

So), < L. as if *<JjZm-

luvium = Sp. Pg. It. diluvio, < L. diluvium (also

diluvies and diluvio, a flood, deluge (whence dim.

dime

6. Not clearly apprehending; dull of appre-

hension.

The understanding is dim. Rogers.

= Syn. 2. Indistinct, ill-deflned, indefinite, shadowy, con-

fused, mysterious, imperfect.

Il.t ^- The dark; darkness; night.

Wen the day vp drogh, & the dym voidit,

All the troiens full tit tokyn thaire armys.
That were hoole and vnhurt hastid to ffild.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7133.

dim (dim), V.
;
pret. and pp. dimmed, ppr. dim-

ming. [< ME. dimmen, make dim, become dim,

< AS. "dimmian, in comp. d-dimmian, for-dim-

mian, make dim (= Icel. dimma, become dim),

< dim, a. : see dim, a.] I. trajis. To make dim,

faint, or obscure ; render less bright, clear, or

distinct; becloud; obscure; tarnish; sully: as,

to dim the eye ; to ditn the vision ; to dim the

prospect ; to dim gold.

I hate to see, mine eyes are dimd with teares.

Spenser, Daphnaida, v-

Hee is natures fresh picture newly drawn in Oyle, whicr
time and much handling dimmes and defaces.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Childc.

Thus while he spake, each passion dimm'd his face,

Thrice changed with pale ire, envy, and despair.
aaton, P. L., iv. 114.

H. intrans. To become dim, faint, or obscure;

fade.

Turning the dimming light into yellow murk.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 167.

An abbreviation of diminuendo.

ult. E. deluge, q. v.), < diluere, wash away
see dilute.'] 1. A deluge or an inundation;

an overflowing.— 2, Coarse detrital material,

wherever found: a term introduced into ge-

ology in consequence of a general belief in

the past occurrence of a universal deluge.
Finer materials, usually occupying the lower pai-ts of

valleys, and occurring especially along the courses of

great rivers, were called alluvium (which see^. In

the use of the words diluvium and alluvium (diluvial,

alluvial) there is an obscure recognition of a fundamental
fact in geology, namely, that rivers have been gradually

diminishing in volume, a condition which necessarily con-

nects itself with diminished erosive power. But the idea

of a catastrophic period of diluvial action, preceded and
followed by repose, such as lies at the base of the belief

111 the deluge, is no longer in vogue, and the word dilu
, .

vium has become almost obsolete except among German Dunastlga (dl-mas tl-ga), «. pi.

dimaris, dimatis (dim'a-ris, -tis), n. [An artifi-

cial term. ] The mnemonic name of that mood of

the fourth figiu'e of syllogism which has affirma-

tive propositions for its premises, one universal,

the other particular. The oldest name for this mood
seems to have been drimatis, of which dimatis is an im-

provement, and dimaris is now most commonly in use. The
following is an example of this mood : Some commendable
actions are recognized by the political economists; but
every action recognized by the economists is a selfish one

;

therefore, some selfish actions are commendable. The let-

ters of the word have the following significations : i, a, and
I show the quantity and quality of the propositions ; d,

that the reduction is to darii; m, that the premises are

transposed in reduction ; «, that the conclusion of the re-

duction is to be simply converted. See .41,2 (6), and con-

version, 2.

[NL., < Gr.

geologists.

See diluvie.

n. See dillweed.

dim (dim), a. and n. [< ME. dim, dym, < AS.
dim, dimm = OFries. dim = OS. "dim (found

(!i-, two-, -t- fidart^ QmcTiy-), a whip (flagellum).]

A division of the pantostomatous or true flagel-

late infusorians, containing those which have
two flagella: distinguished from Monomastiga
and Polymastiga.

only once, altered to thim, in a verse alliterat- dlmastigate (di-mas'ti-gat), o. [As Dimastiga
ing with iA) = Icel. (?WJ«r, dim (ef. Sw. Amma, + -ate^.] Biflagellate; having two flageUa;
a fog, mist, haze, dimmig, foggy), = OHG. tim- specifically, of or pertaining to the Dimastiga.
ber, MHG. timber, timmer, dark, dim. Prob. not flimatis, n. See dimaris.
connected with OHG. demar, MHG. demere, (Jimblet (dim'bl), n. [The equiv. form dingle

twilight (whence G. ddmmern (> Dan. dcemre), geems to be a variation of dimhle, and dimhle

(cf. Sp. diluieion = Pg. dilui'gdo

tio(n-), < diluere, pp. dilutus, dilute : see dilute.']

1. The act of making thin, weak, or more
liquid ; the thinning or weakening of a fluid by
mixture; the state of being diluted: often used
figuratively with respect to argument, narra-

tion, or the like.

Opposite to dilution is coagulation or thickening.
Arbuthnot, Aliments, v.

2. A diluted substance ; the result of diluting.

dilntionist (di- or di-lu'shon-ist), n. [< dilution

+ -isi.] In homeopathy, one who advocates the
medicinal use of drugs in a diluted or attenuated
state.—Hlgh-dllutionist, a homeopathist who advo-

cates extreme dilution or attenuation of drugs.—Low-
cUlUtlonlflt, one who takes a less extreme view than the
preceding.

diluvial (di- or di-lu'vi-El), a. [= F. Pg. dilu-

vial, < LL. diluvialis, of a flood, < L. diluvium, a
flood: see diluvium.] 1. Pertaining to a flood

or deluge, especially to the deluge recorded in

Genesis.— 2. In geol., related to or consisting

of diluvium.
diluvialist (di- or di-lti'vi-al-ist), n. [< diluvial

-I- -ist.] One who endeavors to explain geologi-

cal phenomena by reference to a general flood

or deluge, particularly the Noachian deluge.

diluvian (di- or di-lu'vi-an), a. [= F. diluvien=
Kp. Pg. It. diluviano; &a diluvium + -an.] Re-
lating to or of the nature of a deluge ; diluvial.

Interior Alps, gigantic crew.

Who triumphed o'er diluvian power

!

Wordsworth, Desultory Stanzas.

be dim, ddmmerung (> Dan. dcemring), dim-

ness, twilight), L. tenebrce for *temebra;, dark-

ness, = Skt. tamisrd, dark, night; cf. Skt. tamas,

gloom, Lith. tamsus, dark, tamsa, darkness,

Russ. temnuii, dim, dark, temno, darkly, Ir. teim,

dim.] I. a.; comp. dimmer, superl. dimmest.

1 . Faintly luminous ; somewhat obscure from
lack of light or luminosity; dark; obscure;

shadowy.
Whan ony schalle dye, the Lyghte begynnethe to

chaunge and to wexe dym. Mandeville, Travels, p. 60.

And storied windows richly dight.

Casting a dim religious light.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 160.

a variation (perhaps through association with

dim; cf. the epithet gloomy in the quotations)

of the equiv. E. dial, dutnble, a wooded dingle.

Origin unknown ;
possibly a dim. of dumpS, a

pit, a pool, a deep nole containing water: see

dump^. Cf. E. dial, drumble, drumbow, a dingle

or ravine, appar. not connected with dumble.]

A dingle ; a glen ; a retired place.

And Satyrs, that in shades and gloomy dimbles dwell.

Run whooting to the hills to clap their ruder hands.
Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 190.

Within a gloomy dimble shee doth dwell,

Down in a pit, o'ergrown with brakes and briars.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, " "

2. Not clearly seen; indistinct; obscured by dime (dim),)!, and a. [Also, as a historicalterm
some intervening medium imperfectly trans-

Earent, as mist or haze; misty; hazy; hence,

guratively, not clearly apprehended; faint;

vague : as," a dim prospect ; a dim recollection.

Vnto me es this mater dym,
Bot sum knawing I haue by him.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

I have most dim apprehensions of the four great mon-
archies. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

Dim with the mist of years, gray flits the shade of power.
Byron, Childc Harold, ii. 2.

The light about the altar was the only light in the

church ; the nave and aisles were dim in the twilight.

C. E. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 6.

3. Dull in luster; lusterless; tarnished.

How is the gold become dim ! how is the most fine gold

changed

!

Lam. iv. 1.

4. Not seeing clearly; having the vision ob-

scured and indistinct, as the eye.

On the stranger's dim and dying eye
T'he soft, sweet pictures of his childhood lie.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, vi.

Eyes grown dim
With hope of change that came not.

WUlxam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 263.

(def. I., 1), disme; < ME. dyme, disme, tithe, < OF.
disme, F. dime, tithe, tenth, = Pr. desme, deime,

< L. deeimus, tenth, < deeem = E. fen ; see deci-

mal.] I, n. If. A tithe.

Take her [their] landes, se loi-des and let hem [prelates]

lyue by dymet. Piers Plowman (B), xv. 626.

The Acte of Parlement for tythynges of trees alioue XX
yere growinges, &c. . . . Persuns vicars of holi chirche

y said marchauntes enpledcn and trauaill in crysteu

coast for y« dymcs of ye said woede.
Antolas Chronicle, p. 45.

2t. The number ten.

Every tithe soul, 'niougst many thousand dimnes.

Hath been as dear as Heleu. Shak., T. and C, ii. a.

3. A sUver coin
of the United
States, of the
value of 10 cents,

being the tenth
part of a dollar,

worth about 4|
pence English.

Obverse. Rc.««. n.«. Sold for
Dime of the United states. (Size of the ***.

original.) a dime. — Dime



dime

nOTBlt a story printed in a cheap form, and usually sold

for a dime: applied esx>ecially to sensational literature,

[U.S.]

Dimecodon (<li-me'ko-don), n. [NL., < Gr. 6i-,

two-, + /i'/Koc, length, + odm', Ionic for Movg =
E. tooth.^ A notable genus of Japanese moles,

of the family Talpid(e, related to Urotrichus,

having teeth of two lengths (whence the name),
and the anterior incisors broad and spatulate.
The dental formula is : 3 incisors in each upper, 2 in each
lower half-jaw, 1 canine, 3 premolars, and 3 molars in each
half-jaw. The type-species is D. pUirostris, having the
general aspect of Urotrichus talpoides ; tail vertebrse half

the lenjjth of the head and body, soles and palms entirely

scaly, and snout pilose. Originally misspelled Dytnecodon.
P. W. True, 1S86.

dimension (di-men'shon), »(. [< OF. dimension,

F. dimension = Pr. dimencio = Sp. dimension =
Pg. dimensSo = It. dimensione = D. dimensie =
Gr. Dan. 8w. dimension, < L. dimensio{n-), a mea-
suring, extent, dimension, diameter or axis, <

dimetiri, pp. dimensus, measure off, measure out
(cf- ppr. dimetien{t-)s, as a noun, diameter), <

di- for dis-, apart, -f- metiri, measure : see 7nea-

»«re.] 1. Magnitude measured along a diam-
eter; the measure through a body or closed
figure along one of its principal axes ; length,

breadth, or thickness. Thus, a line has one dimen-
sion, length; a plane surface two, length and breadth;
and a solid three, length, breadth, and thickness. The
number of dimensions being equal to the number of prin-

cipal axes, and tliat to the number of independent direc-

tions of e.xtenaion, it has become usual, in mathematics,
to express the number of ways of spread of a figure by
saying that it has two, three, or n dimensions, although
the idea of measurement is quite extraneous to the fact

expressed. The word generally occurs in the plural, re-

ferring to length, breadth, and thickness.

So doe those skils, whose quick eyes doe explore
The just ditnensioii both of earth and heaven.

Sir J. DavUs, Dancing, st. 95.

A dark
Illimitable ocean, without bound.
Without ditnengimi, where length, breadth, and highth.
And time, and place, are lost. Milton, F. L., ii. 893.

These as a line their long dimermon drew.
Streaking the ground with sinuous trace.

Milton, P. L., vii. 480.

Hence— 2. A mode of linear magnitude in-

volved (generally along with others) in the
quantity to which it belongs, (a) In al<i., a vari-

able factor, the number of dimensions of an expression
l>eing the number of variable factors in that term for
which this numl)er is the largest, {h) In phyit., a linear
measure of length, time, mass, or any kind of quantity
regarded as a fundamental factor of the quantity of which
it is a dimension. If M, L, T, are the units of mass,
length, and time, the dimensions of a velocity are said to
be liT— *, or one dimension of length and minus one of
time ; those of an acceleration arc said to be LT— ' ; those
of a momentum, MLT~^ ; those of a force, MLT— ' ; those
of a quantity of energy, ML^T— * ; those of the action of a
moving system, ML^T ; those of a horse-power, ML'T— ^

;

those of a pressure, ML—*T— ; those of a density, ML— ^

;

etc.

We are Justified in considering the ran^, the flat pen-
cil, and the axial pencil, as of the Same dimensiotis, since
to every point in the first corresponds one ray in the
second and one plane in the third.

Cremona, Projective Geometry (tr. by Leueadorf).

3. Bulk; size; extent or capacity : commonly
in the plural : as, the question is assuming great
dimensions.

The shapely limb and lubricated joint,
Withiu the small dimensions of a point.

Cowper, Retirement

In dimension, and the shape of nature,
A gracious person. Shale., T. N., i. 5.

My friend's dimensions as near as possible approximate
to mine. Lantb, &chelor's Complaint.

4t. That which has extension; matter; espe-
cially, the human body and its organs : so often
in the plural.

A spirit 1 am, indeed

:

Hut am In that dimension grossly clad.
Which from the womb I did participate.

Shale., T. N., V. 1.

Why bastard ? wherefore base ?

When my dimensions are as well compact.
My mind as generous, and my shape at true
As honest madam's issue ? Shak., Lear, i. 2.

Method Of dimensions, a metho^l of treating some dy-
namical and other problems, by considering only the dl-
mcn'tiona of the tllfferent quantities, not their magnitudes.

dimension (<li-men'8hon), r. t. [< dimension, ».]
To mea.sure the dimensions of ; proportion.
[Rare.]

I propose to break and enliven it by compartments in
colours, according to the enclosed sketch, which you nnist
adjust and difnt-nttion. Watpote, letters, I. .'J.'i.'i.

dimensional (di-men'shon-al), a. [< dimension
+ -rt/.] 1. Pertaining to extension in space;
having a dimension or dimensions ; measurable
in one or more directions : used in compositiou

:

as, a line is a one-dimensional, a surface a two-
dimcnsional, and a solid a three-dimensional ob-
ject.— 2. Relating to dimension: as, a dimen-
sional equation.
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dimensionality (di-men-shon-al'j-ti), n. [< di-

mension + -alHij.'] The number of dimensions
of a quantity.

dimensioned (di-men'shond), a. [< dimension
+ -('(Z^.] Having dimensions. [Rare.]

A mantle purple-ting'd, and radiant vest,

IHmension'd equal to his size. Pope, Odyssey, xix.

dimensionless (di-men'shon-les), a. [< dimen-
sion -t- -less.^ Without dimensions or bulk.

Their prayers
Flew up, nor miss'd the way : ... in they pass'd
Dimensionless through heavenly doors.

Milton, P. L., xi. 17.

dimension-lumber (di-men'shon-lum-'ber), Ji.

Lumber cut to specified sizes.

dimension-work (di-men'shon-werk), n. Ma-
sonry consisting of stones whose dimensions
are fixed by specification.

dimensityt (di-men'sj-ti), n. [Irreg. < L. di-

mensns, pp. of dimetiri (see dimension), after
immensity. "\ Dimension ; extent ; capacity.

Of the smallest stars in sky
We know not the dimensity.

Hoicell, Letters, iv. 44.

dlmensi'7et (di-men'siv), a. [< L. dimensus,

pp. (see dimension), + -ive.'] Diametral; per-
taining to the principal axes of a body or figure.

All lx)die8 have their measure and their space.
But who can draw the soule's dimensive lines?

Sir J. Daviex, Nosce Teipsum, st. 88.

dimensum (di-men'sum), n. [< ML. dimensum
(neut. of L. dimensus, pp. of dimetiri, measure
out: see dimension), equiv. to L. demensum, a
measured allowance, ration (of slaves), neut.
of demensus, pp. of demetiri, measure out, mea-
sure, < de, down, -I- metiri, measure: see mea-
sure.^ A portion measured out ; a dole.

You are to blame to use the poor dumb Christians
So cruelly, defraud 'em of their dimensum.

B. Jonson, New Inn, ill. 1.

Dimera (dim'e-rS), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
dimerus : see dimerous.'] 1 . A group of coleop-
terous insects. Latreille, 1807.— 2. A division
of hemipterous insects in which the tarsi are
two-jointed, as in the Aphididce and Psyllid<e, or
plant-lice. The group was formerly a section of Ho-
iiwptera; it corresponds to the modern group Phytoph-
thiria, excepting the Coccidre cjr scale-insects, whose tarsi

are one-jointed. Westwood, 1840.

dimeran (dim'e-ran), a. and n. [< Dimera -f-

-OH.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the Dimera.

II. n. One of the Dimera.
dimerism (dim'e-rizm), «. [< dimer-ous + -ism.]

An arrangement of floral organs in which there
are two of each kind ; the quality of being dim-
erous.

dimerli, n. A corn-measure of Rumania, equal
to 24.6 liters, or a little less than 3 United
States pecks.
Dimerosomata (dim'e-ro-s6'ma-ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of "dimerosomatus : see dimero-
somatous.] An order of pulmonary araehni-
dans, corresponding to the Araneides of La-
treille, and containing the true spiders or Ara-
neida, as distinguished from the Polymerosomata
or scorpions, etc. : so called from the marked
division of the body into two regions, cephalo-
thorax and abdomen. W. E. Leach.

dimerosomatons (dim'e-ro-som'a-tus), a. [<
NL. "dimeriisomatus, < (?r. diucp^g'i in two parts
(see dimerous), + auiia(T-), body.] Having the
body divided into eephalothorax and abdomen,
as a spider ; specifically, pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Dimerosomata.
dimerous (dim'e-ms), a. [< NL. dimerns, < Gr.
6i/jepi/c, divided' into two parts, < 6i-, two-, +
/iipoc, a part.] 1. Con-
sisting of or divided
into two parts; bipar-
tite. Specifically— 2. In
bot., having two mem-
bers in each whorl : said
of flowers. Sometimes
written by botanists 2-

merous.— 3. In entom.,
having two-jointed tarsi

;

specifically, pertaining
to the Dimera Dime-
rous thorax, one in which
the mcsothorax and meta-
thorax are closely united, but
the prothorax is distinct, as in
most Coteftptera.

dimetallic (di-me-tal'ik),

a. [< rfi-2 + metallic.']

In chcm., containing two
atoms of a metallic ele-

ment.

Dimerous Flower (Circera)
and diagram of same.

t, bract : s, sepals
; /. petals

:

st, st, stamens i o, tw<M:cUed

diminish

dimeter (dim'e-tfer), a. and n. [< Gr. Muerpo^, <
(i(-, two-, -t- /ifTpoi;, a measure.] I. a. in pros.,
consisting of two measures; divisible into two
feet or dipodies.

II, «. In pros., a verse or period consisting
of two feet or dipodies : as, an Ionic dimeter;
iambic dimeters.

dimethylaniline (di-meth-i-lan'i-lin), n. [<
(?(-2 -t- methyl + aniline.] An oily liquid, Cg
H5N(CHo)2, obtained by heating aniline with
methyl alcohol and hydrochloric acid, it solidi-
fies at 41" F., and forms liquid salts with acids. It is a
base from which certain dyes are prepared.

dimetric (di-met'rik), a. [< Gr. Si-, two-, -I-

fiirpov, a measure, + -ic. See dimeter.'] In
crystal., having the vertical axis longer or short-
er than the two equal lateral axes, as the square
octahedron—Dimetric system. See tetragonal.

dimicationt (dim-i-ka'shon), n. [< L. dimica-
tio{n-), a fight, < dimicare, pp. dimicatus, fight,

lit. brandish (one's weapons against the enemy),
< di-, dis- (intensive) + micare, move quickly
to and fro, shake, vibrate, flash.] A oattle or
fight; contest; the act of fighting. Johnson.

Let us now be not more sparing of our tears, to wash
off the memory of these our unbrotherly dimications.

Bp. Hall, Mystery of Godliness.

dimidiate (di-mid'i-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. di-

midiated, ppr. dimidiating. [< L. dimidiaius,

pp. of (LL.) dimidiare, halve, < dimidius, adj.,

half, neut. dimidium, a half (> ult. demi-, q. v.),

< di-, dis-, apart, + medius, middle : see middle,
medium.] To divide into two equal parts. In
her.: (a) To cut in halves, showing only one half. Thus,
when a shield bearing a lion is impaled with a shield bear-
ing a chevron, these bearings may be each represented in
full in the half shield, or each bearing may be dimidiated
— that is, one half of the lion and one half of the chevron
only shown. 'X'his, however, is liable to lead to confusion,
and is rare. (&) To cut off a part, as a half or nearly so,

from any hearing. Thus, a sword dimidiated would show
the hilt and half of the blade only, and would appear as if

the other half had been cut away.

dimidiate (di-mid'i-at), a. [< L. dimidiatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Divided into two equal
parts ; halved ; hence, half the tisual

size, or half as large as something
else. Specifically

—

(a) In bot. tLiid entom.,
having, as an organ, one part so much
smaller tlian the other as to appear to be
missing, or altogether wanting. (&) Split
into two on one side, as tlie calyptra of some
mosses, (c) In zool. and anat.. representing
or represented by only one half ; one-sided

;

specirtcally applied to cases of hermaphro-
ditism in which the organism is male on
one side of tlie body and female on the
other. See hermaphroditism. Dimidiate Ca-

Insects, like crustaceans, are occasion-
ally subject to one-sided or dimidiate hermaphroditism.

Ou'en. Anat.

(d) In her., reduced or diminished by half.— Dimidiate
elytra, in entom., elytra which cover but half of the ab-
domen.—Dimidiate fascia, line, etc., in enlom., one
which traverses half of a wing or elytron, or extends half-
way roinid a part, as the antennse.

diniidiation (di-mid-i-a'shon), n. [< LL. di-
midiatio(n-), < dimidiare, halve: see dimidiate,
V. ] The act of halving ; division into two equal
parts ; the state of being halved.

The earliest system of impalement was hydimidiation:
that is, by cutting two shields in half, and placing together
the dexter half of one and the sinister half of the other,
and thus forming a single composition.

C. Boutetl, Heraldry, p. 220.

Dlmldlatlon formula, an expression for the sine, etc.,

of the lialf of an angle in terms of similar functions of the
angle itself.

dimilancet, n. Same as demi-lance.

dimin. An abbreviation of diminuendo.
diminish (di-min'ish), V. [Early mod. E., with
suffix -ish^ (after minish), for ME. diminuen, <
F. diminuer = Pr. diminuir, diminuar, demevir
= Sp. Pg. diminuir = It. dimimiire, < ML. di-

minuere, a common but incorrect form of L.
deminuere, make smaller, lessen, diminish, < de,

from, + minuere, lessen, make small, < minus,
less: see minus, minish, minute. L. dimimiere
(or dimminuere) means 'break into small pieces,'

< di-, dis-, apart, asunder, + minuere, make
small.] I. trans. 1. To lessen; make or seem
to make less or smaller by any means; reduce

:

opposed to increase and augment: as, to dimin-
ish a number by subtraction; to divtinish the
revenue by reducing the customs.

The passions are inflamed by sympathy; the fear of

punishment and the sense of shame are diminished by
partition. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

Concave glasses are called diminishinrj glasses.

Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 89.

2. To lower in power, importance, or estima-
tion; degrade; belittle; detract from.

I will diminish them, that they shall no more rule over
the nations. £zek. xxix. 15.



diminish

This impertinent humour of diminishing every one
who is produced in conversation to their advantage runs
through the world. StttU^ Spectator, No. 348.

3. To take away; subtract: with /com, and ap-

plied to the object removed.

Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you,

neither shall ye diminish ought /ront it. Deut. iv. 2.

Nothing was diminishedfrom the safety of tlie king by
the imprisonment of the duke. Sir J. Hayward.

4. In muHc, to lessen by a semitone, as an in-

tervaL
H. intrans. To lessen ; become or appear less

or smaller ; dwindle : as, the prospect of suc-

cess is diminishing by delay.

What judgment I had increases rather than diminishes.
Dryden.

Crete's ample fields dim.inish to our eye

;

Before the Boreal blasts the vessels fly.

Pope, Odyssey.

= Syn. Dirindle, Contract, etc. (see decrease); to shrink,

.subside, abate, ebb, fall off.

diminisliable (di-min'ish-a-bl), o. [< diminish

+ -ablet'i Capable of being reduced in size,

volume, or importance.

diminisned (di-min'isht), p. a. [Pp. of dimin-

ish, v.'\ Lessened; made smaller; contracted;

hence, belittled; degraded.

At whose sight all the stars

Hide their diminish'd heads.
Milton, P. L., iv. 36.

She feels the Change, and deep regrets the Shame
Of Honours lost, and her diminish'd Name.

Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

Diminished arch, an arch less than a semicircle.—Di-
minished bar, in joinery, tlie bar of a sash which is thin-

nist on its inner edge.— Diminished chord, in music, a

chord having a diminished interval between its upper and
lower tones. See chord, 4.— Diminished interval, in

music, an interval one semitone shorter than the corre-

sponding perfect or the corresponding minor interval.

See interval.— Diminished subject, in tnusic, a subject

or theme repe<atfil or imitated in diminution (which see).

— Diminislied triad, in music, a triad consisting of a tone
with its miner third and its diminislied fifth— that is, two
minor thirds superposed ; in the major scale, the triad on
the seventh tone. See triad.

diminisher (di-min'ish-6r), n. One who or that
which diminishes.

The diminisher of regal, but the demolisher of episcopal

authority. Clarke, Sermons, p. 241.

diminishingly (di-min'ish-ing-li), adv. In a
diminishing manner ; in a way to belittle repu-
tation.

I never heard him censure, or so much as speak dimin-
ishingly of any one who was absent. Locke.

dimlnislling-mle (di-min'ish-ing-r61), n. In
arch., a broad rule cut with a concave edge

:

used to ascertain the swell of a column, to try

its curvature, etc.

diminisllillg-SCaleCdi-min'ish-ing-skal), n. In
arch., a scale of gradation used to find the dif-

ferent points in drawing the spiral curve of the
Ionic volute.

diminishing-stuff (di-min'lsh-ing-stuf), «. In
ship-building, planks wrought under the wales
of a ship, diminishing gradually till they come
to the thickness of the bottom plank.

duninlshmentt (di-min'ish-ment), n. [< dimin-
ish + -ment.~\ Diminution; aWtement.
You . . . shall consenie the same whole and entire,

vittiont dim.inishment, vntill you shall haue deliuered . . .

the same. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 233.

Euerye man seeth by and by what foloweth, a great di-

tninishment of the strength of the realme.
Sir J. Cheke, Hurt of Sedition.

diminuei, v. See diminish.

diminuendo (It. pron. de-me-no-en'do). [It.,<

diminujre, diminish : see diminish.'] In music, an
instruction to the performer to lessen the vol-

ume of sound: often indicated by dim., dimin.,

or by the sign .;:=» : the opposite of crescendo.

diminuent (di-min'u-ent), a. [< ML. diminu-
en(t-)s for L. deminue'n(t-)s, ppr. of deminuere,
diminish : see diminish.'] Diminishing ; lessen-

ing. [Bare or obsolete.]

The comparative degree in such kind of expressions be-

ing usually taken for a diminui nt term.
Bp. Sanderson, Sermons, Pref.

dimlniltet (dim'i-nut), a. [< ML. diminutus for
L. deminutus, small, pp. of deminuere, diminish

:

see diminish.] Keduced ; small.

In matters of contract it is not lawful so much as to
conceal the secret and undisceriiible faults of the mer-
chandize; but we must acknowledge them, or else affix

prices made diminute, and lessened to such proportions
and abatements as that fault should make.

Jer. Taylor, Christian Simplicity.

Diminute being, being in the divine mind before creation.
Diminute conversion, in logic. See conversion, 2.

dlminutelyt (dim'i-nvit-li), adv. In a manner
which lessens ; as reduced.
An execration only ; but that, too, elliptically and dimi-

nuUiy uttered. Bp. Sanderson.
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diminution (dim-i-nu'shon), n. [< ME. dimi-

nution, diminucion,< 0¥ .'diminution, P. diminu-

tion = Pi', diminutio = Sp. diminucion (cf . Pg.
diminuimo) = It. diminuzione, < LL. ML. dimi-

nutio(n-) for L. deminutio{n-), a lessening, < de-

minuere, pp. deminutus, lessen: see ditninish.]

1. The act of diminishing, lessening, or redu-

cing; a making smaller; a lowering in amount,
value, dignity, estimation, etc. : as, the diminu-

tion of wealth, of importance, of power.

Make me wise by the truth, for my own soul's salvation,

and I shall not regard the world's opinion or dim.inution

of me. Bp. Oauden.

It is to poor Estcourt I chiefly owe tliat I am arrived at

the happiness of thinking nothing a diminution to me,
but what argues a depravity of my will.

Steele, Spectator, No. 468.

Nor thinks it diminution to be rank'd
In military honour next. Philips.

2. The process of becoming less: as, the ap-

parent diminution of a receding body; the
diminution of the velocity of a projectile.

Never did we see a case in which the increase of the bulk
was so evidently a diminution of the value.

Macaiday, Sir J. Mackintosh.

3. In music, the repetition or imitation of a sub-

ject or theme in notes having one half or one
quarter the duration of those first used: a fa-

vorite device in contrapuntal composition . See
canon, counterpoint, and imitation.—4. In law,

an omission in the record of a case sent up from
an inferior court to the court of review.— 5. In

her., differencing, especially that kind of dif-

ferencing called cadency.— 6. In arch., the
gradual decrease in the diameter of the shaft

of a column from the base to the capital. =syn.
1 and 2. Decrease, reduction, abridgment, abatement.

diminutival (di-min-u-ti'val or di-min'u-ti-val),

a. l<.
diminutive, n.,'3, + "-al.] Of or pertain-

ing to, or of the nature of, a diminutive.

In such words as braggart, I have long been inclined to

think that the t is excrescent, and that the syllable ar is

a diminutival sufllx. T. U. Key, Philol. Essays, p. 213.

diminutive (di-min'u-tiv), a. and n. [= F.
diminutif = Sp. Pg. It. diminutivo (= G. dimi-

nutiv = Sw.Dan. diminutiv, in grammar), < ML.
diminutivus for LL. deminutivus (in grammar),
< L. deminutus, pp. of deminuere^ make small:

see diminish.] I, a. 1. Small; little; narrow;
contracted : as, a race of diminutive men ; a di-

minutive house.
The poor wren.

The most diminutive of birds, will fight.

Her young ones in her nest, against the owl.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2.

2. Having the power of diminishing or lessen-

ing ; tending to diminish, decrease, or abridge.

Diminutive of liberty. Shaftesbury.

3. In gram., expressing something small or

little: as, a diminutive word; the diminutive

suffixes '-kin,' '-let,' '-ling,' etc. See 11., 3.

II. n. If. Anything very small as to size,

importance, value, etc. : as, a dainty diminutive.

Ah, how the poor world is pestered with such water-fiies

;

diminutives of nature. Shak., T. and C, v. 1.

Most monster-like, be shown
For poor'st diminutives, for dolts.

Shak., A. and C, iv. 10.

2t. In old med., something that diminishes or

abates.
Diet, diminutives, alteratives, cordials, correctors, as

before. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 403.

3. In gram., a word formed from another word,
usually an appellative or generic term, to ex-

press a little thing of the kind: as, in Latin,

lapillus, a little stone, from lapis, a stone ; cel-

lula, a little cell, from cella, a cell ; in French,
maisonnette, a little house, from maison, ahouse

;

in English, manikin, a little man, from man;
rivulet, which is a double diminutive, beingfrom
Latin rivuliis, a diminutive of rivus, a river, with
the English diminutive termination -et. Many
terminations originally diminutive, or words having such
terminations, have lost diminutive force. The principal
suffixes in English recognized as diminutive are -et, -kin,

-let, -ling, -ock, -in, and -y or -ie. See also -el, -elle, -ule,

cule, etc.

He afterwards proving a dainty and effeminate youth,
was commonly called by the diminutive of his name, Pe-

terkin or Perkin. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Babyisms and dear diminutives
Scatter'd all over the vocabulary
Of such a love. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

In some languages, as Italian for instance, adjectival

repetition is really almost like mathematical multiplica-

tion, increasing or diminishing the effect according as tlie

term is in itself an augmentative or diminutive.
J. Venn, Symbolic Logic, p. 56.

diminutively (di-min'u-tiv-li), adv. In a di-

minishing manner ; in a manner to lessen ; on
a small scale.

dimly

Magnifythe former [pictures], they are still diminutively

conceived : if a glass could expand Cooper s pictures to

the size of Vandyck's, they would appear to have been
painted for that proportion.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, III. i.

diminutiveneSS (di-min'u-tiv-nes), n. Small-
ness ; littleness ; want of bulk, dignity, impor-
tance, etc.

While he stood on tiptoes thrumming his bass-viol, the
diminutiveneSS of his figure was totally eclipsed by the
expansion of his instrument. Student, l£ 225.

diminutize (di-min'u-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

diminutized, ppr. dimlnutizing. [As diminui-ive
-¥ -ize.] To put (a word) into the form of a
diminutive; form as a diminutive of another
word: as, Certhiola is Certhia diminMtiged. [Re-
cent.]

dimisli, a. See dimmish.

dimissiont (di-mish'on), n. [< L. dimis8io{n-),

a sending forth, dismission, < dimittere, pp. di-

missus, send away: see dimit, dismiss, and cf.

demission, dismission.] Leave to depart. Bar-
row.

The wise man doth explicate his owne meaning, and
shewethin what case he doth forbid this manner of dimis-
sion with procrastination. Cleaver, Proverbs, p. 59.

dimissorial (dim-i-so'ri-al), ». [As dimissory
+ -al.] Same as dimissory letter (which see,

under dimissory).

dimissory (dim'i-so-ri), a. [= P. dimissoire =
Sp. dimisorio = Pg. It. dimissorio, < LL. dimis-

sorius (only in the phrase dimissoriw litterm,

dimissory letter), < L. ditnissus, pp. of dimittere,

send away: see dimit, v.] 1. Sending away;
dismissing to another jurisdiction.— 2. Grant-
ing leave to depart Dimissory letter, (o) In the
ancient church, an episcopal letter dismissing a clergy-

man from one diocese and recommending him to another
in which he was aijout to take up his residence. (See com-
Tnendatory.) (b) In the modern church, a letter author-

izing the bearer as a candidate for ordination. In the

Church of England it is used when a candidate has a title

in one diocese and is to be ordained in another. It can
be issued only by the bishop, or, under special circum-
stances, by the vicar-general. In the Roman Catholic

Church it may be given by the pope to ordinands from
any part of the world, by a bishop to one of his own sub-

jects, by the superior of a religious order to subordinates,

and by a vicar capitular in a vacant see. Also called dimis-
sorial and letter disjnissory.

Without the bishop's dimissory letters, presbyters might
not go to another diocess.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 218.

dimit (di-mif), v. t; pret. and pp. dimitted,

ppr. dimitting. [= Sp. dimitir = Pg. dimitUr,

let go, dismiss, I'esign, abdicate, < L. dimittere,

send away, dismiss, < di-, dis-, away, -1- mittere,

send. Cf. dismiss.] 1. To dismiss; permit to

go-

Hee greets Gehezi with the same word wherewith hee
lately was dimitted by his master.

Bp. Hall, EUsha with Naaman.

2. To grant ; farm ; let.

dimit (di-mif), «• l^ dimit, v.] In freema-
sonry, a dimissory letter; written permission
to leave a lodge, implying good standing in the

lodge left, and thus no disability to affiliate with
another lodge.

dimity (dim'j-ti), «. ;
pi. dimities (-tiz). [For-

merly also dimitty; = D. diemet, diemit = Dan.
dimiti (< E.) = Sp. dimite = It. dimito, < ML.
dimitum = Ar. Pers. dimydtiy, < Gr. difiiroi, dim-
ity, lit. two-threaded, < 6i-, two-, -I- /uiVof, a
thread of the woof; equiv. thus to E. twin. Cf.

samite, ult. < MGr. i^d/uTO(, six-threaded.] A
stout cotton fabric ornamented in the loom with
raised stripes or fancy figures, and usually em-
ployed undyed for bed and bedroom furniture.

Patterns are sometimes printed upon it in col-

ors.
Go, put on

One of thy temple suits, and accompany us,

Or else thy dimity breeches will be mortal.
Jasper Mayne, City Match, i. 4.

Dimity binding, a kind of binding or galloon with plain,

straijrlit ed^f s, and ornamented with a raised pattern.

dimlyt (dim'li), a. [< ME. 'dimly, < AS. dimlic,

< dim, dim: see dim, a., and-Jyl.] Dim; dim-
ming.

No dimly cloud o'ershadows thee.

Nor gloom, nor darksome night.

Quarles, O Mother dear, Jerusalem

!

dimly (dim'li), adv. [< ME. dimly, dimliche, <

AS. dimlice, adv., < dimlic, adj.: see dimly, a.,

and -ly^.] In a dim or obscure manner; with
dull or imperfect vision or a faint light; not
brightly or clearly.

Doest thou now looke dimly, and with a dull eye vpon
all Goodnes? Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 24.

To us invisible or dimly seen. Milton, P. L., v. 157.

The barn's wealth dimly showing through the dark.

WiUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 171.



dimmish

dimmish (dim'ish), a. [< dim + -ish'^.'i Par-

tially dim ; rather dim. Also spelled dimish.

My eyes are somewhat dimmigh grown. Svrift.

dimmyt (dim'i), a. [< dim + -i/l.] Somewhat
dim ; dimmish.

You dimm n clouds, which well employ your staining

This chearful Air. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

dimness (dim'nes), n. [< ME. dimms, < AS. divi-

nes, < dim, dim: see dim, a., and -Hess.] The
state of being dim or obscure ; want of clear-

ness, brightness, or distinctness; dullness;

vagueness: applied either to the object or to

the medium of vision or perception : as, the

dimness of a view, of color, or of gold ; the dim-

ness of twilight or of the sky ; dimness of vision,

of understanding, memory, etc.

Answerable to this dimness of their perception was the
whole system and tjody of their religion.

Decay of Christian Piety.

With such thick dimness of excited dust
In their impetuous march they flll'd the air.

Coivper, Iliad, iii.

Until his failing sight

Faints into dimness with its own delight.
Byron, Bride of Abydos, i. 6.

=83m. Obscurity, Gloom, etc. .See darkness.

di molto (de mol'to). [It., adv. phrase : di, <

L. de, of; molto, < L'. multus, much: see multi-.'i

In music, very much : as, allegro di molto, very
fast.

dimorph (di'm6rf), n. [= F. dimorphe = It.

dimorfo (chiefly adj.), < NL. dimorphus, < Gr.

di/tofxpo^, having two forms, < 6i-, two-, -1- fiOfxp^,

form.] One of the forms assumed by a dimor-
phous substance : as, calcite is a dimoiyh.

Dimorpha (di-m6r'fa), «. [NL., fem. of dimor-

phus: see rf»»iO)7>/i.] 1. A genus of hymenop-
terous insects. Jurine, 1807.— 2. A genus of

moUusks. Oray, 1840.— 3. A genus of birds.

Hodgson, 1841.

<UmorphiC (di-m6r'fik), o. [As dimorph + -tc]

1. Existing in two distinct forms ; dimorphous.
See dimorphous.
A large proportion of the trees of temperate climates

bear only flowers thus dimorphic. Nat. Hist. lice.

2. Pertaining to dimorphism; exhibiting or

characterized by dimorphism, in any sense of

that word.
Dimorphic females among insects have been observed.

... In these cases, as a rule, one of the female forms is

more nearly related in form and color to the male, . . .

in other cases the differences are more coimected witli

climate and season, and also affect the male.
Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 155.

dimorphism (di-m6r'fizm), «. [= p. dimor-
phi-ime = It. dimorfismo ; as dimorph + -t*m.]

1 . The property of assuming or of existing un-
der two distinct forms. Specifically— 2. In
crystal., the property of assuming two distinct

crystalline forms not derivable from each oth-

er, as by crystallization. Thus, sulphur assumes
one form when crystallizing at a lligh temperature, and
another wholly different when becoming solid at the ordi-

nary temperature. Hence, the same chemical substance
may form two or more distinct mineral species. Carbon
in one form is the diamond, in another graphite, etc.

According to the oljservatiun of Pasteur, instances of

dimorphism usually occur when the two forms are nearly
upon the limit of their respective systems.

W. A. mairr, Elem. of cniem., I. iii. i 4.

3. In bat., the occurrence of two distinct forms

Dimorphism in Plants.

I. Submerged and floating leaves of Cabo-iba. 3. Disic- and rajr-

fu>rets of Asttr.

of flowers or other parts upon the same plant,

or upon plants of the same species.

Dimorphism in flowers may affect the perianth only,

and not the yovrf or essential organs ; or there may l>e two
kinds of flowers as respecta these also, but with no recip-

ro<--al relations, as in cleistogamons dimorphism ; or of
two kinds essentially alike except in stAlnens and pistil,

and these reciprocally adapted to each other, which is

heterogonous dimorphism, or, when of three kinds, tri-

morphism. A. Gray, Struct. Bot., p. 225.

4. In zool., difference of form, structure, size,

coloration, etc. , between individuals of the same
species. Sexual dimorphism is the rule in the aulzixal
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kingdom ; and differences between the male and female
oilier than in the sexual oi^ans, as well as constant differ-

ences between individuals of each sex, without reference
to sex, are instances of dimorphism.

Dimorphism is thus seen to be a specialized result of
variation, by which new physiological phenomena have
been developed. A. U. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 158.

The phenomena of dimorphism and polymorphism in

the same species, and the sexual differences which have
been developed in animals originally hermaphrodite, may
be quoted as important evidence of the extensive influence
of adaptation. . . . The numerous cases of dimorphism and
polymorphism in either sex of the same species should b6
regarded from the same point of view.

Clans, Zoology (trans,), I. 154.

5, Inphilol.f the existence of a word under two
or more forms called doublets; thus, dent and
dintjfat and vat, church and A*«rfc, exhibit dimor-
phism developed within English, and card and
chart, choir, quire, and chorus, reason, ration^

ratio, etc., exhibit dimorphisvi arising outside
of English.

Where it Ibifurcation) is produced by a foreign word
coming into English in different ways, it has been called
dimorphism: ration, reason.

F. A. March, Anglo-Saxon Grammar, p. 28.

Dimorphodon (di-mor'fo-don), 71. [NIj., < Gr.
6inop<pog, of two forms (see dimorph), + o6o)v,

Ionic form of bdov^ (bSovr-) = E. tooth.'] A ge-
nus of extinct pterosaurian reptiles, or ptero-
dactyls : so called from the fact that their teeth
were of two kinds, the anterior long, the pos-
terior mostly very short. The tail was long, and the
other characters mustly as in Rhamphorhynchxis ; the
metacarpus was comparatively short, and the ends of the
toothless jaws were prctbably sheathed in horn.

dimorphous (<H-m6r'fus), a. [< NL. dimorphus,
< Gr. <5///o/5^, having two forms: see dimorph.']

Existing in two forms ; dimoi-phic : specifically

applied in crystallography to a substance whose
crystals occur in two distinct forms. Tims, cal-

cium carbonate crystallizes in the rhombohedral form as
calcite, and in the orthorhombic as aragonite. See dimor-
phi*ni.

Bodies capable of . . . assuming two forms geometrically
incompatible are said to be dimorphous.

W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., I. iii. § 4.

It is not unlikely that the Guinea worai, , . . which in-

fests the int^ument of )Ian in hot climates, may answer
to the hermaphrodite state of a similarly dimorphous Ne-
inatoid. Iluxley, Anat. Invert., p. 552.

dimple (dim'pl), w, [Origin uncertain (not in

ME. or AS.) ; usually regarded as a nasalized
form of *dipple, a dim. of dip, a depression:
see dip, n. Cf, OHG. dumphilo, MHG. tumpfel,

tumpfel, G. tiimpel, diimpfel, a pool. Cf . Norw.
depiL a pool : see dapple. See dimhle and de«-

gle^.j 1. A natural or transient dent or small
hollow in some soft part of the surface of the
human body, most common in youth, produced
especially in the cheek by the act of smiling,

and hence regarded in that situation as a sign

of joyousness or good humor.
Smiles,

Such as hang on Hebe's cheek,

And love to live in dimple sleek.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 30.

Z)tm^— that link between a feature and a smile.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xv.

2. A slight depression or indentation on any
surface, as on water when slightly agitated.

In dimples still the water slips

Where thou hast dipt thy finger-tips.

Lowell, To the Muse.

dimple (dim'pl), v.
;
pret. and pp. dimpled, ppr.

dimpling. [( dimple, n.] I. intram. To form
dimples; sink into depressions or little in-

equalities.

As shallow streams run dimpling all the way.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, I. 316.

Oayly we leaped the crag and swam the pool,

And swept with dimpling eddies round the rock.
Bryant, Sella.

H. trans. To mark with dimples : produce
dimples in : as, a smile dimpled her cheeks.

dimpled (dim'pld), a. [< dimple + -ed^.] Set
with dimples ; marked by dimples.

On each side her
Stood pretty dimpled boys, like smiling Cupids,

Shak., A. andC, ii. 2.

The storm was hush'd, and dimpled ocean smil'd.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 53.

A dimpled hand,
Fair as some wonder out of fairy land,

Keats, Calidore.

dimplement (dim'pl-ment), n. [< dimple +
-ment.] The state of being marked with dim-
ples or gentle depressions. [Rare or poetical.]

Thou sitting alone at the glass.

Remarking the bloom gone away.
Where the smile in its dimplevient was.

Mrs. Broivning, A False Step.

dimply (dim'pli), a. [< dimple + -yl.] Pull

of dimples or small depressions.

Right Valve of Clam {ytnus tnercenaria).

C, C, the two muscular scars, or cibcria;
P, palltal impression ; S, sinus for retractor
of siphons; Z, lunule ; I/, umbo; //, hinge.

dinanderie

As the smooth surface of the dimply flood,

The silver-slipper'd virgin lightly trod.

J. Warton, Triumph of Isis.

dimpsy (.dlmp'si), «. [Origin obscure.] A pre-
serve made from apples and pears cut into
small pieces. Imp. Diet,

Dimyaria (dim-i-a'ri-a), n. jyl. [NL., neut. pi.

of dimyarius, < Gr. 6i-, two-, -I- //if, a muscle, a
mouse, = E. mouse.'\ A general name for those
bivalves whose shells are closed by two adduc-
tor muscles, distinct and widely removed from
each other, as in the mussel or clam. The two
muscular attachments are always visible on the inside
of the shell, constituting the impressions called ciboria.

These muscles are anterior and posterior. The Dimyaria
include by far the lai-gest number of bivalves, such as the
clams, cockles, etc. Binucsctdosa is a synonym.

dimyarian (dim-i-a'ri-an), a. and n. [As Di-
myaria + -an.]

1. a. Double- uv^
muscled ; hav-
ing two mus-
cles : specifi-

cally said, in

conch., of those
bivalve shells

which have a
pair of adduc-
tor muscles, as
the clam: op-
posed to mono-
myarian.

II.i ». A bi-

valve of the or-

der Dimyaria.
dimyary (dim'i-a-ri), a. and n. [< NL. dimy-
arius, aimyarium: see dimyarian.'\ Same as
dimyarian.

Dimylus (dlm'i-lus), n. [NL., < Gr. Si-, two-,
-I- pv?j)c, a mill, a millstone, a grinder: see
jwiHl.] A genus of fossil insectivorous mam-
mals, apparently related to the moles, or of the
family Talpidw, founded upon remains from
the Miocene and later Tertiary periods. Meyer,
1846.

din (din), n. [< ME. dyn, prop, and usually in
two syllables, dyne, dune, dine, dene, < AS. dyne
(once dyn), a loud noise (comp. eorth-dyne, an
earthquake), = Icel. dytir, a din, z= Sw. ddn, a
din, = Dan. don, rumble, booming; cf. Skt.

dkuni, roaring, a torrent, dhvani, a sound, din.

See the verb. J A loud noise of some duration

;

particularly, a rattling, clattering, or resonant
sound, long continued: as, the din of arms.

My mither she is fast asleep,
And 1 darena mak na din.

Willie and May Margaret (Child's Ballads, II. 173).

The gnests are met, the feast is set

—

May'st hear the merry din.
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

The din of war resounds throughout more than seven
hundred years of Roman history, with only two short lulls

of repose. Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

din (din), V.
;
pret. and pp. dinned, ppr. dinning.

[< ME. dinnen, dynncn, dunnen, dinien, dynien,

dunien, intr., < AS. dynian, make a noise, re-

sound, = 08. dunian, rumble, = Icel. dynja,

pour, rattle down, like hail or rain (cf. duna,
thunder), = Sw. ddna = Dan. dmie, rumble,
boom; cf. Skt. -j/d/iuan, roar, sound, buzz. See
the noun.] I. trans. 1. To strike with contin-

ued or confused noise ; vex with noise ; harass
with clamor or persistent protestations.

To bait thee for his bread, and din your ears
With hungry cries. Otway, Venice Preserved.

You are ever dinning my Ears with Notions of the Arts

of Men. Steele, Conscious Lovers, ii. 1.

2. To press or force with clamor or with per-

sistent repetition : as, to din one's complaints
into everybody's ears.

H. intrans. To make a noise or clamor.

Of Arowes & Awblasters the aire wex thicke.

And dynnyt with dyntes, that delte were that tyme.
Destruction of Troy <E. E. T. S.), 1. 6708.

The gay viol dinning In the dale.
Seward, Sonnets, p. 25.

To be curious, to speculate much, to be dinning always
in argument. Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 181.

Dinacrida (di-nak'ri-da), n. [NL., also Deina-
crida, < Gr. Scivd^, teiritjle, + axp/f (aKpii-), a
locust.] A genus of saltatorial' orthopterous

insects, of the family Looistida; containingNew
Zealand crickets inhabiting decaying trees and
holes in old wood. They are of large size and
carnivorous habits, and their bite is severe.

dinanderie (de-non'dt-re), «. [F., < Dinant, a
city in Belgium, formerly celebrated for its cop-
per ware.] Utensils of copper for the kitchen
and other common uses ; especially— (a) Me-



dinanderle

tallio vessels of old make and graceful or un-
usual form, sometimes decorated witli eoats-

of-arms and other ornaments executed in re-

pousse. (6) By extension, the ornamental
brass-work of India and the Levant,
dinax (de-nar'), ». [Ar., < L. denarius, a silver

coin: see dena-
rius.'] The name
of a gold coin
issued by the
califs of Damas-
cus : it was also
applied to the
gold coins of obverse. Reverse.

various Arab Dinar of a.-iroun-al-Raschid, struck in A.

HtrnfLafioc UTifl H. 17a (= A. D. ;88), British Museum. {Sizeaynasiies, ana
„f ^le orieinai.j

was the generic
name of Arab gold coins. The original weight of

tlie dinar was 65.4 grains tro.v. The word is also, incor-

rectly, nsed to mean the weight of a initcal (which see).

Dinas brick. A peculiar kind of fire-brick, con-
sisting almost exclusively of silica, the material
for which is obtained from the Dinas rock in
the Vale of Neath, Wales. The rock is supposed to
be the equivalent of the millstone-grit, and is closely re-

lated to the ganister rock. See ganister.

Hinfiiti (din'din), n. [Prob. imitative.] A Hin-
du musical instrument of the cymbal class.

dindle^ (din'dl), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. dindled, ppr.

dindling. [Sc. and prov. Eng. , also dinnle, dinle;

< ME. dyndelen, tingle (?). Cf. dandle.] 1. To
tremble; reel; stagger.— 2. To tingle, as the
fingers with cold ; thrill.

dindle^ (din'dl), n. [Origin uncertain; prob.
< dindle'-.] 1. The common com sow-thistle

;

also, sow-thistle.—2. Hawkweed. [Local, Eng.,
in both senses.]

dindle-dandle (din'dl-dan'dl), v. t. [A varied
redupl. of dandle.] To dandle or toss about.

Judge, whether it be seemly that Christ's body should
fae so dindU-dandled and used as they use it.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 284.

Dindymene (din-di-me'ne), n. [NL., < L. Din-
dymene, < (Jr. AivSv/i^, a name of Cybele, per-
haps < AivSvftov, L. Dindymus or Dindymon, a
mountain in Asia Minor where Cybele was wor-
shiped.] In zool. : (a) The typical genus of the
family Dindymenidw. (6) A genus of Vermes.
KinbaU, 1865.

DindjnnenidSB (din-di-men'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dindymene + -ddce.] A family of trilobites

:

same as Zethidce.

dine (din), v. ; pret. and pp. dined, ppr. dining.

[< ME. dinen, dynen, denen, < OF. disner, some-
times spelled disgner, digner, P. diner = Pi-.

disnar, dirnar, dinar = It. disinare, desinare
(ML. disnare, after OF.), dine ; origin disputed.

(1) As conjectured by Diez, Scheler, Littr6, and
others, < L. (ML.) as if *decenare, < de- inten-
sive + cenare, dine, sup, < cena, dinner, supper.
(2) More prob., since OF. disner was used rather
of breakfast than of dinner, it is a contr. of
disjuner, desjuner, desjeuner, desjeusner, F. dS-
jeuner, breakfast, > E. disjune; if this is so, It.

disinare, desinare, is of P. origin, the prop. It.

form, corresponding to OP. desjuner, being di-

giunare = ft. dejunar, fast: see disjune, dejeu-
ner. Hence dinner.] I. intrans. To eat the
chief meal of the day; take dinner; in a more
general sense, to partake of a repast ; eat.

We went all to Mounte Syon to masse ; and the same
day we dyned with ye warden and freres there, where we
lutd a ri^t honest dyner.

Sir R. Guylfarde, Pylgrymage, p. 39.

There came a bird out o* a bush.
On w&t6F foT to di'ii^

The Water o' Wearie's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 198).

The hungry judges soon the sentence sign,
And wretches hang that jurymen may dine.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 25.

Serenely full, the epicure would say.
Fate cannot harm me, I have dined to-day.

Sydney Smith, Receipt for Salad.

To dine out, to take dinner elsewhere than at one's own
residence.—To dine with Duke Humphrey, to be din-
nerless : a phrase said to Imve originated from the circum-
stance that a part of the public wallcs in Old St. Paul's,
Ix)ndon, was called Duke Humphrey's Walk (l)eing near
his tomb), and tliat those wlio could not pay for a dinner
at a tavern were accustomed to promenade there, in the
hope of meeting an acquaintance and getting an invita-
tion to dine. The phrase, however, may be connected
with the report that Duke Humplirey, sou of Henry IV.,
was starred to death.

TL trans, 1. To give a dinner to; furnishwith
the principal meal ; entertain at dinner : as, the
landlord dined a hundred men.
A table massive enough to have dined Johnnie Arm-

strong and his merry men. Scott.

I was never so effectually deterred from frequenting a
man's house by any kind of Cerberus whatever as by the
poi^e one made about dining me.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 155.
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2t. To dine upon ; have to eat.

Wliat wol ye dene? Chancer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 129.

dine (din), M. [<dme,v. Ct. dinner,'] 1. Dinner.
" And dinna ye mind, love Gregor," she says,

" As we twa sat at dine,

How we chang'd the rings frae our fingers,

And I can shew thee thine."
Fair Annie of Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 102).

2. Dinner-time ; midday.
And by there came a harper fine, . . ,

That harped to tlie king at dine.
The Twa Sinters (Child's Ballads, II. 242).

We twa hae paidl't i' the burn
From mornin' sun till dine.

Burns, Auld Lang Syne.

[Obsolete or provincial in both senses.]

dinero (de-na'ro), w, [Sp., < L. denarius^ a sil-

ver coin: see denarius^ A Peruvian silver

coin, the tenth of a sol, or about one United
States dime.
diner-out (di'ner-ouf), «. One who is in the
habit of dining from home, and in company;
one who accepts many invitations to dinner.

A liberal landlord, graceful dlner-oxit. Mrs. Browning.

This is a very tiresome device, savouring too much of
the professional diner-out.

The Atkenceum, No. 3141, p. 15.

dlneticalt (di-net'i-kal), a. [< Gr. dtvrrro^,

whirled around, verbal adj. of diveiv, whirl
around; cf. SIvtJj divof, a whirling.] Whirling
round ; turning on an axis ; spinning.

It hath ... a dinetical motion and rowls upon its own
poles. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 5.

A spherical figure is most commodious for dinetical mo-
tion, or revolution upon its own axis.

Ray, Works of Creation, ii.

dinette (di-nef), n. [F., dim. of dlner^ dinner,
< diner

J
dine : see dine, v.] A sort of prelimi-

nary dinner; a luncheon. See extract under
dinner-hour.

ding^ (ding), v.
;
pret. and pp. dinged or dung^

ppr. dinging, [< ME. dingeiif dyngen (strong
verb, pret. dang, dotig, pp. dungen), strike,

throw, beat; not in AS., the alleged *dencgan
being unauthenticated

;
prob. of Scand. origin

:

Icel. dengja, hammer, = Sw. ddnga = Dan.
d<Ew<jrc, bang, beat (weak verbs).] I, trans, 1.
To strike ; beat ; throw or dash with violence.

We sail noght byde, but dyng tham douue,
Tylle all be dede, with-outen drede.

Y&rk Plays, p. 91.

Christe suffered most mekely and paciently his enemies
for to dinye out witli sharpe scourges the bloude that was
betwene his skyn and his flesh.

State Trials, W. Thorpe, an. 1407.

Sur. Down with the door.
Kas. 'Slight, diTw it open,

B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 3.

Then Willie lifted up his foot,

And dang him down the stair.

Stoeet Willie and Fair Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 337).

Every acute reader, upon the first sight of a pedantick
licence, will be ready with these like words to ding the
book a coits distance from him.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 32.

To see his poor auld mither's pot
Thus dung in staves.

Bums, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.

2. To prove too much for; beat; nonplus.
[Scotch.]

The stream was Strang, the maid was stout,
And laith, laith to be dang.

But, ere she wan the Lowden banks,
Her fair colour was wan.

Young Benjie (Child's Ballads, II. 301).

But a* your doings to rehearse . . ,

Wad ding a Lawland tongue, or Erse.
Burns, Address to the Deil.

3. To beat; thrash. [Scotch.]

As fair greets [cries] the bairn that is dung after noon
as he that is dun^ before noon.

Scotch Proverb (Ray, Proverbs, 2d ed., 1678, p. 358).

I'd just like to ding tliat man o' a shoemaker— sending
me home a pair o' boots like this when well he knew what
state my feet were in. W. Black, In Far Lochaber, vii.

Dinged work, embossed work, done by means of blows
which raise one surface and depress the other.

II, intrans. If. To strike.

Jason grippede graithly to a grym sworde,
Dange on the deuyll with a derffe wille.

Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 931.

2. To bluster ; storm.
He huffs and dings, because we will not spend the little

we have left to get liim the title of Lord Strut. Arbuthnot.

3. To descend; fall; come down: used as in
the phrase " It's dingin^ on," applied to a fall of
rain or snow. [Scotch.]

He headlong topsie turvie dingd downe.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv. 3.

4. To be defeated or overturned ;
yield.

[Scotch.]

But facts are chiels that winna ding
And downa be disputed. Bums, A Dream.

dingy

ding^ (<iiiig)» I'- [Imitative; cf. ding-dong and
ring.'] I. intrans. To sound, as a bell; ring,

especially with wearisome continuance.

The din of carta, and the accursed dinging of the dust-
man's bell. Irving, Sketch-Book, p I4fl.

II, trans. To keep repeating; impress by
reiteration: with reference to the monotonous
striking of a bell.

If I'm to have any good, let it come of itself ; not keep
dinging it, dinging it into one so.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

ding^ (<iiJig)» v« t. Same as dang^.
ding^t, «• An obsolete variant of dung^. Com-
pare dingy^.

ding-dong (ding'dong), «. [A reduplication of
ding^j in imitation of the sound of a bell. Cf.

equiv. Sw. dingdang, dingelidang = Ban. ding-

dang.] 1. The sound of a bell, or any simi-
lar sound of repeated strokes.— 2. A device in
which two bells of different tone are struck
alternately, used in striking the quarter-hours
on a clock.—To go at or to it ding-dong, to fight in
good earnest.

His courage was fiush'd, he'd venture a brush,
And thus they went to it ding-dong. Old Ballad.

dinged (dingd), a. or adv. [A weak form of
dangedj pp. of dang^^ which is a compromise
with damn.] Darned: a mild form of damned.
[U. S.]

If I ever takes another [thrashing] . . . may Ihe dinged,
and dug up and dinged over again.
//. Watierson, quoted in Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XIV. 47.

dinghy, dingey (ding'gi), n. [< Beng. diugi, a
boat, wherry, passage-boat, dingd (cerebral (7),

a ship, sloop, coasting-vessel.] An East Indian
name for a boat varying in size in different lo-

calities. The dinghies of Bombay are from 12 to 20 feet
long, 5 to 7 feet broad, and al>out 2 feet deep, with a raking
mast, and are navigated by three or four men. The din-
ghies of Calcutta are small passage-boats for the poorer
classes, rarely used with a sail ; they are not painted, but
merely rubbed witli nut-oil. The name is also applied to a
ship's working-l)oat, especially to the smallest boat of a
man-of-war ; and in some parts of the United States it is

used for a flat-bottomed boat, which is also called a dory.
Also written dhingy, dingy, dingee, and dinky.

The Commissioner was fain to set out sleepy and break-
fastless towards the shore in the dingy, accompanied by
guns, ammunition, false birds, and the paraphernalia of
the fatal art. Shore Birds, p. 30.

dingilyl (din'ji-li), adv. [< dingy^ + -ly^.] In a
dingy manner ; so as to give a dingy appearance.
A kind of careless peignoir of a dark-blue materia),

dimly and dingily plaided with black.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxi.

dingily^t (ding'i-li), adv. [< *dingy (irreg. <

ding^ + ~ly^) + -ly^.] Forcibly, as one that
dings a thing down ; downright.
These be so manifest, so plain, and do confute so dinffUy

the sentence and saying of Floribell.

Philpot, Works (ed. Parker Soc.), p. 370.

dinginess (din'ji-nes), n. The quality of being
dingy or tarnished; a shabby or soiled appear-
ance.

dingle^ (ding'gi), n. [Supposed to be another
form of dinibley q. v.] 1. A small, secluded,
and embowered valley. \

I know each lane, and every alley green,
Dingle, or bushy dell of this wild wood.

Milton, Comus, 1. 312.

The stream thenceforward stole along the bottom of the
dingle, and made, for that dry land, a pleasant warbling in
the leaves. B. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 129.

2. The protectingweather-shed built around the
entrance to a house, [North. New Eng.]

dingle^ (ding'gi), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. dingJed,

ppr. dingling. [Sc, var. of dinnJe and dindU^.
Cf. Dan. dingle = Sw. dinglu, dangle, swing,
vibrate.] To shake; vibrate.

Garring the very stane-and-lime wa's dingle wi" his
screeching. Scott, Waverley, xliv.

dingle-dangle (ding'gl-dang'gl), adv. [Re-
duplication of dangle. Cf. Dan. dingeldangel,
T^-j gewgaws, bobs.] Loosely ; in a dangling
manner.
Boughs hanging dingle-dangle over the edge of the dell.

T. Warton, On Milton's Juvenile Poems.

Dingley Act. See act.

dingo (ding'go), w, [Native Australian name.]
The Australian dog, Canis dingoj of wolf-like
appearance and extremely fierce. The eai-s are
short and erect, the tail is i-ather bushy, and the hair is of
a reddish-dun color. It is very destructive to flocks, and
is systematically destroyed. See cut on following page.

dingthriftt (ding'tln-ift), «. [< ding^ + obj.

thrift.] A spendthnft.
Wilt thou, therefore, a drunkard be,
A dingthri/i and a knave ?

Drant, tr. of Horace's Satire?-, i.

din^^ (din'ji), a. [< ding^ for dung + -//i

:

being thus equiv. to dungy: see dungf dungy.]



dingy

Dii^o
( Cants dingo),

1 . Foul ; dirty. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. SoUed ; tar-
nished; of a dusky color; having a dull-brown-
ish tinge.

Even the Postboy and the Postman, which seem to have
been the best conducted aud the most prosperous, were
wretchedly printed on scraps of dingy paper, such as would
not now be thought good enough for street ballads.

MacaxiXaxj, Hist. Eng., xxi.

The snow-fall, too, looked inexpressibly dreary (I had
almost called it dingy) coming down through an atmo-
sphere of city smoke.

JIawthome, Blithedale Romance, p. 18.

Other men, scorched by sun, and caked with layers of
Bulgarian dust, looked disreputably diTigy and travel-
soiled. A rch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 86.

= Syn. 2. Tarnished, rusty, dull.

dingy^ «. See dinghy.
dinical (din'i-kal), a. [< Gr. ilvoc, a whirling,
+ -ienl. Cf. dinetical] Pertaining to giddi-
ness : applied to medicines that remove giddi-
ness. Thomas, Med. Diet.

Dinictis (di-nik'tis), ». [NL., < Gr. ietvdc, ter-
rible, large, -f- Iktic, a weasel or marten.] A
genus of fossil feline quadrupeds, having a
lower tubercular behind the sectorial molar.
IaUJii, 1854.

Dinifera (di-nif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., nent. pi. of
diniferus : sue dinifermis.'] An order of dino-
ilagellate infusorians which have a transverse
^oove, and also usually a longitudinal one.
dmiferous (di-nif'e-rus), a. [< >rL. diniferus,
< Gr. dirof, also Sivr), a whirling, + ijiipetv = E.
6«orl.] Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Dinifera.

dinillK-roofa (di'ning-rom), n. A room in
which dinner is eaten, or the principal meals
are taken; the room in which all meals are
served in a dwelling-house or a hotel, or a room
specially set apart for public feasts or enter-
tainments.

dinitrcH. [< rfi-2 + nitrie.'\ In chem., a prefix
signifying that the compound of the name of
which it forms a part contains two nitro-groups
(NOg).

dinitrocellulose (di-ni'tro-sel'u-los), n. [<
r?i-2 -1- nitric + cellulose^.'] A substance, anal-
ogous to guncotton, but differing from it in
being soluble in alcohol and ether, produced
by the action of a mixture of sulphuric and
nitric acids on cotton. Collodion is a solution
of this substance in ether and alcohol. Also
called soluble pyroxylin.
dink (dingk), V. t. [Origin obscure.] To deck

;

dress; adorn. [Scotch.]
Do as you will—forme, I am now too old to diii* myself

as a gallant to grace the lK>wer of dames. Scott, Abbot, xx.

dink (dingk), a. [See rfiwA;, r.] Neatly dressed

;

trim; tidy. [Scotch.] Also denk.
My lady's dink, my lady's drest.
The flower and fancy o' the west.

Bunu, My Lady's Gown.
The mechanic. In his leathern apron, elbowed the dwi*

and dainty dame, his city mistress.
Scott, Kenilworth, xxv.

dinman. dinmont (din'man, din'mont), n. [Also
dilmond, dimment; origin obscure"; possibly a
corruption of twelvemonth, equiv. to yearling.']
A wether between one and two years old, or that
has not yet been twice shorn. [North. Eng. and
.Scotch.]

dinna (din'a). rSc, < do (8c. also div) + na
= t. »ioi, adv. So 8c. canna, wilna or winna,
isna, etc.] Do not.
Hout lassie, . . . dimM be sae dooms down-hearted as

» *"»'• Sra«, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xx.
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practice, down to the middle of the eighteenth century
was to take this meal about midday, or in more primitive
times even as early as 9 or 10 A. M. In France, under the
old regnne, the dinner-hour was at 2 or 3 in the after-
noon

;
but when tlie Constitneiit Assembly moved to Paris

since It sat until 4 or 5 o'clock, the hour for dining was
TOstponed. The custom of dining at 6 o'clock or later has
since become common, except in the country, where early
dinner is still the general practice. See extract under
dinner-hour.

They washed togyder and wyped bothe.
And set tyll theyr dynere.

Lytell Geste o/ Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 60).

Let me not stay a jot for dinner : go, get it ready.
Skak., Lear, i. 4.

2. An entertainment ; a feast ; a dinner-party.
Theime Nychodemus receyued hym in to his house andmade hym a grcte dyner.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 29.

HethatwiU make the Teste willseye to the Hostellere
Arraye for me, to morwe, a gode Dyner, for so many folk.

Mandeitilte, Travels, p. 214.
Behold, I have prepared my dinner. Mat. xxii. 4.

To-morrow, if we live,
Our ponderous squire will give
A grand political dinner
To half the squirelings near.

Tennyson, Maud, xx.

dinner (din'fer), v. i. [< dinner, ».] To take
dinner; dine. [Scotch.]

Sae far I sprachled np the brae,
I dinTier'd wi' a lord.

Sums, On Meeting Lord Daer.

dinner-hour (din'^r-our), n. The hour at which
dinner is taken ; dinner-time. See dinner.
The Court dinnerhoiir, in the reign of George III. was

at the Hanovenan hour of four o'clock. During the reign
of George IV. it graiiually crept up to six o'clock, and
finally became steady at the Indian hour of seven and so
remamed until the reign of Her -Most gracious Majesty
when the formal Court dinner-hour became eight o'clock
These innovations on the national hours of meals did not
meet the approval of the medical faculty, and in conse-
quence a dinette at two o'clock was prescribed This has
ever since been the favourite Court meal, being in reality
a substantial hot repast, which has exploded the old-fash-
ioned luncheon of cold viands.

The Queen (London newspaper).

Dinopis

Dinobrylna (di-nob-ri-i'na), n. pi. [NL., < Di-
Hobryon + -ina^.'] 1. Li' Ehrenberg's system
of classification (1836), a family of loricate un-
appendaged infusorians of changeable form.—
2. In Stein's system of classification (1878), a
family of flagellate infusorians, represented by
the genera IJinobryon and Epipyxis.
Dinobryon (di-nob'ri-ou), n. [NL., < Gr. 61v<k,
a whirling, a round area, + Pphov, seaweed,
tree-moss, lichen.] A genus of collar-bearing
monads or flagellate infusorians, type of the
ia,m\\Y IHnobryidw. These animalcules inhabit fresh
water. They are biflagellate, with one long and one short
flagellum, attached by a posterior contractile ligament
within the individual cells or lorica; of a compound branch-
ing polythecium, built up by successive terminal gem-
mation of zobids. The endoplasm contains two lateral
color-bands and usually an anterior pigment-spot like an
eye. The best-known species is D. sertularia. Also writ-
ten Dmohryum, Ehrenberg, 1834.

Dinoceras (di-nos'e-ras), n. pSTL., < Gr. 6ni>6t,
terrible, mighty, -(-Kf/9af, horn.] Oneof thegen-
era of the Dinocei-ata, giving name to the group

:

so called from the extraordinary protuberances
of the skull, representing three pairs of horn-
cores. The species, as D. mirabile, D. laticeps, were huge
ungulates, with 6-toed feet and 3 pairs of horns, 6 molars.

Skull ot T>inortrras mirabile.

dinner (din'6r), n. [< ME. diner, dyner, < OF.
dtmxer, dinner, or rather breakfast, Y. diner, din-
ner; prop, inf., OF. disncr, F. diner, dine, used
as a noim : see dine.] 1. The principal meal
of the day, taken at midday or later, even in the
eTening. in medieval and modem Europe the common

dinnerless (din'^r-les), a. [< dimxer + -less.]
Having no dinner or food ; fasting.

To dine with Duke Humphrey, importing to be iinner-
>*" Fuller, Worthies, London.

Then with another humorous ruth remark'd
The lusty mowers labouring dinnerless.

Tennyson, Geraint.

dinnerly (din'6r-li), a. [< dinner + -lyl.] Of
or pertaining to dinner. Copley.
dinner-table (din'dr-ta'bl), n. The table at
which dinner is eaten,
dinner-time (din'6r-tim), n. The nsual time
of dining; the dinner-hour. See dinner.

At dinner-time,
I pray you, have in mind where we must meet.

... „.^ Shak., M. ofV., L 1.
..4/1. What hour Is 't, Lolllo?
Lot. Towards belly-hour, sir.

Alt. Dinner timet thou means't twelve o'clock?
Middleton, Changeling, i. 2.

Move on ; for It grows towards dinner-time.
Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 249.

dinner-'wagon (din'^r-wag'on), n. A set of light
shelves, as a dumb-waiter, usuallv mounted on
casters and easily movable, for tlie service of
a dining-room. Compare dumb-waiter.
dinnery (din'6r-i), a. [< dinner + -yl.] Sug-
gesting dinner; having the odor of dinner.

I . . . disliked the dinnery atmosphere of the salle k
manger. J/r». Oaskell, Curious if True.

dinnle (din'nl), v. «. ; pret. and pp. dinnled, ppr.
dinnling. [Sc. : see d()»d/cl.] 1. Same as din-
d/«i.— 2. To make a great noise.

The dinlin drums alarm our ears,
The sei'geant screeches fu' loud.

Fergusson, Poems, II. 28.

cUnnle (din'nl), ?t. [Se.,< dinnle, v.] A tremu-
lous motion, especially with reverberation; a
vibration ; a thrill. [Scotch.]
Ane aye thinks, at the first dinnle o' the sentence they

hae heart eneugh to die rather than bide out the sax
weeks, but they aye bide the sax weeks out for a' that.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxv.

dino-. [NL., etc., also sometimes deino-, < Gr.
6nv6c, terrible, fearful, mighty. < rftof, fear, ter-
ror.] An element in many scientific words of
Greok origin, meaning ' terrible, mighty, huge.'
dinobryian (din-6-bri'i-an), a. and n. [< IHyto-
bryon + -ian.] 1. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the TMnobryina.
H. n. A member of the IHnobryina.

Dinobryldae (din-6-bri'i-de), ». pi. [NL., <
Dinobryon + -ida:] A family of flagellate in-
fusorians, represented by the genera Dinobryon
and Epipyxis.

long, trenchant upper canines, and no upper incisors.
Their remains occur in the early Tertiary deposits of
North America.

Dinocerata (di -no - ser ' a - ta) , ». jj?. [NL.
,
pi

.

ot Dinoeera(t-)s.] A group "of extinct Eocene
perissodaotyl mammals. By some the forms are
held to constitute an order ; by others they are referred
to an order AvMypoda (which see), or placed in a family
Uintathenida: (which see). The leading generaare Uinta-
Iherium, Dinoceras, Tinoceras, and Loxolophodon.

dinocerate (di-nos'e-rat), a. and n. I, a. Per-
taining to the Dinocerata.
H. n. One of the Dinocerata.

Dinoflagellata (din-o-flaj-e-la'ta), «. pi. [NL.,
neut. pT. of dinoflagellatm : see'dinoflagellate.]
Those flagellate infusorians commonly called
Cilioflagellata (which see). Tlie name was given
because the structure before regarded as a girdle of cilia
seemed to be a second flagellum lying in the transvei-se
groove which ncariy all these infusorians iiossess in ad-
dition to the longitudinal one. The IHnoflagellata are
named as a class, and divided into Adinida and Dinifera.
Butschli.

dinoflagellate (din-6-flaj'e-lat), a. [< NL. di-
noflagellatus, < Gr. iSivof, a whirling, a round
area, + NL. flagellum : see flagellum.] Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Dino-
flagellata ; cilioflagellate, in the usual sense of
that word.
dinomlc (di-nom'ik), a. [< Gr. 6i-, two-, + vo-
fik, a district (or vofiii, distribution), < viiieiv,
distribute.] Belonging to two of the great
divisions of the earth : used in relation to the
distribution of plants.
Dinomyidae (di-no-mi'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Di-
tmmys + -id(e.] A family of hystricomorphie
rodents of South America, combining charac-
ters of the cavies, agoutis, and chinchillas with
the general appearance of the paca. They have
four toes on each foot with somewhat hoof-like nails, and
the upper lip cleft, contrary to the rule In this series of ro-
dents. There is but one genus, Dinomys.
Dinomys (di'no-mis), n. [NL. (Peters, 1873),
< Gr. deiv6c, terrible, mighty, + /jvc= E. mouse. ]The typical and only genus of the family Di-
nomytdw, D. branicki, the only species, resembles the
paca; it is about 2 feet long, with a bushy tail 9 inches
long, the body stout, the ears and limbs short, and the
pelage harsh, of a grizzled color, with two wliitc stripes
and many white spots on the back and head. It inhabits
Peru.

Dinopidss (di-nop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dinopis
+ -i(Uv.] A family of saltigrade spiders dis-
tiuguislied by very long and fine extremities.
They build a long irregular web, generally between trees,
and sit in the middle with the front pair of legs sti-etched
out.

Dinopis (di-no'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. (Sefvonriic,

finv&xfi (-OV-), fierce-eyed (of the Erinyes), < 6tt-
v6(, terrible, fierce, + u-ip, eye.] A genus of
spiders, typical of the family DInopidai.



Skeleton of £>tfwmi's.

Museum of Natural History, New York.

Dinornls

Dmomis (di-nfir'nis), ». [NL., less prop. Deinor-
)f/.v. < Gr. (iffvoc, terrible, mighty, + opv7f, bird.]

The typical and
only genus of the
extinct family IH~

lUyniithidw, Numer-
ous species, as D, (ji-

ganteiis, D. elephanto-
ptis, etc., have been
described by Owen,
differingmuch in size

;

the largest must have
stooii about 14 feet

high, and had thigh-
bones stouter than
those of a horse. The
general figure of these
huge flightless birds

was like that of the
ostrich, but the size

was much greater, and
the legs were both rel-

atively and absolute-

ly much stouter. See
moa.

Dinomithes (di-

n6r'ni-thez),w.p/.
[NL., pi. of i>twor-
nis (-omith-).'} A
general name of

the moas and moa-like birds; a superfamily
containing the Dinaniithidw and Palapterygidw.
Also called Immanes.
dinomithic (di-n6r-nith'ik), a, [< IHnornis
{-ornititr-) + -ic] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Dinomithidw ; moa-like.

A large bird, combining dinomithic and struthious char-
acters. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit.

Binomithidse (di-n6r-nith'i-de), n. p?. [NL.,
< IHnornis {-ornith-) + -idw,'\ A family of gi-

gantic extinct ratite birds of New Zealand ; the
moas. They were characterized by an enormous devel-
opment of the legs and pelvis in comparison with the rest

of the skeleton, a ratite or flat sternum, and rudimen-
tary wings. The extinction of the group is quite recent,
since portions of the soft parts have been found, and tra-

ditions are cuirent respecting the living birds ; but the
period to which they survived is not exactly known. See
moa.

Dmomithoidese (di-n6r-ni-thoi'de-e), n. pL
[NL., < I>inorni8 (-ornith-) + -oidew.^ A super-
family of birds: same as Dinomithes or //»-

manes.
dinos (di'nos), n.

;
pi. difii (-ni). [Gr. dlvogy a

whirling, a round area, a round vase or goblet,
Cf. dinus,"] In Gr. antiq,^ a large open vase of
fullcurved shape. It may
be considered a form of
the crater.

dinosaur (di'no-s4r), n.

One of the Dtnosauria,
Also spelled deinosaur.

Dinosauria (di-no-s4'-
ri-a), n. pi. [NL., less

prop. Deijiosauriaj < Dino-
sauruSf q. v.] A group
of extinct Mesozoic rep-
tiles, mostly of gigantic
or colossal size. They were
characterized by distinctly
socketed teeth; generally flat

or slightly cupped vertebrse,

some of which were opistho-
ccelouB ; a sacrum of four or
more vertebne ; numerous cau-
dal vertebrse ; a structure of
tbe ftknll in many respects in-

termediate between the croco-
dilian and lacertilian types
limbs; fore limbs

Apodal Dinos. or Crater,
resting on a stand, or hypo-
crater. (From "L'Art pour
Tous.")

ambulatory or saltatory
reduced and not known to have had

clavicles; and hind limbs usually disproportionately de-
reloped, and with the pelvis presenting a series of modifi-
cations tending toward the characters of birds, on which
account the grouf) is also called Ornithoscelida (which see).

The ornithic structure of the legs is best seen in the
smaller genera, such as Comptofjnathus ; it is exhibited in
the presence of a cnemial crest, the reduction of the distal
end of the fibula, tlie disposition of the distal end of the
tibia, and the relations of the astragalus. In some gen-
era there was a bony dermal armor, in some cases devel-
oping great spines. The Dinosauria were a polymorphic
M well as an extensive group, the limits of whicli are not
settled, owing to the wide range of variation presented
by them. They rammed in size from that of the huge
iguanodon down to alxiut two feet. By some they are sup-
posed to have included the remote ancestors of birds

;

others find in them features that recall mammals, espe-
cially pachyderms. Tiie order is by some divided into
Dinonauria proper and Cornpsof/natka (wliich see); it is

lometimes ranlced as a subclass of Reptilia, and divided
into Sauropoda, Stegogauria, (jrnithopoda, Theropoda, and
Flatlopoda.

dinosanrian (di-no-s&'ri-an), a. and n. [< J)i-

nomuria + -an.^ 'L a. ^Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Dinosauria.

II. n. One of the Dinosauria.
Also deinosaurian.

Dinosaurus (di-no-sa'rus), n, [NL.,< Gt. Setvdc,

terrible, mighty, '+ oavpo^, a lizard.] The typi-

Dinotherium (restored).
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cal genus of Dinosauria. Waldlieim, 1848. Also
Deiiiosaurus.

dinothere (di'no-ther), n. A fossil animal of

the genus Dinotherium.

dinotheria, ». Plural of dinotherium, 2.

Dinotheriidse (di"no-the-ri'i-de), n. j)l. [NL.,
< Dinotlierium + -idce.'i ^he familyrepresented
by the genus Dinotherium, and commonly re-

ferred to the order I'roboscidea with the ele-

phants, mastodons, etc. Also Deinotheria.

Dinotherium (di-no-the'rl-um), n. [NL-, < Gr.
(Sewog, terrible, mighty, + Brjpiov, < &ip, a wild
beast.] 1. A genus of extinct proboscidean
quadrupeds of

great size, re-

lated to the ele-

phants, mam-
moths, and mas-
todons. It had (?)

incisors in tlie upper
and 2 in the lower
jaw, no canines, 2
premolars and 3 mo-
lars in each half of
each jaw— all in po-
sition at once, the
premolars replacing
milk molars as usual in diphyodont mammals— and enor-
mous lower incisors, turned down or away from the mouth,
the end of the under jaw being modified to correspond.
There are several species, from tlie Miocene of Europe and
Asia, the best-known of which is D. giganteum, from Ep-
fielsheim near Mainz, estimated to have i>een about 18 feet

ong.

2. \l. c] PI. dinotheria (-a). An animal of the
genus Dinotherium ; a dinothere.
Also spelled Deinotherium.

dinoxid (di-nok'sid), n. An erroneous form of

dioxid.

dinsome (din'sum), a. [< din + some.'] Full
of din or noise ; noisy. [Scotch.]

Block and studdie ring and reel
Wi' dinsome clamour.

Burns, Scotch Drink.

dint (dint), n. [< ME. dint, dynt, dunt, also

dent (whence the other E. form denf^, q. v.), <

AS. dynt, a blow, = leel. dyntr, dynta, assimi-
lated dyttr, a dint (as a nickname), = Sw. dial.

dunt, a stroke. Perhaps akin to L. tundere, beat,

strike, thump: see the verb.] 1. A blow; a
stroke.

The Duke had dyed of the dynt doutles anon,
But the souerayn hym-seluon was surly enarmyt.

Destruction, of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1237.

That mortal dint,

Save he who reigns above, none can resist.

Milton, P. L., ii. 813.

2. A mark made by a blow or by pressure on
a surface: now dent.— 3. Force; power: now
chiefly in the phrase hy dint of: as, hy dint of
argument.

Strong were our sires, and as they fought they writ.

Conquering with force of arm and dint of wit.

Dryden, On "The Double Dealer."

And now by dini of fingers and of eyes.
And words repeated after her, he took
A lesson in her tongue, Byron, Don Juan,

Painfully struggling into being, like the other states of
the Peninsula, by dint of fierce, unintermitted warfare
with the infidel, Prescott, Ferd. and Isa,, Int.

dint (dint), V. t. [< ME. dynten, dunten, strike,

beat (not in AS.), = Icel. dynta, dint, = Sw.
dial, dunta, strike, shake ; from the noun. See
dent^, «).] To make a mark or depression on
or in by a blow or stroke : now usually dent.

His wounds worker, that with lovely dart
Dinting liis brest had bred his restlesse paine,

Spenser, F. Q,, VI. x, 31,

dintless (dint'les), a. [< dint + -less.'] With-
out a dint or dent.

Lichen and mosses, . . . meek creatures ! the first mer-
cy of the earth, veiling with hushed softness its dintless
roclcs, liuskin. Modern Painters, V.

dinumerationt (di-nii-me-ra'shon), n. [< L.
dinumeratio{-n-), a coimtiiig over, < dinumerare,

pp. dinumeratus, count over, < di- for dis-, apart,

-t- numerate, count: see number, numerate.] 1.

The act of numbering singly. Johnson.— 2. In
rhet., same as aparithmesis.

di nuOVO (de nwo'vo). [It., i'L.de novo, q. v.]

In music, anew ; again : a direction to repeat.

dinus (di'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. Avof, a whirling,
vertigo.] In pathol., vertigo ; dizziness.

diobol(di-ob'ol),K. [<Gr.<!((i/3o?.ov, <(!;-, two-, 4-

bfio'Adc, obol.] A silver coin of ancient Greece,
of the value of two obols. See obol.

dioc. An abbreviation of diocese and diocesan.

diocesan (di'o-se-san or di-os'e-san), a. and n.

[< ME. dyocesan (n.), < OF. dineesain, F. dio-
cesain = 8p. Pg. It. diocesano, < ML. dioecesanus.

Diodon

pertaining to a diocese, < LL. diacegis, a diocese:
see diocese.] I. a. Pertaining to a diocese.

The rfioc««rtn jurisdiction was helpless without the king's

assistance, Stubbs, Const, Hist,, § 404,

Diocesan courts, the consistorial or consistory courts in

the Church of England.

II. n. 1 . A bishop as related to his own dio-

cese ; one in possession of a diocese and having
the ecclesiastical jurisdiction over it.

I have heard it has been advised by a diocesan to his
inferior clergy, that they should read some of the most
celebrated sermons printed by others. Taller.

2t. One of the clergy or people in a diocese ; a
diocesener.

Faithful lovers who . . . are content to rank themselves
humble diocesans of old Bishop Valentine,

Lavib, Valentine's Day,

diocese (dl'o-ses), n. [Formerly less prop, dio-

cess; < 'M.E.'diodse, < OF. diocise, diocese, P. dio-

cese = Pr. diocezi, diocesa= Sp. didcesi, di<icesis

= Pg. diocese, diecese = It. diocesi = D. diocese

z= G. diocese, < L. dicecesis, a governor's juris-

diction, a district, LL. and ML. a bishop's
jurisdiction, diocese, < Gr. 6ioiKiiai^, housekeep-
ing, administration, a province, a diocese, <
StoiKew, keej> house, conduct, govern, < o«i,

through, + otKclv, inhabit, dwell, Xoho^, a dwell-
ing, a house, = L. vicus, a village (> tilt. E.
wick, a to'wn), = Skt. vega, a house.] 1. A
district or division of a country : a province

:

now obsolete except when used with refer-

ence to Norway, an episcopal diocese (stift) of
which, as a geographical division of the coun-
try, is sometimes regarded as a province,
though it has no provincial civil administration.

Wild Ijoars are no rarity in this diocess, whicli the
Moors hunt and Idll in a manly pastime.

L. Addison, "West Barbary, ii,

2. Under the Boman empire after Diocletian
and Constantino, a subdivision of a prefecture,
comprising a number of provinces ; hence, a cor-
responding extent of territory as an ecclesiasti-

cal division, including a number of provinces or
eparchies, each province again containing a
number of paroecise, which themselves finally

came tobe called dioceses in the following (mod-
em) sense.—3. The district, with its popula-
tion, falling under the pastoral care of a bishop.

The local compass of his [a bishop's] authority we term
a diocess. Hooker, Eccies, Polity, vii, S,

Meletius of Antioch . . . visited the diocesses of Syria,

and the several religious persons famous for severe un-
dertakings, Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1836), I, 108,

The boundaries of the kingdom or principality became
the boundaries of the bishop's diocese, and, as kingdoms
and shires shifted more than !)ishoprics did, the bounda-
ries of the dioceses became in Britain, as in Gaul, the l)est

guide to the earlier geography of the country.
E. A. Freeman, Amer, Lects,, p, 143,

diocesenert (dl-o-se'se-nfer), ». [< diocese -I-

-en-er; the temi. appar. after that of parish-
ion-er, ME. parissh-en.] One who belongs to a
diocese.

They say this unity in the bishop or the rector doth not
create any privity between the parishioners or dioceseners,
more than if there were several bishops, or several par-
sons. Baam, Works,

diocesst, n. An obsolete form of diocese.

diock (di'ok), n. Aname of the crimson-beaked
weaver-bird, Quelea sanguinirostris, of Africa.

dioctahedral (di-ok-ta-he'dral), a. [< di-2 +
octahedral.] In crystal., having the form of an
octahedral prism with tetrahedral summits.
DiOCtes (di-ok'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. diuxTt/c,

equiv. to SiuKriip, a pursuer, < iiuKtiv, pursue.]
1. In cntotn., a genus of adephagous beetles,

of the family Carabidas.— 2. In ornith., a ge-
nus of t-yrant flycatchers, of the family Tyran-
nidce. I'he type is D. pyrrholc^na of Mexico.
Reichenbach, 1850.

Diodia (di-o-di'a), n. [NL., < Gr. SioSda, also
diodof, a passage' through, < 6ia, through, -1-

6<5(5f,

way ; so called because many ofthe species grow
by the waysides.] A genus of decumbent herbs,
natural order Eubiacece, natives of the wanner
regions of America and Africa. The species are
rather pretty trailing shrubs, with small white flowers.

The two North American species, D. virginica and /),

teres, are called
liutton-7i'eed.

Diodon (di'o-
don), n. [NL.,
< Gr. A-, two-,
+ b66v, Ionic
form of oiSoi'f

(bdovT-) = E.
tooth.] 1. In
ichth. : (a) A
genus of globe- Sea-poicupilia (Z>Mto< Urttrit).
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fishes, of the suborder Gymnodontes and order

Plectognathi. The jaws are tipped with ivory-like

enamel instead of teeth ; this beak is undivided in each
jaw, so that there appears to be a tooth above and another
below, whence the name. D. hystrix, of the East Indian

and South American coasts, is an example. Like tlie

other globe-flshes, it blows itself into a globular shape
by swallowing air, and the skin is beset with spiny pro-

cesses; hence it is known as porcupine-Jieh, sea-porcu-

pine, sea-hedgehog, and prickly globe-fiih. (ft) [J. c]
A species of the genus Diodon.— 2. In ornith., a
genus of two-toothed falcons of South America

:

same as Bidois, Diplodon, or Harpagus. Lesson,

1831.—3. In mammal., a, genus of cetaceans:
same as Ziphius.—4. In herpet., same as Ano-
doii, 2.

Diodonlnae (di"9-do-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., irreg.

< Diodon, 1, + -»j<E.] A subfamily of gymno-
dont fishes: same as DiodontidcB.

diodont (di'6-^lont), a. and «. I. a. Having two
teeth ; specifically, of or pertaining to the Dio-

don tidce.

II. n. A fish of the family Diodontida.

Diodontidse (di-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dio-
don( t-),l, + -idai.'] A family of gymnodont plee-

tognath fishes, named from the genus Diodon,
including all the known Diodontoidea. The body is

covered with long spines often capable of erection, the belly

is inflatable, and the dorsal and anal tins are small, poste-

rior, and opposite. The species are mostly inhabitants of

tropical seas, although a few extend northward and south-
ward far iut«j the temperate zones; they are generally
known as porcxipine-Juhes and globe -jishes.

Diodont^se (di'6-^ion-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dio-
don(t-), 1, 4- -iHo;.] A subfamily of gymnodont
fishes, typified by the genus Diodon; the Dio-
dontidcE considered {is a subfamily of Tetrao-

dontida:,

diodontoid (di-o-don'toid), a. and m. I. a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the Dio-
dontidw or Diodontoidea.

U. n. A diodont.

Diodontoidea (dio-don-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Diodon(,t-), 1, + -os'dea.] d Gill's system
of classification, a superfamily of gymnodont
plectognath fishes. The technical characters are; no
pelvis ; a uornially developed caudal region ; the inter-

maxillary and dentary bones coossihed into single suture-

less arches, the supraniaxiUary i>ortion8 extending later-

ally behind ; the ethm»jid retracted backward under the
frontal ; and tlie postfrontals retracted inward to the sides

of the supraoccipital and l>ehind the frontals.

DiOBCia (di-e'shia), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of dice-

cious: see dioecious.'] The twenty-second class
of plants in the artificial system of Liniiffius.
It comprehends such genera as have male or stanien-bear-
ing flowers on one plant, and female or pistil-bearing
flowers on another, wi willows.

dioecian, diecian (di-e'shan), a. [As diced-ous
+ -ail.'] Same as diadous.

dioeciopolygamOUS (di-e'shio-po-lig'a-mus), a.

In bot., polygamous with a tendency to dioe-

eionsness, or to the prevalence of flowers of
one sex upon individual plants.

dioecious, diecious (di-e'shus), a. [< NL. <j«b-

cius, < Ur. ()(-, two-, + o(/iOf, house.] 1. Inhot,,
unisexual, the male and female flowers being

borneon sep-
arate plants,
as in the wil-

low, prickly
ash, and
hemp. — 2.

Having the
flowers un-
like on dif-

ferentplants
of the same
species: used
only with
modifying
prefixes, as
androdice-

cious, when the flowers on some plants are all

male and on others all hermaphrodite (a hypo-
thetical ease), and gi/nodio;cious, when they are
in like manner female and hermaphrodite.— 3.

In zoiil., sexually distinct ; having the two sexes
in different individuals : opposed to monoecious.

Also ditnrian, dioic. dioicous.

dioBciously, dieciously (di-e'shus-li), adv. In
a dioecious manner; with a tendency to dioe-

ciousness.

The repHKiuctive organs are distributed monoeciously
or itiircUmtf;/. Sarhit, Itotany (trans.), p. ;iOt*.

diceciousness, diecionsness (di-e'shus-nes), «.

The state or quality of being dioecious. Also
dicecism, diecism.

/)lflfciM4«lMM— self-sterillty — the prepotency of pollen
frofn another individual over a plant's own pollen.

Darwin, Different Forma of Flowers, \i. 258.
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In many of the plants of this division [Pteridophyta]

there is a strong tendency toward diceciousness in the
prothallia, and in the higher genera it becomes the in-

variable rule. Bessey, Botany, p. 362.

dioecism (di-e'sizm), n. [< di<xc{ioits) + -dsm.]

Same as dia:cioiisness.

Diogenes-crab (di-oj ' e-nez-krab), n. [So called
from its choosing a shell for its residence ; with
allusion to the famous Cynic philosopher Dioge-
nes, who, according to the tradition, chose to

live in a tub. The name, Gr. AioyivTic, is prop,

an adj., Aioyev^(, Zeus-bom, < Zevg (Aio-), Zeus
(see deity), + -ycvT/c, -born: see -geti.] A West
Indian hermit-crab of the genus Cenobita and
family Paguridce.

Diogenes-cup (di-oj'e-nez-kup), n. The cup-
like cavity formed by the palm of the hand,
when the fingers are slightly bent, the little

and third fingers being drawn over toward the
thumb.
Diogenic (di-o-jen'ik), a. [< Diogenes (see Dio-
gencs-crab) + -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or re-

sembling Diogenes, a celebrated Greek phi-
losopher of the Cynio school, who flourished in

the fourth century B. c. See Cynic, n., 1.

We omit the series of Socratic, or rather Diogenic utter-

ances, not unhappy in their way, whereby the monster,
" persuaded into silence," seems soon after to have with-
drawn for the night. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 98.

dioic, dioicous (di'oik, di-oi'kus), a. [< Gr. Si-,

two-, + oi/iof, a house ; same as diwc-i-ous, but
imitating the Gr. spelling.] Same as dioecious.

Diomedea (di'o-me-de'a), n. [NL., < Diomedes,
Gr. Atofii/drig, a tam'ous hero at the siege of Troy,
lit. Zeus-counseled, < Zciq {Aio-), Zeus, + /i^<5of,

pi. ftf/ika, counsels.] The typical genus of

the subfamily Diomedeinw, containing most of

the albatrosses. D. exulans and D. brachyura
are characteristic examples. See cut under
albatross.

Diomedeinae (di-6-me-de-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Diomedea + -incB."] A subfamily of birds, of the
family Procellariidw, including the albatrosses.
They are characterized by having the hind toe rudimentary
and the nostrils disconnected from each other, one on each
side of the base of the upper mandible. Dimnedea is the

typical genus, and others, as Phcebetria, are recognized by
some naturalists. See albatross.

Dion (di'on), n. See Dioiin.

Dionsa (di-o-ne'a), n. [NL., fem. of L. Dionceus,

< Gr. Aiuvaio^, pertaining to Dione, fem. A/u-

vaiij, Aphrodite, < Aiuvrj, Dione, the mother of

Aphrodite by Zeus, later applied to Aphrodite
herself, < Ze£^ (Aio-), Zeus: see Zern, deity.'] 1.

A genus of plants, natural order Droseracece.
Only onespecies is known, D. 7nii«ctmifa(Venus'8 fly-trap),

a native of the sandy uvannas of the Carolinaa and Flor-

Di«ci«us Planu (Male and Female) of
yallitneria ifiratis.

Venus's Fly-trap {Dianaa muscipula).

(Fn>m Gray's "Genera of the Plants of the United States.")

ida. It has a roaette of root-leaves, from which rises a

naked scape bearing a corymb of rather large white flowers.

The leaves have a dilateii petiole and a slightly stalked

2-lol)ed lamina or appendage with three very delicate hairs

and a fringe of stout marginal bristles on each lobe. The
hairs are rcmarkaijiy irritalde, and when touched by a fly

or other insect the lobes of the leaf suddenly close on the
insect and capture it. This is followed by the copious se-

cretion of an acid lic|iiid for the digestion of the prey, and
by itsaljsorption. This may be repeated several times by
the same 1«-af.

2. In enlom., a genus of dipterous insects. Des-

voidy, 1830. Also Dionea.

Diophantine

dionym (di'o-nim), n. [< Gr. di6vv/iOf, with two
names, < A-, two-, + ovvfia, ovo/ia, a name : see
onym.] A name consisting of two terms; a
binomial name in zoology, as Homo sapiens.

Coues.

dionsrmal (di-on'i-mal), a. [As dionym + -al."]

Of or pertaining to a dionym; binomial; bi-

nominal.

The binomial (or dionymaX) system.
J. A. Allen, The Auk, I. 362.

Dionysia (dl-o-nis'i-a), n.pl. [L., < Gr. Aiovvaia

(sc. icpd, offerings), neut. pi. of Atomaioc, pertain-
ing to Dionysus: see Dionysus.] In classical

antiq., the orgiastic and dramatic festivals cele-

brated periodically in various parts of Greece,
in honor of Dionysus or Bacchus. The most im-
portant of these festivals, in the historic period, were
those of Attica, which were four in number, celebrated
annually : the Rural or Lesser Dionysia, the Lenaia, the
Anthesteria, and the Dionysia in the City, or Greater Dio-
nysia. The Lesser Dionysia were a vintege-festival, cele-

brated through the rural demes in the month of Poseideon
(December), with universal merriment and freedom from
restraint, extended even to slaves. Plays were performed
during this festival, and from its characteristic songs and
jests comedy was developed. The Greater Dionysiawere ob-

served at Athens in the second half of March, with a grand
procession, a set chorus of boys, and the production in

competition at the expense of the state, in the Dionysiac
theater, in honor of the god, of the comedies and tragedies

of which those surviving constitute our most precious
treasures of ancient literature. See Bacchus, Lenaia,
A nthesteria, choragic, and choragus.

Dionysiac (dl-o-nis'i-ak), a. [< L. Dionysia-

cus, < Gr. AuxvvatoKoq, < Aiowaia, Dionysia : see

Dionysia, Dionysus.] In Gr. myth., of or per-

taining to the festivals called Dionysia, in hon-
or of Dionysus or Bacchus, the god of wine

;

Bacchic.

It [the Bacchae] is a magnificent play, alone among ex-

tant Gre«k tragedies in picturesque splendour, and in

that sustained glow of Dionysiac enthusiasm to which the

keen irony lends the strength of contrast
Encyc. Brit., VIII. 678.

Dionysiac amphora or vase. Same as Bacchic am-
phora or vase. See Bacchic.

Dionysian (di-o-nis'i-an), a. [< Gr. Amvhaio^,

pertaining to IJionysus (as a proper name, L.
Dionysius), < Aidvvaoc, Dionysus : see Dionystis.'}

1. Same as Dionysiac.

The Dionysian routs and processions.

C. O. Miiller, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), 8 390.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of Dionysius

the Elder or Dionysius the Younger, tyrants of

Syracuse (about 405-343 B. C), both notorious

for cruelty, but especially the former.

He . . . [Francia] lived a life of republican simplicity,

and punished with Dionysian severity the slightest want
of respect. Encyc. Brit., IX. 688.

8. Pertaining to the abbot Dionysius Exiguus,
who, in the sixth century, introduced the pres-

ent vulgar reckoning of the years— Dtonysian
period, a period of 532 Julian years, at the end of which
full moons fall on the same days of the year. It was in-

vented for the purpose of computing the time of Easter.

Dionysius's ear. See eari.

Dionysus (di-9-ni'sus), n. [L., also written Di-
onysus, < Gr. Aidwco^, the earlier name of Bac-
chus: see Bacchus.] In Gr. myth., the youth-
ful and beautiful god of wine and the drama.
Also called Bacchus. See Bacchus.

Dioon (di-6'on), n. [NL. , < Gr. St-, two-, + i>6v ==

L.oi'M»(i,an egg.] Acycadaeeousgenusof plants,

of which there are only two species, natives of

tropical Mexico. The stem is very short and stout,

with a crown of large, rigid, and spine-tipped pinnate
leaves. The female cone is of the size of a child's head,
each scale bearing two seeds as large as chestnuts. The
seeds of D. edule yield a kind of arrowroot. Also Dion.

Dioonites (di-6-o-nI'tez), n. [NL., < Dioon +
•ites.] The generic name of a fossil plant be-

longing to the eycads, occurring in numerous
localities in the Triassic and Jurassic of Europe.
The genus Dioijnites, as instituted by Bornemann, consists

largely of species previously assigned by authors to Ptero-

phi/Uuin.

Diophantine (di^-fan'tin), a. [< LL. Diophan-
tns, Gr. AiispavTo^,' a, proper name, + -ine^.] Of
or pertaining to Diophantus of Alexandria, a
celebrated Greek arithmetician, who flourished

in the fourth century— Diophantine analysis,
indeterminate analysis: a method of solving Diophan-

tine problems, namely, of solving indeterminate algebraic

equations, the solutions being rational numbers. The
method consists in introducing an equation involving an
indeterminate coefficient, in such a way that the square of

one of the unknowns may be eliminated. It therefore de-

pends upon the ingenuity and experience of the calculator.

The following is an example : Required to separate a given

square numlfcr, N2, into the sum of two squares. Let x3
be one of these squares, and let the root of the other be

ax - N, where a is indeterminate. Then, the sum of the

t« o squares « ill be (1 -f a^)x^ - 2aNa! -f N2. Since this is

eiiiial to N2, we have (1 -t- a2)x = 2aN, or « = 2oN /(I -f a»),

which is rational.
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And now that it has been shown that these images are

not fonned dioptrically, but are the result of numerous
"diilraction-speetra," it is impossible to entertain the

same confidence a8 before. W. B. Carpenter, Micros. , § 277.

dioptrics (di-op'triks), ». [Pi. of dioptric (see

-i'cs), after Gr. to dmirTpma, the science of di-

optrics.] That part of optics which treats of

the refraction of light passing through diflfer-

ent media, as air, water, or glass, and especial-

ly through lenses. The term is now not much used

by scientillc writers, the phenomena to which it refers

being treated under the general head of re/rMtion (which

see). See also lens, light, and optim. Also called anaclas-

ideK} A variety or sub|peeies; of Pyroxene, ^^U^qj,^ (di-op'tron), n.
;
pi. dioptra (-tra). [<

containing as bases chiefly calcium and mag-
'^"j.. AoTrrpov: seediopter.] 1 suriical speculum.

nesium, with more or less iron. It occurs in pris- ,..,',, /|j , A diontrie
matic crystals, of a vitreous luster, and of a pale-green OlOptry (dl-op tri;, n. A Oioptrie.

or a greenish- or yellowish-white color. Fine specimens dlOrama (di-o-ra'ma), «. [< Gr. as i£ 6wpa/M,

diophth&lmns

diophthalmos (di-of-thal'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

it-, two-, + b^a'/.u6(, eye.] Same as binocu-

if«,v. 3.

diophysite, diophysitism. See diphysite, etc.

Dioplotherium (tli-op-lo-the'ri-um), «. [NL.,

< <h. <i(-, two-, + uTT/a, arms (as those possessed

by animals for defense or attack), -t- driplov, <

eijf), a wild beast.] A genus of fossil sirenians

from South Carolina, characterized by the pres-

ence of two incisors, whence the name.

diopside (di-op'sid or -sid), n. [< Gr. di'oi/xf, a

view through (< 6id, through, -I- i^fc, a view), +

Diospyros

gions of America and Asia. They have fleshy tuberous

roots, containing a large amount of starch, and several

species are extensively cultivated for food in many tropi-

come from the Muasa Alp, in the Ala valley in Piedmont.

Also called alalite and mu«site.

Diopsis (di-op'sis), ». [NL., < Gr. di-, two-, +
6V"f, view. Cf. diopside.'\ 1. In entom., a ge-

nus of dipterous in-

sects, of the family
Muscida, or flies. It

is characterized by the
immense prolongation of

the sides of the head,
which thus appears as if

it were furnished with
long boms knobbed at

the end. All the known
species are from tropical

regiona of the old world.

2. A genus of tur-

bellarian worms.
dioptase (di-op'tas),

»i. [< F. dioptase, < Gr. 6ia, through, + o-n-Toaia,

later form of ofct, view ; cf. oTrrdl^eaeai, be seen . ]

Emerald copper ore ; silicate of copper, a trans-

lucent mineral, occurring crystallized in six-

sided prisms.

diopter (di-op'ter), 11. [Also, asL., dioptra, < Gr.

< 6iopav, see through, <

see. Ct. panorama.'^ 1.

ing, or a

A species of Diopsis,

SioTT-pa, a leveling instrument consisting of a

plank turning through a semicircle on a stand,

and provided with sights at the two ends and
a water-level, < (!<o, through, + ottt-, •/ *o7r, in

b^adai, see, oTrn/foc, optic, etc. : see optic.'] 1.

An ancient form of theodolite.— 2. The ali-

dade or index arm of a graduated circle.— 3.

An instrument used in craniometry for obtain-

ing projections of the skull.— 4. A dioptric.

dioptra, «• Plural of dioptron.

dioptrate (di-op'trat), a. [< Gr. Std, through,

-I- bizr-, V *"" in 6fea6ai, see (see diopter), +

did, through, + dpdv,

A spectacular paint-

ing, v/i - connected series of paintings, in-

tended for exhibition to spectators in a dark-

ened room, in a manner to produce by optical

illusions an appearance of reality. The paintings

are so executed and ari'anged that a variety of ettects may
be induced by varying the direction, intensity, and color of

the light ; one of the most notable of these effects coming

from light transmitted through the picture itself, which
is painted in transparent coloring on a thin fabric. Dif-

ferent scenes may be painted on the two faces of the fab-

ric, and a change from one to the other may be made by

altering the source of the illumination. A dayliglit scene

may be thus changed with wonderful realism to one by
moonlight, or a desert place may become all at once peo-

pled by a busy crowd. The diorama was devised in 1822

by Daguerre (the chief inventor of photography) and Bou-

ton.

2. A building in which dioramic paintings are

exhibited.

dioramic (di-o-ram'ik), a. [< diorama + -*c.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a diorama.

diorism (di'o-rizm), n. [< Gr. iiopia/j6g, divi-

sion, distinction, < 6topi(ew,diyide, distinguish,

draw a boimdary through, < 6ia, through, + dpi-

plank l^u^gth^u^h^a^emicir^ ^LS^ !SS,^:^^ni?r''^ai^5
To eat things sacrificed to idols is one mode of idolatry

;

but, by a prophetical diorism, it signifies idolatry in gen-

eral. Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 72.

2. In math., a statement of the conditions un-

der which the problem to which it belongs is

soluble.

dioristic, dioristical (di-o-ris'tik, -ti-kal), a.

[< Gr. dwptoTiiiOi, distinctive, < SiopiZuv, distin-

guish: &e% diorism.] Distinguishing; defining.

Smart. [Rare.] ,

So as to
-a(«i.] In CTitoJW., divided by a transverse par- -?'«»"•. ^I^Z.'a-- • '« i,„i ;n „j.,

tition, as the compound eyes of certain aquatic dlOTlstlcally (di-o-ris ti-kal-i) ad«

beetres; divided by a transverse line, as the distinguish; by deiinition. [Rare.]

-ate^

tition
beetles,
central spot or pupil of an ocellate or eye-like

mark.
dioptric (di-op'trik), a. and n. [< Gr. iiovrpmSc,

pertaining to the use of the diopter, < dioKTpa,

diopter: see diopter.] I. a. 1. Affording a me- diorite (di'6-rit), ». [So called because formed
dium for the sight; assisting vision in the view of distinct portions; irreg. < Gr. diopiiCeiv), sep-

of distant objects. arate, distinguish (see diorism), + -ite^.] The
View the asperities of the moon through a dioptrick name given by Hatiy to a rock included among

glass, and venture at the proportion of her hills by their ^Jigge varieties which had before that time

Ye are not so pure and clean as ye ought to be, and free

from the lusts of the flesh ; which vice is here noted by
Nicolaitism dioristicallp, as idolatry in general before by
eating things sacrificed to idols.

Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 72.

shadows. Dr. U. More, Antidote against Atheism, iL 12.

2. Pertaining to dioptrics, or the science of re-

fracted light.

These dioptric images, when formed by lenses free from
Spherical and Chromatic aberration, are geometrically

correct pictures. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 167.

Dioptric system, in lighthouses, a mode of lighting in

which the lllumiuation is produced by a central lamp, the
rays from which are trans-

Section of Fresnel's Dioptric Light.

mitted through a combi-
nation of lenses surround

tractive power of a
lens (or inverse focal
length), equal to unity
divided by a meter.
The nunierical measure of
the power of a lens ex-

pressed in dioptrics is the
ratio of one meter to the
focal length of the lens,

the latter being measured positively in the direction away
from the source of parallel i-ays entering the lens ; so that a
convex lens with a focal length of half a meter would have
a power of 2 dioptrics, and a concave lens with a focal length
of 250 millimeters would have a power of —4 dioptrics.

Owing principally to differences in the length of the
inch in various countries, this method [the inch being used
as the nnit] had great inconveniences, and is now giving

filace to a universal system, in which the unit is the re-

ractive power of a lens whose focal length is one metre.
This unit is called a dioptric (usually written " D").

Enct/c. Brit., XXII. 373.

dioptrical (di-op'tri-kal), a. Same as dioptric.

dioptrically (di-op'tri-kal-i), ode. By refrac-

tion.

been generally designated by the name green-

stone. Diorite consists essentially of a crystalline-granu-

lar aggregate of a tricliniu feldspar and hornblende, in

very varying proportions, with which are frequently as-

sociated magnetite and apatite, and sometimes mica.

This rock has usually a thoroughly crystalline structure.

Many of the rocks called by the name of diorite are, in all

probability, altered basalts ; some, however, may have re-

sulted from the alteration of andesites, and even of gab-

bros. In the case of diorite, the alteration has proceeded
further than it has in the diabases and melaphyres. See

greeTistone and diabase.
ing it. Also called the re- ^oritic (di-6-rit'ik), a. [< diorite + -ic] Per-
/racang system.

taining to or of the nature of diorite.
II. n. A unit of re-

fliorthosis (di-or-tho'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Aop-

6aaig, a making straight, as the setting of a

limb, amendment, correction, < SiopBovv, make
straight, < iid, through, + opOovv, make straight,

< bpddc, straight.] 1. In surg., the reduction

of a fracture or dislocation, or the restoration

of crooked or distorted limbs t(5 their proper

shape.— 2. A recension or critical edition of a
literary work.
diorthotic (di-6r-thot'ik), a. [< Gr. Stopdomad^,

corrective, < dwpduatg, correction: see diortho-

sis.] 1. Relating to the emendation or correc-

tion of texts ; corrective.

Ko sooner had Scaliger placed himself by common con-

sent at the head of textual criticism, than he took leave

for ever of diortkotic criticism. Quarterly Rev.

2. In surg., relating to diorthosis.

Dioscorea (di-os-ko'rf-a), n. [NL., in honor of

IMoscorides, a famous Greek physician and bot-

anist.] A large genus of twining plants, the

type of the natural order Dioscoreacew. There
are about 160 species, belonging chiefly to the wai'nier re-

Chinese or Japanese Yam [Dioscorea Batatas).

I. Female flowers and fruit. 2. Male flowers. ( From Le Maout and
Decatsne's " Traite general de Botanique.")

cal and subtropical regions. The principal species thus

cultivated, commonly known as yams, are D. mtim, D.
aculeata, D. alata, and the Chinese or Japanese yam, Z>.

Batatas. See yam.

Dioscoreaceae (di-os-ko-rf-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,

< Dioscorea + -acew.] A natural order of en-

dogenous plants distinguished by their ribbed,

reticulately veined leaves, tuberous roots or

knotted rootstoeks, twining stems, and incon-

spicuous dioecious flowers. It includes 8 genera and
about 160 species, and is represented in the Uuited States

by a single species, Dioscorea villosa.

dioscoreaceons (di-os-ko-re-a'shius), a. Be-
longing to or having the characters of the Dios-

coreaccw.

dioscorein (di-os-ko're-in), w. [< Dioscorea +
-in^.] A precipitate 'formed by adding water

to the tincture of the roots of Dioscorea rillosa,

used medicinally by eclectic physicians.

Dioscuri (di-os-ku'ii), n. pi. [< Gr. AtoaKovpoi,

later and Ionic form of Aidmopoi, pi. (rarely in

sing. A(do-Kopof), < A(Of, gen. of Zev(, Zeus, +
Kdpog, Ionic Kovpoi;, a son, a boy, lad.] In Gr.

myth., the twin sons of Zeus and Leda, Castor

and Polydeuces or Pollux, warrior gods, and
tutelary protectors of sailors. At a compara-
tively late date the Dioscuri were partly con-

fused with the Cabiri.

To the Dioscuri, who always retained very much of their

divine nature, belongs a perfectly unblemished youthful

beauty, an equally slender and powerful shape, and, as an
almost never-failing attribute, the half-oval form of the

hat, or at least hair lying close at the back of the head,

but projectingin thick curls around the forehead and tem-
ples. C. 0. Miiller, Manual of Archa;ol. (trans.), § 414.

Dioscurian (di-os-kii'ri-an), a. [< Dioscuri +
-an.] Pertaining to the'Dioscuri.

Diosma (di-os'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. Sloe, divine,

-H ba/iy, odor.]
" A genus of heath-like ruta-

ceous plants, of about a dozen species, natives

of South Africa. The foliage is resinous-dotted, and

they all diffuse a strong and generally disagreeable odor.

Several species are occasionally cultivated in greenhouses

for their white or pinkish flowers.

diosmose (di-os'mos), n. [< NL. diosmosis,

q. v.] Same as diosmosis.

diosmosis (di-os-mo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Std,

through, -t- wa/Mf, a thrusting, pushing, < oStli;

push: see osmose.] In physics, the transuda-

tion of a fluid through a
membrane ; transfusion
through imperceptible
openings. The way in which
the maternal and fetal circula-

tions mingle in the placenta is

an example of diost}Wsis. See
o.-i}tio.'iis, cxos7r)osi^, endosmosis.

diosmotic (di-os-mot'ik),

a. [< diosmosis {-mot-)

+ -ic] Pertaining to di-

osmosis; osmotic.

Diospjrros (di-os'pi-ros),

11. [NL., < Ij. diospyros
(Pliny), < Gr. di6airvpo(, a
certain plant, i.e., &i6g irv-

p(Sf, lit. Zeus's wheat.- A;of,

gen. of Zct'f, Zeus (see

Zeus, deity); wpm:, wheat.]
A large genus of trees and
shrubs, of the natural ''"^"^^f^Zfly^.'Si!:'""'
order Ehenace(e, natives
of the warmer regions of the world, but belong-
ing for the most part to Asia and Mauritiua
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Of the 160 species, only two are American, of which one

is the coramon persimmon of the United States, D. Yir-

ffiniatuz, sometimes called date-plum. The wood is hai-d

and heavy, and many species yield woods that are val-

uable for carving, furniture-making, etc. Ebony is the

heart-wood of several species, the best and most costly,

with the blackest ami finest grain, being obtained from
D. reticulaUl of Mauritius and D. Ebenus of Ceylon. Z>.

qucesita of Ceylon yields calamander-wood, and D. Kurzii

the marble-wood of the Andaman islands. />. Kaki, the

Chinese or Japanese persimmon, is cultivated for its fruit,

which resembles the plum in appearance and flavor, and
has been introduced into southern Europe and the United
States. D. Lotus of southern Europe has been supposed
to be the lotus of the ancients, but its fruit is hardly eat-

able. It is used as a remedy for diarrhea. The fruits of

most of the species are excessively astringent when im-

mature, owing to the amount of tannic acid which they
contain.

diothelism (di-oth'e-lizm), n. [Irreg. for "di-

thelism, < LGr. iiBc?.^p, with two volitions (< Gr.

ii; two-, + 6i?.eiv, will), + -ism.'] In theoL, the

doctrine that Christ during his earthly life pos-

sessed two wiUs, a human and a divine : op-

posed to monotlielism. Also dyotJielism. [Rare.]

mothelite (di-oth'e-Gt), n. [Irreg. for *dithe-

lite; as diothel-ism + -itc^.] One who holds to

the doctrine of diothelism. Also dyotlwlite.

diozia (di-ok-si'a), n. [< Gr. 6io^£iin>, i. e., A'

b^ciuv, in full ij iia b^eiuv xopii>v (svfi<fKj>via (ef.

diapason, diapente, etc.) : b^tiuv, gen. pi. of oftia,

fern, of b^v(, sharp.] In Gr. music, the interval

of a fifth: later called diapente (which see).

dioxid (di-ok'sid), n. [< di-2 + oxid.'\ An
oxid consisting of one atom of a metal and two
atoms of oxygen. Also written, erroneously,

dinaxid Carbon dloxld. Same as carlxmic acid (which
see, under carljonir).

diozy-. [< dJ-2 -1- oxy{gen).'\ A chemical pre-

fix signifying that the compound to which it is

prefixed contains either two oxygen atoms or
two oxygen atoms additional to another com-
pound. Thus, succinic acid has the formula

C4He04, and dioxy-succinic acid has the for-

mula CiHgOg.
dip (dip), V. ;

pret. and pp. dipped or dipt, ppr.

dipping. [Early mod. E. also dippe, dyppe (also

dial, dib: see diftl); < ME. dippen, dyppen, <

AS. dyppan, dippan (pret. dyptc, pp. dyppcd)

(= Dan. dyppe), dip, plunge, immerse, a sec-

ondary form, orig. 'dupian (equiv. to ONorth.
deiian, baptize, = OS. dopian = D. doopen =
LG. dopen = OHG. toufen, MHG. toufen, G.
uxufen = Sw. diipa = Dan. diibe = Goth, daup-
jan, all in sense of 'baptize,' the orig. and lit.

sense 'dip' being found only in OHG., MHG.,
and Goth.), a causative verb, < dedp, Goth.
diitps, etc., deep: see ileep. Related words are

dop, dopper, dap, dab^, etc., and perhaps dim-
ple.'] I. trans. 1. To plunge or immerse tem-
porarily in water or other liquid, or into some-
thing containing it; lower into and then raise

from water or other liquid : as, to dip a person
in baptism; to dip a boat's oars; to dip one's
hands into water.

Tlie priest shall dip his finger in the blood. Lev. ir. 6.

The bason then being brought up to the bishop, he often
dipped a large lattice into it, and several times sprinkled
all the people. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 18.

2. To lower and raise as if in temporary im-
mersion ; hence, to perform by a downward and
an upward movement : as, to dip a fiag in salu-

tation; the falcon dipped his wings for flight;

to dip a courtesy.— 3. To raise or take up by
a dipping action; lift by bailing or scooping:
as, to dip water out of a boat; to dip out soup
with a ladle ; to dip up sand with a bucket.

—

4. To immerse or submerge partly
;
plunge or

sink to some extent into water; hence, to

plunge, as a person, into anything that in-

volves activity or effort, as difliculties or en-
tanglements; engage; entangle.

He was a little dipt in the rebellion of the commons.
Dryden, Fables.

In the irreen waves did the low bank dip
Its freah and green grass-covered daisied lip.

William Morrv(, Earthly Paradise, I. 405.

5t. To engage as a pledge : generally nsed for
the first mortgage. Latham.

Put out the principal in trusty hands.
Live on the use, and never dip thy lands.

Dryilen, tr. of Persius's Satires,

6. To plunge into ; begin to sink into or be im-
raersed in. [Rare.]

But ere he [the sword Excalibur] dipt the surface, rose an
arm

f'lnthed in white samite, mystic, wonderful,
And cauflit him by the hilt. Tennijmn, Morte d'Arthur.

7t. To affect as if by immersion ; moisten ; wet.

A cold shuddering dew
Dipt me all o'er, aa when the wrath of Jove
Speaks thunder. Milton, Comus, 1. 803.

1629
We saw two boats overset and the gallants forced to be

pulled on shore by the heels. . . . Among others I saw the
ministers . . . sadly dipped. Pepys, Diaiy, May 15, 1660.

Dipping the axle. See oxte.— To dip snuff, to take
snutf by dipping a stick into it and rubbing it upon the
teeth and gums. [Southern U. S.]

Sam Upchinch smoked his pipe, and Peggy dipped snuff,

but Dyer declined joining them in using tobacco.
The Century, XXXI. 686.

To dip the flag. See flag^.

H. intrans. 1. To plunge into water or other
liquid and quickly emerge.

Unharmed the water-fowl may dip
In the Volsinian mere.

Macaulay, Horatius, vii.

2. To plunge one's finger or hand, or a dipper,

ladle, or the like, into anything ; make a tran-

sitory plunge or entrance ; hence, to engage or

interest one's self temporarily or to a slight

extent: with in or into: as, to dip into specu-
lation.

Who can call him his friend,
That dips in the same dish?

Shak., T. of A., ill. 2.

Suppose
I dipped among the worst and Staius chose ?

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Sfitires, it 38.

We dipt in all

That treats of whatsoever is.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

A blasphemy so like these Molinlsts',

I must suspect you dip into their books.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 39.

3. To incline downward ; sink, as if below the
horizon: as, the magnetic needle rfips : specifi-

cally, in geol., said of strata which are not hori-

zontal.
The sun*8 rim dips, the stars rush out.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ill.

Where the steep upland dips into the marsh.
Lowell, Under the Willows.

dip (dip), n. [< dip, t'.] 1 . The act of dipping

;

immersion for a short time in water or other
liquid ; a plunge ; a bath : as, the dip of the
oars ; a dip in the sea.

The dip of the wild fowl, the rustling of trees.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, i.

2. That which is dipped ; specifically, a candle
made by dipping a wick repeatedly in melted
tallow.

He gazes around,
And holds up his dip of sixteen to the pound.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 55.

It is a solitary purser's dip, as they are termed at sea,

emitting but feeble rays. Marryat, Snarleyyow, I. xix.

3. The act of dipping up, as with a ladle or

dipper: as, to take a dip from the bowl.— 4.

Inclination downward ; a sloping ; a direction

below a horizontal line ; depression.

Ev'n to the last dip of the vanishing sail

She watch'd it. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

Specifically—(a) In gtol., the angle which a stratum of

Dip of the Horizon.

E is the station vertically
above y/ at the sea-level : DAB
is an arc of a great circle hav-
ing its center at C, the center of
the earth : the a ngleHED is the
true, and OEB the apparent, dip.

Strike.

Outcrop of Rock, showinff Dip and Strike.

rock makes with a horizontal plane. The dip is the com-
plement of the hade or underlay. See these words.

If a stratum or bed of rock, instead of being quite level,

be inclined to one side, it is said to dip ; the point of the

compass to which it is inclined is said to be the point of

dip, and the degree of deviation from a level or horizon-

tal line is called the amount of dip.

Lyell, Manual of Geol., v.

(6) In mining : (1) A heading driven to the dip in mines in

which the beds of coal have a steep inclination. Also called

dip-head. (2) Rarely, a heading driven to the rise. [North.

Staffordshire, Eng.] (r) In teleg., the distance from a

point in a wire midway between two adjacent supports to

the middle point of a straight line joining the points on
these supports to which the wire is attached, (d) A cor-

rection to be applied to the altitude of heavenly bodies

observed at sea, varying according to the height of the ob-

server's eye.

8. Any liquid into which something is to be
dipped.

The bronzing dip may be prepared by dissolving In 1

gal. hot water \ lb. each perchloride of iron and perchlo-

rlde of copper. The metal should not be allowed to re-

main in this dip any longer than is necessary to produce
the tlesired colour. Workshtyp Receipts, 2d ser., p. 244.

Specifically— («) Drawn butter, or milk thickened with
flour, served with toast. (6) A sauce served with pud-
dings. [Local, U.S.]

diphtheria

6. A pickpocket. [Thieves'slan^.]—Dipof the
horizon, the angular amount by which the horizon
line lies below the level of
the eye. It is due to the
convexity of the earth, and
is somewhat diminished by
the refraction of light. The
figure gives an exaggerated
representation of the phe-
nomenon, on the left without
refraction and on the right
with it.— Dip of the nee-
dle, the angle which the
magnetic needle, freely
poised on its center of grav-
ity, and symmetrically
formed in both its arms,
makes with the plane of the
horizon. It is otherwise
termed the inclination of the

needle. In the United States the dip of the needle varies
from 55° to 70° ; at the magnetic poles it is 90°, and on the
magnetic equator it is 0°.— Direction of the dip, the
point of the compass toward which a stratum of rock is

inclined.

dipaschal (di-pas'kal), a. [< Gr. ii-, two-, +
7rd(7;);a, passover: see paschal.'] Including two
passovers. Carpenter.

dip-bucket (dip'buk'et), n. Abucket contrived
to turn and sink, or pour out readily, used on
shipboard and in wells.

dipchick (dip'chik), n. [< dip + chicle^ ; equiv.

to dabchick, q. v.] Same as dabchick. Carew.

dip-circle (dip'ser"kl), n. A form of dipping-
compass (which see).

One of the snow-houses (built not far from the observa-

tory) was designed for the dip-circle, and the other for the
declinometer. C. F. Hall, Polar Expedition, p. 218.

Dipeltidae (di-pel'ti-de), ». pi. [NL., < Dipel-

tis + -idee.] A family of xiphosurous merosto-
matous crustaceans, represented by the genus
Dipeltis, of Carboniferous age, having a dis-

coidal elliptical body with a smooth abdomen
differentiated from the cephalic shield.

Dipeltis (di-pel'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. St-, two-,

-t- ncATJi, a shield.] The typical genus of Dt-
peltidcB. D. diplodiscus is an example.

dipenthemimeres (di-pen-the-mim'e-rez), n.

[< Gr. diirevdji/u/icp^^, < 6i-, two'-, -I- irevd^/ufiepTi^,

penthemimeres : see penthemimeres.] In ane.

pros., a verse consisting of two penthemimeres,
or groups of five half-feet (two and a half feet)

each: as, for example, a line composed of a
dactylic pentameter and an iambic monome-
ter hypercataleetic, -t^w — ww— |w.«.- — w.

dipetalous (di-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. 6t-, two-, -t-

iTcra'Aov, a leaf (moiJ. a petal), + -om.] In hot.,

having two petals.

di petto (de pet'to). [It.: di, < L. de, from;
petto, < L. pecttis, breast: see pectoral.] In
music, with the natural voice, as opposed to

falsetto.

up-head (dip'hed), n. Same as dip, 4 (6) (1).

It frequently happens that the dip-head level intersects

the cutters in its progress at a very oblique angle.

lire. Diet., III. 328.

diphenic (di-fen'ik), o. l< di-^ + phenic.] Used
in the phrase diphenic acid, an oxidation pro-

duct (CuHkP^ of phenanthrene, one of the

constituents of coal-tar.

diphenylamine (dif-e-nil'a-min), «. [< di-^ +
phenyl + amine.'] A crystalline substance,

(C8H5)2NH, having an agreeable odor and
weakly basic properties, prepared by the dry
distillation of rosaniline blue, or by heating
aniline hydrochlorid and aniline together. It

is used in the preparation of various dye-stuffs, and as a

reagent in microcheniical analysis for the detection of mi-

nute quantities of nitrates and nitrites, which yield with

it a dark-blue color.— Dlphenylamlne-Wue. Same as

spirit-blue.

diphrelatic (dif-re-lat'ik), a. [< Gr. iuppTiUmc,

a chariot-driver, < (i'^pof, a chariot-board, the

chariot itself, so called because it accommo-
dated two (the driver and his master), for *rf(-

(fxipoc, bearing two, < St-, two-,+ -^6p(K, < (pepeiv=
E. bear!.] Of or pertaining to chariot-driving.

diphtheria (dif- or dip-the'ri-a), n. [NL. (so

called with reference to the leathery nature of

the membrane formed), < Gr. SujSepa, a prepared

hide, skin, piece of leather, perhaps < diifiuv,

soften, knead till soft, akin toL. depsere, knead,

make supple, tan leather.] An infectious dis-

ease, characterized by the formation oyer the

affected and inflamed parts of a firm whitish or

grayish pellicle, or false membrane (which is

removed with difficulty and leaves a raw sur-

face), and by general prostration. It is not infre-

quently followed by more or less extended paralysis. The
air-piussages of tlie head are the most frequent seat of the

dipbtlicritic membrane, although it may appear on other

nmcous surfaces and in wounds. The disease is very fre-

quently fatal, and its ravages are extended by fllth Also
diphtheritis.



diphtheria

Viphthtria is not an hereditary disease; but a special

aptitude to receive and develop the poison evidently per-

tains to certain individuals and families.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 876.

diphtheritic (dif- or dip-the-rit'ik), a. [< diph-

theritis + -Jc] Of the nature of, pertaining or

relating to, or affected by diphtheria : as, diph-

thrritie laryngitis ; a diphtheritic membrane ; a

diphtluritii' ])atient.

diphtheritically (dif- or dip-the-rit'i-kal-i),

adi\ In the manner of diphtheria ; with regard

to diphtheria.

Do the violent reactions of the tonsils of these persons

to weather changes involve likelihood of rendering them
dipktheritically infectious? Sanitarian, XVII. 902.

diphtheritis (dif- or dip-thf-ri'tis), n. [NL.,

< Gr. 6t(^ijM, a prepared skin (membrane) (see

diphtheria), + -itis.'] Same as diphtheria.

diphtheroid (dif- or dip'the-roid), a. [< diph-

theria + -oirf.] Resembling diphtheria.

The vesiculopapules broke, leaving excoriated surfaces

of a diphthtroid character, from which there exuded an

exceedingly abundant, foul-smelling discharge.

Dr. E. B. Bronnon, Med. Hews, XLIX. 270.

diphthong (dif'- or dip'thong), n. [Formerly

also dipthong; = F. diphthongue = Pr. diptonge

= Sp. diptongo = Pg. diphtliongo, ditongo = It.

dittongo = D. diphthongm = Or. diphthong =
Dan. Sw. diftong, < LL. diphthongw, < Grv.di^oy-

70f, also ii^oyyov, a diphthong, fern, and neut.

respectively of 6i(j>6oyyo<:, with two sounds, < it-,

two-, + (jiddyyoi, voice, sovmd, < ^eyyeoBai, utter

a sound.] A coalition or union of two vowels
pronounced in one syllable, in uttering a proper
diphthong both vowels are pronounced ; the saund is not
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Diphycercal Tail of Spotted Buibot {Lota maculosa).

Simple, but the two sounds are so blended as to be consid

ereti as fonning one syllable, as in joy, noise, bound, out.

An "improper" diphthong is not a diphthong at all, being
merely a collocation of two or more vowels in the same
syllable, of which only one is sounded, as ea in breach, eo

bi peojile.ai in rain, eau in beau. (See di{;raph.) In Greek
grammar, a proper diphthong is a diphthong the first vowel
of which is short ; an improper diphthong, a diphthong the

first vowel of which is long. The proper diphthongs are

Whatever the condition of the extreme end of the spine

of a fish, it occasionally retains the same direction as the

trunk part, but is far more generally bent up. . . . In the

former case, the extremity of the spine divides the caudal

fin-rays into two nearly equal moieties, an upper and a
lower, and the fish is said to be diphycercal.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 21.

diphycercy (dif'i-sfer-si), n. [As diphycerc +
-V.J The state of being diphycercal.

Diphydse, Diphydes (dif '^i -de, -dez), «. i)l.

[NL.] Same as Diphyid^.
Diphyes (dif'i-ez), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817), <

Gr. oujiviig, of double nature or form, < Sl-, two-,

+ <tiveiv, produce, < (jiveadai, grow.] The typical

fenus of the family Diphyidai, D. acuminata, a

ioecious form, is an example ; it has a fluid reservoir or

somatocyst in the upper nectocalyx.

diphyid (dif'i-id), n. One of the Diphyidw.

Each group of individuals fin the Calycophora] consists

of a small nutritive polyp, a tentacle with naked kidney-
shaped groups of nematocysts, and gonophores. To these

is usually added a funnel or umbrella-shaped hydrophyl- .^ . . ,,././. - ,
*- ^ - r^-j-- i. j

lium. These groups of individuals hiay in some (iip%ia« diphySltlSm (dif 1-Sl-tizm), n. [< diphystte

diplanetism

genus of phytophagous tetramerous beetles, of

the family ('hrysomelida:— 2. A genus of lamel-

licom beotles, of the family Searabmdxe.

Diphyllodes (di-fi-16'dez), n. [NL. (Lesson,

ife), < Gr. <)(-, two-, -I- (jivXaov, leaf, + t;(!o(;,form.]

A genus of J'arndiseidce, containing the mag-
nificent bird of paradise, D. speciosa or magni-

flca : so called from the bundle of long, silky,

yellow plumes on the nape. Another species,

D. wilsoni, is sometimes placed in this genus.

diphyllous (di-fil'us), a. [< Gr. 6i-, two-, 4-

(pv/.7Mv = h.folium, a leaf, -t- -otts.] Having two
leaves: said of a calyx formed of two sepals, etc.

diphyodont (dif'i-o-dont), a. and «. [< NL. di-

pihyodon(t-)s, < Gv'. iKpvijg, of double form, two-
fold (see ikphyeg), + 'o6ovq (oSovt-) = E. tooth.']

I. a. Having two sets of teeth, as a mammal

;

growing in two sets, as teeth: applied both
to the system of dentition and to the animals
which have such a system: opposed to nio-

nophyodont KuA polyp)hyodont. See II.

In the Marsupialia the diphyodont condition is in a ru-

dimentary stage, for it is confined to one tooth only on
either side of the jaw.

GegeTibaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. B62.

H. n. A mammal which has two sets of

teeth. Most mammals have a definite set of milk-teeth
which are deciduous, and are displaced and replaced by a
permanent set. The latter, as a rule, differ both numeri-
cally and otherwise from the former, particularly in the

appearance of true molars, which are lacking in the milk-

dentition. Thus, in a child there are 20 teeth, none of

them molars proper ; in the adult there are 32, an in-

crease of three molars above and below on each side.

diphyozooid (dif"i-o-z6'oid), «. Same as di-

phy^ooid.

diphysite (dif'i-sit), n. [< Gr. &t-, two-, + ifivctc,

nature, + ite'^.'] One who held the doctrine of

diphysitism. Also improperly diophysite.

at, «i, 01, au, ev, ou ; the improper, at, rji, wt (commonly
written o, n, w ; see iota eubscript, under subscript), rjv, oiv.

All improper diphthong not usually distinguished as such
is dv, as in i-aOs, Epic •riC?. Some include i>i in this class,

aud some limit the terra to a, ji, w.

Whether there were any true diphthongs in Old-Eng-
lish, and if not, when they were introduced, is a question
which cannot now be answered.

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxii.

diphthongal (dif- or dip-th6ng'gal), a. [< diph-

thong + -al.] Belonging to a diphthong ; con-
sisting of two vowel-sounds pronounced in one
syllable.
To the joint operation ... of these two causes, uni-

versal reading and climatic influenceSj we must ascribe
our habitof dwelling upon vowel and diphthongal sounds.

Q. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxx.

diphthongally (dif- or dip-th6ng'gal-i), adv. In
a diphthongal manner.
diphthongation (dif- or dip-thdng-ga'shon), n.

[= F. dij/hthiiiigaisoti; as *diphtltmigate, equiv.

to diphthongize, < diphthong + -ate^ : see -ation.'\

In philol., the formation of a diphthong; the
conversion of a simple vowel into a diphthong
by adding another vowel : as, Greek <jiaiv-etv,

from root '(^av; French rien, from Latin rem;
Italian fuoco, from Latin /octts, and the like.

diphthohgic (dif- or dip-th6ng'ik), a. [< diph-
thong + -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a diphthong.
diphthongization (dif'- or dip''th6ng-i-za'-
snon), n. [< diphthongize + -ation.'] Same as
diphthongation. Also spelled diphthongisation.

The diphthongization of 6 Into ie. Bneyc. Brit.

diphthongize (dif'- or dip'th6ng-iz), t'.
;

pret.

and pprdiphthongized, ppr. dipihthongizing. [<
diphthong + -ize.] I, trans. To change, as a
vowel, into a diphthong: thus the « of many
Anglo-Saxon words has been diphthongized
into ouj in modem English, as in the word now.

A tendency to diphthongise vowels in general.
Amer. Jour. Philol., V. 515.

H. intrans. To unite in forming a diphthong.

This second (J) may diphthongize with any preceding
vowel. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 251.

Also spelled diphthongise.

diphycerc (dif'i-sferk), a. [Irreg. < Gr. SufnT^g,

of double nature or form (see IMphyes), + Kip-

Koc tail.] Same as diphycercal,

diphycercal (dif-i-sfer'kal), a. [< diphycerc +
-ttl.J In ichth., having tte tail symmetrical, or
consisting of equal upper and lower halves, with
respect to the bones which support it, the end
of the spinal column or the notochord not be-
ing bent upward as is usually the case in fishes.

See homocercal, hypural, heterocercal.

become free and assume a separate exigence as Eudoxia.
Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 249.

Diphyidae (di-fi'i-de), n. pi. [NL. , < Diphyes +
-idee?] A family of siphonophorous oceanic
hydrozoans, of the order Calycophora, having a

-isni.'] In theol., the doctrine of two distinct

natures in Christ, a divine and a human, as
opposed to monophysitism. According to the usual

view, these two natures coexist in one person, whereas the

Nestorians affirm the existence of a distinct person for

each nature. Also improperly diophysitism.

diphyZOOid (dif-i-z6'oid), n. [< Gr. dujnm, of

double form (see Diphyes), + zooid.'] A repro-

ductive zooid .

of the oceanic
hydrozoans of

the order Ca-
lycophora, de-
tached and
free-swimming
by means of

its nectoca-
lyx, represent-
ing the com-
plex distal

set of appen-
dages. Alsorfi-

phyozooid.
The distal set

of aiipendages [in

the calycopho-
rans] is the old-

est, and, as they at-

tain their full de-
velopment, each
set becomes de-

tached, as a free-

swimming com-
plex Diphyzooid.
In this condition
they grow and al-

ter their form and

A- Diphyes afipendiculata .* a, hydranths and hydrophyllia on
the hydrosoma or ccenosarc ; b, proximal nectocalyx ; c, aperture of

distal nectocalyx ; d, somatocyst ; e, the prolongation of the distal

nectocalyx. by which it is attached to the hydrosoma ; f, point of at-

tachment of the hydrosoma in the hydroecium of the proximal necto-

calyx. B. Distal nectocalyx, with a bristle, a, througti the canal tra-

versed by the hydrosoma in A, C. Extremity of tifstal nectocalyx,
with its muscular velum. (All slightly enlarged.)

pair of large swimming-bells or neotocalyces
opposite each other on the upper part of the

stem. It is represented by the genera Diphyes and Afryla.

(See extract under diphyid.) Also Dlphydce, Diphydes.—
Monogastrlc Diphylds, or Diphydaa. See extract
under diphyzooid.

Diphylla (di-fil'a), n. [NL., < Gr. St-, two-, +
<pvAAov = L. folium, leaf.] A genus of true

blood-sucking or vampire bats of the warmer
parts of America, composing with Desmodus
the group Desmodontes of the family Phyllo-

stomatidw, differing from Desmodus in having
one molar in each jaw, and a calcar. See Des- ^.^ ^^ „„,^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ j„„,„iy ^^g^,,,^^ ^ ^^^^^„^.^
modus, bptx, loJo. genera of what were termed mont^astric Diphydee.

Diphyllidae (di-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. A-, Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 131.

two-, -t- ipvllov, a leaf (cf. Diphylla), + idee.'] Dipina (di-pi'na), n. pi. Same as Dipodida.
A family of cestoid flatworms, or tapeworms, diplacanthld (Jlip-la-kan'thid), a. Having bi-
They have a circlet of booklets on the neck and two pe- serial adambulacral spines, as a starfish; spe-
dunculate unarmed suckers or facets on the head, whence „;fl„„ii„ „„..*„,•„:„„ <„ „„ v,„\rir>™flio nlio^onfoT^i
the name. It is represented by the genus EchinobothHmii oifieally, pertammg to or having the characters

(which see). of the Dtplarnnthida. F. J. Bell.

Diphyllidea (dif-i-lid'f-a), n. pi. [NL., as Di- Diplacanthida (dip-la-kan'thi-da), »i.j</. [NL.,

phyll-ida; + -id-ea.'] Adivisionof the (Jestoirfea, as Diplacanthus + -k/«.] Those echinoids

or cestoid worms, including those tapeworms which have biserial adambulacral spines. F.

which when adult have parts or organs of the J. Bell.

head in pairs, as two suckers and two rostellar Diplacanthus (dip-la-kan'thus), n. [NL., < Gr.

eminences : they have also a collar of booklets Snr?.6o(, double (see diploe), + duaiSa^ a spine.]

A, B. Diphyzooid {SfJicMoidos), lateral

and front views. C. DiphyzoOid of Abyta
{Cuboides) : a, e, gonophore. or reproductive
oigah : *, hydranth ; c, phyllocyst. with its

Erocess, d. D. Free Gonophore. its mami-
rium, a, containing ova. (All enlarged.)

on the neck,

Diphyllidia (dif-i-lid'i-a), n. [NL. ; cf. Diphyl-
lidea.'^ A genus of nudibranchiate gastropods

:

a synonym of Pleurojihyllidia (which see).

diphyllidiid (dif-i-lid'i-id), n
the family Oiphi/llidiidce.

Diphyllidiidae (di-fil-i-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Diphyllidia + -idw.'] A family of nudibran-
chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Diphyl-
lidia : synonymous with PleurophyllidiidtB.

A genus of fossil fishes of the Old Red Sand-
stone, having a heterocercal tail, very small

scales, and two dorsal fins, each with a strong
spine, whence the name. Agas.'.-iz.

A gastropod of diplanetic (di-pla-net'ik), a. [< Gr. di-, two-,

twice, -I- n?.m't/TiKdc. disposed to wander, < n^a-

v»7r(5f, wandering: see planet.'] In cryptogamie
hot., having two periods of activity separated
by one of rest, as the zoospores of certain gen-

era of Sfiprolcgnic(r.

Diphyllocera (dif-i-los'e-ra), n. [NL.,<Gr. (!(-, diplanetism (di-plan'e-tizm), n. l< diplnnet-ie

two-, + ipiiKfMV, a leaf ,

"+
"/iipaf , horn.] 1. A + -ism.'\ In cryptogamie hot., the property of



diplanetism

'being twice active, with an intervening period

of rest. It occurs in the zoospores of certain genera of

SaproUftnicte, in which the zoospores est^ape without cilia

from the sporangium, and come to rest in a cluster, each

forming a cell-wall. After some hours of rest the proto-

plasm of each spore escapes from its cell-wall, acquires

cilia, and enters upon a period of active movement.

diplantidian (dip-lan-tid'i-an), a. [< Gr. dm?.6o(,

double, + avTi, against, + eldo^, form, image.]
Showing two images, one reversed and the

other direct: applied to a telescope proposed
in 1778 by Jeaurat, to be used in taking tran-

sits, the coincidence of the two images serving

in place of a transit over an illuminated wire.
The difliculties of the execution of such an instrument are,

however, far greater than those of illuminating a wire.

Diplartlira (dip-lar'thra), n. 2)1. [NL., neut. pi.

oldiplarthrus: see diplartlirotis.'] Diplarthrons
mammals ; those hoofed quadrupeds which ex-

hibit or are characterized by diplarthrism.
They are the artiodactyls and the perissodactyls, or the
Unrfulata in a proper restricted sense, collectively distin-

guished from the Taxeopoda (which see).

diplarthrism (dip-lar'thrizm), n. [< diplar-

thr-ous + -ism.'\ The quality or condition of be-
ing diplarthrous ; the alternation of the several

bones of one row of carpals or tarsals with those
of the other row respectively, instead of that
linear arrangement of the respective bones of

both rows which constitutes taxeopody (which
see): so called because each bone of one row
interlocks with two bones of the other row.

Diplarthrism appears in that foot before it does in the
fore foot, as in the JProboscidia.

E. V. Cope, Amer. Nat, XXI. 988.

diplarthrous (dip-lar'thms), a. [< NL. diplar-

thrus, < Gr. 6iv'/.6or, double, + apS/mv, joint.]

Doubly articulated, as a bone of one row of car-

pal or tarsal bones with two bones of the other
row; characterized by or exhibiting diplar-

thrism ; not taxeopodous : as, a diplarthrous car-

pus or tarsus ; a diplarthrous ungulate mammal.
The conversion of a taxeopod into a diplarthrous ungu-

late. E. D. Cope, Amer. Nat., XXI. 986.

dlplasiasmas (di-pla-si-as'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
/ti-'faaiaafjUx;, a doubling, as of a letter or word,
< Si7T/jiaia(eiv, double, < diirAaaioc, double : see
di])lasic.'i 1. A figure of orthography, consist-
ing in writing a letter double which is usually
written single, as, in Greek roaao^ for rocrof.

—

2. In rhct., repetition of a word or name for

the sake of emphasis: as, "O Jerusalem, Jeru-
salem, thou that killest the prophets," Mat.
xxiii. 37. Also called epizeuxis.

diplasic (di-plas'ik), a. [< Gr. im'Aaaioi, double,
< I'll-, two-, -t- -TT^jiatof, -fold, connected with
-TT/jjof, and ult. with K. full^, -fold.'\ Double

;

twofold; specifically, in anc. pros., constitut-
ing the proportion of two to one : as, the di-

pla-nc ratio (of thesis and arsis) ; character-
ized by such a proportion of thesis and arsis:

as, diplasic rhythm ; a diplasic foot ; the diplasic

class (of feet). The diplasic class of feet comprises
those feet in which the thesis or metrically accented part
(called by many the arsis) has double the length of the
arsis or metrically unaccented part (called by many the
thesis). The diplasic feet are (1) the trisemic feet (equal
to .A w

[
w or w

I

,* w), the tribrach, trochee, and iainbus,
and (2) the hexssemlc feet (equal to-^ — ^wl ^^^or^^f
.i. w s. v), the Ionic a majore, the Ionic a mlnore, Molos-
sus, and choriamb.

The diplasic ratio answers to our common time.
J. lladley. Essays, p. 98.

diplasion (di-pla'si-on), n. [< Gr. ihK/Aatov,

neut. of dinTjaaio^, double: see diplasic.'} 1. In
anc. Gr. music, a triple rhythm in which there
was an alternation of tones whose durations
were as two and one respectively.— 2. In me-
dieval music, the interval of an octave. See
diapason.— 3t. A form of pianoforte with two
keyboards, used in the eighteenth century.

Diplaz (di'plaks), n. [NL., < Gr. diirhi^, two-
fold, < A-, two-, + -JT/of, -fold; cf. dijilasic.']

1. In entom., a genus of dragon-flies, of the
family Libellulidw.— 2. A genus of rotifers or
wheel-animalcules. /'. H. Gosse.

diple (di'ple), n. [< Gr. iiir^^, a critical mark
(as in def.), prop. fern, of dijr/loiif, contr. form of
ii-/.6(>r, double : see diploe.'] In paleog., a criti-

cal mark like a T or A laid on its side (!-<, ;>),

used as a mark of a paragraph, the change
from one sneaker to another in a drama, dif-

ferent readings, rejection of a reading, etc.

diplegia (di-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. <W-, two-,
+ TT/.r/yr/, a stroke.] In pathol., paralysis of cor-

responding parts on the two sides of the body,
as of the two arms or of the two sides of the
face.

diplegic (di-plej'ik), a. [< diplegia + -ic] Per-
taining to or of the nature of diplegia Diplegic
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contractions, contractions which, when the anode of a
galvanic current is applied to the mastoid process and
the large cathode is placed between the shoulder-blades,
have in some cases been seen in the muscles of the arm
on the side opposite that to which the anode is applied.

dipleidoscope (di-pli'do-skop), ». [Irreg. < Gr.
6in?Moc, double, + eWof, appearance, -t- anoTrelv,

view.] An instrument for indicating the pas-
sage of the sun or a star over the meridian by
the coincidence of two images of the object,

the one formed by single and the other by
double reflection, it consists of an equilateral hollow
prism, two of whose sides are silvered on the inside so as
to be mirrors, while the third is formed of glass. Theprism
is adjusted so that one of the silvered sides shall be exactly
in the plane of the meridian, and the transparent side
toward the object. So long as the object has not reached
the meridian, the image produced by that portion of the
rays reflected directly from the glass surface, and that pro-
duced by the rays transmitted through the glass to the
silvered side, reflected from it to the other, and thence
through the glass, are not coincident, but gradually ap-
proach as the sun or star approaches the meridian, until
they exactly coincide at the instant the center of the ob-
ject is on the meridian ; then an eye stationed at the side
of the prism and looking toward the transparent side sees
only one object.

Dipleura (di-plo'ra), n. pi, [NL., neut. pi. of
'aipleurus, < Gr. (Si-, two-, -t- Trlcvpa, side. Cf.

dipleuric.'i In morphol., those organic forms
which are dipleural: distinguished from Tetra-
pleura.

Haeckel again divides these, according to the number
of antimeres, into Tetrapleura and Dipleura.

Encijc. Brit., XVI. 844.

dipleural (dl-plo'ral), a. [As dipleur-ic + -al.']

In morphol., zygopleural with only two anti-

meres; dipleuric. Haeckel.^

dipleuric (di-pI6'rik), a. [< Gr. 6i-, two-, -I-

-Icvpii, side, -I- -ic] Being right and left, as
sides ; having right and left sides ; being sym-
metrically bilateral, or exhibiting bilateral sym-
metry.
Dipleurobranchia (di-plo-ro-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL., < tir. (i(-, twb-, -t- TTMvpa, side, + fipdyxia,

gills.] A superfamily of nudibranchiate gas-
tropods, having foliaceous branchiss situated
in a fold on each side, and no shell, and con-
taining the families I'liyllidiida' and Pleurophyl-
lidiidie, which are thus contrasted with Mono-
pleurobranchia. The group is also called In-
yerobranehiata or Hypobranchiata.
mpleurobranchiate (di-plo-ro-bran^'ki-at), a.

[< Dipleurobranchia -\- -afel.] Pertaming to or
having the characters of the Dipleurobranchia.

diplez (di'pleks), a. [< (jr. A-, two-, + L. -plex,

as in duplex; a distinctive var. of duplex.']

Double: applied to a method of transmitting
two messages in the same direction and at the
same time over a single telegraph-line.

The terms contraplex and diplex are here applied as
specific names for designating clearly the way in which the
particular simultaneous doul>le transmission to which we
wish to refer is effected. Thus, for instance, two messages
may be sent over a single wire in the same or in opposite
directions, and when we do not care to particularize either,

we simply allude to them under the more common generic
name of duplex transmission, which includes both. When,
however, we wish to speak of either method by itself, we
use the term diplex for shnnltaueous transmission in the
same direction, and contraplex for that in opposite direc-

tions. O. B. PreKotI, Elect. Invent., p. 346.

diplobacteria (dip'lo-bak-te'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. dnr/.doc, double, + NL. bacteria, pi. of

bacterium, q. v.] Bacteria which consist of two
cells or adhere in pairs.

These diplo-bacteria may assume a curved or sausage
shape. Amer. Nat., XXII. 123.

diploblastic (dip-lo-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. itizTJioi,

double, + /3/'jj(TT<}c, germ, + -ic] In biol., hav-
ing two germinal layers, endoblastio and eeto-

bla.stic, or a two-layered blastoderm : correlated
with monoblastic and triphblastic.

A third layer, the mesoblast or mesoderm, occurs ; hence
these are known as tiiploblastic animals, in contradistinc-
tion to those with only hypoblast and epiblast, which are
called diplnUaslic. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. xi.

diplocardiac (dip-16-kar'di-ak), a. [< Gr. A-
77/oof, double,-)- Kapiia = E. heart: see cardiac.'}

Having the heart double— that is, with com-
pletely separated right and left halves, and con-
sequently distinct pulmonary and systemic cir-

culation of the blood, as all birds ami mammals.
diplococcus (dip-lo-kok'us), «.; pi. diplococci

(-si). [NL., < Gr. iinXdo^, double, + kokko^, a
berry.] In biol., a coupled sphende; a cell or
similar organism resulting from the process of
conjugation of two or more cells.

Coupled spherules are called dijdocoeci.

Xie'ilei; Pathol. Anat. (trans.), i, § ISfi.

Diploconidse (dip-lo-kon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Diploconus + -id(e.'] A family of acantharians
with a shell haviug in its axis a pair of strong

diploic

spicules running in opposite directions, and
shaped like an hour-glass or a double cone.
Diploconus (dip-lo-ko'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. Sl-

tt'aoo^, double, -t- kuvoi;, cone.] A genus of mouo-
cyttarian radiolarians, giving name to the fam-
ily Diploconidee. Haeckel, 1860.

diplodal (dip'lo-dal), a. [< Gr. Attaooc, double,
-1- 666g, way, -I- -al.} In zool., having both
prosodal and aphodal eanals, or canals of en-
trance and exit, well developed, as a sponge.
The genus Chondrosia is an example.

This, which from the marked presence of both prosodal
and aphodal canals may be termed the diplodal type of
the Ehagon canal system, occurs but i-arely.

W. J. Sottas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 416.

Diplodocidse (dip-lo-dos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Diplodocus + -idee.'] A family of sauropod dino-
saurs, formed for the reception of the genus
Diplodocus.

Diplodocus (di-plod'o-kus), re. [NL., < Gr. Ai-

TvAoog, double, + <5o/cdf, a bearing-beam, main
beam, any beam or bar.] A genus of sauropod
dinosaurs, based on remains from the Upper
Jurassic of Colorado. It is characterized by a weak
dentition confined to the fore part of the jaws, and the
rami of the ischia straight, not expanded distally, and
meeting in the middle line. 0. C. Marsh, 1878.

Diplodontia (dip-I6-don'shia), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
ATT/.oof, double, -I- ocioij- (bdovr-) = E. tootli.] In
Blyth's edition of Cuvier, an order of placental
Mammalia, consisting of the Pachyderma ta, her-
bivorous Cetacea, Eodentia, and Buminantia of
Cuvier ; one of two orders constituting Blyth's
phytophagous type of mammals. [Not in use.]

diploe (dip'lo-e), n. [NL., < Gr. im'kbri, fern, of
6fK'A6oq, contr. Sm'kofuq, twofold, double (= L.
dupltis, > ult. E. double, q. v.), < 6c-, two-, -¥

-jrAoof, akin to L. plus, more, and E./mM1.] 1.

In anat.; the light spongy substance or open
cancellated or reticulated structure of bone be-

Section through the Skull of a Cockatoo {Cacattta galerita).
showing the Diploe filling the space between the inner and outer walls
of the cranium.

tween the hard dense inner and outer tables of

the cranial bones.— 2. In bot., the parenchyma
of a leaf, lying between the two epidermal sur-
faces. Also called meditullium. [Bare.]
diploStic (dip-lo-et'ik), a. [< diploe + (improp.)
-etic.] Same as diploic.

Diplogangliata (dip - lo -gang - gli - a ' ta), ». pi.

[NL., < Gr. (Utt'/moc, double, + yayyXiov, ganglion,
-f- -ata^.] In Grant's classification, a division
of animals, partially synonymous with the Ar-
ticulata of Cuvier, or the modern Arihropoda.

diplogangliate (dip-16-gang'gli-at), a. Of 01

pertaining to the JMptogangliata.

ciiplogenesis (dip-lo-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
dnr'/.oo^, double, + yiveacc, generation.] In tera-

tol., the duplication of parts normally single, or
the production of a double monster.
diplogenic (dip-16-jen 'ik), a. [< Gr. diTr/loof , dou-
ble, + jivoc, kind, + -ic] Producing two sub-
stances; partaking of the nature of two bodies.

Diploglossata (dip"lo-glo-sa'tii), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. dm'Aoog, double, + j'Aaaaa, tongue, + -ata^.]

A group of saltatorial orthopterous insects, es-

tablished for the reception of the genus Hemime-
rns. Dc Saussure.

diplograph (dip'lo-graf), n. [< Gr. dm'Moi, dou-
ble, + ypd<l>£iv, write.] A Swiss writing-appa-
ratus for the use of the blind, consisting of let-

tered disks with mechanism to rotate them and
to bring any letter desired in position to imprint
it on a sheet of paper placed in the machine.
It is practically a clumsy form ofthe type-writer.
E. H. Knight.

Diplograpsus (dip-lo-grap'sus), n. [NL., < Gr.
inrWdoQ, tfouble, + *grapsus, standing for grap-
tolite.] A genus of Paleozoic graptolites, of

the family Graptolithidte, having the cells ar-

ranged back to back on each side of the axis,

like the vanes of a feather. They occur in the
Cambrian and Silurian strata. Also Dij)1ograp.

tus. M'Coy, 1847.

diploic (di-pl6'ik), n. [<. diploe + -ic] Of or per-

taining to the diploe : as, dixiloic tissue ; diploic



Diploid.

diploic

structure. Also diploetie— Diploic veins, veins

mniifvlng In the dlploe. They are comparatively numer-

ous and of large size, with extremely

thin walls, adherent to tlie hard tis-

sue, so that they do not loUapse

when out or torn, but reuiain patu-

lous, giring rise to persistent hemor-

dlp^id (dip'loid), H. [< Gr.

('(T/oof, double, + fMof, form.]

In crystal., a solid belonging

to the isometric system, with
34 trapezoidal planes. It is

the parallel-hemihedral form of the hexocta-

hedron. Also called dyakis-dodecahedron.

diploidion (dip-lo-id'i-on), n.; pi. diploidia

(Ji). [Gr. dmXoioiov, dim. of

om/ioi^ (itK?LolS-), a garment in

two thicknesses or folds: see

djp/ofe.] Inanc.Gr.costumc: (a)

Aparticularform of the female
chiton or tunic, in which the

garment is double from the

shoulders to the waist, the

outer fold hanging loose, like

a sort of sleeveless mantle.

(6) More rarely, a separate

garment so disposed over the

chiton as to give the whole ar-

rangement the appearance of

a single piece.

Her [Demeter's] chiton is of a thick

material, forming deep folds, and
having over her breast a diploidion,

which throws out strong and simple

masses.

,. ,, ^.S.Jfurraw.Greelt Sculpture, II. 82.

Fmrn a metope of diploIS (dip'lo-is); n. [Gr. 6t-

ttKttempieof zeusat Tr/ioif, a garment m two thick-
'^"

nesses or folds, < diir^oo^, dou-

ble : see diploe.l In ane. Gr. costume, same as

diploidion.

A woman clothed in a sleeveless talaric chiton with

diplais. B. V. Uead, Historia Kumorum, p. 177.

Diploleparis (dip*lo-le-pa'ri-e), n. pi. [NL.,

irreg. < Diplolepis, < Gr. iiirUoq, double, -1- Mmq,
a scale, rind, a genus of hymenopterous in-

sects, + -aria;.'\ In Latreille's system of classi-

fication, the same as Gallicolai, or the gall-flies,

of the modem family Cynipidce.

diploma (di-pl6'ma), n. [= F. dipldme = Sp.

Pg. It. diploma = D. diploma = G. Dan. Sw.
diplom, < L. diploma, < Gr. diT^/ia(T-), a paper
folded double, a letter of recommendation or

introduction, later a letter of license or privi-

lege granted by a person in authority, < dnr/Mvv,

double, < dtiz/MOQ, double : see diploe.} 1. Origi-

nally, a letter or other composition written on
paper or parchment and folded. Hence— 2.

Any letter, literary muniment, or public docu-
ment. See diplomatics.— 3. In modem use, a
letter or writing, usually under seal and signed
bycompetent authority, conferring some honor,
privilege, or power, as that given by a college

in evidence of a degree, or authorizing a phy-
sician to practise his profession, and the like.

The granting of diplomas by universities or other learned
bodies proceeds on the supposition that the public require

some assistance to their judgment in the choice of pro-

fessional services, and that such an official scrutiny into the
qualiflcations of practitioners is a useful security against
the imposture or incompetency of mere pretenders to skill.

Sir G. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion, ix. 17.

diploma (di-pl6'ma), V. t. [< diploma, to.] To
furnish with a diploma ; certify by a diploma.
[Kare.]

I>oggeries never so diplomaed, bepuffed, gas-lighted,

continue doggeries. Cartyle,

diplomacy (di-plo' ma-si), n. ;
pi. diplomacies

(-siz). [= I), diplomatic = G. diplomatic = Dan.
Sw. diplomati, < F. diplomatic {t pron. s) = Sp.

Pg. diplomacia = It. dipUtmazia, < L. as if *diplo-

matia, diplomacy, < diploma(t-), a diploma: see
diploma.^ 1. The science of the forms, ceremo-
nies, and methods to be observed in conducting
the actual intercourse of one state with ano-
ther, through authorized agents, on the basis
of international law; the art of conducting
such intercourse, as in negotiating and drafting
treaties, representing the interests of a state

or its subjects at a foreign court, etc.

As diplomacy was in its beginnings, so it lasted for a
long time ; the ambassiuior was the man who was sent to
lie aljroad for the good of his countrj'.

Stuljbt, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 235.

2. The act or practice of negotiation or official

intercourse, as between independent powers

;

diplomatic procedure in general; the transac-
tion of international business: as, the history
of European diplomacy. [Bare in the plural.]
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Richard [1.], by a piece of rough diplomacy, prevailed on

Guy of Lusignnn to surreniier his claim to the shadowy
crown of Jerusalem, ami to accept the lordship of Cyprus

instead. Stubhs, Medieval and Modern Uist, p. 162.

A victory of the North over the South, and the extraor-

dinary clemency and good sense with which that victory

was used, had more to do witli the concession of the

franchise to householders in borouglis, than all the elo-

quence of Mr. Gladstone and all the diplomacies of Mr.

Disraeli. Fortnightly Iter., N. S., XXXI. 161.

Hence—3. Dexterity or skill in managing ne-

gotiations of any kind ; artful management with

the view of securing advantages ; diplomatic

tact.—4. A diplomatic body; the whole body
of ministers at a foreign court. [Rare.]

The foreign ministers were ordered to attend at this in-

vesture of the directory ; lor so tliey call the manager of

their burlesque government. The diplomacy, who were

a sort of envoys, were quite awe-struck with "the pride,

pomp, and circumstance " of this majestic senate

!

Burke, A Regicide Peace, iv.

5. Same as diplomatics. [Rare.]

These [forms of ancient Anglo-Saxon letters] would prob-

ably give ground for a near guess to one expert in Anglo-

Saxon difimnacy. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 130.

diplomat (dip'lo-mat), TO. [Also written diplo-

mate; =D. dipiomaat = G. Dan. Sw. diplomat,

< P. diplomats = Pg. dix>lomata, < NL. as if *di-

plomata, one provided with letters of authority,

< L. diploma{t-), diploma: see diploma.'] One
who is employed or skilled in diplomacy; a

diplomatist.

Unless the diplmnats of Europe are strangely misin-

formed, general political differences have not come, and
are not likely to come, just at present under discussion.

• Saturday liev.

diplomats (dip'lo-mat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
diplomated, ppr. diplomating . [< diploma +
-ate^.] To invest with a title or privilege by a
diploma; diploma. [Rare.]

He was diplomated doctor of divinity in 1660.

A. Wood, Athense Oxon.

diplomatial (dip-lo-ma'shial), a. [< diplovmcy

(F. diplomatic) + -al.] Same as diplomatic.

Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

diplomatic (dip-lo-mat'ik), a. and n. [= F.
diplomatique = Sp. diplomdtico = Pg. It. diplo-

niatico (cf. D. G. diplomatisch = Dan. Sw. di-

plomatisJc), < L. as if "diplomaiicus, < diplo-

ma(t-), diploma: see diploma.] I. a. I. Per-
taining to diplomas or diplomatics.

Diplomatic science, the knowledge of which will enal)le

us to form a proper judgment of the age and authenticity

of manuscripts, chords, records, and other monuments of

antiquity. Astle, Orig. and Prog, of Writing, Int.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of diplomacy

;

concerned with the management of interna-

tional relations : as, a diplomatic agent.

The diplomatic activity of Henry II. throughout his

reign was enormous ; all nations of Europe came by en-

voys to his court, and his ministers . . . ran about from
one end of Europe to another.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 127.

Several of our earlier and best Secretaries of State had
had tlie benefit of pei-sonal experience in the diplomatic

service abroad. E. Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 8.

3. Skilled in the art of diplomacy; artful in

negotiation or intei'course of any kind
;
politic

in conduct.—Diplomatic corps or body, the entire

body of diplomatists accredited to and resident at a court
or capital, including the ambassador, minister, or chargd
d'affaires, the secretaries of legation, the military and na-

val attacli^s, etc.

II. TO. A minister, an ofBeial agent, or an
envoy to a foreign court; a diplomat.

diplomatical (dip-15-mat'i-kal), a. Same as
diplomatic.

diplomatically (dip-lo-mat'i-kal-i), adv. 1 . Ac-
cording to the rules or art of diplomacy.

Write diplomatically; even in declaring war men are

(luite courteous. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 558.

2. Artfully ; with or by good management.

—

3. With reference to diplomatics; from the
point of view of diplomatics.

The indiction-nuniber in n. 16 is diplomatically uncer-
tain, and so of no independent value.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 192.

diplomatics (dip-lo-mat'iks), n. [PI. of diplo-

matic : see -ics/] The science of diplomas, or

of ancient writings, literary and public docu-
ments, letters, decrees, charters, codicils, etc.,

which has for its object to decipher such in-

struments, or to ascertain their authenticity,
thf'ir date, signatures, etc.

diplomatism (di-pl6'ma-tizm), TO. [< L. diplo-

ma( t-) + -ism.] Diplomatic action or practice

;

something characteristic of diplomacy. [Rare.]

diplomatist (di-pl6'ma-tist), ». [< L. diploma(t-)
+ -ist; = F. diplomathtc] A person officially

employed in international intercourse, as an

Diplopriontinae

ambassador or a minister; in general, one
versed in the art of diplomacy; a diplomat.

The talents and accomplishments of a diplomatist are

widely different from those which qualify a politician to

lead the House of Commons in agitated times.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., if.

diplomatize (di-pld'ma-tiz), V.
;
pret. and pp.

diplomatized, ppr. diplomatising. [< L. diplo-

via(t-) + -ize.] I. intrans. To practise diplo-

macy ; use diplomatic art or skill.

Not being a scheming or a diplomatising man himself,

he did not look upon otheis as if tliey were always driving

at sometliing. Max iftiller, Biograph. Essays, p. 132.

n. trans. 1. To actuate or eflfect by diplo-

macy. [Rare.]

Louis Napoleon had not long been menaced out of Mex-
ico, and diplomatised out of Luxemburg, when, from his

inveterate habit of putting his finger into every man's pie,

he suddenly found himself in possession of Rflme.
Lowe, Bismarck, I. 479.

2. To confer a diploma upon. Thackeray.

Also spelled diplomatise.

diplomatology (di-pl6-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

6nT7M/ia{T-) (see diploma) + -Myia, < 7J:yeLV,

speak: see -ology.] The study or science of

diplomatics. [Rare.]

Certain it is that many of the young docents whose spe-

cialty is Semitic philology, or Hebrew archseology, or
Church history, or diplomatology, have no deep interest

in or little knowledge of the distinctively Christian doc-

trines. G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 14.

Diplomorpha (dip-lo-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. dfiTAoog, double, + piopifiTi, form.] A group
of hydrozoans: a synonym of Calyptohlastea.

Diplonenra (dip-lo-nU'ra), «. pi. [NL., < Gr.

(SiirWof, double, + vcvpov, nerve, sinew.] In

Grant's system of classification, a group of an-

nelids or worms.
Diplophysa (dip-lo-fi'sa), to. [NL., < Gr. di-

ttAooc, double, + (fvaa, a bellows.] 1. A sup-

posed genus of oceanic hydroids, of the order

Calycophora, being detached diphyzooids of

Spluermiectes, as I>. inermis from Si>hceronectes

gracilis. Gegenbaur, 1853. [Not in use.]— 2.

A genus of fishes.

diplopia (di-pl6'pi-a), TO. [NL., < Gr. dwAooc,

double, + af (u-'Yj'eye.] In pathol., the mor-
bid condition of vision in which a single object

appears double. Also diplopy.

diplopic (di-plop'ik), a. [< diplopia + -ic]

Seeing double ; affected with diplopia ; caused
by diplopia, as a double visual image.

diploplacula (dip-lo-plak'u-lil), TO.
;
pi. diplopia^

culw (-le). [NL., i Gr. i^itt'/mo^, double, -f- NL.
placula, q. v.] In embryol., a placula composed
of two layers of cells resulting from transverse

fission following vertical fission.

In this way the primitive differentiation of the placula

into two layers is established in what we have designated

the diploidacula.
Hyatt, Proc. Brit. Soc. Nat. HUt., 1884, XXIII. 89.

diploplacular (dip-lo-plak'ii-lar), a. [< diplo-

placula + -arS.] Two-layered', as a germ; per-

taining to or having the character of a diplo-

placula.

diploplaculate (dip-lo-plak'u-lat), a. [< diplo-

fifacula + -ate'^.] S^me&s diploplacular. Hyatt
Diplopnoi (di-plop'no-i), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. 6i-

Ti'Aoog, double, + -Trvobf, < wveiv, blow, breathe.]

Same as Dipnoi.

diplopod (dip'16-pod), a. and n. I. a. Double-
footed : an epithet applied to the ehilognathous

Myriapoda or Diplopoda, which have two pairs

of limbs on each segment of the body.

It [a new form of Gregarinidw] was foimd in the diges-

tive tube of Glomeris, one of the diplopod niyriopods, and
has been named Cnemidosjwra lutea.

Smithsonian Report, 1883, Zoology.

II. n. One of the Diplopoda or Chilognatha.

Diplopoda (di-plop'6-da), TO. pi. [NL., < Gr.

(imldog, double, -I- ffoi? \-ofi-) = E. foot.] The
millepeds as an order of myriapods ; the Chilog-

natha (which see) : so called from the doubling
in number of the legs, most of the segments
of the body having two pairs : contrasted with
Chilo]>oda.

diplopodous (di-plop'o-dus), a. [As diplopod

+ -oits.] Diplopod; ehilognathous.

Diploprion (di-plop'ri-on), «. [NL., < Gr. 6i-

n->.ooc, double, + TTpiuv, a saw.] A genus of ser-

ranoid fishes with serrature to the preopereu-

lum as well as to the suboperculum, typical

of the subfamily Diploprion tina:

Diplopriontinae (di-plop'ri-on-ti'ne), «. pi.

[NL., < Diploprion(t-) + -ina;.] A subfamily of

Serranidw, represented by the genus Diploprion,

with distinct spinous and soft dorsals and two
anal spines. The only known species, Diploprion In-

/asciattcs, i-anges from the Japanese to the Indian sea.
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Diploptera (di-plop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL. neut. Diplostomidea(dip'16-st6-mid'e-a),».p?. FNL
pi. of dtplopterus

.;
see diplopterous. ] In La^ < Gr. Att/ooc , double, + ardua, opeims, + -idea \treiUe 8 classification, the third family of acu- A group of dipneumonous or pneumoAophorous

leate hymeuopterous msects, having the fore holothurians, representedby the genus iftopa/o-wings longitudinally folded when at rest, it «»o (which see) : same as DecaCT-ewidia. Sem-

Dipodomys

per

Diplostoymdea,
. . . established by Semper to contain

tlie singular Khogalodina lageniforniis, is characterized
by a nearly spherical body with the mouth and anus
close together, and ten ambulacra. Semper regards it as
the type of a fifth class of echinodemis.

Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 183.

contains the true wasps, and corresponds to the modern
family Vespidce (which see). See also wasp. Also Diplop-
teryqa.

Diplopteri (di-plop'te-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
Diplopterus, q. v.] lii Bleeker's Ichthyological
OT-stem (1859), an order of fishes restricted to
the family Diplopteroidei.

^,tt™f+^'^JL^?"*ffV^]''t;/f- t?^- < diplostomidean (dip"i6-st6-mid'e-an),"a. [<JJtptopterus + -tdw.} A family of fossil cros- JHnln^fnmir}pn -^- Li«i " rw «» „„-i "
• i ii!-

sopterygian fishes, tj-pified by the genus Diplop- XioZZZ pertammg to the

^riaiXL'^^^^\l^!'^oVo'nZr!tZ^^^^ Srl^fi?" (dip-lo-sin'them), n. [< Gr.
bones, and a median as well as paired jugular plates '';^''<'<'f> Oouble, + avvHr/iia, agreement, connec-
They lived during the Devonian and Carboniferous epochs; tion, < crmriBevm, put together: see sunthesis.l
the best-known genera are Diplopterus and Osteolepis. Same as disyntheme.

Diplopteroidei (di-plop-te-roi'df-i), n. pi. diplotegia (dip-lo-te'ji-a), n.
;
pi. dJpiotemVE (-e).

[NL., < Diplopterus + -oidei.^ An extinct fam- [NL., < Gr. dm/.ooi, double, + r^vof roof ] In
ily of fishes, typified by the genus Diplopterus, hot, a dry fruit invested with an adnate calyx
and including also Dipteriis, Osteolepis, Trip- usually dehiscent ; an inferior capsule
terns, Glyptopomus, and Staganolepis. Also Diplozoon (dip-16-z6'on), re. \KL.,<Gv' 6m7.6oc

ADwteroidei. double, + Cvoi^, an animal.] A genus- of mono'
geneous trematode worms infesting the gills
of fishes. C porodarMm is an example. The animal is

called Dipteroidei.

diplopterous (di-plop'te-rus), a. [< NL. di-
plopterus, < Gr. dCT^iiof," double, + TrnpSv, a
wing.] In entom., having the fore wings folded,
as a wasp ; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Diplnpttra.

Diplopterus (di-plop'te-rus), re. [NL., < Gr.
(Si7r/.<iof, double, + nrcpov, a wing, a fin.] 1. In
ichth., a genus of fossil fishes of the Old Red
Sandstone, typical of the family DiplopteridxB

:

80 called from the two dorsal fins. Agassiz, 1835.— 2. In ornith., a genus of American ground-
cuckoos, of the subfamily Saurotherince, some-
times pving name to a subfamily Diplopterinw.
D. jKTMiw is an example. D. phasianellm represents a
different section of the same genus. Boie, 1826.

Diplopteryga (dip-lop-ter'i-ga), re. pi. [NL., <
Gr. diT/.dof, double, -f- Trripvi (nrepv '

fin.] Same as Diploptera

Which Kirby, because the termination -ptera denotes
the names of orders of insects, changed Into Diplopteryga.

E. P. Wright, Animal Life, p. 606.

diplopy (dip'16-pi), re. Same as diplopia.
Diplosoma (dip-lo-so'ma), re. [NL., < Gr. Si-
K/Moq, double, 4- aufia, body.] A genus of tuni-
cates, t.vpieal of the family Diplosomidm.
Diplosomidae (dip-lo-s6'mi-de ), n. pi. [NL., <
Diplosoma 4- -idw.'] ' A family of composite tu-
nieates, typified by the genus Diploxoma. The
colony lornisa thin iricrusting layer ; the zooids have two
disfint-f rptntklic (thnr^v nn.1 n I..1 ..n. .^« \ . »...] .V.- I 1. 1 . i

. ^. y,j..u..^i/.t.tmt lo auvxauiyic. ine animal 11

double, two individuals being fused together to form an X-
shaped double organism, the posterior ends of which have
two large suckers divided into four pits. The solitary
young are known as diporpm ; they have a ventral sucker
and a dorsal papilla, by which the junction of two indi-
viduals is effected, the sucker of one receiving the dorsal
papilla of the other. The sexually matured double ani-
mals lay eggs at fixed periods, usually iu the spring. The
eggs are furnished with very long coiled threads. The
embryos when hatched enter upon the diporpa-stage, there
having two eye-spots and lateral and posterior cilia. See
tHp^>rj>a. Also written Diplozoum.

dip-net (dip'net), n. A net with a long handle
or pole, usually a circular rim made of metal,
and a conical bag, used to catch fish by dipping

u;, ™. j/t. Li-nu., \ it into the water ; a scoop-net.
f (Trrtpty.), wing, Dipneumona (dip-nu'mo-na),re.p;. [NL.,neut.

pi. of dipneumonus : see' dipneumonous.'] 1. A
division of Dipnoi, or lung-fishes, containing
the mudfishes of the genera Lepidosiren and
Protopteriis, as distinguished from Motiopneu-
mona (Ceratodus). They have the lungs paired, a
conns arteriosus resembling that of the batrachians, and
slender paire<l fins, with a jointed cartilaginous axis hav-
ing rays only on one side. See cuts under Lepidosiren and
mudjisb.

2. A division of holothurians, of the order
Pneumonophora, having two ramose branchiEB

:

opposed to Apneumona. It contains the bran
chiate holothurians, excepting Rhopalodina.

ratodus {Monopneumona), and many extinct rel-
atives. They have both branchial and pulmonary res-
piration, whence the name ; no distinct suspensorium is
developed, but the lower jaw articulates directly withdescendmg processes of the cranium ; there is a median
pelvic element

; and the limbs are raultiarticulate The
skeleton is partially osseous, with persistent notochord •

the heart has two amides and one ventricle ; there Is
a muscular conns arteriosus and spiral intestinal valve •

the gills are free, with a narrow opening and rudimen-
tary gillKJover; and the air-bladder is nearly or quite
double, and developed into functional lungs permanently
communicating with the esophagus. The iMdy is covered
with cycloid scales. The living Dipnoi are divisible into
two groups, Dipneumona with paired lungs, and Motw-
pnemiuma with a single lung of two symmetrical halves.
Some old extinct relations are referred to another order(or
suborder) called Ctenodipterini, by others endowed with
tlie rank of a family only. See harramimda, Ceratudidoe,
Ctenodipterini, Dipteridie, Lepidosirenidm, mudflah, and
Sirenoidea. Also called Diplopnoi, Dipneusta, Dipneusti
Dipnoa. '

It is a remarkable circumstance, that while the Dipnoi
present in so many respects a transition between the
piscine and the amphibian types of structure, the spinal
column and tlie limbs should be not only piscine, but
more nearly related to those of the most ancient Crossop-
terygian Ganoids than to those of any other fishes.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 148.

dipnoid (dip'noid), a. and re. I. a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Dipnoi.
Among the ganoids there is a divergence from the dip-

nmd organization. Day (1880X

II. re. A fish of the subclass Dipnoi ; a lung-
fish.

Among the Dipmids we see an air-bladder having a
lung-like function. x>aj/ (1880).

dipnoous (dip'no-us), o. [< NL. dipnous (see
Dipnoi), < Gr. it-, doubly, -I- -Trvoof, breathing,
< Trvelv, breathe.] 1. Having both gills and
lungs, as the Dipnoi; specifically, pertaining to
the Dipnoi.

Dipnoous and Osteoglossold types.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 678.

distinct regions (thoVax anliiro'm^n) 'andliTbmnciral T^V^^^
sac is large and has four rows of stigmata. A few small DIpneUmoneaB (dip-nu-mo'ne-e), «. pi. [NL.,
shallow-wiiter species are known. as Diiiiieumoiies + -ecE.] Same as Dipneumo-
dh)loBphenal (dip-lo-sfe'ual), a. [< diplosphene
+ -al7\ Same as hyposphenal. [Rare.]

These vertebra; show the diplosphenal articulation seen
In MegaloMuruB.

0. C. Marsh, Amer. Jour. Sci., No. 160, p. 334.

diplosphene (dip'lo-sfen), «. [< Gr. AjrAoof, dou-
ble, -I- ci;>//ii, a wedge.] Same as hyposphene.
Marsh. [Rare.]

diplospondylic (dip'lo-spon-dil'ik), a. [< Gr.
diir/oof, double, + cTTovivAo^, a(j>6v6v/M^, a verte-
bra (here in sense of 'centrum' or 'body of a
vertebra'), -f- -ic] In zoiiL, having two centra,
as a vertebral segment; having twice as many
centra as arches, as a vertebral column, in con-
sequence of the presence of an intercentrum be-
tween any two consecutive centra; embolom-
erous: applied to the vertebrw of fishes and
batrachians, when only every alternate cen-
trum bears a neural or a hemal arch.
diplospondylism (dip-lo-spon'di-lizm), re. r<
diplosiioii/li/l-ic -f -,>,«.] 1,1 zool., the state or yi?^

'" *'"'^'' "''""'"ate Molothur
quality of being diplospondylic ; that forma- Dipneusta (dip-nus'ta), re. pi. I

tion of a vertebral column in which, in eonse- \^°"' "* '^^"^«(> < ^"v, breathe.]

Dipneumones (dip-nu'mo-nez), n.pl. [NL., <
Gr. (!(-, two-, -f- TTveiifwv, usually pi., nvevfiovec, the
lungs. ] 1 . In Haeckel's classification, a division
of the Dipneusta, or Dipnoi, containing those
dipnoans which are double-lunged, namely,
Protopterus and Lepidosiren: distinguished
from Monopneumones.— 2. In entom., a division
of Araneida or true spiders, having but two
lun^, six spinnerets, and scattered ocelli:
distinguished from Tetrapneumones. Most spi-
ders belong to this division. Also Dipneumonew.
dipnemnonons (dip-na'mo-nus), a. [< NL.
dipneumonus, < Gr. 6i-, Uvo-, + nvev/iiM, lung.]
In zoiil.: (a) Having two lungs, as a spider;
specifically, pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Dipneumones. (6) Having two lungs,
as a lung-fish

; specifically, having the charac-
ters of the Dipneumona. (c) Having a pair of
respiratory organs, as a holothurian

;
pertain-

ing to such branchiate Holothurioidea.
»•• X- ,j._ _.,_,.._.. .

[NL.^ < Qr. d(-.

Same asnon 01 a vertebral column in which, in eonse- V^.""' T ^^"x"<>i, ^ '"'civ,

quence of the development of interoentra be- i^;'«»»-
tween centra proper, there appear to be twice "iPHeustal (dip-nus tal), a. {< Dipneusta + -01.]
as many bodies as arches of vertebra, or in tv^.'"""^'

»'^'!>P"oan.

which every alternate vertebral body supports I'lPHeustl (dip-nus'ti), n. pi. [NL. ; cf. Di-
no arclies

; embolomerisra. pncusta.'] Same as Dipnoi.

diplostemonous (dip-lo-stg'mo-nus), a. [< Gr I'iPiioa (dip'no-jj,), n.pl. [NL.] Same as
^CT/.oof, double, -1- ar^^Luv, th4 warp, a thread .f'/"""- ,^. , . ^
(mod. a stamen), -t--oi«.] In iot., having twice <"Pnoan (dip'no-an), a. and n. [< Dipnoi +
as many stamens as petals. <">•] I- «• Pertaining to or having the char-
We say Ithe flower Is] dijiostemtrum. If the .tamen. ^W"" "^^^ ^/""'/^^'^ dipneustal.
f .i,.„h.i„ ih ™k„. ;„. '.u , J J""." ."V"""'?" II. re. One of the I>i«n08 ; a lung-fish.are

Rto

diplostemony
ploatenion-ous

. „., „ „„ v,„,,^.u.v.,i y,

a flower in which there are twice as many sta
mens as petals or sepals, of the two whoris of sta-

• mens, the inner may Iw antipctalous and the outer antisup-
' !1°\"'."'' ""^ 'everse. The first case is normal or direct

(llplostomony
; the latter ii called obdiplosUmmv.
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batrachians, and by others an order of fishes (by
some ranked as a suborder of ganoid fishes),
containing the lung-fishes of the genera Lepi-
dosiren and Protopterus (.Dipneumona) and Ce-

2. Having two openings, as a wound.
Dipodat (dip'o-da), re. pi. [NL., < Gr. 6movc:
(diTTod-), two-footed, biped: see dipode, Dipus.]
A division of the animal kingdom made for
man alone.

Dipodae (dip'o-de), n. pi. [NL.] A contracted
form of Dipodidce.

dipode (di'pod), a. and re. [< Gr. Htzov^ {6mo6-)
(= L. hijtes : see biped), two-footed, < di-, two-, -I-

TTol-g (jTorf-) = L. pes (ped-)= E./oof.] I. a. Hav-
ing only two feet ; walking on two feet ; biped.

II. re. A lizard of the genus Bipes, having
the fore limbs rudimentary, and therefore ap-
pearing as if biped.
dipodic (di-pod'ik), a. [< dipody + -jc] In
pros. : (a) Constituting a dipody : as, a dipodic
measure ; a dipodic colon. (6) Determined or
computed by dipodies : as, dipodic division or
measurement.
Dipodidae (di-pod'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Dipus
(Dipod-) + -idee.] A family of saltatorial myo-
morphie rodents; the jerboas. They have a grace-
ful form

; the fore limbs and anterior portions of the
body small in comparison with the great hind quarters
long hind limbs with from three to five digits, fitted for
leaping; a long tail, usually hairy or tufted ; a skull with
the brain-case short and broad ; the infraorbital foramen
very large, rounded ; the zygomata slender, decurved ; and
the mastoid portion of the auditory bulla highly devel-
opeil. The family as here defined includes thiee well-
marked types, Dipodinoe, J'edetinoe, and Zapodnce ; the
last two are often made types of distinct 'jmilies. In
which case the characters of Dipodidce are the same as
those of DipiKlhur. Also called Dipodin ., Dipodx, Di-
piiia. See first cut under deer-mouse.

Dipodina (dip-o-di'nil), n. pi. [NL., < Dipus
(Dipod-) + -ina^.] game as ^odida;.

DipodinaB(dip-o-di'ne),re.^^ [NL., <Dy)M,s(Dj-
pod-) + -inw.] The typicM subfamily of Dipo-
didte; the jerboas prope.'. The cervical vertebra
are more or less ankylosed , the metatarsus is greatly
elongated

; the metatarsal joiies are often fused into a
single cannon-bone; the h'nd feet have only three func-
tional digits ; the tail is thickly covered with hair and
often tufted; and the gr.nding teeth are rooted. There
are three genera, Dipu , Alactaga, and Platyceramys.
See Dipus, jerboa.

Dipodomyinae (di-i/od^o-mi-i'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Dipodomys + -it.w.] ' A subfamily of salta-
torial myomorphi j rodents, of the family Sac-
COmyidw, The tech nical characters are : external cheek-
poncnes; rootless mi lars ; compressed sulcate upper in-
cisors; the mastoid and tympanic region of the skull
enormously inflated ; the hind limbs elongated, jerboa-
like, fitted for leap ng, with the inner digit rudiinentary
and elevated, and si les densely hairy, like a rabbit's ; the
second, third, and fi urth cervical vertebra; ankylosed ; the
pelage soft; and th ; tail long and hairy. The subfamily
IS peculiar to Anier;ca, where it represents to some extent
the jerboas, though belonging to an entirely different fam-
ily, that of the poci' etmice. The animals are also known
as kangaroo-rats or kangaroo-mice. There is but one ge-
nus, Dipodomys.

Dipodomys (di-i>od'o-mis), re. [NL., < Gr. Sl-
Kovi (AttoJ-), twi)-fo6ted (see dipode), + pi{ —



Dipodomys

E. mouse.] The typical and only genus of the

subfamily Dipodomuince. D. phUlipsi inhabits the

Pacific coast region of the United States and Jlexico. It

is about Jour inches long, with the tail half as long again

;

U bM» Iwown or gray upper parts ami snowy under parts,
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Kuvaioo-rat (/)i><«*x«0''/**"•>»»)

swhite stripe along each side of the tail, and another over

the hips. A closely related species or variety, D. ordi, in-

habits the interior Rocky Mountain region. They are

known as kangaroo-raU, from the shape of the body and
limbs and their great power of leaping.

dipody (dip'6-di), n.
;
pi. dipodies (-diz). [< LL.

cUpodia (Atilius Fortunatianus, Marianus "Vic-

torinus, eto.),< Gt. Smod'ia, a dipody, two-footed-

nesa, < SmdSrii, two-footed, < 6i-, two-, + Troif

(iTo6-) = E. foot.'\ In pros., a group of two like

feet; a double foot; especially, a pair of feet

constituting a single measure. A dipody is marked
as a n ni t by making the ictus of one of the two feet stronger

than that of the other. In ancient prosody iambi and tro-

chees are regularly, and anapests usually, measured by
dipodies. Sometimes the word syzygy is used as equiva-

lent to dipody.

One trochaic or iambic dipody for thesis, and one for

arsis. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 101.

dipolar (di-p6'lar), a, [<di-2-t-jpo?or.] 1. Hav-
ing two pmes; differentiated in respect to a
pair of opposite directions, but not with re-

spect to the differencebetweenthese directions

:

as, polarized light is dipolar.

When adipoJor quantity is turned end for end it remains
the same as before. Tensions and pressures in solid

bodies, extensions, compressions and distortions, and most
of the optical, electrical, and magnetic proijerties of crys-

tallized bodies are dipolar quantities.

Clerk Maxwell, Elect, and Mag., § 381.

Alone the axis of a crystal of quartz there is dipolar
symmetry ; along the lines of force in a transparent dia-

magnetlc there is dipolar asymmetry. Tail, Light, S 298.

2. Pertaining to two poles.

Dipolia, n. pi. See JMipolia.

diporpa (di-p6r'pii), n.
;
pi. diporpce (-pe). [NL.,

< Qr. it-, two-, + idpvTi, a buckle, clasp.] A sup-
posed genus of trematode worms, being a stage

in the development of members of the genus
Diplozoon (which see), before two individuals

are united by a kind of conjugation to form the

double animal.

The Diporpce, when they leave the egg, are ciliated and
provided with two eye-spots, with a small ventral sucker
and a dorsal papilla. After a time the Diporpm approach,
each applies its ventral sucker to the dorsal papilla of the

other, and the coadapted parts of their bodies coalesce.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 182.

Dippel's oil. See oil.

dipper (dip'fer), n. [< ME. dippere (only as the
name for a water-bird: see defs. 5 and 6, and cf.

didapper); < dip + -erl.] 1. One who or that

which dips. Specifically— 2. [cap.'] [Cf. dap-
per.] Same as Dunker^.— 3. m paper-manuf.,
the workman who mixes the pulp and puts it

upon the mold.— 4. One who dips snuff. See
to dip snuff, under dip, v. t. [Southern U. S.]

The fair dipper holds in her lap a bottle containing the
most pungent Scotch snuff, and in her mouth a short stick

of soft wood, the end of which is chewed into a sortof
brush. This is ever and anon taken out, thrust into the
bottle, and returned to the mouth loaded, as a bee's leg is

with pollen, with the yellow powder.
W. M. BaJcer, New Timothy, p. 76.

6. A bird of the genus Cinclus or family Cineli-

dte : 80 called because it dips, ducks, or mves un-
der water. The common European dipper, also called
water-otu^ and by many other names, is C. aquaticus, a
small dark-colored bird with a white breast, of aquatic
habits, inhabiting streams, and walking or Hying under
water with ease. The American dipper is a similar but
distinct species, C. mexicanug, entirely dark-colored when
adult. There are in all aboutl2 species of dippers, mostly
inhabiting clear mountain-streams of various parts of the
world. They belong to the turdlform group of osclne
PatKree, in the vicinity of the thrushes, and are notable
as the only thoroughly aquatic passerine birds. See cut
in next column, and also cut under CinclidoB.

Hence— 6. Any swimming bird which dives
with great ease and rapidity, as a grebe, dab-
chick, or didapper; especially, in the United

European Dipper {Cituliu a^uaticus).

States, the buffle, Bucephala albeola, whioh is

also called spirit-duck for the same reason. See
cut under huffle.— 7. A vessel of wood, iron, or

tin, with a handle usually long and straight,

used to dip water or other liquid.— 8. [cap.]

The popular name in the United States of the

seven principal stars in Ursa Major, or the

Great Bear: so called from their being ar-

ranged in the form of the vessel called a dip-

per. The corresponding stars in Ursa Minor
are called the Little Dipper. See cuts under
Ursa.—9. In photog., a holder or lifter for

plunging plates into a sensitizing or fixing

bath ; especially, such a holder used in the wet-
plate process for plunging the coUodionized
plate into the sensitizing bath of nitrate of

silver.— 10. A simple form of scoop-dredge.

See dredging-machine.

dipper-clam (dip'6r-klam), «. A bivalve of

the family Mactridce, Mactra solidissima, in-

habiting the eastern coast of the United States.
It attains a large size, is of a subtriangular form, and its

valves are sometimes used as dippers or suggest such use,

whence the name.

dipperful (dip'6r-ful), n. [< dipper + -ful, 2.]

As much as a dipper will contain.

All hands continually dip up at random gauze dipper-

fids of water. The Century, XXVI. 732.

dipping (dip'ing), ». [Verbal n. of dip, v.] 1.

The act of plunging or immersing.

That which is dyed with many dippings is in grain, and
can very hardly be washed out.

Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. § 4.

Specifically— 2. Baptism by immersion.— 3.

The process of brightening ornamental brass-

work, usually by first " pickling" it in dilute

nitric acid, next scouring it with sand and
water, and afterward plunging it for an instant

only in a bath consisting of pure nitric acid.

—

4. A composition of boiled oil and ^ease,used
in Scotland by curriers for softening leather

and making it more fit for resisting dampness:
in England called dubbing.— 5. The washing
of sheep to cleanse the fleece before shearing.
— 6. In ceram., the process of coating a coarse

clay body with enamel or slip of a fine quality

by plunging the vessel into the liquid material

for the coating, or of covering stoneware with
a glaze. Each piece is generally dipped liy hand, and
a skilful workman is able to give a uniform coating of the

covering material to the whole piece at a single plunge.

As soon as dipped, the piece is taken to the drying-house

or hothouse.

7. A mode of taking snuff by rubbing it on the
teeth and gums. See to dip snuff, under dip,

V. t. [Southern U. S.]

dipping-compass (dip'ing-kum'''pas), ». An in-

strumentconsistinges-
sentially of a dipping-
needle (which see), a
vertical graduated cir-

cle whose center co-

incides with the axis

of the needle, and a
graduated horizontal
circle, the whole being
supported upon a tri-

pod stand; an incli-

nometer. It is used to
measure the angle of dip
or inclination of the mag-
netic needle

dipping-frame (dip'-

ing-fram), w. 1. A
frame which holds the
wicks to be dipped in
the hot tallow-bath for
making candles.—2. Dipping-compass.

Dipsacacese

A frame on which a fabric is stretched while

being dipped in a dye-bath.

dipping-house (dip'ing-hous), n. In ceram.,

the building in which the biscuit is dipped into

the glaze or enamel. See dipping, 6.

dipping-liquor (dip'ing-lik'or), n. Dilute sul-

phuric or nitric acid, used by founders and
others to clean the surface of metal. See pickle.

dipping-needle (dip'ing-ne'dl), n. An instm-
mentfor showing the direction of the earth's

magnetism, its axis is at right angles to its length,

and passes as exactly as possible through the center of

gravity, about which it moves in a vertical plane. When
a needle thus mounted is placed anywhere not in the

magnetic equator, it dips or points downward; and if

the vertical plane in which it moves coincides with the
magnetic meridian, the position which it assumes shows
at once the direction of the magnetic force. See cut under
<U}>})iivi-compass,

dipping-pan (dip'ing-pan), n. A cast-iron tray

or flasK m which stereo-casts are made.
dipping-tube (dip'ing-tiib), n. Same a,a fishing-

tube.

dipping-Tat (dip'iug-vat), n. The tank con-
taining the slip or glazing-film in whioh pot-

tery is dipped to give it a fine surface.

dipping-wheel (dip'ing-hwel), n. A contri-

vance for catching fish, consisting of a wheel
placed in a narrow race or fishway in a stream,

and acting as a current-wheel. The blades of the
wheel are formed of nets, in which fish ascending the
stream are caught, and from which they are thrown out
upon the bank by the revolution of the wheel.

dip-pipe (dip'pip), 11. A valve in a gas-main
arranged so as to dip into water or tar, and thus

form a seal; a seal-pipe.

dip-regulator (dip'reg"u-la-tor), n. In gas-

works, a device for regulating the seal of the

dip-pipes in the hydraulic main, and for draw-
ing off the heavy tar from the bottom of the

main without disturbing the seal. £. H.
Knight,
dipnonidian (di-pri-o-nid'i-au), a. [< Gr. ii-,

two-, + Tzp'uM, a saw '(also a'sawyer, prop. ppr.

of TTpiecv, saw), -t- -id-ian.] An epithet applied

to certain fossil hydrozoans the polypary of

which has a row of cellules on each side : op-

posed to monoprionidian. Sucli hydrozoans are

chiefly confined to the Lower Silurian and Cam-
brian formations.

diprismatic (di-priz-mat'ik), a. [< di-^ + pris-

matic.'] 1. Doubly prismatic.— 2. In crystal.,

having cleavages parallel to the sides of a four-

sided vertical prism, and at the same time to a
horizontal prism.

dip-rod (dip'rod), n. A rod on which candle-

wicks are hung to be dipped into melted taUow.
dip-roller (dip'ro'ler), n. In a printing-press,

a roller which dips ink out of the fountain.

diprosopus (di-pro-s6'pus), n. [NL., < Gr.
diTzpoaomm;, two-faced, < it-, two-, + irpdcunov,

face.] In teratol., duplication of the face, in

any of its grades, from simple duplication of

the mouth-cavity to complete development of

two entirely separate faces.

Diprotodon (di-pro'to-don), n. [NL., < Gr.
t!(-, two-, + jrpuTOf, first, + bdav, Ionic form of

o6ov( (odovT-) = E. tooth.] 1. A genus of extinct

marsupial quadrupeds, surpassing the rhino-

ceros in size. They had 8 incisors on each side of the

upper and 1 on each side of the lower jaw ; no canines ; 1

premolar and 4 molarson each side of each jaw; the median
upper incisors large and scalpriform ; the molars trans-

versely ridged, as in the kangaroo, but without the longi-

tudinal connecting ridge ; and the hind limbs less dispro-

portionately enlarged. ITie dentition of this genus gives

name to the diprotodont pattern of primitive herbivorous

marsupials. D. australis is a species found in the Post-

tertiary of Australia.

2. [l. c] An animal of this genus.

Diprotodon, an animal holding the same place amongst
the Australian mammals that the pachyderms do amongst
the fauna of other continents. Sdence, VI. 321.

diprotodont (di-prd'to-dont), o. and n. [< IH-

protodon{t-).] 1. a. Having two lower front

teeth; noting the herbivorous type of denti-

tion in marsupial mammals, in which the me-
dian incisors are prominent, and the lateral

incisors and canines small or wanting ; specifi-

cally, having the characters of the genus Dipro-
todon: opposed to polyprotodont.

II, n. An animal of the genus Diprotodon; a
marsupial with diprotodont dentition.

Diprotodontia (di-pr6-t«-don'shi-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Diprotodon{t-) -J-' -ia^.] A group of

marsupials characterized by the diprotodont

dentition.

Dipsacaceae (dip-sa-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL., some-
times improp. Dipsacew, < Dipsacus + -aceie.]

A natural order of gamopetalous dicotyledonous .

plants, with opposite leaves and the small flow-



Dipsacacese

era in heads: nearly allied to the Compositm,
but having the anthers quite distinct, it in-

cludes 5 genera and about 120 species, all confined to the
old world, and natives chiefly of the Mediterranean re-

gion. The larger genera are Scabiosa and Dipsacui.

dipsacaceous (dip-sa-ka'shius), a. Belonging
to or having the characters of the order Dipsa-
cacecc.

dipsaceous (dip-sa'shius), a. Same as dipsaca-
ceous.

Dipsacus (dip'sa-kus), n. [NL. (L. dipsacos—
Pliny), < Gr. SiipaKO(;, the teazel, so named with
reference to the leaf-

axils, which in some
species hold water
(cf. SixpaHo^, a certain
disease attended
with violent thirst),

< ditj/a, thirst, > 6nl>av,

it\(4v, thirst.] 1. A
small genus of prick-
ly biennial plants, of
about a dozen spe-
cies, the type of the
natural order Dipsa-
cacece. The principal
species is D. /uUonum,
the fullers' teazel, the
prickly flower-heads of
which are used to raise
a nap on woolen cloth, o, scale of the receptacle; », corolla.

See teazel.

2t. In conch., an old genus of gastropods : same
as Ehurna.
Dipsadidse (dip-sad'i-de), II. pJ. [NL.,< Dip-
sas(-sad-), 2, + -idfe.l A family of snakes, typi-

fied by the genus Dipsas : same as the subfamily
Dip.iaiJinw.

Dipsadinae (dip-sa-di'ne), n. pi. [NL. , < Dipgas
(sad-), 2, -I- -jn<B.] A subfamily of innocuous
colubriform or aglyphodont serpents, found in
tropical regions. Their habits are nocturnal, and

Fullers' Teazel i,Dipsaci*s fitt-
lontftn).

Difsat irrt^Mlaris.

they ascend trees for prey. They have usually posterior
grooved teeth, and a slender, attenuated, and strongly
compressed form, with a distinct short tail, !)road at the
end. The leading genera are Divniis and Leptodira.

dipsadine (dip'sa-din), a. Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the DipsadiruB.

dipsas (dip'sas), n. [L., < Gr. Slfag, a venomous
serpent wTiose bite caused intense thirst, prop,
adj., used as fem. of di-\ptoc, thirsty, causing
thirst, < (5/i/ia, thirst.] 1. A serpent whose bite
was said to produce a mortal thirst.

Cerastes hom'd, hydms, and elops drear,
And diptat. Milton, P. L., x. 536.

It thirsted
As one bit by a dipsas.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ill. 4.

2. [cap.] [NL.] The typical genus of serpents
of the family Dipsadidie. D. dendrophila is East
Indian, D. fasciatn West African. Latirenti,
1768.— 3. [can.] [NL.] A genus of fresh-water
bivalves, of the family Unionidte, or river-mus-
sels. W. E. Leach, 1814.— 4. leap.'] [M.,.] A
genus of butterflies, of the family Lyccenidx.
DmihUilny, 1847.

dip-sector (dip'8ek''tgr), n. An instrument con-
structed on the principle of the sextant, used
to ascertain the dip of the horizon.
dipsetic (dip-set'ik ), a. [< Gr. Scifn/riKd^, provok-
ing thirst, thirsty, < itxpav, thirst, v., < iiipa,

thirst, n.] Producing or tending to produce
thirst. E. D.
dipsey fdip'si), n. [In comp. dipsey-Une, and,
as first found, dipsin-lead (q. v.), being prob.
orig. a naut. corruption, easily occurring in
Qomp., of deep-sea {-line, -lead) (cf. E. dial.
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dipness for deepness). It cannot be formed from
dip.2 A plummet or sinker, usually conical,
used in fishing. [Local, U. S. (Pennsylvania).]
Bartlett.

dlpsey-line (dip'si-lin), n. A fishing-line with
a dipsey attached; particularly, such a line
having several branches, each with a hook.
[Local, U. S. (Pennsylvania).]

dipsin-leadt) »• [Appar. a corruption of *dip-
sey-lead, orig. deep-sea lead: see dipsey.'] A
plummet.
Sound with your dipsin lead, and note diligently what

depth you finde. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 435.

dipsomania (dip-so-ma'ni-a), n. [Nil., < Gr.
Si^a, thirst, + fiavia, madness: see mania.] In
pathol., an irresistible and insatiable craving
for Intoxicants.

dipsomaniac (dip-so-ma'ni-ak), n. and o. [<
dipsomania + -ac : see maniac] I. to. One who
suffers from an irresistible and insatiable crav-
ing for intoxicants.

II. a. Of or pertaining to dipsomania.
dipsomaniacal (dip'so-ma-ni'a-kal), a. Same
as dipsomaniac.

dipsopathy (dip-sop'a-thi), n. [Intended to

mean ' thirst-cure,' < 'Gr. difa, thirst, + Traflof,

suffering (taken, as in other words in -pathy, in
assumed sense of 'cure').] In med., a mode of
treatment which consists in limiting to a very
small quantity the amount of water ingested.

dipsosis (dip-so'sis), TO. [NL., < Gr. Siipa, thirst,

-t- -osis.] In pathol., morbid thirst; excessive
or perverted desire for drinking.

dip-splint (dip'spUnt), n. Same as chemical
match (which see, under match^).

dipter (dip'tSr), n. A dipterous insect.

Dip'tera (dip'te-ra), ;». pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
dipterus, two-winged: see dipterous.] 1. An or-

der of metabolous hexapod insects. They are two-
winged insects, or flies, with two membranous wings with
radiating nervures, not folded at rest, a posterior pair be-
ing only represented by halteresor poisers ; no mandibles
as such, but a suctorial proboscis instead, formed of modi-
fled mandibles, maxillee, and the central labium, here
called glossarium ; usually two maxillary but no labial

palpi : antennie generally short ; two large compound eyes,
often of thousands of facets, and three ocelli or simple eyes

;

and the prothorax and metathorax reduced, the mesotho-
rax being correspondingly developed- Metamorphosis is

complete ; the larvae are apodal, or with only rudimentary
feet ; the pupje are usually coarctate (see cut under coarc-
tote), sometimes obtected. The common house-fly, blue-
bottle, etc., are characteristic examples. The power which
many of these insects have of walking on smooth surfaces
with back downward is due to the construction of the feet,
which act as suckers. They have, besides the ordinal^ two
claws, several little cushions called pulvilli, beset with flue

hairs expanded at their tips into a kind of disk ; the adhe-
sion is aided in some cases by a viscid secretion of these
hairs. The order is a very large one : there are said to be
9,000 European species alone, supposed to l)e not a twenti-
eth part of the whole niunber. About 4,000 are described as
North American. A few are tiseful scavengers, but many
are injurious insects, and some are great pests. Onats,
mosquitos, gad-flies, blow-fliea, bot-flies, tzetzes, etc., be-
long to this order. It is variously subdivided, one divi-

sion being into four suborders : the Pupipara, which are
parasitic, and developed in the body of the parent, as the
bee-lice ; the Brachycera, or ordinary flies ; the Nemocera,
or crane-flies, gnats, midges, mosquitus, etc. ; and the wing-
less Aphaniptera, or fleas, which are oftener ranked as a

Diptems

Syrfhuj Hb*sii, one of the Diptera. A, larva : B, pupa ; C, imago.
( Enlarged.

}

distinct order. Another division is Into the suborders Or-
thorhapha and Cyclorhapka, according to the character of
the metamorphosis : the former with two sections, Nema-
tocera and Brachycera ; the latter with also two sections,

Aschisa and Schizophora.

2. [I. c] Plural of dipteron.

Dip'teraceae(dip-te-ra'8e-e),n.j>i. [NL.] Same
as Diptcrocarpea!.

dipterad (dip'te-rad), to. In hot., a member of

the order Dipteracew or Dipterocarpew.

dipteral (dip'te-ral), a. [< Gr. eiirrepoc, two-
winged ; of a temple, with double peristyle : see
dipterous, diptero-1.] 1. In en?ow., having two
wings only; dipterous.— 2. In arcfe. , consisting

of or furnished with a double range of columns

:

said of a portico. A dipteral temple, or dipteros, was
characterized by a double row of columns entirely sur-
rouixling the ce'lla- .See cut in next column.

dipteran (dip'te-ran), a. and to. [< Diptera +
-an.] I. a. Same as dipterous.

n. A dipterous insect ; a member of the
order Diptera, Also dipteron.

Plan of a Dipteral Temple.—Templeof Diana at ^>l]«ttis.
according to Wood.

Dipteridae (dip-ter'i-de), TO. pi. [NTj., < Dip.
terns + -idw.] A family of Paleozoic dipno-
ous fishes, typified by the genus Dipterus. They
had an elongated form, a heterocercal tail, and two short
dorsals on the posterior half of the body, opposite the ven-
trals and anal respectively. They were inhabitants of the
Devonian and Carboniferous seas. Also called Dipterini,
Ctenodipterini, and Ctenodipteridte.

Dipterini (dip-te-ri'm), n.pl. [NL., < Dipterus
+ -ini.] A groiip of fishes : same as Dipteridce.

L. Agassis, 1843.

dipterist (dip'te-rist), to. [< Diptera + -ist.]

One versed in the study of the Diptera; a col-

lector of Diptera. .Also dipterologist.

Dipterix, ». [NL.] See Dipteryx.

Dipterocarpeae (dip'te-ro-kar'pe-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Dipteroearpus"+ -ece.] An order of
polypetalous exogenous trees of the tropics of
the old world, including 10 genera and over 100
species. They are characterized by two wings upon the
summit of the fruit (formed by an enlargement of two
calyx-lobes), and by their resinous balsamic products. The
order includes the gurjun-balsam trees (species of Dipte-
rocarpus), the Sumatra camphor-tree (Dryobalanops aro-
matica), the white dammar-tree (Vateria Indica), and the
sal- or saul-tree (Shorea robusta), which next to teak is the
most valuable timber-tree of India. Also Dipteraceoe.

Dipterocarpus (dip^'te-ro-kar'pus), n. [NL., <
Gr. diTTTepog, two-winged,
+ KapTT6(, fruit.] A ge-
nus of East Indian trees,

chiefly insular, type of
the natural order Dipte-
rocarpece. T'here are 25 spe-
cies, mostly very large trees,

abounding in resin which is

used as a varnish, for torch-
es, in medicine as a substitute
for balsam of copaiba, etc.

Wood-oil, or gurjun-balsam, is

the product chiefly of D. alatua
and D. turbinates.

dipterocecidium (dip'te-
ro-se-sid'i-um), to. ; pi.

dipteroceeidia (-'&). [NL.,
< Gr. (fiTTTepof, two-
'winged, + mjiu^ (kjikiS-),

a gall-nut, also ink made
therefrom (> dim. kikI-

Siov, ink), prop, juice or
sap, < tainUtv, gush or bubble forth.] A gall or
abnormal growth caused in a vegetable struct-

ure by the attack of a dipterous insect.

Dipteroidei (dip-te-roi'df-i), n.pl. [NL., < Dip-
terus for Diplopterus, q. v., -f- -oidei.] An alter-

native name in Bleeker's ichthyological system
for his family Diplopteroidei.

dipterological (dip'te-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< dip-
terology + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to dip-
terologv.

dipterologist (dip-te-roro-jist), n. [< dipierol-

ogy + -ist.] Same as dipterist.

dipterology (dip-te-rol'o-ji), TO. [< Diptera +
-otogy .] The science of the Diptera; that de-
partment of entomology which relates to the
dipterous insects, or two-winged flies.

dipteron (dip'te-ron), TO.; pi. diptera (-ra). [<

Gr. diizTcpov, neut. of Slnreito^, two-wingecl: see
dipteros, dipterous.] 1. Same as dipteros.— 2.

Same as dipteran.

dipteros (dip'te-ros), n. [Gr. i'mrcpoc, sc. vaic,

a temple with double peristyle, prop, adj., two-
winged: see dipterous.] A dipteral building or
temple ; a portico with two ranges of columns.
See dipteral, 2.

dipterous (dip'te-ms), a. [< NL. dipterus, <
GtT. AffTf/wf, two-winged, < oi-, two-, + Trrepdv,

wing.] 1. In entom., having two wings; spe-
cifically, pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the order Diptera (which see).— 2. In
hot., having two wing-like membranous ap-
pendages; bialate: applied to stems, fruits,

seeds, etc.

Dipterus (dip'te-ms), n. [NL., < Gr. divTepo^,

two-winged : see dipterous.] The typical genus
of Paleozoic fishes of the family Dtpteridie,

Fruit of Dipterecarpu
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Dlpterygil (dip-te-rij'i-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
6i-, two-, + TTTepvytov, a fin, a little wing, dim.

of vrrepvi, a wing.] In Bloch and Schneider's
elassification, an artificial group or class of

fishes, distinguished simply by having two fins,

or supposed to be so distinguished, it was based
on error of observation, ami included a tetraodontid
{Omnn) and the genera Petromyzon and Leptocephaius.
(N'ever used except bj- Bloch and Schneider.]

Dipteryx (dip'te-j-iks), n. [NL., also improp.
IHpterix, lit. 'two-winged '(in allusion to its two
enlarged calyx-lobes), < Gr. dt-, two-, + TTTcpv^,

a wing, < iTTtpdv, a wing.] A genus of Legu-
minosa, found in the forests of Brazil, Guiana,
etc., including 8 species. The fruit is of a character
unusual in the order, being a one-seeded drupe. D. odo-

rata of Cayenne furnishes the Tonquin or Tonka or Angos-
tura bean, used for scenting snuff, for sachets, etc. The
wood is very hard, strong, and durable, and is sometimes
known as camara-icood. D. Eboeiigis, the eboe-tree of the
Mosquito coast, Nicaragua, is a large tree, of which the
wood is excessively heavy, and the inodorous fruit yields a
large amount of oiL

fUptote (dip'tot), n. [< LL. diptota, pi., < Gr.

iiKTUToi, with a double case-ending, < 6i-, two-,
+ nruTOf, falling {nruatq, case), < mnruv, fall.]

In gram., a noun which has only two cases, as
the Latin supj>etice, suppetias, assistance.

diptych (dip'tik), n. K LL. diptycha, pi., < Gr.
diKTvxa, pi., a pair of writing-tablets (earlier

iiTTTuxov SeXriov, lit. a double-folded tablet),

neut. of iinTvxog, double-folded, < <?(-, two-, +
irrvxi/, fold, < iTTvaanv, fold. The second ele-

ment exists also va. policy^, <i.y.'] 1 . A hinged
two-leaved tablet of wood, ivory, or metal, with
waxed inner surfaces, used by the Greeks and
Romans for writing with the style, in Kome,
during the empire, consuls and other ofhcials were in the
habit of sending as presents to their friends artistic dip-
tychs inscribed with their names, date of entering upon
ofBce, etc.

2. In the early church: (a) The tablets on
which were written the names of those who
were to be especially commemorated at the
celebration of the eucharist. (6) The list of

names so recorded, (c) The intercessions in

the course of which these names were intro-

duced. The recitation of the name of any prelate or civil

ruler in the diptychs was a recognition of his orthodoxy
;

its omission, the reverse. The mention of a person afl^r

death recognized him as having died in the communion of

the church, and the introduction of his name into the list

of saints or martyrs constituted canonization. In liturgies

the diptychs are distinguished as ike diptych^ of the limng
and the diptychs of the dead, the latter Including also the
commemoration of the saints. In most liturgies the dip-
tychs are included in the great intercession (see interces-

Hon). In the Western Church the use of the diptychs died
out between the ninth and the twelfth century ; m the East-
em Church it still continues. [In the ecclesiastical sense
It is always plural with the definite article — the diptychs. ]

What used anciently to be called the diptychs^ but in lat-

ter times the bead-rolL Rock, Church of our Fathers, it 346.

8. In art, a pair of pictures or carvings on two
panels hinged together. They are common in By-
zantine and medieval art, and in the later examples are
generally of a religious character. See triptych. Lin this
sense usually singular.]

Little worm-eaten diptychs, showing angular saints on
gilded panels. U. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 286.

Dlpns (di'pus), n. [NL., < Gr. d'movi (= L.
hipes), two-footed, < 6i-, two-, -1- Trotc (rrorf-) =
E. foot.l The typical genus of jerboas of the
family Dipodidw and subfamily IHpodince: so
called from the mode of progression, which is

by means of great leaps with the hind legs,
aided by the long tail, as in the kangaroo. Dipus
sagitta is an example. See IHpodida;, jerboa.
dipygns (di-pi'gus), «. ;

pi. dipygi (-ji). [NL., <
Gr. 04-, two-, + TTvyij, rump, buttocks.] In tera-
tol., a monster in which the pelvis and the lum-
bar portion of the spinal column are duplicated.

dipylon (dip'i-lon), n.
; pi. dipyla (-la). [L., <

Gr. (Jotu/'.ov, neut. of ilnvfjoq, with two gates, <
it-, two-, + nhlti, gate.] In anc. Gr. fort., a
gate consisting of two separate gates placed
side by side, it is to be distinguished from the form
of double gate, composed of an outer and an inner gate
with a walled court between them— a usual disposition of
Greek fortress gates. The most conspicuous example of
the dipylon Is the Sacred Gate of Athens (called the Dipy-
lon by way of eminence), on the northwest of the 'city,
which afforded access to the outer Ceramicus and to the
Academy, and through which pas-sed the Sacred Way to
Eleusis and the main road to the Piraeus.

dijiyre (di-pir'), n. [< LL. dipyros, < Gr. ii-

vvpoc,, twice put in the fire, < 6i-, twice, + Trip

= E. fire.'] A mineral occurring in square
prisms, either single or adhering to one anotherm fascicular groups. Before the blowpipe it melts
with ebullition or intumescence, and its powder on hot
coaU phosphoresces with a feeble light. Its name indi-
estea the double effect of fire upon it in producing first
Phosphorescence and then fusion. It consists chiefly of
•iUcate of alumina, with small proportions of the silicates
of soda and Ume, and belongs to the scapolite family.
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dlpyrenous (dl'pi-rS'nus), a. [< Gr. St; two-, +
nvpiiv, the stone of a stone-fruit (see pyrow),
+ -om.~\ In bat., containing two stones or

pyrenes.
diradiation (dl-ra-di-a'shgn), n. [< L. di- for
dis-, asunder, -I- radiatio(n-), radiation.] The
emission and diffusion of rays of light or heat
from a luminous body ; radiation.

Dirca (d6r ' ka), n. [NL. ; cf. L. Dirce, Gr.
AipKtj, a fountain near Thebes in Boeotia.] A
genus of apetalous shrubs, of the natural order
Thymelieacece, and the sole representative of

the order in North America. There are two species,

D. paiustris of the Atlantic States and D. oecidentatis of

California. They are known as leatherwood, from the very
tough inner bark. The flowers precede the leaves, and
are followed by a small reddish drupaceous fruit. All
parts of the plant are acrid. The bark of D. paiustris

produces violent vomiting when taken into the stomach,
and erythema and ultimate vesication when applied to
the skin.

Dircsea (d6r-se'a), n. [NL., < L. Dirccea, fem.
of Dircceus, pertaining to JDiree : see Dirca.]
A genus of beetles, of the famUy Melandryidw.
The species inhabit northern Europe and North America.
Seven have been described, five of which are American.
D. concolor occurs in thfe middle States. The genus was
founded by Fabricius in 1798.

Dircaeids (dfer-se'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dircwa
+ -idee.'] A family of Coleoptera, named from
the genus Dirccea. Kirby, 1837. [Not in use.]

dirdum (dir'dum), n. [Sc, also dirdam, dur-
dum; ef. Gael, diardan, anger, surliness, snarl-

ing.] 1. Tumult; uproar.

There is such a dirdum forsooth for the loss of your
gear and means. W. Quthrie, Sermons, p. 17.

2. A blow; hence, a stroke of misfortune; an
ill turn.— 3. A scolding; a scoring.

My word I but she's no blate to show her nose here. I
gi'ed her such a dirduvt the last time I got her sitting in
our laimdry as might hae served her for a twelvemonth.

Petticoat TaUe, I. 280.

dire (dir), a. [< L. dirus, fearful, awful, dread-
ful, akin to Gr. Seiv6g, fearful, terrible, ieiUg,

fearful, frightened, 6d6uv, fear, v., <!fOf, fear.]

Causing or attended by great fear or terrible
suffering; dreadful; awful: as, dire disaster;
the dire results of intemperance.

Medusa was so dire a monster as to turn into stone all

those who but looked upon her. Bacon, Fable of Perseus.

Dire was the noise
Of conflict. Milton, P. L, vi. 211.

What dire distress
Could make me cast all hope of life aside ?

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 163.

= Syn. Fearful, woeful, disastrous, calamitous, destruc-
tive, terrific, awful, portentous.

dire(rt (di-rekf), a. [< ME. directe = P. Pr.
direct = Sp. Pg. directo, Pg. also direito = It.

diretto = D. G. direct = -Dan. direkte = Sw.
direkt, < L. directns, straight, level, upright,
steep, pp. of dirigere (also derigere, with prefix
de-), set in a straight line, straighten, direct,
guide, steer, arrange, < dv- for dis-, apart (or
de-, down), + regere, keep straight, direct, rule

:

see regent, right. From L. directus come also
ult. dress, address, droit, adroit, maladroit.]
1. Straight; undeviating; not oblique, crook-
ed, circuitous, refracted, or collateral: as, to
pass in a direct line from one body or place to
another; a direct course or aim; a direct ray
of light ; direct descent (that is, descent in an
unbroken liue through male ancestors).

It was no time by direct means to seek her.

Sir P. Sidney.

There were six Dukes of Normandy in France, in a di-
rect Line succeeding from Father to Son.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 20.

2. In astron., appearing to move forward in
the zodiac according to the natural order and
succession of the signs, or from west to east

:

opposed to retrograde: as, the motion of a
planet is direct.— 3. Having a character, rela-
tion, or action analogous to that of straight-
ness of direction or motion: as, a <fo>ec< interest
(that is, part ownership) in a property or busi-
ness.

It is scarcely too much to sayj that Lord Byron never
wrote without some reference, direct or indirect, to him-
self. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

In a great modem state it is comparatively few who
have any direct personal knowledge of foreign affairs or
any direct personal interest in them.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 245.

Differences on subjects of the flrst importance are al-

ways painful, but the direct shock of contrary enthusi-
asms has something appalling about it.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 3.

4. In the natural, unreflectingway
;
proceeding

by a simple method to attain an object ; with-
out modifying one's procedure owing to reoon-

dlrect

dite considerations ; explicit ; free from the In-

fluence of extraneous circumstances. Thus, a
direct accusation is one made with the avowed intent of
bringing the alleged offender to justice ; opposed to a
speech or writing which has the same effect without the
avowal of the purpose, or perhaps not even of the mean-
ing.

6. Plain; express; not ambiguous; straights

forward
;
positive : as, he made a direct acknow-

ledgment.

Add not a doubtful comment to a text
That in itself is direct and easy.

Beau, and FL, Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 1.

Being busy above, a great cry I hear, and go down ; and
what should it be but Jane in a fit of direct raving, which
lasted half an hour. Pepys, Diary, Aug. 19, 1668.

6. Straightforward; characterized by the ab-
sence of equivocation or ambiguousness ; open

;

ingenuous ; sincere.

There be that are in nature faithful and sincere, and
plain and direct; not crafty and involved. sixcon.

I want a simple answer, and direct.

But you evade ; yes 1 'tis as I suspect.
Crabbe, The Borough.

7. In logic, proceeding from antecedent to con-
sequent, from cause to effect, etc Direct ac-
tion. See action, and direct-action, a.— Direct battery,
congrulty, contempt, conversion, demonstration,
dial, evidence, examination, fire, etc. .See the nouns.—
Direct illumination, rays, etc., illumination, rays, etc.,

without reflection or refraction.— Direct induced Cur-
rent. See tnducdon.— Direct Interval. See interval.
— Direct motion, in music, the motion of two voices in
the same direction, up or down. It is also called similar
nwtion, and includes parallel motion. See mon'on.— Di-
rect operation, in math., an operation performed by the
direct application of a rule, and not by trial or api)roxi-
matiou : opposed to inverse operation.— Direct predi-
cation, in toffic, one the subject of which denotes an ob-
ject while the predicate signifies a character: opposed
to indirect predication, in which the subject conveys the
quality while the predicate indicates the object.—Direct
product, the scalar quantity obtained by multiplying the
magnitudes of two vectors together with the cosine of the
angular difference of their directions.— Direct proof,
proof which proceeds from a rule and the statement of a
case as coming under that rule to the application of the
rule to that case : as, few men wounded in the liver re-
cover ; this man is wounded in the liver ; this man will

probably not recover.— Direct ratio, or direct propor-
tion. See raMo.— Direct rhjrthm. See rhythm.— Ol-
rect sphere, a sphere whose pole coincides with the
zenith or lies on the horizon.—Direct tax. See tax.—
Direct turn, in music, a melodic embellishment. See
turn.— Direct vision, vision by unrefracted and unre-
flected r.iys.-Direct-Vision spectroscope. See spec-
troscope.— Direct way around an inclosure or a circuit,

in math., that way around in which the inside of the in-
closure is kept at the left-hand side.

direct (di-rekf), V. [< ME. dirccten, < L. di-

rectus, pp. of dirigere (> It. dirigere = Sp. Pg.
Pr. dirigir= F. diriger = D. dirigeren = G. diri-

giren = Dan. dirigere = Sw. dirigera), straight-
en, direct: see direct, a., and ef. dress, v. Cf.
also dirge, dirigible.] I. trans. 1. To point or
aim in a straight line toward a place or an
object ; cause to move, act, or work toward a
certain object or end ; determine in respect to
direction : as, to direct an arrow or a piece of
ordnance ; to direct the eye ; to direct a course
or flight.

The master of the ship is judged by the directing his
course aright. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, IL 189,

But though the rank which you hold in the royal family
might direct the eyes of a poet to you, yet your beauty
and goodness detain and fix them.

Dryden, Ded. of Indian Emperor.

I have sometimes reflected for what reason the Turks
should appoint such Marks to direct their faces toward in
Prayer. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 14.

2. To point out or make known a course to;
impart information or advice to for guidance

:

as, to direct a person to his destination; he
directed his friend's attention to an improved
method.

Direct me, if it be your will.

Where great Aufidius lies, Shak., Cor., iv. 4.

3. To control the course of ; regulate
;
guide

or lead
;
govern ; cause to proceed in a par-

ticular manner: as, to direct the steps of a child,
or the affairs of a nation.

Let discretion
Direct your anger.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 3.

They taught how to direct the voice unto harmony.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 175.

And, pleased the Almighty's orders to perform,
Kides in the whirlwind, and directs the storm.

Addison, The Campaign, 1. 292,

4. To order ; instruct
;
point out to, as a course

of proceeding, with authority
;
prescribe to.

I'll flrst direct my men what they shall do.

ShaJc., M. W. of W., iv. 2.

The Prophet directed his followers to order their chil-
dren to say their prayers when seven years of age.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 87.



direct

6. In micsic, to conduct ; lead (a company of

vocal or instrumental performers) as conduc-
tor or director.— 6. To superscribe ; write the
name and address of the recipient on ; address

:

as, to direct a letter or a package.

Sir Plyant. Cany it to my Lady. . . .

Boy. 'Tis directed to your Worship.
Conffrece, Double-Dealer, iii. 7.

7. To aim or point at, as discourse ; address.

Words sweetly plac'd, and modestly directed.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3.

O moral Gower, this boke I direct

To the. Chaucer, Troilus, i.

8. In astrol., to calculate the arc of the equa-
tor between the signiflcator and the promoter.
— Directed rigbt line, a line which is regarded as dif-

ferentiateit in respect to the distinction between the two
directions iti which it might be passed over by a moving
point.=S5Tl. 3. Guide, Sway(see f/uide); Conduct, etc. {see
viaaafje and govern); to dispose, rule, command (see en-
join), controL

II. intrans. 1. To act as a guide; point out
a course ; exerciee power or authority in guid-
ing.

Wisdom is profitable to direct. EccL x. 10.

He controls and directs absolutely.
N. A. Sev., CXLII. 592.

2. In mxtsic, to act as director or conductor.
direct (di-rekf), ». [< direct, «,'.] In musical
notation, the sign^ placed at the end of a staff

or of a page to indicate to the performer the
position of the first note of the next stafi or
page.
direct (di-rekt'), adv. [< ME. directe; < direct,

«.] In a direct manner; directly; straight:
as, he went direct to the point.

And faire Venus, the beaute of the night,
Upraise, and set vnto the west ful right
Her golden face in oppositioun
Of God Phebus directe discending down.

Henrynon, Testament of Cressida, 1. 14.

direct-action (di-rekt'ak'shon), a. In mech.,
characterized by direct action : a term applied
to engines which have the piston-rod or cross-

head connected directly to, or by a connecting-
rod with, the crank, dispensing with working-
beams and side levers : as, a direct-action steam-
engine. A rectilinear motion of the piston is insured by
a cross-head at the end of the piston-rod, which slides in

parallel guides, or. in the case of the oscillating engine,
the cylinder vibrates in accordance with the movement of
the crank. .^i)ecial types of direct-action engines are the
annular double-cylinder, double-piston, Inclined-cylinder,
inverted-cylinder, oscillating, sliding-cover, steeple-, and
trunk-engines. .Also applied to steam-pumps which have
the steam-piston connected by the piston-rod directly to

the pump-piston or plunger, and which have valve-gear
that prevents stopping on what is called the dead-center.
Such pumps work without cranks or fly-wheels.

direc1>-draft (di-rekt'draft), a. Having a single
direct flue: applied to steam-boilers.

director (di-rek't6r), n. See director.

directing (di-rek'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of direct, v.]

Giving or affording direction
;
guiding Direct-

ing circle. See gabion.— Directing plane, in perspective,
a plane passing through tli.; j-iint i.f >i;:iit parallel to the
plane of the picture.— Directing point, in perspective,
the point where any original line meets the directing plane.

direction (di-rek'shon), n. [= F. direction =
Sp. direccioH = Pg. direcgSo = It. direzione =
D. directie = G. direction = Dan. Sw. direction,

< L. directio(n-), a making straight, a straight
line, a directing (toward anything), < dirigere,

pp. directiis, direct: see di reef.] 1. Relative po-
sition considered without regard to linear dis-
tance. 'ITie direction of a point. A, from another point, B,
is or is not the same as the direction of a point, (', from an-
other point, O, according as a straight line drawn fn)m B
through A and continued to infinity would or would not cut
thecelestial sphereat the same point asa straight line drawn
from Dthrough C and also continued to infinity. Every mo-
tion of apoint has adeterminate direction ; for if any motion
from any instant were to lose all curvature, it would tend
toward a determinate point of the celestial sphere, which
would define its direction at the instant when it ceased to
be deflected. It is inaccurate to say that a line has a
determinate direction, Ijecanse a motion along that line
has either one of two opposite directions. Yet the word
direction is sometimes used in a loose sense in wliich, op-
posite directions not being distinguished, the direction of
a line is spoken of, meaning the pair of opposite directions.

The direction of a star is seen at a glance, while the
most profound science and the most accurate observations
have not enabled the astronomer to ascertain its distance.

B. Peirce.

The direction in which a force tends to make the point
to which it is applied move is called the direction of the
force. R. s. Ball, Exper. Mechanics, p. 5.

Hence— 2. The act of governing; adminis-
tration ; management ;

guidance ; superinten-
dence: as, the direction of public affairs, of do-
mestic concerns, of a bank, of conscience; to
study under the direction of a tutor.

I put myself to thy direction. Shak., .Macbeth, Iv, 3,

1637
All nature is but art unknown to thee.
All chance, direction which thou canst not see.

Pope, Essay on Man, I. 291.

3. The act of directing, aiming, pointing, or
applying : as, the direction of good works to a
good end.—4. The end or object toward which
something is directed.— 5. An order; a pre-
scription, either verbal or written; instruction
in what manner to proceed.

lago hath direction what to do. Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

The next day there was also a leuy for the repairing two
Forts : but that labour tooke not such effect as was in-

tended, for want of good directions.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 140.

Follow but our direction, and we will accommodate mat-
ters. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 5.

6. In equity pleading, that part of the bill con-
taining the address to the court.— 7. In mjisic,

the act or office of a conductor or director.— 8.
A superscription, as on a letter or package,
directing to whom and where it is to be sent

;

an address.
These letters [Lord Chesterfield's] retain their directions

and wax seals, and bear the postmarks of the period.
N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 425.

9. A body or board of directors ; a directorate.— 10. In astrol., the difference of right or
oblique ascension between the significator and
promoter— Angle of direction. See angled.— Direc-
tion cosine, the cosine of the angle which a given direc-
tion makes with that of one of a system of rectangular
coordinates in space. —Direction Of the dip. See dip.
—Direction ratio, the ratio of one of the three oblique
coordinates of a point to the distance of the point from
the origin.— Line Of direction, (a) In gun., the direct
line in which a piece is pointed, (b) In mech. : (1) The
line in which a body moves or tends to proceed, according
to the force impressed upon it. Thus, if a body falls freely
by gravity, its line of direction is a line perpendicular to
the horizon, or one which, if produced, would pass through
the earth's center. (2) A line drawn from the center of
gravity of any body perpendicular to the horizon. = Syn.
2. Oversight, government, controL

directional (di-rek'shon-al), a. [< direction +
-al.l Pertaining or relating to direction.
The directional character of the properties of the ray,

on account of its analogy to the directional character of a
magnet or an electric currentj suggested the idea of po-
larity. Spottiswoode, Polarisation, p. 5.

Directional coefficient. See coefficient.

directitudet (di-rek'ti-tiid), ». A word used
in burlesque in the following passage, which
appears to contain some allusion not now in-
telligible.

3d Serv. Which friends, sir, (as it were,) durst not (look
you, sir) show themselves (as we term it) his friends while
he's in directitude.

\st Serv. Directitude! what's that? Shak., Cor., iv. 5.

directi've (di-rek'tiv), a. [= F. direetif= Sp.
Pg. directivo = It. direttiro, < ML. directivus
(in the phrase directiva litera, a letter address-
ed), < L. directus, pp. of dirigere, direct : see
direct.'] 1. Having the power of directing;
causing to take or occupy a certain direction.

A compass-needle experiences from the earth's mag-
netism sensibly a couple (or directive) action, and is not
sensibly attracted or repelled as a whole.

Thonuum and Tait, Nat. Phil., | 563.

2. Pointing out the proper direction
;
guiding;

prescribing; indicating.
Nor visited by one directive ray,

From cottage streaming, or from airy hall.

ThovMon.

The very objects of speculative contemplation being
selected and created imder the directive influences of some
deep-seated want.

G. //. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iii. § 2.

It is the office of the inverse symbol to propose a ques-
tion, not to descrilK.' an operation. It is, in its primary
meaning, interrogative, not directive.

Boole, Differential Equations, p. 377.

3t. Capable of being directed, managed, or
handled.

Limbs are his Instruments,
In no less working, than are swords and bows
Directive by the limbs. Shak., T. and C, 1. 3.

4. Dealing with direction : as, directive algebra.
— Directive corpuscle, an apoblast (which see).

directly (di-rekt'li), arfc. 1. In a straight line

or course, literally or figuratively; in the natu-
ral and primitive way: as, aim directly at the
object ; gravity tends directly to the center of
the earth, in mechanics a body is said to strike or im-
pinge directly against another when the stroke is in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the surface at the point of contact.
Also, a sphere is said to strike directly against another
when the line of direction passes through both their cen-
ters. Two e<|ual flat pencils in the same plane or parallel
planes are said to be directly equal when they could be
generated by equal displacements of rays, these displace-
ments being in the same direction of rotation.

2. In a direct manner; without the interven-
tion of any medium ; immediately.

All (the ancient Greeks] who were qualified to vote at
all voted directly, and not through representatives, in the
greatest affairs of state.

K. A., Freeman, Amer, Lects., p. 273.

directory

It is manifestthatbefore the development of commerce,
and while possession of land could alone give largeness of
means, lordship and riches were directly connected.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 462.

3. Straightway; without delay; immediately;
at once; presently: as, he will be with us
directly.

He will directly to the lords, I fear.

Hilton, S. A., L 1260.

[In this sense directly, when it happens to precede a de-
pendent temporal clause, often assumes, by the improper
omission of the temporal conjunction when or as, the ap-
parent olHce of a conjunction, " when," "as soon as." It
is more common in English than in American use.

Directly he stopped, the coffin was removed by four men.
Dickens.}

4. Clearly ; unmistakably ; expressly ; with-
out circumlocution or ambiguity.

That wise Solon was directly a Poet, it is manifest, hau-
ing written in verse the notable fable of the Atlantick
Hand. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

We found our Sea cards most directly false.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Ti-ue Travels, 1. 109.

I n ver directly defame, but I do what is as bad in the
consequence. Steele, Spectator, No. 130.

Directly proportional, in inath. See yroportioiuU.
= Syn. 3. Promptly, instantly, quickly.— 4. Absolutely,
unambiguously.

directness (di-rekt'nes), «. 1. Straightness

;

a straight course. Sheridan.— 2. Straightfor-
wardness; openness; freedom from ambiguity.

I like much their robust simplicity, their veracity, di-
rectness of conception. Carlyle.

director (di-rek'tor), n. [= P. directeur (> D.
directeur = Dan. Sw. direktor) = G. director=
Sp. Pg. director = It. direttore, < NL. director,

< L. dirigere, pp. directus, direct: see direct.]

1. One who directs; one who guides, superin-
tends, governs, or manages.
Nature hath some director of infinite knowledge to guide

her in all her ways.' Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 3.

Specifically — (a) One of a number of persons, appointed
or elected under provision of law, having authority to
manage and direct the affairs of a corporation or company.
All the directors collectively constitute a board of directors.
They are agents of the corjxjration, and not of the stock-
holders. Generally they are elected for one year. (6) In
music, the leader or conductor of a company of vocal or
instrumental performers : as, a choir director ; an orches-
tral director.

2. Anything that directs or controls.

Common forms were not deslgn'd
Directors to a noble mind. S-wift.

Safety from external danger is the most powerful di-

rector of national conduct. A. Hamilton.

Specifically — (a) In surg., a grooved probe, intended to
direct the edge of the knife or scissors in opening si-

nuses or fistulEe or making incisions generally. (6) \n elect.,

a metallic instrument on a glass handle connected by a
chain with the pole of a battery, and applied to the part of
the body to which a shock is to be sent.— Director Circle.
See circle.

Sometimes spelled directer.

directorate (di-rek'to-rat), n. [= P. directorat;
tiSdirector + -ate^.] l.The officeof adirector.— 2. A body of directors.

directorial (dir-ek-to'ri-al), a. [< director 4
-ial.] 1. That directs; invested with direction
or control.

The emperor's power in the collective body, or the diet,

is not directorial, but executive.
W. Guthrie, Geog., Germany.

2. Belonging to a director or a body of direc-
tors, as the French Directory.

directorizet (di-rek'to-riz), V. t. [< directory +
-ize.] To bring under the power or authority
of a directory (in the extract, of the Presby-
terian Directory for Public Worship).

These were to do the Journey work of Presbytery, . . .

tmdertaking to Directorize, to Unliturgize, to Catechize,
and to Disclplinize their Brethren.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 609.

directorship (di-rek'tor-ship), n. [< director +
-ship.] The condition or office of a director.

Mickle.

directory (di-rek'to-ri), a. and n. [= P. direc-

toire = Sp. Pg. directorio = It. direttorio, < LL.
direetorius, serving to direct, ML. NL. neut.
directorium, a directory, < L. directus, pp. of
dirigere, direct : see direct.] I. a. Guiding or
directing; directive.

This needle the mariners call their directory needle.
J. Gregory, Posthuma (1660), p. 281.

I must practise a general directory and revisory power
in the matter. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 361.

Directory statute, a statute or part of a statute which
operates merely as advice or direction to the official or
other person who is to do something pointed out, leaving

the actor omission not destructive of the legality of what
Is done in disregard of the direction. Bishop.

II. »•; pi. directories (-riz). 1. A guide; a
rule to direct; particularly (eccles.), a book of

directions for saying the various church of-

fices and for fincung the changes in them re-



directory

Quired by the calendar; especially, in medieval
English usage, a book of directions for saying

the hours. Also called ordinal, pica, or pie.

The directory of the Greek Church is called the

typicum.

There may be usefully set forth by the Church a com-

mon dirtctory of publick prayer, especially in the admin-

tstrstion of the Sacraments.
mUon, Apology for Smectymnuos.

"So pray ye," or after this manner: which if we ex-

pound only to the sense of becoming a pattern, or a direc-

tory, it is observable that it is not only directory for the

matter but for the maimer too.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 278.

The principal ecclesiastical directories are : (1) The set

of rules drawn up in 1644 by the Westminster Assem-

bly of Divines, to take the place of the Book of Common
Prayer of tlie Church of England, ratified by Parliament

in 1645, and adopted by the Scottish General Assembly

the same year. (2) In the Rom. Cath. Ch., a list, drawn
up by authority of the bishop, containing directions as to

the mass and office to be said on each day of the year. The
number of feasts in the present calendar, and the frequent

necessity of transferring some, commemorating or omit-

ting others, makes the Directorium (or, as it is usually

called, the Ordo) necessary for the clergy. The " Catholic

Directory," familiar to English Catholics, contains, besides

the Ordo, a list of clei-gy, churches, etc. An annual called

the " Catholic Directory " occupies the same field in the

United States as the English Directory. Catk. Diet.

Specifically— 2. A book containing an alpha-

betical list of the inhabitants of a city, town,
district, or the like, with their occupation, place

of business, and abode.— 3. A board of direc-

tors; a directorate. Specifically— 4. [cop.]

The body constituting the executive in France
during a part of the revolutionary epoch, con-

sisting of five members called directors, one of

whom retired each year. Succeeding the govern-

ment of the Convention, it existed from October, 1795, to

November 9th, 1799, when it was overthrown by Napoleon
Bonaparte (coup d'etat of the 18th Bi*umaire), and succeed-

ed by the Consulate. Under the Directory the legislative

power was vested in a Council of Ancients, or Senate, of

250 members, composed of men above forty years of age,

and a Council of Five Hundred, or Lower House, with
which rested the initiative in legislation.

directress (di-rek'tres), n. [< director + -ess.]

A female director; a directriK.

directrix (di-rek'triks), n. [= P. directrice =
It. direttrice, < NL. directrix, fem. of director:

see director.'] 1. A woman who governs or
directs.— 2. In math., a fixed line, whether
straight or not, that is required for the descrip-

tion of a curve or surface.— 3. In gun., the cen-
ter line in the plane of fire of an embrasure or
platform. Ildball. See embrasure Directrix
of a conic, a line from which the distance of the variable

X>oint on the conic bears a constant ratio to the distance
of the same point from a gi'^en focus ; the polar of a focus.

—Directrix of electrodynamlc action of a given cir-

cuit, the magnetic force due to the circuit.

direful (dir'ful), a. [< dire + -ful, 1, irreg. suf-

fixed to an adj.] Characterized by or fraught
with something dreadful ; of a dire nature or

appearance : as, a direful fiend ; a direful mis-
fortune.

Saturn combust,
With direfvl looks at your nativity,

Beheld fair Venus in her silver orb.
Greene, James IV., L

=Syil. See list under dire.

direfully(dir'fvd-i),ad». Dreadfully; terribly;

woefully.

direfulness (dir'ful-nes), n. The state of being
direful; dreadfulness ; calamitousness.

The dire/ulnegg of this pestilence is more emphatically
Bet forth in these few words than in forty such odes as

Sprat's on the plague at Athens. J. Warlon, Essay on Pope.

direlyt (dir'li), adv. In a dire manner; fear-

fully.

And of his death he direly had forethought
Drayton, David and Goliath.

diremptt (di-rempf), V. t. [< L. diremptus, pp.
of dirimere (> It. dirimere = Sp. Pg. dirimir= F.
dirimer), take apart, part, separate, < dis-, apart,

+ emere, take. Cf. adempt, exempt, redemption.']

To separate by violence; put asunder; break
oflf.

He writ the iudiciall examination for a prouiso : that if

either part refused to stand to his arbitrement, the difini-

tiue strife might be dirempted by sentence.
Holinshed, Conquest of Ireland, xxxiii.

diremptt (di-rempf), a. [< L. diremptus, pp.:
see the verb.] Parted; separated. Stow.
diremption (di-remp'shon), n. [< li. diremp-
tio{n-), < dirimere, pp. diremptus, separate: see
dirempt.] 1. A forcible separation ; a tearing
asunder. [Bare.]— 2. In hot., same as chorisis.

[Not used.]

dlreneBS (dir'nes), n. Terribleness ; horrible-
ness; tearfulness.

Direnegg, familiar to my slaught'rous thoughts,
Cannot once start me. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.
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direptlonf (di-rep'shgn), n. [< L. direptio(n-),

< diripcre, pp. direpius, tear asunder or away,
ravage, < di- for dis-, asunder, + rapere, snatch.

Cf. correption.] A plundering or ravaging ; rob-

bery.
This lord for some direptions being cast

Into close prison.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. B16.

You shall " suffer with joy the direption of your goods,"
because the best part of your substance is in heaven.

J. Brac(ford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 126.

direptitioust (dir-ep-tish'us), a. lAtter surrep-

titious (q. v.), < L. direptus, pp. of diripere, tear

away: see direption.] Kelating to or of the na-
ture of direption. E. D.
direptitiousiyt (dir-ep-tish'us-li), adv. Byway
of direption or robbery.

Grants surreptitiously and direptitiously obtained.
Strype, Memorials, an. 1532.

dirge (derj), n. [So. also dirgie, etc. (see dir-

gie); < ME. dirge, dorge, dyrge, dirige, deregy,

funeral service, the office for the dead ; so called

from an antiphon therein sung beginning "2*/-

rige, Domine, Deus meus, in conspectu tuo vi-

am meam" (Direct, O Lord my God, my way
in thy sight), the words being taken from the

Psalms ("Domine . . . dirige in conspectu
tuo viam meam"; Vulgate, Ps. v. 8) : L. dirige,

impv. of dirigere, make straight, direct : see di-

rect. In ME. the dirge or dirige is often men-
tioned in connection with the placebo, so named
for a similar reason. ] A funeral hymn ; the fu-

neral service as sung; hence, a song or tune
expressing grief, lamentation, and mourning.

Resort, I pray you, vnto my sepulture,

To sing my dirige with great deuocion.
Lamentation o/ Mary Magdalene, 1. 641.

And oner y* he ordeyned ther, to be contynued for euer,

one day in ye weke, a solempne dirige to be songe, and
vpon y morowe a masse. Fabyan, Chron., an. 1422.

With mirth in funeral, and with dirge in marriage.

In equal scale weighing delight and dole.

Shak., Hamlet, L 2.

First will 1 sing thy dirge.

Then kiss thy pale lips, and then die mysell
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 4.

As the first anthem at matins commenced with " Dirige,"

. . . the whole of the morning's service, including the

Mass, came to be designated a " Dirige " or Dirge.

Sock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 603.

=Syn. Dirge, Requiem, Elegy, lament, threnody, coro-

nach. The first three are primarily and almost uniformly
suggested by the death of some person. A dirge or a re-

quiem may be only music or may be a song. An elegy is

a poem, which may or may not be sung. A requiem, be-

ing originally sung for the repose of the soul of a deceased
person, retains a corresponding character when the music
does not accompany words.

A dark-haired virgin train

Chanted the death-dirj^e of the slain.

Long,fellow, Burial of the Minnisink.

The silent organ loudest chants
The master's requiem. Emergon, Dirge.

Now change your praises into piteous cries,

And Eulogies tume into Elegies.

Spenger, Tears of the Muses, 1. 372.

dirge-alet (dferj'al), n. Awake, or funeral gath-

ering, at which ale was served. Also called

soul-ale. See dirgie.

With them the superfluous numbers of idle wakes,
guilds, fraternities, church-ales, helpe-ales, and soule-

ales, called also dirge-ales, with tile heathenish rioting at

bride-ales, are well diminished and laid aside.

Holinshed, Description of England, U. 1.

dirgee, n. See durjee.

dirgeful (d6rj'ful), a. l< dirge+ -ful, 1.] Fune-
real; wailing; mournful.

Soothed sadly by the dirge/ul wind. Coleridge.

dirgie (dfer'ji), n. [Sc, also written dergie,

dergy, and transposed drigie, dregie, dredgie, =
E. dirge, < ME. dirge, dyrge, dirige, deregy, etc.,

the service for the dead: see dirge.] A fu-

neral company; entertainment at a funeral.

Selden.

dirhem, n. See derham.
DiricMet's principle. Bee prineiple.

diriget, «. A Middle English form of dirge.

dirigent (dir'i-jent), a. and n. [= F. dirigeant

= Sp. Pg. It. dirigente, < L. dirigen{t-).s, ppr. of

dirigere, direct: see direct.] I. a. Directing;

serving to direct: formerly applied, in chem-
istry, to certain ingredients in prescriptions

which were supposed to guide the action of the
rest.

H. n. In geom., the line of motion along
which the describent line or surface is carried

in the generation of any plane or solid figure;

the directrix.

dirigible (dir'i-ji-bl), a. [< L. as if "dirigibilis,

< dirigere, direct: see direct.] That may be
directed, controlled, or steered.

dirt

It is stated by the London " Engineering" that a diri^-

hie Ijalloon of colossal dimensions lias been for some time
ill coui-se of construction in Berlin. Science, VIII. 367.

dirigO (dir'i-go). [L. : 1st pers. sing. pres. ind.

act. of dirigere, direct: see direct.] I guide or

direct: the motto on the arms of the State of

Maine.
dirigO-motor (dir'i-g6-m6''tgr), a. Productive
of muscular motion, and directing that motion
to an end.

Certain inferior dirvjo-nwtor act%are unconscious ; but
omitting these, the law is that with each muscular con-

traction there goes a sensation more or less definite.

II. Spencer, Prill, of Psychol., § 46.

diriment (dir'i-ment), a. [< L. dirimen(t-)s,

ppr. of dirimere: see dirempt, v.] Nullifying.
— Diriment impediments of marriage, in the Rmn.
Cath. Ch., such impediments as render marriage null and
void from the very beginning, as consanguinity, affinity,

certain crimes, etc.

Bishops . . , may often dispense from certain diriment
impediments as apostolic delegates. Cath. Diet., p. 436.

dirk^ (d6rk), n. [Formerly also durk; < Ir. duirc,

a dirk, poniard.] A stabbing weapon; a dag-

fer. Especially

—

(a) The long and
eavy dagger worn as a part of the

equipment of the duniwassal, or gentle-

man, among the Celtic Highlanders of

Scotland. It had different fonus at dif-

ferent times. The more modem style

has a scabbard with one or two minor
sheaths in it for small knives.

He took the engagement ... in the
only mode and form which ... he con-
sidered as iiiiiding— he swore secrecy
upon his drawn dirk.

Scott, Waverley, Ixv.

(6) The common side-arm of a midship-
man in tlie British naval service. It is

usually straight, but is sometimes a
very short, curved cutlas.

dirkl (derk), V. t. [< dirk^, n.]

To poniard; stab.

T thought of the Ruthvens that were
dirked in their ain house, for it may be
as small a forfeit.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, iii.

And dirked his foe with his own hand.
The Century, XXVII. 329.

dirk^t (dferk), a., n., adv., and v.

al Middle English and Scotch form of (torfcl.

Chaucer,
I praye thee, speake not so dirke ;

Such myater saying me seemeth to iiiirke.

Spenger, Shep. Cal., September.

dirk-knife (d^rk'nif), n. A large clasp-knife

with a dirk-like blade.

dirknesst, «. -Aji obsolete form of darkness.

Chaucer.

dirl (dirl), V. i. [Sc, = E. drill, pierce: see

drilli, thrill] 1. To thrill.— 2. To vibrate or

shake, especially with reverberation ; tremble.

Front and Side
Views of Scottish
Highland Dirlc.

An occasion-

He screwed his pipes and gart them skirl.

Till roof and rafters a' did dirl.

Bumg, Tani o' Shanter.

dirl (dirl), n. [< dirl, r.] A blow such as

produces a tingling sensation or a quavering
sound; the sensation or sound itself; vibra-

tion. [Scotch.]

I threw a noble throw at ane ; . . .

It just played dirl on the bane.
Burns, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

Dirochelyoidae (di-rok'''e-li-oi'de), n. pi. [NL.,

< IHrochelys + -ida:.] A subfamily of tortoises,

named by Agassiz, in the form Deiroclielyoidce,

in his family Emydoidce, from the genus Di-
rochelys.

Dirochelys (di-rok'e-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. deipli,

neck, -I- ;t:fAwf, tortoise.] A genus of tortoises,

alone representing the Dirochelyoidai, having
an elongated flexible neck, webbed feet, and
a movable plastron. Also Deirochelys.

dirt (dfert), n. and a. [Formerly also spelled

durt; transposed from ME. drit (= MD. drijt,

D. dreet = loel. drit, mod. dritr), excrement:
see drit, drite.] I. n. 1 . Any foul or filthy sub-

stance, as excrement, mud, mire, or pitch; what-
ever, adhering to anything, renders it foul, un-

clean, or offensive.

The wicked are like the troubled sea, . . . whose waters

cast up mire and dirt. Isa. Ivii. 20.

And being downe, is trodde in the durt
Of cattell, and bronzed, and sorely hurt.

Speiuer, Shep. Cal., February.

Thou shouldst have heard . . . how he beat me because

her horse stumbled ; how she waded through the dirt to

pluck him off me. Shak., T. of the S., Iv. 1.

2. Earth, especially loose earth ; disintegrated

soil, as in gardens ; hence, any detrital or dis-

integrated material. [CoUoq., U. S.]

The love of dirt is among the earliest passions.

C. D. Warner, My Summer in a Garden.



dirt

The common qualities [of copper] give off a great deal
of foreign matter Itnown as dirt.

J. \y. Urquhart, Electrotyping, p. 130.

Specifically— 3. In placer-mining, the detrital
material (usually sand and gravel) from which
the gold is separated by washing.
The miners talk of rich dirt and poor dirt, and of strip-

ping otf so many feet of top dirt before getting to pay dirt,
the latter meaning dirt with so much gold in it that it will
pay to dig it up and wash it. Borthwick, California, p. 120.

4t. Meanness; sordidness; baseness.
Honours which are . . . sometimes thrown away upon

din and infamy. W. Melmoth, tr. of Pliny, vii. 29.

5. Abusive or scurrilous language pay dirt,
earth containing a remunerative quantity of gold. See
extract under def. 3.—To eat dirt, to submit to some de-
grading humiliation

; swallow one's own words.—To fling
dirt at, to attack with scurrilous abuse, as an opponent.
H. a. Consisting or made of loose earth : as,

a dirt road (a road not paved or macadamized).
[CoUoq., U. S.]

We walked on dirt floors for carpets, sat on benches tor
Chairs. Peter CaHmright, Autobiog., p. 486.

dirt (dfert), V. t. [< dirt, n. Cf. drit, drite, v.'}

To make foul or filthy; soil; befoul; dirty.
[Rare, except in colloq. use.]

Ill company U like a dog, who dirU most those whom he
loves best. Stirift.

Mosques are also closed in rainy weather (excepting at
the times of prayer), lest persons who have no shoes should
enter and dirt the pavement and matting.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 96.

dlrt>-bed (d^rt'bed), ». In geol., any stratum
in which the remains of an ancient soil are con-
spicuous. The most remarkable dirt-beds are In the Pur-
beckian group, a fresh- and brackish-water formation at
the summit of the Jurassic series. In this group, so named
from the Isle of Purbeck in England, where the stratum is
best developed, there are layers of ancient soil containing
the stumps of trees which once grew in them.

dirt-board (dfert'bord), «. In a vehicle, a board dig-.
placed so as to keep the axle-arm free from dirt.
dirt-cheap (dert'chep), o. As cheap as dirt;
very cheap. [Colloq.]

I weigh my words when I say that if the nation could
purchase a potential Watt, or Davy, or Faraday, at the
cost of a hundred thousand pounds down, he would be
dirt-cheap at the money. Huxley, Tech. Education.

dirt-eating (dfert'e'ting), n. 1. The practice
of some savage or barbarous tribes, as the Ot-
tomacs of South America, of using certain kinds
of clay for food; geophagism.— 2. Cachexia
-Airicana, a disorder of the nutritive functions
among negroes, and in certain kinds of disturb-
ances of health among women, in which there
is a morbid craving to eat dirt.

dirtily (d6r'ti-li), adv. [< dirty, o.] 1. In a
dirty manner; foully; nastily; filthily.— 2.
Meanly ; sordidly ; by low means.

Dirtily and desperately gullU Donne, Elegies, xii.

dirtiness (d^r'ti-nes), n. 1. The state of being
dirty; filthiness; foulness; nastiness.

Paris, which before that time was called Lutecia, because
of the mudde and dirtinetne of the place wherein it stand-
e'h. Stow, The fiomans, an. 386.

If gentlemen would regard the virtues of their ances-
tours,

. . . this degenerate wantonness and dirtineit of
speech would return to the dunghill.

Barrow, Works, I. xiii.

His (a collier's) high wages arise altogether from the
hardship, disagreeableness, and dirtineee of his work.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 10.

2. Meanness; baseness; sordidness.— 3. Slop-
piness; muddiness; uncomfortableness : as,
the dirtiness of the weather.

dirt-scraper (d^rt'skra "pfer), n. A road-scraper
or a grading shovel, used in leveling or grading

1639
Marriages would be made up upon more nattu^ motives

than mere dirty interests. Sir W. Temple.

5. Repulsive to sensitive feeling; disagree-
able; disgusting.

I'd do the dirty work with pleasure, since dirty work has
to be done, provided that we believe in what we are work-
ing for. }iew Princeton Rev., II. 106.

6. Foul; muddy: squally; rainy; sloppy; un-
comfortable : said of the weather or of roads.
=Syil. 1. Filthy, Foul, etc. See nasty.— 2. Unclean,
soiled, sullied, begrimed.— 4 and 6. Vile, scurvy, shabby,
sneaking, despicable, contemptible, gross, obscene.

dirty (der'ti), V. t; pret. and pp. dirtied, ppr. dir-
tying. [< dirty, o.] 1. To defile; make filthy;
soil; befoul: as, to dirty the clothes or hands.
For thine, my dear Dick, give me leave to speak plain.
Like a very foul mop, dirty more than they clean. Sioi^ft.

2. To soil or tarnish morally; sully.
If our fortune ... be great, public experience hath made

remonstrance, that it mingles with the world, and dirties
those Angers which are instrumental in consecration.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 78.

dirty-alien (d6r'ti-aKen), n. [E. dial., < dirty
+ alien, var. of aulin, q. v.] A local English
name of the dung-bird.
diruptiont (di-mp'shon), n. [< L. diruptio(n-),
< dirumpere or disrumpere, pp. dinipius, disrup-
tus, break apart : see disrupt.^ A bursting or
rending asunder. See disruption.
Dis (dis), H. [L., related, but prob. not directly,
with dis {dit-), contr. of dives (divit-), rich (cf.
Pluto, < Gr. ll/ovTuv, as related to n-/loirrof, rich),
both akin to dins, divus, divine, deus, a god:
see deity.

"] In Eom, myth., a name sometimes
given to Pluto, and hence to the infernal
world.

Since they did plot
The means that dusky Dis my daughter got.
Her and her blind boy's scandal'd company
I have forsworn. 5Ao*., Tempest, It. 1.

[ME. dis-, des; OF. des-, dis-, de-, F. des-,

disaccord
The debate ... in the House of Commons began at

nine o'clock in the morning, and continued till after raid-
night, without interruption. . . . "Many, "says Clarendon,
"withdrew from pure faintness, and disability to attend
the conclusion." Everett, Orations, II. 121.

Chatham refused to see him, pleading his disability.

Bancroft.

Specifically— 2. Want of competent means or
instruments.— 3. Want of legal capacity or
qualification

; legal incapacity ; incapacity to
do an act with legal effect.

This disadvantage which the Dissenters at present lie
under, of a disability to receive Church preferments, will
be easily remedied by the repeal of the test. Stvi/t.

The pagan laws during the empire had been continually
repealing the old disabilities of women, and the legisla-
tive movement in their favour continued with unabated
force from Constantine to Justinian, and appeared also
in some of the early laws of the barbarians.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 358.

= Syn. Disability, Inability, incompetence, incapacity,
disqualification, unfitness. Disability implies depriva-
tion or loss of power ; inability indicates rather inherent
want of power. One declines an office from inability to dis-
charge its duties, but is not elected to it because of some
external disability disqualifying him for being chosen.

disable (dis-a'bl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. disabled,

ppr. disabling. [< dis- priv. + a6?ei, t).] 1. To
render unable ; deprive of ability, physical,
mental, or legal ; weaken or destroy tne capa-
bility of; cripple or incapacitate: as, a ship is
disabled by a storm or a battle ; a race-horse is

disabled by lameness ; loss of memory disables
a teacher.

A Christian's life is a perpetual exercise, a wrestling
and warfare, for which sensual pleasure disables him.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

An attainder of the ancestor corrupts the blood, and
disables his children to inherit. Blackstone.

A single State or a minority of States ought to be dis-
abled to resist the will of the majority.

If. Webster, in Scudder, p. 123.

2. To iinpair ; diminish ; impoverish.
I have disabled mine estate

By something showing a more swelling port
Than my faint means would grant continuance.

Shak., M. of v., i. L
To pronounce incapable ; henee, to detract

dis-, de- = Sp. Pg. des-, dis- = It. dis-, des-, s-

(the Rom. forms varying according to position,
age, or other circumstances, and often coexist-
ing), < L. dis-, an inseparable prefix, remaining
unchanged before c, p, a, s, and * (and some-
times g, h, j, and r, and in ML. at will, and
hence in Rom., etc., in all positions), and
usually before a vowel, regularly changed to di-
before b, d, g, j, I, m, n, r, and v, to dif- before
/, to dir- before a vowel (as in diribere and
dirimere: see dirempt), orig. 'in two,' hence
'apart,' 'asunder,' etc. (connected with bis,

orig. "dvis = Gr. 61^, twice), < duo = Gr. Siio =
E. two : see dt-l, di-2 dj-3 and two. In ML. j, -'vir; :A~"-y^<\'"~""'TJ "J""
and Rom. the prefixes dis- (OF. des-, dis-) and °f,^r*°r*

<'^\,8.-'i,^l)'.<'- [< **" Vnv.
de- (OF. de-, often written des-, def-, etc. ) in the

"anting ability
;
incompetent,

separative and privative senses were often used ^"'' '*'*'''''« ^^d unactive force. Daniel, Musophilus.

interchangeably ; hence many words having disablement (dis-a'bl-ment), n. [< disable +

3t, , . -,-
from; disparage; undervalue.
He disabled my judgment. Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

This Year the King being at his Manor of Okiiig, Wol-
sey. Archbishop of York, came and shewed him Letters
that he was elected Cardinal ; for which Dignity he dis-
abled himself, till the King willed him to take it upon
hlui, and from thenceforth called him Lord Cardinal.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 263.

= Syn. 1. To cripple, paralyze, enfeeble, unfit, disqualify.
ooki«i//iio s'Ki\ „ r/ ^.^ „-.;„ -^aftZei, a.]

original L. de- may appear in the modem Ian
^ages with dis- {dif-, etc.), while others hav
ing original L. dis- (dif-, etc.) may appear with
de-; cf. defer^ = differ, difame, deform, defy,
etc., in which de- and dif- are involved. The
prefix di.'i-, in ME. almost indifferently dis- or
des-, becomes in mod. E. exclusively dis- (when
not reduced to or merged with de-), except in a

ment.] Deprivation or want of power; legal
impediment; disability.

The penalty of the refusal thereof was turned into a
disablement to take any promotion, or to exercise any
charge. Bacon, Obs. on a LibeL
But still this is only an interruption of the acts, rather

than any disablement of the faculty.

South, Sermons, V. iv.

tew words in which theforce of the' prefixes less ^^'.^^^^f^*'?:
'" ^^ ''**" P""^- "*"

«*'''«'fl'«-] To
obvious, and the archaic form des- accordingly extend

;
lengthen.

remains in use along with the regular modem *'"' hee, whose life the Lord did dis-abbridge.

form dis-, as in discant, descant, dispatch, des-
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, ill. 11.

patch.'] A prefix of Latin origin (in other forms disabuse (dis-a-biiz'), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-
di; dif-), in force— (1) separative or disjunc- abused, pT^T. disabusing. [< dis-priy. + abusejV.]

ground.
<Urty (der'ti), a. [Formerly also spelled durty,
durtie; < dirt -I- -«!.] 1. Consisting of or im-
parting dirt or filth ; causing foulness; soiling:
as, a dirty mixture ; dirty work.

And all his armour sprinckled was with blood,
And soyid with durtie gore that no man can
Disterne the hew thereof. Spenser, F. Q., II. vl. 41.

And here the maiden, sleeping sound
On the dank and dirty ground!

Shak., M. N. D., 11. 3.

2. Characterized by dirt : unclean ; not clean-
ly; sullied: as, dirty hands; diXj/ employment.

In their dress, as well as in their persons, they are gen-
erally slovenly and dirty.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, II. 343.

3. Appearing as if soiled ; dark-colored ; im-
pure ; dingy.

Pound an almond, and the clear white colour will be al-
tered into a dirty one. Locke

4. Morallyunclean or impure; base; low; des-
picable

; groveling : as, a dirty fellow ; a dirty
job or trick.

To free from mistake ; undeceive ; relieve from
fallacy or deception; set right: as, it is our
duty to disabuse ourselves of false notions and
prejudices.

Everybody says I am to marry the most brutal of men.
I would disabuse them. Goldsmith, Grumbler.

The first step of worthiness will be to disabuse us of
our superstitious associations with places and times, with
number and size. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 234.

tive, 'apart,' 'asunder,' 'in different direc-
tions,' etc., as in distend, dispart, dissident, etc.,
this force being often only indistinctly felt in the
English word, as in dispose, dissent, distract, etc.,
and passing even in Latin into a merely inten-
sive use, not felt at all in English, as in dispute;
(2) privative or negative^ like the English un-,
reversing or negativing the primitive, as in dis-
stmiter, etc., having come, in this use, from its ,.
frequency in Middle Latin and Old French, to disaccommodate (dis-a-kom'o-dat), «. t.

;
pret.

be recognized as a regular English prefix, and a°'' PP- disaccommodated, ppr. disaccommodat-'
• • - - ing. [< dis- -priv. -h accommodate, v.] To put

to inconvenience ; discommode.
I hope this will not disaccomnwdate you.

Warburton, To Hurd, Letters, cxcii.

disaccommodation (dis-a-kom-o-da'shon), n.

[< dis- priv. -I- accommodation.'] ' The state of
being unfit, unsuited, or unprepared.

They were such as were great and notable devastations,
sometimes in one part of the earth, sometimes in another

;

... in some places more than in other, according to the
accommodation or disaccommodation of them to such ca-
lamities. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p, 217.

as such usable with almost any verb and adjec-
tive, as in disable, di.se.tteem, disfavor, disoblige,
disfellowship, etc., and in colloquial or dialectal
use in such forms as disremember, disrecollect,

etc. In some words the prefix dis- was early reduced by
apheresis to «-, a fonn common in Italian, and seen in Eng-
lish in spend, splay, sport, etc., as compared with dispend,
display, disport, etc.

dis. An abbreviation of discount.
disability (dis-a-bil'i-ti), n.; pi. disabilities
(-tiz). [= It. disabilita; as dis- priv. + ability.]

1 . Want of competent power, strength, or phys-
ical or mental ability; weakness; incapacity; disaccord (dis-a-kdrd'), «. «. [< OF. desacorder,
impotence: as, disability arising from infirm- desaccorder, f. d^saccorder, < des- priv. +
ity

; a blind person labors under great disa- acorder, agree : see dis- and accord, ».] To dis-
bility. agree ; refuse assent.



disaccord

But slie did disaccord,

Ne could her liklug to liis luve apply.
Spenser, f. Q., VI. UL 7.

Nothing can more disaccord with our experience than
the assertion that our thouy:hts and desires never do or

can intervene as causes in tlie events of our lives.

iliiart, Nature and Thought, p. 212.

disaccordant (dis-a-k6r'dant), a. [< OF. des-

atordant, desaccordant, ppr. of desacorder, des-

accorder, disagree: see disaccord, and of. accor-

dant.] Not agreeing; not accordant.

disaccustom (dis-a-kus'tgm), v. t. [Formerly
also dimcciistome •'

< OF. 'desaccoustmtier, P. d4g-

accoutumcr {=Sp. desacostunibrar= 'Pg. desacos-

tumar),<.des-TpTiv.+ accoustumer, aecustom: see

dis- and atciistom, «'.] To cause to lose a habit

by disuse ; render unaccustomed as by disuse

:

as, he has disaccustomed himself to exercise.

disacidify (dis-a-sid'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp.
disdcidijicd, ppr. disacidifyitu). [= F. desacidi-

fier ; as dis- priv. + acidify.'] To deprive of

acidity; free from acid; neutralize the acid

present in. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

disacknowledget (dis-ak-nol'ej), V. t. [< dis-

priv. + acknowledge.] To refuse to acknow-
ledge; disown.

By words and oral expressions verbally to deny and dis-

acJmmdedsie it. South.

disacqaaintt (dis-a-kwanf), "• *• [< OF. desa-

cointer, desaecoinier, disacquaint, < des-priv. +
acointer, acquaint : see dis- and acquaiti t, v.] To
render unfamiliar or unacquainted ; estrange.

My sicic heart with dismal smart
Is disacqttainted never. Herrick.

Tis held a symptom of approaching danger,

When disacqiiainted sense becomes a stranger,

And talies no knowledge of an old disease.

Quarles, Emblems, i. 8.

disacquaintancet (dis-a-kwan'tans), n. [< dis-

priv. + acquaintance.] Want of acquaintance

;

unacquaintanee ; unfamiliarity.

The straungeriesse thereof proceedes but of noueltie

and diaaquaintance with our eares.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 131.

disadjost (dis-a-jusf), V. t. [< dis- priv. + ad-

just, v.] To destroy the adjustment of; disar-

range ; disturb ; confuse.

When the thoughts are once disadjitsted, why are they

not always in confusion 1 Hervey, Meditations, II. 32.

disadom (dis-a-d6m'), V. t. [< dis- priv. -t-

adorn, v. Cf. OF. desaorner, desaourner, de-

spoil.] To deprive of ornaments.

When she saw grey Hairs begin to spread.
Deform his Beard, and disadom hia Head.

Conijreve, Hymn to Venus.

disadvancet (di8-ad-vans')> "• '• [Early mod. E.

disadvaunce; < ME. disavauncen, < OF. desavan-

cer, desavancier, desadvancier, hinder, thrust or

throw back, < des- priv. + avancer, advance:
see dis- and advance, v.] 1. To dxive back;
repel ; hinder the advance of.

To speken of an ordinannce
How we the Grekes myghten disamunce.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 511.

Ther were many full noble men and trewe that hadden
grete drede that for the faute of her prowesse that holy
cherche and cristin feith were disavaunced.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 250.

And [he] lefte the hoste on the left side, and that was to
disavaunce the Emperour, and by-reve hym the way to

Oston. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 668.

2. To draw back.

Through Cambels shoulder it unwarely went.
That forced him his shield to disadvaunce.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 8.

disadvantage (dis-ad-van'taj), n. [< ME. dis-

advaunta//e, disavauntage, < OF. desavantage, F.

desavantage (= Sp. desventaja =. Pg. desvantagem
= It. scantaggio), < des- priv. + avantage, ad-

vantage: see dis- and advantage, n.] 1. Ab-
sence or deprivation of advantage ; that which
prevents success or renders it difficult ; any un-
favorable circumstance or condition: as, the
disadvantage of poverty or imperfect education.

After all, Horace had the disadvantage of the times in

wliich he lived ; they were better for the man, but worse
tor the satirist. Dryden, Orlg. and Prog, of Satire.

Well, this is taldng Charles rather at a disadvantage, to
be sure. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

The exact spot through which the English soldiers
tought their way against desperate disadvantages into the
tort is still perfectly discernible.

MacavXay, Life and Letters, I. 325.

2. Loss ; injury
;
prejudice to interest, reputa-

tion, credit, profit, or other good: as, to sell

goods to disadvantage.

They would throw a construction on his conduct to his
disadvantage before the public. Bancroft.

Bgyn. Detriment, injury, hurt, harm, damage, prejudice,
dntwback.
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disadvantage (dis-ad-v&n'taj), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. disadvantaged, ppr. disadvantaging. [< OF.
desadi^antager, F. desavantager, hinder, disad-

vantage; from the noun.] To hinder or em-
barrass ; do something prejudicial or injurious

to; put at disadvantage.

Let every man who is concerned deal with justice,

nobleness, and sincerity, . . . without tricks and strata-

gems, to disadvantage the church by doing temporal ad-

vantages to his friend or family.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 169.

Tliat they [the philantliropic] may aid the offspring of

the unworthy, they disadvantage the offspring of tiie

worthy through bm-deiiing their parents by increased

local rates. //. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 20.

disadvantageablet (dis-ad-v&n'taj-a-bl), a. [<

dig- priv. -I- advantageahle.] Not advantageous;
contrary to advantage or convenience.

Hasty selling is commonly as disadvantageahle as inter-

est. Bacon, Expense.

disadvantageous (dis-ad-van-ta'jus), a. [= F.

desavantaqeux = Sp. desveniajoso = Pg. desvan-

tajoso = it. svantaggioso ; as dis- priv. -I- ad-

vantageous.] 1. Attended with disadvantage

;

not adapted to promote interest, reputation, or

other good ; unfavorable ; detrimental.

Unequal combinations are always disadvantageous to

the weaker side. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiii.

In short, the creed of the street is. Old Age is not dis-

graceful, but immensely disadvantageous.
Emerson, Old Age, p. 286.

2t. Biased; unfriendly; prejudicial.

Whatever disadvantageous sentiments we may enter-

tain of mankind, they are always found to be prodigal

both of blood and treasure in the maintenance of public

justice. Hume, Prin. of Government.

disadvantageously (dis-ad-van-ta'jus-li), adv.

In a manner not favorable to success or to in-

terest, profit, or reputation ; with loss or in-

convenience.
When we come to touch it, the coy delusive plant [the

sensitive plant] immediately shrinks in its displayed

leaves, and contracts itself into a form and dimensions
disadvantageously differing from the former.

Boyle, Works, I. 260.

disadvantageousness (dis-ad-van-ta'jus-nes),

n. Want of advantage or suitableness; un-
favorableness.

This disadvantageousness of figure he [Pope] converted,

as Lord Bacon expresses it, into a perpetual spur to rescue
and deliver himself from scorn.

Tyers, Hist. Rhapsody on Pope, v.

disadventuret (dis-ad-ven'tur), n. [< ME. dis-

aventxire, < OF. desaventure, desadventure, des-

advanture (= Pr. Sp. Pg. desaventura = It. dis-

avventura), < des- priv. -t- aventure, adventure

:

see dis- and adventure.] Misfortune; misad-
venture.

This infortune or this disaventure.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 297.

Such as esteem themselves most secure, even then fall

soonest into disadventure. Raleigh, Arts of Empire, p. 176.

Hee died of his owne sword, which falling out of his

scabbard as hee mounted his Horse, killed him, not fear-

ing in this countrey of Syria any such disaduenture, be-

cause the Oracle of Latona in Egypt had tolde him hee
should die at Ecbatana. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 354.

disadventuroust (dis - ad - ven ' tur - us), o. [<

disadventure + -ous.] Unfortunate; attended
by misfortune or defeat.

Now he hath left you heare
To be the record of his ruefuil losse.

And of my dolefull disaventurous deare.
Spefiser, F. Q., I. vii. 48.

All perill ought be lesse, and lesse all paine,

Then losse of fame in disaventrous field.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 55.

disadviset (dis-ad-viz'), v. t. [Chiefly in p. a.

disadvised, after OF. desavise, unadvised, rash, <

des- priv. •+ avise, pp. of aviser, advise: see dis-

ajxd advise. Ct. disadvised.] To advise against

;

dissuade from ; deter by advice. [Bare.]

I had a clear reason to disadvise the purchase of it.

Boyle, Works, V. 464.

disadvisedt.i). a. [See disadvise.] Ill-advised.

In what soeuer you doe, be neyther hasty nor disaduised.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 73.

disaffect (dis-a-fekf), V. t. [< dis- priv. + af-

fect^.] 1. To alienate the aJfection of; make
less friendly ; make discontented or unfriendly

:

as, an attempt was made to disaffect the army.
— 2. To lack affection or esteem for; not to

affect ; dislike ; stand aloof from : as, to dis-

affect society. [Rare or archaic]
Unless you disaffect

His person, or decline his education.
Shirley, The Brothers, i. 1.

Making plain that truth which my charity persuades
me the most part of them disaffect only because it hath
not been well represeuted to them.

Chillinffumrth, Belig. ol Protestants, Ded.

disafforestatibn

3t. To throw into disorder; derange.

It disaffects the bowels, entangles and distorts the en
trails. Hammond, Sermons, xxiii.

disaffected (dis-a-fek'ted), p. a. [Pp. of dis-

affect, v.] 1. Having the affections alienated;

indisposed to favor or support ; unfriendly, as

one displeased with the actions of a superior, a
government, or a party.

I believe if I were to reckon up, I could not find above
five hundred disaffected in the whole kingdom.

Qoldsmith, Essays, From a Common-Councilman.

The tyranny of Wentworth, and the weak despotism of

Charles, all conspired to make the Irish disaffected and
disloyal. W. S. Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Headers, p. 57.

2t. Morbid; diseased.

As if a man should be dissected
To find what part is disaffected.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. i. 506.

disaffectedly (dis-a-fek'ted-li), adv. In a dis-

affected manner.
disaffectedness (dis-a-fek'ted-nes), «. The
state of being disaffected.

Yet the king had commonly some in these houses that
were otherwise minded, and discovered the treachery and
disaffectedness of the rest. Strype, Memorials, an. 16.S4.

disaffection (dis-a^fek'shon), n. [< F. desaf-

fection (= Sp. desaficion = Pg. desaffeiqao), dis-

affection, < des- priv. + affection, affection : see

dis- and affection, and ef. disaffect.] 1. Aliena-
tion of affection, attachment, or good will ; es-

trangement; or, more generally, positive en-

mity, dislike, or hostility; disloyalty: as, the

disaffection of a people to their prince or gov-
ernment ; the disaffection of allies ; disaffection

to religion.

Difference in Opinion may work a Disaffection in me,
but not a Detestation. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

The whole Crew were at this time under a general Dis-

affection, and full of very different Projects ; and all for

want of Action. Dampier, Voyages, I. 371.

True it is, some slight disaffection was shown on two or
three occasions, at certain unreasonable conduct of Com-
modore Hudson. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 88.

The Irish disaffectum is founded on race antipathy and
not on political principle.

Rae, Contemp. Socialism, p. 106.

2t. In a physical sense, disorder; constitu-

tional defect. [Rare.]

The disease took its origin merely from the disaffection

of the part. Wiseman, Surgery.

= S3m. 1. Dissatisfaction, ill will, hostility, disloyalty.

disaffectionatet (dis-a-fek'shon-at), a. [< dis-

priv. -I- affectionate, after F. disaffectionne —
Sp. desaficionado = Pg. desaffeiqoado = It. dis-

affezionato.] Not well disposed; lacking af-

fection; unloving.

A beautiful but disaffectumate and disobedient wife.

Hayley, Milton.

disaffirm (dis-a-ffirm'), v. t. [< dis- priv. -t-

affirm.] 1. To deny; contradict.— 2. In tow,

to ovei-throw or annul, as in the reversal of a
judicial decision, or where one, having made a
contract while an infant, repudiates it after

coming of age.

The Supreme Court of the United States has disaffirmed

the view of the Post-olfice Department, and affirmed that
of the company.

Neto York Tribune, XLIII., No. 13319, p. 6.

disaffirmance (dis-a-fer'mans), n. [< disaf-

firm, after affirmance.] 1. "Denial or negation
of something said or done ; refutation.

A demonstration in disaffirmance of anything that is

affirmed. Sir M. Hale.

2. In law, overthrow or annulment.

If it had been a disaffirmance by law, they must have
gone down in solido ; but now you see they have been
tempered and qualified as the King saw convenient

State Trials, The Great Case of Impositions (1606).

disafSxmation (dis-af-er-ma'shon), n. [< dis-

affirm -\- -ation, after affirmation.] The act of
disaffirming ; disaffirmance. Imp. Diet.

disafforest (dis-a-for'est), r. t. [< OF. desafore-

ster, < ML. disafforestare, < L. dis- priv. -t- ML.
afforestare, afforest : see dis- and afforest.] In
England, to free from the restrictions of forest

laws ; reduce from the legal state of a forest to

that of common land.

By Charter 9 Henry III. many forests were disaffor-

ested. Blackstone.

The rapid increase of population (in Great Britain] has
led to the disafforesting of woodland.

Encyc. Brit., IX S98.

disafforestation (dis-a-for-es-ta'shon), n. [<

disafforest -t- -ation.] The act or proceeding of
disafforesting.

The steady progress of disafforestation.

The Athinaum, Ko. SIM, p. US.



disafforestment

disafforestment (dis-a-for'est-ment), n. [< dis-

afforest + -merit.'] The act of JiisafEoresting,

or the state of being disafforested.

The benefit of the duafforestment existed only for the
owner of the lands. Encyc. Brit., IX 409.

disaggregate (dis-ag'rf-gat), v. t.-, pret. and
pp. dmiijgrcgated, ppr. disaggregating. [< dis-

priv. + aggregate. Cf. Sp. desagregar = Pg.
desaggregar = It. disaggregare, disaggregate.]
To separate into component parts, or from an
aggregate ; break up the aggregation of.

The particles . . . are not small fragments of iron wire,
artificially disagijrefjated from a more considerable mass,
but iron precipitated chemically.

G. B. J'rescott, Elect. Invent., p. 129.

disaggregation (dis-ag-re-ga'shon), n. [= Sp.
desagregacion =Pg. desaggregugSo ; a,s disaggre-
gate + -ion: see -ation.'} The act or operation
of breaking up an aggregate; the state of being
disaggregated.

A further consequence of this disaggregatitm was . . .

the necessity for an official building.
L. H. Morgan, Amer. Ethnol., p. 87.

disagio (dis-aj'i-6 or -a'ji-6), «. [< dis- + agio.]

Discount on a depreciated currency. See agio.

disagree (dis-a-gre'), v- i- [< F. dtesagreer, dis-

please; as dw-priv. + agree.] 1. To differ; be
not the same or alike ; be variant ; not to ac-
cord or harmonize : as, two ideas or two state-
ments disagree when they are not substantially
identical, or when they are not exactly alike

;

the witnesses disagree.

The mind clearly and infallibly perceives all distinct
ideas to disagree: that is, the one not to be the other.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. i. 4.

They reject the plainest sense of Scripture, because It

seems to ditagree with what they call reason.
Bp, Atterbury.

2. To differ in opinion ; be at variance ; ex-
press contrary views : as, the best judges some-
times disagree.

Since in these cases [election of a pastor] unanimity and
an entire agreement of hearts and voices is not to be ex-
pected, you would at least take care to duiauree in as de-
cent and friendly and christian a manner as is possible.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxiv.

Who shall decide when doctors ditagree f

Pope, Moral Essays, ill. 1.

3. To be in a state of discord or altercation

;

wrangle
;
quarrel.

United thus, we will hereafter use
Mutual concession, and the gods, induc'd
By our accord, shall disagree no more.

Cowper, Iliad, iv.

4. To conflict in action or effect ; be incom-
patible or unsuitable: as, food that disagrees
with the stomach. =8yn. 1. To vary (from).— 2. To
differ Cwith), dissent (from).— 3. To bicker, wrangle, sqaab-
hi.-, fall uut.

disagreeability (dis-a-gre-a-biri-ti), n. [< dis-

agreeable : see -bility." Cf . (SP. desagreablete, dis-
agreement. ] The quality of being disagreeable

;

unpleasantness ; disagreeableness. [Rare.]

He, long-sighted and observant, had seen through it suf

•

flciently to read all the depression of countenance which
some immediate dUagreeatnlity had brought on.

Mme. DArblay, Diary, III. 334.

disagreeable (dis-»-gre'a-W), a. and «. [< OF.
desat/realile, F. desagreahle (= Sp. desagradable
= Pg. desagradavel = It. sgradevole), disagree-
able, < des-priv. + agreable, agreeable : see dis-
and agreeable, and cf. disagree.] I. a. 1. Un-
suitable ; not conformable ; not congruous.
[Now rare in this sense.]

Preache you trulye the doctrine whiche you haue re-
ceyued, & teach nothing that is disagreeable therevnto.

/. Udall, On Mark iv.

No man ought to have the esteem of the rest of the
world for any actions which are disagreeable to those
maxims which prevail as the standards of behaviour In
the country wherein he lives. Steele, Spectator, No. 75.

Some demon . . . had forced her to a conduct disagree-
able to her sincerity. Broome.

2. Unpleasing ; offensive to the mind or to the
senses ; distasteful ; repugnant : as, one's man-
ners may be disagreeable ; food may be disa-
greeable to the taste.

The long step of the camel causes a very great motion
in the riders, which to some is very disagreeable.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 131.

That which is disagreeable to one is many times agree-
able to another, or disagreeable in a less degree.

W. Wollaston, Religion of Nature, v.

=8yn. 2. Unpleasant, distasteful, unwelcome, ungrate-
ful, obnoxious.

n. n. A di.sagreeable thing.

I had all the merit of a temperance martyr without any
of Its disagrssoMts. KiagsUy, Alton Locke, xiv.
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His open and manly style did much to relieve him from

disagreeables. Quarterly Rev., LXXXIII. 422.

disagreeableness (dis-a-gre'a-bl-nes), n. The
state or quaUty of being disagreeable, (a) Un-
suitableness ; incongruity ; contrariety. [Rare.] (6) Un-
pleasantness

; oSensiveness to the mind or to the senses

:

as, the disagreeableness of another's manners ; the disa-
greeableness of a taste, sound, or smell.

Many who have figured Solitude, having set out the
most noted properties thereof, have sought to sweeten all
they could the disagreeableness.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xvi. 1.

disagreeably (dis-a-gre'a-bli), adv. In a dis-
agreeable manner or degree; unsuitably; un-
pleasantly; offensively.

His [Bourdaloue's] style is verbose, he is disagreeably
full of quotations from the fathers, and he wants imagi-
nation. Blair, Rhetoric, xxi.x.

disagreeancet (dis-a-gre'ans), n. [< disagree
+ -aiice.] Disagreement!

There is no disagreearwe where is faith in Jesus Christ
and consent of mind together in one accord.

J. Udall, On Acts viii.

disagreement (dis-a-gre'ment), n. [< disagree
+ -men t. Cf . F. desagrement, disagreeableness,
defect.] 1. Want of agreement; difference,
either in form or in essence ; dissimilitude ; di-
versity; unlikeness: as, the disagreement of
two ideas, of two stories, or of any two objects
in some respects similar.

These carry . . . plain and evident notes and charac-
ters either of disagreement or alfinity. Woodward.

2. Difference of opinion or sentiments.

As touching their several opinions about the necessity
of sacraments, ... in truth their disagreement is not
great. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

To account, by any current hypothesis, for the number-
less disagreements in men's ideas of right and wrong . . .

seems scarcely possible. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 471.

3. Unsuitableness ; unfitness ; lack of conform-
ity.

From these different relations of dilTerent things there
necessarily arises an agreement or disagreement of some
things to others. Clarke, On the Attributes, xiv.

4. A falling out ; a wrangle ; contention.

His resignation was owing to a disagreement with his
brother.in-law and coadjutor, Sir Robert Walpole, which
had long subsisted. Coxe.

=8yn. 1. Distii\ction, Divertfiiy, etc. iie& difference)', un-
likeness, discrepancy.— 4. Variance, misunderstanding,
dissension, division, dispute, jarring, clashing, strife.

disallieget (dis-a-lej'), v. t. [< dis- priv. -t-

'ultiege (influenced by liege) for "allege, a verb
assumed from allegiance.] To alienate from
allegiance.

And what greater dividing then by a pernicious and hos-
tile i)eace to disalliege a wliole feudary kingdom from the
ancient dominion of England 'i

Milton, Art. of Peace with Irish.

disallO'vr (dis-a-lou'), v. [< ME. disalowen, <
OF. desalouer, desalower, desnloer, < ML. disaU
locare, mixed with "disallaxidare, written (after
OF.) disaloudare, disallow, < L. dts-priv. -t- Mli.
allocate, assign, allow, L. allaudare, praise, ML.
approve, allow, > OF. alouer, allow: see dis-

and allow^, allow^.] I. trans. 1. To refuse or
withhold permission to or for; refuse to allow,
sanction, grant, or authorize ; disapprove : as,
to disallow items in an account.

It is pitie that those which have authoritie and charge
to allow and dissalow bookes to be printed be no more
circumspect herein than they are.

Ascham, The Scholeraaster, p. 79.

They disallowed self-defence, second marriages, and
usury. Bentley, Freethinking, § 11.

2. To decline or refuse to receive ; reject; dis-
own.
To whom coming as unto a living stone, disallowed in.

deed of men, but chosen of God, and precious. 1 Pet. ii. 4.

They disallowed the flue bookes of iloses.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 148.

=8yn. To prohibit, forbid, condemn, set aside, repudiate.

II. intrans. To refuse allowance or tolera-
tion ; withhold sanction.

What follows if we disallow of thisr
Shak., K. John, i. 1.

He retumes againe to disallow of that Reformation
which the Covnant vowes, as being the partiall advice of
a few Divines. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xiiii.

disallO'Wable (dis-arlou'a-bl), a. [< dis- priv.
-I- allowable^.] Not allowable ; not to be sanc-
tioned or permitted.

That he [Mure] had vsed danslng In Asia, where he was
gouenionr for a season, which deed was so disalowabte
that he durst not defend it for wel done, but stitty denied.

Vives, Instruction of a Christian Woman, i. 13.

disallowableness (dis-a-lou'a-bl-nes), n. The
state of being disallowable. Ash,

disannnller

disallowance (dis-a-lou'ans), «. [< disallow +
-ance, after allowance^.]" Disapprobation; re-
fusal to admit or sanction; prohibition; rejec-
tion.

God accepts of a thing suitable for him to receive, and
for us to give, where he does not declare his refusal and
disallowance of it. South.

The disallowa7ice of the Anti-Chinese Bill the other day
is another source of dissatisfaction to her [British Colum-
bia]. N. A. iJei)., CXXXIX 47.

disally (dis-a-li')i "• *•
j
pret. and pp. disallied,

ppr. disallying. [< dis- + ally^.] To disregard
or undo the alliance of.

Nor both so loosely disallied
Their nuptials. Milton, S. A., 1. 1022.

dlsaltemt, v. t. [< dis- + altem.] To refuse
to alternate, or to permit in alternation.

But must I ever grind ? and must I earn
Nothing but stripes ? wilt thou disaltem
The rest thou gav'st ? Quarles, Emblems, ill. 4.

disamis (dis'a-mis), ». The mnemonic name
given by Petrus Hispanus to that mood of the
third figure of syllogism of which the major
premise is a particular affirmative and the mi-
nor premise a universal affirmative proposition.
The following is an example: Some acts of homicide are
laudable, but all acts of homicide are cruel ; therefore,
some cruel acts are laudable. The vowels of the word,
i, a, i, show the quantity and quality of the propositions

;

tlie initial letter, d, shows that the mood is to be reduced
to darii; the two s's show that the major premise and con-
clusion are to be simply converted in the reduction ; and
the letter m shows that the premises are to be transposed.
Tims every letter of the word is significant. See barbara.

disanalogalt (dis-a-nal'o-gal), a. [< dis- priv.

+ analogal.] Not analogous.

The idea or image of that knowledge which we have in
ourselves ... is utterly unsuitable and disanalogal to
that knowledge which is iu God.

Sir M. Hale, Works of God.

disanchort (dis-ang'kor), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
anchor^.] To free or iforce from the anchor, as
a ship ; weigh the anchor of.

The saill reised vp, the winde softe gan blow.
Anon disancred the shippe in a throw [brief space].

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3360.

disangelicalt (dis-an-jel'i-kal), a. [< dis- priv.
+ angelical.] Not angelical ; carnal; gross.

That learned casuist . . . who accounts for the shame
attending these pleasures of the sixth sense, as he is

pleased to call them, from their disangelicat nature.
Coventry, Philemon to Hydaspes, ii.

disanimate (dis-an'i-mat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disanimated, ppr. disanimating. [< dis- priv. +
animate.] If. To deprive of life.

That soul and life that is now fled and gone from a life-

less carcase is only a loss to the particular body of com-
pages of matter, whicli by means thereof is now disani-
mated. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 38.

2. To deprive of spirit or courage ; discourage

;

dishearten; deject. [Rare.]

The presence of a king engenders love
Amongst his subjects and his loyal friends.
As it disanimates his enemies.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ill. 1.

disanlmation (dis-an-i-ma'shon), n. [< disani-
mate: see -ation.] If. Privation of life.

True it is, that a glowworm will afford a faint light
almost a daye's space when many will conceive it dead

;

but this is a ndstake in the compute of death and term of
disanimalion. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 27.

2. The act of discouraging; depression of spir-

its. [Rare.]
disannezt (dis-a-neks'), v. t. [< OF. desannex-
er; as dis- j)riv. + annex.] To separate; dis-

unite ; disjoin.

That when the provinces were lost and disannezed, and
that the king was but king de jure oner thom and not de
facto, yet neuerthelesa the privilege of naturalization con-
tinued. State Trials, Case of the Postnati (1608).

disannul (dis-a-nul'), f- 1.; pret. and pp. disan-
nulled, ppr. disannulling.] [< dis-, here inten-
sive (like un- in unloose), + annul.] 1. To
make void; annul; deprive of force or au-
thority; cancel.

Whatsoever laws he [God] hath made they ought to
stand, unless himself from Heaven proclaim them disan-
nulled, because it Is not In man to correct the ordinance
of God. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Hi. 10.

Now, trust me, were it not against our laws.
Against my crown, my oath, my dignity.

Which princes, would they, may not disannul.
My soul should sue as advocate for thee.

Shak., C. of E., I. 1.

That rude law is tome
And disannuld, as too too inhumane.

Marston, Scourge of Villanie, Sat. IL

2. To deprive (of). [Rare.]

Are we disannulled of our first sleep, and cheated of our
dreams and fantasies? Middleton, The Black Book.

disannuller (dis-a-nul'^r), n. One who disan-
nuls, annuls, or cancels.



disannnller

Another, to her everlasting: fame, erected
Two ale-houses of ease ; the nuarter-sessions
Ruiiiilu^ against her roundly ; in which business
Two of the diiiannuUerg lost their nijj;ht-caps.

FUtcher, Taiiier Tamed, ii. 5.

disannulment (dis-a-nul'mgnt), n. [< disannul
+ -mintj] Aimulnient.

disanoint (dis-a-uomt')> »'• '• [< clis- priv. +
anoin t. ] To render invalid the consecration of

;

deprive of the honor of being anointed.

They have juggled and paltered with tlie world, banded
aud borne arms against their king, divested him, din-

anoiiUeil him, nay cursed him all over in their pulpits.

Milton, Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

disapparel (dis-a-par'el), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. dis-

ajtpanUd or disdpparelleid, ppr. disappareling or

disapparelling. [< OF. desapareillier, desapa-
rillier, desappareiller, F. desappareilUr (= Sp.

desaparejar = Pg. desapparellmr), < des- priv.

+ apareiller, appareiller, apparel : see dis- and
apparel, p.] To disrobe ; strip of raiment.

Drink disappareU the soul, and is the betrayer of the
mhid. F. Junius, Sin Stigmatized (1636), p. 81.

disappear (dis-a-per'), f . ». [< OF. desaperer, <

dex- priv. + aperer, appear: see dis- and appear.
Cf. F. disparattre (< L. as if 'disparescere), OF.
disaparoistre, desapparoistre = Sp. desaparecer
= Pg. desapparecer\i ML. as if "disapparesecre)
= It. sparire (< ML. disparere : see disparition),

of similar ult. formation.] 1. To vanish from
or pass out of sight ; recede from view ; cease
to appear; be no longer seen.

The pictures drawn in our minds are laid in fading col-

ours, aud, if not sometimes refreshed, vanish and disap-
pear. Locke.

This is the way of the mass of mankind in all ages, to
be influenced by sudden fears, sudden contrition, sudden
earnestness, sudden resolves, which disappear as sud-
denly. J. H. Sewtnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 284.

The b!ack earth yawns : the mortal disappears:
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

2. To pass out of existence or out of know-
ledge; cease to exist or to be known: as, the
epidemic has disappeared.

The Cretaceous Dinosaurs and Cephalopods disappear
without progeny, though one knows no reason why they
might not still live on the Pacific Coast.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 236.

3. To endsomewhat gradually orwithoutabrupt
termination: as, the path disappeared in the
depths of the forest; in entom., a line on the
wing disappearing at the subcostal vein.

disappearance (dis-a-per'ans), ». [< disappear
+ -ance. Cf. appearance!] The act of disap-
pearing; removal or withdrawal from sight or
knowledge; a ceasing to appear or to exist:
as, the disappearance of the sun, or of a race of
animals.

A few days after Christ's disappeararux out of the world,
we find an assembly of disciples at Jerusalem, to the num-
ber of "about one hundred and twenty."

Paiey, Evidences, ii. 9.

disappendency (dis-a-pen'den-si), n. [< dia-

priv. -I- uppenderwy.'i' Detachment from a for-
mer connection; separation. Burn.
disappoint (dis-a-poinf), V. t. [< OF. desapoin-
ter, aesapointier, F. dSsappointer, disappoint, <
des- priv. -t- apointer, appoint : see dis- and aj>-

poinf] 1. To frustrate the desire or expecta-
tion of ; balk or thwart in regard to something
intended, expected, or wished ; defeat the aim
or will of : as, do not disappoint us by staying
away ; to be disappoin ted in or of one's hopes,
or at>out the weather.

Arise, O Lord, disappoint him, cast him down : deliver
my soul from the wicked. Ps. xvil. 13.

Being thus disappuinted of our purpose, we gathered the
fruit we found ri|>e.

(Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 101.

I have such confidence in your reason that I should be
greatly disapjwinted if I were to find it wanting.

//. Jaines, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 474.

2. To defeat the realization or fulfilment of;
frustrate; balk; foil; thwart: a»,\a disappoint
a man's hopes or plans.

He disappointetk the devices of the crafty, so that their
hands cannot perform their enterprise. Job v. 12.

Without counsel purposes are disappointed. Prov. xv. 22.

3t. To hinder of intended effect ; frustrate ; foil.

Many times what man doth determine God doth disap-
point. T. Sanders, 1584 (Arbers Eng. Gamer, II. 12).

His retiring foe
Shrinks from the wound, and disappoints the blow.

Addison.

They endeavour to disappoint the good works of the most
learned and venerable order of men. Steele, Tatler, No. 136.

No prudence of ours could have prevented our late mis-
fortune ; but prudence may do much in disapvmnting its
«••««*»• Qoldsmith, Vicar, liL
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disappointed (dis-a-poin'ted), p. a. [pp. of

disappoint, c] 1. Baffled; balked; thwarted;
frustrated: &s, a, disajipointed man; disappoint-

ed hopes.— 2. Not appointed or prepared; un-
prepared or ill-prepared. [Rare.]

Cut off even in the blossoms of my sin,

Unhousel'd, disappointed, unanel'd.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

disappointing (dis-a-poin'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of

disojipoint, r7\ Causing disappointment ; not
equal to or falling short of one's expectation

;

unsatisfactory.

But the place [Gorizia] itself is, considering its history,

a little disappointing. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 48.

disappointment (dis-a-point'ment), n. [< dis-

appoint + -ment, after F. desappointement.'] 1.

Defeat or failure of expectation, hope, wish,
desire, or intention ; miscarriage of design or
plan: as, he has had many disappointments in

life.—2. The state of being disappointed or de-
feated in the realization of one's expectation
or intention in regard to some matter, or the
resulting feeling of depression, mortification,

or vexation.

If we hope for things of which we have not thoroughly
considered the value, our disappointment will be greater
than our pleasure in the fruition of them.

Addison, Spectator.

disappreciate (dis-a-pre'shi-at), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. disappreciated, ppr. disappreciating . [< dis-

priv. + appreciate. Cf. Sp. Pg. desapreciar.]

To fail to appreciate ; undervalue. Imp. Diet.

disapprobation (dis-ap-ro-ba'shon), n. [= F.
dcsapprobation = Sp. desaprobacion = Pg. des-

ajtprovagdo = It. disapprovazione ; as dis- priv.

H- approbation.'] The act or state of disapprov-
ing; a condemnatory feeling or utterance ; dis-

approval ; censure, expressed or unexpressed.

We have ever expressed the most unqualified disappro-
bation of all the steps. Burke.

= Syn. Disapprobation and Disapproval show the same
difference as approbation and approval. See approbation.

disapprobatory (dis-ap'ro-ba-to-ri), a. [< dis-

priv. + approbatory.] Containing disapproba-
tion ; tending to disapprove. Smart.
disappropriate (dis-a-pro'pri-at), v. t.

;
pret.

and pp. disappropriated, ppr. disappropriating.

[< dis- priv. -f- appropriate, v.] 1. To remove
from individual possession orownership ; throw
off or aside

;
get rid of.

How much more law-like were it to assist nature in
disappropriating that evil which by continuing proper
becomes destructive ! Milton, Tetrachordon.

Specifically— 2. To sever or separate, as an
appropriation ; withdraw from an appropriate
use.

The appropriations of the several parsonages would
have been, by the rules of the common law, disappropri-
ated. Blackstone.

3. To deprive of appropriated property, as a
church ; exclude or debar from possession.

disappropriate (dis-a-pr6'])ri-at), a. [< dis-

priv. -)- appropriate, a.] Deprived of appro-
priation ; not possessing appropriated church
property. In the Church of England a disappropriate
church is one from which the appropriated parsonage,
glebe, and tithes are severed.

The appropriation may be severed and the church be-
come disappropriate, two ways. Blackstone.

disappropriation (dis-a-pro-pri-a'shon), n. [=
F. desappropriation = Pg. desapropriaqSo ; as
dis- priv. + appropriation.] 1. The act of
withdrawing from an appointed use. Specifi-
cally— 2. The act of alienating church prop-
ertyfrom the purpose for which it was designed.
disapproval (dis-a-pro'val), n. [< dis- priv. +
approval.] The act of disapproving; disap-
probation; disUke.

There being not a word let fall from them in disapproval
of that opinion. Glanville, Pre-exlstence of Souls, iv.

= Syn. See disapprobation.

disapprove (dis-a-prov'), v.; pret. and pp. dis-

approved, ppr. disapproving. [= F. desapprou-
ver= Sp. desaprobar = Pg. desapprovar= It. dis-

approvare; as dis- priv. + approve"^.] I. trans.

1. To regard with disfavor; think wrong or
reprehensible ; censure or condemn in opinion
or judgment: now generally followed by o/; as,

to disapprove o/ dancing, or of late hours.

I disapprove alike
The host whose assiduity extreme
Distresses, and whose negligence offends.

Cowper, Odyssey, xv.

2. To withhold approval from; reject as not
approved of ; decline to sanction : as, the court
disapproved the verdict.

II. intrans. To express or feel disapproba-
tion.

disarray

There is no reason to believe that they ever disapprove
where the thing objected to is the execution of some or-

der unquestionably proceeding from the Emperor.
Brougham.

Rochester, disapproving and murmuring, consented to
serve. Macaula'y, Hist. Eng., vi

disapprovingly (dis-a-pro'ving-li), adv. In a
disapproving manner; with disapprobation.

disardt, «. Same as dizzard.

disarm (dis-arm'), V. [< ME. desarmen, < OF.
desanner, F. desartner = Pr. Sp. Pg. desarmar
= It. disarmare, < ML. disarmarc, disarm, < L.
dis- priv. -1- armare. arm: see dis- and arm'^, v.]

1. trans. 1. To deprive of arms; take the arms
or weapons from ; take off the armor from : as,

he disarmed his foe; the prince gave orders
to disarm his subjects: with o/ before the thing
taken away : as, to disarm one of his weapons.
These justes fynished, euery man withdrew, the kynge

was disarmed, & at time conuenient he and the queene
heard evensong. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 2.

Specifically— 2. To reduce to a peace footing,
as an army or a navy.— 3. To deprive of means
of attack or defense ; render harmless or de-
fenseless : as, to disarm a venomous serpent.

Security disarms the best-appointed army. Fuller.

4. To deprive of force, strength, means of in-
juring, or power to terrify

;
quell : as, to disarm

rage or passion ; religion disarms death of its

teiTors.

His desigue was, it it were possible, to disarme all, espe-
cially of a wise feare and suspition.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, iv.

Nothing disarms censure like self-accusation.
J. T. Trowbi-idge, Coupon Bonds, p. 230.

II. intrans. To lay down arms ; specifically,

to reduce armaments to a peace footing ; dis-

miss or disband troops: as, the nations were
then disarming.

disarmament (dis-ar'ma-ment), n. [= F. des-
armcment = Sp. desarmamieufo = Pg. desarma-
menio = It. disarmamcnto, < ML. *disarmamen-
tum, < disarmare, disarm: see disarm, and cf.

armament.] The act of disarming ; the reduc-
tion of military and naval forces from a war to
a peace footing: as, a general disarmament is

much to be desired.

He [Napoleon], in a fit of irresolution, broached in Berlin
the question of mutual disarmament.

Lowe, Bismarck, I. 489.

disarmature (dis-ar'ma-tiir), n. [< disarm +
-atlire, after armature.] 'the act of disarming
or disabling ; the act of divesting one's self or
another of any equipment ; divestiture. [Rare.]

On the universities which have illegally dropt philoso-
phy and its training from their coui-se of discipline will

lie the responsibility of this singular and dangerous dii-

armnture. Sir W. Hamilton.

disarmed (dis-armd'), p. a. [Pp. of disarm, v.]

It. Unarmed; without arms or weapons.
I hold it good polity not to go disarmed.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 5.

2. Stripped of arms ; deprived of means of at-

tack or defense.

Elsewhere he saw where Troilus defy'd
Achilles, and unequal combat try'd,

Then where the boy disarm'd, with loosen'd reins,

Was by his horses hurry'd o'er the plains.
Dryden, JEneid, i.

3. In her., without claws, teeth, or beak: an
epithet applied to an animal or a bird of prey.
disarmer (dis-ar'mer), n. One who disarms.
disarrange (dis-a-ranj'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
disarranged, ppr. disarranging. [< OF. desar-
renger, F. desarranger = Pg. desarranjar, dis-

aiTange, disan-ay; as dis- + arrange.] To put
out of order; unsettle or disturb the order or
arrangement of; derange.

This circumstance disarranges all our established ideas.

T. Warton.

We could hardly alter one word, or disarrange one mem-
ber without spoiling it. Few sentences are to be found
more finished or more happy. Blair, Rhetoric, xi.

= Syn. To disorder, derange, confuse.

disarrangement (dis-a-ranj'ment), w. [< dis-

arrange + -ment.] Tlie act of ilisarranging, or
the state of being disaiTanged.

In his opinion, the very worst part of the example set
is in the late assumption of citizenship by the army, and
the whole of the ai'rangement or rather disarranf/ement
of their military. Burke, Tlie Army Estimates.

disarray (dis-a-ra'), v. [< OF. desareer, des-

areier, desarreier, desaroyer, desarroyer, etc.,

< des- priv. -I- arecr, areier, etc., array: see dis-

priv. and array, v. Cf. deray.] I. trans. 1.

To undress or disrobe ; divest, as of clothes or
attributes.

Vanities and little instances of sin . . . rfwajTrti/aman's
soul of liis virtue. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 841,



disarray

Departing found.

Half disarray'd as to her rest, the girl.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Tlie forest, disarrayed
By chill November.

0. W. Holmes, An Old Year Song.

2. To throw into disorder; rout, as troops.

Great Amythaon, who with fiery steeds

Oft disarrayed the foes in battle ranged.
Fenton, Odyssey, xi.

U. intrans. To undress or strip one's self.

disarray (dis-a-ra'), «• [< ME. disaray, disray,

desray, < OF. ''desarrei, desarroi, desroi, F. des-

arroi, disorder; from the verb: see disarray,

v., and ef. deray, n., and array, n.] 1. Dis-

order ; confusion ; loss or want of array or reg-

ular order.

Disarray and shameful rout ensue. Dryden, Fables.

He proceeded to put his own household effects into that

perfunctory and curious disarray which the masculine

mind accounts order. The Atlantic, LXI. 669.

2. Imperfect attire ; undress.

And him behynd a wicked Hag did stalke,

In ragged robes and filthy disaray.
Spenser, F. Q., II. Iv. 4.

Clad in a strange disarray of civilized and savage cos-

Hawthome, Scarlet Letter, iii.tume.

disarticulate (dis-ar-tik'u-lat), V. t.
;
pret. and disastrous (di-zAs'trus), a.

1643

misfortune : a word used with much latitude,

but most appropriately for some unforeseen
event of a very distressing or overwhelming
nature.

Whilst these Things went on prosperously in France, a
great Disaster fell out in England.

BaJcer, Chronicles, p. 182.

Nor will it be less my duty faithfully to record disasters

mingled with triumphs, and great national crimes and fol-

lies far more humiliating than any disaster.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

= Syn. 2. Calamity, Catastrophe, etc. (see mi^ortune);
blow, stroke, reverse.

disaster! (di-zas't^r), V. t. [< disaster, ».] 1.

To blast by the stroke of an unlucky planet.

Spenser.— 2. To injure; af^ct.

In his own . . . fields the swain
Disatter'd stands. Thomson, Winter.

3. To blemish ; disfigure.

The holes where eyes should be, which pitifully disaster

the cheeks. Shak., A. and C, ii. 7.

disasterlyt (di-zas't6r-li), adv. [< disaster +
-ly^.'] Disastrously.

Nor let the envy of envenom'd tongues.
Which still is grounded on poor ladies wrongs,
Thy noble breast disasterly possess.

Drayton, Lady Geraldine to Surrey.

F. disastreux

pp. disarticulated, ppr. disarticulating. [< dis-

+ articulate; cf. F. desarticuler.'] To divide,

separate, or sunder the joints of.

Their [the trustees of the British Museum's] most liberal

and unfettered permission of examining, and, when neces-

sary, disarticulating the specimens in the magnificent col-

lection of Cirripedes. Darwin, Cirripedia, Pref.

Disarticulated remnants of human skeletons.
Dawson, Origin of World, p. 302.

disarticulation (dis-ar-tik-u-la'shgn), n. [= F.

desarticulution ; as dis- + articulation.'] Divi-

sion of tlie ligaments of a joint, so as to ampu-
tate at that point; amputation at a joint.

disassentt (dis-a-senf), n. [< ME. disasenten,

< OF. desassentir, < des- priv. + o^senfir, assent:

see dis- and assent.'] Dissent.

But whether he departed without the Frenche kynge's
consent or disassent, he, deceaued in his expectacion, and
ill muner in dispayre, returned agayn to the lAdy Marga-
ret. Hall, Hen. VII., an. 7.

disassentt (dis-a-senf), V. i. To refuse to as-

sent.

All the most of the mighty, with a mayn wille,

Df/ssaisent to the dede, demyt hit for noght.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9369.

disassentert (dis-a-sen't6r), n. One who re-

fuses to assent or concur ; a dissenter.

Thirdly, the alledgiug the noting of the names of the

disassenters could not at ttie first be conceived to imply

[=

an officious prying into the gesture of the pi

pie

= 8p. Pg. desastroso = It. disastroso; as dis-

aster + -<yus.] X. Gloomy; dismal; threatening
disaster.

As when the sun, . . .

In dim eclipse, disastrous twilight sheds.
MUton, P. L., I. 697.

Drawing down the dim disastrous brow
That o'er him hung, he kiss'd it.

Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

2. Eviinous ; unfortunate ; calamitous ; occa-

sioning great distress or injury: as, the day was
disastrous; the battle ^voy&a. disastrous.

The nine and twentieth of June, the King held a great

Just and Triumph at Westminster, but a disastrous Sea-

fight was upon the Water, where one Gates, a Gentleman,
was drowned In his Harness. Baker, Chronicles, p. 284.

Fly the pursuit of my disastrous love. Dryden.

The insurrectionary force suffered a disastrous, though,
fortunately, a comparatively l)loodless defeat.

Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 43.

disastrously (di-zis'trus-li), adv. Very dis-

tressingly; calamitously; ruinously.

Ill health lessened his [Hood's) power to work, and kept
him poor, and poverty in turn reacted disastrously upon
his health. Slednutn, Vict. Poets, p. 89.

The war went ondisastrously for the overmatched Danes.
Lovx, Bismarck, I. 335.

disastrousness (di-z&s'trus-nes), n. The state

or quality of being disastrous. Bailey, 1727.

at-TiMerbit disattiret (dis-a-tir'), v. t. [< dis- pnv,
ratheraloyaifear of incurring the kings displeasure. tire, v.] To disrobe ; undress. Spenser.

Stale Trials, Lord Balmeriuo, an. 1634. digattune (dis-a-tlin'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. diS-

attuned, ppr. disattuning. [< dis- priv. -t- attune.]

To put out of tune or harmony. Bulwer.

disaugment (dis-ag-menf), V. t. [< dis- priv.

-i- augment.] To diminish or lessen. [Rare.]

There should I find that everlasting treasure

Which force deprives not, fortune disatuiments not.

Quarles, Emnlems, v. 13.

disassiduityt (dis-as-i-dii'i-ti), n. [< dis- priv.

+ assiduity.] Want of assiduity or care ; want
of attention ; inattention ; carelessness.

But he came in, and went out ; and, through disassiduity,
drew the curtain between himself and light of her [Queen
Elizaiteth's] favour. Sir R. Naunton, Fragmenta Riegalia.

disassocia'te (dis-a-so'shi-at), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. disassociated, \tViT. disassociating. [< dis- disauthorize (dis-&'thor-iz), u. t.; pret. and
priv. -f- associate. Cf . F. desassocier = Sp. desa- pp. disauthorized, ppr. disauthorizing. [= OF.
sociar. Cf. dissociate.] To dissociate; sever desautoriser,desauthoTiser,F.desautoriser=8p.
or separate from association. Pg. desautorizar = It. disautorizzare ; as dis-

Our mind . . . disassociating herself from the body. priv. -f authorize.] To deprive of credit or au-
Florio, tr. of Montaigne's Essays (1613), p. 630. thority : discredit. W. Wotton. [Bare.]

Aphasia, whether amnesic or ataxic, may. but seldom dlsavailt (dis-a-val'), V. t. 1. To injure; pre-
does, exist d«aMocia<«i from absolute insanity judice. i«d«ate.— 2. To avail; help. Paston

Encyc. Brit., II. 171. !- —1 J^ ' '^

disassociation (dis-a-so-si-a'shon), n. [< di.i-

a.isr)<-iatc : seo -ation.] 'fhe act of disassociat-
ing, or the state of being disassociated; disso-

ciation.

M. Reimann believes that there is disassociation of the
elements of the alum. Ure, Diet., IV. 69.

disaster (di-zis'ter), n. [< OP. desastre, F.
desastre = Pr. desastre = 8p. Pg. desastre = It.

disastro, disaster, misfortune, < L. dis-, here disa'70'W (dis-a-vou'), v. t.

equiv. to E. mis-, ill, -t- antrum (> It. Sp. Pg.
astro = Pr. F. astre), a star (taken in the as-
trological sense of 'destiny, fortune, fate': cf.

ML. astrum sinistrum, misfortune, lit. unlucky
star; Pr. benastre, good fortune, malastre, ill

fortune; G. unstern, 'evil star'; E. ill-starred,

etc.), < Gr. itrrpov, a star: see aster.] If. An
unfavorable aspect of a star or planet ; an ill

portent; a blast or stroke of an unfavorable
planet.

As stars with trains of ftre and dews of blood.
Disasters in the sun. .Shak., Hamlet, i. 1.

2. Misfortune; mishap; calamity; any unfor-
tunate event; especially, a sudden or great

Letters, III. 23.

disavailt (dis-a-val'), n. Injury. Lydgate.

disa'7auncef, v. t. See disadvance.

disaventuret, «. See disadventure.

disavoucht (dis-a-vouch'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
avouch.] To disavow.

Neither believing this, because Luther affirmed it, nor
disapproving that, Ijecause Calvin hath disavouehed it.

Sir T. Brovme, Keligio Medici, i. 6.

[< ME. desavouen.

< OF. desavouer, F. desavouer, disavow, < des-

priv. -1- avouer, avow: see avow^.] 1. To dis-

own ; disclaim knowledge of, responsibility for,

or connection with; repudiate; deny concur-

rence in or approval of; refuse to own or ac-

knowledge; disclaim.

Which of all those oppressive Acts or Impositions did he
ever disclaime or disavow, till the fatal aw of this Parla-

ment hung ominously over him ? Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

If I am to be a beggar, it shall never make me a rascal,

or induce me to disavow my principles.
Ooldmnith, Vicar, iL

Kings may say, we caimot trust this ambassador's un*
dertaklug, because his senate may disavow him.

Brougham.

disbark

France disavowed the expedition, and relinquished all

pretensions to Florida. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 62.

2t. To deny; disprove.

Yet can they never
Toss into air the freedom of my birth,

Or disavow my blood Plantagenet's. Ford.

disa'70'V7al (dis-a-vou'al), n. [< disavow + -al,

after avowal.] "Denial; disowning; rejection;

repudiation.

An earnest disavowal of fear often proceeds from fear.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

disavO'Wancet (dis-a-vou'ans), n. [< OF. des-

avouance, < desavouer, disavow: see disavow and
-ance.] Disavowal.
The very corner stone of the English Reformation was

laid in an utter denial and disavowance of this point [the

pope's supremacy]. South, Works, VI. i.

disa'VOWer (dis-a-vou'6r), n. One who dis-

avows.
disavO'Wnient (dis-a-vou'ment), n. [< OF. des-

avouement, < desavouer, disavow: see disavow

and -meffli.] Denial; a disowning.

For as touching the Tridentine History, his holiness (says

the Cardinal) will not press you to any disamwment there-

of. Sir H. Wotton, Letter to the Regius Professor.

disband (dis-band'), V. [< OF. desbander, des-

bender, F. dAbander (= It. disbatidare, sbandare),

untie, loosen, scatter, disband, < des- priv. -t-

bander, tie : see dis- and band?, v. The senses

of the E. disband involve a ref . to band^, band^,

and band?.] I. trans. If. To release from a

bond, restriction, or connection of any kind;

unbind; set free.

What savage bull, disbanded from his stall,

Of wrath a signe more inhumane could malie?
Stirling, Aurora, st. 4.

2. To break up the band or company of; dis-

miss or dissociate from united service or action

;

especially, to discharge in a body from mili-

tary service: as, to disband an orchestra or a

society; to disband troops, a regiment, or an
army.

This course [retrenchment] disbanxUd many trades ; no
merchant, no cook, no lawyer, no flatterer, no divine, no
astrologer, was to be found in Lacedaemonia.

Penn, No Cross, No Crown, IL

3. To dismiss or separate from a band or com-
pany; dissociate from a band: as, a disbanded

soldier.

After 30 years service a Soldier may petition to be dis-

banded ; and then the Village where he was born must
send another man to serve in his room.

Dampier, Voyages, II. I. 71.

I come, . . . bidding him
Disband himself, and scatter all his powers.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4t. To break up the constitution of; disinte-

grate; destroy.

Some imagine that a quantity of water sufficient to make
such a deluge was created upon that occasion; and when
the business was done, all disbanded again, and annihi-

lated. Woodward.

n. intrans. If. To be released from a bond,
restriction, or connection; become disunited,

separated, or dissolved.

When both rocks and all things shall disband.
a. Herbert.

We use not to be so pertinacious in any pious resolu-

tions, but our purposes disband upon the sense of the

first violence. Jer. Taylor, Vforks (ed. 1836), I. 84.

Human society may disbaTid. Tillotson,

2. To retire from united service or action ; sep-

arate ; break up : as, the army disbanded at the

close of the war; the society disbanded on the

loss of its funds.

Our navy was upon the point of disbanding. Bacon.

disbandment (dis-band'ment), n. [< disband
+ -ment.] The act of dis&nding, or the state

of being disbanded.

The disbandment of a considerable part of the great

army of mercenaries. The American, VI. 279.

disbar (dis-bar'), V. t. ; pret. and pp. disbarred,

ppr. disbarring. [< dis- priv. + bar^. Cf.

debar.] In laio, to expel from the bar, as a

barrister; strike off from the roll of attorneys.

disbarkl (dis-biirk'), V. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

bark^.] To strip off the bark of; divest of

bark. '

The wooden houses, whose walls are made of fir-trees

(unsquared and only disbarked). Boyle, Works, II. 730.

disbark^ (dis-bark'), v. t. [< OF. desbarquer,

F. debarquer (> also E. debarlc, q. v.), < des-

priv. -f- barque, bark: see harfcs, and cf. dis-

embark.] To disembark. [Rare.]

The ship we moor on these obscure abodes

;

Disbark the sheep an oft'rlng to the Gods.
Pope, Odyssey, xL



disbarment

disbarment (dis-bSr'ment), «. [< disbar +
-)««» ^] The act of disbarring, or the state of

boiug disbarred.

disbaset (tiis-bas')> ''• '• [< <iis-, taken as equiv.

to (/<-, + base^ ; a var. of '
'

[Bare.]
to (/<-, + base^ ; a var. of debase.'] To debase.

First will I die in thickest of my foe,

Before 1 will dUiba^ mine honour so.

Oreeiie, Alphonsiis, v.

disbecomet (dis-be-ktun'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
become.] To misbecome.

Anytliin^ that may disbeco}iie

The place on whicli you sit.

Moisinger and Field, Fatal DoWTy, v. 2.

disbelief (dis-be-lef), «. [< dis- priv. + be-

lie/'.] 1. Positive unbelief ; the conviction that

a proposition or statement for which credence
is demanded is not true.

Our belief or ditbelie/ of a thing does not alter the na-

ture of the thing. TiUotaun.
So

Did I stand question, and make answer, still

With the same result of smiling disbelief.

Browning, Ring and Hook, I. 317.

Atheism is a disbelief in the existence of God— that is,

a disbelief in any regularity in the Univerae to which a
man must conform himself under penalties.

Quoted in Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 608.

2. A negation or denial of the truth of some
particular thing. [Bare.]

Nugatoi-y disbeliefs wound off and done with. /. Taylor.

= Syn. 1. Disbelief, Unbelief, incredulity, distrust, skep-
ticism, infidelity. Disbelief is more commonly used to

express an active mental opposition which does not im-
ply a blameworthy disregard of evidence. Unbelief may
be a simple failure to believe from lack of evidence or
knowledge ; but its theological use has given it also the
force of wilful opposition to the truth.

No satlder proof can be given by a man of his own lit-

tleness tlian a disbelief in great men.
Carlyle, Hero-Worship, i.

A disbeli^ in ghosts and witches was one of the most
prominent characteristics of scepticism in the seventeenth
century. Lecky, Rationalism, I. :J7.

I obtained mercy because I did it ignorantly in wnbelief.
1 Tim. i. 13.

Belief consists in accepting the affirmations of the soul

;

unbelief, in denying them. Emerson, Montaigne.

disbelieve (dis-be-lev'), v.
;
pret. and pp. disbe-

lieved, ppr. disbelieving. [< (lis- priv. + believe.]

I. trans. To reject the truth or reality of ; hold
to be untrue or non-existent ; refuse to credit.

.Such who profess to disbelieve a future state are not al-

ways equally satisfied with their own reasonings.
Sp. Atterbury.

I disbelieve that any one who is not himself full of love
and tenderness has ever, since the world began, yet trans-
mitted to another soul the trutli that God is love.

F. P. Cobbe, Ministry of Religion, p. 257.

n. intrans. Not to believe ; to deny the truth
of any position ; refuse to believe in some
proposition or statement; especially, to refuse
belief in a divine revelation.

As doubt attacked faith, unbelief has avenged faith by
destroying doubt. Men cease to doubt when they disbe-
lieee outright. Cardinal Manning.

disbeliever (dis-be-le'v6r), n. One who disbe-
lieves; one who refuses belief; one who denies
the truth of some proposition or statement ; an
unbeliever.

An humble soul is frighted into sentiments, because a
man of great name pronounces heresy upon the contrary
sentiments, and casts the disbeliever out of the Church.

Watts.
~ &yu. Unbeliever, Skeptic, etc. See infidel.

diBbencll(dis-bench'),».*. [<<JJ«-priv. + bench.]
1. To drive from, or cause to leave, a bench or
seat. [Bare.]

Sir, I hope my words disbench'd you not.
,Shak., Cor., ii. 2.

2. In Eng. law, to deprive of the status and priv-
ileges of a bencher.
disbend (dis-bend'), V. t. [< OF. desbendsr, <
ML. disbendare, unbend, loosen; in E. as if dis-

Sriv. + bencP-. Cf. disband.] To imbend ; re-
IX ; hence, figuratively, to render unfit for effi-

cient action. [Bare.]
As lilMjrty a courage doth impart,
So txjndage doth disbend, else break, the heart.

Stirling, Julius Ctcsar, cho. 3.

disbindt (dis-bind'), V. t. [< dis- priv. + bind.
Ct. disbend and disband.] To unbind ; loosen.
Nay, how dare we disbind or loose ourselves from the

tye of that way of agnizing and honouring God, which the
Christian church from her first beginnings durst not doe !

J. Mede, Discourses, i. 2.

disblamef (dis-blam'), ». t. [< ME. desblamen,
< OF. desblasmer, desblamer, excuse, < des- priv.
+ blasmer, blamer, blame : see dis- and blattte.]

To exonerate from blame.
DesUameth me if any worde be lame,
Coru myu auctor seyde, so seye I.

Chaucer, TroUus, 11. 17.
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disbloom (dis-blom' ), V. t. [< dis- priv. + bloom.]

To deprive of bloom or blossoms. [Bare.]

A faint flavour of the gardener hung about them [grave-

diggers], but sophisticated and disbloomed.
Ji. L. Stevenson.

disbodiedt (dis-bod'id), a. [Pp. of *disbody,

equiv. to disembody.] Disembodied.

Tliey conceive that the disbotlyed soules shall return
from their unactive and silent recesse, and be joined again
to bodies of purified and duly prepared ayre.

GlanvilU, Pre-existeuce of Souls, xiv.

disbordf (dis-b6rd'), ». »• [< OF. desbordcr, F.

debordcr, which, however, has not the exact
sense of 'disembark,' but means 'overthrow,

go beyond, naut. sheer off, get clear,' < des-

priv. + bord, edge, border, board, etc.] To
disembark.

And in the arni'd ship, with a wel-wreath'd cord,
They streightly bound me, and did all disbord
To shore to supper. Chapman, Odyssey, xiv.

disboscationt (dis-bos-ka'shon), m. [< ML. dis-

boscatioin-), < dis- priv. -1- boscus, a wood: see

boscage, bush''-.] The act of disforesting; the
act of converting woodland into arable land.

Scott.

disbosom (dis-buz'um), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
bosom.] To make known, as a secret matter;
unbosom.

Home went Violante and disbosomed all.

Browning, Ring and Book, 1. 118.

disboureeon, v. t. See disburgeon.

disbowel (dis-bou'el), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dis-

howeled, disboivelled, ppr. disboiveling, disbowel-

ling. [< ME. disbowelen (spelled dysbowaylyn
—Prompt. Parv.) ; < dis- priv. + botoel.] To
disembowel : usually in a figurative sense.

A great Oke drie and dead, . . .

"Whose foote in ground hath left Init feeble holde.
But halfe disboweVd lies above the ground.

Spenser, Ruins of Rome, st. 28.

Nor the disbowelled earth explore
In search of the forbidden ore.

Addison, tr. of Horace's Odes, iii. 3.

'Twas bull, 'twas mitred Minotaur,
A dead disbowelled mystery.

D. G. Rossetti, The Burden of Nineveh.

disbrain (dis -bran'), ^- t. [<^ (lis- priv. +
brain.] To deprive of the brain; remove the
brain from. [Rare.]

If the cerebrum were removed, then all energy was
transposed into reflex movement, and consequently dis-

brained and decapitated animals manifested much strong-
er reflex movements than did such animals as possessed
this secondary derivation. Nature, XXX. 260.

disbranch (dis-branch'), V. t. [< OF. desbran-
cher, desbranchir, disbranch, < des- priv. +
branche, branch: see dis- and branch.] 1. To
cut off or separate the branches of, as a tree

;

prune. [Rare.]

Such as are newly planted need not be disbranched till

the sap begins to stir. Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

2. To sever or remove, as a branch or an off-

shoot. [Bare.]

.She tliat herself will sliver and disbranch
From her material sap, perforce must wither.
And come to deadly use. Shak., Lear, iv. 2.

disbud (dis-bud'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. disbudded,

ppr. disbudding. [< dis- priv. + bud^.] To
deprive of buds or shoots; remove the unne-
cessary buds of, as a tree or vine. Tliis is done
for the needs of training, and in order that there may be
more space and nourishment for the development of those
i)uds whicli are allowed to remain.

disburden (dis-ber'dn), V. [Also disburthen; <

dis- priv. + burden^, burthen'^.] I. trans. 1.

To remove a burden from ; rid of a burden ; re-

lieve of anything weighty, oppressive, or an-
noying; disencumber; unburden; unload.

My meditations . . . will, I hope, be more calm, being
thus disburdened. Sir P. Sidney.

The Ship having di«6Mrrfencd her selfe of 70 persons, . . .

Captaine Newport with 120 chosen men . . . set forward
for the discovery of Monacan.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 196.

How have thy travels
Disburthen'd thee abroad of discontents?

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 1.

When we have new perception, we shall gladly disbur-
den the memory of its hoarded treasures as old rubbish.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 59.

2. To lay off or aside as oppressive or annoy-
ing; get rid of; relieve one's self of.

Disburden all thy cares on me. Addison.

=Syn. 1. To disencumber, free, lighten, discharge, dis-
embarrass.

II. intrans. To ease the mind ; be relieved.

Adam . . .

Tbiu to (tubunien sought with sad complaint.
MiUm, P. L., X. 719.

discard

disburgeon (dis-ber'jon), V. t. [< dis- priv.

-I- burgeon.] To strip of buds or burgeons.
Also spelled disbourgeon.

When the vine beginneth to put out leaves and looke
green, fall to disburgeoning, Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 22.

disburse (dis-bers'), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. dis-

bursed, ppr. disbursing. [< OF. desbourser, F.
debourser (whence also deburse, q. v.) (= It.

sborsare), < des-, apart, + bourse, a purse : see
dis- and burse, bourse, purse.] To pay out, as
money ; spend or lay out ; expend.
The twelve men stuck at it, and said, Except he would

disburse twelve crowns, they would find him guilty.
Latimer, 5th .Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

To meet the necessary expenses, large sums must be
collected and disbursed. Calhoun, Works, I. 18.

disburset (dis-bers'), n. [< disburse, v.] A pay-
ment or disbursement.
The annual rent to be received for all those lands after

20 years would abundantly pay the public for the first dis-

burses. Defoe, Tour thro Great Britain, I. 342,

disbursement (dis-bers'ment), n. [= F. de-

bourscnunt = It. sborsamento ; as disburse +
-ment.] 1. The act of paying out or expend-
ing, as money.

It is scarcely desirable that the Government whip
should be supplied with even ten thousand a year for dis-

bursement, as he thinks proper in his capacity as a party
manager. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 133.

2. Money paid out ; an amount or sum expend-
ed, as from a trust or a corporate or public
fund : as, the disbursements of the treasury, or
of an executor or a guardian.

disburser (dis-ber'ser), n. One who pays out
or disburses money.
disburtben (dis-ber'THu), v. See disburden.

disc, «. See disk.

discage (dis-kaj'), v. t.; pret. and pp. discaged,

ppr. discaging. [< dis- priv. + cage.] To take
out of a cage. [Bare.]

Until she let me fly diseased, to sweep
In ever-highering eagle-circles up.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

discal (dis'kal), a. [< disc, disk, + -al.] 1.

Pertaining to a disk in any way ; like a disk

;

discoidal.— 2. On the disk or central part of a
surface, in ichthyology, applied specifically by Gill to
the teeth of the lampreys on the surface of the snbcircular
oral disk between the mouth and the teeth, concentric with
the periphery of the disk.— Discal cell, in entom., a large
cell at the base of the wing of lepidopters, sometimes di-

vided longitudinally into two.— Discal spot, in entom., a
round spot behind the middle of the wing, seen in most
species of the lepidopterous family Noctuida;. Also called
orbicular tqmt.

discalceatet (dis-kal'se-at), V. t. [= F. de-

chau.'isi', < L. discalceatus, unshod, < dis- priv. +
calccatus, shod, pp. of calceare, shoe: see dis-

and calceate.] To pull or strip off the shoes or
sandals from. Cockeram.
discalceationt (dis-kal-se-a'shon), n. [< dis-

calccatc: see -ation.] The act of pulling off the
shoes or sandals.

The custom of discalceation, or putting off their shoes
at meals, is conceived ... to have been done, as by that
means keeping their beds clean.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err. , v. 6.

discalced (dis-kalsf), a. [< L. discalceatus,

imshod: see discalceate.] Without shoes; un-
shod; barefooted: specifically applied to a
branch of the Carmelite monks kno'WTi as Dis-
calceati (the barefooted).
discampt (dis-kamp'), V. t. [< OF. descamper,
< des- priv. + camp, camp : see dis- and camp^.
Cf. decamp.] To force from a camp; force to
abandon a camp. Minsheu.
No enemie put he ever to flight, but he discamped him

and draue him out of the field (quin castris exueret).

Holland, tr. of Suetonius, p. 242.

discandert, v. i. A corrupt form, found only in
tlie passage from Shakspere (A. and C, iii. 11)
cited under diseandy.

discandyt (dis-kan'di), V. i. [Appar. < dis-

priv. + candy^, t: ; i. e., melt out of a candied
or solid state.] To melt; dissolve.

Fortune and Antony part here ; even here
Do we shake hands. All come to this? The hearts
That spaniel'd me at heels, to whom I gave
Their wishes, do diseandy, melt their sweets
On blossoming Csesar. Shak., A. and C, iv. 10.

My brave Egyptians all.

By the discandying [var. discanderinrf— Knight] of this
pelleted storm,

IJe graveless. Shak., A. and C, iii. 11.

discant (dis'kant), n. See descant.

discapacitate (dis-ka-pas'i-tat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. discapacitated, ppr. discapacitating. [< dis-

pr\Y. + capacitate.] To incapacitate. Imp. Diet.

[Rare.]

discard (dis-kard'), r. [= Sp. Pg. descartar
= It. scartare, discai'd, reject, dismiss ; as dis-



discard

+ eareP. Cf. decard.} I. tratis. 1. In card-

playing : (a) In some games, to throw aside or

reject from the hand, as a card dealt to the

player which by the laws of the game is not
needed or can be exchanged. (6) In other

games, as whist, to throw away on a trick, as

a card (not a trump) of a dififerent suit from
that led, when one cannot follow suit and can-
not or does not wish to trump.
Having ace, king, queen, and knave of a suit not led, you

would discard the ace. Pole, Whist, v.

2. To dismiss, as from service or employment

;

cast off.

They blame the favourites, and think it nothing extra-
ordinary that the queen should . . . resolve to discard
them. Svn/t.

Their [the Hydes'] sole crime was their religion ; and for

this crime they had been discarded.
MacavXay, Hist. Eng,, vi.

3. To thrust away ; reject : as, to discard pre-
judices.

I am resolv'd : grief, I discard thee now

;

Anger and fury in thy place must enter.
Beau, and Ft. (?), Faithful Friends, iii. 3.

Still, though earth and man discard thee,
Doth thy Heavenly Father guard thee.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, iiL

=Sjpi. 2. To turn away, discharge.

n. intrans. In card-playing, to throw cards
out of the hand. See I.

In discarding from a suit of which you have full com-
mand, it is a convention to throw away the highest.

Pole, WhUt, iv.

discard (dis-kard'),n. [< discard!, r.] 1. Incard-
playing : (a) The act of throwing out of the hand
such cards as are unnecessary in the game, or

of playing, as in whist, a card not a trump of a
different suit from that led.

In the motlem game, your first discard should be from
a weak or short suit. Pole, Whist, ii.

(6) The card or cards thrown out of the hand.

The discard must be placed face downwards on the table,

apart fTt>m the stock and from the adversary's discard.
Cavendish, Whist.

Hence— 2. One who or that which is cast out or
rejected. [Rare.]

llie discard of society, living mainly on strong drink, fed
with allronta, a fool, a thief, the comrade of thieves.

R. L. Stevenson, Pulvis et Umbra.

discardment (dis-kard'ment), n. [< discard +
-ment.'] The act of discarding. [Rare.]

Just at present we apparently are making ready for
anotiier discardment. Science, VII. 295.

discardure (dis-kar'dur), n. [< discard + -«re.]

A discarding; dismissal; rejection. [Rare.]

In what shape does it constitute a plea for the discardure
of relinion ? Uayter, On Hume's Dialogues (1780), p. 38.

discamatet (dis-kar'nat), a. [< L. dw-priv. +
LL. carnatus, of flesh, fleshy, fat, corpulent, <

L. caro {cam-), flesh. Cf. incarnate.'] Stripped
of flesh ; fleshless.

A memory, like a sepulchre, furnished with a load of
broken and discarnafe bones.

Gtanvitte, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xv.

disease (dis-kas'), v. t.; pret. and pp. diseased,

ppr. diseasing. [< dis- priv. + cnse^. ] To take the
case or covering from; uncase; strip; undress.

Disease thee instantly, . . . and change garments with
this gentleman. Shak., Vf. T., iv. 3.

discattert, v. t. See disscatter.

disceivablet, «. See deceivable. Chaucer.
disceptationt (dls-ep-ta'shon), n. [= F. discep-
tatioii = Sp. disceptacioti = Pg. discepta^do, < L.
disceptatio{n-), < disceptare, pp. di.tceptatus, di.s-

pute, prop. Settle a dispute, determine, < dis-,

apart, 4- captare, freq. of capere, pp. captus,
take, seize.] Controversy.
The proposition is . . . such as ou^ht not to be ad-

mitted in any science, or any disceptatum.
Barrow, Works, II. xii.

dlBCeptatort (dis'ep-ta-tor), n. [< L. discepta-
tor,<. disceptare dispute: see disceptation.'] A
disputant.

The inquisitive disceptaiors of this age would, at the
persuasion of illiterate persons, turn their ergo into amen
to the evangelical philosopher. Cowley, Essays, xxix.

dlsceptert, "• '. See disscepter.

discern (ai-z6m')> v. [< ME. dlfcemen, < Ok',
discerner, deseerner, discernir, F. discerner =
Sp. Pg. discernir = It. discernere, scemere, < L.
discernere, pp. discrelus, sepa ate, divide, distin-
guish, discern, < dis-, apari -1- cernere = Gr.
npivtiv, separate : see certain, critic, etc. Hence
discreet, discrete, etc.] I. t ans. 1. To distin-
guish

;
perceive the differen..e between (two or

more things) ; discriminate.

Discern tbou what 1« thine with me, and take it to thee.
Oeu. xxxi. 32.
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For as an angel of God, so Is my lord the king to dis-

cern good and bad. 2 Sam. xiv. 17.

How easy is a noble spirit discerned
From harsh and sulphurous matter, that flies out
In contumelies ! B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 1.

They are like men who have lost the faculty of discern-
ing colours, and who never, by any exercise of reason,
can make out the difference between white and black.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 234.

2f. To indicate or constitute the difference be-
tween ; show the distinction between.
The only thing that discemeih the child of God from

the wicked is this faith, trust, and hope in God's good-
ness, through Christ.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 138.

The coward and the valiant man must fall,

Only the cause, and manner how, discerns them.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

3. To see distinctly; separate mentally from
the general mass of objects occupying the field

of vision
;
perceive by the eye ; descry.

I discerned among the youths a young man void of un*
derstanding. Prov. vii. 7.

For though our eyes can nought but colours see,

Yet colours give them not their powre of sight

;

So, though these fruits of sense her objects bee.
Yet she discemes them by her proper light.

Sir J. Davies, Nosce Teipsum.

BelloniuB reports that the dores thereof [Sancta Sophia]
are in number equall to the days of the yeare ; whereas
if it hath five, it hath more by one then by me was dis-

cerned. Sandys, Travailes, p. 25.

It being dark, they could not see the make of our Ship,
nor very well discern what we were.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 301.

4. To discover by the intellect; gain know-
ledge of; become aware of; distinguish.

A wise man's heart diseemeOi both time and judgment.
Eccl. viii. 5.

The nature of Justice can be more easily discerned in a
state than in one man. Bancroft, Hist. Const., I. 4.

To discern our immortality is necessarily connected with
fear and trembling and repentance, in the case of every
Christian. J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 17.

=Syn. 3 and 4. To perceive, recognize, mark, note, espy,
descry.

H. intrans. 1. To perceive a difference or
distinction; make or establish a distinction;
discriminate : as, to discern between truth and
falsehood.

Another faculty we may take notice of in our minds is

that of discerning and distinguishing between the several
ideas it haa. Locke, Human Understanding, II, xi. 1.

The Philosopher whose discoveries now dazzle us could
not once discern between his right hand and his left.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 116.

2t. To see
;
penetrate by the eye.

On the north side there was such a precipice as they
could scarce discern to the bottom,

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 81.

3t. To have judicial cognizance : with of.

It discemeth of forces, frauds, crimes various, of stel-

lionate, and the inchoations towards crimes capital, not
actually perpetrated. Bacon.

Most of the magistrates (though they discerned of the
offence clothed with all these circumstances) would have
been more moderate in their censure.

Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 380.

discemablet (di-z6r'na-bl), a. [< OF. discer-

nable, F. discernable; as discern + -able.] See
discernible.

discemancet (di-z6r'nans), n. [< discern -^-

-anee.] Discernment. Nares.

discerner (di-z6r'ner), n. 1. One whodiscems;
one who observes or perceives.

He was a great observer and discerner of men's natures
and humours. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

2t. That which distinguishes or separates ; that
which serves as a ground or means of discrimi-
nation.

The word of God is quick and powerful, ... a discern-
er of the thoughts and intents of the heart. Heb. iv. 12.

discernible (di-z6r'ni-bl), a. [= It. discemi-
bile, discernevole, < LL. discernihilis, discernible,

< L. discernere, discern : see discern.'] Capable
of being discerned

;
perceivable ; observable

;

distinguishable. Formerly sometimes spelled
discewmble.

There are some Cracks discernable in tlie white Varnish.
Congrem, Way of the World, iii. 5.

Too many traces of the ba^l habits the soldiers had con-
tracted were discernible till the chjse of the war.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvii.

= Syn. Perceptible, perceivable, noticeable, apparent, vis-

ible.

discemibleness (di-zfer'ni-bl-nes), n. The
state of l^i'iiif; discernible. Johnson.

discemibly (di-z6r'ni-bli), adv. In a manner
to be discerned; distinguishably; perceptibly.
Hammond.

discerning (di-z6r'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of discern,

v.] Having power to discern; discriminating;

discession

penetrating; acute: a.s,& discerning vaan; aiJts-

cerning mind.
This hath been maintained not only by warm enthusi-

asts, but by cooler and more discerning heads.
Bp. Atterbury.

A glance, a touch, discovers to the wise

;

But every man has not discerning eyes.
Dryden, Art of Poetry, iii. 801.

True modesty is a discei-ning grace.
And only blushes in the proper place.

Cowper, Conversation.

discerningly (di-zer'ning-li), adv. With dis-
cernment ; acutely ; with judgment ; skilfully.

Poets, to give a loose to a warm fancy, are generally too
apt not only to expatiate in their similes, but introduce
them too frequently. These two eiTors Ovid has most dis-
cerningly avoided. Garth, tr. of Ovid, Pref.

discernment (di-z6m'ment), ». [< F. discerne-

ment = Sp. discernimiento = Pg. discernimento
= It. discernimento, scernimento; as discern +
-ment.] 1. The act of discerning.

It is in the discernment of place, of time, and of person
that the inferior artists fail, Macaulay, Machiavelli.

2. Acuteness of judgment ; discrimination ; a
considerable power of perceiving differences in
regard to matters of morals and conduct: as,

the errors of youth often proceed from the want
of discernment; also, the faculty of distinguish-
ing; the exercise of this faculty.

The third operation of the mind is discernment, which
expresses simply the separation of our ideas. J. D. Morell.

= Syn. 2, Penetration, Discrimination, Di'sccnim^nf, judg-
ment, intelligence, acuteness, acumen, clear-sightedness,
sagacity, shrewdness, insight. Penetration, or insight, goes
to the heart of a subject, reads the inmost character, etc.
Discrimination marits the differences in what it finds. Dis-
cernment combines both these ideas.

An observing glance of the most shrewd penetration shot
from under the penthouse of his shaggy dark eyebrows.

Scott, Kenilworth, xvii.

Of simultaneous smells the discrimination is very vague

;

and probably not more than three can be separately iden-
tified. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 68.

This ancient, singular, isolated nation [the Chinese] has
from the earliest time shown a most remarkable genius
for accurate moral discernment. Faithsofthe World, p. 353.

discerpt (di-sferp'), v. t. [< L. discerpere, tear
in pieces, < dis-, asunder, + carpere, pluck : see
carpi.] 1. To tear in pieces ; rend.

This [sedition] divides, yea, and discerps a city.

Dr. Grifflth, Fear of God and the King, p. 100.

2. To separate ; disjoin.

In this consequence of its substantiality, that it was part
of God, discerped from him, and would be resolved again
into him, they all, we say, agreed.

Warburton, Divine Legation, iiL § 4.

discerpibility (di-s6r-pi-biri-ti), n. [< discerpi-
ble: aee -bitity.] Capability or tendency to be
torn asunder or disunited. Wollaston. [Obsolete
or rare.]

By actual divisibility I understand discerpibility, gross-
tearing or cutting one part from another.

Dr. II. More, Immortal, of Soul, I. ii. 9.

discerpible (di-ser'pi-bl), a. [< discerp + -ible.]

That may be torn asunder; separable; capable
of being disjoined by violence. [Obsolete or
rare.]

A man can no more argue from the extension of sub-
stance that it is discerpible than that it is penetrable

;

there being as good capacity in extension for penetration
as desccrption. Dr. 11. More, Immortal, of Soul, II. ii. 12.

discerptibility (di-s6rp-ti-biri-ti), n. [< dis-
cerptible: see -bility.] Same as discerpibility.

[Obsolete or rare.]

Nor can we have any idea of matter which does not im-
ply a natural discerptibility and susceptivity of various
shapes and modifications.

W. Wollaston, Heligion of Nature, v.

discerptible (di-sferp'ti-bl), o. [< L. discerptus,

pp. of discerpere, tear in pieces (see discerj)), -I-

-ible.] Same as discerjnble. [Obsolete or rare.]

According to what is here presented, what is most
dense and least porous will be most coherent and least
discerptible, GlanviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, v.

discerption (di-sferp'shon), «. [< L. discerp-
tio{n-), < discerpere, pp. discerptus, tear m
pieces: see discerp.] The act of pulling to
pieces or of separating into parts.

Maintaining that space has no parts, because its parts
are not separable and cannot be removed from any other
by discerption.

Leibnitz, Letter v. in Letters of Clarke and Leibnitz.

discerptive (di-s6rp'tiv), a. [< L. discerptus,

pp. of discerpere, tear in pieces (see discerp),
+ -ive.] Separating or dividing. North Brit.

Rev.

discessionf (di-sesh'on), n. [< L. discessio(n-),

a separation, departure, < discedere, pp. disces-

sus, put asunder, go apart, < dis-, asunder,
apart, -t- cedere, go: see cede. Of. decede, de-
cession.] Departure.



dlscesston

T!ier« might seem to be some kinde of roannerl^r order

In this guilty departure : not all at once, least they should

seeme violeutly chased away by this charge of Christ ; now
their slinking away (one by one) may seem to carry a

shew of deliberate and voluntary discettion.

Bp. Hall, Woman taken in Adultery.

discharge (dis-cbarj'), v.; pret. and pp. dis-

charged, ppr. discharging. [< ME. dischargen,

deschargen, < OP. descharger, deschargier, des-

charcier, deskargier, F. d^clmrger = Pr. Sp. Pg.

descargar, Pg. also descarregar= It. discaricare,

discarcarc, scaricare, < ML. discargare. discar-

ricare, unload, < dis- priv. + carricare (> OF. F.

charger), load, charge: see dis- and charge.'\

1. trans. 1. To unload; disburden; free from
a charge or load: as, to discharge a ship by
removing the cargo, a bow by releasing the

arrow, a gun by firing it off, a Leyden jar by
connecting its inner and outer coatings, etc.

Every man should be ready discharged of his irons by

eight o clock on the next day at night.
Munday (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 206).

nie galleys also did oftentimes out of their prows dis-

eharge their great pieces against the city.' e.
«- -= KrwUes, Hist. Turks.

No sooner was y« boate discharged of what she brought,

but y« next company tooke her and wente out with her.

W. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 137.

When the charge of electricity is removed from a charged

body it is said to be discharged.

S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 8.

2. To remove, emit, or transfer; clear out or

off ; send off or away. Specifically— (a) To take out

or away; clear away by removing, unloading, or trans-

ferring: as, to discharge a cargo from a ship, or goods

from a warehouse ; to discharge weight from a beam by
lessening or distributing it ; to discharge dye from silk.

We arrived at Cadiz, and there discharged certain mer-
chandize, and took other aljoard.

Capt. Boger Bodenham (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 33).

0>) To give vent to ; cause or allow to pass oft ; send or

throw out; emit: as, a pipe dwcAaroe* water ; an ulcer di«-

charges pus ; this medicine will discharge bad humors from
Uie blood ; he discharged his fury upon the nearest object.

For some distance from the mouth of the Mississippi

the sea is not salt, so great is the volume of fresh water
which the river discharges. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 52.

Hapless ishe on whose head the world discharges the vials

of its angry virtue ; and such is commonly the case with
the last and detected usufractuary of a golden abuse which
has outlived its time. Gladstone, Might of Kight, p. 148.

(c) To send forth by propulsion ; let drive : as, to dis-

charge a shot from a gun, or a blow upon a person's head.

They do discharge their shot of courtesy.
Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

(d) To clear off by payment, settlement, or performance

;

settle up ; consummate : as, to discharge a debt or an ob-

li^tion.

I will discharge my bond, and thank you too.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 1.

Many Pilgrims resort to discharge their vowes.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 321.

Having discharged our visit to Ostan Bassa, we Rid out
mfter Dinner to view the Marine.

Maundrell, Aleppo to .Terusalem, p. 31.

8. To pay or settle for; satisfy a demand or

an obligation for. [Rare.]

He had gamed too, and lost his money, so that I was
obliged to discharge his lodgings, and defray his expenses
on the road. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 65.

4. To set free; dismiss; absolve ; release from
accusation, restraint, obligation, duty, or ser-

vice : as, to discharge a prisoner, a debtor, a jury,

a servant, etc. ; to discharge one's conscience
of duty ; to discharge the mind of business.

I grant and confess, Friend Peter, myself discharged of
o much labour, having all these things ready done to my
hand, that almost there was nothing left for me to do.

Sir T. More, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 4.

I here discharge you
My house and service ; take your liberty.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, L 1.

The deputy . . . had, out of court, discharged them of
their appearance. WirUhrop, Hist. New England, 1. 103.

Orindal . . . was discharged the government of his see.

Milton.

6. To carry on, as an obligatory course of ac-

tion; perform the functions of, as an employ-
ment or office ; execute ; fulfil : as, to discharge
the duties of a sheriff or of a priest ; to discharge

a trust.

Hov can I hope that ever he'll discharge his place of
tnut . . . that remembers nothing 1 say to him?

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

6f. To clear one's self of, as by explanation

;

account for.

At last he bade her (with bold stedfastnesse)
Ceaase to molest the Moone to walke at large.
Or come before high Jove her dooings to discharge.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 17.

7. In dyeing, to free from the dye. (a) in silk-

dyeirvf, to free (the silk) from the dye, if from any cause it is

found to have taken the color in an unsatisfactory manner.

Raw silk, souple and discharged silk, must be acted upon
differently by chemical agents.

Benedikt, Coal-tar Ck>loara (trans.), p. 40.
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(ft) In ealieo- or other cloth-printing, to free (the cloth)from
the color in the places where the figure is to appear.

Printing a highly acid colour upon the cloth to be dis-

charged, and then plunging it into a solution of bleaching-

powder in water.
W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 317.

(c) To remove (the color). See discharge style, below.

When the colour is discharged clear water is passed

through. W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 317.

8. In silk-manuf., to deprive (silk) of (its) exter-

nal covering, the silk-glue—To discharge of rec-
ord, to enter, or procure to be entered, on the record of

an obligation or encumbrance, an official memorandum
that it has been discharged.

II, intrans. 1. To throw off a burden.— 2.

To deliver a load or charge: as, the troops

loaded and discharged with great rapidity.

The cloud, if It were oily or fatty, would not discharge.
Bacon, Nat. Hist.

The Captaine gaue the word and wee presently dis-

charged, where twelue lay, some dead, the rest for life

sprawling on the ground.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 28.

3. To blur or run : as, the lines of an india-ink

drawing are liable to discharge if gone over with
a wash of water-color.
The ink is as easy to draw with as it is without carbolic

acid, but dries quickly, and may even be varnished with-

out discharging. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 336.

Discharging arch. Same as arch of discharge (which
see, under arcAl).— Discharging rod. Inelect., same as

discharger.

discharge (dis-oharj'), n. [< OF. descharge, F.
decharge = Sp. Pg. descarga, descargo, Pg. also

descarrega = It. discarico, scarico; from the

verb.] 1. The act of unloading or disburden-
ing; relief from a burden or charge: as, the

discharge of a ship. As applied to an electrical jar,

battery, etc., it signifies the removal of the charge by
communication between the positive and negative sur-

faces or poles, or with the earth. The discharge may be
disruptive, as when it takes place by a spark through a re-

sisting medium like the air, glass, wood, etc. ; or conduc-
tive, through a conductor, as a metallic wire ; or convective,
by the motion of electrified particles of matter, as of air.

Specifically— 2. The act of firing a missile

weapon, as a bow by drawing and releasing

the string, or a gun by exploding the charge of

powder.
The fictitious foresters first amused them with a double

discharge of their arrows.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 459.

3. The act of removing or taking away; re-

moval, as of a burden or load, by physical

means, or by settlement, payment, fulfilment,

etc. : as, the discharge of a cargo, of a debt, or
of an obligation.—4. A flowing out; emission;
vent : as, the discharge of water from a river or
from an orifice, of blood from a wound, of light-

ning from a cloud.

Sleep . . . implies diminished nervous discharge, spe-

cial and general. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 39.

5. The act of freeing; dismissal; release or

dismissal from accusation, restraint, obliga-

tion, duty, or service ; also, a certificate of such
release or dismissal : as, the discharge of a pris-

oner, of a debtor, or of a servant.
Death, who sets all free.

Hath paid his ransom now, and full discharge.
MUton, S. A., 1. 1572.

Which word imports ... an acquittance or discharge

of a man upon . . . full trial and cognizance of his cause.
South.

"I grant," quoth he, "our Contract null,

And give you a Discharge in full."

Congreve, An Impossible Thing.

6. The rate of flowing out: as, the discharge is

100 gallons a minute.— 7. That which is thrown
out; matter emitted: as, a thin serous discftarpe;

a purulent discharge.— 8. Performance; exe-
cution : as, a good man is faithful in the dis-

charge of his duties.

For the better Discharge of my Engagement to your
Ladyship, I will rank all the ten before you, with some of

their most signal Predictions. Howell, Letters, iv. 43.

Indefatigable in the discharge of business. Motley.

9. In dyeing, a compound, as chlorid of lime,

which has the property of bleaching, or tak-

ing away the color already communicated to a
fabric, by which means white patterns als pro-

duced on colored grounds, if to this compound a
color be added which is not affected by it, the first color

is destroyed as before, and this second color takes the
place of the white pattern.—Arch Of discharge. See
arcAi.— Certificate of discharge. See certificate, %—
CJharge and discharge. See cAarsri!.— Discharge in
banlaruptcy or insolvency, release from obligation, by
act of the law, on surrendering one's property to be di-

vided among creditors.— Discharge of fluids, the name
given to that branch of hydraulics which treats of the issu-

ing of water through apertures in the sides and bottoms of

vessels.— Discharge style, a method of calico-printing in
which a piece of cloth is colored, and from parts of which
the color is afterward removed by a discharge, so as to form
a pattern. See def. 9.— Honorable discharge, in the
United States navy, a discharge at the expiration of a full

Dischidia Rufflesiana.

Discinidse

term of enlistment, accompanied with a certificate of ser-

vice and good conduct, entitling a seaman to a bounty of
three months' pay if he reenlists within that time.

discharger (dis-char'j6r), n. One who or that
which discharges. Specifically— (a) In elect., an in-

strument or a device by means of which the electricity is

discharged from a Leyden jar, condenser, or other charged
body. (6) In dyeing, a discharge. See discharge, 9.

—

Mail-bag receiver and discharger. See mail-hag.

discharge-'Val've (dis-charj'valv),«. In steam-
engines, a valve which covers the top of the
barrel of the air-pump and opens upward. It

prevents the water which is forced through it

on the ascent of the piston from returning.

discharity (dis-char'j-ti), te. [< dis- priv. +
charity.'^ Want of charity. [Rare.]

When devotion to the Creator should cease to be testi-

fied by discharity towards his creatures. Brougham.

dischevelet, a. See dishevele.

Dischidia (dis-kid'i-a), n. [Nli., namedwith ref-

erence to an obscure
process in the confor-
mation of the flower,

< Gr. dtax'i^C, cloven,
divided, parted, < A-,

two-, + axKctv, split:

see schism.^ A ge-
nus of Asclepiadacece
found in India, the
Indian archipelago,
and Australia. They
are herbaceous or some-
what woody, usually root-

ing and climbing on trees,

or pendulous, with small
white or red flowers, and
the fleshy leaves some-
times forming pitcher-like
appendages.

dischurch (dis-

chfereh'), v. t. [< dis-

priv. + church.~\ 1.

To deprive of the
rank of a church.

This can be no ground to dischurch that differing com-
pany of Christians, neither are they other from themselves
upon this diversity of opinion. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 402.

2. To out off from church membership.
dis(d, n. Plural of discus.

Discida (dis'i-da), n. ]}l. [NL., < L. discus, a
disk, + -ida.'\ A family of peripylsean silico-

skeletalradiolarians of discoidal flattened form.

discidet (di-sid'), v. t. [< L. disddere, cut in

pieces, < dis-, asunder, + ecedere, cut.] To di-

vide ; cut in pieces ; cleave.

Her lying tongue was in two parts divided,

And both the parts did speake, and both contended

;

And as her tongue so was her hart discided.

And never thoght one thing, but doubly stil was guided.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 27.

disciferOUS (di-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. discus, disk,

+ fcrre, = E. beaA, + -oms.] In bot., bearing
disks; provided with a disk,

discifloral (dis'i-flo-ral), a. [< L. discus, a disk,

+ flos (flor-), a flower, + -a?.] In hot., having
flowers in which the receptacle is expanded into

a conspicuous disk surrounding the ovary, and
usually distinct from the calyx : applied to a
large series of polypetalous orders, including
the Rutacew, Rhamnacew, Sapindacea, etc.

disciform (dis'i-fdrm), a. [< L. discus, a disk,

+ forma, shape.] Resembling a disk or quoit

in shape ; discoidal.

Discina (di-si'na), n. [NL., < L. discus, a disk,

+ -jwal.] The typical genus of brachiopods of

the famUy Discinidce. The genus ranges from
the Silurian to the present day.

discinctt (di-singkf), a. [< L. discinctus, un-
girt, pp. of discingere, ungird, < dis- priv. + dn-
gere, gird: see ceint, cincture.'] Ungirded.

discindt (di-sind'), 11. t. [< L. discindere, cut

asunder, separate, < di- for dis-, asunder, + scin-

dere, cut. Of. discission.] To cut in two; di-

vide: as, "nations . . .

discinded by the main,"
Howell, Letters, To the
Knowing Reader.
discinid (dis'i-nid), n. A
brachiopod of the family
Diacinidw.

Discinidse (di-sin'i-de), ».

jp^ [NL., < Discina +
-id/s."] A family of lyo-

Discina. with part of the pomatous .brachjopods.
lower mantle-lobe removed, It is characterized by a short
shomng the animal, f ei- peduncle, passing through a

^srtf.JZ'^5.£L7T^i foramen of the ventral valve;

extremities of the labial arms, fleshy brachial appendages,
curved backward aiid with

small terminal spires directed downward ; valves subcir-

oular or subovate ; and the shell-substance calcareous or
horny. It is a group of about a genera, most oX which are
extinct.
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disciple (di-si'pl), «. [< ME. disciple, desciple, disciplinaria, n. Plural of discipUnarium.

deciple, dccyple, etc., < OF. disciple, desciple, F. disciplinarian (dis' i-pli-na'ri-an), a. and n. [<

disciple = Pr. disciple = Sp. discipulo = Pg. dis-

eipulo = It. discepolo = AS. disdpul (rare ; the

AS. gospels translate L. discipuliis by leornung-

cniht, lit. 'learning-boy' (see knight), a youth
engaged in learning) = D. Dan. Sw. discipel, <

L. discipulus, a learner, < discere, learn, akin to

docere, teach.] 1. A learner; a scholar; one
who receives or professes to receive instruc-

tion from another : as, the disciples of Plato.

And grete well Chaucer, when ye mete,
As my disciple and my poete.

Gower, Conf. Amant., VIII.

2. A follower; an adherent of the doctrines

of another.

To his disciples, men who in his life

Still followed him; to them shall leave in charge
To teach all nations what of him they leam'd,

And his salvation. Milton, P. L., xii. 438.

(a) The twelve men specially called

disciplinary + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to disci-

pline.

What eagerness in the prosecution of disciplinarian un-

certainties. GlanxriUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxiii.

II. n. 1. One who disciplines, (a) One who
teaches rules, principles, and practices. IRare.] (6) One
who enforces discipline ; a martinet : as, be is a good dis-

ciptinarian.

He, being a strict disciplinarian, would punish their vi-

cious manners. FrUler, Holy War, iv. 12.

He was a disciplinarian, too, of the first order. Woe
to any unlucky soldier who did not hold up his head and
turn out bis toes when on parade.

Irving, Knickerboclter, p. 316.

2t. A Puritan or Presbyterian : so called from
his rigid adherence to religious discipline.

They draw those that dissent into dislike with the state,

as Puritans, or disciplinarians,
Bp, Sanderson, Pax Ecclesiaj.

dsclDles of Clirist. (o) The twelve men specially called ..... . ,,...,._,. ^ ,,.
orselicted by jTsus Christ to be his immediate associates dlSCiplinantUn (dis'l-pli-na'n-um), n. ;

pi. dts-

or followers during the three years of his ministry. (6) A ciplinaria (-a). [ML., neut. of disdpUnarius,
Baptist denomination of Christians founded in the United g^Jj . ggg discinlinan/.l A scourge for peniten-
States by Thomas and Alexander Campbell, father and .',

fl„o._:n„
^ " ' " F

son (originally Irish Presbyterians), and ftrst organized by ''/''^""BB'ue'
,. . .. r t .7.„™-

the latter as a separate bodv in western Virginia in 1827. disciplinary (dlS 1-pll-na-n), O. L= * • dtSCl-

The members of this denomination call themselves Disci- pUnaire = Sp. disciplinario = Pg. discipUnar=
pies 0/ Christ, and they are also known as CampbeUites, or

jj disciplinario, < ML. disciplinarius, pertaining
•imply CArMtiaiM, the last of which names is more distinc

^^^ ^j^jt,,;.,- /V Av„-,);,»<f Hiscinline- see rfiS
tlvely appropriated by another denomination. (See Chris- to discipline, <. 1j. aisciJHma, aisciyane. see ais-

tian,&.) Their original purpose was to find a basis upon Cip«M«, n.] 1. Pertaining to or or tne nature
which all Christians could unite, and hence they rejected of discipline : promoting discipline or orderly
all formulas or creeds but the Bible itself ; but their be- conduct.
lief is generally orthodox or evangelical, including the
doctrine of the Trinity. In general, the only tenns of ad-
mission to the denomination are the acceptance of the
Bible as a sufficient and infallible rule of faith and prac-

tice, and adutt baptism by immersion. In church govern-
ment they are congregational. They have representatives

In Great Britain and its colonial possessions, but exist in

the greatest numbers in the western and southwestern

The evils of life, pain, sickness, losses, sorrows, dan-
gers, and disappointments, are disciplinary and remedial.

Buckminster,

Specifically— 2. Used for self-inflicted torture

as a means of penance : as, a disciplinary belt

__ (one to which are attached sharp points which
portFons of the United States.— The seventy disciples, penetrate the skin).— 3. Pertainingto the train-
In the Mormon Ch a body of men who rank in the hie- f reeiilation of the mind: develoDine: ma-
rarchy next after the twelve apostles. =Syn. 1. Pupil, stu-

dent, catechumen.

disciple (di-si'pl, formerly dis'i-pl), v. t. ; pret.

and pp. discipled, ppr. discipling. [< disciple,

n. Also contracted disple, q. v.] ,1. To teach;
train; educate. [Rare.]

That better were in vertues discipUd,

Then with value poemes weeds to have their fancies fed.

Spenser, F. Q., IV., Prol.

mg or regulation of the mind ; developing ; ma-
turing.

Studies wherein our noble and gentle youth ought to

bestow their time in a disciplinary way.
MMon, Education.

There is a knowledge of history for ordinary practical

purposes which may be acf^uired without either the love

of the subject or going through the disciplinary study of

it bjr way of culture.
Stui^s, Medieval and Modern Bist., p. 107.

2. To make a disciple or disciples of ; convert to dlsclpllnatet (dis'i-pli-nat), v. t. [< ML. disci-
iL. j-_x-: :— :_i c »!.„- rr>— "i

pUnatus, pp. of discipUnarB, discipline: see dis-

cipline, v.^ To discipline.

A pedagogue, one not a little versed in the ditciplinat-

ing of the juvenal frie.

Sir P. Sidney, Wanstead Play, p. «19.

discipline (dis'i-plin), n. [< ME. discipline,

disceplitie, dissipline, < OF. discipline^descepline,

decipline, desepline, F. discipline = Pr. Sp. Pg.

It. disciplina = D. discipline = &. Dan. Sw. dis-

ciplin, < L. disciplina, also uncontr. discipulina,

teaching, instruction, training, < discipulus, a
learner, disciple: see disciple, «.] 1. Mental
andmoral training, eitherunder one'sown guid-

ance or under that of another ; the cultivation

of the mind and formation of the manners ; in-

struction and government, comprehending the
communication of knowledge and the regula-

tion of practice ; specifically, training to act in

accordance with nJes; drill: as, military dwct-

pline; monastic discipline.

Mi dere sone, first thi silf able

With al thin herte to vertuose discipline.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 27.

To the studie of religion I doe joyne the discipline of

maners, and all civill doctrine and hystories.

T. Broimie, A Bitch Storehouse (1670), foL 14.

He openeth also their ear to discipline. Job xxxvi. 10.

the doctrines or principles of another. [Rare.]

This authority he employed in sending missionaries to

disciple all nations. E. D. Orifin.

St. To punish ; discipline.

discipleship (di- si 'pi -ship), n. [< disciple +
-sh ip.'\ The state of being a disciple or follow-

er of another in doctrines and precepts. John-
son.

disciplesst (di-si'ples), n. [< disciple + -ess.']

A female student or follower. [Rare.]

She was afterwards recommended to a disciplesse of the
said lady, named Atbea, and niade gouemesse of a mon-
astery of the ladies. Speed, Egbert, VII. xxxi { 20.

disciplinable (dis'i-plin-a-bl), a. [= F. disci-

pUnabli: = Sj). di-tcipUniihlc = Pg. diseiplinavel

= It. disciplitiubile, < ML. disciplinahilis, docile

(cf. LL. disciplinahilis, to be learned \>j teach-
ing), < L. disciplina, teaching, discipline: see
discipline, n."] 1. Capable of being disciplined

by instruction and of improvement in learning.

An excellent capacitie of wit that maketh him mor«
disciplinable and Iniitatiue then any other creature.

Puttenhajn, Arte of Eng. I'oesie, p. 119.

2. Capable of being made matter of discipline

:

as, a disciplinable offense in church govern-
ment.— 3. Subject or liable to discipfine, as
a member of a church,

disciplinableness (dis'i-plin-a-bl-nes), n. The
state of beiug disciplinable, or amenable to in-

struction or discipline.

We find in animals . . . something of sagacity, provi-

dence, [and! disciplinableness.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 16.

diS(dplinal (dis'i-plin-al), a. [< ML. discipli-

nalis, < L. disciplina, discipline : see discipline.']

Relating to or of the nature of discipline ; dis-

ciplinary. [Rare.]

Leaving individual cases, which may be exceptional,
out of Bight, it may be said that no system of education
will Itear the strain of wide experience which excludes
that disciptinal use of artificial pain.

BiUiutheca Sacra, XLV. 8.

Disciplinant (dis'i-plin-ant), n. [< ML. disci-

]ilinati([-)s, ppr. of disciplinare, subject to dis-

cipline: see discipline, c] One of a religious
order formerly existing in Spain, so called from
their practice of scourging themselves in pub-
lic and inflicting upon themselves other severe
tortures.

Their wildness lose, and, quitting nature's part,

Obey the rules and discipline of art.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, 11.

2. A set or system of rules and regulations;

a method of regulating practice : as, the disci-

pline prescribed for the church.

To give them the inventory of their cates aforehand
were the discipline of a tavern.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, Ind.

Specifically, eeelei. : (a) The laws which bind the sub-

jects of a church in their conduct, as distinguished from
the dogmas or articles of faith which affect their belief.

(6) The methods employed by a church for enforcing its

laws, and so preserving its purity or its authority by penal

measures against offenders. Tliree kinds of discipline

were known to the ancient synagogue, all of which are

entitled excommunication. In most modern Protestant

churches discipline consists of three penalties: public

censure, suspension, and excommunication.

3. Subjection to rule; submissiveness to con-

trol; obedience to rules and commands: as,

the school was under good discipline.

The most perfect, who have their passions in the best

diteipiine. Bogeri,

disclaim

4. Correction; chastisement; punishment in-

flicted by way of correction and training ; hence,
edification or correction by means of misfortune
or suffering.

Discipline is not only the removall of disorder, but. If

any visible shape can be given to divine things, the very
visible shape and image of vertue.

Milton, Church-Government, 1. 1.

Without discipline, the favourite child,

Like a neglected forester, runs wild. Cowper.

A sharp discipline of half a century had sufficed to edu.

cate us. Macaulay.

5. That which serves to instruct or train; spe-

cifically, a course of study; a science or an art.

Though the Ramsean discipline be in this college pre-

ferred unto the Aristotelsean, yet they do not confine

themselves unto that neither.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., p. 312.

Having agreed that Metaphysics, or the science of the

highest generalities. Is possible, we may now inquire

whether it should be detached from the sciences which
severally furnish those generalities, and be erected into

a separate Discipline, ... or whether, in conformity with

Comte's classification, Metaphysics should not be thus de.

tached, but distributed among the sciences from which its

data are drawn.
O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1. 1. § 64.

6. An instrument of punishment; a scourge,

or the like, used for religious penance. See
discipUnarium Book of Discipline, in the Meth.

Epis. Ch., the common designation of a volume published
quadrennially, after the meeting of the General Confer-

ence, entitled "The Doctrines and Discipline of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church."— Books of Discipline, two docu-

ments constituting the original standards of government
for the Church of Scotland, known respectively as the

First and the Second Book of Discipline, The former,

adopted by an assemblage of reformers led by John Knox
In January, 1561, dealt only with the government of indi-

vidual churches or congregations ; the latter, adopted by
the General Assembly in April, 1678, abolished episcopacy

and regulated the organization and functions of the vari-

ous governing bodies or ecclesiastical courts of the church.

Neither was ratified by the state authorities, but they were
generally accepted, and were the groundwork of the ulti-

mate constitution of the church.— Discipline of the
secret {disciplina arcani), a phrase designating the cus.

torn of secrecy practised In the early church concerning

certain of its rites and doctrines. =Syn. 1 and 2. Training,
Education, etc. See instruction.

discipline (dis'i-plin), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. dis-

ciplined, ppr. disciplining. [< ME. disciplinen,

< OF. diseipliner, disceplener, decepliner, F. dis-

eipliner = Pr. Sp. Pg. discipUnar = It. discipli-

nare= D. disciplineren = G. discipliniren= Dan.
discipUnere = Sw. discipUnera, < ML. discipli-

nare, subject to discipline, chastise, < L. disci-

plina, diaeipline: see discipline, n.] 1. To train

or educate; prepare by instruction; specifi-

cally, to teach rules and practice, and accustom
to order and subordination; drill: as, to disci-

pline troops.

The High-landers flocking to him Ithe Marquis of Mon-
trose] from all quarters, though ill armed and worse dis-

dplin'd, made him undervalue any enemy who, he thought,
was yet to encounter him. Milton, Areopagitica.

They were with care prepared and disciplined for con.

firmatlon. Addison, Defence of Christ. Relig.

It is not by turning over libraries, but by repeatedly

perusing and intently contemplating a few great models,

that the mind Is best disciplined,
Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

That delightful labor of the Imagination which is not
mere arbitrariness, but the exercise of disciplined power
— combining and constructing with the clearest eye for

probabilities and the fullest obedience to knowledge.
0. Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 180.

2. To correct; chastise; punish.

Has he disciplined Aufldius soundly? Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

Half a dozen wretched creatures, who with their faces

covered, but naked to the waist, are in a side chapel dis-

ciplining themselves with scourges full of iron prickles.

Gray, Letters, I. 69.

Specifically— 3. To execute the laws of _a

church upon (an offender).— 4. To keep in

subjection; regulate; govern.

Disciplining them [appetites] with fasting.

Scott, Works, II. 2fi.

=S3m. 1. To train, form, educate, instruct, drill, regulate.

diseipliner (dis'i-plLn-^r), ». One who disci-

plines.

Had an angel been his diseipliner.

MUUm, Areopagitica.

discission (di-sish'on), n. [< LL. discissio(n-),

a separation, division, < L. discindere, pp. discis-

sus, cut apart: see discind.] A cutting asun-

der. [Now only in technical use.]

So gentle Venus to Mercurius dares
Descend, and finds an easy intromission.

Casts ope that azur curtain by a swift discission.

Dr. II. More, Psychathanasia, III. ill. 48.

Discission of cataract, an operation for cataract in the

young. A needle is introduced into the lens, breaking it

up somewhat and allowing access of the aqueous humor
throngli the lacerated capsule. The lens-substance is in

conseiiuence absorbed.

disclaim (dis-klam'), V. [< OP. disclaimer, des-

clamer, < ML. disclamare, renounce, disavow, <



disclaim

L. dis- priv. + elamare, cry out, claim: see dis-

andcJairol.l I. trans. 1. To deny or relinqxiish

all claim to; reject as not belonging to one's

self; renounce: as, he disclaims any right to

interfere in the affairs of his neighbor; he dis-

claims all pretension to military skill.

Here I disclaim all my paternal caie. Shak., Lear, i. 1.

Is it for us to disdaini the praise, so grateful, so just,

which the two eminent gentlemen . . . have bestowed on
our Bench and our lr.w ? R. Choate, Addresses, p. 371.

2. To deny responsibility for or approval of;

disavow; disown; deny.
He calls tt e gods to witness their offence.

Disclaims the war, asserts his innocence.
Dryden, .Eneid.

On the contrary, they expressly disclaim any such desire.

Summer, Prison Discipline.

8. To refuse to acknowledge ; renounce ; re-

ject.
Sir, if I do, mantcind disclaim, me ever

!

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

I disclaim him

;

He has no part in me, nor in my blood.

Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, iil. 1.

You are my friends, however the world may disclaim

your friendship. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxvi.

He disclaims the authority of Jesus.
Farmer, Demoniacs of the New Testament, ii.

4. In law, to decline accepting, as an estate,

interest, or office.— 5. In her., to subject to a
disclaimer; declare not to be entitled to bear
the arms assumed. See disclaimer, 4.

II.t intrans. To disavow all claim, part, or

share : with in.

You cowardly rascal, nature disclaims in thee : a tailor

made thee. Shak., Lear, ii. 2.

The sourer sort

Of shepherds now disclaim in all such sport.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

disclaimer (dis-kla'm6r), n. 1. A person who
disclaims, disowns, or renounces.— 2. The act

of disclaiming ; denial of pretensions or claims.

1 thinic the honom* of our nation to be somewhat con-
cerned in the disclaimer of the proceedings of this society.

'
Burke, Rev. in France.

3. In law : (a) Of a trust or estate : a refusal

to accept ; a renunciation, as by one named ex-

ecutorm a will. (6) A plea in equity, or an an-
swer under the code practice, by a defendant,
renouncing all claim upon or interest in the
subject of the demand made by the plaintiff,

and thus barring the action as against him.
(c) An express or implied denial by a tenant
that he holds an estate of his lord ; a denial of

tenure, by plea or otherwise.

The civil crime of disclaiTner: as where a tenant neg-
lected to render due services to his lord, and, on action
brou'^ht to recover them, disclaimed to hold of his lord.

L. A. Qoodeve, Modem Law of Real Property, p. 22.

(d) An instrument executed by a patentee
abandoning a part of his claim of invention.

By this means a patent may be saved which
otherwise would be void because too compre-
hensive.— 4. In her.: (o) A proclamation or
announcement made by English heralds, dur-
ing their regular visitations, of such persons
as were found claiming or using armorial bear-
ings to which they had no right. (6) The rec-

ord of such a proclamation.
disclamation (dis-kla-ma'shon), n. [< ML. as
if *disclamatio(n-), < disclamdre, pp. disclamattis,

disclaim: see discluim.'\ The act of disclaim-
ing; a disavowing; specifically, in Scots law,

the act of a vassal disavowing or disclaiming a
person as his superior, whether the person so
disclaimed be the superior or not.

disclamatory (dis-klam'a-to-ri ), a. [< ML. dis-

clumatus, pp. of disclamare, disclaim, -t- -ory.']

Of the nature of a disclamation; disclaiming.
[Bare.]

His answer was a shrug with his palms extended and a
short disclamatory "Ah."

O. W. Cible, Old Creole Days, p. 61.

disclamet, ". An obsolete form of disclaim.

disclandert (dis-klan'dfer), n. [ME. desclandre,
disclanndre, < AF. disclaunder, slander, scandal,
with altered prefix, < OP. esclandre, earlier escan-
dre, escandle, F. esclandre, < LL. scandalum,
slander, scandal: see slander, scandal.^ Slan-
der; reproach; opprobrium; scandal.

It rooste be disdaundre to hire name.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 564.

Ichane a neihgebor me neih, I haue anuyged him ofte,

Ablamed him be-hynd his bak to bringe him in dis-

daundre. Piers Plowman (A), v. 75.

disclandert (dis-klan'dfer), V. t. [< ME. dis-

klanderen, desclundren, disclaundren, later de-
stauruler (Palsgrave), slander; from the noun.]
To slander; speak abusively of.

1648
I shal disclanndre hym over al ther I speke.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 504.

The sayde John Brende went to Matthu Chub, and dis-

klandered the sayde John Matthu, for sertayne langage.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 323.

disclanderoust (dis-klan'd6r-us), a. [< dis-

clander + -ous.'\ Slanderous. Fahyan.
discloakt (dis-klok'), v. t. [Formerly also dis-

cloke; <dts-priv. -I- cloak.'] To uncloak; hence,
to uncover ; expose. [Bare.]

Now go in, discloak yourself, and come forth.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 3.

discloset, a. [ME. disclose, disclos, < OF. des-

clos, F. declos, pp. of desclore, desclorre, F. dS-

clore= Pr. desclaure = It. dischiudere, schiudere,

unclose, open, < L. discludere, pp. disclusus, shut
up separately, keep apart, part, open, unclose,

< dis-, apart, + claudere, pp. clausus, close : see
ctosei, ctose2.] Unclosed; open; made public.

And helde her in her chambre close.

For drede it shulde be disclose.

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 285.

disclose (dis-kloz'), v. ; pret. and pp. disclosed,

ppr. disclosing. [< ME. disclosen, desclosen, re-

veal, open,inform,< disctos, adj., revealed, open,
manifest : see disclose, a., and cf. close\ v., as re-

lated to dose3, o.] I, trans. 1. To uncover; lay
open ; remove a cover from and expose to view.

Her shelles to disclose

And write upon the cornel hool outetake.
Or this or that.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 56.

Now the morn disclosed her purple rays.

The stars were fled ; for Lucifer had chased
The stars away, and fled himself at last.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

Does every hazel-sheath disclose a nut?
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 136.

2. To cause to appear; allow to be seen;
bring to light ; make known ; reveal, either by
indication or by speech : as, events have dis-

closed the designs of the government; to dis-

close a plot.

She that could think, and ne'er disclose her mind,
See suitors following, and not look behind.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

How softly on the Spanish shores she plays.
Disclosing rock, and slope, and forest brown

!

Byron,

His purpose is disclosed only when it is accomplished.
Macaulay, Machiavelli.

3t. To open ; hatch.
The ostrich layeth her eggs under sand, where the heat

of the sun discloseth them. Bacon.

=Syn. 1. To unveil, unfold, discover.— 2. To divulge, com-
municate, confess, betray.

II, intrans. To burst open, as a flower ; un-
close. Thomson.
discloset (dis-kloz'), n. [< disclose, v.] Dis-
closure; discovery.

Olasses, that revelation to the sight

:

Have they not led us deep in the disclose

Of fine-spun nature, exquisitely small.

And, though demonstrated, stilt ill conceived?
Young, Night ITioughts, ix.

disclosed (dis-kl6zd'), p. a. [Pp. of disclose, v."]

In her. : (a) Having the wings spread : said of

a bird used as a bearing, especially of one not
a bird of prey : the same as displayed, said of

an eagle. (6) Open, but not widely spread, as
if about to take night. The term is differently

explained by different heralds, and the delinea-
tions are not exact Disclosed elevated, having
the wings opened and raised so that the points are upper-
most : said of a bird used as a bearing.

discloser (dis-kl6'z6r), n. One who discloses
or reveals.

disclosi've (dis-kl6'ziv), a. [< disclose + -ive.'\

Tending to disclose or to be disclosed. [Rare.]

Feelings may exist as latent influences as well as disclo-

sive ones. H. W. Beecher, Independent, June 5, 1862.

disclosure (dis-klo'ziir), n. [< disclose + -ure ;
ef. closure. Cf. OF. desclosture, F. decldture, dis-

closure.] 1. The act of disclosing; a making
known or revealing ; discovery ; exposure ; ex-
hibition.

An unseasonable disclosure of flashes of wit may some-
times do a man no other service than to direct his ad-
versaries how they may do him a mischief.

Boyle, Occasional Reflections, § 3.

2. That which is disclosed or made known : as,

his disclosures were reduced to writing.

discloudt (dis-kloud'), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
cloud^.] To free from clouds ; free from what-
ever obscures.
The breath which the child lost had disdouded his in-

darkened heart. Feltham, Resolves, i. 22.

discloutt (dis-klouf), ». *. [< dis- priv. + clout^.]

To divest of a clout or covering.

Though must he buy his vainer hope with price,
Disclout his crownes, and thank him for advice.

Bp. Halt, Satires, ii. 3.

dlscocarpium

disclnsion (dis-kl6'zhon), n. [< LL. disclu-

sio{n-), a separation, < L. discludere, pp. dis-

clusus, separate, keep apart: see disclose, a.]

A separation ; a throwing out. Dr. S. More.
[Rare.]

discoached (dis-kochf), a. [< dis- priv. -t-

coach + -ed2.] Dismounted from a coach.
[Rare.]

Madam, here is prince Lodwick,
Newly discoaeh'd.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, ii. 1.

discoastf (dis-kosf), v. i. [< dj«-priv. + coast."]

To quit the coast; quit the neighborhood of

any place or thing ; be separated ; depart.

To diseoast from the plain and simple way of speech.
Barrow, Sermons, I. xiv.

As far as Heaven and earth discoasted lie.

0. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph.

discoblastic (dis-ko-blas'tik), a. [< 6r. Hoko^,

a disk, -I- (i?.aaT6(, a germ, -H -ic.] Undergoing
discoidal segmentation of the vitellus : applied
to those meroblastio eggs which thereby pro-
duce a diseogastrula in germinating. Maeckel.

discoblastula (dis-ko-blas'tu-la), ». ;
pi. disco-

hlastulce (-le). [NL., < Gr. SioKoq, a disk, -1- blas-

tula, q. v.] In embryol., the blastula-stage or
vesicularmorula which results from the blastu-

lation of a diseomorula in a meroblastio egg
of discoidal segmentation. See these terms.
Haeckel.

discobole (dis'ko-bol), n. A fish of the group
Discoboli.

Discoboli (dis-kob'o-li), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.
discobolus : see discobolus.] In zool. : (a) In
Cuvier's system of classification, the third fam-
ily of Malacopterygii subbrachiati, having the
ventrals formed into a disk or sucker, as in the
lump-fish, Cyclopterus lumpus. [Not in use.]

(6) In Giinther's system, a family of Acanthop-
terygii gobiiformes, having at most two anal
spines, and ventral fins entirely modified into

a perfect disk adherent to the body. It com-
prises the Cyclopteridw, Liparididoe, and Gobie-
socidw.

discobolus (dis-kob'o-lus), n. ; pi. discoboli (-Ii).

[L. , < Gr. SiaKojii'lni;, < SioKO^, a discus, a disk, +
fial7.civ, throw.] In classical antiq., athrower of

Discobolus.— Vatican Museum, Rome.

the discus ; one engaged in the exercise ofthrcw-
ing the discus; specifically [,cap.], a famous
ancient statue by Myron (fifth century b. c),
representing a man in the act of thro'wing a
discus.

Compare, for example, the other well-known type of a
discoboltts, who, as seen in two statues in Rome, stands
with one foot drawn back in the act of beginning to col-
lect his Impulse for the throw.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, I. 233.

discocarp (dis'ko-karp), n. [< NL. discocnr-
pium, < Gr, SloKoi, a disk, -1- KapirSc, fruit.] In
hot. : (a) A fruit consisting of distinct achenes
within a hollow receptacle, as in the rose.

(6) In discomycetous fungi and gymnooarpous
lichens, the fruit, consisting of a disk-like hy-
menium, which bears the asci exposed while
maturing: same as apothecium.
diSCOCarpiuiU (dis-ko-kar'pi-um), n.

;
pi. disco-

carpia (-a). [NL.:'see discocarp.] Same as
discocarpl



»

discocarpous

discocarpons (dis-ko-kar'pus), a. [< diseoearp
+ -ous.'] Pertaining to or characterized by a
diseoearp.

Gymnocarpous and dincocarpoug fomis.
De Bari/, Fungi (trans.), p. 198.

Discocephali (dis-ko-sef'a-li), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of discocephalus : see discocephalous.'] A subor-
der of teleoeephalous fishes, represented by the
single family Eclieneididce, or sucking-fishes, as
the remora (which see).

discocephalous (dis-ko-sef'a-lns;, a. [< NL. dis-
coctplKilus, < Gr. (ii'a/fof, a disk, + Ke<pa?.^, head.]
Having a sucking-disk on the head ; specifical-
ly, pei-taining to or having the characters of the
I>isco<:ephali.

discocytula (dis-ko-sit'u-la), n.
;

pi. discocytu-
la (-le). [NL., < Gfr. 6iaKoi', a disk, -I- NL. cijtu-

la, q. v.] In embryo!., the parent-cell or cytula
which results from a discomonerula by the re-
formation of a nucleus, and which proceeds, by
partial and discoidal segmentation of the yolk,
to develop in succession into a discomorula, a
discoblastula, and a discogastrula. Haeckel.
discodactyl, discodactyle (dis-ko-dak'til), a.
[< XL. discodactylus, < Gr. (S/mof, disk, + SaKTv-
Mx;, finger, toe.] Having toes dilated at the
end into a sort of disk; platydactyl: applied
specifically to certain groups of batraehians,
as tree-toads and tree-frogs, in distinction from
oxydactyl.

Discodactyla (dis-ko-dak'ti-la), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of discodactylus : see discodactyl} A
group of tongued salient batraehians having
the toes dilated at the ends, as in the Hylidm;
tree-frogs or tree-toads: a synonym of Platy-
dactyla.

discodactyle, a. See discodactyl.

discogastrula (dis-ko-gas'tro-la), n.
; pi. diseo-

gaslruke (-le). [NL., < Gr. di'mof, a disk, + NL.
gastrula, q. v.] In emhryoL, a disk-gastrula

;

that special form of metagastnila or kinoge-
netie gastrula which results from discoidal
egg-cleavage, or discoidal segmentation of the
vitellus. Haeckel.

Discoglossidae (dis-ko-glos'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
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pith which is broken up into small horizontal compart-
ments separated by disk-like partitions, as in the walnut.
Also discoidal.

II. n. Something in the form of a disk or
quoit.

Discoida (dis-koi'da), 11. pi. [NL., < Gr. diBKoei-
fl«: see discoid.'] A family of spumellarians,
of the suborder Sphmrellaria. Haeckel.
discoidal (dis-koi'dal), a. [< discoid + -ai.]
Same as discoid.

Each frustule is of discoidal shape.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 289.

Discoidal cell or areolet, in entmn., a name variously
applied, in diilVrent orders of insects, to cells near the cen-
ter of the WMiit. In the dragon-flies they are exterior to
the trianjjle

; in the Aphides they are the cells limited by
the oblique nervures

; and in the Hymetmptera they are
two or three cells near the center of the winp between
the cubital and aniil nervures.—Discoidal cleavage
egg-Cleavage, or segmentation of the vitellus one
of several fc.rnis of cleavage distinguished by Haeckel.
(bee ducmd.) It occurs in meroblastic eggs, or those in
which there is a large quantity of food-yolk or nutritive
protoplasm in comparison with the small amount of germ-
yolk or formative protoplasm. It occurs in all birds' eggs
in which the round, flat germ-disk, commonly called the
acatrwula or Iread, may be observed upon the surface of
the yellow. In impregnated eggs, even when freshly laid,
the germ-disk may be resolved by moderate magnifying
power into a flattened mass of little cells which have al-
ready arisen by this form of cleavage of the original pa-
rent-cell or discocytula, and have become a discomorula,
or even advanced to the stage of a discoblastula or dis-
cogastrula.— Discoidal eplpleurSB, in entom., borders of
the elytra which are strongly deliexed, appearing like pro-
cesses of the lower surface of the disk. Kirby.—Dlaeol-
dal nervures, in entom., the nervures in the center of the
wing, entirely unconnected with other nervures, as in cer-
tain Cole„2'tera.—macolial placenta, a placinta or
afterbirth which has the form of a circular flattened
cake, as that of man, monkeys, bats, insectivores, and the
rodents.

discomfit

the state of being discolored ; alteration of col-
or.— 2. That which is discolored ; a discolored
spot ; a stain : as, spots and discolorations of
the skin. Specifically— 3. In entom., an indis-
tinct, paler, or discolored part of a surface;
that which is colorless or nearly so, as if faded
out.

The mandibles are black, with a slight pale dincotoratiori
on the inner tooth. Po'.'kard.

4. Alteration of complexion or of the appear-
ance of things: as, the discoloration of ideas.
discolored, discoloured (dis-kul'ord), p. a. [<
ME. discoloured; pp. of discolorli'discolour, ».]
1. Of dimmed or darkened color; stained;
blotched: as, a discolored spot on the skin or
on a garment.
The walla and pavement checkred with discoloured mar-

ble. Sandys, Travailea, p. 93.

2t. Variegated; being of diverse colors; dis-
color.

A discolmird Snake, whose hidden snares
Tlirough the greene gras his long bright burnisht back

declares. Spenser, V. Q., III. xi. 28.

Nor purple pheasant . . . with a perched pride
Wave his discoloured neck and puiple side.

B. Jonson, Vision of Delight.

3. Without colors or color. [Rare.]
Amo. You have still in your hat the former colours.
Mer. You lie, sir, I have none : I have pulled them out

I meant to play discoloured.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

discolorous (dis-kul'or-us), a. [< discolor^ +
-ous.~\ Same as discolor^.

Usually they [apothecia] are discolorous, and may be
black, brown, yellowish, or also less frequently rose-col-
oured, rusty-red, orange-reddish, saffron, or of various in-
termediate shades. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 554Discoidea (dis-koi'de-ii), «. pi. [NL.,<6r.A(i- ,.

Knedi]^: see discoid.'] 1. One of two primary dlSCOloUT, discoloured. See discolor'^, discol-

groups into which Huxley divides the decidu- J^!^'^'^-

ate .Ifawmoiia (the other being Zonana, which DlSCOmedusa (dis'|'ko-me-dii'sa), «. [NL., <
see), consisting of those DmrfttBto which have

'^~

a discoidal placenta.

In the Ditcoidea ... the placenta takes the form of a
thick disc, which Is sometimes more or less lobed.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. S50.

2. A group of ephinoderms. Gray, 1825
< IJi.fco(/lu.^.'<ii.'i + -id<e.'] A family of arciferous DlSCOldeae (dis-koi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Sia-"""-"

'

'
'

...... KocM/c: see discoid.] In some systems of classi-
fication, a suborder of siphonophorous hydro-
zoans, corresponding to the family Velellida;

( Velella, Porpita), which is oftener referred to
I'hysophorcE ; the discoidal physophorans. The
stem is reduced to a flat disk, with a system of canals in
the central cavity; the discoidal pneumatocyst is above,
and the polypoid or medusoid appendages arc below

;

there Is a large nutritive polyp surrounded by smaller
ones to which the gonophores are attached ; and there are
dactylozooids near the edge of the disk.

discolith (dis'ko-lith), n. [< Gr. iiamc, a disk,
+ //«oc, a stone'.] A calcareous body with an
organic structure found embedded inbathybius.
Two distinct types are recognizable among the Cocco-

liths, which Prof. Huxley has designated respectively Dis-
eoliths and Cyatholiths. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., $ 409.

salient amphibians, typified by the genus iJi.sco-

glossus, with maxillary teeth, dilated sacral dia-
pophyses, precoracoids and coraeoids slightly
divergent and generally tapering, and with the
sternum emitting two divergent processes. The
family is chiefly F.uroiiean, though one genus and species,
Linpelma hochstetteri, is the only known New Zealand ba-
trachian. Discoijlossus has one species, of southern Eu-
rope. (See cut below.) Theobstetrkaltoad, /»?;/(<««/«(«.
irtcawt, the common Botnbinalor ujiwua, and several not-
able fossil forms, chiefly of the genus Palaobalrmhus,
are aI.io included in this family, ave cut under Ali/tes.

Discoglossoidea (dis'ko-glo-soi'de-a), n. pi.
[NL., < JJi.noglo.ssus +'-oidea.] A' siiperfam-
ily of arciferous phaneroglossate am|ihibians,
with short ribs, and with tadpoles distiuguislied
by a spiracle situated mesially on the thoracic
region. All the known forms belong to one discolorl, discoloUT (dis-kul'or), v. t. [< ME

[NL., < Gr.

family, TJi.scoglossidw.

Discoglossus (dis-ko-glos'us), n.
6iaK0(, disk, +
y?Maaa, tongue.]
A genus of tail-

less batraehians,
the type of the
family Discoglos-
sidtv.

dlscohezaster
(dis'ko-hek-sas'-
t6r), n. [< Gr.
dioKo^, disk, -f- tf,

six, + aarfip, a
star.] In sponges,
a hexaster the rays
of which end in
disks.

discoid (dis'koid),
a. and n. [= F.
discoide = Pg.
discoide, < LL. discoides, < Gr. iianouSiiq, disk-
shaped, < (5((7K0f, a disk, + fitiof, form.] I. a.
Having the form of a disk; pertaining to a
disk. Speciflcallyapplled— (a)InconcA., to certain uni-
valve shells whose whorls are disposed vertically in the
same plane, so as to fr)rm a disk, as in the genus Pla-
norbu. («) In embnjol., to— (1) that form of <leciduate
placenta which Is circular and flattened, as in man, quad-
rumanes, baU, Insectivores, and rodenU; (2) that form of
yolk-cleavage or segmentation of the vitellus of a mero
blaatic egg which results

'

descohmren, < OP. descolorer, "descoulourcr, des-
colorir (F. decolorer: see decolor) = Sp. desco-
lorar, descolorir= Pg. descorar= It. discolorare,
discolorire, scolorare, scolorire, < ML. discolo-
rare, < L. dis- priv. + colorare, color : see dis-
and color.] 1. To alter the natural hue or color
of ; change to a different color or shade ; stain

;

tinge.

Drink water, either pare, or but ditcoloured with malt.
Sir W. Temple.

2. To alter the complexion of ; change the ap-
pearance of; give a false appearance to.

Jealousy with jaundice In her eyes,
Discolouring all she view'd. Dryden.

The former [executive departments] are generally the
objects of jealousy ; and their administration is always
liable to be discoloured and rendered unpopular.

A. Hamilton, llie Federalist, No. 49.

discolor^ (dis'ko-lor), a. [= F. discolore, < L.
discolor, of another color, party-colored, < dis-,

apart, + color, color.] 1. In zool. and hot., of
varied or different colors; variegated; discol-
orous; not concolor: said of any single ob.iect.— 2. In soiil., differing in color, as one thing
from another; discolorate; not concolor: usu-
ally -with with : as, elytra discolor Kith the
thorax.
Also discolorous, discolorate.

discolorate (dis-kul'or-at).

I

, a. [< discolor"^ +
atc^.] In :oi>l., sSiTiie as discolor'^.

surface of a m»., „f f,w.;r j"i?
""' Kemi-disk lying on the discoloration (dis-kul-o-ra'shon), n. [< OF.uunace 01 a mass ol rcMKl-yolk. as occurs In manv fishes In j i i- .i- i " -n" j/ i h.

reptiles, and in all birds.-DUcold Head in the Cot'"
fif^coloration, discoloramon, F. decoloration =

potitai, a flower-head destitute of rays, the'flowers being P''- descoloracio = It. discoloraziotic ; aS discol-
»Utub_uUr,a8lnthetan8y,bone8et. etc.- DUcold Pith, or^ + -ation,] 1. The act of discoloring, or
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Gr. dioKoc, a disk, + i^li.' medusa, q. v.]" A ge-
nus of discoidal jelly-fishes, of the family Aure-
liidce, with large oral arms with branched ves-
sels and two marginal tentacles. D. lohata of
the Adriatic is an example. Claus.
Discomedusae (dis''ko-me-dii'se), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of DLscomcdusa.] ' An order of the class Hy-
drozoa and subclass Scyphomedusw, including
the discophorous hydrozoans, or Discophora in
a strict sense, as those acalephs commonly call-
ed jelly-fishes: so called from the large um-
brella-like disk which these organisms possess.
Jlost jelly-fishes belong to this order. They are techni-
cally characterized as Sctjphomedusa which develop as
sexual medusiforra individuals by transverse fission from
a scyphistoma (which see), or else directly from the egg ;

with 4 perradial, 4 interradial, and sometimes accessory
adradial tentaculicysts ; 4 or 8 genital lobes developed
from the endoderni forming the oral floor of the enteric
cavity, which is extended into 4 or 8 pouches; and with
the mouth either opening simply at the end of a rudi-
mentary manubrium or provided with 4 or 8 arm-like pro-
cesses. According to the character of the mouth, the Dis-
comedusa: are divided into tliree subordei-s, Cuhostomce,
Semoslotrue, and RhizostonuB. To the last of these belongs
tiie genus Cephea. (See cut under DucojiAora.) The order
as here defliied is contrasted with the three orders Lucer-
narice. Conomedusie, and PeroinedustK, and is included
with them in the subclass Scyphomedusce. Characteristic
genera of discomedusans are Discomedusa and Nausithot
among the simple cubostonious forms ; the semostomous
Chrysaora, Pelar/ia, Cyanea, and Anrelia; and the rliizos-
tomous Cephea, Cassiopeia, and Rhizostoma. The term Dis-
comedusa! has also been wrongly extended to other scypho-
medusans. thus becoming synonymous with the subclass
Scyphomeduste, or with Discophora in one of its senses.

discomedusan (dis'ko-me-du'san), a. and n.

\<. Discomcdusw + -an'.] 1. a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of the Discoviedusce.

II. n. One of the Biscomedusie.
discomedusoid (dis"ko-me-du'soid), a. [< Dis-
comedusw + -oid.] B'eseinbling a discomedu-
san ; related or belonging to the Disconiedusw.

discomfit (dis-kum'fit), v. t. [< ME. disconifit-
en, disconfitcn (also by apheresis scomflten : see
scomfit), < OF. desconflt (< ML. disconfectus, dis-
confictus), pp. of desconfire, descunfire, descum-
fire, desconfir, P. deconfire = Pr. desconfir = It.

disconfiggere, sconfiggere, < ML. disconficere, de-
feat, rout, discomfit, < L. dis- priv. + conficere,
achieve, accomplish, < con- (intensive) + fa-
cere, do: see dis- and comfit, confect.] 1. To
foil or thwart in battle; overcome completely
in fighting ; defeat ; rout.

Joshua discomfited Amalekand his people with the edge
of the sword. Ex. xvii. 13.

He, fugitive, declined superior strength,
Discomfited, pursued. Philips.

2. To disconcert; foil; frustrate the plans of;
throw into perplexity and dejection.

Well, go with me, and be not so discomfited.
Shak., T. of the S., 1), 1,

= 8yn. 1. Overpotoer, Rout, etc. See d^etxt.
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discomfltt (dis-kiun'fit), «. [< discomfit, r.]

Kout ; defeat ; discomfiture.

DagoD most stoop, and shall ere long receive

Sodi a dueonuU as shall quite despoil him.
MUton, S. A., 1. 469.

discomfltnre (dis-kum'fl-tOr), n. [< ME. dis-

comfiture (also by apheresis seomfiture: see

scoiufiture), < OF. desconfiture, defeat, F. decon-

fitture= 'Pt. desconfitura = It. sconfittura, < ML.
disconfcctura, defeat, < disconficere, pp. discon-

fictus, defeat, discomfit: see discomfit, ».] 1.

Rout; defeat in battle; overthrow.

Every man's sword was against his fellow, and there was

a very great ditcom/Uure. 1 Sam. xiv. 20.

Your Lordship hath also heard of the Battle of Leip-

sick, where Tilly, notwithstanding the Victory he had got

over the D. of Saxony a few Days before, received an utter

Ditcomfiture. UowtU, Letters, I. v. 36.

2. Defeat; frustration; disappointment.

After Ave days' exertion, this man of indomitable will

and invincible fortune resigns the tasis in discomfiture

and despair. Disraeli.

discomfort (dis-kum'f6rt), V. t. [< ME. dis-

comforten, disconforteii, trouble, discourage, <

OF. desconfortei; F. deconforter = Pr. descon-

fartar, descofortar = Pg. desconfortar = It.

^eonfortare, sconfortare, discomfort, < L. dfi's-

priv. + LL. confortare, comfort: see dis- and
eomfort, f.] To disturb the comfort or happi-

ness of; make uncomfortable or uneasy; pain;

grieve; sadden; deject.

Cecropia . . . came unto them, making courtesy the out-

side of mischief, and desiring them not to be discomforted ;

for they were in a place dedicated to their service.

Sir P, Sidney^ Arcadia, iii.

So Biorn went comfortless but for his thought,
And by his thought the more discoin/orted.

Lowell^ Voyage to Vinland.

discomfort (dis-kum'f6rt), n. [< ME. discom-

fort, disconfort, < OF. desconfort, F. deconfort

= Pg. desconforto = It. disconforto, sconforto,

discomfort; from the verb.] Absence of com-
fort or pleasure ; uneasiness ; disturbance of

peace; pain; grief; sorrow; disquietude.

What mean you, sir.

To give them this discomfort ? Look, they weep.
Shak., A. and C, iv. 2.

1 will strike him dead
For this discon\fort he hath done the house.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Our life is overlaid and interwoven with a web of many
skeins, and a strain, a hitch, or a tangle, at any one of a
thousand points of interlacing, spre-ids discomfort which
is felt as disaster. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 28.

discomfortable (dis-kum'ffer-ta-bl), a. [< OF.
tlisraiijnrtiihle, < desconforter, discomfort: see

discomfort and -ahle, and ef. comfortaMe.'] It.

Causing uneasiness; unpleasant; giving pain;
making sad.

Out of al question, continual wealth interrupted with
DO tribulation is a very discumfortable token of euerlast-

ing damnation.
Sir T. More, Curafort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 47.

yn^aX ! did that help poor Dorus, whose eyes could carry
unto him no other news but discomfortable } Sir P. Sidney.

2f. Uneasy; melancholy; refusing comfort.

Discomfortable cousin. Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2.

3. Causing discomfort; diseommodious ; un-
comfortable. [Bare.]

A labyrinth of little discomfortable garrets. Thackeray.

The gracious air,

To me discomfortable and dim, became
As weak smoke blowing in the under world.

A. C. Swinburne, At Eleusis.

discommend (dis-ko-mend'), «). t. [< dis- priv.

+ commend.] To express or give occasion for

disapprobation of; hold up or expose to cen-
sure or dislike : the opposite of recommend.

Let not this saynge In no wyse thee offende,

For playnge of instrumentes Be doth not discammende.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 845.

Absolutely we cannotdiscommend, we eatmot absolutely
approve, either willingness to live or forwardness to die.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 46.

A compliance will discommend me to Mr. Coventry.
Pepys, Diary, II. 152.

discommendable (dis-ko-men'da-bl), o. [<
dis- priv. + commendable.'] Not reoommenda^
ble; blamable; censurable; deserving disap-
probation.
Which [effeminate, amorous, wanton musicke] as it is

discommendable in feasts and merry-meeting, so much
more in churches. Prynne, Uistrio-Mastix, II., v, 10.

dlscommendableness (dis-ko-men'da-bl-nes),
n. BliunaVjlcness ; the quality of being worthi^
of disiipprobation. Bailey, 1727.

discommendation (dis-kom-en-da'shon), n.

[< '/(*- jjriv. -t- commendation.] Blame; cen-
sure; reproach.

It were a blemish rather then an ornament, a discom-
mendation then a prayse, Bakewill, Apology, p. 289.
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discommender (dis-ko-men'der), n. One who
disfoinmemis ; a dispraiser. Imp. Diet.

discommission (dis-ko-mish'on), V. t. [< dis-

priv. + commissioti^.] To deprive of a commis-
sion.

All this, for no apparent cause of publick Concernment
to the Chui-ch or Commonwealth, but only for discom-

nmsioning nine great Officers in the Anny.
Milton, Ruptures of tlie Commonwealth.

discommodatet (dis-kom'o-dat), v. t. [< L.

dis- priv. -I- cowworfaiMS, pp. of commodare,
make fit or suitable, < commodus, fit : see accom-
modate, and cf. discommode.] To discommode;
incommode.
These Wars did . . . drain and discommodate the King

of Spain, by reason of his Distance.
Howell, Letters, I. ii. 15.

discommode (dis-ko-mod'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

discommoded, ppr. discommoding. [< OF. des-

eommoder, < L. dis- priv. + commodare, make
fit or suitable: see commode, and cf. discommo-
date] To put to inconvenience; incommode;
trouble. Bailey, 1727.

discommodions (dis-kg-mo'di-us), a. [< dis-

priv. + commodious.] Inconvenient; trouble-

some.
In the fifth edict, all strangers are forbidden to carry

out of the city above the value of five crowns of gold, a
statute very disconinwdimis.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquia;, p. 667.

discommodiously (dis-ko-mo'di-us-li), adv. In
a diseommodious manner. Imj). Diet.

discommodiousness (dis-ko-mo'di-us-nes), n.

Inconvenience; disadvantage; trouble.

So it was plain the flglit could not be but sharp aud
dangerous, for the discommodiousness of the pKice.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 24.

discommodity (dis-kp-mod'j-ti), n.; pi. dis-

commodities (-tiz). [<i dis- priv. + commodity.
Cf. discommode, diseommodious.] 1. Inconve-
nience ; trouble ; hurt ; disadvantage.

As hee that, hauing a faire Orchard, seeing one tree

blasted, recomteth the(fiscomjHodi(?'e of that, and passeth
ouer in silence the fruitefulnesse of the other.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 189.

You go about in rain or fine, at aU hours, without dis-

commodity. Lamb.

2. That which causes trouble, inconvenience,
or hurt ; anything that injures ; a loss ; a trou-

ble ; an injury.

We read that Crates the Philosopher Cinicke, in respect
of the manifold discommodities of mans life, held opinion
that it was best for man neuer to haue bene borne or
soone after to dye. Puttenham, Arte of Eug. Poesie, p. 171.

The discmiimodities ; either imperfections or wants.
Leigh (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 647).

Discommodity is, indeed, properly an abstract form
signifying inconvenience or disadvantage; . . . but as the
noun commodities has been used in the English language
for four hundred years at least as a concrete term, so we
may now convert discommodity into a concrete term, and
speak of discommodities as substances or things which
possess the quality of causing inconvenience or harm.

Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 63.

discommon (dis-kom'on), V. t. [< ME. discom-
enen, < dis- priv. + comen, comon, common : see
common.] 1. To deprive of the character of a
common, as a piece of land; appropriate to pri-

vate ownership, as common land, by separating
and inclosing it.

To develop the latent possibilities of English law and
Englisli character, by clearing away the fences by which
the abuse of the one was gradually discommoniny the
other from the broad fields of natural right.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 290.

2. To deprive of the right of a common.
Whiles thou discormmmest thy neighbour's kyne.

Bp. Hall, Satires, v. 3.

3. To deprive of the privileges of a place ; espe-

cially, in the universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, to prohibit (a tradesman or townsman
who has violated the regulations of the uni-

versity) from dealing with the undergraduates.
The power to do this lies with the vice-chan-

cellor.

Declared the said persons nott discomened nor dis-

frauuchesid for any matter or cause touchyug the vari-

ances bytwext the sayd .Mayer, baileflies, and Conimmialte.
Bnylish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 303.

discommons (dis-kom'onz), V. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

commons: see commons, 4.] Same as discom-

mon, 3.

The owners [of lodging-houses] being solemnly bound
to report all their lodgers who stay out at night, under
pain of being discommonsed.

C. A. Bristed, English tTnlverslty, p. 108, note.

discommnnity (dis-ko-mu'ni-ti), n. [< dis-

liriv. -i- COmmnnity.] Want of community ; ab-
sence of common origin or qualities. [Bare.]

Discomycetes

Community of embryonic structure reveals community
of descent ; but dissimilarity of embryonic development
does not prove discommunity of descent.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 404-

discomonernla (dis*ko-m6-ner'6-la), n. ; pi. dis-

comonerulw (-le). [NL.,^ Gr. dicKoc, a disk, -I-

NL. monerula.] Inemliryol., the monerula-stage
of a meroblastic egg wMch undergoes discoidal

segmentation of the vitellus or yolk, and in

germinating becomes in succession a disco-

eytula, discomorula, diseoblastula, and disco-

gastrula. It is a cytodc which includes formative yolk
at one pole, and very distinct nutritive yolk at the other.

llaeckeL

discomorula (dis-ko-mor'6-la), n.
;
pi. discomo-

rula: (-le). [NL., < &r. ti/mofja disk, + NL. mo-
rula.] In em bryol. , themorula or mulberry-mass
which results from the partial and discoidal seg-

mentation of the formative vitellus or yolk of a
meroblastic egg (amphicytula), and proceeds
to develop successively into a diseoblastula and
a discogastrula. it is in the shape of a fiat disk of

similar cells at the animal pole of the egg. A birds egg
is an example, the tread, or cicatricula, being found in all

the stages aliove mentioned. Haeckel.

discompaniedt (dis-kum'pa-nid), a. [< *discom-
pany (< OF. descompaignier, desconpagnier, sep-

arate, isolate, < des- priv. -I- compaignier, accom-
pany: see dis- and company, v.) + -ed^.] 'With-

out company ; unaccompanied.
That is, if she be alone now, and discmnpanied.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ill. 3.

discomplexiont (dis-kom-plek'shon), t'. (. [<
dis- priv. + complexion.] To change the com-
plexion or color of ; discolor.

His rich cloaths be discoTnplexitmed
With blond.

Shirley (and Fletcher"!), Coronation, i. 1.

discompliancef (dis-kpm-pll'ans), n. [< dis-

priv. + cotnpliance.] Jfon-compliance.

A discompliance [will discommend me] to my lord-chan-
cellor. Pepys, Diary, II. 152.

discompose (dis-kgm-poz'), V. t.; pret. and pp.
discomposed, ppr. discomposing. [= F. decom-
poser; as dis- priv. + compose. Cf . Sp. descom-
poner = Pg. descompor = It. discomporre, scom-
porre, < L. dis- priv. -I- componere, compose. Cf.

decompose.] 1. To bring into disorder; dis-

turb; disarrange; unsettle.

A great impiety . . . hath stained the honour of a fam-
ily, and discomposed its title to the divine mercies.

Jer, Taylor,

2. To disturb peace and quietness in; agitate;

rufSe, as the temper or mind of.

We are then [in private] placed immediately under the
eye of God, which awes ns ; but under no other eyes, and
in the neighbourhood of no other objects, which might di-

vert or discompose us. Bp. Atterbui'y, Sermons, I. x.

I am extremely discomposed when I hear scandal.
Steele, Spectator, No. 348.

Croaker. Don't be discomposed.
Lofty. Zounds ! Sir, but I am discomposed, and will be

discomposed. To be treated thus !

Goldmnith, Good-natured Man, v.

3t. To displace ; discard ; discharge.

He never put down or discomposed counsellor, or near
servant, save only Stanley. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 242.

= Syn. 1. To derange, jumble, confuse.— 2. To disconcert,
embarrass, fret, vex, nettle, irritate, annoy, worry.

discomposedness(dis-kom-po'zed-nes), n. The
state of being discomposed ; disquietude.

Believe it, sickness is not the fittest time either to learn
virtue or to make our peace with God ; it is a time of dis-

temper and discomposedness.
Sir M. Hale, Preparative against Afflictions.

discompositiont (dis-kom-po-zish'gn), «. [= F.

decomposition = Sp. deseomposieion = Pg. des-

composi^ao = It. scomposizione ; as discompose
+ -ition, alter composition.] Inconsistency; in-

congruity.

O perplexed discomposUion, O riddling distemper,
O miserable condition of man

!

Donne, Devotions, p. 8.

discomposure (dis-kom-po'zi'ir), )!. [< <f>s-priv.

+ camposure.] 1. The state of being discom-
posed; disorder; agitation; disturbance; per-

turbation : as, discomposure of mind.

His countenance was cheerful, and all the time of his

being on the scaffold there appeared in him no fear, dis-

order, change of countenance, or discomitosure.

State Trials, Earl of Holland, an. 1649.

2t. Inconsistency; incongruity; disagreement.

How exquisite a symmetry ... in the Scripture's

method, in spite of those seeming discomposures that now
puzzle me ! Boyle, Works, II. 275.

discomptt, r. t. An obsolete spelling of discount.

Discomycetes (dis'ko-mi-se'tez), H. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. (!iCT/iof, a disk, -I- fiKt/(, pi. //i w/rrc, fungus.]
A large group of ascomycetous fungi, in which



Discomycetes

the hymenium is exposed and the fruiting body
is eupular, discoid, or club-shaped, and some-
times convoluted, in texture they are fleshy or waxy,
and often brilliantly colored. They grow chiefly on the
ground and on dead wood, but some are parasitic. Peziza
is the largest genus, and includes the cup-shaped species.
(.See cut under cuimk.) Morchella is the edible morel.
Also called IIHvellacecB.

discomycetous (dis'ko-mi-se'tus), a. [As Dis-
comycet-es + -oiis.'] 'Producing asci upon an
exposed hymenium ; specifically, belonging to
the Discomycetes, or resembling them in char-
acter: in lichens, same as gymnocarpous.

disconcert (dis-kon-serf), V. t. [< OF. discon-
certer, P. deconce'rter = Sp. Pg. dcsconcertar =
It. disconcertare, sconcertare, disconcert, < L. dis-
priv. + concertare, contend, ML. concert: see
concert, r.] 1. To throw into disorder or con-
fusion; come in the way of; disarrange; ob-

.Some unforeseen difficulties constantly occur to discon-
cert my design. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, cxxi.

Obstinacy takes his sturdy stand.
To disconcert what Policy has plann'd.

Cowper, Expostulation.
Maria Theresa again fled to Hungary, and was again re-

ceived with an enthusiasm that completely disconcerted
her enemies. Lecky, Eiig. in 18th Cent., iii.

2. To unsettle the mind of; discompose; dis-
turb the self-possession of; confuse.
The slightest remark from a stranger disconcerted her.

Jlacaulay, Madame D'Arblay.
The embracedi«;c»i«er(ed the daughterin-law somewhat

as the caresses of old gentlemen unshorn and perfumed
with tobacco might well do. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

= Syu. 2. To ruffle. See list under diicompose.
disconcert (dis-kon'sfert), n. [= F. d^concert
= Sp. desconcierto = Pg. desconcerto = It. scon-
certo; from the verb.] Disunion; disagree-
ment; disconcertment. [Rare.]
The waltzers perforce ceased their evolutions, and there

was a brief disconcert of the whole grave company.
Poe, Masque of the Red Death.

disconcertion (dis-kon-sfer'shon), n. [< discon-
cert, v., -\- -ion.'] Tfie act of iliseoncerting, or
the state of being disconcerted; confusion.

It I could entertain a hope of finding refuge for the dis-
concertion of my mind in the perfect composure of yours.

State Trials, H. Rowan, an. 1794.

disconcertment (dis-kon-sfert'ment), «. [= F.
deconcertcmcnt; asdi.sconcert, v.,'-\- -nient.] The
state of being disconcerted or disturbed.

House-hunting, under these circumstances, becomes an
oflice of constant surprise and disconcertment to the
stranger. Uourelts, Venetian Life, vii.

disconducive (dis-kon-du'siv), a. [< dis- priv.
+ condltdre.] Not conducive; disadvanta-
geous ; obstructive ; impeding. Imp. IHct.
dlSCOnfonnablet (dis-kon-f6r'ma-bl), o. [< dis-
priv. -t- conformable.] "'Sat conformable.
As long as they are disconformable in religion from vs

they cannot be but halfe my suljjects.
'

Stoic, K. James, an. 1603.

disconformity (dis-kon-f6r'mi-ti), n. [= Sp.
desconformidad = Pg" desconformidade ; as di.s-
priv. + conformity.] Want of agreement or
conformity; inconsistency.

Causes rooted In immutable nature, utter unfitness ut-
ter duconfiirmity. MUlon, Tetrachordon.

discongruity (dis-kon-gro'i-ti), n. [< dis- priv.
+ conyruity.] Wantof congruity; incongruity;
disagreement; inconsistency.
That great disproportion betwixt God and man : that

mucll disconyruity betwixt him and us.
W. Montagm, Appeal to Csesar, il. 0.

disconnect (di.s-ko-nekt'), t'. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

conwrt.] 1. To sever or interrupt the connec-
tion of ; break the connection of or between

;

disunite; disjoin: as, to dwconHcc* a locomotive
from a train ; to disconnect church and state.

Tills restriction diteontteet* bank paper and the precious
metals. "^

WaUh.
2. To disjoin the parts of ; deprive of connec-
tion or coherence ; separate into parts ; disso-
ciate : as, to disconnect an engine by detaching
the connecting-rod. [Rare in the more general
sense.]

The commonwealth Itself would, in a few generations
crumble away, be disconnected into the dust and powder
of Indivitliiality. Surke, Rev. in France.

disconnectedly (dis-kg-nek'ted-li), adv. In a
discomiccted or incoherent manner.
disconnecter (dis-kg-nek't6r), n. One who or
that which disconnects; specifically, some me-
ehaiiii'ivl device for effecting disconnection.
disconnection (dis-kci-nek'shon), n. The act of
separating or disuniting, or the state of being
disunited; separation; interruption or lack of
union.

1651
Nothing was therefore to be left in all the subordinate

members but weakness, disconnection, and confusion.
Burke, Rev. in France.

disconsecrate (dis-kon'se-krat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. disconsecrated, ppr. disconsecrating. [< dis-
pnv. + consea-ate.] To deprive of sacredness

;

desecrate. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]
disconsentt (dis-kon-senf), V. i. [< OF. descon-
scntir, < rfex-priv. -I- coasen«r, consent: see dis-
anA consent. Ct dissent.] To differ ; disagree

;

not to consent ; dissent.

A man must immediately love God and his command-
ments, and therefore disagree and disconseiU unto the
flesh, and be at bate therewith, and flght against it.
Fyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860), p. 142.

If, therefore, the tradition of the Church were now
grown so ridiculous and disconsenting from the doctrine
of the Apostles, even in those points which were of least
moment to men's particular ends, how well may we be as-
sured It was much more degenerated in point of Episco-
V^'^y. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

disconsolacyt (dis-kon'so-la-si), n. [< discon-
sola{te) + -cy.] Disconsolateness.
Penury, baseness, and disconsolacy.

Barrow, Expos, of Creed.

dlsconsolancet, disconsolancyt (dis -kon' so-
lans, -lan-si), n. [< disconsol(ate)' + -atice,
-ancy.] Disconsolateness.
disconsolate (dis-kon'so-lat), a. [< ME. dis-
consolnt = OF. desconsole,' F. d^console = Sp.
Pg. desconsolado = It. disconsolato, sconsolato, <
ML. disconsolatus, comfortless, < L. dis- priv.
+ consolatus, pp. of consolari, console: see con-
soled] 1. Destitute of comfort or consolation

;

sorrowful
; hopeless or not expecting comfort;

sad; dejected; melancholy.
One mom a Perl at the gate
01 Eden stood disconsolate.

Moore, Paradise and the Peri.

2. Causing or manifesting discomfort ; sad or
saddening; cheerless; gloomy: as, disconsolate
news ; a disconsolate look or manner.
Tlie disconsolate darkness of our winter nights. Jtay.

= Syn. 1. Inconsolalile, forlorn.

dlsconsolatedt (dis-kon'so-la-ted), a. [< dis-
consolate + -edU.] Disconsolate.
A diseonsolated figure, who sate on the other end of the

seat, seemd no way to enjoy the serenity of the season.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, 11.

disconsolately (dis-kon'so-lat-li), adv. In a
disconsolate manner ; without comfort.

Upon the ground disconsolately laid,
Like one who felt and waild the wrath of fate.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xix. 79.

disconsolateness (dis-kon'so-lat-nes), n. The
state of being disconsolate or comfortless.
In his presence there is life and blessedness ; in his ab-

sence, nothing l)Ut dolour, disconsolateness, despair.
Bp. Halt, Remains, p. 98.

disconsolationf (dis-kon-so-la'shon), n. [=
Sp. desconsolacion = Pg. desconsolagdo = It. dis-
consolasione, sconsolnzintie, < ML. as if 'discon-
solatio{n-), < disconsolatus, disconsolate: see
disconsolate.] Want of comfort ; disconsolate-
ness.

The earth yeelded him nothing but matter of discoTiso-
iation and heavinesse.

Bp. flail, Ziklag Spoiled and Revenged.

discontent (dis-kon-tenf), a. [< OP. descon-
tcnt = It. disconiento, scontento, adj.; as dis-
priv. + content^, a.] Uneasy; dissatisfied; dis-
contented.

discontinuation

content^, v.] To make discontented; deprive
of contentment ; dissatisfy ; displease.

Those that were there thought it not fit
To discontent so ancient a wit.

Suckling, Session of the Poets.

discontentationt (dis-kon-ten-ta'shon), n. [<
discontent + -ation.] Discontent; dissatisfac-
tion.

The election being done, he made countlnance of gieat
discontentationtheie&t. Ascham, TheScholemaster, p. 134.

The coming on of the night and the tediousness of his
fruitless labour made him content rather to exercise his
discontentation at home than there.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

discontented (dis-kon-ten'ted), p. a. [Pp. of
discontent, v.] Uneasy in mind; dissatisfied;
unquiet.

A diseased body and a discontented mind. Tillotson.

discontentedly (dis-kou-ten'ted-li), adv. In a
discontented manner or mood. Bp. Hall.
discontentedness (dis-kou-ten'ted-nes), n. Un-
easiness of mind ; inquietude; dissatisfaction.
A beautiful bust of Alexander the Great, casting up his

face to Iieaven, with a noble air of grief and discontented-
ness in his looks. Addison, Travels in Italy, Florence.

discontentful (dis-kon-t«?nt'ful), a. [< discontent
+ -ftd,l.] Pull of discontent. Howe. [Rare.]

discontenting (dis-kon-ten'ting), p. a. [Ppr.
of discontent, v.] 1. "Giving uneasiness.
How unpleasiiig and discontenting the society of body

must needs be between those whose minds cannot be so-
<-''aole

!

Milton, Divorce.

2t. Discontented ; feeling discontent.
And (with my best endeavours, in your absence)
Your discontenting father strive to quality
And bring him up to liking. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

discontentment (dis-kon-tent'ment), n. [< OP.
descontentement, descontantement= It. disconten-
tamentOjSContentamento ; as discontent + -ment.]
The state of being uneasy in mind ; dissatis-
faction; inquietude; discontent.

She nothing said, no words of discontentment
Did from her lips arise.

Patient Orissel (Child's Ballads, IV. 213).
The politic and artificial nourishing and entertaining of

hopes ... Is one of the best antidotes against the poison
of discontentments. Bacon, Seditions and Troubles

He's W3ndrnus discontent; he'll speak to no man.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, Iv. 2.

discontent (dis-kon-tenf), n. [= It. scontento,
n.

; as rfw- priv. -f- content^, n. Cf. discontent,
a.] 1. Want of content; uneasiness or in-
quietude of mind

J
dissatisfaction with some

present state of things ; displeasure.
Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by this sun of York.

Shak., Rich. III., I. i.

From discontent grows treason,
And on the stalk of treason, death.

Lust's Dominion, li. 2.

"Tis not my talent to conceal my thoughts,
Or carry smiles and sunshine In my face
When di«co7i(en( sits heavy at my heart.

Addison, Cato, i. 4.

2t. One who is discontented ; a malcontent.
Fickle changelings and poor discontents.

Which gape and rub the elbow, at the news
Of hurlyburiy innovation. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

Two other discnntrnts so vpbraided More with that doc-
trine, and stood to maintaine it, he impaneled a lury

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 128.

He was a discontent during all Oliver's and Richard's
government. The Mystery, etc. (1660), p. 45.

discontent (dis-kon-tenf), V. t. [< OF. dtiscon-
tcntcr, descontanier, discontent; as dis- priv. +

discontiguous (dis-kon-tig'u-us), a. [< dis-priy
+ contiguous.] Not contiguous : as, discontigu-
ous lands. Imp. Diet.

discontinuable (dis-kon-tin'u-a-bl), a. [< dis-
continue + -able.] (3'apable'of being discon-
tinued. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]
discontinuance (dis-kou-tin'u-ans), n. [< OP.
discontinuance, disconiinuaun'ce", < discontinuer,
discontinue: see discontinue.] X. The act of
discontinuing

; cessation ; intermission ; inter-
ruption of continuance.
Let us consider whether our approaches to hini are al-

ways sweet and refreshing, and we are uneasy and impa.
tient under any long discontinuance of our conversation
with him. Bp. Atterbury, Works, II. vi.

2. Want of continued connection or cohesion
of parts; solution of continuity; wantof union;
disruption.

Thestilliciilesof water, If there be enough to follow, will
draw themselves Into a small thread, because they will
not discontinue ; but if there be no remedy, then they cast
themselves Into round drops, which is tlie figure that sav-
eth the body most from discontinuance. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

3. In old Eng. law, the effect of the alienation
by a tenant in tail of a larger estate than he
was entitled to, followed by the feoffee hold-
ing possession after the death of the former.
This was said to work a discontinuance of the estate of the
heir in tail, because he had no right to enter on the land
and turn out the person in po.sse8sion under deed of feolf

.

ment, but had to a.ssert his title liy process of law. Some-
times called ouster by discontinuance.

The effect of a feolTment by him (the tenant) . . . was
to work a discontinuance : tliat is, his issue had after his
death no right to enter on the land and turn out the in-
truder, but had to resort to the expensive course of assert.
ing their title by process of law, or, in the technical phrase
they were "put to their action.

"

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 78.

Discontinuance of a suit, the termination of a suit by
the act of tlio plaintiff, as iiy notice in writing, or liy neg-
lect to take the proper adjournments to keep it pending.
Sometimes loosely used of dismissal against the plaintiif's
will. Sec abandonment of an action, under abaiulonment.

discontinuation (dis-kon-tin-u-a'shon), n. [<
OF. discontinuacion, di.wontiniiationj'F. discon-
tinuation = Sp. descontinuacion = Pg. descon-
tinuaqSo = It. discontinuazione, < ML. disconti-
nuatio(n-), < diseontinnare, pp. discontinuatus,
discontinue : see discontinue!] Breach or inter-
ruption of continuity; disruption of parts ; sep-
aration of parts which form a connected series.
Upon any discontinuation of parts, made either by bub-

bles or by sliaking the glass, the whole mercury fall's.

Neuiton.



discontinue

discontinne (dis-kon-tin'u), v.
;

pret. and pp.
ilif-contiilued, ppr. disconUnuing. [< OF. discon-

tinuer, F. discontinuer = Sp. Pg. descontinuar =
It. discontinimre, scontinuare, < ML. discontinu-

are, discontinue, < L. dis- priv. + continuare,

continue: see dts- and co«fi«Mc.] I. trans. 1.

To cease from ; cause to cease
;
put an end to

;

break off; stop: as, to discontinue a habit or

practice ; to discontinue a suit at law, or a claim

or right; their partnership has been discon-

tinued.

The depredations on our commerce were not to be dw-
conlinued. T. Pickering.

2. To interrupt ; break the continuity of ; in-

termit.

They modify and discriminate the voice withoutappear-
Ing to dixxmtinxie it Holder, Elements of Speech.

3. To cease to take or receive ; abandon ; cease

to use : as, to discontinue a daily paper.

Taught the Greek tongue, discontinued before in these

partj the space of seven hundred years.
Daniel, Defence of Rhyme.

II. intrans. 1. To cease; come to a stop or

end: as, the uproar discontinued at that mo-
ment; the fever has discontinued.— 2. To be
severed or separated.

And thou, even thyself, shalt diiamHnve from thine
hcrita^ tha!t 1 gave wee ; and I will cause thee to serve

thine enemies. Jer. xvli. 4.

3. To lose cohesion of parts; suffer disruption

or separation of substance. Bacon. [Rare.]

discontinnee (dis-kou-tin-u-e'), n. [< discon-

tinue + -eel.] In old law, one whose possession

or right to possession of something is discon-

tinued, or liable to be discontinued.

discontinuer (dis-kon-tln'u-6r), n. One who
discontinues a rule or practice. Also discon-

tinuor.

discontinuity (dis-kon-ti-nii'i-ti), n. [= F.

discontimiite = Pr. discontinuitat, < ML. dis-

continuita(t-)s, < disconiinuus, discontinuous:

see discontinuous, continuity.'] 1. The fact or

quality of being discontinuous; want of con-

tinuity or uninterrupted connection ; disimion

of parts; want of cohesion. See contimUty.

Both may pass for one stone and be polished both to-

gether without any blemishing discontinuity of surface.

Boyle, Works, III. 649.

The discontinuity of memory between different stages

of the hypnotic trance and its continuity between recur-

rences of the same stage. Mind, XII. 619.

2. In math., that character of a change which
consists in a passage from one point, state, or
value to another wiSiout passing through a con-
tinuously infinite series of intermediate points
(see infinite) ; that character of a function which
consists in an infinitesimal change of the vari-

ables not being everywhere accompanied by
an Infinitesimal change (including no change)
of the function itself. An essential discontinuity is a
discontinuity in which the value of the function becomes
entirely indeterminate.

discontinuor (dis-kon-tin'u-or), n. Same as
diKiyintinuer: the form used in law.

discontinuous (dis-kon-tin'u-us), a. [= Sp.
descontinuo = It. discontinue, <. ML. disconiinuus,

not continuous, < L. dis- priv. + continuus, con-
tinuous: see dis- and continuous.'] 1. Broken
off ; interrupted ; lacking continuity.

A path that is zigzag, discontinuous, and intersected.
De Quincey.

Matter is discontinuous in the highest degree, for it

consists of separate particles or molecules which are mu-
tually non-interpenetrable.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 226.

2t. Breaking continuity; severing the relation
of parts ; disjunctive.

Then Satan first knew pain,
And writhed him to and fro convolved ; so sore
The griding sword with disco7itinuous wound
Pass'd through him. Milton, P. L., vi. 329.

3. In math. See the extract.

The term disetmtinuous, as applied to a function of a
single variable, has been used in two totally different senses.
Sometimes a function is called discontinuous when its

algebraic expression for values of the variable lying be-
tween certain limits is different from its algebraical expres-
sion for values of the variable lying between other limits.
.Sometimes a function of x, f (x), is called continuous when,
for all values of x, the difference between /(x) and / (a: -f- A)
can be made smaller than any assignable quantity by suf-
Ilclently diminishing h, and in the contrary case discon-
tinuous. If f{x) can become infinite for a finite value of
X, it will be convenient to consider it as discontinuous
according to the second definition. Stokes.

discontinuonsly (dis-kon-tin'u-us-li), adv. In
a discontinuous manner ; withi discontinuity.

The figure-discs roust be driven discontinuously.
Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 144.
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disconveniencet (dis-kon-ve'niens), n. [ME.
disconvenience = OF. aesconven'ance, F. discon-

venance = Pr. disconveniencia, descovinensa =
Sp. Pg. desconveniencia = It. disconvenienza,

diseonvenenza, sconvenienza, sconvenenza, < LL.
disconvenicntia, disagreement, < L. disconveni-

en(J-)s, ppr. of disconvenire, disagree: see dis-

convenient.'] Inconvenience; incongruity; dis-

agreement.

A necessary disconvenience, where anything is allowed
to be cause of itself. Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 213.

disconvenientt (dis-kon-ve'nient), a. [= F.

disconrenient (16th cent.), disconvenant = Pr.

desconvinent = Sp. Pg. desconveniente = It. dis-

convcniente, sconveniente, < L. disconvenien(t-)s,

ppr. of disconvenire, disagree, < dis- priv. -I- con-

venire, agree, be convenient : see dis- and con-

venient.'] Inconvenient; incongruous.

Continual drinking is most convenient to the distemper
of an hydropick body, though most disconvenicnt to its

present welfare. Bp. Reynolds, On the Passions, xl.

Discophora (dis-kof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. ot discopiiorus: see discopJiorous.'] 1. The
discoidal hydro-
zoans, a subclass
of Hydrozoa,
comprising most
of the organisms
known as jelly-

fishes, sea-jel-

lies, or sea-net-
tles. The latter
name is given them
from the power they
possess, like other
hydrozoans, ofsting-
ing by means of their
thread-cells. The
hydrosome consists
of a single umbrella-
like disk, by the
rhythmical contrac-
tion of which the
creature swims, and
from the center of
which hangs a single
polypite or digestive
individual, or, less

frequently, several.
They are free-swim-
ming oceanic ani-

mals, whose body
consists of such soft
gelatinous sub-
stance that a speci-
men weighing sev-

eral pounds when alive weighs when dried hardly as
many grains. The Discophora include many acalephs, in
the usual sense of that term, and are also called Medusce,
Ephyromcdusce, and Acraspeda. They have been divided
into Calycozoa (lucernarians), Hhizostoinea, and Mono-
stomea. The term Discophora is also restricted to the
last two of these, excluding the Lucernarida. Thus, by
Claus, the Discophora are made a suborder of Scyphome-
dusce, synonymous with Acraspeda, and characterized as
disk-shaped acalephs with the margin of the disk 8-lobed,

at least 8 submarglnal sense-organs, as many ocular
lobes, and 4 great cavities in the umbrella for the gen-
erative organs. In this strict sense the Discophora cor-

respond to the Disconiedusce (which see). For several
wider and inconsistent uses of the term, see the extract.

The binary division of the Hydrozoa was established
by Eschscholtz (1829), whose Discophora) phanerocarpa)
correspond to the Scyphomedusaj, whilst his Discophoraj
cryptocarpse represent the Hydromedusro. The terms
point to distinctions which are not valid. In 1853 KoUiker
used the term Discophora for the Scyphomedusa; alone, an
illegitimate limitation of the term which was followed by
Louis Agassiz in 1860. Nicholson has used the term in
a reverse sense for a heterogeneous assemblage of those
medusa) not classified by Huxley as Lucernaridie, nor yet
recognized as derived from hydroid trophosonies. This
use of the term adds to the existing confU8i4>n, and renders
its abandonment necessary. . . . The term Discophora is

used by Clans for the Discomeduste.
Encyc. Brit., XII. 556.

2. An order of suctorial worms, the leeches:
so called from their sucking-disks. See Hiru-
dinea.

Discophorae (dis-kof'o-re), n. pi. [NL., fern.

pi. otdiscophorus : see discophoroiis.] Same as
Discophora—Dlscophorse cryptocarpset, a term ap-
plied by Eschscholtz to those hydrozoans now called Ily.
dromedusai (v/hlcn see).—DiscophorsB phanerocarpaBf,
a term applied by Eschscholtz to those hydrozoans now
called Scyphomedunai (which sec).

discophoran (dis-kof'o-ran), a. and n. [< Dis-
cophora + -an.] I. a'. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Discophora.

II. n. One of the Discophora.
discophore (dis'ko-for), n. One of the Disco-
phora. Huxley.
dlscophorous (dis-kof'o-rus), a. [< NL. disco-

phorus, K. 6r. dioKfxpoimi;, bringing the discus
(bearing a disk), < iiamq, a discus, disk, -I- -<f>6po(,

< (^cpeiv = E. bear^.] 1. Provided with a gelati-
nous bell or disk, as a discophoran; specifically,
of or pertaining to the Discophora (def. 1).— 2.

Cgfhea, one of the Discophora.

a, disk, or umbrella ; t, ramitications of
the brachia which terminate in c, the ten-

tacles ; O. pillars supporting the brachif-
erous disk which floors the subumbrellar
cavity ; I, short clavate tentacles between
the oral pores.

discordance

In Annelida, having a sucking-disk, as a leech;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Discophora
(def. 2).

discoplacenta (dis"k6-pla-sen'ta), n.
;

pi- dis-

coplacentce (-te). [NL., < Gr. Sianog, a disk, -I-

NL. placenta, q. v.] A discoid placenta. See
placenta,

discoplacental (dis'ko-pla-sen'tal), a. [< NL.
discoplacentaJis, < discoplacenta, q. v.] Having
a discoid deeiduate placenta : as, a discoplacen-

tal order of mammals.
Discoplacentalia (dis"ko-pla-sen-ta'li-a), n.pl.

[NL., neut. pi. of discoplacentalis : see disco-

placental.] Those deeiduate mammals in which
the placenta is discoidal, as contrasted with
Zonoplacentalia. The group includes the ro-

dents, some edentates, the insectivores, bats,

lemurs, monkeys, and man.
discopodium (dis-ko-p6'di-um), n.

;
pi. discopo-

dia (-%). [NL., < 6r. A'ctkoc-, a quoit, disk, +
7roi>f (jrod-) = E. foot.] In hot., the foot or stalk

on which some kinds of disks are elevated.

Discoporella (dis"ko-po-rera), n. [NL., < Gr.

A'a/cof, a disk, -1- TTopog, a passage, pore.] The
typical genus of the family Discoporellidw.

DlSCOporellidae(dis"k9-p9-reri-de),».jr>/. [NL.,
< Discoporella + -id<ei] A family of chilosto-

matous polyzoans, typified by the genus Dis-

coporella, They have the zoooecium discoid, sometimes
confluent, adnate or stipitate, the cells distinct or close-

ly connate, and the intermediate surface cancellated or

porous.

discord (dis'kord), n. [< ME. discord, descord,

< OF. descorde, F. discord = Pr. descort, later

discord= Sp. Pg. discordia = It. discordia, scor-

dia, < L. discordia, discord, < discors (discord-),

disagreeing, at variance, inharmonious, < dis-,

apart, + cor (cord-) = E. heart. Cf. accord,

concord.] 1. Want of concord or harmony
between persons or things; disagreement of

relations; especially, as applied to persons,
difference of opinions; variance; opposition;
contention ; strife ; any disagreement which
produces passion, contest, disputes, litigation,

or war.

And so trowed the Jewes for to have Pes when Crist

was ded ; Tor thei seyd that he made Discord and Strif

amonges hem. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 11.

All nature is but art, unknown to thee

;

All chance, direction which thou canst not see ;

All discord, harmony not understood.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 291.

Peace to arise out of universal discord fomented in all

parts of tlie empire. Burke.

2. In music : (a) The combination of two tones
that are inharmonious with each other, or in-

conclusive in combined effect; a dissonance.

Discord is . . . due partly to beats, partly to difficulty

in identifying pitch, A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 425.

(6) The interval between two such tones ; any
interval not a unison, octave, perfect fifth, per-
fect fourth, major or minor third, or major or

minor sixth. In medieval music all but the fiirst

three of the above intervals were at first re-

garded as discords, (c) Either of the two tones
forming such an interval, (d) A chord con-
taining such intervals. See dissotiance.

Why rushed the discords in, but that harmony should be
prized? Browning, Abt Vogler.

Hence— 3. Any confused noise ; a mingling or
clawing of sounds ; a harsh clang or uproar.

Arms on armour clashing bray'd
Horrible discord. Milton, P. L., vL 209.

Apple of discord. See apple. = S,yn. 1. Discordance,
dissension, rupture, clashing, jarring.

discord (dis-kord'), V. i. [< OF. descorder, dis-

corder, F. discorder = Pr. descordar = Sp. Pg.
discordar = It. discordare, scordare, < L. discor-

dare, disagree, < discors, disagreeing: see dis-

cord, n.] 1. To disagree; jar; clash.— 2. To
be discordant or dissonant.

Sounds do disturb and alter the one the other, . . . the
one jarring and discording with the other, and making a
confusion. Bacon.

discordablet (dis-k6r'da-bl), a. [ME., < OF.
descordable, discordable, <. L. discordabilis, dis-

cordant, < discordare, disagree : see discord, v.]

Discordant. Gower.
What discordahle cause hath to rent, and vnioined the

byndyng or the aliaunce of thynges : that is to sain, the
coniunccions of God and of man? Chaucer, Boethius, v.

discordance, discordancy (dis-kor'dans, -dan-
si), n. [< ME. discordance, < OF. discordance,

descordance, F. discordance= Sp. Pg. disco>rlan-

cia = It. discordanza, scordansa. < ML. discor-

dantia, < L. discordan(t-)s, ppr., discordant: see
discordant.] 1. The state of being discordant;

disagreement; opposition; inconsistency.



discordance

The discordance of these errors is mistaken for a discord
of the truths on which they are severally grafted.

Horsley, Works, III. xxxix.

The most baneful result of such an institution as that
of caste is, that it turns i-eligion , . . into a principle of
division and discordancy. Faithtqfthe World, p. 27.

2t. Discord of sound.
Discordant euer fro armony,
And distoned from melody—
In tloites made he discordaunce.

Rom. of the Rose.

discordant (dig-kor'dant), a. [< ME. descor-

daunt, < OF. descorddnt, discordant, F. discor-

dant= Sp.Pg.discordaiite =It. discordatite,se(>r-

dante, < L. discordmi{t-)s, ppr. of discordare, dis-

agree: see discord, r.] 1. Not harmoniously
related or connected; disagreeing; incongru-
ous; contradictory; being at variance; clash-
ing: as, discordant opinions; discordant rules
or principles.

But it is greatly discordant
Unto the scholes of Athene.

Gower, Conf. Antant., VII.

Discordant opinions are reconciled by being seen to be
two extremes of one principle.

Emerson, Essays, Ist ser., p. 280.

Such discordant effect of incongruous excellence and
inharmonious beauty as belongs to the death-scene of the
Talbots when matched against the quarrelling scene of
Somerset and York. Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 34.

Coloni-8 which are chromatically closely related to one
another, such as green and yellow, are discordant when
they are arranged so that there is an abrupt transition
from one to the other. Field, Chromatography, p. 56.

2. Opposite ; contrary ; not coincident : as,

the discordant attractions of comets or of dif-

ferent planets.— 3. Inharmonious; dissonant;
harsh, grating, or disagreeable to the ear.

War, with discordant Notes and jarring Noise,
The Harmony of Peace destroys.

Contjrew, Hymn to Harmony.

Landor was never mastered by his period, though still

in harmony with it ; in short, he was not a discordant, but
an independent, singer. Stedman, Vict. Poeta, p. 33.

discordantly (dis-kdr'dant-li), adv. In a dis-
cordant manner.

If they be discordantly tnned, though each of them
struck apart would yield a pleasing sound, yet t>eing
struck together they make but a harsh and troublesome
noise. Boyle, Works, I. 741.

discordantness (dis-kSr'dant-nes), ». Discor-
dance. [Kiirc]

discordeat (dis-kor'ded), a. [< discord + -«d2.]

At variance ; disagreeing.

Discorded friends aton'd, men and their wives.
Middleton, Anything for a Quiet Life, v. 2.

discordfult (dis-kdrd'ful), a. [< discord +
-fid, 1.] Quarrelsome; contentious.

But Blandaniour, full of vainglorious spright.
And rather stird by his disord/uU Dame,

Upon them gladly would have prov'd his might.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. Iv. 3.

discordonst (dis'kdr-dus), a. [< discord + -ous.

C'f . OF. (kscordieus, discordieux, < L. di-fcordiosus,

< (iwcoi'rfia, discord.] Discordant; dissonant.
Then crept in pride, and peevish covetise.
And men grewgreedie, discordous, and nice.

Bp. IlaU, Satires, ill. 1.

discorporate (dis-kor'po-rat), a. [< dis- priv.
+ corporate, «.] 1. fWvested of the body;
disembodied. [Rare.]

Instead of the seven corporate seliish spirits, we have
the four and twenty millions of discorporate selfish.

Cartyle, Misc., III. 198.

2t. Deprived of corporate privileges,

discorporate (dis-kor'po-rat), i;. t. To deprive
of corporate priWleges.
dlscorrespondentt (dis-kor-es-pon'dent), a. [<
di.i- priv. + correspotident.l Laclcing corre-
spondence or congruity.

It would be discorrespondmt in respect of God.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, H. vii. i 3.

discostate (dis-kos'tat), a. [< L. dis-, apart,
+ roxtii, rib: see costate.'] In hot., having ra-
diatcly divergent ribs: applied to leaves, etc.

Discostomata (dis-ko-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. iianof, a disk, +'(7To/«i(r-), mouth.] In Sa-
ville Kent's classification, one of four classes of
Protozoa, containing the sponges and collar-
bearing monads, or Spontjida and Choanoflagel-
lata . so called from the characteristic discoidal
configuration of the introeeptive area: con-
trasted with Pan tostomata, Eustomata, and Poly-
stomata. it is divided by this author into two sections

:

the Ijiscostotn/tia (lymtutzaida, which are the ordinary col-
lar-twaring monads or ChoannJlarjHlata of most authors

;

and the Discogtoj/utta crttptozoida, which are the sponges or
Sponffida. The term DtscoMomala sarcocrypta is an alter-
native designation of the latter, perhaps iiy an oversight.

discostomatous (dis-ko-stom'a-tus), a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the IHs-
costomata.
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discounselt (dis-koun'sel), V. t. [< OF. descon-
seillier, descunseillier, desconsillier, desconseiller,
etc., < des- priv. -I- conseillier, etc., counsel

:

see dis- and counsel, ».] To dissuade.
By such good meanes he Iiim discounselled
From prosecuting his revenging rage.

Spenser, S. Q., III. L 11.

discount (dis'kount or dis-kount'), v. t. [For-
merly sometimes discompt; < OF. disconter,
descunter, later descompter, reckon off, account
back, discount, F. decompter= Sp. Pg. descontar
= It. scoiitare (cf. D. disconteren = G. discontiren
= Dan. diskontere = Sw. diskontera), < ML. dis-
compuiare, deduct, discount, < L. dis-, away,
from, + computare, reckon, count: see count^,
v., compute.^ 1. To reckon off or deduct in set-
tlement; make a reduction of: as, to discount
5 per cent, for cash payment of a bUl.— 2. To
leave out of account ; disregard.

His application is to be discounted, as here irrelevant.
Sir W. Hamilton.

3. In finance, to purchase, or pay the amount
of in cash, less a certain rate per cent., as a
promissory note, biU of exchange, etc., to be
collected by the discounter or purchaser at ma-
turity : as, to discount a bill or a claim at 7 per
cent. Compare negotiate.

Power to discount notes imports power to purchase
them. Pape vs. Capitol Bank of Topeka, 20 Kan. 440.

The first rule, ... to discount only unexceptionable
paper. Walsh.

Hence—4. To make a deduction from
;
put a

reduced estimate or valuation upon ; make an
allowance for exaggeration or excess in: as,

to discount a braggart's story; to discount an
improbable piece of news.— 5. To reckon or act
upon in advance ; diminish by anticipation the
interest, pleasure, etc., of; take for granted as
going to happen: as, to discount one's future
prospects ; to discount the pleasure of a journey.

Speculation as to the political crisis is almost at an end,
and the announcement to be made to-morrow in the House
of Commons has been already so fully discounted that it

Is shorn of much of its interest. Scatsman (newspaper).

6. In billiards, to allow discount to : as, to dis-

count an inferior player. See discount, n., 4.

discount (dis'kount), n. [= OF. descompte, F.
decompte = Sp. descuento =r Pg. desconto = It.

sconto, formerly rfwcon to ( > D. G. disconto = Dan.
diskonto= Sw. diskont), < ML. discomputus, dis-

count; from the verb: see discount, v.'] 1. An
allowance or deduction, generally of so much
per cent., made for prepayment or for prompt
payment of a bill or accoimt; a sum deduct-
ed^ in consideration of cash payment, from the
price of a thing usually sold on credit; any
deduction from the customary price, or from a
sum due or to be due at a future time.— 2. In
finance, the rate per cent, deducted from the
face value of a promissory note, bill of ex-
change, etc., when purchasing the privilege of
collecting its amount at maturity. Bank discount
is 8im])le iiit^-rest paid in advance, and reckoned, not on
the sum advanced iu the purcliase, but on the amount of
the note or bill. This is the method recognized in busi-
ness and in law. True discount is a technical term for the
sum which would, if invested at the same rate, amount to
the interest on the face value of the note or bill wiien
due : thus, $5 is the l)ank discount at the rate of 6 per
cent, on a bill drawn at twelve months for HOC; while
$4.7619 is the true discount, because tliat sum if invested
at 5 per cent, would at the end of a year amount to $5.

True discount may be found by multiplying the amount of
a bill or n.ite i»y the rate of discount and dividing by 100
increased by the rate; while l)ank discount is computed
in the same manner as simple interest.

3. The act of discounting: as, a note is lodged
in the bank for discount ; the banks have sus-
pended discounts.—4. In billiards, an allowance
made by a superior to an inferior player of a
deduction of one count from his string for every
count made by the latter. A double discount de-
ducts two counts for one ; three discounts, three ; and so
on up to the yraiut discount, which deprives the player
who discounts his opponent (gives the odds) of all prior
counts whenever the latter makes a successful shot.—At a
discount, i>elow par ; hence, in low esteem ; in disfavor.

Originality, vigour, courage, straightforwardness are ex-
cellent things, but they are at a discount in the market.

II. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 18.

Discount day, the specified day of the week on which a
l>ank discnu?its notes or bills.

discountable (dis-koun'ta-bl), a. [< discount
+ -ablc.'i That may be discounted : as, cer-
tain forms are necessary to render notes dis-

countable at a bank.
discount-broker (dis'kount-bro'ker), n. One
wlio easlics notes or bills of exchange at a dis-

count, and makes advances on securities.

discountenance (dis-koun'te-nans), )•. t.
;
pret.

and pp. discoun teiianced, ppr. discoun tenancina.

r< OF , descontenancer, F. tUcontenaiicer, abash.

discouragement

put out of countenance, < des- priv. -t- conte-
nance, countenance: see dis- and countenance,
v.'\ It. To put out of countenance; put to
shame ; abash.
This hatli discountenaiiced our scholaris most richly.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

An infant grace is soon dashed and discountenanced,
often running into an inconvenience and the evils of an
imprudent conduct Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. 6.

The hermit was somewhat discountenanced by this ob-
servation. Scott.

2. To set the countenance against ; show dis-
approbation of; hence, to discourage, check,
or restrain: as, to discountenance the use of
wine ; to discountenance the frivolities of the
age.

Unwilling they were to discountenance any man who
was willing to serve tliem. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

Be careful to discountenaiKe in children anything that
looks like rage and furious anger. Tillotson, Works, 1. 11.

Now the more obvious and modest way of discounte-
nancing evil is by silence, and by separating from it.

J. H. Xewman, Parochial Sermons, i. 157.

discountenancet (dis-koun'te-nans), n. [< OF.
descontinance, F. decontenance ; from the verb.]
Cold treatment ; unfavorable aspect ; unfriend-
ly regard ; disapprobation ; whatever tends to
check or discourage.

He thought a little discountenance on those persons
would suppress that spirit. Clarendon.

discountenancer (dis-koun'te-nan-s6r), n. One
wlio discountenances; one wfio refuses to coun-
tenance, encourage, or support.

Scandale and murmur against the king, and his gouerne-
ment ; taxing him for a great taxer of his people, and dis.
countenancer of his nobilitie. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

discounter (dis'koun-ter), n. One who dis-
counts ; specifically, one who buys mercantile
paper at a discount.

In order to gorge the whole gang of usurers, pedlars,
and itinerant Jew-discounters at the corners of streets,

[have they not] starved the poor of their Christian flocks,

and theirown itrother pastors?
Burke, To a Slember of the National Assembly.

discourage (dis-kur'aj), v.; pret. and pp. dis-

couragea, ppr. discouraging. [< ME. discou-

ragen, < OP. descoragier, descourager^ F. d6cou-
rager (= It. scoraggiare, scoraggire), dishearten,
< des- priv. + coragier, couragier, encourage

:

see dis- and courage, v., and cf. encourage.'] I.

trans. 1. To deprive of, or cause to lose, courage;
dishearten ; depress in spirit ; deject ; dispirit.

Fathers, provoke not your children to anger, lest they
be discouraged. Col. iii. 21.

When we begin to seek God in earnest, we are apt, not
only to be humbled (which we ought to be), l)ut to be dis-

courayed at the slowness with whicit we are al)le to amend,
in spite of ail the assistances of God's grace.

J. II. Nevnnan, Pai-ochial Sermons, i. 232.

2. To lessen or repress courage for; obstruct
by opposition or difficulty; dissuade or hinder
from : as, to discourage emigration ; ill success
discourages effort ; low prices discourage indus-
try.

In our return, when I staid some time ashore, the boat-
men cut down a tree ; some lai>ourers iiear spoke to them
not to do it, and I likewise discouraged it.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 114.

The apostle . . . discourages too unreasonable a pre-
sumption. Rogers.

If revelation speaks on the subject of the origin of evil,

it speaks only to discourage dogmatism and temerity.
Macaulay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

n.t intrans. To lose courage.
Because that poore Churche shulde not utterly discou-

rage, in her extreme adversities, the Sonne of God hath
taken her to His spowse.

Vocacyon o/Johan Bate, 1553 (Harl. Misc., VI. 464).

discouraget (dis-kur'aj), n. [< discourage, «.]

Want of courage , cowardice.
There undoubtedly is grievous discourage and peril of

conscience ; forasmuch as they omit oftentimes their
duties and othces. .Sir T. Elyot, The Oovernour, fol. 209.

discouragement (dis-kur'aj-ment), n. [< OF.
descouragcment, F. decouragement = It. disco-

raggiamento, .scoraggiamcnto ; as discourage -t-

-ment.l 1. The act of discouraging; the act of

deterring or dissuading from an undertaking.

Over-great discouragement might make them desperate.
State Trials, H. Garnet, an. 1606.

2. The state of being discouraged; depression
of spirit with regard to action or effort.

The Czar was walking up and down that private walk
of his iu the little garden at the back of his (inarters, his

head drooping on bis breast, his shoulders bent, his whole
attitude eloquent of discouragement.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 131.

3. That which discourages; that which deters
or tends to deter from an undertaking or from
a course of conduct.



disconragement

The books read at schools and colleges are full of in-

citements to virtue and discouragemetitu from vice. Sw\ft,

The steddy course of a virtuous and religious life, . . .

resisting all the temptations of the world, overcoming all

dit&culties, aud persevering to the end under all discou-

rageynenU. Clarke, Works, II. 8.

= SyiL 1. Dissuasion.— 2. Dejection, hopelessness.— 3.

Hindrani-e, opposition, obstacle, impediment.

discourager (dis-kur'a-j6r), n. 1. One who
or that which discourages, disheartens, or de-

presses the courage.— 2. One who discourages,
discountenances, or deters: as, a discourager
of or from marriage.

Those dUcoiiraijers and abaters of elevated love.

Dryden, The Assignation, iii. 1.

discouraging (dis-kur'a-jing), p. a. [Ppr. of

discourage, r.] Tending to dishearten or to

depress the courage; disheartening: as, dis-

couraging prospects,

discouragingly (dis-kur'a-jing-li), adv. In a

discouraging manner.
discourse (dis-kors'), »• [< ME. discourse = D.
G. discours = Dan. Sw. diskurs, < OF. discours,

F. discours = Sp. Pg. discurso = It. discorso,

discourse, < L. discursus, a running to and fro,

a running about, a pace, gait, LL. a discourse,

conversation, ML. also reasoning, the reason-
ing faculty, < discurrere, pp. discursus, run to

and fro, run through or over, hasten, LL. go
over a subject, speak at length of, discourse of

(> It. discorrere = Sp. discurrir = Pg. discorrer

= F. discourir, discourse), < dis-, away, in dif-

ferent directions, + currere, run : see current^,

and cf. course^, concourse. Hence discursive,

etc.] 1. A running over a subject in speech;
hence, a communication of thoughts by words

;

expression of ideas; mutual intercourse; talk;

conversation.

Hich she shall be, ... of good discourse, an excellent
musician, and her hair shall be of what colour it please
God. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

His wisdom was greate, and judgnient most acute; of
solid discourse, affable, humble, and in nothing affected.

Evelyn, Diary (1623), p. 4.

The vanquished party with the victors joined.
Nor wanted sweet discourse, the banquet of the mind.

Dryden.

You shall have very useful and cheering discourse at
several times with two several men, but let all three of
you come together, and you shall not have one new and
hearty word. Emerson, Essays, 1st aer., p. 189.

2. A running over in the mind of premises and
deducing of conclusions ; the exercise of, or an
act of exercising, the logical or reasoning facul-

ty ; hence, the power of reasoning from prem-
ises; rationality.

Sure, he that made us with such large discourse,
Ixxjking before, and after, gave us not
That capal)ility and godlike reason
To fust in tis unus'd. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4.

Reason is her (the soul's] being.
Discursive or intuitive : discourse
Is oftest yours, the latter most is ours.

MUlon, P. L., V. 488.

Oiu* modem philosophers have too much exalted the
faculties of our souls when they have maintained that by
their force mankind has been able to find out that there
is one Supreme Agent or Intellectual Being, which we
call God ; that praise and prayer are his due worship

;

and the rest of those deducements, which I am confident
are the remote effects of revelation, and unattainable by
our discourse. Dryden, Keligio Laid, Pref.

Discourse indicates the operation of comparison, the
running backwards and forwards between the characters
and notes of oitjects ; this term may, therefore, be prop-
erly applied to the elaborative faculty in general. The
tenns discourse and discursus are, however, often, nay
generally, used for the reasoning process, strictly con-
sidered. Sir W. Hamilton.

8. A formal discussion or treatment of a sub-
ject; a dissertation, treatise, homily, sermon,
or the like: as, the discourse of Plutarch on
garrulity, of Cicero on old age; an eloquent
discourse.— 4t. Debate; contention; strife.

The villaine . . .

Himselfe addrest unto this new debate.
And with his club him all atjout so blist.

That he which way to turne him scarcely wist. . . .

At last the caytive, after long discourse.
When all his strokes he saw avoyded quite,
Kesolved in one t' assemble all his force.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 14.

(In this passage the editors usually but erroneously give
ditemirse a literal sense, ' a running alwut, hence a shift-
ing of ground.']

6t. Intercoxirse ; dealing; transaction. Beau.
andFl.
discourse (dis-kors'), «; Tpret. &nApp.discoursed,
ppr. discoursing. [< discourse, n.] I, intrans.
1. To hold discourse; communicate thoughts
or ideas orally, especially in a formal manner

;

treat in a set manner; hold forth; expatiate;
converse : as, to discourse on the properties of
the circle ; the preacher discoursed onme natm-e
and effect of faith.
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Thu. How likes she my discourse?
Pro. Ill, wlien you talk of war.
Thu. But well, when I discourse of love and peace?

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 2.

Nay, good my lord, sit still ; I'll promise peace.
And fold mine arms up ; let but niine eye discourse.

Beau, and Fl., Wonian-Hater, iii. 1.

He had always in his house doctors and masters, with
whom he discoursed concerning the knowledge and the
books he studied. 'Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 334.

2. To treat of or discuss a subject in a formal
manner in writing.

The general maxims we are discoursing of are not known
to children, idiots, and a great part of mankind. Locke.

3t. To naiTate
;
give a relation ; tell.

Or by what means got'st thou to be released?
Discourse, I prithee, on this turret's top.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 4.

4. To reason; argue from premises to conse-
quences.

Nor can the soule discourse or judge of aught
But what the sense collects and home dotll bring

;

And yet the power of her discoursing thought.
From these collections, is a divers thing.

Sir J. Davies, Nosce Teipsum.

H. trans. If. To treat of; talk over; discuss.

Go with us into the abbey here.
And hear at large discoursed all our fortunes.

Shak.,C. of E.,v. 1.

Medicines and cures were first found out, and then after
the reasons and causes were discoursed.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 210.

Some of them discoursing their travels, and of their te-

dious captivity in the Turk's galleys.
B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

2. To utter or give forth.

Give it [the pipe] breath with your mouth, and it will

discourse rao^i excellent music. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

3t. To talk or confer with.

I have spoken to my brother, who is the patron, to dis-
course the minister about it. Evelyn.

I have discoursed several Men that were in that Expe-
dition, and if I mistake not. Captain Sharp was one of
them. Dampicr, Voyages, I. 129.

I waked him, and would discourse him.
Wcdpole, Letters, II. 166.

discourselesst (dis-kors'les), a. [< discourse
+ -less.'] Without discourse or reason.

To attempt tilings whence rather harm may after result
unto us tlien good is the part of rash and discourseless
brains. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, II. vi.

discourser (dis-kor'ser), n. 1. One who dis-

courses ; a speaker ; a haranguer.

This man is perfect

;

A civiler discourser I ne'er talk'd with.
Fletcher, The Pilgrim, iii. 7.

2t. A -writer of a treatise or dissertation.

The Historian makes himself a Discourser for profit;
and an Orator, yea, a Poet sometimes, for ornament.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eug. Garner, I. 306).

discoursingt (dis-kor'sing), a. [< discourse +
-ing'^.] Wandering; incoherent; discursive.

A factious hart, a discoursing} head.
Ascham, Tile Scholemaster, p. 78.

We, through madness,
Frame strange conceits in our discoursing brains.

Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 3.

discoursivet (dis-kor'siv), a. [< discourse +
-ive, after discursive, q. v.] 1. Discursive.— 2.
Containing dialogue or conversation ; interloc-
utory.

The epic is . . . interlaced with dialogue or discoursive
scenes. Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

3. Conversable ; communicative.
He found him a complaisant man, very free and dis-

coursive. Life of A. Wood, p. 225.

discourteous (dis-kfer'te-us), a. [< OF. des-
courtois, F. discourtois (= Sp. descortis = Pg.
descortez = It. discortese. scortese), < des- priv.
+ courtois, courteous : see dis- and courteous.']

Wanting in courtesy; uncivil; rude.

He resolved to unhorse the first discourteous knight.
Cervantes, Don Quixote (tians.).

discourteously (dis-ker'te-us-li), adv. In a
rude or uncivil manner ; with incivility.

Duke. What, is Signior Veterano fall'n asleep, and at
the recitation of such verses ! . , .

Pet. Has he wrong'd me so discourteously ? I'll be re-
veng'd, by Phoebus

!

Marmion, The Autiquaiy, iv. 1.

discourteousness (dis-ker'tf-us-nes), n. In-
civility; discourtesy. Bailey, 1727.

discourtesy (dis-ker'te-si), n.
;
pi. discourtesies

(-siz). [< 01''. discourtoisie, F. discourtoisie (=
Sp. descortesia = Pg. descortesia = It. discorte-
sia, scortesia), < descourtois, discourteous : see
discourteous, and cf. courtesy.] 1. Incivility;
rudeness of behavior or language; ill manners.

Be calm in arguing; for fiercenesse makes
Fj-rour a fault, and truth discourtesie.

G. Herbert, Church Porch.

discover

2. An act of disrespect or incivility.

Proclamation was made, none vpon paine of death to
presume to doe vs any wrong or discourtesie.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 167.

Lancelot knew that she was looking at him.
And yet he glanced not up, nor waved his hand,
Nor bad farewell, but sadly rode away.
This was the one discourtesy that he used.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

discourtshipt (dis-kort'ship), n. [< dis- priv. +
eourtshij).] Want of respect; discourtesy.

Monsieur, we must not so much betray ourselves to
discourtship, as to suffer you to be longer unsaluted.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

discous (dis'kus), a. [< disc, disk, -t- -ous.]

Disk-shaped ; discoid. See discoid,

discO'Venant (dis-kuv'e-nant), V. t. [< dis-

priv. + covenant.] To dissolve covenant with.
Craig.

discover (dis-kuv'fer), v. [< ME. discoveren,
diskoveren, descuveren, also diskeveren (> mod.
E. dial, diskiver), and contr. discuren, descuren
(see discure), < OF. descovrir, descuvrir, des-
couverir, F. decouvrir = Pr. descobrir, descubrir
= Sp. descubrir = Pg. descobrir = It. discoprire,

discovrire, scoprire, scovrire, < ML. discooperire,

discover, reveal, < L. dis- priv. + cooperire,

cover: see coDcrl, r.] I. trans. If. To uncover;
lay open to view; disclose; make visible; hence,
to show.
Than sholde ye haue sey shotte of arowes and quarelles

He so thikke that noon durste discouer his lieed.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ilL 660.

Pan . . . discovered her to the rest.

Bacon, Fable of Pan.

Go, draw aside the curtains, and discover
The several caskets to this noble piince.

Shak., M. of V.,iL7.

The voice of the Lord maketh the hinds to calve, and dis-
covereth the forests [revised vereion, "strippeth the forests
bare "]. Ps. xxix. 9.

The opening of the Earth shall discover confused and
dark Hell. Howell, Letters, iv. 43.

2. To exhibit; allow to be seen and known;
act so as to manifest (unconsciously or unin-
tentionally) ; betray : as, to discover a generous
spirit ; he discovered great confusion. [Ar-
chaic]

O, I shall discover myself ! I tremble so unlike a sol-

dier. Sheridan (?), The Camp, ii. 3.

I think the lady discovered both generosity and a just
way of thinking, in this rebuke which she gave her lover.

Lamb, Modern Gallantry.

It was inevitable that time should discover the differ-

ences between characters and intellects so unlike.
E. Dotcden, Shelley, I. 130.

3. To make known by speech ; tell ; reveal.

Then, Joan, discover thine infirmity

;

That warranteth by law to be thy privilege.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

I find him in great anxiety, thougli he will not discover
it, in the business of the proceedings of Parliament.

Pepys, Diary, III. 390.

4. To gain a sight of, especially for the first

time or after a period of concealment; espy:
as, land was discovered on the lee bow.
When we had discovered Cyprus, we left it on the left

hand. Acts xxi. 3.

Hence— 5. To gain the first knowledge of; find
out, as something that was before entirely im-
known, either to men in general, to the finder,

or to persons concerned : as, Columbus discov-
ered the new world ; Newton discovered the law
of gravitation ; we often discover our mistakes
when too late.

Marchants & trauellers, who by late nauigations haue
surueyed the whole world, and discouered large countries
aud strange peoples wild and sauage.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 7.

Crimes of the most frightful kind had been discovered;
others were suspected. Macauiay, Nugent's Hampden.

6t. To explore ; bring to light by examination.
In the mean time, we had sent men to discover Merri-

nmck, and found some part of it above Penkook to lie more
northerly than forty-three and a half.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 365.

7t. To cause to cease to be a covering ; make
to be no longer a cover.
For the greatness of thy iniquity are thy skirts discov-

ered and thy heels made bare. Jer xiii. 22.

= S3m. 3. To communicate, impart.— 4. To descry, dis-
cern, behold.— 6. Discover, Invent, agree in signifying to
find out ; but we discover what already exists, though to
us unknown; we invent what did not before exist: as, to
discover the applicability of steam to the purposes of lo-

comotion, and to invent the machinery necessary to use
steam for these ends. (See invention.) Some things are
of so mixed a character that either word may be applied
to them.

A great poet invents nothing, but seems rather to re-
discvver the world alK)ut him, and his penetrating vision
gives to things of d.-iily encounter something of the strange-
ness of new creation.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. SOS.
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discover

The great jurist is liigher far than the lawyer; as Watt,
who invented tlie steam-engine, is higher than tlie jour-
neyman who feeds its flresand pours oil upon its irritated
machniery. Sumner, Orations, I. 157.

II.t intraiis. 1. To uncover; unmask one's
self.

'"''«' DiscoDer quicltly.
Fid. Why, will you make yourself known, my lord?

„ „ Middleton, The Phoenix, ii. 2.

2. To explore.

Vpon all those relations and inducements. Sir Walter
Kaleigh, a noble Gentleman, and then in great esteeme
vndertonke to send to discover to the Southward.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 80.

discoverability (dis-kuv'er-a-bil'i-ti), n. [<
(lifcoverable : see -Ulity.'] TKe quality of being
discoverable. Carlyle.

discoverable (dis-kuv'^r-a-bl), a. [< discover
+ -fli/c] Capable of being discovered; that
may be brought to light, seen, or exposed to
view

; that may be found out or made known.
Nothing diicotxrable in the Innar surface is ever covered

. . . bythe interposition of any clouds or mists. Benltey.
Much truth, discoverable even at the present stage ofhuman improvement, as we have every reason to think

remains undiscovered. Everett, Orations, I. 276.

discoverer (dis-kuv'6r-*r), n. [< discover + -er^.
Cf. F. decouvreur = Sp. descubridor = Pg. des-
cobridor = It. discopritore, discovritore, scopri-
tore.'] 1. One who discovers; one who finds
out or first comes to the knowledge of some-
thing.

Those ways, thro' which the discoverers and searchers
of the land had formerly pass'd.

Raleigh, Hist. World, II. v. § 3.

2t. One who uncovers, reveals, ormakes known

;

an informer.

All over Ireland the trade of the Discoverer now rose
into prominence. Under pretence of improving the king's
revenue, these persons received commissionsof inquiry into
defective titles, and obtained confiscations and grants at
small rente for themselves. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., vi.

3t. A seont; an explorer.

Send discoverers forth,
To know the niunbers of our enemies.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 1
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3. The act of gaining sight of; the act of es-

^•^"^mu *' discovery of land after a voyage.
—4. The act of finding out or of bringing to
knowledge what was unknown ; first knowledge
of anything.

Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood.
Sir W. Hamilton.

Territory extended by a brilliant career of discovery and
™'«1'«*«'- PrLott.
5. That which is discovered, found out, or re-
vealed

; that which is first brought to light, seen,
or known

: as, the properties of the magnet were
an important discovery.

Great and useful discoveries are sometimes made by ac-
cidental and small beginnings. Steele, Tatler, No. 178.
In religion there have been many discoveries, but (in

true religion, I mean) no inventions. Abp. Trench.

discovert (dis-kuv'6rt), a. [< ME. discovert, <
OP. descovcrt, descouvert, P decouvcrt = Sp.
(obs.) descubierto = Pg. descoberto = It. disco-
perto, discoverto, scoperto, scoverto, < ML. disco-
opertus, uncovered, pp. of discooperire, uncov-
er, discover: see dUicorer.'\ If. Uncovered; un-
protected.— 2t. Eevealed; shown forth.

And if youre grace to me be Discmierte.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 65.

3. In law, not covert ; not within the bonds of
matrimony

: applied either to a woman who has
never been married or to a widow,

discovertt (dis-kuv'trt), n. [ME. discovert, <
OF. descovert, descouvert, m., also descoverte,
descouverte, P. decouverte, opening, discovery,
exposed position or condition, < descovert, pp.

:

see discovert, a. Cf. covert, n.] An exposed or
uncovered condition or position.
An idel man is like to a place that hath no walles • there-

as deviles may . . . shoot at him at rfwcoiierte by tempta-
tion on every side. Chaucer, Parson's l^le.
But er the kynge myght his shelde recouer, the catte

•esed hym at discoiiert be the sholdres.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 667.

Alisaunder . . . smot him in the discoverU
Kyghte with the strok into the heorte
Faste l)y the chyne bon.

Kiny Alisaunder (Weber's lletr. Rom.), I. 7417.

discoverture (dis-kuv'6r-tur), n. [< OP. des-
coverture, desconverture, F'.'decouverture (= Pg
descobertura = It. scopertura, scovertura), un-
covering, < descovrir, discover. In E. in tech-
nical sense; cf. covcrturc.1 In law, the state
of being free from coverture ; freedom of a wo-man from the coverture of a husband.
discovery (dis-kuv'er-i), n.

; pi. discoveries (-iz).
[< discover + -y. The ME. word was descuver-
tng, 1. e., discovering. Cf. OF. descouverte, F
decouverte (see discovert, Ji.) ; OP. desrom^ement,
t. decouvrement, discovery.] 1. The act of
disclosing to view.— 2. The act of revealing;
a making known; a declaration; disclosure-
as, a bankrupt is bound to make a full discovery
of his estate and effects. [Archaic except in
legal use.]

'^

6. In the drama, the unraveling of a plot or
the manner of unfolding the plot or story of a
comedy or tragedy.— 7. In law, disclosure by
a party to an action, at the instance of the other
party, as of facts within his memory or of a
document within his control, it was formerly a dis-
tinguishing feature of the proceedings of a court of chan-
cery or equity that it could compel the defendant to make
discovery of. all material facts and documents within his
power, while m courts of common law compelling dis-covery has been introduced only by modem statutes
Of. Exploration.

Upon the more exact discovery thereof, they found it tobe no harbour for ships, but only lor boats.
iV. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 41.

fSyn. 6. Discnrery, Invention. See invention.
discovery-claim (dis-kuv'6r-i-klam), n. In
mining, the portion of mining-ground held or
claimed by right of discovery, the claimant be-
ing the first to discover the mineral deposit
lode, or vein on which the claim is made. 'Hie
discoverer and locater of a new lead is, in most mining
districts, entitled to one extra claim for discovery rCoi^
dilleran mining-region.)

discradlet (dis-kra'dl), V. i. [< dis- priv. -f
cradle, ».] To come forth from or as if froiu a
cradle ; emerge or originate.

This airy apparition flret discradled
From I'ouniay into Portugal.

Font, I'erkin Warbeck, I. 3.

discrase, discrasite (dis'kras, -kra-sit), n.
Same as dyscrasitc.

discredit (dis-kred'it), V. t. [= F. discrediter,
decrediter = It. discreditare, screditare (= Sp
Vg.desacredilar; cf. accredit); as dis- + credit,
V. Cf

. OP. discreer= Sp. descreer= Pg. descrer
= It. discredere, scredere, < ML. desaredere, dis-
believe, < L. dis- priv. -I- credere, believe : see
credit.'] 1. To disbelieve; give no credit to;
not to credit or believe: as, the report is dis-
credited.

While one part of the "wisdom of the world" has been
discredited as resting solely on authority, another large
division of it is now rejected as resting on Insufficient in-
duction, and another as resting on groundless assump-
"'""' •'• R. SeeUy, Nat. Religion, p. 7.

2. To injure the credit or reputation of; make
less esteemed or honored; fail to do credit to.

He has discredited my house and board
With his rude swaggering manners.

B. Jonton, Maguetick Lady, iii. 3.

He . . . least discredits his travels who returns the
same man he went. sir //. Wotton.

discrepant

credit or reputation; disreputable; disgrace-

He [Rochester] had no scruple about employing in self-defense artiflces as discredUabk as those which had beenused against him. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

discreditably (dis-kred'i-ta-bli), adv. In a dis-
creditable manner.
discreditor (dis-kred'i-tor), n. One who dis-
credits. [Bare.]

The licencious discreditors of future accounts.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, il. iii. § s.

discreet (dis-kref), «. [< ME. discret, discrete,
discreet; = D. discreet = G. discret = Dan. Sw
diskret, < OF. F. discret = Sp. Pg. It. discreto,
prudent, also distinct, < L. discretus, pp. of dis-
cernere, distinguish, discern: see discern, and
discrete, doublet of discreet. ] If. Distinct ; dis-
tinguishable

; discrete. See discrete, the usual
spelling in this sense.

The waters fall, with difference discreet.
Now soft, now loud, unto the wind did call.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xlL 71.

2. Wise or judicious in avoiding mistakes or
faults, or in selecting the best means to accom-
plish a purpose; prudent; circumspect; cau-
tious ; wary ; not rash.

It [English poetry] is a metricall speach corrected andreformed by discreet iudgements, and with no lesse cun-
ning and curiositie then the Greeke and Latine Poesie.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 18.

When her [Queen Anne's] Indictment was read, she made
unto It so wise and discreet Answers, that she seemed
fully to clear her self of all Mattei-s laid to her charge.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 283.
It Is the discreet man, not the witty, nor the learned

nor the brave, who guides the conversation, and gives
measures to society. Addison.
A Toon) In a sober, discreet family, who would not be

averse to admit a sober, discreet, virtuous, frugal regular
good-natured man of a bad character. Hume'.

3. Civil; polite. [Scotch.]
I canna say I think it vera discreet o' you to keep push-

ing in before me in that way. BlackwoodVMoff.
= Syn. 2. .See list under cautious.

discreetly (dis-kret'li), adv. Prudently; cir-
cumspectly; cautiously; judiciously; with nice
judgment of what is best to be done or omitted.

Poets lose half the praise they should have got
Could it be known what they discreetly blot.

Waller, On Roscommrtii's Trans, of Horaca
Low hills over which slender trees are so discreetly

scattered that each one is a resting-place for a shepherd.
//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 153.

discreetness (dis-kret'nes), ». The quality of
being discreet ; discretion.

Mirth, and free mindednesse, simpllcitie,
Patience discreetnesse, and benignitie.

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, III. iii. 68.

discrepance (dis-krep'ans or dis'kre-pans), n.
[< 01 . discrepance = Sp. Pg. discrepancia = It.
discrepama, < L. discrepantia, discordance, dis-
similarity, < discrepan(t-)s, ppr. of discrepare:
see discrepant.1 Same as discrepancy. Sir T.
Elyot.

discrepancy (dis-krep'an-si or dis'kre-pan-si),
«. ;

pi. discrepancies (-siz). [See discrepance.]
Diirerence; disagreement; variance or contra-
riety, especially of facts or sentiments

.She dares not thereof make discovery.
Lest he shwild holil it her own gross abuse
Ere she with blood had stain'd her stain'd excuse.

Shak., Lucrece, I. 1314.

Then covenant and take oath
To my ducovenj. Chapman.

Ttie Weakness of which Adam here gives such dist.int
d»^"'fries brings about that fatal Event which Is the Sub-
ject of the Poem. Addison, Spectator, No. 346.

Myself would work eye dim, and finger lame.
Far liefer than so much discredit him.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To deprive of credibility; destroy confidence
in.

Substantive evidence is that adduced for the purpose of
proving a fact in issue, as opposed to evidence given for
the purpose of discrediting a witness (i. e., showing that
he is unworthy of belief) or of corroborating his tcsti-
'"""y- Rapalje and Lawrence, Evidence, § 12.

discredit (dis-kred'it), n. [= F. discrMit =
Sp. descrmto = Pg. descredito = It. discredito,
scredito; from the verb.] 1. Want of credit .. .

"

or good repute ; some degree of disgrace or discrepant (dis-krep'ant or dis'kre-pant), a.

reproach ; disesteem : applied to persons or "'"'^ "• [^ OP. discrepant = Sp. Pg.'lt. dis-

things: as, frauds that bring manufactures into
"""""•'" ^

'' "— '• ^ -' ''

discredit; a transaction much to his discredit.
As if it were a discredit tor a Gentleman to seeme

learned, and to shew him selfe amorous of any good Art.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 16.

I think good to deliver it from the discredits and dis-
graces which It hath received.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 6,

Distinguishing a different discrepancy betwixt wit and
''"dom. Ford, Honour Triumphant, iv.

A negative discrepancy arises where one witness passes
over in silence what another witness positively avei-s. A
[Msitive discrepancy arises where one witness explicitly
afflrnis something which another witness explicitly denies.

Sir W. Hamilton.
Such, at last, became the discrepancy between him and

his Cabinet, that he removed the chief men from office.
Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, v.

At this discrepancy of judgments— mad.
The man took on himself the office, judged.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 197.

It is the duty of every CTiristian to be concerned for the
reputation or discredit his life may bring on his nrofes-
»'""• Rogers.

2. Want of belief, trust, or confidence ; disbe-
lief: as, his story is received with discredit.
= Syn. 1. Disrepute, dishonor. 111 repute.— 2. Distrust.
doubt.

discreditable (dis-kred'i-ta-bl), a. [< dis- priv.
+ creditable. Cf. discredit.] Tending to injure

crepante, < L. discrepan(t-)s, ppr. of discrepare,
differ in sound, differ, disagree, < dis-, apart, +
crepare, make a noise, crackle: see crepitate.]
I. a. Different ; disagreeing ; contrary ; at vari-
ance.

This time
Is many ages discrepant from thine

;

Tills was the season when desert was stoopt to.
Middleton and Rowley, World Tost at Tennis.

As our degrees are in order distant,
So the degrees of our strengths are discrepant.

Heywood.
The Author of our being has implanted in us our dis-

crepant tendencies, for wise purposes, and they are, in-
deed, a part of the law of life itself.

O. P. Marsh, Lecta. on Eng. Lang., i.

A cognition which may be widely discrepant from the
'™M'- Mind, IX. 341.



discrepant

tLf «. One wlio disagrees or dissents from

another, especially in religious belief ; a dis-

senter.

If you persecute lieretiM or discrepant, they unite

themselves as to a common defence
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 38o.

discrete (dis-kref), a. [Same as discreef, but

directly < L. discredit, distinguished, separated,

pp. of dis<»m«re, distinguish, separate: see dis-

cern and discreet.'\ 1 . Separate ; distinct from

others; individual: opposed to concrete. In Jow,

dincrete IfiiM or »u;/j»si(ioiu,' are such as refer to single

In.tividuals. In music, dincrete tows are such as are sepa-

rated hy Used or obvious steps or intervals of pitch, as

those of a pianoforte.

There are two laws discrete,

Not reconciled,

—

Law for man, and law for thing.

Emerson, Ode to Channlng.

A aociety, formed of discrete nniU, and not having had

Itg type fixed by inheritance from countless like societies,

ii much more plastic [than other social organizations].

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 444.

Its seeming continuity is broken up into di«cref<! mole-

cnles, separated from each other as the stars in the Milky

Way are separated. j „. j tt on
a. U. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Jlind, II. 29.

2. Consisting of distinct or individual parts;

not continuous. Dinerele quantity is quantity com-

posed of distinct units, like rational numbers ; a system

of quantities capable of being in one-to-one correspon-

dence with the series of positive, integer numbers. Ihs-

erete proportion is a proportion in which the ratio of the

first term to the second is equal to that of the third to the

fourth, not to that of the second to the third.

3. In med., opposed to confluent: as, discrete ex-

anthemata. Dimglison.— 4. In hot., not coa-

lescent; distinct.— 5. Disjunctive; consisting

of parts united by some extrinsic bond of con-

nection. Thus, the notion of " women, sailors,

and idiots" is a discrete notion.— 6. Discretive

;

containing exceptions, real or apparent— Dis-

crete degrees, desirees or states of existence so differen-

tiated from one another that their respective subjects can

by no means pass from one to another of them : applied

by Swedenborg to the higher or lower levels of spiritual

life here and hereafter, to which it is possible for dilfer-

entiy constituted, or in the future life differently devel-

oped, individuals to attain.

discrete* (dis-kref), ''• «• [< L. discretns, pp.

of discernere, distinguish: see discrete, a., and
discern.^ To separate; discontinue. Sir T.

Browne.
discretely (dis-kret'li), adv. In a discrete man-
ner; separately; individually.

i^QQQ discriminating

3 Libertv or power of actingwithout other con- discriminal (<lis-krim'i-nal), a.

frol than^ne-rown judgment; independent de- ^..".-«-« tH.t serves to divide,

termination : as, he is left to his own discretion ;

it is at your discretion to go or to stay.

You may ballance this Matter in your own Discretion.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 8.

The Staff, and all officers about him, have a general dis-

cretion to lay on with stick or sword whenever they ob-

[< LL. dis-

L. discrimi-

serve any fellows pillaging.
tr. II. Russell, Diary in India, II. 309.

4. In taw, that part of the judicial power which

depends, not upon the application of rules of

law or the determination of questions of strict

right, but upon personal judgment to be exer-

cised in view of the circumstances of each

case, and which therefore is not usually re-

viewed by an appellate tribunal, unless abused.

Thus, the question how many witnesses a party iiiay call

to testify to one and the same fact rests in discretion, but

the question whether a particular witness is competent

does not.—Age Of discretion. See age, 3.— Arblt'-="'

discretion, that which is exercised without respect

sufficiency of legal or equitable reasons.—At discretion,

(a) According to one's own judgment.

Where history gives yon a good heroic outline for a play,

vou may till up with a little love at your own discretion.
'

5Aertdon, The Critic, 11. 1.

(6) At the mercy of an antagonist or enemy Thus, to

sun'ender at discretion is to surrender without terms.

If she stays to receive the attack, she is in danger of be-

^ ing at discretion. Oentleman Instructed, p. 1S4.

Judicial discretion, that discretion which the parties

have a right to require to be exercised with due reference

to sound reason and the usage of the courts.— Years of

discretion, majority ; full age ; hence, the time of life

when one should exercise prudence and sober reflection.

If you have occasion to mention me, let it be by Par-

thenissa, for that's the Name I have assumd ever since I

came to Years of Discretion. S(«rfe, Tender Husband, ii. 1.

= Syn. 2. Prudence, Providence, etc. See wisdom and

prudence.

discretional (dis-kresh'on-al), a. [< discretion

+ -a?.] Of or pertaining to discretion; dis-

cretionary.

What is the security for a judge's just exercise of hia

discretional powers? Horsley, Speech, June, 1803.

Henry Warden had, with the animation proper to the

enthusiastic refoi-mers of the age, transgressed, in the

vehemence of his zeal, the bounds of the discretional lib-

erty allowed to his sect. Scott, Monastery, xxxi.

discretionally (dis-kresh'on-al-i), adv. At dis-

cretion; at will; by choice.

If hour may be used discretionally as one or two sylla-

bles, power may surely be allowed the same latitude.

Hares, F.lem. of Orthoepy, p.

We reflect upon the relation of each human atom to each Hiscretionarilv (dis-kresh'on-a-ri-li), adv. At
other human atom, and to the great Giver of personalities ~i;„„-„t;„,, r',„ />;„ " '

to these atoms-how each is indissolubly bound to each (liscretion. imp.
"Y*"- - -^ „ r -o j,..

and to Him, and yet how each is discretely parted and im- dlSCretlOUary (dis-kresh on-a-n), a. _ [= 1^ ; **
passably separated from each and from Him.

,S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 7.

discreteness (dis-kret'nes), n. The state of be-

ing discrete, separated, or distinct ; disconti-

nuity.

On the theory, which he Is combating, of aljsolute dis-

creteness, every line or distance is divisilile into an infinite

number of parts. J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, 1. 126.

The term linflnite], when translated into experience, ex-

presses the fact of continuity of existence underlying all

discreteness of quantitative division.

(i. II. Lewes, I'rubs. of Lite and Mind, II. vi. § 6.

discretion (dis-kresh'on), n. [< ME. discrecion,

discrecioun.discressioh, < OF. discretion, F. dis-

cretion = Pr. discretio = Sp. discrecion = Pg.
discrigSo = It. discrezione, discrizionc, < L. dis-

eretio(n-), a separation, distinction, discern-

ment, < discernere, pp. discretus, discern: see

discern &nd discreet.] If. Separation; disjunc-

tion.

Wyscdome e« forgetynge of erthely thyiiges and thynk-
ynge of heuen, with diserecyone of all mene dedys.

Hampate, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 12.

To shew their |the Jews') despiclency of the poor Gen-
tiles, and to pride themselves In their prerogative and dis-

cretion from them. J. Mede, Diatribie, p. 191.

2. The quality of being discreet; nice discern-

ment and judgment, directed by circumspec-
tion, and primarily regarding one's own con-
duct

;
prudence ; sagacity ; circumspection

;

wariness; caution.

cretionnaire ; as discretion + -ary^.'\ Left to

discretion; limited or restrained only by dis-

cretion or judgment: as, an ambassador in-

vested with discretionary powers (that is, em-
powered to act according to circumstances).

Wherever a discretionary power is lodged in any set of

men over the property of their neighbors, they will abuse

it. A. Hamilton, Contineiitalist, No. 6.

There is, indeed, no power of the government without

restriction ; not even that which is called the discretion-

ary power of Congress. Calhoun, Works, I. 253.

discretive (dis-kre'tiv), a. [= OF. discretif=
It. diacretivo, < LL. discretivus, serving to dis-

tinguish, < L. discretus, pp. of discernere, dis-

cern : see discreet and discrete."] 1 . Disjunctive

;

noting separation or opposition : as, a discretive

proposition. See below. [Rare.]— 2. Sepa-

rate; distinct. [Bare or obsolete.]

Hia transcendental deduction of the categories of criti-

W. Taylor (1798).

criminalis, that serves to divide, <

nare, divide: see discriminate. 1 Serving to di-

vide or separate. The discrimincd line, in palmistry,

is the line marking the separation between the hand and

the arm. It is also called tlie dragons-tail.

discriminant (dis-krim'i-nant), n. and a. [< L.

discriminan(t-)s, ppr. of discriminare, discrimi-

nate: see discriminate.] I. n. In math., the

eliminant of the n differential coefBcients of a

homogeneous function of n variables. [Intro-

duced in 1852 by Sylvester for determinant.']

The vanishing of the discriminant of an algebraical

equation expresses the condition that the equation shall

have equal roots ; and the vanishing of the discnmmant

of the equation of a curve or surface expresses the condi-

tion that the curve or surface shall have a double point.
Salmon.

II. a. Implying equal roots or a node— Dis-

criminant relation, a onefold relation between param-

. ,.1-i cters determining a nodal point.

™ct to m^ discriminantal (dis-krim'i-nan-tal), o. [< dw-
specttotne

j.„-,„j„„„( + .„;.] In »«««(., relating to a dis-

criminant.— Discriminantal Index of a singular

point of a curve, the number which expresses the multi-

plicity of the factor of the equation to the curve which

produces the singular point.— Total discriminantal

index of a curve, the sum of the discriminantal indices

ol all its singular points.

discrimina'te (dis-krim'i-nat), V.
;
pret. and pp.

discriminated, ppr. discriminating. [< L. dis-

criminatus, pp. of discriminare (> Pg. discrimi-

nar), divide, separate, distinguish, < discrimen, a

space between, division, separation, distinction,

< discernere, pp. discretus, divide, separate, dis-

tinguish, discern : see discern, discreet, discrete.

Cf. crime.] I. trans. 1. To distinguish from
something else, or from each other ; separate

:

observe or mark the differences between, abso-

lutely or by some note or sign of distinction:

as, to discriminate true from false modesty; to

discriminate animals by names.

That they keep themselves a peculiar people to God, In

outward fashions . . . discriminated from all the nations

of the earth. Hammond, On Mat. xxiii.

The language of the serious parts is deserving of high

praise, and the more prominent characters are skilfully

discriminated and powerfully sustained.

Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xL

That art of reasoning by which the prudent are discrim.

inated from tools. /. D'lsraeli, Calam. of Authors, II. 172.

When a prisoner first leaves his cell he cannot bear the

light ol day ; he is unable to discriminate colours or rec-

ognize faces. Macaulay.

2. To select ;
pick out ; make a distinction in

regard to: as, to discriminate certain persons

from a crowd of applicants.

II. intrans. To make a difference or distinc-

tion ; observe or note a difference ; distinguish

:

as, to discriminate hetween degrees of guilt.

He that can discriminate Is the
Emerson, Old Age.

clam, neither discretive nor exhaustive.

Discretive distinction, in logic, a distinction implying discriminately (dis-krim'i-nat-li), adv.

The Indian Vedas say,
'

lather of his father."

We acknowledge that his (G. P. R. James's] novels are

interesting, . . . but we discriminate between the kind

of interest they excite and the interest of " Tom Jones
"

or " Ivanhoe.

"

Whipple, Ess. and Kev., I. 132

Discriminating cubic, in math., a cubic equation whose
roots are the reciprocals of the maximal-minimal radii

rectores of a (|uadric surface referred to its center.

discrimina'te (dis-krim'i-nat), a. [< L. discrimi-

Ha(MS, pp. : see the verb.] 1. Discriminating;

perceiving nice differences.

My eye and spirit, that had swept the whole
Wide vision, grew discriminate, and traced

The crystal river pouring from the North
Its twinkling tide. J. G. Holland, Kathrlna, L

2 Distinctive; discriminated.

Oysters and cockles and muscles, which move not, have

no discriminate sex. Bacon, Nat. Hist

With
opposition as well as difference : as, not a man, but a

lieast,—Discretive proposition, in logic, a proposition

which expresses some distinction, opposition, or variety,

by means of but, though, yet, etc. : as, travelers change
their climate, but not their temper; Job was patient,

though his grief was great.

Discretive propositions are such wherein various and diSCliminateneSS (dis-krim'i-nat-nes), n.
seemingly opposite judgments are made, whose variety

or distinction is noted by the particles "but, though,

yet," etc. Watts, Logic, II. v. § 6.

discretively (dis-kre'tiv-li), adv. In a discre-

tive manner ; in a distinct and separate manner.
Bp. Richardson.

Man alone (of the animal creation) has tlie inspiration

of Deity. This is the august peculiarity which separates

him discretively and everlastingly from the animal crea-

tion. 0. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 189.

discriment, n. [< L. discrimen, a di-vision, sep-

aration : see discriminate.] In surg., a ban-

^ _
dago used in bleeding from the frontal vein.

safe intercourse with others, give due attention to our diSCriminable (dis-krim'i-na-bl), a. [< L. as
own and t., their character, weigh each circumstance of jf »ducriminaUlis, < discriminare, discriminate:
the business we undertake, and employ the surest and ,. .^. „. -,' rr^, . ^ jj„„«;w«;«„fa/i
ulest means for the attainment of any end or purpose. see discriminate.] That may be discriminated.

Hume, Prill, of Morals, vL Bailey. [Rare or obsolete.]

discrimination ; with minute distinction
;
par-

ticularly.

His conception of an elegy he has in his preface very

judiciously and discriminately explained.
Johnson, Shenstone.

The

Thus the! assaide Arthur, and nought cowde fynde in

liym but high vertu and grete discrecion.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), L 106.

Is that your Ditcrelion ! trust a Woman with herself?
Congreve, Love for Ixjve, ill. 3.

The happiness of life depends on our discretion.

Young.

The quality the most necessary for the execution of any
useful enterprise is discretion; by which we carry on a

character of being discriminate.

discriminating (dis-krim'i-na-ting), p. a. [Ppr.

of discriminate, v.] 1 . That discriminates ; not-

ing distinctions and differences with accui-aey

and nicety; distinguishing: &s,& discriminating

mind.
Marine appetites are not discriminating.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, ii.

2. Serving as a ground or means of discrimina-

tion; distinctive.

From the Baptist's own mouth they had learnt that the

doing ol miracles should be one illustrious and discrimi-

nating mark of the Messiah.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. iL

Souls have no discriminating hue.
Alike important in their Maker's view.

Cooper, Charity-



discriminatinf;

Discriminating duty, (a) a higher duty levied and col-

lected on certain merchandise when irni)orted indirectly

from the country where it is produced than when im-
ported directly, or when imported from one country than
from another, (b) A higher tonnage-duty on vessels not
owned by citizens of the importing country than on vessels

owned wholly or in part by such citizens. Also called dif-

ferential duty.

dlscriminatingl;);' (dis-krim'i-na-ting-li), adv.

In a discriminating manner; with judgment or

discrimination.
Let my good qualities be spoken of diMriminatingly^ by

all means ; but not too dUcriminatingly.
The Atlantic, LVIII. 857.

discrimination (dis-krim-i-na'shgn), n. [< LL.
discriminatio, < L. diseriminare, pp. discrimina-

<««, discriminate: see(7(sm)Mi«afe.] 1. Theaet
of distinguishing ; the act of observing, making,
or marking a difference; distinction: as, thedis-
eriminatioH between right and wrong.
The sculptors of the last age, from not attending snflR-

ciently to this discrimiaatimi of the ditferent styles of
painting, have been led into many errors.

Sir J. Reynolds, Discourses, x.

To blame might be hazardous ; for blame demands rea-
sons : but praise enjoys a ready dispensation from all rea-
sons and from all discrimination. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

Specifically— 2. The power of distinguishing
or discriminating; discriminative judgment;
penetration: as, a man of discrimination.

En Their own desire of glory would so mingle with whatB they esteemed the glory of God as to battle their discrivd-
m nation. Milman, Latin Christianity, xiv. 8.

Unable to praise or blame %vithdi«crtTni7ui(ton,the masses
tempt their leader to folly by assuring him beforehand of
plenary absolution. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 154.

3. The state of being discriminated, distin-
guished, or set apart.

There is a reverence to be showed them on the account
of their discrimination from other places, and separation
for sacred uses. StilUng^fleet.

4. That which serves to discriminate ; a mark
of distinction.

Talte heed of abetting any factions, or applying any pub-
lic discriminations in matters of religion. Up. Gauden.

Specifically— 6. An invidious distinction.

Reproaches and all sorts of unkind discriminations suc-
ceeded. Bp. llacket, Abp. Willianil, I. 16.

=8yn. 2. Discernment, clearness, acuteness, acumen, uice-
ty. insight. .*%ee dijference and discernment.

discriminative (dis-krim'i-na-tiv), a. [< dis-
criminate + -ive.'\ 1. That marks distinction

;

constittiting a difference ; characteristic : as,

the discriminative features of men.
There is a set of special distinctions between special or.

ders of phenomena . . . which in some cases exceed in
discriminative accuracy any of the corresponding empiri-
cal distinctions which the human mind is able to recog-
nize. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 28.

2. Making distinctions ; discriminating.
Discriminative Providence knew before the nature and

course of all things.

Dr. 11. More, Antidote against Atheism.

We have also shown that in the cases of the retina and
skin every sensible total may be subdivided by discrimi-
native attention into sensible parts, which are also spaces,
and into relations l>etween the parts, these being sensible
spaces too. W. James, Slin<l, XII. 30.

discriminatively(dis-krim'i-na-tiv-li), adv.
With discrimination or distinction.

Bnt it is far less probable that sensation is thus imme-
diately and dixcriininatieely cognizant of molecular neural
processes, than that the inseparable motor Impulses which
attend every form of external stimulation are the imme-
diate cause or objects of sensation.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 234.

discriminator (dis-krim'l-na-tgr), n. [< LL.
discriminator, < L. diseriminare, pp. discrimina-
tus, discriminate: see discriminate."] One who
discriminates,

discriminatory (dis-krim'i-na-to-ri), a. [< dis-
enmiiKili + -iinj.'] Discriminative. Imp. Diet.

Idiscriminoid
(ilis-krim'i-noid), n. [< L. dis-

crimen (-min-), difference (see discriminate), +
I

-oid.'] In math., a function whose vanishing ex-

[ presses the equality of all the integrating fac-
Etors of a differential equation. Cockle, 1879.

(Bscrlminoldal (dis-krim-i-noi'dal), a. [< dis-

j
eriminoid + -«/.] In math., relating to a dis-
criminoid.

discriminoust (dis-krim'i-nus), a. [< ML. dis-
criminiisas, critical, LL. (in adv. discriminosr)
decisive, < L. discrimcn {-min-), a division : see
discriminate.'] Hazardous; critical; decisive.

J kind of spitting of blood imports a very discrimi-
I state. Harvey, Consumptions.

Ivet, V. t. Same as descrive. Chaucer.
Iscrown (dis-kroun'), v. t. [< dig- priv. +
crown. Cf. OF. descouronner, discrown.] To

[deprive of a crown; remove a crown from.
The chief

Seems royal still, though with her head discrowned.
Byron, Cbilde Uaruld, iv. 167.

1657

discruciatingt (dis-kro'shi-a-ting), a. [Ppr.
of "discruciate, < L. discruciatus, pp. of discru-

eiare, torture violently, < dis- (intensive) +
cruciare, torture, < ctmx (ctmc-), cross.] Tor-
turing; excruciating.

To single hearts doubling is discruciating; such tempers
must sweat to dissemble, and prove but hypocritical hypo-
crites. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 20.

discnbitoryt (dis-ku'bi-to-ri), a. [< ML. *dis-

cuhitorius, < L. discuMtus, pp. of discumhere, lie

down: see discumhency.] Leaning; inclining;
fitted to a leaning posture. Sir t. Brmcne.
disculpatet (dis-M'pat), v. t. [< ML. discul-

patus, pp. of disculpare (> It. discolpare, scol-

pare-=. Sp. disciilpar = Pg. desculpar=OF. des-

colper, descoidper, descouper, P. disculper), free
from blame, < L. dis- priv. -I- culpare, blame, <

culpa, a fault : see culprit. Cf. exculpate, incul-

pa te.] To free from blame or fault ; exculpate

;

excuse.
" How hast thou escaped from above? thou hast cor-

rupted thy guards, and their lives shall answer it." *' My
poverty," said the jwasant calmly, *' will discitlpate them."

H. Walpole, Castle of Otranto, p. 31.

disculpationt (dis-kul-pa'shon), n. [= F. dis-

cutpation = Sp. disculpacion = ]?g. desculpa^ao,
< ML. *disculpatio(n-), < disculpare, pp. discul-

patiis, free from blame : see disculpate.] Free-
ing from blame or fault; exculpation.

This innoxious and inetfectual character, that seems
formed upon a plan of apology and discuipation, falls

miserably short of the mark of public duty.
Burke, Present Discontents.

disculpatoryt (dis-kul'pa-to-ri), a. [< discul-

pate + -ory.] Tending to disculpate. Imp.
Diet.

discumbency (dis-kum'ben-si), n. [< L. dis-

cumben(t-)s, ppr. of discumbere, lie down, < dis-

(intensive) + cubarc (-eumbere), lie: see cubit.]

The act of reclining at meals, according to the
manner of the ancients. [Bare.]

The Greeks and Romans used the custom of discum-
bfucy at meals. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

discumbert (dis-knm'b^r), V. t. [< OF. descom-
brer, desconlirer, descumbreir, < des- priv. +
combrer, etc., cumber: see dis- and cumber.
Cf. disencumber.] To disencumber; relieve of
something cumbersome.

His limbs discumbert of the clinging vest.

And binds the sacred cincture round his breast.
Pope, Odyssey, v.

discnret, *'• '• [ME. discuren, descurcn, contr. of
dcsenreren, discoveren, discover: see discover.]

To discover; reveal.
** Ye shnll wite it well," quod ilerlin, "bnt, loke ye, dis-

cure it not to noon creature, aa ye will haue my love."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 46.

I will, if please you it discure, assay
To ease you of that ill, so wisely as I may.

Spenser, F. Q., II. Ix. 42.

discurrentt (dis-kur'ent), a. [< dis- priv. -t-

cHrrent^,a.] Not current. Sir E. Sandys.
discursion (dis-k^r'shon), n. [= OF. discursion,

< LL. discursio(n-), a running different ways, a
hasty passing through, ML. discoursing, < L.
discurrere, pp. discursus, run different ways,
etc. : see discourse, n.] It. A running or ram-
bling about.— 2t. Rambling or desultory talk;
expatiation.

Because the word discourse is commonly taken for the
coherence and consequence of words, I will, to avoid
equivocation, call it discursion.

Ilobbes, Humau Nature, ilL

3. The act of discoursing or reasoning. Cole-
ridije.

discursistf (dis-kfer'sist), n. [< LL. discursus,

a discourse (see discourse, «.), + -ist.] A dis-

puter. [Rare.]

Great discursists were apt to . . . dispute the Prince's
resolution, and stir up the people.

L. Addison, Western Barbary (1671), Pref.

discursive (dis-k^r'siv), a. [= F. discursif=
Pr. discursiu = Sp. Pg. It. discursivo, < ML.
"discursivus, < L. discursus, pp. of discurrere,

run to and fro, LL. speak at length: see dis-

course. Cf. discoursive.] 1. Relating to the
understanding, or the active faculty of know-
ing or of forming conclusions; ratiocinative

:

opposed to intuitive.
Whence the soul

Reason receives, and reason is her being.
Discursive or intuitive. Milton, P. L., v. 488.

Tliese four acts of acquisition, conservation, reproduc-
tion, and representation form a class of faculties which we
may call the subsiiliary, as furnishing tlie materials to a
higher faculty, the function of which is to clalKirate these
materials. This elaborative or discursive facultjf is com-
parison ; for under comparison may l>e comprised all tlie

act* of synthesis and analysis, generalization and abstrac-
tion, judgment and reasoning. Comparison, or tlie elabu-

dlscuss

rative or discursive faculty, corresponds to the dianoia of
the Greeks, to the Verstand of the Germans. This faculty
is thought proper ; and logic, as we shall see, is the science
convei-sant alxmt its laws. Sir W. Hamilton.

2. Passing rapidly from one subject to another;
desultory; rambling; digressional.

It is a regular code, ... of an extent so considerable
and of a ciiaracter so free and discursive, that we can
fairly judge from it the condition of the prose language
of the time. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 44.

Heart-affluence in discursive talk
From household fountains never dry.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cix.

3t. Passing over an object, as in running the
eye over the parts of a large object of vision.

All in Himselfe as in a glasse Hee sees.

For from Him, by Him, through Him, all things bee

:

His sight is not discoursive, by degi-ees,

But seeing the whole, each single part doth see.

Sir J. Davies, Nosce Teipsum.

Discursive Judgment, one that is the result of reason-
ing; a dianoetic judgment.

discursively (dis-ker'siv-li), adv. In a discur-
sive manner, (a) Digressively. (6) Argumentatively

;

by reasoning or argument.

We do discursively and by way of ratiocination deduce
one thing from another.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 22.

discursiveness (dis-kfer'siv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being discursive.

Each head is treated sufficiently, while all temptation
to discursiveness is stoutly resisted.

The Athenceum, No. 3141, p. 16.

discursory (dis-kfer'so-ri), a. [< LL. discursus,

discourse (see discourse, n.), + -ory.] Having
the nature of discourse or reason; rational;
argumentative. [Rare.]

Here shall your Majesty find . . . positive theology
with polemical ; textual with discursory.

Bp. HaU, Works, 1., Ep. Ded.

discursus (dis-ker'sus), n. [LL., a conversa-
tion, discourse : see discourse, n.] Ratiocina-
tion; argumentation; discourse.

discus (dis'kus), »i.
;
pi. disci (-si). [L. (NL.,

etc.), a discus, the disk of a dial, < Gr. 6iaKog, a
flattish discus, disk, etc. Hence dish, dish, desk,

and dais: see these words.] 1. In classical

antiq. , a circular piece of stone or plate of metal,
about 12 inches in diameter, pitched from a fixed

point to the greatest possible distance, as a gym-
nastic exercise and as an athletic contest. Tlie
throwing of the discus was a favorite exercise in the
athletic games of Greece, and was one of the five exercises
which constituted the pentatlilon. See cut under discobo-
lus.

2. In anat., phys., zool., and bat., a disk of any
kind.— 3. ^caj).] In zool.: (a) A genus of mof-
lusks. (6) A genus of acalephs. Lesson, 1837.
(c) A genus of scombroid fishes. Campbell,
1879—Discus blastodermlcus. Same aablastodermic
disk (which see, under blastodermic).— Dlscus prollge-
nis, in aiiat., a mass of cells derived from the membrana
gi-anulosa of the Graafian vesicle, accumulated around the
ovum in a kind of granular zone.

discuss (dis-kus'), V. t. [< ME. discussen (=
Olt. discussarc), examine, scatter, < L. discus-

sus, pp. of discutere (> It. discuterc = Sp. Pg.
discutir = OF. discttter, discutir, F. discuter =
D. discuteren = G. discutiren = Dan. diskutere
= Sw. diskutcra, discuss), strike or shake apart,
break up, scatter, also, in derivatives and in
ML., examine, discuss, < dis-, apart, -I- quatere,
shake: see quash. Ct. concuss, percuss.] 1. To
shake or strike asunder; break up; disperse;
scatter. [Obsolete except In surgical use.]

Supposing we should giant that a vigorous heat and a
strong arm may by a violent friction discuss some tumor
of a distempered body. Stillingfleet. Sermons, I. ix.

Consider the threefold effect of Jupiter's trisulc, to
burn, discuss, and terebrate. 6'tr T. Broivne, Vulg. Err.

A pomade of virtue to discuss pimples.
Rambler, No. 130.

2t. To shake off; put away.
All regard of shame she had discust.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL 1. 48.

3t. To examine ; consider and declare one's

opinion concerning; hence, to explain; declare;

speak about.
Now have yhe herd

How Crist at his last commyng
Sal in dome sitte and discusse alle thyng.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 6247.

That no brother no sister ne shalle discuse the counseil
of this fraternite to no straungere.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 78.

Discuss the same in French unto him.
Shttk., Hen. V., iv. 4.

4. To agitate ; debate ; argue about ; reason
upon; sift the considerations for and against.

Men are never so likely to settle a question rightly aa
when they discuss it freely.

Mttcaulay, Soutliey's Colloquies.



discuss

We might ducim the Northern sin,

Which made a selfish war begin.
Tenni/gon, To F. D. Maurice.

Hence— 5. To examine or investigate the qual-

ity of by consuming, as something to eat or

drink : as, to discuss a fowl ; to discitss a bottle

of wine. [Humorous and coUoq.]

A meal was soon diteutted^ and in an hour we were
again on the move, P. Bobinson, Under the Sun, p. 148.

We ditctuted tariff and currency and turliey and cham-
pagne with the Kttsburg iron and steel lurds in the even-

ing. <S. Bowles, in Merriani, II. 53.

6. In civil law, to exhaust legal proceedings
against for debt, as the actual debtor or his

property, before proceeding against the prop-

erty of a person secondarily liable for the debt.

See beiiejit of discussion, under discussion.— 7.

In French-Canadian law, to procure the sale of

(the property of a debtor) by due process of law
and apply the proceeds toward the payment of

the debt. = Syil. 4. Dispute, Debate, etc. See argue.

discussable (dis-kus'a-bl), a. [< discuss +
-able.] Capable of being discussed, debated,
or reasoned about. J. S. Mill.

discusser (dis-kus'6r), n. One who discusses

;

one who reasons or examines critically. John-
son.

discnssion (dis-kush'on), n. [= D. discussie =
G. discussion = Dan. Sw. diskussion, < F. discus-

sion = Pr. discussion = Sp. discusion = Pg. dis-

eussSo = It. discussione, < L. discussio(n-), a
shaking, LL. an examination, discussion, < dis-

eutere, pp. discussus, shake apart (discuss) : see

discuss.] 1. The act or process of breaking up
or dispersing ; dispersion, as of a swelling or an
effusion. [Obsolete except in surgical use.]— 2. Debate ; disquisition ; the ablation of a
point or subject with a view to elicit truth or
gain a cause ; argument about something.

The authority of law and the security of property were
found to be compatible with a liberty of discussion and
of individual action never before known. Macaulay.

3. In civil law, the act of exhausting legal pro-
ceedings against a debtor or his property be-
fore proceeding against the property of a per-
son secondarily liable for the debt Benefit of
discussion, in civil law, the right of a person liable to
pay a certain sum, in case of the failure to pay it of the
person primarily liable, to require a diligent attempt to be
made to collect it by law from the latter before demand is

made upon himself : a right in Louisiana ordinarily belong-
ing to a guarantor and to the purchaser of property subject
to a mortgage, when part of the mortgaged property is

still owned by the mortgager, etc.— Discussion of prop-
erty, in Fretich-Canadian law, the selling of the property
of a aebt^jr by due process of law at the instance of a cred-
itor, and the application oi the proceeds to the payment
of tlie debt. See benefice.

discussional (dis-kush'on-al), a. [< discussion
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to discussion. Edin-
burgh Rev.

discnssive (dis-kus'iv), o. and n. [< discuss +
-ive.] I, a. If. Breaking up and scattering mor-
bid affections, as tumors ; discutient.

If ought be obstructed, he puts in his opening and dis-

cuisioe confections. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

2. Having the power to settle or bring to a
conclusion; determinative; decisive. [Bare.]
U. n. [=F.discussif.'] A medicine that dis-

perses or scatters; a discutient.

discntient (dis-kii'shient), «. and n. [< L. dis-

C!Utien(t-)s, ppr. of discutere, shake apart, dis-

perse, scatter, etc.: see discuss.] I. a. Dis-
persing morbid matter.

I then made the fomentation more discutient by the
addition of salt and sulphur. Wiseman, Surgery, i. 7.

n. n. A medicine or an application which
disperses a swelling or an effusion.

disdain (dis-dan'), V. [< ME. disdainen, des-
dainen, disdeynen, disdeignen (also dedeynen,
etc.: see dedain'^), < OF. desdaignier, desdeigner,
desdegner, F. d4daigner = Pr. desdegnar = Sp.
desdekar = Pg. desdenhar = It. disdegnare, sde-
gnare, disdain, < L. dis- oriv. -I- digiiari, deign,
think worthy, < dignus, worthy : see deign, and
dainty, ult. = dignity.] I. trans. 1. To think
unworthy or worthless ; reject as unworthy of
notice or of one's own character ; look upon
with contempt and aversion; contemn; de-
spise : as, to disdain a mean action.

Hi* clownish gifts and curtsies I disdaine.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., January.

Whose fathers I would have disdained to have set with
the dogs of my flock. Job xxx, 1.

The bloody proclamation to escape
. . , taught me to shift

Into a madman's rags ; to assume a semblance
That very dogs ditdain'd. Shak., I^ar, v. 3.

There is nothing that my Nature disdains more than to
be a .Slave to Silver or Gold. IloweU, Letters, I. vi. 60.

St> To fill with scorn or contempt.

1658
** Pity

!

" said Pyrocles, with a bitter smiling, disdain-

ed with so currish an answer ; "no, no, Arcadian, I can
quickly have pity of myself, and would think my life most
miserable which should be a gift of thine."

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

= Syn. 1. Despise, etc. (see «corn), scout, spurn. See
comparison of nouns under arrogance.

Il.t intrans. To be filled with scorn or con-
tempt.

Ajax, deprived of Achilles armour, which he hoped from
the sutfrage of the Greeks, disdains; and, growing im-
patient of the injury, rageth and runs mad.

B. Joiuon, Discoveries.

disdain (dis-dan'), n. [< ME. disdayn, disdein,

disdeyn (also dcdayn: see dedain'^), < OF. des-

daign, desdaing, desdeign, desdain, F. dedain =
Pr. desdaing = Sp. desdeiio (obs.), now desden,

= Pg. desdem = It. disdegno, sdcgno, disdain

;

from the verb.] 1. A feeling of contempt min-
gled with aversion ; contempt ; scorn.

I haue ther-of grete disdeyn, that he thourgh his grete
pride leste to a-rise a-gein Rome as longe as he knoweth
me on lyve. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 639.

A man whose wisdom is in weighty affairs admired
would take it in some disdain to have his counsel solemn-
ly asked about a toy. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 15.

Disdain and scorn ride sparkling in her eyes.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1.

You sought to prove how I could love,

And my disdain is my reply.
Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

2t. The state of being despised; the state of

feeling one's self disgraced ; ignominy ; dis-

grace.
They say he yesterday coped Hector in the battle, and

struck him down ; tiie disdain and shame whereof hath
ever since kept Hector fasting and waking.

Shak., T. and C, i. 2.

3t. That which is worthy of disdain.

Th' other halfe did wonians shape retaine.
Most lothsom, filthie, foule, and full of vile dvfdaiiie.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 14.

= Syn. 1. Pride, Presumption, etc. (see arroyaiwe), scorn-
fulness, contemptuousness. See scorn, v.

disdainedt (dis-dand'), a. [< disdain + -ed^.]

Disdainful.
Revenge the jeering and disdain'd contempt
Of this proud king. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

disdainful (dis-dan'ful), a. [< disdain + -ful,

1.] Full of or expressing disdain ; contemptu-
ous; scornful; haughty.

Yet I gesse vnder disdainfuU brow
One beam of ruth is in her cloudy looke,
Which comfortes the mind, that erst for fear shooke.

Wyatt, The Wauering Louer, etc.

* Let not ambition mock their useful toil.

Their homely joys, and destiny obscure;
Nor grandeur hear with a disdainful smile
The short and simple annals of the poor.

Gray, Elegy.

disdainfully (dis-dan'ful-i), adv. Contemptu-
ously ; with scorn ; in a haughty manner.

Disdainfully she look'd ; then turning round.
But flx'd her eyes unmov'd upon the ground.

D}-yden, Jineid, vi.

disdainfulness (dis-dan 'ful-nes), n. Con-
tempt ; contemptuousness ; haughty scorn.

There was never such beastliness of minds, such disdain-
fulness in hearts. Strype, Queen Mary, an. 1554.

disdainoust (dis-da'nus), a. [< ME. desdayn-
ous, < OF. desdaignetix, P. dedaigneux = Pr.

desdenhos = Sp. desdeHoso = Pg. desdenhoso =
It. disdegnoso, sdegnoso ; as disdain + -ous. Cf

.

dainous.] Disdainful.
His loking was not disdeynous
Ne proude, but meke and ful pesyble

;

About his necke he bare a Byble.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7410.

Thy scorns, mocks, and other disdainous words and be-
haviours. Latimer, On the Card, ii.

disdainouslyt (dis-da'nus-li), adv. Disdain-
fully.

Keniembre howe disdaynouslye and lothsomly they are
pleased wyth gyftea that haue thys homelye adage in theyr
niouthes, he geueth me a pygge of myiie owne sowe.

Bp. Bale, Apology, Pref.

disdeignt (dis-dan'), v. An obsolete spelling
of disdain.

disdiaclast (dis-di'a-klast), n. [Irreg. < Gr. 6ig

(in eomp. prop. <5f-), twice, + ^6idK%aGT0Qj as-
sumed verbal adj. of diaKMv, break in twain,
< Std, through, + K/idf, break.] A name given
by Briicke to hypothetical small doubly refract-
ing elements, of which he supposed the anisot-
ropous disks of striated muscle to be composed.
disdiaclastic (dis-di-a-klas'tik), a. [As disdi-

aclast + -ic] Doubly refractive: an epithet
applied to disdiaelasts.

disdiapason (dis-di-a-pa'zon), w. [LL., < Gr.
(to) (Uc 6td iracdvy disdiapason: (J/f, twice (see
di-2) ; 6ta Traaciv: see diapason.'] In medieval
music^ the interval of a double octave or fif-

teenth.

disease

disdiplasiont (dis-di-pla'zi-on), n, [< Gr. d/f,

twice, + (Sf-XdfffOf, double, twofold: see di-

plasic] In medieval music, same as disdiapa-

son.

disease (di-zez'), w. [< ME. disese, rarely de-

scse, < Ai\ *disesej disease, desaese, OF. desaise,

desayse, F. desaise = Pr. desaise, uneasiness,
trouble, pain, disease, = Pg, desazOj dullness,
blockishness, = It. disagio, trouble, inconve-
nience, want; as rfi5- priv. + ease.'} It, Lack
or absence of ease ; uneasiness; pain; distress;

trouble; discomfort.

"Charite," he seith, "is pacient,
AUe disesiis meekli sutfringe."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. <E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

We sail noght here doute to do hyra disesse,

But with countenaunce full cruell
We sail crake her his croune. York Plays, p. 124.

All that night they past in great disease,

Till that the morning, bringing earely light

To guide mens labours, brought them also ease.

Spenser, ¥. Q., VI. v. 40.

2. In pafhol. : {a) In general, a morbid, pain-
ful or otherwise distressing physical condition,
acute or chronic, which may result either in
death or in a more or less complete return to
health ; deviation from the healthy or normal
condition of any of the functions or tissues of
the body.

Disease ... is a perturbation of the normal activities

of a living body. Huxley, Biol. Sci. and Med.

Specifically— (6) An individual case of such a
morbid condition; the complex series of patho-
logical conditions causally related to one an-
other exhibited by one person during one period
of illness ; an attack of sickness.

Yet, through a life which was one long disease, the
force of his [William of Orange's] mind never failed, on
any great occasion, to bear up his sulTering and languid
body. Macaulay, Hist, Eng., vii.

(c) A special class of morbid conditions group-
ed together as exhibiting the same or similar
phenomena (sjTnptoms, course, result), as af-

fecting the same organs, or as due to the same
causes : as, the diseases of the lungs, as pneu-
monia, consumption; the diseases of the brain.
The forms of expression used in reference to cases of dis-

ease are largely framed on the old fanciful conception of
them as substantive things entering into and possessing
for the time being the person of the patient.

As every climate has its peculiar diseases, so every walk
of life has its peculiar temptations.

Macaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

3. Any disorder or depraved condition or ele-

ment, moral, mental, social, or political.

An 't please you, it is the disease of not listening, the
malady of not marking, that I am troubled withal.

ShaJc., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

Though all afflictions are evils in themselves, yet they
are good for us, because they discover to us our disease

and tend to our cure. Tillotson, Works, I. ix.

The instability, injustice, and confusion introduced into

the public councils have, in truth, been the mortal dis-

eases under which popular governments have everywhere
perished. Madison,

Addison's disease, a disease characterized by a fibro-

caseous metamorphosis of the suprarenal capsules, a
brownish-olive coloration of the akin, anemia, and pros-
tration : first described by Thomas Addison, an English
physician (1793-1860). Also called mprarenal Melasma
and broiued-skin disease.—Animals* Contagious Dis-
eases Acts, English statutes of 1»(>7 (30 and 31 Vict., c.

125), 1869 (32 and 33 Vict., c. 70), 1875 (38 and 39 Vict., a
75), and 1878 (41 and 42 Vict., c. 74). for the protection of
cattle from disease; and one of 18H4 (47 and 48 Vict., c.

13), regulating the landing and traiiS]K)rtation of animals
from foreign countries.— Basedow's disease, exophthal-
mic goiter (which see, under exophthalmic).— Bell's dis-
ease [from Luther V. Bell, an American physician, 1806-
62], a form of acute cerebral disease, characterized by
maniacal delirium succeeded by apathy and coma, accom-
ftanied by fever, and exhibiting anatomically more or
ess superficial encephalitis. Also called perieuc>"phalitis,

mania gravis, and (w;>/ioj«a)na.— Bright's disease, a
disease, or group of diseases, first described in 18*27 by
Richard Bright, an English physician (1789-1S5S). The
name is usually applied to forms of kidney disease charac-
terized by albuminuria and general dropsy. Anatomical-
ly, in the chronic forms, several types may be distinguish-
ed ; (1) parenchymatous nephritis, principally marked by
a disturbance of nutrition in the epithelial cells ; (2) inter-

stitial nephritis, by inflammation of the interstitial con-
nective tissue; (3) lardaceous infiltration; (4) diffuse ne-
phritis. Acute Bright's disease may present the anatomi-
cal characters of diffuse or parenchymatous nephritis, or
may leave no distinct changes in the renal tissue (exuda-
tive nephritis).— Brodie'S disease Inamed after Sir Ben-
jamin C. Brodie, 1783-1862], a chronic synovitis, in which
the subsynovial tissues have become much thickened and
soft. Also called pulpy disease of the simoviai membrane.
— Charcot's disease, (a) Multiple sclerosis of the cere-
brospinal axis, (b) Certain inflanmiatory conditions of
joints attendant on locomotor ataxia.— Contagious Dis-
eases Acts, English statutes of 1866 (29 and 30 Vict., c.

35) and 1869 (32 and 33 Vict, c. 96), for the control of ve-
nereal diseases at certain naval and military stations in
England and Ireland.— Corrigan's disease, aortic re-

gurgitation.—Fish-skln disease. See icAf/i,vo«.s.— Foot-
and-mouth disease. See /o<^^— Functional disease,



disease

a terra applied to a disease when no anatomical change
can be found in tile tissues involved. Thomas, Med.
Diet.— Grayes's disease. Same as Bojtedow'it dinease.—
Hip-Joint disease, caries of the bones forming the hip-

joint. Also called morbus caxarius.— Hodgklu'S dis-
ease, pseudo-leucocythemia.—Hydroceplialoid, larda-
ceous, etc., disease. .See the adjectives.— Plant-dis-
ease, an abnormal condition in plants, produced in most
cases by insects or parasitic fungi. The principal injuries

which they produce are destruction of tissues and nutri-

tive materials, impairment of assimilative power, and dis-

tortion.— Pott's disease, caries of the spinal column, pro-

ducing angular curvature.— Raynaud's disease, a dis-

ease characterized by local spasm of the smalt vessels,

more or less completely obstructing the circulation of the
part, and often leading to gangrene. The parts affected
are symmetrically placed, the tips of the fingers and toes
being most apt t<> i>e attaclied. It belongs especially to
middle life, and affects predominantly the female sex. It

is not fatal. Also called «v"i"i^'ricaZ gangretie &Tid local

asphitxia.— Stationary diseases, a name given by some
authorities to certain diseases which depend upon a par-
ticular state of the atmosphere, and prevail in a district

for a certain number of years, and then give way to oth-
ers. Dunfflison.— Tbe black disease, the lilack plague
or pestilence, the mi/rbits iw/erM Iht-- Latin writers: same
as Ihe black death (wliich see, under i(>'«(A).— WoOl-SOrt-
ers' disease. .Same as iiuiUijaant anthrax (which see,

under anthrax). [For special clas-ses of diseases, see Ofate,
chronic, eitdeniic, enthetic, epidyiaic, occult, orrranic, zymot-
ic, eic.]=SyXl. 2. hidispttsition, Infirmittt, Disteinp*'r,Mal-
adit. Disease, ailment, illness, complaint. Most of these
worils are weaker and more general than disease. Jndis.
position is light and temporary. Injirmity is disabling,
often local, and perhaps pennanent, and is not always
properly a morbid condition : as, the infirmity of deaf-
ness : the injirmity of oM age. There is a tendency to re-

strict distemper to animals, but it may still be applied to
human beings. It is a morbid state of a part or the whole
of the IXKly. Malady is a lingering, deep-seated, unman-
ageable, painful, or fatal diilorder. Disease is a detlnite
morbid condition, commonly of serious character an«l gen-
erally active: as, his disease proved to be typhoid fever.

See debility and illness.

Tlie king neither can nor ought to absent himself from
his parlament, unless he be really indisposed in health ;

nor then neither, till twelve of the peers have been with
him to insect his body, and give the parlament an ac-
count of hia indisposition.

Milton, A Defence of the People of England.

Do not muse at me, my most worthy friends

;

I have a strange injirmity, which is nothing
To those that know me. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

Of no distemper, of no blast he died,
But fell like aatunni fruit that mellowed long.

Dryden and Lee, (Kdipus, iv, 1.

We must not
So stain our judgment, or corrupt our hope,
To prostitute our past-cure malady
To empirics. Shak., All's Well, il. 1.

The remedy is worse than the disease.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xvl. 31.

disease (di-zez'), v. t.; pret. and pp. diseased,

ppr. disea.ting. [< ME. disesen, < OF. desaiser
= Pr. de:ai.sir = It. disagiare, make uneasy;
from the noun.] If. To make uneasy; pain

;

distress.

The flode was come s-gein that gretljr hem disesed, and
witli grete peyne thei passed the greves and com a-gein to
the hoste. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 649.

His double burden did him sore disease.

Spenser, V. Q., II. 11. 12.

List ! fast asleep ;

... I must disease you straight, sir.

Middtelon, 'Hie Witch, iv. 3.

The sweet afflictions that disease me. Carew, Song.

2. To aiTect with disease; make ill; disorder
the body or mind of: used chiefly or only in the
passive voice or the past participle.

He was diseased in Itody and mind. Maeaulay.

diseasedness (di-ze'zed-nes), «. The state of
being diseased ; a morbid state ; sickness.

This is a restoration to some former state ; not that
state of indigency and diseasedness.

T. Burnet, Tlicory of the Earth.

diseasefult (di-zez'ful), a. [< disease + -fitl, 1.]

1. Occasioning uneasiness; troublesome.
Where the majesty of the king's house draws recourse

and access, it is both disgraceful U> the king and disease-
ful to the people if the ways near aixmts l)e not fair anil
good. Bacon, Charge upon the Commission for the Verge.

2. Abounding with disease; diseased.
Vf his bodye were neglected, it is like that his languish-

ing sowie, Iwing dis4|uiete<l by his diseaseftUl IxKiye, would
utterly refuse and lothe all spirituall coinforte.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

3. Producing disease : as, a diseaseful climate.

Then famine, want, and pain.
Sunk to the grave their fainting liml« ; but us,
/)ij*«rt»?/u/ dainties, riot and excess,
And feverish luxury destroy.

T. Warton, The Enthusiast.

diseasefalnesst (di-zez'fiil-nes), n. The state
of being diseaseful.

But as before the consideration of a prison had dis-
graced all ornaments, so now the same consideration
made them attend all disease/ulness.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

diseasementt (di-zez'ment), «. [< disease +
-ment.] Uneasiness; inconvenience.

1659
For it is not probable that men of great means and plen-

tiful estate will endure the travel, diseasements, and ad-
ventures of going thither in person.

Bacon, Plantations in Ireland.

diseasyt, a. [< ME. disesy, < disese, uneasiness

:

see disease, «.] Uneasy.
All the dales of a pore man ben yvele [var. disesy],

Wyclif, Prov. xv. 15 (Purv.).

disedge (dis-ej'). "• '•; pret. and pp. disedged,
ppr. disedging. [< dis- priv. + edge.'\ To de-
prive of an edge ; blunt; make dull. [Rare.]

I hold him prudent that in these fastidious times will
helpe disedged appetites with convenient condiments.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 90.

.Served a little to disedge
The sharpness of that pain about her heart.

Tennyson, Geraint.

disediflcation (dis-ed"i-fi-ka'8hon), n. [< dis-

edify: av e -/;/ a.nd -ation. Cf. edification.'] The
act of disedifying ; a scandal. [Bare.]

Cardinal Wiseman, in his "Lectures on the Principal
Doctrines and Practices of the Catholic Church," delivered
in 1836, speaks of '' Disedijication committed before the
church.

"

N. and Q., 7th ser.. III. 406.

disedify (dis-ed'i-fi), V. t. [< dis- priv. -I- edify.

Cf. OF. desedifier, demolish, destroy, of like

formation, in lit. sense.] To fail of edifying

;

impart false doctrine to. Warburton.

The " Church Times " of March 4, 1887, tells its readers
that "such an admission is disedifying to Roman Catho-
lics " (p. 109, col. ?). N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 406.

disembargO (dis-em-bar'go), V. t. [< dis- priv.

+ e»ihar;i<).'\ To release from embargo.
disembark (dis-em-bitrk'), V. [Formerly also
disimbark; < OF. desembarquer, F. desembarquer
(= Sp. Pg. desembarcar= lt. disimbarcare), dis-

embark, < dcs- priv. -f- cmbarquer, embark

:

see du'<- and embark. Cf. disbark^, debark.] I.

trans. To debark ; remove from on board a ship
to the land; unload; put on shore; land: as,

the general disembarked the troops at sunrise.

Go to the bay, and disembark my coiTers.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

n. intrans. To land from a ship
;
go on shore,

as at the end of a voyage.

Tliere is a report current to the effect that the next di-

vision wilt not disembark at Malta.
W. II. Russell, nie War, i.

disembarkation (dis-em-biir-ka'shon), n. [=
Sp. (obs.) de.'<einharcacion = Vg. desemharcaqSo

;

as di.'<emhark + -ation.] The act of disembark-
ing.

disembarkment (dis-em-baxk'ment), «. [< F.
desembiirquftnent ; a,a disembark ( ^ment.] The
act of disembarking.
disembarrass (dis-em-bar'as), V. t. [< OF. rfe.9-

cniharra.i.scr, F. desembarasser (=: Sp. desembara-
zar = Pg. desemharacar = It. disimbaraz:are),

disentangle, < A.*- pnv. + embarra.'u'er, embar-
rass: see dis- and embarrass. Cf. debarrass.]

To free from embarrassment, or from anything
that causes embarrassment; clear; extricate:

as, her affability completely disembarrassed
him; to disembarrass one of a load of care, or
of a load of parcels.

We have disembarrassed it of all the intricacy which
arose from the different forms of declension, of which the
Komans had no fewer than live. Blair, Rhetoric, viii.

Thus disembarrassed of the roost formidable means of
annoyance, the French monarch went briskly forward
with his preparations. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 10.

= 8yn. Disentangle, Helease, etc. See disengage.

disembarrassment (dis-em-bar'as-ment), n.

The act of extricating, or the state of being
extricated, from embarrassment, or from any-
thing that embarrasses.
disembattled (dis-em-bat'ld), a. [< dis- priv.

-I- embattled^.] Deprived of battlements.

It [the wall of Chester] is the gentlest and least offen-

sive of ramparts, and completes its long irregular curve
without a frown or menace in all its disembattled stretch.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 9.

disembayt (dis-em-ba'), v. t. [< dis- priv. -t- em-
bay.] To navigate clear out of a bay.

The fair inamorata . . .

Had spy'd the ship, which her heart's treasure bare.

Put off from land : and now quite disembay'd,
Her cables coiled, and her anchors weigh "d,

Whilst gentle gales her swelling sails did court.
Sherlntme, Forsaken Lydia.

disembellisll (dis-em-berish), V. t. [Formerly
also disimbellish ; < OF. desembelliss-, stem of
certain parts of de.iembellir, F. disembelUr (cf.

Sp. desembeUecer), disfigure, < des- priv. + em-
6eHir, embellish : see dis- and embellish.] To
deprive of embellishment. Carlyle.

disembi'tter (dis-em-bit'^r), V. t. [< dis- priv.

-I- embitter.] To free from bitterness; clear
from acrimony; render sweet or pleasant.

disembroil

Encourage such innocent amusements as may disembit.
ter the minds of men. Addison, Freeholder.

disembodiment (dis-em-bod'i-ment), 11. [< dis-

embody + -ment.] 1. The act of disembodying.— 2. The condition of being disembodied.
disembody (dis-em-bod'i), V. t.; pret. and pp.
disembodied, ppr. disembodying. [< dis- priv. +
embody.] 1. To divest of body ; free from flesh.

How shall I know thee in the sphere that keeps
The disembodied spirits of the dead ? Bryant.

Mr. Spencer asserts that alt fonns of religious sentiment
spring from the primitive idea of a disembodied double of
a dead man. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 308.

2. To discharge from military incorporation
;

disarm (a military bodj^) and release from ser-

vice for a specified period : as, the miUtia was
disembodied.

disembogue (dis-em-bog'), «. ;
pret. and pp.

disembogued, ppr. disemboguing. [Formerly
disembogue; < Sp. desembocar (= Pg. desem-
bocar), disembogue, < des- priv. + embocar (=
Pg. etnbocar), enter by the mouth, or by a nar-
row passage: see dis- aaA embogue.] I. trans.

To pour out or discharge at the mouth, as a
stream ; hence, to vent ; cast forth or eject.

Indus, which diuideth it in the middle, . . . after nine
hundred miles iourney, with two nauigable mouths dis-

emboguing it selfe into the Ocean.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 479.

If I get in adoors, not the power o' th' country,
Nor my aunt's curses, shall disembogue me.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, v. 1.

Two ships' lading of these precious saints [German re-

formers] was disembogued in Scotland, where they set up
again, and broached anew their pernicious principles.

Dryden, Posteript to Hist, of League.

Rolling down, the steep Timavus raves,

And through nine channels disembogues liis waves.
Addison.

H. intrans. 1. To flow out, as at the mouth

;

become discharged
;
gain a vent : as, innumer-

able rivers disembogue into the ocean.
This River, though but small, yet it is big enough for

Pereagoes to enter. It disembogues on the South side,

near the middle of the Lagune.
Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 51.

Volcanoes bellow ere they disembogue. Young.

2. Naut., to pass across, or out of the mouth
of, a river, gulf, or bay, as a ship.

My ships ride iti the bay.
Ready to disembogue, tackled and mann'd
Even to my wishes.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. S.

disemboguement (dis-em-bog 'ment), n. [<
di.iembogite + -ment.] Discharge, as of the wa-
ter of a river into the ocean or a lake. Smart.

disemboquet, "• An obsolete form of disembogue.

disembosom (dis-em-buz'um), V. t. [< dis-

priv. -t- embosom.] To separate from the bosom.
Uninjur'd from our praise can He escape,
Who, disembosom'd from the Father, bows
The heaven of heavens, to kiss the distant earth ?

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

disembowel (dis-em-bou'el), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disemboieeled or disembqwelled, ppr. disembowel-
ing or disembowelling. [< dis- priv. + embowel.]

1. To deprive of the bowels, or of parts anal-

ogous to the bowels ; eviscerate : as, to disem-
bowel a carcass; to disembowel a book by tear-

ing out leaves.— 2. To wound in the abdomen
in such a manner as to permit the bowels to pro-

trude or escape, as in suicide by hara-kiri.

—

3. To take or draw from the bowels, as the
web of a spider. [Rare.]

So her disembowell'd web
Arachne in a hall or kitchen spreads.
Obvious to vagrant flies.

J. Philips, The Splendid Shilling.

di8embO'Welment(dis-em-bou'el-ment), n. The
act or process of disemboweling ; evisceration.

One woman will eviscerate about two dozen of herrings
in a minute ; and when nearly 2000 of them are working
. . . the amount of disembowelment may be more easily

imagined than described. Encyc. Brit, IX. 259.

disembO'Wer (dis-em-bou'fer), V. t. [< f?ts-priv.

-1- embotrer.] To remove from or deprive of a
bower. Bryant.

disembranglet (dis-em-brang'gl), v. t. [< dis-

priv. -I- enwrangle.] To free from litigation;

free from dispute, squabbling, or quarreling.

For God's sake disembrangle these matters, that I may
be at ease to mind my own 'atfairs.

Bp. Berkeley, Ltittcrs, p. 109.

disembroil (dis-em-broil'), V. t. [< dis- privi

-I- embroil.] To free from broil or confusion
;

extricate from confusion or perplexity; dis-

entangle.

It is by this means that Monsieur Vaillant has disem-
broiled a history that was lost to the world before his

time, and out of a short collection of medals has given us
a chronicle of the kings of Syria.

Addison, Ancient Medals, 1.



disemic

disemic (di-se'mik), a. [< LL. disemus, < Gt.

iimifjoc, having two morse, of doubtful quantity,

< 61-, two-, + avfi, a sign, mark, a^/jtiov, a sign,

mark, unit of time, mora.] In anc, pros., con-

taining or equal to two mor», or units of time

;

equivalent to or constituting two normal shorts

or one ordinary long: as, a disemic time, thesis,

or arsis, a di*emic lonn is the ordinary long, equal to
w w, as distinguished from the trisemic, tetrasemtc, and
penttuemif lonos, equal to ^ ^ >', ^^ '.' ^ ^, and ^ w w ^y
z«qiectively. A disemic paitse (also called a prosthesis)

isa pause of two times (^ w); that is, a space of two shorts
essential to the rhythm, hut not represented by syllables

in the t«it. A pyrrhic, or foot of two short syllables, is

apparently disemic, but according to the best autliorities

was really trisemic in delivery. See dichronons.

disemployt (dis-em-ploi'), f. t. [< dis- priv. +
employ, r.] To throw out of employment ; re-

lieve or dismiss from business.

If personal dcfailance be thought reasonable to dis-

employ the whole calling, then neither clergy nor laity

should ever serve a prince.
Jei: Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 245.

disemployedt (dis-em-ploid'), a. [< dis- priv.

+ employed.^ Unemployed.
The smallest sins and irregularities of our life, which

usually creep upon idle, disemployed, and curious persons.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, i. 1.

disemploymentf (dis-em-ploi'ment), n. [< dis-

priv. -1- employment.'] Want of employment;
the state of being imemployed.

In this glut of leisure and disemployment, let them set

apart greater portions of their time for religion.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, i. 1.

disempower (dis-em-pou'6r), V. t. [< dis- priv.

+ empower.'] To divest or deprive of power or
authority previously conferred or enjoyed.

disenable! (dis-en-a'bl), v. t. [< dis- priv. + en-

able.] To deprive of power, natural or moral;
disable ; deprive of ability or means.
The sight of it might damp me and disenable me to

speak. State Trials, Abp. Laud, an. 1640.

Not disinaWd to sustain those many glorious labours of

his life both in peace and war. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

Through indisposition of body, he is disenabled from
going forth again. New England's Memorial, App., p. 467.

disenamoured (dis-en-am'ord), a. [< dis-

priv. + enamoured ; = F. d^senamoure.] Freed
from the bonds of love. Also spelled disen-

amored.
He makes Don Quixote disenanwured of Dulcinea del

Toboso. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, IV. xviii.

disenchain (dis-en-chan'), V. t. [< OF. desen-
chainer, F. desenehalner = Sp. desencadenar =
Pg. desencadear, deseneadeiar ; as dis- priv. +
enchain.] To set free from chains or restraint.

Poe.

disenchant (dis-en-chanf), V. t. [< OF. desen-
chunter, F. desenchanter = Sp. Pg. desencantar
= It. disincantare, < L. dis- priv. + incantare,

enchant : see dis- and enchatU.] To free from
enchantment ; deliver from the power of charms
or spells, or of an enchanter ; free from fasci-

nation or delusion.

Let your own brain disenchant you. Sir P. Sidney.

Haste to thy work ; a noble stroke or two
Ends all the charms, and disenchants the grove.

Dryden.

No reading or study had contributed to disenehant the
fairy-land around him. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

disenchanter (dis-en-chan't6r), n. [< disen-
chant -\- -«rl. Cf. F. dcsenchanteur.] One who
or that which disenchants.
disenchantment (dis-en-chant'ment), n. [< F.
desenchantemcnt = Sp. desencantdmiento = Pg.
desencantamento ; as disenchant + -ment.] The
act of disenchanting, or the state of being dis-
enchanted.

All concluded in the promise, which he held for certahi,
of the disenchantment of Dulcinea.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, IV. xxil.

disenchantress (dis-en-chta'tres), n. [< P.
<ii's( iichank-rcxKe; as disenchanter + -ess.] A
female disenchanter.

If he loved his disenchantress ? Ach Gott ! His whole
heart and soul and life were hers.

Cartyle, Sartor Resartus (ed. 1831), p. 101.

disencharmt (dis-en-charm'), V. t. r< dis- priv.

+ 'encharm, < en-1 -I- charm.] To free from a
charmed or enchanted condition ; disenchant.
This lasted till he was told of his duty and matter of

obedience, and the fear of a sin had diseneliarmed him.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 763.

disenclose, ». t. See disinclose.

disencourage (dis-en-kur'aj), v. t.
;

pret. and
pp. discncouraged, ppr. diaencouraging. [< dis-
priv. + encourage. Cf. discourage.] To de-
prive of encouragement; discourage. Mme.
D'Arhlay.

1660

disencouragementt (dis-en-kur'aj-ment), n.

[< disencourage + -ment.] Deprivation or ab-
sence of encouragement ; discouragement.

On the 24th of July, 1659, our author [South] preached
the assize sermon at St. Mary's, wherein he took occasion
to speak of the great disincouragement of learning.

Wood, Athente Oxon.

disencreaset, <-'• »• [ME. disencresen ; as dis-

priv. + iiwrease.] To decrease. Chaucer.

disencreaset, «. [ME. disencrese; from the
verb.] Diminution. Complaint of the Black
Knight.

disencumber (dis-en-kum'ber), V. t. [< OF.
desencombrcr, F. desencombrer = Pr. desencom-
brar; as dis- priv. + encumber. Cf . discumber.]

To free from encumbrance or from whatever
tends to encumber, burden, hamper, or impede

;

disburden : as, the troops disencumbered them-
selves of their baggage; to disencumber the
mind of its prejudices; to disencumber an es-

tate of debt.

Ere dim night had disencumber'd heaven.
MUton, P. L., T. 700.

I have disencumbered myself from rhyme.
Dryden, All for Love, Pref.

The struggling elements of the modern Spanish were
disencumbering themselves from the forms of the corrupt-
ed Latin. Tickrwr, Span. Lit, I. 37.

disencumberment (dis-en-kum'ber-ment), n.

[< disencumber -t- -ment.] The act of disencum-
bering, or of freeing from encumbrance : as, the
disencumberment of an estate from debt by pay-
ing off the mortgage.
disencumbrance (dis-en-kum'brans), n. [<
disencumber + -ance. Cf. encumbrance.] Free-
dom or deliverance from encumbrance or from
whatever tends to encumber or burden : as, the
disencumbrance of an estate.

There are many who make a figure below what their
fortune or merit entitle tliem to, out of mere choice, and
an elegant desire of ease and disencumbrance.

Steele, Spectator, Ko. 264.

disendow (dis-en-dou')i v. t. [< dis- priv. -1-

endow.] To deprive of an endowment or of en-
dowments, as a church or other institution.

Mr. Borlase seems, almost as a matter of course, to as-

sume that the Church is to be presently disendowed upon
the scheme of the Liberation Society.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 567.

disendowed (dis-en-doud'), a. [< dis- priv. +
endowed.] Not endowed; destitute of means
or privileges; in a state of poverty or depen-
dence ; hence, proletarian

;
plebeian.

He implored them to bestow upon the disendowed class-

es, as they were called, all the benefits of civilization.

Victor Hugo and his Times.

disendowment (dis-en-dou'ment), n. [< di-ien-

dow + -ment.] The act of depriving or divest-
ing of an endowment or endowments.
There must, of course, be Disendowment [of the Estab-

lished Church] as well as Disestal)lishment, and the appro-
priation of the funds will be incomparably the more im-
portant process of the two.

R. J. llinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 25.

disenfranchise (dis-en-fran'ehiz), V. t.
;

pret.

and pp. disenfranchised, ppr. disenfranchising.

[< dis- priv. + enfranchise.] To disfranchise.
Booth. [Rare.]

disenfranchisement (dis-en-fran'ohiz-ment),
«. [< disenfrancliise -J- -ment.] Disfrancliise-
ment. Booth. [Rare.]

disengage (dis-en-gaj'), v. ;
pret. and pp. disen-

gaged, ppr. disengaging. [< OF. desengager, F.
desengaqer, < des- priv. -I- engager, engage ; see
dis- and engage.] I. trans. 1. To set free or
release from pledge or engagement ; release
from promise, engagement, or vow.

I lack you here, for my Lord of Dorset, he might make
a cheap bargain with me now, and disengage his honour,
which in good faith is a little bound. Donne, Letters, xlix.

2. To release or set free from union, attach-
ment, or connection ; detach ; loosen or unfas-
ten, and set free ; release : as, to disengage a
metal from its gangue, or a garment from a
clinging bramble ; to disengage the mind from
study.
Common sense and plain reason, while men are disen-

gaged from aocinired opinions, will ever have some general
influence upon their minds. 5w(/'f, Nobles and Commons, v.

In saying this she disengaged her hand, with a look which
I thought a sufficient commentary upon the text.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 20.

She had sunk twice, nor was it in my power to disengage
myself in time to bring her relief. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

Faraday found the quantity of electricity disengaged by
the decomposition of a single grain of water in a voltaic
cell to be equal to that liberated in 800,000 discharges of
the great Leyden battery of the Royal Institution.

Tyiulall, Light and Elect., p. 154.

3. In fencing, to carry or pass the point of (the
weapon) from one side to the other over or un-

disenslave

der the adversary's, when the previous relative

position or engagement of the blades is to the
opponent's advantage. The movement is exe-
cuted by describing with the point of the wea-
pon a very small circli-. Rolando (ed. Forsyth).
— Engaging and disengaging machinery. See engage.
= Syn. Disengagi', iieleast', Liberate, Disentangle, Dis-
embarrass, Extricate, are here an-anged in the order of
strength. Disemfage suggests that one has been caught
in some way and detained ; release, tliat he has been caught
and held ; liberate, that he has been caught and held se-

curely ; disentangle, that he lias been well snarled up, and
can be set free only with time and painstaking ; disem-
barrass, that he has been kept from progress by something
that hampered him or weighed him down ; extricate, that
he has got into a pitfall or quagmire and needs to be
pulled out. Physical suggestions thus qualify the mean-
ings of them all.

II. intrans. To withdraw; become separated.

Providence gives us notice, liy sensible declensions, that
we may disengage from the world by degrees.

Jeremy Collier, Thought.

From a friend's grave how soon we disengage ! I'ounp.

disengaged (dis-en-gajd'), a. [< dis- priv. -I-

engaged.] 1. Not engaged; not under engage-
ment; unoccupied; at liberty.— 2. Free from
care or attention ; easy.

Everything he says must be in a free and disengaged
manner. Spectator, No. 618.

3. In entom., not adhering to other parts, ex-
cept at the base. Specifically applied to the maxilte
when they are free from the labrum and ligula, or con-
nected only by membrane,

disengagedness (dis-en-ga'jed-nes), ». 1. The
state of being unengaged or unpledged.— 2.
The state of being disengaged, unattached, or
free from union, entanglement, or preoccupa-
tion ; freedom from occupation, care, attention,
prejudice, etc.

It is probable also that France will continue to be the
principal scene of these interesting observations [on hyp-
notism] ; partly owing to a spirit of disengagedness and
openness to new ideas, which seems specially to character-
ise the medical faculty of that country.

E. Giirney, Mind, XJL 217.

disengagement (dis-en-gaj'ment), «. [< OF.
disengagement, F. desengagement, < desengager,

disengage: see disengage s,u^ -ment.] 1. The
act or process of disengaging or setting free;

a releasing or freeing ; extrication.

If the paste is heated, a copious disengagement of sul-

phur dioxide takes place and the colour turns to a scarlet.

Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 20'2.

It is easy to render this disengagement of caloric and
light evident to the senses. Laixtisier (trans.).

2. The state of being disengaged or free.

ITie disengagement of the spirit from the voluptuous np-

petites of the flesh is to be studied and intended.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. x. § 1.

3. Freedom from engrossing occupation; va-
cancy; leisure.

Disengagement is absolutely necessary to enjoyment.
Bp. Butler.

4. Freedom from constraint ; ease ;
grace.

Oh, Madam! your Air!— The Negligence, the Disen-
gagement of your Manner I Steele, The Funeral, iii. 1.

5. A mancBuver in fencing. See disengage,

V. t., 3.

The disengagement is made either as an attack, or as a
return after defending one's self from a thrust, and is exe-
cuted both under and over the wrist or foils.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 70.

disennoble (dis-e-no'bl), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
disennobled, ppr. disennobling. [< dis- priv. +
ennoble.] To deprive of title, or of that which
ennobles ; render ignoble ; degrade.
An unworthy behaviour degrades and digennobles a man

in the eye of the world. Guardian, No. 137.

disenroU (dis-en-rol'), V. t. [< OF. desenrouUr,
F. desenrdler, < des- priv. -(- enroulcr, enroll

:

see dis- and enroll.] To erase from a roll or
list. Also spelled disenrol.

From need of tears he will defend your soul.

Or make a rebaptizing of one tear

;

He cannot (that's, he will not) disenroU
Your name. Donne, To the Countess of Bedford,

disensanityt (dis-en-san'j-ti), M. [Irreg. < dis-

(liere intensive) + "ensanity for insanity.] In-
sanity; folly.

What tediosity and disensanity
Is here among ye !

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 5.

disenshroud (dis -en -shroud'), V. t. [< dis-

priv. -i- enshroud.] To divest of a shroud or
similar covering ; unveil.

The disenshrouded statue. Browning.

disenslavet (dis-en-slav'), v. t. [< dis- priv. -t-

enslave.] To free from bondage or an enslaved
condition.

They expected such an one as should disenslave thf^m
from the Roman yoke. South, Works, III. viiL
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disentail

disentail (dis-en-tal'), '•• '• [Also formerly dis-

intail, disintale; < dis- priv. + entail.'] 1. To
free from entail ; break the entail of : as, to dis-

entail an estate.— 2. To free from connection;

divest.

In all these respects with much more reason undoubt-
edly ought the censure of the Cliuvch be quite devested

and ditiiUal'd o( all jiu-isdiction whatsoever.
Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

disentail (dis-en-tal'), n. [< disentail, f.] The
act or operation of disentailing or breaking the

entail of an estate.

disentangle (dis-en-tang'gl), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disentaugk-d, ppr. disentangling. [< dis- priv. +
enhingk.] 1 . To free from entanglement ; ex-

tricate from a state of involvement, disorder, or

confusion : as, to disentangle a skein of thread,

a mass of cordage, a set of accounts, or the
affairs of a banki'upt firm.

The humbler skill

Of Prudence, disentangiiwj good and ill

With patient care.
Wordsworth, Sonnets to Liberty and Order, iv.

2. To loose from that in or by which anything
is entangled; extricate from whatever involves,

perplexes, embarrasses, or confuses ; disengage

:

as, to disentangle an object from a mass of

twisted cord; to disentangle one's self from
business, from political affairs, or from the
cares and temptations of life.

To disentangle truth from error. D. Stewart.

disentanglement (dis-en-tang'gl-ment), n. [<
disentangle + -mcnt.'] The act of disentan-
gling, or the state of being disentangled.

In the disentanglermnl of this distressful tale [the Nut-
browne Mayde], we are happy to find that all his cruelty
was tenderness, and his inconstancy the most invariable
trutii T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. § 26.

disentert (dis-en-tSr'), v. t. See disinter.

disenthrall (dis-en-thral'), r. t. [Formerly
al.so distiithral, disinthrall ; < dis- priv. + en-

thrall.'] To free from thraldom ; liberate from
slavery, bondage, or servitude ; free or rescue
from anything that holds in subjection, whether
physical or mental. Also spelled disenthral.

In straits and in distress

Thou didst nie disenthrall. Milton, Ps. iv.

Perhaps his [Cowper's] poetry bears truer witness to his
hat>itual feeling, for it is only there that poets disenthrall
themselves of their reserve and become fully possessed of
their greatest charm— the power of being franlcer than
otlier men. Lowell, .Study Windows, p. 35.

disentliralnient (dis-en-thral'ment), n. [< dis-

enthrall + -ment.] A freeing, or the state of
having been freed, from thraldom; emancipa-
tion from slavery or subjection of any kind.
-Vlso spelled dimnthralment.

disenthronet (dis-cn-thron'), v. t. [< dis- priv.

+ enthrone.] To dethrone ; depose from sov-
ereign authority.

To disenthrone the King of Heaven
\Vc war. Milton, V. L., IL 229.

disentitle (dis-en-ti'tl), v. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-

entitled, ppr. disentitling. [< di.i- priv. + en-

title.] To deprive of title or claim.

To do an action against nature is the ^eatest dishonour
and Impiety in the world, . . . and disentitles us to all

relations to God. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183S), I. 39.

Every ordinary ofTence does not diseiUitU a son to the
love of his father. South, Works, VIII. v.

The offence thus met at its birth by Baxter's protest
is the unaltered wrong which we still deplore, as disen-
titling the " Cliurch of England" to its comprehensive
name. Contempwary Rev.,!.. 1.

disentomb (dis-en-tSm'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
entomb.] To take out of a tomb; disinter.

Not least among the curiosities which the day brought
together were some of the graduates, posthumous men,
as it were, disentojnlfedtTum country parishes and district
schools, but iferennial aLw, Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 61.

disentrailt (dis-en-tral'), r. t. [< dis- priv. +
(iitrail.] To draw forth from the entrails or
internal parts.

All the while the disentrayled blood
Adowne their sides like lltle rivers stremed.

Spenser, V. Q., IV. til. 28.

disentrance (dis-en-trans'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disentranced, ppr. disentrancing. [< dis- priv. +
entrance'^.] To awaken from a trance or from
deep sleep ; arouse from a reverie ; free from a
delusion.

Ralpho, by this time disentranc'd,
I'pun lus bum himself advanced.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ill.

disentrancement (dis-en-trins'ment), n. [<
disenlranrc + -ment.] The process or result
of corning out of the trance state ; recovery of
nonnal consciousness after trance.

disentraylet, v. t. See disentrail.
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disentwlne (dis-en-twin'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disenticined, ppr. disentwining. [< dis- priv. +
entwine.] To free from the state of being twined
or twisted; untwine; untwist. Shelley.

disepalous (di-sep'a-lus), a. [< 6r. Sc-, two-, +
XL. sepalum, sepal, + -ous.] In hot., having
two sepals.

disertt (di-s6rt'), a. [< L. disertus, for "disser-

tus, skilful in speaking, well-spoken, iluent, pp.
of disserere, discourse, discuss, argue, < dis-,

apart, + severe, join, set in order: see series.

Cf. desert^.] Fluent; eloquent; clear in state-
ment.

I have a long while thought it very possible, in a time
of Peace, and in some Kings R«igne, for disert Statesmen
to cut an exquisite thred between Kings Prerogatives and
Subjects Liberties of all sorts.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 63.

disertlyt (di-s6rt'li), adv. In a disert manner;
eloquently; clearly.

Heraclitus directly and disertly nameth war the father
... of all the world. Holland, tr. of Plutarch.

disespeirt, n. [ME., also desespeir, dessespeir,

< OF. desespeir, desespoir, F. desespoir (= Pr.
de,ies]>er), despair, < descspcrer, F. desesperer,

despair, < des- priv. + esperer, < L. sperere,

hope : see despair and esperance.] Despair.

Love . . . with dessespeir so sorwefuUy me offendeth.
Chatuxr, Trollus, I. 605.

disesperatet, a. [ME. disesperat, var. of des-

perate, after disespeir, q. v.] Desperate; hope-
less.

Disesperat of alle blys. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2015.

disesperanncet, «• [ME., also desesperaunce,

< OF. descsperance, F. disespirance (= Cat. de-

sesperan^a = OSp. desesperanza), < desesperer,

F. desesperer, despair : see disespeir, and or. des-

perance, esperance.] Despair.

Send me swich penaunce
As llketh the ; but front desesperauTice
Thou be my shelde for thi benignite.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 630.

disespouset (dis-es-pouz'), t>. t. [< dis- priv.

+ espouse.] To separate after espousal or
plighted faith ; divorce.

Rage
Of Turnus for Lavinia disespoused.

Milton, P. L., ix. 16.

disestablish (dis-es-tab'lish), V. t. [< dis- priv.

-I- cslohlish.] 1. To deprive of the charac-
ter of being established ; cause to cease to be
established ; specifically, to withdraw from ex-

clusive state recognition or privileges, as a
church.— 2. To unsettle; set aside; remove
from established use. [Rare.]

The logical accent is to disestablish this rhythm.
.S'. Lanier, English Verse, p. 87.

disestablishment (dis-es-tab'lish-ment), n.

l<.
ili-nstabli.th + -ment.] The act of depriving,

or the condition of being deprived, of the posi-
tion and privileges of an established body ; es-

pecially, the act of withdrawing a church from
a privileged relation to the state : as, the dis-

establishment of the Irish Church by Parliament
in 1869.

The earnest and active attention of the Society is di-

rected to procure not only the repeal of the Blasphemy
laws, "as a special matter affecting its members," and the
disestablishment an»l disend(»wnient of all State Churches,
but also the redistribution of real and personal property,
the regulation of wages, and the abolition of the Ilouse
of Lords. Saturday Rev.

His [Mr. Fawcett's] position on the disestablishment and
disendowment of the Established Church lllljstrates the
many-sidedness of his judgment.

R. J. Iliaton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 24.

disesteem (dis-es-tem'), v. t. [< OF. desestimer,

F. desestimer (= Sp. Pg. desestimar = It. disis-

timare), disesteem, < des- priv. + estimer, es-

teem: see dis- and esteem, v.] 1. To regard
without esteem ; consider with disregard, disap-

probation, dislike, or slight contempt ; slight.

He that truly disesteenis himself is content tliat othei's

should do so too. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 303.

But if this sacred gift you disesteem.

Then cruel plagues shall fall on Priam's state.

Sir J. DenhajH,

Her acquaintance began to disesteem her In proportion
as she became poor. Goldsmith, Richard Nash.

2t. To bring into disrepute or disfavor ; lower
in esteem or estimation.

What fables have you vexed, what truth redeemed,
Antiquities searched, opinions disesteemed?

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xxxl.

disesteem (dis-es-tem'), n. [< disesteem, v.]

Want of esteem ; slight djsUke ; disregard.

If her ladyship's
Slighting, or disesteem, sir, of your service
Hath formerly Ijegot any distaste.

B. Jonson, New Inn, L 1.

disfeature

Was this man ever likely to be advls'd, who with such a
prejudice and disesteem sets himself against his chos'n and
appointed Counselers? Milton, Elkonoklastes, xi.

disestimationt (dis-es-ti-ma'shon), n. [= Sp.
dcse.^timacion = 'Pg. desestimaqao ; as dis- priv.

+ estimation: see disesteem.] Disesteem; bad
repute.

Three kinds of contempt: disestimation, disappoint-
ment, calumny. Bp. Reynolds, On the Passions, xxx.

disexerciset (dis-ek'ser-siz), V. t. [< dis- priv.

+ exercise.] To deprive of exercise ; cease to
use.

The disezercising and blunting our abilities.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 5.

disfame (dis -fam'), «. [< dis- + fame. Cf.
OF . disfante, diffame : see defame.] Evil fame;
bad reputation ; infamy.

And what Is Fame in life but half disfame.
And counterchanged with darkness?

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

disfancyt (dis-fan'si), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
fancy.] Not to fancy ; not to be pleased with;
to dislike.

Orthodox and heretical titles that every man will apply
as he lists, the one to himself and his adherents, the
other to all othera that he disfancies.

Hammond, Works, IV. 545.

disfashionf (dis-fash'pn), v. t. [< OF. desfagon-
ncr, (leffaqonncr, F. dej'aqoner, disfigure, destroy,

< rffts"- priv. + fagonner, fashion: see dis- and
fashion, v.] To put out of fashion or shape;
disfigure.

It [gluttony] dlsflgureth the face, dlscoloureth the skin,

and dis/ashioneth the body. Sir T. More, Works, p. 99.

disfavor, disfavour (dis-fa'vor), n. [< OF. des-

faveur, F. defavcnr = Sp. disfavor = Pg. desfa-
vor= It. disfavore, < L. dis- priv. +favor, favor

:

see dis- lind favor, n.] 1. Unfavorable regard;
slight displeasure ; discountenance; disesteem;
disparagement : as, the conduct of the minister
incurred the disfavor of his sovereign ; to speak
in one's disfavor.

As unjust favor put him in, why doubt
Disfavor as unjust has turned him out?

Lowell, Tempora Mutantur.

Those same misdeeds have raised au energetic . . . sen-
timent of disfavour against Its ally.

Gladstone, Church aiul State.

2. Want of favor ; the state of being regarded
unfavorably : as, to be in disfavor at court.

Jlany a good acquaintance has been lost from a general
prepossession In his disfavour. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

3t. An act of disregard, dislike, or unkindness.

He might disjtense favours and ditifavours.

Clarendon, Civil War, I. 49.

= Syn. Disfavor, Disgrace, etc. See odium.

disfavor, disfavour (dis-fa'vor), v. t. [= It.

disfavorire, sfavorire (cf. OF. desfavoriser, F.
defavoriser = Sp. Pg. desfavorecer), < L. dis-

priv. + ML. "favorire, favorare (favorizare),

favor: see dis- and favor, v. Cf. disfavor, n.]

1. To withdraw or withhold favor, friendship,

or support from ; check or oppose by disappro-
bation ; discountenance.

Might not those of higher rank, and nearer access to

her majesty, receive her own commands and be counte-
nanced or di^avoured according as they obey? Swift.

2t. To mar ; blemish ; disfigure.

Ru)> these hands
With what may cause an eating leprosy.
E'en to my bones and marrow : anything
That may disfavour me, save in my honour.

B. Jonson, Volpone, Hi. 6.

disfavorablet, disfavourablet (dis-fa'vor-a-
bl), a. [= F. drfavorable = Pg. desfavm-avel

= It. di^avorevole ; as disfavor, disfavour, +
-able.] Unfavorable.

And manie other valient personages, who being entred
the sea tasted fortune disfauourable.

sum, Rich. II., an. 1377.

disfavorablyt, disfavourablyt (dis-fa'vor-a-
bli), adv. Unfavorably.

These occurrences, which look so aversly to our reasons,

and so disfavourably to our nature.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. iv. § 4.

disfavorer, disfavourer (dis-fa'vor-6r), n. One
who disfavors or discountenances.

It was verily thought tliat had it not been for four
great disfavourers of tliat voyage, the enterprize had suc-

ceeded. Bacon.

disfeature (dis-fe'tur), v. i. ;
pret. and pp. dis-

featured, ppr. disfeaturing. [< dis- priv. + fea-
ture. Cf. defeature.] To mar the features of;

deprive of a feature or of features ; disfigure

;

deface.

A fltting-on of noses to disfeatured bishops, and a re-

arrangement of the mantle-folds of strait-laced queens,
discomposed by the centuries.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 46.
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disfellowship (dis-M'6-ship)

pp. du-iUlloimhiped or disfelloicshipped,

filloic'shipixg or disfdlowsliippiiig. [< i

'loicship, P.] To exclude from fellowship ; re-

fuse to have intercourse -with : used especially

of a person or a church excluded from religious

fellowship by formal action. [U. S.]

disfen (dis-fen'), V. t; pret. and pp. disfenned,

ppr. dis/enning. [< (Jis-priv. +/««.] To change

from the character of a fen. [Rare.]

Diafeniud, or stripped of peat Encyc. Brit., XII. 62.

disflgnratet, a. [ME. disfigurat, < ML. *disfigu-

ratus, pp. of 'disfigurare : see disjigure.'i Dis-

figured; deformed. Chaucer.

disfiguration (dis-fig-u-ra'shon), n. [= OF.

dcsrioiirdtion, deffigiiratiOH = Sp. desfiguraeion
"-"

- - - " "'-' -'— < ML

,v. t; pret. and disfonnityt (dis-for'mi-ti), »i. [A r

shipped, VVT. di^- form of difformity (q. v.) for deformity.]

iiig [< dts-+fel- ularity of form or method; absence of

[A "restored"
] Irreg-

regular form.
Uniformity or disformity in comparing togetlier the re-

spective figures of bodies. S. Clarke.

disfranchise (,dis-fi-an'chlz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disfranchised, ppr. disfranchising. [Early mod.

Kdisfraunchyse ; < dis- priv. -*- /roncAise.] To

deprive of the rights and privileges of a fi-ee cit-

izen ; deprive of chartered rights and immuni-

ties ; deprive of any franchise, especially of the

right of voting in elections. Formerly some-

times written diffranchise.

Suppose woman, thougli equal, to differ essentially in

iier intellect from man— is tliat any ground for dtg/roM-

chisiny her? W. PhUlips, Speeches, p. 20.

disgrace

We have quite ditgarnished that kingdom [Ireland] ol

troops. Walpole, Letters, II. 431.

fi^d'or disgarrison (dis-gar'i-son), r. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

garrison.^ To deprive of a garrison. [Bare.]

Be thou our king ; set up thy tlirone in our hearts ; dis-

mantle, and disgarrison, all the strong holds and fortifi-

cations of sin. Ilewyl, Prayer bef. Sermon.

disgavel (dis-gav'el), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. disgav-

elled, ppr. disgavelling. [< dis- priv. + gaveO-.^

In Eng. law, to relieve (land) from the law of

gavel-kind, and particularly from subjection

to the rule of partition at the owner's death.

A large number of properties were dingavdled in Kent by

statute in the reign of Henry tlie Eighth, upon the peti-

tion of the owners. In the same reign all the lands in

Wales were di»gavelled. But the rights of the tenants do

not appear to have been injured by the new legislation.

W. K. Sullivan, lutrod. to O'Currys Anc. Irish, p. clxxxiv.

figuring or marring the external form of ; de-

facement.— 2. The state of being disfigured;

disfigurement ; deformity.

One thing that often leads to disfiguration of the land-

Bcape is the manner and form in which the plautnig [ol

trees for shelterl is originally done.
,„ ,00..

Sci. Amer., July 19, 1884.

disflgnre (dis-fig'ur), v. t; pret. and pp. dis-

figured, ppr. disfiguring. [< ME. disfiguren, <

OF. desfigurer (also defigurer, F. defigurer; of.

defigure) = Sp. Pg. desfigurar = It. disfigurare,

sfigurare, < ML. 'disfigurare, < L. dis- priv. +
figurare, fashion, form : see figure, v. and m.J

1. To mar the external figure of; impair the

shape or form of; injure the beauty, symmetry,

or excellence of; deface; deform, either actu-

ally or by incongruous addition.

So abject is their punishment,
Disf.guriitg not God's likeness, but their own

;

Or If his likeness, by themselves defaced.
Milton, P. L., xi. 621.

Gaudy ribljons and glaring colours being now out of use,

the sex has no opportunity given them to disfigure them-

selves, which they seldom fail to do whenever it lies in

their power. Steele, Tatler, No. 161.

It cannot be denied that his [Petrarch's] merits were dis-

Aqured i>y a most unpleasant affectation.
Macaulay, Petrarch.

2t. To carve: said of a peacock.

Dttsfvaure that pecocke.

St. To disguise, especially by putting on infe-

rior habiliments.

So slyly and so wele I shal me gye.

And me so wel disfigure, and so lowe,

That in this world ther shall no man me knowe.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2046.

=S3m. 1. Cripple, Mangle, etc. See mutilate.

disflguret, «• [< ME. disfigure, ».] Disfigure-

ment; deformity. Chaucer.

disflgnrement (dis-fig'ur-ment), n. [= F. de-

fidurement; as disfigure + -ment.'] 1. The act

of disfiguring, or the state of being disfigured

;

blemish; defacement; change of external form

for the worse.

And they, so perfect is their misery.

Not once perceive their foul disfigurement.

But boast themselves more comely than before.
Miiton, Conms, 1. 74.

disfranchisement (dis-fran'chiz-ment), ». [< disgenenc (dis-je-ner ik), o. [< dis- pnv. +
disfranchise + -ment.'] The act of disfranchis- generic.'] Belonging to different genera, as two

ing, or the state of being disfranchised; depri- or more species; not of the same genus as an-

vation of the privileges of a free citizen, or of other species: the opposite of congeneric.

membership in a corporation, or of some partic- disgestt (dis-jesf), v. t. [Var. of digest.] To

ular immunity or privilege, especially that of digest. Bacon.

votinc Formerly sometimes written diffran- who can di»j7e«( a Spaniard, that's a true Englishman?

chisement. Dekker and Webster, Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 40.

Disfranchisement is as great folly as applied to the disgestiont (dis-jes'tyon), n. [Var. of diges-

whites, as omission to enfranchise is wickedness toward

the negroes.
, ,,. ,.., , tt o/^

Springfield Rep. ,
quoted inMemam s Life of Bowles, II. JO.

disfriart (dis-fri'ar), v. t. [< dis- priv. + friar.]

To depose from being a friar; divest of the

office and privileges of a friar; unfrock.

That ouer-great severity would cause a great number to

dix/ria)- themselves, and fiy to Geneva. .^,..
Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion.

disfurnish (dis-ffer'nish), V. t. [< dis- priv. -l-

furnish.] To deprive or divest of fumishment

;

strip of or cause to be without adjuncts or be-

longings.

All wanting that they would haue, and bringing what

they want, furnishing their Mokisso with those things

whereof they coinplaine themselues to bee dis/umished.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 699.

I am a thing obscure, disfumish'd of

All merit. Massinger, The Picture, iii. 6.

I found the house altogether disfumish'd, and his books

packing up. Evelyn, Diary, May 7, 1691.

The Indians showed a far greater natural predisposi-

tion for disfumishing the outside of other people's heads

than for furnishing the insides of their own.
Lowell, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8, 1886.

disfurnishment (dis-fer'nish-ment), n. [< dis-

furnish + -ment.] The act of disfumishing, or

the state of being disfumished.

Early in life he found himself invested with ample rev-

enues -, which ... he took almost immediate measures

entirely to dissipate and bring to nothing. . . . Thus fur-

nished by the very act of disfurnishment, ... he set

forth, like some Alexander, upon his great enterprise,
" borrowing and to borrow." Lamh, Elia, p. 46.

disfurnitnret (dis-fer'ni-tur), re. A disfumish-

ing; removal; deprivation.

Wc may consequently, with much ease, bear the disfur-

niture of such transitory movables as were rather orna-

ments then materials of our fabrick.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. viii. § 3.

disgaget (dls-gaj'), v. t. [< dj«-priv. + gage;

cf . OF. desgager, disengage, < des- priv. + gager,

pledge: see dis- and gagc^. Cf. degage and disgorgement (dis-g6rj'ment),n.

tion.] Digestion. ]}dcon.

disglorify (dis-glo'ri-fi), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. dis-

glorified, ppr. disglorifying. [< dis- priv. -I- glori-

fy.] To deprive of glory ; treat with indignity.

So Dagon shall be magnified, and God,
Besides whom is no goil, compared with idols,

Disnlorified, blasphemed, and had in scorn.
Milton, S. A., 1. 442.

disgloryt (dis-glo'ri), n. [< dis- priv. + glory.]

Deprivation of glory ; dishonor.

To the disglory of God's name. Norlhbrooke.

disgorge (dis-gorj'), v. t; pret. and pp. du-

gorged, ppr. disgorging. [< OF. desgorger, F.

degorger, bring up from the throat, vomit, clear

out, disgorge (= It. sgorgare, disgorge, over-

flow), < des-, away, + gorge, throat : see dis- and
gorge, v.] 1. To eject or throw out from, or as

if from, the stomach, throat, or mouth ; vomit

forth; discharge; pour out: generally with an
implication of force or violence.

The deep-drawing barks do there disgorge

Their warlike fraughtage. Shak., T. and C, Prol.

The empire.

In which thou livst a strong continu'd surfeit.

Like poison will disgorge thee.

Beau, and Fl., Valentinian, lii. 1.

To see his heaving breast disgorge the briny draught.
Dryden.

Four infernal rivers, that disgorge

Into the burning lake their baleful streams.
MUtm, P. L., ii. 676.

The barbarous North disgorged her ambitious savages

on Europe. Everett, Orations, I. 124.

2. To give up, as something that has been

taken wrongfully ; surrender : as, he disgorged

his ill-gotten gains.

That which ... no miscreant or malefactor . . . was

ever so desperate as to disgorge in contempt of so fruit-

fully received customs, is now their voice that restore as

they say the ancient purity of religion.
^

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 64.

[< OF. des-

Orace doth as this good olBce, by a detecting to us the

nakedness of our nature, not by a covering and palliation

of her disfigurements.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. vi. § 2.

2. Something that disfigures.

Uncommon expressions . . are a disfigurement rather disgallantt (dis-gal'ant)
ttum any embellishment of discourse. Hume, Essays, xx.

This building, lately cleared from the disfigurements and
partition of its profane use, forms one of the noblest round
churches to be found. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 133.

disflgnrer (dis-fig'ur-6r), n. One who disfigures.

disengage.] To free or release from pledge or

pawn; redeem.
He taketh those who had lever lay to gage and pawn

their goods, and remain under the burden of usury, than

to sell up all and disgage themselves at once.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 232.

v. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

gaJlant.] To strip or divest of gallantry, cou-

rage, or confidence.

Sir, let not this discountenance or disgallant you a whit

;

you must not sink under the first disaster.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 1.

disflesSTdis-flesE'), V. i'. [< dis- priv. -i- flesh.] disgarlandt (dis-gar'land), v. t. [< dis- priv.

To deprive of fliesh ; render less fleshy

The best is, said the other, not to run, that the lean strain

not himself with too much weight, nor the fat m&n dis/iesh

himself.

-1- garland.] To divest of a garland.

Forsake thy pipe, a sceptre take to thee,

Thy locks disgarland. Drummond, Songs, ii. 13.

Shelton, ii. of Don yuixote, iv.xxv. disgamish (dis-gar'nish), V. t. [< ME. disgar-

disfoliage (dis-fo'li-aj), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dis-

foliaged, ppr. disfoliiiging. [< dis- priv. + foli-

age.] To deprive or strip of foliage.

In winter the tempering influence of the pine-forest pre-

ponderated over that of the disfoliaged forest.

Science, V. 352.

disforest (dis-for'est), v. t. [< dig- priv. + for-

est. Ct. disafforest.] 1. Same slb disafforest.

The Crown forests, with the exception of the New For-

est, having almost all been disforested.

Tlie American, VU. 85.

2. To strip of forest ; clear of trees, as awooded
tract; destroy the forests of, as a country or

region.

nishen, < OF. desgarniss-, stem of certain parts

of desgarnir, desguarnir, F. degarnir (= Pr.

desgamir, desguarnir = Sp. Pg. desguarnecer =
It. sguernire),< des- pnv. + garnir, garnish: see

dis- and garnish.] To strip or divest, as of some-
thing that garnishes or furnishes ; disfurnish

;

degamish. [Obsolete or archaic]
Ffor thei wolde not disgamyssh the londe of peple.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 291.

Also ther were xx kynges that after that thei herde that
the cristin were comynge, thei wolde neuer be disgar-

nyashed of her armes. Merlin (E, E. T. S.), iii. 440.

If your master haue louing frendes and faithful sub-
iectes, 1 am, thanke Goi,noidisgartiished nor vnprouided
of the same. Hall, Hen. V., an. 2.

gorgement, F. dcgorgement = It. sgorgamento

;

as disgorge + -ment.] The act of disgorging.

The very presses are openly defiled with the most

loathsome dismrgements of their wicked blasphemies.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 162.

disgorger (dis-gor'jfer), «. A device for remov-

ing a gorged hook from the mouth of a fish. It

is pushed down along the line, and forces back

the barbed point, thus enabling the hook to be

withdrawn.
disgospelt (dis-gos'pel), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
gospel.] To manage or treat in a way incon-

sistent with the precepts or doctrines of the

gospel; deprive of a gospel character.

Who possesse Jiuge Benefices for lazie performances,

great promotions only for the execution of a cruell dis-

gospelling jurisdiction.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

disgownt (dis-goun'), ''• »• [< dis- priv. -I- gown.]

To divest one's self of a clerical govm; hence,

to renounce holy orders.

Then, desiring to be a convert, he was reconciled to the

Church of Rome ; so he disgoumed and put on a sword.
Roger North, Examen, p. 222.

disgrace (dis-gras'), « [< OF. disgrace, dis-

grace, ill favor, ill fortune, F. disgrdce = Sp.

desgracia = Pg. desgra<;a = It. disgrasia. .igracia

(obs.), < ML. disgratia. disfavor, ill favor, ill

fortune, disgrace," < L. dis- priv. -1- gratia, favor,

grace : see dis- and grace.] 1 . A state of being

out of favor; exclusion from favor, confidence,



disgrace

or trust : as, the minister retired from court in

disgrace.

He was turned out of his place of Library Keeper to the

King, and died in Diagrace.
Lister^ Journey to Paris, p. 102.

They will slink back to their kennels in disgrace.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 133.

2. A state of ignominy, dishonor, or shame;
subjection to opprobrium.

France, bound as she was by solemn stipulations, could

not, without disgrace^ make a direct attack on the Aus-
trian dominions. Macaiday, Frederic the Great.

These old pheasant-lords, . . .

"Who had mildew'd in their thousands, doing nothing
Since Egbert— why, the greater their disgrace!

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. A cause ofshame or reproach; that which dis-

honors : as, honest poverty is no disgrace.—4.

Want of grace of person or mind; illfavored-

ness; ungracious condition or character. [Ar-
chaic]

Their faces

-\I«(st foule and fllthie were, their garments yet,

Beint: all ra«'d and tatter'd, their disgraces
Diii much the more augment.

Spenser, F. Q., V, xii. 28.

Even a coat may be one of the outward signs by which
we betray the grace or disgrace that is in us.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, v.

5t. An act of unkindness ; an ill turn.

The interchange continually of favours and disgraces.
Bacon.

= 8yn. 1 and 2. Disgrace, Dishonor, etc. (see odium), dis-

credit, ignominy, infamy, disrejmte, reproach, contempt,
opprubriuni, obloquy. — 3. Scandal, blot.

disgrace (dis-gras'), t'. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

graced, ppr. disgracing, [< OF. disgracier, F.
disgraeicr

=

Sp. desgraciar (obs. )= Pg. desgra^ar
= It. disgraziare, sgraziare (obs. ), < ML. *disgra-

Ware, disgrace; from the noun.] 1, To put out
of favor; dismiss with discredit.

In thee [the Countess of Pembroke] the Lesbian Sappho
with her lyric harpe is disgraced.

Nash (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 500).

Flatterers of the disgraced minister. Macaulay.

2, To treat or aflfect ignominiously ; bring or
cast shame or reproach upon; disnonor; put
to shame.

His ignorance disgraced him. Johiison.

Lt;t Greece be humbled, and the Trojans rise

;

'I'ill ttte proud king and the Achalan race
lSIuiII heap with honours him they now disgrace.

Pope, Iliad, ii.

We will pass by tlie instances of oppression and false-
hood which disgraced the early part of the reign of
Charles. Macaulay, llallam's Const. Hist.

3t. To revile ; upbraid ; heap reproaches upon.
Tlie goddess wroth 'gan foully her disgrace. Spenser.

I command you, and do you command your fellows.
That when you see her next, disgrace and scorn her.

Fletcher and Howley, Maid In the Mill, iii. 3.

=ByiL lands, Deba^, Degrade, etc. {%vniaba^ey, to shame,
mnrtif V, dishonor ; tarnish, blot, stain, sully. See list un-
d.T >h-hns.-.

disgraceful (dis-gras'ful), a. [< disgrace +
-/«/, 1.] Partaking of disgrace; shameful; dis-

honorable ; disreputable ; bringing or deserv-
ing shame.
To retire behind their chariots was as little disgraceful

then as it is uow to alight from one's horse in a battle.

Pope.

Cranmer rose into favour by serving Henry in the dis-

graceful alfair of his first divorce.
Macauiag, Hallam's Const. Hist.

= 8yn. IMscreditable, ignominious, scandalous, base, vile,

oppnthriuiis, infamous.

disgracefully (dis-gras'fu!-i), adv. In a dis-

gi-uecful manner; with disgrace : as, the troops
fled disgracefully.

The senate have cast you forth
DiMirnceftdly. B. Jonson, Catiline.

idiSjEnracefulness (dis-gras'ffd-nes), n. Igno-
miny ; shamefulness.
disgfacer (dis-gra's^r), w. One who or that

^^ which disgraces or exposes to disgrace; one
^^L who or that which brings disgrace^ shame, or
^^H contempt upon others, or upon a cause.
^^B Perhaps the lowest class of either sex would be proper-^^B ly assigne<l to those two disgraeers of the human species,
^^H conmionly called a beau and a fine lady.
^^H Fielding, Conversation.

^Bdisgracioust (dis-gra'shus), a. [< OF. ^disgra-
^^M cieux (F. disgracieux)^ < disgrace, disgrace : see
^^M disgrace, and cf. gracious,] Ungracious; un-
^^H pleasing.

HdiE

I

i

If I be so disgracious In your eye.
Let me march on, and nut offend yon, madam.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

|disgracivef (dis-gra'siv), a, [Irreg. < disgrace
-*- -if6.] Disgraceful.

He that will tiuestioii every disgracim word which he
[ bears Is spoken of him sbAll have few friends.

Feltham, Resolves, i. 78.
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They are unwisely ashamed of an ignorance which is

not disgracive. Feltham, Resolves, i. 27.

dlsgradation (dis-gra-da'shon), n, [< disgrade
+ -ation ; equiv, to degradation.'] In Scots
law, degradation; deposition; specifically, the
stripping from a person of a dignity or degree
of honor, and taking away the title, badge, and
privileges thereof.

disgradet (dis-grad'), v. t. [< OF. desgrader
(= Sp. desgradar (obs.) = Pg. desgraduar), de-
grade, < des- priv. + grade, rank. Cf. degrade.]
To degrade ; lower in rank.

Being now lately become a Courtier he shew not him-
self a craftsman, & merit to be disgraded, & with scorne
sent back againe to the shop.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 250.

disgregatet (dis'gre-gat), v. t. [< LL. disgrega-
tiis, pp. of disgregare, separate, < dis-, apart, +
grex (grcg-), a flock, Cf. congregate.] To sep-
arate ; disperse. Dr, H. More,
disgregation (dis-gre-ga'shon), n, [< disgregate:

see -ation.] Separation; specifically, in cAewt.,

the separation of the molecules within a sub-
stance, which is brought about by heat or other
chemical agents: as, the disgregation of. a body
is greater in the gaseous than in the liquid state.

Imp. IHct.

disgressionf, n. [ME. ; var. of digression.] Di-
gression. Chaucer.

disglTLntle (dis-grun'tl), V. t,; pret. and pp. dis-

gruntled, ppr. disgruntling, [Of E. dial, origin;
humorously formed < dis- + ^gruntle, freq. of
grunt, implying disgust.] To disappoint; dis-

concert; chagrin; disgust; offend; throw into
a state of sulky dissatisfaction : usually in the
participial adjective disgruntled. [CoUoq.]
This continual grasping after authority for the purpose

of meeting the individual case of some disgruntled per-
sons should receive the stamp of this committee's disap-
probation. Providence (R. I.) Journal, March 1, 1877.

Tliose that were disgruntled because Dutch and German
were dropped [in the names of the Reformed Churclies]
staid where they were because they did not know wiicre
to go. The Churchman, SuppL, Oct 30, imi.

disguise (dis-giz'), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. disguised,

ppr. disguising. [Early mod. E. also disguize;

< ME, disguisen, disgisen, dcsguisen, desgisen
(also deguisen, degisen : see deguise), < OF. des-
guiser, F. deguiser (='Pr. desguisar), counterfeit,
put on a false guise, < des- priv. 4* guise, guise,
manner, fashion: see dis- and guUe, v.] 1. To
conceal the personal identity of, by changes of

fuise or usual appearance, such as those pro-
ueed by differences in dress or in the hair or

beard, the use of a mask, etc.

She cast her wit in sondry wise

—

How she him miglitc so desguise.
That no man shuJde his body knowe.

Goiver, Conf. Amant, II. 227.

The children of honour, called the Henchemen, which
were freshly disguysed and dauuced a Morice before the
kyng. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 2.

The tradition is that, during those evil days, Bunyan
was forced to disguise himself as a wa^^oner.

Macaulay, John Bunyan.

This copier of the mien and gait and garb
Of Peter and Paul, that he may go disguised,
Rob halt and lame, sick folk i' the temple-porch

!

Broufning, Ring and Book, II. 195.

I venture to see in the Norman Conqueror a friend dis-
guised in the garb of an enemy.

£. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 153.

2. To conceal or cover up the real or original
character of by a counterfeit form or appear-
ance ; cloak by false show, deceptive statement
or speech, or an artificial manner: as, to dis-

guise the handwriting; to disguise the taste of
a drug ; to disguise sentiments or intentions.

Disguise it not— we have one human heart—
All mortal thoughts confess c common home.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, viil. 19.

Literature and taste, indeed, still disguised with a flush
of hectic loveliness and brilliancy the ravages of an incur-
able decay. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

If we call it by one name up to a certain year, and by
some other name after that year, we disguise the fact
that the historical identity of the language has never
been broken. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 96.

They agree in another respect, as well as in style. All
are either ruins, or fragments disguised by restoration.

liuskin.

3. To alter the appearance of; make diflScult

of recognition by some change not intended
for concealment.

They saw the faces, which too well they knew,
Though then dis[}uised in death. Dryden, ^neid.

4. To change in voice or behavior by the use
of strong drink ; intoxicate. [Euphemistic]

Come, I will shew you the way home, If drink
Or too full diet have dixguvted you.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

disguisily

Harp. I am a prince disguised.
Hir. Disguised! how? dmnk?

Massir^er, Virgin-Martyr, iiL 3.

Fail. Will not ale serve thy turn. Will ?

Bib. I had too much of that last night; I was a little
disguised, as they say. Dryden, Wild Gallant, i. 1.

It is most absurdly said of any man that he is disguised
in liquor ; for, on the contrai-y, most men are disguised
by sobriety, . . . and it is when they are drinking that
men display themselves in their complexion of character.

De Quincey.

5t. To distinguish by a difference of form or
guise.

Thenewelage [law] . . . iszothliche newe,and (2«s<7i8ed

uram [from] othre lases. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 97.

Amonges wymmen he spanne
In theyre habyte disguysed from a man.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 90.

= S3TL 2. Simulate, etc. (see dissemble), mask, veil,

disguise (dis-^z'), n. [< disguise, v.] 1. That
which disguises; something that serves or is

intended for concealment of identity, charac-
ter, or quality; a deceptive covering, condi-
tion, manner, etc,

I will assume thy part in some disguise,

And tell fair Hero I am Claudio.
Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

This calumnious disguise [a long ulster] was crowned
and completed by a soft felt hat.

Ji. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 98.

That is a thin disguise which veils with care
The face, but lets the changeless heart lie bare.

T. B. Aldrich, Epigram.

2, The act of disguising, or the state of being
disguised; a false or misleading appearance;
concealment under a disguised form, manner,
etc. ; as, his attempted disguise was unsuccess-
ful ; a thief in disguise.

So disguise shall, by the disguised,
Pay with falsehood false exacting.

Shak., M. forM.. m. 2.

Praise undeserved is scandal in disguise.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 413.

That close alliance which, under the disguise of the most
deadly enmity, has always subsisted between fanaticism
and atheism is still unbroken.

Macaiday, Sadler's Law of Population.

3. Change of behavior and utterance by drink;
intoxication. [Euphemistic]
You see we've burnt our cheeks : . . . and mine own

tongue
Splits what it speaks : the wild disguise hath almost
Antick'd us. Shak., A. and C, ii. 7.

4t. A masque ; an interlude.

Never prince was more wholly given to his affairs, nor
in them more of himself ; insomuch as in triumphs of
justs and tourneys, and balls and masks, whicli they then
called disguises, he was rather a princely and gentle spec-
tator than seem much to be delighted.

Bacon, Hist. Henry VII. (ed. Bohn), p. 477.

Disguise was the old English word for a masque, sir, be-
fore you were an implement belonging to the Revels.

B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

O, what a mask was there, what a disgttise

!

Milton, The Passion, 1. 19.

disgtlisedly (dis-gi'zed-li), adv. With or in
disguise. [Rare.]

I find that he travelled England disguisedly, and con-
cealed his state there. Sir n. Wotion, Keliquiee, p. 589.

disguisedness (dis-^'zed-nes), n. The state
of being disguised. [Rare.]

But alas ! the painted faces, and mannishnesse, and
monstrous disguisedness of the one sex

!

Bp. Hall, The Impress of God, ii.

disguisement (dis-giz' ment), n. [< OF. des-
guiseinentj F. d^guisement (= Pr. desguisamen), <
desguiser, disguise: see disguise, v., smd-ment.]
The act of disguising ; a disguise. [Rare.]

She through his late disguizement could him not descrie,

Spenser, ¥. Q., IV. v. 29.

He was exposed in a jacket resembling those which
London lamp-lighters formerly delighted in, with a cap of
the same. ... In this disguitsement he was brought into
the hall. Lamb, Elia, p. 35.

disguiser (dis-gi'z6r), n. 1. One who changes
the appearance of another by a disguise ; a dis-

figurer.

O, death's a great disguiser: and yon may add to It.

Shak., M. forM., Iv. 2.

2. One who conceals his real sentiments; one
who assumes a disguise.

You are a very dexterous disguiser. Stoift.

3f. A masquer; a mummer.
The Disguisf'Ts to come in aftir this nianour following,

with iii toreht'is to be borne before theim at their riding

into tlie Hall, with iii yomen waiters suche iis shall be ap-

pointed by the Marshallis to do it.

Quoted in J. P. Collier's Eng. Dram. Poetry, 1. 18, note.

disguisilyt, adv. [ME. disgisili; < disguisy +
-ly^.] Strangely; extraordinarily,

Desparaged were i iHs<fisili 3if i dede In this wise.
William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 485.



disgnisiiiess

disgnisinessf, »• [ME. di^gisincs; < disguisy

+ -«««.] Straugeness ; extraordinary appear-
ance.

Preoious clothyng is coupable for the derthe of it, and
for his softnesse aud for his strangenesse aiid d(^ffi*inegse

[var. dggitynettf], Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

disgnising (dis-gi'zing), n. [< ME. desgysyng;
verbal n. of disguise, r.J 1. The act of assum-
ing a disguise, or of giving a false appearance.

These & many such lilte di^uuinffs do we And in mans
liehauiour, & specially in the Courtiers of forraine Conn-
treys. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 253.

Sf. Theatrical mummery or masking.
At such a time

As Cluistmas, when disguising is o' foot,

B. Jotison, Masques.

Sonday at night the fifteenth of June, 1523, in the great
halle at Wyndsore, the emperor Ma.\imiliau and Henry
Vlll. being present, was a disfjuixiyiuj or play.

Quoted in StrutVi Sports and Pastimes, p. 235.

disguisyt, a- [ME. disgisi, disgesi/e, < OP. des-

guiise, ppl of de^yuiser, disguise: see disguise,

r.] 1. Disguised; masked.
Daunces disgisi redy dist were.

WiUiam of Paleitie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1821.

2. Concealed; strange.

Long thei caired ouer cuntres as that crist wold,
Ouer dales & downes & disgesye weyes.

William of I'alenie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2715.

disgust (dis-gusf), V. t. [< OP. desgouster,

distaste, dislike, P. degouter = Sp. disgustar =
Pg. desgostar = It. disgustare, sgustare, disgust,

< L. dis- priv. + gustare, taste, < gustus, a tast-

ing: see dis- and gust^, n.] 1. To excite nau-
sea or loathing in ; offend the taste of.— 2. To
offend the mind or moral sense of : with at or
with, formerly with /row : as, to be disgmted at
foppery or with vtilgar pretension.

What disgusts me from having anything to do with this
race of answer-jobbers is, that they have no sort of con-
science. Swift.

3t. To feel a distaste for; have an aversion
to; disrelish.

By our own fickleness and inconstancy disgusting the
deliverance now it is come, wliich we so earnestly desired
l>efore it came. Tiltotson, Sermons, xxxii.

disgust (dis-gusf), n. [< OP. desgoust, P. de-
gout = Sp. disgusto = Pg. desgosto = It. dis-

gittsfo, disgust: see the verb.] 1. Strong dis-
relish or distaste ; aversion to the taste of food
or drink; nausea; loathing.

The term disgust, in its simplest sense, means some-
thuig olfeusive to the taste.

Darwin, Express, of Emotions, p. 257.

2. Repugnance excited by something offensive
or loathsome ; a strong feeling of aversion or
repulsion; extreme distaste or dislike.

In a vulgar hack-writer such oddities would have ex-
cited only disgust. Macaulay.

Noble too, of old blood thrice-refined
That shrinks from clownish coarseness in disgust.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 174.

= Syn. 2. llatred, Dislike, etc. (see antipathy), loathing,
dt'testation, abhorrence.

disgustful (dis-gust'ful), a. [< disgust + -ful,

2.] Offensive to the taste; nauseous; hence,
morally or esthetically offensive.

The British waters are grown dull and muddy.
The fruit disgustful. Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

If any lesson may be drawn from the tragical and too
ofun disgustful history of witchcraft, it is not one of ex-
ultation at our superior enlightenment, or shame at the
shortcomings of the human intellect. It is rather one of
charity and self-distrust.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 148.

disgUStfulness (tlis-gust'ful-nes), n. The char-
acter of being disgustful or disgusting.
disgusting (dis-gus'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of dis-
gust, tJ.] Causing disgust; offensive to the
taste, physical, moral, or esthetic.

A smear of soup on a man's beard looks disqusting,
thongh there is of course nothing disgusling in the soup
•t»e'f Darwin, Kxprcss. of Emotions, p. 257.

disgustingly (dis-gus'ting-li), adv. In a dis-
gusting manner.

It is really lamentable to observe in many families the
aged parent slighted and neglected. . . . Such treatment
is disgmtiiigly imnatural. V. Knox, Essays, xxxix.

disgUStingness (dis-gus'ting-nes), «. The qual-
ity of being disgusting. Kingsley.
dish (dish), n. [< ME. dissh, disch, < AS. disc,
a dish, plate, = OS. disk, a table, = MD. D. disch
= MLG. disk, disch, LG. disch = OHG. tisc, disc,
MHG. tisch, disch, also to, dis, G. tisch, a table, =
Icel. diskr, a dish, plate,= Sw. Dan. disk, a dish,
also a counter, = OP. dais, a table (> ME. dees,
E. dats, q. v.), = Sp. Pg. disco, a disk, quoit, =
It. rfiwo, a disk, quoit, deseo, a table, < L. discus,
a discus, disk, plate, dish, face of a sun-dial,
ML. also (with var. descm) a table, dais, desk,
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pulpit, < Gr. itoKoc, a discus, disk, dish, trencher,
plate. From the same source are disk, disc,

desk, and dais, which are thus doublets of dish.]

1 . Anyrimmed and concave or hollow vessel, of

earthenware, porcelain, glass, metal, or wood,
used to contain food for consumption at meals.
Originally applied to very shallow or flat vessels, as jjlates

and platters, the term now usually includes any lai-ge

open vessel, more or less deep, and with or witliout a
cover, used to contain food or table-drink, such as tea,

coffee, or chocolate. The use of the term to include drink-
ing-vessels, as bowls and cups, is less common and seems
to be obsolescent, except as such vessels are included in the
collective plural rfiWtcs. A set of dishes includes all the
vessels (except drinking-glasses) requisite for furnishing a
table, as platters, plates of various sizes, vessels for vege-
tables, fruits, preserves, etc., tureens, bowls, and cups and
saucers.

Aftre take also a drope of Bawme, and put it in to a
Dissche or in a Cuppe with Mylk of a Goot.

Maiuleville, Travels, p. 52.

You must bring two Dishes of Chocolate and a Glass of
Cinnamon. water. Congreve, Way of the World, i. 7.

A porcelain dish, o'er which in many a cluster
Plump grapes hung down, dead-ripe and without lustre.

T. B. Aldrich, The Lunch.

2. The food or drink served in a dish ; hence,
any particular kind of food served at table ; a
supply for a meal : as, a dish of veal or venison

;

a cold dish.

'Tis an ordinary thing to bestow twenty or thirty pounds
on a dish, some thousand crowns upon a dinned.

Burtmi, Anat. of Mel., p. 142.

If you please, let us walk up to supper ; and to-morrow,
if the day be windy, as our days here commonly are, 'tis

ten to one but we shall take a good dish of fish for dinner.
Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 263.

We were roused from a peaceful dish of tea by a loud
hubbub in the street. Beckford, Italy, II. 70.

Nothing could be plainer than his table, yet his society
often attracted the wealthy to share his single dish.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, iv.

3. In Eng. mining: (a) A rectangular box about
28 inches long, 4 deep, and 6 wide, in which ore
is measured. [Lead-mines of Derbyshire.]

The dish of the Low Peak is reputed to hold 14 Win-
chester pints, when level-full ; while in the High Peak 16
pints are reckoned to the di^h. Farey.

(fi) Formerly, in Cornwall, a measure holding
one gallon, used for tin ore dressed ready for
the smelter. B. Carew, Survey of Cornwall
(1769).—4t. A discus.

Thei hastiden for to be maad felawis of wrastlyng, and
... of dishe, or pleyinge with ledun dishe [var. in ocu-
paciouns of a disch, ether pleiyng with a ledun disch,
Purv.l, Wyclif, 2 Mac. iv. 14 (Oxf.).

5. The state of being concave or like a dish;
concavity : as, the dish of a wheel.—Brazen dish.
See brazen.

dish (dish), V. [= 6. tischen, serve the table,
sit at table ; ef . ODan. diske, go to dinner, Dan.
diske {op), dish or serve (up), = Sw. diska, wash
dishes; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To put
in a dish or dishes, as food; serve at table:
often with nj) : as, to dish tip the dinner.

' For conspiracy,

.

I know not how it tastes ; though it be dish'd
For me to try. Shak., W. T., iii, 2,

Get me , . . your best meat, and dish it in silver
dishes, B. Jonson, Epica?ne, iii, 1,

2. To cause to resemble a dish ; make concave.
Thus, a caiTiage-wheel is said to be dished when the
spokes (either by construction or as the result of accident)
are inclined to the nave, so that the wheel is concave on
one side.

Seven hours' travelling over very rough ground dished
a wheel, and lunch was taken while repairs were being
made. A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 370.

The slicer is hammered into a slightly arched or dished
form. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 203,

3. To use up, as if by serving on a dish, or
making a meal of; frustrate or disappoint;
damage; ruin; cheat. [Slang.]

For of this be assured, if you *' go it " too fast.

You'll be dish'd.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II, 204.

Where's Brummell? Dished. Byron.

But in Canada, as in England, demagogues dish each
other by extensions of the franchise.

Nineteenth Century, XX, 27,

4. To push or ^rike with the horns. Jamieson.
[Scotch.]

He would hae gart [made] me trow that they [London
folk] hae horns on their heads to dish the like o' rae, and
hooves to tread upon us when doon.

Sir A. Wylie, Works, I. 70,

To dish out, to form (coves) by wooden ribs.

II. iutrans. To be concave or have a form
resembling that of a dish : as, the wheel or the
ground dishes. See I., 2.

We had much trouble with our wagon, the wheel dish-
ing frequently, A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 387.

dishabilitate (dis-ha-bil'i-tat), u. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dishabilitated, ppr. dishaUlitating. [< ML.

dish-clout

"dishabilitatus, pp. of *dishahilitare (> OP. des-
habiliter, P. deshabiliter = Pg. deshabilitar), <

dis- priv. -f habilitare, habilitate : see dis- and
habilitate.'^ To disqualify; in old Scots law, to
corrupt the blood of; attaint.

The Earl his father being forefault, and his posterity
dishabilitated to bruik estate or dignity in Scotland,

Stair, Suppl,, Dec, p, 243,

dishabilitation (dis-ha-bil-i-ta'shon), n. [= F.
di'-shabiUtatioH, < ML. *dishabilitatio(n-), < *disha-
irtitoce, disqualify: see dishabilitate.'] Disquali-
fication; in old Scots law, the corruption of
blood consequentupon a conviction for treason.

All prior acts of dishabilitatioun pronuncit againes the
posteritie of the said . . . Francis suintynie Erie Bothwell,

Acts Charles J. (ed, 1814), V, 55,

dishabille (dis-a-bel'), n. [Also deshabille; <
F. deshabille, undress, prop. pp. of deshabiller,

undress, < d&-priv. -I- habiller, dress: see dem-

and habiliment.] Undress, or negligent dress;
speciiically, a loose morning-dress.
Her Dishabille, or Flame-colour Gown call'd Indian,

and Slippers of the same.
WycherUy, Gentleman Dancing-Master, v.

Two or three ladies, in an easy dishabille, were intro-
duced. Goldsmith, Vicar, xix,

dishabitt (dis-hab'it), V. t. [< OP. deshabiter,
P. deshabiter = Sp. Pg. deshabitar, desert a
place, = It. disabitare, depopulate, < L. dis-

priv. + hahitare, dwell in, inhabit: see dis- and
habit, v.] To drive from a habitation ; dislodge.

Those sleeping stones , . , from their fixed beds of lime
Had been dishabited. Shak., K, John, ii. 1,

dishabituate (dis-ha-bit'u-at), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dishabituated, ppr. dishabituating. [< dis-

priv. -f- habituate. Cf. P. deshabituer = Sp. Pg.
deshabituar.^ To render unaccustomed to or
unfamiliar with.

He had lived at Geneva so long that he had ... be-
come dishabituated to the American tone,

//, James, Jr., Daisy Miller,

dishablet, v. t. [Same as disable; < dis- priv.
-I- hable for ahlA, v., q. v.] 1. To disable.

—

2. To disparage.
She oft him blam'd

For suffering such abuse as knighthood sham'd.
And him disfiabled quyte, Spenser, F, Q,, II, v, 21,

dishallo'W (dis-hal'o), f. t. [< dis- priv. -I- hal-
low, v.] To make unholy ; desecrate; profane.

Y'e that so dishallow the holy sleep,
Y'our sleep is death,

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

But once a year, on the eve of All-Souls,
Through these arches dishallowed the organ rolls,

Lowell, The Black Preacher,

disharmonic (dis-har-mon'ik), a. [= F. des-

harinoniqut = It. disarmonico (ef. G. disharmo-
nisch, > Dan. Sw. disharmonisk); asrfi.?-priv. -I-

harmonic.'] Not harmonic ; anharmonie. An-
throp. Inst. Jour., XVII. 160.

disharmonious (dis-har-mo'ni-us), a. [< dis-

priv. + harmonious.'] Inharmonious; discor-
dant; incongruous.
The ego [according to Preuss] is composed of painful

and disharmonious sensations,
O. S. Hall, German Culture, p, 45,

disharmonize (dis-har'mo-niz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. disharmonized, ppr. disharmonizing. [= P.
desharmoniser = Pg. desharmonizar, deprive of
harmony, = It. disarmonizzare, want harmony

;

as dis- priv. + harmonize.] To deprive of har-
mony ; render inharmonious.

Differences which disharmonize and retard and cripple
the general work in hand,

Penn. School Jour., XXXIL 881.

disharmony (dis-har'mo-ni), n.
;

pi. dishanno- i

nics (-uiz). [= P. desharmonie = Sp. desarmo-]
nia = Pg. desharmonia = It. disarmonia = G. ,'

disharmonie = Dan. Sw. disharmoni ; as dis-

priv. + harmony.] Want of harmony ; discord;
|

incongruity.

A disharmony in the different impulses that constitute I
it [our nature], Coleridge, f

The more disharmonies [according to Preuss], the more
j

organisms ; hence, at first all matter was organized, and at
j

last none will be, G. S. Hall, German Culture, p, 46.

dish-catch (dish'kach), n. A rack for dishes.
[Local.]

My dish-catch, cupboard, boards, and bed.
And all I have when we are wed.

Comical Dialogue between tiro Country Lovers.

dish-cloth (dish'kldth), n. A cloth used for ;

washing dishes.

dish-clout (dish'klout), n. A dish-cloth.

Those same hanging cheeks, , , ,

That look like frozen dish<louts set on end ',

B. Jonson, Volpone, i, 1. >

That old rag of a dishclout ministry, Harrv Fumese, is
]

to be the other lord, Walpde, Letters. II, 49S.
,



disheart

disheartt (dis-hart'), v. t. [< dis-priv. + heart.']

To discourage ; dishearten.

Car. Have I not seen the Britons
Bimd. What?
Car. Dishearted. Run, run, Bonduca.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. I.

dishearten (dis-har'tn), v. t. [< ills- priv. +
hearten.] To discourage; depress the spirits

of ; deject ; impress with fear.

Be not utterly disheartened; we have yet a small relick
of hope left. B. Jonsoii, Epictene, v. 1.

disheartenment (dis-har'tn-ment), «. [< dis-

liiartcn + -ment.'] The act of disheartening, or
the state of being disheartened or discouraged.

The sum of petty mortifications, discomforts, and dis-

heartenments whicli one called to sucli a trial would in-
evitalily have to undergo. The Atlantic, LVIH, 791.

disheirt (dis-ar'), v. t. [< (lis- priv. + Jteir.]

To deprive of heirs; debar from transmitting
or from being transmitted by inheritance.

Yet still remember that you wield a sword
Forg'd by your foes against your sovereign Lord;
Design 'd to hew th' imperial cedar down.
Defraud succession, and disheir the crown.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, 1. 1999.

dishelm (dis-helm' ), r. t. [< (lis- priv. + helnfl.]

To divest of a helmet.
She saw me lying stark,

Dighelm'd and mute, and motlonlessly pale.
Tenni/non, Princess, vi.

disher (dish'fer), ji. [< ME. disshere ; < dish +
-erl.] A maker of or dealer in wooden bowls
or dishes,

disheresst, «. [< ME. dysslieres; < disher+ -ess.]

A female disher. Piers Plowman.
disherison (dis-her'i-zon), n. [Formerly dis-

herisotcn; contr. of "disheritison, < OF. desheriti-

son, deshereteson, desheritoison, etc., < ML. *dis-
hereditatio(n-), disinheritance, < dishereditare,

pp. dishereditaius, disinherit : see disherit.] The
act of disinheriting, or of cutting off from in-
heritance.
Many a one here is l>orn to a fair estate, and is stripped

of it, whether by the just duiheri»m of his . . . father, or
else by the power or circumvention of an adversary or by
his own luisgovernment and unttiriftiness.

Bp. Hall, Semalns, p. 143.

O never-rejecting roof of blue.
Whose rasll diaherufon never falls

On us unthinking prodigals. Lowell, Al Fresco.

disheritt (dis-her'it), v. t. [< ME. disheriten,

< OF. desheriter, deshereder, F. desheriler = Pr.
desheretar, deseretar= Sp. desheredar = Pg. des-
herdar = It. diseredarc, < ML. dishereditare, dis-
inherit, < L. dis- priv. + LL. hcreditare, inherit

:

see inherit, heritage.] To disinherit.

Wee have lien in perpetuelle Pees tiile now, that thou
come to disherite us. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 294.

Gentill kynge, ne wepe nought, but go we in the name
of god and fluht with hem, (for better it is to dye with
honoure than dye olde and pore and diitherited.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 273.

disheritancet (dis-her'i-tans), n. [< OF. des-
heritaiice, disheritance, < desheriter, disherit: see
disherit.] The act of disinheriting, or the state
of being disinherited.

Having ctiid me almost to the ruin
Of a dixheritanee, for violating
So continued and so sacred a friendship.
Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, Ii. 1.

disheritor Mis-her'i-tor), n. [< disherit -t- -or.]
One who disherits, or deprives of inheritance,
dishevel (di-sliev'el), v.

;
pret. and pp. dishev-

eled or dishevelled, ppr. dishevelinff or dishevelling.

[< ME. dischevelen (in p. a. dischevele: see di-

shevele), < OF. descbeveler, F. deeheveler = Pr.
descahelhar = Sp. Pg. descabcUar = It. scajn-
^liare, < ML. discapillare, pull off, tear, ordisor-
er the hair, dishevel, < L. rfw-, apart, + cajril-

I (>OF. chevel, F. cheveu), hair: see capillary.]
trans. 1 . To cause to have a disordered or

Beglected appearance; disarrange: said origi-
"ally of the hair, but now often extended to
be dress.
Mourning matrons with dithevellcd hair. Drjidcn.

To disorder or disarrange the hair or dress
of; derange with regard to any covering of
ose materials.

Thick did they teatter upon every Plain
A flow'ry verdure, and dishevel May

Round Tellus's sprinfiing face.

J. Jleanmont, Psyche, ii. 9.

[In both senses used chiefly in the past parti-
ciple and as an adjective.]
n, intrans. To be spread or to hang in dis-

prder, as the hair. [Rare.]
Their hair, curling, dishevels about their shoulders.

.SiV T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 300.

cUshevelet, dishevelyt, a. [< ME. dischevele,
disshevely, disshivill, disheveled, adj., prop, pp.,
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< OF. deschevele, F. d^chevele, pp. of descheveler:
see dishevel.] Disheveled.

She was all discheuclee in her heer, and Taurus liir

heilde be the tresses and drough hir after his horse.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 298.

dishevelment (di-shev'el-ment), n. [< dishevel

+ -ment.] The act of disheveling, or the state
of being disheveled. Carlyle.

dishevelyt, ". See dishevele.

dish-faced (dish'fast), a. 1. Ha^^ng a face in
which the nasal bone is higher at the nose than
at the stop : applied to dogs. This peculiarity
is frequently seen in pointers. }'ero Shaw, Book
of the Dog.— 2. Having a round flatfish face,
like a reversed plate : said of persons.
dishful (dish'ful), n. [< ME. dischful, disseftd;

< di.sh + -ful, 2.] As much as a dish will hold,
dishing (dish'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of rft«7i, v.] Tak-
ing or having the form of a dish ; concave

;

hollowing : as, a dishing wheel ; the lay of the
ground was slightly dishing.

dishonest (dis-on'est), a. [< ME. dishonest, <

OF. deshoneste, deshonneste, F. deshonn4te= Pr.
deshonest = Sp. Pg. deshonesto = It. disonesto,

< ML. "dishonestus, dishonest, < L. dis- priv. -l-

honestus, honest : see dis- and honest, a.] 1 . Not
honest; without honesty; destitute of probity
or integrity; having or exercising a disposition
to deceive, cheat, or defraud.— 2. Not honest
in quality

;
proceeding from or exhibiting lack

of honesty; fraudulent; knavish: a,a, a, dishon-
est transaction.

Gaming is too unreasonable and dishonest for a gentle-
man to addict himself to it. Lord Lyttelttm.

3t. Dishonored; disgraced.

Dishonest [tr. of L. inhonesto], with lop'd arms, the youth
appears

;

Spoil'd of his uose, and shorten'd of bis ears.
Drydert, MaeiA, vl.

4t. Dishonorable; disgraceful; ignominious.

Inglorious triumphs, and dishonest scars.
I'ope, Windsor Forest, 1. 326.

And, looking backward with a wise affright.
Saw seams of wounds, dishonest to the sight.

Dryden, Abs. and Achlt., 1. 72.

6t. Unchaste; lewd.

I hope it is no dishonest desire, to desire to be a woman
of the world. Shak., As you Like it, v. 3.

= 8yil. 1 and 2. False, unfair, disingenuous, unscrupulous,
perfidious, treacherous, slippery.

dishonestf (dis-on'est), t). t. [< ME. dishon-
cstcn, < OF. deshonester, deshunnester = Sp. Pg.
deshonestar = It. disonestare, < ML. "dishone-
stare, dishonor, < L. dis- priv. + honestare,
honor: see dis- and honest, r. Cf. dehonestate.]
To dishonor; disgrace.

Some young widows do dishonest the congregation of
Christ, and his doctrine.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker .Soc. , 1850), p. 156.

Does hee hope to dish&nest me?
ifar<(on, The Fawne, Iv.

dishonestly (dis-on'est-li), adv. 1. With dis-
honesty; without probity or integrity; with
fraudulent intent; knavishly.

One thing was very dishonestly Insinuated, that the
prisoner was a Papist, which was only to incense the jury
against him, and It had Its effect

Stale Trials, Stephen College, an. 1681.

2t. Dishonorably; ignominiously.

31arlus caused Cains Cesar ... to be violently drawe
to the sepultre of one Uarius, a simple and seditious per-
sone, and there to be dishonestly slayne.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, ii. C.

3t. Unchastely; lewdly.

She that liveth dishonestly is her father's heaviness,
Ecclus. xxil. 4.

dishonesty (dis-on'es-ti), n. [< OF. deshone-
slete, deshoneste, deshonneste, F. deshonn6tet6 =
Pr. dezonestnt = Sp. deshoncstidad = Pg. desho-
jiestidadc= lt. disonesta, disonestade, disoncstate,

< ML. ''dishoncsta{t-)s, < *dishonestus, dishon-
est : see rfi«Ao)ics*. Cf. honesty.] 1. The quality
of being dishonest ; lack of honesty ; want of
probity or integrity ; a disposition to cheat or
aefraud, or to deceive and betray.

The reckless assumption of pecuniary obligatioits does
not ordinarily originate in dishonenty of intention,

J. Fi>fke, Evolutionist, p. 220.

2. Violation of trust or of justice ; fraud

;

treachery; any deviation from jjrobity or in-

tegrity.

For the said earl salth that the assurances which he
gave his late majesty and his majesty that now is, con-
cerning tlicse treaties, were such as had been dishonesty
and breacli of his duty and trust for him to have held
back. State Trials, Tlie l)uke of Buckingham, an. 1620.

3t. Unehastity; lewdness.
Heaven be my witness ... if you suspect me of any

dishonesty. Shak., M. W. of W., Iv. 2.

dishonorary

=Syn. 1. Knavishness, deceitfulness, perfldlousness, tu>-

scrupulousness, unfairness, slipperiness.

dishonor, dishonour (dis-on'or), n. [< ME.
deshonour, < OF. deshonor, later deshonneur, F.
deshonneur = Sp. Pg. deshonor = It. disonore, <
ML. dishonor, dishonor, < L. dis- priv. + honor

:

see (ijs- and /lonor, «.] 1. Want of honor; dis-

honorable character or conduct.

For since dishonour traffics with man's nature.
He is but outside. Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

2. The state of being disgraced, or considered
dishonorable ; disgrace ; shame ; reproach.

It [the dead l>ody] is sown in dishonour ; it Is raised in
glory. 1 Cor. xv. 43.

There lies he now with foule dishonor dead,
Who, whiles he livde, was called proud Sans foy.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 25.

It is the great dishonour of too many among us that
they are more ashamed of their Religion than they are of
their sins. StiUingJleet, Sermons, I. iv.

3. Disgrace inflicted ; violation of one's honor
or dignity.

It was not meet for us to see the king's dishonour.
Ezra iv. 14.

Whatever tends to the dishonour of God, to the injury
of others, or to our own destruction, It Is all the reason in
the World we should abstain from.

StiUingJleet, Sermons, II. ill.

4. In com., failure or refusal of the drawee or
acceptor of a bill of exchange or note to accept
it, or, if it is accepted, to pay and retire it. See
dishonor, v. t., 4. =Syn. Dishonor, Diitfavor, etc. See
odium, and list under disgrace.

dishonor, dishonour (dis-on'or), v. t. [< OF.
deshonorer, F. deshonorer = Pr. desonorar =
Sp. Pg. deshonrar = It. disonorare, < ML. dis-

honorare, -dishonor, < L. dis- priv. -(- Jionorare,

honor: see dis- and honor, v.] 1. To deprive
of honor ; violate the honor or dignity of ; dis-
grace ; bring reproach or shame on ; stain the
character of; lessen in reputation.

Most certain it is that nothing but only sin doth dig-
honour God. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 2.

Nothing . . . that may dishonour
Our law, or stain my vow of Nazarite.

Milton, 3. A., 1. 1385.

2. To treat with indignity.

Justice, sweet prince, against that woman there, . . .

That hath abused and dishonour'd me.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

3. To violate the chastity of; ravish; seduce.— 4. In C07n., to refuse to honor ; refuse or fail

to accept or pay : as, to dishonor a bill of ex-
change. A bill or note is also said to be dishonored when
overdue and unpaid, although there may have been no ac-
tual demand or refusal to pay.

Any cheques or bills refused payment [when presented
to the banks) are called "returns," and can generally be
sent back to the Clearing House the same day, and enter-
ed again as a reverse claim by the bank dishonowing them
on tile banks which presented them.

Jevons, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 266.

5t. To disgrace by the deprivation of, or as of,

ornament. [Rare.]

His scalp . . . dishdwur'd quite of hair.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xt.

= Syn. 1. To sliame, degrade, discredit.— 2. To insult.

dishonorable, dishonourable (dis-on'or-a-bl),

a. [< OF. dcshonorable, deshonnorable, deshon-
ourable, F. dcshonorable, < des- priv. 4- honor-
able, honorable: see dis- and honorable. Cf.
dishonor, etc.] 1. Showing lack of honor;
base ; bringing or meriting shame or reproach

;

staining character and lessening reputation:
as, a dishonorable act.

In our age there can be no peace that is not honorable

;

there can be no war that is not dishonorable.
Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

2. Destitute of honor; characterized by want of
honor or good repute : as, a dishonorable man.
We petty men . . . find ourselves dishonourable graves.

Shak., 3. C, I. 2.

3. In a state of neglect or disesteem. [Rare.]

He that is honoured In poverty, bow much more in
riches, and he that is dishonourable In riches, how much
more in poverty. Ecclus. x. 31.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Disreputable, discreditable, disgracefnl,
iL'nontininns. infamous.

dishonorableness, dishonourableness (dis-

on'or-a-bl-nes), n. The quality of being dis-

honorable.

dishonorably, dishonourably (dis-on'or-a-
bli), adv. In a dishonorable manner; with
dishonor.

We sailed to the island of Capri, the antient Caprero, to
which Tiberius retired so dishonourabht from the care of
the public. Pororke, Description of tlie East, II. ii. 203.

dishonorary (dis-on'or-a-ri), a. [< dis- priv. +
honorary.] Causing dislionor; tending to dis-

grace ; lessening reputation. Clarke. [Bare.]



dishonorer

dishonorer, dishonourer (dis-on'or-6r), n.

One who dishonors or disgraces ; one who
treats another with indignity.

Preaching how meritorious with the gods
It would be to ensnare an irreligious

Duihotwurer of Dagou. Milton, S. A., 1. 861.

dishorn (dis-h6m'), r. t. [< dis-jiriv. + horn.']

To remove the horns from ; deprive of horns.

The truth l>eing known,
Well all present ourselves, dishorn the spirit.

And mock him home to Windsor.
Shak., M. W. of W., Iv. 4.

dishorse (dis-h6rs'), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. dis-

horsed, ppr. di^horsing, [< dis- priv. + horse.}

To unhorse.
He burst his lance against a forest bough,
Dithorsed himself and rose again,

Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

dish-rag (dish'rag), «. A dish-cloth.

dishumort, dishamonrt (dis-hu'mgr), n. [< dis-

priv. + humor, n.] Ill humor. [Bare.]

We did not beforehand think of the creature we are
enamoured of as subject to dishutnour, age, sickness, im-
patience, or suUenness. Steele, Spectator, No. 479.

dishumort, dishumourt (dis-hu'mor), v. t. [<
dis- priv. -t- humor, r.] To put out of humor;
make ill-humored. [Rare.]

Here were a couple unexpectedly dishumoured.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 3.

dish-washer (dish'wosh''6r), n. 1. One who
washes dishes.— 2. The pied wagtail, Motadlla
luguhris. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. The grinder, or
restless flycatcher, Seisura inquieta. See Sei-

sura. [Australian.]

dish-water (dish'wa'tfer), n. Water in which
dishes have been washed.
disillude (dis-i-lud'), f. t.; pret. and pp. disil-

luded, ppr. disilluding. [< dis- + illude.] To
free from illusion ; disillusion. [Kare.]

I am obliged to disillude many of my visitors, though
I cannot r»luce ray titles below " General Sahib," or
" Lord Sahib Bahadoor."

W. B. Russell, Diary in India, II. 98.

disillusion (dis-i-lu'zhon ),n. [= F. desillusion ;
as dis- priv. + illusion.'] A freeing or becom-
ing free from illusion ; the state of being disil-

lusioned or disenchanted ; disenchantment.
He [SpenserJ speaks of the Court in a tone of contemptu-

ous bitterness, in which, as it seems to me, there is more of
the sorrow of disillusion than of the gall of personal dis-
appointment. LmixU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 145.

disillusion (dis-i-lu'zhon), V. t. [= F. dSsillu-

sionner; from the nouii.] To free from illu-

sion; disenchant.
" Egypt," the product of a much disillusioned observer.

The Nation, No. 967.

The auto da f^s of Seville and Madrid, ... the deso-
lated plains of Germany, and the cruelties of Alva in the
Netherlands, disillusioned Europe of those golden dreams
which had arisen in the earlier daysof humanism.

Encyc. £rit., XX. 394.

disillusionize (dis-i-lu'zhon-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. disillusionized, ppr. disillusionizing. [< dis-
priv. + illusion + -ize.] To free from illusion

;

disenchant; disillusion.

I am not sure that chapter of Herder's did not uncon-
sciously operate as a disillusionizing medium.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 173.

disillusionment (dis-i-lu'zhon-ment), n. [= F.
desillusionnement ; as disilluMon,"v., + -ment.]
The process of disillusioning; the state of be-
ing disillusioned.

Guicciardini seems to glory in his disillusionment, and
uses his vast intellectual ability for the analysis of the
corruption he had helped to make incurable.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 266.

And therein was the beginning of disUlnsionments.
The Century, XXXII. 939.

disimbarkt, "• An obsolete form of disembark.
disimpark (dis-im-park'), V. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

impark.] To free from the limits of a park.
Craig. [Rare.]

disimprison (dis-im-priz'on), V. t. [< dis--pn\.
+ imjirison.] To discharge from a prison ; set
at liberty; free from restraint. Lockhart.
[Rare.]

French Kevolution means here the open, violent rebel-
lion and victory of disimprisoned anarchy against corrupt,
worn-out authority. Carlyle, French Rev., I. vi. 1.

disimprove (dis-im-prov'), v.; pret. and pp.
disimproved, -ppi. disimprwing. [< dis- priv. -I-

improve.] I, trans. To render worse; injure
the quality of. [Rare.]
No need to disimprove the royal banks to pay thanks

to the bishops. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 148.

n. intrans. To grow worse. [Rare.]
dlsimprovement (dis-im-prSv'ment), n. [<
dis- priv. + improvement.] Reduction from
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or want of improvement; non-improvement.
[Rare.]

Beside that the presence of God serves to all this, it

hath also especial influence in the dlsimprovement of
temptations. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 112.

disincarcerate (dis-in-kilr'se-rat), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. disincarcerated, ppr. disincarcerating.

[< dis- priv. + incarcerate. Cf. Sp. desencarce-
lar = Pg. desencarcerar.] To liberate from
prison ; set free from confinement. Harvey.
[Bare.]

disinclination (dis-in-kli-ua'shon), «. [< dis-

priv. -t- inclination.] Want of inclination ; want
of propensity, desire, or affection (generally
implying a positive inclination toward the op-
posite course or thing) ; slight dislike or aver-
sion.

Disappointment gave him a disinclination to the fair sex.

Arbuthnot.

= S3T1. Indisposition, unwillingness, reluctance, hesita-
tion, repugnance.

disincline (dis-in-klin'), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. dis-

inclined, ppr. disinclining. [< dis- priv. + in-

cline.] To make averse or indisposed; make
unwilling.

The Provencal poets . . . willingly established them-
selves . . . under a prince full of knightly accomplish-
ments, and yet not disinclined to the arts of peace.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 277.

Disinclined to help from their own store
The opprobrious wight.

Brovming, Ring and Book, I. 129.

[This] . . . produced so much effect upon the Com-
mittee as to disincline them to report this measure favor-
ably. The American, VII. 292.

disinclose, disenclose (dis-in-kloz', -en-kl6z'),
V. t.

;
pret. and pp. disinclosed, disenclosed, ppr.

disinclosing , disenclosing. [< dis- priv. -t- inclose,

enclose.] To free from inclosure ; throw open
(what has been inclosed) ; specifically, to dis-

park.

disincorporate (dis-in-k6r'po-rat), V. t.; pret.
and pp. disincorjmrated, ppr! disincorporating.

[< dis- priv. + incorporate, v. Cf. F. desincor-
porer= Sp. Pg. desincorporar.] 1. To deprive
of corporate powers or character.— 2. To de-
tach or separate from a corporation or society.

disincorporatet (dis-in-kdr'po-rat), a. [z= Sp.
Pg. desiyicorporado; as dis- priv. -h incorporate,
a.] Disunited from a body or society; unem-
bodied. Bacon.
disincorporation (dis-in-k6r-po-ra'shgn), n. [=
F. desincorporation = Sp. desincmporacion =
Fg. desincorpora^o ; as disincorporate + -ion:
see -ation.] 1. Deprivation of the rights and
privileges of a corporation.— 2. Detachment or
separation from a body, corporation, or society.

dismcrustant (dis-in-krus'tant), n. [< dis-priv.
+ incrust -¥ -ant^.] Sometliing which serves
to prevent or to remove incrustation.

Zinc as a DisiiKrustant in Steam Boilers.
Ure, Diet., IV. 1012.

disindividualize (dis-in-di-vid'u-al-iz), V. t.;

pret. and pp. disindividualized, ppf. disindivid-
ualizing. [< dis- priv. + individualize.] To de-
prive of individuality.

The artist who is to produce a work which is to be ad-
mired, not by his friends or his townspeople or his con-
temporaries, but by all men, and which is to be more beau-
tiful to the eye in proportion to its culture, must disindi-
vidualize himself, and be a man of no party, and no man-
ner, and no age, but one through whom the soul of all men
circulates, as the common air through his lungs.

Emerson, Art.

disinfect (dls-in-fekf), V. t. [= F. disinfecter
= Sp. Pg. desinfeetar = It. disinfettare ; as dis-

priv. + infect.] To cleanse from infection;
purify from contagious or infectious matter

;

destroy the germs of disease in.

disinfectant (dis-in-fek'tant), a. and n. [z= F.
desinfectant = Sp. Pg. desinfectante = It. dis-

infettante; as disinfect -t- -ant^.] I. a. Serving
to disinfect ; disinfecting.

U. «. An agent used for destroying the con-
tagium or germs of infectious diseases. The dis-
infectants most used at present are heat, mercuric chlo-
rid, sulplmr dioxid (formed by burning sulphur), iron pro-
tosulphate, zinc chlorid, Labarraque's disinfecting solution
(liquor sodfe chloratai), and chlorinated lime, or so-called
chlorid of lime (calx chlorata). Deodorizers, or substances
which destroy smells, are not necessarily disinfectants,
and disinfectants do not always have an odor.

The moral atmosphere, too, of this honest, cheerful, sim-
ple home scene acted as a moral disinfectant.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, vi.

disinfection (dis-in-fek'shgn), n. [= P. dSsin-
fection = Sp. desinfeccion = Pg. desinfeccao; as
disinfect + -ion.] Purification from infectious
matter; the destruction of the contagium or
germs of infectious diseases.

disintegration

Disinfection consists in the destruction of something In-
fectious, and we fail to see any justillcation for the popu-
lar use of the term which makes it synonymous with deo-
dorization. Science, VI. 328.

disinfector (dis-in-fek'tor), n. [< disinfect +
-or.] One who or that which disinfects; spe-
cifically, a device for diffusing a disinfectant ia
the air to purify it, or destroy contagion.
disingenuityt (dis-in-je-nu'i-ti), n. [< disingen-
uous + -ity, after ingenuity, q. v.] Disingenu-
ousuess ; imfaimess ; want of candor.

A habit of ill nature and disingenuity necessary to their
affairs. Cldremlon, Civil War, I. 321.

disingenuous (dis-in-jen'u-us), a. [< dis- priv.
-(- ingenuous.] Not ingenuous; not open, frank,
or candid; uncandid; insincere: as, a, disingen-
uous person ; a disingenuous answer.
Such kinds of Pleasantry are very unfair and disingenu-

ous in Works of Criticism. Addison, Spectator, No. 291.

Persons entirely disingenuous, who really do not believe
the opinions they defend. Hume, Prin. of Morals, § 1.

Lovable as he was, it would be disingenuous, as well as
idle, to attempt to show that Steele was a prudent man.

A. Dobson, Int. to Steele, p. xxvi.

disingenuously (dis-in-jen'u-us-li), adv. In a
disingenuous manner; not openly and can-
didly.

disingenuousness (dis-iu-jen'u-us-nes), n. The
character of being disingenuous ; want of can-
dor.

The disingenuiusness of embracing a profession to which
their own hearts have an inward reluctance.

Government of the Tongue.

disinhabitt (dis-in-hab'it), V. t [< dis- priv. +
inhabit. Cf. dishabit.] To deprive of inhabit-
ants.

It was disinhabited sixe and thirtie yeres before Saint
Helen's time for lacke of water. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 109.

disinherison (dis-in-her'i-zon), n. [See disheri-
son.] 1. The act of cutting off from heredi-
tary succession ; the act of disinheriting.— 2.
The state of being disinherited.

The adultery of the woman is worse, as bringing baa-
tardy into the family, and disinherisons or great injuries
to the lawful children. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 3.

disinherit (dis-in-her'it), V. t. [< OF. *disin-
heriter; as dis- priv. -f inherit. Cf. disherit.]
To deprive of an inheritance or of the right to
inherit

;
prevent, as an heir, from coming into

possession of property or right which by law
or custom would devolve on him in the course
of descent, as by an adverse will or other act
of alienation, or by right of conquest.

He was a murderer before a parent ; he disinherited all

his children before they were bom, and made them slaves
before they knew the price of liberty.

Bates, Harmony of the Divine Attributes, ii.

disinheritance (dis-in-her'i-tans), n. [< OF.
disinheritance, i. *disinheriter : see disinherit and
-ance. Cf. disheritance.] The act of disinherit-
ing, or the state of being disinherited.

Sedition tendeth to the disinheritance of the king.
State Trials, W. Stroud, an. 1620.

disinhume (dis-in-hiim'), V. t.; pret. and pp.
disinhumed, ppr. disinhuming. [< dis- priv. -I-

inhume.] To disinter. [Bare.]

Once more the Church is seized with sudden fear.
And at her call is Wicliffe disinhumed.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, ii. 17.

disintailt, disintalet, v. t. Obsolete forms of
disentail.

disintegrable (dis-in'te-gra-bl), a. [< disin-

tegra-te + -hie.] Capable of being disinte-
grated.

Argillo-calcite is readily disinUgroMe by exposure to the
atmosphere. Kirwan.

disintegrate (dis-in'tf-grat), v.
;
pret. and pp.

disintegrated, ppr. disintegrating. [< dis- priv.
+ integrate.] I, trans. To separate into com-
ponent parts ; reduce to fragments ; break up
or destroy the cohesion of : as, rocks are dis-

integrated by frost and rain.

The Carolingian empire, first parting into its large divi-
sions, became in course of time further disintegrated by
subdivision of these. 11. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 453.

H. intrans. To break up; separate into its

component parts.

disintegration (dis-in-te-gra'shon), n. [< dis-

integrate: see-ation.] The act of separating the
component particles of a substance, as distin-

guished from decomposition or the separation
of its elements; destruction of the cohesion
of constituent parts; specifically, in geol-,, the
wearing down of rocks, resulting chiefly from
the slow action of frosts, rains, and other at-

mospheric influences Disintegration milling.
See milling.



disintegrative

disintegrative (dis-in'te-gra-tiv), a. [< disin-

teyrate + -ive.] Tending to disintegrate ; dis-

integi'ating.

The disinteffrative process which results in the multi-

plication of individuals. H. Speiwer.

Feudalism itself . . . was by no means purely ditdnte-

grative in its tendencies. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 86.

disintegrator (dis-in'te-gra-tor), n. [< disin-

tef/rate + -or.} One who or tliat which disin-

tegrates ; specitically, a machine for pulveriz-

ing, crushing, or breaking up various kinds of

materials. A common form used for breaking up ores,

rock, artificial manures, oil-cake, etc., and for mixing
mortar, etc., as well as for grinding corn, is a mill con-

sisting essentially of a number of beaters projecting from
tlie faces of two ])arallel disks revolving in opposite di-

rections at a hiu'li speed.

disintegratory (dis-in'tf-gra-to-ri), a. [< dis-

integrate + -ory.'] Disintegrating; disintegra-

tive. [Rare.]

Kant has truly said that now criticism has taken its

place among the difiinteftratory agencies, no system can
pretend to escape its jurisdiction.

O. U. Levies, Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 419.

disinter (dis-ln-ter'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. disin-

terred, ppr. disinterring. [Formerly dlsenter;

< OF. desenterrer, F. disenterrer= 8p. Pg. des-

enterrar, disinter, < L. dis- priv.+ ML. interrare

Q OF. enterrer, etc.), inter: see jnierl.] 1.

To take out of a grave or out of the earth ; ex-
hume: as, to disinter a dead body.— 2. To
take out as if from a grave ; bring from obscu-
rity into view.

The philosopher . . . may be concealed in a plebeian,

which a proper edtication might have ditnnterredt ana
have brouglit to light. Addison, Spectator, Ho. 216.

disinteressedt, disinterestt (dis-in't6r-est), a.

[Also written disinteress'd ; with E. suflix -ecP

(-f2), < OF. desinteresse, F. desinteressS(= 8p. des-

interesado = Pg. desinteressado = It. disinteres-

sato), pp. of desinteresser, rid of interest : see dis-

interest, f.] Disinterested. See disinterested,

which has taken the place of disinteressed.

The measures they shall walk by shall be dinnUrest,
and even, and dispassionate, and full of observation.

Jer. Taylur, Works (ed. 1836), I. 740.

Because all men are not wise and good and disinteress'd.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, IL 5.

disinteressmentt (dis-in't^r-es-ment), n. r< F.

desinteressement {= Sp. desinteresamiento),\ des-

interesser, rid of interest: see disinterest, ».]

Disinterestedness ; impartiality.

He (the Earl of I>orset] has managed some of the great-

est charges of the kingdom with known ability, and laid

them down with entire dijsinteressuient.

Prior, Postscript to Pref. to Poems.

disinterestt (dis-in't6r-est), n. [= Sp. desin-

tere.'i = Pg. desinteresse ^ It. disinteresse, disin-

terest; as dis- priv. + interest, n. Cf. disinter-

est, !!.] 1. What Is contrary to interest or ad-
vantage ; disadvantage ; injury.

They ought to separate from her (the Church of Rome],
that there be no prejudice done to my true church, nor
disinterest to thy kingdom.

Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches.

2. Indifference to profit ; want of regard to

private advantage.
disinterestt (dis-in't^r-est), V. t. [For *disinter-

ess, < OF. desintercsser, F. desinteresser = Sp.
desintercsar = Pg. dctinteressar = It. disinteres-

sare, rid or discharge of interest, < ML. dis-

priv. + interesse, interest: see dia-a,nA. interest,

V. and »., and cf. disinterest, »i.] To rid of in-

terest ; disengage from private interest or ad-

vantage ; destroy the interest of.

A noble courtesy . . . conquers the uncompellable
mind, and difinteretta man of himself.

Fettham, Sermon on Luke xiv. 20.

disinterestt, " See disinteressed.

disinterested (dis-in't6r-es-ted), a. [A later

form of disinteressed, disinterest, a., as if < disin-

terest, V. or n., + -crf2. ] 1 . Free from self-

interest ; unbiased by personal interest or
private advantage ; acting from unselfish

motives.
Every true patriot is disinterested. Whatehj.

2. Not influenced or dictated by private

advantage : as, a disinterested decision.

Friendship is a disinterested commerce between
etiuals. Gotdsmitti, Good-natured Man, i.

Love of goodness impersonated in God is not a less dis-

interested, though naturally a more fervent, sentiment
than love of goodness In the a]>stract.

F. P. C'ohlje, Peak in Darien, p. 19.

= 8711. Unbiased, impartial, imbonght, incorruptible, un-
selfish, dispassionate, ma^ianimous. Disinterested and
uninterested are sometiines confounded in speech, though
rarely in writing. A dixinturested person takes fiart in f>r

concerns himself about theatfairs of othiTs witli(»ut regard
U} self-int^Test. '(r t*t any penMjnal benefit to be gained by
his action ; an uninterested one takes uo interest in or Is
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indifferent to the matter under consideration : as, a dis- disippnS (di-sip'us), n. [NL., irreg. K (?) Gr.
'"'""

<5i'f, twice, doiible-, + tTrn-of, horse, as in archip-

pus (in ref. to its imitation of the arohippus).]

A common and wide-spread species of butterfly,

lAmenitis disii^pus, feeding in the caterpillar

state on the willow, poplar, and plum, and hi-

bernating in the same state in cases made of

rolled leaves. See Limenilis. it occurs in the United
States as far north as Maine, in the West Indies, and in
northern South America. The adult is supposed to mimic
the archippus butterfly {Danais archippus), the larva of
wliich feeds on asclepiads. See cut in preceding column.

intere.Ktt'd witness ; an xtninterested spectator.

disinterestedly (dis-in'ter-es-ted-li), adv.

a disinterested maimer ; unselfishly.

I have long since renounced your world, ye know :

Yet weigh the worth of worldly prize foregone,
Disinterestedly judge this and that
Good ye account good.

Browning, King and Book, II. 326.

disinterestedness (dis-in ' t6r-es-ted-nes), TO.

The character of being disinterested or imsel-

fish ; the fact of having no personal interest in

a question or an event; freedom from bias or diSJasMt (dis-jas ' kit), a. [So., said to be a
prejudice on account of private interest; un- " »«....i» ,..,-, t,,
selfishness

;
generosity.

Wholly to abstract our views from self undoubtedly
requires unparalleled disinterestedness.

Shelley, in Dowden, I. 264.

The conception of pure disinterestedness is presupposed

cQrruption of "disjected for defected.] Jaded;
decayed; worn out.

In the morning after the coronation I found myself in

a very disjaskit state, being both sore in lith and limb, and
worn out in my mind with the great fatigue I had under-
gone. Gait, The Steam-Boat, p. 261.

in all our estimates of virtue. Lecty, Europ. Morals, I. 72. digjecta membra (dis-jek'ta mem'bra). [L.

:

disinteresting (dis-in'tfer-es-ting), a. [<
priv. -1- interesting.'] Uninteresting. [Bare.]

There is such a dull, heavy succession of long quota-
tions of disinteresting passages that it makes their method
quite nauseous. Warburton, To Birch.

He rarely paints a disinteresting subject.
Tlie Studio, III. 130.

disinterment (dis-in-tSr'ment), n. [= Sp. des-

enterramiento = Pg. desenterramento ; as disin-

ter + -ment.'] The act of disinterring, or taking
out of the earth or the grave, literally or figur-

atively; exhumation.
Our most skilful delver into dramatic history, amidst

his curious masses of disint^rtnents, has brought up this

proclamation. /. D'Jsraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 373.

disinthralt, disinthrallt (dis-in-thrai'), v. t.

See disenthrall.

disinthralment (dis-in-thral'ment), n. See
lilscnthralmciit.

disintricate (dis-in'tri-kat), 1). t.; pret. and pp.
disintricated, ppr. disintricating. [< dis- priv.

+ intricate.'] To free from intricacy ; disen-

tangle.
It is therefore necessary to disintricate the question, by

relieving it of these two errors, bad in themselves, but
worse in the confusion which they occasion.

Sir W. Hamilton.

disinuret (dis-i-niir'), V. t.; pret. and pp. disin-

iired, ppr. disinuring. [< dis- priv. 4- inure.']

To deprive of familiarity or custom; render
unfamiliar or unaccustomed.
We are hinder'd and dis-inur'd by this cours of licencing

towards tlie true knowledge of what we seem to know.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 42.

disjecta, neut. pi. of disjectiis, scattered; mem-
bra, pi. of membrum, member : see disjection and
member.] Scattered members ; disjointed por-

tions or parts.

disjectiont (dis-jek'shon), n. [< L. as if *di^ec-

tio(n-), < disicere, disjtcere, pp. disjectus, throw
apart, scatter, disperse, < dis-, apart, -f- jacere,

throw : see jef^, and cf. adject, conject, deject,

etc.] The act of overthrowing or dissipating.

A very striking image of the sudden disjection of Pha-
raoh's Host. Horsley, Biblical Criticism, IV. 396.

disjoin (dis-join'), V. [< ME. di^oynen, < OF.
desjoindre, F. disjoindre, dejoindre = Pr. desjo-

nher, dejonher= It. disgiugnere, disgiungere, < L.
disjungere or dijungere, pp. disjunctus, separate,

< dis-, di-, apart, + jungere, join: see join.] I.

trans. 1. To sever the junction or imion of;

dissolve or break up the connection of ; disunite

;

sunder : as, to disjoin the parts of a machine

;

they have disjoined their interests.

You shine now in too high a sphere for me

;

We are planets now disjoin'd for ever.

Fletcher (and another). Queen of Corinth, ill. 2.

My Father was appointed Sheriff for Surrey and Sussex
before tliey were disjoyned. Evelyn, Diary, 1634.

2, To prevent from junction or union; keep
separate or apart ; divide.

The riuer Nilus of .Egypt disioyneth Asia from Africa.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 103.

Gross (Uojoined, in her., same as cross double -parted
(which see, under crossl, n.).

II. intrans. To be separated
;
part.

Two not far disjoining vallies there are that stretch to

... , ., ,,.. .. ,, , ,, each other. Sandj/g, Travailes, p. 17.

disinvagination (dis-m-vaj-i-na shon) n. [< ^ j ij^t (dis-joinf), v. [< dis- priv. 4- joint, ».]
d,s-i>nv.+ tnragtnatwn.] In med., the rehef Ytmnsl 1. To separate or -
or reduction of an invagination, as of one part *• "'"'"•'• ^" oo^^joi^o

of the intestine in another.

disinvalidityt (dis-in-va-lid'i-ti), n. [<dis-

priv. (here intensive) + invalidity.'] Invalidity,

Againe, I doe call those some mens doctrines in this

point, private opinions ; and so well may I doe, in respect
of the disinvalidity and disproportion of them.

W. Montague, Appeal to Ccesar, ii.

disinvestiture (dis-in-ves'ti-tur), n. [< dis-

priv. -f- investiture.] The act of depriving or

the state of being deprived of investiture.

disinvigorate (dis-in-vig'or-at), V. t.; pret. and
pp. disiniigorated, jipr. disinvigorating. [< dis-

priv. + invigorate.'] To deprive of vigor; weak-
en; relax.

This soft, and warm, and disinvigorating climate !

Sydney Smith, Letters (1844), p. 62.

disinvitet (dis-in-vif), v. t. [= F. d4sinviter =
It. disnnvitare ; as dis- priv. -i- invite.] To re-

call an invitation to.

I was, ui>on his htghness's intimation, sent to disinvite

them. Sir J. Finett, Foreign Ambassadors, p. 143.

disinvolve (dis-in-volv'), e. t.

cnrolver ; as d»«-priv. + involve.

imfold or unroll ; disentangle.

[= Sp. Pg. des-

:] To uncover;

Dtsippus ( Limenitis distppui), natural size, showing wings on the
left side in their proper position, and on the right side reversed, to

show under surface.

joints or joinings of. (a) Anatomically, to disarticu-

late ; <iisiocate : as, to disjoint an arm or a foot ; to dis-

joint the vertebrse. (b) Mechanically, to separate the joined
parts of ; take apart ; pull to pieces : as, disjointed col-

umns ; to disjoint a tool.

2. To break the natural order and relations of

;

put out of order ; derange.

They are so disjoirnted, and every one commander of

himselfe, to plant what he wiU.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 259.

Were it pos8il)le for any power to add to it ever so little,

it would at once overstep its bounds; the equilibrium
would be disturbed; the framework of affairs would be
disjointed. Buckle, Civilization, II. vi.

Il.t intrans. To fall in pieces.

Let the frame of things disjoint, both the worlds suffer,.

Ere we will eat our meal in fear. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 2.

disjointt (dis-joinf), a. [< ME. disjoynt, < OF.
desjoint, dcsjoinct, F. disjoint (= Sp. disyunto =
It. disgiunto, < L. disjuncttis), pp. of de.'poindre,

disjoin: see disjoin.] Disjointed; disjunct;

separated.

Thinking, by our late dear brother's death,
Our state to be disjoint and out of frame.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 2.

Carrying on a disjoynt and privat interest of his own.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, iv.

disjointt, «• [ME., < OF. desjointe, des-

joincte, separation, division, rupture, < des-

joint, pp. of desjoindre, disjoin : see disjoint,

a., ana disjoin.] A difficult situation; dis-

advantage.
But sith I se I stonde in this disjoynt,

I wol answere you shortly to the poynt.
Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 411.

disjointed (dis-join'ted), p. a. [Pp. of disjoint,

v.] 1. Having the joints or connections sepa-

rated: &a, a. disjointed fowl; hence, disconnect-

ed ; incolierent : as, a disjointed discourse.

The constancy of your wit was not wont to bring forth

such disjointed speeches. Sir P. Sidney.

Trust me, 1 could weep
Rather ; for I have found in all thy words
A strange disjointed sorrow.

Beau, and Ft., King and Ko King, U. 1.



disjointed

A youag author is apt to run into a confusion of mixed
metapliors, wliidi leave the sense disjointed.

Goldsmith, Metapliors.

2. Out of joint; out of order or sorts; badly

jointed togetlier.
Melancholy Iwoks,

Which make you laugh that any one should weep,

In tliis diijoiiUed life, for one wrong more.
Mrs. Brovming, Aurora Leigh, t.

diajointedlv (dis-join'ted-li), adv. In a dis-

jointed or disconnected manner.
diisjointedness (dis-join'ted-nes), n. The state

of being disjointed.

disjointlyt (dis-joint'li), adv. In a divided state.

Sandiis.

disjudicationi (dis-jo-di-ka'shon), n. Same as

dijudication.

disjunct (dis-jungkf), a. [< L. disjiinctus or

dijuncius, pp. of disjungere, disjoin: see dis-

join, and disjmnt, a.l 1. Disconnected; sepa-

rated; distinct. Specifically— 2. In entom.,

having the head, thorax, and abdomen separat-

ed by a deep incision Disjunct modal, in logic,

a modal proposition in which the sign of modality sepa-

rates the dictum into two paits. See conjunct modal, un-

der conjioirt.—Disjunct motion. See wofton.— Dis-
junct proposition, a disjunctive proposition.

So when I sav. Tomorrow it will rain or it will not rain,

this disjunct proposition is necessary, but the necessity

lies upon the disjunction of the parts, not upon the parts

themselves. Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, II. ili. § 12.

Disjunct spedes, in logic, different species considered

as coiuing under one genus.— Disjunct tetrachord. See
tftrachord.

disjunction (dis-jungk'shon), n. [= OF. dis-

joinction, desjoinccion, F. Sisjonetion = Sp. dis-

yuticion = Pg. disjunccao = It. disgiunzione, <

li. distjunctio(n-) or dijunctio(n-), separation, <

disjungere, pp. disjunctus, disjoin: see disjoin,

disjunct.'} 1. The act of cUsjoining, or the

state of being disjoined ; separation ; division

;

distinction.

The disjunction of thebodyand the soul. South, Sermons.

All thought is a comparison, a recognition of similarity

or difference ; a conjunction or rfMtjw?w(to« . . . of its ob-

jects. In Conception— that is, in the forming of concepts
(or general notions)— it compares, disjoins, or conjoins at-

tributes. Sir \¥. Hamilton, Logic, i.

It is presupposed that there are ** two kinds" of con-

sciousness, one individual, the other universal. And the
fact will be found to be, I imagine, that consciousness is

the unity of the individual and the universal ; that there

is no purely individual or purely universal. So the dis-

junction made is meaningless. Mind, XLI. 17.

Specifically— 2. In logic, the relation between
the members of a disjunctive proposition or

term.
One side or other of the following disjunction is true.

Paley, Evidences, i. 3.

disjunctive (dis-jungk'tiv), a. and n. [= OF.
disjoinctif, F. disjonctif = Sp. disyuntivo = Pg.
disjunctivo = It. disgiuntivo, < LL. di^unctivus

or dijunctivus, < L. disjunctus, pp. of disjungere,

disjoin: see disjunct, disjoin.'] 1. a. 1. Serving
or tending to disjoin; separating; dividing;

distinguishing: as, a disjunctive conjunction.

—

2. Incapable of joining or uniting. [Rare.]

Atoms . . . of thatrfixjwjw^ipenatureasnot tobeunited
in a Bufficient number to make a visible mass. Grew.

3. Comprising or marked by a disjunction or
separation of parts.

Now, in the whole sphere of experience there is a certain
unity, corresponding formally to the category of recipro-
city, or disjunctive totality. Adamson, l*liilos. of Kant.

4. In music, pertaining to disjunct tetrachords

:

as, a disjunctive interval Disjunctive conjtmo-
tlon, in gram., a word which jcnns, or brings into relation
with each other, sentences or parts of a sentence disjoined
in meaning— that is, which express opposed or contrasted
ideas : as, he is good but ruu;;h ; 1 neither love him nor fear
him.—Disjunctive equation, in math., a relation be-
tween two sets of quantities such that each one of either
set is equal to some unspecified one of the other set.

—

Dlsjimctlve judgment or Inference. Same as altema-
ticejwSgyncnt or in/ereiice (which see, under alternative).—
Disjunctive proposition, a proposition asserting one or
other of two separately described states of things to be
true: as, either .vou will giv. me your money, or I will
take your lite.— Disjunctive syllogism, in logic, a syl-

logism In which the major proposition is disjunctive: as,

the earth moves in a circle or an ellipse ; but it does not
move in a circle, therefore it moves in an ellipse.

H. n. 1. In gram., a word that disjoins; a
disjunctive conjunction, as or, nor, neither.— 2.
In logic, a disjunctive proposition.
disjunctively (dis-jungk'tiv-li), adv. In a dis-
junctive manner; by disjunction.
disiunctor (dis-jungk'tor), n. [< NL.*&'«/Mncior,
< L. disjungere, pp. diyunctus, disjoin: see di.H-

Junctj disjoin.1 In gun., a device employed to
cut simultaneously the electric currents which
pass through the wire targets used for obtain-
ing the velocity of a projectile Dlsjunctor
reading, the small coirection api>lied to the instrumental
reading of any velocimeter to obtain the true reading.
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disjuncture (dis-jungk'tur), n. [= OF. des-

jointure, desjoincture = It. disgiuntura ; as dis-

junct + -ure. Cf.juncture.'] The act of disjoin-

ing, or the state of being disjoined ; separation

;

disjunction.

Bruises, disjunctures, or brokenness of bones.
Goodwill, Works, II. iv. 347.

disjune (dis-jon'), n. [Also dejeune; < OF. des-

jun, dcsjeun, desjmtg, breakfast, < desjuner, des-

jeuner, breakfast: see dejeune, dejeuner. Cf.

dine.] Breakfast. [Scotch.]

In the mornyng up scho gatt.

And on hir hairt laid hir disjune,

Wuf 0/ Auchtirmuchty (Child's Ballads, VIIL 118).

Did I not tell you, Mysie, that it was ray especial plea-

sure on this occasion to have everything in the precise

order wherein it was upon that famous morning when his

most sacred Majesty partook of his disjune at Tillietudlem ?

Scott, Old Mortality, xi.

disk, disc (disk), n. [< L. discus, < Gr. diaiioc,

a discus, disk, a dish, trencher: see discus, disk,

desk, dais.] 1. Same as discus, 1.

Some whirl the disk, and some the javlin dart. Pope.

2. In the Gr. Ch., a paten.— 3. Any flat, or ap-
proximately or apparently flat, circular plate

or surface. <

So through the Plymouth woods John Alden went on his

errand.
Came to an open space and saw the disk of the ocean.

Longfellow, Miles Standish, iii.

The Bun just dipping behind the western mountains,
with a disk all golden. B. 0. Mitchell, Wet Days.

A cellar, in which I this very past summer planted some
sunflowers to thrust their great dist-« out from the hollow
and allure the bee and the humming-bird.

Hawthorne, Septimius Felton, p. 4.

Specifically— 4. In hot.: (a) The flat surface

of an organ, such as a leaf, in distinction from
the margin. (6) Any flat, circular, discus-

shaped growth, as the adhe-
sive disks which form on the
tendrils of the Virginia creep-

er, (c) In the tubuliflorous

Compositw, the series of flow-

ers having a tubular corolla,

and forming the central por-
tion or whole of the head, as Flower of common
distinct from a surrounding Daisy (Btuu^^pmti-

ligulate-flowered ray; also, SSt!
'^' '' "**'

the central portion of any ra-

diate inflorescence, id) An enlargement of the

torus of a flower about the pistil. This assumes
many forms, and

g is usually glan-
dular or nectarif-

erous. It may be
either free (hypo-
gynous)oradnate
to the calyx (peri-

gyuous), or when
the ovary is in-

ferior it may be
upon its summit
(epigynous). It
may also be en-
tire or variously

lobed. (e) A name sometimes given to the bor-

dered pits (otherwise called dots and discoid
markings)which characterize
the woody tissue of gymno-
sperms, as the pine. (/) The
hymenium of a diseocarp ; the
cup-like or otherwise expand-
ed surface on which the asci

are borne in Discomycetes.—
5. In zool. and anat., any
flattened and rounded surface
or part ; a discus. Specifically
— (o) In conch., the part of a bivalve
shell between the margin and the
umbo, ib) In omith., either side of
the face of an owl ; the set of fea-

thers, of peculiar shape or texture,

radiating from the eye as a center,
including the loral bristles and the
auriculars or opercular feathers, and section of cells.

the ruff which margins the whole.
(c)lnentom., the most elevated part of the thorax or elytra,

seen from above ; the central portion of the wing.

6. In armor, same as roundel.— 7. One of the
collars separating and securing the cutters on
a horizontal miindrel— Accessory disk. See acces-

sory.—Anlsotropous disk, ^ec striated muscle, under
«(ri'a(cd.—AragO's disk, a disk rotating in its own plane
In a field of magnetic force.— Blastodermic disk. .See

fcirt«(oder7rttc.— Bowman's disks, the disks lorniLMl by the
ti-ansverse cleava;;e of muscular litters.— BracMferous
disk. See irac/uycrou.--.—Choked disk, in pathol. , a con-

dition of the optic disk or papilla in which it is swollen,

with obscure margins, and the retinal vessels are tortu-

ous. It appears to be an inflannnatory condition of the
papilla, and is found in connection with intriicranial tu-

mors and other alfections. Also called papillitis.— Disk
coupling. Sim- fo(/7»^J/i(^— Disk crank, ^oa crank-.—
Gelatinous disk, the bell or umbrella of discophorous
hydrozoans.— Germinal disk. Same as germ-disk.—

Epigynous and Hypogynous Disks.

A. Umbelliferous flower : d, disk ; o, ovary.
B. Flower of the orange family : d, disk ; c,

ovary.

Disk bearing Wood-
cells of the Pine, mag-
nified.

a, a, longitudinal sec-
tion of cells ; b, cross-

dislike

Maxwell color-disks, disks having each a single color,

and slit radially so that one may be made to lap over ano-
ther to any desired extent. By rotating them on a spindle,

tlie effect of combining certain colors in varying i»ropor-

tions can be studied.— Newton's disk, a cardboard disk
with radial sectors showing the colors of the spectrum.
When rapidly rotated it ajiiiears nearly white.— Oral
disk, in Polyzoa, tlie lophoplnjre (wliich see). See also
Plumatella.— Prollgerous disk. See discus proligerus,

under discus.— Trochal disk. See trochal. See also
blood-disk.

disk-armature (disk' ar"ma:-tur), n. A dynamo-
armature so wound that its coils lie in the form
of a disk, which revolves with its plane at light

angles to the lines of force of the magnetic
field.

disk-clutch (disk'kluch), n. A form of friction-

clutch in which a disk upon one shaft has an
annular plunge which enters an annular groove
in the adjacent disk.

disk-dynamo (di8k'di"na-m6), ». A dynamo
with a disk-armature.

disk-gastrula (disk'gas'tro-la), n. A disco-

^astrula.

dlsk-harrow (disk'har'o), n. A triangular har-
row having a number of sharp-edged concave
disks set at such an angle that as the machine
is drawn along they pulverize the soil and turn
it over in furrows, the disks being kept free

from dirt by scrapers.

diskindness (dis-kind'nes), n. [< dis- priv. +
kindness.] 1. Want of kindness ; unkindness

;

want of affection.— 2. An ill turn; an injury;

a detriment. [Rare in both senses.]

This discoui-se is so far from doing any diskindness to the

cause that it does it a real service. Woodtoard.

disknowt (dis-no'), V. t. [< dis- priv. + know.]
To disown; refuse to acknowledge.

And when he shall (to light thy sinfuU load)

Put manhood on, disknow him not for God.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Lawe.

disk-owl (disk'oul), n. The barn-owl : so called

because the facial disk is complete. See disk,

5 (/;).

disk-telegraph (disk'teFe-graf), n. A tele-

graph in which the letters

of the alphabet or fig-

ures are placed on a cir-

cular plate in such a man-
ner that they can be
brought in succession to

an opening, or indicated
in succession in some
otherway, as by a pointer.

disk-valve (disk'valv), 1).

A valve consisting of a
perforated disk with a
partial and reciprocating,
or a complete, rotation
upon a circular seat, the
openings in which form
ports for steam and other Disk-teiegiaph.

fluids.

disk-wheel (disk'hwel), n. A worm-wheel in

which a spiral thread on the face of the disk
drives a spur-gear the space of one tooth at

each revolution, the shafts of the disk and gear
being at right angles to each other.

disladet (dis-lad'J, v. t. [< dis- priv. + lade.]

To unlade. Heywood.
disladyt (dis-la'di), V. t. [< dis- priv. + lady.]

To deprive of the reputation or position of a
lady. B. Jonsnn.

dislawyert (dis-la'yer), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
lawyer.] To deprive of the standing of a law-
yer. Roger North.

(USlealt, a. [< OF. desJeal, desleel, disloyal : see
di-iioyal and leal.] Perfidious ; treacherous

;

disloyal.

Disleall Knight, whose coward corage chose
To wreake itselfe on beast all innocent.

Spenser, ¥. Q., II. v. 5.

disleave (dis-lev'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. disleaved,

p^r. disleaving. \<. dis-ymx. -^- leave^.] To de-

prive of leaves. Sylvester. [Rare.]

where June crowded once, I see
Only bare trunk and disleaved tree.

Lowell, The Kest

dislikable (dis-li'ka-bl), a. [< dislike + -able.]

Worthy of being disliked ; displeasing; dis-

tasteful. Also spelled dislikeable.

A lively little Proveuijal figure, not diMkeable.
Carlyle, in Froude, II. 71.

dislike (dis-Uk'), r. t.
;

pret. and pp. disliked,

ppr. disliking. [< dis- priv. -f- like^, r. Cf. mis-

liXc.] 1. To annoy; vex; displease. [Ar-

chaic]
To vs there may bee nothing more grieuons and dis-

liking then that any thing should happen through the
default of our Subjects. Hakiuyt's yoyages, II. 146.



dislike

latjo. I pray you call them in.

Co*, ni do 't ; b>lt it dislikes me. Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

Would I had brolte a joint
When I devised this, that should so dislike her.

B. Jmison, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 2.

2. To be displeased with ; regard with some
aversion or displeasure ; disrelish; not to like.

2d Gent. I never heard any soldier dislike it.

Lueio. I believe tliee ; for I tliinlc tliou never wast
where grace was said. Shak., M. for II., i. 2.

dislike (dis-lik'), w. [,< dislike, v. 2 1. The feel-

ing of being displeased ; fixed aversion or dis-

taste ; repugnance ; the attitude of one's mind
toward one who or that which is disagreeable.

At lenj^h a reverend sire among them came.
And of their doings great dislike declared.
And testilled against their ways.

Milton, V. L., xi. 720.

Our lil<ings and dislikes are founded rather upon humour
and fancy than upon reason. Sir R. L'Estrange.

You discover not only your dislike of another, l>ut of
himself. Addison.

2\. Discord; disagreement.

A munnur rose
That showed dislike among the Christian peers.

Fair/ax.

= 8yiL 1. Hatred, Dislike, Antipathy, etc. (see antipathy);
disrelish, distaste, disapprobation. Disfavor, Dishonor,
etc. See odium.

dislikeable, «. See dislikable.

dislikeful (dis-lik'fiil), a. [< dislike + -ful, 1.]
Full of dislike ; disaffected ; disagreeable.

I thinke it best by an union of manners, and conforraitye
of myndes, to bring them to be one people, and to putt
away the dislike/ull conceit both of the one and the other.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Now were it not, sir Scudamour, to you
Ditlike/uH paine so sail a taslfe U> talce.

Sptnser, F. Q., IV. ix. 40.

dislikelihood (dis-lik'li-hud), «. [< dw-priv.
-t- likelihood.'] Want of likelihood; improba-
bility. ,Scott. [Rare.]
dislikent (dis-Ii'kn), v. t. [< *«-priv. -1- liken.']

To make unlike ; disguise. [Rare.]

Muffle your face

;

Dismantle you ; and, as you can, disHken
Tlie truth of your own seeming,

Shak., W. T., Iv. 3.

dislikenesst (dis-lik'nes), n. [< dis- prlv. -1-

liketiess.'] Unlikeness; want of resemblance;
dissimilitude.

For that which is not design'd to represent any thing
but itself can never be capable of a wrong representation,
nor nnslead us from the true apprehension of any thing
by its dislikeness to it.

Locke, Human Understanding, Hi. 4.

disliker (dis-li'kSr), n. One who dislikes or
disapproves.

Among many distikers of the queen's marriage.
Speed, Queen Mary, IX. xxiii. ; 28.

dislimb (dis-lim'), «• t [< dis- priv. + limb.]
To tear the limbs from ; dismember. Latham.
[Rare.]

dlslimnt (dis-lim'), V. t. [< f7i«-priv. + limn.]
To obliterate the lines of; efface; disfigure.

That which is now a horse, even with a thought
The Tuck diitimns, and makes it indistinct.

Shak., A. anil C, iv. 12.

dislink fdis-link'), r. t. [< dis- priv. + link^.]
To unlink; disconnect; separate.

There a group of girls
In circle waited, whom the electric shock
DUlink'd with shrieks and laughter.

Tennyson, Princess, I'rol.

dislivet, »• t. [< dis- priv. -I- lire for life, as in
alire, abbr. Uve^.] To deprive of life.

No, she not destroys it

When she dislives it.

Chapman, Caisar and Pompey, iv. 3.

disload (dis-lod'), f. t. [< dis- priv. + load.]
To relieve of a load ; disburden. Carli/le.

dislocate (dis'lo-kat), V. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

toratfd, ppr. dislocating. [< ML. distocatus, pp.
of disl(i(iireC> It. dislocnre, disUHjare, slogare =
Hj>. disliirar = I'g. deslocar = OF. disloqucr),
displace, < L. d(«-priv. 4- locnre, place: see dis-
priv. and locate.] 1. To displace; put out of
regular place or position ; hence, to interrupt
the continuity or order of ; throw out of order

;

disjoint; derange.
The archbishop's see, dislocated or out of joint for a

time, was by the haods of his holiness set right agaiji.

Fuller.

Numerous dikes . . . intersect the strata, which have
in several places lieen dislocated with considerable vio-
lence, and thrown into highly-inclined positions.

Darwin, (Jeol. Observations, i. 5.

Specifically— 2. In surf;., to put out of joint or
out of position, as a limb or an organ

;
particu-

larly, to displace from the socket of the joint,
aa a bone; luxate; disjoint, as by violence.

—
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Dislocated line or stria, in entom., a line or stria that
is interraiited, tlie parts divided not forming a right line.— Dislocated margin, in entom., a margin in which tlie
general direction or curve is broken ill one place by an
abrupt outward or inward flexion.

dislocate (dis'lo-kat), a. [< ML. dislocatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] * Dislocated. Montgomery.
dislocatedljr (dis'16-ka-ted-li), adr. In a dislo-
cated or disjointed manner. [Rare.]
dislocation (dis-lo-ka'shon), n. [< F. disloca-
tion = Sp. dislocdcion ="Pg. deslocagao, < ML.
*dislocatio(n-), < dislocare, pp. dislocatus, dis-
place: &eo dislocate, v.] 1. Displacement; de-
rangement or disorder of parts.

Neither battle I see, nor arraying, nor king in Israel

;

Only infinite jumble and mess and dislocation.
Clouf/h, Bothie of Tober-na-Vuolich.

Stopping the purchase and coinage of silver is the first
step and tlie best which the United States can take in do-
ing their great part to repair the monetary dislocation of
the world. Jtep. of Sec. o/ Treasury, 1886, I. xxxv.

Specifically— 2. Insurg.: (a) The displacement
or separation of the parts of a joint ; the unjoint-
ing of a limb ; luxation. When dislocation takes
place as the result of violence, it is called primitive or ac-
cidental ; and wlien it happens as a consequence of dis-
ease, whicli has destroyed the tissues forming the joint, it
is called consecutive or spontaneous. A simple dislocation
is a dislocation unattendeil by a wound communicating
internally with the jointand externally with the air ; and
a compound dislocation is a dislocation which is attended
by such a wound.

But he (Ravillac] scaped only with this, his body was
pull'd between four horses that one might hear his bones
crack, and after the dislocation they were set again.

Howell, Lettera, I. i. 18.

(6) Anatomical displacement, as of an organ
through disease or violence ; malposition.— 3.
In geol., a break in the continuity of strata,
usually attended with more or less movement
of the rocks on one side or the other, so that, in
following any one stratum, it will be found to
be above or below the place which it would
have occupied had no break or dislocation oc-
curred. See fault.

dislodge (dis-loj'), p.; pret. and pp. dislodged,
ppr. dislodging. [< OF. desloger,F. dSloger (=
It. disloggiare, diloggiare, sloggiare; ML. dislo-

fiare), < des- priv. + loger, lodge: see lod^e.]

. trans. To remove or drive from a lodgment
or resting-place ; displace from a normal or a
chosen position or habitation : as, to dislodge a
stone from a cliff ; to dislodge an army or the
occupants of a house.

The Volsciaus are dislodg'd, and Marcius gone.
Shak., Cor., v. 4.

The staeli-flsh which are resident in the depths live and
die there, and are never dislodged or removed by storms,
nor cast up<m the shore. Woodioard.

In single file they move, and stop their breath,
F'or fear tliey should dislodne the o'erhanging snows,

31. Arnold, Sohrab and Kustum.
On arrival at the ford, I found it in possession of a small

body of Aralis, which I had no difficulty in dislodging.
Quoted in E. Sartoriuss In the Soudan, p. 50.

n. intrans. To go from a place of lodgment,
abode, or rest.

They. . . thought it better todisfod^e betimes to some
Elace of Ijetter advantage <& less danger, if any such could
e found. Bradjord, Plymouth Plantation, p. 23.

Though there is no violence used to drive out an inhab-
itant, yet bad accommoilations will make him dislodge.

South, .Sermons, IX. 167.

dislodgment (dis-loj'ment), n. [< OF. desloge-
ment, F. delogement, <." de.iloger, dislodge: see
dislodge.] The act of dislodging, or the state
of being dislodged; displacement; forcible re-
moval.

dislogistic, a. An erroneous spelling of dyslo-
gixtic.

disloignt, v. t. [< OF. desloignier, deslongier,
remove to a distance, < des-, apart, + loignier,
remove. Cf. eloign.] To remove to a distance.

Low looking dales, distoignd from common gaze,
Spenser, h\ Q., IV. x. 24.

disloyal (dis-loi'al), a. [< OF. desloial, desloyal
(also desleal, desieel, > E. disleal, q. v.), F. deloyal
(= Sp. Pg. desleal = It. disleale), disloyal, <
des- priv. + loial, loyal, loyal.] 1. Not true
to one's allegiance; false to one's obligation
of loyalty to a sovereign, state, or govern-
ment ; not loyal.

William Malmesbury writes, that the King was killed
by two Gentiemen of his Bed-chamber, hired by the same
disloyal Kdrick. Baker, Chronicles, p. 16.

Hence— 2. Not true to one's obligations or
engagements; inconstant in duty or in love;
faithless

;
perfidious.

Such things in a false disloyal knave
Are tricks of custom. Shak., Othello, lii. 3.

The kindest eyes that look on you
Without a thought disloyal. Mrs. Brouming.

dismal

disloyally (dis-loi'al-i), adv. In a disloyal
manner; with violation of loyalty ; faithlessly;
perfidiously.

disloyalnesst (dis-loi'al-nes), n. Disloyalty.
Bailey, 1727.

disloyalty (dis-loi'al-ti), n. [< OF. desloiaute,
desloyautc, desloyaulte, also daslealte, desleaute,
F. dcloyaute (= Sp. deslealtad = Pg. deslealdade
= It. dislealta), disloyalty, < desloial, disloyal

:

see disloyal. Ct. loyalty.] 1. Want of loyalty;
specifically, violation of allegiance or duty to
a sovereign, state, or government.

He (Suffolk] . . . prayed tliat if any one would charge
him with treason or disloyalty, he would come forth and
make a definite accusation. Stubbs, Const. Hist., S 34.").

2. Want of fidelity to one's obligations or en-
gagements; inconstancy in duty or in love;
faithlessness; perfidy. Spectator. ^sya. Unfaith-
fulness, treachery, i)crH<ly, undutifulness, disaffection.

disluster, dislustre (dis-lus'ter), r. t. [= F.
delustrer= Sp. Pg. deslustrar= It. slustrarc, de-
prive of luster ; as dis- priv. + luster.] To de-
prive of luster.

And Winter suddenly, like crazy Lear,
Reels back, and brings the dead May in his arms.
Her budding breasts and wan dislustred front
With frosty streaks and drifts of his white beard
All overblown. Loicell, Under the Willows.

dismadet (dis-mad'), a. [< dis-, toimis-, -I- made,
pp. of make.] Ugly ; ill-shaped.

Whose hideous shapes were like to feendes of hell,
Some like to houndes, some like to apes, dismayd.

Spenser, V. Q., II. xl. 11.

dismailt (dis-mal'), V. t. [< ME. "dismaillen,
dismallen, < OF. desmaillier, desmailier, desmail-
ler, desmaeler, desmaller, F. demailler, break the
mail of, < des- priv. -t- maille, mail : see dis- and
maifl.] To break the mail of; divest of a coat
of mail.

Hys helme wasted sore, rent and broken all,

And hys hauberke dismalled all expresse,
In many places holes gret and small.

Bom. of Partenay, p. 151.

Tlieir mightie strokes their liaberjeons dismayld,
And naked made each others manly spalles.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 29.

dismal (diz'mal), a. and ii. [Early mod. E. also
dismall, diesmall, dismold, dysmel, dysemol; <
ME. dismal, dismall, dismale, disemnl, dySmall,
found first as a noun in the phrase " in the dis-
mal" (see quot. under II., 1), of which the orig.
meaning is not certain, but which prob. stands
for "in the dismal days or time," the word be-
ing most frequent in the phrase dismal day or
dismal days (see quots. nnder I.). The origin
and meaning of the word have been much de-
bated. It was certainly borrowed, and prob.
from the OF. From its lack of a recognized
literal meaning in E., it must have been bor-
rowed in a figurative sense. " It is just possible
that the original sense of in tlie dismal [days or
time] was in tithing time; with reference to the
cruel extortion practiced by feudal lords, who
exacted tenths from their vassals even more
peremptorily than tithes were demanded for the
church." (Skeat.) This view,which is prob. cor-
rect, is based upon what appears to be phoneti-
cally the only possible origin of ME. dismal,
namely, < OF. 'dismal, F. *dimal (vernacular
form of decimal, F. decimal) = Sp. diezmal = Pg.
dizimal, Sp. Pg. also decimal = E. aecintal, <
ML. deeimalis, of a tenth, of tithes, < L. deeimus,
tenth, ML. fem. decima, a tenth, a tithe, > OF.
disme, F. dime, ME. disme, E. dime, a tithe,
tenth : see decimal and dime. The notion of
official extortion appears further in the related
OF. dismer, diesmer, decimate, exact tithes,
hence despoil (= Sp. diezmar = Pg. dicimar, pay
tithes, decimate: see decimate), and in escheat,
cheats, q. v.] I. a. Gloomy; dreary; cheerless;
melancholy ; doleful ; dolorous : originally, as
an adjective, in the phrase dismal day or dismal
days (see etymology), whence it was extended
to any visible physical surroundings, or any-
thing perceived or apprehended, tending to de-
press or chill the spirits.

Her disemale dales and her fatal houres.
Lydgate, Story of Thebes, Hi.

One only dismall day.
Qascoigne, Works (ed. Hazlitt), 1. 204.

Paynini, this is thy dismall day.
Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 51.

To what things dismal as the depth of hell
Wilt tliou provoke me?

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 2.

They have some tradition that Solomon's house and gar-
dens were there ; but it is a very bad situation, and there is
no prospect from it but of the dismal hills on the other
side. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 43.



dismal

AHIgblander, says Mr. Peimant, never Begins anyThing
of Consequence on the Day of the Week on which the

Third of May falls, whicli he calls the dismal Day.
BoMnie'g Pop. Aiitiq. (1T77), p. 219.

Full well the busy whisper, circling round,
Convey'd the dusmal tidings when he frown'd.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 204.

n. ». It- See extract and etymology.

1 not [ne wot, linow not] wel how that 1 began,
Ful evel rehersen hit I can,

And eek, as helpe me God withal,

I trow hit was in the dismal
That was the woundes of Egipte.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1206.

2. Gloom ; melancholy ; dumps : usually in the

plural, in the phrase in the dismals. [CoUoq.]

Dimnalf a mental disease, probably melancholy.
Polwart. {Jamieson.)

He comes, and seems entirely wrapt up in the dismals.

What can be the matter now ? Fodte, The Liar, ii.

3. pi. Mourning-garments.

As my lady is decked out in her dismals, perhaps she
may take a fancy to faint. Foote, Trip to Calais, iii.

4. A name given in the southern Atlantic

States, in the region bordering on the sea and
sounds, and especially in North Carolina, to a
tract of land, swampy in character, often cov-
ered by a considerable thickness of half-de-

cayed wood and saturated with water. Some of

the so-called dismals are essentially peat-swamps or bogs.

They often inclose island-like kuot>s and hummocks of

firm land. The soil and forest-growth of the dismals vary
in different regions. The Great Dismal Swamp lies on the
l>order of North Carolina and Virginia. Much of this is

a peat-l>og, and a very large part is covered by a stunted
growth of shrubs and dwarfed trees.

6t. The devil.

Y« disMoll, devill, [L.] diaboluB.
Levins, Manip. Vocab., col. 13, L 20.

How suld he kyth mirakil, and he sa evil 1

Never liot by the dysmel, or the devil.

Priest's Peblis (Plnkerton's Scottish Poems Kepr., 1. 17).

dismal (diz'mal), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. dismaled

or dismalled, ppr. dismaling or dismaUing. [<

dismal, a.] To feel dismal or melancholy.
Davies. [Rare.]

, Miss L. sung various old elegies of Jackson, Dr. Har-
rington, and Unley, and O ! how I dismalled in hearing
them. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 344.

dismality (diz-mal'i-ti), n.
;
pi. dismalities (-tiz).

£< dismal + -iiy.'] The quality of being dis-

mal ; that which is dismal. Davies.

What signifies dwelling upon such dismalities f

Miss Burney, Camilla, vl. 14.

dismally (diz'mal-i), adv. In a dismal man-
ner; with gloom or sorrow; cheerlessly; de-
pressingly.

dismalness (diz'mal-nes), n. The state of be-
ing dismal.

There is one pleasure . . . that your deepest rfi«maZn««8
will never resist. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 2.

disman (dis-man'), V. t; pret. and pp. dis-

vianned, ppr. dismanning. [< dis- priv. + man.']

1 . To deprive of men ; destroy the male popu-
lation of. Kinglake.— 2t. To deprive of hu-
manity; unman.
Though, indeed, if we consider this dissolution, man by

death is absolutely divided and disman'd.
Feltham, Resolves, i. 47.

dismantle (dis-man'tl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dis-

viantled, ppr. dismantling. [< OF. desmanteller,

take off one's cloak, raze or beat down the wall
of a fortress, dismantle, F. demanteler = Sp.
Pg. desmantelar = It. dismantellare, smantel-
lare; as dis- priv. + mantle: see dis- and man-
ile."] It- To deprive of dress; strip; divest;
undress.

Take your sweetheart's hat.
And pluck it o'er your brows ; muffle your face

;

Dismantle you. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

2. To loose ; throw open or off ; imdo. [Rare.]

That she who even but now was your best object, . . .

The l>e8t, the dearest, should in this trice of time
Commit a thing so monstrous, to disjnantle
So many folds of favour. Shak., Lear, i. 1.

Specifically— 3. To deprive or strip of appa-
ratus, furniture, equipments, defenses, or the
like : as, to dismantle a ship, a fortress, a town,
etc.

When Ftolemais was taken, Saladine, fearing the Chris-
tians further proceeding, dismantles aJl the best Towns
that were near it. Baker, Chronicles, p. 63.

None but an accomplished military engineer could at-
tempt to give an account of the remains of all the fortifi-

cations, Venetian and English, dismantled, ruined, or al-

together blown up. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 360.

4t. To break down ; make useless ; destroy.

His eye bails, rooted out, are thrown to ground
;

His nose, dismantled, in his mouth is found

;

Hl» jaws, cheeks, front, one undistinguish'd wound.
Dryden.
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dismarryt (dis-mar'i), r. t. [< OF. desmarier,

¥. demarier = Sp. desmaridar (obs.), unmarry

;

as dis- priv. + marry'^.'] To divorce.

Howebeit agaynst the yonge mannes mynde he was dis-

marycd, and maryed agayne to anotiier gentylwonian.
Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. cxc.

dismarshalt (dis-mar'shal), V. t. [< dis- priv.

-i- marshal.] To derange; disorder.

What was dismarshall'd late

In this thy noble frame.
And lost the prime estate.

Hath re-obtain'd tlie same,
Is now most perfect seen.

Drummmid, Sonnets.

dismaskt (dis-mask'), f. *. [< OF. desmasquer,

F. demasquer (= Pg. desmascarar = It. disma-
seherare, smascherare; cf. Sp. desenmascarar),

< des- priv. -1- masquer, mask : see dis- and mash,

».] To strip a mask from; imcover; remove
that which conceals ; unmask.

Fair ladies, mask'd, are roses in their bud

;

Dismask'd, their damask sweet commixture shown,
Are angels vailing clouds, or roses blown.

Shak., L. L. L., T. 2.

dismast (dis-masf ), V. t. [= p. demdter (ef . Pg.
desmastrear); as dis- priv. -I- masf^."] To de-

prive of a mast or masts; break and carry

away the masts from : as, a dismasted ship.

We lay
Leaky, dismasted, a most hopeless prey
To winds and waves.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 63.

dismastment (dis-mast'ment), n. [= F. dc-

mdtement (cf . Pg. desmastrcamento) ; as dismast
+ -ment.'] The act of dismasting, or the state

of being dismasted. [Rare.]

disma'Wt (dis-ma'), V. t. [< dis- priv. -I- maw^.]
To disgorge from the maw.
Now, Mistress Rodriguez, you may unrip yourself and

dismaiv all that you have in your troubled heart and
grieved entrails. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, IV. vii.

dismay (dis-ma'), v. [< ME. dismayen, des-

mayen, also demayen, terrify, dishearten, intr.

lose courage, < OF. *desmayer, 'dismayer, in pp.
dismaye, as adj. (equiv. to esmayer, esmoyer =
Pr. esmaiar, with different prefix es-, < L. ex), =
Sp. desmayar = Pg. desmaiar = It. dismagare,
now smagare, lose courage, trans, terrify, dis-

may, < L. dis- priv. -1- Goth. *magan = OHG.
magan, G. mdgen= AS. *magan (pres. ind. 7n(Bg,

E. may''-), have power; cf. OHG. magen, be
strong, unmagen, become weak, and see mo^l.]

I. trans. 1. To break down the courage of, as by
sudden danger or insuperable difflculty ; over-
come with fear of impending calamity or fail-

ure ; fill with despairing apprehension ; utterly

dishearten : usually in the past participle.

Than thei toke the queene and ledde hir to hir chambre
sore affraied, and thei badde hir be nothinge dismayed.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 466.

Be strong, and of a good courage ; l)e not afraid, neither
be thou dismayed. Josh. i. 9.

Be not dismayed, for succour is at hand.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 2.

Thisbe . . . saw the lion's shadow ere himself.
And ran dismay'd away. Shak., M. of V., v. 1.

The guests in silence prayed and shoolc.

And terror dimmed eacli lofty look.

But none of all the astonished train

Was so dismayed as Deloraine.
Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 27.

2t. To defeat by sudden onslaught; put to rout.

When the bold Centaures made that blondy fray
With the fierce Lapithes which did them dismay.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. x. 13.

3t. To disquiet ; trouble : usually reflexive.

And dismaye yow not in no maner, but trust verely in

god, and often repeireth to me, for I duell not fer hens.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 6.

"Madame," quod slie, " dismay yow neuer a dele.
Be of good chere, hurt not yow to soore."

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 743.

He shewd him selfe to be dismayd,
More for the love which he had left behynd,
Then that which he had to Sir Paridel resynd.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 37.

==Syn. 1. To appal, daunt, dispirit, deject, frighten, par-
alyze, demoralize.

n.t intrans. To be daunted; stand aghast
with fear ; be confounded with terror.

Dismay not. princes, at tliis accident.
Nor grieve that Rouen is so recovered.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 3.

dismay (dis-ma'), w. [< dismay, v. Cf. F. ^oi,
anxiety, flutter, < OF. esmoi (= Pr. csmai — It.

smaqo), < esmoyer, esmayer, v.: see dismay, t).]

1. Sudden or complete loss of courage; de-
spairing fear or apprehension; discouraged or
terrified amazement ; utter disheartenment.

And eacli
In other's countenance read his own dismay.

Milton, P. L., 11. 422.

dismemberment
He who has learned to survey the labor without dismay

has achieved half the victory. Story, Misc. Writings, p. 532.

Ask how thou such sights
May'st see without dismay.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

2t. Ruin ; defeat ; destruction.

Like as a ship, whom cruell tempest drives
Upon a rocke with horrible dismay.

Spenser, F. Q., 'V. ii. 60.

=Syil. 1. Appreh€n8um,Fright,eic.(fie^ alarm); discou-
ragement.

dismayednesst (dis-mad'nes), «. The state of

being dismayed; dejection of courage; dispir-

itedness.

The valiantest feels inward dismayedness, and yet the
fearfnllest is ashamed fully to shew it. Sir P. Sidney.

All the time of the storm few of our people were sick,

. . . and there appeared no fear or dismayedness among
them. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 12.

dismayful (dis-ma'ful), a. [< dismay + -ful, 1.]

Full of dismay ; causing dismay.

Greatly queld,
And nmch dismayd with that dismay/ull sight.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xl. 26.

dismaying! (dis-ma'ing), n. [Verbal n. of dis-

may, V.'] Dismay.
He says it was pure dismayiny and fear that made them

[the captains of the ships] all run upon the Galloper, not
having tlieir wits alx)Ut them; and that it was a miracle
they were not all lost. Pepys, Diary, II. 409.

dismaylt, v. t. Same as dismail.

dismet, n. An obsolete form of dime.

dismeasuredt (dis-mezh'urd), a. [< dis- + mea-
sure + -vd^, after OP. desmesure (F. demesure =
Sp. Pg. desmesurado = It. dismisurato, smisura-
to), pp. of desmesurer, go beyond measure, be
unrestrained, < des- priv. -I- mesnrer, measure.]
1. Not rightly measured; mismeasured. JTor-

cester.— 2. Without measure ; unrestrained.

I will not that my penne bee so dismeasured to reprove
so muche the aunciente men, that the glorie all onely
shoulde abyde with them that be present.

Golden Boke, Prol.

dismember (dis-mem'bfer), v. t. [< ME. dismem-
brcn, desmembren, demembren, < OF. desmembrer,
F. demembrer (= Pr. Sp. Pg. desmembrar =
It. dismcmbrare, smembrare), < ML. dismembrare
(equiv. to demembrare : see demember), dismem-
ber, < L. dis- priv. -f- membrum, member.] 1.

To separate the members of ; divide limb from
limb; tear or cut in pieces ; dilacerate.

Whan tills kynge saugh hym-self so dismembred he fill

in swowne. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), it 195.

Dysmembre that heron. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

Fowls obscene dismembered his remains. Pope.

2. To strip of members or constituent parts;
sever and distribute the parts of ; take a part or
parts from: as, to dismember a kingdom.

Any philosophy reported entire, and dismembered l)y ar-

ticles. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 181.

The only question was, by whose hands the blow should
be struck which would dismember that mighty empire
[Spain]. Buckle, Civilization, II. i.

The settlers of the western country . . . have gone to
add to the American family, not to dismember it.

Everett, Orations, I. 348.

3. To withdraw or exclude from membership,
as of a society or body; declare to be no longer
a member. [Rare.]

Since I have dismembered myself, it is incredible how
cool I am to all politics. Waipole, Letters (1789), III. 290.

= S3m. 1 and 2. To disjoint, pull apart, break up.

dismembered (dis-mem'bferd), a. [< dis- + mem-
ber + -ed^.] In her.: (a) Same as dechausse.
(b) Having a principal part cut away, as the
legs and tail : said of an animal used as a bear-
ing. Also demembre. [Rare.]

dismemberer (dis-mem'ber-er), n. One who
dismembers.
dismemberment (dis-mem'bfer-ment), n. [<
OF. dcsiiiembrenient, F. demembremeiit (='Pt. des-

mcmbrameiit = Sp. desmembramiento = Pg. des-

membramento = It. dismembramento, smembra-
mento, < ML. *dismembramentiim,Kdismei)ibrarc.
dismemher: see dismember a.nA-ment.'] 1. The
act of dismembering, or the state of being dis-

membered ; the act of tearing or cutting in

pieces ; severance of limbs or parts from the
main body : as, the dismemberment of an animal
or of a country.

After the three dismemberments of the old kingdom,
the name of Poland was chiefly retained by the part of the
divided territory annexed to Russia.

Eticye. Brit.. XIX. 306.

2. Severance of membership; a breaking off of
connection as a member. [Rare.]

Tlie aversion of the inhabitants to the disntemberment
of their country from the Aragonese monarchy.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 2.



dismembrator

dismembrator (dis-mem'bra-tor), n. [= 8p.
Pg. desmembrador, < ML. dismembrator (a plun-
derer), < dismembrare, pp. dismembratus, dis-
member: see dismember.'] A device for sepa-
rating flour from bran. See the extract.
In some mills a macliine called a dismembrator is used.

. . . It has two steel disks, one stationary and one revolv-
ing, each carrying a multitude of needles, which work like
the pins on a threshing-machine. The effect is to knock
off pieces of flour and middlings attached to bran.

The Century, XXXII. 45.

dismettledt (dis-met'ld), a. [< dis- priv. -I-

mettled.] Without mettle or spirit. Llewellm.
dismiss (dis-mis' ), V. t. [First in early mod. E.,
being modified, after L. pp. dismissus, < ME. dis-
mitten : see dismit, dimit, demit^.] 1. To send
away; order or give permission to depart.
He dismissed the assembly. Acts xlx. 41.

With thanks, and pardon to you all,
I do dismiss you to your several countries.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 9.

They abode with him 12 daies, and were dismiss d with
rich presents. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

2. To discard ; remove from office, service, or
employment.

Dismiss me, and I prophesy your plan.
Divorced from my experience, will be chaff
To every gust of chance. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

The existence of the king gives our House of Commons
the power of practically dismissing the executive govern-
ment, as soon as it simply ceases to approve of its policy.

E. A. Freeman, Araer. Lects., p. 380.

3. To put aside
; put away

; put out of mind

:

as, to dismiss the subject.
Man may dismiss compassion from his heart.
But God will never. Cowper, The Task, vi. 442.

4. In law, to reject; put out of court: as, the
complaint was dismissed for lack of proof ; the
appeal was dismissed for irregularity. =Syn. 1. To
let go.— 2. To discharge, turn off, turn out, cashier.

dismisst (dis-mis'), n. [< dismiss, v.] Dis-
charge; dismissal.

His majesties servants, with great expressions of grief
for their dismiss, poured forth their prayers for his ma-
jesty's freedom and'preservatlon, and so departed.

Sir T. Herbert, Threnodia Carolina, I. 14.

dismissal (dis-mis'al), n. [< dismiss + -al.]
1. The act of dismissing, or the state or fact of
being dismissed, (a) Command or permission todepart.

He wept, he prayed
For his dismissal. Wardsum-th.

(ii) Discharge ; displacement from employment or office
(c) The act of discarding, or the sute of being discarded.
In Mohammedan law, ... in ordinary divorce or dis-

musal the wife claims her dowry.
W. H. Smith, Kinship and Marriage, p. 92.

2. Liberation; manumission. [Bare.]
All those wronged and wretched creatures
By his hand were freed again ; . . .

He recorded their dismissal, . . .

And the monk replied, " Amen I"
Long/etiow, The Norman Baron,

dismission (dis-mish'on), n. [< dismiss + -ion,
after dimission, demission'^, < L. dimissio(n-),
<dimittere, dismiss: see demission^, dimission.]
1. The act of sending away; leave or coin-
mand to depart; dismissal: as, the dismission
of the grand jury.
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mit, and of. dismiss, which has taken the place of
dismit.] To send away ; dismiss.
Bretheren dismitteden Poul and Silas in to Beroan.

Wycli/, Acts xvii. 10 (Oxf.).

dismortgage (dis-mor'gaj), V. t.; pret. and pp.
dismortgaged, ppr. dismortgaging. [< dis- priv.
+ mortgage.] To redeem from mortgage.
He dismortgaged the crown demesnes, and left behind

him a great mass of gold. tlowell, Dodona's Grove.

dismount (dis-mounf), V. [< OF. desmonter,
F. demonter = Sp. Pg. desmontar = It. dismon-
tare, smontare, < ML. dismontare, dismount, <
L. dis- priv. + ML. montare (F. monter, etc.),
mount: aeemount^.] I. intrans. If. To descend
from a height; come or go down.

Now the bright Sunne gynneth to dismount.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

2. To get off from a horse or other ridden ani-
mal ; descend or alight, as a rider from the sad-
dle : as, the officer ordered his troops to dis-
mount.

When anyoaedimaountsoa the road, the way of getting
up is on the back of the Arab, who stoops down and so
they climb up the neck of the camel.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 131.

H. trans. 1. To throw or bring down from
an elevation, or from a place or post of author-
ity. [Rare or obsolete.]

.Samuel, . . . ungratefully and injuriously dismounted
from hU authority. Barrow, Works, I. xxv.

2. To throw or bring down from a horse ; un-
horse : as, the soldier dismounted his adversary.
When the fight became visible, half the knights on each

side were dismounted some by the dexterity of their ad-
versary's lance, some by superior weight and strength of
opponents, which had borne down both horse and man.

Scott, Ivanhoe, xii

3. To remove or throw down, as cannon or
other artillery from their carriages, or from a
parapet or iutrenchment ; destroy the mount-
ings of, so as to render useless.—4. To remove
from a frame, setting, or other mounting: as, to
dismourtt a picture or a jeweL-Digmountlng bat-
teiy (mUit.), a battery placed and directed to breach
or destroy the parapet of a fortification, and disable the
enemy's cannon. Dismounting batteries employing direct
flre are generally termed breaching batteries or couiUer-bat-
tenes; when employing flank or reverse flre, enfiladina
batteries.

disna (diz'nii). Scotch for does not.
He disna like to be disturbed on Saturdays wi' business.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxvi.

disna'tnralize (dis-nat'u-ral-iz), ». t.
;
pret. and

You must not «Uy here longer, your dismission
Is come from Cir»ar. Shak., A. and C, i. 1.

So pois'd, so gently she descends from high,
It seems a soft dismission from the sky.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, 1. 346.
As any of )•• rest came over them, or of y» other returned

upon occasion, they should be reputed as members with-
out any further dismission or testimoniall.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 42.

2. Removal from office or employment; dis-
charge ; in imiversities, the sending away of a
student without all the penalties attending ex-
pulsion. Thus, the dismissed student may take a degree
at another university, and in some cases even reenter the
same university.

3. In law, a decision that a suit is not or can-
not be maintained

; rejection as unworthy of
being noticed or granted.

dismissivet (dis-mis'iv), a. {^<dismiss + -we.]
Giving dismission; di-smissory: as, "the dis-
mi.fKire writing," Milton, Tetrachordon.
dismissory (dis-mis'o-ri), a. [< di.vniss + -ory.
Cf. dimissorij, demissory.] 1. Sending away-
dismissing to another jurisdiction.— 2. Grant-
ing leave to depart. Letter dismissory. See
dimusory letter, nniUi- ilimistori).

dismitt (dis-raif), r. t. [ME. dismitten, dismi/t-
ten, < OF. desmettre, de.vnetre (= It. dismette're,
smettere, as if < L. 'dismittere), var. of demeU
tre, demetre, P. d^mettre = Pr. demetre = Sp
dimitir = Pg. dimittir = It. dimettere, dismiss,
give up, < L. dimittere, pp. dimissus, send away,
dismiss

.
see demif^ and dimit, doublets of dis-

pp. disnuturaii:ed, ppr. disnaturalizing. [= F.
dcnaturaliser = Sp. Pg. desnaturalizar ; as dis-
priv. -t- naturalize.] To make alien or unnat-
ural; denaturalize. [Bare.]
There is this to be said in favour of retaining the usual

form and pronunciation of this well-known name [JobI
that if it were dimaluralised and put out of use, an ety-
mology in our language would be lost sight of.

Southey, The Doctor, cxv.

disnature (dis-na'tOr), r. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

natured, ppr. disnaiuring. [< ME. disnaturen,
< OF. desnaturer, F. denaturer = Pg. desnaturar
= It. disnaturare ; as dis- priv. -t- nature.] To
change the nature of ; make imnatural. [Bare.]
Ymage repaired and disnatured fro kynde, holde thy

pees, ne enquere no mo thinges, for nought will I telle
the but be-fore the Emperour.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lii. 425.

If she must teem.'. one lltUDb kceili.
Create her child of spleen, that it may live,

1 be a thwart disnaturd torment to her

!

Andl
Shak., Lear, 1. 4.

The king
Remembered his departure, and he felt
Feelings which long from his disnatured breast
Ambition had expelled. Southey.

disnest (dis-nesf), V. t. [< dis- priv. + nest.]
1. To free from use or occupation as if for a
nest.

Any one may see that our author's chief design was to
dtsnest heaven of so many immoral and debauched deities.

Dryden, Life of Lucian.

2. To dislodge as if from a nest.
disobedience (dis-o-be'di-ens), n. [< ME. dis-
obedience, < OF. (iesobedienee (= Sp. Pg. des-
obediencia = It. disobbedienza, disubbidienza), <
desobedient, disobedient: see disobedient.] 1.
The fact of being disobedient ; lack of obedi-
ence; neglect or refusal to obey; violation of
a command, injunction, or prohibition; the
omission of that which is commanded to be
done, or the doing of that which is forbidden

;

disregard of duty prescribed by authority.
By one man's disobedience many were made sinners.

Rom. V. 19.

Thou, Posthumus. that didst set up
My disobedience 'gainst the king my father.

Shak., Cymbeline, ili. 4.

disoblige

Because no disobedience can ensue
Where no submission to a judge is' due.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, 1. 485.

2. Non-compliance, as with a natural law; fail-
ure to submit to a superior influence.

This disobedience of the moon will prove
The suns bright orb does not the planets move.

Sir R. Blackmore.

disobediencyt (dis-6-be'di-en-si), n. Disobe-
dience. Taylor.

disobedient (dis-o-be'di-ent), a. [Not found in
ME. (which had disobeisant, q. v.); < OF. des-
obedient (= Pr. desobediens), disobedient, < des-
pnv. + obedient, obedient: see dis-and obedient.
Cf

. disobey, disobeisant.] 1 . Neglecting or refus-
ing to obey ; omitting to do what is commanded,
or doing what is prohibited ; refractory; acting
with disregard of duty ; not submitting to rules
or regulations prescribed by authority: as,
children disobedient to parents; citizens diso-
bedient to the laws.

I was not disobedient unto the heavenly vision.

Acts xxvi. 19.

Thou knowest since yesterday
How disobedient slaves the forfeit pay.

William iloiris. Earthly Paradise, I. 264.

2. Not yielding to exciting force or agency;
not to be influenced ; insensible.
Medicines used unnecessarily contribute to shorten life,

by sooner rendering peculiar parts of the system disobe-
dient to stimuli. Dr. E. Darwin.

disobediently (dis-o-be'di-ent-li), adv. In a
disobedient manner!
He disobedientUe refused to come, pretending some feare

of bodihe harm, through the malice of some that were
about the king. Holinshed, Edw. III., an. 1340.

disobeisancet, n. [< OF. desobeissance, F. d&o-
beissance, < desobeissant, disobedient: see dis-
obeisant. Cf. obeisance.] Disobedience.
For lacke of whiche dylygence, thei that were disposed

to do disobeysaunce were incoraged and inboldened.
Hall, Hen. VI., an. 4.

disobeisantt, a. [ME.disobeisaunt, disobeysaunt,
< OF. desobeissant, P. desobeissant, < des- priv.
+ obeissant, obedient: see dis- and obeisant.]
Disobedient.

And if that I to byre be founde vntrewe,
Disobeysaunt, or wilful necligent.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, I. 428.

Thenne they all with one voyce answered, we wyll that
this be done, for surely he is disobeysaunt and a rebell
agaynst you, Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., xliii.

disobey (dis-o-ba'), v. [< ME. disobeyen, dis-
obeien, < OF. desobeir, F. desobeir (= Pr. des-
obedir = It. disobbedire, disubbidire; cf. Sp. Pg.
desobedecer), dieohey,< des- priv. -I- obeir, obey:
see dis- and obey.] I. trans. To neglect or re-
fuse to obey; transgress or violate a command
or injunction of; refuse submission to : as, chil-
dren disobey their parents; men disobey the
laws.

I needs must disobey him for his good

;

How should I dare obey him to his harm?
Tennyson, Gcraint.

II. intrans. To refuse obedience ; disregard
authority or command ; violate rtUes or regu-
lations.

She absolutely bade him, and he durst not know how
to disobey. Sir P. Sidney.

disobejer (dis-6-ba'6r), n. One who disobeys.
disobllgationt (dis-ob-li-ga'shon), n. [= Pg.
desobriga<;So = It. disobbligazione ; as disoblige
+ -ation: see disoblige.] 1. Freedom from ob-
ligation.

,

If it [the law] had been de facto Imposed, it could not
oblige the conscience ; then the conscience is restored to
liberty and disoblination.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, III. vl. § s.

2. The act of disobliging; an act showing dis-
regard of obligation, or unwillingness to oblige.
He (Seldenl intended to haue given his owne library to

the Vnlversity of Oxford, but received disobligation from
them, for that they would not lend him some MSS.

Aubrey MSS., in Selden's Table-Talk, p. 7.

If he receded from what he had promised, it would he
such a disobligation to the prince . . . that he would
never forget it. Clarendon, Civil War, I. I. 16.

disobligatoryt (dis-ob'li-ga-to-ri), a. [As dis-
oblige + -atory.] Releasing' from obligation.
King Charles, Letter to Henderson.

disoblige (dis-o-blij'), r. U; pret. and pp. dis-
obliged, ppr. disobliging. [< OF. desobliger, F.
desobliger (= Sp. desobligar = Pg. desobrigar =
It. disobbligare), disoh\ige,< rfe«-priv. + obliger,
oblige: see dis- and oblige.] 1. To refuse or
neglect to oblige ; act contrary to the desire or
convenience of; fail to accommodate.
My plan has given offence to some gentlemen whom it

would not be very safe to disoblige. Addison.



disoblige

Your sister here, that never dimUipeii me in lier life.

GotdsjHith, GotKi-natured Man, i.

2 To incommode ;
put to inconvenience. [Col-

loq.]

"I am rambling almiit the country," said he, "and piir-

«ne wliatever is novel and interesting, and hope my pres-

ence. Madam, will not ditobiiffe you.'

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

St. To release from obligation.

The taking of priestly ordei-s disobliges the suscipient

ftom receiving chrism or confirmation.
Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. ISS.'i), II. 401.

No unkindness of a brother can wholly rescind that re-

lation, or di»M\ge us from the duties annexed thereto.

Barrow, Sermons, I. xxx.

disobligemont (dis-6-blij'ment), n. [< diw-

bli;it' + -metit.] The act of disobliging. Milton.

To the great diaobligement [said Mr. Bacon], as we had
reason to know, of some of his IGallatin's) strong political

friends at that time. H. Adanut, Albert Gallatin, p. 450.

1672

ment; properly, a diseased state of either mind
or body that does not wholly disable the facul-

ties ; but it is often applied more comprehen-

sively.

The following lines upon delirious dreams may appear

very extravagant to a reader who never experienced the

disorders which sickness causes in the brain.

Thompson, Sickness, iii., note.

5. A specific or particular case of disorder; a

disease; a derangement, mental or physical:

as, gout is a painful disorder.— 6. Mental per-

turbation ; temporary excitement or discom-

posure; agitation.

I will not keep this form upon my head.
When there is such disorder in my wit.

Shak., K. John, iii. 4.

She looked with wistful disorder for some time in my
face. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 112.

= Syn. 1. Disarrangement, disorganization, disarray, jam
ble.— 2. Commotion, turbulence, riotousness.— 4 and 6,

diS0blieer(dis-6-bli'j«!r),J^. Onewhodisobliges. Illness, ailment, complaint, malady

dilob|Sg(dis-6-bli'jiAg),p.a. [Ppr. of d.>- disorder (dis-or'dfer) ^. t [< OF. desordrer,

^/.flf,T-.] Not obliging; not disposed to please var. of desordener, dcsordoner,

or to gratify the wishes of another; unaccom-
modating : as, a disobliging landlord.

disobligingly (dis-o-bli'jing-li), adv. In a dis-

obliging manner ; churlishly.

He could not but well remember how foully that busi-

ness had been managed, and how disobligingly he himself

had been treated by that ambassadour.
Clarendon, Civil War, I. 14.

disobligingness (dis-o-bli'jing-nes), n. Unwill-

inguess to oblige ; want of readiness to please

or accommodate.
disoccident (dis-ok'si-dent), V. t. [< dis- priv.

+ occide)it.'\ 1. To throw out of reckoning as

to the west. Hence—2. To confuse as to di-

rection in general.

Perhaps some roguing boy that managed the puppets

tum'd the city wroug, and so di«occi:d«7ite(i our geographer.
Marvell, Works, III. 39.

disoccnpation (dis-ok-u-pa ' shon), n. [= F.

desoccupatioH= Sp. deso'eupacion = Pg. desoccu-

pagSo = It. disoecupazioiie ; as dis- priv. + oc-

cupation.'] Want of occupation ; the state of

being unoccupied.

He graced the curbstone there with the same lily-like

diMccupatian, and the same sweetness of aspect.

Howells, Tlie Century, XXIX. 493.

Disoma (di-s6'ma), «. [NL., < Gr. diaofwg, dou-
ble-bodied, < (5i-, two-, + aijfia, body. Cf. disonia-

toits.] A genus of chffitopodous annelids, of the

family Nerinida.

diSOmatOUS (di-so'ma-tus), a. [< Gr. diadi/ia-

To(, double-bodied, < 6i-, two-, + ad/ia^r-), body.]

Having two bodies ; double-bodied.

disopinion (dis-o-pin'yon), n. [< dis- priv. +
opinion.} Difference of opinion; want of be-

lief. [Rare.]

Assenting and dissenting thoughts, belief and disopin.

toM. Bp. Reynolds, On the Passions, iv.

disorb (dis-6rb'), V. t. [< dis- priv. + orb.]

throw out of orbit.

Fly like chidden Mercury from Jove,

Or like a star dis-orb'd. Shak., T. and C, ii. 2.

disordenet, a. [ME., also disordeyn, commonly
dtxoi-dene, adj. (equiv. to disordinate, q. v.), <

OF. desordene, pp. of desordener, throw into dis-

order: see disorder, v., and^cf. disordinate.]

Disorderly; vicious.

The desordene covetyse of men.
Chaucer, Boethius, Ii. meter 2.

disorder (dis-Sr'dfer), n. [< OF. desordre, F.
desordre = Pr. desorde = Sp. desorden = Pg.
desordem = It. disordine, disorder, < L. dis- priv.

+ ordo (orditt-), order : see dis- and order, »s.]

1. Lack of order or regular arrangement; ir

Sp. Pg. desordenar = It.

disordinare (found also as disordonare, counter-

mand), throw into disorder, < L. dis- priv. +
ordinare, order, regulate : see dis- and order, v.,

and cf. disordinate.] 1. To destroy or derange
the order of; derange; disturb the regular dis-

position or arrangement of; throw into confu-

sion ; disarrahge ; confuse.

Thou daign'st to shake Heav'ns solid Orbs so bright;

Th' Order of Nature to dis-order quight?
Sylvester, tr. of DuBartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

The incursions of the Goths and other barbarous nations

disordered the affairs of the Roman Empire. Arbuthnot.

2. „ . .

of; bring into a morbid condition of body or

mind; indispose.

The monks are so strongly possessed with the notion of

the bad air that they told me several persons had been
nmch disordered, and some had even died, by going to the

Dead Sea. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 38.

disown

orderly or regular way, as the functions of the
body. = Syn. 1. Contused, jumbled.— 2 and 3. Eiotous,

vicious. See irregular.

disorderly (dis-6r'der-li), adv. [< disorderly,

a.] 1. Without order, rule, or method ; irreg-

ularly ; confusedly ; in a disordered manner.
Savages fighting disorderly with stones. Raleigh.

2. In a manner violating law and good order

;

in a manner contrary to rules or established in-

stitutions.

Withdraw yourselves from every brother that walketh
disorderly. 2 Thes. iii. 6.

disordinancet, »• [ME. disordinance, < OF. des-

ordenance, desordonnance (= Pg. desordenanga
= It. disordinanza), < desordener, disorder : see
disorder, v., and cf. disordinate and ordi7iance.]

DisaiTangement ; disturbance.

For right as reson is rebel to God, right so is sensualitee

rebel to reson, and the body also, and cei-tes this disordi-

nance, and this rebellion, our Lord Jesu Christ abought
upon Ids precious body fui dere. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

des»rdonner = disordinate (dis-6r'di-nat), a. [< ME. disordi-

disordinare, < ML. nat = Sp. Pg. desordenado = It. disordinato,

thrown into disorder, < ML. disordinatus, pp.
of disordinare : see disorder, v.] 1. Out of right

order; unregulated; disorderly. [Kare.]

Our popular style . . . has been artificial, by artifice*

peculiarly adapted to the powers of the Latin language,
and yet at the very same time careless and disordinate,

De Quincey, Style, L
2t. Extreme ; inordinate.

With a disordinate desire he began to affect her.

Greene, Never too Late (ed. Dyce), Int., p. xxL

Though not disordinate, yet causeless suffering.

The punishment of dissolute days. Milton, S. A.,1. 701.

In a dis-

ordinate manner, (a) Irregularly.

The temporall landes deuoutelygeuen, and disordinate-

ly spent. Hall, Hen. V., an. 2.

(6) Inordinately.
Tlie sorrow don so disordinatly

Off that wurde which he pronounced openly !

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3560.

To derange the physical or mental health disorduiatelyt (dis-or'd^-n^^^^^^^^^^ adv.

3. To produce mental disturbance in; unsettle
disordinationt (dis-6r-di-na'shgn), n. [= Sp.

'
'

"
"

desordenaeion = It. disordinazione, < ML. as ifthe mind of
;
perturb ; agitate

He said, he looked, he did— nothing at all

Beyond his wont, yet it disordered me.
Shelley, The Cenci, ii. 1.

4. To derange the natural or regular functions

of ; throw out of order or balance ; unsettle the

normal condition of : as, to disorder one's liver

;

his mind is disordered.

A man whose judgment was so much disordered by party

spirit. ilacaulay.

It is a great Folly to disorder our selves at the Pleasure

of our Enemies, or at such Accidents which we can neither

prevent nor remove. Stillingfleet. Sermons, III. vii.

5t. To depose from holy orders.

Let him be stripped and disordered. I would fain see

him walk in querpo, that the world may behold the in-

side of a friar. Dryden, Spanish lYiar.

To disordered (dis-6r'd6rd), p. a. [< disorder +
-ed'^.] 1. Thrown into disorder ; disarranged;

iiTegular in state or action ; confused.

Men so disorder'd, so debosh'd and bold,

Tliat tins our court, infected with their manners,
Shows like a riotous inn. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

2. Deranged.
Tlie story he had told of that disordered maid affected

me not a little. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 109.

disorderedness (dis-6r'derd-nes), n. A state

of disdrdev or irregularity; confusion. Knolles.

disorderliness (dis-6r'der-li-nes), n. The state

of being disorderly.

A child who finds that disorderliness entails the subse-

quent trouble of putting things in order . . . not only ex-

periences a keenly-felt consequence, but gains a know-
' ' '

*

//. Spencer, Education.ledge of causation.

regularity; indiscriminate distribution
;
con- disorderly (dis-6r'd6r-li), a. [< disorder +

fn«ion: a«. the troons were thrown into disnr-
,,^i -j i' Being without proper order or dis-fusion : as, the troops were thrown into disor-

der; the papers are in disorder.

Light shone, and order from disorder sprang.
Milton, P. L., iii. 713.

The Achieans are driven In disorder to their ships.

tr. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 461.

2. Tumult; disturbance of the peace of so-

ciety ; breach of public order or law.

It is said that great disorders had been committed here
by the Greeks at the time of his (St. Polycarp's] festival.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 36.

You have displac'd the mirth, broke the good meeting,
With most admir'd disorder. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

3. Neglect of rule ; disregard of conventional-
ity.

From vulgar bounds with brave disorder part.
And snatch a grace beyond the reach of art.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, I. 152.

4. Morbid irregularity, disturbance, or inter-

ruption of the functions of the animal economy
or of the mind; physical or mental derauge-

pbsition ; confused ; unmethodical ; irregular

as, the books and papers are in a disorderly

state.
His forces seemed no army, but a crowd.
Heartless, unami'd, disorderly, and loud.

Cowley, Davideis, iv.

2. Not kept in restraint; unrestrained; tu-

multuous; turbulent.

If we subdue our unruly and disorderly passions within

*disordi}iatio(n-), < disordinare, disorder: see
disorder, i\, disordinate.] Disarrangement,
disorganization (dis-or^ga-ni-za'shon), n. [=
F. disorganisation = Sp. dcsorganizacion =Pg.
desorganizagao ; as disorganize + -ation.] 1.

Destruction of organization ; disunion or dis-

raption of constituent parts ; a breaking up of
order or system: as, the dism-ganization of a
government or of an army.— 2. The absence
of organization or orderly arrangement ; dis-

arrangement; disorder; confusion.

The magazine of a pawnbroker in suclx total disorgani-

zation. Scott.

disorganize (dis-6r'ga-niz), V, t.; pret. and pp.
disorganized, ppr. disorganizing. [= F. desor-

ganiser = Sp. Pg. desorganizar = It. disorganiz-

zare; &i,dis-T^vvf.-¥ organize.] To destroy the
organization, systematic arrangement, or order-
ly connection of the parts of; throw into con-
fusion or disorder.

Every account of the settlement of Plymouth mentions
the conduct of Lyford, who attempted to disorganize the
church. Eliot's Biog. Diet.

disorganizer (dis-6r'ga-ni-zer), n. One who
disorganizes ; one who destroys regular order
or system; one who introduces disorder and
confusion.

disorient (dis-6'ri-ent), V. t. [= F. desorienttr

= Sp. Pg. desorientar; as dis- priv. + orient.]

1. To turn from the east ; throw out of direc-

tion with respect to the east. Hence— 2. To
confuse as to direction in general; cause to-

lose one's bearings.—3. Figuratively, to cause
to lose the knowledge of the direction in which
the truth lies; cause to lose one's reckoning
with respect to the truth : the east being taken
metaphorically for the truth.

I doubt then the learned professor was a little diJiori-

ented when he called the promises in Ezekiel and in the
Revelations the same. Warburton, Divine Legation, v.

disorientate (dis-6-ri-en'tat), V. t.
;

pret. and

pp. di.'iorientated, ppr. disorientating. [< dis-

, Tpriw. + orientate.] To disorient.
ourselves, we should live more easily ami quietly with Jjg»„-i ,, rME < OF. disour, diseor, disetir, a
""^'™- Stahngjieet, Sermons, III. i.

^^^^'r. talker, storv-teller, a pleader, advo-
3. Lawless; violating or disposed to -violate

law and good order, or the restraints of moral-
ity ; specifically, so conducted as to be a nui-
sance ; disreputable : as, a disorderly house.
In criminal law disorderly is a technical term, which by
statute covers a variety of offenses against tlie public
peace, order, morals, or safety.

4. Inclined to break loose from restraint ; un-
ruly : as, disorderly cattle.— 5. Not acting in an

eate, arbiter, judge, F. di^mir, a talker, < dire,

< L. dicere, speak, say: see dietitm.] A story-

teller ; a jester.

Nomeliche atte mete suche men eschuwe.
For thei ben the deueles disours I do the to vndurstonde.

Piers Plowman (A>, vii. 60.

diso^wnl (dis-6n'), )\ t. [< dis- priv. -t- o)r»|l, r.J

To refuse to acknowledge as belonging or per-



disown

taining to one's self ; deny the ownership of or
responsibility for ; not to own or acknowledge

;

repudiate.

They disown their principles out of fear,

S(fi/(, .Sentimenta of a Clx. of Eng. Man, i.

Through a false shame, we disown i-eligioii with our lips,

and next our words affect our thoughts.
J. //. Newman, Parochial Sermons, 1. 306.

disown^ (dis-on'), »'• '. [< ffis- priv. + own^.
A diJierent word from disoioA (as ow«2 from
owii^), but now hardly distinguished in use.]

1. To deny; not to allow; refuse to admit.

Then they, who brothers' better claim disown,
Expel their parents, and usui'p the throne.

Dnjden, .£neid.

Nor does the villaj^e Church-clock's iron tone
The time's and season's influence disown,

Wordsworth, Evening Voluntaries, i.

2. Speeifically, in the Society of Friends, to re-

move from membership ; dismiss.

The monthly meeting to which he t>elongs may disoicn
him if the case require it.

Discipline ofNew England Yearly Meeting (1872), p. 94.

= S3aL To disavow, disclaim, disallow, renounce.

disownment (dis-on'ment), n. [< disowtfi +
-ineiit.] The act of disowning; repudiation;
speeifically, expulsion from membership in the
Society of Friends. J. J. Gurney.
The monthly meeting ... is at liberty ... to proceed

even to the disowntnent of the offender.
Discipline ofNew England Yearly Meeting (1872), p. 91,

disozidate (dls-ok'si-dat), v. t; pret. and pp.
(ti.toxidu ted, ppr. disoxidating. [< dis- priv. +
oxidatc.'i Same as deoxidate.

disoxidation (dis-ok-si-da'shon), n. [< disoxi-
date: see -ation.'\ Ssbme as deoxidation.

disoxygena'te (dis-ok'si-je-nat), V. t. ; pret. and
pp. diiioxijtjeiiated, ppr. disoxygenating. [< dis-

priv, + oxijijtnate.i To deoxidate.
dlsoxygenation (dis-ok'si-je-na'shon), ». [<
disoxygcnate : see -«/ion.] Deoxidation.

dispacet (dis-pas'), v. [One of Spenser's man-
ufactured words, appar. < dis-, in different di-

rections, + pace, walk ; or else meant for di-

space, < L. dis-, di-, apart, + spatiari, walk, walk
about : see space and expatiate.'^ I. ititrans.

To range or wander about.
'When he spide the joyous Butterflie,

In this fatre plot dispacing too and fro.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 250.

n. trans. To cause to wander or walk about.
Thus wise long time he did himselfe dispace
There round about. Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1, 2(>5.

dispackt (dis-pak'), t'. t. [< OF. despacquer, <
des- priv. + pacquer, pack : seejjacifc.] To un-
pack.

When Oo<l the mingled Lump dispackt.
From Fiery Element did Light extract.

Sylvester, tr, of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

dispaintf (dis-panf), V. t. [Improp. for depaint.
Cf , UF. despeindre, paint out, efface.] To paint.

His chamber was dispainted all within
With sondry colours, Spenser, F, Q., IT. Ix. 50,

dispairt (dis-par'), V. t. [< dis- priv. -1- pair.
Cf . L. dispnrare, part, of similar formation : see
disparate.'] To dissociate, as the members of
a pair. [Rare.]

Forgive me, lady,
I have . . , dispair'd two doves.

Beau, and Ft., Four.Plays in One.

dispandt (dis-pand'), v. t. [= OF. despandre, <
L. dispandere, spread out, expand, < dis-, apart,
-I- pandere, spread. Cf. expand.] To spread
out ; display. Bailey. VilJ.

dispansiont (dis-pan'shon), n. [< L. as if *di.-i-

pansUt(u-), < dispandere, pp. dispansus, spread
out : see dispand.] The act of spreading out
or displajring. Bailey, 1731.

disparadise (dis-par'a-dis), t'. *. ;
pret. and pp.

dtxiKiradised, ppr. disparadising . [< dis- priv.
+ paradise.] To remove from paradise. Cock-
eram. [Kare,]

disparaget, ». [< ME. disparage, < OF. despa-
rage, an unequal marriage, < de«-prlv. + parage,
equal rank, rank : see parage, peerage. Cf. dis-
parage, ».] Disparagement ; disgrace result-
mg from an unequal match.

Him wolde thinke it were a disparage
To his estaat, so lowe for talyghte.
And voyden hir as sone as ever he myght6.

Chancer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 852,

To match so high, her friends with counsell sage
Wssuaded her from such a disparage.

Spenser, F, Q., IV, viii. 60.

disparage (dis-par'aj), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-
paraged, ppr. disparaging. [< ME, disparagen,
desparagen, < OF. desparagcr, desparayier, mar-
ry to one of inferior condition or rank, offer un-
worthy conditions, disparage, < des- priv. -f-
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parage, equal rank, rank: see disparage, ».]
If. To marry to one of inferior condition or
rank; degrade by an unequal match or mar-
riage ; match unequally.

Alias I tliat any of my nacioun
Sholde evere so foule disparaged be.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 213.

And that your high degree
Is much disparagd to be match'd with me.

Dryden, Wife of Bath, 1. 381.

2. To injure or dishonor by a comparison, es-
pecially by treating as equal or inferior to what
IS of less dignity, importance, or value.

I advert to these considerations, not to disparage our
country. Story, Speech, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1826.

Hence— 3. To undervalue ; criticize or censure
unjustly ; speak slightingly of ; viUfy.

Thou durst not thus disparage glorious arms,
Milton, S, A,, 1. 1130.

We are to consider into what an evil condition sin puts
ns, for which we are . . , disgraced and disparaged here,
marked with disgraceful punishments, despised by good
men, Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1835), I, 729.

We shall not again disparage America, now that we see
what men it will bear. Emerson, Misc., p. 322.

4. To bring reproach on ; lower the estimation
or credit of ; discredit ; dishonor.
His religion sat , , , gracefully upon him, without any of

those forbidding apjjearances which sometimes disparage
the actions of men sincerely pious, Bp. Atterbury.

If I utter fallacies, I may have the sympathy of men who
know how easy it is, in matters where head and heart are
alike eugaged, to disparage truth by exaggeration,

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist,, p, 73,

= Syn. 3. Depreciate, Detract from, etc. See decry.

disparageablet (dis-par'aj-a-bl), a. [< dispar-
age + -able.] Tending to disparage ; unequal

;

unsuitable.

They disdained this marriage with Dudley as altogether
disparageahle and most unworthy of the bloud royal and
regal majesty, Caniden, Elizabeth, an, 1B63.

disparagement (dis-par'aj-ment), n. [< OF. des-
parageinent, disparagement (i*. deparagement),
< desparager, marry to one of inferior condi-
tion : see disparage, v.] If. The matching of
a man or a woman to one of inferior rank or con-
dition, and against the rules of decency.

And thought that match a fowie disparagement.
Spenser, F. Q,, III, viii, 12,

Grace. Now he will marry me to his wife's brother, this
wise gentleman that you see ; or else I must pay value o'

my land,
Qnar. 'Slid, is there no device of disparagement, or so?

Talk with some crafty fellow, some picklock of the law,
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii, 1.

2. Injury by union or comparison with some-
thing of inferior excellence. Hence— 3. The
act of undervaluing or lowering the estimation
or character of a person or thing; the act of
depreciating; detraction.

The attending to his discourses may not be spent in
vain talk concerning him or his disparagements, but may
be used as a duty and a part of religion,

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1835), 1, 767,

He chiU'd the popular praises of the King,
With silent smiles of slow disparagement.

Tennyson, Guinevere,

4. Diminution of value or excellence; re-
proach; disgrace; indignity; dishonor: as, pov-
erty is no disparagemen t to greatness.

To have commandment over galley-slaves Is a disparage-
ment rather than an honour.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 97,

What disgraces
And low disparagements I had put upon him,

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii, 1,

It can be no disparagement to the most skilful Pilot
to have his Vessel tossed upon a tempestuous .Sea ; but to
escape with little damage when he sees others sink down
and perish shews the great difference whicli wisdom gives
in the success, where the dangers are equal & conmion,

Stillingjleet, Sermons, I, x.

= Syn. 3. Derogation, depreciation, debasEsment, degra-
dation.

disparager (dis-par'aj-^r), n. One who dis-

parages or dishonors; one who belittles, vili-

fies, or disgraces.

disparagingly (dis-par'aj-ing-li), adv. In a
manner to disparage or dishonor.
Why should he speak so disparagingly of many books

and much reading? Peters, On Job, p. 428.

dispara'te (dis'pa-rat), a. and n. [= P. dispa-
rate = It. disparato, sparato, < L. disparatus, pp.
of disparare, separate, < dis- priv. -t- parare,
make equal, < par, equal. Cf. compare^, and see
disparity, dispair.] I. a. Essentially different;
of different species, unlike but not opposed in
pairs; also, less properly, utterly unlike; in-
capable of being compared ; having no common
genus. Sir William Hamilton and his school define dis-
parate predicates as those which belong to a common sub-
ject or similar subjects.

disparkle

If the office of an evangelist be higher [than that of ai

bishop], then as long as they are not disparate, much less
destructive of each other, they may have leave to consist
in subordination. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 169,

His [the geometrician's] subject matter is perfectly
homogeneous, instead of being made up of perfectly dis-
parate orders of existence,

Leslie Stephen, Eng, Thought, i. § 31,

We can severally form concepts of a word-termination,
of a word-root, and of the process of budding ; but the
three concepts are wholly disparate, and refuse to unite into
a thinkable proposition, J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I, 66.

II, n. One of two or more things or charac-
ters of different species; something that is op-
posite but not contrary.

Disparates are those of which one is opposed to many
after the same manner. So man and horse, and white and
blue, are disparates ; because man is not only opposed to
horse, but also to dog, lion, and other species of beasts

;

' and white not only to blue, but also to red, green, and the
other mediate colours, in the same manner— that is, in the-
same genus of opposition.

Eurgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

disparately (dis'pa-rat-li), adv. In a disparate
manner; unequally.

After the retina is destroyed , , . the eyeballs gradual-
ly lose the power of moving together, but move disparately.

O. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 251.

disparateness (dis'pa-rat-nes), n. The state
or quality of being disparate.

There is a disparateness between hearing clicks and
counting, as there is between hearing the bell and seeing
the index. Mind, XI. 60.

In 1838, Wheatstone, in his truly classical memoir on
binocular vision and the stereoscope, showed that the dis-
parateness of the points on which the two images of an
object fall does not . . , affect its seen singleness.

W. James, Mind, XII. 337.

disparclet, v. See disparkle.

disparitiont (dis-pa-rish'on), n. [< p. dispa-
rition, < ML. as it ''dispdritio(n-), < disparere,
disappear: see disappear.] Disappearance.

Perhaps, though they knew that to be the prophet's last
day, yet they might think his disparition should be sud-
den, and insensible ; besides, they found how much hee
affected secrecie in this intended departure.

Bp. Hall, Rapture of Elijah.

disparity (dis-par'i-ti), n.
; pi. disparities (-tiz).

[< F. disparite = Sp. disparidad = Pg. dispari-
dade = It. disparity, < ML, disparita(t-)s, in-
equality, < L. dispar, unequal, < dis- priv. -1-

par, equal. Cf. parity.] 1 . The state or char-
acter of being disparate, (o) inequality in degiee,
age, rank, condition, or excellence ; as, disparity in or of
years, age, circumstances, or condition.

You not consider, sir,

The great disparity is in their bloods,
Estates, and fortunes,

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, 11. 2,

There must needs be a great disparity between the first
Christians and those of these latter ages.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xiv.

Though in families the number of males and females
differs widely, yet in great collections of human beings
the disparity almost disappears.

Macattlay, Sadler's Eef. Refuted,

(b) Dissimilitude ; extreme unlikeness ; specifically, a de-
gree of unlikeness so great that it renders comparison im-
possible.

Just such disparity
As is 'twixt air and angels' purity,
'Twixt woman's love and man's will ever be,

Donne, Air and Angels.

2t. One of two or more unlike things ; a dis-
parate.
There may be no Such vast chasm or gulf between dis-

parities as common measures determine.
Sir T. Browne, Christ, Mor., i, 27.

= Syn. Dissimilarity, etc, (see difference), disproportion,

dispark (dis-park'), V. t. [< dis- priv. -t- park.]
1 . To divest of the character or uses of a park

;

throw open to common use, as laud forming a
park.

You have fed upon my seignories,
Dispark'd my parks, and fell'd my forest woods.

SAa*.,Rich, II,, iii. 1,

The gentiles were made to be God's people when the
Jews' enclosure was disparked.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 774.

A great portion of the Frith . , . had formerly been a
Chase, . . , Since the Reformation, however, it had been
disparked. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 132.

2. To set at large; release from inclosure or
confinement.
Hereupon he disparts his seraglio, and flies thence to

Potan with Asaph-Chawn's lovely daughter ordy in his
company. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p, 87,

disparklet (dis-par'kl), v. t. and i. [Also dis-
parcle; a modification of the older and imper-
fectly understood disparple (q. v.), with refer-
ence to sparkle taken in the sense of 'scatter.']

To scatter abroad ; disperse ; divide.

When the inhabitoures that dwelled in cottages dis-
mrWrrf therealionts saw men comming wliome they iudged
to be theire enemies, , , . [they] fled to the wilde moun-
tayues that were full of snowe.

J. Brende, tr. of Qulntus Curtius, v.



disparkle

The sect of LibeHines began but lately ; but as vipers

soon multiplv into generations, so is their spawn dit-

parkUd over all lands. R. Gierke, Sermons (1637), p. 471.

disparplet (dis-pSr'pl), v. [Sometimes also

disperple; also by apheresis sparple, sperple; <

XIE. disparplen, desparplen, also disparpoilen,

disparhlen. divide, scatter, intr. disperse, < OP.
desparpeillier, desparpaillier, desparpeler, dis-

parpeilUcr. desperpouiUier, etc. (= Sp. desparpa-

jar = It. sparpagliare; also with difiEerent but

equiv. prefix es-, OF. esparpeiller, F.4parpiller=
p*r. esparpalhar), scatter, disperse, appar. orig.

flutter about, as a butterfly, < des-, in different

directions, + 'parpeille {F. papillon) = Pi. par-

palho = It. dial, parpaja, parpaj, It. parpagli-

one, a butterfly, a popular variation of L. pa-

piho(n-), a butterfly : see papilio and pavilion.

So mod. Pr. esfarfalnd, scatter, < farfalla, a

butterfly, another variation of L. papilio(,n-).']

L trans. To scatter; disperse.

The wolf ravyschith and disparplith, or scaterith the

scbeep. Wyclif, John x. 12.

1 bath'd, and odorous water was
DiiperpUd lightly, on my head, and necke.

Chapman, Odyssey, x.

n. intrans. To be scattered ; be dispersed.

As a flock of scheep without a schepperde, the which
departeth and degparpleth. MandevUle, Travels, p. 3.

Her wav'ring hair disparpling flew apart

In seemly shed. Hudson, Judith, Iv. 339.

dispart (dis-part'), V. [< OF. despartir, F. de-

partir = Sp. Pg. despartir =ili. dispartire, spar-

tire, < L. dispartire, dis])ertire, distribute, di-

vide, < (its-, apart, + partire, part, divide : see

part. Cf. depart.] I. trans. 1. To divide into

parts; separate; sever.

When all three kinds of love together meet.

And doe dispart the hart with powre extreme.
Spenser, ¥. Q., IV. ix. 1.

Disparted Britain moum'd their [Heroes'] doubtful Sway.
Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. 6.

Once more
Were they united, to be yet again
Disparted— pitiable lot I

Wordsmorth, Vaudracour and Julia.

Whilst thus the world will be whole, and refuses to be

disparted, we seek to act partially, to sunder, to appro-

priate. Emerson, Compensation.

2. In gun. : (a) To set a mark on the muzzle-
ring of, as a piece of ordnance, so that a sight-

line from the top of the base-ring to the mark
on or near the muzzle may be parallel to the

axis of the bore or hollow cylinder. (6) To
make allowance for the dispart in, when taking

aim.
Every gunner, before he shoots, must truly dispart his

piece. Lucar.

H. intrans. To separate ; open ; break up.

The silver clouds disparted. Shelley, Queen Mab, i.

The wild rains of the day are abated : the great single

cloud disparts and rolls away from heaven.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxix.

dispart (dis-pSrt'), n. [< dispart, v.] In gun.

:

(a) The difference between the semi-diameter
of the base-ring at the breech of a gun and
that of the ring at the swell of the muzzle. (6)

A dispart-sight.

dispart-sight (dis-part'slt), n. In gun., a piece
of metal cast on the muzzle of a piece of ord-

nance to make the line of sight parallel to the
axis of the bore.

dlspassiont (dis-pash'on), n. [< dis- priv. +
passion.] Freedom from passion; an undis-
turbed state of the mind ; apathy.

Called by the Stoics apathy, or dispassion.
Sir W. Temple, Gardening.

dispassionate (dis-pash'on-at), a. [< di«-priv.
¥ passionate. Cf. Sp. desapaaionado = Pg. des-

apassionado = It. aisappassionato.'] 1. Free
from passion; calm; composed; impartial; un-
moved by strong emotion ; cool : applied to per-
sons: as, dispassionate men or judges.

The hazard of great interests cannot fail to agitate
trong passions ; we are not disinterested ; it is impossi-
ble we should be dispassionate. Ames, Works, II. 38.

Quiet, dispassionate, and cold. Tennyson, A Character.

2. Not dictated by passion; not proceeding
from temper or bias; impartial: applied to ac-

tions or sentiments : as, dispassionate proceed-
ings ; dispassiortate views.
lUason requires a calm and dispassionate situation of

the mind to form her Judgments arif^ht.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, I. xxl.

Cranmer had a greater capacity than either Henry or
Crumwel ; he had much of the dispassionate quality of
the statesman. it. W. Dixon, Hist, Church of Eng., iii.

=*Btil C>)o1, serene, temperate, moderate, collected, un-
ruffled, sober.

dispassionately (dis-pash'on-at-li), adv. With-
out passion; calmly; coolly.
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They dispute without strife, and examine as dispassion-

ately the events and the characters of the present age as

they reason about those which are found in history.

Bolingbroke, Remarks on Hist. Eng.

dispassioned (dis-pash'ond), a. [< dispassion +
-<rf2. Of. dispassionate'.] Free from passion.

Yet ease and joy, dispassioned reason owns.
As often visit cottages as thrones.

Cawthorn, Equality of Human Conditions.

dispatch, dispatcher, etc. See despatch, etc.

dispathy (dis'pa-thi), m.
;
pi. dispatliies (-thiz).

[= F. dispathie, an antipathy or natural dis-

agreement (Cotgrave), < Gr. dwTratea, insensi-

bility, firmness in resisting deep affliction, <

duun-ae^f, hardly feeling, impassive, insensible,

< Sva-, hard, + TrdSof, feeling. The word would
thus be spelled properly *dyspathy, but it is

prob. regarded by its users as < dis- priv. +
-pathy, as in apathy, sympathy, etc.] Want of

sympathy; antipathy; an opposite taste or lik-

ing; uncongeniality. [Rare.]

It is excluded from our reasonings by our dispathies.

Palgrave, Hist. Norm, and Eng. (1857), II. 110.

dispauper (dis-pa'p6r), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
j)auper.] To decide or declare to be no longer

a pauper, and thus to be disqualified from su-

ing as a pauper, or in forma pauperis ; deprive

(one who has been permitted to sue in forma
pauperis) of the right or privilege of continuing

to sue as a pauper. See the extract.

If a party has a current income, though no permanent
property, he must be dispaupered.

Phillimore, Reports, I. 186.

dispauperize (dis-pa'p6r-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dispauperiged, ppr. dispauperizing . [< dw-priv.

-I- pauperize.] To release or free from the state

of pauperism ; free from paupers.

As well as by that of many highly pauperized districts

in more recent times, which have been dispauperized by
adopting strict rules of poor-law administration.

J.S. Mill.

dispeace (dis-pes'), n. [< dis- priv. -t- peace.]

Want of peace or quiet ; dissension. Russell.

dispeedt (dis-ped'), v. t. [For "disspeed, < dis-

+ speed; perhaps suggested by dispaicfe.] To
despatch; dismiss.

To that end he dispeeded an embassadour to Poland.
Knolles, Hist. Turks.

Thus having said.

Deliberately, in self-possession still.

Himself from that most painful interview
Dispeeding, he withdrew. Southey.

dispel (dis-pel'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. dispelled,

ppr. dispelling. [< L. dispellere, drive away,
disperse, < dis-, apart, away, + pellere, drive

:

see pulse. Cf. depel.] To drive off or away

;

scatter or disperse effectually; dissipate: as,

to dispel vapors, darkness, or gloom ; to dispel

fears, cares, sorrows, doubts, etc. ; to dispel a
tumor, or humors.

I lov'd, and love dispell'd the fear

That I should die an early death.
Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

The dreams of idealism may, I think, be thus effectually

dispelled by a thorough analysis of what is given us in

perception. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 122.

=Syn. Disperse, Scatter, etc. (see dissipate), banish, re-

move.

dispeller (dis-pel'^r), n. One who or that which
dispels : as, the sun is the dispeller of darkness.

dispendt (dis-pend'), «>. * [< ME. dispenden,

despenden, < OF. despendre= Sp. Pg. despender
= It. dispendere, spendere, < ML. dispendere, by
apheresis spendere (> AS. d-spendan, E. spend
= D. spenderen = Q. spendiren = Dan. spendere
= Sw. spendera), expend, L. dispendere, weigh
out, dispense, < dis-, apart, + pendere, weigh:
see pendent. Cf. spend, expend.] To pay out

;

expend.
Oure godys, oure golde vngaynly dispendit.

And oure persons be put vnto pale dethe.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9333.

This nest of gallants . . . can dispend their two thou-
sand a-year out of other men's coffers.

Middleton, The Black Book.

Had women navigable rivers in their eyes.

They would dispend them all.

Webster, White Devil, v. 1.

dispendert (dis-pen'd6r), n. [< ME. dispendour,
despendour, < OF. despendeor, despendeour, des-

pendeur, < despendre, dispend : see dispend and
-erl.] One who dispends.

The gretter riches that a man hath, the moo despendours
he hath. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

dispensability (dis-pen-sa-birj-ti), n. [< dis-

pensable: see -bility.] The quality of being
dispensable in any sense ; capability of being
dispensed or dispensed with, or of receiving, or

dispensation

being abrogated or remitted by, dispensation.

See dispensation, 5.

In convocation the two questions on which the divorce

turned were debated in the manner of University disputa-

tions ; the theologians disputed as to the dispensabUity of

a marriage with a brother's widow, the canonists on the

facts of Arthur's marriage with Katherine.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 284.

dispensable (dis-pen'sa-bl), a. [= F. dispensa-

ble = Sp. dispensable "= Pg. dispensavel = It.

dispensabile, that may be dispensed (cf. OF.
despensable, prodigal, abundant, < ML. dis2>en-

sabilis, pertaining to expenses) ; as dispense +
-able.] 1. Capable of being dispensed or ad-

ministered.

Laws of the land . . . dwpenMoiie by the ordinary courts.

State Trials, Col. Andrewe, an. 1880.

2. Capable of being spared or dispensed with.

There are some things, which indeed are pious and re-

ligious, bat dispe7is(^le, voluntary, and coramutable.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 274.

Dispensable, at least, if not superfluous.
Coleridge, Lit. Remains, IV. 259.

Not a tone of colour, not a note of form, is misplaced or
dispensable. Swinburne, Essays, p. 118-

3. Capable of receiving or being the subject of

dispensation ; hence, excusable
;
pardonable.

If straining a point were at all dispensable, it would
certainly be so rather to the advance of unity than in-

crease of contradiction. Swift, Tale of a Tub, vL

dispensableness (dis-pen'sa-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being dispensable ; the capability of

being dispensed or dispensed with. Hammond.
dispensary (dis-pen'sa-ri), «. ;

pi. dispensaries

(-riz). [= F. dispensdire, a dispensary (cf. OF.
despensairc, expense), < ML. dispensarius, adj.

(as a noun, a steward, spencer: see dispenser),

< dispensa, provisions, a buttery, larder, spence

:

see spence,a,nA. dispend, dispense.] 1. A room or

shop in which medicines are dispensed or served
out: as, a hospital dispensary.

The dispensary, being an apartment in the college, set

up for the relief of the sick poor.
Garth, Dispensary, Pref.

2. A public institution, primarily intended for

the poor, where medical advice is given and
medicines are furnished free, or sometimes for

a small charge to those who can afford it.

dispensation (dis-pen-sa'shon), n. [= D. dis-

pensatie = G. Dan. Sw. dispensation, < OF. des-

pensation, F. dispensation = Sp. dispensacion =
Pg. dispensa^do = It. dispensazione, < L. dis-

pensatio{n-), management, charge, direction, <

dispensare, pp. dispensatiis, manage, regulate,

distribute, dispense : see dispense, v.] 1. The
act of dispensing or dealing out; distribution:

as, the dispensation of royal favors; the dispen-

sation of good and evil by Divine Providence.

A dispensation of water . . . indifferently to all parts

of the earth.
Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

2. A particular distribution of blessing or af-

fliction dispensed by God to a person, family,

community, or nation, in the course of his deal-

ings with his creatures ; that which is dispensed

or dealt out by God : as, a sad dispensation ; a
merciful dispensation.

Neither are God's methods or intentions different In his

dispensatiojis to each private man. Rogers.

The kind and chief design of God, in all his severest

dispensations, is to melt and soften our hearts to such
degrees as he finds necessary in order to the good pur-

poses of his grace. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xvi.

3. In theol.: (a) The method or scheme by
which (5od has at different times developed his

purposes, and revealed himself to man ; or the

body of privileges bestowed, and duties and re-

sponsibilities enjoined, in connection with that

scheme or method of revelation : as, the old or

Jewish dispensation ; the new or Gospel dispen-

sation. See grace. (6) A period marked by a

particular development of the divine purpose
and revelation: as, the patriarchal dispensation

(lasting from Adam to Moses) ; the Mosaic

dispensation (from Moses to Christ) ; the Chris-

tian dispensation.

There is, perhaps, no part of divinity attended with so

much intricacy, and wherein orthodox divines so nmch
differ, as the stating the precise agreement and difference

between the two dispensations of Moses and of Christ.

Edwards, Works, I. 160.

Personal religion is the same at all times ;
" the just"

in every dispensation "shall live by faith."

J. H. NemTMn, Parochial Sermons, i. 247.

4t. Management; stewardship; an act or ac-

tion as manager or steward.

God . . . hath seen so much amiss in my dispensations

(and even in this affair) as calls me to be humble.
Winthrop, Hist New England, 11. 270.



dispensation

S. A relaxation of the law in some particular

case ; specifically, a license granted (as by the

pope or a bishop) relieving or exempting a per-

son in certain circumstances from the action,

obligations, or penalties of some law or regu-

lation. The ecclesiastical laws of the Roman Catholic

Church give to the pope the power of grantuig dispensa-

tions in certain cases, and of deputing this power to bish-

ops and others. In universities a dispensation is a per-

mission to omit some exercise.

The Jews in general drink no Wine without a Dispen-

sation. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 14,

let appeals did not cease, and the custom of seeking dis-

peruatioiu, faculties, and privileges in matrimonial and
clerical causes increased. SUtbbg, Const. Hist., § 403.

The necessity of digpemalion arises from the fact that a
law which is made for the general good may not be bene-

tlcial in this or that special case, and therefore may be

rightly relaxed with respect to an individual, while it

continues to bind the community. Mom. Cttth. Diet.

dispensational (dis-pen-sa'shon-al), a. [< dis-

jieii.mtion + -al.] Of or pertaiiiing to a dispen-

sation.

The limits of certain ditpemational periods were re-

vealed in Scripture. BiMiotheca Sacra, XLV. 237.

dispensative (dis-pen'sa-tiv), a. [< OF. dis-

pensatif, F. dispensatif = Sp. Pg. It. dispensa-

tico, < ML. dispensativus, < L. dispensatun, pp.
of dispensare, dispense: see dispense, v.'\ 1.

Pertaining to dispensation or the granting of

dispensations: a^, digpensative power.— 2t. Dis-

pensable ; capable of being dispensed with.

All poyntes that be digpensative.
Jtede Me and Be not Wrothe (ed. Arber), p. 55.

dispensatively (dis-pen'sa-tiv-li), adv. By dis-

pensation.

I can now hold my place canonically, which I held Ije-

fore but ditpeiuatiwly. Sir II. Wolton, Reliquiae, p. 828.

dispensator (dis'pen-sa-tor), n. [= F. dispen-

sateur = Pr. Sp. Pg. disp'ensador = It. dispen-

gatore, spensatore, < L. dispensator, < dispensare,

pp. dispensatus, dispense: see dispense, c] A
dispenser.

The Holy Spirit is the great ditpenmtor of all snch
graces the family needs.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183B), II. 276.

dispensatorily (dis-pen'sa-to-ri-li), adv. By
dispensation; dispensatively. Goodtcin.

dispensatory (dis-pen'sa-to-ri), a. and n. [=
OF. dispensatoire = Pg. It. dispensatorio, < LL.
dispensatorius, relating to dispensing or man-
aging (as a noun, in neut., ML. dispensatorium,

a distributing pipe for water, NL. a dispensa-

tory), < L. di.spe)i.iator,one who dispenses: see

dispensator.'] I. a. Relating to dispensing;
having the power to dispense, or grant dispen-
sations.

n. n.; p\. dLfpen-iatories (-r'iz). A book con-
taining an account of the substances used as
medicines, and of their composition, uses, and
action ;

properly, a commentary upon the phar-
macopoeia.

The description of the whole oyntment is to be foand
in the chymicall digperuiatory of (>olllua.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 997.

I confess, I have not without wonder, and something of

indignation, seen, even In the publick dig/ienmlorieg, I

know not how many things ordered to l)e distilled with
others in lialneo. Boyle, Works, II. 126.

dispensatresst (dis-pen'sa-tres), n. [< dispen-

.f/itor + -ess; = F. It. diS2>ensatrice.'] A female
dispenser.

dispense (dis-pena'), v.
;
pret. and pp. dispensed,

ppr. dispensing. [Formerly also dispence; <

ME. dhwensen = D. dispenseren = G. disjiensi-

ren = Dan. dispensere = Sw. dispensera, < OF.
despenser, despencer, F. dispenser = Pr. Sp. Pg.
dispensar = It. dispensare, spensare, < L. dis-

pensare, weigh out, pay out, distribute, regu-
late, manage, control, dispense, freq. of ais-

pendere, pp. dispensus, weigh out, ML. expend:
see dispend.] I. Ir/tns. 1. To deal or divide
out; give forth diffusively, or in some general
way; practise distribution of: as, the sun dis-

penses heat and light ; to dispense charity, medi-

Icines,

etc.

Abundannt wyne the north wynde wol diipence
To vynes sctte agayne his influence.

Palladitu, Huslwndrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

Wine can ditpenjte to all both Light and Heat.
Congreve, Imit. of Horace, I. Ix. 2.

With balmy sweetness soothe the weary sense,
And to the sickening soul thy cheering aid diitpeTute.

Crabtte, iiirth of Flattery.

He is delighted to dispense a share of it to all the com-
pany. Scott.

2. To administer ; apply, as laws to particular

I
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When Rotten States are soundly mended from head to

foot, proportions duly admeasured, .Justice justly dis-

penced; then shall Rulers and Subjects have peace with
God. X. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 35.

We find him . . . scattering among his periods ambigu-
ous words, whose interpretation he will afterwards dis-

pence according to his pleasure.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

While you dispense the laws and guide the state.

Dryden.

3. To relieve; excuse; set free from an obliga-

tion ; exempt
;
grant dispensation to.

P. jun. A priest

!

Cytn. no, he is dispensed withal.
B. Jonson, Staple of News, lU. 1.

Longinus dispenses himself from all investigations of

this nature, by telling his friend Terentianus that he al-

ready knows everything that can be said upon the ques-

tion. Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

4t. To atone for; secure pardon or forgiveness

for.
His slnne was dispensed

With golde. G(m«r, Conf. Amant., III.

=Syn. L Dispense, Distribute, Allot, Apportion, Assign.

Dispense is to be distinguished front the others in that it

expresses an indiscriminate or general giving,, while they

express a particular and personal giving : as, to distribute

gifts ; to assign the parts in a play, etc.

The great luminary . . .

Dispenses light from far. Milton, P. L., iii. 579.

It is but reasonable to suppose that God should call

men to an account in that capacity ; and to distribute re-

wards and punishments according to the nature of their

actions. Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

How distant soever the time of our death may be, since

it is certain that we must die, it is necessary to allot some
portion of our life to consider the end of it.

Addison, Guardian, No. 18.

Money was raised by a forced loan, which was appor-
ticned among the people according to the rate at which
they had been assessed. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

How we might best fultll the work which here
God hath assign d ns. Milton, P. L., ix. 231.

H. intrans. If. To make amends; compen-
sate.

One loving howre
For many yeares of sorrow can dispejice.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 30.

2t. To bargain for a dispensation ; compound.

Canst thou ditpente with Heaven for such an oath?
SAo*.,2Hen. VI., v. 1.

Hence—To dispense with, (.a) To permit the neglect,

disregard, or issiuii of, as a law, a ceremony, or an oath

:

as, the general disi>ensed with all formalities.

He [the pope] hath dispensed with the oath and duty of

subjects against the fifth commandment. Bp. Andrews.

Don't you shudder at such perjury? and this in a re-

public, and where there is no religion that dispenses with
oaths ! Walpole, Letters, II. 15.

Sympathizing too little with the ixjpular worship, they
worship by themselves and dispense with outward fonns.

J. li. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 119.

(6) To give up the possession or use of ; do without : as, to

dispense with all but the bare necessaries of life ; I can
dispense with your services.

He will dispense with his right to clear information.
Jeremy Collier.

Switzerland has altogether dispensed icith the personal
chief whom Iwth Britain and America have kept in dif-

ferent shapes. A'. A. Freenuin, Amer. Lects., p. 382.

(ct) To give up the observance or practice of ; do away
with ; disregard.

I have dispensed with my attendance on
The duke, to bid you welcome.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, i. 2.

I never knew her dispense with her word but once.
Richardson.

(dt) To put up with ; allow ; condone.

I pray be pleased to dispense urith this slowness of mine,
in answering yours of the first of this present.

Howell, Letters, I. iv. 15.

About this Time Cardinal Wolsey obtained of Pope Leo
Authority to dispense with all offences against the Spirit-

ual Laws. Baker, Chronicles, p. 265.

Conniving and dispensing with open and common adul-

tery. Milton.

(<t) To excuse ; exempt ; set free, as from an obligation.

She (Lady Cutis] would on no occasion dispense with
herself from paying this duty [private prayer] : no busi-

ness, no common accident of life, could divert her from it.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vi.

I could not dispense with myself from making a voyage
to Caprea. Addison, Travels in Italy.

(/) To do or perform : as, to dispense with miracles.

Waller, (g) To dispose of; consume.

We had celebrated yesterday with more glasses than we
could have dispensed with, had we not been beholden to

Brooke and Uellier. Steele, Spectator, No. 362.

[The last two are erroneous and unwarrantable uses,

though still occasionally met with in careless writing.]

dispense! (dis-pens'), 11. [Also di.'ipnire; < ME.
(Uypi.'iisc, drspetisc, also dispenc; ikspinrt; < OF.
dcsjicnse (also dcspens), F. disjtvnsc (> Sw. dis-

pens) = Pr. despensa (also despens) = OSp. des-

pesa = Pg. despesa, despeza = It. dispensa, <

ML. dispensa, expense, provision, also a but-

disperse

tery, larder, spence (see spence, which is an
abbr. of dispense), < L. dispendere,yv. dispensus,

dispend, expend : seedispend.1 1. Dispensation.

For wraththe hath no Conscience,
He makith ech man otlieris foo

;

Ther-with he getith his dispence.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 63.

Then reliques, beads.
Indulgences, dispenses, pardons, bulls.

The sport of winds. Milton, P. L., iii. 492.

2. Expense ; expenditure
;
profusion.

Maria, which had a preeminence
Atjoue alle women, in bedlem whan she lay.

At cristis byrth, no cloth of gret dispence.

She weryd a keuerche.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 47.

It was a vaut ybuilt for great dispence,

Witli many raunges reard along the wall.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 29.

3. A larder ; a spence. Mabbc.
dispenser (dis-pen's6r), n. [< ME. despenser, des-

pencer,<OF. despensier, despencier, < ML. dispen-

sarius, manager, steward, < dispensa, provision,

buttery, larder; cf . eqtiiv. OF. dispenseor, dispen-

sour, a steward, < L. dispensator, one who dis-

penses : see dispensator and dispense, n. Hence
by apheresis spenser, spencer. In mod. use dis-

penser is regarded as dispense, v., + -erl.] It.

A manager; a steward.— 2. One who dispenses

or distributes ; one who administers : as, a dis-

penser of medicines ; a dispenser of gifts or of

favors ; a dispenser of justice.

The good and merciful God grant, through the great

steward and dispenser of his mercies, Christ the Right-

eous. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ii.

The drowsy hours, dispensers of all good,
O'er the mute city stole with folded wings.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

dispensing (dis-pen'sing), p. a. 1. Of or per-

taining to dispensation or the granting of dis-

pensations ; that may be exercised in relaxing

the law, or in releasing from some legal obli-

gation or penalty : as, the dispensing power of

the pope.— 2. That dispenses, deals out, or dis-

tributes : as, a dispensing chemist or druggist.

dispeople (tUs-pe'pl), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. dis-

peopled, ppr. dispeopling. [< OF. despeuplcr, F.
depeupler (= Sp. despoblar = Pg. despovoar),

var., with prefix des-, of depeupler, depopler, de-

populer, < L. depopulari, ravage, depopulate :

see depeople and depoptdate.] To depopulate

;

empty of inhabitants.

Lest his heart exalt him in the harm
Already done, to have dispeopled heaven.

Milton, P. L., vii. 151.

France was almost dispeopled.
Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 3, 168.1.

dispeopler (dis-pe'plfer), m. [< dispeople + -crl.

Cf. Sp. despoblador = Pg. despovoador.] One
who depopulates; a depopulator; that which
deprives of inhabitants.

Thus then with force combin'd, the Lybian swains
Have quash'd the stern dispeopler of the plains.

W. L. Lewis, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, ix.

disperancet, «. Same as desperance.

disperget (dis-pferj'), f. '• [= Pr. disperger =
It. dispergere, spergere, < L. dispergere, scatter

about, disperse : see disperse.] To sprinkle.

^sperma'tOUS (di-sp6r'ma-tus), a. [< Gr. 6i-,

two-, + OTTipfia{T-), seed, + -o««.] Same as di-

spermous. Thomas.
dispermous (di-sp6r'mus), a. [< Gr. 6i-, two-, +
aTTcppta, seed, + -ous.] In bot., containing only
two seeds : applied to fruits and their cells.

disperplet (dis-p6r'pl), r. Same as disparple.

dispersal (dis-pfer'sal), n. [< disperse + -ah]
Dispersion.

In several places Republican meetings were frightened
into dispersal by an aggressive display of force.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 279.

disperse (dis-p6rs')i ''.; pret. and pp. dimersed,

ppr. dispersing. [< F. disperser = Sp. Pg. dis-

persar, < L. dispersus, pp. of dispergere, scatter

abroad, disperse, < dis-, di-, apart, + spargere,

pp. spars««, scatter: see «par«e.] \. trans. 1.

To scatter; separate and send off or drive in

different directions ; cause to separate in dif-

ferent directions : as, to disperse a crowd.

Two lions in the still dark night

A herd of beeves disperse. Chapman.

And now all things on both sides prepar'd, the Spanish

Navy set forth out of the Groyne In May, but were dis-

pers'd and driven back by Weather.
Bilker, Chronicles, p. 375.

Her feet disperse the powdery snow,
That rises up like smoke.

Wordsworth, Lucy Gray.

2t. To distribute ; dispense.

Being a king that loved wealth, he could not endure to

have trade sick, nor any obstruction to continue in the

gate vein which disperseth that blood. Bacon.



disperse

The goods landed in the store houses hee sent from
theoce, and dispemtd it to his workeinen in generall.

Quoted in Ca]^ John Smith't True Travels, II. 136.

3. To diffuse ; spread.

The lips of the wise disperse Icnowledge. Pi-ov. xv. 7.

He hatli dispersed good sentences, lilce Roses scattered

on a duns-liill. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 255.

He [the admiral] gave order that the siclt Men should
be scattered into divers Sliips, which dispersed the Con-
tagion exceedingly. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 17.

It was the end of the adversary to suppresse, but Gods
to propagate the Gospel ; theirs to smother and put out
the li;;ht, Gods to communicate and disperse it to the ut-

most corners of the Earth.
T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, Ded.

4t. To make known
;
publish.

The poet entering on the stage to disperse the argimient.
B, Jonson.

Their own divulged and dispersed ignominy.
Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues.

6. To dissipate; cause to vanish: as, the fog
is dispersed.

Til disperse the cloud
That hath so long obscur'd a bloody act

Ne'er equall'd yet.

Fletcher (and another^. Prophetess, ii. 2.

sgyn. 1 and 6. Dispel, Scatter, etc. See dissipate.— 3.

To distriimte, deal ont, disseminate, sow broadcast.

TT
,
intrans. 1. To separate and move apart

in different directions without order or regular-

ity; become scattered: as, the company dis-

persed at 10 o'clock.

The clouds disperse in fumes, the wondering moon
Betiolds her brother's steeds beneath her own.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

The cadi went away, and the mob dispersed, and we <ii-

rected a Moor to cry. That all people should in the night-

time keep away from the tent, or they would be flred at.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 110.

Sf, To become diffused or spread ; spread.

Th' Almighties Care doth diuersly disperse

Ore all the parts of all this Vniverse.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weelcs, i. 7.

8. To vanish by diffusion ; be scattered out of

sight.

Glory is like a circle in the water.
Which never ceaseth to enlarge itself.

Till, by broad spreading, it disperse to nought.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 2.

The dust towered into tiie air along the road and dis-

persed like the smoke of battle.

R. It. Stevetison, Silverado Stjuatters, p. 84.

dispersef, a. [ME. dispers, < OF. dispers, dis-

pars, < it. dispersits, scattered, pp. of disper-
grere, scatter: see disperse, c] Scattered; dis-

persed. Gower.
dispersed (dis-p^rsf), p. a. [Pp. of disperse, v.']

Scattered: specifically, in entom., said of spots,

punctures, etc., which are placed irregularly,

but near together

—

scattered being applied to
spots that are both irregular and far apart.

—

Dispersed harmony. See harmony.

dispersedly (dis-per'sed-ll), adv. In a dispersed
manner; separately. Bailey, 1731.

dispersedness (dis-p6r'sed-nes), n. The state
of being dispersed or scattered. Bailey, 1728.

dispersenesst (dis-pfers'nes), n. A scattered
state ; sparseness ; thinness.

The torrid parts of Africk are by Piso resembled to a
libbard's skin, the distance of whose spots represent the
disperseness of habitations or towns in Africk.

Brerewood, Languages.

disperser fdis-pSr'sfer), n. One who or that
which disperses: as, a disperser of libels.

The disperser of this copy was one Muusey, of tliat col-

lege, whom (as he thouglit) they made their instrument.
Slrype, Abp. 'Whitgift (1595).

An iron or stone plate, 4 or 5 feet square, called the dis.
perser, is placed over each fire [in brewing] to disperse the
heat and prevent the malt immediately al>ove from taking
Are. Encyc. Brit., IV. 269.

dispersion (dis-pfer'shon), «. [= P. dispersion
= Pr. dispersio = Sp. dispersion= Pg. dispersSo
= It. dispersione, spersione, < LL. dispcrsio{n-),

a scattering, dispersion, < L. dispergere, pp. dis-

persus, scatter: see disperse, ».] 1. The act of
dispersing or scattering.

Norway . . . was the great centre of dispersion of the
Ice (of the glacial epoch], and here it has been found that
the sheet attained its greatest thickness.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 247.

2. The state of being dispersed or scattered
abroad: as, the dispersion of the Jews.
He appeared to men and women, to the clergy and the

laity, ... to them in conjunction and to them in disper-
sion. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 68.

Thus, from the llrst, while the social stnictnre of New
England was that of concentration, the social structure
of Virginia was that of dispersion.

it. C. Tyler, Hist. Amcr. Lit., I. 85.

8. In optics, the separation of the different col-
ored rays in refraction, arising from their dif-

ferent wave-lengths. The point of dUpenilon U the
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point where refracted rays begin to diverge. When a rav

of sunlight is made to pass through prisms of diHerent
substances, but of such angles as to produce the same
mean deviation of the ray, it is found that the spectra

formed are of different lengths. Tims, the spectrum
formed by a prism of oil of cassia is found to be two or

three times longer than one formed by a glass prism

;

tlie oil of cassia is therefore said to disperse the rays of

light more than the glass, or to have a greater dispersive

power. It is also found that in spectra formed by prisms
of different substances the colored spaces have to one an-

other ratios differing from the ratios of the lengths of the

spectra which they compose ; and this property has been
called the irrationality of dispersion or of the colored

spaces in the spectrum. See prism and refraction.

Dispersion has been accounted for by the differentspeeds
of light of different wave-lengths in the same refracting
medium. Tail, Light, § 72.

In consequence of . . . dispersion of the colours in va-
rious directions of vibration, white light becomes broken
up in a mode which is comparable with the dispersion of
colour by ordinary refraction, and on this account has re-

ceived the name of circular or rotary dispersion.
Lommet, Light (trans.), p. 334.

4. In med. and surg., the scattering or remov-
al of inflammation from a part and the resto-

ration of the part to its natural state.— 5. In
math.j the excess of the average value of a
function at less than an infinitesimal distance
from a point over the value at that point, this

excess being divided by -^ of the square of the
limiting infinitesimal distance Abnormal dis-
persion, in optics, a phenomenon exliibited by solutions
of some substances, as fuchsin, which give spectra differ-

ing from the usual prismatic spectrum in the order of the
colors.— Cone of dispersion. See con«.— Dispersion of
the bisectrices, in crystal., the separation of the bisec-
trices for different colors observed in many monoclinic and
triclinic crystals when the position of the three axes of
light-elasticity is not the same for all the rays of the spec-
trum. It may be crossed, horizontal, or inclined. It is

crossed when the acute bisectrix coincides with the orth07
diagonal axis. When a section of a biaxial crystal cut nor-
mal to the acute bisectrix is viewed in converging polar-
ized light, the dispersion of the optic axes or bisectrices is

generally marked by the ai-rangement of the colors in the
interference-figures seen. It is horizontal when the obtuse
bisectrix coincides with the orthodiagonal axis; and in-

clined, in monoclinic crystals, when the optic axes lie in the
plane of symmetry.— Dispersion of the optic axes, in
crystal., the separation of the axes for different colors in
biaxial crystals, which takes place when the axial angles
have different values ; it is usually described as p > u, or p
< V, according as the angle for red rays is greater or less

than that for blue rays.— Epipollc dispersion. See epi-

polic.—The dispersion, the Jews dispersed among the
Gentiles during and after the Babylonian captivity ; the
diaspora : most frequently used of tJie scattered communi-
ties of Jews referred to in the New Testament, either of
such communities collectively and in general, or of the
communities in some single country or group of countries

:

as, the Parthian dispersion; the dispersion of Asia Minor;
the Egyptian dispersion; the dispersion in Rome. See
diaspora.

The epistle [of James] is addressed " to the twelve tribes
whicll are of the dispersion." Encyc. Brit., XIII. 553.

dispersive (dis-pfer'siv), a. [= OF. F. dispersif;
as disperse + -ive.'\ Pertaining to dispersion;
dispersing; separating and scattering.

By its dispersive power [that of a particul ar kind of glass,

as flint, crown, etc.] is meant its power of separating the
colors so as to form a spectrum, or to produce chromatic
aberration. Newcomb and Holden, Astron., p. 61.

dispersi'Vely (dis-p6r'siv-li), adv. In a disper-
sive manner; by dispersion : a.s, dispersively re-
fracted light.

dispersi'veness (dis-pfer'siv-nes), n. Dispersive
C[uality or state.

dispersonalize (dis-p6r'son-al-iz), v. t.; pret.

and pp. dispersonalized, ppr.' dispcrsonalizing.

[< dis- priv. + personal + ize.'] To disguise
the personality of; render impersonal; disper-
sonate. [Rare.]

I regret that I killed off Mr. Wilbur so soon, for he
would have enabled me . . . to dispersonalize myself into
a vicarious egotism. Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

dispersonate (dis-p6r'son-at), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dispersonated, ppr. dispersonating. [< dis-

priv. + persotiate. Cf. ML. dispersonare, pp.
dispersonatus, treat injuriously, insult.] To di-

vest of personality or individuality ; disperson-
alize. Hare. [Rare.]

dispersoniflcation (dis-pfer-son^i-fi-ka'shon), n.

[< dispersonify : see -fy and -aii'ow.] The act
of divesting an animate object of whatever
personal attributes had been ascribed to it.

[Rare.]

The ascription of social actions and political events en-
tirely to natural causes, thus leaving out Providence as a
factor, seems to the religious mind of our day as seemed
to the mind of the pious Greek the dispersonijication of

Helios and the explanation of celestial motions otherwise
than by immediate divine agency.

n. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 392.

dispersonify (dis-p6r-son'i-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dispersonified, ppr. dispersonifying, [< dis-

priv. -I- personify.'] To divest of ascribed per-

sonality or personal attributes. [Rare.]

displacement

When the positive spirit of intiuiry had made consider-

able progress, Anaxagoras and other astronomers incurred
the charge of blasphemy for dispersonifying Helios, and
trying to assign invarialde laws to the solar phenomena.

Grote, quoted in 11. Spencer's Study of SocioL, p. 392.

dispillt, V. t. [< dis-, apart, + spill.l To spill.

For I have boldly blood full piteously dispilled.

The World and the Child (1622) (Hazlitfs Dodsley, I. 251).

dispirit (dis-pir'it), V. t. [For disspirit, < dis-

pnv. -t- sjyirit.] 1. To depress the spirits of;
deprive of courage; discourage; dishearten;
deject ; cast down.
Not dispirited with my afflictions. Dryden.

Our men are dispirited, and not likely to get anything
by fighting with them. Ludlow, ilemoirs, I. 268.

The debilitating effect of the sirocco upon the system,
and its lowering and dispiriting influence upon tlie mind»
are due to a heated atmosphere surcharged with moisture.

Huxley and Youma^is, Physiol., § S82.

2. To exhaust the spirits or bodily -vigor of.

[Rare.]

He has dispirited himself by a debauch. Collier.

= S3m. 1. To damp, depress, intimidate, daunt.

dispirited (dis-pir'i-ted), p. a. [Pp. of dispirit,

t).] 1. Indicating depression of spirits; dis-

couraged; dejected.

An'ibato . . . sees Revnlgo at a distance, on a Sunday
morning, ill-dressed, and with a dispirited air.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 233.

2. Spiritless; tame; wanting vigor: as, a poor,
dispirited style.

Dispirited recitations. Hammmid, Works, IV., Pref.

dispiritedly (dis-pir'i-ted-U), adv. In a dispirit-

ed manner; dejectedly.

dispiritedness (dis-pir'i-ted-nes), n. Depres-
sion of spirits ; dejection.

Arsenical appensa have . . . caused, in some, great faiut-

ness and dispiritedness. Boyle, Works, V. 45.

dispiritment (dis-pir'it-ment), 71. The act of
dispiriting, or tlie state of being dispirited or
dejected ; discouragement.
You honestly quit your tools ; quit a most muddy, con-

fused coil of sore work, short rations, of sorrows, dispirit-

vients, and contradictions, having now done witli it alL
Carlyle.

There are few men who can put forth all their muscle
in a losing race ; and it is characteristic of Lessing that
what he wrote under the dispiritment of failure should
be the most lively and vigorous.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 32S.

dispiset, v. t. An obsolete form of despise.

dispitet, «• and V. An obsolete form of despite.

dispiteoust, «. See despiteons.

dispi'toust, dispitouslyt. See despitous, des-

^>itoiisly.

displace (dis-plas'), r. *. ;
pret. and pp. disjjJacerf,

ppr. displacing. [< OF. desplacer, F. deplacer,

displace, < des-yriv. + placer, place : see place.]

1. To remove to a different place; put out of
the usual or proper place : as, to displace books
or papers.

The greenhouse is my summer seat

:

My shrubs displac'd from that retreat
Enjoy 'd the open air.

Cowper, The Faithful Bird.

2. To remove from any position, office, or
dignity; depose: as, to displace an officer of
government.

Liable not only to have its acts annulled by him, but to
be displaced, as regards the individuals composing it, or
annihilated as an institution. Broughaia,

The wish of the ministry was to displace Hastings, and
to put Clavering at the head of the government.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

3t. To disorder; disturb; spoiL

You have displac'd the mirth, broke the good meeting.
With most admir'd disorder. Shak., Macbeth, iiL 4.

4. To take the place of; replace.

Each kingdom or principality had its bishop, who in no
way displaced the king or ealdorman, but took his place
alongside of him. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 143.

= S5TL 2. To dislodge, oust, dismiss, discharge.

displaceable (dis-pla'sa-bl), a. [< displace +
-able.] Susceptible of being displaced or re-

moved. Imp. Diet.

displaced (dis-plasf), P- <>• [Pp- of displace, ».]

Removed from a particular regiment, but at
liberty to serve in some other corps: applied

to certain officers in the British sei-vice when
so transferred by reason of misconduct, or for

any other cause.

displacement (dis-plas'ment), «. [= F. dS-

phtcement; asdisplace + -nient.] 1. Aputting
out of place; removal from a former or usual

or proper place, or from a position, dignity, or

office.

The displacement of the centres of the circles.

Asiatic Besearches,

Unnecessary displacement of funds. A. Hamilton.



displacement

Before we can ascertain the rate of motion of a star from

its angular di^tacement of position in a given time, we
must know its absolute distance.

J. CroU, Climate and Cosmology, p. 312.

2. A putting in the place of anotlier or of some-
thing else ; substitution in place ; replacement
by exchange.

The French term remplacement is usually but inaccu-

rately rendered replacement ; the true meaning of the lat-

ter word is putting baclc into its place, and not displace-

ment or sulistitution, whicll conveys the meaning of the

French word more coiTeetly.

W. A. Hitler, Chemistry, III. § 1072.

3. In hydros., the quantity of a liquid which is

displaced by a solid body placed in it. If the

weight of the displacement is greater than or equal to

that of the body, the latter will float ; if less, it will sink

to the liottom, as a stone. A buoyant material sinks to a
level where the pressui-e of the fluid displaced is suflicient

to counterbalance its weight. The term is most frequent-

ly used in connection with ships : as, a ship of 3,000 tons
digplacement.

4. In pilar., a method by which the active

principles of organic bodies are extracted from
them. The b^^dy, reduced to a powder, is subjected to

the action of a liquid which dissolves the solul)!e matter.
When this has been sufficiently cliarged, it is displaced or

replaced by a quantity of tlie same or of another liquid.

.Same aa jiercolatioa,

5. In mech., the geometrical difference or ex-

act relation between the position of a body at

any moment and its initial position.

The curve which represents the history of tlie displace-

ments of all particles at tlie same time represents also the
histor>' of tlie dijiplacement of any one particle at different

times. Minchin, Uniplanar Kinematics, i. 10.

Center cf displacement. See cen^cri.— Composition
of displacements. See eompogition.— Displacement
diagram or polygon. See diairram.—Displacement
of zero, ill thermometry, the change (rise) in tlic p'lsitiun

of the zero of a thernionieter often ol)served a considerable
length of time after it has been made, and regai-ded as due
to a gradual change in the bulb, produced by the atmo-
spheric pressure.— Electric displacement, the quanti-
tative measure of the electric polarization of a dielectric.

The quantity of electricity whiclx Hows across any plane in

a dielectric due to a change of ttie electric forces is the
electric displacement across that plane.

Further, he [^laxwell] has regarded the electric charge
of the system as the surface manifestation of a change
which took place in the medium when the electrifica-

tion was set up. This change he has called Electric Dig-
placement.

A. Gray, AbsoL Meas. in Elect, and Stag., L 133.

Tangential displacement of a curve, the integral of the
tangential components of the displacemetit of elements of

the curve. It makes a difference whether this l)e reckon-

1 ed tangentially to the initial or to the final position of the
curve ; and it depends not merely on the ]x>sitions of the
curve, but also on the corresponding i)oints.

displacencyt (dis-pla'sen-si), n. [< ML. dis-

phu-entia, restored form of L. dispUcentia (>
E. displicence, displieeneij), dislike, dissatisfac-

tion, < dispUcen(t-)8, ppr. of displicere, ML. also

displacere, displease: see displease. Cf. dis-

plicence, displicency, displeasance, doublets of

displaceiici/.'] Dislike ; dissatisfaction ; displea-

sure.
A digplacencti at the good of others, because they enjoy

it though not unworthy of it, is an absurd depravity.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., L 12.

displace! (dis-pla's^r), n. 1. One who or that
which displaces.— 2. In chem., an apparatus
used in the chemical process of displacement
or percolation ; a percolator.

displant (dis-planf), "• ' [< OF. desplanter,

V. ik'planter = So. Pg. desplantar= It. digpian-

tare, spiantare, < ML. as if *displantare, < L.
dt«- priv. + planUtre, plant: see plant, r.] 1.

To pluck up; dislod!ge from a state of being
planted, settled, or fixed.

Unless philosophy can make a Juliet,

Displant a town, reverse a prince's doom.
Shjok., fi. and J., ill. 3.

But after the Tonlans and Greeks had planted certain
Colonies thcrea>K>ut, and displanted the barbarous, it [the

Black Sea) was called Euxine. Sandys, Travailes, p. 30.

2. To strip of what is planted, settled, or estab-
lished : as, to displant a country of inliabitants.

They [the French! bad them tell all the plantations, .is

far as forty degrees, that they would come with eight
ships, next year, and displant them all.

Winlhrop, Hist. New England, 1. 198.

iplantation (dis-plan-ta'shon), «. [= F. de-
plantatian = 8p. denplantacion = It. spianta-
zione ; as dinplant + -atinn.'] The act of dis-

plantinfc; removal; displacement, llaleigh.

dlsplat (dis-plaf), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. displatted,

ppr. displatting. [< din- priv. + plafi.'] To un-
twist; uncurl. Ilakcicill.

display (dis-plil'), v. [< ME. displayen, desplay-

Icn,

< OF. ilexpleier, desploier, dexploer, desplier,

F. d^plo'jer (> E. deploy, q. v.) = Pr. desplegar,

despleynr = Sp. desplet/ar = Pg. dexpregar =
It. dispiegare, spiegare, < ML. displicare, unfold,
display, L. (in pp. displicatvs) scatter, < L. dis-,

^^ shir
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apart, -I- jjKcarc, fold : see plait, plicate. Hence
by apheresis splay, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To un-
fold ; lay open ; spread out ; expand ; disclose,

as in carving or dissecting a body.
Berthe up his fethrys displayed like a sayle.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 156.

Dysplaye that crane. Babeee Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 285.

So having said, eftsoones he gan display
His painted nimble wings, and vanisht quite away.

Speriser, F. Q., II. viii. 8.

The Sunne no sooner displayed his beames, than the
Tartar his colours. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 27.

2. To show; expose to the view; exhibit to
the eyes; especially, to show ostentatiously;
parade Hauntingly.

For then the choice and prime women of the City, if the
deceased were of note, do assist their obsequies, witli

bosoms displaid. Sandys, Travailes, p. 65.

Proudly displaying the insignia of their order. Prescott.

He spoke, and one among his gentlewomen
Display'd a splendid silk of foreign loom.
Where like a shoaling sea the lovely blue
Play'd into green. Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To exhibit to the mind; make manifest or
apparent ; bring into notice : as, to display one's
ignorance or folly.

His growth now to youth's full flower, displaying
All virtue, grace, and wisdom to achieve
Things highest, greatest. Milton, P. R., i. 67.

Paint the Reverse of what you've seen to Day,
And in bold Strokes the vicious Town display.

CoTu/rece, Opening of the Queen's Theatre, Epil.

Nothing can be more admirable than the skill which
Socrates displays in the conversations which Plato has
rejwrted or invented. Macaulay, History.

It is in the realising of grand character that the strength
of historical genius chiefly disjdays itself.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Bist, p. 98.

In fact, we may say that the great mass of purely bio-

logical plienomena may be displayed for some time by an
organism detached from its medium, as by a fish out of
water. //. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 54.

4t. To discover; descry.

And from his seat took pleasure to display
The city so adorned witli towers.

Chapinan, Iliad, xi. 74.

5. In printing, to make conspicuous or attrac-

tive ; give special prominence to, as particular

words or lines, by the use of larger type, wider
space, etc. = Syn. 2. To parade, show off.

II. intrans. 1. To lay anything open, as in

carving or dissecting.

He car^'es, displays, and cuts up to a wonder. Spectator.

2. To make a show or display.—3. To make a
great show of words ; talk demonstratively.

The very fellow which of late
Display'd so saucily against your highness.

Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

display (dis-pla'), n. [< display, r.] An open-
ing, unfolding, or disclosing; a spreading of

anything to the view, commonly with the sense
of ostentation or a striving for efifect ; show

;

exhibition: as, a great display of banners; a
display of jewelry.

He died, as erring men should die.

Without display, without parade.
Byron, Parisina, xvii.

Human nature, it is true, remains always the same, but
the displays of it change. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 223.

= Syn. Show, Parade, etc. See ostentation.

displayed (dis-plad'), p- a- [Pp. of display, f.]

1. Unfolded; opened; spread; expanded; mani-
fested; disclosed.— 2. In her. : (a) Ha-ving the
wings expanded : said of a bird
used as a bearing, especially a
bird of prey. Compare disclosed,

(b) Gardaut and extendant: said
of a beast used as a bearing.

[Bare.] Also extendant.— 3. In
printing, printed in larger or
more prominent type, or con-
spicuously arrangetl to attract

attention.— Descendent displayed. See descendent.
— Displayed foreshortened, m her., represented with
the wings extended ami with the head outward, as if flying

out of the Held : saiii of a bird used as a bearing.— Dis-
played recursant, in her., having the wings crossed be-

hind the l)ack : said of a bird used as a bearing. The bird

is generally represented showing the back ; when in this

position, it is sometimes said to be displayed tergiant.

displayer (dis-pla'fcr), n. One who or that
wliicli displays.

The displayer of his high frontiers.
Gaylon, Notes on Don Quixote.

display-letter (dis-pla'leffer), «. Same as dis-

j)lai/-ti/i>c.

display-stand (dis-pla'stand), n. A rack, shelf,

or otlier contrivance for showing goods in a
window or on a counter.

display-type (dis-pla'tip), n. A type, or col-

lectively types, of a style more prominent or

Eagle Displayed.

displeasing

attractive than the ordinary text-type. Also
display-letter.

displet (dis'pl), V. t. [Contr. of disciple, t).] To
discipline.

And bitter Penaunce, with an yron whip.
Was wont him once to disple every day.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 27.

displeasancet (dis-plez'ans), n. [Early mod.
E. also displeasaunce ; < ME. displeasance, dis-

pleasaunee, < AF. displesance, OF. displeisance,

desplaisance, F. deplaisance = Pr. desj)lazensa

= Sp. Pg. displicencia = It. dispiacenza, dis-

piacemia, spiacenza, < ML. displacentia (> E.
displacency), a restored form of L. dispUcentia

(> E. displicence), displeasure, dissatisfaction,

discontent: see displacency, displeasant, dis-

please, a.nd ot. pleasance.~i Displeasure; dissat-

isfaction; discontent; annoyance; vexation.

Such greues <fe many other happyth vnto the hunter,
whyche for displeasance of theym yt love it I dare not
reporte. Jul. Bemers, Treatyse of Fyssliynge, fol. 1, back.

Cordeill said slie lov'd him as behoov'd

:

Whose simple answere, wanting colours fayre
To paint it forth, him to displeasaunce moov'd.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 28.

displeasantt (dis-plez'ant), a. [< ME. "dis-

plesant, < AF. *displesant, restored form of
OF. desplaisant, F. deplaisant, < ML. displa-

cen{t-)s, L. displicfin(t-)s,'ppr. of displicere, ML.
also displacere, displease : see displease. Cf.

pleasant.^ Unpleasant or unpleasing; show-
ing or giving displeasure.

The King's highnesse, at his upriseing and coraeing
thereunto, may flnde the said chamber pure, cleane,
whollsome, and meete, without any displeasant aire or
thing, as the health, commodity, and pleasure of his most
noble person doth require.

Quoted in Baiees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 364.

If it were' God's pleasure to give them into their ene-
mies' haiuls, it was not they that ought to show one dis-

pleasant look or countenance there against.
Munday (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 202).

That no man would invite

The poet from us, to sup forth to-night.

If the play please. If it displeasant be.
We do presume that no man will.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, v. 5.

displeasantlyt (dis-plez'ant-li), adv. Unpleas-
antly; offensively.

He thought verily the Emperor should take it more dis-

pleasantly than if his holiness had declared himself.
Strype,nen. VIII., an. 1528.

displease (dis-plez'), v.; pret. and pp. dis-

pleased, ppr. displeasing. [< ME. displesen,

despdesen, < AF. "displeser, OF. desplaisir, later

desplaire, mod. F. deplaire = Pr. desplazer =
Sp. desplazer = Pg. desprazer = It. dispiacere,

spiacere, < ML. displacere, restored form of L.
displicere, displease, < dis- priv. + placere,

please: see please.'] I. trans. 1. To fail to

please ; offend ; be disagreeable to ; excite

aversion in: as, acrid and rancid substances
displease the taste; glaring colors displease the
eye ; his conduct displeased his relatives.

God was displeased with this thing ; therefore he smote
Israel. 1 Chron. xxi. 7.

If strange meats displease.
Art can deceive, or hunger force my taste.

Donne, Satires.

Soon as the unwelcome news
From earth arrived at heaven-gate, displeased
All were who heard. Milton, P. L., x. 22.

Adversity is so wholesome, . . . why should we be dis-

pleased witli it? Barrow, Works, III. vii.

Always teasing others, always teas'd.

His only pleasure is— to be displeased.

Cowper, Conversation.

2t. To fail to accomplish or satisfy; fall short
of.

I shall displease my ends else. Beau, and Fl.

[Frequently followed by to in old English.]
=STO. 1. To annoy, chafe, provoke, pique, fret.

11. intrans. To excite disgust or aversion.

Foul sights do rather displease in that they excite the
memory of foul things, than in the immediate objects.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

displeasedly (dis-ple'zed-li), adv. In a dis-

pleased or disapproving manner ; in the man-
ner of one who is displeased.

He looks down displeasedly upon the earth, as the re-

gion of his sorrow and banishment.
Bp. Hall, The Happy Man.

displeasedness (dis-ple'zed-nes), n. Displea-

sure ; uneasiness. W. Montague.

displeaser (dis-ple'z6r), n. One who or that

wliicli displeases.

displeasing (dis-ple'zing), p. a. [Ppr. of dis-

plca.sc, !).] ( Iffensive to the mind or any of the

senses ; disagreeable.

'

His position is never to report or speak a displeasing

thing to his friend. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.
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displeasingly (dis-ple'ziug-li), adv. In a dis- displpsiont (dis-plo'zhon), »^

pleasing, annoying, or offensive manner.
From their retreats

Cockroaches crawl dii-pleasinffiy abroad.
Grainger, Sugar Cane, i.

displeasingness (dis-ple'zing-nes), n. Dis-

tastefuluess ; ofifensiveness ; the quality of giv-

ing some degree of annoyance or offense.

displeasurable (dis-plez'ur-a-bl), a. [< dis-

•priv. + pleasurable.] Disagreeable; giving or

imparting no pleasure.

The pleasures men gain by labouring in their vocations,

and receiving in one form or another returns for their

services, usually have the drawback that the labours are

in a considerable degree disideasurabU.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 102.

displeasure (dis-plez'ur), n. [< AF. displea-

sure (F. deplaisir), <^ "displeser, OF. desplaisir,

F. deplaire, displease : see displease, and of. dis-

and pleasure.] 1. The state of feeling dis-

pleased; specifically, a feeling of intense or

[< L. as if "dis-

piosio{u-), < displodeire, -pp. displosus, burst

asunder • see displode.] The act of disploding

;

explosion.

The vast displosion dissipates the clouds.
I'oung, Night Thoughts, ix.

displosivet (dis-plo'siv), a. [< L. displosus, pp.
of displodere, displode, + -ive.] Explosive.

displume (dis-plom'), "• t-
;
pret. and pp. dis-

plttmed, ppr. displuming. [< OF. desplwiier,

P. deplumer = Sp. Pg. desplumar = It. spiu-

mare, strip of feathers, < L. dis- priv. + jilu-

mare, feather: see p>lume,v. Cf. deplume.] To
strip or deprive of plumes or feathers ; hence,

to strip of honors, or of badges of honor.

You have sent them to us . . . so displumed, degraded,

and metamorphosed, such unfeathered two-legged things,

that we no longer know them. Burke, Rev. in France.

The sun shone wide over open uplands, the displumed

hills stood clear against the sky.

li. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 17.

mdignant disapproval, as of an act of disobe- (Jigpoint (dis-poinf), «'• '• [< ^'S- priv. + point,

dienee, injustice, etc. : as, a man incurs the „_J To deprive of a point or points.
dispUasure of another by thwarting his views

.^y^j,^ j^^^^^j ^^^^^ ^^^^ y^^^^^^ too-fast,

or schemes; a servant incurs the displeasure ot gjj hooks dis-pointed disappoint his haste,

his master by neglect or disobedience ; we ex- Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay,

perience displeasure at any violation of right or digpondalc (di-spon-da'ik), a. [As dispondee
decorum. + -ic, after spondaic.] Of or pertaining to a
The States retimi answer. That they are heartily sorry dispondee ; consisting of or constituting two

they should incur her displeasure by conferrmg upon the „__fn j„p„ . „„ *>,„ /J,\nn«f7nj> closp of a dactvlie
E(arl of Leicester] that absolute Authority, not having sponaees

.
as, tne aisponaaic Close 01 a uaciyiio

flrst made her acquainted. Baker, Chronicles, p. 366. hexameter.

They even meet to complain, censure, and remonstrate, dispOndee (di-spon'de), n. [< L. dispondeus,

when a governor gives displeasure. Brougham. LL. also dispondius, < Gr. OiottovOuoq, a, aouble

2. Discomfort; uneasiness; dolefulness: op-

poseA to pleasure. [Archaic]

A feeling ... as distinct and recognizable as the feel-

ing of pleasm-e in a sweet taste or of displeasure at a tooth-

ache. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 126.

3. Offense; umbrage. [Archaic]

King Lewis took displeasure that his Daughter was not
crowned as well as her Husband. Baker, Chronicles, p. 54.

4. A displeasing or offensive act ; an act which
causes, or is fitted to cause or rouse, a feeling

of dissatisfaction, annoyance, or resentment;
an ill turn or affront : generally preceded by do.

Now shall I be more blameless than the Philistines,

though I do them a displeasure. Judges xv. 3.

6t. A state of disgrace or disfavor.

He went into Poland, being in displeasure with the pope
for overmuch familiarity. Peacham, Music.

= Syil. 1. Dissatisfaction, disapprobation, distaste, dislike,

anger, vexation, indignation, resentment, annoyance.

displeasure (dis-plez'ur), v. t. [< displeasure,

M.J To displease; be displeasing or annoying
to : as, it displeasures me to see so much waste.
[Archaic]
When the way of pleasuring and displeasuring lieth by

the favourite, it is impossible any other should be over
great. Bacon, Ambition.

dlsplenish (dis-plen'ish), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
plenish.] Todisfumish; deprive of plenishing;
dispose of the plenishing of; render void or
destitute : as, a displenishir^g sale (that is, one
in which the entire household furniture is dis-

posed of). [Scotch and North. Eng.]

It was admitted, indeed, that large areas of forest-land

had been displenisbed. Geikie, Ice Age. p. 1.

displenishment (dis-plen'ish-ment), n. 1.

The act of displenishing.— 2. The condition of

being disi)lenisiied.

displicence, displicenOT (dis'pli-sens, -sen-si),

spondee, < 6i-, two-, + mrovdelof, spondee : see

spondee.] In pros., a double spondee ; two spon-

dees regarded as forming one compound foot.

dispondeus (di-spon-de'us), n.; pi. dispondei

(-1). [L. : see dispondee.] Same as dispondee.

dispone (dis-pdn'), v.; pret. and pp. disponed,

ppr. disponing. [Formerly also dispon ; < ME.
disponen, < OF. disponer, dispose, despondre,

expose, expound, explain, F. dial, depondre,

disjoin, detach, let go, = Sp. disponer = Pg.
dispor = It. disporre, disponere = D. disponeren

= G. disponiren = Dan. disponere = Sw. dispo-

nera, dispose, < L. disportere, pp. dispositus, set

in different places, distribute, arrange, set in

order, dispose, settle, determine, < dis-, apart,

in different directions, + ponere, set, place:

see ponent, and ef. dispose.] I, trans. If. To
set in order; arrange; dispose.

Syn God seth every thing, out of doutance.
And hem disponeth thorugh his ordinaunce.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 964.

2. In Scots law, to make over or convey to an-
other in a legal form.

He has disponed . . . the whole estate. Scott.

Il.t intrans. To make disposition or arrange-
ment ; dispose : absolutely or with of.

Of my moble thou dispone
Kight as the semeth best is for to done.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 300.

Man propons but God dispons.
Ray, Proverbs, 2d ed. (1678), p. 384.

disponee (dis-po-ne'), ». [< dispone + -ee^.] In
Scots law, one to whom anything is disponed or
made over.

disponent (dis-po'nent), a. [= Pg. It. dispo-

nente, < L. disponen(t-)s, ppr. of disponere, dis-

pose : see dispone.] Disposing or fitting for the
end in view.—Disponent form, in metaph. See/ona.

[< L. displicenlia, (fispleasure,"dissatisfae- disponer (dis-po'ner), n. In ScoU iaw, a person

tion: see disjilaeency, displeasance, doublets of
displicence, displieency.] Displeasure ; dislike.

[Rare.]

He, then, is the best scholar, that studieth the least, by
his own arguings, to clear to himself these obscure inter-
jections of displicence and ill-humour.

W. Montague, Devoutc Essays, i.

Hence arose, ... I will not say a i^dge against them,
for they had no sin, yet a kind of displicejtcy with them,
as mere creatures. Goodwin, Works, I. i. 135,

In so far as a man's life consists in the abundance of
the things he p^^ssesseth, we see then why it dwindles
with these. The like holds where self-complacency or dix-

pliceney rests on a sense of personal worth or on the hon-
our or affection of others. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 70,

displodet (dis-plod'), v. [< L. displodere, pp.
displosus, spread out, burst asunder, < dis-,

asunder, + plawlere, strike, clap, beat. Cf.
applaud, explode.] I. intrans. To burst with a
loud report ; explode.

Like rubbish from disploding engines thrown.
Young, Night Thoughts, v.

H. trans. To cause to burst with a loud re-

port; explode.

stood ranWd of seraphim another row,
In posture to ditpiode their second tire

Of thunder. ilUtan, P. L., vi. 606.

who legally transfers property from himself to

another.

disponget (dis-punj'), v. t. [< dis- + sponge.]

To discharge, as from a sponge ; distil or drop.

Also dispunge.

O sovereign mistress of true melancholy.
The poisonous damp of night disponge upon me.

Shak., A. and C, iv. 9.

disport (dis-p6rt'), "• [< ME. disi)orten,*despor-

ten, divert, play, < OF. desporter = It. *disportar
(in deriv.) (< ML. as if "disportare), var. of de-

porter, depporter, bear, support, manage, dis-

pense, spare, banish, divert, amuse, refl. divert

or amuse one's self, also forbear, desist, cease,
F. deporter, carry away, transport, refl. desist,

= Pr. Sp. Pg. deportar = It. diportare, deport,

divert, < L. deportare, carry away, transport,
ML. also bear, suffer, forbear, also (by a turn
of thought seen also in similar senses of dis-

tract, divert, transport), divert, amuse, < de,

away, -I- portare, carry. See deport. Hence by
apheresis sport, q. v.] I. trans. If. To carry
away; transport; deport.
And in the first parliament of his raigne there was this

act of indemnity passed. That all and singular persons
commlng «oth him from beyond the seas into the realme

dispose

of Englande, taking his party and quarrell, in recovering

his just title and right to the realme of England, shall lie-

utterly discharged quite, and unpunishable for ever, by
way of action, or otherwise, of or for any murther, slay-

ing of men, or of taking and disporting of goods, or any
other trespasses done by them.

Prynne, Treachery and Disloyalty, iil. 45.

2. To divert ; cheer ; amuse sportively or gai-

ly: usually with a reflexive pronoun.

Bisily they gonnen hire conforten, . . .

And with hire tales wenden hire disporten.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 724.

Tho was this wofuU wife comforted
By alle waies and disported.

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 75.

3. To display in a gay or sportive manner;
sport.

The new varieties of form in which his genius now dis-

ported itself were scarcely less striking.
Tickiurr, Span, Lit., II, 241.

II. intrans. To play ; sport ; indulge in gai-

ety.

With that entred the Emperour in to his chamber and
the sauage man and his prive counseile, and therthei rested

and disported, and spake of many thinges.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), liL 428.

That cup-board where the Mice disport,

I liken to St. Stephen's Court.
Prior, Erie Kobert's Mice.

Where light disports in ever-mingling dyes.

Pope, R. of the L.. ii. 66.

disport (dis-porf), n. [< ME. disport, dispone^

desporte, < OF. *desport, disport, deport = Pg.

desporto (obs.) = It. disporto (ML. disportus),

disport ; from the verb. Hence by apheresis

sport, q. v.] Diversion; amusement; play;
sport

;
pastime ; merriment.

Non other Cytee is not lyche in comparisoun to it, of

faire Gardynes, and of faire Desportes.
MandeviUe, Travels, p. 123.

Than com the kynge Arthur and his companye from
theire disports. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ilL 466.

All prepare
For revels and disport.

Ford, Broken Heart, ilL 3.

Thy feathered lieges bill and wings
In love's disport employ.
Wordsworth, Ode Composed on May Morning.

disportment (dis-pdrt'ment), n. The act of dis-

porting; play; amusement. [Obsolete or rare.]

disposable (dis-po'za-bl), a. [< dispose +
-able.] Subject to disposal; that may be dis-

posed of ; free to be used or employed as occa-

sionmay require; available: as,(feposa6(eprop-

erty ; the whole disposable force of an army.

To whom should the infant communitj, . . . as yet not
abounding in disposable means— to wnom should they
look? Ecerett, Orations, I. 347.

The English law has always enjoyed even more than its

fair share of the disposable ability of the country.
Maine, Cambridge Essays, p. 28.

disposal (dis-po'zal), n. [< dispose + -al.] 1.

The act of disposing or placing; a setting or
arranging ; disposition or arrangement : as, the

disposal of the troops in two lines; the disposal

of books in a library.— 2. A disposing of by
bestowal, alienation, riddance, etc.: as, the dis-

posal of money by will ; the disposal of a daugh-
ter in marriage; the disposal of an estate by
sale ; the disposal of sewage.

I am called off from publick dissertations by a domes-
tick affair of great importance, which is no less than the
disposal of my sister Jenny for life. Tatler, No. 75,

8. Regulation, ordering, or arrangement, by
right of power or possession ; dispensation.

Tax not divine disposal ; wisest men
Have err'd, and by bad women been deceived

;

And shall again, pretend they ne'er so wise.

Miltm, S. A., L 210.

4. Power or right to dispose of or control : pre-

ceded usually by at, sometimes by in or to : as,

everything is left at, in, or to his disposal ; the

results are at or in the disposal of lYovidence.

Are not the blessings both of this world and the next m
hii disposal? Bp. Atterbury.

1 am at your disposal the whole morning.
Sheridan, The Critic, L 1.

Of all the tools at Law's disposal, sure
That named Vigiliarum is the best—
'That is, the worst— to whoso has to bear.

Brouming, Ring and Book, II. 74.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Disposition, distribution,— 3 and 4. Con-
trol, ordering, direction.

dispose (dis-poz'). v.; pret. and pp. disposed,

ppr. disposing. [< ME. disposen, < OF. disposer,

desposer, F. disposer, dispose, arrange, order,

accom. after poser, set, place (see pose^), < L.

disponere, pp. dispositus, arrange, dispose, etc.

:

see dispone, and cf. disjtosition , etc.] I. trans.

1. To set in order; place or distribute in a par-

ticular order; put; arrange: as. the ships were
disposed in the form of a crescent ; the trees are

disposed in the form of a quincunx.



dispose

The xxxth day x pounde hony dispose

In it wel sconimed first, and use it soo.

Palladium, Hiisbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 156.

As for the Pools, they are three in number, lyin^in a row
above each other ; being so dispos'd that the waters of

the uppermost may descend into the second, and those of

the second into the third.
Mauiidrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 88.

In the Orang the circumvallate papillae of the tongue
are arranged in a V, as in Man. In the Chimpanzee they

are disposed like a T, with the top turned forward.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 412.

She wore a thin, black silk gown, charmingly disposed

about the throat and shoulders.
J. Hawtkonie, Dust, p. IBS.

Specifically— 2. To regulate; adjust; set in
right order.

There were in these quarters of the world, sixteen hnn-
dred years ago, certain speculative men, whose authority
disposed the whole religion of those times.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 1.

Who hath disposed the whole world? Job xxxlv. 13.

The knightly forms of combat to dispose.
Dryden, Fables.

Benign Creator, let thy plastic Hand
Dispose its own Effect. Prior, Solomon, iiu

8. To place, locate, or settle suitably: chiefly

reflexive.

The planters (not willing to run any hazard of conten-
tion for place in a country where there was room enough)
gave over their purpose, and disposed themselves other-
wise. Winthrop, Hist. New England, IL 308.

Do you proceed into the Fumitory, . . . and so dispose

yourself over the burning heap that the smoke will reach
your whole body. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 5.

4. To give direction or tendency to ; set, place,

or turn (toward a particular end, consequence,
or result, or in a particular direction) ; adapt.

Dispose thi youth aftir my doctryne.
To all norture thi corage to enclyne.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 26.

But if thee list unto Court to throng,
And there to hunt after the hoped pray,
Then must thou thee dispone another way.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 604.

Endure and conquer ; Jove will soon dispose

To future good our past and present wues. Dryden.

6. To incline the mind or heart of.

He was disposed to pass into Achaia. Acts xviii. 27.

Suspicions . . . dispose kings to tyranny, husbands to

jealousy, [and] wise men to irresolution and melancholy.
Bacon, Suspicion.

Frtbourg . . . lies in the prettiest solitude imaginable,
among woods and rocks, which at flrat sight dispose &m&n
to be serious.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. B<jhn), I. 517,

6t. To make over or part with, as by gift, sale,

or other means of alienation; alienate or be-
f stow : as, **he disposed all church preferments
\Xo the highest bidder," Swift.

You should not rashly give away your heart.
Nor must you, without me, dispose yourself.

Shirky, The Traitor, li. 2.

ne were of opinion that, if Verin would not suffer his

I to have her liberty, the church should dispose her to

S other man who would use her better.
WirUkrop, Hist. New England, I. 341.

Yoa have disposed much in works of public piety.
Bp, Sprat,

I
Disposing form. See /orm. =Syn. 1. To range, rank,

\ group.— 2. Order, regulate, fit.— 6. Lead, induce.

II, intrans. 1. To make disposition; deter-

ttine the arrangement or settlement of some-

Han proposes, God disposes. Old proverb.

To whom you shall leave your goods It la hid from you

;

FJtoryou may purpf>8e, but God will dispose.

./. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), IT. 236.

The dramatist creates ; the historian only disposes.

Macaulay, On History.

|2t* To bargain ; make terms.

You did suspect
She had dispos'd with Caisar.

Shak., A. andC, iv. 12.

To dispose of. (a) To make a disposal of; part with,
get rid of, or provide for, as by bestowal, alienation, sale,

arrangement, contrivance, occupation, etc. : as, he has dis-

ced of his house advantageously ; he disposed of his
lUghter in marriage; he has dixjxfsed o/ his books among

his friends; I have disposed o/ that affair; more corre-
indence than one can dispose of; they knew not how to

lispose of their time.

A rural judge disposed o/ beauty's prize. WaUer.

Hearing that Mrs, Sarah is married, I did joy her and
klsa her, she owning of it ; and it seems it is to a cooke.
I am gla(i she Is disposed of, for she grows old and is very
painfull. Pepys, Diary, I. 347.

I

Well, Biddy, since you would not accept of your Cousin,
I hope you han't disposed of yourself elsewhere.

Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

But, air, as I understand you want a few hundreds im-
mediately— is there nothing you could dispuse of?

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

(6) To exercise control over; direct the disp<isal or course
of : as, they have full power to dispose of their possessions.

The lot is cast into the lap ; but the whole disposing

1679
This brow was fashion'd

To wear a kingly wreath, and your grave judgment
Given to dispose of monarchies.

Fletcher (and another). False One, i. 1.

When I went firafto give him Joy, he pleased to give
me the disposing of the next Attorney's Place that falls

void in York. Howell, Letters, I. v. 32.

A planet disposes of any other which may be found in

its essential dignities. Thus, if be in T, the house of

(f , then / disposes of 0, and is said to rule, receive, or
govern him. W. Lilly, Introd. to Astrology, App., p. 340.

Disposing mind and memory. See memory.

disposet (dis-poz'), n. [< dispose, v.] 1. Dis-
posal

;
power of disposing ; management.
All that is mine I leave at thy dispose.

Shak., T. G. of V,, ii. 7.

I rest most dutious to your dispose.

Alarston, The Fawne, i. 2.

There, take the maid ; she is at her own dispose now.
Beaii. and Fl., Custom of the Country, iv. 3.

2. Dispensation; act of government; manage-
ment.
But such is the dispose of the sole Disposer of empires.

Speed, The Saxons, VII. ixxi. § 2.

3. Cast of behavior ; demeanor.
He hath a person, and a smooth dispose.

To be suspected, fram'd to make women false.

Shak., Othello, L 3.

4. Disposition; cast of mind; inclination.

Carries on the stream of his dispose.
Without observance or respect of any.

Shak.,r. andC, iL 3.

disposed (dis-pozd'), p, a. [Pp. of dispose^ v.]

1. Characterized by a particular tendency of

disposition, character, or conduct : with such
adverbs as welly illj etc. : as, an ill-disposed per-

son.
God send rest and coumfort, be ye sure,

To euery tvele disposid creature.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 1043.

2. Characterized by a particular condition of
body or of health: with well or ill.

And wel I wot, thy breeth ful soure stinketh,
That sheweth we! thou art not wel disposed.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, Prol., L 33.

Tliat now you cannot do : she keeps her chamber.
Not well dispos'd, and has denied all visits.

Beau, and FL, Custom of the Country, iii. 1.

My Lord Sunderland is still ill disposed.
Howell, Letters, I. v. 33L

3. Inclined ; minded ; in the mood.
Her Majesty [Queen Elizabeth] ... is well and excel-

lently disposed to hunting, for every second day she is on
horseback and continues the sport long.

Quoted in Strutt's Sporta and Pastimes, p. 71.

disposedly (dis-po'zed-U), adv. With arrange-
ment; in good order; properly.

She . . . paced along . . . gravely and disposedly.

Whyte Melville, The Queen's Maries.

disposedness (dis-po'zed-nes), n. Disposition

;

inclination. [Rare.]

disposer (dis-p6'z6r), K. One who or that
which disposes ; a distributer, bestower, or di-

rector.
The gods appoint him

The absolute disposer of the earth.

That has the sharpest sword.
Fletcher {and another 1), Prophetess, v. 1.

Forget not those virtues which the great Disposer of all

bids thee to entertain. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor. , i. 27.

Leave events to their Disposer. Boyle.

I am but a gatherer and disposer of other men's stuff.

Wotton.

disposingly (dis-p6'zing-li), adv. In a manner
to dispose, regulate, or govern.

disposition (dis-po-zish'on), n. [< ME. dispo-

sitiOTij disposicionl disposicioun = D, dispositie

= G. Dan. Sw. disposition^ < OF. disposition, F.

disposition = Sp. disposicion = Pg. disposi^So

= It. dlsposizione, < L. dispositioin-), arrange-
ment, etc.,< disponerey pp. disposituSy arrange:
see dispone and dispose."] 1, A setting in order;

a disposing, placing, or arranging; arrange-
ment of parts ; distribution : as, the disposition

of the infantry and cavalry of an army ; the dis-

position of the trees in an orchard ; the dispo-

sition of the several parts of an edifice, or of

figures in painting; the disposition of tones in a
chord, or of parts in a score.

Disposicion is a certain bestowing of thinges, and an apt
declaring what is meete for every parte, as tyme and plaoe
doe beste require. Sir T. Wilson, Rhetoric (1B53).

No diligence can rebuild the universe in a model, by
the best accumulation or disposition of details.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser.
, p. 408.

A big church . . . looked out on a square completely
French, a square of a line modern disposition, . . . em-
bellished with trees . . . and allegorical statues.

//. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 178.

Mcpherson brought up Logan's division while he de-
ployed Crocker's for the assault. Sherman made similar
dispositions on the right.

(T. 5. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 604,

dispositor

2. Disposal
;
plan or arrangement for the dis-

posal, distribution, or alienation of something

;

definite settlement with regard to some mat-
ter; ultimate destination: as, he has made a
good disposition of his property ; what disposi-

tion do you intend to make of this picture ?

Indeed I will not think on the disposition of them which
have sinned before death, before judgment, before de-
struction : but I will rejoice over the dispositi(m of the
righteous, and I will remember also their pilgrimage and
the salvation and the reward that they shall have.

2 Esd. viii. 38, 39,

3. In arch,, the arrangement of the whole de-
sign by means of ichnography (plan), orthogra-
phy (section and elevation), and scenography
(perspective view), it differs from distribution, which
signifies the particular arrangement of the internal parts-

of a building.

4. .Guidance; control; order; command; de-
cree: as, the dispositions of the statute.

I putte me in thy proteccioun,
Dyane, and in thi disposicioun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1506.

Who have received the law by the disposition of angels.
Acts vii. 53.

Appoint [i. e., arraign 1 not heavenly disposition, father;
Nothing of all these evils hath befallen me
But justly. ^ Milton, S. A,, L 373.

5. Aptitude ; inclination ; tendency ; readiness
to take on any character or habit: said of
things animate or inanimate, but especially
of an emotional tendency or mood.
When the accident of sickness and the natural disposi*

tion do second the one the other, this disease should be
more forcible. Bacon, Kat. Hist., § 64.

Disposition is an habit begun, but not perfected : . . .

for example, of the disposition that a man hath to learn-
ing, he is said to be studious : but of perfect habit, got-
ten by contiimal study in learning, he is said to be learn-
ed, which importeth a iwrfection which is more than a.

disposition. Blundeville.

I have ever endeavoured to nourish the merciful dis-

position and humane inclination I borrowed from my
parents. Sir T. Brovme, Religlo Medici, ii. 1.

6. Natural tendency or constitution of th»
mind; intellectual and moral bent; innate tem-
per : as, an amiable or an irritable disposition^

Thei that purposen to be good and trewe,
Weel sette by noble disposicioun,
Contynue iu good condicioun,
Thei are the first that fallen in damage.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 77.

I have suffered more for their sakes, more than the vil-

lainous inconstancy of man's disposition is able to bear.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 5.

This is not the first day wherein thy wisdom is mani-
fested ; but from tlie beginning of thy days all the people
have known thy understanding, because the disposition-

of thine heart is good. Judith viii. 29.

I am in love with your Disposition, which is generous,
and I verily think you were never guilty of any pusilani-

mous Act in your Life. Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

7. In Scots law, a unilateral deed of alienation,

by which a right to property, especially herit-

able property, is conveyed.— 8. Health; bodi-
ly well-being. [A Gallicism, perhaps.]

Grace, and good disposition, 'tend your ladyship.
Shak., T. N., iiL 1.

9. Maintenance; allowance.
I crave fit disposition for my wife

;

Due reference of place, and exhibition

;

With such accommodation, and besort.
As levels with her breeding. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

Disposition and settlement, in Scots law, the name
usually ^ivt'H to a deed l)y which a person provides for the
general (iisin)sal of bis jnoperty, heritable and movable,
after his death. =Syn.i and 2. Adjustment, regulation,
lH;8towment, classification, grouping, ordering.— 5 and 6.
Inclination, Tendency/, etc. See bentl.

dispositional (dis-po-zish'on-al, a. [< disposi-

tion 4- -«/.] Pertaining to disposition.

dispositivef (dis-poz'i-tiv), a. {_= OF. F. dis-

positif= Sp, Pg. It. dispositiro, < ML. disposi-

tivuSy < L. dispositus, pp. of disponere, dispose

:

see dispon€y dispose.'] 1. Relating to disposal;

disposing or regulating.

Without his eye and hand, his dispositive wisdom and
power, the whole frame would disband and fall Into con-
fusion anil ruin. Bates, Great Duty of Resignation.

2. Pertaining to inclination or natural dispo-
sition.

Conversation . . . so impertinent an<l extravagant as ia

not to be reduced to any rules or bounds of reason and re-

ligion ; no, not under any intentional piety, and habitual

or dispositive holiness.
Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 84.

Diapositive clause. See clause.

dispositivelyt (dis-poz'i-tiv-li), adv, 1, In a^

disi)08itive manner; distributively. Sir T.

Browne.— 2. By natural or moral disposition.

One act may make us do dispositively what Moses la

reconled to have done literally, . . . break all the ten
comiiiandments at once. Boyle, Works, VI. 10.

disposltort (dis-poz'i-tor), n. {== OP. despositor.

dispositour = Pg, dispositor = It. disjwsitore, i



dispositor 1680

L. as if *(lisimsitor, < disponere, pp. dispositus,
dispose: see disjMiic, disjwse.'i 1. A disposer.— 2. In antral., a planet in one of whose es-
sential dignities another planet is, the former
being said to "dispose of" the latter.

wnien the di^p(mtor of the planet signifying the thing ciar = Pg. despregar = It. dispreseare, dispre-
asked after is himself disposed by the lorii of the ajscen-

daiit, it is a guoil sign. liai/mond Llilli/ (trans.).

dispossess (dis-po-zes'), V. t. [< OF. deftposses-

ser, deposseser = l*r. despossesir = It. disposses-

sare, spossessare ; as dis- priv. + possess, r, Cf.

OF. desposser, also desposseder, F. depossMer
= Sp. desposeer (cf. Pg. despO!<sar, desapossar),
< ML. dispossidere, dispossess, < dis- priv. +
2)ossidere, possess : see dis- and 2)ossess.'\ 1 . To
put out of possession ; deprive of actual occu-
pancy, particularly of real property; dislodge ; dispraise (dis-praz '), m

disproportionality

disprofit (dis-prof'it), n. [< dis- priv. -t- profit.}dispraise (dis-praz'), v. t; pret. and pp. dis-

praised, ^\)iT. dispraising. [Early mod. E. also Loss; detriment; damage. [Rare.]
dispraysc; < ME. dispreisen, disprei/sen, < OF. Whereas he sought profite, he fell into double dwpro/^c
despreiser,desprcser,desprisier,dispriser{_'>'Ei,dis- Foxe, Martyrs, p. i7io,

prize) ==Vt. desprezar, despreciar = Sp. desjn-e- disprofitablet (dis-prof'i-ta-bl), a

giare, dispraise, < L. *s-priv. '-I- IAj. preUare,
prize, praise : see dis- and praise, prized, and cf

.

disprizc.'] To speak disparagingly of; men-
tion with disapprobation, or some degree of
censure.

I dispraised him before the wicked.
Shak., 2 Hen. I\^, ii. 4.

disseize: usually followed by of before the
thing possessed: as, to dispossess a tenant of
his holding.

Ve shall dispossess the inhabitants of the land, and
dwell therein. Num. xxxiii. 53.

The Christians were utterly dtspossest of Judea by 8a-
ladine the Aegyptian Sultan. Sandi/s, Travailes, p. 113.

It will be found a work of no small difficulty to dispos-
-ses/i and throw out a vice from that heart, where long
possession begins to plead prescription. South, Sermons.

The Confederates at the west were narrowed down for
All communication with Richmond to the single line of
road running east from Vieksbnrg. To dispossess them
-o/ this, therefore, became a matter of the first importance.

C S, Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 383.

2. To relieve or free from or as if from demo-
niac possession.

They have three ministers, (one a Scotchman,) who
take great pains among them, and had lately (by prayer
and fasting) dittpmseased one possessed with a devil.

Winthrup, Uist. New England, I. 159.

Dispossess proceedings, proceedings at law summa-
rily to eject ateiiiint, asfornon-payment of rent. [Colloq.]— Dispossess warrant, a warrant awarded in such pro-
ceeiiiiivis. to eject tiie occupant. [New York.]

dispossessed (dis-po-zesf), «. [< dis- + («e?/-)

possessed.} Having lost one's self-possession
or self-command. [Rare.]

Miss Susan, deeply agitated, and not knowing what to
say or do, stood also, dispossessed, looking from the cliild
to the woman, and from the woman to the child,

Mrs. Oliphant.

dispossession (dis-po-zesh'on), n. [= F. de-
possession ; as dispossess H- -ion. Cf. posses-
sion.} 1. The act of putting out of possession,
or the state of being dispossessed.— 2. The act
of relieving or freeing from demoniac posses-
sion, or the like.

That heart [Mary Magdalene's] .

Satan by tliat powerful dispossession
Up. Ball, Contemplations, iv

3. In law. same as ouster.

dispossessor (dis-po-zes'or), n. One who dis-

possesses.

Of such
To be dispraised is the most perfect praise.

a. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels,

[< dispraise, v.}

The heirs (blessed be God !) are yet surviving, and likely
to out-live all heirs of their dispossessors besides their in-
famy. Cowley, Government of Oliver Cromwell.

dispostf (dis-posf), V. t. [< di.s- priv. -I- j>o«<2.]
To remove from a post ; displace.

Now, thinke thou see'st this Soule of sacred zeale,
This kindling Cole of Haming Charitie,
Disposted all in post. Davies, Holy Roode, p. 12.

disposnret (dis-po'zur), n. [< dispose -i- -tire.

Cf. L. dispositura, disposition, arrangement.]
1. Disposal; the power of disposing ; control;
direction; management.
She has worn as good [gowns], they sit so apted to her.
And she is so great a mistress of disposure.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 4.

Would you have me.
Neglecting mine own family, to give up
My estate to his disposure ?

Massinyer, City Madam, i. 3.

A tnie and tmly-loving knight's lilierty ought to be en-
chained to the disposure of his lady.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, i.

2. Posture ; disposition ; state.

They remained in a kind of warlike disposure, or perhaps
little letter. Sir II. Wotton.

3. Distribution; allotment.

So acting and believing disprimleges tlieni for ever of
tliat recompence wliich is provided for the faitliful.

Pcnn, Liljerty of Conscience, iv.
In my disimsure of employments of the brain, I have diSDrlze Cdis-nri?') « t • nret anrl nn diinri'-i^rlthought lit to make Invention the master.

uisprize (uis pnz ;, w. r.
,
pret. ana pp. clisprizect,

Sim/i, Tale of a Tub, p. 94. W^'-Jlts})rtzmg.
__
[< OF. disprtser, disprisier, var,

, . . -, [< OF. des-
projitable, desprouffitable, i des- priv. + profita-
ble, profitable.] Unprofitable.

It is said, that the thing indifferent is to be left free to
use it or not use it, as it shall seem profitable or disprofita-
ble unto the conscience of the user.
Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 377.

disproof (dis-prof), n. [Early mod. E. also
disproofe, disproufe; < disprove (as if < dis- priv.
+ proof), after prove.} Proof to the contrary

;

confutation; refutation: as, to offer evidence
in disproof ot an allegation.

Bent as he was
To make disproof of scorn, and strong in hopes.

Tennyson, Ayimer's Field.

dispropertyt (dis-prop'er-ti), V. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

properhj.} To deprive of property ; dispossess.
He would

Have made them mules, silenc'd tlieir pleaders.
And dispropertied their freedoms. Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

disproportion (dis-pro-por'shon), n. [< OF.
disproportion, F. disproportion = Sp. despro-
porcion = Pg. despropor^ao = It. disproporzione,
sproporzione ; as dis- priv. -1- proportion, n.}
Want of proportion of one thing to another, or
between the parts of the same thing; lack of
symmetry ; absence of conformity or due rela-
tion in size, number, quantity, etc. : as, the
disproportion of a man's arms to his body, or
of means to an end ; the disproportion between
supply and demand.

Faultless does the Maid appear

;

No disproportion in her soul, no strife.

Wordsn-orth, Sonnets, i. 23.

The simple Indians were often puzzled Ijy the great dis-
proportion between bulk and weight. . . . Never was a
package of furs known to weigh more tiian two pounds in
the market of Communipaw.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 102.

He had yet enough of growing prosperity to enable him
to increase his expenditure in contiTiued disproportion to
his income. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 7.

Disproportion, some say, is the cause of the keenest
misery in the world : for instance, the disproportion be-
tween the powers, capacities, and aspirations of man and
his circumstances— especially as regards his physical
wants. Helps.

disproportion (dis-pro-por'shon), V. t. [= F.
disproportionner = Sp. Pg. desproporcionar =
It. sxnoporzionarc, < ML. disproportionare ; as
dis- priv. -f- proportion, v.} To make unsuita-
ble in dimensions or quantity ; mismatch

;
join

unfitly.
To shape my legs of an unequal size

;

To disproportion me in every part.

A'Ao*., 3Hen. VI., iii. 2.

He can perform whatever he strenuously attempts. His
words never seem disproportioned to ills strengtit.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 17&.

disproportionable (dis-pro-por'shon-a-bl), a.

[< disproportion + -able.} Disprbportional

;

disproportionate. [Rare.]
Such disproportionable and unlikely matches can wealth

and a fair fortune make. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 554.

How great a monster is human life, since it consists of
so disproportionable parts.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 362.

disproportionableneSS (dis-pro-por' shon-a-bi-
nes), n. Tlie state of being out of proportion.
[Rare.]

Considering my own great defects, the incompetency
and disjiroportionafjlenefS of my strengtil.

Ilainiitond, Works, 111., Advertisement.

disproportionably (dis - pro - por ' shon - a - bli),

ado. Disproportioually ; withoutregard to just
proportion. [Rare.]

Hatli the sheriff rated Mr. Hampden disin-oportionably,
according to his estate and degree'? If he hath, let luni
tell. State Trials, John Hampden, an. 16:J7.

+ privilege.} To deprive of a privilege. [Rare'l disproportional (dis-pro-por'shon-al), a. [=
F. disproportionnel ; as disproportion -I- -o^]
Not having due proportion, absolutely or rela-
tively; destitute of proportion or symmetry;

iii. 2.

Dis-
paraging speech or opinion; animadversion;
censure; reproach.

Their language is one, and yet exceedingly diuersified,
according as they [the Japanese] differ in State or Sexe :

or as they speake in praise or dispraise, vsing a diners
Idiom. Purciias, Pilgrimage, p. 524.

The general lias seen Moors
With as bad faces ; no disirraise to Bertran's.

Dryden, .Spanish Friar, i.

There is a luxury in &e\f-dispraise

;

And inward self-disparagement affords
To meditative spleen a grateful feast.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

The long-neck'd geese of the world that are ever hissing
dispraise,

Because their natures are little. Tennyson, Maud, iv. 9.

= Syn. Disparagement, opproljrium.

dispraiser (dis-pra'zer), n. One who dispraises.
Bailey, 1727.

dispraisingly (dis-pra'zing-li), adv. By way of
dispraise ; with disapproval or some degree of
reproach. Shak.
dispread (dis-pred'), v.

;
pret. and pp. dispread,

ppr. dispreading. [For *disspread, < dis-, in
different directions, + spreati.} I, trans. To
extend or spread in different ways or direc-
tions; expand to the full width. [Rare.]

Scantly they durst their feeble eyes dispread
Upon that town. Fair/ax.

II. intrans. To expand or be diffused; spread
widely. [Rare.]

Heat, dispreading through tlie sky,
With rapid sway his burning inlluenee darts
On man, and beast, and herl), and tepid stream.

Tilomson, Summer.

dispreadert (dis-pred'er), n. One who dis-
^reads; a publisher; a divulger. Milton.

t. A Middle English form of dis-freed from (UspreiSOt,
piratse.

disprejudicet (dis-prej'o-dis), v. t. [< dis- priv.
-t- prejudice.} To free from prejudice.
Those . . . will easilie be so far disprejudic'd in point

of the doctrine as to seek the acquainting tlieir under-
standings with the grounds and reasons of this religion.

H'. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. vii. § 6.

dispreparet (dis-pre-par'), V. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

prepare.} To render unprepared.
The kingdom of darkness . . . is nothing else but a con-

federacy of deceivers . . . that . . . endeavour ... to
extinguish in them [men] the light, both of nature and the
Gospel ; and so to disjyreixtre them for tlie kingdom of
God to come. Ilobbes, The Kingdom of Darkness.

disprison (dis-priz'n), v. t. [< OF. desprisoner,
desprisonner, disprisonner (= It. sprigionare), <
des- priv. -I- prisoner, prisonner, imprison: see
dis- andpri,9on, v. ] To loose from prison ; set at
liberty. [Rare.]

dispriyacied (dis-pri'va-sid), a. [< dis- priv.
+ privacy + -ed"^'.} deprived of or debarred
from privacy. [Rare.]

But now, on the poet's dis-privacied moods,
Witii do this and do tliat the pert critic intnides.

Lowell, Fable for Critics.

disprivilege (dis-priv'i-lej), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disprieilegedj ppr. dtsprivileging. [< dis- priv,

4. A state of orderly arrangement.
A life that knew nor noLse nor strife;
But was, by sweetening so his will,
All order and disposure still.

_ ,,, B. Jonson, Underwoods, i.

0. Natural disposition.

His sweet disposure.
As much abhorring to behold, as do
Any unnatural and bloody action.

Cliajiman, Revenge ot Bussy d'Ambois, Iv. 1.

diroraisablet (dis-pra'za-bl), a. [< dispraise +
-able.} Unworthy of praise. R^v. T. Adams.

of despreiser, despreser, undervalue, > Ei dis-
praise : see dispraise, of which disprize is his-
torically a doublet; cf. prized, praise.} To
undervalue; depreciate; disparage. [Rare.]

Nor is 't the time alone is here disprised,
But the whole man of time, yea, Caesar's self,
liiought in disvalue. B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

disprofesst (dis-pro-fes'), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
profess.} To renounce the profession of.

His armes, wiiich he had vowed to disjnofesse,
she gatiiercd up, and did about him dresse.

Spenser, F. Q III. xi. 20.

unconformable or unequal in dimensions or
quantity : as, the porch is disproportional to
the building; disproportional \\vabs; dispropor-
tional tasks.

Nay rather the perfection consists in this, that out of
many moderate varieties and brotiierly dissimilitudes tliat

are not vastly dis/^oportioiuil arises tlie goodly and grace-
ful symmetry that commends the whole pile and struc-
ture. Milton, Areopagitica.

disproportionality (dis-pro-por-shon-al'i-ti),
>i. l<. disproportional + -ity,} The quality of
being disproportional.

The world so's setten free
From that untowjird diSproj>ortioiwlUif.

Dr. //. More, Psychathanasia, III. iii. 60i



dlsproportlonally

disproportionallY (dis-pro-por'shon-al-i), adv.

Without proportion ; uiiconformably ; une-
qually.

disproportionate (dis-pro-p6r'shon-at), a. [=
F. disproportionne = Sp. Pg. desproporeionado
= It. disproporzionato, sproporzimiato, < ML.
dispioportiimatas, pp. of disproportionare : see

digpriiportioH, v., and at. proportionate.'] Out of

proportion ; uusymmetrieal ; without due pro-

portion of parts or relations: as, a dispropor-

tionate development ; means disproportionate to

the end.

It is plain that men have agreed to a disproportionatt
and unequal possession of the earth. Locke.

The United States are large and populous nations in

comparison with the Grecian commonwealths, or even the
Swiss cantons ; and they are growing every day more dis-

proportionate, and therefore less capable of being held to-

gether by simple governments.
J. Adam*, Works, IV. 287.

disproportionately (dis - pro -por 'shon - at - li ),

am\ In a disproportionate degree ; unsuitably

;

inadequately or excessively. Boyle.

disproportionateness (dis - pro - p6r ' shon - at -

ucs), n. The state of being disproportionate

;

want of proportion.

dispropnatet (dis-pro'pri-at), V. t.
;

pret. and
pp. (li.spropriated, ppr. dispropriating. [< ML.
'dispropriatus, pp. of *dispropriare (> OF. des-

proprier), dispropriate, < L. dis- priv. -I- pro-
priare, appropriate, < proprius, one's own, prop-
er: see proper, appropriate, expropriate, etc.]

To destroy the appropriation of ; disappropri-
ate.

And who knoweth whether those Appropriations did
not supplant tliese Supplanters, and dispropriate them
of that wliicli in a luster proprietie was giuen them in
thfir first foundations? Purchas, Fil^mage, p. 133.

disprovable (dis-prS'va-bl), a. [< disprove +
-able] Capable of beiiig disproved or refuted.

Formerly also spelled disproveable. Bailey,

1727.

disproval (dis-prS'val), «. [< disprove -(- -al.]

The act of disproving; disproof.

The digproval of Kochs theories must come from actual
work upon the subject [cholera bacillus], and not from
literary efforts. Science, V. 63.

disprove (dis-prov'), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

lirored, ppr. disproving. [< ME. disproven,

usually despreren, < 0\ . desprorer, desprouver,

refute, contradict, disprove, < des- priv. +
urticer, yjcouicr, prove : see dis- aiiA prove.] 1.

To prove to be false or erroneous ; confute ; re-

fute : as, to disprove an assertion, an argument,
^or a proposition.

I cannot assert that, nor would I willingly undertake to

Htproce it. Everett, Orations, I. 414.

The revelation of the interdependence of phenomena
;reatly increases the improbability of some legentls whicti

t does not actually disprove. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 376.

). To prove not to be genuine, real, or just

;

et aside by contrary proof ; invalidate : as, to

iHsprove a person's claim to land.

The apostles opened their heavenly commission, and
^«xecut4;<) it publicly, challenging those who looked on,
tirith all their curiosity, sui)tlety, and spite, torfiVprope or
^blemish it. Bp. Attrrbury, .Sermons, I. ill.

That formidable armada, so vainly arrogating ti) itself

|a title which the very elements joined with human valour
'

) dutprove. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 18.

. To convict of the practice of error. Hooker.

-4t. To disapprove ; disallow.

TbJs lest also, when they saw the Cardinall not ditproue
', every man toke it gladly, sauyng only the Frear.

.Sir T. More, Utopia (ed. Arber), p. 53.

.Some things are good ; yet in so mean a degree of good-
Bess th.it men are only not disproved nor disalloweil of

K<}od for them. Hooker.

St. Anil)rose neither apriroves nor disproves it.

Jer. Taillor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 202.

disproveable, a. See disprovable.

disprovement (dis-prov'ment), n. [< disprove
+ -ment.] The act of disproving; confutation.

The scientific liisi-overy . . . around which all Mr.
Lawes's subsequent work centered was the disprovernent
of Liebig's mineral-ash theory.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXVIII, 69r..

sprover (dis-prO'v6r), n. One who disproves
[or confutes.

sprovidet (dis-pro-vld'), V. t. [< di.<i- priv. -I-

Ijiroride.] To fail to provide or furnish with.

This makes me sadly walk up and down in my labors-
|tory, like an impatient lutanist, who has his song lM>ok
"Hid his instrument ready, but is alt^)getlier disprovided of
brings. Uotite, Works, VI. 40.

ispnnct^ (dis-pungkf). ''. t. [< L. disjnnictus,

pp. of disiiungtre, check off an account, etc.

:

PC dispunf/e^.] To point or mark off; sepa-
ikte ; set aside. [Bare.]

1U6

1681
I desire the reader so to take me as though I doe not

here deale withall, nor speake of the matter, but utterly
to haue pretermitted and dispttncted the same.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 646.

Even the Mediterranean extent of Africa must have
been unknown to Herodotus, since all beyond Carthage,
as Mauritania, etc., would wind up into a small incon-
sideraijle tract, as being dispuncted by no great states or
colonies. De Quincey, Herodotus.

dispunct^t (dis-pungkf), a. [A forced form,
which may be regarded as short for *dispunc-
tilious, < dis- priv. -1- jmnctilious.] Wanting in
punctilious respect ; discourteous; impolite.

Aso. V faith, master, let's go ; nobody comes. . . .

Amo. Stay. That were dispimct to the ladies.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

dispunge^t (dis-punj'), v. t. [With imputed
sense of expunge (?), q. v., but in form < L. dis-

pungere, check off an account, examine, set-

tle, < dis-, apart, -1- pungere, prick.] To ex-
punge; erase.

Thou then that hast disponff'd my score,

And dying wast the death of Death.
Sir J. Wotton, Hymn in Time of Sickness.

dispunge" (dis-pimj'), v. t. Same as disponge.

dispunishablet (dis-pun'ish-a-bl), a. [< dis-

(here intensive) -t- punishable.] Punishable;
liable on an accusation.

No leases of any part of the said lands shall ever be
made other than leases for years not exceeding thirty-one,

in possession, and not in reversion or remainder, and not
dispunisftabte of waste. Last Wilt of Dean Swift.

dispurpose (dis-pfer'pos), V. t.; pret. and pp.
dispurposcd, ppr. dispurposing. [< dis- priv. -I-

purpose.] 1. To dissuade; turn from a pur-
pose.— 2. To cross, as a purpose; frustrate.
[Bare or obsolete in both uses.]

She, but in a contrary manner, seeing her former plots
dispurposed, sends me to an old witch called Acrasia, to
help to wreck her spite upon the senses.

A. Breuxr (?), Lingua, iv. 8.

dispurset (dis-pfers'), " '• [Cf. burse, purse.]
Same as disburse.

dispurveyt (dis-pfer-va'), t'. t. [< OF. "despour-
veier, desporvoir, despourvoir, F. depourvoir, de-
prive, < des- priv. -1- pourveier, purvey : see dis-

t,nA purvey.] To deprive of provision ; empty;
strip.

For not oonly the patrone, but al the pylgrymes and also

the galyotes, were clerely dyspunieyde of brede, wyne, and
all other vytaylle. Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 60.

They dispttrvey their vestry of such treasure
As they may spare. Heywood.

dispurveyancet (dis-p6r-va'ans), n. [< dispur-
veij + -ance.] Want of provision ; lack of food.

Daily siege, through dispurvayautice long
And lacke of reskewes, will to parley drive.

Spenser, V. Q,, III. x. 10.

dispntabllity (dis-pii-ta-biri-ti), «. [< disput-
able: see -bility.] The quality of being disput-
able or controvertible.

disputable (dis-pu'- or dis'pu-ta-bl), a. [= F.
disputable = Sp. disputable = I^g. disputavel =
It. disputabile, < L» disputabilis, disputable, <

disputare, dispute : see disptt te, v.] 1 . That may
be disputed; liable to be called in question,
controverted, or contested; controvertible: as,

disputable statements, propositions, arguments,
points, or cases.

Faith, 'tis a very disputable question ; and yet I think
thou canst decide it. Beau, and Ft., King and No King, 1. 1.

He let down a shower of tears, weeping over undone
Jerusalem in the day of his triumph, leaving it disputable
whether he felt more joy or sorrow.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 298.

2t. Disputatious; contentious.

And I have been all this day to avoid him. He is too
disputable for my company : I think of as many matters
as he; but 1 give heaven thanks, and make no boast of

them. SAot., As you Like it, ii. 5.

disputableness (dis-pii'- or dis'pu-ta-bl-nes), n.

Tlio state of being disputable.

disputacityt (dis-pu-tas'i-ti), n. [Improp.
form, < disputatious, on the supposed analogy
of audacity, audacious, etc.] Proneness to dis-

pute.

I«8t they should dull the wits and hinder the exercise

of rea8<pning [and] abate the disputacity of the nation.

Bp. Ward, Sermon, Jan. 30, 1674.

disputant (dis'pu-tant), a. and n. [< F. dispu-

tant, < L. disputan(t-)s, ppr. of disputare, dis-

pute: see dispute, v.] I. a. Disputing; debat-

ing ; engaged in controversy.

There wast found
Among the gravest rabbies, disputant
On points and questions fitting Moses' chair.

Milton, P. R., Iv. 218.

n. n. One who disputes or debates ; one who
argues in opposition to another ; a debater.

A singularly eager, acute, and pertinacious disputant.
Macaulay.

dispute

disputation (dis-pu-ta'shon), n. [< ME. dispu-

tacioun, desputasioun, < OS'. dcsputatiou, despu-
tacion (ME. also disputison, disputeson, disputi-

soun, desputeson, early mod. E. also contr. dis-

picion, < OF. desputison, desputeison, desputaison,
desputoison), F. disputation = OSp. disptitadon
= It. disputazione = D. disputatie = G. disputa-
tion (cf. Dan. disptitats) = Sw. disputation, < L.
disputatio{n-), an arguing, argument, dispute,
< disputare, pp. disputatus, argue, dispute: see
dispute, v.] 1. The act of disputing or debat-
ing ; argumentation ; controversy ; verbal con-
test respecting the truth of some fact, opinion,
or proposition.

Merlyn hym ansuerde to alle the questiouns that he
asked the very trouthe as it was, and so indured longe tlie

disputacitm be-twene hem tweyne.
Jlerlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 139.

Our Lord and Saviour himself did hope by disputation to

do some good, yea l)y disputation not only of, but against
the truth, albeit with purpose for the truth.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

2. An exercise in which parties debate and ar-

gue on some question proposed, as in a school
or college. The medieval logics, under the head of ob-

ligations, give minute rules for these exercises. The first

party, the respondent, undertakes to defend a given the-
sis. 'I'he second party, the opponent, begins by giving a
number of arguments against the thesis. If there are sev-

eral opponents, they all offer arguments. The respondent
then gives positive reasons in syllogistic form, after which
he responds briefly to all the arguments of the opponents
in order. The latter may or may not be allowed to reply.
Finally, the moderator sums up and renders his decision.
Doctrinal disputation concerns a matter of certain know-
ledge, dialectical disputation a matter of opinion. Tenta-
tive disputation is intended to try the knowledge of the
parties, or of one of them. Sopttisticat disputation is in-

tended to deceive.

All the disputation of the learned never brought to light

one eft'ect of nature before unknown.
Bacon, Praise of Knowledge (1690), Works, VIII. 124.

Academical disputations are two-fold, ordinary and ex-

traordinary. Ordinary disputations are those which are
privately performed in colleges every day ... in term-
time ; extraordinary disputations I call those that are per-

form 'd in the public schools of the university as requisite
qualifications for degrees.

Arnhurst, Tense Filius (March 24, 1721), No. xx.

At Cambridge, in my day [1823-27], . . . every B. A.
was obliged to perform a certain number of disputations.

. . . Some were performed in earnest ; the rest were hud-
dled over. . . . 'rhe real disputations were very severe ex-

ercises. I was badgered for two hours with arguments
given and answered in Latin . . . against Newton's first

section, Lagrange's derived functions, and Locke on in-

nate principles. De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 305.

Augustine disputation. See Augustine.

disputatious (dis-pu-ta'shus), a. [< disputa-

tion -\- -ous.] 1. Pertaining to or character-
ized by disputation ; controversial

;
polemical

;

contentious : as, a disputatious temper.

The Cliristian doctrine of a future life was no recom-
mendation of the new religion to the wits and philoso-
phers of that disputatious period. Buckjninster.

They began to contract a disputatious turn, which Frank-
lin says he bad already caught by reading his father's books
of dispute on religion. Everett, Orations, II. 17.

2. Inclined to dispute or -wrangle; apt to de-

bate, cavil, or controvert: as, a disputatious

theologian.

Religious, moral, both in word and deed,
But warmly disputatiotis in his creed.

Crabbe, Works, VII. 67.

I shall not, therefore, I think, rightly be thought rash
or disputatious if I venture to express difference from
those modern political schools with which I feel that I

cannot sympathise at all.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 22.^).

disputatiously (dis-pu-ta'shus-li), adv. In a
disputatious manner.
disputatiousness (dis-pu-ta'shus-nes), n. The
quality of being disputatious.

disputative (dis-pu ta-tiv), a. [= It. disputa-

tivo, < LL. disputatims, < L. disputatus, pp. of

disputare, dispute : see dispute, v.] Given to or

characterized by disputation ; disputatious

;

argumentative. [Obsolete or archaic]

The Phylosopher (sayth hee) teacheth a disputatiue ver-

tue, but I doe an actiue. Sir P. Siiiney, Apol. for Poetrie.

I'll have thee a doctor

;

Thou Shalt be one, thou hast a doctor's look,

A face disputative, of Salamanca.
B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 2.

It is a sign of a peevish, an angry, and quarrelling dis-

position, to be disputative, and busy in questions.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 744.

Disputative science, logic.

dispute (dis-ptit' ),!>.; pret. and pp. disputed,T^yr.

disputing. [< ME. disputen, desputen, < OF. dcs-

puter, F. disputer = Sp. Pg. disputar — It. dis-

putare = G. disputiren = Dan. disputere = Sw.
disputera, < L. disputare, dispute, discuss, ex-
amine, compute, estimate, < dis-, apart, + p!<-

tare, reckon, consider, think, orig. make clean,

clear up, related iapurus, pure : see pure. Gi.



dlspnte

compute, eounfl, impute, repute, amputate, etc.]

I. intrans. 1. To engage in argument or dis-

cussion ; argue in opposition ; oppose another

in argument : absolutely or with with oragaimt,

1682 dlsrank

sometimes the question too ; and yet no man shall be ol dlsquietfult (dis-lrwi'et-ful), a. [< disquiet, n.,

his mind more than was before,
Jer. Taylor, Works (cd. 1835), Ded.

disputisont, »•

mittition.

+ -fill, 1.] Producing disquiet. Barrow.
disquietivet (dis-kwi'e-tiv), a. [< disquiet, v.,

A Middle EngUsh form of dis- + -jic] Tending to disquiet ; disquieting.

i,„j J.1.1..1, i/i.n.. .!.... Hawkins.

^S'ran'StthrclTalldXlw^ekel^oncrrt^'nd^^^^^^ dkqualiflcation (dis-kwori-fi-ka'shon), n. [= dis(juietly (dis-kwi ' et-U), adv 1. Without

^reforeapoincted, see his schollersdtjnwKe and exercize V . dequahfication ; a.8 dis- + qualification, bee quiet or rest; m an imeasy state; uneasily;
- ' ' " -•''"'• —'- ^ ' ' ,• -.-^ -1 1 mi i _<! j: „i.t o

anxiously : as, he rested di«5««€% that night.

Logick
therefore-, ,

-
i, „ „ f, . ^- ,

the same. Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S. , extra ser.), l. 2.

Therefore ditpuled he in the synagogue m(A the Jews.
Acts xvii. 17.

He doth often so earnestly dispute with them [Jews]

that he hath converted some of them to Christianity.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 156.

Hence— 2. To engage in altercation; wrangle;

quarrel.

Mrs. Fidget and Mrs. Fescue disputed tLbove half an

liour for the same chair.
Addison, Trial of Ladies Quarrels.

3. To strive or contend in opposition to a com-
petitor; compete: as, to dispute for the prize.

n. trans. 1. To argue about ; discuss.

What was it that ye disputed among yourselves by the

wi^y7 Mark ix. 33.

The rest I reserve until it lie disputed how the magis-

trate is to do herein. Miltoti.

2. To argue against; attempt to disprove or

overthrow by reasoning; controvert; deny: as,

to dispute an assertion, opinion, claim, or the

like.

We do not dispute that the royal party contained many
excellent men and excellent citizens.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist

Dispute the claims, arrange the chances

;

Emperor, Ottoman, which shall win?
Tennyson, To Rev. F. D. Maurice.

There has never been a time when the necessity of re-

ligion, in the broad sense of the word, has been so clear,

if there has never been a time when its value in tlie nar.

row sense has been so much disputed.
J. R. Seetey, Nat. Religion, p. 124.

3. To call in question ; express doubt of or op-

position to ; object to.

Now I am sent, and am not to dispute

My prince's orders, but to execute.
Vryden, Indian Emperor.

I had rather be unobserved than conspicuous for dis-

puted perfections. Steele, Spectator, No. 348.

4. To strive to gain or to maintain; contest:

as, to dispute a prize.

Our swords— our swords shall dispute our pretences.

Steele, Lying Lover, iL 1.

5t. To encounter ; strive against.

tial. Dispute it like a man.
Macd. 1 shall do so;

But I must also feel it as a man.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

To dispute the weather-gage, to manoeuver, as two
vessels or fleets, to get to windward of each other. =Syn.
Debate, Discuss, etc. See argue.

dispnte (dis-pfif), n. [='D.dispuut= (3t.disput,

dispiit = Dan. Sw. disput, dispyt, < P. dispute =
Sp. Pg. It. disputa, dispute; from the verb.]

1. Argumentative contention ; earnest discus-

sion of opposing views or opinions; contro-

versial strife.

This . . . produced a dispute attended with some acri-

mony. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

Disputes are multiplied as if everything were uncertain,

and these disputes are managed with the greatest warmth,
as if everything were certain. Hume, Human Nature, Int.

From expostulations with the king, the matter of reli-

gion turned into disputes among the priests, at whicli the

king always assisted in person.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 196.

2. Wrangling; contention; strife; quarrel.

Could we forbear dispute and practise love,

Vfe should agree as angels do above.
Waller, Divine Love, iii.

Nor Is it aught but Just
That he who in debate of truth hath won
Should win in arms, in both disputes alike

Victor. Uilton, P. L., vi. 123.

3. A contest of any kind.

The four Men of War made sail for the forts, against
which we anchored about one in the afternoon ; and after

four hours" dispute [firing], went to tlie westward.
Retaking of the IslaiKt of 6ainia Helena (Arber's Eng.

[Garner, 1. 61).

Beyond, without, or past dispute, indisputably ; incon-
trovertibly.

In prose and verse was owned vnthout dispute
Tiirough all the realms of nonsense absolute.

Dryden.
He . . . forged and falsified

One letter called Pompilia's, past dispute.

Browninf/, Ring and Book, I. 139.

To bo in dispute, to be under discussion ; be the subject
of controversy. =Syn. Controversy, Dispute (see contro-
versy), del>ate, discussion, altercation.

dispnter (dis-pi'tfer), «. One who disputes, or
who is given to disputation or controversy.

Where is the dispuUr of this world? 1 Cor. i. 20.

It is enough to weary the spirit of a dispufer, that he
•hall argue till he hath lost his voice, and his time, and

See

disqualify. '\ 1. The act of disqualifying.— 2.

The state of being disqualified ; want of quali-

fication ; absence or deprivation of ability, pow-
er, or capacity ; any disability or incapacity.

I must still retain the consciousness of those disqualifi-

cations which you liave been pleased to overlook.
Sir J. Shore.

3. That which disqualifies or incapacitates : as,

conviction of crime is a dJsguaK^caWo» for pub-
lic office.

It is recorded as a sufficient disqualification of a wife,

that, speaking of her husband, she said, "God forgive

him." Spectator.

In society, high advantages are set down to the individ-

ual as disqualifications. Emerson, Society and Solitude.

disqualify (dis-kwol'i-fi), v. t. ;
pret. and pp.

disqualified, ppr. disqualifying. [= F. d6quali-

fier; as dis- priv. + qualify.^ To deprive of

the necessary qualifications ; deprive of natural

or legal power, or the qualities or rights neces-

sary for some purpose; disable; unfit: gen-

erally with for, sometimes with from : as, ill

health disqualifies the body /or labor and the

mind for study; a conviction of perjury dis-

qualifies a man /or being a witness.

Men are not disqualified by their engagements in trade

from being received in high society. Southey.

In spite of the law disqualifying hired champions, it is

pretty clear that they were always to be had for money.
C. H. Pearson, Early and Mid. Ages of Eng.

Instead of educating himself to take his place in the

world, he has disqualified himself /or being anything but

a student all his life.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 103.

disquantity (dis-kwon'ti-ti), v. t.; pret. and pp.
disquantitied, ppr. disquantitying. [< dis- priv.

+ quantity. '\ If. To diminish the quantity of;

lessen.
Be then desir'd . . .

A little to disquantity your traui. •

Shak., Lear, i. 4.

2. To deprive of quantity or metrical value, as

a syllable.

Horace Walpole's nephew, the Earl of Orford, when he
was in his cups, used to have Statius read aloud to him
every night for two liours by a tipsy tradesman, whose
hiccupiiigs threw in here and there a kind of caesural

pause, and found some strange mystery of sweetness in

the disquantitied syllables.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 218.

disquiet (dis-kwi'et), a. and n. [< dis- priv.

4- quiet.'] I. a. Unquiet; restless; uneasy.
[Rare.]

I pray you, husband, be not so disquiet.

SAa*., T. of theS., iv. 1.

Harke I harke ! now softer melody strikes mute
Disquiet Nature. Marston, Sophonisba, iv. 1.

II. n. 1. Want of quiet, rest, or peace; an
uneasy or unsettled state of feeling, as in a per-

son or a community ; restlessness ; unrest.

His palms are folded on his breast

;

There is no other thing express'd
But long disquiet merged in rest.

Tennyson, The Two Voices.

The usual elements of disquiet which always tlireaten

danger to an established order of things.

ii. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., i.

2. A disquieting occurrence or condition; a
disturbance; an alarm, or a state of alarm.
[Archaic]
[They] rack and torture themselves with cares, fears,

and disquiets. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

In the midst of these intestine disquiets, we are threat-

ened with an invasion. Su^ift, Gulliver's Travels, i. 4,

— 2. In a disquieting manner; in such a man-
ner as to destroy quiet or tranquillity. [Kare

in both uses.]

Machinations, hoUowness, treachery, and all ruinous

disorders, follow us disquietly to our graves !

Stmk,, Lear, i. 2.

disquietmentt (dis-kwi'et-ment), n. The act

of disquieting, or the state of being disquieted.

Such a peace of conscience is far worse and more dan.

gerous than the most horrid troubles and disquietmeiUs

of conscience can be. Hopkins, .Sermons, xxvi.

disquietness (dis-kwi'et-nes), n. The state of

bemg disquiet ; unrest.

"All otherwise" (saide he) "I riches read.

And deeme them roote of all disquietnesse."

Spenser, F. Q., IL vlL 12

Their disquietness and ranting will be insufferable.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 388

disquietOUSt (dis-kwi'e-tus), a. [< disquiet, n.,

+ -ous.] Causing uneasiness ; disquieting.

Concerning therefore this wayward subject against prel-

aty, the touciling whereof is so distastfuU and rfiJt^«i'-e/o«*t<i

a number of men. Milton, Church-Government, Pref., iL

disquietude (dis-kwi'e-tiid), n. [< dis- priv. +
quietude.] An uneasy or disturbed state of

mind; a feeling of slight alarm or apprehen-
sion; perturbation.

These people are under continual disquietudes, never
enjoying a minute's peace of mind.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iiL 2.

Such is the sad disquietude I share,

A sea of doubts, and self the source of all.

Couyper, Vicissitudes Experienced in the Christian Life.

disquiparancy, disquiparance (dis-kwip'a-
ran-si, -rans), n. [< ML. disquiparantia, a word
appearing early in the 14th century, appar.

contr. from *disceqniparantia, < L. dis- priv. +
"wquiparantia, < (equiparan(t-)s, ppr. of (equi-

parare, compare: see equiparancy.] The de-
notation of two objects, as being related, by
different names. Thus, father and son, mas-
ter and servant, are said to be "relates of dis-

quiparancy." [Bare.]

Relateds synonymous are usually called relateds of fequi.

parancy, . . . heteronymous, of disquiparancy.
Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, p. 22.

disquisition (dis-kwi-zish'on), n. [= F. dis-

quisition = Sp. disquisicion = Pg. disquisigSo

= It. disquisizione, < L. disquisitio(n-), an in-

quiry, investigation,< disquirere, pp. disquisitus,

inquire, investigate, < dis-, apart, + qucerere,

seek: see query, question, acquire, inquire, etc.,

and cf. acquisition, inquisition, etc.] If. A
seeking; search; investigation.

On their return from a disquisition as fruitless as soli-

citous, nurse declared her apprehensions that Harry had
gone off with a little favourite boy whom he had taken
into service. H. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 82.

2. A formal or systematic inquiry into or in-

vestigation of some problem or topic ; a formal
discussion or treatise; a dissertation; an es-

say: as, a disquisition on government or morals.

Former times have had their disquisitions about the
antiquity of it [angling].

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 37.

It was falsely said that he had spoken w ith contumely
of the theological disquisitions which had been found in

the strong box of the late king, and whicli the present
king had published. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

disquisitional (dis-kwi-zish'on-al), a. [< dis-

quisition + -al.] Relating to disquisition.

disquiet (dis-kwi'et), v. t. [< disquiet, n.i or < disquisitionary (dis-kwi-zish'on-a-ri), a. [<

dis- priv. + quiet, v.] To deprive of peace,

rest, or tranquillity ; make uneasy or restless

;

harass; disturb; vex.

Why art thou cast down, O my soul ? and why art thou
disquieted within me? Ps. xliii. 6.

Next to the eldest reigned his second Son Ethelbert

;

all whose Reign, which was only five Years, was perpetu-

ally disquieted with Invasions of the Danes.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 8.

disquietalt (dis-kwi'e-tal), n. [< disquiet, v., +
-al.] Want of quiet; (Jisquietude ; unrest.

At its own fall

Grows full of wrath and rage, and gins to fume,
And roars and strives 'gainst its disquietalt.

Like troubled ghost forc'd some shape to assume.
Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, I. ii

disquieter (dis-kwi'e-tfer), n
which disquiets.

The archbishop, the disquieter both of the kingdom and
the church. Hoiinshed, Hen. II., an. 1164.

disquisition + -ary^.] Same as disquisitional.

Imp. Diet.

disquisiti'Ve (dis-kwiz'i-tiv), a. [< L. as if

*disquisitivus, < disquisitus, pp. of disquirere,

inquire: see disquisition.] 1. Pertaining to

or of the nature of disquisition.— 2t. Inclined

to discussion or investigation; inquisitive.

disquisitorial (dis-kwiz-i-to'ri-al), a. [As dis-

quisitory + -al.] Pertaining to disquisition;

partaking of the nature of a disquisition ; crit-

ical. Cumberland.
disquisitory (dis-kwiz'i-to-ri), a. [< L. dis-

quisitus, pp. of disquirere, inquire (see disquisi-

tion), + -ory.] Same as disquisitorial. Edin-
burgh licv.

One who or that disrankt (dis-rank'), r. t. [< dis- priv. + ranV^.

Cf. derange.] 1. To reduce to a lower rank:
degrade.— 2. To disorder the ranks of; throw
out of rank or into confusion.

. 21.



disrank

Suv hath my life

Once tasted of exorbitant affects,

Wilde longings, or the least of di^raact shapes.
MatAton, The Fawne, i. 2.

I stood
The volleys of their shot : I, I myself,
Was he that first dUiraiUc'd their wooiis of pikes.

Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy, i. 2.

disrate (dis-raf), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. disrated,

ppr. disrating. [< dis- priv. + catel.] NatU.,
to reduce to a lower rating, as a petty officer,

or a non-eominissioued officer of marines.
disrayt (dis-ra'), » [ME. disray, var. of dirai/,

< OF. desrei, etc., disorder: see deray, and cf.

disarray.'] 1. Disorder; disarray.

Come in manner of a sodaine tempest upon our armie
. . . and put it in disray.

Ilulland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 368.

2. Confusion ; commotion.
Whan the knyghtes of the rounde table it wisten thei

Kan make soche a disray a-monge hem that noon a-bode
other. Merlin (E. E. T. ».), iii. 407.

disregard (dis-re-giird'), r. t. [< dis- priv. +
rcijard.] To omit to regard or take notice of

;

overlook ; specifically, to treat as unworthy of
regard or notice.

.studious of good, man disregarded fame. Blackinore.

Conscience at first warns us against sin ; but if we dis-
regard it, it soon ceases to upbraid us.

J. II. Sewuian, Parochial Sermons, i. 51.

Noble, poor and difficult.

Ungainly, yet t«o great to disregard.
Browning, King and Book. I. 129.

= Syn. Slinht, etc. .See neglect, v. t.

disregard (dis-re-gard'), n. [< disregard, r.]

Failure to regard or notice; specifically, de-
liberate neglect of something considered un-
worthy of attention.

Disregard of experience. Whewell.

disregarder (dis-rf-gSr'dSr), n. One who dis-

regards.

He [the social non-confonnist] feels rather compliment-
ed than otherwise in beint' considered ^disregardentf puii-

lic opinion. //. Sftencer, Universal Pri>grcss, p. 110.

disregardfuKdis-re-gard'ful), It. [< disregard
+ -ful, 1.] Exhibiting disregard; negligent;
neglectful.

All social love, friendship, gratitude, . . . draws us out
of ourselves, and makes us disregard/ul of our own con-
venience and safety.

Siut/teslmry, Enquiry concerning Virtue.

disregardfally (dis-re-gard'ful-i), adv. In a
(lisrfgartlful manner; negligently; neglectful-
ly, hiiihy, 1731.

disreglllaff (dis-reg'u-lar), a. [< dis- priv. +
reyular.] Irregular.

It remains now that we consider whether it be likely
there should any men be, who. in all the rest, do enjoy a
true philoeophique liberty, and who (not having more
disregular passions) despise honours, pleasures, riches.

Eeelyn, Liberty and Servitude.

disrelish (dis-rel'ish), r. i. [< dis- priv. + rel-

'•s/i.] 1. To dislike the taste of ; hence, to dis-
like for any reason; feel some antipathy to:
as, to disrelish a particular kind of food ; to dis-
relish affectation.

Neither can the excellencies of heaven Iw discerned, bnt
by a spirit disrelishing the H4jttish appetites of the world.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. ISS.'i), I. 87.

It is true, there is a sort of morose, detnicting, ill-bred
people, who pretend utterly to disrelish these polite inno-
vations. Swift, Tale of a Tub, vii.

2. To destroy the relish of or for ; make un-
relishing or distasteful. [Bare.]

Savoury fruits, of taste to please
True appetite, and not disrelish thirst
Of nectarous draughts between.

Milton, P. L., V. .306.

disrelish (dis-rel'ish), «. [< disrelish, r.] 1.
I)i>like of the taste of something; hence, dis-
like in general ; some degree of disgust or an-
tipathy.

Men love to hear of their power, but have an extreme
disrelish to b« told of their duty.

Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

2. Absence of relish ; distastefulness. [Rare.]
With hatefulest disrelish writhed their jaws,
With .^f«)t and cinders fill'd. .Milton, P. L., x. 669.

disrelishablet (dis-reri8h-a-bl),a. [< rfi«- priv.
-I- rili.^hiibU.'] Distasteful'.' Bp. Hacket.

disrelishing (dis-rel'ish-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of rfw-
rcli.sh, r.] Offensive to the taste; disgusting.
When once it Incomes indifferent, it begins to l>e dis

relishing. Lainb, Imperfect Sympathies.

disremember (dis-re-mem'b^r), r. t. [< dis-
priv. + rfmtmhir.] 'Not to remember; to for-

Iget.

[Vulgar.]

Soraebmly told nie, Vm sure ; I disrememher wh.,.

!
If. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 284.

\
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disrepair (dis-re-par'), «. [< dis- priv. + re-

IJdir^.] The state of being out of repair or in
bad condition ; the condition of needing re-
pair.

All spoke the master's absent care.
All spoke neglect and disrepair.

Scott, Rokeby, it. 17.

Beyond an occasional chance word or two, . . . the
friendship had outwardly fallen into disrepair.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 202.

disreputability (dis-rep"u-ta-bil'j-ti), «. [<
disreputable: see -bility.J

' Tte st'ate of being
disreputable. Imp. Diet. [Bare.]
disreputable (dis-rep'u-ta-bl), a. [< dis- priv.

-i- reputable. Seedisrepuii.] 1 . Not reputable

;

having a bad reputation : as, a disreputable per-
son.— 2. Bringing into ill repute ; discredita-
ble; dishonorable: as, a, disreputable a,ct.

I have declared that there was nothing disreputable, in
the public opinion here, in sending cliildren to schools
supiwrted at the public charge. Eoerett, Orations, 1. 314.

disreputably (dis-rep'u-ta-bli), adv. In a dis-
reputable manner.

Propositions are made not only ineffectually, but some-
what disreptttably, when the minds of men ar^ not prop-
erly disposed for their reception.

Burke, Conciliation with America.

disrepntatlont (dis-rep-u-ta'shon), H. [< dis-

priv. + ripiitation. See disrepute.] Privation
of reputation or good name ; disrepute ; dises-
teem ; dishonor ; disgrace ; discredit.

I will tell you what was the course in the happy days of
Queen £liza)>eth, whom it is no disreputation to follow.

Bacon.

Jesus refused to be relieved, . . . rather than he would
do an act, which . . . mightbe expounded adi^(>^u(afu»n
to (iod's providence. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 100.

What disreputation is it to Horace, that Juvenal excels
in the tragical satire, as Horace does in the comical?

Dryd£n, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

disrepute (dis-re-piit'), B. [< dis- priv. -I- re-

pu le. ] Loss or want of reputation ; disesteem

;

discredit ; dishonor.

The belief in astrology was almost universal in the mid-
dle of the seventeenth century ; ... in the l)eginning of
the eighteenth the art fell into general disrepute.

Scott, Guy Manneriiig, iv.

Tlie colony was fast falling into disrepute.
Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 117.

= Syn. Ill repute, low esteem, disrespect.

disreputet (dis-re-piit'), r. t. [< disrepute, n.]
To bring into discredit or disgrace.

Grant that I may so walk that I neither disrepute the
honour of the Christian institution, nor stain the white-
nesses of that innocence whicli thou didst invest my soul
withal. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 102.

disrespect (dis-re-spekf), v. t. [< dig- priv. +
respect, c] To have or show no respect for

;

hold in disesteem. [Now chiefly coUoq.]
Ah, fool ! that doat'st on vain, on present toys,
And disrespect'tt those true, those future joys.

Quarles, Emblems, Iii. 14.

I must tell you that those who could find in their Hearts
to love you for many other Things do disrespect you for
this [swearing]. Uoufll, Letters, I. v. 11.

In the ship ... he was much disresjiected and unworthi-
ly used by the master, one Kerne, and some of the passen-
gers. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 275.

disrespect (dis-re-spekf), H. [< dis- priv. + re-

spect, n.] Want of respect or reverence ; mani-
festation of disesteem ; incivility.

What is more usual to warriors than impatience of bear-
ing the least affront or disrespect ? Pope.

.Such fancies dA we then affect.

In luxury of disres})ect

To our own prodigal excess
W too familiar happiness.

Wordsworth, To Lycoris.

-Syn. l)i.srourtesy, impoliteness, slight, neglect,

di8re8pectability(di8-re-spek-ta-biri-ti), n. [<
disrespectable : see -bility.] 1. The' character
of being disrespectable. [Bare.]

Her taste for disrespectahility grew more and more re-

markable. Tftxickeray, Vanity Fair, Ixiv.

2. One who or that which is disreputable. [Hu-
morous.]
The demi-monde are a class to which we have no counter-

part in America ; they are respectable disrespectabititiex.

lead the fashions, and give the tone to the society in the
<iutsidc, superficial world. ^. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 37o.

disrespectable (dis-re-spek'ta-bl), a. [< (iis-

priv. -I- respectable.] Not respectable; not wor-
thy of any, or of much, consideration or esteem.
[Rare.]

It requires a man to be some disrespectable, ridiculou.s
BoHwell l)efore he can write a tolerable life.

Carlf/te, Diamond Necklace, i.

disrespecter (dis-re-spek'tfer), «. One who dis-

respects: a contemner. [Bare.]

I shall . . . take it for granted that there have been,
and are, but too many witty disresifeelerit of the Scripture.

Boyle, Works, II. 295.

disrupt

disrespectful (dis-re-spekt'fdl), a. [< disrespect
+ -ful, 1; or < dis- priv. + respectful.] Showing
disrespect; wanting in respect; manifesting
disesteem or want of respect; irreverent; un-
civil : as, a disrespectful thought or opinion

;

disrespectful behavior.
Slovenly in dress, and disrespectful in manner, he was

the last man to be feared iis a rival in a drawing-room.
Godwin, Fleetwood.

=Syn. Discourteous, impolite, rude, ungentlemanly, im-
pudent, pert.

disrespectfully (dis-rf-spekt'fid-i), adv. In a
disrespectful manner ; irreverently ; uncivilly.

To speak disrespectfully, or to prophesy against the tem-
ple, was considered by the Jews as blasphemy, and of
course a capital offence. Bp. Porteous, Lectures, xxi.

disrespectfulness (dis-re-spekt'fid-nes), «.

Manifestation of disrespect; want of respect in
manner or speech.

disrespectivet (dis-re-spek'tiv), a. [i disrespect
+ -ive; or< dj«-priv.'-l- respective.] Disrespect-
ful.

A disrespective forgetfulness of thy mercies.
Bp. Halt, Soliloquies, l.xii.

disrespondencyt, «. [< dis- priv. + respon-
dcncy.] Lackof respondency. SirAston t'okain.

disreverencet (dis-rev'e-rens), V. t. [< dis-

priv. -I- reverence.] To "deprive of reverence;
treat irreverently ; dishonor.

And also we should of our dutie to God rather forbeare
the profyte that ourselfe might attayne by a masse, tlian
to see his maiestye disreuerenced, by the bold presumpcion
of such an odyous minister as he hath forboden to corae
about him. Sir T. More, Works, p. 227.

disrobe (dis-rob'), v.; pret. and pp. disrobed,
ppr. disrobing. [< OF. desrober, desrouber, F. dc-

rober, < des- priv. -(- robe, a robe : see dis- and
robe, andcf. rob.] I. trans. 1. To divest of a
robe or garments ; undress. Hence— 2. To di-

vest of any enveloping appendage ; denude ; un-
cover: as, autumn disrobes the fields of verdure.

I am still myself,
. . . though disrob'd of sovereignty, and ravish'd
of ceremonious duty that attenils it.

Fletcher {and another). False One, v. 4.

II. intrans. To divest one's self of a robe or
of one's garments.

PaWtts disrobes ; her radiant veil unty'd . . .

Flows on the pavement of the Court of Jove.
Pope, Iliad. V.

disrober (dis-ro'bfer), «. One who strips of
clothing or covering.

disroot (dis-rof), r. t. [< dis- priv. + root^.]

1. To tear up the roots of; tear up by the
roots.

Whate'er I was
Disrooted, what I am is grafted here.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Hence— 2. To tear from a foundation ; loosen
or undermine.
A piece of ground disrooted from its situation liy sub-

terraneous inundations. Gotdtnnith.

disroutt (dis-rouf), V. t. [< OF. desrouter, des-
roter, disruter, desrotipter, F. dirouter, break
up, scatter, rout, < ML. as if "disruptare, < L.
disruptus, pp. oidisrumpere, break or burst asun-
der: see disrupt.] To rout; throw into confu-
sion.

The Black Prince . . . not only disrouted their mighty
armies, killing many an<l defeating all, but brought the
King, Dauphin, and all the Prince Peers of the laiul, pris-
oners. Kng. Stratagem (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 608).

disrulilyt (dis-rS'li-li), adv. [ME. disrewUlye;
< "disrewly, disrtdy, + -ly"^.] In a disruly man-
ner.

It . . . maketh hym love yvelle conipanye
And lede his lyf disrewtilye.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 4900.

disrulyt (dis-ro'li), a. [Early mod. E. disrulie; <
ME. *disretvly {ill adv. disrewUlye : see disrulily),

< dis- priv. + "rewly, ruly : see dis- and ruly, and
cf. unruly. Cf. OF. desrieide, disorder, < rfes-priv.

+ rieule, rule.] Unruly.
IHsrtUie, [L.] irregularis.

Lerins, Manip. Vocab., coL 99, 1. 47.

disrupt (dis-rupf), V. t. [< L. disruptus, com-
monly diruptus, pp. of disrmnpere, commonly.
dirumpere, break or burst asunder, < dis-, di-,

apart, asunder, + rumpere, break : see rupture.

Cf. disrout.] To break or burst asunder; sepa-
rate forcibly.

A convention, electerl by the people of that State to
consider this very ({uestion of disrupting the Federal
Union, was in session at the capital of Virginia when Fort
Sumter fell. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 142.

The charges necessary to disrupt the piers and roof fnmi
their connection with the bed-rock.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXYUX. in.

disrupt (dis-rtipf). It. [< L. disruptus, dirnptus,

pp.: see the verb.] Tora from or asunder;



disrupt

severed by rending or breaking. Ash.
or obsolete.]

disruption (dis-rup'shon), «. [< L. *disrup-

li»()t-), equiv. to diruptio{n-), < (tisrunipere, pp.
ilisruptus, commonly dirumpere, pp. diniptKS,

disrupt: see disrupt, i.'i A rendang asunder ; a

1684

[Rare dissavaget (dis-sav'aj), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

savaged, ppr. dissavdging. [< dis- priv. + sav-

age.'} To tame ; civilize.

Those wild kingdoms
Which I diseavaged and made nobly civil.

Chapman, Caesar and Pompey, i. 1.

biirsting apart; forcible separation or division disscattert, «'. t. [ME. deskateren; < dcs-, dis

into parts ; dilaeeration.
Sought

To make disruption in the Table Round.
Tennygon, Guinevere.

Rosalind . . . has since ordered her conduct accoTdinji

to the conventions of society, with the result that her in-

ward being surfers disruption and all but moral ruin.

Ji. Duirden, Shelley, II. 180.

Dismptioxi of the Scottlsli Cliurcll, the rupture of the
Established Church of Scotland in 1843, when about 200
curamissioners, composed of ministers and elders, present-

ing a protest against the General Assembly as a church
court, at its meeting on May 18th. on the ground that it

had been deprived of its just freedom and powers l)y the
action of tlie government, chietly through tlie enforcement
of lay patronage in tlie settlement of ministers, withdrew
from it and organized the new Free Churcli of .Scotland.

About 470 nnnisters seceded, forfeiting benefices of fully

£100,000 aggregate value. The controversy preceding the
disruption is known as the "ten yoirs' conflict."

disruptive (dis-rup'tiv), a. [< disrupt + -ive.'i

1 . Causing or tending to cause disruption

;

rending ; bursting or breaking through.

Nor can we imagine a cohesive tenacity so great that it

might not be overcome by some still greater disruptive
force such as we can equally well imagine.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 5.

It (his death] let loose all the disruptive forces which
Bedford had been able to keep in subjection.

Stublts, Const. Hist., § 3.'».

2. Produced by or following on disruption : as,

disruptive effects—Disruptive discharge. .See di«-
cbar/te, 1.

disruptiveness (dis-rup'tiv-nes), «. The state
or quality of being disruptive.

The character which was found to be fundamental in
sensitive discharges, viz., disruptiveness, is common to
Iwth kinds of discharge.

J. E. //. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 110.

disrupture (dis-rup'tur), ». [< disrupt + -ure,

after rupture. Cf. Of^. desrouture, disruption.]
Disruption ; a rending asunder. [Rare.]
disrupture (dis-rup'tur), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

disruptured, ppr disrupturing, [< disrupture,
«.] To rupture ; rend ; sever by tearing, break-
ing, or bursting. [Rare.]

diss (dis), n. An Algerian name for the Arundo
tenax, a reedy grass, the fibers of which are used
for making cordage.

dissatisfaction (dis-sat-is-fak'shon), «. [< dis-

satisfy : see satisfaction.'] The state of being
dissatisfied ; lack of pleasure or content in some
thing, act, or situation ; uneasiness proceeding
from the want of gratification, or from disap-
pointment.

The ambitious man ... is subject to nneasiness and
dissatisfaction. Addison, .Spectatur.

= Syn. Discontentment, distaste, dislike, displeasure, dis-
approbation, disappointment, annoyance.

dissatisfactoriness (dis-sat-is-fak'to-ri-ues), n.
The quality of being dissatisfactory; iuability
to satisfy or give content; a failing to give con-
tent.

L. dis-, apart, + scatter.'] To scatter abroad;
disperse.

Hit [the silver] is so deskatered bothe hider and thidere.
That halvendel shal ben stole ar hit come togidere and

aiDUnted. Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 337.

dissceptert, r. t. [< OF. desceptrer, F. descep-
trer, deprive of a scepter, depose, < des- priv.

+ sceptre, scepter: see dis- and scepter, v.] To
deprive of a scepter.

A hundred kings, whose temples were impall'd
In golden diadems, set here and there
With diamonds, and gemmed every where,
-And of their golden virges none disceptred were.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph on Earth.

disseatt (dis-sef), v. t. [< dis- priv. -I- seat.]

To unseat ; overthrow.
.Seyton I I am sick at heart

When I behold — Seyton, I say — This push
Will cheer me ever, or dts-ficat me now.

Shah., Macbeth, v. 3.

dissect (di-sekf), r. t. [< L. dissectus, pp. of
dissecare (> Sp. disecarz= Pg. dis.sccar= F. dis-

sequer = D. dissekeren = Dan. dissekere = Sw.
dissekera), cut asunder, cut up, < dis-, asunder,
+ secure, unt: see section.] 1. To cut in pieces;
divide into parts with or as with a cutting in-

strument: as, to dissect a fowl. Specifically— 2. To cut in pieces, or separate the distinct
or elementary parts of, as an animal or a plant,
for the purpose of studying its organization
or tlie functions and morbid affections of its

organs and tissues ; anatomize.
Where, with bhuited Knives, his Scholars learn

How to dissect, and the nice Joints discern.
Cont/reve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi.

Like following life through creatures you dissect.

You lose it in the niomejit you detect.
Pojx-., Moral Essays, 1. 29.

Hence— 3. To examine part by part or point
by point ; treat or consider piecemeal ; analyze,
as for the purpose of criticism ; describe in de-
tail : as, to dissect a man's character.

Chief mastery to dissect
With long and tedious havoc fabled knights,
In battle feigud. Hilton, P. L., ix. 29.

If men can so hardly endure to have the defornnty of
their vices represented to them though very imperfectly
here, how will they bear the dissecting and laying them
open in the view of the whole world?

StUtingJleet, Sermons, I. xi.

Dissected map or picture, a map or picture mounted
on a Iward and divided into nun-e or less irregular parts,
designed to be joined together as a puzzle.

Or must every architect invent a little piece of the new
style, and all put it together at last like a dissected map?

liuskin.
Dissecting aneurism. See aneurism.

dissected (di-sek'ted), p. a. [Pp. of dissect, r.]

In hot., deeply cut into numerous segments:
applied to leaves, etc.

dissectible (di-sek'ti-bl), a. [< dissect -I- -ifite.]

Capable of being dissected.

Sensible he must needs be not only of the shortness and diSSection (di-sek'shon), n. [= F. dissection =
..:_•.._. .,, _, Up. diseccinii rriPg. dissecfSo = It. dis.iezione, <.

L. as if *dissectioXn-), < dissecare, pp. dissectus,
cut up : see dissect.] 1 . The operation of cut-
ting open or separating'into parts. Specifically—2. The process of cuttinginto parts an animal
or a plant, or a part of one, in such a way as to
show its structure or to separate one or more
of its organs or tissues for examination : as, the
dissection of a dog ; the dissection of a hand or a
flower.

In our dissection of lake ice by a beam of heat we no-
ticed little vacuous spots at the centres of the liquid
flowers formed by the l>eam.

Tgndall, Forms of Water, p. 119.

Hence— 3. The act of separating anything into
distinct or elementary parts for the purpose of
critical examination; treatment or considera-
tion of something in detaU or point by point.

Such strict enquiries into nature, so true and so perfect
a dixsection of human kind, is the work of extraordinary
diligence. GranviUe.

4t. A segment ; a division ; a part.

All his kindnesses are not only in their united forms,
but in their several dissections fully commemlable.

Sir P. Sidnetj, Def. of Poesie, p. S.M.

i«m*, The Original Contract. A^^^2^^t^ ^v'^"^^?^' ,^^ ""T't a- ,~. ,. „ ,„ , ,

"i.i.i«>.i..
dissector (di-sek tor), «. [= F. dt.sseeteur =

buXf'of*"«Sm?,'';:iS,n™,''"''""f°\''''i''i''''''*
"',"''=

*^P- 'li'iector = P(^."dissector = It. dissettore. <nunnen of Kome s conquests, and who had reaped so xtt #.7- j • t j- t- ^ j-
•mall a share of their fruits, were naturally dissatisfied

^^- "'«»«''''"'. < L- dissecare, pp. dissectus, dis-
with their dependent position. sect: see dis,<iect.'\ One who dissects; one who

e. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 326. practises dissection for the purpose of study-

uncertainty of sensible enjoyments, but also of their pool
ness, emptiness, insufBciency, dissatisfactorinem.

.^ir .17. Hale, Enquiry tiiuching Happiness.

dissatisfactory (dis-sat-is-fak'to-ri), a. [< dis-
priv. -I- satisfactory.] Not satisfactory; unsat-
isfying; displeasing.

To have reduced the different qualiflcations in the dif-
ferent states to one uniform rule would probably have
been as dissatis/actorn to some of the states as difflcull
for the convention. A. Hamiltun.

dissatisfied (dis-sat'is-fid), p. a. 1. Discon-
tented; not satisfied; not pleased; offended.

Tile di^tsatisjied factions of the autocracy. Bancroft.

2. Arising from or manifesting dissatisfaction

:

as, a d'tssatisjied look.

The camels were gioaning laboriously, and the horees
were standing around in dissatisfied silence in the white
heat of nix>n. CTDonovan, Merv, xxiv.

trate or come short of one's wishes or expec-
tations.

When a new government is established, by whatever
means, the people are commimly dismtlsfied.

Uu

dissemble

ing or demonstrating organization and func-
tions.

disseize (dis-sez'), v. t.; pret. and pp. disseized,

ppr. disseizing. [Also disseise; < OF. desseisir,

disseisir, dcssaisir, F. dessaisir (= Pr. dessazir),
dispossess, < des-, dis-, priv.,+ seisir, saisir, take
possession of: see rfw- and seize.] In law, to
dispossess wrongfully ; deprive of actual seizin
or possession : followed by of: as, to disseize a
tenant o/his freehold. See disseizin.

Then thus gan Jove : Right true it is, that these
And all things else that under heaven dwell
Are chaung'd of Time, who dotli them all disseise
0/ being. .Spenser, V. Q., VII. vii. 48.

A man may frequently suppose himself to be disseised,
when he is not so in fact. Blackstone, Com., III. 10.

And pilfering what I once did give,
Disseize thee of thy right.

5. Herbert, Submission.

disseizee (dis-se-ze'), n. [< disseize + -eel.]

In law, a person imlawfully put out of posses-
sion of an estate. Also spelled disseisee.

disseizin (dis-se'zin), n. [Also disseisin; < OF.
(AF.) disseisin, m., disseisine, desseisine, dessai-
sine, f., disseizin, < disseisir, dessaisir, disseize

:

see disseize, and cf. seisin.] In laic: (a) In the
most general sense, the wrongful privation of
seizin ; ouster. (6) In old Eng. law, the violent
termination of seizin by the actual ouster of
the feudal tenant, and the usurpation of his
place and relation, it was a notorious and U.rtious
act on the part of the disseizor, by which he put himself
in the place of the disseizee, and, in the character of
tenant of the freehold, made his appeai-ance at the lord's
court. (Kent.) In more modern use it includes silent en-
try and usurpation of enjoyment, mider pretense of right,
with or without title.—Assize of novel disseizin, an oli-

solete common-law writ for the recovery of land, where the
demandant himself had been turned out of possession.

—

Disseizinby election, a legal Action by which the owner
was permitted to admit that he had been disseized, irre-

spective of the actual fact of technical disseizin, in order
to have a remedy against the adverse claimant.— Equi-
table disseizin, ttie loss or deprivation of an equitable
seizin : a term sometimes used, but disapproved by the
highest authorities. (Compare, for the analogies afforded
by similar phrases, equitable waste, under waste ; equita-
ble estate, under estate ; and equitable seizin, under seizin.)

disseizor (dis-se'zor), n. [Also disseisor, dis-

sciser; < OF. (AF.) disseisor, disseisour, < dis-

seisir, disseize: see disseize.] In laic, one who
wrongfully dispossesses another, or puts an-
other out of possession.

Where ent'ring now by force, thou hold'st by might.
And art disseiser of another's right.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, iiL

disseizoress (dis-se'zor-es), n. [< dis.ieizor -I-

-ess.] In Uiic, a woman who wrongfully puts
another out of possession. Also spelled dia-

scisoress. [Rare.]
disselboom (dis'el-bom), n. [D., the pole of
a wagon, < dissel, axletree, + boom, pole, boom,
beam : see beam, boom^.] The neap or pole of
an ox-wagon. [South African.]

I took the only precaution in my power, viz., to unfas-
ten the chain, trek-tow, from the disselboom, so that that
important portion of my gear should not act as a conduc-
tor to the inflammable part of my load.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 619.

dissemblablet (di-sem'bla-bl), a. [< OP. des-
senibliible, F. dissemblable \= Sp. deseinejable),

< dessembler, be different: see dissemble, and
cf. semblable.] Not resembling; dissimilar.
Puttenhatn.

dissemblancei (di-sem'blans), ». [< OF. des-
scmhlance, F. dissemblance (= Pr. dessemblanza
= Sp. desemblanza, desemejanza = Pg. desseme-
llianga = It. dissimiglianza), < dessemblant, im-
like, different, ppr. of dessembler, be unlike:
see dissemble, and ef. semblance.] Want of re-

semblance; dissimilarity. [Rare.]

Nor can there be a greater dissemblance between one
wise man and anotlier. Osltorne, Advice to a Son.

It must, however, be remembered that the dissemblance
of the hiei"0glyphic and hieratic characters appears great-
er than it really is. Isaac Taylor, The .Alphabet, I. 100.

dissemblance-t (di-sem'blans), m. [< dijisemble

+ -anee; the same in form as dissemblance^,
but with sense due directly to di-isembh.] The
act of or faculty for dissembling.

I wanted those old instruments of state,

Dissonblance and suspect.
Marston ami Webster, The Malcontent, i. 4.

Without distenMance he is deep in age.
Middleton, The Phoenix, i. 1.

dissemble (di-sem'bl), c. ;
pret. and pp. di.i-

semblcd, ppr. dissembling. [< OF. dessembler.

dessamhlcr. F. dissembler, be unlike (cf. OF. des-

.irmblcr. ilc.'.'sambler, dcssenbler, dessanhler, sepa-
rate, disjoin, divide—opposed to a.isembler, as-

semble: see assemble), = Pr. Cat. dessembler =
Sp. desemejar, be unlike, dissemble, = Pg. dea-



dissemble

semelhar, dessimilhar, make unlike, = It. dissimi-

gliare, be unlike, differ; these forms (partly <

ML. disHmilare,'dissimiliare, be ormake unlike:

see dissimilate) being partly mingled with OF.
di^ssimuler, P. dissimuler = Sp. disimiilar = Pg.

dissimular = It. dissinmlare, < L. disdmulare,

feign to be different, dissimulate, dissemble, <

dissimilis, unlike, < dis- priv. + similis, like

:

see similar, dissimilar, and of. assemble^, assim-

ulate, assimilate, dissimule, dissimulate, dissimi-

late, resemble, semble, etc.'] 1, trans. If. To make
unlike ; cause to look different ; disguise.

I'll put it [a gown] on, and I will dissemble myself in 't.

Shak., T. N., iv. 2.

2. To give a false impression about : cause to

seem different or non-existent; mask under a
false pretense or deceptive manner.
A man must frame some probable cause why he should

not do his best, and why he should dussemhle his abilities.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 337.

To leave off loving were your better way

;

Yet if you will dissfmUe It, you may.
Dryden, Helen to Paris, 1. 149.

The wrongs of the Puritans could neither be dissembled

nor excused. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 238.

3t. To put on the semblance of ; simulate; pre-

tend.
Your son Lucentio . . .

Doth lore my daughter, and she loveth him,
Or both dissemble deeply their affections.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 4.

Then it seems yoo dissemble an Aversion to Mankind
only in compliance to my Mother's Humour.

Congreve, Way of the World, ii, 1.

So like a Hon that unheeded lay,

Dissembling sleep, and watchful to betray,
With inward rage he meditates his prey.

Dryden, Sig. and Guis., 1. 243.

4t. To assume the appearance of ; appear like

;

imitate.

The gold dissembled well her yellow hair. Dryden.

= Syn. 2. Dissemble, Simulate, Dissimulate, Disguise,

cloak, cover. (See hide.) To dissembU ia to pretend that a
thing which is is not ; as, to dissemble one's real senti-

ments. To simulate is to pretend that a thing which is

not is ; as, to simulate friendship. To dissimulate is to

hide the reality or truth of something under a diverse or
contrary appearance : as, to dissimulate one's poverty by
ostentation. To disguise is to put under a false guise, to

keep a thing from being recognized by giving it a false

appearance : as, I cannot disguise from myself the fact.

See dissembler and conceiU.

I thought it beat, however, to dissemble my wrath, and
to treat them with promises and fair words, until . . . an
opportunity of vengeance should be afforded me.

Poe, Tales. I. &
The scheme of simulated insanity is precisely the one

lie [Hamlet] would have been likely to hit upon, because
it enabled him to follow his own bent.

Lowell, Among my Books, lat ser., p. 221.

Compelled to disguise their sentiments, they will not,

however, suppress them.
1. Disraeli, Calam. of Authors, II. 278.

II, intrans. If. To give a false appearance;
make a deceptive impression or presentation.

What wicked and dissembling glass of mine
Made me compare with Hermia's sphery eyne?

SAoi., M. N. D., Ii. 3.

2. To assume a false seeming; conceal the real

fact, motives, intention, or sentiments under
some pretense ; mask the truth about one's self.

Ye dissembUd In your hearts when ye sent me unt^i the
Lord your God, saying, Pray for us. Jer. xUi. 20.

1 did dissemble with her
Myself to satisfy.

William Guiseman (Child's Ballads, III. 50).

To seeming sadness she compos'd her look

;

As il by force subjected to his will.

Though pleas'd, dissembling, and a woman stUL
Dryden, CJym. and Iph.,1. 311.

dissembler (di-sem'blfer), n. One who dissem-
bles ; one who conceals his opinions, character,
etc., under a false appearance; one who pre-
tends that a thing which is is not.

The French are passing courtly, ripe of wit.

Kind, but extreme dissemblers
Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

A deep dissembler, not of his affections only, but of re-

ligion. Milton, Elkonoklastes.

=SyiL Dissemftler, Hypocrite. A dissembler is one who
tries to conceal what he is ; a hypocrite, one who tries to
make himself appear Ut be what he is not, especially to
seem better than he is. See dissemble.

The old sovereign of the world (Tiberius as depicted by
Tacitus], . . . conscioua of failing strength, raging with
capricious sensuality, yet to the last the keenest of olfserv-

t^rs, the most artful of disneinblers, and the most terrible
iif masters. Macaulay, On History.

Woe unto you, scrit^es and Pharisees, hj/jiocrites t for ye
are like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear
t»eautiful outward, but are witliiii full of dead men's bones,
iinil (if :itl niicleanness. Mat. xxiii. 27.

disaemblingly (di-sem'bling-li), adv. In a
ilissoiiibliMg manner; deceptively.

And yet disKemblirtgly he thought to ilallye and to play.
DranI, tr. of Horace's Satires, 1. 9.
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disseminate (di-sem'i-nat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disseminated, ppr. disseminating. [< L. disse-

mitiatui; pp. of disseminare (> It. disseminare =
Sp. diseminar= Pg. disseminar= P. disseminer),

scatter seed, < dis-, apart, + seminare, sow: see
dis- and seminate.] 1. To scatter or sow, as
seed, for propagation.

Seeds are diKseminated by their minuteness— by their
capsule being converted into a light balloon-like enve-
lope— ... by having hooks and grapnels of many kinds
and serrated awns, so as to adhere to the fur of quadru-
peds—and by being furnished with wings and plumes as
different in shape as elegant in structui'e, so as to be waft-

ed by every breeze. Daruin, Origin of Species, p. 187.

Hence— 2. To spreadby diffusion or dispersion

:

generally with reference to some intended or

actual result.

A uniform heat disseminated through the body of the
earth. Woodward.

The Jews are disseminated through all the trading parts
of the world. Addison, Spectator.

3. To scatter by promulgation, as opinions or
doctrines; propagate by speech or writing.

Nor can we certainly learn that any one philosopher of

note embraced our religion, till it had been for many
years preached, and disseminated, and had taken deep
root in the world. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. iii.

Alexis. Sire, I never have attempted to disseminate my
opinions.

Peter. How couldst thou? the seed would fall only on
granite. Landor, Peter the Great and Alexis.

dissemination (di-sem-i-na'shon), n. [= F.
disseminiiiioit = Sp. diseminacion =:Pg. dissemi-

nagSo= It. disseminazioiie, < L. disseminatio(n-),

< disseminare, pp. disseminatus, scatter seed:
see disseminate.] 1. The act of sowing or
scattering seed for propagation. Hence— 2.

A spreading abroad for some fixed purpose
or with some definite effect; propagation by
means of diffusion or dispersion ; extension of

the influence or establishment of something.

He therefore multiplied them to a great necessity of a
dispersion, that they might serve the ends of God and of

the natural law, by their ambulatory life and their nu-
merous disseminations.

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, Pref., p. 12.

That dispersion, or v&i\ier dissemination [of people after

the flood], hath peopled all other parts of the world.
Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, i.

3. Propagation by means of promulgation; a
spreading abroad for or with acceptance, as of

opinions.

The Gospel is of universal disseminatiwi.
Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, i. § 4.

The dissemination of speculative notions about Iit>erty

and the rights of man. Horsley, Speech on Slave Trade.

disseminati'Ve (di-sem'i-na-tiv), a. [< dissemi-

nate + -ive.] Tending to disseminate or to be-
come disseminated.

Heresy is, like the plaeue, infections and disseminative.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, Iv. 1.

dissemina'fcor (di-sem'i-na-tor), n. [= Sp. di-

seminador = It. disseminatore, < LL. dissemina-

tor, < L. disseminare, pp. disseminatus, dissemi-

nate: see disseminate.] One who or that which
disseminates or spreads by propagation.

The open canals, picturesque disseminators of disease,

have all l)een closed. The American, XII, 10,

dissension (di-sen'shon), n. [Formerly also dis-

sentitm; < ME. disseiicion, dissentnun, -cioun, <

OP. dissension, dissencion, P. dis,scnsion = Pr.

dissencio, dissention = Sp. diseiision = Pg. dis-

sensSo = It. dissensione, < L. dissensio(n-), dis-

agreement, dissension, < dissentirc, pp. dissen-

sus, differ in opinion : see dissent, v.] Disagree-
ment in opinion; especially, violent disagree-

ment which produces warm debate or angry
words; contention in words; strife; discord;

quarrel ; breach of friendship or union.

Paul and Barnabas had no small dissmsum and dispu-

tation with them. Acts xv. 2.

Tlie Council of France procured a Reconcilement be-

tween the King and the Dauphin, who had been in long
Jealousies and Dissention. Baker, Chronicles, p. 188,

= SJT1. Difference, dispute, variance,

dissensions, dissensiously. See dissentious,

(li><>itnti</u.vh).

dissensualize (dis-sen'gu-al-iz),». t; pret. and
pp. dissciisualized, j>j>r. dissensualizing. [< dis-

priv. + sensualize.] To deprive of sensuality

;

render free from sensual qualities or tenden-
cies.

We had our table so placed that the satisfaction of our
hunger might be dissensualized by the view from the win-

dows, Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. '2.'»«.

dissent (di-senf), V. i. [< ME. dissenten, < OF.
dissentir, F. dissentir = Sp. disentir = Pg. dis-

sentir = It. dissentire, < L. dissentire, differ in

opinion, disagree, differ, < dis-, apart, -1- sentire,

feel, think.] 1. To be of a different or con-

dissenterlsm

trary opinion or feeling ; withhold approval or
assent: with/com before the object.

As they were intimate friends, tliey took the freedom to
dissent frotn one another in discourse, or upon occasion
to speak a Latin sentence without fearing the imputation
of pedantry or ill-breeding. A ddison, Ancient Medals, i.

The bill passed . , . without a dWA-en(i»igi voice. Hallam.

In almost every period of the middle ages, there had
been a few men who in some degree dissented from the
common superstitious. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 103.

It [science] dissents without scruple from those whom
it reverences most. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p, 6,

2. Eccles., to refuse to acknowledge, conform
to, or be bound by the doctrines or rules of an
established church. See dissenter.— 3t. To
differ ; be of a different or contrary nature.

Every one ought to embrace the religion which is true,
and to shun, as hurtful, whatever dissenteth from it, but
that most which doth farthest dissent.

Hooker, Eccles, Polity.

dissent (di-senf), »• [< dissent, v.] 1. The
act of dissenting; a holding or expressing of

a different or contrary opinion ; refusal to be
bound by an opinion or a decision that is con-
trary to one's own .iudgment.

If bare possibility may at all intangle our assent or dis.

sent in things, we cannot fully misbelieve the absurdest
fable in ^sop or Ovid.

Dr. U. More, Antidote against Atheism, I. ix, § 3,

2. A declaration of disagreement in opinion
about something : as, the minority entered their

dissent on the records of the house.— 3. Ec-
cles., refusal to acknowledge or conform to

the doctrines, ritual, or government of an es-

tablished church, particularly in England and
Scotland.

In religion there was no open dissent, and probably very
little secret heresy. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The open expression of difference and avowed opposi-
tion to that which is authoritatively established consti-

tutes Dissent, whether the religion be Pagan or Christian,

Monotheistic or Polytheistic.
U. Spencer, Study of Socio!,, p, 238,

4t. Contrariety of nature ; opposite quality.

Wliere the menstrua are the same, and yet the incorpo-
ration followeth not, the dissent is in the metals. Bacon.

dissentaneous (dis-en-ta'ne-us), a. [=Pg.
It. dissentaneo, < L. dissentaneus, disagreeing, <

di'SAWiWre, disagree: see dissent, v. Cf.consenta-

neaus.] Disagreeing; contrary; inconsistent.

They disprove it as dissentaneous to the Christian reli-

gion. Rycaut, Greek and Armenian Churchea, p. 306.

Dissentstneons argument, in logic, a middle term for

arKunieiitution drawn from the opposites of the terms of

the question.

dissentanyt (dis'en-ta-ni), a. [< L. dissenta-

neus, disagreeing: see dissentaneous.] Dissen-
taneous; inconsistent.

The parts are not discrete or dissentany, for both con-

clude not putting away, and consequently in such a form
the proposition is ridiculous. Milton, Tetrachordon.

(The form of the word in this extract is doubtful.]

dissentationt (dis-en-ta'shon), n. [Irreg. <

dis.ient -t- -ation.] The act of dissenting; dis-

pute. W. Browne.
dissenter (di-sen'tfer), n. 1. One who dissents

;

one who differs in opinion, or one who declares

his disagreement.
Twill be needless for me to treat as a casuist, to con-

vince the dissenters from this doctrine.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays (1864), iii, 1(H,

Specifically— 2. Eccles., one who refuses to

accept the authority or doctrines, or conform
to the ritual or usages, of an established church

;

a nonconformist : specifically applied in Eng-
land to those who, while they agree with the

(Jhurch of England (which is Episcopal) in

many essential doctrines, differ from it on ques-
tions of church government, relation to the

state, and rites and ceremonies. The word ap-

pears to have come into use in the seventeenth century

as synonymous with nonconfm-mi^t, although its equiva-

lent may be said to have existed in Poland in the name
dissident, a term which first appears in the acts of the

Warsaw Confederation of 1578, and there denotes a Polish

Protestant, in contradistinction to a member of the es-

tablished Catholic Church. The name dissenter is not or-

dinarily given to the Episcopalians in Scotlaiiil, ttiough

they dissent from the Establislicd Chmvh of Scotland,

which is Presbyterian.— Dissenters' Chapels Act. See

Lord Lmidhursfs Act, under ocf.— Dissenters' Mar-
riages Act, an English statute of 1836 (6 and 7 Win. IV.,

c. 8.')), autliorizing marriages between persons who are not

identified with the Church of England according to the

rites of their own church. = Syn. 2. Noncon/onnisf, etc.

See heretic.

dissenterism (di-sen'tfer-izm), ». [< dissenter

+ -inm.] The spirit or the principles of dis-

sent or of dissenters. [Rare.]

He . . . tried to lay plana for his campaign and heroic

desperate attempts to resuscitate the shop-keeping Dis.

genterisrn of Carlingford into a lofty Nonconfot-tniat ideal,

Mrs. Oliphant, Salem Chapel, lit



dissentience

dissentience (di-sen'shens), n. [< dissentient:

see -eiice, -ce.] The state of dissenting; dis-

sent. [Bare.]

Hence what appears to some an Irreconcilable dUsen-

tienetf an obstinate determination not to be convinced,

may really have another character.

J. 0>ren, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 238.

dissentient (di-sen'shent), a. and n. [= It.

dissen::iente, < L. dissentien(t-)s, ppr. of dissen-

tire, dissent: see dissent, ».] I. a. Disagree-

ing; expressing dissent; dissenting.

Without one distentient voice.

r. Knox, Winter Evenings, nxviL

The youthful friend, distentient, reason'd still

Of the soul's prowess, and the subject will.

Crabbe, Works, V. 13.

Three of the four united colonies declared for war ;
yet

the (UtMntteTit Maasachusette interposed delay.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 369.

n. «• One who disagrees and declares his

dissent.

There were eleven observers [of the sound-producing

powers of four different kinds of gunpowder], all of whom,
without a single dissentient, pronounced the sound of the

line-grain powder loudest of all. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 277.

dissenting (di- sen 'ting), p. a. Having the

character of dissent ; belonging to or connected

with a body of dissenters : as, a dissenting min-
ister or congregation ; a, dissenting ch&pel. See
dissenter.— Dissenting Chapels Acts. See iord Lynd-
hurst'8 Act, under act.

dissentious, dissensions (di-sen'shus), a. [<

OF. dissencieux, discencieux, < dissencion, dissen-

sion: see dissension.'] Of the nature of dissen-

sion ;
given to dissension ; contentious

;
quar-

relsome.

Either in religion they haue a dissentiotis head, or in

the commonwealth a factious head.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 98.

They love his grace but lightly

That fill his ears with such dissensions rumours.
Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

dissentionsly, dissensionsly (di-sen'shus-li),

adc. In a dissentious or quarrelsome manner.
Chapman.

dissepiment (di-sep'i-ment), n. [< LL. dissee-

pimentum, less correctly dissepimentumi, a par-

tition,< L. disseepire, less correctly

dissepire, separate, divide by a
boundary, < dis-, apart, -t- satpire,

less correctly sepire, hedge in,

fence: see «ep(Mm.] 1. In hot.: (a)

A partition; especially, one of

the partitions within ovaries and ««, Dissepiments.

fruits formed by the coherence of

the sides of the constituent carpels. Spurious or

false dissepiments are partitions otherwise form-
ed. (6) In hymenomycetous fimgi, same as
trama.— 2. In zool. and anat. : (a) In general,

a septum or partition ; that which puts asunder
two or more things by coming between them

:

as, the dissepiment ot the nostrils. (6) Specifical-

ly— (1) One of the imperfect horizontal plates
which connect the vertical septa in corals, and
divide theloculi between the septa into a series

of intercommunicating cells. (2) The internal
separation or division between the segments of

annelids, as worms— Tabular dissepiment, in the
tabular corals, one of several horizontal plates reaching
entirely across the cavity of the theca, one above the other.
See muUpore.

In the Tabulata, horizontal plates, which stretch com-
pletely across the cavity of the theca, are formed one
above the other and constitute tabular dissepiinents.

Huxley, Encyc. Brit., 1. 130.

dissepimenta, ». Plural of dissepimentum.
dissepimental (di-sep-i-men'tal), a. [< dissepi-

ment + -«/.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a dissepiment.

dissepimentum (di-sep-i-men'tum), n.
; pi. dis-

sejiimenta {-ta). {liL.: see dissepiment.] A dis-

sepiment.
dissertt (di-sfirt'), v. i. [< P. disserter= 8p. di-

sertar = Pg. dissertar, < L. dissertare, discuss,
argue, discourse, freq. of disserere, pp. disser-

tus (usually disertus, as adj. well-spoken, fluent

:

see disert), discuss, argue, discourse about, lit.

disjoin, i. e., set apart in order, < dis-, apart, -I-

serere, join: see series. Cf. desert^.] To dis-
course; expatiate.

A venerable sage, . . . whom once I heard disserting
on the topic of religion. Harris, Happiness.

As I once had some theatrical powers myself, I disserted
on snch topics with my usual freedom.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xviii.

dissertate (dis'fer-tat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. dis-

si^rtated, ppr. dissertating. [< L. dissertatus, pp.
of dissertare, argue, discuss, discourse about:
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see dissert.] To discourse in the style of a dis-

sertation; write dissertations. J. Foster.

dissertation (dis-6r-ta'shon), »!. [= D. disser-

tafie = Sw. dissertation ="F. dissertation = Sp.

disertacion = Pg. dissertagdo = It. dissertazione,

< LL. dissertatio(n-), a spoken dissertation, dis-

course, < L. dissertare, pp. dissertatus, discuss:

see dissert.] 1. A set or formal discourse.

He began to launch out into a long dissertation upon
the affairs of the North.

Addison, The Political Upholsterer.

He was easily engaged in a keen and animated disser-

tation about Lochleven trout, and sea trout, and river

trout, and bull trout, and char, which never rise to a fly.

Scott, Abbot, xxiv.

2. A written essay, treatise, or disquisition:

as, Newton's dissertations on the prophecies.

You would laugh at me, says Philander, should I make
you a leanied diasertation on the nature of rusts. I shall

only tell you there are two or three sorts of them, which
are extremely beautiful in the eye of an antiquary, and
preserve a coin better than the best artificial varnish.

Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

dissertational (dis-fer-ta'shon-al), a. [< dis-

sertation + -al.] Kelating" to dissertations

;

disquisitional. Imp. Diet.

dissertationist (dis-6r-ta'shon-ist), n. [< dis-

sertation + -ist.] One who writes disserta-

tions ; a dissertator. Imp. Diet.

dissertator (dis'er-ta-tor), n. [= r. disserta-

teur = Sp. disertador =' Pg. dissertador, < LL.
dissertator, < L. dissertare, pp. dissertatus, dis-

cuss: Bee dissert.] One who discourses form-

ally ; one who writes a dissertation.

Our dissertator learnedly argues, if these books lay un-

touched and unstirred, they must have mouldered away.
Boyle, on Bentley's Phalaris, p. 114.

dissertlyt, adv. See disertly.

disserve (dis-s6rv' ), v. t. ;
pret. andpp. disserved,

ppr. disserving. [< OF. desservir, deservir, F.

desservir = Pr. desservir = Sp. deservir = Pg.

desservir = It. disservire, disserve, < L. dis-

priv. + servire, serve: see serve. Cf. deserve.]

To serve or treat badly ; injure ; do an ill turn

to. [Rare.]

I have neither served nor disserved the interest of any
party of christians. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, Ded.

He would receive no person who had disserved him into

any favour or trust, without her privity and consent.
Brougham.

A man may disserve God, disobey indications not of our
own making but which appear, if we attend, in our con-
sciousness— he may disobey, I say, such indications of the
real law of our being in other spheres besides the sphere
of conduct. M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

disservice (dis-ser'vis), n. [< F. desservice (=
Sp. deservicio = Pg. desservigo = It. disservigio,

disservizio), < desservir, disserve: see disseri'e,

and cf. service.] Service resulting in harm
rather than benefit ; an ill turn, intentional or

unintentional.

So that too easy and too severe decisions have alike

done disservice to religion.

Bp. Attetbury, Sermons, II. xiv.

My uncle Toby's wish did Dr. Slop a disservice which
his heart never intended any man.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ill. 1.

disserviceable (dis-sfer'vis-a-bl), a. [< dis- priv.

+ serriccable. Cf. disserve.] Of no service or
advantage; hence, unhelpful; hurtful; detri-

mental.

I confess, there were some of those persons whose names
deserve to live in our book for their piety, although their
particular opinions were such as to be disserviceable unto
the declared and supposed interests of our clmrches.

C. Mather, Mag. Christ., iii.. Int.

disserviceableness (dis-ser'vis-a-bl-nes), «.

The quality of being disservicealile ; tendency
to harm. Bailey, 1727.

disserviceably (dis-sfer'vis-a-bli), adv. In a dis-

serviceable manner ; without service or advan-
tage. Bp. Hacket.

dissettlet (dis-set'l), v. t. [< dis- priv. + settle.]

To unsettle.

Under whose government [that of a carnal mind] he was
resolved to be, and not be dissettled by the inlets of any
higher light.

Vr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, Pref.

dissettlementt (dis-set'l-ment), n. [< disset-

tle + -ment.] The act of unsettling, or the state
of being unsettled ; disturbance.

No conveyancer could ever in more compendious or
binding terms have drawn a dissettlement of the whole
birthright of England. Marvell, Works, I. 516.

dissever (di-sev'6r), v. [< ME. disseveren, de-

severen, < OP. dessevrer, desevrer, descivrer, dis-

severer = Pr. dessebrar, desebrar = It. disceve-

rare, discevrare, sceverare, < L. dis-, apart, -f-

aeparare (> OF. sevrer, etc.), sever, separate:

dissident

see dis- and sever, separate.] I. trans. To dis-

part; divide asunder; separate; disunite by
any means : as, the Keformation dissevered the

Catholic Church.

When from the Goats he shall his Sheep disseuer

:

These Blest in Ueav'n, those Curst in Hell for euer.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1,

IHssever your united strengths.

And part your mingled colours once again.
Shak., K. John, il. 2.

H. intrans. To part ; separate.

Than was the ban cried that eche man sholde go on
whiche part that he wolde, and thei disseuered and wente
eche to his baner. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii 186.

Then when flesh and soul dissever.

Hymn, Religious Herald, March 25, 1886.

disseverance (di-sev'6r-ans), n. [< ME. dis-

severaunce, deseveraunee, <. OF. dessevrance, de-

sevrance (= Pr. dessebransa = It. disceverama),

< dessevrer, dissever: see dissever.] The act of

dissevering, or the state of being dissevered;

separation.

Tyl ge of soure dulnesse deseueraurue made.
Richard the Redeless, ii. 50.

Mr. Miall is the leader of those in England who accept
the voluntary method, who desire the entire disseverance

of the State from all religious bodies.

R. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 227.

disseveration (di-sev-e-ra'shon), n. [< dissever

+ -ation.] Same as disseverance. [Rare.]

disseverment (di-sev'6r-ment), n. [< OF. des-

sevrement, desevrement (= It. disceveramento), <

dessCTrer, dissever : see dissever aia^^ient.] The
act of dissevering; disseverance.

The disseverment of bone and vein.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxvii.

dissb.ado'vrt (dis-shad'o), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
shadow.] To free from shadow or shade.

But soon as he again disshadowed is.

Restoring the blind world his blemished sight.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Victory and Triumph.

dissheathet (dis-sheTH'), "• [< <i*»- priv. +
sheathe.] I. trans. To unsheathe, as a sword.

H, intrans. To drop or fall from a sheath.

In mounting hastily on horseback, his sword, dissheath-

ing, pierced his own thigh.
Raleigh, Hist World, III. iv. f 3.

dissMpt (dis-ship'), V. t. [< dis- priv. -t- ship.]

To remove or discharge from a ship.

The Captaine by discretion shall from time to time dis-

ship any artificer or English seruingman or apprentice out
of the Primrose into any of the other three ships.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 296.

disshivert (dis-shiv'fer), v. t. [< dis-, asunder,
+ shiver^.] To shiver or shatter in pieces.

Disshivered speares, and shields ytorne In twaine.
Spenser, F. Q.. IV. i. «1.

dissidence (dis'i-dens), n. [= F. dissidence =
Sp. disidencia = Pg. dissidenda, < L. dissidentia,

<(i!SS((7«n(N)s, dissident: see dissident.] Differ-

ence or separation in opinion ; disagreement

;

dissent.

Dissidence in Poland is dissent in England.
Latham, Nationalities of Europe, v.

dissident (dis'i-dent), a. and n. [= F. dissi-

dent = Sp. disiderite = Pg. dissidente, < L. dissi-

den(t-)s, ppr. of dissidere, sit apart, be remote,
disagree, i dis-, apart, -t- sedere = E. sit.] I.

a. If. Different; at variance.

Our life and manners be dissident from theirs.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 9.

2. Dissenting; not conforming; specifically,

dissenting from an established church. [Rare.]

IHssident priests also give trouble enough. Carlyle.

II. M. Onfe who differs or dissents from oth-

ers in regard to anything ; especially, an oppo-
nent of or dissenter from a prevailing opinion,

method, etc.

Two only out of forty-four canonists who were person-
ally present . . . were found to deny that the marriage of

Arthur and Katharine had Ijeen consummated. The names
of the dissidents, the particulars of the discussions, are

unknown. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of England, iii.

The dissidents are few, and have nothing to say in de-

fense of their unbelief, except what is easily refuted as

misapprehension, or want of logical consistency.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 199.

Specifically— (a) Adissenter; one who separates from an
established religion.

Next year we hope a Catholic Oaths Bill will pass ; and
then ... we shall find all the popular literature of the

day deriding all countries where a jmlitical oath is exact-

ed from dissidents as the seats of the queerest old-fash-

ioned bigotry. Saturday Rev., Jnly 29, 1865.

[The University of London] has not become, as many
apprehended, a nursery for dissidents and agnostics, or
developed a novel and heretical school of *fpinion in ethics,

history, or psychology. Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 42.



Dissilient Capsule of /m-
fatifni Batsatnitta at the
moment of bursting.

dissident

Especially— (6) Under the old elective monarchy of Po-
land, when the estalilished church was Roman Catholic,
a Lutheran, Calvinist, Arminian, or adherent of the Greek
Church, who was allowed the free exercise of his faith.

I have a great opinion of the cogency of the controver-
sial ar};unients of the Russian troops in favotir of thedt*'-
sidenU. Chenterjield, Letters, No. 410.

dissilience, dissiliency (di-sil'i-ens, -en-si), n.

[< (lissilieii{t) + -ce, -cy.j The act of"starting
or flying asunder.

dissilient (di-sil'i-ent), a. [< L. d>ssilien(t-)s,

ppr. of dissilire. fly apart, < dis-, apart, -t- salire,

le&p: see salient.^ Starting
or flying asunder; burst-
ingopen with some force, as
the dry pod or capsule of
some plants.

dissilition (dis-i-lish'on),
)i. [Irreg. < L. <f(s«j?j>e, fly

apart : see dissilient.'] The
act of bursting open: the
act of starting or flying
apart. [Bare.]

The air in the smaller having
8o much room in the greater t4>

receive it, the disHlition of that
air was great. Bot/ie, Works, 1. 92.

dissimilar (di-slm'i-lar), a.

[= F. dissimilaire = Sp.
disimilar i= Pg. dissimilar,

equiv. to It. dissimile, < L. dissimilis, unlike, <

dis- priv. + similis, like: see dis- and similar.
1,

Unlike as to appearance, properties, or nature

;

not similar; different; heterogeneous: as, dis-

similar features ; dissimilar dispositions.

Two characters altogether dissimilar are united In him.
Macaulay, Machiavelli.

Dissimilar focL See /octu.— DlBBimllar whole, in
I'mc, a w hole whose parts are heterogeneous.

dissimilarity (di-sim-i-lar'i-ti), ». [= F. dis-

similarite; as dissimilar + -ity. Cf. similarity.'}

Unlikeness; want of resemblance; dissimili-
tude ; difference : as, the dissimilarity of faces
or voices.

We might account even for a greater diggimilarity by
considering the number of ages during which the several
swarms have been separated from the great Indian hive,
to which they primarily l)elonged.

Sir W. Jones, The Chinese, vii.

= Syn. Dirersity, etc. ?>ee difference.

dissimilarly (di-sim'i-lSr-li), adv. In a dissim-
ilar manner.

dissimilate (di-sim'i-lat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
diaaimilatcd, ppr. dissimilatiiig. [< ML. dissimi-
latiis, pp. of dissimilare (dissimulare : see dis-

simulate, dissemble), make unlike, < dissimilis,

unlike : see dissimilar.'] To make unlike ; cause
to differ. [Kare.]

dissimilation (di-sim-i-la'shon), n. [< dissimi-
late: see -fitinn.'] The act or process of ren-
dering dissimilar or different.

Moiit of these assimilations and dissiviiiations [in al-

phabetic form) may be traced to reasons of mere graphic
convenience. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 332.

Specifically— (a) In philol., the change or substitution of
a sound to or for another and a different soimd when
otherwise two similar sounds would come together or very
close to each other, as in Latin alienns for *aliintts, Italian
pelegrino from Latin pererjrinus, English number ( = Ger-
man nuintui^r) from Latin nf/ menu, etc. (6) In &uW.,ca-
tiihoij.sni (wliich see): f>piK>se<l to astimHation.

dissimilative (di-sim'i-la-tiv), a. [< dissimi-
late + -iie.] Tending to render dissimilar or
different ; speeiflcally, in biol., catabolic (which
see): opposed to assimilative.

dissimilet, v. t. See dissimule.

dissimilitude (dis-i-mil'i-tud), n. [= F. dis-
similitude = Sp. disimilitud = Pg. dissimilitude
= It. dissimilitudine, < L. dissimilitudo (-tudin-),

unlikeness, < dissimilis, unlike : see dissimilar,
and cf. similitude.'] 1. Unlikeness; want of
resemblance ; difference : as, a dissimilitude of
form or character.

Every later one [church] endeavoured to be certain de-
th the church of
whereupon grew

1687
trans. To simulate the contrary of; cause to
appear different from the reality.

Public feeling required the meagreness of nature to be
dii^muiated by tall barricades of frizzed curls and bows.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, iii.

= Syn. Simulate, IHsguise, etc. See dissemble.

II. intrans. To practise dissimulation; make
pretense; feign.

dissimulate! (di-sim'u-lat), a. [ME., < L. dis-

simulatus, pp.: see the verb.] Dissembling;
feigning.

Under smiling she was dissimulate.
Uenryson, Testament of Creseide, L 225.

dissimulation (di-sim-u-la'shon), n. [< ME.
dissimulation = P. dissimulation = Sp. disimu-
lacion = Pg. dissimula^ao = It. dissimulazione,
< L. dissimulatio{n-), dissembling, < dissimulare,

pp. dissimulatus, dissemble, dissimulate : see
dissimulate, dissemble.] The act of dissimulat-
ing; concealment of reality under a diverse
or contrary appearance ; feigning ; hypocrisy

;

deceit.

Let love be without ditsimulation. Rom. xli. 9.

Before we discourse of this vice, it will be necessary to
observe that the learned make a difference between sim-
ulation and dissimulation. Simulation is a pretence of
what Is not, and dissimulation a concealment of what is.

Taller, No. 213.

dissipative

I am arrived at last in the presence of a man so real and
equal that I may drop even those undermost garments of
dissimulation, courtesy, and second thought, which men
never put off. Emerson, Friendship.

— Syn. Simulation (see dissemble and dissembler), dupli-
city, deceit.

dissimulator (di-sim'u-la-tor), n. [= P. dissi-

mulntcur (OF. dissimuleur : see dissimulour) =
Sp. disimulador = Pg. dissimulador = It. dis-

simulatore, < L. dissimulator, < dissimulare, yp.
dissimulatus, disserahle: see dissimulate.] One
who dissimulates or feigns ; a dissembler.

Dissimulator as I was to others, I was like a guilty
child before the woman I loved. Bulwer, Pelham, Ixvii.

dissimulet, dissimilet, «• t. [< ME. dissimulen,
dissimilen, < OF. dissimuler, F. dissimuler = Sp.
disimular = Pg. dissimular = It. dissimulare,
< L. dissimulare, conceal, dissemble: see dis-

semble, dissimulate.] To dissemble ; conceal.

His wo he gan dissimilen and hyde.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 322.

Howbeit this one thing he could neither dissimule nor
passe over with silence.

Holland, tr. of Amroianus Marcellinus.

In the church, some errours may be dissimuled with
leas inconvenience than they can be discovered.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

dissimulert (di-sim'u-16r), n.

one who dissimulates.

My duty is to exhort you ... to search and examine
your own consciences, and that not lightly, nor after the
manner of dissiimders with God.

The Order of the Communion (1548).

[Also in the First Prayer-book (1549).]

Christ calleth them hypocrites, dissimuiers, blind guides,
and painted sepulchres.
Tymlnle, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 45.

dissimulingt (di-sim'u-ling), n. [< ME. dissimu-
lynge, dissimilynge ; verbal n. of dis.nmule, v.]

The act of dissembling or dissimulating; dis-
simulation.

Swich subtil loking and dissimulinges.
Chaucer, Squire s Tale, I. 27".

dis-

see

I

grees more removed from confonnity with the church of
Rome than the rest before had been
marvellous great dissimilitudes.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., ii.

Dissimilitude is a diversity either in quality or passion.
Buryersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Where many dissimilitudes can be observed, and but
one similitude, it were better Uj let the shadow alone than
hazard the substance.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 896.

2. In rhet., a comparison by contrast.
[dissimnlancet (di-sim'u-lans), n. [< dissimule
+ -nun-. Cf. dissemhidncc,] Dissembling.
Hiiilti/, 1727.

dissimolate (di-sim'u-lat), v.; pret. and pp.
dixsimuliited, ppr. dlisimulating . [< L. dissi'
muUitus. ]i\>. of dissimulare, dissemble: see dis-
timule and dissemble, and cf. dissimilate.] I.

dissimulourt, ». [ME., < OF. dissimuleur,
similour, < L. dissimulator, a dissembler;
dissimulator.] A dissembler. Chaucer.

dissipable (dis'i-pa-bl), a. [< OF. dissipable, <
L. dissipabilis, that may be dissipated, < dissi-

pare, dissipate: see dissipate.] Liable to be
dissipated; that maybe scattered or dispersed.
[Rare.]

The heat of those plants is very dissipable.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

dissipate (dis'i-pat), v.
;
pret. and pp. dissi-

pated, ppr. dissipating. [< L. dissipatus, pp.
of dissipare, also written dissupare (> OF. dis-

siper, P. dissiper = Sp. disipar = Pg. dissipar=
It. dissipare), scatter, disperse, demolish, de-
stroy, squander, dissipate, < dis-, apart, + sio-

pare, suppare (rare), throw, also in comp. insi-

pare, throw into.] I. trans. 1. To cause to
pass or melt away; scatter or drive off in all

directions; dispel: as, wind dissipates fog; the
heat of the sun dissipates vapor; mirth dissi-

pates care.

The heat carried up by the ascending current at the
equator ... is almost wholly dissipated into the cold
stellar space above. J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 9.

2. To expend wastefully ; scatter extravagantly
or improvidently; waste, as property by fool-
ish outlay, or the powers of the mind by devo-
tion to trivial pursuits.
The vast wealth that was left him, being reckoned no

less than eighteen hundred thousand pounds, was in three
years dissipated. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation, an. 1509.

If he had any grain of virtue by descent, he has dissi-
pated it with the rest of his inheritance.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 2.

The extreme tendency of civilization is to dissipate all
intellectual energy. Hazlitt.

The extravagance of the court had dissipated all the
means wliich Parliament had supplied for the purpose of
carrying on offensive hostilities.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.
= Syn. 1. Dissipate, Dispel, Disperse, Scatter. These
words are often interchangeable. Dissipate and dispel,
however, properly apply to the dispersion of things that
vanish and are not afterward collected ; dissipate is the
more energetic, and dispel is more often used figurative-
ly : as, to dissipate vapor ; to dissipate a fortune ; to dis-
pel doubt; to dispel uncertainty. Disperse and scatter
are applied to things which may be again brought toge-
ther : as, to scaXter or disperse troops ; or to things which
are quite as real and tangible after scattering or dispers-
ing as before : as, to gather up one's scattered wits.

The first flashing of the candles upon that canvas had
seemed to dissipate the dreamy stupor which was stealing
over ray senses. Poe, Tales, I. 367.

From what source did he [the sun] derive that enormous
amount of energy which, in the form of heat, he has been
dissipating into space during past ages?

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 298.

I saw myself the lambent easy light
Gild the brown horror, and dispel the night.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 1230.

Let me have
A dream of poison ; such soon-speeding gear
As will disperse itself through all the veins.

Shak., R. and J., v. 1.

In the year 1484, the Earl of Richmond, with forty Ships,
and five thousand waged Britains, took to sea ; but that
Evening, by Tempest of Weather his whole Fleet was dis-
persed. Baker, Chronicles, p. 230.

A king that sitteth in the throne of judgment scattereth
away all evil with his eyes. Pi-ov. xx. 8.

n, intrans. 1. To become scattered, dis-
persed, or diffused ; come to an end or vanish
through dispersion or diffusion.— 2. To engage
in extravagant, excessive, or dissolute plea-
sures ; be loose in conduct.

dissipated (dis'i-pa-ted), p. a. [Pp. of dissipate,
v.] Indulging in or characterized by extrava-
gant, excessive, or dissolute pleasures ; intem-
perate, especially in the use of intoxicating

A .i;oo<>Tni^i .
drinks: as, a rfissj/jatedman; a rfissijjated life.A aissemoier,
dissipation (dis-i-pa'shon), n. [< F. dissipation
= Sp. disipacion = Pg. dissipagSo = It. dissi-

pazione, < L. dissipatio(n-), a scattering, < dis-

sipare, pp. dissipatus, scatter: see dissipate.]

1. The act of dissipating, dispelling, or dis-
persing ; the state of being dissipated ; a pass-
ing or wasting away: as, the dissipation of va-
por or heat; the dissipation of energy.

This was their vaine arrogance and presumption, . . .

when their guiltie consciences threatned a dissipation and
scattering by diuine lustice. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 45.

Foul dissipation follow'd, and forced rout.
Milton, P. L., vi. 598.

The dissipation of those renowned churches.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iv.. Int.

2. The act of wasting by misuse ; wasteful ex-
penditure or loss : as, the dissipation of one's
powers or means in unsuccessful efforts.— 3.
Distraction of the mind and waste of its ener-

gy, as by diverse occupations or objects of at-
tention; anything that distracts the mind or
divides the attention.

A dissipation of thought is the natural and unavoidable
effect of our conversing much in the world.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. x.

Mere reading is not mental discipline, but rather men-
tal dissipation. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 846.

4. Undue indulgence in pleasure ; specifically,
the intemperate pursuit of enjoyment through
excessive use of intoxicating drink, and its at-
tendant vices.

What ! is it proposed then to reclaim the spendthrift
from his dissipation and extravagance, by filling his pock-
ets with money ? nirt.

Circle of dissipation, in optics, the circular space upon
the retina of the eye which is taken up by one of the ex-
treme pencils of rays issuing from any object— DisSL-
patlou function. See /low^iVm.— Dissipation of en-
ergy. See CTierff!/.— Radius of dlssipauon, the radius

r,,. , 1- ui « 41. 1 J. - . ,., of the circle of dissipation.

fog^ mUU ote"our" *^' ^"""" ' ' "
"""""'"' "'"'' dissipative (dis'i-pa-tiv), a. [< dissipate +

Seid««, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, X. -"'«•] 1. Tending to dissipate or disperse;

The reader will perhaps find the rays of evidence, thus dispersive.
lir.iuKbt to a focus, surtlcient to dissipate the doubts that For as it is a distinction between living and non-living
may hitherto have lingered with him. bodies that the first propagate while the second do not,

U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 504. it is also a distinction between them that certain actions



dissipative
^^^^

which RO on In the first are cumnUtive, Instead of being, diSSOCiative (di-so'shia-tiv), a. [< dissociate +
as in the second, diMiiwdK. .jfe.] Tending to dissociate; specitxcally, m

H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 324.
^y^gj^^ resolving or reducing a compound to its

2. Of or pertaining to the phenomenon of the primary elements.
~'

' " The resolution of carbonic acid intolts elements ... is

one of the most familiar instances of this transformation

of solar radiation into dissociative action. Edinburgh Hev.

dissocioscope (di-so'shi-a-skop), n. [Irreg. <

dissoci{atioH) + Gr. oKomlv, view.]

dissipation of energy. See energy— Dissipative

function. Same as dw»ii«iiw(,v(('X— Dissipative sys-

tem,
dissi

the dissipation of energy in any given system

(6) The function which erpresses this half rate.

The electric energy U, the magnetic energy T, and the

dittipatiuUy Q. Philos. Mag., XXV. 131.

dissitei (di-sif), a- [< LL. dissitus, lying apart,

remote, < L. dis-, apart, + situs, placed : see dis

and site.] Situated apart; scattered; separate

^^_ _ _ A form of

apparatus devised by Tommasi for showing the

dissociation of ammoniacal salts, it consists of a

glass tube within which is placed a strip of blue litmus-

paper moistened with a neutral solution of ammonium
chlorid. If the tube is plunged into boiling water, the

ammonium chlorid is dissociated and the litmus-paper

becomes red ; in cold water, the ammonia and hydrogen

chlorid reunite and the paper becomes blue again.

Far ditnte from thU world of ours, wherein we ever disSOlubility (dis"o-lu-biri-ti), n. [= F. dis-

dwelt floUami, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 46. golubiiite = Sp. disolubilidad ; a,s dissoluble +
dissociability (di-so-shia-bil'i-ti), «. [<*«- -diy : Bee -Ulity.'i Capacity of being dissolved,

priv. + nociability.'i 1" Want of sociability. .Sir M. Hale.

Warburton. [Bare.]— 2. Capability of being dissoluble (dis'o-lu-bl), a. [= F. dissolve =
dissociated. Sp. disoluble = Pg. dissoluvel = It. dissolubile,

dissociable (di-so'shia-bl), a. [< F. dissocia- < L. dissolubilis, that may be dissolved, < dis-

6ic, unsociable, dissociable, < L. dt«so<r»a6«»s, ir- soZvere, dissolve : see dissolve. '\ 1. Capable of

reconcilable, < dissoeiare, separate: see disso- being dissolved; convertible into a fluid.— 2.

date.'] 1. Not well associated, united, or as- That maybe disunited or separated into parts.

sorted; not sociable; incongruous; not recon-

cilable.

They came in two by two, though matched in the most
dtMioctabU manner, and mingled together in a kind of

(Unce. Addismi, Vision of Public Credit.

Not only all falsehood is incongruous to a divine mis-

sion, but is dissociable with all truth.
Warburton, Sermons, iii.

2. Capable of being dissociated.

When blood or a solution of oxyhsemoglobin is shaken

np with carbon monoxide, the "dissociable" or " respira-

tory" oxygen is displaced. Etieyc. Brit., XX. 484.

dissocial (di-so'shal), a. [< LL. dissoeialis, irre-

concilable, < L. dis- priv. + socialis, social : see

dis- ani social.] 1. Unfriendly; Interfering or

tending to interfere with sociability or friend-

ship.—2. Disinclined to or unsuitable for so-

ciety; not social; contracted; selfish: as, a dis-

social passion.

A dissocial man? Dissocial enough; a natural terror

and horror to all phantasms, being himself of the genus

reality. Carlyle., French Rev., III. vii. 2.

dissocialize (di-so'shal-lz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dissocialixd, ppr. dissoeidlizing. [< dissocial +
-ize.] To make unsocial ; disunite. Clarice.

dissociate (dl-so'shi-at), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. dis-

sociated, ppr. dissociating. [< L. dissociatus,

pp. of dissoeiare (> Sp. disociar = Pg. dissociar

= P. dissocier), separate from fellowship, dis-

join, < dis- priv. + sociare, associate, unite, <

«oc»u«, a companion : iee social.] 1. To sever

the association or connection of; dissever; dis-

unite; separate.

By thus dissociating every state from every other, like

deer separated from the herd, each power is treated with
on the merit of his being a deserter from the common
cause. Burke, A Regicide Peace.

Unable to dissociate appearance from reality, the sav-

age, thinldng the efilgy of the dead man is inhabited by
hu ghost, propitiates it accordingly.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 168.

In passing into other races Christianity could not but ^SSOlTltely_(diS o-lut-ll), a(fe

suffer by being dissociaXed from the tradition of Jewish
prophecy. It could not but lose the prophetic spirit, the
eager study of the future.

J. R. SeeUy, Nat. Keliglon, p. 223.

Specifically— 2. In chem., to separate the ele-

ments of ; decompose by dissociation.

Carbonic oxide, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, ammo-
nia, and hydriodic acid have been dissociated by various
chemists. Amer. Cyc, VI. 140.

dissociation (di-so-shi-a'shon), n. [< F. disso-

ciation = Sp. disociacion = tg. dissocia^do, < L.
dissociatio{n-), a separation, < dissoeiare, pp.
disweiatus, separate: see dissociate. Cf. asso-

eiaiion, consociation.] 1. The severance of as-

sociation or connection; separation ; disunion.

It will add . . . to the di^8oeta/ton, distraction, and con-
fusion of these confederate republics.

Burke, Rev. in France.

The dissociation reaches its extreme in the thoughts of
the man of science.

H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 348.

Specifically— 2. In chem., the resolution of
more complex into simpler molecules by the
action of heat. Also called thermolysis. Disso-
datum is applied by some authors to cases where the dis- js„„.i„4.,. -_ / j-„ = i,-,/„i,„„\
•oclated gases recombine when the temperature falls, and QlSSOlUtlOn (.ais-O-lU snpn;
fAermofyn« where the gases do not spontaneously recom- "' ' ''"' '--»-"

bine on cooling. Abo disassociatixm.

The word was first employed by Henri Salnte-Claire
Deville, who In November, 1867, read before the French
Academy of Sciences a paper "On the Dissociation or
Spontaneous Decomposition of Bodies under the Influ-
ence of Heat" Amer. Cyc, VI. 139.

The gentlest Shade that walked Elysian platos

Miglit sometimes covet dissoluble chains.

Wordsworth, Departure from Grasmere.

If all be atoms, how then should the Gods
Being atomic not be dissoluble ?

Tennyson, Lucretius.

dissolubleness (dis'o-lu-bl-nes), ». The quality-

of being dissoluble. ' Richardson.

dissolute (dis'o-liit), a. [< ME. dissolut = OF.
dissolu, F. diss'olu = Pr. dissolut = Sp. disoluto

= Pg. It. dissolute, < L. dissolutus, loose, lax,

careless, licentious, dissolute, pp. of dissolvere,

loosen, unloose, dissolve: see dissolve.] If.

Loose ; relaxed ; enfeebled.

At last, by subtile sleights she him betraid

Unto his foe, a Gyaunt huge and tall

;

Who him, disarmed, dissolute, dismaid,

trnwares surprised. Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 61.

2. Loose in behavior and morals ; not under the
restraints of law ;

given to vice and dissipation

;

vicious ; wanton ; lewd : as, a dissolute man

;

dissolute company.— 3. Characterized by dis-

soluteness; devoted to pleasure and dissipa-

tion : as, a dissolute life.

And forasmuch as wee be in hand with laughinge, which
is a signe of a verye liglit and dissolute minde, let her see

that shee laugh not vnmeasureably.
Vives, Instruction of a Christian Woman, I. 6.

They made themselues garlands, and ran vp and downe
after a dissolute maner.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, viii.

They are people of very dissolute habits.

E. W: Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 61.

=S3m. 2 and 3. Immoral, Depraved, etc. (see criminal),

uncurbed, unbridled, disorderly, wild, rakish, lax, licen-

tious, profligate, abandoned, reprobate.

dissolutedt (dis'o-lu-ted), p. a. [Pp. of *disso-

lute, v.] Loosened; unconfined.

The next, mad Mathesis ; her feet all bare,

Ungirt, untrimm'd, with dissoluted hair.

C. Smart, Temple of Dulness.

It. Inalooseor
relaxed manner ; so as to loosen or set free.

Then were tlie prisons dissolutely freed.

Both field and town with wretchedness to fill.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, iv.

2t. Unrestrainedly.

I haue scene forraine Embaasadours in the Queens pres-

ence laugh so dissolutely at some rare pastime or sport

that hath beene made there, that nothing in the world
could worse haue becomen them.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 244.

3. In a moral sense, loosely ; wantonly; in dis-

sipation or debauchery ; without restraint : as,

to spend money dissolutely.

The queen's subjects lived dissolutety, vainly, and luxu-

riously, with little fear of God and care of honesty.
Strype, Abp. Parker, an. 1563.

dissoluteness (dis'o-liit-nes), n. Looseness of

manners andmorals; vicious indulgence in plea-

sure, as in intemperance and debauchery ; dis-

sipation : as, dissoluteness of life or manners.

Our civil confusions and distractions . . . do notonly oc-

casion a general licentiousness and dissoluteness of man-
ners, but have usually a proportionally bad influence up-

on the order and government of families.

Tillotson, Sermons, I. 1.

^ ,, [< ME. dissolu-

cioun, < OF. dissolution, "F. dissolution = Pr. dis-

solucio = Sp. disolucion = Pg. dissolugcio = It.

dissoluzione, < L. dissolutio(n^, < dissolvere, pp.
dissolutus, dissolve: see dissolve.] 1 . The act of

dissolving, or changing from a solid to a liquid

state ; the state of undereoine liauefaction.

dissolve

A man ... as subject to heat as butter ; a man of con-

tinual dissolution and thaw. Shak., M. W. of W., ill 5.

St. The substance formed by dissolving a body
in a menstruum ; a solution. Bacon.— 3. Sep-

aration into parts, especially into elementary

or minute parts; disintegration; decomposi-

tion or resolution of natural structure, as of

animal or vegetable substances. Specifically

— 4. Death ; the separation of soul and body.

Noblest minds fell often upon doubtful deaths and
melancholy dissolutions. Sir T. Browne, Um-burial, iv.

We expected
Immediate dissolution, which we thought
Was meant by death that day.

MUton, P. L., X. 1049.

He waits the day of his dissolution with a resignation

mixed with delight. Steele, Spectator, No. 263.

5. Separation of the parts which compose a

connected system or body : as, the dissolution

of nature; the dissolution of government.

For, doutles, throuch diuisiouu
Proceidis dissolatioun.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), I. 44.

To make a present dissolution of the world. Hooker.

If in any community loyalty diminishes at a greater

rate than equity increases, there will arise a tendency to-

ward social dissolution. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 464.

6. The process of retrogression or degenera-

tion: opposed to «)ote<ion. [Rare.]

The evolution of a gas is literally an absorption of mo-
tion and disintegration of matter, which is exactly the re-

verse of that which we here call Evolution— is that which

we here call Dissolution.
H. Spencer, First Principles, § 97.

7. The breaking up of an assembly or asso-

ciation of any kind, or the bringing of its exis-

tence to an end: as, a dissolution ot Parliament,

or of a partnership ; the dissolution of the Eng-
lish monasteries under Henry VIII.

Dissolution is the civil death of Parliament. Blackstone.

Henry IV., in 1402, invited both houses to dine with him
on the Sunday after the dissolution,

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 446.

8t. The act of relaxing or weakening; enerva-

tion ; looseness or laxity, as of manners ; dis-

sipation ; dissoluteness.

A longing after sensual pleasures is a dissolution of the

spirit of a man, and makes it loose, soft, and wandering.
Jer. Taylor.

9t. The determination of the requisites of

a mathematical problem— Dissolution of the
hlOOdt, in med., that state of the blood in which it does

not readily coagulate when withdrawn from the body.
= Syn. 4 and 5. Termination, destruction, ruin.— 7. He-
fcv..-, prorof/ation, etc. See adjournment.

dissolutivet (dis'o-lu-tiv), a. [< L. dissolutus,

pp. of dissolvere, dissolve (see dissolve), + -ive.]

Dissolving in the chemical sense.

Because these last mentioned are the most unlikely to

be readily dissoluble by a substance Iwlonging to the ani-

mal kingdom, ... I shall subjoin two trials that I made
to evince this dissolutive power of the spirit of blood.

BoyU, Human Blood.

dissolvability (di-zol-va-biri-ti), n. [< dissolv-

able: see-bility.] Capability of being dissolved

;

solubility.

dissolvable (di-zol'va-bl), a. [< dissolve +
-able.] Capable of being dissolved; that may
be converted into a liquid : as, sugar and ice

are dissolvable bodies. Also dissolvible.

Man, that is even upon the intrinsick constitution of

his nature dissolvible, must, by being in an eternal dura-

tion, continue immortal. Sir M. Halt, Orig. of Mankind.

dissolvableness (di-zol'va-bl-nes), ». The
character or state of being soluble.

dissolve (di-zolv'), «.; pret. and pp. dissolved,

ppr. dissolving. [< ME. dissolvcn = OF. dessou-

dre, dissoudre, dessouldre, later also dissohter,

dissolver, F. dissoudre= Pr. dissolvre, dissoher=

Sp. disolver= Pg. dissolver = It. dissolvere, < L.

dissolvere, loosen, unloose, disunite, dissolve, <

dis-, apart, -1- solvere, loose : see solve. Cf. ab-

solve, resolre.] I. trans. 1. To liquefyby the dis-

integrating action of a fluid; separate and dif-

fuse the particles of, as a solid body in a liquid

;

make a solution of : as, water dissohes salt and
sugar; to dissolve resin in alcohol; to dissolri

a gas in a liquid. See solution

.

— 2. In general

,

to melt ; liquefy by means of heat or moisture

;

soften by or cover with moisture : chiefly figur-

ative and poetical. See melt.

With well-heap'd logs dissolre the cold.

And feed the genial hearth with flres.

Dryden, tr. of Horace. I. ix. 7.

Our globe seen by God is a transparent law, not a mass
of facts. The law dissolves the fact and holds it ttuid.

Emerson, F.ssays. 1st ser., p. 274.

3. To disunite; break up; separate into parts;

loosen the connection of; destroy, as any con-

nected system or body, or a union of feeling,

interests, etc.
;
put an end to: as. to dissolve a

,
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government; to dissolve Parliament; to dissolve dissolvible (di-zol'vi-bl), a. [< dissolve + -ible.'i

an alliance ; to dissolve the bonds of friendship. Same as dissolvable.

Them that ye can not refuse, . . . dissolve and breake disSOnance (dis'6-nans), n. [= D.
them into other feete by such meanes as it shall be taught " ' '^ " "^

hereafter. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 106.

Who would not wish to be
DiggoWd from earth, and with Astnea flee

From this blind dungeon to that sun-bright throne?
Quarles, Emblems, i. 15.

In the name of God and the Church they dissolve their
fellowship with liim. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

He (the prime minister) may indeed, under some cir-

cumstances, dissolve Parliament ; but if the new House of
Commons disapproves of his policy, then he must resign.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 193.

4. To explain; resolve; solve. [Obsolete or
archaic.]

Thou canst . . . dissolve doubts. Dan. v. 16.

I will now for this day return to my question, and dis-
solve it, whether God's people may be governed by a gov-
ernor that beareth the name of a icing, or no ?

Latimer, 5th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Thou hadst not between death and birth
Dissolved the riddle of the earth.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

5. To destroy the power of; deprive of force

tr. dissonam = l)an. Sw. dissonans, < F. disso-
nance = Sp. disonancia = Pg. dissonaneia = It.

dissonanza, dissonanzia, < LL. dissonantia, dis-
sonance, < L. dissonan(t-)s, dissonant: see dis-
sonant. Cf. assonance, consonance, resonance.']
1 . The quality or fact of being dissonant ; an in-
harmonious mixture or combination of sounds

;

harshness of combined sounds ; discord.

The wonted roar was up amidst the woods,
And flll'd the air with barbarous dissonance.

Milton, Comus, 1. 550.

Specifically— 2. hx music: (a) The combina-
tion of tones that are so far unrelated to each
other as to produce beats : distinguished from
consonance. See beat^, n., 7. (6) The interval
between two such tones. See discord.— 3. Dis-
cord in general; disagreement; incongruity;
inconsistency. Milton.

The praise of goodness from an unsound hollow heart
must certainly malce the grossest (2uaonance in the world.

Shaftesbury, Letter concerning Enthusiasm, § 6. diSSUasively (di-swa'siv-li), adv.
annul; abrogate: as, to (iwsofee a charm or spell ; dissonaiicyt (dis'6-nan-si), n. Same as disso-
J.. j---_, _. ! ,.

nance.

The uglinesa of sin [and] the dissonancy of it unto rea-
son. Jer. Taylor, Contemplations, i. 9.

dissonant (dis'o-nant), a. [< F. dissonant =
Sp. disonante = Pg. It. dissonante, < L. disso-
nan{t-)s, ppr. of dissonare, disagree in sound (cf.

dissonus, disagreeing in sound), < dis-, apart, +
sonus, a sound, sonare, sound: see sonant. Cf.
assonant, consonant, resonant.'] 1, Discordant
in sound ; harsh

;
jarring ; inharmonious ; un-

pleasant to the ear : as, dissonant tones or in-
tervals.

to dissolve an injunction
The mnning stream dissolved the spell.
And his own elvish shape he took.

Scott, L. of L. M., Ui. 13.

6. To consume ; cause to vanish or perish ; end
by dissolution ; destroy, as by fire. [Obsolete
as used of death.]
Seeing then that all these things shall be dissolved, what

manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy conversation
and godliness? 2 Pet. ill. 11.

His death came from a sudden catarrh which caused a
squinancy by the inflammation of the interiour muscles,
and a shortness of breath followed which dissolved him In
the space of twelve hours.

Bp. Haeket, Abp. Williams, II. 227.

We may ... be said to live . . . when we have In a
great measure conquere<l our dread of death, . . . and
are even prepared, and willing to be dissolved, and to be
with Christ Bp. Attertniry, Sermons, I. xi.

Dissolved bloodt, blood that does not readily coagulate
on (-(.olinj;. =SjTL 1. Thaw, Fuse, etc. See inelt.

TL intrans. 1. To become fluid ; be disinte-
grated and absorbed by a fluid ; be converted
from a solid to a fluid state : as, sugar dissolves
in water.
A distinction is made between chemical and physical so.

lution ; in the former case the substance is first altered
chemically by the solvent, and the new body thus formed
goes into solution ; in the latter, the substance dissolves
without alteration of its chemical nature. Ferguson.

2. To be di.sintegrated by or as if by heat or
force ; melt or crumble ; waste away.

The great globe itself,

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve.

Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

3. To become rela.xed ; lose force or strength

;

melt or sink away from weakness or languor.
The charm dissolves apace. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

If there be more, more woeful, hold it In

;

For I am almost ready to dissolve.
Hearing of this. ShtA., Lear, v. 3.

Till all dissolvinij in the trance we lay.
And in tumultuous raptures died away.

Pope, Sappho to Pbaon.

4. To separate ; break up : as, the council dis-
solved; Parliament dissolved.

She, ending, waved her hands; thereat the crowd.
Muttering, dissolved. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

6. To break np or pass away by degrees; dis-
appear gradually; fade from sight or apprehen-
sion: as, dissolving views (see view); his pros-
pects were rapidly dissolving.

dissolvent (di-zol'vent), a. and n. [= F. dis-
solvant = Sp. disolvente = Pg. It. dissolvente, <
L. dissolven(l-)s, ppr. of di.<<solrer>;, dissolve : see
dissolve.'] L a. Having power to dissolve ; sol-
vent.

IL n. 1. A solvent.

Unless a part of the metal is fairly melted in the cruci-
ble, with proper dissolvents.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 4.

2. That which disintegrates, breaks up, or
loosens.

The secret treaty of December acted as an immediate
dissolvent to the truce. Motley.

8. In med., a remedy supposed to be capable of
dissolving concretions in the body, such as cal-
culi, tubercles, etc. ; a resolvent.

I have not yet myself seen any severe and satisfactory
trial made Ui evince the efficacy of insipid dissolvents.

Boyle, Works, II. 98.

dlssolver (dl-zol'vfer), n. One who or that
which dissolves, or has the power of dissolving,
in any sense of that word.
^eoe men were the dissolvers of Episcopacie.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

dissymmetry
Endeavour to preserve yourself from relapse by such dis.

suasion from love as its votaries call invectives against it.

Boyle.

2. A dissuasive influence or motive ; a deter-
ring action or effect.

But for the dissuasion of two eyes.
That make with him foul weather or fine day.
He had abstained, nor graced the spectacle.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 309.

dissuasive (di-swa'siv), «. and n. [= F. dissua-
sif= Sp. disuasivo = Pg. It. dissuasivo, dissua-
sive, < L. dissuasns, pp. of dissuadere, dissuade

:

see dissuade.] I. a. Tending to dissuade or
divert from a purpose ; dehortatory.

Theyoung lovers were toomuch enamoured of each other
to attend to the dissuasive voice of avarice.

Goldsmith, True History for the Ladies.

H. n. Argument or advice employed to deter
one from a measure or pvirpose ; that which is

intended or tends to divert from any purpose or
course of action.

A hearty dissuasive from . . . the practice of swearing
and cursing. Abp. Sharp, Works, IV. xviii.

In a dissua-
sive maimer. Clarke.

dissuasory (di-swa'so-ri), a. and n. [= It. dw-
suasorio, < L. as if "dissuasorius, < dissuasor, a
dissuader, < dissuadere, pp. dissuasus, dissuade

:

see dissuade.] I. a. Tending to dissuade ; dis-
suasive. [Rare.]
H. n.

; pi. dissuasories (-riz). A dissuasion;
a dissuasive exhortation. [Rare.]

This virtuous and reasonable person, however, has ill

luck in all his dissuasories. Jeffrey.

You are yet too harsh, too dissonant;
There's no true music in your words, my lord.

Beau, and Ft., Wonian-Hater, iil 1.

With loud and dissonant clangor
Echoed the sound of their brazen drums.

Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 4.

2. Discordant in general; disagreeing; incon-
gruous.

dissue, V. i. See dizzue.

dissundert, "• t. [< dis-, apart, -I- sunder.] To
separate ; rend asunder.

Whose misrule Automedon i-estraines.
By cutting the intangling geres, and so dissundering quite
The brave slaine beiist. Chapman, Iliad, xvi.

diSS'Veetent (dis-swe'tn), v. t. [< dis- priv. -I-

sweeten.] To deprive of sweetness.
By excess the sweetest comforts will be dissweetened.

Bp. Richardson, Observations on Old Test., p. 296.

For it must needs be that, how far a thing is dissonant f^^^^^t' Mi» ^^^
^^^«««e.

and disagreeing from the guUe and trade of the hearers, flJSSyllablC (dls-1-lab ik), a. [= F. dtssylla-
so far shall it be out of their belief. btque, < dissyllabe, dissyllable : see dissyllable.]

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), Ii. 6. Consisting of two syllables only : as, a dissyl-
Dlssonant chord, any chord not a major or minor triad, tabic foot in poetry.
See (rKid.-Dl8sonant Interval, the interval between diSSyllabification(dis-i-lab"i-fi-ka'8hon), Ji. [<two tones less closely related to each other than a minor w; ,...,// ,^;*\, i- i .,• -i -H* i-
third or sixth. .See d«,:orrf. " r nan a mmor dl.ssylhlhljy

. Bee -Jy a,nd -ation.] Formation

dissonedt, a. [ME., appar. pp. of *dissonen, < "'*" |,^o ^/"^bles.

F. di.'isoner = Pr. Pg. dissonar = Sp. disonar = dissyllablfy (dis-i-lab i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

It. dinsonare, < L. dissonare, disagree in sound

:

'''f<mi<'l>ij'ed, ppr. dtssyllabifymg. [< dissyllabe

see di.'<sonant.] Dissonant. +-/(/, make.] To form into two syllables.

disspirit (dis-spir'it), V. t. Same as dispirit. dissyllabism (di-sil'a-bizm), «. [< dissyllabe

dissuade (di-8wad'),«.; pret. and pp. dtssjjaderf, ..''l^-^
^"® character of having only two

ppr. dissuading. [Formerly spelled disswade; syllables.

< OF. dissuader, F. dissuader = Sp. disuadir = Of some of them [tongues related and unrelated to

Pg. dissuadir = It. dissuadere, < L. dissuadere,
Chinese] the roots are in greater or less part dissyllabic;

A^a„^A^ / ^;„ „.,„.w^ „^„„ J. „.„.j™ ' and we do not yet know that all dw«yiJa()!*iii, and evendissuade, < dis-, apart, away, -I- suadere, pp. that all complexity of syllable beyond a single consonant
suasus, persuade : see suasion, and cf. persuade.] with following vowel, is not the result of combination or

I. trans. 1. To advise or exhort against some- reduplication. irAi(?i«!/, Encyc. Brit., XVIIL 774.

thing; attempt to draw or divert from an action dissyllabize (di-sil'a-biz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
by the presentation of reasons or motives : as, dissyllahized, ppr. dl'ssyllabizing. [< dissyllabe
he dissuaded his friend from his rash purpose. + -i:e.] To dissyllablfy.

Mr. Burchell, on the contrary, disjuoded her with great dissyllable (di-sil'a-bl or dis'i-la-bl), n. [Al-
ardour; and I stood neuter. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiii. tered to suit syllable, from earlier dissyllabe, <
We would persuade our fellow to this or that ; another

self within our eyes dissuades him.
Emerson, New England Reformers.

2. To change from a purpose by persuasion or
argument.

We submit to Cjesar, . . . promising
To pay our wonted tribute, from the which
We were dissuaded by our wicked queen.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

3t. To give advice against ; represent as unde-
sirable, improper, or dangerous.

War therefore, open or conceal'd, alike
My voice dt«>uad«8. Milton, P. L., ii. 187.

n. intrans. To give advice in opposition to
some proposed course of action.

Here Essex would have tarried, in expectation of the
Indian Fleet, but that Graves the Pilot dissuaded, be-
cause the Harbour was not good.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 385.

dissuader (di-swa'dfer), n. Onewho dissuades

;

a dehorter.

dissuasion (di-swa'zhon), n. [= F. dissuasion
= Sp. disuasion = Pg" dissuMsSo = It. dissua-
sione, < L. dis.masioin-), < dissuadere, pp. dis-
suasus, dissuade : see diisttude. ] 1 . The act of
dissuading; advice or exhortation in opposition
to something ; diversion or an attempt to divert
from a purpose or measure by advice or argu-
ment; dehortation.

F. dissyllabe = Sp. disilabo = Pg. dissyllabo, <
L. disyllabus, of two syllables, < Gr. 6iav?.lafioc,

improp. SiaaiiTAajioc, of two syllables, < St-, two-,
+ twlhi^i/, a syllable: see syllable.] A word
consisting of two syllables only, as paper, white-
ness, virtue.

dissymmetric, dissymmetrical (dis-si-mef-
rik, -ri-kal), a. [< L. dis- priv. -I- Gr. avfi/icrpo^.

symmetric : see symmetric.] Having no plane
of symmetry; especially, having the same form
but not superposable, as the right- and left-

hand gloves. Thus, the crystals of tartaric acid, which
are optically right- and left-handed, are dissymmetric,
and were conceived by Pasteur to be built up of dissym-
metric molecules.

Pasteur invoked the aid of helices and magnets, with a
view to rendering crystals dissymmetrical at the moment
of their formation. Tyndall, Int. to Life of Pasteur, p. 17.

dissymmetry (dis-sim'e-tri), n.

: av/ifierpla, symmetry.]
[< L. dis- priv.

Want of symme-
try, specifically that characteristic of dissym-
metric bodies. See dissymmetric.

By both helices and magnets Faraday caused the plane
of polarisation in perfectly neutral liquids and solids to
rotate. If the turning of the plane of polarisation be
a demonstration of molecular dissymmetry, then, in the
twinkling of an eye, Faraday was aide to displace symme-
try l)y disst/mmetry, and to confer upon bodies, which in
their ordinary state were inert and dead, this |)ower of
rotation which M. Pasteur considers to be the exclusive
attribute of life. Tyndall, Int. to Life of Pasteur, p. 17.



dissymmetry
This device acts ... as a pyromaguetic motor, the

heat now {Hissing through the tubes in such a way as to

produce a dissymmetry in the lines of force of the iron

field. .*(. Amer., N. S., LVII. 133.

dissympathy (dis-sun'pa-thi), n. [< dig- priv.

+ gympatliy.^ Want of "s>Tiipathy or interest;

indifferenee. JoliHSton. [Bare.]

dist. An abbreviation of district: as, IHst.

Atty., District Attorney.

distacklef (dis-tak'l), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
tackle.} To divest of tackle or rigging.

At length, these instruments of their long wandrlngs

. . . tossed their distackled fleet to the shore of Libya.

ITai-n^r, Albion's England, Addition to iL

distad (dis'tad), adv. [< dist(ance) + -^dK] In
anal., away from the center; from witliin out-

ward: toward the surface or end of the body.

distaff (dis'taf), n. ; pi. distaffs (-t&fs), rarely

di^taves (-tavz). [< ME. distaf, dystaf, disestaf,

dysestaf, < AS. distaf, disstwf, distaff, < *dise

( > late ME. disen, dysen, furnish a distaff with
flax, E. dizen, dial, dice, deck out, array) (prob.

= East Pries, dissen = LG. diesse, the bunch
of flax on the distaff, > G. dial, diesse (naut.),

tow, oakum) + sto/, staff: see dize, dizen, and
staff. A connection of the first element with
OHG. <khsa, MHG. dehse, a distaff, < (WH.G.)deh-
sen. break or swingle flax (orig. prepare, form,

fashion as with a hatchet, ax, or other imple-

ment), whence also OHG. delisala, a hatchet, ax,

etc. (see ask^), is doubtful.] 1. In the earliest

method of spinning, the staff, usually a cleft

stick about 3 feet long, on which was wound a
quantity of wool, cotton, or flax to be spun. The
lower end of the distaff was held between the left arm and
the side, and the thread, passing through and gaged by the
fingers of the left hand, was drawn out and twisted by those

of the right, and wound on a suspended spindle made so

as to be revolved like a top, which completed the twist.

In Eastern countries and in some districts of Europe, espe-

cially in Italy, the primitive distatf and spindle are still

Tised ; but after the introduction of the spinning-wheel
into Europe, about the fifteenth century, the distaff became
an attaclimentoulyof that designed for flax, and thus con-
tinued in general use till a recent period, modified in form.

The loaded distaf in the left hand placed.
With spongy coils of snow-wliite wool was graced

;

From these the riglit hand lengthening fibres drew,
^Vhich into thread 'neath nimble fingers grew.

Catullus (trans.).

He's so below a beating that the women find him not
worthy of their distaves.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, v. 1.

2. Figuratively, a woman, or the female sex.

His crown usurped, a distaf on the throne. Di-yden.

Dlatafr day, or Saint Distaff's day, the day after

Twelflh-day, or the festival of Epiphany; formerly so
called in England because on that day the women resumed
their distaffs and otlier ordinary employments, after the
relaxation of the holidays.—Distaff side, or distaff Bide
Of the house, an old collective phrase for the female
memljcrs of a family, as the distaff was always used by wo-
men, and was common among all ranks : used especially

with reference to relationship and descent, and opposed
to spear side : as, he is connected with the family on the
distaf side; he traces his descent through the distaf side
of tlw. tiottse. Also called spindle side.

distain (dis-tan'), V. t. [< ME. disteinen, dis-

teignen, < OF. desteindre, destaindre, P. detein-

dre = Pr. destengner = Sp. desteftir = Pg. des-
tingir= It. stignere, stingere, distain, take away
the color, < L. dis- priv. + tingere, tinge, color

:

see dis- and tinge, tint, taint. Now abbr. stain,

q. v.] If. To take away the <?olor of; hence,
to weaken the effect of by comparison ; cause
to pale; outvie.

And thou, Tesbe, that hast of love suche peyne.
My lady coraith, that al this may disteyne.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 262,

2. To tinge with any color different from the
natural or proper one; discolor; stain: as, a
sword distained with blood. [Archaic]

Divers of the women I have seen with their chinnes dis-

tained into knots and fiowers of blue, made ))y pricking
of the sUd with needles. Sandys, 'I'ravailes, p. 85.

Colors that distain
The cheeks of Proteus or the silken train
Of Klora's nymphs. Quarles, Emblems, iii. 14.

The door, which was equipped with neither bell nor
knocker, was blistered and distained.

H. L. Stevenson, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, p. 4.

3. To blot; sully; defile; tarnish.

Thou^e one his tonge distayne
With enrsfd speche, to doo hyra silf a shame.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. I'umlvall), p. 77.

The worthiness of praise distains his worth,
If that the prais'd himself bring the praise forth.

Shak., T. and C, L 3.

Have ye fair daughters? Ixiok
To see them live, torn from your arms, distained.
Dishonored. Miss Mit/ord, Klenzl.

distal (dis'tal), a. [< dist(ance) + -al, on anal-
ogy of central.'] In anat., situated away from
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the center of the body ; being at the end ; ter-

minal ;
peripheral : the opposite of proximal :

as, the distal end of a limb, a bone, or other

part or organ. Thus, the nails are at the distal ends
of the fingers ; the distal extremity of the thigh-bone is at

the knee ; the distal organs or appendages of a hydrozoan
are at the end of the main stem.

An insect, in entering ... to suck the nectar, would
depress the distal portion of the labellum [In Epipaetis

paltLstris], and consequently would not touch the rostel-

lum. Darwin, Fertll. of Orchids by Insects, p. 97.

distally (dis'tal-i), adv. In a distal situation

or direction ; toward the distal end or extrem-
ity; remotely; terminally; peripherally.

The humerus is a stout bone— prismatic, and with a

rounded head at its proximal end, flattened and broad
distally. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 186.

distant, v. t. [A var. of distance, «.] To keep
separate; distinguish.

For an I war dead, and ye war dead,
And baith in ae grave laid, O,

And ye and I war tane up again,
Wha could distan your mouls frae mine, 0?

Laird of Drum (Child's Ballads, IV. 122).

distance (dis'tans), n. [< ME. distance, des-

tance, dcstatmce = D. distantie = G. distanz =
Dan. distance = Sw. distans, < OF. distance,

destance, distance, separation, disagreement,
disaccord, P. distance, distance, = Pr. Sp. Pg.
distancia= It. distanza, distanzia, < L. distantia,

distance, remoteness, difference, < distan(t-)s,

distant : see distant.'} 1 . The measure of the in-

terval between two objects in space, or, by ex-

tension, between two points of time ; the length
of the straight line from one point to another,
and hence of time intervening between one
event or period and another : as, the distance be-
tween New York and San Francisco ; the dis-

tance of two events from each other ; a distance

of five miles; events only the distance of an
hour apart. In navigation distances are usually
measured along rhumb-lines.

Space considered barely in length between any two be-
ings, without considering any thing else between them, is

called distance. Locke, Uiunan Understanding, II. xiii. 2.

2. A definite or measured space to be main-
tainedbetweentwo divisions of abody oftroops,

two combatants in a duel, or the like : as (in

command), take your distances.

He fights as you sing prick-song, keeps time, distance,

and proportion. Shak., K. and J., it 4.

3. In horse-racing, the space measured back
from the winning-post which a horse, in heat-
races, must have reached when the winning
horse has covered the whole course in order
to be entitled to enter subsequent heats. In
the United States the distances for trutting-races are
(1898) as follows: Mile-heats, 80 yards ; two-mile heats,

150 yards; three-mile heats, 220 yards; mile-heats, best
three In five, 100 yards; four-mile heats, 290 yards. The
distances for running-races are as follows: Three-quarter-
mile heats, 25 yards; mile-heats, 30 yards; two-mile heats,
60 yards ; three-mile heats, 60 yards; four-mile heats, 70
yards. A horse whhdl fails to reach the distance-post
before the heat has been won, or whose rider or driver is

adjudged to have made certain specified errors, is said to
be distanced.

This was the horse that ran the whole field out of dis-
tance. Sir li. L'Estrange.

4. In music, the interval or difference between
two tones. See interval.— 5. Kemoteness of
place or time ; a remote place or time : as, at a
great distance; a light appeared in the distance.

'Twere an ill World, I'll swear, for ev'ry Friend,
If Distance could their Union end.

Cowley, Friendship In Absence, st. 3.

'TIs distance lends enchantment to the view.
And robes the mountain In its azure hue.

Campbell, Pleasures of Hope, I. 7.

6. Remoteness in succession or relation: as,

the distance between a descendant and his an-
cestor; there is a much greater distance between
the ranks of major and captain than between
those of captain and first lieutenant.— 7. Re-
moteness in intercourse; reserve of manner,
induced by or manifesting reverence, respect,
dignity, dislike, coldness or alienation of feel-
ing, etc.

I hope your modesty
Will know what distance to the crown is due. Dryden.

'TIs by respect and distance that authority is upheld.
Bp. Atterbury.

On the part of Heaven
Now alienated, distance and distaste.

Milton, P. L, ix. 9.

8t. Dissension; strife; disturbance.
Tho wolde the baylles that were come from Fraunce,
Dryve the Flemisshe that made the deslaunce.

Flemish Insurrection (Child's Ballads, VI. 270).

After mete, without distans,
The cockwolds schuld together danse.
The Uom <tf King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 23).

Angular Distance.

The angle ACB is

the angular distance
between A and B as
viewed from C.

distant

Accessible distances, such distances as may be niea.

surcd by the application of any linear measure.—Angu-
lar distance, the angle of separa-

tion included by the directions of

two objects from a given point. Also
called apparent distance.— Center
of mean distances. See center^.—
Curtate distance. See curtate.—
Focal distance, ^ae focal.— Hori-
zontal distance, distance measured
In the direction of the horizon.

—

Inaccessible distances, such dis-

tances as cannot be measured by the
application of any linear measure,
but only by triangulatlon.—Law Of
distances. See Bode's laio, under iaw.— Line of dis-
tance. In persp., a straight line drawn from the eye to the
principal point of the plane.—Mean distance of a planet
from the sun, an arithmetical mean t)etwfen its greatest
and least distances.— Meridional distance, in navig.,

the distance or departure from the meridian ; the easting
or westing.- Middle distance, in painting, the space
Intermediate between the foreground and the background.
Also called middle ground.— Moon in distance. See
moon.— Point of distance, in persp., that point in the
horizontal line which is at the same distance from the
principal point as the eye is.— StrlMng distance of an
electrical discharge, as of a Leyden jar, the thickness of

the layer of dry air across which the spark will pass. It

Is proportional to the difference of potentials of the two
electrified surfaces.— To devour the distance. See de-

vour.—To keep one at a distance, to avoid familiarity
with one ; treat one with reserve.

There is great reason why superiors should keep infe-

riors thus at a distance, and exact so much respect of

them. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 182.

To keep one*S distance, to show proper respect or re-

serve ; not to be too familiar.

If a man makes me keep my distance, the comfort is,

he keeps his at the same time.
Swifl, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

distance (dis'tans), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

tanced, ppr. distancing. [= Dan. distaneere =
Sw. distunsiera= F. distancer= Pg. distanciar;

from the noun.] 1. To place at a distance;
situate remotely.

I heard nothing thereof at Oxford, being then sixty

miles distanced thence. Fuller.

2. To cause to appear at a distance ; cause to
appear remote. [Rare.]

His peculiar art of distancing an object to aggrandize
his space. H. Miller.

3. In horse-racing, to beat in a race by at least

the space between the distance-post and the
wiuniug-post ; hence, to leave belund in a race

;

get far ahead of. See distance, n., 3.

She had rfwianccd her servant, and . . . turned slightly

in her saddle and looked back at him.
//. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 30.

Hence— 4. To get in advance of; gain a supe-
riority over ; outdo ; excel.

He distanced the most skilful of his cotemporaries.
MUner.

distance-block (dis'tans-blok), n. A block in-

serted between two objects to separate them or
keep them a certain distance apart.

distance-judge (dis'tans-juj), n. In horse-

racing, a judge stationed at the distance-post
to note what horses have not reached it when
the winner passes the winning-post.

distanceless (dis'tans-les), a. [< distance +
-less.} 1. Not affording or allo'wing a distant
or extensive view ; duU; hazy. [Rare.]

A silent, dim, distanceless, rotting day.
Kingsley, Yeast, i.

Specifically— 2. Appearing as if nearby; with-
out effect of distance, as a landscape in some
states of light and atmosphere in which all the
outlines are hard and clear-cut, and the usual
bluish haze tinting hills and other objects is

lacking.

distance-piece (dis'tans-pes), ». A distance-
block.

distance-post (dis 'tans -post), n. In horse-

racing, the post or flag placed at the end of

the distance. See distance, «., 3.

distance-signal (dis'tans-sig''nal), n. Inrail.,

the most distant of the series ot signals under
the control of a signal-man.

distancyt (dis 'tan -si), «. Distance. Dr. H.
More.
distant (dis'tant), a. [< ME. distant, < OP.
distant, F. distant = Sp. Pg. It. distante, < L.

distan{t-)s, ppr. of distare, stand apart, be sep-
arate, distant, or different, < di-, dis-, apart, -I-

stare, stand: see stand, and cf. eonstttnt, extant,

instant, restant.} 1. Standing or being apart
from a given point or place ; situated at a dif-

ferent point in space, or, by extension, in time;
separated by a distance : as, a point a line or a
hair's-breadth distant from another; Saturn is

estimated to be about 880,000,000 miles distant
from the sim.



distant
We passed by certain Cisterns, some mile and better

distant from the City. Sandys, Travailes, p. 169.

2. Remote ; far off or far apart in space, time,
connection, prospect, kind, degree, sound, etc.

:

as, distant atars; a cfeto»< period ; distant rela-
tives; & distant hope ; a, distant resemblance.

Banners blazed
With battles won in many a distant land.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick.
In the tranquil landscape, and especially in the distant

Ime of the horizon, man beholds somewhat as beautiful
as his own natiu-e. Emerson, Nature.

The boys cry came to her from the field.
More and more distant. Tennyson, Dora.

1. Speoiflcally— 3. In entam.: (o) Thinly placed
or scattered: as, distant punctures, strise,
spines, etc. : opposed to close, contiguous, etc.
(o) Widely separated, or more separated than
usual

: opposed to approximate : as, distant eyes
(widely separated at the base); distant legs or
antenna, (c) Separated by an incisure or joint,
as the head and thorax of a beetle. Kiiby. 4
Indirect ; not obvious or plain.
In modest terms and distant phrases.

6. Not cordial or familiar ; characterized by
haughtiness, coldness, or reserve ; cool ; re-
served ; shy : as, distant manners.

Good day, Amint/jr ; for to me the name
Of brother is •<» distant ; we are friends,
And that is nearer.

Beau, aiul Ft., Maids Tragedy, lii. 1.

You will be surprizil, in the midst of a daily and famil-
iar Conversation, with an Address whicli bears so distant
an Air as a publick Dedication.

Steele, Tender Husband, Ded.
= Syn. 1. Removed.— 8. Cool, cold, haughty, frigid.

distantialt (tlis-tan'shal), a. [< L. distantia,
distance (see distance, «.), + -a/.] Remote in
place ; distant. W. Montague

1691
So many gratifications attend this public sort of obscur-

ity, that some little distastes I daily receive have lost their
'"'K'"*"- Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

3t. That which is distasteful or offends.
Our ear is now too much profaned, grave Marc,
With these distastes, to take thy sacred lines.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

=Syn. 1. Repugnance, disinclination, displeasure, dissat-
isfaction. '

distasteM (dis-tasfffd), a. [< distaste + -ful,
1. J 1 . Nauseous ; unpleasant or disgusting to
the taste

; hence, offensive in general.
Why shou'd you pluck the green distasteful Iniitfrom the unwilling bough.
When it may ripen of itself and fall ?

Dryden, Don Sebastian, ilL 1.

Our ordinary mental food has become distasteful.
O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 2.

2. Indicating distaste, dissatisfaction, or dis-
like; repulsive; malevolent.

After distasteful looks, . . . and cold-moving nods
They froze me into silence. Shak., T. of A., ii. 2.

= Syn. 1. Inpalatahle, unsavory, disagreeable.
distastefully (dis-tast'ful-i), adv. In a dis-
pleasing or offensive manner. Bailey,- 1727"•, ,. „ .^ Ficaoiiig ui uuBUHivo manner. Jfaileu,- 17)21

.

.4dd«on, Spectator, distastefulness (dis-tast'fva-nes), «. Dis-

a distance.— 2. In entom., sparselv; so that
the component parts are distant from one an-
other: as, distantly punctured or spinose.— 3.
Witli reserve or haughtiness,

distastet (dis-tasf), v. [< dis- priv. + taste.']

I. trans. 1. To disrelish; dislike; loathe :"«8,
to distaste drugs or poisons.

One distastes
The scent of roses, which to Inflniteg
Most pleasing is and odoriferous.

agreeableuess to the taste, in any sense.
The allaying and qualifying much of the bitter and dis-

tastefulness of our physick.
W. Montague, Devonte Essays, II. x. § 2.

Distastefvlness alone would, however, be of little ser-
vice to caterpillars, because their soft and juicy bodies
are so delicate, that if seized and afterwards rejected by
a bird they would almost certainly be killed.

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. M8.

distastivet (dis-tas'tiV), a. and n. [< distaste+ -ice.] I. a. Having distaste or dislike.
Your vnwilllng and distastiue ear.

Speed, Hen. V., IX. xv. $ 10.

n. n. That which gives disrelish or aversion
Whitlock.distantly (dis'tant-li), arfr. 1. Remotely ; at ^F'""?'^*^-,^. ,. ,^ ,

a distance.— 2. In entom., sparselv; so that distasturet (dis-tas'tur), «. {_< distaste + .ure.]

distemperance
If little faults, proceeding on distemper.
Shall not be winkd at, how shall we stretch our eyeWhen capital crimes, chewd, swallow'd, and digested
Appear before us? Shak., Hen. V., ii. 2.

We read a great deal of the disappointments of authors
and a prevalent dis-temper resulting therefrom.

N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 431.

Hence— 2. Disease; malady; indisposition;
any morbid state of an animal body or of any
part of it : now most commonly applied to the
diseases of brutes.

Of no distemper, ot no blast he died.
But fell like autumn fruit that mellowed long.

Di-yden and Lee, Oildipus, iv. 1.

The person cured was known to have laboured under
that distemper some years before our Saviour was born.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. i.

Specifically— 3. A disease of young dogs, com-
monly considered as a catarrhal disorder, it is
in general characterized by a running from the nose and
eyes as one of the first and leading symptoms, and is usu-
ally accompanied by a short dry cough, and succeeded by
wasting of the flesh and loss of strength and spirits.

4t. Want of due temperature ; severity of cli-
mate or weather.
Those countries . . . directly under the tropic were of

a distemper uninhabitable. Raleigh, Hist. World.

5t. Want of due balance of parts or opposite
qualities and principles.

Temper and distemper (of empire] consist of contraries.

-. _, , , ,
Bacon, Empire.

©t. lU humor; bad temper.
He came, he wrote to the govemour, wherein he con-

fessed his passionate distemper, and declai-ed his meaning
in those oft'ensive speeches.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 20.

The said Weston . . . gave such cutting and provoking
speeches as made the said captain rise up in great indig-
nation and ifistemper.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 10«.

7t. Political disorder; tumult. Waller.— 8.

mu"^ ^ Jit'/i "• L^ utauisie -r -ure.}
The state of being displeased, dissatisfied, or
vexed.
This duke (saith Grafton), being an aged man and for-

tunate before in all his warres, vpon this distasture im-
pressed such dolour of minde, that for very griefe thereof
he liued not long after.

Speed, Queen Mary, IX. xxiii. § 32.

distemonous (di-ste'mo-nus), o. [< Gr. 6i-,
two-, + ariijidyv, stamen, + -ous.] In hot., hav-

MYddUtoii'atid R^^"ch>inge\lng. L 1 JPf *"*' stamens
;
diandrous.

If the multitnde distast wholsome doctrine, shall we to '""®™?®Vi, ^l'^ 7
^"^

' P*""^;, "• C< ME. disl^m-
'•"'"' "—— -' ' " - ]iiren, <. vt . destemprer= Sp. desiemplar = Pg.humor them abandon it ?

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

2. To offend; disgust; vex; displease; sour.

Suitors are so distasted with delays and abuses.
Bacon, Suitors.

Honourable and worthy Country men, let not the mean-
nesse of the word fish distnste you, for it will afford as good
gold as the Mines of Guiana or Potassie.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 253.

Tis dull and unnatural to have a Hare run full in tlie
Hound's .Mouth, and would distaste the keenest Hunter.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, iv. 5.

3. To spoil the taste or relish of ; change to
the worse ; corrupt.

Her brain-sick raptures
Cannot distaste the goodness of a quarrel

E Wliich hath our several honours all engag'd
To make it gracious. 5Aa*., T. and C, Ii. 2.

An envious apoplexy, with which his judgment is so
dazzled and distasted that he grows violently impatient
of any opposite happiness in another.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Pref.

n. in trans. To be distasteful, nauseous, or
displeasing.

..... Poisons,
» hieh, at the first, are scarce found to distaste.

Shak., Othello, ill. 3.

distaste (dis-tasf), H. [< distaste, v.] 1. Want
of taste or liking for something; disrelish; dis-
gust, or a slight degree of it ; hence, dislike in
general.

If one dissent, he shall sit down, without showing any
further distaste, publicly or privately.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 213.

On the part of Heaven
Now alienated, distance and distaste.

Hilton, P. L. Ix. 9.

A positive crime might have been more easily pardoned
than a symptom of distaste for the foreign comestibles.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vi.

A certain taste for figures, coupled with a still stronger
dwfoofe for Latin accid.-iicc, directed his inclination and
his father s choice towards a mercantile career.

A. M. Gierke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 37.

2t. Discomfort ; uneasiness ; annoyance.
Now, lirother. I should chi<le ;

But I'll give no distaste to your fair mistress.
Beau, and FL, Scornful Lady, iii. 2

y.v.v.., N v^i .Kix^oi^iiijji^i =z iDp. ucsiempuir =z fg.
destempeiar, disorder, = It. distemperare, dis-
temprare, stemperare, stemprare, disorder, dis-
temper (now chiefly in sense of distemper'^),
< ML. distemperare, derange, disorder, distem-
per, < L. dis- priv. + temperare ( > OF. temprer,
P. tremper, etc.), temper: see temper. Cf. dis-
temper^.'] I. trans. If. To change the temper
or due proportions of.

The fourthe is, whan thurgh the gret abundance of his
mete the humours in his Ixidy ben distempered.

Chaueer, Parson's Tale.

2. To disease ; disorder ; derange the bodily or
mental fimctions of.

This variable composition of man's body hath made it
as an instrument easy to distemper.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, U. 189.
Yon look very lU : something has distempered you.

B. Jonson, Epiccene, Iv. 2.

He had abord his vessels aboute 80. lustie men (but
very unruly), who, after they came ashore, did so distem-
]>er them selves with drinke as they became like madd-
"«"• Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 441.

But body and soul are distempered when out of tune
unmodulated, unbalanced.

'

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 290.

3. To deprive of temper or moderation; ruffle;
disturb.

Distempre you nought
Chaueer, Summoner's Tale, L 495.

Men's spirits were . . . distempered, as I have related
and it might have been expected that they would have
been much divided in their choice.

A'. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 272.

Strange that this Monvledro
Should have the power so to distemper me.

Coleridge.
But the dust of prejudice and passion, which so distem-

pers the intellectual vision of theologians and politicians
IS seen to make ... no exception of the perspicacity of
phllologUU. F. Hall, Jlod. Eng., p. 360.

n.t intrans. To become diseased. [Rare.]
The stones on thi lande is for to drede

;

For thai be somer hootc and winter colde.
That vyne, and greync, and tree distempre wolde.

I'alladius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 11.

distemperl (dis-tem'p6r), n. and a. [< di^tem-
jxr', c] I. n. 1. An unbalanced or unnatural
temper; want of balance or proportion.

Uneasiness ; disorder of mind
There is a sickness

Which puts some of us in distemper.
Shak., W. T., i. 2.

=Syn. 2. Infirmity, Malady, etc. (see disease), complaint
disorder, ailment.

n.t a. Lacking self-restraint ;' intemperate.
Chaucer.

distemper^ (dis-tem'p6r), V. t. [Also vrntten
destemper; < OP. destemprer, later destremper,
P. detremper, soak, steep, dilute, soften by soak-
ing in water, = Sp. desiemplar= Pg. destemperar
= It. distemperare, stemperare, dissolve, dilute,
weaken, < ML. distemperare, dissolve, dilute,
melt, lit. temper ; being the same word as dis-
temperi, but with prefix dis- distributive, not
privative.] To prepare, as a pigment, for use
in distemper painting.
Colouring of paper, viz. marbled paper, by distempering

the colours with ox-gall, and applying them upon a stiffgummed liquor.
Sir W. Pettie, In Sprat's Hist. Koyal Soc, p. 286.

distempers (dis-tem'p6r), ». [Also written
destemper; = P. dStrevipe, distemper, water-col-
ors, a painting in water-colors ; from the verb.]
1. A method of painting in which the colors
are mixed with any binding medium soluble
in water, such as yolk of egg and an equal
quantity of water, yolk and white of egg beaten
together and mixed with an equal quantity of
milk, fig-tree sap, vinegar, wine, ox-gall, etc.
strictly speaking, distemper painting is painting in water-
colcir with a vehicle of which yolk of egg is the chief in-
gredient, upon a surface usually of wood or canvas cov-
ered with a ground of chalk or plaster mixed with gum
this ground itself being frequently called distemper. See
dislemiter-ground. If the glutinous medium is present in
too great quantity, the colors will scale off when the paint-
ing is exposed to the air, so that they should be applied
in thin layers and not be retouched until theyare perfectly

They glued a Ilnnen cloth upon the wall, and covered
that with plaister, on which they painted in distemper.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Fainting, I. 44.

This mode of painting [tempera), which is undoubtedly
the most ancient, and which, in trade purposes, is called
distemper painting, derives its name from the fact that
the colours are '

' tempered " or mixed with some liquid or
medium to bind their separate particles to each other and
to the surface to which the paint Is to be applied.

Field's Grammar of Colouring (eH. Davidson), p. 160.

2. A pigment prepared for painting according
to this method.
There has also lately a curious fact been discovered,

namely, that a couch of distemper, which covered the en-
velope of a mummy, was composed of plaister mixed with
animal glue.

W. B. S. Taylor, tr. of M^rim&'s Painting in Oil and
[Fresco, p. 218.

Common distemper, a coarse method of painting used
for walls or other rough or commercial purposes, in which
the colored pinnicnts are mixed with white, with the addi-
tion ..f KUMi or i;liu-. Distemper colors. See color.

dlstemperancet (dis-tera'per-ans), n. r< ME.
destempraunce, < OF. destemprance = Pr, des-



distemperance

iempransa = Sp. destemi>lan:a = Pg. desUmpe-

ranea = It. distemperati:a, stemperan:a, < MLi.

distemperantia, perturbation, disturbance of

condition, < distemperan(t-)s, npr. oi distempe-

rare, distemper: see rfiA-teinperl, f.J 1. Intem-

perance; self-indulgence. Chaucer.— 2. lu-

temperateness ; inclemency; seventy. Chau-

cer. 3. Derangement of temperature.

They (meats) aiinoye the body in causyng distemper-

ttutK/
' '

Sir T. Mlyot, Castle of Health, n.

4. Distemper; disease.

Ditttmperance rob thy sleepe.

Jlorston ond (r«iM«!r, The Malcontent, i. 3.

distemperatet (dis-tem'pfer-at), a. [< ML. dis-

tfinperatus (> Sp. destemplado = Pg. destenipe-

rado), pp. of distemperare, distemper :
see dw-

temperi, v., and cf. temperate, intemperate.] 1.

Immoderate.
Aquinas objecteth the distemperate heat, which he sup-

p«.ea to be in all placea directly und^the^s,mj^^
^^_ ^^

2. Diseased; distempered.

Thoa hast thy brain duriemperate and oat of rule.

ITodrip/ie, Fr. and Eng. Grammar (1«93), p. 296.

distemperately (dis-tem'pfer-at-U), adv. In

a distemperate, disproportioned, or diseased

If you shall judge his flame

Ditttmperateiy weake, as faulty much
In stile, in plot, in spirit. ™_ „ x. n

. » • '^iiarstm, The Fawne, EpiL

distemperaturo (dis-tem'p6r-a-tur), ». [= It.

stemperatura ; as distemperate + -are, after «e»»-

perafure. Cf. distemperure.'^ It. Derangement

or irregularity of temperature ; especiaUy, un-

duly heightened temperature.

This year [10791, by reason of Distemperatureot Wea-

ther, Thunders and Lightenings, by which many Men per-

ished, there ensued a Famine. Baker, Chronicles, p. 29.

A distemperature of youthful heat

Micht have excus'd disorder and ambition.*
Ford, Lady's Trial, Iv. 2.

at. Intemperateness; excess.— 3. Violent tu

multuousnes^ ; outrageous conduct ; an excess.

It Is one of the distemperatuiea to which an imreasoning

Uberty may grow, no doubt, to regard law as no more nor

less than just the will— the actual and present will— of

the actual majority of the nation.
M. Choate, Addresses, p. 156.

4. Perturbation of mind.

Sprinkled a litUe patience on the heat of his distempera-

ture.
^''"

"You are discomposed or displeased, my lord," replied

TrMsiliau • " Tet there is no occasion for distemperature.
, / ^^j^^ Kenilworth, xxxvm.

6 Confusion ; commixture of contrarieties ; loss

of regularity; disorder.— 6. Illness; indisposi-

tion.
A huge infectious troop

Of pale dittemperatureK, and foes to life.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

I found so great a distemperature in my body by drink-

inirthe sweete wines of Piemont, that caused a grievous

tnttammatlon in my face. Coryat, Crudities, I. 96.

[Bare or obsolete in all uses.]

distemper-brush (dis-tem'pfer-brush), n. A
bru.sh made of bristles which are set into the

handle with a cement insoluble in water.

distempered (dis-tem'p6rd), p. a. [Pp. of dts-

temperi, p.] 1. Diseased or disordered.

His maister had mervell what it ded mene
go sodenly to see hym in that case.

All diitemperyd and out of colour clene.

(ienerydes (E. E. 1. S.), 1. 760.

The Person that Died was so Distempered that he was

Bot expected to live. Lister, Journey tf) Pans, p. 235.

Their (early monks'] imaginations, distempered by self-

inflicted sufferings, peopled the solitude with congenial

BDirita and transported them at will lieyond the horizon of

toe grave. Lecky, Rationalism, II. 35.

O Sun, that healest all distempered vision.

Thou dost content me so, when thou resolvest

That doubting pleaies me no less than knowing.

Lomj/eUow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, xi. 91.

2. Put out of temper; rufled; ill-disposed; dis-

affected.
The king . . .

la in his retirement, marvellous distempered.
SImk., Hamlet, iii. 2.

t>nce more to-day well met, diMemper'd lords

!

The king, by me, requests your presence straight.

Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

gbonld I have heard dishonour spoke of you.

Behind your back, untruly, I had been

Ai much dittemper'd and enrag'd as now.
Beau, and PI, Philaster, lit. 1.

3. Deprived of temper or moderation ; immod-
erate ; intemperate : as, distempered zeal.

A woman of the church of Weymouth being cast out for

•ome distempered speeches, by a major party, . . . her

basbsad complained to the synod.
WitUhrop, HUt. New England, II. 388.

1692

Pardon a weak, distempered soul, that swells

With sudden gusts, and sinks as soon m calms,

Tlic sport of passions. Adduon, Lato, i. 1.

4. Disordered; prejudiced; perverted: a,a, dis-

tempered minds.

The imaKinatioii, when completely distempered, is the

most incurable of all disordered faculties. Brnkminster.

distemperedness (dis-tem'pferd-nes), «. The

state of being distempered. Bmley, 1727.

distemper-ground (dis-tem'per-ground), n. A
grountf of chalk or plaster mixed with a gluti-

Sous medium, and laid on a surface of wood,

plaster, etc., to prepare it for painting in dis-

temper ; or such a ground laid on without refer-

ence to subsequent operations. See distemper^,

»., 1.

There are, for instance, many pictures of Titian painted

upon a red ground ;
generally, they are painted upon dis-

temper grounds, made of plaster of Paris and gl.ne.

W B S Taylor, tr. of M6rim6e's Painting in Oil and
' ' (i'resco, p. 16.

dlstempermentt (dis-tem'p6r-ment), n. [< OF.

destemprement, destrempement, a mixture, tem-

perament (also prob. a distempered state), =
Pg. destemperamento=lt. distemperamento,stem-

peramento, < ML. distemperamentum, a distem-

pered state, < distemperare, distemper: see dis-

temper^,v.'\ Distempered state; distempera-

ture. . ,^ .

Then, as some sulphurous spirit sent

By the tome air's distempennent.

To a rich palace, finds within

Some sainted maid or Sheba queen.
Feltham, Lusoria, xxiv.

distemperuret, »• [ME., < OF. destemprure,

destrempure, temper: see distemper>- and -tire.

Of. distemperature.'] Distemperature. Mmsheu.

distend (dis-tend' ), i: [< OF. destendre, F.dis-

tendre = It. distendere, stendere, < L. disteridere,

pp. distentus, LL. distensus, stretch asunder, <

dis-, asunder, apart, + tendere, stretch: see

tend^, tension. Cf. attend, contend, extend, eto.J

I trans. 1. To stretch or spread in all direc-

tions; dUate; expand; swell out; enlarge: as,

to distend a bladder; to distend the lungs

distichous

distert (dis-tfer'), v. t. [< OF. desterrer, P de-

The effect of such a mass of garbage is to dt«(end the

stomach. J- C. Priehard, Phys. Hist. Mankind.

How such ideas of the Almighty's power

(Ideas not absurd) distend the thought

!

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

2. To stretch in any direction; extend. [Rare.]

Upon the earth my body I distend.
Stirling, Aurora, u.

WhA mean those colour'd streaks in heaven

Distended, as the brow of God appeased?
Milton, P. L., XI. 880.

3. To widen ; spread apart. [Rare.]

The warmth distends the chinks.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georglcs, l.

n. intrants. To become distended ; swell.

And now his heart

Distends with pride. ilUton, P. L., i. 672.

distended (dis-ten'ded), p. a. [Pp. of dis-

tend, v.] In entom., dilated : as, distended tarsi.

[Rare]
distender (dis-ten'd6r), «. One who or that

which distends.

distensibility (dis-ten-si-bil'i-ti), w. £< disten-

sible : see -bility.'] The quality of being disten-

sible ; capacity for distention.

Its [the spleen's] yielding capsule and its veins, remark-

able for their large calibre and great distensibility, even

when the distending force is small. „,_, ,,_.
Quam, Med. Diet., p. 1509.

distensible (dis-ten'si-bl), a. [< LL. distensus,

later form of L. distentus, pp. of distendere, dis-

tend (see distend), + -ible.] Capable of being

distended, dilated, or expanded.

distension, »• See distention.

distensive (dis-ten'siv), a. [= It. sienmvo, <

LL. distensus, later form of L. distentus, pp. of

distendere, Aistend: see distend.] 1. That may
be distended.— 2. Having the property of dis-

tending ; causing distention. Smart.

distent (dis-tenf ), a. and n. [< L. distentus, pp.

of*»<e«dcre, stretch asunder: see distend.] I.

a. Spread; distended. [Rare.]

Nostrils in play, now distent, now distracted.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 360.

n.t «• Breadth.

distention (dis^en'shon), n. [< L. distentw(n-),

< distendere, pp. distensus, stretch asunder: see

distend.] 1. The act of distending, or the state

of being distended ; dilatation ; a stretching in

all directions; inflation: as, the distention of

the lungs or stomach.— 2. A stretching in any

direction; extension. [Rare.]

Our legs do labour more in elevation than in distention.

Sir H. Wotton, Eleni. of Architecture.

tcrrer, deprive of one's country, also dig or take

out of the ground, < L. dis- priv. + terra, land,

country, earth. Cf. atter^, inter.] To banish

from a country.

The Moors wliereof many thousands were disterred and

banished hence to liarbary. JJowell, Letters, 1. 1. 24.

disterminatet (dis-ter'mi-nat), a. [< L. dister-

minatus, pp. of disterminare (> It. disterminare),

separate by a boundary, < dis-, apart, + termi-

nare, set a boundary, < terminus, aboundary : see

term, terminate.] Separated by bounds.

There is one and the same church of Christ, however far

disterminate in places, however segregated and inflnitely

severalized in persons. Bp. IlaH, The Peace-Maker, i. 3.

disterminationt(dis-t6r-mi-na'shon), n. l< dis-

terminate: see-ation.] Separation; secession.

This turning out of the church, this church-banishment

or disterminatimi. Uamnwnd, Works, I. iM.

disthene (dis'then), n. [< Gr. <5(-, two-, -I- oflf-

vof, strength.] Cyanite : a mineral so called

by Haiiy on account of its unequal hardness,

and because its crystals have the property of

beino- electrified bothpositively and negatively.

disthronet (dis-thron' ), v. t. [< OF. desthroner

< des- priv. + throne, a throne: see ms- ami

throne. Cf. dethrone.] To dethrone.

Nothing can possibly disthrone tliem but that which

cast the angels from heaven, and man out of paradise.

Dr. John Smith, Portrait of Old Age, Pref.

disthronizet (dis-thro'niz), v.t. [< dis- priv. +
throne + -ize.] To dethrone.

By his death he it recovered:

But Peridure and Vigent him disthronized.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. **

distich (dis'tik), a. and n. [First, in E.. as a

noun; sometimes, as L., distichon; early mod.

E. also distick ; < L. distichon, < Gr. Surnxov, a

distich, neut. of dioTixoi;, having two rows or

verses, < A-, two-, + orijoc, a row, rank, line,

verse: see stich.] I. a. Having two rows:

same as distichous.

n. m. In pros., a group or system of two

lines or verses. A familiJir example is the elegiac

distich. (See elegiac.) A distich in modern and riming

poetry is more generally called a couplet.

The first distance for the most part goeth all by distick,

or couples of verses agreeing in one cadence.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. .".

distichiasis (dis-ti-ki'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. <i<-

OTixoc, having two rows : see distich.] A mal-

formation consisting of a double row of eye-

Distichodontinae (dis'ti-ko-don-ti'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Distichodus {-odont-) + -inw.] A sub-

family of Characinidw, ha-ving an adipose fin,

the teeth in both jaws well developed, the dor-

sal fin short, rather elongate, and gill-openings

of moderate width, the giU-membranes being

attached to the isthmus. The species are all

African. Also Distichodontina.

Distichodus (dis-tik'6-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. <\i-

orixoc, with two rows (see distich), + o(toi|

(bSovT.) = E. tooth.] A genus of eharaemoid

fishes, representing

a subfamily Disticho-

dontincE. Also Disti-

chodon. Miiller and
Troschel.

Distichopora (dis-ti-

kop'o-ra), n. [NL.,

< Gr."<ii<JVt;i;of> having
two rows (see dis-

tich), + 7T6po(, a

pore.] A genus of

hydrocorallines, rep-

resenting the family
J>istichoji<irid<r.

Distichoporida (dis'ti-ko-p- -

[NL., < BisUehopora + -ida;.] A famih of h>-

drozoans, of the order Hydro-

coraUinm.

distichous (dis' ti-kus), rt. [<

Gr. dioTtxoc, having two rows:

see distich.] Disposed in t-wo

rows; biserial; bifanous: di-

chotomous; specifically. in fcof..

arranged alternat<>ly in two

vertical ranks upon opposite

sides of the axis, as the leaves

of grasses, elms, etc. jMso di>

ttcA.^ Distichous antennae,!""'
tmn.. antenn.T in which the joints ha>

on each side, near the apex, a !• 'lij: pi

'

cess which is directed forwaiil, lying

a'ainst the succeeding joint ; a modi-

Distichous Leaves, tlcutiui, of the l>ipectinate type.

^
piitithopora foliacea.

'ti-ko-por'i-de), n, pi



I
I

I

distichously

disticbously (dis'ti-kus-li), adr. In a disti-

olious manner ; in two rows or ranks : as, din-
ticlwu.slij branched stems.

distil, distill (dis-til'), c.
;
pret. and pp. distilled,

ppr. distilling. [< ME. diatillen = D. distilleren =
O, destilliren = Dan. destillere = Sw. destillera,

< OF. distiller, F. distiller = Pr. distillar = Sp.
destilnr = Pg. distillar = It. destillare, distiUare,

< L. distiUare, also and preferably written (?es-

tiltan; drop or trickle down, < rfc, down, + s((7-

/n/-f , drop, < stilla, a drop : see still^, v., which is

an abbr. of rfi6(j/. Ct. instil.'] I. intrans. 1. To
drop ; fall in drops.

Soft showers dUtilVd, and suns grew warm in vain.
Pope, Windsor ITorest, 1. 54,

Flowers in tears of balm distil.

Scott, L. of L. M., V. 1.

Peace, silent as dew, will distil on you from lieaven.
Ctianning, Perfect Life, p. 24.

2. To flow in a small stream ; trickle.

The Euphrates distilletli 4iut of tlie mountains of Ar-
liielii:!. Raleigh, Hist. World.

Higli rocky mountaines, from whence distill innumer-
able sweet and pleasant springs.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 118.

3. To use a still
; practise distillation.

II. trans. 1. To let fall in drops; dispense
by drops; hence, to shed or impart in small
portions or degrees.

The dew w hich ou the tender grass
The evening had distilled. Drayton.

Tile roof (of tlie grotto] is vaulted, and distils Iresli
water from every part of it, whicli fell upon us as fast as
the lirst droppings of a shower.

Addison, Keniarlcs on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 446.

The drowsy hours, dispensers of all good.
O'er the mute city stole witli folded wings,
DiitiUing odours on me as tliey went
To greet their fairer sisters of the East.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.
.Surae inarticulate spirit that strove to distill its secret

int.. the ear. T. B. Aldrich, Ponliapog to Pesth, p. 231.

2. To subject to the process of distillation ; rec-
tify; purify: as, to rf(«<(/ water.— 3. To obtain
or extract by the process of distillation: as, to
distil brandy from wine ; to di.ftil whisky.
To draw any Oliservations out of them [letters] were as

if one weut about to distU Cream out of Froth.
Howell, Letters, I. i. 1.

Burlie could distil political wisdom out of history, Ije-

cause he had a profound consciousness of the soul that
underlies and outlives events.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 271
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in placing the liquid to he distilled in a taller of copper or
other suitable material, called the still, having a movable
head from which proceeds a coiled tube called the worm,
which passes through water constantly kept cold. Heat
bemg applied to the still, the liquid in it is volatilized,
and rises in vapor into the head of the still, whence, pass-
ing down -the curved tube or worm, it becomes condensed
by the cold water, and makes its exit in a liquid state.
The object of distillation is to separate volatile liquids
from non-volatile liquids and solid matters, and also, by
the operation called /racKojiai *«(!'«n((o»i (which see, be-
low), to separate from each other volatile liquids which
have different boiling-points. The process is used in the
arts, in the manufacture of alcohol and spirituous liquors,
for preparing essences and essential oils, and for a great
variety of otlier purposes.

I study here the mathematics,
And distillation. B. Jornon, Alchemist, iv. 1.

3. The substance extracted by distilling.

I suffered the pangs of three several deaths ; ... to be
stopped in, like a strong distillation, with stinking clothes
that fretted in their own gi'ease.

Skak., M. W. of W., iii. 6.

4t. That which falls in drops, as in nasal ca-
tarrh.

It (exercise injudiciously used] hredeth Rheumes, Ca-
taiThs and distillations.

Touchstone of Complexions, p. 104.

DiBtUIatlon by descent. See descent.— jtry or de-
structive distillation, the destruction of a substance by
heat in a closed vessel and the collection of the volatile
matters evolved. Thus, illuminating gas isa produutof the
destructive distillation of coal.— Fractional distillation,
an operation for separating two liquids which have differ-
ent tailing-points. The mixture is distilled in an apparatus
which admits of constant observation of the temperature,
and the liquids obtained between certain intervals of tem-
perature (live or ten degrees)are collected separately. The
more volatile liquid will be foundchiefly in the "fractions

"

fll-st collected ; and by repeating the process with the first
fraction, this more volatile liquid may be obtained in a
state of comparative or absolute purity.

distillatory (dis-til'a-to-ri), a. and n. [< ME.
distillatorie = F. disti'llaioire = Sp. destilatorio =
Pg. distillatvrio = It. distillatorio, destillatorio,
< ML. 'distillatorium, < L. distiUare, destillare,

pp. distillaius, destillatu.'i, distil : see distil.'] I.
a. Of or pertaining to distillation ; used for dis-
tilling: as, distillatort/ vessels.

Having in well closed distillatory glasses caught the
fumes driven over liy heat. 'Boyle, Works, I. Ki6.

H. )(. : pi. distillatories (-riz). An apparatus
used in distillation ; a still.

Thanue muste je do make in the furneis of aischin, a
distillatorie of glas al hool of oo pece.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 4,

distinction

It is not difficult to understand a character which is so
plain, the features so distinct and strongly marked.

Theodore Parker, Wasliiugton.

3. Clearljr distinguishable by the mind; unmis-
takable

; indubitable
; positive : as, a distinct

assertion, promise, or falsehood.
He [Churchill] . . . commits an act, not only of private

treachery, but of distinct military desertion.
Macaulay, Hallam's Const Hist

4. Very plain and intelligible in thought or ex-
pression. The distinction made by writers on vision be-
tween imperfection of vision due to want of light (obscu-
rity) and that owing to distance (confusion) was transferred
to psychology by Descartes. With him a distinct idea is
one which resists dialectic criticism. Later writers, ad-
liering more closely to the optical metaphor, make Aclear
idea to be one distinguishable from others, and a distinct
idea to be one whose parts can be distinguished from one
another; hence, one which can be abstractly defined.

While things yet
Are in confusion, give us, if thou canst.
Eye-witness of what first or last was done,
Relation more particular and distinct.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1595.

The most laudable languages are alwaies most plaine
and distinct, and the barbarous most confuse and indis-
tinct Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 61.

A distinct idea is that wherein the mind perceives a
difference from all other.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxix. 4.

5. Distinguishing clearly ; capable of receiving

4. To use as a basis of distillation ; extract distiller (dis-til'fer), n. One who or that which
distils; one whose occupation is to extract
spirit by distillation.- DistUlers' Company, one of
the livery companies of London, which has no hall, hut
transacts its business at Guildhall.

distillery (dis-til'er-i), H.; pi. distilleries (-iz).

[< F. distillerie, a distillery, < distiller, distil:
see distil.] 1. The act or art of distilling.
[Rare.]— 2. The building and works where
distilling is carried on.

the spirit or essence from: as, to distil grain or
plants.

."Sume destyllen aowes of Gylofre and of .Spykenard of
.Spayne and of othere .Spices, that ben well smellynge.

Mandecille, Travels, p. 51.

5. To dissolve or melt. [Rare.]
.Swords by the lightning's subtle force distilVd,

And the fold sheath » ith running metal flU'd. Addison.
Distilled blue. See blue.

distillable (dis-til'a-bl), a. [< OF. distillahle,
¥. distillable, < distiller, distil : see distil and

The site is now occupied by a distillery, and several
other buildings. Pennant, London, p. 41.

vhte.] Capable of being distilled; fit for dis-
distillery-fed (dis-tirfer- i -fed), a. Fed with
Kram or swill from distilleries, astillation

Much of the obtained liquor coming from the distillahle
cr.nii-..tes. Boyle, Works, II. 2->6.

distillate (dis-til'at), «. [< L. distillatm, pp. of
distiUare, distil : see distil and -atei.] In cliem.,
a fluid distilled and found in the receiver of
a distilling apparatus ; the product of distilla-
tion.

Sufficient air is admitted to burn the distillates, and thus
to produce the heat required for the distillation itself.

Science, VI. 525.

distillation (dis-ti-la'shon), w. [< ME. distil-
lation, di.ftillacion, di.ttillacioun = D. distillatie
= G. Dan. Sw. destination, < OF. distillation, F.
distillation = Pr. distiUaeio = Sp. destilacion =
Pif. dislilhii;(l(, — It. dcstiUazione, distUlazionc,
< Ij. '<lislittatio{n-). dcstillatio{n-), a dripping
down, distilling, catarrh, < distiUare, destillare,

pp. distillaius, destillutus, drop down : see dis-
til.] 1. The act of distilling, or of falling in
drojis ; a producing or shedding in drops.

Oayn [against] fals enuy. thynk on my charite,
My blodealle spilt by distillncion.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. U2.

2. The volatilization and subsequent conden-
sation of a li()uid by means of an alembic, a still
:iiiil refrigeratory, or a retort and receiver; the
ojxTation of obtaining the spirit, essence, or
essential oil of a substance hy the evaporation
and condensation of the liquid in which it has
))een macerated ; rectification ; in the widest
sense, the whole process of extracting the eg-
Sf ntial princif>le of a substance. i'lie most connnon
method of conilucting the process of distillation consists

hogs.
as cattle or

distilment, distillment (dis-til 'ment), n. [<
OF. disfilk-ment,< distiller: see distil "and -ment.]
That which is produced by distillation. [Rare.]

In the porches of mine ears did pour
The leperous distilment. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

distinct (dis-tingkf), a. [< ME. distinct, < OF.
distinct, F. distinct = Sp. It. distinto = Pg. dis-
tincto = 6. distinct= Sw. Dan. distinlt, < L. dis-
tinctus, pp. of distingnere, distinguish : see dis-
tinguish.] 1. Distinguished; notidentical; not
the same; separate; specifically, marked off;
discretely different from another or others, or
from one another.

To offend and judge are distitKt offices.

Shak., M. of v., ii. 9.

The intention was that the two ai-mies which marched
out together should afterward he distinct.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

Not more distinct from harmony divine,
ITie constant creaking of a country sign.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 9.

Distinct as the billows, yet one as the sea.
Montfjomery, Ocean, I. 54.

2. Clearly distinguishable by sense ; that may
be plainly perceived ; well defined ; not blurred
or indeterminate: as, a distinct view of an ob-
ject; distinct articulation; to make a distinct
mark or impression.

And the clear voice, symphonious yet distinct.
Cowper, The Task, iv. 162.

Dark-blue the deep sphere ttverhead,
Distinct with vivid stars inlaid.

Tennyson, Arabian .Nights.

or characterized by definite impressions; not
confused or obscure: as, distinct vision; dis-
tinct perception of right and wrong.
The straight line extending directly in front of each eye,

upon which alone objects are ilistinctly perceived, is called
the " line of distinct vision.

"

.,lmcr. Cyc, XVI. 391.

6. Decorated; adorned. [A rare Latinism.]
Divers flowres distinct with rare delight

Spenser, F. Q., VI. Hi. 23.

Nor less on either side tempestuous fell
His arrows, from the fourfold-visaged Four,
Distinct with eyes, and from the living wheels
Distinct alike with nmltitude of eyes.

MUtmi, P. L., vi. 846.

Distinct antenuse, those antennie which are not contig-
_uous at the base.— Distinct Cauda or tall, a tail separated
from the abdomen by a constriction or narrow joint, as
in the scorpion.— Distinct scutellum, a scutelltnn sep-
arated by a suture from the pronotum.—Distinct spots,
Strise, punctures, etc., those spots, striw, etc., which do
not touch one another, but are separated by narrow spaces.
= Syn. 1. Separate, etc. See different.— 2 and 3. Well
marked, plain, obvious, unmistakable. See distinctly.

distinctt (dis-tingkf), V. t. [< ME. distincten,
< OF. distincter, dcstincter, destinter, detinter,
distinguish, < distinct, distinct: see distinct, a.]
To make distinct ; distinguish.

There can no wight distincle it so
That he dare seye a worde thereto.

Horn, of the Rose, 1. 6199.

Clerkes that were confessours coupled hem togedere.
Forte construe this clause and distinkte hit after.

Piers Plovmuin (A), iv. 133.

We haue, by adding some word to both in English and
Latin, Distincted and expounded the same.

Levins, Manip. Vocab., Pref., p. 5.

distinctify (dis-tingk'ti-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

distinctified, ppr. di.stinctifying. [< distinct +
-!-/^, make.] To make distinct. Davies. [Rare.]

distinctio (dis-tingk'shi-o), n. [L., distinction,
separation, comma: see distinction.] In Gre-
gorian music: (a) The pause or break by which
melodies are divided into convenient phrases.
In a verse of a psalm there are usually three
such breaks : as,

Domine
I
libera aniniam meam

|
a labiis iiiiquis

|
et

a lingua dolosa. Ps. cxx. 2 (Vulgate).

(6) Same as differentia, 2.

distinction (dis-tingk'shon), n. [< ME. dis-
tinction, distinctioun, distinccioun, < OF. distinc-
tion, destinctiun, destintion, F. distinction = Pr.
distinctio, distinzion = Sp. distincion = Pg. dis-
tincfSo = It. distinzione = D. distinctie= Q . dis-
tinction = Dan. Sw. distinktion, < L. disfinc-
tio(n-), a distinguishing, difference, separation,
setting off, < distingnere, pp. distinctns, distin-
guish: see distinct, distinguish.] 1. The act of
distinguishing, either by giving a distinctive
mark or character to the object or objects dis-
tinguished, or by observing the existing marks
and differences.

Number is distinctimi of person be one and moe ; and
soe is singular and plural.

A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

Standards and gonfalons twixt van and rear
Stream in the air, and for distinction serve
Of hierarchies, of orders, and degrees.

Milton, P. L,, v. 590.

The distinctitin which is sometimes made between civil
privileges and political power is a distinclitm without a
difference. Macaulay, Disabilities of Jews.

ilcn do Indeed speak of civil and religious liberty as
different things ; but the distinction is quite arbitrary.

//. Sjienccr, Social Statics, p. 237.



distinction

2. A note or mark of lUfterenee ; a distinguish-

ing quality or character ; a characteristic difTer-

euce : followed by between,

I had from my youth studied the diatiiietions beUveen
religious and civil rights. Milton, Second Defence.

Ev'n Palinurus no distinction found
Betwixt the night and day ; such darkness reign'd around.

Dryden, .4!;neid, iii.

If he does really think that tliere is no dutti}u;tion

between virtue ami vice, why, sir, when he leaves our
houses, let us count our spoons.

Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1763.

3 Difference in general ; the state or fact of

not being the same.
God . . . having set them [simple ideas] as marks of

distinction in things, whereby we may be able to discern
one thing from another.

Locke, Human Understauding, II. xxxii. 14.

There are distinctions that will live in heaven,
When time is a forgotten circumstance I y. P. Willis.

4t. Distinctness.

There is no greater difference betwixt a ciuill and bru-
tish vtteraunee then cleare distinction of voices.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 61.

5. The power of distinguishing differences;
discrimination; discernment; judgment.

She [Nature] left the eye distinction, to cull out
The one fnim the other.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill.

Yet take heed, worthy Maximus ; all ears
Hear not with that distinction mine do.

Fletcher, Valentiiiian, i. 3.

6. The state of being distinguished ; eminence

;

superiority; elevation of character or of rank
in society ; the manifestation of superiority in
conduct, appearance, or otherwise.

All the Houses of Persons of Distinction are built with
Porte-cocheres: that is, wide Gates to drive in a Coach.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 8.

When there is fully recognized the truth that moral
beauty is higher than intellectual power— when the wish
to be admired is in large measure replaced by the wish to
be loved— that strife for distinction which the present
phase of civilization shows us will be greatly moderated.

//. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 494.

He was a charming fellow, clever, urbane, free-handed,
and with that fortunate quality in his appearance which
is known as distinction. H. James, Jr., Confidence, ii.

7 That which confers or marks eminence or
superiority ; office, rank, or favor.

To be a really great historian is perhaps the rarest of
intellectual distinctions. Macaulay, History.

8. The act of distinguishing or treating with
honor.
The distiTictions lately paid us by our betters awaked

that pride which I had laid asleep but not removed.
Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

Socinios received him with preat marks of distinction
and kindness. He decorated him with a chain and brace-
lets of gold, and gave him a dagger of exquisite workman-
ship, mounted with the same metal.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 300.

Accidental distinction, discretive distinction, etc.
See the adjectives.—Without distinction, iuiliscrimi-
uately.

Maids, women, wives, without distinction, fall. Dryden.

= Syn. Distinctness, Distinction. Distinctness has kept
the narrower literal sense of the state or quality of being
distinct; distinction has been extended to more active
meanings, as the mark of difference, the quality distin-
guishing, superiority by difference, outward rank, honors
rendered to one as superior, etc.

And so, in grateful interchange
Of teacher and of hearer.
Their lives their true distinctness keep
While daily drawing nearer.

Whittier, Among the Hills.

Pomponiua preferred the honour of becoming an Athe-
nian, by intellectual naturalisation, to all the distinctions
which were to be acquired in the political contests of
Rome. Macaulay, History.

To William Penn belongs the distinction, destined to
brighten as men advance in virtue, of flrat in human his-
tory establishing the Law of Love, as a rule of conduct, in
the intercourse of nations. Sumner, Orations, I. 114.

3. Diversity, etc. See difference.— 1, Rank, note, repute,
fame, renown, celebrity.

distinctional (dis-tingk'sbon-al), a. [< dis-
thtcthm + -al.'S Serving for distinction, as of
species or groups: as, diPtinctional characters;
distinctional colors. [Rare.]
distinctive (dis-tingk'tiv), a. [= F. distinc-
tif= Sp. distintivo = Pg. disiinctivo = It. dis-
tintivo, < L. as if ^distinctivitSj < distinctus, pp.
of difftin^uere^ distinguish: see distinct.'] 1.
Marking distinction, difference, or peculiarity;
distiuguishiiig from something diverse; char-
acteristic : as, distinctive names or titles ; the
ditftifictive characteristics of a species.

All the distinctive doctrines of the Puritan theology
were fully and even coarsely set forth.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Nearly all cities have their own distinctive colour.
That of Venice is a pearly white, . . . and that of Flor-
ence is a sober brown.

J. A. Synwnds, Italy and Greece, p. 172, note.

1694
I doubt greatly whether Washington or any other of the

leaders of your War of Independence ever used the word
" Englisli' as the distinctive name of those against whom
they acted. So far as I have seen, the name that was
then used in that sense was "British."

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 56.

2. Having the power to distinguish and dis-

cern ; discerning. [Rare.]

Credulous and vulgar auditors readily believe it, and
the more judicious and distinctive heads do not reject it.

Sir T. Broivne, Vulg. Err.

distinctively (dis-tingk'tiv-li), adi\ In a dis-

tinctive manner; with distinction from or op-
position (expressed or implied) to something
else; peculiarly; characteristically: as, he was
by this fact separated distinctiveUj from all the
others; this work is distinctively Hterary.=syn.
Distinctively, Distinctly. The former emphasizes merely
the fact of separation or distinction from other things
by some peculiarity or specific difference ; the latter em-
ptiasizes more especially the definiteuess and clearness
with which tliis separation or distinction exists or is per-
ceived. Thus, distinctively literary work is peculiarly, or
clearly and obviously, literary, as distinguished from other
kinds of writing.

And if Greece was distinctively the cultured nation of
antiquity, Germany may claim that distinction in modern
Europe. H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 253.

To what end also doth he distinctly assign a peculiar dis-
pensation of operations to the father, of niinisteries to the
son, of gifts to the Holy Ghost? Barrow, Works, II. xxiv.

distinctiveness (dis-tingk'tiv-nes), «. The
state or quality of being distinctive ; distinctive
character ; individuality.

But the effort to add any otlier qualities to this refresh-
ing one instantly takes away t\\e distinctiveness, and there-
fore the exact character to be enjoyed in its appeal to a
particular humour in us. Ruskin.

distinctly (dis-tingkt'li), adv. 1. In a distinct
manner; with distinctness; not confusedly, un-
clearly, or obscurely ; so as not to be confound-
ed with anything else ; without the blending of
one part or thing with another: as, a propo-
sition distinctly understood; a figm'e distinctly

defined*

Pronounce thy speeche distinctly, see thou mark well
thy worde. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 75.

When all were plac'd in seats distinctly known,
And he their father had assumd the throne,
Upon his ivory scepter first lie leant.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 229.

Hence— 2. "Without doubt; obviously; evi-
dently ; incontrovertibly.

To despair of what a conscientious collection and study
of facts may lead to, and to declare any problem insoluble,
because difficult and far off, is distinctly to be on the
wrong side in science. F. B. Tylor, ft-im. Culture, I. 22.

Your conduct has been distinctly and altogether unpar-
donable. L. W. M. Lockhart, Mine is Thine, xxxix.

He has . . . distinctly weakened his position by claim-
ing as Cyprian the Catalogue of Ships.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 479.

3t. Separately ; in different places.

Sometime I'd divide
And burn in many places ; on the topmast,
The yards and bowsprit, would I flame distinctly,
Then meet and join. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

= Syn. 1. Distinctly, Clearly, explicitly, (ieflnitely, pre-
cisely, unmistakably. The first two are sometimes distin-
guished thus ; I see it clearly~ that is, fully outlined from
all other objects ; I see it distinctly— th&t is, with its fea-
tures separate to the eye. This, however, is a rather un-
common refinement of meaning. See distinctively.

distinctness (dls-tingkt'nes), v. The quality
or state of being distinct, in any sense of that
word.
Whenever we try to recall a scene we saw but for a mo-

ment, there are always a few traits that recur, the rest
being blurred and vague, instead of tlie whole being re-
vived in equal distinctness or indistinctness.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 61.

Extensive distinctness. See extensive. =Syn. Distinct-
nens. Distinction (see distinction), plainness, perspicuity,
explicitness, lucidity.

distinctort (dis-tingk'tor), n. [< LL, distinc-
tor, < L. distinguerey distinguish : see distinct,

distinguish.'] One who distinguishes or makes
distinctions.

But certes, in my fantasie such curious distinctors may
l)e verie aptlie resembled to the foolish butcher, that of-
fered to haue sold liis mutton for fifteen grots, and yet
would not take a crowne.

Stanihurst, in Holinshed's Chron. (Ireland), i.

distincture (dis-tingk't^r), n. [< distinct +
~ure.] Distinctness. Edinburgh Rev. [Rare.]

distinguet, v. t. [ME. disting%cen, destingen, <
OF. distinguer, destinguer. F. dtsfingucr = Pr.
distinguir, destin<iuir = Sp. Pg. distinguir = It.

disiinguere = D. distingercn = Dan. dlstingvere
= Sw. distingverUj < L. distingtLcre : see distin-
guish.] To distinguish. Chaucer.

(fistinguish (dis-ting'gwish), v. [With added
suffix, after other verbs in -is7i; < ME. distingwen,
destingtjn (see distingue), < OF. distinguer, <
L. distinguere, separate, divide, tlistiuguish, set

distinguishable

off, adorn, lit. mark off, < di- for dis-, apart, -i-

^stinguere = Gr. ori^tiv, prick, = E. sting : see
sting^ stigma, style^. Cf. extinguish.] L trans.
1. To mark or note in a way to indicate dif-
ference ; mark as distinct or different ; charac-
terize ; indicate the difference of.

It was a purple band, or of blew colour, distinguished
with white which was wreathed about the Tiara,

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 3t;2.

Our House is distinguish'd by a languishing Eye, as the
House of Austria is by a thick Lip.

Conyreve, Donlde- Dealer, iv. 3.

2. To reco^iize as different or distinct from
what is contiguous or similar

; perceive or dis-
cover the differences or characteristic marks
or qualities of; recognize by some distinctive
mark ; know or ascertain difference in through
the senses or the understanding; perceive or
make out.

Let her take any shape.
And let me see it once, I can distinguish it.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 3.

Sometimes you fancy you just distinguish him (the lark],
a mere vague spot against the blue, an inteuser i\\n>\i in
the universal pulsation of light.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 150.

Hence— 3, To establish, state, or explain a
difference or the differences between two or
more things ; separate by classification or defi-

nition ; discriminate ; set off or apart.

The seasons of the year at Tonquin, and all the Coun-
tries between tlie Tropicks, are distinyuinhed into Wet anti
Dry, as properly as others are into Winter and Summer.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. '.^'2.

The mind finds no great difficulty to distinguish the
several originals of things into two sorts.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxvi. 2.

Death must be distinguished from dying, with which it

is often confounded. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vi.

In ancient Rome the semi-slave class distinguished as
clients originated by this voluntary acceptance of servi-
tude with safety. //. Spencer, Priu. of Sociol., § 459.

4. To discern critically
;
judge.

No more can you distinguish of a man
Tlian of his outward show.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1.

As men are most capable of distinguishing merit in
women, so the ladies often fonn the truest judgments of
ns. Goldsmith, Vjt-ar, viii.

5. To separate from others by some mark of
honor or preference ; treat with distinction or
honor ; make eminent or superior; give distinc-
tion to.

Next to Deeds which our own Honour raise,
Is, to distinguish them who merit Praise.

Congreve, To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

To distxTiguish themselves by means never tried before.
Johnson, Rambler, Ko. 164.

The beauty, indeed, which distinguished the favourite
ladies of Charles was not necessary to James.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng. vi.

H. intrans. 1. To make a distinction; find
or show a difference : followed by between.

The reader must learn by all means to distinguish fx--

tureen proverbs and those polite speeches which beautify
conversation. Swi/f.

In contemporaries, it is not so easy to distinguish be-

twixt notoriety and fame. Emerson, Books.

We are apt to speak of soul and body, as if we could
distinguish between them, and knew much about them

;

but for the most part we use words without meaning.
J. II. Xewoian, Parochial Sermons, i. 273.

2t. To become distinct or distinguishable ; be-
come differentiated.

The little embryo, in the natural sheet and lap of its

mother, first distinguijthes into a little knot, and that in
time will be the heart, and then into a bigger bundle,
which, after some days' abode, grows into two little si>ots.

and they, if cherished by nature, will become eyes.
Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar.

distinguishable (dis-ting'gwish-a-bl), a. [<
distinguish 4- -able.] 1. Capable of being dis-

tinguished, separated, or discriminated from
something else.

When Bruce and Baliol, with ten other competitors,
conduct a litigation before Edward I. of England resjwct-
ing the right to the Scottish Crown, theargiuuents are not
distinguishable in principle from argumentsou the inherit-
ance of an ordinary fief.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 125.

2. Capable of being perceived, recognized, or
made out; perceptible; discernible: as, a
scarcely distinguishable speck in the sky.

Where holy ground begins, unhallowed ends.
Is marked by no distinguishable line

;

The turf unites, the jmihways intertwine.
Wordmcorlfi. Sonnets, iii. 7.

3. Capable of being distinguished or classified

according to distiiu-tive marks, eharaeteristics,
or qualities; divisible: as, sounds are distiu-

guishablv into higli and low.— 4, Worthy of
uoti! or sjn'cial regard.



distinguishable

I would endeavour that my betters should seek me by
the merit of something distinguishable, instead of my
seeking them. Swift.

distinguishableness (dis-ting'gwish-a-bl-nes),
n. The state of being distinguishable. Bailey,

1731.

distingnishably (dis-ting'gwish-a-bli), adv.
So as to be distinguished.

We have both spices of Carissa in this province ; but
they melt, scarce distinguighaUy, into each other.

Sir W. JoneH^ Select Indian Plants.

distinguished (dis-ting'gwisht), -p. a. 1. Sep-
arated by some mark of distinction: as, distin-

guished rank; distinguished abilities.— 2. Pos-
sessing distinction ; separated from the gen-
erality by superior abilities, achievements,
character, or reputation; better known than
others in the same class or profession; well
known ; eminent : as, a distinguished statesman,
author, or soldier.

A diiti-nguished Protestant writer indeed complained
not long ago that ** Protestantism has no saints."

H. A'. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 37.

= Syn. Celebrated, Eminent, etc. (see /amoiis); marked,
coiispiL-uous, exiTcllent,

distinguishedlv (dis-ting'gwisht-li), adv. In
a distinguished manner ; eminently. Swift.

distinguisher (dis-ting'gwish-6r), j». One who
or that which distinguishes, or separates one
thing from another by indicating or observing
differences.

If writers be Just to the memory of Charles II., they
cannot deny him to have been an exact knower of man-
kind, and a perfect distinguixher of their talents,

Dryden, King Arthur, Ded.

distinguishing (dis-ting'gwlsh-ing), p. a. Con-
stituting a difference or distinction; charac-
teristic; peculiar.

Innocence of life, and great ability, were the diatin-
ffuighing parts of his character. Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

Milton's chief Talent, and indeed his distinguishing Ex-
cellence, lies in the sublimity of his Thi>ughts.

Addison, Spectator, No. 279.

Dlstlngnislilng pennant, a nag used in signaling in a
s<{uadroii uf ves.sels to indicate the special ship to which
signals are niatlt-

.

distinguishingly (dis-tlng'gwish-ing-li), adv.
With distinction ; with some mark of prefer-
ence ; markedly.
Some call me a Tory, because the heads of that party

have been distinguishingly favourable to me. Pope.

distinguishmei^tt (dis-ting'gwish-ment), n. [<
dLstingtii-^ih + -ment.'] Distinction; observa-
tion of difference.

And mannerly distinguishment leave out
Betwixt the prince and beggar I Shak., W. T., ii. 1.

distitlet (dis-ti'tl), V. t. [< dis- priv. -f- titU;.']

To deprive of title or claim to something.
[Rare.]

That were the next way to dis-title myself of honour.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, iv. 1.

Distoma (dis'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. diaro/ioc,

two-mouthed, i 6i-, two-, + arofta, mouth.] 1.
The typical and leading genus of the family Dis-
tomidce; a genus of trematoid or suctorial para-
sitic worms, or flukes, of which D. hepaticuin,
the liver-fluke, is the best-known, d. hepaticuin
is oftenest found in the liver of sheep, in which it causes
the disease called rot, but it also occurs in man and various
other animals. In form it is ovate, flattened, and presents
two suckers (whence the name), of which the anterior Is

perforated by the oral aperture, and the posterior median
one is approximated to it ; tliere is a complicated branch-
ed water-vascular system ; the intestine is branched and
without an anus. It has been shown that the ciliated
embryo passes into LimiuKus trunculatus, and there gives
rise to a sporocyst which develoi>8 rediie, which produce
other rediie, or cercarine, which are tadpole-like larva;;
these after swimming for a time become encysted, as, for
example, on blades of grass, and in this state are eaten
by slieep. Numerous species of the genus are described.
D. hcematobium. from the veins of man, is now referred
to the genus Bilharzia. See cut under cercaria.

2. [I. c] An animal belonging to this genus.
The developmental stages of Distoma militare may be

summed up aa : (1) Ciliated larva, (2) Redia, (3) Cercaria,
(4) Cercaria, tailless and encysted, or Incomplete Distoma,
(5) Perfect Distoma. UuxUy, Anat. Invert., p. 181.

3. Same as Distomxis, 1. Savigny, 1816.

Distomea (dis-to'me-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
<5i<jTo/xof, two-mouthed: seeZtotoma.J A super-
family group of trematoid worms or flukes.
They have at most two suckers and no hooks. They de-
velop by a complicated alternation of generations, the
larval and anexual f<jrius chiefly inhabiting mollustts,
while the sexually mature individuals live mostly in the
alimentary canal of vertt^iirates or its appendages. The
group includes the families Distomidce and Monostomidai.

Wmorj»bic forms are found in certain species of the
genera Monostomnin and l>istomum ; . . . one individual
develops only male sexual organs, the other only female.
Such Disttunea are murpliologically hermaphrodite, but
practically of separate sexes.

Ciaus, Zoology (trans.), I. 321.
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Distomese (dis-to'mf-e), n.pJ. [NL., < Gr. diaro-

//«, two-mouthed : see Distoma.^ Sa,mea,aDisto-
mea,regai'dedas one of two orders of Trematoda,
comprising those flukes which have two suck-
ers or only one : distinguished from Polystomew.
Distomidse (dis-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < IHs-
toma + -idw.] A family of digeneous trema-
toid worms or flukes, having two suekei-s with-
out hooks, as the liver-flukes. The suckers aie ap-
proximated at one end of the body ; reproduction is by an
alternation of generations. The principal genera are Dis-
toma and Bilharzia. See cut under cercaria.

Distomum (dis'to-mum), n. Same as Distoma.
Distomus (dis'to-mus), n. [NL. : see Distoma.']
1. Agenusof aseidians, of fhet^mWy Botryllidce,
with six-rayed anal and branchial orifices. Also
Distoma.— 2. A genus of Coleoptera. Stephens,

distonet, t'. Same a,s distune. Rom. of the Rose.
distort (dis-torf), V. t. [< L. distortus, pp. of
distorquere (> It. distorcere, storcere, twist, un-
twist, = Sp. destorcer = Pg. destorcer, unt-wist,
= OF. destordre, desteurtre, detordre, detortre,
F. distordre, distort), twist different ways, dis-
tort, < dis-, apart, + torquere, twist: see tort,

torsion, and cf. contort, detort, extort, etc.'] 1.
To t'wist or wrest out of shape; alter the shape
of ; change from the proper to an improper or
unnatural shape ; represent by an image hav-
ing a shape somewhat different from nature.

At last this odious offspring whom thou seest.
Thine own begotten, breaking violent way.
Tore through my entrails, that, with fear and pain
Distorted, all my nether shape thus grew
Transform'd. Milton, P. L., ii. 784.

Looking along a hot poker or the boiler of a steamboat,
we see objects beyond distorted: i. e., we no longer see
each point in its true direction.

P. Q. TaU, Encyo. Brit., XIV. 683.

The low light flung a queer, distorted shadow of him on
the wall. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, x.

Hence— 2. To turn away or pervert ; cause to
give or to receive erroneous views or impres-
sions; mislead; bias.

Wrath and malice, envy and revenge do darken and dis.
tort the understandings of men. Tillotson.

It views the truth with a distorted eye.
And either warps or lays it useless by.

Coicper, Conversation, 1. 669.

We all admit that passion distorts judgment.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 196.

3. To wrest from the true meaning
;
pervert the

truth regarding; misrepresent.

Grievances . . . distorted, magnifled,
Coloured by quarrel into calumny.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 72.

Distorted crystal. See crj/rtoZ. =Syn. 1 and 2. To con-
tort, deform, l)end.— 3. To misapply, misuse.

distortt (dis-tdrt'), <»• [< L. distortus, pp. : see
the verb.] Twisted out of shape ; distorted.

Her face was ugly and her mouth distort.

Spenser, V. Q., V. xii. 36.

distortedly (dis-tdr'ted-li), adv. In a distorted
manner ; crookedly.

Men . . . lx»m with silver spoons in their mouths, and
prone to regard human affairs as reflected in those—
somewhat distortedly. II. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 370.

distorter (dis-t6r't6r), n. One who or that
which distorts.

distortion (dis-tSr'shon), ». [= OF. destoreion,
F. distorsion = It. disiorsione, slorsione, < L. dis-

t(>rti(>(n-), < distorquere, distort: see distort, ti.]

1. The act of distorting, (a) A forcible alteration of
the shape of a liody by twisting or wresting ; the change of
any shai>e front the proper or natural one to an improper
or unnatural one ; the representation of a visible object
by an image of an altered shape.

We prove its use
Sovereign and most effectual to secure
A form not now gymnastic as of yore.
From rickets ami distortion. Cowper, TheTa8k,ii.

(p) In math., any change of shape not involving a breach
of continuity. But a mere alteration of size in the same
ratio in all directions is not considered to be a distortion,
(c) A twisting or writhing motion: as, the facial distor-
tions of a sufferer.

2. The state of being twisted out of shape; a
deviation from the natural or regular shape or
position ; an unnatural direction of parts, from
whatever cause.

More ordinary imperfections and distortitms of the body
in figure. Sir U. Wotton, Reliquia), p. 79.

In some. Distortions quite the Face disguise.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

3. A perversion of the true meaning or intent.

These absurdities are all framed ... by a childish dis-
tortion of my wonls.

Bp. Wren, Monarchy Asserted (1659), p. 147.

distortive (dis-t6r'tiv), a. [< distort + -«w.]
1. Tending to distort; causing distortions.
Quarterly liev.— 2. Having distortions; dis-

torted.

distracter

distorter (dis-tor'tor), n.
;

pi. distortores (dls-
tor-to'rez). [NL.,"< ML. distortor, distorter, <
L. distorquere, pp. distortus, distort: see dis-
tort.'] 1. In anat., that which distorts Dis-
tortor oris, in anat. , a muscle of the mouth, so called
from its distorting the mouth, as in rage, grinning, etc.;
the zygomaticus major.

distourblet, «' t. See distrouUe.
distract (dis-trakt'), V. t. [< ME. distracten, <
ML. distractare, freq. of L. distrahere, pp. dis-
tractus (> OF. destraier, destraer, destraher, F.
distraire = Pr. distraire = Sp. distraer = Pg.
distrahir = It. distraere, distraggere, distrnrre,
straere, strarre = Dan. distrahere = Sw. dis-
trahera), draw asunder, pull in different direc-
tions, divide, perplex, < dis-, asunder, + trahere,

draw : see trace, tract. Distraught is an old
form of the adj. distract, q. v., and is not a
part of the E. verb.] If. To draw apart; pull
in different directions and separate; divide.
Shak. [Bare.]— 2. To turn or draw away from
any object ; divert from any point toward an-
other point, or toward various other objects:
as, to distract a person's attention from his oc-
cupation.

If he cannot wholly avoid the eye of the observer, he
hopes to distract it by a multiplicity of the object.

South, Sermons.

3. To cause distraction in ; draw in different
directions or toward different objects ; confuse
by diverse or opposing considerations

;
per-

plex; bewilder: as, to distract the mind with
cares.

They are distracted as much in opinion as in will.
Bacon, Political Fables, i., Expl.

A principle that is but half received does but distract,
instead of guiding our behaviour. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

A thousand external details must be left out as irrele-
vant, and .only serving to distract and mislead the ob-
server. J. Caird.

Multitudes were distracted by doubts, which they sought
in vain to repress, and which they firmly believed to be
the suggestions of the devil. Lecky, Kationalism, I. 72.

4. To disorder the reason of ; derange ; render
frantic or mad.
A poor mad soul, . . . poverty hath distracted her.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

Let me not see tiiee more ; something is done
lliat will distract me, that will make me mad,
If I behold thee. Beau, and Fl., Pliilaster, iii. 1.

Time may restore their wits, whom vain ambition
Hath many years distracted.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 2.

distractt (dis-trakf), a. [< ME. distract (after
the L.), also distrauht, mod. distraught (after E.
forms like taught, etc.), also destrat, destret,

after OF. destrait, F. distrait, < L. distractus,
distracted, perplexed, pp. of distrahere, draw
asunder, perplex, etc.: see distract, «.] Dis-
tracted; frantic; deranged: swaie as distraught.

Thou Shalt ben so destrat by aspre thinges.
Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 8.

With this she fell distract.
And, her attendants absent, swallow'd fire.

Shak., J. C, iv. 3.

When any fall from virtue,
I am distra/it ; I have an interest in 't.

Beau, and FL, Philaster, iii. 1.

distracted (dis-trak'ted), p. a. [Pp. of distract,

v.; equiv. to distract, a.] 1. Perplexed; har-
assed orbewildered by opposingconsiderations.

Remember thee ?

Ay, thou poor ghost, while memory holds a seat
In this distracted globe. Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

The wicked, who, surprized.
Lose their defence, distracted and amazed.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1286.

A fraternity acting together with a harmony unprece-
dented amongst their distracted countrymen of that age.

De Quincey, Essenes, i.

2. Disordered in intellect ; deranged ; mad

;

frantic.

What Iroth you and all the rest of you say about that
matter is but the fruit of distracted brains.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 204.

= Syn. 1. Ahstracted, Diverted, etc. Ree absent.

distractedly (dis-trak'ted-li), adv. In a dis-

tracted manner; as a distracted person.

O'er hedge and ditch distractedly they take,
And happiest he that greatest haste could make.

Drayton, Battle of Agincourt.

distractedness (dis-trak'ted-nes), n. 1. The
state of being distriicted, harassed, or per-
plexed in mind ; a perplexed condition or state.

Such experiments as the unfumishedness of the place
and the present distractedness of my mind will permit me.

Boyle, Works, I. 41.

2. A disordered or deranged condition of the
mind; madness.
distracter (dis-trak'ter), H. One who or that
which distracts.



distractfOl

distractfolt (dis-trakt'fiU), a. [<distract+ -ful,

irreg. suffixed to verb or adj.] Distracting.

Arise, kneel not to me,
Hut thanke thy sisters, they apparell'd thee
In that distract/iU shape.

Ueyirooil, Love's Mistress, sig. V, 9.

distractible (dis-trak'ti-bl), a. [< distract +
-ibU.'\ t'apable of being disti-aeted or drawn
away.

distractile (dis-trak'til), a. [< distract + -He.']

In t)ot., widely separated: applied by Richard
to anthers in which the cells are separated by
a very long and narrow connective, as in the
genus Siilria.

distraction (dis-trak'shon), n. [< ME. distrac-

tioiiii (but used appar. in sense of detraction), <

OF. distraction, F. distraction = Sp. distraccion

= Pg. distracguo = It. distrasfione = D. distrac-

tie = Dan. Sw. distraktion, < L. distractio(n-),

a pulling asunder, parting, dissension, < distra-

here, pp. distractus, pull asunder: see distract.]

It. The act of drawing or the state of being
drawn apart ; separation.

Thou who wert uncapable of distractwn from him, with
whom thou wert one, would st yet so much act man as to
retyrv, for the opportunity of prayer.

Bp. Halt, The Walk upon the Waters.

2. A drawing away of the mind from one point
or course to another or others ; diversion of

thought or feeling into a different channel or
towaird different objects.

That ye may attend upon the Lord without distraction.

1 Cor. vii. 36.

She listened to all that was said, and had never the least

dxjitraction or absence of thought. Swift, Death of Stella.

Dustraction is the removal of our attention from a mat-
ter with which we are engaged, and our Ijestowal of it on
another which crosses us. Sir W. Hamilton.

3. A drawing of the mind in different direc-

tions; mental confusion arising from diverse
or opposing considerations; perplexity; be-
wilderment: as, the distraction caused by a
multitude of questions or of cares.

tk>raes in one mistress Page ;
gives intelligence of Ford's

approach ; and In her invention and Ford's wife's distrac-
tion, they conveyed me into a buck-basket.

Shak., M. W. of W.,iii. 6.

4. Confusion of affairs ; tumult; disorder: as,

political distractions.

Never was known a night of such distraction,
Dryden, Spanish Friar.

6. Violent mental excitement, or extreme ag-
ony of mind, simulating madness in its tenden-
cies or outward exhibition ; despairing pertur-
bation : as, this toothache drives me to distrac-
tion.

How have mine eyes out of their spheres been fitted,

lu the distraction of this madding fever

!

Shak., Sonnets, cxix.

This quiet sail is as a noiseless wing
To waft me from distraction.

Byron, Chiide Harold, iii. 85.

The distraction of the children, who saw both their pa-
rent« expiring together, would have melted the hardest
heart Taller.

6. A state of disordered reason; frenzy; in-

sanity; madness.
What new crotchet next ?

There is so much sense in this wild distracti&n,
That 1 am almost out of my wits too.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

Forc'd to the field he came, but in the rear

;

And feign'd distraction to conceal his fear.

Dryden, Ajax and Ulysses, 1. 52.

To live upon the hopes of unseen tilings is madness and
di'itraction, if there be no heaven, no unseen things for us.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I., Pref. to xl.

7. A canse of diversion or of bewilderment, as
of the attention or the mind ; something that
distracts, in any sense : as, the distractions of
gayety or of business ; labor is often a distrac-
tion from gloomy thoughts.

The invitation olfered an agreeable distraction to Mag-
gie's tears- Ocorge Eliot, Jlill on the Floss, i. 4.

He IShakspere] allows us hjre and there the repose of
a commonplace chai-acter, the consoling distraction of a
humorousone. Lowell, Among myliooks, 1st ser., p. 182.

8. In Gr. gram., the dialectic or poetical use of
two similar vowels identical in pronunciation,
or differing only in quantity, for a single long
vowel in the ordinary Greek form : as, (pdoig for
yjjf, opou for opi), Kpaaroc for KpuTOQ, KAr/riduv for
lUJiouv, etc. .Such forms are really examples of assira.
ilation. as an intermediate stage between an earlier open
form witli different vowels and the later contracted fonn ;

as, (1) opaw, (2) opout, (3) opu.

9. In Prench-Canadian law, the divesting of the
right to costs from the client or other person
presumptively or ordinarily entitled, and the
declaration of it to belong to the attorney,
guardiau, or other person equitably entitled.

—
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lOt. A confusing division or course ; a mis-
leading separation or detachment of parts.

[Only in the passage cited.]

While lie was yet in Rome,
His power [army] went out in such distractions as
Beguil'd all spies. Shak., A. and C, iii. 7.

- Syn. 6. Derangement, aberration of mind, delirium,
mania.

distractioust (dis-trak'shus), a. [< distraction

-i- -oils.] Distractive.

Without such a nature, it would render his providence,
to human apprehension, laborious and distractious.

Cudwcrth, Intellectual System, Pref.

distracti'Ve (dis-trak'tiv), a. [< distract + -ive.]

Causing perplexity: a,8, distractive cares. Dry-
den.

distractively (dis-trak'tiv-li), adv. In a dis-

tracting or perplexing manner. CarJyle.

distrain (dis-tran'), V. [< ME. distreyiien, des-

treynen, destrayuen, < OF. destraindre, destrein-

dre, distraindre, compel, constrain, restrain, =
Pr. destrenger, destrenher = It. distringere, dis-

trignere, < L. distringere, pp. districtus, pull

asunder, stretch out, engage, hinder, molest,
ML. also compel, coerce, as by exacting a
pledge by a fine or by imprisonment, < dis-,

apart, -1- stringere, draw tight, strain: see
strain^, strict, stringent, etc., and ef. constrain,

restrain. See also district, distringas, distress.]

I. trans. If. To pull or tear asunder; rend
apart.

That same net so cunningly was wound,
That neither guile nor force might it distrains.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 82.

2t. To press with force ; bear with force upon

;

constrain ; compel.
The gentyl faucon that with his feet distraynith
The kyngis hand.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 337.

Distreyne here herte as faste to retorne,
As thou dost myn to longen here to se.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 59<i.

3t. To restrain ; bind ; confine.

Distrained with chaynes. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 6.

4t. To distress ; torment ; afflict.

Palamon, that love destreyneth so.

That wood out of his wit he goth for wo.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 597.

Moch he were distrained in thought,
And . . . for the dede sighed full ofte there.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), \. 614.

Some secret sorrow did her heart distrainc.
Spenser, F. CJ., I. vii. 88.

5t. To gain or take possession of ; seize; secure.

The proverbe saith, he that to mucheenbraceth distrain-

eth litell. Testament of Looe.

Here's Beaufort, that regards nor God nor king,
Hath here distrain'd the Tower to his use.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 3.

6. In law: (a) To take and withhold (another's
chattel), in order to apply it in satisfaction of the
distrainor's demand against him, or to hold it

until he renders satisfaction. The right to distrain
was recognized at common law as a private remedy in the
nature of a reprisal, by which a person might take the per-
sonal property of another into his possession, and hold it

as a pledge or security until satisfaction was niade, as by
the payment of a debt, the discharge of some duty, or as
reparation for an injui^ done, witli the right in certain
cases to sell it to obtain satisfaction— as in the instance of
the impounding of cattle, damage feasant, or the taking
by the landlord of the goods and chattels of a tenant while
still upon the premises, for the non-payment of rent.

If anie memlter, of his froward disposition or otherwise,
refuse to pay quarterage, penalties, arrearages, or other
amerciaments, the master and wardens, with their otficers,

shall have power at lawful times to enter such member's
shop, and distrain the same.
Quoted in English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxxvii., note.

They thought it lawfull, and made it a use to dietrayne
one anothers goodes for small detts.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The plaintiff in the action was the owner of the dis-

trained cattle, and the defendant was the distrainor.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 265.

(6) To seize and hold in satisfaction of a de-
mand or claim, or in order to compel the per-
formance of an obligation; seize under judicial
process or authority : said of any movable prop-
erty, or of goods and chattels. See distringas
and distress.

II. intrans. To make seizure of goods in
satisfaction of a claim, or in order to compel
the performance of an obligation.

The earl answered, I will not lend money to my superi-
our, upon whom I cannot distrain for the debt.

Camden, Kemains.
For neglecting to do suit to the lord's court, or other

certain personal service, the lord may distrain of common
right. Blackstone, Com., III. i.

Unless the complainant who sought to distrain went
through all the acts and words required by the law with
the most rigorous accuracy, he in his turn . . . incurred
a variety of iKualties.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 273.

distress

distrainable (dis-tra'na-bl), o. [< OF. destrai-
gnahle, destrcignable, < destraindre, distrain : see
distrain and -able.] Liable to be distrained, or
seized in satisfaction of a claim, or in order to
compel the performance of some obligation.

Instead therefore of mentioning those things which are
distrainable, it will be easier to recount those which are
not so, with the reason of their i>articular exemption.

Blackstone. ('om.. III. i.

distrainer, distrainor (dis-tra'n6r, -nor), n.

[< OF. (AF.) destreinor, < destreindre, distrain:
see distrain.] One who distrains orseizes goods
for debt or service ; one who makes or causes
seizure by way of distress.

The distrainer has no other power than to retain them
[chattels which have been seized] till satisfaction is made.

Blackstone, Com., III. i.

The Sheriff first of all demanded a view of the impounded
cattle ; if this were refused, he treated the distrainor as
having committed a violent breach of the King's peace.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 264.

distrainment (dis-tran'ment), fl. The act of
distraining, or the state of being distrained.
distrainor, ». See distrainer.

distraint (dis-tranf), n. [< OF. destrainte, des-
trainctc, distraincte, restraint, < distraint, pp. of
destraindre, iiatra,m: see distrain.] In taw, the
act of distraining ; a distress.

The distraint of cattle for damage still retains a variety
of archaic features. It is not a complete remedy. The
taker merely keeps the cattle until satisfaction is made to
him for the injury, or till they are returned by him on an
engagement to contest the right to distrain in an action
of Replevin. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 262.

distrait (dis-tra'), a. [F., = E. distract, dis-

traught, < L. distractus: see distract, a.] 1.

Abstracted; absent-minded; inattentive.

And then she got Grace supper, and tried to make her
talk ; but she was distrait, reserved.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xxvi.

2. In French law, awarded to another. See dis-

traction, 9.

distratt, "- See distract. Chaucer.
distraught (dis-trif), JJ- a. [< ME. distrauht,
another form of distract, destrat, distracted, et*.

:

see distract, a.] If. Drawn apart; sepai-ated.

she sent an arrow forth with mighty draught, . . .

And, in his nape arriving, through it thrild
His greedy throte, therewith in two distraught.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 31.

2. Distracted; bewildered; perplexed; being
in or manifesting a state of distraction.

Distrauhte in thouhte, refourme hem to resoun.
Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 206-

To doubt betwixt our senses and our souls
Which are the moat distraught and full of pain.

Mrs. Browning.

His aspect was so dazed and distraught as to suggest
the suspicion that the sherry had been exceptionally jto-

teut- J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. le.^,

distraughtedt, a. [< distraught + -etP.] Dig.
traught.

My weake distraughted mynd.
.Spenser, Heavenly Beauty.

distreamt (dis-trem'), v. i. [< L. dis- + E.
stream.] To flow ont or over.

Yet o'er that virtuous blush distreams a tear.
Shenstone.

distress (dis-tres'), V. t. [< ME. distressen,

distresen, < OF. destresser, destrecier, destrechier,

destroisser, restrain, constrain, put in straits,

afflict, distress, < ML. as if 'districtiare, an as-

sumed freq. fonn of L. distringere, pp. dijitrictus,

pull asunder, stretch out, ML. compel, coerce,

distrain : see distrain and district. Hence (in

part), by apheresls, stress, v., q. v.] 1. To con-
strain or compel by pain, suffering, or force of

circumstances.

Though the distrust of futurity is a strange error, yet it

is an error into which bad nten may naturally be distressed.

For it is imijossible to bid defiance to final ruin without
some refuge in imagination, some presumption of escape.

Young. Night Thoujihts, vii., Pref.

Men who can neither be distressed or won into a sacri-

fice of duty. Hamilton.

Muley Abul Hassan now abandoned all hope of carrying
the place by assault, and attempted to distress it into
terms by turning the channel of the river which runs by
its walls. Irving, Granada, p. 44.

2. To afflict with pain, physical or mental ; op-

press or crusli with suffering, misfortune, or
calamity; make miserable.

Whan tlie kynge Belynans com to the bataile as was
gj-ete nede to the kynge Brangore, and to the kynge Cara-
dos, tlor thci were so distrussed that thei were euen at

flight. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 249.

We are troubled on every side, yet not distressed
2 Cor. iv. &

What in their tempers teased us or distressed

Is, with our anger and the dead, at rest.

Crabbe, Works, II. 26



distress

3. In law, to seize for debt; distrain. See dis-

train, 6. =Syn. 2. Trouble, Harass, etc. See a^ict.

distress (dis-tres'), H. [< ME. distresses des-

tresse, < OF. destress€y destrece, destrescc, des-

trechCj destraichcj F. detresse = Pr. destressuj

destreeha, constraint, distress; from the verb.
Hence, by apheresis, stress, n., q. v,] If. Con-
straint; restraint; forcible control; oppression.

This Eolus, with harde gi-ace,

Held the wyiides in distresse.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1587.

2t. Compulsion; requirement.

The sayde John Brendon ... to make amends to the
sayde John Matthu after the distresse of the Master and
Wardonys forsayde. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 323.

5. Pain or suffering of body or mind; great
pain, anxiety, or grief.

The thorny point
Of bare duftresn hath ta'en from me the show
Of smooth civility. Shak.^ As you Like it, ii. 7.

With sorrow and heart's distress

Wearied I fell asleep. Milton, ?. L., xil. 613.

4, In general, a state of suffering or trouble;
calamity; adversity; affliction; misery arising
from want or misfortune.

Upon the earth distress of nations. Luke xxi, 25.

There was not enough local distress for charity to find
interest in relieving it- Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 491.

From those thy words, I deem from some distress

By deeds of mine tliy dear life I miglit save.
William Moi-ris, Earthly Paradise, I. 330.

6. In law : (a) The act of distraining. See dis-

train, 6.

He would first demaund his dett, and yf he were not
payed, he would straight goe and take a distress of his
goodea and chattels, where he could find them, to the
valewe. Spetiser, State of Ireland.

All who should set up such games should forfeit two
hundred iwunds, to be levied by distress on the offender's
goods. Goldshtith, Richard >'a£h.

{h) The common-law remedy by distraining.

The practice of Distress— of taking nams, a word pre-
served in the once famous law-term withernam— is at-

tested by records considerably older than the Conquest.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 262.

(c) The thing taken by distraining; that which
is seized to procure satisfaction.

As tliese distresses cannot Ije aold, the owner, upon mak-
ing satisfaction, may have his chattels again.

Blackstone, Com., HI. i.

{d) In old Scots late, a pledge taken by the
sheriff from those who came to fairs or mar-
kets for their good behavior, which at their close
wasdelivered back if no harm had been done.

—

Abuse of distress. .See n6(/^*'.— Distress sale, a sale
of the thiiiL; liislraiiied, in order U) satisfy the claim.

—

Distress warrant, a judicial process authorizing an of-

ficer to (ii:itrui II.— Double distress, in Scotx law, a process
used by two or morecretiitoi-s to attach tlie funds of their
debtor in thehandsof athirdpers«jn.— Flag Of distress.
See Jtag^.— Infinite distress, in law, a distress not lim-
ited in quantity, and which might be repeated from time
to time until tlte adverse party shouhl yield.— Signal Of
distress (rlau^X a signal that help is needed. =S3aL 3.
Grit'/, Sorrotp, etc bee affiiction.—4. Hardship, straits,
jitTplexity.

distressed (dis-tresf or dis-tres'ed), p, a. Suf-
fering distress; exciting pity ; miserable: as, a
poor difytressed object of charity. Also distrest.

The poor distress'd Lear is 1' the town.
Shak., Lear. Iv. 3.

He exhausted all Ms fortune in relieving the wanta of
the distressed. Goldstnith, Essays, Asem.

distressedness (dis-trest'nes), n. The state
of being distressed or greatly pained. Bailey.
1731.

distressful (di.s-tres'ful),a. [< distress + -/«7.]

1. Intlictiug or bringing distress; distressing;
calamitous : as, a distressful event.

And often did l>eKuiIe her of her tears.
When I did s[>eak of some distressful stroke
That ray youth sutfer'd. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

The separation of friends and families is. perhaps, one of
the most distres^ul circumstances attendant on penury.

Goldsmith, \ Icar, iii.

Indicating distress
;
proceeding from pain

or anguish : as, distressful cries.

One glance hito Claude's face, darkened with perplexity,

k
anger, and a distres^ul effort to look amiable and com-
fortable, was one too many ; Tarbox l)nrst into a laugh.

G. H'. Cable, Au Large, xxi.

St. Attended with poverty or misery
; gained

by severe or painful toil.

Not all these, lai<i in bed majestical,
Can sleep s*i soundly as the wretched slave.
Who. with a lM>dy flll'd, and vacant mind,
fieta hitn to rest, cramm'd with distressful bread.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

distressfully (dis-tres'ful-i), adv. In a dis-
tn-ssirj;,' manner.

distressing (dis-tres'ing), p. a. Very painful
or afflicting: as, a distressing sickness. = S3m.
AcwUi, grievous, trying, afflictive, toi-turiug, miserable.
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distressingly (dis-tres'ing-li), adv. In a dis-
tressing manner.

distrest, 7). a. See distressed.

distreynet, v. A Middle English form of dis-
train.

distributable (dis-trib'u-ta-bl), a. [< distrihvtc
+ -a6te.] Capable of being distributed ; avail-
able for distribution.

Let them melt up their eagles, and add the mass to the
distributable fund. Jeffenon, CoiTespoudence, I. 421.

distributary (dis-trib'u-ta-ri), a. [< ML. dis-
tributarius, < L. distributus, pp. : see distribute.']

Distributing ; distributive ; designed for distri-

bution. Imp. Diet.

distribute (dis-trib'ut), v.; pret. and pp. dis-

tributed, ppr. distributing. .[< L. distributus, pp.
of distribuere (> It. distribuire, stribuire = Sp.
Pg. Pr. distribuir=F. distribuer), divide, distrib-
ute, < dis-, apart, -I- tribuere, give, impart: see
tribute.] I. trans. 1. To divide or parcel out;
allot in shares ; bestow in parts or shares, or
in due proportion ; apportion ; divide among
several : as, Moses distributed lands to the tribes
of Israel; Christ distributed the loaves to his
disciples ; to distribute justice.

From hence a lumdred rivers are supplied, wnich dis-
tribute health and verdure to the various countries through
which they flow. Goldsmith, Essays, Asem.

Walk your dim cloister, and distribute dole.
Tennyson, Guinevere.

The shore ... is vei-y vneuen, distributed into hills

and dales. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 112.

2. To separate and put in place or order; ar-
range by classification or location : as, to dis-

tribute printing-types into their respective
boxes (see II., 2); to distribute animals into
classes, orders, genera, and species ; to distrib-

ute the books in a library according to their
subjects.

His time, the day, and night, he distributed by the burn-
ing of certain Tapours into three equnll portions.

Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

3. To spread; scatter; disperse.

The marques of Cadiz, with his confederate coramand-
ei-s, distributed themselves along the walls, to direct and
animate their men in the defense. Iniing, Granada, p. 43.

4. To spread out ; cover a surface or fill a space
with: as, to distribute ink (that is, spread it

evenly and smoothly) on printing-rollers; to
distribute manure over a field; to distribute heat
in a building.— 5. In logic, to employ in its full

extent, as a term Distributed force. See forced.
— Distributed term, in lo'jic, a term employed in its

full extent, so as to comprehend all its signiflcates. or
everything to which it is applicable. =Syn. 1. Apportion,
Allot, Assiyn (see dispense); partition, portion out.— 2.
To classify, arrange, s<irt, assort, dispose.

H. intrans. X. To make distribution; exer-
cise charity.

Distributing to the necessity of saints. Rom, xii. 13.

2. In printing, to put dead matter (that is, com-
posed types that are no longer needed for print-
ing) into the cases, by holding a quantity of it

upright in the left hand on a support, and throw-
ing the separate types from a number taken be-
tween the thumb and first and second fingers
of the right hand into their proper boxes; to
"throw in": as, he distributes rapidly.

distributer (dis-trib 'u-t^r), «. One who or that
wliich distributes.

I am also by ofUce an assisting sister of the deacons,
and a deoourer, instead of a distributer of the alms.

B. Jonsun, Bartiiolomew Fair, v. 2.

distributing-machine (dis-trib'u-ting-ma-
shen'), n. In printing, an apparatus forthe me-
chanical performance of the work of type-distri-
bution. It usually accomplishes its task through the
provision of a distinctive nick on the types for each char-
acter, and deposits the ditferent characters in separate
rows or lines on slides.

distribution (dis-tri-bu'shon), n. [= F. distri-

bution = Pr. distribucio= Sp. distribucion= Pg.
distribuifSo = It. distribuzione, stribuzione, < L.
distributio(n-), < distribuere, distribute: see dis-

tribute.] 1. The act of dividing or parceling
out; allotment in shares or according to re-

quirement; apportionment; division among sev-
eral : as, the distribution of an estate among the
heirs; the distribution of justice or of alms; the
distribution of parts in a play.

Of great riches there is no real use, except it be in the
distribution. Bacon, Riches.

I know that it is common to rail at the unequal disti-i-

bution of riches as the great source of jealousies, broils,

and heart-breakings. Irving, Knickerl)ocker, p. 161.

It is evidently on the real distnbution of iH)wer, and
not on names and badges, that the hap]>iness of nations
nmst depend.

MacauUiy, I'tilitariau Theory of Government

2. That which is distributed or apportioned.

distributional

Sit quiet in the soft showers of Providence, and favour-
able dtsfridtifio/w in this world, either to thyself or others.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 5.

Our charitable distributions. Bp. Attcrbury.

3. The act or process of separating and arrang-
ing, or the special arrangement secured ; sepa-
ration into distinct order, parts, or classes ; sys-
tematic or natural arrangement : as, the distri-

bution of printing-types into their boxes (see
distribute, II., 2) ; the distribution of plants into
genera and species.

The regular distribution of power into distinct depart-
ments. Hamilton.

Our knowledge of distribution in Time, being derived
wholly from the evidence atforded by fossils, is limited to
that geologic time of whicli some records remain : cannot
extend to those pre-geologic times the records of which
have been obliterated. II. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 107.

The dist)-ibution of the positions and velocities of each
set of spheres is independent of the remaining sets, and
is in all respects the same as if that particular set alone
existed in the region of space under consideration.

H. W. W'atsoii, Kinetic Theory of Gases, p. 22.

4. The act of spreading out as over a surface

;

in printing, the spreading of ink in an even film
over the inking-rollers and the inking-table.

—

5. InrAe*. : (a) Enumeration of several persons
or things, with attribution to each of a special
office, function, or characteristic. (6) The clas-

sification of the topics of a discourse by divid-
ing them under different heads : now more com-
monly called division.

I do not mean that in every discourse a formal division,

or distribution of it into parts, is requisite.
Blair, Rhetoric, xxxi.

6. In logic: (a) The distinguishing of a uni-
versal whole into its several kinds or species

:

thus differing from division, by which an inte-
gralwhole is distinguished into its several parts.

(6) The acceptation of a term in a general
sense to apply to many individuals. This use of
distributio appeai-s in the early part of the thirteenth cen-
tury. Petrus Uispanus says, '^Distribution is a multipli-
cation of a common term made by a universal sign ; thus,
when we say every imin, the latter term is distributed or
confounded by the sign every, so that there is a multipli-
cation."

He will tell you that this axiom containes a distribution,
and that all sxich axioms are generall ; and lastly, that a
distribution in which any part is wanting, or abundant,
is faulty and fallacious.

Stilton, On Def. of Hunib. Remonst.

7. In arch., the arrangement of a plan with
reference to walls and open spaces, or to tho
various services and uses to which the different
apartments of an interior are destined; also,
the artistic combination of masses, ornaments,
wall-openings, various kinds of masonry, etc.

—

8. Inpolit, econ., the division of tho aggi'egate
produce of the industry of any society among
the independent individuals who compose it.

—

9. In steam-engines, the operation by which
steam is admitted into and withdrawn from
the cylinder at each stroke of the piston.

—

Accommodate distribution, in logic. See accommo-
date.^ Ciril distribution, in logic, the acceptation of a
term for neai'ly all its singulars, according to the every-
day loose usage of speech : as, everybody reverences .Shak-
spere (where everybody excludes not only those who know
nothing of him, t)ut also a considerable number of his stu-
dents).— Distribution of a curve, in geom. See curve.
— Distribution of electricity, a phrase employed to
signify the density of the eiectricity on a body, as deter-
mined by its shape or the proximity of other electrified
bodies, which act inductively upon it. (See density.) A
charge of electricity always tends to distribute itself over
the entire surface of the conductor.—Distribution of
heat, a phrase expressive of the several ways by which
the rays of heat, as they fall upon the surface of a solid
or liquid body, may be disposed of, as by reflection, by
absorption, or by transmission.— Geographical distri-
bution, in bot. and zool., that branch of the respective
sciences which treats of the distrilmtion of plants an4
animals over' the surface of the earth, ascertaining the
areas within which each species is found, investigating
the climatic and other conditions which determine its

occurrence, and in general settling all questions with re-
gard to the areas occupied by the floras and faunas of the
different countries of the worhl ; chorology ; zoogeogra-
phy or phytogeography.— Parametric distribution, in
tnath., the manner of correspondence of different values
of a parameter with points of a curve. Thus, when the
coordinates of the variable points of a bicursal curve are
represented by elliptic functions of a parameter, to each
point of the curve there belongs a twofold infinity of values
of the parameter, and the precise description of the corre-

spondence is the parametric distributiwi.— VTOVlnce Of
distribution, in bot. and zorjf., a faunal and floral area

:

a chorological region. See the extract.

Certain areas of the earth's surface are inhabited by
groups of animals and plants which are not found else-

where. . . . Such areas are termed Provinces of Distribu-

tion. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 24.

Statute of distributions, in law, a statute which regu-

lates the distril)Utioii of the personal estate of intestates.

~S3T1. 1. Apportionment, partition, division, disposition,

gronping.

distributional (dis-tri-bii'shon-al), a. [< dis-

tribution + -ah] Of or pertaining to distribu-



distributional

tion; Bpecifieally, imoogeog., of or pertaining

to the geographical distribution of animals
;

chorological.

The orang has the smallest dutributional area, being

confined to the Islands of Borneo and Sumatra.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 403.

distribntionist (dis-tri-bu'shon-ist), n. [< *«-

trihution + -ist.] One who advocates or pro-

motes distribution; a believer in distribution.

[Rare.]

The dUtrOutionuts trembled, lor their popularity was
at stake. . . . The popularity of the distribution society

among the ladies of our parish is unprecedented.
Dickens, Slcetches, Ladies' Societies.

distributiTal ;dis-trib-u-ti'val or dis-trib'u-ti-

val), a. [< distributive, n., + -al.'] In gram.,

of or pertaining to a distributive ; of the nature

of a distributive.

distributive (dis-trib'u-tiv), a; and n. [= F.

distributif= Pr. distributiu = Sp. Pg. It. dis-

tributivo, < LL. distributivus (in grammatical

sense), < L. distrihutus, pp. of disti-ibuere, dis-

tribute: see distribute.'i I. a. 1. That distrib-

utes; dividing and assigning in portions; deal-

ing to each his proper share.

The other part of justice is commonly called distributive,

and is commanded in this rule, " Kender to all their dues.

"

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iii., Pret.

The plain foundations of a distributive justice, and due
order in this world, may lead us to conceive a further

building. Shaftesbury, in Fowler's Shaftesbury and
(Hutcheson, p. 111.

Specifically— 2. In logic, showing that a state-

ment refers to each individual of a class sepa-

rately, and not to these individuals as making
up the whole class. The distributive acceptation of

such an adjective as aU is that in which whatever is said

of all is said of each; opposed to collective acceptation,

in which something is said of the whole which is not true

of the parts. Thus, in the sentence "All the planets are

seven," the aU is collective; in the sentence "All the planets

revolve round tlie sun," it is distributive.

3. Expressing separation or division: as, & dis-

tributive prefix: specifically, in gram., used to

denote the persons or things that constitute a

pair or number, as considered separately and
singly: as, a, distributive ptonoxai; s. distributive

numeral. Tho distribative pronouns In English are each,

mry, either, neither. The distributive numerals in Latin

we linmUi, one by one, one each ; bitti, by twos, two each

;

term, three each, etc.

4. In math., operating upon every part in oper-

ating upon the whole—Distributive finding of
the issue, in law, an issue found by a jury which is in part

for the plaintiff and in part for the defendant.—Distribu-
tive formula, in math., a formula which expresses that

two operations, asF and *, are so related that, for all values

(iix,y,z, etc., we have

F (X, y, z, etc.) = (Fa;, Fy, Fz, etc.).

In a more general sense, every formula which expresses

that the operations/, F, *, are so related that in every case

F(a:, y) =/(*x, *j/).—Distributive function, inmath.,

a function such that t(x + y) = Sx + iy.— Distributive
operation, in math., an operation subject to a distribu-

tive formula.— Distributive principle, in math., a rule

expressed by a distributive formula.

n. n. In gram., a word that divides or dis-

tributes, as each and every, which represent the

individuals of a collective number as separate.

distributively (dis-trib'u-tiv-li), adv. By dis-

tribution; singly; not coUeotively; in a dis-

tributive sense.

When an universal tern) is talcen distributively, some-
times it includes all the individuals contained in its in-

ferior species : as when I say, every sickness has a ten-

dency to death, I mean every individual sickness, as well

as every kind. Watts, Logic, ii. 2.

Distributively satisfied composite relation, one of

which no factor is wholly unsatisfied.

distributiveness (dis-trib'u-tiv-nes), ». 1. De-
. sire of distributing; generosity. [Rare.]

A natural distributiveness of humour, and a desire to be
employed in the relief of every kind of want of every per-

son. Bp. Fell, Hammond, § 2.

2. In math., the fact of operating upon every
part in operating upon the whole ; the being
subject to a distributive formula.

distributor (dis-trib'u-tor), n. [< OP. distribu-

our, distribueur = F. distributeur = Pr. Sp. Pg.
distribuidor z=lt. distribuitore, distributore, < LL.
distributor, < L. distribuere, distribute : see dis-

tribute.'^ Same as distributer.

The suppression of unnecessary distributors and other
parasites of industry. J. S. Mill, Socialism.

district (dis'trikt), n. [< F. district= Sp. distrito

= Pg. districto = It. distretto, distritto = D. dis-

trikt = G. district= Dan. Sw. district, < ML. dis-

trictuSj a district within which the lord may
distrain, also jurisdiction, < L. districtus, pp. of
distringere, draw asunder, compel, distrain: see
distrain.'l 1 . A limited extent of country mark-
ed oft for a special purpose, administrative,
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political, etc. ; a circuit or territory within
which may be exercised or to which are limited

certain rights or powers ; any portion of land
or countiy, or any part of a city or town, which
is defined by law or agreement, in British India

and in various European countries a district is a subdivi-

sion of a province. In reference to political divisions in

the United States, it generally imports that the inhabitants

act together for some one specific purpose ; as, a highway
district; a school district ; an election district (as a senate,

assembly, or congressional district). In some States the

term is applied to a class of towns. In South Carolina,

during most of the period from 17(i8 to 1868, the chief sub-

division of the State (excepting the coast region) was called

a district, instead of a county as in the other States. In
Virginia and West Virginia the chief subdivision of a
county is called a mai^isterial district, with reference to the

organization of local justice. In Tennessee it is called a
civil district ; inKentacky,& justice's district; in Georgia, a

militia district ; in .\Iaiyland, an election district. In other

States these divisions ai'e called toums or townships. In co-

lonial and provincial Massacliuseti^s the district was a part

set off from a town and made independent of it in respect

to local administration, but not in respect to choosing a rep-

resentative to the General Court. In the Methodist Epis-

copal Chm'ch the district is a territorial subdivision of a

conference, comprising a number of churches and societies,

under the charge of a presiding elder. A military district

of a country is a division of a military territorial depart-

ment. The federal territory containing the national capi-

tal is called the District of Columbia. Abbreviated diet.

Even the decrees of general councils bind not but as they
are accepted by the several churches in their respective dis-

tricts and dioceses, of which I am to give an account in the
following periods. Jer. Taylor.ViBS. from Popery, I. ii. 8 1-

2. A region in general ; a territory within defi-

nite or indefinite limits : as, the district of the
earth which lies between the tropics, or that
which is north of a polar circle ; the districts of
Russia covered by forest District attorney, an
officer appointed to act as attorney for the people or gov-
ernment within a specified district.— District confer-
ence. See conference, 2.— District court, a court of lim-
ited jurisdiction having cognizance of causes within a dis-

trict defined by law.— District court martial. See
court martial, under court.— District school, a public or
free school for the inhabitants of a specified district.—

Metropolitan district, a title used in a few instances (as

in the territory collectively known as London, in England,
with its suburbs) for a division of country, including a
chief city, defined by statute for the purposes of govern-
ment and municipal regulation, such as for supervision in

respect to fires, health, police, etc.— Mining district, a
settlement of miners organized after the plan which, in

the first years of mining in the westernmost part of the
United States, the miners, in independence of all other
authority, devised for their own self-government.— Parish
district, in England, a division of a parish for general
ecclesiastical purposes.—Taxing district, in the United
States, the territory or region into which (for the purpose
of assessment merely) a State, county, town, or other po-
litical district is divided. H. H. ii'minon*.—United States
district courts, the lowest courts of the federal judicial

system, having jurisdiction chiefiy in admiralty, bank-
ruptcy, and criminal matters. = Syn. Division, quarter,
locality, province, tract.

district (dis'trikt), v. t. [< district, ».] To di-

vide into districts or limited portions of terri-

tory: as, in the United States, States are dis-

tricted for the choice of certain officers; coun-
ties or towns are districted for the maintenance
of schools, etc.

district! (dis'trikt), a. [< L. districtus, pp. of

distringere, draw asunder, stretch tight: see

distrain, and district, n.] Stringent; rigorous;

strict.

They should not inforce nor compell the citizens . . .

to more difficult or district proofes of their Articles of

complaints. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 165.

Punishing with the rod of district seuerity.
Foxe, Martyrs, p. 782.

districtlyt (dis'trikt-li), adv. In a stringent
manner; stringently; rigorously.

We send ourmandats againe vnto your brotherhood, in

these apostolical writings, districtlie and in virtue of obedi-

ence commanding you. Quoted in Foxe's Martyrs, p. 218.

distrifet, »*• [ME., appar. irreg. < dis- + strife.']

Strife; contention.

For he wolde not haue in no wise dietrif be-twene hem
two. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 536.

distringas (dis-tring'gas), n. [Law L., 2d pers.

sing. subj. pres., with impv. meaning, of ML.
distringere, distrain: see distrain.'] In law:
(a) A process, now little used, directing tlie

sheriff to distrain or make distress—that is,

to seize and withhold the goods of the person
sought to be coerced, it was used to compel a de-
fendant to appear ; also, after judgment for plaintiff in
an action of detinue, to compel the defendant, by repeated
distresses of liis goods, to give up the chattel detained.

(6) A process commanding the sheriff to bring
in the bodies of jurors who did not appear, or

to distrain their lands and goods, {c) A pro-
cess in equity against a body corporate refus-
ing to obey the summons and direction of the
court, (d) An order of chancery, in favor of
a party claiming to be interested in any stock
in the Bank of England, by which a notice is

served on the bank directing its officers not to

disturb

permit its transfer, or not to pay any dividend
on it.

distrix (dis'triks), n. [NL., appar. irreg. < Gr.
(S/f, (!(-, two-, -t- S/3(f (rptx-), hair.] Forky hair;
a disease of the hair in which it splits at the
end. Thomas, Med. Diet.

distroublet (dis-trub'l), v. t. [< ME. distroublen,
distrohlen, destroblen, also distourblen, distur-
blen, trouble, disturb, < OF. *destourbler (cf. de.s-

iourblier, desturblier, destoublier, trouble, vexa-
tion, = Pr. desturbelhar), var. of destourbier,

destorbier, desturbier, equiv. to destourber, des-

torber, desturber, > ME. destourben, disturben,
disttirb, trouble, after OF. tourbler, trobler, tur-

bler, > ME. troublen, trouble: see disturb and
trouble.] To disturb; trouble greatly.

Mychel they [nettles, thorns, etc.] dijttourblede me.
For sore I drad to harmed be. Itom. of the Rose, 1. 1713.

That was a thynge that gretly hem distrubled in her
armynge, and ther-ynne thei caught grete damage.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 154.

Her former sorrow into sudein wrath
(Both coosen passions of distroubled spright)
Converting. Spenser, ¥. Q., III. iv. 12.

distroublet, «• [ME., < distrouble, v.] Trouble.

And rode so fro niorowe to euen that no di^rovtUe thei
ne hadde till thei com to £oestok.

MerliniK E. T. S.), iii. 546.

distrust (dis-trusf), n. [< dis- + trust, n.] 1.

Absence of trust ; doubt or suspicion ; want of
confidence, faith, or reliance : as, to listen with
distrust; to look upon a project with distrust.

Therefore to the ende that thou shalt not bee in any
mannier distruste, it is God that is the maker of this pro-
misse. J. Udall, On Luke L

So is swearing an affect of distrust, and want of faith or
honesty, on one or both sides.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 208.

The self-accusations of such a man are to be received
with some distrust, not of his sincerity, but of his sober
judgment. Southey, Bunyan, p. 13.

Nor does deception lead more surely to distrust of men
than self-deception to suspicion of principles.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 151.

2. Discredit ; loss of credit or confidence

To me reproach
Rather belongs, distrust, and all dispraise.

Milton, P. L., xi. 166.

distrust (dis-trusf), V. t. [< dis- priv. -t- trust,

V. Cf. distrust, ».] To withhold trust or con-
fidence from ; doubt or suspect ; refuse to con-
fide in, rely upon, or give credence to : as, to

distrust a man's veracity ; I distrust his inten-
tions.

I am ready to distrust mine eyes. Shak., T. N., iv. 3.

T' intrench in what you grant— unrighteous laws.
Is to distrust the justice of your cause.

Dryden, Hind and Panther.

distruster (dis-trus't6r), n. One who distrusts.

distrustful (dis-trusf ful), a. [< distrust +
-ful.] 1 . Full of distrust ; wanting confidence

;

suspicious ; mistrustful.

The doubtful and distrustful man Heaven frowns at.

Fletcher (and another 1), Prophetess, i. 3.

These men are too distrustful, and much to blame to
use such speeches. Burton.

2. Not confident ; apprehensive ; diffident

;

modest : as, distrustful of ourselves.

Distrustful sense with modest caution speaks.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 626.

distrustfully (dis-trust'ful-i), adv. In a dis-

trustful manner ; with doubt or suspicion.

Many are they,

That of my life distrustfully thus say

:

No help for him in God there lies.

Milton, Ps. iii. 5.

distrustfulness (dis -trust' ful -nes), n. The
state of being distrustful or suspicious ; want
of confidence.

But notwithstanding, many of them, through too much
distrustfulness, departed and prepared to depart with
their packets at the first sight of vs.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. ii. 169.

distrustingly (dis-trus'ting-li), adv. Suspi-
ciously ; with distrust.

distrustless (dis-tmst'les), a. [< distrust +
-less."] Free from distrust or suspicion ; con-

fident.

The same Divine teacher enjoins his Apostles to con-

sider the lillies, or (as some would have it) the tulips of

the field, and to learn thence that difflcnlt virtue of a.

distrustless reliance upon God. Boyle, Works, II. 29.

distunet (dis-tun'), v. t. [< dis- + tune.] To
put out of tune.

For -^dams sin, all creatures else accurst;
Their Harmony distuned by His iar.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartass Weeks, ii.. The Furies.1

disturb (dis-tferb'), V. t. [< ME. disturben, deS'i

turben, destourben, destorben, < OF. destourber,f

destorber, desturber, disturber, also de,<stourbier,\
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destorbier, desturbier = Pr. OSp. destorbar =
8p. Pg. disturbar = It. disturbare, sturbare, < L.

disturbare, drive asunder, separate by violence,

disorder, disturb, < dis-, apart, + turbare, dis-

order, throw into confusion, trouble : see tur-

bulent, trouble. Cf. distrouble.'i 1. To stir;

trouble ; agitate ; molest ; move from a state

of rest or tranquillity : as, to disturb a sleeper;

to disturb the sediment.

If he be at his book, duiturb him not
B. Jonson, Every Man in hia Humour, i. 1.

2. To move or agitate ; discompose ; disquiet

;

throw into perplexity or confusion.

You groan, sir, ever since the morning light.

As something had dUturb'd your noble sprite.

Dryden, Cock and Fox.

We seldom mix long in conversation without meeting
with some accident that ruffles and dUturbg us.

Bp. Atterbury, SeiTnons, 1. 1.

I feared my brain was disturbed by my sufferings and
misfortunes. Swi/t^ Gulliver's Travels, iv. 2.

Preparing to disturb
With all'Confoonding war the realms above.

Cowper. Iliad, xi.

3. To interfere with; interrupt; hinder; in-

commode; derange.
For which men seyn may nought disturbed be
That shall bytyden of neceasite.

Chaucer, Troilns, ii. 622.

Care disturbs study. Johnson.

The utmost which the discontented colonies could do
waa to disturb authority. Burke.

4. To turn aside ; cause to deviate ; throw out
of course or order.

And disturb
His inmost counsels from their destined aim.

Milton, P. L., i. 167.

*=8yn. 1. To disorder, unsettle, molest.— 2. To perplex,
trouble, annoy, vex, worry, plague.— 3. To impede, inter-
rupt,

disturbt (dis-tferb'), n. [_i disturb, v ."] Disturb-
ance.

Instant without disturb they took alarm.
And onward moved embattel'd.

Milton, V. L., vl. M9.

disturbance (dis-tfer'bans), «. [< ME. disturb-

ance, destotirbaiice, destourbaunce. < OP. des-

tourbance, desturbance, distourbance, distorbance

(= It. disturbama, sturhanza), < destourber, dis-

turber, disturb: see disturb.'] 1. Interruption
of arrangement or order ; violent change ; de-
rangement: as, a disturbance of the electric
current.

The latest measurements tell us that a light-producing
disturbance travels at the rate of 186,000 miles in a second
of time. J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 28.

2. An interruption of thought or conversation

;

as, to read without disturbance.

.Sylvia enjoyed her own thoughts, and any conversation
would have been a disturbance to her.

Mrs. Oaskell, .Sylvia's Lovers, viiL

8. A violent interruption of the peace ; a vio-
lent stir or excitement tending to or manifested
in a breach of the peace ; a tumult ; an uproar

;

in a more extended sense, public disorder ; agi-
tation in the body politic.

The disturbance was made to support a general accusa-
tion against the province. Banero/t.

4. Emotion or disorder of the mind ; agitation

;

perturbation; confusion: as, the merchant re-
ceived the news of his losses without apparent
disturbance.

They can survey a variety of complicated ideas without
fatigue or disturbance. Watts, Improvement of Mind.

6. In law, the wrongful obstruction of the
owner of an incorporeal hereditament in its

exercise or enjoyment: as, the disturbance of
a franchise, of common, of ways, or of tenure.
Stephen.

distTirbantt (dis-t^r'bant), a. [< L. distur-
ban(t-)s, ppr. of disturbare^ disturb: see disturb.]
Causing disturbance ; agitating; turbulent.

Every man Is a vast and spacious sea; his passions are
the winds that swell him in disturbant waves.

Felthatn, Resolves, 1. 62.

disturbationt (dis-t^r-ba'shon), n. [= OF. des-
Umrhe.son, dcstorbeson = It. sturbazione, < LL.
disturbatio(n-), destruction, < L. disturbare, pp.
disturbatus, trouble, disturb, destroy: see dis-
turb.] Disturbance.

Since by this way
All future disturbations would desist.

Daniel, Civil Wars, ill.

disturber (dis-tfer'bfer), n. 1. One who disturbs
or disquiets; a violator of peace or harmony;
one who causes tumult or disorder.

Ue stands in the sight txitti of God and men most Justly
blamable, as a needless disturber of the peace of God's
church, and an author of dissension.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.
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2. One who or that which excites disgust, agi-
tation, or tumult ; that which causes perturba-
tion.
And [they] wente the right wey to Sorhantwith-outeeny

other disturbier, and were gladde and meiy after the aven-
ture that was hem befallen. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iL 240.

Two deep enemies.
Foes to my rest, and my sweet sleep's disturbers.
Are they that I would have thee deal upon.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 2.

3. In law, one who hinders or incommodes an-
other in the peaceable enjoyment of his rights.

disturblancet, n. [ME. disturblaunce, < distur-
bleti, dislroublen, disturb: see distrouble, andcf.
disturbance.] Trouble; disturbance. Bp. Pe-
coch. Repressor, I. 86.

distumt (dis-t6rn'), v. t [< OF. destourner,
destorner, P. detourner= It. distornare, stomare,
< ML. distornare, turn aside or away, < L. dis-,

away, + tornare, turn: see turn.] To turn
aside.

Thi fader, prey, al thilke harm distume.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 718.

Glad was to distume that fm'ious streame
Of war on us, that else had swallowed them.

Daniel, Civil "Wars, iv. 20.

distutor (dis-tii'tor), v. t. [< dis-ipriy. + tutor.]

To divest of the office or rank of a tutor.

Being found guilty of a strange, singular, and supersti-
tious way of dealing with his scholars, he was distutored.

Wood, AtheniB Oxon., II. B36.

distyle (dis'til), a. and n. [= P. distyle, < Gr.
'6iaTv)j>z, < it-, two-, -1- oTvXo^, column, style:

see style^.] I. a. Noting a portico of two col-

umns: applied rather to a portico with two
columns in antis than to a plain two-columned
porch. See cut under anta.

The coin shows a small distyle temple on a rock, flanked
by two tall terminal figures, and by two cypress trees.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 347.

The favourite arrangement was a group of pillars "dis-
tyle in antis," as it is technically termed, \\z., two circu-
lar pillars between two square piers.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 184.

n. ». A portico of two columns.
disulpbate (di-sul'fat), n. [< di-2 + sulphate.]

1. In chem., a sulphate containing a hydrogen
atom replaceable by a basic element or radi-
cal; an acid sulphate.— 2, A sulphate ha'ving

the general formula R2S2O7; a salt of disul-

phuric acid: as, potassium disulphate, K2S2O7.
disulphid (di-sul'fid), n. [< di-2 + sulphid.]

In chem., a sulphid containing two atoms of

sulphur.

disulpho-. In chem., in composition, indicating
certain acids formed by substituting two radi-

cals having the formula SO2OH for two hydro-
gen atoms in a liydrocarbon.

ddsulphuric (di-sul-fii'rik), a. [< rfi-2 + sul-

phuric] Containing two sulphuric-acid radi-

cals. Used only in the following phrase Di-
anlphuric add, an acid, H2S2O7, formed in the manu-
facture of Nordhausen sulphuric acid and separated from
it in white crystals. It decomposes easily, but forms stable
salts. Also called pyrosulphuric acid.

disuniformt (dis-ii'ni-f6rm), a. [< dis- priv.

-I- uniform.] Not uniform.
disunion (dis-ti'nyon), n. [= P. disunion= Sp.
dcsunion = Pg. desuniSo = It. disunione; as
dis- priv. -I- union.] 1. Severance of union;
separation; disjunction; rupture.

The royal preacher in my text, assuming that man is a
compound of an organized !x>dy and an immaterial soul,

places the formality and essence of death in the disunion
and final separation of these two constituent parts.

Bp. Horsley, Works, III. xxxix.

If disunion was out of the question, consolidation was
not leaa repugnant to their feelings and opinions.

J. C. Calhoun, Works, I. 193.

2. A breach of amity; rupture of union in feel-

ing or opinion; contentious disagreement.

That rub, wliich nmst prove fatal to Ireland in a short
time, and might grow to such a disunion between the two
Houses as might nmch cloud the happiness of this king-

dom, aarendon. Civil War, I. 327.

disnnlonlst (dis-ii'nypn-ist), n. [< disunion +
-ist] An advocate of disunion ; specifically, in

U. <S'. hist., one of those who, prior to and dur-
ing the civil war of 1861-65, favored or sought
the disruption of the United States.

It would do for the disunionistn that which of all things
they most desire — feed them well, and give them dis-

union without a struggle of their own.
Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 143.

The Federalists characterized their opponents ... as
disorganizers, disunionists, and traitors.

//. Adams, Albert Gallatin, ii. 162.

disunite (dis-u-nlf), v.
;
pret. and pp. disunited,

ppr. disuniting. [< LL. disunitus, pp. of disunire

(> It. disunire = Sp. Pg. desunir = OF. desunir,
desuner, F. desunir), disjoin, < L. di's- priv. -t-

LL. unire, unite : see dis- and unite,] I. trans.

dis7antageous

1. To separate; disjoin; part: as, to dfsunUe
particles of matter.

The beast they then divide, and disunite
The ribs and limbs. Pope, Odyssey, iii

2. To set at variance ; alienate.

Go on both hand in hand, O Nations ; never be disu-
nited; be the praise and the heroick song of all posterity.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

II. intrans. To part; fall asunder; become
divided.
The several joints of the body politic do separate and

disunite. South.

disuniter (dis-u-ni'tSr), m. One who or that
which disjoins or separates.

disunity (dis-u'ni-ti), n. [< <iis-priv. -t- unity.]

1. Want of unity; a state of separation.

Disunity is the natural property of matter.
Dr. H. More.

2. The absence of unity of feelings or inter-

ests ; want of concord.

disusage (dis-ii'zaj), n. [< dis- priv. + usage.
Cf. disuse.] Gradual cessation of use or cus-
tom ; neglect or relinquishment of use or prac-
tice.

They cut off presently such things as might be extin-
guished without danger, leaving the rest to be abolished
by disusage through tract of time. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

disuse (dis-iiz'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. disused, ppr.

disusing. [< ME. disusen, < OF. desuser (= Sp.
Pg. desusar = It. disusare), disuse, < des- priv.

+ user, use: see dis- and use, v.] To cease to
use ; neglect or omit to employ ; abandon or
discard from exercise or practice.

This custom was probably disused before their invasion
or conquest. Sir T. Broume, Um-burial, ii.

disuse (dis-iis'),». {^^ disuse, V. Ct.iise,n.] 1.

Cessation.of use, practice, or exercise : as, disuse
of wine ; disuse of sea-bathing ; disuse of words.

It is curious to see the periodical disuse and perishing
of means and machinery which were introduced with loud
laudation a few years or centuries before.

Emerson, Self-reliance.

2. Cessation of custom or observance ; desue-
tude.
Church discipline then fell into disuse. Southey.

disused (dis-Szd'), p. a. 1. No longer used;
abandoned ; obsolete : as, disused words.

Arms long disused. Sir J. Denham, .^Eneid, ii. 11.

The tortures of the former modes of punishment are dis-

used. Everett, Orations, II. 200.

Below its piers stand several Moorish mills, disused, but
as yet unbroken by age or floods.

Lathrop, Spanish "Vistas, p. 88.

2. Disaccustomed; not wonted or habituated

:

with in or to, and formerly sometimes with : as,

disused to toil.

Like men disused in a long peace ; more determinate to

do, than skilful how to do. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Priam in arms disused. Dryden,

disutility (dis-u-tU'i-tl), n. [= It. disutility,;

as dis- priv. + utility.] The state or quality

of producing harm, hindrance, injury, or other
undesirable conditions : the opposite or nega-
tive of utility.

For the abstract notion, the opposite or negative of util-

ity, we may invent the term disutility, which will mean
something different from inutility, or the absence of util-

ity. Jevons, Pol. Econ., iii.

disutilize (dis-ii'til-iz), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. dis-

utilized, ppr. disutilizing. [< dis- priv. + util-

ize.] To divert from a useful purpose ; render
useless.

Annulled the gift, disutilized the grace. Browning.

dis'valuation (dis-val-u-a'shon), n. [< disvalue

+ -ation, after valuation.] Disesteem; dis-

paragement. [Rare.]

what can be more strange or more to the disvaluation

of the power of the Spaniard? Bacon, War with Spain.

disvaluet (dis-val'u), v. t. [< dis- priv. -I- val-

ue.] To diminish in value; depreciate; dis-

parage.
Her reputation was disvalued

In levity. SAat., M. for M., v. 1.

It is at least necessary that virtue be not disvalued and
imbased under the just price.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 336.

disvaluet (dis-val'ii), n. [< disvalue, v.] Dis-

esteem; disregard.
Cajsar's self [is]

Brought in disvalue. B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii.

disvantageoust (dis-van-ta'jus), a. [(= It. dis-

vantaggioso) contr. of disadvantageous.] Dis-

advantageous.
Warwick by and by

With his left wing came up, and charg'd so home and
round,

That had not his light horse by disvantac/eous ground
Been hinder'd, he had struck the heart of Edward's host:

Drayton, Polyolbion, xili.



disvelop

disyelopt (<lis-vel'op), v. t. [< OF. desveloper:

soe (Itit'liw.'i To develop. Johnson.

disvelopea ((iis-vel'opt), j). a. [Also written

dm-cHoped; pp. of disvelop, r.] In /i«r. , unfurled

and floating: : said of a flag used as a bearing.

Also dcrelo}>ed.

dLLsventuret (dis-ven'tur), n. [Contr. of disad-

venturc] Disadventure.

Don Quixote heard it and said, What noise is that, San-

cho? I know not, quoth he, I thinlv it be some new thing

;

for adventures, or rather dUvenlures, never liegin with a
little. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iii. 6.

disvoncht (dis-vouch'), v. t. [< dls- priv. +
vouchj] To discredit ; contradict.

Even- letter he hath writ hath diisvovch'd other.
Shale., M. for M., iv. 4.

diswamt (dis-w4m'), v- t. [< dis- priv. (here

intensive). + warn.'] To warn against an in-

tended course; dissuade or prevent by previ-

ous warning.
Lord Brook diswamhig me (from his Majestic) from

coming to Theobalds this day, I was enforced to trouble

your lordship with these few lines.

Lord Keeper WiUiaim, To the Duke of Buckingham,
[Cabala, p. 7a

diswaxren (dis-wor'en), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
wa rrcn . ] To deprive of the character of a war-
ren ; make common.
disweapon (dis-wep'n), v. t. [< dis- priv. -f-

icc<ipi>n.'\ To deprive of weapons; disarm.

disweret, n. [ME. diswere, diswayre, < dis- priv.

(here intensive) + were, doubt, hesitation.]

Doubt.
Dyswere, or dowte, dubium. Prompt. Paro., p. 123.

diswittedt (dis-wit'ed), a. [< dis- priv. + wit

+ -erf-'.] Deprived of wits or understanding;
demented.

Which when they heard, there was not one
But hasted after to be gone,

As she had been disunited.
Drayton, Court of Fairy.

diswontt (dis-wuuf), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
wont.] To deprive of wonted usage or habit;
disaccustom.
As if my tongue and your eares could not easily be dis-

wonted from our late parliamentary languiitre, you have
here in this text liberty, prerogative, the maintenance of

both. £p. Hall, Remains, p. 19.

disworkmanshipt (dis-w6rk'man-ship), n. [<
dis-, equiv. to mis-, + workmanship.'] Bad work-
manship.
When I would have taken a particular account of the

errata, the printer answered rae he would not publish his
own dUworkinantftiip. Ileywood, Apology for Actors.

disworshipt (dis-wfer'ship), n. [< dis-, equiv.
to mis-, + worship.] A perversion or loss of

worship or honor ; disgrace ; discredit.

A reproach and disworship. Barret.

A thing which the rankest politician would think it a
shame and di^tcorsliip that his laws should countenance.

Milton, Divorce, i. 4.

disworshipt (dis-wfer'ship), V. t. [Early mod.
E. also (liswurship ; < disworship, n.] To dis-

honor ; deprive of worship or dignity ; disgrace.

By the vncomlynesse of any parte the whole body Is

diswursliipped. J. Udall, On 1 Cor. xii.

diswortht (dis-w^rth'), V. t. [< dis- priv. +
irorth.] To diminish the worth of ; degrade.

There is nothing that dUwortfia a man like cowardice
and a base fear of danger. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 37.

disyntheme (di-sin'them), ». [< 6r. di-, two-,
-I- avi>Ur//m, avvdefia, a collection, assembly, <
awTiffivai, put together: see synthesis.] A set
of sets, each of the latter being formed of a
certain number of elements out of a given col-
lection of them, so that each element occurs
just twice among all the sets. Thus, (AB) (BC) (CD)
(AD) is a dyadic disyntheme— that is, one composed of
pairs. .See dyadic. Also diidogynthevie.

disyoke (dis-yok'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. disyolced,

ppr. disyoking. [< dis- priv. -t- yoke.] To un-
yoke ; free from any trammel.

Who first had dared
To leap the rotten pales of prejudice,
Digyoke their necks from custom.

Teiinynon, Princess, ii.

diti (dit), )). *.; pret. and pp. ditted, ppr. dit-
ting. [< ME. ditten, dutten, < AS. dyttan, stop
up, close (an aperture, as the mouth, eye, ear),
prob. connected with dott, a point, dot: see
dol^.] To stop up ; close. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]

The dor drawen, & dit with a derf haspe.
Sir Gawayne and. the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1233.

Dilt your mouth with your meat. Scotch proverb.

Foul sluggish fat dU» up your dulled eye.
Dr. II. More, Cupid's Conflict.

dlt^t (dit), n. [Also ditt, < ME. dit, partly an
abbreviation otdite, ditee, a ditty, a sound, and
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partly < OF. dit, diet, a saying, speech, word:
see ditty, and diet, dictum.] 1. A word; a say-

ing; a sentence. Kelham.
From the second half of the 13th century the collections

of sentences, ditu, apologues, and moral tales become very
numerous. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 354.

3. A ditty; anything sung. Chaucer.

No song but did contain a lovely ditt.

Speneer, F. Q., II. vi. 13.

dita, dita-bark (de'til, -bark), n. Same as Al-

.stonia hark (which see, under bark'^).

dital (dit'al), n. [< It. ditale, a thimble, finger-

stall, < diio, < L. digitus, a finger: see digit.]

In music, a thumb- or finger-key, by which the
pitch of a guitar- or lute-string can be tempo-
rarily raised a semitone: in contradistinction

to pedal, a foot-key. Compare digital, «., 3.

—

Dital harp, a kind of chromatic haip-lute, invented and
named by Edward Light, an Englishman, in 1798, and im-

proved by him in 1816. It resembled a guitar in shape,

but had from 12 to 18 strings, each string being furnislied

with a dital, which could raise its tone a half step, thus pro-

ducing a complete chromatic scale. It is not now in use.

ditamy (dit'a-mi), n. An old form of dittany.

ditanaert, «• See dittander.

ditanet, ditanyt, n. See dittany.

ditationt (di-ta'shgn), n. [< L. as if *ditatio{n-),

< ditare, enrich, < dis (dit-), eentr. of dives

(divit-), rich.] The act of making rich.

After all the presents of those easteriie worshippers
(who intended rather homage than ditation), the blessed
Virgin comes in the forme of poverty with her two doves
unto God. Bp. Hall, The Purification.

ditch (dich), n. [Early mod. E. also ditche,

diche, dyche; < ME. diche, an assibilated form,
with shortened vowel, of dike, die, < AS. die,

a dike, ditch: see dike.] 1. A trench made
by digging; particularly, a trench for draining
wet land, or for making a barrier to guard in-

olosures, or for preventing an enemy from ap-
proaching a town or a fortress, in the latter sense
it is also called a foss or tnoat, and is dug round the ram-
part or wall between the scarp and tlie counterscarp. See
cut under castle.

For thei make Dyches in the Erthe alle alx)ute in the
Halle, depe to the Knee, and thei do pave hem : and whan
thei wil ete, thei gon there in and sytten there.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 29.

Tiiou art no company for an honest dog.
And so we'll leave thee to a ditch, thy destiny.

Fletcher (and another). False One, iii. 2.

The subsoil [in drainage] must be carefully examined by
digging test-iioles in various places, and also by taking
advantage of any quarries, deep ditches, or other cuttings
in the proximity. Encyc. Brit., I. 332.

2. Any narrow open passage for water on the
surface of the ground.

Takes no more care thence-fortli to those effects.

But lets the stream run where his Ditch directs.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

It was characteristic of mining nomenclature that the
stream of pure swift-running water which formed this
peninsula, taken from the infant Arkansas, should be
called a ditch. The Century, XXXI. 69.

Advance-ditch. See advance, n. , 6.— Second ditchJn
/urt., in low wet ground, a ditch beyond the glacis.—To
die in the last ditch. See diei.

ditch (dich), V. [Early mod. E. also ditche, diche,

dyche ; < ME. dichen, dychen, assibilated forms
of rfiA:ere, make a dike or ditch: see dike, v.] I.

intrans. To dig or make a ditch or ditches: as,

ditching and delving ; hedging and ditching.

II. trans. 1. To dig a ditch or ditches in;

drain by a ditch : as, to ditch moist laud.

Lord. Where was this lane?
Post. Close by the battle, ditch'd, and wall'd with turf.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 3.

2. To surround with a ditch.

Than next we come to Bethlem, which hath ben a stronge
lytell Cytie, well walled and dyched.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 35.

3. To throw or run into or as if into a ditch: as,

to ditch a railway-train.

Often ditched by washouts in wild, unsettled districts,

there is no engine whicii can be so quickly set on its legs
again. Sci. Ainer. Supp., p. 8791.

ditch-bur (dioh'b^r), n. [Formerly spelled
di/che-bur ; so called from its growing on sandy
dikes.] The clot-bur, Xanthium strumarium.
ditch-dog (dich'dog), n. A dead dog thrown
into a ditch.

Poor Tom, . . . that in the fury of his heart, when the
foul fiend rages, eats cow-dung for sallets ; swallows tlie

old rat and the ditch-day. Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

ditcher (dich'fer), n. [< ME. dichcre, assibilated
form of dikere, < AS. dicere, ditcher, digger:
see diker, digger, and ditch, dike.] One who or
that which digs ditches.
A combined cultivator and potato digger. ... It has

a plow or ditcher shovel foi-med from a plate of metal.
Set. Amer., N. S., LVII. 74.

ditch-fern (dieh'f^rn), n. A name in England
for the royal fera, Osmunda regalis.

ditionary

ditch-grass (dich'gras), n. An aquatic naiada-
oeous plant, Buppia maritima, gi-owing in salt

or brackish water, with long thread-like stems
and almost capillary leaves.

ditch-water (dich'wa''''ter), n. The stale or
stagnant water collected in a ditch.

dite^t, V. t. An obsolete occasional spelling of
dight.

di'te^ (dit), V, t.
;
pret. and pp. dited, ppr. diting.

[< ME. diten, < OF. ditier, dieter, compose, write,

indict, < L. dictare, dictate : see dictate, and »j-

dite, indict.] 1. To dictate: as, you write, I'll

ilite.— 2. To write. [In both senses obsolete
or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

He made a boke, and let it write,
Wherin his lif he did all dite [var. vrrite].

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6786.

dite^t, n. A Middle English form of dit^ and
ditty.

diteet, «• A Middle English form of ditty.

dithecal (di-the'kal), a. [< Gr. ih-, two-, -t- O^kv,

a case, + -al: see theca.] In bot., two-celled.

dithecous (di-the'kus), a. Same as dithecal.

ditheism (di'thf-izm), «. [= F. ditheisme; < Gr.
6i-, two-, + deo^', a god, + -ism. Cf. dyotheism.]
The doctrine of the existence of two supreme
gods ; religious dualism. See Manicheism. Ari-
anism was called ditheism by the orthodox Christians, who
asserted that the Arians believed in "one God the Father,
who is eternal, and one God the Son, not eternal."

Zoroastrism is practically ditheism, and Buddhism any-
theism. Huxley, in Nineteenth Century, XIX. 501-

ditheist (di'the-ist), n. [As ditheism + -ist.]

One who believes in ditheism. Cudworth.
ditheistic, ditheistical (di-thf-is'tik, -ti-kal),

a. Pertaining to or of the nature of ditheism.
Cudworth

.

dither (dith'^r), r. i. [A var. of didder"^, q. v.]
To shake; tremble: same as rf(rf(ferl. ilackay.

dither (dith'er), n. [< dither, v.] A trembling;
vibration.

The range of the reciprocation of the tool is so small
that it is not much more than a vibration or dither.

The Enijineer, LXV. 16;!.

dithering-grass (dith'er-ing-gras), n. Quak-
ing-gi-ass, Briza media.
ditnionic (dith-i-on'ik), a. [< Gr. Si-, two-, +
delov, sulphur, + -on-ic] In chem., an epithet
applied to an acid (H2S20g) formerly called
hyposulphuric acid. It is a dibasic acid which
cannot be isolated in the pure state, but forms
erystalUzable salts.

Dithyrat (dith'i-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ii-, two-,
-I- 6vpa = E. door.] The Lamellibranchiata : so
called from being bivalve.

dithyramb, dithyrambus (dith'i-ramb, dith-i-
ram'bus),«.; 'pl.aith;/rambs,dithyrambi (-T&mhz,
-ram'bi). [< L. dithyrambus, < Gr. dSipaiijioi;
origin unknown.] A form of Greek lyric com-
position, originally a choral song in honor of
Dionysus, afterward of other gods, heroes, etc.
First given artistic form by Arion (about 62.% B. c.) and ren-
dered by cyclic choruses, it was perfected, alx>ut a century
later, by I..asos of Hermione, and at about the same time
tragedy was developed from it in Attica. Its simpler and
more majestic form, as composed by Lasos, Sinionides,
Bacchylides, and I'indar, assumed in the latter part of the
fifth century a complexity of rhythmical and musical form
and of verbal expression which degenei-ated in the foiu-th

century into a mimetic performance rendered by a single
artist. From these different stagres in its history the word
dithyramb has been used in later ages Ix>th for a nobly
enthusiastic and elevated and for a wild or inflated com-
position. In its distinctive form the dithyramb is aAAoto-
(rTpo<^o? (consists of a number of strophes no two of which
are metrically identical).

dithyrambic (dith-i-ram'bik), a. and «. [< L.
dithyruiiibicus, < Gr. didvpa/j^iKo;, < iidipa/ijio^.

a dithyramb: see dithyramb.] 1, a. 1. In the
style of a dithjrramb. Hence— 2. Intensely
lyrical; bacchanalian.

So Pindar does new Words and Figures roll

Down his impetaons Dithyrambique Tide.
Cowley, Pindaric Odes, iii. 2.

H. n. A dithyramb.
Pindar, and other writers of dithyrambics. Walsh.

dithyrambist (dith-i-ram'bist), n. A writer of
dithyrambs.
dithyrambus, «. See dithyramb.

ditiont (dish'on), n. [< L. ditio(n-), prop, di-

cio{n-), dominion, power, jurisdiction, < dicere,

speak, say: see rfj'cfiow. Cf. condition.] Bule;
power; government; dominion.

He [Mohammed] destroyit the christian religion throuch
out al tha pairtis quhilk nou ar vudir the rfi'(i'o9i of the

Turk. Xicol Burne. F. 129, b.

ditionaryt (dish'on-S-ri), a. and n. [< L. as if

'ditionarius, prop, 'dicionarius, < dicio(,n-), do-

minion, power: see dition.] I. a. Under rule;

subject ; tributary.

n. n. A subject ; a tributary.



ditionary
He sent one capitayne Hoieda, whom the ditionaries of

tounaljoa had enforced to keepe liis lioulde bysiegeinge
for the space of xxx days the fortress of Saynte Thomas.

Slim, tr. of P. Martyr. (Lathmn.)

ditokous (dit'o-kus), a. [< Gr. Sitoko^, having
borne two at a birth, < 6t., two-, + -tokoc (cf.
rt/cof, birth), < tIktciv, rtKeiv, bring forth.] In
zool., having twins

; producing two at a birth;
also, laying two eggs, as the pigeon and hum-
ming-bird.

Ditomidae (a-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < mto-
miis + -^rfa;.] A family of Coleoptera, typified
by the genus Ditomm- Lacordaire, 1854. Also
Ditomin(E.

Ditomus (dit'o-mus), n. [NL. (Bonelli, 1809),
< (jr. 6i-, two-, -I- To/io^, verbal adj. of Teuveiv,
TOfieiv, cut.] A genus of earaboid beetles, giv-
ing name to the family Ditomidw. The mentum is

VH^rJ ,'*''.'-''"?^', ''"^ "" "''"'e median tooth shorterthan the latwallobes. Tlie numerous species are mostly
conflned to the .Med.terranean region, though some occurfurther north. They live in darlc places, under stones,and the larva; resemble those of the Cicindelidce D tri-cwpidatus is a leading species.

ditone (di'tou), «. [< Qt. Simvov, the ancient
major third, neut. of dirovo^, of two tones, < <!(-

two-, -•- —

*

* T T__ ,^ ....'.
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,
• T6mc, tone.] In Gr. music, the intervalfomed by adding together two major tones;

?i
^y^''^?rean major third, having the ratio

»l
:
b4, which is a comma greater than a true

^K^n.'^K •
* '^?.:i?^

"' *"'' '""'"« «' the major third

?in ,1, ^
. '

"" *"'=""' "century prevented its recognition

diaiHrnm"'"

^

" '^'"'^'»''<=«-I>lapason ditone. .See

Ditrema (di-tre'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. A-, two-,+ rpr/ua, hole: see trematode.'] A genus of
aeanthopterygian fishe.s the type of the family
Ihtremtda:. They are viviparous, and have two
apertures, an anal and a genital, whence the
name. See cut under Ditremidce.

Ihtremata(di-tre'ma-ta), n.jji. [NL.,<Gr A-

^"'""vt 'W«('--), a hole.] 1. A division of
geophilous pulmonate gastropods, containing
those which have the external male and female
orihces widely separate: the opposite of Mono-
iremata, 2, and ot SyiUremata.—Z. A group of
eohmoderms. Gray, 1840.— 3. A family of
hshes: same as Ditremidw. Fitzinger, 1873.
dltrematous (di-tre'ma-tus), o. Pertaining to
or having the characters of the Ditremata.
Oltrenud (di-tre'mid), n. A fish of the familv
Ditrcmida: ''

DitremidaB (di-tre'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Di-
trema + -(*c.] A family of aeanthopterygian
fishes, typified by the genus Ditrema. They havean oblong compressed tody, cycloid scales, entire lateral

nh»^r<, tf** '"'T*'
'«?">less palate, unlt«l inferiorpharyngeal bones, long dorsal fln with its anterior por-tion spinigerouB, and dorsal and anal flns ensheathea at

Blue Surf-fish {IHtrema tateraU).

oth.'jf* tT *
"'"'f'' 'Tf ".' 1*^*'*' differentiated from the

others. The species all inhabit the north Pacific, and are
especially abundant along the western American coast.They are viviparous, thus differing from all related formsOn account of some superficial resemblances, they are
called por;?!/ and percA, as well as mrf.Juh and ktlp-fith.They are marketable, but rather inferfor as food-Hshes
ITic family is also called Kmbiotocidai

dltncnotomotls(di-tri-kot'6-mu8),a. [<Gr ic-
two-, + Tpixa, threefold (< rpdc, t/x-, = E. three),+ Toii6i, cutting, < rliivetv, ra/jclv, cut.] Divided
into twos and threes: specifically, in bot., ap-
plied to a leaf or stem continually dividing into
double or treble ramifications.

Ditriglyph.

Middle part of the western porch of the Propyliea. Athens.

dltnglyph (di'trl-glif), «. [< (Ji.2 + triglyph.-]
In arch an interval between two columns such
as to admit of two triglyphs in the entablature
instead of one, as usual: used in the Greek
Doric order for the central intercolumniation
over gateways, where a wide passage was ne-
cessary, as in the Propyla3a and the gate of
Athena Arehegetis at Athens.
dltngonal (di-trig'o-nal), a. [< di-^ + trigonaU
la crystal., twice-three-sided. A ditriqonalpnsm IS a six-sided prism, the hemihedral form
ot a twelve-sided or dihexagonal prism.
Dltrocha (dit'ro-ka), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. di-, two-,+ rpojof a runner (cf. TpoxavTijp, a runner, the
ball ot the hip-bone: see trochanter).'] In en-
tom., a primary division of the Hymenoptera,
embracing all those in which the trochanters

fh^ pHP'f®'^ °/ ^"^^ distinct joints, it embraces

P^rSi"?*'!""
('"'«'-"''^'). ^ylophaga (homtails), and/2'™»"i™ (ichneumons and gall-Hies)

dltrochaeus (dinro-ke'us), n. Same as ditro-
chee.

ditrochean (di-tro'ke-an), o. [< ditrochee +
-an.] In pros., containing two trochees.

dltrocliee (di-tro'ke), n. [< LL. ditrochwus, <
(jr. diTpdxaiog, a double trochee, < di-. two-, +
rpoxMoc, a trochee : see trochee.] In pros., two
trochees, or a trochaic dipody, regarded as con-
stitutmg a single compound foot. As equivalent

f^r™
'^'^haic dipody it can appear not only in its normallorm, -cw-w, but also with an irrational long in the lastplace as an apparent second epitrite, ^w . Also calleddichoree, dichoreus.

-sisocaiiea

^*5?^*® (dit'ro-it),n. [< IHtro (see def.) +
'/*4"4

• ^Sr'^*y "^ elasolite-syenite occurring
at Ditro m Transylvania, and containing blue
sodahte and spinel. See elwolite-syenite.

Olttit, t?. t. An obsolete form of dit^
diW^f (dit), n. See rft<2

dlttander (di-tan'd6r), n. [Also formerly di-
tander; < ME. ditaundere; an altered form of
dittany, which name has been attached to sev-
eral different plants : see dittany.] 1 . Same as
dittany, 1.— 2. A popular English name of the
pepperwort, Lepidium latifolium, a cruciferous
herb found in salt marshes. It has a hot bit-
ing taste, and has been used instead of pepper
Also called oocfcifeed.

dittany (dit'a-ni), n. [Eariy mod. E. also dit-

y\'i^
"'««» (also, in var. form, dittander, q. v.)

;

< ME. ditane, dytane, also detany, detane, < OF
dttatn, diptam, diptame, dictam, dietame, F. die-
tame = Pr. diptamni = Sp. Pg. dietamo = It.
dtttamo = D. diptam = MHG. dictam, < L. dic-
tamnus, dictamnum (ML. also variously dicta-
mus, diptamnus, diptamus, diptannus, dictan-
num, diptannum. ditanus, diptanus, etc.), < Gr.
diKTa/ivoc, also SiKTafivov and 6cKTa/iov, dittany,
a plant which grew, among other places, on
Mount Dicte (Mktjj) in Crete, whence, as popu-
larly supposed, its name : see Dictamnus.] 1.A common name in England for the plant l>ie-
tamtms albus,
Dietame [F.]

: The herb Dittany, Dlttander, garden Oin-
§f- .,"'?'J^.,"**

f^o'x'"'-- Dittany, and DUtany of Can-
dla, the right Dittander. Cotip-ave.

Now when his chariot last
Its beams against the zodiac-lion cast,
There bloasom'd suddenly a magic bed
Of sacred ditamy, and poppies red.

Keata, Endymlon, L 555.

2. In the United States, Cunila Mariana, a fra-
grant labiate of the Atlantic States.— 3. A
labiate, Origanum Dictamnus, the so-called dit-
tany of Crete.

A branch of sov'reign dittany she bore
From Ida gather'd on the Cretan shore.

Quoted in Bacons Advancement of teaming, ii. 211.

dittay (dit'a), n. [Sc, < OF. dit<^, ditt^, dicte, <
L. dictatum, lit. a thing dictated; a doublet of
duty and dit^, and of dictate, n.] In Scots law :
(a) The matter of charge or ground of indict-
ment against one accused of crime. (J) The
charge itself ; an indictment,

dittent, n. An obsolete form of dittany.
ditto (dit'6), «. [It., that which has been said,
< L. dictum, a saying, neut. of dictus ( > It. detto),
pp. of dicere ( > It. dire), say : see dictum, and cf

.

ditly.] 1 . That which has been said ; the afore-
said; the same thing: a term used to avoid
repetition, it is abbreviated do. , and is also expressed
by two inverted commas, ".sometimes by the dash — and
Bometiiiies, especially in writing, by two mlnute-maiits "

2. A duplicate. [CoUoq.]
It was a large barelookini room, the furniture of whichhad no <loubt been better when it was newer, with a spa-

clous table in the centre, and a variety of smaller dittos in
the corners.

Dickens.
There is an insect whose long thin body is a perfect dit-

and Q., 7th ser., II. 175.

diuresis

3. pi. A suit of clothes of the same color or
material throughout. Also called ditto-suit.
[Colloq.]

het.pm^!i''M
' o^''™"''' or snuff coloured dittos such asbeseemed his profession. Southey, The Doctor, Ivi.

ditto (dit'o), adv. As before; in the samemanner; also.

dittobolo (di-tob'o-16), n. [< Gr. Arrof, double,+ o,3oyi6c;,_ an obolus.] In the Ionian isles, a
copper com equal to two oboU, or two United
States cents.

dittograpliy (di-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. 'iiTroypa.
(pta, dtamypafia, a double writing or reading
(lection), <yiTToypd^g, *dtnaoypd(j>og, writing iS
two ways, < 6itt6^, Attic form of common Gr.
diaaug, lonie Afdf, double, twofold « diva (6iy.)
doubly, < d,V, A-, double: see di-'i), + ypdLv,

T^^^i' J^ ix'^ooraphy and textual criticism:
(a) Mechanical or unconscious repetition of a
series of letters or words in copying a manu-
script. (6) A passage or reading so originated.
Opposed to haplography (which see).

dlttology (di-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. diTToloyia, 6ia.
aoAoyia, repetition of words, < 6iTTo>.6yo(, dwco-
A6yo(:, speaking doubly, speaking two languages,
< diTTdc, Attic form of common Gr. dujaoc, Ionic
(J'for, -f- ?Jyciv, speak.] A twofold reading or
interpretation, as of a passage in the Bible.

ditto-suit (dit'o-sut), M. Same as ditto, 3.
[Colloq.] '

ditty (dit'i), n.; pi. ditties (-iz). [Early mod.
JU. also dittie, ditie (also dit: see dit^); < ME
dite, dyte, ditee (also dit), < OF. dite, ditte, ditie,
dtttte, dtctte, m., a story, poem, song, or other
composition, < L. dictatum, a thing dictated
tor writing, neut. of dictatus, pp. of dictare,
dictate

: see dictate. Cf. dittay and dictate, n.,
and see dight, from the same source.] 1. A
song, or poem intended to be sung, usually
short and simple in form, and set to a simple
melody; any short simple song. OriKinally ao-phed to any short poetical composition Oyric or ballad)
nitended to be sung, the word came to be restricted

„i H ^f^ '""^ of simple rustic character, being oftenused of the songs of birds.

„ ^ ,
This litel short dyte

Kudely compyled. Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 48.

Meanwhile the rural ditties were not mute
Tempered to the oaten flute. Milton, Lycidas, 1. 32.

The shortest staffe conteineth not vnder foure versesnor the longest aboue ten ; if it passe that number it israther a whole ditty then properly a staffe.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 64.

, S°.l® little nimble musicians of the air, that warble
forth their curious ditties.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 26.

The blackbird has fled to another retreat,
« here the hazel affords him a screen from the heatAnd the scene, where his melody charmed me before
Resounds with his sweet-flowing ditty no more.

Cowper, Poplar Field.

2t. The words of a song, as opposed to the tune
or music.

* ..V . .. .a «ti liiD^t-i, niiijsc luilg Ulin UOC
to Of the dry twig on which he perches.

if.i
-

The dittie,^ or matter of a song. Canticuni, periocha,
praecentio, cuJ,. Baret, Alvearie, 1680.

pough there was no great matter in the ditty, yet the
note was very untuneable. Shak., As you Like it, v. 3.

3t. A refrain ; a saying often repeated.
To be dissolved and be with Christ was his dying ditty.

. , ~, Sir T. Browne.
4t. Clamor; cry; noise.

The dyn & the dite was dole for to here.
Of men that were murtheret at the mesne tyme

Destruction of Troy (Y,. E. T. S,), I. 11946.

dittyt (dit'i), V.
;
pret. and pp. dittied, ppr. diU

tying. [< ditty, n.J I. intrans. To sing a ditty;
warble a tune.

Which bears the under song unto your cheerful dittying.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, i.

II. trans. To sing.

With his soft pipe and smooth-dt«ted song.
Milton, Comus, 1. 86.

ditty-bag (dit'i-bag), n. [< 'ditty (origin ob-
scure) + bag.] A small bag used by sailors
for needles, thread, and similar articles; a
housewife.

And don't neglect to take what sailors call their ditty-
oag. This may be a little sack of chamois leather, about
4 inches wide by 6 inches in length.

G. W. Sears, Woodcraft (1884), p. 16.

ditty-box (dit'i-boks), n. A small box used
like a ditty-bag.
diuca (di-u'ka), n. [Chilian.] 1. A Chilian
finch.— 2. [cap.] [NL.] A generic name of this
bird, Diuca grisea.

diuresis (di-fl-re'sis), n. [NL,, < Gr. as if "Stolj-
prirjic, < ihovpeiv, urinate, < 6ia, through, + ovpeiv,
urinate, < ovpov, urine.] In pathol., an exces-
sive secretion of urine.



diuretic

diuretic (di-u-ret'ik), a. and «. [= F. diure-

Uquc = Sp. iiuretico = Pg. It. diuretieo, < LL.
diuretieus, < Gr. diovptirmoi, promoting urine, <

iiovfKiv, urinate : see diuresis.1 I. o. In med.,

exciting the secretion of urine.

H. II. A medicine that excites the secretion

and discharge of urine.

diuretical (di-u-i-et'i-kal), «. Same as diuretic.

diurnt, diumet, "• [ME. diume, < OF. diurtie.F.

diiirne = Sp. Pg. It. diurno, daily (as a noun, OF.
joiir,jor, F.joitr = It. giorno, day), < L. diumus,
daily,< dies, day: see dial, deity. '^ Daily; diurnal.

Perlormed hath the sonne his ark diume.
Chaucer^ Merchant's Tale, 1. 551.

Diuma (di-*r'na), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. diurnus, daily" of the day: see dium.] In
entom.x (a) The butterflies; the diurnal Lepi-

doptera or Shopalocera, as distinguished from
the Crepuscularia and Noetunm, or Heterocera
(moths). They correspond to the old Linnean genus
Papiiio, and are so called because they show themselves
only during the day. (ft) An occasional name of

insects which in the mature state live only a
day or so, as the Ephemerw or day-flies.

Dinmaet (di-6r'ne), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of

diurniis, daily: see dium.'\ In ornith., the di-

urnal birds of prey, as distinguished from the
owls or Xocturna.
dinmal (dl-6r'nal), a. and n. [< ME. diurnal
= F. diurnal = 8p. Pg. diurnal = It. diurnale,

< L. diumalis, daily, < diumus, daily : see dium.
See also journal, a doublet of diurnal.'] I, a.

1 . Of or belonging to day
;
pertaining to the

daytime ; belonging to tBe period of daylight,

as distinguished from the night: opposed to

nocturnal : as, diurnal heat ; diurnal hours ; di-

umal habits, as of an animal.— 2. Daily; hap-
pening evory day: as, a diurnal task.

Love's my diurnal Course, divided right
Twixt Hope and Fear, my Day and Night.

Cowley, The Mistress, Love and Life.

8. Performed in or occupying one day; lasting

but for one day ; ephemeral.
In the short Course of a Diurnal Smij
Behold the Work of many Ages done!

Congrem, Pindaric Odes, i.

4." Constituting the measure of a day, either on
the earth or one of the other planets: as, the
diurnal revolution of the earth, or of Mars or
Jupiter.—5. Characterized by some change or
peculiarity which appears and disappears with
the daytime, (a) in imd., being most intense in the
daytime : hs,& diurnal fever, (b) In ornith., flying abroad
by day, as the hawlcs, eagles, vultures, and other birds of
prey, a& distinguished from the owls or vMciumal birds
of prey, (c) In untoin., flying by day, as a butterfly; of
or pertaining to the Diurna: opposed to nocturnal and
to crepiuscular. (d) In bot., opening by day and closing at
night, as certain flowers.—Diurnal aberration of the
fixed stars, that part of the ai)erration which depends
upon the earth's motion of rotation, and is consequently
different in different places. See aecelerati^m, and aberra-
tion. b.—lAaraaX OIC. .See arci.— Diurnal Circle. See
circle.—piumal inequality, in magnetism, meteorology,
etc., an iiietiuality the period of which is one day.—Di-
urnal motion of a planet, the number of degrees, min-
utes, etc. ,

whicli a planet moves in twenty-four hours.

n. n. 1. A day-book; a diary; a journal.
[Obsolete or archaic]
Certain diumalg of the honoured Mr. Edward "Winslow

have also afforded me good light and help.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 10.

2. A daily newspaper. [Obsolete or archaic]
We writers of diumaU are nearer in our style to that

of common talk than any other writers.
Steele, Tatler, No. 204.

He showed me an Oxford newspaper containing a full
report of the proceedings. ... I suppose the pages of
that diurnal were not deathless, and that it would now
be Tain to search for it.

Peacock, in Dowden's Shelley, 1. 124.

3. A Roman Catholic service-book containing
the offices for the daily hours of prayer.—4. In
ornith., a diurnal bird of prey.— 5. In entom.,
one of the Diurna.
diumalistt (di-^r'nal-ist), n. [< diurnal + -ist.

Cf. journalist.'] A'joumalist.
By the relation of our diumaZigtt.

Bp. HaU, Cases,of Conscience, iv. 9.

dinmally (di-6r'nal-i), adv. 1 . By day; in the
daytime.— 2. Dailj ; every day.
As we make' the enquiries we shall diumally communi-

cate them to the publick. Taller.

diumalness (di-«r'nal-nes), n. The quality of
being diurnal.

diumation (di-fer-na'shon), n. [< L. diurnus,
daily, + E. -ation; cf. fiibernation.] The qui-
escent or somnolent state of some animals, as
the bat, during the day, as contrasted with their
activity at night. Marsltall Hall.
diomet, a. Bee dium.
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diutumal (di-u-ter'nal), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. diu-

turno, < L. diiiturnus, of long duration, < diu,

for a long time, also by day, < dies, a day, a
space of time: see dial, deity.] Lasting; being
of long continuance. [Bare.]

Things by which the peace between us may be preserved
entire and diutumal. Milton.

diuturnity (di-u-t6r'ni-ti), n. [= Sp. diutur-

nidad = Pg. diuturnidade = It. diuturnitd, < L.
diuturnita{t-)s, length of time, < diuturnus, of

long duration: seediuturnal.] Length of time

;

long duration. [Rare.]

What prince can promise such diuturnity unto his rel-

ics ? Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

div (div), V. [Sc, developed from a peculiar
pronunciation (dtt) of do.] A Scotch form of

do^, auxiliary.

And div ye think . . . that my man and my sons are to
gae to the sea in weather like yestreen and the day, and
get naething for tlieir fish? 8cott, Antiquary, xi.

-div. See -dih.

di'va (de'va), n. [It. diva, a goddess, < L. diva,

a goddess, fern, of divu.s, a god, divine: see
deity, divine.] A prima donna; a distinguished
female singer.

di'Vagation (di-va-ga'shon), n. [= F. divaga-
tion = Sp. divagdcion = Pg. divagagao, < L. as
if *divagatio{n-), < divagari, wander about, < di-

for dis-, in different directions, + vagari, wan-
der, < vagus, wandering: see vague, vagabond.]
A wandering; de'viation; digression.

Let us be set down at Queen's Crawley without further
divagation, and see how Miss Rebecca Sharp speeds there.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

"When we admit this personal element into our divaga-
tions we are apt to stir up uncomfortable and sorrowful
memories. R. L. Stevenson, Child's Play.

di'ragliely (di-vag'li), adv. [An absurd com-
bination, as if < *divague, L. divagari, wander
(see divagation),+ -ly^, after E. vaguely.] Wan-
deringly ; in an aimless and uncertain manner.
[Rare.]

They drifted divaguely over the great pacific ocean of
feminine logic. C. Iteade, Art, p. 1.

di'valent (di'va- or div'a-lent), a. [< Gr. St- for
rfi'f, twice, + L. valen(i-)s, having power; cf.

bivalent, the preferable form.] In chem., having
power to combine with two monovalent atoms.
Thus, the oxygen atom and the radical CHg are
divalent.

di'va!! (di-van'), «. [Also diwan; also (Anglo-
Ind.) in some senses dewan, deewan (see dewan)
= P. Sp. Pg. divan = It. divano, divan, = D. G.
Dan. Sw. divan, < Turk. Ar. diwdn, Pers. divan,
diwdn, a council, a court of justice or of rev-
enue, a minister, esp. a minister or officer of
revenue (hence Anglo-Ind. dewan, q. v., and ult.

F. donane, customs), a council-chamber, also
a collection of writings, a book, account-book,
register, album, also (in Ar.) a kind of sofa.]
1 . A council, especially a council of state ; spe-
cifically, in Turkey, the chief or privy cotincil

of the Porte, presided over by the grand vizir
and made up of the ministers and heads of de-
partments. It meets twice a week.

It is said that the Pasha must conflrm such a person as
is agreeable to the Divan and country [Egypt].

Poeocke, Description of the East, I. 162.

The Abbaside caliphs had a "Divan of Oppression,"
wliich inquired into charges of tyranny against othcers of
state. Encyc. Brit., VII. 292.

2. A council-chamber; a hall; a court; astate-
or reception-room in palaces and the houses of
richer citizens.

The divan in which we sat was brightly coloured in ara-
besque— the ceiling being particularly rich.

W. U. Russell, Diary in India, II. 246.

3. A kind of coffee-house where smoking to-
bacco is the principal enjoyment.—4. A cush-
ioned seat standing against the wall of a room

;

a kind of sofa : a sense derived by transfer from
that of 'council-chamber' or 'tall' (def. 2) as
furnished with low sofas, covered with rich car-
pets, and provided with many cushions.

The only signs of furniture in the sitting-room are a
diwan round the sides and a carpet in the centre. . . .

(The diwan is a line of flat cushions ranged round the
room, either placed upon the ground, or on wooden
benches, or on a step of masonry, varying in height accord-
ing to tile fashion of the day. Ootton-stulfed pillows, cov-
ered with chintz for summer and silk for winter, are placed
against the wall, and can be moved to make a luxurious
heap.) R. F. Burton, El-Mediiiah, p. 188.

5. A book, especially a collection of poems by
a single author: as, the divan of Sadi.

Many Diwdns, or complete editions of the works of
poets, have come down to us. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 595.

[Used with reference to the Turks, Arabs, Persians, and
other Orientals ; in sense 4 also (in the form divan only)
used in a general application.]

dive

divaporatiO!! (di-vap-o-ra'shon), n. [< L. di-

t'orow-, apart, + t'a;)oratto(»i-), a steaming, etc.,

< vaporare, steam, emit vapor, < vapor, steam,
vapor: see vapor, and cf. evaporation.] The
driving out of vapors by heat.

divaporization (di-vap'o-ri-za'shon), n. [< L.
di- + E. raporieation. Cf. ecaporization.] Same
as divaporation.

divaricate (di-var'i-kat), V.
;
pret. and pp. di

varicated, ppr. divaricating. [< L. divaricatus,

pp. of divaricare (> It. divaricare), spread apart,
< di- for dis-, apart, -f- varicare, spread apart,
straddle, < varicus, straddling, < varus, bent,
stretched outward.] I. intrans. 1. To spread
or move apart ; branch off ; turn away or aside

;

diverge : with from : as, to divaricate from the
will of God.
The men of this age are divided principally into two

great classes, which divaricate widely in the direction of
their desires. Gladstone, Might of Kight, p. 241.

We infer then that all the languages in question are the
divaricated representatives of a single tongue.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 174.

Specifically— 2. In bot. androd7., to branch off

at an obtuse angle ; diverge widely.
II. trans. To divide into branches ; cause to

diverge or branch apart.

Nerves curiously divaricated about the tongue and
mouth to receive the impi-essions of every gusto.

Derham, Physico-l'heology, iv. 6.

divaricate (di-var'i-kat), a. [< L. divaricatus,

pp.: see the verb.] 1. In 6o<., branching off,

as from a stem or axis, at or almost at a right
angle; widely divergent.— 2. In zool., diver-
gent at any considerable angle; standing off

or apart from one another ; spreading away, as
two parts of something; forked or forficate:
specifically applied to the wings of insects
when they are incumbent on the body in re-
pose, but spreading apart toward their tips.

divaricated (di-var'i-ka-ted), p. a. Same as
divaricate, a.

divaricately (di-var'i-kat-li), adv. In a divari-
cate manner ; with divarication.

divarication (di-var-i-ka'shp.n), n. [= F. di-
varication = It. divaricazione, < L. *divarica-
tio(n-), < divaricare, spread apart: see divari-
cate.] 1 . The act of branching off or diverging

;

separation into branches ; a parting, as from a
main stem or stock.

The same force . . . causing not only the variation of a
single language from age to age of its existence, but also,

under the government of external circumstances, its vari-
ation in space, its divarication into dialects.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 152.

2. Specifically, in bot. and zool., a crossing or
intersection of fibers at different angles: in
entom., applied to the parting of the veins or
nervures of the wings.— 3t. A divergence or
division in opinion ; ambiguity.

To take away all doubt, or any probable divarication,
the curse is plainly specified.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., vi. 11.

divaricator (di-var'i-ka-tor), n. [< NL. dirari-
cator, < L. divaricare, pp. divaricatus, spread
apart: see divaricate.] That which divaricates,
as a muscle which causes parts to separate or
recede from each other; something divellent.
Specifically— (a) In Brachiopoda, a considerable muscle
which opens the valves of the shell. See cut under Wald-
heimia. {b) In Polyzoa, a small muscle which opens the
jaws of an aviculariura.

Muscles pass . . . and doubtless act as divarieators of
the wall of the sac. Huxley.

dive (div), v.; pret. dived, sometimes dove, pp.
dived, ppr. diving. [Early mod. E. also dyve;
< ME. diven, dyven, deven, duven (pret. *difde,
defde), < AS. dyfan (weak verb, pret. dyfde) (=
Icel. dyfa), dip, immerse, causal ofdw/an (strong
verb, pret. deaf, pi. dufon, pp. dofen; early
ME. duven, pret. def, deaf), dive, sink, pene-
trate (in comp. ge-dufan, dive, be-dufan, cover
with water, submerge (= OLG. bedoven, be
covered with water, LG. bedaven, pp. covered,
esp. with water), tliurh-dHfan, dive through,
etc.). Perhaps ult. connected with dip, q. v.

The mod. pret. is prop, dived, but the pret. dove,
after the assumed analogy of drove from drive
(cf. strove for earlier strived, pret. of strive),

is common in colloquial speech, and is found
in good literary use.] I. intrans. 1. To de-
scend or plunge head first into water; thrust
the body suddenly into water or other fluid;
plunge deeply : as, to dive for shells.

Provide me (Lord) of Steers-man, Star, and Boat,
That tlirough the vast Seas I may safely float

:

Or rather teach me dyue, that I may view
Deep vnder water all'the Scaly crew.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. &



dive

straight into the river Kwasind
Plunged as if he were an otter,

Dived [in early editions dooe] as if he were a beaver.
Loiidfelloic, Hiawatha, vii.

Hence— 2. To make a plunge in any way;
plunge suddenly downward or forward, espe-
cially so as to disappear: as, to dive down a
precipice or into a forest.

.She stood for a moment, then dove into the dense fog
which had floated in from the river, and disappeared.

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 23.

3. To plunge or enter deeply into something
that engrosses the attention ; engage deeply in

anything: as, to dive to the bottom of a sub-
ject ; to dive into the whirl of business.

How can they pretend to dive into the secrets of the
human heart ? Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ivii.

I
Diced in a hoard of tales that dealt with knights.
Half-legend, half-historic. Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

H. tratis. To explore by diving. [Bare.]

The Curtii bravely dived the gulf of fame.
Sir J. Denham.

dive (div), n. [< dive, v."] 1 . A descent or plunge
head first into water or other fluid ; a " header"

:

as, a dive from a spring-board.— 2. A sudden
attack or swoop: as, to make a dive.— 3. A
disreputable place of resort, where drinking
and other forms of vice are indulged in, and,
commonly, vulgar entertainments are given : so
called because often situated in basements or
other half-eoilcealed places into which the re-

sorters may "dive" with little risk of observa-
tion. [Colloq.]

There are 150 gambling dives, the approaches to which
are generally so barricaded as to defy police detection.

N. A. Rev., CXUII. 33.

They [the New York police] have been well backed up in
closing the more iniquitous dives and disreputable resorts.

Cimtemporary Rev., LIII. 227.

divedappert, divedoppert (div'dap'fir, -dop'-
6r), n. IHee didapper.] 1. Savae asdidapper.

Certaine diue<Loppers or water-foules.
Haktuyt't Vayaget, 11. 59.

2. A pert fellow : in contempt.

There's no good fellowship in this dandiprat.
This dive-dapper, as is in other pages.
Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, iii. 1.

diveU (div'l), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of devil.

divert (di-vel'), V. t. [< L. divellere, pull asun-
der, rend, < di- for dis-, asunder, + vellere, pull.]
To pull asunder; rend.

At the first littering, their eyes are fastly closed— that is,

by coalition or joining together of the eye-IIds, and so con-
tiime until aliout the twelfth day ; at which time they
begin to separate, and may l>e easily diueUed or parted
asuniler. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., iii. 27.

divelize (div'l-iz), v.t. An obsolete or dialectal
form of devilize.

divellent (di-vel'ent), a. [= F. divellent, < L.
diveUen{t-)n, ppr. of divellere, pull asunder: see
rfiref-J.] Drawing asunder; separating. Smart.
[Rare.]

divellicate (di-vel'i-kat), c. (. [< L. di- for dis-,

a.sunder, + vellicatus, pp. of vellicare, pull,

pluck, < vellere, pull. Cf. diveP.'] To pull in
pieces. [Obsolete or rare.]

My brother told me you had used him dishonestly, and
had divellicated his character behind his back.

Fielding, Amelia, v. 6.

diverl (dJ'v6r), ». [<W£.. diver, dyver.'] 1. One
who or that which dives or plunges into water.

The sayd dyuer dyde all that busynes beynge vndemeth
the water. Sir R. Guyt/arde, Pylgrymage, p. 76.

The king he call'd his divert all,

To dive for his young son.
rating Hunting (Child's Ballads, III. 299).

Specifically

—

(a) One who makes a business of diving, as
for pearl-oysters, to examine sunken vessels, etc. See*«/*-
nmrine ar/iiur, under armor, (b) A bird that habitually
divesi, as a loon, grebe, auk. or penguin ; specifically, one
or any of the birds variously known as Brachypterm, Mer-
ffitores, Urinatores, I'ygojtodes, or Spheniscinnorphm. The
term is especially applied to the loons, family Cohftnbidte
<which see). There are three leading species : the great
northern diver, ColynUms tortjuatus ; the black-throated
diver, C. arclicus ; and the rcd-thpjateil diver, C. septen-
tri/inalit. All three inhabit the northern hemisphere
generally, and are note<l not only for their quickness in
diving, but also for the length of time they remain and the
distance they traverse under water, in which they move
Njth by swimming with the feet and by paddling with the
wings. See l<xm. Also diring-Oird.

2. One who plunges into or engages deeply in
anything— Cartesian diver. See Cartesian.

diver^t, n. See dyvour.
diverb (di'vferb), n. [< L. diverbium, the dia-
logue of a comedy (an imperfect translation
of Gr. Aid?j)yof. dialo^e), < di- for dis-, apart
(or else repr. Gr. 6ia), + verhum = E. word.
Cf. proverb.'] A saying in which the two mem-
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bers of a sentence are contrasted; an anti-
thetical proverb. [Rare.]

England is a paradise for women, a hell for horses ; Italy
a paradise for horses, a hell for women : as the diverbe
goes. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 597.

diverberatet (di-ver'be-rat), V. t. [< L. di-

verberatus, pp. of diverberare, strike asunder,
cleave, divide, < di-, dis-, asunder, + verberare,

strike, beat, whip: see verberate, and cf. rever-
berate.] To cleave or penetrate through, as
sound.

These cries for blamelesse blood diverberate
The high resounding Heau'n's convexitie.

Da vies. Holy Koode, p. 14.

diverberationt (^-ver-be-ra'shon), n. [< L. di-

verberatus, pp. of diverterare, strike asunder,
cleave, divide, strike, beat : see diverberate, and
cf. reverberation.] A cleaving or penetrating,
as sound.
diverbium (di-v6r'bi-um), n.

;
pi. diverbia (-a).

[L.: see diverb.] In the ane. Rom. drama, any
passage declaimed or recited by the actors with-
out musical accompaniment or singing ; the dia-
logue, or a scene in dialogue : opposed to canti-
cum. The diverbia are generally composed in
iambic trimeters (senarii).

diverge (di-v6rj'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. diverged,

ppr. diverging. [= D. dirergeren = G. divergi-

ren = Dan. divergere = Sw. divergera, < F. di-

verger = Sp. divergir = Pg. diverger, divergir
= It. divergere, < ML. "divergere, < L. di-, dis-,

apart, + vergere, incline, verge, tend : see verge,

converge.] 1. To move or lie in different di-

rections from a common point ; branch off: op-
posed to converge.

In the catchment-basin all the branches converge to the
main stream ; in the delta they all diverge from the trunk
channel. Huxley, Physiography, p. 145.

Hence— 2. In general, to become or be sepa-
rated from another, or one from another ; take
different courses or directions : as, diverging
trains of thought; lives that diverge one trom
the other.

And wider yet in thought and deed
Diverge our pathways, one in youth.

Whittier, Memories.

3. To differ from a typical form ; vary from a
normal state or from tne truth.— 4. In math.,
to become larger (in modulus) without limit:
said of an infinite series when, on adding the
terms, beginning with the first, the sum in-
creases indefinitely toward infinity. A series
may be divergent without diverging. See di-

vergent series, under divergent.

divergement (di-vferj'ment), n. [< diverge +
-mcnt.] The act of diverging. Clarke. [Rare.]

divergence (di-ver'jens), n. [Sometimes also
devcrgence ; = G. divernenz = Dan. Sw. diver-

gens, < F. divergence = Sp. Pg. divergencia = It.

divergenza, < ML. 'divergentia, < *divergen(t-)s,

ppr. of 'divergere, diverge : see divergent and
-ence.] 1. The act or state of diverging, or
moving or pointing in different directions (not
directly opposed) from a common point; a re-

ceding one from another: opposed to conver-
gence : as, the dircrgeiice of lines.

Tlie nearer the direction of the incident rays to that of
the optic axis, the less the divergence between the ordi-
nary and the extraordinary rays.

Spottiswoode, Polarisation, p. 20.

Double images in sleepiness are certainly due to diver-

gence, Dot convergence, of the optic axes.

Le Conie, Sight, p. 253.

Hence— 2. Departure from a course or stan-
dard; differentiation in action or character ; de-
viation : as, the divergence of religious sects

;

divergence from rectitude.

In our texts, it is tnie, the emjiloymentof the case-end-
ings is usually according to their original signification

;

the number of divergences from this is relatively small.
Ainer. Jour. Philvl., V. 494.

3. In math., the negative of the scalar part of
the result of operating with the Hamiltonian
operator upon a vector function. It is so called be-
cause if the vector function represents displacements of
the parts of a fluid, the divergence represents the decre-
incnt of density at any point due to this displacement.

—

Angle of divergence. See angle'-^.

divergency (di-vfer'jen-si), n. [As divergence.]

The state of being divergent, or of having di-

verged. Also rarely devergency.

divergent (di-v6r'jent), a. [= D. divergent, < F.
divergent = Sp. Pg. It. divergente, < ML. 'di-

vergcn(t-)s, ppr. of "divergere, diverge: see di-

verge.] 1. Moving or situated in different di-

rections from a common point, as lines which
intersect: opposed to convergent.— 2. In gen-
eral, separating or separated one from another

;

following different courses or directions.

diverse

There was hardly an expedition, hardly a negotiation, in
which bickerings and divergent counsels did not appear.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

3. Deviating from something taken as a stan-
dard or reference ; variant.

In England the ideas of the multitude are perilously
divergent from those of the thinking class.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Keligion, p. 199.

Divergent parabola, a name given by Kewton to a cu-
bic paraljola or cubic curve hav-
ing the line at infinity as its in-
flexional tangent.— Divergent
rays, rays which, proceeding
from a point of a visible object,
continually depart from one an-
other in proportion as they re-

cede from the object : opposed
to convergent rays. Concave
lenses render parallel rays di-

vergent, convex lenses con-
vergent— Divergent series,
an infinite series such that, if

we begin adding the terms to-

gether in their order, we do not
ultimately approximate indefi-

nitely toward a finite limit, but
either oscillate from one value
to another or move toward in-

finity. Only in the latter case,

Divergent Parabola. J^£G.

according to the usage
of mathematicians, is a divergent series said to diverge.
Thus, for instance, the infinite series 1- 1+1—1-1-1—14-1
is divergent without diverging.— Divergent Strabismus.
See s(ra6m7ii(s.— Divergent wings, in enlom., wings
which in repose are horizontal but spread apart, reced-
ing from the abdomen, as in many flies.

diverging (di-v6r'jing), p. a. [Ppr. of diverge,

v.] Same as divergent.

divergingly (di-v6r'jing-li), adv. In a diverg-
ing manner.
divers (di'vferz), a. [< ME. divers, dyvers, di-

verse, dyverse, < OF. divers, F. divers = Pr. di-

vers = Sp. Pg. It. diverso, < L. diveraus, various,
different, also written divorsus, pp. of divertere,

divortere, turn or go different ways, part, sepa-
rate, divert : see divert. According to modem
analogies, the word divers would be written di-

verse (pron. di'v^rs) ; association with the F.
original favored the spelling divers; and this

form, with the plurality involved in the word,
caused it to be regarded as a plural (whence
the ^ron. dl'v6rz). Hence in mod. speech di-

vers is used only with a plural noun. It is now
obsolete or archaic, the form diverse, regarded
as directly from the L., having taken its place.
In earlier use divers and diverse are merely dif-

ferent spellings of the same word ; early quo-
tations are therefore here all put under divers.

See diverse.] If. Different in kind, quality, or
manner; various.
In Egypt also there ben dyverse Langages and dyverse

Lettres, and of other manere condicioun, than there ben
in other parties. Mandeville, Travels, p. 63.

Thou Shalt not sow thy vineyard with divers seeds.
Oeut. xxli. 9.

At what a divers price do divers men
Act the same things

!

B. Jonson, Fall of Mortimer, i. 1.

Thus, like Sampsons Foxes, their heads are diuers wayes,
but they are tyed together by the tayles.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 39.

2. Several; sundry; more than one, but not a
great number: as, we have divers examples of
this kind.
There be divers fishes that cast their spawn on flags or

stones. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 47.

I believe, besides Zoroaster, there were divers that writ
before Moses. Sir T. Brotme, Keligio Medici, i. 23.

He has dtiier* MSS. , but most of them astrological, tow*
study he is addicted. Evelyn, Diary, July 23, 1678.

= Syn. Divers, Diverse. Divers implies diJferenceonly, and
is always used with a plural noun ; diverse (with either
a singular or a plural noun) denotes difference with op-
position. Thus, the evangelists narrate the same events
in divers manners, but not in diverse. Trench.

diverse (di-v6rs' or di'vfers), a. [Same as di-

vers, but resting more closely on the L. diver-

sus : see divers.] 1. Different in kind ; essen-
tially different; different as individuals of one
kind or as different kinds, but not as being
affected by different accidents. Thus, Philip
drunk and Philip sober, though different, are
not diverse.

Four great beasts came up from the sea, diverse one
from another. Dan. vii. 3.

The Pilgrims were clothed with such kind of raiment as
was diverse from the raiment of any that traded in that
Fair. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 155.

Woman is not undevelopt man,
But diverse. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

Owiug to this variety of interchangeable names for the
chaplaincy question, diverse minds were enabled to form
the same judgment concerning it.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 201.

2t. Capable of assuming many forms; various;
multiform.

Eloquence is a diverse thing. B. Jonson,

=83nL Divers, Diverse. See divers.



diverse

diverse (di-v6rs'), adv. In different directions.

Ami Mitli tendrils creep diverse. Philips.

diverset (di-vers'), r. [< ME. dirersen, < OF.
direraer, make or be diverse, differ, diverge,

vary, = Pr. diversar = Pg. diversar, discern,

distinguish, = It. diversare, be diverse, < ML.
dirersare, diverge, turn, vary, < L. diversus, pp.
of divertere, turn or go different ways : see di-

rert, diverse, a., divers, a.] I. tram. To make
diverse; diversify. Chaucer.

n. intrans. 1. To differ; be diverse,

lewes, Gentiles, and Sarrasines iugen liemselue
Tliat Icciiclie tliei byleyuen and siit liere [tlieir] law dy-

uerteth. Piers Plowman (C), xviii. 133.

2. To turn aside ; turn out of one's way.
Tlie Redcrosse Knight diveret, but forth rode Britoraart.

Spemer, i\ Q., III. iii. 62.

diversely (di-v*rs'li or di'v6rs-li), adv. [< ME.
diiertily, dyversly, diverseliche ; < divers, diverse,+

-ly^. ] In diverse or different ways or directions

;

differently; variously. Also tormerly diversly.

Wonder it is to see in diverse mindes
How diversly love dotii his pageaunts play.

Spenser, i\ Q., III. v. 1.

In the teaching of men diversly temper'd different ways
are to l»e try'd. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

diversifiable (di-v6r'si-fi-a-bl), a. [= F. diver-

sifiablez=J'g. diversificavel ; as diversify +-o6te.]
That may be diversified or varied.

The almost infinitely diversifiable contextures of all tlie

sniiill i>aits. Boyle, Works, IV. 281.

diversification (di-vfer'si-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F.
diversification = It. diversifieaeione, < ML. *diver-

sificatioin-), < diversificare, diversify: s^o diver-

sify.'] 1. The act of changing forms or quali-
ties, or of making various : as, diversification of

labor.

There will be small reason to deny these to be true col-

ours, which more manifestly than others disclose them-
selves to be produced by diversifications of the light.

Boyle, Worlts, I. 691.

In business, diversification and rivalry should be encour-
aged rather than stamped out by the iron heel of grasping
monopoly. S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 388.

2t. Diversity or variation ; change ; alteration

:

as, "diversification of voice," /Sir M. Hale.

diversified (di-ver' si-fid), p. a, [Pp. of diversi-

fy, I'.] Distinguished by various forms, or by
a variety of objects : as, diversified scenery ; a
diversified landscape ; diversified industry.

diversiflorous (di-vfer-si-flo'ms), a. [= F. di-

rersiflore, < NL. diversiflorus, < L. diversus, va-
rious, + flos (flor-), > E. floicer.li In hot., bear-
ing flowers of two or more sorts.

diversifolions (di-ver-si-fo'li-us), a. [< NL. di-

versifolius; < L. diversus, various, + folium, leaf,

-I- -ous.] In bot., having leaves differing in form
or color, etc.

diversiform (di-v6r' si-form), a. [= F. Sp.
diversiforme, < L. diversus, various, + forma,
shape.] Of a different form ; of various forms.

It [search] produced a marvellous facility for detecting
doubtful or imperfect truths, an instinctive recognition of
the mrfiiifold diversiform phases that every speculative or
moral trutli must necessarily possess.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 305.

diversify (di-vfer'si-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. di-

versified, ppr. diversifying. [< F. diversifier =
Pr. diversifiar, diversificar= Sp. Pg. diversificar
= It. diversificare, < ML. diversificare, < L. diver-

sus, diverse, + facere, make. ] To make diverse
or various in form or qualities

;
give variety or

diversitj' to : as, to diversify the colors of a fabric;
mountains, plains, trees, and lakes diversify the
landscape ; to diversify labor.

It was much easier ... for Homer to find proper sen-
timents for an assembly of Grecian generals than for Mil-
ton to diversify his infernal council with proper charactei-s.

Addison, Spectator, No. 279.

This soul of ours . . .

Doth use, on divers objects, divers powers;
And so are her effects diversify'd.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, xi.

diversUoanent (di-vfer-sil'o-kwent), a. [< L.
diversus, different, -I- loniie'n(t-)s, ppr. of loqui,

speak.] Speaking in different ways. Grain.
[Rare.]

diversion (di-vfer'shon), n. [= G. Dan. Sw. di-
version, < F. diversion = Sp. diversion = Pg. di-

versSo = It. diversione, < ML. diversio(n-), < L. di-

vertere, pp. diversus, divert : see divert.] 1. The
act of turning aside from a course ; a turning
into a different direction or to a different point
or destination: as, the diversion of a stream
from its usual channel ; the diversion of the mind
from business or study, or to another object.
Cutting off the tops and pulling off the buds work re-

tention of the sap for a time, and diversion of it to the
•Jtroata that were uot forward. Bacon, Nat. Hist.
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2. That which diverts ; that which turns some-
thing from its proper or natural course or ten-

dency; specifically, that which turns or draws
the mind from care, business, or study, and thus
rests and amuses ; sport

;
play

;
pastime : as, the

diversions of youth ; works of wit and humor fur-

nish an agreeable diversion to the studious.

Fortunes, honours, friends.

Are mere diversions from love's proper object.
Which only is itself. .Sir J. Denham, The Sophy.

We will now, for our diversion, entertain oui-selves with
a set of riddles, and see if we can And a key to them among
the ancient poets. Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

The necessities of hunger and thii-st were his greatest
diversions from the reflection on his lonely condition.

Steele, Englishman, No, 26.

3. The act of drawing the attention and force
of an enemy from the point where the principal
attack is to be made, as by an attack or alarm
on one wing of an army when the principal at-

tack is to be made on the other wing or the
center; also, generally, any act intended to

draw one's attention away from a point aimed
at, or a desired object. =Syn. 2. Amusement, liecrea-

tion, etc. (see pastime), relaxation.

diversity (di-v6r'si-ti), n.
;
pi. diversities (-tiz).

[< ME. diversite, < OF. diversite^. dirersite= Ft.
diversitat = Sp. diversidad = Pg. diversidade =
It. diversity, < L. diversita(t-)s, difference, con-
trariety, < diversus, different, diverse: see di-

verse, divers, a.] 1. The fact of difference be-
tween two or more things or kinds ; essential
difference ; variety ; separateness : as, the di-

versity in unity of the true church ; the diversity

of objects in a landscape.

That Babyloyne that I have spoken offe, where that the
Soudan duellethe, is not that gret Babyloyne where the
Dyversitee of Langages wiis first made.

Maude ville, Travels, p. 40.

Great dixiersytie between pryde and honesty is seene.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 89.

Then is there in this diversity no contrariety.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Strange and several noises
Of roaring, shrieking, howling, jingling chains.
And more diversity of sounds. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

2. That in which two or more things differ ; a
difference ; a distinction : as, diversities of opin-
ion.— St. Variegation; diversification.

Blushing in bright diversities of day.
Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 84.

Diversity of person, in law, a plea hy a prisoner in bar
of execution, alleging that he is not tlie same who was at-

tainted.— Diversity of reasont, that diversity by which
things are distinguished only in conception.— Diversity
Of reason reasoned!, a distinction arising from two
ways of conceiving a thing, as when we say that a trilateral
figure is a triangle.— Diversity of reason reasoningt,
a distinction arising from a thing being conceived twice
over in the same way, as when we say tliat A is A.— Di-
versity Of the diameter, in the Ptolemaic theory of the
moon, an arc of the ecliptic by which the prosthapheresis
of the epicycle is greater in perigee than in apogee. Also
called the excess.— 'R^aX diversity, such a distinction
that some fact is true of one or more things which is not
true of another or others. = Syn. Dissimilarity, etc. See
dijfereiice.

diversivolentt, a. [< L. diversus, contrary, -f

volen{t-)s, ppr. of velle, will, desire: see divers,

a., and voluntary.'] Desiring strife. [Rare.]
Yon diversivolent lawyer, mark him ! knaves turn in-

formers, as maggots turn to flies ; you may catch gudgeons
with either. Webster, White Devil, iii. 2.

diverslyt, adv. See diversely.

diverse intuitu (di-ver'so in-tu'i-tii). [LL.

:

L. diverso, abl. masc. of diversus, different; in-

tuitu, abl. of intuitiis, look, view, consideration,
< intuere, look upon, consider: see divers and
intuition.] In law, from a different motive or
purpose ; with a diverse intention. Thus, if two
persons together contract with a third, but each engages
for a separate thing on a separate consideration, altlioiigh

by the same instrument, they may be said to contract di.

verso intuitu, as distinguished from contracting jointly,
or as by principal and collateral stipulations.

diversoryt (di-vfer'so-ri), a. [< L. as if 'diver-

sorins, < divertere, pp. diversus, divert: see di-

vert.] Serving to divert. North.

divert (di-v6rtO, v. [< ME. diverten = D. diver-

teren = G. divcrtircn = Dan. divertere = Sw.
divcrtera, < OF. divertir, F. divertir = Sp. Pg.
divertir = It. divcrtire, divertere, < L. divertere,

divortere, turn or go different ways, part, sepa-
rate, divert, < di- for dis-, apart, + vertere,

vortere, turn : see verse. Cf. avert, advert, con-
vert, evert, invert, etc.] I. trans. 1. To turn
aside or away ; change the direction or course
of; cause to move or act in a different line or
manner: as, to divert a stream from its bed;
to divert the mind from its troubles ; ho was di-

verted from his purpose.
This tastes of passion.

And that must not divert the course of justice.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 3.

divertise

O, impious sight

!

Let me divert mine eyes.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

Other care perhaps
May have diverted from continual watch
Our great Forbidder. Milton, P. L., ix. 813.

2. To turn to a different point or end ; change
the aim or destination of; draw to another
course, purpose, or destiny.

He lias diverted all the ladies, and all your company
thither, to frustrate your provision, and stick a disgrace
upon you. B. Jonson, Epicoene, iii. 1.

Miss Noble carried ... a small basket, into which she
diverted a ijit of sugar, which slie had first dropped in her
saucer as if liy mistake. Georf/e Eliot, Middlemarch, 1. 185.

3. To turn from customary or serious occupa-
tion; furnish diversion to ; amuse; entertain.

It [Emmaus] is the pleasantest spot about Jerusalem,
and the Jews frequently come out here on the sabbath to
divert themselves.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 48.

O, I have been vastly diverted with the story ! Ha ! ha I

ha

!

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 2.

4t. To subvert; destroy.

Frights, changes, horrors,
Divert and crack, rend and deracinate
The unity and married calm of states.

Shak., T. and C, i. 3.

= Syn. 1. To draw away. See absent, a.— 3. Amuse, Di-
vert, Entertain, etc. (see amuse) ; to delight, exhilarate.

Il.t intrans. To turn aside ; turn out of one's
way; digress.

If our thoughts do at any time wander, and divert upon
other objects, bring them back again with prudent and
severe arts. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 7.

I diverted to see one of the prince's palaces.
Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 1, 1641.

diverter (di-v6r't6r), n. One who or that which
diverts. I. Walton.
divertible (di-v6r'ti-bl), a. [< divert + -i6te.]

Capable of being diverted.

diverticle (dj-ver'ti-kl), n. [< L. diverticulum,

more correctly deverticulum, old form devorti-

cidum, a byway, a digression, an inn, < dever-
tere, devortere, turn away, turn aside, < de,

away, + vertere, vortere, turn.] if. A turning;
a byway.
The diverticles and blind by-paths which sophistry and

deceit are wont to tread. Hates, Golden Remains, p. 12.

2. In aH«<., a diverticulum. [Bare.]

diverticula, n. Plural of diverticulum.

diverticular (di-ver-tik'u-lSr), a. [< diverti-

culum + -rt»'3.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a diverticulum.

Another form of respiratory organ is developed from
the wall of the gut, in the form of a diverticular out-
growth of the anterior portion of that organ.

Gegenbaur, Conip. Anat. (trans.), p. 49.

diverticulated (di-v6r-tik'u-la-ted), a. [< di-

verticulum -t- -ate"^ + -crf2.] 1 . Made or become
a diverticulum; given off as a blind process;
Cffical.— 2. Furnished with one or more diver-
ticula ; having blind processes.

diverticulum (di-ver-tik'u-lum), n.
;
pi. diver-

ticula (-la). [NL., a specific use of L. diverti-

cidum: see diverticle.] In anat., a caecum; a
blind tubular process; a hollow offset ending
blindly; a cul-de-sac. Diverticula are very frequent
formations, especially in connection with the alimentary
canal, in which case they are usually known as c(eca.

(See cut under alimentary.) The term, however, is of
very general applicability.

The lungs of the air-breathing Vertebrata . . . are di-
verticula of the alimentary canal.

Huxley, Anat, Invert., p. 50.

Diverticulum superlus ventrlcull tertU (upper di-
verticulum of the third ventricle), the recessus infra pine-
alis (which see, under pineal).

diverting (di-v6r'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of divert, v.]

Pleasing; amusing; entertaining: as, a divert-

ing scene or sport.

The Little Plays were very Divertinij to me, particularly
those of Moliere. Lister, Journey to Paris, p, 171.

divertingly (di-v^r'ting-li), adv. In a manner
that diverts ; so as to divert ; amusingly.
He confuted it by saying that it was not meant of lioys

in age, but in manners, . . . and then added, divertittrtly,

that this argument therefore arose of wrong understand-
ing the word, Strype, Aylnier, xiv.

divertingness (di-v6r'ting-nes), n. The qual-
ity of affording diversion. Bailey. 1727. [Rare.]

divertisantt, a. [< F. divcrtissant. ppr. of di-

vertir, divert : see divertise.] Diverting ; enter-
taining; interesting.

Doubtlesse one of the most divertisant and considerable
vistas ill ye world, Evebrn, Diary, Jan, 31, 1645,

divertiset, v. t. [< F. divertiss-, stem of certain
parts of divertir, divert : see divert.] To divert

;

amuse ; entertain.

But how shall we divertise ourselves till Supper b«
ready? Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, L 1,



dlvertisement

divertisement (di-vSr'tiz-ment), n. [= D. G.
Dan. Sw. dirertissement, < F.' divertissement (cf.

Sp. divertimicnto = Pg. It. divertimento), diver-

sion, < divertir, divert: see divertise.'\ 1. Diver-

sion; amusement; recreation.

My haste, perhaps, is not so great but it might dispense
with such a divertuiement as I promise myself in your
company. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 226.

Brahma, the poem which so mystified the readers of

the Atlantic Monthly, was one of his [Emerson's] spiritual

dicertiseiMHts. O. W. Holmes, Emerson, p. 397.

2. A short ballet or other entertainment given
between acts or longer pieces.

di'vertisingt, p. a. [Ppr. of divertise, v.l Amus-
ing; entertaining.

To hear the nightingales and other birds, and hear fid-

dles, and there a harp, and here a Jew's trump, and here
laughing, and there fine people wallcing, is mighty diver-

tisim. Pepys, Diary, III. 138.

di'Vertivet (di-v6r'tiv), a. [< divert + •ive.']

Tending to divert ; diverting.

For if the subject's of a serious kind,
Her thoughts are manly, and her sense refln'd

;

But if divertive, her expressions fit.

Good language, join'd with inoffensive wit.

Pom/ret, .Strephou's Love for Delia.

divest (di-vesf), V. t. [Also devest; < OF. de-

vestir, also desvestir, F. dUvMir= Pr. devestir, des-

vestir = It. divestire, gvestire, < L. devestire, ML.
also divestire, disvestire, undress, < de- (or di-,

dis-) priv. + vesiire, dress, clothe, < vestis, cloth-

ing, garment. The form devest, q. v., is now
used only as a technical term in law.] 1. To
strip of clothes, arms, or equipage; hence, to
strip of anything that surrounds or attends;
despoil : opposed to invest : as, to divest one of
his reputation.

Neither of our lives are in such extremes ; for you liv-

ing at court MTithout ambition, which would bum you, or
envy, which would deveH others, live in the sun, not in

the fire. Donne, Letters, iv.

Even these men cannot entirely divest themselves of
humanity. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxv.

The people, who forever keep the sole right of legisla-

tion in their own representatives, but divest themselves
wholly of any right to tlie administration.

.V. Webster, A Plan of Policy.

2. To strip by some definite or legal process

;

deprive : as, to divest a person of his rights or
privileges ; to divest one of title or property.

By what means can government, without being divested
of the full command of the resources of the community,
be prevented from abusing its powers?

Calhoun, Works, 1. 10.

3t. To Strip off; throw off.

In heaven we do not say that our bodies shall divest
their mortality, so, as that naturally they could not die ;

for they shall have a composition still ; and every com-
pounded thing may perish. Donne, Sermons, xvii.

divestible (di-ves'ti-bl), a. [< divest + -»6te.]

Capable of being divested.

Lilierty being too high a blessing to be divestible of that
nature by circumstances. Boyle, Worioi, I. 248.

di'7estiture (di-ves'ti-tur), n. [= F. divestiture,

< ML. dicestitus, for £. devestitus, pp. of deves-

tire, divest: see divest and -«re.] 1. The act
of stripping, putting off, or depriving.

He is sent away without remedy, with a divestiture

trom his pretended Orders. Bp. Hall, Works, X. 226.

2. In law, the act of surrendering one's effects

or any part thereof: opposed to investiture,

cUves'tinent (di-vest'ment), n. [< OF. deveste-

ment, desvestement, F. devStement, < devestir, di-

vest: see divest a,Tid -ment.'i The act of divest-

ing. Coleridge. [Rare.]
divesturet (di-ves'tiir), n. [< OP. devesteure,

de.-vcsture,<. dCTC«<(r,<Iivest: 8eedit'e«<and-«re.]

An obsolete form of divestiture. Boyle.

dividable (di--vi'da-bl), a. [< divide + -able.

Cf. divisible.] Divisible. [Rare.]

That power by which the several parts of matter, such
as stone, wood, or the like, firmly hold together, so as to
make them hard and not easily dicidat/ie,

Pearce, Works, I. ii.

di'Tidantt (di-vi'dant), a. [Irreg. < divide +
-<jn(i.] Divided; separate.

Twinn'd brothers of one womb

—

Whose procreation, residence, and birth
.Scarce is dividant. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

di'Tide (di-vid'). v.; prot. and pp. divided, ppr.
dividing. [Early mod. E. also devide; < ME.
dividen, di/ri/den, deviden = D. divideren = G.
dividiren = Dan. dividere = Sw. dividera = Pr.

8p. Pg. dividir = It. dividere (= F. diviser = Pr.
devezir, divizir, divide, from the L. pp. divisus

:

see devise, n. and v.), < L. dividere, pp. divisus,

divide, separate, distinguish, part, distribute,

< di- for dis-, apart, + 'vidtSre, of uncertain ori-

gin, prob. akin to videre, see (= Gr. iieiv, *Fi6elv,

ee, = E. wit, know: see vision, and wit, v.), be-

1705

ing thus orig. 'see, or put so as to see, apart.'

Some assume for 'videre a root 'vid or *vi, sepa-
rate ; cf . Skt. v' vicJi, separate, vi, prep, and pre-
fix, apart, asunder, away.] I. trans. 1. To sepa-
rate into parts or pieces; sunder, as a whole
into parts ; cleave : as, to divide an apple.

Divide the living child in two. 1 Kt ill. 25.

To him which divided the Ked sea into parts.

Ps. cxxxvi. 13.

2. To separate ; disjoin ; dispart ; sever the
union or connection of, as things joined in any
way, or made up of separate parts : as, to di-

vide soul and body ; to divide an army.
In their death they were not divided. 2 Sam. i. 23.

Calamity, that severs worldly friendships,
Could ne'er divide us.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. 1.

3. In math. : (a) To perform the operation of
division on. in common arithmetic, to divide is to
separate into a given number of equal parts: thus, if

we divide 22 by 7, the quotient will4je 3 and the remain-
der 1. See division, 2. (ft) To be a divisor of, with-
out leaving a remainder: as, "7 divides 21."

—

4. To cause to be separate
;
part by any means

of disjunction, real or imaginary ; make or keep
distinct : as, the equator divides the earth into

two hemispheres.
Let it [the firmament] divide the waters from the waters.

Gen. 1. 6.

Behold his goodly feet. Where one great cleft

Devides two toes pointed with iron claws.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 174.

5. To make partition of ; distribute; share: as,

to divide profits among shareholders, between
partners, or with workmen.

Also next this place is an Anlter where the crucifyers

of our Sauyoure Criste deuydifd his clothes by chaunce of

dyce. Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 25.

The moon is up, and yet it is not night

;

Sunset divides the sky with her.
Byron, Childe Harold, Iv. 27.

Division of labour cannot be carried far when there are
but few to divide the labour among them,

//. Spencer, Prin. of Socio!., § 9.

6. To mark off into parts ; make di-visions on

;

graduate : as, to divide a sextant, a rule, etc.

—

7. To disunite or cause to disagree in opinion
or interest ; make discordant.

There shall be five in one house divided, three against

two. Luke xiL 52.

The learned World is very much divided upon Milton
as to this Point. AddUon, Spectator, ^o. 285.

8. To embarrass by indecision ; cause to hesi-

tate or fluctuate between different motives or

opinions.
This way and that dividinjj the swift mind.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

9. In music, to perform, as a melody, especially

with variations or divisions.

Most heavenly melody
About the bed sweet musicke did divide.

Spenser, l\ Q., I. v. 17.

10. In logic: (a) To separate (in thought or
speech) into parts any of the kinds of whole
recognized by logic : as^ to divide a conception
into its elements (species into genus and dif-

ference), an essential whole into matter and
form, or an integral whole into its integrate

parts.

The Law of Moses is divided into three parts, for either

it is morall, judiciall, or ceremoniall.
Sir T. Wilson, Kule of Reason (1561).

He could distinguisll and divide

A hair 'twixt south and south-west side.

S. Butler, Hudiljras, 1. 1. 67.

(6) Especially, to separate (a genus) into its

species. Hence— 11. To expound; explain.

They urge very colourably the Apostle's own sentences,

requiring that a minister should be able to divide rightly

the word of God. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81.

Her influence was one thing, not to be divided or dis-

cussed, only to be felt with gratitude and joy.

R. L. Stevensof^, Will o' the Mill.

Edging-and-dlvldlng bench. See bench.—to divide
the bouse, to take a vote by division. See division, 1 (c).

= Syn. 2. To sever, sunder, bar apart, divorce.— 5. To
allot, apportion, deal out, parcel out.

n. intrans. 1. To become separated into

parts ; come or go apart ; be disunited.

Love cools, friendship falls off, brothers divide.

Shah., Lear, 1. 2.

She Beem'd to divide in a dream from a band of the blest.

Tennyson, Maud, xxviii. 1.

2. To vote by division. See division, 1 (c).

The emperors sat, voted, and divided with their etjnals.

GiblMjn.

When the bill has been read a third time, the Speaker
puts the question as to wiiether it shall pass. The House
then divides ; those in favour of tlie bill pass out into one
lobby, and those against it into another. The two divi-

sions are counted by the "tellers."

A. Buckland, Nat. Institutions, p. 28.

divider

3. To come to an issue ; agree as to what are
the precise points in dispute, or some of them.

di'Vide (di-vJd'), «. [< divide, v.J 1. In phys.
gcog., a water-shed ; the height of land which
separates one drainage-basin or area of catch-
ment from another ; often, but not always, a
ridge or conspicuous elevation. [In common
use in the United States, but much less fre-

quently heard in England.]

That evening we started over the low ''divide " to .Sun

Bay, where we were delayed for a few minutes in an
attempt to kill a wolf which was seen near.

A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 261.

In looking east from the summit of the great "conti-
nental divide " at this point, we saw in the distance a vast
plain bounded by a ciiain of lofty mountains.

Harpers Hag., LXXVI. 401.

2. The act of di-viding; a division or partition,

as of winnings or gains of any kind : as, a fair

divide. [Colloq., U. S.]

divided (di--vi'ded), ^. a. [Pp. of divide, ».]

Parted ; separated ; disunited ; distributed : as,

a, dividedhoof ; a, divided eat&te. Specifically— (a)

In hot., cut into distinct segments ; cleft to the base or to

tlie midrib: applied to a leaf, calyx, etc. (6) In entom.,

said of any part that is normally simple or undivided,
when by exception it is formed of two parts, (c) In mu-
sic, used of two instruments or voices that are usually in

unison, but are temporarily given independent parts

:

as, with flutes di'yirferf; witli sopranos rf/i'irfcrf.— Divided
palpi, those palpi in which the last joint is split longitu-

dinally into two parts.—Divided proposition, in logic,

a proposition in which a sign of modality intervenes be-

tween tlie subject and the predicate.— Divided pygldi-
um, tlie last doi-sal segment of the abdomen wlieu it is

formed of two plates, as in the males of certain Rhyncho-
p/iora.—Divided sense, in logic, that sense of a sign of

modality which it lias in a divided proposition.

di'Tldedly (di-vi'ded-li), adv. Separately; by
division.

In tills the middle term is taken dividedly or distribu-

tively in one premise. Atwater, Logic, p. 168.

dividend (div'i-dend), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw.
dividend = P. dividcnde = Sp. Pg. It. dividendo,

< L. dividendus, to be divided, ger. of dividere,

divide: see divide, v.'] 1. A sum to be divided
into equal parts, or one to be distributed pro-
portionately. Particnlarly— (a) In math., a number
or quantity which is to be divided by another called the
divisor, the result being called tlie (quotient, (b) A sum to

be divided as profits among the shareholders of a stock
company, or persons jointly interested in an enterprise,

(c) A sum out of an insolvent estate to be divided among
its creditors,

2. The share of one of the individuals among
whom a sum is so divided ; a share or portion.

Concerning bishops, how they ought to behaue them-
selues toward their clerks, or of such oblations as the
faithfuU offer vpon the altar ; what portions or ditiidents

ought to be made thereof. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 105.

Cumulative dividend, a dividend with regard to which
it is agreed tliat if at any time it is nut paid in full, the
difference shall be added to the following payment. 'I'lius

if a cuninlative dividend is 5 per cent., and only 4 per cent,

is paid, the amount due at the next payment is 6 per cent.—
Dividend of (so much) per cent., a percentage on a capi-

tal stock or any other aggregate sum, of the rate named,
to be distributed proportionately among shareholders or
others entitled to it.—Dividend on (or off), a stock-ex-

change plirase meaning that, on the day of closing the
transfer-books of any stock for a dividend, the transac-

tions in such stock lor cash include (or do not include) the
dividend up to the time ottlcially designated for closing the
books. In stock-excliange reports usually written cum
(or ex) dividendo, dividend, div., or d.— Dividend war-
rant, an order or authority on which a shareholder or
stocknolder receives his dividend.— Stock dividend, a
division of profits, actual or anticipated, payable in re-

served or additional stock instead of cash.—To declare
a dividend, to announce readiness to pay a specified

dividend.—To make a dividend, to set apart a sum to

be divided among tlie pei-sons interested in tlie property
from which the sum is taken.— TO paSB a dividend, to

omit to make a regular or expected dividend. (U. S.]

dividentlf, «• [< L- dividen(t-)s, ppr. of di-

videre, divide.] One who divides; a divider.

[Rare.]

"Divide," says one, "and I will choose." Ifthisbebut
once agreed upon, it is enough ; for the divident, dividing

une(|ual1y, loses, in regard that the other takes the better

half. Harrington, quoted in J. Adams's Works, IV. 411.

divident^t, n. An erroneous form of dividend.

divider (di-vi'dfer), n. 1 . One who or that which
divides ; that which separates into parts.

According as the body moved, the divider did more and
more enter the divided body.

Sir K. Digby, Nature of Man's Soul.

2. A distributer ; one who deals out to each his

share.

Who made me a judge or divider over you ? Luke xii. 14.

3. One who or that which disunites or keeps
apart.

Money, the great divider of the world. Sivi/t.

Ocean, men's path and their divider too.

Lowell, Bon Voyage

!

4. pi. A pair of small compasses, of which the

opening is adjusted by means of a screw and



divider

nut, nsed for dividing lines, describing circles,

etc. ; compasses in general. See compass, 8.

—

6. An attachment to a harvester for separating

the swath of grain on the point of being cut

from the portion left standing.— 6. pi. In

miniHq, same as buntotis— Bisecting dividers,

dividers liaving the legs pivoted in such a way that the

distance between one set of points shall always be hall

of the distance between another set of points.— Propor-

tional dividers, dividers with a sliding pivot, so that the

opening between the legs at one end bears any desired

proportion to that at the other.

cQviding-eilgine (di-vi'ding-en'gm), n. An ap-

paratus for producing the divisions of the scales

or limbs of mathematical and philosophical in-

struments. Also called dividing-machine and
qraditntion-etujine.

. .

dividingly (di-vi'ding-U), adv. By division

dividing-machine (di-vi' ding-ma-shen
Same as dividing-engine.

'),

divi-divi (div'i^v'i), n. 1. The native and

commercial name of Ccesalplnia coriaria and divinatory (di-vin'a-to-ri), a. [= P. divinatoire

its pods. The pods, ^^ ^^^ = Sp. Pg. It. divinatorio, < LL. *divinatorius, <

In a dividual

which are about 2

inches long by } Inch
broad, and curled in

a remarkable manner,
are exceedingly as-

tringent, containing a

large proportion of

tannic and gallic acid,

and are for this rea- Pods of DivWivic c«jo//i«i<» <:<»•'">"«)

son much used by tan-
_ , , . ^

ners and dyers. The plsint is a native of tropical America. _ ^. _„. _

2. A name given to the similar pods of C. tine- divine, inspired, prophetic, belonging to a deity,

tori«. which are used in Lima for making ink. ' j-— ->--- - J„;i-r „„«« „^; hc^^r,mr,<r tr. a

dividual (di-vid'u-al), a. and n. [< L. dividuus,

divisible (see div'iduous), + -al. Cf. individual.']

I. a. Divided; participated in; shared in com-

mon with others. [Obsolete or rare.]

True love 'tween maid and maid may be

More than in sex dividual.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, 1. 3.

A man may say his religion is now no more within him-

self, but is becom a dividuaU movable.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 39.

Her reign

With thousand leaser lights dividual holds.
Milton, P. L., vii. 382.

But inasmuch as we can only anatomise the dead, and

as nature certainly is not dead and dividiuU but living

and unity, we perforce sacrifice or lose much by these en-

forced divisions. Maudaley, Body and Will, p. 283.

n. «. In arith. and dig., one of the several

parts of a dividend from which each separate

figure or term of the quotient is found.

dividnallyt (di-vid'u-al-i), adv. Tt, o ,

manner. Imp. Diet.

dividuons (di-vid'u-us), a. [< L. dividuus, di-

visible, < dividere, divide : see divide.] Divided

;

individual; special; accidental; without uni-

versal significance. [Bare.]

The accidental and dividuous in this quiet and harmoni-

ous object is subjected to the life and light of nature.
Coleridge, Lay Sermons.

divinalt, divinallet, n. [ME. divinaile, divy-

naile, < OF. divinaille, devinaille, devinalle, divi-

nation, a word or sign used in divination (cf

.

divinal, devinel, divine), < deviner, divine : see

divine, e.] Divination ; a sign used in divina-

tion.

What seye we of hem that bileeven in divynaileg, as by

flight or by noysc of briddes or of beestes, or by sort, by

geomancie, by dremes, by chirkynge of dores, or crakynge

of booies, by gnawynge of rattes, and suich manere wrec-

chednease? Chaucer (ed. Oilman), Parson's Tale.

divination (div-i-na'shon), n. [< F. divination

— Pr. divinacU) (cf. Sp. adivinacion = Pg. adevi-

nha^) = It. divinazione = D. divinatie = Dan.

8w. divination (in comp.), < L. divinatio(n-), the

faeidty of foreseeing, divination, < divinare, pp.
divinatus, foresee, divine: see divine, v.] 1.

The act of divining ; the pretended art of fore-

telling by supernatural or magical means that

which is future, or of discovering that which
is hidden or obscure. Th« practice of divination is

very ancient, and has played an important part in the

theologies of almost all nations. The first attempt to

raiie mvination t<j the dignity of a science is attributed

to the Chaldeans. The innumerable forms which have
been in use for thousands of years may be reduced to two
clanes : (1) that elfected by a kind of inspiration or di-

Tine afflatus ; and (2) that effected by the observation of

certain dispiisitions and collocations of things, circum-

stances, and aprjearances, etc., as the flight of birds, the

disposition of trie clouds, the condition of the entrails of

slaughtered animals, the falling of lots, etc.

Divination hath been anciently and fitly divided into

artificial and natural ; whereof artificial Is when the mind
maketh a prediction by argument, concluding upon signs

and tokens ; natural is when the mind hath a presention

by an internal power, without the inducement of a sign.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 11. 203.

2. Figuratively, a sort of instinctive prevision

;

a presentiment and knowledge of a future

event or events ; conjectural presage: omen.

divineness

H. n. [< ME. divine, devine, devyn, a sooth-

sayer, theologian, < OF. devin, a soothsayer,

theologian, F. devin, a soothsayer (cf. Sp. adi-

vino = Pg. adevinho, a soothsayer), = It. divino,

a soothsayer, theologian, < L. divinus, a sooth-

sayer, augur, ML. a theologian, < divinus, adj.

:

see I. The last sense, 'divinity,' is directly

from the adj.] 1. A man skilled in divinity;

a theologian: as, a great divine; "the Revelii-

tion of St. John the Divine."

Voltaire was still a courtier ; and ... he had as yet

published little that a divine of the mild and generoua

school of Grotius and Tillotson might not read with plea-

sure. Macaulay.

2. A minister of the gospel; a priest; a clergy-

man.
It is a good divine that follows his own instructions.

SAai.,M. of v., L2.

3t. A diviner ; a prophet.

A grete devyn that cleped was Calkas.
Chaucer, Troilus, L 86.

And thys ther he knew by a good deuyn,

Which somtyme was clerke Merlyn vnto.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), \. 5973.

4t. Divinity.
I sauh ther bisschops bolde and bachilers of diuyn
Bi-coome clerkes of a-counte.

Piers Plomnun (A), Prol., 1. 90.

Assembly of Divines at Westminster. See assembly.

— Ecumenlcai divines. Seeec«»i<-nicai. =Syn. 2. Cter-

uTuiu V .— /,-- -- -. .. . rryman. Priest, eUi. See minister, n.

devine, < OF. divin, devin, F. divin = Pr. devin, divine (di-vin'), v.
;
pret. and pp. divined, ppr.

divin — Sp. Pg. It. divino, divine, < L. divinus, divining. [< ME. devinen, devynen, foresee, fore-

^ inspired, prophetic, belonging to a deity, tell, interpret, < OF. deviner, F. deviner (cf. Sp.

< divus,dius, a deity, prop, adj., belonging to a adivinar=Pg.adevinhar)=lt.divinare,<li.divi-

deity; cf. deus, a god, a deity: see deity?] 1. nare, foresee, foretell, divine, < divinus, divine-

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or proceeding ly inspired, prophetic, as a soothsayer, prophet:

from God, or a god or heathen deity: as, divine see divine, a.] I. trans. 1. To learn or make out
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There is much in their nature, much in their social

position which gives them a certain power of divinatioti.

Aiid women know at first sight the characters of those

with whom they converee. Eiiierson, Woman.

3. In anc. Rom. law: (a) A transaction in a

criminal suit, in which one of several accu-

sers of one and the same person was chosen as

the chief prosecutor in the ease, the others

joining in it only as subscribers. (6) The
speech or oration asking authority to fill such

a r61e. = Syn. 1. Pror/nostication, etc. See prediction.

divinator (div'i-na-tqr), n. [= F. divinateur

= Pr. devinador = It. divinatore (cf. OF. adi-

vineur = Sp. adivinador = Pg. adevinhador), <

LL. divinator, < L. divinare, pp. divinatus, di-

vine: see divine, v.] One who practises divina-

tion.

In the leading paper of Cambridge, Mass., published

within a stone's throw of the university, a professed divi-

nator has kept for years a large, business-like, and soberly

worded advertisement of his services. Science, IV. 669.

divinator: see divinator.] Pertaining to a divi-

nator or to divination ; divining.

We have seen such places before ; we have visited them

in that diviiMtory glance which strays away into space for

a moment over the top of a suggestive book.
//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 308.

divine (di-vin'), a. and n. _I. a. [< ME. divine,

perfections; dicme judgments; the dm«e honors

paid to the Roman emperors ; a being half hu-

man, half divine; divine oracles.

The Soul is a Spark of Immortality, she is a divine Light,

and the Body is but a Socket of Clay.
Howell, Letters, iv. 21.

" Know thyself," was the maxim of Thales, the old Greek

realist : a maxim thought so divirut. that the ancients said

it fell from heaven. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 93.

Theology cannot say the laws of Nature are not divine;

all it can say is, they are not the most important of the

dimi\.e laws. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 22.

2. Addressed or appropriated to God; reli-

gious; sacred: as, dmne worship; divine ser-

vice, songs, or ascriptions.

Ful wel sche sang the servise divyne.

Chaucer (ed. Morris), Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 122.

3. Godlike; heavenly; excellent in the highest

degree ; extraordinary ; apparently above what
is human.
A divine sentence is in the lips of the king.

Prov. xvi. 10.

Over all this weary world of ours.

Breathe, diviner Air I

Tennyson, The Sisters (No. 2).

A snug prebendary, rejoicing in the reputation of being

the divinest wit and wittiest divine of the age.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 10.

He (Wesley) saw the dead in sin coming to life all

around him ; he passed his happy years in this divinest of

labors. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 79.

4t. Divining; presageful; foreboding; pre-

scient.
Yet oft his heart, divine of something ill.

Misgave him. Milton, P. L., ix. 846.

5. Relating to divinity or theology.

Church history and other divine learning. South.

by or as iif by divination; foretell; presage.

Why dost thou say King Richard is depos'd?

Dar'st thou, thou little better thing than earth,

2>tinn« his downfall? SAat., Rich. II., iii. 4.

Those acute and subtile spirits, in all their sagacity, can

hardly divine who shall be saved.

Sir T. Broume, Religio Medici, i. 57.

2. To make out by observation or otherwise

;

conjecture
;
guess.

She is not of us, as I divine.
Tennyson, Maud, xxviL 7.

The gaze of one who can divine

A grief and sympathise.
M. Arnold, Tristram and Iseult

In you the heart some sweeter hints divines.

And wiser, than in winter's dull despair.,
Lowell, Bankside, ii.

3t. To render divine ; deify; consecrate; sanc-

tify.
She . . . seem'd of Angels race.

Living on earth like Angell new divinde.
Spenser, Daphna'ida, i.

=Syn. 1. To prognosticate, predict, prophesy.— 2. To
see through, penetrate.

II. intrans. 1. To use or practise divination.

They IGipsies] mostly divine by means of a number of

shells, with a few pieces of coloured glass, money, <fec, in-

termixed with them.
i'. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 109.

2. To afford or impart presages of the future

;

utter presages or prognostications.

The prophets thereof divine for money. Micah ill. 11.

3. To have presages or forebodings.

Suggest but truth to my divining thoughts.
S/ul*.,3Hen. VI., iv. 6.

4. To make a guess or conjecture: as, you
have divined rightly.

Divine assistance. See a.«»<a«c«.-Divine office, the "iiyinely (di-yinqi),ad. 1. In a d v^^^^^^

stated service of daily prayer; the canonical hours.—

Divine right, (a) 0/ kings, the doctrine that the king

stands toward his people in loco parentis, deriving his

authority, not from the consent of the governed, but

directly from God. This doctrine, which in English his.

tory was especially developed under the Stuarts, though

still held by some as a matter of theory, has generally

ceased to have practical political significance.

The Divine riqht of kings, independent of the wishes of

the people, has been one of the most enduring and influ-

ential of superstitions, and it has even now not wholly

vanished from the world. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 288.

(6) Of the clergy, a claim of divine authority tor particular

persons and particular forms of ecclesiastical government.

An instance in the Roman Catholic Church is the still un-

settled claim of the bishops to power in their several

dioceses, as opposed to the papal theory that they rule

mediately through the pope.— Divine service, the public

worship of God ; especially, the stated or ordinary daily

and Sunday worship ; in the Roman Catholic and Angli-

can churches, the hours or the daily morning and even-

ing prayer, and the celebration of the eucharist.—Tenure

like manner ; in a maimer resembling deity.

Bom from above and made divinely wise.

Cowper, Verses from Valediction.

As when a painter, poring on a face.

Divinely thro' all hindranc3 finds the man
Behind it. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. By the agency or influence of God : as, a

prophet divinely inspired ; divinely taught.

In his (St. Paul's] dm'n«iv-inspired judgment, this kind

of knowledge so far exceeds all other that none else de-

serves to be named with it. Bp. Beveridge, Works, I. xviii.

3. Excellently; in the supreme degree: as, di-

vinely fair ; divinely brave.

The Grecians most divinely have given to the active

perfection of men a name expressing both beauty and

goodness. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Divitielier imaged, clearer seen.

With happier zeal pursued.

M. Arnold, Obermann Once More, st. 75.

[< OF. devine-

ot'c«7 = Pr. devinamen (cf . Sp. adivinamiento) =
by divine service, in Eng. law, an obsolete holding, in divincmentt (di-vin'ment), «
whicli the tenants had to perform certain religious ser- „jg„^ _ p^ devinamen (cf. Sp.
vices, as to sing a specified number of masses, expend a Ji,„--.„™<,„/„ . aa Mmitit. .i 4- nu>nf ^ Divi-
certain suminalms, etc.-The divine remedy(dmnum It. dtvinamento as divtne, v., + -ment.\ u\yi

remedium), the root of Jmperatiiria ostnithium, or mas- nation, ^ortfl.

terwort, which was formerly highly esteemed in medicine, divineneSS (di-vin'nes), n. 1. Divinity; par-
hut seems to have few virtues except those of an aromatic

^icipation in the divine nature : as, the divine-
stimulant. =Syn. 2. Holy, sacred.— 3. Supernatural, su-

perhuman. ness of the Scriptures.



divineness

He seconde person in diuinenesse is,

Who V8 assume, and bring vs to the blis.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 207.

All true work is sacred ; in all work, were it but true
hand-labour, there is something of divineness. Carlyle.

2. Excellence in the supreme degree.

An earthly paragon ! Behold divineness
No elder than a boy ! SAafr. , Cymbeline, iii. 6.

diviner (di-vi'n6r), n. [< ME, divinourj devi-

nouVy devinoTy a soothsayer, a theologian, < OF.
devineor, devinur, F. devineur^ < LL. difinatOTf a
soothsayer: see divinator.'} 1. One who pro-
fesses or practises divination; one who pretends
to predict events, or to reveal hidden things,

by the aid of superior beings or of supernatural
means, or by the use of the divining-rod.

And wetith it wele that he is the wisest man, and the
beste devifnouT that is, saf only god.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 35.

These nations . . . hearkened unto observers of times,
and uqto diviners. Deut. xviii. 14.

2. One who guesses; a conjecturer.

A notable diviner of thoughts. Locke.

Bird-dlvinert. Same as bird-conjurer (which see, under
conjurer).

divineress (di-vi'n^r-es), n. [< ME. devinerese^

< F. decineresse ; fem, of diviner,'] A female
diviner or soothsayer; the priestess of an an-
cient oracle. [Rare.]

The divineress ought to have no perturbations of mind,
or impure passions, at the time when she was to consult
the oracle ; and if she had, she was no more fit to be in-

spired than an instrument untuned to render an harmo-
nious sound. Dryden, Plutarch.

diving-beetle (di'ving-be'tl), n. A popidar
name for various aquatic beetles of the family
DytiacidfB. They swim freely in the water, and
may often be seen diving rapidly to the bottom,
whence their name. See cut under J>yUscu8.

diving-bell (di'ving-bel), n. A mechanical con-
trivance consisting essentially of an inverted
cup-shaped or bell-shaped chamber filled with
air, in which persons are lowered beneath the
surface of the water to perform various oper-
ations, such as examining the foundations of

bridges, blasting rocks, recovering treasurefrom
sunken vessels, etc. Div-
ing-bells have been made of
various forms, such as that of
a bell, or a hollow truncat-
ed cone or pyramid, with the
smaller end closed and the
larger one, which is placed
lowermost, open. The air

contained within the bell pre-
vents it from being filled with
water on submersion, so that
the diver may descend in it

and breathe freely, provided
he is furnished with a new
supply of fresli air as fast as

the contained air becomes vi-

tiated by respiration. Th<-

diving-bell Is now general)

v

made of cast-iron in the form
of an oblong chest (A), o\»-\\

at the bottom, and with sev-

eral strong convex lenses set
in its upper side or roof, to
admit light to the interior.

It is suspended by chains
from a barge or other suitatrle

vessel, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure, in accordance with signals given by the
persons within, who are supplied with fresh air injected

into a flexible pipe by means of a forcing-pump (B) placed
in the vessel, while the vitiated air escapes by a cock in

the upper part of the l>ell. An improvement on this form,
called the nautUiut, enables the occupant, instead of de-

pending up<jn the attenilants altove, as in the oMer forms,
to raise or sink the bell, move it about at pleasure, or
raise great weights with it and deposit them in any de-

sired spot.

diving-bird, ». Same as diver'^, 1 (6).

diving-buck (^'ving-buk), n. A book-name
of the antelope Cephalophus mergens, translat-

ing the Dutch name duyfc^rbok (which see) : so

called from the way in which the animal ducks
or dives in the brush. See cut under Cephalo-
phus.

diving-dress (di'ving-dres), n. Submarine ar-

mor fwliirii see, under armor).

diving-Spider (di'ving-spi'd^r), n. An aquatic
spider, Argyroneta aquatica^ which builds its

nest under water, and habitually dives to reach
it, carrj'ing down bubbles of air, with which it

fills its nest on the principle of the diving-bell.

It is thus enabled to remain under water, though
fitted only for breathing air. See cut under
ArgyroneUi.

diving-stone (di'ving-ston), n. A name given
to Ji Hpeoies of jasper.

divining-rod (di-vi'ning-rod), n. A rod or twig

ted
in divining; especially, a twig, generally

hazel, held in the hand and supposed by its

nding downward to indicate spots where met-

Diving-tx;ll.
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alliferous deposits or water may be found by
digging. It is usually made of two twigs of hazel, or of

apple or some other fruit-tree, tied together at ttie top
with thread, or of a naturally forked branch, and is grasp-

ed by both hands in such a way that it moves when at-

tracted by the sought-for deposit. This method of search-
ing for ore or water has been in use for centuries, but its

efficacy is now rarely credited by intelligent persons.

Shall we have most likelihood of success if we dig from
east to west, or from west to east?— or will you assist us
. . . with your dmm>i^-rod of witches-hazel?

Scott, Antiquary, xxiii.

The divining-rod of reverential study.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 47.

diviiung-staff (di-vi'ning-staf), n. Same as
divining-rod.

The mitre of high priests and the divining-staffol sooth-

sayers were things of envy and ambition.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 695.

diTinistert, «. [MK. dyvynistre ; <. divine + -ist

+ -erJ] A diviner ; a revealer of hidden things
by supernatural means.

Therfore I stynte, I nam no dyvynistre.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1953.

divinity (di-vin'i-ti), H.
;

pi. divinities (-tiz).

[< ME. divinite, devynite, < OF. devinite,' divini-

te, F. diviniU = Pr. divinitat = Sp. divimdad =
Pg. divindade = It. divinitd,, divinitade, divini-

tate, < L. divinita{t-)s, divinity, < divinus, divine

:

see divine.'] 1. The character of bein^ divine

;

deity; godhead; the nature of God ; divine na-
ture.

When he attributes divinity to other things than God,
it is only a divinity by way of participation. StillingjUet.

2. {cap.] God; the Deity; the Supreme Being:
generally with the definite article.

'Tis the Divinity that stirs within us

;

'Tis Heaven itself that points out an hereafter.

And intimates eternity to man. Addison, Cato, v. 1.

3. In general, a celestial being ; a divine being,
or one regarded as divine ; a deity.

There's a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough-hew them how we will.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

Prudence was the only Divinity which he worshipped,
and the possession of virtue the only end which he pro-

posed. Dryden, Character of Polybius.

4. That which is divine in character or qual-

ity ; a divine attribute ; supernatural power or
virtue.

They say there is divinity in odd numbers.
SAo*., M. W, ofW., v. 1.

There's such divinity doth hedge a king,

That treason can but peep to what it would.
Acts little of his will. Shak,, Hamlet, iv. 5.

There is more divinity

In beauty than in majesty.
Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

When the Church without temporal support is able to

doe her great works upon the unforc't obedience of men,
it argues a divinity about her.

Milton, Church-Government, IL 3.

6. The science of divine things; the science
which treats of the character of God, his laws
and moral government, the duties of man, and
the way of salvation ; theology : as, a system
of divinity ; a doctor of divinity.

Hear him but reason in divinity.

And, all-admiring, with an inward wish
You would desire the king were made a prelate.

Shak., Hen. V., L 1.

In some places the Author has been so attentive to his

Divinity that he has neglected his Poetry.
Addison, Spectator, No. 369.

One ounce of practical divinity is worth a painted ship-

load of all their reverences have imported these fifty years.
Sterne.

Children are . . . breviaries of doctrine, living bodies
of divinity, open always and inviting their elders to pe-

ruse the characters inscribed on the lovely leaves.

Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 67.

Berkshire Divinity, a name sometimes given to the the-

ological system of Edwanis, Hopkins, and others, who
resided in Berkshire county, Massachusetts,— Divinity
calf. See ca(^ .— Divinity hall, tlie name given in Scot-

land to a tiifoiogical c<jllege, or to that department of a
university in whiih theology is taught.—New Divinity,
New-light Divinity, names given to the New EngtaTid

theohtgy of Edwards and otlu-rs, in the earlier history of

its development.— New Haven Divinity, a popular title

for a phase of modiiled Calvinism, dt-riving its name from
the residence of its chief founder, N. W. Taylor (1786 -1868)
of Yale Theological Seminary in New Haven, Connecticut.

di'Vinization (div't-ni-za'shon), n. [= F. di-

vinisation = It. divinizzazione ; as divinize +
-ation.'] The act of divinizing; deification: as,

the divinization of pleasure. Also divinisation.

[Rare.]

With this natural bent [toward pleasure, life, and fe-

cundity) ... in the Indo-European race, . . . where
would they be now if it had not been for Israel, and the

stern check which Israel put upon the glorification and
divinizatiim of this natural bent of mankind, this attrac-

tive aspect of tlie not ourselves?
M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

division

di'vinize (div'i-niz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. divinised,

ppr. divinizing. [= F. diviniser = Sp. divinizar

= Pg. divinisar = It. divinizzare; as divine +
-ize.] To deify ; render divine ; regard as di-

vine. Also divinise.

Man is . . . the animal transfigured and divinized by
the Spirit. Alcott, Tablets, p. 181.

In pagan Rome, Vice was not regarded as heinous, be-

cause the Deities whom Rome worshipped were vicious,

and thus Vices themselves were divinized.
Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 168.

divisef, «• [< L. divisus, pp. of dividere, divide:

se6 divide. Ci. devise, v.] Divided; loose; crum-
bling.

Thai [oranges] loveth lande that rare is and divise.

Palladiw, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 119.

di'visi (de-ve'ze). [It., pi. of diviso, < L. divi-

sus, pp. of dividere, divide.] In music, sepa-
rate : a direction that instruments playing from
a single staff of music are to separate, one play-

ing the upper and the other the lower notes.

di'Visibility (di-viz-i-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. divisi-

bilite = Sp. divisibilidad = Pg. divisibilidade =
It. divisibility, < ML. * divisibilita{t-)s, < LL. di-

visibilis, divisible: see divisible,] 1. The ca-

pacity of being divided or separated into parts.
— 2. In arith., the capacity of being exactly
divided—that is, divided without remainder.

—

Infinite divisibility, the character of being divisible into

parts which are also divisible, and so on ad infinitum. As
applied to matter, the term implies properly that any por-

tion of matter may, by the exercise of sufficient force, be
separated into parts. After the general acceptance of the
Daltonian theory of atoms, the term infinite divisibility of
matter was long retained with the meaning of the infinite

divisibility of space.

The geometricians (you know) teach the divisibility of

quantity in infinitum, or without stop, to be mathemati-
cally demonstrable. Boyle, Things above Reason.

I said at first that infinite divisibility of matter was the
doctrine now in vogue amongst the learned, but upon
second thoughts I believe I have misrepresented them,
and the mistake arose from want of distinguishing be-

tween infinite and indefinite divisibility.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, III. ill. § 12.

divisible (di-viz'i-bl), a. and n. [= F. divisible

= Sj). dirinilile = Pg. divisivel = It. divisibile, <

LL. (lii'isibilis, divisible, < L. dividere, pp. divi-

sus, divide: see divide.] I. a. 1. Capable of

division ; that may be separated or disunited

;

consisting of separable parts or elements : as, a
line is divisible into an infinite number of points.

The outermost layer of the body is a dense chitinous
cuticula, usually divisible into several layers.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 546.

2. In arith., capable 'of division without re-

mainder : as, 100 is divisible by 10.

n. n. That which is susceptible of division.

The composition of bodies, whether it be of divisibles or
indivisibles, is a question which must be rank'd with the
indissolvables. GlanvUle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, v.

di'Visibleness (di-viz'i-bl-nes), n. Divisibility;

capability of being divided.

The divisibleness of nitre into fixed and volatile parts.

Boyle, Works, I. 378.

di'visibly (di-viz'i-bli), adv. In a divisible

manner.
Besides body, which is impenetrably and divisibly ex-

tended, there is in nature another substance . . . which
doth not consist of parts separable from one another.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 834.

division (di-vizh'on), n. [< ME. divisioun, de-

visioun, < OP. devision, division, F. division =
Pr. devision, devezio = Sp. division = Pg. divisdo

= It. divisions = D. divisie = G. Dan. Sw. divi-

sion, < L. divisio{n-), division, < dividere, pp.
divisus, divide: see divide.] 1. The act of di-

•viding or separating into parts, portions, or

shares : as, the division of a word (as by means
of a hyphen at the end of a line) ; the division

of labor ; the division of profits.

I'll make division of my present with you

:

Hold, there is half my coffer. Shak., T. N., iil. 4.

Specifically— (a) [L. divisio(n-), tr. of Or. itaiporif.] In
lof/ic, the enumeration and naming of the parts of a whole

;

especially, the enumeration of the species of a genus. The
latter is also distinguished as lofjical divinion. Division is

mainly distinguished from classification in that the latter

is a modern word, and supposes minute observation of the

facts, while the former, as an Aristotelian term, denotes a
much ruder proceeding, based on ordinary knowledge, and
imdertaken at tlie outset of the study of the genus divided.

One of the distinctive doctrinesof the Ramist school of logi-

cians was that all division should proceed by dichotomy.

Division is a dividyng of that whiche is more comnmne
into those whiche are lesse commune. As a definicion

therefore dooeth declare what a thing is, so the division

sheweth how many thinges are conteined in the same.
Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1561).

Division is the parting or dividing of a word or thing
that is more generall, unto other words or things lesse gen-

erall. Btundevitle, Arte of Logicke (1699), ii. 3.

(b) In her., the separating of the field by lines in the di-

rection of the bend, the bar, etc. (called division bendwise.



division

barteitey ete.), ftlso for the purpose of impaling two shields

toother, or in quartering, (c) The sepai-ation of members
in a lejrislative house in onier to ascertain tlie vote. Tliis

is effetted in the British House of Commons by the pass-

ing of the affirmative and negative sides into separate lob-

bies, to be i-ounted by tellers ; in American legislatures,

by their rising alternately, or, as is frequently done in the

Mouse of Representatives, by passing btjtween tellers stand-

ing in fi-out of the Speaker's desk. In the British House
of Commons the usual method of voting on any contested

measure is by di\ision ; in the United States, by ayes and
noes, or affirmative and negative answers on a call of the

roll.

The motion passed without a dimgion. Macatday.

2. In math^ : (a) The operation inverse to mul-
tiplication : the finding of a quantity, the quo-

tient» whicn, multiplied by a given quantity,

the divisor, gives another given quantity, the

dividend. In elementary arithmetic division is often de-

fined as, for example, "the paitition of a greater summe
by a lesser" (Recorde, 1540) ; but such a definition applies

only when the quotient is an abstract number and an in-

teger. Division is denoted by various signs. Thus, a di-

Tided by b may be written in any of the following ways

:

a —I
a-~b, -r, ajbt a: 6, ab .

Wher« multiplication is not commutative (that is, where
xu is not generally equal to yx) there are two kinds of

division ; for if xy = z,x may be regarded as the quotient

of z divided by y, or y as the quotient of z divided by x.

These two kinds of division are denoted as follows:

«y-^y = x, - = y. «!//y = xy:y = x, x (xy) = y.

Division is one of the fundamental operations in arithme-
tic, common algebra, and quaternions ; but in other forms
of algebra it generally gives an indeterminate quotient,

and so loses its importance, (ft) A rule or method
for ascertaining the quotient of a divisor into

a dividend : as, long division, (c) A section

;

the separation of a geometrical figxire into two
parts.— 3, The state of being divided; sepa-

ration of parts : as, an army weakened by di-

vision; (iiVi^ions among Christians.

Hate is of all things the mightiest divider; nay, is di-

vigion itself. Milton, Divorce, ii. 21.

4. That which divides or separates ; a dividing
line, partition, or mark of separation ; any sign

or cause of separation or distinction.

I will put a division between my people and thy peo-

ple. Ex. viii, 23.

6. A part separated or distinguished in any
way from the rest ; a minor part or aggregate

;

a distinct portion: as, the divisions of an or-

ange; a division of mankind or of a coimtry;
the divisions of a book or of a discourse.

Express the heads of your divisions in as few and clear

words as you can. Swift.

Specifically— (a) A definite part of an araay or of a fleet,

consisting of a certain number of brigades or of vessels

under a single commander.

For his divtsionH, as the'times do brawl,

Are in three heads ; one power against the French,
And one against Glendower; perfoice, a third

Must take up us. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 3.

(&) A part of a ship's company set apart for a certain ser-

vice in action. Those who serve at the guns are classed as

the first, mcotid, third, &ndfourth divisions; the powder di-

vision provide the guns with ammunition ; the Piaster's

division steer the ship and work the sails ; and the engi-

neer's dicision manage the engines and the boilers, (c)

A geographical militaiy command, consisting of two or
more departments. Thus, the Military Division of the
Mi^isouri consisted of the department of Dakota, the de-
partment of the Platte, the department of the Missouri,
and the department of Texas. The United States is di-

vided for military purposes at the present time (1899)into
eight departments (see department), the system of divisions
having been discontinued, (d) In nat, hist.: (1) In zoolo-
gical classification, any group of species forming a part of
a larger group : in entomology, sometimes specifically ap-
plie<l to a group smaller than a suborder and larger than a
family, as the division Gumnocerataot the Heteroptera. A
section may be equivalent in value to a division, or a group
subordinate to it; a series i» a division in which the minor
groups show a regular gradation in structure. (2) In bo-
tanical classification, one of the higher grades in the se-
quence of groups, equivalent to subkitiffdom or series, as the
Ehsenogamous and cryptogamous divixions of plants. It

I also often used as sulx)rdinate to class, as the polypct-
aloos, apetalous, etc., divisions of dicotyledonous plants.
By some authors it has been used to designate a grade
between tribe and order.

6. The state of being divided in sentiment or
interest ; disunion ; discord ; variance ; differ-

ence.

There was a division among the people. John vil. 43.

Betwixt these two
Division smoulders hidden.

Tennyson, Princess, lii.

Earth, these solid stars, this weight of body and limb,
Are they not sign and symbol of thy divisifm from Him ?

Tennyson, The Higher Pantheism.

7. In muHc, a rapid and florid melodic passage
or phrase, usually intended to be sung at one
breath to a single syllable : so called because
originally conceived as the elaboration of a
phrase of long tones by the division of each
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into several short ones. It was common in the

music of the eighteenth century.

Sweet as ditties highly penn'd.
Sung by a fair queen in a summer's bower.
With ravishing division, to her lute.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Music, advance thee on thy golden wing.

And dance d^^ns^on from sweet string to string.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, i. 1.

Now that the manager has monopolized the Opera-
house, haven't we the signors and signoras calling here,

sliding their smooth semibreves, and gargling glib divi-

sions iu their outlandish throats?
Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

8, The precise statement of the points at issue

in any dispute. [Rare.]

The devision is an openyng of thynges wherein we agree

and rest upon, and wherein we stick and stand in travers,

shewing what we have to saie in our owne behalfe.
Sir T. Wilson, Uhetoric (1553).

9. See the extracts.

At the University of Cambridge, England, each of the

three terms is divided into two parts. Division is tlie

time when this partition is made.
B. II. Hall, College Words.

The terms are still further divided, each into two parts;

and, after division in the Michaelmas and Lent terms, a
student who can assign a good plea for absence to the Col-

lege authorities may go down and take holiday for the rest

of t!ie time. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 87.

Accidental division, a division of a subject according
to its accidents : as, good things are, accordijig to Aris-

totle, either qualities of mind, qualities of body, or acci-

dents of fortune.— Centesimal division. See centesimal.
— Complementary division, a metiiod of division given
by Boethius. The smallest round number larger than the
divisor is used, and also the complement of the divisor, or
the remainder after subtracting it from the round number.
The first figure of the quotient is set down, from the divi-

dend is subtracted. the product of this by the round num-
ber, and to the remainder is added the product of the same
figure of the quotient by the complement of the divisor.

The sum is treated as a new dividend.—Complex or com-
pound division, the division of a complex or compound
immber either by a number of the same sort or by an ab-
stract number, as the division of 3 days 13 hours 17 minutes
by 1 day 18 hours 28 minutes 36 seconds, or by 7.—Direct
division, (a) Division not complementary. (6) A rule

for dividing one number by anotlxer, so as to obtain the
entire period of the circulating decimal of the quotient.

Both dividend and divisor are multii)lied by the same
number so as to make the last significant figure of the di-

visor 9. By striking off from the divisor so multiplied the

9, together with any ciphers which may follow it, and in-

creasing the truncated remnant by 1, a number is obtained
called the current multiplier. The last figure of the mul-
tiplied dividend is now struck off, multiplied by the cur-

rent multiplier, and the product added to the truncated
dividend. The sum is treated as a new dividend ; and this

process is continued until the dividends begin to repeat
themselves. The successive figures struck off from the divi-

dend from last to first are now written down from left to
right .as a whole number, and subtracted from the circulat-

ing part of the same figures repeated indefinitely into the
decimal places. The remainder, after shifting the decimal
point as many places to tlie left as there were zeros struck
off from the divisor along with the 9, is the quotient sought.
—Division by circulating decimals, a method of di-

viding by means of a table of circulating decimals.— Divi-
sion by factors, the process of dividing successively by
factors of the divisor.—Division by logarithms, a meth-
od of dividing based on the fact that the logarithm of tlie

quoti«nt is the logarithm of the dividend diminished by
the logarithm of the divisor.— Division Of a ratio, the
reduction of a proportion from a:b = c:d to b ~ a:a = d
— c:c.— Division of labor, in polit. econ., the dividing
up of a process or an employment into particular parts,

so that each person employed can devote himself wholly
to one section of the process.—Division Of the ques-
tion, in a legislative body, the division of a complex propo-
sition or motion into distinct propositions, in order that
each may be considered and voted ui>on separately : a
course resorted to, upon motion or demand, when any of

the members favor parts but not the whole of the mea-
sure. The presiding officer usually has the power of de-
ciding whetlier such division is admissible.—Division
viol. See CTo^.— General of division. See general, n.—
Qolden divlsiont, arithmetical division not complemen-
tary.— Harmonic division of a line. See harmonic.
— fron divisiont. Same as complementartf division.—
Logical division, any division not a partition, being
either a nominal, substantial, or accidental division.—

Long division, the common modern method of arith-

metical division when the divisor is a number larger
than 10. The greatest number of times that the divisor

is contained in the first figures of the dividend, beginning
with the left (a sufllcient number being taken to make a
number greater than the divisor), is set down to the right
of the dividend, as the first figure of the quotient ; the di-

visor is then multiplied by this quotient, and the product
is subtracted from the left-hand part of the dividend; to
the remainder the next figure to the right in the dividend
is then annexed, and the number thus formed is treated
as a new dividend; and so on. The same method is ex-

tended in algebra to the division of polynomials in gen-
eral. The rule is of Italian origin. See scratch division.

-Nominal division, an enumeration of the different
senses of an equivocal word or expression ; a distinction.
— Partible division, the mental division of a whole into
its parts, as of the English nation into sovereign, lords,

aiul commons ; partition.— Real division, a division re-
lating to facts, not a mere distinction between different
meanings of a word, embracing substantial, partible, and
accidental division ; the explication of a whole by its parts.
— Scratch division, the ordinary method of division be-
fore long division cante into general use, late in the seven-
teenth century. The products were not set down at all,

hut only the remainders. The divisor was set down under
the dividend

; the first figure of the quotient was then set

divisor

down and was multiplied by the first figure of the divisor,

and the remainder was set down over the corresponding
figures of the divi^lend, which were immediately canceled,
together with the first figure of the divisor. This process
having been repeated until the whole divisor had been
canceled, the latter was written down again one place fur-

ther to the left, the second figure of the quotient was set

down, and the whole proceeding repeated until a remain-
der was obtained less than the divisor. The following
shows the successive stages of the division of 351 by 13 :

S
1 X9 ;9

351 ( 251(2 Ml (2 2^1(2
13 J3 %^ ;33

^^1(27 |W(27

The rule was derived from Arabian writers.- Short di-
vision, a process of division practised with a divisor not
larger than 10, in which the quotient is set down directly,

being written from left to right, usually below a line under
the dividend, without auxiliai-y figures.— Substantial
division, or division per se, the division of a genus into
its species.— To run mvisiont, in music, to make florid

variations on a theme.

Running division on the panting air.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, !v. 3.

He could not run division with more art
Upon his quaking instrument than she,

The nightingale, did with her various notes
Reply to. Ford, Lovers Melancholy, i. 1.

She launches out into descriptions of christenings, runs
divisions upon a head-dress. Addison, Lady Orators.

= Syn. 1. Demarcation, apportionment, allotment, distri-

bution.— 6. Section, Portion, etc. (see part, n.), compart-
ment, class, head, category, detachment.— 6. Disagree-
ment, breach, rupture, alienation.

divisional (di-vizh'on-al), a. [< division + -A?.]

1. Pertaining to or serving for division; noting
or making division : as, a divisional line. Also
divisionary.— 2. Belonging to a division, as of

an army, or to a district constituting a division

for any purpose ; having to do with a division

:

as, a divisional general (that is, a general of
division in the French service); a divisional

surgeon of police,

stern soldier as Davoust was, the correspondence shows
him to have been on friendiy, if not indeed affectionate,

terms with his divisional generals.
Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 202.

Divisional bonds. See bondi.

divisionary (di-vizh'on-a-ri), a. [< division +
-ar^i.] Same as divlsioualj 1. Imp. Diet
divisionert (di-vizh'on-er), n. One who divides.

division-mark (di-vizh'qn-mark), n. In miiM-
cal notation, a horizontajl curve inclosing a nu-
meral which is placed over or under notes that

are to be performed in a rhythm at variance
with the general rhythm of the piece. The nu-
meral indicates the desired rhythm. See trip-

let, quintole, sextolet, etc.

division-plate (di-vizh'on-plat), n. In a gear-

cutting lathe, a disk or wheel perforated with
circular systems of holes, representing the divi-

sions of a circumference into a certain number
of parts.

divisive (di-vi'siv), a. [= F. divisifz=: Pr. di-

viziu = Sp. Pg. It. dimsivo, < L. as if *divisivuSj

< divisuSy pp. of dividere, divide : see divide.^

1. Forming or expressing division or distribu-

tion.

Those numbers which the grammarians call distributive

or divisive, terni, quatemi, . . . <tc.

J, Mede, On Daniel, p. 12.

2. Creating division or discord: as, divisive

courses.

In this discharge of the trust put upon us by God, we
would not be looked upon as sowers of sedition, or broach-
ers of national and divisive motions.

Milton, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

There is nothing so fundamentally divisive as superficial
misunderstanding. Contemporary Rev., LI. 198.

Divisive descent. See descent, is.— 'Diyisive difference.
Same as specific difference (which see, under difference).

—Divisive members, the parts wlueb come into view
by the division of a whole.— Divisive method, Galen's
method of treating a subject by successive definitions and
<livisions : otherwise called the definitive method.

divisively (di-vi'siv-li), adv. In a divisive man-
ner ; by division. Sooker.
divisiveness (di-vi'siv-nes), n. The state or
quality of being divisive ; tendency to split up
or separate into units.

So invincible is man's tendency to unite with all the in-

vincible divisiveness he has.
Carlyle, French Rev., III. iii. 1. :

divisor (di-vi'zor), n. [= G. Ban. Sw. divisor^ ^

< F. diviseur =' Sp. Pg. divisor = It. divisore, < ,

L. divisor, a divider, (Sstributor, < dividerCj pp.
divisusy divide: see divide.'] In arith.: (a) A
number or quantity by which another number
or quantity (the di\a'dend) is divided, (b) A
number which, multiplied by an integer quo-
tient, gives another number of which it is said

to be a divisor.— Common divisor, or common mfo-
sure, in math., a number or quantity tiiat divides each
of two or more numbers or quantities without leaving



divisor

a remainder.— Cyclotomlc dlvlsor, a divisor of a cyclo-

toiuic function,— Divisor of a form, in arilh., a whole
number wliicli exactly divides some iiund)cr of tlie given

form.— Intrinsic (ojiposed to extrinsic) divisor, a cy-

clotomic divisor wliicii at tlie same time divides llie index

of tlie congruence.— Method Of divisors, a metliod for

finding tlie commensurahle roots of an equation by first

rendering them integral and then searching for them
among tlie factors of the absolute term.— Theory of
divisors, tliat part of the theory of numljers which relates

Ui the divisibility of numbers, embracing the greater part

of the subject.

divisural (di-^iz'u-ral), a. [< *divisure (< L.
divisura, a division, <; dividere, pp. diinsus, di-

vide) + -n/.] Divisional: in bot., applied to

the median line of the teeth of mosses, along
which splitting occurs.

divorce (di-v6rs'), n. [< ME. divorse, devorse,

< OF. divorce, F. divorce = Pr. divorsi= Sp. Pg.
divoreio = It. dirorzio, < L. diiortium, a sepa-
ration, divorce, <. divortere, divertere, separate

:

see divert.'] 1. A legal dissolution of the bond
of marriage. In its strictest application the term
means a judicial decree or legislative act absolutely ter-

minating or nullifying a nian-iage, more specifically called
divorce a vitu:ulo nmtmnonii. It is often useti, however,
to signify a judicial separation, or termination of cohabi-
tation, more specifically called a limited divorce, or a di-

vorce a mensa et thoro (from bed and board) ; and it is

sometimes also used more broadly still of a judicial decree
that a suppcfsed maiTiage never had a valid existence, as
in case of fraud or incapacity.

A bill of divorce 111 gar write for him ;

A mair lietter lord I'll get for thee.
Laird 0/ Blackwood (Child's Ballads, IV. 290).

Hence— 2. Complete separation; absolute dis-

junction; abrogation of any close relation: as,

to make divorce between soul and body; the
divorce of church and state.

Never may ill office, or fell jealousy, . . .

Thrust in iietween the paction of these kingdoms,
To make divorce of their incorporate league.

Skak., Hen. V., v. 2.

And as the long divorce of steel falls on me.
Make of your prayers one sweet sacrifice.

And lift my soul to heaven. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1.

3. The sentence or writing by which marriage
is dis.solved.

divorce (di-v6rs'), V. t.; pret. and pp. divorced,

ppr. divorcing, [= F. divorcer = Sp. Pg. di-

vorciar = It. divorziare, < ML. divortiare, di-

vorce; from the noun.] 1. To dissolve the
marriage contract between by process of law;
release legally from the marriage tie ; release

by legal process from sustaining the relation

or performing the duties of husband or wife:
absolutely or with from in this and the follow-

ing senses. See divorce, «., 1.

She waJi divorc'd,

And the late marriage made of none effect.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

Hence— 2. To release or sever from any close
connection ; force asunder.

Sabbath rites

Have dwindled into unrespected forms.
And knees and hassocks are well-nigli divorced,

Courper, The Task, L 748.

Dismiss me, and I prophesy your plan.

Divorcedfrom my exi)erience, will be chaff
For every gust of chance. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Sin— sin everywhere, and the sorrow that never can be
divorced /rom sin. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xx.

3. To take away ;
put away. [Eare.]

Nothing but death
Shall e'er divorce my dignities.

Skak., Hen. VIII., Hi. 1.

divorceable (dl-v6r'sa-bl), a. [< divorce +
-able.] That can be divorced. Also divorcible.

If therefore the mind cannot have tliat due society by
marriage that it may reasonably and humanly desire, it

can lie no liuinan society, and so not without reason di-

rorcihle. Milton, Colasterion.

divorcement (di-v6rs'ment), «.
f<

divorce +
-mcnt.] The act or process of divorcing; di-

vorce.

Let him write her a liill of divorcement. Dent. xxiv. 1.

Now baud your tongue, ray daughter dear,
Leave off your weeping, let it lie

;

For Jamie's divorcement I'ii send over

;

Far better lord I'll provide for thee.
Jamie Douglas (Cliild's hallads, IV. 288).

divorcer (di-v6r's6r), n. One who or that which
produces a divorce or separation.

Death is the violent cstranger of acquaintance, the eter-
nal divorcer ot marriage. Drummimd, C'ypress Grove.

divorcible (di-v6r'si-bl), a. [< divorce + -ible.]

Same as divorceable.

divorcive (di-v6r'siv), a. [< divorce + -ive.]

Having power to divorce.

Ali the divorcive engines in heaven and earth.
Milton, Divorce, i. 8.

vot (div'ot), n. [Sc. and North. E., also writ-
m divet, and diffat and in different form do-
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watt; origin obscure.] A piece of turf; a
square sod, of a kind used to cover roofs, build
outhouses, etc.

The old shepherd was sitting on his divot-sesit without
the door mending a shoe. ^ogff, Brownie, ii. 163.

Fall and divot. See/aU2.

divoto (de-v6'to), a, [It.,< L. devotus, devout

:

see devout, and devote, a.] In music, devout;
gi'ave ; solemn.
divot-spade (div'ot-spad), «. A spade for cut-
ting divots or sods, having a semicircular blade,
like a chopping-knife, and a long wooden
handle with a crutch-head.
di'VUlgate (di-vul'gat), v. t. [< L. divulgatus,

pp. of divulgarc, make common, divulge: see
divulge.] To spread abroad ;

publish. [Rare.]

dizzy

tearing asunder, < divellere, pp. divulsus, tear
asunder: see divefl.] The act of pulling or
plucking away; a rending asunder; violent
separation.

Water and massy bodies move to the centre of the
earth ; but rather than to suffer a divutgion in the con-
tinuance of nature, they will move upwards.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 265.

Landor.The divulsion of a good handful of hair.

On the divulsion of Belgium from Holland, in 1831, the
treaty of separation again provided for the free naviga-
tion of this river [the Scheldt].

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 58.

di'vulsivet (di-'vursiv), a. [< L. divulsus, pp.
of divellere, tear apart (see divel^), + -»««.]

Tending to pull or tear asunder ; rending. .Bp.

It were very perillous to <fyuiiZaa/e that noble scyence Ji,„,i".._ /j: i/. \ ., pxtt • t ^,--.,.7.

to commune t^ople, not ler^ed in lyberall sciences and dlVTllSOr (dl-Vul sor), 11. [NL., < L. dwulsus,
philosophy. Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, iv. pp. of divellere, tear apart : see divel'^.] In

divulgatet (di-vul'gat), a. [< L. divulgatus, «»''fl'v an instrument for the forcible dilatation

pp.: see the verb.] Published. of a passage.
^^ .

, „ , ,,,.,,, ,^ J diwan (di-wan'), ». Same as dtvan.
Pacience and sufferaunce, by which the fayth was dy- ji_,-..,i /j; .„„«/i\ „ Qo^n^ oa A^^r.^^*

mHqate and spred almost thJrowe the worlde in litel diwani (di-w_ani), «. Same as dewam.
while. Sir r. ii/or<!. Works, p. 110. dlzaint (di-zan'), n. [Early mod. E. also rti-

divulgation (div-ul-ga'shon), n. [= F. divul- f'J'l?! < ^-
*^«f ' < *^' ^en, < L. decern = E.

gatiol = Sp. divnlgacion = Pg. divulgacao = It. '^"- } ^ P°em of ten stanzas, each of ten hnes.

divulgazione, < LL. divulgatio(n-), < L. divuU ^"i'^^-

gare, pp. divulgattis, make common : see di-'* Strephon again began this dtzara.

vulne.] The act of spreading abroad or pub-
HohiiKT FRnro 1 The Asaoile at large moralized, in three Dtzoi/ne*.lisnmg. L"are.j Puttenham, Partheniades.
Secrecy hath no lesse use then di'yu/ffafion. _. ,,_. _, . , t ^ ^- .

Bp. Hall, Lazarus Raised. dlZO (diz), V. t. ; pret. and pp. dtzed, ppr. dizing.

[E. dial., also disc: see dizen.] To dizen (in

def. 1). [Prov. Eng.]
dizen (diz'n or di'zn), v. t. [Early mod. E.
disen, dysyn ; not found in ME., but appar. ult.

Sir F. Sidney, Arcadia, p. 217.

di'vnlgatory (di-vul'ga-to-ri), a. [< divulgate
+ -ori/.] I^ublishing; making known. [Rare.]

Nothing really is so self-publisliing, so dividyatory, as
thought. Emerson, Speech, lYee Keligious Association.

divulge (di-vulj'), I'. ;
pret. and pp. divulged,

ppr. divulging. [= F. divulguer = Pr. Sp. Pg.
divulgar = ft. divulgare, < L. divulgare, make
common, spread among the people, publish, <

di- for dis-, apart, + vulgare, make public, <

vulgus, the commqn people: see vulgar.] I.

trans. 1 . To make public ; send or scatter
abroad ;

publish. [Obsolete or archaic in the
general sense.]

Of the beueflte and commodity wherof tliere was a book
divulged in Print not many years since,

Coryal, Crudities, I. 82.

After this the Queen commanded another Proclamation dlZZt (dlz), V. t.

< AS. *dise, E. dial, 'dizen, dyson (= LG. diesse),

the bunch of flax on a distaff, whence in comp.
AS. disstwf, distcef, distaff: see distaff. Cf. be-

dizen.] 1. To dress with flax for spinning, as
a distaff.

I dysyn a distaffe, I put the flax upon it to spin.
Palsyrave.

2. To dress with clothes; attire; deck; bedizen.

Come, Doll, Doll, dizen me.
Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, iv. 6.

Like a tragedy queen he has diixn'd her out.
Goldsmith, Retaliation, 1. 67.

[Developed from dizzy.] To
to be diinUyed. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 3.

Specifically— 2. To tell or make known, as
something before private or secret; reveal;
disclose ; declare openly.

His fate makes talile talk, ditndg'd with scorn,

And he, a jest, into his grave is borne.
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, i. 218.

It would !>e endless to describe the dilTerent sensations
of both families, when I divutyed the news of our mis-
fortune. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

St. To declare by a public act
;
proclaim.

God . . . marks
The just man, and diriiZffw him through heaven. ,. __ ,,...,,.v

Milton, P. R., iiL 62. dizzardlyf (diz'ard-li), a.

4t. To impart, as a giftor faculty; confer gen-
erally.

Think the same vonchsafed
To cattle and each lieast ; which would not be

' To them made common, and divulg'd.
Milton, P. L., viii. 583.

= Syil. 2. To let out, disclose, betray, impart, communi-
cate.

H.t intrans. To become public; be made
known; become visible.

To keep it [disease] from divulyiny, let it feed
Even on the pith of life. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 1.

astonish
;
puzzle ; make dizzy.

Now he [Rozinante] is dizzed with the continual circles

of the stables, which are ever approached but never en-

tered. Oayton, Notes on Don Quixote.

dizzardt (diz'ard), «. [Also vmtten dizard,

disard; < dizzij, foolish, -I- -ard. Cf. dotard.]

A blockhead.

How many poor scholars have lost their wits, or be-

come dizards .' Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 188.

He that cannot personate the wise-man well amongst
wizards, let him learn to play the fool amongst dizzards.

Campion, Chaptnan, and Beaumont, Mask of the Middle
(Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

^, ^ „ ,
[(.dizzard + -ly^.]

Like a dizzard or blockhead.

Where's this prating asse, this dizzardly foole?
R. Wilson, Cobbler's Prophecy, sig. A, 4,

dizzen (diz'n), n. [Sc. var. of dozen.] A dozen;
specifically, a dozen cuts of yarn. [Scotch.]

A country girl at her wheel,
Her dizzen"^ done, she's unco weel.

Bums, The Twa Dogs.

dizzily (diz'i-li), adv. In a dizzy or giddy
manner.
dizziness (diz'i-nes), n. l<. dizzy + -ness.] Gid-

a whirling in the head; vertigo.
dividgement (di-vulj'ment), n. [=It.«t;«/j;a- ,'|i"<^»si "^"""^

, , . ,,

memo; as divulge + -ment.] The act of di- dizzue (diz'u), r. t; pret. and pp. *^^«erf ppr
- - ' — '- - • • - dizzuing. [E. dial. (Com.).] To break down

or mine away the "country" on one side of a
small and rich lode, so that this may afterward
be taken down clean and free from waste. Also

™ „._ „ , _^. , V. VI 1 J » spelled dissue, and occasionally dzhu. Pryce.
The Chancellor, in particular, was highly Incensed at rfi„„„„,ii Tr„„ n

j .^

therfirK/jfraceof his threat to throw himself into the arms X T^ V.C'^'Kt, , j -r^ , j- • ,
. „_ y_ , .v . _. ,.,_ _ , _....= .•-_.. J ... )^22y (diz'i), a. [Early mod. E. also dtzzie; <

ME. dysu, dysi, desi, dusy, dusi, < AS. dysig, dy-

seg, foolish, stupid (also as a noun, foolishness,

stupidity), = MI), duysigh, deusigh, foolish, stu-

vulging. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

divulgence (di-vul'jens), n. [< divulge + -ence.]

A making known;' a divulging; revelation.

[Rare.]

of France in the event of his advances being rejected liy

England. Loive, Bismarck, II. 244.

divulger (di-vul'jtr), n. One who or that which
divulges or reveals.

6iM

m

We find that false priest Watson and arch traitor Percy pid, giddy, = Fries, diisig = MLG. dusich, fool
" " •'

.
.•

. — ish, stupid, LG. rfM«!(7, rf6>i(7 (> G. dial. a«.«5r),

giddy; also in comp., AS. *dysiglic, dyselic, dys-

lic, foolish, stupid, = D. duizelig = LG. duse-

lig, dusselig, diiselig, > G. (chiefly dial.) dusclig,

dxisselig, diiselig, duselicht, diislig, duslicht, gid-

dy; with suffix -lie, LG. -lig, G. -lich, partly ac-

com. in LG. and G. to -ig (as if < *dusel + -ig),

whence the later noun, LG. dusel, > G. dusel,

dussel, giddiness, vertigo (> MD. duyselen, D.
duizelen = LG. diiseln, dusseln, > G. duseln,

to have been the first devisers and divulyers of this scan-
dalous report. State Trials, Guniiowder Plot, an. 1606.

divulset (di--vuls'), V. t. [< L. divulsus, pp. of

divellere, tear asunder: see diveV^.] To pull

or tear apart or away ; rend.

Vaines, synewes, arteries, why crack yee not ?

liurst and divul'st with anguish of my griefe.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., i. 1.

divulsion (di-vul'shon), ». r= F. divulsion =
Pg. divulsdo = It. divulsume, { L. divulsio(n-), a



dizzy

dusseln, be gidd^), < *dus, 'dus (prob. con-

nected with MHG. tore, tor, Q. thor, tor, a fool),

which may be regarded as a contr. of *dwas,

AS. dwcBs = MD. dwaes, D. dwaas, foolish. The
Dan. dosig, drowsy, belongs rather to the root

of doze : see dox and daze. The sense of ' gid-

dy ' is not found before mod. E., and the word is

scarcely found at all in later ME. Hence diezi/,

v., and dizzard.] If. Foolish; stupid.

Than waxes his hert hard and hevy,

And his head feble and dysp.

Uampole, Pricls of Conscience, L 770.

Ase diuie men and adoted doth. Ancren Riwle, p. 222.

2. Giddy ; having a sensation of whirling in the

head, with Instability or proneness to fall ; ver-

tiginous.

'Tis looking downward malies one dizzy.

Brovming, Old Pictures in Florence.

8. Causing giddiness : as, a dizzy height.

How fearful

And dizzy 'tis, to cast one's eyes so low

!

Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

So, with painful steps we climb
Up the dizzy ways of time.

Whittier, My Dream.

4. Arising from or caused by giddiness.

A dizzy mist of darltness swims around. Pitt.

6. Giddy; thoughtless; heedless.

What followers, what retinue canst thou gain,

Or at thy heels the dizzy multitude.

Longer than thou canst feed them on thy cost?
MUton, P. K., ii. 420.

_• (diz'i), V.
;
pret. and pp. dizzied, ppr. diz-

zying. [< ME. 'dysien, desien, < AS. dysigian,

dysegiqn, dysigan, dysian, be foolish, act or talk

foolishly (= OFries. dusia, be dizzy) ; from the

adij I.t intrans. To be foolish; act foolishly.

IL trans. To make giddy; confuse.

If the jangling of thy bells had not dizzied thy under-
standing. Scott, Ivanhoe, ii.

Merrily, merrily whirled the wheels of the dizzying dances
Under the orchard-trees and down the path to the mea-

dows. iMngfelUyw, Evangeline, 1 4.

djebel, «. See jebel.

djereed, djerrld, n. Seejereed,jerrid.

djiggetai, n. See dziggetai.

djinn, djinnee. BeeJinn,jinnee.

djolan (jo'lan), n. [E. Ind.] The native name
of the year-bird, Buceros pUcatus, a hombill
with a white taU and a plicated membrane at

tiie base of the beak, inhabiting the Sunda
islands, Malacca, etc.

D-link (de'link), n. In mining, a flat iron bar
suspended by chains in a shaft so that it may
be raised or lowered at pleasure, and used to

support a man engaged in making repairs or

changes in the pit-work. The man sits on the

bar, and is supported in part by a strap which
goes round his body under the arms.

D. M. In music, an abbreviation of destra mano
(which see).

D. M., D. Mus. Abbreviations of Doctor of
Music.

do^ (do), V.
;
pres. ind. 1 do, 2 doest or dost (you

do), 3 does, doeth, or doth, pi. do; pret. did, pp.
diime, ppr. doing. The forms doth and dost are

confined almost entirely to the auxiliary use

;

doeth and doest are never auxiliary, [(a) Inf.

do, early mod. E. also doe, doo, dooe, archaically

don, done (pres. ind. 1 do, early mod. E. also doe,

doo ; 2 dost, doest, early mod. E. also doost; 3 does,

early mod. E. also dooes, do's; doth, doeth, e&rly

mod. E. also dooth), < ME. do, doo,with Inf. suffix

don, doon, done (pres. ind. 1 do, 2 dost, dest, 3

dioth, deth, pi. do, don, doon, earlier doth), < AS.
don (pres. ind. 1 do, 2 dest, 3 deth, pi. doth) = OS.
don, duon, duan, doan = OFries. dtta = D. doen
= MLG. LG. don = OHG. ton, tuon, tuan, tuen,

loan, MHG. tuon, G. tun, thun (not in Scand. or
Goth, except as in pret. suffix, Goth, -da, subj.

-dedjau, = Icel. -dha, -da, -ta = Sw. -de = Dan.
-de = AS. -de, E. -d, -ed: see -edi); (6) pret.

did (2d pers. sing, didst, didest, diddest), < ME.
did, dyd, dide, dyde, dede, dude, pi. dide, diden,

dyden, deden, duflen, < AS. dide, dyde, pi. didon,

dydon = OS. deda, pi. dedun, dadun = OFries.

dede, pi. deden = D. deed = MLG. LG. dede, pi.

deden= OHG. tela, pi. (3) tdtun, MHG. tete, tate,

pi. taten, G. tat, that, pi. taten, thaten (in Scand.
and Goth, only as pret. sufiSx, Goth, -da, pi. (3)

-dedun: see above): this pret. form being a re-

duplication of the present stem (cf. the redu-
plicated forms of the present in Gr. and Skt.),

and the only form in mod. Teut. which retains

visible traces of that method of indicatingpast
time (this pret. did, used in the earliest Teut.

1710

as a sufSx to form the pret. of verbs then
formed, became reduced in Goth, to -da, in AS.
to -de, in E. to -d, usually treated as -ed, with the

preceding stem-vowel: see -edi); (c) pp. done, <

ME. don, doon, or i-don, y-don, often without the

suffix do, doo, i-do, y-do, < AS. gedon = OS. don,

duan, dan = OFries. den, dan = D. gedaan =
MLG. geddn, LG. daan= OHG. tan, MHG. getan,

G. getan, gethan; (d) ppr. doing, < ME. doinge,

earlier doende, doande,<.A8. ddnde=OS. OFries.

"duand (not found) = OHG. tuont, MHG. tuend,

G. tuend, thuend: a widely extended Indo-Euro-
pean root, 'do, make, put,' = L. -dere, put, iu

comp. abdere, put away (see ahditive), condere,

put together, put up (see condite, condiment),

abs-condere, put away, hide (see abscond), in-

dere, put upon, impose, subdere, put under, sub-

stitute (see subdititious), credere, trust (see cre-

dit) (the L. verb being merged in form and sense
with dare, in comp. -dere, give : see date^), =Gr.
/ *6e, *&!;, in reduplicated pres. Ttdevai, ind.

ridri/ic, put, place, Oc/ia, a thing laid down, a prop-

osition, theme, deaic, a putting, position, thesis,

ffr/KTi, a case, etc. (see theme, thesis, theca, antith-

esis, eta.), = OBulg. dSti, dSyati = Slov. dyati,

put, lay, say, etc. (being widely developed in

the Slav, tongues), = Lith. deti = Lett, det, put,

lay, = OPers. \f da = Skt. V dhd (pres. da-

dhdmi), put, lay. The orig. sense 'put' appears
especially in the compounds, originally con-

tractions, of do with a following adverb, name-
ly, don (< do on), doff (< do off), dout (< do out),

dup (< do up). Peculiar inf. forms, consisting

of do combined with the prepositional sign, ap-
pear as nouns in ado and to-do. Deriv. deed,

doom, deem, -dom, etc. Cf. doK The uses of

do, as a verb expressing almost any kind of ac-

tivity, are so various, and are involved in so

many idiomatic constructions, that a complete
discrimination and exhibition of them in strict

sequence is impossible, the coloring of the verb
being largely due to its context.] I, trans. 1.

To put
;
place ; lay. [The use of the word in this

sense is now obsolete, except in combination with certain

adverbs in some idiomatic phrases, as do away, do away
with, do up. (See phrases below.) In composition it ap-

pears in the existing words don (do on) and doff (do off),

and in the obsolete words dout (do out) and dup (do up).

All the examples given show obsolete uses except the
fourth and last : do to death has held Its ground in litera-

ture as an archaic expression.]

He hit [the body] wolde do in golde.

Eleven Tliousand Virgins (Early Eng. Poems,
[ed. rumivallX 1. 164.

To Crist

That don was on the tre. Sir Triiirem, 1. 36.

The gode erle of Warwik was don to the suerd [sword].

tangtqfVe Chronicle (ed. Heame), p. 47.

He dude to deth deliuerli flue gode knijtes.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3427.

And for he wald tell no resoun,
He was done in depe dungeoun,
And thore he lay in mirknes grete.

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

In that place ther be done
Holy bones mony on.

Political Poehis, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 116.

Lady Maisry did on her green mantle,
Took her purse in her hand.

ChU Ether (Child's Ballads, IV. 300).

Who should do the duke to death ?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

2. To perform ; execute ; achieve ; carry out

;

effect by action or exertion ; bring to pass by
procedure of any Mnd: as, he has nothing to

do ; to do a man's work ; to do errands ; to do

good.

This Josaphathe was Kyng of that Contree, and was
converted by an Heremyte, that was a worth! man, and
dide moche gode. MandeviXle, Travels, p. 96.

" Certeyn," quod she, " I will gladly do your counsell."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 8.

And Ther fast by ys the Place wher kyng David dyd
penaunce. Torkinglon, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 36.

Six days shalt thou labour and do all thy work. Ex. xx. 9.

A miracle is, in the nature of it, somewhat done for tlie

conversion of infidels •, it is a sign, not to them that be-

lieve, but to them that believe not.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. i.

Take this one rule of life and you never will rue it—
Tis but do your own duty and hold your own tongue.

Lowell, Blondel.

It is more shameful to do a wrong than to receive a

wrong. Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

3. To treat or act in regard to (an object) so

as to perform or effect the action required by
the nature of the case : as, to do (transact)

business with one ; to do (dress) the hair ; to

do (cook) the meat thoroughly; to do^ (visit

and see the sights of) a country; do (trim) my

do

beard first; be sure and do (make) the shoes
first ; to do (work out) a problem in arithmetic.

In this use, do is the most comprehensive of

verbs, as it may assert any kind of action.

Many of them will, as soone as the Sunne riseth, light

from their hprses, turning themselues to the South, and
will lay their gownes before them, with their swords <fe

beads, and so standing vpright doe their holy things.
Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 390.

All y« expences of y" Leyden people [were] don« by
others in his absence.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 288.

You really have done your hair in a more heavenly style

than ever : you mischievous creature, do you want to at-

tract everybody ? Jane Austen, Northanger Abl>ey, p. 51.

We had two brave dishes of meat, one of flsh, a carp
and some other fishes, as well done as ever I eat any.

Pepye, Diary, March 2, 1660.

When he [Johnson] wrote for publication, he did his

sentences out of English into Johnsonese.
Macaulay, Boswell's Life of Johnson.

It was a lovely afternoon in July that a party of Eastern
tourists rode into Five Forlts. They had just done the
Valley of Big Things. Bret Harte, Fool of Five Forks.

Another wrote: "I cannot understand why you do
lyrics so badly." R. L. Stevenson, A College Magazine, i.

4. To perform some act imparting or causing
(some effect or result), or manifesting (some in-

tention, purpose, or feeling) ; afford or cause
by action, or as a consequence of action ; cause

;

effect; render; offer; show: with a direct ob-
ject, and an indirect object preceded by to or

for, or itself preceding the direct object: as,

to do good to one's neighbor ; to do reverence
to a superior; to do a favor/or a friend ; to do
homage for land, as a vassal ; he has done jou a
great favor ; to do a patron honor or credit ; to

do a person harm or wrong.

But the Comaynz chaced him out of the Contree, and
diden hym meche Sorwe. Mandeville, Travels, p. 37.

He waved indifferently 'twixt dotn^ them neither good
nor harm. Shak., Cor., ii. 2.

But yesterday, the word of Csesar might
Have stood against the world ; now lies he there.

And none so poor to do him reverence.
Shak., J. C, iii. 2.

You are treacherous.
And come to do me mischief.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, ii. 2.

Their [the Hansiatic League's) want of a Protector did

do them some Prejudice in that famous Difference they
had with our Queen. Howell, Letters, I. vi. S.

This had been to do too great force to our assent, which
ought to be free and voluntary.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, IL x.

It is a very good office one man does another, when he
tells him the manner of his being pleased.

Steele, Tatler, No. 1S2.

As it were a duty done to the tomb.
To be friends for her sake, to be reconciled.

Tennyson, Maud, xix.

5. To bring to a conclusion ; complete ; finish

:

as, the business being do>ie, the meeting ad-

journed.

Thys don, we passed owt of the Vestre, and so to the hye
Auter. Torlrington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

It is not so soone done as said.

Robin Hood and the Peddlers (Child's Ballads, V. 245)l

As when the Pris'ner at the bar has done
His tongue's last Plea. J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 71.

6t. To deliver ; convey.

Foure or flue times he yawns ; and leaning-on

His (Lob-like) elbowe, hears This Message do»i.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation.

May one that is a herald, and a prince,

Do a fair message to his kingly ears?
ShaJc., T. and C, i. 3.

He injoyn'd me
To do unto you his most kinde commends.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

7t. To impart
;
give

;
grant ; afford.

Do me sikernesse thereto, seis Joseph thenne.
Joseph of Arimathie, L 623.

To contrite hertis I do remission.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 111.

It dooth us coumfort on thee to calle.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

8. To serve.

I went and bought a common riding-cloak for myself,

to save my best. It cost but 30s., and will do my turn

mighty weU. Pepys, Diar>-, II. 415.

9. To put forth ; use in effecting something

;

exert : as, I wiU do my endeavor in your behalf

:

do your best.

Do thy diligence to come shortly unto me. 2 Tim. iv. 9.

After him many good and godly men, dirtne spirits,

have do}ie their endeavors, and still do.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 62a

lOt. To cause; make: with an object and an

infinitive: as, "do him come." Paston Letters,

1474-85 (that is, cause him to come).



do
For she, that doth me all this wo endure,
Ne rekketh never whether I synke or flete.

Cltawxr, Knight's Tale, 1. 1538.

From lerusalem he dede hem come
In-to the holy place of Rome.

Politwal PoemSy etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 127.

But ye knowe not the cause why, but yef I do yow to
vndirstonde. Merlin (K E. T. S.), iii. 632.

Then on his brest his victor foote he thrust

:

With that he cryde ;
'* Mercy ! doe me not dye."

Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 12.

Moreover, brethren, we do you to wit of the grace of
God bestowed on the churches of Macedonia.

2 Cor. viU. 1.

lit. Tooajise: with an infinitive (without to)

:

as, he did make (that is, he caused to make)

;

"to do make a eastell," Palsgrave, 1530 (that is,

to cause to make a castle, or to cause a castle
to be made or erected).

He estward hath upon the gate above.
In worschipe of Venus, goddesse of hove,
Don make an auter and an oratorye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1047.

And he founde wyth him one his sone of the age of ten
yeres whom he dyde doo baptyse. and lyfte him fro the
'onte. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 183.

12. To hoax; cheat; swindle; humbug; over-
reach: as, to do a man out of his money. [Fa-
miliar slang.]— 13t. To outdo, as in fighting;
beat; overcome.

I have done the Jew, and am in good health.
JR, Humphreys.

To do away, (ot) To give up ; lay aside. Chaucer. (6)
To put away ; remove ; annul ; abolish ; obliterate : now
usually in the form to do away vnth.

It [praise] is the most excellent part of our religious
worship ; enduring to eternity after the rest shall be dt/ne
away. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. i.

Time's wasting hand has done away
The simple Cross of .^ybil Orey.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 37.

To do (a person) brown. See broim.

Why they'll laugh at and quiz us all over the town,
We are all of us done so uncommonly brown I

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 287.

To do duty for, to take the place of ; act as a substitute
for—To do no curet, to do no force. See the nouns.—
To do one cheert. .See cheer'.— To do .one proud, to
make one feel proud: as, sir, you do tne proud. [CoUoq.
or jocular.) -To do one rlglitt, to do one reason*, to
pledge one in drinking.

Do tne right.
And dub me knight.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3 (song).

Your master's health, sir,

I'll do you reason, sir.

Tuke, Adventures of Five Hours.

To do one's business, to do one's dlU^ence. See the
nouns.— To do over, (a) To repeat the doing of; per-
form again : as, do your exercise over. (6) To coat, as
with paint ; smear. [l{are.]

Boats . done over with a kind of slimy stuff. De/ot

To do the business for. See business.— To do to death.
.SeedMtA.—Todoup. (at) To put up ; raise ; open. See
dup.

Up the wyndow dide he hastily.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 613.

(6) To wrap and tie up, as a parcel : as, do up these books
neatly, and send them oH at once, (c) To dress and fas-
ten, as the hair.

It is easy to be merry and good-humored when one's
new dress fits exquisitely, and one's hair hasn't been frac-
tious in the dotn^ up.

Afr». Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, Iv.

(<f) To freshen, as a room with paint, paper, and uphol-
stery, or a garment by remodeling.

An old black coat which I have had done up, and smart-
ened with metal buttons and a velvet collar.

Shelley, in Dowden, I. 389.

(e) To iron, or starch and iron : as, a laundress who does
up muslins well.—To do With, (a) To effect or accom-
plish through employment or dinposal of: as, I don't
know what to do wUh myself, or u>ith my leisure.

"There dwellen gode folk and resonable, and manye
Cristene men anionges hem, that ben so riche, that thei
wyte not what to done with hire Codes.

MandsviUe, Travels, p. 300.

What will He Do with It? [title of a book). Bulwer.

(b) To have concern or business with ; deal with ; get on
with : as, I can do nothing with this obstinate fellow.

—

To have to do with, t^^ have concern or connection with.

ynat have 1 to do vnlh yonj 2 8am. xvl. 10.

All things are naked and opened unto the eyes of him
with whom we have to do. Heb. iv, 13.

I vow, Aniintor, I will never eat,
Or drink, or sleep, or have to do with that
That may preserve life.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 4.

Dangle. Wliat has a woman (o do with politics, Mrs.
Dangle?
Mrs. Dannie. And what have you to do with the theatre,

Mr. Dangle? Sheridan, The Critic, i. I.

What's to do here? what is the matter here? what is
all this about'.'

What's to do here, Thomas Tapster ? Let's withdraw.
Shak., M. for M., i. 2.
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U, intrans. 1. To act; be in action; be ac-
tive in performing or accomplishing; exert
one's self in relation to something.
Doing is activity, and he will still be doing.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 7.

Be but your self,

And do not talk, but do.
Fletcher (and anotherT), Prophetess, iv. 1.

Mechanic soul, thou must not only do
With Martha, but with Mary ponder too.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 7, Epig.

Let us then be up and doing.
Longfellow, Psalm of Life.

2. To act or behave ; conduct one's self : with
adverbial adjuncts indicating manner of act-
ing: as, to do well by a man.

If your Spirit will not let you retract, yet you shall do
well to repress any more Copies ot the .Satire.

Howell, Letters, ii. 2.

Behold God hath judg'd and don to him in the sight of
all men according to the verdict of his owne mouthe.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, iii.

3. To succeed (well or ill) in some undertaking
or action

; get along ; come through.
On the Tuesday they went to the tourney ; where they

did very nobly. Stow (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 478).

4. To arrange ; contrive ; shift : as, how shall
we do for food f

How shall we do for money for these wars?
Shak., Kich. IL, U. 2.

How shall I (fo to answer as they deserve your two last
letters? Richardson.

5. [Cf. the equiv. OP. comment le faites^ousf
lit. how do you make itf G. was machev sief
lit. what make you f The sense of doi in this
usage merges in do^. See do^, dow)!.] To be
(well or iU) ; be in a state with regard to sick-
ness or health ; fare : as, we asked him how he
did; how do you dot
How does my cousin Edward, uncle ?

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

SirJohn Walter asked me lately how you di4, and wished
me to remember him to you. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 24.

My dear Lady Sneerwell, how do you do to-day? Mr.
Snake, your most obedient.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Have done, desist ; give over.

Moses. Sir, this is Mr. Premium, agentlemanof thestrict-
est honour and secresy ; . . . Mr. Premium, this is

Charles S. Pshaw ! have done.— Sir, my friend Moses is

a very honest fellow, but a little slow at expression.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

To do for. (o) To act for or in behalf of ; provide or
manage for : as, he does well .for his family. (6) To ruin

;

defeat effectually ; injure fatally.

This pretty smooth dialogue has done/or me.
6old*mith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

"They have doneforme at last. Hardy, " said he [Nelson
),

as he was raised up from thedeck; "my backbone is shot
through." Amer. Cyc, XII. 222.

To do without, to dispense with ; succeed or get along
without : as, I can do without the book till Saturday.

The Romance words are some of them words which we
cannot do without for some particular purposes, but which
are not, by the first needs of speech, always on our lips.

E. A. Freeinan, Amer. Lects., p. 163.

To have done with, to have come to an end of ; have fin-
ished ; cease to have part or interest in or connection with

:

as, 1 haiye done with speculating ; I have done with you for
the future.

Ill, auxiliary and substitute. 1. As an auxil-
iary, do is inflected, while the principal verb is

in the infinitive without to, and originally and ^'n^^^J?; ^^T' "''",•'',>'>" ""^ that pre
_i • .!„ .] i,.„»i i! J tV T J ""'J ?"'± and down the piazza all the evenmg ; but
Strictly the object of do : thus, / do know is I fled, and two evenings did /or me.
perform an act of knowing. Compare s^aK and

-.-... _. .
_.

will.

O blessed Bond I O happy Marriage I

>Vhich doost the match 'twixt Christ and vs presage !

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

The youth did ride, and soon did meet

doab
For deeds doe die, how ever nohlie donne.
And thoughts of men do as themselves decay.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 400.

Ros. My lord, you once did love me.
Ham. So I do still, by these pickers and stealers.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

This just reproach their virtue does excite. Dryden.

2. Do, being capable of denoting any kind of
action required by the circumstances in con-
nection with which it is used, is often employed
as a substitute for the principal verb, or for the
whole clause directly dependent upon it, to
avoid repetition : as, conduct your business on
sound principles ; so long asyou do, you are safe.
In such an expression there is an ellipsis either of the prin-
cipal verb or of this, that, these thimfs, so, etc. : as, I in-
tend to come, but if I do not you will know how to act

;

so long as you do (so), you are safe.

The next morow we sayd masse as we ded the tewysday
be for. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 46.

I held it great injustice to believe
Thine enemy, and did not.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

Thus my Soul still moves Eastward, as all the heavenly
Bodies do. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

I . . . chose my wife as she did her wedding-gown, not
for a fine glossy surface, but for such qualities as would
wear well. Ootdsmith, Vicar, i.

dol(d6), n. [Formerly also (ioe; < dol, «.] If.
Endeavor; duty; all that is required of one, or
that one can do.

No sooner does he peep into
The world but he has done his doe.

S. Butler, Hudibraa.

"But," says he, " I have done my do in helping to get
him out of the administration of things lor which he is
"Ot at." Pepys, Diary, III. 316.

2t. To-do; bustle; tumult; stir; fuss.

Dissenters in Parliament may at length come to a good
end, tho' first there be a great deal of do.

Selden, Table.Talk, p. 81.

To Gresham College, where a great deal of do and for-
mality in choosing of the Council and Officers.

Pepys, Diary, April 11, 1666.

3. A trick ; a cheat ; a hoax. [Slang.]

I thought it was a do, to get me out of the house.
Dickens, Sketches.

do^ (do), V. i.
;

pret. did, pp. done, ppr. doing.
[Now identified in form and inflection with the
much more common and comprehensive verb
rfoi. The senses of do^ and do^, v. i., are so
intermingled that it is impossible to separate
them completely. All uses not obviously be-
longing to do^ it is best to refer to doi. Same
as 8c. and E. dial, dow, which is phonetically
the rightmodem form: see dowl.] To suit; be
fit or suitable ; serve the purpose or end in view

;

avail ; suflSce : as, will this do f

Abs. Well, recruit will do— let it be so.
Fag. O, sir, recruit will do surprisingly.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

"Let women vote I" cries one. "Why, wives and
daughters might be Democrats, while their fathers and
husbands were Whigs. It would never do."

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 24.

Not so careful for what is best as for what will do.
Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

To do for, to suit for ; serve as ; answer the purpose of ; be
sufficient for; satisfy: as, this piece of timber will do/or
the comer post ; a trusty stick will do /or a weapon ; very
plain food will do /or me.

Of course, it is a great pleasure to me to sit and talk
with Mrs. Benson, while you and that pretty girl walk up^L. __, _...,.. . . I'm easily satis-

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 63.

do*!-. An old English form of done, past parti-
ciple of doi.

With thy Ry3th kne lette hit be do.
Thy worahyp thou mayst sane so.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.
John coming back amain. Cowper, John Gilpin, j-i /j-> ta ii vi

, . ... ,.J^ .,. » ,., do* (do), n. [A mere syllable, more sonorous
than ut, for which it is substituted.] In solmt-

Certain uses of do as an auxiliary, with both transitive
and intransitive verbs, may be pointed out. (a) In form-
ing interrogative and negative expressions : as, do you
want this book ? I do not long for it ; does he do his work
well ? he does not do it as well as I expected.

Yon seem to marvel I do not marry all this while, con-
sidering that I am past the Meridian of my Age.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 60.

(b) With the imperative, sometimes, to help the expres-
sion of the subject : as, do thou go (instead of go, or go
thou) ; do you stay here (instead of stay, or stay you here).
(c) To express emphasis : as, I do wish you had seen him ; I
did see him ; do be quick ; do not (don't) do that, (d) Some-
times (now chiefly in poetry, where it is often used for
merely metrical reasons, but formerly often in prose)
merely as an inflection of the principal verb, with no otlier
effect.

A fair smooth Front, free from least Wrinkle,
Her Eyes (on me) like Stars do twinkle.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 21.

Greeks and Jews, together with the Turks, doe inhabit
the towne, and are admitted their churches and syna-
gogues. Sandys, Travailes, p. 21.

zation, the syllable now commonly used for the
first tone or key-note of the musical scale, and
also for the tone C (as the key-note of the typi-
cal scale of the pianoforte keyboard). About
1670 it replaced tlie Aretinian ut, which is still somewhat
used in France. In the tonic sol-fa system it is spelled
doh, and indicated by its initial d; its significance is lim-
ited to the first tone of the scale, without reference to the
keylward. In teaching .sight- singing by the help of sol-

mization, two general methods ai-e in use : (a) t\ieJixed-do
method, in which do is always applied to tones bearing
the letter-name C, whether they are key-notes or not; and
(b) the movable-do method, in which do is always applied
to the key-note, whatever be its letter-name. The second
method is generally regarded as the more scientific, and
is far the more practical, although the first has had the
support of many excellent musicians.

do. An abbre'viation of ditto.

doabl (dob), n. [Jr. dob, plaster, gutter, mire

;

dobaim, I plaster, daub.] A dark sandy clay
found in the neighborhood of many bogs in Ire-



doab

laiid. It is used for floors, and, mixedwith lime,

for plastering walls.

doab-, dooab (Jo'ab), n. [Hind, doab, also

dudh, a tract of land between two rivers, < do,

in comp. also du (< Skt. dva = Pers. du = E.

tico), + ab, < Skt. dp, water, a river.] In the

East Indies, a tract of coimtry between two
rivers. Also written duab.

doable (do'a-bl), a. [< rfrti + -able.'] Capable

of being doiie or executed. [Bare.]

It was doable^ it waa done for others.
Carlyle, Misc., IV. 316.

do-all (do'al), n. [_<do^,v., + dbi.aH.'\ A ser-

vant, an official, or a dependent who does all

sorts of work; a factotum. Fuller.

doandt. A Middle English form of the present

participle of dol.

doat, doating, etc. See dote'^, etc.

dob (dob), n. [Sc; origin obscure.] A Scotch

name of the razor-fish, a bivalve, Solen ensis.

dobbeldaler (dob'el-da-16r), n. [Dan., = E.

double dollar.'] A coin formerly current in

Norway and Denmark, and worth about $1.12.

dobbin (dob'in), n. [A familiar use of the

proper personal name Dobbin, which is a dim.

of Dob or Dobb (now more frequently in the

patronymic form Dobbins, Dobbs), these being

variations of Robin, Bob, diminutives of Robert.

Cf. dicky^, an ass, similarly derived from a dim.

of Richard.] A common English name for a
work-horse. [As a quasi-proper name it is

often written with a capital letter.]

Thou hast got more hair on thy chin than Dobbin my
phill-liorse has on his tail. Shak., M. of V., ii. 2.

The hard-featured farmer reins up his grateful dobbin

to inquire what you are doing. Thoreau, Walden, p. 171.

dobby (dob'i), n.
;

pi. dobbies (-iz). [Sc. also

dobbie; dim. of Dob, Dobb, like JTofe, var. of Rob,

abbr. of Robert; a familiar use of the proper
name. Ct. dobbin.] 1. A fool ; a childish old

man.— 2. A sprite or apparition. Grose. [Prov.

Eng.]

He needed not to care for ghaist or barghaist, devil or

dobbie. Scott, Rob Roy, xiv.

3. Same as dobby-macMne.

Taylor's loom does not appear to have come into use,

but a small Jacquard machine, or dabby, was introduced

in the silk trade in 1830 by Mr. S. Dean, of Spitalflelds.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 279.

dobby-macMne (dob'i-ma-shen'), n. A loom
for weaving fancy patterns, constructed on a
principle similar to that of the Jacquard loom.

dobchick (dob'chik), n. Same as dabchick.

dobee (do'be), n. Same as dhobie.

dobbash (do'bash), n. [< Hind, dobhashi, Tel-

ugu dubashi, dubasi, an interpreter, a native man
of business in the service of a European (Ma-
dras), < Hind, do, du (< Skt. dva = E. two), +
Hind. Skt. bhdshd, language.] In the East In-

dies, an interpreter; one who speaks two or
more languages.

dobie^ (do'bi), n. [By apheresis from adobe.]

Adobe. [Colloq., U. S.]

dobie^, n. Same as dhoby.

Dobie's line, Dobie's stripe. Same as Krause's
membrane (which see, under membrane).

dobla (do'bla), n. [OSp. (= Pg. dobra), fern,

of doblo, now doble, = F. double, > E. double, q.

v.] A gold coin formerly used in Spain. The
earliest coins so called are Moorish dinars, coined by the
Almotiade dynasty, and distinguished from the earlier di-

nars hy liaving the full weight of a mitlical, while the fine-

ness was reduced so tliat they should be of the same value.

As coined by John II. of Castile in 1442, there were 49 to

the marl< (230.04 grams), of a fineness of 19 carats, malting
the value ^2.47.

doblef, a. An obsolete form of double.

doblerf, n. An obsolete form of doubter.

doblett, n. An obsolete form of doublet.

dobra (do'bra), n. [Pg.- a coin (see def.), also
a fold, plait, dou-
ble, fem. of dobro
= Sp. doble = F.
double, > E. dou-
ble, q. v.] A gold
coin formerly cur-
rent in Portugal,
first issued by
John v., in the
eighteenth cen-
tury. Its value
varied : the spe-
cimen here illus-

trated was worth
£3 VLg. »irf., or
about $17.35. obvcna.
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dobrao(d6-bra'6),
n. [Pg. dobruo =
Sp. doblon, > F.
doublon, > E. dou-
bloon, q. v.] A
gold coin, equal
to 12,800 reis, or
about S14, for-

taken only at
valuation.

dobson (dob'son),
n. [Origin ob-

KeverM. scurc.] Thclarva
IX>brapnohnV.,Kmgof Portugal, 1733.- of one Of VariouS
British Museum. (Size of the original.) ^^ v

^

species of neu-
ropterous insects of the family Sialida', espe-

cially of the genus Corydalus (which see). Also
called liellgrammite, clipper, and crawler.

dobule (dob'iil), m. [< NL. dobula; origin ob-

scure.] A name of a fresh-water cyprinoid

fish, ieuciscus dobula (or vulgaris), allied to the

roach and dace.

docedt, »«. An erroneous form of doucet, 2.

docent (do'sent), a. and n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw.
docent, a imiversity teacher, < L. docen(t-)s, ppr.

oidocere, teach: see docile.] I.f a. Teaching.

The church here Is talcen for the church as it is docent

and regent, as it teaches and governs.

Dodmastes
Agasia, the kyng of Britonis dochter.

Bellenden, Chron., fol. 19, a.

docibility (dos-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< OF. docibilite, <

LL. docibiliia(t-)s,<.docibilis,do<iib\e: see doci-

lle.] Teachableness; docility. [Rare or ob-
solete.]

To persons of docibility, the real character may be easily

taught in a few days. Boyle, Worlts, VI. 448.

marly current in docible (dos'i-bl), a. [< OF. docible = It. doci-

Portugal,butnow hile, < LL. docibilis, that learns easily, teach-

able, < L. rfocere, teach: see rfoctte.] 1. Docile;
tractable ; ready to be taught ; easily taught or
managed. [Rare or obsolete.]

Their Camels also are docible; they will more bee per-

swaded to hold on a iourney further then ordinarie by
songs then blowes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 557.

They shall be able to speal? little to the purpose, so as
to satisfy sober, humble, docible persons, who have not
passionately espoused an errour. Bp. Bull, Sermons, vL

2. That may be imparted by teaching; com-
municable. [Rare.]

Whom nature hath made docile, it is injurious to pro-
hibit him from learning anything tliat is docible.

Bp. Hacket.

docibleness (dos'i-bl-nes), n. Teachableness;
docility. [Bare or obsolete.]

I might enlarge myself in the commendation of Hunt-
ing, and of the noble Hound especially, as also of the doci-

bleness of dogs. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 31.

The World stands in Admiration of the Capacity and
Docibleness of the English. Howell, Letters, iv. 47.

Abp. Laud, Against Fisher, xjixiii.
^ogjig (dos'il or do'sil), a. [Formeriy also do-

cil; = F. docile = Sp. docil = Pg. docil = It.

docile, < L. docilis, easily taught, teachable, <

docere, teach. CI. didactic] 1 . Teachable ; easi-

ly taught; quick to learn; amenable.

Dogs soon grow accustomed to whatever they are taught,
and being docUe and tractable, are very useful.

II. Ellis, Voyage to Hudson's Bay,

2. Tractable ; easily managed or handled.

The ores are docile and contain ruby-silver and sub-snl-

phides. L. Hamilton, Mex. Handbook, p. 95.

The different ores of the Rayo 3Iine are docile in their

reduction, undergoing the common Spanish amalgamation
process. Quoted in Mourry's Arizona and Sonora, p. 148.

docili'ty (do-sU'i-ti), n. [= F. dodlite= Sp. do-

cilidad= l?g. docilidade= lt. docilitd, docilitade,

docilitate, < L. docilita{t-)s, teachableness, < do-

cilis, teachable, docile : see docile.] The qual-

ity of being docile; teachableness; readiness

or aptness to learn ; tractableness.

Tlie humble docility of little children is, in the New
Testament, represented as a necessary preparative to the

reception of the Christian faith.

II. n. See privat-docent.

Docetae(do-se'te), n.j)?. [LL., < Gr. Ao/c^Trai, <

thKe'w, seern.] A sect of heretics of the first and
second centuries who denied the human origin

of Christ's body, some holding that it was a

mere phantom, and others that it was real but
of celestial substance. Thus they believed the in-

carnation, crucifixion, and resurrection of Christ to have
been mere appearances or illusions. Strictly this name
seems to have belonged to a single sect of the second cen-

tury, but it is commonly used indifferently or collectively

of the various Gnostic sects which held similar views on
this point. Certain Monophysites afterward taught a doc-

trine as to Christ's body related to that of the Doceta;. See
Aphthartodocette, Fhantasiast.

Docetic (do-set'ik), a. [< DocetcB + -ic] Of,

pertaining to, or held by the Docetse : as, "Do-
cetic gnosticism," Plumptre.

Docetism (do-se'tizm), n. [< Docetw -t- -ism.]

The doctrinal system of the Docetse.

Docetist (do-se'tist), n. [< Docetce + -is*.] One
of the DocetsB.

These Docetists, as they were called, had a whole series

of successors in the early church. Encyc. Brit., XI. 736. Beattie, Moral Science, I. ii. 5.

Docetistic (do-sf-tis'tik), a. [< Docetist + -ic] docimacy (dos'i-ma-si), n. A less correct spell-

Of, pertaining to, or resembling the Doeette or jng of docimasy.
their doctrines ; Docetic.

The Gnostic heresy . . . sunders Christianity from its

historical basis, resolves the real humanity of the Saviour
into a Doketistic illusion.

Sehaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. § 73.

doch-an-doris, doch-an-dorach (doch'an-do'-

ris, -rach), n. [Sc, also written deuch-an-doris,

deuch-an-dorach, repr. Gael, deoch an doruis, a
stirrup-cup, lit. a drink at the door: deoch,

drink; an, the; dorwi*, gen. of dortts, door.] .^ ^y LO l^v,L<
stirrup-cup; a parting-cupiA,cnci - [-»,!« 5\ ^J*^*'*- 1 rV'' ^"^'^'

dochme (dok'me), n. [Gr. c!ox/i^ or oiSx/m?, the *

space contained in a handbreadth, < SexcaBai,

receive.] An ancient Greek measure of length

:

same as palceste. See palm.
dochmiac (dok'mi-ak), a. and n. [< Gr. dox/ua-

Kof, < doxiiiog: see dochmius.] I. a. In anc. Gr.

jyros. : (a) Having or characterized by a differ-

ence of more than one between the number of

times or morse in the thesis and that in the

arsis: as, a dochmiac foot; dochmiac rhythm.

(6) CJonsistingof dochmii: as, a, dochmiac veise,

trimeter, strophe—Dochmiac rhythm. Seerhythm.

H. n. Inane. Gr.^»"0«.,a verse or series com-
posed of dochmii.
dochmius (dok'mi-us), n.

;
pi. dochmii (-i). [L.,

< Gr. doxfuoc, sc. n-ot'f, foot; lit. across, athwart,

aslant.] 1. In anc. Gr. pros., a foot consisting

in its fundamental form (w— -i w _) of five syl-

lables, the first and fourth of which are short,

and the second, third, and fifth long.— 2. \e.ap.']

[NL.] In zoiil., a genus of nematoid worms,
of the family Strongylidw. D. duodenalis is an intes-

tinal parasite from which a large part of the population

of Egypt suffer, often fatally. By means of its large, hard,

and dentate mouth it pierces the intestinal mucous mem-
brane and sucks the l)lood, the repeated bleedings thus

caused resulting in what is known as Egyptian chlorosis.

This formidable parasite is about four tenths of an inch

long. Another species, D. tri/jonwephalu^, infests dogs.

Also called Ancyloytoma, Anchylostoma.

doctfter (doch'ttr), n. An obsolete and dia-

lectal (Scotch) form of daughter.

Docimastes (dos-i-mas ' tez), n. [NL. (Gould,

1850), also Doeimaster (Bonaparte, 1850), < Gr.

SoKi/iaoT^C, SoKifiaarijp, an assayer, examiner, <

ioiafidi;siV, assay, test, examine.] A genus of

humming-birds, notable for the enormous
length of the beak, which may exceed that of

all the rest of the bird. D. ensiferus is the only

species. The bill is from 3 to 4 inches long, the whole
bird being fromU to Si inches. The bill is used to pio)ie

Sword-bearing Humming-bild (Dacimas/es ettsiferus).

long tubular flowers for food, whence the generic name.
This remarkable humming-bird inhabits the United States

of Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. The male is chiefly

green, varied with bronze and purplish tints; the throat,

bill, and feet are black, the throat varied with buff, and

liehind the eye is a wliite spot
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docimastic (dos-i-mas'tik), a. [= F. docimas-
tique, a., docimastic (cf. Sp. docimdstica = Pg.
It. docimastica, n., doeimasy), < Gr. SoKi/jaariKoc,

< SoKifiaar^c, an assayer, examiner, < doKC/id^eiv,

assay, test, examine, scrutinize, (. doKiuoc, as-

sayed, tested, examined, approved, < dex£<^ai,

take, approve.] Proving by experiments or

tests ; assaying ; specifically, relating to the as-

saying of metals : as, the docimastic axt. Also
dokimastic.

doeimasy (dos'i-ma-si), n. [Also written dohi-
maxi/, and less correctly docimacy ; = F. doci-

masie = Sp. Pg. It. docimasia, < Gr. ioKijiaaia,

an assay, examination, scrutiny, < donijid^eiv, as-

say, examine : see docimastic.'] 1. In &r. antiq.,

particularly at Athens, a judicial inquiry into
the civic standing, character, and previous life

of all persons elected for public office, of
youths applying for enrolment on the list of full

citizens, of persons aiming at political leader-
ship, etc. The inquiry was public ; any citizen miglit
denounce the subject of it, and his civic privileges were
suspended if he could not justify himself.

2. The art oi- practice of assaying metals, or
the art of separating metals from foreign mat-
ters, and of determining the nature and quan-
tity of metallic substances contained in any
ore or mineral.— 3. The art of ascertaining the
nature and properties of medicines and poisons,
or of ascertaining certain facts pertaining to
physiology.

docimology (dos-i-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. S6ia/io^,

assayed, examined, tested (see docimastic), +
-'/M;ia, < Tlyctv, speak: see -ology,'] A treatise
on tlie art of assaying, or examining metallic
substances.

docious (do'shus), a. [Appar. a var. of docile,

with suffix -ous. Cf. docity.] Docile; amenable.
[CoUoq., western U. S.]

I can hardly keep my tongue docious now to talk about
it. Spirit o/ the Times (New York).

docity (dos'i-ti), n. [Also written dossity (Hal-
liwell); a contr. of docility, q. v.] Qmckness
of comprehension ; docUity

;
gumption. Grose;

Bnrtlett. [Local, Eng. and U. 8.]

dock'- (dok), n. [Early mod. E. also docke; <
MK. docke, dokke (> OF. doque, docque, doke, F.
dial, doque, dogiie, dock, patience), < AS. docce,
rarely docca (gen. doccaii, whence late ME.
dokan, E. dial, docken, dockan), dock (L. lapa-
thum, rumcx), used also with descriptive adjec-
tives, sed fealwe docce, the fallow-dock, golden
dock (Rumex maritimus), sed redde docce, the red
dock (R. sanguiiteus), sed scearpe docce, the sharp
dock {R. acetosa), and in comp. ed-docce (=
ODan. d-dokke), water-dock (water-lily, 2fu-
phar luteum), sur-docce, sour dock (/i. acetosa),
wudu-docce, wood-dock {R. acetosa); = MD.
docke (in comp. docke-blwderen (glossed peta-
sites), Flem. dokke-bladeren) = G. docke (prob.
< D.), Colchicum autumnale, in comp. docken-
bldtter, Rumex acutus; docken-kraut, btirdoek,
Arctium Lappa ; V3asser-docke,viaXeT-\\\y. The
relation of these forms to the Celtic is not clear;
cf. Gael, dogha, burdock, Ir. meacan-dogha, bur-
dock (meacan, a tap-rooted plant, as the carrot,
parsnip, etc.).] 1. The common name of those
species of Rumex which are characterized by
little or no acidity and the leaves of which are
not hastate. They are coarse herbs, mostly perennials,
with thickened rootstocks. .Some of the Kuropean 8i>ecie8
are troublesome weeds and widely naturalized. The roots
are astrinj^ent and slightly tonic and laxative, and have
been used as a remedy in cutaneous atfections and numer-
ous other diseases. Particular designations are bitter dock,
JL obtitsi/olitis ; curled or yellow ditck, JL erisyus ; Jiddle-
dock (from the siiape of the leaves), R. pulcher; golden
dock, K maritimus: patience dock, R. Patientia; sharp
or sour dock.Ii. Acetosa; swamp- dock, H. verticillatus

;

water-dock, R, Britannica and A Ilydrolapatkum; and
white dock, R. salieifolias.

Nothing teems
But hateful docks, rough thistles, kecksies, burs.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

2. A name of various other species of plants,
mostly coarse weeds with broad leaves, as dove-
dock, the coltsfoot, Tussilago Farfara ; elf-^ock,
the elecampane, /««?« Helenium ; prairie-dock,
Silphium terehinthinum ; round dock, the com-
mon mallow, Malva sylrestris; spatter-dock, the
yellow pond-lily, Nuphar advena; sweet dock.
Polygonum Bistorta ; velvet dock, the mullen,
Verhascum Thapsus. See burdock, candock, and
hardock— in dock, out nettle, a formula used as an
incantation in tlio north <if Kiii^land. If a person is stung
with a nettle, dock-Icavcs arc rnbtved on the affected part,
and the formula is repeated. It was long used proverbially
to express unsteadiness or inconstancy, or sudden change.

Uncertaine certaine, never loves to settle.

But here, there, everywhere ; in dock, out nettle.

John Taylor, Works (1630).
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Who fight with swords for life sure care but little,
Since 'tis no more than this, in dock, out nettle.

Wrangling Lovers (1677).

dock^ (dok), n. [Early mod. E. also docke; <

(1) ME. dok (rare), < leel. dockr, a short stumpy
tail (Haldorsen); cf. doggr, a conical projec-
tion (Haldorsen) ; supposed to be nearly re-
lated to (2) Icel. dokk, dokka, a windlass, and
to leel. docka (Haldorsen) = Norw. dokka =
Sw. docka = Dan. dukke, a skein, = Fries, dok,
a bundle, bunch, ball (of twine, straw, etc.),

= LG. dokke, a bundle (of straw, thread, etc.),

a skein of silk or yarn, whence G. docke, a bun-
dle, bunch, plug, skein of thread, etc., a thick,
short piece of anything. These words, again,
are prob. identical with (3) Norw. dokka = Sw.
docka = Dan. dukke= MD. docke = East Fries.
dok, dokke = LG. dokke = OHG. toccha, tocha,
a doll, MHG. tocke, a doll, a young girl, G.
docke (after LG.), a doll. From the LG. form
in this third group are derived (prob.) E. duck^,
q. v., and doxy, q. v.] 1. The tail of a beast
cut short or clipped; the stump of a tail; the
solidpartof atail.— 2+. The buttocks; therump.

I will not go to school but when me lest [list].

For there beginneth a sorry feast
When the master should lift my dock.
The }Forld and the Child (Hazlitfs Dodsley, I. 247).

Some call the Bishops weathercocks
Who where there heads were turn their docks.

Colvil.

3. The fleshy part of a boar's chine, between the
middle and the rump. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]—4. A case of leather to cover the clipped or
cut tail of a horse.— 5. A piece of leather form-
ing part of a crupper. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]—
6. The crupper of a saddle. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]— 7. The stem of a ship. [Sc6tch.]

She bare many canons, . . . with three great bassils,

two behind in her dock, and one before.
Pitscottie, Chron. of Scotland, p. 108.

dock^ (dok), V. t. [< ME. docken, dokken, cut
off the tail, cut short, curtail, < dok, tail : see
dock^, n. The connection of thought between
' tail' and 'cut short' appears again in the per-
verted form curtail, orig. ciirtal. The resem-
blance to W. tocio, ticcio, clip, dock, is prob.
accidental. Hence docked.] 1. To cut off, as
the end of a thing; cut short; clip; curtail:

as, to dock the tail of a horse.

His heer was by his eres round yshom,
His top was docked lyk a preest beforn.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 590.

To pluck the eyes of Sentiment,
And dock the tail of Rhyme.

O. W. Holmes, Music-Grinders.

Hence— 2. To deduct a part from; shorten;
curtail ; diminish : as, to dock one's wages.

We know they [bishops] hate to be dockt and clipt.

MUton, Eefonnation in £ng., i.

They . . .

Came, with a month's leave given them, to the sea

:

For which his gains were dock'd, however small.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

Some pretend to find defects in the work, and dock the
payments without a shadow of justice.

The American, XIV. 344.

3. Naut., to clue up (a comer of a sail) when
it hinders the helmsman from seeing : usually
with up.— 4. To cut off, rescind, or destroy;
bar : as, to dock an entail.

docks (dok), n. [< MD. docke = D. dok = Flem.
dok, a dock; cf. (from the E. or D.) Sw. docka
= Dan. dok, dokke = G. dock, docke = F. dock,
a dock. Origin unknown ; cf. OFlem. docke, a
cage (see dock^) ; Icel. diikk, dokdh, a pit, pool,
= Norw. dokk, dekk, dekt, a hollow, low ground
surrounded by hills. The word is by some
connected with It. doccia, a canal, conduit,
pipe, formerly also "a damme of a mill"
(Florio), ult. < L. ducerc, lead (see douche, duct),

or with ML. doga, a ditch, canal, also a vessel,

cup, perhaps < Gr. dox>/, a receptacle, < Sex^^Sat,

receive.] In hydraulic engin., strictly, an in-
closed water-space in which a ship floats whUe
being loaded or unloaded, as the space be-
tween two wharves or piers ; by extension, any
space or structure in or upon which a ship
may be berthed or held for loading, unloading,

repairing, or safe-keeping. The water-space may
communicate freely with the stream or harbor, or the en-

trance to it may be closed by a gate or by a lock. If pro-

vided with a lock or gate, the level of the water within
the dock remains at all times nearly the same, as the gate
Is opened only at full tide, when the level without and
within is the same. If a lock is employed, vessels can
pass in and out at all stages of the tide, i)ut this does not
materially affect the level of the water inside the dock.
In an open dock the tide continually lowers or raises the
vessel, and this interferes In some degree with the work of
loading or unloading. The closed docks are free from this

dock
inconvenience, while a greater advantage is found in the
absence of currents. In a larger sense the term is also
applied to a basin or inclosed water-space for the storage
of floating timber or the safe-keeping of river-steamers,
barges, or canal-boats laid up for the winter, and by a
further extension is made to include the wharves and
warehouses on or in the neighborhood of a dock. The
largest closed docks are at Liverpool and London, in Eng-
land. In a particular sense the term is also applied to
the construction and apparatus used in repairing and
building ships, as the floating dock, dry-dock, depositing-
dock, and sectional dock.

The saide shippe, called the Holy Crosse, was so shaken
in this voyage, and so weakened, that she was layd vp in
the docke, and neuer made a voyage after.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. i. 98.

Depositlng-dock, a caisson or an elevator for lilting ves-
sels from the water and placing them upon stagings or
wliarves erected for the purpose. The lifting apparatus
consists of a series of caissons or pontoons, placed side by
side and joined at one end to another pontoon that, with a
series of upright tubular structures, forms a girder and
makes the back of a comb-like structure, of which the pon-
toons are the teeth. In the rear of the girder is a large
floating pontoon, connected with it by two rows of heavy
booms thjit, being pivoted at each end, serve as a series of
parallel bars iind keep the entire structure upright while
afloat. To lift a vessel, a row of blocks with shores and
chocks is arranged on top of all the pontoons. The air is

allowed to escape, and the entire structure, except the float

in the rear, sinks till the vessel can be floated over the
pontoons. When the vessel is in position the water is

pumped out of the pontoons, and they all rise together,
lifting the vessel out of the water.— Dry-dock, a dock or an
excavated basin adjoining navigable water, provided with
a gate, and so arranged that, after the docking of a ship,
the water can be exhausted from it. Such docks are long
and narrow, witli sloping sides foi-med in steps. The mod-
ern method of construction is to excavate the basin in the
shore, and to drive heavy piling along the bottom and upon
the sloping sides and rear end. Uimn the piles are laid
heavy timbers to fonn the floor and the steps at the sides.

At the entrance are double gates opening outward, and
meeting at an angle when closed, to resist the pressure of
the water on the outside when the dock is empty, A re-
cent method of closing a dry-dock is by means of a float-

Dry.dock, or Graving-dock.

Ing gate or caisson with flat bottom and wide stem and
stern, which is floated into position across the entrance
and loaded with water-ballast till it sinks, fitting tightly
by a keel into a groove in the gateway. To use the dock,
the gate is opened, or floated away at high water, and the
ship is drawn into the dock and held afloat over a line of
blocks along the center of the dock. The gate is then put in
position, and sunk till the dock is closed water-tight. The
water within the dock is then exhausted by steam-pumps,
leaving the ship supported on the blocks, and braced on
both sides by shores extending to the dock-steps. A typi-
cal dry-dock is the Brooklyn Navy-yard Dock No. 1, which
is 500 feet long, 60 feet wide at the bottom, and capable of
admitting a ship drawing 18 feet. Steam-pumps with a
capacity of 40,000 gallons of water a minute are used to
empty it.— Floating dock, a capacious wooden or iron
structure, generally rectangular, intended to serve as a
graving-dock. Sometimes lloating docks are built in wa-
ter-tight compartments, and can be suuli to tlie requii-ed

side and End Elevations of Floating Dock.
A, A. water-line ; A', A', immersed water-line for taking: <n shipsi

B, bloclcs for supporting ships ; D,Z>, dock j 1£, E, shores for side sup-
port ; -f, ship raised on docic ; IV, water-tight compartments.

depth by the admission of water into these compartments.
Wlien the vessel is docked, the floating dock is raised by
pimiping, till its bottom touches the keel of the ship.
Shores are then atldcd to keep the ship in position, and the
dock is raised higlier. Instead of compartments, water-
tight tanks are occasionally used, and the dock is raised and



dock

lovered on the same principle. A floating dock may also

be made so heavy as to sink Ijy its own weight deep enough
to receive the largest vessel, and be raised by means of

empty watertight tanks, which lift dock and ship by their

buoyancy.— Graving-dock, a dry-Jock : so called because

used in graving or cleaning the Imttoni of ships. The grav-

ing-docks in the navy-yards vt Brooklyn, Boston, and Nor-

folk are important examples.— Half-tide dock, a basin

connecting two or more docks, and connnunicating with

the entrance-basin.— Sectional dock, a lloating dock
composed of asuccession of pontoons or caissons attached

to a platform below the vessel. Steam-pumps are used to

remove the water from the caissons, and, as they float, the

vessel is raiseil.

docks (dok), V. t. [= D. Flem. doVlccn = Dan.
dokke, dock ; from the noun.] To bring or draw
into or place in a dock.

It floweth 18. foot, that you may make, dock, or carine

ships with much facilitie.

Quoted in Capt. John Smiths True Travels, I. 111.

dock* (dok), n. [Appar. the same word as

rfocA-3; of. OFlem. docke, a cage.] The place

where a criminal stands in court.

Here will be ofBcers, presently ; bethink you
Of some course sodainely to scape the dock;
For thither you'll come else.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. B.

dockage^ (dok'aj), ». [< dock"^ + -age.'] Cur-
tailment; deduction, as of wages.

Tliere is no docking for accidental delays. . . . I do not
find in the time-book a single instance of dockage for any
reason. Phila. Times, March 20, 1886.

dockage^ (dok'aj), ». [< dock^ + -age.'] Pro-
vision for the docking of vessels ; accommoda-
tion in a dock ; the act of docking a vessel ; the
charge for the use of a dock : as, the port has
ample dockage; dockage, so much (in an ao-

coimt).

The plethora of "cities" and "city sites," whose pros-

pects the vast dockage and trade territory of Chicago has
superseded. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 334.

dockan, n. See docken.

dock-block (dok'blok), n. A pulley-block se-

cured to a dock, and used in loading and un-
loading vessels.

docked (dokt), p. a. [< ME. docked; pp. of

dock^, v.] Cut ofiE short ; having the end or tail

cut off; specifically, in entom., cut off sharply
in any direction, as if with a knife ; truncated,
as a tip or apex.
docken, dockan (dok'en, -an), n. [Dial. var.

of docIO-.] The dock, a plant of the genus
Bumex. [Scotch and North. Eng.]

Wad ye compare yer sell to me,
A dodcen till a tansie?

Ritson's Scottish Songs, I. 182.

docker (dok' fer), M. lidock^,v.t., + -er'i^.] A
stamp used to cut and perforate the dough for

crackers or sea-biscuit.

docket (dok'et), n. [Formerly sometimes spell-

ed docquet (as if of F. origin), and with altered
form dogget; < late ME. docket; appar. < dock,

v., + dim. -et (less prob. < ME. docket, var. of

docked, pp. of dock, v., and thus lit. 'a thing
cut short,' 'an abridgment').] 1. In general, a
summarized statement ; an abridgment or ab-
stract; a brief.

On the outer edge of these tablets a docket is occasion-
ally inscribed in alphal)etic characters, containing a brief
reference to the contents, evidently for the purpose of en-
abling the keeper of the records to find any particular
document In the archives where they were piled up.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 253.

2. In law: (a) A summary of a larger writing;
a paper or parchment, or a marginal space,
containing the heads of a writing; a digest.

(6) A register of judgments, more specifically

of money judgments. Thus, a judgment for the fore-
closure of a mortgage and sale of the property is not dock-
eted in this sense ; but if after sale there remains a deficien-

cy fcr which a defendant is personally liable, the judgment
for the deficiency is docketed against him, thus being made
a lien on his real property in the county or district, (c) A
list of causes in court for trial or hearing, or of
the names of the parties who have causes pend-
ing, usually made in the order in which the
causes are tobe called, (d) In England, the copy
of a decree in chancery, left with the record and
writ clerk, preparatory to enrolment.—3. A
bill tied to goods, containing some direction, as
the name of the owner or the place to which
they are to be sent ; also, a ticket attached to
goods, specifying their measurement. See tick-

et.— 4. A shred or piece. [Prov. Eng.]— 5.
A woodman's bill. [Prov. Eng.] — To strike a
docket, in JS'n^. laiD, to give a bond to tlie lord chancellor,
engaging to prove the debtor to be a bankrupt, whereupon
a fiat of bankruptcy is issued against the debtor : said of a
creditor.

docket (dok'et), V. t. [< docket, n.] 1. In law :

(a) To make an abstract or summary of the
heads of , as a document ; abstract and enter in
a book : as, judgments regularly docketed. (6)
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To make a judgment a lien on lands.— 2. To
enter in a docket ; write a brief of the contents
of, as on the back of a writing.

They were all docketed and marked, and tied with red
tape. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

3. To mark with a docket or ticket.

docking (dok'ing), n. [Verbal n. of dock^, v. t.]

1. A cutting or clipping, as of a horse's tail.

—

2. The operation of cutting and piercing the
dough for sea-biscuit.

dockmackie (dok'mak-i), ». A common name
in the United States for the Viburnum, accri-

folium, sometimes used as an application to

tumors.
dock-master (dok'mas"ter), n. One who has
the superintendence of docks.

dock-rent (dok'rent), n. Charge for storing
and warehousing goods in a dock.

dock-warrant (dok'wor"ant), n. In England,
a certificate given to the owner of goods ware-
housed in the docks ; a warehouse-receipt, when
a transfer is made, the certificate is indorsed with an or-

der to deliver the goods to the purchaser. The warrant
thus becomes an authority for the removal of the goods.

The holder of a dock-warrant has a prinia-facie claim
to the pipes of wine, bales of wool, hogsheads of sugar, or
other packages named thereon.

Jevons, Sloney and Mech. of Exchange, p. 207.

dockyard (dok'yard), n. A yard or magazine
near a harbor, for containing all kinds of naval
stores and timber. Dockyards belonging to the gov-
ernment (called in the United States navy-yards) usually
include dry-docks for repairing ships, and slips on which
new vessels are built, besides the storehouses and work-
shops.

docmac (dok'mak), n. A siluroid fish of the
genus Bagrus (B. docmac), inhabiting the Nile.

It is a kind of catfish.

The genus Bagrus, of which the Bayad (B. bayad) and
Docmac (B. docmac) frequently come under the notice of

travellers on the Nile. Giinther, Encyc. Brit., XXll. 68.

Docoglossa (dok-o-glos'a), 11. pi. [NL., < 6r.
(So/cof, a bearing-beam, a beam, bar, + yAuaaa,

tongue.] A group or order of dioecious gastro-

pods, characterized by having transverse rows
of beam-like teeth on the odontophore or lin-

gual ribbon. Different limits have been assigned to it.

(a) In Troschel's system it was made to include the lim-
pet-like gastropods and the chitons, {h) In Gill's and later
systems it is restricted to the limpet-like forms, as the
families ratellidce, Acmceid(e, and Lepetidce.

docoglossate (dok-6-glos'at), a. and n. [As Do-
coglossa + -ate^.] 1. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Docoglossa; being one of
the PatellidcB or limpets.

At any rate, it is certain that the old views of a close
relation between the Polyplacophore and the docoglossate
Gastropoda had very little morphological basis.

Science, IV. 335.

II. n. A gastropod of the order Docoglossa.

doCQUett, «• and V. An obsolete form of docket.

doctor (dok'tor), n. [Early mod. E. also doc-
tour; < ME. cloctour, doctur, doctor, doktor, a
doctor (of divinity, law, or medicine), < OF.
doctour, doctur, F. docteur = Pr. Sp. doctor =
Pg. doutor = It. dottore = D. G. doctor = Dan.
Sw. doktor, < L. doctor, a teacher, ML. esp. in

the university sense, < docere, teach : see docile.]

1 . A teacher ; an instructor ; a learned man

;

one skilled in a learned profession.

But freres hauen for^etten this, . . .

Wher [whether] Fraunceis or Domynik other Austen or-
deynide

Any of this dotardes doctur to worthe [become].
Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 680.

Then stood up one in the council, a Phai-isee, named
Gamaliel, a doctor of the law. Acts v. 34.

The best and ablest doctors of Christendom have been
actually deceived in matters of great concernment.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 377.

Who shall decide, when doctors disagree,

And soundest casuists doubt, like you and me ?

Pope, Epistle to Lord Bathurst, 1. 1.

2. In a university, one who has passed all the
degrees of a faculty, and is thereby empowered
to teach the subjects included in the faculty

;

a person who has received the highest degree
in a faculty : as, a doctor in divinity. The degree
is also regularly conferred by certain technical schools, as
those of medicine, and, under certain conditions, by col-

leges. An honorary degree of doctor, as of divinity or
laws, is often conferred by universities and colleges. The
degree of doctor differs only in name from that of master.
When there was but one degree in each faculty, the gradu-
ate was called a master in Paris, a doctor in Bologna. The
faculty of the decretals being modeled after that of Bo-
logna, those who took the highest degree in law were call-

etl doctors. This title was afterward extended to masters in

theology, and finally to masters in medicine. The degrees
of doctor conferred by universities, colleges, and profes-

sional schools include doctor of divinity (L. divinitatis

doctor, abbreviated D. D. ; or sacroB theoloffi/E doctor, ab-

breviated S. T. D. ; or doct,ortheotogi<x, abbreviated D. T.);

doctor of medicine, abbreviated D. M. (L. medicirux doctor,

abbreviated if. 2>.); doctor of laws (L legum doctor, ab-

doctoral

hreviated LL.D.); doctor of civil law, abbreviated D. C. L.
(L. legis eivilis doctor); doctor of both laws (civil and can-
on) (L. jwrta «frtw«5ii« rfoc^or, abbreviated J. U. D.); doe-
tor of philosophy, abbreviated D. I'. (L. philosophic doc-
tor, abbreviated Ph. D.); doctor of science (L. scicnti^
doctor, abbreviated Sc. D.) ; doctor of music, abbreviated
D. M. (L. musicai doctor, abbreviated Mus. D.)— the ab-
breviations of the Latin forms being more commonly used

;

doctor of dental surgery, abbreviated D. D. S. ; doctor of
veterinary surgery, abbreviated D. V. S.

With us ther was a Doctour of Phisik,
In al this world ne was ther non him lik

To speke of phisik and of surgerye.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 411.

And the noumbre of doctoures of Cyuyle and physyk was
grete excedyngly. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 6.

The doctor of the civil law had to prove his knowledge
of the Digest and the Institutes.

Stul}bs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 311.

Specifically— 3. Aperson duly licensed to prac-
tise medicine ; a physician ; one whose occu-
pation is to cure diseases, lln the second and third
senses much used as a title before the person's name (and
then often abbreviated Dr.), or alone, as a customary term
of address: as. Doctor Martin Luther; Doctor Johnson;
Dr. Holmes; come in, doctor.]

When ill, indeed.
E'en dismissing the doctor don't always succeed.
Colman the Younger, Lodgings for Single Gentlemen.

4. A minor part of certain pieces of machinery
employed in regulating the feed or in remov-
ing surplus material ; specifically, the roller in

a power printing-press which serves as a con-
ductor of ink to the distributing rollers (see crab-

roller, drop-roller) : as, a color-doctor ; a elean-
mg-doctor ; a Imt-doctor, etc. [In some uses
the word is probably a corruption of L. duc-
tor, leader.] — 5. An auxiliary steam-engine;
a donkey-engine.— 6. In wine-making : (a) A
liquor used to mix with inferior -wine to make
it more palatable, or to give it a resemblance
to a better wine. (6) A liquor used to darken
the color of wine, as boiled must mixed with
pale sherry to produce brown sherry. See
sherry, mosto, and must.— 7. A translation of

a local name in North Africa of the bird Em-
beriza striolata. See the extract.

The house-sparrow is not found ; between Morocco and
Mogador its place is taken by a beautiful bird (Emberiza
striolata), locally called tabib, or "the doctor."

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 833.

8. Same as doctor-fish.— 9. pi. False or doc-
tored dice. [Old slang.]

Now, Sir, here is your true dice ; a man seldom gets any-
thing by them ; here is your false, Sir ; hey how they run !

Now, Sir, those we generally call doctors.
Mrs. CetUlivre, Gamester, i.

Doctor of philosophy, (a) In the German universities,

a degree corresponding to master of arts. (6) In some
American universities, a degree superior to that of mas-
ter of arts. Abbreviated PA. Z>. See above, 2.—Doctors'
Commons. See commons.

doctor (dok'tor), i\ [= ML. doctorare, make or
become a doctor, confer the degree of doctor
on; from the noun. See doctor, n.] I. trans.

1 . To treat, as a doctor or physician ; treat me-
dicinally; apply medicines for the cure of ; ad-

minister medicine or medical treatment to : as,

to doctor a disease ; to doctor a patient. Hence— 2. To repair; mend; patch up. [CoUoq.]—
3. To confer the degree of doctor upon. [Bare.]

I am taking it into serious deliberation whether I shall

or shall not be made a Doctor, and ... I begin to think
that no man who deliberates is likely to be Doctored.

Southey, Letters, III. 196.

Albertus Magnus was thirty-five years of age before he
was doctored by the University of Paris in 1228.

Laurie, L'niversities, p. 218.

4. To disguise by mixture or manipulation;
especially, to alter for the purpose of decep-
tion; give a false appearance to; adulterate;
cook up ; tamper -with : as, to doctor 'wine or an
account. [Colloq. or slang.]

The Cross Keys . . . had doctored ale, an odour of bad
tobacco, and remarkably strong cheese.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxviiL

The news all came through Northern channels, and was
doctored by the government, which controlled the tele-

graph. //. Greeley, in New York Independent, June, 1862.

II. intrans. 1. To practise physic.— 2. To
receive medical treatment ; take medicine : as,

to doctor for ague. [Colloq.]

doctoral (dok'to-ral), a. [Formerly also doctor-

all ; = F. doctoral'= Sp. doctoral= Pg. doutoral
= It. dottorale, < NL. "doctoralis, < L. doctor,

doctor: see doctor.] Relating or pertaining to

the degree of doctor, or to the profession of a

teacher or doctor.
But Rabbi in Israel, and Rab and Mar in Babylon, be-

gan to be Doctoral titles about that time.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 173.

Magisterial or doctoral authority and truth.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 311.

The dignity with which he (Nicias) wears the doctoral

fur renders his absurdities infinitely more grotesque.
Macaulay, Machiavelli.

I



doctorally

doctorally (dok'to-ral-i), adv. In the maimer
of a doctor. Halcewill. [Ears.]

doctorate (dok'to-rat), n. [< F. doctorat= Sp.
doctorado = Pg. doutorado = It. dottorato = T>.

doctoraat = Sw. doctorat, < ML. doctoratm,
doctorship, doctorate, < L. doctor, a doctor: see
doctor and -ate^.] The degree of doctor.

I thank you . . . for your congratulations on my ad-
vancement to the doctorate.

Bp, Hurd, To Warburton, Letters, ccvi.

According to Wood, in 1659 Nicolas Staughton, of Exe-
ter College, was admitted doctor both of civil and canon
law ; and it is not impossible that there were other at-

tempts to revive the canon law doctorate as an adjunct to

the degree in civil law.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 330.

doctorate (dok'to-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. doc-

toratcd, ppr. dociorating. [< doctor + -ate^;

appar. with ref. to doctorate, n.] To make a
doctor of ; confer the degree of doctor upon.
Warton. [Rare.] Also doctorize.

Even after Salernum had a teacher of law it could not
doctorate in law, Laurie, Universities, p. 123.

doctor-box (dok'tor-boks), n. In dyeing, a
piece of copper attached to doctor-shears to
prevent the exposure of too much color to the
atmosphere: used for colors susceptible to

quick oxidation, such as pencil-blue.

There is less especial difficulty in printing pencil-blue
with the cylinder. Thousands of pieces are weekly printed
in America, and a considerable number here. The appa-
ratus used is a doctor-box.

W. Crooked. Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 483.

doctoress, doctress (dok'tgr-es, -tres), n. A
female phjsieian.
Should you say an ague were a fever, the doctorest would

have a shaking fit of laughter.
Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 47.

doctor-fish (dok'tor-fish), n. A fish of the ge-
nus Acanthurus : so called from the sharp and
glassy, lancet-like, movable spines with which
it is armed on each side of the tail, so that it

cannot be handled incautiously with impunity.
All the species belong to the tropics. Also
called doctor, surgeon, surgeon-fish, barber-fish.

doctor-gma (dok'tor-gum), n. A South Amer-
ican gum of uncertain derivation, but usually
considered to be a product of Bhus Mctopium.
Also called hog-gum.
doctorial (dok-to'ri-al), a. [< doctor + -iaW]
Pertaining to or characteristic of a doctor, pro-
fessor, or teacher.

His humour of scntentiousness and doctorial stilts is a
mask he delights in, but you ought to know him and not
be frighteiK'd by it. G. Meredith, The Egoist, MviL

doctorization (dok'to-ri-za'shon), n. [< doctor
+ -i:e + -fitkm.'i Tiie ceremony of investing
a candidate for the doctorate with the doctor'a
hood.
doctorize (dok'tor-U), v. t. [< doctor + 4ze.']

Same as doctorate.

Ix>rd Northampton and I were doctorized In due form.
Ticknor, W. H. Prescott.

doctorlyt(dok'tpr-li), o. {< doctor + -lyl.'\ Of,
pertaining to, orlike a learned man ; scholarly.
Bp. Hall.

doctorsMp (dok'tgr-ship), «. [< doctor + -ship."]

The degree or rank of a doctor ; doctorate.

In one place of Cartwright's book he spake of Whit-
gift's " bearing out himself, by the credit of his doctor,
ship and deanery." Strype, Whitgift, an. 1573.

doctress, «. See doctoress.

doctrinaire (dok-tri-nar'), n. and a. [= D.
doctrinair = Dan. Sw. doktrindr, < F. doctri-

naire, < ML. 'doctrinariiis, pertaining to doc-
trine, < L. doetriiui, doctrine : see doctrine.']

1. n. 1. One who theorizes without a sufficient

regard to practical considerations; a political

theorist; an ideologist ; one who imdertakes to
explain things by one narrow theory or group of

theories, leaving out of view all other forces at
work.
He [Melbourne] said a doctrinaire was a fool, bat an

honest man. Greville, Memoirs, Sept. 25, 1834.

In our opinion, there is no more unsafe politician than
a conscientiously rigid doctrinaire, nothing more sure to
end in disaster tlian a theoretic scheme of policy that ad-
mits of nu pliability for contingencies.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 100.

2. In French hist., during the period of the Res-
toration (1815-30) and later, one of a class of

liticians and political philosophers who de-
ed a constitution constructed on historical
ciples, especially after the analogy of the

tisn constitution. They were opposed to absolu-
m and to revolutionary idCiis, and were devoted to al>-

;ract drjctrines and theories rattier than to practical poli-
;b. Their chief leaders. were ll<»yer-Collard and Guizot.

II, a. Characteristic of a doctrinaire or un-
practical theorist ; merely theoretical; insisting

1715

upon the exclusive importance of a one-sided
theory.

The whole scheme [of civil-service organization] of 1870
and 1875 must be pronounced to have been a grave mis-
take : it is doctrinaire, academical, and quite unsuited to
the practical requirements of the public offices.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 501.

In his [Justus Moser's] wayward and caustic style, he
often criticizes effectively the doctrinaire narrowness of
his contemporaries. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 364.

doctrinal (dok'tri-nal), a. and n. [Formerly
also doctrinall; = J*! doctrinal = Sp. doctrinal
= Pg. doutrinal = It. dottrinale, < LL. doctrina-
lis, pertaining to doctrine, theoretical (ML. neut.
doctrinale, a book of doctrine), < L. doctrina,
doctrine : see doctrine.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to
doctrine ; consisting of or characterized by doe-
trine ; relating or pertaining to fundamental
belief or instruction : as, doctrinal theology

;

doctrinal soundness in religion, science, or poli-
tics; a doc^n'HoJ controversy.

There be four kinds of disputation, whereof the first is

called doctrinal, because it appertaineth to science. The
second is called dialectical, which belongeth to probable
opinion. Blundeville.

The doctrinal clement is not a thing independent,
purely theoretic, disconnected from the realities of life

and history. G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 3.

2. Serving for instruction or guidance ; having
the office or effect of teaching.

The word of God no otherwise serveth, than ... in the
nature of a doctrinal Instrument. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Action is doctrinal, and teaches both art and virtue.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 39.

Doctrinal disputation. See disputation, 2.

II. «. Something that is a part of doctrine

;

a tenet or article of belief.

Not such as assent to every word in Scripture can be
saiil in doctrinals to deny Christ. South.

doctrinally (dok'tri-nal-i), adv. In a doctrinal
manner; m the form of doctrine; by way of
teaching or positive direction ; as regards doc-
trine. Milton.

doctrinarian (dok-tri-na'ri-an), 11. [< ML.
'doctrinarius (see doctrinaire) + -an.] A doc-
trinaire ; a political theorist. J. H. Kewman.
doctrinarianism (dok-tri-na'ri-an-izm), n. [<
doctrinarian + -ism.] The principles or prac-
tices of doctrinarians or doctrinaires ; mere
theorizing or speculation, as opposed to prac-
tical principles; blind adhesion to one-sided
theories.

He [the student of Russian civilization] will find the
most primitive institutiotts side by side with the latest
products of French doctrinarianimn, and the most child-

ish superstitions in close proximity with the most ad-
vanced free-thinking. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 82.

doctrine (dok'trin), n. [< ME. doctrine,<. OF. doc-
trine, F. doctrine= Pr. Sp. doctrina = Pg. doutri-
na= It. dottrina= G. doctrin= Dan. Sw. doktrin,

< L. doetriiui, teaching, instruction, learning,
knowledge, < doctor, a teacher, < docere, teach

:

see doctor.] 1. In general, whatever is taught

;

whatever is laid down as true by an instructor
or master; hence, a principle or body of prin-
ciples relating to or connected with religion,

science, politics, or any department of know-
ledge ; anything held as true ; a tenet or set of
tenets : as, the doctrines of the gospel ; the doc-
trines of Plato ; the doctrine of evolution.

If they leame pure and cleane doctryne in youth, they
poure out plentye of good workes in age.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 64.

Thattliey may adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour in
all things. Tit. ii. 10.

The New Testament contains not only all doctrine ne-
cessary to salvation, but necessary to moral teaching.

Stubbg, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 294.

2t. The act of teaching; instruction; course of
discipline ; specifically, instruction and confir-
mation in the principles of religion.

For Seint Poul saith that al that writen is

To oure doctrine it is iwrite ywis.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 622.

He shall be wel taught in curtesie and speche.
For suchc doctrine schal hym lere and teche.

Rom. of Vartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 77.

This art hath two several methods of doctrine, the one
by way of direction, the other by way of caution.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 223.

Doctrine of chances. See probability.— Doctiine of
correspondences. See correspondence.— Doctrine of
cy-pres. See ciz-^w-cn.— Doctrine of definite propor-
tions. -See atonuc theory, under n/o»(i'f.— Doctrine of
enumerated powers. .See euumemte.— Doctrine of
occasional causes. See occasimml.

—

Monroe doctrine,
in AmiTican jn)Iitios, the doctrine of the non-iiitciventiiiu

of European powers in matters relatins; to tlie American
continent. It received its.name from statements con-
tnineil in President Monroe's annual message to Congress
in I>ecenil)er, 1823, at the period of a suspected concert of
the powers in the Holy Alliance to interfere in Spanish
America iu behalf of Spain. The following are the most

document
significant passages in the message : "We could not view
an interposition for oppressing them [the Spanish-Ameri-
can republics] or controlling in any other manner their

destiny by any European power, in any other light than
as a nuinifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward the
United States." "The American continents should no
longer be subjects for any new European colonial settle-

ment."

The only thing which the Monroe Doctrine really con-
tains is the intimation on the part of the United States of
a right to resist attempts of European Powers to alter
the constitutions of American communities.

G. P. Fisher, Outlines of Universal Hist., p. 602.

= Syil. 1. Precept, Doctrine, Dogma, Tenet. Precept is &
rule of conduct, generally of some exactness, laid down by
some competent or authoritative person, and to be obeyed

;

it differs from the others in not being especially a matter
of belief. (See principle.) Doctrine is the only other of
these words referring to conduct, and in that meaning it

is biblical and obsolescent. In the Bible it refers equally
to teaching as to the abstract truths and as to the duties
of religion : "In vain they do worship me, teaching for
doctrines the comiuandments of men." (Mat. xv. 9.) As
distinguished from dogma and tenet, doctrine is a thing
taught by an individual, a school, a sect, etc. , while a dogma
is a specific doctrine formulated as the iwsition of some
school, sect, etc., and pressed for acceptance as important
or essential! Dogma is fjiUing into disrepute as the word
for an opinion which one is expected to accept on pure
authority and without investigation. Tenet is a belief
viewed as held, a doctrinal position taken and defended.
It is equally applicable to the beliefs of an individual and
of a number ; it has no unfavorable sense.

Here [shall] patriot Truth her glorious precepts draw.
Pledged to religion, liberty, and law.

Story, Motto of Salem Register, Life of Story.

How the bold teacher's doctrine, sanctified
By truth, shall spread throughout the world dispersed.

Wordsworth, Wiclif.

Dogmas and creeds concerning Christ have been built
up on texts taken from Paul's writings.

J. F. Clarke, Ideas of the Apostle Paul, p. 266.

His faith, perhaps, in some nice tenets might
Be wrong ; his life, I'm sure, was in the right.

Cowley, Death of Crashaw.

document (dok'u-ment), n. [< ME. document,
< OF. document, 'F. document = Sp. Pg. It. docu-
mento = D. Dan. Sw. dokument = G. document,
< L. documentum, a lesson, example, proof, in-

stance, ML. also an official or authoritative
paper, < L. docere, teach : see docile, doctor.] If.

That which is taught; precept; teaching; in-

struction ; direction ; authoritative dogma.
For alle of tendre age

In curtesye resseyve sbuUe document,
And vertues knowe, by this lytil cement.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 1.

If punishment were instantly and totally inflicted, it

would be but a sudden and single document.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 815.

2. Strictly, a written or printed paper contain-
ing an authoritative record or statement of any
kind; more generally, any writing or publica-
tion that may be used as a source of evidence
or information upon a particular subject or
class of subjects; specifically, in the law of evi-

dence, anything bearing a legible or significant
inscription or legend; anything that may be
read as communicating an idea (including thus
a tombstone, a seal, a coin, a sign-board, etc.,

as well as paper writings).

Saint Luke professes not to write as an eye-witness, but
to have investigated the original of every account which
he delivers : in other words, to have collected them from
such documents and testimonies as he . . . judged to be
authentic. Paley, Evidences, viii.

Document hill, a bin of exchange accompanied by a
d(x;ument as collateral security, such as a bill of lading,
policy of insurance, or the like, of merchandise on its way
to market, given to a banker or broker in return for an
advance of money. The bill is drawn against a part of
the estimated value of the goods covered by the collateral
security. Used especially of an Indian bill drawn on
London. Also called documentary exchange.— Public
document, one of the regular official publications of a
government, containing reports, statistics, etc. Often ab-
breviated puJ>. doc,

document (dok'u-ment), V. t. [< document, n,]

It. To teach with authority; instruct; school.

I am finely documented by mine own daughter.
Dryden, Don Sebastian, iv. 1.

What, you are documenting Miss Nancy, reading her a
Lecture upon the pinch'd Coif, I warrant ye.

.^frs, Centlivre, Bold Stroke, ii.

2. To support by recorded evidence ; bring
evidence of; prove. Jamieson.

This city was so often destroyed, her monuments and
charters lost, that her original cannot well lie documented.

Blue Blanket, p. 4.

Since the story [La Terre] cannot i-emain valuable as

literature, but must have other interest as a scientific

study, ... it seems a great pity it shoiUd not have been
fully documented. Harper's Mag,, LXXVI. 642.

3. To furnish with documents; furnish with
instructions and proofs, or with papers neces-
sary to establish facts : as, a ship should be
documented according to the directions of law.

No state can exclude the properly documented subjects
of another friendly state, or send them away after they
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admitted, without definite reasons, which dodder^ (dod'fer), v. i. fAXao KAial. (ladder.
have l>een once «« , ^ ,

must be submitted to the foreign government concerned.

WooUey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 69.

There were 256 disasters to documntted vessels.

The Aitierican, XII.

Dr.

. 286.

docnmental (dok-u-men'tal), a. [< documeiit

+ -fl/.] It. Pertaining to instruction,

H. More.— 2. Same as documentary.

hedron. It has 12 faces, 20 vertices, 30 edges, 5 edges per

face and 3 edges per vertex. The succession of (aces about

a vertex goes once round the vertex, while the succession

of vertices about a face goes twice round the center of the

face, and tlie center is quadruply inclosed.— Ordinary
dodecahedron, in jeo»n., a regular body, a species of

pentaf'onal dodecaliedron. It has 12 faces, 20 vertices,

30 edges, 6 sides per face, and 3 sides per vertex. Its

surface Is 20.64578 times the square of a side, its volume

7 663119 times the cube of a side. The ordinary dodeca-

equiv. to doddle, daddle^ : see doddle, daddle^.]

To shake; tremble.

Rocli'd by the blast, and cabin'd in the storm,

The sailor hugs thee to the doddering mast,

Of shipwreclc negligent, while thou art kind.
Thomson, Siclcness, iv,

„ ,/orf_j6 oamc »si.irt»m^r.™-.. doddered (dod'ferd), a. [< dodder^ + -cd2.]

d^U^enta^(dok-u-men'ta-ri),«.'PertainingXrgrowiwitlido'<ider;eoveredwitliparasitic ^.„e;'
ron^',f,<>Z7e^Vr^^

to or derived from dociunents; consistmg in plants. , . .

J. „_,_„i„ The peasants were enjonied
aoinmenis.

„ , ., j j^„ Sere-wood, and firs, and doddered oaks to find.

We have, through the whole, a well-ordered and docM- Dryden, Pal. and Arc, ill. 905.

•mciKaru record of affairs. Ttciiwr, Span. Lit., I. lb».
,, ,,. . , ^^^ i-

^rumenlSevidence See c.dence.-Documentary dodder-graSS (dod'6r-gras «. The quaking-

«^SIe^neaI7°^;n«.«i..H (Which see, under doou- grass, Briza media: so called from the trem-

m*n(r-1)6cumentary hypothesis, iu Biblical criticism, i^jj^g of jts spikelets. Also called locally m
the h>TX)thcsis that the Pcntatcucli is composed of two or

g^gjand doddering grass or doddle-grass, dod-

'^^^SIZ^J\^S^'"^:^:^<S^<^\ A dieMesorj!cUes,..i dodderin' Nancy.

docZientationt (dok'ii-men-ta'shon), «. [< dodders (dod'to)». Sameaswafo*.

MJ^Sf ZU«-), a reminding; < L. docu- dodder-seed (dod'fer-sed) «. A name some-

l^ntZi a lesson example, warning, etc. : see times given to the seeds of Camehna saUva,oe.

r^nSuct!^; teaching.^' casionllly cultivated in Europe for their oil.

^r^Lloseted, and t„'bedocumen«.ed,:- proceed. doddleCdod'l^^

ed he " Not another word of your docmwjitatiom, dame doddhng. [So., = daddle^.^ 1 o toddle.

Selby- I am not in a humour to hear them; Iwilltakemy doddyl (dod'i), M. ;
pi. doddies (-iz). [he, also

• /(icAardson, Sir Charles Graadison,\L 157.
.^^^itfgn doddie, dim., equiv. to dodded

[< document dodi, cut ofE.] A cow without horns.

doddy2 (dod'i), rt. [< dod^ + -t/i ; ef. Gael, do-

dach, pettish, < dod.'\ Ill-natured ; snappish.

Jamieson. [Scotch.]

I fancy dogs are like men. . . . Colley is as doddy and

craljbit to Watty as it he was its adversary.
Qalt, The Entail, I. 166.

foritsf
,. T. n.,.

the center having an irrational ratio to each other. Ihe

form approximating most closely to it is the pentagonal

dodecahedron, or the pyritohedron, in which the faces

are five-sided, but not regular pentagons.— Regular
dodecahedron, in gemn., a dodecahedron whose faces

are all regular polygons, and whose vertices are all regu-

lar solid angles. There are in fact four such figures ;
but

those which inclose the center more than once being com-

monly neglected, the term regular dodecahedron is used

loi; the ordinary dodecahedron.—Ehomblc dOdecahe-

<own way.

doCTUnentizet (dok'u-men-tiz), V.

+ -ire.] I. intrans. To be didactic.

n. trans. To instruct ; admonish.

The Attorney-General . . . desired the wife would not

be so very busy, being, as lie said, well documentised,

meaning by this Whiteacre. Itoger North, Examen, p. 294.

dodl (dod), V. t; pret. and pp. dodded, ppr. dod-

ding. [E. dial., < ME. dodden, cut off, lop, doddypatet, «• See dodipate.

shear : origin unknown. Hence dodded, dod- doddypoUt, «. See dodipoll.

(fyi.] To cut off; lop; shear. dodeca-. [< L. (NL.) dotiecfl-, < 6r. durfcxa, poet.

Doddvn trees or herbys aud other lyke, IL.] decomo, 6vi>6ciia, twelve, < Si'O, = E. tu)0, + dcKO = E.

capulo. Prompt. Parv., p. 125. jg„_ Qf_ j;_ twelve.'] The first element in some

The more that he doddide the heeris [hairs], so mych compounds of Greek origin, meaning ' twelve.'

more thei wexen [grew]. ITi/cZ./, 2 Ki. xiv. 26 (Oxf.).
Jjodecactinise (do-'de-kak-tin'i-e), ». i>?.

[NL.,

dod2 (dod), n. [< Gael, dod, peevishness, a pet. < Gr. dudcKa, twelve, + NL. Actinia.] A group

Rhombic Dodecahedron. Pentagonal Dodecahedron.

dron, in cryital., a solid contained l)y twelve similar faces,

each of wllich is a rhomb, the angle between any two

adjacent faces being 120".— Small stellated dodeca-

Henee doddy^.] A fit of ill humor or sullen-

ness. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

Your mother should na be egget on in her anger, when
she happens, poor body, to tak' the dods now and then,sueuapix. ,j~"

Gatt, The Entail, II. 143.

dod3(dod), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. The fox-

tail reed. [North. Eng.]— 2. A shell. [Prov.

Eng.]— 3. In tile-making, a

mold with an annular throat

through which clay is forced to

form drain-pipe.

dod*t (dod), V. t. [Same as dad^,

beat, etc.: see dad2.] To beat;

beat out.

Our husbandmen In Middlesex make a distinction he-

tween dodding and threshing of wheat, the former Ijciiig

only the beating out of the fullest and fairest grain, leav-

Ing what is lean and lank to be threshed ou,t afterwards.

Our comment may be said to have dodded the Sheriftes of

several Counties, insisting only on their most memorable

actions.

DodS, 3.

of polyps.

dodecadactylont (d6"dek-a-dak'ti-lon), n.

[NL., < Gr. 6i>6eiia, twelve, -i- ddxrvAof, finger.]

Same as dodecadactyhts.

dodecadactylust (d6"dek-a-dak'ti-lus), n.

[NL., < Gr. SadeKa, twelve, -I- SaKTvh)g, a finger,

finger's breadth. See duodenum.] The duode-

num.
dodecagon (do-dek'a-gon), n. [< Gr. Sudam-

yavov, a dodecagon,"< SuSeku, twelve, + yavla.^

angle.]
twelve angles— Regular dodecagon, one wliose sides

are all equal and whose angles are all equal.

dodecagonal (do-de-kag'o-nal), a. [< dodeca-

gon + -al.] Having twelve sides and twelve

angles.

dodecag3m (do-dek'a-jin), n. [< NL. dodeea-

gijnus, adj.: see dodecagynous.] In bot., a plant

having twelve styles

Small Stellated Dodecahedron. Truncated Dodecahedron.

Fuller, Worthies, xv. Dodecagjmia (d6"dek-a-jin'i-ii), n. pi. [NL.

:

J J . r* /•n„f«l,^ ooilATo' Tiflmft- also sea dodecagynous.] Thename given by Linneeus

^^KViait ^mot D.TsTf «=«'«,-?< to the ord^4 whici in his system of plants have

rdtr^irtm:r.=.o:"X;;.r.'"^*'" dSaSn (d5"dek-a-Jin'i-an), «..

a^aaIJTl ia\.a "aw^T ,. rPprhana < dodi- fin ing to the Lmnean order Dodecagynia.
doddartt

(f
°d art) «. [Perhaps wort (m

^^Ig jjo^g (d6-de-kaj'i-nus), a. [< NL
reference to the stick) + -^^,-ardJ ^^"^

dodecagynus, < Gr. dude^a, twelve, -I- ,W7, a fe-

^SlHo^ MnavL r, a fpi> of dodl^cut off male (in mod. bot. a style or pistil).] In bot.

V^ttirfjeiSdyh ^_^inJ^thouthoi^s; <-^ nWin. twelve stvles or pistils, (b) Same
male (in mod. bot. a style or pistil).]

(a) Having twelve styles or pistils. (6)

dodderi-(dod'er), n.- [Eariy m^drEl-'also dod- dodSeS?d6'Mek-a-he'^^^^^ a. [< dode- j;'^aoaaer.jaoa_er;,_ ., L 1,^ ^ '•doder= cakedron + -ai.] Having the form of a do-
j'^'^ecapetalous

decahedron: as, the dodecahedral cleavage of ""Jv^r^A . f." e?

'

as" sheep or cattle; polled. [Scotch.]
- - - 5rl (dod'er), 11. [Early mod. E. a

< ME. doder, dodur, < AS. dodder, "doder

hedron, in geom., a solid formed by stellating each face

of the ordinary dodecahedron. It has 12 faces, 12 ver-

tices, 30 edges, 5 edges per face, and 5 edges per vertex.

The succession of faces atout a vertex goes round the

vertex once, the succession of vertices around a face goes

round the center of the face twice, and the center of the

solid is twice inclosed.—Truncated dodecahedron, a

dyocietriacontahedron formed by cutting off the faces of

the regular dodecahedron parallel to those of the coaxial

icosahedron so as to leave the former decagons. It is one
,- = --'

, .
' , - . -, j of the thirteen Archimedean solids.

A polygon having twelve sides and dodecamerOUS (do-de-kam'e-rus), a. [< Gr.

diide/co, twelve, -t- ^fpof, part.] In fcoi., having

the parts of the flower in twelves. Also writ-

ten 12-merous.

dodecander (do-de-kan'der), 71. [< dodecan-

droiis, q. v.] In bot., a plant ha\'ing twelve

stamens; one of the class Dodecandria.

Dodecandria (do-de-kan'dri-a), n. pi. [NL.

:

see dodecandrous.] A Linnean class of plants

having twelve stamens, or any number from

twelve to nineteen inclusive, provided they do

not cohere by their filaments.

Belone- dodecandrian (do-de-kan'dri-an), a. Same as
^ diidecandrous.

dodecandrous (do-de-kan'drus), a. [< Gr. du-

dma, twelve, + avrjp {avSp-), a male (in mod.

bot. a stamen).]
Having twelve sta-

mens; belonging to

the class Dodecan-

1

Perhaps connected,
with ref . to yellow-

ness, with AS. dy-

drin, *dydren = 08.
dodro = MLG. doder,

dodder, dudder =
OHG. totoro, tutaro,

MHG. ioter, G. (with
D. d) dotter, dial, dot-

tern (ef. D. dojer),the

yolk of an egg.] The
common name of

plants of the genus
Cuseuta, a group of very slender, branched,
twining, leafless, yellowish or reddish annual
parasites, belonging to the natural order Con-
volvulacece. They arc found on many kinds of herbs
and low shrubs. The seed germinates on the grouud, but
the young plant soon attaches itself to its host, from which
It derives all its nourishment. .Some species have proved
very injurious to cultivated crops, especially to flax and
clover. See CvMuta.

MLG. doder, dodder,
, , ., . , • , , , ^ 7

late MHG. iodter, G. sphalerite Also duodecaliedral.

dotter= Dan. dodder dodecahedron (do"dek-a-he dron). n. [= F.

Sw.(ioc&-a, dodder, dodecaedre, < NL. dodecahedron, < Gr. dud^m
• twelve, + cSpa, a seat, base.] In geom., a solid

having twelve faces. Also duodecahedron.—
Great dodecahedron, in geom., a regular solid each

face of which has tlie same boundaries as five covertical

r Dodder {Cuseuta Epithy
mum).

Dodecandrous Plant ( Common House-
leek).

Great Dodecahedron. Great Stellated Dodecahedron.

faces of an ordinary icosahedron. It has 12 faces, 12 ver-

tices, 30 edges, 6 sides per face, and 5 sides per vertex.

The succession of faces about a vertex inwraps the vertex

twice, the succession of vertices about a face incloses the

face once, and tlie center is triply inclosed.— Great Stel-

lated dodecahedron, in geom., a regular solid cacli face

of which is formed by stellating a face of the great dodeca-

(d6"dek-a-pet'a-
lus), a. [< Gr. (5u-

dtKa, twelve, -1- te-

ToMv, a leaf (in

mod. bot. a petal).]

In bot., having
twelve petals ; hav-
ing a corolla con-

sisting of twelve
parts.

dxidecarchy (do'de-kar-ki), n. [< Gr. SudeKa,

twelve, + -apxia, < apx^iv, rule.] Government
by twelve chiefs or kings. [Rare.]

The so-called Dodecarchy, or "goveniment of the

twelve " petty kings, appears 'now in an interregnum of

the Dynasties. H. S. Osbom, Ancient Egypt, p. 95.

dodecasemic (do'dek-a-se'mik), a. [< Gr. <!u<!f-

maijuoi;, of twelve times, < 6MeKa, twelve, +
ari/xdov, a sign, mark, mora, < crvf<a, a sign, mark.]

In iiros., consisting of twelve morse or units of

time ; having a magnitude of twelve normal

shorts : as, a dodecasemic foot (for instance, the

trochee semantus). An Ionic dipody, a dactylicor

an auapestic tripody, a trochaic or an iambic tetrapody,

is dodecasemic.



dodecastyle

dodecastyle (do'dek-a-stU), a. and n. [< Gr.
(iutSc/ca, twelve, + arv/xic, a eohimn: see style^.']

1. a. In arch., having twelve columns in front

:

said of a portico, etc.

H. n. A portico having twelve columns in

front.

dodecasyllabic (d6"dek-a-si-lab'ik), a. [< do-
(lecufit/llab-le + -jc] Containing twelve syl-

lables.

dodecasyllable (d6*'dek-a-sll'a-bl), n. [< Gr.
dudcKa, twelve, + cvX/jifiri, a syllable: see syU
lah\e.'\ A word of twelve syllables.

dodecatemorion (d6''dek-a-te-m6'ri-on), n.

[LL., < Gr. iuSzKaTTifi6piov, a twelfth part, < (5o-

StKaTo^, twelfth (< iudcKa, twelve), + ftdpiov, a
part.] A twelfth part. [Rare.]

dtodecatemory (d6"dek-a-tem'6-ri), n. [< LL.
dodecatemorion, < Gr. duScKarri/u6piov: see dodeca-
temorion.'] A twelfth part: a term formerly
sometimes used for a sign of the zodiac, as

being the twelfth part of a circle.

Dodecatheon (do-de-kath'e-on), n. rNXi.,< L.
dodecatlieon, an herb, so called after the twelve
greater gods, < Gr. 6o>6cKa, twelve, + feof, a
god.] A North American genus of primula-
ceous plants, much resembling the cyclamen
of Europe. They are smootli perennials, with a rosette
of radical leaves and an upright scape bearing an umbel of

handsome purple or white nodding flowers. The more
common eastern species, D. Meadia, is Icnown as shooting-
star. There are several other very similar species of the
western coast, from California to Alaska.

dodecnplet (do-dek'u-plet), n. [< Gr. Sdiem,
twelve, + -tt-ple, as in quintuple, octuple, etc.,

+ -et. Cf . octuplet.'] In music, a group of twelve
notes to be performed in the time of eight.

dodge (doj), V.
;
pret. and pp. dodged, ppr. dodg-

ing. [First recorded in early mod. E.; perhaps
(the term, -ge being appar. duo to a ME. form
'dodien, "dodycn; cf. soldier, pron. sol'jer) con-
nected with Se. dod, jog. North. E. dad, shake,
whence the freq. forms dodder, doddle, dadder,
daddle; at. didder, diddle^.'] I. intrans. 1. To
start suddenly aside ; shift place by a sudden
start, as to evade a blow or escape observation.

As I am an old fox-htinter, I should have turned and
dodged, and have played them a thousand tricks they
had never seen in their Uvea before,

Addison, Sir Roger at the Hay.

2. To shift about; move cautiously, as in
avoiding discovery, or in following and watch-
ing another's movements : as, he dodged along
byways and hedges ; the Indians dodged from
tree to tree.

For he had, any time this ten years full,

Dodged with him, betwixt Cambridge and the Bull.
Milton, Ep. Hobson, i.

3t. To play tricks ; be evasive
;
play fast and

loose ; raise expectations and disappoint them

;

quibble.
Now I must

To the young man send humble treaties, dodge
And palter in the shifts of lowness.

Shak., A. and C, iii. 9.

You know my passion for Martha, and what a dance
she has led me ; she dodged with me abo%'e thirty years.

Addiwn,

4. To jog ; walk in a slow, listless, or clumsy
manner. [CoUoq., North. Eng.]

II. trans. 1. To evade by a sudden shift of
place, or by trick or device ; escape by starting
aside, or by baffling or roundabout movements

:

as, to dodge a blow ; to dodge a pursuer or a
creditor ; to dodge a perplexing question.

A speck, a mist, a shape, I wist

!

And still it near'd and uear'd

:

As if it dodged a water-sprite,
It plunged, and tacked, and veered.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ill.

It might have begun otherwise or elsewhere, but war
was in the minds and Iwnes of the combatant*, it was
written on the iron leaf, and you might as easily dotlge
grjivitation. Emerson, Emancipation Proclamation.

2. To play fast and loose with ; baffle by shifts

and pretexts ; trick. [Colloq.]

He dodged me with a long and loose account.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

dodge (doj), M. [i dodge, v.] A shifty or ingen-
ious trick; an artifice; an evasion.

Some, who have a taste for go^wi living, have many harm-
less arts, by which they improve their banquet, aiid inno.
cent dodges, if we may be iK-rn)itted to use an excellent
phrase that lia-s I>ecome vernacular since the appearance
of the last dictionaries. Thackeray.

In the friction of competition, expedients which their
successful deviser thinks fair enough may Iwcome dodges
in the eyes of his fellows, who had not happened to think
of them.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 84.

dodger (doj'6r), n. [< dodge + -erl.] 1. One
who dodges or evades ; one who practises artful
shifts or dodges.

1717
A scurvy haggler, a lousy dodger, or a cruel extortioner.

Cotgrave.

He had a rather flighty and dissolute mode of convers-
ing, and furthermore avowed that among his intimate
friends he was . . . known by the sobriquet of " The Art-
ful Dodger." Diclcens, Oliver Twist, viii.

2. A small handbill distributed in the streets
or other public places. [U. S.]

A number of printed dodgers were distributed in differ-
ent parts of the city, and also posted on the doors of all

houses occupied by the Chinese.
Philadelphia Times, Sept. 28, 1886.

3. Same as corn-dodger. [U. S.]

dodgery (doj'6r-i),n. l< dodge -i- -ery.'] Trick-
ery ; a trick.

AVlien he had put this dodgery uijon those that gaped
for the vacancy, it was a feast of laughter to him.

Bp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, p. 98.

dodgilyt (doj'i-li), adv. [< dodgy -t- -ly^.] Art-
fully ; cunningly.

The Ewerer strains water into his basins, on the upper
one of which is a towel folded dodgily.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 323, note.

dodgy (doj'i), a. [< dodge + -jrl.] Disposed to

dodge; evasive; artful; cunning.
dodipatet, doddypatet (dod'i-pat), «. , [< ME.
dodi/pate, equiv. to dodipoll, both meaning
'dodded' (i. e., shaven) head, in contemptuous
reference to the priestly tonsure ; < dod'^, ME.
dodden, shear, shave, + pate.'] Same as dodi-
poll,

dodipoll, doddypoU (dod'i-pol), n. [Also writ-
ten dodijMle, doddipole, doddypole, dottipole,

ME. dottypol, equiv. to dodipate, q. v.; < dod^,
ME. dodden, shear, shave, + poll, head.] A
stupid person ; a thickhead.

Some will say, our curate is naught, anasse-head, a dodi-
poll. Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI.

This Noah was laughed to scorn ; they, like dodipoles,

laughed this godly father to scorn.
Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1.560.

dodkin (dod'kin), n. [Also written dotkin;
var. of doitkin: see doithin.'] See doitkin.

dodmant (dod'man), n. [Early mod. E. ; origin

obscure. Also called hodmandod, q. v.] 1.

An animal that casts its shell, like the lobster
and crab.
A sely dodman crepe. Bp. Bale, Kynge Johan, p. 7.

2. A shell-snail.

dodo (do'do), n. [< Pg. doudo, a dodo, < doudo,
doido, a simpleton, a fool, < doudo, doido, adj.,

simple, foolish. According to Diez, this word,
which is unknown iu Spanish, came from Eng-
land (f): E. dial. (Devon) dold, stupid, con-
fused : see dolt. Cf. booby, a bird so named for

a similar reason. The bird was also named by
the Dutch (1) walgh^ogcl, now walg^ogel, lit.

'nauseous bird'; also (2) dod-aers, lit. 'dead-
arse,' "propter foedam posterioris partis cras-

sitiem" (note dated 1626), or because of some
resemblance to the dabchick or little grebe,
which was also so called ; also (3) dronte ( > Dan.
dronte = Sw. dront) ; origin unknown. The
NL. name is didus, Sp. dido : see Mdus.] A
recently extinct bird of Mauritius, Didus inep-

Dotlo {Didus ineptus).

From a painting in the Belvedere, Vienna.

tus, the type of the family /)tV7»rf(E and suborder
JHdi, now usually assigned to the order Columlia:
The dodo was living in Mauritius on the discovery of that

island by the Portuguese under Mascarenhas in the l)e-

ginning of the sixteenth century, and it is known t« have
survived until July, 1681. Knowledge of the bird was
for some time confined to the quaint and often question-

able narratives of voyagers, certain pictures, mostly by
Dutch artists, and a few fragmentary remains. In 1866
bones in abundance were found, and the osseous structure

has been described in detail. The dodo was a massive,
clumsy, flightless, and defenseless bird, aViout as large as

a swan, covere<l with downy feathers, with a very stout
hooked bill, short strong legs, short tail, and 'wings too

small for flight; so that it soon succumlMid under the
new conditions which the occupation of the island intro-

duced, its extinction being probably due as much to the

animals which man introduced as to tile human invaders
of the island. The solitaire (Pezophaps solitarivs) of Rod-
riguez, an island of the same group, was similar to the
dixlo, but sufficiently distinct to be placed in a different

genus. {^eesolUaire.) The neighboring island of R(5union

or Bourbon also bad a dodo, in all probability a third kind.

does

You shall receue ... a strange fowle : which I had at
the Hand Mauritius called by ye Portingalls a Do Do:
which for the rareness thereof I hope wilbe welcome to
you. Emanuel AUham, letter written in 1628.

[This is the earliest known English mention of the bird.]

The Dodo comes first to a description ; here and in Dygar-
rois [Rodriguez] (and no where else, that I ever could see
or heare of) is generated tlxe Dodo (a Portngnize name it

is, and has reference to her simpleness), a Bird wiiich for
shape and rareness might be call'd a Pluenix (wer 't in
Araljia). Sir T. Herbert, Travels (ed. 1638).

Dodonsean (do-do-ne'an), a. [< L. Dodonceus,
< Dodona, < Gr. Aurfuv;?, Dodona.] Of or per-
taining to the ancient town of Dodona, beneath
Mount Tomarus in Epirus, and to the famed
sanctuary and oracle of Zeus (Jupiter) seated
in a grove of oaks at that place. The oracle was
one of the most ancient of the Greeks, and ranked with
those of Delphi in Greece and of Zeus Ammon in Libya
as one of the three in highest repute. Recent excavations
on the site have brought to light a rich collection of works
of art, particularly of small bronzes, and a large mmiber
of inscriptions, many of them on leaden plates. Also
written Dodonaian, Dodonian.

The wreath of wild olive distinguishes the Olympian
from the Dodoneean Jupiter, who has the crown of oak-
leaves. C. O. Mailer, Manual of Archjeol. (trans.), § 360.

It is in the great prayer, where Achilles addresses Zeus
as Dodotiaian and Pelasgic.

Contemporary Rev., LIII. 186.

dodrans (do'dranz), ». [L., contr. of *dequa-
drans, three fourths, lit. less one fourth, < de,

away, -t- quadrans, a fourth: see quadrant.]
1. In Bom. metrology, three fourths; especially,

three fourths of a Roman foot, equal to 8.73

English inches.— 2. An ancient Koman coin.

dodrum (dod'rum), n. [Sc. Cf. dod^.] A
whim; a crotchet. Jamieson.

Ne'er fash your head wi' your father's dodrums.
Gait, The Entail, III. 21.

doe'- (do), n. [< ME. doo, do, earlier da, < AS.
da (once, glossing L. "damma vel dammula")
= Dan. daa, in comp. daa-dyr {dyr = E. deer),

deer, fallow deer, daa-hind (hind = E. hind),

doe, daa-hjort (hjort = E. hart), buck, daa-kalv
(Jcalv = E. calf), fawn, = Sw. dof-, in comp.
dof-hind, a doe, dof-hjort, a buck, = OHG. tamo,
ddmo, MHG. tame, G. dam-, in comp. dam-bock
(bock = E. buck), dam-hirsch (hirsch = E. hart),

dam-thier (thicr = E. deer), dam-wild, dann-,
tann-wild (wild= E. wild), a deer, = F. daim, m.,
deer, daine, f., doe, = Pr. dam = Sp. dama =
It. daino, m., daina, {., damma, f., < L. dama,
damma (f., used also as m.), a deer, prob. con-
nected with domare = E. tame, q. v. The AS.,
Scand., and mod. G. forms are variously altered
from the normal form in their derivation from
the L. dama. The native AS. word is hind:
see hind^.] 1. The female of the deer (the

feminine corresponding to buck) and of most
antelopes.

There might men does and roes yse,

And of squyrels ful gret plente.
Jiom. 0/ the Rose, 1. 1401.

It was a stag, a stag of ten,

Bearing his branches sturdily ; . . .

It was there he met with a wounded doe.

She was bleeding deathfully.
Scott, L. of the t., iv. 25.

2. The female of the hare or rabbit.

doe^t, V. and n. An obsolete spelling of do^.

doe^ (do), n. [Sc; origin obscure.] The
wooden ball used in the game of shinty. Also
called knowt.

doe-bird, «. See dough-bird.

Doedicurus (de-di-kii'rus), n. [NL., prop. *Dce-
dycurus, < Gr. doiSv^ (6m6vK-), a pestle, + ovpA,

tail.] .A. genus of glyptodons or fossil arma-
dillos, having only three digits on the fore

feet and four on the hind. D. giganteus is the
typical species, from the Pleistocene of South
America, liurmeister, 1875.

doer (dij'^r), n. [< ME. doer, doere, < AS. doere,

< dOn, do: see rfol.] 1. One who does some-
thing ; one who performs or executes ; an effi-

cient actor or agent.

If wo should now excommunicate all such wicked doen,
there would be much ado in England.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

The doers of the law shall bo justifled. Rom. ii. IS.

Tut, tut, my lord, we will not stand to prate :

Talkers are no good doers. Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

Thy story I'll have written, and in gold too,

In prose and verse, and by the ablest doers.

Fletcher, Double MaiTiage, iv. 2.

Specifically— 2. In Scots law, an agent or at-

torney.

does (duz). [Early mod. E. also dnoes, do's, <

ME. dos, dus, commonly doth, deth: see dol, t>.]

The third person singular of the present indiesr

tive of the verb do. See dol.



doeskin

doeskin (do'skin), ». 1. The skin of a doe.—
2. A very close and compact woolen cloth,

smoothly "finished on the face, made for wear-

ing-apparel, especially for men.
doff (dof), V. [Early mod. E. also doffe; in 17th

century sometimes printed (Voff; < ME. doffe,

orig., in impv. (in which form the word first

appears) do/, eontr. of do of, inf. don of, put

off: see do and off. Cf. don, doiit, dup. Cf. E.

dial. gauf{toT''goff), contr. otgo oj.] L trans.

1. To put or take off, as dress, or any article

of dress, especially the hat or cap.

Then to her he did doffe his cap.

iioMn Hoed and the Tanners Daughter (Child's Ballads,
[V. 83S).

You have deceiv'd our trust,

And made us doffoui easy robes of peace.
Shale., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

Hearen's Ung who dofft himself our flesh to wear.
Crashaw.

Would I could dof ray royal robes, and be
One of the people who are ruled by me.

R. II. Stoddard, King's Bell.

2t. To strip; uncover; lay bare.— 3t. To put
or drive off; thrust aside or away.

Every day thou doff'st [daff'et or daffest in most editions]

me with some device. Shak., Othello, iv. 2.

With their tails do sweep
The dewy grass, to do'ff the simpler sheep.

B. Jonxon, Sad .Shepherd, i. 2.

4. To throw, as something taken off or re-

jected ;
put or thrust so as to be out of the way.

[Bare.]

This need for a 8i>ecial organ, not included within the

range of sensible Experience, Is doffed aside.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., III.

Ivii. § 84.

5. In textile manuf. : (a) To strip off, as cotton

or wool for spinning from the cards or earding-

eylinder, eto. (see doffer); also, to remove or

take away, as full bobbins, to make way for

empty ones. (6) To mend or piece together,

as broken threads.

n. intrans. To remove the hat from the head
in salutation.

And feeding high, and living soft.

Grew plump and able-bodied

;

Until the grave churchwarden doff'd.

The parson smirlf'd and nodded.
Tennyson, The Goose.

doffer (dof'6r), ». One who or that which doffs

;

specifically, a revolving cylinder iu a carding-

machine, which doffs or strips off the cotton

from the cards. See cut under carding-maehine.

The doffers, who refused to pack yam, are still making
trouble.

Strike 0/ American Linen Co., New York Evening Post,
[March 1, 1888.

doffing-cyUnder (dof'ing-siHin-d6r), n. A
carded cylinder in a carding-maohine for remov-
ing fibers from the teeth of the main cylinder.

doffing-knife (dof ing-nif), «. In a oarding-
machme, a steel blade with a finely toothed
edge, which is reciprocated by a crank tan-

geutially to the teeth of the doffer, for the pur-
pose of taking off from it the carded wool
which is collected into a sliver.

dog (dog or d6g), n. [Early mod. E. also dogg,
dogge; < ME. dog, dogge, < AS. docga (found
only once, in a gloss, in gen. pi. docgena) =
MD. dogge, D. dog = LG. dogge, > G. dogge,

dial, dog, docke = Sw. dogg = Dan. dogge, a
dog, mastiff; cf. (from LG. or E.) OF. and P.
dogue = Sp. dogo = Pg. dogo, dogue = It. dogo,
a mastiff, bulldog; origin unknown. The gen-
eral Tent, and Indo-European name for the
dog appears in hound, a. v. Hence in comp.
bandog, bulldog, etc.] 1. A quadruped of the
genus Cani9, C. familiaris. The origin of the dog is

a question most difficult of solution. Some think tlie breed
is derived from the wolf, others afHrm it to be from a
familiarized jackal ; all agree that no trace of it is to be
found in a primitive state, the dhole of India and the dingo
of Australia being wild descerdants from domesticated
ancestors. The view now generally taken by naturalists

is that the dog is neither a species, in the zoological sense,
nor even the descendant of any one species niodifled by
domestication, but that the dogs of dliferent parts of the
world have a correspondingly various ancestiy, from dif-

ferent wild species of the genus Canis, as wolves, foxes,

and jackals. This view is supported not only by the enor-
mous differences between dogs, but also by the readiness
with which nearly all dogs cross with their wild relatives

;

and, accordingly, the name Canis /aniitiaris is a conven-
tional rather than a proper zoological designation of the
dog as a species. No satisfactory classification of the differ-

ent lclnd£ of dogs has been arrived at, what some natural-
ists regard as types being regarded by others as mere mon-
greU. An old classificatTon grouped dogs in three classes,

the Celeres, Sa<faces, and Pugtutces. Colonel Hamilton
Smith groups the domestic dog into six sections : (1) the
volf^Logs, including the Siberian, Eskimo, Newfoundland,
Gr^ St. Bernard, sheep-dog, etc. ; (2) watch- and cattle-

iogt, tnclnding the German boar-hound. Danish dog, dog of
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the North American Indians, etc. ; (3) the greyhounds, as

the different kinds of greyhound, Irisli hound, lurcher,

Egyptian street-dog, etc. ; (4) tlie hounds, as the blood-

hound, staghound, foxhound, harrier, beagle, pointer, set-

ter, spaniel, springer, cocker, Blenheim dog, poodle, etc.

;

(i) tlie curs, including the terrier and its allies
; (6) the

mastiffs, including the different kinds of mastiff, bulldog,

pug-dog, etc. All these are artificial varieties, having coiu-

pavatively little stability, tlieir distinctive characters be-

ing soon lost by reversiofi to a more generalized type it they

are left to interbreed. Tins tendency to reversion requires

to be constantly counteracted by "artificial selection" at

the hands of breeders, in order that the several strains

may l)e kept pure, and their peculiarities be perpetuated

along the desired lines of specialization. The best-bred

dogs, of whatever kind, are those furthest removed from
an original or common type of structure. The differences

between dogs of all kinds are vastly greater tlian those

found among individuals of any species in a state of na-

ture ; so great that, were tliey not known to be artificial,

the dog would represent several different genera of the

family Canidce in ordinary zoological classification. In
fact, some genera, based upon actual and constant differ-

ences in the dental formula, have been named in order to

signalize certain structural modifications wliich are found
to exist, affording an example of the evolution of generic

characters as well as of specific differences. These varia-

tions extend not only to size and general configuration,

character of the pelage, and other outward features, but
also to positive osteological and dental peculiarities, more
marked probably than those of any otiier domesticated
animals. Tlie corresponding physiological and psycho-

logical differences are equally decided, as witnessed in

the dispositions and temperaments of dogs, tiieir compara-
tive docility, intelligence, etc., and consequently the uses

to which they are or may be put. In the matter of size

alone, for example, some toy dogs are tiny enough to stand
easily on one of the fore paws of a large dog. Throughout
the endless varieties, however, the influence of heredity

is witnessed in the readiness with whicli dogs interbreed

with one another, and cross with wolves, foxes, and jack-

als, bearing fertile progeny in all cases, and the readiness

with which they revert to the wild state of their several

ancestors. See the names of the several breeds. See also

Canidce and Canis.

Now is a dogge also dere that in a dych lygges.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1792.

Many pretty ridiculous aspersions are cast vpon dogges,

so that it would make a dogge laugh to heare and vnder-

stand them : as, I haue heard a man say, I am as hot as a

dogge, or, as cold as a dogge ; I sweat like a dogge (when
indeed a dogge never sweats); as drunke as a dogge; hee
swore like a dogge ;- and one told a man once that his wife

was not to be beleev'd, for shee would lye like a dogge.

John Taylor, The Worlde Bunnes on Wheeles (Works,
[1630), p. 232.

He asks no angel's wings, no seraph's fire

;

But thinks, admitted to that equal sky.

His faithful dog shall bear him company.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 112.

2. In distinguishing sex, a male dog, as op-
posed to hitch ; hence sometimes used in com-
position for the male of other animals, as in

dog-fox, dog-ape.— 3. pi. Canine quadrupeds in

general; the family Canitte (which see).— 4.

The prairie-dog. [Colloq., western U. S.]—
5. The dogfish. [Local, Eng.]— 6. A mean,
worthless fellow; a currish or sneaking scoun-
drel: applied in reproach or contempt.

A 1 dogg ! the deuyll the drowne ! 1'or* Plays, p. 82.

Whoever saw the like? what men have I?

—

Dogs ! cowards ! dastards !—I would ne'er have fled.

But that they left me midst my enemies.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., 1. 2.

7. A gay or rakish man, especially if yoimg; a
sport or gallant : applied, usually with an epi-

thet {young, impudent, etc.), in mild or humor-
ous repi'obatioh.

I love the young dogs of this age. Johtison, in Boswell.

Here, sir, 1 give my daughter to you, who are the most
impiident dog I ever saw in my life.

Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, ii. 4.

8. In astron.: (a) [cap.'] One of two ancient
constellations lying south of the zodiac, known
as Canis Major and Canis Minor. See Canis.

(b) The dog-star.

The burnt air, when the Dog reigns, is not fouler

Than thy contagious name.
Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

9. A name of various mechanical devices,

tools, and pieces of machinery, (a) pi. Andirons

:

specifically called /r(?-dO(7«.

Dogs for andirons is still current in New England, and
in Walterde Biblesworth I find chiens glossed in the mar-
gin by andirons. Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

(6) Same as dog-head, 1. (c) A sort of iron hook or bar,

with one or more sharp fangs or claws at one end, which

dog

ing a log in a saw-pit or on the carriage of a saw-milL (c)

Any part of a machine aeting as a claw or clutch, as the
carrier of a lathe, or an adjustable stop to change the mo-
tion of a machine-tool. (/) pi. The set-screws which ad-

j ust tlie bed-tool of a puncliing-press. {g) A grappling-iron
whicli lifts the monkey or hammer of a pile-driver. (A) A
clicli or pallet to restrain the back-action of a ratchet-
wheel l>y engaging the teeth ; a pawl, (i) pi. In ship-build-

ing, the final supports which are knocked aside when a
siilp is launched ; a dogshore. (,;) In a lock, a tooth, pro-
jection, tusk, or jag which acts as a detent, {k) A grab
used to grasp well-tubes or -tools, to witlidraw. them from
bored, drilled, or driven wells. (I) pt. Nippers used in
wire-drawing. They resemble carpenters' strong pincers
or pliers, and are sometimes closed by a sliding ring at the
end of the strap or cliain which slides down the handles of

tile nippers.—A dog's age, a comparatively long time;
as, I haven't seen him in a dog's age. [Colloq.]—A dog's
death, a humiliating or disgraceful death, such as is m-
fiicted upon a wortliless or dangerous dog.

Let neither my father nor mother get wit
This dog's death I'm to die.

The Queen's Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 119).

A hair of the dog that bit him. See hairi .— Burrow-
ing dog, the prairie-wolf or coyote, Caiiis latrans.— Cur-
tal dog. See curlal.— Dalmatian dog, the coach-dog

;

an artificial breed of dogs, resembling the pointer in form
and stature, but white in color, profusely spotted with
black. It is trained to run under a vehicle, and is kept
mainly as an appendage to an equipage, having little

siigacity, and being practically wortliless for other pur-
Iioses. Also called Danish dog.—Derby dog. See Derby.

—Dog Fo, Dog of Fo. See Fo.—Dog In the manger, a
churlish fellow who will neither use a thing himself lutv

let another use it, or wlio from mere per\-ei-sity stands in

the way of the interest or enjoyment of another without
benefiting himself ; referring to the fable of an ill-natured

dog wliich, stationing himself in a horse's manger, will

not let the horse tat the food in it, although he cannot
eat it himself.— Dog to or for the bowt, a dog used in

shooting. Such dogs, being well trained and obedient,

were taken to typify humble or subservient people. Davies.

And eek to Januarie he gooth as lowe
As evere dide a dogge /or the boive,

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 770.

Eskimo dog, one of a breed of dogs extensively spread
over the northern regions of America and of eastern Asia.

It is rather heavier than the English pointer, but appears
smaller on account of the shortness of its legs. It lias

oblique eyes, an elongated muzzle, and a bushy tail, whicli

characteristics give it a wolfish appearance. The color is

generally a deep dun, obscurely barred and patched with
a darker color. It is the only beast of burden in arctic lati-

tudes, and with a team of such dogs attached to his sledge

the Eskimo can travel 60 miles a day for several successive

days.—Field-dog, a dog used for the pursuit of game in

the field. In the United States tlie term is commonly ap-

plied to pointers and setters.— Hlinting-dog. (a) A dog
used for hunting, (b) The painted hyena or cynhyene.
See Lycaon.— Maltese dog, a very small kind of spaniel
with long silky hair, generally white, and with a round
muzzle.—Newfoundland dog, a fine variety of the dog,

supposed to be derived from Newfoundland, where it is em-
ployed in drawing sledges and little carriages laden witll

wood, fish, or other commodities. Tliere are several varie-

ties of this dog, the principal being a very large breed with
broad muzzle, head can-ied well up, noble exj^ression, wav-
ing or curly hair, thick and bushy curled tail, black and
white color. Another breed is smaller and almost entire-

ly black. Some breeds seem to be crossed with hounds,
mastiffs, etc. The Newfoundland dog is remarkable for

its sagacity, patience, and good nature, and for its aifec.

tion for its master. No dog- excels it as a water-dog, its

broad half-webbed paws making it an excellent and pow-
erful swimmer.— Pouched dog, a marsupial, the thyla-

cine dasyure of Tasmania. .See hyena, 2, and zebra-wolf.

-Prairie dog. See prairie-dog.—To rain cats aiul
dogs. Seeca(l.—To the dOgS, to w.iste, ruin, perdition,

etc.: used with give, go, send, throtv, etc.

Give not that which is holy unto the dogs. Mat. viL 6.

Throw physic to the dogs, I'll none of it.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3.

If that mischievous Ati that has engaged the two most
mighty monarchs in the world in a bloody war were sejU

to her place, i. e., to the dogs.

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 260.

dog (dog or d6g), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. dogged, rpr.

dogging. [Early raoA.'E. dogge; < dog, ii.] 1.

To follow like a dog; follow with or as with

dogs, as in hunting with dogs; hunt; follow

pertinaciously or maliciously ; keep at the heels

of; worry with importunity: as, to dog deer; to

dog a person's footsteps.

We'll dog you, we'll follow you afar off.

B. Jonson, Epicoenc, ii. 2.

I have been pursued, dogged, and waylaid. Pope.

a. Bencti-dog. l>. Ring, or Span<logs. c. Sling-dogs.

may be fastened into a piece of wood or other heavy ar-

tide, for tiie purpose of moving it : used witli various spe-

ci&c prefixes. See cut. (d) An iron with fangs for fasten-

On your crests sit fear and shame.
And foul suspicion dog your name.

Scott, Rokeby, ii. 25.

This it is to dog the fashion : i. e., to follow the fashion

at a distance, as a dog follows the lieels of his master.

Whalley, Note to B. Jonson's Every Man out of his

[Humour, iv. 6.

2. To fasten, as a log by means of a dog (see

dog, n., 9 (d)), for sawing.

When the log reached the carriage it was dogged, not

with the old-fashioned lever dog driven by .1 mallet, but

by the simple movement of a lever.
Encyc. ErU., XXXI. S4S.

It has novel features of construction, and is particular

ly intended for dogging small tapering logs.

Sm. Amer., N. S., LVI. 17a



dog

3. Naut, to grip, as a rope, to a spar or cable

so that the parts bind on each other, to prevent

slipping, and causing it to cling.

dogal (do'gal), a. [< ML. dogalis, var. (after It.

doge, doge: see doge) of diicalis, ducal: see du-

cal.} Belonging or pertaining to a doge. Mill-

hoKse.

dogana (do-ga'na), n. [It., = F. douane, cus-

toms, a custom-House : see dotiane, divan.'] A
custom-house.
dog-and-chain (dog'and-ehan'), »• In coal-min-

iiiij, a bem lever with a chain attached, by means
of which props are withdrawn from the goaf

without endangering the safety of the miner.

dogger

2. A name of the menobranchus or mud-puppy,
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have been gBsigned for the first dog-day, and various du-
rations, from 30 to 54 days. Pliny says they began with the ^^yccturus macuUttits, a batrachian reptile.

iog-fishert (dog'fish"

of fish called dogfish.

The dog-fisher is good against the falling sickness.

/. Walton, Complete Angler.

he also says the sun was then entering Leo, which rule,

making the dog-days begin July 23d, has also been used.

Hippocrates (450 B. c.) says they were in the hottest and
most unhealthy part of summer. If the season was of r^^cT-.,^ yj, i

Babylonian origin, it would originally probably have been dOg-fly (dog'fll), n. [< Mt. dogflyc ; <. dog +
in early summer. Perhaps they are now most usually reck- Jly^.] A voracious biting fly, common in woods
oned from July 3d to August 11th, inclusive.

j^^^ bushes, and very troublesome to dogs. It

I should have look'd as soon for frost somewhat resembles the black fly which infests
In the Dog-days, or another inundation, cattle
As hop'd this strange conversion above miracle. j__ *„' 4._j /j„„/(!v,+//„j\ « n;™:*;™™,!^ nrJfl.

Beou. a»ld«.,Woman-Hater, iii. 1. dOg-fOOted (dog fuf'ed), a. Dlgltlgrade, With
blunt non-retractile claws, as a dog; oynopo-

-dog-ape (dog'ap), n. A male ape.

If ever I thank any man, I'll thank you ; but that they dOg-Klravet (dog'drav), n,

call compliment is like the encounter of two dog-apes.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 5.

dogaressa (do-ga-res'a), n. [It., fem. < doge,

doge.] The wife of a'doge.

Bas-reliefs of the doge and the dogaressa kneeling at

the feet of the enthroned Christ.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 205.

dogate (do'gat), n. [= F. dogat
< ML. ducatus, docatus, a duchy: see ducat,

duchy.'] The ofiSce or dignity of a doge. Also
written dogeate. E. D.
dogbane, «. See dog's-bane.

dog-bee (dog'be), n. 1. A drone or male bee.
— 2. A fly troublesome to dogs.

dog-belt (dog'belt), n. In coul-mining, a strong

broad belt of leather to which a chain is attach-

ed, passing between the legs of the men draw-
ing dans or sledges in the low works. [Eng.]

dogberry (dog'ber'i), «.; pi. dogberries (-iz).

1. The berry of the dogwood, Cornxts sanguinea.
— 2. In Nova Scotia, the mountain-ash, Pyrus
Americana.

I generally lay aside the dog-days and the hot time of

the summer for the teaching of this part of the exercise.

Adduon, The Fan Exercise.

A kind of sea-flsh

dogberry-tree (dog'ber'i-tre), «. 1. The dog-
wood.— 2. In the United States, the choke-
berry, Pyrus arbutifolia.

dog-biscuit (dog'bis'kit), Ji. A kind of biscuit

raude with scraps of meat, for feeding dogs.

dogblow (dog'blo), n. In Nova Scotia, the ox-

eye daisy, Oirysanthemum Leucanthemum.
dog-boltf (dog'bolt), n. [Appar. < dog + bolt

(obscure) ; a vague term of contempt. There
is no basis of fact for the fanciful explanation
of the word as "a corruption of AS. dolgbote

[meaning dolghOt, compensation for a wound]— dolg, a wound, and bote [meaning 6d<], recom-
pense ; hence, a pettifogger who first provoked
an assault and then sued for damages there-

for"!] A fool; a butt: a term of contempt.

mentioned in early charters. Hamersly.

dogdrawt (dog'dra), n. In old Eng. forest law,

an apprehension of an offender against the

venison in the forestwhen he was found draw-
ing after the deer by the scent of a led hound,
especially after a deer which he had wounded

-r. , . with crossbow or longbow.

i'c.H,^^t doge (doj), n. [= F. doge = Sp. Pg. doge = D.
G. Dan. Sw. doge, < It. doge, prop. dial. (Vene-
tian) for *doce, duce. It. usually duca (after

MGr. 6oiKa, ace. of <5oif), < L. dux (due-), leader,

duke : see duke.'] The title of the chief magis-
trate of the old
republics of Ven-
ice and Genoa, in
Venice the office was
established in the
eighth century ; the
doge was chosen for

life, at first by the citi-

zens, but toward the
end of the twelfth
century the election

was restricted to a
small committee of
the Great Council.
The poweranddiguity
of the doges were
originally very great,

but gradually became
limited through the
jealousy of the Vene-
tian aristocracy. In
Genoa the digitity was
established in the
fouiteenth century

;

the doge was at first

elected for life, but
Doge of Venice.— Vecellio.

dous: specifically applied to a division of the

Viverridce: opposed to cat-footed or celuropo-

dous. J. E. Gray.

dog-fox (dog'foks), n. 1. A male fox.

The policy of those crafty swearing rascals— that stale

old mouse-eaten dry cheese, Nestor, and that same dog-

fox, Ulysses— is not proved worth a blackberry.
Shak., T. and C, v. 4.

2. A name of some small burrowing species

of Vulpes, as the corsak, V. corsac, with refer-

ence to their resemblance to both the dog and
the fox (which see). They inhabit the wanner por-

tions of Asia and Africa. The American representative

of the same gi'oup is the kit-fox, Vulpes velox. See cut

under corsak.

dogged (dog'ed), a. [< ME. dogged, sullen,

morose, doggish; < dog + -ed?.] If. Having
the meaner qualities of a dog ; malicious ; mean

;

contemptible; surly.

How found thou that fllthe in thi fals wille.

Of so dogget a dede in thi derf hert?
Deslrtictiun of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10379.

Arriving at Chickahamania, that dogged Nation was too

well acquainted with our wants, refusing to trade, with as

much scome and insolency as they could expresse.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, 1. 198.

2. Having the pertinacity, of a dog; silently

obstinate; unyielding.

You will find him [the barbel) a heavy and a dogged flsh

to be dealt withal. /. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 14.

In the Presidency, as in the war, he [Grant] showed a
tenacious, dogged will, and a certain massive force, which
carried him far toward his ends.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 112.

=Syn. 2. Stubborn, mulish, inflexible, headstrong.

dogged (dog'ed), adv. [< dogged, a.] Very

:

as, a dogged mean trick. [Prov. Eng., and eol-

loq., U. g.]_
from the first part of the sixteenth century the tern) was doggedly (dog'ed-li), adv. [< ME. doggedly.
restricted to two years, and the authority of the doge be-

came more limited. The office disappeared in Venice in

1797, at the overthrow of the republic, and in Genoa in the
same year, although there was a temporary restoration of

it in the latter city a few years later.

On me attendeth simple .Sir John, (a chaplayne more dotf-eared (dog'erd), fl. Having the comers of
meet to serve a thatcher, than in the church,) who is made
a doulte and a dog-bolte by every servinge-man.

Ulpian Fulwell, Ars Adulandi, the Arte of Flatterie.

I have been fool'd and jaded, made a dog-bolt

:

My daughter's run away. Fletcher, nl^m, lU. 1.

O, ye dog-boUt I

That fear no hell but Dunkirk.
Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 1.

dog-brier (dog ' bri ' 6r), n. A brier, the dog-
rose, J!o.-ia canina.

dog-cart (dog'kart), n. 1. A carriage with a
box for holding sportsmen's do^; hence, a car-

riage for ordinary driving similar to a village

the leaves curled over and soiled by use, as a
book. Also dog's-eared.

statute books before unopened, not dog-eared.
Lord Mansfield.

dogeate (do'jat), n. [< doge + -ate3.] Same as
doga tc,

dogeship (doj'ship), n. [< doge + -ship.] The
office and dignity of a doge.

It is hard to acquit the Venetian commonwealth, under
the dogeship of Giovanni Mocenigo, of risking the lasting

interests of all Christendom, and of their Eastern domin-
ion as part of it, to serve the momentary calls of a petty

Italian policy. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 319.
cart, but with two transverse seats back to back, , „ „„j„„ i.„„^„j/„\
the second of which, as originally made, could dog-faced(dog fast), a. Same asdog-headed(a)

be shut down, thus forming a bo.x to hold dogs, dog-fancier (iog'tan'si-er), «. One who breeds

... ,-
'

. .. , ... ., . V .u dogs and keeps them for sale.
Vie have never yet satisfactorily discovered whether j.„ ft,__-i „ a^- W^Vo fcnn/>]

the dog-cart be an English or French invention, as it is dOg-feiUiel, n. See dog's-fennel.

common with both nations, where it U used for hunting dogfisil (dog'fish), n. 1. A name Of various
as well as for pleasure-riding. selachians and fishes belonging to widely dis-

E. M. Stratlon, World on WheeU, p. 240. jj^gj famUies. (a) The shark Squalus aeanthias, of the

2. A small cart made to be drawn by dogs. family S^KOiufff or S/n'nacuia, having similar teeth in botli

dog-cheap (dog'chep), a. [Early mod. E. also J""", o' suliquadrate form, with nearly horizontal cutting

dog-cheape, dogge-cheape, dog-ehepe; < dog (as

a type of worthlessness) (see dog, n., 6) -I-

cheap, a. There is nothing to connect the word
with dagger-cheap, q. v.] Very cheap; in little

estimation.

good cheape, of little price,

Florio.

doggetly; < dogged + -ly^.]
'
1. In a dogged

manner; with the pertinacity of a dog; per-

sistently; unyieldingly.

He [Johnson] verified his own doctrine, that a man may
always write well when he will set himself doggedly to it.

Boswell.

Of all stupidities there are few greater, and yet few in

which we more doggedly persist, than this of estimating

other men's conduct by the standard of our own feelings.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 253.

2. Badly; basely; shamefully. Grose. [Prov.

Eng.]
doggedness (dog'ed-nes), M. The quality of

being dogged ; stubbornness ; firm or sullen de-

termination or obstinacy.

Now you are friendly.

Your doggedness and niggardize flung from you.

And now we will come to you.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 7.

There was a churlish and unusual look about Rigby. It

was as if malignant, and yet at the same time a little

frightened, he had screwed himself into doggedness.
Disraeli, Conlngsby, viii. 6.

dogger^ (dog'fer), n. [= Sp. dogre = G. dog-

ger, < MD. doggher, D. dogger, also in comp.
dogger-boot, MD. doggher-boot, also dogghe-boot

(6oo<= E. boat).] A Dutch fishing-vessel used

VU, viU llt.j, vne, base,

.

dogge cheape.

They afforded their wares so dog-eheape.
Stanihurst, Descrlp. of Ireland, p. 22.

rhc nearest to the Chteronean in virtue and wisdom is

I'rajan, who holds all the gods dog-cheap. Landor.

dog-colet, n. Dog's-bane. Palsgrave.

dog-collar (dog'kol'ar), n. 1. A collar for a
dog.— 2. An ornamental band or collar made
of metiil, beads, velvet, etc., and worn close

round the throat by women.
dog-daisy (dog'da'zi), n. The field-daisy.

[North. Eng.]
dog-days (dog'daz), n. pi. A part of the year
aVjout the time of the heliacal rising of the

dog-star. Varioaa dates, from July 3d to August 15th,

Dogfish {Squaiut aeanthias).

edges pointed outward, and with a spine in the front of

each dorsal fin. It is the common dogfish of New England
fishermen, and is often called piked dogfish l)y the English.

It attains a length of from 1 to 3 feet, and is regarded as

a pest, being very destructive to food-fishes. (6) A general
name of sharks of the family Squalidce or Spinacvla. (c)

A siiark of the family Galeorhinidce or CarrhanidO', as

}fusteltts hinmdus. etc., having flattened teeth forming a
pavement in both jaws, and unanned dorsal fins, (d) Any
shark of the subfamily Mxutflinir. (e) A shark of the fam-
ily Scylliulce, as the spotted dogfish, .S«/(KorAm««cn«ii(H«.

the rough skin of which is used by joiners and other artifi-

cers in iH,]i»hing various suiistances, as wood. The small-

spotted dogfish IS a second species, .^cylliorhinus canicvXa.

if) A name of the mudfish, .4mm calva. (g) A' name of

ballia pectoralis. See Dalliidoe. Also called blackfish.

(A) A kind of wrasse, Creniiabrus caninxu.

in the North Sea, particularly in the cod- and
herring-fisheries. It is rigged with two masts,

and somewhat resembles a ketch.
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d<WMr2 (doE'*r), «. [So. also doqqar: see be- dog-grass (dog'gris), n

\?v The term was introduced into English "-""' "''""""'' resem

geoiogj' by Young and Bird in 1822.] A sandy

and oblitic ironstone. The term Dogger Series, how.

ever, is generally taken to Include not only the dogger

proper, but the grav and yellow sands which underlie it.

Tbt Dogger Series i-ests upon the alum shale (Upper

lias) in Yorkshire, where dogger is a provincial word

meaning a rounded stone, in allusion to the rounded ap-

pearance caused by atmospheric action on the lai-ge blocks

into which the rock is divided by joints The dogger is
j-g-rel (dog'rel), a. and n.

much worked for the iron ore which it contains. Ihis ^°%%^,\\"%^ '' r/ ,7„„ +
name as used by Continental geologists is the equivalent dOggy^ (dog i), a. L<> ""? ^
of that part of the Jurassic series which coiresponds to ' -

the Lower Oolite of the English geologists. It is the Brown

Jura of the Germans, and is there divided into three

groups, distinguished by their fossil remains. The en-

tire series consists of many alternations of clays, marls,

ahalea, and sandstones, frequently containing iron ore, as

is the case in England.

doggerel (dog'er-el), a. and n. [Sometimes

written iJoggrel; < ME. dogerel, adj.; origin tin-

known. There is no obvious connection with

dog; at. dog-LaUn.'i I. a. An epithet origi

dogmatical

A coarse grass, Agro- dogma (dog;ma),_^?i. ;_pl._ dogmas (-maz) or dog

pyrum caninum, resembling couch-grass, but

with fibrous roots and longer awns. Also dog's-

grass, dog-wheat.

dog-grate (dog'grat), n. A fire-grate of the

general shape of a basket, supported on fire-

dogs or andirons.

A grate with standards, which we still call a dog-grate.

G. T. Mobinson, in Art Journal, 18S1.

See doggerel.
-i/l.] Doggish; cur-

rish." [Eng.]

Pack hence, doggije rakhels ! Stanihurst, jEneid, i. 145.

doggyi (dog'i), «.; pi. doggies (-iz). [< dog +
dim. -)/2.], A little dog: a pet term for a dog.

doggy2 (dog'i), v.; pi. doggies (-iz). [E. dial.]

In coaUniJiing, the overlooker or "boss" ot a

certain number of men and boys. [South Staf-

fordshire and north of Eng.]

dog-head (dog'hed), n. 1. Part of the lock of a

nally given to a kind of loose, irregular measure gun ; the hammer. [Scotch.]

in burlesque poetry, like that of "Hudibras," Al«r, pbIIpH don.

but now more generally applied to mean verses

defective alike in sense and in rhythm. .

" Now such a rym the devel I beteche !

This may wel be rym dogerel," quod he.

Chaucer, Prol. to Tale of Mclibeus, 1. 7.

Also called dog.

Ye stand there hammering dojr-

heads for fules that will never
snap them at a Highlandman.

Scott, Waverley, xxx.

2. A hammer used by saw-
makers.Iconfessethemost part to be so rude, blunt, and harsh,

, ,,, ,, ,„ jx
and so full of tautologie (which I could not avoide), that dog-hoaded (dog hed"ed), a.

they are not worthy to be accompted for verses or raeeters, Having a head like that of DoKhead
""'

"""''""""^""^^riH^, Arithmetic (1(500), Pref. a dog ;
cynocephalous :

spe-

Two fools that . . . .
cifieally applied (o) to sundry baboons, also

Shall live in spite of their own dogg'rel rhymes. called dog-faccd; (6) to a South American Doa,
Dnjden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 411. xiphosoma caninum.

n. n. 1. Burlesque poetry,
,
generally in ir- dog-hearted (dog'har'ted), a. Having, as it

regular measure. were, the heart of a dog ; hence, cruel
;
pitiless

;

Doggerel like that of Hudibras. Addison, Spectator, malicious.

2. Mean, paltry verses, defective in sense and His dog-hearted daughters. Shak., Lear, iv. 3.

in rhythm. dog-hole (dog'hol), n. A hole or kennel for a

The rhyming puffs of blacking, cosmetics, and quack A.oe:\ a place fit Ollly for dogs ; a vile habitation,
medicines are well-known specimens of doggerel, which

only the ignorant class style poetry. W. Chambers.

The author of the Dialogus de Scaccario and the Latin

biographer of Kichard I. both run into what would be dog-

gerel if it were not Latin, apparently out of the very glee

of their hearts and devotion to their subject-matter.

Slubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 152.

doggerelist (dog'fer-el-ist), n. [< doggei-el +
-ist.'i A writer of doggerel. [Rare.]

The greatest modem doggerelist was John Wolcot, better

known as Peter Pindar, whose satirical and scurrilous

verses fill several volumes. H'. Chambers.

doggerelize (dog'6r-el-iz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

doggerelized, ppr. doggerelizing. [< doggerel +
-izc.'] To write doggerel: as, to doggerelize for

advertising purposes. E. D.
doggerelizer (dog'6r-el-i-zer), n. One who dog-

gerelizes ; a writer of mean rimes.

A sarcastical and ill-tempered doggerelizer.

Annals of Phil, and Penn., 1. 178.

France is a dog-hole, and it no more merits

The tread of a man's foot. Shale., All's Well, ii. 3.

Shall I never return to mine own house again? We are

lodg'd here in the miserablest dog-hole.
Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 2.

niata (-ma-tii). [= F. dogme = Sp. tg. dogma
= It. dogina, domma = D. G. dogma = Dan. dog-

me = Sw. dogm, < L.' dogma, < Gr. 66yixa(T-), that

which seems good, an opinion, view, a public

decree, edict, or ordinance, < (SoKeiv, think, seem,

appear, seem good (that is, be one's opinion,

pleasure, or will, be decreed), = L. decere, be-

hoove: see decent.] 1. A settled opinion; a

principle, maxim, or tenet held as being firmly

established.— 2. A principle or doctrine pro-

pounded or received on authority, as opposed

to one based on experience or demonstration

;

specifically, an authoritative religious doctrine.

A doi/ma is a proposition ; it stands for a notion or for

a thing ; and to believe it is to give the assent of the mind
to it, as standing for one or for the other.

J. H, Newimin, Gram, of Assent, p. 94.

The confused masses of partial traditions and dogmata
with which it has become encumbered.

Jidinburgh Rev., CXLV. 219.

3. Authoritative teaching or doctrine ; a sys-

tem of established principles or tenets, espe-

cially religious ones; specifically, the whole

body or system of Christian doctrine, as ac-

cepted either by the church at large or by any
branch of it.

The truth of any religion lies not in its dogma, but In

Its moral beauty or poetical imperishability.
A'. A. Bev., CXL 319.

Literature and Dogma [title of a book]. M. Arnold.

4. In the fi'a)!*ta»j)/ii7o«02J/i^,a directly syntheti-

cal proposition based on concepts of the under-

standing. It is distinguished (1) from an analytical

judgment, (2) from a fact of experience, (3) from a mathe-

matical proposition, and (4) from an indirectly syntheti-

cal apodeictlc proposition, such as the law of suiHcient

reason. =Syn. Precept, Tenet, etc. Seedoctrim.

dog-mad (dog'mad), a. Mad as a mad dog ; ut-

terly demented.
You are dog-mad, yet perceive it not

;

"Very far mad, and whips will scant recover you.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

dog-man (dog'man), n. One who deals in dog's-

meat.
And fllch the dog-man's meat
To feed the offspring of God.

Mrs. Browning, Napoleon III. in Italy.

I

dogg-hole we were crammed that it made me loathe my
company and victuals. Pepys, Diary, Jan. 23, 1662.

In the gallery there is a model of a wretched-looking

doij-holc of a building, with a ruined tower beside it.

Greville, Memoirs, Aug. 19, 1834.

doghood (dog'hud), n. [< dog -f -hood.'] The
condition of being a dog ; dogs collectively.

to itself the motives and adventures of doghood at large.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xUv.

dog-hook (dog'huk), n. 1. A strong hook or

wrench used for separating iron boring-rods.
— 2. A bar of iron with a bent prong, used in

handling logs. E. H. Knight.
I. 418. dog-house (dog'hous), n. A box in the shape

doggerman (dog'fer-man), n.; pi. doggermen of a house, for the use of dogs ; a small kennel,

(-men). [< dogger^ + 'man.] A sailor belong- dog-kennel (dog'ken'el), n. A house or kennel

ing to a dogger. for dogs. See kennel^.

doggery (dog'6r-i), «. ;
pi. doggeries (-iz). [< dog-Latin (dog'laf'in), m. Barbarous Latin.

dog + -ery.] 1. Doggish conduct; mean, low, or dog-leech (dog'lech), n. One who treats the

worthless character; quackery. Carlyle.— 2._A diseases of dogs. Formerly also speUed dog-

Master Dove, a doggerelizer and satyrist.

Annals of Phil, and Penn.,

Though the best room in the house, in such a narrow dogmaolatry (dog-ma-ol'a-tri), n. [Irreg. for
' '

--" *dogmatolatry,<<jv.66y[ia(T-),AogvD&,+ /MTpeia,

worship.] The worship of dogma ; undue fond-

ness or reverence for dogmatic teachings or

doctrines. [Rare.]

The dogmaolatry ot the last two centuries (Popish and
Protestant). Kingsley, Life (18S2), I. 268.

dogmata, n. Greek plural of dogma.
But a lapdog would be necessarily at a loss in framing dogmatic (dog-mat'ik), a. and n. [= F. dog-
""" *' """ ""' -'•"""•»= "' ''""'.""'' »* i^'-i-e

matique = Sp. dogmdiico = Pg. It. dogmatico

(cf. D. G. dogmatisch = Dan. Sw. dogmatisk), <

LL. dogmaticus, < Gr. doyiiaTiKcu;, < 6dyiia{T-), a

dogma: see dogma.] 1. a. 1. Pertaining to or

of the nature of a dogma or an authoritatively

settled doctrine; pertaining to dogma or au-

thoritative doctrine in general: as, dogmatic

theology.

low drinking-house ; agroggery. [Slang, U. S.]

doggett (dog'et), n. An old form of docket.

dogging (dog'in^), n. [< dog + -ingK] The
metliod or practice of hunting game with dogs:

as, the dogging of deer.

doggish (dog'ish), a. [< dog + -ish^.] Like a
dog; churlish; growling; snappish.

Or if we will be so vnordinate, and (with reuerence be
It spoken, without offence to God or man) so doggish and
currish, one to another, the Lord lacketh not his dog-strik-

ers to whip vs. Foxe, .Martyrs, p. 17.

doggishly (dog'ish-li), adv
ner; as a dog.

leach.
This dog-leech.

You style him doctor, 'cause he can compile

An almanac. B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

Suspicion of " Servility," of reverence for Superiors, the

very dogleech is anxious to disavow.
Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, p. 161.

dog-legged (dog'legd), a. In arch., a term ap-

Ijlied to stairs which have no well-hole, the rail

and balusters of the upper and under flights

falling in the same vertical plane.

In a doggish man- dog-letter (dog'let'fer), m. Tlie letter or sound
r. Also called canine letter. See R.

The quality of dog-lichen(dog'li''ken),». The popularname of

the plant Feltigera canina. The frond is prostrate,

foliaceous, irregular in outline, membranous, brownish-

green or gi'ayish above, whitish and spongiose beneath.

The apothecia are attached to the upper side of extended
lobes. It is very common on damp ground, stones, and
trunks of trees. It was formerly supposed to be a specific

for hydrophobia.
Having a hang-dog

doggishness (dog'ish-nes), n,

beiiif; lioj^pci^b.

dog-gone, dog-on (dog'gdn', -6n'), interj. [An
allusive mitigation of the oath God damn. ] A
minced oath, used imperatively, equivalent to

darn2 ag a euphemism for damn. [CoUoq. and

dog^gOned(dog'g6nd'),o. [See«[oo-<;o«e.] Con- dog-1'ookedt (dog'lukt), o,

founded : a minced epithet equivalent to darned look,

as a euphemism for damned. fCoUoq. and low, a wretched kind of a do<7-iooJ:ed fellow.

^ g -1
*^ 1. 1

SirB. L'Estrange, tr. of Quevedo s Visions, i.

Au' reckoned he wam't goln' to Stan" no sech doggauned dog-lOUSO (dog'lous), n. A louse which infests

eoon'my. LouxU, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 22.

But when that choir got up to sing
I couldn't catch a word ;

They sung the most dog-gondest thing
A body ever heard.

Will Carletm, Farm Ballads, p. 80.

Lipsius therefore is wrecked on the antinomy between
doqmatic knowledge and spiritual incapacity of knowing.

WestmhiSter Bev., CXXVI. 472.

The deliverances of the Roman Catholic Church upon the

subject are dogmatic, and based upon the assumption or

belief that it cannot err, and must be obeyed, whether
reasons are given or not A'. A. Rev., CXLIII. 356.

2. Asserting, or disposed to make positive as-

sertions of, opinion, doctrine, or fact without

presenting argument or e\'idenee, or in an over-

bearing and arrogant manner.

We grow more and more impatient of generalisations

and idealisations, and more and more intolerant of dog-

matic assumptions, the longer we study them.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 371.

3. In the Kantian philosophy, relating to that

kind of metaphysicswhich deduces its doctrines

syllogistically, or from the analysis of concep-

tions, setting out with those which seem per-

fectly clear and distinct : opposed to critical.—
Dogmatic Christianity. See Clm'stianity, 1 (i)).=Syn.

2. Authoritative, Magisterial, Dogmatic, etc. (see magis-

terial) ; Sure, Certain, Confident, etc. (see confident) ; orac-

ular, categorical.

II. n. [= F. dogmatique= Sp. dogmatico = G.

dogmatih = Dan. Sw. dogmatik.] 1. Same as

dogmatics.
The possibility and the need of such a science as dog-

matic rest upon the specific nature of Christianity as the

perfect form of a divinely given religion.

Encyc. Brit., Xll. 334.

2. A dogmatist.
Aogs, as the Ha;matopinuspiHfcrus, a maWo-plia,- dogmatical (dog-mat'i-kal). a. and n. I. a.

gous insect of the family rcdiculidw and order Given to or characterized' by dogmatism; dog-

Hemiptera, or the Trichodectes canis.

doglyt (dog'li), a. [< dog + -lyK] Like a dog

;

churlish.

matic.

One of these authors is ... so grave, sententious, dog-

Tnatical a rogue, that there is no enduring him. Suvt.



dogmatical

II.t »*• pi- Same as dogmatics.

It had not been possible for wits so subtile as have man-
aged tliese things to have offered it to the world, but that
they liasted to tlieir theories and doffmatical8, and were
imperious and sconiful toward particulars.

Bacon, Advancemiiit of Learning, iL 214.

dogmatically (dog-mat 'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In a
dogmatic manner

;
positively ; in a magisterial

or authoritative manner; arrogantly.— 2. In
the Kantian philosophy, by a dogmatic method.
See diiifinatie. a., 3.

dogmaticalness (dog-mat'i-kal-nes), n. The
quality of being dogmatical

;
positiveness.

In this were to be considered the natures of scepticism,
dogmaticatiicgg, enthusiasm, superstition, etc.

Bp. Hurd, Warburton.

dogmatician (dog-ma-tish'an), n. [< dogmat-
ic + -(««.] One who practises dogmatism; a
maker or propounder of dogmas ; a dogmatist.
[Rare.]

The traditions of the doffynaticians, or the imaginings
of tile " Christian consciousness."

Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 25-1.

dogmatics (dog-mat'iks), n. [PI. of dogmatic:
see -iVs.] The science which treats of the ar-

rangement and statement of religious doctrines,
especially of the doctrines received in and
taught by the Christian church ; doctrinal the-

ology. Also dogmatic.

The Avesta, then, i<* not a system of doginutics, but a
bools of worship. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, v. § 6.

Dof/inatics is a scientific unfolding of the doctrinal sys-

tem of Christianity from the Bible and Christian conscious-
ness, and in harmony with true reason as enlightened by
revelation. Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 4.

I once studied theology, and was in my day well up in
diiijmatics. New Princeton Rev., II. 257.

dogmatisation, dogmatise, etc. See dogma-
ti^dtiiDi, etc.

dogmatism (dog'ma-tizm), n. [= F. dogma-
tisme,<, ML. dogmatisnuis,<. Gr. a.s\t*(io}/iaTia/i6c,

< doy/iari^eiv, dogmatize: see dogmati::e.^ 1.

The character of being dogmatic ; authoritative,

positive, or arrogant assertion of doctrines or
opinions.

The self-importance of his demeanour and the dooma-
tism of his conversation. Scott.

Nothing is more commendable in a philosopher than
the com-age, in the face of tlie opposing dof/mati^ms of

materialistic and metaphysical theories of the universe,
to admit that there are some things which we do not linow.

JUind, XII. 694.

2. In the Kantian philosophy, a dogmatic meth-
od in metaphysics; an uncritical faith in the
presumptions of reason.

Our critique is not opposed to the dogmatical procedure
of reason, as a science of pure knowledge (for this must
always be dogmatical— that is, derive its proof from sure
principles, a priori), but to (/of7ma/Wf»loidy— that is, totlie

presumption that it is possible to make any progress with
pure pliilosophical knowledge, consistingof concepts, and
guided by principles, such as tlie rejuson has long been in

the habit of employing, without lirst enquiring in what
way. and by what right, it has Irecome possessed of them.
D<"jinatigm is therefore a dogmatical procedure of pure
rtu.s-Hi, without a previous criticism of ita own powers.

Katit, Critique of I^ire Reason, tr. by Max Miiller.

Do we explain experience as the product of the non-Ego,
we have the system which may be called Dotjmatism ; do
we explain the whole as springing from the Ego, we have
Idealism. Adaiiison, Fichte, p. 126,

3. The doctrine of the sect of physicians known
as Dogmatists.
dogmatist (dog'ma-tist), n. [= P. dogmatiste
= Sp. Pg. d(>gmatista,<. LL. dogmatistes,\Gr. Soy-

fiaTicTTj^, one who maintains dogmas, < 66y/ia(T-),

dogma: see dogma.'] 1. One who is dogmatic
or maintains a dogma or dogmas ; a magisterial
teacher ; one who asserts positively doctrines
or opinions unsupported by argument or evi-

dence.

He who is certain, or presumes to say he knows, is in

that particular, whether he is mistaken or in the right, a
dwjmatUt. Shaftesbury, Misc. ReHections.

The most unflinching sceptic of course l)elieves in the
objections to knocking his head against a post as impli-
citly as the most audacious do'imatist.

Leslie atephen, Eng. Thought, i. S 57.

2. [rap.] One of a sect of ancient physicians
founded by Hippocrates, and named in contra-
distinction to Empirics and Methodists. Tliey
ba'sed tlicir practice on conclusions or opinions drawn from
rertairithcoretii.-al inferences whicli they considered miglit
i>e lot-ically ilefeiMled or proved.

dogmatization fdog'ma-ti-za'shon), n. [< dog-
iiiati~t: + -utioH.'] The act of dogmatizing; the
act of drawing up or stating in a dogmatic form.
Also spelled dogmatisation.

KThe
syllabus is part of that series of acts to which the

ifraatizatitmH of IHiA and 1870 also belong, and it bridges
er the interval between them.

QladiUme, Harpers Weekly, March 20, 1876.

\
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dogmatize (dog'ma-tiz), v.
;
pret. and pp. dog-

matized, ppr. dogmatizing. [= F. dogmatiser=
Sp. Pg. dngmatizar= It. dogmatizsare = G. dog-
matisiren = Dan. dogmatisere = Sw. dogmati-
sera, < LL. dogmatizare, < Gr. ioy/iari^etv, lay
down as an opinion, < (i6yfia(T-), an opinion, dog-
ma: see dogma.] I. intrans. To make dogmatic
assertions ; utter or write positive statements,
but without adducing arguments or evidence
in support of what is asserted.

I question whether ever any man has produc'd more ex-
periments to establish his opinions without dogmatising,

Evelyn, To Mr. Wotton.

Whose pious hope aspires to see the day
When moral evidence shall quite decay.
And damns implicit faith, and holy lies,

Prompt to impose, and fond to dogmatize.
Pope, The Dunciad, iv. 464.

If a man dogmatize in a mixed company on Providence
and the divine laws, he is answered by a silence which con-
veys well enough to an observer the dissatisfaction of the
hearer. Emerson, Compensation.

H, trans. 1. To assert or deliver as adogma;
make a dogma of. [Rare.]

Then they would not endure persons that did dogmatize
anything which might intrench upon their repu'tation or
their interest.

Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, xiv. § 4.

2. To treat dogmatically; make a subject of
dogmatism: as, to dogmatize a political ques-
tion. [Rare.]

Without adducing one fact, without taking the trouble
to perplex the question by one sophism, he placidly dog-
matises away the interest of one half of the human race.

Slacaulay, Mill on Government.

Also spelled dogmatise.

dogmatizer (dog'ma-ti-z6r), n. One who dog-
matizes ; a bold asserter ; a magisterial or au-
thoritative teacher. Also spelled dogmatiser.

An earnest disputer, or a peremptory dogmatizer.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 307.

dogmatoryt (dog'ma-to-ri), a. [< dogma(,t-) +
-ory.] Dogmatical. E. D.
dog-nail (dog'nal), n. A nail of large size hav-
ing a projection on one side, used by carpenters
and locksmiths.

dog-on, interj. See dog-gone.

dog-pan (dog'pan), n. A long, narrow wooden
water-trough lined with lead or iron, used in

grinding cutlery.

dog-parsley (dog'pars'li), n. Same as fooVs-
jiar.-lrt/ (wliieh see, under j)ar«fcy).

dog-pig (dog'pig), n. A sucking pig.

dog-poison (dog'poi'''zn), n. Same as fooVs-
jiaralry (which see, -aniev parsley).

dog-power (dog'pou'fer), n. An apparatus in

which the weight of a dog traveling in a drum
or on an endless track is utilized as a motive
power.
dog-ray (dog'ra), n. The dogfish. Harrison.

dogrose (dog'rdz), n. The Bosa canina, or wild
brier, natural order Rosacew. It is a common
British plant, growing in thickets and hedges.
Tlie fruit is known as the hip.

dog-salmon (dog'sam"on), n. A salmon of the
genus Oncorhynchus, as O. gorbuscha, the hump-
backed salmon (so called in Alaska), or O. keta.

See salmon.
dog's-bane, dogbane (dogz'-, dog'ban), «. 1.

The popular name of the plant Apocynum an-

drosa-mi/olium. The root is intensely bitter, and has
been used in America as a substitute for ipecacuanha.
See Apocynum.
2. The Aconitum Cynoctonum.
dog's-body (dogz'bod'i), n. A name given by
seamen to a peaso-pudding boiled in a cloth.

dog's-cbop (dogz'chop), n. A species of fig-

marigold, Mesembrianthemum caninum.

dog's-ear (dogz'er), ». 1. The comer of a leaf

in a book bent over like the ear of a dog by
careless use.— 2. Naut., the bight formed in

the leech-rope of a topsail or course in reefing.

dog's-ear (dogz'er), v. t. [< dog's-ear, n.] To
bend over in dog's-ears, as the leaves in a book.

Lady Slattern Lounger, who had just sent it [a.noveU
home, had so soiled and dag's-ear'd it, it wa'n't fit for a
Christian to read. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

A " register," meagerly Inscribed, led a terrildy public

life on the little bare desk, and got its pages dog's-eared

before they were covered.
//. James, Jr., The Bostonians, xxxv.

dog's-fennel,dog-fennel(dogz'-,dog'fen''el),w.
llayweed : so called from its bad smell and from
some resemblance of its leaf to that of fennel.

dog's-grass (dogz'gras), «. Same as dog-grass.

dog's-guts (dogz'guts), n. A fish of the family
Synodontida;, Harpodon nehereus: same as Itum-

malo.

dog-shark (dog'shark), n. A scyllioid shark,
Hcyllium eanicula.

dog-tooth

dogshore (dog'shor), n. [< dog, 9 (i), + shore^.]
In ship-building, one of the shores or pieces of
timber used to prevent a vessel from starting
during the removal of the keel-blocks prepara-
tory to launching.
dog-show (dog'sho), n. An exhibition of dogs

;

a bench-show.
dog-sick (dog'sik), a. Very sick; nauseated.
dogskin (dog'skin), n. and a. I. n. The skin of
a dog, or the leather made from it : also applied
to a kind of leather (sheepskin) not actually
made of a dog's skin, it is somewhat thicker than
the leather of which kid gloves are made, and is used for
gloves for men's wear, driving-gloves, etc.

II. a. Made of the skin of a dog, or of the
leather so called.

dog-sledge (dog'slej), n. A sledge designed to
be drawn by dogs. Such sledges are used by the
Eskimos and in nortliern Asia.

dog-sleep (dog'slep), «. A light sleep like that
of a dog, disturbed by the slightest sound.
My sleep was never more than what is called dog-sleep;

so that I could hear myself moaning, and was often, as it

seemed to me, wakened suddenly by my own voice.

De Quincey, Opium-eater, p. 35.

dog's-meat (dogz'met), n. Scraps and refuse
of meat used as food for dogs ; especially in-

ferior meat set apart by a butcher to oe sold

for such use.

dog's-mercury (dogz'm6r"ku-ri), «. The com-
mon name of Mercurialisperennis, natural order
JCuphorbiaceai. See mercury.

dogs-nose (dogz'noz), n. A kind of mixed
drink. See the extracts. [Eng.]

Dog's nose, which your committee find ... to be com-
pounded of warm porter, moist sugar, gin and nutmeg
(a groan, and " sp it is," from an elderly female).

Dicke%i8, Pickwick Papers, xxxii.

The sergeant rose as Philip fell back, and brought up
his own mug of beer, into which a noggin of gin had been
put (called in Yorkshire dog's nose').

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxiv.

dog's-tail grass. See grass.

dog-star (dog'stiir), n. Sirius or Canicula, a
star of the first magnitude in the constellation
Canis Major, the heliacal rising of which (see

heliacal) occurring in the hottest part of the
year gave name to the dog-days (which see).

See also Canicula, and cut under Canis.

The Dog-star rages ! nay, 'tis past a doubt,
All Bedlam, or Parnassus, is let out.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 3.

dog-stone (dog'ston), n. A rough or shaped
stone used for a millstone.

dogstones (dog'stonz), n. An orchidaceous
plant. Also called /oo?«/ones.

OOg's-tongue (dogz ' tung), n. A plant, Cyno-
glossum officinale. Also called liounWs-tongue.

His remedies were womanish and weak. Sage and
wormwood, . . . dog's-tongue, . . . feverfew, and Faith,

and all in small quantities, except the last.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xciv.

dog's-tooth grass. See grass.

dog-tent (dog' tent), n. A kind of tent, so called

because its size %nd form resemble those of a
common kind of dog-kennel.

If tents are used, the small dog tent is the best.

Sportsman's Gazette, p. 661.

dog-tick (dog'tik), n. A tick which infests

dogs. The commonest dog-tick of Great Britain, to which
tlie name specifically applies, is Ixodes ricinus. Another
species of Europe, /. reduvius, is also found on dogs, but
more frequently on cattle and sheep. There is no distinc-

tive dog-tick in the United States, but /. bovis and /. uni-
punctata are often found on dogs.

dog-tired (dog'tird), a. Tired as a dog after a
long chase.

Tom is carried away by old Benjy, dog-tired and sur-

feited with pleasure.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, i 2.

dog-tooth (dog'toth), n. 1.

The canine tooth of man ; a
canine. Alsocallede(/e-tooW».
— 2. A popular English
name of the shells of Den-
talium.— 3. A steel punch
used in working marble.

dog-tooth (dog'toth), a. and
n. I. o. In arcft., an epithet

applied to an ornamented
molding cut in projecting

teeth, of frequent occur-

rence in early medieval
architecture.

n. n. Dog-tooth molding.

The western door (of the church]
adds Norman dog-tooth and chev-

ron to the Saracenic billet
Dog-tooth Moiding.-

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, chuSh of Retiiud.Aa-
Ip. 172. rente-lnf^iieure. France.



dog-tooth spar

dog-tooth spar, violet. See the nouns.
dog-town (dog'toun), )i. A colony or settle-

ment of prairie-dogs, Cynomys ludovicianus or
C. columbiamts. [Western if. S.]

The black-footed ferret . . . will . . . work extraordi-
nary havoc iu a dofj town^ as it can follow the wretched
little beasts down into tlie burrows.

T. SooKKtt, The Century, XXXV. 6«a

dog-tree (dog'tre), «. 1. The cornel or dog-
wood.
The knot fastued vnto it was of the barke of the Cor-

nell or doffffe-tree. woueu with such art that a luan could
neither flnde beginning nor end thereof.

Purchas, Pilgruuage, p. 326.

2. The alder. [North. Eng.]
dog-trick (dog'trik), w. A currish or mean
tnck; an ill-natured practical joke.

I will heere, in the way of niirthe, declare a prettie dog-
tricke or gibe as conceruiuge this mayden.

Polydore Vergil (trans.).

dog-trot (dog'trot), n. A gentle trot, like that
ofa dog.
At half-past twelve we were off again on a dog-trot^

keeping a straight course for the outermost point of a
laiige cape, hoping to reach it by noon of the following
day. Katie, Sec. Orinn. Exp., II. 346.

dog-vane (dog'van), n. [< dog + vane.'] Nant.,
a small vane, composed of thread, cork, and fea-
thers or bunting, set on the weather gunwale
of a vessel to show the direction of the wind.
dog-watch (dog'woch), n. Naut., a watch of

two hours, arranged so as to alter the watches
kept from day to day by each division of the
crew. The first dog-watch is from 4 to 6 p. m.,

the second from 6 to 8 p. m. See watch.

As the dog-ioatches come during twilight, after the day's
work is done, and before the night-watch is set, they are
the watches in which everybody is on deck.

R, H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 14.

dog-weary (dog'wer"i), a. [Early mod. E. also
dogge-ivcarie.] Very tired; much fatigued; dog-
tired.

O master, master, I have watch'd so long
That I am dag-weary. Shah., T. of the S., iv. 2.

dog-whelk (dog'hwelk), Ji. A popiJar Eng-
lish name of univalve shells of
the genus Nassa, as N. reticulata

or N. arcularia.

dog-whipper (dog'hwip'fer), n.

A church beadle. [North. Eng.]
It were verie good the dog-whipper in

Paules would have a care of this in his
unsaverie visitation everie Saterday.

Najfhe, Pierce Penilesse (1592).

In the neighbourhood of Sheffield a sex-
ton is still called a dog-whipper.

N. and Q., 7th ser.. III. 316.

dogwood (dog'wild), n. [Appar. < dog + wood?-.
Some suppose dogwood, as applied to the wood
of trees of the genus Cornus, to be a corruption
of 'dogwood (< dag^ + Mjcorfi), a name equiv.
to its other names, prick-wood, skewer-wood, so
called because, being firm, hard, and smooth,
it is used to make butchers' skewers ; but the
form *dagwood is not found, and in this, as well
as in its other applications (see def. 3), and in
similar popular names of plants, it is not ne-
cessary to assume a definite intention in the use
of the animal name.] 1. A tree of the genus
Cornus; the cornel ; especially, in Europe, the
wild or male cornel, C. sanguinea. Also called
dogwood-tree, in the United states some of the species
are familiar, as the flowering dogwood, C./iorMo, a highly
ornamental tree, of moderate size, covered in May or early
June with a profusion of large white or pale-pink flowers

;

the Califomian dogworxl, C. Nuttallii; the swamp-dog-
wood, C. tericea; and the dwarf dogwood, C. Canadensis.
See Cornus.

2. The wood of trees of the genus Cornus. Dog-
wood is so exceptionally free from silex that watchmakers
use small splinters of it for cleaning out the pivotholes
of watches, and opticians for removing dust from small
deep-seated lenses.

3. Any cornel-liko shrub so called, as in Eng-
land the Euonymus Europceus. The black dogwood
of Europe Is Khammu Frangula and Prunus Padus
and of the West Indies, PuKtdia Carlhagineruiis ; false
or striped dogwood, Acer Pennsylvanicum ; Jamaica or
white dogwood, Pitcidia Erythrina ; poison dogwood,
Bhtu venenata; pond-dogwood, Cephalanthus occiden-

^"i' "'iJ^ *'•'•« dogwood of England, Vilmmum
Ouulut. The Tasmanian dogwood, Bed/ordia nalicina, of
the natural order Camporita, has a beautifully marked
*<x~^™ed in cabinet-work. The dogwood of Australia,
Jaelaoaia tcoparia, a leguminous shrub, has a disagree-
able oaor when burning.

dogwood-bark (dog'wud-bark), n. The bark
of the Cornus florida, used in the United States
as a substitute for Peruvian bark in cases of
fever. Vre, Diet., n. 69.

dogwood-tree (dog'wid-tre), n. Same as doa-
wood, 1.

doll (doil), n. [A dial. var. of dwaul, a. v.]
Nonsense. [Prov. Eng.]
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doilt (doilt), a. [Sc, also written doylt, doiVd,

confused, stupid, crazed, appar. a var. of dulled

OT dolt : see dolt. Ct.doil.'} Stupid; confused;
crazed.

doily (doi'li), n.
;
pi. doilies (-liz). [Said to be

named from the first maker, Mr. Doily or Doy-
ley, "a very respectable warehouseinan, whose
family had resided iu the great old house next
to Hodsoll's the banker's from tbe time of

Queen Anne" (N. and Q.). The slight resem-
blance to E. dial. (Norfolk) dwile, a small towel,

a coarse napkin, < D. dwaal= E. towel, appears
to be accidental, but it may have afifected the
present use of the word.] 1. An old kind of

woolen stufi. Also used attributively.

The stores are very low, sir ; some doiley petticoats and
manteaus we have, and half a dozen pairs of laced shoes.

Dryden, Llmberhanl, iv. 1.

We should be as weary of one set of acquaintance,
though never so good, as we are of one suit, though never
so fine : a fool, and a doily stuff, would now and then find
days of grace, and be worn for variety.

Congreve, Way of the World, ill. 10.

2. A small ornamental napkin, often in colors,
fringed and embroidered, and brought on the
dinner-table on a dessert-plate, vrith the finger-
bowl, etc. , arranged upon it : also used formany
similar purposes.
Also spelled doyley.

doing (do'ing), n. [< ME. doinge, pi. doinges;
verbal n. of dol, d.] 1 . A thing done ; a trans-
action, feat, or action, good or bad. [Rare in
the singular.]

Thou takest witnesse of GoA that he approve thi doynge.
Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), III. 174.

'* You are brave fellows ! " said the bishop,
" And the king of your doings shall know."

Robin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford (Child's Ballads,
[V. 295).

2. pi. Course of action ; the steps or measures
taken in regard to something; proceedings;
movements.
For submitting your doinges to mi iudgement, I thanke

you. Asehaid, The Scholemaster, p. 5.

The long fantastic night
With all its doings had and had not been.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

doiti (doit), n. [= LG. and G. deut = Dan. doit,

< D. duit (pron. nearly doit), formerly duyt,
also called duycken, a small coin (see def.) ; ori-

gin unknown. Cf. doitkin = dotkin = dodkin.']

1. A small copper coin (the eighth part of a

Dolabelta sca-
pula.

Pontifical Dolabras.

Obverse. Reverse.
Doit stnjclc for Java by the Dutch. 1765 ; British Museum.

( Size of the original. )

stiver) formerly current in the Netherlands and
the Dutch colonies, and worth about a farthing.—2. Any trifling coin or sum of money.

Morel. You will give me my gold again?
ls( Quard. Not a doit, as I am virtuous and sinful.

Shirley, Bird in a Cage.

And force the beggarly last <foi(, by means
That his own humour dictates, from the clutch

' Of Poverty. Cowper, Task, v. 316.

Hence— 3. A trifle : as, I care not a doit.

doit^t (doit), V. i. An obsolete (Scotch) variant
of dote^.

doited (doi'ted), a. [Var. of dJoferf, q. v.] Same
as doted, 1. [Scotch.]

Thou clears the head o* doited Lear,
Thou cheers the heart o' drooping Care.

Bums, Scotch Drink.

doiter (doi'tfer), v. i. [Cf. dodder^ and totter;
also doit^ = dofci.] To walk in a feeble
manner, as an aged or infirm person; totter.
[Scotch.]

doitkin (doit'kin), n. [Also dodkin, dotkin; < D.
duitken, dim. of duit, a doit.] The name given
by the English to a small Dutch coin which was
illegally imported into England, especially in
the fifteenth century: also applied generally to
any small coin or sum of money.
Thence he brought him to an oil cellar, and where they

sold olives ; here you shall have (quoth he) a measure
called Chajnix, for two brazen dodkim (a good market, be-
leeve me). Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 126.

For, sir, you must understand that she's not worth a
dodMn for a queen. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote.

dokaret, n. An obsolete spelling of ducker.
doke^t. An obsolete spelling of duck^. duck^.

doldrums

doke2 (dok), n. [A dial. var. of dalk^.] 1. A
deep dint or fuiTow.— 2. A contusion. Dun-
glison.—3. A small brook. Hallixcell.—4. A flaw
in a boys' marble. Grose. [Prov. Eng. in all

senses.]

dokeret, "• An obsolete spelling of ducker.
dokhma, dokmeh (dok'ma, -me), n. [< Pers.
dakhma.'] A receptacle for the dead used by the
Parsees, consisting of a low round tower built
of large stones, on the grated top of which the
bodies are exposed till, being stripped of their
flesh by carnivorous birds, their bones drop
through the grating into the pit of the tower.
After all, there is something sublime in that sepulture

of the Parsees, who erect near every village a dokhma, or
Tower of Silence, upon whose summit they may bury their
dead in air. T. W. Higginson, Oldport Days, p. 167.

dokimastic, dokimasy, a. Same as docimastic,
docimasy.

dokmeh, n. See dokhma.
doko (dd'ko), «. [African.] A name of a dip-
neumonous lung-fish or mudfish of Africa, Pro-
topterus (Lepidosiren) annectens. See mudfish,
and cut imder Protopterus. Also called komtok.

dol. An abbreviation of dollar or dollars.

Dolabella (do-la-bel'a), n. [NL., < L. dolabella,
dim. of dolaira, a hatchet : see
dolabra.'] A genus of tectibran-
ohiate gastropods, of the family
Aplysiidw, or sea-hares : so called
from the shape of the shell. The
species are found in the Mediter-
ranean and eastern seas.

dolabra (do-la'bril), ». ;
pi. dola-

hrai (-bre). [L., a kind of hatchet
or ax (see def.), < dolare, hew, chip with an ax.]
In Eom. antiq., a cutting or digging implement

of various shapes,
used, according to
shape and purpose,
as a hatchet, an ax, a
knife, a chisel, a mat-
tock, or a pickax. Do-
labra; were used by the
Roman soldiers in making
intrenchments and de-
stroying fortifications.

Others of a more ornate
form were employed by
the pontifices iu slaugh-

tering their sacrificial victims, and others again of various
shapes were used in gardening.

dolabrate (do-la'brat), «. [< dolabra + -afel.]

Same as dolabriform.

dolabriform (do-lab'ri-f6rm), a. [< L. dolabra,
q. v., -1- forma, shape.] Having the form of an
ax or a cleaver, (a) In bot., applied to certain fleshy
leaves which are straight
and thick on one side, thin-
ning to an acute edge on the
other, and attenuate toward
the base. (&) In conch., ap-
plied to the foot of certain
bivalves, (c) In entoin., ap-
plied to parts which are
cylindrical, or nearly so, at
the base, but spread out on
one side above, so as to form
a convex sharp edge or keel.

dolcan (dol'kan), m. Same as duleiana.

dolce (dol'che), a. and n. [It., < L. dulcis, sweet

:

see dulcet.'} I. a. In »i«sic, sweet : an instruc-
tion to the performer that the music is to be
executed softly and sweetly.

II, «. A soft-toned organ-stop.

dolce far niente (dorehe far nien'te). [It.,

lit. sweet do nothing: dolce, < L. dulcis, sweet;
far, fare, < L. facere, do ; niente, nothing : see
duloe, douce, and fact. Cf. faineant.'] Sweet
idleness

;
pleasing inactivity.

dolcemente (dol-che-men'te), adv. [It., < doUse,

sweet.] In ?MMsic, softly and sweetly: noting a
passage to be so performed : a direction equiv-
alent to dolce.

dolciano, dolcina (dol-che-a'no, -che'na), B.

[It., idolce, sweet, < L. dulcis, sweet.] A mu-
sical instrument of the bassoon kind, used in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
dold (dold), a. [See dolt.] Stupid; confused.
[Prov. Eng.]
doldrums (dol'drumz), 71. pi. [Also in sing.
doldrum; perhaps connected with rfoW, stupid:
see dolt.] 1. Low spirits; the dumps: as, he
is in the doldrums. [Colloq.]—2. Naut., certain
parts of the ocean near the equator that abound
in calms, squalls, and light bafiiing winds ; also,

the calms or variations of weather characteris-
tic of those parts. The region of the doldrums varies
In breadth from sixty to several hundred miles, and shifts

its extreme limits at different seasons between latitude 5'

S. and 15° N. It is overhung at a great height by a per-

manent belt of cloud, gathered by opposing currents of

the trade-winds.

Dolabriform Leaf of Mese*nbri- .

antkemutH dolabri/orm<.



doldrums

Now, these are the verj- months when the equatorial
cahns, or doldrujiis, are faitheat north of the equator.

Science, III. 41.

dolei (dol), n. [< ME. dole, dol, earlier dale,

dal, < AS. ddl, a division, a part, ge-dal, divi-

sion ; the same as the more common umlauted
form, AS. dcel, ME. del, E. deal^, a part, etc.:

see rfca?!.] 1. A part apportioned or divided
out; portion; share; lot; fortune: sameasrfea(i,
1. [Now only poetical. ]

For vrthely herte mygt not auffyse
To the tenthe dote of tho gladnes glade.

Alliteratim Poems (ed. Morris), i. 136.

And crimes were set to sale, and hard his dole

Who could not bribe a passage to the skies.

Bryant, The Ages.

Flatter me not, for hath not our great Queen
My dole of Ijeauty trebled?

Tennyson, Last Tournament.

2. In mining, one of the shares or parts into
which a parcel of ore is divided for distribution
among the various persons to whom it belongs.
tCornwall, Eng.]— 3. A portion of money, food,
or other things distributed in charity; what is

given in charity ; alms
;
gratuity.

To greden after Goddia men [cry for the friars] when ge
delea doles. Piers Plowman (B), lit 71.

Alms are dolet and largesses to the necessitous and
calamitous people. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 8.

Dole* were used at Funerals, as we leant from St. C'hry-

sostom, to procure Rest to the Soul of the Deceased, and
that he might ttnd his Judge propitious.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 38.

Let me . . .

Walk your dim cloister, and distribute dole
To poor sick people. Tennyson, Guinevere.

4t. The act of dealing out or distributing: as,

the power of dole and donative.

It was your presurmise,
• That in the dole of blows your son might drop.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

Others whom mere ambition fires, and dole
Of provinces abroad, which they have feigned
To their crude hopes, and I as amply promised.

B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1.

Happy man be his dolet, his dole or lot in life be that
of a tiappy man : a i)roverbial expression.

If it be my luck, so ; If not, happy man be his dole I

Shdk., M. W. of W., iU: 4.

Let every man beg his own way, and happy man he his
dole ! Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, i. 1.

dole^ (dol), V. t.; pret. and pp. doled, vpr. dol-
ing. [< dofel, n. ; ult. the same as deaft, «.] To
give in portions or small quantities, as alms to
the poor j apportion ; distribute ; deal : common-
ly with out : often implying that what is distrib-

uted is limited in quantity or is given grudg-
ingly-

The supercilious condeacension with which even his re-
puted friends doted out their praises to him. De Quincey.

Some poor keeiwr of a school
Wfaos« bnsiness is to sit thro' summer months
And dole out children's leave to go and play.

Broiminy, In a Balcony.

dole2 (dol), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) dool, dale, dill,

<ME. dol, doel, dowle, duel, deal, < OF. dol, doel,

duel, F. deuil (= Pr. dol = Sp. duelo = Pg. (obs.

)

doilo = It. duolo), mourning, grief, verbal n. of
OF. doloir, F. douloir = Pr. Sp. doler = Pg.
doer = It. dolere, < L. dolere, feel pain, grieve.
Hence also (from L. dolere) ult. E. dolent, do-
lor, condole.'] 1. Grief; sorrow; lamentation;
mourning. [Now only poetical.]

Hhe yede anoon to the holy man that hadde taught hir
the rlKht creaunce, full hevy and pensif, makynge grete
doell and sorow. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 7.

For va la wrought, ao welaway

!

Doole endurand nyght and day. York Plays, p. 30.

Till on a daye it so belTell

Great dill to him was dight.
Sir Cauline (Child's Ballads, III. 174).

And drest in dole, l)ewailde hir death.
Qatcoiffne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 101.

.She died,
So that day there was dole in Astolat.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Specifically— 2. The moaning of doves.— 3. In
falconry, a flock of turtle-doves.

dole3 (dol), n. [= F. dol = Pr. dol = Sp. Pg.
It. dolo, < L. dolus, artifice, 'wile, guile, deceit,
fraud, < Gr. ddh)^, a bait, a cunning artifice,

wile, guile, deceit, akin to 6i?.eap, also dtAof,

a bait.] In Scots law, malevolent intention

;

malice.

There can be no proper crime without the inprcdientof
dole. Urskine's Institutes, IV. iv. § 5.

dole^ (dol), n. [Also E.'dial. dool, doid, Sc. also

I

dool, dule, the goal in a game, dide, a boundary,
JBodmark, = D. doel, neut., the mark, butt.
Bound of earth used as a butt, in archery ; cf

.

fcej, m., the place where the armed burgesses
Bed to assemble. The sense ' mound of earth'

I
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is correlative to that of MHG. G. dole, a canal,
< OHG. dola, an underground drain, entrance to

a mine, etc. Cf. Icel. dcela, a groove or trough,
=Norw. dwla, a trough, channel, a little stream,
etc. Cf. riofeo.] If. A boundary ; a landmark.
Accursed be he . . . who removeth his neighbour's doles

or marks. Homilies, ii., Exliortation for Kogation Week.

2. The goal in a game.— 3. A strip of land left

unplowed between two plowed portions; a
broad balk. [Prov. Eng.]— 4. A part or por-
tion of a meadow in which several persons have
shares. See dole-meadow. [Prov. Eng.]
dole5 (dol), n. [E. dial., also dowel; cf. Norw.
diil, a little dale, a meadow-lot near the house,
= Icel. dol, dail, a little dale, < Norw. dal =
Icel. dalr = E. dale : see dale^. Cf . dole^.1 A
low flat place. Halliwell. [West. Eng.]
dole-bagt (dol'bag), n. A bag formerly worn
by an official charged 'with the distribution of

alms, especially one worn on stated occasions
as a badge of office. [Eng.]

dole-beert (dol'ber), ». Beer given as a dole
or in alms.

I know, yo' were one, could keepe
The buttry-hatch still lock'd, and save the chippings.
Sell the dole-beere to aqua-vitse-men.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

dole-breadt (dol'bred), n. Bread given as adole,
or in alms; especially, bread begged on All
Saints' Day.
Pain d'aumosne [¥.]. Dole-bread. Nomenclator.

dole-flsh (dor fish), n. 1. In Great Britain, the
portion of fish that falls to each of several fish-

ermen who work in company.— 2. The common
cod : formerly so called by the fishermen in the
North Sea, because they took their pay or dole
in this kind of fish.

dolefnl (dol'fiU), a. [< ME. doUful, dolful, dul-

full, duelful, etc.; < dole^ + -ful.] 1. Pull of
dole or grief ; sorrowful.

How oft my doleful aire cry'd to me, tarry, aon.
When first he apied my love. Sir P. Sidney.

2. Expressing or causing grief ; of a motimful
or dismal character; gloomy: as, a doleful
whine ; a doleful cry.

All cryaten men that walke me by,
Be-hold and se this dulfull sysht.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 93.

She, poor bird, as all forlorn.
Lean d her breast up till a thorn.
And there sung the dolefull'st ditty.

Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, xxi.

Kegions of aorrow, doleful shades, where peace
And rest can never dwell. Milton, V. L., i. 65.

3t. Crafty; cunning; wily. Minsheu.
He . . . hadde welegamysshedalle the forteresses of his

loniic that noon ne myght not gretly forfete, and thei were
so dtfil/ull that the sarazins so distroied the londe aa ye
haue herde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 192.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Mournful, woeful, rueful, lugubrious, dol-
orous, piteous, cheerless.

dolefully (dol'fiil-i), adv. [< ME. dolfulli, dul-

fulli, deolfulliche, delfulliche, etc.; < doleful +
-?i/2.] In a doleful manner ; sorrowfully ; dis-

mally; sadly.

God sente to Saul by Samuel the prophete,
That Agag of Amalek and al hus lyge puple
Sholde deye delfulliche for dedes of here eldren.

Piers Plowman (C), iv. 419.

dolefulness (dol'fiil-nes), n. The character of
being doleful; melancholy; gloominess; dis-

nialnoss. Bailey, 1727.

dole-meadO'W (d6rmed''6), n. A meadow in
which several persons have shares, the portion
of each being marked by doles or balks. [Prov.
Eng.]
dolent (do'lent), a. [< ME. dolent= OF. dolent,

ddlcant, F. Solent= Sp. doliente = Pg. doente =
It. dolente, < L. dolen(t-)s, ppr. of dolere, grieve,

sorrow: see dole^.] Girieving; full of grief;
sorrowful. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Whan Adragain saugh his felow fallen, it was no nede to
aske yef he were dolent. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 331.

Dal. The king is angry.
Craw. And the passionate duke

Effeminately dolent. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, ill. 4.

Tlirough me the way is to the city dolent.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, iii. 1.

dolert, «• An obsolete spelling of dollar.

dolerite (dol'e-rit), n. [= F. dolerite, < Gr. ioM-

f)6f, deceptive, < 66?x>(, deceit: see dolc^.] A
name given by Hatty to a rock of the basalt fam-
ily, called by some a basaltic greenstone, the
deception implied in the name referring to the
difficulty of distinguishing the rock from other
varieties also designated as greenstone. Aa lim-
ited at the present linH-, dolerite includes the coarser-
grained varieties of i)aaalt, in wliicli the component miner-
als can be detected by the naked eye. See basalt and green-
stone.

Doliclionyz

doleritic (dol-e-rit'ik), a. [< dolerite + -io.l

Consisting of or like dolerite : as, doleritic lava.

dolerophanite (dol-e-rof'a-nit), «. [< Gr. doTu-

pof, deceptive, + -tpaviK, appearing, < (^iveaOai,

appear.] A sulphate of copper occurring in
small bro'wn monoclinic crystals at Vesuvius.
dolesome (dol'sum), n. [idoW^ + some.l Dole-
ful; gloomy; dismal; sorrowful.

Tlie dolesome passage to th' infernal sky.
Pope, Odyssey.

dolesomely (dol'sum-li), adv. In a dolesome
manner. E. D.
dolesomeness (dol'sum-ues), n. Gloom; dis-

malness.

If the exceeding glory of heaven cannot countervaile the
dolesomnesse of the grave, what doe I beleeving ?

Bp. Hall, Meditation of Death.

dolesst (do'les), a. [< do^, v., + -less ; var. of
doiclcss.] Shiftless; good-for-nothing. Jamie-
son. [Scotch.]

dolestone (dol'ston), n. A landmark : same as
dole*, 1. [Prov. Eng.]

dolfint, »• An obsolete spelling of dolphin.

dolia, n. Plural of dolium.

doli capax (do'li ka'paks). [L. : doli, gen. of
dolus, guile (see dole^) ; capax, capable (see ca-

pacious).] In law, literally, capable of criminal
intention ; hence, of sufficient age to distinguish
between right and wrong. At common law a child
between 7 and 14 is presumptively doli incapax, but may
be proved to lie doli capax. The limit is modified by mod-
em statutes in some jurisdictions, aa in New York by the
substitution of 12 for 14.

Dolichidaet (do-lik'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (BruU^,
1838), < DoUchus + -idw.] A family of ground-
beetles, typified by the genus DoUchus.
dolichocepuali (dol''i-ko-sef'a-li), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of dolichocephalus : see dolichocephalous.] In
ethnol., those people whose cephalic index is

below 75, and who are consequently dolicho-
ce^ihalic.

dolichocephalic(dol'''i-ko-sef'a-likor-se-farik),
o. [As dolichocephal-ous + -ic. ] Long-headed

;

pertaining to a long head : as, a dolichocephalic
person or race ; % dolichocephalic skuW. This word
la applied in ethnology to the persons or races having
skulls the diameter of whicli from side to aide, or the
transverse diameter, is small in comparison with the lon-
gitudinal diameter, or that from front to back. The West
African negro presents an example of the dolichocephalic
skuU. Broca applies the term dolichocephalic to skulls
having a cephalic index of 75 and under, and this limit is

generally adopted. Compare brachycephalic. Also doli-
chocephalous.

dolicnocephalism (doFi-ko-sef'a-lizm), n. [As
dolichocephal-ous + -ism.] In ethnol., tne qual-
ity, state, or condition of being dolichocephalic.

The Esquimaux are long-headed, and are allied by lan-
guage and customs to the Kutchin and other races of
North America, who are of goml bodily development ; so
that the imagined resemblance to them would not neces-
sarily militate against the stature or dolichocephatism of
the European alx>rigine3.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 243.

dolichoceplialous (dol'i-ko-sef'a-lus), a. [<
NL. dolichocephalus, <. Gr. 6olixf>i, long, + Ketfia'Afi,

head.] Long-headed: saxae as dolichocephalic.

The prevailing form of the negro head Is dolichocepha-
lous. Quoted in Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 600.

dolichocephaly (dol'i-ko-sef'a-li), n. [As doli-

chocephal-ous + -y^.] Same aadolichocephalism.

The existing cranial types moat nearly approaching this
are those of the Australiana and Buahmana, but their doli-

chocephaly ia equalled by that of the Mongoloid Eskimo.
iV. A. Rev., CXXXI.X. 251.

Dolichocera (dol-i-kos'e-rii), n.pl. [NL., <
Gr. doXtx^^, long, + Kfpaf,'liom.] In Latreille's

system of classification, a subtribe of Muscides,
including species of the genus Teianocera and
its immediate allies.

Dolichoderus (dol-i-kod'e-ms), n. [NL. (Lund,
1831), < Gr. doMx^, long,'-!- dcprj, Attic for Setpij,

the neck.] 1. A genus of ants, of the family
Formiddw, confined to the new world. Four
species are found in North America and several in South
America, characterized by the cubical metathorax, the
horizontal, nearly flat face and wings, and the females
with two complete suitmarginal cells. D. pustulatus in-

habits the eastern United Stjites.

2. A genus of beetles, of the family Tenebri-

onidai, founded by Castelnau in 1840. It con-
tains 3 species only, all from Madagascar.
dolichodirous (doFi-ko-di'rus), a. [< Gr. S6>u-

xiieipn^, long-necked, < ioKixog, long, -I- dctpri,

the neck.] Long-necked.
Dolichonyx (do-lik'o-niks), n. [NL., < Gr. Ao-

AtxM, long, + bvv^, nail.] A genus of Ameri-
can osoine passerine birds, of the family Icteri-

da; having a conical bill and general fringillino

aspect, acute tail-feathers, and comparatively
long curved claws, whence the name. The type



Dollchonyx

of the g«niu I« the bobolink or reed-bird, D. oryztDorut;

there are sovcral other species. See cut under bobolink.

Dolichopodid8B(<iol'i-ko-pod'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Dolichojms {-pod-} + -idw. ] A family of tetra-

chaetous brachyeeroiis dipterous insects, con-

taining a number of flies with long legs, bril-

liant metallic colors, and active predaceous hab-

its, as the well-washers. About 1,200 species are

known. They feed upon other insects, and inliabit damp
places covered with rich vegetation. Tlie larva; are Ions,

slender, and cylindrical, and live in the ground or in de-

compodng vegetation. Tlie adult flies have the first basal

cell of the wing short, the second united with the discal

cell, and a terminal or dorsal bristle on the simple 3-joiut-

ed antennie. Also DolkhopicUr and Dolichopodes.

Dolidiopus (do-lik'o-pus), jj. [NL. (LatreiUe,

179«5), < Or. doMx^Trovi, with long feet, < fiokixk,

long,+ Troff (TTOfS-)

= E. foof] The
typical ^enus of

the family Doli-

chopodidw, char-
acterized by the
presenceofspines
on the hind meta-
tarsi. D.fimditor,
which is common
in the eastern
United States, is

an example.
Dolichos (dol'i-

kos), n. [NL.,
named from the
length of the
pod, < Gr. 6okix6i,

long.] A genus
of herbaceous or
sometimes shrub-
by leguminous
Iilants, nearly re-

ated to the com-
mon bean, Phaseolus, natives of tropical and
temperate regions of Asia, Africa, and Austra-
lia, with a few species in South America. Sev-

eral species are extensively cultivated for food in warm
regions, especially D. Labtab, often called the Egyptian
or black bean ; D. Sineii«U, or China bean ; and D. bi-

Jlorui, the horse-gram of the East Indies. D. sesquipe-

dalis is the asparagus-beau of gardens, a native of South
America.

Dolichosauria (dol"i-k9-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
<. Uolichosaurus.'] A group of fossil XaceriiWa
from the Cretaceous formation. They are charac-
terized by the great number of the cervical vertebne (sev-

enteen in the typical genus, Doluihosaurus) and the ex-

tremely slender elongated body. They possess limbs, and
a aacrum composed of two vertebne.

Dolichosatiras (dol"i-ko-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
iu'/.ix'k. long, + aavpoc, a lizard.] The typical

genus of Dolickosauria.

A very singular Lacertilian found in the chalk, and re-

sembling an eel in size and form, has been described by
Professor Owen, under the name of Dolichogaurus.

Huxley, Anat, Vert., p. 197.

Dolichotis (dol-i-ko'tis), n. [NL. (cf. Gr. 6oIl-

XoiiaTog, long-eared), < Gr. doXix^;, long, + ov(

(ur-) (also ovoi, ovar-) = E. ear^.'\ A genus of
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sects, of the family Pompilidce, or digger-wasps.

There are two species, both European.

Dolichus (dol'i-kus), n. [NL. (Bonelli, 1809),

< Gr. iWuxoi, long.] A genus of ground-beetles,

of the family Carabidce, containing, as at pres-

ent restricted, the single south European spe-

cies D. flavicomis. Five South African species were
included by Dejean, but were separated by Chandoir and
Lacordaire and placed in Cymindis,

doliid (do'li-id), n. A member of the DolUdw.

Doliidse (do-ll'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Dolium +
-ida.'] A family of tronioglossate siphonosto-

mOUS gastropods. The animal is very large, and has a

wide head, elongate distant tentacles, greatly developed
cylindrical proboscis, and a very large foot, lobed and di-

lated in front and having a horizontal groove. The shell

has a very large body-whorl, relieved by revolving ridges

and corresponding grooves. The species are inhabitants

of tropical seas. Some of them are known as tuns. See

cut under Dolium.

doliman (dol'i-man), n. Same as dolman, 1.

doliolid (do-li'o-li'd), n. A tunicate of the fam-
ilv DolioUdw.
Ddliolidae (dol - i - ol ' i - de), m. pi. [NL. , < Do-
liolum + -idee.'] A family of oceanic cyclomy-
arian ascidians, related to the salps, represent-

ed by the genus Doliolum, and representing
with some authors an order Cydomyaria (which
see) of compound tunicaries. They are transparent.

Dctiehofusfunditor.

(Line shows natural size.)

153^ i0^^~

Pataffonian Cavy {Dolichotis patachonica).

South American rodentt, of which the Patago-
nian cavy, D. patachonica, is the type: so named
from the long ears, which are like those of a
rabbit.

dolichoric (dol-i-ku'rik), a. [< dolichums +
-»c. ] Inane, pros., having one syllable too many
at the end: an epithet of dactylic hexameters
the last foot of which is apparently trisyllabic.
Soch verses are not really unrhythmical, tlie apparent
laolt being obviated by synizesis, or due Ui the loss of
some ancient peculiarity of pronunciation (as in the Ho-
meric dialect) inadequately represented in the extant text.
See miurus and macrocephalic.

dollchnms (dol-i-ku'rus), n. [NIj., < Gr. 6oh-
Xovfir, long-tailed, < ioh.x6^, long, -f- mp&, tall.]

1. In pro*., a dactylic hexameter with a redun-
dant syllable, or one apparently redundant, in
the last foot. See doUcliuric.— 2. leap.'] In
eool., a genus of foggorial hymenopterous in-

Sexual Asddiozooid of Doliolum denticulatum, highly magnified.

a, ganglion ; c, endostyle ; tt, oral opening (atrial opening at op-
posite end J ; ^, esophagus ; i, stomach ; /, intestine ; /, p, f, testis:

r, heart; /, t, muscles.

free-swimming, cask-shaped organisms, moving by con-
tracting the body and so squirting water out of one or the
other end, developing by an alternation of generations,
and provided with ciliated ribbon-shaped branchiae, divid-

ing the respiratory cavity into two portions. The bran-
chial lamellse are pierced with numerous slits. In sexual
generation the ovaries and testes mature simultaneously.

Doliolum (do-li'o-lum), n. [NL., dim. of L.
dolium, a very large jar; see doUum.^ The
typical genus of the family DoUolidai. D. den-

ticwlatum and D. miilleri are examples.
dolite (do'Ut), n. [< Dolites (Kriiger, 1823), <

Dolium + -ites.'] A fossil shell of the genus
Doliam.
dolium (do'li-um), re. [NL., < L. dolium, a very
large jar.] 1. PI. dolia (-a). In Bom. antiq.,

a very large jar or vase of rough pottery, usual-
ly of approximately spherical form, used, like

a cask at the
present day, to

.

contain wine,
oil, and other
liquids, as well
as grain and
other dry com-
modities. It was
more anciently
called ealpar,
and is equiv-
alent to the
Greek pithos.—
2. [cap.] The
typical genus
of gastropods of
the family Doli-
idW. Dolium qalea Dolium galea.
is a leading species.
They are all characterized by a ventricose spirally fur-
rowed shell, with a very small spire and an enormous
aperture with crenate lip, and no operculum. ITiey are
known as tuns.

dolUt (dol), n. [A general use of Doll, Dolly, a
woman's name, an abbr. of Dorothy, < F. Doro-
thie, < L. Dorothea, < Gr. Aupo6m, fem. of Aap6-
Seoc, lit. gift of God, < Sdpav, a gift (< SMvat,
give : see date^), + Oedc, God. Theodore, fem.
Theodora, is composed of the same elements re-

versed. Ctdoll^.] A sweetheart; a mistress;
a paramour; a doxy. Also dolly. [Old slang.]

dolr-^ (dol), n. [In childish speech common also
in the dim. form dolly ; prob. a particular use
of Doll, Dolly, a familiar dim. of the proper
name Dorothy. See rfoHl, and cf. dollyl, dolly^.

Cf . a]aojack, as the name of a toy. The common
explanation of doll as an abbr. of idoll, idol, is

certainly wrong. There is nothing to conneet

dollar

the word with East Fries, dolske, a wooden doU,
ilokke, dok, a doll : see duckS.} A puppet repre-

senting a child, usually a little girl (but also

sometimes a boy or a man, as a soldier, etc.),

used as a toy by children, especially by girls.

Those who . . . live only to display a pretty face . . .

can scarce rank higher than a painted doll.

V. Knox, Essays, I. xxxvi.

dolP (dol), 11. [Sc. ; origin obscure.] 1. Dung,
especially of pigeons.— 2. A large cake of saw-
dust mixed with dung, used for fuel. Jamie-

son. [Angus.]— 3. A large lump.

dollar (dol'ar), n. [Early mod. E. also doller,

doler, daller, daler; < MD. daler, D. daalder =
LG. daler = 8w. Dan. daler = Pg. dollar (< E.)
= It. tallero (NL. dalerus, thalerus), < G. taler,

thaler, thallcr, now usually spelled thaler, a dol-

lar, short for Jochimstaler, Jochimsthaler, Joa-
chimsthaler, orig. Jochimstaler gulden-grosch-

pfennig, i. e., the ' gulden-groschen (florin)

penny (coin) of Jochimsthal,' so called because
first coined (toward the end of the loth cen-

tury) from silver obtained from mines in Joa-
chimsthal, i. e., Joachim's dale (G. thai = E.
dale'^), in Bohemia. They were also sometimes
called Schlickenthaler, because coined by the

counts of Sohlick. The "Spanish dollar" is

called in Sp. a peso.] 1. The EngUsh name of

the large silver German coin called thaler : also

applied to similar coins of the Low Countries
and of Scandinavia; to the large silver coin

of Spain, the celebrated "Spanish dollar," or
peso, also called pillar dollar (from its figure of

the Pillars of Hercules) and piece of eight (as

containing 8 reals) ; and later to a large silver

coin succeeding the Spanish dollar in Spanish
America.
The Duke of Wirtemberg is agreed w* Magister Teutonic!

ordinis, so that the dtdce shall have for his charges 66,000

dalers.

Quoted in E. Lodge's lUus., etc.. Reign ol Edw. VI.,
[iNo. 23.

He disbursed at St. Colmes' inch
Ten thousand dollars to oui- general use.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 2.

Kow touching Danske money, . . . they have their

Grasshe, whereof 30 make 1 gildeme, which is woorthe 4

shillings sterling, and they have also Dollars olde and new

;

their common dollar is 35 grasshe, but of their new dollars

some are woorthe 24 grasshe, some 26, and some SO.

Hecorde, Grounde of Artes, fol. 159.

2. The monetary unit or standard of value of

the United States and Canada, containing 100

cents, and equal to about 4s. l\d. English.
In the United States it is represented in the currency by
gold and silver coins and by notes; in Canada by notes

only. A two-dollar gold coin is current in Newfound-
land. This unit was established in the United States

under the confederation of the States, by resolution o£

Congress, July
6th, 1787. It was
represented by a
silver piece, the
coinage of which
was authorized
by the act of Con

-

gress,AugustSth,
1786, by which
was also estali-

lished the deci-

mal system of
coinage. The
coinage was not
begun until two
years after the
law of April 2d,

1792, establish-

ing the mint.
That law pro-
vided for the
coinage of " dol-

lars or units,

each to be of the
value of a Span-
ish milled dol-

lar," as that coin
was then cur-

rent, and to con-
tain 371i grains
of pure silver, or
416 grains of
standard silver.

The Spanish dol-
lar above men-
tioned was that
struck in Span-
ish America.
Spanish - Ameri-
can dollars, and
coins represent-
ing halves, quar-
ters, eighths, and
sixteenths of
them (the last
two known as
shillinrfs and six^iences in New York and some other States,

and by other names elsewhere), were abundant in the
United States during the latter part of the eighteenth
and the first half of the nineteenth century. The Spanish
dollar coined in Spain w.as rare, but the intrinsic value of

the two coins was the same. By an act of January 18tll»

Reverse.

Dollar of the United States, 179s
( Size of the original. 1



dolorlfic

and about 6 feet high, and consists of four upright stones

on each side, one at each end, and four on tlie top. The
great stone of the dohnen represented in the accompany-
ing cut is 83 feet long, 14 J feet deep, and 18i feet across

;

it is calculated to weigh 750 tons, and is poised on the

points of two natural rocks. It is now generally believed

that dolmens were sepulchers, although afterward they
may have been used as altars. They are often present

within stone circles. The dolmen was probably a copy of

a primitive rude dwelling, and may sometimes have been
the actual structure in which the savage sheltered himself,

converted afterward into his tomb. In several cases one
of the stones is pierced with a hole. This is supposed to

have been for the purpose of introducing food to the dead.

Conclusions in regard to the original identity of various

races have been based on the similarity of such structures

in various pai'ts of the world, as in Hindustan, Circassia,

Algeria, and Europe ; but too much importance may be

attached to this, as the inclosed dolmen is simply the

structure which savages of a very low type, of whatever

V, ... " . t „ ti,„ „„„fo.. race, would naturally erect for slielter. See ci-oratecA and
die With a cross-pieee rising from the center.

;;'J„^,-,.

The dolly is jerked rapidly around in ditferent directions
^oimeiic (dol-men'ik), a. [< dolmen + -jc] 1.

m^sed'in'waTe"'
""""* ""' "'"""''

OfT^pertaining to dolmens.-S. Building dol-

dolly3 (dol'i), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. dollied, ppr. mens.

dolbjing. [< doWv^, «.] In Jn in J«(jr, to conoen- The ethnological character and the migrations of the

» ~ ,
..

, , }^^il,'''^^?.f ^°H ^?TT f '^wAl7, '"^^""^"'"Tjo&.n before Metals (trans.), p. 168.

Sometimes abbreviated doi., but commonly represented dolly* (dol'i),«.; pi. rfoi(se«(-lz). [Hind. daZe,
,-, , - -/j-x rxTT / n A

liy the svmbol 8 (the doUarmark) before the number, see
j^tpay.! In India, a complimentary offermg of DolOHiedeS (dol-o-me dez), n. [MIj., < Ur. do-

' ...''.- . . .- - -.y,--
Xop;(5w, wily, crafty, < doAof, wile, craft, + /;?/dof,

in pi. /iT/dca, counsels, plans, arts, cunning, <

Yule and Jiumell " " '
'

"^

^

dollar

1837, the dollar was made to consist of 412J grains ,'<, fine,

the quantity of pure silver remaining the same, 371i g''a"is.

This dollar, being worth in market value from 100 to 104

cents, went out of circulation. An act of March 3d, 1849,

directed the coinage of gold dollars of 26.8 grams ft Hne,

23.22 being puie gold; and by act of February 12th, 1873.

thu was ueclared the unit of value of the Unit«d States.

The coinage of gold dollars was suspended by the act ot

Septimber 26th, 1890. An act of February 2Sth, 1878. di-

rected the Secretarv of theTreasury to purchase sliver bul-

lion not less than *2,000,000 nor more than .ai.Ono.OOO per

month and cause it to be coined into standard silver diil-

lars This was repealed by the (.Sherman) act of .1 uly 14th,

1890 which provided for the purchase ot 4,600,000 ounces

of si'lver each month and the coinage of 2,000,000 ounces a

month. This act was repealed in 1893. The coins repre-

senting fractional parts of the dollar are : in silver, the

half-dollar and quarter-dollar, or 60-cent and 2D-cent

pieces, and Ihe dime or 10-cent piece ; in nickel, the half-

dlnieor 5 cent piece (originally in 8ilver,and incouvenientl.v

small) and in l>rouze, the cent (..riginally in copper, and

much larger) and the 2cent piece. There is also a .S-ceiit

piece originally coined in silver and afterward in nicke ,

which has been little used owing to its inconvenient small

ness in both forms. By the term dollar in the Inited States

notes is intended the coined dollar of the United htates, a

certain quantity in weight and flneness of Kold or silver,

authenticated as such by the stamp of the govenimcnt.
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dolly3 (dol'i), «. ;
pi. dollies (-iz). [Prob. from

the familiar name Dolly. Cf . doll^, jack jenny,

billy, etc., as similarly applied to various me-
chanical contrivances.] 1. In mining, the flat

disk of wood which moves up and down in the

keeve or dolly-tub in the process of concentrat-

ing ore by tossing and packing. See toss.

[Cornwall, Eng.]— 2. In j)ite-(f)jiWi(7, an exten-

sion-piece placed on the upper end of a pile,

when the head of the pile is beyond the reach of

the monkey. E. H. Kn iyht.— 3. A tool with an
indented liead for shaping the head of a rivet

;

a snap-head. E. U. Knight.— ^. A primitive

form of apparatus for olothes-washing, con-

sisting of a wooden disk furnished with from
three to five legs with rounded ends, and a han-

fruit' and flowers, sweetmeats, and the like,

usually presented on trays or brass dishes.

coinage'ratio, under coinage.

The Almighty Dollar, that great object of universal de-

votion thronijhout our land, seems to have no genuine

devotees in tiiese peculiar villages.

Jrving, The Creole Village.

The Congress of 1792 fixed the monetary unit of the

Tnited States in coin, gave it the name Dollar, made it

the unit of the money of account in their offices and courts,

land! named also its multiples and fractions.

Heport 0/ .SVc. «/ Treasury, 1886, I. xlv.

Almighty dollar. See a^miVAJy.— Buzzard dollar. See

tmzzani.— Dollar of the fathers, in American political dolly-bar (dol'i-bar), n.

The English call these offerings dollies; the natives,

dili. Tliey represent in the profuse East the visiting

cards of the meagre West. Cr. A. Mackay, All Baba, p. 84.

lialf-

parlance, the silver dollar: a phrase used by those who
advocated the resumption of its coinage, etfected in 1878,

when for a quarter of a century it had formed no part of

the coinage of the country, and when, owing to depreca-

tion in the value of silver, it no longer possessed its origi-

nal actual value.—Uon dollar [also bjon dollar; a Dutch
coin, so called l)ecau«e it bore the figure of a lion : D.

leeuw, & lion, also a coin so called), a Dutch (Brabant) coin

In circulation in the provuice of Kew York In colonial

times.

There is an Act to raise the value of the Lyon Dollar*

which were apprehended to be all carried out of the Pro- doUv-tUD (dol'i-tub), n. The keeve forming a

loref' 'cofir
""*" "'"' "'"P""*'"" ^ ^'"^

part of the so-called dollying- or doUing-ma-
"™M ''Burnet to the Lords of Trade, Dec. 14, 1720 (Docs, chine, used in Cornwalljn the process of toss-

[relating to Colon. Hist of 2J. Y., V. 583).

Trade dollar, ft former silver coin of the United States,

weighing 420 grains, authorized by an act of 1873, and in-

teiidid chielly for the uses of the trade with China and
Japan. An act of March Ist, 1887, authorized the Trea-
surer of the United States to redeem in standard silver dol-

lars all trade dollars preseuted within the following six

numths.

dollar-bird (dol'ar-b^rd), n. Ono of the roll-

ers (CoraciidiE) o? the genus Eurystomus, as E.

pacificus or australis, of the Australian and

liijd'kadai, plan, plot, contrive. ] A genus of citi-

grade spiders, of the family Lycosidw, or wolf-

spiders. D. mirabilis is an example, and is one of the

,.,.„ „. ,,_ „, , ^ spiders which carry their eggs about in special webs.

In the evening the Rana'srfoify, or offering, was brought dolomite (dol'o-mit), n. [Named from the
-- - • " French geologist Z)oton»e!t(17o0-l801).] 1. A

native carbonate of calcium and magnesium,
occurring as a crystallized mineral, and also on
a large scale in white granular crystalline rock-

masses, and then often called dolomite marble.

The proportions of the carbonates vary from
1 : 1 to 1 : 3 or 1 : 5.— 2. A rock consisting essen-

tially of this mineral, it occurs in large masses in

various regions, and especially in that of the upper .Mis-

sissippi, where there are several members of the geological

series which are at least two or three hundred feet thick,

made up of dolomite in a remarkably pure form.

In, consisting of fruit, of atta, rice, grain, and
a-dozen of champagne.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 202.

, ,, [< do%3 + 6arl.] A
bar'or block placed in the trough of a grind-

stone to raise the level of the water and bring

it into contact with the stone.

doUy-shop (dol'i-shop), n. [Now understood

as < dolly^ (in reference to the black doU sus-

pended over the door as a sign) + shop; but
prob. a corruption of orig. tally-shop, q. v.] In

Great Britain, a shop where rags and refuse dolomitlc (dol-6-mit'ik), a. [(.'dolomite + -ic.']

are bought and sold ; an illegal pawn-shop. Containing dolomite : said of a limestone when
it contains a considerable percentage of car-

bonate of magnesia, or of dolomite, intermixed

with the more or less pure calcareous material
ing and packing tin-stuil. See toss and dolbfi. of which limestone ordinarily consists.

Dolly Varden (dol'i var'dn). [From jDoWj/ dolomitization (dol-o-mit-i-za'shpn), m. [< doJ-

Varden, a character in Dickens's "Bamaby omite + -ize + -ation.'] Conversion into dolo-in Dickens's
Rudge."] 1 . A woman's gown of gay-floweretl

material, usually a muslin print, made with a
pointed bodice and a skirt tucked up or draped
over a petticoat of solid color : worn about 1865-

70.— 2. [In allusion to the coloring: see def.

1.] A species of trout or char of California,

-._., __ , Salvelimis malma.
Papuan regions: so called from the large round dolma (dol'ma), n. [Turk, dolma, lit. stufling,

white spot on the wing. See cut under Eu-
rystomus.

dollardee (dol'ar-de), n. [< dollar + dec (a

mere finishing syllable f ) ; cf. dollar-fish."] The
blue copper-nosed suniSsh, Lepomis pallidus,

a fish of the family Centrarchida, of common
occurrence in most parts of the United States.

dollar-fish (dol'iir-flsh), n. 1. A earangoid
fish, Vomer sctipinnis : so named from the
rouiubiess and silvery color of the young.
Also called moonfish (which see).— 2. A stro-

matoid fish, Stromateus triacanthus : so named
from its round form and silvery color. Also
called butter-fish and harvest-fish. See cut un-
der butter-fish.

dollar-mark (dol'iir-miirk), «. The character

j, signifying 'dollar' or 'dollars.' Thus, $5
means five dollars; $3.75 means three dollars

and seventy-five cents.

doUee-woott (dol'e-wud), «. The wood of My-
rixtira Surinamciisis, a tall tree of tropical

.\racrica, with aromatic foliage.

dollin (dol'in), K. [E. dial.] A small earthen-
ware jug with a spout. [Wales and west. Eng.]

dollop (dol'op), «. [E. dial., also daUop, q. v.]

1. A lump; amass. [CoUoq.]

Tlie great blunderbuss, moreover, was choked with a
dollop of slough-cake. H. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, ii.

2. See dallop.

dollop (dol'op), V. t. [E. dial. ; cf. dollop, «.]

1. Tobeat.-^2. To handle awkwardly. [Prov.

[See dolP-.]

Eng.]
dollyif (dolly't (tlol'i), Ji.

;
pi. dollies (-iz).

Same as dolO-.

Drink, and dance, and pipe, and play,

Kisse our ditllifs night and day.

< dolmaq, fill, stuff, become fuU.] A Turkish
dish made of vine-leaves, egg-plant, gourds,

etc., stuffed with rice and chopped meat.

dolman (dol'man), «. [Also written, in first

sense, doliman,"toTm.<iv\ydollymant, < F.doliman
(def. 1), dolman (def. 3) = G. dollman, doliman
= Dan. Sw. dolman (def. 3) = Bohem. doloman
= Russ. dolomanU, dolmanH = Bulg. Serv. dola-

ma = Hung, dolmany, < Turk, dolama (def. 1).]

1. A long robe, open in front, and having nar-

row sleeves buttoned at the wrist, worn by the

Turks over their other garments.— 2. The uni-

form jacket of a hussar, richly ornamented with
braid, and peculiar in that it is worn like a

cloak with one or both sleeves hanging loose.

— 3. An outer garment worn by women, with
a cape or hanging piece over the arm instead

of a sleeve ; a kind of mantle.

dolmen (dol'men), n. [Also sometimes tolmen;

= F. Sp. dolmen, < Bret, dolmen, < dol, a table,

-t- men = W. maen, a stone. Cf. W. tolfaen, an
omen-stone {faen in comp. for maen, a stone).]

A structure ,_
consisting of
one large un-
hewn stone
restingontwo
or more un-
hewn stones
placed erect

in the earth: a
term also fre-

quently used
as synony-
mous with Constaatine Doimen, Cornwall.

dolP ; ult. identical with dolly^.}

doU2,

Ilerrick.

[A dim. of

A doll. See

cromlech. The name is sometimes given also to struc-

tures where several blocks are raised uptm pillai-s so as tfl

form a sort of gallery. Tin
of this kind is probably that

near Saumur, m t'nuice,

mite, either partial or entire : a term used by
geologists in discussing the origin of dolomite

or its probable mode of formation from lime-

stone. Also dolomitisation, dolomization.

dolomization (doFo-mi-za'shon), n. Same as

dolomiii:ation.

dolomize (dol'o-miz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dolo-

mized, ppr. dolomizing. [< dolom(ite) + -ize.'\

To form into dolomite.

dolor, dolour (do'lor), n. [< ME. dolour, dolur,

< OF. dolor, dolur','dolour, P. douleur = Pr. Sp.

Pg. dolor = It. dolore, < L. dolor, pain, smart,

ache, grief, sorrow, < dolere, feel pain, grieve,

sorrow: see dole^.] If. Pain; pang; suffer-

ing; distress.

shortly she his dolour hath redrest.
Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 41.

A mind fixed and bent upon somewhat that is good doth
avert the dolours of death. Bacon, Death.

Besides, it [the water of the Nile] . . . cureth the doiour

of the reins. Sandys, Travailes, p. 78.

2. Grief; sorrow; lamentation. [Now only po-

etical.]

Where, for ouer moche sorowe and dolour of herte, she

sodenly fell into a sowne and forgetfulnes of her mynde.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgryinage, p. 29.

Her wretched dayes in dolour she mote waste.
Spenser, i\ Q., III. ii. 17.

The tongue's office should be prodigal

To breathe the abundant dolour of the heart.

Shak., Kich. II., 1. 3.

Dolors of the Virgin Mary, in the Rom. Catli. Ch.,

certain events in the life of the Virgin Mary which are

made the subjects of special meditation and prayer. They
are seven, namely, tlie prophecy of .Simeon, the flight into

Egypt, the three days' loss ot Jesus, the meeting of Jesus

on the way to Calvary, the crucitlxion, tlie descent from
the cross, and the entombment. Hence the Virgin is

entitled Our Lady of Dolors.— Teast of Dolors, in the

Rom. Colli. Ch. : (ii) The Friday after Pas.sion .Sunday.

(6) A lesser feast established liy Pope Pius VII. in 1814

for the thu:d Sunday of September.

doloriferous (dol-o-rif'e-rus), o. [< U.dolwr,

pain, + fcrre, produce, bear, + -oms.] Produ-

cing pain or grief.

Whether or not wine may be granted in such dofor(/'er-

ou» atfects in the joints.
, . ,

Whilaker, Blood of the Grape, p. 74.

i-kal), a,

<UU:dolo-

K8 are raisea upon jmianj bo as vf " miit/v^f , ^^v^^ «. «.»-

It is 64 feet long, 14 feet wide. [= Sp. dolorifico = Pg. It. dolonfico,



doloriflc

tifieus, < L. dolor, pain, grief, + faeere, make.]
Causing or expressing pain or grief.

Dissiiwitinff that vapour, or whatever else it were, which
olistructed the nerves, and giving the icXorifick motion
free passa^ again. Ray, Worlis of Creation, ii.

doloroso (d6-16-ro'so), o. [It., < LL. doloroms :

see dolorous.'] In 7ausic, noting a soft and pa-

thetic manner.
dolorous (dol'o-ms), a. [< ME. dohrous, < OF.
doliireiix, F. douloureux = Sp. Pg. It. doloroso,

< LL. dolorosus, painful, sorrowful, < L. dolor,

pain, sorrow: see dolor.] 1. Exciting or ex-

pressing sorrow, grief, or distress; dismal;

mournful: as, a dolorous object; a dolorous re-

gion; dolorous sighs.

Ther was Carados of the dolerottse tourc.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 250.

But when the dolorous day
Grew drearier toward twilight falling, came
A bitter wind, clear from the Nortli.

Tennyion, Passing of Artliur.

2t. Painful; giving pain.

Ther was dolervuse fight, and the mortalite so grete,

that ther ran stremea of blode as a rennynge river thourgh

the felde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 337.

Their despatch is quick, and less dolorous than the paw
of the bear. Dr. II. More, Antidote against Atheism.

=8yn. L See list under doleful.

dolorously (dol'o-rus-li), adv. [< ME. dole-

rouscly; 'dolorous + -?.y2.] Sorrowfully; in a

manner to express grief or distress
;
painfully.

T of tho pantoners hyni toke and ledde hym forth bet-

inge hym doleramely, and I praye yow and reqnere that

re will telle me what ye be, and for what cause ye be
come? 3/er(in (E. E. T. S.), iii. 544.

Made the wood dolorously vocal with a thousand shrieks

and wails. Uawthome, Blithedale Romance, xii.

dolorousness (dol'o-rus-nes), n. Sorrowful-

ness.

dolour, n. See dolor.

dolphin (dol'fin), n. [< ME. dolphyn, dolfin

(also delphin, delfin, < L.), < OF. dalphin, daul-

phin, F. dauphin = Pr. dalfin = Sp. delfin =
Pg. delfim = It. delfino, < L. delphinus, poet.

delphin, < Gr. icXij>iQ, later 6e?.(iiiv {&?jj)iv-), a dol-

phin (Delphinus delphis): see Delphinus. Cf.

dauphin.] 1. The popular name of the ceta-

ceous mammals of the family Delphinida; and dolt (dolt),

genus Delphinus, most of which are also known [First in early
as and more frequently called porpoises, this " ~
word being interchangeable with dolphin. Tlie

dolphin proper is Delphinus delphis, having a longer and
abarper snout than the porpoise proper, divided by a cou-

ttrlction with convexity forward from the convex fore-
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a series of piles driven near to one another in a circle, and
brought together and capped over at tlie top. The name
is also sometimes applied to the mooring-posts placed along

a quay or wharf.

5. In early artillery, a handle east solid on a

cannon. Usually two of these were placed at the bal-

ancing-point, so that the gun would hang horizontal if

suspended by them. They were commonly made in the

conventional form of a dolphin ; hence the name.

6. leap.] In astron., an ancient northern con-

stellation, Delphinus (which see).—7. In arch.,

a technical term applied to the pipe and cover

at a source for the supply of water.— 8. In

Christian archceol., an image or representation

of a dolphin, constituting an emblem of love,

diligence, and swiftness. It was frequently intro-

duced in architectural sculpture, etc., or worn as an orna-

ment by the early Christians. It was often represented

entwined about an anchor.

9t. Same as dauphin Dolphin of the mast (naut.),

a kind of wreath formed of plaited cordage, formerly

fastened round the masts of a vessel as a support to the

puddening. Falconer. See puddening.

dolphinet (dol'fin-et), n. [< dolphin + -et.]

A temale dolphin.

The Lyon chose his mate, the Turtle Dove
Her deare, the Dolphin his owne Dolphinet.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 866.

dolpUn-flower (dol'fin-flou"'6r), n. A name
of cultivated species of Delphinium; the lark-

spur.

dolphin-fly (dol'fln-fli), n. An insect of the

aphis tribe, Aphis faba;, which destroys the

leaves of bean-crops, thus rendering the plants

incapable of bringing the ordinary quantity of

seeds to perfection. Also called, from its black

color, the collier-aphis.

dolphin-striker (dol'fin-stri"ker), «. A ship's

spar extending perpendicularly downward from
the cap of the
bowsprit, and
serving to sup-
port the jib-

boom by means
of the martin-
gale-stays. Al-
so called mar-
tingale.

, Bowsprit-cap ; l>. Dolphin-striker.

mod. E. ; ap-'
par. a var. of

E. dial, dold,

stupid, confus-
ed, < ME. dold,

another spell-

ing of dulled, dull, dulled, pp. of dullcn, dollen,

make dull or stupid : see dtUl, v.] A dull, stu-

pid fellow ; a blockhead ; a numskull.

O gull ! O dolt .'

As ignorant as dirt! Shak., Othello, v. 2.

dolt (dolt), V. i. [< dolt, n.] To waste time
foolishly ; behave foolishly. [Rare.]

doltish (dol'tish), a. [< dolt + -j«fti.] Like a
dolt ; dull in intellect ; stupid ; blockish.

The most arrant, doltish clown that I think ever was
without the privilege of a bauble.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

In a doltish man-
Doljjliiii i,J)tifhinus delphis).

hemd. It abounds in the Mediterranean and the temper- doltishly (dol'tish-li), adv.

ate part* of the Atlantic, is an agile animal, and often ner ; stupidly,
follows ships in large herds, executing anmsing gambols,
describing semicircular curves which bring the blow-hole
out of water to enable itself to breathe. A usual length
Is about 6 feet

The characterdoltishness (dol'tish-nes), n.

of a dolt ; stupidity.

In that comicall part of our Tragedy, we haue nothing
but scurrility, vnwoorthy of any chast eares : or some ex-

treame shew of doltishnes, indeed fit to lift vp a loude
laughter, and nothing els.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

That even yet the Dolphin, which him [Arlon] bore
Through the Agaean seas from Pirates vew,
Stood still by him astonisht at his lore.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xi. 23.

2. A general and popular name of fish of the dolvent.
family Coryphwnidw : so called from some con- delve.

fusion with the mammals of the same name, dom^t, »• A Middle English form of doom.
Spteies are Conryphcena hippurus, C. eguisetis, etc., of an dom^ (dom), n. [Pg., = Sp. don, < L. dominus,
elongatedantrorBiformshapewithahigliprotuberantfore-

ipj.d, master: see don^.] 1. The Portuguese

A Middle English past participle of

head and very long dorsal tin, inhabiting the high seas of
warm and temperate latitudes. They range up to 5 or 6
feet In length, and are remarkable for the change of color
they undergo when taken out of the water. Also called
dorado. See cut under Coryphcena.

Parting day
Dies like the dolphin, whom each pang imbues
With a new colour, as it gasps away,
Tt^ lost still loveliest, till— 'tis gone— and all is gray.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 29.

3. In Gr. antiq., a ponderous mass of lead or -dom.
iron suspended from a special yard on a naval -dom
vessel, and, if opportunity presented, let fall

into the hold of a hostile ship to sink her by
breaking through her bottom.— 4. Naut.: (a)
A spar or buoy made fast to an anchor, and
usually sup^ilied with a ring to enable vessels
to ride by it. (6) A mooring-post placed at
the entrance of a dock, it la generally composed of

form of don'i, used in Portugal and Brazil. In
Portugal this title is confined to the king and
the members of the royal family.— 2. The joker
or blank card used in playing dom pedro.— 3.

[Abbr. of L. dominus.] A title formerly given
to the pope, and afterward to Roman Catholic
dignitaries and members of some monastic
orders.

[< ME. -dom, < AS. -dom = OS. -dom= T>.

OHG. -tuom, MHG. -turn, 6. -turn, -thum
= Dan. -dom, -domme = Sw. -dom, -dome, prop,
an independent word, AS. dom, judgment, law,
jurisdiction, E. doom : see doom.] A suifix, ori-

ginally an independent word, meaning 'juris-

diction,' hence province, state, condition, quali-

ty, as in kinydom, earldom, j>opedom, etc., Chris-

tendom, freedom, kalidom, tcisdom, etc.: much

Dombeya

used also in colloquial or humorous formations,

as in uppertendom.

domablet (dom'a-bl), a. [< OF. ^omahU, < L.
domabilis, tamalble, < domare = E. tame : see
tame. Cf. daunt, domitable.] That may be
tamed. Bailey, 1731.

domablenesst (dom'a-bl-nes), n. Capability of

being tamed. Bailey, 1727.

domage^t, ». An obsolete form of damage.
domage^, n. [Ult. < L. domare, tame, subju-

gate: see domable.] Subjugation. Hobbes.

domain (do-man'), n. [= D. domein = G. do-

mdne = Dan. domwne = Sw. domdn, < OF. do-

maine (also demaine, > E. demain and demesne),

F. domaine = Sp. dominio (obs. domanio, after

OF.) = Pg. dominio = It. dominio, domino, do-

main, < L. dominium, right of ownership, prop-

erty, dominion: see dominion, dominate. Cf.

demain.] 1. Dominion; province of action;

range or extent of authority : as, to trench on
one's domain by interference.

Me thought hi hym, as my witt couthe suffice,

His hert was noo thyng in his owen demayne.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Funiivall), p. 56.

2. The territory over which dominion is exer-

cised ; the territory ruled over by a sovereign,

or under the government of a commonwealth

:

as, the domains of Great Britain.— 3. An estate

in land; landed property.

The large domain his greedy sons divide.
Pope, Odyssey, xiv.

The village, in becoming more populous from some
cause or other, has got separated from its cultivated or

common doittain; or the domain has been swallowed up
in it. Maine, Village Communities, p. 118.

4. The land about the mansion-house of a lord,

and in his immediate occupancy.— 5. In law,

ownership of land; immediate or absolute

ownership
;
permanent or ultimate ownership.

In the last two senses the word coincides with
demain, demesne.— 6. The range or limits of any
department of knowledge or sphere of action,

or the scope of any particular subject : aS; the

domain of religion, science; art, letters, agricul-

ture, commerce, etc.; the judicial domain.

Thou unrelenting past

!

Strong are the barriers round thy dark domain.
Bryant, The Past.

7. In logic, the breadth, extension, circuit, or

sphere of a notion— Crown domains, royal do-
mains. Same as crown lands (which see, under crown).

' — Direct domain (F. domaine directe), in Freiwh-Cana-
dian law, a right of superiority which tlie feudal seignior

or grantor reserved to himself on a grant of real property

held under feudal tenure or by emphyteutic lease.— Do-
main of use (F. domaine utile), the use and enjoyment of

the right of ownership of real property held under a grant

from tile feudal seignior or by emphyteutic lease, subject

to certain dues and services to the feudal seignior or
grantor, who retains his right of superiority.— Eminent
domain, right of eminent domain, the superiority or
dominion of the sovereign power over all the property
within the state, by which it is entitled to appropriate,

by constitutional agency, any part necessary to the publit

good, compensation being given for what is taken.

The Act of Virginia legislators which stretched the doe-

trine of eminent domain to the borders of modem social-

ism. Johns Hopkins Hist. Studies, 3d ser., p. 35.

Public domain, national domain, state domain, (a;

In Europe, the property belonging directly to and control-

led by the state, such as lands set apart for state or pub-

lic uses, roads, canals, navigable rivers, fortifications,

public buildings, etc. (6) In the United States, the lands

owned by the federal government or by a State ; the pub-
lic lands held for sale or reserved for specitlc uses.

domal (do'mal), a. [< ML. "domalis, < L. do-

m us, a house :" see dome.] In astrol., pertaining

to a house.

Kews that ought to make the heart of a coward tremble.

Mars is now entering into the first house, and w ill shortly

appear in all his domal dignities.

Addison, The Drummer, iii. 1.

domanial (do-ma'ni-al), a. [< F. domanial, <

ML. domanidlis, < donmnium, an altered form
(after F.) of L. dominium, domain : see domain.]
Relating to domains or landed estates.

In all domanial and fiscal causes, and wherever the
private interests of the Crown stood in competition with
those of a subject, the former enjoyed enonnous and su-

perior advantages. Hallam.

domba (dom'ba), w. [E. Ind.] A large East
Indian tree, Calophyllum inonhyllum. The seeds

furnish a fragrant oil, and the wood is hard and
durable.

dombet, ". A Middle English form of dumb.

Dombeya (dom'be-a), n. [NL., named in honor
of J. Dombey, a French botanist (1742-93).] A
stereuliaeeous genus of handsome shrubs and
trees, natives of Africa and the adjacent is-

lands, including about 25 species. The bark of B.

platani/olia, of Madagascar, yields a fiber that is nsed
for making cordage. D. Burgessice, of Sotith Africa, is

known as the Zulu cherry.



Domboc

Domboc (AS. pron. dom'bok), ». [AS., lit.

'doom-book,' i. e., book of laws : see doom and
6ooi-.] The book of laws, now lost, compiled
under the direction of King Alfred of England,
and containing the local customs of the several

provinces of the kingdom. Also Domebook.

These would probably include the standard work of

Alfred, known as the Domboc, and those counterparts of

charters which served the purpose of a primitive enroll-

ment. Athenaeum, Ko. 3083, p. 706.

dome^ (dom), n. [< OF. dome, also spelled, er-

roneously, dosme, a town-house, state-house, a
dome, cupola, F. ddme, a cupola, dome, = It.

duomo, a dome, cupola, cathedral, = OS. dom
= OFries. dom = OHG. dom, duom, a house,
MHG. duom, tuom, a temple, a church, = 6.
thum (obs.), dom, a cathedral (in comp. dom-
Icirche, whence the aecom. Icel. domkirkja =
8w. domkyrka = Dan. domkirke, a cathedral),

< L. damns (ML. also prob. domus), a house,
ML. domus Dei or simply domus, or with a
saint's name attached, e. g., domus Sancti Petri,

a church, cathedral, often roofed with a cupola,

< 6r. 66fio^, a house, a temple, < ii/ietv, build,

akin to E. timber, q. v. The above forms were
partly mixed with ML. doma, a house, roof,

cupola, < LL. doma, a house, roof. < Gr. Safiaij-),

a house, a temple, < Skfiew, build.] 1 . A build-

ing; a house; especially, a stately building ; a
great hall ; a church or temple. [Poetical.]

Approach the dome, the social banquet share. Pope.

The aspiring youth that fired the Ephesian dome
Outlives in fame the pious fool that raised it.

Cibber, Eich. III. (altered^ UL 1.

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-donw decree.

Coleridge, Kubla Khan.

2. In arch., a cupola; a vault upon a plan cir-

cular or nearly so ; a hemispherical or approx-
imately hemispherical coving of a bui lding .

/

Dome of Brunnetleschi (Mao), Santa Maria dei Fiorc, l-iorence.

This restricted application of the term arose from the
fact that the churches of Italy were almost universally

built with a cupola at the intersection of the nave and the
transept, or over the sanctuary. In some instances dnme
may refer equally well to the church or cathedral, or to
the cupola which is its most conspicuous feature.

At the south side of the court there Is a flne mosque
covered with a large do»u.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 122.

Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass,

Btatns the wbit« radiance of eternity.

Shelley, Adonais, Hi.

The hand that rounded Peter's dome
And groined the aisles of Christian Rome,
Wrought in a sad sincerity.

Emerson, The Problem.

A true Gothic dome— grand arches leading up to a
grander dome within, concentric story above story with-
out, ri.^ing with forests of pinnacles clustered around the

_tall centrjil spire.

C. E. HoHon, Travel and .Study in Italy, p. 311.

Anything shaped like a cupola, (a) A hemi-
pherical arch, {h) Tlie steam-chamber of a locomotive.
Cb) In metal., tha upfier part of a furnace, resembling a
loUow hemisphere or small dome, (d) The raised roofor
Bonit'>r-rfH)f of a railroa<I-car of American pattern, serv-

Bg for lighting and ventilation, or a similar feature over
he chief cabin or saloon of some steamers.

. The dome-shapod part of the roof of an astro-
omical observatory, placed over a telescope.
*% is usually liemi^phtTicJil, and is so arrarmed that any
«lred part of the heavens may be diselused to the in-

rument. In some forms this is accimiplished by means
[ a continuous series <»f shutters; in others, a complete
Dgitudlnal section o( the dome, from apex to base, can
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be removed or thrown open as far as desired, and a mecha-
nism is provided to revolve the dome so that the aperture
can be made to command any part of the heavens.

5. In crystal., a form whose planes intersect

the vertical axis, but are parallel to one of the

lateral axes : so called because it has above or

below a horizontal edge like the roof of a
house; also, one of the faces of such a form.
In the orthorhombic system, a dome, if parallel to tlie

longer lateral axis, is a inacrodome; if parallel to the
shorter lateral axis, a brachydomc. In the monoclinic sys-

tem a dome is an orthodome or cUnodoine according as it

is parallel to that lateral axis which is respectively per-
pendicular or oblique to the vertical axis.—Floating
dome, a form of rotating astronomical dome floating in

an annular tank filled with a fluid, in which the base of
the dome is plunged.

domei (dom), V. t.: pret. and pp. domed, ppr.

doming. [< dome'-, n.] To furnish or cover
with a dome

;
give the shape of a dome to.

Once more the Heavenly Power
Makes all things new,

And d&meg the red-plougli'd hills

With loving blue. Tennyson, Early Spring.

So far as I know, all the domed buildings erected by the
Romans up to the time of Constantine, and indeed long
afterwards, were circular in the interior.

J. Fergussmi, Hist. Arch. , I. 347.

The ceiling is divided into square domed panels, each
containing medallions and enrichment finished in citrine,

cream, light blue, and a profusion of gold.
Becks Jour. Dec. Art, II. 346.

domett, n. and v. An obsolete form of doom.

Domebook, n. Same as Domboc.
dome-cover (dom'kuv'^r), n. In a locomotive,
the cover of copper or brass which incloses the

dome to prevent radiation of heat. See dome'^-,

n., 3 (5).

dome-head (dom'hed), n. The top of the dome
o£ a tank-car.

domel (do'mel), a. A dialectal form of dumble^.

Grose.

doment (do'ment), n. [< do^ + -ment.l Per-
formance; doings. [CoUoq.]

A public ball, or any such great formal do-metU.
lihoda Broughton, Joan.

domesdayt, domesmanf, etc Obsolete forms
of dmtmtiday, etc.

domestic (do-mes'tik), a. andn. [Earlymod. E.

also domcstick, domestike; < OF. domesUque, ver-

nacularly domesche, domeche, domeiche, domes-
gue, etc., P. domestique = Pr. domesgue, domet-

fue, domestic, domestegice = Sp. domdstico = Pg.
t. domestico, < L. domcsticus, belonging to the
household, < domus, house, household: see

dome."} 1, a. 1. Relating or belonging to the
home or household, or to household affairs;

pertaining to one's place of residence, or to the
affairs which concern it, or used in the conduct
of such affairs: as, domestic concerns; domes-
tic lite; rfo»ie«ti« duties ; domestic servante; do-

mestic animals.

Who addeth that they lined not without men, but that

they put the men to domestike drudgeries, and exercised

the women In the field. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 398.

Domestic happiness, thou only bliss

Of Paradise that has surviv'd the fall

!

Cawper, Task, iii. 41.

In these simple vales

The natural feeling of equality
Is by rfoTTMWfic service unimpaired.

Wordsiporth, Excursion, vi.

2. Attached to the occupations of the home or
the family

,
pertaining to home life, or to house-

hold affairs or interests : as, a domestic man or

woman.
Well, you see, master Premium, what a domestie char-

acter I am ; here I sit of an evening surrounded by my
family. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

His fortitude is the more extraordinary, because his

domestic feelings were unusually strong.
Macatday, Bunyan.

The domestic man, who loves no music so well as his

kitchen clock, and the airs which the logs sing to him as

they bum on the hearth, has solaces which others never
dream of. Emerson, Essays, Ist ser., p. 206.

3. Pertaining to a nation considered as a fam-
ily, or to one's own country; internal; not for-

eign : as, domestic dissensions ; domestic goods

;

domestic trade.

Lo here maye ye see this beast to be no stranger, borne
farr off, for Paul saith, he sitteth in the temple of God

;

he is therefore a domestyc enimye.
Joye, Expos, of Daniel, vli.

If there l>e any proposition universixlly true in politics,

it is this, that foreign attachments are the fruit of doines-

tic misrule. itacaulay. Disabilities of Jews.

Domestic peace is maintained without the aid of a mili-

tary establishment. Banero/t, Hist. U. S., I., Int.

4. Home-made: an epithet applied to certain

cotton cloths of American manufacture. See
II., 5.

domesticate

A stack of unbleached domestic cloth for a bolster.

E. Eggleston, The Century, XXXV. 46.

Domestic aroMtecture. (a) The art of designing and
executing buildings for domestic or private use, as cot-

tjiges, farm-houses, villas, mansions, etc. (6) Collectively,

the styles or methods pursued in building for domestic
purposes ; the character or quality of domestic buildings

:

as, the doinestic architecture of England as compared with
that of France.— Domestic commerce, domestic cor-
poration. See tlio nouns.— Domestic economy, the
manner in which matters relating to tlie family are con-

ducted; specifically, the economical managementof house-
hold alTairs ; the art of managing domestic affairs in the

best and thriftiest manner.- Domestic medicine, niedi-

cine as practised by unprofessional persons in their own
families.— Domestic motor. See )»o(or.

II. n. 1. A household servant ; a servant re-

siding with a family.

The master labotu's, and leads an anxious life, to secure

plenty aud ease to the domestics.
Knox, Duty of Servants, Sermons, xvi.

Many a gallant gay domestic
Bows before him at the door.

Tennyson, Lord of Burleigh,

2t. A native of a coimtry.

If he were a forreiner for birth, yet he was a domestick
in heart. Bp. Hall, Good Centurion.

St. -An inmate of a house.

The great Basil mentions a certain art, of drawing
many doves, by anointing the wings of a few with a fra-

grant ointment, and so sending them abroad, that by the

fragrancy of the ointment they may allure others unto
the house whereof they are themselves the domesticks.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iv., Int.

4t. A domicile ; a home.
I found myself so unfit for courts, that I was resolved

to pass the rest of my life in my own domestick.
Sir W. Temple, Memoirs, p. 345.

5. pi. Home-made cotton cloths, eitherbleached
or unbleached, of the grades in common use,

and neither printed nor dyed. [U. S.]

domestical (do-mes'ti-kal), a. and n. [< ME.
domesticall; < domestic -t- -a/.] I, a. If. Same
as domestic.

Abandoned and forsaken, yea even of his own domesti-

cal servants.
Quoted in Raleigh's Hist. World, Pref., p. 34.

The original, proceedings and snccesse of the Northren
domestical ana forren trades and traifiques of this Isle of

Britain. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 124.

2. Of a home-like character ; of local origin.

[Rare.]

The Catholic Church . . . has made iu fourteen cen-

turies [in England] amassive system, ... at once domes-
tical and stately. Emerson, English Traits.

Il.t n. 1. A family; a household.

Amongest whom, ther were many his parentes <fc do-

mesticaU or housholdes. Nicolls, tr. of Thucydides, fol. 41.

2. A domestic; a servant. Southwell.

domestically (do-mes'ti-kal-i), adt!. 1. In re-

lation to domestic affairs.

As the conception of life in the Hebrew heaven elab-

orated, . . . the ascribed arrangements did not, like tliose

of the Greeks, parallel terrestrial arrangements domesti-

cally. II. Spe}icer, Prin. of Sociol., § 105.

Her brother's life struck her as bare, ungarnished, help-

less, socially and domestically speaking.
//. James, Jr., HaiTMir's Mag., LXXVII. 98.

2. Privately ; as one of a family.

domesticantt (do-mes'ti-kant), a. [< JIL. do-

mestican(t-)s, ppr. of domesticare : see domesti-

cate.'] Forming part of the same family.

The power . . . was virtually residing and domesticant
in the plurality of his assessors.

Sir K. Dering, Speeches, p. 71.

domesticate (do-mes'ti-kat), V.
;
pret. and pp.

domesticated, ppr. domesticating. [< LL. domes-
ticatus, p. a., prop. pp. of (ML.) domesticare (>

It. domesticare = Pg. Sp. domesticar = Pr. do-

mesgar, domesjar = F. domestiqucr, OF. domes-
cher), live in a family, trans, tame, < L. domes-
WcM-s, domestic : see, domestic."] I. trans. 1. To
make domestic ; accustom to remain much at

home: as, to cJ(Mn«sttca<c one's self.—2. To make
an inmate of a household ; associate in family

life ; hence, to make intimate or cause to be-

come familiar, as if at home.

Having the entry into yonr house, and being half do-

mesticated by their situation.

Burke, To a Member of the National Assembly.

I would not be domesticated all my days with a person

of very superior capacity to my own.
Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

To marry is to domesticate the Recording Angel.

It. L. Stevenson, Virginibus Puerisque, ii.

This proposition I beg the reader to domesticate in the

most intimate and familiar part of his knowledge.
Wetlminsler Rev., CXXVIII. 748.

If we dilate in beholding the Greek energy, the Roman
pride, it is that we are already domesticating the same
sentiment. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 231,



domesticate

3. To convert to domestic uses, as wild ani-

mals or plants ; tame or bring under control

or cultivation; reclaim from a state of na-

ture.

The doniatietted reindeer still retains his wild instincts,

and never fails to protest against the necessity of labor.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 144.

H. intrans. To live much at home; lead a

quiet home life ; become a member of a family

circle.

I wonld rather . . . see her married to some honest and
tender-hearted man, whose love might induce liim to do-

mesticate with her, and to live peaceably and pleasingly

within his family circle, than to sec her mated with a
prince of the blood. U. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 305.

domestication (do-mes-ti-ka'shon), n. [= F.

domestication = Sp. domestieaeioii = Pg. domes-

tical = It. domesticasione, < ML. as if "domes-

tieatio(n-), < domesticare, domesticate : see do-

mesticate.'] 1. The act of becoming domestic,

or the state of being domesticated; home life;

home-like association or familiarity.— 2. The
act of converting to domestic uses, as wild ani-

mals or plants, by taming or cultivation; the

state of being made domestic : as, the domesti-

cation of the zebra has been attempted; the

domestication of the potato.

domesticative (do-mes'ti-ka-tiv), a. [< domes-
ticate -I- -ive.] Tending to or of the nature of

domestication : as, domesticative breeding.

domesticity (do-mes-tis'j-ti), m.
;
pi. domestici-

ties (-tiz). [= F. domesticite = Sp. domestici-

dad = Pg. domesticidade, < ML. doniesticita{t-)s,

< L. domcsticus, domestic: see domestic.'] 1.

The state of being domestic.

These great artists [who succeeded "the masters")
brought with them mystery, despondency, domesticity,

BensuiEility : of all tliese good came, as well as evil.

Buskin, Lectures on Art, § 184.

Some of the aspects of a soldier's career, its nomadic
character, its want of domesticity.

The Century, XXXII. 935.

2. A domestic affair, act, or habit.

The domesticUieg of life. J. Martineau.

domesticize (do-mes'ti-siz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. domesticized, ppr. domesticizing. [< domes-
tic + -ize.] To render domestic ; domesticate.
Southey.

domett (dom'et), n. [Pi'ob. from a proper
name.] A plain cloth, of which the warp is

cotton and the weft woolen.
domeykite (do-ma'kit), n. [After I. DomeyJco,
a Chilian mineralogist.] A native copper ar-

senid, occurring massive in Chili, of a tin-white
to steel-gray color and metallic luster.

domical (do'mi-kal), a. [< ML. *domicalis, do-
mieialis, < L. domus, a house, ML. a church, etc.

:

see dome.] Related to or shaped like a d.ome

;

characterized by the presence of a dome or
domes ; influenced in construction by the prin-
ciples of the dome.

The kings of Myk6n6 had reared those tombs or trea-
mries which show such a wonderful striving after the do-
mieal form while the domical construction wasnotyetun-
dentood. S. A. Freeman, Norman Ck>nquest, V. 405.

Domical Churcll, a church of which a dome is the char-
acteri.«tic feature ; or, sj)ecitlcally, a church of which the
entire roof-plan is practically a seiies of domes, whether
boldly prominent, as in St. Mark's at Venice, and in the
charch of St Front at Perigueux, France, copied from it

Domicella {Lortus damtceiia).

Domical Church.— CaUur^al of P^rifueux, France ; iiUi century.

In the eleventh century, or not apparent from the exte-
rior, as in common in the medieval churches of Anjou and
bordering prorinces. Tlds system of construction is of
Byzantine origin, and presents a highly interesting and
Important phase of architectural development.

(P^rigord) Is the land alike of flint implements and of
domical ehurchet. Ctmtemporary Rev., h. 326.
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domically (do'mi-kal-i), adv. In a domical
manner ; as or with a ctome : as, domically roofed
chapels.

domicella (dom-i-sel'S), n. [NL., dim. of L.
domus, a house

:

see dome.] The
specific name
of a lory of
the Moluccas,
Lorius domicel-

la (LinnsBus),
adopted by
some authors
as the genus
name instead of
the barbarous
wordioriMs. in
some usages it is

nearly contermi-
nous with the sub-
family Lorince, in-

cluding Eos, Cori-

phiiiui, etc.

domicile, domicil (dom'i-sil), n. [= D. domi-
cilie = G. Dan. Sw. domicil, < OF. domicile, F.
domicile = Pr. domicili = Sp. Pg. It. domieilio,

< L. domicilium, a habitation, abode, < domus,
a house (see dome), + "-cilium, perhaps con-
nected with cella, a cot, hut, cell, and celare,

cover, hide : see ceK, conceo^] 1. In general,

a place of residence of a person or a family ; in

a narrower sense, the place where one lives; a
place of habitual abode, in contradistinction
to a place of temporary sojourn.

Let him have no culinary fire, no domicil; let him, when
very hungry, go to the town for food.

Sir W. Jones, Ordinances of Menu, xii.

2. In law, the place where a person has his

home, or his principal home, or where he has
his family residence and personal place of busi-

ness; that residence from which there is no
present intention to remove, or to which there
is a general intention to return. The domicile de-
pends not on citizenship, nor on presence, but on the con-
currence of two elements: 1st, residence in a place ; and
2d, the intention of the person to make that place hishonie.
Thus, a man may be a citizen of one country, have his

domicile in another, and temporarily reside in a third.

Domicile is of three kinds : 1st, domicile of origin or na-
tivity, depending on that of the parents at the time of
birth ; 2d, domicile of choice, which is voluntarily acquired
by the party ; and 3d, domicile by operation of latv, as that
of a wife arising from mai'riage. The term domicile is

sometimes used to signify the length of residence re-

quired by the law of some countries for the purpose of es-

tablishing jurisdiction in civil actions ; in Scotland, resi-

dence for at least forty days within the country consti-
tutes a domicile as to jurisdiction. All questions relating
to personal property, in matters of debt, intestacy, or tes-

tamentary disposition, are determined by the law of the
place of domicile, while those relating to real property
are subject to the law of the place where it is situated.
The property of a foreigner domiciled in a country with
wliich his own is at war is held to be subject to seizure as
that of an alien enemy.

It would be more correct to say that that place is prop-
erly the domicil of a person in which his habitation is fixed
without any present intention of removing therefrom.

Story, Conflict of Laws, iii. § 43.

**Two things must concur," says the same eminent ju-
rist [Story], *'to constitute domicile— first, residence, and
secondly, intention of making it the home of the party,"
and when once domicile is acquired it is not shaken off by
occasional absences for the sake of business or of pleasure,
or even by visits to a former domicile or to one's native
country. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 67.

domicile (dom'i-sil), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. domi-

ciled, ppr. domiciling. [= D. domicilieren = G.
domiciliren = Dan. domiciliere = Sw. domicili-
era, < F. domicilier = Sp. Pg. domiciUar, < NL.
*domieiliare (see domiciliate), domicile; from
the noun.] To establish in a fixed residence,
or a residence that constitutes continuance in
abode; domiciliate.

He has now been a fortnight domiciled at Oriel.

Mem. of It. II. Barham, in Ingoldsby Legends, I. 86.

domiciliarf (dom-i-sil'i-ar), n. [< ML. dovii-

c'lliarius, a domestic : see domiciliary.] A do-
mestic ; a member of a household.

The dean of Strasburg, the prebendaries, the capitulars
and domiciliars. Sterne, I'ristram Shandy, iv. 1.

domiciliary (dom-i-sil'i-a-ri), a. [= OF. and
F. domiciliairc = Sp. Pg. It. domiciliario, < ML.
domiciliarius, prop, adj., domestic, < L. domici-
lium, abode, domicile : see domicile.] 1 . Per-
taining to an abode, or the residence of a per-
son or a family.

The personal and dotniciliary rights of the citizen.

Motley.

Domiciliary visitation of the poor is the great need of
the city. G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 325.

2. In zool., constituting or pertaining to a pro-
tective or investing envelop or case in 'which

dominate

an animal lives: as, the domiciliary structure
of an infusorian; a domiciliary secretion.

—

Domiciliary visit, a visit to a private dwelling, particu-
larly for tlie purpose of searching or inspecting it under
authority, as in police supervision or in house-to-house
visitation by sanitary officers.

Whether or not oflScial oversight [in ancient Egypt] in-
cluded domiciliary visits, it at any rate went to the extent
of taking note of each family.

II. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 558.

domiciliate (dom-i-sil'i-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

domiciliated, ppr. domiciliating. [< NL. 'domi-
ciliatus, pp. of *domiciliare, < L. domicilium, a
domicile: see domicile, v.] 1. To provide with
or establish in a domicile; fix in a place of
residence.

The domiciliated classes of one of the most interesting
nations of the world.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, Pret, p. iv.

2t. To render domestic ; tame.

The domiciliated animals.
Pownall, Study of Antiquities, p. 61.

domiciliation (dom-i-sU-i-a'shon), n. [< domi-
ciliate -t- -ion.] 1. The state of being domicili-
ated; inhabitancy.— 2t. The act of taming or
rendering domestic ; the state of being tamed
or domesticated : as, the domiciliation of wild
fowls. E. D.
domiculture (do'mi-kul-tur), n. [< L. domus,
a house, household, -h cultura, cultivation.]

Housekeeping and cookery; domestic econ-
omy. -E. D. [Rare.]

domifyt (do'mi-fi), V. t. [As ML. domificare,
build, < L. domus, a house, + facere, make : see
dome'- and -fy.] In astrol., to divide (the heav-
ens) into twelve houses, in order to erect a j
theme or horoscope by means of six great eir- 1
eles, called circles of position. J

domina (dom'i-na), n.
;
pi. domirue (-ne). [L.,

mistress, lady, fem. of dominus, master, lord;

used as titles in ML. : see dominus.] In law, a
title formerly given to an honorable woman
who held a barony in her own right.

dominance, dominancy (dom'i-nans, -nan-si),

n. [< OF. dominance, dominenee, P. dominance,
< dominant, dominant: see dominant. Ct. pre-
dominance.] Rule ; control ; authority ; ascen-
dancy.
dominant (dom'i-nant), a. and n. [< OF. domi-
nant, F. dominant == Sp. Pg. It. dominanie, < L.
dotninan{t-)s, ppr. of dominari, rule: see domi-
nate. Ci. predominant.] I, a. 1. Exercising
rule or chief authority; governing; predomi-
nant : as, the dominant party or faction.

From the beginning the militant class, being by force
of arms the dominant class, becomes the class which owns
the source of food— the land.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 463.

Hence— 2. Ha'ving a controlling effect or in-

fluence
I
most conspicuous or effective ; over-

shadowing.

In the view from the railway Saint Nicholas' tower is

dominant. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 16.

Moral existence is often thoughtlessly confounded with
spiritual, because it is so dominant a form of natural ex-
istence as to seem something apart from it.

H. Janus, Subs, and Shad., p. 116.

But once originated, the conception of the constancy of
the order of Nature has become the dominant idea of mod-
ern thought. Huxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 2.

j

Dominant branch of a tree, in math., one containing at]

least half of all the knots of the tree.— Dominant chordj
or triad, in '}nusic, the triad based upon the dominant otj
fifth tone of the scale. This triad precedes that of the!
tonic in the complete or authentic cadence.—Dominantj
section, iu music, an intermediate section of a piece
written in the key of the dominant, and thus contrasted
with the first and last sections, in the key of the tonic—

J

Dominant tenement, the tenement or parcel of land in

favor of wliicli a servitude exists over another tenement
called the servient tenement. The owner of the dominant
tenement is sometimes called the dominant ovmer.

H. n. [= D. Gr. dominante = Dan. Sw. domi
nant, < It. dominante: see I.] In music: (a}i
The reciting tone in Gregorian scales or modes^
(6) The fifth tone in the modem scales or modes^
so called because of its importance in relation

to the key-note or tonic.

Ancient Greek music seems ... to have deviated fron
ours by ending on the dmninant instead of the tonic.

Ilelmholtz, Sensations of Tone (trans.), p.

dominantly (dom'i-nant-li), adr. In a don
nant manner ; so as to control or sway.

It is owing to its dominantly materialistic side, and 1

its power in increasing the capacity for pain, as well i

actual pain, that civilization has developed modern pe
siniism. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 27-J

dominate (dom'i-nat), r. ;
pret. and pp. domi

noted, ppr. dominating. [\ L. dominatus, pp-J
of dominari (> It. dominare = F. dominer = i

Pg. dominar : see also domineer), rule, be lo



dominate

< domintts, lord, master : see dominus. Hence
in comp. predominate.'] I. trans. 1. To bear

rule over ; control by mastery
;
govern ; sway.

We everywhere meet with Slavonian nations either

dominant or dominated. Tooke, Hist. Russia.

Hence— 2. To affect controllingly or most
prominently ; have chief influence over or ef-

fect upon ; overshadow : as, a dominating fea-

ture in a landscape.

Tlie spectral form of an awful fate dominating all things
human and divine. J. Caird.

The credulity of the Christians was dominated by con-
science, and they detected a polluted impostor with as

sure an instinct as the most cultivated Epicurean.
Froude, Slietches, p. 135.

H. intrans. To hold control; predominate;
prevail.

The system of Aristotle, however, still dominated In the
universities. BaZtam, Introd. Lit. of Europe, iii. 2.

The Mount of Olives is a steep and rugged hill, dmni-
nating over the city and the surrounding heights.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 76.

How explain the charm with which he [Shakspere] domi-
nates in all tongues, even under the disenchantment of

translation ? Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 184.

domination (dom-i-na'shon), n. [< ME. domy-
nacion, < OF. dominaciun, dominacion, domina-
tion, F. domination = Pr. domination = Sp. do-

minacion = Pg. dominacSo = It. dominazione, <

L. dominatio{n-), rule, dominion (also used in a
concrete sense, in sing, or pi., rulers, lords,

ML. a title of kings, etc., also in pi. one of the
supposed orders of angels), < dominari, pp. do-
«ii«a(M.?, rule: see dominate.'] 1. The exercise

of power in ruling; dominion; sovereignty;
lordship; government.

This lyon crowned hadde in his companye xviij lyon-
sewes crowned, whereof eche of hem hadde lordshippe
and domynacion ouer the tother beates that were turned
to the lyon crowned. ilerlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 413.

Thou, and thine, usurp
The dominations, royalties, and rights
Of this oppressed boy. Sftak., K. John, ii. 1.

2. Control by means of superior ability, influ-

•enee, position, or resources
;
prevailing force :

as, the domination of strong minds over weak

;

the domination of reason over the passions.

That austere and insolent domination [of the aristoc-

racy]. Burke, Present Discontents (1770).

3. pi. An order of angels, supposed to be men-
tioned in two passages of the New Testament
(Eph. i. 21, Col. i. 16), where the authorized
version uses the word dominions. In the scheme
of the celestial hierarchy (see hierarchy) of Dionysius
the pseudo-.Areopagite (first cited in the sixth centuryX
and afterward generally accepted, the dominations con-
stitute the fourth among the nine orders of angels, rank-
ing as the first order of the second or intermediate triad.
The form dominatitrn rather than dominion is due to the
Latin dominatio of the V'ulgate, the rendering of the Greek
«upidTij«, dominion, lordship, power and rank of a lord,
the word also used by Dionysius.

Thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers;
Hear my decree. MUton, P. L., v. 607.

= Syn. 1. Rule, command.— 2. Influence, Ascendancy, etc.
See auttmrity.

dominative (dom'i-na-tiv), o. [= F. domina-
tif = Sp. Pg. dominativo, < ML. dominativus, <

L. domJ«aW, rule : see dominate.'] Presiding;
governing ; dominating. [Obsolete or rare.J

N'othing should l>e despisable in the eyes of other, the
prince in majesty and sovereignty of power, the nobility
in wisdom and dominatii^ virtue.

.S'lr E. Sandys, State of Religion.

dominator (dom'i-na-tor), n. [Early mod. E.
dommatour; = F. dominateur= Sp. Pg. domina-
dor= It. dominatore,<. L. Nominator, a ruler, < rfo-

minari, rule: see dominate.] A ruler; a ruling
power; a presiding or predominant influence.

The great pride of the Cireekes and Latines, when they
were dimUnatonrs of the world, reckoning no language so
weete and ciuiil as their owne.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 209.

Japiter with Mars [are) dominatort for this north-west
part of the world. Camden, Remains, Britain.

Great deputy, the welkin's vicegerent, and sole domi-
nator lit Navarre. Sttak., L. L. L., i. 1.

domineer (dom-i-ner'), 1'. [In the 17th century
also dnmineere, domminere ; < MD. domineren,
feast hixuriously (lit. play the master; cf.

qnot. from Shakspere under def. 2), D. domi-
neren = a. dominiren =: Ban. dominerc = Sw.
dominera, domineer, < OF. dominer, F. domi-
ner, < L. dominari, rule, be master: see domi-
nate.] I. intrans. 1. To rule in an overbear-
ing or arrogant manner ; have or get the upper
hand.

The bishop of Ely, chancelor.
Was left a vice-roy here.
Who like a potent emperor
Did proudly domminere.

True Tale oj ItiMn Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 362).
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A xiistice of peace hee is to dotnineere in his Parish, and

doe his neighbour wrong with more right.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosraographie, An Vp-start Countrey

[Knight.

As when the feudal lords were strongest, the towns
sought protection under their castles, so in Italy, when
the towns and their factions domineered, the feudal lords
were fain to seek their safety in becoming citizens.

Brougham.

2. To give orders or directions in an arrogant,
blustering manner; make an overbearing as-

sertion of authority; play the master: often
with over.

Go to the feast, revel and domineer.
Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2.

His Wishes tend abroad to roam

;

And her's, to domineer at home.
Prior, Alma, ii.

Viragos, who discipline their husbands and domineer
over the whole neighbourhood.

Goldsmith, Female Warriors.

=8yil. 1. To tyrannize.— 2. To swagger, lord it.

11. trans. To govern; sway; influence.

The barbara dmnineereth all the other syllogisms.
Sir T. JJrowne.

Think'st thou, because my friend, with humble fervour,
Kneels to Omnipotence, each gossip's dream.
Each village-fable, domineers in turn
His brain's distemper'd nerves?

H. Walpote, Mysterious Mother, ii. 2.

domineering (dom-i-ner'ing), p. a. Overbear-
ing. = Syn. A utboritative. Dogmatic, etc. See magisterial,

domini, ». Plural of dominus.
dominical (do-min'i-kal), a. and n. [= OF. do-
minical, F. dominical = Pr. Sp. Pg. dominical
= It. domenicale, < ML. dominicalis, pertaining
to Simday (dominica, or, in full, dominica dies or
dominicus dies, the Lord's day, Sunday, > It. do-
menica = Sp. domingo = Pg. domingo, dominga
= F. dimanche, Stmday) (neut. dominicale, a
book containing the lessons or services for Sun-
day, also a costume or veil for Sunday), or to
the Lord, < L. dominicus (> Sp. dominico), per-
taining to a lord, LL. and ML. pertaining to
the Lord, < L. dominus, lord: see domintis.] I.
o. 1. Of or pertaining to the Lord's day, or
Sunday.
And who knows not the superstitious rigor of his Sun-

days Chappel, and the licentious remissness of his Sundays
Theater ; accompanied with tliat reverend Statute for Do-
viinical Jigs and Maypoles, publisht in his own Name, and
deriv'd from the example of his Father James.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, 1.

2. Relating to Christ as Lord : as, the domini-
cal prayer.

Some words altered in the dominical gospels. Fuller.

Dominical or Sunday letter, one of the seven letters

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, useil in calenilars to mark the Sundays
throughout the year. The first seven days of the year be-

ing marked by the above letters in their order, the follow-
ing seven and all consecutive sets of seven days to the end
of the year are similarly marked, except that in leap-years
the 24th and 25th of February receive the same letter ; so
that on whatever day the first Sunday of the year falls, the
letter which marks it will mark all the other Sundays of
the year, except in leap-year, when after February 24tli tiie

dominical letter for the remainder of the year changes
to the one preceding. (Many modern writers make the
change of letter to occur after the end of February, the
29th taking no letter.) After twenty-eight years the same
letters return in their order. The use of the dominical
letter is primarily to aid in determining the date of East-
er ; but it may be used, by calculation, for finding the day
of the week on which a given date falls in any year, past
or future. 'To find the dominical letter of any year, let p,
q, r, s, respectively, be the digits in the thousands', hun-
dreds', tens', and units' places of the number of the year.
Tlieii, If the year is new style, find the sum 6w -f 27 -f 5r
-f- 4« + 1, and diminish it by the quotient of the year di-

vided by 400 (neglecting the remainiler). If it is old style,

form the sum 3(j> -(- 1) -i- o -f 5r -(- ^j*. In either case in-

crease the result by double the remainder after dividing
the year by 4 (this remainder being taken as 4 for January
and February of a leap-year). Divide the result by 7, and
the remainder is the ordinal number of the dominical let-

ter in the alphal>et (the ordinal mnnber of G being called 0).

n.t n. 1. The Lord's day; Sunday.— 2. The
Lord's house ; a building used for religious ser-

vice.

I'hen began Christian Churches, Oratories, or dominicals
to outshine the Temples of the Heathen Gods.

Bp. Qauden, Tears of the Church, p. 351.

3. A dominical letter.

Kftth. Fair as a text B in a copy-book.
Ros. 'Ware pencils ! How ? let me not die your debtor.

My red dominical, my goliien letter. Stiak., L. L. L., v. 2.

4. A garment or veil for Sundays. Bee domini-
cale.

Wee decree that enery woman, when she dooth commu-
nicate, bane her dominical : if she haue it not, let her not
communicate vntil the next Sonneday.

Bp. Jewell, Reply to Harding, p. 73.

dominicale (do-min-i-ka'le), n. [ML. : see do-
minical.] A general term for a costume or a sin-

gle garment appropriated to Sunday and atten-
dance on divine service, especially a veil, of

which the use is retained in Italy to the present

dominion

day, and was common among Eoman Catholics
elsewhere until a recent date.

Dominican (do-min'i-kan), a. and n. [= F. do-
minicain = Sp. Pg. dominicano, dominico = It.

domenicano (chiefly as a noun) = D. Dominikaan
= G. Dominicaner = Dan. Sw. Dominikancr (as

a noun), < ML. Dominicanus, pertaining to Do-
minicus, a Dominican, < Dominicus, a man's
name, referring to Dominic de Guzman, called
St. Dominic. The name Dominicus, E. Domi-
nie, F. Dominique, Sp. Domingo, It. Domenico,
means ' belonging to the Lord' : see dominical.]

1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to St. Dominic or the
Dominicans.— 2. Noting certain South Ameri-
can tanagers of the genus Paroaria, as P. cu-
cullata, of dark-gray color with a pointed scar-
let crest.

II. n. One of an order of mendicant friars

instituted by the Spaniard Domingo de Guzman
in Languedoc in Prance, and confirmed by the
pope in 1216. The official name of the order is Fratres
Praidicatores (rendered in English Friai-s Preachers,
Preaching Brethren or Friars, Predicants, or Order of

Preachers), preaching and instruction being the chief ob-

jects of its foundation. It was established by Dominic
himself also in Italy and Spain, and spread rapidly in

other countries. In England its members were called
Black Friars, from their black cloaks, and in France Jaco.
bins, from the church and hospital of St. Jacques (Jaco.
bus), in which they were first established in Paris. Their
rules, based upon those of St. Augustine, enjoin poverty,
chastity, fasting, and silence ; but the last two may be dis-

pensed with when they would interfere with active duties.

The officers of the order are all elective. The highest,
holding his place six years, is termed general

;
provincial

and conventual priors have charge respectively of prov-
inces and convents. The Dominicans and Franciscans,
originating about the same time and long vehement rivals,

were the leading orders of the Roman Church until the rise

of the Jesuits in the sixteenth century. They still exist in

many countries, but with reduced influence. The dress
of the order is a black mantle and a white habit and scap-
ular. An order of Dominican nuns was also founded by
I^ominic.

dominicide^ (do-min'i-sid), n. [< L. dominus,
lord, master, 4- -cida, killer, < cwdere, kill.]

One who kills his master. Ji. D.
dominicide^ (do-min'i-sid), n. [< L. dominus,
lord, master, + -cidium, a killing, < cwdere, kill.]

The killing of a master. E. D.
dominie (dom'i-ni or do'mi-ni), n. [= Sp. d6-
mine, a schoolmaster, < L. domine, voc. of domi-
nus, a lord or master; the word being formerly
used in the vocative as a regular term of ad-
dress to clergymen, schoolmasters, and others
in authority.] 1. A schoolmaster; a peda-
gogue. [Scotch and Old Eng.]

The dainty dominie, the schoolmaster. Beau, and Fl.

Abel Sampson, commonly called, from his occupation
as a pedagogue, Dominie Sampson.

Scott, Guy Mannering, IL

2. In some parts of the United States, a clergy-
man ; a parson ; especially, a settled minister or
pastor: a title used (generally in the Latin form
domine) specifically in the (Dutch) Keformed
Church, and colloquially in other churches,
particularly in New York and New Jersey.
dominio (do-me'ni-o), n. [Sp. : see dominion.]
In Mexican and Spanish law, equivalent to domi-
nium.
dominion (do-min'yon), n. [< ME. dominion,
dommyon, < OP. dominion (F. dominion, as ap-
plied to the Dominion of Canada), < ML. do-

minio(n-), equiv. to L. dominium (> Sp. Pg. It.

dominio), lordship, right of ownership, < domi-
nus, lord: see domain, demain, demesne, all from
the same source.] 1. Lordship; sovereign or

supreme authority; the power of governing
and controlling ; empire : as, a territory under
the dominion of a foreign power.

Hit is also vnder the domynyon of the Venysians.
Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgryraage, p. 10.

For till his dayes, the chiefe dominion
By strength was wielded without pollicy.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 39.

I praised and honoured him that liveth for ever, whose
dominion is an everlasting dominion. Dan. iv. 34.

2. The right of uncontrolled possession, use,

and disposal
; power of control.

Study thou the dominion of thyself, and quiet thine own
commotions. Sir T. Broume, Christ. Mor., i. 24.

He could not have private dominion over that which
was under the private dominion of another. Locke,

Wliat am 1
Tliat I dare to look her way ;

I'hink I may hold dominion sweet.
Lord of the pulse that is lord of her breast?

Tennyson, Maud, xvl. 1.

3. A territory and people subject to a specific

government or control ; a domain : as, the do-
minions of Pmssia.
Judah was his sanctuary, and Israel his dominion.

Pa. cxiv. 2.



dominion

AU thay that dwell in that Dominion, whereof the city

it head. Coryat, Crudities, I. 40.

I hare seen now all the King of Great-Britain's Domin-
ioni. HoweU, Letters, I. vi. 38.

Yonth, Manhood, Age, that draws us to the ground, . . .

Glide to thy dim dominiom, and are bound.
Bryant, The Past.

4. pi. Same as dominatiom. See domination, 3.

Whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principali-

ties, or powers. Col. i. 16.

Act of dominion, in law, an act tantamount to an exer-

cise of ownership.—Arms Of dominion, in An-. See arm 2,

"(a).— Dominion day, a national holiday observed in the

Dominion of Canada on the Urst day of July, in celebra-

tion of the proclamation of the union of the provinces

under that name on July 1st, isa", in accordance with tlie

act of tlie British Parliament, passed March 29th of that

year, called tlie British North American Act.— Old Do-
minion, a name popularly given to the State of Virginia.

And what more prolific mother of nobility was there in

the eighteenth centurv than the Old Dominion t

SehoxUer, Hist. V. S., I. 9.

= Syn. 1. .Sovereignty, sway, control, rule, mastery, ascen-

dancy.
,

dominium (do-min'i-um), n. Hj., lordship,

dominion : see dominion.'] In civil law, the own-
ership of a thing, as opposed to a mere life

interest, to an equitable right, to a merely pos-

sessory right, or to a right against a particular

person.

Dominium gives to him in whom it is vested the power
of applying the subject to all purposes, except such as are

inconsistent with his relative or absolute duties. Servi-

tu8 gives the power of applying the subject only to exactly

determined purposes.
Gordon Campbell, Roman Law, p. 251.

"We cannot give a reason, other than mere chance, why
powerover a wife should have retained the name of manus,
why power over a child should have obtained another

1730

and scoring the number of spots remaining In the beaten
hand to the account of the winner.

The two players at dominoea glanced up from their game,
as if to protest. Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. 11.

dominotier (do-me-no-tia'), »• [F. dominotier,

a maker of dominoes (in def. 1, above); hence,

by extension, as in def. ; < domino, domino.] A
maker of colored or marbled paper; an en-

graver or a colorer of woodcuts.

The makers of such paper, as well as the engravers and
colourers of wood-cuts, were called dominotiers.

Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 45.

dominus (dom'i-nus), n.
;
pi. domini (-ni). [L.,

a master, lord, owner, proprietor, ruler, in LL.
and ML. applied especially to the Lord, in ML.
also a title common to ecclesiastics and gentle-

men (in this use being often abbreviated in writ-

ing and speech to "Dom."); fem. domina, lady,

mistress. Hence the Eom. forms dan^, don^,

dom^, dame, danfi, dofta, donna, duefla, duenna,

damsel, domel, madam, madame, madonna, etc.

L. dominus = Skt. damana, in comp., conquer-
ing, also as a proper name, < Skt. -y? dam, tame,
= L. domare = E. tome.] 1. Master; sir: a
title formerly given to a clergyman (in the Uni-
versity of Cambridge to a bachelor of arts),

gentleman, or lord of a manor. See dominie,

don^, dan^.—2. In civil law, one who possesses
somethingby right.— 3. In feudal law, one who
grants part of his estate in fee, to be enjoyed
by another.—Dominus voblscum, the versicle "Tlie
Lord be with you,' employed in Western liturgies and of-

fices, like the similarPax vobiscum (Peace be with you), as
a brief prayer of tlie priest for the people, the people in

turn praying for the priest in the response Ht cum spiritu
tito (And with thy spirit).

najne, potestas, why power over slaves and inanimate domitablet (dom'i-ta-bl), a. [< L. as if "domi-
property should in later times be called dominium.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. SIS.

Dominium directum, (a) The legal title to land, as

distinguished from the right to use it. (b) The right of

the feudal lord in land, as distinguished from that of liis

vassal, (c) The right of the landlord in land, as distin-

guished from that of his tenant.— Dominium Utile, the
right of the lieneflciary, vassal, or tenant in land, as dis-

tinguishe(l respectively from the three meanings of do.

tninium directum. Dominium directum and dominium j^^y^ax^ /"/Irl'TyiTf^ -u

vtile, whether vested in the same person or not, together QOmKe (uO mii;,^.

tabilis, < domitare, tame (> E. daunt), freq. of

domare = E. tame : see tame, daunt. Cf . doma-
6te.] Capable of being tamed.

Those animals of tlte more voracious and fierce nature
are less subject to be disciplined, tamed, and brought into

subjection ; tlie other are by their very nature more dom.
itable, domestick, and subject to be governed.

Sir M. Ilale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 369.

, ,, ... [< Ddme (Puy-de-D6me,
make up the ownership of the land in its widest sense. a department of Prance) + -jfe^.] A variety

domino (dom'i-no), n.
;
pi. dominoes or dominos of trachyte occurring in the volcanic region of

(-noz). [= D. G. Dan. Sw. domino = P. do- central France.
mino = Sp. domind = Pg. It. domino, mas- domitic (do-mit'ik), a. [< domite + -ic.] Com-
qnerade dress, < ML. domino (in sense 1), < L. posed of or similar to domite.
dominus, lord, master, in ML. a title common dom pedro (dom pe'dro). [Pg. Dom Pedro =
to ecclesiastics (see dominie) ; cf . ML. domini- Sp. Don Pedro, lit. Sir Peter ; Pedro being a
cale, a kind of veil. The game is said to be so very common Sp. and Pg. Christian name, < L.
called from the black under surface or part of Petrus, < Gr. Hcrpoc, Peter.] A name given to
the pieces with which it is played.] 1. (a) the game of sanoho pedro when the joker or
An ecclesiastical garment worn over other dom is used as one of the trumps,
vestmentsineold weather,made loose, and fur- dompynget, n. [ME., mod. as it 'dumping, <

- nished with a hood.

ch;k?ieFSstriction,the

domes; influt." .

ciples of the donl? P^J^

The Ungs of Myk6n6 . i
snries which show such a w i

mieal form while the domical
derstood. £, A. Freeman^

Domical chnrcli, a church of
acteristic feature ; or, speciflcall

,

entire roof-plan is practically a s'

boldly prominent, as in St. Mark
chureh of St Front at P6rigueu\

yuoUis in Domino.

—

"haclceray.

yUustrlsslmi and
1 i nisei f.

^tian Life, viii.

fhe face by
"s, etc., as
'' One of
^noes is

^ularly
ps of
^de,

Dooiical Churcb.- CaUu-lral of P^rigucux, France ; nth century, 'le

In the eleventh centurv, or not apparent from the exte-
rior, IS ia common in the medieval churches of Anjou and
bordering provinces. This system of construction is of
Byzantine origin, and presents a highly interesting and
important phase of architectural development.

(P«rteordl Is the land alike of flint implements and of
domical churches. Contemporary JUv., L. 326.

dump, plunge : see dump^.] The dabohick.

In mareis and in mores, in myres and in wateres
Dompi/nges dyueden [dived] ;

" deere god," ich sayde,
" Wher liaddcn these wilde suche witt and at what scole?"

Piers Ptovmmn (C), xiv. 169.

don^ (don), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. donned, ppr. don-

ning. [A eontr. of do on, at first prob. (like

doff, <. do + off) in the impv. ; ME. don on, AS.
don on, pret. dyde on : see do^. Cf. doff.] To
put on ; invest with.

Tiien up he rose, and donn'd his clothes.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5 (song).

Come, don thy cap, and mount thy horse.
Scott, Marmion, v. 31.

Odin donn'd
His dazzling corslet and his helm of gold.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

don^ (don), n. [< Sp. don = Pg. dom, a title

equiv. to E. Mr., < ML. dominus : see dominus.
The word is ult. the same as ME. dan : see dan^.]
1. leap.] A title in Spain and Italy prefixed to a
man's Christian name, like Sir in Great Britain.
Formerly, in Spain, it was confined to men of high rank,
but is now applied to all persons of the better classes, and
is a mere title of courtesy.

The title of Do7i, which had not then been degenerated
into an appellation of mere courtesy.

Prescolt, Ferd. and Isa., xvi.

2. A gentleman ; a man bearing the title of or
addressed as "Don."
One will bee sicke forsooth, and bid her maid deny her

to this don, that earle, the other marquesse, nay to a duke.
Bawlins, The Rebellion, i. 1.

3. Any person of high importance or leading
position : applied ironically to one giving him-
self airs of importance.
The great dons of wit. Dryden,

4. In Great Britain, a fellow of a college, or
thivny college authority. [University slang.]

2. I find that the reverend dons in Oxford are already

teet*'''"'^'^ "' "'y appearance in public.
Amhurst, Terra Fllius, J?n. 28, 1721.

donation

The college authorities (in University slang-phrase the
Dons) are designated in the most general terms as the
Master and Fellows.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 31.

doiia (do'nya), n. [Sp. : see donna, and duefla,

duenna.] A lady: the Spanish equivalent of
donna, especially as a conventional title of re-
spect.

There was the Countess of Medina Celi ; . . .

And Doha Serafina, and her cousins.
Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 1.

donable (do'na-bl), a. [< L. donabilis, that de-
serves to be presented or presented with, < do-
nare, present : see donate?] Capable of being
donated or given. Bailey, 1727. [Bare or ob-
solete.]

Donacia (do-na'si-a), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1775),
< Gr. 66va^, a reed.] A genus of ehrysomelid
beetles, typifying the subfamily Donaciina;, and
somewhat resembling longicoms, the antennae
being filiform and the prothorax narrow and
not margined. They are small species, mostly of metal-
lic colors, and covered with water-proof hairs. The larvse
feed on the roots and stems of water-plants and algse. It
is a wide-spread genus, of over 100 species, 25 of which in-

habit tlie United States.

Donacidse^ (do-nas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Do-
nax (Donac-)'+ -idee.] A family of bivalve
mollusks, taking name from the genus Donax.
They are closely related to the Tellinidie, and by many re-

ferred to the same family. They differ in the form of the
shell, which is wedge-shaped, with the front produced and
rounded, and the posterior short and very oblique. Over
lOO species are known.

Donacidse^ (do-nas'i-de), n. pi. Same as Do-
naciida'. Lacordaire, 1845.

Donaciidae (don-a-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Do-
nacia + -idee.] A family of Coleoptera : same
as Donaciince. Also written Donaciadce and Do-
nacida:

Donaciinse (don-a-si-i'ne), n. pi. [NL.,<Z)o-
nacia -(- -ince.] A subfamily of Chrysomelidce,

typified by the genus Donacia. Usually 'written

Donacinee. Lacordaire, 1845.

Donacinse^ (don-a-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Donax
(Donac-) + -inw.] A subfamily of Tellinidie:

same as the family Donacida;^.

Donacinse^ (don-a-si'ne), n. pi. Same as Dona-
ciina:

donacite (do'na-sit), n. [ii'L.,<. Donax(Donac-)
+ -ife2.] X fossil shell of the genus Donax, or

closely resembling a species of that genus.

Donacobius (don-a-ko bi-us), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1831), < Gr. Sdvai (dovoK-), a reed, -I- fiioc,

life.] A genus of South American dentirostral
oscine passerine birds, of the group Miminw, or
mocking-thrushes, connecting these with the
wrens. They have a long, notched bill, with entirely
exposed nostrils and nasal nienii>rane, moderate rictal

llristles, and tail longer than the rounded wings. D. cya-
neus and D. albovittatus are the two species.

dona nobis (dd'nii no'bis). [L., give us {pacem,
peace) : dona, 2d pers. sing. impv. of donare,
give; nohis, dat. pi. oi ego,l (pi. nos).] 1. In
the Roman Catholic mass, the last section, be-
ginning "Dona nobis pacem."— 2. A musical
setting of those words, especially as a move-
ment in a mass.
donai^ (do'na-ri), n. ; pi. donaries (-riz). [< L.
donarium, the place in a temple where votive
offerings were got, a votive offering, < donum,i
a gift, votive offering.] A thing given to

sacred use. [Rare.]

I conceal their donaries, pendants, other offerings.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 621

donatt, K. See donet.

dona'tary (don'a-ta-ri), Ji.; pi. donatories {-Tiz)A

[= P. rfo«atai>-e = Sp. Pg. It. donatario, < MIi.|
donatarius, also donatorius, the recipient of i

gift, < donatus, a gift, < L. donare, give:
donate.] Same as donatory.

donate (do'nat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. donated\

ppr. donating. [< L. donatus, pp. of rfoMars,!

give, present (something— ace.) to (a person!
— dat.), present (a person— ace.) 'with (some
thing— abl.), grant, give up, remit, condone
(see condone), < donnm, a gift, = Skt. dana, i

gift, akin to (jr. iijpov, a gift, < L. dare, Gr. dt-i

S6-vai = Skt. \^ da, give : see date^.] To give j'

present as a gift; contribute. [U.S.]
More than a hundred thousand dollars have been cf*

noted . . . bymemljers of his family. E. A. Porfcl

donation (do-na'shon), n. [= F. donation, OF.j
donoison, donaison, donaeson, doiinixon = Sp. do
nacion = Pg. doagHo = It. donazione, < L. dona4.

tio(n-), a giving, < donare, give : see donate.,

1. The act of giving or bestowing; a grantingj

He gave us only over beast, fish, fowl,

Dominion absolute ; that right we hold
By his donation. Milton, P. L., xii. 69.



donation

S. That which is gratuitously given; a grant;
a gift.

And some dtniatian freely to estate
On the bless"d lovers.

_
Sfuik., Tempest, Iv. 1.

3. In law, the act or contract by which the own-
ership of a thing is transfeiTed by one person
to another without consideration. To be valid, a
donation supposes capacity botii in tlie donor to give and
in the donee to receive, and requires consent, delivery,

and acceptance.— Donatio mortis causa (literally, a
gift by reason of death), a gift uf personal property, made
in the donor's expectation of speedy death, with the im-
plied or expressed condition that the thing is to be return-
ed if he recover.—Donation lands» in Pennsylvania, in

the period succeeding the revolution, lands set apart in

the northwestern part of the State for donation or gift to
citizens of the State who had served in the revolutionary
army. = Syn. 2. Contribution, benefaction.— 3. Oift, Lar-
gess, etc. See pre8''nt.

donation-party (do-na'shon-par'ti), n. Aparty
of the parishioners of a clergyman, who usu-
ally assemble at the clergyman's house, each
guest bringing him a present, as some article

of food or clothing or of household use ; also,

the custom of assembling for this purpose;
sometimes, the things so presented. This cus-
tom prevails chiefly in rural regions. [U. S.]

Donatism (don'a-tizm), n. [< Donatus + -ism.']

The doctrines of the Donatists.

Donatist (don'a-tist), n. [< LL. Ponatista,
Donatist, < Donatus, a man's name.] One of
an early Christian sect in Africa which origi-

nated in a dispute over the election of Ceecil-

ian to the see of Carthage, A. D. 311, occasioned
by his opposition to the extreme reverence paid
to relies of martyrs and to the sufferers for
the Christian faith called confessors, and the
rivalry of Secundus, primate of Numidia. Se-
cundua and the Numidian bishops declared Ceecilian's

coneecration invalid because conferred by Felix of Ap-
tanga, whom they charged with being a traditor. They
excommunicated Cecilian and his party, and made one
Majorinus bishop in opposition. The name Donatist
came either from Donatus of Casa.' Nigrae, who headed the
party of Majorinus at the Lateran Council in 313, where it

was condemned, or (more probably) from Donatus "the
Great," who succeeded Majorinus in 31.5 and under whom
the schism became fixed. Repressed under Constans.
the Donatists revived under the favor of Julian the Apos-
tate. Repressive measures, provoiced by their frequent
acts of fanatical violence, were resorted to from time to
time. These measures, internal schisms, the conciliatory
conduct of the orthodox clergy at a conference held at Car-
thage in 411, and the arguments of St. Augustine caused
many to abandon Donatism, and the sect became Insignifi-

cant, though not entirely extinct till the seventh century.
The Donatist party held that it constituted the whole and
only true church, and that the baptisms and ordinations
of the orthodox clergy were invalid, because they were in
coninmnion with traditors. They therefore rebaptized
and reordai[ied converts from Catholicism. See Ctreum-
ceilion, Staximianist, Primianitt, JiofftUut.

Donatistic.Donatistical (don-a-tis'tik, -ti-kal ),

«. [< JMiiiatist + -ic, -ic-al.] Pertaining to
Donatism or to the Donatists.

donative (don'a-tiv), a. and n. [< OF. donatif,
¥. donatif = Sp. Pg. It. donativo, < ML. dona-
tivum, a gift, neut. of 'donativns, < L. donare,
give: see donate] I. o. Vested or vesting by
donation: as, a donative advowson.
H. »• 1. A gift; a largess; a gratuity; a pres-

ent ; a dole.

Tlie Roman emperor's custom was at certain solemn
times to bestow on his soldiers a donative; which dona-
tive they received wearing garlands upon their heads.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 6.

They (the Romans] were entertained with publick shews
and donattceg. Dryden.

Z. In canon law, a benefice given and collated
to a person by the founder or patron without
either presentation, institution, or induction
by the ordinary.

He requested from the Duke the appointment to the
church in the park, an extra-parochial donative, with no
visible source of income.

J. U. Shorlhowie, Sir Percival, ii.

donator (do-na'tor), «. [= F. donateur = 8p.
donador = tg. do'ador = It. donatore, < L. dona-
tor, a giver, < donare, give : see donate, and cf.

donor7\ In law, a donor.
donatory (don'a-to-ri), n.

;
pi. donatories (-riz).

[< ML. donatofius, more correctly donatarius :

see donatari/.l In Scots law, a donee of the
crown ; one to whom escheated property is, on
certain conditions, made over. Also donatary.
donaught (de'nat or dun'ot), n. [< dol, v., +
obj. naiujht; ef. donothhtgi] One who does no-
thing; an idle, good-for-nothing person. Also
dialectally donnaught, donnat, donnot.
Crafty and proud donaugUi. Qrangtr.

donax (do'naks), ». VL., < Gr. iiwc^, a reed,
also a kind of shell-flsh; iprob. "a reed shaken
\n the wind," < fioveiv,^ shake, drive about, as
the wind.] 1. A species of grass of the genus
Arundo {A, Donax), occasionally cultivated in

Right Valve of Wedge-shell
{Donax ettnticulatus).

1731

gardens, and attaining a height of 8 or 10 feet.
In Spain and other parts of the south of Europe it grows
much taller, and its stems are used for fishing-rods, looms,
etc. The leaves are beautifully striped like ribbon-grass.

2. [cap.] A genus of siphonate lamellibran-
ehiate bivalves, of the
family Donacidce, having
equivalve shells of tri-

angular form, the umbo
at the obtuse angle of the
triangle, the margin en-
tire and perfectly coap-
tated, and the surface
usually striped with col-

or from beak to margin.
The species are numerous, and are known as
wedge-shells. D. denticulatus is a typical exam-
ple.

doncella (don-sel'a), ». [Sp., a damsel: see
damsel^.] A nanie of certain labroid fishes,
(a) Ilarpe or Bodiamit rufm, also called ladyfinh (which
see), {h) Platyglo»fnts radiatus, the blueflsh of Florida.

dondainet, n. [OF., also domdainc] 1. A cross-
bow or arbalist ; a military engine of the ballista
type.— 2. A bolt or quarrel for such an engine.
done (dun), pp. [The perfect participle of do,
V. : see do^. Only special uses of done are noted
here.] 1. As an auxiliary, used to express
completed action : originally causal after have
or had, followed by an object infinitive ; in
present use the hare or had is often omitted
and the infinitive turned into a preterit, leav-
ing done as a mere preterit sign. [Prov. Eng.
and U. 8. ; a characteristic of negro idiom.]

When that Noe had done espye
How that the eirth began to drye.

Sir D. Lyjidsay.

What use dis dried-up cotton stalk, when Life done picked
my cotton ?

I'se like a word dat somebody d(»\e said, and den forgot-
ten. The Century.

2. Completed; finished; decided; accepted:
used in an exclamatory way to signify accept-
ance of a proposition, as a wager.— 3. Com-
pletely used up; thoroughly fatigued; tired
out: sometimes with out or up (or with /or:
see to do for, under rfoi, v.).

Not so the Holland fleet, who, tired and done.
Stretched on their decks like weary oxen lie.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, 1. 70.

The horses were thoroughly rfoHc; . . . my steed T^tel,
. . . with head lowered and legs wide apart, was a toler-
able example of the effects of pace.

Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 115.

By this time I was pretty nearly done out, for running
along the steep ground through the sage-brush was most
exhaustive work. The Century, XXX. 228.

4. [The same as done, completed, executed;
substituted for OP. doni, donni, given (equiv.
to L. datum, given, i. e., published: see date^),

pp. of OF. doner, F. donncr, give, < L. donare,
give: see donate,] Completed; executed; is-

sued ; made public : used chiefly in the con-
eluding clause of a formal document, express-
ing the place at which and the date on which it

received official sanction and became valid: as,

done at Washington this 15th day of May, etc.
— Done brown, done for, done up, etc. See doi, v.

donet- An obsolete form of the infinitive (and
present indicative plural) of do^.

donee (do-ne'), n. [< OF. don^, donn6, pp. of
doner, donner, < L. donare, give: see donate.]
1. A person to whom a gift or a donation is

made.
Either men.

Donors or donees, to their i>ractice shall

Find you to reckon nothing, me owe all.

B. Joneon, Underwoods, xxx.

2. Specifically, in law : (a) One to whom a vol-
untary conveyance is made.

If goods be given to one till such a thing happen, or
upon such a condition, there is a property in the donee,
yet it is clogged with a limitation and condition.

State Trials, John HamjKlen, an. 1637.

(6) One to whom land is conveyed in fee tail,

(c) An appointee; one to whom a power is

given. See power,
donett, donatt, n. [< ME. donet, donat, < OF.
donat, a grammar, elementary book, so called
from the much-used grammar (Ars grammatica)
of .Slius Donatus, a grammarian, commentator,
and rhetorician, who taught at Rome about the
middle of the 4th century A. D.] A grammar;
the elements of any art.

Thenne I drou3 me a-mong this drapers, my donet to
leonie. Pierit Plowman (A), v. 123.

A Donat into*<'hristian Religion. [Title.] Bp. Pecock.

dong (dong), n. [Native name.] A name of
tlie wild vak, Poephaga grunniens. See yak.

Dongan charter. See charter.

donnism

doni (do'ni), n. [Also written deny, dhoney,
dhony; < Telugu done.] A clumsy kind of boat
used on the coasts of Coromandel in India,
and in Ceylon, sometimes decked, and occa-
sionally furnished with an outrigger, it is about
70 feet long, 20 feet broad, and 12 feet deep, with one mast
and a lug-sail, and is navigated in fine weather only.

doniferous (do-nife-rus), a. [< L. domim, a
gift, + ferrc, = E.'fiearl, + -ous.] Bearing
gifts. E. D. [Rare.]

donjon (prop, dun'jqn, also don'jon, to suit the
spelling), «. [Ml3. dongeon, donjoun, etc., <

OF. donjon: see dungeon.] The inner tower,
keep, or stronghold of a castle. See cut under
castle. It is simply another spelling of dungeon, to
which it is preferred in the sense of the definition by some
writers, on account of the special idea of prison now asso-
ciated with dungeon.

The gharry rumbles over the bridge towards the grand
donjons of a giant keep that frowns over the flood.

W. 11. Russell, Diary in India, II. 52.

donjonnS (don-Jo-na'), a. [OF., < donjon, a
donjon, tower: see dungeon.] In her., having
a donjon or inner tower rising above the rest

:

said of a castle used as a bearing.
donk, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of dank.

The dolly dikis war al donk and wate.
Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 201,

donk, V. t. A dialectal form of dank.

A myste & a merkenes in mountains aboute,
All donkyt the dales with the dym showris.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9639.

donkey (dung'ki or dong'ki), n. [First re-
corded about the middle of the 18th century,
also written donky, donkie; of dial, origin, form-
ed with doubledim. -k-ey, Se. spelled -fc-t'e (usual-
ly vrith dim. -i-, -ie, -y, preceding, as in Banff-
shire horsikie, a little horse, heastikie, a little

beast), < dun, a familiar name for a horse, and
presumably of an ass, with ref. to its color, <
rf«ni, a. : see dmA. Cf. dunnock, a hedge-spar-
row, similarly formed, < dun^ + -ock.] 1 . An
ass : a familiar term.

Or in the London phrase, thou Devonshire monkey,
Thy Pegasus is nothing but a donkey.

Wolcott (Peter Pindar) <ed. 1830), p. 116.

2. A stupid or obstinate and wrong-headed
fellow.

donkey-engine (dung'ki-en''jin), n. In mack.,
a small steam-engine used where great power
is not required, and often to perform some sub-
sidiary operation. Donkey-engines on steam-vessels,
etc., are used for pumping water into the boilers or from
the hold, handling the cargo, hoisting the anchor or the
sails, etc.

donkey-pump (dung'ki-pump), «. 1. A feed-
pump for steam-boilers, also often used as
supplementary to other apparatus.— 2. An ad-
ditional steam-pump which can be employed
when the main engine is not working, or for
special work, such as washing decks, removing
bilge-water, or in case of fire.

donkey-rest (dung'ki-rest), n. \npaper-manvf.,
a frame against which the form is laid to
drain.

donna (don'a), ». [It., = Sp. doHa, duefla (as
a title Doila) (see doHa, dueila, duenna), < L.
domina, mistress, lady: see domina, doniinus,

don^.] 1. A lady: as, prima donna, the first

female singer in an opera, oratorio, etc.— 2.
[,cap.] A common title of respect for Italian

ana Portuguese ladies, and in foreign languages
also for Spanish ladies (in place of Spanish
Dofta), prefixed to the Christian name: as,

Donna Margarita.
donnaught, donnat, n. Dialectal forms of do-
naught.

donneif, a. A Middle English form of dun^.

donne-t, v. t. A false spelling of don'^.

donnerd, donnert (don'erd, -6rt), a. [Sc, also
written donnard and donnort, stupid (cf. don-
nar, stupefy, bedunder'd, stunned vrith noise),

appar. < Dan. dundre = Sw. dundra, make a
loud noise, thunder,=E.<Att«rfer,t).] 1. Gross-
ly stupid.— 2. Stunned; dazed.

Tlie donnort \xn\ie croon 'd right lowne,
Whyle tears dreeped a' his black beard down.

Cronxek's Remains of Nithsdate Song, p. 88.

donnish (don'ish), a. [< don^, 4, + -tsftl.] Per-
taining to or characteristic of an English uni-

versity don.

Unless a man can get the prestige and income of a don,
and write donnish books, it's hardly worth while for him
to make a Greek and Latin machine of himself.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xvl,

donnism (don'izm), «. [Better spelled 'danism,
< <lon~, 4, + -ism.] Self-importance, or distance
and loftiness of carriage. [English university
slang.]



donnot

donnot, «. A dialectal form of donaught.

donor (do'nor), n. [< OF. donor, donour, do-

r.eor, F. doniieiir, < L. donator, a giver, < donare,

give : see donate, donator.'] 1. One who gives

or bestows ; one who confers anything gratui-

tously; a benefactor.— 2. Speeifacally,in tow;;

(o) A giver. (6) One who creates an estate

tail, (f) One who gives to another a power.

See power. _> , i

donothing (do'nuth'ing), n. and a. [< do>^, v.,

+ obj. nothing. Cf. donaught.1 I. n. One who
does nothing ; an idler.

n. a. Doing no work ; idle ; indolent ; inac-

tive. [In this use commonly with a hyphen.]

Why haven't you a right to aspire to a college educa-

tion as any do-nothing canon there at the abbey, lad ?

Kingsley, Alton Locke,

1732

in fact due to the comp. doodlesaek, q. v.] To
drone, as a bagpipe. Scott, Old Mortality.

doodlesaek (do'dl-sak), n. [< G. dudeUack,

a bagpipe, < dudeln, play on a bagpipe (< Pol.

dudlio, play on a bagpipe, < dudy = Bohem.

dmla, dudy = Slov. dude, a bagpipe, = Euss.

duda, a pipe, reed), + sack = E. sacfci.] A
bagpipe.
dood-wallah (dod'wol-a), n. [< Beng. dudli-

wald, < dudh, a camel, + Hind. Beng., etc.,

-wald, a keeper.] In India, an attendant who
has charge of camels ; a camel-driver.

The moment the dood-wallah pulls the string, which is

attached to a piece of wood passed through the cartilage

of the animal's nostril, the camel opens its huge mouth.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 224.

doofci (dok), n. A dialectal form of duck\.

,n short, neither t,,e extren.e .0,^^^., po,h=y nor'th; dook^ (dok), n. A dialectal fo™ of«
dookS (dok), m. [Sc; origin unknown.] Apiece

of wood inserted into a wall for attaching fin-

ishings to.

dooU (dol), n. An obsolete or dialectal form

of doW^.
0' a' the num'rous human dools,

111 har'sts, daft bargains, cutty stools, . . .

Thou bear'st the gree.
Bums, To the Toothache.

extreme violence policy will solve the great problem
Fortnightly Hen., N. S., XLIII. 146.

donothingness (do'nuth'ing-nes), n. Idle-

ness; indolence; inactivity.

A situation of similar affluence and do-nothinrfness.

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xxxviii.

Donovan's solution. See solution.

donship (don 'ship), »i. l< don^ + -ship.'] The
, ,, j- , ^ i *

state or rank of a don: used, after your, his, dooP (dol), n. An obsolete or dialectal form

etc., in an honorarv form of address or refer- of dole*.
, , , -,.,,. i

ence to one entitled to be called don. [Rare.] doolful (dol'fia), a. An obsolete or dialectal

I draw the lady form of doleful. Spenser.

Unto my kinsman's here, only to torture The brethren o' the Commerce-Chaumer
Your domhips tor a day or two. May mourn their loss wi' doolfu' clamour.

Fletcher, The Chances, v. 1. Bums, Epistle to William Creech.

donsie (don'si), a. [Sc, also written dorune; dool-tree (d6l'tre),«. [Sc, also written dule-

perhaps, in the first two senses, ult. < Gael
donas, bad luck, mischief, harm, the devil, <

do- priv., not, + sonas, lucky, fortunate, < son,

good, profit, advantage.] 1. Unlucky.

Their donsie tricks, their black mistakes.

Their failings an* mischances.
Burns, Address to the Unco Guid.

2. Eestive ; unmanageable.

Tho' ye was trickle, slee and funuy,

Ye ne'er was donsie.

Bum; The Anld Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

3. Affectedly neat and trim : implying the idea

of self-importance.

She was a donsie wife and clean.
Ramsay, Poems, I. 228.

4. Sickly ; ailing : as, he's sair kep'n doon wi'

a donsie wife and donsie bairns. [CoUoq.]

donsb7 (don'ski), n. [Euss. Donskoi, of the

river Don, < Dona, Don.] A variety of Eussian
wool of coarse quality, first introduced into

English woolen manufacture about 1830.

tree; < do'oP- = dble^ -t-'tree.] In Scotland, a

mourning-tree (see the extract) . It resembled, as

marking a place of mourning, the dun deurshuil (the

knoll of the tearful eye) of the Highlands, where the clan

usually assembled to bewail any misfortune that befell

the community.

The Earl of Cassilis fell at Flodden with many of his

followers; and there is still to be seen, in front of the

castle, a very large plane-tree, underneath whose melan-

choly boughs his sorrowing people are said to have spent

several weeks in lamentations of their own and their

country's calamity ; for which reason it bears the appel-

lation of the dtde-tree. Land of Bums.

A whole chapter of sights and customs striking to the

mind, from the pyramids of Egypt to the gibbets and dule

trees of mediaeval Europe. R. L. Stevenson, Ma Triplex.

dooly (do'li), n.
;
pi. doolies (-liz). [< Hind. dUli,

Marathi doU (cerebral d), a litter.] A kind of

litter used in India and the neighboring coun-

tries, inferior to the palkee or palanquin, but

also lighter, and used on long journeys. Forbes.

Coolies, however, awaited me with a dooly, one of those

low litters slung on a bamboo, in which you may travel

swiftly and without effort.

F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, xii.

dont(d6nt). A contraction of do «o<, common , ,, ^ r/TT^ j j j ^ ao
in colloquial language, and, more improperly, dOOm (dom), n. [< ME. doome dome,dom,< Ah.

as a contraction of does 'not (doesn't). dom, a judgment, sentence, doom, decree, law

donzelt (don'zel), n. [(In ME. only in the form (= OS. dom = OFnes. dom = OHG. tuom = Icel.

damsel, etc.) < OP. danzel, etc., = Pr. darnel,

dansel = 8p. doncel = Pg. donzel = It. donzello, <

ML. domicellus, domnicellus, dominicellus, dim.
of li. dominus, master: see damsel^, domimis.]

A young attendant ; a page ; a youth of good
quality not yet knighted.

domr= Sw. Dan. dom = Goth, doms), judgment,
with formative -m, < do-n, etc., E. dol, in the

orig. sense of 'put, place, set'; cf. Gr. 6e/u(,

established law, of the same ult. origin. Hence
-dom and deem, q. v.] 1. Judgment or deci-

sion ; specifically, a decision determining fate

^ , . , , , . ^ . , . .V J 1 or fortune ; fateful decision or decree : origi-
Es..uire to a knight-errant, don^d

^^^^^^^^^^^ nally in a neutral sense, but now generally im-

plying an adverse decision: as, the court pro-

nounced doom upon the culprits; to fall by
doom of battle.

This argument is fals, so is thi doome ;

Bi what right woldist thou me wynne?
llymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 50.

dooif, ". -An obsolete spelling of dol.

doo^ (d8), n. A Scotch form of dove'^.

dooab, n. See doab^.

doob (dab), n. [Also written douh, and more
accurately dUb, repr. Hind, dab, < Skt. dUrvd,

doob.] An East Indian name for the plant
Cynodon Daetylon, used as a fodder-grass.

dood (dSd), n. [< Beng. dudh, a camel.] A
camel in military use ; a riding-dromedary.

Poor dood, down with you on your knees ! At the word
of command, the sowar forces his beast to kneel.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 237.

Doodia (do'di-a), n. [NL.] A small genus of

ferns, natives of the southern hemisphere, and
common in cultivation. The fronds are from 6 to 18
inches long, pinnate or pinnatifld. The oblong or slightly

carved sori are arranged in one or more rows between the
midrib and margins of the pinna;, and tlie veins form one
or two rows of arches.

doodle^ (do'dl), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. doodled, ppr.

doodling. [= Sc doudle; perhaps a var. of

doddle, dawdle, q. v.] To dandle.

An' he was tane to Craignethan's hall,

An' doudlit on his knee.
Edinburgh Rev., July 1, 1819, p. 526.

doodle^ (dS'dl), ». A trifler; a simple fellow.

[Provincial.]

doodle^ (dS'dl), V. i. ; pret. and pp. doodled, ppr.
doodling. [Prob. supposed to be imitative, but

Then was that golden belt by doome of all

Graunted to her, as to the fayrest Dame.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 16.

Therefore to Me their doom he hath assign'd,

That they may have their wish, to try with Me
In battel which the stronger proves,

Milton, P. L., vi. 817.

.Elfred's main work, like that of his successor, was to

enforce submission to the justice of hundred-moot and
shire-moot alike on noble and ceorl, '* who were constantly
at obstinate variance with one another in the folk-moots
before ealdomian and reeve, so that hardly any one of

them would grant that to be true doom that had been
judged for doom by the ealdorman and reeves."

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 134.

His own false doom.
That shadow of mistrust should never cross

Betwixt them, came upon him.
Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Pate decreed or determined; fixed fortime

;

irrevocable destiny.

Seek not to know to Morrow's Doom ;

That is not ours, which is to come.
Congreve, Imit. of Horace, I. ix. 3.

O'er him whose doom thy virtues grieve
Aerial forms shall sit at eve,

Collins, Death f Col, Ross.

doom-palm

In an early stage of society slavery is the doom of the

prisoner of war ; it is often the legal doom of the criminaL
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 180.

Sf. Judgment or opinion ; discernment.

Cassandra to councell then call thai bclyne,

To haue a dom of that dede.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11810.

In him no point of courtesy there lackt,

He was of manners mild, of doom exact.
Mir. for Mags., p. 175.

That Islands space

;

The which did seeme, unto my simple doome.

The onely pleasant and delightfull place

That ever troden was of footings trace.

Spenser, ¥. Q,, IV. x. 21.

This one consent in all your dooms of him, . . .

Argues a truth of merit in you all.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

4t. The last judgment. See doomsday.

Thy Aue maria and thi crede.

That shalle the saue at dome of drede.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 303.

The Doom schalle ben on Estre Day, suche tyme as oure

Lord aroos. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 114.

Day of doom. See dai/i.—Doom bark. See bark^.—

The crack of doom, the signal for the final dissolution

of all things ; the last trump.

What ! will the line stretch out to the crock of doom I

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

Let him not quit his belief that a pop-gun is a pop-gun,

though the ancient and honorable of the earth afHrm it

to be the crack of doom. Emerson, Misc., p. 87.

To false a doomt, in Scots law, to protest against a sen-

tence, =S3m. 2. Fate, Doom, etc. See destiny.

doom (dom), V. t. [< doom, n. The older form
is deem, q. v.] If. To judge ; form a judgment
upon.

Him, tlirough their malice fallen.

Father of mercy and grace, thou didst not doom
So strictly : but much more to pity incline.

MUlon, P. L,, ill. 401.

2. To condemn to punishment; consign by a
decree or sentence; pronounce sentence or

judgment on ; destine : as, a criminal doomed
to death ; we are doomed to suffer for our er-

rors.

He was sentenced to be hound in chains, and doomed to

perpetual torments. - Bacon, Physical Fables, ii

Absolves the just, and dooms the guilty souls.

Dryden, iEneid.

Souls doomed of old
To a mild purgatory.

Lowell, Fountain of Youth.

3. To ordain as a penalty ; decree.

Have I a tongue to doom my brother's death ?

Shak., Rich. Ill,, IL 1.

Lost ! I am lost ! my fates have doom'd my death.
Ford, 'Tis Pity, i. 3.

4+. To tax by estimate or at discretion, as on
the failure of a taxpayer to make a statement

of his taxable property. [Massachusetts, U. S.]

doomage! (do'maj), «. [< doom + -age.] A
penalty or fine for neglect. [New Hampshire,

U.S.]
doomdayt, «• [< ME. domeday, < AS. domdag
(= Dan. dommedag = Sw. domedag), < dom,

doom, + da-g, day.] Same as doomsday.

He asoyled hym surely, & sette hym so clene.

As dome-day schulde haf ben dijt on the morn.

Sir Gawayne atid the Green Knight (E, E. T. S,), 1, 1883.

doomer (do'mer), n. [< ME. *doniere, < AS.
doniere, an occasional form of demere (= D.

doemer = Dan. dommer = Sw. domare), a

judge: see doom, v., and -f)-l, and cf. deem.]

One who dooms, as a judge or a juryman.

[Rare.]

That fatal look of a common intelligence, of a common
assent, was exchanged among the doomers of the prison-

er's life and death as the judge concluded,
Bulwer, Eugene Aram, vi. 5.

doomful (dom'ful), a. [< doom + -ful.] Full

of doom or destruction ; fraught with doom.

For Life and Death is In thy doomefull writing

!

Spenser, To G. Harvey.

And by th' infectious slime that doomful deluge left

Nature herself hath since of purity been reft
Drayton, Polyolbion, Ix.

doom-palm (dem'pam), n. A variety of palm,

Hypluvne Thehaica, remarkable, like other spe-

cies of the genus, for having a repeatedly

branched stem, each branch terminating in a

tuft of large fan-shaped leaves. The fruit is about

the size of an apple ; it has a fibrous, mealy rind, which

tastes like gingerbread (whence the name gingerbread-

tree, sometimes applied to this palm), and is eaten by

the poorer inhabitants of the places where it gr"ws. An
infusion of the rind is iilso used as a beverayo, being

cooling, slightly aperient, and beneficial in fevers. The

seeds are horny, and are made into small ornaments.

Ropes are made of the fibers of the leaf-stalks. The doom-

Iialni is a native of Ui>per Egypt and the central parts of

Africa, and in some districts forms whole forests. Also

spelled doum-palm.
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in the Court of Justiciary, the doom or sentence was re-
peated by the executioner in the judge's words, with the
addition, "This I pronounce for doom."

Repeating after the Cleric of Court, he gabbled over the
words of the sentence, which condemned Euphemia Deans
to be . . . conveyed to the common place of execution,
and there hanged by the neck upon a gibbet. "And
this," said the Z)oo7n»(er, aggravating his harsh voice, "I
pronounce for doom." Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxiv.

doon^ (don), n. [Singhalese name.] A large
tree of Ceylon, Doona Zeylanka, of the natural
order Dipteroearpacew. The timber is much
used for building, and the tree also yields a resin
which is made into varnish.

doon^ (don), adv. and ])rep. A Scotch form of
(lowifi.

doonga (dong'ga), n. [< Hind, dunga (cerebral
d), a canoe, a trough, lit. deep.] A canoe
made out of a single piece of wood and carry-

Doom-palm t^Hyphane Tkebaica"),

dooms (domz), adv. [Altered toward doom, by
way of explaining an obscure word, from doons,
doormn, dume, doon, done, doi/n, also doonlins
(-litis = E. -ling), very, in a great degree, < Icel.

ddindis-, rather, pretty (adv.), a prefix to adjec-
tives and adverbs, < da-, very, prob. orig. ' won-
derfully,' < da, reflex, ddst, admire, be charmed
at, = Norw. daa, daast, pity, compassionate.]
Very; absolutely: as, dtjoms bad (very bad).
[North. Eng. and Scotch.]
" Aweel," he said, " this auld be nae sic doonur desperate

business surely." Scott, Guy Mannering, xlv.

doomsday (domz'da), n. [< ME. domesdai,
domesdeic, etc., < AS. domes dag, day of doom,
i. e., of judgment: domes, gen. of dom, doom,
judgment; dteg, day. Cf. doomday.'] 1. The
day of the last judgment.

What shuld I make lenger tale?
Of all the pepil I ther say,
I coude not telle tyl doinegday.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1284.

An he wad liarpit till domUday, \

.She'll never speak again.
aimkindie (Child's Ballads, II. 14X

They may serve for any theme, and never l)e out of date
until doomsday. Sir T. Braimr, Vulg. Err.

2. Any day of sentence or condemnation.
Buck. This is All-Souls' day, fellow, is it not?
.Sher, It is, my lord.
Buck. Why, then All-Souls' day is my body's dommday.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 1.

3. Icap.'i The Doomsday Book (see below),
or a record similar to it, as the Exon Dooms-
day, contemporary with it, preserved in Exeter
catliedral.

A Domesday of the conquerors "was drawn up in the
ducal hall at Lillebonue, a forerunner of the great ^orf(e«-
dnij of the conquered.

A". A. Freeman, Nonnan Conquest, III. 200.

Doomsday Book [written archaically Domesday Book, <
mi;. Ihimesdeie Hook, etc., so called I>ecau8e itsdcision
Wits regarded as final], a book containing a digest, in
.Norman French, of the results of a census or survey of
England undertaken by order of W^illiam the Conqueror,
and completed in 1080. It consists of two volumes in
vellum, a large folio containing 382 pages, and a (piarto
containing 450. They form a valuable record of the own-
ership, extent, and value of the lands o( Kngland (1) at
the time of the survey, (2) at the date of beslowal when
they had been granted by the king, and (3) at the time of
Kdward the Confessor, when a somewhat similar survey
had been made ; the numbers of tenants and dependents,
amount of live stock, etc., were also returned. The book
was long kept under three different locks in the Ex-
rheijiier, along with the king's seal, but is now kept in
tlie Puldic Record Office. In 17«« a facsimile edition
I.rinted from types made for the purpose was issueil by
tlie Dritish government. The counties of Northumber-
land, Cumberlanil, Westmoreland, and Durham were not
included in the survey. There existed also local dooms-
day lK>oks.

doomsmant (domz'man), n. [< ME. domesman,
domi/sman, domesmoii, a judge, < domes, gen.
of dom, judgment, -t- maw.] A judge ; an um-
pire.

I
at counteth he nokyngea wratthc whan he in courte sit-

teth
to demen as a domes-man. Piers Plowman (B), xix. 302.

1
Nowe sir, ye miute presente this boy untfi sir Pilate,

'^at he is dmnyrman Here and nexte to the king.
York Playi, p. 267.

aoomstert (dom'sttr), «. [Early mod. E. also
domcKter ; < doom + -ster. Another form is
deemster, dempstcr, q. v.] One who pronounces
doom or judgment; in Scotland, formerly, the
public executioner, in the ca.se of a capital conviction

Doonga.— From model in South Kensington Museum, London.

irig a square sail, employed for na-vigating the
marshes and the branches of the motith of tlie

Ganges. The doongas are used chiefly in ob-
taining salt.

door (dor), n. [Early mod. E. also doore, dare;
in earlier speech the word appears in two forms
more or less mixed: (1) ME. dore, dor, < AS.
dor (gen. dores, pi. doru), OS. dor = OFries.
dore = MLG. dor = LG. door = OHG. MHG.
tor, 6. thor = Goth, daur, all neut.

; (2) ME.
dure, dur, < AS. duru (gen. dura, pi. dura,duru)
(also rarely nom. dure, gen. and pi. dtiran) =
OS. dura = OFries. dure = D. deur = MLG.
rforc=rLG.rfore=OHG.(Mn', pi., also sing.,MHG.
tiir, G. thiir= Icel. dyrr, pi., = Sw. dorr = Dan.
dor = Goth, daurons, pi., a door, all fem.
(Dan. common) except the Icel., which is also
neut.; all orig. pi. The common Teut. form
is "dur- = Gr. 6ipa = L. foris, usually in pi.,

fores (> ult. foris-, forum, foraneous, foreign,
etc.), = Ir. Gael, dorus, later dora^<i = W. drws
= OBulg. dmri= Bohem. dvershe = Pol. dzwicr-
:e, drzwi = Little Russ. dveri = Russ. dveri
= Lett, durwis = Lith. duris = Zend dvara (>
Pers. dar, > Turk, der) = Skt. didr, dur, fem.
( > Hind. drar. Gypsy duvar), all with the gen-
eral sense of 'door' or 'gate.' In another view,
referred to Skt. y/ dliu, move quickly, shake,
fan (a fire), = Gr. ft'ffv, rush, storm, as the
wind, being thus orig. (like window, q. v.) a
passage for the air or wind.] 1. A movable
barrier of wood, metal,
stone, or other material,
consisting sometimes of
one piece, but generally
of several pieces framed
together, commonly
placed on hinges, for
closing a passage into a
building, room, or other
inclosure. in anticiuity, as
in China and other Eastern
countries at the present day,
doors often swung on pivots
projecting into sockets aljove
and below. Modem carpen-
ters' doors are classified in
general as batten-doors and
panel-doors. Batten-doors are formed of two or more
lK>ards placed longitudinally side by side, and held toge-
ther by two or more transverse rails. Panel-doors are
formed of a skeleton franiewi>rk called a door-frame, of
which the openings are lllled with pieces of stuff called
panels, which are usually cut from thinner boards than
the framework. If the paiiels are wider than they are
high, tliey are called lyinfi jian^ls; if longer than wide,
they are called standiny panels.

At last he came unto an yron doore
That fast was lockt. Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 37.

The threshold grates the door to have him heard.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. .')06.

2. An opening for passage into or out of a
building or any apartment of it, or any inclo-
sure ; a doorway.
Whan he entree! in to the Chapelle, that w* but a ly-

tille and a low thing, and had but a lityl Dore and a low,

A



door-case

The comUh, door case, and a sort of a basement above
the steps, are proofs that the architecture is antient.

Pococke, Description of tlie East, II. i. 134.

door-cheek (dor'chek), «. A door-post. Jamie-
son. [Scotch.]

The next thing I admire in it [the Pantheon] is the
doore-^ueks and couple, which is all of one peece of white
marble. Sir A. Balfour, Letters, p. 137.

doorea (do'rf-a), n. A variety of Dacca mus-
lin of the finest quality, printed in colors, and
striped.

door-frame (dor'fram), «. The structure form-
ing the skeleton of a paneled door, it consists

of the stiles at the sides, the montant or centerpiece, and
the rails or horizontal pieces. See cut B under door.

Doorga, «. See Durga.
door-gnard (dor'gard), »i. A light framework
of scantling on the inside of a railroad-ear for

freight or other stowage, to keep the freight

from impeding the movement of the sliding

doors.

door-hanger (dor'hang'fir), n. AmetaUiohook
sustaining a sliding door from above, and slid-

ing on an iron track as the door moves.
door-hawk (dor'hak), n. Same as dor-hawh.

Montaf/ii.

dopringt (dor'ing), n. [< door + -ing'^.'\ A door
withaJl its appendages.

So terrible a noise as shalces the do<yring» of houses . . .

ten miles off. Milton, Hist. Moscovia, v.

door-jamb (dor'jam), n. Seejawfi.

doorkeeper (dor'ke'pfer), n. 1. One who
guards the door or entrance of a house or an
apartment, and admits persons entitled to ad-

mittance ; a janitor.

I had rather be a doorkeeper In the house of my' God,
than to dwell in the tents of wickedness. Ps. Ixxxir. 10.

2. In the early churoli and in the Boman Cath-
olic Church, same as osUary.

door-isiob (dor'nob), n. The bulb or handle
on a door-lock spindle, by which the door is

opened.
door-knocker (d6r'nok"6r), n. Same as knocker.

The visitor will certainly be sent to see a door-knocker
in a house in one of the streets on the western slope.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 215.

door-latch (dor'lach), n. An attachment to a
door by which it is kept closed, it is either a latch

in the typical form, or a spring-bolt in a case of metal
having a spindle with knobs by which the bolt is released
from a keeper on the door-post.

door-mat (dor'mat), n. A heavy mat made of

hemp, flax, or jute, woven or tied, or of sedge,
straw, rushes, etc., or sometimes of caoutchouc,
placed before a door for use in cleaning the
shoes bv those entering.

door-nail (dor'nal), n. [< ME. dorenail, dor-
nayl ; < door + nail.1 A large nail or stud fixed
in a door to receive the blow of a knocker of

simple form.—Dead as a door-nail. See dead.

door-piece (dor'pes), n. In a Cornish pump-
lift, the valve-chamber of the pump, it Is a sec-

tion in which there is a door that can be taken away when
it is necessary to examine the valve and seat, or to make
repairs.

door-pin (dor'pin), n. A pin or catch used to
fasten tlie door of a freight-car.

door-placet (dor'plas), «. Same as doorway.

I went up the hill to the west, opposite to the end of
the vale of Hinnom, and saw a great number of sepulchral
grots cut out of the rock, many of which have beautiful
door-places. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 25.

door-plate (dor'plat), n. A plate of metal or
other material on the door of a house or room,
bearing the name and sometimes the business
of the occupant.
door-post (dor'post), n. The post, jamb, or
side-piece of a door.

And thou shalt write them [my words] upon the door
posts of thine house, and upon thy gates. Deut. xi. 20.

door-pnll (dor'pul), n. A handle used for open-
ing or shutting a door.

door-shaft (dor'shaft), n. A revolving iron
shaft extending from the front platform to the
rear door of a street-car having no conductor,
by means of which the driver can open or close

the door.

doorshek (dSr'shek), n. The prayer-carpet
used by Mohammedans. See prayer-rug.

door-sill (dor'sil), n. The sill or threshold of
a doorway.

Doorrill there was none, but a perennial passage for
the hens under the door board. Thoreuu, Walden, p. 47.

door-spring (dor'spring), n. An apparatus for
automatically closing a door. Door-springs are
made in a great variety of forms, and act by means of coiled,
twisted, or curved metallic springs, strong elastic bands,
or air-compressing appliances, which store the power spent
in opening the door and apply it to close and latch iC
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doorsteadt (dor'sted), «. The entrance of or

parts about a door; a doorway.

Did nobody clog up the king's door-stead more than I,

there would be room for all honest men.
Warburton, To Hurd, Letter cxcL

door-step (dor'step), n. The step of a door;

the threshold.

She set her foot on her door step,

A bonny marble stane.

Lord William (Child's Ballads, IIL 20).

door-stone (ddr'ston), n. The stone at the

threshold; the step-stone.

They durstna' on ony errand whatsoever gang ower the

dore-stane after gloaming. Scott.

door-stop (dor'stop), n. 1. A flange against

which a door shuts in its frame.— 2. A device

placed behind a door to prevent it from being
opened too widely.

door-strap (dor'strap), n. In some street-cars

having no conductor, a cord or strap by which
the driver can close the rear door.

door-strip (dor' strip), n. A border or weather-
guard affixed to the edge of a door, and arranged
to fit tightly against the casing when the door
is closed.

door-treet (dor'tre), ». [< ME. doretre (= Dan.
dortrce = Sw. dorrtrce); < door -t- tree.'] The
side-piece or jamb of a door ; the door-post.

—

Dead as a door-tree. Same as dead as a door-naU
(which see, under dead).

For lames the gentil lugged in his bokes,
That faith with-oute the faite is riste no thinge worthi,
And as ded as a dore-tre but 3if the dedes folwe.

Piers Plowman (B), i. 185.

doorway (dor'wa), n. In arch., the passage of

a door; the entranceway into a room or build-

ing. Doorways exhibit the characteristics of the differ-

ent classes of architecture in which they are used. In
classical architecture and during the middle ages much

dopping

sew.] Cotton cloth used for tents and other
things requiring strong material, from Agra in

northern India. .Also dosootee.

dop^t (dop), V. i. [< ME. "doppen (only as in

deriv. dop^, n.i, deeper, ». ), < -AS. doppettan, dip,

dive, as a bird into water, < *dopen, pp. of

*dedpan, the formal source of dyppan, dip, -1-

-ettan, verb-formative: see dip, and cf. dop^, n.^,

dopper. Cf. also OFlem. doppen, var. of doperi

= MD. dopen, D. doopen = MLG. dopen, etc.,

dip, baptize : see dope, re.] To dip or duck.

So was he dight,
That no man might

Hym for a frere deny,
He dopped and dooked,
He spake and looked,

So religiously.
Sir T. More, A Merry lest.

Like tonny-flsh they be which swiftly dive and dop.
North, tr. of Plutarch.

doplf (dop), re.l [< ME. doppe, a water-bird,
dipper, diver, < AS. doppa (in a gloss, "funix
[fulix, coot], gonot [gannet] vel doppa, enid
[duck]"—Wright's AS. Vocab., ed. Wiilcker,
col. 23, 1. 30 ; and in comp. : dufe-doppa, > E.
divedop2>er, divedapper, usually didapper, q. v.

;

rfq;)-ewe(i(lit.'dip-duck'), a coot, Ij.fulica, fulix;

dop-fugel (lit. 'dip-fowl'), L. mergns, mergulus;
cf. E. dobehick, dabchick, prop, "dop-chick, dial.

dop-chicken : see also dopper-bird and dopper),

< doppettan, dip, dive: see dop^, v.] A diving
bird ; a diver.

Hy plumten doune, as a doppe, in the water.
King Alisaunder, 1. 5776 (Weber's Metr. Rom., I.).

Medieval Doorway.— North Portal, or Door of the Virgin, of the
western front of Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris. ( From Viollet-le-

Duc's *' Diet, de 1'Architecture."

)

attention was bestowed upon the design and ornamenta-
tion of entrances, particularly those of churches and other
public buildings. In all good architecture the chief door-
way of a building is treated as a very important feature,
and is made of size and dignity corresponding with the
fayade of which it is a part and the Interior to which it

gives access.

The Pelasgic races soon learnt to adopt for their door,
ivays the more pleasing curvilinear form with which they
were already familiar from their interiors.

J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 236.

There are no flying buttresses, no pinnacles, no deep
and fretted doorways, such as form the charm of French
and English architecture.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 46.

doorway-plane (dor'wa-plan), «. In arch., a
space between the open passage or the door-
way proper and the larger arch within which
it is placed. This space is frequently richly
adorned with senlpture, especially in medieval
architecture.

doorweed (dor'wed), «. The Polygonum avi-

culare, a common low weed in yards, pathways,
and waste places.

dooryard (dor'yard), n. A yard about the door
of a house.

On either side [of the road] stand the houses, with little

green lawns in front, called in rustic parlance " door-
yards." J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 20.

doosootee (d8-s6'te), ». [Hind, dusuti, a coarse
cloth made of double threads, < do, du (< Skt.
dvi = E. two), + sUt, thread, < Skt. /w = E.

dop^t (dop), Ji.2 [< dop'^, ».] A very low bow.
The Venetian dop, this.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, v, 2.

dop2 (dop), n. [Also written dopp; < D. dop, MD.
dop, doppe = MLG. dop, doppe, shell, husk,
cover.] In diamond-cutting, the instrument into

which the diamond to be polished is soldered
by means of a fusible metal, it consists of a bowl
to receive the diamond and molten metal, and a rotmd
iron stem, which is held by the tongs.

dop-chicken (dop'chik^'en), re. [Same as "dop-
chick, which is found only in the altered forms
dobehick, dabchick, < dop\ v., -i- chick or chicken :

see dop^, re. i, and dabchick.'] Same as dabchick,

3. [Prov. Eng. (Lincolnshire).]

dope (dop), re. [< D. doop, sauce, dip, baptism,
< doopen, dip, baptize : see dip, and cf. dop^,

dojier.] 1. Any thick liquid, as a thick sauce,
thick gruel, or other semi-fluid or pasty thing
for eating. Specifically— 2. A thick pasty lu-

bricant; specifically, axle-grease.

" Dope," a preparation of pitch, tallow, and other ingre-

dients, whicli, being applied to the bottom of the shoes,

enables the wearer to lightly glide over snow softened by
the rays of the sun. Sci. Amer. Supp., XXII. 9033.

3. Any absorbent material, as cotton-wast« or
sand, used to absorb and hold a lubricant or
other liquid. Thus, cotton-waste is used as dope on
railroads around the axles of the wheels to hold the oil

used for lubrication ; and in the mantifacture of dynamite
sand is used to Iiold the nitroglycerin.

doperf, n. Same as dopper, 2.

doppert (dop'er), n. [ME. dopper, spelled doppar,
a water-fowl, didapper (see divedapper, dire-

dopper, didapper, ME. dydoppar, etc., orig. dive
\- dopper), < doppe, dip: see dop^, n.i] 1. A
di-ving bird ; a didapper.

Doppar or dydoppar, watyr byrde, mergulus.
Prompt. Parv., p. 127.

Doppar, byrde. Palsgrave.

2. A dipper: in contempt for an Anabaptist.
[Cf. IHjyper, 2.] Also doper.

Fact. Have you doppers ?

2 Her. A world of doppers t but they are there as luna-
tic persons, walkers only : that have leave only to hum and
ha, not daring to prophesy, or start up upon stools to raise

doctrine. B. Jonson, News from the New World.

dopper-bird (dop'fer-bferd), «. The dabchick or
didapper. Halliwell.

doppia (dop'pia), re. [It., fem. of doppio = F.
double, > E. double: see double. Cf. dobla,

dobra.] A former Italian gold coin ; a pistole.
The doppia of Piedmont was equal to 82.72 in American
gold, that of Rome S3.37, that of Lucca $3.37, that of Milan
$3.81, tllat of Venice $4.07, that of Malta $4.08, and that
of the island of Sicily $5.05.

doppietta (dop-piet'ta), re. [It. dial., dim. of

doppia : see doppia.^ A former goltl coin of
the island of Sardinia, worth $1.90 m American
gold.

doppingt (dop'ing), re. [Verbal n. of dop^, v.']

LiteraUy, a dipping or ducking; specifically,

in falconry, a number of sheldrakes together.

A dopping of sheldrakes.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 87.



dopplerite

dopplerite (dop'lfer-it), n. [Named by Haidin-
ger for the German physicist Christian Doppler
(1803-54).] A substance derived from the
maceration of peat or other vegetable matter.
It is soft and elastic wlien freslily obtained, but loses two
thirds of its weight of water when dried at the ordinary
temperature of the air, and then has nearly the composi-
tion of cellulose. When thoroughly dry it is brittle, and
has a vitreous luster and a decided conchoidal fracture.
It is found in many localities in peat-bogs, and associated
with lignite. It is one of the varieties of fossil vegetable
matter called by the Germans Pechkohle (pitch-coal).

dopatta (do-put'a), n. [Also doputtah; < Hind.
dupatta, d'apatta (cerebral t), a kind of shawl
or wrapper, lit. having two breadths, < do, du
(< Skt. dci = E. two), + pat, a breadth.] In
India, a wide piece of stuff, worn as a shawl,
without cutting or sewing. It is the principal
garment of women of the lower orders.

dorl, dorrl (ddr), n. [Early mod. E. also dorre,
doar, dure (and in comp. sometimes door); <

ME. *dore (not found), < AS. dora, a humble-
bee, bumblebee (AS. also /eW-feerf, 'field-bee');
cf. mod. comp. dumbledore, a bumblebee, also
a beetle or cockchafer. Origin unknowm.] 1.

A lamellieom beetle of the family Scarabmdce,
a species of dung-beetle, Geotrypes stercorarius.
It is one of the commonest British Ijeetles, less than an
inch long, black with a metallic reflection, and is often
heard droning through the air toward the close of the sum-
mer twilight. Also called dor-beetle, sometimes dor-Jly,
and proviucially in England buzzard-clock.

What should I care what every dor doth buz
In credulous ears?

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Hovels, ill. 2.

With broods of wasps, of hornets, doars, or bees.
John Dennys(Arber'a Eng. Garner, 1. 173).

2t. A drone (bee).

There is a great numbre of gentlemen which cannot be
content to live idle themseUes, lyke dorreg, of yat which
other haue lalx>ured for.

Sir r. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ed. Arber, p. 38.

3. The cockchafer, Melolontha vulgaris. [Prov.
Eng.] Also dor-beetle.—4. One of several
ground-beetles, species of the family Carabidce
and genus Harpalus. More fully called black
dor. Kirby.

dor^t, dorr^t (d6r), v. t. ; pret. and pp. dorred,
ppr. dorring. [Early mod. E. also dorre; ap-
par. < dorl, dorr^, a beetle, in the same way as
hum, humbug, hoax, < hum, buzz; but cf. Icel.

ddri = Dan. daare = Sw. ddre, a fool, Dan. be-

daare = Sw. ddra, befool, infatuate, delude:
see dare^. The G. thor, MHG. tore, tor, is a dif-

ferent word, connected with E. dizzy.'] To
hoax; humbug; make a fool of; perplex.

At>road with Thomas ? Oh, that villaine dorg me

;

He hath discovered all unto my wife.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv.

When we are so easily dord and amated with every soph-
Isme, it is a certain argument of great defect of inward
furniture and worth. Haleg, .Sermon on 2 Pet. ill. 16.

To dor tUe dotterel, to humbug a simpleton.

Here he comes, whistle ; be this sport called dorriwjthe
dott'rel! B. Jongon, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 1.

dor2t, dorr^t (d6r), n. [< dor2, dorr^, r.] 1. A
trick ; a practical joke.

My love was fool'd, time number'd to no end
My expectation flouted ; and guess you, sir,

What dor unto a doating maiu this was.
What a base breaking-off

!

Fletcher (and another), Lore's Pilgrimage, III. 2.

Now trust me not, Readers, if I be not already weary
of pluming and footing this Seagull, so open he lies to
strokes ; and never offers at another, but brings home the
dorre upon himselfe. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuos.

2. A practical joker.
This night's sport,

Which our court-<Zor« so heartily Intend.
B. Jongon, Cynthia's Revels, v. 1.

3. A fool, ffawkins, iii. 109 (in Halliwell).—
To give one Uie dor, to make a fool of one.

He follows the fallacy, conies out accoutred to his be-
lieved instructions ; your mistress smiles, and you fTiiw him
the dor. B. Jongon, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

Soradina (dor-a-di'na), n. pi. [NL., < Dora.i
(-rad-) + -ina.'] In Gunther's system of classi-
fication, a group of Siluridoeviith the rayed dor-
sal fin developed and the anterior and posterior
nostrils remote from each other. It includes
the Dnrndince and other forms.
Doradinse (dor-a-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Doras
{-rad-) + -ina.'] A subfamily of siluroid fishes
with the gill-merabrane confluent with the skin
below, the nostrils remote, and a lateral row of
bony plates. It includes about 40 South Ameri-
can fresh-water species.

doradine (dor'a-dm), a. Of or relating to the
Doradina;.

Dorado (do-rU'do), n. [< Sp. dorado (< L. de-
auratus), gilt, pp. of dorar, < LL, deaurare, gild

:
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see deaurate.] 1. A small southern constella-
tion, created by Bayer, north of the great Magel-
lanic cloud.— 2. II. c] Same as dolphin, 2.

Dorataspida (dor-a-tas'pi-da), ». pi. [NL.
(Haeekel, 1862), < Dorataspis -f -ida.] A fam-
ily of acantharian radiolarians, typified by the
genus Dorataspis. They have a simple spherical lat-
tice-shell, composed of the branched apopiiyses of 20 equal
radial spines meeting in its center. Properly written Do-
ratagpidce.

The family Dorataspida is the most important family
of the Acanthophracta, or of those Acantharia in which
the radial spines are connected by a complete extra-cap-
sular lattice-shell.

Haeckel, Radiolaria of Challenger, p. 802.

Dorataspids (dor-a-tas'pi-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Dorataspis + -idee.'] Same as Dorataspida, and
the preferable form of the name.
Dorataspididae (dor-'a-tas-pid'i-de), n. j)7.

[NL.] Same as Dorai'aspidw.

Dorataspis (dor-a-tas'pis), n. [NL. (Haeckel,
1860), < Gr. iipv'j spear, -t- dffm'f, shield.] A
genus of radiolarians, typical of the family Do-
rataspida.

dor-beetle, dorr-beetle (ddr'be'tl), »i. 1. Same
as (fori, 1.— 2. Same as dor^, 3, and cock-

chafer, 1.

dor-bug, dorr-bug (ddr'bug), «. 1. The cock-
chafer of Europe, Melolontha vulgaris.— 2. In

the United States,

the popular name
of several species
of the genus Lach-
nosterna, of which
there are altoge-
ther about 75. The
commonest is L. /iigca,

abundant in the months
of May and June, hence
sharing with some re-

lated beetles the name
of June-bug. It is a
stout beetle, about an
inch long, of a dark-
brown color, with com-
paratively long, slen-

der feet and hooked
claws, and well known
from its habit of enter-
ing lighted rooms at
night with a loud buzz-
ing noise. These bee-
tles feed upon the

leaves of various trees, preferably plum and cherry. The
large white larvae or grubs live in the ground on the roots
of turf, and are often very injurious, like those of the
cockchafer.

Dorcas (ddr'kas), n. [NL., < Gr. do/j/cdf, a deer,

a gazel (so called in reference to its large bright
eyes), < SepiuaSai, perf. deiopKa, see, look at.

Drakt^ and dragort are of the same ult. origin.]

A genus of antelopes. Ogilby, 1836.

Dorcatherium (d6r-ka-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. Sopnac, a deer, + Brjpiov, a wild beast.] A
genus of fossU deer or Cervidce of the Miocene
period. Kaup, 1833.

Dorcopsis (d6r-kop'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dopKd(,

a gazel, + cnpi^, appearance.] A genus of Pa-
puan kangaroos, rhey are of small size and somber
coloration, with the hair on the nape antrorse, the tail

DoT'bug (.LacknosternafHSta).
( Line shows natural size. }

Doric

dor-hawk, dorr-ha-wk (dor'hftk), n. The com-
mon goatsucker, night-jar, or fern-owl, Capri-
midgus europimis. Also door-hawk. [Local,
Eng.]

The dor-hawk, solitary bird,
Round the dim crag8 on heavy pinions wheeling.

Wordswo7-tk, The Waggoner, I.

doria (do'ri-a), n. A cotton cloth woven with
stripes of different thicknesses.

,

Dorian (do'ri-an), a. and «. [< L. DoriuSy
equiv. to DoricnSj < Gr. A6piog, AupiKdg, Dorian,
Doric, pertaining to Doris, L, Doris^ Gr. Awp/f,

or to the Dorians, L. Doves, Gr, AupiEi^, eponyna.
Aopo^j Donis.] I, «. 1. Of or pertaining to
Doris, a small district of ancient Greece, lying
south of Thessaly and northwest of Phocis;
relating to or originating with the inhabitants
of Doris.— 2. Of or pertaining to the Doric
race; Doric.

There shalt thou hear and learn the secret power
Of harmony, in tones and numbers hit
By voice or hand ; and various-measured verse,
jEoIian charms and Dorian lyrick odes.

Milton, P. R., iv. 257.

Dorian chiton, mode, etc. See the nouns.

II. H. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Do-
ris in Greece.— 2. A member of the Doric or
Dorian race, one of the four great divisions of
the ancient Hellenes or Greeks (the others be-
ing the ^olians, the lonians, and the Acheans).
In the historical period the Dorians occupied southern
and western Peloponnesus, the chief state of the race being
Sparta, as well as Megara, Corinth, Argos, Cnidus, Hali-
carnassus, Rhodes, Corcyra, Syracuse, Tarentum, etc.

Dorid (dor'ik), a, and w. [Formerly Dorick,
Doricke; = F. Dorique = Sp. D<kico = Pg. It.

DoricOj < L, VoricuSj < Gr, AupiKdg, < Aapi^j

Doris: see Dorian.'] I, a. 1. Pertaining to
Doris or its inhabitants.— 2. Pertaining to the
Dorian race; characteristic of or derived from
the Dorians.

He touch'd the tender stops of various quills,
With eager thought warbling his Doric lay.

Milton, Lycidaa, 1. 189.

Doric cyma. See eyma, 1.— Doric dialect. See II.—
Doric mode. See mode.— Doric order, in arch., the old-
est and strongest of the three Greek orders, in its exter-
nal forms the simplest of all, but in its most perfect ex-
amples, especially as exhibited in the monuments of the
age of Pericles at Athens, combining with solidity and
force the most subtle and delicate refinement of outlines
and proportiona thai architecture ha.'^ known. In a de-

Papuan Kangaroo {Dorcopsis luctuosa).

naked and scaly at the end, the premolar teeth large, and
eye-teeth present. D. luctuosa of Papua is about 2 feet
long, with a tail 1 foot long. Z>. muelleri is a species pe-
culiar to the island of Misol.

dore^t, w. An obsolete spelling of door.

dore^t, « - An obsolete spelling of dorl, retained
in dumbledore.

doreet (do-re' or do're), n. Same as dory^.

Dorema (do-re'ma), n. [NL., so called in allu-

sion to its product, g^m ammoniac, < Gr. (Jw-

pT/fiaj a gift, < Supeiv, give, present, < Supov, a
gift, < m-66-vaty give: see donate.] A genus
of umbelliferous plants, of about half a dozen
species, natives of western Asia. The most im-
portant is />. ammf/niacuin, which yiehla the gum am-
raoniacum of commerce, Its concrete milky juice. A very
similar guni-reain is furnished by D. Aucheri.

dor-fly, dorr-fly (ddr'fli), n. Same as dor^j 1.

Doric Architecture.— Diagram of northeast angle of the Parthenon,
illu&tiattng method of construction.

based and distorted form, the Doric constituted the sec-

ond order of the Romans, coming between their Tuscan
and Ionic. A characteristic of the Grecian Doric column
is the absence of a base ; the channelings are usually 20 in

number, and in section approximate to a semi-ellipse ; the
capital has generally no astragal, but only one or more
fillets or annulets, which separate the channelings from
the echinus. The profile of the capital in the best exam-
ples is a carefully studied eccentric curve, neither flat

enough to be hard in effect, nor full enough to be weak.
The echinus prior to the time of perfection spread out far

beyond the shaft; the later Greeks made it a frustum of

a cone, and the Romans cut it as an ordinaiy quarter-
round. In good Greek examples, as a rule, no horizontal
lines are found in a Doric building, floor- and cornice-lines,

etc., being curved slightly upward ; the profiles of the col-

umn-shafts are slightly convex, and all colunnis are slight-

ly inclined toward the center of the building. All these
particularities have relation to optical effects so subtle

that their influence is felt rather than seen.

The first of the Roman orders is the Doric, which, like
everything else in this style, takes a place about half-way
between the Tuscan wooden posts and the nobly simple
order of the Greeks. J. Fergrusson, Hist. Arch., I. 2Si^



Doric

n. n. The Doric dialect; the language of the

Dorians, a dialect of the Greek or Hellenic,

characterized by its broadness and hardness:

hence applied to any dialect with similar char-

acteristics, especially to the Scotch.

Doricism (dor i-sizm), n. [< Doric + -tsm.] A
peculiarity of the Doric dialect; a character-

istic of Doric speech or manner.
Doricize (dor'i-siz), t>. t. ; pret. and pp. Dori-
ei^ed, ppr. Doricizing. [< Doric + -ire.] To
render Doric in character. Also spelled Dori-

cise.

The Ionic order, for instance, which arose in the Grecian
colonies on tlie coast, is only the native style of this coun-

try Doricised, if the expression may be used.
J. Fergv£S(m, Hist, Arch., I. 228.

Doridida. Doridse (do-rid'i-de, dor'i-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Doris (Dorid-) + -idw.'] A family of

marine nudibranchiate gastropods, the sea-lem-

ons, having no shell or mantle, and the giUs dis-

posed circularly in a rosette around the anus
(pygobranchiate),which is on the dorsal aspect.

See cut under Doris.

doridoid (dor'i-doid), a. [< Doris (Dorid-) +
-oid.'] Like a sea-lemon; being or resembling
an animal of the genus Doris or family Doridi-

dtv: as, a rforirfoirf nudibranchiate.
DoridopsidSB (dor-i-dop'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dorido2>sis + -id<e.'\ A family of nudibran-
chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Dori-
dopsis. They are superficially like the Doridi-
d(e, but have a suctorial mouth without any
odontophore.
Doridopsis (dor-i-dop'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Suplg

(dupiJ-), a knife (see Doris), + oipic, view, ap-
pearance.] The typical genus of the family
DoridopsidcB.

Dorippe (do-rip'e), «. [NL., < Gr. tSu/w'r (see

Doris) + OTirof, a horse.] The typical genus of

Sea.lemon {Dgrisjohnstoni).

Mask-crab {Doriffe sima

the family Dorippidce, containing such species

as D. sima, the mask-crab. They are noted as
crabs with which certain sea-anemones are ean-
crisocial.

Dorippidae (do-rip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dorippe
+ -irfi.] A family of anomural decapod crusta-
ceans, typified by the genus Dorippe.
Doris (do'ris), n. [NL., < Gr. dufuc (also rfopi'f,

appar. after Sopv, a spear), a knife used at sac-
rifices, prop, a Dorian knife (se. Koiric, a knife),
being prop, adj.,

Aupic, Dorian

;

also, as a noun,
the country of the
Dorians : see Do-
rian.'] The typical
genus of the fam-
ily Dorididw, or
sea-lemons, containing such species as D. tuber-
culata, D.johnstoni, and D. coccinea. Argo is a
sjTionym.
Dorism (do'rizm), n. [< Gr. iupia/id;, speaking
in Doric, < iupi^ew, speak Doric : see Dorize^
An idiom or peculiarity of the Doric dialect; a
Doricism.

According to Brand, the latest writer on the subject, all
those Vorismg which appear in the Boeotian dialect are
either survivals of the Doric speech of the conquered
inhabitants, or are importations from the neighboring
communities to the west. Amer. Jour. PhiloL, VII. 427.

Dorize (do'nz), v.
;
prei. and pp. Dorized, ppr.

Dorizing. [< Gr. dupilieiv, imitate the Dorians,
speak Doric, < Auptc, Doris : see Dorian.'] I. in-
trans. To use the dialect or customs of the
Dorians.

n. trans. To make Doric.

B<jeotia was originally an Aeolic land, and ... it was
partially Dorized at an early period of its history.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 431.

dorkins (d6r'king), n. [So called from DorUng,
in Surrey, England, where these fowls have been
extensively bred.] A breed of domestic fowls,
of good size, and of fair quality as egg-pro-
ducerg, but especially valuable for the table.
The breed Is characterized by the long, low, full shape,
and by having Ave toes on each foot. There are white,
Ulver-gray, colored, and cuckoo dorkings, having either
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single combs or rose-combs. The cuckoo dorkings are
barred black and white. The general characteristics of
the silver-gray and colored varieties are : hens, gray (in the
colored variety, brownish or spotted black), with salmon
breasts ; cocks, glossy black on breast, with back, neck,
saddle, wing-bow, and secondaries white.

dorlach, dorloch (d6r'la6h, -loch), n. [Sc, <

Gael, dorlach, a handful, a bundle, a sheaf of

aiTows, a quiver, < dorn, a fist (of. dim. dornan,
a small handful), -t- luchd, a burden, load.] 1.

A bundle ; a knapsack.

These supple fellows [the Highlanders], with their plaids,
targes, and dorlachs. J. Baillie, Letters, I. 175.

2. A portmanteau.
There's Vich Ian Vohr has packed his dorlach.

Scott, Waverley, II. 389.

Callum told him also, tat his leather dorloch wi' the lock
on her was come frae Doune. Scott, Waverley, II. 319.

3t. A quiver.

Swordes, tairgis, bowes, dorlaches, and wther invasive
wapones. Acts of Charles I. (ed. 1814), v. 357.

[The Scotch dorlach, also spelled dourlach, is said to mean
also 'a short sword, a dagger' ; but this appears to be an
error, resting in part on a misundei'standing of the quota-
tion last cited.]

dorm (dorm), V. i. [< leel. Norw. dorma = G.
dial, durmen, slumber, doze, = F. dormir = Sp.
dormir, durmir = Pg. dormir = It. dormire,
sleep, < L. dormire, sleep. Cf. Gr. dapBaveiv,

Skt. ^ dra, sleep. See dormant, dormer, etc.]

To slumber; doze. [North. Eng.]
dorm (ddrm), n. [< dorm, v.] A slumber; a
doze.

Not a calm and soft sleep like that which our God giv-

eth His beloved ones, but as the slumbering dortnes of a
sick man. Bp. Sanderson, Works, I. 146.

dormancy (d6r'man-si), n. [< OP. dormance,
< dormant, sleeping: see dormant and -ancy.]
The state of being dormant

;
quiescence.

To the conduct of their predecessor, Queen ]VIary, it was
an objection, that she had revived an ill precedent of pre-
rogative taxation after a dortnancy of centuries.

State Trials, The Great Case of Imposition, an. 1606.

dormant (dor'mant), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also dormaunt, sometimes dormond, dormount;
< ME. dormant, dormaunt, stationary, < OF. dor-
mant, F. dormant = Sp. dor-
miente, durmiente = Pg. dormente
= It. dormente, dormiente, sleep-
ing, dormant (Sp. also as a noun,
a beam, joist), < L. dormien{t-)s,
ppr. ot dormire, sleep: seedorwi.j

I. o. 1. Sleeping; asleep. Hence— 2. In lier., lying down with
its head on its fore paws, as if

Lion Donnant.

asleep: said of a beast used as a bearing.— 3.
Hibernating: said of certain animals.— 4. In
a state of rest or inactivity

;
quiescent ; not in

action, movement, force, or operation; being
or kept in abeyance : as, a dormant rebellion

;

a dormant title ; dormant privileges.

It is by lying dormant a long time or being . . . very
rarely exercised, that arbitrary power steals upon a peo-
ple. Burke.

We espied
Some indications strong of dormant pride.

Crabbe, Tales of the HaU.

The impulse which they communicated to the long dor-
mant energies of Europe. Prescott, I'erd. and Isa., i. 8.

Underneath every one of the senses lies the soul and
spirit of it, dormaM till they are mi;gnetized by some
powerful emotion.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 185.

Dormant bolt. See bom.— Dormsint execution, a writ
which ]>y neglect to enforce it loses its priority over a
subsequent creditor.— Dormant partner, in com., a
sleeping or special partner. See partner.—Donnant
tablet, a table, as of the dining-room, which is perma-
nent, forming a stationary piece of furniture, as distin-
guished from one made up of boards laid on trestles, as
was common in Europe in the middle ages.

His table dormant in his halle alway
Stood redy covered al the longe day.

Chaucer, Gen Pl-ol. to C. T., 1. 353.

The tabull dormounte withouten lette

;

Tlier at the cokwoldes wer sette.

The Horn of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 19).

Dormant wlndowt, the window of a sleeping-apart-
ment ; a dormer-window.

II. n. 1. Abeam; a sleeper: formerly also
dormond, dormant-tree. Also dormer. Halli-
viell.— 2. A dish which remains from the be-
ginning to the end of a repast, such as cold
pies, hams, and potted meats, placed down the
middle of the table at a large entertainment;
a centerpiece which is not removed. Imp.
Diet.

dormant-treet, n. Same as dormant, 1.

dormart, «. An obsolete form of dormer.
dormauntt, a- and n. An obsolete form of
dormant.

dormouse

dormet, v. and n. An obsolete form of dorm.
dormer (dor'mfer), n. [Formerly also dorniar;
< OF. dormeor, dormior, dormor, also dormitor,
a sleeping-room, < L. dormitorium, a sleeping-
room: see dormitory.] 1. A sleeping-room;
adormitory.— 2. [Sihovt for dormer-window.] A
dormer-window. Oxford Gloss. Arch.— 3. Same
as dormant, 1. Halliwell.

dormered (d6r'm6rd), a. [< dormer + -ed?.]
Having dormer-windows.

It was a square old edifice, with a porch which was a
model of gravity, and a higli, solid, dormered roof of the
kind that seems to grow darker and more ponderous as
years go Ijy. Xeu> Princeton Bev., III. 112.

dormer-window (ddr'mer-win'do), n. [< dor-
mer, 1, + window;
so named because
such windows are
found chiefly in up-
per bedrooms.] A
window standing
vertically in a pro-
jection, built out to
receive it, from a
sloping roof.

dormiat (dor'mi-at),
n. [L., let him
sleep : 3d pars. sing,

pres. subj. of dor-
mire, sleep : see
dorm.] A license
for a student to be
absent from early
prayers. Gradus ad
Cantab.
dormice, n. Plural
of dormouse.
dormition (d6r-
mish'on), m. [=OF.
dormition, dormison,
F. dormition = Pr.
dormicio = Sp. dor-
micion = It. dormi-
zione, < L. dormi-
tio{n-), sleep, < dormire, sleep: see dorm.] A
sleeping ; the state or condition of sleep, espe-
cially a prolonged one. [Rare.]

Wert thou disposed ... to plead, not so much for the
utter extinction as for the dortnitione of the soul.

Bp. Hall, Works, VII. 295.

We consult him upon matters of doctrine, and quiz him
tenderly upon his powers of dormition.

U. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 70.

dormitive (dor'mi-tiv), a. and n. [= F. dor-
vtitif = Sp. Pg. dormitivo, < NL. dormitivus, <
L. dormire, sleep : see dortn.] I. a. Causing
or tending to cause sleep: as, the dormitive
properties of opium.

II. n. A medicine which has the property of
producing or promoting sleep; an opiate; a
soporific.

Dormer-window of the H6tel de
Jacques Cceur, Bourses, France ; I5tb
century.

But for Cowslip-Wine, Poppy-Water, and all Dormi-
tives, those I allow. Congreve, Way of the World, iv, 5.

dormitory (dor'mi-to-ri), n.; pi. dormitories
(-riz). [= OF. dormitor, dormitoir, vernacularly
dormeor, dormior, dormor (> E. dormer, q. v.),

and dortor, dortour, dorteour (> E. dorter, q. v.)
z= Pr. dormidor, dormitori = Sp. Pg. It. dormi-
torio, < L. dormitorium, a sleeping-room, neut.
of dormitorius, belonging to sleep, < dormitor,
a sleeper, < dormire, sleep: see dorm.] 1. A
place, building, or room to sleep in. Specifically— (a) A place in convents where the monks or nuns sleep,
either divided into a succession of small chambera or cells,

or left undivided, in the form commonly of a long room.
The dormitory has usually immediate access to the church
or chapel, for the convenience of its occupants in attend-
ing noctiunal services.

Round each temple-court
In dormitories ranged, row after row.
She saw the priests asleep.

Shelley, Witch of Atlas, Ixiv.

(&) That part of a boarding-school or other institution
where the inmates sleep, usually a large room, either open
or divided by low partitions, or a series of rooms opening
upon a common hall or corridor : in American colleges,
sometimes an entire building divided into sleeping-rooms.

2t. A burial-place ; a cemetery. See cemetery,
which has the same etymological meaning.

He had now in his new church (neere >•« garden) built a '

dormitory or vault with several repositories, in which to '

burio his family. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 10, 1677.

dormondt, n. Same as dormant, 1.

dormountt, a. See dormant!
dormouse (dor'mous), «. ;

pi. dormice (-mis).

[< ME. dormous. spelled dormows, dormowse
j

(15th century), lit. 'sleep-mouse,' in allusion to
its dormant life in winter; < dorm, slumber, +
mouse: see dorm and mouse. Cf. MD. slaep-



Common Dormouse {Muscardinus
avellanarius )

.

donnoTise

ratte = G. schlafratte (lit. 'sleep-rat')) a dor-
mouse.] A rodent of the family -l/«^oa;i(J(B. The
dormouse is peculiar among rodents in having no caecum.
The ^'eneral appearance is

squirrel-lilie, hence tlie

name sqiiirrel-inice some-
times given to these ani-
mals ; but the structure
and general affinities are
murine. The dormice are
confined to the old world,
and are widely distribut-
ed in Europe and Asia,
with some outlying forms
in Africa. Their shape is

neat and gracile ; they
have full eyes, shapely
limbs, and a long hairy
tail, which in Myoxus
proper is bushy and dis-

tichous throughout, in
Muscardinus bushy but
cylindrical, in Etiomys
tufted and flattened at
the end, and in Graphi
urug shorter and like a
lead-pencil. There are about 12 species of the 4 genera
named. The common dormouse is Muscardinus avella-
narius, only about as large as the house-mouse ; the fat
dormouse or loir (Myoxus glis) and the garden-dormouse
or lerot (Elimnys nitela) ai'e both much larger. The dor-
mice hibernate in a lethargic or torpid state, occasionally
waking up in mild weather, and availing themselves of a
stock of provisions which they have hoarded.
He was made for other purpose then to be euer eating

as swine, euer sleeping as Dormise.
Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 30.

Dormouse phalangers. See Dramida.— Striped dor-
mouse.a Iw.uk-nanie of the hackee, chipmunk, or ground-
8iiuirri-l of the United States, Tamias striatus. J'ennant.

dormy (dor'mi), a. lu golf, noting the con-
dition of a player when he is as many holes
ahead of his opponent as there remain holes
to be played. If. Park, Jr.

domeckt, domext, «• Obsolete forms of dor-
nil- 1,-.

domick (dSr'nik), n. [Also formerly or dial.
dornik, domique, dornock, dorneck, darnick, and
(as if pi.) dornex, darnix, etc. (cf. Icel. domikar,
a kind of water-tight boots), so called from
Dornick (OFlem. Dornick, Flem. Doornik = F.
Toumai = ML. Tnrnacum, Tornacum, Toumay),
a town in Belgium where this cloth was origi-
nally made. A similar cloth is said to have been
made at Dornoch in Sutherlandshire, Scot-
land.] If. A stout linen cloth, especially a
damask linen having a simple diaper pattern,
formerly much used for church vestments,
altar-hangings, etc.

He fand his chalraer weill arrayit
With dornik work on buird displayit.

.Sir Z). Lyndsay, Stjuyer Meldrum, L 884.

2. Linsey-woolsey : in this sense darnick. Halli-
tcell. [Prov.Eng.]— 3. [Appar. from a fancied
resemblance to the figures of dornick, 1.] A
pebble or cobblestone ; any small fragment of
rock. [Western U. 8.]
domizt, n. An obsolete form of dornick.
dornock (dfir'nok), n. See dornick.

doront (d6'ron)i'». [L., < 6r. iupov, a gift, also
(perhaps not the same word) a handbreadth:
see dorema, donate.'] 1. A gift; a present.

—

2. As an ancient Greek unit of length, a hand-
breadth or palm.
Doronicum (do-ron'i-kum), n. [NL.] A genus
of composite plants, much resembling the ar-
nica, natives of Europe and temperate Asia.
D. Camasicum and I>. Pardalianches are cultivated for
their llowers, and are commonly known as lefward's-bane.

Dorosoma (dor-o-so'mS), n. [NL., < Gr. ddpo,

a spear, + au/ja, body;" in allusion to the form
of the body in the young.] The typical genus
of clupeoid fishes of the family Dorosomidw;
gizzard-shad. jD. eepedianum is the common
gizzard- or hickory-shad or thread-herring of the
United States. See cut under gizzard-shad.
Dorosomatidae (dor'o-so-mat'i-de), n.pl. [NL.]
Same as Dnrosomidw.
Dorosomidae (dor-o-s6'mi-de), n. pi. [< Doro-
soma + -irfcE.] A" family of malacopterygian
fishes, typified by the genus Dorosoma. They
have an oblong, rather deep ijody, carlnated belly, thin
deciduous scales, small head, and small mouth overarched
by the blunt snout, with narrow, short ma.xillaries having
each a single supplemental bone. They have a general
likeness to a shad, and the species In the United States
are generally called gizzard-shads, lliey are mud-loving
flshe-t, occurring in coast as well as inland waters of warm
regions, and of little or no value aj* food.

dorp (d6r|)), n. [< D. dorp = LG. dorp = AS.
and E. thorn, a village: see thorp.'\ A small
village. [Rare.]

No neighbouring dorp fio lodging to be found,
But bleaky plains, and bare unhospitablc ground.

Dryden, Uind and Panther, 1. 190e.

rl, n. See dor'^.

% V. and n. See dor^.

1737

dorriet, n. An obsolete form of dory'^,

Dorrite (dor'it), n. [< Dorr (see def.) + -ite^.\

In U. S. hist., one of those who engaged in
or favored the revolutionary movement for a
reformation of the then existing oligarchical
State government of Rhode Island in 1841-42,
led by Thomas W. Dorr. The effort ended in a slight
insuiTection called the " Dorr rebellion," after the irregu-
lar adoption by a majority of the people of a new con-
stitution and the election of Dorr as governor ; but its ob-
ject was in great part effected by a constitution legally
formed and adopted in the autumn of 1842.

dorsa, «. Plural of dorsum.
dorsabdominal (d6r-sab-dom'i-nal), a. [< L.
dorsum, the back, -f- abdomen, abdomen: see ab-
dominal. ] Pertaining to the back and the belly

:

specifically said of the situation of parts, or
direction of a line or plane, between the dorsal
and abdominal or ventral aspects of the body:
as, a dorsabdominal axis ; a dorsabdominal di-
rection. Also dorsiventral, dorsoventral Dor-
sabdominal symmetry, a kind of symmetry or reversed

dorsibranchiate

carpellary leaf.— Dorsal vertebrae, in anat, those ver-
tebral which lie between the cervical and lumbar verte-
briE ; thoracic vertebrse, frequently the only ones which
bear free-jointed ribs. Abbreviated d. or />. See cut in
preceding column.— Dorsal vessel, in entmn.. the long
blood-vessel, or heart, lying along the back of an insect.

II, n. 1. In ichth., a dorsal fin. Pennant.—
2. In anat., a dorsal vertebra.— 3. Eccles. See
the extract.

The orphrey of the chasuble was often distinguished
into three parts ; that in the front being called the ''pec-
toral," the other, behind, the '^dorsal," and the two over
the shoulders the "humerals."

Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 363, note.

dorsally (d6r'sal-i), a(i». 1. In a dorsal situa-
tion; on the back; by the back.— 2. In a dor-
sal direction ; toward the back ; dorsad.

At the point of their junction there is usually a single
median process projecting dorsally.

W. H. Flower, Osteology, p. 12.

Dorsally to the alimentary tract the coelom is spacious.
E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 636.

repetition on the opposite (dorsal and abdominal) sides of dorsalmost (dor'sal-most), a. superl. [< dor-

Hi?/Z^i„T^I"?hn\''""*''''.,-''''"''iIi'''',°'t'''''!?''j-P''!'P™; sal + -most.] Next to the back. '"
dlcularly to both the median vertical or longituduial and -"

the transverse planes ; one of the three kinds of symmetry
which an organism may present, the other two being bilat-
eral symmetry and anteroposterior symmetry. It is less
evident than either of the other two, and usually inap-
preciable.

dorsabdominally (dSr-sab-dom'i-nal-i), adv.
In a dorsabdominal direction or relative posi-
tion ; from back to belly, and conversely ; dor-
siventrally: as, a line drawn dnrsabdominally.
dorsad (dor'sad), adv. [< L. dorsum, the back, dorsch (d6rsh). n. [Cf. G. dorsch, the haddock, <

? ' ,*o^''™- J ^ «»?'•' toward the dorsum lG. dorsch = Icel. thorskr = Sw. Dan. torsk, a
or back; backward, with reference to the am- codfish, > E. torsk, q. v.] The young of the
mal itself, without regard to its posture : as, common cod
the spinal cord lies dorsad of the bodies of the Morsel (dors), n. [< OF. dors, dos, back (ef.
vertebne; the aorta arches dorsad &s well as Oers, also dim. derseUt, a canopy: see dorsel).

sal + -most.] Next to the back. [Rare.]

The dorsalnmet pair of tentacles are the only ones which
actually belong to that part of the disc which forms the
great dorsal hood. E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 674.

dorsalward, dorsalwards (d6r' sal-ward,
-wardz), adv. [< dorsal + -ward, -xvards.]

Same as dorsad. [Rare.]

The dorsal division of the ccelom has passed dorsal-
wards. Jour. Micros. Science, XXVIII. 395.

sinistrad: opposed to ventrad, and in Verte-
hrata equivalent to neurad.
dorsadiform (ddr'sad-i-f6nn), a. [< dorsad +
-i-f<irm.] In ichth., having that form in which
the tendency of extension of the body is up-
ward above the shoulders, as the common perch
and many other fishes. Gill.

dorsal (d6r'sal), a. and n. [< F. dorsal= Sp. Pg.
dorsal = It. dorsale, < ML. dorsalis (L. dorsu-
alis), pertaining to the back, < L. dorsum, the
back: see dorse^, dorsum.] I. a. 1. In anat.:
(a) Of or pertaining to the back : as, the dorsal
fin of a fish; dorsal muscles, nerves, etc. (6)
Of or pertaining to the back of a part or organ

:

as, the dorsal aspect of the hand ; the dorsal sur-
face of the breast-bone; the
dorsal artery of the penis.

—

2. In en torn., pertaining to the
upper surface of the thorax or
abdomen.—Dorsal eyes, inzool.,
those eyes which are situated nearly
in the middle of the upper surface,
as in certain Arachnida.—Dorsal
fln, in ichthyol., the fin or fin-like

integumentary expansion generally
developed on the back of aquatic
vertebrates— that is, leptocardians,
myzonts, selachians, true fishes, and
cetaceans. Abbreviated d. or D. See
cut under /in.

—

Dorsal lamlnse, in
embryol., longitudinal folds of blas-
toderm forming a ridge on each side
of the primitive groove of a verte-
brate embryo, and eventually unit-
ing over it to convert it into the cere-
brospinal canal : opposed to ventral
lamimje, vh\ch similarly inclose the
rest of the body.

A linear depression, the primitive
groove, makes its appearance on the
surface of the blastoderm, and the
substance of the niesoblast along
each side of this groove grows up, carrying with it the
superjacent epiblast. Thus are produced the two dorsal
laminae. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 12.

Dorsal muscles, in human anat,, those muscles which
lie upon the back. Those of the so-called first and second
layei-8, however, pertain to the anterior extremity or fore
limb.— Dorsal nerves, those spinal nerves which emerge

in relation with dorsal vertebraj.

F. dos = Sp. Pg. It. dorso, < L. dorsum, the
back (of beasts, later also of men), a ridge, in
ML. the back of anything

;
perhaps akin to 6r.

6eip^, icpri, the neck, a ridge, Supdi, a ridge.]

It. The back.

He had a very choice library of books, all richly bound,
with gilt dorses. Wood, Athense Oxon.

2. A piece of stuff used to cover the back of a
settle or chair, or hung at the back of an altar
or at the sides of a chancel ; especially, a piece
of rich stuff forming the back of a chair of state
or a throne, reaching from the canopy to the
floor of the dais. In ecclesiastical use now dos-
sal. Formerly also dorser, dorsel, dosser.

A dorse and redorse of crymsyn velvet with flowers of
gold, in length two yards three quarters.

Will 0/ Sir R. Sutton.

dorse^ (dSrs), n. [See dorsch.] A young cod,
formerly supposed to be a distinct species
called the variable cod, Gadus callarias.

dorsed (dorst), a. [As dorse^ + -ed^.] In her.,

same as aversant.

dorselt (dor'sel), n. [< OF. dorsal, < ML. dor-
sale, tapestry, also called dorsalicum, dorsuale,
dorsilc, dorserium, dorsarium, dorsorium (> E.
dorser, q. v.), and (accom. to the F.) dossale,

dossuale, and dosserium (> E. dosser, q. v.); so
called because hung at the back of one sit-

ting down, < L. dorsum, the back : see dorse\
dorsal.] 1. Same as dor«el, 2.— 2. [OF. dossal.]

A kind of woolen stuff.— 3. Same as dorser, 2.

dorsert (ddr's^r), n. [= Sc. dorsour, < ME. dor-
sour, dorsure, dorscre, dorcere, < ML. dorserium,
dorsorium, equiv. to dorsale, > E. dorsel, a cano-
py: see dorsel. Same as dosser, q. v.] 1. Same
as dorse^, 2. Prompt, Parv.— 2. A pannier or
basket. Also dorsel, dosser.

She is turn'd,
By this, some farmer's dairymaid ; I may meet her
Riding from market one day 'twixt her dorsers.

Fletcher and Shirley, Kight-Walker, I. 1.

What makes so many scholars then come from Oxford
and t'ambridge, like market-women, with dorsers full of
lamentable tragedies and ridiculous comedies?

Shirley, Witty Fair One, iv.
Dorsal punctures, in en- _. ,, •.• j. /j. • -u , • -,x.-\ ,
'».. imprc^.sed dots, few in DorSlbrailchiata (dor-si-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. jjl. of dorsibranchiatus : see dorsi-
branchiate.] In Cuvier's system, the second or-
der of Annelides, including free marine worms.
It closely approximated in significance to the order Chceto-
poda of modern naturalists. They have the branchiaj on
the back, whence the name.

Early Vertebrate Em-
bryo of Chick.

a, cephalic end ; i,

caudal end ; c, primi-
tive groove; d, dorsal
lamina;, closing over c ;
e, several protoverte-
brse.

number and determinate in posi-
tion, found on the elytra of cer.

tain beetles, principally the Ca-
roHdcB. They are of great ser-

vice in distinguishing species,
and are not to be confounded with
the ordinary irregular punctures

Side View ofHuman Thora-
cic or Dorsal Vertebra.

c, centrum : *', neural
spine; <i, diapophysis or
transverse process : h, facet
for articulation of head of
rib: /', demi-facet for he.id
of another rib ; s, upper ar-
ticular or oblique process, or
prezygapophysis ; z, lower
do., or postzygapophysis.

of the surface.— Dorsal seg- dorsibranchiate (d6r-si-brang'ki-at), a. and n.
'- ' • [< NL. f?orsi7*raHc/i«atas, < L. rforsMTO, the back,

-t- JraKc7(«i', gills.] I. a. 1. Having gills on the
back; notobranchiate, as certain nudibranehi-
ate gastropods and many marine annelids.

—

2. Specifically, having dorsal gills, as the Dor-
sibranchiata ; of or pertaining to the Dorsi-
branchiata.

U, n. A member of the Dorsibranchiata.

mentS, in entoni., the segments
of the abdomen, seen from above,
and numbered from the base to
the apex.— Dorsal surface, in
entom., the upper surface of the
whole insect, including the elytra
if these are present.—Dorsal
suture, in hot., the outer suture
or ridge of a carpel or pod, cor-
responding to the midvein of the



dorsicollar

dorsicollar (dfir-si-kol'Sr), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + coJIum, the neck, + -or.] Of or
pertaining to the back and to the neck. Coucs,
1887.

dorsicumbent (ddr-si-kum'bent), a. [< L. dor-
SMDi, the back, + *-o«»j6e»(<-)s, ppr. ot-cumbere

1738 Dorylsemus

q. v.] A muscle which in some quadrupeds dorsumbonal (d6r-sum'b6-nal), a,

l>asses from the back to the elbow. " ' ' ' ' - • -

dorsoflexion (d6r-s6-flek'shon), n. [< L. dor-
sum, the back, + Jlexio{n-), a bending: see flex-
ion.] A bending of the back; a bow. Froude,
Carlyle, I. 51

[< L. dor-
sum, the back, + umbo{n-), a boss, + -al: see
umbonal.'] In eool., both dorsal and umbonal,
as one of the accessory valves in the family
Pholadidm.

(in comp. incumbere, etc.), otherwise eubare, dorso-intestinal (d6r''s6-in-tes'ti-nal), o. [<L.
lie down.] Lying upon the back ; supine: op- rforsKW, the back, + iretesijno, intestine, + -a?.]
posed to rentricumbent, or prone.
dorsiduct (ddr'si-dukt), V. t. [< L. dorsum, the intestine. E. Owen.
back, + ducerc (pp. *«<;<««), lead.] To bring or dorsolateral (dor-so-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. dor-

111 Pholag dactylus we find a pair of umbonal plates a
dorsumbonal plate and a dorsal plate.

£ncyc. Drtt., XVI. 687.

In anal., situated on the dorsal aspect of the dort (ddrt), n. [< ME. dort (in comp. canker-
dort, q. v.); origin obsctire.] A sulky or sul-

oarry toward or to the back:
duct. [Rare.]

opposed to ventri- sum, the back, + latws (later-), side, + -a?.]
Pertaining to the back and the side ; dorsal and
lateral in position ; situated on the side of the
back; dorsopleural. Also dorsilateral Dorso-
lateral muscle or muscles, the large segmented mass
of muscle in fishes lying between the lateral and dorsal
septa, and the muscles in higher animals which are de-
rived from this.

dorsolumbar (d6r-s6-lum'bar), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + lumbus, loin, +'-ar.] In anat., per-
taining to the whole dorsal (that is, the thora-
cic and lumbar) region of the trunk of the body

:

said especially of those vertebree, collectively
considered, which intervene between the cer-
vical and the sacral vertebrse proper. The most
obvious and usual distinction between dorsal and lumbar
vertebrse being the presence of developed ribs on the for-
mer and their absence from tlie latter, and ribs being fre-
quently developed from the cervical to the sacral region
of the spine, the whole series of such rib-bearing vertebra)
is called dorsolumbar. The epithet is also used in the
phrase dorsolumbar region. Also dartUumbar.

Dorsiduct the tail of the cat so as to expose the anus
and open it slightly. Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 84.

dorsiferous (d6r-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + ferre, = E. 6earl, -)- -oits.] In
zool.: (a) Same as dorsigerous. (6) Bringing
forth upon the back ; dorsiparous.

dorsifized (dor'si-fikst), a. [< L. dorsum, the
back, + flxus, fLxed, pp. of figere, fix: mefix.^
In bot. and zool., attached dorsally, or by the
back: applied to anthers, etc.

dorsigerons (d6r-sij'e-rus), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + gerere, carry, + -oits.] In zool.,
bearing or carrying on the back: as, the dor-
sigerous opossum, Didelphys dorsigera, so called
from the fact that it bears its young upon its
back. Also dorsiferous.

dorsigrade (dor'si-grad), a. [NL., < L. dor-
sum, the back, + gradi, walk.] In zool., walk-
ing upon the back of the toes, as certain arma-
dillos.

dorsilateral (d6r-si-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. dor- dorsomedian (d6r-s6-me'di-an), a. [< L. dor-
sum, the back, + latus (later-), the side, + -al.} *"'"» the back, + medius, middle, + -an."] Sit-

Same as dorsolateral. uated in the midline of the back. Huxley.
dorsilumbar (d6r-si-lum'bar), a. [< L. dor- [Rare.]

sum, the back, -I- lumbus, loin, -f- -ar.'\ Same dorsomesal (dor-so-mes'al), a.

as dorsolumbar.

The variations within the dorsolumbar region depend
on the ribs. Gegeribaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 437.

Same as dorsi-
jlaiits.

doruck

len mood or humor; the sulks: usually in the
plural: as, he is in the dorts. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

Andrew, that left you in the darts, is going to marrv
Kanny Kemp. Petticoat Tales, I. 288.

dort (dort), V. i. [Sc. : see dort, n.] To become
pettish; sulk.

dortert (ddr'tfer), n. [< ME. dorter, dortour,
dortoure, dorture, < OF. dortor, dortour, dor-
teour, dortoir, F. dorioir, < L. dormitorium, a
sleeping-room, dormitory: see dormitory and
dormer.^ A sleeping-room ; a dormitory, es-
pecially of a monastery.
At home in cure dortour.

Chaucer, Sumnioner's Tale, 1. 147.

The Monckes he chaced here and there.
And them pursu'd into their dortours sad.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xii. 24.

They thought there was no life after this ; or if there
were, it was without pleasure, and evei-y soul thrust into
a hole, and a dorter of a span's length allowed for his rest
and for his walk. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 693.

dorty (ddr'ti), a. [Sc. ; < dort + -yT-: see dort,
«.] 1. Pettish; prone to sullenness; sulky.

Your well-seen love, and dorty Jenny's pride.
Ramsay, Poems, II. 68.

2. Delicate; difficult to cultivate: applied to

dorsimesal (ddr-si-mes'al), a. [< dorsimeson +
-al.'\ Lying along the middle line of the back;
pertaining in any way to the dorsimeson. Also

Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 44.

mesal.

dorso-orbicularis (d6r'''s6-6r-bik-u-Ia'ris), n.
;

pi. dorso-orUculares (-rez). A muscle of the
hedgehog, arising on the back near the termi-
nation of the trapezius, and spreading upon the
orbicularis pauniculi, which it antagonizes.
dorsopleural (d6r-so-plS'ral), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + Gr. nT^evpa, tte side, + -al."] In
anat., of or pertaining to the back and the side.
dorsosseus (d6rs-os'e-us), n.

;
pi. dorsossei (-i).

[NL. (Coues, 1887), '< L. dorsum, the back, -1-

osseus, of bone: see osseous.^ A dorsal inter-
osseus muscle of the hand or foot.

A water-bottle used in

dorsomesal.
[Rare.]

dorsimeson (ddr-si-mes'on), n. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + NL. meson, q. v., coined by Wilder
and Gage.] The middle lengthwise line of the
back. [Rare.]

dorsiparous (d6r-sip'a-rus), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, -I- parere, produce, + -ous.'] 1. In
bot., bearing fruit upon the back: applied to
certain groups of ferns which produce fruit dorsourt, n. See dorser.

upon the lower surface or back of the fronds, dorsoventral (d6r-s6-veu'tral), a.— 2. In zool., hatching young upon the back, "^ "- '

as certain toads do.

dorsiscapular (d6r-si-skap'u-lar), o. [< L.
dorsum, the back, + scapula,' the shoulder-
blade, + -ar.'] Of or pertaining to the back
andthe shoulder-blade. Coues, 1887.

dorsispinal (d6r-si-spi'nal), a. [< L. dorsum,

(do'ruk), n.

modern Egypt.
doryl (do'ri), n.

; pi. dories (-riz). [Also for-
merly doree, dorrie; < F. doree, a dory, lit. 'gUt,'
fern, of dore, pp. of dorer, < LL. deaurare, gild

:

see deaurate. Also called John-dory, where
John is simply an expletive use of the familiar
proper name, though it has been fancifully ex-
plained from F. jaune, yellow.] 1. A popular

1. Same as
dorsabdominal.

In both forms the polyps show a well-marked bilateral
symmetry with regard to the dorsoventral ails.

Jour. Micros. Science, XXVIII. 36.

2. Same as bifacial.

dorsoventrally (d6r-s6-veu'tral-i), adv. Same
as dorsiventrally.

the back, -I- spina, spine, + -ai.l In a»a<., of or Dorstenia (dor-ste'ni-a), ». [NL., named after
pertaining to both the back and the spine.—
Dorsispinal vein, in human anat., one of a set of veins
which form a network about the processes and arches of
vertebra).

dorsiventral (ddr-si-ven'tral), a. [< L. dor-
sum, the back, -f- venter, the belly, + -al.} 1.
In anat., same as dorsabdominal.— 2. In bot.,
same as bifacial, 2.

Also dorsoventral.

dorsiventrality (d6r'si-ven-tral'i-ti), n. [<
dorsiicntral + -ity.'\ The condition of being
dorsiventral. [Rare.]
dorsiventrally (d6r-si-ven'tral-i), adv. In a
dorsiventral direction or situation ; from back
tobeUy; dorsabdominaily. Mso dorsoventrally.

The girdle running dorsoventrally. Science, III. 324.

dorsocaudal (d6r-s6-ka'dal), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, -I- Cauda, tail, -f'-al.'] In anat., supe-
rior and posterior in direction or position.

dorsocervlcal (d6r-sd-r*r'vi-kal), a. [< L.
dorsum, the back, + cervix (cervic-), the neck,
+ -a?.] In anat, pertaining to or situated on
the back of the neck; pertaining to both the
back and the
e<juivocal vertebrae
scries l>n>i>er.

rNL.,<L.dor-
., ^ _, fa pathol., my-

algia, in the muscles of the back.
dorso-epitrochlear (ddr'so-ep-i-trok'le-ar), a.
and n. I. a. In anat., of or pertaining"to the
dorso-epitrochlearis or epitrochlearis muscle.

II. n. Same as dorso-epitrochlearis.
dorso-epitrochlearis (d6r"s6-ep-i-trok-le-
ari8),n.; pi. dorso-epitrochleares (-rez). [NL.J<
u. dorsum, the back, + Gr. ckI, upon, + trochlea,

T. Dorsten (died 1552), a
German botanist.] A ge-
nus of herbaceous plants,
of the natural order Urti-
cacew, nearly related to the
mulberry and fig, charac-
terized by minute naked
monoecious flowers crowd-
ed upon a flat or somewhat
concave fleshy receptacle.
The leaves are all radical, and the i1nTTr2 Cf^n'TH^ «
naked peduncle rises from a

""™
-^ - "i"'

"

thickened rootstock. There are
about 50 species, natives of tropi-
cal America and Africa.with asin-
gle species in the East Indies. The
rhizome usually possesses tonic
and stimulating properties. Con-
trayerva is the product of D.
Contrayerca, D. Brasiliensis, and
some other species of Brazil.

dorsulum (dfir'su-lum), TO.; pi. dorsula (-la).
[NL., dim of L. dorsum^ the back.] In entom.,
a name given by Kirby to tho mesoscutum or
second dorsal sclerite of the thorax. It is con-
spicuous in hymenopters.

name of the acanthopterygious fish Zeusfdber,
the type of the family Zeidce. it is found in the
seas of Europe, and is esteemed very delicate eating. It
seldom exceeds 18 inches in length. It is also called
John.'dory.

2. A local name in some parts of the United
States and Canada, especially alongLake Michi-
gan, of Stizostedion vitreum, the wall-eyed pike-
perch.

_ . ,, ,
pi. (Jones (-riz). [Origin un-

certain.] A small boat; especially, a small

Inflorescence ofDorsUnta
Conirayet~va : a, recepta.
cle covered with minute
flowers. (From Le Maout
and Uecaisne's " Traits
genera! de Botanique.")

S!wrert??To?LTa°2JtJf^,^a dorsum (d6r'smn),».; pi. dorsa (-sa). [L., the

dorsodynia (d6r-s6-din'i-a), n.
sum, the back, -t- odimi, pain.]

back, a ridge : see dorse, dorsal.'] "1. In anat.

:

(a) The back. (6) The back of a part or organ

:

as, the dorsum of the foot; the dorsum of the
shoulder-blade.— 2. In conch., the upper sur-
face of the body of a shell, the aperture being
downward.— 3t. Tho ridge of a hill.

A similar ridge, which . . . suddenly rises into a massy
dorsum. T. Warton, Hist. Kiddington, p. 69.

LatiSBimus dorsl [NL.], the broadest muscle of the
back in man. .See cut under mtwcie.— Loaglsslmus
dorsl [NL], the longest muscle of the back in man. See
mutcU,

Dory.— Lower figure shows nest of dories on deck of fIshinE-sctiooiKr.

flat-bottomed boat used in sea-fisheries, in
which to go out from a larger vessel to catch
fish.

Doryfera (da-rif'e-ra), n. Same a.s Dori/phora,2.
Dorylaemus (dor-i-le'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
(iopi), a spear, -I- ?.aiu6{, throat.] A genus of
marine nematode worms, of the family £HojjJi-
dw. D. maximus is a very common European
species, found in the mud.



Dorylids

Dorylidse (do-ril'i-de), «. j^l. [NL., < Doryhts

+ -iVte.] A family of ants, differing from the

Formicida! in having only the first abdominal
segment forming the peduncle.

Dorylus (dor'i-lus), «. [NL.] The typical

geuus of the family Dori/lidw.

Doryphora (do-rif'o-ra), «. [NL., < Gr. <iof)v<t>6-

pog, bearing a spear or shaft, < 66pv, a stem, tree,

shaft, spear, + -<p6poi, < (pipeiv = E. 6earl.] 1.

In entom. : (a) A genus of beetles, of the family
Cliri/somelida;, closely allied to Chnjsomela, but
differing from it in the form of the last joint

of the maxillary palpi, which is short, truncate,

and not dilated. Many species from South and Cen-
tral America are known. The few wliich are found in

North America live upon solanaceous plants. The most
familiar of tllese is the Colorado potato-beetle, D. decern-

limata (Say), commonly Itnown as the potato-bug. (See
cut under beetle.) Anotlier very closely allied species, D.
juiicta (Germar), occurs in the eastern United States.

This dilfers from the former in the arrangement of the
black stripes on the elytra, the two outer ones lieinji

united I>eliind, and in the color of the legs, which are en-

tirely pale excepting a black femoral spot. The larvie of

the two species are distinguished by the black color of
the head of Z>. decemlineata, tliat of I), juncta being pale.

(6) A genus of

Lepidoptera.—
2. A genus of
Poltjiiu.'itrica.

Also Dori/fera.

doryphorus
(do-rif'o-rus),

n.
;

pi. dory-
phori (-ri). [<
Gr. dopvifiopoc,

bearing a
spear: see 7>o-

ryphora.'] In
Or. antiq., and
in art and ar-

cluKol., a spear-
bearer ; a man
armed with a
spear; specifi-

cally, a nude
figure, or one
almost nude,
holding a spear
or lance: a fa-

vorite subject
with ancient
sculptors. The
most not<;d statue
known as a dory-
phorus was that
by the great artist
PulycletllS, which

Doryphorus.— Copy after Polycletus.
is regarded as his 'jluseo Na«ioi\ale, .Naples,
celebrated canon,
or type of what the perfectly proportioned human figure

should be.

His [Kresilas'sl statue of a Doryphoroti is suggestive of
iuAnence from Polykleitos.

A. .S. Murray, Greek .Sculpture, II. 241.

Doryrhamphinae (dor'i-ram-fi'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Doryrhanipliiis + -ijme.] A subfamily of Syn-
ynathidte, in which "the males have the egg-
pouch not on the tail, but on the breast and
belly" {Kaun).
Doryrhampnus (dor-i-ram'fus), n. [NL., <

Gr. 6upv, a spear, + pd/z^of , beak, bill. ] A ge-
nus of syngnathoid fishes, typical of the sub-
family Doryrhamphinw. Kaup, 1853.

dosiaos(d6'zadd'). [F.: dos, <Ij. dorsum, the
back ; ti, to; dos, the back. Cf. vis-a-ris.'i Back
to back; specifically, in dancing, an evolution
in reels, etc., in which two persons advance,
pass around each other back to back, and re-

turn to their places.

dosage (do'saj), ». [< dose+ -age."] 1. In med.,

the act or practice of administering medicine
in doses ; a course or method of dosing.

I pause in the dosaije, and wait to see whether the symp-
toms improve. N. Y. Med. Jour., XL. 8.

Infinitesimal domge, increased potency by means of dy-
namization, the unification of disease, etc., have ceased to
be essential planks in the homceopathic platform.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 538.

Z. The operation of adding to wine, especially

to sparkling wino, such as champagne, what-
ever is needful to give it an artificial distinctive

character, as that of being dry or sweet, light

or strong.

The dotage varies with the (juality of the wine [cham*
pAgne] and the country for which it is intended ; but the
genuine lifjuor [for the dosage] consists of notliing but old
wine of the Iwst (inality, to wliich a certain amount of su-

gar-candy and perhaps a dash of the finest cognac has been
added. De Colange, I. 13S.

dose (dos), n. [= P. dose= Sp. ddsis = Pg. do-^e,

dosis = It. dose, dosa = D. G. Dan. Sw. dosi-i, <

NL. (U>sis, < Gr. ddai^, a giving, a portion pre-

1739

scribed, a dose of medicine, < 6t-i^6-vai, give

:

see donate.'] 1. The quantity of medicine given
or prescribed to be taken at one time or within
a specified time ; of liquid medicine, a potion.

I am for curing the world by gentle alteratives, not by
violent doses. Irviiig.

Many circumstances influence the doses of medicine.
Women require smaller doses, as a general principle, than
men. Duiiglison.

Hence— 2. Anything given to be swallowed,
literally or figuratively; especially, a portion
or allotment of something nauseous or dis-

agreeable either to the recipient or to others.

As fulsome a dose as you shall give Iiiin, he shall readily
take it down. South.

3. A quantity or amount of something regarded
as analogous in some respect to a medical pre-

scription, or to medicine in use or effect.

They [Romanists] have retirement for the melancholy,
business for the active, idleness for the lazy, honour for

tlie ambitious, splendour for the vain, severities for the
sowre and hardy, and a good dose of pleasures for the soft

and voluptuous. StUlingfleet, Sermons, II. i.

No paper . . . comes out without a dose of paragraphs
against America. Jeferson, Correspondence, I. 343.

James Mill constantly uses the expression dose of capi-

tal. " The time comes," he says, "at wliich it U necessary
either to have recourse to land of the second quality, or to

apply a second dose of capital less productively upon land
of the first quality." Jevons, Polit. Econ., p. 231.

4. In mne-manuf., the quantity of something
added to the wine to give it its peculiar char-

acter : as, a dose of syrup or cognac added to

champagne. See dosage, 2.

In some [champagne] establishments the dose is admin-
istered with a tin can or ladle ; but more generally an in-

genious machine of pure silver and glass, which regulates
the percentage of liqueur to a nicety, is employed.

De Colange, I. 138.

Black dose. Same as black-draught.

dose (dos), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. dosed, ppr. dos-

ing. [= F. do.ser; from the noun.] 1. Toad-
minister in doses : as, to dose out a bottle of

jalap.— 2. To give doses to; give medicine or

physic to.

A lK>ld, self opinloned physician, . . . who shall do»e, and
bleed, and kill him secundum artem

!

South, Sermons, I. 298.

3. In wine-manuf., to add sugar, cognac, or

whatever is needful to give a distinctive char-

acter to.— To dose with, to supply with a dose or

quantity of ; administer or impart to in or as if in doses

:

generally in a derogatory sense : as, to dose one with
quack medicines, or unth flattery ; I dosed him with his

own physic (that is, turned the tables upon him, paid

him in his own coin).

Invited his dear brothertoa feast, hugged and embraced,
courted and caressed him till he had well dosed his weak
head unth wine, and his foolish heart with confldence and
credulity. South, Works, I. xi.

doseh (do'se), n. [Ar. dose, dause, a treading.]

A religious spectacle or ceremony performed in

Cairo during the festival of the Moolid, in which
the dervishes pave the road vrith their bodies,

while the sheik rides over them on horseback.

See Moolid.
The present sheykh of the Saadee'yeh refused, for sev-

eral years, to perform the Do'seh.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, II. 201.

doseint, «• A Middle English form of dozen.

doselt, n. -An obsolete form of dossal.

dosert, «• 1- -An obsolete form of dosser, 1.

—

2. Same as dorse^, 2.

doshalla (do-shal'a), n. [Hind, doshdla, < do,

die « Skt. dii = E. iico), + shal, shawl.] The In-

dian shawl, somewhat more than twice as long
as it is wide, and anciently often as much as 8

feet long.

dosimeter (do-sim'e-t^r), n. [< NL. dosis, a
dose, + L. metrum, a measure.] An apparatus
for measuring minute quantities of liquid; a
drop-meter.
Dosinia (do-sin'i-a), «. [NL. (Scopoli, 1777), <

dosin, a Senegalese (west African) name of a
species, + -i«.] A notable
genus of bivalve mollusks,
of the family Veneridce.
They have a large foot, united
siphons, and a very flat round
shell, as D. discus, a common spe-

cies on the Atlantic coast of the
I'nited States.

dosiology (do-si-ol'o-ji), «.

[< Gr. 66ai^ {Soai-, dooe-),

a dose, + -hryia, < Atyeiv,

speak.] Same as dosology.

Dosithean (do-sith'e-an),

M. One of a Samaritan sect, named from Do-
sitheus, a false Messiah, who appeared about
the time of Christ. Its niembers were fanatical in

various resiiects, especially in a rigorous observance of the
sabljath. The sect, though small in numbers, existed for
several centuries.

Right valve of Dosinia
exottta.

dot

dosology (do-sol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. dome, a dose,
-t- -?.oyia, < /.iyeiv, speak: see dose and -ology.^

1. What is known about the doses or quan-
tities and combinations in which medicines
should be given ; the science of apportioning
or dividing medicines into doses.— 2. A trea-
tise on dosing.
Also dosiology.

dosootee, «. See doosootee.

dossi (dos), V. t. [Prov. Eng. and 8e. Cf.

doitse^ and toss."] 1 . To attack with the horns

;

toss.— 2. To pay: as, to doss down money.
doss^ (dos), n. [E. dial.] A hassock.
dossal, dossel^ (dos'al, -el), «. [Written archa-
ically dosel; = Sp. Sosel, a canopy, = Pg. do-
cel, dorsel = It. dossello, < OF. dossel, dossiel,

dousiel, dossal, < ML. dorsale (also, accom. to
F., dossale), a canopy, tapestry: see dorsal, dor-

sel, and dorser.'\ A hanging of stuff, silk, satin,

damask, or cloth of gokl at the back of an altar

and sometimes also at the sides of the chancel.
It is usually embroidered, and frequently a church has a
set of dossids of dilTerent colors, to be used according to

the festival or season of the church year.

dosseP, n. See dossil.

dosserl (dos'fer), ». [Written archaically doser;

< ME. dosser, dossour, dosur, doser, docer, < OF.
dossier, doussier, docier, m., also dossiere, dous-

siere, f., F. dossier r= It. dossiere, dossiero, < ML.
dorserium, dosserimn, equiv. to dorsale, tapes-

try, a canopy, curtain, etc. : see dorsel.'] 1.

Hangings of tapestry or carpet-work, some-
times richly embroidered with silks and with
gold and silver, formerly placed round the walls

of a hall, or at the east end, and sometimes the

sides, of the chancel of a church.

Hit watj don abof the dece, on doser to henge,
Ther alle men for meruayl ray3t on hit loke.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 478.

The cupborde in his warde schalle go,

The dosurs cortines to henge in halle,

Thes offices nede do he schalle.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 311.

2t. Same as dorse^, 2.

There were dosera on the deis. Warton.

3t. Same as dorser, 2.

Al thys hous . . . was made of twigges, . . .

Swiche as men to these cages thwite
Or maken of these panyers,
Or elles hattes or dossers.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1940,

Some dosser of fish. S. Jonson.

You should have had a snmpter, though 't had cost me
The laying on myself ; where now you are fain

To hire a ripper's mare, and buy new dossers.

Fletcher {and another). Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

4. In her., same as water-budget.

dosser^ (dos'fer), n. [Appar. < rfo.s.s'^, a hassock
(also, a mattress ?), + -cr*.] One who lodges at

a doss-house,

A dosser is the frequenter of the lodging-houses of the

poor. Spectator, No. 3069, p. 237.

doss-house (dos'hous), n. In London, a very
cheap lodging-house, furnished with straw
beds.

Between the fourpenny doss-house and the expensive
Peabody or Waterlow building, adequate lodging of a
wholesome and really cheap kind is so rarely to be found
as to be practically non-existent in more crowded quar-
ters of London. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 281.

dossiere (dos-i-ar'), M. [OF. dossiere, doussiere,

a curtain : see dosser^.'] In armor, a piece pro-
tecting the back; the piece which covered the
back from below the neck to the waist. In the
early years of the fourteenth century the dossiere was
divided in the middle, and the two parts were connected
by means of hinges. When worn with the brigandine of
splints, the dossiere covered the lower part of the back
only, corresponding with the pansifere in front.

dossil, dossel^ (dos'il, -el), n. [< ME. dosil,

dosylte, doselle, dosele, dussel, < OF. dosil, douzil,

dovsil = Pr. dozil, < ML. dodllus, ducillus, du-
ciculus, a spigot, a dim. form, lit. a little con-
duit, < L. ducere, lead, conduct: see duct.] 1.

A spigot in a cask ; a plug.

Hei caste away the dosils, that win orn [ran] abroad.
Robert of Gloucester, p. 542.

2. A wisp of hay or straw to stop up an aper-

ture. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. The rose at the end
of a water-pipe. [Prov. Eng.] —4. In surg., a
pledget or small portion of lint made into

a cylindrical or conical form, for purging a
wound.— 5. A roll of cloth for cleaning the ink
from an engraved plate previous to printing.

[In the last two senses usually dossil.]

dost (dust). The second person singular indi-

cative present of do^.

doti (dot), «. [< ME. *dot (not found), < AS.
dott, a dot, speck (found only once, applied to

the speck at the head of a boil)
;
prob. = D.



dot

dot, "a little bundle of spoiled wool, thread
silk or such like, which is good for nothing"
(Sewel), = East Fries, dott^^ doty a clump, Fries,

doddy a clump, = Sw, dial, dott, a little heap,
clump. Hence dottle; also (< AS. dott) AS.
dyttan, E. dii^, stop up, plug.] A point or mi-
nute spot on a surface; a small spot of dif-

ferent color, opacity, or material from that of

the surface on which it is situated.

Long stood Sir Bedivere
Bevohing many niemuries, till the hull
Look'd one black dot against the verge of dawn.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

Specifically— (o) A small spot introduced in the variega-
tion of cloth : as, polka dots in women's dress-fabrics.

(fr) In writing and printing, a minute round spot serving
—(1) as a customary distinction, as the dot over the body
of » and j and formerly of y, or (2) as a special diacritic,

as the dots of &, A, ft, etc., in the notation of pronuncia-
tion used in this dictionary, or the vowel-signs or points
in Hebrew and Arabic, or (3) as a mark of punctuation, as
the period, which consists of one dot, and the colon, which
consists of two dots.

The dot on the letter [i] came into fashion in the 14th
century. Jilncyc. Brit., XVIII. 161.

(c) In musical notation: (1) A point placed after a note
or rest, to indicate that the duration of the note or rest is

to be increased one half. A double dot further increases
the duration by one half the value of the single dot

:

m
^^hM^
(2) A point placed over or under a note, to indicate that
the note is to be performed somewhat staccato (which see);

but in old music, when several dots are placed over a long
note, they indicate that it is to be subdivided into as many
short notes

:

^ ^^
(3) When placed in the spaces of a staff with a heavy or
double bar, dots indicate the beginning or end of a repeat
(which see), (d) In embroidery, and in weaving iniitjiting

embroidery, a simple, small, round spot, especially when
solid or opaque, on a thin and translucent ground. ITiere
are several kinds, distinguished chiefly by their size, as
point de pois, point d'or, etc. (e) In plastering: (1) pi.

Nails so driven into a wall that their heads are left pro-
jecting a certain distance, thus forming a gage to show
how thick the plaster should be laid on. (2) A patch of
plaster put on to regulate the floating nue in making
screeds and bays.

dot^ (dot), V. ; pret. and pp. dotted, ppr. dotting.

[< dot^f n.] L trans. 1. To mark with dots;
make a dot or dots in or upon; as, to dot an i;

to dot a surface.

Some few places, which are here, and in other parts of
the chart, distinguished by a dotted line.

Cook, Voyages, II. it 7.

2. To mark or diversify with small detached
objects : as, a landscape dotted with cottages
or clxunps of trees.

Dotting the fields of com and Vine,
Like ghosts, the huge gnarl'd olives shine.

M. Arnold.

3. To place so as to appear like dots.

All about were dotted leafy trees.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 233.

Dotted line, a line of dots on a surface made for some
specific purpose, as in a map, diagram, or drawing to mark
nn indefinite boundary, route, or outline, in printing to
mark an omission or to guide the eye from one point to
another, etc.—Dotted manner (F. mani^re cribUe), asys-
tern of engraving in dots, peculiar to the fifteenth cen-
tury. When on metal plates the larger dots were proba-
bly punched out of the metal and the smaller indented,
but not to complete perforation. Tlie work was either in
relief or in intaglio, according to circumstances. When
on wood the circular spots were cut out so as to reduce the
surface of the blocks. Dotted metal plates were intended
to serve as ornaments for book-covers and -comers, or for
pieces of furniture, and their indented dots were filled

with enamel. Before the enamel was put in the gold-
smith was accustomed to rub off impressions upon paper
with a burnisher ; and these impressions are known as
prints in the dotted mantier.— Dotted note or rest, in
musical notation, a note or rest with a dot after it. See
cto(J,n. (c)(1).—Dotted Btltcli. Same as dot-stitch.

IL intrans. To make dots or spots To dot
and carry, or carry one, etc., in performing addition,
as in school, to set down the units of an added column
and carry the tens to the next column. [In the extract
used as a complex noun for the action.]

The metre, too, was regular
As schooll)oy'B dot and carry.

Lowell, Origin of Didactic Poetry.

To dot and go one, to waddle. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
dot'-^ (dot), ». [< F. dot = Pr. (Zoi = Sp. Pg. dote
= It. dote, dota, < L. dos {dot-\ dower: see dote'^

(the prop. E. form, though now obsolete) and
dmoer^.'] In mod. civil laWy dowry; property
which the wife brings upon her marriage to the
husband, the income of which is in his control
for the expenses of the marital establishment,
the principal remaining her separate property.
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It is either formally settled by a written instrument, or
secured by expressing the marriage contract as under the
dotal rule.

ITie dos or dotal estate is something very different from
our "dower." It has become the dot of French law, and
is the favourite form of settling the property of married
women all over the Continent of Europe. It is a contri-

bution by the wife's family, or by the wife herself, in-

tended to assist the husband in bearing the expenses of

the conjugal household. Only the revenue belonged to

tlie husband, and many minute rules . . . prevented him
from spending it on objects foreign to the purpose of the
settlement. The corpus or capital of the settled property
was, among the Romans (as now in France), incapable of
alienation, unless with the permission of a court of justice.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 319.

dotage (do'taj), n. [< ME. dotage; < dote^ +
-ag€.'\ 1, Tlie state of one who dotes; feeble-

ness or imbecility of mind in old age ; second
childhood; senility.

This tree is olde anoon, and in his age
He goothe oute of his kynde into dotage.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

From Marlborough's eyes the streams of dotage flow,

And Swift expires, a driveller and a show.
Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes, 1. 317.

2. Weak and foolish affection ; excessive fond-
ness.

Masit were our myndes & our mad hedis.

And we in dotage full depe dreuyn, by faith,

ffor the wille of a woman, & no whe ellis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9749.

Nay, but this dotage of our general's
"

O'erflows the measure. Shak., A. and C, i. 1.

3. The folly imagined by one who is foolish

and doting. [Rare.]

These are the foolish and childish dotages ot such igno-
rant Barbarians. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 254.

Sure, some dotage
Of living stately, richly, lends a cunning
To eloquence. Ford, Fancies, i. 3.

[People] must, as they thought, heighten and improve
it [religion] till they had mixed with it the freaks of
Enthusiasm, or the dotages of Superstition.

Stillingfieet, Sermons, II. viii.

dotal (do'tal), a. [< F. Pr. Sp. Pg. dotal = It.

dotalCj < 3J*. dotalis, < dos (dot-), dower: see
dot^.'] Pertaining to dower, or a woman's
marriage portion ; constituting dower, or com-
prised in it.

Shall I, of one poor dotal town possest.
My people thin, my wretched country waste?

Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiv.

dotantt (do'tant), n. [< dote'^ 4- -aw^i.] A do-
tard.

Can you . . . think to front his revenges . . . with the
palsied intercession of such a decayed dotant as you seem
to be? Shak., Cor., y. 2.

dotard (do'tard), n, and a, [Also dial, (in 3d
sense) dottafd; < ME. dotard ; < dote^ + -ard.']

1. n, 1. One who is in his dotage or second
childhood; one whose intellect is impaired by
age.

And thong this flaterynge freres wyln for her pride
Disputen of this deyte as dotardes schulden.
The more the matere is moved the [masedere hy] worthen.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 825.

The nonsense of Herodotus is that of a baby. The non-
sense of Xenophon is that of a dotard.

Macaulay, History.

2. One who is foolishly fond; one who dotes.— 3. An aged, decaying tree. [Prov. Eng.]
And for great trees, we see almost all overgrown trees,

in church-yards, or near ancient buildings and the like,

are i>ollards, or dotards, and not trees at their full height.
Baco^i, Nat. Hist., § 586.

IL a. 1. Doting; imbecile.

The shaft of scorn that once had stung
But wakes a dotard smile.

Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

2. Decayed, as a tree. [Prov. Eng.]
Manie dottarde and decaydc trees are within divers

manners surveyde, which are contynuallie wrongfuUie
taken by the tenauntes. Lansdoume MS. (1613), 165.

dotardly (do'tard-li), a. [< dotard + -/^i.]

Like a dotard ;"weak.
dotardy (do'tar-di), n. [< dotard + -y^J] The
state of being a dotard.

dotation (do-ta'shqn), n. [= F. Pr. dotation
= Sp. dotaclon = fg. dotagdo = It. dotazione, <

ML. dotatio{n-), < L. dotare, endow, < dos (doth),

dower: see dot^.^ 1. The act of endowing a
woman with a marriage portion.— 2. Endow-
ment; establishment of funds for the support
of some institution.

His dotation and glorious exaltation of the see of Kome.
£p. Ridley, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc, 1853),

[II. 160.

Sometimes these dotations were made by common as-

sent of the people, without any corporation.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

dotchin (doch'in), n. [A corruption, through
the Cantonese, of Chinese tohj take up in the

dote

hand, + ching, weigh.] The name given in
the south of China to the portable steelyard in

use throughout China and the adjoining coun-
tries. In the smaller kinds, used for weighing silver

Dotchin, showing ingots of silver in the scale.

(sycee), medicines, etc., the beam is of ivory or bone; Id
the larger ones, used in shops and for general marketing,
it is of wood. Those in use in Hongkong are graduate
for both English and Chinese weights.

dote^ (dot), V.
;
pret. and pp. doted, ppr. doting.

[Also doat; < ME. dotien, doten, dote (not in
AS.), = OD. doten, dote, mope, D. dutten, take
a nap, mope (cf. dut, a nap, sleep, dotage), =
Icel. dotta, nod from sleep (cf. dotty nodding,
dottr, a nodder), = MH(x. tuzen, keep still,

mope. Cf. OF. redoter, F. radoter, rave, of
LG. origin.] I. intrant. If. To be stupid ; act
like a fool.

He wol maken him doten anon ryght.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 430.

Wise men will deme it we dote.

But if we make eude of oure note.
York Plays, p. 305.

2. To be silly or weak-minded from age ; have
the intellect impaired by age, so that the mind
wanders or wavers.

He dredes no dynt that dotes for elde.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), lit 125.

Time has made you dote, and vainly tell

Of arms imagined in your lonely cell. Dryden.

When an old Woman begins to doat, and grow charge-
able to a Parish, she is generally turned into a Witch.

Addiso7i, Spectator, No. 117.

Wilhelm, Count Berlifitzing, . . . was, at the epoch of
this narrative, an infirm and doting old man.

Poe, Tales, I. 476.

3. To bestow excessive love ; lavish extrava-
gant fondness or liking : with on or upon : as,

to dote on a sweetheart ; he dotes upon oysters,

Aholah . . . doted on her lovers, on the Assyrians.
Ezek. xxiii. 5.

No Man ever more loved, nor less doated upon a Wife
than he [Henry IV.]. Baker, Chronicles, p. 166.

O Death all-eloquent ! you only prove
What dust we dote on, when 'tis man we love.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 336.

4. To decay, as a tree. [Prov. Eng,]
The seed of thorn in it wol dede and dote.

Palladiiis, Husbondrie (E. E. T, S.), p. 28.

Il.t trails. To love to excess.

Why wilt thou dote thyself
Out of thy life ? Hence, get thee to bed.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

Why, know love doats the fates,

Jove groanes beneath his waight.
Marston, Sophonisba, v. 1.

dote^t (dot), n. [< ME. dote; < dote^, v.] 1. A
dotard.

Tliou hast y-tint [lostl thi pride,
Thou dote.

Sir Tristrem, p. 109.

2. A state of stupor ; dotage.

Thus after as in a dote he hath tottered some space
about, at last he falleth downe to dust.

Boyd, Last Battel!, p. 529.

dote^t (dot), n. [< F. dot, < L. dos (dot-), dower:
see dot^ and dower,'] 1. Same as dot^.

In the article of his own marriage with the daughter of
France, there is no mention of dote nor douaire.

Wyatt, To Cromwell, April 12, 1540.

2. pi. Natural gifts or endowments.
I muse a mistress can be so silent to the dotes of snch a

servant. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 2,

As we assign to glorified bodies after the last resurrec-
tion certain dotes (as we call them in the school), certain
endowments, so labour thou to find those endowments in
thy soul here. Donne, Sennons, xvii.

Cor. Sing then, and shew these goodly dotes in thee.
With which thy brainless youth can equal me.
Men. The dotes, old dotard, I can bring to pro^-e

Myself deserv's that choice, are onely love.

R. B.'s Continuation of Sidney's Arcadia, p. 516.

dote^t (dot), v.t. [< F. doter, < L. dotare, endow:
see dow^,] To endow; give as endowment.
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Uanle Idnges since that tyme have advanced letteres be
erecting scliooies, and doting revennues to tlieir mainte-
nance, A. HuiM, Ortliograpliie (E. E. T. S.), Ded., p. 3.

dotedt (do'ted), a. [= Sc. doited, q. v. ; < ME.
doted, stupid, imbecile, pp. of doten, dote : see
dote^.'] 1. Stupid; foolish.

Senceless speacii and doted ignorance.
Spenser, F. Q., 1. viii. 34.

2. Decayed, as a tree.

Tlien beetles could not live
Upon tile hony bees,

But tliey the drones would drive
Unto the doted trees.

Friar Bacon's Brazen Heads Prophesie (1604).

Such an old oalc, though now it be doted, will not be
strucic down at one blow. Bp. Howson, Sermons, p. 33.

doteheadt, n. [< dote^ + head.'] A dotard.

And tlie dotekead was beside himselfe & whole out of
his mynde. Tyndale, Worlts, p. 350.

dotelt, «. [< dofel + -el; equiv. to doter.l A
dotard. Davies.

For so false a doctrine so foolish unlearned a druni^en
dotet is a meet schoolmaster. Pilkington, Works, p. 586.

doter (do'ter), n. [< dote^ + -erl; equiv. to
dotard anA dotel.~\ If. One whose understand-
ing is enfeebled by age ; a dotard.

What should a bold fellow do with a comb, a dumb
doter with a pipe, or a blind man with a lool<ing-glass?

Burton, Anat. of Mel.

2. One who dotes ; one who bestows excessive
fondness or liking : with on or upon.
Thus we see what fine conclusions these doters upon

body (though accounted great masters of logic) made.
Citdworth, Intellectual System, p. 240.

3. One who is excessively or weakly in love.

O, if in black my lady's brows be deek'd.
It mourns, that painting, and usurping hair,
Should ravish doters with a false aspect.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3.

doth (duth or doth). The third person singular
indicative present of do^.

Dothidea (do-thid'e-a), n. [NL.] A genus of
fungi, belonging to tlie Dothidencew, and having
dark-colored uniseptate spores. Tliey grow on
dead branches of trees. Tiie species that grow on living
plants, which were formerly classed in tliis genus, are now
referred to Phyllackora.

Dothideacese (do-thid-e-a'8e-«), n.pl. [NL., <
Dvthided + -acew.] A family of pyrenomyce-
tous fungi, having the perithecia immersed in a
stroma with which they are homogeneous in
substance. Many grow upon living plants,
others on dead vegetable substances.

dothienenteritis (doth'i-en-en-te-rl'tis), n. [<
Gr. 6oUi>/v, a small abscess, a Soil, + ivrepa,

intestines, + -itis.] Inflammation of Beyer's
patches and the small glandular foUicles of the
intestiue.

dothienteritis (doth-i-en-te-ri'tis), n. Same as
dotliieiieiitcritis,

doting (do'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of dote^, v.] 1.
Weak-minded ; imbecile from old age.

She is older than she was, therefore more dotintj.

Fletcher {and another). Queen of Corinth, lii. 1.

Let me not. however, lose the historian in the man, nor
suffer the doting recollections of age to overcome me.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 148.

3, Excessively fond.

Full oft her dotiTig sire would call
Uis Maud the merriest of them all.

Seott, Kokeby, iv. 5.

Also spelled doating,

dotingly (do'ting-li), adv. In a doting man-
ner ; foolishly ; in a manner characterized by
excessive fondness. Also spelled doatingly.

They remain slaves to tiie arrogance of a few of their
own fellows ; and are doatiwfly fond of that scrap of Gre-
cian knowledge, the Peripatetic philosophy.

Baton, Physical Fables, li., Expl.

Thus did those tender hearted reformers dotingly suf-
fer themselves to be overcome with harlots language.

Milton, Apology for Sraectymnuus.

doting-plecet (do'ting-pes), n. [< doting, verbal
n. of rlotii, v., + piece.} A person or thing dot-
ingly loved ; a darling.

" l*ride and perverseness," said he, " with a vengeance I

yet this is your doating-piece." Uiehardson, Pamela, I. 68.

dotish (do'tish), a. [< dote^, «., + -i»Al.] ChUd-
ishly fond ; weak ; stupid.

Dotterels, so named (says Camden) !>ecause of their dot-
ish foolishnesse. Holland, tr. of Camden's Britain, p. 543.

dotkln (dot'kin),
n. Same as doit-

hin.

Dote (do 'to), ».

[NL., < Gr. Aut6,
the name of a Ne-
reid, lit. giver, < rf/-

I id-vai, give.] 1 . A
I

genus of brachy-
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urons decapod crustaceans, of the family Pin-
notheridcB.— 2. A genus of nudibranchiate gas-
tropods, or sea-slugs, of the family Dendrono-
tidcB, or giving name to a family Dotoidce. D.
coronata is a small brilliantly spotted species.
dotoid (do'toid), ». A gastropod of the family
Dotoidce.

Dotoidae (do-to'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Doto +
-idcE.] A family of nudibranchiate gastropods,
typified by the genus Doto, containing sea-slugs
in which the tentacles are retractile into cup-
shaped cavities, and the branchire are papillose.
dot-punch (dot 'punch), n. Same as center-
punch.

dot-stitch (dot'stich), TO. A name given to the
embroidery-stitch used in making the simple
decoration known as the dot, and also plain
leaves and the like. It is a simple overcast
stitch. Also called dotted stitch.

dottard (dot'ard), «. Same as dotard, 3.

dotter (doffer*), TO. A tool for making dots ; spe-
cifically, a small instrument, made in various
forms, used in graining for imitating the eyes
of bird's-eye maple.

Before the colour is dry, put on the eyes [in bird's-eye
maple] by dabbing with the dotter.

Workshop lieceipts, latser., p. Si.

dotterel (dot'er-el), n. [Early mod. E. also dot-
terell, dottrel, dotrel;'<. ME. dotrelle, a stupid
or foolish person, a dotard, also the bird, so
called from its supposed stupidity, < dotien,
dofen, dote, be stupid : seedofei.] 1. The popu-
lar name of a kind of plover, ^gialites or Eu-
dromias morinellus, abundant in Europe and
.A.sia. It breeds in high latitudes and perfonns exten-
sive migrations twice a year, appearing in temperate re-

Ootc coronata, atxnit natural size.

DottL. '^ UIS morintliHS).

gions in April and May, and again in September and Oc-
tober. The dotterel is about 10 inches long, and weighs
4 or 5 ounces; the bill is an inch long; the general plu-
mage is much variegated aliove ; the belly is black, the
breast yellow, with a white and black collar. It derives
its name from its apparent stupidity, or tameness, allow-
ing itself to be easily approached and taken. Its flesh
is much esteemed for food. Several related species receive
tlie same name, with qualifying terms.

In catching of dotterdsvieB^Q how the foolish bird play-
eth the ape in gestures. Bacon.

Tlie dotterel, which we think a very dainty dish.
Whose taking makes such sport, as no man more can wish.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxv.

Hence— 2. A booby; a dupe; a gull.

E. Our Dotterel then is caught.
B. He is, and just

As dotterels use to be ; the lady first

Advanc'd toward him, stretch'd forth her wing, and he
Met her with ail expressions. May, Old Couple.

3t. An aged, deoajfing tree : same as dotard, 3

:

also used attributively.

Som old dotterell trees.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 137.

To dor the dotterel*. See dorz.

dotting-pen (dot'ing-pen), TO. A drawing-pen
which makes a succession of dots on the sur-
face over which it is passed, it consists of a small
toothed wheel rotating in a stock by which it is supplied
with ink.

dottle (dot'l), TO. [Also written dottel; < ME.
doitel, dotelle, a plug or tap of a vessel (cf. LG.
dutte, a plug), ult. < AS. dott, E. dot, a point, >

dyttan, E. dit^, stop up: see dot^ and dm.] 1.

A plug or tap of a vessel.— 2. A small rounded
lump or mass ; especially, the tobacco remain-
ing in the bottom of a pipe after smoking, which
is often put on the top of fresh tobacco when
refilling. [Scotch.]

A snuffer-tray containing scraps of half-smoked tobac-
co," pipe dottles," as he called them, which were carefully
resmoked over and over again till nothing but ash was left.

Kingsley, Alton Locke, vi.

dottrel (dot'rel), n. A variant of dotterel.

dot-wheel (dot'hwel), «. A tool used in book-
binding and other leather-work, also a larger

double

tool used in other trades, consisting of a wheel
mounted in a handle allowing it to revolve
freely, and furnished with fi^e blunt teeth,
which when rolled over a surface produce a
dotted line.

doty (do'ti), a. [< dotei- + -i^l. Ct. doUd, do-
tard.] Decayed ; decaying. [Local, U. S.]

A log may be doty in places, and even hollow, and yet
have considerable good timber in it.

Philadelphia Telegraph, XL. 8.

douane (do-an'), n. [< F. douane, customs du-
ties, a custom-house, = Pr. doana = It. doga-
na for doana = ML. duarm, < Sp. Pg. aduana, a
duty, impost, custom-house (cf. Sp. duan, obs.
form of divan, divan), < Ar. al, the, + diwdn,
a court of revenue, minister of revenue, coun-
cil, divan, etc. : see divan and dewan. Hence
the surname Duane.] A custom-house.
While the Douane remained here, no accident of that

kind happened. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 491.

douar, dO'War (dou'ar); m. [< Ar. daur, a cir-
cle, circuit.] A collection of .Arab tents ar-
ranged in a circle as a corral.

On the southern and western sides, the tents of the vul-
gar crowded the ground, disposed in dowars, or circles for
penning cattle. it. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 418.

doub, TO. See doob.

do'u'ble (dub'l), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also
dubble, dobble; < ME. double, doble, dubble, du-
ble= D. dubbel, a., double, dobbel, n., gambling,
= LG. dubbel, dobbel = G. doppel, doppelt, a., =
Dan. dobbelt, a., double, dobbel, n., gambling, =
Sw. dubbel, a., double, < OP. double, doble, duble,
P. double = Pr. doble = Sp. doblo, now usually
doble = Pg. dobro = It. doppio (also Sp. Pg. It.

duplo, E. duple), < L. duplus, double, < duo, =
E. two, +. -plus, akin to plenum, full, and to E.
full: s&e fiilP-.] I. a. 1. Consisting of two in
a set together; being a pair; coupled; com-
posed of two equivalent or corresponding parts;
twofold : as, a double leaf ; a double chin.

So we grew together.
Like to a double cherry, seeming parted

;

But yet a union in partition.
Two lovely berries moulded on one stem.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2.

Hee seemes not one, but double.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, iL

Let . . .

The swan, on still St. Mary's lake.
Float double, swan and shadow 1

Wordsworth, Yarrow Unvisited.

2. Having a twofold character or relation;
comprising two things or subjects, either like
or unlike ; combining two in one : as, a double
office ; to play a double part on the stage or in
society.

Capt. Minott seems to have served our prudent fathers
in the double capacity of teacher and representative.

Emerson, Hist Discourse at Concord.

He [Clive] had to bear the double odium of his bad and
of his good actions, of every Indian abuse and of every
Indian reform. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

3. Twice as much or as large (according to
some standard) ; multiplied by two ; contain-
ing the same portion or measure, as to size,

strength, etc., repeated: as, a vessel having
double the capacity of another; a decoction of
double strength ; a double bed.

Take double money in your hand. Gen. xliii. 12.

Let a double portion of thy spirit be upon me.
2 Ki. 11. 9.

4. Of extra weight, thickness, size, or strength:

as, double ale ; a double letter.

The haubreke was so stronge of dubble maile, and the
squyer so full of prowesse, that he ne meved not for the
stroke. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 198.

Here's a pot of good double beer, neighbour ; drink, and
fear not your man. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 3.

5. Acting in a twofold manner; diverse in
manifestation; characterized by duplicity; de-
ceitful.

With flattering lips and with a double heart do they
speak. Ps. xil. 2.

You are too double
In your dissimulation. Ford, 'Tis Pity, ii. 2.

She has found out the art of making me believe that X
have the first place in her alfection, and yet so puzzles me
by a double tongue, and an ambiguous look, that about
once a fortnight I fancy I have quite lost her.

Steele, Lover, No. 7.

6. In bot., having the number of petals largely
increased by a transformation of the stamens
or pistils: applied to flowers.— 7. In entom.,
geminate; being in pairs.— 8. In musical instru-
ments, producing a tone an octave lower : as, a
donhle bassoon, ii double open diapason stop, etc.
— Apparent double point. See apparent.

—

Cross dou-
ble-Claved, in iwr., a cross composed of double-warded
lieys, either radiating from a common ring or bow, or hav-
ing the bow for one end of the cross, and three double-



donble

vaided ends.— Cr«8S double-crossed, in her., n cross

crossed, the smaller arms of which nre crosf^ed a^aiii.

Also called erou erotiiet enxriy.— Cross double-parted.
See tnwji.— Cross donUe-paited flory, in '"'., a cross

(lory of which eacli part is cut in two and separated : it

therefore resembles four Hat crescents forming a cross.—

Cross double portant, in her., same as cross do^tbl4

(«hich see, under ctos«1).—Double action, in mech. : (a)

Action or power applied in two tlireclions or according

lu two methods, or by the agency of two parts or mem-
bers where a single part might be made to perform the

work ; or the property of exerting such action or power.

(6) Specifically, in a steam-engine, the production of both

motions of the piston by the agency of live steam, applied

to each face alternately, as distinguished from single ac-

tion, in which the return motion of the piston is induced

by atmospheric pressure or by the weight of the parts.

See <ioiiW«-a<-fi/i</— Double algebra, (a) Ordinary alge-

bra with imasrinaries. (6) A mmtiple algebra in which the

number of indepemlent units is two.— Double aufle of a

quadrilateral, the sum of two opposite angles— Double
bassoon, a musical instrument, the Lirgest and deepest of

the oboe family, having a compass of 3 octaves upward
from the third C below middle C— that is, an octave low-

er than the ordinary bassoon. Its tube is conical, and
more than 16 feet long, but so bent upon itself as to be

compact and convenient.—Double bottle, a vessel made
of two bottles combined at one or more points, so as to

make a group : usually for fantastic effect, but sometimes
for a useful purpose.—Double bourdon, the lowest stop

in an organ, of 32-feet jiitch.— Double class (of feet), in

one. pros., same as diplasic class. .See diplasic.—Double
consonant, a character representing two consonant-signs,

as z ^ fa, Greek i// = ;«.-Double contact, contact at

two points.— Double crown, an English priiitiiig-paper

of the size 20 x 30 inches.— Double-current working,
In teUg., a method of signaling in which a current first in

one direction and then in the other is used for each signal.

In some cases the line is kept closed, and to transmit a

signal the current is reversed. In other cases, as in the

Wheatstone fast-speed automatic system, a current in one
direction is used to put the recorder in action, and a cur-

rent in the opposite direction to put it out of action and
discharge the line.— Double demiaemiauaver, in musi-

cal notation, a sixty-fourth note.—Double generator of

a mied surface, a line in the surface, the intersection of

two tangent planes.- Double gloster, arich kind of cheese

made in Gloucestershire, England, from new milk.—Dou-
ble horizontal dial, a sun-dial having two gnomons and
so arrangt.l that the meridian can be found, as well as the
time, ilany problems can be solved by means of the in-

strument.— Double image, the appearance of two objects

in binocular vision.— Double Joe, a Portuguese coin, the
double Joannes, about equal in value to a Spanish doub-
loon.

The fair Rose-Noble, the bright Moidore,
And the broad Double-Joe from ayont the sea.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 54.

Donble medium, an American printing-paper of the size

24 X 38 inches.— Double negative, a sign of negation
repeated.— Double pistole, a former gold coin in Ger-
many, Switzerland, ami Italy, generally worth about $8:
but several kinds of Swiss double pistoles were worth
about «9.20.— Double point (NL. punctum duplex), a
point upon a curve or surface which counts for two in re-

gard to the intersections ; on a curve, a point having two
tangent-s, a node; on a surface, a point where a curve of the
second order is tangent to the surface, a conical ^point-
Double pot, an English printing-paper of the size 17 X 25J
Inches.— Double question, one that offers two alterna-
tives lictween which the determination is to be made.

A double question standeth not in one woorde, but in
two several sentences, as thus : Is the studio of Philoso-
phie praise worthie, or is it not?

Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1651).

Double rose. See ro»e.— Double royal, an American
printing-paper of the size 26 x 40 inches.— Double secant
of a skew culiic, a right line cutting the cubic three times.

—Double sense of Scripture. See seiue.- Double
shuffle. See Khuflt!. —Double sixes, (a) Two sixes thrown
at once with two dice, (b) A certain system of lines on a
cubic surface.— Double slider. See slider.— Double
spiral, in math., the isogonal trajectory of a sheaf of cir-

cles; a rhutnb-line as it appears on a stereographic pro-
jection.— Double tangent, a line which is tangent to a
curve at two points,— Double-tangent plane, a plane
which is tangent to a surface at two points.— Order of
the Double Crescent. See crescent. (For other phrases,
as doulAe bar, consciousness, function, relation, refraction,
etc., see the nouns.) [Double is nmch used in composition
with participles to denote twice the regular number or
quantity; as, double-he&ded, double-jointed.]

II. ». 1 . A twofold quantity or size ; a num-
ber, sum, value, or measure twice as great as
the one taken as a standard.

And whereas he salth the emperour had but for his part
a dobble, as far as I can see, knowing what the wares cost
in those partes, he had triljle. Uakluyls Voyages, I. 353.

If the thief be found, let hi.n pay double. Ex. xxil. 7.

In all the four great years of mortality ... I do not
And that any week the plague increased to the double of
the precedent week above five times.

Oraunt, Bills of Mortality.

It Is a dangerous way of reasoning in physics, as well
as morals, to conclude, because a given proportion of any-
thing is advantageous, that the double will be quite as
good, or that it will be good at all.

Contemporary Jiev., I. 38

2. A backward turn in running to escape pur-
suers.

When each double and disguise
To baffle the pursuit he tries.

Scott, Rokeby, lii. 2.

Hence—- 3. A turn ; a place where a doubling
or turning is made, as by game in hunting.

1742

Often Lord Rothschild's hounds run a deer for a couple

of hours over the wide pastures, the doubles, and the
brooks of the Vale of Aylesbury.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXVL 389.

4. A trick ; a shift ; an artifice to deceive.

I would now rip up . . .

All their arch-villanies and all their doubles.

Which are more than a hunted hare ere thought on.
Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, iii. 1.

6. Something precisely like another thing; a
counterpart ; a duplicate ; an exact copy.

No gloom that stately shape can hide,

No change uncrown its brow ; behold !

Dai'k, calm, large-fronted, lightning-eyed.

Earth has no double from its mould !

0. ir. Holnus, Birthday of Daniel Webster, Jan. 18, 1866.

My charming friend . . has, I am almost sure, a dou-
ble, who preaches his afternoon sermons for him.

E. E. Hate, My Double.

It seemed as if her dmcble had suddenly glided forward
and peered at me through her evasive eyes.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xv.

The host of hay-cocks seemed to float

With doubles in the water.
H. P. Spoford, Poems, p. 10.

Hence— 6. A person's apparition or spirit, ap-
pearing to himself or to another, as to admonish
him of his approaching death; a wraith.— 7.

A fold or plait ; a doubling.

Rolled up in sevenfold double. Marston.

8. Milit., a contraction of double-quick (which
see).— 9. In music: (a) A variation. (6) A
repetition of words in a song, (c) [F.] A
turn, (d) In the opera, a singer fitted to sup-
ply the place of a principal in an emergency,
(e) An instrument, or especially an organ-stop,
sounding the octave below the usual pitch : as,

to play an organ-piece with the doubles drawn
(that is, with the 16-feet stops). (/) pi. In
change-ringing, changes on five bells : so called
because two pairs of bells change places. Also
called grandsire.— 10. A size of Tavistock roof-

slates, 13 X 16 inches.— 11. Ecclcs., a feast on
which the antiphon is doubled ; a double feast.

See feast, and to double an antiphon, under dou-
ble, V. t.— 12. In short whist, a game by which
the winners score two points, their adversaries
having scored only one or two to their five.— 13.
pi. In laion-tennis, games played by two on a
side: opposed to singles, played by one on a
side.—14. Inprinting, same as doublet.— 15.pl.
Thick narrow ribbons for shoestrings and the
like, usually made of silk or cotton To make
a double, in shooting, to kill two birds or beasts in suc-
cession, one with each barrel of a double-barreled gun.

double (dub'l), adv. [<, double, a.'] Twice; dou-
bly.

To do a wilful ill, and glory in it,

Is to do it double, double to be damu'd too.
Fletcher, Wife lor a Month, iv. 2.

None Doiible see like Men in Love. Couiey, Ode, St. 5.

Arched double, beveled double, cottised double,
etc. See the adjectives.— To carry double, to carry two
riders at once, as a hoi-se.

His father, without any trouble.
Set her up behind him, and bad her not fear,
For his gelding had oft carried double.

Robin Hood's Birth (Child's Ballads, ^V. 346).

To see double, to see, by illusion, two images of the same
object : an experience common in drunkenness.

double (dub'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. doubled, ppr.

doubling. [Early mod. E. also dubble; < ME.
doublen, doblen, dublen, dubblen, < OF. doubler,
dobler, P. doubler = Ft. Sp. doblar = Pg. dobrar
= It. doppiare (cf. D. dubbelen, ver-dubbelen =
G. doppeln, ver-doppeln = D&n. for-doble = Sw.
for-dubbla, double, = MLG. dobbelcn, dubbelen
= Dan. doble = Sw. dobbla, gamble, play, with
dice), < ML. duplare, double, < L. duplus, dou-
ble: see double, a."] I. trans. X. To make dou-
ble; increase, enlarge, or extend by adding an
equal portion, measure, or value to : as, to dou-
ble a sum of money ; to double the quantity or
size of a thing ; to double a task.

As if eqnitie pretended were not iniquitie doubled.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 26.

All his ills are made
Less by your bearing part ; his good is doubled
By your communicating.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, ii. 4.

2. To be the double of ; contain twice the num-
ber, quantity, or measure of, or twice as much
as : as, the enemy's force doubles our own.

Doubling all his master's vice of pride.
Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To bring or Join together or side by side,
as two parts of a thing, or two things of the
same kind; lay or fold one part of tipon ano-
ther : as, to double a shawl or a curtain : often
followed by an adverb of direction or manner:
as, to double a blanket lengthwise or crosswise;

double-benched

to double up a file or files of soldiers, or teams
of horses ; to double over a leaf in a book ; to
double down the comer of a page.

Thou . . . Shalt double the sixth curtain in the fore-

front of the tabernacle. Ex. xxvi. 9.

He bought her Sermons, Psalms, and Gi"aces

;

And doubted down the useful places.
Prior, Hans Carvel.

There's a Page doubled down in Epictetus that is a
Feast for an Emperor. Congreve, Love for Love, i. 1.

4. To clench, as the hand.

Then the old man
Was wroth, and doubled up his hands.

Tennyson, Dora.

5. To repeat ; duplicate : as, to double a stroke.

The rebel king
Doubled that sin in Bethel and in Dan,
Likening his Maker to the grazed ox.

Milton, P. L, i. 485.

6. To pass round or by ; march or sail round,
so as to proceed along both sides of: as, to
double Cape Horn.

Sailing along the coast, he doubled the promontory of
Carthage. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

John Gonsalez and Tristan Vaz, . . . having obtained a
small ship from him [the prince], resolved to double Cape
Bojador, and discover the coast beyond.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 97.

7. In music, to add the upper or lower octave
to the tones of (the melody or harmony).

—

Doubled glass. See glass.—To double an antiphon,
to say an antiphon in full both before and after its ))sulin

or canticle, as is done on double feasts.— To double and
twist, to add (one thread) to another and twist (them)
together.

II. intrans. 1. To increase to twice the sum,
number, value, or measure

;
grow twice as

great.

'Tis observed in particular nations, that within the
space of three hundred years, notwithstanding all casual-
ties, the number of men doubles.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

2. To turn in the opposite direction, or wind, in
running.

Doubling and turning like a hunted hare. Dryden.

But I began
To thrid the musky-circled mazes, wind
And double in and out the boles, and race
By all the fountains. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

3. To put on more effort or speed.

He doubled to his work in a moment, and left the Can-
tab, who shortly afterwai-ds gave up.

Bury a}id Hillier, Cycling, p. 104.

4. Milit., to march at the double-quick.— 5.

To play tricks
;
practise deception.

Om. An 't please your honour
Count F. Tut, tut, leave pleasing of my honour, dili-

gence :

You double with me, come.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, I. 2.

What penalty and danger you accrue.
If you be found to double. Webster.

To double upon. («) Xaval, to inclose between two
fires, as an enemy's fleet. (6) To elude (pursuers) by turn-
ing back in rniniing.

double-acting (dub 'l-ak' ting), n. In mech.,
acting or applying power in two directions

;

producing a double i-esult Double-acting cyl-
inder, inclined plane, pump, steam-engine, etc. See
the nouns.

double-bank (dub'1-bank), v. t. To work or
pull by means of men working in pairs, as an
oar or a rope— that is, with two men at one oar,

or with men on both sides of the rope.

double -banked, double-benched (dub'l-
bangkt, -bencht), a. 1. jN'oKf., havingtwo oppo-
site oars pulled by rowers on the same thwart,
or having two men to the same oar : said of a
boat.— 2. Having two tiers of oars and of row-
ers, one over the other, as ships were worked
in antiquity— Double-banked frigate. See.frigate.

double-banker (dub'l-bang'ker), n. Same as
double-banked frigate (which see, under frig-
ate).

double-barreled (dub'l-bar'eld), a. 1. Hav-
ing two bairels, as a gun.— 2. Figuratively,
serving to effect a double purpose or to pro-
duce a double result.

This was a double-barrelled compliment. It implied
that Mrs. Weller was a most agi'eeable female, and also
that Mr. Stiggius had a clerical appearance.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxvii.

double-bass (dub'1-bas'), «• A musical instru-
ment, the largest and deepest of the viol fam-
ily, having 3 or 4 strings, with a compass of
over 3 octaves from the third E below middle
C. It was invented in the sixteenth century, and intro-

duced into the orchestra about 1700 ; and it is riow one
of the most useful of orchestral instnnnents. The strings
are usually tuned a fourth apart.

double-benched, a. See double-banked.



double-biting

double-biting (dub 'l-bi' ting), a. Biting or

cutting on either side : as, a double-biting ax.

Druden. [Rare.]

double-bitt (dub'l-bit), v. t. Naut., to pass, as
a cable, round another bitt besides its own, or
give it two turns round the bitts, so that it will

be more securely fastened.

double-bodied (dub'l-bod''id), a. Having two
bodies.— Double-bodledmicroscope. ^et microscope.

—Double-bodied signs, in astral. , the four zodiacal signs

Gemini, Vir^'o, ^>ai,'ittarius, and Pisces.

double-breasted (dub'l-bres'ted), a. Made
alike on both sides of the breast, as a coat or

waistcoat having two rows of buttons and but-
tonholes, so that it may be buttoned on either

side.

He wore a pair of plaid trousers, and a large rough
double-breasted waistcoat. Dickens.

double-breather (dub'l-bre"THer), n. An am-
phirhine animal, or one which breathes through
two nostrils; one of the Amphirhina (which
see), or any vertebrate above the Mcmorhina.
Haeckel.

double-brooded (dub'l-bro'ded), a. Inentom.,
having two broods annually: applied to those
species which have two generations during the
year, one brood generally appearing in the
spring and the other in the autumn.
double-charge (dub'l-charj'). ''. t. To charge,
intrust, or distinguish with a double portion.

Master Rol)ert Sliallow, choose what office thou wilt in

the land, 'tis thine. Pistol, I will dmtble.charqe thee with
dignities. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3.

double-concave (dub.'l-kon'kav), a. Same as
concavo-concave.

double-cone (dub'l-kon'), a. In arch., consist-

DoubIe<one Molding.— Stoneteigh Church. Wanrickshltc, England.

ing of cones joined base to base and apex to

apex, as a Romanesque style of molding.
double-convex (dub'l-kon'veks), a. Same as
conrcxo-conrcx.

double-crown (dub'l-kroun'), n. A gold coin
of the value of 10 or 11 shillings, current in Eng-

I

Double-cruwn of James I., in th« BriUsh Museum.
( Size of the original.

}

land in the seventeenth century. It was first

issued by James I.

double-darken (dub'l-dar'kn), r. t. To make
doubly <lark or gloomy. [Rare.]

When clouds arise

Kuch natures douA<e-dariben gloomy skies.

LoweU, "to O. W. CnrtU.

double-dealer (dub'l-de*16r), n. One who acts

two ilifTcrent parts in the same business or at

the same time ; one who professes one thing
and intends another; one guilty of duplicity.

Well. T will be so much a sinner to be a double dealer.

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

double-dealing (dub'l-de'ling), n. and a. I.

n. Duplicity; deceitful practice; the profes-

sion of one thing and the practice of another.

l>avid, now satisfled as to the priesta, thought he owed
to the Abuna a mortification for his double-dealing.

Bruce, .Source of the Nile, II. 590.

Tlie affairs of the universe are not carried on after a sys-

tem of i>enign duuble-dealinff.

II. Spencer, Social .Statics, p. 513.

U. n. Given to duplicity ; artful; treacherous.

Tiif-re were parsons at Oxford as double-dealinfj &n<l dan-
gt-roiis m any jiriest« out of Rome. Thackeraii.

double-decker (dub'l-dek'fer), n. 1. A ship
with two decks above the water-line.— 2. A
street-car having a second floor and seats on
top.— 3. A freight- or cattle-car with two floors.—4. A steam-boiler with two tiers of firing-
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chambers.— 5. A tenement-house having two
families on one floor: so termed by the police
of New York city.

double d'or (do'bl dSr). A kind of French
jewelry, formed from a plate of gold soldered
upon a copper plate eleven times as thick.
The compound plate thus formed is rolled thin
and made into any desired shape.
double-dye (dub'l-di), v. t. To dye twice over.

double-dyed (dub'1-did), p. a. 1. Twice dyed.
Hence— 2. Deeply imbued, as with guilt;
thorough; complete: as, a doMfete-d//e(i! villain.

double-dyeing (dub'l-di"ing), n. A method
of dyeing mixed woolen and cotton goods, by
which the wool is first dyed with a color which
has no afiinity for cotton, after which the cot-

ton is dyed with some color having no afiinity

for wool.
double-eagle (dub'1-e'gl), n. 1. A gold coin
of the United States, worth two eagles or .$20,

or £4 2s. 2c?. English money.— 2. Tne heraldic
representation of an eagle with two heads, as
in the national arms of Russia and Austria. It

is the ancient emblem of the Byzantine and
Holy Roman empires.
double-edged (dub'1-ejd), a. 1. Having two
edges.

" Your Delphic sword," the panther then replied,
" Is double-edffed, and cuts on either side."

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 192.

2. Figuratively, cutting or working both ways

:

applied to an argument which makes both for

and against the person employing it, or to any
statement having a double meaning.

Double-edged as is the argument from rudimentary or-

gans, there is probably none which has produced a greater
effect in promoting tile general acceptance of tile theory
of evolution. Huxley, Evolution in Biology.

double-ender (dufe'l-en^'d^r), n. 1. Anything
with two ends alike, as a boat designed to move
forward or backward with equal ease.

Two ships, the Peruvian corvette "America" and the
United States double-ender " Wateree," were carried [liy a
great sea-wavej nearly half a mile to the north of Arica,
beyond the railroad which nins to Tacna, and there left

stranded high and dry.
R. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 219.

It may be styled a double-ender spear, for each extrem-
ity of it is pointed in an identical manner.

Avier. Antiquarian, IX. 370.

2. A cross-cut sawing-machine, with a pair of

adjustable circular saws, for equalizing pieces
of stuff by sawing both ends at once.

double entendre (do'bl on-ton'dr). [F. dou-
ble, double, and entendre, to understand, used
in the sense of entente, meaning, sense. The
French has no such phrase ; its nearest equiva-
lent is mot a double entente, a word or phrase of
double sense, for which the E. phrase seems a
blundering substitute, with modified meaning.]
A word or phrase with two meanings, or ad-

mitting of two interpretations, one of which is

usually obscure or indelicate.

The French Itnow no sucli expression as double entendre,

the nearest api)roacli to it being double entente, a double
meaning : wliich is, however, whoily devoid of the ulterior

significance attached to double entendre. Saturday Rev.

Double entendre, whether right or wrong, has been nat-

uralized in English, and will be found in many of the best

dictionaries. Had I been writing in French, I should have
used double entente. N. and Q., 7tll ser., IV. 87.

double-eyed (dub'l-id), a. Watching in all di-

rections ; having keen sight.

Prevelie he [the kid] peeped out through a chinck,
Yet not so previlie but the Foxe him spyed

;

For deceltfull meaning is double eyed.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

double-face (dub'1-fas), n. Duplicity; insin-

cerity; hypocrisy.

double-faced (dub'1-fast), a. 1. Having two
faces or aspects : as, the double-faced god Janus.

Fame, if not double-faced, is double-moutli'd,
And with contrary blast proclaims most deeds.

Hilton, S. A., 1. 971.

2. Having both surfaces finished, so that either

may be used as the right side : as, a double-

faced cloth, shawl, or other fabric.—3. Deceit-

ful ; hypocritical
;
practising duplicity.

O Lord, I am sure Mr. Sneer h.is more taste and sin-

cerity than to A damn'd double-faced fellow

!

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

A man decided, unscrupulous, and energetic : a double-

faced, but not a double-minded man (Warwick].
li. W. Dixrm, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.

double-facedness (dub'l-fa"sed-nes), n. The
state of being double-faced ; duplicity.

We accustom ourselves and our children to live under
this double-faced morality, which is hypocrisy, and to

conciliate our douUe-facednegs by sophistry.
Nineteenth Century, XXI. 261.

double-nostriled

double-first (dub'l-fersf), n. In Oxford Uni-
versity: (a) One who gains the highest place
in the examinations in both classics and math-
ematics.

The Calendar does not show an average of two Double
Firsts annually for the last ten years, out oi one hundred
and thirty-eight graduates in Honors and more than twice
that number of graduates altogether.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 120.

(6) The degree itself: as, he took a double-first

at Oxford.
double-flowered (dub'l-flou''6rd), a. Having
double flowers, as a plant.

double-footed (dub'l-fut"ed), a. Diplopod:
applied to those myriapods (the ohilognaths)
which have two pairs of limbs to each segment
of the body— that is, the round centipeds.

double-gear (dub'1-ger' ), n. In mach. , the gear-
ing attached to the headstock of a lathe to
vary its speed.

double-gild (dub'1-gild), v. t. To gild with
double coatings of gold ; hence, to gloze over

;

cover up by flattery or cajolement.

England shall double gild his treble guilt.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

double-handed (dub'l-han"ded), a. 1. Hav-
ing two hands.

—

2\. Double-dealing; deceitful.

Gkinville.

double-headed (dub'l-hed"ed), o. 1. Having
two heads : as, a double-headed eagle in a coat
of arms.— 2. Supposed to have two heads: as,

the double-headed serpent (the amphisbaina).

double-header (dub'l-hed"^r), n. A railroad-
train drawn by two engines, or pulled by one
engine and pushed by another. [CoUoq., U. S.]

A freight engine dashed into the rear of the train, crush-
ing the ends of nearly all the cars on the train, aa well a»
damaging the second engine, tlie train being a double-
header. Philadelphia Ledger, Dec. 30, 1887.

double-hearted (dub'l-har"ted), a. False at

heart; deceitful; treacherous.

double-hung (dub'l-hung), a. In arch., being
both suspended so as to move upward or down-
ward: said of the two sashes of a window pro-
vided with cords, pulleys, and weights.

double-lock (dub'1-lok), ti. ^ 1. To fasten with
two bolts; secure with double fastenings.—2.

To lock by turning the key twice, as in some
forms of lock.

double-lunged (dub'l-lungd), a. Having two
lungs : specifically applied to the Dipneutnones.

double-man (dub'l-man), «. In the University
of Cambridge, one proficient both in mathe-
matics and m classics. Compare double-first.

double-manned (dub'1-mand), a. Furnished
with twice the complement of men, or with two
men instead of one.

double-meaning (dub'l-me"ning), a. Having
or conveying two meanings; misleading; de-

ceitful.

He has deceived me, like a double-nieaning propheaier.
SAo*., All's Well, iv. 3.

double-milled (dub'l-mild), a. Twice milled
or fulled, as cloth, to make it finer.

double-minded (dub'l-min'ded), a. Waver-
ing; unstable; unsettled; undetermined.

A double-minded man is unstable in all his ways.
Jas. i. 8.

double-mindedness (dub'l-min'''ded-ne8), ».

Indecision; inconstancy; instability.

double-natured (dub'l-na"turd), a. Having a
twofold nature.

Two kinds of life hath double-natured man,
And two-ot death. Young, Night Thoughts.

doubleness (dub'1-nes), «. [< ME. doublenesse;

< double -t- -Kcss.] 1. The state of being dou-
ble or doubled.

If you think well to carry this, aa you may, the double-
ness of the benefit defends the deceit from reproof.

Shak., M. forM., iii. 1.

Doubleness is sometimes connected with proliilcation, or
the continued growth of the axis of the flower. Double-
ness is strongly inherited.

Dai-win, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 151.

2. Duplicity; deceit.

For in oure dayes nia but covetise,

Doubleness and tresoun and envye,
I'oyson and manslawhtre and mordre in sondry wyse.

Chaucer, Former Age, I. 63.

It is clear to you, I hope, that Stephen was not a hypo-
crite— capable of deMheraie doubleness for a selfish end.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 9.

dou^le-nOStriled (dub'l-nos"trild), a. Having
two nasal passages ; amphirhine: a translation

of the term Amphirhina, applied to all skulled

vertebrates excepting the lampreys and bags,

or Monorhina. Haeckel.



doable-anlck

doable-quick (dub'l-kwik'), «. aud a. I. n.

Jii7t(., the quickest step next to the run, con-

sisting of 165 steps to the minute, each 33

inches long. Also double-time.

The soldiers pushed doggedly ahead, and, thinking to

pan the crowd, broke into a double-miiek.
Xhe Century, XXXV. 909.

n. o. 1. Performed in the time of the double-

1744

Boription, as a coin or medal, owing to the fact

that the metal blank accidentally shifted while

the specimen was being struck off from the die.

doublet (dub'let), n. [< ME. duhUt, dobbelet,

doblettc, doplyt, etc., < OF. doublet, m., also dou-

blette, P. doublet, double stone, a garment so

called (also called doublier; cf. doublier, dou-

blour, lining for a garment), < double, double,

+ dim. -e<.] 1. One of a pair of like things;

streuKth to the muscles which move the tail-flns.

If. Orew, Museum.

The occurrence of dotiUets, or pairs of variant versions.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 427.

Specifically— (a) In typography, an unintentional dupli-

cation of a word, phrase, passage, etc. Also double, (d)

In philol., a duplicate form of a word ; one of two (or, by

extension, three or more) words originally the same, but

having come to differ in form, and usually more or less

quick; pertaining to or in conformity with the

double-quick: as, double-quick step.— 2. Very

quick or hurried : as, he disappeared in double- plural.

quicit time. Those doublets on the side of his tail seem to add

double-quick (dub'l-kwik'), adv. Milit., in

double-quick step: as, we were marching dou-

ble-quick.

double-quick (dub'l-kwik'),t). I.tntrans. Mtht.,

to march in double-quick step.

n. trans. Milit., to cause to march in dou-

ble-quick step: as, the colonel double-quicked

them.
Berry doubU-guieked his men to the point, biit was too

l,te_ iThe Century, XXXV. 962.

doublerl (dub'lfer), ». [< double, v., + -«)•!; =
D. dobbelaar = ODan. doblere = Dan. dobler,

gambler, gamester.] 1 . One who or that which

doubles; particularly, an instrument for aug-

menting a very small quantity of electricity,

80 as to render it manifest by sparks or the

electrometer.

The earliest of such continuous electrophori was Ben-

net's DoubUr, the latest is Holtz's machine.
S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 26.

doubloon

Whether matrons of the holy assembly
May lay their hair out, or wear doublets.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

His doublet was of sturdy buff.

And though not sword, yet cudgel-proof.
S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 305.

Doublet of defense or fencet, a brigandine.— To dlght
one's doublet. See dight.

double-time (dub'1-tim'), n. Milit., same as

double-quick.

a duplicate: in most uses comVonTy ^SIThe double-tonguetg^^^^^^

Now comith the sinne of double tonge, swiche as speke

faire biforn folk and wikkedly bihynde.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

double-tongue (dub'1-tung), v. i. In music, in

playing the flute and certain brass instnmdents,

like the comet, to apply the tongue rapidly to

the teeth and the hard palate alternately, so as

to insure a brilliant execution of a staccato pas-

sage.

iirnieanlngT" Doublets areVery common in EngUsh. They doublo-tongued (dub'l-tungd), a. Making con-

usually consist of an older and a later form, the older trary declarations on the same subject at dif-

being generally descended and the later directly borrowed
f •! j. 4.™p„ . deceitful

from the same original (as fceniscm, ten«d««o>.; »«a!i»M., terent times, Ueeeuiui.
.^ „,

malediction, etc.), or two accidental variations of one ori- Likewise must the deacons be grave, not (iouW«-(onOT«rf.

ginal, sometimes slightly discriminated (as alarm, alarum, 1 Tim. 111. 8.

etc.), or of a standard literary and a dialectal form (as
floTiyjle-tOPSail (dub'l-top'sl), a. NauL, an

church, kirk; lord, lami, etc.). See dimorphu-m, 5 (c)
""^^['w''3in£r a rio- in which th

Infer, a chevron-shaped bearing which issues from either eBitnet noting a iiginwmcnm
side of the field, and reaches nearly to the opposite side

without touching it. (rf) One of a pair of dice turned up
in tlirowing when they both present the same number of

spots : usually in the plural : as, to throw doublets.
_

2. Something formed by a union of two like

things; a duplicate combination. Speciflcally-

A still arranged for intercepting vapors of (a) A counterfeit gem composed of two pieces of crystal double-tOUCh (dub'1-tuch'), »^Asiiuaiiaugc t' 6 „ i-. „„_ with a layer of color between them, givnig the effect of a ^,„u;„„ „,„„^ota Spe «i«oM«i

epithet noting a rig in which the square topsail

is replaced by two smaller sails and yards, in

order to lessen the labor of the crew and en-

able them to reduce sail with greater rapidity.

In this rig the lower topsail-yard is fl.xed to the cap, aud

the clues of the upper topsail are lashed to the lower top-

sail yard-arms.
,, , •" A method of

distillation, and redistilling them.— 3. A ma
chine for doubling and drawing silk.— 4. The
felting placed between a fabric to be printed

and the printing-cylinder.— 5. Same as dou-

ble-ripper Norremberg doubler, a form of polari-

doubier^ (dub'16r), ». [< ME- doublet, dobler,

dobeler, < OF. doublier (= Pr. dobler, doblier), a

large plate, < double, double : see double, a.] A
dish or platter used in gathering and remov-

ing fragments from the table. Minsheu. [Now
prov. Eng.]

And wisshed witterly with wille ful egre.

That disshes and dobleres bifor this like doctour.

Were molten led in his maw

!

Piers PUrwman (B), xiii. 81.

A baasyn, a boUe, other a acole,

A dysche other a dobler.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), 11. 1146.

double-ripper (dub'l-rip'fer), n. Two sleds

placed one behind the other and connected by
a plank, upon which boys coast down-hill. Also
doubler, double-runner, bob-sled. [New Eng.]

The dovble^ripper is now laid aside with other engines

of calamity. Newspaper.

double-ruff (dub'l-ruf' ), n. An old game at

cards.

I can play at nothing so well as doubte-ruf.
Ueywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

double-runner (dub'l-rim'fer), n. Same as dou-

blc-rippcr or bob-sled.

double-shade (dub'1-shad), v. t. To double the

natural darkness of.
Now began

Night with her sullen wings to double-shade

Tlie desert. Jftifon, P. R. , 1. 600.

double-shining (dub'l-shi'ning), a. Shining

with double luster.

The sports of double-shining day. Sidney.

double-shot (dub'1-shot), v. t. To load, as a
cannon, with double the usual weight of shot,

for the purpose of increasing the destructive

power. This practice is not employed with the
heavier and more perfect guns of the present

day.

double-snipe (dub'l-snip'), n. A name of the

greater snipe, Gallinago major.

double-stop (dub'l-stop), v. t. In playing the

violin, to stop two strings of simultaneously
with the fingers, and thus produce two-part

harmony.
double-stopping (dub'l-stop"ing), n. In play-

ing musical instruments of

the viol ramily, the play-

ing of two strings at once,

especially where both of

them are stopped— that is,

shortened by the finger.

The two simultaneous
tones thus produced are
called double-stops.

double-struck (dub'l-

Doable.<tnicic Coin of struk), o. In WMmJs., show-
mu In Crete, «th ing a double impression

(li^rflriStokL)"' of the device (type) or in-

with a layer of color between them, giving

genuine colored stone.

You may have a brass ring gilt with a doublet for a small

matter. N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 330.

(fc) In optics, a combination of two simple lenses, with the

object of diminishing the chromatic and spherical aberra-

tion : in the former use called specifically an achrmnatic

doublet. The WoUaston doublet (see the extract) consists

of two plano-convex lenses placed a short distance apart

in the eyepiece of a microscope.

An important improvement on the single lens was in.

tioduced by Dr. Woliaston, who devised the doublet still

known by his name. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 23.

3t. pi. A game with dice upon tables, some-

what resembling backgammon.

1549.
They be at their doublets still.

Latimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI.,

What! Where's your cloak? . . .

To tell you truth, he hath lost it at doublets.

Cartwright, Ordinary (1651).

4. An outer body-garment such as was worn by
men from about the end of the fifteenth until

about the middle of the seventeenth century.
Originally it had short skirts, and was girded round the

body with a belt of leather or similar material. Later it

was cut and adjusted with great care, and even stuffed or

I. Doublet, time of Edward IV. a. Doublet, from portrait of Sir

William Russell. 3. Peasecod-bellied Doublet. ( Both 3 and 3, Urae

of Elizabeth.) 4. Doublet, time of Charles I.

hombasted into an exact shape. At this period it some-

times had skirts, but was more often made without them.

Throughout the sixteenth century the doublet usually

had sleeves ; under tlie reign of Charles I. of England it

became universally an undergarment, being made with-

out sleeves, and was thus tlie prototype of the modern
waistcoat. So long as doublets were a common garment
for men, they were frequently imitated in the fashions of

feminine dress : thus, a similar body-garment for women
was worn about 1680, and again in the reign of Charles II.

of England, corresponding nearly to the modern sack, hav-

ing sleeves and short skirts.

Then lace his dubletl euery hoole.

Babces Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 178.

A silken doublet I a velvet hose ! a scarlet cloak

!

S/Kiit.,T. oftheS., v. 1.

making magnets. See magnet.

doubletree (dub'1-tre), n. Same as equalizing-

bar (b) (which see, under bar^).

double-trouble (dub'l-tmb'l), «. A character-

istic step of a rustic dance or breakdown, de-

rived from the plantation negroes. It usually

has a banjo accompaniment. [Southern U. S.]

He [Peter Stuyvesant] likewise ordered that the ladies,

and indeed the gentlemen, should use no other step in

dancing than "shuffle and turn " and " double-trouble."

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 406.

double--worked(dub'l-w6rkt),o. Graftedtwice.

See the extract.

When we graft or bud a tree already budded or grafted,

we call it double-worked. P. Barry, Kruit Garden, p. 100.

doubling (dub'ling), n. [Verbal n. of double, ».]

1. Something doubled or folded over; a fold;

a plait; specifically {naut.), the doubled edge

or skirt of a sail.— 2. That the addition of

which makes double. Specifically —<a) In her., the

lining of a mantle or mantling, (b) In slating, the double

course of slates at the eaves of a house : sometimes ap-

plied to the eaves-board, (c) In iiitwic, the addition to a

tone of its upper or lower octave.

3. pi. Naut., that part of a mast included be-

tween the trestletrees and the cap.— 4. The
second distillation of wine.— 5. The act of

marching at the double-quick. [Rare.]- 6.

In bot., same as chorisis— Doubling of the bow.
See &otc3.

doubling (dub'ling), a. Shifting ; manoeuvenng.

Lord Egmont was doublinn, absurd, and obscure.
Walpole, Letters, II. 484.

doubling-frame (dub'ling-fram), «. A machine
on which double silk threads are wound.

doubling-nail (dub'ling-nal), n. A nail used

to fasten the lining of the gun-ports in a ship.

doubloon (dub-lou'), «. [< F. doublon, < Sp.

doblon (= Pg. dobrSo — It. dopjyione), a doub-

loon, so called because it was originally of dou-

ble the value of a pistole, aug. of doblo (= Pg.

dobro = It. doppio), double: see double. Cf.

dobla, dobra.'] A gold coin of Spain and the

Spanish-American states, originally of double

the value of the pistole, the double pistole be-

ing equivalent from 1730 to 1772 to $8.24, from

1772 to 1786 to |8.08, and from 1786 to 1848 to

$7.87. The current doubloon of Spain (doblon de Isabel,

1848) is of 100 reals, and worth a little more than $5.02.

Obverse. Reverse.

Doubloon of Isabella 11.. Queen of Spain, in the British .Museum.

(Size of the original.)

The old double doubloon, also called doubloon onza (ounce

of gold) is of .S20 reals, or 16 hard dollars, being equiva-

lent to a quadruple pistole. The coinage of doublocou

has ceased in Spain,



doubloon
They had succeeded in obtaining from hira [the French

ambassador] a box of doubloittis.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiii.

doubly (dub'li), adv. 1. In a double or two-
fold manner ; in twice the quantity or to twice
the degree : as, to be doubly sensible of an ob-
ligation.

For fools are doubly fools, endeav'ring to be wise.
Drydm, Hind and Panther, 1. 2401.

When, musing on companions gone,
We doubly feel ourselves alone.

Scottf Mamiion, ii.. Int.

2. Deceitfully; with duplicity.
doubti (dout), V. [Early mod. E. dout, doute (the
h being inserted in the P. and E. forms in the
16th century, in ignorant imitation of the orig.
L. ; it does not occur in early E. or F.) ; < ME.
doiiten, dowten, earlier du ten, fear, be in fear, also,
less commonly, doubt, < OP. douter, duter, doter,
later doubter, mod. P. douter, doubt, fear, = Pr.
duptar, doptar = Sp. dudar = Pg. diividar = It.

dottare, < L. dubitare, waver in opinion, be un-
certain, doubt, hesitate, in form a freq. verb,
connected with diibius, wavering in opinion,
uncertain, doubtful, dubious (see dubious), <
duo, = E. two, + -bi-, of uncertain origin. Cf.
Gr. doifi, doubt; Skt. dvaya, twofold; Goth.
tweifls = Dan. tvivl = Sw. tvifvel = G. zwcifel =
D. twiJifel, doubt ; AS. twed, doubt ; all from the
word for 'two.' Hence (from OP.) redoubt^,
redoubtable, and (from L. dubitare) dubitate,
(lubitation, etc.] I. intrans. 1. To be imcer-
tain as to a truth or fact; be undetermined or
undecided ; waver or fluctuate in opinion ; hesi-
tate.

Here men dowten comunly to whom men schulde re-
store the godes that thei have geten with wronge.

Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), III. 174.

To them that doubt of Wine, of chesse, seailes, and of
tables, thou shalt say that such sports and such drinkes
are a great sinne. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 257.

He began to dmtht of everything
Amidst that world of lies.

William Morrui, Earthly Paradise, II. 173.

2t. To be in fear; be afraid.

Tho dmtteden the schepherdes, & in gret drede weren.
Oeburt Jem, L 515.

Who so doutei for her menace.
Have he never syght off Goddes face.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 6733.

Whan the kynge Arthur vndirstode their menaces, he
yede cute by a wyndowe of karlion, for he douted moche
of treson. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 108.

H. trans. 1. To be uncertain as to the truth
or fact of ; hold in question

; question ; hesitate
to believe : as, to doubt the truth of a story.

Tlie phenix, were she never seen, were doubted.
Fletcher, Valentinian, i. 2.

If they . . . turn not back perverse :

But that I doubt. Milton, P. L., vi. 563.

Doubt thou not but I shall go again,
E'en as i doubt not that fresh misery
I there shall gather as the days pass by.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 324.

2. To be expectant or apprehensive of ; believe
hesitatingly or indefinitely.

Quath he, "heo duteth me to lite."

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

I fear I am pursued ; and doubt that I,

In my defence, have kill'd an officer.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, liL 1.

When we were come to where the three fellows were
hanged, he said, That he doubted that that would be his
end also. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 296.

I doubt her affections are farther engaged than we
imagine. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

They doubled some sinister motive, or deeper policy than
appeared In the conduct of the French king.

Preecott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

3. To distrust; be uncertain -with regard to;
be distrustful of: as, to doubt one's ability to
execute a task.

1745
As soone as he saugh the grete devell he lete renne to

hym, for nothinge he hym douted.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 442.

5t. To cause to fear; put in fear; appal; daunt.
I'll tell ye all my fears ; one single valour,
The virtues of the valiant Caratach,
More doubts me than all Britain.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

doubti (dout), n. [Early mod. E. douie (the 6
being inserted as in the verb); < ME. doute,
dout, earlier dute,tea,v, doubt, < OP. doute, dute.

doubtfulness

Domys the doghty, doutid in flld.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6360.
So sholde ye be the more dredde and douted thourgh

euery londe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 581.

Turne thee to those that weld the awful crowne.
To doubted Knights, whose woundlesse armour rusts.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

doubtedlyt (dou'ted-U), adv. Doubtfully.
Good heed would be had that nothing be doubtedly

spoken, which may haue double meaning, ... but that
all our wordes runne to conflrme wholy our matter.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, p. 108.dote, P. doute = Pr. dopte, dubte = Sp. duda = j„„i.+„„ ,a >,>. s r^ ,, j ^.
Pg. duvida = It. do<ta, doubt; from the verb: ^^^ Ĵ^^^^^^^}', "• ^°*' ^^'^ doubts; one
see doubt\ «.] 1. Uncertainty with regard to ""^ ""'"'""

the truth of a given proposition or assertion

;

suspense of judgment arising from defect of
evidence or of inclination

; an unsettled state
of opinion; indecision of belief.

What prevents the admission of a proposition as cer-
tain IS called doubt. Sir W. Hamilton.
When I say that Descartes consecrated doubt, you must

remember that it was that sort of doubt which Goethe has
called " the active scepticism, whose whole aim is to con-
quer itself "

; and not that other sort which is born of Hip-
pancy and ignorance, and whose aim is only to perpetuate
itself, as an excuse for idleness and indifference.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 323.

2. A matter of uncertainty ; an undecided case
or proposition; a ground of hesitation.

It was doute whether [which] bonys were Petris and
whether wer Paulis.

Trevisa, tr. ol Higden's Polychronicon, V. 77.

Give me leave to tell you, it would seem a kind of af-
front to our country to make a dmtbt of what we pretend
to be famous for. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 224.

But though he now prayed wherever he was, at home or
abroad, in the house or in the field, two doubts still as-
saulted him : whether he was elected, and whether the day
of grace was not gone by. Southey, Bunyan, p. 21.

It Is one thing to believe that a doctrine is false, and
quite another thing to admit a theoretical doubt about it.

W. K. aiford, Lectures, II. 303.

3. A difficulty suggested or proposed for solu-
tion ; an objection.

To every doubt your answer is the same. Btackmore.

4t. Difficulty ; danger.
Forced them, how ever strong and stout
They were, as well approv'd in many a doubt,
Back to recule. Spenser, V. Q., V. xi. 47.

5t. Hesitating apprehension ; fear ; dread.

He nadde of no prince in the workle doute.
Robert of Gloucester, p. 89.

Tlie dute of deth Is swithe stronge. ,

Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 44.

Pope Urban durst not depart for doubt. Bemers.

In doubt, in uncertainty ; in suspense.

Thy life shall hang in doubt before thee.
Deut xiviii. 66.

Methodic doubt, doubt feigned for a philosophical pur-
pose, concerning a proposition really believed, as the
Cartesian doubt respecting one's own existence.—No
doubt, without question ; certainly.— Objective doubt,
that which is occasioned by the insufficiency of the evi-
dence.— Subjective doubt, hesitancy in accepting a
proposition because it is not such as one is antecedently
inclined to believe.—To hang in doubt, to make no
doubt. See the verbs. = Syn. 1. Indecision, irresolu-
tion, suspense, hesitation, hesitancy, misgiving, distrust,
mistrust.

doubt^t, n. [By apheresia from redoubt^, q. v.]
A redoubt. Davies.

Forward be all your hands.
This doxdtt down that now betwixt us

Amaunt . . . cntte a-sonder the lacea of his helme and
caste It a-wey, and than couered hym with his shelde,
for sore he douted his heede, whereon was no more but
the coyfe of maylc. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), Ii. S68.

He Is so devoted to his book.
As I must tell you true, I doubt his health.

Ford, 'Tis Pity, 1. 4.

To teach vain wits a science little known,
T' admire superior sense, and d^mbt their own I

Po2>€, Essay on Criticism, 1. 200.

4f. To fear; be afraid of.

Myche dut he his dreme, & dred hym Iherfore.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 13834.

Ho so doutelh Jhesu Crist, him ne failleth nost.
St. Brandan (ed. Wright), p. 13.

Philip . . .

Doughtye men douten for dreedful hee seemes.
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 167.
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Urge one another.
stands,

Jove will go with us to their walls.
Chapman, Iliad, xii. 286.

doubtable (dou'ta-bl), a. [The b inserted as
in the verb; < ME. doutable, dutable, < OP.
"doutable, later doubtable (= Sp. dudable) (ef.

OP. redoubtable, fearful, mighty, whence E. re-

doubtable), < douter, doter, doubt: see donbt^,
t'.] That may be doubted ; dubitable. [Bare.]

Sith that thy citee is assayled
Thourgh knyghtis of thyn owne table,
Ood wote thl lordship is doutable

!

Rom. of the Rose, I. 6274.

Therfore men comen from fer Contrees to have Jugge-
ment of doutable Causes: and other Juggenient usen thei
non there. Mandemlte, Travels, p. 172.

doubtancet, n. [The 6 inserted as in the verb

;

< ME. doutance, earlier doutaunee, dotaunce, <
OF. dotance, dutance= Pr. duptnnsa, doptansa=
Sp. dudanza = It. dottanza, < ML. dttbitantia,

doubt, fear, < L. dubitare, doubt : see doubt^, v."]

Pear; dread; suspicion. Chaucer.

Eglentlne, thys Kinges doughter fre.

Off Paynymes had giet fere and doubtance.
Rom. of Partenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 2130.

doubted (dou'ted), p. a. [< ME. douted, duted,

pp. of douten, etc., fear, doubt : see doubt^, v.]

1. Questioned; not certain or settled,— 2t.
Feared; redoubted; redoubtable.

whose opinion is unsettled or whose mind is
not convinced.
The unsettled doubters, that are in most danger to be

seduced. Hammond, Works, II. ii. 67.

doubtful (dout'ful), a. [< doubtT- + -ful. The
earlier adj. was dOMtoMS ; see doubtous.2 1. Full
of doubt ; having doubt ; not settled in opinion.
To assist the doubtful Wouter in the arduous business

of legislation, a board of magistrates was appointed,
Irving, Kniekerboclter, p. 155.

2. Causing doubt ; dubious ; ambiguous ; un-
certain ; not distinct in character, meaning, or
appearance; vague: as, a, doubtful expression;
a doubtful hue.

A doubtful day
Of chill and slowly greening spring.

Whittier, What the Birds Said.

Till now the doubtful dusk reveal'd
The knolls once more where, couch'd at ease,
The white kine glimmer'd.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xct.

Now the full-leaved trees might well forget
The changeful agony of doubtful spiing.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 280.

3. Admitting of or subject to doubt ; not ob-vi-
ous, clear> or certain

; questionable.
I will adopt some beggar's doubtful issue,
Before thou shalt inherit.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iv. 1.

For where the event of a great action is left doubtful,
there the poet is left master.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, Pref.

It is always the person of doubtful virtue who is most
eager to assume the appearance of severe integrity.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 108.

4. Of uncertain issue
; precarious ; shitting.

Who have sustain'd one day in doubtful fight.

Milton, P. L., vi. 423.

Inspired repulsed battalions to engage.
And taught the doubtful battle where to rage.

Addison, The Campaign.

5. Of questionable or suspected character.
She never employed doubtful agents or sinister mea-

sures. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

6t. Fearful; apprehensive; suspicious.
So long they stayed that the King grew doubtfull of

their bad vsage, that he swore by the Skies, if they re-
turned not well, he would haue wanes with Opechanka-
nough so long as he had any thing.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 86.

7. Indicating doubt; disturbed by doubt.
[Eare.]

With doubtful feet and wavering resolution
I came. Milton, S. A., I. 732.

8. In pros., variable in quantity ; capable of
being pronounced or measured either as a long
or as a short; common ; dichronous. =syn. 1. Un-
certain, undecided.— 2. Dubious, Equivocal, etc. (see ob-
Hcure, a.): problematic, enigmatical.

•doubtfully (dout ' ful - i), c(J». In a doubtful
manner; with doubt or hesitation ; so as to in-
dicate or admit of doubt.
When we speake or write doubtfully, and that the sence

may be taken two wayes, such ambiguous termes they
call Amphibologia, we call it the ambiguous.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 217.

I came to the court . . . and very privately discovered
to her majesty this conspiracy. . . . She took it doubt-
fully. I departed with fear.

State Trials, William Parry, an. 1684.

How doubtfully these spectres fate foretel

!

In double sense and twilight truth they dwell.
Dryden, Tyrannic Love, iv. 1.

Tints softly with each other blended.
Hues doubtfully begun and ended.

Wordsworth, Bird of Paradise.

doubtfulness (dout'ful-nes), n. 1. A state of
doubt or uncertainty of mind; dubiousness;
suspense ; instability of opinion.

Faith is utterly taken away. Instead whereof is dis-
trust and doubtfulness bearing nile.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 29.

2. Ambiguity; uncertainty of meaning.
Here we must be diligent, that . . . there be no doubt-

ftdness in any word, and that alwaies there lie one nianer
of words that goe before, and also one maner of wordea
ende the sentence, plainly and without double vnder-
standing. Sir T. Wilson, Art of Logic, fol. 20.

3. Uncertainty of event or issue ; indetermi-
nateness of condition.



donbtfolness

Erery day that passed showed the doublfuinMi of the

convention. Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 265.

doubtangly (dou'ting-li), adv. In a doubting

manner; dubiously.

In the forty-flrst experiment I tendered my thoughts

concerning respiration, but douWinj^iy.
Boyle, Works, I. 176.

doubtless (dout'les), a. and adv. [The b in-

serted as in doubt; < ME. douteles, < doute,

doubt: see doubt\ n., and -Uss.'] I.t a. 1.

Free from doubt ; indubitable.

It is no prejudice to the precious charity of knowledge,

even in undoubted truths, to make truth more doubtless.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, u.

2. Having no fear ; free from fear of danger

;

secure.

Pretty child, sleep doubtletis, and secure

That Hubert, for the wealth of all the world.

Will not offend thee. Shak., K. John, iv. 1.

n. adv. Without doubt; without objection

or uncertainty; unquestionably; often, with

weakened sense, presumably, probably. [An
elliptical use of the adjective, standing for the

phrase "it is doubtless that."]

Doubtleu he would have made a noble knight.

Shdk., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

The rock seems to have been dug away all round the

sphynx for a great way, and the stone was doubtless em-

ploy'd in building the pyramids.
, , .„

Poeocke, Description of the East, I. 46.

Doubtleti, development increases the capacity both for

enjoyment and for suffering. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 239.

doubtlessly (dout'les-li), adv. Unquestionably.

Why you may, and doubtlessly will, when you have de-

bated that your commander is but your mistress.

Beau, and FL, Scornful Lady, i. 1.

doubtoust, a. [The 6 inserted as in the verb

;

< ME. doutous, dotous, < OF. doutos, dotus, F.

douteux (= I*r. doptos, duptos = Sp. dudoso —
Pg. duvidoso = It. dottoso), doubtful, < doute,

doubt: see doubt^, n., and -ous.'i Doubtful;

dubious ; of doubtful sense.

For in these pointes wherein we vary, . . . either the

Scripture is plaine & easy to perceiue, or dotibtoute and
hard to vnderstande. Sir T. More, Works, p. 467.

doubtouslyt, adv. [The b inserted as in doubt;

< ME. doutously, doutusli; < doubtoiis + -ly'^.'\

Doubtflilly ; dubiously.

And drow him toward the des, but doutusli after

He stared uii his stepmoder stifli a while.

William of PaZeme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4838.

doubtsomet, o. [The b inserted as in doubt;

early mod. E. doutsum; < doubt^, n., + -some.]

Doubtful.

Anceps [L.]. . . . Ang., Double or two edged ; doubt-

tome. CoZeinnt, Diet., 1590 (ed. 1606).

With doutsum victorie they dealt.

Battle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 186).

1746

Adieu, I yon say, my full doveet floure 1

Adieu, my lady of full gret valoure

!

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3898.

n. ». 1. A kind of pasty or custard.

Bakemetes or dowcettes. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 170.

Dousette, a lytell flawne, darioUe. Palsgrave.

2. A musical instrument, a kind of flute.

Many a thousand tymes twelve . . .

That craftily begunne to pipe

Bothe in doucet and in riede.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1221.

3. A testicle of a deer. Also written dowcet,

AH the sweet morsels, called tongue, ears, and dmvcels.

B. Jomon, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

douceur (d6-s6r'), n. [= D. douceur — Dan.

douceur, dusik = Sw. dusor, reward, < F. dou-

ceur, sweetness, a present, < OF. dougor, dol-

cor, dulcor (> ME. dousour) = Pr. doleor = Sp.

duleor = Pg. dulgor, < LL. dulcor, sweetness, <

L. dulcis, sweet: see dulcet.'] If. Sweetness or

mildness of manner; kindness; gentleness.

Now for synglerty o hyr dousour.

We calle hyr fenyx of Arraby.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 429.

Blame with indulgence, and correct with doiueur.
Chesterfield.

2. A conciliatory offering; a present or gift;

a reward; a bribe.

The commander-in-chief of the Bengal army could have

had no ground for exasperation at being shut out from

the interview, had he not in like manner reckoned on re-

ceiving a handsome douceur.
J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 354.

3t. A kind or agreeable remark ; a compliment.

With a good account of her health, she writes me many
douceurs, in which you have a great share.

Lord Lvttelton (1771), in Correspondence of David
[Garrick, I. 440.

douche (dosh), n. [F. , a douche, a shower-bath,

= Sp. ducha = It. doccia, a water-pipe, spout,

conduit, < docciare = F. douclier, pour, < ML.
"ductiare, < L. ducere, pp. ductus, lead, con-

duct. Cf. conduit\ of the same ult. origin.]

dough-maker

This botcher looks as if he were dough-baked; a little

butter now, and I could eat him like an oaten-cake.

Fletcher {and another), Love s Cure, ii. 1.

Since we are so much indebted to God for accepting our

best it is not safe ventured to present him with a dough-

baked sacrifice. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 265.

Nay, what is more than all, he [love] can make those

dowbak'd, senseless, indocile animals, women, too hard for

us, their politick lords and rulers, in a moment.
Wycherley, Country Wife, iv. 1.

dough-balls (do'balz), n. pi. A marine alga,

Polysiphonia Olneyi, belonging to the order

Floridece.

In its typical form Polysiphonia Olneyi forms dense

soft tufts, sometimes called dough-balls by the sea-shore

population. Farlow, Marine Algae, p. 171.

dough-bird (do'berd), n. A local name in the

United States of the Eskimo curlew, Numenius

Dough-bird {//utmnius boreatis).

borealis, the smallest American species of the

genus Numenius. It has a slender bill only about two
inches long. It is abundant during its migrations, and is

much sought as a game-bird. Also doe-bird.

Accompanying and mingling freely with the golden

plover are the Esquimaux curlew, or doufjh-birds, in great

numbers. Shore Birds, p. 12.

dough-boyt (do'boi), «. Naut., a boiled dum-
pling of raised dough.

Bread and Flower being scarce with us, we could not
Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 38.make Dough-boys.

1. A jet or current of water or vapor applied dOUgh-brake (do'brak), n. A power-machine
to some part or a particular organ of the body, -aseA in bakeries for kneading dough; a dough-

as in a bath or for medicinal purposes.— 2. An kneader. It consists of corrugated rollers, be-

instrument for administering such a jet. Douches tween which the dough passes in a sheet,

are differently foi-med and named, according to the parts douerhert (do'fer), n. [ME. dower, < dough, dow.

douc (dSk),̂ n. [< F. douc, of imcertain origin.]

A name of the old-world catarrhine monkeys of

the genus Semnopitheeus. There are many species

of these handsome apes, generally of large size and varied
coloration, with long limbs and tails.

douce (So. pron. dSs), a. [Sc, also douse; <

ME. douce, < OF. F. doux, fem. douce, sweet,
soft, gentle, mild, < L. dulcis, sweet, etc. : see

dulee7\ It. Sweet; pleasant; luxurious.

And Diues in deyntees lyued and in douce vye [Hfe].

Piers Plounnan (B), xiv. 122.

2. Sober; sedate; gentle; not light or frivo-

lous; prudent; modest. [Scotch.]
'

Sir George was gentle, meek, and douse.
Raid of the Beidswire (Child's Ballads, VI. 133).

There were some pretty Gallas, doucc-looking Abys-
sinians, and Africans of various degrees of hideousness.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 473.

doucedt (dS'sed), n. An erroneous form of dou-
cet, 2.

doucely (dSs'li), adv. [< douce + -ly^.'] Se-
dately; soberly; prudently. [Scotch.]

Doucely manage our affairs

In parliament.
Bums, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.

douceness (dSs'nes), n. X. Soberness; sedate- J^J^X^^^^^^^^r
ness; modesty. [Scotch.]— 2t. Sweetness. Da- °-^^X Y^l'J'
vies.

Some luscious delight, yes, a kind of ravishing douce-
ness there is in studying good books.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 166.

douceperet, ». See domepere.
doncett, a. and n. [I. a. ME., < OF. doucet,
sweet, gentle, P. doucet, mild, demure, dim. of
doux, sweet: see doxice and dulcet. II. n. 1.

for which they are designed: as,a nasal dojwAe.—DOUChe
fllLforme. Same as aquapuncture.

doucine (do-sen'), n. [F.] In arch., a mold-
ing concave above and convex below, serving

especially as a cyma to a delicate cornice; a

oyma recta.

doucker (do'ker), n. Same as dueker.

dough (do), m. [Also dial, dow (formerly in lit-

erary use), and (with pron. as in tough) duff,

also dial, doff (see duff) ; < ME. dow, dowe, dou,

dogh, dog, earlier dagh, dag, < AS. dah, dat.

ddge = D. and LG. deeg = OHG. MHO. teic, G.
teig = Icel. deig = Sw. deg = Dan. deig = Goth.

daigs, dough ; < V "'^'fl'.
Goth, deigan, knead,

mold, form, = L. fingerc (fig-), mold, form
(whence ult. E. feign, figure, fictile, etc., q. v.),

= Gr. *6ix in relxoc, wall, = Skt. / dih, stroke,

smear.] 1. A mass composed of flour or meal
prepared for baking into bread or cake by va-
rious processes, as moistening, mixing with
yeast, salt, etc., raising (after which it is called

sponge), and kneading, or for simpler kinds by
moistening and mixing only

;
paste of bread.

When they [camels] travel, they cram them with barly
dough. Sandys, Travailes, p. 108.

2. Something having the appearance or consis-

tency of dough, as potters' clay, etc.

They renew this Image with new dow many times.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 797.

3t. A little cake. [North. Eng.]

Dough or Dow is vulgarly used in the North for a little

Cake, though it properly signifies a Mass of Flour tem-
pered with Water, Salt, Yeast, and kneaded fit for baking.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 163, note.

See caA:ei. , , ,

[< dough, «.] To make into doughing-

dough. [Rare.]

The technical word used [in making Paraguayan tea]

is sevar mite (cebar, lit., to bait, to grease, applied in the
sense of doughing together the paste formed by the yerba
and water and accommodating the bombilla).

X andQ., 7th ser., IIL 16.

To dough in. See the extract.

The mixing of the malt required for one grist with
water in the mash-tun at the commencement of a brew-
ing is called doughingin. Thausing, Beer (trans.), p. 412.

And moreouer, that all Doicers of the Cite, and suburbis

of the same, grynd att the Cite-is mylUs, and noo where
els, as long as they niey have sufficiaunt grist.

English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 335.

doughface (do'fas), n. A person who is pliable

and, as it were, made of dough; a flabby char-

acter; specifically, in U. S. hist., in the period

of sectional controversy regarding slavery, a
Northern politician disposed to show undue
compliance with the wishes of the South.

Randolph with his inimitable slang termed it (the Mis-

souri Compromise] a "dirty bargain, helped on l)y eigh-

teen northern dough-faces." Schouler, Hist. U. S., III. 166.

Fer any office, small or gret,

I couldn't ax with no face.

Without I'd ben, thru dry and wet,

Th' unrizzest kind o' doughface.
Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., vL

In 1838 the Democratic Congressmen from the North-

em States decided in caucus in favor of a resolution re-

quiring all petitions relating to slavery to be laid on the

table without debate. This identified the party as it then

existed with the slave-holding interest, and its northern

representatives were stigmatized as Dotigh-faccs.

Quoted in Mag. of Amer. Hist., XIII. 497.

doughfaced (do'fast), a. Pliable ; easily mold-
ed; truckling; pusillanimous. [U. 8. political

slang.]

doughfaceism {Ao't&'sizm), «. [< doughface +
-ism.'] The character of a doughface ; liability

to be led by one of stronger mind or will; plia-

bility; specifieall;

influences. [U
doughiness (do'i-nes), «.

subservience to proslavery

). political slang.]

The state or quality of being doughy.
machine (do'ing-ma-shen*).

[< doughy + -ness.']

A

ME. doucette, dowcette, doweete, a kind of pasty.
2. ME. doucet, doucette, doucete, < OF. doucette, dough-baked (do'bakt), a. Imperfectly baked

;

also called doucine, etc., a musical instrument, unfiiished; half-done; soft; hence, imperfect;
perhaps a kind of flute; from the adj.] I. a. deficient, especially intellectually, [Obsolete
Dweet; dulcet. or archaic]

machine for cutting dough. In this apparatus a

piece of dough of the required weight is placed in a cir-

cular metal box, in which by a movement of a handle a

number of knives are caused to rise through slits in the

bottom, and these, passing through the dough, divide it

into thirty distinct pieces, each of the same weight. The
Fnginrer (I/)ndon), LVII., No. 1483.

dough-kneaded (do'ne'ded), a. Soft; like

dough. ilHton.

dough-kneader (dd'ne "dfer), n. A machine for

mixing or kneading dough. See dough-brake.

dough-maker (d6'ma''k6r), n. A kneading-
maehine ; a dough-brake.

The flour is stored above the tiakehouse, and is deliv-

ered into one of Pfleiderer's sitting-machines, in which.
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by the aid of a spiral brush, a sack may be silted in a very doulia (do'li-a), n. See dtlUa.
lew minutes, and from this into the dough-iimker or knead- doulocracyt (iie-lok'ra-si), n. See dulocraq/.
ing-machine. The E,u/u^r (London), LV II., No. U8.i

^^^j^.p^li^ '),. gee doom-palm.
doughnut (do'nut), 71. [Also dial, donnot; < doundake, doundak6 bark. See harkK
domjh + M«<.] A small spongy cake made^oi doup (doup), «. [So., also written dowp, dolp;

< Dan. "dup, Sw. "dopp in comp. Cf,dough (usually sweetened and spiced) and fried

in lard.

An enormous dish of balls ol sweetened dough, Iried In

hog's fat, and called doughnuts, or olykoeks.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 170.

Douglmut dajr. See the extract.

Douoh-nut-day, Shrove Tuesday (Baldock, Herts). It

being usual to make a good store ol small cakes fried In

hog s lard, placed over the lire In a brass skillet, called

douL'h nuts, wherwith the youngsters are plentifully re-

gak-.l. Quoted In N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 302.

dough-raiser (do'ra'zer), n. A pan or hot-wa-
ter bath in which pans of dough are placed to

appar.
Dan. dupsko = Sw. doppsko '{sko = E. shoe),

ferrule.] 1 . Bottom ; buttocks ; butt-end ; end

;

extremity: as, a candle-dowp.

The wight and doughty captains a'

Upo' their doups sat down.
Poem^ in Buchan Dialect, p. 1.

2. A loop at the end. See the extract.

Six warp threads . . . are passed through mails in the

leashes ol the headle H, and thence through loops called
" doups " fixed to a headle. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 193.

doupion, n. See dupion.

rise under the influence of a gentle heat from doUT (dor), a. [Sc. form of dure, a.] Hard: in

flexible; obstinate; bold; hardy. [Scotch.]

He had a wife was dour an' din.

Bums, Sic a Wile as Willie had.

the bath. The pans are placed on perforated

shelves above the water and covered with
cloths. Also called dough-trough.

doughtt, dOUtht, «. [< ME. dotight, douthe, The Lord made us all, and you may trust Him to look

diithe, diigeth, d07eth, < AS. duguth, dugoth (= alter us all— better than these dour-laced pulpit-thump-

QFries. duged = MLG. dmht, doget, dogent, LG. «" imagine. W. Black, in Far Lochaber, v.

diigt = OHG. tugundi, titgund, tugathi, tugad, doura (do'rii), n. See dtirra.

tuged, MHG. tugende, tiigent, tuget, G. tugend douree (do're), n. In the Levant, a necklace,

= Icel. dygdh = Sw. dygd = Dan. dyd), ex- especially one of gold beads
cellence, nobility, manhood, a^e of manhood,
power, strength; as a collective noun, men,
people, attendants or retainers, army, multi-

tude ; < dugaii, be strong: see dow^, and cf.

doughty.'] 1. Manhood; the age of manhood

;

manly power or strength ; excellence.— 2. Men
collectively; especially, men as composing an
army or a court ; retainers.

That day doubble on the dece wats the douth serued.
Fro the kyng wat3 cummen with knygtes in to the halle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 61.

donght (Sc. pron. ducht). Obsolete or dialectal

Scotch preterit of rfoicl.

doughtert, n. An obsolete spelling of daughter,

doughtily (dou'ti-li), adv. [< ME. douhteli,

doughtiliche, etc.; < doughty + -ly^.'i In a
doughty manner ; with doughtiness.

Hit Is wonder to wete, In his wode anger,
How doghtely he did that day with his bond.

Destruction oj Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9007.

Doughtily fighting in the chiele brunt of the enemies.
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 35.

doughtiness (dou'ti-nes), n. [< ME. douhty-
«(.s,sy, (liihtigiiess; < doughty + -ness.'i The qual-

ity of being doughty ; valor ; bravery.

Virtue is first of alt, what the Germans well name it,

Tugend (Taugend, dou>-ing, or Doughtiness), courage and
the laculty to do. CarlyU.

dough-trough (do'trdf), n. Same as dough-
. raiser.

doughty (dou'ti), a. [< ME. doughty, douhty,

dohtij, duhti, etc., < AS. dohtig, also umlauted
dyhtiff, strong, valiant, good, = MLG. duchtig,

LG. diigtig = OHG. tuhtic, MHG. G. tuchtig =
Icel. dygdhugr — Sw. dugtig = Dan. dygtig, able,

valiant, etc., adj. from a noun repr. by MHG.
tuht, strength, activity, < OHG. tugan = AS.
dugan, etc., be strong, etc., E. dowl, do^: see
doici, rio2.] Strong; brave; spirited; valiant;

powerful: as, a doughty hero.

ratroculus the proude, a prise mon of werre ;

With Diomed, a doughti mon & demist ol houd,
A stronge man in stoure & stuemist in fight.

Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. ».), 1. 3653.

Full many doughtie knightes he in his dayes
Had doen to death, subdewde in equall Irayes.

Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 26.

She smiled to see the doughty hero slain

;

But, at her smile, the beau revived again.
Pope, R. ol the L., v. 69.

But there is something solid and doughty In the man
[Drydenl that can rise Irom deleat, the stuff of which vic-

tories are made in due time.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 18.

doughty-handed (dou'tl-han^'ded), o. Strong-
handed; mighty.

I thank you all

;

For doughty-handed are you, and have fought
Not as you serv'd the cause, but as 't had been
Each man's like mine. Shak., A. and C, iv. 8.

doughy (do'i), a. [< dough + -yl.] 1. Like
dough; Habby and pallid; yielding to pressure

;

impressible.

No, no, no. your son was misled with a snipt-taffeta lei-

low there, whose villainous saffron would have made all

the unbaked and doughy youth ol a nation In his colour.
Shak.. All's Well, Iv. 5.

2. Not thoroughly baked, as bread ; consisting
in part of unbaked dougli; half-baked.

Douglas heart, ring. See heart, ring.

douk (diik), V. and n. A dialectal form of dttcfcl,

duck'^.

donkar, » A dialectal form of ducker, 3.

dourlach (dor'lach), «. See dorlaeh.

doumess (dor'nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being dour; obstinacy; stubbornness.
[Scotch.]

If there's power in the law of Scotland, I'll gar thee me
sic doiirness. Gait, The Entail, I. 30tf.

We are gravely told to look for the display ol a dour-

ness, desperation, and tenacity on the part ol Frenchmen.
The Nation, Jan. 12, 1871, p. 20.

As the brig came more upon the wind, she felt it more,
and we doused the skysails, but kept the weather stud-
ding-sails on her. R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 75,

douse^ (dous), n. [Also written dowse; Sc.

douce, doyce, douss, etc. ; from the verb.] A
blow; a stroke.

The porter uttered a sort of a yell, which came not
amiss into his part, started up with his club, and dealt a
sound dov^e or two on each side ol him.

Scott, Kenilworth, xxx.

douse^ (dous), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. doused, ppr.

dousing. [Also written dowse; perhaps a par-
ticular use of douse^. Usually taken as a cor-

mption of dout^, but such a change would be
very unusual. Certainly not from AS. dwwscan,
extinguish.] To put out ; extinguish. [Slang.]
—Douse the glim. Seuglim.

douser (dou'ser), re. [< douse^, v. i., + -eri.]

One whose business or occupation it is to search
for metalliferous deposits or water by the use
of the dousing- or divining-rod. Also dowser.

dousing-chock (dou'sing-chok), n. In ship~

building, one of several pieces fayed across the

apron and lapped on the knightheads or inside

stuff above the upper deck.

dousing-rod (dou'sing-rod), n. [< dousing, ppr.

of douse^, V. i., + rod.] A di'yining-rod.

The virtues ol the dousing-rod he [Sir George Airy, As-
tronomer Royal] wholly attributes to the excitai>ility of the
muscles of the wrists. Caroline Fox, Mem. Old Friends,

dout^t (dout), V. t. [Contr. of do out, ME. don ut,

i. e., put out: see (?ol, and cf. doff, don, dup.]

To put out; quench; extinguish; douse.

First in the intellect it douts the light. Sylvester.

I have a speech of fire, that lain would blaze,

But that this lolly douts it. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

, ,,,;,. u 1 .j,i-^ rm, *• dout'-^t, «•• and n. An earlier spelling of doM6«l.
douroucouli (dd-rO-kcS'h), n. The native name doutancet. « An earlier spelling of doubtance.
of one of the small, large-eyed, nocturnal South

doutet, v. t. An eariier spelling of dmM\
doutelest, a. and adv. An earlier spelling of

doubtless.

doutht, n. See dought.

doutoust, a. An earlier spelling of doubtous.

douzeperet, douceperet, « [An archaism in

Spenser; ME. doseper, dosyper, sing., developed
from pi. docepers, duzeparis, duze pers, dosse

pers, etc., < OF. doze (douze, duze, etc.) pers

(pars), mod. F. les douze pairs, the ' twelve
peers' celebrated in the Charlemagne ro-

mances : doze, douze, mod. F. douze, < L. dwo-

decim, twelve (see duodecimal, dozen); per,

mod. F.pair, peer {see peer^, pair, par).] One
of the twelve peers {les douze pairs) of France,
renowned in fiction.

Inne Franse weren italle twelle iferan.

The Freinsce heo cleopeden dusze pers [var. dosseperes].

Layamon, I. 69,

Kydd in his kalander a knyghte of his chambyre,
And roUede tlie richeste of alle the rounde table

!

I ame the dussepere and duke he dubbede with his hondes,
Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2643.

For to brynge this warre to the more etfectuall ende,

he (Charles Martel] chase xil. perys, which after some
wryters are callyd doseperys, or kyngs, of ye which vi.

were bisshopys, and vi. temporall lords.
Fabyan, Works, I. civ.

Big looking like a doughty Doucepere.
Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 31.

,, re. [= Sc. doo, dow, < ME. dove,

dom-e, doirve, duve, < AS. "dilfe = OS. diibha =
D. duif= LG. duve = OHG. tuba. MHG. toube,

G. tatibe = Icel, dUfa = Sw. dufra = Dan^ due
= Goth, dubo, a dove, lit. a diver, < AS. dufan,

etc., E. dive, dip. The application of the name
to the bird is not clear (perhaps "from its

habit of ducking the head, or from its manner
of flight"). The AS. form "dufe is not recorded

(but cf. dUfe-doppa, translating L. pelicanus:

see under divedapper, didapper), the name cul-

fre, E. eulverl, q. v., being used; this is prob.

ult. < L. columba, a,do-ve, which also orig. means
a 'diver': see columba^.'] 1. Any bird of the

family Columbidw; a pigeon. The word lias no more

DouioucouU ( flfycti/i/JucMS trivirgatus).

American monkeys of the genus NycUpitheeus
(which see), as X. trivirgatus, or N. rufipes.

Also written durukuli.

douse^ (dous), v.; pret. and pp. doused, ppr.

dousing. [Also written dowse, formerly douze,

douce, dause, etc.; perhaps of Scand. origin: cf.

Sw. (Jun^a, plump down, fall clumsily {duns, the

noise of a falling body), = Dan. dunse, thump, j ^ CHuv'*
Ci dmu<e^.] I. fran^. To thrust or plunge into '^ZUdZi.
a flmd ; immerse ; dip ; also, to drench or flood

with a flnid,

I have . , . dou^i my carnal affections In all the vlle-

ness of the world. Hammond, Works, IV. 615.

The Captain gave me my bath, by dousing me with
bucltets from the house on deck.

II. intrans. 1.

denly into a fluid

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 161.

To fall or be plunged sud-

It is no jesting trivial matter
To swing i' th' air, or douse In water.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

2. To search for deposits of ore, for lodes, or

for water, by the aid of the dousing- or divin-

ing-rod (which see).

douse^j dO'WSe^ (dous), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
doused, dowsed, ppr. dousing, dowsing. [Cf . Sc.

douss, douce, doyce, throw; dusch, rush, fall

with a noise, < ME. dnschen, du^shen, rush, fall;

cf. Norw. dusa, break, cast down from, OD.
doesen, beat, strike, G. dial, tusen, dusen, strike,

run against. East Fries, ddssen, strike. See
also rfo»»l and dust^, which appear to be con-

nected.] 1. To strike.

Dowse, to give a l>Iow on the face, strike. Bailey.

2. Naut., to strike or lower in haste; slacken

suddenly : as, douse the topsail.

Very civilly they datw^tf their topsailes, and desired the

m&D ol warre to come aboord them.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, 1. 62.

Carolina Dove {Zenaidura carotinensis).

specific meaning than this, being exactly synonymous with
yigeoti; in popular usage It is applied most frequently to



dove

m lew kinds of pigeons best known to the public, and as a

book-name is t-oiumonly attached to the smaller species of

pigeons : as, the riug-dove, tiirtle-doce, stock-iiore, ground-

Sm, quail-doM, etc. The Carolina dove, or mourning dove,

Is Zenaidura caroiinengis. The common doves of the old

world are the ring-dove, rock-dove, stock-dove, ami turtle-

dove. (See these words.) In poetry; and in literature gen-

erally, the dove is an emblem of innocence, gentleness,

and tender alfection. In sacred literature and art it is a

symbol of the Holy Ghost.

The Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape like a dove

upon him. Luke iii. 22.

Oft I heard the tender dove
In firry wowllaiids making moan.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

2. Eccles., a repository or tabernacle for the

eucharist, in the form of a dove, formerly used

in the East and in France.
There generally were two vessels : the smaller one, or

the pin, that held the particles of the blessed Eucharist

;

the larger cup, or dot*!, within which the other was shut

up. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 203.

dove^ (dov). An occasional preterit of dive.

dOTe^ (dov), t'. i.
;

pret. and pp. doved, ppr.

doving. [E. dial., appar. ult. from an nnre-

eorded AS. verb, the source of the verbal noun
AS. dofung, dotage; cf. E. dial. freq. dover,

also doven, the latter perhaps < leel. dofna,

become dead or heavy (cf. dofi, torpor), = Sw.
domna, become numb, dofna, numb; cf. Dan.
dove, blunt, bedove, stun, stupefy, from the

same root as deaf, q. v. Cf. dowf.'\ To slum-

ber ; be in a state between sleeping and wak-
ing. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

dove-color (duv'kul'or), n. In textile fabrics,

a warm gray of a pinltish or purplish tone.

dove-cote (duv'kot), n. [< ME. dove-cote, dmce-

eote (cf. Sc. dowcate), < dove + cote: see coJi,

cote^.'] A small structxire placed at a consider-

able height above the ground, as on a building

or a pole, for the roosting and breeding of do-

mestic pigeons ; a house for doves.

Like an eagle in a dove-cole, I

Flutter'd your Volscians in Corioli.

Shak., Cor., v. 5.

dove-dock (duv'dok), n. Same as coltsfoot.

dove-eyed (duv'id), a. Having eyes like those

of a dove; having eyes expressive of meek-
ness, mildness, gentleness, tenderness, or af-

fection.

dove-house (duv'hous), M. A dove-cote. Shale.

dovekie (duv'ki), n. [Appar. < dove'^ + dim.
-ti«.] The sea-dove or little auk, Mergulus alle

or Alle nigricans, a small urinatorial or diving

bird of the family Alcidm. It is abundant in the

northern Atlantic and Arctic oceans, congregating to

1748
Jean had been lyin' wakin' lang,

Ay thinkin' on her lover.

An juste's he gae the door a bang.
She was begun to dover.

A. Douglas, Poems, p. 139.

Dover's powder. See powder.
dove's-foot (duvz'fut), n. 1. The popular name
in England of Geraniummolle, a common British

plant : so called from the shape of its leaf.

—

2. The columbine.
dovesllip (duv'ship), n. [< dove^ + -ship.'] The
character of a dove; the possession of dove-
like qualities, as meekness, gentleness, inno-

cence, etc.

For us, let our dove-skip approve itselfe in meeknesse of
suffering, not in actions of cruelty.

Bp. Halt, The Beautie and Vnitie of the Church.

dovetail (duv'tal), n. [< dove + tail^. Cf.

equiv. culvertail.] In carp., a tenon cut in the
form of a dove's tail spread, or of a reversed
wedge; a manner of fastening boards or tim-
bers together by lotting tenons so cut on one
into corresponding cavities or mortises in ano-
ther. This is the
strongest of all

fastenings or
joints, as the
dovetails cannot
be drawn out ex-

cept by force ap-
plied in the di-

rection of their
length. Dovetails
are either expos-
ed or concealed

;

concealed dove-
tailing is of two
kinds,lappedand
mitered. See also cut under jm'nf.—Dental-out dove-
tail, a dovetail having each part dented to fit into the

spaces between the teeth of the corresponding portions.—
Dovetall-flle, dovetall-htuge. See Jile, Ai'nr/e.— Dove-
tail-joint, in anat., the suture or serrated articulation,

as of the bones of the head.— Dovetall-moldlng, an or-

nament in the form of a dove's tail, occurring in Koman-

. Common Dovetailing. ». Lap Dovetailing.

breed in some places in countless numbers. It is about
8^ laches long, web-footed, three-toed, with short wings
wd tall and short stout bill, the body glossy blue-black
above, with white scapular stripes, ends of secondaries
white, and the under parts mostly white. See Alle.

Joe, who had been out hunting, reported that he had
Been in the open water three dovehies.

C. P. Hall, Polar Exp., p. 314.

dovelet (duv'let), n. [< dove^ + dim. -let.] A
little dove ; a young dove.
dove-like (duv'Uk), o. Having the appearance
or qualities of a dove ;

gentle.

The young Spirit
That guides it has the dove-like eyes of hope,

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ii. 4.

doveling (duv'ling), ». [< dove^ + dim. -Kmjrl.]

A young dove ; a dovelet.

I will be thy little mother, my doveling.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 748.

doven (do'ven). V. i. Same as doveK
dovening (dov'ning), n. [Verbal n. of doven,
F.] A slumber. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]

dove-plant (duv'plant), n. The I'eristeria elata,
an orchid of Central America: so called from
the resemblance of the column of the flower
to a white dove with expanded wings. Also
called Holy Ghost plant.

dover (do'vfer), v. i. Same as dm^.

Dovetail-molding.— Cathedral of Ely, England.

esque architecture.—Dovetail-plates, in skip-buitding,

plates of metal let into the heel of the stern-post and
keel of a vessel to bind them together. Similar plates are
used for joining the stern-foot with the fore end of the
keel. See cut under sfera.—Dovetail-saw. Seesaw^.—
Secret dovetail, a manner of joining in which neither
pins nor dovetails extend through the work, being con-
cealed by its outer face.

dovetail (duv'tal), v. t. [< dovetail, n.] 1. To
unite by tenons in the form of a pigeon's tail

spread let into corresponding mortises in a
board or timber: as, to dovetail the angles of a
box.— 2. Figuratively, to unite closely, as if

by dovetails ; fit or adjust exactly and firmly;

adapt, as one institution to another, so that
they work together smoothly and harmoniously.

Into the hard conglomerate of the hill the town is

built ; house walls and precipices morticed into one an-
other, dove-tailed by the art of years gone by, and riveted
by age. J. A. Synwnds, Italy and Greece, p. 10.

He [Lord Chatham] made an administration so check-
ered and speckled, he put together a piece of joinery so
crossly indented and whimsically dove-tailed, etc.

Burke, American Taxation.

When any particular arrangement has been for a course
of ages adopted, everything also has been adapted to it,

and, as it were, iitted and dovetailed into it. Brougham.

dovetailed (duv'tald), a. In her., broken into
dovetails, as the edge or bounding line of an
ordinary or any division of the field. See
ante^,

dove-'WOOd (duv'wud), n. The wood of Alchor-
nea latifolia, a euphorbiaceous tree of Jamaica.
dovisht (duv'ish), a. [< dove^ + -i«fti.] Like
a dove ; innocent.
Contempte of thys worlde, doveyshe simplicitie, ser-

pentlike wysdome.
CoTifut. ofN. Shaxton (1646), sig. O 4, b.

do'W^ (dou), V. i.
;
pret. dowed, dought. [< ME.

dowen, doghen, dugen, dugen, pres. ind. deh, deih,

degh, later dowe, doghe, pret. dought, doughte,
douhte, doht, < AS. dugan (pres. ind. dedh, pi.

duqon, pret. dohte) = OS. dugan = OFries. duga
= D. deugen = MLG. dogen, LG. dogen = OHG.
tugan, MHQ. tugen, tougen, Gr. taugen = leel.

duga = OSw. dugha, dogha, Sw. duga = Dan.
due = Goth, dugan (only in pres. daug), be good,
fitting, able : a preterit-present verb, the pres.,

AS. dedh, Goth, datig, being orig. a pret. from
a root 'dug, be good, perhaps akin to Gr. rvxv,

dowdy

fortune, luck, Tvyx&vciv, obtain. Hence dought,
doughty. The word dow, becoming confused
in sense and form, and dialectally in pronun-
ciation, in certain constructions with the dif-

ferent verb do^, was at length in literarjr use
completely merged with it ; but dow remains in
dialectal use : see dol and do^. The difference

well appears in the AS. line "do a, thsette duge

"

('do aye that dows,' i. e., do always that which
is proper). The two verbs also appear {do'^

twice, in the sense of 'put') in* the first quot.
below.] If. To be good, as for a purpose; be
proper or fitting; suit.

Duden [did, i. e., put] hire bodi thrin in a stanene thruh
[coiRn], as hiideh halhe [saints] to donne [do, i. e., put].

St. Juliana, p. 77.

Eing ne broche nabbe ge, . . . he no swuch thing that
ou [you] ne deih forto habben. Ancren Hiwle, p. 420.

2t. To be of use
;
profit ; avail.

Ther watz moon [moan] for to make when meschef was
cnowen.

That nogt dowed bot the deth in the depe stremes.
Alliterative Poeins (ed. Morris), ii. 374.

Thre yere in care bed lay Tristrera . . .

That neuer ne dought him day
For sorwe he had o night. Sir Tristrem, ii. 1.

3. To be able; can. [Scotch.]

But Dickie's heart it grew sae great.
That ne'er a bit o 't he dought to eat.

Z>tc* o' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 72).

But facts are chiels that winna ding.
And dowtiA be disputed. Bums, A Dream.

Do what I dought to set her free.

My saul lay in the mire.
Burnt, To Miss Ferrier.

4t. To be (well or ill) ; do. See do^.

dow'*^ (dou), n. [An obsolete or dialectal form
of dough.] 1. Dough.— 2. A cake. [Prov. Eng.]
dow^ (<iou), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
tiorei.

Furth flew the doic at Noyis command. Sir D. Lyndsay,

dow*t (dou), V. t. [< ME. dowen, < AF. dower,
OF. doner, doer, F. doner (F. also doter: see
dote2) = Pr. Sp. Pg. dotar = It. dotare, < L.
dotare, endow: see dote^, v., dotation. Cf. en-

dow.] 1. To endow.
Debet doth ful wel and dewid he is also.

And hath possessions and pluralites for pore menis sake
Piers Plowtnan (A), xi. 196.

2. To give up ; bestow.

O lady myn, that I love and no mo.
To whom for-evermo myn herte I dowe.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 230.

dow^, H. See dhow.
dowablet (dou'a-bl), a. [< AF. dowahle; as
doic^ + -able.] Fit to be endowed; entitled to

dower.
"Was Ann Sherburne (widow and relict of Richd. Sher-

burne) "dowahle of said lands, &c.," and how long did she
receive said dower?

Record Soc. Lancashire and Cheshire, XI. 84.

dowager (dou'a-jfer), n. [< OF. douagiere (ML.
doageria), a dowager (def. 1), fem. of douagier,

douaigier, dowaigier, adj., < douage (as if E.
*damage), dower, < OF. douer, E. doic^, endow:
see douA, dower^.] 1. In laiv, a widow endowed
or possessed of a jointure.— 2. A title given to

a widow to distinguish her from the wife of her
husband's heir bearing the same name : ap-
plied particularly to the widows of princes and
persons of rank.

This dowager, on whom my tale I found.
Since last she laid her husband in the ground,
A simple sober life in patience led.

Dryden, Cock and Fox.

Yea, and beside this he ofTereth to take to wife Elianor,

Queue Dowager of Portyngall, without any dower.
Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 19.

dowagerism (dou'S-jer-izm), «. [< dowager +
-ism.] The rank or condition of a dowager.
dowairet, «• A Middle English form of dower^.

dowar, «. See douar.

dowcett, «• See doueet, 3.

dowd^ (doud), a. [E. dial., < Icel. daudhr =
AS. dead, E. dead : see dead.] Dead; flat ; spir-

itless. [North. Eng.]
dowd^ (doud), «. [Origin obscure.] A woman's
nightcap. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
dowdet, n. A Middle English form of dowdy.

dowdily (dou'di-li), adv. In a dowdy or slov-

enly manner. -m

A public man should travel gravely with the fashions, a
not foppishly before, nor dowdily behind, the central \
movement of his age. R. L. Stevenson, Samuel Pepys.

dowdiness (dou'di-nes), «. [< dowdy + -ness.]

The state of being dowdy.
dowdy (dou'di). «. and a. [E. dial, also dated)/,

Sc . daicdie, < ME. dowde, a dowdy ; origin ob-
scure. Appar. not connected •with dawdle, idle,

trifle: see dawdle.] I. n.
;
pi. dowdies (-diz).



dowdy
A slatternly, slovenly, ill-dressed woman; a
slattern, especially one who affects finery.

If she be never so fowlle a dowde.
Totvneley Mysteries, p. 112.

Laura, to his lady, was but a kitchen-wench ; . . . Dido,

a dotody; Cleopatra, a gipsy. Shak,, R. and J., ii. 4.

Hi!:!;h company ; among others tlie Duchess of Albemarle,
who is ever a plain, homely dowdy. Pepy^, Diary, I. 158.

n. a. Slovenly; ill-dressed; slatternly: ap-
plied to women.

No huswifery the doicdy creature knew ;

To sum up all, her tongue confessed the shrew.
Gay, Shepherd's Week, Wednesday.

Pallas in her stockings blue.
Imposing, but a little dowdy.

O. W. Holmes, The First Fan.

dowdyish (dou'di-ish), a. [< dowdy + -ish^.']

Like a dowdy; somewhat dowdy.
dowel (dou'el), n. [Also formerly or dial, dou},

prob. < F. douille, a socket, the barrel of a pis-

tol (Cotgrave), < ML. "ducUUus (f), dim. of duc-
tus, a canal, duet: see duct, conduit^, and cf.

dossil. On the other hand, cf. G. dobel for 'tii-

hel, < MHG. tilbel, OHG. tupili, a tap, plug, nail.]

1. Awooden or metallic pin
or tenon used for securing
together two pieces ofwood,
stone, etc. Corresponding holes
fitting the dowel being made in

each of the two pieces, one half
of the pin is inserted into the hole
in the one piece, and the other
piece is then thrust home on it.

The dowel may serve either as a
permanent attachment of the two joined by Dowels.
pieces joined, or as a shifting one;
in the latter case one end is secured by glue and the other
is left free, as in the movable leaves of an extension table.

2. A piece of wood driven into a wall to re-

ceive nails of skirtings, etc. ; a dook.
dowel (dou'el), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. doweled or

dowelled, ppr. doweling or dowelHng. [< dowel,

n.] To fasten together, as two boards, by pins
inserted in the edges : as, to dowel pieces which
are to form the head of a cask. Sometimes
written dowl.

dowel-bit (dou'el-bit), n. A boring-tool the
barrel of which is a half-cylinder terminating
in a conoidal cutting edge or radial point. It

is used in a brace. Also called spoon-bit.

dowel-joint (dou'el-joint), n. A joint made by
means of a dowel or dowels.
dowel-pin (dou'el-pin), n. Adowel used to fas-

ten together two boards or timbers.

dowel-pointer (dou'el-poin't^r), n. A hoUow
cone-shaped tool with a cutting edge on its in-

ner face, used to point or chamifer the ends of
dowels so that they can be more readily driven.

dower^t, »• See dougher.

dower^ (dou'fer), n. [< ME. dower, dowere, dow-
ayre, < AF. dowere, OF. doaire, F. douaire = Pr.
dolaire, < ML. dotarium (also doarium, after
OF.), dower, < L. dos {dot-), dower: see dot'^,

dotation, dow*, endow.'] 1. The property which
a woman brings to her husband at marriage

;

dowry.
Is there a virgin of good fame want« dower t

He is a father to her. Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, i. 3.

He wedded a wife r>f richest dower.
Who lived for fashion, as he for power.

Whittier, Maud Muller.

2. In law, the portion which the law allows to

a widow for her life out of the real property
in which her deceased husband held an estate

of inheritance. At common law it is one third of such
real property held by the husband at any time during the
maniage as the common issue of the husband and wife
might have Inherited, except such property as has been con-
veyed with the concurrence of the wife. The wife may also

bar the right of dower by accepting a jointure. By modify-
ing statutes, in some of the t'uiCed States, the dower is some-
times a share in fee, and sometimes extends only to prop-
erty which tile husband held at the time of his death. In
England, by the Dower .\ct of 183.3, tlie common-law rights
of tile wife have been greatly modified, her dower being
entirely under the control of the husband. In the earlier
periods of the common law several kinds of liower were
usual, as dower ad ostium eeclesice, which was dower vol-
untarily pledged by the husband at the porch of the church
where the marriage was solenmized ; and in this case the
share might be less than a third, or (except for a restric-

tion at one time imposed for the protection of the inter-
ests of feitdnl lords) it might be more than a third. This
was, sometimes at least, done by the declaration in the
marriage service " with all my lands I thee endow," or the
husband might specify a particular manor or other lands.
If he had no lands, or chose to mention goods only, the
declaration was, as now, "with all my worldly goods I

thee endow," in which case the wife, if she survived him,
was entitled to a thini of the personal property left by
him; and if he left lands, ttie law, notwithstanding his

omission to promise dower in them, gave her what was
calletl reasonable dower, or dower aecorditifj to custom, viz.

,

the life estate in one third as above described, unless she
had accepted a jointure or other provision in lieu of dower.

The dower of lands in English law . . . belonged to a
class of Institutions widely spread over western Europe,
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very similar in general character, often designated as doa-
rium, but diflfering considerably in detail.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 338.

3. One's portion of natural gifts
;
personal en-

dowment.
He's noble every way, and worth a wife
With all the dowers of virtue.

Beau, and FL, Honest Man's Fortune, v. 3.

And if, as toward the silent tomb we go, '

Tlu"ough love, through hope, and faith's transcendent
dower.

We feel that we are greater than we know.
Wordsworth, River Duddon, xxxiv.

Admeasurement of dower, a proceeding to set off to
a widow tile third of litT deceased husband's property to
which she is legally entitled.—Assignment Of dower.
See assirrn, f.—Inchoate right of dower, that antici-
pation of a right of dower wliicli a wife of the owner of
real property has during his life, it being contingent on
her surviving as his widow.—Release Of dOWer, the act
or instrument by which an inchoate right of dower is

extinguished. At common law tills is effected only by
joining in the hu.sband's deed of conveyance.—TO assign
dower. See assign.—To bar dower, to preclude tlie

claiming of dower l)y a widow, as by her joining her hus-
band in conveying during his life.— Wlit of dower, a
process for the establishing of the I'ight of dower, or the
recovery of the land by the widow.

dower'-* (dou'fer), v. t. [< dower^, ».] To furnish
with dower; portion; endow.

Will you, . . .

Dower'd with our curse, and stranger'd with our oath,
Take her, or leave her? Shak., Lear, i. 1.

The poet in a golden clime was bom,
With golden stars above

;

Dower'd with the hate of hate, the scorn of scorn,
The love of love. Tennysoti, Tlie Poet.

dower-house (dou'6r-hous), «. In Great Brit-

ain, a house provided for the residence of a
widow after the estate of her husband, with its

manor-house, has passed to the heir.

dowerless (dou'fer-les), a. [< dower + -less'^.']

Destitute of dower; having no portion or for-

tune.
Dow'rless to court some peasant's arms.
To guard your withered age from harms.

E. More, The Colt and the Farmer, Fable 12.

doweryt (dou'6r-i), n. An obsolete form of
dowry.

dowf (douf), a. [Sc., also written douf, dolf,

etc., < Icel. daitfr, deaf, dull,= E. deaf, q. v. Cff.

dot'cS.] 1. Dull ; flat ; noting a defect of spirit

or animation, and also of courage ; melancholy

;

gloomy; inactive; lethargic; pithless; vapid;
wanting force ; frivolous. Jamieson.

They're [Italian laysl doty/ and dowie at the best,

Dowf and dowie, dowf and dowie.
They're dowf and dowie at the best,

\Vi' a' their variorum. J. Skinner, TuUochgoruni.

2. Dull; hollow: as, a rfoic/ sound. Jamieson.
dowie (dou'i), a. Dull; melancholy; in bad
health; in bad tune. [Scotch.]

She mauna put on the black, the black.
Nor yet the dowie brown.

Svxet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 136).

O bonny, bonny, sang the bird,

Sat on the coil o' hay,
But dowie, doicie, was the maid
That foUow'd the corpus' clay.

Clerk Saunders, II. 324.

do'Witch(dou'leh),n. Same nadoicitcher. [Local,

U. S. (New York).]
do'witcher (dou'ich-6r), «. [A corruption of

G. deutsch, German (or D. duitsch, Dutch),
detttscher, a German: see Dutch.'] The red-
breasted or gray-backed snipe, Macrorhamphus
griseiis : a popular and now a book name of this

species, which was formerly locally (Long Is-

land and vicinity) called German or Dutch snipe,

to distinguish itfrom the so-called English snipe,

Gallinago wilsoni. A closely related species, M. scolo-

paceus, is known as the long-billed, western, or white-tailed
dovritcher. The name is sometimes locally misapplied to
the pectoral sandpiper, Actodrowas macutata. Also dow-
itch, (foimteAee.- Bastard dowltcher or dowltch, the
stilt-sandpiper, Micropalama himantoints.

dowk, dowke (douk), n. [E. dial., prob. = Sc.

dalk, varieties of slate clay, sometimes common
clay, = dauch, "a soft and black substance
chiefly of clay, mica, and what resembles coal-

dust," = daugh = E. dough, q. v.] The name
given in the rnining districts of the north of Eng-
land to the dark-colored argillaceous material
which not unfrequently constitutes a consider-
able part of the veins.

The news of bonny dowk and excellent rider have fre-

quently proved the only solace of unsuccessful adven-
tures. Sopwith, Mining District of Alston Moor, p. 109.

dowl (doul), n. [Also written dowie, doul, prob.
< OF. douille, doille, doiillc, soft, something soft

(> F. douillet, soft, downy, douillette, a wadded
garment), F. dial, douilles, hairs, < L. ductilis,

ductile: see ductile.'] One of the filaments
which make up the blade of a feather ; a fiber

of down; down.

do'wn

There is a certain shellfish in the sea . . . that bears
a mossy dowie or wool, whereof cloth was spun.

Hist, of Man. Arts (16«1).

No feather or dowie of a feather but was heavy enough
for him. De Quincey.

dowlas,dowlass (dou'las),B. [Prob., likemany
other names of cloths, from a town-name ; said
to be from Doullcns, a town in the department
of Somme, France.] A strong and coarse linen
cloth, used, until the introduction of machine-
woven cotton cloth, for purposes not requiring
fine linen. Yorkshire and the south of Scotland
were the chief places of its manufacture during
the eighteenth century.

The maid, suljdued by fees, her trunk unlocks,
And gives the cleanly aid of dowlass-Bmoc\a.

Gay, To the Earl of Burlington.

dowledt, a. [ME., < dowie, doule, dole, etc.:
see dole^.] Dead; flat. Halliwell.

And loke ye gyue no persone noo dowled drynke, for it
wyll breke ye scabbe. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 268.

dowless (dou'les), a. [Sc, also doless, < dowl,
= do2, + -less.] Feeble; wanting spirit or
activity; shiftless.

Dowless fowk, for health gaue down.
Along your howms be streekan
Their limms this day. Picken, Poems, p. 55.

dowlyt, adv. [ME., < dowie, doule, dole, etc. : see
rfoie^j Feebly; despairingly.

With fainttyng& feblenes he fell to the ground
All dowly, for dole, in a dede swone.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13937.

do'wn! (doun), n. [Early mod. E. also downe,
doune; < ME. down, doun, earlier dune, dun, a
hill, < AS. dun, a hill, = OHG. dun, a promon-
tory, = Sw. dial, dun, a hill ; in the other Teut.
languages.confined to a special sense : = OFries.
dUne, NFries. dUne=MD. duvne, D. duin= MLG.
dune, LG. diine (> G. diine = E. dutte, dial, dene
= F. dune = It. Sp. Pg. duna), a sand-hill, a
sand-bank, a shifting ridge of sand (see dune) ;

prob. of Celtic origin, < Ir. dun, a hill, mount, fort,

= W. din, a hill-fort (OCelt. "din, in Latinized
place-names, as Lugdunum, Lyons, Augustodu-
num, etc.), = OHG. MHG. zHn, G. zaun = OS.
tan = AS. tan = Icel. tun, an inclosed place,
an inclosure, a town (see town, which is thus
cognate with down); perhaps = Gr. ft'f (piv-), a
heap, a heap of sand, the beach or sea-shore,
= Skt. dhanus, a sand-bank, dhanvan, beach,
shore. Hence down^, adv., prep., and v.] 1.
A hill ; a hill of moderate elevation and more
or less rounded outline : in this general sense
now chiefly in poetry, as opposed to dale, vale,

valley.

The dubbement [adornment] dere of doun & dalez,
Of wod & water & wlonk [beautiful] playnez,
Bylde in me blys, abated my balez.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 121.

Downs, that almost escape th' inquiring eye,
That melt and fade into the distant sky.

Covjper, Retirement.

A traveller who has gained the brow
Of some aerial dovm. Wordsworth, Prelude, ix.

A long street climbs to one tall-tower'd mill.

And high in heaven behind it a gray doitm.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

(This word enters (as Dun-, Don-, -down, -dan) into the
names of numerous places formerly inhabited i)y the Celts
in England, referring originally to a fortified hili, or a hill

advantageously situated for defense.]

2. Same as dune. Hence— 3. A bare, level
space on the top of a hill; more generally, a
high, rolling region not covered by forests.

My bosky acres, and my unshrubb'd down.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

My flocks are many, and the dovms as large
They feed upon.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 3.

4. pi. Specifically, certain districts in south-
em and southeastern England which are un-
derlain by the Chalk (which see). These districts

are considerably elevated above the adjacent areas, and
are dry in consequence of the absorbent nature of the un-
derlying rock, 'ihey are not forest-covered, but form nat-

ural pastures, and are largely given over to sheep-raising.

The North Downs are in Kent, England ; tlie South Downs,
in Sussex. The one is to the north, the other to the south,

of tlie remarkable district known as the Weald (which see).

"Various otlier areas of similar character are called downs,
and to this word there is often some geographical prefix,

as the Marlborough Dounw. When used to designate an
area of considerable extent, the word is always made
plural, and means simply the hills, or the highlands. A
limited portion of tiiis liigb, rolling region is often called
the doum.—The DO'wns, as a proper name, a roadstead on
the coast of Kent in England, near the entrance to the
strait of Dover, where the North Downs meet the coast-
line. It lies between the North and South Forelands, op-
posite Deal, Sandwich, and Raiiisgate, inside of the shal-

low called the Goodwin Sands, and is an important shelter
for shipping.

All in the Downs the fleet was moored.
Qay, Black-eyed Susan.



down

down^ (doun), adr. [Early mod. E. also downe,

doune; < ME. down, doun, doune, earlier dune,

dun, down, abbr. of adune, adun, E. adownj <

AS. ddun, ddiine, also of-dune, adv., down, ong.

ofdune, i. e., from (the) hill : of, off, from ; dune,

<iat. of dun, a hill: see dwcni, )i. Cf. adown,

adc, of which down^ is an aphetic form.] 1.

In a descending direction; from a higher to

a lower place, degree, or condition: as, to look

down; to run down; the temperature is down

to zero.

And aftre Is Libye the hye, and Lybye the lowe, that de-

scendethe down toward tlie grete See of Spayne.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 263.

He's ta'en down the bash o' woodbine,
Hung atween her hour and the witch carline.

WillU's Ladye (Child's Ballads, I. 167).

2. In a direction from a source or starting-

point, from a more to a less important place or

situation, or the like : as, to sail doion toward

the mouth of a stream; to go down into the

ooxintry.

In the evening I went doum to the port at the mouth ot

the river. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 129.

8. In a descending order; from that which is

higher or earlier in a series or progression to

that which is lower or later.

From God's Justice he comes down to Man's Justice.

Milton, Eikonoldastes, xxvL

And lest I should be wearied, madam,
To cut things short, come doum to Adam.

Prior, Alma, ii.

The Papacy had lost all authority with all classes, from

the great feudal prince down to the cultivators of the soil.

JUacaulay, Von Ranke.

4. In music, from a more acute to a less acute

pitch.— 5. From a greater to a less bulk, de-

gree of consistency, etc. : as, to boil down a
decoctior.— 6. To or at a lower rate or point,

as to price, demand, etc.; below a standard

or requirement : as, to mark down goods or the

prices of goods ; the stocks sold down to a very
low figure ; to beat doicK a tradesman.

I brought him doira to your two butter-teeth, and them dO'Wn^ (doun), prep
he would have. B. Jomon, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4. doune; < down, adv,

7. Below the horizon: as, the sun or moon is

down.
At the day of date of euen.songe.

On oure byfore the sonne go doun.
AUiterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 529.

Tis Hesperus — there he stands with glittering crown,

Firat admonition that the sun is dovm

!

Wordsworth, Tintern Abbey.

8. From an erect or standing to a prostrate or

overturned position or condition : as, to beat
down the walls of a city ; to knock a man down.

The creest and the coronalle, the claspes of sylvcr,

Clenly with his clubb he crasschede doune at onez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 1108.

Pelleas . . .

Cast himself doiOTi; and ... lay

At random looking over the brown earth.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre

9. In or into a low, fallen, overturned, pros- ^l'^l^^^^i:^^i^^^X'^olt^^t]-

^

jected : as, a down look.
trate, or downcast position or condition, as a
state of discomfiture ; at the bottom or lowest

point, either literally or figuratively : as, never
kick a man when he is down; to put down a
rebellion; to be taken down with a fever.

And thys holy place ys callyd Sancta Maria De Spasimo.
Seynt Elyne byldyd a ehirche ther, but yt ys Doume.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 32.

He that is doum needs fear no fall.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

His [Shaftesbury's] disposition led him generally to do
his utmost to exalt the side which was up, and to depress

the side which was down. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

There is a chill air surrounding those who are doum in

the world. Qeorye Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iv. 2.

Hence— 10. Into disrepute or disgrace ; so as
to discredit or defeat : as, to preach down error

;

to write down an opponent or his character; to

run down a business enterprise.

He shar'd our dividend o' the crown
AVe had so painfully preach'd dovm.

S. ButUr, Hudlbras.

11. On or to the ground.

No shot did ever hit them, nor could ever any Conspir.
ator attaine that honor as to get them doume.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 44.

In our natural Pace one Foot cannot he up till the
other he doum. llawelt. Letters, I. iii. 1.

12. On the counter; hence, in hand: as, he
bought it for cash down ; he paid part down and
gave his note for the balance.

I will kneel to you, pray for you, pay doum
A thousand hourly vows, sir, for your health.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ill. 6.

Can't you trust one another, without such Earnest
down.' Steele, Conscious Lovers, iii. 1.

do'wncastness

And you may know by my size that I have a kind of
alacrity in sinking ; if the bottom were as deep as hell, 1

should down. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 5.

If we must doum, let us like cedars fall.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, v. 1.

Does he instantly doum upon his knees in mute, be-

cause ecstatic, acknowledgment of the Highest?
H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 301.

(6) To go down the throat ; hence, to be palatable ; be ac-

ceptable or trustworthy.

This will not doum with me ; I dare not trust

This fellow. Beau, and FL, Woman-Hater, iv. 2.

If he at any time calls for victuals between meals, use
him nothing but dry bread. If he lie hungry more than
wanton, bread alone will doimi. Locke, Education, § 14.

down* (doun), n. [Early mod. E. also downe,

doune; < ME. down, downe, doun = MLG. dune,

LG. dune (> G. daune), f. (perhaps of Scand.
origin), = Icel. dunn, m., = Sw. Dan. dun,

down. Prob. not connected with MD. donse,

donst, down, flock, pollen, T>. dons, down: see

dust.'i 1. The fine soft covering of fowls under
the feathers ; the fine soft feathers which con-

stitute the under plumage of birds, as dis-

tinguished from contour-feathers, particularly

when thick and copious, as in swans, ducks,

and other water-fowls. The eider-duck yields

most of the down of commerce. See down-
feather.
He has laid her on a bed of down, his ain dear Annie.

Bonnie Annie (Ciiild's Ballads, III. 48).

Instead of Down, hard Beds they chose to have.
Such as might bid them not forget their Grave.

Cowley, Davideis, i.

2. The first feathering of a bird; the downy
plumage or floccus with which a prsecocial bird

IS clothed when hatched, or that which an al-

tricial bird first acquires.—3. The soft hair of

the human face when beginning to appear.

Here they also found the statue ... of naked Castor,

having a hat on his head, his chin a little covered witli

doune. Sandys, Ti-availes, p. 224.

The first doum begins to shade his face. Dryden.

4. A fine soft pubescence upon plants and some
fruits ; also, the light feathery pappus or coma
upon seeds by which they are borne upon the

wind, as in the dandelion and thistle.

As he saith, in truncke who wol hem doo
Must pike away the downe of alle the tree.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 195.

A part of Margaret's work for the season was gleaning
from the bounties of forest and field ; and, aided by Rose,
she got quantities of walnuts, chestnuts, and vegetable

doum. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6.

In the down, downy ; covered with down-feathers, as a
chick, duckling, or gosling when just hatched. Seejloccus.

—To drive down, ^ee drive.

do'Wna (dou'na). [Sc.— i. e., dow na : see dow^ ;

na = E. no, aciv., not; at. canna^, dinna.'] Can-
not. See dow^, 3. [Scotch.]

the archer toward the target, the elevation of the bow-hand Ho'nmbear (doun'bar), V. t. [< down^, adv., +
must be lessened. M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 39. X^;^i"f t^ ^^^^ ^OwL ; depress.
2. Along the course or progress of: as, dow» the down-beard (doun'berd), n. The dovniy or
ages—Down the country, toward the sea, or toward winged seed of the thistle. [Rare.]

It is frightful to thinkhow every idle volume flies al)road

like an idle globular doumbeard, embryo of new millions.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 263.
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13. Elliptically : in an imperative or interjec-

tional use, the imperative verb (go, come, get,

fall, kneel, etc.) being omitted, (a) Used absolute-

ly: as, down! dog, down!

Doum, therefore, and beg mercy of the duke.
Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

Down, thou climbing sorrow,

Thy element's below ! Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

(b) Followed by with, being then equivalent to a transitive

verb with domi (put, pull, take down), in either a literal

or a denunciatory sense : as, doum with the sail ! doum
with it ! down with tyranny !

Dotm with the palace, fire it Dryden.

14. On paper or in a book : with write, jot, set,

put, or other verb applicable to writing.

This day is holy ; doe ye write it doume.
That ye for ever it remember may.

Spenser, Epithalamion.

Doesn't Mr. Fosbrook let you take places for a play be.

fore it is advertised, and set you dovm for a box for every

new piece through the season ? Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

15. In place, position, or occupation; firmly;

closely.

Ha [& worshiper] that sees another composed in his

behaviour throughout, and fixed doum to the lioly duty he

is engaged in, grows ashamed of his own indifference and
indecencies, his spiritual dissipations and dryness.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xix.

Down charge! a command to a dog to lie down, used
when shooting mth pointers or setters.—Down east, in

or into Maine or the regions bordering on the eastern sea-

coast of New England. (U. S.]—Down in the mouth.
See mouth.— Down south, in or into the Southern States.

[U. s.]—Down to date. See dafei.—Down with the
dust, down with the helm, etc. See the nouns.—To
back down, bear down, bring down, etc. See the

verbs.— To be down at heel. See A«e(i.—To be down
on one's luck, to be in ill luck.—To be down upon or

on, to fall upon ; attack ; berate ; hence, to be angry or

out of humor with. [Colloq.)

Be kerful yer don't git no green ones in among 'em, else

Hepsy '11 be dovm on me. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 180.

To come down on, to come down 'with. See come.—
To lay down, figuratively, to state or expound, especial-

ly emphatically or authoritatively : as, to lay doum a prin-

ciple.— To lay down the law, to give emphatic com-
mands or reproof.— Union down. See flan "/ distress,

under/(i5r2._Op and down. See up.

[Early mod. E. also downe,
Cf. adown, prep., of which

down^ is an aphetic form. The prepositional

use of the aphetic form does not appear in ME.
or AS.] 1. In a descending direction upon or

along, either literally, as from a higher toward
a lower level or position, or from a point or

place which is regarded as higher; ado'wn: as,

to glance down a page ; to ramble down the val-

ley ; to sail down a stream; an excursion down
the bay; down the road.

Many do travel downe this river from Turin to Venice.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 97.

When the wind is doum the range, i. e., blowing from

the part where rivers discharge their waters into the ocean.

Thou art so doum, upon the least disaster

!

B. JonJion, Alchemist, iv. 4.

A dmim countenance he had, as if he would have looked

thirty mile into heU. Middleton, The Black Book.

2t. Downright; plain; positive.

Her many doum denials. Fletcher, Valentinian.

do'wn-bed (doim'bed), n. A bed stuffed -with

down; hence, a very soft, luxurious bed.

You must not look for doum-beds here, nor hangings.

Though I could wish ye strong ones.

Fletcher ^and another). Sea Voyage, t 4.

do'wn-by (doun'bi), adv. [< doivn^, adv., + htj,

adv.'\ Down the way. [Scotch.J

3. Downward; that goes down, or on a road dO'wncast(doun'kast),a. andn. I. a. 1. Castor
' ' ' '

---^--^
directed downward: as, a dott'«cas< eye or look.regarded as down : as, a down train or boat.

—

Down beat, in music : (a) The downward motion of a con-

ductor's hand or baton, by which the primary and initial

accent or pulse of each measure is marked, {b) The ac-

cent or pulse thus marked.—Down bow, in violin-play-

int), the stroke of the Ijow from nut to point, made by low-

ering the right arm : often indicated by the sign i—i.

II. n. A downward movement ; a low state

;

a reverse : as, the ups and downs of fortune.

A woman who had age enough, and experience enough
ill dowtus as well as ups. F. R. Stockton, The Dusantes, iii.

down^ (doun), V. [< down^, o*'.] I. trans. To
cause to go down, (a) To put, throw, or knock down

;

overthrow ; subdue : as, to doum a man with a blow.

The hidden beauties seem'd in wait to lie.

To dovm proud hearts that would not willing die.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

I remember how you downed Beauclerck and Hamilton,
the wits, once at our house. Mme. D'Arblay.

(6) To discourage ; dishearten ; dispirit [Obsolete or col-

loquial in both senses.]

The lusty Courser, that late scom'd the ground,
Now lank and lean, with crest and courage doumd.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartass Weeks, ii.. The Schisme.

Eyes downcast for shame.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 144.

Hence— 2. Depressed; dejected: as, Sk down-
cast spirit.

Doumcast he (Lessing) could never be, for his strongest

instinct, invaluable to him also as a critic, was to see

tilings as they really are.

Louvll, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 315.

3. In mining, descending. The current of air taken

from the surface to ventilate the interior of a coal-mine

is called the doumcast current, and the shaft through which
it is conveyed the doumcast shaft.

n. n. 1. A dovmward look: generally im-

plying sadness or pensiveness.

Tliat down-cast of thine eye, Olympias,
Shews a fine sorrow.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, ii. 2.

I saw the respectful Downcast of his Eyes, when you
catcht him gazing at you during the Musick.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, ii. 1.

2. In mining, the ventilating shaft down which
the air passes in circulating through a mine.

n. intrans. To go down, (a) To descend; sink; downcastness (doun'kast-nes), «. The state

fall. of bemg downcast ; dejectedness.

When one puUeth down his fellow, they must needs Your doubts to chase, your downccutness to cheei\

dojTO both of them, iatimer, Sermon bel. Edw. VI., 1550. D. M. Mow.



downcome

downcome (doun'kum), n. [< dowrfi + come.']
A tumbling or falling down ; especially, a sud-
den or heavy fall ; hence, ruin ; destruction.

Ye sail William Wallace see,
Wi' the down-come of Robin Hood.
Sir William Wallace (Child's Ballads, VI. 242).

When ever the Pope shall fall, if his ruine bee not like
the sudden dovm-come of a Towre, the fiishops, when they
see him tottering, will leave him.

Milton^ Reformation in Eng., i.

down-draft, down-draught (doun'draft).

1751
Dinna be overly doumhearied, when ye see how won-

derfully ye are ta'en care o'. Oalt.

downward

downhill (doun'hil), prep. phr. as a.
"

Sloping downward; "descend-

None could enter into life but those that were in dawn-
right earnest. Southey, Bunyan, p. 21.

It is downright madness to strike where we have no
power to hurt. Sir B. VEgtrange.

downrightness (doun'nt-nes), n. Direct or
plain dealing.

Nay, was not Andreas in very deed a man of order,
courage, downrightness! Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 66.

n. A rushing down.

prep., + him.] "'
• * - -•

ing; declining.

And the first steps a downhill greensward yields.

Congreve.

downiness (dou'ni-nes), n. 1. The quality of
being downy.— 2. Knowingness ; cunningness ; downrush (doun'rush),

, „„ ,„„.^„. V ^.^.,„ ...
artfulness; cuteness. [Slang.] [Rare.]

A downward draft or current of air, as in Downingia (dou-nin' ji-a), n. [NL., named A doiOTi-usA of comparatively cool vapours.
"

" after A. J. Downing, a horticvdturist and land- ^- ^- '"«'*«. Astron. in I9th Cent., p. 20i.

scape-gardener of New York (1815 -52). 1 A The doiwiritsftes of the gases, which, though absolutely
smaU lobeliaceous genus of Californian plants, '"*™^«'J' ^°^' «•« relatively cool. stokes. Light, p. 238.

consisting of low annuals with showy blue and downset (doun'set), a. In her., removed from
white flowers. They are occasionally cultivated its place by its own width. Thus, a bend down-
for ornament.

land,

land,

a chimney, the shaft of a mine, etc.— 2. A
burden ; anything that draws one down, espe-
cially in worldly circumstances: as, he has
been a down-draft on me. [Scotch pron. don'-
dracht.]

downdraw (doun'dra), n. Same as down-draft.
down-east (doun'esf), pre/). pAr. as o. Coming downland (doun'land), n. [< downX +
from or living in the northeastern part of New ^^- ^^- <^>'nland, hiUy land, < dun, a hill, 4
England: as, a rfown-ea«i farmer. [U.S.] land.] Land characterized by downs.
down-easter (doun'es'ter), «. One living dpwnless (doun'les), o. [<down^ + -less.] 'Ei&y
"down east" from the speaker: sometimes ap- iog ^^ down,
plied to New Englanders generally, but spe-
cifically to the inhabitants of Maine. [U. S.]
downed (dound), a. [< dmon^ + -ed^; = Dan.
dunet.] Covered or stuffed with down.
Their nest so deeply downed. Toung.

downfall (doun'fai), «. [< down^ + fall] 1.
A falling downward; a fall; descent: as, the
downfall of a stream.

Each domi/all of a flood the mountains pour
From their rich bowels rolls a silver stream.

Dryden.
2t. What falls downward ; a waterfall.
Those cataracts or dovmfalU. Holland.

3t. A pit ; an abyss.
Catrafosto [I t. ], a deepe, hoUowe, vglyor dreadfull ditch,

hole, pit, den, trench, gulfe, dungeon or downfall. Florio.

4. Descent or fall to a lower position or stand- „f „i,iiriK,vti,
ing; complete failure or overthrow; ruin: as, j„Jr"„J:ir/v," / - \ ry ^ o ,

thi downfall of Napoleon. ' downpour (doun'por), n [< down-^ + pour.]

The duke is virtuous, mild ; and too well given
To dream on evil, or to work my downfall.

Shak., 2 Hen. Vl, la 1.

6. Waning; decay. [Rai*.]
'Tween the spring and doim\faU of the light.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

6. A kind of trap in which a weight or missile
falls down when the set is sprung ; a deadfall.
See the extract.

Another native method of destroying those animals
(hippopotamuses) is by means of a trap known as t\\edown-
/all, consisting of a heavy wooden beam armed at one end
with a poisoned spearhead and suspended by the other
to a forked pole or overhanging branch of a tree. The
cord by which the beam is suspended descends to the path
beneath, across which it lies in such a manner as to be set
free the instant it is touched by the foot of the passing
hippopotamus ; the beam thus liberated immediately de-
scends, and the poisoned weapon passes into the head or
b;ick of the luckless beast, whose death in the adjacent
stream takes place soon after. Encyc. Brit., XI. 856.

downfallen (doun'f4'ln), a. FaUen ; ruined.
Let us . . .

Hold fast the mortal sword ; and, like good men.
Bestride our down-faU'n birthdom.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

The land is now divorced by the down/ailm steep cliffs
on the farther side. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

down-feather (doun'feTH'fer), n. In omith., a
feather, generally of small size compared with
a contour-feather, characterized by a downy
or plumulaceous structiu'e throughout ; a plu-
mule. Hee plumule.

Doien/eathers ... are characterized by a downy struc-
ture throughout. They more or less completely invest the
bixly, but are almost always hidden beneath the contour-
feathers

; like padding about the bases of the latter.
Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 8«.

downgrowth (doun'groth), n. The act of grow-
ing downward; the product of a downward
growth.

This space subseqnently becomes enclosed by definite
walls by the downgrowth of the mesoblast irj this region.

Micros. Seistux, XXVII. 362.

down-gyvedt (douu'jivd), a. Hanging down
like the loose links of fetters. [Bare.]

His stockings fonl'd,
Ungarter'd, and down gyved to his ancle.

Shak., Hamlet, IL 1.

downhanl (doun'hai), «. Xaut., a rope by
which a jib, staysail, gaff-topsail, or studding-
sail is hauled down when set.

I . . . sprang past several, threw the downhaul over
the windlass, and jumped between the knightheads out

set is cut in two, and the two parts are slipped
past each other until they touch at one point
only.—Double downset, in her., having a piece cut out
and slipped past by the width of the ordinary, so as to
touch the remaining parts at two points only.

down-share (doun'shar), n. In England, a
breast-plow used to pare off the turf on downs.
downsitting (doun'sif'ing), n. The act of sit-
ting down ; repose ; a resting.

Thou knowest my downsitting and mine uprising.
Ps. cxxxix. 2.

downsome (doun'sum), a. [< doron'i, adv., +
-some.] Low-spirited; melancholy. [CoUoq.]
When you left us at 'Frisco we felt pretty downsome.

F. R. Stockton, The Dusantes, iii.

do'wn-stairs (doun'stSrz'), prep. phr. as adv.
Down the stairs ; below ; to or on a lower floor

:

as, he went or is down-stairs.

do'wn-stairs (doun'stSrz), prep. phr. as a. Per-
taining or relating to, or situated on, the lower
floor of a house : as, he is in one of the down-
stairs rooms.

About to Ue down or to be in travail "^Svity®^^*
(doun'ste"pi), «• Having a great

He came to a craggy and downsteepy rock.
Florio, tr. of Montaigne's Essays (1613), p. 197.

dO'Wn-Stream (doim'strem'), prep. phr. as adv.
With or in the direction of the current of a
stream.
downtake (doun'tak), n. In engln. , an air-pas-
sage leading downward; specifically, such a
passage leading from above to the furnaces or
blowers of a marine boiler.

do'wnthrow (doun'thro), n. In mining, a dislo-
cation of the strata by which any bed of rock
or seam of coal has been brought into a posi-
tion lower than that it would otherwise have
occupied. See dislocation and/aa/i.

dO'Wn-tree (doun'tre), n. The Ochroma Lago-
pits, of tropical America: so called from the
woolly covering of the seeds.
downtrodden, do'wntrod (doun'trod''n, -trod),
a. Trodden down; trampled upon; tyrannized
over.

Beauty and love advanc'd
Their ensigns in the downless rosy faces
Of youths and maids led after by the graces.

Marlowe and Chapman, Hero and Leander, v.

This callow boy with his downless cheek eclipsed the
graybeards. Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 621.

downlooked (doun'lukt), a. Having a down-
cast countenance ; dejected

;
gloomy ; sullen.

Jealousy suffused, with jaundice in her eyes.
Discolouring all she view'd, in tawny dress'd

;

Downlook'd, and with a cuckoo on her fist.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, ii. 489.

do'wnlying (doun'li-ing), n. and a. [Sc] I. n.
1. The time of retiring to rest ; time of repose.
—2. The time at which a woman is to give
birth to a child ; lying-in : as, she's at the down-
lying.

, Before the Mast, p. 32.

ui>on the Ijowsprit.

R. U. Dana, Jr.

Peak downhaul. See jieak.

downhearted (doun'har'ted), a. Dejected; de-
pressed; discouraged.

A pouring down; especially, a hea-vy or con'
tinuous shower.
The rain, which had been threatening all day, now de-

scended in torrents, and we lauded in a perfect wownpour.
Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. viii.

do'wnright (doun'rit), adv. [< ME. downright,
dounright, dounryht, also with adv. gen. suflSx
dounrightes, earliest form dunriht, dunrihte, <
dun, down, + rihte, adv., right, straight: see
down^, adv., and right, adv. Of. upright.] 1.
Bight down ; straight down

; perpendicularly.
A stoon or tyle under the roote enrounde.
That it goo nought douneright a stalke alloone.
But sprede aboue.

Palladiua, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 66.

A giant's slain in fight,
Or mow'd o'erthwart, or cleft downright.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

2. In plain terms; without ceremony or cir-
cumlocution.

Fairies, away

:

We shall chide downright, if I longer stay.
Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2.

3. Completely ; thoroughly ; utterly : as, he is
downright mad.

God gaf the dom hymselue.
That Adam and Eue and hus issue alle
Sholden deye doun-ryht and dwelle in peyne euere,
Yf thei touchede the treo and of the frut eten.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 199.

He is a downright witty companion, that met me here
purposely to be pleasant and eat a Trout.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 84.

4. Forthwith ; -without delay ; at once.

This paper put Mrs. Bull in such a passion that she fell
dommght into a fit. Arlmthnot.

downright (doun'rit), a. [< downright, adv.]
1. Directed vertically; coming straight down.

I cleft his beaver with a doitmright blow.
Shak., 3 Hen. 'VI., L 1.

The low thunders of a sultry sky
Far-rolling ere the downright lightnings glare.

Whittier, Wlmt of the Day.

2. Directly to the point; plain; imambiguous;
unevasive.

I would rather have a plain downright wisdom than
a foolish and affected eloquence. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

3. Using plain, direct language; accustomed
to express opinions directly and bluntly ; blunt.

Your downright captain still,

I'll live and serve you.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

Reverend Cranmer, learned Ridley, downright Latimer,
zealous Bradford, patient Hooper.

Fuller, Sermon of Reformation, p. 17.

4. Complete; absolute; utter.

If they proceed upon any other footing, it is downright
tolly. Bacon, Moral Fables, iv., Expl.

The most underfoot and downtrodden vassals of perdi-
tion- Milton, Reformation in Eng.

do'wnward, do'wnwards (doun'ward, -wardz),
adv. [< ME. dounward, duneward, duiiward,
also with adv. gen. suffix dounwardes, late AS.
ddHneweard, < ddHne, adown, down, + -weard,
-ward : see down% adv., and -ward.] 1. From a
higher to a lower place, condition, or state.

Ever in motion ; now 'tis Faith ascends.
Now Hope, now Charity, that upward tends.
And downwards with diffusive good descends.

Dryden, Eleonora.

Her hand half-clench'd
Went faltering sideways downward to her belt.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. In a course or direction from a head, origin,
source, or remoter point in space or in time :

as, water flows downward toward the sea ; to
trace successive generations downward from
the earliest records.

A ring the county wears,
That downward hath succeeded in his house.

Shak., All's Well, iii. 7.

3. In the lower parts ; as regards the lower
parts or extremities.

And also for he hathe Lordschipe aboven alle Bestes

:

therfore make thei the halfendel of Ydole of a man up-
wardes, and the tother half of an Ox dminwardes.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 166.

Dagon his name ; sea monster, upward man
And downward flsh. Milton, P. L., i. 462.

downward (doun'ward), a. [< downward, adv. ]

1 . Moving or tending from a higher to a lower
place, condition, or state ; taking a descending
direction, literally or figuratively : as, the down-
ward course of a mountain path, or of a drunkard.

With downward force,
That drove the sand along, he took his way.
And roll'd his yellow billows to the sea. Dryden.



downward
Beauty and angtiish walking hand in hand
The downward slope to death.

Tennyson, Fair Women.

2. Descending from a head, ori^n, or source:

as, the dowmcard course of a river ; a down-
ward tracing of records.

How sweet it were, hearing the downward stream,
With half-shut eyes ever to seem
Falling asleep in a hall-dream !

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song).

downwardly (doun'wiird-li), adv. In a down-
ward direction. [Rare.]

A frame ... is cushioned between springs which sof-

ten the jar, whether the latter be communicated upwardly
or doicnteardly. Electric Rev. (Amer.), II. No. 24.

downwards, adv. See downward.
downweed (doun'wed), n. [< down^ + iceed^.l

An old English name for a species of cudweed,
Filago Gcrmaniea.
downweigh (doun-wa'), v. t. To weigh or press
down ; depress ; cause to sink or prevent from
rising.

A different sin downweiyhs them to the bottom.
Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vi. 86.

downyi (dou'ni), a. [< down'i- + -ji.] Hav-
ing downs ; containing downs. Davies.

The Forest of Dartmore, and the doumy part of Ashbur-
ton, Islington, Bridford, Ac.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 382.

downy^ (dou'ni), a. [< down^ -f -yl
; = Sw. du-

nig.'i 1. Covered with down or nap.

So doth the swan her dotoiy cygnets save.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. S.

2. Having the character or structure of down;
resembling down : as, downy plumage.

There lies a downy feather. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

Hethinks I see the Midnight God appear,
In all his downy Pomp array'd.

Congreve, On Mi's. Hunt.

8. Made of down or soft feathers.

Belinda still her downy pillow press'd

;

Her guardian sylph prolong'd the balmy rest.

Pope, K. of the L., i. 19.

4. Soft; soothing; calm.

Malcolm! awake!
Shake off this downy sleep, death's counterfeit.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

5. Knowing: cunning: as, a downy cove.
[Slang.]

dowry (dou'ri), n. ; pi. dowries (-riz). [Also for-

merly dowery; < ME. dowrye, dowrie, dowerie,

extended form of dower, q. v.] 1. The money,
goods, or estate which a woman brings to her
husband in marriage ; the portion given with a
wife; dower. See dower^ and dotK

I could marry this wench for this device, . . . and ask
no other dounry with her, but such another jest.

Shak., T. N., ii. 5.

Cain's Line possest sinne as an heritage

;

Seth's, as a dowry got by mariage.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Ark.

The Duke of Guise being slain in the Civil War, the
Queen of Scots Dowry was not paid her in France.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 333.

2. Any gift or reward in view of marriage.

Ask me never so much dowry and gift. Gen. xxxiv. 12.

To his dear tent I'd fly, . . .

There tell my quality, confess my flame,
And grant him any dowry that he'd name.

Croxall, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii.

3. That with which one is endowed; gift; en-
dowment; possession.

Adorn'd with wisedome and with chastitie.

And all the dowries of a noble mind.
Spenser, Daphnaida, 1. 216.

Every rational creature has all nature for his dowry and
estate. Evierson, Misc., p. 24.

dowse^, f . See dou-sei.

dowse^, V. and n. See dome^.
dowser, «. See dottser.

dowsett, n. See doueet, 3.

dowstt (doust), n. [See dusfi, douse^."] A stroke.

How sweetly does this fellow take his dowst.
Stoops like a camel

!

Fletcher (and another?), Nice Valour, iv. 1.

dowtt, do'Wtet, n. Middle English forms of
doubfl.

dowvet, n. An obsolete form of dove^. Chaucer.
doxological (dok-so-loj'i-kal), a. [< doxology
+ -JcaT.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a
doxologj

; giving praise to God. Bp. Hooper.
dozologize (dok-sol'o-jiz), V. i. ; pret. and pp.
dijxohj/igcd, ppr. doxologizing. [< Gr. io^o'Koy-clv,

give glory to, + E. -ize.] To give glory to God,
as in a doxology. Also spelled doxotoowe. Bai-
ley, 1727.

doxology (dok-sol'o-ji), n. ; pi. doxologies (-jiz).

[= F. doxologie = tg. It. doxologia; < ML. dox-

1752

ologia, < Gr. fo^o?.oy!a, a praising, < cJofoXojof,

giving or uttering praise, < do^a, glory, honor,

repute, < doKe'iv, think, expect: see dogma.'] A
hymn or psalm of praise to God; a form of

words eontaining an ascription of praise to God

;

specifically, the Gloria in Exeelsis or great dox-
ology, the Gloria Patri or lesser doxology, or

some metrical ascription to the Trinity, like

that beginning "Praise God, from whom all

blessings flow." The name doxology is also given to

the Sanctus or Seraphic Hymn, founded on Isa. vi. 8, to a
series of Halleluialis (see Rev. xix. 4, 6), to metrical forms
of the Gloria Patri, and to other metrical ascriptions to

the Trinity. The ascription to the Trinity at the end of a
sermon is sometimes called a doxology.

An express doxology or adoration, which Is apt and fit

to conclude all our prayers and addresses to God.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 228.

The Psalms, . . . united three or four together under a
single Doxology, came next, according to their present
jnonthly arrangement, in the version of the Great Bible.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

doxy (dok'si), n.
;

pi. doxies (-siz). [Also for-

merly doxie, doccy; a slang or cant term, prob.
of D. or LG. origin, as if < D. "doietje, dim. of

MD. docke = LG. dokke = East Fries, dok,

dokke, a doll. Cf . East Fries, doktje, a small bun-
dle, dim. of dok, LG. dokke, a bundle, supposed
to be the same word as dok, a doll : see under
dock^. Cf. duck^, from the same source.] A
mistress; a sweetheart; generally, in a bad
sense, a paramour.

0. Doxy, Moll, what's that?
M. His wench. Middleto7iand Dekker,'RoskTmgGiv\,\.l.

The beggar has no relish above sensations ; he finds
rest more agreeable than motion ; and while he has a
warm fire and his doxy, never reflects that he deserves to
be whipped. Steele, Spectator, No. 6.

doyen (dwo-yan'), n. [F., a dean: see dearfi.]

A dean.
Some years ago I submitted this emendation to the

doyen of all Shakespearians, Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps, ask-
ing his opinion. N. and Q., 7th ser., IIL 264.

doyley, «. See doily.

doylt, a. See doilt.

Wae worth that brandy, burning trash ! . . .

Twins mony a poor, doylt, drucken hash,
O' half his days.

Bums, Scotch Drink.

doz. A common abbreviation of dozen.

doze (doz), V.
;
pret. and pp. dozed, ppr. dosing.

[Prob. < leel. dOsa, doze (cf. dUs, also dos, a
lull, a dead calm), = Sw. dial, diisa, doze, slum-
ber, = Dan. dose, doze, mope ; cf . dos, drowsi-
ness. Prob. connected vrith Icel. diirr, a nap,
dura, take a nap, and with AS. dysig, foolish,

E. dizzy : see dizzy, and words there cited.

Connection with daze is doubtful.] I, intrans.

1. To sleep lightly or fitfully; especially, to
fall into a light sleep unintentionally.

If he happened to doze a little, the jolly cobbler waked
him. Sir R. L^Estrange.

Before I dozed off, I was going to tell you what Mr. and
Mrs. Tulliver were talking about.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 1.

2. To be in a state of drowsiness ; be dull or
half asleep: as, to doze over a book.

The poppled sails doze on the yard.
Lowell, Appledore.

How can the Pope doze on in decency ?

He needs must wake up also, speak his word.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 67.

L. Drowse, Slumber, etc. See sleep.

'I. trans. 1. To pass or spetid in drowsiness:
as, to doze away one's time.

Chiefless armies dozed out the campaign.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 617.

3. To make dull; overcome as •with drowsi-
ness. [Rare or obsolete.]

Dozed with much work. Pepys.

doze (doz), n. [< doze, v. i.] A light sleep ; a
fitful slumber.

It was no more than ... a slight slumber, or a morn-
ing doze at most. Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 15.

To bed, wliere half in doze I seem'd
To float about. Tennyson, Princess, i.

dozen (duz'n), n. [Early mod. E. also dosen,
dozein, dosein, dozan, < ME. dozeyn, dozeyne,
doseyn, dosain, etc. (= D. dozijn = MHG. duc-
zend, MG. tusin, tossin, G. dutzend = Dan. dusin
= Sw. dussin = Euss. duizhina, a dozen), < OF.
dozaine, douzaine, dosaine, dozeine, dozeyne, a
dozen, a number of twelve (in various uses), a
judicial or municipal district so called (F. dou-
zaine = Pr. dotzena = Sp. docena = Pg. dtizia

= It. dozzina, a dozen), prop. fern, of dozain,
douzain, douzin, dosin, adj., twelve, as a noun a
dozen, a twelfth part (with suffix -ain, E. -an,
-en, < L. -amis), < doze, douze, F. douze = Pr.
dotze = Sp. doee = Pg. doze = It. dodici, < L.

T-i

drab

duodecim, twelve, < duo, = E. two, + decern =
E. ten: see duodecimal and twelve.] 1. A col-

lection of twelve things; twelve units: used
with or without of: as, a dozen eggs, or a dozen
of eggs ; twelve dozen pairs of gloves. Like other
numerical terms denoting more tiian a few, dozen is often
used for an indefinitely great nunil>er: as, I have a dozen
things to attend to at once. Abljreviated doz.

I bought you a dozen o/ shirts to your back.
Shak., IHen. IV., ill. 3.

Perch'd about the knolls,

A dozen angry models jetted steam.
Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

2t. In old Eng. law, a municipal district consist-
ingoriginallyoftwelvefamiliesorhonseholders.
Compare tithing, riding^,hundred. [In this sense
only historical, and usually spelled dozein.]
The court there held clearly, that where a man of a

Dozein is amerced in the Hundred, or Leet, that his cattle
shall be taken, i. e., distrained well enough in what Place
soever they are found within the Hundred, altho' it is in
another Dozein. Vide 15 Eliz. Dyer, 322 a.

Richard Godfrey's Case (1615), 11 Coke, 45.

To which Leets come three Deciners with their Dozein,
and present things presentable, whereof one is called the
first Dozein, the second, the second Dozein, the third, the
third Dozein. Richard Godfrey's Case (1616), 11 Coke, 44 b.

In the statute for view of Frankpledge made 18 E. 2, one
of the articles for stewards in their Leets to enquire of , is,

if all the Dozeins be in the assise of our Lord the King,
and which not and who receive them.

Cowell, Diet, and Interpreter.

Bakers' dozen. See 6ait«r.—Long dozen, devil's
dozen. Same as bakers^ dozen (which see, under baker).

dozened (do'znd), a. [As doze + -en -f -e<i2.]

Spiritless; impotent; withered. Brockett. [Prov.
Eng.]
dozener (duz'n-6r), «. [Early mod. E. and his-
torically dozeiner, doziner, dosiner, etc., < ME.
dozinier, dozenier, < OF. (AF.) dozen ier, < do-
zaine, a dozen : see dozen. The word appears
to have become confused with decenner, deciner,
etc.: see decenner.] If. One who belongs to
the municipal district called a dozen.— 2. A
ward constable ; a city constable. [Local,Eng.]

The Police of the city [Litchfield] is efficient. It con-
sists of 19 constables, termed dozeners, who are appointed
by the different wards. They were formerly confined to
their own wards, but are now appointed for the whole city
generally. ilunjfip. Corp. Reports (1835), p. 1926.

dozenth (duz'nth), a. l<dozen + -th.] Twelfth.
[Rare.] Imp. Diet.

dozer (do'zSr), n. One who dozes or slumbers;
one who is slow and listless, as if he were not
fully awake.
Calm, even-tempered dozers through life. J. Baillie.

When he aroused himself from a nap in church, arose,
and looked sternly about to catch some luckless dozer.

Harper's Mag., LXV. 633.

dozinert, n. Same as decenner.

doziness (do'zi-nes), n. [< dozy + -ness.] Drow-
siness; heaviness; inclmation to sleep. Locke.
dozy (do'zi), a. {<doze + -y^.] 1. Drowsy;
heavy ; inclined to sleep ; sleepy ; sluggish.

The yawning youth, scarce half awake.
His lazy limbs and dozy head essa.vs to raise.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, iii.

2. Beginning todecay,astimberorfruit. [U.S.]

Dp. Chemical symbol of decipium.

dpt. An abbreviation of deponent.

Dr. An abbreviation of debtor and doctor.

dr. An abbreviation of dram and drams.
D. R. -An abbreviation of dead-reckoning.
drabl (drab), n. [Early mod. E. drabbe; prob.
< Ir. drabog = Gael, drabag, a slut, slattern,

cf. Gael, drabaeli, dirty, slovenly, drabaire, a
slovenly man, < Ir. drab, a spot, stain; prob.
related to Ir. and Gael, drabh, draff, the grains
of malt, whence Gael, drabhag, dregs, lees, a
little filthy slattern, drabhas, filth, obscenity,
foul weather. Prob. connected with draff, q. v.]

1. A slut; a slattern.

Drabbe, a slut, [F.] vilotiere. PaUgrave.

So at an Irish fimeral appears
A train of drabs, with mercenary tears.

jr. King, Art of Cookery.

2. A strumpet ; a prostitute.

If your worship will take order for the drabs and the
knaves, you need not to fear the bawds.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 1.

drabi (drab), r. i.
;
pret. and pp. drubbed, ppr.

drubbing. [< draiA, n.] To associate with
strumpets.

0, he's the most courteous physician.
You may drink or drab in 's company freely.

Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn.

drab^ (drab), «. and a. [Orig. a trade-name,
being a particular application (simple 'cloth,'

i. e., undyed cloth ?) of F. drap, cloth: see
drape.] I. n. 1. A thick woolen cloth of a yel-

lowish-gray color.— 2. A yellowish-gray tint.
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dral)

n. a. Of a yellowish-gray color, like the
cloth so called.

drab^ (drab), h. [Origin obscure.] A kind of
wooden box used in salt-works for holding the
salt when taken out of the boiling-pans. Its

bottom is shelving or inclining, that the water
may drain off.

Draba (dra'ba), n. [NL., < Gr. fipdjirj, a plant,
Lepidium Draba.'] A genus of cruciferous
plants, low herbaceous perennials, or rarely an-
nuals, often cespitose, distinguished by ovate
or oblong many-seeded pods with fiat nerve-
less valves parallel to the broad septum. There
are al>out 100 species, mostly natives of tlie colder ami
tnountainoiis regions of tiie northern hemispliere, of
which 30 are found in North America, chiefly in the west-
ern ranges of mountains and in arctic regions. The whit-
low-grass of Europe, />. rema, also introduced into some
parts of the United States, is a small winter annual and
one of the earliest spring flowers.

drabbert (drab'er), n. [< draftl, v., + -erl.]

One who keeps company with drabs.

I well know him
For a most insatiate drabber.

Masniiffer, City Madam, iv. 2.

drabbets (drab'ets), n. [Prob. ult. < F. drop,
cloth; cf. drab^.'] A coarse linen fabric or
duck made at Bamsley in England.
drabbing (drab'ing), n. [Verbal n. of drab^, v. ]
'Die practice of associating with strumpets, or
drabs.

Which of all the virtues
(B.ut dmnkennesa, and drabbing^ thy two morals)
Have not I reach'd?

Beau, and Fl.^ Four Plays in One.

drabbish^ (drab'ish), a. [< draftl + -isW-.] Hav-
ing the qualities of a drab ; sluttish.

I markte the drabbUhe sorcerers,
And harde their dismall spell.

Drant, tr. of Horace's Satires, i. 8.

drabbish^ (drab'ish), a. [< drab'i + -wftl.]

Soincwhat of the color of drab.
drabble (drab'l), v. ; pret. and pp. drabbled,
ppr. drabbling. [< ME. drabelen, drablen, also
dravelen (andl in eomp. bedrabelen, bidravelen,

bedrabble), slabber, soil, drabble, = LG. drab-
beln, slaver, dribble, = Dan. drcete, twaddle,
drivel. Another form of drivel^ and dribble"^.

Prob. ult. connected with rfraftl.] I. trans. To
draggle ; make dirty, as by dragging in mud and
water ; wet and befoul : as, to drabble a gown
or a cloak.

n. intrans. To fish for barbels with a rod
p,nd a long line passed through a piece of lead.

drabble (drab'l), n. [< drabble, v.] Ragged
and dirty people collectively ; rabble.

He thought some Presbyterian rabble
In test-repealing spite were come to flout him,
Or some fierce Methodistic drabble.

Wolcot (Peter Pindar).

drabbler (drab'lfer), n. [Also written drabler;
appar.< drabble, ».] Kaut., in sloops and schoon-
ers, a small additional sail, sometimes laced to
the bottom of a bonnet (which is itself an ad-
ditional sail) on a square sail, to give it a
greater depth or more drop.

And took our drabiers from our bonnets straight,

And severed our bonnets from the courses.
Greene aiid Lodge, Looking Glass for Loud, and Kng.

drabbletailt (drab'1-tal), n. A slattern.

Dracaena (dra-se'na), n. [NL., named with
reference to its producing the resin called drag-
on's-bloo(l; < LI-i. dracmna, a she-dragon, < Gr.
ApoKaiva, fem. of dijdnuv, a serpent, a dragon.] A
genus of liliaceous trees, natives of the tropical
regions of Af-
rica, Asia, and
Polynesia, in-

cluding about
3.5 species. The
leaves are large,
lanceolate, and
entire, often
somewhat fleshy,

and are borne in
tufts at the ends
of the branches.
The flowers are
»tnall and the
fruit is baccate.
Various species
are cultivated in
greentiouses and
in ornamental
grounds on ac-
count of their foli-

age and tropical
habit, though
some that are
known under the name l>elong rather to the related ge-
nus Oirdyline. The most remarlcal>le species is the drag-
on-tree, I). Draco, of the (Canary islands, which yields a
resin called dragon's-blood. It is of rapid growth, and at-

tains sometimes a gigantic size. A famous tree at Oro-

dram : see dram.]

J5S. <f - rtVV J

Reverse.

DracUiiiti 'A f ii.cblus in Crete, about 400 B. C.

;

struck on the /Bginetic system.— British Mu-
seum. [ Size of the original.

)

Dragon-tree (Dracana Draco).
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tava, on TenerilTe, which was destroyed by a hurricane in
1867, was about 7.5 feet high and 79 feet in circumference
.lear the base, and was of nearly the same size in 1402.

dracantb, ». [Seedragagant,tragacanth.] Gum
tragaeanth. See tragacanth.
drachm (dram), H. Same as drachma and dram.
drachma (drak'mii), n.

;
pi. drachma;, drachmas

(-me, -maz). [L.',' also rarely drachuma, < Gr.

^P^XfV, later also dpayny, dial, dapxiifl, ddpx/ia,
an Attic weight, a Grecian silver coin, lit. as
much as one can hold in the hand, a handful

;

ef. dpdyfia, a handful, a sheaf, (5pdf, a handful, a
measure so called, < dpdaasadat {-y/ "Span), grasp,
take by handfuls. The E. forms are drachm,

1. The principal silver coin
ofthe ancient
Greeks. The
drachma coined
according to the
Attic weight-
system weighed
(normally) 67.4
grains

;

the
drachma of the
.^ginetic sys-

tem weighed 97
grains ; of the
Grajco - Asiatic,

56 grains ; of
the Ehodian, 60

grains; of the Bahylonic, 84 grains; and of the Persian,
88 grains. Roughly speaking, the average value of the
ancient drachma may be said to have been about the same
as that of the modem one, or the French franc, but its

purchasing power was considerably greater.

By heaven, I had rather coin my heart,
And drop my blood for drachitias. Shak.,i. C, 'v. 3.

There's a drachm to purchase gingerbread for thy muse.
B. Jotigon, Poetaster, iv. 1.

The only cartel I remember in ancient history is that
between Demetrius Poliorcetes and the Rhodians, when
it was agreed that a free citizen should Ije restored for
1000 drachmas, and a slave bearing arms for 500.

Hume, Essays, ii. 11.

2. A silver coin of the modem kingdom of
Greece, by law of the same value as the French
franc, equal to 19.3 United States cents. It is

divided into 100 lepta.— 3. A weight among
the ancient Greeks, being that of the sUver
coin. See dram.
dracina, dracine (dra-si'na, dra'sin), n. [NL.
draeina, < L. draco, dragon, in reference to
dragon's blood.] The red resin of the substance
called dragon's-blood, much used to color var-
nishes. Also called draconin.

Draco (dra'ko). n. [L. draco (dracon-), < Gr.
SpaKuv (dpanovT-), a serpent, a dragon, a constel-
lation so called, a sea-fish, etc. : see dragon and
drake'^.] 1. One of the ancient northern con-
stellations, the Dragon.— 2. [I.e.] Aluminous
exhalation from marshy grounds. Imp. Diet.—
3. A genus of old-world acrodont lizards, of the
family Agamidce, having a parachute formed of
the integument stretched over extended hinder
ribs, by means of which the animal protracts
its leaps into a kind of flight. Draco volans,
of the Malay peninsula, is the common flying-

lizard or dragon. See dragon, 2.

Dracocephalum (dra-ko-sef'a-lum), n. [NL.,
< Gr. (SpdMjr, a dragon, -I- KtifaXi], head : in ref-

erence to the shape of the corolla.] A genus
of labiate plants, of about 30 species, natives of
the Mediterranean region and temperate Asia,
with a single species indigenous to North Amer-
ica. It is very nearly related to Nepeia. A few species
are occasionally cultivated for their showy flowers or the
fragrance of the foliage. D. Canariense has been called
sweet balm or balm of Gilead. A common name for plants
of the genus is dra^on^g-head.

Draconian (dra-ko'ni-an), a. Same as Draconic.

Refraining from all Draconian legislation, they have
put their faith in a system of ingenious checks and acorn-
plicated formal procedure. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 206.

Draxsonic (dra-kon'ik), a, [< L. Draco(n-), < Gr.
Apanuv (ApaKovT-), a person's name, < SpaKuv,

a serpent, dragon: see Draco, dragon.] 1. Of
or pertaining to Draco, archon of Athens in or
about 621 B. c, and one of the founders of the
enlightened Attic polity ; or resembling in se-
verity the code of laws said to have been es-
tablished by him, in which he prescribed the
penalty of death for nearly all crimes— for
smaller crimes because they merited it, and
for greater because he knew of no penalty more
severe. Hence— 2. Eigorous : applied to any
extremely severe, harsh, or oppressive laws.

—

3. Relating to the constellation Draco.
Draconically (dra-kon'i-kal-i), adv. In a Dra-
conic manner; severely; rigorously.

draconin (drak'6-nin), n. Same as draeina.

Draconinae (drak-o-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dra-
co(n-) + -inw.] A subfamily of lizards, of
which the genus Draco is the type. Tliey have

drafflesacked

wing-like lateral expansions of the integument, supported
by prolonged ribs, a moderate mouth, and small conic in-
cisors. Over 20 species are found in India and adjoining
countries. See cut under dragon.

draconltest, ». [< L. draco(n-), a dragon, -1-

-ites.] A dragon-stone.
Haue in your rings eyther a Sraaragd, a .Saphire, or a

Draconites, which you shall beare for an ornament ; for
in stones, as also in hearbes, there is gi-eat eflicacie.

Babees Book (F,. E. T. S.), p. 257.

draconitic (drak-6-nit'ik), a. Same as dracontic.

Draconoidea (drak-6-noi'de-a), 7i.pl. [NL., <
Draco{n-) + -oidea."] A family of lizards, of
which the genus Draco is the type : now usual-
ly merged in Agamidw.
dracontiasis (drak-on-ti'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
dpdiujv (dpoKovT-), dragon,' + -laaiq: see -ia«4s.]

In pathol., the presence in the tissues of the
Dracuncidus medinensis, and the morbid condi-
tions produced by it. See Dracunculus, 3.

dracontic (dra-kon'tik), a. [< NL. *draconti-
cus, < Gr. as if *dpaiiovTiK6g, < ^pdKuv {Spanovr-),

dragon; the dragon's head, L. caput draconis,
being a name formerly given to one of the
nodes of the lunar orbit.] Pertaining to the
nodes of the moon's orbit (called the dragon's
headandtail). Alsodraconitic Dracontic month,
the time which tlie moon takes in making a revolution
from a node back to that node. On the average, it is 27
days 5 hours 5 minutes 36 seconds, being about 2i hours
shorter than a tropical or periodical month.

dracontine (dra-kon'tin), a. [< Gr. SpdniM (Spa-

KOVT-), a dragon, -I- -ine^.] Belonging to or of
the character of a dragon.
Dracontium (dra-kon'shi-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
Spandimov, a plant of the arum kind, < SpaKuv
{dpuKovT-), a dragon; "the spots or streaks of
the plant resembling those of the dragon."] 1

.

A genus of araceous plants, natives of tropical
America. There are 5 or 6 species, which are among
the largest of the order. They have a milky juice, a large
tuberous root, a single very large 3-parted leaf, and a tall

peduncle bearing the very fetid flower. The root of D.
polvphyllum is said to be used as a remedy for snake-bites
and as an emmenagogne.
2. [I. c] The pharmaceutical name for the
root of the skunk-cabbage, Symplocarpus fceti-

dus (sometimes called Dracontium foetidum).
The root is used as an acrid irritant, as an an-
tispasmodic, etc.

Dracunculus (dra-kun'ku-lus), n. [L., dim.
of draco(ti-), dragon, serpent : see Draco, drag-
on,] 1. An herbaceous genus of the natural
order Aracece, including two species of south-
em Europe and the Canary islands. The green
dragon, D. vulgaris, with pedately divided leaves and
spotted stems, is sometimes cultivated, but its large green
flowers (purple within) are very fetid.

2. [I. c.] A dragonet, or goby, of the genus
CalUonymus.— 3. A genus of worms. D. (Fila-
ria)7nedinensis, the guinea-worm, a fine, thread-like worm
60 centimeters to 1 meter long, inliabits in its larval con-
dition certain small crustaceans (Cyclops), enters the hu-
man stomach in <irinking-water, and finds its way to the
subcutaneous regions, especially of the legs and feet,

where it develops and causes abscesses. It is very common
in tropical Asia and Africa.

dradt. Obsolete preterit and past participle of
dread.
dradge (draj), n. Same as dredge^.

draff (draf), n. [Also formerly sometimes
draugh, and by extension d>-aft, draught; < ME.
draf, refuse, esp. refuse of grain, chaff, husks
(not in AS.), = D. draf, swill, hog's wash, cf.

drab, drabbe, dregs, lees, grounds, = OHG. ire-

bir, MHG. treber, G. treher, irdber, pi., grains,
husks, = Icel. draf, draff, husks, = Sw. draf,
CTains, = Dan. drav, dregs, lees. Perhaps of
Celtic origin : cf . Ir. drabh = Gael, drabh, draff,

refuse. Perhaps connected with drab^, q. v.]

Refuse ; lees ; dregs ; the wash or swill given
to swine ; specifically, the refuse of malt which
has been used in brewing or distilling, given to
swine and cows. Also called brewers' grains.

Defyle not thy lips with eating much, as a Pigge eating

draffe. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 77.

I Iiad a hundred and fifty tattered prodigals, lately come
from swine-keeping, from eating drajf and husks.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

No, give them grains their fill.

Husks, draff to drink and swill.

B. Jonson, Ode to Himself.

Nothing-worth,
Mere chaff and draff, much better burnt.

Tennyson, The Epic.

draffisht (draf'ish), a. [< draff + -ish'^.] Like
draff; draffy; worthless.

The drafftsh declaracyons of my lorde Boner, with such
other dirty dryselynges of Antichrist,
B]i. Bale, A Course at the Romyshe Foxe (1643), fol. 97 b.

drafflesackedt (draf'1-sakt), a. Filled with
draff, liecon. Works, U. 591 (Parker Soc),
noted in N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 302.



draff-sack

draff-sackt, "• [< ME. drafsak; < draff +
sack-^.} A bag filled with draff or refuse.

1 1)6 as a drn/-sak In my bed.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 286.

draf^ (drif'i), a. [< draff + -yK Cf. equiv.

drafty^, draughty^.'] Like draff ; waste ; worth-

less.

The dregs and draffy part, disgrace and Jealousie,

1 scorn thee, and contemn thee,
Fletcher, Island Princess, iv. 1.

draftl, dranght^ (draft), n. and a. [This word
has changed in pron. from draught (ME. and
mod. Sc. pron. dracht) to draft (pron. draft,

drift), and the fact has been recognized by the

spelling draft, which, dating from late MK, is

now the established form in the military, com-
mercial, and many technical uses, in which the

literary traditions in favor of draught are less

felt; in other uses the spelling draught still

prevails, though draft is notimcommon in many
of them. There is no rational distinction be-

tween the two forms ; draft is on all accounts

preferable. (The/represents the changed sound

of the orig. guttural ; a similar change is rec-

ognized in the spelling dwarf.) Early mod. E.

usually draught, rarely draft (dial, also drought,

drait: see drought^, droit), < ME. draught,

draugf, drauht, draht, also rarely drafte, also,

with loss of the guttural, drawte, a drawing,

SuUing, pull, stroke, etc., not found in AS. (=
ID. drught, dracht, D. dragt=MLG. LG. dracht,

a load, burden, = MHG. traht, G. tracht, a load,

= Icel. drdttr, a puUing, draft of fishes), =
OSw. dr(ekt, Sw. drdgt = Dan. dragt, a burden,

litter, draft; with formative -t, < AS. dragan,

draw, drag: see draw. The uses of draft are

so numerous and involved that their exhibition

in linear sequence is difficult. All the senses

attached to the word in either spelling with
their quotations are here necessarily exhibit-

ed together under draft^, draught^, although, of

course, most of the obsolete senses are found
only in the older spelling draught (in its vari-

ous" ME. forms). Modem senses in which the

spelling draught is still prevalent over draft

are indicated. In cases not so indicated, draft
is the prevalent spelling. The compounds in

which draught is the only recorded spelling are

given under that spelling.] I. n. 1. The act

of drawing or dragging (in any sense) ; a draw-
ing; a draw; a haul; a pull. [In this sense,

and in senses 3, 4, 5, G, 7, 14, 16, 19, etc., gen-
erally spelled draught. See etymology and ex-

amples.]
And bent his bow, . . . and even there
A large draught up to his eare
He drew, and with an arrow . . . the queene a wounde
He gave. Chaucer's Dream, 1. 787.

She sent an arrow forth with mighty draught.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. vli. 31.

So doth the fisher consider the draught of his net, rather

than the casting in.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parlier Soc, 1853), H. 211.

Upon the draught of a pond not one flsli was left.

Sir M. Hale.

2. The capacity of being dragged or hauled

;

the yielding to a force which draws or drags

:

as, a cart or plow of easy draft.— 3. The act of

drawing water from a well, or any liquid from a
vessel ; the state of being ready to be so drawn

:

as, ale on draught.

Drawte of watyr owte of a welle, or other lycoure owte
of a wesselle, [L.] idem est [sc. quod hav^tus].

Prompt. Pare, p. 131.

4. That which is drawn, dragged, or puUed; a
load or burden to be drawn.

Delve diches, here and drawe draghtes and berthens.
MS. in Halliwell.

6. That which is secured by drawing or pull-

ing; specifically, that which is obtained by
drawing a net through the water in fishing; a
haul.

Som flscheres sold a drau^te of fishes with the nettis.

Trevisa, tr. of Uigden's Polychronicon, HI. 67.

For he was astonished ... at the draught of the fishes

which they had talcen. Lulie v. 9.

What stands for *'top" in wool manufacture is called
first drafts in 8ill£.combing.

W. C. Bramwell, Wool-Carder, p. 44.

6. The act of drinking, as of water or wine.
In his hands he toolc the goblet, but awhile the draught

lorlwre. Trench, Harmosan.

7. A quantity of a liquid drunk at one time ; a
quantity, especially of a medicine, prescribed
to be drunk at one time.

Thou fthalle have drvnke, . . .

Have here the draght that I tlie het« [promised].
Touileley Mysteries, p. 228. of the chesse.
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For the whole Ocean would not serue the Sunne alone

lor a dratight. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 12.

My purpose is to drinlt my morning's draught at the

Thatched House. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 20.

Prepare a sleeping Draught, to seal his Eyes.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Where once the sign-post caught the passing eye.

Low lies that house wliere nut-brown draughts inspired.
Goldsmith, Dea. Vil.

8t. A drawing by sensuous or mental motives;
attraction; enticement; inducement.

For any luste of loves draught.
Gouier, Conf. Amant., I. 348.

9. The act of dra'wing or taking away a part

;

the act of taking a number or a portion from an
aggregate ; a levy ; the act of depleting or re-

ducing in number, force, etc. : as, a draft upon
his resources.

There remained many places of trust and profit unfilled,

for which tliere were fresh draughts made out of the sur-

rounding multitudes. Addison, Vision of Justice.

10. A selection of men or things for a special

duty or purpose; specifically, a selection or

drawing of persons from the general body of

the people, by lot or otherwise, for military ser-

vice; a levy; conscription; also, a selection of

persons already in service, to be sent from one
post or organization to another, in either the

army or the navy ; a detachment ; also, a trans-

fer of vessels of war to a different fleet or squad-
ron.

Several of the States had supplied the deficiency by
drafts to serve for the year. Marshall.

The operation of the draft, with the high bounties paid
for army recruits, is beginning to affect injuriously the

naval service. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 423.

11. A team of horses in a cart or wagon.
Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]— 12. The depth of

water which a ship draws or requires to float

it ; the depth a ship sinks in water, especially

when laden : as, a ship of 12 feet draft. If the

vessel is fully laden, it is termed the load-water

draft; if unloaded, the light-toater draft.

He is the first that hath come to any certainty before-

hand, of foretelling the draught of water of a sliip before

she be launched. Pepys, Diary, II. 378.

13. A written order drawn by one person upon
another; a writing directing the payment of

money on account of the drawer. Drafts are fre-

quently used by the agents or officers of corporations, one

agent drawing on another. One reason for using them is

tlie convenience in lieeping accounts and having vouchers

for payments. Drafts are frequently used l)etween muni-
cipal officers, and are not usually negotialile instruments

when thus used. Abbreviated dft.

You shall have a draught upon him, payable at sight

;

and, let me tell you, he is as warm a man as any witliin

five miles round him.

.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

I thought it most prudent to defer the drafts till ad-
vice was received of the progress of the loan.

A. Hamilton.

He was driven to the expedient of replenishing the ex.
chequer by draughts on his new subjects.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 19.

14. The distance to which an arrow may be
shot; a bow-shot. Also anlled botv-draught.

Fro thens a Bowe drawghte, toward the Southe, is the
Chirche, where aeynt James and Zacharie the Prophete
weren buryed. Mandeville, Travels, p. 96.

He with-drogh hym a draght & a dyn made,
Gedrit all his gynge and his gronnde held.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), \. 1224.

15. The drawing or moving of air; the air so

drawn or moved ; a confined current of air, as
in a room or in the flue of a chimney. The draft

of a chimney depends, apart from tlie mode of construc-
tion, on the difference of the density of the rarefied column
inside the chimney, as compared with an equal column of

the external atmosphere, or on the difference in height of

the two columns of elastic fluid, supposing them reduced
to the same standard of density. The velocity of the cur-

rent is the same as that of a heavy body let fall from a
height equal to the difference in height of two such aerial

columns. Drafts may be produced or increased («) by a
blast which rarefies the air above the fire (a blast-draft), or
{h) by blowers which compress the air beneath the flre (a

forced draft). Whenla forced draft la used on a vessel,

air is forced into the fire-room, which is closed in such a
way that the air can find egress only through the furnaces
anti funnels. In some recent vessels increased draft has
been secured by the partial exhaustion of the air in the
uptakes and lower parts of the funnels, which causes an
increased flow of air from the fire-room through the fur-

naces. This is called an induced draft.

The topmost elmtree gather'd green
From draughts of balmy air.

Teimyson, Lauucelot and Guinevere.

16t. A move in chess or checkers.

With a draght he was chekmate. MS. in Halliwell.

Of the progression and draughtes of the forsayde playe
Caxton, Playe of the Ch( se, p. 4.

draft

But I delluere weel this checke,
I leese my game at this drau^te.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

17. pi. The game of checkers. The name drau^At*
(literally 'moves') has reference to tlie manner of playing,

the name checkers to the kind of board used. See check-
erl, 3.

The chekker was choisly there chosen the first.

The draghtes, the dyse, and other dregh games.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1621.

There are two methods of playing at draughts: the one
commonly used in England, denominated the French
Game, which is played upon a chess-board, and the other
called the Polisli Game, because, I presume, the first was
invented in France and the latter in Poland.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 415.

18. A mild blister; a poultice.

—

19+. A drain;
a sink ; a privy. Mark vii. 19.

Hang them, or stab them, drown them in a draught.
Confound them by some courae. Shak., T. of A., v. i.

20. An allowance for waste of goods sold by
weight; also, an allowance made at the cus-
tom-house on excisable goods. [Eng.]— 21.
The act of drawing; delineation; that which is

delineated; a representation by lines, as the
figure of a house, a machine, a fort, etc., drawn
on paper ; a drawing or first sketch ; an outline.

We are not of opinion, ... as some are, that nature
in working hath before her certain exemplary draughts or
patterns. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 3.

The drafts or sea-plats being consulted, it was concluded
to go to certain islands lying in lat, 23' north.

Dampier, Voyages, an'. 1687.

The cemeterial cells of ancient Christians and martyrs
were filled with draughts of Scripture stories.

Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iii.

For not only the judgment upon that nation [the Jewish]
was a draught, as it were, in little of the great day, but the
symptoms and fore-runners of the one were to bear a pro-

jMjrtion with the other. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. xi.

Hence— 22. A first sketch, outline, or copy of

any writing or composition ; the proposed form
of a written instrument prepared for amend-
ment and alteration, as may be required, pre-

liminary to making a fair copy.

In the original draft of the instructions was a curious
paragraph wliich, on second thoughts, it was determined
to omit. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiii.

23t. A treatise ; a discourse.

Thet ich habbe hier beuore yssewed [showed] . . . huer
[where] thet ic spek of the wyttes of the zaule [soul] ate
ginninge of the drajthe of uirtue.

Ayenbite of Imcyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 251.

24t. A drawbridge: sa.va6 a,s draught-hridge.

Thay let down the grete dragt, and derely out geden.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 817.

25. In founding, the slight bevel given to the
pattern for a casting, in order that it may be
drawn from the sand without injury to the mold.
— 26. In masonry, a line on the surface of a
stone hewn to the breadth of the chisel.— 27.
In weaving, the cording of a loom or the ar-

rangement of the heddles.

The draught and tie-up, as it is called, for weaving the
twill. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 108.

28. The sectional area of the openings in a
turbine-wheel or in a sluice-gate.—29. The
degree of deflection of a millstone-furrow from
a radial direction.

—

30t. A stroke.

No man ne myghte asytte
Hys swordes draught.

Octovian, 1. 1665 (Weber's Metr. Rom., III.),

xij draughtes with the egge of the knyfe the venison
crossande. Babees Book (E. E. T.' S.), p. 141.

31t. SkUl; art; stratagem.

He made wel the tabernacle als hem was tagt,

Goten and grauen with witter dragt.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3622.

For Arvirage his brothers place supplyde
Both in his amies and crowne, and by that draught
Did drive the Romanes to the weaker syde.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 51.

32t. A company or lot. [Slang.]

A draught of butlers.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. SO.

33. The heart, liver, and lights of a calf or

sheep: in this sense only (fro (((//if. Also called

pluck. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]— Angle of
draft. See a)i.7fe3.— Black draught, t^ee black-draught.
— Delivery draft, in molding, the construction of a pat-

tern by taperiiiL' its parts, or otherwise so forming it

that it can be withdrawn without breaking the mold.—
Drifts In the sheer draft, in ship-building, those pieces

where the rails are cut off. Thfy are ended with scrolls

and called drift-pieces.- Effervescing draught, a solu-

tion of citrate of potassium given in a state of efferves-

cence, prepared by mixing lemon-juice, or a solution of

citric acid, with a solution of carbonate or bicarbonate of

potassium.- Margin draft. See margin.— On draught.
See def. 3.— Reverting draft, in a steanilioiler, such an
arrangement of the draft that the current of hot air and
smoke is caused to return in a course parallel to its first

course. E. H. Knight.— Sheer draft, in ship-building.

See the extract.



draft

The portion of the design which contains the three plans
we have just been describing, together with the positions

of declcs, ports, and general outline of tlie hull, is termed
the sheer draught, and this is the drawing which is chiefly

required in laying-off. Thearle, Naval Arch., § 8.

Split draft, in a steam-boiler, such an arrangement of

the draft that the current of hot air and smoke is divided
and caused to pass off by two or more flues. E. H. Knight.
— To have a draft, in carp., said of mortised work when
the pinhole throu^'h the tenon is made nearer the shoulder
than the corresponding hole through the cheeks of the
mortise, so that when the pin is driven it draws the parts
snugly together. (.See also wheel-draft.)

II. a. 1. Used or suited for drawing loads:
as, draft cattle. [More properly in composi-
tion. See draft-cattle, etc.]— 2. Being on
draught ; drawn as required from the cask : as,

dra i'(/Ji t ale.

draft'i draught! (draft),r.<. {_< drafts, draught^
n.] 1. To draw; pull. [Bare.]

The cold and dense polar water, as it flows in at the
bottom of the equatorial column, will not directly take
the place of that which has been drafted off from the sur-
face. W. B. Carpenter, in CroU's Climate and Time, p. 164.

2. In weaving, to draw (thread) through the
heddles.

The weaver . . . adopts some other arrangement, to
devise which he constructs a plan which will not only
represent the draiufhting or entering of the warp threads
through the headles, but show also the cording or the at-

tachment of the treadles to the headles.
A. BarloK, Weaving, p. 108.

3. To draw out by selection, as for service

;

levy; conscript; specifically, to select (persons)
by a draft for mibtary purposes.

This Cohen-Caph-El was some royal seminary in Upper
Egypt, from whence they drafted novices to supply their
colleges and temples. Rolwell, Diet.

.Soldiers were h^m^ drafted ; but the draft was very un-
popular. T. W. Siggitimn, Young Folks' Hist. U. S., p. 300.

4. To draw in outline; delineate; sketch; out-
line.— 5. To prepare the proposed form of, as
a document or writing of any kind; make a first

sketch of in writing : as, to draft a memorial
or a lease.

He [John Adams] drew up the rules and regtilations for
the Navy, the foundation of the present naval code, also
he drafted the -Articles of War.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

A proclamation, drafted by himself [Lincoln], copied on
the spot by his secretary, was concurred in by his Cabinet.

The Century, XXXV. 721.

draft^t, draught^t, n. Same as draff.

Ye drafteg of wine, floces.

Levins, Manip. Vocab., col. 9, 1. 19.

draft-animal (draft'an'i-mal), n. An animal,
us a liorse, mule, or ox, used in drawing loads,

draft-bar (draft'bar), n. 1. A bar to which
the traces are attached in harnessing horses or
other animals for drawing; a swingletree.— 2.
Iti a railroad-car, the bar to which the coupling
is attached.
draft-box (draft'boks), II. An air-tight tube
for carrying to the tail-race the water from an
elevated water-wheel,

draft-cattle (draft'kaf'l), n.pl. Animals used
iu drawing loads.

Had I not lost three of my best drautjht-cattle f

Pop. Set. Mo., XXIX. 623.

draft-compasses (draft 'kum' pas -ez), n. pi.

Compasses witli movable points, iised for mak-
ing the finer Lines in mechanical drawings, as
plans, etc.

dxaft-eqaallzer (drAft'e'kwal-i-z6r), n. A form
of whippletree designed for three horses; a
treble! ree.

draft-eye (draft's), n. In a harness, a short arm
attached to the hame, and with a hole drilled
in its end, to which the tug is secured.
draft-hole (dr&ft'hol), h. An opening through
wliich air is supplied to a furnace.
draft-hook (dnitt'huk), h. a large hook of
iroti fi.xed on the cheeks of a gun-carriage, there
being two on each side, one near the trunnion-
hole and the other at the train, used in draw-
ing the gun backward and forward by means of
draft-ropes.

draft-horse (draft'hors), w. A horse used for
drawiiii; liciivv loads.

draftlness, draughtiness (draf'ti-nes), n. The
condition of being drafty, or of abounding in
drafts.

'. draft-ox (draft'oks), «. ;
pi. draft-oxen (-ok'sn).

[M K. (Iraiili t-ox.'] An ox used for drawing loads.

draft-rod (draft'rod), H. A rod extending be-
neath the beam of a plow from the clevis to the
gheth, and taking the strain off the beam. £.

Knii/ht.

ftsman, draughtsman (dr&fta'man), n.

;

pi. draftsmen, draughtsmen (-men), [(draft's,

1755

draught's, poss. case of draft^, draught^,+ man."]

1 . One who draws or prepares plans, sketches,
or designs ; one skilled iu drawing.
Exact knowledge of these principles ought to be at the

fingers' ends of every ornamental draughtsman.
Athenteum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 56.

2. One vyho draws up a written instrument;
one skilled in the preparation of pleadings and
conveyances.

The mischiefs arising from the amendment of bills are
much aggravated by the peculiar canons of interpretation
which the insulation of draftsmen forces upon our tribu-

nals. Maine, Village Commuinties, p. 374.

3. One who drinks drams ; a tippler. [Bare.]

The wholesome restorative above mentioned [water-
gruel] may be given in tavern-kitchens to all the morning
draughtsmen within the walls when they call for wine be-
fore noon. Tatler, No. 241.

4. A piece or "man" used in the game of
checkers or draughts. [In the last two senses
spelled only draughtsman.']

draftsmanship, draughtsmanship (drafts'-

man-ship), n. The skill or work of a drafts-
man.
This method of shading affords scope as well for survey-

ing skill as for draughtsmanship.
R. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 281.

draft-spring (draft'spring), n. A spring form-
ing part of a trace or tug, used to relieve the
draft-animal from sudden strains. .Also draft-
tug.

draft-tree (draft'tre), n. The neap or tongue
of a wagon.

draft-tug (draft'tng), n. 1. A trace of a har-
ness.— 2. A short section attached to the draft-
eye of the hame in a harness, to which the trace
proper is buckled. £. H. Knight.— 3. Same as
draft-spritig.

draftyi, draughty^ (drif'ti), a. [< draft\
draught^, + -i/I.] Of or pertaining to drafts of
air; exposed to drafts: as, a drafty hall.

Some had no hangings for their great draughty rooms.
Miss Yonge, Stray Pearls.

drafty^t, draughty'-^t (dr&f'ti), a. [< drafp,
draught^, for draff, + -jl. Of. draffy.] Lake
draff; worthless; nasty. Chaucer.

To stand whole yeares, tossing and tumbling the fllth

that falleth from so many draughty inventions as daily
swarme in our printing house. ^

Returnfrom Parnassus (1606).

drag (drag), V. ; pret. and pp. dragged, ppr.
dragging. [< ME. draggen, a late secondary
form of draiven, early ME. dragen, dragen, due
to Scand. influence: cf. Sw. dragga = Dan.
drwgge, search with a grapnel, drag (def. 3)
(associated with the noun: see drag, n.); cf.

also Icel. dragna, intr., drag, trail along; < Icel.

draga = Sw. draga = Dan. drage = AS. dragan,
E. draw : see draw. Hence draggle.] I. trans.

1. To draw along by main force; pull; haul.

The other disciples came in a little ship, . . . dragging
the net with fishes. John xxi. 8.

He ... is not only content to drag me at his chariot-
wheels ; but he makes a shew of me. StUtingfleet.

The Church [of England] had fallen, and had, in its fall,

dragged down with it a monarchy which had stood six
hundred years. Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

2. To draw along slowly or heavily, as some-
thing difficult to move; as, to drag one foot af-
ter the other.— 3. To draw a grapnel through
or at the bottom of, as a river or other body of
water, in search of something : as, they dragged
the pond. Hence— 4. Figuratively, to search
painfully or carefully.

While I dragg'd my brains for such a song.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

5. To break, as land, by dHfwing a drag or har-
row over it; harrow. [U. S.] —To drag In or
into, to introduce unnecessarily or unsuitably : as, to
drag in an allusion to private affairs ; why is this subject
dragged into the discussion 'i

If he must suffer, he must drag official gentlemen into
an immortality most undesirable, and of which they have
already some disagreeable forebodings.

Emerson, John Brown.

To draff anchor. See awcAori. =8yn. 1. Haul, Tug,
etc. (see drate); trail.

n. in trans. 1 . To be drawn along or trail on
the ground; be pulled or hauled along: as, an
anchor that does not hold is said to drag.—
2. To move or proceed heavily, laboriously, or
slowly ; move on languidly or with effort.

Tile day drags through, though storms keep out the sun.
Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 32.

Through the whole piece he dragged along, just half a
beat behind the rest. Longfellow, Hyperion, Iv. 4.

Most wearily
3IoQth after month to him the days dragged by.

Waiiam Morris, Earthly ParadUe, II. 291.

drag-bar

3. To use a grapnel or drag: as, to drag for
fish; to drag for a drowned person.—4. To
dredge : used among oystermen.—5. To drawl
in speaking. [Prov. Eng.]
drag (drag), n. [= MLG. dragge, a drag-anchor,
a grapnel; = Sw. dragg, a grappling, grapnel,
drag ; drag, a pull, draft; = Dan. drwg, a grap-
nel, drag; drag, a pull, tug, haul, handle-shafts,
portage, a blow, stroke, etc. ; = Icel. drag, the
iron rim on the keel of a boat or a sledge ; as-
sociated with the verb drag, both being from
the verb (Icel. draga, etc.)representedbydraM) ;

see dray^, v., drag, v., and draw.] 1. Something
that is, or is designed to be, dragged, hauled, or
tugged. Specifically— (a) A grapnel, a weighted net, or
other similar device for dragging the bottom of a body of
water, as in searching for the body of a drowned person,
(b) A drag-net. (c) A dredge, (d) A heavy harrow : same
as braked, 7. (e) A kind of stout sledge upon which heavy
lx)dies, especially stones, are dragged over the ground. [U.
S.] (/) An artificial scent, usually a bag of anise-seed,

dragged on the ground to furnish a trail for fox-hounds.

The Myopia hounds are also used mainly after Reynard
himself; but at least nine out of ten runs with the other
packs are after a drag. The Century, XXXII. 335.

(ff) A tool used by miners for cleaning out bore-holes before
putting in the charge. It is usually made of light rod-iron,
and ends in a tapering spiral, called a drag-twist. It is simi-
lar to a wormer, but of larger size. See scraper. (A) A de-
vice for retarding or stopping the rotation of a wheel or of
several wheels of a carriage in descending hills, slopes,

etc. See skid, (i) A fence placed across running water,
consisting of a kind of hurdle which swings on hinges,
fastened to a horizontal pole. [Prov. Eng.] (J) Naut.,
a kind of floating anchor, usually of spars and sails, used
to keep the head of a ship or Ijoat to the wind or to dimin-
ish leeway. (A-) Anything attached to a moving body
which retards its progress, as a boat in tow of a ship;
hence, a person or thing fornnng an obstacle to the pro-
gress or prosperity of another.

We see it [the ocean] now in direct connection with the
solar system, its tidal wave acting as a drag upon the earth's
rotation. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 4.

(0 A device for guiding wood to a saw, used in sawing
veneers, (m) A long, high carriage, often drawn by four
horses, uncovered, and either with seats on the sides or
with several transverse seats. Often improperly used in

the sense of viait-coach or tally-ho. (n) In masonry, a
thin plate of steel, indented on the edge, used for finish-

ing the dressing of soft stone which has no grit.

2. The act of dragging ; a heavy motion in-

dicative of some impediment; motion effected
slowly aud with labor : as, a heavy drag up-hill.

Had a drag In his walk. Ilazlitt.

3. In billiards, a blow, of the nature of a push,
on the cue-ball somewhat under the center,
causing it to follow the object-ball for a short
distance.—4. A hunt or chase in which an ar-

tificial scent is substituted for a live fox.

Sportsmen were rather disconsolate, except the happy
few who hit on the expedient of running a drag between
the out-line and in-line pickets for the hounds of Major
Frazer. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 357.

6. The smell of a fox on the ground: as, the
drag-was taken up by the hounds.— 6. The re-

tardation and prolongation of signals received
from a telegraph-line or submarine cable of
considerable electrostatic capacity.— 7. In
printing, a slight slipping or scraping of a sheet
on a form of types, which produces a thickened
impression on one side of each letter.— 8. In
marine engin., the difference between the speed
of a screw-ship under sail and that of the screw,
when the ship outruns the latter; the difference

between the propulsive effects of the different
floats of a paddle-wheel. Also called slip.—
9. In music: (a) In lute-playing, a portamento
downward. (6) A rallentando.— 10. The bot-
tom or lower side of a molding-flask.— 1 1 . See
the extract.

This clay-water [water containing disintegrated kaolin-
rock] is led into channels called drags, where the sand
and coarser flakes of mica are deposited.

Eneye. Brit., XIV. 1.

12. Naut., the difference between the draft
of water forward and that aft. Qualtrough,
Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 8.— 13. A burglars'
tool for prizing safes open; a spread. Wor^
cester.

dragagantt, «• [< OF. dragagant: see traga-
ranthT] Tragacanth.
dragantt, «• [= !>• Dan. Sw. dragant, < OF.
drfu/iint: see tragacanth.] Tragacanth.
dragantin (dra-gan'tin), n. [< dragant + -in^.]

A mucilage obtained from gum tragacanth.
drag-bar (drag'bar), Ji. 1. A strong iron rod,
with an eyehole at each end, connecting a lo-

comotive engine and tender by means of the
drag-bolt and spring. It is also generally at-

tached to freight-ears. In the United States
called draw-bar.— 2. The bar of a drag for re-

tarding or stopping the wheels of carriages de-
scending inclines.



drag-bolt

drag-bolt (drag'bolt), n. A strong bolt cou-

pling the drag-bars of a locomotive engine and
tender, or tliose of freight-oars, together, and
removable at pleasure. In the United States

called coiipling-piu.

drag-chain (drag'chan), «. A strong chain at-

tached to the front of the buffer-bar of a loco-

motive engine, to connect it with another en-

gine or a tender; also, the chain attached to

the drag-bar of goods-wagons or freight-cars.

[Eng.]
drag-driver (drag'dri'vfer), n. One who drives

in the stragglers of a herd of cattle. [Western
U.S.]
The rest [of the cowboys] are in the rear to act as drag-

driven, and hurry up the phalanx of reluctant weaklings.

X. SoaseveU, The Century, XXXV. 862.

drag6e(dra-zha'),». [F.-.seedredge^.'i A sugar-

plum ; inphar., a sugar-coated medicine. Dun-
glison.

d'ragenallt, ». A dredger.

dragger (drag'^r), «. One who drags.

draggle (drag'l), r.
;
pret. and pp. draggled, ppr.

draggling. [Early mod. E. (of. ME. drakelyn,

var. of drabelyn, drabble, in Prompt. Parv.),

freq. of drag: see drag, v. Cf. draicl, similar-

ly related to draw.^ I. trans. 1. To drag or

draw along on damp ground or mud, or on wet
grass; drabble.

With draggled nets down hanging to the tide.

Trench, Herring-Fishers of Lochfyne.

2. To wet or befoul, as by dragging the gar-

ments through dew, mud, or dirt.

She's got from the pond, and draggled up to the waist

like a mermaid. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

Yesterday was a very bad, draggling day, and Paris is

not pleasant at such a time.
Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Sydney Smith.

A boagh of brier-rose, whose pale blossoms sweet
Were draggled in the dust.

waiiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 219.

n. intrans. To be drawn along the ground so

as to become wet or dirty.

His draggling tail hung to the dirt.

Which on his rider he would flirt.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 449.

draggletail (drag'1-tal), n. [Early mod. E.

dragletail; < draggle, v., + obj. toiP.] Abe-
draggled or untidy person; a slut.

draggletailed (drag'l-tfild), a. Untidy; be-
draggled.

Do you think that such a fine proper gentleman as he
cares for a fiddlecome tale of a draggletailed girl ?

Sir J. Vanbrugh, The Relapse, iv. 2.

draggly (drag'li), a. [< draggle + -yi.] Be-
iln^gled.

A strange draggly-wlck'd tallow candle.
Carlyle, in Fronde, II. 55.

drag-hook (drag'huk), «. The hook of the
drag-chain by which locomotive engines, ten-

ders, and goods-wagons or freight-cars are at-

tached to each other. [Eng.]

drag-hound (drag'hound), n. A hound trained
to follow a drag or artificial scent. See drag.

What Is often spoken of as fox-hunting around New
York is not fox-hunting at all, in the English sense of the
term, but an entirely different, although allied form of

sport, namely, riding to drag-hounds.
The Century, XXXII. 335.

drag-hunt (drag'hunt), n. A hunt in which a
drag or artificial scent, as an anise-seed bag,
is substituted for a fox ; a drag. See drag, «., 1.

The advantage of a drag-hunt is that many men are
limited in time, and cannot potter round In the woods for
hours looking for foxes. The Century, XXXII. 845.

drag-link (drag'liugk), n. 1 . In marine engines,
a link connecting the crank of the main shaft
with that of the inner paddle-shaft.— 2. A
drag-bar.

dragman (drag'man), .^. ;
pi. dragmen (-men).

A fisherman who uses a drag-net.

To which may be added the great riots committed by
the Foresters and Welsh on the dragmen of Severn, hew-
ing all their boats to pieces.

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Plac. Cor., xiv. § 7.

drag-net (drag'net), n. [< drag + net; AS.
dragnet = Icel. dragnet = 8w. Dan. dragnot.']

A net designed to be drawn on the bottom of
a river or pond for taking fish, etc.

dragoman (drag '6 -man), n.; pi. dragomans
(-manz) (sometimes dragomen, by confusion
with E. man; ef. Mussulman). [In several
forms: (1) E. dragoman = d. Dan. 8w. drago-
tnan, < F. dragoman = Sp. dragomdn = Pg.
dragomano = It. dragommanno; ML. dragoman-
nut, dragumanus = MGr. dpayoiiftavoc ; (2) obs.
E. drogoman, drogman, < ME. dragman (= G.
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drogeman (MHG-. trougemunt, tragemunt) = Sw.
drogman), < OP. drogueman, drogeman, drugue-

ment, F. drogman = Pr. drogoman = Sp. drog-

man= It. drogmanno = ML. drogamanus, droga-

mundus; (3) obs. E. druggerman; (4) obs. E.

trugman, trudgeman, truckman, truchement =
G. trugman, < P. irucheman, truchement = Sp.

trujamdn = It. turcimanno ; all ult. = Turk.

Pers. tarjumdn, < Ar. tarjumdn, an interpreter,

translator, < tarjama, formerly targama, inter-

pret, < Chald. targem, interpret, explain, > iar-

gum, explanation, interpretation, >E. targum,

q. y.] An interpreter. .Specifically —(a) An inter-

preter and guide or agent for travelers.

Dragomans in SjTia are more than mere interpreters

:

they are contractors for the management of toui-s and of

caravans, and they relieve the traveller of all the difficul-

ties of preparation and of Intercourse with the natives.

Baedeker's Guide to Palestine, etc.

But an Englishman journeying in the East must neces-

sarily have with him Dragomen capable of interpreting

the Oriental language. Kinglake, Eothen, Pref.

(b) An interpreter attached to an embassy or a consulate.

The term Is in general use among travelers in the Levant
and other parts of the East.

We meet in state, accompanied by the Consul, with two
janissaries in front, bearing silver maces, and a dragoman
behind. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 204.

dragon (drag'on), n. and a. [< ME. dragon,

dragun, dragoun, < OF. dragon, a dragon, a
standard, = Pr. Sp. dragon = Pg. dragdo = It.

dragone (see the Teut. forms under drake^), <

L. draco{n-), a dragon, ML. also a standard so
called, < Gr. SpuKuv, a serpent, also a sea-fish, a
serpent-shaped bracelet or necklace, a bandage
for the ankle, etc., lit. the seeing one, 2d aor.

part. (of. 2d aor. inf. dpaiccJv) of itpKecdai, see,

= Skt. dar^, see. Cf. Dorcas. The older E.
form is drake^, q. v. ; a later form with another
sense is dragoon, q. v.] I, n. 1. A fabulous
animal common to the conceptions of many
primitive races and times, or, as in the Bible,

an indefinite creature of great size or fierceness.
When described or depicted, it is represented as either a

monstrous serpent or a lizard (like an
exaggerated crocodile), or a compound
of both, or (as in heraldry) as a com-
bination of mammalian and reptilian

characters; but always as winged, with
fiery eyes, crested head, and terrible

claws. It Is often represented as blood-
red and spouting fire, and sometimes
with several heads, like the Hydra

;

and in the myths of the Scandinavians
and other races, dragons are often the
guardians of treasures, etc. The kill-

ing of a dragon was reckoned among the greatest feats of

heroes In both ancient and medieval times ; thus, the le-

gend of St. George and the dragon is one of tlie most cele-

brated in Christian literature. The dragon is the imperial
emblem of China, and is regarded by the Chinese as a sort
of divinity, but by other peoples generally as the type and
embodiment of fierceness and cruelty or watchful malice.
In the Apocalypse "the dragon, that old serpent" is a
synonym of .Satan (Rev. xx. 2). In the Old Testament it

is either a large land-animal or a great marine fish (Isa.

xxxiv. 13— revised version, jackal; Ps. Ixxiv. 13^revl8ed
version, dragon), a venomous land-serpent (Ps. xci. 13

—

revised version, serpent), or the crocodile (Ezek. xxix. 3

—

revised version, dragon). The same Hebrew word, than-
nim. Is also sometimes translated whale (Gen. i. 21— re-

vised version, sea-monster ; Job vii. 12— revised version,
sea-monster). The extinct pterodactyl comes nearest of
all known creatures to the most prevalent conception of a
dragon.

Eftsoones that dreadful Dragon they espyde.
Where stretcht he lay upon the sunny side
Of a great hill, himselfe like a great hill.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xi. 4.

2. In zoiil. : (a) A lizard of the genus Draco,
specifically called the flying-dragon, it is a harm-
less creature, of
about 4 inches
In length of head
and body, with a
long slender tail,

making the whole
length about 10
inches. It has a
large frill on each
side of the body,
formed of skin
stretched over six

elongated hinder
ribs, which like a
parachute sus-
tain the creature
In theairforafew
moments. The
structure Is not a
wing, and the ani-

mal doesnot prop-
erly fly, the ar-
rangement some-
what resembling
that In the flying-

squirrel, flying-

lemur, etc. The
species are con-
fined to the old
world. (6) Any FIyiiig<liagon (^5>-afo»-fo»j).

Heraldic Dragon.

dragonet

one of the monitor-lizards. Griffith's Cuvier.

(c) In ornith., a kind of carrier-pigeon. Also
called dragoon.
The English Dragon differs from the Improved English

Carrier in being smaller in all its dimensions.
Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 146.

3. A fierce, violent person, male or female

;

now, more generally (from the part of guardian
often played by the dragon in mythology), a
spiteful, watchful woman ; a duenna.

Peggy O'Dowd is Indeed the same as ever ; . . . a tyrant
over her Michael; a dragon amongst all the ladies of the

regiment. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xliil.

4. [cap.'] An ancient northern constellation,

Draco. The figure Is that of a serpent with several small
coils. It appears at a very ancient date to have had wings
in the space now occupied by the Little Bear.

5. A short firearm used by dragoons in the sev-
enteenth century, described as having a barrel
16 inches long, with a large bore. Grose.— 6.

An old kind of standard or military ensign, so
called because it was decorated with a dragon
painted or embroidered upon it, or because it

consisted (Uke the Anglo-Saxon standard at
Hastings, as seen in the Bayeux tapestry) of a
figure of a dragon carried upon a staff, a similar

standard was in use as late as the reign of Richard I. in

England, and Is especially mentioned as being in his cra-

sading army. Also called dragon-standard. See drake^, 2.

Edmond ydygt hys standard. . . . And hys dragon up
yset. Robert of Gloucester, p. 303.

Ther gonfanouns and her penselles

Wer weel wroght off grene sendels.

And on everylkon a dragoun
As he fought with a lyoun.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 2967.

7. A name given to various araoeous plants,

as in England to Arum maculatum; the brown
dragon, Ariscema triphyllum ; the green dragon,
Dracunculus vulgaris, and in the United States
Ariscema Dracontium ; the female or water drag-

on, Calla palustris.— 8. In Scotland, a paper
kite.— 9t. See the extract.

A dragon is a small Malacca cane, so called from its

blood-red colour.
Dobson, Selections from Steele, p. 479, note.

Demi-dragon, in her., the upper half of a dragon with
head and fore paws (see demi-), but always including the
extremity of tile tail, which appears brought up behind
tlie back.—Dragon china, in ceram., a table porcelain

made at Broseley in England, decorated with a design of

dragons imit-ated from Oriental patterns. See jm-celain.

—Dragon's head and tail, in astrol., the nodes of the
planets, especially of the moon, or the two points In which
the orbits of the planets Intersect the ecliptic : so called

because the figure representing the passage of a planet

from one node to the other was fancied to resemble that

of a dragon. The dragon's head was the point where the
planet passes from the southern to the northern side of

the ecliptic; the dragon's tail, the other.— Dragon's
Wings, in her., the two wings of a dragon used as a bear-

ing. They are generally represented as displayed, and
sometimes a spear or other object Is shown between them.
—Gum dragon. See tragacanth.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling dragons

;

performed by dragons ; fierce; formidable.

The dragon wing of night o'erspreads the earth.
Shak., T. and C, v. 9.

Beauty . . . had need the guard
Of dra(7on-watch with unenchanted eye.

Milton, Comus, 1. 395.

dragonade,dragoimade(drag-o-nad'),«. [Also

written dragoonade; < F. dragonnade, < dragon,

a dragoon; from the use of dragoons in such
persecutions: see dragoon.'] One of a series

of persecutions of the Protestants, chiefly in

the south of France, in the reign of Louis XIV.,
carried on by raids of dragoons, who were
quartered upon the heretics and exercised

great cruelty toward them; hence, any perse-

cution carried on with the aid of troops.

Helearntitashewatched the dragonnades, the tortures,

the massacres of the Netherlands. Kitigsley.

dragon-beam (drag'on-bem), n. In arch., a
beam or piece of timber bisecting the angle
formed by the waU-plate at a corner, and serv-

ing to receive and support the foot of a hip-

rafter. Also called dragon-piece.

dragoness (drag'on-es), n. [< dragon + -ess.]

A female dragon.
Instantly she gaue command

(111 to ill adding) that the dragonesse
Should bring it vp. Chapman, Hymn to Apollo.

dragonet (drag'on-et), n. [< ME. dragonet, a
young dragon, i' OF. dragonet, dragonnet (=
Pr. dragonat), < dragon, a dragon : see dragon.]

1. A little or young dragon.
Or In his wombe might lurke some hidden nest

01 many dragonettes, his fmitfull seede.
Spetiser, F. Q., I. xiL 10.

So when great Cox, at his mechanic call.

Bids orient pearls from golden dragons fall.

Each little dragonet, with brazen grin.

Gapes for the precious prize and gulps it in.

Mason, Epistle to Dr. Shebbeare.



dragonet

2. The English name of fishes of the genus of the tincture tawny when blazoning is done
Calltomjmus, family tallionymida;. The appella- by the heavenly bodies.- False draeon'a-hpad a

Zrd'Z'Zl hfwhl'i^',",h';r
"y Pennant for yellou, gur, plant of the United States, PAj/»o1;f?,ia"^°°lrwhiehnard, a name by » Inch the CalUonymtts lyra was previ- w:i3 originally referred to the genus Dracocevhalim

o^vl^,^""""-"^"^-^""*"^™--"**-
s«'='='"">'derca«.-. dragon-shell (drag'on-shel), n. The shell of

3; A name of the veiy large lizards of South draSslaiWHrJ'^Vtsn . 1 T j. +1,America of the s<^nui Crocodilurus (or Ada), naifiP of"th« t/.T?^
onz-tal), n 1 In feer., the

belonging to the family Teiidw or Ameindm. ''

T^!byl^lC^lZtT:^^Z'^^%''^^''^T''P^
<kagon-fish (drag'on-fish), n. Same as .ra,- tZV}rs^!:j:^Ji^:'''i^7dl^i^'f'''^
dragon-fly (drag'on-fli), «. The common name *^s*5Z"o«^6

'^^'''^ (drag'on-stan"dard), n. Same
of any ueuropterous insect of the group Liiel- draffon-trPP Cdra^'on trs^ «luUna or Odonata. and families T.ihM^un^

i»rf°o See Kraa '

dragon-water (drag'on-wa'tfer), «. A medici-
nal remedy very popular in the earlier half of
the seventeenth century.
Kan into Bucklersbury for two ounces of dragon-water,

some spermaceti and treacle.
JJekker and Webster, Westward Ho, ill. 3.

Carduus Benedictus
Or dragon-water may doe good upon him.

Randolph, Amyntas (1640).

dragonwort (drag'on-wert), n. The

or Odonata, and famiUes Libellulidw,
JEschnida;, and Agrionidw. They have a long slen-
der Ijody, a large head with enormous eyes, very strong
jaws, and two pairs of large reticulate membranous wings.
Ihey are of swift, strong Might, predatory hal>its, and great
voracity. Some of the species rival butterdies in the

A common Oragoo^y {Libeltula trimaeuta/a), natmal size.

brilliancy of their hues. The great dragonfly, A'.achna
grandm, is about 4 inches long. Most of tlie species are
considerably smaller than this. The eggs are usually at-
tached to the stems of ai|uatic plants, just below the sur-
face of the water. The larva is predaceous, and lives on
other water-insects ; the pupa Is active, and crawls from
the water to a plant-stem or rock, where it transforms
into the imago. The adult is al.s« predaceous, catching
its prey upon the wing. LibMluta trimaeulata is a com-
mon species in the United States. Also called damsel-
Jiy, devU'g darning-needle, and inogquito-hawk.

And it may be that the delicate-coloured drag<m-Jlie»
may have likewise some corrosive quality.

Bacon, Nat Hist., § 729.

The burnished dragon-fly is thine attendant,
And tilts against the field.

And down the listed 8unl)eam rides resplendent.
With steel-blue mail and shield.

LongfeUmv, flower-de-Luce.

dragoniert, n. [OP., also dragonnier, < dragon,
a dra{,'on : see dragon.'] Same as dragon.
dragonish (drag'on-ish), a. [< dragon + -ish.']
In the form of a dragon; dragon-like.

.Sometime we see a cloud that's dragonUh:
A vapour, sometime, like a tear or lion.

SAo*.

dragon-leech (drag'gn-lech), n.
dic;inul lecfh, Hirudo interrupta.

dragonnade, n. See dragonade.
dragonnd (drag-o-na'), a. [F., < dragon, drag-
on: see dragon.] In her., having the hinder
or lower half that of a dragon : said of a crea-
ture used as a bearing, whose fore part is that
of a lion or the like : as, a lion dragonni. Also
dragonij.

dragon-piece (drag'on-pes), «. Same as dragon-
beam.
dragon-root (drag'on-rSt), n. A name given in
the United States to the plant Ariscema Dracon-
tium, and to the root of the Indian turnip, Ari-
scema triphyUum.
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sel in a heavy gale, formed of a square sheet,
kept stretched by metallic bars, and attached
to a beam which serves to float it. Also called
anchor-drag and sea-anchor.
dragsman (dragz'man), n.; pi. dragsmtn (-men).
1. The driver of a drag or coach.
He had a word for the hostler, ... a nod for the

shooter or guard, and a bow for the dragsman.
Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, u

2. A thief who follows carriages to cut away
luggage from behind. [Eng. slang.]

The Dracamn drag-spring (drag'spring), n. In rail.: (a) Axne uracama g^^^^g ^^^.^^ placed near the back of the ten-
der. It is attached by the ends to the drag-bar which
connects the engine and tender, and by the center to the
drag-bar which connects the train to the tender. (J) X
spring attached to the drag-bar to lessen tho
jerk when starting or increasing speed. [Eng.]
drag-staff (drag'staf), n. A pole pivoted to
the rear axle of a vehicle and trailing on the
ground behind it, designed to prevent a back-
ward movement of the vehicle when it stops on

^ ^ ^ .__ a steep hill.

bistort, rolygonum 'Jiistorta' a,ni with drag-twist (drag'twist), n. See drag, 1 (g).
the old herbalists the green dragon, drag-washer (drag'wosh"6r), n. A flat iron
Dracunculus vulgaris. '"ing on the axle-arm of a gun-camage, having
dragony (drag'o-ni), a- Same as dra- ^^ ""on loop attached for the purpose of fasten-
gonni. Cotgrai'e. iug the drag-rope when necessary. Farrow,
Uragoon (dra-gan'), n. [Introduced -*^il' Eneyc.
toward the end of the 17th century draigle (dra'gl), v.

;
pret. and pp. draigled, ppr.

(formerly also dragooner = D. dragon- draigling. A dialectal form of draggle,
der = G. dragoner= Dan. Sw. dragon), drailt (dral), v. [A contr. of draggle (cf. drawl),
< F. dragon (= Sp. dragon= Pg. dragdo prob. due in part to association with trail.] I,^ Tj. J .•_ iL! ., „, trans. To trail; drag.

He returned . . . towards his sheep on the top of the
hill, drailing his sheephook behind him.

, Dr. U. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, To the
[Reader.

n. intrans. To be trailed or dragged.
If we would keep our garment clean, it is not sufficient

to wash it only, unless we have a continual care to keep it
from drailing in the dirt. South, Sermons, VI. 449.

drail (dral), K. {<.drail,v.] 1. A toothed iron
projecting from the beam of a plow for hitching
the horses to. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A large piece
of lead placed aroimd the shank of a large-sized
fish-hook, in tho form of a cone : used in fishing
for bluefish. At the upper end a loop of wire is intro-
duced to hold the line, and the lower end tapers until it
meets the shank opposite the point of the hook. When
attached to the line a pickled eelskin is drawn over it
until the lower end just covers the head.
drain (dran), V. [E. dial, also drean, dreen; <
ME. "drainen, *dreinen, 'dregnen (not found), <
AS. drehnian, dreahnian, drenian. ONorth. dreh-
nia, drain, a secondary verb (ong. *dragnan =
Icel. dragna, intr., draw, trail along), < AS. dra-
fan=Ieel.draga,(iiaw. see draw and drag. The

'. draiiier, G. drdniren, Dan. dranie are from E.
drain.] I. trans. 1. To draw off gradually, as
a liquid ; remove or convey away by degrees,
as through conduits, by filtration, or by any
comparable process: as, to drain water from
land, wine from the lees, or blood from the body

;

to drain away the specie of a country.

= It. dragone, in this'sense after P.),
a dragoon, so called, it is said, "from
dragon, a short species of carbine car-
ried by the origmal dragoons raised
by Marshal Brissac in 1554, on the

muzzle of which, from the old fable that the
dragon spouts fire, the head of the monster
was worked"; but Littr^ dates the sense 'dra-
goon' from 1585, and the name probably arose
from dragon in the sense of • standard ' : see drag-
on, 6.] 1. A cavalry soldier. Originally dragoons
were a mongrel force, a sort of mounted infantry, armed
with musquetoons or carbines, and serving on foot as well
as on horseback ; but now they serve as cavalry only. In
the British army they are classed as heavy or light dra-
goons, according to the weight of men, horses, and equip-
menU. The term is not used in the United States army.

Reports and judgments will not do 't.

But 'tis dragoont, and horse and foot.
Brome, On Sir O. B. his defeat.

We drave him back to Bonnybrigs,
Dragoom, and foot, and a'.

Up and War Them A', WUtie (Child's Ballads, VII. 266).

2t. A dragonade.
Endeavour to bring men to the catholick faith (as they

pretend) by dragoont and Imprisonments, not by demon-
strations and reasons out of Scripture.

Bp. Barlow, Remains, p. 265.

3. Same as dragon, 2 (c).

A. and c, iv. 12. dragoon (dra-gou'), v. t. [< dragoon, n., after
A kind of me- ^- 'Iragonner, dragoon, harass, persecute, lit,

subject to the violence of dragoons, < dragon,
dragoon: see dragoon, n., dragonade.] 1. To
set dragoons or soldiers upon, as in the drag-
onades (see dragonade)

; persecute or oppress
by armed force.— 2. To cause to submit, as by
persistant threats; compel by repeated acts of
any kind ; harass.

Deny to have your free-bom Toe
Dragoon'd into a wooden Shoe.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shephard.
Mr. Gladstone is not the only minister who has defied

public opinion, but he is almost the only one in recent
times.who has dragooned a majority of Parliament into
sustaining him in It for the lack of any representative
man to supplant him. N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 104.

Same as drag-dragon's-hlood (drag'pnz-blud), n. The name dragoonadet (drag-ij-nad'), n.
of several resins of a dark-red color. The drag- onadc. Bp. Burnet.
on'8-blood of commerce is an exudation upon the fruit of dragOOn-bird (dra-g5n'b6rd), n. A large black

"^Si^ ?tTSi°„';s!L!,[ct^''rcofo?[nii';iiLS !;£-«T<f n"°.l'^Tr^' ^•f-'^^V
--

i.n.l tooth-powders, and in the arts for coloring varnish "««"«• SO called from the great recurved hel-
staining m.arble, etc. It is largely used by the Chinese! met-like crest of feathers. Also called um-
I he dragon's-blood of the island of Socotra in the Indian hrrlla-hird.
ocean known from a very early date under this name (the draeoonert fdra-c-o'iiArl n Mivatrncr,-inrmlnr of pioscorides), and supposed to be the product ^r^„2^^l,A^-^\' A - "^S"""-

drag-rake (drag'rak), n. A large teavy rake
having crowded curved teeth like a dredge,
dragged principally in search of clams. Also
called datn-scrapcr.

drag-rope (drag'rop), n. A stout rope with a
hook at one end and wooden handles inserted

J , ,

,

between the strands at intervals, used by sol-
ttragon 8-eye (drag'onz-i), n. The fnut of the diers for dragging pieces of artiUery, etc.
,\eplKjhum Longnnum of China, much resem- drag-saw (drag'sa), n. A saw the effective
bling the htehi, but smaller. Also called longan. stroke of which is given by a drag or pull instead
dragon 8-head (drag'onz-hed), n. 1. A name of a thrust.
of plants of tho genus iJracocepAaiMTO, of which drag-sheet (drag'shet), «. Naut., a, sort of
tenii it 18 a transUtion.— 2. In her., the name floating anchor for checking the drift of a ves-

|f sijecies of Dracama, is now but little sought. The
'Iragon s-blood of the Canary islands is the astringent in-
spi8«at«d juice of the Dracaena Draco, and is no longer in
uie. The name has also liecn anpWed to an exudation oh-
t.imed from the I'tenrarjnu Draco, a leguminous tree
(if the West Indies, and to that of the Crolon Draco, a
cuphorldaccous tree of Mexico; but neither substance is
met with in commerce.

Salt water, drained through twenty vessels of earth,
hath become fresh. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Colonies, by draining away the brave and enterprising,
leave the country in the hands of the timid and avari-
cious. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxv.

2. To free, clear, or deprive by degrees, as of
a liquid ; empty or exhaust gradually : as, to
drain land of water (the most familiar use of
the word); to drain a vessel of its contents; to
drain a country of its resources.

Rouse thee, my soul ; and drain thee from the dregs
Of vulgar thoughts. Quarks, Emblems, 1., Invoc.
He [the king] protested that he had been so drained In

the late Wars that his Chests are yet very empty.
Ilowell, Letters, I. vl. 5.

We will drain our dearest veins
But they shall be free

!

Bums, Scots wba ha'e.

Ida stood, . . . drain'd of her force
By many a varying influence.

Tennyson, Princess, vL
To drain the cup to the bottom. See eup.

II. intrans. 1. To flow off gradually.
It [the meat] was then laid in such a position as to per-

mit the juices to drain from it. Cook, Voyages, VI. iii. 8.

2. To be gradually emptied, as of a liquid : as,
the cask slowly drains.
drain (dran), n. [< drain, v.] 1. The act of
draining or drawing off, or of emptying by
drawing off; gradual or continuous outflow,
withdrawal, or expenditure.
The drain on agricultural labour for mill-hands, and

the vast cost of machinery, which two or three sand-storms
disabled, soon demonstrated his mistake.

Saturday Rev., Sept. 9, 1865.



drain

2. That which drains, or by means of which
draining is inunediately effected.

When there are no such Natural Drains of Charity as

Children and near Relations which need our Assistance.
StiUingjieet, Sermons, III. x.

Specifically— (o) A passage, pipe, or open channel for the
removal of water or other liquid ; especially, a pipe or
channel for removing the surplus water from soils. Drains
may lie open ditches or sunken pipes or conduits. Those
for wet lands are so made as to jtermit the percolation into

them of water from the adjacent soil, as by the use in a
covered conduit of porous earthen pipes or tiles, or of a

flllin>; of small stones, of an open cut where there is a
sufficient slope, etc. See sewer.

Here also it receiueth the Baston ilreane, Longtoft
dnane, . . . and thence goeth by Mickham into the sea,

taking withall on the right hand sundry other dreanes.
Uolimhed, Descrip. of Britaine, xv.

ft) The trench In which the melted metal flows from a

furnace to the molds, (c) In surfj.^ a hollow sound or

csnula used U> draw off purulent matter from a deep-
seated abscess.

3. pi. The grain from the mash-tub: distinc-

tively called breicers' draiTis Gun-barrel drain,
a cylindrical drain of small diameter.—Rubble drain, in

agri., a drain formed of a layer of rubble-stones laid in a

trench.

drainable (dra'na-bl), a. [< drain + -able.']

Capable of being drained, as land.

drainage (dra'uaj), n. [< drain + -age."] 1.

The act or process of draining ; a gradual flow-

ing off, as of a liquid.— 2. The system of con-
dmts, channels, or passages by means of which
something is drained.

Their [the Etruscans'] drainaffe works and their bridges,
as well as those of the kindred Felasgians in Greece, still

remain monuments of their industrial science and skill,

which their successors never surpassed.
J. Fergmson, Hist Arch., I. 283.

3. That which is drained off; that which is

carried away by a system of drains ; the w,ater

carried off by the systems of rivers and their mi-
nor affluents in any drainage-basin, or area of
catchment, or in any part thereof. See basin,

8, and catchment.— 4. In surg. , the draining of

the pus and other morbid products from an ac-
cidental or artificialwound lAnd-drainage Act.
See lund'drftirutffe.

drainage-basin (dra'naj-ba'sn), n. Same as
basin, 8.

drainage-tube (dra'naj-tiib), n. In surg., a
tube, usually of india-rubber, introduced to se-

cure efficient drainage of a wound.
drain-cap (dran'kap), n. A vessel for collect-

ing the drainings or water of condensation from
a steam-cylinder.

drain-cock (dran'kok), n. A small cock at the
lower end of the cylinder of a steam-engine,
for removing water of condensation.

drain-curb (dran'kferb), n. A circular caisson
used to support the earth in sinking a shaft.
It is loaded with masonry, and gradually sinks through
the removal of the earth below it. It forms the base of
the shaft-lining.

drainer (dra'nSr), n. [Earlymod. E. also drayn-
er,] 1. One who drains; one who constructs
channels for draining land: as, a ditcher and
drainer.

But I am informed that the draytierg of the fenns have
of late . . . wTested the mace out of this bayliff s hand,
and iiave secured this county against his power for the
future. Fuller, Worthies, Bedfordshire.

I beg the reader to take the word of an old drainer that
it [water] does get in. The Century, XXIX. 47.

2. A natural or artificial channel by which
drainage is effected.

drain-gage (dran'gaj), n. A device for esti-
mating the amount of moisture which perco-
lates throtigh the soil.

drain-gate (dran'gat), n. A grid or grated
opening to a sewer.
dralning-engine (dra'ning-en'jin), n. Apump-
ing-c!i(<me for removing water from mines,
low-lying lands, etc.

draining-machlne (dra'ning-ma-shen'), «. A
centrifugal drier. Sei drier.

draining-plow (dra'ning-plou), n. A kind of
plow used in making drains. A form in common
use in England has three colters, two mold-boards, and a
share. The middle colter is vertical and splits the soil in
the middle of the furrow; the two side colters are in-
clined, to cut the sloping sides of the drain; and the
mold-l>oards lift the soil in two slices, which are delivered
on each side of the ditch. The usual dimensions of a
ditch thus made are 12 inches deep, 15 wide at top, and 8
at l>ottom.

draining-pot (dra'ning-pot), n. In sugar-
ma hk/., an inverted cone-shaped vessel in which
wet sugar is drained. Also draining-vat.
draining-pump (dra'ning-piunp), n. A special
form of pump used for raising water contain-
ing mud and sand. See pump.
draining-vat (dra'ning-vat), TO. Same as drain-
ing-pot.
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drain-pipe (dran'pip), n. A pipe used in drain-

ing.

All gas accumulating within drain-pipes is carried off

above the house. Set. Amer. Supp., p. 8785.

drain-tile (dran'tll), n. A kind of tile employed
in the formation of drains.

drain-trap (dran'trap), n. A contrivance to

prevent the escape of foul air from drains, while
allowing the
passage ofwa-
ter into them.
Drain-traps are
of various forms.
In those repre-
sented in the cuts
it will be seen
that there must
always be a cer-

Diain-traps, shown in section.

tain quantity of water maintained to bar the way against

the escape of the gas from the drain or sewer. When ad-

ditional liquid is conveyed to the trap, there is of course
an overflow into the drain. In the left-hand figure the

gas is prevented from escaping by a metal plate thrown
obliquely over the drain-mouth and dipping into the
water in the vessel beyond it.

drain-well (dran'wel), n. A pit sunk through
an impervious stratum of earth or stone to a
porous substratum, to draw off through the lat-

ter the water which gathers upon the former.
See absorbing^well, under absorb.

draisine (dra-zen'), »• [< Gr- draisine = F.
draisienne: see def.] An early form of the
velocipede, invented in 1817 by Baron Karl von
Drais of Mannheim in Germany, which was
propelled by the rider's striking his feet on the
ground. See velocipede. Sometimes spelled
draisene.

drait, ». [A dial, form of draffs, draught^.'] A
team of horses with the wagon or cart. Grose.

[North. Eng.]
drake^ (drak), n. [< ME. drake (= LG. drake),

an abbrev., by apheresis, of *endrake or *an-
drahe (not found in ME. or AS.) (= MLG. dnt-

drake, anderik = MD. endtriek = OHG. anetre-

cho, antreeho, antrache, MHG. antreche, antra-
che, antreich, G. enterick, entrich, dial, antrach
= Icel. andriki (Haldorsen) (mod. Icel. andar-
steggi; stegg, male: see steg, stag) = Dan. ati-

drik = Sw. andrake), a drake, < AS. ened, cened,

enid, ME. ened, ende (displaced in mod. E. by
duck: see duck^) (= MD. ende, endte, D. eend
= MLG. anet, ant, pi. ende, LG. aante = OHG.
anut, anot, anit, MHG. ant, ante, ente, G. ente =
Icel. ond {and-) = Sw. Dan. and, a duck, = L.
anas (anat-) (see Anas) = Gr. vyaaa (for *amina)
= OBulg. antui = Russ. dim. utka = OPruss.
antis = Lith. antis, a duck, = Skt. dti, a water-
fowl), -i- -rice, later -rike, -rake, a mase. suffix

appearing also in G. gdnserieh, a gander (G.
ganser, gans = E. goose), tduberich (= Icel. du-
riki= t>&n. durik), cock-pigeon (G. taube= Icel.

dUfa = Dan. due = E. dove^), and in some prop-
er names (as G. Friedrich (> ult. E. Frederick)
= Goth. Frithareiks ; G. Dietrich = D. Derrijk:
see derrick), < Goth, reiks, chief, mighty, ruling,
= AS. rice, mighty, etc., E. rich : see rich and
-nc] 1. The male of the duck kind; specifi-

cally, the mallard.

Smiled she to see the stately drake
Lead forth his fleet upon the lake.

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 6.

3. The silver shilling of the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, having a martlet, popularly called a
drake, as the mint-mark, it is commonly supposed
that the mark is in allusion to Sir Francis Drake, the
famous admiral, but it is really the armorial cognizance
of Sir Richard Martin, who was made warden of the mint
in the fourteenth year of Elizabeth's reign.

3. A large flat stone on which the duck is

placed in the game of duck on drake. See
duck^—To make ducks and drakes. See duck^.

drake^ (drak), n. [< ME. drake, a dragon, also
a standard (see dragon), < AS. draca = MD.
draeck, D. draak = LG. drake, OHG. tracho,
dracho, MHG. trache, G. drache = Sw. drake =
Dan. drage = Icel. dreki (see the Eom. forms
under dragon), < L. draco, < Gr. Spanov, a ser-
pent: see dragon. Cf. fire-drake.] If. A fabu-
lous animal : same as dragon, 1.

Lo, where the firy drake alofte
Fleeth up in thair [the air].

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 96.

And as hee wolde awei fle.

His thoughte ther stode Diveles thre,
Al l)rennyng as a drake.

Kyng of Tars, 1. 408 (Ritson's Metr. Horn.).

2t. A battle-standard having the figure of a
drake or dragon. Layamon, II. 340, III. 85.—
3t. A small piece of artillery. See dragon, 5.

Two or three shots, made at them by a couple of drakes,
made them stagger. Clarendon, Great Eebellion.

drama
At their landing, the captains, with their companies in

arms, entertained them with a guard, and divers volUes of
shot, and three drakes.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 80.

4. A species of fly, apparently the dragon-fly,
used as a bait in angling. Also called drake-

fly-

The drake will mount steeple-height into the air; though
he is to be found in flags and grass too, and indeed every-
where, high and low, in tlie river.

/. Waltoji, Complete Angler,

drake^t, w. A Middle English form of drawk'^.

drake-fly (drak'fli), n. Same as drake^j 4,

drake-stone (drak'ston), n. [In reference to
the play of ducks and drakes : see under duck^. ]

A stone made to skim along the surface of the
water; the sport of making stones skim in such
a way.
dram (dram), w. [Now also spelled draehnij after
the L. spelling; < ME. drame, a dram (weight),
< OF. drame, also spelled, in imitation of the
L., dragme, drachmCj mod, F, drachme = Sp.
dracma = Pg. drachma = It, dramma = I).

drachma= G. drachme= Dan. drakme (cf . Dan.
dram in sense 4, < E.) = Sw, drachma^ < L.
drachma^ ML. also dragmaj < Gr. dpaxf^Vi later
also Spayfi^f an Attic weight, a Grecian silver
coin.] 1. A unit of weight less than an ounce.
The dram is generally supposed to be of Greek origin.

Many weights of this denomination and its multiple*
have been exhumed at Athens, belonging to different sys-

tems, of 57, 67, 75, and 78 gi'ains troy, and tliere were
doubtless others. Tlie Solonic dram, the Athenian nmne-
tary weight, had at first 67.4, later 66.6 grains troy. The
..^Iginetan weight was greater, and la fixed by the latest
authorities as normally 97 grains. A dram afterward ap-
pears in Phenician systems as a half or quarter of4i shek-
el; and under the Ptolemies there was in Eg>i)t a dram
of 54.6 grains troy. Under the early Roman emperors a
dram was introduced into the Koman system as

ji
of an

ounce, equal to 63.2 grains troy. This relation tt> the
ounce has been preserved in several modern systems.
Thus, in apothecaries' weight, a dram is J of an ounce, or
60 grains, divided into 3 scruples of 20 grains each. The
avoirdupois dram, however (derived from the Spanish
adarmeX is only ^^ of an ounce, or 27JJ grains. In the old
Spanish apothecaries' weight a dram was ^ of an ounce.
In the Neapolitan system io drama made an ounce of 412J
grains troy. The Nuremberg drachm was 57.5 grains troy.

The Tuscan dramma was 54.6 grains troy. In the Arabian
systems the dram is projftrly represented by the mitcal,
but the derham is often called a dram, and was in fact de-
rived from the Attic drachma. Abbreviated dr.

We are not dieted by drachms and scruples, for we can-
not take too much. Donne, letters, xxvii.

2. A small quantity. [Rare.]

An inhuman wretch
Uncapable of pity, void and empty
From any dram of mercy.

Shale., M. of v., iv. 1.

For (concerning the divine nature) here was not a dram
of glory in this union. Donne, Sermons, i.

3. As much liquid as is drunk at once ; specifi-

cally, a drink of spirits: as, a drain of brandy.

I could do this ; and that with no rash potion,
But with a ling'ring dram, that should not work
Maliciously like poison. Shak., W. T., i. 2.

I was served with marmalade, a dram, and coffee, and
about an hour after w ith a light collation.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 225.

From the strong fate of drams if thou get free,

Another Durfey, Ward ! shall sing in thee.
Pope, Dunciad, iil. 145.

4. A division (one twentieth) of a raft of staves.
See mftl, 13. [St. Lawrence river.]—Fluid
dram, a measure of capacity, equal to one eighth of a tin-

id ounce, or about a teaspoonful. In Great Britain it con-
tahiB 54.8 grains of water and measures 3.55 cubic centi-
meters, while in the United States it contains 57.1 grains
and measures 3.70 cubic centimeters. In medical use
commonly written fiuidrachm.

dram (dram), v. ; pret. and pp. drammed, ppr.
dramming. [< dram, «.] I, intrans* To drink
drams ; indulge in the use of ardent spirits.

He will soon sink ; I foresaw what would come of his
dramming. Foote, The Bankrupt, iii. 2.

H. trans. 1. To give a dram or drams to;
ply with drink.

Matron of matrons, Martha Ba^Q:s

!

Dram your poor newsman clad in rags.
T. Warton, Newsman's Verses for 1770.

The parents in that fine house are getting ready their
daughter for sale, . . . praying her, and imploring her,
and dramming her, and coaxing her.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xxviii.

drama (dra'ma), n. [= F. drome = Sp. Pg.
drama = It. dramma = D, G, Dan. drama =
Sw. dram, drama (first in E., in the common
heading of plays, dramatis personw), < LL, dra-
ma, < Gr, 6pdfia{r-)j a deed, act, an action repre-
sented on the stage, a drama, esp. a tragedy, <

6pav = Lith. darau, do.] 1, A story put into

action, or a story of human life told by actual
representation of persons by persons, with
imitation of language, voice, gesture, dress.
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and aeoessones or surrounding conditions, the dramatical Cdra-mat'i-kan a Suttio na Hm /f^^. ««,„ a w .l-

whole produced with reference to truth or prob- mX [RareT ^t^' P®"' -^ abbreviation of dramatis pe^-
ability, and with or without the aid of music, "

—

aowoj.

dancing, painting, and decoration ; a play.
The church was usually the theatre wherein these pious

dramas were performed, and the actors were the ecclesi-
astics or their scholars.

StruU, Sports and Pastimes, p. 227.

"Westward the course of empire takes its way

;

The four first acts already past,
A ilfth shall close the drama with the day

;

Time's noblest offspring is the last.

Bp. Berkeley, Arts and Learning in America.
A drama is the imitation (in a particular way) of an

action regarded as one, and treated as complete. In the
observation of the process of a complete action, and in
the attempt to imitate it in accordance with such obser-
vation, must therefore be sought the beginnings of the
drama. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. rvii

2. A composition in verse or prose, or in both,
presenting in dialogue a course of human

I- ^-J SfJtIW.

vlsfbrhtst"ryf[olTs\rl^rthSe'ofT^^^^^ ^^^^it^"^
(dram'shop), n A shop where

they were present ; and history, as if tlS^y wereS spirits are sold m drams or other small quanti-
Bacon, On Learning, ii.

"©s, chiefly to be drunk at the counter.
Cicero, who is known to have been an intimate friend drank (drangk). Preterit (and often past par-

ol Koscms the actor, and a good judge of dram<i«ca< per. tieiple) of rfrinjt.
formances. >>—^-.-- »-- ... -i- ^ '. , _ ,

dramatically (dra-mat'i-k,l-i),rr^'^%he ^^aK^'T^'B-'^^^^^^^^^
mannerofthedrama;byrepresentation;vivid^ 'J"-^--- ~^~ ^..J--- r _^- »™J»Cf" T ^""^

ly and strikingly; as regards or concerns the
drama

; from a dramatic point of view : as, dra-
matically related; dramaticalli/ considered.
This plea, though it might save me dramatically, willdamn me biograpliically, rendering my book from this very

moment a professed romance.
Sterna, Tristram Shandy, II. viiL

dramatisable, dramatisation, etc. See
dramatizablc, etc.

drapere = Sw. drapcra, drape, < OF. draper,
make or full cloth, make into cloth, F. draper,
cover with mouming-eloth, dress, drape, etc., <
drap, cloth (> E. drah^, q. v.), = Pr. drap = It.
drappo = Sp. Pg. trapo, < ML. drappits, drapis,
also trapus, cloth, perhaps of Teut. origin: see
trappings.'] I. trans. 1. To cover with or as with
cloth; clothe; dress, as a window, an alcove, the
outside of a house, etc., the human body, or a
representation of the human body, as in sculp-
ture AT nn.inf.iTiiy • Oo fl,a V,iii1/?;»»n n..^«.^ .?„«„—

7

presenting in dialogue a course of human dramatizablc, etc. outside ot a house, etc., the human body, or a
action, designed, or seemingly designed, to be dramatis personae (dram'a-tis p6r-s6'ne). representation of the human body, as in seulp-
spoken in character and represented on the [NL. : dramatis, gen. of Lf. drama, a play; '^e or painting

: as, the buildings were drapet?
stage

; a form of imitated and represented ac- persorue, pi. of L. persona, a person : see dra7na ^^™ "*^ '
*"® painter's figures are well draped.

tion regulated by literary canons
; the descrip- '"'^ person."] The persons of the drama ; the ^'^^ ^""^ *"''''' sculpture draped from head to foot.

tiou of a story converted into the action of a characters in a play. Abbreviated dram. j>er«.
play, and thereby constituting a department of dramatist (dram'a-tist), n. [< F. dramatiste
literary art: as, the classic drama; the Hindu ^8- dramatista, < LL. as if 'dramatista, < dr
drama ; the Elizabethan drama. The construction
of such a composition is, as a general rule, marked by
three stages : first, the opening of the movement ; second
the growth or develojjmentof the action ; third, the close
or catastnjphe, which nmst in all cases be the consequence
of the action itself, as unfolded in acts, scenes, and situa-
tions. The drama, whetlier in actual life or mimic repre- , • ^""'*''. ^''^- <"' 1

sentatioii, assumes two principal forms, namely, tragedy dramatizablo (dram'a-ti-za-bl), a
and come.ly; and from modiftcations or combinations of ''-« +- -^'I'l" i r'n^oM'A „» i;'.;— j.
these result the mixed or minor forms, known as tragi-
cometiy, melodrama, lyric drama or grand opera, opera

o - ^, -, • "- -^ v., i.„.„„ro^io, N dra-
ma{t-), drama, -f- -ista, E. -ist.] The author of
a dramatic composition ; a writer of plays ; a
playwright.
In all the works of the great dramatist [Shakspere] there

occur not more than fifteen thousand words.
(r. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., viii.

[< drama
tize + -able.] Capable of being dramatized or

r--- .™.- ,. .. B.a.m opera, opera
Pi-esented in the form of a drama. Also speUed

bouffe.farce, and burletta. Otherforms, suggested by the aramatisable.
subject and the m.anner of presenting it, are the nautical dramatization (dram'^a-ti-za'shon), n. r<

t^^^ylliT:S^.t'''^^Cr."^'.^:t'^^.V^^.,^}^ t"«'"t'f<^ + -«''««•] Tlbe act of d^-amatizin^

;

——.«, v.... t^tu»^iai iiiaiii.,, liic Bociety urama, etc. isotn
tragedy and comedy attained a high degree of develop-
ment in the ancient Greek drama, which originated in
the woi-aliip of Bacchus.

Sophocles made the Greek drama as dramatic as was
consistent with its original form. Macaulay, Milton.

It is sometimes supposed that the drama consists of
incident: U consisu";;? p^V,r„: which ^TestlT^tor^ "»"-*»' our Saviour. .V. A. 1

his opportunity
; and that passion must progressively in. OramatlZe (dram a-tlz), i\ t. ; pret.

crease, or the actor, as the piece proceeded, would be un- "tized, pi)r. dramatizinq. [= D. dfi
aiile to carry the audience from a lower to a higher pitch '^ •' '•» t-v-_ j.. ..

of interest and emotion.
R. L. Slecenson, A Humble Remonstrance.

In the epic poem there is only one speaker— the poet
mmself. The action is bygone. The scene is described.
The persona are spoken of as third persons. There are
only two concerned in it, the poet and the reader. In the
araina the action is present, the scene is visible the per-
•ous are speakers, the sentiments and passions are theirs.

Dion Bouciaiult, in Xew York Herald, July 6, 1888.

3. Dramatic representation with its adjuncts

;

theatrical entertainment: as, he has a strong
taste for the drama.

It was on the support of these parta of the town that
the playhouses depended. The character of the drama
became conformed to the character of its patrons.

Maeaulay, Comic Dramatists.

4. Action, humanly considered; a course of
connected acts, involving motive, procedure, aiso speiiea aramattse.

t^LF^^°^^' T*^ i^^r* ''^'^'f'^
sequence of dramaturge (dram'a-tferj), n. [= F. drama-

orcrowninlTssur
"^ "^ *° ^ catastrophe lurye = 4. A. dramatJoo = \t\drLZZ^oor crown ng issue. ^ D. y. Uan. §w. dramaturg, < Gr. ipa^LaravpyL

The great drama and contrivances of God's providence, a dramatic poet, a playwright. < 6oaua(T.\ a

i^,„. „, . .

SAarp, Works, L xiii. drama, + 'V/v, v., work, f«or, work.] ALet us endeavor to comprehend ... the part assigned writer of olavs- a dramatiiroHst
""'''^•J "•

to us in the great drama of human affairs
"^ * " ""'r oi piays

, a aramaturgist.
D. Wehster, Bunker Hill, June 17 1825 ,., ,*'

""" lacking to the tragedy in the law court was a
rframnH*- CH™ niof'Ib-i „ r n /

'^- '
"""'<''n— I mean a <fra?)M(ur(jre to set it forth.oramailc (dra-mat ik), a. [= F. dramaUque Athenceum, No. 3i5i, p. 343

™.,/Pl;
/ T^'"^ =^ ^^- ''.'«?'«"«? = K- <*»•«»«- dramaturgic (<b-am-a-t6r'jik), a. r= F. dra-maUco (cf. D. G. dramatisch = Dan. Sw. dra- maturgiqm; as dramaturge + .ic.] Pertaining

Like some sweet sculpture draped from head to foot.
And push'd by rude hands from its pedestal.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

And I'll pick you an arbor, green and still,
Drape it with arras down to the floor.

B. H. Stoddard, The Squire of Low Degree.
Cheapside, to outshine her rivals, was draped even more

splendidly in cloth of gold, and tissue, and velvet.
Froude, Sketches, p. 174.

2. To arrange or adjust, as clothing, hangings,

f,*"*.
Specifically used of adjusting—(o) in dressmaHng,

the folds of stuff in the style called for by the fashion
or by taste; (J>) in upholstery, folds, festoons, etc., as of
curtains or hangings

; (c) in the fine arts, the folds of a
dress, robe, etc., in a sculptured or painted representa-
tion. Compare drapery, 3.

3t. To make into cloth.
For Spanish wool! in Flaunders draped is.
And euer hath bee, that men haue niinde of this.

Ilakluyfs Voyages, 1. 188.

n. intrans. To make cloth.
This act . . . stinted them (prices] not to exceed a rate,

that the clothier might drape accordingly as he might af-o™- Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

draper (dra'per), n. [< ME. draper, < OF. dra-
per, drapier, P. drapier (= OSp. drapero, Sp.
trapero = Pg. trapeiro = It. drappiere), a dealer
in cloth, < drap, cloth.] One who makes or sells
cloths; a dealer in cloths: as, a linen-drajjer or
wooleu-drryjer.

[< draper + -ess.]

dramatic construction; dramatic representa
tion. Also spelled dramatisation.
The spectators |of the ancient drama) lent their faith to

the representation, as we, at this period, should lend our
feelings if we could witness a perfect dramatization of the
life and death of our Saviour. iV. A. Rev., CXXVI. 51.

and pp.draw-
, i^i ......w.y. L— i'. draviatiseren =

G. dramatisiren = Dan. dramatisere = Sw. dra-
matisera, < F. drama tiser = Sp. dramatizar, <
LL. dra»ja(«-), drama: see drama and -j^e.] 1.
To make a drama of; put into dramatic form; ^^->w..^,^,

.

adapt for representation on the stage : as, to draperess (dra'per-es), n. y^s

dramatize an incident or an adventure ; to -^ woman who deals in cloths.
dramatize a legend or a novel. It is no mean sign of the democratic day we live in
At Eiga, in 1204, was acted a prophetic play that Is

''''*" " "*"" ^""P^ress lives to make such princely lar-
a dramatized extract from the history of the Old and New ^''*'' Contemporary Rev., LIII. 320.
Testaments. Tooke, Russia, draperied (dra'p6r-id), a. [< drapery + -ed^.]
2. To express or manifest dramatically; bring Furnished with drapery; covereJ as with dra-A .: iL._i_,-_> pery; draped.

There were some great masses [of rocks] that had been
detached by the action of the weather, and lay half im-
bedded in the sand, draperied over by the heavy pendant
olive-green sea-weed. Jfrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xviil.

[Verbal n. of *dra-

out in a dramatic or theatrical manner.
This power of rapidly dramatizing a dry fact into flesh

and blood. Lotoelt, Biglow Papers, Iiit

Mr. Farebrother . . . drajnatized an intense interest in
the tale to please the children. e,.^^.. o..»-.,..tu. ^j/«. ^tl

George Eliot, MIddlemaroh, IL 242. draperfngt (dra'pfer-ing), n.
Also spelled dramatise.

mati."!:), < LL. dramaticns, < Gr. dpaptariKdc, <
(;pa/«j(T-), a drama : see drama.] 1. Of or per-
taining to the drama ; represented by action

;

appropriate to or in the form of a written or
acted drama: as, dramatic action; a dramatic
poem.
Dramatic literature is that form of literary composition

which accommodates itself to the demands of an art whose
method is imitation in the way of action.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. viii.

2. Employing the form or manner of the drama

;

writing or acting dramatically or theatrically:
as, a dramatic poet; a dramatic speaker.
The mat»rial8 which human life now supplies to the

dramatic poet give him a power to move our pity and
terror such as ancient tragic art ... did not and could
not i«,ssess. j^ c^ird.

3. Characterized by the force and animation
in action or expression appropriate to the
drama; expressed with action, or with the
ffTect of action: as, a dramatic description; a
dramatic appeal.
From thence, in my judgement. It proceeds, that as the

lllail was written while his spirit was in its greatest vigour
the whole »tractare of that work is dramatick and full of
action.

to dramaturgy; histrionic; theatrical; stagy;
hence, unreal.

.Some form [of worship] it is to be hoped not grown
dramaturgic to us, but still awfully symbolic for us.

Carlyte, Cromwell, I. 146.
Solemn entries, and grand processioning, and other

dratnaturgic grandeur. Lorn, Bismarck, I. 314.

dramaturgist (dram'a-tfer-jist), n. [As drama-
turge + -ist.] One who composes a drama and
directs its representation ; a playwright.
How silent now ; all departed, clean gone ! The World-

Dramaturgist has written, "Exeunt."
Carlyle, Past and Present, il. 2.

dramaturgy (dram'a-t^r-ji), n. [< F. drama-
turgie=Sp.Pg. dramaturgia = It. drammaturgia
= D. G. dramaturnie = Dan. Sw. dramaturgi, <
Gr. SpafMTovpyia, < SpaimTovpy6(, a playwright

:

see dramaturge.] 1. The science which treats
of the rules of dramatic composition and rep-
resentation; the dramatic art.— 2. Theatrical
representation ; histrionism.

per, V. (equiv. to drape).] A making into cloth

:

draping.
By Drapering of our wooU in substance
Liuen her commons ; this is her gouemance,
Without wich they may not line at ease.

Ilaktuyt's Voyages, I. 189.

drapery (dra'p6r-i), n.
; pi. draperies (-iz). [<

ME. draperie = D. G. draperie = Dan. Sw. dra-
peri, < OF. draperie, F. draperie (= Pr. dra-
paria = Sp. traperia = It. drapperia), < drap,
etc., cloth: see drape.] 1. The occupation
of a draper ; the trade of making or of selling
cloth.— 2. Cloth, or textile fabrics of any de-
scription.

Hail be je marchans with gur gret packes of draperie.
Early Eng. Poems (ed. Furnivall), p. 154.

The duty on woollen cloths or the old drapery, charged
at so much the piece of cloth, was calculated after the rate
of two farthhigs and a half a farthing for every pound
weight for Englishmen ; but strangers paid a double rate,
besides the old duty of Is. 2d. the piece.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. '20.

3. Such cloth or textile fabrics when used for
garments or for upholstery; specifically, in
sculp, and painting, the representation of the
clothing or dress of human figures ; also, tapes-
try, hangings, curtains, etc.

Like one that wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

Bryant, Thanatopsls.
Her wine-dark drapery, fold in fold,
Imprisoned liy an Ivory hand.

T. B. Aldrich, Pampinea.
To cast the draperies. See casdio \ja,ait iiuo uittyenei,. , ..

.Some ceremonial points which, as they found no war- drapett (drap'et), n. [Dim. of F. drap, cloth.lrant for them m the Bible, they suspected, with a very A cloth- a cnverlet • a JoWa I,^r.^y.
^'"""-J

natural shudder in that case, to savour of Idol-worship anil '
«Overlet

,
a table-Cloth.

mimetic dramaturgy. Carlyle, Cromwell I 21)
Many tables fayre dispred,

' " And ready dight with drapets festival].

Speneer, F. Q., II. ix. 27.

Ii la urajnaitcK ana lull 01 .*. ,...«vt».yy. i^uriyie, v.roinweil, l. r.».

Pope, Homer, Postscript, dranuuock (dram'gk), n. Same as drumnMck.



drappie

drappie (drap'i), n. [Sc, dim. of drap = E.

drop.l A little drop ; a trifling quantity.

We're nae that fou',

But just a drappie in our e'e.

BuriM, Oh, Willie Brew'd.

drappit (drap'it), a. A Scotch form of dropped,
past participle of drop Drappit egg, a poached
or fried egg. [Scotch.]

drassid (dras'id), M. A spider of the family
Drassidtv.

Srassidae (dras'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Drassus +
-idee.] A family of tubitelarian spiders, of the
suborder Dipneumones, typified by the genus
Drassus, The priuoipal distinctive characters are the
development of only two stigmata and two tarsal claws,

the want of a distinct demarcation between the head and
thorax, and the second pair of legs not longer than the
others. The species have eight eyes disposed in two rows,
and they are mostly of dull color.

Drassoids (dra-soi'de), n.pl. [NL.] Same as
Dra^sidw.

Drassus (dras'iis), «. [NL., appar. irreg. <

Gr. ipaaacaSai, grasp, lay hold of : see drachma. ]

The typical genus of spiders of the family Dras-
sidce.

drastt, drest^t (drast, drest), n. [Usually in pi.,

= E. dial, darsts, < ME. draste, dreste, also darste,

derate, pi. drastes, drestes, etc., < AS. dcerstan,

derstan, pi., dregs, lees, = OHG. trestir, trester,

MHG. trester, Q. trester, dial, trest = OBulg.
drosti/a, dregs. Henee drasty.'] Dregs; lees.

Cocumber wilde, or sour lupyne in drestes

Of oil comyxt, wol dryve away thees beestes.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 35.

The drette [var. drestis, drast] of it is not wastid out,
ther shal drink of it alle the synneres of erthe.

Wyclif, Ps. Ixxiv. 9 (Oxf.).

Thoo dmnke it vp vnto the drestis [var. drastis, Purv.).

Wyclif, Is. Ix. 17 (Oxf.).

drastic (dras'tik), a. and n. [= F. drastique=
Sp. drdstico = Pg. It. drastico (of. G. drastisch
= Dan. Sw. drastisk), < Gr. dpaoTiKdc, active,
efficacious, < Spav, act, effect, do : see drama.]
I. a. EiTectiye ; efficacious

;
powerful ; acting

with force or violence ; vigorous : as, a drastic
cathartic. Compare cathartic, a.

The party was in such extreme and imminent danger
that nothing but the most drastic remedies could save it.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

The Coercion Act . . . had imprisoned 918 persons with-
out trial, and in many cases without even letting them
know the offences with which they were charged. But
these drastic measures, far from pacifying the country,
had brought it to the very verge of civil war.

W. S. (ireng, Irish Hist, for Eng. Readers, p. 195.

n. n. A medicine which speedily and effec-
tually purges,
drastyt, o. Trashy; of no worth; filthy.

Myn eres aken [ache] of thy drasty speche.
Chaucer, Prol. to Melibeus, 1. 5.

dratH. An obsolete contracted form of dreadeth
(dredeth), third person singular indicative pres-
ent of dread. Chancer.

drat^ (drat), V. t. [A minced form of 'od rot:
see 'od and rot."] An expletive expressive
of mild indignation or annoyance, similar to
plague on, plague take, bother: as, drat that
child! [Low, and chiefly prov. Eng.]

And sleepers vaking gnunble "drat that cat."
T. Hood.

The quintain was " dratted " and " bothered," and very
generally anathematized by all the mothers who had young
•ons- Trollope.

drattle(drat'l),j;.?. Sameasdra«2. [Prov. Eng.]
Vrattle 'em ! thaay be mwore trouble than they be wuth.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xxiii.

dranght, n. A corrupt spelling of draff.
draughti, «., a., and v. See draft^.
draught^t, n. See draff.

draught-board (draft'bord), «. The board on
which the game of draughts or checkers is
played ; a checker-board.
draught-bridget, «• [ME. drauht hrigge, drawte
bnjdije: see draft^, draught^, n., 24, and bridge^,
and cf. drawbridge."] A drawbridge.

Was ther non entre that to the castelle can ligge
Bot a streite kauce, at the ende a drauht briijge.

Itob. nf Itru line, tr. of Langtoft's Cliron. (ed. Heam'e), p. \SS.

draoght-houset (draft 'hons), n. A sink; a
privy.

And they brake down the bnage of Baal, and brake
down the house of Baal, and made it a draught hmise
unto this day. 2 Ki. x. 27.

dranghtiness, ». See draftiness.
drangbtsman, «. See draftsman.
drangbtsmanship, «. See draftsmanship.
draugbtyi, a. See draftyi-.

draugbty^t, «• See drafty^.
drave (drav). Archaic preterit of drive.
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Dravidian (dra-vid'i-an), a. [< Skt. Drdvida,
with cerebral d, whence in Hind. Drdvida and
Drdvira : see def.] Of or pertaining to Dra-
vida or Dravira, an ancient province of south-
ern India : specifically applied to a family of

tongues spoken in southern India and Ceylon,
supposed by some to be Scythian or Ural-
Altaic, by others to constitute an independent
group of languages. It includes Tamil, Telu-
gu, Canarese, Malayalam or Malabar, Tulu,
etc. Also called Tamilian.

Dra'Vidic (dra-vid'ik), a. Same as Dravidian.

They first entered India, became mingled with the
Dravdic race, and afterward were driven out.

Ainer. Antiquarian, X. 59.

dra'W (drft), V.
;
pret. drew, pp. drawn, ppr. draw-

ing. [< ME. drawen, drashen, dragen, drahen
(pret. drew, drewe, drowe, drowgh, drough, drag,

droh, pp. drawen, drawe, dragen), < AS. dragan
(pret. drog, droh, pi. drogon, pp. dragen), tr.

draw, drag, intr. go, = OS. dragan = OFries.
drega, draga = D. dragen, carry, = MLG. LG.
dragen = OHG. tragan, MHG. G. tragen, carry,
bear, = Icel. draga = Sw. draga = Dan. drage,
draw, pull, drag, = Goth, dragan, draw. Not
cognate with L. trahere, draw, whence E. trace,

tract, etc. Hence ult. drag, draggle, drawl,
drain, draught^ = drafts, dray^, dredge'^, and

frob. dregs. Cf. indraw, outdraw, withdraw.]
, trans. 1. To give motion to by the action of

pulling; cause to movetoward the force applied,
or in the line of pull or traction : often with an
adverb of direction : as, to draw a wagon, atrain,
or a load; to draw doion the blinds.

'Tis a bearded Arrow, and will more easily be thrust
forward than draum back. Congreve, Old Batchelor, iii. 10.

They draw up the water by a windlass [from cisterns],
and cany it in leather bags on camels to the houses.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 6.

The carriage was drawn by a pair of well-kept black
ponies, furnished with every European appurtenance.

H. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 184.

2. To pull along, as a curtain, or to pull with
strings, as a purse, so as to open or to close
it; pull across: as, to draw the bow across the
strings of a violin.

Even such a man . . .

Drew Priam's curtain in the dead of night.
And would have told him, half his Troy was burn'd.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

We will draw the curtain, and show you the picture.
Shak., T. N., i. 5.

Close up his eyes, and draw the curtain close

;

And let us all to meditation.
Shak, 2 Hen. VI., iii. 3.

I draw not my purse for his sake that demands it, but
His that enjoined it. Sir T. Broume, Religio Medici, ii. 2.

Which [heart] shall ever when I am with you be in my
face and tongue, and when I am from you, in my letters,
for I will never draw curtain between you and it.

Donne, Letters, xxiii.

3. To remove or extract by pulling : as, to draw
a sword (from its scabbard); to draw teeth; to
draw a cork.

Agrauadain . . . drough his swerde, and apparelled
hym self to diffende. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 569.

Draw not thy sword ; thou know'st I cannot fear
A subject's hand.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 1.

He durst not draw a knife to cut his meat.
Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, iii. 2.

4. To take or let out, as from a receptacle or
repository; remove; withdraw: as, to Srow wa-
ter from a well or wine from a cask ; to draw
blood; to draw money from a bank; to draw
the charge from a gun.
The Angell of Death drew from him his soule out of his

nostrils, by the smell of an apple of Paradise.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 261.

Myself drew some blood in those wars, which I would
give my hand to be washed from.

Beau, and PI., PhUaster, L 1.

5. To take, get, derive, or obtain, as from a
source: as, to draw supplies from home; to
draw consolation from the promises of Scrip-
ture.

I write to gou a tretice in englisch breuely drawe out
of the book of quintis essencijs in latyn.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 1.

The colonies of heaven must be drawn from earth.
Sir T. Browjie, Christ. Mor., iii. 25.

What I argue shall be dratvn from the scripture only

;

and therin from true fundamental principles of the gospel.
Milton, Civil Power.

The Poet draws the Occasion from an Invitation which
he here makes to his Friend.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi., Arg.

The genius of every remembered poet drew the forces
that built it up out of the decay of a long succession of
forgotten ones. UtweU, Study Windom, p. 234.

draw
6. To lead or take along, as by inducement,
persuasion, or command; induce or cause to go
with one : as, to draw a person to the top of a
hill.

Nay, rather wilt thou draw thy forces hence.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1.

Sir Francis improved his opportunity to buttonhole Mr.
Fillmore, and drew him into the next room.

J. Hawthvme, Dust, p. 164.

7. To lead or cause to come ; bring by induce-
ment or attraction; call up or together; at-
tract: as, to draw a large audience; to draw
lightning from the clouds.

So they yede, and met with their enmyes, and saugh
that thei hadde drawe to hem grete part of the londe.

Merlin (E. K W. S.), 1. 92.

He shal drawe into remembraunce
The fortune of this worldes chaunce.

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 5.

Why do melodramas draw larger audiences than Mac-
beth? Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 132.

8. In billiards, to cause to recoil after impact,
as if pulled back: as, to draio a ball.—9. To
allure ; entice ; induce : as, to draw the atten-
tion of an assembly.
She [Jlary Queen of Scots] answered, That Letters

might be counterfeited, her Secretaries might be cor-
rupted ; the rest, in hope of life, might be drawn to con-
fess that which was not true. Baker, Chronicles, p. 389.

I may be drawn to shew I can neglect
AH private aims, though I affect my rest.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

Some ladies of position actually engaged a famous mim-
ic and comic singer to set up a puppet show, in the hope
of drawing away the people from Handel.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

10. To elicit; evoke; bring out by some induce-
ment or influence : as, to draw a confession from
a criminal ; to draw the fire of an enemy in or-
der to ascertain bis strength or gain some ad-
vantage ; to draw down vengeance upon one's
head.
When he was spit upon, mocked, reproached and

scourged, none of all these could draw one impatient ex-
pression from him. Stiltingjteet, Sermons, I. vi.

The skill and care with which those fathers had, during
several generations, conducted the education of youth,
had drawn forth reluctant praises from the wisest Protes-
tants. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

11. To deduce; infer: as, to draw conclusions
or arguments from the facts that have come to
light ; to draw an inference.

Some persons draw lucky or unlucky omens from the
first object they see on going out of the house in the
morning. E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 340.

12. To extort; force out: as, the recital of his
sufferings drew tears from every eye.

He [William II.] set forth a Proclamation that none
should go out of the Realm witliout his Licence, by which
he drew nmch Money from many. Baker, Chronicles, p. 34.

13. To inhale or suck in; get or cause to pass
by inhalation or suction: as, to draw a long
breath ; to draiv air into the lungs ; the dust is
drawn into the chimney.

'Tis bane to draw
The same air with thee.

B. Jonson, Catiline, ill. 1.

14. To drain or let out the contents of ; empty
by drawing off a fluid from : as, to draw a pond.

"O father, father, draw your dam, . . .

There's either a mermaid or a swan."
The Twa Sisters (Child's Ballads, II. 241).

A lioness, with udders all drawn dry.
Lay couching. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3.

Or hath the paleness of thy guilt dnmk up
Thy blood, and draicn thy veins as dry of that.
As is thy heart of truth ? B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

15. To drag along on the ground or other sur-
face; move in contactwith a surface: a.s,to draw
the finger over anything, [in an early form of the
punishment of death by hanging, the sufferer was violent-
ly dragged or drawn to the gallows at the tail of a horse.
Later the execution was rendered more humane, without
altering its form, by drawing the condemned on a hurdle,
or in a cart, instead of literally on the ground. See def.

16. and compare to hang, draw, and quarter, under hang,v.\

With wilde hors he schal be drawe.
Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 4032.

The howndes schuld the fiesch draw.
Sir Amadas, 1. 173 (Weber's Metr. Rom., III.).

16. To e'viseerate; disembowel: as, to draw
poultry; hanged, drawn, and quartered. See
hang, v.—17. To extract the strength or essen-
tial qualities of; prepare by infusion: as, to
draw tea.— 18. To extend by or as if by pull-

ing; stretch; lengthen; prolong: as, to draw
wire ; to draw a long face.

His face drawn longer than 'twas wont.
B. Jonson, "N'olpone, i. 1.

While the fatal sister sought to twine
His thread and keep it even, she dretc it so fine
It burst. Webster, Monumental Column.



draw
In notes, with many a winding bont
Of linked sweetness long drawn out.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 140.

19. To pull to a certain point, as a bowstring
or a bow, in order to release it with an impe-
tus.

And a certain man drew a bow at a venture, and smote
the king of Israel. 1 Ki. xxii. 34.

Our attention is directed to the proper manner of draw-
ing the bow-string. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 124.

20. To drag or force from cover, as a fox,

badger, etc. ; force to appear. See badger-bait-

ing.

You may draw your Fox if you please, Sir, and make a
Bear-Garden Flourish somewhere else.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 10.

21. To bring out by coaxing or stratagem;
cause to declare one's views or opinions ; be-
tray into utterance.

We are rather inclined to think that Mr. Coleman was
drawn on the -jjccasion, and that he failed to perceive it.

Wegtmimter Rev., CXXV. 680.

22. To produce; bring in: as, the deposits
draw interest.—23. To get or obtain, especially
as due ; take or receive by right, as for service,

success in competition, etc.

If every ducat in six thousand ducats
Were in six pai-ta, and every part a ducat,
I would not draw them— I would have my bond.

5Aa*.,M. of V.,iv. 1.

After supper we drew cute for a score of apricocka, the
longest cut still to draw an apricock.

Marston and Webster, Malcontent, Ind.

24. To trace; mark or lay out: as, to draw a
straight line.

He [God] draws the line of his Justice parallel to that
of his Mercy. Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

Warring on a later day.
Bound affrighted Lislwn drew
The treble wurks, the vast designs
Of hia labour'd ranipart-linea.

Tennymn, Death of Wellington, vl.

26. To delineate; sketch in lines or words; de-
pict: as, to draw a plan or a portrait; he drew
a graphic picture of the condition of the city.

I haue dratene a Map from point to point, lie to lie,

and Harbour to Harbour, with the Soundings, Sands,
Kocks, and Land-markea.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 180.

Id which picture he Is drawn leaning on a desk.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 52.

The flowers therein,
Drawn on the margin of the yellowing skin
Where chapters ended.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 200.

26. To make a draft of; write out in form; in

old use, to compose or compile: as, to draw a
deed; to draw a check.

This buke is on Ynglcsc draicen.
Hampole, Prick of Conscience, L S86.

Go, the condition's drawn, ready dated

;

There wants but your hand to 't
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, ii. 2.

He entreated Mr. Doctor her husband that hee would
draw a booke [a bill or brief] to intimate to the Judge his
reasons, and hee would be very thankfuU to him.

Renvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

He withdrew himself to hia lodging . . . and drew out
both his propositions and answers to our complaints.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 241.

Then, strongly fencing ill-got wealth by law,
Indentures, covenants, articles, they draw.

Pope, Donne's Satires, fl. 94.

27. Naut.j to require a depth of at least (so
many feet of water) in order to float : said of
a vessel: as, the ship draws 10 feet of water.

And then he fell toexplain to me his manner of casting
the draught of water which a ship will draw before-hand.

PepySf Diary, II. 378.

On account of their being so liable to run aground, the
boats of the Nile are generally made to draw rather more
water at the head than at the stern.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, II. 27.

28. In med,j to digest and cause to discharge:
as, to draw an abscess or ulcer by a poultice or
plaster.— 29. In card-playingj to take or re-
ceive, as a card or cards not yet dealt from the
pack, or one to which a player is entitled from
another hand.— 30. In miningj to raise (ore) to
the surface. Drawing, hointiufj, unmting, and lifting
are all terms in use in varioua mining districts, and have
essentially the same meaning. 'Ilie engine which does
the work in most commonly called the tvinding-enmne

;

but the most r-omprehenslve and generally used phrase
for raising i_-oal or ore from the mine to the surface Is

drawing Mtuf. - Drawn forward, said of a furnace-flre
when fuel ia ailded to it and the draft i.s turned on.— To
draw a bead on. See Va'f.—Todrawacover, tohunt
through it for Kame.— To draw back, to receive back, as
duties on goods.—To draw cuts. See cut—To draw
down, in /urging, to rerlure the size of (metal bars) by
hammering.—To draw dry, to draw uff or remove all the
contents from ; empty completely : as, to draw a well dry.

Ill
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My purse ia lai^e and deep,

Beyond the reach of riot to draw dry.
Beau, and FL, Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

To draw In. (a) To contract ; reduce to a smaller com-
pass; cause to shrink or contract: as, to draw in one's
expenses.

Miss Gisbome's flannel is promised the last of the week,
and it must he dravm in to-morrow.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

(6) To collect ; bring together : as, to draw in one's loans.
(c) To entice, allure, or inveigle : as, he was cunningly
drawn in by a schemer.

That a Fool should ask such a malicious Question!
Death I I shall be drawn in before I know where I am.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, iil. 10.

To draw in the horns. See Aom.—To draw It fine,
to make over-scrufiulous, nice, or affected distinctions.
[Colloq.j— To draw it mild, to express something in
moderate terms; refrain from exaggeration. [Colloq.]

—

To draw off. («) To withdraw ; divert : as, to draw off
the mind from a painful subject, (b) To take or cause to
flow : as, to draiv off wine or cider from a vessel, (c) To
extract by distillation.—To draw on. (a) To allure ; en-
tice : as, to draw one on by promises of lavor.

Some thought that Philip did but trifle with her;
Some that she but held off to draw him on.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

(&) To occasion ; invite ; bring about.

Was there ever People so active to draw on their own
Ruui? Howell, Letters, I. vi. 52.

Under colour of war, which either his negligence drew
on, or his practices procured, he levied a subsidy.

Sir J. Hayward.

To draw out. (a) To lengthen ; extend.

Virgil has dratcn out the rules of tillage and planting
into two books, which Hesiod has despatched in half a nne.

Addison, Virgil's tieorgics.

(b) To lengthen in time ; cause to continue ; protract.

Wilt thou be angry with us forever? wilt thou draw o«t
thine anger to all generations? Fs. Ixxxv. 5.

Thy unkindness shall his death draw out
To lingering sufferance. Shak., M. for M., iL 4.

On the stage
Of my mortality my youth hath acted
Some scenes of vanity, drawn out at length
By varied pleasures. Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 5.

(c) To cause to issue forth ; draw oflf, as liquor from a cask.

When one came to the pressfat for to draw out fifty ves-

sels out of the press, there were but twenty. Hag. ii. 16.

((f) To extract, as the spirit of a substance, (e) To detach

;

separate from the main body : as, to draw out a file or
party of men.

Draw out and take you a lamb according to your fami-
lies, and kill the passover. Ex. xii. 21.

(f) To range ; array in line.

It had bin a small maistery for him, to have drawn out
hia Legions into array, and tlankt them with his thunder.

Milton, Church-Government, ii. 1.

All his past life, day by day.
In one short moment he could see
Drawn out before him.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 288.

ig) To elicit by questioning or address ; cause to be de-
clared ; call forth ; as, to draw out facts from a witness.
(A) To lead to speak or act freely ; obtain an unreserved
exhibition of the opinions or character of ; as, to draiv out
a bashful person at a party; to draw one out on religion

or politics.—To draw over, (a) To raise, or cause to
come over, as in a still.

Marewood, Essay on Inebriating Liquors, 1824, p. 28, says
that the Moslem physician Rhazea drew over a red oil by
distillation (A. D. 908), called oleum benedictum philoao-
phorum. N. and Q., 6th ser., p. 159.

(6) To persuade or induce to revolt from an opposing party,
and to join one's own party : as, some men may be dratvn
over hy interest, others by fear.—To draw rein, to tighten
the reins ; hence, to slacken one's speed ; stop.

He reached a broad river's side,

And there he drew his rein.

Sir Roland (Child's Ballads, I. 226).

To draw the curtain. See cuHa!n.—*ro draw the
jacks, in weaving, to depress the jack-sinkers, one hy one,
so as to form double loops.—To draw the line, to make
a limit or division in thought, action, concession, etc. : as,

I will do no more ; I draw the line at that.

M. Robin seems to us to be wrong in supposing that It

is possible to draw any absolute line of separation between
the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

Pasteur, Fermentation (trans.), p. 313.

To draw the long bow. See bow'^.—To draw up. (a)

To raise ; lift ; elevate. (6) To bring together in regular
order or arrangement, as in line of battle ; array.

This select assembly was dravm up in the centre of a
prodigious multitude. Addison, Vision of Justice.

At the very first review which he [Tyrconnel] held, it

was evident to all who were near to him that he did not
know how to draw up a regiment.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

On the 30th of May, General Halleck had his whole army
drawn up prepared for battle.

(T. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 380.

(c) To compose In due form, as a writing, in order to em-
body what has been proposed; prepare in writing: as, to
draw up a petition ; to draw up a memorandum of con-
tract.

The lady hereafter-mentioned, . . . having approved
my late discourse of advertisements, obliged me to draw
up this, and insert it in the body of my paper.

SteeU, Tatler, No. 246.

A committee was appointed tu draw up an answer.
Macaulay, Hist Eng,, vi.

draw
=Syn. 1. Draw, Drag, Haul. These words are In an at-
cending scale according to the effort involved. They gen-
erally imply that the person or thing drawing, etc., goes
before or along. Draw usually implies merely eflfective

pulling or persuasion. Dragging is generally upon the
ground or surface, to overcome active or passive resist-

ance : as, to drag a culprit to jail ; to drag a log to the mill.
Hatil more distinctly implies the use of main force against
a counteracting impediment, as that of a dead weight, or
against active resistance, as that of a struggling person

:

as, to haul a boat ashore; to haul up a prisoner.

Equally a nuisance are the native cartmen, with their
long low carts drawn by mules or donkeys.

E. Sartoriiut, In the Soudan, iL

Death from a rough and homely feast
Drew them away.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 243.

Hence will I drag thee headlong by the heels
Unto a dunghill, which shall be thy grave.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, iv. 10.

Thy Doll, and Helen of thy no]>le thoughts,
Is in base durance, and contagious prison;
Haul'd thither
By most mechanical and dirty hand.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 5.

H. intrans. 1. To produce motion, or move-
ment of any kind, by force of pulling, suction,

or attraction : as, an animal or an engine draws
by sheer strength or energy; a sail draws by
being filled with wind and properly trimmed

;

a chimney or a stove draws by sucking in a
current of air ; a magnet draws by its inherent
power of attraction; a blister or poultice is

popularly said to draw from its attracting hu-
mors to the surface or bringing an abscess to
a head.

An heifer , . . which hath not dravm in the yoke.
Deut. xxi. 3.

2, To have an attracting influence or effect;

attract attention or attendance ; exercise al-

lurement, literally or figuratively : as, the play
draws well.

Example draws, when Precept fails,

And Sermons are less read than Tales.
Prior, The Turtle and Sparrow.

They should keep a watch upon the particular bias in
their minds, that it may not draw too much.

Addison, Spectator.

It is a singular fact that Mr. Emerson is the most stead*
ily attractive lecturer in America. . . . Mr. Emerson al-

ways draws. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 375.

3. In bilUardSf to make the cue-ball recoil from
an object-ball.—4. To shrink; contract.

I have not yet found certainly that the water itself, by
mixture of ashes or dust, will shrink or draw into less

room. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

6. To move in some direction or manner in-
dicated by an adjunct or adjuncts

;
go, come,

pass, etc., by or as if by being drawn or at-
tracted (with reference to some specific course
or destination): as, the wind drew strongly
through the ravine. See phrases below.

He, arriving with the fall of day,
Drew to the gate. Spenser, F. Q., VI. ili. 37.

6. To unsheathe one's sword : as, draw and de-
fend thyself; he drew upon me.
Draw, if you be men.— Gregory, remember thy swash-

ing blow. Shak., R. and J., 1. 1,

A nobleman can now no longer cover with his protec-
tion every . . , bully who draics in his quarrel.

Macaulay, West. Reviewer's Def. of Mill.

7. To use or practise the art of delineating
figures: as, he draws correctly.— 8. To make
a draft or demand : with on or upon : as, to draw
on one's imagination, experience, etc.

It is on my own personal reminiscences that I draw for
the following story. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 98.

Draw not too often on the pushing spring,
But rather let its own o'erflowlng tell

Where the cool waters rise.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 76.

Hence— 9. To make a formal written appli-

cation through a bank or other medium for
money or supplies : with on : as, di'aw on the
firm when you need funds.

You may draw on me for the expenses of your journey.
Jay.

10. To be susceptible to the action of drawing
or pulling: as, the cart draws easily; the pipe
draws freely.

Thy balance will not draw; thy balance will not down.
Qiuirles, Emblems, 1. 4.

11. In manuf.y to leave the mold with ease,

because of the shape given to the mold and
therefore to the piece cast in it. Iti metal-casting,

molding of pottery, and the like, care is taken that the
shape shall be such that the least touch will disengage the
object from the mold : thus, the sides of the mold are not
normal to the back, but slightly inclined, and similar pre-

cautions are taken in other cases. See deliver'^, v. i.

12. To sink or settle in water: said of ships.

Light boats may sail swift, though greater hulks drmo
deep. Shak,, T. and C, U. S.



draw
finwlllg curtains, cartains made to open and close—
Uut is, to draw— a£ distinguished from icali-hatigings,

donerg, and the like. Ini'tntvi'v o/ 158:2, in .lour. Archaeol.

Ass., XXX. 263.—To draw aitert, to **take after"; re-

semble.

She ia foure doughter with-oute doute, and draweth
Utni ajter hlr nioder. Merlin (£. £. T. S.X iii 434.

He is more suetter then is any maide.
Off that he draicith a/ter that laydy
Ffro whom he is discended uerily.

Rom. of ParteiMy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6243.

To draw bade or backward, (a) To retire ; move hack

;

withdraw.

The soldier also that should go on warfare, he will draw
back as much as he can.

Latinier^ 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

fier conscious diffidence he saw,
Drew backward, as in modest awe.

Scotty Rokeby, iv. 4.

(6) To turn back or away, as from an undertaking or a
belief ; give way ; recede.

Now the just shall live by faith ; but if any man draw
back, my soul shall have no pleasure in him. Heb. x. 38.

To draw by, to go or pass by ; come to an end.

The foolish neighbours come and go,

And tease her till the day drmvs by.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ix.

To draw in, to shorten : as, the days draw in now, .

As the days were draiving in, as old ladies say, it was
advisable to make the utmost use of the daylight.

Mrs. Chas. Meredith, My Home in Tasmania.

To draw near or nlgli, to approach closely ; come near.

They draw near imto the gates of death. Ps. cvii. 18.

Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you.
Jas. iv. 8.

To draw Off. (a) Toretlre ; retreat : as, the companydrew
of by degrees.

Moiitpensier, finding no prospect of relief from home,
and straitened by the want of provisions, determined to
draw ojTfrum the neighbourhood of Benevento.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 2.

To make good the cause of freedom you must draw off
from all foolish trust In others.

Eirwrson, Fugitive Slave Law.

(6) To prepare to strike, as with the fist, in a personal en-
counter. [Colloq.]—Todrawon. (a) [On, adv.] To ad-
vance; approach.

Our nuptial hour
Draws on apace. Shak., M. N. D., i, 1.

(b) [On, prep.] (1) To gain on , approach in pursuit: as,

the ship drew on the flying frigate. (2) Of a dog, to move
cautiously ujK)n (the scented game).

The Wilson's snipe gives forth a strong game effluvium,
and it is no uncommon circumstance for a careful dog to
draw upon one at a distance of . . . sixty feet.

E. J. Lewis, The American Sportsman (1885), p. 252.

To draw out, to move out or away, as from a station

:

absolutely, or followed hy of or front : as, the army drew
out of the defile slowly ; the ship drew out from her
berth.

To-morrow we'll draw out, and view the cohorts

;

r the mean time, all apply their offices.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

The train from out the castle drew.
Scott, Marmion, vi. 13.

To draw to or toward, to advance to or in the direc-
tion of ; come near ; approach : as, the day draws toward
evening.

Vnto his manoir comyn were many,
Which fro hunting were dravfing to that place.
As wel of gret as sraal, both hye and bace.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 621.

The heads of all her people drew to me,
With supphcation both of knees and tongue.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

To draw to a bead. Same as to come to a head (which
see, under Aead).—To draw UR. (a) To move upward

;

rise ; ascend : as, the clouds drew up and disclosed the
moon.

Whan the day vp droghe & the dym voldet,
Thus Jason full loyfull to that gentill said.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), t 755.

(6) To form in regular order ; assume a certain order or
arrangement : as, the troops drew up in front of the pal-
ace ; the fleet drew up in a semicircle, (c) To come to a
stand; halt : as, the carriage drew up at the gate.

I could gee my grandfather driving swiftly in a gig along
the seaboard road, . . . and for all his business hurry,
drawing up to speak good-huraouredly with those he met.

R. L. Stevenson, Some College Memories.

(d) To keep company, as a lover: followed by vnth,
(Scotch.}

Gin ye forsake me, Marion,
111 e'en gae draw up wi' Jean.

Ritson, Scottish Songs, 1. 153.

O cou'dna ye gotten dukes, or lords,
Intill your ain countrie,

That ye drew up wC an English dog,
To bring this shame on me ?

Lady Maittry (Child's Ballads, II. 82).

Clraw(dra),n. [idraw.v.'] 1. T&e act of draw-
ing, specifically—(o) In card-playing, the act of taking
a otfdor cards from the pack or from another hand; the
right or privilege of doing so : as, it is my draw next. (6)
In bWiards, the act of making the cue-ball recoil from an
object-ball after impact, either straight back or slightly
Untlng. by a quick low stroke and immediate withdrawal
ciltbecae.
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5. That which is drawn or carried; especially,

a lot or chance drawn.— 3. That part of a draw-
bridge which is drawn up or aside.— 4. A drawn
game ; the result of a game or contest when
neither party gains the advantage: as, the
match ended in a draw,— 5. The act or man-
ner of bending a bow preparatory to shooting.

The utmost care and great practice should be given to
acquiring the correct draw.

M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 19.

6. The lengthening of an iron rod in forging.
— 7. The action of the rollers on the fiber in

a drawing-frame.— 8, The gain or advance of

a mnle-earriage in drawing out the yarn.— 9.

Among sportsmen, the act of forcing a fox
from his cover, a badger from his hole, etc.;

the place where a fox is drawn.— 10. Some-
thing designed to draw a person out, to make
him reveal his intentions or what he desires to

conceal or keep back ; a feeler. [Slang.]

This was what in modern days is called a draw. It was
a guess put boldly forth as fact, to elicit by the young
man's answer whether he had been there lately or not.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, v.

drawable (dra'a-bl), a. [< draw + -a&7e.] Ca-
pable of being (irawn.

drawback (dra'bak), n. 1. Any loss of advan-
tage or impairment of profit, value, success, or
satisfaction; a discouragement or hindrance;
a disadvantage.

Theavariceof Henry VII. . , . must be deemed a <fraw-
back from the wisdom ascribed to him. Hallam.

It gives me great pleasure to think of visiting Scotland
in the summer ; but the drawback will be to leave my wife
and cliildren. Sydru-y Smith, To Francis Jeffrey, iv.

2, Money or an amount paid back ; usually, a
certain amount of duties or customs dues paid
back or remitted to an importer when he ex-
ports goods that he has previously imported
and paid duty on, as, for instance, tobacco, or
a certain amount of excise paid back or allow-
ed on the exportation of home manufactures.
Abbreviated dbk.

Sir John. Honour's a Commodity not vendable among
the Merchants ; there is no Drawback upon 't.

Fain. That's a Mistake, Sir John; I have known a
Statesman pawn his Honour as often as Merchants enter
the same Commodity for Exportation ; and like them,
draw it back so cleverly, that those who give him Credit
upon 't, never perceiv'd it till the Great Man was out of
Post. Mrs. Centlivre, Artifice, i.

The Irish were allowed to import foreign hops, and to
receive a drawback on the duty on British hops.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvii.

3. In iron-founding
J
a loose piece in a mold.

In brass-founding such a piece is called b, false
core.

draw-bar (dr^'bar), n. 1. A bar used to con-
nect two railroad-cars or locomotives. See
drag-bar, [U. S.]

The higher the draw-bar is above the rails the greater
will be the tendency to pull the engine down behind and
up In front. Forney, Locomotive, p. 334.

3. A bar, or one of a set of bars, in a fence,
which can be drawn back or let down to allow
passage, as along a road or path. [U. S.]

They were nowstopped bysome draw bars, which passed

,

they found themselves ascending a steep incline sown with
large stones. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 202.

draw-bays (drA,'baz), «. A species of lasting,
especially for making shoes.

draw-bench (dra'bench), n. In wire-drawing^
a machine in which wire is reduced in size or
brought to gage by being drawn through open-
ings of standard size. See dramng-bench and
drawing-block.

Solid wire can easily be reduced in size by means of the
draw-bench, a contrivance working witli a windlass.

Goldsmith's Handbook, p. 103.

draw-bolt (dra'bolt), n. Same as coupling-pin,

draw-bore (dra'bor), n. In carp., a hole pierced
through a tenon, nearer to the shoulder than the
holes through the cheeks are to the abutment
with which the shoulder is to come into con-
tact, so that a pin when driven into it will draw
these parts together Draw-bore pin, a joinera'
tool, consisting of a solid piece or pin of steel, tapered
from the handle, used to enlai^e the i)in-holes which are
to secure a mortise and tenon, and to bring the shoulder
of the rail close home to the abutment on the edge of the
stile. When this is effected the draw-bore pin is removed,
and the hole ia filled up with a wooden peg.

drawbore (dra'bor), v, t.
;
pret. and pp. draio-

borcdf ppr. drawboring. To make a draw-bore
in : as, to drawbore a tenon.
draw-boy (dr^'boi), 71, A boy who helps a
weaver m drawing the heddles to form the pat-
tern of the cloth he is weaving; hence, a me-
chanical device employed for this purpose.

drawfile

drawbridge (dra'brij), n. [< ME. drawebrygge,
drawhruggey < drawen, draw, + brygge, etc.,

bridge.] 1. A bridge which may be drawn up
or let down to admit or hinder communication,
or to leave a transverse passage free, as before
the gate of a town or castle, or over a naviga-
ble river. Formerly also called draught-bridge
and draught. See draft^. Drawbridges, as applied
to fortifications, date only from the l>eginning of the four-

teenth century. At
first they spanned
the foss, joining the
gate of the fort or
of the advanced
work with its outer
bank. Later, draw-
briiiges formed only
the inner portion of
the platform of the
bridge, the outer
portion being sta-

tionary. The draw-
bridge was usually
raised by chains
attached to levers
projecting from the
wall at a proper
distance above it,

^—^-^_^^^^^^^^___„ which levers were

Drawbridge. Chateau of Montams, France, ^^^y^tfl J'X ^^^\y'^ weights attached to
their inner extremities, the wall forming the fulcrum.
When raised, the drawbridge formed a barricade before
the gate, th»is providing a twofold obstacle to the assailant
—a chasm and a strengthened barrier.

From Iztacpalpan to Mexico is two leagues, all on a
faire Causey, with many draw-bridges, thorow which the
water passeth. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 787.

The entrance to the courtyard of the old mansion lay
tlirough an archway, surmounted by the foresaid tower,
but the drawbridge was down, and one leaf of the iron-
studded folding-doors stood carelessly open.

Scott, Kenilworth, xii.

2, A bridge one or more sections of which can
be lifted or moved aside to permit the passage
of boats.

draw-cut (drS-'kut), n, A cut produced by a
drawing movement of a cutting-tool.

drawee (dra-e'), «• [< draw + -cel.] One on
whom an order, draft, or bill of exchange is

drawn— that is, the one to whom its request is

addressed ; the person requested by a bill of ex-
change to pay it. See extract under drawer^ 3.

drawer (dr4'6r), n, [< ME. drawer, drawcre; <

draw + -<??•!.] 1. One who draws, as one who
takes water from a well, or liquor from a cask

;

hence, formerly, a waiter.

Let them be hewers of wood and drawers of water unto
all the congregation. Josh. Ix. 21.

Put on two leather jerkins and aprons, and wait upon
him at his table like drawers. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

The Drawers are the ciuillest people in it, men of good
bringing vp, and howsoeuer wee esteeme of them, none
can boast more iustly of their high calling.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Taueme.

2. One who or that which attracts.— 3. One
who draws a bill of exchange or an order for the
payment of money.
The person, however, who writes this letter [a draft] is

called in law the drawer, and he to whom it is written the
draivee. Blackstone, Com., II. 10.

4, A box-shaped receptacle, as for papers,
clothes, etc., fitted into a piece of furniture, as
a bureau, a table, a cabinet, etc., in such a
manner that access to it is had by drawing or
sliding it out horizontally in its guides or frame.

As little knowledge or apprehension as a worm shut
up in one dratver of a cabinet hath of the senses or un-
derstanding of a man. Locke.

5. pi. An undergarment worn on the legs and
lower part of the body by both sexes.

The Maltese harden the bodies of their childi-en by mak-
ing them go stark naked, without shirt or draiverx, till

tliey are ten years old. Locke.

Chest of drawers, a piece of furniture having drawers
to contain clothing, linen, etc. The earlier ones common-
ly had a box like compartment above and two or three
drawers below. The secretaries frequently found among
English and American furniture of the eighteenth cen-
tury, and still common in some parts of the continent of
Europe, are chests of drawers with a writing-table above.
The only form now commonly in use is the bureau.

The chest contrived a double debt to pay,
A bed by night, a chest of drawers by day.

Goldmiith, Des. Vil., 1. 230.

drawfile (dr^'fil), v. t, ; pret. and pp. drawfiJed^
ppr. drawfiUng, To file by drawing the file

sidewise along the work, as a spoke-shave is

used.

The cutters are backed off on the ends only, their tops
being merely lightly draw-filed after being turned up.

J. Rose, Pract. ilachinist, p. 177.

The cone having been turned true, and its surface
slightly roughened by drawfiling, it is then charged with
flour-emery and oil. Byriie, Artisan's Handbook, p. 61,



draw-gate

draw-gate (dra'gat), «. The valve of a slmoe

Stw-iea? dra'ier), n. 1 . A harness adapted

for dXhor9es!'-2. The apparatus or parts

by which railway-carriages are couplea toge-

d^awglove ?A^), n. An old game that

cSedinVeprfsentlngwords by the fingers

:

also used in the plural.

Pusa and her prentice ^t^
a^^-'-J'^^e'J^dt'p. 3O6.

After dinner the children were set to 1»«^^«°°* *>;>
^'Ss

mands; but here our hero was beaten hoUow, as he was

afterward ^tdrau^love '^-ij^;^^_'fJ'SrQ^^,ity, I. 21.

draw-glove (dra,'gluv), ». Same as drawing-

glove.
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from left to right at an angle of 45% ^i^nfco°rr"*y
are considered to be paraUel.- In drawing, correay

drawn ;
symmetrical; in P7P"'-V?iU»?o, toe di-aXg

nit or Ut a. natural object, etc.— Linear 01 line orawms,

drawing a representation of an object produced by lay

hfjfmtlfe shades in Hat washes, ,«ith mere y the onUines

nnd chief details put in n line; or the method, etc., 01

moclucng such aVepresentation. This method is much

SsS for arcliitectural drawings, drawings of machines 1
.-

rstrial designs, etc.; and it is also largely practised m
drawing on the lilock for engravers. „„„i,
draT)(tog-awl (dra'ing-al), «. A leather-work-

ers!^-! having a hole near the pomt in which

thread is inserted so that it may be pushed

through in sewing.

drawl

it is generally white, and for chalk drawings tin'«'l- J* •

usuafly ma^of linen stock. There are fourteen regularS generally of about the following d">'f'»'»"* •^^'^P'
J*

X 16 inches; demy, 15j x 18i ;

"'f'"™-
18/22 .joyal 19

V 91 suDerroval, 19 X 27 ; imperial, 21i X a)
,
eiepnaui,

^l x' mrcohffiier, 23 X 33} ; atlas, 26 x 33 ;
theorem^

X 34 • double elephant, 26 X 40 ; antiquarian, 31 x 52
,
em-

peror, 40 X 60; and Uncle Sam, 48 x 120.

drawing-pen (dra'ing-pen), n. A pen usedm
drawins lines. It generally consists of two adjustable

^etrblafes between which the ink is held, the thick..es|

nf the line deoendins upon the adjustment of the instance

Setwlen ttfe blTdes'liDOuWe draWlng-pen, a drawing-

pen which makes two lines at the same time. ,

drawing-pin (dra'ing-pm), ». A flat-heaaea% or tack used to fasten drawing-paper to a

board or desk; a thumb-tack.

drawing-point (dra'mg-pomt), «. ,ff}^^^^-
stSnt^used in drawing straight lines on

strips of metal are brought to an exact tliiclc- ^^^ f„,.,r,ino- lioUow sheet-meta
strips 01 metal are uiuugui/ u" »" — ,

ness and width by being drawn though a gaged

opening made by two cylinders at the required

distance apart and prevented ^o?^ ""t^t °g;r-

2. A bench or horse used in working with the

preferred by many archers. bncyc. uni.,

draw-head (dra'hed), n. 1. The head of a

draTv-bar.-2. In spinning, a contrivance in

which the slivers are lengthened and receive

'T 1 rf^^Aor^ on which Hash smooths and wh-'e is attached, and which by its motion draws

^JJ ilthlngfe™ S.Xd. Margaret, 1. 17. the wire through the drawing-plate, and at the

drawing (dra'ing),«. [<Xlrof?mJS .SSoard (dk'ing-bord), n.. Aboardon
verbal n. of draw, t>.] 1. The act 01 imparuug <"awmB uvaxvu v o

drawing,

motion or impulse by pulling or .hauling.-2. which^paper^s Btr|tch|f^*^
^^ A book^for

^ A machine

?oTforaiing"hollow"sheet-metal
ware It consists

S^~s«:^§^SrS3
the edires while the interior parts of the dies presa i-oko

in one operation. Heestamimw-prem.

drawine-roUs (dr&'ing-rolz), n. pi. In spin

nSfehiner^. rolls set in pairs, each t^-
inff more rapidly than the preceding pair,

thfough which the sliver passes in succession

and ilthus extended or " drawn.moiiuu ui ix^j^..,^ ~j I- o -
.Jr-aiiriTiiy-hooK (rtra ing-Dun.;, n. j^ k,^^.^ — and is tnus exueuucu vi v^.

—

The act of attracting. T™ in drawing, mlde of leaves of drawing- ^awing-rooml (drft'lng-rom), n. [< dramng,

Will not this time of Oocls patience be a sufficient vh^
^aper u^^^^^^ ^^^'^' ^""^ sometimes partially ^^^f^om.^i A room for drawing; specifically,

<>'»«-
"^S'™'r

""' «*^;S'>"rmo:s'!Tl"^ Ked wHh ^elementary designs to be copied ^^^ apartm'ent in an engineer's shop where pat-

r°^'T.n:™;„„„,tr„:ni„<, lines, as with fn the blank spaces,
, „ a t^™^ "^i*^

^'''"l f/ ?Mrt:« ^ « PAhbr. of;:"'^;Tcrof-forming or tra-ng lines aswith
^^^i^^^P^\^.yir.^A^ra'v^s),

a pen, pencU, point etc ;
spec>fieally - the diawmg compass (^^^^U:aWing-Comptt»» \^«

^.tZ^i^i; 1,U a nen
pair of compasses one leg of which l^as a pen

or pencil attached to it, or forming part of it.

See cut under 6oic-;)c».

drawine-engine (dra'ing-en"]in), n. An en-

•^nTSfnS or lowering men or materialsm

llSi\^t?t^ni,ed states than dWn^wlu^^^^

)ra;^^,tr;crorietYofrepreseij^^^^^^^^

&;Vxti^rn:c-"'ns^rrcota
^tl. sLdes or shading, or with color or eve-

by means of shading or colors without lines,

properly, a method of representation m which

?he deliTi'eation of form predominates oyer con-

siderations of color.-4. A representation pro-

duced by the act of drawing; particularly, a usedin the i_nuea j,jaLes vn^.u..^^^^^^^^^

work of art produced by pen, pencil, or crayon; •" ^«'»"''i_^''^"«'^i-in^^^^^^ „. 1. A ma-

also a slighter or less elaborate work than a drawing-ftame ,^ara m^
^, ^/J,_ wnnl. etc..

aiso, a siigui^
apTisn of sketch, chine in

S:re,^?ry1rer;uertly;i^" the sense of^^^^^^^^^^

or a hasty and abridged representation of an

obiect scene, etc., often intended as a study

for a more e'^borate work to be executed later;

also, especially in architecture, etc., a represen-

tation of a projected work; a design ;
a plan.

When they conceive.l a suliject, they mad" <^ varietyi a variety 01

'fh"i!^nMTtrsli;:?B o? coUon woo^^

fromthecarding-engineareattenuatedbypass^

ine through consecutive pairs of rollers, eacn

pair revolting at a higher speed than itsprede-

cessor -2. fn silk-manuf., a machine m wluch

the fibers of floss or refuse silk are laid paral-

lel, preparatory to being cut into lengths by the

cuttW-eBgine, to be afterward worked like cot-

.Crin^g-2o^"(drVing-gluv), «. In archery,

gers of the right hand. ji>«.» . .

drawing-hook (dra'ing-huk), ». A clutch-hook

i^^SSS^SEHSSg ^^eloopsofthehe.le,,...o.

rg?^^Wt»vered with an even «att^^^

^pfSe^d afte? all -touc|edJt from^the_l£^_^_

,

6 The art of a draftsman; the art governing

the acts and methods included under sense 3.

-6 The amount of money taken for sales m
a shop or other trading establishment: usually

in the plural. [Eng.] - Chalk, crayon, pen, pen-

drawing-room2 "(dra'i5g-rom), n. [Abbr. of

^cSS^oori,., q. Y.]^ 1. A room appropn^

flted for the reception of company; a room in

which distlnguiBbed personages hold levees, or

private persons receive parties, etc.

There is nothing of the copy-book about his [D'Arta-

gnml'sTvirtSesruothing of the drawinff-room m his fine

natural cWiUty^^^__^^^^^_
^ ^^^^^^ „„ ^ jjovel of Dnmas's.

2 The company assembled in a drawing-room.

He would amaze a dramina-room by suddenly ejaculat-

ing a clause of the I^rds I'rayer.
^^^^^_ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^

3. A formal reception of company at the Eng-

lish court, or by persons in high station: as, to

hold a drawing-room.

Try their last duty to the Court, and come,

IS'fSshandfragraii.^^^theJra^n^^^^^^^

A drawi,M,-ro»,n yesterday, at which the Princess Vic-

toria made her first appeai^Ke.
^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^

nd to protect tne Drawtag-room cax. See ca-,'-

^ j ^.^e

Also calleddra.- drawmgjtable
^^IJ^J-^"^^^,:^' a table

the top of which could be lengthened by pulling

out slides or leaves. It was the prototn-e of

the modem extension table.— 2. A table or

stand especially designed for use in drawing.

<4awkl (drak), «. [iUso drauk, drook (and dra-

7icfc)f< ME. drauc,dranke, drawke.drak^ = 1)

rfrai^.drai-icfe, cockle, darnel.] Darnel; wild

oats. [Local, Eng.]

S;i£;^ij|;r=^t;fi:;d?^p
SSnini.'^c^x^'fSSiS^
work a full-siie cart-)on or drawing "ii

'''Pfr°' ' "I'Jf,'^'''^

with the leads marked. The glass, being laid over this, is

r« 'by folh-wing these lines. The -n-^-Xe'f^om the
t*rwaril for leading up the work.—Drawing iTom ine

roS a drawing ?r„m a statue, a cast, or any other ob-

r'lrpsol thehTddfes-2 I- 6-^"«^' ^awk^^rr" InTtiier form of <iro«fe.
^ .

the process^of covering the boards of a book- g|^f^e ' (dr^'nif), n. Same as drawing

Mss?=?i!;,i^5s&u
1 f„..„eo with a drawing motion. When used,

?o prevent the teeth of the saw from tearing

JSe^snrface of the wood-^^Also draw-i^^^
^^^™,.rrrt ft dr^iwing fr.,m a statue, a cast, or any oiner u.,- t^e snnace 01 ""f, ."""^,..

"

f°c^^reMorh. the round; or the art or practice of
flrawing-Uft (dra'mg-hft),

Sing such drawing8.-Drawln« in two colors.,^ " ^6^^^;^,^ or ths

Miiclls was much in vogue in the eighteenth century. 11 „pwara py me l'i""6'='- „^,™^^ n
S^J^ a simplifle,! form of pastel, executed on tinted^aper ^ ' ^^g.^acUne (dra'ing-ma-shen ), ».

with a red or pink crayon for the Hesh-tints, biacK_^ior i"'*",*^^* .^ whi^h a strip of metal IS dr

'JfrCo^rsh^p7mp?or that lift in which the

water rTses by suction (that is, 1-7 atoospheno

pressure) to the point from which it is forced

upward by the plunger.
i_ :«» **iq/ili{TiA Cdra 11

,

*^,!1dTcl°"mf white, or in\„t niore than thee
^^^^

cte. The drawing in three
P"!""^. ?,rJ".i,,u LSy It

1 paper,

, ..lack for
with a red or piii» i;i»r'" "•

.r"", ""linMii —T>rawln«
shadows, drapery, etc and white for lighto.-DTOWmg

P?'''\TTTH}*^^?iutT^,l^h.^ifr. n.aroiighdrawingora er of drawing.

Sfn^ in wTcli rstri^oFmetal is drawn

through a gaged aperture to make it even and

A teach-

materially from that generally

p. ix.

The method differs . .

adopted by"^S-—„„„ts of Drawing, Int

away (time) indolently. [Rare.]

Thus, sir, does she constantly dry^l^-^^f^i^^Tli
out either profit or satisfaction. Johnson, laier,

Q To utter or pronounce in a slow, spiritless

tone%s if by dragging out the utterance.

Thon drawVst thy words,

That I must wait an hour, where other men

can hear in^stanU^
^^ _

^.^^ ^„, ^,„ j^ing, i. 1.

.«ei:'rXu>^,^^=^"^S"
r«Si^?SXSiSn^e.^,.

2. To speak with a slow, spiritlessjitterance,

from affectation, laziness, or want of interest.

I never heard such a
*<"''«"-^,»«^fS^^^fw., 11. 1.

drawing-paper (drft'lng-pa'pfer), n. A variety
, „ -j ^he act of drawl-

of^Smier made in large sizes, and designe^
^f^^^ffi uninimated utterance,

tor use in making drawings, for pencil drawings mb, •* '



drawl

TM», whUe It «dded to intelligibility, would take from
nsalmody its tedious dratd,

W. Miuon, Eng. Church Musick, p. 223.

drawlatcht ((ira'laoh), n. A thief who practised

somewhat in the manner of a sneak-thief,

watching to see if the people of a house wei-e

1764

a tow-rope or cable breaks, it consists of a cylin-

der, having a piston-rod to which india-rubber bands are

fitted, and a chain to which the tow-rope of a boat or

the cable of a ship at anchor is made fast.

2. A spring connecting the draw-bar of a rail-

road-ear with the car, and designed to resist

both tension and compression.
absent, and then openine the door (drawing the ^^^Xp (dt-1'stop r^^ l7o%«„-6«iM^»,, the
latch) and taking what Tie could get. Etlton- '^?'L?^°P^^^,v^^/j^„k„,„„j(„„ „« r,nA„,,.latch) and taking what he could get,

2^r/i«r, Vagrants and Vagrancy.

If I pepper him not, say I am not worthy to be cald a

duke, tuit a drawlalch. Chettle, Hoffman.

drawler (dra'lfer), n. One who drawls.

Thou art no sabbath-drowi^r of old saws.
Tennygon^ Sonnet to J. M. K,

draw-lid (drft'lid), «
grooves.

The boi containing the selenium was laid on its side,

and had a draw-lid which was kept closed except when
exposure was made. Ure, Diet., IV. 791.

drawlingly (dra'ling-li), adv. In a drawling

manner ; with a glow, hesitating, or tedious ut^

teraiice.

drawlingness (dr&'ling-nes), ». The quality of

being drawling.

draw-link (dra'lingk), n.

ing two railroad-cars.

draw-loom (dra'lSm), n. A loom used in fig-

ure-weaving. The warp-threads are passed through

loops made in strings arranged in a vertical plane, a string

knob by which the slide belonging to a particu-

lar set of pipes or stops is drawn and the wind
admitted to that set, or by which a coupler is

fut in operation— Draw-stop action, in organ-

uUding, the entire mechanism of knobs, bars, angles,

stickers, slides, etc., by which the stops and couplers are

controlled.

A lid that sUdes in draw-taper (dra'ta'pfer), n. Same as delivery,

10. Also called draft, draught.

draw-timber (dra'tim'bfer), n. One of two tim-

bers at the end of a railroad-car beneath the

frame, and generally extending from the end
timber of the platform, in passenger-cars, to

the bolster, in passenger-cars they mainly support the

platform. In street-cars usually but one draw-timber is

employed, and that is in the center of the car, and has the

draw-bar attached to it.

draw-tongs (dra'tdngz), n.pl. An instrument
for drawing fine wire.

This method prevents plier-marks, and also preserves

the shape of the wire intJict, by dispensing witli the use

of draw-tongs, and this is of some importance in fancy
wire-drawing. Goldsmith's Handbook, p. 104.

A link for connect-

to each warptliread. The strings are arrajiged in sepa- flraW-tube (dra'tub), n. In a microscope, the
rate groups, and are pulled by a draw-lmy m the order **:"!" "t"."^.^ . ".. . , ^, '. ,

required by the pattern, the groups being drawn up l)y

pressing upon handles. It was the predecessor of the

Jacquard loom.

drawn (dran), p. a. 1. Undecided, from the

fact that neither contestant has the advantage.

If we make a draim game of it, or procure but moder-
ate advantages, every British heart must tremble.

Addison.

If you have had a draim battle or a repulse, it is the

price we pay for the enemy not being in Washington
Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 253.

2. Eviscerated: disemboweled: as, a drawn draw-welP (dr^wel), Ji

fowl.—3. Melted: as, drawti butter.— 4. In

needlework, gathered or shirred
;
puckered by

threads drawn through the material.

The Queen was dressed in pink silk, over which was a

lace dress, and wore a white dratcn gauze bonnet.
First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 171.

6. Freed from all particles of iron and steel by
means of magjiets: said of brass filings.—6.

Having the sword drawn.

VTiy, how now, ho ! awake ! Why are you dravm?
Wherefore this ghastly looking ? Shah. , Tempest, ii. 1.

At daggers drawn. See d<i(7^eri.—Drawn and quar-
tered, ilisenilioweled and cut into four pieces. See draw,

V. (., 14.— Drawn brush, a small brusli, such as a tooth-

er nail-brush, in which the tufts of bristles are wound
with wire and drawn into holes, the wire being sunk in

narrow grooves in the back, which are then filled witli

cement.—Drawn clay. See cioy.—Drawn lace, drawn-
work.

draw-net (dra'net), n. A net made of pack-

tube which carries the eyepiece and object-

glass. It consists of two parts, one sliding

within the other, so that its length can be va-

ried at will.

draw-welli (dr^'wel), n. A deep well from
which water is drawn by a long cord or pole

and a bucket.

They've thrown him in a deep draw well,

Full fifty fathoms deep.
Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 11).

n. In old-fashioned fur-

niture, a deep drawer in which valuables were
kept.

I wish, for their sakes, I had the key of my study out
of my draw-well, only for five minutes, to tell you their

names. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 30.

drayl (dra), n. [E. dial, also dree; < ME. *dreye,

a sledge, sled, < AS. drcege, lit. that which is

drawn, found only in the sense of 'drag-net' (=
Sw. driig, a sledge, dray; cf. Icel. drag, the iron
rim on the keel of a boat, or a sledge), < dra-

gan = Sw. Icel. draga, etc., draw. The ME.
sense seems to be of Scand. origin.] 1. A
low, strong cart with stout wheels, used for

carrying heavy loads. Also called dray-cart.

It makes no difference . . . whether the conveyance
was by wagons, drays, or cars.

Soule vs. San Francisco Qaslight Co., 54 Cal., 241.

2. A sledge; a sled; a rude sort of vehicle
without wheels. [Eng.]

thread, with wide meshes, for catching the dray^ (dra), v. t. [< dray^, «.] To carry or

larger sorts of birds.

dra'Wn-WOrk (dran'wferk)^ n. A kind of orna-

mental work done in textile fabrics by cutting

out, pulling out, or drawing to one side some of

the threads of the fabric while leaving others,

or by drawing all into a new form, producing a
sort of diaper-pattern. This work was the original

form of lace, the addition to it of needlework producing
the simplest varieties of lace. The early name for this

was eut-ieork. Modern drawn-work is generally left in

simple patterns without the addition of needlework.

Why is there not a cushion-cloth of drawn-work.
Or some fair cut-work, pinn'd up in my bed-chamber,
A silver and gilt casting-bottle hung by 't?

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iii. 1.

Cr6Ta drawn-work, a kind of drawn lace made in Bra
zil. IHct. of Xeedletvork.

convey on a dray.

All unclaimed goods . . . will be carted, drayed, or light-

ered by responsible cartmen, draymen, or lightermen, etc.

Laws and Regulations of New York Customs Inspectors,

[1883, p. 47.

dray^ (dra), n. [Origin obscure.] A squirrel's

nest. Also written drey.

The nimble squirrel noting here.

Her mossy dray that makes.
Drayton, Quest of Cynthia.

The morning came, when neighbour Hodge,
Who long had mark'd her airy lodge, . . .

Climb'd like a squirrel to his dray.
And bore the worthless prize away.

Cowper, A Fable.

dray^t, n. An obsolete variant of deray.
.,

l<. dray^ + -age.'] 1. The. . ,, ., ,-., , . J -11 , 1 i c drayage (dra'ai), «. [< (?ra«l -I-

-

draw-plate (dra plat), «. 1. A drilled plate of „ge gf a dray;" the act of ha-uling on a dray
steel or a drilled ruby through which a wire, or

a metal ribbon or tube, is drawn to reduce its

caliber and equalize it, or to give it a particu-

lar shape. The holes in th» plate are made somewhat
conical, and where a considerable reduction in size is

Coal was . . . removedby defendant on cars run upon a

tramway, . . . and was warehoused without being hauled
on drays. This was held equivalent to drayage.

Soule vs. San Francisco Gaslight Co., 54 Cal., 241.

^,^^ ^ . . .

,

. ,. . 2. A charge for the use of a dray,
sought the wire or rod is passed in succession through a j_„_ -„_i. fHrS'lrnrtl « Rnme as (Jrm/l 1
series ot holes, each a little smaller than the preceding. oray-Can; (,ara Kart;, n. oame as aray

,
i.

2. A similar instrument for testing the ductil- dray-horse (dra h6r8), n. A horse used for

-
-

-
• - drawing a dray.

drayman (dra'man), ».; pi. draymen (-men).

A man who drives and manages a dray.

A brace of draymen bid— God speed him well,

And had the tribute of his supple knee.
Shak., Rich. II., i. 4.

To descend lower, are not our streets filled with saga-

clous dray-men, and politicians in liveries?
Spectator, No. 307.

n

ity of metals, consisting of an oblong piece of

steel pierced with a diminishing series of grad-
ually tapered holes.

draw-point (dr4'point), n. The etching-nee-
dle when used on a bare plate; a dry-point.
E. H. Knight.

draw-poker (dr&'p6"k6r), n. A game: same
as poker. See poker^.

- \r-draw-rod (dra'rod), n. A rod by which two drazelt, «. Same as drossel.

draw-bai-s, or the drawing-gears at the opposite dread (dred), v.; pret. and pp. dreaded, formerly
ends of a railroad-car, are joined. dread, dred, drad. [Early mod. E. also dred,

draw-spring (drft'spring), n. 1. An apparatus dredde; < ME. dredcn, pret. dredde, dred, rare-

designed to counteract the recoil or shock when ly dradde, drad, pp. dred, rarely drad,<. AS.

dreadful

*drcedart, only in comp. on-drmdan, d-drcedan,

of-drwdan, ONorth. on-drcda, usually reflex., be
afraid, dread, = OS. an-drddan = OHG. in-

trdtan, MHG. in-trdten, be afraid; remoter ori-

gin unknown.] I. trans. 1. To fear in a great

degree ; be in shrinking apprehension or ex-

pectation of: used chiefly with reference to

the future : as, to dread death.

Admonishing all the world how that he is to l)e dread and
feared. J. Brad/ord, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 109.

But what I drad, did me poor wretch betide,

For forth he drew an arrow from his side.

Greene, Sonnet.

What the consequence of this will l)e, Go4l onely knows,
and wise men dread. Evelyn, Diary, March 30, 1673.

So have I brought my horse, by word and blow.
To stand stock-still and front the fire he dreads.

Brouniing, Ring and Book, II. 264.

2t. To cause to fear ; alarm ; frighten.

This travelling by night in a desolate wilderness was
little or nothing dreadful to me ; whereas fomierly the

very thoughts of it would seem to dread me.
R. Knox (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 422).

3t. To venerate; hold in respectful awe.

This flour that I love so and drede.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 211.

He was drad and loued in countreis abowte,
Heyest & lowest hym Loved & alowte.

Arthur (ed. Furnivall), 1. 116.

H. intrans. To be in great fear, especially

of something which may come to pass.

W'han the princes and the Barouns herde the kynge thus

speke, thei were somdell a-shamed, foilhei dredde leste he
sholde holde hem cowardes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 618.

Dread not, neither be afraid of them. Dent. i. 29.

dread (dred), n. [Early mod. E. also dred,

dredde; < ME. dred, usually drede, fear, doubt;
from the verb.] 1. Great fear or apprehension;
tremulous anticipation of or repugnance to the

happening of something : as, the dread of evil

;

the dread of sufEering; the dread of the divine

displeasure.

Ac for drede of the deth 1 dar noujt telle treuthe.
Piers Plou'tnan (B), xv. 407.

When Gaheries and Galashin saugh Agrauayn falle,

thei hadde grete drede that he were slayn.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 199.

Whence this secret dread, and inward horror.

Of falling into nought? Addison, Cato, v. 1.

2. Awe ; fear united with respect ; terror.

Tlie fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon
every beast of the earth. Gen. ix. 2.

Shall not his excellencymake you afraid? and his dread

fall upon you? Job xiii. 11.

She tum'd her right and round about,

Saye, " Why take ye sic dreads o' me?"
The Laird o/ Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 320).

3. A cause or object of apprehension; the per-

son or the thing dreaded.

Let him be your dread. Isa. viii. 13.

4t. Doubt.
Ther shuln ye sen expresse, that no dred is

That he is gentil that doth gentil dedis.

Chaucer, Wife of Baths Tale, 1. 313.

Out of dreadt, without doubt.—without dreadt, with-

out doulit ; doubtless. = SjTl. 1 and 2. Awe, atfright, friglit,

terror, hoiTor, alarm, panic.

dread (dred), p. a. 1. Dreaded; such as to

excite great fear or apprehension; terrible;

frightfiS.
If he will not yield.

Rebuke and dread correction wait on us.

And they shall do their office.

Shak.,-i Hen. IV.,T. 1.

We will be dread thought beneath thy brain.

And foul desire round thine astonished heart.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, i. 1.

2. That is to be dreaded or feared; awful; sol-

emn ; venerable : as, dread sovereign ; a dread

tribunal.

Confounding Mighty things by meanea of Weak

;

Teaching dum Infants thy drad Praise to speak.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

God of all Nations ! Sovereign Lord

!

In thy dread name we draw tlie sword.
0. If'. Holmes, Army H>Tnn.

dreadablet (dred'a-bl), a. [< dread + -able.]

Tliat is to be dreaded. Latham.
dreader (dred'^r), n. One who dreads, or lives

in fear and apprehension.
I have suspended much of my pity toward the great

dreaders of popery. Sicift.

dreadful (dred'ful), a. and n. FEarly mod. E.

also dreadfidl, dredful; < ME. dredful, dredeful;

i dread + -/«?.] I. a. If. Full of dread or fear.

"Certes, sir," seid Merlin, "in these two a-visions there

is grete signiHcaclon, and it is no wonder though ye ther-

of be dred/uU." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 418.

Dread/ull of daunger that mote him betyde.
Spenser, F. Q., III. i. S7.

2t. Fvill of respect, honor, or veneration.



dreadful

With drtdjul herte and glad devocioun,
Chaucer^ Good Women, 1. 109.

3. Exciting or attended by great dread, fear,

or terror ; terrible ; formidable ; direful : as, a
dreadful storm ; a dreadful invasion.

And zit is the Lend of Preatre John more ferr, be many
dreJ/uUe iourneyes. MatuleviUe, Travels, p. 271.

The great and dreadful day of the Lord. Mai. iv. 5.

The lady may command, sir

;

She beara an eye more dreadftd than your weapon.
Fletcher and Hoivley, ilaid in the Mill, i. 1.

There is nothing so inconsideraljle, which may not appear
dread/nl to an ima^dnation that is filled with omens and
prognostics. Addisori, Omens.

4. Awful; venerable; awe-inspiring.

How dread/id is this place ! Gen. xxviii. 17.

A dread/id music. Maasinger, Benegado, v. 3,

So Evangelist drew nearer and nearer, and, coming up
to him, he loolted upon him with a severe and dreatt/td
countenance. Buni/an, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 94.

= SyTl. 3. Fearful, Frightful, etc. (see awful); terrific,

horrible, horrid, dire, direful, tremendous.

H. n. That wiiieh is fearful or terrible : used
only in the phrases penny dreadful, shilling

dreadful, to denote a tale of vulgar sensation-
alism sold at a small price, or a cheap sensa-
tional newspaper or periodical. [Eng.]

A drunken good-for-nothing, blind to his own absurdi-
ties and shortcomings, he [Ally SloperJ commenced his
career as the hero of a penn^f dreadful which, unfortu-
DAtely for its author, had but little success.

Contemporary Rev,, L. 516.

By grace of a very rare genius, the best work of the
Brontes is saved, as by Are, out of the repulsive sensation-
alism they started, destined to perish in ghilliiig dreadfuls.

F. Harrison, Choice of Books, iii.

dreadfallv (dred'ful-i), adv. [Early mod. E.
also dredfully, < ME. dredfully; < dreadful +
-ly^.] It. With alarm ; fearfully.

Ac whan he hadde siste of that segge a-syde he gan hyni
drawe,

Dredfully by thi< day I as duk doth fram the fauconn.
PUn Plovnnan (B), xvlL 62.

Ful tenderly begynneth she to wepe

;

She rist her vp, and dredefully she quaketb.
As dothe the braunche that Zepherus shaketh.

Chaucer (eti. Oilman), Good Women, L 2679.

2. In a dreadful or terrible manner.
Ffro Viterbe to Venyse, theis valyante knyghtez

:

Dresses up dredfully the dragone of golde,
With egles al-over, enamelede of sable.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 2026.

Their beaten anvils dreadfully resound.
And ^tna shakes all o'er, and thunders underground.

Addijton, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

dreadfulness (dred'ful-nes), n. The quality of
bcin^' irtiiiltul ; terribleness ; frightfulness.

dreadingly (dred'ing-li), adv. In a manner
significant of dread or terror ; with misgiving.
[Bare.]

Mistrustfully he trusteth.
And he dreadi/iffly doth dare ;

And forty passions in a trice

In him consort and sijuare.

Warner, Albion's England, vl. 33.

dreadless (dred'les), a. [< ME. dredles, drede-
Us ; < dread + -less.'] 1. Fearless; bold; not
intimidated; undaunted; intrepid.

And dreadless of their danger, climb
The floating mountains of the brine.

Cotton (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 217).

Gentle and Just and dreadless, is he not
The monarch of the world?

Shelley, Promethens Unlwund, iii. 1.

2. Exempt fromdread or fear ofdanger ; secure

.

Safe In his dreadles den him thought to hide.
Spenser, World's Vanitie, x.

3t. Without dread or apprehension : used ellip-

tically (Uke doubtless) with adverbial effect.

Do dresse we therefore, and byde we no langere,
Ffore dredlesse with-owttyne dowtte, the daye schalle be

ourezl MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2043.

dreadlessness (dred'les-nes), ». Fearlessness;
uiidauntcduess ; freedom from fear or terror.

Zelmane (to whom danger then was a cause of dreadles-
nets . . . ) with swiftness of desire crossed him.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

dreadlyt (dred'li), a. [< ME. dredli, dredlich;
< dread + -lyi.] Dreadful.
This drendly siHrctack'. Spenser.

dreadnaught, dreadnought (dred'nat), ». [<
dread, V. , + ohj. naught, nought.] 1. A person
who fears nothing.— 2. Something that assures
against fear. Hence— 3. A thick cloth with
a long pile, used for warm clothing or for pro-
tection against the elements ; a garment made
of such cloth. Also called fearnought.

I»ok at him in a great-coat of the closest texture that
the looms of Leeds could furnish one of those dread-
noughts the utility of which sets fashion at defiance.

Southey, The Doctor, WIL
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dream^ (drem), n. [< ME. dreme, dreem, drem,
dream, a dream, < AS. *dream (not found in this
sense) = OS. drom = OFries. dram = D. droom
= MLG. drom, LG. droom = OHG. MHG. troum,
G. traum = Icel. draumr = Sw. drom = Dan.
drom, a dream

;
perhaps lit. a deceptive vision,

orig. 'draugmo-, < Teut. \/ *drug, seen in OHG.
triogan, MHG. triegen, (j. triegen, now trugen
= OS. hi-drtogan (= OHG. bitriogan), deceive,
delude (cf. OS. drugi, deceptive, OHG. MHG.
?e-troc = OS. gi-drog, i)hantom, apparition, =

eel. draugr, a ghost, spirit; = Skt. -^ druh (for
'dhrugh ?), hurt (by deceit, wile, magic), cf.

OPers. drauga, a Ue). Though generally iden-
tified with dream^f AS. dream, joy, a joyful
sound, etc., there is really nothing to connect
the two words except the likeness of form.] 1.

A succession of images or fantastic ideas pres-
ent in the mind during sleep ; the sleeping state
in which such images occur.

And thei ete no mete in alle the Wynter : but thei lysn
as in a Drem, as don the Serpentes.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 288.

Dreams are but interludes which fancy makes

;

When monarch reason sleeps, this mimic wakes.
Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 325.

A dream is a succession of phenomena having no ex-
ternal reality to correspond to them.

W. K. Clifford, I,ect»ires, I. 244.

2. That which is presented to the mind by the
imaginative faculty, though not in sleep; a
vision of the fancy, especially a wild or vain
fancy.

Glories
Of human greatness are but pleasing dreams.

Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 6.

The potentiality of growing rich beyond the dreams of
avarice. Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1781.

They live together and they dine together ; . . . but the
man is himself and the woman herself; that dream of
love is over, as everything else is over in life.

Thackeray, Henry Esmond, viL

dream^ (drem), v.; pret. and pp. dreamed or
dreamt, ppr. dreaming. [< ME. dremen (not
in AS.) = D. droomen = Sw. dromma — Dan.
dromme = OHG. troumjan, MHG. troumen, G.
trdumen, dream ; from the noun.] I. intrans.

1 . To be partially, and with more or less con-
fusion or incoherence, conscious of images and
thoughts during sleep : with o/before an object

:

as, to dream o/ a battle; to dream of a,n absent
friend.

And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set upon the
earth, and the top of it reached to heaven. Gen. xxviii. 12.

The slave who, slumbering on his rusted chain.
Dreams of the palm-trees on his burning plain.

0. W. Holmes, Poetry.

So I dream, sometimes, of a straight scarlet collar, stiff

with gold lace, around my neck, instead of this limp white
cravat. O. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 64.

2. To think idly or dreamily; give way to
visionary thought or speculation; indulge in
reverie or waking visions.

They dream on in a constant course of reading, but not
digesting. Locke.

Franklin thinks, investigates, theorizes, invents, but
never does he dream.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

3. To have indefinite thought or expectation
;

think of something as possible ; conceive : with
of: as, he little dreamed ofhis approaching fate.

He . . . [Jesus] takes this occasion to tell his Disciples
that they must no longer dream of the Glories and Splen-
dour of this world. StUlingJleet, Sermons, 1. xii.

We might be otherwise ; we might be all

We dream of, happy, high, majestical.
Shelley, Julian and Maddalo.

In Persia, no one with any pretence to respectability
would dream of stirring outaide the door without at least
four men walking behind him. O'Donovan, Merv, xi.

II. trans. 1 . To see or think in a dream

;

imagine in sleep.

Your old men shall dream dreams. Joel ii. 28.

Said he not so ? or did I dream it so ?

Shak.,B.. and J., v. 3.

The dreams which nations dream come tnie.
Lowell, Ode to France.

2. To imagine as if in a dream; think about
vainly, idly, or fancifully.

Man errs not that he deems
His welfare his true aim;
He errs because he dreams

The world does but exist that welfare to bestow.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna, i. 2.

3. To suppose indefinitely ; have a conception
of or about ; believe in a general way.
The Atheists and Naturalists dreaine the world to be

etcrnall, and conceiue that all men could not be of one

;

because of this diuenitie of Languages.
Purcluu, Pilgrimage, p. 46.

dreamy
She never dreains they used her for a snare,
And now withdraw the bait has sei-ved its turn.

Broumiiiy, Ring and Book, I. 287.

4. To pass in reverie or inaction; spend idly
or fancifully : followed by away, out, or through

:

as, to dream away one's life.

Why then does Antony dream out his hours?
Dryden, AU for Love, i. 1.

dream^t, «. [ME. drem, dreem, dreme, earlier
dream (rai'e except in earliest ME.), a sound,
esp. a joyful sound, jubilation, < AS. dredm, a
sound, esp. a joyful sound, song, harmony, joy
(very common), = OS. drom, joy; hence the
verb AS. dryman, dreman, rejoice, make jubilee,

sing, = OS. dromian, rejoice. Prob. not con-
nected with dream^, q. v., but perhaps allied

to Gr. tipvkyi;, a noise as of many voices, a shout-
ing, murmuring

;
perhaps also allied to drone^,

q. v.] A noise, especially a joyful noise
;
jubi-

lation; music.
Tha he mihte ihere . . . muchel folkes dream.

Layaiium, I. 43.

Homes blast other [or] belles drem.
Bestiary (Old Eng. Misc., ed. Morris), L 665.

Xus I bus ! las ! das ! rowtyn be rowe
Swech dolful a dreme the devyl it to dryve.

Bel. Ant., I. 240.

To hire louerd heo sede with stille dreme.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 52.

dreamer (dre'mer), n. [< ME. dremere, dremer
= D. droomer = OHG. troumdre, G. trdumer =
Sw. drommare = Dan. drommer; < dream^, v., +
-eri.] 1 . One who dreams ; one who has dreams
or visions.

They said one to another, Behold, this dreamer cometh.
Gen. xxxvit 19.

Alas I the dreamer first must sleep,

I only watch'd, and wish'd to weep.
Byron, The Giaour.

2. A visionary : as, a political dreamer.
He must be an idle dreamer.

Who leaves the pie and gnaws the streamer. Prior.

3. A mope; a sluggard.— 4. A South Ameri-
can puff-bird of the genus Chelidoptera, as C.
tenebrosa.

dreamery (dre'm6r-i), n. [= D. droomerij = G.
trdumerei = Dan. Sw. drommeri; as dream^ +
-ery, collective suffix.] A habit of dreaming
or musing : as, given to dreamery. Imp. Diet.

dreamful (drem'ful), a. [< dream^ + -ful.]

Full of dreams ; marked by dreams or vision-
ary thought.

Give us long rest or death, dark death, or dreamf\d ease.
Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song).

dream-hole (drem'hol), n. One of the open-
ings left in the walls of steeples, etc., for the
admission of light. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
dreamily (dre'mi-U), adv. 1. In a dreamy man-
ner ; as a dream.

I hear the cry
Of their voices high
Falling dreamily through the sky.

Longfellow, Birds of Passage.

2. As in a dreaming state ; in reverie ; ityy.

dreaminess (dre'mi-nes), n. The state of be-
ing dieamy, or given to reverie.

He was a dark, still, slender person, always with a trance-
like remoteness, a mystic dreaminess of manner.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 68.

dreamland (drem 'land), n. The land or re-

gion seen in dreams ; hence, the land of fancy
or imagination ; the region of reverie.

They are real, and have a venue in their respective dis-
tricts in dreamland. Lamb, To Coleridge.

dreamless (drem'les), a. [(= G. traumlos^Dan.
dromlos) < dream^ + -Uss.] Free from dreams.

Worn with misery.
He slept the dreamless sleep of weariness.

William Morris, Earthly' Paradise, I. 207.

dreamlessly (drem'les-li), adv. In a dream-
less manner.
dreamt (dremt). Preterit and past participle
of drcam^.
dream-'while (drem'hwil), n. The apparent
duration of a dream. [Rare.]

Now and then, for a dream-while or so.

Lamb, Artificial Comedy.

dream-'WOrld (drem'werld), n. A world of
dreams or illusive shows. [Rare.]

But thou be wise in this dream-world of ours.
Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

dreamy (dre'mi), a. [(= MLG. dromech) <

dream' + -y^.] 1. Full of dreams; given to

dreaming ; relating to or associated with
dreams; giving rise to dreams: as, dreamy
moods.

All day within the dreamy house
''he doors upon theh' hinges creak'd.

Tenni/ton, Mariana.



dreamy

3. Having the characteristics of a droam;
consisting of or resembling idle imaginations

;

dream-like; vague; indistinct; visionary: as,

he led a dreamy existence.

From dreamy virtues of this kind he turued with some-

thing lilse distaste. Ta^fourd, Cliarles Lainb.

The atmosphere was not too clear on the horizon for

drtainy effects; all the headlands were softened and
tinged with opalescent colors.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 123.

drear (drer), a. [An abbrev. of dreary, q. v.]

Dreary. [Poetical.]

In urns and altars round,
A drear and dving sound
Afirights the Klaniens at their service quaint.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 193.

A. drear northeastern storm came howling up.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook.

drearf (drer), n. [Made by Spenser from
dreary, a.] Dread; dismalness; grief; sor-

row; dreadfulness.

The ill-faste Owle, deaths dreadfuU messengcre

;

The hoars Night-raven, trump of doleful! drere.

Spenser, ¥. Q., II. xii. 36.

He to him stepping neare.

Right in the Banke him strooke with deadly dreare.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xii. 20.

dreariheadt, drearihoodt (drer'i-hed, -hud), n.

[False forms, made by Spenser, < dreary +
-head, -hood.} Dreariness; dismalness; gloomi-

ness.
What evill plight

Hath thee opprest, and with sad drearyhead
Chaunged thy lively cheare?

Spenser, F. Q., III. ii. 80.

But Fury was full ill apparelled
In rags, that naked nigh she diil appeare.

With ghastly looks and dreadfull drerihed.
Spenser, F. Q., III. xii. 17.

drearily (drer'l-li). adv. [< ME. drerily, dreri-

liche, dreoriliche ; <. dreary + -ly'^.'] In a dreary
manner, dismally; forlornly.

A queer inner court, befouled with rubbish and drearily

bare of convenience. //. Jaines, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 149.

drearimentt (drer'i-ment), m. [A false form,
made by Spenser, < dreary + -menf] Dismal-
ness ; terror ; horror ; dread.

To sadder times thou mayst attune thy quill.

And sing of sorrowe and deathes dreeriment.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

dreariness (drer'i-nes),«. 1. The state or char-
acter of being dreary.— Sf. Sorrow.

Let be thi wepynge and thy drerinesse.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 701.

drearingt (drer'ing), n. [A false form, made by
Spenser, < drear-y + -ing.'] Dreariness

;
gloom.

All were ray self, through griefe, in deadly drearing.
Spenser, Daphnaida, 1. 189.

drearisomet (drer'i-sum), a. [< dreary +
-8ome.'\ Very dreary; gloomy; desolate; for-

lorn.

dreary (drer'i)) a. [Early mod. E. also drearie,

drery, dreric; < ME. drery, dreri, dreori, drury,

< AS. dredrig, sad, mournful. AS. dredrig also
means bloody, gory, = OS. drorag = Icel. drey-
rigr = MHG. irorie, bloody, < AS. dredr = 08.
dror = Icel. dreyri, drori = MHG. tror, blood,
gore, < AS. dredsan, (= Goth, driusan, etc.), fall,

whence ult. E. dross and drizzle, q. v. But the
sense 'sad' is prob. reached from another di-

rection: OHOr. 'trurag, trureg, MHG. trilrec, G.
traurig, whence prob. LG. trurig, D. treurig

(with HG. t), sad, mournful, connected with
OHG. truren, cast down the eyes, mourn, MHG.
truren, G. trauern, mourn, orig. cause to fall,

causative of the orig. verb, Goth, driusan, etc..

above.] If. Sorrowful; sad.

Thus praied thai all with drery steuyn,
Heueand up thaire heuides till heuyn.

Holy Mood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 129.

They renue the funerall porape of these great men yearly,
assembling thitlier with plentie of wine and meats, and
there watiih all night (especially the women) singing
drerie lamentations. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 822.

2. Lonesomely dismal or gloomy ; exciting a
feeling of desolation, sadness, or gloom.

The messenger of death, the ghastly owl,
With dreary shrieks did also yelL Spenser, F. Q.

The breakers were right beneath her bows,
She drifted a dreary wreck.

Longfellow, Wreck of the Hesperus.

On the ridge of the slope [was] an old cemetery, so dreary
with its few hopeless fig-trees and aloes that it made the
heart ache to look at it

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 246.

Hence— 3. Exciting a feeling of tedium or en-
nui; tiresomely monotonous : as, a dreary book.
Chaucer is the first who broke away from the dreary

traditional style, and gave not merely stories, but lively
pictures of real life as the ever renewed substance of
poetry. Lowell, Study Windows, p. -256.
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= Syn. X and 2. Cheerless, comfortless, drear, dark.— 3.

Tedious.

drecchet, ''• See dreteh^, dretch^.

dredt, dredet, «'. and ». Middle English forms
of dread.

dredefult, a. A Middle English form of dread-

ful.

dredelest, a. A Middle English form of dreaxl-

Icss.

dreder (dred'Sr), n. [So., also dredour, dridder,

drither ; appar. < dread, ii.] Pear; dread.

[Scotch.]
What aileth you, my daughter Janet,
You look sae pale and wan ?

There is a dreder in your heart,

Or else ye love a man.
L(yrd Thomas of Winesberry (Child's Ballads, IV. 306).

dredge^ (drej), «. [Formerly sometimeswritten
drudge; of LG. origin, perhaps through OF.
drege, dreige, a kind of net used for catching

oysters (cf. mod. F. drogue, < B. drag, «.), < OD.
draghe, D. dreg(-net), a dredge, a drag-net (see

drag-net and dray^ ; cf. D. dreg = LG. dregge,

drdgge = Dan. dnvg = Sw. dragg, a grapnel,

drag. The form dredge is practically an assibi-

lation of drag, »., ult. < drag, v. : see drag.'] 1.

A bush-harrow; a large rake. [Prov. Eng.]—
2. Any instrument for bringing up or removing
solid substances from under water by dragging
on the bottom, (a) A drag-net lor taking oysters, etc.

The oysters . . . haue a peculiar dredge; which is a
thick strong net, fastened to three spils of iron, and
drawne at the boates stenie gathering whatsoeuer it meet-
eth lying in the bottome of the water.

R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 30.

(b) An apparatus for bringing up marine animals, plants,

and other objects from the bottom of the sea for scientific

investigation. It consists principally of a frame of iron

and a net which is attached to the frame. As generally
constructed, the frame is transversely oblong, generally
about three times as long as wide, with straight ends and
slightly inclined sides, having the outer edges sharp to

serve as scrapers. The net is usually composed of heavy
twine, but sometimes of iron chainwork, and is attached
to the frame by holes near the inner edges. Fastened to

the frame are iron handles, to which a rope or iron chain
is attached, (c) A machine for clearing tlie beds of canals,
rivers, harbors, etc. See dredging-machine.

3. In ore-dressing, in certain mining districts

of England, ore which is intermediate in rich-

ness between " prill-ore " and "halvans"; ore
of second quality, more or less intermixed vpith

veinstone. Sometimes written drudge.

dredge^ (drej), v.
;
pret. and pp. dredged, ppr.

dredging, [< dredge^, «.] I. trans. 1. To clear

out with a dredge ; remove sand, silt, mud, etc.,

from the bottom of: as, to dredge a harbor,

river, or canal.—2. To take, catch, or gather
with a dredge ; obtain or remove by the use of

a dredge : as, to dredge mud from a river.

A Caryophyllia which was dredged up alive by Captain
King. Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 116.

II. intrans. To make use of a dredge; oper-
ate with a dredge : as, to dredge for oysters.

dredge^ (drej), n. [Also drudge; assibilated
from earlier dreg, < ME. dragg, dragge, druge, a
mixture of different kinds of grain or pulse, mes-
lin; the same as ME. drugge, dradge, drugy, a
kind of digestive and stomachic comfit, < OF.
dragie, dragee, akindof digestive powder, a com-
fit, sweetmeat, also small shot, etc., mod. F.
dragee, a sugar-plum, small shot, meslin, < Pr.

dragea = Sp. grajea = Pg. grageia, grangea =
It. traggea, now treggea, comfits, sugar-plums,
sweetmeats (ML. dragetum, dragata, drageia,

dragia, after OF.), < ML. tragemata, pi., < Gr.
rpay^fiara, rarely in sing. rpayTjiia, dried fruits

or sweetmeats eaten as dessert, < rpayelv, 2d
aor. of rpuyeiv, gnaw, nibble, munch, eat.] For-
merly, same as meslin; now, specifically, a mix-
ture of oats and barley sown together.

Thy dredge and thy barley go thresh out to malt. Tusser.

dredge* (<irej), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dredged, ppr.

dredging. [Formerly dreg; E. dial, dridge; <

dredge^, «.] To sprinkle flour upon, as roast-

ing meat.
Burnt figs dreg'd with meal and powdered sugar.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, ii. 3

Dredge you a dish of plovers.
Fletcher {and others). Bloody Brother, ii. 2.

dredge-box (drej'boks), n. [< dredge^ + 6ox2,]

Same as dredging-hox.

dredgeman (drej ' man), n.
;

pi. dredgemen
(-men). [< dredge^ -f man.] One who fishes

for oysters with a dredge.
dredger^ (drej'er), n. [< dredge^ + -cri.] 1.

One who works with or makes use of a dredge.

In the month of May, the dredgers (by the law of the
Admiralty court) have liberty to catcli all manner of oys-

ters, of what size soever. Bp. Sprat, Hist Koyal Soc.

dree

2. A boat or vessel used in dredging.

We . . . had sight of a brigandine or a dredger, which
the general tooke within one houres chase with nis two
barges. llakluyt's Voyages, III. 586.

3. A dredging-machine.
dredger^ (dreg'er), n. [< dredge^ + -er^.] A
dredging-box.
dredgerman (drej'6r-man), n.

;
pi. dredgermen

(-men). One engaged in dredging.

In these courts they appoint . . . the quantity [of oys-

ters] each Dredgerman shall take in a day, which is usually
called Setting the Stint.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 160.

dredgie (drej'i), n. Same as dirgie. [Scotch.]

dredging (drej'ing), n. [Verbal n. of dredge^,

v.] 1. The act of using a dredge.

Most of our coasts produce them [oysters] naturally,

and in such places they are taken by dredging, and are
become an article of commerce, both raw and pickled.

Pennant, Brit. Zoology, The Oyster.

2. The matter or material brought up by a
dredge.

It is not a little curious that these two forms should
present themselves in the same dredging.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 474.

dredging-boz (drej'ing-boks), n. [Also for-

merly drudging-box; < dredging + box^.] AsmaU
box, usually of tin, vrith a perforated top, used
to sprinkle flour on roasting meat, on a knead-
ing-board, etc. Also dredge-box.

Cuts of the basting-ladles, dripping-pans, and drudging-
boxes, &c., lately dug up at Rome, out of an old subterra-

nean scullery. King, Art of Cookery, v.

dredging-machine (drej'ing-ma-shen"), n. An
apparatus for lifting mud and silt from the bot-

toms of rivers, harbors, canals, etc. Some dredg-
ing-machines employ a single bivalve or clam-shell scoop

;

others a series of scoops on an endless chain ; others some
form of suction apparatus. The earliest fornj appears to

have been a single box-like shovel or spoon, suspended
from a crane rigged up on a large flat-boat. It was low-

ered into the mud, dragged along by means of ropes till

filled, and then raised and emptied into the boat An-
other early form is the chapelet or chain-pump, w hich, by
means of an endless chain carrying buckets traveling in

a trough, lifts mud and water, discharging them at the
top into a flat alongside the machine. On this plan are
now built some of the largest and most powerful dredging-
machines in use. They consist of large, flat-bottomed

steam Dredging machine.

boats, usually of iron, with a bucket-chain carrying near-

ly 40 buckets, each with a capacity of about 13 cubic feet.

In excavating the Suez canal, the lifting buckets of some
of the larger machines had a capacity of 6 cubic feet each,

and the delivery was 20 buckets a minute. For the deliv-

ery of the sand or spoil both chutes and traveling buckets
were used, the spoil being, in some instances, delivered
230 feet from th« dredger. The clam-shell dredger is

largely used in the United States, and has the merit of

ease of management, the scoop operating in a half-circle

about the boat, so that a wide channel can be excavated
without moving the lK)at. The scoop is suspended from a
crane at the bow of the boat, and is operated by means of
ciiains controlled by steam-power, two long flexible poles
serving as guides for the clam-shell. In the machines em-
ploying a suction or exhaust, a tube is lowered into the
nuui, and the mud and water are raised by means of a re-

volving disk in the tube, or by the aid of a vacuum or an
ejector. A large vessel on the boat, being exhausted of

air, is connected with the submerged pipe, when the mud
and water readily rise into the receiver. In another form of

pneumatic dredger a pipe is lowered into the silt and closed
air-tight, and steam is then turned into the upper part of
the pipe, driving out the air. Many other forms are used.

Dred Scot case. See cuse^.

dree^ (dre), v. [< ME. dreen, dreien, dryen,

drehen, dregen, dreghen, dreogen, < AS. dreogan,
bear, suffer, endure, also do, perform, = Goth.
driugan, do military service; cf. Icel. drygja
(a secondary form), connect, perpetrate, also

lengthen: see (Jree2. Ct. aXsodright.] 1. trans.

To suffer; bear; endure: as, to dree penance.
[Now only Scotch or poetical.]

For what I drye or what I thinke,

I wil myselven al it drynke.
Chaueer, House of Fame, 1. 1879.

Why dreghii thou this dole, & deris thi seluyn?
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 3586.

Ye have the pains o' hell to dree.

The Cruel Mother (Child's Ballads, IL 271^

To dree one's or a weird, to abide one's fate or destiny

;

endure an inevitable penalty. [Scotch.]

I kenn'd he behoved to dree his weird till that day cam.
Scott, Guy Manuering, Iv.

A poor broken-hearted thing, that, if she hath done evil,

has dreed a sore weird for it.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, I. ill.



be able to do or

dree

n.t intrans. To endure;
continue.

Neig wod of his witt he wax neig for drede,

& fled as faat homward as fet raigt drie.

Waiiam of Paieme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1772.

Ride on, ride on, Lord William now,
As fast as ye can dree /

Lord William (Child's Ballads, III. 19).

dree^ (dre), a. [E. dial., = Sc. dreigh, dreich,

dreegh, < ME. dreg, dregh, drig, drys, long, ex-

tended, great, < Icel. drjugr = Sw. dryg = Dan.
droi, long, ample, substantial, solid, heavy ; ef

.

Icel. draugr, a sluggard; drygja, commit, also

keep longer, lengthen ; Sw. droja, stay, delay,

= Dan. droie, make a thing go far, go a long
way; ult. connected with AS. dredgan, bear,

suffer, endure, do, perform, E. dree: aeedree^.']

If. Long; large; ample; great.

The kynge was lokyd in a felde
By a ryver brede and dreghe,

MS. Uarl., 2262. (HalliuKll.)

The durres to vndo of the dregh horee.
Dmtnution of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11890.

2t. Great; of serious moment.—3. Tedious;
wearisome; tiresome. [Prov. Eng.]

"Thou'rt in ^Teat pain, my own dear Stephen?" "I
ha' been— dreadful, and dree, and long."

Dickens, Hard Times, ill. 6.

dree^ (dre), ». [E. dial., = Se. dreigh, < ME.
dreghe, dregh, < dregh, dreg, etc., dree: see

dree^, o.] Length ; extension ; the longest part.

Thus they drevene to the dede dulces and erles,

Alle the dreghe of the daye, with dredfulle werkes

!

ilorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2916.

dree^ (dre'li), adv. [E. dial., = Sc. dreighly,

< ME. drely, dregly, dreghly, drygly, etc.; < dree^

+ -ly^.'i If. Highly; largely; nobly; earnestly.

I drow into a drerae, & dreghly rae thought
Tliat Mercury the mykill God, in the mene tyme,
Thre goddes hatle gotten goyng hym bye,
That come in his company clere to beholde.

Destructiim of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 2379.

Drawene dreghety the wyne, and drynkne thereaftyre.
MoHe Arthure (E. E. 1'. S.), 1. 2028.

2. Slowly; tediously. [Prov. Eng.]
dreen, c and «. A dialectal form of drain.

dregl, n. An obsolete or colloquial singular of
dregs.

dreg-t, » An obsolete form of dredge^.

dreg-*t, '. '. An obsolete form of dredge^.

dregginess (dreg'i-nes), n. [< dreggy + -ttess.]

The state of being dreggy ; fullness of dregs or
lees; foulness; feculence.

dreggish (dreg'ish), a. [< dreg^ (dregs) + -wAl.]

Full of dregs ; foul with lees ; feculent.

To give a strong taste to this dreggigh liquor, they flin(<r

in an incredible deal of broom or hops.
Harvey, Consumptions.

dreggy (dreg'i), a. [< ME. dreggy (= Sw. drag-
gig), ' dreg'^ (dregs) + -i/l.] Containing dregs
or lees ; consisting of dregs ; foul ; muddy ; fec-

ulent.

No relations of theirs, after all, but a dreggy hybrid of
the basest bloods of Europe.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 46.

dregs (dregz), n.pl. [< ME. dregges, also drag-
gcs, rarely in sing, dreg, < Icel. dregg, pi. dreg-
gjnr = Sw. dr&gg, dregs, lees

;
prob. < leel. and

Sw. draga = E. draw, the connection of thought
being like that in drain as related to draw:
see drain, draw.'\ 1. The sediment of liquors;

lees; grounds; fecidence; any foreign'matter of
liquors that subsides to the bottom of a vessel
containing them. [Formerly, and still some-
times colloquially, used in the singular.]

The dregg thereof, all the wicked of the earth shall wring
them out, and drink them. Ps. Ixxv. 8.

What too curious dreg espies ray sweet lady in the foun*
tainof our love? 5Aa*., T. and C, lit. 2.

King John, in the meanwhile, was draining the cup of
bitterness to the dregg. I'regcott, Ferd. and Isa., 1. 2.

Von ijave stretched out your hands to save the dregs of

the sifted sediment of a residuum.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 263.

2. Waste or worthless matter; dross; sweep-
ings; refuse; hence, what is most vile and
worthless : as, the dregs of society.

From the dregs of life think to receive
Wliat the flrst sprightly running could not give.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, iv. 1.

What wonder is it, if ever since, and especially now, in

these dregs of time, there be wilful men found, who will

oppose their own vain fancies and novelties to the general
sense of the whole body of Christians?

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xi.

They increased, by their numbers and their vices, the
weight of that dreg whicli, in great and prosperous cities,

ever sinks ... to the lowest condition.
J. Adatns, Works, IV. 538.

Dreissena potymor.
fka: b, byssus ; /, foot;

lower arrow, inhalent
siphon ; upper arrow,

*
' tnon
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3. Solid impurities found in raw fats. W. L.
Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 83 To drain
the cup to the dregs. See cup.

dreher (dra'er), n. [G., a kind of dance, a
tm-ner, a winch, < drehen, turn, = AS. thrdwan,
turn, throw, E. throul : see throw.'] 1. An Aus-
trian dance similar to the landler.— 2. Music
written to accompany such a dance.

dreier, dreyer ((W'6r), n. [G. usually dreier,

< drei = E. three.] A Silesian money, 3 hellers.

dreigh (drech), a. and n. A Scotch form of dree^.

When thou an' I were young an' skeigh,
An' stable meals at fairs were dreigh.

Bums, The Auld Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

dreintf. An obsolete preterit and past parti-

ciple of drench^.

Dreissena (dri'se-na), ». [NL., after Dr. Dreys-
sen of Belgium.] A. genus of bivalve lamelli-
branchs, of the family Mytilidai, or mussels, or
made type of the family Ureissenidce. D. poly-
morpha, originally an inhabitant of rivers and streams
emptying into the Aral and Caspian seas, lias extended its

range into many European localities. Also Dreyssena,
Dreissensia.

Dreissenacea (dn-se-na'se-a), «. pi. [NL., <

lyreissena + -acea.] A group of acephalous
mollusks : same as the family Dreissenid<e.

Dreissenidse (dri-sen'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Dreis-

sena + -idw.~\ A family of bi-

valve mollusks, typified by the
genus Dreissena. iTie mantle is

open only for the foot in front of the
umt>ones, and the siphons are situ-

ated at the distal margin. The
branchial siphon is tubular, the anal
sulwessiie, tlie foot ligidate and bys-
siferous, and the slieli mytiliform
with terminal umbones. Tliere is an
internal ligament ; the pallial im-
pressions are obscure ; and there are exhaient siphon,

three nmscular scars.

Dreisseninse (dn-se-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dreis-

sena + -ina:] A subfamily referred to the fam-
ily ilytilida:: same as the family Dreissenidw.
Also Dreissensince.

Dreissensia (dri-sen'si-ii), n. [NL.] Same as
Drei.s.iena.

Dreissensinse (dri-sen-si'ne), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Dreisseninw.

drem^t, dreme^t, «• and v. Obsolete forms of
dreami.

drem-t, dreme'^t, «. See dreanfi.

dremelsf, «. [ME., also dremeles, < dremen,
dream, -f- -els, a suffix seen also in ME. metels,

a dream, and in the earlier forms of riddle, «.]

A dream.
How that Ymagynatyf in dremelei me tolde.

Of Kynde and of his connynge and how curieise he is to
bestes. Piers Plownutn (B), xiii. 14.

Dremotherium (drem-o-the'ri-um), «. [NL.,
for (?) "Dromotherium, '<. Gr. Sp6fio^, a running,
course, + th/plov, a wild beast.] A genus of
fossil ruminants from the Miocene of Prance,
said to be related to the musk-deer.
drench^ (drench), V. [< ME. drenchen (pret.

drenched and dreint, pp. drenched and dreint),

drench, drown, < AS. drencan, give to drink, also

drown (= OFries. drenka, drinka = D. drenken
= LG. drdnken, OHG. trenchan, MHG. trenken,

G. trdnken = Icel. drekkja = Sw. drdnka), cans,

of drincan, drink: see drink. Cf. drown, of the
same ult. origin.] I. trans. 1. To wet thorough-
ly; soak; steep; fill or cover with water or
other liquid : as, garments drenched with rain

or in the sea ; swords drenched in blood ; the
flood has drenched the earth.

Oute of the see gravel the salt to bringe.

Let drenehe it for a tyme in water swete.
Palladiits, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 14.

Some in the greedie flouds are sunke and drent.
Spejiser, tr. of Virgil's Onat.

Order'd to drench his Knife in filial Blood

;

Destroy his Heir, or disobey his God.
Prior, Solomon, iii.

For there, with iiroad wig drenched with rain.

The parish priest he saw. Whittier, The Exiles.

2. To gorge or satiate with a fluid: as, he
drenched himself with liquor.— 3. Specifically,

to administer liquid physic to abundantly, espe-
cially in a forcible way.

I continued extraordinary Weak for some days after his
{a Malayan doctor's) Drenching me thus : But my Fever
eft me for above a Week. Dampier, Voyages, I. 503.

If any of your cattle are Infected, . . . drench them.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

They were rough.
Dosed him with torture as yon drench a horse.

Brouming, King and Book, II. 76.

4t. To drown.
Him tbenketh verrayly that he may se
Noes flood come walking as the see
To drenchen Alisoun, his Iioney deere.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 431.

drepanlditun

5. To subject (hides) to the effect of soaking
and stirring in a solution of animal excrements
or an alkaline solution. Harper's Mag., LXX.
276. = Syn. 1. To steep, souse, deluge (with).

n.t intrans. To drown.
Thus shal mankynde drenuhe and lese his lyf.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. S38.

drenchl (drench), n. [< ME. drench, drenke,
drwnc, a drink, < AS. drenc, also drinc = 08.
OFries. D. and LG. drank = OHG. tranch, G.
trank, a drink, < AS. drincan, etc. (pret. dranc),

drink: see drink, v., and cf. drink, »., and
drench^, v. In senses 2 and 3 rather from the
yerh drench.] If. A drink; a draught.

Ther ne is nother king ne kuene thet ne ssel drlnke of

deathes drench. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 130.

2. A large draught of fluid; an inordinate
drink.

A drencA of sack
At a good tavern, and a fine fresh pullet.

Would cure him. B. Jonson, Staple of News, il. 1.

' Dregs and lees of Spain, with Welsh metheglin—
A drench to kill a horse.

Massinger, Great Duke of Florence, ii. 2.

Hence—3. A draught of physic ; specifically,

a dose of medicine for a beast, as a horse.

The sugar on tlie pill and the syrup around the oil left

drench and purgative sutflciently heroic.

O. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVL 80a

4. That with or in which something is drench-
ed; a provision or preparation for drenching
or steeping.

They [slcins] are put into a drench of bran and water,

heated to about 186" Fahr. Jincye. Brit., XIY. 888.

drench^t, n. A less correct form of dreng.

drencher (dren'chfer), n. 1. One who or that
which drenches or wets.— 2. One who adminis-
ters a drench to a beast.

drenching-horn (dren'ching-h6m), n. A cow's
horn with perforations at the pointed end, the

other being closed, used in giving medicine to

sick animals.
drengt (dreng), n. [In historical books cited

also as drenge and drench; in Law L. drengus,

repr. ME. dreng, also dring, pi. drenges, dringes,

rarely drenches, a vassal, < AS. dreng, a valiant

man, < Icel. drengr, a valiant man, a youth, =
Sw. drdng, a man, a servant, = Dan. dreng, a
boy, an apprentice, obs. a footman (whence
Se. dring, a servant).] In old Eng. law, a ten-

ant in capite. The term was usually or originally ap-
plied to tenants holding directly of the king or of ecoiesi-

astics, but in virtue of a service less honorable than
knighthood, including commonly some agricultural work,
and service as messenger and in the care of dogs and
horses. Its application seems to have varied greatly in

different places and times ; but it implied generally a
servile vassal who aspired to be a military vassal,

Bothe of erl and of baroun.
And of dreng and of tliayn.

And of knith and of sweyn. Havelok, I. 2182.

It seems, then, that the drengs were tenants in pure vil-

lenage, bound to the lord, and annexed to the manor,
and that they were usually sold with the forest to which
they belonged, as mere drudges, to perfonn the most ser-

vile and latX)rious otflces.

Gentleman's Mag. Library, I. 188.

Lanfranc, we are told, turned the drengs, the rent pay-
ing tenants of his archiepiscopal estates, into knights for

the defence of the country. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 96.

drengaget (dreng'aj), n. [< dreng + -age.] 1.

The tenure by which a dreng held land.

There are also services connected with the bishop's

hunting expeditions. Thus there are persons holding in

drengage, who have to feed a horse and a dog, and to go
in the great hunt (magna caza) with two harriers and 15
"cordons," etc. Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 71.

2. The quantity of land, usually sixteen acres,

to be plowed, sown, and harrowed by a dreng.
drenket, ». An obsolete form of drench^.

drenklet, v. See drinkle, dronkle.

drentt (drent). An obsolete preterit and past
participle of drench^.

Drepane (drep'a-ne), n. [NL., < Gr. 6pen6vri,

also iipeiravov, a sickle, a pruning-hook, < Spineiv,

pluck. ] A genus of fishes, typical of the family
Drepanidce : so called from the elongated falci-

form pectoral fins.

drepania, ». Plural of drepanium.

drepanid (drep'a-nid), n. A fish of the family
Drepanida:.

Drepanidse (dre-pan'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Dre-
pane + -ida:] A family of scombroid acan-
thopterygian fishes, represented by the genus
Drepane. They have a compressed elevated body, with
scales encroaching on the dorsal fin ; the dorsal fin Is divided

Into a shorter anterior and a larger posterior portion, and
the pectorals are falciform. The Drepane punctata is

common in the Indian and Australian seas.

drepanidiiun (drep-a-nid'i-um), n.; pi. drepa-
nidia (-a). [NL., <"Gr. Spcndvi;, a sickle (see



drepanidlnm

Drepane), + dim. -/<!«>i'.] In eool. : (o) The fla-

gellula or sickle-shaped young of certain proto-
zoans, as a gregarine, as hatched from a spore.

(6) The phase or stage of growth in which a
young gregarine is sickle-shaped, (cf) leap.']

A genus of such organisms.

Drtpanidiuin ranaram, the falciform young of an unas-
certained coeciiliide. Encyc. Bnt., XIX. 853.

drepaniform (drep'a-ni-f6rm), a. [< Or. Spc-

Trdvii, a sickle, + L.' forma, shape.] Formed
like a sickle or scythe ; sickle-shaped ; falciform
or falcate.

Drepaninae (drep-a-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dre-
pane + -in(V.'\ A subfamily constituted for the
genus Drepane, by some referred to the family
Chtetodontidw, and by others to the Carangidce

:

same as the family Drejfanidte.

Drepanis (drep'a-nis), n. [< Gr. dpenavic, a bird,

perhaps the European swift, so called from the
long, thin, falcate wings, < SpenavTi, a sickle : see

Drepane. '\ A genus of Xectariniidw with fal-

cate mandibles, characteristic of the Friendly

Sickle-billed Sunbird (Drepanis pacifica).

and Sandwich islands, sometimes giving name
to a subfamily Drepaninw ; the sickle-billed
sunbirds. D. pacifica is an example. Tlie genus is also
called FaXeator, and some of tlie species are referred to
Meilithreptus. In some species, as Drepanis vestiuria, or
Vegtiaria coccinea, the bill is enormously long and curved
almost to a semicircle. This is a scarlet species from the
plumage of which the Sandwich islanders manufacture
beautiful robes.

drepaninm (dre-pa'ni-um), m.
;

pi. drepania
(-a). [NIj., < Gr. Speiraviov, dim. of Sptiravm,
equiv. to Speizavri, a sickle : see Drepane.'] In
hot., a sickle-shaped cyme, the successive flow-
ers springing always from the upper side of
their respective axes.

drepe^t, v. i. See drip, drop.
drepe^t, v. t. See drib^, drub.

dreret, n. and n. An obsolete spelling of drear.

drerimentt, n. A variant spelling of dreari-
ment.

drerinesst, n. An obsolete spelling of dreari-
ness.

dreryt, a. An obsolete spelling of dreary.
Dresden point-lace. See lace.

dress (dres), V.
;
pret. and pp. dressed or drest,

ppr. dressing. [Early mod. E. also dresse; <
ME. dressen, make straight, direct, rule, pre-
pare, clothe, address one's attention to, < OF.
dresser, drescer, dreeier, erect, set up, arrange,
dress, = Pr. dressar, dreissar, dregar = OSp. de-
rezar = It. drizzare, dirizzare, direct, etc., < ML.
*directiare, an assumed freq. < L. directus, ML.
also drectus, drictus, straight, direct: see direct.]

I. traris. 1. To put or make straight; adjust
to a right line : as (in military use), to dress
ranks.

Schrewlde thlngis echulen be in to dressid thingis [L.
erutU prava in directa], WydiJ, Lulie iii. 6.

2t. To regulate; direct; set right; keep in the
right course.

Thou schalt blene God and pray hym to dreaxe thy ways.
Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

Sanmarke he dryttede alle by drede of hy.-n selvyne,
Fra Swynne unto Swether-wyke, with his swrede kene

!

Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 46.

Hake clean [my soul] thy thoughts, and dress thy mixt de-
•ire«- Quarles, Emblems, li 7.

St. To adjust ; fasten ; fix.

The vyne eke to the tree with bondes dresse.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

4t. To address ; direct : as, to dress words to
a person ; hence, with reflexive pronoun, to di-
rect or turn one's course, efforts, or attention

;

prepare or apply one's self to do something;
repair; betake one's seU: as, they dressed them-
sehea to the dance.

To the cfaambre dore he gan hvm dresse.
Chaucer, UUler'a Tale, L 282.
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What for the Yles, what for the See, . . . fewe folke

assayen for to passen that passage ; alle be it that men
myghte don it well, that myght ben of power to dresse

him thereto. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 306.

The men of armys bothe with spere and sheld,

With grete corage dresidd them in to the feld.

Genenjdes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2191.

5. To prepare or make ready; treat in some
particular way, and thus fit for some special

use or purpose, (a) To till ; cultivate
;
prune.

And the Lord God took the man, and put him into the
garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it. Gen. ii. 15.

The weW-dress'd Vine
Produces plumpest Grapes.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

(6) To prepare for use as food, by cooking or by the addi-

tion of suitable condiments, etc. : as, to dress meat ; to
dress a salad.

It were a folly to take the pain to dress a bad dinner at
home, when they may be welcome to good and fine fare

so uigh hand at the hall.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 5.

The people were very civil, lending us an earthen Pot
to dress Rice, or any thing else.

Uampier, Voyages, II. i. 90.

We dined together on very excellent provision, dressed
according to their custom.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 298.

(c) To make fit for the purpose intended, by some suita-

ble process ; as, to dress beef for the market ; to dress
skins ; to dress iiax or liemp.

For their apparell, they are sometimes covered with the
skinnes of Wilde beasts, which in Winter are dressed with
the hayre, but in Sommer witliout.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, 1. 129.

At that time it was customary to size or dress the warp
in the loom. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 239.

(d) To cut or reduce to the proper shape or dimensions,
or evenness of surface, as by planing, chiseling, tooling,
etc. ; trim ; finish off; put the hnlshing touches to : as, to
dress timber ; to dress a millstone, (e) In mining and met-
al., to sort or fit for smelting by separating and removing
the non-metalliferous veinsiione : as, to dress ores. (/) To
comb and do up : as, to dress the hair.

O what need I dress up my head.
Nor what need I kaim doun my hair?
Laird of Blackwood (Child's Ballads, IV. 290).

((?) To curry and rub down ; as, to dress a horse.

6. To treat with remedies or curative appli-
ances : as, to dress a wound.

To ileal her wounds by dressing of the weapon.
Ford, Witch of Edmonton, iii. S.

The wound was dressed antiseptically.
Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8870.

7. To array; equip; rig out: as, to dress a ship
with flags and pendants.
We sent our skiife aland to be dressed.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 276.

And Caddell drest, amang the rest.

With gun and good claymore.
Battle of Tranent-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 172).

8. To attire
;
put clothes upon ; apparel ; adorn

or deck with suitable clothes or raiment : as, he
dressed himself hastily ; to dress one's self for
dinner ; the maid dressed her mistress for a ball.

All her Tresses ties behind

;

So dress'd, Diana hunts the fearful Hind.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Good-morrow, Sir : what ! up and drest, so early ?

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 236.

A young man came to the court dressed as a minstrel,
and carrying his Timpan at his back.

O'Curry, Anc. Irish, II. xxxiv.

9t. To direct toward; reach toward; reach;
offer.

He dressyd hys bak unto the raaste.
Richard Coer de Lion, I. 2554.

Who of gou is a man, whom gif his soue axe breed, wher
he shal dresse to hym a stoon ? Wyelif, Mat. vii. 9 (Oxf.).

lOt. To prepare for action.

Segramor drough his suerde and dressed his shelde, and
com towarde Agravadain a grete spede, and he com for to
mete hym vigerously. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 569.

To dress up or out, to clothe elaborately or peculiarly

;

dress with great care or elegance, or in unusual clothing.

Our modern medals are full of togas and tunicas . . .

that have not been in fashion these thousand years. You
see very often a king of England or France dressed up like
a Julius Csesar. Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

= Syn. 1. To aline.— 7. To accoutre, array, rig.— 8. To
attire, apparel, clothe, embellish.

II. intrans. If. To direct one's course
; go.

Fro derknesse I dresse to blysse clere.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 89.

2. To come into line or proper alinement : as
(in military use), to dress up in the center.

All that remains of the west side of the square running
southwards is continncd on the same plan as the brick
house, and dresses with it in height.

N, and Q., 7th ser., V. 844.

3. To clothe one's self
;
put on one's usual gar-

ments, or such garments as are required for a
particular occasion: as, to dress for the day;
to dress for dinner, or for a ball.

dresser

1 did dress in the best array.
As blythe as ony bird on tree.

The Laird of Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 319).

The servant told me that Ivord Grey was still at the
House of Lords, and that her ladyship had just gone to
dress. Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 209.

She always dressed handsomely, and her rich silks and
laces seemed appropriate to a lady of her dignified position
in the town. Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 61.

4t. To give orders or directions.

For als I byde bus [it behooves] all thyng be and dewly
done als I will dresse. York Plays, p. 13.

5t. To get on or up ; rise.

Deliverly he dressed vp, er the day sprenged.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 2009.

To dress up, to dress one's self with special care ; put on
one's best clotliing, or different garments from those com-
monly worn. [Colloq., U. S.]

dress (dres), n. [< dress, v.] 1. A garment,
or the assemblage of garments, used as a cov-
ering for the body or for its adornment ; clothes

;

apparel : as, to spend a good deal of money on
dress.

As Chastity, says Philander, appears in the haijit of a
Roman matron, in whom that virtue was supi)Osed to
reign in its perfection, Piety wears the dress of the vestal
virgins, who were the greatest and most shining examples
of it. Addison, Ancient Medals, IL

Abs. Is Mr. Faulkland returned?
Fag. He is above, sir, changing his dress.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii 1.

Style is the dress of thoughts.
Chesterfield, Letters, Nov. 24, 1749.

Specifically— 2. The gown or robe worn by
women, consisting of a skirt and a waist, either
made separately or in one garment.
Two evening dresses for a girl who had never had any-

thing better than the simplest muslin !

Mrs. Oliphant, A Poor Gentleman, xvi.

3. Outward adornment; elegant clothing, or
skill in selecting, combining, and adjusting ar-

ticles of clothing: as, a love of dress; a man of
dress.—4. In ornith., plumage: as, spring or
autumn rfress; the breeding rfress.— 5. External
finish: used especially of the arrangement of

the furrows on a millstone.— 6. Size; dressing.

Boil or soak [the canvas] for an hour or so in a solution
of soda and water to get out tlie dress.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 122.

Full dress, a style of dress which etiquette or fashion re-

quires to be worn on occasions of ceremony, or on certain
social occasions, as a fashionable private entertainment,
a ball, etc. = Syn. 1. Clothing, raiment, hai)iliments, ac-

coutrements, vestments, habit, attire, array, garb, cos-

tume, suit.

dress-circle (dres'ser'^M), 71. A portion of a
theater, concert-room, or other place of enter-
tainment, originally set apart for spectators or
an audience in evening dress, but now gener-
ally used Indiscriminately : in theaters, usually
the first gallery or circle above the floor.

There they [East Indians at the Queen's Theatre in Lon-
don] sit in splendid array, in the dress-circle, close to the
royal box, and no one objects. N. A. Rev., CXXVU. 484.

dress-coat (dres'kof), «• A coat worn by men
on occasions of ceremony; especially, a coat
fitting tightly, and having the skirts cut away
over the hips. See coai'^, a,nd full dress, under
dress.

dresserl (dres'er), n. [< dress + -erl. Cf. F.
dresseur, a trainer.] 1. One who dresses; one
who is employed in preparing, trimming, or ad-
justing something.
Then said he unto the dresser of his vineyard. Behold,

these three years I come seeking fruit on this fig tree, and
find none ; cut it down. Luke xiii. 7.

A very simple honest fellow, sir, one Demetrius, a dresser

of plays about the town here. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

Specifically— (a) A hospital assistant whose ofiice it is to
dress wounds, ulcers, etc.

The magistrate and clerk were bowed in by the house-
surgeon and a couple of young men who smelt very strong
of tobacco-smoke ; they were introduced as dressers.

Dickens, Sketches, The Hospital Patient.

(6) One who is employed in clothing and adorning others,

as in a theater.

She [the Empress Eugenie] had three maids, or dressers,

as they are called at tlie Englisli court.
Harpers Mag., LXXVL 617.

(c) In type-founding, a workman who dresses types ar-

ranged in rows, reinoves their defects, and prepares them
for sale.

2. A tool, apparatus, or power-machine for

cutting and dressing the furrows on the face
of a millstone. The simplest of the tools used for this

purpose is a pick or light hammer having one or more
sharp steel points ; a block of emery or corundum, pro-
vided with a handle, and having a sharp cutting edge, is

also used. In more complicated apparatus, a pick or
other similar tool is supported on a frame that travels

over the face of the stone. In some cases the stone is set

up on edge, as in a lathe ; in others it is placed horiison-

tally in the machine under a revolving cutter, « hich trav-

els on a fixed arm radial to the stone, the stone revolving
beneath it.



dresser 1760
Cokes come with drysgynge knyfe;
They brittened thain als thay were wode,

Thomas of Ersseldouiie (Child's Ballads, 1. 106).

1.

8. A machine for splitting geological speci-

mens. It consists of a strong frame with a pair of chis-

els, one flxed and the other controlled by a powerfuUever.
_ ,, ,. ,-»,

The mineral, fossil, or other material is placed between dreSSmg-macnine (ares'ing-ma-shen*), n.

the chisels and split by pressure.

4. A miners' pick.— 5. A plumbers' mallet used
for closing joints in siieet-lead.

dresser^ (dres'fer), «. [< ME. dressour, dres-

siire, dressore (ML. dressoriuni, after E.), < OF.
drc^ir, drechoir, a dresser (F. dressoir, a side-

board), < ML. directorium, a dresser, < L. direc-

tus, straight, > ult. OF. drecier, drescer, etc.,

dress, prepare : see dress, v."] 1. A table, side-

board, or bench on which meat and other things

are dressed or prepared for use.

Summoning; your tenants at my dresser,

Which is, indeed, my drum.
Masginger, The Guardian, ill. 3.

A maple dresser In her hall she had,

On which full many a slender meal she made.
Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 17.

It was formerly customary for the cook, when dinner

was ready, to knock on the dresser with his knife, by way
of summoning the servants to carry it into the hall.

Giford, Note to Massinger's Unnatural Combat, iii. 1.

A machine for separating the bran from flour,

consisting of a skeleton cylinder covered with
wire, and carrying from six to eight brushes.

—

2. A machine in which twisted yarn is sized,

scraped, brushed, and dried by heat and an
air-blast, to remove the fuzz and slightly (^ipf "(dnb), v. i. [A dial. var. of drip (MB

drldder

3. To entice step by step.

With daily lies she dribs thee Into coat.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, L

4. In archery, to shoot directly at short range.

Not at the first sight, nor with a dribbed shot.

Love gave the wound, which while I breathe will bleed.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, Astrophel and Stella.

n. intrans. In archery, to shoot at a mark at

short range.

gloss it.

C&essing-room (dres'ing-rom), n. A room, as

one opening from a bedroom, intended to be
used for dressing: as, the dressing-rooms of a
theater.

dressing-sack (dres'ing-sak), n. Same as dress-

stereotype plates. See stereotype.

2. A cupboard or set of shelves for dishes and dressmaker (dres'ma''k6r), n. One, especially
cooking utensils. a woman, whose occupation is the making of diibbett (drib'et), n.

The pewter plates on the dre»«<r
^^ gowns and Other articles of female attire. a.s driblet.

drijipen) or of the related ME. drepen, drop;
due prob. in part to the freq. dribble^ for 'drip-

pie. See drip, dribble^, dribble^.'] To dribble;

drivel.
Like drunkards that dribhis.

Skelton, Garland of Laurel, 1. 641.

[This word is the more usual in the (Jril)2 (drib), n. [< drib^, v. ; or else an abbr.
J J ...._ .....7... :_ t:^—i„_.:i 1 oi driblet, dribblef] A drop ; a driblet, or small

quantity.

Ehymes retailed in dribbs. Swift, On Gibb's Psalms.

We are sending such regiments and dribs from here and
Baltimore as we can spare to Harper's Ferry.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 241.

dribbert (drib'fer), m. [< dnftl, d., 4, -t- -crl.] In
arcfterv, one who shoots at short range. Ascham.

""
" [Var. of driblet.'] Same

ing-jaclcct.

United States, and dressing-jacket in England.]
dressing-table (dres'ing-ta'bl), n. 1. A table

provided with conveniences for adjusting the

dress; a toilet-table.— 2. A dressing-bench.

—

3. A bench on which ores are sorted.—4. A
machine for dressing, truing, and straightening

Caught and reflected the flame, as shields of armies the (ftesaoir (dre-SWOrM. n.
c,.,..ai>ina f.^ynnfiilltiin EvangcUne, i. '2. »**,y . \ .'', , ,, ^ ,. , „ ux.<.>o><xx ,>^v-„..„» ,, ... [F. : see dresser^.] A
sunshine. Lon-y'^Hou,, Evangelme, i.

2^ sideboard; a court cupboard; a dresser.

dress-goods (dres'gudz), n. pi. Fabrics used dress-parade (dres'pa-rad'), n. Milit., a tac-

for women's and children's frocks or gowns. jig^j ceremonial or parade iu full uniform,
dressing (dres'ing), ». [< ME. dressynge ; ver- ,j,^^ ^^^^ .^ ^j^^^^ „„ ^„^, jmrade. The moment he
bal n. of dretS,V.\ 1. The act of one who gets into uniform he thinks the eyes of all men are upon

dresses ; the act or process of adjusting, prepar- him. Harper's Hay., LXXVI. 7S.S.

ing, trimming, finishing, etc., in any sense of dress-spur (dres'sp6r), n. A name given to a
the verb dress. Speciflcally, in metal., the mechanical gpur, seen on medieval brasses, etc., the rowel
treatment which an ore receives after being brought to

the surface ; concentration. This is almost always done

in water, and with the aid of suitaljle machinery. (See cobT,

jig, buddies.) The dressing of an ore, or the mechanical
treatment, necessarily precedes the smelting, or chemical

treatment. In the former it is chiefly the difference iu

of which is inclosed in a smooth ring, and which
has been for this reason thought to be merely
emblematic. It is probable, however, that the ring is

a mere device of shading used by the engraver to throw
the rowel into relief.

ipeciflc gravity between the metalliferous portion of the dreSS-UnifonU (dre8'u''ni-f6rm), n. Milit., the
vein and the veinstone itself of which advantage is taken

mjjfqj.^ prescribed to be WOm on occasions of
for effecting a separation. In the chenucal treatment the r

result depends on the various reactions which the sub- ceremony.
i n , in j »

stances present have with one another when exposed to a dreSSy (dres l), a. [< dress + y'-.} 1. * ond Of
high temperature or smeiuci. dress ;

given to elaborate or showy dressing.
2. That which is used in dressing or preparing [Colloq.]

Their poor pittances are injuriously compounded, and
slowly payd by dribbets, and with infinite delayes.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 143.

dribblel (drib'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. dribbled, ppr.

dribbling. [Formerly also drible; for *dripple

(= LG. drippeln), freq. of drip : see drip, and
cf. rfnftl.] 1. intrans. 1. To fall in drops or

small particles, or in a quick succession of

drops : as, water dribbles from the eaves.

Which receiver . . . allows the grain to dribble only

in small quantities into the central hole in the upper mill-

stone. Paley, Nat. Theol., xv.

'Twas there I caught from Uncle Reuben's lips,

In dribbling monologue 'twixt whiffs and sips,

y I <The story '. so long have tried to tell.

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

anything, as for use or ornament, speciflcally—(o)

In med. and surg., the remedy or apparatus applied to a

wound or sore, etc (6) The manure or compost spread

over land in preparing it for cropping, (c) In cookery: (1)

The sauce, etc., used in preparing a dish for the table. (2)

Stuffing ; the flavored material, as bread-crumb, inserted

In a fowl, in veal, etc., (or roasting. fCoUoq.] (d) The

flaze, stiHening, or finishing applied to textile fabrics

5 give them greater smtjothness and firmness, to allow

of their being folded, packed, etc., with greater ease, and

" And don't trouble to dress," continued the consider-

ate aunt, ** for we are not very dressy here."
Marriage, I. 33.

2. Having an air of fashion or dress ; modish

;

stylish: said ofgarments or materials. [CoUoq.]

Many hints had been given on the virtues of black vel-

vet gowns ; . . . they were dressy, and not too dressy.
Marriage, I. 206.

sometimes with the diiihonest intehtiun of giving them ar- drest^. An occasional preterit and past parti-
tiftcial weight or the appearance of greater excellence of

,.jple Qf dresS.
manufacture, (e) In arch., the moldings around doors,

windows, and other openings on an elevation.

3. A thrashing; a flogging or beating; a repri-

mand or scolding. [Colloq.]

If ever I meet him again, I will give him such a dress-

ing as he has not had this many a day.
Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, xxx.

dressing-bench (dres'ing-bench), n. In brick-

making, a bench with a cast^rou plate upon
which the bricks, after drying in the sim, are

rubbed, polished, and beaten to make them
.'symmetrical.

dressing-boardf (dres'ing-bord), n. Same as

dresser^, 1.

She's laid him on a dressin board,
Whar she did often dine.

Sir Hugh (Child's Ballads, III. 143).

dressing-case (dres'ing-kas), n. A box con-
taining certain requisites for the toilet, as

combs, shaving apparatus, hair-, tooth-, and
nail-brushes, pomatum, etc.

dressing-floor (dres'ing-flor), n. In mining, an
area of ground near the mouth of the mine with

a floor of firmly beaten earth or paved with
stones, on which the ores as they arrive at the

drest^t, n. See drast.

dretchif, ^'. t. [ME. drechen, drecchen, later

dretchen, < AS. dreccan, vex, trouble, afliict.

Connection with dretch^ doubtful.] To vex

;

trouble; oppress.

This chanteclere gan gronen In his throte,

Aa man that iu his dreme is drecched sore.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 37.

"Truly," said the bishop, "I saw the angels heave up

2t. To fall weakly and slowly.

The dribbling dart of love. Shai., M. for M., i. 4.

3. To act or think feebly ; want vigor or energy.

[Rare.]

Small temptations allure but dribling offenders.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

4. To be of trifling importance. [Bare.]

Some dribbling skirmishes. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 597.

n. trans. 1. To throw down or let fall in

drops or bits.

Let the cook followwith a ladle full of soup, and dribble

it all the way up stairs. Swift, Directions for Servants.

2. To give out in small portions : often with out.

stripes, too, at intervals, dribbled out the Marsala with
a solemnity which would have done honour to a duke's
butler. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxvii.

3. In foot-ball and other games, to give a slight

kick or shove to, as the ball, without intend-

ing to send it far.

As we wheeled quickly, I saw that one of the other two
men on our side had stopped it [the ball], and was begin-

ning to dribble it along, t'. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, viii.

Sir Launcelot towards heaven and the gates of heaven
dribble^ (drib'l), n. [< dribble\ V.l 1. Any

opened against him." " It is but dretching of swevens,

said Sir Bi>rs, "for I doubt not Sir Launcelot aileth noth-

ing but good. " Sir T. Malory, Morte d'Arthur, III. clxxv.

dretch^t, ". «'• [= So. dretch, dratch, linger, <

ME. drechen, drecchen, later dretchen, Imger,
delay (not in AS. in this sense). Perhaps =
MHG. trecken, Q. trecken = D. trekken = Dan.
trcckke, draw, pull (D. and Dan. forms perhaps
of HG. origin).] To delay; linger.

What shold I drecche, or telle of his array?
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1264.

Be than [by then] the Romaynez ware rebuykyde a lyttille,

With-drawes theyme drerely and dreches no lengare.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2154.

dreult,®.'. An obsolete spelling of drooJ.

surface are sorted or receive their first rough dre'vet, v. t. See drove*.

treatment. See gpalling-floor. drevilt, n. Same as drivepi.

dressing-frame (dres'ing-fram), n. A frame of dre'W (dro). Pretent of draw.

wire, Laving the general shape above of the dreyt, n. See dray^.

shoulders and bust of a woman, and below fol- dreyet, a. An obsolete form of dry. Chaucer.

lowing the curves of a skirt: used in shaping dreyer, «. See dreier.

dresses, draping the folds, etc. dreyllng (dn ling), n. An old Danish copper

dressing-gown (dres'ing-goun), M. A loose and coin, a quarter-skilling.

ea.sy gown or robe worn while making the toilet dreyntt. -Aji obsolete past participle of drenchK

or wh»n in dishabille. Dreyssena, ». See Dretssena.

dressing-jacket (dres'ing-jak'et), n. A loose drib't (drib), V. [A dial, var., like drub, of ME.
"

upper garment of washable material worn by rfrej^cH, hit, strike, slay: see rtr«6. Inpart(def,

women wliile dressing. Also dressinq-sack.

dressing-knife (drcs'ing-nif), n. [< ME. dress-

ingknifi, drcsxioi'/cnyfe, etc.] A slightly curved
blade with handles, used by tanners in shaving

off the fatty tissue from the hides.

small quantity of dropping or trickling fluid

;

a dropping or dripping: as, the dribble from the

eaves.
If that little dribble of an Avon had succeeded in engen-

dering Shakespeare, what a giant might we not look for

from the mighty womb of Mississippi?
iKTWell, Study Windows, p. 185.

2. Drizzly or wet weather. [Scotch.]

Now thou's tum'd out, for a' thy trouble.

But house or bald.

To thole the winter's sleety dribble

An' cranreuch cauld 1 Bums, To a Mouse.

dribble^ (drib'l), v. i. [A var. of driveU by con-

Ct drabble.] To drivel;

A variant of drivel^.

A weak person ; a driv-

2) mixed with drib^, dribble^ q. v.] I. tratts.

1. To cut off; chop oft. Dekker. Specifically

—

2. To cut off little by little ; cheat by small and
reiterated tricks

;
purloin.

He who drives their bargains dribs a part. Dryden.

fusion with dribble^.

slaver.

dribble^t (drib'l), n.

dribbler (drib'Wr), n.

eler.

The aspirants and wranglers at the bar, the dribblers

and the spit-fires. Southey, The Doctor, Interchapter vii.

driblet, dribblet (drib'let), «. [< dribblei- +
dim. -et.] A small piece or part; any incon-

siderable part of a whole: as, the money was
paid in driblets; the food was doled out in drib-

lets.

The driblet of a day. Dryden.

The savings banks of the United States had, in 1887,

some $1,200,000,000 of deposits. . . . Saved in dribblets, it

would have been spent in dribblets, and would have passed

out of reckoning without domg the world any service, but
for the savings banks. The Century, XXXY. 865.

dridder (drid'6r), n. Same as dreder.



drlddle

drlddle (drid'l), r. i. ; pret. and pp. (Iriddled,

ppr. (Iriddling. [Sc., also written dntttle, dni-

tle; origin obscure.] 1. To play unskilfnlly,

as on the violin.

A pigniy scraper wi" his fiddle,

Wha us'd at trysts and fairs to driddle.
Btinui, Joliy Beggars.

2. To wander aimlessly or feebly from place

to place.—3. To work constantly without mak-
ing much progress.

driest, a- An obsolete spelling of dry.

dlie^, V. t. A Scotch spelling of dree^.

Would'st thou thy every future year
In ceaseless prayer and penance drie,

Yet wait thy latter end with fear-
Then, darii^ warrior, follow me

!

Scott, L. of L. M., IL 5.

drier (dri'6r), «. [< dry + -«ri.] One who or

that which dries or is used in (frying. Specifi-

cally— (a) A machine or mechanical contrivance or appa-
ratus used in removing moisture from some substance : as,

Mfmlt-drier; aclothes-iiWer; a grain-drwr. ((<)Anysub-
Btance added to a paint to increase its drying quality. It

may be a liquid, such as japan, or a dry material, as oxid

of lead, oxid of manganese, burnt umber, or sugar of

lead. Also spelled liri/ii.— Centrifugal drier, a ma-
chine in which rotary motion is the direct means of ex-

tracting moisture. It consists of two circular tubs of
metal placed one within the other, the smaller one being
pierced with many small holes and revolving on its axis.

On placing sugar, wet fabrics, etc., within the interior ves-

sel and setting it in rapid motion, the water is expelled
by centrifugal force. See evaporator and lumber-drier.

drier, driest (dri'6r, dri'est). Comparative and
superlative degrees of dry.

driiet, «'. A Middle English form of drive.

drift (drift), n. [< ME. drift, dryft, act of driv-

ing, a drove, shower of rain or snow, impulse
(not in AS. ; = OFries. 'drift (in comp. tir-drift)

= D. drift, a drove, flock, course, current, ar-

dor, = MLG. drift = MHG. trift, a drove, herd,

pasture, drift (of wood, etc.), activity, = Icel.

drift, dript, a snow-drift, = Sw. drift, impulse,
instinct, = Dan. drift, instinct, inclination,

drove, (naut.) drift, leeway) ; with formative -t,

< AS. drifan, pp. drifen, drive: see drive.'] 1.

A driving; a force impelling or urging for-

ward; impulse; hence, figuratively, overbear-
ing power or inifluence.

Tlie ffolke was so ferd, that on flete were.
All drede for to drowne with dryft of the se ;

And in perell were put all the pronde kynges.
Degtructum of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4635.

The dragoun dreew him awaie with drift of his winges.
Aliiiaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 998.

A bad man, being under the drift of any passion, will still

follow the impulse of it till something interi>oses.

Sottth, Sermons.

There is a kind of undertow in that rich baritone of his

that sweeps our minds from their foothold into deeper
waters with a drift we cannot and would not resist.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 383.

2. Anything driven; especially, an assemblage
or a number of things or animals driven, or im-
pelled by any kind of force : as, a drift of trees
m a torrent; a drift of cattle (a drove); a drift

of bullets.
Anton Shiel, he loves not me.
For I gat twa drifts of his sheep.

Hobie Noble (Child's Ballads, VI. 100).

A dryft of tame swine.
Stmtt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

We saw a great drift ; so we heaved out our skiff, and
It proved a fir log, which seemed to have been many years
in the water. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 20.

Drifts of rising dust involve the sky. Dryden.

Beyond the lodge the city lies,

Beneath its drift of smoke.
Tennyson, Talking Oak.

Hence—3. A heap of any matter driven to-
gether: as, a drift of snow, or a auow-drift; a
drift of sand.

A smooth white mound the brush-pile showed,
A fenceless drift what once was road.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

4. Course of anything; tendency; aim; inten-
tion : as, the drift of reasoning or argument

;

the drift of a discourse.

And then he taketh him al to the deuises of his worldly
counsailers, and . . . maketh many wise wales as he
weneth, and al turne at length vnto foly, and one subtil
drift driueth an other to naught.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), foL 41.

These Furies : who with fell desplght . . . pursue (in-
censed)

Their damned drifts in Adam first commenced.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 1.

Hoirers betwixt two factions, and explores
The irifU of both.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, iii. 2.

He thr«w In some . . . commonplace morality to con-
ceal his real drift. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 416.

6. In geol., loose detrital material, fragments
of rook, boulders, sand, gravel, or clay, or a
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mixture of two or more of these deposits, rest-

ing on the surface of the bed-rock. The term drift

W.1S introduced by Lyell in 1840, to take the place of dilu-

vium, with which latter word the idea of a universal del-

uge, and especially the Noachian deluge, had been gener-
ally associated. (See diluvium.) The word drift is now
usually applied to detrital deposits when it is intended to

include at the same time the transportation from a dis-

tance. Almost all detrital material has, however, been
formed with more or less help from running water, and
therefore must in that process have been moved to a
greater or less distance from the place of its origin. It i-s

especially with reference to material lying on the surface
in northern Europe and northeastern North America that
the term drift is used at present by geologists, and it is

frequently called northern drift, since much of it has been
moved in a southerly direction. And since ice is believed

by most geologists to have been the principal agent by
which this drift was moved, it is also denominated glacial

drift, while the detrital material transported by the agency
of ice at the present time is not so called. See glacier

and inoraine.

6. In mining, a nearly horizontal excavation
made in opening or working a mine : nearly the
synonym of lex^el. The levels or drifts are the nearly
horizontal openings in a mine ; the shafts are the nearly
vertical openings by which the levels are connected and
made accessible. (See level and adit.) A drift is wholly
within the soil or rock ; an open cut is open to the sky.
Also driftway.

7. Naut., theleeway which a vessel makes when
lying to or hove to during a gale. Also driftway.— 8. In sMp-buildiiig, the difference between
the size of a bolt and the hole into which it is

to be driven, or between the circumference of
a hoop and the circumference of the mast on
which it is to be driven.— 9. The horizontal
oversetting force or pressure outward exerted
by an arch on the piers on which it rests.— 10.
Slowmovement of a galvanometer-needle, gen-
erally due to changes in the torsional elasticity

of the suspending fiber.— 11. In mech., a long-
ish round and slightly tapering piece of steel

used for enlarging a hole in a metallic plate ; a
drift-bolt ; a punch. It sometimes has grooves
cut in spirals on the sides, to give it cutting
edges. -Also called drijier.— 12. Milit.: (n) A
tool used in ramming down the composition
contained in a rocket or similar firework. (6)
A priming-iron to clean the vent of a piece of
ordnance from burning particles after each dis-

charge. [Eng.] (c) In gun., same as deriva-
tion, 6.— 13. A green lane. N. and Q., 7th ser.,

v. 302. [Prov. Eng.]— 14. Delay; procrasti-
nation. [Scotch.]

Trouble uppon trouble is the matter and exercise of pa-
tience, lang drift and delay of thinges hoped for is the ex-
ercise of true patience. R. Bruce, Eleven Sermons.

15. [D. drift, a course, current, apassing.] In
South .Africa, a ford.— 16. The distance tra-

versed in making a single haul of a dredge.

—

Drift epoch. See glacial epoch, under cflacial.— Drift Of
a current, the rate at which it flovfs.— Drift of the
forest, in Eng. law, a driving together of the cattle that
are in a forest, in order to ascertain their condition and
status, as to ownership, commonableness, etc. ; a kind of
"round-up."— Drifts In the sheer draft. See draftl.—
Glacial drift. See above, 5, and glacial.— Northern
drift, in geol. , a name given to boulder-clay of the Pleis-
tocene period, when its materials were supposed to have
been brought by poLar currents from the north. See
above, 5.—Road-drift, the materials scraped from a
road, as in repairing it.

drift (drift), V. [< drift, «.] I. intrans. 1. To
float or be driven along by a current of water
or air; be carried at random by the force of
the wind or tide ; hence, figuratively, to be car-
ried as if by accident or involvmtarily into a
course of action or state of circumstances.

We drifted o'er the harbour bar.
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vi.

Half the night
Buoy'd upon floating tackle and broken spars,
These drifted, stranding on an isle at morn.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

After 1860 he [Tilden] drifted into New York State poli-
tics. Ericyc. Brit, XXIII. 387.

2. To accumulate in heaps by the force of
wind; be driven into heaps.

The nightwind smooths with drafting sand
Our track. Whittier, At Port Royal.

3. In mining, to run a drift. See drift, n., 6.

II. trans. 1. To drive into heaps: as, a cur-
rent of wind drifts snow or sand.— 2. To cover
with drifts or driftage.

The sides of the road were drifted with heaps of wild
hawthorn and honeysuckle in full bloom.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 240.

The roads were drifted to such an extent that even the
ploughs could not he passed through in many places.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 187.

3. To excavate horizontally or in a horizontal
direction; drive. Shafts are sunk; levels or
drifts are driven or drifted.

driU

There is for every soil a limit in depth lieyond which it

becomes more expedient to drift the required way, and
construct a vaulted tunnel of sufiicient dimensions, than
to make an open cutting with the requisite slopes.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 448.

4. To delay; put off. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

The Lord, suppose hee drifted and delayed the effect of
his prayer, . . . yit he heareth him.

/(. Bruce, Eleven Sermons.

driftage (drif'taj), n. [< drift + -age.] 1.
That which is drifted; drift— 2. Naut., the
amoimt of deviation from a ship's course due
to leeway.— 3. In gun. and archery, windage.
drift-anchor (drift'ang"kor), n. Same as sea^
anchor.

drift-lDOlt (drift'bdlt), n. A bolt, commonly
made of steel, used for driving out other bolts.

drift-current (drift 'kur-'ent), n. A current
produced by the force of tte wind.
A current thus directly impelled by wind Is termed a

drift-current. Encyc. Brit., III. 19.

drift-ice (drift'is), n. [Of. Sw. drif-is = Dan.
drit-is. ] Masses of detached floating ice which
drift with the wind or ocean currents, as in the
polar seas.

drift-land (drift'land), n. In old Eng. law, a
tribute paid yearly by some tenants, to the
king or a landlord, for the privilege of driving
cattle through a manor on the way to fairs or
market.
driftless (drift'les), a. [<drift+ -less.] 1. With-
out drift or aim

;
purposeless ; aimless. North

British Bev.— 2. Free from drift or driftage.

Whitney describes the surface of the rock within the
driftless region as being uneven and irregular.

Geikie, Ice Age, p. 500.

drift-mining (driffmi'^ning), n. A term used
in various gold regions to denote that kind of
mining which is carried on by following, by
means of di'ifts or levels, the detrital material
in the channels of former rivers, now obliter-

ated and covered vrith volcanic and other ac-
cumulations.
drift-net (drift'net), n. A giU-net supported
upright in the water by floats and distended by
means of weights below.
drift-netter (driffnefer), n. A fisherman who
uses a drift- or gill-net.

drift-sail (drift'sal), n. Naut., a sail attached
to a hawser, thrown overboard and veered ahead
so as to act as a drag and keep the ship's head
to the sea in heavy weather.
driftway (drift'wa), w. 1. A road over which
cattle are driven.

The horse-passengerway became in lapse of time a drift-
way. Contemporary Rev., L. 376.

2. Naut. and in mining, same as drift.

driftweed (drift'wed), «. l. Same as gulf-
weed.— 2. In England, the tangle, Laminaria
digitafa, especially cylindrical portions of the
frond.

drift'WOOd (drift'wud), n. Wood drifted or
floated by water.
drifty (drif'ti), a. Forming or characterized
by drifts, especially of snow.

Drifty nights an' dripping summers. Hogg.

drightt, »• [ME., also drigt, earlier drihteti, <
AS. drihten, dryhten, a ruler, lord, prince, esp.
the Lord (= OS. drohtin = OFries. drochten =
OHG. truhtin, trohtin, trehtin, MHG. truhten,

troliten, trehtcn = Icel. drottinn = OSw. drotin,

droten, Sw. droit = Dan. drot (Goth, not re-

corded), a ruler, lord), < driht, dryhf, also ge-
driht, gedri/ht, ME. drihte (= OS. druht, in
comp., = C>Fries. dracht, dreeht = OHG. *truhf,

MHG. truht, trucht = Icel. drott), a host, com-
pany, retinue, following, people (ef. Goth ga-
drauhts, a soldier; cf. drauhtinon, serve as a
soldier, drauhiinassus, military service), < dreo-
gan, bear, endure (= Goth, driugan, serve as a
soldier) : see dree^, and cf. drossard.] A lord;
a chief ; in a particular sense, the Lord.

Me thinkth bi thine crois ligte [shinmgi.
That thu longest to ure driiste.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1310.

Which dereworthe dright desires mee too haue?
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1.

drigie (drij'i), n. Same as dirgie.

drilll (dril), V. [The meanings of drill are more
or less involved with those of trill, making their

separation, in history and definition, a matter
of some uncertainty. J>rilU, < D. drillen, bore,
turn rotind, whirl, wheel, shake, brandish, ex-
ercise in the management of arms, train, =
LG. drillen, bore, also vex, tease, tire with im-
ortunities, 'bore,'= MHG. (frcWew.tum round,
'. drillen, bore, train, also tire, 'bore,' = Dan.

\
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driU

drille, bore, tire, 'bore,' drill (in agri.), = Sw.
drilla, bore (the G. and Scand. forms are prob.
of LG. origin), = AS. thyrelian, lit. pierce, E.
thrill, make a hole, < MD. drille, a hole, = AS.
thyrcl, a hole: see thrill. See also trill^ and
trill^, and cf. driW.'] I. trans. 1. To pieree or
make a hole in with a driU or a similar tool, or
as if with a drill.

Perforated sore,
And drill'd in holes, the solid oak is found.
By wonns voracious eaten through and through.

Cowper, Tasic, t 26.

2. To make with a drill : as, to drill a hole.

—

St. To wear away or waste slowly.

This accident hath drilled away the whole summer.
Smi/t.

4. To instruct and exercise in military tactics
and the use of arms ; hence, to train in any-
thing with the practical thoroughness charac-
teristic of military training.

And drill the raw world for the march of mind.
Tennyson, Death of Wellington, vii.

He drilled himself till inflexible habit stood sentinel
before all those postern-weaknesses which temperament
leaves unbolted to temptation.

Lmedl, Fireside Travels, p. 78.

5. On American railroads, to shift (cars or loco-
motives) about, or run them back and forth, at
a terminus or station, in order to get them into
the desired position.— 6t. To draw on; entice;
decoy.

At length they drilCd them [Indians] by discourse so
near, that our Men lay'd hold on all three at once.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 114.

With faint Resistance let her driil him on.
Cortffreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

7. [<dn'H, n.,4.] In agri.: (a) To sow in rows,
drills, or channels : as, to drill wheat. (6) To
sow with seed in drills : as, the field was drilled,

not sown broadcast.
II. intrans. 1. To go through exercises in

military tactics.— 2. To sow seed in drills.

drilll (dril), n. [= D. dril = LG. drill = Dan.
dril = Sw. drill, a drill; from the verb.] 1. A
tool for boring holes in metal, stone, or other
hard substance; specifically,

a steel cutting-tool fixed to
a drill-stock, bow-lathe, or
drilling-machine. See cuts
under bow-drill, brace-drill,

and cramp-drill, in the widest
sense, tlie term is used to include all

drilliiiK-machines, or machines for
perfiirutiriK stone, metal, etc., such
as the ritck'drill, diajnoiul drill, den-
tal drill, etc. ; but not ix>ring-ma-
chines which are used for woo<l. Also
called drill-bit.

A kind of patent drill

To force an entrance to the Nation's
till. lA/well, Tempora Mutantur.

2. In mining, a borer: the
more common term in the
United States.— 3. In agri.

planting seeds, as of grasses, wheat, oats, com,
etc., by dropping them in rows and covering
them with earth. Such machines vary in form and
size from a small hand-implement sowing one row to the
Kan:;-(lriH drawn by one or two horses, and heavy steam-
pfjwer machines drawn liy a rope from a traction-engine,
as in 8t*;arn-plowing. Horse-jwwer drills are sometimes
fitted with self-feeding devices for regulating the speed and
the amount uf feed from tlie hopper to the tuljes that con-
vey the seed to the ground. They all have some form of
share or tool for opening or preparing the ground for the
seed, immeiiiately in front of the tube that distriljutes the
seed. Nearly all forms have also an attachment for cov-
ering the seed after it has been dropped. Some of the
larger machines, particularly for steam-power, are com-
bined harrows ancl drills. Grain- orseeddrilling machines
are sometimes called Keeders or seediiiff-mat-hines.

4. (a) A row of seeds deposited in the earth. (6)
The trench or channel in which the seeds are
deposited.— 5. A shell-fish which is destructive
to oyster-beds by boring into the shells of young
oysters, in the United States the name is applied to
Uronrtlpinx cinerea, a muricine gastropod with a shell
about an inch long, of an ashy or brownish coloration,
with 10 or 12 undulations on the body-whorl. It lays its
eggs in capsules containing about a dozen eggs. It ranges
along the Atlantic coast from Canada to Florida, but is

rare north of .Massachusetts. Also called borer and simH-
hore.

The destructive drill, which works its way into the shell
of the young oysters and then feasts on the nutritious oc-
cupants. Set. Anur. Supp., p. 88«8.

6. The act of training soldiers in military tac-
tics ; hence, in general, the act of teaching by
repeated exercises.

The second substitute for temperament is drill, the pow-
er of use and routine. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

Archimedean drill. Same as Pergian drill.— Bt3I-
bead drill, a dentists' drill with an enlarged conical head

^.ordinarTilondrtll

;

B, tMist-drill; C. coun-
teisinkKlhU ; D. H-drill.

a machine for
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the surface of which is formed into a series of cutting
edges: used to excavate a cavity for filling.— Car-box
drtU, a drill used to remove damaged cap-bolts from the
boxes of car-trucks.— Centrifugal drill, a drill which
carries a fly-wheel upon tlie stock to niiiiiitain steady mo-
tion.— Dental drlU, a dentists' instrument of various
forms, for cutting out decayed portions of teeth, open-
ing a nerve-cavity, etc.— Diamond drlU. (a) A drill or
borer which cuts by means of diamonds set like teeth in
an annular bit or boring-head. The boring-head, which is

a hollow cylinder, is made to revolve with rapidity by
suitable machinery, so that a large hole can be made by
cutting out only a small quantity of rock, a solid core of
which fills the hollow of the cylinder and is broken off and
removed from time to time. (6) In dentistry, a small iron
drill into the end of which is set a small piece of bort.—
Double drill, a drill with two cutters : used for making
countersink-holes, as for screw- or rivet-heads.—DouWe-
traverse drill, an adjustable machine-tool for making
exactly similar holes simultaneously at a distance apart,
as in the two ends of a bridge-link. It is used when several
pieces exactly alike are required. E. H. Knight.—Ex-
panding drill, a drill with a pair of adjustable bits which
can be spread apart at any given depth, to increase the
width of the hole at that point.— Flnishlng-drill, any
form of drill making a smooth cut, used to follow a drill
doing rapid but rough work.—Fluted drill, a drill upon
which are formed, on opposite sides, two longitudinal
grooves or flutes. The cutting faces at the point are form-
ed by the edges of these flutes, which are cut away in coni-
cal form.—Forked drill, a slotting-tool with a forked
point, used in a slot-drilling machine. It is either forged
and ground from solid steel or formed by fixing two
movable cutters in a stock. Its action is rapid, but it
leaves a rough surface, and must be followed by a flnish-
ing-tool.—lip drill, any flat drill upon the cutting edge
of which a lip is formed, either by grinding or during
the process of forging. The lip adds to the speed and
cleanness of working.— Persian drllL (a) A hand-drill
operated by a nut moved backward and forward over a
quick screw on the stock of the drill. (6) A screw-stock
drill in which, by means of bevel-pinions, the motion of
the screw-stock is transmitted to a drill at right angles
to the stock. Also called Archimedean drill, screw-stock
drill.— tieTcAne-dliU, a drill for making a hole, aa dis-
tinguished from a flnisliing-drill or a slotting-drill.—Pin
drill, a drill having a cylindrical pin projecting from the
center of its cutting face. It is used to enlarge a hole
previously made, or to face off the surface around such a
hole, the pin lieing inserted into the hole and holding the
tool true.- Plain drill, a drill of which the angular cut-
ting end is formed on a shank flattened on opposite sides
toward the point. Such drills do fair work for small holes,
but should be made with the narrow sides parallel for a
short distance from the point, to afford guidance to the
tool in the hole, as well as for the needs of sharpening.
—Pneumatic drill, a drill actuated by mechanism for
which compressed air supplies the power; an air-drill.—
Rose drill, a drill with a cylindrical cutting face, cut on
the eilge in a series of teeth : used for finishing, especially
in slot-drilling.- Roughlng-drill, any form of drill adapt-
ed for speedy working, but iiroducing a rough cut, such
as the forked drill.— Screw-Stock drUl. Same as Per-
sian driH.— Serpent's-tongue drill, a flat-ended drill of
which the point has the form of a sharpened oval. It is

used in a lathe, and is not suitable for very hard or for very
soft materials.— Square-ended drill, a drill of which
the cylindrical end is lievcUd off to a straight cutting
edge, from the center of which a small indentation is cut
out: used for slotting, etc.- Swiss drill, a cylindrical
drill of which one half the body is cut away at the point,
and the remainder is sharpened in the form of one half of
a quadrangular jiyramid. It is a form of single-acting
metal-drill.— Teat drill, a square-faced cylindrical drill
with a sharp, pyramidal projection or teat issuing from
the center of the cutting face. It is used to flatten or
finish the bottoms of holes.—Twist drill, a cylindrical
drill around the liody of which is carried a deep spiral
groove, so that the tool appears &a if twisted from a flat
har. The point is sharpened to an obtuse angle. Such
drills are used in all sizes, from a diaraeterof three inches
down.—Vertical drill, a drill witli a vertical spindle. E.
II. Kniijht.—'VfaiX-ixVil, a drilling-machine set up against
a wallj and not fitted with a table to receive the work.
The drilling-tool is often carried on a radial arm for facility
in adjusting it to the work. It is used for large work, not
adapted to be placed on a table.—Watchmakers' drill,
a small drill with a spear-shaped head having an obtuse
or but slightly acute point, the edge of which is usually
8h.ari)eiied evenly on both sides. In use it is generally
driven alternately backward and forward.

drill'-^ (dril), V. [Origin not clear; cf. ME. dril-

len, a-drillen (rare, with doubtful meaning), slip

away ; LG. drullen, ooze, = Dan. dial, drille =
Sw. drdlla, spill, as water out of a full vessel.
See the equiv. trill.'} I. intrans. To trill ; trickle

;

flow gently.

All have cool refreshing rivulets of crystal, drilling over
pebbles of amber. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa.

Into which [pool] a barren spring doth drill from be-
tween the stones of the Northward wall, and stealeth away
almost undiscerned. Sandys, I'ravailes, p. 149.

II. trans. To drain; draw off in drains or
streams : as, water drilled through a boggy
soil.

drills (dril), ». [< drim, ».] 1. A sip, as of
water.

Drylle, or lytyUe drafte of drynke, baustellus.
Prompt. Parv.

2. A rill.

.So does a thirsty land drink up all the dew of heaven
that wets its face, and the greater shower makes no tor.
rent, nor digs so much as a little furrow, that the drills of
the water might pass into rivers, or refresh their neigh-
bour's weariness. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 643.

Springs through the pleasant meadows pour their drills.

Sandys.

drill-press

drllF (dril), «. [Abbr. of drilling^ (regarded
as a collective n. ?); cf. equiv. LG. and G.
drell.'] A trade-name for <?n(fe'n</2 : often used
in the plural.

drill* (dril), n. [Developed from mandrill, an
ape, appar. regarded as < man + drill, the sec-
ond element being taken for a kind of ape. See
mandrill.} In eodl., a baboon.

What a devil (quoth the midwife), would you have your
son move his ears like a drill? Martinus Scribleru^, ii.

Specifically, 3Ionnon or Cynocephalus leucophceus, a ba-
boon of western Africa, closely related to the mandrill,
but smaller, with a black visage, and a stumpy erect tail
scarcely two inches long.

drill-barxo'W (drirbar"o), n. Same as driUi-, 3.

[Eng.]

drill-bit (dril'bit), n. Same as drilV-, 1.

drill-bo'W (dril'bo), n. [= D. drilboog.} A
small string-bow, generally made of a thin slip

of steel, used to turn a drill, the string being
twisted about the drill and the bow being re-
ciprocated forward and backward. See cut
under bow-drill.

drill-chuck (drirchuk), n. In a lathe or drill-

ing-machine, a chuck which grasps and holds
the shank of the drUl.

driller (dril'fer), n. One who or that which
drills.

In drilling, the driller turns the clamps, united to the
temper screw by a swivel. Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 116.

drillet (dril'et), n. The acom-cups of Quercus
jEgilops, used in tanning.
drill-gage (dril'gaj), n. A tool for determin-
ing the angle of the bezel or edge of a drill.

drill-harrow (drirhar''©), n. [= Dan. drU-Karv.}
A small harrow employed to extirpate weeds
and to pulverize the earth between rows of
plants. [Eng.]
drill-holder (dril'h61''''der), n. A stock, lathe-
rest, or other attachment for holding a drUl
steady or in position, while it is kept up to its

work by the tail-center.

drill-husbandry (drirhuz'''ban-dri), «. In agri.,

the method of sowing seeds in drills or rows.
drilling! (dril'ing), n. [Verbal n. of drill^, ».]

That which is worn off by a drill from the sub-
stance drilled.

When the oil-sand is reached, specimens of the drillings
are taken for evei-y run.

S. Q. Williams, Applied Geology, p. 176.

drilling^ (dril'ing), n. [Accom. to the form of
a collective n. in -ing, < G. drillich, drilling, tick-
ing, huckaback, < OHG. drilih, MHG. drilich,

drilch, drilling, as adj. three-threaded, accom.
(to G. dri-, drei= E. three) from L. trilix (trilic-),

three-threaded, < tri-, tres (= E. three) + licium,

a thrum, a thread. Cf. dimity, samite, twill.'] A
twilled linen or cotton cloth, very stout, and
used for waist-linings, siunmer trousers, etc.
Also called drill and drills.

drilling-jig (dril'ing-jig), n. A portable driU-
ing-machine worked by hand.
drilling-lathe (dril'ing-laTH), n. A drilling-

machine on horizontal ways or shears, thus re-
sembling a lathe. IC. H. Knight.
drilling-machine (driring-ma-shen''),n. Ama^
chine for cutting holes in metal, rock, etc., by
means of a drill. See drill^ Multiple drilling-
machine, a machine-tool having a number of drills which
can be adjusted as to their distance apart. It is adapted
for drilling holes at regulated distances in bars which must
be exactly alike, as in bridge- and car-work.— Pillar
drilling-machine, a machine-tool of which the bed is

supported by a post or pillar, and is adjustable vertically
either by means of a rack and pinion or by a screw formed
about the pillar.— Radial drilling-machine, a drilling-
machine of which the arm supporting the drilling-tool is

pivoted so that it will swing in the radius of a circle over
the work.

drill-jar (dril'jar), n. A form of stone- or well-
boring tool in which the tool-holder is lifted

and dropped successively. E. H. Knight.
drill-master (dril'mas'^tSr), ». [= D. dril-mees-
ter.} One who gives practical instruction in
military tactics and the use of arms; hence, one
who trains in anything, especially in a mechan-
ical manner.

The number of educated officers was . . . too limited
to satisfy the imperious demands of the staff, much less
those of the drill-master. JV. A. Bev., CXXVL 79.

drill-pla'te (dril'plat), n. A breastplate for a
hand-drill.

drill-plow (dril'ploa), n. A plow for sowing
grain in drills.

drill-press (dril'pres), n. A form of drilling-

machine armed with one or more drills for bor-
ing holes in metal, and designated as vertical,

horizontal, or universal, in accordance with its

mode of working.



drill-rod

drill-rod (dril'rod), I). In boring wells, etc., the
rod used to support the drill or boring-tool and
to oouneot it with the motor at the surface.

drill-sergeant (tiril'sar'jent), n. Milit., a non-
couiniissioued officer who instructs soldiers in

their duties and trains them to military move-
ments.

drill-stock (dril'stok), n. In mech., the holder

(of which there are many kinds) for receiving

the fixed end of a drill.

drily, adv. See dryly.

Drimys (dn'mis), «. [NL., 80 named from
the bitter tonic taste of the bark, < Gr. ipi/tvc,

piercing, sharp, keen, acrid, bitter.] A genus
of evergreen aromatic shrubs or small trees,

Flowering Branch of Drimys l^'interi.

belonging to the natural order Magnoliacece and
nearly related to the genus Illicium. There are 5

species, of which 2 are Australian, the otliers belonging
respectively to New Zealand, Borneo, and South America.
D. Winteri of South America yields Winter's bark (which
see, uniiur bark'^).

drinesst, »• An obsolete spelling of dryness.

drink (dringk), v.
;
pret. drank (formerly drunk),

pp. drunk (sometimes drank, formerly drunken),

ppr. drinking. [< ME. dnwi-ett (pret. drank,
dronk, pi. drunke, drunken, dronke, dronken, pp.
drunken, dronken, dronke), < AS. drincan (pret.

dranc, pi. druneon, pp. druncen) = OS. drinkan
= OPries. drinka = D. drinken = MLG. LG.
drinken = OHG. trinchan, MHG. G. trinken =
leel. drekka = 8w. dricka= Dan. drikke = Goth.
drigkan, drink. From G. come It. trincare =
F. trinquer, touch glasses, hobnob. Hence
drench^, drown, q.y.i I. intrans. 1. To swal-
low water or other fluid.

Thei ne ete ne dronke of all that nyght, and no more ne
hadde thei don of all the day be-fore, for the bataile hadde
endured all the day. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 171.

To drink or eat in earthenware we scorn,
Which cheaply country cupboards does adorn.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, ill. 281.

Specifically— 2. To imbibe spirituous liquors,
especially habitually or to excess ; be intem-
perate in the use of spirituous liquors.

Tliey drank, and were merry with him. Gen. xliii. 34.

To drink deep, to talte a deep draught; indulge in
intoxicating liquors to excess.

A little learning is a dangerous thing

;

Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring

:

There shallow draughu intoxicate the brain.
And drinlcing largely sobers us again.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 216.

To drink to, to salute in drinlcing ; invite to drink by
drinking first ; wish well to in the act of taking the cup.

I drink to the general joy of the whole table.
And to our dear friend Banquo. Shak. , Macbeth, iii. 4.

n. trans. 1. To swallow (a liquid) ; receive
(a fluid) into the stomach through the mouth

;

imbibe: as, to drink water or wine.
After drinking a glass of very good iced lemonade, I

took my leave, much amused and pleased.
ilacaulay. Life and Letters, I. 192.

2. To affect in a specific way by or in drinking

;

induce a condition in by the act or example of
drinking : as, to drink a bowl empty; he drank
his companions drunk.

Xerxes, whose populous Army drunk rivers dry, and
made mountains circumnavigable.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 20.

3. To suck in ; absorb ; imbibe.
And let the purple vllets drink the stream. Dryden.

4. Figuratively, to take in through the senses,
as the ear or eye, with eagerness and pleasure

:

with reference to utterance or appearance.
My e&TB have not yet drunk a hundred words
Of tby tongue's uttering. Shak,, K. and J., U. ii.
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Still drink delicious poison from thy eye.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 122.

5t. To take in (vapor, fumes, or smoke) ; in-

hale : as, to drink the air. Old writers often

used drink for smoke with reference to tobacco.

I did not, as you barren gallants do,

Fill my discourses up drinking tobacco.
Chapman, All Fools, ii. 1.

By this air, the most divine tobacco that ever I drunk.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

Thou can'st not live on this side of the world, feed well,

and drink tobacco.
O. Wilkins, Miseries of Inforced Marriage.

Fumosus cannot eat a bit, but he
Must drink tobacco, so to drive it down.

Davies, Scourge of Folly, epig. 148.

To drink down, to take away thought or consideration
of by drinking ; subdue or extinguish ; as, to drink down
care; to drii3c down unkindness.—To drink in, to ab-

sorb ; take or receive by absorption, or through the senses

or the mind : as, a plant drinks in oxygen from the at-

mosphere; todHnArin wisdom from instruction ; Ui drink
in the beauties of the scene.— To drink off, to drink the
whole of at a draught : as, to drink of a, cup of cordial.

We have no cause to complain of the bitterness of that
Cup which he hath drunk of the dregs of already.

StUlingjleet, Sermons, I. vi.

To drink off candles' endst. See candle.—lo drink
the health or to the health of, to drink while express-

ing good wishes for the health or welfare of ; signify good
will to by drinking ; pledge.—To drink up. (a) To drink
the whole of : as, to drink up a glass of wine.

That 'tis Decreed, conflrm'd, and ratified.

That (of necessity) the fatall Cup,
Once, all of vs must (in our turn) drink up.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

(6) To draw up or exhaust : as, the heated air drinks up
the moisture of the earth.

drink (dringk), n. [< ME. drink, drinke, also

assibilated drinch, < AS. drinc, drync, also drinca,

gedrinc (= Sw. drick = Dan. drik), a drink, s

drincan, drink: seedrink,v., drench^, n.~\ 1. Any
liquid, as water or wine, swallowed or taken
into the stomach as a beverage for quenching
thirst, or for medicinal purposes.
Returning back to Rome, was chosen Pope by the Name

of Adrian the Fourth, and dyed, being choaked with a Fly
in his Drink. Baker, Chronicles, p. 58.

We drunk our first New England water, with as much
delight as ever we drunk drink in all our lives.

Chron. Pilgrims, quoted in Tyler's Amer. Lit., I. 160.

Specifically— 2. Strong or intoxicating liquor

;

alcoholic stimulants collectively : as, a craving
for drink.

They fall to those spiced drinkes and sacriflceth flesh
with great mirth, and being well apayed, returne home.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 430.

3. A draught;- as much of any liquid as is or
may be taken at one time ; a potion : as, a long
drink of lemonade ; have a drink.

If thou doe give or fill the drinke, with duty set it downe.
Babees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 291.

We will give you sleepy drinks. Shak., W. T., i. 1.

Black drink. See black.— Imperial drink, a sweeten-
ed and flavored solution of bitartrate of potassium, potus
imperialis. U. S. Dispensatory.— In drink, drunk ; in-

toxicated.

I could find it in my heart to beat him . . . but that the
poor monster's in drink. Shak. , Tempest, ii. 2.

Strong drink, alcoholic liquor of any kind or all kinds.

But tliey also have erred through wine, and through
strong drink are out of the way. Isa. xxviii. 7.

drinkable (dring'ka-bl), a. and m. [< drink +
-able.'] I. a. That may be drunk; fit or suit-

able for drinking
;
potable.

By this means the water would become drinkable with
some coolness. Boyle, Works, V. 698.

The water that is in it [the pool] seems to depend on the
rains, and is not drinkable.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 10.

H. n. A liquor that may be drunk.

I never have courage till I see the eatables and drink-
ables brought upo' table, and then I'm as bauld as a lion.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii. 1.

drinkableness (dring'ka-bl-nes), n. The state
of being drinkable. Inip. Diet.

drink-a-penny (dringk'a-pen''''i), n. The little

grebe, Podicipes or Tachyhaptes fluviatilis. Also
penny-bird. Swainson. [Local, Irish.]

drinker (dring'kfer), «. [< ME. drinkere, drynk-
are, < AS. drincere (= D. drinker = OHG. Irin-

chari, drinkari, trinchare, G. trinker= Sw. drick-
are, driiiker, drinkare, drunkard), < drincan,
drink.] One who drinks; particularly, one
who drinks spirituous liquors habitually or to
excess ; a tippler.

The Sonne of man came eatynge and drynckynge, and
they say, behold a glutton and dryncker of wine, and a
frende vnto publicans and synners. Bible (1551), Mat. xi.

Spiders are great drinkers, and suffer severely from
drought. Ennje. Brit., II. 298.

drinker-moth (dring'kfer-mdth), n. The pop-
ular name of a large European bombycid moth,

dripping-pan

Odonestis potatoria : so called from its long suc-
torial proboscis or antlia.

drinking-bout (dring' king-bout), n. A con-
vivial revel ; a set-to at drinking.

The drinking-bout and quarrels of the shepherds are
seasoned with homely English allusions.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 48.

drinking-horn (dring'king-hom), «. [= Dan.
drikkehorn.l A horn used as a diinking-vessel,
or a drinking-cup made of horn. See horn.

drinklef, drenklet, v. [ME. drinklen, drenklen,

freq. of drinken, drink : see drink, and cf. drench.

See also dronkle, drown.'] I. trans. To drench;
drown. Prompt. Pare., p. 132.

II, intrans. To drown.
drinkless (dringk'les), a. [< ME. drinkeles;

< drink -t- -less.] Without drink ; halving no-
thing to drink. [Rare.]

Though a man forbede dronkennesse.
He nought forbet that every creature
Be drutikynlees for aiway, as I gesse.

Chaucer, Troilus, iL 718.

[Fairfax MS. Other MBS. have drinkless.]

O, which a sorwe
It is for to be drinkeles!

Gower, Conf, Amant., III. 3.

drink-money (dringk'mim'"i), n. Money given
to buy liquor to drink ; hence, a fee or gratuity.

drink-offering (dringk'of'^r-ing), «. A Jewish
offering of wme, etc., in sacrifices.

And with the one lamb a tenth deal of flour mingled with
the fourth part of an hin of beaten oil ; and the fourth
part of an hin of wine for a drink-ofering. Ex. xxix. 40l

drip (drip), V.
;
pret. and pp. dryjped, ppr. drip-

ping. [< ME. dryppen (rare), < AS. dryppan
(pret. drypte, impv. dryp; also drypian, pret.

'drypede, impv. drype), cause to drop, let fall

(= Sw. drypa = Dan. dryppe, drip), a causative
verb associated with the rarer secondary forms
dropian (dial, drupian; pret. dropede, dial.

drupede) and droppan (pret. "dropte), whence
E. drop, v., < *dredpan, yp.'dropen, -pret.'dredp,

pi. *drupon (occurring, if at all, only in uncer-
tain passages, but no doubt once existent), ME.
drepen, drop, fall, = OS. driopan (pret. drop) =
OFries. driapa = D. druipeyi = OHG. triufan, G.
triefen (pret. troff) = leel. drjUpa (pret. draup),

drop, drip. See drop, and cf. drib^, v., drily-

6fei.] I. intrans. 1. To fall in drops.

Of the yonge oute trie

Con here, oon there, and elles where hem dripe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. B4.

2. To shed or let fall a liquid in drops, as a wet
garment or a roof.

The eaves dripped now
Beneath the thaw.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II-. 84.

II. trans. To let fall in drops.

Her flood of tears

Seems like the lofty bam of some rich swain,
Which from the thatch drips fast a shower of rain.

Surtft.

From the roofless walls
The shuddering ivy dripped large drops.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iL

drip (drip), n. [< ME. dryppe, later drippe =
Dan. dryp, a drop: see drop, n. In the other
senses from the verb. Cf. drib^, «.] It. A
drop. See drop, n.— 2. A faUing or letting

fall in drops ; a dripping.
On the ear

Drops the light drip of the suspended oar.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 86.

The drip of water night and day
Giving a tongue to solitude.

D. G. Rossetti, The Portrait.

3. That which falls in drops ; specifically, drip-

ping, or melted fat which drips from lueat while
roasting.

Water may be procured for necessary occasions from
the heavens by preserving the drips of the houses.

Mortimer.

4. In arch., a projecting member of a cornice,

etc., so cut as to throw off water, which would
without it trickle down upon the parts beneath.
See dripstone.— 5. A receptacle for waste or
overflow: as, the drip of a water-cooler or a
refrigerator Right of drip, in law, an easement or
servitude which entitles one person to let the drip from
his eaves fall on another's property.

drip-joint (drip'joint), n. In plumbing, a mode
of uniting two sheets of metal in roofing, where
the joint is with the eun-ent, so as to form a
water-conductor. E. S. Knight.
dripping (drip'ing), n. That which falls in

drops; specifically, the fat which falls from
meat in roasting: commonly in the plural.

dripping-pan (drip'ing-pan), n. A pan for re-

ceiving the fat which dnps from meat in roast-

ing.



drlp-plpe

drip-pipe (drip'pip), n. A small pipe used to
convey away the water of condensation from a
steam-pipe.

dripple (drip'l), a. [E. dial., prob. < drip or
drop.^ Weak; rare. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
drip-pttmp (drip'pump), n. A pump used by
plumbers to remove drip, or water which col-
lects when pipes are out of order.

drip-stick (drip'stik), n. In stone-sawing, a
stick with an iron hook or a blade at the end,
serving as a spout to conduct water slowly from
a barrel to the stone to keep the kerf wet.
dripstone (drip'ston), n. 1. In arch., a pro-

Dripstone Termina-
tion.— Church at Ca-
hors, France.

To

Gate of Close, Salisbury Cathedral. Enfrland.

A Adripstone. (Right.handfi|fureshows a section of the gateway.)

jecting molding or cornice over a doorway, win-
dow, etc., to prevent rain-water from trickling
down. It is of various forms, and
terminates at each end in a head or
other sculptured device serving for
support or merely for ornament, or
Bonietimes in a simple molding. Ai-
cailadtceathfr-moldififr, orhood-m^''
ing, and, when returned square, lah< '.

2. A filtering-stone: so called
by seamen.

dritt, n. [< ME. drit, drift,

dritte (= MD. drijt, D. drcet =
Icel. drltr, excrement; from
the verb : see drite. Hence, by
transposition, dirt, q. v.] Ex-
crement; dung; dirt. Wyclif.

dritet, v. i. [< ME. dritan,
gedritan = D. drijten = Icel.

drita, void excrement. See drit, dirt, «.]
void excrement.
drive (driv), v.

;
pret. drove (formerly drave), pp.

driven, ppr. driving. [< ME. driven, earlier
drifen (pret. drof, drove, pi. driven, pp. driven),
drive (a ship, a plow, a vehicle, cattle), hunt,
chase (deer, etc.), compel to go, drive (a nail),

pursue (business), intr. go forward, press on,
rush on with violence, ride, etc., < AS. drifan
(pret. drdf, pi. drifon, pp. drifen), drive (in
nearly all the ME. uses), = OS. dribhan =
OFries. driva = LG. driben = D. drijvcn =
OHG. triban, MHG. triben, G. treiben = Icel.

drifa = Sw. drifva = Dan. drive = Goth, drei-
ban, drive. Hence drift, drove^, drivel^, etc.]

I. trans. 1. To compel or urge to move ; impel
or constrain to go in some direction or manner,
(o) To compel (an animal or a liuman Ijeing, and, by flgur-
fttive extension, inanimate things), by commands, cries,
or threats, or by gestures, blows, or other physical means,
to move in a desired direction : as, to drive a flock of sheep

;

to drive slaves ; to drice away a fear.

" Vnkynde and vnknowing 1 " quath Crist ; and with a rop
smote hem, . . .

And dro/ hem out alle that ther bowten and solde.
/Vr« riounnan (C), xix. 159.

They vse also to drive them into some narrow poynt of
land, when they And that advantage.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 133.

Afterwards we met some of his [the agn's] men drimng
off the people's cattle.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 179.

Specifically— (1) To impel to motion and quicken : applied
to draft-aninials. as a horse or an ox ; also, by extension,
to the vehicle drawn, and in recent flgurative use to a
locomotive or other engine.

Day drove Ids courser with the shining mane.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead, ii.

stage-coaches were generally driven at a rapid rate down
long inclines. The Century, XXXV. 2.

(2)-To chase (game) ; hunt ; especially, to chase(game) into
a snare or corral, or toward a hunter.

To drive the deer with hound and horn.
Earl Percy took his way. Chevy Chase.

He's owcr U> Tividale to drive a prey.
Jamie Telfer (Child's Ballads, 'VI. 106).

Drimng is now quite a recognized branch of grouse-
shooting. KiKijc. Brit., XXI. 834.

(6) To cause to move by the direct application of a physi-
cal force : as, clouds or a ship driven hy the wind ; to drive
a tiail with a hammer.
There sprang a fountaine which watereth their Coun-

trcy, and driueth their Mils. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 74.
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Swift as the whirlwind drives Arabia's soatter'd Sands.

Prior, Ode to the Queen, st. 7.

(c) In base-ball, also in lawn-tennis, etc., to knock or throw
(the ball) very swiftly, (dt) To cause to pass ; pass away

:

said of time.

Thus that day they driven to an ende.
Chaucer, Good Women, I. 2621.

Thus sho dro/ forth hir dayes in hir depe thoght,
With weping and wo all the woke (week] ouer.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 498.

2. To compel or incite to action of any kind

;

lead or impel to a certain course or result:
used in a variety of figurative senses: as, the
smoke drove the firemen from the building;
despair drove Mm to suicide ; oppression drove
them into open rebellion.

What nede dryveih the to grene wode?
Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 90).

Such is the rarenesse of the situation of Venice, that it
doth even amaze and drive into admiration all strangers.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 199.

We ourselves can neither dance a hornpipe nor whistle
Jim Crow without drimng the whole musical world into
black despair. De Quincey, Herodotus.

3. To urge; press; carrjr forward or effect by
urgency or the presentation of motives : ,as, to
drive home an argument; to drive business ; to
drive a bargain.
They . . . injoyned him not to conclud absolutly till

they knew ye termes, and had well considered of them

;

but to drive it to as good an issew as be could.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 210.

Drive a Trade, do, with your Three penny-worth of small
Ware. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 1.

Drive thy business ; let not thy business drive thee.
Franklin, Poor Richard's Almanac

You drive a queer bargain with your friends and are
found out, and imagine the world will punish you.

Thaekeray.

4. To force, in general
;
push -vigorously, in a

figurative sense.
You must not labour to drive into their heads new and

strange informations, which you know well shall be no-
thing regarded with them that be of clean contrary minds.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

We drove on the war at a prodigious disadvantage.
Swift, Conduct of Allies.

6. To convey in a carriage or other vehicle:
as, to drive a friend in the park.— 6t. To over-
run and devastate ; harry.

We come not with design of wasteful prey,
To drive the country, force the swains away.

hryden.

7. In mining, to excavate in a nearly horizon-
tal direction. See drift and level.

A Theban king on ascending the throne l)egan at once
to drive the tunnel which was to form his final resting
place, and persevered with the work until death.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 622.

8t. To endure.

Bettyr they were to he oute off lyve
I'han soche payne for to dryve.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 120.

To drive a nail In one's coffin. See cojKn.—To drive
a ship, to make it carry a great press of sail.—To drive
feathers or down, to place feathers or down in a ma-
chine which, by a current of air, drives off the lightest
to one end, and collects them hy themselves.

My thrlce-drtp^n bed of doum. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

To drive over or out, in type-setting, to carry from one
line into another, or extend beyond its proper length for
the matter contained, by unusually wide spacing: as, to
drive over or out a word or syllabic ; to drive out a Kne or
a paragraph.— To drive the baCkWOOd up. See back-
wood.—To drive the cross, in tarnet-shooting, to hit the
target at the Intersection of two straight lines ; make the
l)est shot possible.—To drive the nail, in target-stiooting,
to strike the head of a nail with the bullet and thus drive
it into the wood ; hence, to make a good shot ; make a good
hit, as in an argument.

A shot which comes very close to the nail is considered
that of an indifferent marksman ; the bending of the nail
is, of course, somewhat better ; but nothing less than hit-

ting it right on the head is satisfactory. . . . Those who
drive the Tiail have a further trial among themselves.

Audubon, Oniith. Biog., I. 293.

To drive to one's wit's end, to perplex utterly ; non-
plus.

Then the text that disturbed him came again into his
mind : and he knowing not what to say nor how to answer,
was "driven to his wit's end, little deeming, "he says, '* that
Satan had thus assaulted him, but that it was his own
prudence which had started the question."

Southey, Bunyan, p. 21.

To drive to the waH, to force to accept unapproved
terms or circumstances

; push to extremity ; crush.

There was a disposition in Congress to keep no terms
with the President— to drive him completely to the wall.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 33.

= Syn. 1 and 2. See thrust.

n. intrans. 1. To go along before an im-
pelling force ; be impelled ; be moved by any
physical force or agent : as, the ship drove be-
fore the wind.
A Spanish Carauell comming to water at Dominica, one of

the Caniball Hands, the Sauages cut her Cable in the night,
and so she draue on shore, and all her companie was sur-
prised and eaten by them. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 902.

drive

lying with the helm a-weather, we made no way but
as the ship drove. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 21.

Seven days I drove along the dreary deep.
And with me drove the moon and all the stars.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. To act or move with force, violence, or
impetuosity: as, the storm drove against the
house ; he drove at the work night and day.

Fierce Boreas drove against his flying sails. Dryden.
He flew where'er the horses drove, nor knew
Whither the horses drove, or where he flew.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Jletamorph., il

Heapt in mounds and ridges all the sea
Drove like a cataract. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

Heroes madly drave and dashed their hosts
Against each other. Bryant, Earth.

3. To ride on horseback. [Now only provin-
cial.]

He cam driuende upon a stede. Havelok, 1. 2702.

Whan thei hadde thus rested a-while thei saugh her
meyne come full harde dryuinge, (for the sarazins re-
couered a-iioon as the knyghtes of the rounde table lefte
the standard. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 336.

4. To be conveyed in a carriage ; travel in a
vehicle drawn by one or more horses or other
animals.— 5. To aim or tend; make an effort
to reach or obtain : with at: as, the end he was
driving at.

They are very religious & honest gentle-men, yet they
had an end yt they drove at & laboured to accomplish.
Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 401.

I don't know what you mean. Brother—What do you
drive at. Brother? Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

6. To aim a blow ; strike -with force : with at.

At Anxur's shield he drove, and at the blow
Both shield and arm to ground together go.

Dryden, .^Eneid.

7. To work with energy ; labor actively: often
with away.
She had been kneeling, trowel in hand, driving away

vigorously at the loamy earth. The Century, XXXV. 947.

8+. To take the property of another ; distrain
for rent ; drive cattle into a pound as security
for rent.

His landlord, who, he fears, hath sent
His water-bailiff thus to drive for rent.

Cleaveland.

The term driving was applied to a summary process for
recovering rent wliich the law in these days conferred up-
on the landlord, whereby he could drive to the pound the
cattle of any tenant who owed any rent whatever, without
previous notice to the tenant or any statement of the land-
lord's demand having been furnished to him, and the cat-
tle so impounded might be kept in durance until the rent
was paid. Treneh, Realities of Irish Life.

To drive out, in type-setting, to space out lines so as to
make the matter fill a larger or the desired amount of
space.—To let drive, to aim a blow ; strike.

Four rogues in buckram let drive at me.
Shak., IHen. IV., ii. 4.

drive (driv), n. [< drive, f .] 1. The act or re-
sult of driving; something done by means of
driving, (a) An urging or impelling forward of an as-
semblage of animals, of a collection of logs in a stream,
etc. : as, a drive of cattle on the plains for the purpose of
branding or sorting them ; a drive of game for the con-
venience of sportsmen.

Sometimes an animal— usually a cow or steer, but,
strangely enough, very rarely a bull— will get fighting
mad, and turn on the men. If on the drive, such a beast
usually is simply dropped out.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 861.

(6) A strong or sweeping blow or impulsion, (c) In type-
founding, the deep impress of the steel punch or model-
letter in a bar of copper. Also known as a strike or un-
justijied matrix. It is usually made by a quick and strong
blow in cold-rolled copper. The drive, when fltted to the
mold, is called 9. justified matrix.

When the letter is perfect, it is driven Into a piece of
pollslted copper, called the drive or strike. This passes to
the justifler, who makes the width and depth of the faces
uniform throughout the fount. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 699.

(d) In base-ball, also in lawn-tennis, etc., the knocking or
throwing of a ball very swiftly, (e) Conveyance in a
vehicle; an excursion or airing in a carriage: as, to take
a drive.

2. That which is driven ; cattle, game, etc.,

driven together or alone.
In each of these tributaries [of St. Croix river] lay last

spring what is termed a heavy drive of logs.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 101.

3. The state of being driven or hurried ; ex-
treme haste or pressure : as, a drive of business.
[Colloq.]

Many collieries are now turning out 1600 tons a day, re-

quiring one incessant drive. The Engineer, LXV. 248.

4. A course upon which carriages are driven

;

a road prepared for driving : as, the drives in a
park.— 5. The course or country over which
fame is driven.— 6. The selling of a particular
ind of goods, as gloves, below the usual price,

in order to draw customers. [Trade cant.]—
7. A jest or satirical remark directed at a per-
son or thing. [Colloq., U. S.]



driTe-boat

drive-boat (driv'bot), h. A light rowing-boat
used by the drivers in driving menhaden into

the net or seine.

drive-bolt (driv'bolt), n. A tool used to drive

a bolt home (that is, to its final position) when
this cannot be done with a hammer.

drivel^ (driv'l), v. i. ;
pret. and pp. driveled, driv-

elled, ppr. driveling, drivelling. [< ME. drivelen,

t^o drevelen, var. of dravelen, which is another
form of drahelen, drabble : see drabble and drib-

ble-, and drool, a contr. of driveU.'] 1 . To slav-

er ; let spittle drop or flow from the mouth, like

a child, an idiot, or a dotard.

No man could spit from him without it [the tongue],
but would be forced to drivel, like some paraliticks or a
fool. Orew, Cosmologia Sacra, i. S.

2. To be weak or foolish; talk weakly or fool-

ishly; dote.

That folly of drivelling infidelity, which shivers at every
fresh revelation of geology. De Quincey, Herodotus.

driveU (driv'l), n. [< driveU, ».] 1. Slaver;
saliva flowing from the mouth.

But when he spied her his saint.

He wipte his greasie shoes,

And cleai''d the driuetl from his beard,
And thus the shepheard wooes.

Wartur, Albion's England, iv. 20.

2. SiUy, immeaning talk; inarticulate non-
sense; senseless twaddle, like the talk of an
idiot.

drivel^t (driv'l), n. [Also written drcvil, drevill,

drercl, also dribble (see dribble^); < ME. drivel,

a servant, slave (= MD. drevel = MLG. dravel,

drevel, a servant, = OHG. tribil, MHG. tribel,

treibel, a driver, a servant), < driven, etc., drive,

pursue business, etc. No connection with driv-

eU, with which dictionaries have confused it.]

A servant ; a drudge ; a slave.

Thu schalt be mare beon idrecchet then eni drivel i the
hus other eni hured hine [Thou shalt be more oppressed
than any drivel in the house or any hired hind],

Hali Meidenhed (ed. Cockayne), p. 29.

That foule aged drevill. Spenser, F. Q., IV. it 3.

Amphialus having persuaded Clinias to write a bold an-
swer to Dametas, calling him a "filthy drivel," Dametas,
who was as great a coward as Clinias, would have drawn
back. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

driveler, driveller (driv'l-6r), n. One who driv-
els ; an idiot ; a fool.

From Marlix)rough's ejjes the streams of dotage flow,

And Swift expires a driveler and a show,
Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes.

Due mirth he loved, yet was his away severe

;

Ko blear-eyed driveller got his stagger here.
Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

driven (driv'n). Past participle of drive.

driver (dri'ver), n. [< ME. driver, drifer ==

OFries. drivere = LG. driver = D. drijver =
OHG. tripdri, MHG. tribwre, triber, G. treiber; <

drive -i- -erl.] 1. One who or that which drives.
Specifically— (a) One who drives animals or men. (1)
One who drives horses or cattle ; a drover.

The multitude, . . . like a drove of sheep, . . . may be
managed by any noise or cry which their drivers shall ac-
custom them to. South, Works, II. Ix.

(2) One who drives draft-animals attached to a vehicle.

The carts with the drivers, and with the oxen, camels,
asses, and mules, with the whole carriage and victuals, he
tooke and brought with him. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. i, 84.

(3) Formerly, in the southern United States, specifically,
the overseer of a gang of slaves.

A driver is the foreman of a gang of laborers.
The Century, XXXV. 110.

(4) By extension, a locomotive.engineer. (5) A subordi-
nate official formerly employed in driving for rent in Ire-

land. See drive, v. i., 8. (6) One who drives game to a
hunter ; in deer-hunting, one who puts the hounds on the
track of the game. (6) One who sets something before
him as an aim or object ; an aimer.

A dangerous driver at popery and sedition.
Bp, Mountagu, Appeal to Ctesar, p. 80.

(c) One who drives logs down a stream. [U. S.] (d) An
energetic, pushing person. [Colloq.] (6) In the menhaden-
fishery, one who drives the fish into the net by throwing
stones at them from a light -owlwat, a pile of stones being
carried for the purpose. (/) Naut. : (1) A large sail, like

a studdingsail, formerly set abaft the mizzenrnast where
the spanker is now set ; hence, the spanker. See cut under
sail. (2) The foremost spur in the bulgeways. (g) In
mach. : (1) A driving-wheeL (2) The tread-wheel of a
harvester. (3) A tamping-iron, used to tamp the powder
in a bUist-hoIe. (4) A curved piece of metal fixed to the
centerH;hnck of a lathe. (5) The cross-bar on the spin-
dle of a grindlng-mill. (6) Same as drift, n., 11. (7) A
substance interposed Ijetween the driving instrument and
the thing driven. A cooper drives hoops l)y striking upon
the driver. (8) In weaving, a piece of wood or other ma-
terial, upon a spindle, and placed in a box, which impels
the shuttle through the opening in the warp, (h) A wooden
golf-club with wliich the ball is driven from the tee. Also
play-cluJj. See cut under golf-club.

2. A bird, the dowitcher. [Local, U. 8.]
driver-ant (dri'vfer-^nt), n. The popular name
of a species of ant in western Africa, Anomma
areenn, of the family Dori/lidsg : so called from
its driving other animals before it.
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driver-boom (dri'v6r-b6m), n. Naut., an old

term for spanker-boom.

driveway (driv'wa), «. A way for driving;
a drive ; specifically, a private road, as from a
house to the street entrance.

drive-'Wheel (driv'hwel), n. Same as driving-

ichecl.

driving-axle (dri'ving-ak"sl), n. See axle.

dri'Ving-band (dri'ving-band), n. The band or
strap which communicates motion from one
machine to another, or from one part of the

same machine to another.

driving-bolt (dri'ving-bolt), n. A tool used
by wheelwrights for driving in nave-boxes.
dri'ving-box (dri'ving-boks), n. 1. The journal-

box of a driving-axle.— 2. The driver's seat on
a coach.

dri'ving-cap (dri'ving-kap), n. A cap of iron,

fitted to the top of a pipe, as in an oil-weU, to

receive the blow when driven and thus to pro-

tect the pipe.

driving-uiisel (dri'ving-chiz''el),TO. S&eehisel^.

driving-gear (dri'ving-ger), n. See gear.

driving-notest (dri'ving-nots), n. pi. In mu-
sic, syncopated notes— that is, notes driven
through an accent without repetition. See syn-

copation.

driving-shaft (dri'ving-shaft), n. In mach., a
sliaft from the driving-wheel communicating
motion to machinery.
driving-spring (dn'ving-spring), n. In rail.,

the spring fixed upon the box of the driving-
axle of a locomotive engine, to support the
weight and to deaden shocks.

driving-wheel (dri'ving-hwel), ». 1. lumach.,
a main wheel that communicates motion to an-
other or to others.— 2. In rail., one of the large
wheels (commonly four, though occasionally as
many as ten, in number) in a locomotive en-
gine which are fixed upon the crank-axles or
main shafts.

Also called driver and drive-wheel.

drixy (drik'si), a. [Formerly also dricksie;

var. of druxy, q. v.] If. Decayed, as a tree or
timber.
The resemblance misticall : as when we liken a young

childe to a greene twigge which ye may easilie bende
euery way ye list ; or an old man wlio lal)oureth with cou-
tinuall infirmities, to a drie and dricksie oke.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed, Arber), p. 251.

2. Dwarfish; stunted. [Scotch.]

drizzle^ (driz'l), v. ;
pret. and pp. drizzled, ppr.

drizzling. [Early mod. E. drizlc, drisel; prob.
< ME. *dreselen, an unrecorded freq. of dresen

(pp. ydroren; rare), fall, < AS. dredsan (pret.

dreds, pi. druron, pp. droren), fall (as rain, snow,
dew, fruit, the slain, etc.), = OS. driosan =
Norw. drjosa = Goth, driusan, fall: an orig.

Teut. verb, found otherwise only in the causa-
tive, OHG. troran, MHG. troren, cause to drop,
let fall in drops, pour, shed, throw away (=
Icel. dreyra, intr. ooze, bleed), and in other sec-
ondary forms : AS. drOsian, sink, become slug-
gish (see drowse); E. dial, drose, droze, freq.

drosle, drip or gutter, as a candle ; LG. drusen,
also drusken, fall with a noise, make a noise,
= MD. drnyschen, make a noise; LG. droschen,
dreschen = G. dial, drduschen, dreuschen, for-

merly dreusscn, rain heavily, shower; Norw.
drysja, faU, fall and scatter, as grain, rush with
a noise, tr. scatter, spread, = Dan. drysse, fall

or drop in small particles, tr. sprinkle ; and in
the derivatives dross and dreary, and their kin-
dred: see dross and dreary.'] I, intrans. To
fall, as water from the clouds, in very fine par-
ticles; rain in small drops: as, it drizzles; driz-
zling drops ; drizzling rain.

Drizzling tears did slied for pure affection. Spender.

Sometimes, though Init seldom, when these Winds blow
the Sky is over.cast witli small Clouds, which afford some
drizling small Rain. Dampier, Voyages, H. iii. 45.

A silver car, air-bome.
Whose silent wheels, fresh wet from clouds of morn.
Spun off a drizzling dew. Keats, Endymion, ii.

II. trans. To shed in small drops or particles.

The earth doth drizzle dew. Shak., R. and J., iii, 5.

drizzle^ (driz'l), n. [< drizzle^ ».] A light
rain ; mizzle ; mist.

drizzle^ (driz'l), n. A local English name of
the young ling. Also called ling-drizzle.

drizzly (driz'li), a. [< drizzle -)- -^l.] Driz-
zling ; consisting of or characterized by drizzle.

Winter's drizzly reign. Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics.

But the shapes of air have begun their work,
And a drizzly mist is around him cast.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, p. 47.

drock (drok), n. [E. dial.] A watercourse. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]

droit

drock (drok), V. f. [E. dial., < drock, ».] To
drain with underground stone gutters. Halli-
icell. [Prov. Eng.]

droflandf, ». [.An old law term, < ME. drof,
drove, drove, + land; also called drifUland and
drifland {dryjland) : see drift-land.] Same as
drift-land.

droger, drojgher (dro'gfer), n. [Prob. of West
Indian origin.] 1. A small West Indian coast-
ing craft, having long light masts and lateen
sails.— 2. Any slow, clumsy coasting craft.

We carried (two hides on the head at a time] for the
first few months ; but after failing in with a few other
" hide droghers," and finding that they carried only one
at a time, we " knocked off " the extra one.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 99.

droghing (dro'ging), n. [< drogh(er) + -ingl.']

The West Indian coasting carrying-trade.

drogmant, drogomant (drog'man, -o-man), «.

Obsolete forms of dragoman.
dro^e (drog), n. [See drag, «.] The drag,
an implement used to cheek the progress of a
running whale by being bent on to the drogue-
iron. It is made in various ways. A common drogue is

made of two pieces of board, 12 or 14 inches square, nailed
together, with sometimes a third upright piece, to which
the drogue-lashing is made fast. Another is made like a
small wooden tub with an upriglit to which the lashing i3

bent on. Also drug.

The drogue consists of a hinge-jointed iron ring ... to
which a conical canvas bag is sewn, and roped.

Qualtrmigh, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 122.

drognet (dro-ga'), n. [F. : see drugget.] A
French term for various fabrics for wearing-
apparel : used in English especially for a ribbed
woolen material for dresses ; a variety of rep.

droilt (droil), V. i. [Also droyl, droyle; prob. <
D. driiilen, MD. drnylen, loiter, slumber, move
stealthily; connection with the noun uncer-
tain.] To work sluggishly or slowly

;
plod.

Let such vile vassals . . .

Drudge in the world, and for their living droyle.
Spenser, Mother Hut>. Tale, 1. 157.

The soul forgot her heavenly flight, and left the dull
and droyling carcas to plod on in the old rode and drudg-
ing Trade of outward conformity.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

droiU (droil), n. [Also droyle, droile: see the
verb. Cf . Icel. drjoli, a drone, sluggard ; Gael.
rfroH, an awkward sluggard.] 1. Labor; toil;

drudgery.

'Tis I do all the droil, the dirt-work.
Shirley, Gentleman of Venice, i. 2.

2. A drudge.

Peasants and droyls.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, ii. 1.

droit (droit; F. pron. drwo), «. [< OF. droit,

droict, dreit, F. (?roJi= Sp. derecho = Pg. direito -

= It. diretto, < ML. directum, contr. drectum,
drictum, right, justice, law, neut. of L. directum,

right, straight, direct: see direct, adroit, and
dress.] 1. In old law, right, especially a right
in land; right of ownership. The simultaneous
holding of actual possession, the right of possession, and
the right of ownership was termed droit -droit or jus du^if.
catum. Tliis constituted a completely legal title.

2. In finance, duty; custom.

The pilferings of the orchard and garden I confiscated
as droits. Marryat, Frank Mildmay, i.

Argument en droit, argument of a question of law.

—

DMeuse en droit. See defense.— Droit commun, droit
coutumier, common or general law.— Droit d'ac-
croissement, in French law, right of survivorsliip.

—

Droit d'ainesse, right by birth ; right of primogfniture.
—Droit d'aubalne. See aKixiin^.— Droit de corves,
right tofciuial service.— Droit de d^sherence, rinhtof
esclieat.— Droit de fauteulL See /at/^ci/iV.— Droit de
suite. («) Right to follow and reclaim from the hands of
atliird pei-son. (b) Right of stoi»pEige in transitu.— Droit
de tabouret. See tabouret.— Droit d'ex^cutlon, the
right of a stock.broker to sell the securities lx)Ught by him
for the account of a client, if the latter does not accept
delivery thereof. The same expression is also applied to
the sale by a stock-broker of securities deposited with him
by his client, in order to guarantee the payment of opera-
tions for which the Latter has given instructions. A apo-
leon .irgle.— Droits of admiralty, perquisites once at-

taclied to the office of admiral of Kngland. or lord liigh

admir.iL Of tliese perquisites, tlie most valuable was the
right to the property of an enemy, as ships seized on the
breaking out of hostilities. The droits of admiralty are
now paid into the exchequer for the benefit of the public
service. A tenth part of property captured at sea is al-

lowed to the captors. In American law droits of admiral-
ty are not as such recognized. Acts of Congress from time
to time have regulated the disposition of captured prop-
erty.

All those portions of the power of the admiral which
may be properly called executive or administrative are
unlinown to the American admiralty, llie trappings, per-
quisites, prerogatives, and droits of the admiralty are left

to governments with which they are in luimiony.*
Benedict, Admiralty Practice, § 33.

Plaider en droit, in French law, to interpose a defense
upon the law, as distinguished from a denial or plea of
facts.



droitural

droitural (droi'tu-ral), (I. [< OF. droiture, right,

the right side (<'ML'. directura, right, < L. direc-

tus, right: see droit and direct), + -al.l In law,

relating to a right to real property, as distin-

guished from possession—Droitural action, an ac-

tion employed to regain tile possession of real property by
one who has lost not only the possession, but also the right

of possession, and has nothing but the mere right of prop-

erty. Miiufr.

droll (drol), n. [< OP. drolle, draule, a pood
fellow, boon companion, wag, mod. F. drole, a
rogue, knave, fellow, < MD. D. drol, a droll,

merry-andrew, humorous fellow, a troll, a round
lump; cf. G. droll, a short thick person (of LG.
origin), G. dial, droll, troll, a troll (see troll)

;

cf. Gael, droll, an awkward sluggard (see droil).

The relations of the several words are not clear.

See droll, a.] 1. A waggish fellow; one whose
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2. The character of being droll; comicalness;
humor.

Tlie rich drollery of "She Stoops to Conquer."
Macaulay, Oliver Goldsmith.

3. Comical action, as in a dramatic represen-
tation ; something used or done to excite mirth.

He is loth to make nature afraid in his plays, like those
that beget tales, tempests, and such like drolleries.

B. Joiuon, Bartholomew Fair, Ind.

4t. A comio picture.

We arrived late at Roterdam, where was their annual
niarte or faire, so furnished with pictures (especially Land-
skips and Drolleries, as they call those clounish represen-
tations) that I was amaz'd. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 13, 1641.

Their [Dutch artists'] pictures, in their own age, were
not classed in the range of serious work ; they bore com-
monly the significant name of Drolleries.

F. T. Palgram, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 86.

practice or occupation is to raise mirth by odd droU-houset (drol'hous), n. A place where
tricks ; a jester, merry-andrew, or buffoon. drolls or drolleries were acted.

To the Dolphin taveme, where ... Sir Thomas Harvy
andmyself dined, . . . and very merry we were, .Sir Thomas
Har^-y being a very drolle, Pepys, Diary, II. 241.

Should the senate-house where all our lawgivers as-

semble be used for a theatre or droll-house, or for idle

puppet-shows? Watts, Holiness of Times, etc., iii.

Per-Democritus, dear Droi;, revisit Earth. drollicf (dro'lik), n. l< droll, n., + -icA
Pnor, Democritus and Heraclitm.. ^^^ \^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ puppet-show.

We see one of these rfroWii liolding a pair of bellows by^ ^t , » • r> » ••. . . our,
way of a fiddle, and using the tongs ai a substitute for „,™«ft™. <i'"'<'n of the Amazons, Anna BuUen Queen

the bow. S!ri((,.Sportr and Pastimes, p. 390. Elizabeth, or some other high princess mdroHw story.
' '

"
Fielding, Jonathan Wild, il. 3.

^ aitr ' fotoTetra^rXIcTntoS'^^^^^^^^
dxollingly (dr5'ling-U), adv. In a jesting man-

What confusion will one day cover the faces of those
that . . . speak slightly . . . and perhaps droUingly of
the supreme and infinitely perfect Being f

Boyle, Works, V. 156.

A droll, or interlude among the Greeks, I take to have
been one function of the chorus ; and with us at the thea-
tres, it is the dance in Tottenham-court-road, the ballad or
musical entertainment, which fills up the space between
the different parts of the performance. . ,,,..,, -,,. ., ry j, „ • ^ -i a^

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote. drolUstt (dro'list), n. [< droll + -M<.] A face-

In a private collection, Langbaine had gathered about a tious person ; a jester ; a buffoon,
tliousand plays, besides interludes and drolls. These idle drolliits have an utter antipathy to all braver

/. D'leraeli, Amen, of Lit., H. 17B. and more generous kinds of knowledge.

A Droit or Drollery was a dramatic piece made up of GlanviUe, Keflectlons on Drollery and Atheism, 8 3.

scenes from different plays, and acted chiefly at booths by HroUV (drol'li), adv. In a droll or comical man-
stroUing companies. ' ^ "

A. Dobson, Selections from Steele, p. 460, note. "^~-

Ca?

droll (drol), a. [< F. drdle, odd. queer, comical,
fimny. In both F. and E. the adj. appears
later than the noun. Cf. G. drollig, merry,
facetious, droll, odd. See droll, n.] 1. Wag-
gish; facetious; comical.

Dick, the merry-andrew, rather light fingered and riot-

ous, but a clever, droll fellow.

At first sight, nothing seems more droUy trivial than the
lives of those whose single achievement is to record the
wind and the temperature three times a day.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 5.

Pelvis and Hind Limb of Emu

II, ilium, with a, anterior pro-
cess, and b, posterior process; Is,
ischium: Pb, uubis; Pm, femur;
T, tibia ; F, fibula ; As, astraga-
lus ; Ca, calcaneum? i, head of
metatarsus; //, ///, ly, meta-
tarsal processes for second, third,
and fourth digits. Compare with
cut under Orttithoscelida.

Dromadidae (dro-mad'i-de), n. pZ.
~

' A family of gralla-

[NL., <i)ro-
mas (Jiromad-) + -ida;.']

torial birds of uncertain position, represented
by the genus Dromas alone. Also I>romid<E.

Macaulay, St DennU and St. George.
DromaeidSB (dro-me'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < l)ro-

2. Ludicrous; queer; laughable; ridiculous: mam + -idw.'] The emus considered as a fam-
as, a ffroH story ; a droll scene. ily of ratite birds. See DromteiruB.

1 find in them [the masterpieces of wit and humor of DromaelnaB (dro-me-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dro-
Italyj abundanceof ingenuity, of droll naivete, of pro- mwus + -ina\'\ The emus as a subfamily of

ratite birds of the family Casuariidw, repre-
sented only by the genus IJromwus (which see).

Also written Uromaiiiue.

DromseognatliSB (tiro-me-og'na-the), n. pi.

found and just reflection, of happy expression.
Macaulay, Dante.

There is a droll resolve in the Massachusetts records by
which he [Hugh Peter) is "desired to write to Holland for

600 L worth of peter, & 40 1. worth of match."
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 48.

= 8jrn. Comical, Funny, etc. (see Ittdierous); amusing,
farcic;il, waggish, fantastic, whimsical.

droll (drol), V. [= OF. droler,jest, trifle, play;
from the noun.] I. intrans. To jest

;
play the

buffoon.

[NL., fem. pi. of dromaognaihus : see dromwog-
iuitltous.'\ In ornith., a group of birds, embra-
cing only the tinamous (Tinamidts or Crypturi)

of South America ; birds which, although be-
longing to the Carinatee, have the bones of the
palate disposed substantially as in the Batitoe.

The Romans were fallen Into that degree of Irrellgion See dromcengnnthism.
and Atheism that nothing was more common among them Dromaeognaitlli (dro-me-og'na-thi),n. oZ. [NL.,
than to droU upon Religion. miUingfieet, Sermons, I. x. ,„,^^^. j,,

„, aromceognathus : See above.] Same
Tipkin is an absolute Lombard-.Street Wit, a Fellow that as I)riini<i'<>ifti(ith(e.

drout on the strength of Fifty thousand Founds.
Steele, Tender Husband, i. 1.

n. trans. If. To lead or influence by jest or
trick; cajole.

Men that will not be reasoned Into their senses may yet
lie laughed or drolled into them. Sir R. L'Estraiuje.

Wise men may be argued out of a Religion they own,
but none but Fools and Madmen will be droll'd out of it.^

.StUlintjJUet, Sermons, I. L

2. To turn into a jest. [Kare.]

In fact, I don't know but the Colonel is a little too jolly.
I'his drolling everything is rather fatiguing.

llowetls, Their Wedding Journey, p. 280.

drollert (dro'lfir), n. A jester; a buffoon.

And now he is making an experiment by another sort of
enemies, and sets the apes and drollers upjn it

Glaneille, Sermons, iv.

drollery (dro'le-ri), n.; pi. drolleries (-riz). [<
OF. droleric, draulerie, waggery, a merry prank,
an antic figure or mask set on a scutcheon or
coat of arms, mod. F. drdlerie, waggery, < drolle,

drfiie, n. See droll, n.] 1. The conduct of a
droll, buffoon, or wag ; something done to raise
mirth; sportive tricks; buffoonery; fun.

They [the people of Juilah] made sport with the Proph-
ets, and turned their Uireatnings into songs of mirth and
drollery. Stiltingfleet, Sermons, II. iv.

He contrived to make the most commonplace subjects
amnaing, and carried everyliody along with him in his
wildest flights of drulierii.

Lady Ualtand, in Sydney Smith, tv.

dromaeognathism (dro-me-og'na-thizm), n. [<
dromaiigiiaih-oits + -ism.'] The arrangement
of the bones of the palate in the particular

manner seen in the DroDueognathce and all ra-

tite or struthious birds, as the ostrich and its

allies. The posterior ends of the palatines and the an-
terior ends of the pterygoids are very imperfectly,- or not
at all, articulated with the basisphenoidal rostrum, l>eing

usually separated from it, and supported by the broad,
cleft hiniier enii of the vomer. .Strong basipterygoid pro-
cesses, arising from the l»ody of

the ba-sisphenoid, and not from
the rostrum, articulate with fa-

cets which are situated nearer
the posterior than the anterior
ends of the inner edges of the
pterygoid bones. Utixley.

dromaeognathons (drd-

me-og'na-thus), a. [<
NL. dromwognathus, <

Dromwus, the generic
name of the emu, + Gr.

yv6doc, jaw.] 1 . Exhibiting
dromffiognathism ; hav-
ing the palate-bones dis-

posed substantially as in

the ostrich.— 2. Belong-
ing to or being one of the
I>romceogna thm.

All the Ratite birds, and the
tinamous alone of Carinate
birds, are druiiueognalhous.
Couea, Key to K. A. Birds, p. 168.

Skull of Nothura macu-
losa [ with most of bealc cut
off), showing dromxo^a-
thous structure of palate.

Mxp, maxillopalatine

;

PI, palatine ; Pt, pterygoid ;

yo, vomer ; -i- , basipterygoid
process.

dromedary

Dromseopappi (dro-me-o-pajp'i), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. dfM/iaio(, swift, fleet, + iramvof, a little bird.]
An order of extinct birds with teeth, conter-
minous with the subclass Odontolcm (which
see).

Dromaeornis (dr6-me-6r'nis), n. [NL., < Ih-o-
mwus, q. v., -I- Gr. opvig, a bird.] A genus of
extinct Australian ratite birds : so called from
its affinity to Dromceus, the genus of living
emus. Also Dromornis.
Dromaeus (dro-me'us), ». [NL., < Gr. Spofialo^,

swift, fleet, < fipdfio^, a running, < dpafielv, run:
see dromedary.] A ge-
nus of ratite birds,

of the family Casua-
riidcE and subfamily
Dromceinw ; the emus.
Three species are recog-
nized by naturalists, D. no-
vce-liollandice, D. ater, and
D. irroratus. In general
tlie cliaracters are those of
Casuarius, the cassowaries

;

but there is no casque upon
the head, which is feather-
ed ; the beak is compara-
tivelyslender; and the rudi-
mentary wings are entirely
hidden in the very long and
copious plumage which
parts along the back and
falls on each side in long
curly plumes, somewhat re-

sembling hair. The feathers
are double— that is, two
or even three webs grow
from one main stem. See
etnu. Also Dromaius, Dro-
miceius.

Dromaius, n. See Dro-
mmus.
Dromas (dro'mas), n.

[NL., < Gr. 6po/idc,

running, < dpafielv,

run: see dromedary.]
The typical and only
genus of grallatorial birds of the family Dro-
madidce. There is but one species, Dromas
ardeola, of India and Africa.

Dromatherium (drd-ma-the'ri-um), n. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. dpo/jdg, running, + Br/plov, a wild
beast.] 1. A genus of fossil mesozoic mam-
mals. D. silvestre, representing a very primitive type
of Mammalia, has been found in the Triassic formations
of North America, in the Chatham coal-fields of North
Carolina. The Dromatherium is the oldest American
mammal yet discovered.

2. [I. c] PI. dromatheria, dromatheriums (-a,

-umz). An animal of the genus Dromatherium.
dromedarian (dmm-f-da'ri-an), n. [< drome-
dary + -ati.] Same as dromedarist.

Ridden by dromedaria^is in Egyptian costume.
Daily Telegraph (London), Nov. 7, 1877.

dromedarist (dmm'e-da-rist), n. [< drome-
dary + -ist.] One wto rides or drives a drom-
edary.

As to 'Osma'n Ibn El-Hhebla and Mohham'mad Ib'n
Ka'mil, the Dromedarist, they journeyed until they en-
tered the castle of El-Kar'ak.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, II. 131.

dromeda^ (drum'e-da-ri), »». ;
pi. dromedaries

(-riz). [Early mod. E. also dromedare; < ME.
dromcdarie, -ary, also drowmondere, < OF. drome-
daire, F. dromadaire = Pr. dromadari, drome-
dari, dromodari = Sp. dromedal, dromedario =
Pg. It. dromedario = D. drommedaris = G. Dan.
Sw. dromedar, < LL. dromedarius, prop. *droma-
darius, extended, with suffix -arins, < L. dromas
(dromad-), a dromedary, < Gr. ipo/iac (Spo/iaS-),

running (cf. fipofialo^ Ka/i^^.o;, a dromedary, lit.

running camel), < Spafidv, 2d aor. associated with
Tpextiv, run.] 1. A thorough-bred or blooded
Arabian camel, of more than ordinary speed
and bottom, expressly cultivated and used for
riding. The dromedary is not a distinct or natural spe-
cies, but an improved domestic breed or race, bearing the

• same relation to an ordinary camel that a race-horse or
hunter does to a common horse. Dromedaries are for the
most part of the one-hiuiiped species, Camelus dromeda-
rius ; but the two-humped llactrian camel may also be
improved into a dromedary. See camel.

Abulites there mette Alexander . . . and presented hym
amongst the reste of other thinges dromedary camels yt

were wonderful swift.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, fol. 108.

After did a mightie man pursew,
Ryding upon a Dromedare on hie.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 38.

I was moving over the Desert, not upon the rocking
dromedary, but seated in a barque made of mother-of-
pearl. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 138.

2t. Same as dromon.

The dromion, dromon, or dromedari/, was a large war
ship, the prototype of which was furnished by the Saxons.

Eruyc. Brit., VIl. 310.



Dromla

Dromla (dro'mi-S), n. [NL., < 6r. Spofitac, a
kind of fish, < ifH/wc, a running, < ipafulv, run

:

see dromedary.] The typical genus of Dromi-

1776 drool

Sponge-crab {Drffmia vulgaris).

idtB, They have 2 pairs of podobranchise, 6 pairs of an-
terior and of posterior arthrobranchifle, and 4 pairs of pleu-
robranchiee.

dromic, dromical (drom'ik, -i-kal), a. [< Gr.
ipofuKo^, good at running, swift, fleet, also per-
taining to running or to a raee-course, < dpofwc,

a running, race-course: see dromos.] 1. Oif or
pertaining to a race-course or dromos, or to
racing.— 2. In the Eastern Church, equivalent
to basilican as applied to a type of church, from
its plan resembling that of a race-course.

In the Eastern church, though the erection of St. So-
phia, at Constantinople, introduced a new type which al-

most entirely superseded the old one, the basilican form—
or, as it was then termed, dromical, from its shape being
that of a race-course (dromos)— was originally as much the
rule as in the West. Encyc. Brit, III. 418.

These remarks of course apply only to churches of the
true Eastern type; there are many of the itind called
dromic, or basilican, which exhibit the early Western ar-
rangement. J, M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 170.

Dromiceius (drom-i-se'i-us), n. [NL.] Same as
Dronuvm.
Dromicia (dro-mish'i-a), TO. [NL. , < Qr. Spo/unSQ,

good at running, swift : see dromic.'] A genus
of marsupials, including the dormouse phalan-
gers, such as D. nana. There are several species of
Ueae little phalangers, resembling dormice in habits, and

And of the merchants bought a drovwnd tall

They called the Eose-Garland.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 12.

Dromornis (dro-mSr'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sp6fio^,

a running (see Dromceus), + bpviq, a bird.]

Same as Dromceornis. Owen, Pioc. Zool. Soo.,

1872, p. 682.

dromos (drom'os), n.
;

pi. dromoi (-oi). [< Gr.
(Ipd/'of, a running, course, race-course, < dpa/idv,

run: see dromedary.] 1. In (Jr. anttg., a race-
course.— 2. In archwol., an entrance-passage
or avenue, as to a subterranean treasury ; a
way bordered by rows of columns; an alley be- _ __^

tween rows of statues, as the usual approaches dVone-beetle (drdn^be'tr)
'''-

of Egyptian temples. family Geotrypida:.
'

Alleys of colossal rams or sphinxes form the approach or dronC-Cell (dron 'sel), TO. One of those cells of
drovws. C. O. MUlkr, Manual of Archacol. (trans.), s 219. ^ honeycomb which are destined for the larvK
dronel (dron), v.

;
pret. and pp. droned, ppr. of male bees. The eggs are laid in these at a

droning. [Altered, in conformation to dronc^, later period than in the worker-cells.
TO., from *droun = Sc. drune, low, murmur, < dronC-fly (dron'fli), to. A dipterous insect or
ME. drounen (rare), roar or bellow (said of a fly of the family Syrphidw, Eristalis tenax: so
dragon) ; not in AS. ; = MD. dronen, dreunen, called from its resemblance to a drone bee.
tremble, quaver, D. dreunen, make a trembling drone-pipe (dron'pip), «. 1. A pipe produ-
noise, = MLG. dronen, LG. dronen, > G. droh- eing a droning sound; hence, poeticalfy, the
nen, dronen, drone, hum, = Icel. drynja, roar* droning hum of an insect.

Hence— 2. An idler; a sluggard; one who
lives on the labor of others.

1 found myself a member of an active community in
which not a drone nor an invalid could be counted.

E. S. Phelps, Beyond the Gates, p. 134.

drone^ (dron), v. i.
; pret. and pp. droned, ppr.

[< droned, «.] To live in idleness.
Why was I not the twentieth by descent
From a long restive race of droninij Icings ? Dryden.

drone-bass (dron'bas), ». in music, a bass
consisting of the tonic, or of the tonic and domi-
nant, sounded continuously throughout a piece.
^It is frequently employed for a pastoral effect.

.1 ii- ,j = /,^„.,v
^^ A beetle of the

(cf. drynr, a roaring, drunur, a thundering), =
Sw. drona, low, bellow, drone, = Dan. drone,
peal, rumble, boom .(cf. dron, a boom). Cf.
Goth, drunjus, a sound, voice ; Gr. dpyvo^, a dirge
(see threne). Hence (remotely) drone^.] 1.
intrans. If. To roar; bellow.

Hee drouned as a dragon, dredeful of noyea.
Alisaunder of itacedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 985.

2. To give forth a monotonous, unvaried tone

;

utter a dvdl humming sound; hum or buzz, as
a beetle or a bagpipe.

And all the air a solemn stillness holds.
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight,

And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds.

Gray, Elegy.

Red after revel, droned her lurdane knights
Slumbering. Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

Like the national instrument of Scotland, the mind
drones wofully and will discourse most dolorous music,
unless an expansive and resilient force within supplies the
basis of quickly responsive action. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 103.

3. To use a dull, monotonous tone : as, he drones
in his reading.

Turn out their droning senate, and possess
That seat of empire which our souls were frani'd for.

Otway, Venice Preserved, ii. 3.

Pale wizard priests, o'er occult symbols droning.
Whittier, Worship.

II. trans. To give forth or utter in a monot-
onous, dull tone : as, he drones his sentences.

, I ask no organ's soulless breath
To drone the themes of life and death.

Whittier, The Meeting.

And the reader droned from the pulpit.
Like the murmur of many bees.

The legend of good Saint Guthlac,
And Saint Basil's homilies.

Longfellow, King Witlaf's Drinking-Hom.

You fell at once into a lower key
That's worse— the drone-pipe of a humble-bee.

Ccwper, Conversation, 1. 330.

Specifically— 2. The largest tube of a bagpipe,
which produces the droning soimd ; the drone.
drongO (drong'go), V. 1. A name given by Le
VailTant, in the form drongeur, to a South Afri-
can bird afterward known as the musical dron-
go, Dicrurus musicus ; then e.xtended to the
numerous African, Asiatic, and East Indian
fly-catching crow-like birds with long forked
tails which compose the family Dicrurid<e.

DrongO {Buchauga afra).

They are also called drongo-sltrikes. The Bu-
clianga atra of India and the further East is an
example.— 2. icap.] [NL.] The generic name
of a Madagascan species usually known as -Di-

crurus or Edolius forficatits. In this sense the
quasi-Latin form Drongus is found.
drongo-cuckoo (drong'go-kuk'o), TO. A cuckoo
of the genus Surniculus, as S. dicruroides of
Nepal.

dronel (dron), TO. [<dronel, «.] 1. A monoto-
nous, continued tone or sound; a humming: as, jtllfi^^lj -T,_J1._ /A / - U -1 N O
thedVojieofabee. ^ ''''' drongo-shrike (drong'go-shnk), «. Same as

dronqo, 1.

ba^P^e''
""^'='"'=''°^y as ... the dron. of »jUncojnshlre dronish (dro'nish), a. [< drone^ + .ish\] Like

T. V, ,j I, »v . iv J ' "•'

"

a drone; lazy; indolent; inactive.
If men should ever bee thumming the drone of one ,„._ j . , , ,_

plaine Song, it would be a dull Opiat to the most wakefull
^"'^ dronish monks, the scorn and shame of manhood,

attention. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst. Jtmve.

2. In music : (a) A pipe in the bagpipe which dronishly (dro'nish-li), adv. In a dronish man-
gives out a continuous and invariable tone. ,"^'''.

, ,,-,., , „,
.ri, V . .^ »,. i. • • , ... dronislmess (dro nish-nes), TO. The state of be-The harmony of them that pipe mrecordei-s, flutes, and 'V""^"-"".*'"''

^

" ^°" v/ ov«.,u ^^^ >to

drones. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. &S6.
mg aronisn.

,,,.j^, „,.,,,
(6) A drone bass dronkt. An obsolete (Middle Enghsh) form of

Dromlidae (dro-mi'i-de), to. pi. [NL., < Dro- drone2 (dron), n.' [Early mod. E. also droane; /™'t»Wi°^/T^'« tJo„ ^, .i- 7 ..mm + 4dw.] A family of brachyurous orano- < ME. drone, drane, < AS. drdn, also drwn = dronkelewt, «. and to. Seedrunl^lew.

Dormouse Phalanger [Dromicia HaHa),

to some extent in appearance ; some have a length of only
3 or 4 inches, with the tail about as long. The genus is
technically characterized by having only three true molars
above and below, and an incipient parachute ; it is most
nearly related to the pygmy petaurists, or small flying-
phalangers, such as Belideus and Acrobates.

Dromidx (drom'i-de), to. pi. [NL.] Same as
Dromadidw,

murous decapodous crustaceans, the sponge-
crabs, having remarkably large ehelse : a tran-
sitional group between the Brachyura and the
Maarura.
dromoi, n. Plural of dromos.
dromont, dromondt, n. [< ME. dromoun, dro-
mond, dromund, dromande, drowmund, etc., =
MLG. dragemunt (assimilated to MLG. dragen,
draw), < OF. dromon, dromont, later dromant, a
small and swift vessel, < LL. dromo{n-), < LGr.
ipd/iuv, a light vessel, dromond, < Qr. ip6/ioc,
a mnning, < ipajulv, run : see dromedary.] A
Urge, fast-sailing war-vessel ; hence, a similar
vessel of any kind. Also dromedary.

Whan at Hampton he made the great dromons.
Which passed other great ships of all the commons.

Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 205.

.-^'>f^ ^o'B'"^<"i and Peter deLongtoft celebrate
the straggle which Richard I on his way to Pales-
tine, had with a huge dromon. . . . This vessel had three
mxt*, wu very high out of the water, and is said to have
n«o 1600 men on board. Encyc. Brit., VIL 810.

dronkent. An obsolete (Middle English) form
of drunken.

dronklet, v. [ME. dronklen for *drunUen, freq.

of drinlcen, pp. drunken, dronken, drink: see
drink, drunk, and cf. drinkle.] I. trans. To
drench; drown.

II. intrans. To drown. Robert of Brunne, tr.

of Langtoft's Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 106, etc.

ult; from the imitative root of dm»ei,t).] itThe ^T°?*^ ^o™''.!*!,)'
?• [^ I>-'''-««'^ = Dan. dro«te,

- - - - I J •'• J^"c dodo. See aodo.] A name of the dodo

OLG. drdn, MLG. drane, drone, LG. drone (> G.
drohne, and prob. Dan. drone = Icel. drjoni, a
drone ; cf . Sw. dronare, a drone, lit. ' droner')

;

akin to OHG. treno, MHG. trene, tren, G. dial.

(Sax., Austr.) trehne, trene, a drone. Cf. Lith.
tranni, Gr. (Lacon.) 6pava^, a drone, revdp^m/,

Tcvdpr/S&v, a kind of wasp or bee, avdpijvri, avdprj-

di>v, a hornet or wasp (see Anthrenus); all appar.

male of the honey-bee. it is smaller than the queen
liee, but larger than the working bee. The drones niakt
no honey, but after living a few weeks and impregnating
the queen they are killed or driven from the hive by the drOOk, V. t. See drouk.

drony (dro'ni), a. [< drmie^ + -y^.] Like a
drone; dronish; sluggish. Johnson. [Rare.]

workers. See bee^.

I would be loath
To be a burden, or feed like a drone
On the industrious labour of the bee.

Beau, and FL, Honest Man's Fortune, iii. 1.

If once he [Love] lose his Sting, he grows a Drone.
Cowley, The Mistress, Against Fruition.

All with united force combine to drive
The lazy drones from the laborious hive.

Dryden, .^neid, i.

drooket, /). a. See droukit.

drool (drbl), i;. i. [E. dial., also written droul;
a contr. of drivel'^, q. v.] To slaver, as an in-

fant; drivel; drop saliva. [Prov. Eng.; and
common in the United States.]

There the slave-holder finds the chief argument for his
ownership of men, and in Africa or New England kidnaps
the weak, his mouth drooling with texts.

Theodore Parker, in Dean, p. 169.
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